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Cluverius. See Cluver.
Cluvier. See Ci.uver.
Cluyt, kloit, (Auger,) a Dutch botanist, a son of
Theodore, noticed below, was born at Leyden about 1590.

Cobb, (Thomas R. R.,) a lawyer, born in Jefferson
county, Georgia, in 1820, published in 1851 a “Digest
He became a general in the
of the Laws of Georgia.”

After making botanical researches in several countries,
he became director of the botanical garden at Leyden.
He wrote “ Instructions for packing and conveying Trees,
Plants, etc. to a Distance,” (1631,) and a few other works.

December,

See “Biographie M^dicale.”

Confederate service, and was killed at Fredericksburg in
1862.

Cobb, (Thomas

W.,) born in Columbia county,
Georgia, in 1784. He was elected to Congress in 1816,
and became a Senator of the United States in 1824. In
1828 he was made a judge of the superior court. Died
in

1830.
Cluyt, [Lat. Clu'tius,] (Theodore Auger,) a Dutch
Cobbe, kob, (Frances Power,) a rationalistic writer
botanist, was director of a public botanical garden
on religion and morals, a descendant of Charles Cobbe,
founded at Leyden in 1577, which became, under his
He wrote a Archbishop of Dublin, was born in that city in 1822. In
charge, one of the best that then existed.
early youth Miss Cobbe seems to have been left very
“History of Bees,” (1598.)
“ PilClym'e-ne, [Gr. K/.v/ievri; Fr. Climene or Clym^ne, much to herself. She read not only the Bible and
grim’s Progress,” but also some books of a very different
kle'min',] an ocean nymph, regarded as a daughter of
character. Shelley appears to have been a special favourite
Oceanus, the wife of Japetus, and the mother of Atlas,
with her. We need not be surprised that, with such comPrometheus, and Epinietheus.
Cly'mer, (George,) an American statesman, born in panions for her solitude, her mind should sometimes
a prey to universal doubt. As she was one da y
Philadelphia in 1739.
He became about 1773 an active become
musing on the great problem of existence, she said to
supporter of the popular cause, was chosen a member
herself that, although she knew nothing of God, or of
of Congress in 1776, and signed the Declaration of Inany law beyond her own soul, she would at least be true
dependence. In 1780 he was re-elected to Congress. He
to that and merit the approbation of her own conscience.
was a member of the convention which framed the
This resolution, we are told, brought almost immediately
Federal Constitution in 1787, and was the founder of
a renewed faith in God,
“a sense that somehow such
Died in 1813.
the Pennsylvania Agricultural Society.
an effort must be pleasing to her Creator, who had given
See Goodrich, “ Lives of the Signers to the Declaration of Indeher that inner law.” From that hour she was a theist.
pendence.”
Clyt-em-nes'tra, [Gr. KAvTcu/evr/arpa ; Fr. Clytem- Meeting not long afterwards with some of Theodore
/
NESTRE,'kle't£m nSstR',] the wife of Agamemnon, and Parker’s writings, she read them with great avidity and
Her mother’s death having vividly presented
the sister of Castor. Having formed a guilty connection delight.
with Aigisthus during the absence of her husband, she to her mind the great question of a future life, she wrote
to
Mr.
Parker,
asking him why he believed in immormurdered the latter on his return from Troy. She was
tality.
His “ Sermon of the Immortal Life” was his
killed by her son Orestes.

—

reply. (See Parker, Theodore.)
See Clytemnestra.
Among the most important of Miss Cobbe’s producClyt' I-a or Clyt'I-e, [Gr. KAvria or K Aura?,] a nymph
beloved by Apollo, (the sun :) having been deserted by tions are her “Intuitive Morals,” (London, 1855,) and
her “Religious Duty,” both of which works evince
her lover, she was changed into a heliotrope.
strong powers of reasoning, joined with great earnestSee Ovid, “Metamorphoses," book iv.
ness of character, and we may also mention “ Darwinism
Cnut. See Canute.
in Morals and other Essays,” (1872.)
She has lately
Cnutzen. See Knutzen.
taken an active part in opposing the practice of viviCoad, kod, (John,) an English carpenter, who was section.
engaged in the rebellion of the Duke of Monmouth in
See “Christian Examiner” for November, 1867.
He
1685, for which he was transported to Jamaica.
Cob'bett, (John Morgan,) a son of William Cobbett,
wrote a curious narrative of his adventures.
noticed below.
Pie published a selection of his father’s
See “Memorandum of the Wonderful Providences of God,” etc.,
In 1852 he was
political works, in 6 volumes, (1842.)
by John Coad.
elected a Liberal member of Parliament for Oldham.
Cobad. See Cabades.
Cobbett, (William,) a popular and vigorous poliCobb, (Howell,) an able American politician, born tical writer, born at Farnham, England, in 1762. He

Clytemnestre.

in Jefferson county,

Georgia, in 1815.

He was

elected a
was the son of a farmer, and was self-educated. About
and twice
1784 he enlisted in the army, and served with honour in
re-elected.
In December, 1849, he was chosen Speaker North
America until 1791. Having left the service, he
of the House of Representatives. He was Governor of
emigrated to the United States in 1792, and became a
Georgia in 1851 and 1852, and was appointed secretary
resident of Philadelphia, where he issued “ Peter Porcuof the treasury by President Buchanan in March, 1857.
pine’s Gazette,” a Federalist paper. He was fined
He resigned before the end of i860, was president of the for a libel on Dr. Rush. In 1800 he returned to $5000
EngCongress of secessionists which met in February, 1861, land,
and established in London “The Weekly Poliand became a major-general in the Confederate service.
tical Register,” which at first was a Tory paper; but
Died in 1868.
after the lapse of several years he became a strenuous
Cobb, (Howell,) an American lawyer, born at Sa- opponent of Pitt and of the Tories. For his political
vannah, Georgia, in 1795. He published, in 1845, a
libels or satires on members of government he was
work on legal forms.
several times fined heavily, and in 1810 was sentenced
Cobb, (James,) an English dramatic poet, born in to imprisonment for two years. He continued to issue
He
was
employed
clerk
or
as
secretary by the
1756.
the “Register” for thirty-three years. After two unsucEast India Company about 1772. He composed “The
cessful attempts to enter Parliament for Oldham, he was
Humorist,” “The Strangers at Home,” (1786,) and other
finally returned in 1832, and again in 1834.
He died in
dramas. Died in 1813.
He was the author of many successful works,
1835.
See Baker, “Biographia Dramatica.”
among which are “ The Emigrant’s Guide,” “ Cottage
Cobb, (Joseph Beckham,) son of Thomas W., no- Economy,” “Advice to Young Men and Women,” and
ticed below, was born in Oglethorpe county, Georgia, in “Rural Rides.”
His style is described as “the perfecHe was a contributor to the “American Review,” tion of the rough Saxon English.” He was remarkable
1819.
and wrote, among other works, a novel entitled “ The for his mastery of the weapons of sarcasm and the reCreole.” Died in 1858.
sources of common sense, and had great powers of obCobb, (Nathaniel R.,) a philanthropic merchant of servation and description. “Cobbett,” says Hazlitt,
Boston, was born in Falmouth, Maine, in 1798; died “ is a very honest man, with a total want of principle.
in 1834.
I mean, he is in downright earnest in the part he takes
Cobb, (Samuel,) an English poet, who graduated at at the time ; but in taking that part he is led entirely
Cambridge in 1702. He published a volume of poems, by headstrong obstinacy, caprice, novelty, pique, or
He has no comfort in
(1707,) “The Oak and Brier,” a tale, and the “Female personal motive of some sort.
Reign.” Died in 1713.
fixed principles.
As soon as anything is settled in his

member of Congress by the Democrats
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COBDEN
own mind, he

quarrels with it. If nobody else can argue
against him, he is a very good match for himself.”
See the piquant but not ill-natured article on Cobbett, in Haz“ Life of William Cobbett,”
vol. v.
“Edinburgh Review” for July, 1807, and Febru“Blackwood’s Magazine” for September, 1823; “ Fraser’s
Magazine” for August and October, 1835 “ Westminster Review”
for October, 1835; Sir H. L. Bulwer, “Historical Characters,”
London, 1868.
litt’s “Miscellaneous Works,’’
Philadelphia, 1831

and signed the treaty of Campo Formio

in 1797.
In 1801
he negotiated the treaty of Luneville with the French, and
became a minister of state at Vienna. Died in 1808.

See Segur, “Mdmoires.”

;

;

Cobham,

ary, 1823;

•

Cob'dgn, (Edward,) D.D., an English divine, who
became prebendary of Saint Paul’s, and obtained several
livings in London.
He published Sermons, Poems, and
Essays. Died in 1764.

Cobden, (Richard,) an eminent English Liberal
statesman and economist, was born at Dunford, near
Midhurst, Sussex, in June, 1804. He was the son of a
farmer who owned a small estate in land. After having
been initiated in business in the warehouse of his uncle
in London, he removed to Manchester and established
a manufactory of fine cotton goods, (prints,) in which he
was successful. Between 1834 and 1838 he visited Egypt,
Greece, the United States, France, and Germany.
He
published, about 1836, a pamphlet entitled “England,
Ireland, and America,” and another on Russia.
He became in 1838 a prominent advocate of the free importation of bread-stuffs, and was soon known as the principal
champion and orator of the National Anti-Corn-Law
League, a powerful political organization, formed in 1839.
In 1841 he was elected member of Parliament for Stockport.
On this new arena he acquired great influence by
his extensive information, oratorical talents, and indomitable energy.
He also addressed many public meetings
of the Anti-Corn-Law League, until the contest ended

On

in the repeal of the Corn-Laws in June, 1846.
this
occasion Sir Robert Peel made a remarkable speech, in

which he generously declared that the merit of this important reform belonged to Mr. Cobden more than to
any other man. After the close of the session he performed an extensive journey on the continent, and during
his absence (1847) was returned to Parliament for the
West Riding of Yorkshire, including Leeds and Sheffield.
He was an active member of the Peace Congress
of Paris in 1849, and of that held at Frankfort in 1850.
Mr. Cobden and John Bright were the leaders of the
Manchester party or school, which holds an independent
position with respect to the Whigs and Tories.
He was
in favour of the vote by ballot, of electoral reform, of
the French alliance, of a pacific foreign policy, and of
non-intervention in foreign quarrels.
He opposed the
war against Russia, (1854,) and the Chinese policy of
Palmerston in 1857, with such a loss of popularity that
he was defeated at the election of 1857 as candidate for
Huddersfield. He was, however, elected by the voters
of Rochdale in 1859. While he was absent on a visit to
the United States, in 1859, a new ministry was formed
by Lord Palmerston, who offered him a seat in the
cabinet, (as president of the Board of Trade,) which he
declined.
As British commissioner, he negotiated, in
i860, an important commercial treaty with the French,
which has greatly increased the trade between England
and France. Referring to this treaty, Mr. Gladstone
(August, 1866) said, “I don’t believe that the man
breathed upon earth at that epoch, or now breathes upon
earth, that could have effected that great measure, with
the single exception of Mr. Cobden.”
He was one of
the few British statesmen who cordially favoured the
cause of liberty and humanity in the United States
during the civil war. Died April 2, 1865.
See Louis de Lom£nie, “ R. Cobden, par un Homme de Rien,”
“ Life of Richard Cobden,” by J. McGilchrist, 1865 Joseph
Garnier, “ R. Cobden, les Ligueurset la Ligue,” 1846: “Brief Biographies,” by Samuel Smiles: “British Quarterly Review” for
January, 1866; “North British Review” for March, 1867.
1844

;

;

Cobenzl, von, fon ko-bSnt'sl, or Cobentzel, ko(Johann Philipp,) Count, a diplomatist, born
died in 1810.
at Laybach in 1741
Cobenzl or Cobentzel, von, (Karl,) Count, an
Austrian diplomatist, born at Laybach in 1712. He was
bSnt'sel,

;

placed in 1753 at the head of the government of the
Austrian Netherlands. Died in 1770.
Cobenzl or Cobentzel, von, (Louis,) Count, an
Austrian diplomatist, son of the preceding, was born at
He was ambassador to Russia in 1780,
Brussels in 1753.
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same, less prolonged;
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kob'am,

(Sir

John Oldcastle,) Lord, an

English nobleman, was the head of the sect of Lollards,
whom the Catholics stigmatized as heretics. “ His high
character, and his zeal for the new sect,” says Hume,
“ pointed him out as the proper victim of ecclesiastical
severity.” He was condemned to the flames in 1413, but
escaped, and instigated his friends to an open rebellion.
Hume states that he designed to seize the king at Eltham.
The insurgent Lollards were overpowered in 1414 ; but
Cobham escaped until 1418, when he was hanged. (See

Lollard.)
See T. Gapsey, “ Life and Times of the Good Lord Cobham,’’
London, 1844.

Cobo,

ko'Bo, (Barnab£,) a Spanish missionary, born
in 1582, passed fifty years in Peru, Mexico,
He wrote a work on the natural history of those
etc.
countries, (still in manuscript.)
Died in 1657.
Cobo, (Juan,) a Spanish monk and missionary, born
near Toledo. He went to Manilla in 1586, learned the
Chinese language, and compiled a dictionary of the
same. In 1592 he was sent on a mission to Japan, with
the ruler of which he negotiated a treaty favourable to
the Spaniards.
On his return the ship was wrecked at
Formosa, and he was massacred by the natives, in 1592.
at

Lopera

Cobourg.

See Coburg.
Co'burg, written also Cobourg, [Ger.pron. ko'booRG,]

(Josias,)

Prince, an Austrian general, born

in 1737.
the Austrian army which, with the aid
of Suwarrow, defeated the Turks in 1789. In the spring
of 1793 he was appointed generalissimo of the army
of the allies, and gained a victory over the French at
Neerwinden. He invaded France the same year, and
took Conde and Valenciennes. Having been defeated by
resigned the
Jourdan at Wattignies in October, 1793,
command. Died in 1815. “ He belonged,” says Alison,
“ to the old methodical school of Lacey, and was destitute of either decision or character.”
(“History of

He commanded

Europe.”)

Coccaie, (Merlin.)

See Folengo.

Coccapani,

kok-kfi-pj'nee, (Sigismondo,) an Italian
painter and architect, born at Florence in 1585.
He was
one of the architects employed on the fagade of the
Duomo of Florence. Died in 1642.

Cocceius.

See Coccejus, (John.)
Coc-ge'ius, (kok-see'yus,) (Ner'va,) an eminent Roman jurisconsult, who was chosen consul in 22 a.d. He
was the grandfather of the emperor Nerva. He obtained
the favour and confidence of Tiberius, whose measures, it
seems, he did not approve. His legal learning is highly
extolled by Tacitus, and he is often cited in the Digest.
He died by voluntary starvation about 33 a.d. His son,
of the same name, was a distinguished jurist, the author
of several treatises, and is supposed to have been the
father of the emperor Nerva.
Cocceji. See Coccejus.
Coccejus, von, fon kot-sa'yus, or Cocceji, kot-sa'yee, (Heinrich,) Baron, a German jurist, born at Bremen
in 1644.
He was professor of law at Heidelberg and at
Utrecht, and wrote, besides other works, a commentary
on Grotius “De Jure Belli et Pads,” published by his
son, (1744-48.)
Died in 1719.
See Lucanus, “ Lebensbeschreibung des H. von Cocceji,” 1741.

Coccejus, Cocceius, or Cock, (John,) an eminent theologian, born at Bremen in 1603. He became
professor of Hebrew at Franeker in 1636, and from 1649
He was
to 1669 was professor of theology at Leyden.
the founder of a school of theologians which became
numerous in the United Provinces under the name of
“Coccejans.” He carried the system of figurative interpretation to the extreme.
His fundamental rule of
interpretation was that we should understand the words
and phrases of Scripture in all the senses of which they
are susceptible, and that almost every passage, in addition to its literal meaning, had a figurative signification.
“Two natives of Holland,” says Hallam, “opposite in
character, in spirit, and principles of reasoning, and
consequently the founders of opposite schools of disshort;
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— Grotius and Coccejus.”

Europe.”) He published “ Sunima Doctrinae de Fcedere et Testamento,”
Died in 1669.
(1648,) and other works.
Nice ron, “ M£See Joncourt, “ Entretiens sur les Cocc^iens
moires;” Mosheim, “ Ecclesiastical History.”
(“ Introduction to the Literature of

or Cocceji, (Samuel,) a German jurist, a
son of Heinrich, noticed above, was born at Heidelberg
in 1679.
He was appointed by the King of Prussia minister of state and of war in 1727, and grand chancellor
His reputation is founded chiefly on the new
in 1746.
code of laws which he composed, by order of Frederick
the Great, about 1746. Died in 1755.
See Meusel, “ Lexikon der verstorbenen Gelehrten.”

Coccejus

Cocclti, kok'kee, (Antonio,) a learned Italian phy-

He was appointed prefect at Antand a member of the senate in 1809.

of the Convention.

werp
Died

in 1804,
in 1825.

Co-eh'ran, (William,) a Scottish painter of history
and portraits, born at Strathaven in 1738; died at Glas-

gow in 1785.
Cochrane.
Cochrane,

See Dundonald, Earl of.
kok'ran, (Alexander Dundas Baillie,)
a British writer, son of Admiral Sir Thomas John Cochrane, born in 1814, became a member of Parliament in

He published “The Morea, with Remarks on
1841.
Greece,” (1841,) “Young Italy,” (1850,) and “Ernest
Vane,” a novel.
(Sir Alexander Inglis,) a British admibrother of Archibald, noticed below, born in 1758.
He was made a post-captain in 1782, and rear-admiral
in 1804.
For his services in a battle against the French
in 1806, near Hayti, he was knighted.
In 1809 he
obtained the rank of vice-admiral, and in 1815 assisted
the British land-forces in the attack on New Orleans.
He became admiral of the blue in 1819. Died in 1832.
Cochrane, (Archibald,) Earl of Dundonald, a British chemist, born in 1749, was the son of Thomas, Earl
of Dundonald, whom he succeeded in 1778.
He published a “Treatise on Coal-Tar,” a “Treatise on the
Connexion of Agriculture and Chemistry,” (1795,) and
a valuable work on “ The Application of Chemistry
to Agriculture.”
Died in 1831. His son was a distinguished admiral, Lord Cochrane. (See Dundonald,

Cochrane,

ral,

born at Benevento in 1695, was professor of
medicine at Pisa, and subsequently of philosophy at
Florence. He published several works on medicine
and other subjects. Died in 1758.
He had been a
regular correspondent with Sir Isaac Newton.
See Fabroni, “Vita Italorum doctrina excellentium.”
Coccia, kot'chi, (Carlo,) an Italian composer, born
Among his most popular works are
at Naples in 1789.
the operas “Clotilde” and “Maria Stuart.”
Coccopani, kok-ko-pd'nee, (Giovanni,) an Italian
artist, born at Florence in 1582, was versed in many
sciences and arts.
In 1622 he was invited to Vienna
by the emperor, who employed him as a military engineer.
He afterwards designed the palace called Villa Earl of.)
Imperiale at Florence. Died in 1649.
See Chambers, “ Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen.”
Cochard, ko'shiR', (Nicolas Francois, ) a French
Co-eh'rane, (John,) an American general, born in
litterateur, born near Lyons in 1763 ; died in 1834.
Cochereau, kosh'rc/, (Mathieu,) a French painter Montgomery county, New York, about 1813. He was
of genre, born at Montigny, became a pupil of David in elected a member of Congress by the voters of New
York City in 1856 and 1858. He was appointed a briHe died at the age of twenty-seven.
1807.
Cochet, ko'shV, (Jean,) born at Faverges, in Savoy, gadier-general about July, 1862.
Cochrane, (John Dundas,) Captain, an eccentric
became professor of philosophy in the College Mazarin
of Paris. He wrote, besides other works, a treatise on British naval officer, surnamed “the Pedestrian TravelIn 1820 he resolved to perLogic, said to have been the best elementary work on ler,” was born about 1780.
that subject that had appeared in French. Died in 1771. form a journey around the world on foot, in pursuance
which
design
he
traversed
of
Russia and Siberia as far
Cochin, ko'shiN', (Charles Nicolas,) a skilful
French artist, born in Paris in 1688. He engraved with as Kamtchatka. Having married a native of that region,
the burin and point his own designs, and some works he changed his mind, and returned by way of Russia
Of this journey he published a
to England in 1823.
of Lemoine, Coypel, and Watteau.
Died in 1754.
Cochin, (Charles Nicolas,) an eminent French narrative, which is said to be curious and amusing. Died
sician,

designer and engraver, born in Paris in 1715, was the
son and pupil of the preceding. He was chosen keeper
of the designs of the king’s cabinet in 1752. In 1756
he published an excellent work, entitled “ Picturesque
Journey in Italy,” (“Voyage pittoresque d’ltalie,”)

which was often reprinted. Louis XV. granted to him
letters of nobility.
Cochin etched a great number of
his own designs, and some works of Vernet and other
masters. The number of his designs and engravings
is about fifteen hundred.
Died in 1790.
See Basan, “ Dictionnaire des Graveurs.”

Cochin, (Henri,) an eminent French advocate and
orator, born in Paris in 1687, was admitted to the bar in
Though very eloquent in public, he was taciturn
1706.
and timid in conversation. Several volumes of his pleas
have been published. Died in 1747.
See C. Lenormand, “£loge de Cochin,” 1825.

Cochin, (Jacques Denis,) a French
and founder of the hospital which bears
born in Paris in 1726; died in 1783.
Cochlaeus. See Cochlaus.

priest, writer,

his

name, was

Cochlaus, koK-la'us, [Fr. Cochl£e, kok'li'; Lat.
Cochl^'us,] (Johann,) a German theologian and controversialist, born near Nuremberg in 1479. He became
a canon of Worms, Mentz, and Breslau.
He was a zealous opponent of the Protestant Reformation, and wrote
“ Remarks Commentaria) on the Actions and Writings
(
of Luther,” (1549,) and other works. Died in 1552.
See Seckendorf, “ Historia Lutheranismi
Bayle, “ Historical
and Critical Dictionary
De Thou, “ History.”

Cochlee. See Cochlaus.
Cochon de Lapparent, ko'sh^N' deh If'pI'rSN',
(Count Charles,) a French politician, born in 1749.
He was a deputy from Poitiers to the States-General
in 1789, and afterwards a prominent republican member
c as k; 9 as
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South America

in 1825.
(Sir Thomas John,) a British admiral,
son of Admiral Sir Alexander Inglis Cochrane,
about 1790, served as captain under his father in the war
was elected to
against the United States in 1814.
Parliament in 1837, and became a vice-admiral in 1850.

in

Cochrane,

bom

He

Cock,

kok, (Jerome,) a Flemish engraver and dealer

in prints, was bom at Antwerp about 1510.
lished several collections of his engravings.
Died in 1570.
his works are highly prized.

He

pub-

Some

of

Cock or Cocke, (Matthew,) a landscape-painter
of Antwerp, born about 1500, was a brother of Jerome,
noticed above. He was one of the first Flemish painters
that abondoned the Gothic style. Died in 1554.
Cockburn, (Alexander,) an eminent English lawyer, was born in 1802.
He was called to the bar in
1829, became solicitor-general in 1850 and attorneygeneral in 1851. He represented Southampton in the
Liberal interest until his elevation to the bench as lord
Three
chief justicp of the common pleas in 1856.
years later he became lord chief justice of England.
His knowledge of the French language was remarkably
He died in 1880.
great.
Cockburn, ko'bern, (Catherine,) an English dramatic writer, whose maiden name was Trotter, born
She composed successful tragedies,
in London in 1679.
entitled “Agnes de Castro,” “Fatal Friendship,” etc.
In 1747 she produced “Remarks on the Nature and
Obligations of Virtue,” which was praised by Warburton.
Died in 1749.
Cockburn, ko’bern, (Sir George,) G.C.B., a British
admiral, born about 1772. He took part in the capture
of Washington City in 1814, and conveyed Napoleon to
He was a lord of the admiralty
Saint Helena in 1815.
from 1818 to 1828, and sat in Parliament for many years.
DieJ in 1853.
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Cockburn, (Henry Thomas,) Lord, an able Scottish judge, born in 1779.
He was appointed solicitorgeneral for Scotland in 1830, and became one of the
Lords of Session in 1834. He wrote articles for the
“ Edinburgh Review,” and published “ The Life and
Correspondence of Lord Jeffrey,” (1852.) Died in 1854.
“London
See “North British Review” for November, 1856
Quarterly Review” for July, 1852 “ Edinburgh Review” for January,
:

;

1857

;

“Blackwood’s Magazine”

Cockburn,

for

September and October,

(Patrick,) a Scottish

linguist,

1852.

born

at

some years professor of Hebrew and
Syriac in the University of Paris.
Having become a
Protestant, he returned to Scotland, and preached at
Langton, was

COE HORN
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for

Haddington. He was reckoned one of the first scholars
of his time, and wrote several religious works in Latin,
one of which is “ The Utility and Excellence of the Word
of God.” Died in 1559.
Cockburn or Cockburne, (William,) an English
medical writer, born about 1650; died about 1736.
Cocke, kok, (Philip Saint George,) a general,
born in Virginia about 1808, graduated at West Point
in 1832.
He took arms against the Union, and became
a brigadier-general in 1861. He killed himself in December of the same year.
Cock'er, (Edward,) an English teacher and educational writer, born in 1632, was a resident of London.
His “Arithmetic” obtained a very large circulation, and
passed through fifty-five editions between 1677 and 1758.
Died about 1677.
Cock'er-ell, (Charles Robert,) an eminent English
born in London in 1788. He was elected a
Royal Academician in 1836, and became professor of
architecture in the Royal Academy- in 1840.
He designed the New Library at Cambridge in 1840, the University Galleries at Oxford, the College of Lampeter,
architect,

Codazzi, ko-dit'see, (Agostino,) an Italian engineer
and geographer, born at Lugo in 1792. He emigrated
to Santa Fe de Bogota, in South America, about 1826,
and was afterwards employed in the survey of Venezuela.
The results of his labours were published in a work on
the

“Geography of Venezuela,” with maps, (“Resumen

Geografia de Venezuela,” 1841.)
the founder of the colony
of Rhode Island, was born in Lincolnshire, England, in
emigrated
1601.
He
to Massachusetts in 1630, and, in
consequence of a disagreement with Governor Winthrop
on religious subjects, removed with a party of settlers to
Rhode Island in 1638. In 1640 he was chosen governor
of that colony, which position he held for seven years.
He was a member of the Society of Friends. Died in

de

la

Cod' ding-ton, (William,)

1678.

Co-dl'nus, (Georgius,) [raipyrof KMvoc 6 KvpomMsurnamed Curopala'tes, a Greek compiler, who
lived at Constantinople about 1450.
He compiled two
works, which treat of the public offices in church and
state, and of the antiquities of Constantinople.
Codomannus. See Darius III.
Co-dra/tus, [Kodparof,] a Greek physician and Christian martyr, born at Corinth, was put to death about
7J7f,]

258 A.D.

Cod'ring-ton, (Christopher,) a British officer, born
Barbadoes in 1668, wrote some Latin verses, and gave
£ 10,000 to form a library at Oxford. Died in 1710.
at

Codrington,

(Sir

born in 1770.
and received a medal
miral,

Edward,) G.C.B., an English adHe was made a captain in 1794,

for his conduct at Trafalgar in 1805.
raised to the rank of rear-admiral in 1814, and
served at the battle of New Orleans in 1815. In 1821
he became vice-admiral. He commanded the fleet of
the English, French, and Russians which defeated the
and other public edifices. He was for some years chief Turks at Navarino in 1827. He obtained the rank of
architect of the Bank of England, in which he made full admiral in 1837.
Died in 1851.
considerable alterations. Mr. Cockerell was partial to
See Campbell’s “ Lives of British Admirals.”
the classic style of architecture.
He was a foreign assoCodrington, (Robert,) an English writer, born in
ciate of the Institute of France.
Died in 1863.
1602, wrote a “ Life of Robert, Earl of Essex,” and made
Cock'er-ill, (John,) a Belgian engineer and machinist,
Died in 1665.
translations from the Latin and French.
noted for his enterprise and talents, was born of English
Codrington, (Sir William John,) K.C.B., an Engparents in 1790. He fabricated steam-engines, etc. at
lish general, son of Admiral Sir Edward Codrington,
the great iron-foundry of Seraing, in which King William
born in 1800, entered the army in 1821, became colonel
of Holland was once a partner. Died in 1840.
in the Coldstream Guards in 1846, and major-general in
See “Nouvelle Biographie Gcnera’e.”
June, 1854. He distinguished himself at the Alma and
Cock'son, (Thomas,) an English engraver of por- at Inkerman, (1854,) and was promoted to the command
traits, flourished about 1620-30.
of the light division. He directed the attack on the

Cock'ton, (Henry,) an English
1808.

He

triloquist

:

writer,

born about

published, besides other works, “The Venbeing the Life and Adventures of Valentine

Vox,” (1840.) Died in 1853.
Co'cles, (Horatius,) a Roman hero, who acquired
renown, about 500 b.c., by the defence of the Sublician
bridge against the army of Porsena while the Romans
were cutting off the communication with the opposite
shore. When the bridge had been made impassable, he
plunged into the river and saved himself by swimming.
This legend forms the basis of Macaulay’s spirited
ballad in his “ Lays of Ancient Rome.”
See Niebuhr, “History of Rome.”

Coco, ko'ko, (Vincenzo,) an Italian writer, born at
Campomarano in 1770, lived mostly in Naples. He pubromance called “ Plato in Italy,”
which was very successful, and a “ History
of the Revolution of Naples.” Died at Naples in 1823.

lished a philosophic
(3 vols., 1806,)

See Tipaldo, “ Biografia

degli Italian! illustri.”

Cocoli, kok'o-lee, (Domenico,) an Italian geometer,
born at Brescia in 1747, was for thirty years professor
of natural philosophy and mathematics in his native city.
He published “Elements of Geometry and TrigonomeDied in 1812.
try,” and other works.
Cocquard, ko'kiR', (Francois Bernard,) a French
poet and prose-writer, born at Dijon in 1 700 died in 1 772.
Coda, ko'di, (Benedetto,) an Italian painter, born

He was

Redan

of Sevastopol in September, 1855.

who mentions him

;

tures of ruined buildings.
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in his seventh Eclogue.

Coeffeteau, ko'Sfto', (Nicolas,) a French Dominican
and theologian, born in Maine in 1574. Henry IV. gave
him the title of his preacher. At the request of Gregory
XV., he wrote a work to refute A. de Dominis, who had
attacked the papal power. In 1617 he became titular
Bishop of Dardania. His version of the history of Florus
was highly praised as a master-piece of French style.
Died in 1623.
See Nic£ron,

;

died about 1520.
at Ferrara about 1460
His son, Bartolommeo, born at Ferrara, was a painter
He was living in 1558.
of good reputation.
Codagora, ko-di-go'ri, (Viviano,) an Italian painter,
who lived about 1650, excelled in perspective and in pic-

In November

he succeeded General Simpson as commander-in-chief
of the British army in the Crimea, and was appointed
governor of Gibraltar in 1859. He was placed on the
retired list in 1877, and was a member of the Metropolitan Board of Works. Died in 1884.
Codronchi, ko-dRon'kee, (Battista,) an eminent
Italian physician and writer, born at Imola about 1550.
Co'drus or Ko’drus, [KoJpo?,] the last king of Athens,
is supposed to have reigned about 1060 B.c.
An oracle
having declared that the Dorians would be victorious
in war against the Athenians provided they spared the
life of the Athenian king, Codrus went in disguise to the
Dorian camp and provoked a quarrel, in which he was
killed.
His son, Medon, became archon of Athens.
Codrus, a Roman poet, was a contemporary ol Virgil,

Coehorn

“Hommes illustres.”
Cohorn, ko'horn,

[Fr. pron. ko'oRn',]
(Louis,) a French general, born at Strasburg in 1771, was
below. He was
Coehorn,
noticed
a relative of Menno van
made a general of brigade in 1807, was wounded at Friedland, and displayed great bravery at Ebersberg in 1809.
He took part in the battles of Aspern, Wagram, and
Lutzen, and was mortally wounded at Leipsic in 1814.

6, u, y, short; a, e,

j,

or

o,
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Coehorn, van, vin koo'horn,

(Menno or Mennon,) Baron,
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written also

Cohorn,

a famous Dutch engineer

and general, born in Friesland in 1632, or, as some say,
Having acquired skill in mathematics, he entered the army as captain at an early age, and served
with distinction in the campaigns of 1673 and 1674. At
the siege of Namur, (1692,) which city he had fortified,
he was opposed to the French engineer Vauban. Three
years later he was employed as engineer in the recapture
in 1641.

stated that he transacted more commerce than all the
other merchants of France. He was falsely accused of
various crimes, and in 1453 was fined 400,000 crowns
and banished. He went to Rome, and received from
Calixtus III. the command of part of a fleet which he
He died at Scio about 1456.
sent against the Turks.
See Baron Trouv6, “ Histoirede Jacques Coeur,” 1840; Louisa
S. Costello, “Jacques Cceur, the French Argonaut, and his Times.”

Coeur, (Pierre Louis,) a French bishop and eloquent
Namur. Among his master-pieces are the fortresses preacher, born at Tarare (Rhone) in 1805. He removed
Paris in 1835, and became a fashionable pulpit orator.
to
Nymwegen, Breda, Namur, and Bergen-op-Zoom.
He became lieutenant-general in 1703, and published He was appointed Bishop of Troyes in 1848. His serhis “New Method of Fortification,” an excellent work. mons are compared to those of Massillon.
Coeur de Lion. See Richard I.
According to some biographers, this was published in
Coffin, ko'f&N', (Charles,) a French scholar and
Died at the Hague in 1704.
1685.
Macau- poet, born at Buzancy in 1676. He succeeded Rollin
See Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie
lay, “ History of England,” vol. iv.; Nicolaus Ypev, “Narratio de in the College of Beauvais, at Paris, in 1712, and was
Rebus gestis Mennonis Cohorni,” 1771 Dutch version of the same, chosen rector of the University of Paris in 1718. His
1772.
“Ode on the Wine of Champagne” was admired. He
Coelestinus, Pope. See Celestine.
gained much reputation by the hymns which he comCcelestius. See Celestius.
posed for the Breviary of Paris. Died in 1 749.

of
of

;

Coelius. See Rufus Ccelius.
Cce'll-us or Cae'll-us (see'le-us) An-tip'a-ter, (Lucius,) a Roman historian and jurist, who wrote, about
125 B.C., a “History of the Second Punic War,” which
was highly esteemed until it was surpassed by Livy.
Only fragments of it are extant. Ccelius was the first

Roman

historian that

Marcus Brutus valued

aimed
his

at the

ornaments of style.
that he made

work so highly

an abridgment of it.
Coello, ko-gl'yo, (Alonzo Sanchez,) a skilful Spanish
painter, born in 1515. He studied at Rome in the school
of Raphael, and was afterwards employed by Philip II.
He also painted porof Spain to adorn the Escurial.
Died in 1590.
traits of that king and his courtiers.
See Nagler, “ Neues Allgemeines Kiinstler-Lexikon.”

See Lenglet, “ £loge de Coffin,” prefixed

to his works.

Cof'fin, (Sir Isaac,) an English admiral, was born at
He was raised to the
Boston, Massachusetts, in 1759.
rank of admiral about 1814. Died in 1839.
Coffin, (Robert S.,) a printer and poet, called “ the
Boston Bard,” born at Brunswick, Maine, in 1797. He
served as a sailor in the war of 1812. Died in 1827.
Coffinhal, koTe'nil', (Jean Baptiste,) a French JaHe became a judge of
cobin, born at Aurillac in 1754.
the Revolutionary Tribunal in Paris in 1793, and a partisan of Robespierre.
He was a party to many acts of
cruelty, and fought resolutely for Robespierre on the 9th
Thermidor, 1 794.
few days later he was executed.

A

See Thiers, “ Histoire de

la

Revolution Frangaise.”

Co'gan, (Thomas,) an English physician, born in
Coello, (Claudio,) a celebrated Spanish painter, born Somersetshire. He practised at Manchester, and wrote
About “ The Haven of Health,” and a few other treatises. Died
Fie was a pupil of Ricci.
at Madrid in 1621.
1680 he was chosen painter to the king, (Charles II.) in 1607.
the
the
“Collocation
of
Host,”
His master-piece is
Cogan, (Thomas,) an English physician and writer,
which adorns the sacristy of the Escurial, and which is born at Rowell in
He practised in Leyden, Am-

He

is said to equal
name.
in design, Murillo in colour, and Velasquez in effect.
Died at Madrid in 1693.
See Quilliet, “ Dictionnaire des Peintres Espagnols.”

sufficient to immortalize his

Cano

Coelmans, kool'mins,

(Jacques,) a Flemish engraver,
at Aix, France, in 1735.

born at Antwerp in 1670; died
Coeln. See Coln.
Coelus. See Uranus.

merit.

Coen, koon, (John Peterson or Pieterzon,) a Dutch
colonial governor, born at Hoorn about 1587. He founded
Batavia in 1619, and was chosen president of Bantam.
Died in 1629.

Coenrads.

See Conrad, (Abraham.)

Ccenus, see'nus, [Gr. Koivof,] an able Macedonian
general, a son-in-law of Parmenio, accompanied Alexander the Great in the invasion of Persia, 334 B.c. He
distinguished himself at the battle of Issus, and, when
Alexander proposed to march beyond the Hyphasis, he
insisted on returning.
He died in India in 327 B.c.
Coessin, ko'&'siN', (F. G.,) a French ultramontane
religionist, born at Lisieux in 1782, was noted for his
eccentric mysticism.
Died about 1842.
Coetlogon, de, deh ko'St'lo'gbN', (Alain Emmanuel,) Marquis, a French admiral and marshal, born
in 1646
died in 1730.
Coetlogon, de, (Jean Baptiste F£licit£,) Count,
a French poet, born at Versailles in 1773. He wrote
an epic poem, entitled “David,” (1820,) which the royal
council of instruction judged worthy to be given as a
;

Died in 1827.
Coetlosquet, de, deh ko'St'los'ki', (Jean Gilles,) a

prize to students.

Freiici priest, born at Saint-Pol-de-Leon in 1700.

became Bishop of Limoges in
the Duke of Burgundy in 1758.

1739,

He

and preceptor of

He was

also preceptor

Duke of Berry, afterwards Louis XVI., and
member of the French Academy. Died in 1784.
of the

a

Cceur, kUR, (Jacques,) a French merchant and able
born at Bourges, acquired an immense fortune.
Charles VII. appointed him director of his finances. In
1448 he lent that king 200,000 crowns of gold. It is

financier,

c as k; 9 as

s;

1736.

sterdam, and London. About 1774 he and Dr. Hawes
He pubinstituted the Humane Society of London.
lished, besides other works, “ The Rhine, a Journey from
Utrecht to Frankfort,” (1794,) a “Philosophical Treatise
on the Passions,” (1800,) and an “Ethical Treatise on
the Passions,” (1807,) which are works of considerable

g hard; g as j; G, H, Y, guttural; N, nasal;

Died

in 1818.

Cogels, ko'zhgl', (Joseph Charles,) a Belgian painter,
born at Brussels in 1785; died in 1831.
Coggeshalle, kogz'al, ? (Ralph,) an English monk,
who was wounded at Jerusalem when that city was besieged by Saladin.
He wrote a “ History of the Holy
Land,” and several other works. Died about 1228.
Coghetti, ko-get'tee, (Francesco,) an Italian painter,
born at Bergamo in 1804. He painted at Rome, for
Prince Torlonia, several pictures, among which is “The
Parnassus of Illustrious Men of all Ages.” His fresco
which decorates the Basilica of Savona is much admired.
Coglioni. See Coleoni.
Cognatus, the Latin of Cousin, which see.
Cogniet, kon'ye-i', (L£on,) a French painter of history and portraits, was born at Paris in 1794.
He was
elected a

member

of the Institute in 1849.

Cogs'well, (William,) an American divine, born in
Plampshire in 1789. He became professor of history in Dartmouth College, of which he was a graduate,
in 1841, and professor of theology at Gilmanton in 1844.
Died in 1850.
Cohausen, ko'how'zen, (Johann Heinrich,) a German physician, born at Hildesheim about 1670. He
wrote several professional works, among which was
“Hermippus Redivivus,” (1742.) Died in 1750.
Cohen, ko'SN', (Anne Jean Philippe Louis,) a
French litterateur, of Dutch descent, was born at Amersfoort in 1781.
Among his works are a “Life of Chevalier Bayard,” (2d edition, 1825,) and “Jacqueline de
Baviere,” (4 vols., 1821.) He translated several works of
Washington Irving, Bulwer, and other English authors.
Died in 1848.

New

See Querard, “ La France Littdraire.”
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COHEN
Cohen Atthar.
Cohon,

See

Kohen Attar.

are only worthy of notice on account of the anecdotes
which they furnish of contemporary authors or actors.
Died in 1684.
See Cibber, “Lives of the Poets.”

(Anthyme

Denis,) born at Craon,
in France, in 1594, became Bishop of Nimes.
Died
ko'iN',

in 1670.

Cohorn.

See Coehorn.
See Coitier.

Coictier.

Coignard,

Cokayn.

See Cokaine.
[always pronounced kook in his own
time, and at present by the members of the English bar,)
(Sir Edward,) one of the most eminent of English judges
and jurists, was born at Mileham, in Norfolk, in 1552.
After graduating at Cambridge, he studied law in the
Inner Temple, London, and was called to the bar in 1578.

Coke

kwin'ytii', (Louis,) a

landscapes, born at

a

Mayenne about

French painter of
1812.

medal in 1848.
Coignet, kwin'yi', (Gilles,) a Flemish

He

obtained

first

Antwerp

painter,

born

He

studied in Italy, and returned
to Antwerp, where he painted landscapes and figures
with success. Died at Hamburg in 1600.
See Descamps, “Vie des Peintres Flamands,” etc.
at

in 1530.

or

Cook,

He rapidly acquired a very extensive practice, was appointed solicitor-general in 1592, and attorney-general
in 1594, although the Earl of Essex strenuously urged
the appointment of Francis Bacon to the last office.
In

Coigny, de, deh kwdn'ye'J Francois de Franquetot

— deh fR&Nk'to',) Duke, a French marshal, born

1593 he was chosen Speaker of the House of Commons.
is justly censured for his insolence to Raleigh at the
of the latter in 1603, and for his cruelty in applying
torture to persons charged with crimes.
In 1606 he was
appointed chief justice of the common pleas, and in 1613
chief justice of the king’s bench.
From this office he
was removed in 1616, because he was not sufficiently obsequious to the court or king. In 1622 he was confined
in the Tower many months for his opposition to the
court party.
He was elected to Parliament in 1625, and
again in 1628, when he zealously opposed the arbitrary
measures of the court, and was one of the leaders of the
popular party. About 1628 he produced his celebrated
work called “Coke upon Littleton,” or the “First Institute,” being the first part of the “ Institutes of the Laws
of England.” It is a work of the highest authority on
English law, and a rich mine of legal learning. “ He hath
thrown together,” says Blackstone, “an infinite treasure
of learning in a loose desultory order.” Died in 1633.
See Charles W. Johnson, “Life of Sir Edward Coke,” 2 vols.,
1S37; E. Foss, “The Judges of England;” Bridgeman, “Legal
Biography ;” Gard'Ner, “ History of England from the Accession
of James I. to the Disgrace of Chief- Justice Coke,” 2 vols. 8vo, London, 1863; “Retrospective Review,” vol. viii., 1823; “Edinburgh
Review” for July, 1838.
Coke, (Thomas,) a zealous Wesleyan missionary,
born at Brecon, South Wales, in 1747. About 1780 he
was appointed by John Wesley superintendent of the
London district, and a few years later was ordained a
bishop of the Methodist Episcopal Church. He made
nine voyages to North America between 1784 and 1814,
and incurred danger of violence by preaching against
slavery.
He died at sea, on a voyage to Ceylon, in
His principal work is a “Commentary on the Old
1814.

in 1670,

He

gained in 1734 a decisive victory over the Austrians at
Parma, and another at Guastalla. In the next year he
commanded in Germany, where his adversary, Prince
Eugene, would not risk a battle and the campaign was
closed by a treaty of peace.
He was created marshal
of France in 1741.
Died in 1759.
See “La Campagne de Marechal de Coigny en Allemagne en

trial

;

1743,” Amsterdam, 1761.

Coigny.de, (Marie Francois Henri de Franquetot,) Duke, a French general, grandson of the preceding, was born in Paris in 1737.
Having entered the
service of Portugal in 1791, he attained the rank of
captain-general.
He returned to France in 1814, and
was made marshal of France in 1816. Died in 1821.
Coimbra, ko-Am'bRd, (Don Pedro,) Duke of, a Portuguese prince and poet, born in 1392, was a younger
son of King John I. His mother was a daughter of
the English Duke of Lancaster, John of Gaunt.
He
travelled in Palestine and in many other foreign countries, and was chosen Regent of Portugal in 1439.
He
was killed in battle against Alphonso V. in 1449, and
left a number of admired poems.
See Barbosa Machado, “Bibliotheca Lusitana;” H. Schoeffer, “ Histoire de Portugal.”

Coin-Delisle, kwdN deh- 161 ', (Jean Baptiste C£sar,)
a French jurist, born in Paris in 1789.
Coindet, kwiN'dV, (Jean Franqois,) a Swiss physician, born at Geneva in 1774.
For his discovery of the
action of iodine on the goitre (1820) he received a prize
of 3000 francs from the Academy of Sciences at Paris.

Died
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in 1834.

Cointe, Le, leh kwiNt, (Charles,) a French historian
and priest of the Oratory, born at Troyes in 1611. As and New Testaments.”
chaplain to the French ambassador, he passed several
Rev. Robert
See S. Drew, “Life of the Rev. Thomas Coke
years at Munster, and rendered important services in Steel, “ Burning and Shining Lights,” London, 1864.
Coke, (Thomas William.) See Leicester, Earl of.
preparing the treaty of Westphalia in 1648. He afterCola, di, de ko'IS, (Gennaro,) an Italian painter, born
wards became a resident of Paris, and published his
“Ecclesiastical Annals of France,” (8 vols., 1665-80,) a in the kingdom of Naples in 1320 died about 1370.
Colalto, ko-lll'to, or Collalto, kol-lil'to, (Antonio
work of much erudition. Died in 1681.
Mattiuzzi mSt-te-oot'see,) an Italian actor and draSee N ickkox, “Memoires.”
matic author, born at Vicenza about 1717. His comedy
Cointre. See Lecointre.
Coiny, kwi'ne', (Jacques Joseph,) a French en- of the “Three Venetian Twins” (1773) was very sucDied at Paris in 1778.
cessful at Paris.
graver, born at Versailles in 1761 ; died in 1809.
Colantonio, di, dee ko-ldn-to'ne-o, (Marzio,) an
Coislin, de, deh kwd'liN', (Henri Charles de Camboust deh kAN'boo',) Duke, a French theologian, born Italian painter, born at Rome in 1662 died in 1701.
Colardeau, ko'lf R'do', (Charles Pierre,) a French
in Paris in 1664.
He became Bishop of Metz in 1698,
chief almoner of the king, and a member of the French poet, born at janville in 1732. In 1758 he produced his
“
Letter from Heloise to Abelard,” imitated from Pope,
Academy. Died in 1732.
Coiter, koi'ter, (Volcher,) an eminent Dutch anato- which was very successful. Among his best works are
mist, born at Groningen in 1534.
He studied in Italy “The Men of Prometheus,” “Epistle to M. Duhamel,”
under Fallopius and Eustachio, and was for some years and “ Astarbe,” a tragedy. He was admitted into the
surgeon or physician in the French army. He was called French Academy in 1776. His merit consists in the
one of the creators of pathologic anatomy, and made charm and harmony of his versification, rather than in
improvements in osteology and myology. He published the force or originality of his thoughts. Died in 1776.
;”
“Biographie Universelle.”
See “ Nouvelle Biographie Ger.erale
several professional treatises. Died about 1600.
Colardeau, (Julien,) a French poet, born in Poitou
See M. Adam, “ Vitas Eruditorum
fii-OY, “ Dictionnaire de la
M^decine.”
about 1590, wrote a poem on the victories of Louis XIII.
Coitier or Coictier, kwd'te-d', (Jacques,) a French
Colas de Rienzi. See Rienzi.
physician, born at Poligny, became first physician to
Colaud, ko'lo', (Claude Silvestre,) Count, a
Louis XI., over whom he is said to have had great in- French general, born at Brian5on in 1754. In 1801 he
fluence.
Died about 1 505.
was made a senator by the First Consul, on account of
Cokctine or Cokayn, ko-kan', written also Cock- his military services. Died in 1819.
aine, (Sir Aston,) an English Catholic, born in DerbyColbert, kol'baiR', (Auguste Marie Franqois,) a
shire in 1608, was a royalist in the civil war.
He com- French general, born in Paris in 1777. He went to Egypt
posed some worthless plays and doggerel poems, which as aide-de-camp of Murat in 1798, and, returning with
;
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For
Desaix, distinguished himself at Marengo in 1800.
he was made general
of brigade, and was employed to carry to the emperor
Alexander the ultimatum of the victor. He was killed
in a battle near Astorga, Spain, in 1809.
his conduct at Austerlitz in 1805

See “ Victoires

et
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Conquetes des Franqais.”

Colbert, (Charles,) Marquis de Croissy, (kRwS'se',)
brother of the great Colbert, was born in Paris in 1629.
He was successively councillor of state, first president of
the parliament of Metz, and ambassador to England. He
had a prominent part in the treaty of Aix-la-Chapelle
in 1668, and was afterwards secretary of state.
Died
in 1696.

Colbert, (Jean Baptiste,) Marquis de Torcy,(toR'se',)
a French negotiator, son of the Marquis de Croissy, born
in Paris in 1665. About the age of twenty he was sent on
a mission to Denmark, and in 1687 performed another to
London. Between 1690 and 1700 he was appointed secretary for foreign affairs.
He negotiated a separate peace
with England about 1712, and took part in the general
pacification of Utrecht in 1713.
About 1715 he retired
from office. He was a member of the Academy of Sciences, and wrote a treatise on the negotiations from the
treaty of Ryswick to the peace of Utrecht. Died in 1746.
Colbert, (Jules Armand,) a French general, a son
of the eminent statesman, was mortally wounded at the

Colbert, (Jean Baptiste,) an eminent French states- battle of Blenheim in 1704.
Colbert, (Pierre David,) a French general, born in
financier, born at Rheims on the 29th of August, 1619, was the son of Nicolas Colbert, a person of Paris in 1774. He made the campaign of Austerlitz (1805)
moderate fortune. In his youth he travelled through as aide-de-camp to Berthier, and became a general of
many provinces of France, giving special attention to division in 1813. He fought for Napoleon at Waterloo,
the state of commerce and the means of improving it. but entered the service of Louis XVIII. in 1816.
In
In 1648 he was introduced to Cardinal Mazarin, who, 1838 he was made a peer of France. Died in 1853.
discerning his merit, took him into his service and conSee “Victoires et Conquetes des Francais.”
fidence, as intendant of his estate.
He became a counColborne, (Sir John.) See Seaton, Lord.
cillor of state at the age of twenty-nine, and secretary to
Col'burn, (Warren,) a mathematician, born at Dedthe queen in 1654.
In 1661 Mazarin died, commending ham, Massachusetts, in 1793, graduated at Harvard in
Colbert to the confidence of Louis XIV. Fouquet, su- 1820. He became a school-teacher in Boston, and pubperintendent of the finances, aspired to succeed Mazarin lished in 1821 his “Mental Arithmetic,” which had an
as prime minister; but the king, resolving to be the actual immense circulation in Europe as well as in the United
ruler, suppressed the office of prime minister, and that States.
He also published a Sequel to the above work.
of superintendent. Colbert, having given him proof Died in 1833.
that the finances were verging to a state of ruin and
Colburn, (Zerah,) a mathematical prodigy, born at
chaos, was appointed controller-general of finances in Cabot, Vermont, in 1804. Before he was seven years old
1661. He reduced the taille, (land- and income-tax,) and he displayed such wonderful expertness in mental arithestablished strict order and economy in all the branches metic that his father began, in 1810, to exhibit him in
of the revenue and public expenses. Though the people public.
He could solve with accuracy and rapidity the
paid more than eighty millions annually, in 1660 only most difficult questions in involution, evolution, etc.,
thirty-two millions were received into the treasury ; but without the use of figures.
Being asked the number of
at the death of Colbert eighty-three millions were re- seconds in
1813 years, 7 months, and 27 days, he quickly
ceived out of a total revenue of one hundred and fifteen answered, 57,234,384,000.
About 1825 he became a
millions.
Under his auspices the commerce and manu- Methodist preacher. He lost his faculty of computation
factures of France were so efficiently promoted, and as he grew up to manhood.
Died in 1840.

man and

acquired so great prosperity, that, as Voltaire says, “he
may be regarded as the founder of commerce and protector of all the arts.”
He formed a chamber of commerce, opened canals, chartered two companies to trade
in the East and West Indies, and planted colonies in
Canada, etc. In 1669 he was appointed minister of the
marine, in which he made great reforms. The manufactures of glass, silk, woollen stuffs, and other commodities
were either originated or much enlarged by him. He also
patronized letters and science by founding the Academy
of Inscriptions, the Academy of Sciences, (1666,) the
Observatory, and other institutions. He was a member
of the French Academy.
He opposed without success
the system of loans proposed by Louvois during the war
which began in 1672, and constantly favoured the toleration of Protestants.
His austere probity found little
sympathy at the court of Louis XIV.; and he was at last
supplanted (at least partially) by the more obsequious
Louvois, who was minister of war. He died, however,
in office in September, 1683, leaving several sons, noticed
in this work. His manners were rather cold and reserved,
his morals regular.
Louis XIV. said he always retained
at court the tone and manners of a bourgeois.
Probably
no minister ever rendered so great services to France as
Colbert.
See D’Auvigny, “Vie de Colbert;” Necker, “filoge de J. B.
Colbert
Pierre Clement, “ Histoire de Colbert,” 1846 A. de
Serviez, “ Histoire de Colbert,” 1842; Voltaire, “Si£clede Louis
XIV Charles Perrault, “ Memoires W. Seelig, “Disser;

tatio

de Colberti Administratione Aerarii,” 1844.

Colbert, (Jean Baptiste,) Marquis de Seignelay,
(s&n'yeh-li',) the eldest son of the great financier, was
born in Paris in 1651. He inherited a good share of his
father’s talents and firmness. In 1676 he was appointed
secretary of the navy, or minister of the marine, which,
under his direction, became one of the most powerful in
the world. Fie was chosen a minister of state in 1689,
and died in 1690. His brother, Jacques Nicolas, born
in Paris in 1654, became Archbishop of Rouen.
He was
admitted into the French Academy in 1678. He left a
fair reputation for talents and conduct.
Died in 1707.
See Sismondi, “Histoire des Frangais.”

See

his

“Autobiography,” 1833.

Col'by, (or kol'be,) (Thomas,) an English engineer,
was born at Rochester in 1784. In 1802 he was appointed
assistant in the Ordnance Survey, with which his history
is inseparably connected.
He was raised to the rank of
captain in 1807. He evinced great energy and endurance
in the survey of Scotland, 1813-17.
In 1820 he was
chosen a Fellow of the Royal Society, a member of the
Board of Longitude, and succeeded General Mudge as
superintendent of the survey.
He next pursued the
same task in Ireland, where he used with advantage the
“compensation-bars” invented by himself. The maps
engraved under his direction are said to be more accurate than any previously made.
He was raised to the
rank of major-general in 1846. Died in 1852.
Col'ches-t^r, (Charles Abbot,) Lord, an English
peer and vice-admiral, born in 1798, was postmastergeneral during the ministry of Lord Derby in 1858-59.

He died in 1867.
Col'den, (Cadwallader,) a physician, born at Dunse,
Scotland, in 1688, emigrated to America about 1708. He
wrote a “ History of the Five Indian Nations of Canada.”
He was a correspondent of Linnaeus, to whom he sent
several hundred American plants.
He was lieutenantgovernor of New York from 1761 until his death in 1776.
Colden, (Cadwallader D.,) a grandson of the preceding, was born in Queen’s county, Long Island, in
1769. He practised law in New York, was elected mayor
of that city in 1818, and a member of Congress in 1822.
He wrote a “Life of Robert Fulton.” Died in 1834.
Coldore, kol'do'ra', a French engraver of precious
stones, appears to have been the same as Julien de
Fontenay, whom Henry IV., in his letters-patent of
1608, entitles his valet-de-chambre and engraver of gems.
His portraits of Henry and others are prized almost as
highly as antique gems.
He engraved a portrait of
Queen Elizabeth, which she preferred to all others.
Cole, (Charles Nelson,) an English legal antiquary,
born in 1722; died in 1804.
Cole, (Sir Galbraith Lowry,) an officer of the British
army, born in 1772, was a son of the Earl of Enniskillen.
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He became

colonel in 1801, and served with distinction
Peninsular war, (1808-14.) Died in 1842.
Cole, (Henry,) an English Catholic theologian, became Fellow of New College, Oxford, in 1523. He was
chosen provost of Eton in 1554, and had a disputation
with Cranmer in that year. He wrote “Letters to
Bishop Jewel,” and a few other works. Died in 1579.
Cole, (Henry,) C.B., an English art-critic and editor,
noted as the promoter of “ Art-Manufactures,” was born
at Bath in 1808. In his youth he became assistant keeper
of the public records, and by his writings caused the
establishment of a general record office. He was one of
the executive committee of the Exhibition of the Crystal
Palace in 1851, the success of which is in great measure
ascribed to him. Mr. Cole was the British commissioner
for the Universal Exposition of Paris in 1855.
He took
a leading part in promoting exhibitions and educational
establishments both in England and abroad, especially
the Science and Art Schools at South Kensington. In
1873 he was created a K.C.B. Died in 1882.
in the

Cole, (Thomas,) a landscape-painter, born in Lancaan early age accompanied his parents to
Ohio. Having had no instructions in art except what he
received fiom an itinerent portrait-painter, he set out in
1822 to seek his fortune. He came to New York, where
his reputation was speedily established, his landscapes,
including views of the Catskills and the White Mountains,
were eagerly sought for, and he was soon enabled to
shire in 1801, at

Europe. He set out in 1829, and, after a residence
of two years in London, repaired to Florence and Rome.
He returned to New York in 1832, bringing with him a
number of Italian landscapes, which, though perhaps no
improvement on the style of his previous works, are
highly esteemed by many amateurs. Cole, who in one
of his letters had said, “ Neither the Alps nor the Apennines, nor even Etna itself, have dimmed in my eyes the
beauty of our own Catskills,” now again devoted himself to his favourite subjects.
The result of these labours
were his “ Cross in the Wilderness,” “ The Hunter’s
Return,” “ Home in the Woods,” “ Mountain Ford,”
and other admirable illustrations of American scenery.
His great allegorical series (in four pictures) of “ Tire
Voyage of Lite,” is ranked among his master-pieces.
visit

Died in 1848.
Cole, (Rev. Thomas,) an English dissenter and religious writer, was one of the teachers of John Locke.
Died in 1697.
Cole, (Vicat,) an English landscape painter, bom at
Portsmouth in 1833. He became a royal academician
in 1880.
Most of his scenes are taken from the banks

Thames or the county of Surrey.
Cole, (William,) an English botanist, born at Adderbury in 1626. His works are “The Art of Simpling,”
and “Adam in Eden.” Died in 1662.
Cole, (William,) an English physician, who graduated
in 1666, and practised at Bristol. He published treatises
on Fevers, on Animal Secretions, etc.
Cole, (William,) an English antiquary and divine,
born in Cambridgeshire in 1714. He became rector of
of the

Cole'man, (William,) an American
lawyer, born in Boston in 1766.

Died

journalist

and

in 1829.

Co-len'so, (John William,) an English theologian,
born in 1814, graduated at Cambridge in 1836. He became Bishop of Natal, in South Africa, in 1854. He
published, besides other works, “The Pentateuch and
Book of Joshua critically examined,” (1862,) which was
condemned by both houses of Convocation of the province of Canterbury in 1864.
He was declared to be
deposed from his see by the Bishop of Capetown, but on
appeal to the privy council the deposition was in 1865
declared to be “ null and void in law.” The council of
the Colonial Bishoprics Fund was afterwards compelled
to continue paying his episcopal salary.
Among his
works are a Zulu grammar and dictionary and translations of parts of the Bible and Prayer Book into the Zulu
language. He died in 1883.
Coleoni, ko-ll-o'nee, or Coglioni, k 61 -yo'nee, (Bartolommeo,) an Italian general, born near Bergamo in
In the war between the Venetians and Milanese
1400.
he fought for and betrayed both by turns. He was generalissimo of the Venetian state from 1454 until his death
in 1475.
He passed for the best tactician of that age.
See Sismondi, “Histoire des Republiques Italiennes.”

Co'ler, (Johann Christoph,) a German theologian,
born near Langensalza in 1691, published a journal called
“Auserlesene theologik Bibliothek,” (1724-36,) in which
he gave an analysis of recent works on theology. Died
in 1736.

See Jocher, “Allgemeines Gelehrten-Lexikon.”
kol'rij, (Rev. Derwent,) a son of the
celebrated poet S. T. Coleridge, was born at Keswick
in 1800, and educated at Cambridge. He was ordained
about 1826, and became a prebendary of Saint Paul’s,
London. In 1839 he published “The Scriptural Character of the English Church considered.” He succeeded
his sister (Sara H.) as editor of his father’s unpublished
works. His “ Memoir of Hartley Coleridge” is highly
praised.
He was principal of Saint Mark’s College.
Chelsea. He died in 1883.
Coleridge, (Hartley,) an English poet and prodigy,
born at Clevedon, near Bristol, in 1796, was the eldest
son of the eminent poet. In 1800 his father removed to
Keswick, in the Lake region. Hartley was a deep thinker
in childhood, and was in all periods of his life dreamy,
wayward, and fantastic. While he was a “ baby in his

Coleridge,

mother’s arms,” he exclaimed, on seeing the lamps of
London, “ Oh, now I know what the stars are they are
the lamps that have been good on earth and have gone
up to heaven.” When he was six years old, Wordsworth
addressed to him these lines :
:

“O thou
Who

whose fancies from afar are brought,
of thy words dost make a mock apparel,

!

And fittest to unutterable thought
The breeze-like motion and the self-bom carol,” etc.
He graduated at Oxford with honour in 1818, and was
elected a Fellow of Oriel College. About a year after
that event he forfeited the Fellowship by intemperance,
which became habitual. The formation of this habit is
Bletchley in 1767, and vicar of Burnham in 1774. He partly ascribed to physical deformity and a morbid sencontributed to the antiquarian works of Grose, Ducarel, sitiveness on that subject. His personal appearance is
Gough, etc., and collected manuscripts for an account said to have been very grotesque, and his conversational
of Cambridge scholars in imitation of Wood’s “Athenae.” powers most extraordinary. The latter half of his life
Died in 1782.
was passed at Grasmere and Rydal Water, with no occuSee Nichols, “Literary Anecdotes,”

Colebrooke,

kol'brook,

etc.

(Henry Thomas,) an

emi-

nent Oriental scholar, born in England in 1765. He
went to India in 1782, and held several high positions
in the service of the East India Company. He published
a “ Grammar” and a “ Dictionary of the Sanscrit Language,” (1808,) and “Remarks on the Husbandry and
Internal Commerce of Bengal,” which, says McCulloch,
“ is by far the best and most trustworthy work on the
subject.” He was chosen professor of Sanscrit at the
College of Fort William soon after the same was founded,
and was at one time a member of the supreme council of
Bengal. He wrote valuable treatises, which were inserted
He returned
in the Transactions of the Asiatic Society.
to England before his death, which occurred in 1837.
“
See Walckenaer, Notice sur la Vie et les Ouvrages de Colebrooke.”
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pation but literary pursuits. He wrote articles for “ Blackwood’s Magazine,” and “ The Worthies of Yorkshire and

Lancashire,” which is highly esteemed. A volume of his
poems, published in 1833, contains Sonnets which are
greatly admired. He also left Essays on various subjects.
Southey in one of his letters wrote, “It is impossible to
give you any adequate idea of his oddities for he is the
oddest of all God’s creatures, and grows quainter every
day.” Died in 1849.
;

See a “ Memoir of Hartley Coleridge,” prefixed to his “ Poems,’
by his brother, Rev. D. Coleridge “ Brief Biographies,” by Samuel Smiles, i860 “ Edinburgh Review” for July, 1851 “ Fraser’s
Magazine” for June, 1851.
;

;

;

Coleridge, (Henry Nelson,) an English lawyer and
distinguished scholar, born about 1800, was the son of
Colonel Coleridge, and a nephew of the celebrated poet.
He was a graduate of King’s College, Cambridge. In
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opium in excess, (a pint of laudanum
per day,) which increased his natural infirmities and
caused much remorse. Some years before his death he
was enabled to overcome that pernicious habit. In 1816
he was kindly received in the house of Mr. Gillman, a
physician of London, with whom his last years were
passed.
He died in 1834, after which appeared his
“Literary Remains,” “Table-Talk,” and other works.
Samuel T. Coleridge’s writings. Died in 1843.
Coleridge, (John Dukk,) Lord, an English lawyer “ Born alike poet and orator, he might in either walk, or
and rator, is the son of Sir John Taylor Coleridge, and in both, have left a fame of the highest rank, but for the
was born in 1821. As Libeial member for Exeter he disease implanted in his fabric, and an indulgence which
made an able speech for the Reform Bill of 1866. In operated until the day was far spent in tarnishing the
December, 1868, he became solicitor-general, and in rightful glory of his gifts and acquisitions.” (“ London
November, 1871, attorney-general. He was afterwards Quarterly Review.”) “ He displays,” says John Foster,
made chief justice of the common pleas, and created “ more of what we mean by the term genius than any
Baion Coleridge of Ottery St. Mary.
In 1880 he mortal I ever saw.” The eloquence and affluence of his
became lord chief justice of England. In the summer conversation, or rather monologues, have perhaps never
of 1883 he accepted an invitation from the American Bar been equalled. As a poet he was one of the most imaginative of modern times, and as a critic his merits are
to visit America, where he was most kindly received.
Coleridge, (Sir John Taylor,) an English lawyer, of the highest order.
See Joseph Cottle, “ Reminiscences of Coleridge and Southey,”
a nephew of the eminent poet S. T. Coleridge, was born
Gillman, “Life of S. T. Coleridge,” 1838; Lord Jefat Tiverton in 1790, and was appointed a judge of the 1847; James
frey, critique on Coleridge’s “ Biographia Literaria,” in the “ Edincourt of king’s bench in 1835.
Died 1876.
burgh Review” for August, 1817; and “Edinburgh Review” for
Coleridge, (Samuel Taylor,) an eminent English April, 1848, on Coleridge and Southey “ Quarterly Review” for July,
poet, critic, and speculative genius, was born at Ottery 1868; De Quincey, “Literary Reminiscences,” vol. i.
Coleridge, (Sara Henry,) the only daughter of the
Saint Mary, in Devonshire, on the 21st of October, 1772.
He was the youngest among many children of John Cole- preceding, whose genius she inherited, was born at KesHer early years were passed in the home
ridge, vicar of that parish, and did not inherit the favours wick in 1803.
of fortune. Before he was fifteen he was deeply interested of her uncle, Robert Southey, at Keswick, where she
in metaphysics. He entered Jesus College, Cambridge, enjoyed the society of Wordsworth the poet.
In 1822
in 1791, gained high distinction by his classical attain- she produced an excellent version of Dobrizhoffer’s Latin
ments, but abruptly left the university without a degree work on the Abipones, an equestrian people of ParaShe was married in 1829 to her cousin, Henry
in 1793, in consequence of the rejection of his addresses guay.
by a young lady of Cambridge. In a reckless state of N. Coleridge, whom she assisted in editing her father’s
mind, and with an empty purse, he enlisted in a regiment works. She was sole editor of the “Aids to Reflection,”
of dragoons, under the assumed name of Silas Tom- and a few others.
Her imaginative faculty is displayed
ken Comberback; but his friends soon procured his in her “ Phantasmion,” a tale, which is much admired,
discharge.
In 1794 he became intimate with Robert and has all the charms of a beautiful poem except the
Southey, whose politics and Creed were then, like his form and colour of verse. Died in 1852.
Coleridge, (William Hart,) D.D., an uncle of
own, democratic and Socinian. They resolved to emigrate to America and to found on the Susquehanna a Henry Nelson, noticed above, was born in 1790.
He
Utopian republic or pantisocracy, with a community of was appointed, in 1824, Bishop of Barbadoes, which
goods, the idea of which originated with Coleridge. This office he resigned in 1841. Died in 1850.
romantic reverie, however, was never realized, as they
Coles, (Captain Cowper Phipps,) an English naval
had not sufficient capital even for the outfit.
officer, born in 1819, was noted as the inventor of shotColeridge had already begun to write poetry, and to proof rafts or floating batteries, and claimed the invention
display his marvellous aptitude and passion for lecturing of the turret system first used in the American Monitor.
in all places and on all occasions.
In 1794 he sold to He was lost at sea in 1870.
his generous friend Mr. Cottle, of Bristol, for thirty
Coles, (Elisha,) an English teacher, born in Northguineas in advance, the first volume of his poems, which amptonshire about 1640. He taught school in London,
were printed in 1796. Early in 1795 he gave lectures on and published, besides other educational works, one on
political and moral subjects at Bristol, and was warmly “Short-Hand,” an “English Dictionary,” and a “Dicapplauded. In the same year he married Sarah Fricker, tionary English-Latin, Latin-English,” which passed
a sister of Southey’s wife, and took a cottage at Cleve- through eighteen editions between 1677 and 1772.
Col'et, (John,) an eminent scholar, born in London
don, whence, after a few months, he removed to Bristol.
He formed many literary projects, among which was in 1466, and educated at Oxford. He became rector of
“The Watchman,” a weekly periodical, of which he Dennington in 1485, and Dean of Saint Paul’s in 1505.
issued ten numbers in 1796, but it did not pay expenses. His lectures are said to have contributed to the ReforFor two or three years he lived at Nether Stowey, where mation, which occurred in the following generation.
he wrote the “Ancient Mariner,” a poem, and “ Osorio, or few years before his death he founded and endowed
Remorse,” a tragedy, both of which are greatly admired ; Saint Paul’s School, London. He published “Daily Dealso “ Lyrical Ballads,” in conjunction with Wordsworth, votions,” a “ Latin Grammar,” and other works.
Colet
and other poems. He made some essays in preach- was an intimate friend of Erasmus, and was persecuted
ing for the Unitarians; but his absence of mind, insta- for his liberal opinions.
Died in 1519.
bility, and want of punctuality disqualified him for the
See Samuel Knight, “Life of Colet,” 1724; “Biographia Briregular duties of the pulpit.
In 1798 he visited Germany tannica.”
Colet, ko'li', (Louise,) a popular French poetess,
with Wordsworth, and studied German literature, etc.
at Gottingen.
In 1800 he removed to Keswick, in the born at Aix, in Provence, in 1815. Her maiden name
Lake district, where Southey and Wordsworth also was R£voil. She gained three prizes at the Academie
resided, and from which charming locality the three Frangaise for three poems, “Le Musee de Versailles,”
friends received the appellation of “ Lake Poets.” About (1839,) “The Monument of Moliere,” (1843,) and “The
1805 he renounced Unitarianism for the creed of the Acropolis of Athens,” (1854.) Among her chief proAnglican Church. He lectured on Shakspeare and the ductions is a poem on Woman, (“Le Poeme de la
Fine Arts at the Royal Institution in 1808, and in 1809 Femme,”) designed to develop the various phases of the
published a periodical entitled “The Friend.” About life of woman, in six parts. The first of these, called
1810, leaving his wife and daughter dependent on “La Paysanne,” appeared in 1853.
See Cuvillier-Fleury, “ Ehudes historiques et littdraires.”
Southey, he departed from Keswick, and resumed his
wandering habits. Between 1816 and 1825 he produced
Coletti, ko-let'tee, (Giovanni Domenico,) an Italian
“ Christabel,” a “Lay Sermon,” (1817,) “Zapolya,” a Jesuit, born in 1727, published a “Geographical Dicdrama, (1818,) “Biographia Literaria,” and “Aids to Re- tionary of South America,” (2 vols., 1771,) and other
flection,” (1825.) His health having failed, he contracted works.
Died in 1797.
1825 he made a voyage to Barbadoes with his uncle,
Bishop Coleridge, and published “ Six Months in the
West Indies,” which was favourably received. Having
been called to the bar in 1826, he acquired extensive
practice.
In 1830 he published an “Introduction to the
Study of the Greek Classic Poets,” which was followed
by the “ Table-Talk of Samuel T. Coleridge. He edited
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Col'fax, (Schuyler,) an American statesman, bom
the city of New York on the 23d of March, 1823, a
short time after the death of his father. He was a grandson of General William Colfax, who commanded General Washington’s life-guards throughout the Revolutionary war.
Owing to the limited circumstances of his
widowed mother, he had scarcely any opportunities for
obtaining a school education. In 1836 he removed with
his mother to Northern Indiana. Not long after he was
appointed deputy auditor for Saint Joseph county. He
employed his leisure hours in reading law, in which he
made great proficiency, although he appears not to have
taken up the study with any view of adopting it as a
profession.
About 1845 he established at South Bend,
Indiana, a weekly paper, called the “ Saint Joseph Valley
Register,” which he edited for many years, and which
was an able organ of the Whig party. He was secretary
of the National Convention which nominated General
Taylor for the Presidency in 1848. As a member of the
Convention which framed the Constitution of Indiana in
1850, he opposed the clause which prohibited free coloured men from settling in that State. He was the Whig
candidate for Congress in 1851, but was defeated by a
small majority. In 1854 he was elected a member of
Congress by the voters of the ninth district of Indiana,
which he represented until he entered upon his duties as
Vice-President.
Soon after his entrance into Congress
he made an eloquent speech on the Kansas question, of
which, according to the New York “Tribune,” five hundred thousand copies were printed and circulated.
He was elected Speaker of the House of Representatives by the Republicans in December, 1863 ; and he was
afterwards twice re-elected to the same position, each
time with an increased majority. In 1867 he was chosen
Speaker of the Fortieth Congress. During the civil war
he was an intimate friend and confidential adviser of
President Lincoln. In 1865 he made an excursion across

Coligni, ko-leen'ye or ko'Rn'ye', or Coligny, de,
Colin'ius,] (Gaspard,) a renowned Huguenot
chief and French admiral, son of the preceding, was born
at Chatillon-sur-Loing, February 16, 1517.
He served
first in the campaign of 1 543, and was knighted by Conde
on the field of Cerisoles in 1 544. A few years later he was
appointed colonel-general of infantry, and in 1552 admiral of France. He was taken prisoner by the Spaniards
at Saint-Quentin in 1557.
Soon after this date he was
converted to the Reformed religion. When the civil
war began in 1562, Coligni was chosen second in command of the Protestant army under the Prince of Conde.
He succeeded to the chief command at Jarnac in 1569,

in

the continent to California.
“ As a presiding officer,” says “ Putnam’s Magazine,”
“ Mr. Colfax is the most popular the House has had
since Henry Clay. . . . He is eminently representative.
glance at his broad, well-balanced, practical brain
indicates that his leading faculty is the sum of all the
faculties,
judgment. His talents are administrative and
executive rather than deliberative.
He would make a
better President, or Speaker of the House, than Senator.”
(See “Putnam’s Magazine” for June, 1868.) In person
he was not above middle stature. His hair was brown
and his eyes blue. His moral character is represented as
irreproachable. On the 21st of May, 1868, he was nominated as the Republican candidate for the office of VicePresident of the United States, General Grant being the
nominee for President. They were triumphantly elected,
receiving 214 electoral votes against 80 which were given
to Seymour and Blair. His peculiar fitness for the office
and rare popularity induced the Convention to disregard
those geographical considerations which usually require
that the President and Vice-President shall not be taken
from the same section of the country. Died in 1885.
See Harriet Beecher Stowe, “Men of our Times,” 1868;
Moore, “ Life of Schuyler Colfax,” 1868 “ Life and Public Services
of Schuyler Colfax,” by E. M. Martin, 1868; “Grant and Colfax,” by C. A. Phelps.

[Lat.

after Conde had been killed, and was defeated at Moncontour in the same year. In 1570 the court granted
the Protestants peace on terms so favourable that they
suspected it to be treacherous. These suspicions, how-

ever, were artfully dispelled, and Coligni went to Paris
to attend the marriage of Henry of Navarre with the
king’s sister, in August, 1572. After he had been warmly

caressed by the king, he was wounded in the arm, as he
passed along the street, by a partisan of the Duke of
Guise. Two days later occurred the Massacre of Saint
Bartholomew, in which Coligni was killed in his chamber in the presence of the Duke of Guise. (See Charles
IX.) Though not fortunate as a general, his prudence,
firmness, and ability rendered him formidable even after
defeat.

See Brant6me, “ Discours sur l’Amiral de Chatillon
P£rault,
“Vie de Coligni;” De la Ponneraye, “Histoire de l’Amiral de
Coligni,” 1830; Jean de Serres, “Gasparis Colinii Vita,” 1575;
Sismondi, “Histoire des Franfais;” Dufey, “Coligny, Histoire
Fran^aise,” 4 vols., 1824; “Nouvelle Biographie Gdndrale.”

Coligni, de, (Gaspard,) a French general, called Marshal de Chatillon, a son of Francois, noticed above, was
born in 1584. He obtained at an early age the rank of
colonel-general of infantry.
He became a marshal in
1622, and gained several victories over the Spaniards in

Flanders and Piedmont between 1630 and 1640.

Coligni, de, (Henriette,) Countess de la Suze, (deh
a French poetess, daughter of the preceding, was
born in 1618. She became the wife of the Count de la
Suze, from whom she was divorced in 1653. She acquired
considerable renown by her elegies, odes, songs, etc.,
and was admired for her personal and mental graces.
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Coli, ko'lee, (Giovanni,) an Italian painter, born at
in 1634, was a pupil of P. Cortona.
Died in 1681.

Lucca

Died

in 1646.
See MokFri, “Dictionnaire Historique.”

Died

in 1673.

Coligni, de, (Odet,) Cardinal de Chatillon, (shi'te'ytm',) a brother of the admiral, born in 1515, became a
cardinal in 1533.
About 1560 he made an open profession of the Reformed religion.
After the battle of SaintDenis (1567) he retired to England, where he died in 1571.
See Brant8me, “M^moires.”
Colignon, ko'ffin'yiN', (Francois,) a distinguished
French engraver, born at Nancy about 1621; died in 1671.
Coligny. See Coligni.
Colin, kol'in or ko'liN', (Alexander,) an eminent
Flemish sculptor, born at Mechlin in 1526. Invited bv
Ferdinand I., he went to Innspruck in 1563, and executed
a magnificent monument to the emperor Maximilian I.
It is composed of numerous marble figures in alto-relievo,
and is a very admirable specimen of art. He was appointed sculptor to the emperor Ferdinand I., and executed other monuments in Innspruck. Died in 1612.
Colin, ko'l&N', (Jacques,) a French poet, born at
Auxerre, was secretary to Francis I. He composed
verses in Latin and French.
His “Dialogue between
Venus and Cupid” is an ingenious poem, in French.

See Dandelot.
Coligni or Coligny, de, deh ko'l£n'ye', (Francois,)
a son of the admiral, was born in 1557. Having escaped
the massacre in which his father perished, he took refuge
in Geneva in 1572.
Two years later he returned, and Died in 1547.
Colines, de, deh ko'l£n', (Simon,) an eminent French
took part in the war which was renewed between Catholics and Protestants.
He was chosen colonel-general printer of the sixteenth century. He became a partner
by Henry IV. while the latter was fighting against the in Paris of Henry Estienne, whose widow he subsequently
married.
League. Died in 1591.
He published many editions remarkable for
Coligni or Coligny, de, (Gaspard,) a French gen- correctness and elegance. Died about 1546.
Colini. See Collini.
eral, the father of Admiral Coligni.
After the battle of
Colinius. See Coligni.
Marignan, (1515,) where he commanded a corps, he was
Colins, ko'liN', (Pierre,) Lord of Heetvelde, a
made marshal of France. He married Louise, a sister
of the Constable Montmorenci.
He had just been ap- Flemish soldier and historian, born at Enghien in 1560,
pointed commander of the army sent against Spain, when served under Alexander Farnese from 1581 to 1583. He
wrote a “ History of the most Memorable Events from
he died, in 1522.
See Sismondi, “ Histoire des Franjais.”
1130 to the Present Time,” (1634.) Died in 1646.
Coligni, (Francois.)
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Collado, kol-yi'Do, (Diego,) a Spanish missionary,
in Estremadura, went to Japan in 1619, and preached

born

there

many

years.

He

published
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in

Rome

a valuable

“Japanese Grammar” and a “Dictionary of the Japanese
Language.” Died at sea in 1638.
Collado, (Luis,) a skilful Spanish anatomist, born at
Valencia, lived about 1550.
He made discoveries in
the structure of the ear, and wrote several professional

W

(Charles,) a French comic poet, born
1 &',
He became reader to the Duke of
Paris in 1709.
Orleans, and received a pension for his song on the capture of Port Mahon.
In 1763 he produced the comedy
“ Dupuis et Desronais,” which was very successful. His
“ Hunting-Party of Henry IV.,” and “Truth in Wine,”
Colle,

in

were much admired.
Died in 1783.

works.

He

wrote other dramas and songs.

See his “Journal Historique,” 3

Collado, (Luis,) a Spanish military engineer of the
part of the sixteenth century, was the author of a
“Practical Manual of Artillery,” (1586.)
Colladon, kol'li'ddN', (Theodore,) a Genevese physician and medical writer, lived about 1610-40.
Collaert, kol'lirt', (Adrian,) an eminent Flemish
engraver, born at Antwerp about 1520.
He studied in
Italy, where he formed the grand manner which chafirst

racterizes his works.
He published many engravings
designed by himself, and others, among which is “The

Annunciation.” Died at Antwerp in 1567.
His son John, born about 1545, was a skilful engraver,
and worked with his father. He executed many admired
engravings after Rubens and other masters.
Collalto, kol-lil'to, (Antonio,) an Italian mathematician, born at Venice about 1750.
He obtained the
‘first chair of mathematics at Padua about 1808.
He published a work on “Analytic Geometry,” (1802.)
Died
in 1820.

Collalto, (Antonio Mattiuzzi.) See Colalto.
Col'la-mfr, (Jacob,) LL.D., an American statesman
and Senator, son of Samuel Collamer, a patriot of the
Revolution, was born in Troy, New York, in 1792. At
an early age he accompanied his father to Burlington,
Vermont, and graduated at the university in that town
in 1810.
He served as a lieutenant in the first campaign
of the second war with Great Britain, was admitted to
the bar in 1813, and rose to eminence in his profession.
He was from 1833 to 1841 judge of the supreme court
of Vermont.
Elected to Congress in 1842, he was reelected in 1844, and again in 1846, and in March, 1849,
was appointed by President Taylor postmaster-general
of the United States.
On the death of the President,
in July, 1850, Judge Collamer resigned, with the other

vols.,

1805-07; “Nouvelle Bio-

graphie G^nerale.”

Colle, kol'li, (Giovanni,) an Italian physician, born
Belluno in 1558. He practised with success in Venice,
at Padua, where he died in 1630, leaving
several able Latin treatises on medicine.
Colle, kol'l?h, or Colli, kol'lee, (Hippolyte,) written
also Collibus, a Swiss jurist, born at Zurich in 1561,
was professor of law at Heidelberg. Died in 1612.
Colle, kol, (Jean Theodore,) a French general, born
in the department of Meurthe in 1734, served in the
Seven Years’ war, and subsequently in several campaigns
of the Revolution. Died in 1807.
Colle, dal, dil kol'li, (Raffaellino or Raphael,)
an eminent Italian painter, born at Colle, in Tuscany,
about 1490. He was a pupil of Raphael and of Giulio
Romano. The latter had so high an opinion of his skill
that he employed his pencil on his own works.
Colle’s
style was noble, his design correct, and his colouring
warm and brilliant. He painted frescos in the Vatican,
where he is said to have worked under the direction of
Raphael. Among his master-pieces is a picture of the
Deluge. Died in 1530.
Collenuccio, kol-li-noot'cho, (Pandolph or Pandolfo,) a learned Italian historian and jurist, born at
Pesaro in the fifteenth century. He was chosen podesta
of several towns, and was employed with honour as a
negotiator.
His principal work is a “ History of the
Kingdom of aples,” ( 1 539.) He was strangled in prison
by John Sforza about 1500.
at

and lectured

N

Colleoni or Colleone, (Bartolommeo.)

See Co-

LEONI.

Colleoni, kol-li-o'nee, (Geronimo,) an Italian writer,
born at Correggio in 1742, was learned in languages,
history, and philosophy.
He was employed in several
members of the cabinet, and in the following autumn high offices, and wrote “Notices of the Authors who
was again elected judge of the supreme court of Vermont, were Natives of Correggio,” (1776.) Died in 1777.
to which office he was annually re-elected till chosen
Colleoni, (Girolamo,) an Italian painter, born at
United States Senator in 1854. He was re-elected to Bergamo about 1490, went to Madrid, and was patronized
the Senate in i860.
Died in 1865.
by the king.
Collanges, de, deh kol'lfiNzh 7 (Gabriel,) a French
Colles, kol'lis, (Christopher,) a philosophic Irish
mathematician, born in Auvergne in 1521. He wasvalet- inventor and projector, born about 1738. He emigrated
de-chambre to Charles IX., and, though a Catholic, was to Pennsylvania before the Revolution, and devised vakilled in the Massacre of Saint Bartholomew in 1572. rious plans and projects for the public welfare, but never
He published a work on cabalistic writing.
obtained much success. It is stated that he was the first
Collantes, kol-yin't§s, (Francisco,) a skilful Spanish person who proposed to connect the Hudson River with
painter of landscape and history, was born in Madrid in the lakes by a canal.
Died in 1821.
He composed with great facility. Among his
1599.
Collet. See Colet.
chief productions are a “ Saint Jerome” and a “ ResurCol'let, (John,) an English humorous painter, born
rection.”
Died in 1656.
in London about 1725
died in 1780.
Collard. See Royer-Collard.
Collet, ko'lsF, (Joseph,) born in the Isle of Bourbon
Collas, ko'lis', (Achille,) born in Paris in 1795, in 1768, entered the French navy, and distinguished
invented about 1836 a machine by which statues can himself at the siege of Antwerp in 1814. He was made
be copied or reproduced on a smaller scale. Died in rear-admiral in 1828, and died the same year.
1859.
Collet, (Philibert,) a French writer, born at ChSCollas, Le P 4;re, a French Jesuit, born at Thion- tillon-les-Dombes in 1643. He became an advocate at
ville about 1730, was well versed in the exact sciences.
the parliament of Burgundy, and was author of works on
In 1767 he went as missionary to Pekin, where he was various subjects, among which are a “ History of Reason,”
employed by the emperor as mathematician. Died in (in Latin,) and an “Essay on Botany.” Died in 1718.
Pekin in 1781.
Collet, (Pierre,) a French theologian, born near
Col-la-ti'nus, [Fr. Collatin, ko'lf-t&N',] (L. Tar- Montoire in
1693, wrote, besides other works, a “Treatise
quinius,) was a relative of Tarquin, the last King of on the Holy Mysteries,”
Died in 1770.
(1768.)
Rome, and was the husband of Lucretia, whose tragical
Colletet, kol'ti', (Guillaume,) one of the first memfate occasioned a revolution in 509 b.c.
Collatinus and bers of the French Academy, was born in Paris in 1598.
J. Brutus were the first consuls of the new Roman state.
Richelieu having persuaded him to write for the theatre,
Before the end of the year he resigned, or was deposed. he produced “ Cyminde,” a tragi-comedy. He composed
“
See Livy, books and ii. Niebuhr,
Commentary on the Story some admired epigrams, an able “ Essay on the Epigram,”
of the Last Tarquinius,” in his “History of Rome.’*
(1653,) a “Treatise on Pastoral Poetry,” (1658,) and other
Col-la'tius, (Petrus Apollonius,) or Collazio, works. He was a royal advocate. Died in 1659.
kol-l&t'se-o, (Pietro Apollonio,) an Italian poet, born
His son Francois, born in Paris in 1628, was a poet
at Novara in the fifteenth century.
He wrote a poem of inferior merit, whom Boileau ridiculed in his satires.
“ On the Destruction of Jerusalem,” (“ De Eversione He wrote, besides other works, “ La Muse coquette,”
Urbis Jerusalem,” 1481,) and several other works.
and a “ Treatise on Foreign Languages.”
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Col'le-tqm, (James,) Governor of South Carolina from the Text of Shakspeare’s Plays.” These Emendations
I68b to 1690, in 1687 procured a change in the funda- he had found in the margin of a copy of Shakspeare
mental laws of the colony. His unpopular measures printed in 1632. He died in 1883.
resulted in his final expulsion from the office of Governor.
Collier, (Sir Robert Porrett,) an English lawyer,
Colletta, (Pietro,) an Italian historian and general, born in 1817, was called to the bar in 1843. He was
born in Naples in 1775. He was appointed a general in returned to Parliament for Plymouth in 1852, was soli1812, and director-in-chief of the military engineers in citor-general from October, 1863, to July, 1866, and was
1813.
The revolution of 1820 raised him to the post of appointed attorney-general in December, 1868. He
minister of war.
Having been exiled in 1821, he retired afterwards became one of the judges of the judicial comto Floience, and wrote a “History of the Kingdom of mittee of the privy council.
Died in 1883.
Naples ” (1834.) Died in 1833.
Collin, kol-leen', (Heinrich Joseph,) a German phyColley, (Sir Charles Pomeroy,) an English gene- sician, born at Vienna in 1731, was the father of the poet
ral, born in 1835.
He distinguished himself in the Heinrich Joseph von Collin, noticed below. He was
China and Ashantee wars.
He was killed in the chief physician of the hospital of Vienna, and wrote
memorable repulse of the British troops by the Boers at several medical works. Died in 1784.
Laing’s Neck in February, 1881.
Collin, kol'lin, (Jonas,) a distinguished Danish statesColli, kol'lee, Baron, a Piedmontese general, born at man and economist, born at Copenhagen in 1776.
He
Alessandria in 1760, was made a lieutenant-general in became chief secretary or first commissioner of the treasIn ury in 1841. He took a prominent part in many public
1792, and gained a victory over the French in 1793.
1794 he obtained the chief command of the Sardinian affairs and benevolent institutions, and wrote discourses
army. He was defeated at Mondovl by Napoleon in 1 796. on rural economy, geography, and statistics, one of which
Died in 1812. His wife was a sister of the poet Alfieri. is entitled “ For Historie og Statistik isaer FaedrelanCollier, kol'yer, (Arthur,) an English philosopher, dets,” (1825.)
born near Sarum, in Wiltshire, in 1680. He obtained
Collin, (Matthaus,) a poet and critic, born at Vienna
His reputa- in 1779, was a brother of Heinrich Joseph von Collin,
the living of Langdorf-Magna about 1704.
tion is founded on a metaphysical work called “Clavis noticed below.
He became professor of aesthetics at
Universalis, or a New Inquiry after Truth,” (1713,) in Cracow in 1808, and, when that city was taken by the
which he proposes to demonstrate the non-existence of Russians, he obtained a chair of philosophy in Vienna.
Died in 1732.
the material world.
He was chosen preceptor of the Duke of Reichstadt (son
Collier, (Henry Watkins,) an American jurist, born of Napoleon I.) in 1815. He wrote “Marius,” and other
He rose to eminence as a lawyer dramas. Died in 1824.
in Virginia in 1801.
in Tuscaloosa, Alabama, was many years chief justice
Collin, ko'IlN', (Nicolas,) a French theologian, born
of that State, and Governor from 1849 to 1853.
He wrote a
in the early part of the eighteenth century.
Collier, (Jeremy,) a famous English theologian and number of religious works. Died in 1788.
non-juring bishop, born at Stow-Quy, in Cambridgeshire,
Collin, von, fon kol-leen', (Heinrich Joseph,) a
in 1650. He was educated at Cambridge, and ordained a German dramatic poet, born at Vienna in 1772.
After
priest in 1677.
In 1685 he obtained the office of lecturer filling several civil offices with credit, he became aulic
His talents and attainments councillor, and held a high position in the ministry of
at Gray’s Inn, London.
were of a high order. In politics he was an ultra-Tory
finances.
He produced six tragedies in verse, among
his religious opinions were nearly identical with modern which are “ Regulus,” (1802,) “Coriolanus,” and “BalPuseyism. In 1688 he was so zealous a Jacobite that he boa.” He also composed several patriotic war-songs,
renounced his preferments rather than take the oaths which were much admired. Died in 1811.
to William III. ; and he wrote several works against the
Collin d’Ambly, ko'liN' ddivi'ble', (Francois,) a
new regime. In 1696 he gave absolution to Freind and French writer, born at Ambly-sur-Meuse in 1759, was the
Parkins, as they were about to be executed for treason author of many educational works.
Died about 1830.
and attempt to murder. To escape prosecution for this,
Collin de Bar, ko'liN' deh btR, (Alexis Guillaume
he absconded, and was outlawed, but continued to re- Henri,) a French historical writer, born at Pondicherry,
side in London and to write with impunity. In 1698 he India, in 1768, was president of the superior court at the
published his celebrated work, a “ Short View of the Pro- capture of that place in 1803, and then removed to
faneness and Immorality of the English Stage,” which, France.
He wrote a “History of Ancient and Modern
says Macaulay, “threw the whole literary world into India,” (1814,) a work of some merit. Died in 1820.
There is hardly any book of that time
commotion.
Collin de Flancy, ko'liN' deh plbN'se', originally
from which it would be possible to select specimens of Collin Danton, (dbN'tbN',) (Jacques Albin Simon,) a
He was complete French litterateur, a nephew of the famous Danton, was
writing so excellent and so various.
master of the rhetoric of honest indignation. The spirit born at Plancy in 1793. Having written several heretical
of the book is truly heroic.” Congreve appeared in de- works, among which was “The Infernal Dictionary,” he
fence of the stage, but his answer was a complete failure
changed his course about 1837, and produced “Legends
and a great reform in the English drama was the result of the Holy Virgin,” “Legends of the Wandering Jew,”
of Collier’s work. Between 1697 and 1705 he published, and other books of a so-called religious character.
Collin-Harleville, ko'liN' haRl'vH', (Jean Franin 3 vols., “ Essays on Several Moral Subjects,” which
have great merit. He also translated Moreri’s “ His- qois,) a French comic poet, born at Maintenon, near
In 1713 he was consecrated as a Chartres, in 1755. He produced in 1786 his first drama
torical Dictionary.”
bishop by Dr. Hickes, a non-juror. Died in 1726. Re- (in verse,) the “ Inconstant,” (“ Inconstant Lover,”)
specting Collier’s character Macaulay says, “We believe which obtained great success. His master-piece is the
him to have been as honest and courageous a man as “Old Bachelor,” which was received in 1792 with genHe was admitted into the second class
ever lived.”
eral applause.
La Harpe thought his “ Optimiste”
See “Comic Dramatists of the Restoration,” in Macaulay’s of the Institute.
“Essays.”
superior to the “Inconstant.” Died in Paris in 1806.
Col 'lings or Collinges, (John,) an English nonCollier, (John Payne,) an eminent English critic
and antiquary, born in London in 1789. He produced conformist minister, born in 1623. His sermons and
in 1820 “The Poetical Decameron, or Ten Conversa- other theological works are highly commended by Cotton
Died in 1690.
tions on English Poets and Poetry,” which is highly Mather and Calamy.
Col'ling-wood, (Cuthbert,) Admiral Lord, an
prized.
In 1831 he published an excellent “History of
English Dramatic Poetry to the Time of Shakspeare, eminent English admiral, born at Newcastle-upon-Tyne
and Annals of the Stage to the Restoration,” (3 vols.,) in 1750. Having entered the navy in 1761, he served at
and in 1844 an edition of “The Works of Shakspeare, Bunker Hill in 1775, and was made a post-captain in
He contributed to Lord Howe’s victory over
the Text formed from a New Collation of the Old Edi- 1780.
His collection entitled “ Shakspeare’s the French, June 1, 1794, and displayed great skill and
tions,” (8 vols.)
Library” (1848) is accounted valuable. Great excite- courage in the action off Cape Saint Vincent in 1797.
ment was produced among critics and antiquaries by the In 1799 he obtained the rank of rear-admiral, and in
He was second in command
publication, in 1852, of his “Notes and Emendations to 1804 that of vice-admiral.
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at the battle of Trafalgar, (1805,) and when Nelson was
Soon after
killed he succeeded to the chief command.
comthis event he was raised to the peerage.
manded for several years with honour in the Mediterra-

He

He
nean, and died at sea near Port Mahon in 1810.
was greatly distinguished as a naval tactician. The
life
published
by
Collingwood
memoir of his
G. L. N.
is highly esteemed.
See, also, Campbell, “ Lives of the British Admirals;” “Edinburgh Review” for May, 1828.

unmerited neglect. In 1749 he received a legacy of
£2000 from his uncle, Colonel Martin. The latter part
of his short life was darkened by melancholy, and he
was for some time an inmate of a lunatic-asylum. He
died in 1756. Besides the above-named pieces, he wrote
“ The Dirge in Cymbeline,” and a few other short poems.
T. Campbell, comparing them with Milton’s early works,
remarks, “ If they have rather less exuberant wealth of
genius, they have more exquisite touches of pathos.”
See Johnson, “Lives of the Poets;” Mrs. Barbauld, “Essay

Collingwood, (Thomas,) an English physician, noted on Collins;” Drake, “Literary Hours;” Campbell, “Specimens
of the British Poets.”
for his learning and versatile talents, was born near
Collins, (William,) an English landscape-painter
Berwick-on-Tweed in 1751. He practised in Norham,
Sunderland, and London. He published “ The Hermit,” born in London in 1787, was a pupil of Morland. He
and other poems, and left in manuscript some mathe- was elected a Royal Academician in 1820, and visited
matical works, etc.
Died in 1831.
Collini, kol-lee'nee, (Cosimo Alessandro,) an Italian

Italy in 1836. He represented homely rural scenery and
views on the sea-coast with great success, and acquired an

born at Florence in 1727. About 1750 he went extensive reputation. Among his most admired pictures
where he met Voltaire, whom he served as are “Cromer Sands,” “Prawn-Fishers,” and a “Frost
secretary from 1752 to 1756.
In 1759 he became secre- Scene,” the last of which he sold for five hundred
His works are finely finished, and are admired
tary of the Elector Palatine, and director of the Cabinet guineas.
of Natural History at Manheim.
He wrote “ My Resi- for fidelity to nature. (See a “Memoir” published by
dence with Voltaire,” (1807, in French,) and several his- his son, W. Wilkie Collins, 1848.) Died in 1847.
Collins, (William Wilkie,) an English novelist,
torical and scientific treatises.
Died in 1806.
born in London in 1824 or 1825, is a son of the landscapeSee Voltaire, “ Correspondance.”
He published a well-written
CoFlins, (Anthony,) an English writer on theology, painter above noticed.
born of a rich family at Heston, in Middlesex, in 1676, “Lite of William Collins,” his own father, (1848,)
was an intimate friend of John Locke. He studied law, “ Rambles beyond Railways," (1851,) and several sucbut did not practise it. He published an “ Essay on cessful novels, among which are “Antonina,” (2d
Reason,” (1707,) “Priestcraft in Perfection,” (1709,) a edition, 1850,) “Basil,” (1852,) “The Dead Secret,”
“ Vindication of the Divine Attributes,” and a “ Dis- (1857,) “ The Woman in White,” published in “ All the
course on Free-Thinking,” (1713.) These works gave Year Round,” (1859-60,) “ No Name,” (1862,) “ The
Rogue’s Life,” (1879,) and
offence to the orthodox, and were attacked by several Moonstone,” (1868,)
able divines, among whom was Bentley.
In 1718 he “ Heart and Science,” (1883.)
was chosen treasurer of the county of Essex.
Coriin-son, (John,) an English writer, published, in
His
“Discourse on the Grounds and Reasons of the Chris- 1791, the “ History and Antiquities of the County of
tian Religion” (1724) excited great commotion among Somerset.” Died in 1793.
the clergy, some of whom treated him as an infidel. He
Collinson, (Peter,) an English merchant and natuwas a subtle disputant, and a writer of much ability. ralist, who rendered great services to science, especially
Died in 1729.
He
to botany, was born in Westmoreland in 1693.
See “Biographia Britannica;” Thorschmidt, “ Kritische Le- lived in London, and availed himself of his mercantile
bensgeschichte A. Collins,” 1755; “Nouvelle Biographie Gdn^rale.” connections
to procure seeds and plants from foreign
Collins, (Arthur,) an English antiquary, born in lands. He was a member of the Royal Society, lor
1682.
He published, besides other works, the “Peer- which he wrote several memoirs, and was a liberal paage of England,” (3 vols., 1709,) “English Baronage,” tron of the Philadelphia Library, whose commissions he
and “The Life of Lord Burleigh,” (1732.) The first executed gratis for thirty years. “ He was the means,”
work, augmented by Sir E. Brydges to nine volumes, says Southey, “ of procuring national advantages for his
(18x2,) is highly prized.
Died in 1760.
country, and possessed an influence which wealth cannot
Collins, (David,) a grandson of the preceding, was purchase.
Franklin’s first essays on electricity were
born in 1756. He became an officer in the British army, originally communicated to this good man. They were
and Governor of Van Diemen’s Land.
He wrote a read in the Royal Society, ‘where they were not thought
curious and interesting “ Account of the English Colony
worth so much notice as to be printed in their Transacof New South Wales,” (1798-1802.) Died in 1810.
tions ’ and his paper in which the sameness of lightning
CoFlins, (Isaac,) an American publisher, born in
with electricity was first asserted, was laughed at by the
Delaware in 1746, lived at Burlington, New Jersey, at
connoisseurs.” Collinson was a member of the Society
Trenton, and New York. He published a quarto Bible,
of Friends. Linnaeus named the genus Collinsonia in
the text of which was very correctly printed. Died in 181 7.
honour of him. Died in 1768.
See “Memoir of Isaac Collins of Burlington,” 1848.
Collinson, (Sir Richard,) Admiral an English
Collins, (John,) an eminent English mathematician,
He commanded one of the Franklin
sailor and traveller.
born at Wood Eaton, near Oxford, in 1624. He pubsearch expeditions, and has written several volumes of
lished good elementary works on geometry, arithmetic,
travels. Died in 1883.
and navigation, and contributed papers to the Royal SoCoFH-ub, (Francesco,) an Italian theologian, born
ciety, of which he was chosen a Fellow in 1667.
He near Milan about
1590, was the author of two learned
was a correspondent of Sir Isaac Newton. Died in 1683.
works, remarkable for singularity of opinions, one of
See Wood, “Athense Oxonienses.”
which is entitled “ On the Souls of the Heathens,” (“ De
Collins, (Samuel,) an English physician, who graduAnimabus Paganorum.”) He decides adversely to the
ated at Oxford in 1659. Soon after that date he went to
salvation of Aristotle. Died in 1640.
writer,

to Berlin,

“A

;

Russia, and practised nine years at the court of the Czar.
He published in London, in 1671, “The Present State
of Russia,” and a “Treatise on Anatomy, Physiology,
etc.,” (1685.)
He became physician to the queen, and
died about 1700.
See Wood, “Athene Oxonienses.”

Collins, (William,) an eminent English lyric poet,
born at Chichester in 1720. Having graduated at Oxford, he went to London about 1 744, with little resources
except his poetical genius. There he became the friend
of Dr. Johnson, who speaks well of his character, and
adds that “his great fault was irresolution.” His excellent odes on “The Passions,” “To Mercy,” “To
Evening,” etc. appeared in 1747, but were treated with
c as

5 as s;

g hard; g asy;

Colin or Coelln, von, fon koln, (Daniel Georg
Conrad,) a German rationalistic theologian, born in
Lippe-Detmold in 1788 died in 1833.
Collombet, ko'liN'bi', (Francois Z£non,) a French
;

Catholic writer, born at Sieges (Jura) in 1808, published
a “History of Saint Jerome,” (1844,) and other works.

Died in 1853.
Colloredo, kol-lo-ra'do, (Franz G.,) born in 1731,
was Austrian ambassador to Spain in 1767, and became
vice-chancellor of the empire in 1789. Died in 1807.
Colloredo, (Rudolph,) Count of Waldsee, a general
of the Imperialist army, born in 1585, distinguished himand in 1648 defended Prague
with success against the Swedes. Died in 1657.

self in the Thirty Years’ war,

g, h, k, guttural; N, nasal; R, trilled; s as z;

th as

in this.

(JtJ^See Explanations,

p. 23.)

COLLOT

Collot, ko'lo', (Jean FRANgois Henri,) a French
born near Charleville in 1716, was a contributor
to the “Encyclopedic” of Diderot, and published other
works. Died in 1804.
Collot. See Colot.
Collot-d’Herbois, ko'lo' d§R'bwl', (Jean Marie,) a
notorious French Jacobin, born about 1750, was a strolling player before the Revolution, and author of several
comedies. He was deputed by the people of Paris to
the Convention in 1792, became a partisan of Robespierre, and was one of the Committee of Public Safety
in 1793.
He rendered himself infamous by his cruelties
at Lyons, where many hundred persons perished by his
order, in 1793.
In this he is said to have been actuated
by revenge, having once been hissed on the stage of
Lyons. He presided over the Convention on the 9th
Thermidor, 1794, and contributed to the ruin of Robespierre.
In 1795 he was transported to Cayenne, where
he died miserably in 1796.
writer,

See Thiers, “ History of the French Revolution;” “Nouvelle
;” “Biographie
Universelle.”
Biographie G^n^rale

Collucio. See Coluccio.
C&ll'y?r, (Joseph,) an English engraver, born in
in 1748, was a son of Mary Collyer, the suc-

London

He excessful translator of Gesner’s “ Death of Abel.”
Died in 1827.
celled in the stippled style of engraving.
Collyer, (William Bengo,) an English divine, was

He
minister of the Independent Chapel, Peckham.
published several volumes of lectures “ On Scripture
“
“
On Scripture Prophecy,” On Scripture DocFacts,”
Died in 1854.
trine,” etc., (1807-22.)
in
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Col'man, (Benjamin,) an American clergyman, born
Boston in 1673. H e became pastor of a church in his

two esteemed French works, viz., “Annals of Spain and
Portugal,” (1741,) and a “ Description of Spain and Portugal,” (5 vols., 1707.)

It is

suspected that

J.

A. de Col-

menar was an assumed name of the French compiler.

Colmenares, de, di

kol-mi-ni'r§s, (Diego,) born at
Segovia, in Spain, in 1586, wrote a “ History of Segovia
and Compendium of the Histories of Castile,” (1634.)
Died in 1651.
Coin or Coeln, von, fon koln, (Wilhelm,) called
Meister Wilhelm, an excellent German painter, lived
He painted religious subjects
at Cologne about 1370.
in distemper.
Colnet, de, deh kol'ni', (Charles Joseph Auguste
Maximilien,) often called Colnet de Ravel, a French
He
satirical poet and journalist, born in Picardy in 1768.
In 1810 he probecame a bookseller at Paris in 1797.
duced an ingenious poem, entitled “ The Art of Dining
Out, (en ville,) for the Use of Authors.” He wrote
editorials for the “ Journal de Paris” and the “ Gazette
de France” between 1811 and 1832. Died in 1832.
See “Nouvelle Biographie G£n£rale.”

Colocci, ko-lot'chee, [Lat. Colo'tius,] (Angelo,) an
born near Ancona in 1467, became a resident of Rome and secretary of Leo X. He lived in grand
style, and had a fine library, which was burned when Rome
was sacked in 1527. He gained a temporary reputation
by his Latin poems. Died in 1549.
Colocotroni. See Kolocotroni.
Cologne, de, deh ko'lon', (Peter,) a Protestant divine, was a native of Ghent.
Died in 1558.
Coloma, ko-lo'mi, (Don Carlos,) a Spanish general
and historian, born at Alicante in 1573. He rose to
the highest rank in the army, and became Governor of
the Milanese.
He received from Philip IV. the title of
Marquis of Espina, and wrote a history of the war in Flanders from 1588 to 1599, (“Las Guerras de los Estados
Baxos,” 1625,) a work of considerable merit. Died in
Italian poet,

and published sermons, poems,
Died in 1747.
Col'man, (George,) an eminent English dramatic
author, was born about 1733 at Florence, where his
father was British minister.
He was a graduate of Ox- 1637ford.
In 1760 he produced “Polly Honeycomb,” a
Colomb. See Columbus.
drama, which was warmly applauded, and in 1761 “The
Colomb, ko'l&N', written also Columb, (Michel,)
Jealous Wife,” which was also very popular. He made a French sculptor, born in Bretagne in the fifteenth
excellent
translation
of
Terence
into
verse
in
an
1764. century.
His master-piece is the tomb of Francis II.
Between 1767 and 1775 he was acting manager of Covent (Duke of Bretagne) at Nantes, which is much admired.
Garden Theatre, and was afterwards proprietor of the
Colomba. See Columba.
Haymarket Theatre.
He published a translation of
Colomban. See Columban.
Horace’s “Art of Poetry,” and several other works. In
Colombe, ko'liMb', (Marie TH^RfesE,) a famous
1789 he lost his reason. Died in 1794.
actress, born at Venice in 1757, made a successful debut
See Baker, “Biographia Dramatica.”
in Paris in 1772. She retired from the stage in 1788, and
Colman, (George,) “the Younger,” a son of the died in 1837.
preceding, was born in 1762.
He inherited his father’s
Colombel, ko'ldN'bSl', (Nicolas,) a French painter
dramatic taste and talent, and succeeded him as director of history, born near Rouen in 1646, was the most emiof the Haymarket Theatre in 1785. He wrote many nent pupil of Le Sueur. He studied in Rome, and afterpopular comedies and farces, among which are “ The Iron wards worked in Paris with success. Died in 1717.
Chest,” (1796,) “John Bull,” “Inkle and Yarico,” and
Colombier, ko'ldN'be-i', (Jean,) an able French
“ Heir at Law.” For “John Bull” he received the largest physician, born at Toul 11^736, became inspector-general
sum that had ever been paid for any drama. He also of the hospitals of the kingdom in 1780, and of the milicomposed comic tales, called “ Broad Grins” and “ Poetic tary hospitals a few years later. He died in 1789, leaving,
Vagaries,” (1812,) and memoirs of his own life, entitled besides other medical treatises, one entitled “ Precepts
“Random Recollections,” (2 vols., 1830.) Died in 1836. on the Health of Soldiers, or Military Hygiene,” (1775.)
See Baker, “ Biographia Dramatica
R. B. Peake, “ Memoirs
Colombiere, de la, deh If ko'l^N'be-aiR', (Claude,)
“ Edinburgh Review” for July, 1841.
of the Colman Family
a French Jesuit, born near Lyons in 1641; died in 1682.
Colman, (Henry,) a Unitarian minister, and writer
Colombiere, de la, (Vulson.) See Vulson.
on agriculture, born in Boston, Massachusetts, in 1785.
Colombo, ko-lom'bo, (Domenico,) an Italian pasHe was pastor at Salem from 1825 to 1831, after which toral poet, born at Gabiano in 1749. He published pashe was appointed agricultural commissioner for the State toral Poems, and an “Essay on the Drama and Tragedy
of Massachusetts. He went to Europe in 1842, and pub- of Italy,” (1794.) Died in 1813.
lished “ European Agriculture and Rural Economy,” and
Colombo, (Realdo,) [Lat. Real'dus Colum'bus,]
other works. Died in London in 1849.
a distinguished Italian anatomist, born at Cremona, sucColman, (Samuel,) an American landscape-painter ceeded Vesalius, in 1544, as professor at Padua. He
Among his best works are afterwards taught in the Universities of Pisa and of
of the present century.
“ Lake George,” “ Barges on the Hudson,” and an Rome. He is said to have first discovered the pulmo“ Autumn Landscape.”
nary circulation. His reputation is founded on his work
“ De Re Anatomica,”(i559,) a most important contribuSee Tuckerman, “ Book of the Artists.”
Colmar, kol'miR, (Johann,) a German educational tion to anatomy for that period. Died about 1576.
writer, born at Nuremberg in 1684; died in 1737.
See Haller, “Bibliotheca Anatomica;” Sprengel, “Geschichte
Colmeiro, kol-ma'e-ro, (Manuel,) a Spanish writer der Arzneikunde.”
Colomby, de, deh ko'ld.N'be', (FRANgois Cauvigny
on political economy, was born at Santiago de Galicia
ko'v£n'ye',) SlEUR, a French writer, born at Caen about
He became professor of political economy at
in 1818.
He was one of the first members of the French
Madrid in 1847.
1588.
Colmenar.de, di kol-mi-naR', (Juan Alvarez,) a Academy, and published a translation of Justin’s “HisDied about 1648.
compiler,
who
was
the
reputed
author
of
tory.”
historian and
native city about 1700,
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COLO MILS

Colonies, ko'lo'me-Ss', (Paul,) a French Protestant
writer on biography, theology, etc., was born at Rochelle
He removed to England in 1681, and became
in 1638.
He publibrarian to Archbishop Sancroft at Lambeth.
lished, besides many other learned works, “ Eastern
Gaul,” (“Gallia Orientalis,” 1665,) “Protestant Rome,”
(“Rome protestante,” 1675,) and “Historical Miscellanies,” (“ Melanges historiques,”) reprinted with the title
“ Colomesiana.” Died in 1692.
See Bayle, “Historical and Critical Dictionary;”
“ Memoires.”

Colonia, de, deh ko'lo'ne'i', (Dominique,) a French
Jesuit, born at Aix in 1660, became professor of rhetoric
and theology in Lyons. He composed a “ Literary History of Lyons,” and several tragedies.
Died in 1741.
Colonna, ko-lon'nd, the name of an illustrious Roman
family, which acquired distinction as early as the twelfth
century.
They were adherents of the Ghibeline party,
and rivals of the Orsini. Giovanni Colonna was made
a cardinal in 1216, and took part in the fifth crusade.
Died in 1245. His nephew, of the same name, became
Archbishop of Messina in 1255. He wrote a “ Chronicle,
or History of the World,” to the time of Louis IX. of
France. Cardinal Giacomo Colonna was chief counof the court of Rome during the pontificate of
Nicholas IV., which ended about 1292. He died in 1318.
Sciarra Colonna was one of the chiefs of a successful
conspiracy against Boniface VIII. in 1303.
He died in
exile about 1328.
Stephen, a brother of Sciarra, was
created Count of Romagna about 1290, and was for many
years chief of the Guelphs at Rome.
In a conflict with
Rienzi he was killed about 1350. Otho Colonna was
elected pope in 1417. (See Martin V.)
Antonio, a
nephew and favourite of Martin V., was made Prince of
Salerno and Duke of Amalfi in 1419.
In 1431 Pope Eugene IV. declared war against Antonio and his brothers,
who had seized the treasury of the late pontiff. Antonio
cillor

was the father of Prosper Colonna.
“Histoire des R^publiques Italiennes;” O. di
della Famiglia Colonna.”

Colonna, (Angelo Michele,) an Italian painter,
born at Ravenna in 1600, was invited to Spain by Philip
IV., for whom he painted in the Escurial.
Among his
master-pieces are “ Fortune” and “ Prometheus.” He
died at Bologna in 1687.
See Lanzi, “ History of Painting

Paris,

He

many years in
and published numerous works, among which

alchemist, born about

1650.

lived

was a “Natural History of the Universe,” (1734.) He
perished by a fire which consumed his lodgings in Paris
in 1726.

See F. Hoefer, “ Histoire de

la

Chimie.”

Colonna, (Giovanni Paolo,) one of

1701.

See Sismondi,

Greek, Latin, Hebrew, etc. Tiraboschi designates the
work “ a confused melange of fables, history, architecture,
and antiquities.” Died in 1527.
Colonna, (Francesco Maria Pompeo,) an Italian

Nic£ron,

Coloni, ko-lo'nee, (Adam,) the Old, a Dutch painter,
born at Rotterdam in 1634, worked in London.
He
painted landscapes and rural subjects. Died in 1685.
(Henry
Adrian,)
called
Coloni,
the Young, a
painter, son of the preceding, born in 1668; died in

Agostino, “Istoria
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the most eminent Italian composers of his time, was born at Brescia.
He composed only sacred music. His science was profound and his style brilliant. Died in 1695.
See Let is, “Biographie Universelle des Musiciens.”

Colonna, (Marcantonio,) Duke of Palliano, an
Italian general, who obtained in 1570 command of the
twelve galleys which the pope sent to aid the Venetians
in

defence of Cyprus.

The

chief

of the allies

fortune,” says Sismondi, “ to attach his name to the
greatest exploit of the sixteenth century, the battle of

Lepanto.” He was afterwards appointed Viceroy of
Sicily by Philip II.
Died in 1584.
See Sismondi, “Histoire des Republiques Italiennes.”

Colonna, (Pompeo,) an

Italian prelate,

nephew of

Prosper Colonna, noticed below. He was a turbulent
and violent character, and was hostile to Leo X., by whom
he had been made a cardinal. After having decided the
election in favour of Clement VII., he quarrelled with
him, and attempted to seize him with a troop of soldiers.
But he served the same pope efficiently when the latter
was held in durance by the army of Constable Bourbon.
Died in 1532.
See Aubery,

“

Histoire dos Cardinaux.”

Colonna, (Prosper or Prospero,) the son of Antonio, above noticed, was one of the greatest generals that
Italy has produced.
In 1494 he fought for the French
king Charles VIII. in his invasion of Naples. After the
expulsion of the French he served under Gonsalvo de
Cordova against France. In 1513 he won for Ferdinand
of Spain a great victory over the Venetians near Vicenza.
He was taken prisoner by the French at Villa Franca
by a surprise in 1515. He took Milan in 1521, and defeated Lautrec, a French general, at Bicoque in 1522.

Died

in 1523.
See Brantome, “ Grands Capitaines

in Italy.”

command

was claimed by Colonna, Doria, and Zeno, neither of
whom would yield. To obviate the difficulty and danger
arising from this dispute, Philip of Spain gave the command of his ships to Don John of Austria, from whom
Colonna consented to receive orders ; and they defeated
the Turks at Lepanto in October, 1571.
“He had the

Sismondi, “Histoire des

Colonna, (Ascagno,) an Italian cardinal, born about Republiques Italiennes.’*
1560, became Viceroy of Aragon. He wrote, in Latin, a
Colonna, (Vittoria,) daughter of Fabrizio, above
treatise “On the Sicilian Monarchy.”
Died in 1608.
noticed, was illustrious as a poetess and as a woman.
Colonna, (Egidio,) [Lat. zEgii/ius Roma'nus; Fr. She was born in
1490, and was married in 1507 to the
Gilles de Colonne, zh&l deh ko'lon',] a theologian and Marquis of Pescara, who became a celebrated general.
writer, born at Rome, studied under Thomas Aquinas
She was extolled as the most eminent of her sex in Italy
in Paris. He became preceptor to the Dauphin of France,
for beauty, virtue, and talents.
After the death of her
Bel, for whom he wrote a treatise entitled
Principis.”
Died in 1316.
See Angelo Roccha, “ Vita .'Kgidii, prefixed to Colonna’s work
called “Defensorium,” Naples, 1644.

Philippe

le

“De Regimine

’

’

Colonna, (Fabio.) See Columna.
Colonna, (Fabrizio,) an Italian general, was

first-

cousin to Prospero, and son of Edoardo, Duke of Amalfi.
He served successively Frederick, King of Naples, and
Ferdinand the Catholic, who in 1507 appointed him grand
constable of the kingdom of Naples. Having passed into
the service of the pope, Julius II., he was taken prisoner
by the French at Ravenna in 1512. Died in 1520.
See Sismondi, “Histoire des Rdpubliques Italiennes.’”

Colonna, (Fra Francesco,) an
at

Venice about 1435,

Italian writer,

c as k; 9 as

s;

g hard; g as j;

is reputed one of the most successful imitators of
Petrarch.
“The rare virtues and consummate talents
of this lady,” says Hallam, “were the theme of all Italy
in that brilliant age of her literature.”
(“Introduction
to the Literature of Europe.”)
Died in 1547.
See Longfellow, “Poets and Poetry of Europe;” Mrs. Henry
Roscoe, “Vittoria Colonna: her Life and Poems,” 1868; “Lives of
the Italian Poets,” by Rev. H. Stebbing, London, 1831.

She

Colonne, de, (Gilles.)

born

See Colonna, (Egidio.)

Collot, the name of several French
lithotomists.
Germain Colot, a French surgeon, who
lived about 1480, was the first of his countrymen who

Colot,

according to another account,
He became a Dominican monk, and professor
of theology at Padua. He acquired celebrity by a fantastic and singular work, entitled “ Hypnerotomachia
Poliphili,” (Venice, 1499,) in which he teaches that all
human passions are but dreams. (For a more particular
account of this strange production, see “ Nouvelle Biographic Generale.”) The language is a mixture of Italian,
or,

in 1449.

husband, in 1525, she wrote poetical laments on that
subject, and also religious verses.
In 1541 she retired
into a convent, first at Orvieto and then at Viterbo.

ko'lo', or

practised lithotomy.
Laurent settled in Paris in 1556,
and was patronized by Henry II. Philippe, a descendant of Laurent, born in 1593, had a high reputation, and
was employed at court. Died in 1656. Franqois, a son
or grandson of Philippe, lived about 1690.
His reputation attracted patients from foreign countries.
He left
a “ Treatise on Lithotomy.”

G, H, K, guttural; N, vasal; R, trilled; s as z;

th as

in this.

(Jugf“See Explanations,
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COLOTES

Co-lo'tea, [KoAwr7/f,] a Greek sculptor, a native of
Paros, lived about 450 b.c. He assisted Phidias in the
colossal statue of Jupiter at Olympia.
His master-piece
was an ivory statue of Aisculapius.
Colpani, kol-pi'nee, (Giuseppe,) an Italian poet, born
at Brescia in 1738; died in 1822.
Colquhoun, ko-hoon', ? (Lady Janet,) an Irish authoress, born in 1781, was the daughter of Sir John Sinclair of Ulster, and the wife of Sir James Colquhoun.
Besides other religious works, she wrote “ Impression of
the Heart,” (1825,) and “The World’s Religion contrasted with Christianity,” (1839.)
Died in 1846.
See James Hamilton, “ Memoirs of Lady Colquhoun,” 1849.
Colquhoun, ko-hoon', (Patrick,) a Scottish political
economist and practical reformer, born at Dumbarton
in 1745. He became a Glasgow merchant about 1768,
and lord provost of Glasgow in 1782. He promoted the
fabrication of muslin in Scotland, and developed other
resources.
In 1789 he removed to London, where he
initiated reforms in the police.
He published a valuable
“Treatise on the Police of the Metropolis,” (1796,) a
“ Treatise on the Population, Power, and Resources of
the British Empire,” (1814,) and other works on manufactures, trade, and education.
Died in 1820.
See Chambers, “ Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen.”

Col'quitt,

(Walter

T.,)

an American lawyer and

Senator, born in Halifax county, Virginia, in 1799.
He
settled in Georgia, and was elected a member of Congress in 1838 and in 1840. In 1842 he was elected to
the Senate of the United States by the Democrats.

Died in 1855.
Col'rane, (Henry Hare,) Lord, an English scholar
and collector of prints, books, and antiquities, born in

chaplain in the navy in 1831, and published, besides other
works, “ Ship and Shore in Madeira, Lisbon, etc.,” (1835,)

“Deck and Port,” (1850,) and “Three Years in California,” (1850.)
established the first newspaper in
California, now called the “ Alta California.”
Died iu

He

1851.
See Griswold’s “ Poets and Poetry of America.”
Coluccio, ko-loot'cho, (Salutato,) an Italian writer
and friend of Petrarch, born at Stignano in 1330. He

became secretary

to Pope Urban V. and to the republic
of Florence. He acquired renown as a Latin poet, and
translated part of Dante’s “ Divina Commedia” into
Latin verse. Died in 1406.
See Tiraboschi, “Storia della Letteratura Italiana.”

Columb.

See Colomb.
Co-lum'ba, Saint, called “ the Apostle of the Highlanders,” was born in Ireland about 520 A.D.
He is regarded as the first who preached Christianity in Scotland,
which he visited about 565. He founded in Iona, one
of the Hebrides, an abbey and college, which became a
renowned seat of learning. Died in 597 a.d.
See Burton’s “ History of Scotland,” vol. i. chap. vii. Butler,
“Lives of the Saints;” Dr. Johnson, “Journey to the Hebrides.”
;

Co-lum'ban, written also Colomban, [Lat. Columba'nus,] Saint, an eminent Irish monk, born in
Leinster about 540 a.d. He preached in France, founded
a monastery at Luxeuil, near Besanjon, and acquired
celebrity as the teacher and author of a monastic rule.
“ He was the man,” says Montalembert, “who gave the
greatest impulse to the monasticism of the seventh century.”
Died in Italy in 615 A.D.
See A. Gianelli, “ Vita

di S.

Colombano,” Turin,

1844.

Columbanus. See Columban, Saint.
Co-lum'bus, (Don Bartholomew,) a younger
French brother of the great navigator, who in 1488 sent him

Surrey in 1693

died in 1749.
;
kol'sdN', (Guillaume Francois,) a
historical painter, born in Paris in 1785, was a pupil of

Colson,

David.

Colson, (Jean Francois Gille,) a French painter
and architect, born at Dijon in 1733 ; died in 1803.
Col'son, (John,) an English mathematician, who was
chosen professor of mathematics in Cambridge in 1739,
before which he taught school at Rochester.
He translated from the Latin Newton’s “ Fluxions.” Died in 1760.
C51'ston, (Edward,) an opulent English merchant
and philanthropist, born at Bristol in 1636, was noted for
his munificence.
He founded and endowed a number
of charitable institutions in Bristol. Died in 1721.
C51t, (Samuel,) an American inventor, born at Hartford, Connecticut, in 1814.
He went to sea as a sailorboy about the age of fifteen. In 1835 he took out a
patent for a pistol, called a revolver, which he had invented. About 1848 he began to manufacture revolvers
on a large scale at Hartford, where he built one of the
most extensive armories in the world. His revolvers
have a high reputation in every part of the world. Died
in 1862.

Coltellini, kol-t£l-lee'nee, ( Agostino,) an Italian poet,
at Florence in 1613.
He founded in his own house,
in 1631, the celebrated academy of Apatisti at Florence.

born

Died
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in 1693.

to solicit the patronage of Henry VII. of England.
In
1493 he accompanied his brother in the second voyage
was
to America, and
appointed adelantado, or governor,
On this island he founded, in 1496, the
of Hispaniola.

town of Saint Domingo.

He

displayed

much

ability in

subduing the revolts of the natives. (See Columbus,
Christopher.) “ He united in a singular degree,” says
Irving, “the sailor, the soldier, and the legislator.
His
portrait has been suffered to remain too much in the
shade it is worthy of being brought into the light as a
companion to that of his illustrious brother.” He died
:

Domingo in 1514.
See Irving, “Life of C. Columbus.”

in Saint

Columbus, (Christopher,) [Lat. Christoph'orus
Colum'bus; It. Cristok'oro Colom'bo; Sp. Cristoval Colon, kR^s-to'vil ko-16n'; Fr. Christophe Colomb, kRis'tof' ko'lbN'; Ger. Christoph Columbus,
kRis'tof ko-loom'biis,] the most illustrious of navigators
and discoverers, was born of poor parents, at Genoa,
about 1440. His birth is variously dated between 1435
and 1445, (Irving prefers 1435,) and his early history is
involved in obscurity. The family name Colombo was
Latinized into Columbus by the subject of this article,
who afterwards adopted the Spanish form, Cristoval
Colon. At an early age he evinced a fondness for geography, and a strong attraction towards the sea and the
mysterious regions which his imagination suggested beyond its horizon. At the University of Pavia he pursued
for a short time the congenial studies of geometry, astronomy, navigation, etc. According to his own statement, he entered on a nautical life at the age of fourteen.
During many years he was employed in the Mediter-

Col'ton, (Caleb C.,) an English clergyman, vicar of
Kew and Petersham. He wrote “ Hypocrisy,” a Poem,
(1812,) and other works, the most remarkable of which
was “ Lacon,”(i820,) an excellent collection of apothegms
and sententious precepts. In consequence of his addiction to the vice of gaming, he absconded to America in
1828.
He killed himself at Fontainebleau in 1832.
Col'ton, (Calvin, )an Episcopal clergyman and writer, ranean, sometimes in commercial adventures and someborn in Longmeadow, Massachusetts, in 1789, graduated times in warlike enterprises.
He published, besides other
About 1470 he removed to Lisbon, which, under the
at Yale College in 1812.
works, “ Four Years in Great Britain,” and a “Life of auspices of Prince Henry, was then the chief seat of nauHenry Clay,” (3 vols., 1844.) He also wrote “Junius tical science, and there married a lady of Italian extracTracts” in support of the Whig party about 1840-44. tion, Felipa Monis de Palestrello. He sailed with several
Portuguese expeditions to the west coast of Africa, and
Died in 1857.
Colton, (George Hooker,) a relative of the preced- when on shore supported his family by the construction
He of maps and charts. Amidst a general excitement about
ing, born in Otsego county, New York, in 1818.
wrote a poem entitled “Tecumseh, or the West Thirty maritime discovery, attended with various fanciful theoIn
he
became
editor
Years Since,” (1842.)
of the ries and fabulous rumours, he gradually matured the idea
1845
A lofty and religious enof his own sublime enterprise.
“American Whig Review.” Died in 1847.
Colton, (Walter,) an American clergyman and wri- thusiasm sustained him in surmounting the difficulties and
ter, born in Rutland, Vermont, in 1797.
He became a repulses which he was destined to meet. He expected
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that by sailing westward he would reach Cipango, (Japan.)
or the eastern part of Asia, after a voyage of moderate
length. According to Irving, he meditated the discovery
of a western route to India as early as the year 1474. He
made a northern voyage, of which we have no memorial
except this passage in one of his letters “ In 1477 I
navigated one hundred leagues beyond Thule,” (sup:

posed to be Iceland.)
Soon after the opportune application of the astrolabe
to navigation, he solicited the patronage of John II. of
Portugal in the execution of his favourite project. That
king, while he protracted the negotiation, secretly sent a
vessel to explore the Atlantic ; but the timid pilots, after
a voyage of a few days, returned to Lisbon. Indignant
at this treatment, Columbus left Portugal in 1484, and
applied to the court of Spain for assistance. He was then
so poor that he begged some bread at the convent near
Palos while he was on his way to the court. His project

was referred to a council, and by them disapproved. Although tantalized, neglected, and repulsed by the minions of office, he continued to urge his claims with ardour
and eloquence. At length, after the capture of Granada,
which he witnessed, in 1492, Queen Isabella was induced
to furnish him with two small vessels a third was added
by himself or his friends. On the 3d of August, 1492, he
sailed from Palos with one hundred and twenty men, in
the Santa Maria, the Pinta, and the Nina.
After passing the Canaries, the propitious trade-wind
wafted them swiftly over a tranquil sea for many days.
The variation of the needle, then first observed, alarmed
his crew, who were also dismayed by the idea of being
About the 20th of September
lost in a shoreless ocean.
they were cheered by the visits of several birds of song
but the farther they advanced the more their impatience
increased.
Their heroic chief, however, was resolute in
“ pursuing his dim and perilous way.”
few days before
the discovery of land his crew became openly mutinous,
and talked of throwing him overboard. On the morning
of October 12, 1492, his voyage was crowned with triumph
by the discovery of San Salvador, (or Cat Island,) one
of the Bahama Isles, which he found inhabited. Supposing it to be on the coast of India, he called the natives
Indians ; and they received their visitants as citizens and
messengers of heaven. Having visited Cuba and Hayti,
(Hispaniola,) he sailed homeward, and arrived at Palos
in March, 1493.
In his progress through Spain he was
received with rapturous demonstrations and more than
In accordance with a previous contract,
regal homage.
he obtained the titles of Admiral and Viceroy of the
New World. “Thus honoured by the sovereigns,”
says Irving, “and idolized by the people, Columbus for
a time drank the honeyed draught of popularity.” “ His
:

A

discovery burst with such sudden splendour upon the

world as to dazzle envy
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itself.”

In the autumn of 1493 he made a second voyage across
the Atlantic, with seventeen ships, and, after the discovery of Jamaica, Porto Rico, etc., returned to Spain in
June, 1496. He sailed again in May, 1498, with six vessels, and discovered Terra Firma at the mouth of the
Orinoco. Envy and malice had at last produced an ebb
in the tide of his popularity, so that in 1500 Ferdinand
appointed Francisco de Bobadilla governor in place of
Columbus, who was sent to Spain in chains. It has been
questioned whether the king had authorized the infamous
conduct of Bobadilla ; for he pretended to disavow it,
after the indignation of the Spanish public had been
loudly expressed. Columbus was received with smiles
and favour by the king and queen, but was not reinstated
in his high office.
In May, 1502, he sailed on his fourth
voyage, hoping to find a more direct passage to India
than that just discovered by Vasco da Gama. He explored the coasts of Honduras, Costa Rica, etc., and,
after suffering from famine, mutiny, and other disasters,
he returned to Spain in 1504. He died in poverty and
neglect, at Valladolid, in 1506.
Columbus was tall in stature, with blue eyes, and an
aquiline nose.
He possessed a commanding presence
and a fluent elocution.
His temper was impetuous,
though benevolent, and his mind was highly imaginative
and poetical. He left two sons, noticed below. He died
in ignorance of the real grandeur of his discovery, sup-

posing that Cuba, Terra Firma,

X.

were only remote

See Irving, “Life of Columbus;” Prescott, “Ferdinand and
Isabella,” chaps, xvi. and xviii. of Part First, and viii. and xviii. of
Part Second; Fernando Colon, “ Historia del Almirante ;” Herrera, “ Historia de las Indias Occidentals ;” Navarrete, “Coleccion deViages;” Oviedo, “History of the Indies;” Bernaldez,
“ Reyes Catolicos ;” Munoz, “ Historia del Nuevo Mundo;” Benzoni, “Novi Orbis Historia;” Bossi, “Vita di Colombo,” 1818:
Forester, “ Christoph Columbus,” (in German,) 1842 ; Reta, “ Vita
di Colombo,” 1846; Arthur Helps, “Life of Columbus,” 1869;
A. de Lamartine, “C. Colomb,” 1853; H. Roscoe Saint-John,
“Life of Columbus,” 1850; Bonnafoux, “Vie de C. Colomb,”
1853; Schneidawind, “C. Columbus America’s Entdecker,” 1843;
A. Sanguinetti, “Vitadi C. Colombo,” 1846.

Columbus, (Diego or Giacomo,) was a priest, and a
brother of the great navigator. He governed Saint Domingo for a short time in 1500, and soon after that date
was sent to Spain, with his brother, in chains. In 1509
he embarked again for the New World with his nephew
Diego.
Columbus, (Don Diego,) the eldest son of the great
He
admiral, was born probably at Lisbon about 1472.
was in early youth a page in the court of Ferdinand and
Isabella.
At the death of his father he urged his claim
to the office of viceroy which was promised to Christopher Columbus and his heirs, and about 1509 he obtained
He had
the office of Governor of the West Indies.
married Dona Maria de Toledo, whose father and uncle
were the most powerful grandees of Spain. Charles V.,
about 1520, recognized his right to the office of viceroy.
He died in Spain in 1526, leaving two sons. “He appears to have been,” says Irving, “a man of great integrity, of respectable talents, and of a generous nature.”
See Irving, “Life of Christopher Columbus.”

Columbus, (Fernando,) born

at Cordova about
was the son of Christopher Columbus and Beatriz
He was educated at the court of Isabella of
In 1502 he accomCastile, whom he served as a page.

1488,

Enriquez.

panied his father in his fourth voyage to America. He
resided some years at Seville, where he formed a rich
library and devoted himself to study and authorship.
His most important work is a “History of Admiral C.
Columbus,” (“Vida y Hechos del Almirante D. C.
Colon,” Madrid, 1530.) Died in 1539.
See Irving, “Life of C. Columbus;” “ Nouvelle Biographie
Genera’e.”

Columbus, (Realdus.)

See Colombo.
Col-u-mel'la, [Fr. Columelle, ko'lii'mSl',] (Lucius
Junius Moderatus,) the author of the most important
Latin work on ancient agriculture, was born probably
at Cadiz, (Gades,) and wrote in the first half of the first
He resided at or near Rome, after having
century.

He
travelled over many parts of the Roman empire.
was the owner of a large estate, and was a practical culHis work entitled “ De Re Rustica” is a volutivator.
minous and systematic treatise on rural affairs, in twelve
books, of which the tenth is in verse. His Latinity is
nearly as pure as that of the Augustan age, and his precepts have much intrinsic value. He is cited by Seneca
and eulogized by Pliny.
Schoell, “Histoire de la
See Fabricius, “ Bibliotheca Latina
Literature Romaine;” Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”

Columelle. See Columella.
Co-lum'na, (Fabius,) [It. Fabio Colonna, fl'be-o
ko-lon'ni,] one of the greatest botanists of his time, was
born of a noble family at Naples in 1567. He received
a classical education, and attained skill in music, design,
painting, etc. From early childhood he manifested a taste
His first work, “Touchstone of Plants,”
for botany.
(“ Phytobasanos,” 1592,) was remarkable for the accuracy
of the descriptions and the correctness and beauty of
the figures.
He was the first to use copper plates to
In 1606 he produced the first part of
delineate plants.
his “Ecphrasis,” a history of rare plants, in which he
laid down the true basis of the science by recognizing
and employing the distinction of genera. About 1616
he went to Rome, and assisted in founding the Academy
of Lyncei, which had great influence on the revival of
In his notes to the work of Hernatural philosophy.
nandez he still further developed the principles of
botany with great clearness. He appears to have been
the only botanist of his time
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nous ideas which Cesalpino had previously presented.
Died in Naples in 1650.
Co-lu'thus [KoXouOoe,] a Greek poet, who lived
about the end ot the fifth century, was born at Lycopolis,
His works are all lost except “ The Abducin Egypt.
tion of Helen,” a small poem of little merit.
ColVille, (Sir Charles,) a British general, 'a younger
son of Lord Colville, born in 1770, served in Spain lor
He comseveral years, and was wounded at Vittoria.
manded a division at Waterloo in 1815, and was made a
general in 1837. Died in 1843.
Colville, (John,) a Scottish politician, became masIn 1591 and 1592 he was an
ter of requests about 1580.
adherent of the Earl of Bothwell in an unsuccessful reHe published, in 1600, “ The
bellion against the king.
Palinode,” and, having become a Catholic, he wiote

Died in 1607.
several treatises against Protestantism.
Colvin, (Sidney,) an English art lecturer and critic,
born at Norwood in 1845. He has been for some years
Slade professor of fine art at Cambridge, and has written
“ Children in Italian and English Design,” and other
works.
Col'vi-us, (Andrew,) a learned Dutch divine, born
He was a friend of Paul Sarpi, whose
at Dort in 1594.
“ History ot the Inquisition ” he translated into Latin.
Col'well, (Stephen,) an American writer on trade
and finance, born in Brooke county, Virginia, in 1800.
He practised law several years, and afterwards became a

merchant of Philadelphia.

Comazzi,

ko-mlt'see,

Died

in 1871.

(Giovanni

Battista,) an

whom nothing is known except that
essay “ On the Morals of Princes.” An

Italian moralist, of

he wrote an able
English version appeared in 1729.

Combalot, kdN'bt'lo', (Theodore,) a French abbe
and eloquent preacher, was born at Chatenay (Isere) in
From 1830 to 1840 he was the principal rival of
1798.
Lacordaire in the pulpits of Paris. He published “The
Incarnation regarded as the Final Reason
of all that Exists,” (1841,) and other works.
Combalusier, kdN'bi'lii'ze-i', (Francois de
Paule,) a French physician, born in Vivarais in 1713.
He published “ Pneumatic Pathology,” (1747,) and other
works. Died in 1762.
Combe, koom, (Andrew,) M.D., an eminent Scottish

Dogma of the

born in Edinburgh in 1797. He began to pracmedicine in that city in 1823, having previously become a believer in phrenology. He acquired distinction
as a writer on physiology and other scientific subjects.
His “ Principles of Physiology applied to the Preservation of Health” (1834) has been very successful, having
passed through about sixteen editions. In 1836 he was
appointed consulting physician to the King of Belgium.
Among his principal works are “ Observations on Mental Derangements” and “ The Physiology of Digestion.”
Died in 1847. He was a brother of George Combe.
See “Life of Andrew Combe,” by G. Combe, 1850; Chambers,
writer,

tise

“Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen
Smiles, “Brief
Biographies,” i860; “Westminster Review” for July, 1850.

Combe, koom or kom, (Charles,) M.D., an English
antiquary, born in London in 1743.
He published a
“ Description of the Ancient Medals in the Cabinet of
Dr. William Hunter,” and another work on numismatics.

Died

in 1817.

Combe, (George,) an eminenl phrenologist, born in
Edinburgh, Scotland, in 1788, was a brother of Andrew,
noticed above. He studied law, and practised in his
native place about twenty-five years.
In 1816 he heard
Spurzheim on the subject of phrenology, in which he
soon became a firm believer. He published in 1819
“ Essays on Phrenology,” a later edition of which was
entitled “ System of Phrenology.”
His principal work,
“The Constitution of Man considered in Relation to
External Objects,” (1828,) passed through eight or more
editions.
He married a daughter of the actress Mrs.
Siddons in 1833, and about that time delivered in several places “ Lectures on Popular Education,” which
were published, (3d edition, 1848.) In 1838 he visited
the United States, in which he passed two or three years
and gave many lectures on phrenology. He afterwards
published “Notes on the United States of America,”
(1841,) and other works. Died in 1858. George Combe
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has been called the ablest writer that ever advocated the
peculiar doctrines of Phrenology.
See “ Edinburgh Review” for September, 1826; “North British
Review”

for

May, 1852

Combe,

;

“Fraser’s Magazine” for November, 1840.

(Michel,) Colonel, a brave French
officer, born at Feurs in 1787.
He was killed at Constantine, in Africa, where he led an assault, in 1837.
Combe, (Taylor,) an English antiquary, son of
Charles Combe, noticed above, born in 1774. He was
chosen keeper of the antiquities and coins of the British
Museum in 1807, and published, besides other works,
“Ancient Marbles in the British Museum,” (7 vols.,
kf>N,

Died in 1826.
La. See Lacombe.
Combefis, kiMb'fe' or kbiVbeh-fe', (Francois,) a
French Dominican friar and Hellenist, born at Mar1812-35.)

Combe,

in 1605.
He undertook to restore the text of the
Fathers to its purity, and spent nearly fifty years in this
task. He published many learned works. Died in 1679.

mande

See Nic^ron, “Mdmoires.”

Combelle, kdN'bfl', (Jean Antoine Francois,) a
French general, born at Pouzat in 1774, served with distinction in Syria and Spain.
He was killed at Dresden
in September, 1813.
Comber, kum'ber, ? (Thomas,) D.D., a learned English theologian, born in Kent in 1644.
He obtained
the living of Thornton in 1678, and was chosen Dean
of

Durham

in 1691.

He

wrote a “Companion to the

Temple,” (3 vols., 1672-75,) and other esteemed works.
Died in 1699.
Comber, (Thomas,) a grandson of the preceding,
became rector of Morborne and Buckworth. He wrote
a “Vindication of the Revolution of 1688,” and a few
other works.
Died in 1778.
Com'ber-mere, (Stapleton Cotton,) Viscount,
an English general, born in 1773, was a son of Sir R. S.
Cotton. He served several campaigns in India, joined
the army in Spain in 1808, and distinguished himself in
many actions. He was second in command at the battle
of Salamanca, (1812,) where he was severely wounded.
He was appointed commander-in-chief of the army in
India in 1822, and received the title of Viscount for his
services in that country about 1825.
In 1855 he was
made a field-marshal. Died in 1865.
See “Memoirs and Correspondence of Viscount Combermere,”
by Lady Combermere and Captain W. W. Knollys, London,
1866; “Fraser’s Magazine” for November, 1866.

Combes, kiMb, (Charles Pierre Mathieu, ) a
French engineer, born in 1801. He became a member
of the Institute, and inspector-general and professor in
the ficole des Mines. He published a “Treatise on the
Exploitation of Mines,” (3 vols.,) and other works.
Cornelia, ko-mfl'yl, (Luciano Francisco,) a popular Spanish dramatic poet, born in 1716; died in 1779.
Comenius, ko-ma'ne-us, ( John Amos,) an eminent
German philologist, born at Komna, in Moravia, in 1592.
His family name is lost, having been superseded by the
above name, derived from Komna or Comna. He became
a minister of the Moravan sect at Fulnek, whence he was
driven by persecution in 1621. He retired to Lesna, in
Poland, where he taught school, and published, in Latin
and Bohemian, his “ Janua Linguarum reserata,” (“The
Gate of Languages Unlocked, or a New Method of
Learning Languages,” 1631,) which procured for him a
great reputation and was soon translated into twelve
He was invited to several foreign
or more languages.
countries for the purpose of reforming the methods of
public instruction. He went to England in 1638, and to
Sweden about 1642. In 1648 he returned to Lesna, which
was pillaged and burnt in 1657, when he lost his books
and manuscripts. He then settled in Amsterdam, and
published “ Opera Didactica,” (1657,) and “Orbis Sensualium Pictus,” (1658,) a kind of encyclopaedia with woodHe was author of other works. Died in 1671.
cuts.
See Bayi.e, “ Historical and

Ersch und
Adelung, “Geschichte der

Critical Dictionary

Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie
menschlichen Narrheit.”

Comes

Natalis.

Co-mes'tor,

See Conti, (Noel.)

[Fr. pron. ko'mfs'toR',] (or

Devourer,)

(Pierre,) (thus surnamed because he devoured many
books,) a French theologian, born at Troyes, became
master of the school of theology in Paris in 1164, and
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wrote “ Scholastica Historia.” It was received with great
favour, and was for about three centuries esteemed an
excellent body of positive theology. Died in 1 1 78 or 1 185.

Comet,

ko'mi',

(Charles Jean Baptiste,)

physician, born in Paris in

1

a French

many medical

796, published

Co-me'tas, called Scholas'ticus, a poet, who lived
probably in the ninth century, was the author of six
epigrams in the Greek Anthology.
Comiers, ko'me-i', (Claude,) a French priest, born
at Embrun, was professor of mathematics in Paris for
some years, and an editor of the “Journal des Savants”
He wrote treatises on astronomy, theology,
in 1676-78.
language, eta Died in 1693.
Comines, de, deh ko'min', (Philippe,) Lord of Argenton, an eminent historian, was born near Menin, in
Flanders, in 1445.
He became a confidential adviser of
Charles the Bold, Duke of Burgundy, and acquitted
himself with ability in negotiations. In 1472 he passed
into the service of Charles’s rival, Louis XI. of France,

who loaded him

with favours and made him Seneschal
of Poitou. After the death of Louis, Comines favoured
the party of the Duke of Orleans, and in 1488 was sentenced to banishment. He attended Charles VIII. in
his invasion of Italy in 1494, and served him in a diplomatic capacity. Soon after that date he began to write
his “ Memoirs,” which narrate the historical events from
1464 to 1498. This work, which was printed in 1523, is
highly prized for its fidelity, candour, sound judgment,
agreeable style, and deep insight into men and things.
“Comines,” says Macaulay, “was one of the most enlightened statesmen of his time.” Died in 1509.
See Macaulay, “History of England,” vol. i. Villemain,
;

"Essais de Literature
Sainte-Beuve, “Causeries du Lundi;”
F£lix van Hulst, “ P. de Comines,” I.iege, 1845 “ Nouvelle Biographie Genenile
“Retrospective Review,” vol. vii., 1823.
;

Comitolo, ko-me-to'lo, (Paolo,) an
born

at

Perugia in 1545

;

Italian Jesuit

and

died in 1626.

Commandine. See Commanding.
Commandino, kom-min-dee'no, written also Commandine or Commandin, (Federigo,) an eminent
mathematician, born at Urbino in 1509. In 1535
he went to Padua, where he studied medicine ; but he
renounced that profession for mathematics. The latter
part of his life was passed at Verona, where he taught
mathematics to the Duke of Urbino. He published good
editions and Latin translations of many ancient geometers, including Euclid and Archimedes.
Montucla calls
him the model of commentators for the pertinence and
sufficiency of his notes.
Died in 1575.
See Montucla, “Histoire des Math^matiques ;” Bayle, “HisItalian

torical

and as author of several treatises, among which are
a “ Catalogue of the Indigenous Plants of Holland,”
(1683,) and a “Description of the Plants of the Botanic
Garden of Amsterdam,” (1697.) Died in 1692.

city,

See Haller, “Bibliotheca Botanica.”

Commendoni,

works.

casuist,
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Commelin.
Commelin,

See

Commelyn.

kom'liN', written also Commelyn, (Jerome,) a French printer, born at Douai. Having become a Protestant, he removed to Geneva. Some years
later he was chosen librarian to the Elector Palatine at
Heidelberg. There he published Greek and Latin editions which were noted for correctness.
Scaliger and

Casaubon praise him

Commelyn,

highly.
Died in 1598.
korn'meh-lln', written also Commelin,

(Caspar,) a Dutch botanist, born at Amsterdam in 1667,
was the nephew of John, noticed below. He became
professor of botany in his native city, and developed a
great knowledge of that science in several works.
He
published, with fine plates, the second volume of his
uncle’s work on the “ Plants of the Botanic Garden of
Amsterdam,” and a Flora of Malabar, (1696.) The genus
Commelina was named in honour of these botanists.
Died in 1731.
See Haller, “ Bibliotheca Botanica.”

Commelyn

or Commelin, [Lat. Commeli'nus,]
(Isaac,) a Dutch historical writer, born in Amsterdam
in 1598.
He published a “History of the Dutch East
India Company,” a “Life of William I.,” and other
works. Died in 1676.
See Morehi, “ Dictionnaire Historique.”

Commelyn

or

Commelin,

(John,) an eminent botanist, born in Amsterdam in 1629, was the son of the
preceding.
He contributed to the advancement of
botany as professor in the botanic garden of his native
e as k; 9 as
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kom-mgn-do'nee, [Fr. Commendon,

ko'mSN'ddN',] (Gian Francesco,) Cardinal, born at
Venice in 1524, was an able negotiator, and was sent
by the pope on a secret mission to England in 1553.
About 1561 he was employed as nuncio in Germany in
order to check the progress and defeat the designs of
the Protestants.
He persuaded the King of Poland to
accept the decrees of the Council of Trent, and was

made

Died in 1584.
a cardinal in 1565.
See Fl^chier, “Vie du Cardinal Commendon,” 1671; A. M.
Graziani, “ De Vita J. F. Commendoni Cardinalis,” 1609.

Commerson, ko'mSR'sdN',

(Philibert,) an excellent

French botanist, born at Chatillon-les-Dombes in 1727.
He formed a rich botanic garden at his native place. I11
1764 he removed to Paris, and soon after that date was
chosen naturalist of the exploring expedition of Bougain-

which sailed in 1767. Having visited South Ameand many islands of the South Sea, he explored the
Isle of France and Madagascar, where he remained a
long time. He died in the Isle of France in 1773, before he was ready to publish the results of his researches.
“Commerson,” says Cuvier, “was a man of profound
science.
If he had published his observations, he would
hold one of the foremost ranks among naturalists.” His
manuscripts and collections were deposited in the Jardin
ville,

rica,

des Plantes.
See Cuvier, “Histoire des
Biographie Gentirale. ”

Sciences

naturelles;” “Nouvelle

Commire,

ko'mjR', (Jean,) a modern Latin poet and
born at Amboise, in France, in 1625. He was for
years professor of theology, and gained distinction
by his Latin poems, consisting of odes, fables, epigrams,
etc., published collectively in 1678.
They are remarkable for elegance and correctness of style. Died in Paris

Jesuit,

many

in 1702.

Commode. See Commodus.
Commodi, (Andrea.) See Commodo.
Com-mo-di-a'nus, [Fr. Commodien, ko'mo'de-iN',]
(GaziEUS, ga-zee'us,) a Christian poet, who lived probably in the third or fourth century.
The place of his
birth is not known.
He wrote a Latin poem entitled
“Instructions against the Gods of the Gentiles,” (1650.)
See Cave, “Historia Literaria.”

Commodien.

See Commodianus.
kom'mo-do, or Comodi, kom'o-dee,
(Andrea,) an Italian painter, born at Florence in 1560.
He had a remarkable talent for copying the most beautiful paintings with such fidelity that it was almost impossible to distinguish the original from the copy.
He
worked in Florence. The “General Judgment” is called
his master-piece.
Died in 1638.
Com'mo-dus, [Fr. Commode, koTnod',] (Lucius
TElius Aurelius,) a Roman emperor, born in 161 A.D.,
was the son of Marcus Aurelius and Faustina. He succeeded his father in 180, and found the empire prosperous.
Though he had been carefully educated, he soon
exhibited a character which inspires unmixed detestation.
He resigned the direction of the government to his
favourites Perennis and others, and indulged his cruel
temper and evil passions without restraint. He ordered
his wife Crispina to be put to death, and took a concubine named Marcia.
His subjects were required to offer
homage to him as Hercules. Many senators and others
were doomed to death by his cruelty. His officers Laetus and Eclectus having conspired with Marcia against
him, he was poisoned and strangled in 192 a.d., and Pertinax then became emperor.

Commodo,

See Tillemont, “Histoire des Empereurs;” Dion Cassius,
“ History of Rome
Lampridius, “Commodus.”

Comnene.

See Comnenus.

Com-ne'nus,
niN',] the name
Italian origin,

[Gr. Ko/ivrjvoc ; Fr. Comnene, kom'of an illustrious Byzantine family of

which

in the tenth century,

first acquired historical importance
and from which descended six em-

perors of the East, all the emperors of Trebizond, and
many generals, statesmen, etc. (See Alexis I., Andro-
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Manuel

and suspended from the episcopal office in 1686. On the
accession of William III. (at whose coronation he supComnenus, (Demetrius,) born in Corsica about plied the place of the primate Sancroft) he was restored
He
1750, claimed to be a descendant of David, the last em- to the bishopric and admitted to the privy council.
peror of Trebizond. He was a captain in the French wrote a “ Treatise on the Communion,” “ Letters to the
service, and emigrated as a royalist about 1792.
He Clergy,” and other works, and made great efforts to unite
the Dissenters with the Anglican Church. Died in 1713.
returned to France about 1800, and died in 1820.
Comodi. See Commodo, (Andrea.)
See Burnet, “ History of his Own Times
Macaulay, “Hisnicus

I.,

I.,

I.,

Anna Comnena.)

Comonfort, koTnon-foRt' or kom'on-fort', (Ignacio,)
a Mexican general and President, was born at Puebla
about 1810. He served in several civil wars in his youth,
was elected a member of the Mexican Congress in 1842,
and a senator about 1848. In 1854 he joined Alvarez
in a revolutionary movement against Santa Anna, who
was forced to abdicate in 1855. Alvarez having retired
or abdicated in December, 1 855, Comonfort then obtained
the chief power as provisional President. The clergy
and conservatives raised a revolt, which was suppressed
by an army in March, 1856, soon after which he issued
a decree to confiscate the property of the Church. In
December, 1857, he was declared constitutional President.
The disaffection of the army and the hostility of
the clergy rendered his position untenable. The capital
was taken by the rebels in January, 1858, and Comonfort
went into exile. In 1863 he commanded an army which
fought for the Liberal cause against the French. He was
murdered by bandits in November of that year.
Comontes, de, di ko-mon'tSs, (Francisco,) a Spanish painter, born at Toledo ; died in 1564.

Compagni.
Compagni,
trate,

born

See Domenico degli

Camel

kom-pfin'yee, (Dino,) an Italian magiswrote a “ History of Florence

at Florence,

from 1270 to 1312,” which
elegance.

He

is praised for veracity and
held the office of prior of Florence in

1289 and in 1301.

Compagnon,

kiN'pin'yiN', a French traveller, who
French company at Senegal.
He ascended the Senegal, and explored Galam and Barnbook, which had not then been visited by Europeans.
The narrative of his journey was published by Labat.
He died in Paris about 1750.
Compagnoni, kom-pin-yo'nee; (Giuseppe,) an able
Italian litterateur, born at Lugo in 1754, lived at Venice,
Milan, etc.
He published an “ Essay on the Hebrews
and Greeks,” “The Evenings of Tasso,” (“LeVeglie
del Tasso,”) a “ History of America,” and various other
works. He was a republican, and held several high
offices under the French regime, among which was that
of councillor of state at Milan. Died in 1834.
in 1716

was

factor of the

See his Autobiography, “Vita

letteraria

di

G. Compagnoni,”

1834; Tipaldo, “ Biografia degli Italiani illustri.”

Compans,

k6N'p6N', (Jean Dominique,) Count, a
French general, born at Salies (Haut-Garonne) in 1769.
He served several campaigns among the Alps and in
Italy during the republic.
He was chief of the staff of
Lannes at Austerlitz in 1805, and became a general of
division in 1806.
In the campaign of Saxony, 1813, his
conduct was highly praised by Napoleon. He was taken
prisoner at Waterloo, 1815. Died in 1845.
Comparetti, kom-pfi-ret'tee, (Andrea,) an eminent
Italian naturalist and physician, born in Friuli in 1746.
He was for many years professor of medicine in the
University of Padua. In 1787 he published, in Latin,
“ Observations on the Refraction of Light,” and in 1789
“ Observations on the Anatomy of the Ear,” which is
much esteemed. He produced a celebrated work entitled
“ Medical Comparisons or Collations of Masked Periodical Fevers,” (“ Riscontri medici delle Febbri larvate
periodiche,” 1795,) and an Italian treatise “On the
Animal Dynamics of Insects,” (1800,) which Cuvier
designates as “ very curious, instructive, and full of new
views on the organs of locomotion.” Died in 1801.
See D. Palmaroli, “ Saggio sopra la Vita, etc. di Andrea Comparetti,” 1802;

“Biographie Medicale.”

English prelate,
born at Compton in 1632, was the youngest son of
Spencer Compton, Earl of Northampton. He became

Mary

in 1674, and of London in 1675.
confided to him the education of his nieces
and Anne. For his zeal against popery he was

a, c,
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Bishop of Oxford

1,

II.

same, less prolonged;

London,

Compton, Lord Bishop of London,”

Life of Dr.

1716.

Compton,

(Spencer,) second Earl of Northampton,
Compton, the first Earl, was born in
He attended Prince Charles to Spain in 1622 as
1601.
master of his robes. In the civil war which began in
1642 he fought for the king, and was killed in 1643 at
Hopton Heath, refusing to give or take quarter.
Comstock, kiim'stok, (John Lee,) M.D.,a compiler
of school-books, born in Lyme, Connecticut, in 1789.
He published, besides other works, a “System of Natural Philosophy,” (1831,) and “Elements of Chemistry,”
which had a large circulation. Died in 1858.
Comte, k6Nt, (Achille Joseph,) a French naturalist,
born at Grenoble in 1802, became professor of natural
history in the College Charlemagne.
He published
several popular educational works, among which are
“Physiology for Colleges,” (1834,) and a “Complete
Treatise on Natural History,” (1844-48.) Plis wife Arabella, formerly Madame Laya, has written “Julien,”
(1841,) a comedy called “ Veuvage,” (“Widowhood,”)
and several other works.
See Qu£rard, “ La France Litt^raire.”
the son of William

Comte, (Auguste,) a French philosopher, the founder
of the system called Positivisme, or Positive Philosophy,
was born at Montpellier in January, 1798. His father
was a treasurer of taxes. He entered the Polytechnic
School in 1814, and gave much attention to mathematics
and the physical sciences. About 1818 he became a disciple and coadjutor of Saint-Simon, whose doctrines he
undertook to expound in a work entitled “ System of
Positive Politics,” (“ Systeme de Politique positive,”
1822.) His connection with Saint-Simon continued about
six years, and they separated in 1824, mutually disgusted
and completely estranged. Before 1824 he had discovered his law of Social Evolution. He formed a new
system, which is described as a combination of the
doctrines of Fourier, Saint-Simon, and Hegel, and was
developed in his “ Cours de Philosophic positive,”
(6 vols., 1830-42,) a work which exhibits intellectual
powers of a high order.
He married in 1825 ; but the union proved to be unhappy. Soon after this event he was seized with an
acute attack of insanity, and attempted to commit suicide by drowning but he was rescued by a soldier. He
rapidly recovered, and was entirely restored to sanity
His new system of philosophy
before the end of 1827.
attracted great attention and was adopted by numerous
disciples.
In 1832 he was appointed a professor or tutor
in the Polytechnic School of Paris.
About 1842 he was
finally separated from his wife, and two years later he
formed a “ passionate friendship” with Clotilde de Vaux.
He speaks of her as “having inspired him with a happiness of which he had always dreamed, but which he had
;

never hitherto experienced.”
He published, besides other works, “ Discours sur l’Esprit positive,” ( 1 844,) a “ Philosophic T reatise on Popul ar

Astronomy,”

(1844,)

“Catechisme

a, e,

I,

positiviste,

ou Som-

maire Exposition de la Religion universelle,” (1852,) and
“ Systeme de Politique positive, ou Traite de Sociologie,
instituant la Religion de l’Humanite,” (4 vols., 1851-54.)
According to Comte, all the knowledge which man can
possibly acquire is comprised in six pure sciences, viz.,
mathematics, astronomy, physics, chemistry, biology or
physiology, and sociology or social science. He proposed
to introduce and propagate a new religion,
the worship
of humanity, and assumed the title of chief priest of
that religion.
“To himself and a few followers,” says
the “Edinburgh Review” for April, 1868, “he appeared
the philosopher of the age, who had summed up the
course of past thought, the legislator of a new era, the
author and chief minister of a new religion, which was
to supersede all religions.
No one who has studied
.
.

—

—

Compte, Le. See Lecompte.
Comp'ton, (Henry,) an eminent
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His
his great work can be insensible to his services.
undoubted influence lies in certain great conceptions
with which he has enriched and illuminated the modern
He not only took up the Baconian method,
mind.
but he purified and extended it. He has at once given
application
than any previous thinker, and far
it a wider
more clearly understood its import.” Died in Paris in
September, 1857.

Conchillos-Falco, kon-ch£l'y6s fal'ko, (Juan,) a
Spanish painter, born at Valencia in 1641 died in 1711.
Conchy lius. See Coquille.
Concilia, kon-chee'nS, (Daniele,) an Italian theologian, born in Friuli about 1686, entered the Dominican
order. He gained eminence as a preacher and as author
of several works, (in Latin,) one of which is called
“Christian Theology, Doctrinal and Practical,” (1749.)

See George H. Lewes, “ Comte’s Philosophy of the Sciences,”
1S53; Harriet Martineau, “The Positive Philosophy of Auguste
Comte,” freely translated and condensed, 2 vols., 1854; John Stuart
11. L, “ Auguste Cointe and Positivism,” 1865
E. LittrS, “ Auguste
Comte et la Philosophic positive,” 1S63; “Edinburgh Review” for
July, 1838; “Westminster Review” for 1865; “British Quarterly
Review” for July, 1866; “ North British Review” for May, 1854.

Died

.

.

.

M

;

Comte, (Franqois Charles
cist,

born

lished, in

Louis,) a French publidepartment of Lozere in 1782. He pub1826, a “Treatise on Legislation,” for which

in the

he received the Montyon prize of the Institute. In 1831
he was elected to the Chamber of Deputies. He was
perpetual secretary of the Academy of Moral and Politi-

Died

cal Sciences.

in 1837.

See F. A. A. Mignet, “Notice historique sur la Vie de

Comte,”

M.

1S46.

Comyns,

kum'ins,

?

(Sir

John,) a British

jurist,

who

became lord chief baron of the exchequer, and was author
of a “Digest of the Laws of England,” (1762-67,) which
Died about 1740.
is considered high authority.
Conaeus, the Latin of Cone, which see.
Co'nant, (Hannah O’Brien Chaplin,) an American
linguist and writer, born at Danvers, Massachusetts,
about 1811. She married Thomas J. Conant, a Hebraist, about 1833.
She translated some of Neander’s
commentaries, and published, besides other works, a
“Plistory of the English Bible,” (1859.) Died in Brooklyn in 1865.

Co'nant, (John,) an English divine, born in Devonin 1608.
He became professor of divinity at
Oxford in 1654, Archdeacon of Norwich in 1676, and
prebendary of Worcester in 1681. Several volumes of
his sermons were published.
Died in 1693.
Conant, (Thomas J.,) D.D., an eminent biblical scholar,
born in Vermont in 1802. He graduated at Middlebury,
Vermont, in 1823, and has since filled professorships in
Waterville College, Maine, and in the Baptist Theological Seminaries at Hamilton and Rochester, New York.
For many years he has been engaged on a translation
of the Bible, of which the book of Job was published by
the American Bible Union in 1857.
His “Gesenius’s
Hebrew Grammar” is one of the most popular textbooks of the kind in use.
shire

Conca, kon'ki, (Sebastiano,)

a skilful Italian painter

and fresco, was born at Gaeta about 1678. He
studied under Solimena of Naples for sixteen years, and
then removed to Rome, where he worked with great
success. Clement XI. employed him to adorn the church
of Saint Clement.
His renown extended beyond the
limits of Italy
but modern critics think his merit was
in oil

;

overrated. Among his master-pieces is a “ Piscina Probatica,” (“Pool of Bethesda,”) at Sienna. Died in 1764.
See Lanzi, “History of Painting in Italy.”

Conc'a-nen, (Matthew,) an Irish writer, who came
London in his youth. He published a volume of
poems in 1724. In a public journal he attacked Pope,
who took revenge in the “Dunciad.” In 1732 he was
appointed attorney-general of Jamaica. Died in 1749.
Concha, de la, d& & kon'chi, (Don Jos£,) a Spanish
general, born in Madrid about 1800, served against the
Carlists in several campaigns of the civil war.
He was
to

1

twice appointed Captain-General of the island of Cuba.
In 1862 he was sent as minister to France. He was
appointed nominal prime minister by the queen just
after the revolution broke out in Spain, in September,
1868.
Concha, de la, (Manuel,) a Spanish general, brother
of the preceding, was born in Madrid in 1794. He served
with the rank of general against Don Carlos, (1834-40.)
In 1844 he was appointed Captain-General of Catalonia.
He was banished for political reasons in January, 1854,
but on the return of Espartero to power he was restored,
and promoted to the rank of marshal. He was killed at
the battle of Muro in 1874.
c as k: 5 as s; g
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in 1756.
See “Vita di D. Concini,”

1768.

See Ancre, d’, Marshal.
Condamiiie, La, It k6N /di'm£n', (Charles Marie,)
an eminent French savant and author, born in Paris in
He travelled in the Levant in his youth. Under
1701.
the auspices of the Academy of Sciences, he went in
1736 with Bouguer to Peru, to determine the size and
figure of the earth. He returned in 1745, and published
an “Account of a Journey in South America,” (1745,)
“The Figure of the Earth Determined,” (1749,) “Journal of an Expedition made by Order of the King to the
Equator,” (1751,) and other works. In 1760 he was admitted into the French Academy, in consideration of his
high reputation as a traveller and of his literary merit.
He was a Fellow of the Royal Society of London. His
gayety, courage, and curiosity are said to have never

Concini.

failed.

Died

M. Biot

praises the elegant facility of his style.

in Paris in 1774.

See Condorcet, “filoge de La Condamine;” Voltaire, “Dic“ Curiositd ;” L. Brightwell,

tionnaire Philosophique,” article
“By-Paths of Biography.”

Conde,

kon'di,

(Antonio

Josfi,) a

and Orientalist, born about 1760.

Spanish historian

He gave

special atten-

Arabic, and collected many historical
documents in Arabic. Pie was for many years one of
the keepers of the Royal Library, and during the reign
of Joseph Bonaparte was chief librarian.
In 1814 he
became an exile in France. It appears that he returned
to Madrid about 1818, and died in 1820 or 1821.
His
principal work, a “ History of the Dominion of the
Arabs in Spain,” (“ Historia de la Dominacion de los
Arabes en Espana,” 3 vols., 1820-21,) has acquired a
tion to

Hebrew and

European reputation.
See Prescott, “ History of Ferdinand and
part

Isabella,” vol.

i.

i.

Conde, de, deh kiN'di', (Henri I. de Bourbon
deh booR'biN',) Prince, the son and heir of Louis I.,
Prince of Conde, was born in 1552. Pie escaped the
massacre of August, 1572, (Saint Bartholomew,) by a
promise to abjure Calvinism, and fled to Germany. He
afterwards joined the Protestant army, was excommunicated (with his cousin, Henry of Navarre) by the pope
in 1585, and died by poison, administered by his domestics, in 1588.
“He was,” says Brantome, “a liberal,
gracious, and eloquent prince, and promised to be as
great a captain as his father.” (“Vies des Hommes
illustres.”)

Cond6,

de, (Henri

II.

de Bourbon,) Prince, born

was a son of the preceding, and father of “the great” Conde.
He was the
first prince of the blood, and was educated at court as
During the minority of Louis XIII. he put
a Catholic.
himself at the head of the malcontents, for which he was
arrested by the regent and imprisoned three years at Vincennes.
He afterwards obtained command of an army,
and took several places from the Spaniards. Died in
1646.
See Renaudot, “ Ahrend de la Vie du Prince de Conde,” 1647;
at Saint-Jean-d’Angely in 1588,

Sismondi, “Histoire des Franfais.”

Cond6, de, (Henri Jules de Bourbon,) Prince,
the only son of the great Conde, was born in 1643. He
distinguished himself at the siege of Tournay in 1665,
and in 1674 took part in the battle of Seneffe, where he
is said to have saved his father’s life.
Saint-Simon gives
an unfavourable view of his character. Died in 1709.
See Saint-Simon, “ Memoires.”
Conde, de, (Louis I. de Bourbon,) Prince, a famous
French general, born at Vendome in 1530, was the
youngest son of Charles de Bourbon, Due de Vendome,
and uncle of Henry IV. His promotion was retarded
by the enmity of the Guises. About 1560 he openly
avowed himself a Calvinist, and soon became the general-
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CONDE
army
was defeated and made prisoner
in-chief of the Protestant

in the civil war.
Pie
at Dreux in 1562, and

released the next year.
After the war had been suspended a few years, Conde fought, in 1 567, the indecisive
battle of Saint-Denis, where his army was greatly inferior
in number to that of the enemy.
At Jarnac, in 1569, he
lost another battle, was wounded, and then killed after

he had surrendered.

De Thou, “ Histoire Universelle
Maison de Condd."

See
de

la

Conde,

de, (Louis

Desormeaux, “

Histoire

1837 he edited the “Eclectic Review,” to which Robert
Hall, Dr. Chalmers, and other eminent writers contributed.
He published many learned works, among which
are “The Modern Traveller,” (33 vols.,) a “History
of Italy,” and a “ View of All Religions.” In the latter
part of his life he edited “The Patriot,” the organ of the
Baptists and Congregationalists.
Died in 1855.
See E. R. Conder, “Life of Josiah Conder,” 1857.

Condillac, de, deh kd.N'de'yik', (Etienne Bonnot
(mii'ro',) an eminent French
philosopher and metaphysician, born at Grenoble in
In
his
youth
he
was
intimate
with J. J. Rousseau
1715.
and Diderot ; but this friendship declined or ceased in
his mature years.
In 1746 appeared his first work, an
“ Essay on the Origin of Human Knowledge,” (“ Stir
l’Origine des Connaissances humaines,”) in which he advanced new and ingenious ideas. He produced in 1749
his “Treatise on Systems,” (“Traite des Systemes,”)
and in 1754 his “Treatise on Sensations,” (“Traite des
Sensations,”) a luminous and admirable work, which
extended his celebrity throughout Europe. Soon after
this date he was chosen preceptor of the Duke of Parma,
for whose use he composed “The Art of Writing,”
“The Art of Thinking,” and other works, forming a
series entitled “Cours d’Etudes.” He was admitted into
the French Academy in 1768. He has been much praised
for his discoveries in relation to the progress and influence of language.
According to him, man owes the
development of his faculties to the use of signs, and we
are able to reflect only because we are able to speak.
He was a brother of the Abbe de Mably. Died near
Beaugency in 1780. His moral character was virtuous
and discreet, at least according to the French standard.
An edition of his works, in 32 vols. i2tno, was published

—bo'no',) Abbe de Mureaux,

de Bourbon,) Prince,

styled
“the great Conde,” a celebrated French general, born
in Paris on the 8th of September, 1621, was the first
prince of the blood, and the son of Henri II., above
noticed, and Charlotte de Montmorenci.
He made his
first campaign at the age of seventeen, with the title of
Due d’Enghien. In 1641 he married Claire Clemence
de Maille-Breze, a niece of Cardinal Richelieu. In May,
1643, he gained a great victory over the Spaniards at
Rocroi, and in 1645 defeated the Germans, commanded
by Mercy, at Nordlingen. He was equally successful at
Lens in 1648, where the once invincible Spanish infantry
was ruined. During the civil war of the Fronde he
commanded the royalists at first, (1649;) but he was
arrested by the queen or Mazarin in January, 1650, and
imprisoned one year. Burning for revenge, he raised an
army and attacked the royalists under Turenne, at Paris,
in 1652.
Having been sentenced to death in 1653, he
entered the service of Spain, and commanded in several
II.
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campaigns in Flanders, where he was opposed by Turenne, and was far less successful than he had been
when he fought for his own country. The treaty between
France and Spain in 1659 procured an amnesty for his
offences, and he returned to France. In 1672 he received
command of an army against Holland, and in 1674 he in 1803.
defeated William of Orange at Seneffe. The next year
See La Harpe, “Cours de Litterature
Tennemann, “Gehe retired from the service on account of the gout. “ He schichte der Philosophie
Sacchi, “ Elogio di Condillac,” 1819;
was born a general,” says Voltaire: “the art of war “ Nouvelle Biographie Generate.”
Condivi, kon-dee'vee, (Ascanio,) an Italian painter,
seemed in him a natural instinct.” Died in 1686. He
possessed an ardent temperament, an admirable coap- born in the March of Ancona about 1520, was a pupil
d'ceil, and abundant resources.
His education is said to of Michael Angelo, whom, it is said, he never quitted.
have been brilliant and complete. His funeral oration He wrote a “Life of Michael Angelo,” (1553,) which is
accounted valuable.
was pronounced by Bossuet.

—

See Macaulay, “History of England,” vol. ii. Desormeaux,
“ Histoire de Louis Prince de Conde,” vols., 1768 “ Memoires du
4
Cardinal de Retz ;” “Mdmoires du Comte de Grammont;” “ Memoires de La Rochefoucauld
Cousin, “ Histoire de Madame de
“
Longueville
Lord Mahon, Life of the Prince of Condi,” 1840
Coste, “Histoire de Louis Prince de Condi,” 1693; Voltaire,
“Siicle de Louis XIV;” Adrien Lemercier, “ Histoire du grand
Condi,” 1844 Voivreuil, “ Histoiredu grand Condi,” 1847 “ Lives
of the Warriors of the Civil Wars of France and England,” by Sir
Edward Cust, London, 1867.
:

;

:

Conde,

;

de, (Louis

Henri

Joseph,) styled

Duke

of

Bourbon and Prince of Conde, born

in 1756, was the
Conde. He fought in several campaigns against the French Republic between 1792 and
1800.
After the restoration, his chief occupation was the
chase.
He was found dead in 1830, with circumstances
that indicated either suicide or assassination.
He was
the father of the Due d’Enghien executed in 1804.
See Albert de Calvimont, “Le dernier des Conde,” 1832.

last of the line of

Conde, de, (Louis Joseph de Bourbon,) Prince,
born in Paris in 1736, was the only son of the Duke of
Bourbon who became prime minister about 1724. In
the Seven Years’ war he signalized his courage at Hastembeck in 1757, and was successful at Johannisberg in
October, 1762. Having become obnoxious to the popular
party in 1789, he emigrated, and became commander of
the emigrants who took arms against the new regime in
He gained a victory at Berstheim in 1793, and
1792.
shared the defeats of the Austrians in 1796 and 1799.
In 1801 he disbanded his corps and retired to England.
He returned to France in 1814, and died in 1818, leaving
a son, Louis Henri Joseph.
See Chambei.land, “Vie du Prince de Conde,”

3 vols., 1820.

Con'der, (John,) an English dissenting minister, who
was born in 1714, and preached in London. He published an “Essay on the Ministerial Character,” and
several sermons between 1755 and 1768. Died in 1781.
Conder, (Josiah,) an English author, born in London
From 1814 to
in 1789, became a bookseller in that city.
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See Lanzi, “ History of Painting

in Italy.”

Condorcet, de, deh k6N ,doR /si', (Marie Jean Antoine Nicolas Caritat kl're'ti',) Marquis, a cele-

—

brated French mathematician and philosopher, born at
Ribemont, in Picardy, on the 17th of September, 1743.
His parents were noble, but not rich. After leaving
the College of Navarre he became a resident of Paris
in 1762.
His “Essay on the Integral Calculus,” and
that on the “ Problem of Three Bodies,” opened to him
in 1769 the Academy of Sciences, of which a few years
later he was chosen perpetual secretary.
He was an
intimate friend of D’Alembert, and an admirer of Voltaire.
In 1782 he was elected a member of the French
Academy in preference to Bailly. He wrote in favour
of American independence, and sowed in his works the
germ of republican principles. He embraced with ardour
the popular cause in 1789, published many able political
treatises, and was deputed by Paris to the Legislative
Assembly in 1791. In the Convention he was one of
the most popular and prominent members, and voted
generally with the Girondists, but did not vote for the
death of Louis XVI.
He was chosen a member of the Committee of Public
Safety in 1792.
Proscribed as a Girondist in May, 1793,
he remained secreted in the house of Madame Vernet,
in Paris, for eight months, during which he wrote his
treatise “ On Human Perfectibility,” in which he was a
believer.
Impelled by a longing to enjoy the open air
and the vernal season, he imprudently departed from his
asylum in April, 1794. In a few days he was arrested
on suspicion, and thrown into prison at Bourg-la-Reine,
where he ended his life by poison. His wife was a
sister of General Grouchy. (See following article.)
As
a geometer he stands high in the second rank.
He
composed admired eulogies on Buffon, D’Alembert,
His “Historical Sketch of the
Franklin, and others.
Progress of the Human Mind” (“Esquisse d’un Tableau
historique des Progres de l’Esprit humain,” 1795) is
short;
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called his greatest work.
His character was noble and
benevolent. “Thus died,” Says Lamartine, “this Seneca
Placed between two camps to
of the modern school.
combat the old world and moderate the new, he perished in the shock without regret. The day of recognition (reconnaissance) has not come for him; but it
will come, and will exculpate his memory from reproach.”
The best edition of his works is that published in Paris,
in 12 vols., 1847-49.
See Arago, “ Notice sur Condorcet,” read before the Academy of
Sciences in December, 1841; Lamartine, “History of the Girondists;” “ Quarterly Review” for July, 1850, vol. lxxxvii. D. F. Arago,
“ Biographie de M.
A. N. C. de Condorcet,” 4to, 1849
S. F.
J.
Lacroix, “Notice historique sur la Vie de Condorcet,” 8vo, 1813;
Isambert, Notice in the “ Nouvelle Biographie Generale ;” “Lives
of the Most Eminent French Writers,” by Mrs. Shelley; “London Quarterly Review” for September, 1855, vol. xcvii.
;

;

—

Condorcet, de, (Sophie de Grouchy deh gRoo'Marquise, born in 1765, was a sister of Marshal

she',)

Grouchy, and was one of the most beautiful women of
her time. In 1786 she became the wife of the Marquis
de Condorcet. In the first years of the new regime she
shared with Madame de Stael the homage of the Parisian
salons.
She made a good French translation of Adam
Smith’s “Theory of Moral Sentiments.” Died in 1822.
Her daughter married General O’Connor.
See “ Nouvelle Biographie Generale. ”

Condren, de, deh kbN'dRbN', (Charles,) an eminent French ecclesiastic, born near Soissons in 1588.
He entered the society of the Oratory in 1617, and was
elected general of the same in 1629. He modestly refused
th% rank of cardinal and archbishop. When he died,
(1641,) the king exclaimed, “The most holy and disinterested man in the realm is dead.”
He left a few
religious treatises.
See Amelotte, “Viedu Pbre Condren,” 1643.

Cone
ten

or

Cowne,

[Lat. Con^e'us,]

Conei, (George,) a Scottish

sometimes

writ-

Roman

Catholic writer,
wrote a “ Life of Mary Stuart,

resided at Rome.
He
Queen of Scots,” (1624.)

Died

in 1640.

C5ne, (Spencer Houghton,) an eloquent

Baptist

minister, born at Princeton, New Jersey, in 1785.
He
was in early life a popular play-actor, and began to preach
about 1814. He was pastor of a Baptist church in the
city of New York from 1823 till 1841, and was the principal founder of the American Bible Union. Died in 1855.
See “Life of

S.

H. Cone,” by

his sons, 1856.

Conecte or Connecte, ko'nSkt', (Thomas,) a French
Carmelite monk and popular preacher, born at Rennes.

He declaimed against the disorders of the clergy, and
maintained that they should be permitted to marry. He
was condemned as a heretic at Rome, and was burnt to
death in 1434.
Conegliano. See Cima.
Conegliano, Due de. See Moncey.
Conei. See Cone.
Co'ney, (John,) an English engraver, born in London
in 1786.
He published “Ancient Cathedrals of France,
Holland, and Germany,” with fine engravings, “ English
Edifices of the Olden Time,” and other
Died about 1833.
Conflans, de, deh kbN'fl&N', (Hubert de Brienne
deh bRe'Sn',) Count, a French marshal, born about
He was made a captain in 1734, lieutenant-gen1690.
eral in 1752, and vice-admiral in 1756, and afterwards
obtained the rank of marshal of France. In 1759 he
was defeated with great loss by the English near Quiberon.
Died in 1777.
Conflans, de, (Louis de Brienne,) Marquis d’Armentieres, (diR'mSN'te'aiR',) a French general, born in
1711, was made marshal of France in 1768. Died in 1774.
Confucius, kon-fu'she-us, [the Latinized form of
Kong-foo-tse or Kong-Flgtse, kong'foot'seh' or kongfoot'siih', or Khoong-Foo-tse,* written also KoungEcclesiastic

works.

—

;

* The initial letter of this name (K) is followed
lar to the aspirate which occurs so frequently in

by something simi-

Hindoo words,

as

Ghora, a “horse,” (pronounced almost g’ho'ra, but

in two syllables
only.) To indicate this peculiar sound, some writers use an apostrophe
after the K,
K’ung. The tseu in the French spelling, Khoung-Foutseu, is used to indicate a sound expressed by the Germans with tse,

—

—that

is,

tsuh or tsuh.

See remarks on Chinese pronunciation

s;

g hard; g as j;

in

Fou-tse, Kung-Foo-tsze, and

Khoung- Fou-tseu,

Khoong-tse or
Khoung-tseu. Khoong-Foo-tsze signifies “the master
Khoong,” Khoong or K’ung being the name of the
family: he was also called Ne, (or Ni,) and Chung-Ne,
k’hoong-foo'tsuh', sometimes simply

(or Tchoung-Ni,)] the most illustrious of Chinese philosophers, was born, according to the best authorities,
551 B.C., in the kingdom or state of Loo, (included in
His father, Shuhthe modern province of Shan-toong.)
Liang-Heih, (in French, Chou-liang-he,) a soldier of extraordinary strength as well as bravery, was descended
from a long line of illustrious ancestors. He had had by
his first wife nine daughters, but no son. Having become
a widower, he married in his old age a young lady of rare
virtues, whose only son, the subject of this notice, was
destined to acquire a renown scarcely paralleled in the
It is related among the
history of the human race.
legends concerning Confucius that just before his birth
the Ki-lin a supernatural being, who never appeared
among men except to announce some extraordinary
event, left in the garden of the house of Shuh-LiangHeih a piece of precious stone, on which was written,
child is about to be born, pure as the crystal wave :
he shall be a king, but without any [territorial] domain.”
The young Confucius was commonly called Kew, or
K’ew, (in French, Kieou,) because, as Pauthier informs
us, his mother soon after her marriage visited a neighbouring hill, (called Ne-Kew, or Ni-Kieou, that is, the
“hill Ne,”) in order to offer her prayers to Heaven that
she might be blessed with children. Hence also, as it
appears, the sage was called Ne, (or Ni.)* “The venerable Ne” was a title often applied to him after his death.
As a child, Confucius was remarkable for his entire
obedience to his mother, for the respect which he always
showed to elderly people, and especially for a careful
observance of all the requisite ceremonies in honour
of the living and the dead.
While other children found
their diversion in childish sports, it was his favourite
pastime, the Chinese historians tell us, to go through
all the various forms of politeness observed among persons of high education. At school he was distinguished
for his obedience, gentleness, and modesty, as well as for
a marvellous quickness of intellect. He acquitted himself with particular credit as a monitor ; (for the monitorial system of instruction, commonly supposed to be
a modern invention, appears to have been practised in
China from a very early period.) At the age of nineteen
he married, and about this time he was made a mandarin, though of a subordinate grade.
In fulfilling the
duties of his office he exhibited extraordinary industry,
faithfulness, and intelligence. He superintended the public markets, and took care that nothing should be sold
as food that was injurious to the health of the people,
and that the poor should not have to pay an unreasonable price for the necessaries of life.
He was afterwards
put in charge of the public fields and lands, with the
care of the sheep and cattle. Through his diligence
and sagacity the most extraordinary improvements in
agriculture were introduced, so that in a few years the
face of the country presented a totally different appearance.
Scarcity was followed by abundance, penury by
affluence, among the cultivators of the soil.
When about twenty-two, Confucius came forward for
the first as a public teacher.
He never refused his instruction, however small the fee his pupils were able to
pay him. All he required was an earnest desire to learn,
joined to a respectable capacity.
After he had shown
his pupils the paths which lead to wisdom, he expected
them to pursue the same, without continually looking to
him for further instruction. “ When I have presented,”
he said, “ one corner of a subject to any one, and he cannot from it learn the other three, I do npt repeat my
lesson.” When he was only twenty-four years of age,
his mother died. After the appropriate ceremonies were
performed, he caused her remains to be buried by those
of his father, observing that “ those who had been united
in life should not be parted after death.” Following the
,

“A

—

* According to Pauthier, the name of Tchoung-Ni was given in
allusion to the hill Ni, (visited by his mother after her marriage,) and
to the fact of his being the heir (or eldest son) of his father.
See

Legge’s “Life and Teachings of Confucius,

the Introduction.
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usage of his country, he mourned for his mother three
years, during which time he filled no public office. When
in his thirtieth year, he is said to have taken lessons in

music under the celebrated master Siang, (or Seang.)

The following story will serve to give us some idea of
the estimation in which music was held by Confucius
and the Chinese of that age, as well as to show us the
enthusiastic wonder with which his talents were regarded by his followers. Siang spoke to Confucius of
music as the most precious gift conferred by Heaven
upon men, on account of its power not only to calm the
tumultuous passions, but also to purify and exalt the
nobler sentiments of the heart. The master played a
piece composed by a former Chinese musician of marvellous skill. Confucius listened as if his very soul would
pass into the instrument. Some days afterwards the
teacher repeated the same lesson, and his pupil continued
to study it with unremitting application.
At length
Siang told Confucius that, as he had already attained in
that particular piece a skill equal to his master’s, he had
better pass on to something new. But Confucius begged
that he might be allowed to study the same lesson a few
days longer. At last he told his teacher why he desired
to dwell so long on that one piece.
After playing it a
number of times, he had caught, as he believed, a glimpse
of the design and spirit of the composer. As he continued to play, he seemed to be penetrated with the same
spirit as that which inspired the author while composing
it.
At length he seemed not only to hear the voice, but
to see the person, of the gifted but unknown musician.
Confucius then described his general figure, the expression of his eyes, and even his very features.
He was
not mistaken. It was the celebrated Wen- Wang, an
illustrious sage as well as musician.
Siang, astonished
beyond measure at his pupil’s marvellous powers, prostrated himself before him, saying that he could teach him
no longer, but that he himself must in future become
the pupil of Confucius. (See Pauthier’s “Chine,” pp.
128-9.)

Passing over some of the less important events of
life, we find Confucius in 499 B.c. one of the chief
ministers of the King or Prince of Loo.
The forces of
the neighbouring King of Tsi (or Ts’e) had upon some
frivolous pretext taken possession of three frontier
towns belonging to the King of Loo. In order to settle
the dispute, it was agreed between the two princes that
they should have a friendly interview on the common
frontier of their respective states.
Confucius, who is
described as possessing a wonderful power of reading
the characters of men, suspected the King of Tsi of a
design to seize the person of the King of Loo. He
therefore ordered that a very strong military force
should advance and occupy a position where it would
be out of sight and yet within signalling-distance of the
place appointed for the interview. The result showed
a deep-laid scheme of treachery on the part of the King
of Tsi and his ministers ; but the foresight, vigilance, and
resolute courage of Confucius baffled all their plans,
and they were fain to restore the disputed towns to their
lawful ruler.
(For a particular account of this extraordinary interview, see Pauthier’s “Chine,” pp. 152, 153,
his

and

154.)

Confucius held for some time the office of minister of
A father having brought an accusation against
his son, Confucius kept them both in prison for three
months. One of the chief men objected that the minister did not act consistently with his own teachings, for
he had always taught that filial duty was among the first
of human obligations. Confucius replied, “ When superiors fail in their duty, and yet go to put their inferiors
This father has not taught
to death, they are not just.
his son to be filial
to listen to his charge would be to
crime.

:

slay the guiltless.”* After the three months had elapsed,
the minister called both father and son before him. The
father acknowledged his fault.
Confucius said to him,
kindly, “Go, and instruct your son in his duties.” To
the young man he said, “ Do not forget that filial piety
is the first of all your obligations.”
* It appears that, according to the old Chinese law, every serious
offence against a parent was punishable with death.
Even at the
present day, to strike a parent is a capital crime.
a, e,
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But the King of Loo found the precepts of the sage
too high and difficult for his feeble virtue ; and Confucius, perceiving that his services had ceased to be in
request, retired from public life, and spent his time in
travelling and study.
The following passage may serve
to show his manner of making any remarkable occurrence the occasion of imparting instruction to those
around him. “As he was journeying, one day, he saw
a woman weeping and wailing by a grave. Confucius
inquired the cause of her grief. ‘You weep as if you
had experienced sorrow upon sorrow,’ said one of the
attendants of the sage. The woman answered, ‘ It is so :
my husband’s father was killed here by a tiger, and my
husband also; and now my son has met the same fate.’
‘Why do you not remove from the place?’ asked Confucius.
On her replying, ‘ There is here no oppressive
government,’ he turned to his disciples, and said, ‘ My
children, remember this
Oppressive government is
more cruel than a tiger.’”
After leaving the service of the King of Loo, he appears to have spent the greater part of his time in disseminating his doctrines while travelling from one province to another, on which occasions he was always
attended by some of his disciples. On one of these
journeys their provisions became exhausted, and they
were unable to procure a fresh supply. The disciples
were overcome with hunger ; and one of them said to
the master, “Must the superior man indeed suffer in
this way ?”
The sage replied, “ The superior man may
indeed have to suffer want ; but the mean man, when he
is in want, gives way to unbridled license.” The last five
years of his life were passed in Loo, his native state, in
teaching, and in finishing the works which he had before
:

—

commenced.

Among

the pupils of Confucius there were a number
of becoming distinguished lights of
philosophy ; but all the warmest affections and fondest
hopes of the Chinese sage appear to have been centred
in his favourite and gifted disciple, Yen-Hoei, (or Hwuy,)
to whom he looked, when he himself should be no more,
to uphold and extend those lofty principles of wisdom
and virtue which had constituted the one supreme object
of his life-long pursuit. All these bright hopes were,
however, destined to be crushed by the death of his
beloved pupil, cut off in the very flower of his life. In
the anguish of this unutterable sorrow, he could only
exclaim, from time to time, “ Heaven has destroyed me !
Heaven has destroyed me !” On this occasion some of
his disciples said to him, “ Master, your grief is excessive.” “Is it excessive?” said he. “If I am not to mourn

who gave promise

bitterly for this

man,

for

whom

should

I

mourn ?”

The

great stress laid by Confucius upon the external
forms of politeness and propriety might naturally suggest the idea that he was deficient in the spontaneous
affections of the heart.
But we have sufficient evidence
He appears, indeed, to have
that this was not the case.
considered the observance of external forms to be not
only directly beneficial to society, but also indirectly
useful, through their influence upon the minds of those
who practised them, on the same general principle that
the practice of outward acts of morality tends to give
have
strength and vitality to our moral convictions.
just seen, in the case of Yen-Hoei, that his affections
were so strong that he found the greatest difficulty in
conforming his conduct to those principles of propriety
which he had always so strongly inculcated. The following anecdote may show how his views of propriety
were sometimes modified by the feelings of his heart.
Once, as he passed by a house where he had formerly
been lodged, learning that the master was dead, he went
in to condole with the family.
On coming out, he told
a disciple to take one of the horses from his carriage
and give it as a contribution towards the expenses of
the funeral. The disciple remonstrated that the gift was
too great for the occasion. The sage replied that, when
he entered, his presence caused a fresh burst of grief
from the chief mourner, with whose tears he mingled
his own.
“I dislike,” he said, “the thought of my tears
not being followed by anything.
Do it, my child.”
(Legge’s “Confucius,” chap. v. sect, i.)
As he drew near the close of his career, he appears to

We
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have felt at times bitterly disappointed that, after all his
earnest efforts to reform abuses and exalt the standard
He seemed
of virtue, so little had been accomplished.
to leave society in much the same condition as he found
Everywhere the rulers and higher dignitaries were
it.
devoted to the pursuits of pleasure or ambition, paying
little or no regard to the rights or happiness of the peoHe once expressed this feeling of disappointment
ple.
to Yen-Hoei, but modestly suggested that the fault might
be in himself, and that perhaps his gifted disciple might
be more successful than he had been. In one respect
Confucius was more fortunate than many other great
benefactors of the human race. Although he frequently
experienced ingratitude and neglect, he appears never to
have suffered from persecution. It is related that a few
days before his death he chanted, sorrowfully,

“The
The
The

great mountain must crumble,
strong trees must break, (or fall,)

wise

man must

wither away like a plant.”
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He

died 478 B.C., or about eight years before the birth
of Socrates.
Confucius had one son, named Pe-yu, (or Pih-yu,) commonly called Le, (or Li,) from the name of a fish which
the King of Loo sent the sage as a congratulatory present on the birth of his child.
Le died before his father,
leaving one son, K’ung Keih, called also Tse-sse, (or
Tsze-sze,) who was a distinguished philosopher, and was
the author of a celebrated work called “ Chung- Yung,”
(for an account of which see Legge’s “ Life and Teach-

and scope of the Confucian philosophy.* They
high eulogiums that have been
pronounced upon the wisdom of Confucius. It may well
be doubted whether among all the pagan writers of the
Western nations anything can be found superior, or even
spirit

seem

fully to justify the

equal, to many of these sayings, in respect either to
practical wisdom or high morality.
The following are some of his remarkable sayings :
“ He who exercises government by means of his virtue
may be compared to the north polar star, which keeps
“ In
its place, and all the [other] stars turn towards it.”
the book of poetry are three hundred pieces ; but the
design of them all may be embraced in that one sen” “ Learning without
tence, ‘ Have no depraved thoughts'
thought is labour lost ; thought without learning (or
knowledge) is perilous.” Which perhaps may be paraphrased thus : The knowledge of facts, without the intellect necessary to apply them wisely, is useless ; on the
other hand, speculation or thought, however powerful,
without a basis of positive knowledge to rest on, or without facts to serve as landmarks to direct its course, is in

imminent danger of going

astray.

“

I

do not know how

a man without truthfulness is to get on.” “ He who
offends against Heaven has none to whom he can pray.”
“ When we see men of worth, we should think of equalling them ; when we see men of a contrary character,
we should turn inwards and examine ourselves.” “Good
government obtains when those who are near are made
happy and those who are far off are attracted.” Being
asked what were the essential requisites of government,
ings of Confucius,” chap, iv.)
If to exert a great and permanent influence on millions he replied, “ Sufficiency of food, military equipment, and
of intelligent minds* through many successive ages is confidence of the people in their ruler.” When asked
a proof of greatness, we can scarcely deny to the Chinese which, in case of necessity, could best be dispensed with,
sage the name of great. If extent of renown constitutes he answered, “The military equipment.” When again
greatness, he was the greatest of the human race ; for of asked which of the remaining two might best be dispensed with, he said, “ Part with the food from of old,
all the men that ever lived upon the earth he has enjoyed the widest fame and received the greatest honours. death has been the lot of all men; but if the people
Even the fame of Alexander the Great has not been have no faith in their rulers there is no standing for the
sounded in the ears of so many millions as that of Con- state.”
have in one place a negative statement of the
Amid all the changes of dynasty that have taken
fucius.
place in the Celestial Empire, whether caused by foreign golden rule “ What you do not like when done to yourconquest or domestic rebellion, his posterity have always self, do not do to others.” In another place he says,
been treated with a peculiar respect ; and they constitute “The man of perfect virtue, wishing to be established
at this day the only hereditary nobilityt in China.
His himself, seeks also to establish others ; wishing to be
male descendants at the present time number more than enlarged himself, he seeks also to enlarge others. To be
eleven thousand persons. Ever since the days of Con- able to judge of others by what is nigh , [z. e. in ourselves ,]
“I am not confucius his writings have formed the chief object of study this may be called the art of virtue.”
“ In many school-rooms,” cerned that I have no place, (or office ;) I am concerned
in all the schools of China.
I am not concerned that
says Dr. Legge, “ there is a tablet or inscription on the how I may fit myself for one.
wall, sacred to the sage ; and every pupil is required, on I am not known ; I seek to be worthy to be known.”
coming to school on the morning of the first and fifteenth “ When the accomplishments and solid qualities are
of every month, to bow before it the first thing, as an equally blended, we then have the man of complete virtue.”
“The superior man thinks of virtue; the small
act of worship.”
In all that Confucius did or taught, the useful and man thinks of comfort. The superior man thinks of the
practical (using these words in an extended sense) formed sanctions of law ; the small man thinks of the favours
the sole object of his labours and his thoughts. The end which he may receive.” “The superior man is affable,
and scope of his philosophy were limited to the present but not adulatory ; the mean man is adulatory, but not
world.
There is none of his recorded sayings, either affable.”
One of the disciples of Confucius said of him, “There
uttered near the close of his life or at any previous time,
indicating that he had any distinct belief in a state of were four things from which the master was entirely free.
existence after death.
Dr. Legge inclines to the opinion He had no foregone conclusions, no arbitrary predeterthat, in regard to the belief in a God, Confucius came minations, no obstinacy, and no egoism.” He appears to
short of the faith of the older sages. The term Slicing- Te have held that mankind are naturally good, or, at least,
(i.e. “supreme divine Ruler”) was anciently used as the
that under favourable circumstances they readily become
name of the Divine Being. Confucius preferred to speak good. (See Mencius.) He taught that if rulers were
of Heaven.
His influence, according to the view of the virtuous the people would be virtuous as a matter of
above writer, has been unfavourable to the development course. He said, “If good men were to govern a country
of true religious feeling among the Chinese. (See Legge’s for a hundred years, they would be able to transform the
“ Life and Teachings of Confucius,” p. 100.)
violently bad, and dispense with capital punishment.”
The most valuable and trustworthy source of informa- Again, “ If a superior man love righteousness, the peotion respecting the character and genius of the Chinese ple will not dare to refuse to submit to his example.
If
sage is to be found in his “ Analects,” called in Chinese he love good faith, the people will not dare to be in“
Lun- Yu that is, the digested conversations” of Con- sincere.” Confucius was very bold in reproving men
fucius.
The whole of the “ Analects” are well worthy in power. To a usurping ruler who complained of the
of a perusal by every one who wishes to understand the multitude of thieves, he said, “If you, sir, were not
covetous, although you should reward them to do it, they
He justly attached great importance
* In regard to the high intellectual character of the Chinese, and would not steal.”
the peculiarity of their civilization, see some excellent remarks in to the power of example ; but his own later experience
“
Whitney’s Lectures on Language,” pp. 332-334.
t The descendants of Mencius should perhaps form an exception
* These have been presented to the English reader in a convenient
:
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might have convinced him that he overestimated its in- of Confucius and Christianity.
The one never ran
fluence.
As we have already seen, he bitterly lamented, counter to, nor ever rose much above, the general tennear the close of his life, that all his teachings, though dency of the national character. The other, beginning
enforced if we may trust the unvarying testimony of at a period which was confessedly one of the darkest and
Chinese writers by an admirable example, had availed most corrupt known in history, moving, not in accordso little towards promoting true virtue among his coun- ance with, but against, the most cherished prejudices of
trymen. He once said, doubtless in a moment of great the people among whom it rose, instead of finding a
discouragement, “ I have not seen a person who loved track ready made and rendered smooth by the attrition
of ages, had to make its own way, ever upwards, and
virtue, or one who hated what was not virtuous.”
There is a total difference in kind between the philoso- over countless obstacles, any one of which would have
phy of Confucius and the philosophies of Plato, Aris- been insuperable to anything less than divine power.
totle, Bacon, and Locke.
The influence that Confucius has exerted upon nearly
The Chinese sage did not aim
to investigate the mysteries of the universe, or even the one-third of the human race, during so many successive
hidden laws of nature or of the human mind. His great centuries, in addition to his own inherent greatness, and
object was to lay down such rules as would best promote the fact that, since the opening of the ports of the Celesthe happiness and virtue of the community at large. And tial Empi?e to an intercourse with other countries, a new
and more general interest in all that relates to China is
it must be acknowledged that in the practical wisdom of
his precepts, both to rulers and subjects, he has never felt among the nations of the West, must constitute our
been surpassed by any philosopher of any age or nation. apology if any apology be needed for extending this
That wise and beautiful thought which is the basis of notice to so great a length.
Chinese government that the ruler or officer should be
See, in addition to the works referred to in the foregoing article,
dates, there is P. Regis, “Antiquissimus Sinarum Liber,” Stuttgart, 1839: Medas a father, and the people as children
reason to believe, from a very remote antiquity. Confu- hurst’s translation of the “Shoo-King;” Collie’s translation of
the Chinese classical works commonly called “The Four Books,”
cius did not originate this idea but he did everything in Malacca, 182S “ Mencius et Confucius Lesquatre Livresde Philosohis power to give it practical efficacy.
phic morale et politique de la Chine,” translated from the Chinese by
But if, on the one hand, he never wasted his thoughts G. Pauthier, Paris, 1851 RsIm'Jsat, “ L’invariable Milieu,” Paris,
“ Confucius and
1817 Amiot, “ Memoires concernant les Chinois
on subjects too high or too profound for the human in- the
Chinese Classics,” by Rev. A. W. Loomis,” San Francisco, 1867:
tellect, it must, on the other, be confessed that his maxims Olof Celsius, “ Exercitatio historica Confucium Sinarum Philosoare often deficient in depth and comprehensiveness. phum adumbrans,” 1710; Cortin, “Disputatio de Confucio,” 1743
While his writings everywhere abound with admirable Dressler, “Compendium“ Confucii Sinensium Philosophi principis
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practical precepts, they rarely contain the statement of
any profound principle. He did not pretend or aim to
improve upon the wisdom of the ancient Chinese sages,
to attempt which he would have deemed the height

—

—

of folly and presumption, but only to expound and
enforce those maxims and doctrines which, with the
lapse of ages, had become neglected or misunderstood.
In explaining and enforcing the teachings of antiquity,
he was indeed admirable. In the clearness, simplicity,
power, and poetic beauty of his expressions, as well as
in the practical wisdom of his views, he excelled all his
countrymen, either before or since his time. The great
defect of his philosophy is that it does not contain within
itself any elements of progress or expansion: hence it
is not only immeasurably inferior, even as a practical
system, to Christianity, but is in the point above referred
to far below most of the philosophies of the Western
nations.
His moral precepts, having no root in any
definite religious faith, are wanting in vitality and power.
Confucius was undoubtedly great and noble in his way,
need not hesitate to
far superior to his system.
admit what his disciples claimed for him, that “from the
birth of mankind till now there has never been [among
the Chinese] one like our master.” But his intellect
appears to have been sagacious and penetrating, rather
than comprehensive or profound in the highest sense of
these terms.
He did not shed any new light upon the
great problems respecting the condition and destiny of
“
man.
He did not,” says Dr. Legge, “speculate on the
creation of things or the end of them.
He was not
troubled to account for the origin of man, nor did he
seek to know about his hereafter. He meddled neither
with physics nor metaphysics.” (Legge’s “Confucius,”
He was content to follow in the wake of the
p. 99.)
sages of antiquity he sought neither to rise above nor
It appears to
to change the course of their teachings.
have never once occurred to him to call in question the
wisdom of his ancestors. If he modified at all any of
the doctrines or precepts handed down to him, he seems
to have done so unintentionally. Even his very virtues
contributed, it would seem,
his reverence and humility
Otherwise a man of his rare sagacity
to mislead him.
and insight could scarcely have failed to see the insufficiency and poverty of that stereotyped conservatism
which durst not advance one step beyond the teaching
of a remote antiquity, but which required the wheels of
civilization to run for all time in the well-worn grooves
very little force, as is well known, is
of the past.
sufficient to keep a train of cars in motion on a smooth
and level or descending track. This may suggest one
of the essential points of difference between the system

—

Vitae et Doctrinse,” 1701

as a student of law, but devoted himself to litesociety.
He produced in 1693 “The Old
Bachelor,” which was performed with brilliant success,
“Double-Dealer,” which was
the
next
year
and the
“Love for Love,” (1695,)
highly extolled by Dryden.
and “The Mourning Bride,” a tragedy, (1697,) were
received with great applause, and rendered Congreve
believe,”
the most popular dramatist of his time.
rature
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“We

says Macaulay, “that no English writer, except Lord
Byron, has at so early an age stood so high in the estimation of his contemporaries.” Montagu, a member of
the ministry, bestowed on him several lucrative offices.
For the licentiousness and immorality of his works he
received a severe and merited castigation in Collier’s
“ View of the Profaneness, etc. of the English Stage,”

Congreve’s
(1698,) which produced an immense effect.
In 1700
defence was admitted to be a complete failure.
he produced “The Way of the World,” which, though
brilliantly written, was so coldly received that he renounced the drama in disgust. In 1714 he was appointed
secretary of Jamaica. Pope dedicated to him his “ Iliad,”
about 1715, an evidence that he was still held in high

—

estimation.
Johnson praises the magnanimity of Pope
in thus preferring Congreve to peers and statesmen,
who would have been proud of the honour. Congreve’s
ambition to pass for a man of fashion caused him to
disclaim the character of poet, saying that his plays were
“The peculiar exceltrifles produced in an idle hour.
lence of Congreve,” says Hallam, “is his wit, incessantly
almost
every character.”
sparkling from the lips of
Died in
(“ Introduction to the Literature of Europe.”)
1729.
Macaulay, “ Essay
See Johnson, “ Lives of the English Poets
“ Biographia Britanon the Comic Dramatists of the Restoration
Encyklopaedie
Cibber,
“Allgemeine
nica;” Ersch und Gruber,
“ Lives of the English Poets;” Charles Wilson, “Memoirs of the
Dramatists,”
by
British
Life of W. Congreve,” 1730; “Lives of
Campbell, Gifford, etc.

A

I,

for April, 1869.

Temple

—

a, c,

Edinburgh Review”

Congleton, kong'gl-ton, (Henry Brooke Parnell,)
Lord, a British statesman, son of Sir John Parnell, born
in 1776.
He married Lady Dawson, a granddaughter
In 1806 he became lord treasurer
of the Earl of Bute.
When the Whig party obtained power in
of Ireland.
From 1835
1831, he was appointed secretary at war.
He published
to 1841 he was paymaster of the forces.
His
several treatises on currency, exchange, trade, etc.
principal work is entitled “ On Financial Reform,” (1830.)
Died in 1842.
Congreve, kong'grev, (William,) a popular, witty,
and original English dramatic poet, was born near Leeds
in 1670.
On leaving college he entered the Middle
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Congreve,

(Sir

William,) an English
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officer

and

engineer, born in Middlesex in 1772, inherited a baronetcy
from his father, of the same name, who was a general.
He rose in the army to the rank of lieutenant-colonel,
and distinguished himself in 1808 by the invention of the
rocket which bears his name. He was elected to Parliament several times. In 1816 he was selected to attend
the grand duke Nicholas of Russia in a tour through
England. He published a “Treatise on the Mounting
Died at
of Naval Ordnance,” (1812,) and other works.

Toulouse

in 1828.
See “ Nouvelle Biographie Generals'.

Coninck, ko'nink, (Solomon,) a Dutch painter of hisAmong
tory and portraits, born at Amsterdam in 1609.
his works, which are highly prized, is “ David and Bath-

ments. The works of Conon are entirely lost. He was the
inventor of the curve called the “ Spiral of Archimedes.”
Seneca informs us that he collected the observations of
solar eclipses made in Egypt ; and Virgil mentions him
in his third Eclogue.
His name is commemorated in
the ode of Callimachus “De Coma Berenices.”
“
Histoire de l’Astronomie ancienne.”
See Delambre,
CQn'rad [Ger. pron. kon'rit ; Fr. pron. kdN'rtd'; Lat.

Conra'd’us; It. Corrado, kor-rfi'do] I., Emperor of
Germany, was elected to the imperial throne in 91 1,
He
before which date he was Count of Franconia.
waged war against Henry the Fowler, Charles the
He was killed in battle
Simple, and Arnulf of Bavaria.
in 918, and was succeeded by Henry the Fowler.
See Schwartz, “Konig Conrad

Conrad

sheba.”

Coninck, de, deh ko'nink, (David,) a skilful Flemish
painter of animals, flowers, and fruit, born at Antwerp
in 1636; died in Rome in 1689.

Duke

II.,

called

of Franconia.

I.

der Franke,” 1850.

the

He

Sal'ic, was a son of Henry,
was elected King of Germany

which he marched into Italy, and was
crowned as emperor by the pope at Rome in 1027. He
became master of Burgundy at the death of Rodolph,
Coningsloo. See Cooninxloo.
Co'ning-ton, (John,) an English classical scholar, who was an uncle of Conrad’s wife. Conrad is regarded
born at Boston in 1825, was educated at Oxford. He as the author of the written feudal law of Germany. He
became professor of Latin at Oxford in 1854. He made died in 1039, and was succeeded by his son, Henry III.
Venningen, “DisserSee Luden, “Histoire de l’AHemagne
a poetical version of Horace’s “ Odes” in 1863, and translated Homer’s “Iliad” into verse, (1866.)
Died in 1869. tatio de Conrado Salico,” 1783.
Conrad III. of Germany, born in 1093, was a son of
Conk'ling, (Roscoe,) an American Senator and lawyer, was born at AJbany in 1828.
He settled at Utica Frederick of Hohenstaufen. His mother was a daughabout 1846, was elected a member of Congress by the ter of Henry IV. He was elected emperor in 1138;
Republicans of Oneida county in 1858, and was re-elected but his title was disputed by Henry the Proud, Duke of
in i860.
He represented the State of New York in the Saxony. A civil war ensued between these competitors.
Senate of the United States for the term extending from Welf, a brother of Henry the Proud, commanded one
1867101873. He is distinguished as a debater. In 1873 of the armies in the battle of Weinsberg, which is memohe declined the portion of chief justice of the supreme rable as the origin of the party names of Guelph and
court of the United States
three yeais later he was a Ghibeline.
The battle-cry of the Saxons was Welf, and
prominent candidate for the Presidency.
He retired that of Conrad’s men was Weiblingen, a town connected
with the origin of the Hohenstaufen family.
Ghibeline
from the Senate in 1881.
in 1024, after

;

Connaught, (Arthur William Patrick Albert,) Duke of, the third son of Queen Victoria, was
born at Buckingham Palace in 1850. He joined the
army, entering at Woolwich as a cadet in 1866. In 1874
he was cieated Duke of Connaught and Strathearn and
Earl of Sussex. In 1879 he married Princess Margaret
Louise of Prussia.
Conneau, (Henri,) a French physician, bom at
Milan about 1802. He removed to Marseilles about 1832,
and subsequently became the physician of Hortense Bonaparte, who obtained from him a promise that he would
never abandon her son, Louis Napoleon. In 1840 he
followed the latter to the prison of Ham, and shared his
captivity until 1846, when the prince escaped.
In 1832
he received the title of first physician to the emperor.
Con'nor, (Bernard,) F.R.S., an Irish physician, born
in Kerry in 1666.
He became physician to King John
Sobieski of Poland about 1694, and returned to England
in 1695.
He lectured with success at Oxford and Cambridge, and published, besides other works, “ Evangelium Medici,” (1697,) an effort to explain on natural
principles the miraculous cures performed by Christ.

Died

Co'non or Ko'non, [Kovuv,]
general, the son of Timotheus. He first appears in history

413 b.c., when he commanded a fleet. In 407 he was
chosen one of the ten generals, and in 405 was defeated
by Lysander at TEgospotami. He then took refuge with
Evagoras in Cyprus. Having obtained command of a
fleet of allied Persians and Athenians, he defeated the
Spartans near Cnidos in 394 B.C., with important results,
among which was that Sparta lost the empire of the
sea.
On his return to Athens he rebuilt the long walls,
and afterwards went as ambassador to Persia, where he
was imprisoned. Historians differ about the time and
in

manner of his death.
See Plutarch, “Artaxerxes
enophon, “ Hellenics
nelius Nepos, “Conon;” Diodorus Siculus, books xiii. and

Conon, born

in

g hard; g as j;
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;

usurped by his uncle Manfred, and was offered by the
pope to Charles of Anjou, who defeated Manfred in 1265
and made himself master of Naples and Sicily. Conradin attempted to enforce his rights, but was defeated at
Tagliacozzo in 1268, taken prisoner, and put to death.
See Von Raumer, “ Geschichte der Hohenstaufen
W. Jaeger,
“Geschichte Conradins II. Konigs beider Sicilien,” 1785; C. M. Ric“ Alcuni Studii storici intorno a Manfredi e Conradino,” 1850.

cio,

Conrad, Marquis of Tyre and Montferrat, was a famous captain of the crusaders. He defended Tyre against

Saladin about 1188, and compelled him to raise the siege.
He had just been elected King of Jerusalem, when he
was assassinated, at Tyre, in 1 192.
CorConrad of Kirchberg, a German minnesinger, was a
xiv.

Eastern Europe, was elected pope in
686 a.d., as successor to John V. He died in 688, and
was succeeded by Sergius II.
Conon of Samos, a celebrated Greek geometer and
astronomer, who lived at Alexandria about 250 B.c., and
was a friend of Archimedes. The latter expresses in one
of his works a high admiration of his sagacity and attains;

Conrad gained a
war then ended.

Conrad V., or Con'ra-din, [Lat. Conradi'nus It.
Conradino, kon-rfi-dee'no,] born in 1252, was the son
and heir of Conrad IV. The kingdom of Naples was
an eminent Athenian

in 1698.

e as k; 5 as

the Italian version or modification of Weiblingen.
victory at Weinsberg, (1140,) and the
In 1147 he conducted a large array
of crusaders to Palestine.
He besieged Damascus, but
failed to take it, and returned in 1149. He died in 1152,
and was succeeded by Frederick Barbarossa.
See Mascovius, “ Commentarius de Rebus Imperii sub Conrado III.,” 1753; Luden, “Histoire de l’Allemagne
Gundling,
“Geschichte und Thaten Kayser Conrads III.,” 1720.
Conrad IV., born in Apulia in 1228, was a son of
Frederick II., Emperor of Germany and King of Italy.
He was crowned King of the Romans in 1237. At the
death of his father, in 1250, he took the title of emperor,
which was also claimed by William of Holland. The
latter was favoured by the Guelphs and by Pope Innocent IV., who excommunicated Conrad, the chief of the
Ghibelines. Conrad led an army into Italy in 1251,
and took Naples and other places. He died in 1254,
leaving a son, Conrad V., or Conradin.
See Von Raumer, “ Geschichte der Hohenstaufen ;” Gundling,
“Geschichte und Thaten Conrads IV.,” 1719.
is

native of Suabia, and lived about 1150-90.
See Longfellow, “Poets and Poetry of Europe.”

Conrad

of Wurtzburg, an eminent

German minne-

singer or troubadour, of whose life little is known.
He
wrote, besides other works, an epic poem on the Trojan
war.
Died in 1287.
See Gk,uv in us, “ Geschichte der Altdeutschcn Poesie
Lono
fellow, “Poets and Poetry of Europe.”
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Conrad, kon'rit, or Coenrads, koon'rlts, (AbraConsbruch, kons'bRooK, (Georg Wilhelm Chrisham,) a skilful Dutch designer and engraver, flourished toph,) a German medical writer, born in Westphalia in
about 1650. His works are mostly portraits.
1764.
Con'rad, (Charles M.,) a lawyer, born at Winchester,
Conscience, kfN'se'fNss', (Henri or Hendrik,) a
Virginia, about 1804, removed in his youth to Louisiana. popular Flemish novelist, born at Antwerp in 1812. He
He was appointed secretary of war by President Fillmore entered the army in 1830, but retired from that service
in August, 1850, and held that office till March, 1853. He a few years later, after composing some popular songs.
was a member of the Confederate Congress in 1862-64. In 1837 he produced, in Flemish, a successful romance,
Conrad, (Robert T.,) an American dramatist, orator, “The Year of Miracles, 1566,” (“In het Vonderjaer,”)
and judge, born in Philadelphia about 1809. He pro- and another entitled “ Phantasia.” His reputation was
duced two tragedies, entitled “Conrad of Naples,” and confirmed by “The Lion of Flanders,” (1838.) He was
“ Aylmere,” which were performed with success. About appointed a professor in the University of Ghent in 1845.
1840 he became a judge of the court of general sessions Among his numerous works are a “ History of Belgium,”
in Philadelphia.
He published a volume of poems in (1845,) “ The Poor Gentleman,’’ (1851,) and “ DeKerels
1852.
In 1854 he was elected mayor of Philadelphia by van Vlandereu,” (1871.) Many of his works have been
the American party.
“His ‘Aylmere,’” says R. W. translated into English. He died in 1883.
Griswold, “has proved the most successful American
Consentius, kon-sen'shems, a Greek grammarian,
drama

Died in 1858.
yet written.”
See Griswold’s “ Poets and Poetry of America.”

lived at Constantinople in the fifth century.
Consetti, kon-set'tee, (Antonio,) an Italian painter,

Conrad, (Timothy Abbott,) an American concho- born at Modena in 1686; died in 1766.
logist and palaeontologist, born in New Jersey about
Considerant, kfN'se'di'rfiN', (Victor,)

He published, besides other works, “Fossil
1804.
Shells of the Tertiary Formations of North America,”
(1832,) and “Palaeontology of the State of New York,”
He was one of the naturalists employed by
(1838-40.)
the State of New York about 1838.
He is a member
of the Imperial Society of Natural History of Moscow,
and of other learned

societies.

Conradi,kon-ril'dee,( Johann Wilhelm Heinrich,)
a German physician, born at Marburg in 1780, became
in 1837 professor of medicine at Gottingen.
He wrote
a “ Manual of General Therapeutics,” (1833,) and other
medical works.
Conrart, koN'riR', (Valentin,) born in Paris in 1603,
was one of the founders of the French Academy, which
first met in his house, and which was chartered in 1635.
He was then chosen its perpetual secretary. He was a
councillor and secretary to the king.
Died in 1675.
Conring, kon'ring, (Elisa Sophia,) a German poetess, was a daughter of Hermann Conring, noticed below,
and wife of the Baron von Reichenbach. She translated into German verse the “ Wisdom of Solomon,”
and wrote other poetry. Died in 1718.

Her

Maria Sophia, was

also a poetess.
[Lat. Conrin'gius,] (Hermann,)
a very learned writer on history, law, medicine, etc., was
born at Norden, in East Friesland, in 1606.
was
chosen professor of natural philosophy at Helmstedt
in 1632.
In 1650 he received the title of Physician to
Christina of Sweden.
was soon after appointed
professor of law at Helmstedt, and by his lectures and
writings acquired such renown that he was consulted by
sister,

Conring, kon'ring,

He

a French
born at Salins in 1805. He became a disciple
of Fourier about 1831, and on the death of the latter, in
socialist,

1837, was recognized as the chief apostle of Fourierism.
In 1845 he began to issue in Paris the “Democratic Pacifique,” a daily political journal.
After the revolution
of 1848 he was elected to the Assembly, in which he
acted with the party called the “Mountain.” About 1854
he founded a colony in Texas. He wrote, besides other
works, “Destinee sociale,” (3 vols., 1834-44.)
See Blanqui, “Histoire de 1’ Economic politique.”

Con'sta-ble,

(kun'sta-b’l,)

(Archibald,) an eminent

Scottish publisher, born at Kellie in 1776.
He opened
a shop in Edinburgh in 1795, and in 1802 began to publish the “ Edinburgh Review,” which he managed twentyfour years.
He published Scott’s first original work in
1805, and gave that author one thousand pounds for
“Marmion”in 1807. Constable & Company also published Scott’s prose works, (1813-20.)
In consequence
partly of his generosity and want of prudence, he failed
in
which
failure
in 1825 for about .£250,000,
Sir Walter
Died in 1826.
Scott was largely involved.
See Chambers, “Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen.”

Con'sta-ble, (Henry,) an English poet, who graduated at Cambridge about 1580. He published a volume
of sonnets, which were commended by Ben Jonson and
others.
See

Warton, “

History of English Poetry.”

Constable, (John,) an eminent English landscapepainter, born at East Bergholt, Suffolk, in 1776, was the
son of a miller. His early love of art was encouraged
several kings on important questions. He published, in by Sir George Beaumont. In 1799 he became a student
He exhibited in 1819 a large
Latin, many excellent works, among which are a “ Com- in the Royal Academy.
mentary on the Origin of German Law,” (1643,) “ On the picture of a “ Scene on the River Stour,” usually called
Causes of the Physical Constitution ( corporis habitfl) “The White Horse,” which is among his best works.
of the Ancient and Modern Germans,” (1645,) and “ On The public and the artists were slow to appreciate his
simplicity of style, fidelity to nature, and contempt of
the Limits of the German Empire.” Died in 1681.
See A. Froeung, “ Leichenpredigt auf H. Conringium nebst conventionalities. He was elected a Royal Academician

He

seinem Lebenslauf,” 16S2
cyklopaedie
Nic^ron, “
:

Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine

E11-

Me mo ires.”

Conringius. See Conring.
Con'ry, written also Conroy,

Among his master-pieces are “The Corn1829.
Died
Field,” (1826,) and “The Valley Farm,” (1835.)
in 1837. “ His early associations,” says Ruskin, “induced
in him a morbid preference of subjects of a low order.
His works are eminently wanting in both rest and refinement. Yet, with all these deductions, they are to be
deeply respected as thoroughly original, honest, free
in

[Lat. Con'rius,] (Florence,) an Irish theologian, born at Galway in 1560.
Roman
Catholic
Archbishop
of Tuam, and
became
He
published a “ Compendium of the Doctrines of Saint
Augustine,” (1634.) Died at Madrid in 1629.
from affectation, and manly in manner.” (“ Modern
Consalvi, kon-sil'vee, (Ercole,) Cardinal, an emi- Painters.”)
nent Italian statesman, born in Rome in 1 757. At an early
See C. R. Leslie, “Life of John Constable.”
age he obtained the office of auditor de Kota a member
Constance. See Constantius.
of the highest civil court. In 1800 he was appointed
Con'stance, Empress of Germany, was a daughter
secretary of state, or first minister, of Pius VII., and in of Roger, King of the Two Sicilies, and was born in
Bonaparte
in
Paris.
1801 negotiated the Concordat with
She was married in 1185 to the emperor Henry
1155.
In compliance with the wish of the French emperor, he VI., and became the mother of Frederick II. In 1194
was dismissed from office in 1806, and exiled from Rome she inherited the throne of her father. Died in 1198.
about 1810. From 1814, when he was reinstated in the
See Muratori, “Annali d’ltalia.”
office of secretary, to 1823, the Papal States experienced
Constance, Queen of Sicily, was the daughter of
the benefits of his liberal and humane policy. Capital
King Manfred. She became the wife of Pedro of Aragon
punishment for heresy, and the torture, were abolished,
She reigned in the island of Sicily from 1283
in 1261.
codes of law were enacted. Died in 1824.
,

and new

See Bartholdi, “Ziige aus dem Leben des Cardinal Consalvi,”
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biografici sul Cardinale Consalvi,” Venice, 1824.
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See Sismondi, “Histoire des Rdpubliques Italiennes.”
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Con'stance, (Faulcon, Faulkon, or Phaulkon,)
an ambitious Greek adventurer, whose proper name was
Con'stan-tin, was born in Cephalonia about 1648. After
having been a trader in the East Indies, he went to Siam,
where about 1680 he became prime minister. He made
an alliance with Louis XIV. of France, who sent a body
of troops to Siam. Having attempted to establish there
the Roman Catholic religion and the French domination,
he was killed by some natives, who conspired against
him, about 1688.
See P. d’Orl^ans, “Vie de M. Constance;’’ “Biographie Universelle;”
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“Nouvelle Biographie G^nerale.”

Constance Chlore.

See Constantius I.
Constancio, kon-st 3.n'se-o, (P'rancisco Solano,) a
Portuguese physician and writer on science, born at LisFrom 1820 to 1829 he was minister from
in 1777.
Portugal to the United States. Died in Paris in 1846.
Con'stans [Fr. Constant, k6N'st6N r ] I., (Flavius
Julius,) the third son of the emperor Constantine the
Great and Fausta, was born about 320 A.D. At the death
of his father, in 337, he inherited the sovereignty of Italy,
His brother ConstanAfrica, and Western Ulyricum.
tine, having invaded his dominions, was defeated and
killed in battle in 340, when the victor became master
of the whole Western Empire.
He was indolent, weak,
and depraved. He favoured Athanasius, who had been
proscribed by the Arians. Magnentius having revolted
in Gaul, Constans fled towards Spain, but was overtaken
near the Pyrenees, and killed, in 350 a.d.

bon

Constant de Rebecque, (David,) great-grandfather
of Benjamin Constant, was born in 1638.
He was a
Protestant minister, and lived in Geneva and Lausanne.
He wrote an “ Epitome of Politics,” and edited some of
the

works of Cicero, Florus, and Erasmus. Died

in 1733.

Constant-Frevost. See Provost.
Constantia, kon-stan'she-a, (Flavia Valeria,)

a

Constantine the Great, born about 300 A.D.,
The muin 313 to the emperor Licinius.
tual attachment between her and Constantine appears
to have continued even after Licinius was killed by his
order.
She used her influence in favour of the Arian
creed.
Died about 330.
Constantin. See Constantine.
half-sister of

was married

Constantin, kiN^SN't;^', (Abraham,)

a

skilful

Swiss painter on porcelain, born at Geneva in 1785,
in Paris.
He copied some pictures of Raphael
on porcelain.
Constantin, kiN'stSN'tiN', (Robert,) a French scholar and eminent linguist, born at Caen.
He graduated
as a physician in 1564, and practised at Montauban. For
the sake of religious freedom he retired to Germany,,
where he died in 1605. He had compiled a “Lexicon
Graeco-Latinum,” (1562,) which was highly esteemed.
See N iCEKON, “ Memo! res.”

worked

Con'stan-tine, [Lat. Constanti'nus

;

Gr. Kuvornv-

Constantin, kiN'stSN'tiN' ; Ger. Constantin, kon-stin-teen'; It. Constantino, kon-stin-tee'no
Dutch, Konstantijn, kon-stin-tln',] (Flavius ValeSee Gibbon, “Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire;” Le rius Aurelius,) surnamed the Great, the first ChrisBeau, “Histoire du Bas-Empire.”
tian emperor of Rome, born in 272 a.d., was the son of
Constans II., (Flavius Heraclius,) born at Con- the emperor Constantius Chlorus and his wife Helena.
stantinople in 630 a.d., was the son of Constantine III., Before his accession, his talents, courage, and martial serEmperor of the East, whom he succeeded in 641. He vices had rendered him a favourite of the army, and an
waged unsuccessful war against the Saracens, who con- object of jealousy to Galerius, one of the two emperors
quered Egypt and Rhodes from him. He favoured the then reigning. He was at York when his father died
Monothelites, and issued an edict which prohibited the there, in July,
306, and was proclaimed emperor by the
discussion of religious questions.
In 655 he was signally legions under his command. Galerius accorded to him
defeated by the Arabs at sea.
His cruelty, avarice, etc. only the title of Caesar, and conferred the rank of Aurendered him generally detested. He was assassinated gustus on his own son, Severus. At Rome, Maxentius
at Syracuse in 668, and was succeeded by his son, Con- and his father Maximian, in the absence of Galerius,
stantine IV., (Pogonatus.)
See Gibbon, “Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire ;” Aboolfeda, “ Annales ;” Le Beau, “ Histoire du Bas-Empire.”

Constant.

See Constans.

Constant de Rebecque, kdiN'stSN' deh reh-bek',
(Benjamin,) commonly called simply Benjamin Constant, a French publicist, orator, and politician, was
born of French Protestant parents at Lausanne in 1767.
He was a fellow-student of Erskine and Mackintosh at
Edinburgh. In 1795 he entered Paris as a protege of
Madame de Stael, (of whom he was a life-long admirer,)
and in 1799 became a member of the Tribunate. His
opposition to the First Consul resulted in his removal
and banishment in 1801. He visited several courts of

Europe during the ensuing

In 1813 he composed

years.

pamphlet “On the Spirit of Conquest and
Usurpation,” which procured him the favour of the allied
powers. As an editor of the “Journal des Debats,” he
denounced Napoleon in 1815, but was persuaded to
his celebrated

accept a place in his council during the Hundred Days.
After the second restoration he became a popular chief
of the opposition, and in 1819 was chosen a deputy for
La Sarthe. He was one of the most powerful and witty
debaters of that period, and was for some time the leader
and moderator of the Liberal party. Just after the revolution of 1830, in which he was not an actor, he was
appointed president of the council of state. He died in
Paris in December, 1830, leaving, besides many political
works, a treatise “On Religion, considered in its Source,
its Forms, and its Developments,”
(5 vols., 1823-31.) He
had great facility in composition. His letters are models
of grace and finesse, but seem very deficient in heart.
He has been called a second Voltaire, and was reputed
the most brilliant converser among the men of his age.
Though a professor of the Protestant religion, he appears
to have been profoundly skeptical.
See Lamartine, “History of the Restoration;” Louis Blanc,
“Histoire de dix Ails;” Sainte-Beuve, articles in the “Revue des
Deux Mondes” for 1S44 and 1845 De Cormenin, “ Le Livre des
Orateurs;” J. Pharaon, “ Notice sur B. Constant,” 1830; Louis de
Lom£nie, “ B. Constant,” 1841 “Nouvelle Biographie Generale.”
;
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raised a successful revolt, (307,) after which six emperors
and Caesars at one time ruled the provinces of Rome.
About 307 Constantine married Fausta, daughter of
Maximian but a war soon ensued between these emperors, and Maximian, having been defeated, was put to
death in 309. Galerius died in 311, after which Licinius
and Maximin remained masters of the provinces east of
Italy. In 312, Constantine, who reigned in Gaul, marched
against Maxentius, who was defeated and killed near
Rome in that year. About this time, according to tradition, he was converted to Christianity by a miraculous
vision, in which he saw in the heavens the sign of a cross,
with this inscription, “Thou shalt conquer by this sign,”
(“ In hoc signo vinces.”)
Having obtained undisputed supremacy over the West,
including Italy and Africa, he began to favour more
openly the Christians, and displayed wisdom in the
promotion of order and prosperity among his subjects.
In 314 he fought in Thrace an indecisive battle against
Licinius, his only remaining rival, and then made a
During this period he
peace, which lasted nine years.
was employed in political reforms, and adopted a more
humane code of laws, by which Christianity was recognized as the religion of the state, but the pagan worship
;

was

still

tolerated.

In 323 he gained a complete victory over Licinius
near Adrianople, and another opposite Byzantium, after
which he was the sole emperor. He assembled at Nicasa
in 325 the first general council, in which Arianism was
condemned and a famous Catholic creed was adopted.
In the next year he was guilty of an act which has left
a deep stain on his memory, the execution of his eldest
son, Crispus, falsely accused of a crime by Fausta, who
was his step-mother. About 328 he transferred his court
to Byzantium, which he enlarged, and the name of which
he changed to Constantinople, “City of Constantine.”
The duration of the Eastern Empire so many centuries
after the fall of the Western seems to approve the wisdom
of his policy in this affair. A few years before his death
he favoured the Arians, and recalled some banished
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bishops of that party. He died at Nicomedia in 337 A.D.,
having divided the empire between his three sons, Conand Constans. His character is
variously estimated but it is admitted that he had many
of the qualities of a great statesman and general.
He
was far from being a saint, and in the opinion of Niebuhr
was not even a Christian, though he permitted himself
to be baptized just before his death.
stantine, Constantius,
;

See Gibbon, “Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire;” Euse“Vita Constantini
Vogt, “ Historia Constantini Magni,”

bius,

Tillemont, “Histoire des Empereurs ;” Joseph Fletcher,
“Life of Constantine the Great,” 1852; J. C. F. Manso, “Leben
Constantin’s des Grossen,” 1817; Jakob Burckhardt, “Die Zeit
Constantin’s des Grossen,” 1853.
1720;

Constantine (or Constantinus) VIII. was the son
Romanus Lecapenus the usurper. He and his brother
Stephen reigned a few months between the deposition
of Romanus Lecapenus and the restoration of Constantine VII., 944 a.d.
Died about 946.

of

Constantine (or Constantinus) IX., Emperor of
the East, born in 961 A.D., was the second son of Romanus II. In 976 his brother Basil II. and he were
proclaimed emperors. He took no part in the affairs of
state until the death of Basil, in 1025.
His reign was
disgraced by cruelty and other vices. He died in 1028,
without male heir, and was succeeded by
Argyrus.

Romanus

Constantine (or Constantinus) X, surnamed Mo(Flavius
Claudius,) a Roman emperor, the eldest surviving son nom'achus, [6 Movo/iaxoc,] became Emperor of the East
of the preceding, was born at Arelatum (now Arles) in 1042 by marriage with Zoe, the daughter of Constanin 312 a.d.
In 335 he was intrusted with the adminis- tine IX. His surname was given on account of his
A memorable event of his reign was
tration of Gaul, Britain, and Spain, and at the death of courage in war.
his father, in 337, inherited the sovereignty of the same the schism between the Greek and Roman Churches,
provinces, with a part of Africa. Having invaded the which began in 1054 and has continued to the present
dominions of his brother Constans, he was defeated and time. Died, without issue, in 1054.
Constantine (or Constantinus) XI., surnamed
killed in battle near Aquileia in 340.
He left no issue.
See Eusebius, “Vita Constantini;” Gibbon, “Decline and Fall Du'cas, [Gr. 6 Aoii/caf,] Emperor of the East, was chosen
of the Roman Empire.”
as his successor by Isaac Comnenus, who abdicated in
Constantine (or Constantinus) III., (Flavius 1059 a.d. He had obtained a high reputation as a genHeraclius,) called No'vus, Emperor of the East, born eral, but proved rather incompetent as a ruler. He died
in 612 A.D., was the son of the emperor Heraclius and in 1067, leaving three minor sons, Michael, Androni'cns,
Eudoxia. At the death of his father, in 641, he became a and Constantine ; but Romanus Diogenes was his sucpartner in the empire with his half-brother Heracleonas. cessor. The youngest of the three sons was styled
After a reign of three months, he died, or was poisoned Constantine XII., about 1071; but his reign was only
by Martina, his step-mother. He left a son, Constans II. nominal.
Constantine (or Constantinus) XTTT., surnamed
See Gibbon, “Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire.”
Constantine (or Constantinus) IV., surnamed Pal/eologus, (pa-le-ol'o-gus,) the last Emperor of ConPogona'tus, a Roman emperor of the East, succeeded stantinople, was the fourth son of Manuel II., and was
He succeeded his brother, John VII., in
his father, Constans II., in 668 a.d. A powerful Arabian born in 1394.
By the encroachments of the Turks the empire
1448.
fleet in 672 blockaded Constantinople, his capital, which
was defended by the Greek fire newly invented. After had been reduced within a very small compass. In 1453
fighting several years, the Arabs purchased peace by the Mahomet II. besieged the capital with 250,000 men,
payment of an annual tribute. In 680 he assembled a and, after an obstinate contest of several weeks, took it
council at Constantinople, by which the Monothelites by storm. Constantine was killed in the fight just as
were condemned. He died in 685, and left the throne to the Turks entered the walls.
See Gibbon, “Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire;” Von
his son, Justinian II.
Hammer, “Geschiclue des Osmanischen Reiclis.”
See Le Beau, “Histoire du Bas-Empire.”
Constantine, (or Constantinus,) surnamed the
Constantine (or Constantinus) V., surnamed CoI'ROn'ymus, [6 Konpuvvfiog,] Emperor of the East, born African, was a native of Carthage, and was one of the
He studied at Babylon,
in 719 a.d., was the son of Leo III., (Isaurus,) whom he most learned men of his time.
succeeded in 741. In 743 he defeated Artavasdes, who visited India, and afterwards lived at Salerno. He pubhad rebelled and had made himself master of the capital. lished works on medicine and other sciences, and transHe was a zealous iconoclast and a persecutor of the lated into Latin some of the best Greek and Arabic books.
orthodox.
In 754 he assembled a council which con- Died in 1087.
See M o R E R “ Dictionnaire Historique.”
demned the worship of images. He appears to have
Constantine, (or Constantinus,) Pope, a native of
been unprincipled and superstitious. He died in 775,
He is said to
and was succeeded by his son, Leo IV.
Syria, succeeded Sisinnius in 708 a.d.
See Ceorenus, “Compendium;” Gibbon, “Decline and Fall of have approved the worship of images, in opposition to
the Roman Empire.”
the Patriarch of Constantinople.
He died in 714, and
Constantine (or Constantinus) VI., (Flavius,) was succeeded by Gregory II.
born in 771 A.D., was the son of Leo IV.
Con'stan-tine, (Nikolaevitch,) Grand Duke of
At the
death of his father, in 780, he became emperor at Con- Russia, the second son of the emperor Nicholas, was
stantinople, under the regency of his mother, the am- born September 21, 1827.
During his childhood he rebitious Irene. (See Irene.) A council held at Nicaea in ceived the title of Grand Admiral of the Fleet.
Under
787 restored the worship of images. After the end of the instructions of Admiral Liitke, he acquired great
his minority, Irene, who still wished to rule, was kept proficiency in naval science. His talents and disposition
In 797 she conspired against him with rendered him a favourite, especially with the old Russian
in confinement.
success, and injuries were inflicted on him which caused party.
He married the Princess Alexandra of Saxehis death.
Irene then became his successor.
Altenburg in 1848. He was a strenuous supporter of
See Le Beau, “ Histoire du Bas-Empire.’*
the late war against France and England, and commanded

Constantine

(or

Constantinus) n.,

1,

Constantine (or Constantinus) VII., Emperor of
the East, surnamed Porphyrogen'itus, [Gr. 6 II op<pvpoyevvT)TO(, i.e. “ Born in Purple,”] the son of the emperor
Leo VI., was born in 905 a.d. His father died in 91 1,
soon after which Romanus Lecapenus usurped the government and ruled as emperor until 944. The popular
favour then restored Constantine, who in his long seclusion from public life had cultivated learning and
science with success. He gained the affection of his subjects by his humanity and love of justice, and composed
several valuable works, among which is a “Treatise on
the Government of the Empire.” He was poisoned
in 959 by his son and successor, Romanus II.
See Leichius, “De Vita et Rebus gestis Constantini Porphyrogeniti,” 1746; Fabricius, “Bibliotheca Graeca.”
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the fleet in the Baltic in 1854-55.
By his cautious defensive operations he prevented the British from gaining
any decisive victories over his fleet. He was appointed
Viceroy of Poland in the spring of 1862.
Constantine, (Pavlovitch,) Grand Duke, the
second son of the emperor Paul of Russia, was born at
Saint Petersburg in 1779.
In 1796 he married Juliana,
Princess of Saxt-Coburg, an aunt of Queen Victoria.
His martial conduct was applauded at Austerlitz, (1805,)
where he commanded a corps. In several ensuing campaigns he maintained his reputation for courage. He
was appointed generalissimo of Poland in 1814. In 1820,
having obtained a divorce from his first wife, he married a
Polish lady named Grudzinska, by which he appears to
have injured his prospects or forfeited his claim as heir-
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presumptive to the throne. At the death of Alexander
without issue in 1825, Constantine renounced his right in
favour of his younger brother Nicholas, who had offered
He became Viceroy of
to acknowledge him as Czar.
Poland, where his tyranny provoked a revolt in 1830.
In the war which ensued he acted an inferior part, and
died of cholera in 1831.
See Harro Harring, “Der
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war,”

1S32.

Constantine Manasses. See Manasses.
Constantino, the Italian of Constantine, which
see.

Constantino, kon-stln-tee'no, (Manoel,) a Portuguese historian, born at Funchal, in Madeira, became
professor of theology in Rome, and wrote a “History
of the Kings of Portugal,” (1601.) Died in 1614.
Constantinus, the Latin of Constantine, which see.
Con-stan-tl'nus, a Greek or Roman jurist, was one
of those whom Justinian selected, in 528 A.D., to frame
the first Code.
Constantinus, (Julius Celsus,) the author of a wellwritten commentary on the “Life of Caesar,” which first
appeared as an appendage to “ Caesar’s Commentaries”
Walckenaer has endeavoured to prove that he
in 1473.
wrote in the tenth century and lived in Constantinople.
Con-stan'tl-us (kon-stan'she-us) I., commonly called
Constantius -Chlo'rus, [Fr. Constance Chlore,
kdN'st&Ns' kloR,] (Flavius Valerius,) a Roman emperor, born about 250 A.D., was the son of Eutropius,
and father of Constantine the Great. In 292, Diocletian and Maximian, in order to divide the labours of the
administration, chose Galerius and Constantius, each of
whom received the title of Caesar. Gaul, Spain, and
Britain were allotted to the latter, who was required to
repudiate Helena and marry Theodora, the daughter
of Maximian.
He became emperor in 305, on the abdication of Diocletian, and died at York in 306, leaving
the reputation of a just and humane ruler.
His son
Constantine was his successor.
See Eutropius; Aurelius Victor, “Caesares.”
/

Contant, kdN'tbN', (Paul,) a French botanist and
poet, born about 1570, established a botanic garden at
Poitiers.
He described the plants and animals which
he had collected, in a poem called “Jardin et Cabinet
poetique,” (1609.) Died in 1632.
Contant d’lvry, kbN't&N' dfev're', (Pierre,) an eminent French architect, born at Ivry-sur Seine in 1698,
studied design under Watteau. He designed the church
of Conde in Flanders, that of Saint- Waast at Arras, and
the greater part of the Palais Royal of Paris.
His plans
for the church of the Madeleine were adopted ; but he
died before it was finished, in 1777.
Contant d’Orville, kdN'tSn' doR'vfel', (Andr£ Guillaume,) a French litterateur born in Paris about 1730.
He published an “ Account of the Different Nations,” etc.,
Died about 1800.
(6 vols., 1772,) and other works.
Contarini, kon-t 5 -ree'nee, a noble family of Venice,
which has produced many doges, senators, etc. Domenico was doge from 1043 to 1071. Giacomo was doge
from 1275 to 1280. Andrea Contarini was chosen to
that office in 1367.
About 1380 the Genoese, having
taken Chiozza, threatened the existence of the Venetian
state, which Contarini saved in that year by a decisive
victory. He died in 1382, aged about eighty. Domenico
II. became doge in 1659, when the republic was at war
with the Turks for the possession of Candia. The celebrated siege of Candia ended in the capitulation of the
Venetians in 1667, after the Turks had lost 100,000 men.
,

Died

in 1674.
See Daru, “ Histoire de Vemse

;”

Sismondi, “ Histoire des

Re

publiques Italiennes.”

Contarini, (Ambrogio,) a Venetian senator and trawas sent in 1473 as ambassador to the King of
Persia.
Passing through Poland, Russia, etc., he found
the king at Ispahan and made a treaty with him.
Having
returned to Venice in 1477, he published a curious jour-

veller,

nal of his mission.

Contarini, (Gasparo,) Cardinal, born of a noble
family at Venice in 1483.
He was employed as negotiator in important missions, and was made a cardinal
in 1535.
He wrote treatises on the “Immortality of the
Soul,” and other works.
Died in 1542.
See Daru, “Histoire de Venise;” L. Beccatelli, “Vita de

Constantius [Fr. Constance, k6.N st6Ns'] II., (Flavius Julius,) the third son of Constantine I., Emperor
of Rome, was born at Sirmium in 317 a.d. By his father’s
will he inherited the Asiatic provinces and Egypt in 337. Cardinale G. Contarini,” 1746.
Contarini, (Giovanni,) an Italian painter of history
It is said that he ordered or permitted the massacre of
his father’s nephews, brother, etc. at the time of his ac- and portraits, born at Venice in 1549, was an imitator
During nearly all his reign he was at war with of Titian. He excelled in the adornment of arches
cession.
the Persians, by whom he was often defeated.
In 350 and ceilings. He worked in Germany for the emperor
the revolt of Magnentius resulted in the death of Con- Rodolph II. Died in 1605.
stans, Emperor of the West.
Constantius turned his
See Lanzi, “ History of Painting in Italy.”
arms against Magnentius, whom he defeated at Mursa, on
Contarini, (Vincenzo,) born at Venice in 1577, bethe Drave, in 351, and in Gaul in 353, after which he was came professor of eloquence at Padua at the age of
master of the whole empire. In 355 he appointed his twenty-six. He published a volume of “Various Readcousin Julian, Caesar and commander in Gaul, and in ings of Classic Authors,” and a few other works. Died
357 visited Rome for the first time. He favoured the in 1617.
Arians, and banished the orthodox bishops.
Julian
Contat, kiN'tf', (Louise,) a popular French actress,
having been proclaimed emperor by his army in Gaul, born in Paris in 1760; died in 1813.
Constantius was marching to attack him, when he died
Conte. See Leconte.
near Tarsus in 361, and was succeeded by Julian. His
Contb, kiN'tV, (Nicolas Jacques,) a French painter,
reputation is not high either for talents or for virtue.
chemist, and mechanician, born in Normandy in 1755.
See Eusebius, “ Vita Constantii ;” Tillemont, “Histoire des In 1798 he followed the French army to Egypt, where
Empereurs ;” Gibbon, “ Decline and Fall of the Romrai Empire.”
he rendered great services, as artist and savant, in the
Constantius III., Emperor of the West, a native of invention or fabrication of arms, tools, machines, etc.
Illyria.
His merit had raised him to the rank of gen- Having returned to France, he was selected to direct
eral in 41 1 a.d.
He married Placidia, sister of Hono- the execution of the great work on Egypt published by
rius, who in 421 gave him the title of Augustus and the Egyptian Commission.
He invented a machine
received hint as a partner in the empire. He died in by which he engraved with surprising facility. Died
421, leaving a son, who became Valentinian III.
See Tillemont, “Histoire des Empereurs;” Le Beau, “Histoire du Bas-Empire.”

in 1803.

See E. F. Jomard, “Vie, Travaux et Services de N. J. Cont£,”
1852; “Nouvelle Biographie Generale.

Constanzo, (Angelo.) See Costanzo, di.
Conte, del, d£l kon'ti, (Jacopino,) a skilful portraitContades, de,dehk6N'ttd', (Louis George £rasme,) painter, born at Florence in 1502, worked in Rome, where
Marquis, born in 1704, became a marshal in 1758, and he painted several popes and princes. Died in 1598.
commanded in Germany, where he took several fortified
See Lanzi, “History of Painting in Italy.”
towns, but was defeated at Minden in 1759, and was soon
Contessa, kon-tes'sl, (Karl Wilhelm Sauce,) a
recalled.
Died in 1795.
German novelist, born at Hirschberg in 1777, wrote,
See De Courcelles, “ Dictionnaire des Gen^raux Fran^ais.”
besides other novels, “The Talisman,” (1810.) Died
Contamine, deh, deh kdN'ti'mfen', (Theodore,) Vi- in 1825.
COMTE, a French general, born at Givet (Ardennes) in
His brother Christian, born in 1767, was the author
1773.

Died
e as

He

took part

in the battle of Trafalgar, (1805.)

in 1845.
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of several tales and dramas in verse.

He

died in Berlin

in 1825.
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CONTI

Conti, kon'tee, (Antonio Schinella,) Abb£, an

appointed historiographer by Philip II.
is “ Selva de Aventuras.”
See Longfellow’s “Poets and Poetry of Europe.”
Contri, kon'tRee, (Antonio,) an Italian painter of
landscapes and flowers, born at Ferrara about 1680,
settled at Cremona.
He is the reputed inventor of the

the Royal Society of London.
He studied sciences and
philosophy in Paris for several years. He was one of the
Italian authors who contributed most to impress a philosophic character on the literature of his country. In
1739 he published the first volume of his works, which
were designed to form a grand treatise on the Beautiful,
conformed to the doctrine of Plato. It comprised a
philosophic poem, entitled “The Sphere of Venus,” (“ II
Globo di Venere.”) Died at Padua in 1749.
illustri

born at Sansovino, in Tuscany, in 1460. He
Florence and Rome, and became one of the
His figures of the Virgin and
first sculptors of his age.
Child, in Rome, were much admired. He built a palace
for the King of Portugal, and other edifices. Died in 1529.

architect,

worked

See Vasari, “ Lives of the Painters, Sculptors,”

“ Mti-

lieutenant-general, he commanded in Germany in 1761.
From 1765 to 1768 he was secretary of state in the Whig
cabinet.
In 1782 he became commander-in-chief of the
army, and made in Parliament a motion to terminate
hostilities against the United States, in allusion to which

commended.

Conti, (Noel,) [Lat. Nata'lis Co'mes,] a learned
born at Milan, lived in Venice. He was
the author of Latin odes and epigrams, a “Treatise on
Mythology,” and a general history of his own time.
Died about 1582.
Conti, de, deh kdN'te', (Armand de Bourbon deh
booR'bdN',) Prince, a brother of the great Conde, was
born in Paris in 1629. In the frivolous civil war of the
Fronde he commanded an army in opposition to Conde.
He married a niece of Cardinal Mazarin. In 1654 he
commanded in Guienne, and took two towns from the

—

Spaniards.
He wrote a tract against stage-plays. “ He
ought rather,” says Voltaire, “to have written against
a Rochefoucauld,

“ M&noires.”

Conti, de, (Francois Louis de Bourbon,) Prince,
a French general, son of the preceding, was born in Paris
in 1664. He became so renowned for his courage and his
admirable personal and mental endowments that he was
elected King of Poland in 1 697 but Augustus of Saxony,
chosen by another party, obtained possession. He distinguished himself at Steenkerke in 1698. Inconsequence
of the jealousy or prejudice of the king, he did not obtain
command of an army until 1709. He died in the same
year, as he was about to open the campaign in Flanders.
Saint-Simon, who is sparing of praise, represents him
as “the delight of the world and the court, the idol of
the soldiers, and the hero of the officers.”
Saint-Simon, “ MeSee Voltaire, “Siecle de Louis XIV
;

“Journal de Dangeau.”

—

Conti, de, (Louise Marguerite de Lorraine deh
lo'rln',) Princess, a French lady, distinguished for her
wit and talents, born in 1577.
She was a daughter of
Henry, Duke of Guise, and became the wife of a Prince
of Conti, after whose death (1614) she was married secretly to Marshal Bassompierre. She wrote a “ History
of the Amours of Henry IV.” Died in 1631.
Tallemant des R£aux, “ HisSee Bassompierre, “Journal
la

Princesse de Conti.”

Conti, de’, di kon'tee, (Giusto,) an Italian poet and

surnamed da Val Montone, (di vil mon-to'ni,)
birth, near Rome, is considered one
of the most faithful imitators of Petrarch. Died in 1449.
A volume of his poems, entitled “The Beautiful Hand,”
(“ Labella Mano,”) in honour of the beautiful hand of the
lady whose praises the poet sang, was published in 1472.
orator,

from the place of his

See Ginguen6, “ Histoire Litt^raire d’ltalie.”

Contile, kon-tee'li, (Luca,) an Italian writer, born
at Cetone, near Sienna, in 1506. He published a volume
of poems, (“Rime,” 1560,) several comedies in prose,
and other works. Died in 1 574Contreras, de, di kon-tRa'ris, (Hieronimo,) a Spanish poet and novelist, born in Andalusia, lived about
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Burke remarked, “All England, all America, joined in his
applause.” “He was,” says Macaulay, “versed in the
learning of his profession, and personally courageous,
but wanted vigour and capacity.” Died in 1795. Mrs.
Darner the artist was his only child.
Conway, (Hugh.) See Fargus.
Con'way, (Thomas,) a native of Ireland, removed in
1777 to America, and served a short time in the repubHe was a partisan of General Gates, and a
lican army.
secret enemy of Washington.
Conybeare, kun'e-bair, (John,) an eminent English
theologian, born near Exeter in 1692. He became Dean
of Christ Church in 1732, and Bishop of Bristol in 1750.
He published an admired “ Defence of Revealed Religion,” in answer to Tindal, and a number of sermons,
which had a high reputation. Died in 1755.
See “ Biographia Britannica.”

civil

de

etc.

English general and statesman, second son of the first
Lord Conway, was born in 1720. He was aide-de-camp
As
to the Duke of Cumberland at Culloden in 1746.

Italian writer,

toriettes

at

Con'way, (Henry Seymour,) Field-Marshal, an

Conti, (M. Antonio.) See Majoragio.
Conti, [Lat. De Comit'ibus,] (Niccol6,) an Italian
traveller, born in Venice, travelled twenty-five years,
between 1419 and 1444, in India, China, and the Asiatic
islands.
The narrative of his travels in Ramusio’s col-

moires

works

Died in 1732.
Contucci, kon-toot'chee, (Andrea,) called also Sansovino, (san-so-vee'no,) an eminent Italian sculptor and

Nouvelle

See Cossando, “Vitas Quintiani Store,” 1694; Nic^ron,
moires.”

wars.” Died in 1666.
See Cardinal de Retz, “ M^moires

his

art of transferring frescos to canvas.

Conti, (Giovanni Francesco,) sometimes called, in
Latin, Quintia'nus Sto'a, an Italian author, born at
Quinzano, near Brescia, in i486. He wrote many and
various works. Died in 1557.

lection is

He was

1600.

Among

Italian poet and philosopher, born at Padua in 1677,
removed to Venice in 1699, and became a priest. In 1715
he was admitted, through the influence of Newton, into

See Mazzuchellz, “Biografia degli Uomini
Biographie Gi5 nera!e.”
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Conybeare, (John

Josias,) an

English antiquary

and clergyman, born in London in 1779. He obtained
the professorship of Anglo-Saxon at Oxford in 1807, and
He was a canon in the cathethat of poetry in 1812.
dral of York.

He

published “Illustrations of Anglo-

Saxon Poetry,” and other learned works. Died in 1824.
Conybeare, (Rev. William Daniel,) Dean of Llandaff, a distinguished English geologist and divine, born
near London in 1787. He graduated at Oxford in 1811,
and was chosen a Fellow of the Royal Society in 1819.
discovered the Plesiosaurus, an antediluvian monand rendered important services to the science of
geology by his writings on the coal-fields and other strata
of Britain.
He published, in conjunction with W. Phillips, “Outlines of the Geology of England and Wales.”
In 1839 he preached the Bampton Lectures. He was
appointed Dean of Llandaff in 1845. Died in 1857.
Conybeare, (Rev. W. J.,) a son of the preceding,
was a Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge, and prinIn 1850cipal of the Collegiate Institution, Liverpool.
“
54 he and J. S. Howson produced the Life and Epistles
He is said to
of Saint Paul,” which is highly esteemed.
have translated nearly all the Epistles in this book. He
also published some Essays, and Sermons preached in
Died in 1857.
the Chapel Royal, Whitehall, in 1844.
See “ North British Review” for February, 1854.
Philipp,)
a German
Conz or Konz, konts, (Karl
poet, born in Wiirtemberg in 1762, was professor at Tubingen.
Among his works is “ Conradin,” a tragedy.

He

ster,

Died

in 1827.

or Kooghen, van der, vf n der ko'nen,
(Leonard,) a Dutch painter and engraver, born at Haarlem in 1610; died in 1681.
Cook, kook, (Charles,) a British missionary in France
who laboured with great zeal and success, and became
Died
president of the French Wesleyan Conference.

Cooghen

in 1858.

Cook,
came

(Eliza,) a popular English poetess, born in
At an early age she bein 1817.
a contributor to the “ New Monthly Magazine” and
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Cooke, (Sir George,) a British officer, born in 1767,
A volume of her poems and songs
other periodicals.
published in 1840 was received with favour. In 1849 she served in the Peninsula in 1811, 1812, and 1813, and
“
began to publish Eliza Cook’s Journal,” which was con- became a maj'or-general. He commanded a division of
Among her popular productions the Guards at Waterloo, where he lost his right arm.
tinued several years.
Died in 1837.
are “The Old Arm-Chair” and “Home in the Heart.”
Cooke, (George Frederick,) a popular English
Cook, (George,) a Scottish historical writer and theoHe made his
logian, born at Saint Andrew’s about 1780, published actor, was born in Westminster in 1755.
a “ History of the Reformation in Scotland,” (3 vols., debut at the Haymarket, in London, in 1778, soon after
181 1,) a “ History of the Church of Scotland,” (3 vols., which he went to Dublin, where he performed with great
success for many years. In 1800 he returned to London,
Died in 1845.
1815,) and other works.
Cook, (Captain James,) a celebrated English circum- and acted Richard III., Iago, etc. with great applause.
navigator, born of poor parents at Marton, Yorkshire, in For several years Cooke and J. Kemble were the chief
In 1810 he crossed the
1728. He followed the sea, in the coal-trade, for several favourites of the London stage.
His death
years, and had attained the position of mate, when in ocean to New York, where he died in 1812.
navy
volunteer.
served
hastened
intemperance.
entered
the
royal
as
a
He
was
by
he
1755
as master of a sloop at the capture of Quebec by Wolfe
See “ Memoirs of the Life of George Frederick Cooke,” by Wilin 1759, and displayed great skill in the formation of a liam Dunlap, 1813.
In 1764 he
chart of the river from Quebec to the sea.
Cooke, (George Wingrove,) a British lawyer and
was chosen marine surveyor of Newfoundland. Four writer, born in 1814, edited a “Life of Lord Shaftesyears later he was selected to command a vessel sent by bury,” (1836,) and wrote “ Memoirs of Lord Bolingbroke,”
government to the South Pacific to observe the transit (2 vols., 1835,) a “ History of Party,” (2d edition, 1840,)
of Venus and make discoveries in geography and other which is commended, and several legal treatises, (1844sciences.
He sailed in August, 1768, stopped at Tahiti 52.) After a visit to China in 1857, he published “China
to observe the transit, explored the east coast of Aus- and Lower Bengal.”
Died in 1865.
tralia, and, returning by the Cape of Good Hope, reached
Cooke or Cook, (Henry,) an English painter, born
home in June, 1771, having performed his mission with in 1642, was a pupil of Salvator Rosa. He was emability and success.
In 1772 he was again sent, in the ployed by the king to restore the cartoons of Raphael.
Resolution and Adventure, to search for a Southern con- Died in 1700.
tinent.
He circumnavigated the globe in high southern
See Walpole, “ Anecdotes of Painting in England.”
latitudes without finding the Terra Australis ; but he disCooke, kook, (John Esten,) a novelist and lawyer,
covered a large island, which he named New Caledonia. son of John Rodgers Cooke, noticed below, was born
The most southern point he reached was 7 1 °, where his at Winchester, Virginia, in 1830. He contributed to
He arrived at Portsmouth several periodicals, and published, besides other works,
progress was arrested by ice.
in July, 1775, and published a Journal of his voyage, (2 “Leather Stocking and Silk,” (1854,) “The Virginia
vols., 1777,) which is a model of simplicity and precision.
Comedians,” “The Last of the Foresters,” “ Out of tlie
He had given proof of remarkable courage, sagacity, and Foam,” and “ Stories of the Old Dominion.”
In 1776 he was chosen
nautical skill in this enterprise.
Cooke, (John Rodgers,) an American lawyer, born
Fellow of the Royal Society, which gave him the Copley in Bermuda in 1788. He practised with distinction in
Medal for his services in preserving the health of his crew. Virginia for many years. In 1829 he was associated
He sailed the same year on a third voyage, in search of with John Marshall and Ex-President Madison in the
a northern passage between the Atlantic and Pacific. In committee which drafted the Constitution of Virginia.
1778 he discovered the Sandwich Islands, explored Beh- Died in 1854.
ring Strait, and advanced northward as far as the 70th
Cooke, (Philip Pendleton,) an American poet, son
degree. He returned to winter in the Sandwich Islands.
of the preceding, was born at Martinsburg, Virginia,
One of the ship’s boats having been stolen by the natives in 1816. He graduated at Princeton, New Jersey, and
of Hawaii, Captain Cook went ashore with a few of his
studied law. He wrote, besides other poems, “ Florence
men to recover it. The violent resistance of the natives Vane,” “ Rosa Lee,” and “ Chevalier Merlin.” He concaused him to retreat towards his boat ; and, after firing
tributed to the “ Southern Literary Messenger.” Died
in self-defence, he and four of his men were killed on the
in 1850.
shore, February 14, 1779.
Cooke, (Philip Saint George,) an officer, a brother
See A. Kippis, “Life of Captain James Cook,” 1788; George
Young, “Life and Voyages of Captain J. Cook,” 1836; Hartley of John Rodgers, noticed above, was born in Virginia
He defeated the Comanches in New Mexico
Coleridge, “Lives of Distinguished Northerns,” vol. iii. Van in 1809.
Tenac, “Histoire g^n^rale de la Marine;” J. H. Wiedmann, in 1855, and had a high command in Kansas about
“Leben und Schicksale des Capitans J. Cook,” 2 vols., 1789-go.
atterwards served against the Mormons, but
He
1857.
Cook, (John,) an American officer, born in Saint reared from aciive service in 1873.
Clair county, Illinois, in 1825.
He commanded a brigade
Cooke, (Thomas,) an Englisn poet, born at Braintree
at Fort Donelson, and became a brigadier-general in 1862.
about 1705. He composed the “ Battle of the Poets,” a
Cooke, kook, (Sir Anthony,) an English scholar, poem, ana translated Hesiod and Plautus. Pope, whom
grandfather of Lord Bacon, born about 1506, was emi- he had offended in his writings, avenged himself on him
nent for learning and virtue. He was appointed tutor in the “Dunciad.” Died in 1756.
of Edward VI. As a Protestant, he was exiled during
Cooke, (William, )apoet ol considerable merit, born
the reign of Mary, and returned home about 1558. Died at Cork, became a resident of London and adopiea
the
His daughters were noted for their classical profession of author. His poem entitled the
in 1576.
“Ait of
acquirements. Mildred was married to Lord Burleigh, Living
”
was received with favour, and was
in London
Anne to Sir Nicholas Bacon, the father of Lord Bacon, followed by a prose “Essay on the Elements of Draand Elizabeth to the son of the Earl of Bedford.
matic Criticism.”
In 1796 he produced an admired
Cooke, (Benjamin,) an English musical composer didactic poem, entitled “ Conversation,” which
is his
and organist, born in London in 1739, was a pupil of
Died in 1824.
principal work.
Pepusch. From 1752 to 1789 he was conductor of the
(William,) an eminent English lawyer, born
Cooke,
Academy of Ancient Music. In 1762 he was appointed
in London in 1757. About 1786 he published a “ System
organist of Westminster Abbey. He composed anthems
of Bankrupt Laws,” which was long the standard upon
and other admired pieces of sacred music, and several
the subject, but is now obsolete. Died in 1832.
popular glees, among which are “ How Sleep the Brave,”
Cooke, (William Fothergill,) an Englishman,
“ In the Merry Month of May,” etc.
Died in 1793.
bom in Middlesex in 1806, was a paitner of Professor
Cooke, (Elizabeth.) See Russell, Lady.
Cooke, (George,) a skilful English engraver, born Wheatstone, and constructed the first magnetic telein London in 1781.
He engraved numerous landscapes graph in England, in 1838-39. In 1869 he received the
and scenes on the coast of England, and in partnership honour of knighthood. Died in 1879.
Cookesley, (Rev. William Gifford,) an English
with his brother, William B., published several illustrated
He edited
works, among which is “ The Southern Coast of Eng- classical scholar, born in Kent in 1802.
Pindar,
(1842-49,) and published some essays.
land.” Died in
;
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CO OK MAN

Cookman, kook'man, (George G.,) an eloquent
Methodist divine, born in Kingston-upon-IIull, England,

maiden name was Fenimore. About 1790 his father setCooperstown, which he founded on the shore of
Lake Otsego, New York, where he owned a large tract
of land, then covered with forests and lying on the fron-

tled at

came to America in 1821. He was twice elected
chaplain to Congress. In March, 1841, he embarked for
Europe in the ocean-steamer President, which was never
afterwards heard of.
Cookson, kook'son, (George,) an English general,
born in Hampshire in 1760. He directed the artillery
at the siege of Aboukir about 1798, and took part in
the Walcheren expedition in 1809. In 1830 he was promoted to the rank of lieutenant-general. Died in 1835.
in 1800,

of civilization.
He entered Yale College in 1802,
remained there about three years, and became a midshipman in the navy in 1806. Having retired from the navy
in 1811, he married Susan De Lancey, of New York,
a sister of Bishop De Lancey. His first literary production was “Precaution,” a novel, (1819,) which was
tier

He published next “The
Spy, a Tale of the Neutral Ground,” founded on incidents connected with the Revolutionary war, which
was very successful and was republished in many parts
of Europe.
It was translated into several languages.
“He has the high praise,” says the “North American
“
Review,” and will have, we may add, the future glory,
of having struck into a new path, of having opened a
mine of exhaustless wealth. In a word, he has laid the
foundations of American romance.”
In 1823 he produced “ The Pioneers” and “The Pilot,” which were also
very popular.
His next novels were “ Lionel Lincoln”
and “ The Last of the Mohicans,” (1826,) in which Indian
life and character were well represented.
During a visit
to Europe he published “The Prairie,” (1827,) “The
Red Rover,” (1827,) “The Wept of Wish-ton-Wish,”
(1829,) “The Bravo,” (1831,) and other works. Alluding
to his admirable delineations of life at sea in the “ Pilot”
and the “ Red Rover,” the “ Edinburgh Review” says,

inferior to his later works.

Coo'ley, (Thomas,) an Irish architect, born in 1740.
He designed the Royal Exchange of Dublin, one of the
noblest edifices of that city, erected about 1770. He was
the first architect of the “ Four Courts,” which he did
not live to finish. Died in 1784.
Coolhaas, kol'hlss, (Caspar,) a German Protestant
theologian, born at Cologne in 1536 died in 1615.
Coomans, ko'mlns or ko'mS.\ / (Jean Baptiste Nicolas,) a Belgian writer, born at Brussels in 1813. He
edited the “Journal of Brussels” from 1841 to 1845, and
He pubthe “Courier of Antwerp” from 1845 to 1848.
lished a “History of Belgium,” (1836,) and other works.
His brother, Pierre Olivier Joseph, born in 1816,

—

;

,

gained distinction as a painter of history, genre, etc.
Coombe, koom, (William,) an ingenious English
Having spent a handwriter, born at Bristol in 1741.
some fortune in fashionable dissipation, he was reduced
to the necessity of writing for a subsistence. He excelled
in humour and satire, and published several successful
works, namely, “ The Diaboliad,” a poem, “ The Dance
of Life,” “ Tour of Dr. Syntax in Search of the Picturesque,” and “ Tour of Dr. Syntax in Search of a Wife.”

The

“The empire

of the sea has been conceded to him by
He satirized the foibles of his own countrymen in “ The Monikins,” (1835,) “ Homeward Bound,”
(1838,) and “Home as Found,” (1838,) which were not so
popular as his former works. In 1839 he published a “ History of the Navy of the United States,” which is a work
of much labour and some merit.
Among his later works
are “The Pathfinder,” (1840,) “The Deerslayer,” (1841,)
“ Wing and Wing,” (1842,) “ Wyandotte,” (1843,) “Afloat
and Ashore,” (1844,) “The Chain-Bearer,” (1845,) “Oak
Openings,” (1848,) and “The Ways of the Hour,” (1850.)
He died at Cooperstown in September, 1851. “His
writings,” says William H. Prescott, “are instinct with
the spirit of nationality. In his productions every American must take an honest pride. For surely no one has
succeeded like Cooper in the portraiture of American
character, or has given such glowing and eminently truthful pictures of American scenery.”
“The same sort of
magical authority over the spirit of romance,” says the
“
orth American Re vie w” for J uly, 1 826, “ which belongs

acclamation.”

two are in verse. Died in 1822.
Hawker, “Life of William Coombe,” 1802.
Cooninxloo, de, deh kd'ninks- 15', written also Coliigsloo and Coningsloo, (Gilles,) an eminent Flemish
landscape-painter, born at Antwerp in 1544. After working some years in Paris, he settled in Antwerp, and was
patronized by the King of Spain and the emperor. “ He
was,” says the “Biographie Universelle,” “the greatest
last

See R.

landscape-painter of his time.”
See Descamps, “Vies des Peintres Flamands,”

Cooper, (Anthony Ashley.)

Earl
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etc.

See Shaftesbury,

of.

Coo'p^r, (Sir Astley Paston,) a celebrated English
He
surgeon, was born at Brooke, in Norfolk, in 1768.
went in 1784 to London, where he studied under Mr.
Cline, who in 1791 employed him as assistant in his

N

common to Scott, Radcliffe, Walpole, and our countryman Brown, is, for us at least, possessed by this writer
in an eminent degree.” “We consider Mr. Cooper,” says
the same authority, (April, 1831,) “as possessing in a very
high degree the first qualification to which we have adverted,
that of power in description. ... It is, however,
most strikingly displayed in one department, in which nobody has preceded him or has yet attempted to become
his rival.
Whatever opinion may be entertained of his
in

In 1792 he attended lectures in Paris. Pie
was chosen surgeon of Guy’s Hospital in 1800, and a
Plis reputation
B'ellow of the Royal Society in 1805.
was greatly extended by the publication of his work on
Hernia, (1804-07,) and a few years later he had acquired
an immense practice. His annual income is said to have
amounted to ^21,000. Pie was employed by George IV.
In 1822 he
in 1820, and was made a baronet in 1821.
published an important work “ On Dislocations and
Fractures.” He was appointed surgeon to the king in
1828. He published the “Anatomy and Diseases of the
Breast,” and other works.
Died in 1841.
lectures.

—

success in other respects,

all will

agree that his boldest

and most triumphant march is on the mountain wave.
He treads the deck with the same conscious pride with
which the Highland outlaw stood upon his native
See B. B. Cooper, “ Life of Sir Astley P. Cooper,” 1843 “ Lonheath.” “ He wrote for mankind at large,” says W. C.
don Quarterly Review” for March, 1843; “Blackwood’s Magazine”
Bryant “ hence it is that he has earned a fame wider
for April, 1849; G. Coen, “ Biografia scientifica di Sir A. Cooper,”
than any [American] author of modern times.
The
Venice, 1841; “Nouvelle Biographie Gtinerale.”
;

:

Cooper, (Bransby

B.,)

a

nephew

creations of his genius shall survive through centuries to
come, and only perish with our language.”
London Quarterly
See Griswold, “ Prose Writers of America
Review” for October, 1816 and 1837 “ North American Review” for
July, 1S22, July, 1826, July, 1828, January, 1838, January, 1852, and
October, 1859; “National Portrait-Gallery of Distinguished Americans,” vol. 1.; Allibone’s “Dictionary of Authors;” “Atlantic
Monthly,” January, 1862.

of the preceding,

born about 1792, was for many years surgeon to Guy’s
Hospital.
He published “ Lectures on Anatomy,” and
“The Principles and Practice of Surgery,” (1851,) and a
“Life of Sir Astley P. Cooper,” (1843.) Died in 1853.
Coo'per, (James,) an American general and Senator,
born in Frederick county, Maryland, about 1810. He
studied law, settled in Pennsylvania, and was elected to
Congress as a Whig about 1840. He represented Pennsylvania in the Senate of the United States from 1849

;

Cooper, (John Gilbert,) an English writer, born in
Nottinghamshire in 1723, was educated at Cambridge.
His principal works are “The Power of Harmony,” a
poem, (1745,) a “Life of Socrates,” (1749,) and “Letters
on Taste,” (1754,) which are commended for splendour

He became a brigadier-general of the Union
to 1855.
army in 1861, and served in several actions. He died at
of style and imagery.
Died in 1769.
Columbus, Ohio, in March, 1863.
Cooper, (Peter,) a benevolent and enterprising
Cooper, (James Fenimore,) a popular American
novelist, born at Burlington, New Jersey, in September, American manufacturer, born in the city of New York
He conducted with success various industrial
1789, was a son of Judge William Cooper. His mother’s in 1791.
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Coopmans, kop'mins, (Gadso,) a Dutch physician,
He founded in his native
“ Cooper Institute,” devoted to the instruction son of George, noticed below, born in 1746, was proand improvement of the working-classes, at a cost of fessor at Franeker, Kiel, and Copenhagen. He wrote a
Latin poem of merit on the small-pox, “ Varis, sive
more than 500,000 dollars. Died in 1883.
enterprises on a large scale.

city the

Cooper, (Richard,)

a painter, called

“the British

Poussin,” studied in Italy, and excelled in landscapes.

Died

after 1806.

Carmen de

Variolis.”

Died

at

Amsterdam

in 1810.

Coopmans, (George,) a distinguished Dutch physiborn at Makkum in 1717, published a work entitled

cian,

Cooper, (Richard,) an English designer and en- “ Neurologia,” (1789.) Died in 1800.
Coornhert. See Cornhert.
Paris under Le Bas.
Coote, koot, (Sir Charles,) an Irish judge, who proAmong his works is a “ View of Saint Peter’s, at Rome.”
moted the restoration of Charles II. in 1660, and was
Died about 1820.
Cooper, (Samuel,) an eminent English miniature- made Earl of Montrath. Died in 1661.
Coote, (Sir Eyre,) a British general, born in Ireland
painter, born in London in 1609.
He was a pupil of his
uncle, John Hoskins.
He surpassed all the artists in in 1726. He distinguished himself at the battle of
reign
his line during the Commonwealth and the
of Plassey, in India, in 1757. Returning to England in
Charles II., and painted an admirable portrait of Crom- 1762, he was thanked by the Commons for the capture
well, which was engraved by Vertue. He visited France, of Pondicherry.
In 1780 he was appointed a member
where he painted many celebrated men. His works are of the supreme council, and commander-in-chief of the
Died in 1672.
army in Bengal. In that year he completely defeated
still highly prized.
Hyder Ali at Porto Novo. Died near Madras in 1783.
See Walpole, “Anecdotes of Painting.”
Cootwyk, k 5t'<vik, sometimes written Cootwich,
Cooper, (Samuel,) D.D., an eminent American divine,
born in Boston in 1725, graduated at Harvard in 1743, (John,) a Dutch traveller, born at Utrecht. He travelled
and in 1746 succeeded his father as pastor of the church in France, Italy, Syria, Palestine, etc., and published in
in Brattle Street, Boston.
He soon became known as 1619 an account of those countries.
Cop, kop, (Guillaume,) a Swiss physician, born at
one of the most accomplished orators and scholars in
New England. He was intimate with Franklin and Bale, finished his studies in Paris, and graduated in 1495.
Adams, and an influential patriot in the Revolution. He was successively chief physician of Louis XII. and of
He was active in establishing in Boston the American Francis I. Though he published no original work, he
Academy of Arts and Sciences, of which he was chosen rendered great services to medical science by his translations of Hippocrates, and of Galen’s “Treatise on the
the first vice-president in 1780. Died in 1783.
Cooper, (Samuel,) an American general, born in the Causes and Differences of Diseases and Symptoms.”
State of New York about 1795, graduated at West Point Died in 1532.
Cope, (Sir Anthony,) an English scholar, was the
He obtained the rank of captain in 1836, and
in 1815.
served in the Mexican war as assistant adjutant-general, author of a “History of Annibal and Scipio,” (1544.)
Died
in 1551.
1846-47. In 1852 he became adjutant-general, with the
Cope, (Charles est,) an English historical painter,
rank of colonel. He resigned his commission in March,
born
at Leeds about 1812, was the son of a drawing1861, and offered his services to Jefferson Davis, who
appointed him adjutant-general.
He held throughout master. He studied in the Royal Academy, in which
the civil war the rank of full general,
the highest in the he began to exhibit in 1831. His cartoon of “ The First
Trial by Jury ” gained a prize of three hundred pounds
Confederate army.
awarded by the Royal Commission of the Fine Arts in
See “Southern Generals,” (anonymous,) New York, 1865.
Cooper, (Samuel,) a distinguished surgeon and 1843. After that date he painted with success several
medical writer of London, was born about 1780. He frescoes in the House of Lords. Among his chief oil“ Lear and Cordelia,” (1850,) and “ Othello
published, in 1807, “ First Lines of the Practice of Sur- paintings are
He was elected Royal
gery,” which passed through seven or more editions. He relating his Adventures,” (1853.)
afterwards produced a “ Dictionary of Practical Surgery,” Academician in 1848, and from 1867 to 1874 was Professor of Painting at the Royal Academy.
Died in 1848.
(1809,) and other professional works.
Cope, (Henry,) an Irish physician, who lived about
Cooper, (Susan Fenimore,) an American authoress,
a daughter of James Fenimore Cooper, was born about 1690-1740, studied under Boerhaave at Leyden, and
graver, born in 1730, studied in

W

—

In 1850 she published an attractive and popular
Hours.” Among her other productions is “ Rhyme and Reason of Country Life,” (1854.)
Cooper or Cou'per, (Thomas,) a learned English
divine and eminent preacher, born at Oxford about 1517,
became Bishop of Lincoln in 1570, and of Winchester
in 1584.
He published some sermons, an “Epitome of
Chronicles,” and a valuable “Latin Dictionary.” Died
1825.

work

entitled “ Rural

in 1594.

Cooper, (Thomas,) a natural philosopher and lawyer,
in London in 1759, emigrated with his friend Dr.
Priestley to America about 1792. He was a zealous and
active Democrat, and wrote political essays, etc.
In
1820 he became president of Columbia College, South
Carolina, where he was also professor of chemistry.

born

Died in 1840.
Cooper, (Thomas Abthorpe,) an English tragedian,
born in 1776, performed with success in England and
America. Died in Pennsylvania in 1849.
Cooper, (Thomas Sidney,) an English painter of
animals, was born at Canterbury in 1803. He rose from
a humble position, and acquired the art of drawing
almost without the aid of masters. About 1820 he began
to paint scenery for the theatre of Canterbury.
Having
studied the works of the Dutch and Flemish schools, he
devoted himself to animal-painting with great success.

His favourite subjects are cattle and sheep.
He was
chosen an associate of the Royal Academy in 1845, and
a Royal Academician in 1867. He has founded and

endowed a school of art

at Canterbury.
See “Autobiographic Memoir” in the “Art Journal”

ber, 1849.
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practised with success in Dublin.
Cope, (Sir John,) a British general, the time and
place of whose birth are unknown. He was commanderin-chief of the army in Scotland when the rebellion of
1745 began. At the first approach of the Pretender’s
army, Cope retired from the Highlands southward. The
rebels took Edinburgh, and a few days later routed the
General
king’s army at Prestonpans, September, 1745.
Cope was much censured for his conduct on this occasion, and was superseded in the command.
Died
in 1760.
Cope, (Thomas Pym,) a distinguished merchant of
Philadelphia, born in Lancaster county, Pennsylvania,
August 26, 1768. His parents were “Friends,” and he
was educated in the principles of that society. He
commenced business in Philadelphia in 1790. In 1807
he built his first ship, which he named in honour of his
native county, Lancaster. In 1821 he established the
first regular line of packet-ships between Philadelphia
and Liverpool. This line, we may remark in passing,
was sustained through all those adverse circumstances
which for a time threatened the destruction of the foreign
commerce of Philadelphia, and continued in full vigour
until the breaking out of the civil war. When Thomas P.
Cope retired from business, it passed into the hands
of his sons, (Henry and Alfred Cope,) and afterwards
into those of the Cope Brothers, (Francis and Thomas P.,
sons of Henry Cope.)
To the foresight, liberality, and indefatigable energy
of Thomas P. Cope, Philadelphia was principally indebted for her first abundant supply of pure water from
the Schuylkill, before her increasing population rendered

G, H, K, guttural; n, nasal; R, trilled;

sass; th as

in this,

(SCjf^ee Explanations,

p. 23.)

COPELAND

the present extensive water-works a necessity.
The
water was pumped from the river by means of a steamengine, and conveyed to a reservoir in a building at the
intersection of Broad and High Streets, whence it was
distributed by pipes to different parts of the city.
This
plan was first carried into operation in 1801. Mr. Cope
was for many years president of the Board of Trade of
Philadelphia ; he was also one of the originators and
principal promoters of the Mercantile Library, of which
he was president for more than a quarter of a century.
He closed his long and useful life November 22, 1854,
leaving a high character for spotless integrity as well as
for commercial ability.
naturalist, author of the

Edward
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D. Cope, an eminent

“Origin of Genera,” “Extinct
Batrachia and Reptilia of North America,” etc., is a
grandson of Thomas P. Cope, and a son of Alfred Cope.
See Hunt’s “Lives of American Merchants,” vol. i.
Copeland, kop'land, (Thomas,) an English surgeon,
born about 1780, practised in London, and published
several professional works.
Died in 1855.

Copernic. See Copernicus.
Co-per'ni-cus or Koper'nicus, the Latinized form
/
of Kopernik or Copernic, [Fr. pron. ko'peR nck / ,|
written also Zepernic and Zopernic, (Nicholas,) a
celebrated astronomer, the author of the Copernican System, was born, according to the best authorities, at Thorn,
in Prussia, in February, 1473.
After learning Greek and
Latin at home, he pursued his studies at Cracow, where
he gave attention to philosophy, medicine, mathematics,
design, and astronomy.
At the age of twenty-three he
visited Italy, formed an intimacy with Regiomontanus,
and obtained at Rome a chair of mathematics, which
he filled with high reputation for a few years. Having
returned to his native land, he was appointed canon of
Frauenburg by his uncle, the Bishop of Warmia. Thenceforth his time was spent in his religious services, in
astronomical studies, and in gratuitous visits to the poor
who required medical aid.
Observing the complexity and discordance of the
systems of astronomy then received, he began to compare them with each other and with the celestial processes of nature, in order to found a system more simple,
symmetrical, and stable. He knew that the Pythagoreans
favoured the theory that the sun was the centre of the
system, and that Philolaus had given the earth a rotation
on its axis in addition to its motion around the sun ; but
these sublime paradoxes were combated by ancient prejudices, and were apparently negatived by the dictates
of common sense. After he had adopted his own system,
he spent many years in proving it by observations and
calculations, and he then expounded his beautiful theory
and discoveries, in a work entitled “ The Revolutions of
the Celestial Orbs,” (“ De Orbium Celestium Revolu-

which appears to have been finished about
Although he was assured that he had solved the
1530.
grandest problem which pertains to astronomy, he delayed to publish his work, probably from a presentiment
of the persecution which is reserved for great reformers
and innovators. His theory, which he was careful to
propound as a hypothesis, was accepted as true by several astronomers, and, after much persuasion on the part
of his friends, he consented to print the work in 1543,
with a dedication to the pope. While it was in the press
at Nuremberg, he approached the end of his career ; and
he died on the same day that he received the first copy,
(May 24, 1543,) having only strength sufficient to touch
The progress of his system, even
it with his hand.
among astronomers, was extremely slow, and the clergy
tionibus,”)

his name has received important modifications since his time by the genius of Galileo, Newton, etc.

which bears

See Gassendi, “Vita Copernici,” 1654; Percy, “Notice biographique sur Copernic,” 1824; Sniadecki, “Discours sur N.
Copernik,” Warsaw, 1803; D. Szule, “ Biograph ie de Kopernik,”
1855 L. Prowe, “Zur Biographie von N. Copernicus,” 1853 Westphal, “ N. Copernicus,” Constance, 1822: Czynski, “Kopernik et
ses Travaux,” 1846; B’. Arago, “Elogede Copernic.”
:

;

Cop'land, (James,) an eminent Scottish physician,
at Deerness, in one of the Orkney Isles, in 1792,

born

London about 1818. He published, besides
other works, an excellent “Dictionary of Practical Medicine,” (3 vols., 1833-58,) a work of great labour and
research. Died in July, 1870.
settled in

Copleston,

kop'el-ston,

(Edward,) D.D., an English

bishop, born in Devonshire in 1776.
He became a Fellow of Oriel College, Oxford, in 1795, and professor of
poetry in the university in 1802. In 1813 he published,
in elegant Latin, his “Academic Lectures,” (“Prselectiones Academicae,”) which were much admired.
He
wrote an “ Enquiry into the Doctrines of Predestination,”
In 1827 he was appointed Bishop of Llandaff,
(1821.)
and Dean of Saint Paul’s, London. Died in 1849.
See William James Copleston, “Memoirs of E. Copleston,
with Selections from his Diary,” etc., 1851; Richard Whately,
“Remains of the late Edward Copleston,” etc., 1854; “Fraser’s
Magazine” for September, 1851 ; “North British Review” for February, 1852.

Cop'ley, (John Singleton,) an eminent historical
painter, born at Boston, Massachusetts, in 1737.
He is
said to have had no instructor except nature. He exhibited
at the Royal Academy of London, in 1760, a picture of
a “Boy and Tame Squirrel,” which was greatly admired.
In 1774 he visited Italy, and in the next year became a
resident of London, where he painted portraits and historical subjects with success. He was elected a member
of the Royal Academy in 1783. “The Death of Lord
Chatham” is one of his chief productions. He died in
1815, leaving a son, who became Lord Lyndhurst, and
chancellor of England.
See Tuckerman, “ Book of the

Artists.”

Copley, (John S.) See Lyndhurst.
Coppetta. See Beccuti.
Coq. See Lecoq.
Coqueau or Cocqueau, ko'ko', (Claude Philibert,) a French architect, born at Dijon in 1755.

was

He

guillotined in 1794.

Coquebert de Montbret, kok'baiR' deh miN'bRi',
(Charles £tienne,) Baron, a French mineralogist
and botanist, born in Paris in 1755 died in 1831.
;

See Silvestre, “Notice sur

le

Baron Coquebert de Montbret,”

1832.

Coquelin, kok'liN', (Charles,) a French economist,
born at Dunkirk in 1803, wrote, besides other works,
one on “Credit and Banks,” (1848.) Died in 1852.
See Molinari, “Notice sur C. Coquelin,” 1853.

Coquereau,

kolc'ro', ( F£lix, ) a popular French
preacher, born in 1808, published “Souvenirs of Saint

Helena.”

Coquerel,

kok'rSl',

(Athanase Laurent Charles,)

He
a French Protestant divine, born in Paris in 1795.
began to preach in Paris about 1830, and became eminent
pulpit
orator.
the
a
He
was
elected
in
to
Conas
1848
stituent Assembly, in which he voted with the moderate
republicans.
His religious opinions were liberal. He
published, besides other works, “Sacred Biography,”
(1837,)

“Modern Orthodoxy,”
Died

of sermons.

See Qu£rard, “ La

(1842,)

and many volumes

in 1868.

F ranee

Litteraire

“ Blackwood’s Magazine”

and the masses were generally hostile to it. “ The whole for May, 1838.
Coquerel, (Charles Augustin,) a brother of the
weight of Aristotle’s name,” says Hallam, “which in
He was one of the
the sixteenth century not only biassed the judgment but preceding, born in Paris in 1797.
founders
of the “Revue Britannique,” and wrote a “Hisengaged the passions, connected as it was with general
orthodoxy and preservation of established systems, was tory of English Literature,” (1828.) Died in 1851.
Coques, kok, ( Gonzales, ) a Flemish miniaturethrown into the scale against Copernicus. It must be
confessed that the strongest presumptions in favour of painter, born at Antwerp in 1618. He imitated Van
his system were not discovered by himself.
One of the Dyck with success, and acquired a high reputation by his
most remarkable passages in Copernicus is his conjecture portraits. Fie was employed by Charles I. of England,
Died about 1684.
that gravitation was not a central tendency, but an and other princes.
See Descamps, “Vies des Peintres Flamands,” etc.
attraction common to matter, and probably extending to
the heavenly bodies.” (“ Introduction to the Literature
Coquille, ko'kiF or ko'ke'ye, [I.at. Conchyl'ius,]
of Europe.”)
It is proper to observe that the system
(Gui,) Sieur de Romenay, a meritorious French jurist,
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at Decize about 1524.
ligious liberty in his writings,

born

He

advocated

665
civil

and

re-

are a “ Treatise on the Liberties of the Gallican Church,” and several
He was a friend of Lord Bacon and of
Latin poems.
Bran tome. Died in 1603.
See Taisand, “Vies des Jurisconsultes.”

among which

CORDAT

He retired from office with Villeie in January,
Died in 1853.
1828.
See Lamartine, “History of the Restoration.”

interior.

Corbiere, di, de koR-be-a'ri, (Pietro,) an Italian
who, by the authority of the emperor Louis of
was elected anti-pope in 1328 as a rival to John
Co'ram, (Thomas,) a benevolent Englishman, born XXII. He assumed the title of Nicholas V. Failing to
about 1668, was bred to the sea, and became captain obtain popular support, he abjured his usurpation in
He 1330, was imprisoned, and died in 1336.
of a merchant-vessel trading to the West Indies.
founded in 1740 a “Hospital for Exposed and Deserted
Corbineau, koR'be'no', (Claude Louis,) a French
Children.” In 1756 Parliament voted .£10,000 to the in- general, born at Laval in 1772, became a general of
was
great
number
stitution. The result
a
increase of the
brigade in 1806, and was killed at Eylau in 1807.
Died in 1751.
of infants exposed.
Corbineau, (Jean Baptiste Juvenal,) a French
Corancez, de, deh koT 6 N' /s 4/ (Louis Alexandre general, brother of the preceding, born at Marchiennes
Olivier,) a French litterateur and savant, born in Paris in 1776. For his services in Russia in 1812 he was
in 1770, was sent in 1802 as consul-general to Aleppo. made aide-de-camp general to Bonaparte.
He became
He published a “ Description of the Northern Part of general of division in 1813, and is said to have saved
Died in 1832.
Syria,” and other esteemed works.
He directed
the life of Napoleon at Montmirail, 1814.
Coras, de, deh ko'r&s', (Jacques,) a French poet, the arrest of Louis Napoleon at Boulogne in 1840. Died
born at Toulouse in 1630, wrote “Jonas, or the Repent- in 1848.
ance of Nineveh,” (1663.) Died in 1677.
See “ Victoires et Conquetes des Franca is.”
Coras, de, (Jean,) an eminent French jurist, born at
Corbinelli, koR-be-nePlee, (Jean,) a French writer,
Toulouse or Realmont in 1513. He became chancellor of Italian descent, born about 1615, became secretary to
to the Queen of Navarre, and judge in the parliament Queen Marie de Medicis. He published “ The Old Latin
of Toulouse. Having joined the Protestants, he was Historians reduced to Maxims,” and a few other works.
killed at the Massacre of Saint Bartholomew in 1572. Died in 1716.
Among his works is one entitled “ Miscellanies of Civil
Corbould, kor'bold, (Edward Henry,) an English
Law,” (“Miscellanea Juris Civilis.”)
painter in water-colours, born in London in 1815.
His
Co'rax, [Gr. Kopa£,] a famous Sicilian orator, who subjects are mostly historical. His “ Plague of London”
flourished about 470 B.C.
He was called the creator of (1843) obtained a prize of £100. Among his best prothe rhetorical art, and wrote a treatise on that subject, ductions are “The Fair Rosamond,’’ “The Eglinton
extant.)
(not
Tournament,” (1839,) and the picture from Tennyson’s
Coray, ko'ri', written also Koray, and Korais, (Dia- “Morte d’ Arthur,” in 1894. In 1851 he was appointed
MANT,) [Gr. Ada/iavrtofKopa^f,] an eminent modern Greek Instructor of Historical Painting to the Royal Family.
philologist and patriot, born at Smyrna in 1748. He made
Cor'bu-lo, [Fr. Corbulon,] (Cn. Domitius,) a
himself master of Greek and other languages.
In 1782 celebrated Roman commander, who flourished under
he began to study medicine in Montpellier, and six years Claudius and Nero. He commanded with success in a
Resolving to devote himself to war against the Parthians under Tiridates, and excited
later removed to Paris.
the freedom and regeneration of Greece by means of the jealousy of Nero, who ordered him to be put to
education, he published good editions of old Greek au- death in
67 a.d. He was reputed the ablest general of
thors, with notes and translations, and some original his time.
About 1802 the First Consul employed
political tracts.
Corbulon. See Corbulo.
him to translate Strabo’s “Geography.” He died in
Cor'co-ran, (Michael,) an officer in the United States
Having acquired dis1833, with the reputation of one of the best Hellenists army, born in Ireland in 1827.
of his time, and one of the influential restorers of Greek tinction in the campaign of 1861, in Virginia, he was
nationality.
(See his “Autobiography,” entitled “Biog made a brigadier-general in 1862. Died in 1863.
’AdafMvriov Kopaij napu tov Ifaov,” Paris, 1833.)
Cordaire. See Lacordaire.
Corazzi, ko-rSt'see, (Ercole,) an Italian mathematiCordara, koR-dS'ri, (Giulio Cesare,) an Italian
cian and scientific writer, born at Bologna in 1689.
He Jesuit, born in Piedmont in 1704. He was chosen to
was professor of mathematics in Turin. Died in 1726.
continue Orlandini’s “History of the Jesuits,” of which
Corbaux, kor-bo', (Fanny,) an English painter and he published one volume, (Rome, 1750.) The style of
author, born in 1812.
She became a self-taught artist, this work (in Latin) is pure and elegant. He wrote also
with a view to support her parents, and painted por- Latin and Italian poems. Died in 1784.
traits and historical subjects with success.
In 1830 she
See Tipaldo, “Biografia degli Italiani illustri.”
received the gold medal for a miniature portrait.
She
Corday d’Armans, de, deh koR'di' dfR'mSN',
wrote dissertations on Hebrew archaeology or Biblical (Marie Anne Charlotte,) usually called simply
literature.
Died in 1883.
Charlotte Corday, born of a noble family, in NorCoroeil, (Gilles.) See AIgidius Corboliensis.
mandy, in 1768, was a descendant of the celebrated
Cor’bet, (John,) an English nonconformist minister, poet Corneille. She passed several years in a convent
born at Gloucester in 1620 died in 1680.
at Caen, where, says Lamartine, “she was a model of
Corbet, (Richard,) an English poet and pulpit ora- piety.” Her disposition was thoughtful and imaginator, born in Surrey in 1582, became a chaplain of James
tive.
In person she was tall, her face serenely beautiI.
He was appointed Bishop of Oxford in 1629, and of ful, her air dignified and commanding. She adopted
Norwich in 1632. Though he was a partisan of the High with enthusiasm the principles of the new regime, and
Church, and required by Laud to act against the Puri- sympathized deeply with the Girondists proscribed in
tans, he was respected for his moderation. He composed May, 1793.
The infamous Marat being then at the
humorous poems, among which were a “Journey to zenith of his political influence, she formed a secret resoFrance” and “Farewell to the Fairies.” Died in 1635. lution to sacrifice herself for the liberties of her country.
See “ Retrospective Review,” vol. xii., 1825.
Once, in spite of the watchful reserve under which she
Corbet, (William,) a general, born in Ireland in veiled a deep and terrible purpose, a few tears chanced
1781, served some years in the French army.
He went to escape from her. To her aunt, who inquired the
to Greece in 1828, fought against the Turks, and obtained cause, she said, “ I weep for my country. ... So long
command of the Greek army. Died in 1842.
as Marat lives, no one’s life is secure for a single day.”
Corbiere, koR’be-aiR', (Edouard,) a French novelist, Soon after, her aunt, accidentally entering Charlotte’s
born at Brest in 1793, was a naval officer in his youth. chamber, found a Bible open at the tenth chapter of the
He published “The Banian,” (1835,) “The Slaver,” and apocryphal book of Judith, and the passage marked
other marine stories.
which contains the prayer of the ancients of the city
Corbiere, de, deh koR'be-aiR', (Jacques Joseph that God would prosper the enterprise of Judith for the
Guillaume Pierre,) CouNT^a^French politician, born deliverance of Israel. Confirmed in her resolution by
near Rennes about 1767. In 1820 he was appointed a such meditations, she came to Paris. But Marat, susminister of state, and in December, 1821, minister of the picious of attempts against his life, could not readily be
priest,
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She therefore, though with extreme reluctance, resorted to a stratagem, pretending that she was
the bearer of important information from the provinces.
He received her while in his bath ; and, as he was foretelling to her the speedy doom of the surviving Girondists, she stabbed him to the heart, with a knife which

approached.

she had concealed in her bosom. In prison she wrote
an eloquent letter to Barbaroux, manifesting in every line
that courageous and lofty spirit which never left her,
even on the scaffold. She was executed in July, 1793.
“ There are deeds,” says Lamartine, “ so mingled with
pure intentions and culpable means, that we know not
whether to pronounce them criminal or virtuous.” “ In
beholding her act of assassination, history dares not
applaud ; nor yet, while contemplating her sublime selfdevotion, can it stigmatize or condemn.”
See Cheron de Villiers, “M. A. Charlotte de Corday d’Armans, sa Vie, son Temps, ses Kents,” etc., Paris, 1865 Lamartine,
“ History of the Girondists,” book xliv.; and the article “ Corday”
;

in the
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“Biographie Universelle.”

Cordeiro or Cordeyro, koR-da/e-ro, (Antonio,) a
Portuguese historian and priest, born in the isle of TerHe wrote a “ History of Madeira, Terceira in 1641.
ceira,” etc., (1717,) which is commended. Died in 1740.

Cordemoy,

and afterwards joined the moderate Progresistas.
In 1850 he was appointed Captain-General of New Casand in 1851 Captain-General of Cuba. He was
driven into exile by the revolution of July, 1854, and
returned to Spain in 1856, on the fall of Espartero. In
1873 he became minister of war. Died in 1883.
Cordova, de, (Francisco Hernandez,) a Spanish
navigator, commanded a small expedition which sailed
from Havana in 1517, discovered Yucatan, and, in returning, touched at Florida.
Died in Cuba in 1518.
Cordova, de, (Luis Fernandez,) a Spanish general,
a brother of Fernando Fernandez, noticed above, was
born at Cadiz in 1799. He was a favourite of Ferdinand
VII., and was sent as ambassador to Berlin about 1828.
In the civil war which began in 1833 he was a partisan
of Isabella. Having been an unsuccessful rival of Espartero, he retired to Portugal about 1838, and died in 1840.
in 1841,
tile,

Cor'dus, (Aulus Cremutius,) a Roman historian,
a “ History of the Civil War of Rome and of
the Reign of Augustus,” (not extant.)
He was accused
of treason by Sejanus because he had praised Brutus
and Cassius in his history. Being assured that his death
was resolved on, he ended his life by starvation in 25 a.d.
See Tacitus, “ Annales,” book iv. Seneca, “Suasoria.”

who wrote

;

de, deh koRd'mwfi', (GiSraud,) a French
Cordus, koR'dus, (Eurich or Euricius,) a German
born in Paris, became a member of the French
Academy. Bossuet employed him as reader to the dau- poet and physician, born at Simtshausen, in Hesse, about
He became professor of medicine at Marburg
phin, and persuaded him to write a “ History of Charle- 1480.
magne,” which is a work of merit, though not attractive about 1527. He corresponded with the most distinguished men of his time, and composed Latin poems
in style. He left a few other minor essays. Died in 1684.
(1614) and prose works, among which is “ Botanologicon,
See Nic^ron, “Memoires.”
Died in 1535.
a Dialogue on Plants,” (1534.)
Corder, koR'der, or Cordier, koR'de-i', [Lat. Corde'See Kahler, “Vita E. Cordi,” 1744 Ersch und Gruber, “AHrius,] (Balthasar,) a Flemish Jesuit, theologian, and gemeine Encyklopaedie
Nic^ron, “Memoires.”
Hellenist, born at Antwerp in 1 592, became a professor of
Cordus, (Valerius,) an eminent botanist, son of the
theology at Vienna. He published several works. Died preceding, born at Simtshausen in
He explored
historian,

;

1515.

in 1650.

Corderius, (Balthasar.) See Corder.
Cor-de'rl-us, [Fr. Cordier, koR'defi',](MATHURiN,)
a celebrated Protestant school-teacher, born in France
in 1479. He was the preceptor of Calvin, who dedicated
to him one of his works ; and he published several popular
school-books, among which is “Scholastic Colloquies,”
(“Colloquia scholastica,” 1564,) a work which was long
very extensively used. He lived some years in Geneva.
Died in 1564.
See Bayle, “Historical and Critical Dictionary;” “Nouvelle
Biographie Gdndrale.”

Cordes, koRd, or Cor-de'sl-us, (Jean,) a learned
French ecclesiastic, born at Limoges in 1570, collected a
library of 8300 volumes. Died in 1642.
Cordeyro. See Cordeiro.
Cordier, (Balthasar.) See Corder.
Cordier, (Mathurin.) See Corderius.
Cordier, koR'de-i', (Nicolas,) a French sculptor of
high reputation, born in Lorraine in 1561, worked in

the botanical riches of Germany, and proved himself a
good observer. In 1535 he published a valuable “Dispensatory,” (“ Dispensatorium Pharmacorum,”) and in
1542 visited Italy on a botanical excursion. He died
prematurely, in Rome, in 1544. The results of his labours
appeared in 1561, in a work which was edited by Conrad
Gesner and entitled a “ History or Description of Plants,”
etc., (“ Historic Stirpium Libri quatuor a Conrado Gesnero collectas.”) His merit as a botanist is highly eulogized by Gesner.
See Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeinc Encyklopaedie
Nic£ron,
“Memoires.”
Coreal, ko-ri-Sl', (Francisco,) a Spanish traveller,
born at Cartagena in 1648. He spent about thirty years
in the West Indies and South America between 1666
left an interesting narrative, which was
published in French, in 3 vols. 1722. This purported to
be a translation from the Spanish.
Corella, de, d& ko-r£Kya, (Alfonzo,) a Spanish
medical writer, born at Corella, Navarre, lived about

and 1697, and

Rome. He made a bronze statue of Henry IV. for the I 550
church of Saint John de Lateran. Died in 1612.
Corelli, ko-rel'lee, (Arcangelo,) a famous Italian
Cordier, (Pierre Louis Antoine,) a French geolo- musical composer and performer, born at Fusignano,
As near Imola, in 1653. He published in Rome, in 1683,
gist and mineralogist, born at Abbeville in 1777.
engineer, he accompanied the expedition to Egypt in his first work, “Twelve Sonatas for two Violins and a
1798, and obtained the grade of engineer-in-chief in Bass.” In 1686 he was leader of an orchestra of one
In 1819 he was chosen professor of geology in hundred and fifty musicians in an opera performed at
1808.
the Museum of Natural History at Paris, and in 1822 Rome under the auspices of Christina of Sweden. His
was admitted into the Institute in place of Haiiy. He reputation had then extended over Europe. He was
published an able “Essay on the Internal Temperature patronized by Cardinal Ottoboni, who appointed him
of the Earth,” (1827,) and other scientific memoirs. He director of his music. Among his most popular prowas made a peer about 1840. Died in March, 1861.
ductions is “Concerti Grossi,” (1712.) Died in 1713.
-

See “ Nouvelle Biographie Generale.”

See I'ktis, “Biographie Universelle des Musiciens

Fayolle,

“

Notices sur Corelli, Tartini,” etc., 1810.
Cor'dI-ner, (Charles,) a British antiquary and toCorenzio, ko-r§n'ze-o, (Belisario,) a skilful painter,
pographer, born about 1746; died in 1794.
born in Greece, was a pupil of Tintoretto, and settled
Cordova. See Gonsalvo.
Cordova, koR'do-vi, (Jos£,) a South American gen- in Naples about 1590. He was noted for his invention
He and facility of execution, and worked mostly in fresco.
eral, born at Antioquia, New Granada, in 1797
“ The Feeding of the
fought under Bolivar about 1820, and contributed to the Among his chief productions is
His memory is branded with the
victory of Ayacucho, (1824,) after which he was made Five Thousand.”
general of division. In 1829 he revolted against Bolivar, charge of tyrannical treatment of Guido and other foreign
Died in 1643.
artists at Naples.
but was defeated and killed the same year.
See Lanzi, “History of Painting in Italy.”
Cordova, de, d& koR'do-v3, (Adriano,) a Spanish
Corilla, ko-r£Ffi, (Maria Maddalena Fernandez.)
historical painter and monk died about 1630.
Cordova, de, (Fernando Fernandez,) a Spanish an Italian improvisatrice, born in 1740. She was pubDied in 1800.
general, born in Madrid in 1792. He opposed Espartero licly crowned at Rome about 1775.
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Co-riil'na, [Gr. K dpivva ; Fr. Corinne, ko'rin',] a
celebrated Greek lyric poetess, born at Tanagra, in BceContemporary with Pindar,
otia, lived about 500 B.c.
she is said to have instructed him in poetry, and was
Pausafive times victorious in competition with him.
nias ascribes her triumph partly to her beauty. She was
surnamed Mvia, (“ The Fly.”) Only a few fragments of
her poems are now extant.

appeared under the pseudomyn of “Timon.” He
opposed the government of Louis Philippe. In 1838 he
published a work called “ Studies on Parliamentary
Orators,” (“Etudes sur les Orateurs parlementaires,”
17th edition, 1854.)
He was president of the committee
which framed a new constitution in 1848.
After the
coup d'etat of December, 1851, he deserted the Liberal
party and became a member of Louis Napoleon’s council
of state.
He was admitted into the Institute in 1855.
Fabricius, “Bibliotheca Grasca
See Suidas, “ Corinna
J. B.
Schupp, “ Corinna die ehrbare und scheinbare Hure,” 1660.
Among his important works are his “Administrative
Corinne. See Corinna.
Law,” (“Droit administratif,” 1822,) and “Letters on
Corio, ko're-o, (Bernardino,) an Italian historian, the Civil List,” (1831,) which passed through twentyborn at Milan in 1459. Under the patronage of Ludovico five editions. M. Cormenin also distinguished himself
Sforza, he wrote, in Italian, the “History of Milan,” as a practical philanthropist, and took part in founding
numerous charitable institutions. Died in May, 1868.
Died in 1519.
(1503.)
Coriolan. See Coriolano and Coriolanus.
“Nouvelle BioSee Lom^nie, “Galerie des Contemporains
Coriolano, ko-re-o-li'no, or Coriolan, ko-re-o-lin', graphie Generate Chapuis-Montlaville, “£tude sur Timon,”
1848.
(Bartolommeo,) Cavaliere, a skilful Italian designer
Cormontaingne, de, deh koR'mdN't&Nn', (Louts,)
and engraver, son of Cristoforo, noticed below, was born
at Bologna in 1590.
He was a pupil of Guido. He an eminent French military engineer, born about 1695.
dedicated to Pope Urban VIII. many wood-cuts in chia- Between 1734 and 1745 he directed the sieges of Menin,
The great works added in the
Ypres, Tournay, etc.
roscuro, after Guido and the Caracci.
Died in 1654.
reign of Louis XV. to the fortifications of Metz and
See Huber, “Manuel du Graveur.”
Thionville were constructed on his plans.
He obtained
Coriolano, ko-re-o-ld'no^Fr.CoRiOLANjko'reVlSN',]
the rank of marechal-de-camp. He made improvements
(Cristoforo,) an eminent wood-engraver, born at Nuin the art of fortification, on which he also wrote several
remberg about 1550. His original name was Lederer,
treatises.
Died in 1752.
(la'der-er.)
He removed to Venice, where he engraved, esteemed
Cornacchini, koR-n&k-kee'nee, (Marco,) an Italian
besides other works, the portraits of Vasari’s biographical
medical writer, flourished at Pisa about 1610. His father,
work. Died at Bologna about 1600.
Coriolano, (Giambattista,) a son of the preceding, Tommaso, was professor of medicine at Pisa, and author
“Tabulae Medicse,” 1605.
born at Bologna in 1595, was a painter, and engraver on of
Cornarius. See Cornarus.
copper and wood. He engraved many pictures by Guido,
Cornaro, (Angelo.) See Gregory XII.
the Caracci, and other masters.
Died in 1649.
Cornaro, koR-nd'ro, (Caterina,) Queen of Cyprus,
Co-ri-o-la/nus, [Fr. Coriolan, ko'reVluN'; Ger.
Coriolan, ko-re-o-ldn', or Coriolanus, ko-re-o-l&'nus,] was born in Venice about 1454. She became the wife of
de Lusignan, King of Cyprus, and was adopted as
(Caius (or Cneius) Marcius,) the hero of an early James
Roman legend, was said to be a descendant of King daughter of Saint Mark by the senate of Venice. At

Ancus Marcius. According to the poetical traditions on
the subject, he obtained the surname Coriolanus for
his victory over the Volscians at Corioli about 490 b.c.
During a famine he advised that corn should not be distributed gratis to the commons unless they gave up their
tribunes. For this offence he was banished ; and, having
obtained command of a olscian army, he besieged Rome.
The Romans were unable to resist him or to avert his
anger, until his stern purpose yielded to the tears of Veturia his mother and of Volumnia his wife, who led a deputation of Roman matrons to his tent. He is supposed
to have passed the rest of his life among the Volsci,
(Smith’s “ Dictionary of Greek and Roman Biography ;”)
but, according to the popular tradition, he was killed by
the Volsci immediately after he abandoned his purpose
of taking Rome. This legend is the subject of Shakspeare’s drama of “ Coriolanus.”
Niebuhr, “ History of Rome
Fr.
See Plutarch’s “ Lives
Rochlitz, “Helden des alten Roms und des neuen Frankreichs,
Coriolan und Dumouriez,” 1796.

V

Coriolis, ko'reVl£ss', (Gaspard Gustave,) a French
mechanician, born in Paris in 1792 ; died in 1843.
Co-rip'pus, (Flavius Cresconius,) a Latin poet of
the sixth century, who is supposed to have been born in
Africa and to have been a bishop. He wrote several
works, which have some merit and are still extant.
Among them is an epic poem called “Johanneis,” and
a panegyric on the emperor Justin, (“De Laudibus Jusminoris.”)
See Fabricius, “ Bibliotheca Latina

tini

“Nouvelle Biographie

lets

the death of the king, in 1473, she ascended the throne,
which she abdicated in 1489, when the Venetians became
masters of Cyprus. Died in 1510.
See

born in Venice in 1693. He published a
“ History of the Churches of Venice,” (1758,) and several
religious works.
Died in 1778.
Cornaro, (Giovanni I.,) Doge of Venice, succeeded
Francis Contarini in 1625.
He waged a war against
Austria, which he left unfinished when he died in 1629.
Cornaro, (Giovanni II.,) was elected Doge of Venice
in 1709. During his administration the Turks made war
on Venice, and took the Morea about 1715. He obtained
peace in 1718. Died in 1722.
See Daru, “Histoire de Venise.”

Cornaro,

(Luigi,) a Venetian gentleman, born about
1463, gained distinction by his successful experiments on
diet and by his writings on the preservation of health.
In his youth, by intemperance and sensuality, he ruined
About the age
his health, which was naturally delicate.
of forty he reformed his habits, became very abstemious,
and found the results of his change highly satisfactory.

After he was eighty years old he published a “Treatise
on a Temperate Life,” which had a wide circulation,
and was translated into English and French. He died, it
is said, in his 103d year.
Addison, in his “Spectator,”
No. 195, says Cornaro passed his hundredth year, and
commends the good sense and cheerful spirit of his book.
See “Biographie M^dicale.”

Cork, Earl

See Boyle, (Richard.)
Cormenin, de, deh koRm'n&N', (Louis,) Baron, a
F rench journalist, son of Louis Marie, noticed below, born
in Paris in 1826.
In 1852 he supported the government,
and obtained the direction of the “Moniteur Officiel.”
Cormenin, de, (Louis Marie de la Haye deh It
ht,) Vicomte, an eminent French political writer and
jurist, born in Paris in January, 1788. He was appointed
auditor of the council of state in 1810, and master of
requests (by Louis XVIII.) in 1815. In 1828 he was
elected deputy for Orleans.
He was often re-elected by
the Liberal party, became a popular pamphleteer, and
exercised great influence on political affairs. His pamph-
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Cornaro, or Cornelio, koR-na'le-o, sometimes written Corner, (Flaminio,) a Venetian senator, eminent

g hard; g as j;

koR-nfl'ro p£s-ko'pe-S,

(Elena

Lucrezia,) an illustrious Italian scholar and writer, born
Her
at Venice in 1646, was a relative of the preceding.
attainments in languages, philosophy, etc. spread her
fame throughout Europe. She made a vow of celibacy,
and observed the rules of a monastic order. She composed admired verses and academic discourses. Died
in 1684.
See Nic£ron, “M^moires;” M. Deeza, “Vita di E. L. CornaroPiscopia,” 1686; Antonio Lupis, “ L’Eroina Veneta, ovvero la Vitadi

E. L. Cornaro-Piscopia,” 1689.

Cornaros, koR-n&'ros, (Vincent,) a Greek poet of
His
the sixteenth century, born in the island of Crete.
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His subsequent efforts indicate a
decline of his power; but his opera called the “Golden
Fleece” (“Toison d’Or”) was performed with success in
1661.
He had been admitted into the French Academy
in 1647.
He died in Paris in October, 1684, leaving
several children. The French call him the “grand Corneille,” not only to distinguish him from his brother
Thomas, but from the rest of mankind. Fontenelle,
who was his nephew, preferred him as a poet to Racine ;
but Voltaire, La Harpe, and other critics reverse that
judgment. It is generally admitted that in impressive
declamation, in dignity, in sublime thoughts, in condensed
and noble style, he has not been equalled by any succeeding dramatist. In private life his manners were simple
and his conversation rather dull. He is represented as a
man of pure morals and amiable character. “It is difficult,” says a recent French critic, “to draw the portrait
of Corneille and to do justice to the subject. His most
magnificent eulogy is perhaps in this verse of Voltaire :
“ Le grand Condd pleurant aux vers du grand Corneille.’ ”*
an honour to France.

rhymes
is

an

entitled
interesting

monument

for the history of the Greek language.
See Brandis, “ Mittheilungen iiber Griechenland.”

Cor-na'rus

or Cornarius, koR-ni're-us, the Latinized
of Johann Hagenbutt, (hi'gen-boot,) a German
He pracphysician, born at Zwickau, Saxony, in 1500.
tised at Frankfort and Zwickau, and was professor of
medicine at Marburg and Jena. He gained a wide reputation by his Greek edition of Hippocrates, (1538,) and
a Latin version of the same, (1546.) He translated some
works of Plato, Saint Basil, and other Greek writers into
Latin, and wrote several medical treatises. Died in 1558.
See M. Adam, “ Vitae Eruditorum;” Eloy, “ Dictionnaire de la
Mddecine.”
Cornazzani, koR-nit-si'nee, or Cornazzano, koRnit-si'no, (Antonio,) an Italian poet, born at Piacenza
He wrote lyric poems
or Ferrara, lived about 1500.
(printed in 1502) and some prose works.
Cornbury, korn'ber-e, (Edward Hade,) Lord, son
of the second Earl of Clarendon, was one of the first of
James II.’s officers to desert his standard in 1688 and
go over to the Prince of Orange, (afterwards William
III.,) who in return for this service appointed him GovHis
ernor of New York, where he arrived in 1702.
avarice, despotic measures, and frivolous character soon
drew upon him the execration of the people, and in 1708

name

procured his removal from

office.

Died

‘

“ When the Academy was endeavouring to correct the
language which Pascal was destined to fix and Racine to
polish, Corneille formed and created it, by giving it force
and precision in reasoning, energy and profoundness in
discourse, elevation and sublimity in sentiment, dignity
and majesty in the utterances of kings and heroes.”
(“ Nouvelle Biographie Generale.”)
See Fontenelle, “Eloge de Corneille;” Sainte-Beuve, “Portraits lltteraires,” tome
Guizot, “ Corneille et son Temps,” 1852
Taschereau, “Histoire de la Vie et des Ouvrages de Corneille,”
1829; Jean Sylvain Bailly, “Eloge de Corneille,” 1768; M. J. J.
Victorin-Fabre, “ Eloge de Corneille,” 1S08 Louis Simon Auger,
“Eloge de Corneille,” 1808; “ Biograpliie Universelle
Longfellow, “Poets and Poetry of Europe;” “Lives of the Most Eminent

in 1723.

i.

Cornbury, (Henry Hyde,) Lord, eldest son of the
Earl of Clarendon, wrote a comedy called “ The Mistakes, or the Happy Resentment,” which was printed in
1758.

1753

He was

killed

by a

fall
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from a horse

in

France

;

;

;

in

French Writers,” by Mrs. Shelley, London, 1840; “Blackwood’s
Magazine” for October, 1852.
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Corne, koRn, (Hyacinthe,) a French publicist, born
Corneille, (Thomas,) a popular French dramatist,
at Arras in 1802, was elected to the Chamber of Deputies
brother of the preceding, was born at Rouen in
in 1837.
He wrote, besides other works, a “Treatise on On leaving college he became a resident of Paris. 1625.
His
Civil Courage.”
first play, “Engagements du Hasard,” appeared in 1647.
Corneille, koR'nil' or koR'ni'ye, (Jean Baptiste,) a
French historical painter and engraver, born in Paris in
He received
1646, was a son of Michel, noticed below.
the grand prize in 1668. Died in 1695.
Corneille, (Michel,) a French painter and engraver,
born at Orleans in 1601, was a pupil of Vouet. He
painted religious subjects, and was one of the first members of the Academy of Paris. Died in 1664.
Corneille, (Michel,) a skilful French painter, son of
the preceding, born in Paris in 1642. He studied in Italy,
and on his return, in 1663, was received into the Royal
Academy. He was employed by the king, and adorned
several churches of Paris with his works. Died in 1708.
Corneille, kor'nal', [Fr. pron. koR'niF or koR'ni'ye,]
(Pierre,) a celebrated French dramatic author, the
founder of the French drama, and the writer who has
perhaps contributed most to the development of the
national genius, was born at Rouen on the 6th of June,
He studied law, which he practised a few years
1606.
without success. His first work, a comedy called “Melite,” (1629,) and others which quickly followed, were
performed with applause, which they owed partly to
His “Medea” (1635)
the vicious taste of the public.
gave a new tone of grandeur and dignity to the French
tragedy, though it contained much bombast and vain
declamation. In 1636 he astonished and enraptured the
public with the tragedy of “The Cid,” (an imitation of a
Spanish drama of that name,) which, by nervous eloquence
and mastery of dramatic resources, eclipsed everything
To
that had hitherto appeared on the French stage.
silence his detractors, who called him a mere imitator,
he produced, in 1639, “ Les Horaces,” and “ Cinna,”
which were admired for invention and style. Many
persons consider “ Cinna” as his master-piece while
others prefer “ Polyeucte.” “ A deeper interest,” says
Hallam, “belongs to ‘Polyeucte;’ and this is his only
tragedy wherein he affects the heart. The beautiful
character of Pauline would redeem much greater defects
than can be ascribed to this tragedy. It is the noblest,
perhaps, on the French stage, and conceived with admirable delicacy and dignity.” (“Introduction to the
Literature of Europe.”) His “Menteur” (“Liar,” 1642)
was the first comedy of character and intrigue which was
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Cornelia, the daughter of Cinna, was the first wife
of Julius Caesar the dictator, to whom she was married
in 83 b.c. She died young, leaving a daughter, Julia, who

;

a, e,

In the ensuing eight years he produced several other
comedies. In 1656 he composed “Timocrate,” a tragedy, which was very popular, and was performed eighty
times in six months. It was followed by “ Darius,” “ Silicon, ” and many other tragedies, which had a transient
His tragedies “ Ariane” and “ Earl of Essex”
success.
obtained more durable favour, and still keep their place
on the stage. He succeeded his brother in the French
Academy in 1685. “He was,” says Voltaire, “a man
of great merit and of vast learning; and, if we except
Racine, he was the only French author of his time worthy
Died in 1709.
to be ranked next to his brother.”
See N ic^ron, “ Me mo ires ;” La Harpe, “ Cours de Litterature.”
Cornejo, koR-na'Ho, (Pedro,) a Spanish historian,
who lived about 1550-80, wrote, among other works, a
“Summary of the Civil Wars in Flanders,” (1577.)
Cor-ne'li-a, [Fr. CornElie, koR'n&'le'; It. Corniglia, koR-n&l'yi,] a noble Roman matron, the daughter
of P. Scipio Africanus, and the wife of T. Sempronius
Gracchus. She was eminent for virtue and mental culAfter the death of her husband she refused an
tivation.
As the
offer of marriage from Ptolemy, King of Egypt.
daughter of Scipio and the mother of the Gracchi, she
had as high a position as any woman in Roman history.
A Campanian dame, having displayed to her the jewels
with which she was adorned, expressed her curiosity to
see those of Cornelia. The latter, pointing to her sons,
Tiberius and Caius, exclaimed, “ These are my jewels
and ornaments.”
See Plutarch, “T. Gracchus” and “Caius Gracchus;” L.
Mercklin, “Programma de Cornelite, Gracchorum Matris, Vila,

became the

wife of

Pompey

the Great.

Cor-ne'li-a Gens, a patrician family or tribe, which
produced more illustrious men than any other in Rome.
Among them were the Cinnas, Lentulus, Rufinus, the
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Cornhert, koRn'h§Rt, written also Coornhert, (DieCornelio, (Flaminio.) See Cornaro.
Cornells, koR-na'lis, [Fr. Corneille, koR-nM', (or DRIK,) a Dutch author and Reformer of great merit, born
Fie was a zealous promoter of
koR-ni'ye,) or Cornille; Ger. Cornelius, kon-na'le- at Amsterdam in 1522.
the Protestant Reformation, although he was never a
ils,] a famous Dutch painter of history and portraits, was
born at Haarlem in 1562. He studied under Porbus and sectarian, and dissented from the doctrines of Calvin.
Coignet at Antwerp, and settled in Haarlem. He ex- He rendered important services to the Prince of Orange
He composed, besides other
celled in design and colouring, and imitated nature with in his contest with Spain.
fidelity.
Among his master-pieces is a large picture of works, a poem “ On the Use and Abuse of Fortune,” and
“The Deluge.” Died in 1638. His brother, Henry, a “ Treatise against the Capital Punishment of Heretics.”
was a sculptor and painter. He was most successful in The national air of “ William of Nassau,” which was very
popular with several generations, is commonly attributed
landscapes and marine views.
to him
though Motley and some other writers ascribe
See Descamps, “Vies des Peintres Flamands,” etc.
Cornelisz, koR-na'lis, (Jacob,) a Dutch painter of it to Marnix de Saint Aldegonde. He sometimes supskill as an
history, born at Oost-Sanen about 1471, worked at ported himself, at Antwerp and Cleves, by his
engraver.
In 1572 he was appointed secretary of state
Amsterdam, where he died in 1567.
“
Spiegel
Visscher,”
He formed with
and
Cornelisz, (Lucas,) a Dutch painter, born at Leyden in Holland.
about 1492, removed to England, and was patronized by says the “Biographie Universelle,” “the triumvirate
the
language
and
poetry.”
Died
that
restored
Dutch
Henry VIII. Died in
;

1552.

Cor-ne'll-us, Bishop of Rome, succeeded Fabianus
in 251 a.D. He was a Roman by birth. Novatian, having
refused to recognize him, was chosen Bishop of Rome by
his partisans ; and thus arose the schism of the Novatians.
Cornelius was banished to Civita Vecchia by Gallus in
252, and died the same year.
Cor-ne'll-us, (Elias,) an American clergyman, born
in 1795.

He became

tion Society in 1826.

secretary of the
Died in 1832.

American Educa-

at

Gouda in 1590.
See Bayle, “Historical and

Biographie Generale

Critical Dictionary;” “Nouvelle
“Fraser’s Magazine” for February, 1854.

Corniani, koR-ne-i'nee, (Giovanni Battista,) an
eminent Italian litterateur, born at Orzi-Nuovi in February, 1742, obtained an office in the magistracy.
He
wrote, besides various other works, an “ Analysis of Taste
and Morality,” (1790,) and a “History of Italian Literature,” (9 vols., 1804-13.)

The

latter contains critical no-

See Nepos.
Cor-ne'li-us Se-ve'rus, (Publius,) a Latin epic poet,
of whose life but little is known. He lived in the reign
of Augustus, and died prematurely, leaving unfinished a
poem called “The Sicilian War,” (“Bellum Siculum,”)
which is praised by Quintilian. A beautiful fragment on
the death of Cicero has been preserved.
Cornelius, von, fon koR-na'le-hs, (Peter,) the
greatest German painter of his time, born at Dusseldorf
on the 16th of September, 1787, was a son of the inspector of the Dusseldorf gallery of paintings. At the

authors who wrote between the eleventh century
and the middle of the eighteenth, and is a work of high
reputation. “ His erudition appears to me considerable,”
says Hallam, “and his judgments generally reasonable.”
(“ Introduction to the Literature of Europe.”)
Died at
Brescia in November, 1813.

age of nineteen his genius revealed itself in painting the
cupola of the old church of Neuss. From 1811 to 1819
he studied and worked in Rome, where he formed an
intimate friendship with the artist Overbeck, who sympathized with his enthusiasm for the old Italian masters.
About 1814 he finished his “ Illustrations of Faust,” one
of his most remarkable productions. His original genius
was also displayed in a series of designs illustrating the
“ Niebelungen-Lied.” After the completion of these he
devoted himself to fresco-painting, which had been long
neglected.
He is considered the restorer of this art
among the Germans. In 1819 he removed from Rome
to Munich, whither he had been invited by the crownprince, (afterwards King Ludwig,) and was appointed

1809.

Cornelius Nepos.

tices of

See Tipaldo, “ Biografia
tizie

degli Italian! illustri

intorno alia Vita di G. B. Corniani,” 1S14;
storico di G. B. Corniani,” 1818.

G. Labus, “ No"
Camillo Ugoni,

“Elogio

Cornic-Duchdne, koR'nik'
French naval

officer,

born

at

dii'shfn', (Charles,) a
Morlaix in 1731; died in

Corniiicius, kor-ne-fish'e-us, (Quintus,) a Latin
who lived about 50 B.C., was a friend of Catullus.
Cornificius, (Quintus,) a Roman who supported the
party of Caesar in the civil war, and became governor
of Syria. Died about 40 B.c.
Corniglia, the Italian of Cornelia, which see.
Cornille. See Cornelis.
Cornille, kor-neel', or Corneille, otherwise called
Cornelius Engelbrechtsen, (£ng'hel-bR§Kt'sen,) a
Dutch painter, born at Leyden in 1468. He painted
The famous Lucas van
in oil and fresco with success.
poet,

Leyden was his pupil.
His son, Cornille Kunst, born

at

Leyden, inherited

He worked

at Leyden
works is a “ Descent
in 1544, aged fifty-one.
from the
Cornu, koR'nii', (S£bastien Melchior,) a French
painter, born at Lyons in 1804, obtained at Paris a
medal of the first class in 1845.
Cornuole, delle, del'll koR-noo-o'lli, or Carniole,
kaR-ne-o'li, (Giovanni,) an Italian engraver of gems,
who worked in Florence about 1580. His productions
compare favourably with those of the ancient Greeks.
which characterizes his genius. At the invitation of the His portrait of Savonarola was celebrated.
Cornut. See Cornuti.
King of Prussia, he went to Berlin in 1841, and painted
Cornuti, koR'nii'te', or Cornut, koR'nii', (Jacques
in the Campo Santo several frescos, among which are
“The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse.” Died at Philippe,) a French botanist and physician, born in

director of the

Academy

of Dusseldorf.

He was

com-

missioned by Prince Ludwig to adorn the Glyptothek
of Munich with frescos.
In the Hall of Heroes of that
edifice he painted on a large scale a series of subjects
from the “ Iliad” of Homer. Among his grandest productions is a picture of the “Last Judgment,” in the church
of Saint Louis, in Munich. It is about sixty feet high,
and more than thirty feet wide. In the Pinakothek of
Munich he illustrated, in a series of frescos, the “ History of Painting,” with that profoundness of conception

Berlin in 1867.
See Brockhaus, “ Conversations-Lexikon

his father’s talent for painting.
his best
and at Bruges.

Among
Cross.” He died

Paris.

He

published a “Description of the Plants of

Canada,” (1635,) with numerous figures. Died in 1651.
Cor-nu'tus, (Lucius Ann^us,) a Roman philosopher, born at Leptis, in Africa.
He taught the Stoic
Corner. See Cornaro, (Flaminio.)
Cor'n^r, (Julia,) an English authoress, born about philosophy in Rome, and counted among his pupils the
She published “The Baronet,” a novel, (1835,) poets Lucan and Persius. Nero banished him about
1815.
“ Edward Castleton,” “ Questions on the History of 68 a.d. He wrote, in Greek, a commentary on Aristotle,
and other philosophical works.
Europe,” and several useful books for children.
Cornet, de, deh koR'ni', (Mathieu Augustin,)
See Suidas, “Cornutus;” Fabricius, “Bibliotheca Grteca;” G.
Count, a French politician, born at Nantes in 1750. J. be Martini, “ Disputatio de L. A. Comuto,” 1825.
He promoted the revolution of the 18th Brumaire, 1799,
Cornwall, (Barry.) See Procter, (Bryan W.)
was made a senator the same year, and in 1804 received
Cornwallis, korn-wol'lis, (Caroline Frances,) an
the title of count. Under the restoration he entered the English writer on philosophy, religion, etc., was born in
Chamber of Peers. Died in 1832.
She produced anonymously a series of twenty1786.
See Thiers, “ History of the French Revolution.”
two essays, entitled “ Small Books on Great Subjects,”
“ Nouvelle Bio-

graphie G&erale.”
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the last of which, “ The State of Man subsequent to the
Promulgation of Christianity,” was published in 1854.
These works are highly esteemed. Died in 1858.

A

volume of her

and poems was published

letters
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in

1864.
See “ Selections from the Letters of Caroline F. Cornwallis.”

Cornwallis, (Charles,) Earl and Marquis, a Britcommonly known as Lord Cornwallis,
born in 1738, was the eldest son of the first earl, before
whose death he was styled Lord Brome or Broome,
lie served on the continent as aide-de-camp of the Marquis of Granby in 1761, and inherited his father’s earldom in 1762. Though he was an aide-de-camp and
favourite of the king, he opposed the measures which
caused the American war. He joined the army in 1776,

Coronini-Cronberg, von, fon ko-ro-nee'nee kRon'bSRG, (Johann,) Count, an Austrian general, born at
Goritz in 1794. He was chosen preceptor to Francis
Joseph (the present emperor) in 1836, and obtained the
rank of field-marshal in 1849. In 1854 he was appointed
commander of the army which occupied the Danubian
principalities.

Corot, ko'ro', (Jean Baptiste Camille,) a successful
French landscape-painter, born in Paris in 1796. Among
his works are “The Roman Campagna,” (1827,) a “Souvenir of the Environs of Florence,” (1839,) “ Homer and
the Shepherds,” (1845,) and a “ Sunset Scene,” (1857.)
Corr, (Erin,) a Belgian engraver of high reputation,
born at Brussels in 1803, was a son of an Irishman. He
engraved “The Descent from the Cross,” after Rubens,
and, as major-general, took part in the battles of Brandy- and several works of Van Dyck and Da Vinci. Died in
wine and Germantown in 1777, after being foiled atTren- Paris in 1862.
Corradi. See Ghirlandaio.
ton by Washington. In 1780 he commanded an army
Corradi, kor-rl'dee, (Ottavio,) an Italian painter,
in Carolina, and defeated General Gates at Camden.
The next year he gained an unimportant advantage born at Bologna. He copied the works of great masters
over General Greene at Guilford, and invaded Virginia. with success. Died in 1643.
Corradini, kor-rl-dee'nee, (Pietro Marcellino,) an
He marched to Yorktown, intending to embark there,
but was prevented by a French fleet, while the army Italian antiquary and jurist, born at Sezza in 1658. He
Among his works is
of Washington attacked him by land. He surrendered, was made a cardinal in 1712.
“ Ancient Latium, Sacred and Profane,” (“ Vetus Latium
with about 8000 men, on the 19th of October, 1781.
In 1786 he was appointed Governor-General of Ben- profanum et sacrum,” 1704.) Died in 1743.
See Tipaldo, “ Biografia degli Italian! illustri.”
gal, and commander-in-chief of the army in India.
The
principal event of his administration was the war against
Corrado, the Italian of Conrad, which see.
Tippoo Saib. Cornwallis in person took Bungalore in
Corrado, kor-ri'do, (Carlo,) an Italian painter, born
1791, and defeated the enemy at Seringapatam in 1792. in Naples in 1693, was employed for some years by the
Tippoo then obtained peace by ceding half of his domi- King of Spain at Madrid. Died in 1768.
nions to the British and their allies. Lord Cornwallis,
Corrado, (Sebastiano,) an Italian scholar and writer,
having returned to England in 1793, was made a mar- born in the duchy of Modena. He became professor
quis, and appointed master-general of the ordnance. In of eloquence at Reggio in 1540, and professor of Greek
1798 he became lord lieutenant of Ireland, which was and Latin in the University of Bologna in 1545. He
then in rebellion, and which he pacified by a moderate published in 1537 an interesting work, entitled “Quaespolicy.
He negotiated the treaty of Amiens in 1802. tura,” in which the life of Cicero is related, and his
In 1805 he was again appointed Governor-General of character vindicated from unjust charges.
Died in
India, and died the same year at Ghazapore.
Without 1556.
brilliant talents, he filled with credit a prominent place
See Filippo Re, “Elogio di S. Corrado,” 1812; A. Fappani,
on conspicuous stages in several trying epochs of British “Elogio di S. Corrado,” 1820;” “ Nouvelle Biographie G^n^rale.**
history.
He is generally admitted to have been by far
Correa, kor-ra'l, (D. Payo Perez,) a renowned Porthe ablest British general who took part in the war of tuguese general, was chosen grand master of the order
the American Revolution.
He gained many victories over the
of Santiago in 1242.
See Adolphus and Bissett, “History of the Reign of George Moors, and was reputed the greatest captain of his time.
III.;” J. W. Kaye, “Lives of Indian Officers,” 1S67
“London
The old Spanish writers assert that he once arrested the
ish general,

;

Quarterly Review” for January, 1859.

Cornwallis, (Sir Charles,) an English gentleman,
whom James I. sent as ambassador to Spain. He wrote
the Life of Henry, Prince of Wales. Died about 1630.
His son, Sir William, published “Discourses upon
Seneca,” and essays on various subjects, (1600-32.)
Cornwallis, (Frederick,) a son of the Earl of Cornwallis, became Bishop of Lichfield and Coventry in 1749,
and Archbishop of Canterbury in 1768. He published
Died in 1783.
several volumes of sermons.
Cornwallis, (William,) an English admiral, brother
of Lord Cornwallis, born in 1 744. After serving in the
American war, he commanded a squadron in the East
Indies from 1789 to 1793, and was made vice-admiral
in 1795.
In that year he received the thanks of Parliament for his conduct in an action with the French.
From 1801 to 1806 he was commander-in-chief of the
Channel fleet. He died in 1819, with a fair reputation
for talents and courage.
See “Annual Register.”

Corona, ko-ro'nl, (Leonardo,) an Italian painter of
the Venetian school, was born at Murano in 1561. His
is said to resemble that of Tintoretto.
Among
his admired works is a “Crucifixion,”
Died in 1605.
manner

See Lanzi, “ History of Painting

Coronado.

in Italy.”

See Vasquez.

Coronelli, ko-ro-nel'lee, (Marco V incenzo,) a learned
geographer and monk, born at Venice about 1650.
He passed some years in Paris, where he made globes
twelve feet in diameter, (1683.) In 1685 he was chosen
cosmographer of the Venetian state. He published
many maps and volumes on geography, among which
were a “Description of the Morea,” (1685,) and “AnItalian

cient and Modern Rome,” (1716.)
Died in 1718.
See Tiraboschi, “ Storia della Letteratura Italiana.”
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course of the sun, like Joshua. Died in 1275.
See Laclede, “ Histoire de Portugal.”

Correa, (Gaspar,) a Portuguese

historian, served in

several expeditions in the East Indies, and wrote a
valuable “History of India,” (“Historia da India,” in
manuscript.) Died at Goa about 1560.
Correa, (Thom£,) an eloquent Portuguese orator,

and grammarian, born at Coimbra in 1537. He
Rome and Bologna with great success, and wrote treatises on eloquence, grammar, etc.,
among which was a commentary on Horace’s “ Art of
Poetry.” Died in 1595.
Correa de Saa, kor-ra'l di si, (Salvador,) a distinguished Portuguese admiral, born about 1594- He
was for many years Governor of Brazil, where, between
1625 and 1640, he gained several victories over the Dutch.
In 1648 he commanded an expedition to Africa, and
conquered Benguela and Angola. Died in 1680.
Correa de Serra, kor-ra'l di s§r'ri, (Jos£ Francisco,) a distinguished Portuguese botanist and savant,
born at Serpa in 1750. He was chosen perpetual secretary of the Academy of Sciences of Lisbon about 1780.
To escape persecution for religion, he retired to France
About 1814 he supin 1786 and to England in 1796.
plied the place of Mr. Barton as professor of botany in
From 1816 to 1821 he was minister from
Philadelphia.
Portugal to the United States. He was the author of
some treatises on vegetable physiology and other subjects, and wrote several articles for the “Biographie
Universelle.” Died in 1823.
poet,

professed rhetoric at

See “Nouvelle Biographie G^ndrale.”

Correa Gargao,

kor-ra'l gaR-sowN', (Pedro Antonio,) a Portuguese poet, born about 1750, was the author
of lyric poems which are in style excellent imitations of
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Corsini, koR-see'nee, (Andrea,) born at Florence in
He
1302, was renowned for his piety and ascetic life.
became Bishop of Fiesole about 1360. Died in 1373.

one,” says Longfellow, “since Ferreira

had approached so near the ancient prototype.”
See Longfellow’s “ Poets and Poetry of Europe.”
Correggio, da, di kor-rSd'jo, [Fr. Le Corr^ge, l?h
koR'Rizh': it may be observed that in French he is nearly

See F. Venturi, “Vita
A. Corsini,” 1630.

di S.

A. Corsini,” 1620;

Angulo, “Vida

di S.

Corsini, (Edoardo,) an eminent Italian antiquary and
always called Le CorrAge, in Italian II Correggio,
“the Correggio,”] (Antonio Allegri il-l&'gRee,) monk, born at Fanano in 1702. In 1735 he became
an illustrious Italian painter, the founder of a new and professor of logic, and in 1746 of moral philosophy, at
He published “Fasti Attici,” (1744-56, 4 vols.,)
original style of art, was born at Correggio (whence his Pisa.
surname) in 1494. We have little positive information a capital work on Grecian chronology and history, and
other
antiquarian
treatises.
Died at Pisa in 1765.
that
his
origin
respecting him. Vasari and others state
See Tipaldo, “ Biografia degli Italiani illustri.”
was humble and that his life was passed in poverty ; but
there is good reason to believe that he enjoyed a comCorsini, (Lorenzo.) See Clement XII.
Among his supposed teachers in
fortable subsistence.
Cort, koRt, (Cornelius,) a skilful Dutch designer
art were his uncle, Lorenzo Allegri, and Francesco and engraver, born at Horn about 1530.
After visiting
Bianchi ; but he was the sole former of his own style. Venice about 1566, and engraving some works of Titian,
He probably never saw Rome or Venice. He worked he settled in Rome, where he opened a school of engraat his native city and at Parma. He died in 1534.
ving.
He produced many prints after various masters,
Correggio not only surpassed all former artists in the among which is “The Transfiguration of Raphael.”
magic of the chiaroscuro, but he was also distinguished Died in Rome in 1578.
His forms
by his admirable skill in foreshortening.
See Nagler, “Neues Allgemeines Kiinstler-Lexikon.”

—

i.e.

are exquisitely soft and beautiful ; his colours are as
pure and as delicate as those of Titian. The art which
Angelo exalted to sublimity, which Titian enriched with
the magic of colouring, and which Raphael inspired with
the soul of expression and grace, may be said to have
received its complement of perfection in the softness,
tenderness, and harmony of Correggio. One of his masterpieces is the Assumption of the Virgin,
a fresco in the
Cathedral of Parma. Among his admired oil-paintings
are a Holy Family, known as “ La Vierge au Panier j” an

Cort, (Henry,) an English mechanician,

“Ecce Homo;” a

picture of the Nativity, at Dresden,

“Night;” and a Saint Jerome, which

Annibal Caracci preferred to Raphael’s Saint Cecilia,
One of his most remarkable productions is a “ Penitent
Magdalen,” in the gallery at Dresden for this picture,
only about eighteen inches square, one of the Saxon
kings is said to have paid 6000 louis-d’ors, (30,000 dollars.)
His representations of women and children are
especially admirable.
Many of his female countenances
possess an ineffable and almost divine beauty. Correggio
is said to have been remarkably modest.
After gazing
on a production of Raphael, he exclaimed, exultingly,
Anch'io son' pittore! (“I also am a painter!”)
“The
harmony of Correggio,” says Fuseli, “though assisted
by exquisite hues, was entirely independent of colour
his great organ was chiaro oscuro in its most extensive
sense.
The bland light of a globe gliding through lucid

composes the

spell

which pervades all his performances.” The celebrated
Danish poet Oehlenschlager has made Correggio the
subject of one of his most successful tragedies.
See “Memorie istoriche di A. Allegri detto il Correggio,” Parma,
1817; Vasari, “Lives of the Painters,” etc. “Lives of Correggio
and Parmegiano,” London, 1823; “Biographie Universelle
“Nou;

koR't&N'baiR', (Pierre

Francois Eu-

gene,) a French geographer and writer, born at Toulouse
in 1805.

Corte, (Cesare and Valerio.)

:

demi-tints into rich reflected shades,

effected

See Smiles, “Industrial Biography.”

Cortambert,

—

called “Notte,” or

who

great improvements in the manufacture of iron, was born
at Lancaster in 1740; died in 1800.

:

See Corti.

Corte, de la, di IS koR'ti, (.Juan,) a skilful Spanish
painter of landscapes and battles, born at Madrid in
1597 ; died in 1660. His son, Gabriel, (1648-94,) was
a painter of flowers.
Corte-Murari, della, del'li koR'ti moo-ri'ree,
(Girolamo,) Count, an Italian poet, born at Mantua in
1747 ; died in 1832.
Cortenaer or Cortenaar, koR'teh-nlR', (Egbert,)
a famous Dutch admiral.
He distinguished himself as
captain in a battle against the Swedes in 1658, and was
killed near Lestoff in 1665.
Cortenovis, koR-ti-no'viss, (Angelo Maria,) an
Italian antiquary, born at Bergamo in 1727, wrote a
treatise “On the Purple of the Ancients.” Died in 1801.
Corte-Real or Cortereal, koR-ti-ri-il', (Gaspar,)
a Portuguese navigator, commanded in 1500 an exploring
expedition to the region since called Canada. In 1501
he again sailed from Lisbon towards the Arctic regions,
and was never afterwards heard of.
See “ Nouvelle Biographie Generate.”

Corte-Real, (Jeronymo,) a Portuguese poet, composed several admired poems, of which the “ Shipwreck
of Sepulveda” (1594) is the most popular. Died in 1593.
See Sismondi, “Histoire de

la

Literature du Midi de rEurope.”

Cortes. See Cortez.
Cortes, (Donoso.) See Donoso Cortes.
Corregio, kor-ra'jo, (Giberto,) an able chief of the
Cortes, koR-tSs', (Martin,) a Spanish geographer,
Guelph party, who in 1303 obtained the sovereignty of
who lived at Cadiz, published in 1561 an excellent work
Parma. He was expelled in 1316. Died in 1321.
Cor're-us, a chief of the Bellovaci, a tribe of Gaul, on geography and navigation, called “ Breve Compendio
who, at the head of an army, encountered Caesar, and, de la Esfera y de la Arte de navegar.”
Cortese. See Cortez.
after a brave resistance, was killed.
Cortese, koR-ta'si, (Giulio Cesare,) an Italian poet,
Cor'rie, (Daniel,) an English clergyman, born about
He translated born in the kingdom of Naples about 1570. He wrote
1776, became Bishop of Madras in 1834.
several facetious and satirical poems, one of which, called
part of the Bible into Hindostanee. Died in 1837.
Corrodi, (Henry,) a learned Swiss writer, born at the “ Vajasseide,” (1604,) passed through sixteen editions
Zurich in 1752. He published (in German) a number in fourteen years.
See Ginglenk, “Histoire Litteraire d’ltalie.”
of works on philosophy and theology, among which is a
“ History of Millenarism,” (1781.) Died in 1793.
Cortesi. See Courtois, (Jacques.)
Corry, (Henry Thomas,) an English Conservative
Cortesius. See Cortez.
statesman, bom in 1803, became first lord of the admiralty
Cor'tez, [Sp. Cortes, koR-tSs'; It. Cortese, koRin 1867. Died in 1873.
ta'si ; Lat. Corte'sius,] (Hernando (or Hernan) or
Corse, (John M.,) an American general, who, in Oc- Fernando,) the conqueror of Mexico, was born at Medeltober, 1864, defended Allatoona with success against a lin, a village of Estremadura, in Spain, in 1485. Resolving
superior force of Confederate troops, while General to seek his fortune in the New World, he sailed to HisSherman, from the top of Kenesaw Mountain, signalled paniola in 1504, and became a planter. He displayed
that he should hold out to the last.
He commanded a courage and ability in the conquest of Cuba, which Velasdivision of Sherman’s army in its march through Georgia.
quez began in 1511, and was rewarded with an estate in
Corsetti, koR-set'tee, (Francesco,) an Italian poet, that island. In 1518 he was appointed by Velasquez comborn at Sienna about 1700; died in 1774.
mander of an expedition sent against Mexico, which had
Corsignani, koR-sfen-yi'nee, (Pietro Antonio,) an just been discovered, and which presented a most brilItalian historian, born at Celano in 1686; died in 1751.
liant theatre for ambition and enterprise.
The armada,

velle Biographie Gendrale.”
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which consisted of eleven vessels, ten cannon, and about only to gratify the eye of the spectator. He was also
seven hundred men, sailed from Cuba in February, 1519, architect of several Roman edifices. Died in Rome in
Among his oil-paintings is “The Conversion of
its primary ostensible object being the conversion of the
1669.
infidels. This process he initiated by a battle at Tabasco, Saint Paul.” The Barberini palace, Rome, contains one
where he defeated a native army. He next landed on of his principal frescos.
the site of the present Vera Cruz, where he made friendly
See Lanzi, “ History of Painting in Italy ;” Bryan, “ Dictionary
demonstrations and learned that he had entered the wide of Painters.”
empire of Montezuma. The Aztec artists by their picCortone, de. See Cortona.
ture-writing informed the monarch of the arrival of the
Cortot, koR'to', (Jean Pierre,) a French sculptor,
Spaniards.
Having destroyed his ships, in order that born in Paris in 1787, won the first prize of the Institute
his soldiers might be forced to conquer or perish, Cortez in 1809.
Among his finest works are “The Soldier of
marched to Mexico, or Tenochtitlan, the capital of Ana- Marathon” and the bas-relief which adorns the Chamber
huac, which, after several bloody victories over the Tlas- of Deputies. Died in 1843.
calans, he entered in November, 1519, without resistance.
Cortusi, koR-too'see, (Giacomo Antonio,) an Italian
Montezuma, after receiving them with due hospitality, botanist, and director of the botanic garden at Padua.
was made prisoner by his audacious guests in his own He published a description of the plants growing in that
palace.
He was induced to swear allegiance to the em- garden, (1591.) Died in 1593.
peror Charles V., and to pay an immense tribute in gold
Cor-un-ca'ni-us, (Tiberius,) an eminent Roman
and silver ; but he refused to profess the creed of the jurist and senator, was elected consul in 280 B.C., and
Spaniards. In the mean time, Velasquez, jealous of the pontifex maximus about 254.
He was the first plebeian
success of Cortez, whom he regarded as a rival or rebel, who attained the latter dignity. His talents and virtues
sent against him an army of about 1000 men, under Nar- are highly praised by Cicero. He was appointed dicvaez, who arrived in Vera Cruz in April, 1520. Leaving tator in 246 B.C., soon after which he died.
a small garrison in the capital, Cortez marched with
See Cicero, “De Legibus,” and “De Oratore;” Wuerffel,
about 250 men against Narvaez, whom he defeated and “Commentatio de T. Coruncanio,” 1740.
Corvetto, di, de koR-vet'to, (Luigi Emmanuele,)
took prisoner near Zempoalla in 1520. Having persuaded the soldiers of Narvaez to join his standard, Count, a financier, born at Genoa in 1756. In 1805 he
Cortez returned to Mexico, which he found in revolt became a member of Bonaparte’s council of state. From
against him.
After several days of severe fighting, in 1815 to 1818 he was minister of finance in France. Died

which Montezuma was mortally, wounded by the natives,
the Spaniards were expelled from the city of Mexico,
with a loss of several hundred men. The great victory

Otumba

in July, 1520, restored the ascendency of
Cortez, and in 1521 he again became master of the capital, where he committed acts of infamous atrocity, and

at

the conquest of Mexico was completed. In 1522 he was
appointed by the Spanish court Governor and CaptainGeneral of New Spain, (Mexico.) In 1525 he executed
Guatemozin, the last emperor of the Aztecs. To vindicate himself from the accusations of his enemies, he returned in 1528 to Spain, where he was graciously received
by Charles V. ; but when he went again to Mexico,
in 1530, he no longer had the supremacy there.
An
exploring expedition which he fitted out discovered
California in 1535.
He revisited Spain in 1540, and
took part in the disastrous invasion of Algiers in 1541.
Died at Seville in 1547. His virtues and vices are thus
summed up by Prescott : “ He was avaricious, yet liberal ; bold to desperation, yet cautious and calculating in
his plans ; magnanimous, yet very cunning ; lax in his
notions of morality, yet a sad bigot. The great feature
in his character was constancy of purpose.”
See Robertson, “History of America;” Prescott, “History
of the Conquest of Mexico;” “Despatches of Hernando Cortes,”
New York, 1843; Antonio de Solis v Ribadeneyra, “Historia
de

la

Conquista del Mexico,” 1684

;

English version of the same, by

Thomas Townsend, 1724; Gomara, “Historia de F. Cortez,”
Rome, 1556; Carl Curths, “F. Cortez der Eroberer Mexiko’s,”
1818; “Lives of
Pizarro,” 1847.

Nunez de Balboa, Hernan

Cortes,

and Francis

Corti, koR'tee, or Corte, koR'ti, (Cesare,) a painter
of portraits and history, a son of Valerio, noticed below,
was born at Genoa about 1554; died about 1612.
Corti, [Lat. Cur'tius,] (Matteo,) an Italian medical
writer, born at Pavia in 1475; died > n 1542.
Corti or Corte, (Valerio,) an Italian portrait-painter
of merit, born at Venice in 1530, was a pupil of Titian.

Died

at

Genoa about

1580.

His son Marcantonio was

an excellent designer.
Corticelli, koR-te-chel'lee, (Salvadore,) an eminent
Italian philologist, born at Piacenza in 1690.
He produced an excellent Italian grammar, (1745,) which, says
Roquefort, “is the best in the language.” Died in 1758.
See Tipaldo, “Biografia

degli Italian! illustri.”

Cortona, da, di koR-to'ni, (Pietro BERRETTiNi,)[Fr.
Pierre de Cortone, pe-aiR' deh koR'ton',] an eminent
born at Cortona about 1600. He painted
pictures in the Pitti palace, Florence, and afterwards
settled in Rome, where he worked with success.
He
excelled in composition, and had a certain freedom and
facility of style. Mengs, however, says that he neglected
the study of principles founded on reason, and aimed
Italian painter,
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in 1822.

See Solari, “ Elogio storico del Conte L. E.

Corvi, koR'vee, (Domenico,) an
at

di

Corvetto,” 1824.

Italian painter,

Viterbo in 1623, excelled in nocturnal scenes.

born

Died

in 1703.

Corvin. See Corvinus.
Corvinus, koR-vee'nus, (Johann August,) a German engraver, born about 1682, worked for booksellers
of Augsburg. Died in 1 738.
Cor-vi'nus, fFr. Corvin, koR'viN',] (Matthias,)
King of Hungary, born at Klausenburg in 1443, was the
son of John Huniades. He was elected king in 1458. His
reign was marked by a series of wars with the emperor
Ferdinand III., the Turks, and the Kings of Poland and
Bohemia. In the intervals of peace he promoted the arts
and sciences. He was eminent for military talents, and
made himself master of Austria and Vienna in 1485. He
died at Vienna in 1490, leaving the reputation of a wise
ruler. Vladislaus, King of Bohemia, was his successor.
See Turotz, “ Chronica Hungaria;” Galeottus Martius, “De
Fesslkr, “Matthias Konig von
Hungarn,” 1793; Wenzel, “Matthias Corvinus,” 1810.
Corvisart-Desmarets, kor've'ziR' di'mi'ri', (Jean
Nicolas,) an eminent French physician, born in Champagne in 1755. Having attended the lectures of Petit,
Desault, and others, he was received as dodeur-regent of
the faculty in 1782. In 1788 he was chosen professor of
clinic at the hospital La Charite, and in 1797 professor
of practical medicine in the College of France.
He was
very successful as a lecturer, and had a rare sagacity in
diagnosis. About 1800 he was appointed chief physician
to Bonaparte, and a few years later received the title of
Baron.
He published an “Essay on the Diseases and
Organic Lesions of the Heart,” (1808,) and other works.
Bonaparte once said he “ was an honest and able man, but
rather blunt,” (brusque.) Died in 1821.
Dictis et Factis Regis Matthiae

See Ferrus, “Notice sur Corvisart,” 1821
cale;” “Nouvelle Biographie Gdnerale.

;

“Biographie Medi-

Cor'vus, (M. Valerius,) a famous Roman general,
born about 370 B.c. He was chosen consul in 348, and
was re-elected five times. In 343 he gained two important victories over the Samnites near Gaurus and
Suessula.
He was chosen dictator in 342. Again summoned to the dictatorship in 301 B.c., he defeated the
Marsi and Etruscans. He was elected consul the sixth
time in 299. Died about 270 b.c.
See Valerius Maximus; Niebuhr, “ History of Rome.”
Cor'win, (Thomas,) an American statesman and
orator, born in Bourbon county, Kentucky, in July, 1794.
His parents removed to Ohio while he was a boy. He
studied law, was admitted to the bar about 1818, and
soon acquired celebrity as a lawyer and an orator. He
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supported John Quincy Adams for the Presidency in
1828, was elected a member of Congress by the voters
of the Warren district in 1830, and acted with the Whig
party.
In 1840 he advocated the election of General
Harrison by numerous speeches at mass-meetings, for
which his popular style of oratory was especially adapted.
Pie was elected Governor of Ohio for two years in October, 1840, and represented that State in the Senate of
He opposed the
the United States from 1845 to 1850.
Mexican war, on which he made an able speech in 1846.
appointed
secretary
of the treaswas
In July, 1850, he
ury by President Fillmore. On his retirement from office,
March, 1853, he resumed the practice of law at Lebanon,
He was elected a member of Congress for the
Ohio.
seventh district of Ohio in October, 1858, and again in
i860; but soon after the latter date (in 1861) he was
sent as minister to Mexico. He returned home in 1864,

and died at Washington in December, 1865.
Cor'y-at or Cor'y-ate, (George,) an English clergyman, noted as a writer of Latin verse, became rector of
Odcombe about 1570. Died in 1606.
Coryat or Coryate, (Thomas,) an eccentric Englishman, a son of the preceding, was born at Odcombe
In 1608 he traversed France, Italy, and
rectory in 1577.
Germany on foot, and published, in 1611, “Crudities
This
hastily gobbled up in Five Months’ Travel, etc.”
work was accompanied by numerous pieces of humorous
or ironical verse by Jonson, Drayton, Chapman, and

many

other poets.

In his youth he appears to have

officiated as court jester, or king’s fool, in the service of

Henry, Prince of Wales. Between 1612 and 1617 he
journeyed on foot through Palestine and Persia to Hin-

Died at Surat in 1617.
See “Retrospective Review,” vol. vi., 1822.
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He was reputed one of the first
lived mostly in Paris.
lithotomists of his time in France, and invented an instrument used in lithotomy. Died in 1781.
Cosmico, kos'me-ko, (Niccol6 Helio,) a Latin poet,
born at Padua about 1440 died in 1489.
;

Cosmo

Cosimo)

de’ Medici. See Medici.
Cosnac, de, deh kos'nik', (Daniel,) a French bishop,
noted for his address, vivacity, and talent for intrigue,
(or

was born in Limousin about 1630. He became Archbishop of Aix in 1687. Died in 1708. He left “Memoires,” which were published in 1852.
See Abb£ Choisy, “Mdmoires,” liv. viii.; Saint-Simon, “ Mimoires;” Sainte-Beuve, “Causeries du Lundi,” tomevi.;
velle Biographie Generale.”

“Nou-

Cospeau, de, deh kos'p&'SN', sometimes incorrectly
written Cospeau, (Philippe,) a Flemish prelate, born in
Hainaut in 1568, was eminent as a preacher. Moreri
gives him credit for purging the pulpit of quotations from
profane authors. He became Bishop of Nantes in 1622.
Died in 1646.
See Ren e I .emek, “ Le Pre'at accompli, ou la Vie de P. de Cospdan,” 1646; R. Bordeaux, “Notice relative k P. Cospeau,” 1852.

Cospeau. See Cospean.
Cosroes. See Khosroo.
Cossa. See John XXIII., (Pope.)
Cossale, kos-sVli, or Cozzale, kot-sVli, (Orazio,)
an Italian painter, lived at Brescia about 1600.
Cossali, kos-sa'lee, (Pietro,) an Italian geometer and
Theatin friar, born at Verona in 1748, was professor of
natural philosophy and astronomy at Parma, and afterHe wrote, besides
wards of mathematics at Padua.
other works, a “Critical History of Algebra,” (2vols.,
which
highly
prized.
was
Died in 1815.
1779,)
See Tipaldo, “ Biografia degli

Italiani illustri.”

Cossart, ko'stR', (Gabriel,) a learned French Jesuit,
Cor-y-ban'tes, [Gr. Kopv/3avreg,] the priests of Cybele, sometimes called also Galli. They celebrated the born at Pontoise in 1615 ; died in 1674.
Cosse, de, deh ko'si', (Arthur or Artus,) Comte
festivals of Cybele with orgiastic dances and loud cries,
/
/
/
beating on timbrels, clashing cymbals, and cutting their de Secondigny, (seh-k6N d£n ye ,) a French general, born
about
He became a marshal of France in 1567,
1512.
flesh with knives.
Cosa, de la, di la ko'sl, (Juan,) a Spanish navigator, after which he served in the civil wars against the Calwho served Columbus as pilot in his second voyage to vinists. Died in 1582.
See Brantome, “Vies des grands Capitaines.”
America. He was skilful in the construction of maps
Cosse, de, (Charles,) Comte de Brissac, (bRe'sik',)
or charts.
He was killed by some natives at Tabasco
an able French general, brother of the preceding, born
in 1509.
Cosimo, kos'e-mo, (Jacopo or Giacomo,) a celebrated in Anjou about 1505. Having served in several camengraver of gems and cameos, was born at Trezzo, in the paigns in Italy and Flanders, he was made grand master
of artillery in 1547.
In 1550 he became a marshal of
Milanese. He worked at Madrid for Philip II.
Cosimo, (Pietro,) an Italian painter of high reputa- France, after which he fought successfully in Piedmont
He died about 1564, with the
tion, also called Rosselli, was born at Florence in 1441. against the Spaniards.
He excelled in bacchanalian scenes. Died about 1525. reputation of one of the greatest captains of his age.
See De Thou, “ M^moires;” Brantome, “Vies des grands
Cosimo de’ Medici. See Medici.
Cosin or Cozen, kuz'en, (John,) an English divine, Capitaines.”
Cosse, de, (Charles,) Due de Brissac, a son of the
born at Norwich in 1594. He became Dean of PeterDuring the civil war he retired to preceding, was a partisan of the League against Henry
borough in 1640.
Paris, where he preached several years.
About 1660 he III. and was the first who employed the Barricades in
returned, and was appointed Bishop of Durham.
He Paris, (1588.) He was appointed by the Duke of Maypublished “A Scholastic History of the Canon of Holy enne governor of Paris, which he surrendered to Henry
IV. in 1594. He was afterwards made a marshal and a
Scripture,” and other works. Died in 1672.
Cosini, ko-see'nee, (Silvio,) an able sculptor, a pupil duke. Died in 1621.
See P^r^fixe, “Vie de Henri IV.”
of Michael Angelo, born near Florence, lived about 1550.
Cosse, de, (Louis Hercule Timol£on,) Due de
Cos'mas, [Gr. Koalas,] an Egyptian geographer, surnamed Indicopleus'tes, (“ Indian navigator,”) lived Brissac, a French royalist, born in 1734. He was apabout 540 a.d. In his youth he was a merchant, and pointed commandant of the royal guard in 1791, and
made voyages to India and other countries. He after- was massacred in September, 1792.
wards became a monk at Alexandria, and wrote, in Greek,
Cossiers, ko'se-i', (Jean,) a Flemish historical
several works, one of which, entitled “Christian To- painter, born at Antwerp in 1603, was patronized by
pography,” Tonoypatp'ia XpicTtaviKr/,) is still extant. He the King of Spain. Among his best works is a “ Preargues that the earth is not spherical.
sentation in the Temple.” Died in 1652.
Cossigny de Palma, ko's£n'ye' deh pfl'mf', (Joseph
See Fabricius, “Bibliotheca Graeca;” Mannert, “ Gdographie
des Anciens.”
Francois,) a French naturalist, born at Palma, in the
Cosmas of Jerusalem, a poet and monk of the eighth Isle of France, in 1730. He published a “Treatise on
century, wrote thirteen Greek hymns, which are extant.
the Fabrication of Indigo,” (1779,) and other esteemed
Cosmas [Fr. Cosme, k 5 m] of Prague, born in 1045, scientific works. Died in Paris in 1809.
was the earliest historian of Bohemia whose work has
Cossin, ko's&N', (Louis,) a French engraver, born at
come down to us. He was a priest, and secretary to Troyes in 1633 ; died at Paris in 1682.
Henry IV. of Germany. About 1125 he finished his
Cos'sus, (Aulus Cornelius,) a patrician Roman
“Bohemian Chronicle,” (“Chronicon Bohemorum.”) general, who was appointed dictator in 385 b.c., during
Died in 1126.
He gained a decisive victory over
the Volscian war.
Cosme of Prague. See' Cosmas.
the Volscians soon after that date, and on his return to
Cosme, kom,(jEAN Baseilhac,) called Fr^re Cosme, Rome committed Manlius Capitolinus to prison.
a French surgeon, born in the diocese of Tarbes in 1703,
See Livy, “History of Rome.”
,
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Cossus, (Servius Cornelius,) a Roman warrior, who of the French army which fought for the United States in
combat Lar Tolumnius, King of the Veii, 1778-83. In 1790 he displayed courage and firmness as
11. c.
He was the second person among the mayor of Versailles. He was physician-in-chief of the
Romans that obtained the spolia opima. He was chosen grand army in the campaigns of Austerlitz, Jena, and

killed in single

about 437

Eylau, (1805-09.) He published a treatise on “Military
Hospitals,” and other able works. Died in 1819.

consul in 428 B.c.
See Niebuhr, “ History of Rome.”

Cossutius, kos-su'she-us, a Roman architect of high
reputation, lived about 170 b.c. He was the first Roman
who built in the Greek manner. He rebuilt the grand
temple of Jupiter Olympius at Athens.

Costa, (Lorenzo,) the Elder, an Italian painter,
born at Ferrara about 1450; died about 1530.

Costa, (Sir Michael,) the celebrated musical composer, was born at Naples in 1810. He was naturalised
in England in 1839, and was knighted by the Queen of
England in 1869. He has been conductor of the Philharmonic Concerts, of the Royal Italian Opera at Covent
Garden, and of the Handel Festivals. We may mention
among his works, “ L’lmmagine, an opera, “ Don
Carlos,” the oratorios “Eli,” (1853), and “ Naaman,”
(1864.)

He

died in 1884.

Costa, (Paolo,) an Italian writer, born at Ravenna in
1771, was one of the editors of the “Great Dictionary
ot the Italian Language,” (1819-26.)
He published two
editions of Dante, (1819 and 1830,) and wrote a novel
called “Demetrio di Modone.” Died in 1836.
Costa, aa, di kos'ti, (Antonio Rodriguez,) a Portuguese historian, born at Setuval in 1656; died in 1732.
Costa, da, di kos'ti, (Claudio Manoel,) a Brazilian
poet, born in 1729.
He was educated at Coimbra, and
returned to Brazil. He wrote “Villarica,” and other

See “Biographie M^dicale;” “Nouvelle Biographie Gdn^rale
sur J. F. Coste,” 1819.

Regnault, “Notice

Coste, (Jean Jacques Cyprien Victor,) a French
born at Castries in 1807, was professor of
embryology ( embryogenie in Paris, and became a memnaturalist,

ber of the Academy of Sciences in 1851. He published
a “Voyage of Exploration on the Coasts of France and
Italy,” (1835,) and other works.
Coste, (Pierre,) a French littlrateur and Protestant,
born at Uzes in 1668, took refuge in England about 1700.
He translated into French Locke’s great work, and
Newton’s “Optics,” and edited several French authors.
Died in Paris in 1747.
Coste, kost, (Xavier Pascal,) a French architect,
born at Marseilles in 1787, was employed by the Viceroy
of Egypt from 1818 to 1827. He published a magnificent work entitled “Arabian Architecture, or Monuments
of Cairo,” (1827.)
Costello, (Louisa Stuart,) a popular authoress, was
born in Ireland in 1813. She wrote, among other works,
“Summer amongst the Bocages and Vines,” (1840,) a
“Pilgrimage to Auvergne,” (1842,) “Memoirs of Emi-

nent Englishwomen,” (4 vols., 1844,) and “The Rose
Garden of Persia,” an admired translation from the Per-

sian poets, (1843.) Died in 1870.
Costeo, kos-ta'o, [Lat. Cost/e'us,] (Giovanni,) an
poems, which are commended. Died in 1789.
Italian physician and writer, born at Lodi ; died at
Costa-Cabral, da, di kos'ti ki-bRil', (Antonio
Bologna in 1603.
Bernardo,) Count de Thomar, (to-maR',) a Portuguese
Cos'ter, [Lat. Coste'rus,] (Bernard,) a Dutch hispolitician, born in 1803, was several times prime minister
torical writer, born at Woerden in 1645 ; died in 1735.
between 1838 and 1851.
Coster, kos't.V, (Joseph Franqois,) a meritorious
Costa de Beauregard, de, deh kos'ti' deh bor'giR',
French economist and financier, born at Nancy in 1729,
(Joseph Henri,) Marquis, a general and historian, born
filled the position of chief clerk (premier commis) of the
in Savoy in 1752, was educated at Paris.
He fought finances under eleven
against the French between 1792 and 1800.
He pub- an “ Eloge de Colbert,”successive ministers. He wrote
and other works. Died in 1813.
lished (in French) “Historical Memoirs of the House
See “Nouvelle Biographie Gdn£rale
Blau, “ £loge de M. Cosof Savoy.” Died in 1824.

Costa e Sylva, da, di kos'ti i sAl'vi, (Joztf Maria,)
a Portuguese poet and critic, born in 1788. He wrote
“ The Sepulchre of Mary,” and other poems. His principal work is a “Biographical and Critical Essay on the
Best Portuguese Poets,” (“Ensaio biographico-critico
sobre os melhores Poetas Portuguezas,” 7 vols., 1850-34,)
which he did not live to finish. Died in 1854.

ter,” 1808.

Coster or Costar, (Laurent Janszoon.)
See
Koster.
Coster, (Samuel,) M.D., an eminent Dutch dramatic
poet, called the founder of the theatre of Amsterdam,
was born about 1580 or 1590. He produced five comedies and six tragedies between 1615 and 1644.
His
“Iphigenia,” a tragedy, (1626,) was perhaps the most
See “Nouvelle Biographie G&^rale.”
popular of his works. “ His characters,” says the “ BioCostanzi, kos-tin'zee, (Carlo,) a skilful engraver on graphie Universelle,” “are well sustained, and his style
precious stones, born in Naples in 1703, worked in Rome. is often noble and energetic.”
He copied antique gems with great success, and engraved
See Jocher, “Allgemeines Gelehrten-Lexikon.”
on diamonds a Leda, and a head of Antinoiis. “ Few
Costha-Ben-Louka. See Kosta-Ibn-Looka.
artists,” says the “Biographie Universelle,” “have reCos'way, (Richard,) a successful English painter,
ceived from their contemporaries so many testimonials
of admiration.”
See Nagler, “Neues Allgemeines Kiinstler-Lexikon.”

Costanzi, (Placido,) an

Rome

Italian painter,
in 1688; died in 1759.
di, de kos-tin'zo, (Angelo,) a

born

at

Costanzo,

popular
Italian historian and lyric poet, born at Naples about
1307. He published in 1582 a “History of the Kingdom
of Naples from 1250 to 1489,” which, says Ginguene,
“ is regarded as one of the best works on that subject.”
As a poet he held a high rank among his contemporaries.
The Academy of Arcadians, near the close of the
seventeenth century, selected him as the best model for
imitation.
Died about 1590.
See Tiraboschi, “Storia della Letteratura Italiana;” Longfellow, “Poets and Poetry of Europe.”

born at Tiverton in 1740, was a pupil of Hudson. He
had great skill in miniature-painting, in which he was
employed by persons of the highest rank. Died in 1821.
His wife, Maria Hadfield, was an excellent portraitpainter

and musician.

Her

musical parties in London

were frequented by the noble and fashionable, attracted
partly by the paintings and other works of art with which
the house was profusely adorned.
Cota, ko'ti, (Roderigo,) a Spanish poet, born at
Toledo; died in 1470. He was the reputed author of
the famous tragi-comedy “ Calisto and Melibea,” (sometimes called “ Celestina,”) and of “ Mingo Rebulgo,” a
satire.

See Ticknor, “ History of Spanish Literature.”

Cotan,

ko-tin', (Juan Sanchez,) a Spanish painter
of flowers and fruit, born at Alcazar de San Juan in
Cos'tard, (George,) an English clergyman, noted as 1561 died in 1627.
an Oriental and classical scholar, was born in 1710. He
Cotelerius. See Cotei.ier.
became Fellow and tutor of Wadham College, Oxford,
Cotelier, kot'le-A', [Lat. Cotele'rius,] (Jean Bapabout 1733, and vicar of Twickenham in 1764. His tiste,) a French iTellenist of great merit, born at Nimes
principal work is a “History of Astronomy,” (1767,) in 1627.
As professor of Greek in the Royal College
which obtained a wide reputation. Died in 1782.
of Paris, he officiated with great distinction.
He pub“
Monuments of the Greek Church,” (3 vols.,
Coste. See Lacoste.
lished
Coste, kost, (Jean Franqois,) an eminent French phy- 1677-86,) and other works. Died in 1686.
;

sician.born at Ville (Ain) in 1741.
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Cotta, (Johann Friedrich,) Baron von CottendorC
Cotes, (Francis,) an English artist, born in London
Royal Academy, (kot'ten-doRf,) a distinguished publisher, born at Stutt1 725, was one of the founders of the
In 1793
lie was very successful as a portrait-painter, both in oil gart in 1764, was a grandson of the preceding.
he founded at Tubingen the “Allgemeine Zeitung,” an
and in crayon. Died in 1770.
important
daily
journal,
since
published
at
Augsburg.
mathematician,
eminent
English
Cotes, (Roger,) an
born at Burbage in 1682. He became Fellow of Trinity He became intimate with Goethe and Schiller, whose
College, Cambridge, in 1705, and Plumian professor of works he published, and with many other authors, of
astronomy in 1706. In 1713 he took orders, and pub- whom he was a liberal patron. He established a steamlished the second edition of Newton’s “Principia,” with press at Augsburg in 1824, and introduced steam-navia preface which was greatly admired. His premature gation on the Rhine about 1825. Died in 1832.
See “ Nouvelle Biographie Gem-rale.”
death, in 1716, was deeply lamented by the learned.
Newton exclaimed, “If Cotes had lived, we should have
Cotta, (L. Aurelius,) a brother of C. Aurelius, noticed
known something.” He left a mathematical work,
above, became praetor in 70 b.c., and then procured the
“Harmonia Mensurarum,” (“Harmony of Measures.”) passage of the “lex Aurelia,” which deprived the senate
Cotignola, da, d£ ko-t£n-yo'l£, (Francesco,) an Ital- of the exclusive right to dispense justice. He was consul
ian painter, lived at Parma about 1520.
in the year 65, and supported Cicero against Catiline in
See Vasari, “ Lives of the Painters.”
Cotta made the first motion in the senate for the
63.
Cotin, ko't&N', (Charles,) a French author, born in recall of Cicero from exile. He sided with Caesar in the
Paris in 1604, owed the publicity of his name in a great civil war, 49 b.c.
measure to the satires of Boileau and Moliere. He
See Cicero, “In Pisonem,” Philippic II.
was almoner to the king, and a member of the French
Cotta, (L. Aurunculeius,) a Roman officer, who
Academy. He was author of a volume of verses and distinguished himself in Gaul as legate of Julius Caesar.
of several prose works. Died in 1682.
In 54 b.c. he and Sabinus commanded a body of troops
See “ M£nagiana.”
encamped for the winter among the Eburones. He was
Cot'man, (John Sell,) an able English artist, born killed during that winter, in a fight with the Gauls, who
at Norwich in 1780. He gained a high reputation in en- attacked his camp.
graving and architectural drawing. He published “ArchiCotta, (Marcus Aurelius,) a Roman general, was
tectural Antiquities of Norfolk,” (1812,) “Architectural a brother of Caius Aurelius Cotta the orator.
He beAntiquities of Normandy,” (1820,) and other works. His came consul with L. Lucullus in 74 B.c., and obtained
etchings are highly prized.
Died in 1843.
for his province Bithynia, then the seat of war against
Cotolendi, ko /to / iSN'de', (Charles,) a French litte- Mithridates, by whom he was defeated with great loss
rateur born at Aix or Avignon died about 1710.
He at Chalcedon.
wrote a “Life of Saint Francis de Sales,” (1689,) and
Cotte, kot, (Louis,) an eminent French meteorologist,
other works.
born at Laon in 1740. He was one of the first in France
Coton. See Cotton.
who made and recorded observations on the weather
Cotta, kot't£, (Bernhard,) a distinguished German three times a day and he began to publish the results in
geologist, born in Thuringia in 1808.
He became pro- 1765. He wrote a “Treatise on Meteorology,” (1774,)
fessor in the school of mines at Freiberg in 1842.
He and other works. Died in 1815.
wrote, besides other works, “ Letters on the Cosmos of
See “Nouvelle Biographie G^n^rale.”
Humboldt,” (1848-51,) and “ Geological Letters from the
Cotte, de, deh kot, (Robert,) a French architect,
Alps,” (1850.) His theory of the production of organic born in Paris in 1656. He was appointed first architect
bodies may be regarded as a refined and improved of the king in 1708. Among his works are the colonnade
exhibition of Epicurean philosophy.
He maintains that of the Grand Trianon, and the gallery of the Hotel de la
the higher organisms are developed from the lower.
Vrilliere, now the Bank of France.
Died in 1735.
Cot'ta, (Caius Aurelius,) a Roman general, noted
See Pingeron, “ Vies des Architectes.”
for his strict discipline, became consul in 252 b.c.
He
Cottenham, kot'ten-am, (Charles Christopher
in

;

,

;

commanded with

success against the Carthaginians in

and was elected consul again in 248.
Cotta, (Caius Aurelius,) a Roman orator, born
about 125 b.c. He obtained the consulship in 75 b.c.,
and the province of Gaul was allotted to him in the
ear 74.
He was one of the most eminent orators of
is time, and was one of the interlocutors in Cicero’s
“DeOratore.” Died about 70 B.C.
Cotta, kot'tJ, (Giovanni,) an Italian poet, born near
Verona about 1480. He was for some time in the service of the Venetian general Alviano.
“He acquired,”
says Ginguene, “by a small number of verses (in Latin)
a high and merited reputation.” Died in 1510.
His
“ Carmina” were published with the poems of Sannazar
Sicily,

in 1527.
See Tiraboschi, “Storia della Letteratura Italiana.”

Cotta, (Giovanni Battista,) an Italian poet and
pulpit orator, born at Tende, near Nice, in 1668.
He
became professor of logic at Florence in 1693, and composed sonnets, hymns, and other poems. Died in 1738.
See Longfellow, “ Poets and Poetry of Europe;” Giacinto
della Torre, “Elogio storico di G. B. Cotta,” 1738.
Cotta, (Heinrich,) a German

naturalist, father of

Bernhard, noticed above, was born in 1763. He published “Principles of the Science of Forests,” (1832,)
and other scientific treatises. Died in 1844.

Cotta, (Johann Friedrich,) an eminent German
theologian, born at Tubingen in 1701. He was professor
of Oriental languages at Gottingen, and subsequently of

theology at Tubingen, (1740.) He wrote many works,
among which was “ Plan of a Complete Church History,”
(“Entwurf einer ausfuhrlichen Kirchenhistorie,” 1768,)
and published an edition of Gerhard’s “ Loci Theologici,”

Died in 1779.
(1762-77.)
See Meusel, “Gelehrtes Deutschland.”
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of, an English statesman, born in 1781.
appointed solicitor -general in 1833, and lord
chancellor in the Whig ministry in 1836.
Having been
superseded in 1841, he again obtained the same office
in August, 1846.
He was raised to the peerage, as Baron
Cottenham, in 1836, and created an earl in 1850, when
he retired from office. Died in 1851.
See Lord Campbell, “Lives of the Lord Chancellors;” Foss,

Pepys,)

He was

“The Judges of England,” vol. ix.
Cottereau, (Jean.) See Chouan.
Cot/tf r-el, (Sir Charles,) an English scholar, was
master of requests to Charles II. He translated from
the French La Calprenede’s romance of “Cassandra,”
and from the Italian Davila’s “ History of the Civil Wars
of France,” (1647.)
See Wood, “ Athente Oxonienses.”
Cottin, ko'tiN', (Sophie Ristaud, ) a Protestant
French authoress, born at Tonneins in 1773. She was
married at the age of seventeen to M. Cottin, a banker
of Paris, and was

left

a

widow

after the lapse of three

years.
Gifted with a vivid imagination, she amused her
solitude with composition, without aspiring to literary

fame. Her first production was a romance named “ Claire
d’Albe,” which was much admired. She afterwards wrote
“Malvina,” (1800,) “Amelie Mansfield,” (1802,) and
other popular novels, of which the best-known is “ Elizabeth, or the Exiles of Siberia.” Died in 1807.
See Auguis, “ Notice historique sur la Vie, etc. de Madame CotA. Petitot, “Notice sur la Vie de Madame Cottin,” 1817
“ Edinburgh Review” for January, 1808; Sainte-Beuve, “Biographie portative des Contemporains.”
tin ;”

;

Cot'tle, (Amos,) an English poet, brother of Joseph
Cottle, noticed below, translated the Icelandic “Edda”
into English verse, and wrote some original poetry.
Died in 1800.
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Cottle, (Joseph,) an English poet, born in 1770 or
1774, was a kind friend to Coleridge and Southey in
their early adversities,

“When

friends

were

few,
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and fortune frowned.”

In his youth he was a bookseller and publisher in Bristol.
lie published the first poems of the authors just
named, in 1796. Southey, many years later, expressed his
gratitude and esteem for his benefactor. Cottle was the
author of “ Malvern Hills,” “ Alfred,” “ The Fall of Cambria,” and other poems, also of interesting “ Reminiscences of Coleridge and Southey,” (1847.) Died in 1853.
Cot'ton, (Charles,) an English translator and humorous poet, born in Staffordshire in 1630, was an
adopted son of Izaak Walton. He wrote an addition
to the “ Complete Angler,” made an approved translation of Montaigne’s “Essays,” and composed several
poems, among which are “The Wonders of the Peak,”
a “Voyage to Ireland,” and “Virgil Travestie.” The
Died in 1687.
latter is a coarse and disgusting parody.
Cotton, (George,) an English divine of the present
He was
century, became Bishop of Calcutta in 1858.
conspicuous for his zeal in discharging the duties of his
office, and for his exertions in the cause of education.

on the Anatomy of the Internal Ear,” (1761,) and
one on “Sciatica,” (1765.) He made some discoveries
in anatomy.
Died at Naples in 1822.
ise

See “Biographie Medicale;” Folinea, “ Elogio del Cavaliere D.
Cotugno,” 1823.

Co'tys, [Gr. K oruc,] a king of Thrace, waged war
against the Athenians.
Died about 356 B.c.
Couailhac, koo'l'ltk', (Louis,) a French dramatist

and

journalist,

born

Cahors

at

in 1810.

Couch, (Darius N.,) an American general, born in
Putnam county, New York, about 1822, graduated at
West Point in 1846. He was appointed a brigadiergeneral of volunteers about August, 1861.
He commanded a division at Fair Oaks, May 31-June 1, became
a major-general in July, 1862, and directed a corps at
Chancellorsville, May 3-5, 1863.
He commanded the
Department of the Susquehanna from June, 1863, to

December,

1864.

Couch, (Richard Quillar,) an English

naturalist

and surgeon, born in Cornwall in 1816. He practised
at Penzance, and wrote a number of essays on marine
animals, and on the geology of Cornwall. Died in 1863.
Coucke, kow'keh, (Jean,) a Belgian landscapepainter of the present century, was born at Ghent.
His
He was drowned in the Ganges in 1867.
works
are dated from 1808 to 1834.
Cotton, (Sir Henry,) an English lawyer, born in
Coucy, de, deh koo'se', (Raoul or Renaud,) a
He became lord justice of appeal in 1877.
1821.
French minstrel, who went to Palestine as a crusader,
See “British Quarterly Review” for January, 1867.
and was killed in battle in 1192. He wrote a number
Cotton, (John,) a learned English Puritan minister,
of songs, which were once popular.
born at Derby in 1585. He became vicar of a church
See La Borde, “ Memoires historiques sur Raoul de Coucy,”
at Boston (England) about 1612, and emigrated to Mas- etc., Paris, 1781.
sachusetts in 1633. He afterwards preached at Boston,
Coucy, de, (Robert,) a famous French architect,
where he acquired great influence, and was an antagonist
born at Rheims (or Coucy, according to some authoriof Roger Williams, in reply to whom he asserted the
ties.) He was chief architect of the cathedral of Rheims,
right of magistrates to interfere in religion. Died in 1652.
a master-piece of the Gothic style, and of the church
See Norton and Mather, “Life of J. Cotton.”
of Saint-Nicaise, in the same city, both of which had
Cotton, (Nathaniel,) an English poet and physician, been begun by Libergier. Died in 13 11.
born in 1707, was noted for his skill in the treatment of
See D. Marlot, “ Histoire de la Ville de Reims,” 1846.
insanity.
The poet Cowper, who was an inmate of his
Couder, koo'daiR', (Louis Charles Auguste,) a
private lunatic-asylum at Saint Alban’s, afterwards spoke
French historical painter, born in Paris about 1790, was
of him in very favourable terms. He wrote “Marriage,
a pupil of David. He established his reputation by the
a Vision,” and other works, in prose and verse. Died “ Levite of Ephraim,”
His “Soldier of Mara(1817.)

in 1788.

thon”

See Campbell, “Specimens of the British Poets.”

later

Cotton, ko'tdN', or Coton, (Pierre,) an eminent
French Jesuit, born at Neronde in 1564, became a popular preacher, and is said to have converted many Protestants. He was confessor of Henry IV. for some years
before the death of that king, whose favour he enjoyed
in a high degree. Somebody remarked that Henry “had
cotton in his ears.”

He

officiated as confessor to
Died in 1626.

Louis

XIII. from 1610 to 1617.

is

admired

and “The Oath

grandeur of

for

productions are

style.

Among

at the

Battle of Laufeld,” (1836,)
Tennis-Court,” (1848.) He was

admitted into the Institute in 1839.
Coudray, du. See Tronqon.
Coudrette, koo'dRSt', (Christophe,) a French priest,
born in Paris in 1701. He became an adversary of the
order of Jesuits, and wrote, besides other works, a “ History of the Rise and Progress of the Jesuits,” (1761.)

Died in 1774.
Coulanges, koo'ISNzh', (Marie Ang£lique

See PitRE d’Orleans, “Vie de Cotton,” 1688.

his

“The

—

du Gue

Cotton, (Sir Robert Bruce,) an eminent English Bagnoles dii gl bin'yol',) a French lady, born in 1641,
antiquary, the founder of the Cottonian Library, born at became the wife of the Marquis de Coulanges, noticed
Denton, in Huntingdonshire, in 1570, graduated at Cam- below. She was a friend of Madame de Sevigne, and
bridge in 1585. He gave special attention to antiquarian author of letters which were published. Died in 1723.
Coulanges, de, deh koo'l&Nzh', (Philippe Emaresearches, and to the collection of historical records and
documents. At the accession of James I. (1603) he was nuel,) Marquis, a French song-writer, born in Paris
knighted.
He was often consulted and employed by the in 1631, was noted for his wit and bon-mots. He was
king and ministers, by whom he was regarded as an ora- cousin-german to Madame de Sevigne. Died in 1716.
See Madame de Sevigne, “Lettres.”
cle.
In 1628 he was a member of Parliament. He died
in 1631, leaving to his heirs his valuable library, which
Coulet, koo'll', (Anne Philiberte,) a French enwas increased by his son, Sir Thomas, and was deposited graver, born in Paris in 1736. She engraved after Vernet
in the British Museum about 1755.
Sir Robert wrote a and other masters.
“ Life of Henry III. of England,” and many political and
Coulomb, de, deh koo'ldN', (Charles Augustin,)
historical treatises.
a French savant, eminent for his discoveries in experi“ Life of Sir R. Cotton,” prefixed mental physics and electricity, was born at Angouleme
See “ Biographia Britannica
to Dr. Smith’s Catalogue of Cotton’s Library, 1696.
His “Theory of Simple Machines” (1779)
in 1736.
Cotton, (Stapleton.) See Combermere.
gained the prize offered by the Academy of Sciences,
Cotton, (Sir Sydney,) an English general, born in and opened to him the doors of that Institution. In
1792, served in India during the mutiny of 1857-58, and 1784 he was appointed intendant of the waters and
was knighted for his services in that crisis.
At an early stage of the Revolution
springs of France.
Cottret, ko'tRl', (Pierre Marie,) a French bishop he retired from public service. He wrote for the Acadand writer, born at Argenteuil in 1768; died in 1841.
emy many able treatises on mechanics, electricity, etc.
Cotugno, ko-toon'yo, (Domenico,) an eminent anato- He invented the Torsion Balance, which he used in sucmist, born at Ruvo, in the kingdom of Naples, in 1736. cessful experiments on the laws of magnetic and electric
He became surgeon of the Hospital of Incurables in attraction and repulsion. By the same means he deNaples in 1754, and professor of anatomy in the Univer- termined the laws of the distribution of electricity on
sity in 1766.
He was afterwards employed by the royal the surface of bodies, and of magnetism in the interior.
Died
family. Among his most important works are a “Treat- He was admitted into the Institute about 1796.
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M. Biot remarks that the labours of Poisson
in 1806.
have illustrated the admirable sagacity of Coulomb as
an observer, as well as the accuracy of his experiments.
See Qu£rard,
“

“La

France Litteraire;” “Nouvelle Biographie

Gtineraie.

koo'ldN', (Louis,) a French geographer, born
He published a “Treatise on the
of
France,”
Rivers
(2 vols., 1644,) and several historical
Died in 1664.
compilations.
Coulon de Thevenot, koo'luN' deh t&v'no', (A.,)
the inventor of French tachygraphie, or short-hand, was
born about 1754. In 1792 he served La Fayette in the
army as chief secretary. He published “ The Art of
Writing as rapidly as One speaks,” (1794.) Died in 1814.

Coulon,

at Poitiers in 1605.

SeeQuERARD, “La France

Coupe,
rateur,

Litteraire.”

koo'pi', (Jean

born

at

Peronne

Marie

in 1732.

Louis,) a French

Among

his

litte-

works are

“ Literary Evenings,” (“ Soirees litteraires,” 20 vols.,
1795-rSoi,) and “ CEuvres d’Hesiode.” Died in 1818.
Couperin, koop'riN', (FRANgois,) a French organist
and composer, called “ le Grand,” was born in Paris in
1668 ; died in 1733.
Couplet, koo'pli', (Philippe,) a Flemish missionary,
born at Maiines about 1628. He went to China in 1659,
and became deeply versed in the language and history of
that empire. He and several of his colleagues published
a Latin version of the works of Confucius. Died at sea
in 1692.

Courayer,

orCourrayer, (Pierre permanent importance.” (“ Edinburgh Review.”) Arborn at Rouen in mand Carrel pronounced his “ Pamphlet des Pamphlets”
1723 a work in favour of the va- (1824) “the most finished work in respect to taste, and

He published in
of ordinations in the Anglican Church. In consequence of the persecution to which this subjected him,
he retired to England, where he died in 1776, without
having renounced the Roman Catholic communion. He
left a good French version of Sarpi’s “ History of the
Council of Trent,” (2 vols., 1736,) and other works.
1681.

Courbes, de, (Jean,) a French

engraver, born
about 1592, engraved a portrait of Sir Philip Sidney.
Courbet, (Gustave,) a French painter, born at
Ornans (Doubs) in 1819. His works are chiefly landscapes and portraits.
He attained great notoriety as a
leader of the Paris Commune, and in particular as having
ordered the destruction of the Vendome column. Died
in 1878.

Courbiere, de,

(Wilhelm Ren£,) Baron

de

a Prussian general, born 1733; died 1811.

Courbon, de, Marquis,

a French officer, noted for
his ability and romantic adventures, was born in 1650.
He obtained a high rank in the Venetian army, and was

Negropont in 1688.
Courcelles, de, deh kooR'sSK, [Lat. Curcell^e'us,
(Etienne,) an eminent Protestant divine, born at Geneva in 1586. After preaching at Amiens, he removed
to Amsterdam, where he succeeded Simon Episcopius

killed at

]

He translated into Latin the
Philosophy of Descartes, and published several theological works.
Died about 1660.
as professor of theology.

See Mor£ri, “ Dictionnaire Historique.”

Courcelles, de, deh kooR'sSK, (Etienne Chardon,)
a French physician, born at Rheims in 1705. He wrote,
besides other works, a “

Manual of Surgical Operations,”

Died in 1775.
Courcelles, de, (Jean Baptiste Pierre Julien,)
Chevalier, a French writer, born at Orleans in 1759.
He was the author of a “ Historical Dictionary of French
Generals since the Eleventh Century,” (Paris, 1820(1756.)

a “ Genealogical History of the Peers of France,”
and other works. Died in 1834.

etc., (1830,)

See Querarij,

During the intervals when active service
was suspended, he pursued his literary studies and transHis last campaign
lated from Cicero, Isocrates, etc.
was that of Austria in 1809, after which he resigned
his commission.
He published an excellent edition and
version of Longus, (1810,) and translated Xenophon
“ On the Command of Cavalry,” and other classics. (See
Longus.) In 1814 he married a daughter of Etienne
Clavier. He produced numerous political pamphlets and
letters which display much humour and satirical power.
In politics he was liberal or independent. He was assassinated by one or two of his servants on his own
“The merits of his works,”
estate in Touraine in 1825.
says Lord Brougham, “ are of a very high order. They
abound in strong masculine sense, illustrated with classical allusions and seasoned with wit more brilliant than
is almost anywhere else to be found ; for it has the keen
edge of Swift’s satire, and the easy playfulness of Voltaire, without his pertness and flippancy.
He is truly a
writer of extraordinary powers ; and nothing could have
prevented him from attaining a very eminent place among
the literary men of his age, but his never having composed a work of considerable magnitude on a subject of
dron, (major.)

priest,

lidity

23,)

author and pamphleteer, born in Paris in 1772 or 1773,
was liberally educated, and was an excellent Greek scholar.
He entered the army as engineer in 1792, became
a captain in 1795, and fought in the campaign of Rome
in 1798.
In 1803 he obtained the brevet of chef d’esca-

le, leh koo'ri'yl',

FRANgois,) a French Catholic

Homme,
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“La

France Litteraire.”

the most wonderful in respect to art, in the language.”
See A. Carrel, “ Essai sur la Vie et les CEuvres de P. L. CouSainte-Beuve, “ Causeries du Lundi Qu^rard, “ La
“ Edinburgh
France Litteraire;” “Nouvelle Biographie G^ndrale
Review” for March, 1829; “Westminster Review” for April, 1866.

rier,” 1838

;

Cournot, kooR'no', (Antoine Augustin,) a French
mathematician, born in 1801. He published, besides
other works, an “ Exposition of the Theory of Chances
and Probabilities,” (1843,) and a French version of Sir
J. Herschel’s “Treatise on Astronomy.”
Courrayer. See Courayer.
Courson, de, deh kooR s6N / (Aur£lien,) a French
historian, born at Port Louis, He de France, in 1811, became librarian of the Louvre, Paris. Among his works
/

,

is

a “ History of the Breton Peoples of Gaul and the

British Isles,” (1846.)

Court, kooR, (Antoine,) a French Protestant divine,
born in Vivarais in 1696. He laboured with success
to reorganize the Protestant churches after the civil war,
and discouraged a factious resistance to the government.
He was president of a theological seminary at Lausanne
from 1730 to 1760, and wrote a “ History of the War of
the Camisards.” Died in 1760.
See De Faliac, “ Histoire des Protestants de France
“Nouvelle Biographie Generate.”

Court, (Joseph D£sir£,) a French historical painter,
born at Rouen in 1797, won the grand prize in 1821.
His reputation was established by the “Death of Caesar,”
(1827,) which is placed in the Luxembourg Gallery.
Court de Gebelin, kooR deh zh&b'l&N', (Antoine,)
a French scholar and Protestant, son of Antoine Court,
noticed above, was born at Nimes in 1725.
He became
a resident of Paris about 1760, and devoted much time
to the study of antiquity, mythology, the filiation of languages, etc. Between 1773 and 1784 he published nine
volumes of his “Primitive World Analyzed and Compared with the Modern,” a work of great learning, which
was never completed. The French Academy twice
awarded to him the annual prize founded for the most
useful work.
He co-operated with Dr. B. Franklin and
others in editing a periodical called

“The

Affairs of

Courcelles, de, (Thomas,) a French theologian, born England and America,”
(15 vols., Paris, 1776 et seq.)
in 1400, was one of the judges who condemned Joan of
Died in 1784.
Arc to death. Died in 1469.
See Rabaud Saint-J!tienne, “ Lettres sur la Vie, etc. de Court
Courcillon. See Dangeau.
de Gobelin,” 1784: Theodore Fournier, “Notice sur A. Court de
Couret de Villeneuve, koo'ri' deh vil'nuv', (Louis Gobelin,” 1848; “Nouvelle Biographie Gone rale.
Pierre,) a French litterateur and printer, born at Orleans
Courtais, de, deh kooR'tV, (Amable Gaspard
in 1749.
He wrote and translated many works, in prose Henri,) a French general, born at Moulins in 1786,
and verse. He was drowned in the Lys in 1806.
was elected to the Chamber of Deputies in 1842. Soon
Courier, koo're-i', (or Courier de Mere deh ml'- after the revolution of 1848 he was appointed commander
r&/) (Paul Louis,) an ingenious and popular French of the national guard of Paris.
He was censured and
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failed to prevent the invasion of

Chamber by the mob in May, 1848.
Courtanvaux, de, deh kooR'tfiN'vo', ( Francois
Cesar Letellier leh-ti'le-a',) Marquis, a French
the

Courtois, kooR'twi', (Edme Bonaventure,) a French
born at Arcis-sur-Aube about 1755, became
a member of the National Convention in 1792, and a
political friend of Danton.
He favoured the triumph of
Bonaparte in November, 1799, and became a member of
the Tribunate.
Died in 1816.
See Querard, “La France Litteraire.”
Courtois, [It. Cortesi, kor-ta'see,] (Guillaume,) a
distinguished French painter, born in 1628, was a pupil
of Pietro da Cortona. He worked mostly in Rome, and
was patronized by Pope Alexander VI. “The Miracle
of Joshua suspending the Motion of the Sun” is one of
his master- pieces. He aided his brother Jacques in some
of his works.
Died in Rome in 1679.
Courtois or Curtois, (Jacques,) [It. Jacopo Cortesi, yi'ko-po koR-ta'see,] an eminent painter of battles
and history, often called II Borgognone, (£1 boR-gonyo'ni,) or Le Bourguignon, (leh booR'gcm'yoN',) born
at Saint-Hippolyte, in Franche-Comte, in 1621, was a
brother of the preceding. He studied with Guido at
Bologna, and worked some time in Florence.
Abe ut
1658 he became a Jesuit or monk, and settled in Ron e,
where he painted many works, among which are the
“Battle of Arbela,” and some sacred subjects. He excelled in freedom of design, facility of execution, and in
the disposition, variety, and movement of the figures.
Died in Rome in 1676.

politician,

—

savant, was born in Paris in 1718.
He was admitted in
1764 to the Academy of Sciences, for which he wrote
memoirs on chemistry, etc. Died in 1781.
Cour'ten, kur'ten, ? (William,) an English naturalist,
born in London in 1642. He made a rich collection of
medals, etc. Died in 1702.
Courten, (Sir William,) an eminent merchant of
London, of Flemish descent, born about 1570, made
large loans to James I. and Charles I.
Died in 1636.
Courtenay or Courtnay, kiirt'ne, (John,) an Irish
politician and writer, born about 1740.
He was elected
in 1780 to the British Parliament, in which he sat many
years, and voted with the Whigs.
In 1806 he was appointed commissioner of the treasury, and a few months
later retired from the public service.
He wrote tracts
on the French Revolution, “ Manners, Arts, and Politics
of France and Italy,” in verse, and a few other works.
Died in 1816.
Courtenay, de, deh kooRt'ni', (Pierre,) a French
count, who succeeded his father in 1183, was one of the
most powerful princes of his time. He joined a crusade
to Palestine in 1190.
In 1216 he was chosen Emperor
of Constantinople. He was defeated, made prisoner, and
put to death about 1220, by Theodore, a Greek prince.
See Michaud, “ Histoire des Croisades.”

Courtenay, (Hon. Thomas Peregrine,) M.P., an
English scholar and writer of the present century, of
whose life we have no details. He published a “Life
of Sir William Temple,” (1836,) which Macaulay commends for “ diligence, good sense, and impartiality.”
See Macaulay’s Essay on “Sir William Temple.”
Courtilz de Sandras, de, deh kooR'tilz' deh s5n'd rIs', (Gatien,) a French litterateur born in Paris in
1644. He published, anonymously, a “ Life of Coligny,”
a “ History of the War in Holland,” (1672-77,) and many
mediocre works, which purport to be memoirs, historical
or biographical, but contain much fiction or falsehood.
He was imprisoned in the Bastille nine years, (1702-11.)
His style is praised by Bayle. Died in 1712.
,

See Bryan, “Dictionary of Painters;” Nagler, “Neues Allgemeines Kiinstler-Lexikon.”

Courtois, kooR'twV, (Richard Joseph,) a Belgian
bom at Verviers in 1806, was the author of

naturalist,

a

“Compendium

Died

Florae

Belgicae,”

(3 vols.,

1827-36.)

in 1835.

Courtonne,

kooR'ton', (Jean,) a French architect,
born in Paris about 1670 ; died about 1740.
Courvoisier, kooR'vwi'ze-i', (Jean Baptiste,) a
French jurist, born at Arbois in 1749 ; died in 1803I
Courvoisier, (Jean Joseph Antoine,) a French
lawyer and politician, son of the preceding, born at Besanfon in 1775. He emigrated as a royalist about 1790,
and became minister of justice in 1829. He resigned in
May, 1830, and died in 1835.
See Lamartine, “ History of the Restoration.”

Cousin, koo'ziN', [Lat. Cogna'tus,] (Gilbert,) a
See Nicehon, “Memoires.”
Courtin, kooR'tiN', (Antoine,) a French negotiator classical scholar and writer, born at Nozeroy, in FrancheComte,
in 1506. He lived about five years with Erasmus,
and moralist, born at Riom in 1622. He became private
secretary of Christina of Sweden in 1651, and after her who employed him as secretary or amanuensis and
He afterwards
abdication was ambassador from Sweden to France. treated him as a companion and friend.
About 1662 he was employed by Louis XIV. in a nego- opened a school in his native place. Conrad Gesner
tiation with England.
ILe published a number of moral states that he was the first who caused learning to flourish
in Burgundy.
Cousin wrote notes on Lucian, Aristotle,
Died in 1685.
essays.
Ovid, etc., and Latin works on theology and other subSee Qu^rard, “La France Litt4raire.”
Courtin, (Eustache Marie Pierre,) a French law- jects. Suspected of Protestantism, he was imprisoned,
and during his trial died at Besan5on in 1567.
yer and editor, born at Lisieux in 1768, became advocate-general in the imperial court, Paris, in 1811. Between 1824 and 1832 he published the “Encyclopedic
Moderne,” (24 vols.,) a work of merit. Died in 1839.
Courtivron, de, deh kooR't^'vR^N', (Gaspard le

See Nic^ron, “ Memoires

Morkri, “ Dictionnaire Historique.”

Cousin, (Jacques Antoine Joseph,) a French geometer, born in Paris in 1739.
He was for many years

professor of physics in the College of France.
In 1795
kAN'pi'suR' he became a member of the Institute, and senator in
deh kR&'ke' riAnTor',) Marquis, a French scientific 1799. He published a “Treatise on the Differential and
Died in 1800.
writer, born in Burgundy in 1715. He became an officer Integral Calculus,” and other works.
See Querard, “La France Litteraire.”
in the army, and saved the life of Marshal Saxe in 1742.
Cousin, (Jean,) an eminent French painter and sculpHe wrote a “Treatise on Optics,” (1752,) and other
tor, born at Souci, near Sens, about 1500, worked many
works. Died in 1785.
Courtney, (Leonard Henry,) an English political years in Paris. He is regarded as the first Frenchman
economist and politician, was born in 1832.
He has who gained distinction by painting history. The most
written on taxation and finance, and has contributed to celebrated of his works was “The Last Judgment,”
“
the
Times.” He was elected to the House of Commons a large oil-painting. His correctness of design was
He painted on glass more than in oil.
for Liskeard as an advanced Liberal in 1876, and has his chief merit.
been under secretary for the home department and He also wrote able treatises on perspective, geometry,
and the proportions of the human body. Died about
for the colonies, and financial secretary to the treasuiy.
Courtney or Courtenay, the name of a noble 1590.
See F elibien, “ Entretiens sur les Vies des Peintres.”
English family, which came from Normandy with WilCousin, (Louis,) a French lawyer and learned transliam the Conqueror. See Devonshire (Earl of.)
Courtney, (William,) a younger son of Hugh Court- lator, born in Paris in 1627, became president of the court
In 1697 he was admitted into the French
ney, Earl of Devonshire, born about 1340, became chan- des monnaies.
He published a “ History of the Church,”
cellor of England and Archbishop of Canterbury in 1381. Academy.
He persecuted the disciples of Wickliffe. Died in 1396. (1675,) a “History of the Empire of the West,” (1683,)
and other works, all of which are translations from Greek
His mother, Margaret, was a daughter of Edward I.
Died in 1707.
See W. F. Hook, “Lives of the Archbishops of Canterbury,” and Latin authors.

Compasseur de Crequi-Montfort— leh

See Nic£ron, “Memoires.”
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Cousin, (Victor,) a celebrated French philosopher a bronze figure of the river Rhone, and the bas-relief
and metaphysician, born in Paris on the 28th of Novem- which adorns the entrance of the Hotel des Invalides.
He gained the Died in 1746.
ber, 1792, was the son of a clockmaker.
His son Guillaume, born in Paris in 1716, was also a
first prize of honour at the Lycee Charlemagne in 1810,
after which he attended Laromiguiere’s lectures on phi- skilful sculptor.
He became in 1746 a professor in the
losophy.
In 1815 he succeeded Royer-Collard as sub- Academy of Arts, of which he was afterwards rector.
Sorbonne,
philosophy
at
the
where
He
stitute professor of
made statues of Mars and Venus for the King of
he delivered eloquent and popular lectures on the history Prussia. Died in 1777.
of philosophy. He was deprived of the professorship by
See D’Argenville, “Vies des Architectes et des Sculpteurs;”
the government in 1820 or 1821 for his liberal principles, Nagler, “Neues Allgemeines Kiinstler-Lexikon.”
Coustou, (Nicolas,) an eminent sculptor, a brother
and then commenced a translation of Plato. He published in 1826 an edition of Descartes, in eleven volumes, of Guillaume the elder, was born at Lyons in 1658.
and “Philosophic Fragments,” (“Fragments philoso- Having gained the grand prize, he went to Rome with
After being im- a pension about 1682.
He afterwards settled in Paris,
phiques,”) an important original work.
prisoned six months in Berlin on suspicion of liberalism, where he was patronized by Louis XIV. Among his
he was again appointed professor of philosophy at the most admired works are a group of the junction of the
Sorbonne in 1828. His lectures displayed an admirable Seine and Marne, the “ Berger Chasseur,” (“ Shepherd
combination of sensibility, imagination, and reason, and Huntsman,”) and a “ Descent from the Cross.” Died
he shared with his colleagues, Guizot and Villemain, an in 1733.
immense popularity. The revolution of 1830 opened to
See Cousin de Contamine, “£loge historique de N. Coustu
him a new career. Retiring from the chair of philosophy, l’Aine,” 1837; “Nouvelle Biographie Generale.”
Cousturier or Couturier, koo'tu're-i', (Pierre,)
he became councillor of state, and a member of the council of public instruction.
He was elected to the French [Lat. Pe'trus Su'tor,] a French monkj~\vho had a dispute
with Erasmus respecting the version of the New
Academy in 1830 in place of Fourier, and was made a
peer of France in 1832. M. Cousin was minister of Testament published by the latter. Died in 1537.
Coutan, koo'tfiN', (Amable Paul,) a French painter
public instruction about eight months in the cabinet
formed by M. Thiers in March, 1840.
He displayed of history, born in Paris in 1792. He gained the first
superior oratorical powers in his speeches in the Cham- prize in 1827. Died in 1837.
Coutelle, koo'tgl', (Jean Marie Joseph,) a French
ber of Peers. After the revolution of 1848 he took no
part in public affairs. Among his principal works are an engineer and balloonist, born at Mans in 1748; died
excellent French translation of Plato, (13 vols., 1825-40,) in 1835.
Couthon, koo't6N', (Georges,) a French Jacobin,
a “Treatise on the Metaphysics of Aristotle,” (1838,) a
“Course of Moral Philosophy” (“Cours de Philosophic born at Orsay, in Auvergne, in 1756. He was a lawyer
before
the Revolution, and entered the Convention in
morale”) from 1816 to 1820, (5 vols., 1840,) a new series
He voted for the death of the king, and became
of “ Philosophic Fragments,” (1838-40,) “Lectures on 1792.
the Philosophy of Kant,” (1842,) a “Biography of Jac- a partisan of Robespierre. He has been accused of the
queline Pascal,” (1845,) and “The True, the Beautiful, crimes and cruelties committed at Lyons, whither he was
and the Good,” (“Du Vrai, du Beau et du Bien,” 1853.) sent as commissioner in 1793 but Lamartine asserts that
He published a collective edition of his works, in 22 he restrained the excesses of his party on that occasion.
vols. i8mo, (1847.)
His system of philosophy may be After the committee of public safety was divided into two
briefly characterized as eclecticism, or a union of sen- parties, Robespierre, Couthon, ana Saint-Just formed a
sualism and idealism. He is regarded as one of the first triumvirate, which for some time controlled the governHe was involved in the fall of Robespierre on
philosophical writers of his time. Died in January, 1867. ment.
See Marbach, “ Schelling, Hegel und Cousin
C. Fuchs, “ Die the 9th Thermidor, and was guillotined July 28, 1794.
;

See De Barante, “Histoire de la Convention Nationale.”
Coutinho, ko-tin'yo, (Dom Francisco,) Count of
Redondo, a Portuguese officer, was appointed Viceroy
of India in 1561.
He was a friend of Camoens, who
Cousin d’Avallon, koo'z&N' di'vi'loN', (Charles commemorated, in verse, his virtues and benefactions.
Yves,) a French compiler, born in 1769, published many Died in 1564.

Philosophie von Victor Cousin,” 1847; Sainte-Beuve, “Causeries
du Lundi;” Sir William Hamilton, critique in the “Edinburgh
Review,” vol. 1 ; Louis de Lom^nie, “M. V. Cousin, par un
Homme de Rien,” 1842 “ Nouvelle Biographie Gene rale ;” “ North
British Review” for March, 1867.
.

;

collections of anecdotes with titles ending in ana.
His
“ Pironiana” ran through eleven editions. Died about
1840.
Cousin-Despreaux, koo'zfiN' d&'pRi'o', (Louis,) a
French writer, born at Dieppe in 1743, published two

esteemed works, viz., a “History of Greece,” (16 vols.,
Died in
1780-89,) and “Lessons on Nature,” (1802.)

See Laclede, “ Histoire de Portugal.”

Couto, de, d&

kd'to, (Diogo or Diego,) a Portuguese historian, born in Lisbon in 1542. He went to
India about 1556, served in the army several years, and
settled at Goa.
He received from Philip II. of Spain
the title of historiographer of India, and between 1602
and 1616 published a continuation of Barros’s valuable

1818.

work entitled “Decades of Asia,” (“Decadas da Asia,”)
Cousinery, koo'ze'nYre', (Esprit Marie,) a French- containing an account of the discoveries and conquests
noted for his skill in medals, born at Marseilles in of the Portuguese in the East. Died at Goa in 1616.

man

1747, wrote “Letters on the Rosetta Stone,” “Travels
in Macedonia,” (1831,) and several treatises on medals.

He was

a

member

Died after 1830.
(Elisabeth,) a French en-

of the Institute.

Cousinet, koo'ze'n.V,

graver, born about 1726.
Cousinot, koo'ze'no', (Guillaume,) a

French poet
born about 1400 died about 1484.
Coussemaker, de, deh koos'mi'kaiR', (Charles
Edmond Henri,) a French antiquary, born at Bailleul
(Nord) in 1805. He wrote a prize essay “On the Harmony of the Middle Ages.”
Coustant, koo'stgN', (Pierre,) a French Benedictine
monk, born at Compiegne in 1654. He aided in revising
and editing the works of Augustine, and published an
edition of Saint-Hilaire, (1693,) in which he showed
much critical judgment. Died in Paris in 1721.
Coustou, koos'too', (Guillaume,) an able French
sculptor, born at Lyons in 1678, was a pupil of his uncle
Coysevox. After studying in Rome, he settled in Paris.
Among his best productions are two groups, each of
which is composed of a horse prancing and a groom,

and

historian,
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S.

de Faria, “Vida de Diogo de Couto;” “Nouvelle

Bio-

graphie Generale.”

Couto-Pestana, do, do ko'to

pgs-tfi'nfi,

Portuguese poet, born in Lisbon in 1678.

(Joz£,)

a

He became

controller of the treasury at Lisbon, and wrote a poem
entitled “Quiteria la Santa.”
Died in 1735.
Coutts, koots, (Angela Georgiana Burdett,) an

English lady noted for wealth and munificence, a daughwas born in 1814. Having
heiress of a vast fortune left by her grandfather, Thomas Coutts, a banker, she assumed his name.
She has given large donations to benevolent and religious societies, and built a fine church in Westminster,
In 1871 she was created a peeress in her own
(1847.)
right.
In 1881 she was married to Mr. W. L. Ashmeadter of Sir Francis Burdett,

become the

Bartlett.

Coutts, (Thomas,) an eminent banker of London,
at Dundee about 1733.
Died in 1821 or 1822.
left three daughters, Frances, married to the Mar-

born

He

quis of Bute, Sophia, married to Sir Francis Burdett,
and Susan, married to the Earl of Guildford.
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Couture, koo'tiiR', (Guillaume,) a French architect,
born at Rouen in 1732. He was chief architect of the
church de la Madeleine, Paris, which he left unfinished
at his death, in 1799.
It has since been completed, with
some variations from his design.
Couture, (Jean Baptiste,) a French writer, born at
Saint-Aubin in 1651. He was professor of eloquence
in Paris,
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and a member of the Academy of Inscriptions.

He

wrote an “ Abridged History of the Assyrian, PerMacedonian, and Roman Empires,” (1699,) and
some minor works. Died in 1728.
Couture, (Thomas,) a French painter of history and
genre, was born at Senlis in 1815.
He produced “The
Love of Gold” in 1844, and in 1847 a picture of “ The
Romans of the Decadence,” which obtained the gold
sian,

translated by himself.
He also edited the Cranmer or
“Great Bible,” in 1539. He was appointed Bishop of
Exeter in 1551. In the reign of Mary he was imprisoned

two years and then exiled. He returned about 1558, but
was not reinstated in the bishopric. Died about 1568.
See “ Memorials of the Right Rev. Myles Coverdale, Bishop of
Exeter.”

Covilham or Covilhao, da, dd ko-v 41 -yowN', (Don
Pedro,) a Portuguese explorer, was born about 1450. He
was sent by John II. in 1487 to search for Prester John
and to explore a route to India. He visited India, and
obtained about commerce and geography important information, which he sent home. About 1492 he visited
Abyssinia, the prince of which induced or constrained
him to remain in his service. He was living there in 1525.

See Jo ao de Barros, “Asia,” vol.
medal at the Salon. Died in 1879.
“Nouvelle Biographic
Gdn^rale.”
Coutures, des, dl koo'tiiR', (Jacques Parrain
Covilhao.
See
Covilham.
pi'rlN',) Baron, a French translator, born at Avranches.
Covillard, ko'vi'yiR', written also Couillard,
He published a French version of Lucretius, (1685,) with
(Joseph,) a French surgeon, born in Dauphine, was
notes, and several other works.
Died in 1702.
Couvay, koo'vl', (Jean,) a skilful French artist, born noted for his skill in lithotomy. He lived about 1630.
Cow'ard, (William,) an English physician, born in
at Arles in 1622.
He engraved after Raphael, Guido,
Poussin, and other masters. “ The Martyrdom of Saint 1656, published, besides some medical works, “Second
Thoughts concerning the Human Soul,” (1702,) which
Bartholomew,” after Poussin, is his chef-d'oeuvre.
favoured materialism and excited much indignation. It
Couvreur. See Le Couvreur.
Covarruvias, ko-vlr-roo've-ds, or Covarrubias, was burned by order of Parliament. Died in 1725.
See “ Biographia Britannica.”
(Don Antonio,) an eminent Spanish jurist and Hellenist,
Cow'din, (Robert,) an American officer, born at Jaborn in 1524. He was professor of law at Salamanca,
and member of the royal council of Castile. He wrote maica, Vermont, in 1805. He fought in the campaigns
a “ Commentary on the Politics of Aristotle.” Lipsius of 1861, and became a brigadier-general of volunteers
in 1862.
calls him “ Hispaniae magnum lumen.”
Died in 1602.
i. ;

Cowen, (Frederick Hymen,) a musical composer,
See N. Antonio, “ Bibliotheca Hispana Nova.”
Covarruvias y Horozco, ko-vir-roo've-Ss e o-roth'- born in Jamaica in 1852.
CQw'ley, [formerly pronounced and sometimes writko, (Don Juan,) a nephew of the preceding, was born
at Toledo.
He became Canon of Seville, and after- ten Coo'ley,] (Abraham,) a celebrated English poet,
was
born in London in 1618. At the age of fifteen he
wards Bishop of Girgenti, Sicily, where he established a
“
printing-press.
He was author of “Moral Emblems,” published a volume of poems, called Poetic Blossoms,”
(1591,) “ Christian Paradoxes,” (1592,)
Spanish.) Died in 1608.

and other works,

(in

See Ticknor, “ History of Spanish Literature.”

Covarruvias y Leyva,

ko-vdr-roo've-ds e la/e-vd,

(Diego,) a brother of Antonio, noticed above, was
born at Toledo in 1512. He became Bishop of Segovia
in 1565, president of the council of Castile in 1572, and
of the council of state in 1574.
He was reputed one of
the first jurists or canonists of his time, and wrote several legal works.
Died in 1577.
See N. Antonio, “Bibliotheca Hispana Nova.”

Co'vel
in

or Co'vell, (John,) an English divine, born
Suffolk in 1638, wrote an “Account of the Greek

Church,” (1722.) Died in 1722.
Covelli, ko-vel'lee, (Niccol6,) an Italian chemist
and mineralogist, born at Cajazzo in 1790. He investigated the phenomena of Vesuvius by chemical analysis,
and published, besides other works, “Prodromo della
Mineralogia Vesuviana,” (1825.) Died in 1829.
See Tipaldo, “Biografia

degli Italiani illustri.”

Coventry,

kuv'en-tre, (Henry,) an English scholar,
a Fellow of Magdalene College, was one of the authors
of the “Athenian Letters.” (See Yorke, Charles.)
He published “ Letters of Philemon to Hydaspes,” (on
“False Religion,”) 1736-44. Died in 1752.
Coventry, (Thomas,) Baron, an English lawyer,
born in Worcestershire in 1578. He became attorneygeneral in 1621, and lord keeper of the great seal in 1625.
He was also made a baron, with the title of Lord CovenDied in 1640.
try.
Coventry, (Sir William,) M.P., the youngest son
of the preceding, was born in 1626.
He filled seve-

and in 1636 entered Trinity College, Cambridge, from
which he was ejected as a royalist in 1643. In 1646 he
went to Paris with the queen, and was employed as
agent of a correspondence in cipher between her and
Charles I. He produced in 1647 “The Mistress,” a
series of poems replete with frigid conceits which then
“ It is the most celebrated performpassed for wit.
ance,” says Hallam, “of the miscalled metaphysical
poets.” Having returned to England about 1656, he
published an edition of poems, including “ Pindaric
Odes,” “Miscellanies,” and “The Davideis,” an epic.
By his contemporaries he was more admired than any
other poet of his age. At the restoration he failed to
receive the expected reward of his loyalty, and, retiring
from the world in disgust, settled at Chertsey as a farmer
in 1665.
He died in 1667. “His ‘Pindaric Odes,’”
says Hallam, “ contain very beautiful lines ; but his sensibility and good sense
nor has any poet more are
choked by false taste. Cowley, perhaps, on the whole,
has had a reputation more above his deserts than any
English poet.” “It maybe affirmed,” says Dr. Johnson, “ that he brought to his poetic labours a mind replete with learning, and that his pages are embellished
with all the ornaments which books can supply ; that he
was the first who imparted to English numbers the enthusiasm of the greater ode and the gayety of the less ;
and that he was equally qualified for sprightly sallies and
for lofty flights.” His prose essays are perspicuous and
unaffected in style, and are among the earliest English
models of good writing.

—

—

Dr. Sprat, “ Life
See Johnson, “ Lives of the English Poets
ofA. Cowley,” 1700; “ Biographia Britannica;” Campbell, “ Specimens of the British Poets;” “North British Review” for February,
1847 “ Retrospective Review,” vol. i., 2d Series, 1827.
;

with credit, and published “England’s
Cowley, (Mrs. Hannah,) whose maiden name was
Appeal from the Cabal, etc.” The “ Character of a Parkhouse, an English dramatist, born at Tiverton in
Trimmer,” commonly attributed to Lord Halifax, is by 1743, was married to Captain Cowley, an officer of the
some ascribed to Coventry. Died in 1686.
East India Company.
She composed, besides other
Cov'er-dale, (Miles,) an English bishop and Re- plays, two successful comedies, called “ The Runaway”
former, was born in Yorkshire in 1487. He became an and “The Belle’s Stratagem.” She also wrote “The
Augustine monk, and entered holy orders in 1514. Maid of Aragon,” and other poems. Died in 1809.
;” “
He was one of the first Englishmen that embraced the
Gentleman’s Magazine,”
See Baker, “ Biographia Dramatica
Reformed religion, which he zealously promoted. In 1809.
Cowley,
Wellesley,)
Lord, a
he
published,
with
the
royal
sanction,
the
first
(Henry
Richard
1535
entire Bible which appeared in the English language, British diplomatist, eldest son of Sir Henry Wellesley,
ral civil offices
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Lord Cowley, and nephew of the Duke of Wellingwas born in 1804. He was appointed secretary of

legation to Constantinople in 1831, minister to SwitzerLords
land in 1848, and ambassador to Paris in 1852.
Clarendon and Cowley represented England in the ConHe died in 1884.
gress of Paris, 1856.
Cowley, (Henry Wellesley,) the first Lord, an
English diplomatist, born in 1773, was a brother of the
Duke of Wellington. He was ambassador at Paris and

He

entered the Middle Temple about 1752, and was

had little if any practice.
Temple, “ he was struck,”
he says, “ with such a dejection of spirits, as none but
they who have felt the same can have the least conception of. To this moment I had felt no concern of
called to the bar in 1754, but

While he was a student

in the

Ignorant of original sin, insensible of
the guilt of actual transgression, I understood neither
the law nor the gospel.” Thus it appears that religion
was not, as some assert, the original cause of his terrible
mental malady. He was tenderly attached to his cousin,

a spiritual kind.

many years. Died in 1847.
Cow'per, (Edward,) an Englishman distinguished
and improver of printing-machinery, was Theodora Cowper, who favoured

other courts for
as an inventor

his

suit,

but whose

born in 1790. In his later years he was professor of
mechanics, etc. in King’s College, London. He con-

parents forbade their union,
“ With a little hoard of maxims preaching down a daughter’s heart.”

“Penny Cyclopaedia.” Died in 1852.
Cowper, (Francis Thomas De Grey Cowper,)

In 1763, when his funds were nearly exhausted, he
accepted the offer of the place of clerk of the journals
of the House of Lords ; but, when required to pass an
examination before the bar of that House, his morbid
nervousness was such that he could not endure the
After vain and agonizing efforts to brace himordeal.
self for the trial, he made abortive attempts to commit
suicide, and his miseries produced insanity, which, he
says, he had ardently wished for, and during which his
dominant idea was despair of his salvation. Under the
skilful treatment of Dr. Cotton, at Saint Alban’s, he
recovered in 1765, and became an inmate in the family
of the Unwins at Huntingdon. After the death of Mr.
Unwin, in 1767, Cowper and Mrs. Unwin removed to
Olney, than which it would be difficult to select a worse
locality for an invalid. The adjacent land was low, damp,
and miasmatic, and there was no genial society within
their reach.
Then came a nervous fever, followed by a
renewal of his insanity or delusion, which began about
1773, abated in 1776, but did not cease entirely until
several years later. He was nursed in this period, as in
other times of need, by his constant friend, Mary Unwin.
About 1780 his friends persuaded him to cultivate his
“Encompassed by the midnight of
poetical powers.
absolute despair,” says he, “I first commenced as an
author.” In 1782 he published a volume of didactic

tributed to the

seventh Earl, was born in 1834. He was Lord Lieutenant of Ireland, 1880-1882.
Cowper, (Spencer,) an English lawyer, was a younger
brother of the first Earl Cowper, (1664-1723,) and grandAfter being tried for the murfather of the great poet.
der of Sarah Stout, and acquitted, he became a judge in
the court of common pleas, and a member of Parliament.
See Macaulay, “History of England,” vol. v. “Blackwood’s
;

Magazine”

for July, 1861.

Cowper, (William,)

a British divine, born in 1566.
preached about twenty years at Perth, after which
he became Bishop of Galloway. He published Sermons,
and other works on theology, which are commended.

He

Died

in 1619.

Cowper, (William,)

an eminent English surgeon
and anatomist, born in Hampshire in 1666. He settled
in London, and became a Fellow of the Royal Society.
He published a treatise on Muscles, entitled “ Myotomia
Keformata,” (1694,) and the “Anatomy of the Human
Body.” His name has been applied to certain glands
of the urethra. Died in 1709.
See Thompson, “History of the Royal Society.”

Cowper, (William,) Lord, an eminent English judge
and orator, born in the castle of Hertford in 1664, was
the son of Sir William Cowper, and a great-uncle of the
poet of that name. He entered the Middle Temple in
his eighteenth year, and was called to the bar in 1688.
Few men have had finer endowments for that profession
and it appears that in a short time he was the leader of
the home circuit. In 1695 he was elected to Parliament,
where he acted with the Whig party. “The younger
Cowper,” says Lord Campbell, “ like the younger Pitt,

poems, entitled “Truth,” “Table-Talk,” “ Hope,” “ Cha-

Conversation,” etc. At the suggestion of Lady
Austen, he wrote “John Gilpin,” and “The Task,” which
appeared in 1785 and speedily obtained great and uni;
versal favour. It was more popular than any other poem
of equal length in the language. He spent about a year
in its composition. In 1784 he began the translation of
Homer into blank verse, a labour of six years which
is a rare instance of a member of the House of Comwere among the happiest of his life. In 1786 he was
mons being considered from his maiden speech a con- visited by his cousin, Lady Hesketh, with whom he had
summate debater.” He was appointed king’s counsel, corresponded many years, and removed to Weston, a
and became the leader of the Whig party in the House pleasant village about two miles from Olney. Lady
of Commons.
He was made lord chancellor, or keeper Hesketh and others were very assiduous in providing
of the great seal, in 1705, and was raised to the peerage, for his comfort. But the last six years of his life were
as Baron Cowper, in 1706.
The Tories having come passed in a state of hopeless dejection. He died April
“ His familiar letters sparkle with playful huinto power in 1710, he resigned the great seal, which 25, 1800.
was again confided to him on the accession of George mour. They are the pleasantest and most genial ever
I. in 1714.
For some years he was the king’s chief written.” (“North British Review.”) “I have always
adviser in political affairs, in which capacity he appears considered the letters of Cowper,” says Robert Hall,
to have acted with wisdom and moderation.
He re- “as the finest specimen of the epistolary style in our
signed the office of chancellor in 1718, and was created language. To an air of inimitable ease and carelessness
an earl. He died in 1723, leaving several sons. He they unite a high degree of correctness, such as could
had a high reputation for integrity.
result only from the clearest intellect combined with the
His version of Homer, considered
See Lord Campbell, “Lives of the Lord Chancellors;” Foss, most finished taste.”
“The Judges of England.”
with respect to fidelity to the original, is perhaps the best
Cowper, (William,) an English clergyman and geo- that has appeared in English. Besides the works above
meter, born in London in 1713, became Dean of Durham. named, he composed numerous minor poems, and some
He was a younger son of Earl Cowper. Died in 1772. of the “Olney Hymns,” of which his friend John Newton
Cow'per, (or koo'per,) (William,) one of the most was the principal author. His “Lines on his Mother’s Poreminent and popular of English poets, was born at trait” are exquisitely beautiful and touching. The chief
Great Berkhamstead, in Hertfordshire, on the 26th of characteristics of his poetry are originality, good sense,
November, 1731. His father, John Cowper, a nephew simplicity, piety, and warmth of heart. He was emphatiof Earl Cowper, was rector of that parish, and chaplain cally a Christian poet.
No English poet, except Shakto George II.
Having lost his mother, whose maiden speare, is more frequently quoted. “The great merit of
name was Donne, at the age of six years, he was then this writer,” says Lord Jeffrey, “appears to us to consist
placed at the boarding-school of Dr. Pitman at Market in the boldness and originality of his composition, and
Street, on the line between Bedford and Hertford coun- in the fortunate audacity with which he has carried the
ties.
Here his sensitive spirit and delicate organization dominion of poetry into regions that had been considered
suffered much from the cruelty of a larger boy. Between as inaccessible to her ambition. . . . The great variety and
the ages of ten and eighteen he was a student of West- truth of his descriptions, the minute and correct paintings
minster School, and became a good classical scholar. of those home scenes and private feelings with which
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every one is internally familiar, the sterling weight and
sense of most of his observations, and, above all, the
great appearance of facility with which everything is executed, and the happy use he has so often made of the
most common and ordinary language, all concur to stamp
upon his poems the character of original genius, and
remind us of the merits that have secured immortality
to Shakspeare.” (“Edinburgh Review” for April, 1803.)
See T. S. Grimshaw, “Life of Cowper,” 1835 Southey, “Life
of W. Cowper,” 2 vols., 1838; Hayley, “Life of W. Cowper,” 4
vols., 1803-09; Thomas Taylor, “Life of VV. Cowper,”
1833;
“ Edinburgh Review” for July, 1804.
;

Cowper, (William

Francis,) M.P., an English polia younger son of the fifth Earl Cowper, was born
in Hertfordshire in 1811. He became a lord of the treasury in 1837, and served under Lord John Russell as lord
He was a step-son
of the admiralty from 1846 to 1852.
of Lord Palmerston, who appointed him president of the
Board of Health in 1855, and vice-president of the Board
of Trade in 1859.
Cox, (David,) an English landscape-painter, born at
Birmingham in 1793. He has attained distinction in
His
painting in water-colours, chiefly British scenery.
works, though rather rough and not minutely finished,
represent the phenomena of nature and of the weather
with eminent success. He published a “Treatise on
Ruskin praises
Painting in Water-Colours,” (1814.)
“ the purity and felicity of some of the careless, melting,
water-colour skies of Cox.” Died in 1859.
Cox, (Francis Augustus,) D.D., an English theologian, born about 1783, published, besides other works,
a “Life of Melanclithon,”(i8is,) and“OurYoungMen,”
tician,

a prize essay, (1838.)

Died
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in 1853.

Cox, (Sir George William,) an English clergyman and writer, born in 1827. Among his numerous
works on mythology we may mention “The Mythology
Aryan Nations ; he was also joint editor of
the “Dictionary of Science, Literature, and Art.” He
became a baronet on the death of his uncle in 1877.
Cox, (Jacob D.,) an American general, born at Monti eal about 1828.
He served under General Sherman
in the campaign against Atlanta, in 1864, and commanded a division at the battle of Nashville in December of that year.
He was elected Governor of Ohio by
the Republicans in October, 1865, and appointed by
President Grant secretary of the interior in 1869.
of the

Cox, (John Edmund,) an English clergyman, born

Coxe, koks, (Richard Charles,) an English theologian and poet, born in 1799, was Archdeacon of Lindisfarne.

Died

in 1865.

Coxe, (Tench,) an American
omy, commerce, manufactures,

writer on political econetc.,

was born

in 1756;

died in 1824.

Coxe, (William,) a successful English historian and
writer of travels, born in London in 1747.
He became
curate of Denham in 1771, after which he travelled on
the continent as tutor of the Marquis of Blandford and
other young members of the nobility. He published
“Travels in Russia, Poland, Sweden, and Denmark,”
(1784,) which are highly prized and interesting, and
“Travels in Switzerland,” (1789.) He was appointed
chaplain to the Tower about 1796, and Archdeacon of
Wilts in 1805. Among his most important works are a
“ History of the House of Austria,” (1792,) “Memoirs
of Sir Robert Walpole,” (3 vols., 1798,) “Memoirs of the
Kings of Spain of the House of Bourbon, 1700-1788,”
(3 vols., 1813,) and “Memoirs of the Duke of Marlborough,” (1817-19.) Died in 1828.
See article on the “ Life and Works of Archdeacon Coxe,” in
the “ London Quarterly Review” for October, 1833 “ Edinburgh
Review” for April, 1808.
;

Cox'e-ter, (Thomas,) an English critic and collector
of rare books, was born in Gloucestershire in 1689. He
assisted Ames in his “Typographical Antiquities,” and
Warton in his “History of English Poetry.” He was

making a collection of old English poets for publication
when he died in 1747.
Coxie or Coxcie, kok'see, (Michael,) a celebrated
Flemish painter, born at Mechlin in 1497, was a pupil
of Van Orley.
After studying the works of Raphael in
Rome, he returned home, and acquired a large fortune
by his art. He had a fertile invention, a correct design,
and a brilliant colouring. Among his best-known works
is a copy of Van Eyck’s “ Adoration of the Lamb,”

made for Philip II. of Spain. Killed by a fall in 1592.
Coxwell, (Henry Tracey,) an English aeronaut,
born near Rochester in 1819.
Coyer, kwd'yi', (Gab riel Franqois,) Abb£, a French
born in Franche-Comte in 1707, published “Moral
Bagatelles,” a “History of John Sobieski,” “The Commercial Noblesse,” and other works. Died in 1782.
Coyne, koin, (Joseph Sterling,) a dramatist, born
in King’s county, Ireland, in 1805, produced many sucwriter,

Died in 1868.
Coypel, kwd'pSF, (Antoine,) an eminent French
painter, born in Paris in 1661, was the son and pupil of
scholar, who
Noel Coypel, with whom he studied in Rome. About
Died in 1549.
1680 he returned to Paris, where he acquired a high

Norwich in 1812, wrote a “ Life of Cranmer,” a “Life
of Luther,” and other works.
at

Cox, (Leonard,) an English classical
wrote several works in Greek and Latin.
Cox, (Richard,) an English prelate, born in the
county of Bucks in 1499. He was employed as tutor to
Prince Edward, after whose accession as Edward VI.
he was almoner to the king, and Dean of Westminster.
In 1559 he became Bishop of Ely. He translated for
the “ Bishops’ Bible” the four Gospels, the Acts, and
the Epistle to the Romans.

Cox,

(Sir

Died

Richard,) an Irish writer, born in the
in 1650.
He was made lord chancellor

of Ireland in 1703. He published a “ History of Ireland,”
and a few other works. Died in 1733.
See Croker, “ Researches in the South of Ireland.”
Cox, (Samuel Hanson,) D.D., a Presbyterian theologian, born at Leesville, New Jersey, in 1793.
He was
pastor of a church in Brooklyn, New York, from 1837
He wrote “Quakerism not Christianity,” and
to 1854.
other works.
(William
Sands,) F.R.S., an eminent English
Cox,

surgeon and writer, born at Birmingham in 1802. He
founded Queen’s College, and the Queen’s Hospital,
both in Birmingham.
Coxcie. See Coxie.
Coxe, koks, (Arthur Cleveland,) an American
Episcopal clergyman, a son of Dr. S. H. Cox, noticed
above, was born at Mcndham, New Jersey, in 1818. He
published, besides other works, “Christian Ballads,”
(1840,) “Saul, a Mystery,” and “Impressions of England,” (1856.) In 1859 he became rector of Grace Church,
in the city of New York, and in 1865 became Bishop of
Western New York.
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became

first

in 1694, though an inferior
painter to the king.
Died in 1752.

See Bryan, “ Dictionary of Painters.”

Coypel, (Noel,) a

successful French painter, born in
In 1655 he was employed by the king to
Paris in 1628.
adorn the Louvre and other edifices, and was received
into the Royal Academy in 1663. Louis XIV. appointed
him director of the Academy at Rome in 1672. His
ordonnance and colouring are admired. To distinguish
him from his sons Antoine and Noel Nicolas, he was
sometimes called “Coypel Ie Poussin.” Died in 1707
Coypel, (Noel Nicolas,) the son and pupil of the
He obtained a
preceding, was born in Paris in 1688.
high reputation as a historical painter, but his works are
now less prized than in his own time. Died in 1734.
Coysevox, kwdz'voks', (Antoine, )an eminent French
He
sculptor, of Spanish origin, born at Lyons in 1640.
studied under Lerambert in Paris, of which he became
into
admitted
the
Academy
in
and
was
1676.
resident,
a
Among his celebrated works are two statues of Louis
XIV., the tomb of Colbert, and two winged horses surmounted by Fame and Mercury, at the Tuileries. He
Died in 1720.
excelled in busts and portraits.

Cozen.
Cozza,
in

See Griswold’s “ Poets and Poetry of America.”
T,

reputation.
In 1715 he received the title of first painter
His style, though affected and artificial,
to the king.
was much admired by his contemporaries. He was a
Died in 1722.
skilful engraver.

in 1581.

county of Cork

a, e,

cessful farces.

See Cosin.
(Francesco,) an Italian painter, born

kot'sd,

Calabria in 1605

short
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;

died in 1682.
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Cozza, (Giovanni Battista,) an
Milan

at

in

died in 1742.
kuz'enz, (Frederick

1676

Cozzens,
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Italian painter,

born

;

Swartwout,) an

Crab'tree, (William,) an English astronomer, who
was associated with Jeremiah Horrox in scientific purHis observations were printed by Wallis in 1672.

suits.

A volume He died at an early age in 1641.
in 1818.
Cradock, (John Francis.) See Howden, Baron.
up of his contributions to
Crad'ock, (Joseph,) an English gentleman and auHe
the “Knickerbocker Magazine,” appeared in 1853.
published, also, “ Sparrowgrass Papers,” in 1856, (ori- thor, born at Leicester in 1742, inherited an easy fortune,
ginally contributed to “ Putnam’s Magazine,”) besides and lived in London. He published “ Village Memoirs,”
a work of fiction, “Zobeide,” (1771,) a tragedy, which
other works in prose and verse. Died in 1869.
Craanen, kR&'nen, (Diedrik,) a Dutch medical was performed with success, “Literary Memoirs,” (4
vols., 1826,) and other works.
Died in 1826.
writer, lived at Leyden ; died in 1688.
Cradock, (Luke,) an English painter of birds, etc.
Crabb, (George,) an English philologist, born about
published
number
Died
in
was
graduate
of
Oxford.
He
a
a
1717.
1778,
Cradock, (Samuel,) an English nonconformist diof useful works, among which are “ English Synonymes,”
(1816; 10th edition, 1852,) a “Universal Historical Dic- vine, born in 1620. He became rector of North Cadtionary,” (1825,) and “ Mythology of All Nations,” (1847.) bury, from which he was ejected in 1662. Besides other
Died in 1854. “As an etymologist, Mr. Crabb seems to works, he published “ Knowledge and Practice,” “ The
have some dictionary knowledge of many languages, but Harmony of the Four Evangelists,” and “Apostolical
Died in 1706.
to be unacquainted with the philosophy, or history even, History,” which were highly esteemed.
Cradock, (Zachary,) a brother of Samuel, noticed
of language in general.” (“London Quarterly Review,”
England
He left
vol. xxv.)
above, was born probably in
in 1633.
Crabbe, krab, (George,) a popular English poet, two sermons which have been greatly admired, the
born at Aldborough, in Suffolk, in 1754. His father subjects of which are Providence and the Design of
filled the humble office of collector of salt-duties.
He Christianity. Died in 1695.
learned the profession of surgeon, which, however, he
Craesbeke, van, vln lcRas'bi'keh or kRfis'bik',
abandoned at an early age. Conscious of talents above (Joseph,) a skilful Flemish painter, born at Brussels in
the common order, he resolved to seek his fortune as an 1608, was a pupil of Brauwer, whom he imitated.
He
author, and in 1780 went to London with five pounds preferred low and sordid subjects, such as drunken
which he had borrowed. After his first productions had brawls and parties of smokers. Died in 1668.
been rejected by the booksellers, he published, on his own
See Descamps, “Vies des Peintres Flamands,” etc.
account, “The Candidate,” a poem, which brought him
Craft. See Crato.
neither fame nor profit.
In great pecuniary distress, he
Crafts, (Samuel C.,) born at Woodstock, Connecticut,
asked and received the generous patronage of Edmund in 1768, was a member of Congress from 1816 to 1824,
Burke, who gave him a room in his own house, intro- and was chosen Governor of Vermont in 1828, 1829, and
duced him to Fox, Thurlow, and others, and enabled 1830. Died in 1853.
him, in 1781, to publish “The Library,” which was reCrafts, (William,) a lawyer and poet, born at Charlesceived with favour. He was ordained a priest in 1 782, ton, South Carolina, in 1787; died in 1826.
and soon after became chaplain to the Duke of Rutland
See S. Gilman, “Memoir ofW. Crafts,” 1828.
at Belvoir Castle.
He published in 1783 “The VilCraggs, (James,) an English politician, was a friend
lage,” which confirmed his reputation as a powerful and
of Addison, whom he succeeded as secretary of state in
original poet.
At this period he married Sarah Elmy,
“ He was a young man,” says Macaulay, “whose
1718.
the object of his early affections.
Between 1785 and
natural parts were quick and showy, whose graceful per1813 he officiated as curate or rector successively at son and winning manners had made him generally
Strathern, Muston, and Parham.
After an interval of
acceptable in society, and who if he had lived would promore than twenty years since his last appearance as a
bably have been the most formidable of all the rivals of
poet, he produced “The Parish Register,” (1807,) “The
Walpole.” (“Essay on the Life and Writings of AddiBorough,” (1810,) and “Tales in Verse,” (1812.)
In
Died in 1720.
son.”)
1813 he was presented to the living of Trowbridge, WiltCragius. See Craig, (Nicholas.)
About 1819 he
shire, where he passed his last years.
Craig, (James,) a Scottish divine, born in East Lothian
received ^3000 for his “Tales of the Hall,” and for the
in 1682, became one of the most popular preachers of
unexpired term of former copyrights. Died in 1832. His
Edinburgh. He published several volumes of sermons
moral character was amiable and excellent. As a poet
and religious poems. Died in 1744.
he is remarkable for vigour, truth in description, and a
See Chambers, “ Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen.”
“ Chinese accuracy” of observation. “ Mr. Crabbe,” says
Craig, (James,) an American officer, born in PennsylLord Jeffrey, “is the greatest mannerist, perhaps, of all
our living poets.
The homely, quaint, prosaic style, vania about 1820, served in the Mexican war, and was
the eternal full-lengths of low and worthless characters, made a brigadier-general of volunteers in 1862.
Craig, (John,) a Scottish Reformer, born about 1512,
with their accustomed garnishing of sly jokes and famiwas a monk in early life. He visited Italy, where he
liar moralizing, are all on the surface of his writings.
An unrivalled and almost magical power of ob- was employed as teacher and rector in a school. Having
servation,
an anatomy of character and feeling not less been converted to the Protestant faith and made an open
exquisite and searching,
are interspersed by fits and profession, he was sentenced at Rome to die by fire but
strangely interwoven with the most minute and humble in consequence of the death of the pope his prison was
of his details. Add to all this the sure and profound broken open by a mob, and he escaped from that doom,
He became a prominent
sagacity of the remarks with which he every now and then and returned to Scotland.
startles us ; the weight and terseness of the maxims which coadjutor in the work of reformation in Scotland, and
he drops like oracular responses ; and that sweet and was chosen minister of Aberdeen in 1574. In 1577 he
seldom-sounded chord of lyrical inspiration, the lightest removed to Edinburgh, was appointed chaplain to James
touch of which instantly charms away all harshness from VI., and in 1580 composed the “National Covenant.”
Died in 1600.
his numbers and all harshness from his themes.”
New York

American

writer, born in
entitled “ Prismatics,” made

.

.

.

—

.

.

;

.

See “ Life of George Crabbe,” by his son, 1838, new edition, 1847
Jeffrey, “Miscellanies;” “Quarterly Review” for November,
1810; “Edinburgh Review” for April, 1810, and November, 1812;
“ Blackwood’s Magazine” for July, 1819.

Crabet.

See Crabeth.

Crabeth

or Crabet, kR&'bet, (Thierry or Dirk and
Vautier,) excellent Dutch painters on glass, are supposed to have been born in Gouda. They were brothers.
They executed (between 1560 and 1570) on the glass
windows of the church of Gouda pictures which were
considered inimitable. Dirk died in 1601.
See Descamps, “Vies des Peintres Flamands,” etc.
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See Chambers, “ Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen.”

Craig, (John,) a Scottish mathematician, the dates of
whose birth and death are unknown. He contributed
to the “Philosophical Transactions,” (1698-1712,) and
published a work on fluxions, entitled “ De Calculo Fluentium,” (1718,) and a few other treatises. He first made
known in England the differential calculus discovered by
Leibnitz.
See Chambers, “ Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen.’

Craig, krag, [Lat. Cra'gius,] (Nicholas,) a Danish
writer, probably of British extraction, born at Ripen in

G, H, K, guttural; N, nasal; R, trilled; s as z; th as in this.
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1549, became professor of Greek in Copenhagen, and
lector of the university.
He published a book on the
Republic of Sparta, (1593,) which was highly esteemed,
and a few other Latin works. In 1598 he was sent on a
political mission to England.
He was a friend of Scaliger.
Died in 1602.
See Kraft og Nyerup, “ Li tteraturl exicon.”

Craig, (Sir Thomas,) of Riccarton, an eminent Scottish lawyer and antiquary, born in Edinburgh about 1540,
was a relative of John Craig, (1512-1600.) After pursuing his studies in Paris, he passed advocate in Edin-

among which

is

“ Schola Prophetica,” (1606-12.)

Died

in 1637.

Cramer, (Franz,) a German composer of instrumental
music, born at Munich in 1772 ; died in 1848.
Cramer, kRi'mer, (Gabriel,) an eminent Swiss geometer, born at Geneva in 1704. He cultivated many
sciences with success, and in 1750 was appointed professor of philosophy in his native city.
He was a Fellow
of the Royal Society of London. One of his most important works is “An Analysis of Algebraic Curves.”

Died in 1752.
See Senebier, “ Histoire litteraire de Geneve.”
burgh in 1563, and became a judge (justice depute) in 1564.
Cramer, (Jean Jacques,) a Swiss Protestant professor
He wrote several admired Latin poems, one of which is
on the birth of James VI. In 1603 he completed his of Hebrew and theology, was born near Zurich in 1673.
celebrated work on “Feudal Law,” (“Jus Feudale,”) He wrote, in Latin, “Theology of Israel,” (1705.) Died
which was not published until 1655, and which is re- in 1702.
Cramer, (Johann Andreas,) a German mineralogist,
garded as an authority all over Europe. He was emiborn at Quedlinburg in 1710, made important discoveries
nent for modesty and other virtues. Died in 1608.
He published, in Latin, “Elements of
See P. F. Tytler, “Life of Sir Thomas Craig,” 1823; Cham- in metallurgy.
bers, “ Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen.”
the Docimastic Art,” (1739,) and in German, “Principles
Craig, (William,) a Scottish minister, born at Glas- of Metallurgy,” (1774-77,) both valuable works. Died

gow

in 1709 ; died in 1784.
Craig, (William,) a literary Scottish judge, born in
1745, succeeded Lord Hailes as judge in 1792. He contributed numerous papers to the “ Mirror.” Died in 1813.
See Chambers, “ Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen.”
Craik, (George Lillie,) an able historical and criti-

and editor, born in Fifeshire, Scotland, in 1799.
He became a resident of London about 1824, and produced “The Pursuit of Knowledge under Difficulties,”
He contributed many historical and biographi(1831.)
Mr. Craik
cal articles to the “ Penny Cyclopaedia.”
and C. Macfarlane were the principal editors or authors
of the “ Pictorial History of England” published by
Knight, (1840-49.) He wrote the chapters on religion,
commerce, industry, and literature in that work, and
other useful works, among which are “Bacon: his Writings and his Philosophy,” (3 vols., 1846,) “ Romance
of the Peerage,” (1848-50, 4 vols.,) and a “History of
English Literature,” (2 vols.) In 1849 he was chosen
cal writer

professor of English literature in Queen’s College, BelDied in June, 1866.
See “Gentleman’s Magazine” for August, 1866.

fast.

Craik, (James,) a physician, born in Scotland in 1731.
accompanied Washington in an expedition against
the French and Indians in 1754, and served as physician
under General Braddock in 1755. After the Revolutionary war he settled near Mount Vernon, and became the
family physician of Washington. Died in 1814.
Craik, Mrs. See Muloch.
Crak'an-thorp or Crakanthorpe, (Richard,) an
English divine, born in Westmoreland in 1567. He was
an eloquent Puritan preacher, and author of several
works, among which is “ Defence of the English Church,”
(“ Defensio Ecclesiae Anglicanae.”)
Died in 1624.
Cramail, de, deh kRi'mil' or kRi'mt'ye, (Adrien DE
Montluc mdN'liik',) Count, a French writer, born in
He was
1568, was a grandson of Marshal de Montluc.
imprisoned in the Bastille from 1630 to 1642 for alleged
intrigues against Richelieu.
His farce called “ La Comedie des Proverbes” (1616) was much admired. Died

He

—

in 1646.

Cramer, kRi'mer, (Andreas Wilhelm,) a Danish
Andreas Cramer, the eminent poet,
was born at Copenhagen in 1760. He became professor
of law in his native city, and wrote several esteemed
treatises on law and philology.
Died in 1833.
See Nietzsch, “Memoria A. W. Crameri.”
Cramer, kiffi'mer, (Carl Friedrich,) a litterateur,
born at Kiel about 1750, was a son of Johann Andreas,
noticed below. He was for some time professor of
ancient literature in Copenhagen, and removed to Paris
about 1795. He translated Schiller’s “Joan of Arc,”
and other German works, into French, and published a
good German-French Dictionary, (1805.) Died in Paris
professor, son of J.

in 1808.

in 1777.
See Adelung, Supplement to Jocher, “ Allgemeines GelehrtenLexikon.”

Cramer, (Johann Andreas,) an eminent German
poet and prose-writer, born at Johstadt,

He was

1723.

invited to

in

Saxony, in

Copenhagen by Frederick

V.,

and appointed preacher to the court in 1754. In 1765
he became professor of theology in the university of that
city.

He

translated Bossuet’s “Universal History” into

German, published “The Northern Spectator,” (1759
-70,) a series of essays which was successful, and three
volumes of poems, “ Sammtliche Gedichte,” (1783.) The
Germans reckon him among their best lyric poets. In
1774 he obtained the chair of theology at Kiel. Died
in 1788.

See Christiani, “ Oration ( Gedachtnissrede in Honour of J. A.
Cramer,” 1788: Hirsching, “ Historisch-literarisches Handbuch.”

Cramer, (Johann Baptist,) an excellent German
pianist, was born at Manheim in 1771, and
taken to London in infancy. He passed most of his
composer and

His “ Studies for the Piano” are said to
in England.
be unsurpassed in richness and harmony. Died in 1858.
life

See “Nouvelle Biographie Gdndrale.”

Cramer, (Johann Friedrich,) a German

jurist,

was

preceptor of the prince-royal of Prussia. Died in 1715.
Cramer, (Johann Rudolph,) a Swiss theologian and
Hebraist, born near Zurich in 1678; died in 1737.
See J. Zimmermann, “Vie de J. R. Cramer.”

Cra'mer, (John Antony,) an eminent

scholar, born

at Mitlodi, Switzerland, in 1793, removed to England in
his youth.
became pastor of Binsey in 1822, and
pubprofessor of modern history at Oxford in 1842.

He

He

lished a “Description of Ancient Italy,” (1826,) a “Description of Asia Minor,” (1832,) “Anecdota Graeca,”
Died in 1848.
(1837,) and other able works.

Cramer, kRi'mer, (Nicolaas,

)

a Dutch portrait-

born at Leyden in 1670, was a pupil and imitator
of Karl Moor.
Died in 1710.
painter,

(Sir Philip,) a naturalist and physician,
wrote several professional
in Dublin in 1777.
treatises.
Died in 1858.

Cramp'tpn,

He

born

Cranach or Kranach, von, fon kran'ak or kRi'niK,
(Lucas,) a celebrated German painter and engraver, born
His family name
at Cranach, near Bamberg, in 1472.
was Sunder. He painted history and portraits, and
worked about fifty years at Wittenberg in the service of
three Electors of Saxony, the last of whom was John
Frederick.
He was an intimate friend of Luther and
Melanchthon, whose portraits he painted and engraved.
Among his master-pieces are “The Preaching of John
the Baptist,” and a “ Crucifixion.” His works are said
to be more admirable for thought or invention than for
execution.
He was a good colorist, but very deficient
Died

in design.

at

Weimar

in 1553.

See Schuchardt, “ L. Kranachs des Aeltern Leben und Werke,”
Heller, “ Versuch iiber das Leben, etc. L. Cranachs,” Bam1851
berg, 1821.
:

See “Conversations-Lexikon

Qu£rard, “ La France Litteraire.”
a German Protestant

Cramer, kRi'mer, (Daniel,)

theologian, born at Reetz in 1568.

Wittenberg and
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Cranach, von, (Lucas,) a son

of the preceding, born
He was a burgo-

was also an eminent painter.
master of Wittenberg. Died in 1586.
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the purposes of the bishops of Rome and
might be expected to serve equally well the purposes of
His temper and
the English kings .and their ministers.
his understanding eminently fitted him to act as mediator.”
Notwithstanding his general moderation, he went
so far as to condemn two persons to death for heresy.
By the entreaties of King Edward VI. he was induced in
1
553 to sign the patent which settled the crown on Lady
Jane Grey, and in the same year was committed to the
Tower for treason against Queen Mary. His enemies,
in order to subject him to a more cruel punishment,
withdrew the charge of treason, and prosecuted him for
heresy.
He was excommunicated in 1555. Tempted
with the hopes of life, and overcome by the fear of torture, he agreed to subscribe to the doctrines of the papal
Repenting of this
supremacy and the real presence.
lapse, which would not have saved him from the stake,
he suffered with fortitude martyrdom by fire in 1556.
“ He was undoubtedly,” says Hume, “ a man of merit
possessed of learning and capacity, and adorned with
candour, sincerity, and all those virtues which were fitted
His moral
to render him useful and amiable in society.
qualities procured him universal respect, and the courage
of his martyrdom made him the hero of the Protestant
party.” Others, including Macaulay, form a less favourable estimate, and call him an unscrupulous time-server.
For Froude’s view of the character of Cranmer, formed,
as it appears, from a very careful examination of his
life and acts, see the first six volumes of his “ History
of England,” but more particularly chap, xxxiii. Cran-

Cranborne, (Robert Arthur Talbot Gascoigne had served
Cecil,) Lord, formerly known as Lord Robert Cecil,
but now as Marquis of Salisbury, was born in 1830. I11
1853 he was elected to Parliament for the borough of
Stamford, which he continued to represent until he
succeeded to his father’s place in the Upper House as
Marquis of Salisbury in 1868.
His political reputation
”
is largely due to his able contributions to the “ Quarterly
and other reviews. He was secretary for India in Lord
Derby’s administration of 1866, and again under Mr.
Disraeli, 1874-80.
In 1876 he was sent as special
ambassador to the Porte, and he was one of the two
British plenipotentiaries at the conference of Constanti-

On

the resignation of Lord Derby in April,
Salisbury became secretary for foreign
affairs.
He accompanied Lord Beaconsfield to the
memorable Berlin Congress, and after his return was
made a Knight of the Garter. He is now leader of the
Conservative party in the House of Lords.
nople.

Lord

1878,

Cranbrook, (Viscount,) see Hardy, (Gathorne.)
Cranch, (Christoper P.,) a poet and landscapepainter, a son of William Cranch, noticed below, was born
at Alexandria, Virginia, in 1813.
visited Italy about
1848, after which he resided many years in Paris.

He

He

wrote “ The Last of the Huggermuggers,” (1856,) and
published a translation of Virgil’s -Sfneid (1872.)

Cranch, (William,) LL.D., an eminent American
born at Weymouth, Massachusetts, in 1769. He

jurist,

was an associate judge and afterwards chief

justice of

the United States circuit court for the District of Columbia.
It is said that only two of all his decisions were
overruled by the United States supreme court.
His
reports of cases decided in the circuit court for the
District of Columbia from 1801 to 1841, were published
in 6 octavo vols., and, as reporter to the supreme court
of the United States, he issued nine vols. from 1801 to
Died in 1855.
1815, and others in 1835.
Crane, (Thomas,) an English nonconformist minister
“
of Lancashire, wrote a Prospect of Divine Providence,”

Died in 1714.
Crane, (William M.,) an American commodore,

(1672.)

at Elizabethtown, New Jersey, in 1776.
He served
with distinction in the war of 1812. In 1827 he was appointed commander of a squadron in the Mediterranean,
and in 1842 became chief of the bureau of ordnance.

born

Died

in 1846.

Cran'm^r, (Thomas,) Archbishop of Canterbury, an
English statesman, divine, and Reformer, was born at
Aslacton, in Nottinghamshire, in 1489.
He became a
Fellow of Jesus College, Cambridge, and was learned in
Greek, Hebrew, and theology. In 1529 he obtained the
favour of Henry VIII. by proposing that the question
of his divorce should be referred to the universities.
The king appointed him his chaplain, and sent him to
Rome to procure the assent of the pope to the divorce.
Having failed in this mission, he returned home in 1530,
and infringed the rule of his church by marriage with
a niece of Osiander. He was appointed Archbishop of
Canterbury in 1533, and became Henry’s favourite adviser, or prime minister.
He had secretly adopted the
principles of the Reformers, and he used his influence to
subvert the power of the pope in England and to abolish
the monasteries.
few years after his elevation to the
primacy he openly favoured the Reformation, assisted in
compiling the “Bishops’ Book,” and in 1538 opposed
without success the law of the Six Articles, or “ Bloody
Statutes.” Though he resisted the royal will on this
and other occasions, he was protected by Henry when
the Catholic courtiers conspired to ruin him in 1544. In
1547 he was chosen one of the regency during the minority of Edward VI. He was the head of a commission
which composed the English Liturgy in 1548.
“The man who took the chief part,” says Macaulay,
“ in settling the conditions of the alliance which produced
the Anglican Church, was Thomas Cranmer.
He was
the representative of both the parties which at that time
needed each other’s assistance. In his character of divine,
he was ready to go as far in the way of change as any
Swiss or Scottish Reformer. In his character of statesman, he was desirous to preserve that organization which
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of many theological treatises.
Strype,
See Archdeacon Todd, “Life of Cranmer,” 1831
“Memorials of Cranmer;” “Lives of Eminent British Statesmen,”
in “ Lardner’s Cabinet Cyclopedia ;” Macaulay, “ History of England,” vol. i.; Lingard, “ History of England
W. F. Hook, “Lives
of the Archbishops of Canterbury
A. van Deinse, “ Leven van T.
Cranmer,” Amsterdam, 1843; Shakspeare’s “Henry VIII.”
Cran'tor, [Kpuvrap,] a Greek Academic philosopher,
born at Soli, or Soles, in Cilicia, lived about 300 b.c.
After he had become distinguished in his own country,
he went to Athens, and studied in the school of Xenocrates.
He is cited by Horace as an eminent moralist.
He wrote, besides other works, a “Treatise on Affliction,” (Ilrpt lUvdovs,) which was highly praised, and from
which Cicero borrowed largely in his “ Consolatio.”
See Diogenes Laertius; Kayser, “Dissertatio de Crantore
Academico,” 1841.

mer was author

;

Crantz, (Albert.) See Krantz.
Crantz, kRfints, (Heinrich Johann Nepomucenus,)
a German botanist, born in 1722, was a professor of
medicine at Vienna.

Cran'worth, (Robert Monsey Rolfe,) Baron, an
English judge, born at Cranworth, in Norfolk, in 1790.
He was elected to Parliament by the Liberals in 1832,
appointed solicitor-general in 1834, and a baron of the
exchequer in 1839. In 1850 he became vice-chancellor,
and was raised to the peerage, as Baron Cranworth. On
the formation of a ministry by Lord Aberdeen in December, 1852, he was appointed lord chancellor of England.
He retired from office when Lord Derby came into power,
in February, 1858, was again appointed lord chancellor
in July, 1861;, and resigned with his colleagues in June,
Died in July, 1868.
1866.
See Foss, “The Judges of England,”
Cranz,

vol. ix.

(David,) a Moravian missionary and
historian, born at Neugarten, Pomerania, in 1723.
He
became secretary of Count Zinzendorf in 1747, after
“
which he laboured in Greenland. He wrote a History
of Greenland,” 1 765,) and a “ History of the Moravians,”
kRfints,

(

(1771.)

Died

in Silesia in 1777.

Crapelet, kRtp'lV. (Georges Adrien,) a French
publisher and writer, born at Paris in 1789.
He translated into French verse “The Marriage of Thetis and
Peleus,” by Catullus, (1809,) and wrote “Souvenirs of
London,” (1817.) Died in 1842.
Crapone, de, deh kRf'pon', (Adam,) a French engineer, born at Salon in 1519, was skilled in hydraulic
architecture.
He constructed the most ancient canal in
France, called the “Canal of Crapone,” finished about
Died in 1559.
1560.
Cras, kRfis, (Hendrik Constantin,) a Dutch jurist,
born at Wageningen in 1739 died in 1820.
;

See M. Kemper, “Memoria H. C. Cras,” 1825.
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Crash'aw, (Richard,) an English poet and priest, of Persia. He was a rival of Hephaestion in the royal
born in London. He became a Fellow of Peterhouse, favour. His character is said to have been noble and
Cambridge, in 1637, before which he had published some highly esteemed by the king. In 324 B.c. he was selected
Latin poems in one of which occurs this much-admired to conduct the veterans back to Macedonia. At the
death of Alexander (323) he was associated with Anline on the miracle at Cana
“ Lympha pudica Deum vidit et erubuit.”*
tipater in the government of Macedonia and Greece.
He was ejected from the university in 1644 for refusing He commanded an army in Cappadocia, where he was
to take the Covenant, and went to France, where he was defeated by Eumenes, and killed in battle, in 321 b.c.
See Plutarch, “Alexander,” and “Phocion.”
In 1646 he
converted to the Roman Catholic faith.
Cra'tes [Kparr/c] of Athens, an excellent Greek comic
published “ Steps to the Temple,” “ Sacred Poems,” etc.,
which display a rich imagination. He was a canon of poet, who flourished about 450 B.c. In his youth he was
the principal actor in the plays of Cratinus. He indulged
the church of Loretto, Italy, when he died about 1650.
in personalities less than other writers of the old comedy.
See “ Retrospective Review,” vol. i., 1820.
Crasset, kRt'si', (Jean,) a French Jesuit, born at Among the titles of his plays are “The Neighbours,”
Dieppe in 1618, lived many years in Paris. He published (Teirove^,) and “The Games,” (Tlrudiai.) The fragments
several ascetic works, and a “ History of the Church of of his works which have come down to us are admired
for purity and elegance of style.
Japan,” (1689.) Died in 1692.
See Fabricius, “Bibliotheca Grteca;” Meineke, “Quaestiones
Crasso, kRis'so, (Francesco,) an Italian jurist of high
Scenic,t,
and his “Fragmenta Comicorum Graecorum.”
reputation, lived at Milan in the sixteenth century.
Crates of Athens, a philosopher of the old Academy,
Crasso, (Lorenzo,) an Italian author, of whose life
we have no details, was born at Naples. His works, in flourished about 280 B.c. He was a pupil and intimate
prose and verse, display talent, but are marred by the friend of Polemo, whom he succeeded in the chair of the
bad taste of that time. Among the principal of them are Academy. His writings are lost.
Crates of Thebes, a famous Cynic philosopher, was a
“Heroic Epistles,” (1655,) and “Eulogies on Literary
son of Ascondas. He became a disciple of Diogenes,
Men,” (1656.)
Crasso, (Niccol 6,) a Venetian historian, born in the at Athens, probably about 330 B.C., and was highly
He was noted for
sixteenth century, wrote, besides other Latin works, esteemed for his probity and wisdom.
“ Eulogies of Illustrious Venetians, ”( 1612,) and a treatise his self-control, abstinence, and preference of poverty to
“On the Form of the Venetian Government,” (“De riches. He wrote essays on philosophy, tragedies, which
were praised by Diogenes Laertius, and small poems, all
Forma Reipublicae Venetae.”)
Cras'sus, (Lucius Licinius,) a famous Roman orator of which are lost. Crates was living in 307 b.c.
Posthumus, “ Dissertatio
See Bruckek," Historia Philosophite
and lawyer, born about 140 b.c., (612 a.u.c.) He was
elected consul in 95 B.c., and censor about two years later. de Cratete Cynico,” 1823; Fabricius, “Bibliotheca Graeca.”
He was considered the most excellent orator of his time,
Crates, an eminent grammarian and Stoic, born at
and was highly praised by Cicero, who assigned to Cras- Mallus, in Cilicia, left, besides many other works, a corsus a part of the dialogue in his treatise “ De Oratore.” rected or annotated edition of Homer, fragments of which
His orations are not extant. Died in 90 or 91 b.c.
are extant.
He lived at Pergamos, and about 156 b.c.
See Cicero, “Brutus” and “De Oratore;” Drumann, “Ge- was sent by the king of that country as ambassador to
schichte Roms;” Meyer, “Oratorum Romanorum Fragmenta.”
Rome, where he gave lectures on grammar. He founded
Crassus, (Marcus Licinius,) a Roman triumvir, a flourishing school of grammar at Pergamos.
Suetonius, “De illustriSee Fabricius, “ Bibliotheca Grteca
noted for his great wealth, was born about 108 b.c. He
was chosen praetor in 74 b.c., (680 a.u.c.,) and defeated bus Grammaiicis.”
Cra-te'vas, [ Kparevag ,] a Greek botanist, who lived
Spartacus, the leader of a servile revolt. In the year
71 he was chosen consul with Pompey, and a few years about 80 b.c., is often quoted by Pliny and Dioscorides.
He
wrote on Materia Medica.
with
and
later he united
Pompey
Caesar to form the
Cra-ti'nus, [Kpanvog ,] a celebrated Athenian poet
first triumvirate, which ruined the power of the senate.
Crassus and Pompey were elected consuls in 56 b.c., of the old comedy, born about 519 B.c., was a son of
and, while Caesar commanded in Gaul, Crassus obtained Callimedes, and a rival of Aristophanes. He was the
command of Syria for five years. He is said to have first comic writer who made the drama an instrument
manifested extravagant joy at the prospect of increasing of personal satire, and was noted for the audacity of his
Having resolved to invade Par- sarcasms. Pericles was often the object of his unsparing
his fortune in the East.
He produced numerous plays, nine of which
thia, he crossed the Euphrates, and, after taking a town in invective.
the year 54, returned to Syria, where he passed the winter. gained prizes. None of his works exist in a complete state.
obtained a triumph over Aristophanes for
In
B.C.
he
The next season he entered Mesopotamia, and was
423
defeated with great loss by the Parthian general Surena his “ Wine-Flask.” He died in 422, aged about ninetynear Carrhae, (the Haran of the Bible.) He was then six. The extant fragments of Cratinus were edited by
compelled by his mutinous troops to meet in conference Runkel, 1827.
with Surena, who had made overtures for peace, and was
See Meineke, “ Historia Critica,” and “Fragmenta Comicorum
there treacherously killed in 53 b.c. His ruling passion Graecorum;” C. W. Lucas, “Cratinus et Eupolis,” 1826.
Cratippe. See Cratippus.
was avarice. He was a man of great industry, a keen
Cra-tip'pus, [ KpuTiirnoc ,] a Greek historian, who lived
speculator, and a large dealer in slaves.
“
about 400 B.C., and continued the work of Thucydides.
Crassus
See Plutarch,
Drumann, “ Geschichte Roms
“ Nouvelle Biographie Gene rale.”
Cratippus, [Gr. Kpunmroc ; Fr. Cratippe, kRi't^p',]
Crassus, (Publius,) a son of the triumvir Crassus, a Greek Peripatetic philosopher of Mitylene. He was
served as legate of Caesar in Gaul in 58 b.c. Pie fought a teacher and friend of Cicero, who estimated him as the
’

bravely against the Parthians, and was killed at the battle
near Carrhae in 53 b.c.
Crassus, (P. Licinius,) a Roman general, who was
chosen pontifex maximus in 212 B.c. In 205 he became
consul with Scipio Africanus, and gave proof of military
Died in 183 B.c.
talents in the war against Hannibal.
Crastoni, kRis-to'nee, or Crestoni, kRSs-to'nee,
(Giovanni,) an Italian Hellenist and monk, born at
Piacenza, is said to have compiled the first Greek-Latin
Dictionary, printed about 1478.

Cratere. See Craterus.
Crat'e-rus, [Gr. Kparepoc; Fr. Cratere, kRi'taiR',]
one of the most eminent of the generals and successors of
Alexander the Great, whom he followed in the invasion
*
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Crato, kRi'to, or Craton, kRi'ton, (Johann,) a Gerphysician, originally named Craft or Crafft, was
born at Breslau in 1519. He studied under Luther and
Melanchthon at Wittenberg, and was the favourite pupil
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Augsburg, and became chief physician of the emperors
Ferdinand I. and Maximilian II. He published “Introduction to Medicine,” (“Isagoge Medicinae,” 1560,) and
other medical works. Died in 1585.
See Niceron, “Mdinoires:” Adam, “ Vitae Germanorum Medicorum;” Moreri, “ Dictionnaire Historique.”
Crat'y-lus, [KparuAof,] a Greek philosopher, who lived
in the fifth century B.C., and professed the doctrines of
Heraclitus.
He was one of the teachers of Plato.

Crauford.

See

Crawford and Craufurd.

Malay Language,” (1852.)
Craufurd, Crau'ford, or Craw'ford, (Quintin,) a
Scottish author, born in Ayrshire in 1743, went to India
in his youth, served the Company as military and civil
officer, and about 1780 returned to Europe with an easy
fortune.
He lived some years in Paris, where he had
intimate relations with the queen Marie Antoinette and
the empress Josephine. He published “ Sketches of the
History, Religion, and Manners of the Hindoos,” (1790,)
“Melanges of History and Literature,” (1809,) and other
works, which are commended. Died in 1819.

Crause. See Krause.
Cra'ven, (Charles,) became Governor of South Caro-

He successfully defended

Yemassee Indians
Craven, (Thomas

the

born

in 1715.
T.,) an

the colony against

American rear-admiral,

Columbia, entered the service in
distinguished himself as commander of the
Brooklyn in the victory by which Farragut captured New
Orleans in April, 1862.
Craven, (Tunis Augustus,) an American naval
officer, born in New Hampshire, entered the navy about
He became a lieutenant in 1841, and afterwards
1829.
a captain. He was captain of the iron-clad Tecumseh,
and was drowned when it was sunk by a torpedo in the
attack on the defences of Mobile, August 5, 1864.
in the District of

1822.

He commanded
and

1862,

a division at Antietam,
at Gettysburg, July 1-3, 1863.

September

17,

Crawford, (Thomas,) an eminent American sculpHe visited Italy about
tor, born in New York in 1814.
1835, and studied under Thorwaldsen at Rome, where
he worked many years. About 1840 he produced a statue
He received
of “ Orpheus,” which was much admired.
1849 a commission from the State of Virginia to execute a colossal equestrian statue of Washington, which
at Richmond. Among his numerous works are several
religious and mythological subjects, and a colossal statue
of the Genius of America for the Capitol at Washington.
in
is

Crau'furd or Craw'furd, (J ohn,) a British officer and
writer of the present era, published several valuable
works on Oriental affairs, among which are a “ History
of the Indian Archipelago,” (1820,) “Siam and Cochin
China,” (1828,) and a “ Grammar and Dictionary of the

lina in 1712.
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He

Died
See
for

in

London

in 1857.

Tuckerman, “ Book

of the Artists
Democratic
for July, 1869.

Review”

May, 1843; “Atlantic Monthly”

Crawford, (William,) a Scottish divine, born at
Kelso in 1676, wrote a work entitled “ Dying Thoughts.”
Died

in 1742.

Crawford, (William Harris,) an American statesman, born in Amherst county, Virginia, in 1772, removed with his father to Georgia in his childhood. He
studied law, was admitted to the bar in 1798, and setIn 1807 he was elected a
tled at Lexington, Georgia.
Senator of the United States by the Democrats, and in
He became
1813 he was appointed minister to France.
secretary of war in 1815, and secretary of the treasury
He continued to hold this position throughout
in 1816.
the administration of President Monroe, which ended in
March, 1825. In 1824 he was nominated for the Presidency by the Congressional caucus, the right of which
to select a candidate was disowned by the majority of
the party.
His competitors were General Jackson, John
Quincy Adams, and Henry Clay. Crawford received
only forty-one electoral votes. He was afterwards a
Died in 1834.
circuit judge in Georgia.
See “National Portrait-Gallery of Distinguished Amencans,”
vol. iv.

Crawfurd, (David.) See Crawford.
Craw'furd, (George,) a British historian, of whose
He
life we have no details, born probably in Scotland.

published an esteemed “ History of the Family of the
Cra'vpn, (William,) an English clergyman, born in Stuarts,” (1710,) and the “Peerage of Scotland,” (1716.)
Crawfurd, (John.) See Craufurd.
1731, was professor of Arabic in Cambridge, and published “Sermons on a Future State,” and “Discourses
Crayer, de, deh kri'yer or kui'yi', (Caspar or Gasin Answer to Hume,” (1802.)
Died in 1815.
pard,) a celebrated Flemish historical painter, was born
Craveta, kRi-va'tJ, (Aimone,) an Italian jurist, born at Antwerp in 1582. He worked for a time at Brussels,
in Piedmont in 1504; died in 1569.
and afterwards for many years at Ghent. He adorned the
Craw'ford, (Adair,) F.R.S., an eminent British cities of Flanders with many large altar-pieces and other
chemist and physician, born in 1749. He was professor pictures. His design is generally correct, and his colourof chemistry at Woolwich, and a member of the Philo- ing good.
He nearly equalled Van Dyck in portraits.
sophical Society of Philadelphia.

He

acquired reputa-

his master-pieces are “ Saint Catherine passing

Among

by an ingenious work entitled “Experiments and up to Heaven,” and the “ Martyrdom of Saint Blaise,”
Observations on Animal Heat,” (1779.) Died in 1795.
painted in his eighty-sixth year. Died at Ghent in 1669.
Crawford, Earl of. See Lindsay, (John.)
See Bryan, “ Dictionary of Painters;” Descamps, “Viesdes
Craw'ford, Crau'ford, or Craw'furd, (David,) Peintres Flamands,” etc.
a Scottish historian, born in 1665.
He was appointed
Crayon, (Geoffrey.) See Irving, (Washington.)
historiographer royal for Scotland by Queen Anne, and
Crea'sy, (Sir Edward Shepherd,) an English his“
in 1706 published
Memoirs of the Affairs of Scotland, torian and lawyer, born at Bexley, in Kent, in 1812. He
1566-81,” which is charged with partiality. Died in 1726. was called to the bar about 1837, and appointed pro“
See Chambers, Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen.” fessor of history in University College, London, in 1850.
Craw'ford, (George W.,) an American lawyer, born He published in 1852 “ Fifteen Decisive Battles of the
in Columbia county, Georgia, in 1798.
He was elected World,” which has passed through nine or more ediGovernor of Georgia in 1843, and re-elected in 1845. tions, and in 1856 “The Rise and Progress of the EngHe was appointed secretary of war by President Taylor lish Constitution,” which is commended. In 1860 he was
remained
in March, 1849, and resigned, in consequence of the death appointed chief justice of Ceylon, where he
tion

lor sixteen years.

of the President, in July, 1850.

Crawford, (Nathaniel Macon,) an American Bapminister, born near Lexington, Georgia, in 1811, was
a son of William H. Crawford, noticed below.
He was
chosen president of Mercer University, Georgia, in 1854,
resigned in 1856, and was re-elected about 1858.
He
was distinguished as a pulpit orator. Died in 1871.
tist

Crawford, (Quintin.) See Craufurd.
Crawford, (Robert,) a Scottish poet, acquired

He

died in 1878.

Crebillon, de, deh kRi'be'ybN', (Claude Prosper
Jolyot zho'le-o',) a French novelist, son of Prosper
Jolyot, noticed below, was born in Paris in 1 707. He wrote
several licentious novels which were once in vogue. Hi 3
own conduct is said to have been strictly moral. Died

—

in 1777.

See Grimm, “ Correspondance

repu-

Abb£ de Voisenon, “Anec-

dotes litteraires et critiques,” etc.

Crebillon, de, (Prosper Jolyot,) an eminent French
by the admired lyrics of “Tweedside,” and “The
Bush aboon Traquair.” Died in 1733.
dramatic poet, born at Dijon in 1674. He was sent to
Crawford, (Samuel W.,) an American general, born Paris to study law with a M. Prieur, an amateur of the
in Franklin county, Pennsylvania, in 1829.
He became theatre, who persuaded him to compose tragedies. His
a surgeon in the army about 1851, and was one of the “Idomenee” was successful in 1705, and his “Atree”
In 1711 he
garrison of Fort Sumter in April, 1861. In the spring of (“Atreus,” 1707) added to his reputation.
1862 he was appointed a brigadier-general of volunteers. produced his “ Rhadamiste,” which is pronounced by
tation
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La Harpe and others not only his master-piece, but
one of the finest tragedies which have appeared on the
French stage. His “ Pyrrhus” (1726) was much admired.
During the twenty-two years which followed, he wrote
nothing.
In 1731 he was admitted into the French
Academy, on which occasion he pronounced a poetical
address, in which occurs this applauded line
“ Aucun fiel n’a jamais empoisonne ma plume.”*
He produced in 1 749 his “ Catilina,” which had been long
expected, and in reference to which the public exclaimed,
with Cicero, “ How long, O Catiline, wilt thou abuse our
patience?” It was performed with immense applause;
though critics think it betrays a decline in power. He

He was imprisoned and put to death by order of Frederick William, the successor of Christian, in 1601.
Crelle, kRel'leh, (August Leopold,) a German mathematician, born at Eichenwerder, Prussia, in 1780. In 1828
he was chosen a member of the Academy of Sciences
of Berlin. Among his works are an “ Essay on a General
Theory of Analytic Functions,” (1826,) and a “Manual
of Geometry,” (1827.)
He edited the “Journal of
Mathematics,” (Berlin, 1826-51.)
“
See Brockhaus, Conversations- Lexikon.”

died in 1 762, having won a place among the dramatists
of the first order next to Corneille and Racine. He
preferred to live in liberty and poverty rather than cringe
for favour at the feet of power.
La Harpe, “ Lycee
See D’Alembert, “ Eiloge de Crdbillon
Abbe de la Porte, “ Biographie de Crebillon
“Nouvelle Bio-

he died in 1633. His most important work is a “Vindication of Religious Liberty,” (“Vindiciae pro Religionis
Libertate,” 1637.)
See J. F. Mayer, “Programma de J. Crellio,” 1706.

:

Crellius, kRel'le-fis, or Crell, kR§l, (Johann,) a Ger-

man Socinian theologian, born near Nuremberg in 1590.
He became rector of a Socinian school at Cracow, where

Cremieux, kR&'me-uh', (Isaac Adolphe,)

a French
and eloquent advocate, was born at Nimes in
He removed to Paris about 1830, and became
1796.
advocate to the court of cassation. In 1842 he was
elected to the Chamber of Deputies, in which he acted
politician

graphic Gencrale
Am anton, “Revelations sur les deux Crebillon,” 1835 ; “Fraser’s Magazine” for September, 1851.

Credi,

de kaa'dee, (Lorenzo Sciarpelloni

di,

shaR-p§l-lo'nee,) an excellent Italian painter, born at

On

with the radical party, ( extreme gauche.)

the abdi-

Florence in 1453. He imitated with success Leonardo cation of Louis Philippe, February, 1848, he declared in
da Vinci, his fellow-pupil. A “Nativity” at Florence, favour of a republic, and became minister of justice in
and a “Madonna and Child” in the Louvre, are reck- the provisional government. He retired from office June
oned among his best productions. He died at Florence
7, 1848, and favoured the election of Louis Napoleon
about 1535. His name is sometimes written Lorenzo to the Presidency. In 1849 and 1850 he was an orator
Andrea di Credi.
of the opposition in the Assembly. After the coup d Y at
of December, 1851, he lived as a private citizen for many
years in September, 1870, he became minister of justice.
Cremonese dei Paesi. See Bassi, (Francesco.)

See Vasari, “Lives of the Painters.”

Credner, kR§d'ner or

kRgt'ner,

(Karl August,) a

;

German

theologian, born near Gotha in 1797, became
professor of theology at Giessen in 1832. Among his
works are an “Introduction to Biblical Studies,” (1832“ History of the New Testament,” (1852.)
38,) and a
Creech, (Rev. Thomas,) an English scholar, eminent
as a translator, was born at Blandford, Dorsetshire, in
1659. He was educated at Oxford, and became a Fellow
of All Souls’ College. In 1682 he published his translation of Lucretius, in verse, which is much admired.
He also translated Horace, Theocritus, and portions of
other classic authors. He committed suicide in 1701.
“Creech is a much better translator,” says Dr. Warton,
“ than he is usually supposed to be. He is a nervous
and vigorous writer.”

Cremonini, kRi-mo-nee'nee, (Cesare,) an
forty years he taught

German

jurist,

born

at Leipsic in 1703.

He was

philosophy

in

Italian

1550.

For

University of

in the

Padua, and was one of the chiefs of the rigid AristoteHe was widely renowned in his day, but his
works are now neglected. Died in 1631.
lians.

cal

Bayle, “HistoriSee Ginguen£, “Histoire Litteraire d’ltalie
and Critical Dictionary;” Ritter, “ History of Philosophy.”

Cremonini, (Giovanni Battista,) an Italian painter
of perspective and of sacred history, born at Cento about
1560, worked at Bologna, and was the master of GuerDied

cino.

in 1610.

See Cordus.
Crenius, kRa'ne-us, (Thomas,) a German writer, whose
proper name was Crusius, (kRoo'ze-us,) was born in
Brandenburg in 1648. He was employed as corrector
of the press at Leyden, and published several mediocre
Latin works, among which was “ Historical and Critical
Died in 1728.
Dissertations,” (10 vols., 1691.)

Cremutius.

See “ Biographia Britannica.”

Creech, (William,) a Scottish bookseller of Edinburgh, noted for his facetious talents and penuriousness,
was born in 1745 ; died in 1815.
See Chambers, “Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen.”
Cregut, kRa'goot, (Friedrich Christian,) a German
medical writer, born at Hanau in 1675 ; died in 1758.
Creighton, kra'ton, ? or Creichton, (John,) an Irishman, who was born in 1648, fought against the Scottish
Covenanters, and wrote “Memoirs” (1731) of events
which he witnessed. Died in 1733.
Creighton, kra'ton, (John Orde,) an American commodore, born in New York City; died in 1846.
Creighton or Crighton, krl'ton, (Robert,) Bishop
of Bath and Wells, was born at Dunkeld in 1593.
He
was chaplain to Charles II. during his exile. Died in 1672.
Creighton, (Robert,) an English clergyman, son of
the preceding, born in 1639. He had great skill in churchmusic, and composed the admired anthem for four voices,
“I will arise and go to my Father.” Died in 1736.
Crell, kR§l, (Christoph Ludwig,) a distinguished

Cento

Peripatetic philosopher, born at

See Moreri, “Dictionnaire Historique.”
K peuv,] a fabulous king of

Cre'on, [Gr.

Thebes, was

a brother of Jocasta. He succeeded Laius, and gave
the throne to CEdipus to reward him for liberating
Thebes from the Sphinx. He became king again after

CEdipus went into

exile.

See Sophocles, “CEdipus” and “Antigone.”

Cre-o-phy'lus, [Kpeui/nshoc,] an ancient Greek epic
poet, who is supposed to have been a contemporary
and friend of Homer.
Crepin, kRi'piN', (Louis Philippe,) a French painter
of marine views, born in Paris in 1772 died about 1845.
Crepu, kreh-pii', (Nicolas,) a Flemish painter, born
He painted flowers, camps, and
at Brussels in 1680.
other subjects with success, in Brussels. Died in 1761.
;

See Descamps, “Vies des Peintres Flamands,”

pro-

etc.

Crequi, de, deh kRl'ke', (Antoine,) Seigneur de
Pont de Remi, (pbN deh ri'me',) a famous French capwho for a time defended Therouane against Henry
tain,
See Sperbach, “Merita et Memoria C. L. Crellii,” 1758,
VIII. of England, (1513.) He was killed about 1525.
See Crellius.
Crell, (Johann.)
Crequi, de, (Francois de Bonne,) Due de LesdiCrell, (Ludwig Christian,) a German classical
guieres, (LYde'ge'aiR.',) an able French general, born about
scholar, father of Christoph Ludwig, noticed above, was
After
1624, was made a marshal of France in 1668.
born at Neustadt in 1671. He became professor of Turenne died, in
1675, Crequi was the senior of the
philosophy at Leipsic. Died in 1733.
gained victories over the Duke of Lorfessor of law at Wittenberg,
Died in 1758.
sertations.

and wrote many

legal dis-

* “
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marshals.

See Mor^ri, “ Dictionnaire Historique.”

and Alsace, in 1677 and 1678. Died
had the reputation,” said Voltaire, “of
destined to supply the place of Turenne.”
Voltaire, “SiWede
See Sismondi, “Histoire des Framjais

raine, in Lorraine

Crell, (Nikolaus,) born in Leipsic about 1550, became prime minister of Christian I., Elector of Saxony.

in 1687.
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pupil of Cignani. He was surnamed Spagnuolo,
(spin-yoo-o'lo,) (the “Spaniard,”) on account of the
magnificence of his dress. He imitated Correggio and
the Caracci with success, and had great facility of execution.
Among his admired works are an “ Ecce Homo,”
and “ Seven Sacraments.” He was a capricious artist,
and produced many bizarre compositions. Died in 1747.
His sons Luigi and Antonio were painters of a different
style.
Luigi was a writer on Art. Among his works is
the “Lives of Bolognese Painters.” Died in 1779.
See Lanzi, “History of Painting in Italy.”
Crespin, kRgs'pflN', or Crispin, kR^s'p&N', (Daniel,)
a Swiss philologist, who lived at Lausanne about 1690.
He edited Sallust and Ovid (1681) “ad usum Delphini.”
Crespin, (Jean,) a French Protestant writer, born at
Arras.
He removed to Geneva in 1548 with Theodore
de Beza, and established there a printing-press, from
which many excellent editions were issued. He was
author of “ The Book of Martyrs,” (“ Le Livre des Mar-

Crequi de Blanchefort, de, deh kuYke' deh blSNsh'- was a
(Charles,) Marquis, afterwards Due de Lesdiguieres, a French general, who became marshal of France
foR',

He

defeated the Duke of Feria in Piedmont in
He was killed at the siege of Brema in 1638.
1625.
See N. Chorier, “Histoire de la Vie de C. de Crequi,” 1683;
Sismondi, “Histoire des Frangais.”

in 1622.

Crequi de Blanchefort, de, (Charles,) Due, a
French general, brother of Francois, noticed above, born
about 1624.

He

served in several battles in Flanders,

and was sent as ambassador to Rome, where he was insulted by the papal guards in 1662. Louis XIV. forced the
court of Rome to apologize for this insult. Died in 1687.
Crescence. See Crescentius.
Crescentim,kRi-shgn-tee'nee, (Girolamo,) a famous
Italian singer, born at Urbania in 1769, made his debut
at Naples in 1788. In 1809 Napoleon appointed him first
singer of his court. Died in 1846.
See Fetis, “ Biographie Universelle des Musiciens.”

Crescentius, kres-sen'she-us,

[Fr. Crescence, kR.Vs5nss',] a Roman chief, who obtained the title of consul in Rome in 980 a.d.
He attempted, says Sismondi,
to restore to Rome its liberty and former glory.
His
designs, however, were thwarted by Pope Gregory V.
and the emperor Otho III., who entered Rome with an

tyrs,” 1554.)
Died in 1572.
See Bayle, “ Historical and
“ Vitie Eruditorum.”

Critical

Dictionary

M. Adam,

(Hugh Paulin,) an EngWakefield in 1605. He was
chaplain to Lord Wentworth and to Lord Falkland.
army in 998. Crescentius, having capitulated to Otho, During a visit to Rome in 1646 he became a Roman
Catholic, and afterwards changed his name to Serenus
was put to death.
de Cressey. After the restoration of 1660 he was chapSee Sismondi, “Histoire des Ripubliques Italiennes.”
lain
to the Queen of England.
He wrote a “ Church
Crescenzi, (Bartolommeo.) See Cavarazzi.
Crescenzi, kRi-shSn'zee, (Giovanni Battista,) a History of England,” (unfinished,) and several treatises
in defence of the Roman Church.
Died in 1674.
skilful Italian painter and architect, born in Rome about
See Wood, “Atheme Oxonienses.”
He went to Spain in 1617, and was employed by
1595.
Cres'son, (Elliott,) president of the Pennsylvania
Philip III., for whom he designed the beautiful Pantheon
of the Escurial, begun about 1620. He received from Colonization Society, was born in 1796 ; died in 1854.
Cress'well or Cres'well, (John A. J.,) an American
Philip IV. the title of Marquis de la Torre.
Died at
lawyer and Senator, born at Port Deposit, Maryland, in
Madrid in 1660.
1828.
He was elected a member of Congress in 1862,
See Nagler, “Neues Allgemeines Kiinstler-Lexikon.”
Senator of the United States for a short term
Crescenzi, Crescenzo, kRi-shSn'zo, or Crescen- and a
in 1865.
He supported the Radical policy. In March,
zio, kRi-shSiv'ze-o, (Niccol 6,) a physician of Naples,
he was appointed postmaster-general of the United
lived about 1 700, and wrote some valuable medical works. 1869,
States.
Crescenzi, de’, di kRi-shSn'zee, (Pietro,) an Italian
Cressy. See Cressey.
senator, called “ the restorer of agriculture,” was born
Cresti. See Passignano.
at Bologna in 1230.
He wrote, in Latin, a “ Treatise
Crestoni. See Crastoni.
on Rural Economy,” (“Opus ruralium commodorum,”)
Cresus. See Crcesus.
a remarkable monument, says Du Petit-Thouars, “in
Creswell. See Cresswell.
the history of agriculture.” It obtained a great circuCres'wick, (Thomas,) an eminent English landscapelation, and was translated into many languages. He became a senator at the age of seventy. Died about 1320. painter, born at Sheffield in 181 1. He became a student
of the Royal Academy, London, in 1828, and an assoSee Ginguen^, “Histoire Litteraire d’ltalie;” Filippo Re,
ciate of the same in 1842, and afterwards exhibited many
“ Elogio storico di P. de’ Crescenzi,” 1812.
Crescimbeni, kR&-sh 4 m-ba'nee, (Giovanni Maria,) admired views of British scenery. Among his principal
works are a “London Road a Hundred Years ago,”
a distinguished Italian poet and critic, born at Macerata,
Weald of Kent,” “Home by the Sands,”
in the March of Ancona, in 1663.
He was received as (1847,) “The
“ Shady Glen,” and “ Wind on Shore,” (1850.)
doctor of law at the age of sixteen, and in 1681 began (1848,) a
to practise law in Rome.
He founded there in 1690 the His pictures are mostly faithful transcripts of nature.
Died January 1, 1870.
celebrated Academy of Arcadians.
After composing a
Cretet, kRkW, (Emmanuel,) Comte de Champmol,
number of lyric poems, he published in 1698 a “History
(shdN'mol',) born in Dauphine, France, in 1747, was
of National Poetry,” (“ Istoria della volgar Poesia,”) a
minister of the interior from 1807 to 1809. Died in 1809.
learned and valuable work.
In 1719 he took orders,
Creti, kRa'tee, (Donato,) an Italian painter, born at
and received several benefices in Rome.
Died in 1728.
“ Crescimbeni,” says Hallam, “ has made an honourable Cremona in 1671. His master-piece is a Saint Vincent.
in 1749.
Died
name by his exertions to purify the national taste.”
Cretin or Chrestin, kR YtlN', (Guillaume,) a French
(“ Introduction to the Literature of Europe.”)
poet, whose proper name was Dubois. Died about 1525.
See Tiraboschi, “Storia della Letteratura Italiana;” F. M.
Cretineau-Joly, kRVte'no' zho'le', (Jacques,) a
Mancurti, “Vita di G. M. Crescimbeni,” 1729; Nic^ron, “ Memoires.”
French historian, born at Fontenay-Vendee in 1803.
Among his works is a “History of the Jesuits,” (6 vols.,
Cresconius. See Corippus.
Cres'I-las, [Kpeot/laf,] an Athenian sculptor, spoken 1844-46.)
of by Pliny, was a contemporary of Phidias. The name is
Crette de Palluel, kR Yt&' deh pi'lii'll', (Franqois,)
sometimes improperly written Ctesilas or Ctesilaus.
a French writer on agriculture, born near Paris in 1741.
Crespi, kRSs'pee, (Daniele,) a historical painter, He invented several farming-implements. Died in 1798.
Cre-u'sa, [Gr. K peovea ; Fr. Crouse, kR&'iiz',] a
born in the Milanese about 1590. His works are admired for expression and vigour of colour. He painted daughter of Priam, and wife of Aineas. When Troy
at Milan, in fresco, “The Resurrection of Saint Bruno,” was captured by the Greeks, she fled with her husband
which is called his master-piece. Died at Milan in 1630. by night, but was separated from him in the confusion,
Crespi, (Giovanni Battista,) called II Cerano, and mysteriously disappeared.
(41 chi-rd'no,) an Italian painter and architect, born at
See Virgil’s “/Eneid,” book ii. 738-794.
Cerano in 1557. He worked at Milan, and was presiCreuse. See Creusa.
dent of the Academy of that city. Died in 1633.
Creutz, (F. K. C.) See Creuz.
Crespi, (Giuseppe Maria,) Cavaliere, a skilful
Creutz, kRg'oots, (Gustavus Philip,) Count of, a
Italian painter and engraver, born at Bologna in 1665, Swedish poet and statesman, born in Finland in 1726.
Cres'sey

or Cres'sy, de,
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He wrote two admired poems, “ Atys and Camilla,” and
an “ Epistle to Daphne.” For twenty years he resided as
minister at Paris, where he was intimate with Dr. Franklin, with whom he negotiated a treaty in 1783.
In that
year he became minister of foreign affairs in Sweden.
in 1785.
See Schroederheim, “ Aminnelse-Tal ofver Riks Radet Grefve
Creutz,” 1787 Marmontel, “ Mdmoires.”

Crichton, kRi'ton, (James,) commonly styled “the
Admirable Crichton,” a Scottish prodigy, born at the
about 1560, was the son of
Robert Crichton, lord advocate of Scotland. At the age
of fourteen he graduated as A.M. in the University of
Saint Andrew’s, and before he was twenty could speak
ten languages.
He was handsome in form and feature,
and excelled in drawing, fencing, dancing, music, and

Creutzfelder, kRoits'fil'der, (Johann Georg,) a German portrait-painter, born at Nuremberg in 1570; died

tour,

castle of Cluny, Perthshire,

Died

;

other accomplishments.
In the course of a continental
about 1580, he challenged the doctors and scholars'
of Paris to dispute with him, at an appointed time, on
any question and in any one of twelve specified languages. Having by this means assembled a numerous
company of professors and others, he acquitted himself
to the general admiration.
Proceeding thence to Italy,
he repeated his exhibition, and obtained similar triumphs
in Rome, Venice, and Padua.
Aldus Manutius describes
the eclat with which he sustained for three days a contest

in 1633.

Creutziger, kRoit'siG-er,

[Lat. Cru'ciger,] (Gastheologian, born at Feipsic in 1504.
a professor at Wittenberg, and aided Futher
in his translation of the Bible into German.
He wrote
(in Latin) “ On the Dignity of Theological Studies,”
and a few other treatises. Died in 1548.
Creuz or Creutz, kRoits, (Friedrich Karl Casimir,) a German didactic poet, born at Homburg-vorder-Hohe in 1724. His reputation is founded chiefly
on “The Tombs,” (“Die Graber,” 1760,) a philosophic
poem, which is much esteemed. He wrote “ Essays on
Man,” and other prose works. He contributed to the
reformation of the style of German literature. Died

pard,) a

German

He became

in

in 1770.
”
See “ Nouvelle Biographic Gendrale.

Creuze de Lesser, kRuh'zi' deh l&'si', (Auguste
Franqois,) Baron, a French poet and dramatist, born in

He

Paris in 1771.
was a
for six years, (1800-06,)

member

of the legislative body
restoration was
prefect of Herault. He published poems entitled “The
“
Knights of the Round Table,” (1812,) Roland,” (1814,)
and “The Last Man,” (1832,) and also several dramas,

among which
in

and

after the

—

the Baron de * * * ,” (2 vols., 1779,) said to be a
of merit.
Died at Avignon in 1789.

A

the

York.

In 1782 he published a flattering descripUnited States, in “Letters of an American
Farmer,” and was appointed consul for France at New
York. He enjoyed the friendship of Washington and
Franklin. Died in France in 1813.
Crevecceur, de, (Philippe,) an able French general
in the service of Louis XI., commanded the French at
the battle of Guinegate (or battle of the Spurs) in 1479.
He became marshal of France in 1492. Died in 1494.
tion of the

See Comines, “ Mdmoires.”

Crevier, kRk've-4 ', (Jean Baptiste,) a French historian, born in Paris in 1693, was a pupil of Rollin.
He
filled the chair of rhetoric in the College of Beauvais
for twenty years with success.
He wrote eight volumes

“Roman History.” Besides
other works, he published a “ History of the Roman
Emperors down to Constantine.” He has merit ; but
his style is less agreeable than that of Rollin.
Died
in continuation of Rollin’s

Crewe, kRu, (Nathaniel,) an

English

Died in 172 1.
Crichna. See Krishna.
,
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Crillon-Mahon, de, deh kRe'ydN' mt'iN', (Louis
Antoine Francois de Paul deh pol,) Due, a Spanish

—

general, the grandson of the following, born in Paris in
He obtained command of a division in 1801, and
1775.

was chosen Captain-General of Guipuscoa, Alava, and
Biscay in 1808. Soon after this he took an oath to Joseph
Bonaparte, who appointed him lieutenant-general, and
Viceroy of Navarre. Died in 1832.
See Fov, “Histoire des Guerres de

la

Pe n in stile. ”

Crillon-Mahon, de, (Louis de Berton des Balbes
de Quiers deh ke'aiR',) Due, a French general, born

—

Fontenoy in 1745.
Having obtained the rank of lieutenant-general in the

in 1718, contributed to the victory of

Seven Years’ war, (1755-62,) he passed into the serHe took Minorca in 1782, was made
Captain-General of Spain, and received the title of Duke
vice of Spain.

He commanded

without success in the

famous siege of Gibraltar, about 1782. Died in 1796.
See Voltaire, “Sitele de Louis XV.”
CrI-nag'o-ras, [Kpivayopag,] a Greek poet, who was
born at Mitylene and lived in the reign of Augustus.
Crinesius, kri-nee'she-us or kRe-na'ze-hs, (Christopher,) born in Bohemia in 1584, became professor of
Oriental languages at Wittenberg and Altdorf.
He
published “Gymnasium Syriacum,” (1611,) a work on

divine, born at Stean in 1633, became Bishop of Durham, and an abettor of the arbitrary policy of James II.

long; 4

in 1615.

:

of Mahon.

in 1765.

o, u, y,

Died

;

Crevecceur, de, deh kR&v'kuR', (Hector SaintJean,) a French writer, born at Caen in 1731. He emigrated to America in 1754, and settled on a farm near

i,

Duchess de Beaufort.

See Mademoiselle de Lussan, “Vie de Balbes de Crillon,”
Serviez, “Histoire du brave Crillon,” 1844; Montrond,
757
“ Histoire du brave Crillon,” 1845 Abbk de Crillon, “Vie de L.
de Balbis de Berton de Crillon,” 3 vols., 1826 De Thou, “ Historia
sui Temporis.”
>

1847; ‘‘Nouvelle Biographie Generate.’*

a, e,

work

Crillon, de, (Louis des Balbes (or Balbis) de Berton,) a famous French warrior, born in Provence in 1541.
He fought against the Protestants in the civil wars, signalized his courage at Lepanto in 1571, and had a high
command in the army of Henry III. during the war of
the League, (1580-89.) After the death of that king,
he entered the service of Plenry IV., who called him
the “bravest of the brave.” He took part in the battle
The king
of Ivry, and commanded in Savoy in 1600.
wished to make him a marshal, but was dissuaded by

der Griechen,” 1810-12, 4 vols. 8vo; 2d edition, 6 vols.,
1820-23.) The opinions and method of this work were
attacked by G. Hermann in “ Letters on Homer and
Hesiod,” and by other critics. In 1826 he was appointed
privy councillor to the Grand Duke of Baden, and in
1848 he resigned his chair at Heidelberg. He was the
author of numerous antiquarian treatises. Died in 1858.
masterly French translation of his “ Symbolik” was
published by J. D. Guigniaut, 1825-36.
See his Autobiography, “ Aus dem Leben eines alten Professors,”

or

The Duke

Crillon, de, deh kRe'ydiN', (Louis Athanase des
Balbes de Berton di btlb deh beR'tb.N',) a brother
He
of the Due de Crillon-Mahon, was born in 1726.
became a priest, and wrote “Philosophic Memoirs of

Creuzer, kRoit'ser, (Georg Friedrich,) a learned
and ingenious German philologist and antiquary, was
born at Marburg in 177 1. He became professor of philology and ancient history at Heidelberg in 1804.
He
acquired a European reputation by his “ Symbolism and
Mythology of Ancient Peoples, especially the Greeks,”
(“ Symbolik und Mythologie der alten Volker, besonders

Crew

Padua.

Scotsmen.”

in 1839.

New

at

of the Scottish Writers,” 1839: Sir Thomas Urquhart, “Life
of J. Crichton;” Chambers, “Biographical Dictionary of Eminent

“The Revenge,”

(1815.) His “Travels
Italy” (1806) passed through three editions.
Died
is

philosophy and mathematics

of Mantua employed Crichton as tutor to his son Vincenzo, a dissolute youth. One night, about 1582, he was
attacked by six persons in masks, whom he repulsed.
Having disarmed one of them and found it was his
pupil, he returned the sword to Vincenzo, who plunged
it into the heart of Crichton.
He left four short Latin
poems, which, says Dr. Kippis, “ will not stand the test
“
of a rigid examination.”
He was a man of very wonderful genius,” says Scaliger, “ more worthy of admiration
something
of the coxcomb about
than esteem. He had
him, and only wanted a little common sense.”
See P. F. Tvtler, “Life of the Admirable Crichton,” 1821: F.
Douglas, “The Life of J. Crichton,” 1760; D. Irving, “Lives
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the Syriac language, a “Syriac Lexicon,” (1612,) and a
4
Treatise on the Confusion of Tongues,” (“De ConDied in 1629.
fusione Linguarum,” 1629.)
Crinito, kRe-nee'to, [Lat. Crini'tus,] (Pietro,) an
He
Italian litterateur born at Florence about 1465.
wrote Latin verses, which approach the elegance of
“
Politian, and two popular prose works,
De honesta
,

(“On Honest (or Honourable) Instruction,”
and “Vita: Poetarum Latinorum,” (“Lives of the
Latin Poets.”)
Died about 1504.
Disciplina,”
1500,)

See Tiraboschi, “Storia della Letteratura Italiana.”

Critola'us, an Achaean general and demagogue, was
one of the chief authors of the war against Rome which
resulted in the destruction of Corinth and the subjugation
of Greece.
In 146 B.c. he was defeated by Metellus
in Locris.
As he was never heard of after this action,
it was supposed he died by poison.
Cri'ton or Crito [Kpinov] of Athens, was a friend and
disciple of Socrates.
He tried to persuade Socrates to
escape from prison, and attended him in his last hour. He
wrote seventeen dialogues on philosophy, which are not
extant. Plato gave the name of Criton to one of his books.
See Hermann, “Geschichte und System der Platonischen Philo-

See Crinito.
sophic.”
Crishna. See Krishna.
Criton, a Roman physician, who attended the emCrisp, (Stephen,) an eminent minister of the Society
peror Trajan. He wrote a book “ On Cosmetics.”
of Friends, born at Colchester about 1628. He was conCrit'ten-d?n, (George B.,) an American general in
As a
verted to the principles of the Friends in 1655.
the Confederate service, a son of John J. Crittenden,
minister of the gospel, he travelled many years in Great
Crinitus.

and Germany. He published a “ Plain noticed below. He commanded as major-general at
Pathway Opened,” “A Faithful Warning to Friends,” the battle of Somerset in 1862, where he was defeated
by General Thomas.
several Epistles, and other works.
Died in 1692.
Crittenden, (John Jay,) an American statesman,
“ Memoirs
the Life of
Crisp,” 1S24.
Britain, Holland,

See

Samuel Tuke,

of

S.

,

in Woodford county, Kentucky, in 1786. He studied
law, gained distinction as an advocate, and was elected
His term
to the Senate of the United States in 1817.
having expired in 1819, he practised law at Frankfort
from that time until 1835, when he was again elected to
the Senate for six years by the Whigs. He was a warm
friend of Henry Clay, and a constant supporter of his
principal measures.
He was appointed attorney-general
of the United States by President Harrison in March,

born

Crisp, (Tobias,) an English theologian, noted as a
chief of the Antinomians, was born in London in 1600.
He became rector of Brinkworth in 1627. In 1642 he
was engaged in a great controversy, on the subject of
free grace, with fifty-two opponents.
His sermons have
been published. Died in 1642.
Crispin. See C respin.
Cris'pin, (Gilbert,) a Norman of noble rank, was
Abbot of Westminster. Died about 1 1 15.
Crispo, kR^s'po, [Lat. Cris'pus,] (Antonio,) an Italian medical writer, born at Trapani, in Sicily, in 1600

1841 but he resigned in the ensuing September because
he disapproved the policy of Tyler. In 1843 he was
re-elected to the national Senate, and in 1848 was chosen
died in 1688.
Governor of Kentucky. He was attorney-general in the
Crispo, (Giovanni Battista,) an Italian writer and cabinet of President Fillmore from July, 1850, until
priest, born at Gallipoli, (Naples,) was a friend of Tasso March,
1853, after which he was in the Senate of the
and Annibal Caro. Among his works is a “ Life of United States from 1855 to 1861. On the dissolution
Sannazaro,” (1583.) Died in 1595.
He
of the Whig party he joined the American party.
Cris'pus, (Flavius Julius,) the eldest son of the opposed the repeal of the Missouri Compromise in 1854,
Roman emperor Constantine I., was born about 300 A.D. and the disunion movement of i860. In the session of
He served in the wars against the Franks and against 1860-61 he performed a prominent part as a mediator
Licinius, and gave proof of courage and abilities. Being and as the mover of a series of resolutions called the
falsely accused by his step-mother Fausta of an attempt Crittenden Compromise, which were not adopted. Died
to seduce her, he was put to death, by his father’s order, in 1863.
in 326 A.D.
Crittenden, (Thomas L.,) an American general, a
Cristiani, kpis-te-Vnee, (Bertrando,) Count of, an son of the preceding, was born at Russellville, Kentucky,
Italian statesman of high reputation, born at Genoa in about 1819.
He became a brigadier-general of volun1702. He was appointed by the empress Maria Theresa teers in the Union army in 1861, commanded a division
grand chancellor of the Milanese. Died in 1758.
at Shiloh, April, 1862, and was promoted to the rank
Cristofori, kR^s-tof'o-ree, (Pietro Paolo,) a cele- of major-general in the summer of the same year. He
brated Italian painter in mosaic, adorned the church commanded a corps at the battle of Stone River,
of Saint Peter at Rome. Died at an advanced age in which ended January
2, 1863, and at Chickamauga, in
1740.
September of that year.
Critias, krish'e-as, [Kpm'af,] or Critios, krish'e-os,
Crittenden, (Thomas T.,) an American general, a
a celebrated Athenian statuary, who flourished about 470 nephew of John
J. Crittenden, noticed above, was born
B.c.
Among his master-pieces were statues of Harmo- in Alabama about
He lived in Indiana before
1828.
dius and Aristogi'ton.
the civil war.
He was appointed a brigadier-general of
Critias, an Athenian orator and poet, and one of the volunteers in the Union army about April, 1862.
Thirty Tyrants, was a relative of Plato and a pupil of
Crivellari, kRe-vel-l&'ree, (Bartolommeo,) an able
Socrates.
Having been exiled from Athens for an un- Italian engraver, born at Venice in 1725 died in 1777.
;
known cause about 406 B.C., he returned with the Spartan
Crivelfi, kRe-vel'lee, (Angelo Maria,) sometimes
general Lysander in 404, and became one of the thirty called “ 11 Crivellone,” an Italian painter of animals and
who tyrannized over the state. He put Theramenes and hunting-scenes, was born at Milan. Died about 1730.
others to death.
He was killed in battle when ThrasyCrivelli, (Carlo,) a Venetian painter of the fifteenth
bu'lus liberated Athens in 404 B.c.
His eloquence was century, was living in 1475.
highly praised by Cicero.
He wrote elegies and other
Croce, kRo'chi,(BALDASSARE,) an Italian painter, born

works.

Bologna in 1553, worked in Rome. Died in 1628.
Croce, della, del'll kRo'chi, [Lat. Cru'cius,] (Vincenzo Alsario,) an Italian physician and medical writer,
born near Genoa about 1570, lived at Rome.
Crocifissajo. See Macchietti, (Girolamo.)
Crock'ett, (David,) an American hunter, noted for
his adventures and eccentric habits, was born in Tennessee in 1786. He was elected a member of Congress
in 1827, 1829, and 1831, and began his public life as a
friend of General Jackson; but he changed sides about
Having joined the Texans in their revolt against
1830.
Mexico, he was taken prisoner at Fort Alamo, and massacred, by Santa Anna, in 1836.
at

See W. E. Weber, “Dissertatio de Critia Tyranno,” 1824; Plutarch, “ Alcibiades
Bayle, “ Historical and Critical Dictionary
Lrote, “ History of Greece
Xenophon, “ Hellenica.”

Critios. See Critias.
Crito. See Criton.
Crit-o-la'us, [KptroAaof,] a Greek philosopher, was
a native of Phaselis, in Lycia.
He studied at Athens
under Ariston of Ceos, became after his death the head
of the Peripatetic school in Athens, and acquired a high
reputation as a philosopher and orator. About 155 B.c.
he was sent to Rome on an important embassy with
Carneades and Diogenes. He wrote a treatise to prove
the eternity of matter.
See Fabricius, “Bibliotheca Graeca;” Vossius,

“De

See his “Autobiography,” 1S34.
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Croese, kRoo'seh, (Gerard,) a Dutch clergyman, born
Croke, [Lat. Cro'cus,] (Richard,) an English schoAmsterdam in 1642, was the author of a “ History lar, born in London, taught Greek at Oxford about 1520,.
the
(“
of
Quakers,”
Historia Quakeriana,” 1695,) and His Latin orations have been published. Died in 1558.
other works. Died in 1710.
Cro'ker, (Rt. Hon. John Wilson,) an author, critic,
Croeser, kRoo'ser, (Jacques Henri,) a Flemish phy- and politician, was born in Galway, Ireland, in 1780.
sician, born at Grave in 1691; died in 1753.
He was educated at Trinity College, Dublin, and chose
Croesus, kree'sus, [Gr. Kpoioo;; Fr. Cr£sus, kitl'- the profession of the law. He was elected to Parliament
ziiss',] a king of Lydia, proverbial for his great wealth,
in 1807, and appointed secretary to the admiralty in 1809.
born about 590 B.C., succeeded his father Alyattes in In this year Scott, Croker, and others founded the “LonHe subjugated the ZEolians, Ionians, and other don Quarterly Review.” He gained literary distinction
560.
peoples of Asia Minor, and about 554 formed an alliance by a satire called “An Intercepted Letter from Canton,”
with the Spartans and the King of Egypt against Cyrus (1807,) “The Songs of Trafalgar,” a poem on the battle
of Persia. In the year 546 Croesus was defeated by Cyrus of Talavera, and other works. His talent for satire and
near Sardis, his capital, and taken prisoner. According sarcasm was displayed in the “Quarterly Review,” to
to Herodotus, whose story is discredited by some, he was which he frequently contributed for about thirty years
doomed to be burned alive, but was saved by his recalling or more. He became a member of the privy council in
a saying of Solon, which Cyrus desired him to explain, 1828. He opposed the Reform Bill in several able
and afterwards not only delivered him from death, but speeches, declared he would never sit in a Reformed
House of Commons, and after the passage of the bill
bestowed upon him distinguished marks of favour.
His most important
See “ History of Crcesus, King of Lydia,” London, 1756; Clin- in 1832 retired from Parliament.

at

ton, “ Fasti Hellenici
lus, books ix. and xvi.

Herodotus, “ History

Diodorus Sicu-

Croft, (Herbert,) an English prelate, born in OxfordHe was
shire in 1603, was educated as a Catholic.
converted to the Anglican Church in 1622, and became
Dean of Hereford in 1644, and Bishop of Hereford in
1661.
He published “The Naked Truth, or the True
State of the Primitive Church,” (1675,) which tended to
a union of the Protestants and produced much sensation.

work

is

his edition of Boswell’s “Life of Johnson,” (5

which is praised by many critics, but was
severely criticized by Macaulay, (“ Edinburgh Review,”
1831,) who exposes many instances of his “scandalous
inaccuracy.” Died in 1857.
vols., 1831,)

Croker, (Thomas Crofton,) a popular Irish writer,
born at Cork in 1798. Having served an apprenticeship
to a merchant of Cork, he obtained a clerkship in the
admiralty about the age of twenty-one. He published
Died in 1691.
“Researches in the South of Ireland,” (1824,) “Fairy
Croft, (Sir Herbert,) an English writer, of the same Legends,” “Legends of the Lakes, or Sayings and Dofamily as the preceding, born in 1751.
He took orders ings at Killarney,” (1829,) and other works. He was a
He frequent contributor to “ Fraser’s Magazine,” and was for
in 1 782, after which he succeeded to a baronetcy.
“
published Love and Madness,” and other works, and about thirty years a clerk in the admiralty. Died in 1834.
wrote the Life of Young for Dr. Johnson’s “Lives of
Croll, kRol, (Oswald,) a German alchemist, born at
the Poets.” About 1792 he issued a prospectus of an Wetter, in Hesse.
He became physician to Prince
improved edition of Johnson’s Dictionary, which was Christian of Anhalt, and a partisan of Paracelsus. He
never completed. Died in 1816.
published a curious work, called “Basilica Chymica,”
Croft, (Sir James,) an English statesman, born about
Died in 1609.
(1609,) which was often reprinted.
1530, was appointed lord deputy of Ireland by Edward
See F. Hoefer, “Histoirede la Chimie.”
VI. in 1551. Under the reign of Elizabeth he became
Cro'ly, (George,) a popular poet and voluminous
comptroller to the household. Died in 1591.
author, born in Dublin in 1780.
He was for many years,
See “Retrospective Review,” vol. i., 2d Series, 1827.
beginning in 1835, rector of Saint Stephen’s, Wallbrook,
Croft, (William,) a celebrated composer of cathedral London,
and was eminent as a pulpit orator. Besides
He became com- numerous sermons, he published “The Angel of the
music, born in Warwickshire in 1677.
poser to the Chapel Royal and organist of Westminster
World,” a tale, (1820,) “Salathiel, a Story of the Past,
Abbey in 1708. He published “Divine Harmony,” (1712,) the Present, and the Future,” (1827,) which is admired
and his admirable “ Musica Sacra” in 1724. Died in 1727. by many, “Poetical Works,” (2 vols.,
1830,) a “Personal
See F£tis, “Biographie Universelle des Musiciens.”
History of George IV.,” (1830,) “ Catiline,” a tragedy, a
Crof'ton, ( Zachary, ) an English nonconformist “Life of Edmund Burke,” (1840,) “Marston,” a novel,
minister of London.
Died about 1672.
(1846,) “Scenes from Scripture, with other Poems,”
Croghan, kro'gan, (Colonel George,) an American (1851,) and various other works. “There can be no
He doubt that his Catiline,’ whether considered as a poem
officer, born near Louisville, Kentucky, in 1791.
became inspector-general in 1825, and served in the or a drama, is a splendid performance.” (“Blackwood’s
Mexican war, (1846-47.) Died in 1849.
Magazine,” vol. xi.) Died in i860.
Croi, de, deh kRo'e', [Lat. Croi'us,] (Jean,) a French
Cromarty, Earl of. See Mackenzie, (George.)
Protestant minister, born at Uzes. He preached at BeCrorne, (John,) an English landscape-painter, born
ziers and Uzes, and wrote, besides other works, “Notes at Norwich in
1769; died in 1821.
(in
on Origen, Irenaeus, and Tertullian,”
Latin, 1652.)
Cro'mer, (Martin,) born at Biecz, in Poland, in 1512,
Bayle represents him as well versed in languages, criti- held a distinguished place among the historians of his
cism, and ecclesiastic antiquities. Died in 1659.
His principal work, a Latin “ History of Poland,”
time.
See Bayle, “ Historical and Critical Dictionary.”
(1558,) was highly esteemed for style and other merits.
Croiset, kRwl'zi', (Jean,) a French Jesuit and popu- He became Bishop of Warmia in 1579. Died in 1589.
lar writer, born at Marseilles about 1650, published “The
Cromp'ton, (Samuel,) an English artisan, born in
Christian Year,” (“Annee Chretienne,” 18 vols.,) and Lancashire in 1753, was the inventor of the spinning“Meditations, ”4vols., both often reprinted. Died in 1738. jenny or mule which was brought into use about 1778.
Croius. See Croi.
Died in 1827.
Croix. See Lacroix, Cruz, and Croce.
See G. French, “Life, etc. of Samuel Crompton,” London,
Croix, (Franqois PLtis.) See PEtis de la Croix. 1859 Henry Howe, “ Lives of Eminent American and European
Mechanics,”
1847.
Croix, (Juan.) See Cruz.
Cromvele or Cromuelos. See Cromwell, (Oliver.)
Croix du Maine. See La Croix du Maine.
Crom/well, (or krum'wel,) (Henry,) a younger son
Croke, krook, ? (Sir Alexander,) an English civilian
and miscellaneous writer, born at Aylesbury in 1800; of Oliver, was born at Huntingdon in 1627, and entered
In 1649, with the rank
the army at the age of twenty.
died in 1842.
Croke, krook, or Crook, (Sir George,) an English of colonel, he accompanied his father to Ireland, where he
actions.
He was chosen a
He was displayed courage in several
judge, born in the county of Bucks in 1559.
appointed justice of the king’s bench in 1628, and took member of Parliament in 1653. In 1657 he was appointed
side with Hampden in the Ship-money case in 1636. His lord deputy of Ireland, where he became popular by his
Soon after his brother Richard ceased
“ Reports of Select Cases” acquired a high and durable moderate policy.
to be Protector, April, 1659, Henry resigned his office,
reputation.
Died in 1641.
and lived as a private citizen in England. Died in 1674.
See Foss, “The Judges of England.
‘
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Cromwell, krum'wel or krfim'wel, (formerly almost
universally called krum'el,) [It. Cromvele, kRom-vi'li
Sp. Cromuelos, kRom-wa'lds,] (Oliver,) one of the
most extraordinary men that ever lived, was born at
Huntingdon, England, on the 25th of April, 1599. He
was the eldest surviving son of Robert Cromwell and
Elizabeth Steward. Robert was the son of Sir Henry
Cromwell, had sat in Parliament, and owned an estate
in land, which Oliver inherited. On April 23, 1616, the
day of Shakspeare’s death, Oliver entered Sidney Col-

had a majority in the Parliament, and the Independents,
who controlled the army and owned Cromwell as their
leader.
At length, in 1647, these came to an open rupture. On June 2, one of Cromwell’s officers seized the
person of the king and transferred him from the custody
of Parliament to that of the army.
In August, 1648, at
the battle of Preston, Cromwell, with about 8000 men,
defeated the royal forces under the Duke of Hamilton,
consisting of about 20,000, most of whom were Scotch.
Near the close of this year, the majority of the House
seeming inclined to treat with the king and restore him
to the throne, forty-one members were picked out as
they were entering the House, and placed under arrest
by the agency of Colonel Pride, one of Cromwell’s
officers.
Cromwell was a member of the court which
tried the king in January, 1649, and signed the warrant for
his execution. The part taken by Cromwell in the death
of Charles has left a shadow on his fame which must
always remain unless it can be clearly shown that such an
act of severity was necessary to the safety of the cause
of liberty. “ The murder of the king,” says Hume, “ the
most atrocious of all his actions, was to him covered under
a mighty cloud of republican and fanatical illusions.”
Having been sent as lord lieutenant to Ireland, which
was then in a state of riot and anarchy, he defeated the

Cambridge, where he remained until his father’s
It appears that he studied law in
London ; but we have no authentic record of this part of
his career. In 1620 he married Elizabeth Bouchier, with
whom he settled on the hereditary estate in Huntingdon,
and passed several years employed in farming and social
duties. During this period he lived in intimate fellowship
with the Puritans, who were very numerous among the
various ranks of society, and he appears to have given
his serious and earnest attention to the great questions
of religion. In 1628 Oliver represented the borough
of Huntingdon in Parliament, which, after passing the
Petition of Right, was dissolved in March, 1629, and
the leaders of the popular party were committed to
prison.
In this session he made his first speech against
Popery, which was significant of the great idea of his royalists at Drogheda and Wexford, and in less than a
public life. This was the last Parliament that met in year the enemy were generally subdued, though not
England for eleven years, during which period the without the exercise of extreme and perhaps indefensible
measures of the government seemed to become every severity.
day more arbitrary and tyrannical. In 1637 Cromwell
In 1650, the Scotch having raised an army with a view
and his cousin Hampden, the great Commoner, resolved to restore Charles II. to the throne, and having induced
to leave their native land, and had actually embarked him to co-operate with them, Cromwell was appointed
for North America ; but the ship, when about to sail, commander-in-chief, vice Lord Fairfax, who resigned his
was arrested by an order of council. They therefore commission. The armies met at Dunbar on September
remained in England ; and “ with them remained,” to use 3, where the Scotch were totally defeated and 10,000
the language of Macaulay, “ the evil genius of the House of them taken prisoners. Charles, having recruited his
of Stuart.” In the next Parliament, which met in April, army, marched into England, and was followed by Crom1640, Cromwell, who then resided at Ely, represented well to Worcester, where, September 3, 1651, a battle
the town of Cambridge, and also in the famous Long was fought which resulted in the complete overthrow of
Parliament, which met near the end of that year.
Sir the royal cause and rendered the victorious general virPhilip Warwick describes his first impressions of Crom- tually dictator.
And who could be more competent for
well, whom he saw at this period in the House, and whom, a crisis so difficult, which required the greatest resolution,
judging by his unfashionable dress and rusticity, he was vigour, and sagacity ? At this period there was observed
“ But,” he adds, “ I a change in his manner,
inclined to regard with contempt.
“ an indescribable kind of exallived to see this gentleman, by multiplied successes and tation.”
Clarendon remarks “that his parts seemed to
by more converse with good company, appear in my own be raised, as if he had concealed his faculties till he had
eye of a comely presence and a great and majestic de- occasion to use them.” In 1653 he entered the House
portment.” One day, as he rose to address the House, of Commons, now reduced to a small remnant, and
Lord Digby asked Hampden who the “ sloven” then dissolved it vi et armis, exclaiming, “ You are no longer
speaking was. Hampden replied that it was Oliver a Parliament.” At a council of the army in the early
Cromwell, adding, “ That sloven whom you see before part of 1654 he was formally proclaimed Protector of
you has no ornament in his speech ; but, if we should the Commonwealth. The government of the Protector
ever come to a breach with the king, that sloven, I say, commanded the respect of foreign powers, many of
will be the greatest man in England.”
On November whom vied with each other in courting his alliance. He
22, 1641, after a stormy debate, the Grand Remonstrance made liberty of conscience one of the fundamental prinpassed the House, by a small majority of the popular ciples of his policy, and defended the Protestant cause in
party.
foreign countries. When Spain solicited his alliance, he
In January, 1642, Charles I. having failed in an attempt required two conditions, one of which was the suppresto arrest five members of the House, affairs came to sion of the Inquisition. He employed Milton, who had
a crisis, and both sides appealed to arms. Cromwell previously served the Parliament in the same capacity,
entered the army as captain of cavalry, and soon dis- as his Latin secretary. In 1656 a new Parliament was
tinguished himself by his strict discipline, his military assembled, which voted supplies for the war with Spain
talents, and his invincible courage.
After the affair at and offered the crown to Cromwell ; but, though urged
Edgehill he perceived the necessity of having men of by various parties to accept the insignia of royalty, he
high principle, or enthusiasm of some kind, to contend persisted in refusing it.
against men of honour such as the Cavaliers ; and he used
Southey, though a Tory, admits that Cromwell’s “ good
his personal influence in enlisting numerous companies sense and good nature would have led him to govern
of yeomen among the Puritans of the Eastern counties. equitably, to promote literature, to cherish the arts, to
Although when he entered the army he was over forty, pour wine and oil in the wounds of the nation
but
he never lost a battle ; and his victories were always the mutinous spirit of his opponents partially frustrated
decisive, even when the enemy had a great superiority these designs. It is usually affirmed that he became very
in numbers.
On July 2, 1644, he commanded the left suspicious near the end of his career, and took extreme
wing at the battle of Marston Moor, which was won precautions against assassination. He died of fever on
chiefly by the irresistible charge of Cromwell’s Iron- September
3, 1658, the anniversary of his greatest vicsides.
In 1645, as lieutenant-general under Fairfax, he tories, those of Dunbar and Worcester. He left two
led the right wing at the decisive victory of Naseby, sons, Richard and Henry, and four daughters.
where the king lost his artillery, his private papers, and
It is admitted by all that Cromwell, as a statesman, as a
about 5000 men.
reformer, and as a military leader, displayed abilities of
There were two parties among the Parliamentarians, the very highest order. His memory has been subjected
which became more and more widely divergent as the to a severe ordeal by the enmity of two opposite parties
royal cause declined,
namely, the Presbyterians, who whose policy he frustrated, one of which denounced him
lege,

death, in June, 1617.
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as unfaithful to liberty, and the other found
treason against the divine right of kings.

him

guilty of

Many, while
admitting his intellectual ability, impeach the sincerity
of his motives and deny his claim to any noble or estimable moral qualities. But, after the lapse of two centuries, an impartial public begins to appreciate his meritorious services and moral integrity, as well as his political
wisdom and invincible valour. It is acknowledged that
under his direction England was prosperous, powerful,
and well governed, that his foreign policy was enlightened,

the king’s supremacy over the Church was delegated
to Cromwell, with the title of Vicar-General.
Many
monasteries were suppressed, and other reforms were
effected, by his agency and that of Cranmer, who was
his friend. He was made Earl of Essex in 1539 or 1540,
and obtained precedency over all the officers of state.
His sudden fall was hastened by his agency in the marriage of Henry VIII. to Anne of Cleves, whom the king
quickly resolved to divorce. After a trial for treason
and heresy, he was beheaded in July, 1540. “ He was,”
says Hume, “ a man of prudence, industry, and abilities,
worthy of a better master and of a better fate.” Froude
gives Cromwell a very high character both for ability
and honesty of purpose; but some other historians,
including Lingard, accuse him of rapacity, servility, and
selfish ambition.
See Froude, “History of England,” chaps, vi.-xvii.
Lingard,

magnanimous, and successful. Macaulay has remarked
that, “ though constantly attacked and scarcely ever defended, the character of Cromwell has yet always continued popular with the great body of his countrymen.”
Again he says, “ Cromwell was emphatically a man.
Never was any ruler so conspicuously bom for sovereignty. The cup which has intoxicated almost all others
sobered him. His spirit, restless, from its buoyancy, in “ History of England,” vol. iv. chaps, viii. et seg.; Michael Dray“
a lower sphere, reposed in majestic placidity as soon ton, Historie of the Life“ and Death of Lord Cromwell,” London,
1609; also Shakspeare,
Henry VIII.,” Act Third.
as it had reached the level congenial to it.
Rapidly as
Cronaca, II, £1 kRo'ni-ki or kRon'i-ki, the surname
his fortunes grew, his mind expanded more rapidly still.
of Simone Pollaiolo (pol-ll-o'lo) or Pollajuolo, an
Insignificant as a private citizen, he was a great general
Italian architect, born at Florence in 1454. He acquired
he was a still greater prince.”
celebrity by his design of the Strozzi palace, one of the
See Carlyle, “Letters and Speeches of Cromwell;” John Forster, “ Life of Cromwell,” in his “ Statesmen of the Commonwealth most magnificent edifices of Florence, and of the church
of England,” 7 vols., 1840; Robert Southey, “Life of O. Crom- of Saint Francis.
He was a zealous partisan or disciple
well,” 1844; Villemain, “Histoire de Cromwell,” 18x9 Guizot,
of Savonarola.
Died in 1509.
“Histoire de la Revolution d’Angleterre,” and his “Histoire de la
Cronegk, von, fon kRo'nik, (Johann Friedrich,)
Republique d’Angleterre et de Cromwell,” 1854 (and English version
of the same ;) J. H. Merle d’Aubign£, “The Protector; a Vindi- Baron, an excellent German poet, born at Anspach in
cation,” New York, 1848; Philar^te Chasles, “O. Cromwell; sa
He was versed in many languages, and had
1731.
Vie priv£e,” etc., 1847; Gregorio Leti, “ Historia e Memorie re- travelled in France and Italy.
He wrote elegies, odes,
condite sopra la Vita di O. Cromvele,” 1692 William Harris,
didactic
poems, hymns, and several dramas in verse,
“ Historical and Critical Account of the Life of 0. Cromwell,” 1762
“
which
display
fine
a
imagination.
His tragedy of “CoKarl Sebald, Leben O. Cromwells,” 1815; Daniel Wilson,
“ O. Cromwell and the Protectorate,” 1848
J. T. Headley," Life of drus” (1758) abounds in beauties of the first order, and
;

;

1

;

;

O. Cromwell,” 1848; Macaulay, “ Essays,” (Review of “ Hallam’s
Constitutional History;”) Clarendon," History of the Rebellion;”
Hume, “History of England;” Noble, “Memoirs of the Protectorate House of Cromwell,” 2 vols., 1784; Lamartine, “Memoirs of
Celebrated Characters,” vol. ii., 1856 “ London Quarterly Review”
for July, 1821; “Fraser’s Magazine” for December, 1847; “Edinburgh Review” for January, 1856.
;

is

called his master-piece.

He

died prematurely in 1758.

See Brockhaus, “ Conversations- Lexikon.”

Cronholm, kRon'holm, (Abraham,)

a Swedish hisborn at Landscrona in 1809. Among his works
are “Memorials of the Ancient North,” (2 vols., 1835,)
and “Political History of Scania,” (2 vols., 1846-51.)
Cro'nos, [Kpovof,] a god of the Greek mythology,
represented as the son of Uranus, and the father of
Jupiter, Neptune, Ceres, and Juno.
He was identified
with the Saturn of the Romans.
CronstedJ;, kRon'stit, (Axel Fredrick,) a Swedish
mineralogist, born in Sudermania in 1722.
He discovered about 1754 a new metal, which he named “nickel,”
and published a valuable “ Essay on Mineralogy, or
on the Classification of the Mineral Kingdom,” (1758,)
translated into German by Werner.
Died in 1765.
Crook, (George,) an American general, born near
Dayton, Ohio, about 1828. He commanded a corps of
Sheridan’s army at the battle of Winchester or Opequan
torian,

Cromwell, (Oliver,) said to be the last male descendant of the Protector, was the author of “ Memoirs
of Oliver Cromwell, and of his Sons Richard and Henry,”
published in 1820.
Cromwell, (Richard,) the eldest surviving son of
the Protector Oliver, was born at Huntingdon in 1626.
He was admitted into Lincoln’s Inn in 1647, but appears
to have been an indolent student.
In 1649 he married
Dorothy Major, with whom he passed several years in
rural retirement at Hursley, Hampshire. He had a mild,
virtuous, and unambitious character, and inherited little
or nothing of his father’s mental power. In 1654 Oliver
brought him to court and appointed him first lord of
trade and navigation, privy councillor, etc.
He succeeded his father, September 3, 1658, without open op- Creek, September 19, 1864, and at that of Cedar Creek,
He was commander of the department of
position, and was proclaimed Protector by General Monk October 19.
and the army.
general disaffection, however, was West Virginia from August, 1864, to February, 1865.
Crookes, (William,) an English chemist, born in
soon apparent, and the republicans and royalists united
in hostility to his power.
Fleetwood, Lambert, Des- London in 1832. In 1861 he discovered and investigated
borow, and other officers, having formed a cabal against the properties of the metal Thallium ; two years later he
him, demanded the dissolution of Parliament, which was was elected a fellow of the Royal Society. His well“ radiometer ” was first exhibited about 1874. He
effected in April, 1659. “By the same act,” says Hume, known
“ he was considered as effectually dethroned. Soon after, is the author of numerous works on chemistry and physics.
Crooks, (George R.,) an American Methodist
he signed his demission in form.” “Thus fell, suddenly
and from an enormous height, but, by a rare fortune, preacher, born in Philadelphia in 1822. He became
professor of ancient languages in Dickinson
adjunct
without any hurt or injury, the family of the Cromwells/’
About 1660 he retired to the continent, and resided some College in 1846. In conjunction with Professor Schem,
“
years in Paris and Geneva. He returned to England in he published a Latin-English Lexicon,” (1858.)
Croon or Croune, kroon, (William,) M.D., an
1680, and passed the rest of his life in obscurity and peace.
English scholar, born in London, was the founder of the
Died in 1712.
Croonian Lectures. He became professor of rhetoric in
See Hume, “History of England ;” Lingard, “History of EngGresham College, and founded a course of lectures on
land;” Villemain, “Histoire de Cromwell.”
Cromwell, (Thomas,) Earl of Essex, an ambitious algebra at Cambridge. He published a “Treatise on
English courtier and minister of state, born of humble Muscular Motion.” Died in 1684.
Crop'sey, (Jasper Frank,) an American landscapeparentage at Putney about 1490. In early life he was a
servant or agent of Cardinal Wolsey, whom he defended painter, was born at Westfield, Richmond county, New
with spirit and honour in the House of Commons in 1629. York, in 1823, and became a resident of England in 1856.

A

few years later he entered the service of the king, Among his works are “The Sibyl’s Temple,” “Peace”
“
whose confidence he gained, and by whom he was rapidly and War,” and “Niagara Falls.”
See Tuckerman, “ Book of the Artists.”
promoted. He had become an adherent of the ReforCros'by, (Brass,) an English politician, born at Stock
mation, when, about 1535, he was appointed principal
He was elected lord mayor of
secretary of state and keeper of the privy seal.
In 1536 port-on-Tees in 1725.
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London in 1770, and opposed the ministry, who confined
him in the Tower. Died in 1793.
Crosby, (Thomas,) was author of a “ History of English Baptists from the Reformation to the Reign of George
He
I.,” (1740,) said to be the best work on that subject.
was a Baptist minister of London.
Cros'land, Mrs., whose maiden name was Camilla
Toulmin, an English authoress, born in London about
She published a volume of poems, “Stratagems,
1814.
a Tale,” “Toil and Trial,” (1849,) “Lydia, a Woman’s
Book,” (1852,) and other works of fiction, which are
praised for their moral tendency.
Cross, (Joseph,) a Methodist minister, born in SomerEngland, in 1813, removed to the United States
about 1825. He published, besides other works, “Headlands of Faith.”
Cross or de la Crux, (Michael,) an English painter,
flourished between 1640 and 1680.
He was patronized

setshire,

by Charles
Cross,

I.

(Sir

Richard Assheton,) an

English

statesman, was born near Preston in 1823. He was
called to the Bar in 1849, and joined the northern circuit.
He was first elected to Parliament for Preston in 1857 ;
in 1868 he defeated Mr. Gladstone for South-west
Lancashire, which seat he has since occupied. He
became home secretary in the Disraeli administration
of 1874, and is now one of the leading members of the
Conservative party. In 1880 he was created a G.C.B.

Crosse, (Andrew,) an English gentleman, noted
was born

for his successful experiments in electricity,

He

near Taunton, in Somersetshire, in 1784.

an easy fortune, and
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lived in retirement.

inherited

He

gave

tenant-Colonel Crowe in 1822. She produced in 1847
“ Lillie Dawson,” a novel. Her “ Night Side of Nature”
(1848) treats of the spiritual or supernatural world.
Among her later works is “ Light and Darkness, or the
Mysteries of Life,” (1850.)
See ‘‘Blackwood’s Magazine”

for

September, 1850.

Crowe, (Eyre Evans,) an

English writer of the present century, published a “ History of France,” (in 5 vols.,
Died in March, 1868.
1858-68,) and other works.
Crow'ley, (Robert,) an English Protestant divine
and poet, became a Fellow of Magdalene College in
He composed many epigrams, and was the first
1542.
editor of “ Piers Plowman’s Vision.” In 1558 he became
prebendary of Saint Paul’s, London. Died in 1588.
Crowne, (John,) an English dramatist of inferior
He removed to England,
order, born in Nova Scotia.
wrote several successful plays, and obtained some favour
at the court of Charles II. Among his works are “ City
Politiques,” (1675,) and “ Sir Courtly Nice,” a comedy.
See Cibber, “ Lives of the Poets.”

Crowquill.

See Forrester.
Crox'all, (Samuel,) an English writer, born at Walton-upon-Thames. He became prebendary of Hereford

and Archdeacon of Salop, and published, besides other
works, “Scripture Politics,” (1735,) an d a popular EngDied in 1752.
lish version of “Aisop’s Fables.”
Croy, de, deh kRwi, (Emmanuel,) Duke, and Prince
de Solre, a French general, born at Conde in 1718, was
made marshal of France in 1782. Died in 1784.
Croy, de, (Guillaume.) See Chievres.
Crozat, kRo'zl', (Louis Francois,) Marquis du Chatel, a French general, born in 1695 ; died in 1750.

special attention to the formation of crystals by means
Croze. See La Croze.
of a voltaic battery, and spent many years in search of
Crozier, kro'zher, (Captain Francis
new facts and phenomena, without regard to theories.
Moira,) F.R.S., the second officer of Sir John Frankobtained numerous mineral crystals similar in form
lin’s last expedition, born at Banbridge, Ireland, about
to those produced by nature ; also a subsulphate of
In 1845 he sailed with Franklin in search of a
1795.
copper which was entirely new. About 1816 he preNorthwest passage, after which nothing was heard of
dicted that, by electrical agency, human thought would
the party until 1859, when Captain McClintock found on
be conveyed instantaneously to the farthest parts of the
King William’s Island a record, dated April 25, 1848,
earth.
great sensation was excited in England in 1836
signed by Captain Crozier, stating that the ships had
by the apparent generation of insects during his experijust been abandoned, and that the crews, under comments with voltaic action, which has not yet been
mand of Crozier, were about to start for Great Fish River.
satisfactorily explained.
Died in 1855.
(See Franklin, Sir John.)
Cros'well, (Edwin,) an American politician and
Cruciger, the Latin of Creutziger, which see.
journalist, bom at Catskill,
York, about 1795.
Cruciger, kRoot'siG-er, (Georg,) a German philolo“
became, about 1824, editor of the
Albany Argus,” a gist, born in 1575. He was professor of philosophy at
Democratic journal of great influence, which he con- Marburg, and wrote “ Harmony of Languages,” (“ Hartinued to edit until 1854.
was a prominent member monia Linguarum.”) Died in 1636.
of the Albany Regency. Died in 1871.
Crucius. See Croce, della.

Rawdon

He

A

New

He

He

Croswell, (Harry,) an American journalist and
clergyman, an uncle of the preceding, was born at West
Hartford, Connecticut, in 1778.
He edited several
Federalist papers. Died in 1858.
Croswell, (William,) an Episcopalian clergyman
and poet, a son of the preceding, was born at Hudson,

New York, in 1804. He was settled

in

Boston from about

1844 until his death in 1851.
See “Memoir of the Rev. William Croswell,”
American Review”
of America.”

for April, 1854;

Crotch, (William,) a
bom at Norwich

1854;

“North

Griswold, “Poets and Poetry

English musical comHe played on the
harpsichord marvellously when he was about three years
old.
In 1797 he was chosen professor of music in the
University of Oxford. He published “Styles of Music
of all Ages,” and composed music for the organ and
poser,

skilful

in 1775.

piano, and for the ode entitled
calls.”

Died

“Mona on Snowdon

in 1847.

Croune. See Croon, (W.)
Crousaz, de, deh kRoo'zt',(jEAN Pierre,) a

prolific

and mediocre Swiss writer, born at Lausanne in 1663.
He was professor of philosophy, etc. at Lausanne and
Groningen, and published an “Essay on Logic,” (1712,)
a “Treatise on Pyrrhonism, Ancient and Modern,”
Died in 1750.
( I 733 ») an d other works.
Crouzet, kRoo'zV, (Pierre,) a French poet and professor of rhetoric, born in Picardy in 1753 died in 181 1.
Crowe, (Mrs. Catherine,) an English authoress,
whose maiden name was Stevens, was born at Borough
Green, Kent, about 1802. She became the wife of Lieu;

e as k; 5 as

s;
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kRii'se', (Mathurin,) a French arNantes in 1748, gained the grand prize
was a member of the Institute. Died in

Crucy, de, deh
chitect,

in 1774.

born

He

at

1826.

Cru'den, (Alexander,) an eccentric Scottish bookHe studied for the
seller, born at Aberdeen in 1700.
church ; but symptoms of insanity prevented his ordinaIn 1732 he became a resident of London, where
tion.
he opened a bookstore and received the title of bookseller to the queen.
He styled himself “Alexander the
Corrector,” imagining that he had a mission to reform
the manners of the age.
In 1737 he published his
“Concordance of the Old and New Testaments,” the
It was the most
result of his unassisted industry.
complete Concordance that had appeared, and is still
esteemed indispensable to biblical scholars. His mental
disease manifested itself in whimsical and extravagant
He showed his zeal for good
actions and writings.
morals by effacing with a sponge indecent inscriptions
Died in 1770.
in public places.
See “Retrospective Review,”

vol. x., 1824.

See Kruger.
Cru'ger, (John Harris,) born

Cruger.

in

New York

in 1738,

became mayor of that city in 1764. In the Revolutionary
war he fought on the side of the royalists. Died in London in 1807.

Cruikshank, krook'shank, (George,) an English
distinguished for his comic humour and skill in
was born in London about 1794. He ac-

artist,

caricature,

quired popularity about 1820 by designs for William
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th as

in this.
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Cruz, da, (Gaspar,) a Portuguese missionary, born
Evora, is stated to have been the first monk that
preached the Catholic faith in China, which he visited

in 1800.

born

Hone’s

House

satirical

works,

that Jack built.”

is

His humorous genius and

fer-

at

imagination were displayed in illustrations of “ Peter
Schlemihl,” “The Comic Almanac,” “Oliver Twist,” in 1556. After his return to Portugal he published an
“ My Sketch-Book,” and many other books. His series account of his voyage. Died in 1570.
Cruz, da, (Marcos,) an eminent Portuguese painter,
of plates called “ The Bottle,” in which he illustrated the
miseries of intemperance, had great success. In his born about 1649 ; died about 1678.
Cruz, de la, (Juan.) See Pantoja.
later years he took up oil-painting, exhibiting at the
Cruz, de la, di la kRooth, [Fr. de la Croix, deh It
Royal Academy. He died in 1878.
Cruik'shank, (William,) F.R.S., an eminent Scot- kRwi,] (Juan,) a Carmelite friar and ascetic writer, born
At an early in Old Castile in 1542. He founded several monasteries,
tish anatomist, born in Edinburgh in 1745.
age he went to London, where he was successively the and wrote, among other works, the “ Dark Night of the
He ac- Soul,” (“ Noche obscura del Alma.”) Died in 1591.
assistant and partner of Dr. William Hunter.
See DosithSe de Saint-Alexis, “ Vie de Saint Jean de la Croix.”
quired reputation by his lectures, and by his work on
“The Anatomy of the Absorbent Vessels,” (1786.) Died
Csdnyi, chin'yee, (Laszlo,) a Hungarian statesman,
See Chambers, “ Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen.”

Crumpe, krump, (Samuel,) a physician, born in 1766,
He wrote an able
practised at Limerick, in Ireland.
“Treatise on the Properties and Use of Opium,” and a
“
prize
Essay on the Means of Providing Employment
Died in 1796.
for the People.”
Cruquius. See Crusque, de.
Crusenstolpe, kRoo'zen-stol'peh, (Magnus Jakob,)
a popular Swedish novelist and political writer, born at
Jonkoping in 1795. He published a “Historical Picture
of the First Years of Gustavus IV.,” (1837,) and a political work called “ St'allningar och Forhallanden,” (“ Positions and Relations,”) for which he was imprisoned three
His historical romance of “ Morianen”
years, (1838-40.)
He also wrote a
(6 vols., 1840-44) was very popular.
romance entitled “ Charles John [Bernadotte] and the
Swedes,” (1845,) and other works. He died
1865.

m

Crusius. See Crenius.
Crusius, kRoo'ze-us or kRoo'zhe-us, (Christian
August,) a German philosopher, born at or near Merseburg about 1714. He became professor of theology
at Leipsic, and published many works, among which is
“Logic, or the Way to Certainty and Confidence reHe zealously
specting Human Knowledge,” (1747.)
opposed the philosophy of Wolf. Died in 1775.
See Tennemann, “Grundriss der Geschichte der Philosophic;”
Buhle, “ Lehrbuch der Geschichte der Philosophic
Biographie GenAale.”

“ Nouvelle

Crusius, (Martin,) a German philologist and histoborn near Bamberg in 1526, became in 1559 proGreek at Tubingen. He published valuable
works, among which are a “ History of Suabia,” (“Annales Suevici,” 1594,) and a “Commentary on Homer’s
Died in 1607.
Iliad,” (1612.)
rian,

fessor of

See Muller, “ Oratio de Vita

et

Obitu M. Crush,” 1608 Mor£ri,

He

wrote popular love-poems, and other works, mostly
He passed his life in poverty. Died in 1805.
Csoma, chd'mo, (Alexander,) of Koros, an eminent
Hungarian traveller and Orientalist, born at Koros about
In early youth it became the cherished purpose
1790.
of his life to discover the origin of his race, the Magyars,
who were generally supposed to have come from Asia.
He visited Thibet about 1822, and studied the Thibetan
language for four years (1827-30) at Kanam. He went
to Calcutta in 1830, and published an excellent ThibetanEnglish Dictionary (1834) and a Thibetan Grammar.
Having undertaken another journey to Thibet, he died at
Darjeeling in 1842, without having solved the question
of the origin of the Magyars.
Ctesias, tee'she-as, [Krytria?,] a Greek historian and
physician, who flourished about 400 b.c., was a native
of Cnidos, in Caria.
He was for many years physician
to Artaxerxes Mnemon, King of Persia, and afterwards
returned to his native place. He wrote tlepoucu, (a “ History of Persia,”) and a “ Description of India.” Of these
works we have only abridgments in Photius, and extracts
preserved by other writers. His accuracy and veracity
have been questioned by ancient and modern critics.
comic.

See Fabricius, “ Bibliotheca Grasca ;” Plutarch, “ Artaxerxes
Suidas, “Ctesias;” Rettig, “ Ctesias Vita,” 1827; K. L. Blum,

“Herodotus und Ctesias,”

1836.

[Krj/utffiof,] a famous Greek
mechanician, who lived in Alexandria about 130 B.c.
He invented the clepsydra, a pump, and other machines.
Pliny and Vitruvius express admiration for his talents
and works. Hero the Elder was his pupil.
Ctesidemus, tSs-e-dee'mus, [Fr. Ct^sideme, ti'ze'dim',] a Greek painter, lived about 350 B.c.
Ctesilas. See Cresilas.

Ctesibius,

Crusque.de, deh kRiisk

or kRusk, [Lat. Cru'quius,]
(James,) a Flemish scholar, born near Ypres, became
professor of Greek and Latin in Bruges in 1544, and published a valuable edition of Horace, with notes, (1578.)

Crut'well, (Clement,) an English divine, born in
He published, besides other
Berkshire about 1745.
works, an elaborate and valuable “ Scripture Harmony,
or Concordance of Parallels,” (1790.) Died in 1808.
Cruveilhier, kRii'v&'le-i', (Jean,) a distinguished
French anatomist, born at Limoges about 1790, became
professor of anatomy in Paris in 1825. In 1835 he obtained the chair of pathological anatomy founded by
Dupuytren. His principal works are his “ System of
edition, 1844,) and “ Pathologic
of the Human Body,” (1829-40.) Died 1874.
Cruvelli, kRoo-vePlee, (Sophie,) a German vocalist,

Anatomy,” (American

Anatomy

named Cruwell, born at Bielefeld in 1830.
She was married in 1856 to Baron Vigier.
Cruyl, kRoil, (Levinus,) a Flemish designer and
engraver, born at Ghent about 1640, produced views
originally

Roman

Archives of the Kingdom of Hungary,” (1821.)
Caokonai, cho'ko-nT', (MihAly Vitez,) a Hungarian
poet, born at Debreczin in 1773.
At the age of twenty
he became professor of poetry at his native place, but
was expelled two years later for his irregular habits.
Statistical

;

“ Dictionnaire Historique.”

of

in 1790, took an active part in the revolution of
He was executed in 1849, by order of the Aus1848.
trian government.
Csaplovics, chop'lo-vitch, (JAnos,) a Hungarian
writer, born about 1780, published “Topographical and

scenery.

Ctesiphon.
Ctesiphon,

te-sib'e-us,

See Chersiphron.

tSs'e-phon, [KrrioKpuv,] an Athenian, who
obtained a notice in history by proposing that a crown
of gold should be decreed to Demosthenes for his public
For this he was prosecuted by AEschines, and
services.
successfully defended by Demosthenes in his famous
“
On
the Crown,” 330 b.c.
oration
Ctesiphon, a Greek historian of an uncertain epoch,
wrote a “ History of Bceotia.”
Cubero, koo-Ba'ro, (Pedro,) a Spanish priest, born
near Calatayud in 1645. He is said to have been the
first who made the tour of the world from west to east,
and in part by land, (1670-79.) He published a short
account of his voyage, (1680.)

Cruz. See La Cruz and Diniz da Cruz.
Cubieres, de, deh kii'be-aiR', (Am£d£e Louis DesCruz, da, di kRooz, (Agostinho,) a Portuguese poet pans di'pftN',) a French general and peer, born in Paris
and monk, born at Ponte da Barca in 1 540, was a brother in 1786, was a son of Simon Louis Pierre, noticed below.
of the poet Diogo Bernardes. His family name was Pi- He fought at Austerlitz, (1805,) and at Essling and
menta. He wrote elegies, odes, and religious poems, Wagram, (1809.) He became a colonel in 1813, marewhich were first printed in 1771. They are ranked chal-de-camp in 1829, and lieutenant-general in 1835.
among the Portuguese classics. Died in 1619.
He was made a peer in 1839, and was for a short time
Died in 1853.
minister of war in 1839-40.
See Longfellow’s “Poets and Poetry of Europe.”
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Cubieres, de, (Marie Agla£ Buffaut buffo',) the
wife of the preceding, born in 1794, wrote “Leonore
de Biran,” and other novels. The French Academy
awarded the Montyon prize to her “Trois Soufflets,”
(1838.)

Cubieres, de, (Simon Louis Pierre,) Marquis, a
French naturalist, born at Roquemaure in 1747. Attached to the person of the king as equerry, he served
him at the risk of his life in the Revolution. He published a “Description of Shell-Fish and their Habits,”
and other treatises on natural history. Died in 1821.
See Challan, “ Notice sur

la
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Vie du Marquis de Cubieres, ” 1822.

Cubillo, koo-Bfel'yo, (Alvaro de Aragon,) a Spanish
dramatic poet, born at Granada about 1590.
Cu'bitt, (Thomas,) an eminent English architect, born
at Buxton, Norfolk, in 1788.
He was chief architect of

afterwards became Captain-General of Old Castile, and
united his force to that of Wellington.
He resigned his
command about 1810, and died in 1812.

Cueva, de la, (Alfonso.) See Bedmar.
Cueva, de la, di 11 kwa'vi, (Beltram,) a Spanish
grandee, who passed for the most gallant and handsome
man in Spain. In consequence of the favouritism shown
to him by Henry IV., many of the nobles revolted against
that prince.
Cueva commanded for Henry at the indecisive battle of Medina del Campo, (1464,) soon after
which peace was restored. He embraced the party of
Isabella about 1475, and fought against Joanna, who was
supposed to be

his natural daughter.

Died

in 1492.

Cueva, de la, (Juan,) an eminent Spanish poet, born
at Seville about 1550. He composed dramas, lyric poems,
and an epic poem called “ Betica,” (1603,) which Ticknor
A volume of his poems was pubBelgravia, and erected several fine buildings in London regards as a failure.
and other places. He was employed by the queen to lished in 1582. His “ Egemplar Poetico” (1605) was the
“The Spaniards place
rebuild Osborne on the Isle of Wight, and took an active earliest didactic poem of Spain.
part in the sanitary improvement of London. Died in him,” says Villenave, “ in the first rank of their poets.”
1855See “

Men

William Jerdan, London, 1866.
Cubitt, (Sir William,) an English civil engineer,
distinguished as an inventor of machinery, was born at
Dilham, Norfolk, in 1785. He invented a treadmill for
prisons, and removed to London about 1826, after which
he was engineer of the South-Eastern Railway. He
superintended the erection of the Crystal Palace of
Hyde Park in 1851. Died in October, 1861.
I

have known,” by

See “Gentleman’s Magazine”

for

November,

1861.

Cucheval-Clarigny,

kiish'vtl' kli'rin'ye', (Narjournalist, born at Rennes in 1820,

French
became an editor of the “Constitutionnel” in 1845.
Qudhodana, (Sudhodana.) See Gautama.

cisse,) a

Cudena, koo-Da'ni, (Pedro,) a Spanish

traveller,

who

lived about 1630, wrote a “Description of Brazil.”

Cud'worth, (Ralph,) an eminent English

philoso-

pher and Arminian divine, born at Aller, in Somersetshire, in 1617, was a graduate of Cambridge. He became
master of Clare Hall in 1644, professor of Hebrew in
1645, master of Christ College in 1654, and prebendary
of Gloucester in 1678. He was one of the chiefs of
those who were called “Latitudinarians” in divinity. In
1678 he produced the first part of his celebrated work,
“The True Intellectual System of the Universe,” which
he left unfinished. “ By this,” says Hallam, “ he placed
himself between the declining and rising schools of
philosophy, more independent of authority and more
close, perhaps, in argument than the former, but more
prodigal of learning and less conversant with analytical
and inductive processes of reasoning than the latter.
Hobbes is the adversary with whom he most grapples.”
“ The Intellectual System,” says Dugald Stewart, “ will
forever remain a precious mine of information to those
whose curiosity may lead them to study the spirit of the
ancient theories.” “The Intellectual System, his great
production,” says Mackintosh, “is directed against the
atheistical opinions of Hobbes
it touches ethical questions but occasionally and incidentally.
It is a work of
stupendous erudition, of much more acuteness than at
first appears ;
and it is distinguished, perhaps, beyond any other volume of controversy, by that best
proof of the deepest conviction of the truth of a man’s
principles,
a fearless statement of the most formidable
objections to them ; a fairness rarely practised but by
him who is conscious of his power to answer them.” He
left several manuscripts, one of which, entitled a “Treatise concerning Eternal and Immutable Morality,” has
been published. His daughter was the well-known Lady
Masham, the friend of John Locke. Died in 1688.

—
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See Jannet, “De Cudworthii Doctrina,” 1849; Mackintosh,
“ View of the Progress of Ethical Philosophy
Allibone, “Dictionary of Authors
“Retrospective Review,” vol. vi., 1822.

Cuellar, kwSl-yaR', (Geronimo,) a Spanish dramatic
poet, born in 1608; died in 1669.

Cuerenbert, van, vtn kii'ren-hert, (Theodore,) a
Dutch engraver and writer, born at Amsterdam in 1522

See Ticknor, “ History of Spanish Literature
“ Bibliotheca Hispana Nova.”

Cuevas, de

N. Antonio,

di 11 s kwa'vls, (Eugenio,) a Spanish
portrait-painter, born at Madrid in 1613 died in 1667.
Cuff, (Henry,) an English scholar, born about 1560.
las,

;

He became professor of Greek in the University of
Oxford, and afterwards secretary to the Earl of Essex.
During the trial of Essex for treason, he accused Cuff
of having been the first adviser of his rash measures.
Cuff was executed in 16.01. He left a work called “ The
Difference of the Ages of Man’s Life,” (1607.)
See

Wood, “ Athenae Oxonienses;” Fuller, “Worthies.”

Cuf'fee, (Paul,) a negro philanthropist, a member of
the Society of Friends, was born near New Bedford,
Massachusetts, in 1759. He accumulated a fortune as a
sea-captain, commanded his own vessel, and had a crew
composed entirely of negroes. In the latter part of his
life he took a deep interest in the subject of African
colonization, corresponded with prominent friends of the
enterprise in Great Britain, and in 1811 visited Sierra
Leone. Died in 1818.
Cugnet de Montarlot, kiin'yl' deh mdN'tiR'lo',
(Claude Franqois,) a French politician and journalist,
born in Franche-Comte in 1778; died in Spain in 1824.
Cugnieres, kun'ye-aiR', written also Gugnieres or
Congnieres, (PierreTde,) a French jurist, became royal
advocate under Philip VI. about 1325.
Cugnot, kiin'yo', (Nicolas Joseph,) a French engineer, born in Lorraine in 1725 ; died in 1804.

Cujacius. See Cujas.
Cujas, kii'zhls', [Lat. Cuja'cius,] (Jacques,) a French
pre-eminent merit, was born at Toulouse in 1520.
Having learned Latin and Greek without a teacher, he
studied law in Toulouse, and in 1555 became professor
at Bourges, the chief seminary of Roman law in France.
About 1567 he removed to Valence, where his lectures
were extremely popular. After several changes, he returned in 1577 to Bourges, where he passed the rest of
his life. His lectures were attended by students from all
nations of Europe. His works, published in 1 577, made
an epoch in the annals of jurisprudence. Pie was loyal
to Henry IV., and took no part in the civil or religious
discords of the times. Died in 1590. “This greatest of
all civil lawyers,” says Hallam, “ pursued the track that
Alciat had so successfully opened, avoiding all scholastic
subtleties of interpretation, for which he substituted a
jurist of

general erudition that rendered the science more intelligible and attractive.” (“ Introduction to the Literature
of Europe.”) Among his numerous works are commentaries on Justinian’s Institutes, on the Pandects and
Decretals, and “ ObseryStieBea et Emendationes.”
See “Vie de Cujas,” by Papire-Masson, 1590; Bernardi,
“ Eioge de Cujas,”
1^75 J. Berriat Saint-Prix, “ Histoire de
Cujas,” (in his “ Histoire du Droit Romain,”) 1821 Taisand, “Vies
des Turisconsultes,” 1721; Brunquell, “ Historia Juris,” 1738
Niceron, “ Memoires
Spangenberg, “J. Cujas und seine Zeitgenossen,” 1822 “ Nouvelle Biographie Gtineraie.”
;

;

;

Culant, de, deh kii'lbN', (Philippe,) a French genedied in 1 590.
ral, esteemed one of the first captains of his time.
He
Cuesta, de la, di li kwSs'tS, (Gregorio Garcia,) a became a marshal in 1441, and took a prominent part
Spanish general, born in Old Castile in 1740, was de- in the reduction of Normandy and the expulsion of the
feated by the French, near Medellin, about 1809.
He English from France. Died in 1453.
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Cul'l^n, (Paul,) a Roman Catholic prelate, born in
Ireland about 1805. He became Archbishop of Armagh
1849, primate of Ireland in 1852, and a cardinal in
1866.
During the Fenian excitement in Ireland his
influence was strongly felt for good in aiding the government to preserve order in the country.
Cul'len, (William,) one of the most celebrated physicians of the eighteenth century, was born in LanarkHaving studied surgery and
shire, in Scotland, in 1712.
pharmacy at Glasgow, he went to London in 1729, and
sailed thence to the West Indies as surgeon of a merchant-vessel.
About 1732 he returned to Scotland, and
pursued his medical and literary studies in Edinburgh.
In 1736 he began to practise at Hamilton, where he
formed a friendship and partnership with William HunThe course of events soon
ter, the eminent surgeon.
dissolved their partnership ; but they continued to be
In 1741 he married Anna Johnstone,
friends for life.
and removed to Glasgow in 1745. He became professor
of chemistry in the Glasgow University in 1746, and of
medicine in 1751. There he developed a remarkable
talent for giving science an attractive form, and for treating abstract subjects clearly. In 1756 he obtained the
“ He claims,” says
chair of chemistry in Edinburgh.
Dr. Thomson, “ a conspicuous place (in the history of
chemistry) as the true commencer of the study of scienHe became professor
tific chemistry in Great Britain.”
of theoretical medicine in 1766, and of practical medithe
medical
celebrity of that
cine in 1773.
He raised
university to a great height, and founded a new and
ingenious system, which was promptly and generally
adopted. His most important works are “ First Lines
of the Practice of Physic,” (1777,) “ Synopsis of Methodical Nosology,” (“Synopsis Nosologiae Methodicae,” 2
vols., 1785,) and a “Treatise of the Materia Medica,”
in

Died in 1790.
See John Thomson, “Life and Writings of William Cullen,”
1832; “Lives of British Physicians,” London, 1857; “Edinburgh
Review” for July, 1832; Chambers, “Biographical Dictionary of
Eminent Scotsmen
Sprengel, “Geschichte der Arzneikunde.”
(2 vols., 1789.)

Cul'lum, (George W.,) an American general and
engineer, born in the city of New York about 1812,
graduated at West Point in 1833. He superintended
the construction of many forts before the civil war, and
became chief of staff to General Halleck about November, 1861.
He published a “Biographical Register of
the Graduates of West Point,” (2 vols., 1868.)
Cul'lum, (Rev. Sir John,) an English antiquary, born
in 1733, published “The Antiquities of Hawstead and
Hardwick,” (2d edition, 1813.) Died in 1785.
Cul'pep-per, (John,) a surveyor-general and popular
leader in the provinces of North and South Carolina,
was the head of an insurrection which, in 1678, deposed
and imprisoned the royal president and deputies in North
Carolina and established a new government.
Cul'pep-j^er, (Nicholas,) an English astrologer, born
“The English
Physician,” (1652,) which passed through many editions.

Christian writer who sought to establish systematically
the principles of moral right independently of revelation.”
(“ Introduction to the Literature of Europe.”) He afterwards produced “ Origines Gentium Antiquissimae,” or
“Attempts for discovering the Times of the First Planting of Nations,” and other works. He was appointed
Bishop of Peterborough in 1691. Died in 1718.
See S. Payne, “Life and Writings of R. Cumberland,” 1720;
“Biographia Britannica.”

Cumberland, (Richard,) an eminent English dramatic author and essayist, born at Cambridge in 1732,
was the great-grandson of the preceding, and grandson
of Bentley, the renowned critic.
He was chosen a Fellow of Trinity College about 1750, and became private
secretary to the Earl of Halifax, in whose service he
remained many years. About 1776 he was appointed
secretary to the board of trade, and in 1780 was sent on
a secret mission to Madrid. After his return he devoted
himself to literary pursuits, and produced a great variety
of works, in prose and verse, among which are several
popular comedies, including “The West Indian,” “The
Wheel of Fortune,” etc. In 1785 he published a series
of essays under the title of “ The Observer,” which, says
Dr. Drake, “ in literary interest and fertility of invention
may be classed with the ‘ Spectator’ and ‘Adventurer.’
I consider it as superior in its powers of attrac.
.
tion to every other periodical composition except those
papers just mentioned.” Died in 1811.
See “Memoirs of Richard Cumberland,” by himself, 2 vols., 1806:
Sir Walter Scott, “Miscellaneous Prose Works;” “Edinburgh
Review” for April, 1806.
.

Cumberland, (William Augustus,) Duke of, the
third son of George II., King of England, was born in
He commanded the English and allies at the
1721.
great battle of Fontenoy in 1745, where he was defeated
by the French. At the end of this campaign he was
recalled to England to resist the Pretender, whom he
defeated at Culloden in 1746. He was justly reproached
for his cruelty on that occasion, when not only the flying
troops of the Pretender, but many spectators, were mercilessly slaughtered ; and he became in consequence extremely unpopular.
In the Seven Years’ war he took
command of the English army on the continent, and,
after losing a battle at Hastembeck in 1757, disbanded
his army and retired from the services' In 1765, at the
request of the king, he formed a new Whig ministry, of
which he was the main support, when he died suddenly
the same year. “With great courage,” says Macaulay,
“he had the virtues which are akin to courage. He
spoke the truth, was open in enmity and friendship, and
upright in all his dealings ; but his nature was hard, and
what seemed to him justice was rarely tempered with
mercy.”
See “Historical Memoirs of his Royal Highness William Augustus, Duke of Cumberland,” 1767; Andrew Henderson, “Life
of the Duke of Cumberland,” 1766.

in 1616, published, besides other works,

Cum'ing, (Hugh,) an English naturalist, born in
Devonshire in 1791. He passed many years on the
Died in 1654.
Culpepper, (Thomas,) Lord, Governor of Virginia coasts of South America and among the islands of the
from 1680 to 1683, was one of the persons to whom King Pacific, where he obtained a rich collection of shells and
of plants. Died in London in 1865.
Charles II. granted the territory of Virginia about
1673.

He

was noted for covetousness. Died in 1719.
Cul'vert, (George,) a Choctaw Indian chief, born in
He served under Washington in the Revolutionary
1 744.
war, and under General Jackson in the Seminole war in
1814, when he became a colonel.
Cumberland, Duke of. See Ernest Augustus of
Hanover.
Cum'ber-land, (Richard,) an eminent English moral
philosopher, born in London in 1632. Having graduated
at Cambridge, he became rector of Brampton in 1658,
and obtained the living of Allhallows, Stamford, in 1667.
In 1672 he published, in Latin, a work designed as
a refutation of the system of Hobbes, and entitled a
“Philosophic Inquiry into the Laws of Nature,” (“De
“This
Legibus Naturae Disquisitio Philosophica.”)
was of great importance,” says Hallam, “in the annals
of ethical philosophy, and was, if not a text-book in
either of the universities, the basis of the system therein
taught, and of the books which had most influence in
this country.
He seems to have been the first
.
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See “ Gentleman’s Magazine”

for October, 1865.

Cum'ming,

(John,) D.D., a popular British preacher
and theological writer, was born in Aberdeenshire, Scotland, in 1810. In 1832 he became minister of the Scottish
church in Crown Court, Covent Garden, London. He
has distinguished himself as an adversary of the Roman
Catholic Church, and as an opponent of the party which
under Dr. Chalmers established the Free Church in
Among his numerous works are “ Lectures on
1843.
the Parables,” “The Great Sacrifice,” “Discourses on
the Revelations,” and “The Great Tribulation,” (i860.)
Cumming, (Roualeyn Gordon,) of Altyre, a Scottish sportsman, born about 1820.
Between 1843 and
1849 he spent about five years in South Africa, where
his principal employment was hunting lions, elephants,
etc.
He published in 1850 a “Hunter’s Life in South
Africa.” “We give entire credit to the truthfulness of
the book, which is assuredly one of extraordinary interest
after its kind. ... In fact, the narrative has the charm
of vivid romance ; and the professed novelist may study
short
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with envy the native spring of his sinewy style.” (“ Lonfor January, 1851.) Died in 1866.
Cum'mings, (Joseph,) a Methodist minister, born at
Falmouth, Maine, in 1817. He became president of the
Wesleyan University of Middletown, Connecticut.
Cummings, (Maria,) an American authoress of the
present age. She produced “The Lamplighter,” (1854,)
of which about 70,000 copies were issued in the first
year, and “Mabel Vaughan,” a novel, (1857.)
Died in

don Quarterly Review”

1866.

Cunaeus, ku-na'us, or Van der Run, vfn der kiln,
(Petrus,) a Dutch scholar, born at Flushing in 1586,
was reckoned among the most learned men of his time,
and was the associate of Grotius and Scaliger. In 1611
he was appointed professor of Latin at Leyden, and he
afterwards obtained the chair of law in addition. He
wrote, in Latin, a “Treatise on the Hebrew Republic,”
(1617,) which was often reprinted, a number of able
orations, and other works.
Died at Leyden in 1638.
See Mor^ri, “ Dictionnaire Historique;” Burmann, “Trajectum
Eruditum

A. Vorstius, “ Oratio Funebris recitata in Exequiis P.

Cunaei,” 1638.

Roman

Cunego,

(See Fabius.)
koo-na'go, (Domenico,) an excellent Italian

general.

engraver, born at Verona in 1727. He worked in Rome
the greater part of his life, and engraved many of the
productions of Michael Angelo and Raphael, including
“The Last Judgment” and “La Fornarina.” Gavin
Hamilton’s “ Schola Italica” contains twenty-two engravings of Cunego, after the Italian masters. He worked
in Berlin four years, from 1785 to 1789.
Died in 1794.
Cu'ne-gonde, [Ger. Kunigunde, koo'ne-goon'deh,]
Saint, was the wife of Henry II., Emperor of Germany.
According to the legend, she was delivered from a suspicion of conjugal infidelity by passing unhurt through
an ordeal of fire. Died in 1040.
See J. Rion, “ Leben und Thaten des heiligen Heinrichs und der
heiligen Kunigunde,” 1832.

Cunha, da, di koon'yi, (Jozfi Anastasio,) a Portuguese, born at Lisbon in 1744, became professor of
at Coimbra in 1774.
Died in 1787.
See Sismondi, “ Literature du Midi de l’Europe.”

mathematics

Cunha, da, (Nuno,) a Portuguese, born in 1487, was
appointed Governor-General of India in 1528.
After
several successful enterprises, he was removed from office
about 1538, and died at sea during the voyage homeward. His exploits have been sung by Camoens.
Cunha, da, (Dom Rodrigo,) a patriotic Portuguese
prelate,

Cunin-Gridaine,

kii'niN' gRe'din', (Laurent,) born
Sedan, in France, in 1778, was minister of commerce
in several cabinets between 1837 and 1848. Died in 1859.
Cunitia. See Cunitz.
Cunitz, koo'nits, or Cunitia, (Maria,) a learned German lady, born at Schweidnitz, in Silesia. After learning
several languages, she gave special attention to astronomy. She was married in 1630 to M. Lewen. Having
undertaken to render the tables of Kepler more convenient in practice, she published, in 1650, astronomical
tables, under the title of “Urania Propitia.” Died in 1664.
Cunningham, kun'ning-am, (Alexander,) a Scottish historian, born near Selkirk in 1654.
From 1715 to
1720 he was British envoy to Venice. He wrote, in Latin,
a “ History of Great Britain from 1688 to 1714,” which is
said to be valuable, and has been translated into English.
Died about 1737.
See “Biographia Britannica;” Chambers, “Biographical Dieat

tionary of

Eminent Scotsmen.”

Cunningham, (Alexander,)

a

Scottish

classical

He became professor of law
Edinburgh, and afterwards removed to the Hague,
where he published an edition of Horace, (1721,) which
is much esteemed.
Died about 1730.
Cunningham, (Allan,) a successful Scottish author
and critic, born at Blackwood, Dumfriesshire, in 1785.
In early youth he was apprenticed to a stone-mason. In
1810 he went to London, where he was employed as reporter for newspapers.
From 1814 to 1841 he held the
desirable position of clerk or foreman of Sir F. Chantrey’s studio.
He published an admired dramatic poem,
“Sir Marmaduke Maxwell,” (1822,) and the popular
romances “ Lord Roldan” and “ Paul Jones.” In 182933 he produced a valuable work entitled “ Lives of the

scholar, born about 1650.
in

Cunc-ta'tor, a surname of Q. Fabius Maximus,
the
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born

in

Lisbon

in 1577.

He became Archbishop

of Braga and of Lisbon in 1635.
He contributed greatly
to the success of the revolution of 1640, and wrote Histories of the Churches of Braga and of Lisbon.
Died
in 1643.
See Barbosa

Machado, “ Bibliotheca

Most Eminent

British Painters, Sculptors, and Archicomposed several songs, and a “ Critical
History of the Literature of the Last Fifty Years.” Died
in 1842.
Sir Walter Scott, who was his friend, described
him as a “man of genius, who only requires the tact of
knowing when and where to stop, to attain the universal
praise that ought to follow it.”
See Chambers, “Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen,”
(Supplement;) De Quincey, “Literary Reminiscences,” vol. ii.;
“Edinburgh Review” for January, 1828; “Fraser’s Magazine” for

tects.”

He

also

September, 1832, (with a portrait.)

Cunningham, (Edward Francis,) a distinguished
Scottish painter, born at Kelso about 1742. After studying in Rome, he worked with success in London, Paris,
Saint Petersburg, and Berlin.
He painted portraits of
several royal personages, and other admired works. His
habits were very dissipated.
Died in 1793.

Cunningham, kun'ning-am, (George Godfrey,) an
English historian, published a “ Biographical History
of England, or a History of England in the Lives of
Englishmen,”

Lusitana.”

(8 vols., 1853.)

Cunningham,

(John,) an Irish actor and poet, born

Cunha, da, (Tristam,) a Portuguese navigator, the in Dublin in 1729. He performed some years in Edinfather of Nuno, noticed above, commanded a fleet sent burgh and the north of England, and composed pastoral
in 1508 to make explorations and conquests.
He dis- and other poems, which were received with favour. Died
covered in the South Sea three small islands, one of
which bears his name, and gained a victory over the King
of Calicut. In 1515 he was ambassador at Rome.
Cunha Barbosa, da, di koon'yi baR-bo'sS, (JanuARIO,) a Brazilian priest and journalist, born in 1780.
He founded the “ Reverbero Constitucional,” a journal
which, about 1821, advocated the independence of Brazil.
He became canon of the imperial chapel in 1824, and
afterwards director of the national library. He founded
the Geographical and Historical Institute of Rio Janeiro.

Died

in 1846.
See “Nouvelle Biographie Generate. ”

Cunha Mattos, da,

in 1773.

Cunningham, (John William,) Vicar of Harrow, an
English writer, born about 1780, published “The Velvet
Cushion,” (1814,) which passed through many editions,
“De Ranee,” (a poem,) and other works. Died in 1861.
Cunningham, (Peter,) an English author and critic,
a son of Allan Cunningham, the poet, was born in PimLondon, in 1816. He became chief clerk in the
Audit Office in 1854, and published a “Life of Inigo
Jones,” (1848,) and a good edition of Oliver Goldsmith’s
Works, (1854.) He also edited Johnson’s “Lives of
lico,

the Poets,” (1854.)

di koon'yi mSt'tos, (Raymundo
See “ London Quarterly Review” for April and October, 1854.
Joz£,) a Portuguese general, born at Faro in 1 776. About
Cunningham, (William,) an English engraver and
1820 he became commandant of the province of Goyaz, physician, born at Norwich about 1520; died in 1577.
and afterwards obtained the highest rank in the army.
Cunningham, (William,) D.D., a Scottish minister
He published a valuable work, called “Itinerary from of the Free Church, was born at Hamilton in 1805. He
Rio Janeiro to Para and Maranham,” etc., (1836.) Died succeeded Dr. Chalmers as principal of the New College,
in 1840.
Edinburgh, in 1847. Died in 1861.
See “Nouvelle Biographie Gene rale.”
Cuno, koo'no, (Johann Christian,) a German poet
Cunich, koo'nik, (Raimondo,) a Jesuit, noted as a and botanist, born at Berlin in 1708. He wrote, in GerLatin poet, was born at Ragusa in 1719; died at Rome man, an “Ode on his Garden,” (1750,) and “Letters on
in 1794.
Moral Subjects,” (inverse; 3d edition, 1766.) Linnaeus
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named

the genus Cunonia in honour of him.

See Adelung, Supplement to J8cher, “Allgemeines GelehrtenLexikon.”
kiip,

(Willem,) a Dutch

jurist,

born at

Bommel

in 1604; died in 1667.

Cupani, koo-pi'nee, (Francesco,) an Italian botanist,
in Sicily in 1657.
He became a monk in 1681,

born
after

He is considered as one of the principal instigators of the civil war between Pompey and
In the year 49 he obtained command in Sicily,
Caesar.

Died partisan of Caesar.

about 1780.

Cup,
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which he published two catalogues of the rare or

newly-found plants of Sicily. At his death in Palermo,
in 1 71 1, he was about to publish an extensive work,
called “Description of All the Plants of Sicily,” (“Pan-

In 1715 Bonani, who became possessor of his papers, published a volume of this work
and claimed it as his own.
See Mongitore, “Bibliotheca Sicula.”
Cuper, kii'per, [Lat. Cupe'rus,] (Gisbert,) a Dutch

phytum Siculum.”)

from which he expelled the troops of Pompey. Having
led an army into Africa, he was defeated by Juba and
killed in battle about 48 B.C.
See Orf.u.i, “ Onomasticon Tullianum
vile;” Tacitus,
Claris Oratoribus.”

fpian, “ Bellum Ci-

“De

Curion.

See Curio.
Curius Dentatus. See Dentatus.
Curl or Curll, (Edmund,) an English bookseller
of London, to whom Pope has given notoriety in his
“Dunciad.” He lost his ears by publishing licentious

Died in 1748.
Curne, La. See Sainte-Palaye.
Curopalates. See Codinus.
Curradi. See Currado and Ghirlandaio.
Currado, koor-ri'do, or Curradi, koor-rfi'dee, (Francritic and philologist, born at Hemmendem in 1644.
He was for many years professor of history at Deventer, cesco,) Cavaliere, a skilful Italian painter, born at
and published several valuable works, among which are Florence in 1570, was a pupil of B. Naldini. Among
“ Observations in which many Passages of Authors are
Explained,” (1670,) and a “History of the Three Gor-

Died in 1716.
dians,” (Emperors of Rome,) (1697.)
Bosscha, “Oratio de G. Cupero,”
See Nic^ron, “Memoires

his works,

which are mostly of small dimensions,

“The Three Marys.”

Died

is

in 1661.

See Lanzi, “History of Painting

in Italy.”

Cur'ran, (John Philpot,) a famous Irish orator and
born of Protestant parents at Newmarket, near
Cork, in 1750. His mother, whose name was Philpot,
was witty and highly gifted. In 1769 he entered Trinity
College, Dublin, where he acquired an extensive knowledge of the classics. He began the study of law in the
Middle Temple, London, in 1773, and was called to the
Irish bar in 1775.
His eloquence, humour, and mastery
of sarcasm soon procured him a large practice. In crossexamination he was inimitable “ he argued, he cajoled,
he ridiculed, he mimicked, he played off the various
In 1783 he
artillery of his talent upon the witness.”
entered Parliament, where he acted with the opposition,
of which Grattan was the leader but he was not so successful there as in the forum. “ He had all the qualities,”
says Phillips, “by which his countrymen are attracted.
His imagination was wonderful, his eloquence copious,
rapid, and ornate, his powers of mimicry beyond all
description.
He had another quality, apart from
indomitable courintellect, which the times demanded,
barrister,

1816.

Cu'pid, [Lat. Cupi'do, (or A'mor ;) Fr. Cupidon,
kii'pe'ddN'; It. Cupidine, koo-pee'de-ni,] the name of
the god of love in the Roman mythology, corresponding
exactly to the E'ros ['Epwf] of the Greeks. He is usually
regarded as the son of Venus ; though respecting his
parentage there is considerable diversity among the ancient authors. He is represented as a winged boy armed
with a bow and arrows. He is often pictured with a
bandage over his eyes, to indicate the blindness or
unreasonableness of love. The corresponding Hindoo
deity is called Kamadeva or Kamadeo, which see.
See Keightley’s “Mythology.”

Cupidon

Cupido. See Cupid.
Curadi. See Ghirlandaio.
Curaeus. See Curaus.
Curaudau, kii'ro'do', (Francois Ren£,) a French
or

practical chemist

and inventor, born

He improved the processes of tanning

at Seez in 1765.
leather, of making

Died in 1813.
soap, beet-sugar, invented stoves, etc.
Curaus or Curseus, koo-ra'us, (Joachim,) a German
historian and physician, born at Freystadt, in Silesia, in
He published, be1532, was a friend of Melanchthon.
sides several theological treatises, an important work on
the “ History of Silesia” (1571.) Died in 1573.
Curci, (Carlo Maria,) an Italian ecclesiastic, was
born in 1800. He was at one time a very prominent
Jesuit, but was expelled from the order in 1877.
He is
a great preacher and an esteemed biblical critic.
Curee, kii'ri', (Jean FRANgois,) a French politician,
born near Lodeve in 1756. He was elected to the
Convention in 1792. As a member of the Tribunate in
1804, he first proposed to declare Napoleon emperor.
He afterwards obtained the office of senator and the title
of Count. Died in 1835.
Curio, koo're-o, [Fr. Curion, kii're'iN',] (Ccelius
Secundus,) a Protestant theologian, born in Piedmont
in 1503.
He was professor of belles-lettres at Bale from
1547 to 1569, and published, besides other works in
“
Latin,
The Amplitude of the Kingdom of Heaven,”
(1554,) and “Pasquillus Ecstaticus,” an ingenious and
satirical work of a controversial character.
About 1540
he was confined in various prisons of Italy by the Inquisition, but he escaped by stratagem.
Died in 1569.
See Bayle, “Historical and Critical Dictionary;” Nic^ron,
“Memoires;” Stupani, “Oratio de C. S. Curionis Vita,” 1570.
Cu'rl-o, [Fr. Curion, ku're^N'jjfCAius Scribonius,)
a Roman general, a friend of Cicero, was a son of an
He became tribune of the
orator of the same name.
people in 90 B.C., praetor in 82, and consul in 76. He
afterwards commanded in Macedonia, and defeated the
Dardanians and Moesians. In 57 b.c. he was chosen
Died in 53 B.c.
pontifex maximus.
Curio, (Caius Scribonius,) a son of the preceding,
was a profligate politician. He had great natural talents
He became tribune in 50 B.c., soon after
for oratory.
which he deserted the cause of the senate and became a
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was the defence of
Rowan, indicted for a seditious libel in 1794. He was
counsel for Theobald Wolfe Tone and other persons

age.”

his greatest efforts

He strenuously
implicated in the rebellion of 1798.
opposed the union of Ireland and England, which was
On the formation of a Whig ministry
effected in 1800.
in 1806, Curran was appointed master of the rolls in
Ireland, a position for which he was not well adapted,
and which was quite repugnant to his habits. In his
he was subject to great and habitual dejecDied in 1817. Among many recorded
tion of spirits.

latter years

instances of his ready wit is this anecdote : When a
tobacconist desired a Latin motto for his new carriage,
Curran proposed “ Quid Rides.”*
See “Life of J. P. Curran,” by his son, W. H. Curran, 1819;
Charles Phillips, “Curran and his Contemporaries,” 1850; W.
O. Regan, “Life of Curran,” 1817; T. Davis, “Life of Curran,”
1846 “ Edinburgh Review” for May, 1820.
Currer Bell. See Bront£, (Charlotte.)
Cur'rie or Cur'ry, (James,) a Scottish physician,
;

Having passed a
in Dumfriesshire in May, 1756.
few years in Virginia in mercantile pursuits, he returned
home in 1776, and studied medicine. In 1780 he setHis
tled in Liverpool, where he practised with success.
born

work is “Medical Reports on
Cold and Warm, as a Remedy
He acquired literary reputation by
for Fever,” (1797.)
an edition of Burns’s Works, with a memoir of his life.
Died in 1805.
See “Life and Writings of James Currie,” by his son, W. W.
principal professional
the Effects of Water,

Currie, 1831; “Edinburgh Review” for October, 1805, January,
1S14, and April, 1832; Chambers, “Biographical Dictionary of
Eminent Scotsmen.”
Cur'ry, (Daniel,) an American writer and Methodist
York, in 1809.
He
minister, born at Peekskill,
wrote, besides other works, a “Life of Wycliffe.”

New

Curry, (James.) See Currie.
Cursor. See Papirius Cursor.
*
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Cur'teis, (Thomas,) an English divine and poet, born
about 1690, wrote essays and sermons. Died in 1747.
Curti, kooR'tee, (Francesco,) an Italian painter and
engraver, born at Bologna in 1603.
Curti, (Girolamo.) See Dentone, (Girolamo.)
Cur'tin, (Andrew G.,) an American politician, born
He
at Bellefonte, Centre county, Pennsylvania, in 1817.
studied law, became an active supporter of the Whig
party, and was appointed secretary of state in 1855. He
was elected Governor of Pennsylvania by the Republicans
in October, i860. In 1863 he was again elected Governor
of the same State for a term of three years. He was
appointed minister to Russia in April, 1869.
Cur'tis, (Benjamin R.,) an American lawyer, born
He was adin Watertown, Massachusetts, about 1810.
mitted to the bar in 1832, soon after which he began to
He was appointed a judge of the
practise in Boston.

Roman people. Curtius asked his fellow-citizens if their
courage and arms were not the most worthy offerings.
Then, having devoted himself to the Dii Manes, he
mounted his horse and plunged into the abyss, which
immediately closed up.
See Livy, “History of Rome;” Plutarch, “Romulus.”
Curtius, (Matthew.) See Corti, (Matteo.)
Curtius, (Metius,) a Sabine hero, who fought against
the Romans in the war caused by the abduction of the
Sabine women, and killed Hostus Hostilius in single
combat. Having been attacked by Romulus, he took
refuge in a marsh which occupied the site of the future
Forum of Rome, and which was called Lacus Curtius in
memory

of that event.
See Livy, “ History of Rome;” Plutarch, “Romulus.”

Curtius, (Michael Conrad,) a German historian,
born in Mecklenburg in 1724, was professor of history
supreme court of the United States in 1851, and reat Marburg. He wrote (in Latin) a good “Commentary
signed in 1857. He was one of the counsel that defended
on the Roman Senate under the Emperors,” (1768.)
President Johnson in his trial before the Senate in April,
in 1802.
1868.
He published “Reports of Cases in the Circuit Died
See G. F. Creuzer, “Memoria M. C. Curtii,” 1802.
Courts of the United States,” 1854. Died in 1874.
Curtius, (Quintus.) See Quintus Curtius.
Curtis, (George Ticknox,) an American lawyer and
Curtois. See Courtois.
was
eminent legal writer, brother of the preceding,
bom
Curvo, kooR'vo, (Joao Semmedo,) a Portuguese phyHis “ Treatise on sician and medical writer, born in
at Watertown Massachusetts, in 1812.
1635 died in 1719.
the Rights and Duties of Merchant Seamen ” is written
Curtz or Kurtz, kooRts, [Lat. Cur'tius, ] (Alwith great ability, accuracy, and learning. Among his brecht,) a German astronomer, born at Munich in
1600
other works may be mentioned his valuable treatise on died in 1671.
the law of Copyright, his “ Commentaries on the JurisCur'wen, (John C.,) an English agriculturist, who
diction, Practice, etc., of the Courts of the United represented Cumberland in Parliament for many
years.
States,” and his “Last Years of Daniel Webster.”
He made improvements in agriculture, and published
Curtis, (George William,) a popular American “Observations on the State of Ireland,” (1818.) Died
author and lecturer, bom at Providence, Rhode Island, in in 1828.
Curzon, de, deh kiiR'ziN', (Paul Alfred,) a French
1824. He visited Europe about 1846, studied for some
time in the University of Berlin, and made an extensive landscape-painter, born near Poitiers in 1820. He obtour in the Levant, after which he returned home in 1850. tained a second medal in 1857.
He published in 1851 an attractive work entitled “Nile
Cusa. See Cusanus.
Notes of a Howadji,” and in 1852 “ The Howadji in
Cu-sa'nus, or de Cu'sa, written also Cuss and Cusel,
Syria.” He acquired a high reputation as an orator (Nicholas,) a pious and learned prelate, born at Cusa,
and lecturer on various subjects. In 1856 he advocated, in the diocese of Treves, in 1401. His family name was
He was one of the most liberal men of his
in numerous public speeches, the election of John C. Krebs.
Fremont to the Presidency. Among his works are time, and was at the head of the progressive movements
“Lotus-Eating,” (1852,) “The Potiphar Papers,” and in religion and science. About 1448 he was made a car“ Prue and I.” He was at one time one of the editors dinal. He wrote a work in favour of a reform in the
of the “New York Tribune,” and afterwards managing Church, and others on mathematics and astronomy.
editor of “ Harper’s Weekly.”
He is at present a promi- He is said to have been the first modern who favoured
the theory of the earth’s motion. Died in 1464.
nent advocate of civil service reform.
Cushing, (Caleb,) a distinguished American jurist,
Curtis, (Samuel R.,) an American general, bom in
Ohio about 1807. He represented the first district of politician, and scholar, was born in Essex county,
Iowa in Congress, 1856-61, and voted with the Re- Massachusetts, in 1800. Having graduated at Harvard
publicans.
In May, 1861, he became a brigadier-general College, he studied law at Cambridge. He was elected
of volunteers.
He gained an important victory at Pea to the State Senate in 1826, and in 1829 visited Europe.
Ridge, Arkansas, March 7 and 8, 1862.
He was He published, soon after, “ Reminiscences of Spain,”
speedily promoted to the rank of major-general, and and a “ Historical and Political Review of the Revolutook command of the district of Missouri in September, tion in France,” (1830.) He represented the North
Essex district in Congress for four terms, 1835-43. He
1862. Died in December, 1866.
Curtis, (William,) an English botanist, bom at acted with the Whigs until 1841, when he united with
Alton, Hampshire, in 1746, was proprietor of botanic President Tyler in his hostility to the Whig measures,
gardens at Bermondsey, Lambeth Marsh, and Brompton. and went over to the Democratic party. He was nomiIn 1777 he began to publish a splendid “ Flora Londi- nated by the President in 1843 as secretary of the treanensis,” with coloured plates, which was continued by sury; but he was not confirmed by the Senate.
He was
Sir. W. J. Hooker, (1835.) He originated the “ Botani- soon after appointed commissioner to China, and in 1844
negotiated
the
first
cal Magazine,” and was author of a useful work entitled
treaty of the United States with the
“ Observations on British Grasses,” ( 1 790.) He also left government of that country. On his return he became
an advocate of the Mexican war, then in progress, and
two treatises on insects. Died in 1799.
Curtius, (Ernst,) a German antiquary, bom at equipped a regiment of volunteers at his own expense.
Lubeckin 1814. He visited Athens in 1837, and became During his absence he was nominated by the Democratic
preceptor of Prince Friedrich Wilhelm of Prussia about party as their candidate for Governor ; but he was not
He was appointed in 1852 a justice of the
1844. He published “ The Acropolis of Athens,” (1844,) elected.
“Peloponnesus,” (1852,) and other works on Greece. supreme court of Massachusetts, and was attorney-general
He was appointed professor of Greek and Latin at ot the United States from March, 1853, to March, 1857.
Gottingen in 1856. His “ History of Greece ” has been He took a leading part in the negotiations for the sale
translated into English, and is well known in this country. to the United States of the Russian territory in America.
Curtius, kur'she-ns, (Lancinus,) a mediocre Latin In 1869 he concluded a treaty with Columbia fora canal
across the Isthmus of Darien, and he was the United
poet, born at Milan; died in 1511.
Curtius, kur'she-us, (Marcus,) a Roman youth, States counsel at the Geneva conference for settling the
celebrated for his patriotic devotion.
Subsequently he was minister to
According to tra- Alabama claims.
dition, a gulf opened in the Forum of Rome about 360 Spain.
Died in 1879.
B.c., and the soothsayers declared it could not be filled
Cushing, (Luther Stearns,) an American jurist,
except by the sacrifice of the principal strength of the born in Lunenburg, Massachusetts, in 1803. He was
;
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reporter to the supreme court of his State, and published
vols. of Reports. Among his works is “ The Law and
Practice of Legislative Assemblies in the United States,”

8

Died in 1856.
Cushing, (Thomas,) an American patriot, born in
Boston in 1725. He was a member of the first and
second Congress, and was afterwards for several years
Lieutenant-Governor of Massachusetts. Died in 1788.
Cushing, (William,) a jurist, born in Scituate, Massachusetts, in 1733.
He became chief justice of the
superior court of Massachusetts in 1777, and a justice
of the supreme court of the United States in 1789. Died
(1855.)

in 1810.

Cushing, (William

B.,) a

brave naval officer, born
performed several daring

Wisconsin about 1842. He
exploits in the civil war. Among these was the destruction of the iron-clad ram Albemarle in the Roanoke
River, on a dark night of October, 1864. Aided by
thirteen men, he exploded a torpedo-boat under the
Albemarle, while the enemy poured a destructive fire
into his little craft. All of his party, except one besides
He jumped
himself, were either killed or captured.
He
into the river, swam to the shore, and escaped.
was promoted to the rank of commander. “No man in
“
our navy,” says J. T. Headley, at his age has ever won
so brilliant a reputation.”
See Headley, “ Farragut and our Naval Commanders,” 1867.
in

Cushman, koosh'man, (Charlotte S.,) a distinguished American actress, born in Boston about 1816.
She made her debut about 1835, and performed tragic
parts with success in New York and other cities of
the Union.
In 1845 she went to England, where she
performed for several years. She finally retired from the
stage in 1874, and died in 1876.
Cushman, (Robert,) one of the founders of Plymouth
colony, was born in England about 1580. He emigrated
to Plymouth in 1621, before which year he had acted as
agent of the colony. He preached, in December, 1621,
the first sermon that was printed in America. Died in
1625 or 1626.
Cushman, (Thomas,) a son of the preceding, was
born about 1608. He became in 1649 an elder of the
Church of Plymouth. Died in 1691.
Cuspinian, koos-pee'ne-in, [Lat. Cuspinia'nus Fr.
Cuspinien, kiis'pee'ne'iN',] (Johann,) a German writer,
born in Franconia in 1473. His German name was SpiesHAMMER, (speess'him-mer.) He was privy councillor to
Maximilian I., and wrote, besides other works, a valuable “ History ( Commentarius
of the Emperors from
Julius Caesar to Maximilian I.,” (1540.) Died in 1529.
See Gerbelius, “Vita J. Cuspiniani,” 1540; M. Adam, “Vitae
;

Eruditorum

P. Giovio, “ Elogia.”

Cuspinianus. See Cuspinian.
Cuspinien. See Cuspinian.
Cuss. See Cusa.
Cusson, kii'sbN', (Pierre,) M.D., a
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skilful

French

botanist, born at Montpellier in 1727. He was employed
in Spain as a botanist by B. de Jussieu in 1754, after
which he practised medicine in Montpellier. He wrote
a treatise on the family of Umbelliferae, which was his
speciality, but did not live to publish it.
Died in 1783.
Cust, (Sir Edward,) an English general, born in
London in 1794, served under Wellington, and was after-

conducted bold and successful expeditions against Spire,
Mentz, and Frankfort, which he took almost without
resistance, and suddenly obtained great popularity.
I11
the campaign of 1793 he failed in an attempt to relieve
Mentz, which was recovered by the allies. He was then
denounced by the violent Jacobins as a counter-revolutionist, was arrested at the head of his army by a member
of the Convention, and taken to Paris, in the beginning
of the reign of terror. The popularity acquired by his
success, his eloquence and affable manners, excited the
jealousy of the Jacobin chiefs. Accordingly, he was
condemned and executed in August, 1793.
See Lamartine’s “ History of the Girondists,” book
graphie Universelle.”

xlvi.;

“ Bio-

Custine, de, (Astolphe,) Marquis, a French travand writer, grandson of the preceding, was born in
Paris in 1793. Between 1811 and 1822 he travelled in
England, Switzerland, and other countries. He published
an account of this tour, entitled “Memoires et Voyages,” (1830,) a successful work called “Russia in 1839,”
and several novels.
Custine, de, (Renaud Philippe,) a son of Adam
Philippe, noticed above, was born in 1760.
For his
intimacy with Condorcet, and his spirited conduct during
his father’s trial, he was proscribed by Robespierre, and

eller

suffered death in January, 1794.
See Thiers, “ Histoire de la Revolution.”

Cus'tis, (George Washington Parke,) an adopted
son of General Washington, was born in Maryland in
He was a grandson of Mrs. Martha Washington
1781.
and her first husband. He was the author of several
plays and orations. Died in 1857.
Cus'tos, (Dominic,) a Flemish engraver, born at
Antwerp in 1560, was a son of a painter named Battens.
He settled in Augsburg, and published several series of
portraits engraved by himself.
Died in 1612.
Cuth'bert, Saint, an English or Anglo-Saxon monk
of the seventh century.
He was prior of the monastery
of Lindisfarne or Holy Isle, near Berwick, and for some
time was Bishop of Durham. His memory was greatly
venerated, and marvellous legends of his miracles were
circulated.
He is sometimes styled the “ Thaumaturgus
of Britain.” Died about 686 a.d.
Another Cuthbert, Archbishop of Canterbury, was
a disciple of Bede, of whose life and death he wrote an
account. Died about 760.
Cut'ler, (Manasseh,) an American botanist and
He
preacher, born at Killingly, Connecticut, in 1744.
examined and described three hundred and fifty species
of plants of New England, and was called the pioneer
of botany in that region. He was a leader of a party
which settled at Marietta, Ohio, in 1788. Died in 1823.
Cutler, (Timothy,) an American clergyman, born in
Massachusetts in 1685. He was chosen president of
Yale College in 1719, joined the Episcopal Church in
1722, and became rector of a church in Boston about
1724.

Died

in 1765.

Cutts, (Lord John,) a brave English general, born
His gallantry at Buda in 1686 was applauded
by Addison in a Latin poem. He served with distinction
under William III. at the battle of the Boyne and at the
Before the latter date he was
siege of Namur, (1695.)
rewarded with an Irish peerage and made a major-general.
He sat in several Parliaments between 1695 and
1707, and wrote a poem on the death of Queen Mary.
in Essex.

wards a member of Parliament. He published “ Lives
of the Warriors of the Civil Wars of France and England,” (1867,) and other works. Died in 1878.
Died in 1707.
Cust'er, (George A.,) an American general, bom in
Cuvelier de Trye, kuv'le-i' deh tRe, (Jean GuilHarrison county, Ohio, in 1839, graduated at West Point laume Antoine,) a mediocre French dramatist, born
He commanded a brigade of cavalry in North- at Boulogne-sur-Mer in 1766; died in 1824.
in 1861.
Cuvera. See Kuvera.
ern Virginia in 1864, and a division of the army of GeneHe took part in the pursuit and
Cuvier, kii've-i', (Clementine,) was a daughter of
ral Sheridan in 1865.
She died in 1828, aged
capture of General Lee’s army, April, 1865. He was the celebrated Baron Cuvier.
about twenty-two.
killed while fighting against the Sioux Indians in 1876.
Cuvier, (FrEdEric,) a French naturalist, born at
Custine, de, deh kiis'tin', (Adam Philippe,) Count,
an eminent French general, born of a noble family at Montbeliard in 1773, was a brother of the celebrated
Metz in 1740. He entered the army very young, and Cuvier. He removed to Paris about 1797, and devoted
became a colonel about 1760. For his conduct at York- himself to the study of natural history. A few years
town, Virginia, in 1781, he was made marechal-de- later he became director of the menagerie at the Jardin
camp. In 1789 he was deputed to the States-General, des Plantes, and professor of comparative anatomy. He
in which he advocated with ardour the cause of reform. published an able treatise on the teeth of Mammalia,
Having command of an army on the Rhine in 1792, he (1822.) His most popular and extensive work is a “ Natua, e, T, o, u, y,
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History of the Mammals,” (“ Histoire naturelle des
(1824,) in which he gives a graphic description of the habits and instincts of those animals, with
many curious anecdotes. Died at Strasburg in 1838.
ral

Mammiferes,”

See Flourens, “tJloge de F. Cuvier.”
kii've-i' or ku've-?r, (George Chretien
Leopold Fr£d£ric Dagobert,) Baron, an illustrious

Cuvier,

philosopher, statesman, and author, and one of the
greatest naturalists of modern times, was born on the
23d of August, 1769, at Montbeliard, then a part of the

German Empire, now in Doubs, a department

of France.

scientific men for the “ Biographie
Universelle.” From 1819 until his death he was president of the committee of the interior, and rendered
important civil services to the state. He was made a
peer of France in 1831. His great activity was unabated
by age, and he died peacefully in May, 1832. He is considered the founder of the science of comparative anatomy, in which he attained such skill that, with a small
fragment of a characteristic part of an animal, he could
determine the class, order, and even genus to which it
belonged. Cuvier also made great improvements in
geology.
He left unfinished a philosophic work of high
order on the history of the natural sciences, which he
began in 1830 to develop in a course of lectures in the
College of France. As a professor he equalled or surpassed his predecessors in facility of elocution, in clearness of ideas, and in the art of sustaining the attention
in philosophic or historical digressions, which revealed
the great variety and extent of his attainments.
In
respect to this almost universal aptitude and excellence,
he has been compared to Aristotle ; and the comparison
would have been more remarkable if the fall of Napoleon had not frustrated a design to confide to Cuvier the
direction of the education of the heir of the empire.
His head was large, his features regular, and his expression noble and dignified, and indicative of great force.
His disposition was social and amiable, and his moral
character eminently high-toned.
See Parisot, “ £loge de Cuvier
A. de Candolle, “ Notice
sur la Vie et les Ouvrages de G. Cuvier ;” R. Lee, “ Memoir of Baron
Cuvier,” 1833 Duvernoy, “ Notice historique sur les Ouvrages et
la Vie de G. Cuvier,” 1833
Louis de Lomenie, “G. Cuvier, par un
Homme de Rien,” 1841 Flourens, “ Cuvier, Histoire de ses Travaux,” 1845; “Edinburgh Review” for May, 1811-January, 1836;
“ Foreign Quarterly Review” for December, 1834-October, 1838.

admirable notices of

His parents were Protestants, of French origin, who were
driven from their native land by religious persecution.
His father was an officer in the French service. His
early training was directed by an accomplished mother.
The favourite amusement of his childhood was to copy
and colour the figures of animals in Buffon’s works. He
was educated at the Academia Carolina of Stuttgart,
which he left in 1788 with a very extensive general instruction and the reputation of a prodigious memory.
He then became tutor to the son of Count d’Hericy, of
Caen, in the vicinity of which he passed in peaceful
His early
studies the stormy period of the Revolution.
essays on natural history attracted the notice of Jussieu
and Geoffroy ; and when he arrived in Paris in March,
1 795, he was looked upon as one destined to give a new
impulse to science. He read to the Society of Natural
History an essay on the formation and use of methods,
and a memoir on the organization of white-blooded animals. On the formation of the central schools he was
chosen professor of natural history in Paris, and in July,
1 795, became assistant professor of comparative anatomy
in the Museum of Natural History.
He immediately
began to form his great cabinet of comparative anatomy.
Cuvillier-Fleury. See Fleury.
In December, 1795, he was chosen a member of the
Cuyp or Kuyp, koip, (Albert,) a celebrated Dutch
Institute, then just founded.
In 1798 Cuvier published
landscape-painter, born at Dort in 1606, was the son and
his “Tableau elementaire des Animaux,” in which he
began to apply his principles on the subordination of pupil of Jacob Gerritse Cuyp, a painter of much merit.
;

;

;

and to display

his genius for classification.
as professor of natural history
in the College of France in 1800, and then commenced the
publication of his “Lectures on Comparative Anatomy,”
which proved very successful.
About 1802 he was chosen perpetual secretary of the
Academy of Sciences, and married Madame Duvaucel,
the widow of a farmer-general.
He contributed to the
“Annales du Museum” a series of memoirs on fossil
bones, with plates skilfully designed and engraved by
himself.
In 1808 he was appointed councillor to the
Imperial University, and in several ensuing years presided over commissions charged to visit and organize
academies or colleges in Italy, Holland, etc. He published in 1812 a collection of his treatises on fossil bones,
with an admirable preliminary “ Discourse on the Revolutions of the Surface of the Globe.”
In this important
work he propounds the theory of the correlation of forms
in organized beings, and arrives at the following conclusions : that the career of man on this planet began about
five or six thousand years ago ; that no vestiges of the
human species are found among fossil remains ; that the
present form of the continents was produced by a great
revolution which occurred before the origin of existing
animal species. Cuvier was appointed by Napoleon master of requests in 1813, and councillor of state in 1814.
He produced in 1817 his celebrated “Animal Kingdom,” (“ Regne animal distribue d’apres son Organisation,” in 4 vols.,) by which he made a new arrangement
of animals into four divisions, the Vertebrata, the Mollusca, the Articulata, and the Radiata.
This work immediately took the highest rank among books of the
kind, and became generally the basis or guide of zoological studies throughout Europe.
The introduction is
a rapid and profound summary of the animal functions,
and a clear expose of the natural method which he first
applied to zoology.
He was admitted into the French
Academy in 1818, and received the title of Baron in 1820.
In 1822, as a member of the Lutheran Church, he was
appointed superintendent of the Faculties of Protestant
Theology. In 1823 he began the publication of his
splendid “Natural History of Fishes,” of which eight
volumes were finished during his life. He wrote many
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He painted with great success landscapes, cattle, views
of rivers, moonlight-scenes, frost-pieces, flowers, etc.
No painter perhaps has surpassed him in harmony of
colour and in the purity of his aerial tint. He represented
by the appropriate tone the different periods of the day,
and gave his productions the merit of fidelity to nature.
His works are highly prized in England, where as much
as two thousand guineas have frequently been paid for
one of them. He is said to have lived as late as 1683.
Ruskin calls him the principal master of pastoral landscape, and says, “Cuyp can indeed paint sunlight, the
best that Holland’s sun can show. He is a man of large
natural gifts, and sees broadly, nay, even seriously, finds
out that there are reflections in water.
brewer by
trade, he feels the quiet of a summer afternoon, and his
work will make you marvellously drowsy. It is good
for nothing else that I know of.” (“Modern Painters.”)
See Descamps, “Vies des Peintres Flamands,” etc.; Bryan,

A

“Dictionary of Painters.”

Cuyp or Kuyp, (Jacob Gerritse,) the Old, a
Dutch landscape-painter, father of the preceding, born
at Dort about 1 575, was a pupil of A. Bloemaert. Died
about 1650.

Cyaxare.

_ See

Cyaxares.

<Jy-ax'a-res,[Gr. KvaAqm; Fr. Cyaxare, se'lks'f r',]
a warlike king of the Medes, the son of Phraortes,
ascended the throne about 634 B.c. According to Herodotus, he was defeated by the Scythians, and became
tributary to them for many years. A war which he waged
for five years against the King of Lydia was terminated
about 610 by the terror caused by a total eclipse of the
sun, predicted by Thales. The Scythians were driven out
of Media in 607 B.c. About 606 he took Nineveh, with
the aid of the King of Babylon. He died jn 594 b.c.,
leaving the throne to his son Astyages.
See Volney, “Nouvelles Recherches sur 1’ Histoire ancienne.”

Cyaxares II., King of the Medes, was the son of
Astyages, and uncle of Cyrus the Great. According to
Xenophon, he became king about 560 B.c. ; but Herodotus does not mention him.
He is probably identical
with Darius the Mede of the Scriptures, who succeeded
Belshazzar on the throne of Babylon by conquest about
538 b.c. (See Daniel vi.) He was succeeded by Cyrus.
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Cybebe. See Cybele.
Qyb'e-le or Qy-be'le,* [Gr. Kv(3e2.i) or Ku/3^A?? : Fr.
Cybele, (se'bil',)] called also Qy-be'be [Gr. Ku/3y/37/
and Rhe'a, [Gr. 'Pda, 'Pea, or 'Peiij; Fr. RliF., r&,] a god1

dess of classic mythology, supposed to be the daughter
of Uranus and Terra, (Ge,) was distinguished by the
appellation of “ Mother of the Gods,” or “ Great Mother.”
She was the wife of Saturn, (Cronos,) and mother of
Jupiter and the other principal gods. One of the chief
places of her worship was Pessinus, a town of Galatia,
above which rose Mount Dindymus, whence her surname
of Dindyme'ne. She was also called “ Berecynthia,”
or “ Berecynthia Mater,” (the “ Berecynthian Mother,”)
from the hill Berecynthus, where she had a temple.
She is often represented as riding in a chariot drawn by
lions, and always has a crown of towers on her head.
Her priests were called Corybantes.
See Keightley’s “Mythology.”
Cybo or Cibo, che-bo', (Arano or Aaron,) the
ancestor of a noble Genoese family, was born of Greek
He was Viceroy of Naples
origin at Rhodes in 1377.
about 1442, and died in 1457, leaving a son, who became
Pope Innocent VIII. in 1485. Innocent Cybo was a
grandson of that pope, a nephew of Clement VII. and
of Leo X. At the age of twenty-two he was made a
cardinal, and he afterwards obtained four archbishoprics.
His merit is extolled by historians. Died in 1550. Alberico Cybo Malaspina inherited the sovereignty of
Massa and Carrara in 1553, and died about 1620.

Cyclopes.
Qy'clops,

CYRIL
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See Cyclops.

[Gr. KtvcAutp,] plural, §y-clo'pe§, a fabulous race of giants, having each one eye in the middle of
the forehead. According to the theogony of Hesiod, they
were the sons of Uranus and Gaea, were named Brontes,
Steropes, and Arges, and their business was to forge
thunderbolts for Jupiter. Homer represents them as a
gigantic and lawless race of shepherds and cannibals
who lived in Sicily. According to a later tradition, they
were assistants of Vulcan, in whose workshop they fabricated armour for gods and heroes.
See the “Odyssey,” book ix., and Virgil’s “/Eneid,” book iii.
617-681, and book viii. 370-448.

Qyc'nus, [Gr. Kvkvoc,} a son of Neptune, and the
father of Tenes.
He fought against the Greeks in the
Trojan war, and, though invulnerable by iron, was choked
to death by Achilles, and changed into a swan.
Qyd'i-as, [Gr. Kvitap,] a Greek painter, born in the
isle of Cythnus, lived about 360 b.c.
Qy'don, a Greek sculptor, mentioned by Pliny, lived
in the time of Phidias.
Cygne, du, dii s£n, (Martin,) a Flemish scholar and
writer, born at Saint-Omer in 1619. He taught rhetoric
published
in various colleges with much celebrity.
“ The Art of Rhetoric,” (“ Ars Rhetorica,”
1659,) “ The

He

Qyn'na, or Qy'na, [Gr. K vvavi/, Kvvva,
a daughter of Philip of Macedon, and halfsister of Alexander the Great.
She was married to her
cousin Amyntas, who died in 336 B.c. About 322 B.C.
she was put to death by order of Perdiccas.
QJf-na'119,

or

K vva,]

Cynna.

See Cynane.

Qjrn-o-su'ra, [Gr. Kwooovpa; Fr. Cynosure, se'no'zur' ; Eng. Qyn'osure,] a nymph of Ida, said to have
been one of the nurses of Jupiter, who placed her among
the stars. The name is applied to Ursa Minor, which
includes the North Star.

Cynosure. See Cynosura.
Qyn'thi-a, [Gr. Kwdta,] a surname of Diana.
Qyn'thl-us, [Gr. Kvvdioe,] a surname of Apollo.
Qyp'rl-an, [Lat. Cypria'nus; Fr. Cyprien, se'pRe-iN',] Saint, Bishop of Carthage, an eminent Latin
Father, who was often called Thas'cius Caecil'ius
Cypria'nus, was probably born at Carthage about 200
In early life he gained distinction as a teacher of
A.D.
He had been converted only a few years when
rhetoric.
he was chosen Bishop of Carthage, in 248 A.D. About
250 the emperor Decius commenced a persecution, during
which Cyprian retired from Carthage and remained in
concealment, for which he was censured. In 251 A.D.
he assembled a council on the question of reinstating apostates who had lapsed under the pressure of persecution,
and he favoured a moderate course. His decision, that
baptism performed by heretics and schismatics is null and
void, caused a violent controversy between him and the
pope, Stephen. He suffered martyrdom under Valerian in
258 a. D. Cyprian was eminent for learning, eloquence, and
ascetic zeal, and has left numerous epistles and tracts,
which are extant, and afford valuable information on the
views and discipline of the early Church. Among them
are treatises “ On the Unity of the Church,” “ On Mortality,” and “ On the Grace of God.”
See Gervaise, “Vie de Saint-Cyprien,” 1717; Poole, “Life and
Times of Saint Cyprian,” 1840; Cave, “Scriptorum EcclesiasticoF. W. Rettberg, “ C. Cyprianus, dargestellt nach
rum Historia
seinem Leben,”

etc., 1831.

Cypriani.

See Cipriani.

Cyprianus

or Cyprien.
See -yprian.
Qyp'se-lus, [Gr. KviptXoc,] tyrant of Corinth, a semifabulous person, who is supposed to have reigned thirty
years, and to have died about 625 B.C.

Cyrano.

See Bergerac.
Qy-re'ne, [Gr. Kvp^vr/,] a mythical nymph, beloved by
Apollo, by whom she became the mother of Aristacus.
See Virgil, “Georgica,” book

iv.

321-548.

Qyr'il or Qy-ril'lus, [Gr. KvpdXo; ; Fr. Cyrille,
se'r&l',] Saint, Bishop of Jerusalem, is supposed to
have been born in that city in 315 A.D. He was chosen
Bishop or Patriarch of Jerusalem in 351. In that year,
it is reported, a great luminous cross appeared in the sky
over Golgotha. He had a controversy with Acacius, an
Arian bishop of Caesarea, who caused him to be deposed
After this he was twice banished, and finally
in 358.
He predicted the failure of
restored about 380 A.D.
Julian’s attempt to rebuild the Temple at Jerusalem in
363, which attempt was frustrated by eruptions of fire,
Died in 386
etc., as stated by Ammianus Marcellinus.

Art of Poetry,” (“Ars Poetica,”) and other works, which
were often reprinted. Died in 1669.
Qyl-le'nI-us, a surname of Mercury, which see.
Cyna. See Cynane.
Cynaegeirus, sin-ee-jl'rus, [Kwaiyeipop,] an Athenian, remarkable for his courage, was the brother of
Aischylus the poet. At the battle of Marathon, 490 B.c., A.D. His works consist chiefly of eighteen catecheses,
he pursued the Persians to the sea, and seized a ship or lectures to catechumens, which have great value and
with his hand, “which,” says Herodotus, “was cut off.” interest in the eyes of theologians and antiquaries.
Other writers add that, having lost both hands, he seized
Ceillier, “Histoire
See Socrates, “Historia Eeclesiastica
the vessel with his teeth.
Cynsethus or Cinaethus, se-nee'thus, [KivatOoc or
Kvvaidog,] a Greek rhapsodist, born at Chios (Scio) at
a date which is not ascertained. He was the reputed
author of the “ Hymn to Apollo” sometimes attributed
According to Eustathius, he was the first
to. Homer.
who collected and arranged the poems of Homer.
* The best scholars seem to be agreed that the penultimate vowel
in Cybele ought to be short although the fact that Cybebe, another
form of the same name, always has the penultima long, might well
suggest the strong probability that the ancients themselves were not
uniform in their pronunciation of the vowel. Byron, who is generally
extremely accurate in the accentuation of ancient as well as modern
names, taking advantage doubtless of this uncertainty, has adopted
the more euphonious pronunciation Cybe'le. Speaking of Venice,
;

—

he says

"She

looks a sea Cybele, fresh from ocean,
Rising with her tiara of proud towers.”
Childe Harold, canto iv. stanza

a, e,

T,

o, u, y,

long; I,

t, 6,

same,

less

prolonged;

a, e,

T,

2.

Fabricius, ‘‘Bibliotheca Graeca;” Cave,
des Auteurs sacres
“Scriptorum Ecclesiasticorum Historia.”

Cyril or Cyrillus, Saint, an arrogant and turbulent
born in Alexandria, Egypt, became Archbishop
of that place in 412 a.d. He manifested his fanatical
zeal by driving the Jews out of the city, and quarrelled
prelate,

with Orestes, the governor. He instigated his monks or
partisans to murder the celebrated and accomplished
Hypatia, whose influence perhaps excited his envy. On
the subject of the Incarnation he maintained a long
controversy with Nestorius, and presided in 431 over the
Council of Ephesus, by which Nestorius was condemned
as a heretic.
A council convoked by the Patriarch of
Antioch in that year excommunicated Cyril. He wrote,
in Greek, numerous works, chiefly controversial, which

Died in 444 A.D.
are still extant.
Cave, “Scriptorum EcSee Fabricius, “Bibliotheca Grasca
clesiasticorum Historia;” Tillemont, “Memoires ecclesiastiques.
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Cyril, Saint, also called Constantine, was born at
Thessalonica. About 848 A.D. he propagated the gospel among the Slaves and Bulgarians with great success.
He had a brother, Method (or Methud) or Methodius,
who co-operated with him. He invented the Slavonian
alphabet, and translated the Bible, or part of it, into
Died about 868 a.d.
that language.
See J. Dobrowsky, “ Cyrill und Methud der Slawen Apostel,”
1823; Jan Holy, “Cyrillo-Methodiada,” 1837.

Cyr'il-Lu'car, [Fr. Cyrille-Lucar, se'r£F lii'kiR';
Cyril'lus Luca'ris,] a Greek Protestant prelate,
born in Candia in 1572. In his youth he visited GerLat.

Cyrus the Younger was the second son of Darius
Nothus, King of Persia, and of Parysatis. During the
reign of his father he was appointed (in 407 B.c.) Satrap
of Lydia, Phrygia, etc. At the death of Darius, in 404,
the eldest son, Artaxerxes Mnemon, succeeded to the
throne. Cyrus, having formed a design to dethrone his
brother, employed Clearchus, a Spartan, to raise a large
body of Greek mercenaries. In the year 401 b.c. he
marched from Sardis with an army who were at first
kept ignorant of their destination. At Cunaxa, in the
province of Babylon, he met the immense army of Artaxerxes.
The Greeks of Cyrus gained the advantage in
the first attack, until Cyrus, who rashly exposed himself
in the front rank, was killed, after wounding his rival.
His character is highly praised by Xenophon, who accompanied the army of Cyrus, and who ascribes to him
great generosity, and other qualities adapted to win the

many, and adopted, or at least studied, the Reformed
doctrines.
Having been chosen Patriarch of Constantinople in 1621, he made an effort to spread Protestant
principles in the Greek Church, but was deposed and
exiled to Rhodes.
He recovered his see, was again
popular favour.
expelled, and was strangled, it is said, about 1637.
See Mor£ri, “ Dictionnaire Historique;” J.
anecdotiques de Cyrille-Lucar,” etc.

Aymon, “Lettres

Cyrille, the French of Cyril, which see.
Cyrillo. See Cirillo.
Cyrillus. See Cyril.
Qyr-nse'us, (Pietro,) an Italian historian, born in
Corsica in 1474, wrote a “History of Corsica,” (1506.)
Qy'rus, [Gr. K vpo$* or Kvpog d naXaiot; or apxaiot;, (i.e.
“Cyrus the ancient” or “elder;”) It. Ciro, chee'ro;
Persian, Kai-Khosroo or -KhosrO,] surnamed the
Great, the second prince of the Kaianian dynasty, the
founder of the Persian empire, and the greatest of the
Persian kings and heroes, was the son of Cambyses, a
Persian nobleman, and Mandane, the daughter of AsHis history is supposed to
tyages, King of Media.
be much embellished with fabulous tales. Herodotus
informs us that in his time there were three different
versions of that history. According to the account which
Herodotus adopted, Astyages, being warned in a dream
that his daughter’s son would become king, commanded
an officer, named Harpagus, to kill the infant. Harpagus,
however, ordered one of the herdsmen of Astyages to
expose the child on the mountains ; but he spared its life,
and the future hero was educated as a shepherd. Cyrus
was afterwards restored to his parents, and, having incited the Persians to revolt, defeated Astyages, and
ascended the throne in 559 b.c. According to Xenophon, he succeeded Cyaxares, his mother’s brother.
Ecbatana was one of his capitals. He extended his dominions by the conquest of Croesus, King of Lydia, in
He marched with
546, and of several princes or states.
a large army against Babylon, the capital of Assyria,
Belshazzar
whose king was the
of the prophet Daniel.
Having diverted the course of the Euphrates, after a
long siege, he entered the city by the dry channel of the
river, while the impious king and court were feasting, in
538 b.c. The capture of Babylon is the epoch at which
sacred and profane history form their first connection.
(See Daniel v., and Ezra i.-vi.) It was foretold in the
remarkable prophecy of Isaiah xlv. 1, “Thus saith the
Lord to his anointed, to Cyrus, whose right hand I have
holden, to subdue nations before him,” etc. (See also
Isaiah xlvi. and xlvii.) About 536 Cyrus issued an edict
that the Jewish captives of Babylon should return home
and rebuild the temple of their holy city, and proclaimed,
“The Lord God of heaven hath given' me all the kingdoms of the earth ; and he hath charged me to build him
an house at Jerusalem,” etc. His next important enterprise appears to have been the invasion of the country of
the Massagetae, a Scythian nation who lived north of the
Araxes (Arras) and were ruled by Queen Tomyris. After
gaining several battles, (says Herodotus,) he was drawn

an ambush, defeated, and killed, in 529 b.c. According to Xenophon and Ctesias, Cyrus died a natural death
at Pasargadae.
He was succeeded by his son, Cambyses.
into

See Xenophon, “ Cyropsedia
Diodorus Siculus, books ii., ix.,
and xxxi. Schubart, “Programma de Cyro,” 1743; F.
Hansen, “Disputatio de Cyro majore,” 1781 Wetzke, “Cyrus der
Grander des Persischen Reiches,” 1849; Gerhard, “Dissertatio de
Cyro primo Persarum Monarcha,” 1653; Arrhenius, “Dissertatio

x., xvii.,

;

;

de Cyro Monarcha,” 1693;
Cyro,” etc., 1706.
* This
nifying

name

is

J.

L. Frey, “Dissertatio historica de

said to be derived from

“sun.”

e as k; 5 as

s;

g hard; g as j;

Kohr, a Persian word

sig-

See Grote, “History of Greece;” Thirlwall, “History of
Greece;” Xenophon, “Hellenica,” and “Anabasis;” Plutarch,
“Lysander” and “Artaxerxes;” James Rennell, “Illustrations of
the History of the Expedition of Cyrus the Younger from Sardis to
Babylon,” etc., 1816.

Cyrus, (Flavius,) a Greek or Byzantine poet, born
Egypt, flourished about 450 a.d.
Cysat, se-sfit' or se'zi', [Lat. Cysa'tus,] (Jean Baptiste,) a Swiss astronomer, born at Lucerne in 1588
at Panopolis, in

died in 1657.

Qy-the'ra, Cyth-e-re'a, Cytherei'a, or Qf-the'surname of the
goddess Venus, which see.
Czacki, ch&ts'kee, (Thaddeus,) Count, a patriotic
Polish statesman and writer, born in Volhynia in 1765.
He was for many years a professor in the University of
Cracow, and was appointed a member of several commissions by Stanislas Augustus. About 1800 the Czar
of Russia made him a privy councillor. He zealously
promoted education, by opening primary schools, and
other means.
He published, besides other works, one
on “The Laws of Poland and Lithuania,” (1801.) Died
rl-as, [Gr. Kv&ijpa, Kvdepeta, or Kutb/ptuf,] a

in 1813.
See Alois Osinski, “ Histoire de
“Nouvelle Biographie G^n^rale.”

la

Vie de T. Czacki,” 1816

chl-kov'skee, written also Czaykowski, (Michael,) Sadik Pasha, a Polish novelist and
general, born in Podolia about 1808. He fought against
Russia in 1831, and a few years later removed to Constantinople.
To avoid being given up on demand of the
Russian court, he adopted the Moslem religion, (1851,)
and assumed the name of Mohammed Sadik. During
the war against Russia (1853-55) he had the rank of
pasha, and commanded an army.
Czarniecki, chiRn-ySts'kee, (Stephen,) a famous
Polish general, born in 1599.
He performed many
daring and successful exploits in the war against Charles
X. of Sweden between 1655 and 1660, and was saluted
Polish writers compare him
as the liberator of Poland.
to the French Du Guesclin.
He also defeated the Cossacks, (1661,) and had attained the highest rank in the
army when he died in 1665.
See M. Kraiewski, “Histoire de Czarniecki.”

Czajkowski,

Czartoryski,

chaR-to-ris'kee,

Prince, a Polish nobleman, born

at

(Adam Casimir,
Dantzic in 1731, was

the first-cousin of King Stanislas. His rank, fortune, and
talents gave him great influence in the affairs of Poland.
He became starost-general of Podolia, and afterwards
marshal or master of the ordnance in the Austrian army.
In 1812 he was president or marshal of the Diet which
met to establish a new confederation. Died in 1823.
See Chodzko, “La Pologne illustrde ;” Lom£nie, “Galerie des
Contemporains. ”

Czartoryski, (Adam George,) Prince, an eminent
Polish statesman, son of the preceding, was born at War1770. Having fought against Russia in 1 792, he was
taken to Saint Petersburg as a hostage, and acquired the
favour of the grand duke Alexander, who, soon after his
accession to the throne, (about 1802,) appointed him
minister of foreign affairs. He attended the Czar at the
battle of Austerlitz in 1805, and retired from office about
From 1803 to 1821 he was curator of the Univer1808.
He supported the popular cause in the
sity of Wilna.
revolution of 1830, and in January, 1831, was elected

saw in
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Czerni-(chSR'nee) George, or Kara-fld-rS') George,
“Black George,”) a Servian chief, born about 1766,
was originally a peasant. Having distinguished himself
by his courage, he was chosen leader of the Servians
in a revolt against the Turks, from whom he liberated
Servia in 1807. He ruled that province with rigour
until 1813, when, abandoned by his ally the Czar, he was
compelled by a Turkish army to fly from Servia. He
returned in 1817, was arrested, and put to death.
Czoernig. See Czornig.
Czornig or Czoernig, choR'nig, (Karl,) Baron, a
statistician, born at Czernhausen, Bohemia, in 1804.
In
1840 he was chosen director of the bureau of statistics in
Vienna, and afterwards became an imperial councillor.
In 1852 he published his “ Ethnographic Chart of the
Austrian Monarchy,” with several volumes of text.
Czuczor, tsoot'soR, (George,) a popular Hungarian
poet and prose-writer, born at Andod, in the county of
Neutra, in 1800. In his youth he was a Benedictine
monk. He expressed liberal and national ideas in epic
poems entitled “The Battle of Augsburg” (1824) and
“John Huniade,” and other poems, which exposed him
to persecution from his ecclesiastical superiors.
In
1844 the Hungarian Academy confided to him the impornot yet
tant task of compiling a national dictionary,
finished, (1870.)
Having united with Kossuth in the
revolution of 1848, he was confined in prison until 1850.

president of the new government, which he directed with
the victories of the Russians compelled him

ability, until

(i.e.

He

then became an exile,
to resign, in August, 1831.
and resided in Paris until his death, in July, 1861.
See J. B. Ostrowski, “A. G. Prince Czartoryski,” Paris, 1845;
“ Gentleman’s Magazine” for August, 1861.

Czartoryski, (Isabella or Elizabeth,) the daughter
of Count Flemming of Saxony, born in 1 743, became the
She
wife of Adam Casimir Czartoryski, noticed above.
gained celebrity and much political influence by her
beauty and mental endowments. Died in 1835.
Czartoryski, (Michael Frederick,) a noble Pole,
born about 1695. By his wealth, energy, and talents, he
acquired great political power, and in 1752 was chosen
grand chancellor of Lithuania. In his efforts to reform
the constitution of Poland, he applied for assistance to
the Russian court, and thus unintentionally contributed
to the partition of the kingdom which followed in 1772.
Died

in 1775.
See Ferkand, “ Histoire des trois Ddmembrements de la Pologne.

Czaykowski. See Czajkowski.
Czechowicz, chgK'o-vitch, (S imon,)

a Polish painter,

Cracow in 1689; died in 1775.
Czecz, tsSts, (JAnos,) a Hungarian

born
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at

general, born in
1822, served in the battles of 1848, and published in 1850
an account of the campaign of Bern in Transylvania.
Czelakowski, (a Bohemian poet.) See Celakowski.

—

D.
Daa, dau, (Ludvig Kristensen,) a Norwegian writer,
born
is

in Saltdalen, Nordland, in 1809.

Among

a “ Swedish-Norwegian Hand-Dictionary,”

Norsk Haandordbog,” 2 vols., 1841.)
Dack, diK, (Johann,) a German painter, born

He

logne about 1560.

Rudolph

II.,

models.
painted

He
many

tion of the dauphin, the following Latin authors : Aurelius
Victor, Florus, (1674,) and Eutropius, (1683.)
She was
married in 1683. In 1685 her husband and herself re-

his works
(“ Svensk-

nounced the Protestant

who

sent him to Italy to design antique
afterwards worked in Vienna, where he
Died about
fine pictures for the court.

1650.
See Descamps, “ Vie des Peintres Flamands,”

etc.

Memel in
1605, became professor of poetry at Konigsberg about
were
for
a
long
time
popular.
His
hymns
He
1638.
Died in 1659.
also wrote odes and other poems.
See Longfellow, “Poets and Poetry of Europe;” Gebauer,
“S. Dach und seine Freunde als Kirchenlieder-Dichter,” 1828.
Dach, (Simon,) a German

poet, born at

Daciano, di-chi'no, (Giuseppe,) an Italian physician,
born in Friuli in 1520 ; died in 1576.
Dacier, dl'se-i (AndrE,) an eminent French scholar
and critic, born at Castres in 1651, was the husband of
Madame Dacier, still more famous as a classical scholar.
He studied at Saumur under Tannegui-Lefevre, father
of the lady just named. Having removed to Paris, he
was employed as one of the collaborators on the editions
,

of the classics for the use of the dauphin.

He

edited

Pomponius Festus, (1681,) Horace, (1689,) and the “Reflections of M. Antoninus,” and translated into French
Aristotle’s “Poetica,” Plutarch’s “Lives,” (1721,) and
other works. He was a member of the French Academy
and of the Academy of Inscriptions, and librarian to the
king.
Died in 1722.
See NicdRON, “M^moires.”

Dacier, (Anne Lefevre,) universally known as
Madame Dacier, the wife of the preceding, born at
Saumur in 1654, was instructed by her father, and was
a fellow-student with M. Dacier. It is related that while
still a child she used to overhear the lessons given to her
brother while she was engaged in embroidering, and that
even under these disadvantages she greatly surpassed
him in learning. One day, as she whispered to him the
answer (which he was unable to give) to a question that
had been put to him, her father first discovered her
extraordinary aptitude for learning, and from that time
afforded her the fullest opportunity for cultivating her
mind. In 1672, when she was about eighteen, she went
to Paris with such a reputation for learning that she was
engaged by the Duke of Montausier to edit, for the educaa, e, 1,

5

,

u, ft

long;
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same,
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ii,

for the Catholic religion.
She
versions of Anacreon, (1681,) of Terence,
“
“
Plautus, Homer’s Iliad,” (1699,) and of the
Odyssey,”
(1708.) Her essays in defence of Homer against La Mothe
and Hardouin display an enthusiasm which some thought
extravagant ; but her zeal for the ancient classics was
seconded by Boileau, who took a prominent part in that
famous controversy which she began, and who estimated
her as a critic far higher than her husband. She was
designated to succeed M. Dacier as librarian to the king
in case she survived him ; but this contingency was not
realized, as she died in 1720. She appears to have maintained her fidelity to domestic duties, and the modesty
indispensable to her sex, amidst all the homage and
Although the
celebrity which she merited and won.
editions and versions of the Daciers have since been
surpassed, they must ever be entitled to honour and
gratitude as the first who enriched the French literature
with the immortal productions of Greek and Roman
genius.
Voltaire, who calls her one of the prodigies of
that age, says, “No woman has ever rendered greater
services to literature.”
See Burette, “£loge de Madame Dacier;” “Nouvelle Biographie Generate ;” Sainte-Beuve, “Causeries du Lundi.”
Dacier, (Bon Joseph,) a French savant, born at Valogne, in Normandy, in 1742, went to Paris in early
youth. He became a member of the Academy of Inscriptions in 1772, and in 1782 was chosen perpetual
secretary of that institution, which he enriched with

made French

Cowas patronized by the emperor
at

ft

numerous

historical dissertations.

Though he favoured

the cause of the Revolution, Louis XVI. offered him
about 1791 the portfolio of finance, which he declined.
At the creation of the Institute, in 1795, he was chosen
a member of the class of moral and political sciences.
He was a useful member of the Tribunate from 1802
until its suppression.
In 1822 he was admitted to the
French Academy. Dacier composed eulogies on one

hundred and fifty Academicians from 1782 to 1826, and
translated the “ Cyropaedia” of Xenophon. Died in 1833.
See Silvestre de Sacy, “ Notice sur Dacier,” 1834 Qu6rard,
;

“La

France Litteraire.

Da Costa, (Claudio Manoel.) See Costa, da.
Da Costa, di kos'ta, (Emanuel Mendez,) was foreign
secretary of the Royai Society of London, and author of
a “Natural History of Fossils,” (1757,) and other scienDied about 1788.
tific works.
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DA CUNHA

Da Cunha, dl koon'yl, (J. A.,) a Portuguese mathematician and poet, lived about 1790.
See Longfellow’s “Poets and Poetry of Europe.”
Daddi, did'dee, (Bernardo,) an
at

Arezzo

;

Italian painter,

born

died in 1380.

Daddi, (Cosimo,) a painter of the Florentine

school,

lived about 1600.

Dadin

or Dadine. See Haute-Serre.
Dadouville, dt'doo'vfel', (Jacques,) a satirical and

French poet of the sixteenth century,
Fr. D£dale,
Daedalus, dM'a-lus, [Gr. Aaida'hoc
di'dtl',] an artist and inventor, celebrated in the Greek
mythology, is said to have excelled in sculpture and in
architecture, and may be regarded as a personification of
artistic ingenuity.
Tradition ascribes to him the Labyrinth of Crete, and the invention of the saw, auger, etc.
It is said that he made wings, by which he was enabled
to fly from Crete to Sicily, and that his son Icarus, who
was his companion in this aerial voyage, fell into that
sea which has since been named the Icarian Sea.
facetious

See Pausanias,

i., ii., iii.,

v., vii., viii., ix.

;

Hyginus, “ Fabulae.”

dll, (John Francis,) a Flemish painter,
Antwerp in 1764; died in 1840.
Daele, van, vtn dl'leh, (John,) a Flemish landscape-

Dael, van, vtn
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Dagobert

III.,

King of the Franks, succeeded

father, Childebert III., in 71

1

a.d.

his

Like several of his

predecessors, he had only the name of king, the real
power being usurped by Pepin, mayor of the palace, who
died in 714. Dagobert died in 715, leaving an infant
son, Thierry IV., whom Charles Martel invested with the
form of royalty.
See Berain, “ M^moires historiques sur le Regne des trois Dagobert,” 1717; Sismondi, “Histoire des Franyais.”

Dagobert,

(Luc Simeon Auguste,) a

dS'go'baiR',

He

French general, born

at or near Saint-Lo in 1736.
distinguished himself in the campaign of Italy in 1792,
and in 1793 was appointed general-in-chief of the army

He defeated the Spaniards

of the Pyrenees.

and took Urgel after a decisive
mortally wounded, in 1794.
See “ Victoires

Dagoty.

et

victory, in

near Olette,

which he was

ConquStes des Franyais.”

See Gauthier.

Dagoumer, di'goo'mi', (Guillaume,) a French
philosopher, born at Pont-Audemer, was the author ot
a “Course of Philosophy,” (in Latin, 1701-03.) Died
in 1745.

Daguerre, df gaiR', (Louis Jacques Mand£,) a
French artist, whose name has been rendered memorapainter, flourished about 1 560.
ble by the invention of the Daguerrotype, a picture
Daendels, dln'dels, (Hermann Willem,) an able formed on a metallic plate by the chemical action of
Dutch general, born at Hattem in 1762. He entered light, was born at Cormeilles in 1789. After acquiring
the French army about 1792, and as general of brigade great skill as a scene-painter in Paris, he co-operated
served under Pichegru in Holland in 1794. He became with Bouton in the invention of the diorama, about 1822,
a general of division in the service of the Batavian re- which they exhibited with decided success in Paris and
public about 1796, and exercised great influence in the London until 1839, when their building and its contents
state until 1803, when he resigned.
He was restored to were destroyed by fire. About 1830 he began to make
his rank by King Louis, who made him marshal of Hol- researches and experiments in photography in conjuncland in 1807.
From 1808 to 1811 he was Governor- tion with Niepce, who died in 1833. His patience and
General of the Dutch colonies in the East Indies, which ingenuity at length perfected the grand desideratum of
he ruled with ability. He commanded a division in rendering indelible the authentic image and signature
Russia in 1812. Died in 1818.
of nature. The invention announced by Arago in the
See “Nouvelle Biographie Gencrale
Raffles, “History of Academy of Sciences, in 1839, produced a profound
Java,” 1817.
sensation.
A pension of 6000 francs was granted by
Dagar, dl'glrt', (Jacques,) a French painter, born in the Chamber of Deputies to Daguerre, on condition
Paris in 1640; died in Denmark in 1715.
that the process should be made public.
Talbot, in
Dag'gett, (David,) LL.D., an eminent American law- England, also, by independent experiments, obtained
yer and judge, born at Attleborough, Massachusetts, in photographic pictures by a different process ; but the
He
1764, graduated at Yale College in 1783. He was United honour of priority is conceded to M. Daguerre.
States Senator from 1813 to 1819. He became instructor continued to make improvements in the art as long as
in the law school of Yale College in 1824, and was ap- he lived, and published two short treatises on the subpointed Kent professor of law in 1826. In 1832 he was ject. Died in 1851.
made chief justice of the State. Died in 1851.
See Lerebours, “Traits de Photographie
A. Gaudin, “Traitd
Daggett, (Naphtali,) an American theologian, born pratique de Photographie;” “Nouvelle Biographie GG.erale
“ British Quarterly Review” for July and October, 1866.
at Attleborough, Massachusetts, in 1727.
He was apDaguesseau. See Aguesseau.
pointed professor of theology at Yale College in 1755,
Dahl, dll, (John Christian Clausen,) a Norwegian
and was president of the same pro tempore in 1766. Died
landscape-painter, born at Bergen about 1780, settled in
in 1780.
He
D’Agincourt, di'zhlN'kooR', (Jean Baptiste Louis Dresden in 1818, and acquired a high reputation.
Seroux,) a French antiquary, born at Beauvais in 1730, chose the subjects of his master-pieces among the grand
scenery
and
sombre
of
Northern
Europe.
His
marine
obtained the office of farmer-general. In pursuing the
study of archaeology, he visited various countries of views are much admired. Died in 1857.
See Brockhaus, “ Conversations-Lexikon.”
Europe, and at length settled in Rome, where he emDahl, dll, (Mikael,) a Swedish portrait-painter, born
ployed his time in composing an extensive and valuable
work, entitled “ History of Art by Monuments from its at Stockholm in 1656, studied in Paris and in Italy, and
Decadence in the Fourth Century to its Restoration settled in London in 1688. He became a fashionable
in the Sixteenth,” (6 vols. folio, 325 plates.)
The last artist, and was patronized by the royal family. Died in
volume appeared in 1823. Died at Rome in 1814.
* 743
Dagnan, din'ybN', (Isidore,) a skilful' French landDahl, dll, (Vladimir Ivanovitch,) a popular Russcape-painter, bom at Marseilles in 1794, won a gold sian novelist of the present century, was born at Saint
medal of the first class at Paris in 1831. Among his Petersburg. He has published, under the name of “ Koworks are a “View of Lake Geneva,” and “The Bridge sak Luganski,” several novels, among which is “The
of Nice,” (1843.)
Dream and the Awaking.” He served some years in
Dagobert. See Daimbert.
the army, from which he retired about 1835.
He excels
Dag'o-bert (or df'go'baiR') [Lat. Dagober'tus] I., in the delineation of the characters and manners of the
King of the Franks, born about 602 A.D., was the son lower classes.
of Clotaire II., whom he succeeded in 628.
Dahlberg, dll'b§Rg, (Eric,) an eminent Swedish
He died in
638, leaving two minor sons, Sigebert, King of Austrasia, engineer and general, born in 1625, became directorand Clovis II., King of Neustria.
general of all the fortresses. He planned the successDagobert H., King of Austrasia, was the son and ful expedition of Charles Gustavus when the latter
heir of Sigebert II., who died in 656 A.D.
Grimoald, marched over the ice against the Danes in 1658. In
mayor of the palace, sent the infant Dagobert to Scot- the reign of Charles XI. he was made Governor-General
land, reported that he was dead, and proclaimed his own of Livonia, field-marshal, and count.
He formed the
son as king. Dagobert returned in 674, and recovered plan and drew the designs of the work entitled “Ancient
the kingdom, but was assassinated in 679.
and Modern Sweden,” (“ Suecia antiqua et hodierna,”
See Sismondi, “ Histoire des Franyais.”
Died in 1703.
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Dahlbom, dil'bom, (Anders Gustaf,) a distinguished Swedish entomologist, born at Forssa, in East
Gothland, in 1806. He is the author of numerous Latin
works on insects, among which is “ The Hymenoptera of
Northern Europe,” (“ Hymenoptera Europea praecipue
Borealia,” 2 vols., 1845-52.) He became professor of
natural history at Lund about 1844.
Dahlgren, dil'grSn, (John A.,) a rear-admiral, of
Swedish extraction, born in Philadelphia in 1809. He
became a lieutenant about 1838. He devoted several
years to experiments under the direction of the bureau
of ordnance, made important changes in naval armament,
and invented the shell-gun which bears his name. In
1855 he obtained the rank of commander. He took command of the navy-yard at Washington in May, 1861, and
was appointed chief of the bureau of ordnance in July,
1862. In June, 1863, he became commander of the South
Atlantic squadron, employed in the siege of Charleston.
He attacked Fort Sumter by night in September, 1863,
and attempted to take it by storm, but was not successful.

of Godfrey

but his rival, Baldwin
;
in Sicily in 1107.
See Michaud, “Histoire des Croisades."

I.,

was

preferred.

Died

Daire, dfiR, (Louis Franqois,) a French writer and
monk, born at Amiens in 1713, wrote a “History of
Amiens,” and other works. Died in 1792.
Dairval. See Baudelot.
Daitya, dlt'ya, (English plural, Daityas,) in Hindoo
mythology, the sons of Dm, (which see.) They are
regarded as evil beings or demons, and, according to
some writers, are the same as the Asuras.
See Moor, “Hindu Pantheon.”
Da'kins, (William,) one of the English translators
of the Bible in the time of James I., was employed on
the Epistles of Paul, and other Epistles. Died in 1607.
Dak'sha, [common Hindoo pron. duk'sha,] a Hindoo
deity, usually regarded as an avatar (but by some as a
son) of Brahma. Daksha having offended Siva, the latter
killed him by cutting off his head he afterwards restored
him to life, but the head, having accidentally been burnt
up, was replaced by that of a goat. This explains why
Daksha is usually represented with a goat’s head.
See Moor, “ Hindu Pantheon
Coleman, “ Mythology of the
:

Died
Dahlgren, dSl'gRgn, (Karl Johan,) a Swedish poet,
born near Norrkjoping in 1791, was minister of a church
in Stockholm.
He published “Juvenile Writings,” Hindus.”
(“ Ungdomskrifter,” 1829,) and “Collected Writings or
Dalayrac, di'l&'rfk', (Nicolas,) a skilful French
Works,” (“Samlade Skrifter,” 1834.) Died in 1844.
musician and composer, born at Muret in 1753, went to
See Brockhaus. “ Conversations-Lexikon.”
Paris in 1774, and worked twenty-eight years for the
Dahlgren, (Colonel Ulric,) an American officer, born Comic Opera. He was very successful in various kinds
in 1842, was a son of Rear-Admiral Dahlgren, noticed of music.
Among his master-pieces are “The Little
above. He became aide-de-camp successively to Generals Savoyards,” “Camille,” and “Nina.” Died in 1809.
Sigel, Burnside, and Hooker, and distinguished himself
See Kktis, “Biographie Universelle des Musiciens.”
by heroic courage in several actions. In July, 1863, he
Dalberg, (Johann Friedrich Hugo,) a canon at
led a charge at Hagerstown, where he lost a leg. He com- Worms, wrote on music, and a work on Oriental religions,
manded a body of cavalry in a raid against Richmond, called a “History of a Druse Family.” Died in 1812.
the outer works of which he assaulted, but was repulsed.
Dalberg, dil r b§RG, (Nils,) a Swedish physician, was
He was killed in his retreat, March 4, 1864.
president of the Academy of Sciences at Stockholm.
Dahlmann, dil'min, (Friedrich Christoph,) a The genus Dalbergia was named in honour of him by
German historian, born at Wismar, in Mecklenburg, in Linnaeus. Died in 1820, aged about eighty.
He became professor of political science at Got1785.
Dalberg, von, fon dil'b§RG, (Emeric Joseph,) Duke,
tingen in 1829, and published an important work called a German diplomatist, born at Mentz in 1773, was a son
“Original Documents for German History,” (“ Quellen- of Wolfgang Heribert. He was made a peer of France
kunde der Deutschen Geschichte,” 1830.) Having pro- and councillor of state by Napoleon in 1810. Died in 1833.
tested boldly against the subversion of the constitution
Dalberg, von, (Johann Camerer,) a German bishop,
of Hanover in 1837, he was deprived of his chair at Got- was born at Oppenheim in 1445. He became Bishop
“
tingen.
In 1840-43 he published his excellent History of Worms in 14S2, two years before which he founded
of Denmark,” (3 vols.) He was appointed professor of at Heidelberg the most ancient academy of Germany,
history and political science at Bonn in 1842.
In 1848 called “Societas Literaria Rhenana.” He contributed
he was elected to the Parliament of Frankfort. Died i860. much to the progress of learning among the Germans.
Died in 1503.
See Brockhaus, “Conversations-Lexikon.”
Dalberg, von, (Karl Theodor Anton Maria,) an
Dahm, dim, (Johann Michael,) a German jurist,
eminent German author and prelate, was born of a noble
who was professor at Mentz. Died about 1772.
Daignan, din'ySN', (Guillaume,) a French phy- family at Herrnsheim in 1 744. He was appointed governor
sician, born at Lille in 1732.
Under the republican of Erfurt by the Elector of Mentz in 1772. In 1802 he
regime he became first physician to the armies. He became Archbishop of Mentz, and arch-chancellor of
the empire.
He received from Napoleon the titles of
published many able medical works. Died in 1812.
in 1870.

Daigue, dig, (Etienne,) a French naturalist, born Prince Primate of the Confederation of the Rhine, (1806,)
about 1490, wrote on Tortoises, Frogs, Snails, etc. Died and Grand Duke of Frankfort in 1810. On the fall of
Napoleon he was deprived of these dignities, but retained
about 1560.
Daille, dt'yi', [Lat. Dall/e'us,] (Jean,) an eminent the archbishopric of Ratisbon. He was author of several
French Protestant divine, born at Chatellerault in 1594. popular works, among which are “Contemplations on
From 1626 to 1670 he ministered at the church of Cha- the Universe,” (“ Betrachtung liber das Universum,”
renton, near Paris.
He was one of the most learned 1777,) and “The Influence of the Sciences and Fine
and eloquent Protestants of his time, and published Arts on the Public Tranquillity,” (1793.) Died in 1817.
See Zapf, “ Dalberg Grossherzog von Frankfurt,” 1810; Cramer,
several works on theology, among which are a celebrated
“Karl Theodor von Dalberg,” 1821 Brockhaus, “Conversations“Treatise on the Right Use of the Fathers in De- Lexikon ;” “ Nouvelle Biographie G^n^rale.”
ciding Religious Disputes,” (1628,) and an “Apology
Dalberg, von, (Wolfgang Heribert,) Baron, a
for the Reformed Churches,” (1633.)
The former is German poet, born in 1750, was a brother of the precalled by Hallam “ a well-timed and important book.” ceding.
He was a liberal patron of arts and sciences.
;

“ He was the first who boldly attacked the new school
of historical theology in their stronghold.” Died in 1670.
See “Abreg4 de la Vie de Dailld,” by his son Andr£, prefixed to

He

wrote dramas entitled “Cora,” (1780,) and

“Mon-

tesquieu,” (1787,) and others translated or imitated from

Died in 1806.
Dalborgo, dil-boR'go, (Flaminio,) an Italian jurist
Daillon, di'yiN', (Jacques,) a French Protestant and historian, born at Pisa in 1706, was for many years
minister, born at Anjou in 1645 died in London in 1726. professor of Roman law in the university of that city.
Dailly. See Ailly.
His principal work is a volume of “Essays on the HisDaimbert, diN'baiR', or Dagobert, di'go'baiR', tory of Pisa.” Died in 1768.
D’Albret. See Albret.
commanded the Pisan and Genoese army in the first
crusade, and arrived in Palestine soon after the conDhl'by, (Isaac,) an English mathematician, born in
quest of Jerusalem, (1098,) of which he became the first Gloucestershire in 1744, received a very defective eduLatin patriarch. He aspired to the throne at the death cation, and is numbered among the self-taught men who
Shakspeare.

a volume of his Sermons, 1670.
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have attained eminence under great disadvantages. He
went to London in 1772, and engaged as a teacher in
Archbishop Tenison’s school. From 1787 to 1790 he
assisted General Roy in a trigonometrical survey for the
purpose of connecting the meridians of Greenwich and
Paris.
He was appointed professor of mathematics in
He pubthe Royal College of High Wycombe in 1799.
lished a valuable “Course of Mathematics,” (2 vols.,
Died in 1824.
1805.)
Dale. See Van Dale.
Dale, (David,) a Scottish philanthropist, born at
Stewarton in 1739, was the first proprietor of the Lanark
Mills, well known as the scene of experiments in social
economy, made by Robert Owen, who married the
daughter of Mr. Dale. The latter was noted for his
benevolence to his operatives. Died in 1806.

of the Earl of Dalhousie. He fought under Wellington
the Peninsular war, was made a major-general in
He was
1813, and distinguished himself at Waterloo.
appointed Governor-General of Canada in 1819, and
commanded the army in India from 1829 to 1832. Died
in

in 1838.

Dalhousie, (James

Andrew Ramsay,) first Marquis

of, a British statesman, son of the preceding, was born
near Edinburgh in 1812. He was returned to Parliament
for Haddington in 1837.
On the death of his father, in
1838, he became tenth Earl of Dalhousie, and entered
the House of Lords.
His political principles are designated as Liberal -Tory. About 1845 he was appointed,
by Sir Robert Peel, president of the Board of Trade, in
which department he displayed so much practical ability
that when a new Whig ministry was formed, in 1846, he

was retained in office. He was appointed GovernorGeneral of India in 1847. His administration appears
to have been generally approved by the British.
He
waged a successful war against the Sikhs, annexed the
Punjab, Pegu, Oude, etc. to the British dominions, and
developed the resources of Hindostan. In 1849 he was
Died in 1826.
created Marquis Dalhousie. He constructed railroads,
See “National Portrait-Gallery of Distinguished Americans,” promoted manufactures, and made various public imvol. iii.
provements. He returned to England in 1856, and died,
Dale, (Samuel,) F.R.S., an English physician and without male issue, in
December, i860. His cousin,
botanist, born in 1659, practised medicine at Bocking.
Lord Panmure, succeeded to the earldom of Dalhousie.
He published a work on “Materia Medica,” (1693,) the
See “ Edinburgh Review” for January, 1863; “Blackwood’s
“Antiquities of Harwich and Dover Court,” (1730,) and Magazine” for August,
1856 “Fraser’s Magazine” for August, 1855.
treatises on botany, etc.
Died in 1739.
Dalibard, di'le'biR', (Thomas Franqois,) a French
Dale, (Thomas,) an English divine and poet, born in
London in 1797. He produced in 1818 “The Widow botanist, born at Crannes about 1703. He published in
of Nain,” and in 1824 a version of Sophocles.
He be- 1749 a work on the plants growing near Paris, “Floras
came canon of Saint Paul’s in 1843, and vicar of Saint Parisiensis Prodromus,” and was the first botanical
writer of France that adopted the system of Linnaeus,
Several volumes of his serPancras, London, in 1846.
mons have been published. He wrote other popular who named in honour of him the Rubus Dalibarda. He
was the first Frenchman who employed the lightning-rod,
religious works, among which is the “Sabbath Comthe idea of which he obtained from Franklin’s writings.
panion,” (2d Series, 1844.) Died in 1870.
He erected at Marly an iron rod, with which he drew
See “London Quarterly Review” for December, 1824; “Blackthe electric fluid from the sky in May, 1752, one month
wood’s Magazine” for November, 1820.
Dale, (Sir Thomas,) an English magistrate, who was before Franklin’s experiment with the kite. Died in
sent to Virginia in 1611 with a number of colonists, and Paris in 1779.
See B. Haur£au, “ Histoire ttdraire du Maine
Biographie
founded the town of Henrico, on the James River.
See Chambers, “ Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen,”

vol. v.

Dale, (Richard,) an American commodore, born near
Norfolk, Virginia, in 1756. He served with distinction
in the Revolutionary war, and obtained the rank of
captain in 1794. He resigned his commission in 1802.

;

—

—

1

Dalechamps,

dil'shSN', (Jacques,) a learned French
physician and botanist, born at Caen in 1513. In 1552
he settled at Lyons, where he practised with success
until his death.
He formed a project to unite in a single
work all previous acquisitions in botanical science, and,
after expending thirty years on it, left the completion of
it to Desmoulins.
The result was a “General History
of Plants,” (1586,) a work of much merit, containing
2731 figures. He also published editions of Pliny and
Athenaeus, and several medical treatises. Died in 1588.
See Sprengel, “Historia Botanica;” Haller, “Bibliotheca
Botanica.”

D’Alembert.

See Alembert,

d’.

Dal-e-miTus, written also Dalemile, was born at
Mezritsch, in Bohemia, and wrote in verse a history of his
country, which was finished in 1314, and is said to be
the oldest monument of the Bohemian language.
Dalen, van, vtn di'len, (Cornelis,) a skilful Dutch
engraver, born at Haarlem in 1640.
He engraved historical pictures after Rubens and other masters, and
portraits of eminent persons.
Dalens, van, vtn dt'lSns, (Dirck or Thierry,) a
Dutch painter, born at Amsterdam in 1659, painted
landscapes with success. Died in 1688.
Dal-gar'no, (George,) born at Aberdeen about 1626,
taught a private grammar-school in Oxford for about
thirty years.
In 1661 he published his “Art of Signs,”
(“ Ars Signorum,” etc.,) from which, it appears, Bishop
Wilkins derived the idea of his “Essay toward a Real
Character.” He wrote also “ The Deaf and Dumb Man’s
Tutor,” (1680,) and has the credit of inventing the first
manual alphabet. Died in 1687.
See Chambers, “ Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen
“Edinburgh Review” for July, 183s.

i

Medicale.”

Dalibray or Dalibrai, di'lc'biii', (Charles Vion,)
Sieur, a French poet, born in Paris about 1590. He
poetical versions of Tasso’s “Aminta”and “Torismena,” and of other Italian and Spanish works. He
also wrote some original verses.
Died in 1654.
Dalin, von, fon dS'lin, (Olof,) an eminent Swedish
historian and poet, born at Winberga in 1708.
He became librarian to the king in 1737, and acquired reputation by a poem on Swedish liberty in 1743.
He was
soon after employed by the Diet to write a history of
Sweden, which was issued from 1747 to 1762 and was
received with favour. About 1750 he was appointed
preceptor to the heir of the crown, afterwards Gustavus III.
He received a title of nobility and the order
of the Polar Star, and in 1763 was appointed chancellor

made

of the court. His writings, among which are several
odes, and a tragedy named “ Brunehilde,” form a new
era in Swedish literature, which before his time was

Died in 1763.
“ Conversations-Lexikon

almost uncultivated.
.See

Brockhaus,

Olof Celsius,

“Aminnelse-Tal ofver O. af Dalin,” 1764.

Dallaeus.

'

See Daill&

Dallamano,

dal-ffi-mii'no, (Giuseppe,) an Italian
born at Modena in 1679; died in 1758.
Dal'lans, (Ralph,) an English organ-builder; died
about 1672.
Dal'las, (Alexander James,) an American statesman and lawyer, born in the island of Jamaica in 1759.
He emigrated to Philadelphia in 1783, acquired distinction as a lawyer, and became an active supporter of the
Republican party. In 1801 he was appointed district
attorney of the United States by President Jefferson.

painter,

He became

secretary of the treasury in the cabinet of

Dalgas, dtl'gas, (Carl Frederic Isaac,) a Danish Madison in October, 1814, when, in consequence of the
writer on agriculture, born at Fridericia in 1787.
war against Great Britain, the financial condition of the
Dalhousie, Earl of. See Panmure, Lord.
country was extremely depressed. Mr. Dallas at once
Dalhousie, dll-hoo'ze, (George Ramsay,) ninth recommended to Congress, in a report which is still reEarl of, a Scottish general, born in 1770, was a son garded as one of the ablest ever issued from the treasury
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department, the establishment of a national bank. The
Dallemagne, dil'mfn', (Claude,) Baron, a French
energy which he brought to his branch of the public ser- general, born at Perieux in 1754, served in the United
vice enabled him in a few months to procure a loan on States about 1778-82.
He subsequently distinguished
favourable terms, and in January, 1815, United States himself at Castiglione and Roveredo, and in 1798 took
treasury notes were negotiable at par with interest added. command of the army of Rome.
Died in 1813.
In March he undertook the additional trust of secretary
Dallery, dil're', (Charles,) a French organ-builder,
of war. In November, 1816, Mr. Dallas retired from born at Amiens in 1710; died in 1780.
His nephew, Pierre Dallery, born in 1735, was an
public life, and resumed his profession in Philadelphia.
Died in 1817. He edited for some time the “Columbian eminent organ-builder. Among his works was the organ
Magazine,” and in 1790 published “Reports of Cases in of Notre-Dame, Paris. Died in 1800.
Dallery, (Thomas Charles Auguste,) an ingenious
the Courts of the United States and Pennsylvania,” (4
vols. 8vo,) which, says Lord Mansfield, “do credit to the French mechanician, son of Charles, noticed above, was
court, the bar, and the reporter.” He also published the born at Amiens in 1754.
He constructed a steamboat
“Laws of Pennsylvania from 1700 to 1801,” (4 vols. 8vo,) in 1803, and ruined his fortune by experiments in steam
“ Exposition of the Causes and Character of the Late navigation. Died in 1835.
DaPling-ton, (Sir Robert,) an English writer, born
War,” (1815,) and various other works.
Dal'las, (Alexander Robert Charles,) an English at Geddington about 1560, became secretary to the Earl
clergyman, first-cousin of George M. Dallas, and a son of Rutland. He wrote a “ Survey of Tuscany,” (1604,)
of Robert Charles, noticed below. After serving as an a “ Method for Travel,” and other works. Fuller, in his
officer in the army for some years, he became a priest “Worthies,” says “ he had an excellent wit and judgment
of the Anglican Church at Wonston. He published, witness his most accurate aphorisms on Tacitus.” Died
besides other works, “The Pastor’s Assistant,” (1842,) in 1637.
Dalloz, dt'loz', (Victor Alexis D£sir£,) a French
and “The Cottager’s Guide to the New Testament,”
He distinguished himself as a mis- advocate and jurist, born at Septmoncel (Jura) in 1795,
(6 vols., 1839-45.)
practised with eclat at the bar of Paris.
sionary in the west of Ireland between 1844 and 1852.
He published
Dallas, (Sir George,) M.P., an English political an important “Methodical and Alphabetical Repertory
writer, brother of Sir Robert, noticed below, was born of General Jurisprudence,” (2d edition, 40 vols., 1845,)
About 1776 he went to India as a which has been translated into other languages.
in London in 1758.
Dalmasio, dil-mfi'se-o, (Lippo,) an Italian painter,
clerk in the service of the East India Company, where
he published the “ India Guide,” a poem. Having re- who worked at Bologna between 1376 and 1410.
Dalmatia, Duke of. See Soult, Marshal.
turned home, he wrote a pamphlet in defence of Warren
Dalmatin, dll-ml-teen', ? (George,) born in SlavoHastings, (1789,) and “Remarks on the Policy of a War
with France,” (1793.) His “Letters to Lord Moira on nia, became a Lutheran minister at Laybach. He made
Ireland,” published in the “Anti-Jacobin,” attracted a Slavonian translation of the Bible, which the Archduke
much attention, and were approved by Mr. Pitt. He Charles in 1580 forbade him to publish in the Austrian
dominions; but it was printed at Wittenberg in 1584.
was knighted in 1798. Died in 1833.
Dallas, (George Mifflin,) an American statesman, He was exiled for his religion in 1598.
Dalmatius, dal-ma'she-us, (Flavius Julius,) a Roa son of Alexander J. Dallas, was born in Philadelphia
He graduated at Princeton College in man prince, born in Gaul, was the nephew of the emin July, 1792.
1810, studied law, and was admitted to the bar in 1813. peror Constantine, who invested him with the title of
In 1831 he was elected by the Democrats to the Senate Caesar in 335 a.d. Soon after this date he commanded
of the United States, in which he advocated a protective in Thrace and Macedonia. He was killed in 338 by his
In soldiers, who, it is said, were instigated by Constantius.
tariff and the recharter of the United States Bank.
Dal'rym-ple, (dil'rim-pl,) (Alexander,) F.R.S., an
1837 he was appointed minister to Russia, from which he
Vice-President
the
of
eminent Scottish hydrographer, born at New Hailes in
returned in 1839. He was elected
United States when James K. Polk was chosen President 1 737 was a brother of Lord Hailes, and seventh son of
in 1844.
In 1846 he gave in the Senate a casting vote for Sir James Dalrymple. He entered the service of the
a new tariff-bill, which was obnoxious to the protectionists East India Company at Madras, as writer, at the age of
and was designed merely for revenue. In February, 1856, sixteen. In 1759 he resigned his clerkship, made a voyhe was appointed minister to England, and was recalled age of observation from Madras to the Eastern Archipelago for the promotion of commerce, and returned to
in 1861.
Died in December, 1864.
See “Democratic Review” for February, 1842; “Letters from England in 1765, after which he published charts of the
London,” by G. M. Dallas, Philadelphia, 1869.
Eastern seas. In 1 779 he was appointed hydrographer
Dallas, (Sir Robert,) M.P., an English judge, was to the East India Company, and in 1795 obtained a simiHaving lar office from the admiralty. He published an “ Acthe eldest son of Robert Dallas of Kensington.
,

gained reputation as a lawyer, he was employed as counsel
He was first returned to
for Warren Hastings in 1785.
Parliament in 1802, and appointed president of the court
of common pleas in 1818. Died in 1824.
See Foss,

“The

Judges of England.”

in the Southern Ocean,” (1767,)
and other valuable works on navigation and geography.
Died in 1808.

count of the Discoveries

See Chambers, “Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen.”

Dalrymple,

(Sir David,) a Scottish lawyer, the youngViscount Stair, was created a baronet in 1700.
He was appointed lord advocate of Scotland in 1709,
and died in 1721, leaving a son James, who was the
father of David, (Lord Hailes.)
Dalrymple, (Sir David,) afterwards Lord Hailes, an
eminent British judge and antiquary, born in Edinburgh
in 1726, was the son of Sir James, and a great-grandson
He was admitted as an adof the first Viscount Stair.
vocate at the Scottish bar in 1748, and became a judge of
the court of session in 1766, when the title of Lord Hailes
was conferred on him. Ten years later he was appointed
above. Died in 1824.
He published a number of able
a lord of justiciary.
DSl'la-way, (James,) an English divine and author, works on history and antiquities, of which the most imborn at Bristol in 1763, became vicar of Leatherhead portant and popular is his “Annals of Scotland,” (1779,)
He published an essay on the “Origin and a “book which,” says Dr. Johnson, “will always sell ; it
in 1801.
Progress of Heraldry,” (1793.) Having accompanied has such a stability of dates, such a certainty of facts, and
an embassy to Turkey as chaplain, he produced, on his such punctuality of citation.” His “ Remains of Christian
return, “ Constantinople, Ancient and Modern,” (1797.) Antiquity,” a work of great erudition, was also admired.
He wrote an esteemed work on “ English Architecture,” He left no issue, except two daughters. Died in 1792.
a “Treatise on Ancient Sculpture,” (1816,) and other
See Chambers, “ Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen
“ Encyclopedia Britannica.”
antiquarian works. Died in 1834.

Dallas, (Robert Charles,) a brother of A. J. Dallas,
noticed above, a British author, born in Jamaica in 1754,
was educated in London. He eventually settled in England, where he published many able works on various
subjects, among which are “Miscellaneous Writings,”
(1797,) a “History of the Maroons,” (1804,) “Percival,
a Novel,” and “ Recollections of the Life of Lord Byron.”
He was intimate with Byron, (whose uncle had married
a sister of Mr. Dallas,) and is said to have persuaded
him to expunge some offensive passages of “Childe
Harold.” He was the father of A. R. C. Dallas, noticed
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Dalrymple, (Sir Hew,) a Scottish judge, born in 1652, that Algernon Sidney and other Whigs were .n the
was the third son of the first Viscount Stair. He was pay of Louis XIV. Died in 1810. He had a son who
admitted an advocate in 1677, and was appointed presi- became Earl of Stair.
Dal'rym-ple, (John,) an English surgeon and oculist,
dent of the court of session in 1698. Died in 1737.
His son, Hew Dalrymple, was made a lord of ses- born at Norwich in 1804, began to practise his profession
Died in London in 1827. He published in 1834 an excellent
sion in 1726, with the title of Lord Drummore.
treatise on the “Anatomy of the Human Eye,” and in his
in 1755
Dalrymple, (Sir Hew Whiteford,) of Highmark, later years gave his attention chiefly to ocular surgery.
a British general, born in 1750, was a descendant of Sir He wrote a treatise on the “ Eye of Fishes,” and other
-

Hew Dalrymple, noticed above.

After several campaigns
war against France, he was appointed in 1808 to
command the British army in Portugal, where he entered
into the convention of Cintra with Junot. He was made
a general in 1812, and a baronet about 1815. He wrote
a Memoir of his proceedings in Portugal. Died in 1830.
Dalrymple, (James,) first Viscount Stair, an eminent
Scottish statesman and jurist, born at Dummurchie,
Ayrshire, in 1619, was the son of James Dalrymple of
Stair, and was the ancestor of many distinguished men.
in the

In 1641 he obtained a chair of philosophy

in the

Uni-

He

studied law, was admitted an
became eminent in the profession.
In 1657 Cromwell appointed him a judge of the court
of session, and in 1661 Charles II. made him one of the
lords of session.
He was president of the court of sesversity of Glasgow.
advocate in 1648, and

In the latter year he published
sion from 1671 to 1681.
“ Institutions of the Law of Scotland,” an excellent and
authoritative work, which is still the great text-book of
In consequence of his refusal to take
Scottish lawyers.
the test-oath in 1681, he was deprived of office, and suffered
so much persecution that he preferred exile, and retired
to Holland in 1682. Returning with the Prince of Orange
in 1688, he again became president of the court, and in
1690 was raised to the peerage, as Viscount Stair. He
died in 1693, leaving four sons, John, James, Hew, and

—

David.
See Chambers, “ Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen
Macaulay, “History of England,” vol. iii. chap. xiii. “Encyclo;

paedia Britannica.”

Dalrymple, (John,)

Earl of Stair, a son of the
preceding, born in 1644, was admitted an advocate in
1672, and appointed lord advocate of Scotland in 1685.
After the lapse of a year he exchanged this office for that
of lord of session, but in 1690 resumed the former function.
From 1691 to 1695 he was secretary of state, and
incurred great odium by his complicity in the massacre
of Glencoe, of which he was regarded as the chief author.

He

first

inherited his father’s

He

earl in 1703.

title in

1695, ar>d

was made an

died in 1707, leaving a son, John, the

great general.

papers on natural history, which procured his election
Died in 1852.
as F.R.S. in 1850.
D&Ftpn, (John,) an English divine, born in Cumberland in 1709, became prebendary of Worcester and rector of Saint Mary-at-Hill, London. He adapted Milton’s
“ Comus” for the stage, and wrote a number of sermons,
Died in 1763.
(1745-55,) and some short poems.
Dalton, (John,) an English chemical philosopher, celebrated as the author of, the atomic theory, was born at
Eaglesfield, near Cockermouth, September 5, 1766. He
was the son of Joseph Dalton, a farmer. From 1781 to
1793 he was employed as usher in a school at Kendal,
where he was assisted in his scientific studies by Mr.
Gough, a blind philosopher. Through the influence of
this friend he obtained in 1793 the chair of mathematics
in New College, Manchester, which thenceforth was his
permanent residence. He devoted his leisure to observations and experiments in various branches of physics,
published “Meteorological Essays,” (1793,) and an account of a singular defect in his vision, in consequence
of which certain colours red, blue, and green appeared
to him alike.
This peculiarity of vision has since been
termed “Daltonism.” After the New College was removed to York, (1799,) Dalton taught mathematics and
philosophy in private schools, and gave public lectures
on physical science at Manchester, London, and other
cities.
In 1802 he propounded his important theory of
“ The Constitution of Mixed Gases,” (in a contribution
to the “ Transactions of the Manchester Society,”) which
is now universally adopted. In 1803 he began to develop
the most important and fundamental principles of chemical philosophy, in connection with the atomic theory,
which he announced in a lecture in London in 1804,
and explained in the first volume of his “ New System
of Chemical Philosophy,” (1808.) This discovery contributed immensely to perfect the processes of chemical
analysis and synthesis, which have since attained almost
mathematical precision. From this theory, which supposes that each body is composed of atoms of definite
size and weight, he deduced the following laws of combination
1, each compound consists invariably of the
same constituents ; 2, the elements of every compound
unite in definite and constant proportions ; 3, when elements combine in more proportions than one, those
proportions are multiples, etc. About 1821 Dalton was
elected Fellow of the Royal Society; and in 1826 that
body unanimously awarded him one of two gold medals
which the king ordered to be given to those who had
most distinguished themselves by discoveries in science.

—

—

:

Respecting the guilt of the Earl of Stair in relation to Glencoe, see
of England,” vol. iv. chap, xviii.; “London
Quarterly Review” for April, 1868; J. Paget, “New Examen,”

Macaulay, “History

London, 1861.

Dalrymple, (John,) second Earl of Stair, an able
general, a son of the preceding, born in Edinburgh in
In 1702 he served as
1673, entered the army in 1692.
aide-de-camp to the Duke of Marlborough in Flanders.
He inherited his father’s title in 1707, and was chosen
one of the representative peers in the first British Parliament. He commanded the Scottish Greys at the battles
of Oudenarde, Malplaquet, (1709,) and Ramillies, where

He was

a foreign associate of the French Institute.

An

annual pension of /300 was settled on him in 1836. In
1827 he published the third volume of his “System of
Chemical Philosophy.” Besides the works above mentioned, he wrote many which were inserted in the “ Philosophical Transactions,” “Nicholson’s Journal,” etc. He
died in July, 1844.
He excelled in generalization, and
had an extraordinary sagacity in tracing the relations

conduct was much applauded. On the accession of
George I. (1715) he was made a privy councillor, and
was appointed commander-in-chief in Scotland. He performed with credit a diplomatic mission to Paris, whence
he returned in 1720 and lived many years in retirement.
In 1743 he was appointed commander-in-chief of the of natural phenomena. His moral character was excelforces in Great Britain.
He died without issue in 1747, lent, his disposition unassuming and rather reserved.
when a son of his brother William became heir to the He never married. He was a member of the Society of
Friends, whose meetings he constantly attended. The
earldom.
See Andrew Henderson, “Life of John, Earl of Stair,” 1748; citizens of Manchester testified their high estimate of his
Chambers, “Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen.”
merit by a magnificent public funeral. “ Dalton,” says the
Dalrymple, (Sir John,) of Cranston, a Scottish law- “Edinburgh Review,” “first gave clear declaraiion to
yer and author, born in 1726, was a great-grandson of the principle [of definite proportions] and illustrated its
Viscount Stair. He was a baron of exchequer in Scot- applications, mighty in their universality, with a simple
land from 1776 to 1807.
He gained much reputation as sagacity belonging to the genius and habits of the man.”
a historian by his “ Essay towards a General History of
See Dr. Henry, “Life of Dalton,” 1854; Ersch und Gruber,
“ Edinburgh Review” for July, 1858
Feudal Property,” (1757,) and his admirable “ Memoirs “Allgemeine Encyclopaedic
Review” for January, 1855; “Fraser’s Magazine” tbr
“Quarterly
of Great Britain and Ireland from 1681 to the Battle off
November, 1854; “London Quarterly Review” for December, 1854:
La Hogue,” (1771.) From the records of the French “ North British
Review” for October, J857; “ Westminster Review”
foreign office he obtained evidence which convinced him for March, 1846.
his
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dlTnds',] a noted theologian, born in Damascus about
He succeeded his father in the office of councillor
700.
to the caliph.
In the prime of life he retired to the
monastery of Saint Saba, near Jerusalem, where he became well versed in dialectics, philosophy, and theology,
and gained a great reputation by his writings, of which
the principal is entitled “ Summary of the Orthodox
Faith.” This served as a model to several generations
of Schoolmen. He also wrote a treatise against Iconoclasts.
He first applied to scholasticism the philosophy
of Aristotle. Died about 760, though some say 780 a.d.
See Cave, “ Historia Literaria.”

Dffl'ton, (John C.,) a distinguished American physiborn at Chelmsford, Massachusetts, February 2,
1825, graduated at Harvard in 1844, and in 1847 took the
degree of M.D. in the medical department of that university.
His “ Essay on the Corpus Luteum,” &c. (1851)
won the prize of the American Medical Association. His
“Treatise on Human Physiology” (1st edition, 1859; 4th
edition, revised and enlarged, 1867) placed him at once in
the first rank of American physiologists.
Pie has since
written, besides other \yorks, a “Treatise on Physiology
and Hygiene for Schools, Families, and Colleges,” (1868.)
Dalton, (Michael,) M.P., an English lawyer, born
in 1554, was chiefly noted as the author of “The County
Died about 1620.
Justice,” a standard legal work.
Dalton, (Richard,) an English artist, was a brother
of the Rev. John Dalton, (1709-63.) He studied painting
in Rome, travelled in the Levant, and, on his return,
became keeper of the medals and pictures of George
III.
He published “Antiquities and Scenery in Greece
ologist,

and Egypt,”

(1791.)

Died

Damascenus,

in 1791.

,

of

Eminent Scotsmen,”

(Supplement.)

Dalzell, di-SF,

(Andrew,)

F.R.S., a Scottish pro-

eminent as a Greek scholar, born at Ratho, near
Edinburgh, about 1750. He was professor of Greek in
the Edinburgh University, and secretary of the Royal
Society of that city. He published selections from Greek
authors, with the titles of “Analecta Grasca Minora” and
“Collectanea Grasca Majora,” (1802,) which were, and
He also translated
still are, extensively used in schools.
fessor,

Chevalier’s “ Plains of Troy,” (1791.) Died in 1806.
See Chambers, “ Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen
“ London Quarterly Review” for October. 1822.

Conquetes des Fran^ais.”

Damas,

de, deh dt'miis', (Joseph Franqois Louis
Charles C£sar,) Due, a French peer, born in 1758.
As colonel of dragoons, he was charged with the important duty of expediting the passage of the royal family
On
in their attempt to escape to the frontier in 1791.
this occasion he was deficient in energy and presence of
mind. He emigrated about 1792, and became aide-decamp of the Count d’ Artois, (Charles X.) After the
restoration, Louis XVIII. made him a peer and lieu-

Died in 1829.
tenant-general.
See Chastellux, “ Eloge du General de Damas,”

nislas,) a French litterateur, born at Madrid in 1805, produced French versions of Calderon, (1841-44,) of Lope
de Vega, (1842,) and of “Don Quixote,” (1847.) He
became private secretary of the empress Eugenie in 1853.
Da-mas'tes [Aa^aarw] of Sig/eum, a Greek histo-

who lived in the fifth century B.C.
See Vossius, “De Historicis Gnecis.”

(Jacques,) a French Catholic
priest, born at Orleans about 1530, wrote an “Account
of the Events at Orleans during the Massacre of Saint
Bartholomew” in 1572. His humanity was conspicuous
Died in 1596.
in that dreadful crisis.
Damas, di'mis', (Ange Hyacinthe Maxence,)
Baron, a French general and statesman, born in Paris
in 1785, was minister of war in 1823, and afterwards of
foreign affairs from 1824 to January, 1828. Died in 1862.
Damas, (Franqois Etienne,) a French general, born
in Paris in 1764. As general of brigade, he distinguished
himself at the passage of the Rhine in 1795. He served
as chief of the staff of Kleber in Egypt in 1798-99, and
as general of division at the battle of Heliopolis. He
returned to France in 1801, and was appointed military
commandant of the grand duchy of Berg in 1807. He
maintained his reputation in the Russian campaign of
1812, and after the restoration of 1815 was employed as
inspector in the army.
Died in 1828.
et

Damase. See Damasus.
Damas-Hinard, di'mis' he'nfR', (Jean Joseph Sta-

rian,

Damain, df'mlN',

See “Victoires

(Nicolaus,) [Nuco/taof A

historian and philosopher, born in Damascus in
74 B.C., was a contemporary of the emperor Augustus,
and a friend of Herod, King of Judea, at whose court
he lived. He wrote a “Universal History,” of which
fragments are extant, and other works, including poems.
His History is praised for its style and other merits.
Damascius, da-mash'e-us, [Gr. Aa/maKw;,} a pagan
philosopher, born in Damalicus about 480 a.d. He studied
under Isidorus and others, at Athens, where he afterwards
taught the Neo-Platonic philosophy. Justinian having
in 529 prohibited the pagans from teaching, Damascius
retired to the court of Chosroes, King of Persia.
He
wrote a work called “ Doubts and Solutions of the First
Principles,” which is still extant, and is accounted an
important contribution to the history of philosophy.
Ritter, “ History of Philosophy.”
See Photius, “ Bibliotheca

Greek

Dalyell, di-Sl',? (Sir John Graham,) a Scottish
naturalist and author born in 1777.
He published,
besides other works, “ Fragments of Scottish History,”
“
Monastic Antiquities,” (1809,) and “ Rare and
(1798,)
Remarkable Animals of Scotland,” (1847.) The last is
highly commended. Died in 1851.
See Chambers, “ Biographical Dictionary
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Dam'a-sus

[Fr.

Damase, di'miz']

I.,

a Spaniard

was elected Bishop of Rome, as successor to
Liberius, in 366 A.D.
A competitor named Ursinus was
also chosen by a party of the clergy ; and this double
election gave rise to violent tumults, in which many
persons were killed. Damasus was recognized by the
bishops and by the emperor Valentinian, who exiled UrHe called councils at different times to oppose
sinus.
Saint Jerome, who
the Arians and other schismatics.
was his secretary, speaks favourably of his character.
He died in 384, and was succeeded by Siricius.
by

birth,

See Cave, “ Scriptorum Ecclesiasticorum Historia
“ MGnoires ecclesiastiques.”

Damasus

II.,

was elected pope

Poppo

Tillemont

or Poppon, Bishop of Brixen,

in 1048 in place of

Benedict IX.

He

died about three weeks after his election.
See Artaud de Montor, “Histoire des souverains Pontifes.”
Damaze de Raymond, di'miz' deh ri'mdN', a
French journalist, born at Agen in 1770; died in 1813.
Dambourney, dSN'booR'ni', (Louis Auguste,) a
French chemist and botanist, born at Rouen in 1722,
was intendant of the botanic garden of that place. He
made useful experiments and discoveries in vegetable
dyes, and wrote a treatise on the “Colours which Indigenous Plants of France impart to Wool,” which was
printed at the expense of the state, (1789.) Died in 1795.
Dambray, ddN'bRi', (Charles Henri,) chancellor
of France, born at Rouen in 1760, removed to Paris in
1779. Having acquired distinction as an eloquent advocate, he was appointed in 1788 attorney -general in the

Parliament of Paris.

He

favoured the royalist cause,

and during the reign of terror lived in retirement. In
Damas, de, (Roger,) Comte, a brother of the pre- 1814 he was appointed chancellor of France by Louis
As France was at peace with all XVIII., and was raised to the rank of a peer. The seals
ceding, born in 1765.
nations, he indulged his martial passion in the service were taken from him in 1815, after which he was president
of Russia against the Turks. He fought with the royalists of the Chamber of Peers for some years. His character
Died in 1829.
against the French republic from 1793 to 1797. In 1798 is represented as excellent.
See De Laporte-Lalanne, “Notice sur Charles Henri Dainbray,
he entered the service of the King of Naples, and ob1829.

etc.,” Paris, 1830;

tained command of a division. In 1814 he returned to
France, and recovered his titles. Died in 1823.

Damascene.

See Damascenus.
Dam-as-ge'nus, (Joannes,) [Gr. ’Iuuvvtk Aa/saoKr/vo; ;
Fr. Jean Damascene, dS'mis'sin', or de Damas, deh
si,
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Lamartine, “History of the Restoration.”

[Aafda;,] written also Damias, a Greek
statuary, born in Arcadia, lived about 410 B.c.
Da'mfr, (Anne Seymour,) an English lady, eminent
as a sculptor, born in 1748, was the daughter of General
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Damiron, da'me'rAN', (Jean Philibert,) a French
Conway, and the friend of David Hume and Horace
Walpole. In 1767 she became the wife of Hon. John philosopher, born at Belleville (Rhone) in 1794, studied
She then devoted in Paris under Cousin. About 1830 he became professor
Darner, who killed himself in 1776.
her time to sculpture, and produced a statue of George of philosophy in the Faculty of Letters, Paris. He was
Died in 1828. chosen a member of the Institute in 1836. He published
III., a bust of Nelson, and other works.
an “Essay on the History of Philosophy in France in the
See Cunningham’s “Lives of Painters, Sculptors,” etc.
Darner, Hon. Mrs., an English writer of the present Nineteenth Century,” (1828,) and an “Essay on the
age, and a descendant of Lady Mary Wortley Montagu, History of Philosophy in France in the Seventeenth
published an interesting “ Diary of her Tour in Greece, Century,” (2 vols., 1846.) Died in Paris in 1862.
See Louandre et Bourquelot, “ Literature Frangaise;” “NouTurkey, and the Holy Land,” (1841.)
”
Damery, dim're', (Walter,) a Flemish painter, born velle Biographie Generate.
Damjanics. See Damianics.
at Liege in 1614. His “Translation of Elijah” is highly
Damm, dfim, (Christian Tobias,) a German scholar,
commended. Died in 1678.
Damesme, dt'mfm', (Iidouard Adolphe Marie,) born near Leipsic in 1699. He was rector of the gyma French general, born in 1807, was killed in June, 1848. nasium of Berlin for about twenty years, ending in 1764.
Damiani, di-me-Vnee, (Felice,) called Felice da He published a valuable Greek Lexicon, (1765,) and
Gubbio, (goob'be-o,) a painter of the Roman school, translated into German the poems of Homer, (1769-71,)
born at Gubbio about 1550 died after 1606. His picture and other classics. Died in 1778.
;

of the “ Decapitation of Saint Paul” is highly praised.
Damiani, di-me-S'nee, (JAnos,) of Tuhegli, a Hungarian Catholic theologian, born at Tuhegli in 1710. He
published “ Doctrine of the True Church of Christ,”
(“ Doctrina verse Christi Ecclesiae,” 1762.) Died in 1768.
Damiani, [Fr. Damien, dt'me'dN',] (Pietro,) an
In
Italian prelate, born at Ravenna about 988 a.d.
1057 the pope appointed him Cardinal Bishop of Ostia.
He made zealous efforts to reform the evil practices of
the clergy, especially simony, and, as legate of the pope,
performed several missions with success, and had great
influence in the Church.
He wrote several religious

Died in 1072.
See Mor£ri, “Dictionnaire Historique;” Baronius, “Annales;”
Laderchi, “Vita S. P. Damiani,” 3 vols., 1702.

works.

Damianics or Damjanics, dim-yi'nitch, (JAnos,)
a Hungarian general, born in 1804. In the insurrection
of 1848 he obtained a command, and gained several victories.
Having been raised to the rank of general, he
distinguished himself at Nagy Sarlo and Comorn in
April, 1849.
He surrendered to the Russians at Arad,
and was hung by the Austrians in August, 1849.
See Balleydier, “Histoire de

la

Guerre de Hongrie.”

Da-ml-a'nus,

[Gr. Aa/uavot;,] a celebrated rhetorician
of Ephesus, lived about 200 A.D., and was a pupil of
ALlius Aristides.
See Suidas, “Damianus.”

Damianus,

a physician, said to have been born in
In company with his brother Cosmas, he suffered martyrdom about 310 a.d.
Arabia.

Damien, the French of Damiani, which see.
Damiens, di'me'&N', [Anglicized pron. da'me-enz,]
(Robert Francois,) a French fanatic, born in the diocese
of Arras about 1714, became a domestic in Paris. He was
repeatedly dismissed by his employers for vicious conduct.
He became violently excited on the subject of a
controversy between the pope and the Jansenists, which
then distracted the Church. In January, 1757, as Louis
XV. was entering a coach, Damiens darted through the
guards and wounded him slightly with a knife. He was
seized and put to the torture, but persisted in denying
that he had any accomplice.
On his trial he said he did
not wish to kill the king, but to induce him to do right.
He was condemned to be broken alive by horses, which
doom was carried into effect.
See “Vie de R. F. Damiens,” 1757; Voltaire, “Si^cle de
XV.”
Damilaville.df'me'lt'vil'dliTiENNE Noel,) a French
infidel writer, born about 1721, was a correspondent of
Voltaire. Pie wrote “Christianity Unveiled,” which provoked even the censure of Voltaire, who called it “Impiety Unveiled.”
Died in 1768.
Louis

See Voltaire, “ Correspondance.”

Damini.

dfl-mee'no, or Damini, dS-mee'nee, (Giorgio,) an Italian portrait-painter, was a brother of Pietro,
noticed below. Died about 1630.
Damino or Damini, (Pietro,) a Venetian painter
and self-taught artist, born at Castel-Franco in 1592. He
worked in Padua and Venice, and acquired a wide reputation, but died prematurely in 1631. His “Crucifixion,”
in a church of Padua, is considered his master-piece.
See Lanzi, “History of Painting in Italy.”
s;
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See Chabannes, de, (Antoine.)
a daughter of Pythagoras, to

Aouw,

]

whom

he intrusted the writings containing the secrets
of his philosophy. Though suffering from extreme
poverty and tempted with liberal offers of money, she
adhered to her father’s injunctions, and handed down
the precious documents inviolate to her daughter Bistalia.
Dam'o-cles, [Gr. Aa/eoichr/g,] a Syracusan courtier,
whose admiration of the luxury and pomp of royalty is
said to have been cured by Dionysius, who invited him to
a sumptuous repast, over which a sword was suspended
by a hair. This_anecdote is related by Cicero.
Da-moc'ra-tes or De-moc'ra-tes, [Gr. Aa/JOKpaTJig
or A rj/ioKpaTTig,] a Greek physician, who lived at Rome

about 50 A.D., was commended by Pliny.
Damoiseau, di'mwi'zo', (Marie Charles Theodore,) a French astronomer, born at Besan5on in 1768,

He was

a

member

of the

Academy

of Sciences, and

wrote on the Lunar theory. Died in 1846.
Da'mon [A a/iuv] of Athens, an eminent Greek musician, was the teacher of Pericles and Socrates, both of

whom

respected him highly. His penetration and finesse
are praised by Plato in his “ Republic.”
Plutarch intimates that he was a “ politician who, under the pretence
of teaching music, concealed his great abilities from the
vulgar.” He was ostracised in the latter part of his
career, from jealousy of his political influence.
See Plutarch, “Pericles;” Diogenes Laertius.

Damon

and Pyth/I-as or Phin'tl-as were two
Syracusans, and disciples of Pythagoras, who exhibited
a remarkable instance of faithful friendship.
It is said
that Pythias was condemned to death by Dionysius, and
obtained leave to go and settle his affairs, while Damon
remained as a hostage for his return. Pythias, having
returned punctually, was pardoned by the astonished
king, who desired to be admitted into their friendship.
See Diodorus Siculus; Jamblichus, “Vita Pythagoras.”

Da-moph'I-lus [Gr. A a/M<j>iXoc; Fr. Damophile,
dt'mo'ffeF] or De-moph'i-lus, a Greek painter and
sculptor of uncertain date, who adorned the temple of
Ceres, in

Rome.

Dam'o-phon,

[Aa/eo<j>Civ,] a Greek sculptor, born in
Messenia or Messene, flourished probably between 300
and 400 B.C. He was the only famous sculptor that
Messenia produced. After he had gained a high reputation, he was chosen to restore or repair the ivory statue
of Jupiter which was the master-piece of Phidias.

See Pausanias,

Damoreau,

iv.

and

viii.

(Laure Cinthie,) originally
named Montalant, (m<*>N ti 16N , a French vocalist,
called in Italian Mademoiselle Cinti, (chfen'tee,) born
in Paris in 1801, became a public favourite about 1822.
di'mo'rd',

/

/

)

)

See F^tis, “ Biographie Universelle des Musiciens.”

See Damino, (Pietro.)

Damino,
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See Meusel, “Gelehrtes Deutschland.”

Dammartin.
Da'mo, [Gr.

Damours,

di'mooR', (Louis,) a French jurist, born
1 720 ; died in 1 788.
Dampe, dim'peh, (Jacob Jacobson,) a Danish phiHe became
losopher, born at Copenhagen in 1790.
principal of a school in his native city, and wrote, be“
sides other works, one On the Harmony of Liberty with
He was imprisoned
the Spirit of Christianity,” (1819.)
for his liberal doctrines from 1821 to 1841. Died in 1850.
at

Lude about

See Erslew, “ Forfatter- Lexicon.”
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DAMPIER

Dam'pier, (William,) an enterprising English navigator, born in Somersetshire in 1652, served in the navy
in the war with Holland about 1673.
He afterwards
sailed with an expedition to Campeachy to cut logwood,
and in 1678 returned to London with a journal of his
observations.
In 1679 he joined a party of filibusters,
who cruised about the Isthmus of Darien and infested
the Spanish settlements for several years. About 1685
he made a voyage to the East Indies, in which he had
some perilous adventures. Returning to England in
1691, he published an interesting narrative of his “Voyage round the World.”

in July, 1781, proceeded to Saint Petersburg ; but, failing
to obtain a recognition of the claims of America, he returned to Boston in 1783.
was again a delegate to
Congress in 1784. In January, 1785, he was appointed

He

by Governor Hancock judge of the supreme court of
Massachusetts, and from 1791 to 1806 was chief justice
of the State.
Mr. Dana was in the National Convention
which met at Annapolis in 1 786, and was chosen a delegate
to the convention that framed the Federal Constitution in
1787 but ill health and judicial duties prevented his at;

among

its most prominent supporters.
Died at Cambridge in 1811. Judge Dana combined eminent talents
with thorough attainments and rare excellence of character.
He was throughout a zealous Federalist.
Dana, (James Dwight,) a distinguished American
naturalist, born at Utica, New York, in February, 1813,
graduated at Yale College in 1833.
He was appointed
the geologist and mineralogist of the exploring expedition
sent out by the United States government about 1838
under Captain Wilkes. In 1837 he published a “ System

He

New

He

A

“Retrospective Review,”

vol. ix., 1824.

Dampierre,

dSN'pe-aiR', (Jean,) a French poet, born
died in 1550.
Dampierre, de, deh dSN'pe-aiR', ( Auguste Henri
Marie Picot,) a French general, born in Paris in 1756.
In 1791 he was aide-de-camp to Marshal Rochambeau.
He commanded a division at Jemmapes, (1792,) the victory of which was attributed partly to his bravery and skill.
He distinguished himself in several other actions under
Dumouriez. When he learned the defection of that general, (April, 1793,) he decided in favour of the republic,
and was made commander-in-chief in place of Dumouriez.
He was killed in battle near Vicogne in May, 1793.
See Thiers, “History of the French Revolution;” De Courcelles, “ Dictionnaire des Gendraux Fran?ais.”
;

Dampierre, de,

(Gui,)

served in the Massachusetts convention
Federal Constitution in 1788, and was

for ratifying the

command of a vessel, and sent him to make discoveries
explored the western coast of
in the South Sea.
Guinea and other islands,
Australia, the coasts of
and passed through the straits which bear his name. He
returned home in 1701, and published the results of his
went to sea again, but not in the service
voyage.
remarkable faculty for observation and
of government.
description renders his writings valuable and attractive.

at Blois

He

tendance.

In 1699 the admiralty gave him

See “Nouvelle Biographie Generale
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Count of Flanders, was born
He became involved

in 1225, and began to reign in 1280.
in war with Philip V. of France, who

conquered Flanders
about 1300 and kept Gui in prison. The Flemings revolted, and gained a victory at Courtrai in 1302.
Gui
died in prison in 1305.

of Mineralogy,” (5th edition, 1858. In 1868 appeared
the first volume of a new and greatly improved edition of
this work.) He married a daughter of Professor Benjamin
Silliman in 1844. Since 1846 he has been one of the
editors of the “American Journal of Science,” and has resided at New Haven. In connection with the exploring
expedition above mentioned, he wrote a “ Report on

Zoophytes,” (1846,) a “Report on the Geology of the
Pacific,” (1849,) “Report on the Crustacea,” (1852-54,)
etc.

He was

elected to the chair of natural history

and

geology at Yale College about 1850, but did not enter
immediately upon the duties of that position. One of
his most important works, and that on which his reputation chiefly rests, is his excellent “Manual of Geology,”
Professor Dana combines with the faculty of
(1862.)
close and accurate observation so necessary to every
student of nature, intellectual powers which place him
He
in the very highest rank of philosophic naturalists.
is a member of the Academy of Sciences of Berlin, and
of other learned societies.

See Sismondi, “Histoire des Fran^ais.”

See “ North American Review”

Dampmartin, de, deh d6N'mi Rfi&N', (Anne Henri,)

Dana,

for October, 1863.

(James Freeman,) born at Exeter, New
a French litterateur, born at Uzes in 1755, served in the Hampshire, in
1793, studied medicine, and was appointed
army as colonel before the Revolution. He returned from professor of chemistry at Dartmouth College about
the emigration about 1800, and in 1810 was appointed 1819.
He published an “Epitome of Chemical Philosimperial censor of books.
In 1813 he was a deputy to ophy,”
Died at New York in 1827.
(1825.)
the legislative body, and in 1814 was reinstated in the
Dana, (Napoleon J. T.,) an American general, born
He wrote a “ History in Maine in 1822, graduated
office of censor by Louis XVIII.
He
at West Point in 1842.
of the Rivalry between Carthage and Rome,” (1789,) became a brigadier-general about February, 1862, and
essays on education, and other works. Died in 1825.
served in several battles near Richmond in June of that
See “Nouvelle Biographie Gdndrale.”
year.
He was wounded at the battle of Antietam, SepDamrdmont. See Danr£mont.
tember 17, 1862, and disabled. In July and August,
Dan, [Heb. p>] a son of the Hebrew patriarch Jacob, 1863, he commanded the defences of Philadelphia. Lie
was born, it is supposed, about 1788 B.C.
resigned in May, 1865.
See Genesis, chaps, xxx., xxxv., and xlix.
Dana, (Richard,) an able American lawyer, the father
Dan, a prince who, according to Malte-Brun, founded of Francis Dana, noticed above, was born at Cambridge,
the kingdom of Denmark about the end of the third Massachusetts, in 1699. He practised law with great
century, and from whose name are derived the words distinction at Boston, and, as a supporter of the cause of
“Dane” and “Danemark,” (i.e. country of Dan.)
liberty, took a prominent part in the movements which
See Mallet, “ Histoire de Danemarck.”
preceded the Revolution. Died in 1772.
Da'na, (Francis,) LL.D., an American statesman and
Dana, (Richard Henry,) an American poet and
jurist, son of Judge Richard Dana, was born at Cambridge, essayist, born at Cambridge, Massachusetts, in NoMassachusetts, in 1743. He graduated at Harvard in vember, 1787, was a son of Chief-Justice Francis Dana.
1762, was admitted to the bar in 1767, and was engaged He was educated at Harvard College, which he left
as counsel in many of the most important trials of that without a degree in 1807, after which he studied law,
stirring period.
As a member of the “ Sons of Liberty,” and was admitted to the bar of Boston in 1811. In 1814
he took a prominent part in the discussions on the Stamp he began to contribute to the “ North American Review,”
Act and other aggressive measures that produced the of which he became associate editor in 1818. He proRevolution.
He served in the first provincial Congress duced the “Dying Raven,” a poem, (1821,) and “The
of Massachusetts in 1774.
From 1776 to 1780 he was Buccaneer,” (1827,) which was highly commended by
a member of the Massachusetts council, at that time the Professor Wilson in “Blackwood’s Magazine” of 1835.
supreme authority in the State. He was a delegate in “We pronounce it,” says he, “by far the most powerful
the Congress which formed the Confederation in 1777, and original of American poetical compositions. The
and in the Congress of 1778 was chairman of the com- power is Mr. Dana’s own but the style though he
mittee charged with the responsible duty of reorganizing has made it his own too is coloured by that of Crabbe,
the army.
In November, 1779, he embarked for Europe of Wordsworth, and of Coleridge. He is no servile folas secretary to John Adams in his embassy to negotiate lower of those great masters, but his genius has been
a treaty of peace and commerce with Great Britain. inspired by theirs, and he almost places himself on a
Having been appointed minister to Russia, Mr. Dana, level with them by this extraordinary story, we mean
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on the level on which they stand in such poems as the
Old Grimes’ of Crabbe, the Peter Bell’ of Wordsworth,
and the ‘Ancient Mariner’ of Coleridge.” In 1833 he
published an edition of his poems and prose writings,
including “The Buccaneer,” with some new poems and
essays, which originally appeared in “ The Idle Man,” a
‘

‘

“ The Idle Man,” says W.
periodical issued in 1821-22.
C. Bryant, “ notwithstanding the cold reception it met
with from the public, we look upon as holding a place
among the first productions of American literature.”
(“North American Review” for January, 1828.) He delivered a course of ten lectures on Shakspeare in Boston,
New York, and Philadelphia in the winter of 1839-40.
He died in February, 1879.
See Griswold, “ Poets of America,” and “ Prose Writers of
America;” Allibone, “Dictionary of Authors.”

Dana, (Richard Henry,) Jr., an American lawyer
and author, a son of the preceding, was born at Cambridge, Massachusetts, in August, 1815. He was educated at Harvard, which he entered in 1832. Having
been compelled to suspend his studies by an affection
of the eyes in 1 834, he performed as a common sailor a
voyage to California, ot which he wrote an admirable
narrative in his “Two Years before the Mast,” (1840,)
which obtained a wide celebrity. He studied law under
Judge Story, and was admitted to the bar of Boston in
He soon attained eminence as an advocate. In
1840.
1841 he published “The Seaman’s Friend, containing a
Treatise on Practical Seamanship, etc.”
Mr. Dana
was one of the founders of the “ Free-Soil party,” and
acted with the Republicans in the Presidential election
of 1856. The best known of his legal works is his edition
of Wheaton’s “International Law,” the notes in which
are of great value.

He

died in 1882.

Dana, (Samuel Luther,)
writer

on

agriculture, born at

an American chemist and
Amherst, New Hampshire,

He invented a mode of bleaching cotton goods,
was generally adopted. He acquired distinction

in 1795.

which

on agriculture, and discovered that phosphate of soda has the property of fixing mordants. Died
as a writer
in

March, 1868.
Dan'a-e, [Gr. A avaij,] a daughter of Acrisius, King of

Argos, who confined her in a brazen tower or cell because
an oracle had declared her son would kill her father.
In spite of his precaution, she became the mother of
Perseus by Jupiter, who is fabled to have obtained access
to her apartment in the form of a golden shower.
Danseus. See Daneau.
Da-naT-des, [Gr. A avaideg,] the fifty daughters of Danaus, were married to their cousins, the sons of Aigyptus.
By the order of their father, each of them killed, on the
wedding-night, her bridegroom, except Hypermnestra,
who spared her husband, Lynceus. (See next article.)
Dan'a-us, a son of Belus, after his father’s death
reigned conjointly with his brother Aigyptus on the
throne of Egypt. Jealous of the power of the fifty sons
of ALgyptus, or, as some say, terrified by an oracle, he
gave his fifty daughters in marriage to the sons of his
brother, with a secret command that they should kill
their husbands on the wedding-night. (See Danaides.)
Danaus is said to have reigned fifty years.
See Keightley, “Mythology.”

Dflnava, dtt'na-va, (Hindoo Myth.,) a demon or evil
spirit, one of the children of Danu.
Danby, Earl of. See Danvers.
Dan'by, (Francis,) an eminent landscape-painter,
born near Wexford, Ireland, in 1793. He became a
resident of England in his youth, and about 1824 produced a “ Sunset at Sea after a Storm,” which was much
admired. Between 1825 and 1829 he gained a high reputation by historical landscapes, among which was the
“Embarkation of Cleopatra on the Cydnus,” (1827.)
Among his later works are “The Deluge,” “Departure
of Ulysses from Ithaca,” and “Caius Marius amidst the
Ruins of Carthage,” (1848.) He is regarded by some as
unrivalled in historical or poetic landscapes among the
England artists. Died in 1861.
His son Thomas,
who died in 1886, was a successful landscape-painter.
Dhn'by, (Thomas Osborne,) Earl of, Marquis of
Caermarthen, Duke of Leeds, an English statesman, born
jn 1631.
He entered Parliament about 1660, supported
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the measures of the court, and acquired the favour of the
king.
In 1673 he obtained the chief direction of affairs,
as lord treasurer, and in 1674 was created Earl of Danby.
Having been accused of treason, he was committed to
the Tower by the Commons in 1678, and was detained
there five years.
In 1689 he was appointed president
“ In practical ability and
of the council by William III.

experience,” says Macaulay, “he had no superior
his contemporaries.
. Yet the Whigs regarded
him with unconquerable distrust and aversion. Even
in becoming a rebel he had not ceased to be a Tory.”
(“ History of England,” vol. iii. chaps, xi., xv., and xvi.)
He was made Duke of Leeds in 1694. Died in 1712.
official

among

.

.

Dancarville. See Hancarville.
Dance, (George,) an English architect, who held the
He was the architect
office of city surveyor of London.
of the Mansion House, built about 1 740, and of several
churches in London. Died in 1768.
Dance, (George,) J r., an English architect, son of the
preceding, born probably in London in 1740, succeeded
his father as city surveyor.
He was one of the first members of the Royal Academy, in which he was professor
His reputation is founded chiefly on
of architecture.
the erection of Newgate prison, which was begun in
He also designed the front of Guildhall, and other
1770.
buildings in London.
Died in 1825.
Dance, (Sir Nathaniel,) an English painter, brother
of the preceding, was born in 1729. After acquiring some
reputation as a painter, he married a rich Mrs.

Dummer,

and assumed the name of Holland. He was made a
baronet in 1800. Died in 1811.
Dan'cer, (Daniel,) a notorious English miser, born
about 1715, subjected himself to extreme privations while
he had large sums of money hoarded. Died in 1774.
See “ Memoirs of Celebrated Misers.”

Danchet,

dSN'shi', (Antoine,) a French dramatic
Riom in 1671, studied in Paris, where he
resided after 1696. He wrote four tragedies, one of
which is entitled “Cyrus,” and numerous operas, which
were more successful, especially “ Hesione,” which is
poet, born at

ranked by La Harpe above those of Duche and Fontenelle.
Danchet was a member of the French Academy
and of the Academy of Inscriptions. Died in 1748.
See Sabatier, “ Lestrois Si&cles de

Danckelmann.

See

la

Literature.”

Dankelmann.

Danckert, dink'keRt, almost dink'keRt, or Danckerts, dink'keRts, (Cornelis,) a Dutch engraver, born
in Amsterdam in 1561, treated with success portraits,
landscapes, and history.
He settled in Antwerp as a
dealer in engravings, and was the head of a family who
were long eminent in the same art.
Danckert, (Peter,) a son of the preceding, born in
Antwerp in 1600, surpassed his father as an engraver,
and used the burin and the etching-point together. He
engraved after Berghem and Wouwerman, and also his
own designs. Died about 1660. Peter left two sons,

Henry and John, who were skilful artists, and settled
Amsterdam. John afterwards went to England,

first in

where he engraved

in partnership with Hollar.
See Nagler, “Neues Allgemeines Kiinstler-Lexikon ;” Basan,
“ Dictionnaire des Graveurs.”

Danckerts.

See Danckert.
See Dankers.
dinks, almost dinks, (Francis,)
a Dutch painter of history and portraits, born at Amsterdam in 1650; died about 1700.
Dancourt, dfiN'kooR', (Florent Carton,) a popular
French comic author, born at Fontainebleau in 1661.
He chose the profession of law, in which he acquired
some reputation, but, falling in Jove with an actress, La
Thorilliere, he exchanged the bar for the stage in 1685,
as one of the king’s comedians.
He was successful both
as an actor and an author.
Having a mind fertile in
invention, he produced “Le Chevalier i la Mode,” and
about sixty other plays, chiefly farces, in which the
dialogue is spirited, humorous, and piquant. Voltaire
observed, “ What Regnard was in respect to Moliere
in the high comedy, Dancourt was in the farce.”
Died

Danokerts de Ry.
Dancks or Danks,

—

in 1726.
See Grimm, “ Correspondance
Hippolyte Lucas, “Moliere
et Dancourt
Nouvelle Biographie Generate. ”
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Dandelin, cISncTUn', (Germinal Pierre,) a French
engineer and scientific writer, born near Paris in 1794,
became a citizen of Belgium in 1816. Died in 1847.

was annexed to Austria (1797) he removed to Milan, and
was there appointed a member of the grand council.
From 1804 to 1809 he was governor or proveditor of DalDandelot, dSNd'lo', (Francois de Coligny ko'- matia under Napoleon. He wrote valuable treatises on
12 n'ye',) an able French general, born at Chatillon-sur- the production of wine, wool, and silk, and on other subLoing in 1521, was a brother of the admiral Coligny. jects of rural economy. Died in Venice in 1819.
For his conduct at Cerisoles he was knighted on the
See Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyclopaedic
M. Bona-

—

As

field.

general of infantry he took a prominent part
Saint-Quentin in 1557. He was a warm
of the Reformed Church, and in the civil war
Protestants and Catholics which began about
fought at Dreux, at Chartres, and at Jarnac,
few days after which battle he died of fever.

in the battle of

adherent

between
1562, he

(1569,) a
See Sismondi, “Histoire des Franjais.”

Dandini, dln-dee'nee, (Cesare,) a painter, born at
Florence about 1595; died in 1658.
Dandini, (Ercole Francesco,) an Italian jurist and
legal writer,

born

at

Ancona

of law at Padua, where he

in 1695, became professor
died in 1747.

See Fabroni, “ Vita? Italorum doctrina excellentium.”

Dandini, (Girolamo,) an

Italian Jesuit, born at Cesena in 1554, professed philosophy in Paris, and theology
In 1596 he was sent by the pope on a misat Padua.
sion to the Maronites of Mount Lebanon, of which he
published an account. Died in 1634.

See Bayle, “Historical and

Critical Dictionary.”

fous, “ Eloge historique de V. Dandolo,” 1839; “Nouvelle Biographic G^ndrale.”

D’Andrada. See Andrada, d\
Dandre, dbN'dRV, (Antoine Balthasar Joseph,)
at Aix in 1759, was appointed in 1814 by Louis
director of the police and steward (intendant)
of his domains.
Died in 1827.
See Vaulabelle, “Histoire des deux Restaurations.”

born

XVIII.

Dandre-Bardon, dSN'dRl' biit'diN', (Michel Francois,) a
in 1700,

French painter and writer on art, born at Aix
founded an academy of painting at Marseilles.

He

published a “Treatise on Painting and Sculpture,
with a Catalogue Raisonne of the Most Famous Artists
of the French School,” also an illustrated work on the
costumes of ancient nations. Died in 1783.

Dane, (Nathan,) an American jurist, born in Ipswich, Massachusetts, in 1732, graduated at Harvard in
He was one of the most eminent lawyers in New
1778.
England. He was a member of the Continental Congress in 1783-87. In the last-named year he framed the
important ordinance for the government and organization of the Northwest Territory, and inserted a clause
prohibiting slavery.
He published “An Abridgment
and Digest of American Law,” (9 vols., 1823-29.) Died

Dandini, (Pietro,) a skilful Italian painter, born at
Florence in 1647, was the son of Vincenzo. He painted
with equal success in fresco and in oil, (at Florence,) and
acquired distinction by the brilliancy of his colouring and
the richness of his composition. Died in 1712.
Dandini, (Vincenzo,) a successful painter, born at in 1835.
Daneau, dl'no', [Lat. DaN/E'us,] (Lambert,) a
Florence about 1607, was a pupil of Cortona, and a
brother of Cesare, noticed above. He was patronized French Calvinistic divine, born at Beaugency in 1330,
preached at Geneva, Castres, and other places.
He
by the Grand Duke of Tuscany. Died in 1675.
published many treatises on theology, which were once
See Lanzi, “History of Painting in Italy.”
Died
Castres
in
at
1596.
Dandolo, dln'do-lo, (Andrea,) a Venetian historian esteemed.
See Melchior Adam, “Vitae Theologorum Exterorum
N c and doge, born about 1306. Having acquired a high ron,
“ Memories
Haag, “La France protestante.”
reputation for ability and virtue, he was elected doge in
Danedi, dfi-na'dee, (Giovanni Stefano,) an Italian
He was a friend of Petrarch, and was author of
1342.
1

a valuable Latin Chronicle of Venice, terminating in
the year 1339. He waged war against the Genoese for
several years between 1348 and 1354.
Died in 1354.
See Marino Sanuto, “ Vite de’ Duchi.”
Dandolo, (Enrico,) a renowned Venetian statesman
and general, who greatly increased the maritime power
of Venice, was born about 1105. He was elected doge
At
in 1192, before which he had become nearly blind.
this period the Venetian state was the greatest commerIn 1201 the leaders
cial and naval power in the world.
of the fourth crusade applied for means of transport to
the Venetians, who, through the influence of the doge,
furnished ships and made an alliance with the crusaders.

historical painter, called
in 1608.

He

Montalto, born

adorned many

edifices of

it

at Treviglio

Milan with his

works, which display a rich imagination. Died in 1689.
Danedi, (Giuseppe,) brother of the preceding, born
in 1618, was also a skilful painter, and a pupil of Guido.
He worked in Milan and Turin, sometimes in company
with Giovanni Stefano, his brother. Died in 1689.
See Lanzi, “ History of Painting

Dan£s,

in Italy.”

di'nSs', (Pierre,) a

French scholar, born

in

Paris in 1497.
In 1530 Francis I. appointed him first
professor of Greek in the Royal College, and in 1545
ambassador to the Council of Trent. In the reign of
Henry II. he was preceptor to the dauphin, afterwards
Francis II., and in 1557 he was made Bishop of Lavaur.
He published an edition of Pliny, a few letters, etc. Died

Their combined forces, commanded by Dandolo, reduced
Zara, which had revolted against Venice, and next attacked Constantinople, which was ruled by a usurper. in 1577.
See De Thou, “filoges, avec les Additions de Teissier;” P. H.
That city was taken by storm in 1204, and the throne
was offered to Dandolo, who declined it, but accepted Dan^s, “Vie de P. Danes,” 1731.
Danet, di'ni', (Pierre,) a learned French priest, born
the office of despot of Romania. He obtained the cession
of several islands and ports of the Levant to the Venetian in Paris about 1650. The Duke of Montausier selected
state.

He

died in 1205.

Th’ octogenarian

chief,

Byron

calls

him

“ blind old Dandolo,
Byzantium’s conquering foe.’*
Chilcle

Harold canto

iv.

Daru, “Histoire de
See Michaud, “Histoire des Croisades
Venise
Marino Sanuto, “Vite de’ Duchi;” A. Dandolo,
“Chronicon,” in the “Collection” ofMuRATORi.

Dandolo, (Francesco,) was Doge

of Venice from
1328 to 1339. During his administration the Venetians
extended their dominion over the adjacent terra firma,
by annexing Treviso, etc.
Dandolo, (Giovanni,) was Doge of Venice from 1280
to 1289, during which period the cities of Pirano and
Isola were added to the republic, and Trieste shook off
its

allegiance.
See Daru, “ Histoire de Venise.”

Dandolo, (Vincenzo,) Count, an

Italian chemist
Venice in 1758. He united and
digested the recent discoveries of French chemists, in

and economist, born

in

a work called “Fondamenti della Fisico chimica,” etc.,
(“ Principles of Physical Chemistry,” 1796.) When Venice
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him, with others, to edit classic authors for the use of
He gained
the dauphin, and assigned Phaedrus to him.
more reputation by his “ Latin and French Dictionary,
Died in 1709.
for the Use of the Dauphin,” (1685.)
See Feller, “ Biographie Universelle.”
dbN'zho', (Louis de Courcillon
kooR'se'yiW,) Abb£, a brother of the Marquis
of Dangeau, noticed below, was born in Paris in 1643.
Descended from Du Plessis-Mornay, he was educated
He was
a Protestant, but was converted by Bossuet.
employed as reader to Louis XIV. from 1671 to 1687,
and was admitted into the French Academy in 1682.
“He was,” says Voltaire, “an excellent academician.”
He was a candidate for the office of preceptor to the
Duke of Burgundy ; but Fenelon was preferred. He
wrote several treatises on grammar, and some other
works. Died in 1723.
Saint-Simon, “ M^moires.”
See D’Alembert, “filoges
Dangeau, de, (Philippe de Courcillon,) Marquis,
an accomplished French courtier and officer, born in 1638.
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He became a favourite of Louis XIV., and colonel of
the king’s regiment in 1655. In 1667 he was governor
ofTouraine. He afterwards attended the king as aidede-camp in several campaigns. He was elected to the
French Academy in 1668, partly in consideration of his
facility in composing verses, ( vers de societe.) He died in
1720, leaving in manuscript a voluminous “Journal of
the Court of Louis XIV.,” (comprising the period from
1684 to 1720,) said to contain much important and curious
matter.
It has since been published, (1854.)
See Saint-Simon, “M^moires;” Madame de Genlis, “Abrdg^
du Journal de M. de Dangeau,” 4 vols., 1817 Voltaire, “ Journal
delaCour;” Sainte-Beuve, “Causeriesdu Lundi;” “Edinburgh
Review” for January, 1864.
;

Danger, dfiN'zhi', (E. P.,) a French chemist, born
about 1800, has gained distinction by experiments on
arsenic and mercury.
Dangeville, d&Nzh'v£l', (Marie Anne Botot,) a
French actress, born in Paris in 1714; died in 1796.
Dankaver, ddn'hii'ver, a German portrait-painter of
great merit, born in Suabia, settled in Saint Petersburg,
where he was patronized by Peter the Great. He died in
Saint Petersburg about 1735.

Daniel, dan'yel, (George,) an English poet and antiquary, born about 1 790.
He published “ The Modern
Dunciad, and other Poems,” (1835,) and “Merry England
in the Olden Time,” (2 vols., 1842.)
Died in 1864.
Daniel, (Joseph Henri,) a French sculptor, born at
Nantes in 1804. He obtained several gold medals for
his works, among which are a marble statue of Cleopatra,
(1847,) and a group representing Music, ordered for the
Louvre.

Daniel, dan'yel, (Peter V.,) a lawyer, born in Stafford county, Virginia, about 1785.
He was a member
of the privy council from 1812 to 1830, and became an
associate justice of the supreme court of the United
States in 1840. Died in i860.
Daniel, (Pierre,) a French antiquary and scholar,
born at Orleans in 1530; died in 1603.

Daniel, (Samuel,) a meritorious but neglected Engborn at Taunton in 1562, was educated at
Oxford. He became tutor to Anne Clifford, who was
afterwards the Countess of Pembroke, and he lived some
years in London, where he associated with Shakspeare,
Marlowe, and other poets. The report that he succeeded
Spenser as poet-laureate is doubted by some ; but it is
See Descamps, “Vies des Peintres Flamands,” etc.
evident that he was highly appreciated by his contempoDanhawer or Danhower. See Dannhauer.
raries.
He wrote “The Tragedy of Cleopatra,” (1594,)
Danican, di'ne'kSN', (Francois Andr£,) surnamed a “History of England,” (1613—18,) a historical poem
Phil'idor, a French composer and famous chess-player, on “The Civil Wars of York and Lancaster,” (1595,)
born at Dreux in 1727. In early youth he was a choris- “ Musophilus,” (1599,) and other poems. “Though very
ter in the chapel of Louis XV.
He wrote for the Comic rarely sublime,” says Headley, “he has skill in the paOpera of Paris with success. About 1777 he visited thetic ; and his pages are disgraced by neither pedantry
London, where he published a “Treatise on the Game nor conceit.” Hallam thinks “his English is eminently
of Chess,” to which in his later years he was almost pure, free from affectation and pedantic innovation, with
exclusively addicted.
He found no equal in the chess- very little that is now obsolete.” (“Introduction to the
clubs of Paris and London, and was the victor in three Literature of Europe.”)
Died in 1619.
simultaneous games which he played blindfolded against
See Baker, “Biographia Dramatica;” Fuller, “Worthies of
England;”
“Life
of
Daniel,”
prefixed to his “ Poetical Works,”
S.
skilful opponents.
Died in 1795.
2 vols., 1718; Headley, “Beauties of Ancient English Poetry;”
See F£tis, “Biographie Universelle des Musiciens
George “ Retrospective Review,” vol. viii., 1823,
Allen, “Life of Philidor,”

1866.

Daniel, dan'yel, [Heb. Sx'JI,] one of the four greater
Hebrew prophets, was a member of the tribe of Judah.
In his childhood, about 605 b.c., he was carried captive to Babylon, where he was educated at the court of
Nebuchadnezzar and became proficient in learning and
wisdom. (See Daniel i. 17.) Having by divine inspiration interpreted an important dream of the king, he was
promoted to be ruler of the province of Babylon and
chief of the Magi.
About 580 he interpreted another
dream of Nebuchadnezzar. The next event recorded of
Daniel is that he read and explained the handwriting on
the wall at Belshazzar’s feast, (chap, v.,) about 538 b.c.
Shortly after that date he obtained the favour of Darius
the Mede, (Cyaxares,) and became the first of three
presidents who had authority over the one hundred and
twenty princes or satraps of the empire. For an account
of his miraculous preservation in the lions’ den, see
Daniel, chap. vi. After the death of Darius, Daniel
“ prospered in the reign of Cyrus the Persian,” (chap,
vi. 28,) and saw his last recorded vision in
534 B.c. He
is generally believed to have been the author of the book
which bears his name, and which has been designated
“ the last form of prophecy and the first philosophy of
history.” His high character as a prophet appears to be
attested by the Saviour, in Matthew xxiv. 15.

lish poet,

Daniel, (William Barker,) an English clergyman
and writer, produced a work on “ Rural Sports, or
Treatises on Hunting,” etc., (2 vols., 1801.) Died in 1833.
Daniel de Volterra. See Volterra.
Daniele, di-ne-a'li, or Danieli, dfi-ne-a'lee, (Francesco,) a Neapolitan antiquary, born near Caserta in
Having written a work called “ Codice Frederi1740.
ciano,” he was appointed historiographer royal in 1778.
In 1787 he became perpetual secretary of the Herculanean
(or Ercolanese) Academy, founded for the publication
of discoveries made at Herculaneum and Pompeii.
He
was chosen Fellow of the Royal Society of London.
Among his works are a “ Dissertation on the Caudine
Forks,” (1778,) and one on the “ Ancient Coins of Capua,”
Died in 1812.
(1802.)
See Castaldi, “ Vita di Francesco Daniele,” 1812
Vita F. Danielis Commentarius,” 1818.

;

Ciampitti,

“De

Danieli. See Daniele.
Dan'iell, (John Frederick,) an eminent English
natural philosopher, born in London in 1790.
He was
elected Fellow of the Roval Society in 1814. In 1816
he was associated with Professor Brande as joint editor
of the “Quarterly Journal of Science,” twenty volumes
of which were edited by them.
He produced an important work entitled “Meteorological Essays,” (1823,)
and an “ Essay on Artificial Climate,” (1824.) He was
See, also, Ezekiel xiv. 14, and xxviii. 3; Bittelmaier, “Dispuprofessor of chemistry in King’s College from 1831
<atio de Vita Danielis,” 1676.
until his death. For his invention of the pyrometer, the
Daniel, dd'ne-Sl, (Christian Friedrich,) a Ger Royal Society in 1832 awarded him the Rumford medal,
man physician, born at Halle in 1753, published several and in 1837 he received the Copley medal for an improvement in the Voltaic battery. In 1839 he published
medical works. Died in 1798.
Daniel, dl'ne' 61 ', (Gabriel,) a French author and his admirable “Introduction to Chemical Philosophy.”
Jesuit, born at Rouen in 1649, lived in Paris, and ob- He wrote several smaller treatises on chemistry and
tained from Louis XIV. a pension of 2000 francs, with other sciences, and obtained in 1842 another royal medal.
the title of historiographer of France.
He wrote a He is said to be the only person who has ever received
“ Reply to Pascal’s Provincial Letters,” which was ad- all the three medals in the gift of the Royal Society.
mired by the Jesuits, and many other works, of which Died in 1845.
Danieli, (Samuel,) an English artist, born in 1777.
the most important is his “ History of France,” (1713.)
Walckenaer thinks this is justly celebrated but he admits He spent a few years at the Cape of Good Hope, and
that there is some foundation for the severe criticisms after his return home published “African Scenery and
He also visited Ceylon, and illusof Voltaire and others, who charge him with being par- Animals,” (1808.)
trated its scenery and animals.
Died in Ceylon in 1811.
tial and inaccurate.
Died in 1728.
Danieli,
Thomas,
R. A., an eminent landscapeSee Lambert, “Histoire litteraire du Rogue de Louis XIV;”
(
)
Joly, “ Illoges de quelques Auteurs Fran^ais.”
painter and engraver, born about 1750, was an uncle of
;
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DAN1ELL

William Daniell, noticed below. He was a Fellow of
the Royal Society and of the Antiquarian Society. Died
in 1840.
(See next article.)
Daniell, (William,) R.A., an English landscapepainter and engraver, born in 1769, went to India with
his uncle Thomas in 1784, and spent ten years in sketching the magnificent scenery of that region. They engraved a great number of views, which were published
in several volumes, entitled “Oriental Scenery,” (1808.)
He also painted in oil several Indian landscapes. From
1814 to 1825 he was employed in drawing and engraving
views for a great work entitled “Voyage round Great
Britain.”

Died

in 1837.

Daniello, di-ne-el'lo, (Bernardino,) an Italian critic,
who wrote “La Poetica,” (1536,) translated Virgil’s
“Georgies” into verse, (1556,) and wrote a “Commentary on Dante,” (1568.)
Died in 1565.
Danilevski, dl-ne-lSv'skee, (Mikhaelovski,) a Russian general, served in several campaigns against the
French, and against the Poles in 1831. He wrote “An
Account of the Campaigns of 1812,” (1834,) and other
similar works.
Died in 1848.
See “ Foreign Quarterly Review”

for July, 1839.

D&nishwhr

or DAniscllvdr, dVnish-vaR', a Persian
poet and historian, born about 600 A.D., was celebrated
as the compiler or author of poetical traditions connected
with Persian history.
Daukelmann, dlnk'el-mln, or Danckelmann,
dink'kel-mdn, (Eriiard Christoph Balthasar,) a
Prussian minister of state, born in Lingen in 1643.
He
became in 1663 preceptor to Prince Frederick, son of the
Elector. His pupil, having ascended the throne in 1688,
appointed Dankelmann prime minister. He founded the
Academy of Sciences at Berlin, and the University of
Halle.
By the intrigues of the courtiers, he was dismissed in 1697, and unjustly imprisoned until 1713. Died
in 1722.
See Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”

Dankers (dink'ers) or Danckerts (or Danckaerts)
de Ry, ddnk'keRts deh rl, (Cornelis,) a Dutch architect, born at Amsterdam in 1561. He held for forty years
the office of architect of his native city, where he erected
many public buildings. The most remarkable of these
is the Exchange, finished in 1613.
Died in 1634.
See Pingeron, “Vies des Architectes.”

Daiiks.

See Dancks.

Danloux,

c13n'1oo', (Pierre,) a French historical
painter, born in Paris in 1745. During the Revolution he
retired to England, where he painted history and portraits, among which is a portrait of the poet Delille, who
complimented him in his poem on “ Pity.” Died in Paris
in 1809.
Dannecker, von, fon ddn'nSk-ker, (Johann Heinrich,) a celebrated German sculptor, born at or near
Stuttgart in 1758.
He was educated in the school of
design at Ludwigsburg with Schiller, who became his
friend.
About 1780 he was appointed sculptor to the
Duke of Wiirtemberg. He studied in Paris under Pajou
in 1783 and 1784.
In 1785 he visited Rome, where he

remained about five years and associated with Goethe,
Herder, and Canova. On his return to Stuttgart in 1790
he was chosen professor of plastic arts in the Academy
of that place. He made admirable busts of Schiller,
Lavater, Gluck, and others. In 1809 he commenced a
statue of Ariadne, which is highly commended.
Among
his greatest works are a colossal statue of Christ, finished
in 1824, and a statue of John the Baptist. Died in 1841.
See “Life of Dannecker,” published at Hamburg in 1841 Nag;

“ Nouvelle Biographie Gelidler, “Allgemeines Kiinstler-Lexikon
rale;” Mrs. L. M. Child’s “Looking towards Sunset,” p. 279.

Dannemayer, ddn'neh-mTer, (Matthaus,) a German
theologian, born in Suabia in 1741 ; died in 1805.
Dannhauer, dln'how'er, written also Danhawer or

Danliower, (Johann Conrad,) a German Lutheran
divine, born at Kendring in 1603.
He was professor of
eloquence and theology at Strasburg. Died in 1666.
Danr^mont, de, deh ddN'rl'miiN', (Charles Marie
Denis,) Count, a French general, born at Chaumont
(Haute-Marne) in 1783. He entered the army in 1804,
became a lieutenant-general in 1830, and was made a peer
of France in 1835. In February, 1837, he was appointed
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He was killed in

Governor-General of Algeria.

October

of that year, at the siege of Constantine, where he was
commander-in-chief.
See “ Revue des Deux

Mon des”

for

Dansse.

See Villoison.

Dantal,

dSN'tfl', (Pierre,)

August

15, 1845.

a French grammarian,

La Souchere in 1781 died in 1820.
Dantan, dflN'tSN', (Antoine Laurent,) a French

born

at

;

statuary, born at Saint-Cloud in 1798.
Having gained
the first prize in 1828, he went to Rome as a pensioner.
He returned in 1833, and worked in Paris with success.
Among his works are a bas-relief of Silene, and a bust

of Josephine of France.

Dantan, (Jean Pierre,) a distinguished sculptor,
brother of the preceding, was born in Paris in 1800. He
displayed a remarkable talent for caricature in grotesque
figures of celebrated contemporaries, and attained preeminence in this novel branch of art. He has produced
busts of Cherubini, (1847,) Maine de Biran, (1850,) Rosa
Bonheur, and other persons, which are good likenesses
without caricature.
Dan'te, [It. pron. ddn'tl; Fr. Dante, d6Nt or daNt,*]
or, more fully, Durantet Allighieri, (or Alighieri,)
doo-rdn'tl d-le-ge-a'ree, [Lat. Dan'tes Alige'rius,] an
illustrious Italian poet, regarded as the greatest poetical
genius that flourished between the Augustan and the
Elizabethan age, was born in Florence in May, 1265.
He was instructed in liberal studies and arts by Brunetto
Latini and other eminent scholars, and became well
versed in Latin, philosophy, and theology. He also
acquired skill in music, painting, and other accomplishments. He is said to have studied at Padua, Bologna,
and Paris. In early youth (1274) his spiritual life and
imaginative faculty were awakened by his love for Beatrice Portinari.
This passion inspired his first poetic
efforts, and exerted on his mind a profound and lasting
influence.
In his “Vita Nuova,” a beautiful reverie,
written about 1290 in alternate prose and verse, he has
commemorated this tender passion, which, it appears,
was not unrequited, though, for some unknown reason,
they were not united. The tradition that she married
another is not confirmed by any passage in his writings.
After her death (in 1290) his friends persuaded him to
marry Gemma Donati, a lady of a noble family ; but the
parties were so uncongenial that they finally separated.
She complained of his unsocial habits.
Florence and Italy were then distracted by the implacable feuds of the GuelphsandGhibelines. Dante’s family
being Guelphs, he espoused their cause with character
istic ardour, and fought for it at Campaldino, in 1289,
with signal bravery. His eloquence and address were
displayed in several political missions to foreign courts.
In 1300 he was elected to the high office of Prior of Florence, where the Guelph party was divided between two
factions, called Bianchi and Neri, (Whites and Blacks.)
The Donati were the leaders of the Neri, and Dante
favoured the Bianchi. The Neri prevailed, and in 1302
condemned Dante, with many others, to perpetual banishment, and the confiscation of his estate, on a charge
of peculation. From this time he wandered without a
home, and suffered much from poverty in addition to his
other afflictions. It appears that his wife and children
did not follow him in exile.
The events of his life subsequent to his banishment
Like his fellow-exare mostly involved in uncertainty.
iles, he joined the Ghibeline party, and made unsuccessful attempts to recover his rights.
Among the princes
whose hospitality he enjoyed in his exile were Cane
Grande de la Scala, of Verona, and Guido Novello, of
Ravenna, to the former of whom he dedicated his “ Paradiso.” About 1316 the privilege of returning to Florence was offered to him, on condition that he would pay
a fine and confess his guilt.
This offer he rejected with
indignation ; though he expressed a desire to be restored
on any terms “consistent with the fame and honour of
Dante.” He died at Ravenna, September 14, 1321. The
* Chaucer has Daunt or Daunte, (Wyf of Bathes Tale,) which
seems to be merely an English representation of the French pronunciation.
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Science reduced to Tables”

Died

own composition

is

a work of great erudition.

in 1586.

Dante or Danti, (Pietro Vincenzo,) an Italian poet
and mathematician, born at Perugia, wrote a commenSoon after his death appeared his sublime and unique tary on the Sphere of Sacrabosco, (1544,) and verses in
poem, the “ Divina Commedia,” which is supposed to imitation of the great poet Dante. Died in 1512.
Dante or Danti, (Vincenzo,) an eminent Italian
have been written during his exile; but the time and place
It was first printed in architect and sculptor, born at Perugia in 1530, was
of its origin are not ascertained.
author’s
own
exsubject
of
this
poem
is
the
employed
The
by the grand duke Cosimo de’ Medici. His
1472.
perience, real or imaginary, and the scene is laid in the statue of Julius III. at Perugia is esteemed a masterinfernal regions, purgatory, and paradise. It is certainly piece.
He was a near relative of Ignazio, noticed above.
a surprising phenomenon to appear in that dark period He made for the Escurial designs which Cosimo I. sent
to Philip II. of Spain.
Died in 1576.
of transition between ancient and modern literature.
“ Dante,” says Hallam, “ is among the very few who
See Vasari, “Lives of the Painters,” etc.
have created the national poetry of their country. Of all
Dantes Aligerius. See Dante.
No
writers he is the most unquestionably original.
Danti. See Dante.
poet ever excelled him in conciseness and in the rare
Dantine, doN'tdn', or D’Antine, (Francois,) a
touches,
finishing
pictures
by
a
few
bold
talent of
his
French Benedictine monk, born in the diocese
“ Hie claudor Dantes

Quem

patriis extorris

ab

oris,

genuit parvi Florentia mater amoris.”*

.

.

.

The great
the merit of Pindar in his better hours.
characteristic excellence of Dante is elevation of sentiment, to which his compressed diction and the emphatic
cadences of his measure admirably correspond.” (“ Introduction to the Literature of Europe.”)
“ I suppose,” says Ruskin, “ that the powers of the
imagination may always be tested by accompanying tenderness of emotion ; and thus (as Byron said) there is no
tenderness like Dante’s, neither any intensity nor seriousness like his, such seriousness that it is incapable of
perceiving that which is commonplace or ridiculous, but
fuses all down into its white-hot fire.”
“Ah, from what agonies of heart and brain,
.

.

.

—

What exultations trampling on despair,
What tenderness, what tears, what hate
What passionate outcry of a soul in pain,
Uprose this poem of the earth and
This medieval miracle of song !”

of wrong,

air,

Longfellow’s “Divina Commedia.”

Dante was
with but few.

taciturn, inclined to solitude,

Voltaire,

and

who did not appreciate

familiar

his genius,

wittily says, “ His reputation will go on increasing, because scarcely anybody reads him.” To this it may be
replied that he is read, if not by ordinary readers, at
least by all those who can appreciate originality and
power in the expression of human passion. Dante wrote,
in Latin prose, a political work “On Monarchy,” (“ De
Monarchia,”) and “De Vulgari Eloquio,” a treatise on
the structure of the Italian language ; also, in Italian
prose, “ II Convito,” a mystical commentary on three of
his odes.
The style of his prose is pure, elegant, and
nervous ; that of his verse is still more admirable. Two
of his sons, Pietro and Jacopo, had literary tastes, and
wrote valuable commentaries on their father’s poem.
Cary’s translation of the “Commedia” into English blank
have also an excellent
verse is highly commended.
English version of the “ Divina Commedia” by Longfellow, remarkable for its literalness.
See Boccaccio, “Vita di Dante,” 1544; Chabanon, “Vie de

We

Fabroni, “ Elogj di Dante, di Poliziano,” etc., 1800;
“ Histoire de Dante,” 1841 R. de Vericour,
“ Life and Times of Dante,” 1858 Longfellow, “ Poets and Poetry
of Europe
auriel, “ Dante et les Origines de la Langue et la Litterature Italiennes,” 2 vols., 1854; Ampere, “Voyage Dantesque”
Macaulay, “Essay on
in the “Revue des Deux Mondes,” 1S39
Milton
CeF. X. Wegele, “ Dante’s Leben und Werke,” 1852
sare Balbo, “ Vita nuova di Dante,” 1839; English version of the
same, by Bunyan, 1852; Missirini, “Vita di Dante Alighieri,”
1840; Emil Ruth, “Studien iiber Dante Alighieri,” 1853; Ugo
Foscolo, “Discorso sul Testo di Dante,” 1825; Rev. Henry
Stebbing, “Lives of the Italian Poets,” London, 1831.
Dante,” 1773

;

Artaud de Montor,

;

;

;

;

Dante, din'ti, (Giovanni Battista,) an Italian
mathematician, born at Perugia, lived about 1500. He
attempted to fly with artificial wings, but fell, and broke
his leg.

Dante or Danti, din'tee, (Girolamo,) a Venetian
painter of the sixteenth century, was a pupil of Titian.
Dante or Danti, (Ignazio,) an Italian geometer,
born at Perugia in 1537, entered the Dominican order.
Cosimo I. invited him to Florence to teach mathematics.
In 1583 he was made Bishop of Alatri. He wrote several
treatises on astronomy and mathematics, and was the
first modern who made a gnomon by which the equinoxes
and

solstices could

be determined.

His “Mathematical

* Literally, “ Here [I] Dante, whom Florence, a mother of little
love, bore, am enclosed, an exile from my native country.”
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He was

in Paris.

of Liege
one of the

editors of Du Cange’s “Glossary,” (1733,) and the first
principal editor of the “ Art of
erifying Dates,” a valuaDied in 1746.
ble work on chronology.
Danton, dan'tqn or dbN'tdN', (Georges Jacques,) an
arch-demagogue of the French Revolution, born at Arcissur-Aube in 1759, was a lawyer by profession. With
a large, muscular frame, a passionate temperament, an
audacious spirit, and the voice of a Stentor, he was well
“ Nature has given
constituted for a political agitator.
me,” said he, “ the athletic form and the harsh expression of liberty.” He instituted the club of Cordeliers,
perhaps even more intemperately radical than that of the
Jacobins, and became the chief orator of the Parisian
populace. He instigated and directed the sanguinary
insurrection of the 10th of August, 1792, which subverted
the French monarchy.
The supreme power then fell
into the hands of Danton, Marat, and Robespierre, the
first of whom, obtaining the office of minister of justice,
had the chief control of the capital.
In the alarm caused by the invasion of France by the
Prussians, he spoke with confidence, and urged the
adoption of a bold and resolute policy. He appears
to have been responsible for the massacre of the imprisoned royalists in September, 1792, as he made little
or no effort to protect them. On his election to the
Convention he resigned the office of minister of justice,
became the leader of the Mountain, and voted for the
death of the king. His power soon declined, as his
crimes disgusted the honest republicans and his success
He used to say,
excited the jealousy of Robespierre.
“ All will go well as long as men say, ‘ Robespierre and
Danton but woe to me if ever they should say, ‘Danton and Robespierre.’ ” In 1793 he was chosen a member of the committee of public safety. At the crisis of
his struggle with Robespierre, Danton’s decision failed.
Though he knew his death was resolved on, he declined
In March, 1794, he
to fly or to strike the first blow.
was arrested with Lacroix and others, and taken before
the fatal tribunal which he had himself instituted. Little
formality was observed at his trial, or rather his condemnation ; for the judges refused to hear his defence.
When the judge asked him his name, residence, etc., he
name is Danton ; my dwelling will soon
answered, “

V

—

My

be in annihilation; but my name will live in the Pantheon
He maintained his usual assurance and
of history.”
lofty bearing at the scaffold, where he perished April 5,
According to Lamartine, “ Nothing was wanting
1794.
to make Danton a great man, except virtue.”
Lamartine,
See Thiers, “ Histoiy of the French Revolution
“History of the Girondists;” Michelet, “Histoire de la Revolu“Histoire de la Revolution;” Lord
tion Francaise;” Vi llau
Brougham, “Statesmen of the Time of George III. ;” Barante,
i-',

Des Jardins, “ Vie de Danton,” 1851
“Encyclopaedia Britannica;” “Blackwood’s Magazine” for FebruQuarterly” for April, 1844; “British Quarterly”
“ Histoire de la Convention

;”

;

ary, 1823 ; “Foreign
for April, 1866.

Danton, (Joseph Arsine,)

a French editor,

nephew

of the preceding, was born at Plancy (Aube) in 1814.
In 1840 he was employed by M. Villemain, minister of
He edited in 1839
public instruction, as chef de cabinet.
“ Cousin’s Lectures on Philosophy delivered in 1819-20.”
Dantz or Danz, dints, (Johann Andreas,) a German
Orientalist, born near Gotha in 1654, was professor of
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Oriental languages, and afterwards of theology, at Jena.
He published grammars of the Hebrew and Syriac languages, and many works on the history and antiquities
of the Jews. Died in 1727.

Dantzic,

Duke

See

of.

Lefebvre, (Francois

Joseph.)

Danu, [Hindoo pron, dun'oo,] in Hindoo mythology,
a daughter of Daksha, and the mother of the Danavas.
(See Danava.)
Dan' vers, (Henry,) Earl of Danby, an English officer and courtier, born in Wiltshire in 1573, served as
captain in the army which Elizabeth sent to aid Henry
IV. of France, and was knighted for his conduct in that
war. He was afterwards major-general under the Earl
of Essex in Ireland. Charles I. created him Earl of Danby
and a member of the privy council. He founded a botanic
garden for the University of Oxford. Died in 1644.

Danville. See Anville,
Danz. See Dantz.

d’.

Danz, dints, (Ferdinand Georg,) a German phyborn in the duchy of Darmstadt in 1761, published several useful medical works.
He was professor

sician,

where he died in 1793.
dint'ser, (Jakob,) a German Catholic theologian, born at Langenfeld in 1743 ; died in 1796.
Danzi, dint'see, (Franz,) a German composer of
operas and church-music, was born at Manheim in 1763 ;
died in 1826.
Daph'ne, [Gr. Auipvy,] a nymph of classic mythology,
beloved by Apollo. According to the poetical legend,
she fled from Apollo, who pursued her, and was transformed into a laurel-tree, which was afterwards sacred
to Apollo.
Daph'nis, [Gr. Aatpv'ic,] a shepherd and hero of Sicily,
the reputed inventor of pastoral poetry, was called a son
of Mercury. The poets relate that he was the favoured
lover of a Naiad, who punished him with blindness for
his infidelity to her.
at Giessen,

Danzer,

See the First Idyl of Theocritus and the Fifth Eclogue of Virgil.

Da

Ponte, di pon'ti, (Lorenzo,) an Italian poet,
born at Ceneda in 1749. Having been banished from
Venice for some satirical verses, he went to Vienna,
where he became Latin secretary to Joseph II. Here
he wrote several operas for the Italian theatre. After
tire death of Joseph II. he passed some years in London, whence, in 1805, he emigrated to New York. About
1829 he was appointed professor of Italian in Columbia
College.
He wrote “Don Giovanni” (or “Don Juan”)
and other dramas, and sonnets.
Da Ponte, (Lorenzo,) a son of the preceding, born

London in 1805, became professor of belles-lettres in
the University of New York.
He wrote a “ History of
the Florentine Republic,” (1833.) Died in 1841.
Dapper, ddp'per, (Gliver or- Olfert,) a Dutch
physician and geographer, published several extensive
and interesting works, among which are a “Description
of Africa,” (1668,) a “Description of the Chinese Empire,” and a “ Description of Asia.”
His works contain
many maps and excellent plates. Died in 1690.
Daquin or D’Aquin. See Aquin, d’.
Daquin, dS'kilN', (Joseph,) a noted physician, born
at Chambery in 1757, wrote, besides other works, “La
Philosophic de la Folie,” (“The Philosophy of Inin

2d ed., 1804.) Died in 1815.
DSltA or D&r&b, the Persian of Darius, which

see.

Daran,

di'rSN', (Jacques,) a skilful French surgeon,
Saint-Frajon in 1701, practised with success in
Milan, Turin, and Messina. At the last place he gained
credit by his professional services and humanity during
the plague. He was settled at Marseilles, when the fame
of his skill in disorders of the urethra induced the king
to invite him to Paris, where he resided until his death.
The king granted him letters of noblesse in 1 755. Daran
invented the bougies which bear his name, and wrote a
few professional works. Died in 1784.
at
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did not disappoint the high expectations of the public.
“It was placed,” says Macaulay, “by general acclamation, among the classical novels of England.”
In 1786
she had the misfortune to be appointed second keeper
of the robes to Queen Charlotte, with a salary of two
hundred pounds.
This situation was peculiarly and
extremely irksome to a person of her fine sensibility, as
she was debarred from all congenial society and subject
to the constant restraints of despotic etiquette.
For five
years, in deference to her father’s wishes, she sacrificed
her health and domestic happiness for the privilege of
standing in the presence of royalty. In 1793 she married
Count D’Arblay, an amiable and estimable French officer,
then an exile. From 1802 to 1816 she resided with her
husband in France. She died at Bath in 1840. Besides
the above-named works, she wrote “Camilla,” and other
fictions.
Her “ Diary and Letters” (7 vols., 1842-46) is
a work of rare interest.

Madame

D’Arblay.”

’

“ Nouvelle Biographie Gdndrale.”

Darcet, (Jean Pierre Joseph,) an eminent chemist,
son of the preceding, was born in Paris in 1777. He was
appointed assayer of the mint in 1801, and afterwards

See “ Biographie Medicale.”

long;

—

information. Died in 1854.
Dare, (Joan.) See Joan of Arc.
Darcet, dtR'si/, (Jean,) a distinguished French chemist and physician, born at Doazit, in Guienne, in 1727.
About 1742 he acquired the friendship of Montesquieu,
who employed him as tutor to his son in Paris. After
the death of that patron, Darcet devoted himself to
chemical researches in concert with Count de Laugarais.
He made successful experiments in the fabrication and
improvement of porcelain, the components of which he
discovered by analysis about 1766.
At the death of
Macquer (1784) he was chosen in his place a member of
the Academy of Sciences, and director of the manufactory of Sevres.
He was also inspector -general of the
assay-office, and a professor in the College of France.
He demonstrated that the diamond is combustible, and
invented the metallic alloy which bears his name, and
which is fusible at the temperature of boiling water.
He was the author of several chemical treatises. Died
in 1801.
See J. J. T)iz6, “ Precis liistorique surlaViede J. Darcet,” I So 2

in 1643.

o, u, y,

and many others. His concerts, at which the greatest
Italian vocalists performed gratis, attracted a throng of
the most noble as well as the most fashionable of the
metropolis.
By such social influences, rather than by
books and schools, was her mind trained and matured
though she seldom performed any part on this scene but
that of a silent and diffident observer.
About 1776 her
novel “Evelina” commenced some years before was
ready for the press. Observing a strict secrecy respecting the authorship of the book, she sent the manuscript
to Dodsley without her name ; but he refused to publish
it on such conditions.
After much delay, it was sold
for twenty pounds, and appeared anonymously in 1778.
The admiration and applause with which it was received
were much increased when the secret transpired that the
author was a reserved, obscure young woman.
Her
book was warmly eulogized by Burke, Johnson, Gibbon,
and Sheridan, the first of whom sat up all night to read
it, and the second pronounced her superior to Fielding.
“She found herself,” says Macaulay, “on the highest
pinnacle of fame.” Her second book, “Cecilia,” (1782,)

work, entitled a “View of the United States,” with a
particular account of the various river-basins, and other

DarA.-Shik6h, da'rl shl-koh', written also Daraa Hindoo prince, born in 1616, was the
favourite son of Shah Jehan. He was defeated in battle
by his brother Aurung-Zeb, and put to death by his order

I,

Lynn-Regis in 1752, was the daughter of Dr. Charles
Burney, an eminent musician and author of the “ Histoiy
of Music.”
She was a shy and silent child, and at the
age of eight did not know her letters. Her mother having
died when Frances was about ten, no teacher or governess
was provided for her ; but her fond father’s negligence
was compensated by her own efforts in self-education.
In 1760 Mr. Burney removed to London, where he
gained admission into the highest literary society, and
his house was frequented by Johnson, Burke, Garrick,

See Macaulay, “ Essay on

Chekouh,

a, e,

D’Arblay, dar'bla or diR'bLV, Madame, (originally
Frances Bur'ney,) a celebrated English novelist, born
at

Dar'by, (William,) an American geographer, born
in Pennsylvania. He published a valuable and interesting

sanity,”

born
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founded or directed several manufactories of chemical products which he improved, and among which were soda
and soap. In 1823 he succeeded Berthollet as chemist
He wrote many useful
in the Academy of Sciences.
treatises on sanitary and economical questions, one of
w'hich is “ On the Principal Salt-Mines of Europe,”

Died in 1S44.
(1824.)
See “ Notice sur J. P. J. Darcet,” Paris, 1844.

Dar§on.

See Arqon,

d’.

D’Ar'cy, (Patrick,) Count, an Irish engineer and
scientific author, born at Galloway in 1725, removed to
France in early youth, and served in the French army in
He was skilled in mechanics and other sciences,
1744.
and wrote an “ Essay on Artillery,” a “ Memoir on the
Duration of the Sensation of Sight,” and other works.
Condorcet composed his eulogy in the Academy of Sciences.
Died in Paris in 1 779.
Dar'da-nus, [Gr. Aapdavor;,] a mythical or semi-fabulous personage, who is represented as a son of Jupiter
and Electra, and the ancestor of the Trojans. Homer
reckons five generations between Dardanus and Priam.
Dardel, dtR'dSl', (Robiirt Guillaume,) a French
sculptor, born in Paris in 1749; died in 1821.
Dardi, daR'dee, (Bembo,) an Italian Hellenist, born
at Venice about 1560, translated the works of Plato into
Italian.

Died about

Dareau,

1640.

(Franqois,) a French
near Guevet in 1736; died about 1783.
di'ro',

Daremberg,

di'rftN'baiR', (Charles
at Dijon in 1817.

French physician, born

jurist,

born

Victor,) a

He published

French) “Select Works of Hippocrates,” (1843,) an
In 1849 he
edition of Galen, (1854,) and other works.
became librarian of the Mazarin Library.
Da'res [Gr. Aupr/p Fr. Dares, da'res'] of Phrygia, a
priest of Vulcan, is mentioned in the “Iliad” of Ilomer,
who praises his wisdom. He is supposed to have been
present at the siege of Troy. There existed in the early
ages a history of the destruction of Troy, which was regarded as the work of Dares, and as older than Homer’s
“ Iliad.” A prose work in barbarous Latin has come down
to us which purports to be a version of that of Dares. It
was popular in the fifteenth century, and was often printed
with the work of Dictys Cretensis.
(in

See

J.

Da-ri'us* [Gr. Aapeiop ; It. Dario, dd-ree'o Persian,
Dara, di'rl, or Darab, di-rib'] I., or Da-ri'us Hystas'pis, (known as Gushtasp (goosh-tisp') in the legendary history of Persia,) King of Persia, was the son of llystaspes, a member of the noble family of Achasmenidae. I n
521 B.C., having killed the usurper Smerdis, he ascended
the throne recently vacated by the death of Cambyses.
He first organized the extensive empire which Cyrus
and Cambyses had acquired by conquest, and divided it
into twenty grand satrapies. After suppressing a revolt
of the Babylonians, he led a great expedition against the
nomadic Scythians of Europe, which was not successful.
To chastise the Athenians for aiding some Ionian
insurgents, he sent Datis and Artaphernes with a large
army, which was completely routed at Marathon in 490
B.c.
He was preparing to renew the contest, when he
died in 485, and was succeeded by his son Xerxes.
Darius was a ruler of superior ability.
Thirlwall,
See Herodotus; Grote, “ History of Greece
“History of Greece;” Carl L. Struve, “ Feldzug des Darius
;

gegen die Scythen,” 1812; Justin, books

Darius

dt'rgst',

in 1675.

Dar'gan, (William,) an eminent Irish engineer and
Carlow county about 1800. He superintended the construction of several railways and canals
in Ireland.
He was the chief promoter of the Dublin
Exhibition of 1853, on which he expended many thousand pounds of his own money.
Dargaud, diR'go', (J. M.,) a French writer, a friend and
contractor, born in

imitator of Lamartine, born at Paray-le-Monial in 1800,
published, among other works, “Solitude,” (1838,) a
“History of [Queen] Mary Stuart,” (1850,) and poetical
versions of Job and the Psalms of David.
See Sainte-Beuve, “Causeries du Lundi.”

D’Argenson. See Argenson, d’.
DArgental. See Argental, d’.
D’Argentre. See ArgentrE, d’.
DArgenville. See Dezallier.
DArgonne. See Argonne, d’.

ii.,

and

vii.

II.,

Darius III. or Cod-o-man'nus, the last king of the
ancient Persian monarchy, was a descendant of Darius
Nothus. He began to reign at the death of Arses, in
336 B.c. In the second year of his reign Persia was
invaded by Alexander of Macedon, who gained a victory
at the river Grani'cus.
Darius, having taken command
of his army, was defeated at Issus in 333, and at Arbela
in 331 b.c. He then retreated towards Bactriana, pursued
by the Macedonians, who were on the point of taking him
prisoner, when he was killed by Bessus, one of his own
satraps, in 330.
With his expiring breath he expressed
his thanks to the victor for his humane treatment of
the royal captives, his wife and daughters. Alexander
married his daughter Statira.
See the Histories of Arrian, Justin, and Quintus Curtius.

Darius Hystaspes. See Darius I.
Darius Ochus. See Darius II.
Darius the Mede, of the Bible, is supposed

(Antoine Elisabeth Cl£ophas,)

a French historical writer, born in Paris in 1820.
Daret, df'ri', (Pierre,) a French engraver, born in
Paris in 1610, published a collection of the portraits
of eminent persons of the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries, which was highly prized, also a “Life of
Raphael, translated from the Italian,” (1651.) Died

i.,

called Da-ri'us O'-ehus or No'tlius,
was the natural son of Artaxerxes Longimanus, who gave
him in marriage his daughter Parysatis. Having deposed
Sogdianus, who had killed Xerxes II., the lawful heir, he
became king in 424 B.c. He died in 405, leaving two
sons, Artaxerxes Mnemon and Cyrus the Younger, the
former of whom was his successor.
See Xenophon, “ Hellenics” and “Anabasis.”

G. Eck, “Dissertatio de Darete Phrygio,” 1768.

Dareste,
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to

be

the Cyaxares II. of profane history.
See Daniel

Darjes.

Darke,

vi.

See Daries.
dark, (William,) an

American

officer,

born

Pennsylvania in 1 736. He served with distinction in
Died in 1801.
the Revolutionary war.
Dar'ley, (Felix O. C.,) an eminent American deHe removed to
signer, born in Philadelphia in 1822.
New York about 1848. He has illustrated Irving’s
“Sketch-Book,” “Knickerbocker’s New York,” “Rip
van Winkle,” and other humorous works, with success ;
also the novels of J. Fenimore Cooper, and the works
His outline illustrations of Judd’s “Marof Dickens.
garet” are greatly and justly admired.
See Tuckerman, “Book of the Artists.”
Dar'ley, (George,) a poet and mathematician, born
He
in Dublin in 1785, removed to London in 1823.
gained distinction by his critical contributions to the
“ Literary Gazette” and “Athenaeum,” and wrote several
poems, one of which is called “ Sylvia, or the May Queen,”
Died
(1827,) and treatises on geometry and algebra.
in

in 1849.

Dar'ling, (Grace,) an English heroine, bom at BarnDaries, dVre-Ss, or Darjes, daR'ygs, (Joachim borough in 1815, was the daughter of the keeper of the
Georg,) a German jurist and philosopher, born at Giis- Longstone light-house, on one of the Fame Islands. The
trow in 1714. He began in 1738 to teach philosophy at Forfarshire steamer having been wrecked in that vicinity,
Jena, and in 1763 was appointed by Frederick the Great September
6, 1838, she went out in a small boat, at the
professor of law at Frankfort-on-the-Oder, with the title imminent peril of her life, and rescued nine persons who
of privy councillor. He published many able works, were clinging to a rock. A public subscription of about
among which are “The First Principles of Finance,” £700 was raised by the people of the United Kingdom
(in German, 1756,) and “Institutes of Universal JurisDied in 1842.
as a testimonial to her heroic conduct.
prudence,” (in Latin, 1766.) Died in 1791.
See J. H. Fichte, “Beitrage zur Charakteristik der Neueren
Philosopher!
C. R. Hausen, “J. G. Daries als academischer Lehrer geschildert,” *791.
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Darling, (James,) an English bibliographer, born in
was for many years a bookseller in London. He
published (1852—57) a valuable work, entitled “Cyclo1797,

paedia Bibliographica : a Library Manual of Theological
and General Literature,” (2 vols.) Died in 1862.

Dartois de Bournonville, dtit'twi' deh booR'nbN'Victor Armand,) a French dramatist,

v£F, (Franqois

at Beauvais in 1788, wrote many vaudevilles.
Daru, dtTii', (Martial Noel Pierre,) Baron, born
in Paris in 1774, was a brother of Count Pierre Antoine
Noel.
was commissary of war during the republic, and
gained distinction as an able administrator under Napo-

born

Dar'ling-ton, (William,) M.D., an eminent AmeriHe
can botanist, born in Birmingham, Chester county, Pennsylvania, in 1782.
He practised medicine at West Ches- leon I., who appointed him intendant of Vienna in 1809,
ter, and was elected a member of Congress in 1814 by the and intendant of the crown at Rome in 1811. He left in
voters of his native county, which he also represented for manuscript an unfinished “ History of Rome during the
two other terms, (1819-23.) He published a valuable French Occupation.” Died in Paris in 1827.
Daru, (Napoleon,) Count, a son of the statesman
work on the plants of Chester county, entitled “ Flora
Cestrica,” (1837,) which was commended by eminent noticed below, was born in Paris about 1804. He entered
botanists of Europe ; also, “ Memorials of John Bartram the army, and served as captain in Algeria.
In 1832 he

and Humphrey Marshall,”

Died in 1863.
(1849.)
See “ Obituary Notice of William Darlington,” read before the
American Philosophical Society, February 19, 1864, by T. P. James.

became a member of the Chamber of Peers. He acted
with the moderate republicans in the Assemblyof 1848-49,

Darluc, diiLlUk', (Michel,) a French physician and
naturalist, born at Grimaud in 1707 or 1717, obtained the

life.

chair of botany in the University of Aix.
He wrote the
“Natural History of Provence,” (3 vols., 1782-S6,) and
several medical works.
Died in 1783.

Darmagnac,

dtR'mtn'yik', (Jean Barth£lemi,)
Vicomte, a French general, born at Toulouse in 1766,
distinguished himself at Austerlitz in 1805, and, as general of division, rendered important services at Vittoria
Died in 1855.
(June, 1813) and Toulouse, (1814.)
Darmaing, dtR'm&N', (Jean Jerome Achille,) a
French journalist, born at Pamiers in 1794, began in 1825
to publish the “ Gazette des Tribunaux,” which was very
successful.
About 1832 he became chief editor of the
“ Constitutionnel.” Died in 1836.

coup d’ etat retired for a while into private
In 1869 he was elected a member of the Corps Legislatif, and soon afterwards vice-president of the chamber.
In M. Ollivier’s administration of 1870 he was mimsier
of foreign affairs. After the defeat at Sedan he ener-

and

after the

Manche to repel the
invasion, and he was subsequently returned by
National
Assembly.
that department to the
getically assisted to raise troops in

German

Daru, (Pierre Antoine Noel Bruno,) Count, an
eminent French statesman and author, born at MontAbout 1 790 he wrote “ Washington,” an
pellierin 1767.
epic poem.
He favoured the Revolution, and in 1791
became a commissary in the army of Brittany. While
imprisoned during the reign of terror, he translated
into French verse the Odes and Epistles of Horace.
About 1800 he was appointed secretary of war, and in
Darnau, diR'no', (Jacques,) Baron, a French gen- 1802 a member of the Tribunate, in which he advocated
eral, born in Loiret in 1768
died in 1830.
the cause of public instruction. Between 1804 and 1806
Darn'ley, (Henry Stuart,) Lord, a Scottish noble, Bonaparte made him a councillor of state, a count of the
born in England about 1 545, was the son of the Earl of empire, and intendant-general of the imperial household.
Lenox and Margaret Douglas, a niece of Henry VIII. In the campaigns of 1806 and the ensuing years he acof England.
His father was descended from the house companied Bonaparte, who had much confidence in his
of Stuart, and his mother was a half-sister of James V.
ability, and employed him as commissary-general, finanHis relation to the royal family and his comely person
Having become chief minister of
cier, and negotiator.
caused him to be selected in 1565 as the husband of
state in 1811, he opposed the Russian expedition, but,
Queen Mary. She treated him at first with much kindwhen other counsels prevailed, made extraordinary exerness, but was soon disgusted by his stupidity, insolence,
In 1 8 1 5 he was chosen presitions to meet its exigencies.
and profligacy. He instigated the murder of Rizzio, which
dent of the French Academy, an office for which he was
she deeply resented and resolved to revenge. During a
well adapted by his dignity, his good taste, his sonorous
fit of illness Darnley lodged in an isolated house called
As an author his merit is convoice, and lucid diction.
the Kirk in the Field, which was blown up by gunpowder,
His “History of Venice” (1819) is esteemed
spicious.
Darnley being killed, February 9, 1567. Respecting the
the best work on that subject, and his poems and euloresponsibility of this crime, see Mary Stuart.
Died in 1829.
gies on Volney and others are admired.
See Burton, “History of Scotland,” vol. iv. chaps, xliii.-xlviii.;
Darwin, (Charles,) F.R.S., an eminent English
Robertson, “ History of Scotland Froude,“ History of England,”
“
vol. viii. chaps, viii., ix., x.; Mignet,
Histoire de Marie Stuart.”
naturalist and geologist, a grandson of the poet Dr.
Darondeau, di'rbN'do', (S tanislas,) a French painter Darwin, was born at Shrewsbury, February 12, 1809.
of genre and religious subjects, born about 1800 died in He accompanied Captain Fitzroy in the Beagle in a
1842.
voyage of exploration, 1831-36, and recorded his obserDarquier de Pellepoix, diR'ke-A' deh pSl , pwa , vations respecting geology, etc., in his “ Voyage of a
(Augustin,) a French astronomer, born at Toulouse in Naturalist round the World,” which obtained great
1718, had an observatory at his own house, and hired popularity.
In 1839 he published a “Journal of Repersons to calculate.
He wrote a “Uranography,” searches into the Geology and Natural History of Coun(1771,) which Lalande commended, “Astronomical Ob- tries visited by H.M.S. Beagle.”
His “ Monograph of
servations,” (1777-82,) and a few other scientific works. the Family Cirripedia,” (which includes the Barnacle,)
He was an associate of the Institute. Died in 1802.
published in 1851-53, is a remarkable and excellent
Darracq, di'rik', (Franqois Balthasar,) a French work. He produced arguments against the immutability
legislator, born at Mont-de-Marsan about 1750, was a
of species, in a work entitled “ The Origin of Species by
member of the Council of Five Hundred, (1 795-99.) means of Natural Selection,” (1859.) Another branch
Died about 1808.
of science which he set himself to investigate may be
Darrigol, di're'gol', (Jean Pierre,) a French priest, described as the application of his preceding results to
born in 1790. He wrote an able “Critical Dissertation the vegetable kingdom.
Under this heading we may
on the Basque Language.” In 1829 he won a prize from class “The Fertilisation of Orchids,” (1862,) “ Cross and
the French Academy for his “Analysis Raisonnee of the
Plants,”
Self-Fertilisation of
(1876,) “The Forms of
Grammatical System of the Basque Language,” when Flowers,”
(1878,) and “The Movements of Plants,”
William Humboldt was a competitor. Died in 1829.
Perhaps “ The Descent of Man and Selection in
(1881.)
Darriule, di're'iil', (Jean,) Baron, a French general,
Relation to Sex” caused even more rancorous criticism
born at Arudy in 1774; died in 1850.
than had been shown him in 1 859 and 1 860. This was in
Dart, (John,) an English antiquary, flourished about
1871, and in the following year appeared “ The Expres1725, and wrote “Antiquities of Westminster Abbey,” sions of the Emotions in Man and Animals,” which is
(2 vols., 1723.)
His
to many readers the most readable of his wi r.;s.
Darthe, diR'ti', (Augustin A. J.,) a French Jacobin,
last book on “Earthworms” appeared a few months
born at Saint-Pol in 1769. He was executed as an acbefore his death in 1882. He was buried in Westminister
complice of Babeuf in 1 797.
Abbey with fitting distinction.
Dartmouth, Lord. See Legge, (George.)
;
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from 1773 to 1789,) which is commended lor
and for elegance of style. Died in 1791.
See August W. Ernesti, “Elogium J. A. Dathii,” 1792.
Datheen, di-tan', [Lat. Dathe'nus,] (Peter,) a Dutch
poet, born at Ypres, became a Protestant minister at
Frankfort in 1555, and returned to the Low Countries

rate parts

Darwin, (Erasmus,) M.D., an ingenious English poet
and physiologist, born at Elton, near Newark, in 1731.
Having graduated at Cambridge, he settled at Lichfield,
where he married, and practised with success until 1781,
when he removed to Derby. His principal poem, “ The
Botanic Garden,” (1791,) had a great popularity among
It
his contemporaries, which has since rather declined.
was composed on an original plan, and displayed great
powers of description ; but the style is too ornate. His
“ Phytologia” (1800) presented many novel ideas and
analogies in physiology, some of which are now received
as true. He also wrote “Zoonomia, or the Laws of Organic Life,” “The Temple of Nature,” a poem, and other
works. Died in 1802.
See Anne Seward, “ Memoirs of the Life of Dr. Danvin ”

fidelity

>ry, “ Lives of English Poets from Johnson to Kirke
for July, 1803, and April, 1S04.

against the Prince of Orange, he exiled himself, took
the name of P. Montanus, and practised medicine with
success at Stade and Elbing from 1585 until his death
in 1590.
See Motley, “Rise of the Dutch Republic,” vol. i. De Vries,
;

White ”

“ Histoire de

;

Darwin, (GeoRGE Howard,) the eldest son of
Charles Darwin, was born in 1846. He graduated in
1868 as second wrangler, and is well known for his
researches in connexion with the figure of the earth, &c.
He was elected Plumian professor of astronomy, &c.,
Cambridge

in 1883.

Darwin, (Robert Waring,) an

English physician,

brother of Erasmus Darwin. He published “ Principia
Botanica, or an Introduction to the Sexual System of
Linnaeus,” (3d edition, 1810.)

Daschkow

See Dashkof.
or Daschkoff.
Da’sent, (George Webbe,) a British writer, born

about 1818, published “TheNorsemen in Ireland,” ( 1855,
“ Popular Tales from the Norse,” (1859,) and other similar works. He was for some years an assistant editor of
The Times and was knighted in 1876.
,

Dashkof or Daschkow, ddsh'kof, written
Dashkov, (Ekaterina Romanovna,) a Russian

acquired great celebrity as a preacher,

and composed a Dutch poetical version of the Psalms,
which was used in the churches of Holland for about two
In consequence of his seditious speeches
centuries.

“ Edinburgh Review ”

at

He

about 1566.

;
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also
prin-

la

Podsie Hollandaise.”

Dati, di'tee, (Agostino,) an eminent Italian orator
and writer, was born at Sienna in 1420. He opened a
school of rhetoric in that city, and was often chosen to
make public orations in Latin by his fellow-citizens, who
also raised him to high offices in the republic. He wrote,
in Latin, a “ History of Sienna,” and other works, historical and religious, among which is a “Treatise on the
Immortality of the Soul.” Died in 1478.
See N. Bandiera, “De Augustino Datho,” Rome, 1733; Nic^ron, “ Memoires

Mor£ri, “ Dictionnaire Historique.”

Dati, (Carlo Roberto,) usually called simply Carlo
Dati, an eminent Italian scholar, born at Florence in
1619, was a descendant of Goro Dati. He studied geometry under Galileo. In 1638 he formed an intimate friendship with Milton, who visited Florence in that year, and
who has commemorated their friendship in Latin epistles.
Dati was one of the most learned of Italian philologists.
He was appointed professor of Greek and Latin literature
He published, besides other works,
at Florence in 1648.
a “ Discourse on the Necessity of Speaking one’s own
Language correctly,” (1657,) and “The Lives of Ancient
Painters,” (“ Vite de’ Pittori antichi,” 1 vol., 1667,)
“ which,” says Ginguene, “ is one of the best works on

and achievements, born in
cess, eminent
1744, was the daughter of Count Roman Woronzof.
About the age of sixteen she was married to Prince
Dashkof. In 1762 she was the master-spirit of the conancient painting.” Died in 1676.
spiracy which dethroned Peter III. and made his wife
See G. Negri, “ Istoria degli Scrittori Fiorentini;” Nic£ron,
Having lost the favour of “Memoires;” “ Nouvelle Biographie Gencralc
autocrat as Catherine II.
F. Fontani,
for her talents

the empress, she travelled several years in foreign countries,

“Elogio

di C.

R. Dati,” 1794.

and returned in 1782, when she was appointed

Dati, (Giuliano,) an Italian writer, born at Florence
president of the Academy of Sciences at Saint Peters- in
1445 ! d’ e d in 1524.
burg.
Under her auspices was founded the Russian
Dati, (Giulio,) an Italian poet, born at Florence
Academy, (literary,) of which she became the first presi- about 1560, wrote “La Contessa di Parione,” (1596.)
dent in 1784. She planned and in part compiled the Died about 1630.
Dictionary published by this academy, and wrote several
Dati, (Goro di Staggio,) a noble Florentine, born in
plays, etc.
On the accession of the emperor Paul, in 1363, was one of the priors of the republic in 1425, and
1796, she was deprived of her offices and banished from gonfalonier in 1428.
He wrote, in Latin, a “ History of
the capital. Died in 1810.
She left “Memoirs of her Visconti, First Duke of Milan,” which was not printed
Life,” which were published (in English) in 1840.
until 1735.
Died in 1436.
See Otto, “Lehrbuch der Russischen Literatur;” Voltaire,
Dati, (Leonardo,) an Italian ecclesiastic of high re“ Correspondance.”
putation, brother of the preceding, was born at Florence
Dassdorf, d&s'doRf, (Carl Wilhelm,) a German about 1360. He was employed by the republic of Floscholar, born at Staubitz, Saxony, in 1750; died in 1812. rence as ambassador to various courts between 1409 and
Dassier, di'se-AJ, (John,) a Swiss engraver of medals, 1422. Died in 1425.
was born at Geneva in 1677.
The medals which he
Da'tis, [Gr. Aartr,] a Persian general, who, in conexecuted of many eminent persons in the age of Louis junction with Artaphernes, commanded the army which
XIV. have been used as models by other artists. Died was defeated at Marathon, 490 b.c.
in 1763.
D’Attaignant. See Attaignant.
His son, Jacob Anthony, born at Geneva in 1715, was
Daub, dowp, (Karl,) a German theologian, born at
also a skilful engraver, and was employed about 1740 in Cassel in
1765, became professor of theology at Heithe London Mint as second engraver. He then removed delberg about 1795.
He published volumes of lectures
to Saint Petersburg, where he worked for some time. He entitled “Daub’s Vorlesungen,”
(1838,) “Prolegomena
engraved medals of the most illustrious men of science, to Moral Theology and the Principles of Ethics,” (1839,)
which are highly prized. Died in 1759.
and “The System of Christian Dogmatics,” (1841,) and
Dassouci, da'soo'se', (Charles Coypeau,) a French other works. Died in 1836.
burlesque poet and musician, born in Paris about 1604
See Rosenkranz, “ Erinnerungen an C. Daub,” 1337.
;

died after 1675.
[Gr. Aariiur/c
Fr. Datame, df'tim',] a
Persian general, distinguished for his military talents,
revolted against Artaxerxes Mnemon, and was killed

Dat'a-mes,

about 362

b.c.

Daubasse,

See Cornelius Nepos, “ Lives of Eminent Commanders.”

Dathe, dfi'teh, [Lat. Da'thius,] (Johann August,)
an able German Orientalist and theologian, born at Weissenfels, Saxony, in 1731, obtained the chair of Oriental
languages at Leipsic in 1762. His capital work is a
Latin version of the Old Testament, (published in sepae

Daubanton,

as k; 9 as s;

g hard; g asj;

do'bSN'tiN',

French judge and

jurist,

(Antoine Gr£goire,) a

born

in Paris in 1752,

wrote

a “Dictionary of the Civil Law,” a “Dictionary of the
Commercial Code,” and other legal works. Died in 1813.

Quercy in
Died in 1727.

in

(Armand,) a French poet, born
His works were all improvised.

do'biss',

1664.

Daubeuton,

do'bfiN'tiN',

(Guillaume,) a French

born at Auxerre in 1648. About 1700 Louis XIV.
appointed him confessor to his grandson, Philip V. of
Spain, over whom he acquired a great influence. Ac-

Jesuit,
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cording to Voltaire, Daubenton revealed, in a letter to
Among his works are a “ View of the Seine at
the French regent, the secret of Philip’s intended abdi- Charenton,” and a “ Sunset,” (1851.) Died in 1878
cation, and the regent sent the letter to Philip. The latter
Daubigny, (Pierre,) a French painter in miniature,
then showed it to his confessor, who fainted, and soon an uncle of the preceding, was born in Paris in 1793.
after expired, in 1723.
Daubree, do'bRi', (Gabriel Auguste,) a French
geologist, born at Metz in 1814.
See Voltaire, “ SiJcle de Louis XV.”
Daubus, do'biis', written also Daubuz, (Charles,)
Daubenton, (Louis Jean Marie,) a celebrated
French naturalist, born at Montbar on the 29th of May, a French Protestant, born at Auxerre, lived about 1625,
1716, was sent to Paris by his father to study theology; and was for a long time minister at Nerac. He published
but he preferred medicine. Having graduated as M.D. “L’Echelle de Jacob,” (“Jacob's Ladder,” 1626,) and
“Bellarmin reforme,” (“Bellarmin Reformed,” 1631.)
in 1741, he returned home with the intention to practise.
Daubuz. See Daubus.
Buffon, who was also a native of Montbar, and his former
Daubuz, do'biiz', (Charles,) a French Protestant
schoolmate, having been chosen intendant of the Jardin
du Roi at Paris, (now Jardin des Plantes,) engaged Dau- divine, born about 1670, removed to England on the
benton in 1742 to assist him in his projected scientific revocation of the edict of Nantes, (1685,) and became
works. By his sound judgment, invincible patience, and vicar of Brotherton. He was author of a “Commentary
unerring accuracy, he was admirably qualified for such on Revelation,” (1712,) which is much esteemed. Died
a task. In 1745 he was appointed curator and demon- about 1740.
of state.

He enriched
Buffon’s “Natural History” with an immense number
of facts and descriptions, cautiously avoiding the bold
hypotheses to which Buffon was rather prone. In 1778
he obtained a chair of natural history in the College
of France. He wrote many articles on that science for
the first “ Encyclopedic, ” and for the “Memoirs of the
Academy of Sciences.” He made great improvements
in the cabinet of natural history, of which he had charge
fifty years. About 1794 the Jardin du Roi was converted
into a school, styled the Museum of Natural History,
in which he was appointed professor of mineralogy. He
merited public favour by promoting the propagation
of Spanish sheep, and wrote several popular treatises
on the subject, one of which is entitled “ Instruction for
Shepherds.” In 1799 he was elected a senator. He
strator of the cabinet of natural history.

died January

1,

1800.

See Cuvier, “Notice sur la Vie et les Ouvrages de Daubenton,”
in the “ Mdmoires de l’Institut,” tome iii.
Lacepede, “ lUloge historique de Daubenton,” 1790 ; “ Nouvelle Biographie Gdn^rale.”
;

Daubenton, (Marguerite,) cousin and wife of the
preceding, born at Montbar in 1720, was married in 1749.
Her romance of “Zelie in the Desert” is written in a
natural style, and was received with favour. Madame
Buffon was her niece. Died in 1818.
Daubeny, dob'ne or dawb'ne, (Charles,) D.D., an
English divine, born

in

1744,

became prebendary

of

Salisbury in 1784, aud Archdeacon of Sarum in 1804.
He published a “Guide to the Church,” and other works
on theology. Died in 1827.

Daubeny, (Charles Giles Bridle,) an English
chemist and naturalist, born at Stratton in 1795, was for
many years professor of botany and rural economy in the
University of Oxford. In 1824 he published an “ Essay
on the Geology and Chemical Phenomena of Volcanoes.”
He wrote an important work called “ Description of the
Active and Extinct Volcanoes, with Remarks on their
Origin,” (1826,) treatises on the Geology of North Ameand Italy, and several memoirs on chemistry. He
was president of the British Association in 1856. Died

rica
in

December, 1867.
a

Swiss divine and popular historian, was born at or near
in 1794. His father, Louis Merle, was descended
from the French Calvinist family of D’Aubigne. He was
educated for the church, and was pastor of a French
church in Hamburg for five years. Between 1823 and
1830 he preached at Brussels. About 1830 he became
professor of Church history in a college at Geneva. He
published in 1835 the first volume of his capital work,
a “ History of the Reformation in the Sixteenth Century,” which obtained a great popularity, especially in
England and the United States. Among his other
works are “ The Protector, (Cromwell,) a Vindication,”
(1848,) “ Germany, England, and Scotland,” (1848,)
“ The Character of the Reformer and the Reformation
of Geneva,” (1862,) and “ History of the Reformation

Geneva

Europe

He
„
(Charles

in the time of Calvin.”

in 1872.

Daubigny, do'bfen'ye',

died at Geneva

Francois,) a French

He has prolandscape-painter, born in Paris in 1817.
duced many pictures of French scenery, some of which
have been purchased by the emperor and the ministers
a, e,

T,

o, u, y,

long;
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Daudiguier. See Audiguier, d t
Daudin, do'dlN', (Francois Marie,) a French naturalist, born in Paris about 1774, was in childhood afflicted
with an infirmity which almost entirely deprived him of
the use of his legs. His wife assisted him in the com.

position of his works, for which she designed the figures.
His principal works are a “Treatise on Ornithology,”
(1800,) which was never finished, and a “ Natural History
of Reptiles,” (1802.)
The latter, according to Cuvier,
was the most complete work on that class of animals
which had then appeared. Died in 1804.
Daugier, do'zhe-i', (Francois Henri Eugene,)
Count, a noted French admiral, born at Courtezon in
He commanded one of the four grand corps of
1764.
the flotilla destined for the invasion of England in 1804,
and distinguished himself at the battle of Baylen in 1808.
Died in 1834.
Daulle, do'lM, (Jean,) a skilful French engraver with
the burin, born at Abbeville about 1705.
He removed
to Paris, and engraved portraits and history with a high
reputation.
Among his master-pieces are a portrait of
the Countess of Feuquieres, and a “ Magdalene,” after

Died

Correggio.

Daum, dowm,

in 1763.
[Lat. Dau'mius,]

(Christian,) an emi-

German

teacher, born at Zwickau, Saxony, in 1612.
He became regent of the College of Zwickau in 1642,
and rector of the same in 1662. He published editions of
several Latin authors, and left, in manuscript, unfinished
works, among which was a “ History of the Poets.”
Died in 1687.

nent

See Winter, “ C. Daumii Poetse clarissimi,” etc., 168S Loescher,
“Memoria C. Daumii renovata,” 1701 N ilkron, “ Me moires.”
;

D’Aubigne, db'bdn'yV, (Jean Henri Merle,)

in

Daucourt, do'kooR', (Bonaventure,) a French gewho lived about 1630, and wrote a treatise on
volcanoes, deluges, etc.
Daude, dow'deh, (Adrian,) a German historian, born
in Franconia, wrote a “Universal History,” (4 vols.,
1748-58.) Died in 1755.
Daude, do'di', (Pierre,) a French Protestant minister and writer, born in 1681 ; died in England in 1754.
Daudet, do'dV, (Robert,) a French engraver, born
at Lyons in 1737; died in 1824.
ologist,

same, less prolonged;

a, e,

T,

;

D’Aumale.

See Aumale, d’.
Daumas, db'mis', (Melchior Joseph Eugene,) a
French general and writer, born in 1803. He went to
Algeria in 1835, and learned the Arabic language. About
1841 he was placed by General Bugeaud at the head of
the political affairs ( affaires indigbies of Algeria, which
he managed with credit. He published an “Expose of
the Actual State of Arab Society and Government, ”( 1845,)
“ Manners and Customs of Algeria,” and other works
of merit.
In 1850 he was chosen director of affairs of
Algeria in the ministry of war. Fie obtained the rank
of general of division in 1853,

Daumat. See Domat.
Daumer, dow'mer, (Georg Friedrich,) a German
He was propantheist, born at Nuremberg in 1800.
Nuremberg a few years between 1822 and 1830.
published a “ System of Speculative Philosophy,”
(1831,) “Philosophy, Religion, and Antiquity,” (1833,)
translations from the Persian poet Hafiz, (1846,) and
other works. His system resembles the pantheism of
Hegel.
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DAUMESNIL

Daumesnil, do'mi'nfeF, (Pierre,) a brave French
general, born at Perigueux in 1777, served in Italy and
Egypt from 1795 to 1800, and became chef d’escadron
about 1806. He lost a leg at Wagram in 1809. In 1812
he was made general of brigade and governor of Vincennes castle, which he defended obstinately against the
allies in 1814 and 1815.
He obtained the rank of lieutenant-general in 1831.
Died in 1832.
See “ Vie du Gdn^ral Daumesnil," Paris, 1832.
1

DAVID

725

Daumont.

be more concise than the

original.

He

also wrote a

on “The Tuscan Cultivation of the Vine and
other Trees,” (1600.) Died in 1606.
treatise

See G. Negri, “Istoria degli Scrittori Fiorentini ;” Tiraboschi,
“Storia della Letteratura Italiana.”

Dav'en-ant, (Charles,) LL.D., an English writer
on finance and political economy, a son of Sir William
Davenant, was born in 1656. In 1685 he was returned
to Parliament, and appointed inspector of plays. In 1695
he gained reputation by his “Essays on the Ways and
Means of Supplying the War,” which was followed by
several treatises on the revenues, trades, etc., the merit
of which was variously estimated. In 1703 he was appointed inspector-general of exports and imports. Died

See Aumont, d’.
fon down, (Leopold Joseph Maria,)
Count, an able Austrian general, born at Vienna in
He
his first campaign against the Turks.
made
1705.
About 1748 he obtained the rank of field-marshal. He
commanded at the battle of Kolin, June 18, 1757, where in 1714.
See Macaulay, “ History of England,” vol.
chap. iii.
“BioFrederick the Great was defeated with great loss. In
the same year the Austrians, under Charles of Lorraine graphia Britannica.”
Davenant, (John,) an English prelate, born in Lonand Daun, lost a great battle at Leuthen. Having surIn 1618 James I. sent him to attend the
prised the Prussian king at Hochkirchen, (1758,) Daun don in 1576.
gained a victory, for which he was rewarded with 300,000 Synod of Dort, and in 1621 appointed him Bishop of
had previously been professor of divinity
many
honours.
He
Salisbury.
He
florins, a sword from the pope, and
was defeated in turn by Frederick at Torgau in 1761. in Cambridge University. He published an excellent
After the peace of 1763 he became president of the Aulic “Exposition of Paul’s Epistles,” (in Latin, 1627,) and
Council, and enjoyed great favour at court until his death several other works. Died in 1641.
Davenant, (Sir William,) an English dramatic poet,
in 1766.
Having written “Albovine”
See Archenholz, “History of the Seven Years’ War,” 1793; born at Oxford in 1605.
“Memoirs of Count Von Daun,” by A. Henderson, London, and another tragedy, he was chosen poet-laureate in 1637

Daun, von,

i.

> 757 -

Daunou, do'noo', (Pierre Claude Francois,) a
meritorious French statesman and author, born at Boulogne in 1761, entered the order of Oratorians. In 1792
he was elected to the National Convention, in which he
supported moderate measures, opposed the proscription
of the Girondists, and was one of the framers of the constitution of the year III., (1795.) He was the first president 'of the Council of Five Hundred, and a member of
the committee appointed to frame the constitution of the
year VIII., (1800.) In 1807 he was chosen keeper of the
archives of France.
He was chief editor of the “Journal des Savants” from 1816 to 1838, and about 1818 obtained a chair of history in the College of France.
He
contributed many articles to the “Biographie Universelle.”
In 1838 he was chosen perpetual secretary of
the Academy of Inscriptions, and in 1839 was created a
peer. Among his numerous useful works are an “ Essay

;

as successor to Ben Jonson.
He was a royalist in the
civil war, and was knighted by Charles I. in 1643.
He
was confined in the Tower about two years for political
His principal
reasons, and owed his safety to Milton.
production is “Gondibert,” an unfinished epic poem,

which was much admired by Cowley, Waller, and others,
He was associated with Dryden
is now neglected.
in an alteration of Shakspeare’s “Tempest.”
He died
in 1668, and was buried in Westminster Abbey.
but

Campbell, “ Specimens of the
See Southey, “ British Poets
British Poets;” “Retrospective Review,” vol. ii., 1820.

Davenant, (William,) a son of the preceding, translated La Mothe le Vayer’s work on the Greek and Latin
He was drowned near Paris in 1681.
historians.

Dav'en-port, (Christopher,) an English Catholic
born at Coventry in 1598, assumed the name of
Sancta Clara, and was chaplain to Queen Henrietta.
He wrote several theological works. Died in 1680.
and a
Davenport, (John,) an English Puritan, born at Cov-

on the Temporal Power of the Pope,” (1810,)
“ Course of Historical Studies,” in 20 vols., the first
“ He
of which was published in 1842. Died in 1840.
was so simple, so modest, so firm and consistent,” says
Villenave, “ that envy was compelled to pause, and criticism reduced to silence, before the renown of his talents
and his virtues.”

See A. H. Taillandier, “Documents biographiques sur Daunou, " 1841; Victor Leclerc, “Notice sur Daunou;’’ SainteBeuve, “Portraits contemporains ;’’ “Nouvelle Biographie G6n6rale
Walckenaer, “ Notice sur la Vie, etc. de M. Daunou,” 1841.

Daunt

friar,

He
entry in 1598, emigrated to Massachusetts in 1637.
was the first minister of New Haven, Connecticut, where
he preached about thirty years, and had much influence
Died in 1670.
in the civil affairs of the colony.
Davenport, (Richard Alfred,) an English editor
and biographer, born about 1780, published, besides
other works, a “ Dictionary of Biography,” (1 vol. i2mo,
Died about 1852.
1831.)
Daverhoult,

di'ver-howlt', [Fr. pron. di'vSrPhoo',]

(Jean Antoine,) a native of Holland, was a member of
Dauphin, do'fiN', (Augustin Anne,) a mediocre the French Legislative Assembly in 1791-92. He was
French poet, born at Niort about 1759; died in 1822.
one of the founders of the club of Feuillants. Died in
Daurat. See Dorat.
1792.
Dausque, dosk, (Claude,) a learned French Jesuit,
Da'vid, [Heb. Ill or TIT; Gr. Aatf «5 or A avid; Araborn at Saint-Omer in 1566; died in 1644.
bic, Daood or DaGd, di'ood',] a celebrated Hebrew poet,
Dauvergne. See Auvergne, d’.
prophet, and king, a son of Jesse, was born at Bethlehem
Dauvigny. See Auvigny, d’.
about 1090 B.C. He was a shepherd in his youth, and
Dauxiron. See Auxiron, d’.
an excellent musician. About the age of twenty-two he
Dauz, dowts, (Johann Andreas,) a German Orien- entered the service of King Saul, whose morbid spirit he
talist, born near Gotha in 1654, is known as the author
soothed by playing on the harp, and he was anointed by
of a system of Hebrew grammar.
the prophet Samuel as king in the place of Saul.
Died in 1727.
Soon
Dauzats, do'zi', (Adrien,) a French painter and after this event he killed, in single combat, Goliath, a
lithographer, born at Bordeaux in 1808. As a painter Philistine giant, and married Michal, a daughter of Saul.
of genre, he obtained medals of the first class in 1835, The king, however, regarded him with jealous malignity,
1848, and 1855.
and made several attempts against his life. David, thereDaval, da-vtl', ? (Peter,) an English mathematician, fore, fled for safety to Achish, King of Gath, where he
was a Fellow of the Royal Society. Died in 1 763.
feigned insanity.
After many perilous adventures, he
Davanzati Bostichi, da-vin-zi'tee bos-tee'kee, (Ber- ascended the throne about 1055 b.c. He reigned seven
nardo,) an Italian writer and merchant, born at Florence years at Hebron as King of Judah, and on the death of
in 1529.
He cultivated literature with success, and filled Saul’s son was recognized as king by all the tribes of
or

Daunte.

See Dante.

several civil offices with credit.
The perfection of the
Tuscan language was his favourite pursuit. His most
remarkable work is an Italian version of Tacitus, (1658,)
which, says Ginguene, “is a master-piece of purity of
style, of vigour, precision, and elegance.”
It is said to
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Israel.
By victories over the Philistines, the Moabites,
the Syrians, the Edomites, etc., he greatly extended the
boundaries of his kingdom, which, under his rule, atHis reign
tained a high degree of prosperity and power.
was disturbed by a rebellion of his son Absalom, and by
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conspiracies of other sons.
He died about 1015, and was
succeeded by his son Solomon. David was the author of
many of the Psalms which bear his name, and which give
proof of poetical genius of the highest order. Though
not without human infirmities, by which he was more
than once betrayed into great sins, he was, on the whole,
distinguished for magnanimity and a tenderness of heart
rare in one so constantly engaged in the pursuits of war.

(See

I.

Samuel

and

xxvi. 7-12,

I.

Chronicles

xi. 13, 14.)

Samuel, chap. xv.
II. Samuel, passim; I. Chronicles,
chaps, xi.-xxix.
Chandler, “ History of the Life of David,” 1758;
Kwald, “Geschichte desVolkes Israel;” Droste, “Leven van Konmg David,” 1716; Hanser, “ Historia Davidis,” 1780; Delany,
“ Life and Reign of David, King of Israel,” 3 vols., 1742.
See also

I.

;

;

Da'vid, a Christian emperor of Abyssinia, born about
1500, succeeded his father Nahu in 1507. His realm was
invaded and partly conquered about 1514 by the Turkish
Sultan Selim I. David formed an alliance with Portugal
about 1520. Died about 1540.
See “Nouvelle Biographie Gene rale.”

Da'vid

III., a celebrated king of Georgia, was the
son of George II., whom he succeeded in 1089. The
T urks had subjected the greater part of Georgia, and even
Teflis, the capital, was in their power.
David raised an
army, defeated the Turks, and recovered Teflis in 1121.
Several battles were fought afterwards, in which the
Georgians were victors. He died in 1124, and left the
throne to his son, Demetrius II.

See Saint-Martin, “ Memoires sur l’Armenie.”

David, King of Eastern Armenia, began to reign about
980 a.d. He defeated the Sultan Togrul and other Muschiefs.
Died in 1046.
David, an Armenian philosopher.

sulman

See David of

Nf.rken.

Da'vid I., King of Scotland, sixth son of Malcolm III.,
succeeded his brother, Alexander I., in 1124. Before this
event he had married Maud, the great-niece of William
the Conqueror, and obtained Northumberland as her
dowry. Having refused to acknowledge Stephen as King
of England, and supported the claim of Matilda, who
was his niece, he was involved in war with that prince.
In 1 137 David invaded England, and was defeated at
Northallerton.
He died in 1153, and was succeeded by
his grandson, Malcolm IV.
See Burton, “ History of Scotland,”
anan, “ History of Scotland.”

vol.

ii.

chap.

xiii.

;

Buch-

David II. or David Bruce, King of Scotland, was
the son of Robert Bruce, and was a minor when his
father died in 1329.
In 1332 Edward Baliol invaded
Scotland, defeated an army commanded by the regent
Mar, and was crowned at Scone. David then took refuge
in France.
His subjects maintained the contest against
Baliol and his English ally, and in 1342 he recovered the
throne.
In 1346 he invaded England, was defeated and
taken prisoner, and did not obtain his liberty until 1357.
in 1371, and was succeeded
Stuart, or Robert II.
See Burton, “ History of Scotland,”

Died

David,
in Paris

dt'v£d', (Charles,) a

about 1600

;

by

his

vol.

iii.

nephew, Robert
chap. xxv.

French engraver, born

died about 1660.

His brother Jerome was a

skilful etcher

with aqua-

fortis.

dS'vid, (Christian Georg Nathan,) a popular Danish journalist and statesman, born at Copenhagen

David,

in 1793.
He wrote some successful works on political
economy, became a leader of the Liberal party, and was
a member of the Diet from 1848 to 1853.

See

J. B.

Schick, “Professor David und sein Vaterland,” 1835.

David, (F£licien,) a French musical composer, born
at Cadenet (Vaucluse) in 1810.
He became in 1830 a
pupil of Lesueur, Fetis, and Reber, in the Conservatoire
of Paris. In 1831 he quitted the Conservatoire and joined
the Saint-Simonians, by whom he was employed to set
hymns to music. On the dispersion of that society he
visited the Levant, where he collected popular melodies,
etc., and returned to Paris in 1835. He produced “The
Rebel Angel,” “The Swallows,” and other melodies,
which failed to render him famous. His “ ode-symphonie”
called “The Desert,” performed in 1844, first revealed
to the public his superior talent, and procured for him
a European reputation.
In 1847 he produced “Chris-
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topher Columbus,” an “ ode-symphonie,” which was very
successful.
See Sylvain Saint-£tienne, “Biographie de Fdlicien David;”

“Nouvelle Biographie Generale.

David,
and

di'vit,

violinist,

born

(Ferdinand,) a German composer
at

Hamburg

in 1810.

He became

concertmeister at Leipsic about 1836.

David, (Franqois Anne,) a French engraver, born
In youth he
in Paris in 1741, was a pupil of Le Bas.
became engraver of the cabinet of Monsieur, (Louis
XVIII.) He published “The Antiquities of Herculaneum,” and illustrated works on the history of England
and other nations. Died in 1824.
David, di'vfed' or da'vid, (Jacques Louis,) a celebrated French historical painter, born in Paris in 1748,
was a pupil of Vien. Having obtained the grand prize
of the Academy for his “ Antiochus and Stratonice,” in
1775, he went to Rome with Vien, and was affected to
tears by the superiority of the classical antique style, and
the conviction that he must begin anew the study of his
art. When Vien saw his “Triumph of Paulus Aimilius,”
he exclaimed, “You are destined to ruin or regenerate
the school.” He returned to Paris in 1780, composed
his “ Belisarius,” and was received as academician in the
Royal Academy, with the title of painter to the king, in
The next year he again visited Rome, where he
1783.
produced the “ Horatii,” which was highly applauded
and made a great sensation among the Parisians. He
had become the chief of the French painters when the
Revolution began. Elected to the Convention in 1792,
he voted for the death of the king, and disgraced himself by complicity in the crimes of Robespierre. On the
fall of this leader, (1794,) David was imprisoned several
months. He was the chief manager of the great national
About 1795 he
festivals and spectacles of the republic
produced his “ Rape of the Sabines,” which is called his
master-piece, and was sold for 60,000 francs. Napoleon
patronized him, and appointed him his first painter. At
the restoration he was exiled as a regicide, and lived in
Brussels until his death, in 1825. He was a member of
the Institute. He had a vivid imagination, an ardent and
susceptible temperament, and was not devoid of magnanimity. As an artist he was deficient in colouring, but
attained the highest rank by his design, which, in the
opinion of his admirers, is inimitably beautiful and true.
See Miette de Villars, “Memoires de David Peintre,” etc.,
1850; Coupin, “ Essai sur Jacques Louis David,” 182^; Miel,
“Notice sur J. L. David,” 1834; Del£cluze, “ David et son
£cole,” 1855; Nagler, “Allgemeines Kiinstler-Lexikon ;” Antoine
Thome, “Vie de David,” 1826.
David, (Jean Pierre,) a French surgeon, born at
Gex in 1 737. He obtained prizes for several treatises,
one of which was “ On the Mechanism of Respiration,”
He shared the labours of the surgeon Lecat,
(1766.)
who chose him as his successor. Died in 1784.
David, (Maxime,) a French miniature-painter, born
He obtained a medal of
at Chalons-sur-Marne in 1798.
the first class in 1841.
David, (Pierre,) a French poet and diplomatist, born
near Falaise in 1771. As consul at Smyrna, he saved the
lives of many Greeks during an insurrection. Among his
poems is “The Siege of Athens,” (1827.) Died in 1846.
David, (Pierre Jean,) an eminent French sculptor,
born at Angers in 1789. He went to Paris in 1808, and,
having won the first prize (with a pension) in 1811, was
enabled to pursue his studies in Rome. About 1824 he
established his reputation by a statue of the Prince of
Conde. He was elected to the Institute in 1826, and in
1831 was ordered by the government to adorn the Pantheon with sculptures. He preferred to exercise his
talent on republican subjects and on persons who have
been useful to society. Among his works are busts of
Washington, La Fayette, Lamartine, Arago, Lamennais,
and Goethe. He produced statues of Jefferson, (at New
York,) Cuvier, Racine, and many others. He was a republican member of the Assembly in 1848. Died in 1856.
See Gustave Planche, “Portraits d’Artistes ;” Adrien Maillard, “ fitude sur la Vie et les Ouvrages de David d’Angers,” 1839.
Da'vid, Saint, the patron of Wales, born in Cardiganshire about 490 A.D., founded several monasteries,
He was the author of
for which he composed rules.
Homilies, and other works. Died in 544.
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Da'vid ap Gwil'lum, a famous Welsh bard of the
fourteenth century, is said to have courted the favour of
the fair Morvid in one hundred and forty-seven poems.
Notwithstanding these demonstrations, or perhaps in
consequence of them, she married another.

lished, besides other works, “ Sacred Hermeneutics Developed,” (1843,) and “ Biblical Criticism,” (2 vols., 1852.)

See “London Quarterly Review”
Review” for July, 1862.

for April, 1863;

“Westminster

Davidson, (William,) an American

general, born
Pennsylvania in 1746.
He was killed in battle at
Cowan’s Ford, in North Carolina, in 1781.
Da'vie, (William Richardson,) born in England
usurped the throne at the death of his brother John.
When his capital was attacked by Mahomet II. in 1461, in 1756, came to America about 1762. He served as
he surrendered on condition that this Sultan should colonel under Generals Greene and Sumter in the Revomarry his daughter Anna.
David and his sons were lutionary war, was a member of the convention which
reduced to choose between death and the Moslem re- formed the Federal Constitution in 1787, and was chosen
Governor of North Carolina in 1799. He was sent as
ligion, and preferred the former, in 1462.
Da'vid de Fo'mis, a Jewish rabbi and physician, envoy to France in 1799 or 1800. Died in 1820.
See Sparks, “American Biography,” vol. xv., Second Series;
born at Spoleto, in Italy, in 1525. He produced a
“National Portrait-Gallery of Distinguished Americans,” vol. iii.
Hebrew Lexicon, (1587.) Died about 1600.
Daviel, di've'Sl', (Jacques,) a skilful French oculist,
David de Saint-George, dl'v£d' deh s&N'zhoRzh',
(Jean Joseph Alexis,) a French philologist, born in born in Normandy in 1696. He settled in Paris in 1746,
Franche-Comte in 1759. He produced a version of and received the title of oculist to the king in 1749. He
invented a method to cure cataract by extraction, which
Ossian. Died in 1809.
Da'vid-George, a noted fanatic and impostor, born was successful. Died in 1762.
Davies, da'v£z, (Charles,) an American mathematiat Delft about 1500, had some natural eloquence and
cunning. After associating with the Anabaptists, he cian, born in Litchfield county, Connecticut, in 1798. He
formed a new sect, called Davidists, and, according to became professor of mathematics at West Point about
He published “Elementary Algebra,” (1839,)
some accounts, professed that he was the Messiah. To 1824.
escape persecution, he fled about 1542 to Bale, where he “Elementary Geometry and Trigonometry,” (1840,)
lived in disguise eleven years.
In 1553 he endeavoured “ Practical Mathematics,” (1852,) and other works, which
to save Servetus, and wrote in favour of toleration. He have been extensively used as text-books in colleges and
published a “ Wonderbook,” and other works. Mosheim academies. Having resigned his chair at West Point,
thinks he had more virtue than his opponents give him about 1837, he visited Europe, and subsequently was
appointed a professor in Columbia College, New York.
credit for.
Died in 1556.
Da'viei, (Edward,) a Welsh divine, born in 1756,
David of Nerken, an eminent Armenian philosopher of the Platonist school, lived about 460-490 a. d. He was rector of Bishopston and chancellor of Brecon. He
“ Celtic Researches, or the
studied at Athens under Syrianus, the master of Proclus, wrote, besides other works,
and wrote a number of works, among which is “The Origin, Traditions, and Language of the Ancient Britons,”
Foundations of Philosophy.” He is said to have trans- (1804,) and a treatise on Druidism, which is commended.
Died_in 1831.
lated into Armenian the works of Plato and Aristotle.
Da'vies, (Lady Eleanor,) born in 1603, was the
See Fr. Neumann, “ Miimoire sur la Vie de David,” 1829.
David Rubeni, di'vid roo-ba'nee, a Jewish fanatic, daughter of the Earl of Castlehaven, and wife of Sir John
Davies.
She gained notoriety as a prophetess, and publived towards the end of the fifteenth century, and predicted that the Messiah would come in 1500.
He pre- lished some strange predictions in 1649. Died in 1652.
Davies, (John,) a learned Welsh divine, who gradutended that he had a mission to conduct the Jews of
ated at Oxford in 1593, and became a canon of Saint
Europe to Palestine.
Davide, d&'ve-di, (L uigi Antonio, an Italian painter, Asaph’s. He was well versed in the antiquities of his
nation, and published a work on “Ancient British Lanborn at Lugano in 1648; died about 1730.
Dav'i-dis, (Franz,) a Socinian minister, born in Hun- guages.” Died in 1644.
Davies, (John,) a Welsh writer, born in 1625, transgary about 1510; died in 1579.
Davidof, di-vee'dof, Davydow, or Davuidof, d&v- lated several works from the French. Died in 1693.
Davies, (John,) D.D., an English philologist, born in
wee'dof, (Denis Vasilievitch,) a Russian general and
London in 1679, was appointed prebendary of Ely in
poet, born at Moscow in 1784; died in 1839.
71
Da'vids, (Arthur Lumley,) an English Orientalist, 1 1. He edited the works of Cicero, Caesar, and other
born in Hampshire in 1811. He published a Turkish Latin authors. Died in 1732.
Davies, (Sir John,) an eminent English poet and
Grammar, (1832.) Died in 1832.
Da'vid-son, (John,) an English traveller, born in judge, born in Wiltshire in 1570, graduated at Oxford.
London. He was killed in Northern Africa by some In 1599 he acquired reputation by his poem entitled
“Nosce Teipsum,” (“Know Thyself.”) In 1603 he was
natives in 1836.
Da'vid-son, (John W.,) an American general, born appointed solicitor-general of Ireland, and soon after
in Fairfax county, Virginia, about 1824.
He graduated attorney-general. He was knighted in 1607. In 1612
he published an excellent work on the political state of
at West Point in 1845, became a captain in 1855, and a
was returned to the English Parliament in
brigadier-general of Union volunteers early in 1862. He Ireland. He
1621, and obtained the dignity of lord chief justice in
served in Missouri and Arkansas in 1862 and 1863.
Davidson, (Lucretia Maria,) an American poetess, 1626, but died suddenly the same year. In reference to
“
born at Plattsburg, New York, in 1808. She wrote verses the poem above noticed, Hallam remarks, Perhaps no
before she was six years old, and composed with great language can produce a poem, extending to so great a
length, of more condensation of thought, or in which
facility. It is stated that she wrote two hundred and sev-

David Bruce.

See David II.
Da'vid Com-ne'nus, the last emperor

in

of Trebizond,

enty-eight poems, besides many which were destroyed.
Died in August, 1825.
collection of her poems was
published, with a Memoir by S. F. B. Morse, in 1829.
Davidson, (Margaret Miller,) a sister of the preceding, born in 1823, was also a poetess, and a child of
equal precocity. Her poems were praised by Washington
Irving, who wrote a biography of her about 1843.
She
is said to have been “ angelic ” in her disposition.
Died
in 1838.

A

fewer languid verses will be found.”

G. Chalmers, “ Life
See Johnson, “ Lives of the English Poets
of Davies;” Foss, “The Judges of England;” “Biographia Britannica;” “Retrospective Review,” vol. v., 1822.

Davies, (Myles,) a Welsh writer or compiler,
about 1715.

He

published

“Athens

lived

Britannic*,”

(3

vols., 1716.)

Davidson, (Randall Thomas,) an English clergy-

Davies, (Robert,) a Welsh poet, born in 1770, was
the author of a good Welsh grammar, and of some
admired poems. Died in 1836.
Davies, (Samuel,) D.D., an American divine and

bom in 1848. He married a daughter of Archishop Tait, whose chaplain he for some time was.
In
lay, 1883, he was appointed by the Queen to the deanery
of Windsor.
Da'vid-son, (Rev. Samuel,) an Irish dissenter and

distinguished pulpit orator, born at New Castle, Delaware, in 1724.
He was instrumental in founding the
College of New Jersey, and in 1758 succeeded Jonathan
Edwards as president of that institution. Died in 1761,
leaving several volumes of sermons, which have passed

man,
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Davies, (Sneyd,) Archdeacon of Derby, an English
poet, wrote some imitations of Horace in Duncombe’s
edition, (1767,) and poems in Dodsley’s collection. Died
in

1

769.

Davies, (Thomas,) an English actor and bookseller,
born about 1712. He made his debut on the stage about
1736, and soon after opened a bookstore in London,
where he acquired the friendship of Dr. Johnson. Returning again to the stage, he married Miss Yarrow, a
beautiful actress.
The satire of Churchill in the “ Rosciad” induced him to quit the theatre and resume the
book-trade.
He wrote a “Life of Garrick,” (1780,)
which procured for him both fortune and reputation, and
was author of several other biographies. Died in 1785.
Johnson and Boswell met for the first time in his house.
See Boswell’s “Life of Johnson.”

Davies, (Thomas Alfred,) born
county,
1861,
1862.

New
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in Saint

Lawrence

York, in 1809, served in the campaigns of

and was made brigadier-general of volunteers

in

Davies, (Rev. Walter,) a

British author, born in
treatise on the “Agriculture

1761, wrote an esteemed
and Domestic Economy of Wales,” (1811,) and other
works. Died about 1848.
Daviess, da'vis, (Joseph Hamilton,) U. S. attorney

Kentucky, volunteered in an expedition against the
Indians in 1811, and was killed at the battle of Tippecanoe, November 7 of that year.
His wife was a sister
of Chief-Justice Marshall.
for

Davis, (Charles Henry,) an American naval commander, born in Boston in 1807. He entered the navy in
1823, was appointed superintendent of the “ Ephemeris”
and “Nautical Almanac” about 1850, and gained the
rank of commander in 1854. He served as chief of staff
and captain of the fleet at the capture of Port Royal by
Dupont in November, 1861. In May, 1862, he took

command

of the Mississippi flotilla.
He gained a
victory over the ram Louisiana and several gunboats
on the 10th of May, and another near Memphis in June.
He was raised to the rank of rear-admiral in February,
1863, and was appointed superintendent of the National
Observatory in May, 1865. His services in relation to
the “Nautical Almanac” are highly commended.
Da'vis, (David,) a skilful physician, born in South
Wales about 1777, practised in London. He published
“ Elements of Obstetric Medicine,” (new edition, 1842.)
Died in 1842.
Da'vis, (Edward,) an English buccaneer, was a companion of Dampier. He became the chief of a band of
filibusters who plundered the Spanish colonies in Peru
about 1684.
Davis, (Edward,) an English painter and engraver,
born in Wales in 1640. His engraved portraits are highly
praised.

Davis, (Edwin Hamilton,) M.D., an American phyand archaeologist, for many years professor of materia medica and therapeutics in the New York Medical
College, was born in Ross county, Ohio, in 1811.
His

sician

Davila. See Avila.
principal work is his “ Monuments of the Mississippi
Davila, di/ve-li, (Francisco,) a Spanish theologian, Valley,” published by the Smithsonian Institution.
born at Avila, was a Dominican. Died in 1604.
Davis, (Henry,) D.D., an American divine and scholar,
Davila, da've-li, (Enrico Caterino,) a celebrated bom at East Hampton, New York, in 1770. He was
Italian historian, born at Sacco, near Padua, in 1576, was president of Hamilton College, New York, from 1817
the son of Antonio Davila, who, like several of his an- to 1833. Died in 1852.
cestors, had been Constable of Cyprus.
About the age
Davis, (Rev. Henry Edwards,) an English clergyof seven he was taken to Paris, where he was educated, man, born at Windsor in 1756, became a Fellow and
and became a page at the French court. From 1594 to tutor of Baliol College, Oxford. At the age of twenty1598 he served with distinction in the army of Henry IV., one he published an Examination of Gibbon’s History,
and collected materials for his history. In 1599 he re- charging him with misrepresentation. Gibbon published
turned to Padua. About 1606 he engaged in the service a Vindication against this charge. Died in 1784.
of the Venetian senate, and commanded several military
Davis, (Henry William Banks,) an English artist,
expeditions with success.
In 1630 he produced his born in 1833. Many of his works are sea or coast scenes.
“ History of the Civil Wars of France from 155910 1598,”
He was elected an R.A. in 1877.
(“ Historia delle Guerre civili,” etc.,) which is unaniDavis, (Henry Winter,) an eloquent American
mously regarded as authentic, and generally impartial, statesman, born at Annapolis, Maryland, about 1817,
excepting his favouritism towards Catherine de Medicis, graduated at Hampden-Sidney College. He was elected
to whom his family was indebted. His style is graphic, a member of Congress for the third district of Maryland
spirited, and concise, and free from the prevalent defects (i.e. a part of Baltimore) in 1854, and again in 1856.
of his time. The narration is remarkably varied and After the dissolution of the Whig party he joined the
picturesque. In 1631 Davila was appointed governor of “ American” party.
He was re-elected to Congress in
Crema. As he was performing the journey thither, he 1858. In the crisis of 1861 he gave proof of ardent loyalty
was involved in a dispute with an insolent official, who to the Union, and became a radical Republican. He
refused to furnish accommodations that Davila had a represented a part of Baltimore in the thirty-eighth Conright to demand.
Davila was shot dead by this person, gress, (1863-65,) in which he served as chairman of the
who was instantly killed by the son of the historian.
Committee on Foreign Affairs. In the summer of 1865
“
See Life of Davila,” prefixed to an edition of his works published he made a public speech at Chicago in favour of negro
by Apostolo Zeno, Venice, 1733 Ginguen£, “ Histoire Litt^raire
suffrage.
His intellect was keen, inventive, and capable
d’ltalie;” Tiraboschi, “Stona della Letteratura Italiana.”
Davila, (Don Pedro Franco,) a Spanish naturalist, of long-continued effort. Died in December, 1865.
Davis, (Jefferson,) an American statesman and miliborn at Guayaquil, removed about 1748 to Paris, where
he formed an extensive cabinet. In 1767 he sold this tary leader, born in Christian county, Kentucky, in 1808.
He
studied at Transylvania College, and subsequently at
for 800,000 reals, and in 1769 went to Madrid, and was
chosen perpetual director of the cabinet of natural history, the Military Academy of West Point, where he graduated
which he made one of the richest in Europe. Died in 1 785. in 1828. He served in the Black Hawk war on the NorthDavila y Padilla, di've-H e pi-Dfel'yi, (Augustin,) west frontier, 1831-32, and in the campaigns against the
tribes, 1833 to 1835.
Having
a Spanish or Mexican monk, became Bishop of Saint Pawnees and other Indian
Domingo. He wrote a “ History of the Province of settled in Mississippi, he was elected to Congress by the
Democratic party in 1845. On the breaking out of the
Santiago de Mexico,” (1596.) Died in 1604.
Davin, di'vi.N', (FIlix,) a French novelist, born at Mexican war in 1846, he resigned his seat in Congress,
and as colonel of a regiment of volunteers joined GenSaint-Quentin in 1807; died in 1836.
He took a prominent
eral Taylor on the Rio Grande.
Da Vinci. See Vinci.
Davini, di-vee'nee, (Giovanni Battista,) an Italian part in the engagements of Monterey and Buena Vista,
and his conduct on the latter occasion was noticed in
died in
physician, born at Camporgiano in
;

1562

1633.

;

Da'vis, (Andrew Jackson,) a clairvoyant and spiritualist, born in Orange county, New York, in 1826, published “ Principles of Nature, her Divine Revelations,”
etc., (1845,) and several other works, including “The
Great Harmonia,” (in 4 vols.,) advocating the doctrines
of Spiritualism.
See “ The Magic
ser’s

Magazine”
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General Taylor’s dispatch of March 6 in high terms
He was appointed to fill a vacancy
of commendation.
in the United States Senate in 1847, and in 1848 elected
It is
to the same office for the remainder of the term.
said that John Quincy Adams, on hearing Mr. Davis’s
“
friends,
That
first speech in the Senate, observed to his
young man, gentlemen, is no ordinary man he will make
While in the Senate he was one of the
his mark yet.”
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most prominent among the advocates of slavery and
State rights. As Democratic candidate for Governor
of Mississippi in 1851 he was defeated by H. S. Foote,
He was secretary of war during
the Union candidate.
Mr. Pierce’s administration, from March, 1853, till March,
At the latter date he again became a Senator of
1857.
the United States. Having taken a prominent part in the
secession movement in 1860-61, he resigned his seat in
the Senate of the United States in February of the latter
year, and was soon after elected President of the proIn
visional government formed by the secessionists.
November, 1861, he was elected without opposition President (for six years) of the Confederate States, and was
inaugurated February 22, 1862. There seems no reason
to doubt that the Southern leaders made a wise selection
in placing Davis at the head of their perilous, not to say
wild and desperate, enterprise ; and he appears to have
done all that any man in his position could do to bring
The war was at last terminated
it to a successful issue.
by the capture of Richmond by General Grant in April,
1865, after which event President Davis retreated southward. He was taken prisoner in Southern Georgia in
May, 1865, was confined in Fortress Monroe two years,
and was then released on bail. He was included in the
general amnesty of December 23, 1868.
See E. A. Pollard, “Life of Jefferson Davis;” Livingston,
“ Portraits of Eminent Americans;” Dr. J. J. Craven, “ Prison-Life
of Jefferson Davis, ”1866 “ Life and Imprisonment of Jefferson Davis,

language and literature of China. On his return to
England he published “The Chinese: a General Description of China and its Inhabitants,” (1836, 2 vols.,)
which is one of the best English works on that subject.
He was governor of Hong-Kong from 1841 to 1847. I"
1841 he produced “Sketches of China.”
Davis, (Matthew L.,) an American writer, born in
He wrote,
1766, was an intimate friend of Aaron Burr.
besides other works, “ Memoirs of the Life of Aaron
Burr,” (2 vols., 1836-37.) Died in 1850.
Da'vis, (Thomas,) an Irish poet and political writer,
born at Mallow in 1814. He was a leader of the party
called “Young Ireland,” and in favour of a repeal of the
Act of Union. Died in 1845.
Da'vl-son, (Francis,) an English poet, son of William, noticed below.
He published in 1602 “The Poet-

Rhapsody,” which contains, besides his own verses,
selections from the writings of contemporary poets.
ical

Davison, (William,) an English statesman in the
Queen Elizabeth. After having performed

service of

embassies to Holland and Scotland, he was appointed
privy councillor, and one of the principal secretaries of
state, about 1586.
The queen ordered him privately to
draw a warrant for the execution of Mary Stuart, which
she signed. After the execution (1387) she disowned
the act, and threw the odium on Davison, who was confined in the Tower a number of years.

;

Davond Paslxa, an eminent Turkish statesman, was
born in 1816. An Armenian Christian, he filled the office
Davis, (Jefferson C.,) an American general, born of governor-general of the Lebanon for seven years from
He served in the 1861 he has also been minister of public works at
in Clarke county, Indiana, in 1828.
Mexican war, 1846-47. He was one of the garrison of Constantinople. He speaks several European languages.
Fort Sumter when it was bombarded by the rebels in
Davoust or Davout, (Louis Alexandre Edme
April, 1861. He served at Pea Ridge, March, 1862, and Francois,) Baron, a French officer, brother of Marshal
commanded a division at the battle of Stone River, De- Davoust, was born at Etivey (Yonne) in 1773. He served
cember 31, 1862-January 2, 1863, and at the battle of at the battles of Saint-Jean-d’Acre and of the Pyramids,
He led a and became aide-de-camp to his brother in 1800. For
Chickamauga, September 19 and 20, 1863.
corps of the army of Sherman in the march from Atlanta his services at Austerlitz, Jena, and Wagram he was
to the sea, in December, 1864.
made a baron in 1 809. Died in 1 820.
Davis, (John.) See Davies, (John.)
Davoust, more correctly Davout, pronounced alike
Davis, (John,) an eminent English navigator, born at di'voo', (Louis Nicolas,) Duke of Auerstadt and Prince
Sandridge, in Devonshire. Between 1585 and 1587 he of Eckmiihl, an able and successful French marshal,
made three voyages for the discovery of a Northwest born near Noyers (Yonne) in 1770, was a fellow-student
passage, in which he discovered the strait that bears with Bonaparte at Brienne. In
1791 he became a colonel,
his name, and advanced as far as the 72d degree of north or chef-de-bataillon, in the republican army, and in
latitude.
In 1591 he served as captain in Cavendish’s
made a daring attempt to seize Dumouriez, the
1 793
expedition to the South Sea, and afterwards made five general-in-chief. In the same year he obtained the rank
voyages to the East Indies.
He was killed by the of general of brigade. He accompanied Bonaparte to
Japanese in 1605. He had published an account of his Egypt in 1798, fought several battles under Desaix, and
Northwestern discoveries, and a work entitled “ The contributed to the victory of Aboukir, 1799. The next
World’s Hydrographical Description,” 1595.
year he returned to France, and was promoted to the
See Hakluyt, “Navigations;” A. Saint John, “Lives of Cele- grade of general of division by Bonaparte, of whom he
brated Travellers;” J. Barrow, “Memoirs of the Naval Worthies
was an ardent admirer. He commanded the cavalry of
of Queen Elizabeth’s Reign,” 1845.
Davis, (John,) an American jurist, born at Plymouth, the army of Italy in 1800. In 1804 he was made majorgeneral of the imperial guard, and marshal of the emgraduated at Harvard in
Massachusetts, in

with the Life and Military Career of Stonewall Jackson,” New York,
1S66 “ Life of Jefferson Davis,” by F. H. Alfriend, 1868.
;

;

1781.

1761,

He was

appointed comptroller of the treasury of the
United States in 1795, and in 1801 a judge of the district
court, which office he held for forty years. Died in 1847.
Davis, (John,) an American Senator, born in Northborough, Massachusetts, in 1787, graduated at Yale College.
He was elected a member of Congress, in 1824,
and re-elected several times. In 1834 he was chosen
Governor of Massachusetts. He represented his State in
He acted
the United States Senate from 1835 to 1841.
with the Whig party, and was a prominent advocate of a
protective tariff. He became Governor of Massachusetts
again in 1841 or 1842.

His reputation

for integrity

was

such that he was commonly called “ Honest John Davis.”
He was again elected a Senator of the United States
about 1845. Died at Worcester in April, 1854.
Davis, (John A. G.,) professor of law in the University of Virginia, was born in Middlesex county, in that
State, in 1801.
He was educated at William and Mary
College.
He was the author of a “Guide to Justices of
the Peace,” and other legal works.
Died in 1840.
Davis, (Sir John Francis,) an English officer and
writer on China, was born in London in 1795.
He was
attached to Lord Amherst’s embassy to China in 1816,
and afterwards became chief superintendent at Canton.
He is one of the few Europeans who have mastered the
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He led the right wing of the army at Austerlitz in
1805, where his services were very conspicuous, and defeated the Prussians at the great battle of Auerstadt, which
was fought on the same day as that of Jena, October 14,
1806. “This last success,” says Alison, “put the keystone
to the arch of Marshal Davoust’s fame.” He was created
Prince of Eckmiihl in 1809 for his success at the village
of that name. After taking part in the Russian campaign, 1812, and being wounded at Borodino, he defended
Hamburg against the allies for several months, and excited loud complaints by his extortions and severity to
the inhabitants.
He was Napoleon’s minister of war
during the Hundred Days, 1815, and after the battle of
Waterloo was appointed by the provisional government
general-in-chief of the French armies ; but he retired from
the command in the same year. In 1819 he was a member of the Chamber of Peers. Died in 1823.
See Chenier, “Vie du Marshal Davout,” 1866; “Davoust
des Tyrannen, Leben und Thaten,” Leipsic, 1S15 Jourdan, “ Eloge
funebre de M. le Marechal Davoust,” 1823 Thiers, “ Histoire du
pire.

;

;

Consulat et de l’Empire.”

Davout. See Davoust.
D’Avrigny. See Avrigny.
Da'vy, (Sir Humphry,) one o,f the most eminent

chemists that Great Britain has produced, was born at Penfather
was
His
zance, in Cornwall, December 17, 1778.
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a carver of wood. Endowed by nature with an ardent
and fertile imagination, he early manifested a decided
taste for works of fiction, and especially for poetry.
It
is stated that when about eleven years old he commenced
an epic poem, of which Diomede, the son of Tydeus, was
the hero : whether the work was ever fully completed,
we are not informed ; but enough, at least, was written
to prove the soaring fancy and inexhaustible invention
of the youthful poet.
He appears subsequently to have
limited his efforts to fugitive poetry, of which he has left
some very respectable and interesting specimens. When
he was sixteen (1795) he lost his father. Not long after,
Gregory Watt, son of the celebrated James Watt, visiting the west of England for his health, became a lodger
in the house of Mrs. Davy, the mother of Humphry. A
warm friendship, the result of congenial tastes, sprang
up between the young men, and appears to have had an
important influence in directing the studies and determining the subsequent career of Davy. But the cause
of science is especially indebted to Mr. Davies Gilbert
for the early

encouragement which he afforded to Davy,

and afterwards

for introducing

Royal Institution
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him

to the notice of the

London. In 1798 he became associated with Dr. Beddoes in the “Pneumatic Institution”
which the latter had founded at Bristol. In the following year the young chemist gave to the world his first
contributions to science, viz., “Essays on Heat and
Light, with a New Theory of Respiration,” etc., (these
essays forming part of a volume published by Dr. Beddoes.)
His “ Researches, Chemical and Philosophical,
chiefly concerning Nitrous Oxide and its Respiration,”
appeared in 1800, and attracted great attention in the
scientific world.
He was not only the first to discover
and make known the peculiar exhilarating or intoxicating
properties of nitrous oxide gas, but his “ Researches”
contain also the results of a number of most interesting
though hazardous experiments on the respiration of carin

Travel,” published after his death, consists principally
of speculations and reflections on religious subjects.
Davy has been styled by Dumas “ the greatest chemiHe seems, indeed, to
cal genius that ever appeared.”
have possessed in the largest measure all the endowments requisite for a profound and successful investigator
of nature. To an intellect in the highest degree penetrating and comprehensive, he joined an invention inexhaustible in resources, and an enthusiasm for science
which no difficulties or discouragements could repress.
“Davy,” says Cuvier, “when not yet thirty-two years
old, occupied, in the opinion of all those who could judge
of such labours, the first rank among the chemists of this
writer in the “ Edinburgh Review”
or any other age.”
for April, 1836, observes that, “since the age of Sir
Isaac Newton, the history of British science has recorded
no discoveries of equal importance with those of Sir

A

Humphry Davy.”
See “ Life of Sir

“ Memoirs of the

Humphry Davy,” by Dr.

Life of Sir

1

J.

A. Parts,” 1831

umphry Davy,” by

his brother,

Dr.

John Davy, 1836; J. Ayrton, “Life of Sir H. Davy,” 2 vols.,
1831 H. C. van der Boon Mesch, “ Redevoering over H. Davy,”
;

1837;

Kireevsky, “ Histoire des Ldgislateurs-chimistes Lavoisier
“Edinburgh Review” for January,
and April, 1836; “London Quarterly Review” for September,
:

— Berthollet— H. Davy,” 1845;
1814,
1812.

Davy, (John,) an English musician and composer,
born near Exeter about 1770; died in 1824.
Davy, (John,) M.D., an English chemist and physiologist, was a younger brother of Sir Humphry Davy.
He served as surgeon in the army for many years in
the East Indies, etc. In 1821 he published in London
an excellent “Account of the Interior of Ceylon.” He
wrote numerous able works on various subjects, among
which are “ Researches, Physiological and Anatomical,”
(1839,) a “Life of Sir Humphry Davy,” (1840,) “Notes
and Observations on the Ionian Islands and Malta,”
(1842,) and “Lectures on the Study of Chemistry,” etc.,
buretted hydrogen, nitrogen, hydrogen, carbonic acid, (1849.) Died in 1868.
Davydow or Davuidof. See Davidof.
and nitrous gases. In 1801 he gave his first lecture beDawe, dau, (George,) an eminent English portraitfore the Royal Institution, (London,) in which he was the
following year appointed professor.
As a lecturer he painter, born about 1775, acquired a European reputawas eminently successful. “ His youth, his simplicity, tion. The Royal Academy received him as associate
In 1819 the
his natural eloquence, his chemical knowledge, his happy about 1809, and as academician in 1814.
illustrations and well-conducted experiments, excited emperor Alexander invited him to Saint Petersburg,
universal attention and unbounded applause.” (“ Life of where he passed ten years, with the title of first painter.
Sir Humphry Davy,” by Dr. Paris, p. 90.) In his second He executed portraits of nearly all the sovereigns of
“ Andromache” proves that he was also
Bakerian lecture before the Royal Society in 1807, he Europe. His
announced his great achievement, the decomposition skilful as a historical painter. He wrote a “Life of
by galvanism of the fixed alkalies, whereby he demon- George Morland.” Charles Lamb, who was his friend,
strated that these alkalies are simply metallic oxides. mentions him in his “Essays.” Died in London in 1829.
Dawes, dauz, (Henry L.,) a lawyer, born in HampDavy’s account of this grand discovery has been justly
pronounced the most important contribution made to the shire county, Massachusetts, in 1816. He represented a
“ Philosophical Transactions” (of the Royal Society) district of Massachusetts in Congress from 1857 to 1869,
He is also a member of
since the time of Sir Isaac Newton. It is to be regretted acting with the Republicans.
that one possessing such rare intellectual endowments the forty-first Congress, (1869-71.)
Dawes, dauz, (Manasseh,) an English writer on law,
should not have been proof against the intoxication of
political economy.
Died in 1829.
success.
It is, however, too true that, after his sudden morals, and
Dawes, (Richard,) an English critic, eminent as a
rise to distinction, Davy occasionally betrayed a spirit of
Market
Bosworth
Greek
scholar,
born
at
in 1708, became
arrogance, especially towards younger aspirants to fame,
unworthy of a great man, and certainly not to have been a Fellow of Emanuel College, Cambridge. From 1738
expected in one who had himself owed so much to the to 1749 he was master of a grammar-school in Newcastle.
generous patronage of men of science. In 1812, Davy In 1745 he published “Miscellanea Critica,” which was
was knighted and shortly afterwards he married Mrs. at one time a high authority. Porson thought it “second

—

—
—

—

;

a widow who possessed, with many accomplishments, a considerable fortune.
He was made in
1818 a baronet, in consideration of the great services
which he had rendered his country and mankind,
among which one of the most important was his invention of the safety-lamp.
In 1820 he was chosen president of the Royal Society, and for seven successive years
was elected to the same office, which, however, in 1827
he was compelled to resign on account of his health,
lie died at Geneva in May, 1829.
Our limits will permit us to mention only a very few
of Davy’s numerous and important publications. Among
the principal are his “ Elements of Chemical Philosophy” (1812) and his “Elements of Agricultural Chemistry,” (1813 ;) to which may be added his papers relating
to “ Fire-Damp,” etc., and those giving an account of his
researches concerning “Oxymuriatic Acid” (chlorine)
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only to Bentley’s ‘Phalaris.’” Died in 1766.
Dawes, (Rufus,) an American poet, born in Boston
in 1803, studied law, but never practised it.
In 1839 he
published “ Geraldine, Athenia of Damascus, and Miscellaneous Poems.”
Dawes, (Sir William,) an English prelate, born near
Braintree, Essex, in 1671. He was chaplain to William

Anne some years later,
popularity as a preacher.
He was
appointed Bishop of Chester in 1707, and Archbishop of
York in 17 14. He wrote the “ Anatomy of Atheism,”
a poem, and published several sermons. Died in 1724.
Dawison, (Bogumil,) a popular actor, bom at Warsawin 1818. In 1866 he came to the United States. He
died in 1872.
Dawkins, (William Boyd,) an English geologist
and archaeologist, born in 1838. Among his works are
III.
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Daw'son, (George,) an English writer on law, pub- of New Jersey, to
“The Origin of Laws,” (“Origo Legum,” 1694.) New Jersey in the

lished

Died

Daxenberger, dak'sen-MRc'er, (Sebastian Franz,)
German poet, born at Munich in 1809, assumed the
name of Karl Fernau.
Day, (Jeremiah,) president of Yale College, was born

a

New Preston, Connecticut, in 1773. He graduated
Yale College in 1795, studied theology, and became in
1801 professor of mathematics and natural philosophy
He succeeded Dr. Dwight as president
at that college.
in 1817, and continued to hold that position until 1846.
He published, besides other works, “An Introduction
to Algebra,” (1814,) and “Navigation and Surveying,”
Died in 1867.
(1817,) which were highly esteemed.
Day or Daye, (John,) an English printer, born at
in

at

Dunwich

in 1522, established a printing-office in

London

He

perfected the Greek types, and was the
first who printed with Saxon characters in England.
By
his editions of the Bible and other books he promoted
Died in 1584.
the Reformation.
See Ames and Dibdin, “Typographical Antiquities of Great

in 1544.

fill a vacancy.
He also represented
national Senate for a full term of six
which he acted with the Whig
party and opposed the extension of slavery.
He also
disapproved the Fugitive Slave bill. In 1851 he returned
to the practice of law at Trenton. In 1856 he was nominated as Republican candidate for Vice-President by the
convention which nominated J. C. Fremont for the Presidency. They received the votes of the New England
States, and of New York, Ohio, Michigan, Wisconsin,
and Iowa. In 1857 he became attorney-general of New
He was appointed minister to France in the
Jersey.
spring of 1861. He died in Paris in December, 1864.
Dazille, dS'zH' or dt'ze'ye, (Jean BarthLlemy,) a
French physician, became honorary physician to the king
in Saint Domingo in 1776.
He wrote a “Treatise on
the Diseases of Warm Climates,” and other valuable
medical works. Died in Paris in 1812.

years, (1845-51,) during

in 1700.

Dazzi, dit'see, (Andrea,) born in Florence about
was professor of ancient literature in his native
and wrote a number of Latin poems. Died in 1548.
Deageant, di'zhfiN', a French courtier and writer,
Britain.”
born at Saint-Marcellan, was author of historical “ MeDay or Daye, (John,) son of the preceding, born in moires,” printed in 1668. Died in 1639.
popular
became
a
preacher,
and
published
nume1 566,
Dedk, di-Ik', (Francis,) a Hungarian orator and
rous sermons and lectures. Died in 1627.
statesman, born at Kehida in 1803.
He was elected to
Day, (John,) an English poet and comedian, lived the Diet about 1830, and became a leader of the modeabout 1600-20. Among his works is “ The Isle of Guls,” rately liberal party. In
1848 he was appointed minister
(1606.)
of justice but he retired from that office when Kossuth
Day, (Stephen,) an English printer, born in 1611, obtained the ascendency in September, 1848. On the
removed to Massachusetts in 1638, and established at approach of General Windischgratz in
1849, Deak was
Cambridge the first printing-press in New England. selected to negotiate with him. The important address
Died in 1668.
or manifesto of the Diet in answer to the imperial rescript
Day, (Thomas,) an English author and philanthropist, of 1861 was drawn by Deak. He is said to have been the
born in London in 1748, inherited an ample fortune. most popular man in Hungary.
Died in
1470,

city,

;

He

studied law, but did not practise at the bar.

1876.

In 1773

he attacked the slave-trade in a poem entitled “ The
Dying Negro.” He expressed his sympathy with the
American patriots by two poems, “The Devoted Legions,” and “The Desolation of America,” (1777.) The
following may serve to illustrate his eccentric habits
and peculiar opinions on education. He selected from
a foundling-hospital two girls about twelve years old,
with the intention of educating them rationally on the
system of Rousseau and taking one of them as his wife.
But the experiment did not succeed ; and he married
Miss Milnes in 1778. One of his protegees, however, did
honour to his system of education, and became the wife
of his friend Bicknell. His most popular work is “Sandford and Merton,” (1783,) a juvenile tale, of which Leigh
Hunt says, “The pool of mercenary and time-serving
ethics was first blown over by the fresh country breeze
of Sandford and Merton,’ a production that I shall ever
be grateful for.” He wrote several other minor works.
He was killed by a kick from a horse in 1789.
See “An Account of the Life and Writings of Thomas Day,”

Deane,

deen, (James,) M.D., an American physician
and naturalist, and one of the first discoverers of the
fossil footprints in the valley of the Connecticut, was
born in Coleraine, Massachusetts, in 1801 ; died in 1858.
He was author of numerous papers on fossil footprints
and other scientific subjects.

Deane, (Silas,) an American diplomatist, born at
Groton, Connecticut. He was a member of Congress
in 1774, and was sent to France as a political and financial agent in 1776.
He deviated from his instructions,
and by profuse promises induced so many French officers
to enter the service of the United States, that Congress
was dissatisfied with his conduct, and recalled him in

Died in England in 1789.
Deani, d 2t- 3/nee, (Marcantonio,) a popular

1777.

‘

by himself; “Biographia Britannica;” J. Blackman, “Life of T.
Day;” Timaeus, “T. Day’s Leben,” 1798.

Daye.

See Day.
Day'ton, (Elias,) an American officer, born in 1737,
was a native of New Jersey. He fought in the American
Revolution, obtained the rank of colonel in 1778, and
afterwards became a general. Died in 1807.
Dayton, (John,) born about 1760, was elected Governor of South Carolina in 1800, and again in 1808. He
afterwards became judge of the United States district
court of that State. He was author of “
View of South
Carolina,” “ Memoirs of the Revolution,” etc.
Died in
'

A

1822.

Dayton, (Jonathan,) an American

statesman, born
He was a
member of the convention which framed the Federal
Constitution in 1787, and was elected to Congress by
the Federalists of New Jersey in 1791.
He was Speaker
of the House of Representatives for two terms between
1793 and 1797, and was elected to the Senate of the
United States in 1799. Died in 1824.
Dayton, (William Lewis,) an American statesman,
born at Baskingridge, Somerset county, New Jersey,
in 1807.
He was liberally educated, studied law, and
was admitted to the bar about 1830. He was appointed
in 1842 a Senator of the United States by the Governor
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Jersey, in 1760.

Italian

preacher, commonly called “ Padre Pacifico,” born at
Brescia in 1775; died in 1824.
See

Gambara, “Elogio

storico del P. Pacifico,” 1825.

Dear'bqrn, (Henry,) an American general, born in
Hampton, New Hampshire, in 1751. He served as
captain at the battle of Bunker Hill, and as major at
In 1781
the capture of the army of Burgoyne in 1777.
he took partin the capture of the British army at YorkHe was secretary of war for eight years, (1801town.
In the spring of 1813 he captured Yorktown, in
Canada. He was sent as minister to Portugal in 1822,
and returned in 1824. Died in 1829.
Dearing. See Dering, (Edward.)
Debacq, deh-bik', (Charles Alexandre,) a French
painter of history and portraits, was born in Paris in
Among his works are “Mary Stuart departing
1804.
from France,” and “The Death of Moliere.” Died in 1850.
Debay, deh-bV, (Auguste Hyacinthe,) a French
painter and sculptor, born at Nantes in 1804. He gained
the first prize for painting in 1823, since which he has
won several medals of the first class. Among his paintings is “Lucretia in the Forum of Collatia,” (1831.) As
a sculptor he has produced an admired group called
“The Primitive Cradle, or Eve and her Two Infants.”
Debay, (Jean Baptiste Joseph,) the father of the
preceding, born at Malines in 1779, was askilful sculptor.
He worked at Nantes and Paris. Among his works are
a group of the “Three Parcae,” (1828,) and a statue of

09.)

Pericles, (1833.)

Debay, (Jean Baptiste Joseph,) a French sculptor,
He
a son of the preceding, was born at Nantes in 1802.
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produced a statue of

Cambronne, (1846,) and other works.
Debelle. See Belle, de.
Debelloy. See Belloy, de.

famous botanical garden of Paris.
on Madder, the Chinese Yam, Rice,

He
etc.,

wrote treatises
and published

work entitled “Asiatic Plants collected by
V. Jacquemont.” He is a member of the Institute.
Debonnaire, di'bo'niR', (Louis,) a French theoloDecamps, deh-kiN', (Alexandre Gabriel,) an emigical writer, born at Ramerupt-sur-Aube ; died in 1752.
nent French painter of landscapes, history, and genre,
Deb'o-rah, [Heb. mm,] a Hebrew prophetess and was born in Paris in 1803. He studied nature in Italy
judge, who lived in the thirteenth century before Christ. and in the Levant.
His style is regarded as original.
She was instrumental in delivering the people from Jabin, Among his principal works are “The Defeat of the CimKing of Canaan, and his captain Sisera. (See Judges, bri,” a “ Souvenir of Turkey in Asia,” and other pictures
chap, iv.) She is supposed to have been the author of of Oriental scenes and customs. At the Exposition in
the sublime hymn or lyric poem which forms the fifth Paris in 1835 he divided the public favour with Vernet
chapter of Judges.
and Delacroix. His pictures display vigour of colouring
De Bow, (James Dunwoody Brownson,) an Ame- and mastery of the effects of light. Died in i860.
rican writer and statistician, born at Charleston in 1820.
Decamps, (Francois.) See Camps, de.
He graduated at Charleston College in 1843, was admitDecamps, (J. B.) See Descamps, (J. B.)
ted to the bar in 1844, and the same year took charge of
De Candolle. See Candolle, de.
the “ Southern Quarterly Review,” published at CharlesDe Castro. See Castro, de.
ton. Near the close of 1845 he removed to New Orleans,
De-ca'tur, (Stephen,) a celebrated American comand established “ De Bow’s Commercial Review,” of modore, born at Sinnepuxent, Maryland, in January,
which he was for many years the editor and proprietor. 1779. He entered the navy in 1798, and obtained the
He was chosen professor of political economy and sta- rank of lieutenant in 1799. In February, 1804, he comIn 1853 manded a small party which entered the harbour of
tistics in the University of Louisiana in 1847.
appeared his “ Industrial Resources of the South and Tripoli and burned the American frigate Philadelphia,
West,” (3 vols. 8vo.) Died in 1867.
which had been captured. For this daring exploit he was
Debraux, deh-bRo', (Paul Emile,) a popular French promoted to the rank of captain. At the beginning of
song- writer, born at Ancerville in 1798, published “La the war of 1812 he commanded the frigate United States,
Colonne,” “Prince Eugene,” and other songs, which forty-four guns, with which he captured the British frigate
had great success. Died in 1831.
Macedonian in October of that year. He was blockaded
Debret, deh-bRi', (Jean Baptiste,) a French painter, by a superior force in the harbour of New London for
born in Paris in 1768, removed to Rio Janeiro some time several months, 1813-14. In January, 1815, he sailed
after 1815, and received the title of first painter to the from New York in the President, which, after being
imperial family of Brazil, for whom he painted several injured by striking a bar, was pursued by four British
historical pieces and portraits. Died in Paris about 1845. vessels and forced to surrender.
In May, 1815, he took
De Brosses. See Brosses, de.
command of a squadron sent against the Algerines, who
Debry, deh-bRe', (Jean Antoine Joseph,) a French had committed hostile acts on the commerce of the
lawyer, born at Vervins about 1760, was elected to the United States.
He captured two Algerine war- vessels,
Legislative Assembly in 1791, and was a prominent sup- and dictated a treaty of peace to the Dey of Algiers, in
porter of the moderate republican party. He was one June, 1815. He was renowned for extraordinary resoof the committee of public safety in 1793, and became lution and cool intrepidity. He was killed in a duel near
a member of the Council of Five Hundred in 1796. In Bladensburg, Maryland, by Commodore James Barron,
1798 he was sent, with two others, as minister plenipo- in March, 1820.
See “Life of S. Decatur,” in Sparks’s “American Biography,”
tentiary to Rastadt.
As they were departing from that
place, in
on their return home, a party of Austrian vol. ii., second series; S. Putnam Waldo, “Life and Character of
a valuable

1799,
soldiers massacred his colleagues ; but he escaped by
favour of the darkness. He was prefect of Doubs from

Died in 1834.
1814.
See Thiers, “History of the French Revolution;” “Nouvelle

1801

till

Biographie G^n£rale.”

S. Decatur,” 1821, 2d edition; “National Portrait-Gallery of Distinguished Americans,” vol. iii. “Encyclopaedia Americana.”
;

Decazes,

deh-kiz', (Elie,) a French statesman and
He
peer, born at or near Libourne (Gironde) in 1780.
became a resident of Paris under the regime of Napoleon,

and was banished thence because he was a

royalist during
Hundred Days. On the restoration of 1815 he was
appointed minister of police instead of Fouche. By his
Paris in 1734; died in 1820.
address and tact he was well qualified for that office,
Debure, (Guillaume Francois,) a French book- which was highly important in those critical times. He
He gained the confidence of the king, so that when the minseller and bibliographer, born in Paris in 1731.
published a “Bibliographic Instructive,” (7 vols., 1763isters resigned, in December, 1818, and the king resolved
68,) which was the most important work on the subject
to have a Liberal ministry, he consulted Decazes, by
of rare books that had then appeared. Died in 1782.
whose advice General Dessolles was appointed premier
Decaen, deh-kiN', written also De Caen, (Charles and the subject of this article became minister of the;
Mathieu Isidore,) a French count, born near Caen in interior. In the next year he became prime minister.
1769, became general of brigade in 1796. As general of In February,
1820, he resigned in consequence of calumdivision, he contributed to the victory of Hohenlinden in
nies which had obtained currency and which charged
1800.
In 1802 he was appointed captain-general of the
him with complicity in the death of the Duke of Berry.
French possessions in India. He defended with ability
The king, whose favourite he remained to the last, then
the Isles of France and of Bourbon against the English
gave him the title of duke, and appointed him ambassador
for eight years, and returned home in 1811. For his sucto London.
In 1834 he was chosen grand referendary of
cess against the Spaniards he was created count in 1813.
the Chamber of Peers. Died in October, i860.
In 1815 he commanded at Bordeaux for Louis XVIII.,
Decazes, (Louis Charles Elie Amanieu,) Due,
but joined the army of Napoleon when he returned from
Elba. After the restoration of 1815 he was excluded eldest son of the above, was bom in 1819. Previously
to 1848, when he retired into private life, he had been
from the service. Died in 1832.
In 1871 he
See M. L. E. Gautier, “ Biographie du General Decaen,” 1850. French ambassador at Madrid and Lisbon.
was returned to the National Assembly by the Gironde ;
Decaisne, deh-kin', (Henri,) a historical painter of
was chosen as ambassador to St. James’s, after
much merit, born at Brussels in 1 799. Many of his works in 1873 he
which he was minister for foreign affairs until 1877.
are in the Musee of Versailles, and in various public
Dece, the French of Decius, which see.
buildings of Paris. Died about 1852.
Decebale. See Decebalus.
Decaisne, (Joseph,) an eminent botanist and hortiDe-qeb'a-lus, [Gr. AeKi/3ah>(; Fr. D£c£bale, di'sl'culturist, a brother of the preceding, was born at BrusHe removed to Paris in his youth, and in bfl',] King of the Dacians, born in the first century, was
sels in 1808.
1830 became aide-naturaliste under Adrien de Jussieu for a long time a formidable enemy of the Romans. He
In 1850 he suc- waged a successful war against the emperor Domitian,
in the Museum of Natural History.
ceeded Mirbel as professor of culture and director of the who was compelled to become tributary to him about 90.

Debure, deh-biiR', written also De Bure, (Guillaume,) a French publisher and bibliographer, born in
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Decker, von, fon dek'ker, (Karl,) a German writer
on war and tactics, was born in Berlin in 1784. He
served some years in the Prussian army, and rose to the
rank of general-major, (1842.) He wrote many works,
among
which are “Bonaparte’s Campaigns in Italy,” and
Decembrio, dk-chgm'bRe-o, (Angelo,) an Italian
“Tactics,” etc., (1834.) Died in 1844.
writer, born in the duchy of Milan; died about 1500.
De Columnis. See Guido delle Colonne.
Decembrio, (Pietro Candido,) an Italian writer,
Decomberousse, deh'kiN'bRooss', (Francois Isaac
born at Pavia in 1399, was a brother of Angelo. He was
elected president of the Milanese republic in 1447. When Hyacinthe,) a French dramatist, born at Vienne in 1 786.
Milan had been conquered by Francis Sforza, he went He wrote a successful comedy, called “ The Present of
to Rome, where Pope Nicholas V. made him apostolic the Prince,” (1821,) and “Judith,” a tragedy, in verse,
Died in 1856.
secretary. He wrote numerous works, among which are (1825,) which is commended.
Deeres, deh-kRk', (Denis,) Due, a French naval
a “ Life of Francis Sforza” and a “ Life of Petrarch,” and
Champagne, in 1761, enofficer,
born
at
Chaumont,
in
translated some of the works of Plato, Aristotle, and
tered the navy at the age of seventeen, and obtained the
others.
Died in 1477.
rank of rear-admiral in 1798. For his conduct in a fight
See Tiraboschx, “Storia della Letteratura Italiana.”
with the English near Malta in 1800, he received a sabre
Dechalles or Dechasles. See C halles, de.
Dechamps, deh-sh6N', (Adolphe,) a Belgian states- of honour from the First Consul. In 1801 he was apman and orator, born at Melle in 1807. In 1845 he be- pointed minister of the marine, which he directed with
came minister of foreign affairs. He was removed from ability for thirteen years. In 1815 he retired from the
office in 1847, after which he united himself with the service. In 1820 he was killed by his valet, who designed
to rob him.
Catholic opposition.

When Trajan became master of the empire, (98 A.D.,) he
refused to pay tribute, and in the war which ensued Decebalus was defeated. He killed himself in 105 A.D.
See Tillemont, “ Histoire des Empereurs.”

De Charmes, de charmz, (Richard,) an American
author and Swedenborgian minister, born in Philadelphia in 1796. He graduated at Yale College in 1826.
His principal publications are the “

New Churchman

Extra,” devoted to polemics and church history, and
Died in 1864.
several volumes of sermons.

Dechazeli.es.

See Chazelles, de.

Decio, da'cho,

[Lat. De'cius,] (Filippo,) an emiborn at Milan in 1454. He professed
civil and canon law with great reputation at Pisa, Pavia,
Sienna, and Rome. Having been excommunicated by
Julius II., he went to France, and was chosen professor
at Valence. After Leo X. became pope, Decio returned
to Italy, and died in 1535.
He wrote a legal work en-

nent Italian

titled

See “Nouvelle Biographie Gcmlrale.”

Dedale,

the French of Dzedalus, which see.
Dedecker, da'dgk'ker, (Pierre Jacques Franqois,)
a leader of the Catholic or clerical party in Belgium,
was born at Zele in 1812. He entered the Chamber of
Deputies in 1839, and was one of the chief editors of
the “Revue de Bruxelles” from 1837 to 1851. In 1855 he
formed a new ministry, which was dissolved in 1857.

jurist,

“Consilia.”

See Bayle, “ Historical and
“ Elogia.”

Critical Dictionary ;” P.

Giovio,

a

Dedekind, da'deh-kint', (Constantine Christian,)
German poet, born at Rheinsdorf, wrote dramas on

and other works. Died in 1713.
Dedekind, (Friedrich,) a German poet, born at
Neustadt about 1530. He was inspector of the Protestant churches of the diocese of Lubeck. He wrote, besides
other works, a humorous satire in Latin verse, entitled
“Grobianus, de Morum Simplicitate,” (1549,) which was
often reprinted.
An English version appeared, with
the title of “ Grobianus, or the Compleat Booby.” Died
scriptural subjects,

Decius. See Decio.
Decius, dee'she-us, [Fr. Dece, dAs,] (Caius Messius in 1598.
Quintus Trajanus,) a Roman emperor, born in PannoSee Hegel, “Geschichte der komischen Literatur.”
nia about 200 a.d.
He was Governor of Moesia, under
Dedelay. See De Delley.
Philip, when his army proclaimed him emperor.
A
De Delley, deh-d&'li', written also Dedelay, (Claude
battle followed between the two rivals, in which Philip Pierre,) a meritorious French economist, born at Rowas defeated and killed, 249 a.d. Decius persecuted the mans (Dauphine) in 1750. He wrote valuable treatises
Christians with great cruelty. In a battle with the Goths, on agriculture and the public revenue, and founded a
who had invaded his dominions, he was killed in 251.
hospital and free school. He became a senator in 1800,
See Gibbon, “Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire.”
and was made a count under the empire. Died in 1827.
De Dominis. See Dominis.
De'cius Ju-bel'li-us, a general sent by the Roman
Dee, (Arthur,) M.D., an English alchemist, son of
senate to guard the city of Rhegium during the invasion
of Italy by Pyrrhus.
He treacherously massacred the John Dee, noticed below, born at Mortlake in 1579,
male citizens of that city, and revolted against the became physician to Charles I., and wrote a treatise
on alchemy, called “ Fasciculus Chymicus,” (1631.) Died
Roman republic. Died about 270 B.C.
De'cius Mus, (Publius,) a Roman consul, celebrated in 1651.
for his patriotic devotion.
Dee, (John,) a famous English astrologer and matheIn a battle against the Latins,
337 B.C., he devoted himself formally to the Dii Manes, matician, remarkable for his versatile talents and learning,
then, rushing into the midst of the enemy, was instantly was born in London in 1527. He was educated at Camkilled.
His son, P. Decius Mus, also a consul, imitated bridge, where he made great progress in astronomy and
other sciences. About 1550 he lectured on geometry in
his example in 296 B.c.
Decker, dSk'ker, Dekker, or Deckers, dSk'kers, Paris or Rheims, and returned to London in 1551. In
(John,) a Dutch chronologist and theologian, born at the reign of Mary he was imprisoned on a charge of
magic. He was patronized by Queen Elizabeth, who is
Haasbroek about 1555 ; died in 1619.
Decker, (Sir Matthew,) a writer on political eco- said to have employed him as her secret agent or “intelnomy, born in Amsterdam. In 1702 he settled in Lon- ligencer.”
In 1564 he produced his “Monas Hierodon, where he became an eminent merchant, was made glyphica,” and some years later wrote an able treatise on
a baronet in 1716, and elected to Parliament in 1719. the reformation of the calendar. Having associated with
He published “ Serious Considerations on the Several himself Edward Kelley and a Polish noble named Laski,
High Duties which the Nation labours under,” (1743.) for the purpose of conversing with spirits, they passed
A work on the “Causes of the Decline of the Foreign some years in Bohemia and Poland. In 1595 the queen
Trade” is by some ascribed to him. Died in 1749.
appointed him warden of Manchester College. He died
Deck'er, Dek'kar, or Dek'ker, (Thomas,) an Eng- in 1608, leaving many curious works, some of which are
lish dramatist, who lived in the reign of James I.
He still in manuscript.
wrote several plays in partnership with Ford, Rowley, and
See Disraeli, “Amenities of Literature;” Dibdin, “Biblioothers.
Among the works which he composed alone mania;” Thomas Smith, “Vita J. Dee,” London, 1707.
are “ Fortunatus, or the Wishing-Cap,” and “ The Gull’s
Deering, deer'ing or da'ring, (Karl,) a German phyHorn-Book,” the latter of which presents a curious pic- sician and botanist, born in Saxony, emigrated to Engture of the manners of his time.
land.
He published a catalogue of the plants growing
Died about 1638.
See Dibdin, “History of the English Stage;” “Minor Eliza- near Nottingham.
Died about 1750.
bethan Dramatists,” in the “Atlantic Monthly” for December, 1867.
Defermon des Chapelieres, deh-f§R'm6N' di shipDecker, van. See Dekker, de.
le-aiR', (Joseph,) Count, an able French minister of
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DEFFAND
State,

born

As

member

Rennes

in 1 756, was educated for the law.
of the National Assembly, he favoured a
moderate reform, and was chosen president of that body
in 1791.
In the Convention he voted against the death
of the king, and in 1795 passed into the Council of Five
Hundred. Bonaparte appointed him councillor of state
in 1800, and minister of state in 1807.
Soon after this
date he was made a count of the empire, and one of the
directors of the finances.
Died in 1831.
See “ Nouvelle Biographie G^n^rale.*’
Deffand or Deffant, du, dii dl'f&N', (Marie de
Vichy-Chamroud deh ve'she'shSN'roo',) Marquise,
a literary French lady, born in 1697. She became at
an early age the wife of the Marquis du Deffand, from
whom she soon separated. Though intelligent, witty,

a

at
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Defremery,

deh-fRlm're', (Charles,) a French Ori-

Cambrai in 1822.
(Carl Ferdinand,) a Danish mathematician, born at Brunswick in 1766; died in 1825.
Degenfeld, von, fon da'gen-fglF, (Christoph Martin,) Baron, a German general, fought for Gustavus
Adolphus, and for the Venetians against Pope Urban
VIII. Died in 1653.
Deger, da'ger, (Ernst,) an eminent German historical
painter of the Dusseldorf school, born near Hildesheim
in 1809.
His subjects are mostly scriptural.
De Grey and R.ip'oii,(GeorgeF'rederickSamuel
Rob’inson,) Earl, now Marquis of Ripon, a British
statesman, the eldest son of the first Earl of Ripon, was
entalist,

born

Degen,

at

da'gen,

bom in London

about 1827.

Before the death of his

He
and accomplished, she was much disposed to father in 1859 he was called Lord Goderich.
ennui. Her house in Paris for fifty years was frequented represented tne West Riding of Yorkshire from 1857 to
Sir
George
Corneby authors and statesmen of the highest eminence, and 1859. In April, 1863, he succeeded
the most noble and fashionable were attracted to her wall Lewis as secretary of war. In the ministry formed
parties.
She corresponded many years with Horace or reconstructed by Earl Russell he was appointed
Walpole, D’Alembert, and Voltaire. She became nearly secretary for India in February, 1866. He became lord
blind at the age of fifty-four.
She was inclined to skep- president of the council in December, 1868, retaining that
ticism, and was remarkable for egotism.
Her letters office until 1873. In 1869 he received the Garter, and in
are much, admired for literary merit and soundness of 1871, after acting as chairman of the Treaty of Washingcriticism.
(See her “Letters to Walpole and Voltaire,” ton Commission, he was created Marquis of Ripon. In
published in 4 vols., 1810.) Died in 1780. (See Espi- 1874 he gave up the grand mastership of the Freemasons
nasse, Mademoiselle.)
of England and joined the Roman Catholic Church.
See Marmontel, “Memoires;” Voltaire, “ Correspondance
Since 1880 he has been governor- general of India.
Grimm, “Correspondance
Edinburgh Review” for January, 1810,
Deguerle, (Jean Nicolas Marie,) a French
February, i8*i, and October, 1859.
litterateur, bom at Issoudun in 1 766, became professor
Deffant. See Deffand.
eloquence at Paris in 1809. He translated the
De Foe or Defoe, (Daniel,) a popular English author of
“ zEneid ” into prose, and wrote poems. Died in 1824.
and original genius, born in London in 1661, was the son
De Ha'ven, (Edwin J.,) an American naval officer,
of James Foe, a butcher. The particle De was prefixed
born in Pennsylvania in 1819. He commanded an exto the name by Daniel himself. He was educated for the
pedition sent out from New York in search of Sir John
ministry among the dissenters, but did not pursue that
Franklin in 1850. Died in 1865.
vocation. In 1685 he enlisted in the service of the Duke
DeBeem, (John David,) a Dutch painter of flowers,
of Monmouth in rebellion against James II., and on the
died in 1674.
fruit, etc., born at Utrecht about 1604
failure of that attempt became a merchant or tradesman.
Dehn, (Siegfried Wilhelm,) a German writer on
He produced an “Essay on Projects” in 1697, and a music,
born at Altona in 1 799.
poetical satire entitled “The True-Born Englishman,”
Deidier, dl'de- 1 ', AbbR, a French mathematician,
(about 1700,) which had a very large sale and procured
was born at Marseilles in 1696. He published in 1739
him the favour of the king. For the publication of his “New Elements of Mathematics,” and “The Theory
ironical pamphlet entitled “The Shortest Way with the
and Practice of Geometry,” both of which are praised
Dissenters,” (1702,) he was condemned by the House
for clearness and precision.
Died in 1746.
of Commons to be fined, pilloried, and imprisoned two
Deidier, (Antoine,) a French physician, born at
During his confinement and after his release he Montpellier. He became professor of chemistry in that
years.
produced works on various subjects with great industry city in
In 1732 he removed to Marseilles. He
1696.
and rapidity. In 1706 he was sent to Scotland by the published many works on medicine, chemistry, and phyqueen’s ministers to promote the Union, and in 1709
siology, abounding in paradoxical ideas. Died in 1 746.
published his admired “History of the Union.” His
Deiman, dl'mln, or Deimann, (John Rodolph,) a
political works, in which he defended the principles of
Dutch physician and chemist, born in 1743. He was the
the Whigs and dissenters, exposed him to much suffering
soul of the reunion known as “ the Dutch Chemists,” by
and pecuniary loss, which he summed up in this couplet whom the olefiant gas was discovered. The academic

beautiful,

;

“No man

has tasted differing fortunes more
times I have been rich and poor.”

And thirteen

collections of

Holland are

filled

with memoirs on chemis-

The number of his works amounts to about two hundred try, etc. which attest the extent and soundness of his
physician to the king,
and ten, among which the principal are “Adventures knowledge. About 1806 he became
Among his works is a “Treatise on
Louis Bonaparte.
of Robinson Crusoe,” (1719,) “Memoirs of a Cavalier,”
“The History of the Plague of 1665,” “The Fortunes Medical Electricity.” Died in 1808.
See Jerome de Bosch, “Lofrede op J. R. Deiman,” 180S;
of Moll Flanders,” “ Religious Courtship,” (1722,) “AdDeiman gedacht in eene Redevoering,” 180S;
ventures of Roxana,” “Captain Singleton,” a “Treatise
on Apparitions,” and a “ Plan of English Commerce.”
The above are chiefly fictitious, but produce a lively
impression of truth and reality. De Foe was a pithy
writer, an accurate observer of social phenomena, and

was remarkable for his versatility of mind and fertility
of invention. “Perhaps there exists no work in the
English language,” says Sir Walter Scott, “which has
been more generally read and more universally admired
than the Adventures of Robinson Crusoe.” Died in 1731.
See “Life of Defoe,” by Walter Wilson, 1830; J. Forster,
“Essay on Defoe;” Sir Walter Scott, “Biography” prefixed to
De Foe’s Works; W. Hazlitt, “Memoirs of De Foe,” 1843;
of Defoe,” London, 1790; William
Lee, “Life of Daniel Defoe,” 3 vols., 1869, including a portion of
“Edinburgh Review” for October, 1845;
“ Retrospective Review,” vols. iii. and vi., 1821-22 also, an elaborate
article on “ Defoe,” in the “ British Quarterly” for October, 1869.

George Chalmers, “Life
bis unpublished writings;

;

Deforis, deh-fo'riss', (Jean Pierre,) a French priest,
born at Montbrison in 1732, wrote in 1762 a Refutation
of Rousseau’s “Emile,” and published an edition of Bossuet’s works.
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Ersch und Gruber, “Aligemeine Encyklopaedie.”

Deimier, de, deh dl'me-l', (Pierre,) a French litand critic, was born at Avignon about 1570;

terateur

died about 1618.

Deinarchus. See Dinarchus.
Deinhardstein, din'haRt-stln', (Johann Ludwig,)
German dramatist, born in Vienna in 1794. He was

a
professor of aesthetics in the University of Vienna in 1827
-32.
His dramas “ Floretta,” “ Hans Sachs,” and others
were received with favour. He published a volume of
Poems, (1844,) and two volumes entitled “Dramas of
Artists,” (“Kiinstlerdramen,” 1845.)

Deinocrates.

See Dinocrates.
De-I-ot'a-rus orDe-jot'a-rus, [Gr. Ajytorapof,] King
of Galatia, was the ally of the Romans in their war against
Mithridates, and was involved in the vicissitudes of the
civil wars which followed. He fought for Pompey at the
battle of Pharsalia, 48 B.C., and was successfully defended
by Cicero in an oration (“Pro Rege Deiotaro”) against
the charge of a design to assassinate Caesar. In the civil
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war between Octavius and Antony, Deiotarus aided the
former.

death

is

He

lived to a great age

;
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but the year of his

not known.

See Appian, “Bellum Civile;” Dion Cassius, “History of
“Pharsalia.”

Rome;” Lucan,

Dej-a-ni'ra, Deianira, or Deianeira, [Gr. Aijiaveipa
or A Tjaveipa; Fr. D£janire, d&'zhl'niR',] a daughter of
CEneus, King of ALtolia, and the wife of Hercules. She
was persuaded by the dying centaur Nessus to preserve
some of his blood as a love-charm, and applied it to a
tunic of Hercules, who was fatally poisoned by it.

Dawn.”

His style is pure, and his sentiments devout.
Praise of Avarice,” a satire which is compared
to Erasmus’s “ Praise of Folly,” is one of his last and
principal productions. It is much admired, and indicates
great knowledge of human nature. Died in 1666.
See Longfellow, “Poets and Poetry of Europe;” Jeronimo
de Vries, “ J. de Dekker als Mensch en als Dichter,” 1807.
“

The

De la Beche, deh If bash, (Sir Henry Thomas,)
F.R.S., an eminent English geologist, born near London
in 1796. In 1817 he became a member of the Geological
Society, of which he was chosen president about 1847.
He explored the geology of Wales, Devonshire, and
Jamaica, on which he produced several works. He
published a “Geological Manual,” (1832,) and “How
He was appointed chief
to Observe Geology,” (1835.)
director of the geological survey of England ordered
by the government, and president of the Museum of
He was
Practical Geology, now the School of Mines.
knighted in 1848, and became a correspondent of the
Institute of France in 1853.
Died in 1855.

Dejanire. See Dejanira.
Dejaure, deh-zhoR', (Jean Elie Bedenc,) a French
He composed several successdramatist, born in 1761.
ful comedies and operas, among which are “The Shade
(Ombre) of Mirabeau,” (1791,) “Lodoiska,” an opera,
(1791,) and “Montano and Stephanie,” an opera, (1799.)
Died in 1799.
Dejazet, deh-zht'zi', (Marie Virginie,) a popular
French actress, born in Paris in 1797.
Delaborde. See Laborde.
Dejean, deh-zh6N', (Jean Francois Aim£,) Count,
Delaborde or De Laborde, d’li'boRd' or deh lira French general, born at Castelnaudary in 1749. In
a
and
performed
boRd', (Henri,) a French historical painter, son of
1800 he became a councillor of state,
mission to Genoa with ability. He was chosen minister Henri Francis, noticed below, was born at Rennes in
of war in 1802, and first inspector-general of engineers 1 81 1. He obtained a medal of the first class in 1847.
In 1814 he was created by the Bourbons a peer Among his works is “ Hagar in the Desert.”
in 1808.
Delaborde, (Henri Franqois,) Count, a French
of France, and governor of the Polytechnic School. In
1815 he served Napoleon as aide-de-camp. Died in 1824. general, born at Dijon in 1764, was made a peer by Bona
parte during the Hundred Days. Died in 1833.
See Haxo, “Notice historique surle Comte Dejean,” 1824.
Delacepede. See LaciipIcdk.
Dejean, (Pierre Francois Auguste,) Count, a son
Delacour, dSl-a-koor', (James,) an Irish poet, born
He beof the preceding, was born at Amiens in 1 780.
came general of division in 1814, and distinguished him- near Blarney in 1709, studied for the clerical profession*
He
wrote “Abelard and Eloisa,” a poem in imitation
He acquired distinction as an
self at Waterloo in 1815.
entomologist, and published a “ History of Coleoptera,” of Pope, and “The Prospect of Poetry,” (1733.) Died
in 1781.
Died in 1845.
(7 vols., 1825-39.)
Delacroix. See Lacroix.
Dej'o-qes, [Gr. Ar/ioKtjp,] the first king of the Medes,
Delacroix or De Lacroix, d’lf'kRwf' or deh lf'reigned about 700 or 650 B.c. He is said to have been
kRwi', (Ferdinand Victor Eugene,) a celebrated
a wise and just ruler.
French historical painter, born at Charenton, near Paris,
Dejotarus. See Deiotarus.
Dejoux, deh-zhoo', (Claude,) an eminent French in 1799. He was a son of Charles Delacroix, a repubsculptor, born near Arbois (Jura) in 1731, was appren- lican member of the Convention, and minister of foreign
He was a pupil of P. Guerin, but soon
ticed to a carpenter. About 1756 he went to Paris, and affairs in 1797.
became the pupil of G. Coustou the younger. After renounced the principles of the classic school taught by
studying at Rome from 1768 to 1774, he returned to that artist. In 1822 he exhibited a picture of “ Dante
Paris, where he executed admired statues of Catinat, and Virgil,” which produced a great sensation and was
Desaix, Achilles, and others. He was chosen a member severely criticised. His reputation was increased by the
“ Massacre of Scio,” (1824,) after which he was regarded
of the Institute about 1796. Died in 1816.
De Kalb, (John,) Baron, a German general, born as the chief of the romantic school. He displayed
“ Mephistopheles appearin Alsace about 1732, became an officer in the French original genius and energy in
service.
He came to America with La Fayette in 1777, ing to Faust,” “ Sardanapalus Dying,” “The Prisoner
was appointed a major-general by Congress in the same of Chillon,” (1835,) and “Medea,” (1838.) Among his
year, and served in the army of Washington in Penn- master-pieces is the “Women of Algiers,” (1834,) which
but his
sylvania and New Jersey.
In 1780 he was second in procured him a high reputation as a colorist
command under General Gates in Carolina. He was colouring is powerful rather than harmonious. He has
decorated one of the halls of the Palais Bourbon, and
killed at the battle of Camden, August, 1780.
De Kay, (James E.,) an American physician and natu- some interior portions of the Louvre, the Luxembourg,
Having made a tour of Europe and other public buildings. He was admitted into the
ralist, born about 1 792.
Died in 1863.
in 1831-32, he published on his return “ Sketches in Tur- Institute in 1857.
;

He also wrote the five volumes of the “ Natural
History of New York” devoted to Zoology. Died in 1851.
Deken, da'ken, (Agatha,) a popular Dutch authoress,
born near Amsterdam in 1741. She associated herself
in literary pursuits with Marie Bosch, and afterwards
with Madame Wolff, nee Bekker. They exercised much
influence on the national character by the publication of
popular works, among which are “Letters on Various
Subjects,” (1780,) “ Sara Burgerhart,” a romance, (1782,)
“ History of William Leevend,” (8 vols., 1 784,) and “ Promenades in Burgundy,” in verse, (1789.) A. Deken also
wrote “Songs for Country-people,” (“Liederen voor
den Boerenstand.”) Died in 1804.
See Jan Konijnenburg, “Lofrede op E. Wolff en A. Deken,”
key.”

See L. de Lom^nie, “Galerie des Contemporains ;” Gustave
Planche, “Portraits des Artistes contemporains.”

Delacroix, (Jacques Vincent,) a distinguished
French lawyer and voluminous writer, born in Paris in
He revived the “ Spectateur Fran5ais,” founded
1743.
by Marivaux, of which he issued many volumes, (17711820.) During the Revolution he was professor of public
law in the Lycee, and published a successful work on the
“Constitutions of Europe,” (1790.) He wrote political
tracts and moral essays, and a “ History of France from
Clovis to Louis XIV.,” (3 vols., 1813.) Died in 1832.
See QuiIrari), “La France Littdraire.”
Delacroix, (Nicolas,) a French antiquary and deHe wrote a work called
puty, born in Meuse in 1785.
“ Statistics of the Department of Drome,” which gained
1805 “ Fraser’s Magazine” for July, 1854.
Dekkar, (Thomas.) See Decker.
the Montyon prize medal in 1835. Died in 1843.
Delafosse. See Lafosse.
Dekker. See Decker.
Delafosse, d’li'fos', (Gabriel,) a French natuDekker, de, deh dgk'ker, or Van Decker, vf n d£k'ker, (Jeremias,) an eminent Dutch poet, born at Dort ralist, a member of the Institute, born about 1795, has
;

about 1610, passed his life in mercantile pursuits in his
native city, and wrote poetry for recreation.
In 1656 a
collection of his verses was published, among which are

numerous
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d’li'hi',

(Guillaume Nicolas,)

map-engraver, born

in Paris in 1725,
Died in 1802.
of D’Anville.
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Delaistre, deh-litR, (Louis Jean D£sir£,) a sucand portraits, born in

cessful French engraver of history
Paris in 1800.

See Lalande.
d’li'lfiNd', (Pierre Antoine,) a French
born at Versailles in 1787. He accompa-

Delalande.
Delalande,
naturalist,

nied Geoffrey Saint-Hilaire as assistant in his journey
to Portugal in 1808, and in 1816 went to Brazil, where
he collected rare objects of natural history. From 1818
to 1821 he explored the country of the Hottentots and
Caffres, and returned home with an immense zoological
collection.
He published in 1822 a brief “Account
of his Voyage to the Cape of Good Hope,” and was

prevented by his early death from finishing a more
complete work on the subject. Died in 1823.
See “ Nouvelle Biographie Gen^rale.”

Delamarche, d’li'miRsh', (C. F.,) a French geographer, born at Paris in 1740 ; died in 1817.
Delambre, deh- 16 MbR' or deh-l&N'b’R, (Jean Baptiste Joseph,) a celebrated French astronomer and
author, born at Amiens on the 19th of September, 1749,
was a pupil of the poet Delille, at the College of Amiens.
Having gained the highest prizes, and attained great proficiency in the classics, he pursued the study of rhetoric
and philosophy in Paris. When he left college he was
destitute of resources, and suffered much privation. He
supported himself for several years by teaching, and
employed his leisure in the study of Greek and mathematics, which he had neglected at college.
Having acquired command of the resources of ancient and modern
learning, he began, about 1780, to devote himself to
astronomy, and received lessons from Lalande, who became

his friend and soon employed him as an assistant.
In 1787 he resolved to calculate the observations of

Jupiter and Saturn, and two years later produced tables
of those planets, which were remarkable for precision.
His “Tables of the Orbit of Uranus” were crowned by
the Academy in 1790, and have since been used for half
a century. In 1792 he was elected to the Academy of
Sciences, which in the same year awarded him a prize
for his “Tables of Jupiter’s Satellites,” respecting which
La Place had just offered a new theory. Between 1792
and 1799 Delambre and Mechain were employed to
measure the arc of the meridian from Dunkirk to Barcelona; and the former published the results in his “Basis
of the Decimal System of Measure.” On presenting
this work to Bonaparte, the latter said, “Conquests pass
away, but these operations remain.” He was admitted
into the Institute at its formation in 1795, and was chosen
perpetual secretary of the Academy of Sciences in 1803.
His eulogies on departed members were admired for an
elegant simplicity of style.
He married Madame Pommard in 1804. In 1807 he succeeded Lalande as professor of astronomy in the College of France. He wrote
for the “Biographie Universelle” the articles on Hipparchus, Kepler, and other great astronomers. In 1814
he produced an important work, entitled “Theoretical
and Practical Astronomy,” (“Astronomie theorique et
pratique,” 3 vols.) After the immense labours of thirty
years devoted to observations and calculations, he began
to write the “ History of Astronomy” from the earliest
times, of which he completed five volumes. This excellent work was issued in three parts, viz. : “ History

of Ancient Astronomy,” (1817,) “History of Mediaeval
Astronomy,” (1819,) and “History of Modern Astronomy,” (1821.) His character was virtuous, sincere, and
disinterested. He presents a remarkable instance of the
union of high literary attainments with an extraordinary
Died in Paris in
capacity for the abstract sciences.
T,
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August, 1822. The celebrated naturalist Cuvier pronounced a discourse over his tomb.
See Fourier, “filogede Delambre;” Ch. Dupin, “Notice sur
Delambre,” in the “Revue Encyclopddique
V. J. F. Warme,
“ Eloge historique de M. Delambre,” 1824; “Nouvelle Biographie
Generate.”

Delamet. See Lamet.
De Lan'cey, (William Heathcote,) an American
Episcopalian bishop, born in Westchester county, New
York, in 1797. He was ordained a priest in 1822, was
provost of the University of Pennsylvania from 1828 to
1833, and became rector of Saint Peter’s Church in
Philadelphia about 1836. In 1838 he was chosen Bishop
of the diocese of Western New York. Died in 1865.
Delandine, d’ISN'dtn', (Antoine Francois, ) a

French

born in Lyons in 1756, was a royalist
of the Constituent Assembly in 1790-91, and
was imprisoned during the reign of terror. In 1803 he
was chosen keeper of the Library of Lyons. He published, in conjunction with Chaudon, the eighth edition
of the “New Historical Dictionary,” improved and
enlarged, (1804,) and wrote numerous works, among
which are “Academic Crowns,” and a “History of the
National Assemblies of France,” (1788.) Died in 1820.
litterateur,

member

Delamalle, d’lf'mtl', (Gaspard Gilbert,) a French
advocate and orator, born in Paris in 1752. As an
opponent of the Revolution, he was proscribed and
imprisoned in 1793. He was appointed by Bonaparte
counsellor to the University in 1808, and councillor
of state in 1811. He retained these offices under the
Bourbons. In 1820 he obtained the prize offered by
the French Academy for an essay on eloquence.
He
wrote a work on Oratory, entitled “Essai d’Institutions
oratoires,” (1816,) and other works.
Died in 1834.
See Richomme, “£loge de M. Delamalle,” 1834.
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De-lane', (John T.,) an English journalist, editor of
the London “ Times,” was born about 1818. He was
educated at Magdalen Hall, Oxford. He reached the
leading position on the staff of the “Times” in 1841,
and kept his place ior six-and-thirty years. Died in 1870.

Delane, (William Augustus Frederick,) an English journalist, father of the preceding,

was

born about 1795,

many

years the chief editor or manager of the
London “Times.” It is said that he wrote but little
himself, but displayed judgment in directing the talents
of others, and was an able and successful administrator.

Died

for

in 1857.

Delangle, d’ISNgl, (Claude Alphonse,) a French
advocate and senator, born at Varzy (Nievre) in 1797.
He became advocate-general in the court of cassation
in 1840, and attorney-general in the cour royale in 1847.
After the revolution of 1848 he supported Louis Napoleon, who appointed him in 1852 first president of the
imperial court of Paris, and added the dignity of senator.
He wrote a “Treatise on Commercial Companies,” (les
Societes commerciales,) and became minister of the interior
in 1858, and minister of justice in 1859. Died in 1869.
See “ Biographie des St'nateurs.”

Del'a-no, (Amasa,) an American traveller, born at
Duxbury, Massachusetts, in 1763. He died in 1817,
leaving a “Narrative of Voyages and Travels in the
Northern and Southern Hemispheres, comprising Three
Voyages around the World,” etc., (Boston, 1817.)
De-la'ny, (Mary,) originally Granville, an English
lady, born in Wiltshire in 1700, was the daughter of Lord
Lansdowne. She was married to Alexander Pendarves,
who died in 1724, and afterwards to Dr. Delany, noticed
below. She corresponded with several eminent literary
persons. Died in 1788.
De-la'ny, (Patrick,) a learned Irish divine, born
about 1686, was a Fellow of Trinity College, Dublin,
and in 1744 became Dean of Down. He was an intimate
friend of Dean Swift. In 1 743 he married Mary, daughter
of Lord Lansdowne. He published, besides other works,
“Revelation examined with Candour,” and a “Life of
David,

King

of Israel.”

Died

in 1768.

Delaram, (Francis,)
don about 1590.

He

persons of the time.

a skilful engraver, born in Lonengraved portraits of many eminent

Died

in 1627.

De la Bamee

(Louisa,) a French-English novelist,
She was
better known by her nom de plume of Ouida.
bom at Bury St. Edmunds in 1840 and has chiefly lived
Among her novels, which are not recomin England.
mended for the moral advancement of the young, are
“Strathmore, a Romance,” (1865,) “ Under Two b lags,”
(1868,) “Moths,” (1880,) and “ Wanda,” (1883.)
Delarbre, d’lt RbR, (Antoine,) a French botanist, born
at Clermont about 1724; died about 1810.
Delaroche or De Laroche, d’li'rosh', (Paul,) an
excellent French historical painter, born in Paris in 1797.
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He was a pupil of Baron Gros, and formed for himself
a mixed style between the classic and the romantic. In
1824 he produced “Joan of Arc interrogated in Prison,”
and in 1826 “The Death of Queen Elizabeth.” He acquired great popularity in the early part of his career,
and became the recognized chief of a school called the
Eclectic.
In 1832 he was elected to the Institute. His
“Cromwell gazing on the Corpse of Charles I.” (1832) is
greatly admired. In 1837 he was ordered to decorate the
hemicycle of the Palais des Beaux- Arts, where he represented the artists of all ages, in a large and admirable
Among

his other master-pieces are “The
of Guise,” (1835,) “Napoleon at Fontainebleau,” (1840,) “ Bonaparte at Saint-Bernard,”(i850,)
and “The Girondists in Prison,” (1855.) His colouring

composition.
Death of the
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Duke

and harmonious, and his design correct. He
married a daughter of Horace Vernet. Died in 1856.
See L. de Lomk.m:-:, “Galerie des Contemporains.”

is brilliant

Delarue, d’lt'rii', ( Gervais, ) Abb£, an eminent
French antiquary, born at Caen in 1751. Having been
driven into exile in 1793, he went to London, and made
extensive researches in the literary history of the middle
ages.
In 1808 he became professor of history at Caen.
He published in 1834 “Historical Essays on the Norman
Bards and Trouveres,” (3 vols.) Died in 1835.
Delatour. See Latour.
Delatour, d’li'tooR', (Louis FRANgois,) a French
writer, born in Paris in 1727, published “Essays on the
Architecture of the Chinese, their Gardens, Manners,
Customs, etc.,” (1803.) Died in 1807.
Delaudun, d’lo'duN', (Pierre,) a French poet and
critic, born at Uzes in 1575 ; died in 1629.
Delaulne, d’lon, (Etienne,) a French designer and
engraver, born at Orleans in 1 520 died about 1595.
Delaunay, (Charles,) a French mathematician, and
member of the Institute, born at Lusigny in 18 lb.
Delaunay, (Louis,) a mineralogist and advocate, bom
He was living in 1805.
in 1740, practised at Brussels.
Delaunay, (Louis Arsine,) a celebrated French
comic actor. He was born in 1826, and made his debut
He was elected to the
at the Theatre Fran^ais in 1848.
Comedie-Fra^aise in 1850, and is one of the best actors

1200 francs. On the occasion of the revolution of 1830
he wrote a song, “ La Parisienne,” which was received
with extraordinary favour. Besides the above-named,
he is the author of numerous dramas, of which the most
important are “ The School of Old Men,” (“ L’Ecole des
Vieillards,” 1823,) “ Marino Faliero,” (1829,) and “ Louis
XI.,” (1832.)
He died at Lyons in December, 1843.
See Longfeli.ow, “Poets and Poetry of Europe;” “Notice
C. Delavigne,” prefixed to his works by his brother Germain
“M. C. Delavigne, par un
de Rien,”
Giacomo Calvi, “C. Delavigne, Notizia bibliografico-necrologica,” 1844 G. Verenet, “ filoge de C. Delavigne,” 1844 ; Kruse,
“ Ueber C. Delavigne als Vermittler, etc.,” 1847.
stir

;

Homme

Louis de Lomhn'Ik,
1841;

;

Delbene, dll-ba'ni or dgl'bin', (Alphonse,)

a French
and bishop, born about 1540; died in 1608.
Delbene, dSl-ba'ni, (Benedetto,) an Italian savant,
born at Verona in 1749. He wrote essays on the “Culture of Olives,” on the “Manufacture of Wine,” etc.,
and translated Columella, Virgil’s “ Georgies,” and other
Latin works. Died in 1825.
Delbriick, dll'bRiik, (Johann Friedrich Ferdinand,) a German philosophic writer, born at Magdeburg in 1772. He became counsellor of the regency and
professor of eloquence at Konigsberg in 1809.
In 1818
he was appointed to similar functions at Bonn. Among
his principal works are “Xenophon, a Defence of his
Reputation against Niebuhr,” (1829,) and “Discourses,”
(“Reden,” 1831.) Died in 1848.
historian

See Nicolovius, “J. F. F. Delbriick’s Leben,” 1848.

Delbriick, (Johann Friedrich Gottlieb,) a brother
of the preceding, born at Magdeburg in 1768, became
professor of theology in Magdeburg. Between 1800 and
1809 he superintended the education of the two princes
of Prussia, sons of Frederick William III. Died in 1830.
Deleau, d’lo, (Nicolas,) a French physician, born at
Vezelise in 1797. He published “Researches on the
Diseases of the Ear,” etc., (1834,) and other works.
Delecluse.d’lit'kliiz', (Etienne Jean,) an able French
litterateur born in Paris in 1781.
He wrote editorial
articles on art for the “Moniteur” and the “Journal des
Debats” for many years, and published, besides several
novels, a “Treatise on Painting,” (1828,) and “Roland, or
Chivalry,” (“Roland, ou la Chevalerie,” 2 vols., 1845.)
in France.
See Louandre, “La Literature contemporaine.”
De-laune', (Thomas,) an English theologian, wrote
Delen, van, vtn da'len, (Dirck or Thierry,) a Dutch
“
Plea lor Nonconformists.” He was punished for
painter, born at Heusden in 1635, was a pupil of F.
his writings by the loss of his ears, and died in prison.
Hals.
He preferred to paint churches, public edifices,
Del-a-val', (Edward Hussey,) an English chemist
and
interiors, and excelled in perspective and colouring.
and philosopher, born in 1729, was a Fellow of the Royal
Society.
He wrote an “ Experimental Inquiry into the Among his works is a “Game of Foot-Ball,” in the
Cause of the Change of Colour in Opaque and Coloured Louvre. Died at Arnemuyden about 1700.
See Descamps, “Vies des Peintres Flamands,” etc.
Bodies,” (1744,) and several other treatises. Died in 1814.
Delessert, d’l&'saiR', (Benjamin,) a French financier
Delaval, d’li'vfl', (Pierre Louis,) a French historiHe was
cal painter, born in Paris in 1790, won a gold medal in and philanthropist, born in Lyons in 1773.
Soon
1817, when he exhibited “Clotilde exhorting Clovis.” chosen regent of the Bank of France about 1802.
Among his works are “ Saint Louis carrying the Ori- after that date he established a model spinning-mill for the
fabrication of cotton stuffs.
He founded saving-funds,
flamme,” (1840,) and a portrait of Chateaubriand.
Delavigne or De Lavigne, d’li'vin', (Germain,) a and contributed largely to other provident institutions.
French dramatist, brother of the poet noticed below, was Having cultivated botany and collected 86,000 species,
born at Givemy (Eure) in 1790. He assisted Scribe in he associated with De Candolle in the publication of “ Semany successful plays and operas. Among these are lect Figures of Plants,” (“leones selectae Plantarum,”
“The Somnambulist,” (1819,) “The Old Bachelor,” 5 vols., 1820-46.) He sat in the Chamber of Deputies
( centre gauche from 1827 to 1843.
Died in 1847.
(1822,) and “The Diplomate,” (1827.) Died in 1868.
Delavigne, (Jean FRANgois Casimir,) a popular
See Alphonse Decandolle, “ Notice sur B. Delessert,” 1847
French poet and dramatist, born at Havre on the 4th Charles Dupin, “Travaux et Bienfaits de B. Delessert,” 1848;
“ Nouvelle Biographie Generale.”
of April, 1793, was the son of a merchant, and was eduDelessert, (FRANgois,) a brother of the preceding,
cated at Paris. In 1811 he wrote a poem on the birth
of Napoleon’s son, which procured him the patronage born in 1780, was an eminent banker, regent of the Bank
of Franfois de Nantes. Soon after the restoration of of France, a member of the Institute, and a liberal patron
1815 he successfully invoked the spirit of French nation- of arts and sciences.
Deleuze, d’luz, (Joseph Philippe FRANgois,) a
ality by his admirable Messeniennes ,*
the general title
of several poems, one of which was on the subject of French naturalist, born at Sisteron in 1753. He was
Waterloo. The government appointed him librarian chosen aide-naturaliste to the Museum of Natural Hisof the chancery, although his political opinions were tory in 1795, and librarian to the same in 1828. He
those of the liberal opposition. His next performance translated Thomson’s “Seasons” into French, and wrote
was an elegy on Joan of Arc. In 1819 he produced “The several other works. Died in 1835.
Deleyre, d’lSR, (Alexandre,) a French writer, born
Sicilian Vespers,” a drama, which was performed with
great applause. In 1825 he was elected a member of the near Bordeaux in 1726. On the suppression of the order
French Academy, and refused the offer of a pension of of Jesuits, with which he was connected, he went to
Paris, where he associated with Diderot, Rousseau, etc.
* Named in allusion to the verses in which the people of ancient He published an “Analysis of Bacon’s Philosophy,”
Messenia deplored the disasters of their country.
(1755,) which is said to be written with ability, and was
;
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one of the editors of the “ Encyclopedic.” He was one among the most successful of his works. His version
of the first members of the Institute. In 1793 he was a of the “Eneid” is regarded as the best in the language.
republican member of the Convention, and voted for the “ No French work,” says the “ Biographie Universelle,”
“ presents a greater number of rich and beautiful images,
death of the king.
Died in 1797.
or more harmonious and ingenious verses, than his poem
See J. Lebreton, “ Notice sur la Vie d’A. Deleyre,” 1797.
on the Imagination.” He had a perfect mastery of the
Delfau, dil'fo', (Dom Francois, ) a French Benedicart of ennobling words by their application, of giving
tine monk, born in Auvergne in 1637, was charged by his
a brilliant colour to thoughts and a sustained harmony
order to edit the works of Saint Augustine. Died in 1676.
to language.
Died in Paris in May, 1813.
Delfico, d§Ffe-ko, (Melchior,) an Italian statesman
See Lingay, “ filoge de Delille,” 1814 Campenon, “ filoge de
and able writer on political economy, born in the Abruzzo Delille,”
1813; Berville, “ Eloge de J. Delille,” 1817; Filippo
in 1744.
During the political troubles that followed the Mordani, “ Elogio storico di G. Delille,”
“ Nouvelle Bio1845
French Revolution he found refuge in the republic of San graphie Gene nil e
“Edinburgh Review” for April, 1806.
Marino. From 1806 to 1815 he was councillor of state
Deliniers, deh-le'ne-aiR', (Jacques Antoine Marie,)
at Naples, and acquired a high reputation for ability and Viceroy of Buenos
Ayres, was born at Niort, France, in
Ferdinand
in
integrity.
The restored king
1815 made 1756. He entered the French navy, became a captain,
him president of the commission of the archives of the and was sent on a mission to South America. Having
kingdom. His most important works are a “ History taken command of a Spanish army, he captured Buenos
of San Marino,” “ Researches into the True Character Ayres from the British in
1807, gained great popularity,
of Roman Jurisprudence,” (1791,) and “Thoughts on and became viceroy. About
1809 the Junta of Spain
the Uncertainty and Inutility of History,” etc., (“ Pen- sent Cisneros to supersede him. In a revolutionary
sieri su’ la Storia e su’ la Incertezza ed Inutilita della
movement which followed, Deliniers supported the
tnedesima,” 1806.) He also wrote an Essay in favour royalist cause, was made prisoner, and shot in 1810.
of Free Trade. Died at Teramo in 1835.
See
Denis, “
;

;

Buenos Ayres

F.

See Tipaldo, “Biografia degli

“ Ricordanza

degli Studii e delle

Ranalu, “Elogio

Italiani illustri;” F. Mozzetti,
di M. Delfico,” 1835; F.

Opere

M. Delfico,” 1836; G. F. Delfico, “Della
M. Delfico,” libri ii., 1836.

di

Vita e delle Opere di

Delfino, d£l-fee'no, (Giovanni,) Doge of Venice,
1356, was previously procurator of Saint
Mark. He found the republic at war with Louis, King
of Hungary, who obtained the advantage and imposed
Died in 1361.
the conditions of peace in 1358.
Delfino, (Giovanni,) an Italian cardinal and poet,
born about 1618 of a patrician family in Venice. He
wrote “Cleopatra,” and other tragedies, in verse, the
Died in 1699.
style of which is praised by Ginguene.
Delfoase, dSlToss', (Noel Joseph Auguste,) a Belgian advocate, born at Liege about 1810, was president
of the Chamber from 1852 to April, 1855.
Delft, (Gilles de.)
See Delphus.
Delft, dglft, or Delff, dclf, (Jacob Willem,) a Dutch
elected in

portrait-painter, lived at Delft; died in 1601.

Delft, (Jacob
trait-painter, a

Willemszoon,) a

skilful

Dutch por-

grandson of the preceding, was born at

Delft in 1619; died in 1661.
Delgado, d€l-gi'Do, (Juan Pinto,) a Spanish
and poet, wrote poems on Ruth and Esther, (1627.)

De l’Huys. See Drouyn de l’Huys.
Delia, a name of Diana, which see.
Deliberatore, di-le-bi-ri-to'ri, (Niccol6,) an
painter, born at Foligno, flourished about 1460.

Jew

Italian

Delille or De Lille, deh-lil' or d’lfel, (Jacques,)
L’Abb£, an eminent French didactic poet, born at Aigueperse, near Clermont in Auvergne, in 1738, was educated
in Paris.
Soon after leaving college he became professor
of humanities at Amiens, where he began his translation
of the “Georgies” of Virgil, which he published in 1769.
It was deemed a wonderful performance in respect to the
magnitude of the difficulties that had been overcome
and the French were enraptured to learn that their language was so capable of reproducing the grace, harmony,
and variety of Virgil. Voltaire was so well pleased with
the work that he wrote to the Academy in favour of the
election of Delille.
He was received into the French
Academy in 1774, in the place of Condamine. In 1780
he produced “The Gardens,” (“Les Jardins,”) a poem
abounding with picturesque descriptions it was received
with great favour, and translated into many languages.
For several years before the Revolution he was professor of belles-lettres in the University of Paris, and
of Latin poetry in the College of France. To escape
from the anarchy of the new regime, he retired in 1794
to Saint-Die, and afterwards to Switzerland, where he
found the calm seclusion most congenial to the spirit of
poetry.
During this period of absence, part of which
was passed in London, he meditated or matured several
poems worthy of his high reputation. Returning to Paris
in 1801, he published in rapid succession a poem on Pity,
(1803,) “Virgil’s Eneid translated into French Verse,”
(1804,) a poetical version of “Paradise Lost,” (1805,)
and “Imagination,” a poem, (1806.) The last three are
:
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Delisle or De Lisle, deh-lfel' or d’lfel, (Claude,) a
French writer on history and geography, born at Vaucouleurs in 1644. After practising law some years, he
removed to Paris, where he gave lectures on history. He
published a “ Historic Relation of Siam,” an “ Introduction to Geography,” and a few other works.
Several of
his sons became eminent in science.
Died in 1720.
Delisle, deh-l£l', [sometimes anglicized in pronunciation de-lil',] (Guillaume,) a French geographer of
great celebrity, born in Paris in 1675, was the son of the
preceding. In early youth he conceived the project of
reforming the system of geography and, having accom;

plished this difficult task, he published, in 1700, a map
of the world, celestial and terrestrial globes, and other
valuable works, which procured his admission into the
Academy of Sciences. According to Walckenaer, he is
the principal author of the modern system of geography.
He published afterwards numerous maps, ancient and
modern, which obtained a European reputation ; and he
wrote many memoirs on geography, which were inserted
in the Collection of the Academy.
Louis XV. received
lessons from Delisle, and rewarded him with the title
of first geographer to the king. He died in 1726, and
Fontenelle composed his eulogy.
See Nic£ron, “ Memoires
“Biographie Universelle."

Delisle, (Joseph Nicolas,) an eminent French astronomer, born in Paris in 1688, was the son of Claude,
noticed above.
In 1710 he obtained permission to occupy the dome of the Luxembourg, which he used as an
observatory.
Received into the Academy of Sciences in
In 1724
1714, he communicated to it his observations.
he visited London, and by the influence of Newton was
chosen a Fellow of the Royal Society. About 1725, at
the solicitation of the empress Catherine, he went to
Saint Petersburg to found a school of astronomy, and
wrote several elementary treatises for his pupils. He
returned to Paris in 1747, and resumed his observations.
Among his principal works is a “ Historical Essay on
the Progress of Astronomy and Geography,” (1738.)

Died

in 1768.

De Lisle,” in the “ Ndcrologe et
Bibliographic Astronomique ;” “Nouvelle Biographie Giinerale
“Biographie Universelle.”
See Lalande, “Notice sur

Delisle, (Louis,) a brother of the preceding, was an
astronomer and a member of the Academy of Sciences.
He accompanied his brother Joseph to Saint Petersburg
in 1725.
Having traversed Siberia, he embarked in 1741
with Captain Behring on an exploring voyage, but died
the same year. He had written a “Treatise on the Proper
Motion of the Fixed Stars,” and other works.
Delisle de la Drevetiere, (Louis Franqois,) a
French dramatic author, born in Dauphine died in 1756.
Delitzsch, (Franz,) a German theologian, born at
Leipsic in 1813, published a “ History of Jewish Poetry,”
“Christian Apo(1836,) “ Biblical Psychology,” (1855,)
;

logetics,” (1869,)

many
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deep, solid, and ingenious.” De Lolme wrote a few othei
minor works. Died in Switzerland in 1806.
See Charles Coote, “ Notice of De Lolme,” prefixed to his
work, “The Constitution of England,” 1807.
Delord, d’loR, (Taxile,) a French editor, born at
Avignon in 1815. He became chief editor of the “ Charivari,” a satirical paper of Paris, in 1842.
He also
contributed to the “Siecle” and other journals.
died in 1791.
Delorme, d’loRm, (Charles,) born at Moulins,
See “ Nouvelle Biographie Generale. ”
France, in 1584, succeeded his father, Jean, as physician
Dell, (William,) an English nonconformist minister, to Louis XIII., and was very eminent in his profession.
who became master of Caius College, Cambridge. In He acquired the friendship of Richelieu and Chancellor
Seguier, who granted him a pension.
Died in 1678.
1662 he was ejected for nonconformity.
Delorme, (Jean,) a French physician, born at MouSee Hodgson, “ Reformers and Martyrs,” Philadelphia, 1867.
Della Maria, del'll mi-ree'i, (Dominique,) a com- lins in 1547, was the father of the preceding. He was
poser of operatic music, was born at Marseilles in 1768; for some time professor at Montpellier. He became
physician to Henry IV. in 1606, and afterwards to his
died in Paris in 1800.
successor, Louis XIII.
He resigned his office in 1626,
Delling or Dellingr. See Norvi.
Dello, del'lo, a Florentine painter, born in 1372, re- and died in 1637.
Delorme, (Marion,) a famous French beauty and
sided for some time in Spain, where he obtained a high
courtesan, born at Chalons, in Champagne, about 1612.
reputation.
Died in 1421.
She is said to have been extremely witty and intelligent.
See Vasari, “Lives of the Painters,” etc.; Lanzi, “History of
Her salon was the rendezvous of princes, courtiers, etc.,
Painting in Italy.”
Dellon, di / 16 N r (C.,) a French physician and travel- including Richelieu, De Grammont, and Saint-Evremond.
Died in 1650.
ler, born about 1650, made a voyage to the East Indies
See Grammont, “ Mdmoires
“Vie de M. Delorme,” Paris,
in 1668.
He was persecuted and imprisoned for two 1805.
years by the Inquisition at Goa.
Fie returned home in
Delorme, (Philibert,) an eminent French architect,
1677, ar>d published a “Narrative of his Voyage,” (1685,)
born at Lyons about 1518, studied art in Rome, and re-

Delius, a name of Apollo, which see.
Delius, da'le-us, (Christoph Traugott,) a German
mineralogist, born in Saxony about 1730, became counsellor for the department of mines and of the mint in
Vienna. He published “Directions for the Working of
Mines,” (1773.) Died in 1779.
Delius, (Heinrich Friedrich,) a German physician
and naturalist, born at Wernigerode, Saxony, in 1720;

,

a work of some merit.
Delmas, dSKmis', (Antoine Guillaume,) an able turned home in 1536. After erecting several fine edifices
in Lyons, he went to Paris, where he was patronized by
French general, born near Tulle in 1768. He became
Catherine de Media's, for whom, about 1564, he designed
general of brigade in 1793, and took command of a
the palace of the Tuileries, which is regarded as his best
division, with which he obtained several successes in
production. She appointed him almoner to the king, and
He served a few years in Italy, where he was the
1794.
gave him several benefices in the church. He was archisecond in command under Joubert in 1799. In 1802
tect of the Chateau de Meudon and the Chateau d’Anet,
he offended the First Consul, and was dismissed from
a work on
service.
The cause of this disgrace was supposed to which were much admired. He published
architecture, and a treatise entitled “ New Inventions
be a reply which he made when Bonaparte asked him
“ He diwhat he thought of the ceremony performed in honour for Building well at Little Expense,” (1561.)
vested his art of Gothic habiliments,” says Milizia, “ and
of the Concordat. “ A piece of mummery,” ( capucinade,)
“ nothing is wanting but the million of arrayed it in those of ancient Greece.” Died in 1577.
said Delmas
See Milizia, “ Memoires sur les Architectes;” Pingeron,
men who have perished in order to overthrow what you “Vies
des Architectes anciens et modernes;” Collet, “Notice sur
have now re-established.” In 1813 he again commanded P. Delorme;” Flacheron, “ filoge de P. Delorme.”
a division, and was killed at the battle of Leipsic.
:

Delorme, (Pierre Claude Franqois,)

a French hisborn in Paris in 1783. Among his works
Delmas, (Jean Franqois Bertrand,) a French are “The Death of Hero and Leander,” (1814,) “Eve
Jacobin, born near Toulouse in 1754, entered the Legis- Plucking the Forbidden Fruit,” (1834,) and a “Repose
lative Assembly in 1791.
In the Convention he voted in Egypt,” (1850.)
for the death of the king, (1792,) and for the destruction
Delort, d’loR, (Jacques Antoine Adrien,) Baron,
of Robespierre in 1794. He was afterwards chosen presi- a French general, born at Arbois in 1773. He comdent of the Jacobins. Died in 1798.
manded with eclat in 1812 at the battle of Castalla,
Delmas, PfeRE, a French priest and poet, born in and became general of division in February, 1814. He
Rouerguein 1733, professed rhetoric, etc. in the College distinguished himself at Waterloo in 1815, and in 1837
of Toulouse.
He published an admired Latin poem on was made a peer. Died in 1846.
the pastoral office, entitled “Art of Arts,” etc., (“Ars
Delort, (Joseph,) a French historian, born at Mirande
Artium,” etc.) Died in 1790.
(Gers) in 1789. Among his works is a “ History of the
Delmatius, [Fr. Delmace.] See Dalmatius.
Man in the Iron Mask,” (1825.)
Delminio. See Camillo.
Deloy, d’lwi, (Jean Baptiste Aim£,) a French poet,
Delmont, dSl'miN', (Deodat,) a Flemish historical born near Lure in 1798 ; died in 1834.
painter, born at Saint-Tron in 1581, is said to have been
See Sainte-Beuve, “Portraits contemporains.”
a pupil and friend of Rubens. Descamps praises his
Delpech, dSFpish', (Franqois S£raphin,) a skilful
design, composition, and colouring. Among his works is
designer, born in Paris in 1778; died in 1825.
an “ Adoration of the Kings.” Died at Antwerp in 1634. French
Delpech, (Jacques Mathieu,) a French physician
See Descamps, “Vies des Peintres Flamands,” etc.
and skilful surgeon, born at Toulouse about 1775. He
Delmotte, dgFmot', (Henri Florent,) a Belgian was chosen professor of clinical surgery in the
faculty
litterateur born at Mons in 1779, was a member of the
of Montpellier, (1812,) where he lectured with success,
Academy of Brussels, and author of a great number of and published several
treatises on surgery, among which
works on different subjects. Died in 1836.
is an important work, entitled “Summary of Diseases
See Hennebert, “ Notice sur la Vie de H. F. Delmotte,” 1837.
called Surgical,” (“ Precis des Maladies reputees chiDe Lolme, deh-lolm', (John Louis,) a Swiss lawyer rurgicales,” 1815.) He was murdered in 1832 by a man
and author, born at Geneva in 1740. Having offended named Duceptos.
the government by a political pamphlet, he consulted his
See F. Buisson, “ Parallel de Delpech et Dupuytren,” 1841
safety by emigrating to England, where he lived many “ Nouvelle Biographie Gdndrale.”
years.
He became very indigent, and received aid from
Delphinus. See Delfino.
the literary fund.
In 1771 he published “The ConstiDel'phus, (TEgidius,) sometimes called Gilles de
tution of England,” originally written in French, which Delft, was professor of theology in Paris in 1507. Eraswas much celebrated, and often reprinted. A few years mus praised his talent for Latin poetry. Among his works
later he published an English edition of this work.
It are a Latin poetical version of Saint Paul’s Epistle to the
was commended by Lord Chatham and Chief-Justice Romans, and a commentary on Ovid’s “ De Remedio
Story. The author of “Junius” called it “a performance Amoris.”
See “ Victoires

et

Conquetes des Franfais.”
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Delpon de Livernon, dSl'pdN' deh le'veR'nAN',
(Jacques Antoine,) a French writer and antiquary,
born in 1778, wrote an “Essay on Liberty of Worship,”
and other works. Died in 1833.
Delporte, dSl'poRt', (Franqois,) a French agriculturist, born at Boulogne-sur-Mer in 1746; died in 1819.
Delrieu, del're-uh', (Etienne Joseph Bernard,) a
French dramatic author, born in 1761, was for a long
time regent of rhetoric at Versailles. He wrote numerous dramas, which had a moderate success, and gained
a durable reputation by his tragedy of “ Artaxerxes,”
(1808,) which procured him a pension of two thousand
francs.
Died in 1836.

dino,

and was

killed in battle during the retreat
same year.
See S^gur, “ Campagne de la Russie.”

Moscow

from

in the

Demabuse. See Mabuse, de.
Demachy, d’mi'she', (Jacques Franqois,) a French
chemist, born in Paris in 1728.
He wrote, among other

works, “Elements of Chemistry,” (2 vols., 1766,) and
refused to adopt the theories of Lavoisier. Died in 1803.
Demade._ See Demades.
De-ma'des, [Gr. A v/n'dys ; Fr. Demade, dl'mid',] an
Athenian orator and demagogue, noted for his witticisms,
venality, and profligacy.
He entered public life about
350 B.C., became an opponent or enemy of Demosthenes,
See Qu£rard, “ La France Littdraire.”
and acquired great influence by his eloquence, wit, and
Delrio, dSl-ree'o, (Martin Antoine,) a learned Jesuit, other talents. He usually spoke extempore. After the
born at Antwerp in 1551, was master of ten or more battle of Chaeronea he acted with the party of the King
languages.
He became procureur-general of Brabant of Macedon, by whom he was bribed ; and he was one
in 1578, removed to Valladolid in 1580, and obtained of the chief authors of the peace between Philip and the
the chair of philosophy at Douay in 1589. He wrote Athenians. He was convicted of receiving a bribe from
“Notes on Claudian’s Poems,” and other critical works. Harpalus, and for a subsequent offence was sentenced
His “Essay on Magic” (1599) was once popular. Died to exclusion from political functions; but a few years
in 1608.
later he was sent on an embassy to Antipater.
He was
See Nic£ron, “M^moires.”
put to death by the order of Antipater, (or, according to
Delta. See Moir, (David Macbeth.)
Plutarch, of Cassander,) in 318 b.c.
Deluc, d’liik, (Guillaume Antoine,) a brother of
See Diodorus Siculus, books xvi., xvii., and xviii.
Pluthe celebrated geologist noticed below, born at Geneva tarch, “Demosthenes;” Suidas, AijjuaSijs; Ruhnken, “Historia
critica Oratorum Graecorum;” Freytag, “ De Demade,” 1752; H.
in 1729, was associated with his brother in his geoloLhardy, “Dissertatio de Demade Oratore,” Berlin, 1834.
gical excursions and other scientific labours.
He wrote
De Maistre. See Maistre.
numerous treatises on mineralogy and geology, which
Demante, deh-mfiNt', (Antoine Marie,) a French
were inserted in the “Journal de Physique” and other
periodicals.
They indicate accurate observation and a jurist, and professor of civil law at Paris, was born in
that city in 1789.
He published an excellent work enphilosophic mind. Died in 1812.
Deluc or De Luc, deh-look', [Fr. pron. d’liik,] (Jean titled “ Programme du Cours de Droit civil Fran$ais,”
;

Andr£,) an eminent natural philosopher, born at Geneva (3 vols., 1830.) Died in 1856.
Demarate. See Demaratus.
in 1727. In early life he was engaged in commerce, and
Dem-a-ra'tus, [Gr. A r/fiaparoc,] a native of Corinth,
employed his leisure in the study of geology and other
sciences. He improved the thermometer, and measured emigrated to Etruria about 650 b.c., and became a prince.
the height of mountains more exactly than any one had He was the father of Aruns and Lucumo.
Demaratus, [Fr. Demarate, dl'mi'rit',] King of
previously done, by means of the portable barometer
which he invented. In 1772 he published his “ Researches Sparta, began to reign jointly with Cleomenes about 510
on the Modifications of the Atmosphere,” an excellent B.c. He quarrelled with his colleague, who caused him
work, which was then the most complete on that sub- to be deposed about 491, on the ground that he was not
ject.
About 1773 he visited England, and was chosen a son of the late king Ariston. He retired to Persia,
Fellow of the Royal Society, and reader to the queen, where he was favourably received by Darius I. He gave
who gave him a lodging in Windsor Castle. In 1778 he wise counsels to Xerxes on the invasion of Greece, and
produced his great work on geology, “ Letters, Physical is said to have secretly informed the Spartans that such
and Moral, on the History of the Earth and of Man,” in an event was impending.
See Herodotus, books v., vi., vii. Xenophon, “Hellenica.”
which he maintains the accordance of the Mosaic history
with the facts of geology. The theories advanced in this
Dembarrere, dfiN'bi'raiR', (Jean,) Count, a French
excited much opposition, but were supported at one time general and engineer, born at Tarbes in 1747, became a
by Cuvier. He ascribed the formation of the present general of division in 1794, and obtained the chief comcontinents to causes no longer operative, to a great and mand of the engineers in Italy. In 1805 he was chosen
sudden revolution which occurred four or five thousand a senator, and retired from the army. Died in 1828.
years ago. His “ Letters to Blumenbach on the Physical
Dembinski, dSm-bin'skee, (Henry,) a Polish geneHistory of the Earth” (1798) increased his reputation ral, born in the palatinate of Cracow in 1791. In 1830
as a geologist.
He wrote a large number of works, he took arms for Polish independence, obtained com(in French,) among which are a “Summary of Bacon’s mand of a brigade, and distinguished himself in several
Philosophy,” and “Geological Journeys in Northern actions. He made a masterly retreat from Lithuania in
Europe,” (1810.) Died at Windsor in 1817.
July, 1831, and went into exile in the autumn of that
See Senebier, “ Histoire littdraire de Gen&ve,” tome
Qu£- year. In February, 1849, he was appointed by Kossuth
rard, “La France Littiraire.”
commander-in-chief of the Hungarian army but in conDelvaux, dSl'vo', [Lat. Vallen'sis,] (Andr£,) a Bel- sequence of the refusal of Gorgei, and other officers, to
gian jurist and canonist, born in 1569; died in 1636.
serve under a Pole, he was soon superseded. He ac;

iii.

;

;

Delvig, d£l'viG, a Russian poet, born in 1798; died cepted the post of quartermaster-general under Meszaros, and commanded at Temesvar, (August, 1849,) where
Delvincourt, dSl'vlN'kooR', (Claude Etienne,) a the Hungarians were finally defeated. Died in 1864.
Dembowski, dlm-bov'skee, (Edward,) a Polish
French jurist, born in Paris in 1762. When the schools
of law were reorganized, in 1805, he obtained a chair in writer, born in Plock about 1810 died in 1846.
Dembowski, (Louis Mathieu,) Baron, a general
the capital, and began the first public course on the new
civil code.
In 1810 he became dean of the faculty in in the French army, born at Gora in 1769 died in 1812.
Demeste, deh-mJst', (Jean,) a Flemish surgeon and
the University. At the restoration in 1814 he retained
He published chemist, born in 174^5, lived at Liege; died in 1783.
this place, and was chosen royal censor.
De-me'ter, [Ay/iyr^p,] the name of one of the prinin 1808 “Institutes of French Law,” which is highly
cipal Greek divinities, identified with the Ceres of the
commended. Died in 1831.
(See Ceres.)
See De Portets, “Notice sur la Vie, etc. de M. Delvincourt,” Roman mythology.
1832.
De-me'trl-us, [A y/iyrptof,] an Athenian poet of the
Delzons, dll'zAN', (Alexis Joseph,) a brave French old comedy, lived in the fifth century B.c.
Demetrius, a Greek sculptor, flourished about 350
general, born at Aurillac in 1775, joined the expedition
Among his chief works was a statue of Minerva,
to Egypt, (1798,) where he obtained the rank of general b.c.
of brigade in 1801. As general of division, he commanded called “ Musica,” because the motion of the serpenis
the army of Illyria in 181 1.
In 1812 he fought at Boro- on the Gorgon’s head produced a musical sound.
in 1831.
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Demetrius
Demetrius
King

I.

II.,

See Demetrius Poliorcetes.
son of Antigonus Gonatas, became

Macedon

in 243 B.C., as successor to his father.
a daughter of Antiochus Theos, and
then Phthia, a daughter of the King of Epirus. After a
reign of ten years, he died, and left the throne to his son,
Philip III.
Demetrius, a Macedonian prince, grandson of the
preceding, born in 207 B.C., was the second son of Philip
III., and brother of Perseus, (Perses.)
When Philip was
defeated by the Romans, Demetrius was delivered to the
Having returned home, he was
victors as a hostage.
sent as an ambassador by Philip to defend him against
certain charges before the Roman senate, whose favour
he gained by his ingenuous modesty. Perseus, by false
accusations, induced his father to put Demetrius to death

He

of

married

about 180

first

b.c.

See Polybius, “History,” books

Demetrius

xviii., xx., xxiii.,
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and

xxiv.

ried Cleopatra, an Egyptian princess. In a war with the
Parthians he was taken prisoner, and in his absence his
brother, Antiochus Sidetes, usurped the throne. On his
release from captivity, he again obtained the kingdom
but his misgovernment provoked a general revolt of his
subjects, and he was assassinated at Tyre in 126 B.c.
;

See Justin, books xxxv., xxxvi., and

xxxviii.

De-me'trl-us Pep-a-gom'e-nus, [At/p^rptof Tlenayopevof,] a Greek physician, who lived in the thirteenth
century, composed a work on the gout, which has some
merit.
He was phyIt was printed in Greek in 1558.
sician to the emperor Michael Palaeologus, who reigned
from 1260 to 1282.
De-me'trl-us Pha-le'reus, (or

[Fr.

fa-lee're-us,
)

DEmEtrius de PhalEre,

di'm&'tRe'iis' deh fi'laiR',]
a distinguished Grecian orator and philosopher, born
at Phale'rum, in Attica, about 345 B.c., was a pupil of
Theophrastus in philosophy. It is said that he was
condemned to death with Phocion, but saved himself

and II., (Kings of Syria.) See Demetrius Soter, and Demetrius Nicator.
by flight. About 316 B.C. Cassander appointed him govDe-me'trl-us II., King of Georgia, succeeded his ernor of Athens, which for ten years enjoyed prosperity
father, David III., in 1126.
He waged a long war with under his wise and popular administration. Three
the Turks, who fought for the possession of Armenia
hundred and sixty statues were erected to him by the
and sometimes invaded Georgia. He died in 1158, and Athenians. When Athens was taken by Demetrius
left the throne to his son, David IV.
Poliorcetes, in
he retired to the court of Ptolemy,
Demetrius III., King of Georgia, the son and suc- King of Egypt.306,
He died in Egypt about 284 b.c. He
cessor of David V., reigned from 1272 to 1289, and was
wrote historical and philosophical works, which are all
succeeded by his son, David VI.
lost.
Cicero and other ancient writers extol his merit
De-me'trl-us, [Russ. Dmitri, dmee'tRee,] Czar of as an orator and
a statesman.
I.

Russia, usually styled “ the False Demetrius,” claimed
The latter, at his death, left
to be the son of Ivan IV.
a minor son, who was reported to have died, or to have
been killed, in 1591. During the reign of Boris in Russia,
about 1603, Demetrius raised an army of Poles, invaded
Russia, and fought several battles with various success,
until Boris died, in 1605, when Demetrius obtained the
throne without further opposition. His subjects, offended
by his partiality to foreign customs, and by the insolence
of his Polish soldiers, revolted and put him to death in
1606. Prince Shuisky (or Schuiskoi) was then proclaimed
Czar, as Basil III.
Karamzin, “Histoirede
See De Thou, “Histoire Universelle
l’Empire de Russie;” Prosper M^rim^e, “Episode de l’Histoire
de Russie les faux Demetrius,” 1852.
;

Demetrius, [Russ. Dmitri,] the False, the second
name who made pretensions to the Russian crown.
Soon after the accession of Shuisky, this person asserted
that he was the Czar Demetrius.
He found many partisans, was recognized by the wife of the late Czar,
and was enabled to besiege Moscow with an army, but
was killed in 1610 by some Tartars who served in his
guard. Schiller and Pushkin have dramatized the story
of that

of these impostors.
See Prosper M£rim£e, “Episode de

1’Histoire de Russie; les

faux D^m^trius,” 1852.

Demetrius of Alexandria, a Peripatetic philosopher,
lived about 150 b.c.
Demetrius of Apamea, a Greek physician of unknown date, who is often cited by Ccelius Aurelianus.
Demetrius of Byzantium, a Greek historian, lived
about 280

b.c.

Demetrius

of Magnesia, a Greek grammarian, who
flourished about 60 b.c.
He was author of an important
critical and historical work which treated of authors that
bore the same name, (“Peri homonymon Poieton kai

suggrapheon.”)

Demetrius of Scepsis, a Greek grammarian, who
lived about 150 b.c.
Demetrius of Sunium, a Greek Cynic philosopher,
who acquired celebrity as a teacher in the first century.
He lived some time at Corinth, visited Rome in the reign
of Nero, and was banished from Italy by Vespasian.
He is eulogized by Seneca, who quotes his maxims.
De-me'trl-us Qy-do'm-us, a Greek or Byzantine
theologian and writer, held high offices under John Cantacuzene.
He entered a cloister in 1355.
De-me'trl-us Mos'-ehus, a Greek poet, who lived
about 1450, and wrote a poem on the “ Marriage of Paris
and Helen,” printed in 1510.
De-me'trl-us Ni-ca'tor, [Nucurop,] King of Syria,
was the son of Demetrius Soter, and ascended the throne
in 146 b.c., after defeating the usurper Balas.
He mar-
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See Diogenes Laertius; Cicero, “Brutus,” and “DeOratore
H. Dohrn, “ De Vita et Rebus Demetrii Phalerei^” 1825; Bonamy,
“ Vie de Demetrius de Phal&re,” in the “ Mdmoires de l’Acactemie
des Inscriptions,” tome viii.

De-me'trl-us Pol-i-or-qe'tea, [Gr. Aiy/z^rptof Tln?.wpFr. DEmEtrius Poliorcete, di'm&'tRe'iis' po'le'oR'sit',] born about 335 b.c., was the son of Antigonus, one of Alexander’s generals and successors.
From
his great success as a commander, he was surnamed
Poliorcetes, or “ taker of cities.” He delivered Athens
from the dominion of Cassander, and commanded his
father’s army in the war against Ptolemy.
About 306
he gained a great naval victory over Ptolemy, and took
Cyprus. At the siege of Rhodes he displayed great skill
as engineer, but was baffled in his attempt to take the
city.
After his father was killed at the battle of Ipsus,
(299 B.c.,) he formed an alliance with Seleucus, and again
made himself master of Athens. Having been invited
to mediate in a dispute between two claimants to the
throne of Macedon, he killed one, and usurped the throne
himself, in 294.
Pyrrhus and Lysimachus declared war
against him, and expelled him from Macedon.
He died
about 283, leaving a son, Antigonus Gonatas. Demetrius
icTjri/c;

possessed military talents of a high order. Plutarch
draws a parallel between him and Mark Antony.
See Plutarch, “Demetrius,” and “Pyrrhus ;” Appian, passim
Rollin, “Ancient History;” Diodorus Siculus, books xix., xx.,
and xxi. Justin, books xv. and xvi. J. C. de Wit, “Dissertatio
de Demetno Poliorcete,” 1840.
De-me'trl-us So'ter, [Ai/pyrptof Swrpp,] King of
Syria, was the son of Seleucus Philopator, and was born
about 185 B.c. At the age of ten he was sent to Rome
as a hostage, where he was detained many years, while
his uncle Antiochus Epiphanes obtained the throne at
the death of Seleucus in 175 B.c.
In 161 Demetrius
escaped from Rome, and was proclaimed king by the
Syrians. The Maccabees bravely and successfully maintained the cause of the Jews against the army of this
prince.
Alexander Balas, pretending to be the son of
Antiochus, entered Syria with an army, and, in a battle
that followed, Demetrius was killed, 150 b.c.
His son,
Demetrius Nicator, became king a few years afterwards.
;

;

See Polybius, “History,” books xxxi.,

xxxii.,

and

xxxiii.

;

Ap-

pian, “Syriaca ;” Justin, book xxxv.

Demetz, deh-mis', (FrEdEric Auguste,) a French
philanthropist, born in 1796, became a judge in Paris. In
1836 he visited the United States with De Tocqueville,
to examine the prisons of that country.
He founded
about 1840, at Mettray, near Tours, an institution for the
reformation of juvenile offenders, which has been very
successful and has become the model after which others
His system is very popular in England,
are formed.
where

it

has been tried near London.
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Demeulemeester, deh-muh'leh-mas'ter, ? (Joseph
De-moeh'a-res, [Gr. A ti/mx^PVC ; Fr. D£mochar£s,
Charles,) a Belgian engraver, born at Bruges in 1771. d&'mo'ki'rSs',] an Athenian orator, was a nephew of
He engraved some frescos of biblical subjects painted Demosthenes. His public career began about 322
by Raphael in the Vatican. Died in 1836.
B.C., soon after which he became one of the leaders of
Demeunier, d&'muh'ne-i', or Desmeunier, di'muh'ne-A', (Jean Nicolas,) an able French writer, born
at N ozeroy in 1751. He was secretary of Monsieur (afterwards Louis XVIII.) when the Revolution began, was
elected to the States-General in 1789, and became a
senator in 1802. He translated several histories and
voyages of discovery from the English, and wrote, besides other works, an “Essay on the United States,” (of
North America,) (1786,) and a “Treatise on the Customs
of Various Nations, (“Esprit des Usages,” etc., 1776,)
which induced Voltaire to write him a flattering letter.
Died

the anti-Macedonian

democracy

party.

After the restoration of

Athens by Demetrius Poliorcetes in 307,
Demochares was the chief of the patriotic party. He
was exiled about 295, but returned in 287 or 286 b.c.,
and managed the finances with ability and success. He
was living in 280 b.c. He left a history of his own time,
which has not come down to us.
in

See Plutarch,” Demosthenes” and “ Demetrius ” “ Vitte Decern
Oralorum;” Droysen, “Geschichte der Nachfolger Alexanders.”
;

Democrate.

_ See Democrates.

De-moc'ra-tes, [Gr.

Arnj.OKpu.TTjg;

Fr.

DEMOCRATS,

di'mo'kRtt',] an Athenian orator, who lived about 350
b.c., was a contemporary of Demosthenes. Aristotle has
preserved one of his orations.
Democrite or Democrito. See Democritus.

in 1814.

Demidof, d§m-e-dof' or dSm'e-dof, Demidov, or
Demidow, the founder of the noble and wealthy Russian family of Demidof, was a native of Toola, (Tula.)
He became skilful in the manufacture of arms, and
De-moc'rl-tus, [Gr. Ari/joKpirog
Fr. Democrite,
gained the favour of Peter the Great. He established di'mo'kR^t'; It. and Sp. Democrito, di-mok're-to,]
the first iron-foundry in Siberia. His descendants, about a celebrated Greek philosopher, born at Abdera, in
Thrace, was the son of a man of large fortune. The
1725, discovered the gold-mines of Kolyvan.
Demidof, Demidov, or Demidow, (Anatoli,) date of his birth is variously given between 490 and 460
Count, a rich Russian capitalist, a son of the following, b.c. He received early lessons from some Chaldean
was distinguished as a patron of science and literature. Magi left by Xerxes in his invasion of Greece, and is
He was born at Florence about 1812. In 1839 he pub- thought to have been a disciple of Leucippus. Having
lished, in French, “Travels in Southern Russia and the inherited one hundred talents upon the division of his
Crimea, through Hungary,” etc., the result of an explor- father’s estate, he travelled in Egypt, Greece, Persia,
ing expedition performed by him in company with several and India, in pursuit of knowledge. When his patriHe married in 1840 Mathilde, a mony was spent, he returned to Abdera, and read in
artists and savants.
daughter of Jerome Bonaparte. Died in 1870.
public one of his works, which, according to Diogenes
Demidof, Demidov, or Demidow, (Nikolai,) Laertius, procured him a large present of money and
Count, a learned Russian noble, noted for benevolence, great honours from the people. His love of study
born near Saint Petersburg in 1774, inherited from his and of solitude induced him to decline the political preHe studied the eminence which the citizens of Abdera offered to him.
father a fortune in mines and forges.
sciences, and travelled in pursuit of knowledge, which There is a prevalent tradition that he was habitually
he applied in the promotion of the industrial arts. He laughing at the follies of mankind.
made great improvements in the processes of mining
Democritus possessed a profound and original genius
and in the manufacture of iron, and established for his for philosophy. He was versed in geometry, logic,
He died at Florence physics, natural history, and ethics, and wrote many
vassals an academy of fine arts.
He had works on these subjects ; but none of them has come
in 1828, leaving two sons, Paul and Anatoli.
been chosen a privy councillor by the emperor Paul I.
down to us. Cicero informs us that his style was as
“
See V. Muller, Notice sur la Vie privtie de N. Demidof,” 1830. charming as that of Plato.
His atomic philosophy preDemidof, Demidov, or Demidow, (Paul,) of the sents in some respects a great analogy to that which
same family as the preceding, was born at Revel about prevails in the present time. He supposed that the
He cultivated natural history, and made a rich universe is composed of empty space and of indivisible
1738.
collection of specimens, which he presented to the Uni- atoms, which are infinite in number, and which by their
He founded the Demidof Lyceum different motions and affinities produce the various pheversity of Moscow.
nomena of nature. He taught that matter is eternal, and
Died in 1826.
at Yaroslav about 1800.
Demidof) Demidov, or Demidow, (Prokop,) born that the mind or soul is the motion of round fiery atoms.
in Moscow about 1730, was the proprietor of gold-mines He ascribed sensation to images or emanations flowing
Many of his theories were adopted by
in the Ural Mountains, the product of which, it is said, from its objects.
made him the richest subject of Russia. He was the Epicurus, and illustrated by Lucretius in his poem “De
Rerum Natura.” Democritus lived to the age of one
uncle of Count Nikolai, noticed above.
hundred years or more. He is not mentioned in any
or Demidov. See Demidof.
De Missy, de-mis'see, (Caesar,) a learned German work of Plato, who was his contemporary.
See Ritter, “History of Philosophy;” G. H. Lewes, “Biodivine, born in Berlin in 1703, removed about 1731 to
London, where he preached in a French chapel. Died graphical History of Philosophy;” Diogenes Laertius: Tennemann, “Geschichte der Philosophic;” Fabricius, “Bibliotheca
in 1775.
Gneca;” Burchard, “Commentatio critica de Democriti de SensiDemme, dgm'meh, (Hermann Christoph Gott- bus Philosophia,” 1830; F. G. A. Mullach, “Democriti Operum
fried,) a popular German moralist and novelist, born Fragmenta,” or “De Philosophi Vita Scriptis et Placitis,” 1843;
His nom-de-plume was Karl Jenichen, “Programma de Democrito Pltilosopho,” 1720.
at Miihlhausen in 1760.

Demidow

Stille, (stil'leh.) He became superintendent-general at
Altenburg in 1801. Among his works are “ The Farmer
Martin and his Father,” (2 vols., 1793,) and “Abendstunden,” (2 vols., 1804.) Died in 1822.
Democede. See Democedes.
Dem-o-ge'deS, [Gr. Ari^onf/bri; Fr. D£moC]?:de, di'mo'sid',] an eminent Greek physician of Crotona, born
about 550 B.C. He was taken prisoner at Samos by the
Persians, and carried to Darius Hystaspes, whose favour
he gained by his medical skill. The king rewarded him
richly, but refused him permission to return home. The
queen Atossa, who had been cured by him, promised to
aid him in escaping from captivity, and persuaded Darius
to send him with a small party of Persians to explore
When they
the coasts of Greece with hostile designs.
arrived at Tarentum, the Persians were arrested, and
Democedes escaped to Crotona.
See Herodotus, book iii.
a, e,
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Demoivre, deh-mwSvR', (Abraham,) an eminent
mathematician, born at Vitry (Champagne) in 1667, was
the son of Protestant parents.
In consequence of the
revocation of the edict of Nantes, 1685, he emigrated to
London, where he taught mathematics, and acquired the
friendship of Newton.
He was a Fellow of the Royal
Society, and an Associate of the Academy of Sciences in
Paris.
His reputation was so high that he was one of a
committee appointed to decide on the claims of Newton
and Leibnitz to the invention of the method of fluxions.
He published in 1730 “Analytical Miscellanies,” (“Miscellanea Analytica,” etc.,) which presented ingenious and
original ideas on the subject, also “The Doctrine of
Chances,” and “Annuities on Lives.” Died in 1754.
See Maty, “ M L-moire sur la Vie de Abraham Demoivre ;” Montucla, “ Histoire des Mathematiques.”

Demolombe,
rent,) a French
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DEMON

[A i/fiuv,] an Athenian orator, who lived about
was a nephew of Demosthenes.
De-mo'nax, [Ai^wvaf,] a Cynic philosopher, born in
Cyprus, lived at Athens about 150 a.d., and was intimate with Lucian. The latter esteemed him as one of

De'mon,

330

B.C.,

the best or wisest philosophers of that time.
Demons, di'mdN', (Claude,) a French poet, born at
Amiens in 1591 ; died after 1628.
Demont, deh-mAN', Count, a French general, born at
Courbevoie. He obtained the rank of general of division

Died in 1826.
[Gr. Arifjuxjsavric ; Fr. D£mophane,
di'mo'ftn',] a Greek Platonic philosopher of Megalopolis, aided Aralus to restore liberty to Sicyon.
for his

conduct at_Austerlitz.

De-moph'a-nes,

Demophilus. See Damophilus.
De-moph'I-lus, [A Tj/wipduo;,] a Greek historian, lived
about 320 b.c. He wrote a continuation of the history
of Ephorus, who was his father.
Demophilus,

[Fr.

D£mophile,
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di'mo'fel',] a Pytha-

gorean philosopher of uncertain epoch. He left a work
on morality called “ Biov Oepaneia,” of which fragments
are extant.

Demophon. See Damophon.
Dem'o-phon or De-moph'o-on, [Gr. A ipoipuv or Aj??

a son of Theseus and Phaedra, was betrothed to
Phyllis. (See Phyllis.) Having become King of Athens,
he aided the Heraclidae in war against Eurystheus.
uo<p 6 (jv,]

De Mor gan,

(Augustus,) an English mathematiborn in the isle of Madura, near Java, in 1806.
About 1828 he became professor of mathematics in the
cian,

Demosthenes then shut himself up in
lated utterance.
a subterranean study, and laboured with unremitting
diligence in order to perfect himself as an orator. He is
said to have shaved one side of his head, that he might
be absolutely prevented from going into society. He
improved his style by transcribing Thucydides, the concentrated thought and energy of whose writings were the
objects of his especial emulation.
Some writers state
that he copied the history of Thucydides no less than
eight times.
At the age of about twenty-seven (355 b.c.) he again
came forward to compete for the palm of eloquence in
his oration against Leptines, and was completely successful.
Soon afterwards he appeared on a more conspicuous stage, and became one of the principal actors in the
“ He had a glorious subject for
history of that period.
his political ambition,” says Plutarch,
“ to defend the
cause of Greece against Philip. He soon gained great
reputation both for eloquence and for the bold truths
which he spoke.” Amidst the general venality of the
Grecian orators, Demosthenes alone was proof against
the seductions of Macedonian gold ; and his political
foresight was not inferior to his integrity or patriotism.
Had the watchful sagacity with which he penetrated the
deep-laid schemes of Philip been ably seconded by the
other Athenian leaders, and had their armies been led by
competent generals, the liberties of Greece would, in all
probability, never have succumbed to the arts or arms of
the King of Macedon.
Between the years 352 and 340
b.c. Demosthenes pronounced his eleven (or, as some
say, twelve) celebrated orations against Philip.
Four
of these are especially denominated “ Philippics.” In
338 b.c. Demosthenes was one of the fugitives from the
disastrous battle of Chaeronea; but he still preserved his
controlling influence in the state ; and Ctesiphon proposed that the people should confer upon him a crown
of gold as the reward of his eminent public services.

—

University of London. He contributed largely to the
“ Penny Cyclopaedia,” the “North British Review,” and
other periodicals, and published many mathematical
works, among which are “Elements of Algebra,” an
“ Essay on Probabilities,” (1838,) “ Formal Logic, or the
Calculus of Inference Necessary and Probable,” (1847,)
and “ Arithmetical Books from the Invention of Printing
to the Present Time,” (1847).
He died in 1871. Many This measure caused between him and his rival Aischines
of the more amusing of his mathematical letters and a contest which, after the lapse of several years, resulted
experiences are to be found in “
Budget of Paradoxes,” in the triumph of Demosthenes in 330 b.c., when he made
his famous speech “ On the Crown,” (Ilept hre^avov,) rebrought out by his widow.
Demosthenes, cle-mos'the-nfez, [Gr. A-npoadeviig ; Lat. garded by many critics as the greatest of all his achieveDemos'thenes ; Fr. D£mosthene, di'mos'tain'; It. ments as an orator.
When Harpalus, the unfaithful steward of Alexander,
Demostene, di-mos'ti-ni ; Sp. Demostenes, di-mos'ti-n£s,] regarded by almost universal consent as the sought refuge in Athens, Demosthenes was accused by
greatest orator that ever lived, was born in the demos his enemies of having received a bribe from the Mace(“ district”) of Paeania, near Athens, in Greece, about 382, donian, and was condemned to pay a heavy fine.
In the
or, according to some authorities, 385 b.c.
His father, opinion of the best historical critics, however, his guilt
whose name was also Demosthenes, was a cutler and is very far from having been established.
nable to pay
cabinet-maker he died when his son was seven years the penalty imposed, he retired to Aigina. He remained
old, leaving a fortune of fifteen talents (above 15,000 in exile till the death of Alexander, when he returned in

A

U

:

be shared between him and his sister. His
guardians converted to their own use a large part of
his property, and neglected to improve the remainder.
Demosthenes studied rhetoric with Isaeus, and, according
to some accounts, received lessons in philosophy from
Plato.
Cicero states that Demosthenes was the pupil
of the orator Isocrates ; but this is discredited by many
dollars) to

critics.

When about eighteen years old, Demosthenes prosecuted his unfaithful guardians, and pleaded his own
cause.
The case was decided in his favour ; but he
recovered only a part of his just claim. Some years
previously, it is said, his emulation had been excited by
the forensic triumphs of Callistratus, and he resolved to
devote all his energies to the study of eloquence, although
he laboured under great physical disadvantages. His
constitution was delicate, his breath short, his voice feeble
and stammering. It is said that he remedied these defects by running up-hill and speaking with pebbles in his
mouth ; that he declaimed on the sea-shore, in order to
accustom himself to the noise and tumult of popular
assemblies ; and that he usually spoke his orations before
a mirror, in order to discover and correct any awkwardness of gesture. According to Plutarch, his first
address before a popular assembly was a failure. The
people laughed at his ungraceful gestures, his confused
periods, and his defective elocution.
But Satyrus the
actor encouraged him, and gave a proper direction to his
indomitable resolution, by showing him the importance
of appropriate action and of a distinct and well-modu-

triumph to Athens. His last efforts for liberty having
failed, and his death having been decreed by the victorious Antipater, he took poison and died in 322 b.c.
Sixty orations and about sixty-five introductions (i.e.
exordial fragments of speeches) ascribed to Demosthenes
have been preserved ; but of these several are considered
to be spurious.
There is no reason to suppose that all
the orations were spoken in the exact form in which
they have come down to us it is, indeed, probable that
many of them were revised after they were delivered.
Demosthenes seldom spoke in public without careful
:

preparation ; and he appears to have been extremely
averse to extemporaneous speaking, although, according
to some authorities, his unpremeditated speeches were
superior in spirit and boldness to his more elaborate
efforts.
The extraordinary success of his oratory was
due in no small measure to the steadfastness with which
he kept the attention of his hearers riveted on the one
great object which he had in view.
Nothing superfluous, nothing which did not contribute to that object,
was admitted into his discourse. There was no striving
after ornament, no effort at mere display.
“He uses
language,” says Fenelon, “as a modest man uses his
dress,
simply to cover him.
think not of his words
we think only of the things which he says. He lightens,
he thunders, he is a torrent which sweeps everything
before it.
can neither criticise nor admire, because
we have not the command of our own faculties.” “ His
style,” observes Hume, “is rapid harmony exactly adjusted to the sense ; it is vehement reasoning without

—
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DEMOSTHENES
any appearance of art;

it is disdain, anger, boldness,
freedom, involved in a continued stream of argument
and of all human productions his orations present the
models which approach the nearest to perfection.” “ Such
was the first of orators,” says Lord Brougham : “ at the
head of all the mighty masters of speech, the adoration
of ages has consecrated his place, and the loss of the
noble instrument* with which he forged and launched his
thunders, is sure to maintain it unapproachable forever.”
See Grote, “ History of Greece,” vol. xi. chap, lxxxvii. Thirlwall, “History of Greece ;” Plutarch, “Lives;” Fenelon, “Letter to the French Academy on Rhetoric, Poetry,” etc.; Hume,
“Essay on Eloquence ;”t Brougham, “Dissertation on the Eloquence of the Ancients;” Cicero, “De Oratore,” iii. H. Wolf,
“Vita Demosthenis et TEschinis,” 1572; Aim£ Boull£e, “Vie de
Ddmosthene,” 1834; F. Theremin, “Demosthenes und Massillon,”
1845; P. Ekerman, “Demosthenes Oratorum Princeps,” 1740;
;

;

Rapin, “ Comparaison de 1 )emo-thene et de Ciceron,” 1676 ;
E. Pistor, “Demosthenes als Staatsbiirger, Redner, etc.,” 1830;
Fabkicius, “Bibliotheca Grseca;” “Edinburgh Review” for January, 1820, and February, 1822: “ Nouvelle Biographie Gdn^rale.”

Ren£

Demosthenes, an able Athenian general, who was
a conspicuous actor in the Peloponnesian war. In 425
b.c. he defended Pylos against the Spartans with skill
and success, and compelled the enemy to capitulate
but Cleon, who had assumed the command, claimed the
honour of this exploit. In the year 413 he and Eurymedon commanded

the army sent to reinforce Nicias at
Syracuse.
Demosthenes disapproved the dilatory conduct of Nicias, and attacked the heights of Epipolae by
night, but was repulsed with loss.
After another defeat
in the harbour, the Athenians raised the siege, and retreated by land ; but they were compelled to surrender,
and Demosthenes' was put to death, 413 b.c.
See Thucydides, books v., vi., and vii. Grote, “History of
Greece;” Thirlwall, “History of Greece;” Plutarch, “Alci;

biades,” and “Nicias.”

De-mos'the-nes Phil-a-le'thes, a Greek physician,
who lived probably about the beginning of the Christian
era,

and was a

Pierre,)
a French surgeon, son of Pierre, noticed below, was
born in Paris in 1762. He directed his attention chiefly
to ocular surgery, in which he became very expert. He
received the title of oculist to the king from Louis XVIII.
and from Charles X. In 1818 he published the results
of his multiplied researches and long experience, in a
“Treatise on Diseases of the Eyes,” (3 vols.,) which
was the most complete work that had appeared on that

(Pierre,) a French oculist, born at MarIn 1730 he obtained the place of demonstrator and curator of the cabinet of natural history in
the Royal Garden.
He assisted Antoine Petit in his
anatomical researches, and acquired skill in diseases of
the eye.
He was a Fellow of the Royal Society of London, of the Academy of Sciences of Paris, royal censor,
and oculist to the king. He wrote a few treatises on
ocular surgery.
Died in 1795.
See Querard, “ La France LitttSraire.”

(Charles Albert,) a

writer, born at Villers-Cotterets in 1760,
scended by his father from Racine, and by his
from La Fontaine. His “Letters to Emilia on

was demother
Mytho-

logy” (1786) had a great temporary popularity; but the
and offends against good taste. He

style is pretentious

wrote several comedies and operas, which were successAmong these are “Alceste,”
ful, but are now neglected.
and “Les Femmes,” (“Women,”) both comedies in

Died

verse.

ii, T,

language.
cited is found only in the later editions of
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a French mediborn at Heilly (Somme) in 1767 ; died in 1846.
Denham, dSn'am, (Colonel Dixon,) a British officer
and traveller, born in London in 1786, served in the
Peninsular war in 1811, and in Belgium in 1815.
In
1821 he accompanied Clapperton and Oudney in an expedition to Timbuctoo. In February, 1823, they arrived
at Kouka, on Lake Tchad, where they were kindly received. There Denham parted from his companions, and
j'oined a party of natives on an expedition to Mandara,
in which he met with perilous adventures.
Returning
homeward, he arrived in England in June, 1825, and published a valuable narrative of the enterprise, in which he
had displayed great energy and courage. This narrative
was written chiefly by Denham, and contained some small
contributions from Clapperton.
Having been appointed
Governor of Sierra Leone, he died there in 1828.
Denham, den'am, (Sir John,) a British poet, born in
Dublin in 1615, was the only son of Sir John Denham,
baron of the exchequer, who brought him to London
while in his infancy. He studied law ; but his success
was hindered by an extravagant passion for gaming. In
1641 he produced “The Sophy,” a tragedy, which was
very successful, and which drew from Waller the following
expression,
“ He broke out like the Irish rebellion,
threescore thousand strong, when nobody was aware or in
the least suspected it.” His reputation was increased by
his poem of “Cooper’s Hill,” (1643,) which was praised
by Dryden and Pope. Dr. Johnson says, “Denham is
deservedly considered as one of the fathers of English
poetry.
Denham and Waller, according to Prior, improved our versification, and Dryden perfected it.” He
died in 1668, and was buried in Westminster Abbey.
See Johnson, “Lives of the Poets;” Wood, “ Athente Oxonical writer,

gion,” (1822, 6 vols.)
He also wrote “A Compendium
of the Literary History of Portugal and Brazil,” (1826,)
“The Travelling Brahmin, or Popular Wisdom of all
Nations,” (1832,) and many other works. He has contributed to the “Nouvelle Biographie Generate” most
of the notices of eminent Portuguese.

a Scottish writer, noted for his

learning and violent temper, was born at Muiresk in

a,

French author, born

Deneux, deh-nuh', (Louis Charles,)

Denis, (King of Portugal.) See Diniz.
Denis, deh-ne' or d’n£, (Ferdinand,) a French litterateur, born in Paris in 1 798. He made a voyage to Brazil,
and on his return published “ Brazil, or the History,
Manners, and Customs of the Inhabitants of that Re-

and was a political friend of Fox. He published
the “ Magnetic Mountains of Cannay,” “ Letters on AgriDied in 1818.
culture,” and a few other works.
See Chambers, “ Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen.”

The Greek

deh-nel', a mediocre
in 1767.

Meaux; died

3d ed., 1811, in 4 vols.) Died in 1813.
See Tipaldo, “Biografia degli Italiani illustri ;” Scarrone,
intorno alia Vita dell’Abate Denina,” 1798; Carlo G.
Reina, “Vita di C. Denina,” 1820.

to 1790,

*

Denesle,
at

“Memorie

in 1801.

t The passage above
Hume’s “ Essays.”

“ Encyclopedia Britannica.”

in 2 vols.;

Demp'ster, (George,) a Scottish lawyer, born at
Dundee in 1736, was a member of Parliament from 1762

Dempster, (Thomas,)

the best-known is “ Historia Gentis Scotorum,” which
is a biographical dictionary of Scottish authors.
Baillet
accuses him of literary forgery. Died in 1625.
See Chambers, “ Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen ;”

Denina, di-nee'nli, (Giacommaria Carlo,) an eminent Italian historian and priest, born at Revello, in
Piedmont, in 1731. Having written an approved work
on the “Study of Theology,” about 1758, he was chosen
professor of humanities and rhetoric in the Superior
College of Turin. In 1769 he published the first volume
of his “ History of the Revolutions of Italy,” (“ Istoria
delle Rivoluzioni d’ltalia,”) which was received with
favour and is his principal work. Two other volumes
of it appeared soon after. In 1782 he went to Berlin, by
invitation from Frederick II., and there wrote numerous
works on history, etc. In 1804 he was appointed librarian to the emperor Napoleon, and resided in Paris
from that time until his death. In 1809 he produced a
“ History of Western Italy.” He was author of an important work entitled “The Vicissitudes of Literature,”
(“ Vicende della Letteratura,” 1760, 1 vol. ; 2d ed., 1785,

Demours,

seilles in 1702.

deh-moos'te-i',

.

enses;” Chalmers, “General Biographical Dictionary;” “Nouvelle
Biographie Gendrale.”

subject.
Died in 1836.
See Querard, “La France Litt^raire.”

Demoustier,

1
579 and studied at Paris and Rome. It is said that he
was regent of the College of Navarre in Paris at the
age of seventeen ; he was afterwards professor of law
and belles-lettres at Toulouse, Nimes, Pisa, and Bologna.
His quarrelsome temper often involved him in scenes of
armed violence. He wrote numerous works, of which

—

skilful oculist.

Demours, deh-mooR' or d’mooR, (Antoine
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See “ Nouvelle Biographie Gdn£rale.”
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DENIS
Denis, (Jean Baptiste,) a French physician, born

in

Paris, obtained the title of consulting physician to Louis
XIV. In 1673 he was invited by Charles II. to England,
published in
where he remained but a short time.

He

1672 a “Collection of Memoirs and Conferences on the
Arts and Sciences presented to the Dauphin.” He
Died in 1 7 ° 4
practised the transfusion of blood.
-

See £loy, “ Dictionnaire de

la

Medecine.”

Denis, da'nis, (Johann Michael Cosmus,) a German
poet and bibliographer, born at Scharding, Bavaria, in
He published a learned “Introduction to the
1729.
Knowledge of Books,” comprising bibliography and liteIn 1791 he was appointed chief
rary history, (1777.)
He rendered
librarian of the Imperial Library, Vienna.
important services bv his efforts to reform and polish
the German language and poetry, and took Ossian and
the Northern bards as his models. He wrote, in German
verse, an “Epistle to Klopstock,” (1764,) odes on public
events, Souvenirs, (1794,) and other admired poems,
among which is a version of Ossian. Died in 1800.

Denis, (Louis,) a French geographer and
among other works, a “Physical,

published,

engraver,
Political,

Map

of the World,” (1764.)
patron saint of France,
and the first bishop of Paris, was sent from Rome about
the middle of the third century to evangelize the Gauls.
He suffered martyrdom about 272 a.d.

and Mathematical

Denis

or
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Denys, Saint, the

Denison, (George Anthony,) an English ecclesias-

Denne-Baron, (Ren£ Dieudonn£,)

a musical

com-

poser, son of the preceding, was born in Paris in 1804.
He has contributed to Didot’s “Nouvelle Biographie
Generate” most of the notices of musicians, and has
been engaged on a history of music in France.
Denner, dSn'ner, (Balthasar,) an eminent German
portrait-painter, born at Hamburg in 1685.
He worked
in several countries, gained a brilliant reputation, and
painted many portraits of kings and princes. His works
are chiefly remarkable for extreme minuteness of finish.

Died

in 1747.
See Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”

Denner, (Johann Christoph,) a maker of musical
instruments, born at Leipsic in 1655.
He made flutes
of superior quality, and is said to have invented the
clarionet.

Died

in 1707.

Dennery, dSn'Re', (Adolphe Philippe,) a French
dramatist, born in Paris in 1812, composed successful
dramas, vaudevilles, and comic operas, among which are
“The Market of London,” (1845,) and “The Bohemians
of Paris.”
Den'nie, (Joseph,) an American critic, author, and
journalist, born in Boston in 1768.
He studied law,
but did not practise it.
He edited “ The Farmers’

New

Museum”

at Walpole,
Hampshire, 1795-98, and
“Lay Preacher” in that periodical.
reto Philadelphia in 1799, and founded “The Portfolio,” a literary magazine, which he edited from 1801 till
1812.
had a high reputation as a writer among his
contemporaries. Moore, the poet, in a note to one ot
his “ Poems relating to America,” speaks in terms of
high commendation of Dennie’s taste and literary attainments. Died in Philadelphia in 1812.

He

wrote the

moved

He

and theologian, was born in 1805. He was created
Archdeacon of Taunton in 1851. In consequence of
three sermons on the Real Presence preached by him
and afterwards published, he became involved in eccleHe was for some time editor of the
siastical litigation.
See Duyckinck, “Cyclopedia of American Literature,” vol.
“ Church and State Review.”
Den'nie, (William Henry,) a British officer, who
Den’i-son, (John Evelyn,) an English legislator,
served with distinction in the Burmese war (1826-27)
born in 1800. He was elected Speaker of the House of
and in the Afghan war. He was killed at Jellalabad in
Commons in 1857, in 1859, in 1866, and in 1868. He April,
1842.
retired from the duties of Speaker in 1872, entering the
Denniee, dVne-i', (Antoine,) Baron, a French
Upper House as Viscount Ossington. Died in 1873.
officer, born at Versailles in
Under the empire
Den'is-toun or Den nis-toun, (James,) a Scottish he was made secretary of the1754.
war department. Died
tic

i.

born about 1802. He published “Memoirs of
Dukes of Urbino,” (London 1850.) Died in 1855.
Denman, (George,) an English lawyer, fourth son
of the first Lord Denman, was boin in 1819. He has
represented Tiverton in Parliament. In 1872 he was

writer,

the

a justice of the common pleas.
Den'man, (Thomas,) an English

made

physician, born in
Derbyshire in 1733, was a surgeon in the royal navy,

He published,
and afterwards practised in London.
besides other able treatises on obstetrics, an “Introduction to the Practice of Midwifery.” Died in 1818.
Denman,

(Thomas,)

first

Lord Denman, an English

judge, born in London in 1779, was the son of the preceding.
He was educated at Cambridge, and was called
Having attained eminence in his
to the bar in 1806.
profession, he was returned to Parliament for Wareham in
1818.
From 1820 to 1831 he represented Nottingham,
and supported electoral reform and other liberal measures.
In 1820 he was employed as solicitor-general for
Queen Caroline, and was associated with Brougham in
her defence. He became attorney-general in i8Jo, and
chief justice of the king’s bench in 1832.
In 1834 he
was raised to the peerage, and in the upper house advocated the abolition of slavery.
Having discharged the
duties of judge with credit, he resigned his office in 1850,
and died in 1854.
See Foss,

“The Judges

of England.”

Denne, d§n,

(John,) an English divine and antiquary,
born at Littlebourne, in Kent, in 1693, became Archdeacon of Rochester in 1728, and rector of Lambeth
in 1731.
He contributed to Lewis’s “Life of Wicklif,”
and published a volume of sermons. Died in 1767.
Denne, (Samuel,) a son of the preceding, born at
Westminster in 1730, became vicar of Darent in 1767.
He wrote the “History and Antiquities of Rochester,”
and other antiquarian treatises. Died in 1799.
Denne-Baron, dSn'bi'riN', (Pierre Jacques Ren£,)
a French poet, born in Paris in 1780, wrote “ Hero and
Leander,” an epic poem, (1806,) and made translations
from other languages. Died in 1854.
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Dennis. See Diniz.
Den'nis, (John,) an English writer and critic, born in
London in 1657, acquired notoriety as a politician, pamphleteer, and dramatist.
His habits were improvident,
and his temper quarrelsome, if not malevolent.
He
made many enemies by his defamatory or satirical attacks on authors and public functionaries. The most
successful of his dramas were “ Liberty Asserted,” and
“A Plot and No Plot.” He published some offensive
criticisms on Pope, who took his revenge in the “ Dunciad.”
His vanity and hatred of the French caused him
to imagine that the French king would not make peace
with England except on the condition that the latter
power should deliver him up to the former. The proverbial expression of “stealing one’s thunder” is said to

owe
ficial

origin to Dennis.
Having invented a new artithunder for one of his own plays, he found the

its

managers of Drury Lane employing

when he exclaimed, “These
thunder

!”

it

in

“Macbeth,”

rascals have

stolen

my

Died

in 1734.
See Disraeli, “Calamities of Authors;” “ Biographia Britannica;” Edmund Curll, “Life of J. Dennis,” 1734
“ Retrospec;

tive

Review,”

vol.

i.,

1820.

Dennistoun. See Denistoun.
Den'ny, (Sir Anthony,) an English courtier and
favourite of Henry VIII., who appointed him a privy
and one of the executors of his will. Died in
John Cheke honoured his memory by a poem.
Denon, deh-ndN', (Dominique Vivant,) an eminent
French artist and author, remarkable for his various
accomplishments, was born at Chalons-sur-Saone in

councillor
1550. Sir

In early youth he obtained a place in the retinue
1747.
of the ambassador to Russia.
About 1774 he was patronized by the Count de Vergennes, minister of state,
who employed him on a mission to Switzerland. On his
way thither he visited Voltaire at Ferney, and drew his
portrait.
From 1782 to 1787 he was charge-d’afiaires at
Naples, and after the latter date exchanged diplomacy
for the arts of design.
He became a member of the

n, nasal; R, trilled; s as 2; th as in this.
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Royal Academy in 1787, and during the Revolution received from Robespierre a commission to design republican costumes.
In 1798 he was invited by Bonaparte
to join the expedition to Egypt, and eagerly embraced
an opportunity which afforded him so rich a field for
artistic studies.
He made drawings of the monuments
and other objects of interest in that country. He was
one of the favourite attendants whom Bonaparte selected
when he returned to France, and was the first to gratify
the public curiosity by a description of what he had witnessed, which appeared in 1802 with the most flattering
success.
About 1802 he was appointed director-general
of the museums. He accompanied Bonaparte in several
of his campaigns, displayed intrepidity by making designs in the midst of battles, and had great influence in
deciding questions relative to works of art and public
monuments. Denon was made a baron, an officer of the
legion of honour, and member of the Institute. The title
of his principal work, above referred to, is “Travels in
Upper and Lower Egypt during the Campaigns of General Bonaparte,” (“Voyage dans la haute et la basse
Egypte pendant les Campagnesdu General Bonaparte.”)
lie also contributed to the great work published by the
Commission of Egypt. Died in 1825.
See “ Nouvelle Biographie G^n^rale
Coupin, “ Notice sur Denon,” 8vo, 1825; Amedee de Pastoret, “filoge historique de M.
le Baron Denon,” 185:.

Denores. See Nores.
Dens, d 4 ns or d&N, (Peter,) a Flemish Roman Catholic theologian, born near Antwerp about 1690.
He published several religious works.
Died in 1775.
Dent, (John H.,) a naval officer, born in Maryland,
entered the United States navy in 1798. He commanded
a vessel of the squadron under Commodore Preble in
the war with Tripoli in 1804, and became a captain in

Djed in 1823.
Den-ta'tus, (Lucius Sicinius,) a Roman tribune,
noted for his bravery and extraordinary services. He
took part in one hundred and twenty battles, received
about forty wounds in the breast, and obtained fourteen
civic crowns, besides other honours.
Appius Claudius
the decemvir, whom he had offended, caused him to be
assassinated about 450 B.c.
Dentatus, (Manius Curius,) a Roman consul, renowned for his military exploits and frugal mode of life.
He was surnamed Dentatus, it is said, because he
was born with teeth. He was consul in 290 B.c., and
terminated a long war against the Samnites by a signal
victory.
In 275 b.c. he gained a decisive victory over
Pyrrhus near Beneventum. He was consul for the third
1811.

Den'ton, (John,) an English nonconformist minister
and writer, born in 1625, became prebendary of York.
Died in 1708.
Denton, (Thomas,) an English clergyman, born in
Cumberland in 1724, published two poems in imitation
of Spenser, viz., “Immortality,” and “The House of
Superstition,” (1762.)
Died in 1777.
Denton, (William,) an English physician, born at
Stowe, in Bucks, in 1605. He was appointed physician
to Charles I. in 1636, and after the restoration served
Charles II. in the same capacity. He wrote a few discourses against the Catholics. Died in 1691.

Dentone, d 4 n-to'ni, (Antonio,) an
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class in 1831.

by a “ History of the Art of Landscape- Painting from the
Renaissance of Art to the Eighteenth Century.” Both
Died in 1833.
of these works are highly appreciated.
De Peyster, de pls'ter, (Abraham,) an eminent New
York merchant, son of Johannes de Peyster, was born
in 1658. He was mayor of New York, chief justice of the
province, and president of the king’s council, in which
capacity he officiated as governor in 1691. Died in 1728.
De Peyster, (A. Schuyler,) grandson of the preHe served in
ceding, was born in New York in 1736.
the French war of 1755 under his uncle, Colonel Peter
Schuyler, and held various commands in the royal army
during the Revolution. It was largely through his efforts
that the Indians were detached from the American cause
and allied with the British. Died in 1832.

Italian sculptor,

same, less prolonged;

first

Deperthes, deh-plRt', (Jean Baptiste,) a French
artist and writer on art, born at Rheims in 1761, lived in
Paris.
In 1818 he published his “Theory of LandscapePainting,” (“ Theorie du Paysage,”) which was followed

—

long 4 4

Naglek,

Denys or Denis, deh-ne', (Nicolas,) a Frenchman,
born at Tours, was appointed Governor of Canada and
Acadia in 1632. He wrote a “Description of the Coasts
of North America,” etc., (2 vols., 1672.)
Denys, Saint. See Denis, (Saint.)
Denys d’Halicarnasse. See Dionysius of Halicarnassus.
Denys l’Ancien. See Dionysius the Elder.
Denys le Jeune. See Dionysius the Younger.
Denys le Peri6g&te. See Dionysius Periegetes.
Deodati. See Diodati.
D’lSon. See Eon, d’, (Chevalier.)
Deparcieux, dl'piR'se-uh', sometimes written De
Parcieux, (Antoine,) an~able French mathematician,
born near Nimes in 1703, went to Paris, where he supported himself by tracing sun-dials, in which he was very
skilful.
He had much mechanical talent, and invented

medal of the

See Malvasia, “Felsina pittrice.”

T,

etc.;

Kiinstler-Lexikon.”

Depaulis, deh-po' 14 ss', (Alexis Joseph,) a French
engraver of medals, born in Paris in 1792, received a

Dentrecolles, dftNtR'kol', (Francois Xavier,) a
French Jesuit, born at Lyons in 1664, went as missionary
a, e,

SeeDESCAMPS, “Vies des Peintres Flamands,”

“Neues Allgemeines

1800.

Venice about 1470.
41 d 4 n-to'ni, (Girolamo Curti
kooR'He
tee,) an Italian painter, born at Bologna in 1576.
was skilful in vertical perspective, and was distinguished
His works were
as a painter of theatrical decorations.
adorned with figures by Antonio Caracci and Guercino.
Died in 1631.

Dentone, H,

See Denis and Dionysius.

deh-ne', (Jacques,) a Flemish painter, born at
Antwerp about 1645. He studied in Rome and Venice,
and acquired the noble style of the Italian masters. He
painted historical pictures, at Mantua, for the Duke of
Mantua, and was successful in portraits. After a residence of fourteen years in Italy, he returned to Antwerp,
where he soon after died. Among his works, which are
nearly all in Italy, is an “ Ecce Homo.”

De

Niebuhr, “ History of Rome;”

lived in

Denys.
Denys,

Parcieux, (Antoine,) a nephew
Deparcieux or
of the preceding, born at Cessoux-le-Vieux in 1753, acquired distinction as a writer and lecturer on mathematics and physical sciences. On the formation of the
central schools he was chosen professor of chemistry and
physics at the Pantheon. He published a “Treatise on
Annuities,” (1781,) and left in manuscript an able work
called a “Complete Course of Physics and Chemistry,”
in which he demonstrated the intimate connection of
chemistry with other sciences. Died in 1 799.
See Mah£rault, “Notice sur la Vie du Citoyen Deparcieux,

B.C.

See Rollin, “ Roman History
Polybius, book ii.

to China, where he laboured many years, became superior-general of the mission, and published many religious
books in the Chinese language. Died in Pekin in 1741.
Denuelle, deh-nu'el', (Dominique Alexandre,) a
French painter, born in Paris in 1818.
Den'v^r, (James W.,) an American general, born at
Winchester, Virginia, in 1818. He emigrated to California about 1850, was elected a member of Congress in
1854, and was Governor of Kansas from Decembei,
He was appointed
1857, to August or November, 1858.
a brigadier-general in 1861.

several useful machines.
He became royal censor, and
a member of the Academy of Sciences, to which he
contributed sixteen treatises. By his zeal for the public
good he merited the title of citizen-philosopher which
Voltaire gave him.
He published an “Essay on the
Probability of the Duration of Human Life,” (1746,)
“Astronomical Tables,” and other works. Died in 1768.
See Grandjean de Fouchy, “ £loge de A. Deparcieux.”

time in 274, and, after the expiration of his term, retired
to his farm, where he once proved his integrity by refusing rich presents from a Samnite embassy.
While
holding the office of censor, in 272, he supplied Rome
with water from the Anio by an aqueduct. Died about

270
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De Peyster, (Johannes,) one of the early settlers
New York, was born at Haarlem, in Holland. He
had passed into the
became mayor of New York after
of

it

power of the English. Died in 1685.
Deplace, deh-plfs', (Guy Marie,) a French
born at Roanne (Loire)

in 1772

;

writer,

died in 1843.

Deponthon, (Charles Francois,)

.Baron, a
Eclaron in 1777, served at the
He
battles of Moskwa, Lutzen, and Bautzen, (1813.)
became a peer of France in 1846. Died in 1849.
Dep'ping’, (George Bernard,) an eminent scholar
and litterateur born at Munster in 1784, became a lesident of Paris about 1803, and was afterwards naturalized.
He produced some popular juvenile works, among which
He obis “ Les Soirees d’Hiver,” (3d edition, 1832.)

French general, born

at

tained the prize offered by the Institute for his excellent
work on “ The Maritime Expeditions of the Normans
in the Tenth Century,” (1826,) which was followed by
a “History of Normandy,” (1835,) and other historical
works. Died in 1853.
Depretis, (Agostino,) an Italian statesman, born in
Piedmont in 1811. In 1849 he was appointed governor
of Brescia, and in 1861 Cavour made him governor of
Sicily.
He was minister of public works in the Ratazzi
cabinet of 1862 and afterwards successively minister of
marine and of finance in the cabinet of Ricasoli. He
first became prime minister of Italy in March, 1876, since
which time he and Cairoli have alternately held the reins

of government.

De Quin'cey, (Thomas,) an eminent English author,
sometimes called “The English Opium-Eater,” was born
in a suburb of Manchester on the 15th of August, 1785.
He was a younger son of a rich merchant, who died
about 1792, leaving to his widow and six children a clear
fortune of £ 1600 a year.
His childhood was passed in
rustic solitude. He thanked Providence that “his infant
feelings were moulded by the gentlest of sisters, instead
of horrid pugilistic brothers.” About the age of twelve
he was sent to the grammar-school of Bath, where he
attained such proficiency in Greek that his teacher said
he could harangue an Athenian mob. In July, 1802, he
eloped from the Manchester Grammar-School, and, after
a pedestrian tour in Wales, went to London, resolving
to hide himself from his guardians until they should
cease to have any control over his actions.
He passed
several months in London in abject poverty and strange
adventures, of which he has given an almost incredible
narrative in his “Confessions of an English OpiumEater.” “It is probable,” says the “London Quarterly
Review” of July, 1861, “that the story, as we now have
it, represents the exaggerated shape in which his reminiscences came back upon him under the influence of
the favourite drug.” He entered in 1803 the University
of Oxford, (Worcester College,) where he remained about
five years, during which he contracted a habit of eating
opium. He was noted at this period for his rare conversational powers and for his vast and varied stock of
information.
In 1808 or 1809 he formed an intimate
acquaintance with Coleridge, Wordsworth, and Southey,
and took up his abode at Grasmere Cottage, recently
vacated by Wordsworth. He relieved the embarrassments of Coleridge by a present of ,£500. He continued

Grasmere about twenty years, married in
and devoted his time to literary pursuits. He produced good translations from Lessing and Jean Paul
Richter, and contributed many articles on biography,
philosophy, and metaphysics to several periodicals, including “ Blackwood’s” and “Tait’s Magazine.” After
he had indulged in the excessive use of opium for many
years, he overcame the habit, by a desperate and longcontinued effort, about 1820. In 1821 he produced a great
sensation by the “ Confessions of an English OpiumEater,” which purports to be an autobiography.
After
he quitted Grasmere he resided in Glasgow and Edinburgh, in which city he passed the latter years of his life.
De Quincey, though a voluminous writer, published
few books under his own name. He projected a great
work to be entitled “ On the Improvement of the Human
Intellect,” (“De Emendatione Humani Intellectus,”
which he never finished. “ He himself,” says the “ Lon-

to reside at
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don Quarterly Review,” “never finished anything except
his sentences, which are models of elaborate workmanship. But many of his essays are literally fragments.
.
He left us his most precious ideas in the condition of the
Sibyl’s leaves after they had been scattered by the wind.
Hence those who approach him with any serious purpose
are only too likely to come away disappointed. ... It
is in the region of pure speculation that he is most at
home. .
The authors about whom he has written
most are Milton, Pope, Wordsworth, and Coleridge. Of
the first, third, and fourth he was a devoted admirer and
champion. But the second seemed to him the very incarnation of the worst epoch of our literature.” According to the same critic, “ We might search in vain for a
writer who, with equal powers, has made an equally
His style is
slight impression upon the general public.
superb, his powers of reasoning unsurpassed, his imagibrilliant,
and
his
humour
both masnation is warm and
culine and delicate. Yet, with this singular combination
.

.

.

.

of gifts, he is comparatively little known outside of that
small circle of men who love literature for its own sake.”
(See “Quarterly Review” for July, 1861.)
The first edition of his collected works was that published in Boston by Ticknor & Fields, (18 or 20 vols.,
1851-58.) Volume I. contains “Confessions of an EngII.,
lish Opium-Eater” and “Suspiria de Profundis

“Biographical Essays on Shakspeare, Pope, Lamb,
IV.,
Gothe, and Schiller;” III., “ Miscellaneous Essays
“The Caesars V., “Life and Manners,” “Early Days,”
“ London,” “ Ireland,” “ Premature Manhood,” etc. ;
VI. and VII., “ Literary Reminiscences
VIII. and IX.,
“Narrative and Miscellaneous Papers;” X., “Essays
on the English Poets ;” XI. and XII., “ Historical and
Critical Essays on the Philosophy of Roman History,
the Essenes, Plato’s Republic, Cicero,” etc.
XIII.
and XIV., “Essays on Philosophical Writers and other
Men of Letters;” XV., “Letters to a Young Man whose
Education had been neglected;” XVI. and XVII.,
“Theological Essays, and other Papers;” XVIII.,
“The Note-Book of an English Opium-Eater.” It is
stated that this edition of his works was published with
the concurrence of the author, who also began about
1855 to issue another edition or selection in Great Britain.
He died in Edinburgh on the 8th of December, 1859.
See the excellent article on De Quincey in the “ London Quarterly
;

Review”

for July,

1861

;

“Westminster Review”

for April,

1854;

“Fraser’s Magazine” for April, 1852, and January, 1861 “British
Quarterly” for July, 1863 ; and “Atlantic Monthly” for September,
;

1863.

Der'by, (or dar'be,) (Charles Stanley,) Earl of,
the son of James, the seventh earl, was Lord of Man and
of the Isles. He wrote a work entitled “ The Protestant
Religion is a Sure Foundation of a True Christian and a
Good Subject,” etc., (1669.)

Derby, (Edward Geoffrey Smith Stanley,)

four-

teenth Earl of, an eminent British statesman and orator,
the eldest son of Edward, Lord Stanley, (afterwards the
thirteenth Earl of Derby,) was born in Lancashire in
March, 1799. He was educated at Oxford, and in 1820
was elected to Parliament, in which he soon attained
great eminence as a debater, and represented successively
Stockbridge, Preston, Windsor, and North Lancashire.
He married, in 1825, Emma Caroline, a daughter of Lord
Skelmersdale. From 1830 to 1833 he was chief secretary
for Ireland, with a seat in the cabinet of Lord Grey.
On
the succession of his father to the earldom, in 1834, he
received the title of Lord Stanley.
Having served as
colonial secretary a short time, he retired from office
in 1834, and joined the Tory or Conservative party.
On the accession of Sir Robert Peel to power, in 1841,
Lord Stanley was appointed secretary for the colonies.
He was created Baron Stanley, and entered the House
of Lords, in 1844. He resigned in the autumn of 1845,
because he would not support Sir Robert in the repeal
of the Corn-Laws ; and when the Conservative party
was divided into two parts the Peelites and the Protectionists
about 1846, he became the leader of the latter,
and directed the opposition to the ministry of Russell,
1846-51. On the death of his father, in June, 1851, he
succeeded to the earldom. After the defeat of Russell
in the House, in February, 1852, Lord Derby formed
a ministry, in which he was first lord of the treasury
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but, failing to obtain the support of a majority for his
financial measures, he resigned in December, 1852, and

was succeeded by Lord Aberdeen. He was “ sent for”
by the queen, in 1855, to construct a Conservative minbut he declined, thinking probably that he could
not command a sufficient number of votes in the House
of Commons. He maintained a general opposition to
the ministry of Palmerston, who was compelled to resign
in February, 1858. Lord Derby then accepted the place
of premier. Among the important measures of his administration was the reorganization, of the government
of India. He manifested more sympathy with Austria
in the Italian question than was conducive to his popularity.
The agitation of the question of electoral reform
also tended to make his position untenable, and, by a
combination of Liberals, Peelites, and the Manchester
party, he was driven from power in June, 1859. (See Disraeli.) In June, 1866, the Liberal ministry resigned,
because the Reform bill was rejected by the House of
Commons, and Lord Derby again became prime minister.
He attempted to form a coalition with certain Whig leaders, among whom was Lord Clarendon ; but his overtures
were coldly received, and he was compelled to appoint
an exclusively Tory cabinet. During his administration
a Reform bill, giving the right of suffrage to all householders in boroughs, became a law, and was signed by
the queen in August, 1867. He resigned on the 25th of
February, 1868, and was succeeded by Disraeli. Lord
Derby produced a translation of Homer’s “Iliad” in
blank verse, (1865.) This version, says the “Edinburgh

istry
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sor in 1716.
He was a Fellow of the Royal Society, to
which he contributed several able scientific treatises
His principal works are “ Physico-Theology,” (1713,)

“Astro-Theology,” (1714,) and “ Christo-Theology,”
(1730,) (consisting of sermons which he had delivered at
the Boyle Lecture,) which are highly commended, and
have been translated into other languages. He edited
the works of Ray the naturalist, and published the philosophical experiments of Robert Hook. Died in 1735.
Derick, d§R'ik, sometimes written Deryck, (Peter
Cornelis,) a skilful Dutch landscape-painter, born at
Delft in 1568; died in 1630.
De'ring or Dear Trig, (Edward,) an English Puritan
divine, eminent for his eloquence, born in Kent, became
professor of divinity at Cambridge in 1567. He obtained
the rectory of Pluckley in 1569.
In 1573 he was suspended from the ministry for his opposition to episcopacy.
published
He
“Lectures on the Epistle to the

Hebrews.”
Dering,

same,

at Ennis
1775, wrote poems about the age of twelve, which
were printed in 1792.
young, he enlisted in the
army ; but his promotion was hindered by intemperance.
He published two volumes of poems about 1802, also
“The Battle of the Bards,” a poem. Died in 1802.
See J. G. Raymond, “ Life of T. Dermody,” 2 vols., 1806.
Derodon, deh-ro'dbN', (David,) a French writer, born
in Dauphine about 1600, was eminent for his skill in dialectics.
He taught philosophy at Orange, Nimes, and
Geneva, and was a zealous opponent of the doctrines of
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In 1630 he was converted from Calvinism

Descartes.

to the Catholic faith, and afterwards returned to Calvinism.
He wrote treatises on “Metaphysics,” “Logic,”
“ Philosophy,” and other subjects.
His “Tombeau de
la

Messe” (1654) caused his banishment, and was often
Died in 1664
De Gerando, “Histoire
See Haag, “La France protestante

reprinted.
de

la

Philosophie moderne ;” Bayle, “ Historical and Critical Dic-

tionary.”

Derosne, deh-ron', (Charles,) a French chemist,
born at Paris in 1780; died in 1846.
Derossi, di-ros'see, (Giovanni Gherardo,) an ItalHe wrote a “Treatise
ian poet, born in Rome in 1754
on the Dramatic Art,” “ Memoirs on the Fine Arts,”
(1792,) and numerous comedies, fables, and epigrams.
He was chosen a correspondent of the French Institute
in 1812.

Deroy,

less

general,

at

in

Died

in 1827.

deh-rwd',

(Bernard Erasmus,) a German

He commanded a
general, born at Manheim in 1743.
corps of Bavarians in the service of Napoleon I., and
was killed at Potolsk in August, 1812.

See Pierer, “ Universal-Lexikon. ”
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Senones in 1776; died in 1843.
Derjavine. See Derzhavin.
Der'mo-dy, (Thomas,) an Irish poet, born

Der'ge-to, Der'ke-to, or Der'ge-tis, a Syrian goddess, supposed to be the same as Astarte, (which see.)
She was worshipped under the form of a fish.

long ;

politician,

He became

Napoleon in 1813. Died in 1836.
Derivaux, deh-re'vo', (Achille,) a French

born

“Lives of Distinguished Northerns.”
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lain to

spicuous part in equipping the 158 private armed ships
fitted out at Salem during the war.
Died in 1799.
See Hunt’s “Lives of American Merchants,” 185S.
Derby, (Henry,) Earl of, the title of Henry IV. of
England in his early life. (See Henry IV.)
Derby, (James Stanley,) seventh Earl of, an English nobleman, born about 1600, was the nephew of the
fifth earl, and son of William Stanley.
He fought for
Charles I. in the civil war, and was eminent for bravery
as well as loyalty. After the ruin of the royal cause he
retired to the Isle of Man, of which he was proprietor.
He afterwards joined the standard of Charles II., was
taken prisoner at the battle of Worcester, and executed
in October, 1651. His wife, Charlotte de Tremouille, was
the last person in the three kingdoms who submitted to
the Parliament. She died about 1660.
See Hume, “History of England;” Hartley Coleridge,

T,

Kent about

in 1644
Deriot, deh-reV, (Albert Francois,) Baron, a
French general, born in 1766, was appointed chamber-

DerTry, (Elias Hasket,) an American merchant,
born at Salem, Massachusetts, in 1739, made important
improvements in shipbuilding. At the commencement
of the Revolution he loaned to the government a large
portion of the supplies for the army, and took a con-

;

in 1576.

Edward,) an English

Died

gazine” for April, 1865.

Der-gyl'li-das, [EepicvDudac,] a Spartan general, who
in 399 b.c. was appointed commander of an army employed to protect the Asiatic Greeks against the Persians.
He took nine cities of TEolia in eight days, and
reduced Atarneus in 398. He was recalled in 396 b.c.
Der-gyl'lus or Der'gy-lus, [Gr. AlpavAkop or A epuvAof,] an Athenian orator, was one of the ten ambassadors
sent in 347 b.c. to negotiate a peace with King Philip.
Derfilinger, von, fon dSRf'fling-er, or Dorfling, doR'fling, (Georg,) a German general, born in Bohemia in
1606.
He served in the army of Gustavus Adolphus,
after whose death he entered the service of the Elector
of Brandenburg.
He commanded with success against
the Swedes about 1675-78.
Died in 1695.
Derham, der'am or dur'um, (Samuel,) an English
physician, born in Gloucestershire in 1655 died in 1689.
Derham, (William,) D.D., an eminent English divine and philosopher, born near Worcester in 1657,
became rector of Upminster in 1689, and canon of Wind-

Died
(Sir

about 1640 a member
of the Long Parliament, in which he acted at first with
the popular party, but in the civil war he was a royalist.
in

Review,” “is far more closely allied to the original, and
superior to any that has yet been attempted in the blank
verse of our language.” Died in October, 1869.
See “Edinburgh Review” for January, 1865 ; “Blackwood’s Ma-
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Derrand, (Francois,) a French Jesuit and architect,
born in 1588, designed the church of Saint-Louis, Paris.
Died in 1644.
Der'rick, (Samuel,) an Irish author, bom in 1724.
In 1761 he succeeded Beau Nash as master of ceremonies at Bath and Tunbridge. He wrote “A View of
the Stage,” and other works. Died in 1769.
Dervish Pasha, a Turkish general and statesman,
was bom near Constantinople in 1817. He has served
the Porte ably in Persia, in Bessarabia, in Montenegro,
at Batoum in 1878, and lastly in crush ng the Albanian
league at Dulcigno in 1881.

Der'went-water, (James Radcliffe,) Earl of
an English Catholic, born in Northumberland in 1689.
He was a leader of those who fought for the Pretender
With a small army of insurgents under the
in 1715.
command of Forster, he marched to Preston, where they
were defeated and taken prisoners. After trial for treason,
he was executed in March, 1716,
y,
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Derzavin. See Derzhavin.
Derzhavin, dSR-zhi'vin, written also Derzavin,
Derjavine, or Derschawin, (Gabriel Romanovitch,)
a celebrated lyric poet of Russia, born at Kazan in 1743.
He entered the army as engineer in 1760, and became a
colonel about 1778.
In 1784 he was made a councillor
of state, and in 1791 secretary of state. He was successively advanced to the dignity of senator in 1793, imperial treasurer in 1800, and minister of justice in 1802.
Before this date he had produced a number of admirable
odes, one of which is an “ Ode to the Deity,” (“ Oda
Bogu.”) This sublime and original poem has been translated into Latin and Chinese. Four volumes of his works
were published in 1810.
also wrote an excellent
treatise on lyric poetry, and a few other prose works.

He

Died

in 1816.
See Otto, “Lehrbuch der Russischen Literatur.”

De

Sacy. See Sacy.
Desaguliers, d&'zi'gii'le^.', (John Theophilus,) an
eminent natural philosopher, born at Rochelle, France,
in 1683, was the son of a Protestant who emigrated to
London about 1685. Having studied at Oxford, and
entered into orders, he settled in London, and began
about 1712 a course of lectures on natural philosophy,
which, on account of their novelty and other merits, were
very successful. In 1714 he was elected a Fellow of the
Royal Society. He obtained the living of Edgeware, and
was for some time chaplain of the Prince of Wales. He
wrote a “System of Experimental Philosophy,” (1719,)
besides other works.
Died in 1 744.
See Weiss, “Histoire des Refuges Frangais.”

Desaix* de Veygoux,

of Rochelle, where he formed a friendship with Descartes.
After the peace he quitted the army, and resided in Paris,
where he associated with Gassendi and Pascal. He was
the author of a “Treatise on Perspective,” (1636,) and a
“Treatise on Conic Sections,” (1639.) Died in 1662.

Desaugiers, d&'zo'zhe-i', (Marc Antoine,) a French
composer of songs, born at Frejus in 1752 died in 1793.
Ddsaugiers, (Marc Antoine Madeleine,) a French
song-writer, son of the preceding, was born at Frejus in
He composed, besides many popular songs, suc1772.
cessful theatrical pieces or vaudevilles. He was for a long
time the foremost among French chansonniers, until
;

He

Beranger appeared.

died, greatly regretted, in 1827.
See Decocr, “Notice sur M. A. M. Desaugiers,” 1827.

Desault, deh-so', (Pierre,) a French physician, born
in Bearn in 1675 ; died about 1740.
Desault, (Pierre Joseph,) an eminent French surgeon, born near Lure, in Franche-Comte, in 1744. After
passing a few years in the military hospital of Befort, he
went to Paris in 1764, and received lessons from Antoine
Petit.
He gained a high reputation by his lectures on
anatomy, and made improvements in surgery, before he
was admitted into the College pf Surgery in 1776. In
1782 he was chosen chief surgeon of the hospital La
Charite.
On the appointment of chief surgeon of the
Iiotel-Dieu, in 1788, he was preferred to many eminent
competitors.
His reputation and practice increased,
until he had the treatment of almost all the important
cases in the capital.
He continued to lecture, and the
school founded by him was frequented by students from
many foreign countries. In 1794 he was appointed professor of clinic surgery in the Ecole de Sante, then just
instituted. The French estimate him the most skilful surgeon of his time. Bichat published “Surgical Works”
which contain the doctrines of Desault. Died in 1795.

deh-si' deh vi'goo', commonly called simply Desaix, (Louis Charles Antoine,)
an eminent and gallant French general, born of a noble
family at Saint-Hilaire-d’Ayat, near Riom, in Auvergne,
Petit, “filoge de Desault,” 1795 Caii.lau, “Notice sur la
in 1768, entered the army at the age of fifteen.
He VieSee
et les Elcrits de Desault,” 1800; Bichat, “Notice sur Desault,”
favoured the Revolution, but not the crimes which its in the “Magasin Encyclopedique. ”
more violent partisans committed. In 1792 he was chosen
De Saussure. See Saussure, de.
aide-de-camp by General Victor de Broglie. During
Desbarreaux. See Barreaux, des.
the reign of terror he was imprisoned, and narrowly
Desbarres, dh-MR', ? (Joseph Frederick,) an Engescaped death. His military talents were displayed in lish hydrographer, of French descent, born in 1722. He
several campaigns on the Rhine, and procured for him rose to the rank of colonel in the army, was aide-de-camp
a rapid promotion. As general of division, he contrib- to General Wolfe at Quebec, and was made governor of
uted to the good order of the famous retreat made by Prince Edward’s and Cape Breton Islands about 1784.
Moreau in 1796. In 1798 he was quartermaster-general He published, at the expense of the government, “The
or chief of the staff under Bonaparte when the latter Atlantic Neptune,” (1777,) which is said to be the finest
proposed the invasion of England. Having received collection of charts, plans, and views ever issued. He
command of a division in the expedition to Egypt, he taught navigation to Captain Cook. Died in 1824, aged
pursued Mourad Bey into Upper Egypt, and gained one hundred and two years.
a decisive victory at Sidiman, October 7, 1798. He
Desbillons, dh'be'ydN', (Francois Joseph Tergoverned that conquered province with such wisdom and rasse,) a French Jesuit, born in Berry in 1711, excelled
moderation that the natives gave him the title of “ the J ust in Latin poetry. He professed rhetoric at Nevers, Caen,
Sultan.” When Bonaparte embarked on his homeward and La Fleche, and wrote (in Latin verse) numerous
voyage, he left orders that Desaix should follow him
fables, (“Fabulae Aisopicae,”) the “Art of being Well,”
and the latter arrived at the army in Italy in June, 1800, (or “Art of Preserving Health,”) (“Ars bene Valendi,”)
a few days before the battle of Marengo. The French and other poems. After the dissolution of his order he
were retiring in disorder at four o’clock, when Desaix retired to Manheim. Died in 1789.
brought up his reserve, and by an impetuous charge
Feller, “ Dictionnaire
See Qu^hard, “La France Littdraire
;

;

converted defeat into a signal victory. In this charge he
received a mortal wound, and almost instantly expired.
One account, which is rather apocryphal, represents him
as saying, “Tell the First Consul that my only regret in
dying is to have perished before having done enough to
live in the recollection of posterity.”
His grave was
made at Saint-Bernard, near the summit of the Alps,
and two monuments were erected to his memory in
Paris.
“The tomb of Desaix,” said Napoleon, “shall
have the Alps for its pedestal, and the monks of SaintBernard for its guardians.”

Historique.”

Desbceufs, di'buf', (Antoine,) a French sculptor
and engraver on gems, born in Paris in 1795, was a pupil
of Cartellier. He obtained a medal of the first class in
He produced statues of History and Science for
1843.
the Chamber of Peers, one of Voltaire, and other works.
Desbois. See Chesnaye.
Desbois de Rochefort, di' bwV deh rosh'foR',
(Louis,) born in Paris in 1750, became physician to the
hospital La Charite, where he lectured to a large class
with eminent ability.
He left a work on “Materia MedSee Thiers, “Histoire du Consulat;” De Courcelles, “Dic- ica,” (1789,) which was for a long time the best on that
tionnaire des Generaux Fran^ais;” J. Lavall£e, “flloge historique subject.
Died in 1786.
du General Desaix,” 1801 Cousin d’Avallon, “ Histoire des Generaux Kleber et Desaix,” 1801
Allemand, “ Essai sur le General
Desaix,” 1845: Becker, Comte de Mons, “Le General Desaix,
Etude historique,” 1852; "Nouvelle Biographie Gene rale.”
;

Desani, di-sS/nee, (Pietro,) an Italian painter,
Bologna in 1595; died in 1657.
Desargues, deh-ziRg', (Gaspard,) an able French
geometer, born in Lyons in 1593. He fought at the siege
at

• Id Scott’s “Life of Napoleon” this
neously spelled Dessaix.
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Desbordes-Valmore, di'boRd'

vil'moR',

(Madame

Marceline,) a popular French writer, born at Douai in
1787; died in 1859. She has left romances, and several
feeling and deep
born beautiful poems indicating true poetic

;
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religious sentiment.

Desborough.

See Desborow.

Desborow

or Desborough, dez'bur-uh, an English
republican general in the time of Charles I., was a
He strenuously
brother-in-law of Oliver Cromwell.
opposed the project to make the Protector king, in 1657.
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Soon

after the death of Oliver, he joined the cabal of that Bacon performed in natural science.
Taking his
the Wallingford House, and by threats induced Richard departure from universal doubt, he found the basis of
Cromwell to dissolve the Parliament in 1659. The suc- all positive knowledge in self-consciousness expressed by
ceeding Parliament cashiered him soon after that date.
this enthymem, “ Cogito ; ergo sum,” “ I think ; thereDesbrosses, di'bRoss', (Marie,) a French comic fore I exist.” His bold innovations and brilliant paraactress, born in Paris in 1764; died after 1855.
doxes excited much hostility as well as admiration. His
Desbureaux, dVbti'ro', (Charles Francois,) a book was condemned by the College of Cardinals at
French general, born at Rheims in 1755 ; died in 1835. Rome ; and Voet, a professor of Utrecht, accusing DesDescamps, d&'k&N', (Jean Baptiste,) a French cartes of atheism, instigated the civil power to persecute
painter and writer, born at Dunkirk in 1 7 14.
He was him, but his malice was partially frustrated. Cartesianchosen director and professor of a free school of design ism became modified by his admirers into systems quite
at Rouen, and a member of the Royal Academy of dissimilar or opposite.
Thus, Spinoza derived from it
Paris.
He was moderately successful as a painter of his pantheism, and Berkeley his pure idealism.
familiar scenes, but derives his reputation chiefly from a
He published in 1644 “ Principles of Philosophy,”
work entitled “ Lives of Flemish, German, and Dutch (“Principia Philosophise,”) in which he propounds his
Painters,” (“ Vies des Peintres Flamands, Hollandais, theory of the world, and the doctrine of Vortices.
He
et Allemands,” 4 vols., 1753-63,) which, however, is supposed that the sun is the centre of a vortex of an allincomplete and often inaccurate. He also published a pervading ethereal fluid, whose whirling motion produces
“ Picturesque Journey in Flanders and Brabant,” (1 the revolution of the planets. In 1647 the French court
granted him a pension of 3000 livres. Soon after this
vol., 1769.)
Died at Rouen in 1791.
See Descamps, “ Notice surj. B. Descamps, Peintre du Roi,”i8o7. date Christina, Queen of Sweden, offered him an asylum
Descartes, di'kiRt', (Ren£,) [Lat. Rena'tus Car- at her court, which he accepted. There he was treated
Te'sius,] an illustrious French philosopher and mathe- with much honour ; but the change in his habits, together
matician, born at La Haye, in Touraine, March 31, with the rigour of the climate, was too much for his conHe was educated at the College of La Fleche, stitution, which was always delicate. He died at Stock1596.
where he formed a lasting friendship with Mersenne, holm in February, 1650. He was never married. His
and cherished a partiality for mathematical science, in works, including some not named above, were pubwhich he was destined to make most important dis- lished in nine volumes, (1690,) with the title of “Opera
coveries.
On leaving college, at the age of nineteen, Omnia.” His influence, which was almost universal in
his first step was to renounce all his books, to efface the seventeenth century, has declined since Gassendi
from his mind all scholastic dogmas and prejudices, and reformed the philosophy of mind and Newton demonthen to admit nothing that could not bear the test of strated his more simple physical principles. But he still
reason and experiment. It is difficult to realize at the has just and various claims to celebrity, in the noble
present day how bold was such an attempt, how arduous thoughts, the precious truths, the wise maxims, which,
such a task, at a time when the philosophy of Aristotle along with some brilliant errors, he has transmitted to

maintained despotic sway, and when to question
was generally deemed by learned men the
height of arrogance. To perfect his education, he resolved to travel ; and, as it was usual in that age to make
the military profession subservient to such a design, he
entered the Dutch army in 1616, and passed into the
service of the Duke of Bavaria in 1619.
He gave proof
of courage at the battle of Prague in 1620, but soon after
renounced a profession that was not congenial to his
favourite studies.
He continued his travels for several
years in France, Italy, etc., and in 1629 settled in Holland, (where he hopea to find more freedom and seclusion
than in France,) to meditate on metaphysics, chemistry,
mathematics, and astronomy. Some years passed before
he published any extensive work on mathematics ; but
his genius for this science had often been manifested by
the facility with which he resolved the most difficult
questions.
In 1637 he produced his celebrated “Discourse on the Method of Reasoning well, and of investigating Scientific Truth,” (“Discours sur la Methode
pour bien conduire sa Raison, et chercher la Verite
dans les Sciences,”) which contains treatises on metaphysics, dioptrics, and geometry.
The last treatise
announced important discoveries in algebra and geometry, among which are the employment of algebraic
formulae in the construction of curves, and the application of the notation of indices to algebraic powers.
“One man,” says Hallam, “the pride of France and
wonder of his contemporaries, was destined to flash light
upon the labours of the analyst and point out what those
symbols, so darkly and painfully traced, might represent
and explain. The theory developed by Descartes in this
short treatise displays a most consummate felicity of
genius.” (“ Introduction to the Literature of Europe.”)
His treatise on Dioptrics affords ingenious geometric
applications, and announces the first discovery of the law
of the refraction of light. His style is so admirably pure,
clear, and concise that he is entitled to a high rank among
the creators and reformers of the French language.
In 1641 he published, in Latin, his great metaphysical
work, “ Meditationes de Prima Philosophia,” the speculations of which gave a wonderful impulse to philosoThey
phical inquiry in his own and succeeding times.
manifest an original, daring, and independent genius,
endowed with great force and subtlety of thought. He
performed the same service in the philosophy of mind
still
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a more important change in

speculative philosophy,” says Hallam, “than any who
had preceded him since the revival of learning ; for
there could be no comparison in that age between the
celebrity and effect of his writings and those of Lord
Bacon.” (“Introduction to the Literature of Europe.”)
G. H. Lewes, “ BioSee Brucker, “ Historia Philosophise
graphical History of Philosophy
Mercier, “filoge de Descartes
Thomas, “filoge de Descartes,” 1765; Adrien Baillet, “Viede
Descartes,” 2 vols., 1691 Pierre Borel, “ Vit.i' Ren. Cartesii Com;

G. H. Gaillard, “£loge de Descartes,”
I.e Cartesi;)nisme,” 2 vols , 1843 BouilPhilosophie Cart^sienne.” 2 vols., 1854; Garnier,
“ Descartes;” D. Nizard, “ Descartes et son Influence,” etc., in the
“Revue des Deux Mondes,” December 1, 1844; Carl F. Hock,
“ Cartesius und seine Gegner,” 1835 ; “ Edinburgh Review” for Jan-

pendium,”
1765;
i.ier,

Paris, 1656;

Bordas-Dumoulin, “

“Sur

;

la

uary, 1852.

Descemet,

dis'ini' or di'seh'mi', (Jean,) a learned
in Paris in 1732,
discovered the internal lamina of the cornea. He practised medicine with success.
Died in 1810.
Deschamps, dVshSN', (Antoine,) a French poet,
brother of Emile, noticed below, was born in Paris in
1800.
He published a translation of Dante’s “Divina
Commedia,” (1829,) and several volumes of poems.
Deschamps, (Claude Francois,) a French priest,
born at Orleans in 1745, devoted his talents and fortune
to the instruction of deaf-mutes, in which he followed
the system of Pereira.
He published an “ Elementary

French physician and anatomist, born

Course of Education for Deaf-Mutes,” (1779,) and a few
other treatises on that subject. Died in 1791.
Deschamps, (Emile,) a popular French poet and
dramatist, born at Bourges in 1 791.
He produced in
1818 two comedies, called “Selmours et Florian,” and
“ Le Tour de Faveur,” both of which had great success.
With Victor Hugo and others, he founded the “Muse
Fran9aise” in 1827. He published a collection of poems
entitled “French and Foreign Studies,” (“Etudes fran£aises et etrangeres,” 1828,) which contains some translations, and a volume of “Poesies completes,” (1840,)
which were received with favour. He has also written
prose.
He died in April, 1871.
Deschamps, (F.ustache,) sometimes called Morel,
a French poet, born about 1320. Among his works is
the “ Miroir du Mariage.” Died about 1400.
Deschamps, (Jean Marie,) a French litterateur born
in Paris in 1750, was secretary to the empress Josephine,
and remained in her service until her death, (1814.) He
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was the author of “ Piron with his Friends,” and other
dramatic pieces, and published a translation, in verse, of
Monti’s “ Bard of the Black Forest.” Died in 1826.
Deschamps, (Joseph Francois Louis,) a French
He succeeded Dephysician, born at Chartres in 1740.
sault as surgeon-in-chief of the hospital La Charite in
When Corvisart became first physician to Na1788.
poleon, Deschamps was chosen one of his consulting
surgeons. In 181 1 he became a member of the Institute.
He published a “Treatise on Cystotomy.” Died in 1824.

DESHArS
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structure of monocotyledons and dicotyledons. He published “Lectures on Botany,” a “Description of the
Trees and Shrubs of France,” (1809,) and numerous
treatises on new genera which he discovered.
Died in

November,

1833.
See “Biographie des Naturalistes,” in the “Dictionnaire univerdes Sciences naturelles;” A. P. de Candolle, “Notice historique sur la Vie et les Travaux de M. Desfontaines,” 1834 Pierre
F lourens, “filoge historique de R. L. Desfontaines,” 1837 “Nou-

selle

;

;

velle

Biographie Generale.

Desforges, d^foRzh', (Pierre Jean Baptiste ChouSee “Biographie M^dicale."
dard,) a French dramatic writer, born in Paris in 1746,
Deschizeaux, di'she'zo', (Pierre,) a French bota- was a comic actor in his youth. He retired from the
nist, born at Macon in 1687
died about 1730.
stage in 1782, and then produced “Tom Jones at LonDeseine, deh-s 4 n', (Francois,) a French bookseller don,” a comedy in verse, of which La Harpe says, “ The
and writer, born in Paris, became a resident of Rome. situations are interesting, the dialogue is rapid and
He was author of a work entitled “ Rome, Ancient and animated, and the style ingenious and easy.” He was
Modern,” (10 vols., 1713,) which is prized for its accuracy. author of many other comedies, and of successful operas,
Died at Rome in 1715.
among which is “Joconde.” Died in 1806.
Deseine, (Louis Pierre,) a French sculptor, born
See “Nouvelle Biographie G^n^rale.”
in Paris in 1750; died in 1827.
Desfourneaux,di, fooR/ no',(EDME Etienne Borne,)
Desenne, deh-sSn', (Alexandre Joseph,) an eminent a French general, born in 1 767, commanded an expedition
French designer, born in Paris in 1783. After the death to Saint Domingo, from which he expelled the British in
of Moreau, in 1814, he occupied perhaps the first place 1796 or 1797. In 1802 he was sent back to that island,
in his art.
He embellished the works of Rousseau, though not as general-in-chief, and gained some advanDied in 1827.
Delille, Boileau, Voltaire, etc.
tages over the negro insurgents.
Died in 1849.
Desericius. See Deseriz.
Desgallards, di'gi'liR', (Nicolas,) a Protestant
Deseriz or Deseritz,da'zeh-rits, [Lat. Deseriq'ius,] theologian, born about 1520, became minister in Geneva
(Joseph Innocent,) a Hungarian cardinal, born at Nitra about 1552, and planted a French church in London in
in 1702, was the author of several works, of which the 1560.
He was much esteemed by Calvin, and was apprincipal treats on the origin and early history of the pointed preacher to the Queen of Navarre in 1571.
He
“
Hungarians,
De Initiis ac Majoribus Hungarorum,” translated several of Calvin’s works into French, and
Died in 1765.
(1748.)
published an edition of Saint Irenaeus, (1570.)
”
See Horanyi, “Memoria Hungarorum.
Desgenettes, d&zh'nSt' or d&'zheh-nSt', (Nicolas
Desessarts, di'zi'stR', (Nicolas Lemoyne leh'- Ren£ Dufriche,) Baron, an eminent French physician,
mwin',) a French litterateur born at Coutances in 1744, born at Alenin in 1762. He became chief physician of
lived in Paris.
He published, besides other works, the army of Italy about 1794, and in 1798 served in the
“Celebrated Trials,” (“Causes celebres,” 196 vols., same capacity in Egypt, where he displayed great skill
and
“Dictionary,
Historical and Critical, of and courage.
a
He attended the grand army during the
1773-89,)
all French Writers to the End of the Eighteenth Cenempire, and at Waterloo in 1815. On the restoration of
tury,” (“Siecles litteraires de la France, ou Nouveau Louis XVIII. he lost his position in the army, and in
Dictionnaire historique, critique et bibliographique,” 1823 he was dismissed from a chair of medicine which
Died in 1810.
etc., 6 vols. 8vo, 1800.)
he had obtained in Paris about 1800. He was chosen
See Querard, “La France Litt^raire.”
chief physician of the Invalides in 1832.
He published,
Deseze. See Seze, de.
besides other medical works, “ The Medical History of
Desfaucherets, dVfosh'Ri', (Jean Louis Brousse,) the Army of the East,” (1802,) and wrote articles for
a French dramatic writer, born in 1742; died in 1808.
the “Biographie Universelle.” Died in 1837.
Desfontaines, dVfiN'tin', (Guillaume Francois
See Pariset, “ ifloge du Baron R. Desgenettes,” 8vo, 1838
Fouques Deshayes,) a French dramatist, born at Caen Desgenettes, “ Souvenirs de la Fin du i8me Siecle et des Commencements
du i9me, ou Memoires de R. D. G.,” 2 vols., 1836;
in 1733, became librarian of Monsieur, (Louis XVIII.)
“Nouvelle Biographie Gdndrale.”
He produced numerous successful comedies, among
Desgodets, dVgo'dV, (Antoine,) a French architect,
which were “The Marriage of Scarron,” and the “Traveller Incog.,” (“ Le Voyageur inconnu.”) Died in 1825. born in Paris in 1653, was chosen pensioner of the king
Desfontaines, (Pierre Francois Guyot,) Abb£, at the Academy of Rome in 1674. On his return he
a French critic, born in Rouen in 1685. In 1724 he was published, by order of Colbert and at the public expense,
invited to Paris to write for the “Journal des Savants,” “The Ancient Edifices of Rome, designed and measured
Devoting his pen accurately,” a work of considerable merit. Died in 1 728.
to which he imparted new vitality.
Desgoffe, di'gof', (Alexandre,) a French historical
to polemic criticism, he issued successively several peAmong
riodicals, such as “Le Nouvelliste du Parnasse,” (1731,) and landscape painter, born in Paris in 1805.
and “Judgments on New Works,” (1745.) His critiques his works are “ The Roman Campagna,” and “ The Sleep
involved him in a quarrel with Voltaire, which was prose- of Orestes,” (1857.)
Desgranges, di'gRfiNzh', (Jean Baptiste,) a French
cuted with much rancour. Desfontaines published a
“Neologic Dictionary,” (1726,) and other works. His medical writer, born at Macon in 1751 ; died in 1831.
;

—

,

version of the “Aineid” (1743) is said to be the best
prose version in the French language. Died in 1745.
See De la Porte, “L’Esprit de l’Abbe Desfontaines,” 4 vols.,
1757; Charles Nisard, “Les Ennemis de Voltaire; Desfontaines,
Freron et Beaumelle,” 1853.

Desfontaines, (Ren^ Louiche,) an eminent French
born at Tremblay, in Bretagne, about 1752.
studied medicine in Paris, and made such progress in
botany that he was received into the Academy of Sciences
in 1783.
Through the influence of Lemonnier, the government furnished him with means to make a botanical
excursion in Barbary, from which, after two years’ absence, he returned in 1785. He was appointed by Buffon
professor of botany in the Jardin des Plantes in 1786.
About 1795 he was admitted into the Institute. In 1798
he published his most important work, the result of his
researches in Africa, entitled “ Flora Atlantica,” (2 vols.
4to.)
Vegetable physiology is indebted to him for the
valuable discovery of the difference in the growth and

botanist,

He

e as k; 9 as

s;

g hard; g as j;

Deshauterayes,

d&'zot'ri',

(Michel Ange Andr£

le Roux,) a French linguist, born near Pontoise in 1724,
was a nephew and pupil of Etienne Fourmont, who
taught him Hebrew, Arabic, Chinese, etc. From 1752
to 1784 he was professor of Arabic in the College Royal,
Paris.
He wrote a “ Life of Fourmont,” and published
some letters on Oriental languages. Died in 1795.
Deshayes, d&'zi' or dV/ii', (Louis,) Baron of Courmemin, a French diplomatist, born about 1590. He
was sent by Louis XIII. on a mission to the Levant in
1621, and on his return published a “Journey to the
Levant,” an interesting and valuable work. Having
joined in some intrigues against Richelieu, he was
beheaded in 1632.
Deshays, dk'zk', (Jean Baptiste,) an eminent French
historical painter, born at Rouen in 1729.
He studied
under Vanloo, and afterwards visited Rome. In 1758 he
was admitted to the Royal Academy of Paris, on which
occasion he exhibited his “Venus embalming the Body

G, H, K, guttural; N, nasal; R, trilled; s as 2; th as in this.

(JJEf^bee Explanations,

p. 23.)

DESHOULIERES

of Hector.” This established his reputation as one of the
best painters of his time.
His “ Saint Benedict Dying”
is also much admired.
Died in 1765.
See C. N. Cochin, “Lettres sur

la

Deslandes also wrote “ Reflections on Great Men who
have died jestingly,” and other works. Died in 1 757.
See Qu£rard, “La France Liueraire.”
Deslyons, dVle-iN', (Jean,) a French

Vie de Deshays,” 1765.

Deshoulieres, dVzoo'le-aiR', Madame,
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theologian,

Antoi- born at Pontoise in 1615 ; died at Senlis in 1700.
Deslys, di'lfess', (Charles,) a French litterateur, born
a French poetess, born in Paris about 1634.
She was in Paris about 1820.
Desmahis, dVmf'e', (Joseph Franqois Edouard
beautiful, graceful, and learned.
In 1651 she became

nette du Ligier de

la

(nee

Garde — dii le'zhe-i'd’ligiRd,)

the wife of Seigneur Deshoulieres, an officer in the army.
She was much caressed and complimented by the poets,
who called her the tenth Muse. Voltaire said that “she
was the most successful of all the French ladies who have
cultivated poetry.”
Her idyls, one of which is entitled
“ Les Moutons,” are said to be the best in the language,
and are more admired than her other poems, among
which are eclogues, odes, elegies, etc. Her “ Moral

de Corsembleu

—

deh koR'sSN'bluh',) a French poet,
born at Sully-sur-Loire in 1722. At the age of eighteen
he went to Paris, and by the favour of Voltaire obtained
access to the society of the elite.
He wrote “ Le Voyage
de Saint-Germain,” and other fugitive poems, which had
considerable popularity, and several comedies, one of
which, “The Impertinent,” (1750,) was performed with
success. “ It sparkles with wit,” says La Harpe, “ but at
the expense of naturalness,” (naturel.) Died in 1761.

Reflections” are also much esteemed. A pension of two
See Desessarts, “Slides litteraires.”
thousand francs was granted her in 1688. Her works
were often read in the public sessions of the French
Desmaiseaux, di'mi'zo', (Pierre,) a learned writer,
Academy. She was a faithful wife and mother, and did born in Auvergne, France, in 1666, emigrated to England
not sacrifice her domestic duties to literary fame. She in his youth, and there associated with eminent authors.
wrote a tragedy, “ Genseric,” which was so unsuccessful He was chosen Fellow of the Royal Society. He wrote,
that some one, alluding to her pastoral above named, in English, a “Life of Boileau,” (1712,) and a “Life of
applied to her the popular proverb, “ Retournez a vos Bayle,” (1722,) and translated into English Bayle’s “ Dicmoutons,” (“ Return to your sheep.”) Died in 1694.
tionary,” Fenelon’s “ Telemachus,” and other works. His
See Voltaire, “Si£cle de Louis XIV,” and “Le Temple du writings are said to be valuable for literary history.
Gout;” A. Pit ricaud, “Les deux Deshoulieres,” 1853; P. E. Le- Little is known of the events of his life. Died in Lonmuntey, “Notice sur Madame Lafayette et Mesdemoiselles Desdon in 1745.
houlieres,” 1822.

Deshoulieres, (Antoinette TH^RfesE,) the daughter
of the above, born in Paris in 1662, was also a poetess.
In 1687 she gained the prize of the French Academy for
her ode on the following subject : “The Care which the
King bestows on the Education of the Nobility.” M.
Gaze, her accepted lover, having been killed in battle in
She
1692, she composed elegiac verses to his memory.
also wrote songs and epistles.
Died in 1718.
Desideri, di-se-da'ree, (Ippolito,) an Italian missionborn at Pistoia in 1684, went to Thibet about 1715,
and passed ten years in Lassa. He translated into Latin
the “ Kangiar,” the sacred book of Thibet.
Died at

ary,

Rome

in 1733.

Desiderio da Settignano,

di-se-da're-o di s?t-t£nyi'no, an eminent Italian sculptor, born in Tuscany in
his
works
is
a
mausoleum
of Carlo MarAmong
1457.
suppini in the Santa Croce at Florence. Died in 1485.
See Vasari, “ Lives of the Painters;” Ticozzi, “Dizionario.”

Des-I-de'rx-us, [Fr. Didier, de'de-i',] the last king
of the Lombards, was Duke of Istria at the death of
Astolph, whom he succeeded in 757 a.d. In 770 Charlemagne married his daughter ; but he repudiated her the
next year. In 772 Desiderius was involved in war with
Pope Adrian, in whose defence Charlemagne marched
an army into Italy and besieged Desiderius in Pavia.
The latter surrendered in 774, and was confined in a
monastery, where he ended his days.
See Muratori, “Annali d’ltalia;” Sismondi, “Histoire des
Fran?ais.”

See Morkri, “ Dictionnaire Historique.”

Desmarais. See Regnier-Desmarais.
Desmares. See Champmesl£.
Desmares, di'miR', (Toussaint Gui Joseph,)
French Jansenist preacher and
1

599

;

writer,

born

a

at Vire in

died in 1687.

See Maillebois, Marshal de.
Desmarais, (Franqois SIsraphin

Desmarets.

Desmarets
Regnier.)

>

or

See Regnier-Desmarais.

Desmarets,

di'mt'ri', (Nicolas,) a French stateswas the nephew and pupil of Colbert.
He became director of finances in 1702. The resources
of France were exhausted by long wars, and the financial fabric raised by the skill of Colbert was falling to
ruin, when Desmarets was appointed controller-general
in 1 708.
His administration was wise, honest, and partially successful.
On the death of Louis XIV., in 1715,
he was deprived of office. Died in 1721. His son became distinguished as the Marshal de Maillebois.
See Voltaire, “ Siecle de Louis XIV
Saint-Simon, “ Mtl-

man and

financier,

moires.”

Desmarets, (Nicolas,) a French
and geologist, born

natural philosopher

at Soulaines in 1725.

In 1753 he
wrote a prize essay on the ancient junction of Great
Britain with the continent.
He was admitted to the
Academy of Sciences in 1771. He was one of the editors
of the “ Encyclopedic Methodique.”
His “Treatise on
the Origin and Nature of Basalt,” in the opinion of
Cuvier, who wrote his eulogy, should secure for him a
durable reputation.

Died

in 1815.

Desjardins, di'zhfR'diN', (Jacques,) a French genHe served as general of
eral, born at Angers in 1757.
He was
division in 1794 under Pichegru in Holland.
Eylau
in
mortally wounded at
1807.
Desjardins, [Lat. Horten'sius,] (Jean,) born near
Laon, in France, became one of the physicians of Francis
I., and had so great a reputation that it was believed he
could cure all diseases, provided the fatal hour had not
arrived.
Some punster applied to him this proverb
“ Contra vim mortis, non est medicamen in hortis.”
Died in 1549.
Desjardins, di'zhlR'd&N', (Martin van den Bogaert bo'glrt,) a skilful Dutch sculptor, born at Breda
in 1640, removed to Paris, where he made a colossal
group in honour of Louis XIV., which was destroyed in
Died in 1694.
the Revolution.
Deslandes, di'l&Nd', (Andr£ Franqois Boureau
boo'ro',) a skeptical French writer, born at Pondicherry,
His
in India, in 1690, came to France in his youth.
“Critical History of Philosophy” (1737) had great succalled
this,
and
Voltaire criticised the style of
cess.
the author “un vieux ecolier precieux, un bel-esprit

Desmarets, (Samuel,) a French Protestant divine,
born at Oisemont in 1599, preached at Laon, Sedan,
Bois-le-Duc, Groningen, etc. He wrote many works on
Died in 1673.
theology, which are praised by Bayle.
Desmarets de Saint-Sorlin, di'mi'ri' deh s4n'sor'IJn', (Jean,) a French poet, born in Paris in 1595,
was one of the first members of the French Academy.
He wrote successful dramas, entitled “Aspasia,” and
“The Visionaries;” and “Clovis,” an epic poem, (1657,)
which was justly ridiculed by Boileau. Desmarets was
prominent in the party that studiously depreciated the
ancients, and was a fanatical opponent of the Jansenists.
He pretended to be inspired, and wrote some visionary
devotional works. Died in 1676.

provinciel,” (“an affected pedant, a provincial witling.”)

Died

—
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Desmarets,

Mare'sius,] (Roland,) born in
Paris in 1594, was a brother of Jean Desmarets de Saint“
Sorlin.
He wrote Latin Letters” in verse, (1625,) often
[Lat.

Died

reprinted.

in 1653.

See Bayle, “Historical and
“M^moires.”

Critical

Dictionary;”

N icrron,

Desmars, di-mfR',

a French writer on medical topography and natural history, lived at Boulogne-sur-Mer.
in 1767.
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Desmasures, d&'mi'zuR',

(Louis,) a mediocre French
made a translation of

poet, born at Tournay about 1516,
the “TEneid” into French verse.

Desmeunier.
Desmichels,
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Died about

1580.

See D£meunier.

di'me'shgl', (Louis Alexis,) Baron,
a French general, born at Digne in 1779, fought as captain at Austerlitz, (1805,) and as colonel at Waterloo,
He became lieutenant-general in 1835, and was
(1815.)
afterwards Governor of Corsica. Died in 1845.
Desmichels, (Ovide Chrysanthe,) a French historian, born in the department of Var in 1793, was
His
professor of history in Paris from 1818 to 1831.
“ History of the Middle Ages” (1825; 12th edition, 1846)
is regarded as a classic work.

brilliancy,” says Carlyle

“a man

;

for

whom art, fortune,
to whom Nature

would never do much, but
had been very kind.”

or himself

See Thiers, “History of the French Revolution:” Carlyle,
“ French Revolution
E. F leury, “ Biographie de C. Desmoulins,”
1850, and enlarged edition, entitled “Etudes revolutionnaires,” etc.,
2 vols., 1851: Carlyle, “Miscellanies;” Brougham, “Statesmen
of the Time of George III.”

di'nwiiR'taiR', (Gustave le Brileh bRe'zwi',) a French novelist and critic, born
at Bayeux in 1817.
He wrote several novels, one of
which is entitled “Entre deux Amours,” (1845.)
See “Nouvelle Biographie Gene rale.”

Desnoiresterres,

soys

Desnoyer, dynwi'yi', (Louis Franqois Charles,)
a prolific French dramatist, born at Amiens in 1806;
Desmolets, dVmo'li', (Pierre Nicolas,) a learned died in 1858.
French compiler, born in Paris in 1678, became a priest
Desnoyers, di'nwi'yi', (Auguste Gaspard Louis
of the Oratoire.
He was employed as editor or com- Boucher,) Baron, a celebrated French engraver and
piler of many useful works, among which were a new designer,
was born in Paris in
He studied under
1779.

and improved edition of Lami’s “ Apparatus Biblicus,” Lethiere and Darcis, and gained distinction by a copper(1723,) and “The Continuation of Memorials of History plate engraving of “La belle Jardiniere” of Raphael,
and Literature, by Sallengre,” (11 vols., 1726-31.) Died
(1804,) which he afterwards surpassed in works after
in 1760.
various masters.
He produced in 1808 a portrait of
See Qu^rard, “La France Litt£raire.”
Napoleon, by Gerard, and in 1814 one of Raphael’s
Desmonceaux, dVmiN'so', A unit, a French oculist, Madonnas, (“Vierge a la Chaise.”) In 1816 he was
born in Paris in 1734, wrote a “Treatise on Diseases of elected to the Institute. He afterwards devoted his
the Eyes and Ears,” and other works. Died in 1806.
burin chiefly to the works of Raphael, with a success
DSs'mond, (Catherine Fitzgerald,) Countess of, which perhaps has never been surpassed. Among his
an Irish lady, the wife of James XIV., Earl of Desmond, master-pieces is “The Transfiguration,” (1840.) He
was born in the county of Waterford. She was presented received the title of baron in 1828. Died in 1857.
at the court of Edward IV., danced with his brother,
See “Nouvelle Biographie Gdndrale
“Archives des Musses
Richard III., and lived through five subsequent reigns. Impdriaux.”
It is said that she reached the age of one hundred and
Desnoyers, (Jules Pierre Franqois Stanislas,)
forty, and died after the accession of James I., (1603.)
a French geologist and antiquary, born at Nogent-leSee “Memoirs of Eminent Englishwomen,” by Louisa S. Cos- Rotrou (Eure-et-Loir) in 1800. He was chosen librarian
tello, London, 1844

;

“ London Quarterly Review”

for

March,

1853.

of the

Museum

He

of Natural History at Paris in 1834.

Desmoulins, dVmoo'liN', (Antoine,) a French nat- has written, besides other works, “ Observations on the
uralist, born at Rouen in 1796.
He wrote a “Natural Tertiary Formations of the West of France,” (1832,) and
History of the Human Races of Northern Europe and “Ecclesiastic Topography of France,” (1853.)
Asia,”
results

Died

and published in a short treatise the
of researches in the nervous system, (1824.)

in 1828.

Desnoyers, (Louis Claude Joseph,) a French
terateur,

Desmoulins, (Camille,) a prominent French democrat

See “Nouvelle Biographie Gdnerale.”

etc., (1826,)

and political writer, born at Guise, in Picardy, in
was educated in Paris, where Robespierre was his

1762,

schoolmate. An enthusiastic partisan of the Revolution,
he took an active part in the storming of the Bastille,
became a devoted follower of Danton, and acquired distinction by his pamphlets, which were written with great
ability.
He assumed or received the title of “ AttorneyGeneral of the Lamp-post,” for his share in the death
of those who were hung by the mob in the street. He
had an impediment of speech, which prevented his success as an orator. In 1791 he married an amiable lady
named Lucile Duplessis. Some writers accuse him of
complicity in the massacre of September, 1792, but add
that on that occasion he saved the lives of several worthy
He was elected to the Convention in 1792, and
persons.
voted for the death of the king and the destruction of
the Girondists, but subsequently advocated milder measures, for the promotion of which he began to issue the
“ Vieux Cordelier,” a periodical which had much cele-

born

at

Replonges (Ain)

in 1805.

He

lit-

founded

in 1832 the “ Charivari,” which he edited with success
until 1836, in which year he became one of the proprietors

He also wrote several popular
of the " Siecle” in Paris.
tales, among which are “The Adventures of Jean P.
Choppart,” (1836,) and “Gabrielle, or Every Road leads
to

Rome,” (1846.)
Desorgues, d&'zoRg', (Joseph Theodore,)

French poet, born

at

Aix

in

1764

;

a satirical

died in 1808.

Desormeaux, di'zoR'mo', (Joseph Louis Ripault,)
a French historian, born at Orleans in 1724, lived in
Paris.
He wrote a “ History of Spain and Portugal,”
(1758,) and a “Life of the Marshal de Luxembourg,”
He was admitted
(1764,) which were very successful.
Died in
into the Academy of Inscriptions in 1771.
(See Ding£, Antoine.)
1793.
See Qurrard, “La France Litteraire.

Desormeaux, (Marie Alexandre,) a French
cian

and professor of

obstetrics,

born

in Paris in

physi1

778

died in 1830.

De

Soto, di

so'to,

(Hernando

or

Fernando,)

a

and is still admired for its literary merit. He in- Spanish explorer, born in Estremadura about 1500,
curred the implacable enmity of the fanatical Saint-Just served with distinction under Pizarro in Peru. He conby saying that this demagogue “carried his head like ducted an expedition from Spain to Florida in
1539,
the holy sacrament,” and was involved in the proscrip- discovered the Mississippi River, and died in Louisiana
tion of his friend Danton, with whom he was executed, in
1542.
April 5, 1794. His wife soon after shared the same fate.
See Lambert A. Wilmer, “Life, Travels, and Adventures of
“ The talent which he displayed as a writer,” says Lord Ferdinand de Soto,” Philadelphia, 1858; Bancroft, “History of
Brougham, “ may not be of the highest order, were we the United States,” vol. i.
considering the merit of one who was a mere author.
Des'pard, ? (Edward Marcus,) an Irish conspirator,
But he also played a great part among the actors in the born in Queen’s county. He became a colonel in the
scenes of the time, and of those he stands certainly British army, but was afterwards suspended or disgraced.
highest as a master of composition.” “ No one,” says He formed a conspiracy to kill the king, for which he
Lamartine, “ could so well personify the populace, with was executed in 1803.
its tumultuous movements, its mobility, its inconstancy,
Despars or Desparts, d&'pfR', (Jacques,) a French
and its quick transitions from fury to pity for its victims. physician, born at Tournay, graduated in Paris in 1409,
man at once so ardent and so volatile, so trivial and and practised there with great reputation. He became
so inspired, so undecided between blood and tears, must first physician to Charles VII., founded and endowed a
have influence over an insurgent people in proportion as medical school in Paris, and wrote a “Commentary on
his nature is congenial with theirs.”
(“ History of the Avicenna.”
Died in 1457.
“ A fellow of endless wit and soft lambent
Girondists.”)
Desparts. See Despars.
brity
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DESPJUTERE

Despautfcre, d&'po'taiR', (Jean,) a noted Flemish
grammarian, born at Ninove about 1460, was the author
of a Latin work on grammar, (“Commentarii Grammatici,”) which was very popular, and was used in the
schools of France. “Too long,” says Boinvilliers, “it
caused the despair of youth, who shed many tears over
obscurities.”

its

His Flemish name was

Van Pau-

teren.

Died in 1520.
Despaze, di'piz', (Joseph,) a French

satirical poet,

Bordeaux in 1776, lived in Paris. Died in 1814.
Despeisses, di'piss', (Antoine,) an eminent French
jurisconsult, born near Alais in 1594, was one of the
authors of a “Treatise on Successions.” Died in 1658.
born
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at

Despreaux.
Despreaux,

See Boileau.

d&'pR&'o', (Jean Etienne,) a popular
French dramatist and song-writer, born in Paris in 1748;
died in 1820.

Despremenil.

See Espr£mesnil.

Despres, di'pRi', (Jean Baptiste Denis,) an accomplished French writer, born at Dijon in 1752. In 1805
he became secretary of Louis, King of Holland, who
made him a councillor of state. About 1810 he was
chosen a member of the council of the University of
Paris.
He wrote several dramas, among which are the
“Alarmiste” and the “ Satiric Poet.” Died in 1832. Despres and Campenon made an elegant version of Horace.

See Morkki, “ Dictionnaire Historique.”

See “ Nouvelle Biographie G^n^rale.”

Despence. See Espence, d’.
Despenoer, le, (Hugh.) See Spenser.

Despres, di'pRi', or Depres, written

Desperiers, di'peh-re-i', or Desperriers, di'pi'(Bonaventure,) al^ench skeptic, born at ArnayleT5 uc, was valet-de-chambre of Marguerite, sister of
Francis I. He wrote, in French, a work called “ Cymbal
of the World,” (“Cymbalum Mundi,”) the object of
which was to throw ridicule on revealed religion. He
“ New Recreations,” (“ Noualso wrote poems and tales
which were admired. Died in 1 544.
velles Recreations”)
re-i',

—

—

See “ Les vieux Conteurs Fran^ais,” 1840; Baylb, “Historical
and Critical Dictionary;” Charles Nodier, “B. Desperriers et
Cyrano de Bergerac,” 1841 “Nouvelle Biographie G^n^rale.”
;

Desperriers. See Desperiers.
Desplaces, di'pltss', (Louis,) a

French engraver, born in Paris in 1682. He engraved after Rubens,
Paul Veronese, and other Italian masters. Died in 1739.
Despois, di'pwi', (Eugene,) a French litterateur,
born in Paris in 1818. He contributed able articles to
the “Revue des Deux Mondes.”
Desport, di'poR', (Franqois,) a French surgeon,
born about 1700. Having practised with success in the
army for several years, he was chosen surgeon-in-chief
of the army of Corsica in 1738. He passes for one of
the greatest military surgeons that France has produced.
He wrote a “Treatise on Gun-Shot Wounds,” (1749,)
which was then the most complete on the subject. Died
about 1760.
Desportes, di'poRt', (Auguste,) a French poet, born
at Aubenas (Ardeche) in 1798. He made a good poetical
version of the “Satires” of Persius, (1841,) and wrote
“Moliere at Chambord,” a comedy, (1843.)
skilful

also Deaprez,
di'pRi', (Josquin,) a famous Flemish musician, born in
Hainault about 1450 or 1460. He was a singer in the
pontifical chapel under Pope Sixtus IV., after whose
death he was attached to the court of Louis XII. of
France. He composed masses, motets, and songs. Died
about 1530. “Many poems and epitaphs,” says DenneBaron, “ attest the regret caused by the death of this
musician, whom all Europe proclaimed the greatest composer of his time.”
See F etis, “Biographie Universelle des Musiciens.”

Despretz, di'pRi', (C£sar Mansuete,) a French
savant, born at Lessines (Hainault) in 1792.
He taught
physical sciences in the College Henri IV., Paris, and
was appointed professor in the Sorbonne about 1837.
He published an “Elementary Treatise on Physics,”
(1825,) which was adopted by the Council of Public
Instruction, and “Elements of Chemistry,” (1830.)
He
produced from carbon or charcoal minute black crystals,
said to be a good substitute for diamond-dust in polishing
precious stones. Died in 1863.

Desprez, (Josquin.) See Despres.
Desprez, di'pRi', (Louis,) a French

sculptor,

born

He obtained the grand prize in 1828
of Orion.” Among his other works are
a statue of General Foy and a bronze statue of Diana,
in Paris in 1799.
for “

The Death

(1845-)

Desprez, (Louis Jean,) a French artist, born in
Lyons about 1745, was appointed painter and architect to Gustavus III. of Sweden.
He displayed a rich
imagination as a painter. The “ Battle of Suenskund”
Died in 1804.
is one of his master-pieces.
Desportes, (Charles Edouard Boscberon
Desprez de Boissy. See Boissy.
bosh'rdN',) a French lawyer and litterateur, born in Paris
Desrenaudes, di'reh-nod', (Martial Borye,) an
in 1753.
He embraced the royal cause in the Revolu- able French litterateur, born at Tulle in 1755, became
In grand vicar of the Bishop of Autun, (Talleyrand,) whom
tion, for which he suffered in prison and in exile.
1814 he became president of the imperial court of Orleans. he served as secretary. He is the reputed author of
Died in 1832.
the famous report on public instruction presented by
See Buzonni^re, “ Notice sur C. E. Boscheron Desportes,” 1832. Talleyrand in 1791.
He was imperial censor under
Desportes, (Claude Francois,) a French painter, Napoleon I. Died in 1825.
Desrochers, di'ro'shi', (Etienne Jehandier
a son of the following, whom he imitated, died in 1774.
Desportes, (Franqois,) an eminent French painter, zh6N'de-i',) a French engraver of portraits, was born
at
Lyons died in Paris in 1741.
born in Champagne in 1661, resided in Paris. He was
;

received into the Royal Academy in 1699, when the king
gave him a pension. He painted portraits with skill
but he excelled in representing dogs and other animals.
He executed many works of this kind for Louis XIV.
and for his successor. Died in 1743.
Desportes, (Jean Baptiste Poup£e,) a French physician, born in Bretagne in 1704, practised in Saint
Domingo. He wrote a “ History of the Diseases of
Saint Domingo,” in 3 vols., (1770,) one of which is devoted to botany. Died in 1748.
Desportes, (Philippe,) a French poet, born at Chartres in 1345 or 1546, was an uncle of the satirist Regnier.
He enjoyed the favour of Henry III., who gave him rich
He
benefices and chose him for reader in his cabinet.
wrote elegies and erotic poems, and excelled in Ana“ Desportes wrote more purely than
creontic verse.
Ronsard,” says La Harpe, “ and removed the rust which
covered our versification.” “ He rejected,” says Hallam,
“the pedantry and affectation of his predecessors, and
gave a tenderness and grace to the poetry of love.”
Died in
(“ Introduction to the Literature of Europe.”)
1606.
See Sainte-Beuve, “Tableau de la Poesie Franijaise au
Longfellow, “Poets and Poetry of Europe.”
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Desroches, di'rosh', (Jean,) a learned historian of
Belgium, born at the Hague in 1740. In 1783 he published a well-written Latin “Epitome of Belgian History,” (2 vols.,) and left (unfinished) an “Ancient History
of the Austrian Netherlands,” (1787.) Died in 1787.

Desroches de Parthenay,

di'rosh' deh ptRt'ni',

a French historian, born at La Rochelle, published, besides other works, a “ History of Denmark,”
“ History of Poland under Augustus
vols.,
(6
1730,) and a
(J.

B.,)

Died in 1766.
di'ro'tooR', (Noel Franqois Mathieu
Angot 6N'go',) a French numismatist and writer, born
at Falaise in 1739, was chief clerk of the administration
of the mint before the Revolution. Died in 1821.
Dessaix, di'si', (Joseph Marie,) a French general,
II.,” (4 vols., 1734.)

Desrotours,

—

As major he served
in 1764.
deputy to the Council of Five
became a general of division in
For his conduct at Wagram (1809) he was made
1809.
a count of the empire. He was chosen grand officer
born at Thonon, Savoy,
in Italy in 1796, was a
Hundred in 1798, and

He joined the army
of the legion of honour in 1811.
of Napoleon in March, 1815, and was in consequence
excluded from office after the restoration. Died in 1834.
See De Courcelles, “Dictionnaire des G«5 ni!raux Franca is.”
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Destutt de Tracy. See Tracy.
Desaaix, (de Veygoux.) See Desaix.
Des Vergers. See Noel des Vergers.
Dessalines, di'sii'l^n', (Jean Jacques,) a negro emDesvignoles, di'v£n'yol', (Alphonse,) a French
peror of Hayti, born in or near Guinea about 1760, was
brought to Hayti as a slave. In the servile war which fol- Protestant minister, born in Languedoc in 1649, preached
lowed the French Revolution he was distinguished for his at Lausanne, Berne, Berlin, and Brandenburg. He becourage and cruelty, and became first lieutenant of Tous- came a member of the Royal Society of Berlin in 1701,
saint L’Ouverture.
He massacred all the whites and and one of the editors of the “ Bibliotheque Germanique”
mulattoes who fell into his power. In 1802 he made a in 1 71 1. In 1738 he published a “Chronology of Sacred
desperate resistance to the French army under Leclerc, History,” which was esteemed one of the best works on
especially at Saint-Marc.
After Toussaint was trans- that subject. Died in 1 744.
See Haag, “La France protestante.”
ported to France, Dessalines became general-in-chief of
the blacks, and expelled the French from the island
Desyveteaux or Des Yveteaux, d&'ziv'to', (Nicoin 1803.
He ordered a general massacre of the white las Vauquelin vok'liN',) Seigneur, a Frenchman,
residents, who had remained under a promise of protec- born near Falaise about 1560, was preceptor to the Duke
tion.
In October, 1804, he assumed the title and power of Vendome, and to the dauphin, (Louis XIII.,) for the
of emperor. Two of his officers, Christophe and Petion, former of whom he wrote a poem called “The Education
conspired against him and assassinated him in 1806, when of a Prince.” In 1611 he was dismissed from court on
the former became President of Hayti.
account of his immoral habits. Died in 1649.

—

See Rathery, “Vauquelin des Yveteaux,” 1854; J. Travers,
See Louis Dubroca, “Vie de J. J. Dessalines,” 1804.
“Addition k la Vie et aux CEuvres de V. des Yveteaux,” 1856 “ NouDessalles, di'stl', (Jean L£on,) a French philologist, velle Biographie Generale.”
born at Le Bugue (Dordogne) in 1803.
Detharding, dSt'haR'ding, [Lat. Dethardin'gius ,1
Dessau, dSs'sow, (Prince Leopold Anhalt,) a Ger- (Georg,) a learned German physician, born at Stralsuna
man general, born in 1676, distinguished himself in the in 1671. He became professor of medicine at Rostock
war of the Spanish succession, and was made field-mar- in
and at Copenhagen in 1732. He gave evidence
shal in 1712.
He obtained command of an army of of a1697,
philosophic and ingenious mind in numerous works,
Frederick II. of Prussia, with which he invaded Silesia (in
Latin,) among which are a “Guide to Long Life,”
in 1744 and repulsed the Austrians in 1745.
He after- (“ Dissertatio de Manuductione ad Vitam longam,” 1724,)
wards defeated the Saxons near Dresden. Died in “Principles of Semiology,”
and “ Principles of
;

(1740,)

1747-

Dessen van Cronenburg.

the System or Art of Healing,” (“

See Dessenius.

Des-se'ni-us, [Ger. pron. d£s-sa'ne-us,] or Dessen
van Cronenburg, dgs'sen vin kRo'nen-buRG, (Bernard,) a skilful Dutch physician, born at Amsterdam in
He published a work “On
1510, practised at Cologne.
the Compounding of Medicines,” (“ De Compositione
Medicamentorum,” 1555,) and another on the Plague.

Died

in 1574.

Dessolles, d&'sol', (Jean Joseph Paul Augustin,)
Marquis, an able French general and statesman, born
at Auch in 1767, served several campaigns under Bonaparte in Italy between 1793 and 1797, and in 1799 became general of division. He served under Moreau in
1800, and contributed to the victory of Hohenlinden,
(1801.) In this year he was made councillor of state and
secretary of war. From 1808 to 1810 he commanded
a division in Spain. In 1814 he was appointed by the
provisional government general-in-chief of the national
guard of Paris, with command of the first military
division.
On the first restoration of Louis XVIII. he
became minister of state and a peer of France. He
was appointed minister of foreign affairs and president of
the council, or premier, on the formation of the Liberal
ministry in December, 1819. The ultra-royalists, whose
policy he opposed, procured his dismissal from power in
1820.
Died in 1828.
See Lamartine, “ History of the Restoration
De Courcelles,
“ Dictionnaire des G£n£raux Fran^ais;” “Nouvelle Biographie
G^n^rale.”

Fundamenta Methodi

Medendi,” 1743.)

Died in 1747.
See Kampfer, “ Publicum Virtutis et Eruditionis
G. Dethardingio erectum.”

Monumentum

Detharding, (Georg Christoph,) a son of the preceding, born at Rostock in 1699, was professor of medicine at Copenhagen from 1747 to 1760.
He wrote many
dissertations on medicine.
Died in 1784.
See “Biographie Mddicale.”

Detmold,

dSt'molt,

(Johann Hermann,) a German

statesman, born at Hanover in 1807, was elected to the
National Assembly in 1848, and was in 1849 f° r a short
time minister of justice and of the interior for the empire.
He wrote several satirical works.
See Brockhaus, “ Conversations- Lexikon.”

De

Tocqueville. See Tocqueville, de.
Detroy, deh-tRwd', (Franqois,) a French portraitborn at Toulouse in 1645, worked in Paris. Died

painter,
in 1730.

Deu-ca'li-on, [Gr.

A evKalluv,]

Greek mythology, was

a personage of the
said to be a son of Prometheus.

According to popular tradition, he escaped in a ship
with his wife Pyrrha from a general deluge, and landed
on Parnassus after which they threw stones behind
them, which were transformed into men and women.
;

See Ovid’s “ Metamorphoses,” book

i.

Deurhoff, duR'hof, (Willem,) a Dutch writer on
theology, born at Amsterdam in 1650; died in 1717.
Deusdedit. See Dieudonn£.
Deusing, doi'zing, (Anton,) a learned German physician, born at Meurs, in Westphalia, in 1612.
He was

De Stael. See Stael, de.
D’Estaing. See Estaing, d\
Destaing, dSs'tlN', (Jacques,) a French general, born versed

in Oriental languages,

philosophy,

etc.

In 1646

commanded the light infantry at the he became first professor of medicine at Groningen. Pie
Aboukir, and was made a general of division published, in Latin, “The Universal Theatre of Nature,”
He returned to France, and was killed in a (1645,) a “ Synopsis of Medicine,” (1649,) “The Economy

at Aurillac in 1764,

battle of
in 1801.

of the

duel by General Reynier in 1802.

Destandoux. See Cailhava.
Destouches, d&'toosh', (Philippe Nericault

—ni'-

popular French dramatic writer, born at Tours
have been an actor in his youth. His
comedy “Le Curieux impertinent” was performed in
1710 with success. He was sent on a mission to England in 1717, and married an English lady. In 1723 he
was received into the French Academy. He gained
great eminence among comic authors by his “Married
Philosopher,” (1727,) which is his master-piece, “The
Boaster,” (“Le Glorieux,”) and many other comedies.
re'ko',) a

in 1680, is said to

Died

in 1754.
See Villemain, “Tableau de la Litterature au dix huitieme
Slide
D’Alembert, “ fSloge de Destouches,” 1755 “ Nouvelle
;

Biographie Generale.”

D’Estrees.
€ as k; 5 as

s;

See Estr£es, d\
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Animal System,”

(1660,)

and other works.

Died

in 1666.

See Nic^ron, “ M^moires
Samuel Maresius, “Oratio
Obitum A. Deusingii,” 1666; “Biographie Mddicale.”

in

Deusing, (Hermann,) born in 1654, was a son of the
preceding, and a partisan and admirer of Cocceius.
He
wrote an “Allegorical History of the Bible,” (1690,) and
other works on theology. Died in 1722.
Deutsch, doitsh, (Nicolas Emanuel,) a Swiss painter
and engraver, born at Berne in 1484. His engravings
are more prized than his paintings, and both are rare.
His most remarkable work is a series of six engravings
representing the Wise and Foolish Virgins. Died in
I53°-

His son, Jean Rodolphe, produced engravings which
are valued as showing the picturesque state of the great
cities of Europe in the sixteenth century.
trilled; § as 2;
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DEVA da'va,* a Sanscrit word signifying “god,” Deveria, deh-vi're'i', (EugEne Franqois Marik
and forming part of several compound names in the Joseph,) a French historical painter, born in Paris in
Hindoo mythology, as Kamadeva, the “god of love,” 1805. Among his works are “Marco Bozzaris at MissoMahadeva, the “great god,” (one of the many names longhi,” (1827,) and “The Flight into Egypt,” (1838.)
applied to Siva,) etc. The feminine of Deva is Devi,
Deveria, (Jacques Jean Marie Achille,) a French
(da'vee,) which signifies simply a “goddess,” but is more painter and lithographer, brother of the preceding, was
,

born in Paris in 1800.

usually applied to Parvati, the consort of Siva.
Devaines, deh-vln', (Jean,) a French litteratetir,
born before 1750, was chief clerk of the treasury under

He

produced, among other

paintings, a “ Repose of the Holy Family,”
and a “Visitation.” About 1849 he became keeper of
engravings in the Imperial Library. Died in 1857.
Deveze, deh-v&z', (Jean,) a French physician, born
at Rabastens in 1753, went to Hayti in 1775. He escaped
from massacre in 1793 by going to Philadelphia, where
he had charge of a hospital during the prevalence of the
yellow fever. Returning to France, he became physician-in-ordinary to the king. Died in 1829.
He wrote
able “Treatises on the Yellow Fever.”
Devi, da'vee, [the feminine form of the Sanscrit Deva,
a “ god,”] a common Hindoo word, signifying “goddess,”
but usually applied to Parvati (or Kali) par excellence.
historical

Died in 1803.
Devaris, dl-vl'ris, or Devarius, di-vfi're-us, (Matthew,) a Greek scholar, born in Corfu, lived about 1540,
and became, under Paul III., corrector of Greek manuHis chief work is a “Treatise
scripts in the Vatican.
on the Particles of the Greek Language,” (1588.)
Devarius. See Devaris.
Devaux. See Vaux, de.
Devaux, deh-vo', (Francois Antoine,) a French
litterateur born at Luneville in 1712, enjoyed the conIn 1752 he produced a
stant friendship of Voltaire.
successful comedy, “Rash Promises,” (“Engagements (See ParvatT.)
Devienne, deh-ve'ln', (Franqois,) a French musiindiscrets.”)
Died in 1796.
See Voltaire, “ Correspondance de 1739 & 1761;” “Nouvelle cian and composer, born at Joinville in 1759; died in 1803.
Biographie Generate.”
De Vigny. See Vigny.
Deville, deh-vfel', (Antoine,) an eminent French enDevaux, (Gabriel Pierre Francois Moisson
mwi'sdN',) a French botanist, born at Caen in 1742, gineer, born at Toulouse in 1596, passed some years in
formed near Bayeux a garden which became well known the service of the Duke of Savoy. He wrote an important treatise on fortifications. Died about 1656.
as the “ Jardin Devaux.” Died in 1802.
Devillers, deh-ve'yi', (Charles,) a French naturalist,
See Lair, “ Notice historique sur Moisson-Devaux,” 1803.
Devaux, (Jean,) a skilful French surgeon, born in born in 1724, lived at“ Lyons. His chief production is an
edition of Linnaeus’s Entomology.”
Died in 1809.
Paris in 1649, practised in that city for sixty years with
Dev'is, (Arthur William,) an English historical
a high reputation. He was author of a popular treatise
painter, born in 1762; died in 1822.
on the “Art of Preserving Health by Instinct,” (1682,)
Devonshire, first Duke of. See Cavendish, Wiland other able professional works. He also translated
Turgot.

,

several foreign medical books. Died in 1729.
See Sue, “£loge historique de Devaux,” etc., Amsterdam,

Devaux,

liam.

Dev'on-shire, (Edward Courtney or Courtenay,)
Earl of, an accomplished English nobleman, born about

1772.

(Paul Louis Isidore,) a Belgian
Bruges in 1801. He was one of the

deh-vo',

1526,

statesman, born at
leaders of the party called “Doctrinaire” before the
revolution of 1830. In the congress which met soon
after that event, he took an important part in framing
the constitution of Belgium, and promoted the election
He exercised great influence as editor of
of Leopold.
the “Revue Nationale.”
Devaux, (Pierre,) Baron, a French general, born
at Vierzon in 1762. He distinguished himself at Lutzen

shire,

was the son of Henry Courtenay, Earl of Devonwhose mother was a daughter of Edward IV. He

was confined in the Tower from 1538 till 1553, for fear
that he might avenge his father, who had been unjustly
Mary released him and restored to
According to several historians, she
was inclined to marry him, but he treated her advances
with indifference, because he was attached to her sister
Elizabeth.
He was again confined for a short time in
the Tower during Mary’s reign, and then obtained leave
in 1813.
Died in 1818.
to go abroad.
He died at Padua in 1556.
Dev'ens, (Charles,) an American officer, bom at
Devonshire, (Elizabeth Hervey,) Duchess of, a
Charlestown, Massachusetts, in 1820, distinguished him- beautiful and accomplished English lady, born in 1759,
self at the battle of Ball’s Bluff, and became brigadier- was the daughter of the Earl of Bristol.
She married as
general of volunteers in 1862.
her second husband W. Cavendish, Duke of Devonshire,
Deventer, van, vfn dSv'en-ter or da'v£n-ter, (Hen- who died in 1814. After this event she resided in Italy,
drik,) an eminent Dutch physician, born at Deventer and published an elegant edition of the Fifth Satire of
in the second half of the seventeenth century.
He Horace, and other works. Died at Rome in 1824.
was repeatedly called to attend the King of Denmark,
Devonshire, (Georgiana,) Duchess of, an English
Christian V.
He published some esteemed works on lady, eminent for her beauty, talents, and accomplishobstetrics.
Died in 1739.
ments, born in 1757, was the daughter of Earl Spencer.
See Eloy, “ Dictionnaire de la Medecine.”
In 1774 she was married to William Cavendish, Duke
of
Devonshire. She wrote some admired poetical effuDe Vere, de veer, (Aubrey,) an English poet and
sions,
one of which is “The Passage of Mount Saint
dramatist.
He published “The Song of Faith,” (1842,)
“The Waldenses,” (1842,) “Mary Tudor,” a drama, Gothard.” She was a personal and political friend of
Charles James Fox, for whom, it is said, she purchased
Died in 1846.
(1847,) and other works.
votes by granting electors the privilege of kissing her.
See “ London Quarterly Review” for May, 1843.
Died in 1806.
De Vere, (Edward.) See Vere.
Devonshire, (William Spencer Cavendish,) sixth
De Vere, (Maximilian Schele,) a writer and scholar, Duke
of, born in 1790, was the only son of the fifth duke
born in Sweden in 1820. He came to the United States,
and Georgiana Spencer.
He was styled Marquis of
and in 1844 was appointed professor of modern languages
Hartington before the death of his father, in 1811. He
and belles-lettres in the U niversity of Virginia. His prinfavoured
party,
and
the
Whig
was sent as ambassador to
cipal works are his “ Outlines of Comparative Philology,”
Russia in 1826. Died in 1858.
and “ Stray Leaves from the Book of Nature.”
See Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”
Devereux. See Essex, Earl of.
Devos or De Vos, deh-vos', or Van Vos, vin vos,
Devergie, deh-v§R'zhe', (Marie Guillaume Alphonse,) an eminent French physician, born in Paris in (Martin,) a skilful Flemish painter, born at Antwerp
His about 1534. He studied at Rome and Venice, and co1798, became professor of chemistry, etc. in 1825.
most important work is “ Legal Medicine, Theoretical operated with Tintoretto, who employed him to paint
He returned to Antwerp
the landscapes of his pictures.
and Practical,” (3 vols., 1836.)
about 1559, and produced historical paintings and portraits of great merit.
Among his works is a picture of
* This word is etymologically related to the Latin Devs and Dims ;
Died in 1604.
in some of the popular dialects it is changed to Deo
hence we have the great rivers of Asia and Africa.
Kamadeo and Mahadeo,
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Devosges, deh-vozh', (Francois,) a French designer, series of papers on Caricography, (or the Carices of North
born at Gray in 1732. He founded at Dijon a free school America,) which was continued, with few interruptions,
of design, which was successful with aid from the govern- for forty-two years. Died in December, 1867.
ment. “ He ought to share with Vien,” says M. Weiss,
Dewey, (Orville,) D.D., a distinguished Unitarian
“ the honour of contributing to the study of the antique divine, born in Sheffield, Massachusetts, in 1794, graduand the imitation of nature.” Died in 1811.
ated at Williams College in 1814. He became an assistant
Devoti, di-vo'tee, (Giovanni,) an Italian prelate, of Dr. Channing, in whose pulpit he preached about two
born in Rome in 1744, became eminent as professor of years, was pastor at New Bedford from 1823 to 1833,
canon law in the college di Sapienza. About 1804 he and in the city of New York from 1835 to 1848. In 1858
was made Bishop of Carthage. He published a work he became pastor of the New South Church, Boston.
on canon law, (“ Institutiones Canonicae.”) Died in 1820. Among his writings are “ Discourses on Human Life,”
and “ The Unitarian Belief.” He has contributed to the
See Tipaldo, “Biografia degli Italian! illustri.”
Devrient, d£v're-6N', (Gustav Emil,) an eminent “North American Review” and “The Christian Exami-

German

actor, of French extraction, nephew of Ludwig
Devrient, was born in Berlin in 1803. He made his
dlbut at an early age, and performed in Berlin and other
cities of Germany with great success, both in tragedy

and comedy.
Devrient, (Karl August,) born in 1798, made his
debut in 1819, and became a popular comic actor.
He
married the famous singer Wilhelmine Schroeder, from
whom he was divorced in 1828.
Devrient, (Ludwig,) a popular German actor, uncle
of the preceding, born in Berlin in 1784.
He became
the chief favourite of the public of Berlin, where he first
performed in 1815, and received the surname of “the
German Garrick.” He excelled both in tragedy and
comedy, and performed many parts in the tragedies of
Shakspeare. Died in 1832.
See H. Schmidt, “L. Devrient, eine Denkschrift,” 1833 Carl
;

F.

Kunz, “Aus dem Leben zweier Schauspieler

;

Ifflands

und De-

vrieiits,” 1838.

Devrient, (Philipp Eduard,) an actor and dramatic
Gustav Emil, noticed above, was born
Among his works are the comedies
of “The Little Gray Man” and “The Favour of the
Moment,” (“ Die Gunst des Augenblicks,”) and a “ History of the Dramatic Art in Germany,” (1848—51.)
Devrient, (Wilhelmine.) See Schroeder.
Devuez, deh-vii'i', (Arnould,) an excellent painter
of history, born near Saint-Omer in 1642.
He worked
in Rome, and afterwards in Paris, where he was patron“ His compositions are in the manner
ized by Louvois.
of Raphael,” says the “Biographie Universelle,” “and
his design is correct.”
Died at Lille in 1724.
Dew, (Thomas R.,) an American writer, born in
Virginia in 1802, became professor of political economy,
history, and metaphysics in William and Mary College
in 1827, and president of that institution in 1836.
His
principal works are “ The Policy of the Government,”
(1829,) an “Essay in Favour of Slavery,” (about 1833,)
and a “ Digest of the Laws, Customs, etc. of Ancient
and Modern Nations.” Died in 1846.
writer, brother of
in Berlin in 1801.

Dewar, (James,) an English chemist, born in 1842.
He is Jacksonian professor of natural expeiimental
philosophy at Cambridge.

De -wees', (William Potts,) an American physician,
born at Pottsgrove, Pennsylvania, in 1768. He practised
in Philadelphia for many years, and was chosen professor
of obstetrics in the University of Pennsylvania in 1834.
Died

in 1841.
duz, (Sir

DTEwes,

Symonds,) an English antiquary,
born at Coxden in 1602, was elected to Parliament in
1640, and was made a baronet in 1641.
In the civil
war he was a moderate opponent of the royal cause, and
was one of the members who were expelled from Parliament by Colonel Pride’s “purge” in 1648. He was a
laborious collector of historical records, medals, etc.,
and compiled a useful work, entitled “Journals of all
the Parliaments during the Reign of Elizabeth,” which
was published after his death.
Died in 1650. His
“Autobiography and Correspondence” was published
in 1845 by J. O. Halliwell.
De Wette. See Wette, de.
Dewey, du'e, (Chester,) an American botanist, born
at Sheffield,

Massachusetts, in October, 1784.

He was

professor of mathematics and natural philosophy at Williams College for seventeen years, and became in 1836
principal of the Collegiate Institute at Rochester, New
York. He was eminently successful as a teacher. He
contributed to the “American Journal of Science” a

Dewey

a strong and original thinker.
DieudonnS Joseph,) a Belgian writer, born at Namur in 1760. In 1821 he was
chosen perpetual secretary of the Academy of Brussels.
He wrote a “General History of Belgium,” (1805-07,)
and other historical works. Died in 1834.
Dr.

ner.”

Dewez,

is

deh-vi', (Louis

De Winter. See Winter, de.
De Witt, de wit, (Cornelius or

Kornelis,) a Dutch
naval officer and statesman, born at Dort, was an elder
brother of John de Witt. At an early age he was chosen
burgomaster of Dort and governor of Putten. In 1666
he held a high command under De Ruyter when the
latter burned the English shipping in the Thames.
He
displayed skill and courage in the great naval battle of
Solebay in 1672, soon after which he returned home,
sick.
man of infamous character accused him of attempting to bribe him to poison the Prince of Orange.
Though no proof was found to convict him, the judges
condemned him to banishment. The populace then
assembled round his prison, and he fell a victim to
their rage.
(See De Witt, John.)
See Josselin, “ Eer en Leer van wijlen den Heer C. de Witt verdedigt,” 1774 J. A. Oostkamp, “ Leven voornaamste hadeu en

A

;

lotgevallen van C. de Witt,” 1831.

De

Witt, (Emanuel,) a Dutch

maar
views.

born at Alkand architectural

painter,

in 1607, excelled in perspective
Died in 1692.

De Witt or Wit,

(Jakob,) a Dutch painter of history,
1695; died in 1744.
De Witt, (John,) one of the most eminent statesmen
that the Dutch nation has produced, was born at Dort
in 1625.
His father, Jacob, was a burgomaster of Dort
and a deputy to the States of Holland. At the age
of twenty-three he wrote a “ Treatise on Curve Lines,”
which evinced his profound knowledge of mathematics.
About 1650 he was chosen pensionary of Dort. His
political principles were republican, and hostile to the
encroachments of the house of Orange. He opposed
without success the war against the English which began
in 1652.
The great losses of the Dutch in this war rendered his pacific policy so popular that in 1653 he was
elected (for a term of five years) Grand Pensionary of
Holland, by virtue of which office he became the president or most influential member of the States-General.
He was now the leader of the republican or anti-Orange
p&rty, and had the chief direction of the government in
the United Provinces. The Stadtholder had died, and
his heir (William III.) was then an infant.
In 1654 De
Witt negotiated a treaty of peace with Cromwell, which
contained a secret article that no member of the Orange
family should ever be made Stadtholder. At the expiration of his term of office he was re-elected in 1658, and
again unanimously in 1663. Having failed in his efforts
to prevent the renewal of war with England in 1664, he
conducted it with energy and ability. When the Dutch
admiral Opdam was defeated and killed, De Witt took
command of the fleet, and gave proof of great capacity
for naval affairs.
In 1666 the Dutch fleet under De
Ruyter entered the Thames and burned several English
ships of war, soon after which peace was restored.
About this time the young Prince of Orange placed
himself under the tuition of De Witt.
When Louis
XIV. in 1667 began to assert his claim to Flanders, De
Witt formed an alliance with England and Sweden to
resist him. But the French king, having seduced Charles
II. to favour his design, invaded Holland in 1672 with a
large army, which the Dutch could not effectually resist,
and several towns were taken by the invaders. The

born

at

Amsterdam
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DE WITTE

tickle populace imputed the blame of these disasters to
De Witt, and William of Orange was chosen captaingeneral of the army, and Stadtholder. The pensionary
thereupon resigned his office.
His brother Cornelius, charged with a conspiracy
against the life of the Prince of Orange, had been acquitted.
The pensionary visited him in his prison, on
which occasion the infuriated mob, probably instigated
by the dominant party, burst into the prison and murdered them both, August 20, 1672. Hume represents
John de Witt as “a minister equally eminent for greatness of mind, for capacity, and for integrity.”
See Macaulay, “History of England,” vol. i. chap, ii.; Pieter
Simon, “ J. de Witt en zijn Tijd,” 3 vols., 1832-35 F. A. van Hall,
“ Lofrede op
“ Leven
J. de Witt,” 1827; E. van der Hoeven,
;

bedrijf en

Dood

Witt,” 1705

De

;

der doorglugtigte Heeren Gebroeders C. en J. de
French version of the same, by Zoutelandt, 1709.

Witte, (Pieter.)

See Candido.

Dews'bur-y, (William,) an eminent English
ter of the Society of Friends,

was born

minis-

at Allerthorpe,

Yorkshire, probably about 1620. In order to obtain
from spiritual conflicts, and actuated by a zeal for
religious liberty, he entered the army of the Parliament
in 1642, but soon, from a sense of duty, renounced the
use of carnal weapons. In 1651 he met George Fox,
whose doctrines he recognized as the true gospel which
had been already revealed to himself, and of which he
soon became a powerful preacher. He was imprisoned
in Warwick jail nearly eight years, ending in 1671, and
again in the same place from 1678 to 1685 on the charge
of being a Jesuit. “ I entered prisons,” said he, “as joyfully as palaces, telling my enemies to hold me there as
long as they could.” In 1688 he preached in London
an impressive sermon, which is preserved in Sewel’s
“ History of the Quakers.” Died in 1688.
in

relief

See

Edward

same reprinted

in
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Smith, “Life of W. Dewsbury,” 1836; and the
“Friends’ Library,” Philadelphia,

vol.

ii.,

1838.

Descamps, who considered Deyster as equal to the great
Flemish masters in chiaroscuro. Died in 1711.
See Descamps, “Vies des Peintres Flamands,”

etc.

Deyverdun,

di'v§R'duN', (George,) a Swiss writer,
born at Lausanne about 1735. He was a friend of
the historian Gibbon, whom he assisted in his literary
labours. He wrote “ Literary Memoirs of Great Britain
for the Years 1767 and 1768.”
Died in 1789.
Dezallier d’Argenville, deh-zi'le-A' diR'zhSN'vH',
(Antoine Joseph,) a mediocre French writer, born in
Paris in 1680, published a “Treatise on Gardening,”
another on “ Conchology,” and “ The Lives of Celebrated
Painters,” with portraits, (1745.) This contains the lives
of one hundred and eighty painters.
He was a Fellow
of the Royal Society of London.
Died in 1765.
His son, Antoine Nicolas, published “Lives of
Architects and Sculptors,” (1787,) which is said to be
incomplete and inexact. Died in 1794.
Dezobry, deh-zo'bRe', (Charles Louis,) a French
writer, born at Saint-Denis (Seine) in 1798.
He published in 1835 a historical and antiquarian work called
“Rome in the Augustan Age, or
Journey of a Gaul
to Rome,” (4 vols.,) which is accounted a very successful
representation of the life and manners of the ancient
Romans. He edited a “ General Dictionary of Biography
and History,” (2 vols., 1857.)
Dezoteux, deh-zo'tuh', (Franqois,) a French physician and surgeon, born at Boulogne-sur-Mer in 1 724. He
was a zealous promoter of inoculation. He wrote with
Valentin an able “Historical Treatise on Inoculation.”

A

Died

in 1803.

Dhaher, dd'her, a famous Arab sheik of Palestine,
who at first possessed only the little town of Safed, to
which he added Tiberias and Acre. For thirty years
he waged war against various parties, and extended his
power by courage and policy. In 1771 Dhaher and Ali
Bey defeated the Turkish pasha of Damascus. He was
afterwards defeated and killed about 1775.

Dex-ip'pus or Di-ox-ip'pus, [Gr. Aef«nrof or Attjfmnog Fr. Dexippe, dek'sip', or Dioxippe, de'ok's£p',j
a Greek physician of Cos, lived in the fourth century
See Volnev, “ Voyage en Egyp'.e et en Syrie.”
11. c., and was a disciple of Hippocrates.
Dharmasoka, Dharmagoka, or Dharmashoka.
Dexippus, [Ae£(7T7rog,] a Greek philosophic writer of See Asoka.
the fourth century of our era.
He composed a comD’Hilliers. See Hilliers, d\
mentary on the “ Categories” of Aristotle, which is
D’Hozier, do'ze-A/, (Charles Rf.nP,) a son of Pierre,
extant, and is said to be interesting.
noticed below, was born in 1640.
He was well versed
Dexippus, (Publius Herennius,) a Greek historian, in heraldry, and wrote several works by order of Louis
born in Attica, flourished in the third century of our era. XIV. Died in 1732.
He wrote “Chronike Historia,” a history from the fabuD’Hozier, (Pierre,) a French genealogist, born at
lous times to Claudius Gothicus, and “ 2 kvOiko.," a history Marseilles in 1592, was noted for his knowledge of
of the invasion of the Scythians or Goths, fragments of heraldry.
He was appointed judge of arms of France
which are extant. Died about 280 a.d.
in 1641, steward of the king’s household in 1642, and
See Fabricius, “Bibliotheca Graeca.”

Dex'ter, (Samuel,) an American
ton in 1761, graduated at Harvard

born in Bos1781, and was

jurist,

in

admitted to the bar in 1784. He joined the Federalist
party, and was chosen a Senator of the United States in
He was appointed secretary of war in 1800, and
1798.
In 1801
secretary of the treasury about January, 1801.
or 1802 he retired from political life, and resumed the
He was highly distinguished
practice of law in Boston.
as a lawyer and as an advocate before the supreme court
at Washington.
In 1812 he supported the war against
Great Britain, disagreeing with the Federalists on that
question.
Died in 1816.
Deyeux, di'yuh', (Nicolas,) a French chemist and
apothecary, born in Paris in 1753 ; died in 1837.
Deyling, dl'ling, (Salomon.) a German Orientalist,
born at Weida in 1677.
He wrote “ Observations

Died in 1755.
Sacrae,” (4 vols., 1708-36.)
See Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”

Deyns.

See Denys, (Jacques.)
(Jean Baptiste,) a Flemish miniature-painter, born at Antwerp in 1620.
Deyster, dl'ster, (Anne,) a painter, born at Bruges,
was a daughter of Louis de Deyster, whose works she
copied skilfully. Died in 1746.
Deyster, de, deh dl'ster, (Louis,) a Flemish historical
He studied in Rome
painter, born at Bruges in 1656.
and Venice, and worked in his native place, painting
mostly scriptural subjects, among which is “ The AppaThis is praised by
rition of Christ to the three Marys.”

Deynum, van, vtn dl'num,
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councillor of state in 1654.
He wrote “The Genealogy
of the Principal Families of France,” (in 150 vols.,)
and several other works. Died in 1660. Boileau wrote
a few verses under his portrait, one of which is,
“ Ses talents surprendront tous

D’Huxatime,

diik'si'ffim',

les

ages suivants.”*

a French poet, born

in

Dauphine, lived about 1470.
See Longfellow’s “Poets and Poetry of Europe.”

Di-a-du-me-nl-a'nus, [Fr. Diadum£nif.n, de'i'dii'mVne'iN', or Diadum£ne, de't'dii'min',] (Marcus
Opilius Antoninus,) was the son of the Roman
emperor Macrinus, who began to reign in 217 a.d.,
and then conferred the title of Caesar on the subject of
Antioch. After a reign of about a year,
Macrinus was defeated by Elagabalus, and the son,
who was still a minor, was put to death in 218. He
is sometimes reckoned among the emperors, as some
of his medals bear the title of Augustus.
Diago, de-i'go, (Francisco,) a Spanish historian and
friar, born at Bibel, in Valencia. He received from Philip
III. the title of historiographer, and wrote, besides other
this article, at

histories,

Died

“Annals of the Kingdom of Valencia,”

(1613.)

in 1615.

Dl-ag'o-ras, [Atayopaf,] a Greek poet and philosopher,
born in the island of Melos, lived about 420 B.c. He is
said to have been a disciple of Democritus of Abdera,
and was commonly stigmatized as an atheist, because he
dissented from the popular notions about the gods. He
* “ His talents (or attainments) will surprise
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DIAMANTE

from Athens about 41 1 B.C., to avoid prosecution
and a reward was offered to any one who
should kill him. His moral character appears to have
been good. His works are not extant.
See Fabricius, “ Bibliotheca Grteca;” Reuthen, “De Atheismo
fled

for impiety,

Bayle, “ Historical and Critical Dictionary
J.
Mounier, “Dissertatio de Diagora Melio,” 1838.
Diamante, de-il-mln'ti, an Italian painter and Carmelite monk, born at Prato, in Tuscany, was a pupil of
Filippo Lippi.
He was esteemed a good artist by his
contemporaries, and promoted the renaissance of art in
Diagone,” 1812

:

L.

Died about 1440.
See Lanzi, “ History of Painting
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Italy.

Diaz

(Bartolomeu,) a Portuguese navigator,
i486 to explore the west coast of Africa,
and, sailing southward, was driven by violent winds as
far as Great Fish River, without being aware that he had
doubled the cape of which he was in search. On his
return he discovered in 1487 this cape, which he named
Tormentoso; but this was subsequently changed to
Cabo de boa Esperanga, (or “ Cape of Good Hope.”)
In 1500 he sailed for India, as captain of a ship, in the
fleet commanded by Cabral, and perished by shipwreck
during the voyage the same year.
Ramusio, “ Voyages ;”
See Jo ao de Barros, “Asia, Decada I.
or Dias,

was sent

in

“Nouvelle Biographie Gendrale.”

in Italy.”

Diaz, dee'ath, or Dias, dee'Ss, (Diego Valentin,)
de-i-min'ti, (Juan Bautista,) a popular
Spanish dramatist, lived about 1640. Among his works a Spanish painter, born at Valladolid ; died in 1660.
Diaz or Dias, (Francisco,) a Spanish missionary,
are “The Siege of Zamora,” (“El Cerco de Zamora,”)
and “The Jewess of Toledo,” (“La Judia de Toledo.”) born in Old Castile, went to the Philippine Isles in 1632.
He afterwards preached in China, and was killed in 1646.
See Ticknor’s “ History of Spanish Literature.”
Diaz, (Caspar,) a Portuguese painter, who flourished
Diamantini, de- 5 -min-tee'nee, (Giovanni Giuseppe,)
about 1530, was a pupil of Raphael. But little informaan Italian painter and engraver, born in the Romagna
He was called “the
tion can be found respecting him.
about 1650. He settled in Venice, where he painted
Raphael.” In the estimation of Boissonade,
many works, among which is an “Adoration of the Portuguese
he was a great painter and expressed the passions adMagi.” He left many fine engravings after his own
mirably.
His subjects were mostly religious.
designs.
He died about 1715.
Diaz or Dias, (Juan Martin,) a Spanish general,
Di'an, a poetical form of Diana. See Diane.
surnamed el Empecinado, §1 Sm-pi-the-ni'Do, (a word
Di-an'a, [Fr. Diane, de'tn',] the Roman name of the
which literally signifies “covered with pitch” or “shoegoddess of the chase, corresponding to the Ar'te-mis maker’s wax,” supposed
to have been applied to him
[’Aprqizif] of the Greeks.
She is often called Delia, from because most of the inhabitants of his native village
She was represented were shoemakers,)
the island Delos, her birthplace.
was born at Castrillo in 1775. He
as the daughter of Jupiter and Latona, and the counterbecame in 1808 the leader of a band of guerillas, and
part of her brother Apollo, like whom she appeared armed
fought against the French invaders with such success
with a bow and arrows. She was also the goddess of the
that he obtained the rank of general under the regency.
moon, in which character she is called Phoebe, Cynthia, In
1814 he was deprived of his command by Ferdinand.
and other names. She was regarded as the patroness of He favoured the Constitution
of the Cortes in 1820, for
chastity ; and all her attendants were virgins. There was
which he fought against the absolutists. He commanded
at Ephesus a magnificent temple of Diana, which was
After the
a division of the army of Placencia in 1823.
regarded as one of the wonders of the world.
triumph of the absolutists, he was executed for treason,
See Guigniaut, “Religions de 1’ Antiquit e, ” Paris, 1825-29, vol.
in 1825.
ii. book iv. chap. iv.
Arnoldi, “Commentatio de Diana Ephesia,”
See “Military Exploits, etc. of Don Juan Martin Diaz,” London,
Meyen, “Dissertatio de Diana Taurica et Anaitide,” 1835;
1708
1823; “Nouvelle Biographie Generale.”
Keightley, “Mythology.”
Diaz or Dias, (Miguel,) a Spanish captain, born in
Diana, de-I'nt, (Benedetto,) a painter of the VeneAragon, was a companion of Columbus. He discovered
tian school, lived in the fifteenth century.
gold-mine
in Hayti.
a
Died about 1514.
Di-an'a of France, [Fr. Diane de France, de'tn'
Diaz or Dias, (Pedro,) a Spanish missionary, born
deh fRdNss',] a daughter of Henry II. and Philippa
Due, was born in 1538, and became in 1557 the wife of near Toledo in 1546 ; died at Mexico in 1618.
See Machado, “Vida del P. P. Diaz,” 1632.
Francois de Montmorency, afterwards marshal. She had
Diaz de Bivar. See Cid.
much influence with her brother, Henry III., and in
Diaz de la Pena, dee'ith d& IS pin'yS, (Narcisse,)
1558 mediated successfully between him and the King
a French historical painter, of Spanish extraction, born
of Navarre, who was then recognized as the heir to
at Bordeaux in 1809, gained the first medal in 1848.
the French crown.
Davila praises her prudence and
Among his works are “The Nymphs of Calypso,” (1840,)

Diamante,

—

;

;

Died

political ability.

in 1619.

and “The Dream,”

De Thou, “Historia sui Temporis.”
Diane, (Anglicized as Di'an.) See Diana.
Diane de France. See Diana of France.
See

Diane de
French

lady,

Poitiers, de'tn' deh pwi'te-i', a beautiful

born

Having been

in 1499.

left

a

widow

she soon after gained the affection of the king’s
son, who in 1547 ascended the throne as Henry II. and
gave her the title of Duchess of Valentinois. She had
a complete ascendency over the king, who allowed her
to exercise royal power and to control even the foreign
policy of the government.
De Thou attributes to her
the misfortunes of Henry’s reign and the persecution of
the Protestants.
By her graces and talents she retained
her influence over Henry until his death in 1559. Died
in 1531,

in 1566.

See

De Thou,

“ Historia

sui

Temporis;” BrantSme, “ Femmes

galantes.”

Dias. See Diaz.
Dias Gomes, dee'fis go'mSs, (Francisco,) a Portuguese poet, born in Lisbon in 1745, wrote odes, elegies,
tragedies, etc., some of which are commended for correctness and classic taste.
Died in 1795.
Diaz, dee'iz or dee'Ss, or Dias, (A. Gonijalvez,) a
Brazilian poet, born in the province of Maranham in
1823.
He published a volume of poems in 1846, and

“Segundos Cantos”

in 1848.

Diaz, dee'ts or dee'iz, or Dias, (Balthazar,) a Portuguese poet, born in the island of Madeira, lived about
He wrote plays called “Autos sacramentales.”
1550.
< as k; g as s; g
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Diaz de Lugo,

dee'tth diloo'go, (Juan Bernardo,)
a Spanish jurist, born at Seville, was appointed a member of the grand council of the Indies by Charles V., and
became Bishop of Calahorra. Died in 1556.
Diaz (or Dias) de Novaes, dee'Ss dS no-vi'Ss,
(Paulo,) a Portuguese general, was a grandson of Bartolomeu, and commanded an expedition sent in 1574 to
Angola, where he planted a colony. Died in 1589.
Diaz del Castillo. See Castillo.
Dib'din, (Charles,) an English bard, actor, and
dramatist, born at Southampton in 1745, went to London about the age of sixteen. His essays as a performer
on the stage were not successful. About 1778 he became
musical manager of Covent Garden Theatre. In 1789
he began to give musical entertainments in which he
was the sole performer, and which were accompanied by
popular songs of his composition. The success of this
enterprise enabled him to open the Sans-Souci Theatre
in 1796.
His fame is derived chiefly from his songs,
which amount to one thousand or more. His sea-songs
especially have obtained durable popularity, and “ have
been the solace of sailors in long voyages, storms, and
battles.” “Tom Bowling” and “ Poor Jack” are two of
his most popular ballads.
Died in 1814.
See “ The Professional Life of C. Dibdin,” by himself, 4 vols.,
1803; William Jerdan, “ Men I have known,” London, 1866.
Dibdin, (Thomas,) son of the preceding, born in

1771,

was

also an actor

1791 he joined a

and a dramatic

company
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the lapse of several years returned

to

He

London.

then performed in Covent Garden, and wrote numerous
comedies, farces, etc., some of which were successful.
In 1828 he published “ Reminiscences,” (of the Theatre.)

Died in 1841.
Dibdin, (Thomas Frognall,) D.D., an eminent
English bibliographer, born in Calcutta in 1776, was the
nephew of Charles Dibdin, noticed above. He was educated at Oxford, and entered the priesthood in 1804. In
1809 he produced his amusing work entitled “Bibliomania,” which was favourably received. The next year he
began to issue a new and improved edition of “ Ames’s
Typographical Antiquities of Great Britain,” which is
perhaps his most important performance. He instituted
in 1812 the Roxburghe Club, devoted to bibliography,
of which he was chosen vice-president. In 1817 appeared his “Bibliographical Decameron, or Ten Days’
Pleasant Discourse on Illuminated MSS.,” which is
Another admirable and
greatly admired by amateurs.
costly specimen of typography was furnished by his
“Bibliographic, Antiquarian, and Picturesque Tour in
France and Germany.” Died in 1847.

In 1837 he produced a work called “The Posthumous
Papers of the Pickwick Club,” which in a certain department of humour is probably unrivalled by anything
in the English language.
The success of this work was
almost without example ; and it is still perhaps the most
popular of all Mr. Dickens’s productions. In 1838 he
married a daughter of George Hogarth, a musical critic.
He published in rapid succession “Oliver Twist,” a
novel, (3 vols., 1838,) “The Life and Adventures of
Nicholas Nickleby,” (3 vols., 1839,) “Master Humphrey’s Clock,” (1840-41,) and “ Barnaby Rudge,” (2

Having visited the United States in 1841,
he published in 1842 “American Notes for General Circulation.” His next work was the “ Life and Adventures
of Martin Chuzzlewit,” (3 vols., 1843-44.)
About the
end of 1845 he became the chief editor of the “Daily
News” of London, a Liberal paper, then just founded ;
but he held this position for a short time only. Among
his later works (most of which were first issued as serials)
are “Dombey and Son,” (1847-48,) “The Personal
History of David Copperfield,” (4 vols., 1850,) “Bleak
vols., 1841.)

House,” (1852,) “ Hard Times,” (1854,) “ Little Dorrit,”
Tale of Two Cities,” (i860,) “Great ExpectaSee Dibdin’s “Reminiscences of a Literary Life,” 2 vols., 1836; (1857,)
“Quarterly Review,” vol. xxxii. William Jerdan, “Men I have tions,” (1862,) and “Our Mutual Friend,” (1864-65.)
known,” London, 1866.
In 1850 he began to issue, weekly, a periodical called

“A

;

Di-bu'ta-des [Fr. Dibutade, de'biftid'] of Sicyon,
a Greek artist of uncertain epoch, is said to have invented
the art of modelling bas-reliefs.
Dicaearchus, di-se-ar'kus, [Gr. A inaiapxos Fr. Dic£arque, de's&'&Rk',] an eminent Greek Peripatetic philosopher and writer, born at Messina, in Sicily, was a disciple
of Aristotle, and lived about 300 b.c. He wrote numerous
works on geography, history, etc., which are lost except
small fragments. It is said he denied the immortality or
existence of the soul. Cicero highly praises him as a sage,
an excellent citizen, a great man, an able historian, and
one of the most eloquent disciples of Aristotle. Among
his principal works was a treatise on Greek geography,
history, institutions, and politics, entitled “The Life of
Greece,”

(“ 'EA/taclof j3iog.”)

See Vossius, “ De

Historicis

Grids

Brucker, “ Historia Phi-

losophise.”

Dicearque.

See Dic/earchus.
Diq'e-to, de, (Ralph,) an English historian, was Dean
of Saint Paul’s, London. He wrote, in Latin, a “ History
of the Kings of Britain.” Died in 1283.
Dick, (Sir Alexander,) a Scottish physician, born
in 1703, wrote a treatise on Epilepsy, (“ De Epilepsia,”

Died in 1785.
1725.)
See Chambers, “ Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen.”

Dick, (John,) D.D., a Scottish divine, born at Aberdeen in 1764, was a minister of the United Secession
Church. He wrote an esteemed work on the “ Inspiration of the Scriptures,” “ Lectures on Theology,” and
other religious books. Died in 1833.
See Chambers, “Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen.”

Dick, (Thomas,) LL.D., a Scottish author, born near
Dundee in 1772, was in early life a minister of the Secession Church at Stirling. He exchanged this avocation
which he pursued at Perth
for a number of years.
He devoted much attention to
physical sciences, and wrote many popular scientific and
for that of a school-teacher,

works, viz.: “The Christian Philosopher,”
Philosophy of Religion,” “The Philosophy of a
Future State,” “ Celestial Scenery,” “ The Solar System,”
and other works. Died in 1857.
Dick'ens, (Charles,) one of the most popular of
English novelists, born at Landport, Portsmouth, in
February, 1812, was a son of John Dickens, who served
in the navy pay department and afterwards became a
reporter of Parliamentary debates. Young Dickens was
designed for the profession of the law, and was placed
in the office of an attorney, after he had studied in a college near Rochester. Finding the pursuit of law uncongenial to his taste, he soon abandoned it, and became a
religious

“The

He began his
reporter for the daily press of London.
literary career by “ Sketches of Life and Character,”
which first appeared in the “ Morning Chronicle,” and
were published collectively as “ Sketches by Boz,” (2
These exhibit great acuteness of observavols., 1836.)
tion, and were received by the public with much favour.
a, e,

T,
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long;
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“Household Words,” which had

a large

circulation.

In 1859 he began to publish “All the Year Round,” a
weekly literary paper. He revisited the United States in
1867, and gave in the principal cities of the Union public
He died
readings which attracted crowded audiences.
of apoplexy in 1870, leaving an unfinished work, entitled

“The Mystery of Edwin Drood.”
“One of the qualities we most admire

in him,” says
October, 1838, “is his
comprehensive spirit of humanity. The tendency of his
to excite
writings is to make us practically benevolent,
our sympathy in behalf of the aggrieved and suffering i'..
all classes, and especially in those who are most removed
think him a very original
from observation. . . .
writer, well entitled to his popularity, and not likely to
lose it, and the truest and most spirited delineator of
English life, amongst the middle and lower classes, since
the days of Smollett and Fielding.”
The following strictures, however, are not without
justice, at least as regards many of the actors in Mr.
Dickens’s works: “The good characters of Mr. Dickens’s novels,” says the “ North British Review,” (vol. iv.,)
“ do not seem to have a wholesome moral tendency. The
reason is that many of them all the author’s favourites
exhibit an excellence flowing from constitution and temperament, and not from the influence of moral or religious
motive. They act from impulse, not from principle.”
“ He [Dickens] has revived,” says Mr. Whipple, “the
novel of genuine practical life, as it existed in the works
of Fielding, Smollett, and Goldsmith ; but . t the same
time he has given to his materials an individual colouring
and expression peculiarly his own. . . Dickens’s eye for
the forms of things is as accurate as Fielding’s, and h’s
range of vision more extended but he does not probe
so profoundly into the heart of what he sees, and he is
more led away from the simplicity of truth by a tricksy
spirit of fantastic exaggeration.” (“North American
Review” for October, 1849.)
See “ London Quarterly ” tor October, 1837 “ Edinburgh Review ” for October, 1838, June, 1839, and March, 1843.

the

“Edinburgh Review”
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Dick'in-son, (Anna,) an American female orator,
born in Philadelphia, October 28, 1842, was originally a
member of the Society of Friends. She gained great
distinction during the civil war by her public speeches
She is one of the most
against slavery and disunion.
popular public lecturers in the United States. She is
author of a novel entitled “What Answer?” (1868.) In
1875 she took to dramatic literature, bringing out two

plays “Mary Tudor” (1876) and “Anne Boleyn” (1877)
in each of which she acted the leading part.

Dickinson, (Daniel Stevens,) an American Senain Goshen, Connecticut, in September, 1800.
educated in Central New York, whither his
parents removed when he was a child. He studied law,
became an active Democrat, and in 1836 was elected to
In 1842 he was chosen Lieuthe Senate of New York.
tor,

born

He was
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tenant-Governor of New York for two years. He represented that State in the Senate of the United States from
December, 1844, to March, 1851, during which period he
voted with the Democratic party on the Wilmot proviso,
the slavery question, etc. He gained distinction as a debater, and was recognized as the leader of the “ Hunker”
Democrats in New York. He resided at Binghamton
In 1861 he was elected
in the latter part of his life.
attorney-general of the State of New York. During the
civil war he cordially supported the Federal government
in its efforts to suppress the rebellion, and acted with
the Union Republican party. He was appointed district
attorney for the southern district of New York by President Lincoln about March, 1865. Died in April, 1866.
See “ Speeches, Correspondence, etc. of Daniel S. Dickinson,
with a Biographical Sketch,” by his brother, John R. Dickinson,
2 vols., 1867.
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Dicquemare, dik'mtR', (Jacques Franqois,
French naturalist and

priest,

)

a

born at Havre in 1733,

became professor of natural history in that city. He
made discoveries in the nature and habits of Radiata
and other marine animals, on which he wrote many treat“Journal de Physique.” He also
published “The Knowledge of Astronomy rendered
Easy.” Died in 1789.
Dic'tys Cre-ten'sis, [Fr. Dictys de Crete, d£k't£ss'
deh kR&t,] a Greek, who is said to have followed Idomeneus to the siege of Troy, and to have written a narrative
of the same.
There exists in Latin prose a “ History of
the Trojan War,” which purports to be a version of the
work of Dictys, and has little literary merit. The works
of Dictys and Dares were the chief channels through
which the heroic legends of the Greeks and Trojans
passed into the literature of the middle ages, and were
often printed in the fifteenth century.

ises inserted in the

Dick'in-son, (Edmund,) an eminent English physiborn at Appleton in 1624, gained reputation by the
See Perizonius, “ Dissertatio” prefixed to Smids’s edition of the
but it appears poem of Dictys Cretensis, 1702.
publication of “ Delphi Phcenizicantes
He settled in
that the real author was Henry Jacob.
Dictys de Crete. See Dictys Cretensis.
London in 1684, practised there many years, and became
Dic'uil, an Irish monk and geographer, wrote, about
physician to Charles II. and James II. Died in 1707.
825 A.D., a treatise “ On the Measurement of the Earth,”
See “Account of the Life, etc. of Edmund Dickinson,” London,
(“De Mensura Orbis Terrae,”) which was published by
• 739
Dickinson, (John,) an English author, born about Walckenaer in 1807.
Diday, de'di', (Franqois,) a Swiss painter, born at
1554. Among his works is “ Speculum Tragi cum.” Died
Geneva in 1812, has exhibited several Alpine landscapes.
in 1606.
He
obtained a medal of the first class in 1841.
Dickinson, (John,) an American statesman and lawDiderot, d&d'ro', (Denis,) an eminent French phiHe was chosen a memer, born in Maryland in 1732.
er of the Continental Congress in 1774, and wrote losopher and savant, born at Langres, in Champagne, in
several important state papers issued by that body. 1712 or 1713, was the son of a cutler, who gave him a
In June, 1776, he opposed the Declaration of Indepen- good education. Having quitted the study of law in disdence, which he thought premature. Having declined gust, he went to Paris in his youth, with a ruling passion
He was obliged to support himto sign that declaration, he impaired his popularity, and for literary pursuits.
He afterwards self by teaching and translating, and passed many years
lost his election to the next Congress.
served as a private soldier against the British. In 1779 in poverty and obscurity, but contented in his ample
he was again elected to Congress from Delaware. He intellectual resources. About the age of thirty he marwas President of Pennsylvania about three years, 1782- ried a Miss Annette Champion. In 1746 he published
He was an able debater, and distinguished for his “Philosophic Thoughts,” (“Pensees philosophiques,”)
85.
which produced considerable sensation. The book was
elegant manners and superior culture. Died in 1808.
See “ National Portrait-Gallery of Distinguished Americans,” condemned to the fire by Parliament, its doctrines being
vol. iii.
Bancroft, “ History of the United States,” vol. viii.
thought unsound. A few years before this period he
Dickinson, (Jonathan,) a Presbyterian minister, had formed a friendship with J. J. Rousseau and with
born in Hatfield, Massachusetts, in 1688, graduated at D’Alembert. He was imprisoned a few months in 1749
Yale College in 1706. He preached for many years at for the publication of his “ Letter on the Blind, for the
Elizabethtown, New Jersey, and acquired distinction as Use of those who see.”
In partnership with D’Alembert, he commenced the
He was elected president of the
a writer on theology.
College of New Jersey in 1746. Died in 1747.
great work on which his reputation is founded, the “ EnDickinson, (Philemon,) a patriot of the American cyclopedic, ou Dictionnaire raisonne des Sciences, des
Revolution, was born in New Jersey about 1740.
He Arts et Metiers.” The project was one of immense
took an active part in the struggle for independence, labour and difficulty, and was accomplished chiefly by
and at the battle of Monmouth displayed great spirit the ardent zeal and resolution of Diderot. He wrote
and gallantry in command of the New Jersey militia. He the articles on ancient philosophy and on the arts and
was a delegate to the Continental Congress in 1782 and trades, ( arts et metiers,) and, in conjunction with D’AlemThe first
1783, and a United States Senator from 1790 to 1793. bert, supervised the other parts of the work.
Died in 1809.
volume was issued in 1751, and attracted great attention.
Dick'ons, Mrs., an English singer, whose maiden Its publication was suspended several times by governname was Poole. Died in 1833.
ment, and D’Alembert retired from the enterprise in
Dick'son, (Adam,) a Scottish clergyman, born in 1759 but it was completed about 1765. Much complaint
East Lothian. From 1750 to 1770 he was minister of was made, and not without reason, of the infidel tendency
Dunse. He wrote a valuable “Treatise on Agriculture,” of the work, and its partiality to the new philosophy.
and “The Husbandry of the Ancients,” (1788,) which, It has also other defects, arising from the incompetence
says McCulloch, “is the best work on the subject in the and haste of some of the contributors. Catherine II.
English language.” Died in 1776.
of Russia settled a handsome pension on Diderot in
Dickson, (David,) an eloquent Scottish preacher, 1765, and invited him to her capital, which he visited in
born at Glasgow in 1583, became professor of divinity 1773 but he soon returned to Paris. He is the author
at Glasgow in 1643, and afterwards in the University of numerous works, among which are two novels, “ The
of Edinburgh.
He published an “ Exposition of all Nun,” and “James the Fatalist,” (“Jacques le Fataliste,”)
the Epistles," an “ Exposition of the Gospel of Saint and two dramas, entitled “The Father of a Family,” and
Matthew,” and other works, which were received with “The Natural Son.”
favour.
Died in 1663.
His “ Essay on the Reigns of Claudius and Nero,”
See Chambers, “ Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen.” chiefly devoted to the vindication
or rather eulogy
Dick'Bon, (James,) an English botanist, born in 1738. of Seneca, is esteemed by some as one of his ablest
productions.
He
also
contributed
largely
to some of the
He published, besides other works, a “Collection of
most popular French works of his time, such as Raynal’s
Dried Plants,” (1788.) Died in 1822.
Dick's on, (Samuel Henry,) an American physician “Philosophic History,” “ L’Esprit,” by Helvetius, and
and writer, born at Charleston, South Carolina, in 1798, “The System of Nature,” by D’Holbach. As a writer
graduated in the University of Pennsylvania in 1819. In he displays talent and eloquence, but is deficient in
1858 he was appointed professor of the practice of medi- judgment and taste. “ He has written fine passages,”
cine in the Jefferson Medical College in Philadelphia. says Marmontel, “but could not produce a good book.”
Grimm thought “ he had perhaps the most encyclopedical
Died in 1872.
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He is regarded as the chief
of the skeptical school known as Encyclopedists ; and
But F.
it is asserted that he was a professed atheist.
Genin (“Nouvelle Biographie Generale”) defends him
from this charge. It is said that he taught his daughter to
read the Bible. In reference to this fact, Voltaire wrote,
in 1767, “I am displeased with ‘Tonpla,’” (anagram of
Platon (Plato:)) “ they say he permits his daughter to
be educated in the principles which he detests.” The
doors of the Academy were kept closed against him,
although Voltaire solicited his election. He died in
Paris in July, 1784.
Naigeon, “Mdmoires
See DbVandeul, “ Notice sur Diderot
“Vie de Diderot,”
Grimm, “ Correspondance
sur Diderot,” 1821
prefixed to his “Select Works,” (“CEuvres choisies,” 2 vols.;)
Carlyle, “Essay on Diderot;” Damiron, “ Memoire sur Diderot,”
1852; “Foreign Quarterly Review” for January, 1833.
head that ever existed.”

,

;

Didot, (Franqois Ambroise,) an eminent Frenck
printer and type-founder, born in Paris in 1730, was the
son of Francois Didot, the first printer of this name. He
brought the art of printing to a high degree of perfection,
and produced correct and elegant editions of various
works. Louis XVI. employed him to print a series of
French classics for the dauphin. He was succeeded in
his business by his sons Pierre and Firmin. Died in 1804.
Didot, (Pierre,) a son of Francis Ambroise, born in
He published magnificent editions of the Latin
1760.
classics, called “du Louvre,” (“of the Louvre.”)
His
“Racine” was pronounced by a jury “the most perfect
typographic production of all ages.” He translated into
verse the fourth book of Virgil’s epic, and the first book
of the Odes of Horace. Died in 1853.
Didron, de'dRdiN', (Adolphe Napoleon,) an eminent French archaeologist, born at Hautvillers (Marne) in
1806.
He began in 1844 to issue a periodical devoted
to mediaeval art and antiquities, with the title of “ An-

Didier, (King of the Lombards.) See Desiderius.
Didier, de'de-i', (Charles,) a French writer and
traveller, was born at Geneva in 1805. He has published,
nales archeologiques.”
His most important work is
besides other works, “Helvetian Melodies,” (1830,) and “
Christian Iconography,” (“ Iconographie chretienne,”
“Subterranean Rome,” (“Rome souterraine,” 1833; 10
He died in 1867.
1843,) which is highly prized.
editions in France.)
Didyme. See Didymus.
Did'l-us, (Julianus Severus,) a Roman emperor,
Did'^r-mus, [Gr. Aii5vfiog; Fr. Didyme, de'dim',] a
born at Milan in 133 A.D., was the son of Petronius Dicelebrated grammarian of Alexandria, surnamed Chaldius Severus.
He served in the army with distinction, CEn'terus, born about 62 B.C., was remarkable for his
and was made consul with Pertinax. After the murder fecundity as a writer. According to Seneca, he wrote
of this emperor, in 193, the Praetorians offered the emfour thousand treatises on various subjects, mostly frivoThe chief lous, among which were inquiries respecting the native
pire at public auction to the highest bidder.
competitors were Sulpitianus and Didius, who was im- place of
Homer, the mother of ALneas, and the morals
mensely rich. The latter made the highest bid, (6250 of Anacreon. None of his works are extant. There
drachmas for each soldier,) and was proclaimed emperor. were several other ancients of this name, one of whom
But Septimius Severus and other generals refused to was an Academic philosopher who wrote a work on the
recognize him, and, after a reign of about two months, “
Solution of Probabilities.”
he was killed by the soldiers in his palace. Severus
See Suidas, “Didymus;” W. M. Schmidt, “De Didumo Chal-

was

his successor.
See Dion Cassius, “ History of Rome
des Empereurs.”

centero,” 1852.

Tillemont, “Histoire

Didymus of Alexandria,

[Fr.

Didyme d’Alexan-

drie, de'd£m' dt'l§k's6N'dRe',] a teacher of the AlexDidius, (Titus,) a Roman general, was consul in 98 andrian Church, born about 308 a.d., lost his sight in
B.C., after which he gained some victories in Spain.
childhood, but became eminent for his attainments in
Di'do, [Gr. A l&Cs ; Fr. Didon, de'd6N',] called also theology, philosophy, and in various sciences, and numE-lis'sa or E-li'sa, [Fr. Fuse, A/1£z',] a Phoenician bered among his disciples Saint Jerome, Isidore, and
princess, celebrated as the founder and queen of Car- Rufinus.
He was the author of numerous works, of
thage.
Her story forms a beautiful episode in the which four have been preserved, viz. “ On the Trinity,”
anachronism
when
“TEneid” of Virgil, who commits an
“On the Holy Spirit,” “Against the Manicheans,” and
he represents her as a contemporary of AEneas. Tra- “ On the Canonical Epistles.” Died about 395.
dition teaches that she was a sister of Pygmalion,
See Socrates, “Historia Ecclesiastica ;” Cave, “Scriptorum
King of Tyre, who put to death her husband, Acerbas or Ecclesiasticorum Historia;” Fabricius, “ Bibliotheca Grseca. ”
:

Sichasus.

After this event she embarked secretly with
in the ninth

Diebitsch, dee'bitch, or, more fully, DiebitschSabalkanski, dee'bitch si-bil-kin'skee, (Hans Karl
Friedrich Anton,) a Russian count and field-marshal,

and

at Grossleippe, in Silesia, in 1785, was the son of
a major-general in the Russian service, which he also
entered at an early age. In 1805 he was wounded at the
battle of Austerlitz. Attached to the staff of Count Wittgenstein in 1812, he performed important services, and
was raised to the rank of major-general. He gave proof
of skill at the battles of Dresden and Leipsic, and was
made a lieutenant-general at the age of twenty-eight. In
1814 he urged the advance of the allies to Paris. About
1820 he was appointed chief of the imperial staff, and
was a constant attendant on the emperor in his journeys
He took Varna
until the death of the latter in 1825.
from the Turks in 1828, and in the next year, being
appointed general-in-chief, gained several victories, and
performed the famous passage of the Balkan, which procured him the title Sabalkanski (“Trans-Balkanian”)
treaty of peace was
and the rank of field-marshal.
soon after signed at Adrianople. In January, 1831, he
commanded the army sent to subdue the revolted Poles,
with whom he fought indecisive battles near Praga and
Ostrolenka. His success was hindered by bad weather,
sickness, etc. ; and he died of cholera in June, 1831.
See Schuemberg, “ Graf Diebitsch-Sabalkanski,” Dresden, 1830
Sturmer, “Der Tod des Grafen Diebitsch,” 1832.

a party of friends, and founded Carthage,
century before Christ.
See Virgil, “iEneid,” books

i., ii.,

born

iv.

Didon.

See Dido.
Didot, de'do', (Ambroisf. Firmin,) a son of Firmin,
He was a
noticed below, was born in Paris in 1790.

and type-founder, and became in 1827
the head of the great publishing-house of Firmin Didot
Freres.
He published many important works, among
which are the “ Dictionary of the French Academy,”
Estienne’s “Thesaurus Linguae Graecae,” (improved,)
and a “New General Biography,” (“Nouvelle Biographie Generale,” 46 vols., 1857-66.) The processes and
specimens of this house obtained the first medal in
many annual expositions.
See Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie;” “Nouprinter, engraver,

velle Biographie Generale.”

Didot, (Firmin,) a celebrated French publisher, typographer, and engraver of types, son of Franfois AmIn
broise, noticed below, was born in Paris in 1764.
1794 he invented or improved the process of stereotype
He issued
printing, which differs from that now used.
beautiful editions of Virgil and of Horace, and many
other works, and translated into French verse the “BuThese
colics” of Virgil and the “ Idyls” of Theocritus.
He was a chevalier
versions have considerable merit.
of the legion of honour, and became a member of the
Chamber of Deputies in 1827. He was for some time
His sons
in partnership with his elder brother Pierre.
Ambroise, Firmin, and Hyacinthe are celebrated printers
and publishers of

Paris.

Died
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Diebolt, de'i'bol', ? (Georges,) a French statuary,
born at Dijon in 1816, gained the grand prize at Paris in
1841.

a, e,

Died

in 1861.

Diecman, deek'min, (Johann,)
and

in 1836.

philologist,

born

of theology at Kiel.

See Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”
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Bible, and many
one of which is “On Naturalism,” (“De
Naturalismo,” 1683.) Died in 1720.
Diederichs, dee'deh-riKs', (Johann Christian Wilhelm,) a distinguished German Orientalist, born at Pyr-

editions of Luther’s version of the
dissertations,

mont

in 1750,

became professor of Oriental languages

at

Konigsberg in 1780. He published a Hebrew grammar,
and other works. Died in 1781.
See Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”

Diedo, de-a'do, (Giacomo,) an

Italian historian, born
Venice in 1684, published a “ History of the Republic
which
is
esteemed
for its style and
of Venice,” (1751,)
in

just reflections.

Diefenbach,

Died in 1748.
dee'fen-bfiK', (Lorenz,) a

German

phi-

born at Ostheim (Hesse) in 1806, published
entitled “On Life, History, and Language,” (1835,)
“ Comparative Lexicon of
“ Celtica,”
(5 vols., 1839-42,) a
the Indo-Germanic Languages,” (1846-51,) and several
small poems. Died in 1883.
lologist,

works

Dieffenbach, deeffen-biK', (Ernst,) a German naturalist, born at Giessen in 1811, visited New Zealand, and
wrote “Travels in

New

Zealand,” (1843.)

Dieffenbach, (Johann Friedrich,) a skilful Prussian surgeon, born at Konigsberg in 1792. He graduated
in 1822, and settled in Berlin, where he practised surgery
and soon acquired a wide reputation. About 1832 he became professor in the University of Berlin. He was very
skilful in the formation of artificial noses, lips, etc., and
His chief work is “ Operative
in the cure of strabismus.
Surgery,” (“Die operative Chirurgie,” 1844-48.) Died
in 1847.
See Brockhaus, “ Conversations- Lexikon.”

Diego de Yepes,

de-a'go di ya'pls, a Spanish historian and prelate, born near Toledo in 1531, was confessor to Philip II.
Died in 1614.
Diel, deel, (August Friedrich

Adrian,) a German

pomologist and physician, born at Gladenbach in 1756.
He wrote a “ Systematic Nomenclature or Description
of the Finest ( vorziiglichsten Fruits of Germany,” (1818,)
and other works on pomology. Died in 1833.
Diel du Parquet, (Jacques.) See Duparquet.
Dielhelm, deel'h&lm, (Johann Hermann,) a German
antiquary, born at Frankfort-on-the-Main. He published
“The Antiquary of the Rhine,” (1739,) and a “Dictionary of all the Rivers of Germany,” (1741.) Died in 1764.
Diemen, van, vfn dee'men, (Anthony,) a Dutch
officer, born at Kuilenburg in 1593, went to India as a
cadet, and rose rapidly from grade to grade.
In 1631,
as admiral, he conducted the fleet to Holland, and in
1636 was appointed Governor-General of the Dutch East
Indies, which he governed with ability until his death.
In 1642 he sent out an exploring expedition under
Abel Tasman, who discovered the island of Van Diemen.
Died at Batavia in 1645.
See “Nouvelle Biographie Generale. ”

Diemerbroeck,van,vin dee'mer-bRook'dlsBRAND,)
Dutch physician, born at Montfort in 1609, became professor of medicine and anatomy in the University of Utrecht, of which he was twice chosen rector.
He published able treatises on Anatomy, on the Plague,
and other diseases. His “Anatome Corporis Humani”
appeared in 1672, and was often reprinted. Died in 1674.
a skilful

See “ Biographie

M

r'dica'e.

”

Dien, de'iN', (Claude Marie Franqois,) a French
engraver, born in Paris in 1787, obtained the first medais
in 1838 and 1848.
Among his works are a “ Holy Family,” after Raphael, and a “Madonna,” after Murillo.
Diepenbeck, van, vtn dee'pen-bSk', written also
Diepenbeke, (Abraham,) an eminent Dutch historical
painter, born at Bois-le-Duc about 1606, was one of the
best scholars of Rubens.
He was chosen director of
the Academy of Antwerp in 1641, and acquired a high
reputation by his skill in composition and colouring.
He also excelled in painting on glass, and made many
designs for the booksellers. Among his chief works is
a series of fifty-eight designs, called “The Temple of the
Muses,” a “Life of Saint Paul,” on glass, at Antwerp,
and a “ Virgin and Child,” in oil, at Berlin. Died in 1675.
See Descamps, “ Vies des Peintres Flamands,” etc.

Diepenbeke.
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Diereville, de-aiR'v&l', a French traveller, born in
in 1699 to Acadia, (Nova
Scotia,) and, after his return in 1700, published a Description of that region. Tournefort, the botanist, named
the genus Dierevilla in honour of him.
Dieringer, dee'ring-er, (Franz Xaver,) a German
Catholic theologian, born at Rangendingen in 1811, became professor of theology at Bonn about 1843.
Dies, deess, (Albrecht,) a German landscape-painter,
born at Hanover in 1755, studied in Rome, and settled
in Vienna.
Died in 1822.
Dies, (Gaspar.) See Diaz.

Normandy, made a voyage

Diesbach, von,

fon dees'bfiK,

(Johann Friedrich,)

an Austrian general, born at Freyburg in 1677, was made

Died in 1751.
a field-marshal in 1723.
See Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”

Diesbach, von, (Nicholas,) an able Swiss statesat Berne in 1430, was employed about 1470 to

man, born

negotiate with Louis XI. of France.
Died in 1475.
Dieskau, von, fon dees'kow, (Ludwig August,) a
German officer in the French service, went in 1755 to
Quebec as marechal-de-camp. He was wounded and
taken prisoner by the British and colonial troops near
Fort Edward, in Washington county, New York. Died
near Paris in 1767.
Di-es'pl-ter, a surname of Jupiter, which see.
Diest, deest, (Heinrich,) a German theologian and
Hebrew scholar, born at Altena in 1595 ; died in 1673.

Diest, van, vfn deest, (Adrian,) a Dutch landscapeHague in 1655, worked in England.

painter, born at the
Died in 1704.

Diesterweg,

dees'ter-ffcgc/,

(Friedrich Adolph

Wilhelm,) a German teacher, born at Siegen in 1790,
taught at Berlin, and wrote many educational works.
He died in 1866.
Dieterichs, (Joachim Friedrich Christian,) a
German writer on veterinary science, born at Stendal in
1792.

Dieterici, (Karl Friedrich Wilhelm,) a Prusand statistician, born in Berlin in 1790.
He entered the civil administration about 1815, and
became a privy councilor in 1831. In 1834 he obtained
a chair of political economy in Beilin, and in 1844 was

sian economist

appointed director of the national bureau of statistics.
He published, among other works, “ Statistics of the
Principal Objects of Commerce and Consumption in
Prussia,” etc., (1842-51,) and a work called “Public
in the Prussian States,” (“ Der Volkswohlsiand
im Preussischen Staate,” (1846.) Died in 1859.
Dietmar, deet'mfR, or Dietmar von Ast, deet'miR
fon fist, a German minnesinger of great merit, lived about

Welfare

1180.
See Longfellow’s “ Poets and Poetry of Europe.”

Dietrich, dee'tRiK, (Albrecht,) a German botanist of
the present age, became professor of botany in the University of Berlin.
He published a “ Flora of the Kingdom of Prussia,” (“ Flora Regni Borussici,” 1833-44.)
Dietrich, written also Ditrich and Dietricy, detReet'see, (Christian Wilhelm Ernst or Johann
Wilhelm Ernst,) an excellent German painter, born at
Weimar in 1712. He was a pupil of Alexander Thiele,
and was patronized in the early part of his career by
Augustus, King of Poland, who enabled him to visit
Rome about 1744. Having returned to Dresden, he
gained a high reputation by his skill in imitating various
masters in history and landscape. His touch is broad
and mellow, and the verdure of his landscapes rivals
that of Claude.
Among his finest works is an “Adoration of the Magi.”
He also produced many etchings
of historical subjects.
He was chosen professor in the
Academy of Dresden in 1763. Died at Dresden in 1774.
See Nagler, “Neues Allgemeines Kiinstler-Lexikon
J. F.
Linck, “ Monographic der von dem vormals koniglich Polnischen

W. E. Dietrich,” etc., Berlin, 1846.
Dietrich, (David Nathanael Friedrich,) a German botanist, and director of the botanic garden of
Among his works
Jena, was born near Jena in 1800.
are a “Flora of Germany,” (7 vols., 1833-51,) and an
“Encyclopaedia of Plants,” with engravings, (1841-51.)
Dietrich, (Friedrich Gottlieb,) a German horticulturist, born in 1768.
He published a “Dictionary of
Hofmaler, C.
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Botany and Gardening,” (10 vols., 1802-10,) and other
Died at Eisenach in 1850.
Dietrich or Dieterich, dee'teh-RiK, (Johann Conrad,) a German philologist and historian, eminent for
He became
learning, was born at Butzbach in 1612.
professor of Greek at Giessen in 1653, and was author
of numerous Latin works, among which are a “ History
of the German Emperors of Saxon Race,” (1666,) and
“ Greece in Exile,” (“ Graecia exulans.”) Died in 1669.
Dietrich, de, deh dee'tRiK, (Philippe Fr£d£ric,)
Baron, a mineralogist, born at Strasburg in 1748, held
several civil offices, among which was that of mayor of
He translated into French Scheele’s
his native city.
chemical treatise on air and fire, and wrote a valuable
“ Description of the Deposits of Ore and the Forges
He was guillotined at
of France,” (3 vols., 1786-1800.)
Rouget de Lisle lodged
Paris by the Jacobins in 1793.
in the house of Dietrich when he wrote the “ Marseillaise”
hymn.
works.

The son was knighted in 1603. Hume says
as highly esteemed and beloved as any man
England.” In 1605 he was induced by mistaken zeal
to become an accomplice in the Gunpowder Plot, to
which he contributed largely in money, arms, etc. For
this crime he was tried and executed in 1606.
See Hume’s “ History of England.”
Digby, (George,) Earl of Bristol, son of John Digby,
noticed below, was born in Madrid in 1612. He was
remarkable for his inconsistency in politics. At the
trial of Strafford he deserted from the popular party
to that of the court.
As a royalist he was exiled, and
went to France and Spain, where he became a Catholic.
After the restoration he returned home, and sat in the
House of Lords, having inherited his father’s title of earl.
Among his rash and violent actions was his impeachment of Lord Clarendon, in 1663, which impaired his own
credit.
He published several letters, and “Elvira,” a
comedy. Died in 1676. Horace Walpole speaks of him
works.

“he was
in

See QuSrard, “ La France I.iuc-raire.
as “ a singular person, whose life was contradiction.”
Dietrichstein, von, fon dee'tRiK-stin', (Adam,) a
See Wood, “Athens Oxonienses.”
born
in
was
employed
the
by
German diplomatist,
1527,
Digby, (Sir Henry,) an English admiral, born about
emperor Maximilian. Died in 1590.
1770; died in 1843.
Dietrichstein, von, (Franz,) Prince, a son of the
Digby, (John,) Earl of Bristol, born in 1580, was
preceding, was born at Madrid in 1570. He became a descended from a Warwickshire family. He was knighted
cardinal, and president of the council of state of the in
1606, sent as ambassador to Spain in 1611, and to the
Emperor of Germany. Died in 1636.
Emperor of Germany in 1621. The next year he was
See his Life, by Voigt, 1792 Ersch und Gruber, “ Allgemeine employed by James I. to negotiate a marriage between
Encyklopaedie.”
the king’s son Charles and the Infanta of Spain, and was
Dietricy. See Dietrich.
created Earl of Bristol. His efforts for the Spanish match
Dietzsch, deetsh, (Johann Christoph,) a German were frustrated by the Duke of Buckingham. Hume
landscape-painter, born at Nuremberg in 1710 ; died in
represents Digby as an able negotiator.
He was the
1769.
author of several minor poems. He favoured the cause
Dieu, de, deh de-uh', (Louis,) a Dutch Protestant of Charles I. in the civil war, was exiled, and died in
In
minister and Orientalist, born at Flushing in 1590.
Paris in 1653.
1619 he became assistant professor in the Walloon ColSee Hume, “History of England;” Gardiner, “History of
“
He wrote a Grammar of the Hebrew, England
lege, Leyden.
from 1603 to 1616,” chaps, x., xi.
Syriac, and Chaldaic Languages,” (1628,) “Rudiments
Digby,
(Sir Kenelm,) F.R.S., an English courtier
and
several
commentaof the Persian Tongue,” (1639,)
His Persian and author, son of Sir Everard, noticed above, was born
ries on Scripture, (“Critica Sacra,” 1693.)
Grammar was for a long time the only one existing in in Buckinghamshire in 1603. In the reign of Charles I.
Europe. Died in 1642. His father, Daniel, was an he was gentleman of the bedchamber, and filled other
He married the famous beauty Venetia
eloquent minister of Brussels and Flushing, and a good high offices.
In the civil war he favoured the
Anastasia Stanley.
linguist.
royalist cause, and retired to France, where he associated
See Bayle, “Historical and Critical Dictionary;” Polyander,
with Descartes and other learned men. He was reputed
“ L. de Dieu Oratio funebris,” 1643.
Dieu, de, deh de-uh', ? (Saint-Jean,) a devout Por- to be versed in occult philosophy, on which and other
subjects he wrote numerous treatises. Among these are
tuguese, born at Monte-Major-el-Novo in 1495, was a
shepherd at the age of forty, when he consecrated him- a “Treatise on the Nature of Bodies,” (1644,) “InstiIn 1540 he opened a house in tutiones Peripateticae,” (1651,) “The Body and Soul of
self to works of charity.
“
Secrets.” “ He possessed,” says
Granada for the reception of the indigent sick, which Man,” and Chemical
“
advantages which nature and
was the origin of the order of charity since widely Lord Clarendon, all the
excellent education could give him.” After
propagated. He died in 1550, and was canonized by art and an
the restoration he returned to England, where he died
the pope in 1690.
;

de-uh'do'ni', [Lat. A De'o Da'tus or
I., was elected pope in 614 a.d. as successor to Boniface IV. He was a native of Rome. He
died in 618 or 617, and was succeeded by Boniface V.
Dieudonn6 II., elected pope in 672, was a Roman
by birth. He died in 677.
Dieudonne, de-uh'do'ni', (Jacques Augustin,) a
French sculptor and engraver of medals, born in Paris

Dieudonnb,

De'us De'dit,]

in 1795.

Dieulafoy, de-uh'lf'fwi', (Joseph Marie Armand,)
a French dramatist, born at Toulouse in 1762, wrote suc-

Died in 1823.
Dieve, van, vin dee'veh, (Peter,) a Flemish historian, born at Louvain in 1536; died in 1591.
Diez, deets, (Friedrich Christian,) a German processful comedies, etc.

regarded as the founder of Romance (Romanisch)
He produced in
philology, was born at Giessen in 1 794.
1825 a work on Provencal poetry, “Beitrage zur Kenntniss der Romantischen Poesie,” and in 1829 “The Life
He was appointed
and Works of the Troubadours.”
professor of modern literature in Bonn in 1830, and
published a “Grammar of the Romance Language,”
fessor,

(“Grammatik der Romanischen Sprachen,” 1842.)
Diezel or Diez. See Tetzel.
Dig'by, (Sir Everard,) an English Catholic, born

in

1581, inherited a fortune from his father, Everard Digby,

who was author of “ Theoria
a, e, 1, 6, u, y,
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Analytica” and other learned
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in 1665.

See “ Private Memoirs of Sir Kenelm Digby,” by himself, 1827
“Biographia Britannica.”

Digeon, de'zhbN', (Alexandre Elisabeth Michel,)
a French general and viscount, born in Paris in 1771.
For his conduct at Austerlitz he received the badge of
the legion of honour in 1805. As general of brigade he
was sent to Spain in 1808, and in 1812 was appointed
commandant of Cordova and Jaen. He became a geneDied in 1826.
ral of division in 1813.
Digges, digz, (Sir Dudley,) a son of Sir Thomas
Digges, born in 1583, was eminent as a politician and
a writer. He went as ambassador to Russia in 1618,
and in 1621 was elected to Parliament, where he displayed talents and zeal for the rights of the people. He
wrote a “Defence of the East India Trade,” (1615,)
“ Political Discourses,” and “ The Complete Ambassador,” (1655,) a collection of diplomatic letters respecting
the marriage between Elizabeth and the Duke of Anjou.
Died in 1639.
Digges, (Dudley,) a son of the preceding, born about
1612, wrote a tract on “The Unlawfulness of Subjects
taking Arms against their Sovereign.” Died in 1643.
See Wood, “Athene Oxonienses.”
Digges, (Leonard,) an eminent English mathematician, born at Barham, Kent, was educated at Oxford.
He wrote “Tectonicum,” (a work on mensuration, 1556,)
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a military treatise named “ Stratioticos,” and a few other
ingenious works. Died about 1574.
See Wood, “ Athens Oxonienses.”

Digges, (Leonard,) grandson of the preceding, and
son of Thomas Digges, born in 1588, translated from
the Latin Claudian’s “ Rape of Proserpine,” and from
the Spanish a work named “ Gerardo.” The author of
“ Athenae Oxonienses” says he was “a great master of
the English language, a good poet, and no mean orator.”

Died in 1635.
Digges, (Thomas,) the son of Leonard, (the first of
that name,) and father of Sir Dudley Digges, was one
of the greatest geometers of his time.

After graduating

Richard, the youngest, became Archbishop of Toulouse,
and then of Narbonne, and was twice president of the
General Assembly of the French clergy.
See “Nouvelle Biographie G^n^rale.”

Dillon, de'liN', (Arthur,) Count, a French general,
born in 1750, was the grandson of Count Arthur, noticed
above. He commanded a regiment in the West Indies
in 1 777, and took part in the capture of Grenada, Tobago,
and Saint Christopher. He was governor of Tobago
when he was chosen a deputy to the States-General in
In 1792 he was appointed to the command of a
1789.
corps-d’armee under Dumouriez, and, although he was
disaffected towards the new regime, he consented to
defend France from foreign invasion, and obtained some

was appointed commissary-general of the
troops sent by Queen Elizabeth to aid the Dutch. He successes in the forest of Argonne. He was recalled
edited his father’s works, and wrote several original in 1793, imprisoned, and perished on the scaffold in
at Oxford, he

“ Description of the Celestial Orbs,”
on Military Arithmetic,” (1599,) and
“England’s Defence.” Died in 1595.
See Wood, “ Athense Oxonienses.’’
Dilherr, dil'h§R, (Johann Michael,) a German philologist and Protestant divine, born at Themar (SaxeMeiningen) in 1604. He wrote many learned works on
sacred philology and ethics. Died in 1669.
Dilke, dilk, (Charles Wentworth,) an English
editor and critic, born in 1789.
He edited in 1814 a
collection of old English plays, (6 vols.) About 1830 he
purchased the “Athenaeum,” of which he became editor,
and which he rendered a flourishing and able literary
treatises, viz., a

(1592,) a “Treatise

April, 1794.
See De Courcelles, “ Dictionnaire des GsiGraux Franfais.”

Dillon, (Jacques Vincent Marie de Lacroix,)
born at Capua, in Italy, in 1760, was of Irish descent.
Having studied engineering, he was appointed professor
He displayed his skill as
of arts and trades in Paris.
an engineer in the construction of the Pont des Arts, the
first iron bridge made in France, and was chosen chief
engineer of bridges and roads. Died in 1807.
Dil'lon, (John Talbot,) an English traveller, resided
many years in Vienna, where he was created a baron of
the empire. He wrote “Travels through Spain,” (1780.)

Died in 1806.
He retired from that position in 1846, and was
Dil'lpn, (Peter,) a British navigator, who, in 1827,
manager of the “ Daily News” until 1849. Died in 1864. visited Vanikoro and found evidence that La Perouse
Dilke, (Charles Wentworth,) a son of the pre- was wrecked there. Died in 1847.
ceding, born in 1810. As a member of the executive
See “Nouvelle Biographie Gendrale.
journal.

committee, he rendered important services in the Great
Exhibition of 1851. Died in May, 1869.
Dilke, (Sir Charles Wentworth,) an English
statesman and author, a son of the preceding, was bom
in 1843.
He was educated at Trinity Hall, Cambridge,
and was called to the bar in 1866. He then travelled
for two years in America, Asia, Australia, and New
Zealand, publishing after his return his well-known and
popular work “ Greater Britain.” He was elected to the
House of Commons as member for Chelsea in the Radical interest in 1868, and again in 1874 an d 1880.
From
May, 1880, he was under secretary for foreign affairs in
Mr. Gladstone’s government, until in December, 1882,
he was taken into the cabinet as president of the local
government board. He is proprietor of the “ Athenaeum,
and “Notes and Queries.”

Dilkes, (William Thomas,) a

British general,

bom

died in 1841.
Dil'len, [Lat. Dille'nius,] (Johann Jakob,) an eminent botanist, bom at Darmstadt in 1687.
He came
over to London in 1721, and was prolessor of botany at

in 1765

;

Dillon, (Roger Henri,) Abb£, born at Bordeaux in
He
1762, was a brother of Arthur, noticed above.
published a “Universal History,” (10 vols., 1822,) and
other works. Died in 1829.
Dillon, de, deh de' 16 N', (Theobald,) Count, a brother of Arthur Dillon, was born in Dublin about 1744.
He entered the French army at an early age, and obtained
the grade of marechal-de-camp in 1783.
He favoured
the popular cause in the Revolution, and served under
Rochambeau on the frontier of Flanders. While moving
his division

from

Lille to

Tournay,

in April, 1792,

he

met a division of the enemy, and, in obedience to the
orders of his superiors, declined a battle. A panic seized
his soldiers, who ascribed his conduct to treachery and
fled in confusion to Lille, abandoning their cannon.
During this retreat, or on the arrival at Lille, he was
massacred by his own mutinous troops.
See

De

Courcelles, “ Dictionnaire des Gen^raux Franjais.”

Dillon Wentworth. See Roscommon, Earl of.
Dill'wyn, (Lewis W.,) an English naturalist, born in
He published a “Synopsis of British Confervas,”
1778.
Oxford from 1728. Died in 1747. Among his works (1802-09,) and (with D. Turner) “The Botanist’s Guide
are “ Hortus Elthamensis,” (1732,) and a “History of through England and Wales.” Died in 1855.
Mosses,” (1741.)
Dil'worth, (Thomas,) an English school-teacher of
Dillen, (Philipp Everhard,) a German physician,
apping, published several popular school-books, among
born at Darmstadt in 1644, was the father of Johann which were an “Arithmetic” and a “Spelling-Book.”
Jakob, noticed above. Died in 1720.
Died in 1780.
Dillens, (Henri,) a Belgian painter of history and
Dims'dale, (Thomas,) M.D. and F.R.S., an eminent
genre, born at Ghent in 1812.
English physician, born in Essex in 1712, practised at
Dillis, von, (Georg,) a German artist, bom in Upper Hertford. Having gained distinction by inoculation for
Bavaria in 1759, became teacher of landscape painting the small-pox, he was invited to Russia about 1768 by
in the Academy at Munich.
Died in 1841.
the empress Catherine, who rewarded his professional
Dillman, (Christian Friedrich August,) a Ger- services to her by the titles of baron and first physician
man theologian and orientalist, bom at Illingen in 1823. and a pension of ^500 per annum. He returned to
He is professor of Old Testament exegesis at Berlin.
England, and published, in 1776, a treatise on “InocuDil'lon, ( Arthur, ) Count, born in Roscommon lation.” He afterwards became a London banker, and
Died in 1800.
county, Ireland, in 1670, was the third son of Theobald, a member of Parliament.
See “ Biographie M^dicale.”
Lord Dillon, who fought for James II. in the civil war

W

of 1688. He entered the service of Louis XIV. of France,
as colonel, at the age of twenty, gained a rapid promotion
by his brilliant conduct, and became a lieutenant-general
at thirty-six.
in 1708, and
last year he

He was employed under Marshal Villars
under Marshal Berwick in 1709. In the
commanded in chief a corps, and gained a

victory near Brian5on.

He

died in 1733.

His son James was killed at the
Another son, Edward, fell

1745.
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Di-nar'-ehus or Dei-nar'-ehus, [Gr. Aeivapxop; Fr.
Dinarque, de'ntRk',] a Greek orator, born at Corinth
about 360 b.c. About the year 335 he removed to
Athens, and connected himself with the Macedonian
party and Demetrius Phalereus. He gained a high reputation for eloquence by writing arguments, especially

when Demosthenes and
Fontenoy

at Laufeld.

in

Arthur

other orators were in exile.
Accused in 307 of an attempt to subject Athens to the
Macedonian yoke, he fled to Chalcis, where he remained
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DINARQUE

and then returned to Athens, 292 B.c. He
reckoned the last of the ten Athenian orators. Three
only of his orations are extant, of which one is against
Demosthenes for his transactions with Harpalus.
Plutarch, “Vitae Decern
See Fabricius, “ Bibliotheca Grteca
Oratorum;” J. G. Adler, “ Dissertatio de Dinarchi Oratoris Vita

fifteen years,
is

t-‘

Dictione.”
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See Dinarchus.
(Arthur Martin,) a French
born at Valenciennes in 1795.

de'no',
writer,

anti-

century.
He was a member of the supreme council of
the colonies.
He died at Rio de Janeiro about 1798.
See Longfellow’s “ Poets and Poetry of Europe.”

Din'nies, (Anna Peyre,) an American poetess, a
daughter of Judge Shackleford, of South Carolina, was
married in 1830 to J. C. Dinnies. She published a
volume of poems called “The Floral Year,” (1846.)
Her nom-de-plume was “ Moina.”
See Griswold’s “Female Poets of America.”

He

other works, “The Troaveres, Jugglers, and Minstrels of the North of France,” (1833-43,)
and furnished articles for Michaud’s “ Biographie Uni-

[Lat. Di'nus,] a famous Italian jurist,
born at Mugello. He was professor of law in Bologna,
and was employed by Boniface VIII. in the compilation

verselle.”

of the sixth

published,

among

Dindorf, din'doRf, (Ludwig,) a German philologist,
born in 1805. He published good editions of Xenophon,
Diodorus Siculus, and other Greek authors. He assisted
his brother Wilhelm as editor of the series of Greek
classics published by Firmin Didot, Paris.
Dindorf, (Wilhelm,) a distinguished German philologist, born at Leipsic in 1802, was a son of a professor
of Oriental languages.
From 1828 to 1833 he was professor of literary history in Leipsic, after which he was
associated with his brother Ludwig and M. Hase in
the renovation of Stephanus’s Greek “Thesaurus.” He
produced an excellent edition of Demosthenes for the
University of Oxford, (1849,) av>d commentaries on zEschylus, Sophocles, and Euripides. Died in 1883.
See Brockhaus, “ Conversations-Lexikon.”

Dinez da Cruz.

See Diniz da Cruz.

Dinge, diN'zhl', (Antoine,) a French litterateur of
great learning, born at Orleans in 1759.
According to
Villenave, he was the author of several popular works
which appeared under the name of J. R. Desormeaux,
viz., “ History of the House of Bourbon,” “ Life of
Conde,” etc.
He published several poems, one of
which is called “Henry IV. on the Pont-Neuf,” (1818.)
He left voluminous manuscripts, among which are a
.“Universal Biography,” numerous poems, and various
other works.
Died in 1832.
Dingelstedt, ding'el-stSt', (Franz,) a German poet,
born at Halsdorf, in Hesse, in 1814. He acquired much
popularity among the German Liberals by his political
poems called “Lieder eines kosmopolitischen Nachtwachters,” (“ Songs of a Cosmopolitan Night-Watch,”
In 1843 'le received from the King of Wiirtem1840.)
berg the title of councillor, and the office of librarian at
Stuttgart.
He published several novels, one of which
is called “ Heptameron,” (1841,) and a successful tragedy,
entitled “The House of Barneveldt,” (1830.)
Among

Dino, dee'no,

book of “ Decretals.” Died in 1303.
Dinocourt, de'no'kooR', (Pierre Th£ophile Robert,) a French writer, was born at Doullens in 1791.
His “Cours de Morale sociale” (“Lectures on Social
Morality”) obtained the Montyon prize in 1840. Died

in 1862.

Dinocrate. _ See Dinocrates. _
Di-noc'ra-tes or Dei-noc'ra-tes, [Gr. Aen’o/cpan/f ;
Fr. Dinocrate, de'no'kRtt',] an eminent Greek architect, who lived in the time of Alexander the Great, and
proposed to cut Mount Athos into a statue of that prince
which should hold in one hand a large city. Alexander
employed him in the building o f Alexandria, about 332
B.c.
It is said that he rebuilt the temple of Ephesus,
burnt by Erostratus.
See Plutarch, “Alexander.”
Dinocrates, a profligate Messenian politician, was an
enemy of Philopoemen, for whose death he was chiefly
responsible.
He killed himself in 182 B.c.
Di'non, [A e'lvuv or A ivuv,\ a Greek historian, lived in
the fourth century B.c. He wrote a “ History of Persia.”
Di-nos'tra-tus, [Gr. A uvoarparng; Fr. Dinostrate,
de'no'stRlt',] a Greek geometer, who lived about 400 B.c.
His works are all lost. According to Prod us, he was a

pupil of Plato.

Dinoth,
historian,

(Richard,) a French Protestant
Coutances, wrote “ De Bello Civili
Died about 1590.

de'not',

born

at

Gallico,” (1582.)
Dinouart, dee'noo-iR', (Joseph Antoine TousSAiNT,) a mediocre French compiler and translator,
born at Amiens in 1716; died in 1786.

din'ter, (Gustav Friedrich,) a meritorious
teacher and writer on education, was born at
Borna, in Saxony, in 1760. He became minister of a
church at Gornitz in 1807, and professor of theology in
Konigsberg in 1822. He laboured zealously to promote
reforms in popular instruction, and published many
his later poems is “Night and Morning,” (1851.)
In popular books, among which are “ Malvina, a Book for
1871 he was appointed director of the Burg Theatre at Mothers,” (1819,) and a “Bible for the Use of Schoolmasters,” (“ Schullehrerbibel,” 1825-28.) Died in 1831.
Vienna.

Ding'ley, (Robert,) an English writer and Puritan
minister, born about 1620; died in 1659.
Dini, dee'nee, (Pietro,) an Italian scholar and preborn at Florence about 1570; died in 1625.
Diniz, de-nlz', anglicized as Den'nis or Den'is I.,
King of Portugal, born in 1261, was the son of Alfonzo
III.
He ascended the throne at the age of eighteen,
and married Elizabeth of Aragon in 1282. The kingdom prospered under his wise government. In 1290
he founded the University of Lisbon. He built many
cities and fortresses, and planted the forest of Leiria,
which, two centuries later, furnished materials for the
naval power of Portugal. He was reputed the most
late,

and magnificent prince of his time. He died
in 1325, and was succeeded by his son, Alfonzo IV.
See Faria v Souza, “ Europa Portugueza
Schoeffer, “History of Portugal,” (in German,) 5 vols.
liberal

Diniz (de-n£z') or Dinez da Cruz, de-nSz' dl kRooz,
(Antonio,) a Portuguese lyric poet and lawyer, born at
Castello de Vide in 1730. He was a good classical scholar,
and associated himself with some friends to form the
Society of Arcadians in Lisbon, which made successful
efforts to improve the language and literary taste of the
nation.
In 1759 he composed an admired ode on the
subject of an attempt against the life of the king.
He
afterwards wrote epistles, sonnets, idyls, and a mockheroic poem entitled “Goupillon.” Some critics estimate him the greatest Portuguese poet of the eighteenth
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Dinter,

German

See his Autobiography, “G. F. Dinter’s Leben,”

1829.

Dinus. See Dino.
Din-wid'die, (Robert,) born in Scotland about 1691
was Governor of Virginia from 1752 to 1758. He was
incompetent and unpopular. Died in 1770.
See Dion Cassius.
Dl'o-cles, [AioicAyf,] a Syracusan, celebrated for his
lived
about 410 b.c., and was a leader of
code of laws,
the democratic party of Syracuse.
Diodes, a Greek poet of the old comedy, lived in
the fifth century B.c.
Diodes, a Greek geometer, of whom nothing is
known except that he solved the problem of the duplication of the cube. Eutocius has preserved this solution
which consists in describing in a circle a curve called
the “ cissoid.”
Di'o-cles Ca-rys'ti-us, [Aio/cAiyf 6 Kapvcmoc;,] an
eminent Greek physician, born in Euboea, lived in the
third century before Christ, and belonged to the sect of
Dogmatics. He was ranked by the ancients next to
Hippocrates. He wrote several works, of which some
fragments are extant.
See Fabricius, “Bibliotheca Grseca
A. Rivinus," Programma
de Diode Carystio,” 1655.

Dio Cassius.

Diocletian, dl-o-kle'sh e-£in, [Lat. Diocletia'nus ;
Fr. Diocl£tien, de'o'klVte^N',] or, more fully, Cai'us
Vale'rius Aure'lius Diocletia'nus, a Roman emperor, was born of obscure parents at Dioclea, in Dalmatia,
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He entered the army young, served under
Aurelian, and obtained a high command under Probus.
lie accompanied Carus in his expedition against Persia,
and at the death of that prince, in 283, he became commander of the imperial guards of his successor, Numerianus.
The latter having been assassinated by Aper,
the army at Chalcedon proclaimed Diocletian emperor
in 284.
In 286 he adopted Maximian as his colleague
in the empire, and gave him the title of Augustus. They
were successful in suppressing revolts in Gaul and other
parts of the empire. About 292 they nominated two
Caesars to divide the labours of the administration,
namely, Galerius and Constantius Chlorus. Diocletian
reserved to himself Asia and Egypt, and fixed his court
at Nicomedia.
He assigned Italy and Africa to Maximian, Gaul and Spain to Constantius, and Thrace and
Illyricum to Galerius. The supremacy of Diocletian
was recognized by the other three, and general prosperity resulted from this arrangement.
One design of
this policy was to prevent the revolt of the armies in
favour of their commanders, by which so many emperors
had been ruined. After this division the Roman arms
were successful in Egypt, Persia, and Britain. In 297 a
peace was made with Persia, which was maintained forty
years.
The Christians had enjoyed the favour and protection of Diocletian ; but in 303 Galerius, by false accusations, persuaded him to issue an edict against them.
This persecution, to which he unwillingly assented, is
the chief error of a reign otherwise honourable and
happy. In 304 he had a long attack of sickness, and
in the next year he abdicated in favour of Galerius, and
retired to Salona, where he turned his attention to the
His
cultivation of a vegetable-garden, and died in 313.
political talents were superior, and entitle him to a place
the
emperors.
among
most eminent Roman
See Tillemont, “Histoiredes Empereurs;” Gibbon, “Decline
and Fall of the Roman Empire;” Aurelius Victor, “De Ctesari“ Diocletianus et Maximinus,” 1792.
bus
J. C. Sickel,

Di-o-do'rus Cro'nus, a Greek logician and philosopher of the school of Megara, lived about 300 B.c., and
was one of the masters of Zeno the Stoic. His skill
He was the reputed
in dialectics is praised by Cicero.
author of a famous sophism against motion.
Di-o-do'rus Sic'u-lus, [Fr. Diodore de Sicile,
de'o'doR' deh se'sil',] often called simply Diodorus, an
eminent historian, was born at Agyrium, in Sicily, and

Died

asked what he could do, he replied, “ I can govern men
therefore sell me to some one who needs a master.” He
was purchased by Xeniades, a rich citizen of Corinth,
by whom he was kindly treated. He is said to have
died in 323 B.C., aged about ninety.
If he wrote any
works, as some assert, they have not been preserved.

about 245 a.d.

He travelled many years
lived in the first century B.C.
in Europe and Asia to collect materials for a universal
history, and then settled in Rome, where he produced his
“ Historical Library,” in Greek, (“ BiSTaodi/Kri ioTOfiiKT/")
which contained, in forty books, the history of the world
from the earliest times to 60 B.c. Only fifteen of these
books have been preserved entire. He is supposed to
have finished this history about 10 B.c. His merit as a
not estimated very highly, but his work supfacts which would otherwise have
been lost to posterity. He is very deficient in criticism
historian
plies

is

many important

and judgment.
See Fabricius, “Bibliotheca Graeca;” Schoell, “Histoire de la
Literature Grecque
Heyne," De Fontibus Historiarum Diodori,”
1782; Daunou, article on “Diodorus Siculus” in the “Nouvelle
Biographie G&ierale.”

Di-od'o-tus, [Gr. A todorof; Fr. Diodote, de'o'dot',]
a Stoic philosopher, lived at Rome, and taught dialectics
Died in 59 B.c.
to Cicero.

Diogene.

See Diogenes.

Diogene d’Apollonie.

See Diogenes of Apol-

lon ia.

Diogene Laerce.

See Diogenes Laertius.
Di-og'e-nes, [Gr. Aioylvr^ Fr. Diogene, de'o'zhfpi';
It. Diogene, de-o'ji-ni,] a Cynic philosopher, born at
Sinope, in Asia Minor, lived for some time at Athens,
where he was a disciple of Antisthenes. He affected an
extravagant contempt for the comforts of life and for
the customs of society, and inured himself to severe
privations, relying on alms for the supply of his simple
It is said that he lodged in a cask or tub.
Diocletien. See Diocletian.
wants.
He
Diodati, de-o-di'tee, or Deodati, (Charles,) born was noted for witty and sarcastic sayings. When Alex“
What can I
in London about 1608, was of Italian extraction, and a ander the Great visited him, and inquired,
nephew of John Diodati. He was Milton’s most inti- do for you ?” Diogenes replied, “ Stand from between
mate companion at school, and his correspondent in later me and the sun.” Alluding to this interview, Juvenal
years. He became a physician, and practised in Cheshire. thus moralizes
“ Sensit Alexander testa quum vidit in ilia,
O11 hearing of his death, in 1608, Milton wrote, in Latin,
Magnum habitatorem, quanto felicior hie qui
“ Epitaphium Damonis.”
Nil cuperet, quam qui totum sibi posceret orbem.”*
Diodati, de-o-di'tee, (Domenico,) an Italian antiSat. xiv.
quary, born at Naples in 1736.
His principal work Plato having defined man as a featherless biped, the
is an ingenious essay, “De Christo Graece loquente,”
“
Cynic plucked a fowl, and exclaimed, Behold the man
(1767,) in which he endeavoured to prove that Greek of Plato !” It is stated that he was taken by pirates
was the vernacular language of Christ and the apostles. and exposed for sale in the market of Crete, and, being
in 1801.
See “Vita di D. Diodati,” Naples, 1815; Tipaldo, “Biografia

degli Italiani illustri.”

Diodati, de-o-di'tee, (John,) a Protestant theologian,
of Italian extraction, born at Geneva in 1576.
He made
so great progress in the study of ancient languages that
Beza thought him qualified, at the age of twenty-one,
to fill the chair of Hebrew in the University of Geneva.
In 1609 he was chosen professor of theology, and in 1618
was deputed by the Church of Geneva to the Synod of
Dort, in which he performed an important part. He
made Italian and French translations of the Bible, (1644,)
and a French version of Sarpi’s “ History of the Council
of Trent,” (1621.) He also wrote several treatises against
the doctrines of the Roman Church, and “ Annotations

Died in 1649.
See Brandt, “History of the Reformation:” Senebier, “ HisGeneve;” Lipenius, “Bibliotheca Theologica,”
1685; Schotel, “J. Diodati,” 1844.

on the Bible,” (1607.)
toire litteraire de

Diodore de

Sicile.

Di-o-do'rus

[Gr. Atoiupur;

See Diodorus Siculus.
Fr.

Diodore, de'o'doR']

of Antioch, a Christian bishop and writer of high reputation, was appointed to the see of Tarsus about 375 A.D.
He wrote commentaries on the Scriptures, and other
works, which are all lost.
Diodorus surnamed Periege'tes, a Greek historian,
lived about 320 B.c.
He wrote “ Ilfpi Sr/fiuv."

Diodorus

of Sinope, an Athenian poet of the

comedy, lived about 350

new

:

See Lucian, “Cynicus,” and “Dialogues of the Dead;” Grimaldi, “La Vita di Diogene Cinico,” 1777; Ritter, “History
G. H. Lewes, “Biographical History of Philosophy.”
of Philosophy;”

Diogenes of Atollonia,

[Fr.

Diogene d’Apol-

lonie, de'o'zh&n' df'po'lo'ne',] a Greek philosopher,
born in Crete, was a disciple of Anaximenes, and was
probably born about 500 B.C. He taught philosophy
at Athens, and wrote a work on cosmology, of which
Diogenes Laertius has preserved a fragment. Like his
teacher, he considered air as the first principle of all
things.
See G. H. Lewes, “ Biographical History of Philosophy;” Ritter, “ History of Philosophy.”

Diogenes the Babylonian, an eminent

Stoic phi-

was a native of Seleucia. He studied under
Chrysippus at Athens, and became the master of the
Stoic school in that city.
He was associated with Carneades in a memorable embassy to Rome in 155 B.c. He
wrote on various subjects, but his works are not extant.
losopher,

See C. F. Thierri, “ Dissertatiode Diogene Babylonico,”

1830.

b.c.

Diodorus of Tyre, a Peripatetic philosopher, flourished about 130 b.c.
He succeeded Critolaus as the
head of the Peripatetic school at Athens.

“When

* Literally,
Alexander beheld the noble dweller in that
tub, [i.e. the tub of Diogenes,] he perceived (or felt) how much happier [was] he who desired nothing, than he who demanded for himself
the whole world.”

c as k; c as s; g hard; g as j; G, H, K, guttural; n, nasal; R, trilled;
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Diogenes

of Tarsus, a Greek Epicurean philosopher,
supposed to have lived in the first or second century
His works are lost.
DI-og'e-nes La-er'tl-us, (la-er'she-us,) [Gr. bsioybr/;
6 Aaepuo; ; Fr. DiogLne Laerce, de'o’zhin' lt'&Rss',] a
Greek author, who was so called because he was born at
Laertes, in Cilicia.
Some suppose that he lived in the
reign of Severus or Caracalla, 21 1-235 A.D.; but nothing

the favour of Nerva and Trajan, the latter of whom gave
him a seat in his chariot when he made a triumphal entry
into Rome. About eighty of his orations are extant, the
chief merit of which is beauty and simplicity of style.

known of his history, except
portant work on the lives and

fully,

is

before Christ.

is

philosophers.

and judgment

He

that he wrote a very im-

doctrines of the ancient
evidently lacked the critical ability

do justice to such an enterprise ; but at
the same time he has collected and preserved valuable
to

contributions to the history of philosophy. The title
iiTuoaotpig. evdoKt/irioaVTuv.”
of it is “ Biot nal Tvu/xai tCxv

b

He

appears to have been a mere compiler, who knew
His work is
little about the principles of philosophy.
neither well planned nor well digested ; but it contains
valuable extracts from works which are lost.
See Fabricius, “ Bibliotheca Graeca
Laertii Vita et Scriptis,” 1831

;

Klippel, “De Diogenis
“Nouvelle Biographie Generate.”

Diogo Bernardes. See Bernardes.
Diomed and Diomede. See Diomedes.
Di-o-me'des, often anglicized Di'o-mede and

Di'-

Fr. Diomede, de'o'mid',] a hero
[Gr.
of the early Grecian legends, was a son of Tydeus, and
He became King of Argos,
is hence called Tydi'des.
and acted a prominent part in the siege of Troy. He
was accounted the bravest of the Grecian chiefs next to
Achilles, and was a favourite of Minerva. According to
Homer, he was so audacious as to attack Mars himself.
His adventures after the capture of Troy are variously

o-med,

related.

Diomedes,

[Eng. Di'omede,] a king of the Bistones,
in Thrace, is said to have fed his horses on human flesh.
He was killed by Hercules.

Di-om'e-don,

an able Athenian general,
history in 412 B.c.
He then comdefeated the Chians and recovered
Lesbos. In 41 1 he declared for the democracy, and promoted the recall of Alcibiades from exile. He was one
of the ten generals appointed in place of Alcibiades in
Soon
407, and contributed to the victory at Arginusae.
after this event he was unjustly put to death, in 405 B.c.
See Xenophon, “ Hellenica.”
[Ato/Aduf,]

who appears first in
manded a fleet which

Di'on

A io>v\

of Syracuse, an eminent statesman
and patriot, born about 410 B.C., inherited from his father
[Gr.

See L. Ptiennh, “ Dio Philosophus,” 1849; Brecquigny, “Vies
des Orateurs Grecs ;” Fabricius, “Bibliotheca Graeca;” Philostratus, “Vitae Philosophorum.”

Di'on Cas'si-us (kash'e-us) or Dio Cassius, or, more
Cas'sius Di'on Cocceia'nus, (kok-se-ya'nus,) an

eminent historian, born at Nicaea, in Bithynia, about 155
A.D., was the son of a Roman senator, and descended by
his mother from Dion Chrysostom.
He lived in Rome,
was a senator in the reign of Commodus, and governor
of Smyrna and Pergamos under Macrinus. By the favour
of Alexander Seve'rus, he was elected consul with that
emperor in 229 A.D. He wrote in Greek several works,
the principal of which is his “ History of Rome” (“ 'PwpaiK% 'I OTopia”) from the arrival of AEneas in Italy to the
year 229 A.D., in eighty books, of which the first thirty-five
are lost except fragments, and the last twenty exist only
in the abridgment of Xiphilinus.
As a historian he is
esteemed for elegance of style, accuracy in dates, and
diligence in search of the truth, for which his official
position afforded him facilities.
His work is a rich
collection of documents on the later years of the republic and the first ages of the empire. His knowledge
of Roman institutions was more exact and extensive
than that of previous historians.
See Fabricius, “Bibliotheca Graeca;” Reimarus, “DeVita et
Scriptis Cassii Dionis,” 1752; Schlosser, “Dissertation on Dion
Cassius,” prefixed to Lorenz’s German version of Dion, 1826; Niebuhr, “Lectures on Roman History.”

Di-o'ne, [Gr. A iuvtj,\ a female Titan, according to some
authorities a daughter of Uranus, according to others
of Oceanus or Aither. The poets feigned that she was
beloved by Jupiter, by whom she became the mother of

Venus.
Dionigi, de-o-nee'jee, (Marianna,) an Italian artist,
born in Rome in 1756. She acquired skill in painting,
and gave much attention to archaeology, especially to
the researches of Cyclopean walls.
She wrote a successful work, entitled “ On the Five Cities of Latium
said to have been founded by Saturn,” (“ Sulle cinque
CittA del Lazio che diconsi fondate da Saturno.”) Died
in 1826.

Dionis, de'o'niss', (Pierre,) an eminent French surgeon, born in Paris, became first surgeon to the queen
Maria Theresa and the dauphin. Louis XIV. appointed
him professor of anatomy in the Jardin des Plantes. He
possessed great learning, and wrote several excellent
works, among which are a “Treatise on Operations,”
and a Treatise on Anatomy, (“Anatomie de l’Homme,
suivant la Circulation du Sang,” 1690.) Died in 1718.

Hipparinus an immense fortune. His sister Aristomache
having become the wife of King Dionysius, Dion through
this connection and his own merit acquired much influence at court. The lessons of Plato, who was then teaching in Syracuse, made so deep an impression on him that
he became an intimate friend and one of the most emiSee £loy, “Dictionnaire de la Mddecine.”
nent disciples of that philosopher. Soon after the accesDionis du Sejour, de'o'nfess' dii s&'zhooR', (Achille
sion of Dionysius the Younger, Dion persuaded him to
In
invite Plato again to the Syracusan court. The courtiers Pierre,) a French geometer, born in Paris in 1734.
of the young king, the companions of his vicious plea- 1765 he was admitted to the Academy of Sciences, which
he
enriched with many treatises on eclipses, comets, on
sures, who were jealous of Dion’s influence and were
reproved by his pure example, prevailed on their master Saturn’s ring, etc. He afterwards published these collectively,
with the title of “Analytical Treatise on the
Dion retired to Athens, where he was
to banish him.
received with the greatest honour. When he learned Apparent Motions of the Heavenly Bodies,” (1786,)
that Dionysius had confiscated his estate and forced “which,” says Nicollet, “is a monument raised to the
his wife to marry another man, he resolved to avenge glory of astronomy, and will form an epoch in the hishimself and to liberate Syracuse by an appeal to arms. tory of that science.” Died in 1794.
See “Nouvelle Biographie G^n^rale.”
In 357, against the advice of Plato, he led a small body
Dionisi, de-o-nee'see, (Filippo Lorenzo,) an Italian
of soldiers to Syracuse, which he entered without resistance, seconded by the popular favour.
By the intrigues antiquary and priest, born at Rome in 1712; died in
of Heraclides, an unscrupulous demagogue, Dion was 1789.
Dionisi, (Giovanni Giacomo,) an Italian philologist,
expelled for a time ; but he was soon recalled. He was
assassinated by Calippus about 354 B.c.
Plutarch has born at Verona in 1724. He published an edition of
Dante’s
“Divina Commedia,” 1795.) Died in 1808.
thought him worthy to be the subject of a comparison
Dionysius, di-o-nish'e-us, [Gr. A lovumof,] the Elder,
with Marcus Brutus, the noble Roman.
chap, lxxxiv. Plu- [Fr. Denys l’Ancien, deh-ne' lfiN'se'&N',] a celebrated
See Grote, “ History of Greece,” part
tarch, “Lives;” Cornelius Netos, “Dion;” Diodorus Sicu- tyrant of Syracuse, was born about 430 B.C. The Carlus, books xv. and xvi.
thaginians having invaded Sicily and threatened SyraDion or Dio surnamed Chrys'ostom, (“Golden- cuse, (which was then a republic,) he was appointed
mouthed,”) born at Prusa, in Bithynia, about the middle one of the generals ; and in 405, by his artful policy, he
of the first century, was a Greek sophist or rhetorician. persuaded the people to invest him with the supreme
He was living in Moldavia when Domitian was killed, direction of the government. He confirmed his power
and by his eloquent harangue persuaded the army to by increasing the pay of the troops, suppressed several
remain loyal to the senate. This act procured for him revolts, and in 397 declared war against Carthage, which
ii.
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held

some

cities in Sicily.

The

fleet

of Dionysius was

defeated, and the victorious army of Himilco or Imilkon
encamped under the walls of Syracuse ; but a pestilence
broke out in the besieging army, and a successful attack
from the Syracusans completed their ruin. Dionysius
then subjected several towns of Sicily, made some conquests on the Italian peninsula, and became one of the
most powerful princes of his time. Many anecdotes are
related to show how suspicious he was, and what precautions he observed against personal danger, as that his
bedchamber was surrounded by a wide ditch crossed
by a drawbridge. His brother-in-law, Dion, persuaded
him to invite Plato to his court ; but the king was so
offended by the philosopher’s lectures that he soon
sent him away, directing the captain of the ship to sell
him as a slave in the first port which he should enter.
Ambitious of literary fame, he sent some verses to the
Olympic games ; but his offerings were rejected with
contempt. One of his tragedies, however, gained a
prize at Athens, by which he was much elated ; and,
during a feast which he gave on the occasion, he died
suddenly, in 367.
His death was ascribed by some to
intemperance, by others to poison.
See Grote, “History of Greece,” part ii. chaps, lxxxi.-lxxxiii.
Diodorus Siculus; Thorkil Baden, “Res gestae Dionysii Syracusii recognitae,” 1795; F. W. Roloff, “Dissertationes de Dionysiis
Sicilian

Tyrannis,” 1736.

Dionysius the Younger,

[Fr.
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Denys le Jeune,

deh-ne' leh zhuN',] a son of the preceding, succeeded
him without opposition in 367 B.c. He was inferior to
his father in political ability, and was early addicted
to licentious habits, from which Dion endeavoured to
reclaim him. Dion also prevailed on Plato to exert his

eloquence for this purpose. The latter was received with
honour, and for a time seemed to exercise a beneficial
influence but evil counsels effected the banishment of
Dion, and Plato soon followed him.
The capricious
prince, it is said, induced Plato to return to Syracuse, on
condition that his friend should be restored from exile
but this promise was not fulfilled. In 357 Dion led a
successful expedition against Dionysius, who, not being
supported by his subjects, was expelled from Syracuse
and retired to Locri. (See Dion.) After tyrannizing over
the Locrians several years, he recovered possession of
Syracuse about 346.
To assist them in expelling Dionysius and in repelling a threatened invasion of the
Carthaginians, the Syracusans invoked the aid of the
Corinthians, who sent Timoleon with an army in the
year 344. Dionysius was again deposed, and banished
to Corinth, where, it is said, he employed himself in
teaching school.

and imitated the style of his contemporary
Polygnotus with success. “ Polygnotus,” says Aristotle,
“ painted portraits more beautiful than the originals,
Pauson made them worse, and Dionysius painted exact
likenesses.” Another Dionysius flourished as a painter
at Rome in the first century before Christ, and is favourably mentioned by Pliny.
in portraits,

Dionysius of Halicarnassus, [Gr. A tovvoiog b 'AiUKapvaooevc; Lat. Dionys'ius Halicarnas'seus or Halicarnassen'sis ; Fr. Denys d’Halicarnasse, deh-ne'
dt'le'klR'niss',] a Greek historian and critic of high
reputation, born at Halicarnassus, in Caria, about 70 B.c.
All our knowledge of him is derived from his writings,
which inform us that he came to Rome in 30 B.c. and
spent more than twenty years there in studying Latin
and composing his history (in Greek) entitled “ Roman
Antiquities,” (“'P upa'inr/ ’ApxatoAoyia.’’) It embraces the
period from the origin of Rome to the year 265 B.C. The
greater part of this work is extant.
He is accused of
partiality to the Greeks, and is not esteemed a high
authority as a historian.
He also wrote a “Treatise on
Rhetoric,” another on the eloquence of Demosthenes, a
“ Criticism on the Style ( ibtuparuv of Thucydides,” and
other critical works, which are highly appreciated. Some
persons assign him a place in the first rank of ancient
critics.

See article by Jacobs, in Ersch und Gruber’s “Allgemeine
Encyklopaedie ;” Niebuhr, “Lectures on Roman History;” C. J.
Weismann, “De Dionysii Halicarnassensi Vita,” 1837; Busse,
“ De Dionysii Halicarnassensi Vita,” 1848 P. F. Schulin, “ De Dionysio Halicarnassensi historico,” 1821; F. Matthai, “De Dionysio
;

Halicarnassensi,” 1779.

Dionysius of Heraclea,

See Grote, “History of Greece,” partii. chaps, lxxxiv.-lxxxv.
Plutarch, “ Life of Dion
Diodorus Siculus, books xv., xvi. P.
;

Ekerman,

“Dissertatio de Tyrannide Dionysii utriusque Syracusani,” Upsal, 1757.

Denys d’H£racl£e,

Dionysius surnamed Iam'bus,

;

;

[Fr.

deh-ne' di'rt'kli',] a Greek philosopher, lived about the
end of the third century b.c. He was a Stoic in his
youth, and afterwards an Epicurean.

about 300

a

Greek

poet, lived

b.c.

Dionysius of Miletus, an early Greek historian,
who wrote about 500 B.c. Among his principal works,
all lost, was a “ History of Darius I. of Persia.”
Dionysius, [Fr. Denys,] Saint, a disciple of Origen,
was a native of Alexandria, and in the year 248 a.d. was
made patriarch of that city. During the persecution of
the Christians by Valerian in 257 he was exiled to Libya,
whence he was restored in 260. He wrote numerous

which are

and treatises against various errors in doctrine
that prevailed ; but they have not been preserved. Died
in 265 a.d.
Dionysius surnamed Thrax, or “the Thracian,” aneminent Greek grammarian, was a disciple of Aristarchus.
He taught rhetoric at Rome with great distinction about
letters

B.c., and composed many works on grammar, etc.
His “ T exvr] ypappaTiKr),” (“ Art of Grammar,”) which has
come down to us, was a standard work for centuries, and

80

Dionysius the Areopagite is said to have been a served as a basis to many other treatises.
Dionysius Cato. See Cato, (Dionysius.)
judge of the Areopagus in Athens when the Apostle
Di-o-nys'I-us (di-o-nish'e-us) Pe-ri-e-ge'tel [Fr.
Paul appeared before that tribunal. (See Acts xvii. 19.)
Denys
le P£ri£g£te, deh-ne' leh pVre'i'zhht'] is the
He was converted to Christianity by Paul, (Acts xvii. 34.)
author
of a Greek poem entitled “ Ylepir/yriaig rf/g Ti/ f,”
Tradition adds that he was appointed first Bishop of
(“Journey round the Earth.”) Nothing is known reAthens, and that he suffered martyrdom about 95 a.d.
See Ritter, “History of Christian Philosophy;” Baumgar- specting the time and place of his birth ; but he probaten-Crusius, “ Programma de Dionysio Areopagita,” Jena, 1823; bly lived between the Augustan age and the fourth
Etienne Binet, “ Vie de S. Denys l’Ardopagite,” 1624.
century.
His poem was once popular, and has been
Dionysius of Byzantium,

a Greek writer, of whom
known. He is supposed to have lived before 200
A.D., and is mentioned by Suidas as the author of the
“Voyage of the Bosphorus,” (“AvanTawg Boanopov”)
Dionysius [Fr. Denys] the Carthusian, a monk,
born near Liege, was eminent for learning. He entered
a monastery at Ruremonde in 1423, and wrote a large
number of works. His “Mirror of the Conversion of
a Sinner” (1473) s said to be the first book printed in
Belgium with a date. Died in 1471.
Dionysius surnamed Chal'cus, [6 XaA/cotif, ] an
ancient Attic poet and orator, flourished about 450 b.c.
He was surnamed Chalcus because he advised the
Athenians to coin brass money. His poems (including
elegies) are quoted or noticed by Aristotle and other

little is

>

critics.

Dionysius of Colophon, a celebrated Greek painter
of the age of Pericles, lived about 450 B.c. He excelled
c as k;

9 as s;

g hard; g as j;

often reprinted

and translated.

See Fabricius, “Bibliotheca Graeca ;” Ukert, “ Geographic der
Griechen;” Matthai, “De Dionysio Periegeta,” 1788.

DI-o-ny'sus, [Atovvcoc; or Atovutrof,] the original name
Greek mythology of the god of wine, afterwards called
Bacchus, which see.
Di-oph'a-nes, [Gr. Aio<f>avri<; ; Fr. Diophane, de'o'^
ffn',] a Greek orator, born at Mitylene.
He taught at
Rome, where Tiberius Gracchus was his pupil.
Diophante. See Diophantus.

in

Di-o-phan'tus [Gr. Awipavroc Fr. Diophante, de'of Alexandria is the author of the most ancient
treatise on algebra which is extant.
The time in which

o'ftNt']

he lived is very uncertain. The question has been much
discussed whether he was the inventor of algebra, or
whether he derived it from the Hindoos. Lagrange
favoured the former opinion. Hypatia, who lived about
400 a.d., wrote a commentary on Diophantus. Of the
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thirteen books which composed his remarkable work,
seven have been lost.
See Montucla, “ Histoire des Mathdmatiques.”
Diophantus, an Athenian orator, a contemporary of
Demosthenes, lived about 350 b.c.
Dl-o-pl'thes, [Aionddri;,] an Athenian general, the
father of the poet Menander, lived about 344 B.c.
Dioscore. See Dioscorus.
Dioscoride. See Dioscorides.
Dioscorides, (a Greek artist.) See Dioscurides.
DI-os-cor'I-des, [Fr. Dioscoride, de'os'ko'r£d',] a

dicted to wandering habits and to theological controversy,
and was imprisoned at various places. By accident he
discovered the valuable pigment prussiate of potash, or
Prussian blue. About 1710, to escape the power of the
law, he took refuge in Holland, and practised medicine
for several years.
After many adventures in Denmark,
Sweden, etc., he died in 1734.
See “ Biographie M^dicale

Hoffmann," Leben und Meinungen

J. C. Dippel’s,” 1783.

Dirse. See Eumenides.
Dirichlet, de'rish'li', (Gustav Lejeune or Peter

Gustav,) an eminent German geometer, born at Diiren,
in Rhenish Prussia, in 1805.
He became professor of
He
on the customs and laws recognized in the Homeric mathematics in Berlin in 1828, and a member of the
Academy of Sciences in 1832. He wrote dissertations on
poems.
Dioscorides of Alexandria, a Greek poet of an un- the most difficult parts of mathematics, and was esteemed
known epoch. He is author of numerous epigrams one of the first mathematicians of the age. In 1855 he
succeeded Gauss as professor at Gottingen. Died in
preserved in the Greek Anthology.
DI-os-cor'I-des Pe-da'nI-us, [Aiooicovp'idrK Iledawof,] May, 1859.
Dirk or Dirck, (dirk,) a Dutch painter, born at Haara Greek botanist, born at Anazarbus, in Cilicia, lived
about the first century A.D., and is the author of a cele- lem, was living in 1462. He was one of the ablest artists
brated Greek work on Materia Medica, in which more of his time.
Diroys, de'rwi', (Francois,) a French theologian,
than five hundred plants are described or named. A
passage of his book informs us that he traversed Asia born in 1620, became canon of Avranches. He wrote
Minor, Greece, and a part of Italy, to qualify himself “Proofs and Presentiments (Prejuges) in favour of the
for such a task.
For sixteen centuries this book was Christian and Catholic Religion,” (1683.) Died in 1691.
Discepoli, de-sh 5 p'o-lee or de-sha'po-lee, (Giovanni
considered the highest authority, and was universally
studied by medical students and botanists. It is com- Battista,) an Italian painter, born at Lugano in 1590;
posed without regard to order in the arrangement of the died in 1660.
Disdier, de'de-i', (Henri Francois Michel,) a skilmatter, and is defective in other respects, but is still
highly prized as a memorial of the state of science in ful French surgeon, professor of anatomy, and writer,
that age.
Galen speaks of Dioscorides in very high was born at Grenoble in 1708; died in 1781.
Dis'ney, (John,) a learned English divine, born at
terms, and says that he surpassed all who wrote before
him on plants. His work became the basis of modern Lincoln in 1677, studied law, and for many years distreatises on botany, which science derives nearly all its charged the duties of magistrate with much credit.
In
nomenclature from him.
1719 he was ordained a priest of the Anglican Church,
See Fabricius, “ Bibliotheca Graeca
Sprengel, “Geschichte and in 1722 became Vicar of Saint Mary, Nottingham.
der Botanik
Haller, “Bibliotheca Botanica.”
He wrote “ Essays on Laws against Immorality and
A
looKopoe
Di-os'co-rus [Gr.
Fr. Dioscore, de'os'- Profaneness,” and other works.
Died in 1730.
koR'] was chosen Patriarch of Alexandria in 444 A.D.,
Disraeli, diz-ra'el-e, (Benjamin,) a distinguished Engas successor to Cyril.
Having sided with Eutyches, who lish statesman and author, a son of Isaac, noticed below,
was deposed for heresy by Flavian of Constantinople, was born in London in December, 1805. He produced
he obtained the convocation of a council at Ephesus in in 1826 his first work, “Vivian Grey,” a fashionable
Dioscorus was president of this council, by which novel, which was received with great favour it was
449.
Flavian was condemned, and which was conducted with followed by “The Young Duke,” (1830,) and “Contarini
such violence that it was stigmatized as a scene of rob- Fleming,” (1832.) In 1829 and 1830 he visited Greece,
bery, ( Latrocinium Ephesinum.) A schism resulted, and Egypt, Syria, and other parts of the Levant.
He comPope Leo decided against Dioscorus, who was exiled in menced his political life as a radical, and was an unsucand
died
in
a.d.
for
Parliament
in
Having
candidate
1831.
become
cessful
451,
454
Di-os-cu'ri, [Gr. Aiooicovpoi ; Fr. Dioscures, de'o'- a Tory candidate for Taunton, he was again defeated in
skiiR',] i.e. “sons of Jupiter,” a name applied to Castor 1835; but he was returned by the Conservatives of Maidand Pollux, which see.
stone in 1837. His ambitious or pretentious maiden
Di-os-cu'rl-dei or DI-os-cor'I-des, a Greek artist, speech was a complete failure, and excited the ridicule
who lived at Rome in the reign of Augustus, was re- of the House. On this occasion he exclaimed, “I shall
puted the greatest gem-engraver of ancient times. He sit down now, but the time will come when you will hear
engraved the portrait of Augustus, which was one of his me !” In 1839 he married the rich widow of Wyndham
master-pieces.
Lewis. He has represented Buckinghamshire in ParliaDiotallevi, de-o-t&l-la'vee, (Alessandro,) an Italian ment since 1847. He gradually attained success as a
pulpit orator and religious writer, born at Rimini in parliamentary debater, and about 1841 became the leader
Among his most bril1648 died in 1721.
of the “Young England” party.
Dl-o-tl'mus, [Gr. Awn/wg Fr. Diotime, de'o't£m',] liant efforts were his speeches against the Free-Trade
a Greek poet of uncertain epoch, author of numerous measures of Sir Robert Peel in 1845 and 1846, in which
epigrams preserved in the Greek Anthology.
he displayed great powers of invective and sarcasm. In
Diotisalvi, de-o-te-sil'vee, a celebrated Italian archi- 1844 he published “Coningsby, or the New Generatect, designed the beautiful baptistery of Pisa, commenced tion,” a political novel, which was very successful.
He
about 1152 and finished in 1161. It is one of the earliest became about 1848 the recognized leader of the Protecexamples of the renaissance of the art in Italy.
Commons.
He was chantionist party in the House of
Diphile. See Diphilus.
cellor of the exchequer in the Tory ministry of Lord
Diph'I-lus, [Gr. At'OiAof ; Fr. Diphile, de'ftl',] an Derby, which lasted from March to December of 1852.
eminent Athenian comic poet of the new comedy, was On the defeat of Palmerston in February, 1858, power
a native of Sinope, and flourished about 300 B.C. He passed into the hands of the Tories, and Disraeli again
produced about one hundred comedies, of which some became chancellor of the exchequer in the Derby-Disfragments remain. His style is admired for simplicity raeli ministry. (See Derby, Earl of.) He introduced
and elegance.
an electoral Reform bill, which was rejected by the
Diplovatazio.de-plo-vi-tit'se-o, (Tommaso,) a jurist, House in March, 1859, and resigned with his colleagues
born at Corfu in 1468. He published “ Synopsis Juris in June of that year. A Tory writer in the “London
Graeci,” and other works.
Died at Pesaro in 1541.
Quarterly Review” for April, i860, ascribes to Disraeli
Dippel, dip'pel, (Johann Conrad,) a German alche- “ unrivalled powers for conducting his party into the
mist, noted for his aberrations and vagaries, was born ditch,” and adds, his Reform bill “ had that fatal and
near Darmstadt in 1673. He studied medicine, and pro- damning defect, that the complication of its details exfessed to be an adept in the hermetic arts.
He was ad- posed it to the suspicion of stratagem and finesse. It

Greek historian, a disciple of Isocrates, lived in the fourth
century B.C.
wrote “ Ot nap 'Qpr/pu vopoi” a treatise

:
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was not statesmanlike : it was only ingenious.” He is
said to have annoyed his party by voting for the admission of Jews into the House of Commons. “ Gradually,
almost imperceptibly,” says the London “ Times,” “Mr.
Disraeli has weaned his party from their most flagrant

He

has taught them to profess, at any rate, and
probably to feel, a sympathy for the great body of their
countrymen.” He opposed the bill for electoral reform
which Russell and Gladstone introduced, and which was
defeated in June, 1866. In consequence of this defeat the
Liberal ministers resigned, and Disraeli again became
chancellor of the exchequer. As leader of the House of
Commons, Disraeli was the chief author and manager of
the Reform bill of 1867, which extended the right of
suffrage to every householder in a borough, every fortyerrors.

shilling freeholder, etc.

He became premier about February 25, 1868. On the
important question of Mr. Gladstone’s resolutions for the
disestablishment of the Irish Church he was defeated in
the House by a majority of fifty-six votes, April 3, 1868,
and again on the 1st of May by a majority of sixty-four.
It was expected that he would resign or appeal to the
country ; but, after a visit to the queen at Osborne, he
and his colleagues made statements which resolved
themselves into the simple proposition that they had
determined neither to resign nor to dissolve Parliament.
The Liberal party having gained a decisive victory in the
general election of November, Disraeli and his colleagues
resigned on the 2d of December, 1868. At this time
the Queen conferred on Mrs. Disraeli the title of Viscountess Beaconsfield. Disraeli himself, while keeping
an ever watchful eye on the government, found time to
bring out his novel of “ Lothair.”
In 1872 Lady
Beaconsfield died, and her husband’s career seemed to be
clouding over. But in a short time the clouds broke,
and he entered upon the brightest portion of his career.
In 1873 the Liberal government fell into difficulties
over the Dublin University bill, and on Mr. Gladstone’s
di-solving Parliament early in 1874 the Conservatives
found themselves in a majority of fifty. Disraeli’s government remained in power till 1880, and it is not yet the
time to offer a historical criticism of their measures.
Disraeli himself addressed the House of Commons for
the last time on August 11, 1876 ; next day it was known
that he had decided to retire to ihe Upper House as
)£ Earl of Beaconsfield. In June, 1878, he and Lord Salisbury attended the Congress of Berlin, and perhaps his
fame never stood higher than on his return to England.
At the close of 1880, after the constituencies had passed
their verdict condemning his policy, he brought out his
last novel, “ Endymion,” a work which showed that his
power of mind were on the wane. He had, in fact, been
failing for

some

time, and in April, 1881, he died, after

DIX
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He

wrote a Latin chronicle of the reigns of the emperors

Henry

I.,

Otho

I.,

Otho

II.,

Otho

III.,

which was edited by Leibnitz, who
work. Died in 1018.

and Henry

calls

II.,

a valuable

it

See Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”

Dithmar or Ditmar, (Justus Christoph,)

a

German

Rottenburg (Hesse) in 1677,
became successively professor of history and of natural
law at Frankfort-on-the-Oder. He published a “ Life of
Pope Gregory VII.,” (1710,) “Tacitus’s Germany, with
a Commentary,” (1725,) and other works. Died in 1737.
Ditl, dlt'I, in the Hindoo mythology, the mother of
She was one of the wives of
the Daityas, or demons.
Kasyapa, (or Kagyapa,) and would seem to be opposed
the
Adityas or Suras, are in
to Aditi, whose children,
eternal antagonism to the Daityas or Asuras.
historical writer,

born

at

See Moor’s “ Hindu Pantheon.”

Ditmar. See Dithmar.
Ditmar, dit'miR, (Theodor Jakob,) a Prussian historian, born in Berlin in 1734, was professor of history
in his native city, and wrote a “Method of Teaching
Universal History,” and other works. Died in 1791.
Ditmer, dit'mer, or Ditmar, (Jan,) a Dutch engraver, born about 1538; died in 1603.

See Dietrich.
Dittersdorf,

Ditrich.

Ditters

von

dit'ters fon dit'ters-doRf',

(Karl,) a celebrated German composer, born in Vienna
in 1739.
He formed a friendship with Metastasio, and
composed the music of four oratorios of that poet, viz.,
“Isaac,” “David,” “Job,” and “Esther.” He composed
many successful operas, symphonies, etc. His masterpieces are “Esther,” an oratorio, (1785,) and “The Doctor and Apothecary,” (1786,) a comic opera. Died in 1799.
See his Autobiography, (“ Selbstbiographie,”) 1801 Fins, “ Bio;

graphie Universelle des Musiciens.”

diCmaiR',) (Adolphe,) a French

littlra Ditt'mer, (or
born in London in 1795. He wrote, with M. Cave,
“ Les Soirees de Neuilly,” dramatic and historic sketches,
Died in 1846.
(1827,) which had great success.
Dit'ton, (Humphrey,) an eminent English mathematician, born at Salisbury in 1675, became minister of a
Having attained great
dissenting church at Tunbridge.
proficiency in mathematics, he attracted the notice of Sir
Isaac Newton, by whose influence he was chosen matheHe gained a high
matical master of Christ’s Hospital.
reputation by his writings, among which are “ Laws of
Nature and Motion,” (1705,) a “Treatise on Fluxions,”
(1706,) “ Synopsis Algebraica,” (1709,) a “Treatise on
Perspective,” (1712,) and a “Discourse on the ResurDied in 1715.
rection of Christ.”

tenr,

See “Biographia Britannica;” Whiston, “Memoirs.”
Divini, de-vee'nee, (Eustachio,) an Italian optician,
born at San Severino about 1620, excelled in the fabri-

a long illness patiently borne.

cation of telescopes.
Divino, El. See

Disraeli, (Isaac,) an English litterateur, bom at Enfield, near London, in 1766, was the son of a Venetian
merchant of Jewish extraction. Directing his attention
to literary history and anecdotes, he produced in 1790
the first volume cf “ Curiosities of Literature,” which
was received with favour and followed by several other
volumes of the same work. He published “ Calamities
of Authors,” “ Quarrels of Authors,” “ The Life and
Reign of King Charles I.,” “Amenities of Literature,”
and other works. Died in 1848.

Divitiac. See Divitiacus.
Div-I-ti'a-cus, [Fr. Divitiac, de've'te'tk',] a chief
of the TEdui, a tribe of Gaul, was the friend of Caesar,
and the brother of Dumnorix. His tribe, being attacked
by the Germans, sent him to Rome to solicit aid. He
rendered services to Caesar in his war against Ariovistus

Morales,

(Luis.)

and against the Belgae.
See C^sar,

“De

Bello Gallico;” A. Thierry, “Histoire des

Gaulois.”

Dix, (Dorothea L.,) an American philanthropist, was
born in Worcester, Massachusetts. In her youth she
supported herself by teaching school, but about 1830 inherited sufficient property from a relative to relieve her
from the necessity of daily toil. Previous to this she had
literature at Gottingen in 1813.
He published good edi- become deeply interested in the condition of criminals,
tions of Pindar (1830) and of Tibullus, (1835.)
He gave lunatics, and paupers. She has visited almost every State
especial attention to the philosophy of the ancients, and
in the Union in her efforts to relieve the unfortunate and
wrote a work on the moral philosophy of Socrates, as
Her exertions have contributed largely
the wretched.
handed down to us in the writings of Xenophon. Died
towards the establishment of lunatic-asylums in New
in 1837.
York, Pennsylvania, North Carolina, and several other
Distelmeyer, dis'tel-ml'er, (Lambert,) a German
States and, by her heroic persistency in memorializing
jurist, born at Leipsic in 1522, was appointed chancellor
Congress, a bill was finally passed in 1854, appropriat.ng
by the Elector of Brandenburg in 1558. Died in 1588.

Dissen,

dis'sen,

(Georg Ludolf,)

a distinguished
German philologist, born near Gottingen in 1784, studied
philology under Heyne, and became professor of classical

;

See Gundling, “ Distelmeyer’s Leben,”

1722.

Dithmar or Ditmar, dit'm&R, a German chronicler,
born about 978, was chosen Bishop of Merseburg in 1009.
e as k; 9 as s;

g hard; g as j;

10,000,000 acre? of the public lands to endow hospitals
But the bill was vetoed by President Pierce. Besides tracts for prisoners, memorials to
legislatures, etc., she has published several works anonyfor the indigent insane.
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Djem.

mously, among which may be mentioned the “Garland
of Flora,” issued in 1829, “Evening Hours,” etc.
Dix, (John A.,) an American general and statesman,
born at Boscawen, New Hampshire, in 1798. He became a lawyer, and a resident of Cooperstown, New
York. Having joined the Democratic party, he was
elected secretary of state in 1833, and represented the
State of New York in the Senate of the United States
from 1845 t0 March, 1849. From December, i860, to
March, 1861, he held the position of United States
secretary of the treasury. In May, 1861, he was appointed
a major-general, and took command at Fortress Monroe
in July, 1862.
In June, 1863, he moved an army up the
Y ork River, threatened Richmond, and cut Lee’s communications. He commanded the department of the

See Jem.

Djemchyd

or

Djemlah.

See Jumlah.

Djemschid
Djenghiz
Djenguiz

or

or
or

Djemchid.

See Jemsheed.

Djemschyd.

Djenghis.

Djenguyz.

See Jemsheed.
See Jengis Khan.
See Jengis Khan.

See Jereer.
See Jevhery.
Djezzar. See Jezzar.
Djihanguire. See Jahan-Geer.
Djihan-Guyr, (or -Guir.) See Jahan-Geer.
Djordjani. See Jorjanee.
Dlugosz, dloo'gosh, [Lat. Longi'nus,] (Jan,) an eminent Polish historian, born at Brzesnica in 1415. He
was employed by Casimir IV. as ambassador to several
East in 1864, was sent as minister to France early in foreign courts, and as preceptor of his sons. He opened
1867, and in 1872 was elected governor of the state of a new era in Polish historical literature by his Latin
New York in the Republican interests. Died in 1879. “ History of Poland,” a work of much merit, which conGeneral Dix was the author of two works of travel, sists in the matter rather than the style. It was not all
Winter in Madeira,” (1851,) and
Summer in printed until 1711. He died in 1480, soon after he had
been chosen Archbishop of Lemberg.
Spain and Florence,” (1855.)
See Islembiowski, “Les Historiens Polonais,” 1826; “Nouvelle
Dixmerie, de la, (Nicolas Bricaire.) a French
Biographie Generate. ”
litterateur, born in Champagne in 1730, resided in Paris.
Dmitri. See Demetrius, Czar of Russia.
He was the author of “ The Two Ages of Taste and
Dmitrief or Dmitriev, dmee'tre-Sf, (Ivan IvanoGenius under Louis XIV. and Louis XV.,” (1769,) and
vitch,) a Russian poet, born in Simbeersk (Simbirsk)
other works. Died in 1791.
Dix'on, (Archibald,) an American lawyer, born in in 1760, served some years in the army, and passed into
North Carolina in 1802. Having removed to Kentucky, the civil service. In the reign of Alexander he became
he was in 1843 elected by the Whig party Lieutenant- minister of justice and privy councillor. He cultivated
Governor. On the resignation of Mr. Clay, in 1852, he literature in the intervals of his public employments, and
was chosen to fill the vacancy. He afterwards became a produced popular odes, poetical tales, satires, and fables.
His fables are among the best in the language. Died at
pro-slavery Democrat.

“A

Djerir.

Djevhery.

“A

Dix'on, (George,) Captain, a British navigator, who
discovered a number of small islands near the north-west
coast of America, and a strait called Dixon’s Entrance.
He published a “ Voyage round the World, 1785-88.”

Moscow

in 1837.
See Otto, “ Lehrbuch der Russischen Literatur.”

Dmochowski, dmo-Kov'skee,

(Francis Xavier,) a

Polish poet and historian, born in 1762.
He translated
the “ Iliad” and “ Paradise Lost” into Polish. Died in

Died about 1800.
Dix'on, (James,) an English Methodist minister of 1808.
Doane, don, (George Washington,) an American
the present century. He wrote, about 1842, “Methodism,
poet and ecclesiastic, born at Trenton, New Jersey, in
its Origin, Economy, and Present Position,” and other
He was ordained an Episcopalian priest
works.

He

able and popular
English writer and critic, born in the West Riding of
Yorkshire in 1821. He became a resident of London
about 1845, and published a “Life of John Howard,”
(1850; 5th edition, 1854,) a work of decided merit. “William Penn, a Historical Biography,” in which Penn is
ably and successfully defended against the charges of
Macaulay, appeared in 1851. “His style is good and
easy,” says the “ Edinburgh Review ” “ there is life in
his narrative and vigour in his descriptions.” In 1853
he became chief editor of the “Athenaeum.” In addition to the works mentioned above, he wrote a “ Personal
History of Lord Bacon,” (1861,) “The Holy Land,”
(1865,) “New America,” (1867,) “Spiritual Wives,”
(1868,) and “The Tower of London, (1869.)” Ithasbeen
objected to his
America” by some critics, and
not altogether without reason, that a reader who had
little acquaintance with the condition of society in the
United States would be apt to suppose many things to
be of common occurrence in that country which are in
fact so rare as to be unknown even to the most intelligent
and best-informed Americans, except a few who have
made them the subject of especial investigation. In his
later years he travelled both in the East and the West.
In 1872 he was created by the Emperor of Germany a
Knight of the Order of the Royal Crown. Died in 1879.
:

“New

Dix'well, (John,) Colonel, an English republican,
born in 1608. He was one of the judges of Charles I.
When his party lost power, he escaped to New England
and changed his name. Died in 1689.
Diziani, d£t-ze-l'nee, (Gasparo,) an Italian painter,
born at Belluno in the seventeenth century; died in 1767.
Djaafar or Djafar. See Mansoor.
Djami or Djamy. See Jamee.
Djannaby. See Jannabee.
Djayadeva. See Jayadeva.
Djehan-Guir, (or -Guyr.) See Jahan-Geer.
Djehan-Guire. See JahAn-Geer.
Djelal-Eddin-Roumi. See Jelal-ed-Deen.
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in 1821,

1799.

died in 1872.

Dixon, (William Hep'worth,) an

same, less prolonged;
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,

New York City and
Boston. In 1832 he was elected Bishop of New Jersey.
He founded Burlington College in 1846. He published

and preached

for several years in

several theological works,

Died

and a volume of poems,

(1824.)

in 1859.

See Griswold’s “Poets and Poetry of America.”

Dob'bin, (James Cochrane,) an American statesman
of the Democratic party, born in Fayetteville, North
Carolina, in 1814.
He graduated at the University of
North Carolina, and in 1845 represented the Raleigh
district in Congress. He was a delegate to the Baltimore
Convention in 1852, and was active in promoting the
nomination of Franklin Pierce, who in 1853 appointed
him secretary of the navy. Died in 1857.
See Livingston’s “Portraits of Eminent Americans.”
Dob'bin, (Thomas,) a native of Ireland, who removed
to Baltimore in 1790 and published the Baltimore “Telegraph,” the first daily newspaper of that city.
Do-bell', (Sydney,) an English poet, born in 1824,
was first known as Sydney Yendys. He was employed
for some years in the counting-house of his father, who

He produced in
a wine-merchant at Cheltenham.
1850 “ The Roman,” a poem, and in 1854 “ Balder,”
which were admired by some and censured as spasmodic
by others. Mr. Dobell and Alexander Smith published
in 1855 a volume entitled “Sonnets on the War.”
Among his other poems is “ England in Time of War,”
was

(1856.)

He

died in 1874.

Dober einer or Doebereiner, doTeh -ri'ner, Joh a n n
Wolfgang,) an eminent German chemist, born at Hof,
(

in Bavaria, in

1

780.

He became

professor of chemistry

Jena in 1810, and, aided by Goethe, made some useful
and curious discoveries, among which is the property
at

He pubof spongiform platinum to inflame hydrogen.
lished, besides other works, “ Essays on Physical Chem“
Principles
of
General
Chemistry,”
and
istry,” (1824-36,)
Died in 1849.
(3d edition, 1826.)
See August Vogel, “ Denkrede auf J. W. Dobereiner,” 1849.
Dobner, dob'ner, (Felix Job, otherwise called GeLASE,) a Bohemian historian and monk, born at Prague
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He taught in

Doche, dosh, (Joseph Denis,) a French composer
the colleges of his order in Vienna,
and left works on the history of Bohemia of airs, etc., born in Paris in 1766; died in 1825.
Dod, (Albert Baldwin,) D.D., an American divine,
and Moravia which are prized for extensive research
and judicious criticism. The most important of these son of Daniel Dod, noticed below, was born in Mendis “Historical Monuments of Bohemia,” (“Monumenta
ham, New Jersey, in 1805. He graduated at Princeton
historica Bohemiae,” 6 vols., 1764-86.)
in 1822, and became tutor in that college in 1827, and
Died in 1790.
“
professor of mathematics in 1830.
See Ersch und Gruber, Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”
Died at Princeton in
Do-bree', (Peter Paul,) an English critic, born in 1845. Dr. Dod was an eloquent preacher, and one of
the
ablest
contributors
to the “Biblical Repertory and
Guernsey in 1782, was a Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge, and a friend of Porson.
He superintended the Princeton Review.” A collection of his writings has been
publication of the notes on some Greek authors, which published.
Dod, (Charles Roger,) an English journalist, born
Porson left at his death, and became professor of Greek
at Cambridge about 1823.
He left an edition of De- in 1793. For about twenty years he was connected with
the London “ Times,” for which he wrote notices of
mosthenes unfinished at his death in 1825.
Dobrentei, do'bRSn-ti', or Dobrentey, do'bRSn-tl', eminent men who died in that period, and reported
(GAbor,) an eminent Hungarian author, born at Nagy debates in Parliament. He published an annual called
Szdllos in 1786, became about 1820 a resident of Pesth, “The Peerage, Baronetage, and Knightage of Grea,
where he held several public offices. He edited a valuable Britain,” (1840-56.) Died in 1855.
Dod, (Daniel,) an American machinist, born in Virmagazine called the “Transylvanian Museum,” (“ErHe built the engine for the Savannah,
delyi Muzeum,”) wrote odes, elegies, and other poems, ginia in 1788.
and translated several of Shakspeare’s dramas.
His which in 1819 made the first voyage across the Atlantic
principal work, “Ancient Monuments of the Magyar ever accomplished by steam. He was killed by a boilerLanguage,” is highly commended.
Four volumes of it explosion on the East River, New York, in 1823.
Dod, (John,) an English Puritan divine, born at Shotwere published between 1825 and 1850. He was engaged
ledge, in Cheshire, in 1547, ministered at Hanwell for
on this work when he died in 1851.
about twenty years, and was suspended for nonconDobrentey. See Dobrentei.
Dobrizhoffer, do'bRits-hof'fer, (Martin,) a Jesuit formity about 1598. He excelled in the knowledge of
missionary, born at Gratz, in Styria, in 1717.
He went Hebrew, and is often called “the Decalogist,” from his
to Paraguay in 1749, and laboured about eighteen years “ Commentaries on the Decalogue,” (1606.)
In 1624 he
among the natives, one tribe of whom were called Abi- became rector of Fawesley. Fuller, in his “ Worthies,”
pones. In 1784 he published at Vienna, in Latin, a says, “John Dod was by nature a witty, by industry a
“ History of the Abipones, an Equestrian and Warlike learned, and by grace a godly divine.” Died in 1645.
Dodart, do'dlR', (Claude Jean Baptiste,) a son
Nation,” (3 vols.,) a work of some interest for history
and geography. It was translated into English by Sara of Denis, noticed below, was chosen first physician to
Louis XV. in 1718, and died in 1730, aged sixty-six.
Coleridge.
Died in 1791.
Dodart, (Denis,) an eminent French physician, born
See “ Nouvelle Biographie Generate. ”
Dobrowski, do-brov'skee, (Joseph,) an eminent Bo- in Paris in 1634, became physician to Louis XIV. He
was
chosen a professor of pharmacy in 1666, and was
hemian author and philologist, born near Raab in 1753,
was the most learned of those who have cultivated admitted into the Academy of Sciences in 1673. He
Bohemian literature. He was educated at Prague, and contributed to this institution several treatises on natural
joined the Jesuits.
He assisted Pelzel in his “ Biogra- history, medicine, etc., and made many experiments on
phies of Bohemian Authors and Artists,” and gained insensible perspiration, the results of which were pub“ Statica Medicina Gallica,” (1 725.)
distinction by his researches into the language and lite- lished in a work called
rature of the Slavonic nations.
He wrote numerous He wrote the preface of a work which the Academy pub“
works, of which the most important are a “Grammar of lished on the History of Plants.” Died in 1707.
See Fontenelle, “filoge de Dodart,” 1707.
the Bohemian Language,” a “ History of the Bohemian
Dodd, (Charles,) the assumed name of an English
Language and Literature,” (1792,) a “German and Bohemian Dictionary,” and “ Principles of the Old Slavic Catholic priest, who resided at Harvington and wrote
Dialect,” (“ Institutiones Linguae Slavicae Dialecti Vete- “The Church History of England, 1500-1688,” said to
ris,” 1822,) which is highly prized by the Russians.
He be rare and curious. It was intended as an antidote to
was subject to frequent attacks of insanity, and in 1801 Burnet. Died about 1745.
Dodd, (Ralph,) an English engineer, born in Northlunatic-asylum.
was in a
Died in 1829.
Dobson, (Henry Austin,) an English poet and umberland about 1756, resided in London. He was the
first projector of the Thames Tunnel, which, however,
writer, born at Plymouth in 1840.
Dob'son, (Matthew,) F.R.o., an English physician, was not made in his time. He also planned the Surrey
who practised at Liverpool and Bath. He wiote a Canal, Vauxhall Bridge, and other works of public utility,
“Medical Commentary on Fixed Air,” and some other and wrote an “Account of the Principal Canals in the
World.” Died in 1822.
scientific treatises.
Died in 1784.
Dodd, (Robert,) a skilful English painter of marine
Dobson, (Thomas,) a bookseller and writer of Philaviews, born in 1748.
Among his works is “The Storm
delphia, republished the “Encyclopaedia Britannica,”
which
sunk the Jamaica Fleet in 1782.” Died about
and wrote “ Letters on the Character of the Deity, and
1810.
the Moral State of Man.” Died in 1823.
Dodd, (William,) D.D.,an English clergyman, born
Dobson, (William,) a successful English painter
at Bourne, in Lincolnshire, in 1729, was ordained in
of porti aits and history, born in London in 1610.
Van
Dyck introduced him to Charles I., whose portrait he 1753, an d became an eloquent and fashionable preacher
of London.
He was appointed chaplain to the king and
painted. After the death of Van Dyck, Dobson sucpreceptor to Philip Stanhope (Earl of Chesterfield) about
ceeded him as court painter, and was considered the
He gained reputation by his writings, among which
1 764.
best English portrait-painter of his time. Died 1646.
“
“
are “ Reflections
Dobson, ( William Charles Thomas,) an English “The Beauties on Death,” The Visitor,” Sermons,”
of Shakspeare,” and “Commentaries on
artist, born at Hamburg in 1817.
Many of his paintings Scripture.” In
he was convicted of forging the
illustrate scenes from the Bible.
He became an R.A. signature of Lord1777
Chesterfield to a bond for ^4000, for
in 1872.
which he was executed. While confined for this offence,
Docampo, (Florian,) a Spanish historian, bom at he wrote a poem
entitled “Thoughts in Prison.”
Zamora in 1513. At the request of Chailes V., he underSee “ Memoirs of Dodd, ’’prefixed to his “ Thoughts in Prison
took to write a history of Spain, and published in
“
Georg
Forster,
Leben
Dr. W. Dodd’s,” Berlin, 1779.
1578
“ The First Five Books of a General Chronicle of Spain,”
Dodd'rldge, written also Doderidge, (Sir John,)
which throws much light on the origin and antiquities of
an eminent English lawyer, born at Barnstaple in 1555.
that nation.
He died in 1590.
He was appointed the king’s principal sergeant-at-law
Doccum, van, or Doccom, (Jan,) a Dutch jurist, in 1607. From 1613 until his death he was a judge of
born at Doccum died in 1540.
the court of king’s bench.
He was a good scholar and
in 1719.
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DODDRIDGE

a learned antiquary, and author of several works, among
which are “The Lawyer’s Light,” “The English Lawyer,” and “The Laws of Nobility.”
Died in 1628.
See Foss, “ The Judges of England.”
Doddridge, (Philip,) an eminent English dissenting
minister, born in London in 1702, was a relative of the
preceding, and was the twentieth child of a London
merchant. After finishing his studies in a theological
seminary at Kibworth, he began to preach at the same
place in 1722.
In 1729 he opened an academy for the
education of candidates for the ministry at Northampton,
where he was also employed as the minister of a dissentHe married a
ing church from that date until his death.
Miss Maris in 1730. As a minister, he was remarkable
He
for his earnestness, fidelity, and fervent devotion.
wrote a large number of excellent and popular religious
works, of which the most important are “The Rise and
Progress of Religion in the Soul,” (1744,) and “The
Family Expositor,” (3 vols., 1738,) which is an exposition of the Bible.
These have been translated into
many languages. The Rev. Robert Hall, in one of his
letters, says, “ Doddridge is now my prime favourite
among divines.” His work on the “ Evidences of Christianity” has long been used as a text-book at Cambridge,
England. He composed some of the best hymns which
In 1751 he visited
are used in the dissenting churches.
Lisbon for his health ; he died there the same year.
See “Memoirs of the Life and Writings of P. Doddridge,” by
Job Orton; “Life of Doddridge,” by Rev. Dr. Kippis; D. A.
Harsha, “ Life of Philip Doddridge;” Schmidt, “ Leben des Dr.
P. Doddridge,” 1830.

Dodd'ridge,

(Philip,) an

American lawyer, born

in

in 1772.
He acquired distincIn the Constitution as an advocate in trials by jury.
tional Convention of 1829-30 he represented several
counties of western Virginia, and was the leader of the
party which preferred a white basis of representation.

Brooke county, Virginia,

Died
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in 1832.

Doderidge. See Doddridge.
Doderlein, do'der-lln', (Johann Alexander,)
German historian and antiquary, born in Franconia

elected to Parliament in 1715, and sent as ambassador
to Spain.
In 1720 he inherited a large fortune from his

George Dodington, whose name he then assumed.
In 1724 he became a lord of the treasury and a partisan
of Walpole, whom he deserted in 1740. In 1761 he was
raised to the peerage, as Lord Melcombe.
He wrote
some poetical pieces, and left a Diary, which gives an
insight into the cabals and intrigues of his time, together
with a candid exposure of his own venality and egotism.
He was the patron of Young, Thomson, and Fielding.
uncle,

Died

in 1762.

Dodoens,

do-doons', [Lat.

Dodonze'us

;

Fr.

Dodo-

(Rembert,) an eminent botanist and
physician, was born at Malines, or, according to some
authorities, in P’riesland, about 1518.
He was one of
those who contributed most to the progress of botany
in the sixteenth century.
He became physician to the
emperor Maximilian II. in 1570, and to Rodolph II. in
About 1580 he was chosen professor of medicine
1576.
at Leyden.
Before that date he had published several
works on botany, with fine figures. The plates of some
of these were lent to him by L’ficluse.
In 1583 he
summed up his previous labours in a “ History of Plants,”
nIse, do'do'ni',]

(“ Stirpium Historias Pemptades,”) a work of great eru1300 engravings. He was author
of “ Praxis Medica,” and other works.
Died in 1585.
See Foppens, “Bibliotheca Belgica ;” Nic^ron, “ M^moires ;”
“
Van Meerbbck, Recherches sur la Vie et les Ouvrages de Dodoens,” 1841 Avoine, " filoge de R. Dodoens.”
Do-do-nse'us, a surname of Jupiter, which see.
Dodonde or Dodonaeus. See Dodoens.
Dods'ley, (Robert,) a noted English bookseller and
author, born near Mansfield in 1709, lived in London.
He was a footman in early life, and in 1732 published a
volume of verses entitled “The Footman’s Miscellany.”
His drama “ The Toyshop” gained him the friendship
of Pope, and was performed with great success in 1735.
He then opened a bookstore in Pall Mall, which was

dition, illustrated with

;

frequented by authors and literary amateurs. He
prospered in business, and became one of the principal
booksellers in London.
In 1737 he produced the farce

much
a
in

died in 1745.
;
See Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”

of

1675

“The King and

the Miller of Mansfield,” which

was

greatly applauded.
The popular and ingenious “ EconDoderlein or Doederlein, (Johann Christoph,) omy of Human Life,” which appeared anonymously in
an eminent German Protestant divine and critic, born 1750, is generally ascribed to him. His tragedy of

Windsheim, in Bavaria, about 1746, was versed in the
He was chosen professor of theOriental languages.
ology at Altdorf in 1772. He made from the Hebrew
text a Latin version of Isaiah, with notes, (1775,) which,
says Silvestre de Sacy, “is written in an elegant style.”
Among his chief works are a “ Summary of the Instruction of a Christian Theologian,” (“Summa Institutionis
Theologi Christiani,” 1782,) and (in German)" The Christian Doctrine adapted to the Wants of our Time,” (1785.)
He contributed to introduce a new theological system
opposed to the doctrines of the first Reformers. In 1782
he became professor of theology at Jena. Died in 1792.
Doderlein or Doederlein, (Ludwig,) a son of the
preceding, born at Jena in 1791, was a distinguished
philologist.
He became professor of philology at Erat

langen in 1827. He published “Latin Synonyms and
Etymologies,” (6 vols., 1826-38,) a “Manual of Latin
Synonymy,” (1839,) an edition of “Tacitus,” (1847,) and
Died in 1863.
other works.
Dodge, (Grenville M.,) an American general, born
He commanded a
at Danvers, Massachusetts, in 1831.
brigade at Pea Ridge, March, 1862, and a corps in the
Sherman
in
the campaign against Atarmy of General
lanta, May to September, 1864.
Dodge, (Mary Abigail,) a popular and piquant American writer, born in Hamilton, Massachusetts, about
She has written on a variety of subjects under the
1838.

pseudonym

of

Gail Hamilton, (composed

of the last

syllable of her Christian name and the name of her birthAmong her works may be mentioned “ Counplace.)
try Living and Country Thinking,” (1862,) “Gala Days,”
(1863,)

“A New Atmosphere,”

(1864,)

and

“Woman’s

Wrongs: a Counter-Irritant,” (1868.) No inconsiderable portion of her writings originally appeared as contributions to the “Atlantic Monthly.”
Dod'ing-tpn, (George Bubb,) Lord Melcombe, an
English courtier and politician, born in 1691. He was
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“

Cleone” was performed in 1758 with complete success.
Dr. Johnson said, “ If Otway had written it, no other of
his pieces would have been remembered.” He published
a “Select Collection of Old Plays,” which is highly
prized.
He purchased Dr. Johnson’s poem of “London” (1738) for ten guineas, and his “Vanity of Human
”
Wishes lor fifteen guineas. Died in 1764.

Dodson, (George,) an

English politician, was born
He was elected to Pailiament lor East Sussex
and alteiwards represented Chester and Scarborough in succession. He has been chairman of committees, financial secretary to the treasury, and president ot the local government board, and is at prese.it
chancellor of the duchy of Lancaster, with a seat in the

in 1825.
in 1857,

Gladstone cabinet.

Dod'son,

(James,) an English mathematician, pub-

lished various woiks

on mathematics.

Died in 1757.

Dods'worth, (Roger,) an English

bom

antiquary,

Yoikshne in 1585, wrote 122 volumes on antiquities,
which remain as manuscripts in the Bodleian Libraiy.
Died in 1654.
Dod'well, (Colonel Edward,) a British antiquary
and artist, produced in 1818 a “Classical and Topographical Tour through Greece,” richly illustrated, which
It
is esteemed one of the best works on that subject.
was followed by a costly volume, entitled “Thirty Views
From 1800, when he left college,
in Greece,” (1821.)
until his death, he passed the most of his time on the
in

He died in Rome in 1832, leaving drawings
continent.
of “ Cyclopean or Pelasgic Remains in Greece and Italy,”
which have since been published.
Dodwell, (Henry,) a theologian and chronologist,
born in Dublin about 1642, settled in London in 1674,
and adopted the profession of author and critic, in which
he displayed great learning and industry. In 1688 he
was chosen Camden professor of history at Oxford but,
;
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Dohna, von, (Christoph,) born in Prussia in 1702,
was made lieutenant-general in 1751, and served with
He commanded
distinction in the Seven Years’ war.
Thucydides and Xenophon,” (1696,) “Annotations on the right wing at the battle of Zorndorf, and defeated
Died in 1762.
the Greek Geographers,” “Dissertations on the Ancient Haddik in 1758.
Cycles of the Greeks and Romans,” etc., (1701,) and a
See Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”
discourse proving that the soul is naturally mortal, and
Doig, (David,) a Scottish writer and classical scholar,
that the bishops have the power of giving immortality, born in 1719, taught school at Stirling.
He contributed
and
much
controversy,
last
work
excited
The
(1706.)
several articles to the “ Encyclopaedia Britannica,” and
Died addressed to Lord Karnes two “ Letters on the Savage
naturally gave especial offence to the dissenters.
in 1711.
State,” (1792.)
Died in 1800.
refusing to take the oath of allegiance to William III., he
was removed about 1691. He wrote several works on
theology and chronology, among which are “Annals of

See Brokesby, “Life of Henry Dodwell,” 1715; Macaulay,
“ History of England,” vol. iii.
Dodwell, (William,) a son of the preceding, born
in 1709, became prebendary of Salisbury and Archdeacon
of Berks.
He published sermons and treatises on
theology, among which is “ The Sick Man’s Companion.”

See Chambers, “Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen.”

Doigny du Ponceau,

dwin'ye' dii pbN'sd', a French
Maine about 1750; died in 1830.
Doissin, dwi'slN', (Louis,) a French Jesuit, born in
America in 1721, excelled in Latin poetry. He wrote,
besides other works, “ Sculptura, Carmen,” (1752,) a
Died in 1785.
poem on sculpture, and “ Scalptura,” a poem on enDoebereiner. See Dobereiner.
graving.
Died in Paris in 1753.
Doederlein. See Doderlein.
Dokkalfar. See Elves.
Doellinger. See Dollinger.
Dol-a-bel'la, (Publius Cornelius,) a Roman of paDoenniges. See Donniges.
trician rank and profligate habits, born about 70 B.c.
He
Doerfel. See Dorfel.
married Cicero’s daughter Tullia. He was an adherent
Doerflinger or Doerfling. See Derfflingf.r.
of Caesar in the civil war, and fought for him at PharDoeringk. See Doringk.
salia.
He obtained the consulship soon after the death
Does, van der. See Dousa.
Does, van der, vln der doos, (Antoon,) a Dutch of Caesar, 44 b.c. At first he favoured the senate against
Antony ; but he soon went over to the interest of the
engraver, born at the Hague in 1610 ; died about 1680.
Does, van der, (Jacob,) called the Elder, a Dutch latter, who probably gave him a large bribe. He commanded an expedition to Syria, where he was defeated
landscape-painter, born at Amsterdam about 1620, was
by Cassius, and, being besieged in Laodicea, committed
a pupil of N. Moyaert. He finished his studies in Rome,
at the Hague.
He imitated Van der Laer
with success, and painted animals and figures with skill.
Died in 1673 at Amsterdam.

and settled

See Descamps, “Vies des Peintres Flamands, Hollandais,”

etc.

Does, van der, (Jacob,) the Younger, a Dutch
painter of history, son of the preceding, was born at
Amsterdam in 1654. He studied under Dujardin and
Lairesse.
Died in Paris in 1693.
Does, van der, (Peter,) a Dutch admiral, who acted
a brilliant part in the war which liberated the Dutch
from Spanish domination. About 1598 he obtained command of a large fleet, with which he attacked the coast
of Spain and pillaged several colonies. Died in the island
of Saint Thomas, in the West Indies, in 1599.
See Van der Aa, “ Biographisch Woordenboek der Nederlanden.”
at

Does, van der, (Simon,) a son of Jacob the elder, born
Amsterdam in 1653, was a skilful landscape-painter.

He worked at the Hague, Antwerp, and other places.
works have found

way into the
Died about 1700.

their

foreign countries.
See Descamps, “Vies des Peintres Flamands,”

Doeveren, van, vtn

His

cabinets of various
etc.

(Wouter,) a Dutch
medical writer, born in Zealand in 1730, became professor of medicine at Leyden in 1771.
Died in 1783.
Dog'gett or Dog'get, (Thomas,) an Irish actor, born
doo'ver-en,

Dublin ; died in 1721.
Dogiel, d<5 g'y£l, (Matthew,) a Polish historian, born
about 1715, became rector of a college at Wilna. He
wrote an important work on Polish diplomacy, “Codex
Diplomaticus Regni Poloniae,” (1758.)
Died in 1760.
Doglioni, d 61 -yo'nee, (Giovanni Niccol6,) a Venetian historical writer, born at Udine, published in 1598
a “History of Venice from its Origin to 1597.”
Dohm, dom, (Christian ilhelm,) a German diplomatist and historical writer, born at Lemgo in 1751. He
entered the civil service of Prussia about 1778, became
privy councillor in 1783, and was employed in several
missions.
He represented Prussia in the Congress
of Rastadt in 1797
In 1807 he entered the council of

in

W

.

Jerome Bonaparte. He wrote, besides other
works, “ Memoirs of my Time,” (1814-19, 5 vols.,) which
is regarded as an important work.
Died in 1820.
See Gronau, “ Dohms Biographie,” 1824; Ersch und Gruber,

state of

“Allgemeine Encyklopaedie. ”

Dohna, von, fon do'nii, (Alexander,) Count, a
Prussian general, born in 1661, was governor of the
prince Frederick William who became King of Prussia.
He was afterwards appointed first minister of Frederick
I. and Frederick William II.
Died in 1728.
See Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”
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suicide, 43 b.c.
See Plutarch, “Antony;” Dion Cassius, “History of Rome.”

Dolabella,do-li-bel'li,(ToMMASO,)an Italian painter,
born at Belluno in 1570, worked in Cracow. Died in 1650.
Dol'ben, (John,) an English prelate, born at Stanwick in 1625. He fought for the king at Marston Moor
and at York in the civil war. In 1656 he was ordained,
and officiated at Oxford several years. He was rewarded
with several benefices at the restoration, (1660,) became
Bishop of Rochester in 1666, lord high almoner in 1675,
and Archbishop of York in 1683.
few of his sermons

A

were printed.

Died

in 1686.

Dolce, dol'chi, or Dolci, dol'chee, (Carlo,) an eminent Italian painter, born at Florence in 1616, was a
pupil of Jacopo Vignali.
He confined his talents to religious subjects, except a few portraits.
The Emperor
of Germany invited him to his court, where he painted
several portraits of the imperial family.
Among his
master-pieces are “Christ on Mount Olivet,” and a
“ Holy Family.”
His works have an exquisite finish, a
soft and harmonious colouring, and are remarkable for
His pictures are
a tender and sentimental expression.
prized as ornaments in many well-chosen collections.
Died at Florence in 1686. “Three pen-strokes of Raffaelle,” says Ruskin, “ are a greater and better picture
than the most finished work that ever Carlo Dolci polished into inanity.”
See Lanzi, “ History of Painting

Dolce, (LuIgi,) an

in Italy.”

Italian litterateur,

born

in

Venice

He

translated Cicero’s Orations, and other
ancient authors, and wrote, among other works, “Jocasta,” a tragedy, (1549,) a “Life of Charles V.,” (1551,)
and a Dialogue on Painting, called “Aretino,” (1557.)
Died about 1568.
in

1508.

See Tiraboschi, “Storia della Letteratura Italiana.”

Dolci.

See Dolce, (Carlo.)

Dolendo, do-l§n'do, (Bartholomeus,) a Dutch engraver, born at Leyden about 1560.
He was a pupil of
Goltzius.
Dolendo, (Zacharias,) an able engraver, born at
Leyden, was a pupil of Jacob von Ghein. He was living
in 1590.
do'li', (Etienne,) a learned Frenchman, born
Orleans in 1509, gained a wide reputation by his
writings on theology, literature, etc., which also exposed
him to persecution. He lived for some time at Lyons,
where he established a printing-press and published
some of his own works, for which he was imprisoned.
In 1543 the Parliament condemned his books to be
burned, as too favourable to the new doctrines. About

Dolet,

at

trilled; s as z;

th as in

this,

(Hfjf^See Explanations, p. 23.)

DOLGOROUKI

1546 the author himself, on a false charge of atheism,
Among his works, in Latin, are
suffered death by fire.
a “Dialogue on the Imitation of Cicero,” written against
Erasmus, a “ Commentary on the Latin Language,”
(1536,) and “ Summary of the Acts of Francis I.,” (1540.)
He was a friend of Bonaventure Desperiers. “The
French language,” says A. F. Didot, “owes him much
for his treatises, translations, [from Cicero and Plato,]
and poesies.”
See Bayle, “Historical and Critical Dictionary;” A. F. Didot,
“ Essai sur la Typographic.”

Dolgorouki.

Dolgoruki

See Dolgoruki.

Dolgorouki, dol'go-roo'kee, (Ivan
Mikhailovitch,) Prince, a Russian poet, born at Mos-

cow about

or

1760, attained high dignities in the public ser-

From 1802 to 1812 he was Governor of Vladimir.
He wrote many articles for literary journals, and gained

vice.

by

a high reputation

and

his poetical epistles

satires.

Died

in 1823.
See Otto, “ Lehrbuch der Russischen Literatur.”

He distinguished himself in the
prince, born in 1639.
campaigns of 1696 and 1697 against the Turks, and obtained the rank of general. In 1700 he was made prisoner
at Narva by the Swedes, who detained him ten years.
He was made

a senator by Peter I.
Died in 1720.
Doligny, do'Rn'ye', (Louise Adelaide,) afterwards
Madame Dudoyer, de Gastels, a French comic

born in Paris

in

1746

;

died in 1823.

Dolivar, (Juan,)
gossa in 1641

Doll
sculptor,

;

a Spanish engraver, born at Saradied in Paris in 1701.

Doell, (Friedrich Wilhelm,) a German
born at Hildburghausen in 1750 died in 1816.

or

;

Doellinger, (Ignaz,) a German physiologist, born at Bambeig in 1770.
In 1826 he became
professor of anatomy at Munich.
Among his works are
“ Elements of Physiology,” (1835,) an d “ On the Importance of Comparative Anatony.” Died in 1841.
Dollinger, (Johann Joseph Ignaz,) a learned

Dollinger

or

Catholic theologian, son of the preceding, born at Bam.
He became professor of ecclesiastical
1799.
history and canon law at Munich in 1826.
For opposing
the Vatican decrees, he was formally excommunicated by

berg in

the Archbishop of Munich, though he acted with the
approval of the Bavarian government. In 1871, too, he
received the degree of D.C.L. at Oxford, and was elected
rector of the University of Munich.
In 1874 he presided
over the Old Catholic Conference at Bonn. Dr. Dollinger
has published “ Origin of Christianity,” and other works.

DolTpnd,
in

London in

(John,) an eminent English optician, born
1706,

was descended from French refugees.

He

learned the trade of a silk-weaver, and followed the
same for many years, improving his leisure in the study
of sciences and languages.
He thus became a profound
mathematician and a good linguist. About 1752 John
Dollond retired from the trade of weaver, and became
a practical optician in partnership with his son.
They
made improvements in the art, and became celebrated
for the fabrication of telescopes.
About 1757 he made
an important discovery respecting the dispersion (or
aberration) of light, and wrote a treatise on the subject,
for which the Royal Society awarded him the Copley
medal. The result of this discovery was the achromatic
telescope.
In 1761 he was chosen a Fellow of the

Royal Society, and became optician to the king.
about 1761.
See John Kelly, “Life of J. Dollond.”

Died

Dollond, (Peter,) a son of the preceding, born about
1730, was a worthy successor of his father, under whose
tuition he attained great proficiency in mathematics.
From 1766 until 1804 he and his brother John were

partners, and maintained a high reputation
a, e, I, o, u, y,

long;

1, b,

by

6 same, less prolonged;
,

In 1804 John died, and Peter took as a
as opticians.
partner his nephew, George Huggins, who then changed
his name to Dollond.
Peter died in 1820. George died
in 1832.
The former had improved Hadley’s quadrant,
and written a treatise on telescopes.

Dolomieu, de, deh dodo'me-uh'JDEoDAT Gui Sylvain Tancr£de de Gratet^gRf'ti',) a celebrated
French geologist and mineralogist, born at Dolomieu, in
Dauphine, in 1750, was the son of the Marquis of Dolomieu.
He was admitted into the order of Malta, in
which he remained until about 1770, when he killed one
of his companions in a duel.
While confined for this
offence, he became a student of the natural sciences. After
his release he formed a friendship with La Rochefoucauld, by whose influence he was chosen a correspondent
of the Academy of Sciences. About 1777 he returned to
Malta, where he was promoted to some offices in the
order.
From Malta he made scientific excursions to
Sicily and Italy for several years, during which he wrote
treatises

Dolgoruki, (Vassili Vladimirovitch,) a Russian
prince and field-marshal, born in 1667.
He was sent as
ambassador to France and Germany by Peter the Great.
In 1726 Catherine I. appointed him general-in-chief, and
sent him on an expedition against Persia.
Peter II.
raised him to the rank of field-marshal in 1728.
Soon
after this date he lost the favour of the court, and was
imprisoned, but was restored in 1741. Died in 1746.
Dolgoruki, (Yakof Feodorovitch,) a Russian

actress,
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their skill
a, e,

I,

on volcanoes.

He

returned to France

in 1791,

composed some important articles on geology for the
“Journal de Physique,” and traversed on foot all parts
of that country, with the geologist’s hammer in his hand.
In 1796 he was appointed professor in the School
of Mines, and was chosen a member of the Institute.
He was one of the savants selected to attend Bonaparte
in his expedition to Egypt in 1798, and was delighted
with such an opportunity to pursue his favourite studies
in a new field of inquiry.
After a hasty survey of a part
of Lower Egypt, he sailed for France in March, 1799, and
was taken prisoner by the Neapolitans, (then at war
with the French,) who kept him in a dungeon and treated
him with great cruelty. Efforts were vainly made by
several sovereign powers for his release, which could
not be obtained until the victory of Marengo compelled
Naples to make a treaty in which his liberation was
positively stipulated.
He arrived at Paris in March,
1801, and found that he had been appointed professor
of mineralogy in the Museum of Natural History.
He
delivered one course of lectures, then made a journey
to the Alps, and died in November, 1801.
“Dolomieu,” says Cuvier, “seemed to be born for
geology.
To a decided passion for that study he joined
all the physical and moral faculties requisite for success.”
Though adverse fortunes did not permit him to fully
develop his powers as the author of any system of
geology, yet the science is much indebted to his treatises.
During his imprisonment, though deprived of pen and
ink, he wrote a “Treatise on Mineralogical Philosophy”
and a “ Memoir on Mineral Species,” using the smoke
of his lamp as a substitute for ink.
LaciSSee notice, by Cuvier, in the “Biographie Universelle
“Notice historiquesur la Vie de Dolomieu,” 1802 “ Edinburgh
Review” for July, 1804.
Dolscius, dols'tse-us, (Paul,) a German Hellenist,
born at Plauen in 1526, was a friend of Melanchthon.
pfeDE,

Died

;

in 1589.

Domairon, do'm&'rdN',

(Louis,) a French Jesuit, born
at Beziers in 1745, wrote “The General Principles of
Died in 1807.
Belles-Lettres,” (1785,) and other works.

Domard, do'mtR', (Joseph Francois,) a French
engraver of medals and gems, born in Paris in 1792;
died in 1858.
Domat, do'mf', or Daumat, do'mi', (Jean,) an eminent French jurist, born at Clermont in Auvergne in
1625. He had intimate relations with the recluses of PortRoyal, especially with Pascal, who at his death intrusted
him his private papers. The details of his virtuous
and useful life have not been recorded. His reputation
is founded on a great systematic work entitled “ The
to

Many perCivil Laws in their Natural Order,” (1689.)
sons had attempted to systematize the confused and illdigested materials of Roman law ; but no one succeeded
so perfectly as Domat, who is considered the most eminent jurist of his age. He received a pension from Louis
XIV. II’Aguesseau, a most competent judge, spoke of
him with profound respect. Domat was for many years
king’s advocate in the presidial court of Clermont. Died
in Paris in 1695.
Victor
See Eugene Cauchy, “ fitudes sur Domat,” 1S52
Cousin’s article in the “Journal des Savants,” 1843 Sainte-Beuve,
“ Port-Royal
Carr£, “ Notice historique sur Domat,” prefixed to
his works, Paris, 1822.
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BOMBAY
Dombay, von,

dom'bl, (Franz,) an Austrian
in 1758, was appointed interHe
preter to the court for Oriental languages in 1792.
published “Geschichte der Scherifen,” a “History of
the Shereefs,” (princes of Morocco,) (1801,) a “Persian
Grammar,” (1804,) and other works, which are commended by Silvestre de Sacy. Died in 1810.
Dombey, diiN'bi', (Joseph,) a French botanist and
physician, born at Macon in 1742, studied botany at
Paris under Jussieu.
He received a commission from
Turgot, the prime minister, to visit South America and
collect such useful plants as could be profitably cultivated in France, and arrived at Callao in 1778.
He
traversed Peru, Chili, etc., discovered mines of gold
and quicksilver, and had many romantic adventures.
Returning home, he landed at Cadiz in 1785 with an
immense collection, of which, it is stated, the Spanish
officials confiscated half and damaged the other half.
Buffon procured for him a pension of six thousand
Orientalist,

born

in

fern

Vienna

Dombey was

livres.

living at

Lyons when
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it

was be-

sieged in 1793, after which he obtained a mission to the
United States. On the voyage thither he was taken
by privateers, and imprisoned in Montserrat, where he
died about 1794. The French regard him as one of
the most enterprising and successful explorers of the
domain of botany in the eighteenth century. As he was
unable to defray the expense of publishing the results
of his researches in Peru, he placed his herbal in the
hands of L’Heritier, who prepared a Flora of Peru,
which he left in manuscript.
See Deleuze, “Notice sur Dombey,” in the “Annales du
Museum d’Histoire naturelle;” “Nouvelle Biographie G tine rale. ”

Dombrowski,

dom-brov'skee, (John Henry,) an
able Polish general, born in the palatinate of Cracow in
In the effort for independence which the Poles
1755.
began about 1791, he took a prominent part, and obtained the rank of general.
He was compelled to surrender to Suwarrow in November, 1794, when his nation
ceased to exist. In 1797 he entered the service of the
Cisalpine Republic, for which he formed and commanded
a Polish legion. He displayed great valour and ability
at Trebbia, (1799,) where he commanded a wing of the
French army. After the battle of Jena (1806) Bonaparte called him to Poland, where he raised an army

scarcely inferior to any painter except Raphael, Correggio, and Titian.
See Lanzi, “ History of Painting in Italy;” Malvasia, “ Felsina
Pittrice
Bolognini-Amorini, “ Vitadi Domenico Zampieri,” 1839
Nagler,” Neues Allgemeines KiinstlerBellori,“ Vitede’ Pittori
Lexikon;” Lecareentier, “Notice sur D. Zampieri,” 1812.
;

Domenici, do-m§n'e-chee or do-ma'ne-chee, (Francesco,) an Italian painter, born at Treviso, lived about
Fie is called
1530, and died at the age of thirty-five.
one of the best pupils of Titian.

Domenico.
Domenico,

See Dominic, Saint.
do-mSn'e-ko, (Alexis,) [Fr. Dominique
le Grec, do'me'n£k' leh gR§k,] called il Greco, (41
gRa'ko,) an artist, born in the Greek Archipelago about
He excelled in
1547, was a pupil of Titian in Venice.
painting, sculpture, and architecture, and imitated the
manner of Titian with success. In his later years he
worked in Toledo and other cities of Spain, where he
produced many admired paintings and formed some able
pupils. He designed a church in Toledo, and adorned it
Died in 1625.
with sculptures and pictures.
See Nagler,

“Neues Allgemeines

Kiinstler-Lexikon.”

Domenico d’Asciano. See Bartolo, (Domenico.)
Domenico de’ Barbieri, do-mSn'e-ko da baR-bea'ree, or Domenico Fiorentino, (fe-o-rgn-tee'no,) a
painter, sculptor,

1506

;

and engraver, born

at

Florence in

died in 1560.

Domenico

degli Camei, do-min'e-ko dil'yee kiiartist, born at Milan, derived his sur-

ma'ee, an Italian

name from his skill in engraving gems in relief, or cameos.
His family name was Compagni. Vasari speaks with
admiration of his portraits of Ludovico Sforza and other
princes, which are among the most precious monuments
of modern iconography.
Died about 1490.

Domenico Veneziano, do-mSn'e-ko vi-nSt-se-i'no,
Domenico of Venice, an

Italian painter, born about
said to have been the first who painted in oil at
Florence. He was assassinated by Castagno, the painter,

or

1408,

is

about 1462.

(See Castagno.)

See Vasari, “ Lives of the Painters.”

Domergue, do'miRg', (Franqois Urbain,) a French
grammarian, born at Aubagne in 1745, settled in Paris
about 1790, and a few years later was chosen a member
of the Institute.
He was the author of “Orthographic
of 30,000 Poles.
As general of division, Dombrowski Exercises,” and other grammatical works. Died in 1810.
Dom'ett, written also Domott, (Sir William,) an
gained victories at Dirschau and at Bromberg in 1809.
English admiral, born in Devonshire about 1754, served
lie was wounded at Berezina in 1812, but continued to
under Rodney and Nelson against the French. Died
fight for Bonaparte until
Died in 1818.
1814.
See L. Chodzko, “Histoire des Legions Polonaises en
1829; “Nouvelle Biographie Gtinerale.

in 1828.
Italie,”

1 ’

Domenichi, do-m§n'e-kee

or do-ma'ne-kee, (Luigi,)
an Italian litterateur, born at Piacenza, lived at Venice
and at Florence, where he was patronized by Duke Cosimo I. He translated into Italian Plutarch’s “Lives,”
(1555,) Pliny’s “Natural History,” (1561,) and other

He also wrote several original works, among
which are “The Nobility of Women,” (“La Nobilita
delle Donne,”) and “The Court Lady,” (“La Donna di
Corte.”) Died in 1564.

works.

See Tiraboschi, “Storia della Letteratura Italiana.”

Domenichi,

da,

dfi

(Domenico,) a learned
lived

many

years in

by Calixtus

III.,

do-mSn'e-kee or do-ma'ne-kee,
prelate, born in Venice in 1416,

Rome.

He was made

referendary

nuncio by another pope, and Bishop
He wrote a “Treatise on the
many other works on theology.

of Brescia by Paul II.
Episcopal Dignity,” and

Died

in 1478.

Domenichino,

do-mSn-e-kee'no, [Fr. Dominiquin,
whose proper

do'me'ne'kcLN',] an eminent Italian painter,

name was Domenico Zampieri, do-m6n'e-ko dzim-pewas born at Bologna in 1581. He studied under
Annibal Caracci in Rome, where he remained some
years and was patronized as a painter and architect by
Gregory XV. He afterwards worked in Naples, where
he died in 1641. He painted in oil and in fresco, was
a good colorist, and excelled both in history and land-

a'ree,

scapes.

Among

“The Martyrdom
“Communion of Saint Je-

his master-pieces are

of Saint Agnes,” and the

rome,” finished about 1612, which is to be seen in the
Vatican opposite Raphael’s “Transfiguration.” Some
judges, as Caracci and N. Poussin, estimate him as

e as k;
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Domingo, do-ming'go, (Luis,) a Spanish painter
sculptor, born at Valencia in 1718; died in 1767.

Domingo de Guzman.

and

See Dominic, Saint.

[Sp. Domingo de Guzman, do-m£ng'go
di gooth-mfin' ; Fr. Dominique, do'me'nik'; It. Domenico, do-mSn'e-ko,] Saint, the founder of the order

Dom'i-nic,

of Dominicans, was born at Calahorra, in Old Castile,

Having become noted for his zeal and eloquence as a preacher, he was admitted in 1198 into the
chapter of the Bishop of Osma, whom he assisted in his
efforts to convert the Albigenses in France.
According
to the Catholics, he performed many miracles, and offered
in 1170.

to sell himself as a slave in order to raise money for
charitable purposes.
He appears to have been one of
the instigators of the crusade against the Albigenses about
1212, in which many thousands of those people perished.
In 1215 he founded the order of Preaching Friars, or
Dominicans, which was approved by the pope in 1216
and was rapidly multiplied in Christendom. Their rules
exact rigorous fasting and total abstinence from flesh.
The design of the founder was to make the conversion
of heretics their special pursuit. In France they were
often called Jacobins, Dominic became the first general
of the order. The pope created in his favour the office
of Master of the Sacred Palace, which is always filled
by a Dominican. He died in 1221, and was canonized

by Gregory IX.

in 1234.
See Touron, “Vie de Saint-Dominique,” 1739 Castillo, “ HisSanto Domingo,” 1612-22; Lacordaire, “ Vie de Saint;

toria del

Dominique,” 1840; Bottoni, “Vita

di

San Domenico,” 3 vols.,

1789.

Dominici, da, di do-mee'ne-chee, (Bernardo,)
Neapolitan

artist,

published “

Painters, Sculptors,

The Lives

and Architects,”

a, H, K, guttural; n, nasal; R, trilled; S as z; 111 as in this.

a

of Neapolitan

(3 vols., 1742-45.)

(JfJ^See Explanations,

p. 23.)

DOMINIKUS
Dominikus, do-mee'ne-kus,
torian,

born

at

Rheinbergen

(Jakob,) a

in 1764.

German

Among

his-

his works,

which are highly commended, are “ Ferdinand, Duke
of Alva,” (1796,) and “Henry IV. of France,” (2 vols.,
1
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Dominique. See Domenico and Dominic, Saint.

Dominique

Barriere, doTne'nik' bi're^aiR',
French engraver, born at Marseilles in 1622, worked

cursions to Africa and South America, and published
an excellent “ System of Gardening and Botany,” (4
vols., 1831-38.)
Died in 1856.
Don'ald I., King of Scotland, is said to have been
the first Christian king of that country.
Died about

216 a.d.

Donald

a
at

years,

II.,

Donald IV.

Rome.

Dominique

See Domenico, (Alexis.)

le Grec.

King of Scotland, reigned about

four

and died about 864 a.d.
or VI., King of Scotland, reigned from

892 to 904 A.D.

Dominiquin. See Domenichino.
Dominis, de, di dom'e-nfess, (Marcantonio,) an
Italian theologian, born in the isle of Arba, near Dalmatia, in 1566. He gained early distinction as professor

of philosophy and mathematics at Padua, and became
Archbishop of Spalatro. Before this promotion he wrote
a curious treatise on light, “ On the Rays of Light and
Vision in Perspective Glasses and in the Rainbow,”
(“ De Radiis Visus et Lucis in Vitris perspectivis et
Iride,” 1611,) in which the phenomenon of the rainbow
was explained for the first time. About 1615 he removed
to England, turned Protestant, and was appointed Dean of
Windsor by James I. He published arguments against
Popery in his work “ On the Ecclesiastical Republic,”
(“ De Republica Ecclesiastica,” 1617.)
He returned to
Italy in 1622, and abjured the doctrines of that work.
On a suspicion that he was about to recant again, he
was imprisoned at Rome, and died in prison in 1624.
See Voltaire, “ Lettres philosophiques
Limborch, “ Historia
Inquisitionis.”

Donald VII. See Duncan.
Donald VIII., sometimes called Donald Bane,
usurped the throne of Scotland in 1093. He was deposed by Edgar Atheling

in 1098.

Don'ald-son, (John,) a skilful Scottish portraitborn in Edinburgh in 1737, lived some years in
London. He published an “ Essay on the Elements of
Beauty,” and a volume of poems. He was a very successful artist, especially in miniature.
Died in 1801.
painter,

See Chambers, “ Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen.”

Don'ald-spn, (Professor John,) an eminent
agriculturist of the present age.

British

He published a “ Treat-

on Manures and Grasses,” (1842,) “Cultivated Plants
of the Farm,” (1847,) and “Agricultural Biography,”
(London, 1854,) which is said to be an excellent work.
Don'ald-sqn, (Rev. John William,) an English
philologist, born in 1812, published Greek, Latin, and
Hebrew grammars, and other works. Died about 1861.

ise

Donaldson, (Thomas Leverton,) an English archiborn in London about 1795. He published a
“Collection of Doorways from Ancient and Modern

tect,

Domitian, do-mish'e-an, [Lat. Domitia'nus; Fr.
Domitien, do'me'se'iN^f or, more fully, Ti'tus Fla'- Buildings in Greece and Italy,” (1833.) In 1843
kevius Domitia'nus, a Roman emperor, the second son came professor of architecture in University College,
of Vespasian, born in 51 A.D., succeeded his brother London.
He was architect of All-Saints Church, LonTitus in 81. Though his character was depraved and don, and of other churches in or near that city.
cruel, he at first affected a zeal for public virtue and jusDonaldson, (Walter,) a Scottish writer, born at
tice.
He was defeated by the Dacians, and made a dis- Aberdeen about 1575, published “ Synopsis CEconomica.”
graceful treaty, by which he bound himself to pay them
Donat. See Donatus.
tribute.
Donatello, do-ni-tel'lo, (Donato di Belto di
His armies were generally unsuccessful, except
in Britain, which was conquered by Agricola.
He mar- Bardo,) an eminent sculptor, born in Florence in 1383,
ried Domitia Longina, to whom he gave the title of worked in Florence, Venice, Rome, and Padua, and was
Augusta. Many innocent persons fell victims to his highly successful. He was patronized by the famous
suspicions, his cruelty, or his rapacity. He banished the Cosimo de’ Medici.
Among his best productions are
philosophers and literati, among whom was Epictetus. bronze figures of Saint George, of Saint Mark, and of
One of his favourite pastimes was hunting and killing “Judith holding the Head of Holofernes.” He excelled
flies.
A conspiracy was formed among his guards and in the representation of historical events by bas-reliefs.
courtiers, and he was killed in his palace in 96 A.D., when His character was noble and liberal. Died in 1466. His
the senate chose Nerva as his successor.
works are commended for correctness of form, for proNiebuhr, priety of attitude, and for power and truth of expression,
See Tacitus, “ Historia;” Suetonius, “Domitianus
“ Romische Geschichte,” vol.
sometimes reaching the pathetic and sublime.
J. Arrhenius, “Vita Imperatoris
ii.

;

Domitiani,” 1696.

Domitianus.
Domitianus,

See Andrea Francioni, “ Elogio di Donatello,” 1837; Nagler,
“ Neues Allgemeines Kiinstler-Lexikon.”

See Domitian.

do-mish-e-a'nus, (Lucius Domitius,) a
general, who assumed the title of emperor in
the reign of Diocletian. He was put to death in 288 a.d.
Dom-I-til'la or Domitia, do-mish'e-a, the wife of
the emperor Vespasian, was the mother of Titus and
Domitian. She died before the accession of Vespasian.

Roman

Donatello, (Simone,) a Florentine sculptor, brother
He was invited to Rome in 1431 by
Pope Eugene, and spent about twelve years in adorning

of the preceding.

one of the doors of Saint Peter’s with bas-reliefs.
Donati, do-ni'tee, a noble and powerful Guelph
family of Florence, which flourished about the end of

Gemma Donati, the wife of
the thirteenth century.
Dante, was a member of this family.

Domitius Afer. See Afer.
Domitius Ahenobarbus. See Ahenobarbus.
Dommartin, do'miR'tiN', (Elz£ard Auguste,)

Donati, (Alessandro,) an Italian Jesuit, poet, and
a
French general, born in 1768, distinguished himself at antiquary, born at Sienna in 1584, professed rhetoric in
the battle of the Pyramids and at El Arish.
He was Rome with distinction. He wrote, in Latin, a poem on
killed at Rosetta in 1799.

Domnus.
Don,

See Donus.
(David,) a Scottish botanist, born

at Forfar in
Fie went to London in 1819, and gained repuby a “Monograph on the Genus Saxifraga.” In
1822 he was appointed librarian of the Linnaean Society,
to which he contributed several able botanical treatises.
In 1825 he produced a valuable work on the plants of
Nepaul, “ Prodromus Florae Nepalensis.” He became
professor of botany in King’s College, London, in 1836.

1800.
tation

Died

father of the preceding, born about

1770, was proprietor of a nursery and botanic garden at
Forfar, and was a good botanist.
Died in 1814.
Don, (Sir George,) a British general, born in 1756;

died in 1832.

Don, (George,) a botanist, born in 1798, was a brother
He made scientific exof David Don, noticed above.
T,

o,

ii,

y,

long;

Donati, (Antonio,) a Venetian
1606

;

naturalist,

born

in

died in 1659.

Donati, do-ni'tee, (Bindo,) an Italian poet, born at
Florence, wrote in the Tuscan language. He was ranked
by Crescimbeni among the first writers of his time. Died
about 1300.

in 1840.

Don, (George,)

a, e,

the “Poetic Art,” an epic poem named “ Constantinus,”
(1640,) and an excellent work on the edifices of Rome,
(“Roma vetus et recens,” 1633,) which was perhaps
superior to anything previously written on the antiquities
Died in 1640.
of that city.
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Donati, (Corso,) a Florentine noble, who was a leader
of the Guelphs. By his talents and rank he acquired great
About 1300 the people of
influence in public affairs.
Florence were divided into two factions, the Neri and
Corso Donati was the
Bianchi, (Blacks and Whites.)
chief of the former party, which, by the aid of foreign
power in 1301,
obtained
Valois,
troops under Charles de
y,
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or killed their principal rivals, of
Donati soon lost his influence
one.
with his own party, was accused of tyrannical designs,
and, failing to appear at the trial, was condemned in
1308, and destroyed himself.
See Sismondi, “Histoire des Rdpubliques Italiennes.”

became the master-spirit. He is said to have been
His partisans gave
learned and eloquent, but haughty.
him the surname of Magnus, (the “ Great.”) He died
The Donatists in his time were
in exile about 355.
nearly as numerous in Africa as the Catholics.

or Donato, do-ni'to, (Marceli.o,) Count di
Ponzano (de pon-zi'no,) an Italian physician, born at
Correggio in 1538. He wrote “ De Medica Historia

[Fr. Donat, doTit',] (TElius,) a celebrated
He taught
Latin grammarian, born about 333 a.d.
rhetoric in Rome, and was a teacher of Saint Jerome,
His
“Elements
highly
of
his
talents.
of
who speaks
Grammar” (“Ars Grammatica”) served as the basis of
nearly all subsequent elementary works on that subject,
and was generally used in the schools of the middle ages.
He also wrote an able commentary on Terence, which

when they banished

whom Dante was

Donati

mirabili,” (1586.)
Died in 1602.
See Castellani, “Vita del celebre Medico M. Donati,”

1788.

Donati, (Vitaliano,) an Italian physician, eminent
as a naturalist, was born at Padua in 1713. Prompted by
a passion for botany and other natural sciences, he traversed Italy for about eight years, and was employed by
Pope Benedict XIV. to make collections for his college.
He then explored Illyria, and undertook a description
of the productions of the Adriatic. In 1750 an outline
of his intended work on the “Natural History of the
Adriatic” was published.
He also visited Syria and
Egypt for scientific purposes, and sent home many objects of natural history.
On his voyage homeward he
perished by shipwreck in 1763.
See Gennari, “Elogio di V. Donati,” 1839.

Donato.
Donato,
gist,

See Donatello.
(Bernardino,) an Italian philolowas born at Zano, near Verona. He was professor
do-nl'to,

He translated Xeno“On Economy,” and other Greek works.

of Greek at Padua about 1532.

phon’s book

He was

the

first

editor of “

Died about

in Greek.

Chrysostom on Saint Paul”

1550.

Donato, (Francesco,) Doge

of Venice, was elected
in 1545, and died in 1553, leaving a good reputation for
eloquence and wisdom. He maintained the neutrality
of Venice in the war between Charles V. and Henry II.
of France.
See Daru, “Histoire de Venise.”

Donato or Donati, (Geronimo,) a Venetian statesman, negotiated a peace between the pope and Venice
in 1510.
His abilities were extolled by Erasmus. Died
in 1513.

Donato, (Leonardo,) was Doge

of Venice from 1606

He

to 1612.
firmly resisted Pope Paul V., who wished
to deprive the republic of its jurisdiction over the clergy,
and who laid the state under an interdict in 1606. This

was

finally

of Venice.

removed without any concession on the part
Died in 1612.

See Andrea Morosini, “Vita Leonardi Donati,” 1628 Pierre
Marcel, “Vitas Donatorura.”
Donato, (Niccol6,) a Venetian diplomatist, born in
1705. He wrote “L’Uomo di Governo,” (“The Statesman,”) which was translated into French by Robinet,
;

See Pluquet, “ Dictionnaire des Heresies.”

Donatus,

is

extant.
See L. Schopfen,

“De

Terentio

et

Donato,”

1824.

Donckers. See Donkers.
Dondi, don'dee, (Giacomo,) born

at Padua, was eminent as a philosopher and physician. He wrote “ Storehouse of Medicine,” (“ Promptuarium Medicinae,”) and
made a famous clock in Padua in 1344.
Dondi, (Giovanni,) a son of the preceding, born in
1318, was a physician and mathematician, and the friend
He
of Petrarch, who addressed to him several letters.
invented a celebrated clock, which was placed in Pavia
and procured for him and his descendants the surname
Died in 1389.
of Horologius, or Dall’ Orologio.

See Tiraboschi, “Storia della Letteratura Italiana.”

Dondi

dall’

Orologio,

don'dee

(Carlo Antonio,) Marquis, an Italian
born of a noble family of Padua about

dil-lo-ro-lo'jo,

naturalist,

was

He

de-

1750.

voted his life chiefly to natural history and chemistry.
He wrote an “Introduction to the Natural History of
the Euganean Hills,” (1780,) and a few other scientific
works. Died in 1801.
Dondini, don-dee'nee, (Guglielmo,) an Italian poet
and Jesuit, born at Ancona in 1606, was professor of
eloquence in Rome for many years. Among his works are
a Latin poem “On the Birth of the Dauphin of France,”
(1639,) and a “ History of the Actions, in France, of Farnese, Prince of Parma,” (1673.)
Donducci, don-doot'chee, (Giovanni Andrea,) an
Italian painter, surnamed il Mastelletta, 41 mis-telwas born at Bologna in 1575. “He had a rich
imagination,” says Auguis, “a pure design, and vigorous
colour.” His reputation was high in his own time, but
has since declined. He died in 1637, or, according to
another account, in 1655.

let'ti,

See Lanzi, “ History of Painting

Doneau,

in Italy.”

Donel'lus,] (Hugues,) an
able French jurist and Protestant, born at Chalonssur-Saone in 1527. He was teaching jurisprudence at
Bourges in 1572, when, by the aid of his scholars, he
Died in 1765.
(1767.)
Donato, (Zeno,) an Italian painter, born at Verona, escaped the Massacre of Saint Bartholomew and fled
from France. He afterwards professed law at Heidelflourished about 1500.
berg, Leyden, and Altorf, where he died in 1591.
He is
See Vasari, “ Lives of the Painters,” etc.
the author of voluminous and esteemed commentaries
Do-na'tus, [Fr. Donat, do'ni',] Bishop of Caste on civil law.
Nigrse, in Numidia, the chief author of the schism of
MorjSri, “DictionSee Taisand, “Vies des Jurisconsultes
Donatists, which began about 305 A.D., disturbed the naire Historique;” Zeidler, “Spicilegium Observationum Vitam
church for more than a century, and filled Africa with H. Donelli illustrantium,” 1766.
dire calamities.
With an affected zeal for discipline, he
Donellus. See Doneau.
formed a party against Cecilianus, Bishop of Carthage,
Don'el-ly, (Sir Ross,) a British admiral, who entered
as being identified with some who, through fear of per- the navy at an early age.
He fought with distinction
secution, had given up the sacred books and were hence under Lord Howe in June, 1794, and commanded the
called “Traditores.”
He taught that the Church was squadron before Toulon in 1803. For his conduct at
not infallible but it does not appear that he made inno- Montevideo in 1807 he received the thanks of Parliavations in doctrine. This party became very numerous ment.
He was made rear-admiral in 1814, and full
in Africa, and, it is said, burned the churches of the admiral in 1838.
Died in 1841.
Catholics and massacred the members of that party.
Dongelberge, de, deh dong'el-b§RG'eh, (Henri
At the Council of Arles, in 314, the question was decided Charles,) a Belgian historian, born probably at Brussels
do'no',

[Lat.

;

in favour of Cecilianus.
The Donatists, however, increased until 410, when the emperor Honorius convoked

in 1593

a council at Carthage, which condemned them as heretics. This result is ascribed chiefly to the efforts of Saint
Augustine. They became divided into several sects, and
about the sixth century had sunk into insignificance.
See Saint Augustine, “De Hsereticis;” Tillemont, “Memoires;” “Nouvelle Biographie Generale.”

in Paris

Donatus, the second of this name, was elected Bishop
of Carthage in 316 a.d. by the Donatists, of whom he
c as k; c as s;

g hard; g as j;

G, H,

;

died in 1660.

Dongois,

dbN'gwS.', (Nicolas,) a French jurist, born
about 1634, was a nephew of the poet Boileau,
and an acquaintance of Voltaire. Died in 1717.
Doni, do'nee, (Adone,) an able painter of the Roman
school, born at Assisi, worked about 1540.
He is reputed the greatest painter that Assisi ever produced.
Doni, (Antonio Francesco,) an Italian litterateur,
born at Florence about 1508. He lived a wandering life,
and gained a scanty subsistence by his writings, some of

guttural; n, nasal; r, trilled;

s

as z; th as in
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s See Explanations, p. 23.)
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*vhich were facetious, humorous, or satirical, and had a Hallam, “ is the most inharmonious of our versifiers. Of
temporary vogue. Among his works is a treatise on his earlier poems many are very licentious ; the later are
painting and sculpture, entitled “Disegno partito in piu chiefly devout.
Few are good for much ; the conceits
Ragionamenti,” “The Gourd,” (“LaZucca,” 1551,) “The have not even the merit of being intelligible.” Dryden
Marbles of Doni,” (1552,) and “La Libraria del Doni,” styles him “the greatest wit, though not the greatest
(1550,) a bibliographical work, which passed through poet, of our nation.” He wrote satires, elegies, and other
many editions, but is very defective. Died in 1574.
poems. His Sermons, published in 1640, are much adHe died in 1631. His
See Tiraboschi, “Storia della Letteratura Italiana;” Negri, mired for learning and subtlety.
“ Istoria de’ Fiorentini Scrittori;” Nic^ron, “Mdmoires.”
life was written by Izaak Walton, (1640.)
Doni, (Giovanni Battista,) an eminent Italian schoSee, also, H. Alford, “ Life of Donne,” 1839; “Retrospective
lar and antiquary, born in Florence in 1593.
The study Review,” vol. viii., 1823.
of antiquities became his ruling passion, and he made an
Donneau de Vize, do'no' deh ve'zi', (Jean,) a
immense collection of rare objects. In 1623 he removed French critic and journalist, born in Paris in 1640. He
to Rome, where he was patronized by Cardinal Barberini wrote several successful comedies, and founded about
and was made secretary of the Sacred College. He re- 1680 the “ Mercure galante,” a monthly review, in which
turned to Florence in 1640, and was chosen professor of he attacked Racine and Moliere and published news
eloquence. He wrote several Latin poems, (“Carmina,” of the court, etc. This was probably the earliest French
1628,) and treatises on ancient music, one of which is journal or newspaper.
Died in 1710.
named “Lyra Barberina,” (1773.) Died in 1646.
Donner, don'ner, (Georg Raphael,) a skilful German
See Bandini, “De Vita et Scriptis J. B. Donii,” 1755.
sculptor, born at Essling in 1695
died in 1741.
Donnet, do'ni', (Ferdinand Franqois Auguste,) a
Doni d’Attichi, do'ne' di'te'she', ? (Louis,) a French
French prelate, born at Bourg Argental in 1795, became
bishop and biographer, born in 1596; died in 1664.
Donini, do-nee'nee, (Girolamo,) a skilful Italian Archbishop of Bordeaux in 1837, and a cardinal in 1852.
painter, born at Correggio in 1681, was a pupil of Carlo He died in 1882.
Donniges or Doenniges, (Wilhelm,) a German
He excelled in design
Cignani, and worked at Bologna.
and colour, and is said to have finished his works with publicist, born near Stettin in 1814. He wrote, besides
greater care and delicacy than any eminent painter ex- other works, a “ History of the German Empire in the
Fourteenth Century,” (1842.)
cept Carlo Dolce.
Died about 1740.
Donnino, (Agnolo,) a painter, born at Florence,
See Lanzi, “History of Painting in Italy.”
lived
about 1500. He is praised by Vasari.
Donis, do'nis, (Nikolaus,) a German monk and geoDonnissan, de, Marquis, a French royalist
grapher, lived in the monastery of Reichenbach about
He produced a Latin version of Ptolemy’s Geo- officer, who took a prominent part in the civil war of
1450.
He died on the scaffold about the
graphy, to which he added graduated maps, and an ori- La Vendee in 1793.
ginal treatise (in Latin) “ On the Wonders of the World.” end of 1793.
Donoli, do-no'lee, (Alfonso Francesco,) an Italian
He presented a copy of this work to the pope in 1471.
Donizetti, don-e-zet'tee or do-nid-zet'tee, (Gaetano,) medical writer, born in Tuscany in 1635 died in 1724.
Donoso, do-no'so, (Jos£,) a Spanish painter, born in
an excellent Italian musical composer, born at Bergamo
in 1798, studied music under Mattei at Bologna.
He New Castile in 1628, worked in Madrid, several churches
which he adorned with paintings. His manner is said
of
served several years in the army, which he quitted about
1822.
After many essays, he produced in 1830, at Milan, to resemble that of Paul Veronese. Died in 1686.
Donoso Cortes, do-no'so koR-tSs', (Juan,) Marquis
his opera “Anna Bolena,” which was much admired. It
was followed by many other operas, which were very suc- de V aldegamas, (vil-di-g£'mls,) a Spanish statesman and
cessful and still retain their popularity, among which are writer, born in Estremadura in 1809. He was a classical
“ Lucrezia Borgia,” (1833,) “Lucia di Lammermoor,” scholar, and displayed poetical talents at an early age.
In the latter He at first favoured the Liberal party in politics. At the
(1835,) and “Linda di Chamouni,” (1842.)
part of his life he was professor of counterpoint in the death of Ferdinand VII. (1833) he supported the cause
Royal College of Naples, and chapel-master and com- of Isabella and her mother, Christina, against Carlos.
poser to the court of Vienna. Died at Bergamo in 1848. About 1840 he was secretary to the queen-mother Chrisexile in France.
In 1844 he was chosen
See A. de Lafage, “ Notice sur Donizetti
ScuDO, “ Donizetti tina, then an
et l’ficole Italienne depuis Rossini
ktis, “ Biographie Universelle secretary to the queen Isabella, and was made Marquis
des Musiciens.”
In his later years he became conservaof Valdegamas.
Donkers, donk'ers, or Donckers, (Jan or Pieter,) tive, and wrote political works which are admired for
In his “Essay on Catholicism,
a Dutch painter, born at Gouda about 1610, died pre- their literary merit.
Liberalism, and Socialism” (1851) he appears as a zealHis works are highly praised.
maturely.
Donkers, Donckers, or Doncker, (Pieter,) a ous champion of the Catholic Church. He was sent as
Dutch painter of history and portraits, born at Gouda minister to Berlin in 1848, and was Spanish minister at
Paris when he died in 1853.
about 1612. He worked at Rome. Died in 1668.
See “Nouvelle Biographie Gen sir ale.”
Donn or Donne, don, (Abraham,) an English mathematician, born at Bideford in 1718; died in 1746.
Donoughmore. See Hutchinson, (Richard Hely.)
Donnadieu, do'nikle-uh', (Gabriel,) a French geneDon'o-van, (Edward,) an English naturalist, author
ral, born at Nimes in 1777 ; died in 1849.
of an esteemed “ Natural History of British Insects,” (16
Donne, do'ni', (Alphonse,) a French savant, born vols., 1792-1816.) About 1797 he produced a “Natural
at Noyon in 1806.
He wrote treatises on the physiology History of British Birds.” Between 1798 and 1805 he
of milk, blood, mucus, and saliva.
issued a series of works on the insects of China, India,
Donne, don, or Donn, (Benjamin,) an English mathe- and other parts of Asia, which were favourably received.
matician of Bideford, born in 1729, published several “A great number of species,” says Swainson, “are here
treatises.
Died in 1798.
delineated for the first time.” He also wrote “ DescripDonne, (John,) an eminent English poet and divine, tive Excursions through South Wales,” and edited a
born in London in 1573, was educated in the Catholic periodical called “The Naturalist’s Repository.” Died
religion, which he renounced in favour of the Church of in 1837.
England. He was secretary to Lord-Chancellor EgerDo'nus I., or Dom'nus, a native of Rome, was chosen
ton, when he privately married a niece of that nobleman pope in 677 a.d., as successor to Dieudonne II., (Adeoand consequently lost his office. In 1610 he wrote the dat.) Died in 678.
“ Pseudo-Martyr,” which procured him the favour of
Donus II., or Domnus, elected pope in 974, accordJames I., who persuaded him to take holy orders about ing to some authorities was the successor of Benedict VI.
and
made
him
one
of
his
gained
chaplains.
Fie
He is supposed to have died in December, 975.
1614,
Dony, do'ne', (Jean Jacques Daniel,) a Belgian
celebrity for his eloquence as a preacher, and in 1621
was appointed Dean of Saint Paul’s. Donne was the metallurgist, born at Liege in 1759 died in 1819.
Donzelli, don-zel'lee, (Ippolito and Pietro,) Italian
first and Cowley the second of the school which Johnson denominates “ metaphysical poets,” who laboured painters, who were brothers, and worked at Naples about
after conceits and novel turns of thought. “ Donne,” says 1460-90.
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D ONZ ELLIN

Donzellini, don-z£l-]ee'nee, (Girolamo,) an Italian
medical writer, born in the province of Brescia; died at
Venice about 1560.

Donzello. See Donzelli.
Doo, (George Thomas,) an eminent English hisHe was
torical engraver, was born in Surrey in 1800.
elected Royal Academician about 1857, having previously
of historical engraver to the queen.
which are mostly line engravings,
are the “ Ecce Homo,” after Correggio, the “ Infant
Christ,” after Raphael, and “Italian Pilgrims coming
in Sight of Rome,” after Eastlake.
received the

Among

title

his works,

Doo'dy, (Samuel,) an English
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botanist,

born

in Staf-

was director of a botanic garden at Chelsea.
discoveries in cryptogamous plants, and contributed to the “ Synopsis” of Ray, who was his friend.

fordshire,

“ Theatrical

He was

Declamation” is considered his best poem.
severely criticised by contemporary writers for

his mannerism and persiflage.
Died in 1780.
See Grimm, “ Correspondance
Madame de GenlIo,
moires;” Longfellow, “Poets and Poetry of Europe.”

Me-

Dorat

or Daurat, do'ri', [Lat. Aura'tus,] (Jean,) a
French poet, born at Limoges, in Limousin, about 1500.
In 1560 he was appointed professor of Greek in the
Royal College at Paris. Scaliger thought him a judicious
critic. Dorat was one of the celebrated poetic “ Pleiade,”
i.e. one of the seven most admired poets of the age.
He
wrote, in Latin, epigrams, odes, anagrams, etc. Charles
IX. gave him the title of poet-royal. Died in 1588.
See “M£nagiana;” J. B. Vitrac, “ Eloge de J. Dorat,” 1775.

He made

Dorat, (Madeleine,) a daughter of the preceding,
born in 1548, was versed in Greek, Latin, and other

Died

languages.

in 1706.

Doo'lit-tle, (Thomas,) an

English nonconformist
He wrote
minister, was born at Kidderminster in 1630.
“ The Complete Body of Practical Divinity,” and other
approved works. Died in 1707.
Doo'ly, (John Mitchell,) an American judge, was
born in Georgia about 1772. He embraced the profession of law, and became judge of the Western Circuit
of Georgia in 1816.
He was afterwards twice elected
judge of the Northern Circuit of Georgia. Died in 1827.
Judge Dooly was a noted wit and humorist.

Died

in 1636.

Dorbay,

doR'bi', (Franqois,) a French architect,
born in Paris, was a pupil of L. Levau. He directed
the execution of his master’s designs for the College of
Quatre-Nations, and was employed as architect on the
Louvre and the Tuileries. He also gave the designs of
several churches of Paris.
Died in 1697.

Dordoni, doR-do'nee, (Antonio,) an Italian artist,
at Busseto, near Parma, in 1528, was one of the
most excellent gem-engravers of his time. His works
are very rare. Died in Rome in 1584.
Doorree, Dourri, or Durri (door're) Effendi, (AhDore, (Paul Gustave,) a French artist and designer,
med,) a Turkish diplomatist and writer, born in Erzroom, born at Strasbourg about 1833, acquired great popularity
was sent as ambassador to Persia in 1720. Died in 1722. as an illustrator of the Bible and other works, among
See Von Hammer, “Geschichte des Osmanischen Reichs.”
which are Tennyson’s “Idylls,” “Don Quixote,” Dante’s,
Doppelmayr, dop'pel-mlR', written also Doppel- “ Inferno,” Rabelais, La Fontaine’s “ Fables,” and
maier and Doppelmayer, (Johann Gabriel,) a Ger- “ Paradise Lost.” His principal paintings have been on
man mathematician, born at Nuremberg in 1671. He view at the Dore Gallery in New Bond Street, London,
was professor of mathematics at Nuremberg from 1704 since 1870. Among them we may name “ Christ leaving
until 1750.
In 1713 he was chosen Fellow of the Royal the Praetorium,” “ The Dream of Pilate’s Wife,” and
Society of London. He was skilful in polishing mirrors “ The Flight into Egypt.” His work is rich and powerand grinding lenses for telescopes. Among his principal ful rather than delicate or refined. Died in 1883.
works are an “Introduction to Geography,” (1714,) a
Dore, (Pierre,) [Lat. Pe'trus Aura'tus,] a French
“Celestial Atlas,” in Latin, (1742,) and “Electric Phetheologian, born at Orleans about 1500, was a violent
nomena recently discovered,” (1744.) Near the end of
adversary of Protestantism. Died in 1559.
his life he distinguished himself by his electrical experiDorfel, (Georg Samuel,) a German astronomer of
ments. Died in 1750.
the seventeenth century, was minister at Plauen, in SaxSee “ Nouvelle Biographie Generale.”
Doppert, dop'pgRt, (Johann,) a German scholar, ony. He wrote “ Observations on the Comet of 1680,”
and discovered that the orbit of each comet is a paraborn at Frankfort-on-the-Main in 1671 died in 1735.
Doppet, do'pi', (Francois Am£d£e,) a physician bola, of which the sun occupies the focus.
Dorfeuille, (Antoine,) a French Jacobin, born
and general, born at Chambery in 1753. He entered the
army of the French republic about 1792, became general- about 1750, rendered himself infamous by the massacre
He was
in-chief of the army of the Alps, and directed the siege of a multitude of people at Lyons in 1793.
of Lyons in 1793. He exerted his power to prevent kil'ed in 1795.
Dorfling. See Derfflinger.
carnage and pillage at the capture of this city, and afterwards commanded in Spain. On account of ill health,
Dorfling or Doerfling, von, fon doR'fiing, (Georg,)
retired
from
service
in
He
wrote
medical
and
he
a German general, born at Dorf, in Bohemia, in 1606.
1794.
political treatises, romances, and memoirs of his own He fought for the Elector of Brandenburg, distinguished
life.
The last is his best work. Died about 1800.
himself in many campaigns against the Poles, Swedes,
“ Nouvelle Bio- and French, and was raised to the rank of field-marshal
See Lamartine, “ History of the Girondists
graphie Generale.”
in 1670.
Died in 1695.
Doria, do're- 3 one of the four most noble and powerDop'ping, (Anthony,) Bishop of Meath, was born
ful families of Genoa.
in Dublin about 1642; died in 1697.
The Dorias and Spinolas were
Doppler, dop'pler, (Christian,) a German mathe- Ghibelines, and the Grimaldi and Fieschi were Guelphs.
matician, born at Salzburg in 1803, became professor of The family of Doria was distinguished in the twelfth
century.
In 1339 these four families, which had long
experimental physics at Vienna in 1851.
Do'ran, (John,) an English author, born in London disturbed the state by their rivalry, were all exiled, and
in 1807.
He was tutor of several young members of the the nobles were excluded from power.
Lamba Doria was admiral of the Genoese fleet in
English nobility, and passed some years in France. In
1822 he produced “The Wandering Jew,” a melodrama. 1298, when he gained a decisive victory over the VeneHe contributed many articles in prose and verse to the tians near Corzola.
periodicals, and wrote, among other works, “Table
Paganino Doria, a famous admiral, commanded in
Traits,” (1854,) “Habits and Men,” “Knights and their the third war against Venice.
In 1352 a great naval
Days,” and “Monarchs Retired from Business,” (1857,) battle was fought near Constantinople, between Admiral
received.
as
Hesucceded Thoms
Doria and the Venetian admiral Pisani, in which the
which were favourably
Died in 1878.
former was the victor. Doria gained another victory
editor of “Notes and Queries.”
Dorange, do'r&Nzh', (Jacques Nicolas Pierre,) a over Pisani in 1354.
French poet, born at Marseilles in 1786; died in 1811.
Pietro Doria commanded the fleet in 1379, when he
Dorat, do'ri', (Claude Joseph,) a French poet, born attempted to take Venice, but was defeated and killed in
in Paris in 1734, inherited an easy fortune, and had no January, 1380.
profession but that of author.
He wrote “ Zulica,” and
Doria, (Andrea,) known in English Histories as
other tragedies, some of which were moderately successful, Andrew Doria, the restorer of Genoese liberty, born
several comedies, and numerous odes, poetical tales, and at Oneglia in 1468, was of the same family as the precedfugitive verses, which were favourably received.
His ing. After serving several years in the armies of France
born
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and Naples, he entered the French navy about 1490, and
soon acquired the reputation of the first admiral of his
time.
He commanded the fleet of Francis I. in his war
with Charles V., and gained an advantage over the Imperialists at Marseilles.
In 1528, suspecting the French
court of treacherous designs against his country and himself, he made a treaty with Charles V., and stipulated for
the liberation of Genoa, which was subject to the misrule
of two rival factions,
He enthe Adorni and Fregosi.
tered Genoa, was received with joy by the citizens, and
gave them a free constitution, which has lasted, without
any important change, until the present century. The
senate voted to him the title of “ Father of his Country.”
He declined the office of doge, that he might serve
Charles V. as admiral against the Turks. In 1541 he

—

prizes.

He

also wrote

“The Conquest

poem, and several odes and

idyls.

Died

of Palmyra,” a
in 1829.

A upif,]

Do'ris, [Gr.

a goddess of the sea, was a daughter
of Oceanus and Tethys, and the wife of Nereus. The name
was sometimes applied by the poets to the sea itself.
Dorislaus, do'ris-lVus, (Isaac,) a Dutch lawyer, who
removed to England and in the civil war acted with the
republicans.
He was employed by them at the trial of
Charles I., and in 1649 was sent as minister to Holland.
Soon after his arrival at the Hague he was murdered by

some English

royalists, in 1650.

Dorival, do're'vil', (Claude Franqois,) surnamed
Plume d’Or, (plum doR,) a French jurist, born at Besanjon in 1656 died in 1733.
Dorleans, (Ior'IA'Sn', or D’Orleans, (Louis,) a
the
Charles’s
expedition
commanded
fleet in
unfortunate
Frenchman, born in Paris in 1542, was a partisan of the
against Algiers.
That emperor rewarded him with the League, and wrote libels against Henry IV. Died in 1629.
order of the Golden Fleece, and the titles of Prince of
Dorleans or D’Orleans, (Pierre Joseph,) a French
Melfi and Marquis of Tursi. At the age of eighty-five he historian, born at Bourges in 1644.
He professed bellesconducted his fleet to the relief of Corsica, invaded by the lettres in various colleges of the Jesuits, and was employed
French, from whom he took the sea-port of San Fiorenzo. in preaching. Voltaire has remarked that he was the first
historian who chose revolutions as his special subject.
He died, without issue, at Genoa, in November, 1560.
See Capelloni, “ Vita del Principe Doria,”i565 Carlo Sigonio, He produced in 1693 a “ History of the Revolutions of
“De Vita et Gestis Andrese Dorite,” 1586; Andr£ Richer, “Vie England,” which was esteemed even by fastidious critics,
d’Andr^ Dona,” 1789; J. B. Giraldi, “De Gestis Andrete Doriae,”
and was followed by a “ History of the Revolutions of
1696; Antonio Bianchini, “Elogio del Principe Andrea Doria,”
Spain.” He had the art of discerning what events were
1781.
Doria, (Antonio,) a Genoese officer, who served with most worthy of notice, and of narrating them in an agreedistinction under Charles V.
He wrote an account of able manner. Died in 1698.
Dorleans de la Mothe, doR'li'SN' deh If mot,
events which occurred in his time, “Compendio d’A.
(Louis Francois Gabriel,) Bishop of Amiens, was born
Doria,” (1571.)
Doria, (Oberto,) a Genoese admiral, commanded the at Carpentras in 1683 ; died in 1774.
Dormans, de, deh doR'mbN', (Jean,) a French carfleet which gained a decisive victory over the naval force
dinal, born at Dormans.
He was Bishop of Beauvais
of Pisa in 1284.
Doria, (Paolo Matteo,) a philosopher, born at Naples when Charles V., about 1364, appointed him chancellor
In 1368 he was made
in 675, wrote, besides other works, “ The Idea of a Perfect of’France and keeper of the seals.
a cardinal.
He founded the College of Beauvais at Paris
Republic,” (suppressed by government.) Died in 1743.
in
Died
in
1370.
1373.
Dorigny or Dorigni, do'rfen'ye', (Louis,) a French
Dorn, doRn, (Johann Christoph,) a German bibliopainter and engraver, born in Paris in 1654, was the son
He published “Biblioof Michel, noticed below, and was a pupil of Le Brun. grapher, born at Schleusingen.
He studied in Rome, and painted with success in Venice theca theologico-critica,” (2 vols., 1721.) Died in 1752.
Dornau, doR'now, (Caspar,) a German physician and
and Verona. In 1711 he was invited to Vienna, where
he adorned the palace of Prince Eugene. His frescos writer, born in Thuringia in 1577; died in 1632.
Dorner, doR'ner, (Isaac August,) a German Protin the cathedral of Trent are much admired.
Died
estant theologian, born at Neuhausen-ob-Eck, in Wiirabout 1742.
Dorigny or Dorigni, (Michel,) a painter and en- temberg, in 1809, became in 1849 professor of theology
He wrote a “ History of the Development of
graver, born at Saint-Quentin in 1617, was the pupil and at Bonn.
son-in-law of Simon Vouet. He engraved with aqua-fortis, the Doctrine of the Person of Christ,” (1839,) an excelafter Vouet and other masters. He died in 1663, leaving lent and exhaustive work, and a “History of Protestant
Theology, particularly in Germany,” (“Geschichte der
two sons, Louis and Nicolas, who were artists.
Dorigny, (Sir Nicolas,) an eminent French engraver, Protestantischen Theologie, besonders in Deutschland,”
born in Paris in 1657, was the son of the preceding. etc., 1867,) which displays not only profound learning, but
He studied his art in Rome, where he remained twenty- great critical ability.
Dornmeyer, doRn'mi'?r, (Andreas Julius,) a Gereight years and engraved many master-pieces, among
which are “The Transfiguration,” by Raphael, and “The man critic and philologist, born at Lauenstadt in 1674.
Martyrdom of Saint Sebastian,” by Domenichino. In His chief work is “Philologia Sacra.” Died in 1717.
Dor-o-the'a, [Fr. DorothiIe, do'ro'ti',] Saint, a
1 7 1 1 he was invited to England, where he engraved the
Cartoons of Raphael in Hampton Court, and was knighted Christian virgin of Alexandria, lived about 310 a.d. She
by George I. In 1725 he was chosen a member and is said by some writers to have suffered martyrdom but
Died Eusebius states that she was deprived of her property
professor of the Academy of Painting in Paris.
in 1746.
He was perhaps second only to G. Audran and banished. Her life has furnished the subject of
among French engravers of history. He is praised as Massinger’s drama of “The Virgin Martyr.”
a “noble artist” in Addison’s “Spectator,” No. 226.
See Eusebius, “Ecclesiastical History;” Mrs. Jameson, “His;

;

1

;

See Basan, “Dictionnaire des Graveurs.”

tory of Sacred and Legendary Art.”

Dorimon,

See Dorothea and Dorotheus.
Do-ro'the-us, [Gr. Awpofleof ; Fr. Dorothee, do'ro'He
ti',] a Greek author, of whom little is known.
wrote a “ History of Alexander the Great,” which is
quoted by Athenaeus.
Dorotheus, an eminent jurist, lived at Ber'ytus, and
was one of the compilers of Justinian’s “Digest.” He

do're'mAN', a French comic author and
actor, flourished between 1650 and 1690.
Doring or Doering, do'ring, (Georg Christian
Wilhelm Asmus,) a German novelist, born at Cassel in
1789 died in 1833.
Doringk or Doeringk, written also Doring and
Dorink, do'rink, ( Matthaus, ) a German theologian,
born in Thuringia. He wrote a Chronicle of Misnia and
Thuringia. Died about 1464.
Doriole or Doriolle, do're'oF, (Pierre,) a French
statesman, born at La Rochelle in 1407, was employed
by Louis XI. in important missions. He became chanDied in 1485.
cellor of France in 1472.
;

Doriolle.

See Doriole.

(Claude Auguste,) a French
He produced in 1809
poet, born at Nantes about 1770.
“The Battle of Hastings,” an epic poem, which obtained
an honourable mention in the report on the decennial
Dorion,
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Dorothee.

flourished about 533 A.D.

Dorotheus of Sidon,

a Greek poet, lived probably

before the Christian era.

Dorow, do'ro,

(
ilhelm,) a German antiquary, born
in 1790.
He visited Italy in 1827, and
large collection of Etruscan antiquities, which
in the museum of Berlin. He published “ Monuments of Ancient Art and Language,” (1824,) “Etruria
and the Orient,” (1829,) and other works. Died in 1846.
Dorpius, doR'pe-us, (Martin,) a Dutch scholar, born

at

Konigsberg

made a
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DORR

Lille, and was the head of a college in
Louvain when he died in 1525. He was highly esteemed
by Erasmus, who wrote his epitaph. Dorpius left a discourse in praise of Aristotle, and a few other small works.

philosophy at

See Foppens, “Bibliotheca Belgica.”

Dorr, (Thomas W.,) an American

politician,

born

at

Providence, Rhode Island, in 1805.
He became the
leader of the suffrage party, which in 1841 framed a new
Constitution, under which he was elected Governor.
These movements were treated as seditious by the government acting under the old charter, and both parties
appealed to arms, (1842.) Dorr was arrested, convicted
of treason, and sentenced to imprisonment for life. He

was pardoned

in 1847.
Died in 1854.
See “Democratic Review” for August, 1842.

Dorsanne, doR'sfn', (Antoine,) a French

priest,

born

Issoudun, was a friend of Cardinal De Noailles,
Archbishop of Paris, who appointed him a canon of his
church. He took a prominent part against the Jesuits
and the bull Unigenitus, and was employed by Cardinal
de Noailles in the negotiations with which he amused the
court of Rome and France. Dorsanne left a “Journal of
what passed at Rome and in France on the Subject of
the Bull Unigenitus.” Died in 1728.
Dorsch, doRsh, (Everard,) a German engraver of
gems, born at Nuremberg in 1649 ; died in 1712.
at

Dorsch, (Johann Christoph,) a German gem-engraver, son of the preceding, born in 1676 ; died in 1732.
Dorsenne, doR'sSn', (Jean Marie Franqois, ) a
French officer, born at Ardres (Pas-de-Calais) in 1773.
In 1809 he became a general of division, and in 1811
commanded an army in the north of Spain. Died in 1812.
Dor'set, (Charles Sackville,) sixth Earl of, son
of Richard, Earl of Dorset, born in 1637, was a distinguished courtier, wit, and patron of letters. In youth
he bore the title of Lord Buckhurst, and was a decided
libertine; but his courage, good nature, and other redeeming qualities rendered him a general favourite. He
had too little ambition, or too much indolence, to raise
himself to the highest political positions to which his
“ He became,” says Macaulay,
talents were adequate.
“ an intellectual voluptuary, and a master of all those
pleasing branches of knowledge which can be acquired
without severe application. .
Such a patron of letters
England had never seen. His bounty was bestowed
with equal judgment and liberality. Dryden owned that
he had been saved from ruin by his princely generosity.”
In 1665 he served as volunteer in the naval war against
the Dutch, during which he wrote the admired song
beginning “To all you ladies now on land.” He became
Earl of Dorset at the death of his father in 1677, after
which he married the daughter of the Earl of Northampton. At the accession of William III. (1689) he
accepted the office of lord chamberlain, which he resigned in 1697. Died in 1706. He was the author of a
few songs and satires, which, says Macaulay, “sparkle
with wit as splendid as that of Butler.” Pope wrote his
epitaph, which contains these lines,
.

.

“ Bless’d courtier, who could king and country please,
Yet sacred keep his friendships and his ease.”
iii.

See Macaulay, ‘‘History of England,”
chap, i., and vol. iv. chap. xxii.
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chap,

youth he cultivated poetry with success. He wrote the
much-admired “ Induction to the Mirror for Magistrates,”
(see Baldwin, William,) and the tragedy of “Gorboduc, or Ferrer and Porrex,” (1565,) which, says Sir
Philip Sidney, “ is full of stately speeches and wellsounding phrases, climbing to the height of Seneca’s

and as full of notable morality.” It was the first
regular or respectable tragedy that appeared in the English language.
He was created Lord Buckhurst in 1566,
and was minister to France in 1570. In 1587 he was
sent to the Netherlands to inquire into the difficulties
between the States and Leicester, the governor-general.
He fulfilled this mission with great sagacity and imparstyle,

judgment unfavourable
he was banished from court and imprisoned
in his own house till the death of that favourite.
(See
Motley’s “United Netherlands,” chaps, xv. and xvi.)
In 1598 he succeeded Lord Burleigh as lord treasurer
of England, which office he retained with honour until
his death, in 1608. He had been created Earl of Dorset
by James I., and left the title to his son Robert.
tiality

;

but, having expressed a

to Leicester,

See “ Biographia Britannica.”

Dor'sey, (John Syng,) M.D., an eminent physician
and surgeon of Philadelphia, was born in that city in
He studied in London, where he attended the
1783.
lectures of Humphry Davy, the distinguished chemist
he afterwards attended the medical schools of Paris. In
1813 he was appointed to the chair of materia medica in
the University of Pennsylvania, and in 1818 succeeded
Wistar as professor of anatomy, but died the same year.
His “Elements of Surgery” (1813) had a European
reputation, and was long popular in this country.
Dr.

Dorsey was a nephew of the celebrated Dr. Physick.
See

S.

D. Gross, “American Medical Biography.”

Dorsten, doR'sten, (Johann Daniel,) a German
medical writer, born at Marburg in 1643 died in 1706.
Dorthes, doRt, (Jacques Anselme,) a French entomologist, born at Nimes in 1759 died in 1794.
;

;

Dortoman, doRTo-min',

(Nicolaas,) a physician,
Holland, became professor of medicine at Montpellier, and afterwards physician-in-ordinary
Died in 1596.
to Henry IV. of France.
Dortous. See Mairan.
Do'rus, [Gr. Aupof,] a mythical person, from whom
the Dorians claimed their descent.
He was commonly
regarded as a son of Hellen.

born

at

Arnheim,

Dorval,
nay,)

in

doR'vil', (Marie Amalie Thomas Delaua popular French actress, born at Lo-

Madame,

died in 1849.
doR'v^n'ye', (Louis,) a French comic
writer, born at Versailles in 1743. His comedy of “Janot,
ou les Battus payent l’Amende,” (1779,) obtained great
rient in 1801

;

Dorvigny,

'

viii.,

Dorset, (Richard Sackville,) fifth Earl of, born
was the father of Charles, the celebrated courtier
and patron, and the son of Edward, Earl of Dorset,
He wrote a “ Poetical Address to the
noticed above.
Memory of Ben Jonson.” Died in 1677.
Dorset, (Thomas Sackville,) first Earl of, an
English statesman and poet, born at Buckhurst in 1536,
was the son of Sir Richard Sackville. He was a graduIn his
ate of Cambridge, and a lawyer by profession.
in 1622,

vol.

Died in 1812.
See Contant d’Orville.
Dorvo, doR'vo', Hyacinthe, ) a French poet and
dramatic writer, born at Rennes in 1769. He wrote
many popular comedies. Died in 1851.
Dosi, do'see, (Girolamo,) an eminent Italian architect, born at Carpi in 1695, was a pupil of Fontana.
He
hill.
He died in 1652, leaving his title to his son Rich- went to Rome, and became the architect of Pope Clement
ard. A number of his speeches were published between XII.
He displayed his talents on the Villa Cibo, the
1620 and 1644. He was an excellent master of speech Lazaretto of Ancona, the basilica of Santa Maria Magand composition. Clarendon says “ his wit was pleasant, giore, and other edifices. Died in 1775.
sparkling, and sublime.” (“ History of the Rebellion.”)
Do-si'a-das of Rhodes, a Greek poetaster of an
See, also, Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”
unknown epoch, is mentioned by Lucian. He wrote a
Dorset, (Richard Sackville,) third Earl of, the poem in the figure of an altar, which is extant.
Dosio, do'se-o, (Giovanni Antonio,) an Italian
eldest son of Robert, Earl of Dorset, was born in London in 1589. In 1609 he married Anne Clifford, who sculptor, born in 1533. He made statues and bas-reliefs
was eminent for her noble spirit, attainments, and munifi- for the Belvedere palace, Rome. Died about 1600.
Do-sith'e-us of Colone, a Greek geometer, lived
cence, and was afterwards known as the Countess of Dorset and Pembroke. (See Clifford, Anne.) He died in about 220 B.c.
Archimedes dedicated to him several
treatises.
1624, when the title passed to his brother Edward.
Dorset, (Edward Sackville,) fourth Earl of, born
was the grandson of the first earl. He was sent
on an embassy to France in 1621. In 1624, by the death
of his brother Richard, he became Earl of Dorset.
He
was chosen president of the council in 1641. In the
civil war he was a royalist, and fought bravely at Edge-

success.
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DOSITHEUS

Dositheus, [Fr. Dosith^e, do'ze'ti',] a Jewish impostor or magician of Samaria, lived in the first century,
lie pretended to be the Messiah.
Dositheus surnamed Magis'ter, a Greek grammarian, lived about 300 a.d.
See Smith’s “Dictionary of Greek and
Mythology.”

Roman

Biography and

;

together.
See Nagler, “ Neues Allgemeines Kiinstler-Lexikon.”

Dos'sie, (Robert,) an English apothecary or chemist,
who lived in London, published “ Institutes of Experimental Chemistry.” Died in 1777.
Dost- (dost) Mo-ham'med, Emir of Cabool, an
Affghan chief, was born about 1798. He began to reign
at Cabool about 1826, was expelled by a British army in
He was an ambitious
1840, and was restored in 1843.
and warlike ruler. Died about 1857.
See Mohun Lal, “Life of Dost-Mohammed,” 2 vols., 1846.
Dotteville, dot'v&l', (Jean Henri,) a French translator, born at Palaiseau in 1716, produced a translation
of Sallust, (1749,) which is commended, and aversion
of the “Annals” of Tacitus, (1774.) Died in 1807.
Dotti, dot'tee, (Bartolommeo,) an Italian satirical
poet, born at Valcanonico in 1642, lived some years in
Venice.
His personal satires gave great offence. He
published a volume of verses called “ Rime e Sonnetti,”
(“ Verses and Sonnets,”) and wrote “ The Carnival” and
other satires.
He was assassinated in 1712.
Dottori, di, de dot-to'ree, (Carlo,) Count, an Italian
poet, born at Padua in 1624, wrote “ Aristodemo,” a
tragedy, often reprinted, and other poems. Died in 1686.
Dou, (Gerard.) See Dow.
doo'i'r&N', or

Duaren,

Douare'nus,] (Francois,) a French

dii'i'rSN',

[Lat.

born
Bourges

jurist,

in

Bretagne about 1509. He professed law at
for
years, and in 1548 began to practise in Paris.
He
was reputed one of the most learned jurists of his time,
particularly in civil law, and published many legal works.
He also wrote a curious treatise on Plagiaries. Died at
Bourges in 1559.

some

See Zeidler, “Vita Douareni,” 1768; Bayle, “Historical and
Critical Dictionary.”

Double, doobl, (Francois Joseph,) a French phyborn at Verdun-sur-Garonne in 1776, practised in
Paris with success. He had a share in the discovery and
application of quinine by Pelletier, his brother-in-law.

sician,

Died in 1842.
Doub'le-day,

(dub’l'da), (Abner,) an American genSaratoga county, New York, about 1820,
at West Point in 1842.
He was a captain
before the civil war, and was one of the garrison of Fort
Sumter, April, 1861. He commanded a division at the
battle of Antietam, September 17, 1862, and a corps at
Gettysburg, July 2 and 3, 1863. In September, 1867, he
obtained the rank of colonel in the regular army.
Doub'le-day, (Edward,) an English naturalist, born
in 1810.
He visited the United States for scientific purposes. After his return home he was one of the curators
of the British Museum, where he gave much attention
to the study of insects.
His principal work is “On the
Genera of Diurnal Lepidoptera,” which he continued to
issue in parts until his death.
He also published a
treatise on the “Nomenclature of British Birds,” and
other works. Died in London in 1849.
Doublet, doo'bli', (Francois,) a French physician,
born at Chartres in 1751. In 1794 he was appointed
professor of pathology in the ficole de Sante, Paris. He
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wrote medical articles for the “Encyclopedic Metnodique,” a treatise on “ Reform in Prisons,” and one on
“ Puerperal Fever.” Died in 1795.
See Doublet de Boisthibault, “Notice sur la Vie de F. Doublet,” 1826.

Douce, dowss,

(Francis,) an English antiquary, born
a diligent collector of rare and curious
books, prints, coins, etc., was a Fellow of the Antiquarian Society, and at one time keeper of the manuscripts
in the British Museum. He wrote several papers for the
“ Archaeologia,” and published “ Illustrations of Shakspeare,” (1807.) Died in 1834.
See William Jerdan, “Men I have known,” London, 1866.
in 1762.

Dosma-Delgado, dos'md d£l-gd'Do, (Rodrigo,) a
Spanish theologian and linguist, born at Badajos in 1533
died in 1607.
D’Ossat. See Ossat.
Dossi, dos'see, (Dosso,) an Italian painter, born at
or near Ferrara in 1474, was the friend of Ariosto, who
has commemorated him among the eminent artists of
that age.
He painted an admirable portrait of Ariosto.
He had a brother Giobattista, who worked with him in
Ferrara and was an excellent landscape-painter.
As
Dosso excelled in the human figure, they were often employed on the same picture. Dosso died in 1558. Among
their master-pieces is an oil-painting of the four Fathers
Ambrose, Augustine, Gregory, and Jerome consulting

Douaren,
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Doucet, doo'si', (Charles Camille,) a French
dramatist, born in Paris in 1812.
Doucin, doo'siN', (Louis,) a French Jesuit, born at
Vernon in 1652. He gained a reputation by his writings,
among which are a “History of Nestorianism,” (1693,)
and a “ History of Origenism,” (1700.) These are said
to be interesting and well written. He took a prominent
part as the supporter of the bull “Unigenitus” against
Jansenism. Died in 1726.
Doudeauville, de, deh doo'do'vil', (Ambroise Polycarpe de la Rochefoucauld, deli It rosh'foo'ko',)
Due, a philanthropic nobleman, born in Paris in 1765
died in 1841.
Doudyns, dow'dins, or Dodvens, (Willem,) a
Dutch painter, born at the Hague in 1650. He studied
in Rome for twelve years, after which he returned to
the Hague and worked with great success.
Descamps
praises his composition, design, and colour.
One of
his works represents “Time, which discovers Truth
and Deception.” Died in 1697.
See Descamps, “Vies des Peintres Flamands, Hollandais,” etc.
Doueli-al-Basri. See Duali-al-Basree.
Douffet or Douffeit. See Duffet.
doo'gi'dos', (Jean Francois,) a French
In his youth he
poet, born at Carcassonne in 1763.
turned monk, and assumed the name of PiiRE Venance.
He entered the army in 1791, rose to the rank of adjutant-general, and was executed by the Jacobins in 1794.
He was author of a “Christmas Hymn,” and of other

Dougados,

verses.

Doughty,

dow'te, (Thomas,) an American landscapein Philadelphia in 1793.
He learned the
tanner
trade of a
and currier, but relinquished that
business about 1820 for landscape-painting, which he
followed many years in the United States, and afterwards
painter,

in

born

New York

London and Paris. Died in
See Tuckerman, “Book of the Artists.”

in 1856.

Douglas, dug'lass, an ancient noble family of Scotland, which traces its ancestry as far back as the twelfth
The Earls of Douglas, the Earls of Angus,
century.
and the Earls of Morton belonged to this family. Sir
James Douglas, surnamed the Good, was the founder
He commanded the left
of their fame and grandeur.
wing at Bannockburn in 1314, and was killed by the Saracens in Spain about 1330, in a pilgrimage to Palestine,
whither he was going to deposit the heart of Robert
Bruce. As he left no lawful issue, he was succeeded by
The latter, who was
his brothers Hugh and Archibald.
killed at the battle of Halidon Hill in 1333, left a son
William, who became the first Earl of Douglas and married for his third wife the heiress of the Earl of Angus.
He died in 1384, leaving two sons, James, second Earl
of Douglas, and George, Earl of Angus. James, second
Earl, married Margaret, a daughter of King Robert II.
He was a famous warrior, and was killed at the battle
of Otterburn in 1388. As he left no male issue, the earlpassed to Archibald the Grim, third Earl, who
fought for the French at Poitiers and died about 1400.
He was succeeded by his son Archibald, fourth Earl, who
married a daughter of King Robert III. He displayed
great courage at the battle of Shrewsbury, (1403,) where
he fought against Henry IV., and rendered important
military services to Charles VII. of France, who rewarded
him with the duchy of Touraine. He was killed at the
His son Archibattle of Verneuil, in France, in 1424.
bald, the fifth Earl of Douglas, was chosen a member of
the regency at the death of James I., (1437.) He died in
1438, leaving his title to his son William, the sixth Earl,
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who was born about 1425. William, charged with ambitious designs or contempt for the authority of the
infant king, was beheaded in 1440, or, as some say, in
The earldom of Douglas then passed to James,
1437.
an uncle or grand-uncle of William. James was succeeded by William, eighth Earl. (See separate article.)
See Robertson, “History of Scotland.”
Douglas, (Archibald,)

Earl of Angus, grandson of George, above named, was lord chancellor about
the end of the fifteenth century. He was a powerful, ambitious,

and lawless

fifth

subject.

He was

called “the Great

Earl of Angus,” and also surnamed “ Bell-the-Cat.” He
had several sons, one of whom was Gavin, the poet and
bishop.
(See separate notice below.) Died about 1514.
Archibald VI., grandson of the fifth Earl of Angus, and
He
son of George, was lord chancellor about 1527.
married in 1514 Margaret, queen-dowager of James IV.
and sister of Henry VIII. He died in 1567, leaving a
daughter, who was the mother of Lord Darnley. George,
a nephew of the sixth Earl, inherited his title, and had
a younger brother, who became Earl of Morton, afterwards Regent Morton in the time of Queen Mary Stuart.
William, the son of the tenth Earl of Angus, in 1633 was
created Marquis of Douglas, and his son Archibald was
created Earl of Ormond by Charles II.
Douglas, (Sir Charles,) a Scottish naval officer, the
father of General Sir Howard Douglas. He commanded
a squadron in the Gulf of Saint Lawrence in 1775. In
1781 he was appointed first captain to Admiral Rodney,
and contributed to the victory gained by him over the
French in the West Indies, April 12 of that year. In
1787 he was made rear-admiral. Died in 1789.
See Chambers, “ Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen.”
Douglas, (David,) an eminent Scottish botanist, born
at Scone, in Perthshire, in 1 798. He served an apprenticeship as a gardener, and worked in the botanic garden of
About 1823-24 he was emthe University of Glasgow.
ployed by the London Horticultural Society as a botanical
collector in the United States, and extended his researches as far as Oregon and California. He returned
in 1827 with many valuable acquisitions for English
flower-gardens. A few years later he sailed for America
on a similar mission, and visited the Sandwich Islands,
where he was killed, in 1834, by a wild bull which had
been entrapped in a pit, he himself having soon after
accidentally fallen into the

same
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Douglas,

dug'lass, (Sir

a British general,

He was Governor of New
Brunswick from 1823 to 1829, was elected to Parliament
Died
in 1842, and obtained the rank of general in 1851.
in November, 1861.
in 1819, (4th edition, 1855.)

See “ Blackwood’s Magazine” for May, 1863.
last Earl of, a brother
of William the eighth Earl, raised an army against the
king, but was taken prisoner, and confined until his death
in 1488.
Douglas, (James,) M.D., an eminent Scottish anatomist, born in 1675, resided and practised in London.
He gained a high reputation as a surgeon and a writer
on anatomy, and became physician to the king. He lectured many years on anatomy and surgery.
Haller, who
visited him, calls him a “ learned and skilful person.” He
published a “ Description of the Peritonaeum,” “ Myogra-

Douglas, (James,) ninth and

phiae comparatas Specimen,” (1707,) and other works.
Died in 1742.
See Chambers, “ Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen.”

Douglas, (John,) a brother of the preceding, was
surgeon to the Westminster Infirmary. He was distinguished as a lithotomist, and was the author of several
professional works, among which is a “Treatise on the
Bark as a Remedy for Mortification.”
See Chambers, “ Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen.”

Utility of

Douglas, (John,) F.R.S., a Scottish bishop, born in
He was eminent for learning and

Fifeshire in 1721.

In 1750 he published a “Vindication
of Milton from Lauder’s Charge of Plagiarism,” and in
“The
Criterion
of Miracles,” in which he refuted
1754
the sophistries of Hume.
He was appointed one of
the king’s chaplains in 1761, Bishop of Carlisle in 1787,
and of Salisbury in 1791. As a member of Dr. Johnson’s Club, he is noticed in Goldsmith’s “ Retaliation”
literary ability.

in these

terms

“ Here Douglas

The

retires,

from his

toils to relax.

scourge of impostors, the terror of quacks.”

Died

in 1807.
See a “ Memoir of Bishop Douglas,” prefixed to his Select Works,

by W. Macdonald,

pit.

See Chambers, “ Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen,”
(Supplement.)

Howard,)

born at Gosport, in Hampshire, in 1776, was a son of
Admiral Sir Charles Douglas. He served in the Peninsula from 1808 to 1812, and published an “Essay
on Military Bridges,” (1816.) His “ Treatise on Naval
Gunnery,” approved by the admiralty, was published

1820.

Douglas, (Stephen Arnold,) an American

politician,

born at Brandon, Rutland county, Vermont, in April, 1 813.
Douglas, dug'lass, ( Frederick, ) a distinguished He studied in an academy at Canandaigua, New York,
American orator, originally a mulatto slave, born in Tal- from 1830 to 1833. He adopted the profession of law,
bot county, Maryland, about 1817. He escaped from removed to Illinois in 1833, and began to practise at
his master in 1838, and went to New Bedford, Massa- Jacksonville.
He soon became an active politician and
chusetts. About 1841 he began to deliver lectures against a popular orator of the Democratic party, who, in alluslavery, which attracted much attention throughout the sion to his small stature, gave him the name of “the
Northern States. He published his Autobiography in Little Giant.” He was nominated for Congress in 1838,
1845, after which he visited England, where he made but was defeated by a small majority. In the canvass tor
anti-slavery speeches and drew large audiences by his President in 1840 he distinguished himself as a “stump
earnest and brilliant eloquence. He edited at Rochester, speaker.” He was elected a judge of the supreme court
New York, a paper called “The North Star.” “His of Illinois in February, 1841. In 1843 he was elected a
glow and fervour,” says Mr. T. W. Higginson, “ are member of Congress, in which he advocated the annexextraordinary, and so is his dramatic power
and he ation of Texas to the Union. He represented Illinois
surpasses in his perception of the finer felicities of the in the Senate of the United States from March, 1847, to
English language all other self-made men whom I have 1853, during which term he was chairman of the comever known.”
He has edited several newspapers, and in mittee on territories. He married a Miss Martin in 1847.
He supported Clay’s “Compromise measures” of
1877 was appointed marshal of the district of Columbia.
Douglas, (Gavin or Gawin,) a Scottish poet, born 1850, and in relation to the extension of slavery in the
about 1474, was the third son of Archibald, fifth Earl of territories maintained that Congress should not interAngus. He finished his education in the University of fere, but that the people of each territory should be
Paris, and entered the Church. In 1515 he was appointed permitted to decide whether it should be a free State or
Bishop of Dunkeld. His reputation as a poet is founded a slave State. This was called the doctrine of “ Popular
chiefly on his translation of Virgil’s “ALneid” into Scottish Sovereignty,” of which Douglas was the reputed author.
verse, (1513,) which was the first version of a classic into He was re-elected a Senator of the United States for
any British language. “ This translation,” says Warton, a term of six years, 1853-59. In January, 1854, he re“ is executed with equal spirit and fidelity. The several ported from the committee on territories an important
books are introduced with metrical prologues, which are bill to organize the territories of Nebraska and Kansas.
often highly poetical.”
His principal original poem is This bill, which was afterwards passed, and by which the
“ The Palace of Honour.” Died in 1522.
Missouri Compromise was repealed, produced a great
See Irving, “Lives of the Scottish Poets;” Chambers, “Bio- excitement, and was denounced by many Northern Demographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen.”
crats, who on this account separated from their party.
In the National Democratic Convention of 1856, BuchDouglas. See Morton, Earl of, and Ormond,
anan and Douglas were rival candidates for the nominaEarl of.
;
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which the former obtained. Douglas opposed the
admission of Kansas in 1857 under the Lecompton Constitution, and was thus involved in a controversy with
President Buchanan and a majority of his party in the
Senate. This affair caused a division in the Democratic
party, and those who acted with Douglas were styled
Anti-Lecompton Democrats. Henceforth Buchanan and
Douglas were bitter enemies. In 1858 Illinois was the
arena of a memorable contest between Douglas and
Abraham Lincoln, who were competitors for the office
of Senator of the United States, and canvassed the State
tion,

in joint discussions at various places.
(See Lincoln,
Abraham.) Douglas gained his election as Senator,

receiving 54 votes out of 100.
He was supported by a majority of Northern Democrats as candidate for President at the National Convention which met at Charleston in April, i860. This
convention adopted a platform which was in accordance
with his policy and was not satisfactory to the extreme
Southern politicians. The delegations of Alabama, Mississippi, South Carolina, Georgia, Louisiana, Arkansas,
and Florida then withdrew from the convention. On the
first ballot Douglas received 145 votes, and no other
Having taken more
candidate received more than 42.
than fifty ballots without effecting a nomination, the
convention adjourned, to meet in Baltimore in June. He
received 181 votes at Baltimore, and was declared the
regular nominee. The seceders nominated John C. Breckinridge, and thus rendered the election of Douglas almost
The latter, however, advocated his cause by
hopeless.
many public speeches in the Northern and Southern
States.
At the end of the contest Douglas received
only twelve electoral votes. After the rebellion began,
he supported the government in efforts to suppress it.
On the 25th of April, 1861, he made a patriotic speech
He died
at Springfield, Illinois, before the legislature.
at Chicago in June, 1861, leaving several children.
See J. W. Sheahan, “ Life of Stephen A. Douglas,” i860.
Douglas, (Sylvester,) Lord Glenbervie, a Scottish

He
lawyer, born at Ellon in 1743, lived in England.
attained eminence in his profession, and published “ Reports in King’s Bench,” which are high authority. He was
appointed secretary for Ireland in 1793, was made Lord
Glenbervie in 1800, and held several high civil offices.
His wife was a daughter of the celebrated Lord North.
He was repeatedly elected to Parliament. Died in 1823.
Douglas, (William,) Lord of Nithsdale, called “ the
Black Douglas,” was a formidable enemy to the English.
He was assassinated by Lord Clifford, about 1390.
Douglas, (William,) eighth Earl of, was an imHaving defied the royal
perious and turbulent person.
authority, he was killed by King James II. during a
conference in 1452.

Douglas, (William,)

first

Marquis

DOUVILLE
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of, the son of

Doujat, doo'zht', (Jean,) an eminent French scholar
jurist, born at Toulouse in 1606.
In 1650 he was
received in the French Academy, and in 1655 was apand

pointed doctor-regent of the Faculty of Law in Paris,
and afterwards historiographer of France. He wrote a
“ History of Canon Law,” (1677,) and other works, and
edited Livy “ad usum Delphini.” Died in 1688.
See Taisand, “Vies des lurisconsultes.”

Doulcet. See Pont£coulant.
Doulet-Shffh or Douletschah, d6w'let-sh£h', a
Persian of the fifteenth century, who wrote
of Persian and Arabian Poets,” (1487.)

“Memoirs

Doultreman. See Oultreman, d’.
Dounot, doo'no', a French mathematician and
born

jurist,

Bar-le-Duc, produced the first complete French
version of “Euclid,” (1610.)
He was highly esteemed
by Descartes. Died in 1640.
at

Dourga. See Durga.
Douri, doo're', (Fr£min,) a French scholar and poet,
born in Normandy in 1512 died in 1578.
Dourri. See Doorree.
Dousa, dow'si, (Georg,) a Dutch scholar, son of Jan
Dousa, noticed below, was born about 1574. He wrote
verses in Greek and Latin, and translated a work of
Codinus. In 1597 he visited Constantinople, where he
collected old manuscripts and inscriptions.
After his
return he published a “Letter on a Journey to Constantinople.” Died about 1600.
Two younger brothers of the preceding, Francis and
Theodore, were literary men, and editors of several
;

works.

Dousa, or Van der Does, vtn der
Douza, (Jan,) Lord of Noordwyck, a

also

Dutch Protestant statesman and

wyk

in 1545.

He

scholar,

concurred in the

doos, written
distinguished

born

at

efforts to

Noordliberate

of Spain, and was governor of
Leyden in 1574 when it was besieged by the Spaniards.
He displayed wisdom and firmness in this memorable
siege.
After the siege was raised, the University of
Leyden was founded by his agency, and he was chosen
first curator.
In 1585 he was appointed keeper of the
archives of Holland.
Dousa and his son John wrote
the “Annals of Holland,” in Latin verse and prose,
He was
(1601,) which added to his high reputation.
a diligent student of history, and wrote Latin odes for
recreation.
He also published notes on Horace and
other classics.
Died in 1604.
See Motley, “ Rise of the Dutch Republic,” part iv. chap. ii.
Daniel Heinsius, “Laudatio J. Dousas,” 1605.

Holland from Philip

II.

Dousa,

(Jan,) a son of the preceding, born in 1571,
He was
proficient in the languages and sciences.
chosen librarian of the University of Leyden in 1591,
“
Holland,”
and
wrote
father
in
the
Annals
of
assisted his
the first part of an admired Latin poem on astronomy,
(“ Rerum Ccelestium Liber,”) which was not finished

was

was created a marquis in 1633.
when he died prematurely in 1596. Joseph J. Scaliger
His son Archibald became Earl of Ormond his second
lamented his death in an “Epicedium.”
son, William, was made Earl of Selkirk, and, after his
See Veki-kl, “ Redevoeringen over J. Dousa en over J. Bellamy,”
marriage with the Duchess of Hamilton, obtained the
M. Siegenbeek, “ Laudatio J. Douste,” 1812.
(See Hamilton.) The 1791
title of Duke of Hamilton.
Doussin-Dubreuil, doo'siN' du'bRul' or dii'bRuh'ye,
third Marquis of Douglas was made Duke of Douglas,
and died in 1761, when the dukedom became extinct, (Jacques Louis,) a French physician, born at Saintes in
and the marquisate devolved on the seventh Duke of 1762 ; died at Paris in 1831.
Douven, dow'ven or doo'ven, (John Francis,) a
Hamilton. The Dukes of Queensberry are also a branch
skilful portrait-painter, born at Roermont, near Cleves,
of the house of Douglas.
Douglas, (Sir William,) Knight of Liddesdale, was in 1656. He removed to Dusseldorf about 1684, and
a natural son of “ the good Sir James,” and was called afterwards worked in Vienna, Denmark, and Florence.
“ England’s scourge and Scotland’s bulwark.”
He was He received the title of first painter to the emperor
Leopold, and is said to have painted three emperors,
assassinated in 1353.
seven queens. Died at Prague in 1710.
See Chambers, “ Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen,” five kings, and
the tenth Earl of Angus,

;

;

See Descamps, “Vies des Peintres Flamands,”

(Supplement.)

William,) of Glenbervie, a son of
Archibald “ Bell-the-Cat,” was killed at the battle of
Flodden, (1513.) His brother George, Master of Angus,
was also killed in the same battle.
Douglass, dug'lass, (David Bates,) LL.D., an American engineer, born in Pompton, New Jersey, in 1790.
He was for many years professor of natural philosophy,
engineering, etc. at West Point. He was chief engineer
in projecting the New York Croton Aqueduct in 1833
-34, and president of Kenyon College, Ohio, from 1840
Died in 1849.
to 1844.
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Douville, doo'vfel', (Jean Baptiste,) a French traHe returned to France
veller, born in Manche in 1794.
in 1831, after an absence of some years, with an account
of pretended discoveries in Congo, and published a book
called “Travels in Congo,” (1832,) which was at first
received with favour by the learned, who were soon convinced that they had been deceived. He visited in 1833
the valley of the Amazon, where he is supposed to have
been

killed.

See Douville, “Trente Mois de
Quarterly Review” for August, 1832.
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Douvre, de, deh

doo'ver, (Thomas,) born in 1027,
Died in uoo.
in 1070.

became Archbishop of York

Douw.

See Dow.
See Dousa.
Dovalle, do'vil', (Charles,) a distinguished French
poet, born at Montreuil-Bellay in 1807, was the author of
an admired poem, entitled “ L’Oratoire du Jardin,” and
a song on Liberty, which was commended by Beranger.
He was killed in a duel by M. Mira in 1829.

Douza.

”
See “Nouvelle Biographie Generale.

Dove, do'veh, (Heinrich Wilhelm,) an eminent
German meteorologist, born at Liegnitz, in Silesia, in
1803, became professor of physics in the University of
Berlin in 1829.
He made extensive observations and
researches into the laws of climate and atmospheric
phenomena, and published many works, among which
are “Meteorological Researches,” (1837,) a “Treatise
on the Electricity of Induction,” (1843,) an d “On Electricity,” (1848.)

Dover, Lord.

See Ellis, (George

J.

Wellbore

Agar.)

Dovizi orDovizio.

(Alexander,) Colonel, a Scottish writer, born
at Crieff, became secretary to the Governor of Bencoolen.
He published a “History of Hindostan,” (1767,) from
the Persian of Ferishta, preceded by an “ Inquiry into
the State of Bengal,” and an “Essay on the Origin and
Nature of Despotism in Hindostan,” which are works
of merit and display much acquaintance with Oriental
literature.
Died in 1779.
Dow or Douw, dow, (Gerard,) a celebrated Dutch
painter, was born at Leyden in 1613.
In the school
of Rembrandt he made himself expert in colouring and
chiaroscuro.
He sought the ideal perfection in minute
precision and exquisite delicacy of finish, which he bestowed on all the most trivial accessories of the picture.
It is said that he spent three days in finishing a broomhandle.
It is only by the aid of a microscope that one
can appreciate his exact imitation of nature in all its
minutiae.
His works are marvels of technical skill, but
not of inventive genius. He chose his subjects from the
scenes of common life. Among his master-pieces are

“The Dutch Cook,” “The Dropsical Woman,” “The
Charlatan,” and “The Village Grocer.”
His paintthough of small dimensions, command high prices.
Mieris was his most noted pupil. Dow resembled Rembrandt in harmony of colour, and is said to have obtained
Rembrandtesque effects notwithstanding his excessive
ings,

elaboration.
Died at Leyden in 1680.
See Charles Blanc, “Histoire des Peintres.”
D6w, (Lorenzo,) an eccentric Methodist preacher,
in

Coventry, Connecticut, in

1

777.

Downes, downz, [Lat. Dunaj'us,] (Andrew,)

an Eng-

scholar, born in Shropshire about 1550, became
professor of Greek at Cambridge in 1586, and was one
He published “ Prelecof the translators of the Bible.
Died in 1627.
tions on Lysias,” (1593.)
lish

Downes,

downz, (John,) an American naval officer,
Canton, Massachusetts, in 1786. He served as
lieutenant in the Essex, under Captain Porter, in the war
against Great Britain, (1812-14,) after which he fought
with distinction against the Algerines. About 1817 he
became a captain. He obtained in 1832 command of a
squadron in the Pacific Ocean, and destroyed Quallah
Batoo, in Sumatra, in retaliation for an outrage committed on an American vessel. Died in 1855.
Downham, down'am, or Down'ame, (George,)
He professed
an English theologian, born at Chester.

born

at

Cambridge, was chaplain to James I., and was
appointed Bishop of Derry in 1616. He wrote “The
Pope the Antichrist,” (“Papa Antichristus,” 1603,) a
“Treatise on Justification,” (1623,) and other works
logic at

Died

in 1634.

Downham,

See Bibbiena.

D5w,

born
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He preached

in

parts of the United States and in England.
He
was noted for his earnestness and courage, as well as for
some singularities of dress and expression. He died in
1834, leaving a journal of his life and travels.
Dow, (Neal,) the originator of the celebrated “ Maine
Law,” was born at Portland, Maine, about 1803. He
was elected a member of the legislature of Maine, in
which he procured the passage of a law to prohibit the
He was twice mayor of Portland.
sale of ardent spirits.
He became a brigadier-general of volunteers about April,
1862, and served under General Butler in Louisiana.
D6wd'all, (George,) was appointed Archbishop of
Armagh by Henry VIII. in 1543. The pope refused to
confirm this nomination ; but Dowdall occupied the see
Died in 1558.
for some years.

many

(John,) a brother of the preceding, was
a clergyman, and author of several approved religious
works, one of which is “The Christian Warfare,” (160918.)

Died

in 1644.

Andrew Jackson, ) a distinguished
(
American landscape-gardener and pomologist, born at
Newburg, New York, in October, 1815. He was the
son of a nurseryman, and his tastes early led him to the
study of botany, rural architecture, and kindred pursuits.
About 1841 he published an excellent “Treatise on the
Theory and Practice of Landscape-Gardening,” which
was received as a standard work on the subject of which
it treats.
His “Fruits and Fruit-Trees of America”
(1845) was very successful, and had passed through fourteen editions in 1852.
He also produced a work called
“ Cottage Residences,” and was editor of “ The Horticulturist,” a monthly published at Albany, from 1846
until his death.
He was a passenger on the North River
steamboat Henry Clay on the 28th of July, 1852, and
was drowned while attempting to escape from the burning vessel.
In 1854 a collection of his “Rural Essays”
was published, with a Memoir of the author by George
W. Curtis. As a landscape-gardener Mr. Downing stood
pre-eminent among his countrymen ; and he probably
DQwn'ing,

nad few superiors in

this

department even in Europe.
M.D., an English poet, born

Down'man, (Hugh,)

near Exeter in 1740.
He was a graduate of Baliol ColHe wrote several
lege, and practised medicine at Exeter.
dramas, and “ Infancy, a Poem,” (1774-88,) which ran
through seven editions in his lifetime. Died in 1809.
Dowse, (Richard,) an Irish lawyer, born in 1824.
He became attorney-general for Ireland in 1872, and in
November of thesameyeara baron of the Irish exchequer.
Dowse, douz, (Thomas,) an American book-collector,

He was a
at Charlestown, Massachusetts, in 1772.
leather-dresser by trade, and enjoyed few advantages of
education.
He became the owner of a library of 5000
volumes, which, a short time before his death, he presented to the Massachusetts Historical Society. He also
obtained by lottery a choice collection of engravings aftei
the old masters, which he gave to the Boston Athenaeum.
Died in 1856.

born

Doyen,

dw&'ybN', (Gabriel Franqois,) a French
born in Paris in 1726, was a pupil of

historical painter,

He gained the grand prize of painting in 1746,
studied in Rome about seven years, and returned to Paris,
Vanloo.

where he produced a successful picture of the “ Death
(John,) an English musician, born in or
London in 1562, was a friend of Shakspeare. He of Virginia,” and was admitted into the Academy in 1 758.
composed songs, airs, etc., and wrote several treatises His reputation was increased by the picture of “SainteGenevieve des Ardents,” which is called his master-piece.
on music. Died after 1625.
DQw'ler, (Bennet,) an American physician, born in About 1790 he went to Saint Petersburg, where the
graduated in the Univer- empress Catherine employed him to adorn her palaces.
Ohio county, Virginia, in

DSw'land,

near

1797,

Maryland in 1827. He settled in New Orleans
about 1835, and, by his numerous experiments on the
human body soon after death, made discoveries in relation to muscular contractility, capillary circulation, etc.
Downame. See Downham.
Downe, down, (John,) an eminent English divine,
was a nephew of Bishop Jewel. He published sermons,
(1633,) and other works.
sity of

Died

See

Petersburg in 1806.
Charles Blanc, “Histoire des Peintres.”

in Saint

Doyere,
in

dw&'yaiR', (Louis,) a French naturalist, born
in 1811, has written on anatomy and phy-

Calvados

siology.

Doyle,

doil, (Sir

Charles William,)

a general,

bom

entered the British army about 1793. He distinguished himself in Spain between 1808 and 1812, and
in Ireland,
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obtained the rank of general in the Spanish army. For
his conduct at Valenciennes and Lannois he was made a
knight-commander of the Guelph in 1819. He became
a major-general in 1815, and lieutenant-general in 1837.

Died in 1843.
Doyle, (James,) a learned Irish Catholic priest, born
about 1786, was appointed Bishop of Kildare in 1819.

He

wrote a “ Letter to Daniel O’Connell on the Poorof Ireland,” a “Vindication of the Religious and

Laws

Civil Principles of the Irish Catholics,” (1823,) and
several polemical treatises.
Died in 1834.
See W. J. Fitzpatrick, “Life of Bishop Doyle,” 1862.

Doyle, (Sir John,) a British general, born in Dublin
about 1756. He made several campaigns in America.
In 1796 he was made a colonel, and soon after was
He served as brigadiersecretary-at-war in Ireland.
general in Egypt in 1800. He was made a lieutenantgeneral in 1808, and obtained the rank of full general
several years later.
Died in 1834.
Doyle, (Richard,) an English artist, distinguished
in caricature, was bom in London in 1826.
He was a son
of Mr. Doyle, an artist, whose political sketches, signed
“ H. B.,” obtained much popularity. He contributed
humorous and satirical designs to the London “ Punch ”
for

some

His

years.

skill in

design, and his moral tendied in 1883.

He

dency, are highly praised.

D’Oyly, (George,) D.D., an

English clergyman,
became' rector of Buxted in 1815,
of Lambeth and Sundridge in 1820. He contributed to
the “ London Quarterly Review,” and published several
volumes of sermons. Dr. D’Oyly and the Rev. R. Mant
prepared an annotated Bible, published in 1814 by the
Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge, which had

born

He

in 1778.

Died

a large sale.

in 1846.

Dozy, (Reinhart,)
Leyden
Leyden

in

1820.

a

Dutch

Orientalist,

bora

at

He became

professor of history at
in 1850, and wrote several works which attest
his extensive attainments and critical judgment.
Among
these is “ Researches into the Political and Literary History of Spain during the Middle Ages.”
Died in 188?.
Drabicius, dR?bit'se-hs, (Nikolaus,) a German
visionary or impostor, born in Moravia in 1587, pretended
to be a prophet. He was executed at Presburg in 1671.
Dra'co or Dra'con, [Gr. Apanuv ; Fr. Dracon, dr-ta/kbN',] an Athenian legislator, celebrated for his sanguinary penal code, was archon in the 39th Olympiad, about
624 B.c. He was the author of the first written laws
among the Athenians, and made even the least theft a
capital crime, so that, as Demades remarked, “ his laws
seemed to be written with blood instead of ink.”
See Grote, “History of Greece;” Thirlwall, “History of
Greece;” Carl F. Hermann, “ Disputatio de Dracone Legislature
Attico,” 1849.

Dracon.

See Draco.

Draconites,

(Johann,) a German
1494 ; died in 1566.
Dracontius, dra-kon'she-us, a Latin poet of Spain,
“
wrote a poem called Hexaemeron,” describing the creation of the world.
Died about 450 A.D.
Draeseke. See Draseke.
Draexler-Manfred, dRfiks'ler m Jn'fR§t, (Carl Ferdinand,) a German novelist and poet, born at Lemberg in
1806. Among his novels is “ Gruppen und Puppen,”( 1836.)
Draghi, dRi'gee, (Antonio,) an Italian composer of
dramatic music, born at Ferrara in 1642, was noted for
dRfi-ko-nee't§s,

Lutheran divine, born

prolific talent.

Died
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at Carlstadt in

in 1707.

Drake, (Daniel,) M.D., an American physician and
author, was born at Plainfield, New Jersey, in 1785. He
took the degree of M.D. at the University of Pennsylvania in 1816.
He was connected at different periods with
the schools of medicine in Cincinnati, Lexington, Louisville, and Philadelphia. It was chiefly through his efforts
that the Medical College of Ohio was founded at Cincinnati in 1819.
Dr. Drake was distinguished as a
lecturer.
He edited for many years the “ Western Journal of Medical Science,” published at Cincinnati.
He
was also author of various medical and other works, the
“
most important of which is his Systematic Treatise on
the Principal Diseases of the Interior Valley of North
America, as they appear in the Caucasian, African, Indian, and Esquimaux,” (2 vols. 8vo, 1850-34.)
Died at
Cincinnati in 1852.
See E. D. Mansfield, “ Life of D. Drake,” 1855 S. D. Gross,
“American Medical Biography.”
;

Drake,

Francis,) a celebrated English navigator
in Devonshire about 1540.
After
learning navigation in the coasting-trade, he commanded
a vessel in Sir John Hawkins’s disastrous expedition
to the Spanish Main in 1567, in which he lost all his
property.
In 1570, with a commission from the queen,
he cruised with some success against the Spaniards
in the West Indies.
In 1572 he sailed with two vessels
on a marauding expedition against the Spanish shipping
and settlements of America, from which he returned
next year with prizes of great value.
From the Isthmus
of Darien he had obtained a view of the Pacific Ocean.
With five small vessels, in December, 1577, he embarked
on a buccaneering enterprise to the Pacific through the
Straits of Magellan. He obtained immense treasures by
plunder on the coast of Chili and Peru, and, in the hope of
finding a passage to the Atlantic, sailed northward as far
as 48 degrees north.
Failing in this design, he returned
to San Francisco, and thence steered across the ocean to
the Moluccas, and came home by the Cape of Good Hope
in 1579, having circumnavigated the globe.
Drake was
knighted by Queen Elizabeth, who dined on board his
vessel at Deptford and directed the ship to be preserved
as a monument of his memorable achievement. He was
appointed commander of a fleet in 1587, and sent to
“singe the King of Spain’s beard,” that is, to burn his
ships in the Spanish harbours.
In the port of Cadiz he
burnt, sunk, or captured one hundred vessels destined
for the invasion of England.
In the next year, as viceadmiral, he contributed to the victory of the English
over the Invincible Armada. He was elected to Parliament in 1592. In 1595 an expedition was fitted out
against the West Indies, and the command was divided
between Drake and Hawkins, who disagreed and consequently failed. After losing many men by disease, Drake
died near Puerto Bello in 1595.
See Barrow, “Life, Voyages, etc. of Sir Francis Drake,” 1843
Samuel Clarke, “Life of Sir Francis Drake,” 1671 Campbell,
“Lives of British Admirals;” Motley, “United Netherlands,”
Samuel Johnson, “ Life of Sir Francis Drake,”
vol.
chap. xi.
London, 1767; J. Barrow, “Memoirs of the Naval Worthies of
Queen Elizabeth’s Reign ;” “ Edinburgh Review” for October, 1844.
Drake, (Francis,) an English surgeon and antiquary
of York.
He published “The History and Antiquity of
the City of York,” (1736..) Died in 1770.
Drake, dRi'keh, (Friedrich,) a celebrated German
sculptor, born at Pyrmont in 1805.
He became a pupil
One of his early works, a “ Maof Rauch in Berlin.
purchased
donna and Child,” was
by the Empress of
(Sir

and naval hero, born

—

;

;

ii.

;

Draghi, (Giovanni Battista,) an Italian painter, Russia. His reputation was increased by his allegorical
group of the “Eight Provinces of Prussia,” (1844,) and
born at Genoa; died in 1712.
Dragoncino, dRi-gon-chee'no, (G iovanni Battista,) by marble statues, busts, and statuettes of eminent Germans, among which are the Humboldts, Rauch, Oken,
an Italian poet, flourished about 1500.
Dragonetti, dRfi-go-net'tee, (Luigi,) an Italian liter- and Frederick William III.
Drake, (James,) M.D., an English physician and poary journalist, born at Aquila about 1800.
Dragut, dri'gut, a Turkish corsair, born in Natolia, litical writer, born at Cambridge in 1667. He published
rose to high command in the navy under Barbarossa. in 1702 “The History of the Last Parliament,” and soon
He committed many piracies against the Spaniards and after “ Historia Anglo-Scotica,” which gave great offence
He wrote
Italians, and was once taken prisoner by the Genoese to the Scots and was burnt by the hangman.
admiral Doria, but was liberated after a few years’ deten- several other works in favour of Toryism also a “New
tion.
He gained a victory over the Spaniards at Gerbes System of Anatomy,” a work of merit. Died in 1707.
Drake, (Joseph Rodman,) an American poet, born
in 1560, and was killed at the siege of Malta in 1565.
See Von Hammer, “ Geschichte des Osmanischen Reichs ;” Bran- in the city of New York in August, 1795, was educated
He studied medicine, and mart6mk, “Viede Dragut;” Prescott, “ History of Philip II.,” vol. ii. at Columbia College.
;
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In 1819 he wrote hu- Man,” (8vo, 1856,) and his “ History of the Intellectual
morous and satirical verses which were published in the Development ot Europe,” (1863,) a work which at“Evening Post” under the signature of “Croaker.” He tracted much attention, having been as warmly piaisej
His by some as it was severely criticised by others.
He
was an intimate friend of Fitz-Greene Halleck.
“Thoughts on the Future Civil Policy
principal works are “ The Culprit Fay,” a beautiful ima- also wrote
“
The of America,” (1865,) and a “ History of the American
ginative poem, and the much-admired verses on
American Flag,”* (1819.) He died prematurely in Sep- Civil War,” (2 vols., 1867-68.) He died in January,
ried Sarah Eckford about 1816.

tember, 1820, in New York, leaving one daughter, who
afterwards became the wife of Commodore De Kay.
Halleck wrote a poetical tribute to his memory.
See Griswold, “Poets and Poetry of America;” Duyckinck,
“ Cyclopedia of American Literature.”

Drake, (Nathan,) M.D., an English critic and essayborn at York in 1766. From 1792 until his death he

ist,

practised medicine at Hadleigh, in Suffolk, and produced
literary works, among which are
“Literary Hours,” (1798,) “Essays illustrative of the
Tatler, Spectator, and Guardian,” (1805,) and “Shakspeare and his Times,” (1817.) Of the last, Archdeacon
Nares says, “No work has hitherto appeared in which
so much of agreeable and well-digested information on
this subject will be found, as in this masterly production.
It may be considered as a magnificent temple dedicated
to the genius of Shakspeare.”
He published some professional treatises.
Died in 1836.

numerous excellent

Drake, (Samuel Gardner,) an American writer,
at Pittsfield, New Hampshire, in 1798, became a

born

bookseller in Boston. He published “ Indian Biography,”
(1832,) “The Book of the Indians, or History and Biography of the Indians of North America,” (1833,) and
other works.
Drakenberg, dRi'ken-bgRg', (Christian Jacobsen,)
a Norwegian, remarkable for longevity and strength,
born at Blomsholm in 1626. He served as a common
sailor about fifty years, and was held as a slave by the
Algerines and others about sixteen years. At the age
of one hundred and ten he married, and several years
later was able to perform long journeys on foot.
Died
in 1772,

aged one hundred and

forty-five.

Drakenborch, dRi'ken-boRK',( Arnold,) an eminent

He was educated
Utrecht and Leyden. In 1704 he wrote “ De Praefectis
Urbis,” a treatise on the office of prefect in Rome, by
which he gained a high reputation. In 1716 he became
professor of history and eloquence in Utrecht, where he
remained till his death. He published an edition of
Silius Italicus, and one of Livy, which is a master-piece
of accuracy and erudition. Died in 1747.
See Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”
Dran, Le. See Ledran.
Drant, (Thomas,) D.D., an English divine, known as
the first English metrical translator of Horace, in 1567.
He published sermons and other works. Died about 1578.
Draparnaud, dRf'pf R'no', (Jacques Philippe Raymond,) a French naturalist and linguist, born at MontDutch

scholar, born at Utrecht in 1684.

at

He was professor of natural history at
Montpellier, and wrote many scientific memoirs, some
of which were commended by the Institute of France.
Among his principal works is “The Natural History of
pellier in 1772.

Died

Mollusks.”

in 1805.

See “Biographie M£dicale
Vie de M. Draparnaud,” 1805.

Jacques Poitevin, “Notice sur

1882.
See “North American Review”

Draper,

In 1839 he accepted the chair of chemistry in the University of New York.
He took a prominent part in
establishing the medical department of the New York

for October, 1867.

William,) a British

officer,

born

at

commanded

as colonel at the capture of
Manilla from the Spaniards in 1763. He is best known
by his controversy with Junius, against whom he undertook to defend the Marquis of Granby in 1769. Four of
the letters of Junius were addressed to Draper, who,
being foiled by the keen wit and sarcasm of his oppoBristol in 1721,

endeavoured to provoke him to a duel. The intemperate and somewhat scurrilous letters of Draper are
published with those of his antagonist. Died in 1787.
Drapiez, dRt'pe-i', (Auguste,) a Belgian savant,
born at Brussels in 1790, published several works on
mineralogy and other sciences.
nent,

Draseke or Draeseke,dRa'zeh-keh, (Johann Heinrich Bernhard,) a distinguished German pulpit orator,
born at Brunswick in 1774. He became first preacher
of the cathedral of Magdeburg in 1832.
He published
numerous sermons, and “ Faith, Love, and Hope,” (1813 ;
6th edition, 1834.)

Died

in 1849.

Draud, dRowt, (Georg,) a German
born

Dauernheim

bibliographer,

published “Bibliotheca
Classica,” (1611,) the most complete and methodical
bibliography of printed books that had then appeared.
Died about 1630.
Dray'ton, (Michael,) an English poet, born at Hartshill, in Warwickshire, in 1563.
The events of his early
life are nearly all unknown.
He was patronized in youth
by Sir Walter Aston, and in the decline of life he found
a comfortable home at the seat of the Earl of Dorset.
About 1596 he published historical poems, entitled “The
Barons’ Wars” and “ England’s Heroical Epistles.” His
principal production, “The Poly-Olbion,” (1613,) is
greatly admired, and is regarded as good authority in
reference to English antiquities. It is a poetical description of all the rivers, tracts, mountains, forests, etc. of
Great Britain, with notices of traditions and stories
connected with them. “ Drayton is a sweet poet,” says
Coleridge, “and Selden’s notes to the earlier part of
the
Poly-Olbion’ are well worth your perusal.” He
received the title of poet-laureate in 1626. The next
year he published several short poems, among which is
his admirable “Nymphidia,” a fairy poem. Died in 1631.
“There is probably,” says Hallam, “no poem of this
kind in any other language comparable together in exPoly-Olbion ;’ nor can any
tent and excellence to the
one read a portion of it without admiration for its learned
and highly-gifted author.” (“Introduction to the Literature of Europe.”)
at

in 1573,

‘

‘

Sir S. E. Brydges,
See Johnson, “ Lives of the English Poets
“Imaginative Biography;” Disraeli, “Amenities of Literature ;”

Campbell, “Specimens of the

British Poets.”

Dray'ton, (Percival,) an American naval

la

Dra'per, (Eliza,) Mrs., an English lady, was a friend
and correspondent of Laurence Sterne, who addressed
to her the “Letters of Yorick to Eliza.”
Dra'per, (John William,) M.D., a distinguished
chemist and physiologist, was born at Liverpool in 1811.
He went to America in 1833, and in 1836 graduated at
the medical department of the University of Pennsylvania.

(Sir

officer,

born in South Carolina about 1812, entered the navy
about 1828.
He obtained the rank of commander in
1855, and maintained his loyalty to the Union in the civil
war.
He was promoted to the rank of captain in 1862,
and commanded the monitor Passaic in the attack on
Fort Sumter in April, 1863. He was highly esteemed by
Admiral Farragut, who selected him to command his
flag-ship in his operations against the defences of Mobile
Bay, August, 1864. Died in August, 1865.
Drayton, (William,) a judge, born in South Carolina
in 1733.
He became, after the Revolution, an associate
justice of his native State, and a judge under the Federal
government. Died in 1790.
Drayton, (William,) an American politician, born
in South Carolina.
He was from 1825 to 1833 a representative in Congress.
Originally a Federalist, he was

University in 1841, and was afterwards a professor in that
Professor Draper devoted much attention to
the chemical action of light, and wrote able treatises on
this subject.
He also made numerous contributions to
the “ Edinburgh Scientific Journal.” Among his most
important works are his “ Human Physiology, Statistical the leader of the Union party in the nullification moveand Dynamical, or the Conditions and Course of Life in ment of South Carolina in 1830. He succeeded Nicholas
* The last four lines of “The American Flag” were written by Biddle as president of the United States Bank in 1839.
institution.
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Drayton, (William Henry,) an American patriot
jnd judge, born on Ashley River, in South Carolina, in
1742. He became chief justice of South Carolina in 1776,
and delivered to the grand jury an able charge, which
gave an impulse to the popular cause. He was an active
and prominent member of Congress, when he died suddenly in Philadelphia in 1779, in the thirty-sixth year of

Critical Library of Poitou,” (1754,) which is regarded as
an excellent work, “ Historical and Critical Memoirs and
Anecdotes of France,” (1764,) and “Recreations, Historical, Critical, and Moral,” (1767.)
Died in 1780.

See Ersch, “La France I.ittCraire, ” 5 vols., 1797-1806; LasticSaint-Jal, “Notice sur la Vie et les Ouvrages de J. F. Dreux du
Radier,” 1842.

Dreux et de Br6ze, de, deh dRuh & deh bRYzY,
(Henri Evrard,) Marquis, was grand master of ceremonies when the States-General met in 1 789. An order
See “Encyclopaedia Americana.”
Drebbel, van, vtn dReb'bel, (Cornelis,) a Dutch which he conveyed from the king, that this body should
disperse, provoked a famous reply from Mirabeau. Died
philosopher, born at Alkmaar in 1572. The latter part
in 1829.
of his life was passed in England, where he was patronDrevet, dReh-vY, (Pierre,) an excellent French enized by James I. and is said to have invented an air
graver, born in Lyons in 1664.
After receiving lessons
thermometer and some curious machines. He published,
from Germain Audran, he went to Paris, where he devoted
in Dutch, a work “ On the Nature of the Elements,” and
his talents to portraits. Amonghis best works are porone on “ Quintessence.” He pretended that he had distraits of Louis XIV., Cardinal Ftewry, the dauphin, and
covered a perpetual motion. Died in 1634.
Boileau. He was perhaps unrivalled by any engraver of
See F. Hoefer, “ Histoire de la Chimie.”
his time except his son, who surpassed him. Died in 1739.
and
published by
his age,

left historical

memoirs of the Revolution,

his son, (in 2 vols., 1821.)

Drelincourt, dReh'llN'kooR', (Charles,) an eminent
French Protestant minister, born at Sedan in 1595. He
became minister of Charenton, near Paris, in 1620, and

See Basan, “ Dictionnaire des Graveurs.”

Drevet, (Pierre,) a son and pupil of the preceding,
in Paris in 1697.
He engraved a number of poracquired great popularity as a preacher.
He wrote born
traits, which are master-pieces, and treated subjects of
against the Church of Rome a number of polemical
history with nearly equal success.
His portrait of Bostreatises, which had great influence in confirming his
His work entitled “Consolations
Death” (1651) was translated into
English and German, and often reprinted. He also
published “ Charitable Visits,” etc., (“ Les Visites charitables pour toutes Sortes de Personnes affligees,” 5 vols.,
1669.) His sermons were especially remarkable for their
unction.
Died in Paris in 1669.
See Haag, “La France protestante.
Drelincourt, (Charles,) a son of the preceding, born
in Paris in 1633, was a physician and author of high
reputation.
He took his degree as doctor in 1654, soon
after which he was appointed first physician to the army
of Turenne.
In 1663 he became physician-in-ordinary to
Louis XIV., and in 1668 obtained the chair of medicine
at Leyden.
He was an eloquent and learned writer.
Among his works are “ Prasludium Anatomicum,” (1670,)
and “ Homericus Achilles,” (1693.) He was employed
as physician by William Prince of Orange, and was the
fellow - professors.
against the Fear of

precepter of Boerhaave.

Charles, who was a

He

died in 1697, leaving a son

physician.

See Bayle, “Historical and Critical

Dictionary;”

NicIron,

“Memoires;” “Nouvelle Biographic Gene rale.”

Drelincourt, (Laurent,) a brother of the preceding,
born in Paris in 1626, became minister at Rochelle and
Niort, and was distinguished as a preacher.
He published Sermons, and “Christian Sonnets.” Died in 16S0.
Dren'nan, (William,) M.D., an Irish poet and political writer, born at Belfast in 1754; died in 1820.
Dre-pa'm-us, (Lati'nus Paca'tus,) a poet and orator, born at Bordeaux or Agen, in France, was deputed
to Rome, in 388 a.d., to congratulate Theodosius on his
victory over Maximus, and then pronounced a panegyric
on that emperor, which is still extant. His poems,
which are praised by Ausonius, have not been preserved.
Drepanius Florus. See Florus.
Dresig, dRa'zic, (Sigismond Friedrich,) a German
scholar and writer, born in 1700, lived at Leipsic; died
in 1742.

Rigaud, (1733,) is called his best work. It is
said that he was able to imitate articles of dress and furniture so that the various colours, textures, and other
qualities of those accessories can be recognized by the
least practised eyes. He was a member of the Academy
of Painting.
Died in 1739.
See Basan, “Dictionnaire des Graveurs.”

suet, after

Drew, (Samuel,)

an English writer, born

in

Cornwall

in 1765, was a shoemaker, and supplied the defects of
his education by studying in the intervals of labour.

He

was converted from

life, and joined the
Methodist Church. He published “ The Immateriality
and Immortality of the Soul,” (1802,) which is highly
praised, and other religious works. He became editor of
the “Imperial Magazine” in 1819.
Died in 1833.
See “ Life, Character, and Literary Labours of Samuel Drew,”

by

infidelity in early

his son, 1834.

Drex-e'li-us, [Ger. pron. dR§k-sa'le-us,] (Jeremias,)
a German Jesuit and pulpit orator, born at Augsburg in
Died in 1638.
1581, wrote some ascetic works.
See Ersch und Gruber, “ Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”

Dreyer,

dRl'er,

(Johann Matthias,)

a

Hamburg in 1716; died in 1769.
Dreyschock, dRi'shok, (Alexander,)

German

poet,

born at

born in Bohemia
distinction by his concerts
Europe.
pianist,

a celebrated

He

in 1818.
has acquired
in the principal capitals of

Dreyse, von, fon dRl'zeh, (Johann Nikolaus,) the
inventor of the celebrated “ needle-gun,” was born at
Sommerda, in Prussia, November 20, 1787. He was the
son of a locksmith, and he himself followed the same
Plis attention having been directed to the extratrade.
ordinary clumsiness of the muskets used by the Prussians
at the battle of Jena, he was convinced that, until she
was provided with better arms, his country could never
become a first-rate military power. His invention was
made in the early part of 1828, but was not put to the
proof until the war of 1866. The great improvement of
his gun is his new contrivance for igniting the cartridge,
which is still a secret. Died December 9, 1867.
See “ London Examiner” for September 8, 1866.

Dres'ser, [Lat. Dresse'rus,] (Matthaus,) a learned
professor, born at Erfurt in 1536, was a disciple
of Luther, and studied at Wittenberg. He succeeded
Driander. See Dryander.
Justus Lipsius as professor of history at Jena in 1574.
Dridoens. See Driedo.
In 1581 he became professor of humanities at Leipsic,
Driedo, dRe'do', or Dridoens, dRee'doons, (Jan,) a
where by his influence the Confession of Augsburg was Flemish theologian and prominent adversary of Lutheradopted in the University. He wrote, besides other anism. He was a canon of the church of Louvain, and
Latin works, a “Treatise on Rhetoric,” (1585,) and a
wrote several works, one of which is “On the Writings
“Life of Luther,” (1598.) Died in 1607.
and Doctrines of the Church,” (“ De Scripturis et DogBayle,
“Historical
See
and Critical Dictionary.”
matibus ecclesiasticis.”) Died in 1535.
Dresserus. See Dresser.
See Possevin, “Apparatus Sacer.”
Dressier, dR^s'ler, (Ernst Christoph,) a German
Driesche. See Drusius.
musician and writer of songs, was born at Greussen in
Drink'er, (Anna,) an American poetess, who wrote
under the assumed name of Edith May, was born in
1734 died in 1779.
Dreux du Radier, dRuh dii ri'de-Y, (Jean Fran- Pennsylvania. She published a volume of poems, (1851,)
cois,) a French lawyer and writer, born at Chateauneuf- which were commended by N. P. Willis.
en-Thymerais in 1714. He wrote a “Historical and
See Griswold’s “Female Poets of America.”
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Drivere, dite'vaiR', [Lat. Thrive'rus,] (Jeremias,)
born at Braeckel, in Flanders, in 1504, became professor
of medicine at Louvain.
He wrote many medical works,
besides commentaries on Hippocrates.
Died in 1554.
See P. J. Haan, “Notice sur la Vie de H. Thriverus,” 1846;

Drouet de Maupertuy, dRoo'a' deh mo'p§R'tu-e',
(Jean Baptiste,) a French writer and priest, born in

See Saint-Maurice-Cabany, “ M. M. Drolling, Peintre,” 1851.
Drollinger, dRol'ling-er, (Karl Friedrich,) a German poet, was born at Durlach in 1688. His odes
on “The Immortality of the Soul,” and “On Divine
Providence,” were much admired. Died in 1742.

1844;

Paris in 1650; died in 1730.

Drouet d’Erlon,

dRoo'ci' d§R'I6N',

(Jean Baptiste,)

Count, and Marshal of France, born at Rheims in 1765.
Nic£ron, “ Memories. ”
He entered the army as a private in 1782, served under
Drobisch, dRo'bish, (Moritz Wilhelm,) a German Hoche in 1797, and was made a general of brigade in
philosopher, born in 1802 at Leipsic, where he became 1799. He became a general of division in 1800, and
contributed by a skilful movement to the victory at Jena,
professor of mathematics in 1842.
Drolling, dRo'klN' or dRol'ling, (Martin,) a French (1806.) In March, 1815, he was arrested on a charge
painter, born at Oberbergheim (Haut-Rhin) in 1752. He of being an accomplice of Lefebvre-Desnouettes in his
painted familiar scenes, interiors, etc. with success, and design to seize the Bourbon family, and in the ensuing
was a good colorist. Died in 1817.
June he was created a peer by Napoleon, for whom he
Drolling, (Michel Martin,) a skilful historical commanded a corps at Waterloo. He passed ten years
painter, son of the preceding, born in Paris in 1786. He in exile, returned to France in 1825, and was restored to
gained the first prize in 1810 for a picture of “The Wrath his rank in the army in 1830. He was chosen Governorof Achilles.” Among his best productions is “ Orpheus General of Algeria in 1834, and obtained the rank of
losing Eurydice,” (1817.)
He also painted many por- marshal in 1843. Died in 1844.
traits.
Died in 1851.
See “ Notice sur la Vie militaire de Drouet d’Erlon,” by himself,

See Buxtorf, “ Brevis Historia Vite
1742

;
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Lexikon.”

Dro'mon,

[A po/iCrv,] an Athenian comic poet, lived
the fourth century b.c.
Drooch-Sloot, dRoK'sldt, (J. C.,) a Dutch painter,
born at Gorcum about 1600. Among his works are
in

views of Holland and of village

festivals.

Drossander, dRos-sin'der, (Anders,) a Swedish
physician and philosopher, born at Upsal in 1648.
He
wrote several scientific works. Died in 1696.
See “ Biographie Mddicale.”
Drost, dRost, a skilful Flemish painter, and a pupil
of Rembrandt, was living in 1670.
Droste-Hiilshoff, von, fon dRos'teh hiils'hof, (Annette Elisabeth,) a German lyric poetess, born near
Munster in 1798; died in 1848.
Droste zu Vischering, von, fon dRos'teh tsoo
fish'er-ing, (Clemens August,) Freiherr, a German
Catholic prelate, born near Minister in 1773. He be-

came Archbishop

of Cologne in 1835. Died in 1845.
See Stoeveken, “C. A. Droste zu Vischering in seinem Leben,”

“ Nouvelle Biographie Gdnerale.”

Drouineau,

dRoo'e'no', (Gustave,) a French dramaand novelist, born at La Rochelle in 1800. He produced “Rienzi,” (1826,) a tragedy, and “Ernest,” (1829,)
a novel, both of which were popular.
About 1830 he
became one of the editors of the “Constitutionnel.” He
was author of other dramas and tales. Died in 1835.
Drouot, dRoo'o', (Antoine,) Count, an able French
general of artillery, born at Nancy in 1774. He fought
as captain at Hohenlinden in 1800, and gave proof of
courage and skill at Wagram, (1809,) and at Borodino,
For his conduct at Lutzen and Bautzen, (1813,)
(1812.)
where he commanded the artillery of the imperial guard,,
he was made a general of division and aide-de-camp to
Napoleon, whom he followed to Elba, of which he was
chosen governor. He was at the side of Napoleon at
the battle of Waterloo, June, 1815, soon after which he
was commandant of the imperial guard at Paris. After
the restoration he lived as a private citizen.
Died in
“France was astonished in 1814 to learn,” says
1847.
C. Hequet, “that she had possessed for a long time the
best officer of artillery in Europe.” (“Nouvelle Biographie Generale.”) He was surnamed by Napoleon “the
sage of the grand army,” (“le sage de la grande armee.”)
tist

See J. Nollet-Fabert, “ Biographie du Gdndral Drouot,” 1850
Henri Le Page, “ Le General Drouot,” 1847 Lacordaire, “ filoge
du General Drouot,” 1847.
;

;

Drouyn de Lhuys, dRoo'iN' deh lii-e', (Edouard,)
Drouais, dRoo'i', (Hubert,) a French painter, born a French diplomatist and minister of state, was born
in Normandy in 1699, was a grandfather of Jean Ger- in Paris in 1805.
He became in 1833 charge-d’affaires
main, noticed below. He excelled in portraits. Died at at the Hague, where he gave proof of high diplomatic
Paris in 1767.
ability.
In 1840 he was appointed director of commerDrouais, J ean Germain,) an eminent F rench painter, cial affairs in the ministry of foreign affairs. He was
born in Paris in 1763, was the son of Henri Drouais, a brought into frequent contact with Guizot, whose policy
portrait-painter, who died in 1775.
In 1780 he be- he disapproved. As a member of the Chamber of Depucame a pupil of David. About the age of twenty-one ties, he voted against the ministry in 1845, an <3 was dishe gained by a unanimous vote the grand prize of the missed from office. He was elected to the National
Academy by his picture of the “ Woman of Canaan at Assembly in 1848, and became minister of foreign affairs
the Feet of Christ,” which established his reputation. in the first cabinet of President Louis Napoleon.
In
He then went to Rome, where he painted “ Marius at June, 1849, he was sent as ambassador to London. He
Minturnae,” and died prematurely in 1788. Goethe, in was a conservative member of the National Assembly in
one of his works, expresses his admiration of the last- 1851, and again became foreign minister in July, 1852.
His diplomatic letters on the occasion of the estabnamed picture.
Fie
See Chaussard, “Notice sur Drouais;” Nagler, “Neues All- lishment of the empire added to his reputation.
gemeines Kunstler-Lexikon.”
represented France at the Conference of Vienna in
at
the
close of which he retired from office because
Drouet, dRoo'i', (Etienne,) a French editor and 1855,
compiler, born in Paris in 1715.
He published the last he differed from his colleagues on the Eastern question.
and best edition of Moreri’s Dictionary, (10 vols., 1759,) In October, 1862, he was again appointed minister of
and a new edition of Lenglet-Dufresnoy’s “ Method for foreign affairs. He was removed from this office about
the Study of History,” (15 vols., 1772.) Died in 1779.
Sept., 1866. From the year 1870 he retired from politics
Drouet, (Jean Baptiste,) a French revolutionist, and occupied himself with agriculture. Died in 188 1.
born at Sainte-Menehould in 1763, was the son of the
Drovetti, dRo-vet'tee, (Bernardino,) an Italian anpostmaster of that town. He acquired notoriety by his tiquary, born at Leghorn in 1775. He was consul in
agency in the arrest of Louis XVI. at Varennes in 1791. Egypt, where he formed two rich collections of antique
In 1792 he was elected a member of the Convention, in objects. The King of France purchased one of these
which he voted for the death of the king and the destruc- collections for 250,000 francs. Died in 1852.
tion of the Girondists.
Soon after Bonaparte obtained
Droysen, dRoi'zen, (Johann Gustav,) a German
the chief power, Drouet was appointed sub-prefect of historian, born at Treptow, in Pomerania, in 1808.
He
Sainte-Menehould. In 1807, as he gave him the cross of obtained the chair of history at Kiel in 1840, before which
the legion of honour, the emperor said to him, “You he had been professor in Berlin. In 1851 he became
have changed the face of the world.” Died in 1824.
professor of history at Jena.
His “ History of Prussian
etc., 1846.

(

See Thiers, “ History of the French Revolution.”
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Drummond, (James,) Earl of Perth, was appointed
He has also
1855) is called his most important work.
published a “ History of Alexander the Great,” (1833,) a lord chancellor of Scotland in 1684. He was a cruel per“ History of Hellenism,” (“ Hellenismus,” 2 vols., 1836- secutor of the Covenanters. On the expulsion of James
Died in 1716.
43,) and a “Life of Field-Marshal Graf York von War- II. from the throne he was exiled.
Drummond, (Maurice,) the ancestor of the Scottish
tenburg,” (1851.)
“
See Brockhaus, Conversations-Lexikon.”
family of that name, was a grandson of Andrew, King
Droz, dRo, (Francois Xavier Joseph,) a French of Hungary. He was a resident of England at the Norwriter and moralist, born at Besanc^on in 1773. He served man conquest, (1066,) and he followed Edgar Atheling
in the republican army from 1792 to 1796, and became to Scotland about 1068, and was made seneschal of
a resident of Paris in 1803. After several unsuccessful Lennox. Annabella Drummond, his descendant, was
attempts as an author, he published in 1806 an “Essay married to Robert III., King of Scotland.
Drummond, (Robert Hay,) a British prelate, born
on Happiness,” (“ Essai sur l’Art d’etre heureux,”)
which was received with more favour. He became a in London in 1711, was the second son of the Earl of
contributor to several journals. In 1824 he gained the Kinnoul, and a grandson of Harley, Earl of Oxford. In
Montyon prize for his treatise “ On Moral Philosophy,” 1737 he was appointed chaplain-in-ordinary to George II.
and in the next year was admitted to the French Acad- He became Bishop of Saint Asaph in 1748, of Salisbury
emy. His “ History of the Reign of Louis XVI.” (3 in 1761, and Archbishop of York in the same year.
Some of his sermons have been published. Died in 1 776.
vols., 1839-42) is esteemed his most important work.
His son Robert became ninth Earl of Kinnoul.
mild solemnity of tone,” says Sainte-Beuve, “was
See Chambers, “Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen.”
the habitual rhythm of his thoughts.” In conjunction
Drummond, (Thomas,) Captain, known as the inwith Picard, he wrote “Memoirs of Jacques Fauvel,”
(1823,) which is represented as a Gil Bias less witty but ventor of the “ Drummond Light,” was born in Edinmore moral than that of Le Sage. He became in 1832 burgh in 1797. In 1813 he entered, as cadet, Woolwich
a member of the class of Moral and Political Sciences Military Academy, where he displayed superior talents
for mathematics and mechanics.
in the Institute.
Died in 1850.
He became one of the
See F. A. Mignet, “Notice historique sur la Vie de M. Droz,” royal engineers, and was employed in the trigonometrical
1852; Sainte-Beuve, “Causeriesdu Lundi.”
survey of Scotland about 1824, when he conceived the
Droz, dRo, (Henri Louis,) a son of Pierre Jacquet, idea of using the incandescence of lime, instead of the
noticed below, born in 1752, inherited his mechanical argand lamp, for rendering distant stations visible. The
and inventive talent. He produced an automaton in experiment was very successful. In 1825 he invented the
the form of a girl, which played tunes on the harpsichord heliostat, and, through the influence of Lord Brougham,
and at the end of the performance would rise and salute received a pension of ^300 a year. In 1835 he was made
the company. He also made artificial hands. He lived under-secretary for Ireland.
Died in 1840.
See Chambers, “ Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen,”
some years at Geneva, where he was much esteemed
(Supplement.)
for his character as well as his talents.
Died in 1791.
Drummond, (William,) of Hawthornden, an emiDroz, (Jules Antoine,) a sculptor, a son of Pierre
He
Jean, noticed below, was born in Paris in 1807. Among nent Scottish poet, born of a noble family in 1585.
his works are the marble statues of Winter and Summer studied civil law at Bourges, in France, but soon renounced that profession for literature. In 1610 his father,
which adorn the palace of the Luxembourg.
Droz, (Pierre Jacquet,) a skilful mechanician and Sir John, died, and left him his beautiful seat at Hawwatchmaker, born in Neufchatel in 1721. He improved thornden, remarkable for picturesque scenery. He was
the pendulum by using two metals of unequal expansi- of a melancholy temperament, and inclined to retirement.
In 1619 Ben Jonson performed a journey of several hunbility, and made a writing automaton which displayed
dred miles for the purpose of visiting Drummond, who
great ingenuity. Died in 1790.
Droz, (Pierre Jean,) a Swiss engraver of coins and has preserved some curious and famous notes of the
medals, born at Chaux-de-Fond in 1746. He settled in conversation which passed between them. These were
Paris in 1766, and invented a method to engrave stamps published after his death, and are perhaps more known
for the coinage of money with celerity.
About 1790 Watt and read than any of his works. Drummond has been
and Boulton took him into their service, and his skill censured for leaving these notes and betraying the conwas exercised in the fabrication of English coins. He fidence of his guest ; but his friends say he aid not intend
returned to France, and during the empire was the chief them for publication. Southey represents Drummond as
engraver of public medals and coins. His portraits of the first Scottish poet who wrote well in English. Among
his most admired productions are “ The River Forth
Napoleon are praised. Died in 1823.
Druey, dRii'l', (Charles,) a Swiss politician, born Feasting,” “The Praise of a Solitary Life,” and his sonabout 1800, was a leader of the radicals, or the party of nets. “ The sonnets of Drummond,” says Hallam, “ are
progress. In 1845 he was chosen president of the pro- polished and elegant, free from conceit and bad taste,
visional government formed after the resignation of the in pure, unblemished English.” In his forty-fifth year he
council of state.
Under the new constitution adopted married Elizabeth Logan. Died in December, 1649.
See P. Cunningham, “Life of W. Drummond;” Chambers,
in 1848, he was one of the chiefs of the executive power.
“ Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen Campbell," SpeciDied in 1855.
mens of the British Poets :” “Retrospective Review,” vol. ix., 1824;
Drumann, dRoo'mfin, (Karl Wilhelm,) a German “ Encyclopaedia Britannica.”
historian and philologist, born near Halberstadt in 1786,
Drummond, (Sir William,) of Logie Almond, a
became professor of philology at Konigsberg in 1817. British scholar and ingenious writer, was returned to
His capital work is a “History of Rome,” (“Geschichte Parliament for Saint Mawes in
1795, and a few years later
Roms,” 6 vols., 1834-44,) which is highly commended. was minister to Naples. About 1 802 he was ambassador

“A

Died

in 1861.

Driimelor Druemel, dRii'mel, (Johann Heinrich,)
a German writer, born at Nuremberg in 1707 diedin 1770.
Drum'mond, (Alexander,) a British traveller, who
was consul at Aleppo in 1744, and published “ Travels in
Germany, Greece, and Asia,” (1754.) Died in 1769.
;

Drum'mond,

(George,) a Scottish

officer, noted for
in 1687.
fought against the
Pretender at Sheriffmuir in 1715.
was chosen lord
provost of Edinburgh in 1725 and at several subsequent

public

spirit,

periods.

was born

The Royal

He
He

Infirmary of Edinburgh was founded

by his efforts in 1736. Died in 1766.
See Chambers, “ Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen.”

chiefly

Drum'mond, (Henry,) M.P., an English writer on
theology and politics, born in 1786. He was a disciple
of Edward Irving.
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to the Ottoman Porte.
He published, besides other
works, a good translation of Persius’s Satires, (1798,)
“Academical Questions,” (1805,) “Odin,” a poem, and
“ Origines, or Remarks on the Origin of Several Empires,
States, and Cities,” (4 vols., 1824-29,) a critical work of
considerable merit. Died at Rome in 1828.
See Chambers, “ Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen

“ Edinburgh Review”

for

October, 1805;

11

Encyclopaedia Britannica.

Drum'mond de Mel'fort, (Louis

Hector,) Count

of, born in 1726, was the descendant of Maurice Drummond, noticed above. He served with distinction in
the French armies as colonel, inspector-general, and
lieutenant-general.
He published in 1776 a valuable
“Treatise on Cavalry.” Died in 1788.

Dru'ry, (Drew,) an English naturalist, published a
work on entomology called “ Illustrations of Natural
y,
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History,” (1770,) which was commended by Linnaeus
and others. “The exquisite work of Drury,” says Sir
James Edward Smith, “ displays the complete insect in
a degree of perfection that leaves nothing to be desired.”
Died in 1804.
Drury, (Rev. Joseph,) an English scholar, born in
London in 1750, was head-master of Harrow from 1785
to 1805. Lord Byron, who was his pupil, has expressed
in his works gratitude and respect for him. Died in 1834.
Drury, (Robert,) an English sailor, born about 1687.
He was shipwrecked in 1702 on the coast of Madagascar, where he was kept a captive fifteen years.
He returned to England and published (1722) a journal of his
adventures, and an account of Madagascar, regarded as

patronus of the senate, which at that period was involved
in a contest with the equites respecting the judicial
power. In 91 b.c. he was chosen tribune of the people,
whose favour he gained by largesses and agrarian laws.
The consul Philippus was arrested by his order, and
the senate voted that the laws of Drusus were null. He
became the leader of a conspiracy or party which designed to give the right of citizenship to the Italiotes
and to make other changes. He was assassinated by an
unknown hand in 91 or 90 b.c.
See Niebuhr, “ History of Rome ;” Cicero, “ Brutus,” “

De Offi-

“De Bello Civili;” Bemmel,
M. L. Drusis Patre et Filio,” 1826.
Cae'sar,
(see'zar,)
sometimes
called Drusus
Dru'sus
Junior, a son of the emperor Tiberius, married Livia, a
authentic.
Dru-sil'la, a daughter of Herod Agrippa, King of sister of Germanicus. His character was depraved by
Judea, became the wife of Felix, the Roman governor cruelty and other vices. Died in 23 a.d., from poison.
See Tacitus, “Annals.”
of Judea.
She was present when Saint Paul preached
Druth'mar'or dRoot'mfr', (Christian,) a monk and
before Felix, in 60 A.D.
(See Acts xxiv. 24.) Tacitus
says that Drusilla the wife of Felix was a granddaughter grammarian, who lived at Corbie, France, about 850 a.d.
Dry'ad, [Gr. 6pva(, plural dpuudcf, (from dpiif, an “ oak”
of the famous Cleopatra.
Drusilla, (Livia.) See Livia Drusilla.
or any “ tree ;”) Lat. Dry'ades ; Fr. Dryades, dRe'td'.]
Drusius, dRii'se-us, (Jan,) a Flemish Protestant The dryads, in classic mythology, were nymphs or godscholar and eminent biblical critic, whose proper name desses presiding over woods and groves. The Ham'awas Van den Driesche, (dRees'keh,) was born at Oude- dry'ads [from the Greek apa, “ together with”] were
narde in 1550.
He professed Oriental languages at supposed to be attached to some particular tree, with
Oxford, in England, from 1572 to 1576, and obtained a which they lived and died.
similar chair at

Leyden

in 1577.

He

was professor of

ciis,”

and “Pro Milone;” Afpian,

“Dissertatio de

See “Biographie Universelle,” (Partie mythologique.)

Hebrew

at Franeker from 1585 until his death, in 1616.
Dryades. See Dryad.
wrote commentaries on Scripture, and several treatDryander, dRe-fin'der, (Johann,) or Eiclimann, Tk'ises on grammar, one of which is a Hebrew Grammar, m&n, a German astronomer, born at Wetteren, in Hesse.
entitled “ Grammatica Linguae sanctae nova.”
He published esteemed works, among which are “De
See Abel Curiander, “Vita J. Drusii,” 1618; Bayle, “His- Cylindro” and “The Terrestrial Globe.” Died in 1560.
torical and Critical Dictionary.”
Dryander, dRe-Sn'der, (Jonas,) a Swedish naturalist,
Drusius, (Jan,) a son of the preceding, born at Ley- born in 1748, was a pupil of Linnaeus. About 1780 he
den in 1588, was a prodigy of learning and of precocity. removed to England, where he made an excellent CataAt the age of nine he could read Hebrew without points, logue of Sir Joseph Banks’s Library, (1798.) He wrote
and at seventeen he addressed the King of England in some botanical treatises, and was one of the founders
a Latin oration. Scaliger thought he excelled his father of the Linnaean Society. Died in London in 1810.
in Hebrew.
Died in 1609.
See Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”
Dru'sus, a Roman prince, was the second son of
Dry'den, (Charles,) the eldest son of the great poet,
Germanicus and Agrippina, and a brother of the emperor was educated as a Catholic. In 1692 he obtained an
Caligula.
His disposition, according to Tacitus, was office in the palace of Pope Clement XI., but resigned
violent and unruly.
He appears to have been a victim it to his brother John, and returned to England. He
of the ambitious intrigues of Sejanus. Having been was the author of some fugitive poems.
He was
condemned to death by the senate, he was confined by drowned, while swimming in the Thames, in 1704.
Tiberius, who permitted him to die by starvation in
Dryden, (John,) a celebrated English poet, born at
33 a.d.
Aldwinckle, in Northamptonshire, on the 9th of August,
Drusus, (Claudius Nero,) a Roman general, born 1631. He was the eldest son of Erasmus Driden, a rigid
38 B.C., was the son of Tiberius Claudius Nero and Puritan of gentle birth. After passing under the disciLivia, whose second husband was the emperor Augustus. pline of Dr. Busby at Westminster, he entered Trinity
He married Antonia, the daughter of Mark Antony. In College, Cambridge, in 1650. He left college in 1657,
the year 13 B.C. he commanded an army on the Rhine, and became a citizen of London. One of his first poetic
and defeated several German tribes. Horace composed essays was “ Heroic Stanzas on the Death of Cromwell,”
an admired ode in honour of this victory, (lib. iv. 4.) In (1658,) of whom he was at that time an admirer. He
the ensuing campaigns he extended his conquests as far hailed with alacrity the restoration of 1660, in a poem
as the Elbe, after which the senate gave him the surname named “ Astraea Redux.” In 1662 he produced his first
Germanicus. He died at the age of thirty, leaving a drama, “ The Wild Gallant,” which did not make much
fair reputation for talents and virtue. The emperor Tibe- impression on the public mind.
About 1663 he married
rius was his brother.
It is said that Augustus intended Lady Howard, the daughter of the Earl of Berkshire. In
to give a portion of the empire to Dtusus, who was born 1667 appeared his “Annus Mirabilis,” or “Year of Wona few months after the marriage of the former with ders,” and a tragi-comedy entitled “ The Indian EmpeDrusus left two sons, Germanicus, and Claudius ror.” He succeeded Davenant as poet-laureate in 1668,
Livia.
who became emperor.
and published his excellent prose “ Essay on Dramatic
See Dion Cassius, books xlviii. and liv.
Tacitus, “Annals;” Poesy,” which entitled him, as Dr. Johnson observed, to
”
Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.
be considered the father of English criticism. He afterDrusus, (Marcus Livius,) a Roman tribune, was a wards produced many successful comedies and tragedies,
colleague of Caius Gracchus in the tribuneship in 122 among which are “Marriage a-la-Mode,” “All for Love,”
b.c. The senate, alarmed at the innovations of Gracchus,
(1678,) “ Aurengzebe,” and “Don Sebastian,” (1690.)
procured the election of Drusus because he was popular His dramas are eminent examples of genius perverted,
and eloquent, in order to undermine the influence of and abound in passages of disgusting indecency. He
Gracchus. Drusus founded many colonies, and courted also acquired great celebrity in satire and in lyric poetry.
the popular favour with success, at the same time pro- His “Absalom and Achitophel” (1681) is a poetical satire
moting the interests of the optimates. He was chosen against the party of which Lord Shaftesbury was the
consul for 112B.C., obtained Macedonia as his province, master-spirit and the Duke of Monmouth the nominal
and defeated the Thracian Scordisci.
head. It had a prodigious success. In reference to
See Plutarch, “Caius Gracchus;” Livy, “Epitome,” book this poem, Hallam remarks, “ The spontaneous ease of
“History
lxiii.
Niebuhr,
of Rome.”
expression, the rapid transitions, the general elasticity
Drusus, (Marcus Livius,) a son of the preceding, and movement, have never been excelled.” About 1686
and uncle of Cato Uticensis, was called Drusus Junior. he avowed himself a convert to the Roman Catholic
He was an ambitious politician, and a champion or Church, which was then favoured at court, and wrote
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DRTDEN
“

The Hind and

the Panther,” an allegory in verse. The
the controversy between the Romish Church
(the Hind) and the Church of England, represented by
the Spotted Panther.
In the latter part of his life he gradually ceased to
write for the stage, and acquired with a purer taste a
more natural style. “ He had turned his powers in a
new direction,” says Macaulay, “ with success the most
splendid and decisive. I Iis taste had gradually awakened
his creative faculties.
The first rank in poetry was beyond his reach, but he secured the most honourable
place in the second.
His command of language was
immense. With him died the secret of the old poetical
diction of England,
the art of producing rich effects
subject

is

.

.

.

—

by familiar words.

.

.

.

Dryden was an incomparable

reasoner in verse.”
Among his later productions are translations of Juvenal
and Virgil, (1697,) and the celebrated “Ode for Saint
Cecilia’s Day,” (about 1700,) which Macaulay pronounces
“his greatest work, and a master-piece of the second
class of poetry.”
Some critics esteem it the finest ode
“ His translation of Virgil,” says Pope,
in the language.
“ is the most noble and spirited translation I know in
any language.” Brougham speaks of his prose as “the
matchless prose of Dryden, rich, various, natural, animated, pointed,” etc. He died on the 1st of May, 1700,
and was buried in Westminster Abbey.
Sir Walter Scott, “ Life
See Johnson, “ Lives of the Poets
of Dryden,” prefixed to an edition of Dryden’s works, 18 vols., 1808
“
“
Macaulay, Essays,” articles Dryden” and “Comic Dramatists
also, “ History of England,” vol. ii. chap,
of the Restoration

and vol. iv. chap. xx. Malone, “Life of Dryden;” Villem ain, “ Tableau de la Literature au dix-huitieme Siede Prof. John
Wilson, “Critique on Dryden,” in “Blackwood’s Magazine” for
February, March, and April, 1845 “Edinburgh Review” for July,
1855; “Retrospective Review,” vol. i., 1820 “Fraser’s Magazine”
for August, 1854, and August, 1865; “Westminster Review” for
vii.
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that city in the legislature of Pennsylvania.
He was the
legal adviser of Stephen Girard, whose last will he wrote
in 1831.
was appointed secretary of the treasury in

He

January or June, 1833, and was ordered by President
Jackson to remove the deposits of public money from
the Bank of the United States.
Having refused to
comply with this order, he was removed from office in
September, 1833. He passed the rest of his life as a
private citizen.
He published “The Law of Nations
Investigated in a Popular Manner,” (1809.)
Died in
Philadelphia in 1865.

Duaren.

Duarte

See Douaren.

King of Portugal. See Edward.
Duault, dii'o', (Franqois Marie Guillaume,) a
French poet, born at Saint-Malo in 1757, translated
“The Vicar of Wakefield,” and wrote elegiac poems
which are commended. Died in 1833.
Dubaii, dii'bbN', (FElix Louis Jacques,) a French
architect, and member of the Institute, born in Paris
about 1798. He finished the Palace of Fine Arts, commenced by Debret, and was chosen architect of the
Louvre in 1848.
Du Bartas. See Bartas.
Dubayet. See Aubert du Bayet.
Dubellay. See Bellay.
Dubeux, dii'buh', (Louis,) an Orientalist, born of
French parents in Lisbon about 1795. He wrote a work
entitled “Persia,” (“La Perse,” 1841,) and became professor of

I.,

Turkish

Dtibner

man

or

philologist,

;

Justin, (1831.)

in Paris in 1848.

Duebner,

diib'ner, (Friedrich,) a Gerborn in 1802, published an edition of
He afterwards edited for Firmin Didot’s

“ Bibliotheca Grreca ” several authors, among whom are
Arrian and Maximus of Tyre. Died in 1867.
Duboccage. See Boccage.
Dubois, dii'bwi', (Antoine,) an eminent French surApril, 1855.
geon
and physician, born at Gramat (Lot) in 1756. He
Dryden, (John,) son of the preceding, born about
was
chosen royal professor in the School of Surgery in
He translated the 14th Satire for his father’s ver1668.
sion of Juvenal, and wrote a comedy, “The Husband his Paris in 1790, and in 1802 surgeon-in-chief of the hospital
which bears his name, the Hospice Dubois. Pie possessed
own Cuckold,” (1696.) Died at Rome in 1701.
Erasmus Henry, the third son of the great poet, in- rare sagacity and dexterity, and was regarded by the
He
herited the title of baronet from a kinsman of his father, French as one of the first physicians of Europe.
attended the empress Maria Louisa on the occasion of
and died in 1710.
Drys'dale, (John,) D.D., a Scottish divine and elo- the birth of her son. His medical principles have been
quent preacher, born at Kirkaldy in 1718. In 1766 he published by several of his pupils. Died in 1837.
See “Nouvelle Biographie Generate. ”
was appointed one of the ministers of the Tron Church
Died in 1788. His sermons were pubDubois, du-bois' or dii'bw2', (Edward,) an English
in Edinburgh.
satirical writer, born about 1775, published, besides other
lished in 1793.
See Chambers, “ Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen.” works, “The Wreath,” (1799,) an edition of Boccaccio’s
“Decameron,” (in English, 1804,) and “My PocketDschaafar.
See
Mansoor.
Dschafer or
Book,” a satire, (1807.) Died in 1850.
Dscliami. See Jamee.
Dubois, (Franqois,) a French painter of history,
Dschelian- or Dschahan-Gliir. See Jahan-Geer.
born in Paris in 1790. He gained the grand prize in
Dschelal-Eddin. See Jelal-ed-Deen.
Dschemschid. See Jemsheed.
1819, and a first-class medal in 1831.
Dubois, (Franqois Noel,) a French botanist, born
Dschengis. See Jengis Khan.
died in 1824.
at Orleans in 1752
D3chihan-Ghir. See Jahan-Geer.
Dubois, (FrEdEric,) an able French medical writer,
Dschingis. See Jengis Khan.
Duali- (or Douali-) al-Basree, (or -Basri,) doo-21'e born at Amiens about 1796, succeeded Pariset in 1847 as
perpetual secretary of the Academy of Medicine, Paris.
21 bis'ree, written alsoDueli- (Doueli-) and Duwali-elBasri, Abool-(or Abu-1-) Aswed-Z&lim- (or Sdlim-) Among his works is a “ Treatise on General Pathology,”
;

;

;

(

Ibn- Amroo-Ibn-Sofydn,

2'bbol

2.s'

wed

zd'lim Ib’n

(2 vols., 1837.)

Dubois, (FrEdEric,) a Swiss naturalist and traveller,
2m'rdo Tb’11 so-fe-in',) an eminent Arabian grammarian
and miser, born at Bassora (Basra) about 600 A.D., (or born in 1798, published “Travels in the Crimea, Colchis,
630, according to some authorities ;) died at the age of and Georgia,” and became professor of archaeology at
Neufchatel in 1843. Died in 1849.
eighty-two.
Dubois, (Girard,) a French priest, born at Orleans
See Hammer-Purgstai.l, “ Literaturgeschichte der Araber;”

bn-Kh allikan, “ Biographical Dictionary. ”
Du-ane', (William,) an American politician, born
near Lake Champlain, New York, in 1760. He learned
the trade of printer, and went to India about 1784.
He
afterwards passed several years in England. Having returned to the United States about 1795, he became editor
of “The Aurora,” a Democratic paper which was published at Philadelphia, and acquired much influence.
I

edited “The Aurora” for many years. Died in 1835.
Parton, in his “Life of Jackson,” says that “Jackson
formed a very high idea of his character and talents.”

He

Du-ane', (William J.,) an eminent lawyer and statesman, born at Clonmel, Ireland, in 1780, was a son of the
preceding.
He was admitted to the bar in 1803, and
About 1821 he represented
practised in Philadelphia.
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in 1628, wrote, in Latin,
Paris.”
Died in 1696.

a “ History of the Church of

Dubois, (Guillaume,) a French troubadour, surnamed Cretin, wrote a “ History of France” in French
verse,

in manuscript.)

(still

was published

in 1527.

A

collection of his songs,

Died

in 1525.
See Longfellow’s “Poets and Poetry of Europe.”

etc.

Dubois, (Guillaume,)

a French cardinal and minis-

Limousin, in
In the reign of Louis XIV. he was appointed
(afterwards
Duke of
preceptor to the Due de Chartres,
Orleans and Regent of France,) whose favour he gained
by pandering to his baser passions and appetites. The
appointment of his pupil to the regency in 1715 favoured
the ambitious designs of Dubois, who was then made a
ter of state,

born

at Brive-la-Gaillarde, in

1656.
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councillor of state, although the regent’s mother entreated
him not to employ one whom she stigmatized as a most
arrant knave.
He displayed great address and astuteness in political intrigues, and had an important part in
the triple alliance of 1717.
Soon after this he became
minister of foreign affairs, and, in spite of his scandalous
life, Archbishop of Cambray.
After much opposition, he
obtained a cardinal’s hat in 1721, and was made prime
minister the next year.
He exiled all who resisted his
will, and he retained power until his death in 1725.
“
See Saint-Simon,
Memoires
Duclos, “ Memoires secrets sur
les Regnes de Louis XIV et XV
Paul Lacroix, “Memoires du
Cardinal Dubois,” 4 vols., 1829.

Dubois de Jancigny, dii'bwi' deh zhfiN'si-n'ye',
(Adolphe Philibert,) a French writer, a son of Jean
Baptiste Dubois, noticed above, was born in Paris in 1795.
He spent many years in British India, and was sent on
a mission to China in 1841.
He wrote several books on
India, China, etc. Two of these, namely, “ India,” (1845,)
and “China and the Birman Empire,” (1850,) form part
of Firmin Didot’s series entitled “L’Univers.”

Dubois

[Lat. Syl'vius] de la Boe, dii'bwfi' deh IS
(Franciscus,) a German or Dutch physician, of

bo'h',

French extraction, eminent for learning and eloquence,
was born at Hanau in 1614. He practised about fifteen
years at Amsterdam, and obtained the chair of practical
Dubois, [Lat. Syl'vius,] (Jacques,) a learned French medicine at Leyden in 1658. He gave an impulse to
on
physician, born at Amiens in 1478.
He lectured
the study of chemistry by his zeal and eloquence. “ It
medicine in Paris, and in 1550 became a professor of is to Dubois,” says Fournier, “that we owe the first
medicine in the College Royal. He wrote several able idea of clinic instruction and the initiative in the study
professional treatises.
Died in 1555.
of pathologic anatomy.”
He published several works,
See Rene Moreau, “Vita Sylvii,” prefixed to an edition of his among which is “ Disputationum Medicarum decas,”
works; Bayle, “Historical and Critical Dictionary.”
Died
in
1672.
(1663.)
Dubois, (Jean,) a Flemish or French medical writer,
See £loy, “ Dictionnaire historique de la Medecine.”
born at Lille died at Douai in 1576.
Dubois-Fontanelle, dii'bwit' ffiN'ti'nSl', (Jean GasDubois, (Jean,) a French sculptor, born at Dijon in pard,) a French dramatist and litterateur, born at GrenoDied ble in
1626, was a grandfather of the poet Alexis Piron.
died in 1812. His drama of “Ericie,” against
;

at Dijon in 1694.

Dubois, (Jean Antoine,) Abb£,

a French missionary,

who laboured many

years in Hindostan, was born in
wrote, in English, “The Character, Manners, Customs, and Institutions of the People
of India,” which was published by the East India Company in 1816. It is said to be one of the best works on
that subject.
Died in Paris in 1848.
Dubois, (Jean Baptiste,) a French writer, born in
Burgundy in 1753, resided for a time in Poland, where
he became a councillor at court. Having returned to
Paris, he became the friend and assistant of Malesherbes.
After the reign of terror he held a high office in the
ministry of the interior. He wrote a “ Notice of the
Life and Labours of Malesherbes,” and other works.

Ardeche

in 1765.

He

Died in 1808.
Dubois, (Louis Franqois,) a French

litterateur,

born

at Lisieux in 1773, published a voluminous treatise on
Agriculture, entitled “Cours complet d’Agriculture,”

1737;
monastic vows, was prohibited by the censor.
See “Nouvelle Biographie Gen^rale.”

Dubos,

dii'bo',

and

writer,

(Charles Franqois,) a French eccleborn in 1661 died at Lugon in 1724.
Dubos, (Jean Baptiste,) a French writer and negotiator, born at Beauvais in 1670.
He studied public law,
and was employed in many important and secret negotiations with foreign courts by De Torcy and Dubois. Pie
wrote, besides other works, the “ History of the League
of Cambray,” (1712,) which Voltaire said was “profound,
siastic

;

and interesting,” and “Critical Reflections on
Poetry and Painting,” (1719,) which the same critic
praised as “ the most valuable book ever written on those
subjects in any nation of Europe.” He was chosen in
1722 perpetual secretary of the French Academy, into
politic,

which he had been admitted

in 1720.
Died in 1742.
See Qu£rard,“ La France Litteraire
Auguste Morel," fitude
Dubos,” 1851; V. Tremblay, “Notice sur l’Abbe Du-

sur l’Abbe

bos,” 1848.

(1825-32,) and a French version of Orderic Vital’s
Dubose. See Bose, du.
“History of Normandy,” (1827.) Died in 1855.
Duboscq, dii'bosk', (Jules,) a French optician, born
Dubois, (Paul,) a French surgeon, son of Antoine, in 1817, invented or improved several instruments,
noticed above, was born in Paris in 1795. He published among which is the stereoscope.
in 1849 the first part of a “Complete Treatise on the
Duboulay. See Boulay, du.
Art of Accouchements.” He was accoucheur to the
Dubouloz, dii'boo'lo', or Dubouleau, dii'boo'lo',
empress Eugenie. Died in October, i860.
(Jean Auguste,) a French painter of history, born in
Dubois, (Paul Alexis,) a French general, born about Paris in 1800.
1754, was killed at Alla, in the Tyrol, in 1796.
Dubourcq, dii'booRk', (Pieter Lodewijk,) a Dutch
Dubois, (Paul Franqois,) a French journalist and painter of landscapes and genre, born at Amsterdam in
at
Rennes
in
professor, born
He was one of the 1815.
1795.
editors of the “ Globe,” a liberal daily journal of Paris,
Dubourg-Butler, dii'booR' biit'laiR', (Fr£d£ric,) a
for several years, ending in 1830, and sat in the Chamber French general, born in Paris in 1778.
He took an active
of Deputies from 1831 to 1848. He became professor part against Charles X. in July, 1830. Died in 1850.
of French literature in the Polytechnic School in 1834,
Duboury, dii'boo're', (Lodewijk Fabricius,) a skiland succeeded Victor Cousin as director of the Normal ful Dutch painter and engraver, born at Amsterdam in
School in 1840.
His tableaux de boiidoir are highly prized. Died
1691.
See “ Nouvelle Biographie GenerVe. ”

Dubois, (Philippe Goibaud

in 1775.

—gwi'bo',)

a French
writer, born at Poitiers in 1626, was tutor of the Due de
Guise, (Louis Joseph.) He made translations of the
works of Saint Augustine, and of Cicero “ De Officiis,”
“ De Senectute,” etc., which procured his admission into

Academy

Died in 1694.
in 1693.
dii'bwi', (Simon,) a Flemish painter of portraits and animals, born in Antwerp after 1622, worked
in England.
Died in 1708.
the French

Dubois,

Dubois-Crance. See Dubois de CrancS.
Dubois de Crance, diTbwi' deh kitfiN'sk',

or

Du-

bois-Craned, (Edmond Louis Alexis,) a French general and Jacobin, born at Charleville in 1747.
He was
elected to the Convention in 1792, became a partisan of
Danton, and was one of the first members of the committee of public safety.

He

directed the siege of Lyons,

from which he was recalled by the Convention on the
charge of moderantisme in 1793. He was inspector-general and minister of war in 1799, but lost all his offices
when Bonaparte obtained power. Died in 1814.
€ as k; 9 as s;

g hard; g as j;

Dubraw,

doo'bitiv, (Johann,) a Bohemian historian,
His family name was Skala. He became Bishop of Olmutz, and wrote, in Latin, a “ History
of Bohemia,” (1552,) which is accounted accurate.
Died

born

>

at Pilsen.

n 1553-

Dubreton, dii'bReh-t6N', (Jean Louis,) Baron, a
French general, born in Bretagne in 1773 died in 1855.
Dubreuil, dii'bRuI' or dii'bRuh'ye, (Alphonse,) a
French horticulturist, born at Rouen in 1811.
He
founded at Rouen the Ecole d' Arbres fruitiers, the first
of the kind. In 1846 he published a work on the culture
of trees, entitled “ Cours d’ Arboriculture,” (2 vols.,)
which has been often reprinted and translated.
Dubreul, dti'bRUl', (Jacques,) a French antiquary,
born in Paris in 1528, wrote on the Antiquities of Paris.
Died in 1614.
Dubufe, dii'biif', (Claude Marie,) a French painter
He was
of history and portraits, born in Paris in 1790.
a fashionable portrait-painter for many years. Died in
;

1864.
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Dubufe, (Edouard,) a successful French portraitDainter, son of the preceding, born in Paris about 1818.
t)ied in 1883.
AndrE,) a French
Dubuisson, (Francois

Rene

1810
He became
naturalist, born atNantts in 1763.
director of the Museum of Natural History at Nantes,
where he collected minerals. He published an “ Essay
in

Ducarla-Bonifas,
French

physicist,

Du

(Marc,) a
died in 1816.
or Ducart, (Izaak,) a Dutch

dii'ktR'li'

bo'ne'fis',

born at Vabre in 1738

;

Cart, dii kdRt,
painter of flowers, born at Amsterdam in 1630.
He
painted flowers on satin and vellum with a fidelity at
that time unequalled.
His productions are still prized

by amateurs. Died in 1694.
Ducas. See Constantine Ducas.
Method,” (1819). Died in 1836.
Du' cas, (Michael,) [Mtxavh 6 Aowcaf,] a Greek hisDubuisson, (Paul Ulrich,) a mediocre French
He torian, who was descended from the imperial family of
//titer of dramas, etc., was born at Laval in 1746.
Ducas, and flourished about 1450. He wrote a “History
was guillotined in 1794.
Duby, dii'be', (Pierre Ancher Tobiesen 6n'- of the Decadence of the Byzantine Empire, 1355 to
shaiR' to'be'zSN',) a Swiss linguist and medallist, born 1453,” which forms part of the collection called “Hisin the canton of Soleure in 1721, received the title of toria Byzantina.” It is esteemed judicious and impartial,
He wrote a but is written in a barbarous style. He was living at
interpreter to the Royal Library of Paris.
treatise on Medals relating to Sieges, entitled “ Recueil Lesbos in 1462.
See Von Hammer, “Geschichte des Osmanischen Reichs.”
de Pieces obsidionales.” Died in 1782.
Due. See Leduc and Ducq.
Ducasse, dii'kfss', (Francois,) a French doctor of
Due, diik, (Joseph Louis,) a French architect, born theology, eminent as a canonist; died in 1706.
in Paris in 1802, gained the grand prize in 1825.
In
Ducasse, (Jean Baptiste,) a successful French naval
officer, born in Bearn.
He was a captain in the marine
1854 he was selected to enlarge the Palais de Justice.
Due, du, dii diik, (Fronton,) a French Jesuit, born when he was appointed Governor of Saint Domingo in
at Bordeaux in 1558, was professor of theology at the 1691.
He defended that island against the English and
College of Clermont in Paris. He published a good Spaniards, and defeated Admiral Benbow in 1702, near
edition of the works of Chrysostom, (1609-24,) edited the Sainte-Marthe.
In 1703 he was made chief of a squadworks of some other Fathers, and wrote a curious book ron, and retired from the office of governor. He was
on the Maid of Orleans, entitled “ The Tragical History raised to the grade of lieutenant-general, and commanded
of the Pucelle de Domremy, newly divided into Acts and the fleet which invested Barcelona in 1714. Died in 1715.
See Van Tenac, “Histoire de la Marine:” “Nouvelle Biograrepresented by Personages,” (1581.) Died in 1624.
Duca, del, (Giacomo,) an Italian architect of the phie Gem- rale.”
Ducasse, (Jean Marie Auguste,) a skilful French
sixteenth century, born in Sicily, was a pupil of Michael
Angelo.
Among his works are the Palazzo Panfili, physician and writer, born at Toulouse in 1786.
Ducaurroy de la Croix, dii'ko'rwi' deh If kRwi,
Palazzo Strozzi, and the Villa Mattei, all at Rome.
Du Camp or Ducamp, (Maxime,) a French writer (Adolphe Marie,) a French jurist, born in Normandy
and artist, a son of Theodore J., noticed below, was born in 1788. He published “The Institutes of Justinian
in Paris in 1822.
Having twice visited Asia Minor, newly explained,” (4 vols., 1835 ; 8th edition, 1851,) which
Greece, etc., he published “ Souvenirs et Paysages had a great and durable success. Died in 1850.
Duccio di Buoninsegna, doot'cho de boo-6n-£nd’Orient,” and an elegant work entitled “Egypt, Nubia,
Palestine, and Syria,” (1852.)
His most important work sin'yi, an eminent Italian painter, born in or near Sienna,
He was a pupil of
is “Paris, ses Organes, ses Fonctions etsa Vie,” (1869- flourished between 1280 and 1340.
Segna or Boninsegna, and was one of the most famous
75.) He was elected to the French Academy in 1880.
artists
of
his
time.
About 1310 he produced his great
Du Camp, (Theodore Joseph,) a skilful French surgeon, born at Bordeaux in 1793, improved the method work, the altar-piece of the Sienna cathedral, which
represents
the
Virgin
and many saints. of treating diseases of the urinary organs. Died in 1824.
Du Chaillu, (PAUL;)'a French traveller, born about
Ducancel, dii'kdN'sSl', (Charles Pierre,) a French
He travelled in the interior of Africa in 1855-56,
1830.
dramatist and lawyer, born in 1766 died in 1835.
Du Cange or Ducange, dii'kfiNzh', (Charles du and was the first European to discover and descrioe the
Fresne dii'fRin',) Sieur du Cange, a French historical gorilla. In 1861 he published his “ Explorations and
He was educated for the Adventures in Equatorial Africa.” As the critics prewriter, born at Amiens in 1610.
He was learned in the sumed to question the veracity of this work he returned
law, but did not practise it long.
languages, history, geography, law, antiquities, etc., and to Africa in 1863-5, making further discoveries. After
wrote a great number of works, among which are a “ His- 1871 he travelled in Sweden, Norway, Lapland, and
tory of the Empire of Constantinople under the French Finland, which he afterwards described in “ The Land
Emperors,” “Byzantine History Illustrated,” and “Glos- of the Midnight Sun,” (1881.) He has issued in America
sary of Latin Words used in the Dark and Middle Ages,” numerous popular accounts of his travels.
Duchal, du-shal', ? (James,) an Irish Protestant writer
(“Glossarium ad Scriptores mediae et infimae LatinitaHe left many manuscripts on theology, born at Antrim in 1697; died in 1761.
tis,”) which is highly prized.
Duchalais, dii'shi'li', (Adolphe,) a French antion various subjects. In 1668 he became a resident of
Paris.
“One is appalled,” says Voltaire, “at the im- quary and numismatist, born at Beaugencyin 1814; died
mensity of his learning and his labours.” Died in 1688. in 1854.
Duchange, dii'sh&Nzh', (Gaspard,) a skilful French
See Dufresne d’Aubigny, “M^moires historiques pour servir
& ’Histoire de C. du Fresne du Cange;” Hardouin, “Essai sur la engraver, born in Paris in 1662, was a pupil of Jean
Vie, etc. de Du Cange;” ‘‘Nouvelle Biographie G^n^rale.”
Audran. He was especially successful in reproducing
Ducange or Du Cange, (Victor Henri Joseph the works of Correggio, after whom he engraved “ Leda”
Brahain bRi'iN',) a French novelist and dramatist, and“Danae.” Died in 1756.
For the liberal political
born at the Hague in 1783.
Duchanoy, dii'shi'nwi', (Claude Franqois,) a
opinions expressed in his novel of “Valentine,” (1821,) French physician and writer, bom at Vauvilliers in 1742
;
he was imprisoned six months. He wrote, among other died in 1827.
works, two novels, entitled “Leonide” (1823) and “La
Duchat, Le, leh dii'shf', (Jacob,) a French critic and
Lutherienne,” (1825,) and many dramas. Died in 1833. editor, born at Metz in 1658. He became a Protestant
See Qu^rard, “La France Litteraire.”
exile in 1700, and retired to Berlin, where he was apDucarel, du'ka-r£l' or dii'ki'rgl', (Andr£ Coltde
pointed a judge. He published valuable editions of the
kol'ti',) a learned antiquary, born at Caen, in Normandy, works of Rabelais, (1711,) of the “Apology for Herodoabout 1714. He passed his mature life in England, and was tus” by Stephanus, (1735,) and of other old French
appointed commissary of Saint Catherine’s and commis- works. Died in 1735.
sary of Canterbury about 1755. He was a Fellow of the
See J. H. S. Formey, “Ducatiana,” 2 vols., 1738; Nic6ron,
ol

a Geological

—

;

—

1

—

Royal Society. Besides other works, he wrote a “ T reatise
on the Anglo-Gallic Medals of the Ancient Kings of England,” (1757,) and “Anglo-Norman Antiquities,” (1767,)
which is esteemed valuable. Died in London in 1785.
See “ Biographia Britannica.”
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Duchatel, du'sha'tgl', (Charles Marie Tanneguy
tin'ge',) Comte, a French minister of state, born in
In SepParis in 1803, was a son of a peer of France.
tember, 1836, he became minister of finance, and in April,
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1837, retired with Guizot, whose political opinions he apHe was minister of the interior from October,
Died in 1867.
1840, until the revolution of 1848.

proved.

Duchesne, (Joseph,) a French physician and chemist,
born in Armagnac about 1544. In 1593 he went to Paris,
where he became physician-in-ordinary to Henry IV.
He published “ Pharmacopoeia dogmaticorum restituta,”

Duch&tel, (Francois.) See Chatel, du.
Duchitel, (Gaspard,) a French Girondist, born in and other medical works.
See £loy, “Dictionnaire de
1766, was a deputy from Poitou to the National Con-

Died
la

in 1609.
Medecine.”

vention in 1792. In the trial of the king he voted for
banishment, as the most practicable mode of saving his
life.
He was one of the twenty-two Girondists proscribed by the Jacobins and executed in 1793.
Duchatel, [Lat. Castella'nus,] (Pierre,) a French
bishop and scholar, born at Arc, in the diocese of Langres.
In his youth he worked with Erasmus at Bale on editions
Curiosity led him to visit Egypt,
of Greek authors.
On his return he became reader
Palestine, and Syria.
to Francis L, who said, “ He is the only man of letters
He was apthat I have never exhausted in discourse.”
pointed Bishop of Macon in 1544, grand almoner in 1547,
and Bishop of Orleans in 1551. He died in 1552, leaving
the reputation of a virtuous and tolerant prelate and one
of the most learned and eloquent men of his age. He op-

Duchesne de Gisors, du'shfn' deh zhe'zoR', (Jean
Baptiste Joseph,) a French miniature-painter, born at
Gisors (Eure) in 1770. He became court painter during
the restoration, and painted on ivory the portraits of the
royal family.
In 1840 he was employed to continue for
the Louvre a collection of enamels begun by Petitot.
Among his master-pieces are miniatures of Napoleon I.
and of the Duchess of Berry. Died in 1856.

posed the persecution of the Vaudois and Protestants.

chesnois,” 1836.

See Galland, “Vita Castellani,” 1674; Bayle, “Historical and
Critical Dictionary;” “ Nouvelle Biographie G^nerale.”

Duchoul, dii'shool', [Lat. Cau'lius,] (Guillaume,)
a French antiquary, born at Lyons, lived about 1550.
He wrote a “ Discourse on the Religion of the Ancient
Romans,” (1555.) His son Jean was a naturalist, and
published several treatises.

Duch&tel, (Tanneguy.) See Chatel, du.
DuChatelet. SeeCHASTELLET,(GABRIELLEllMILIE.)

Duche,

du-sha', (Jacob,) D.D., an Episcopal clergytalents and eloquence, was
He graduated at the
1 739.
College of Philadelphia in 1 757. On the assembling of
the first Continental Congress, in 1774, he was elected

man, distinguished for his
born in Philadelphia about

chaplain ; and his opening prayer was remarkable for its
earnestness and pathos, and contributed much towards
He
reconciling the discordant elements of that body.
was subsequently chosen chaplain of several successive
Congresses. Yet, when the British had taken Philadelphia, he not only made his peace with England, but wrote
a letter to Washington urging him to follow his example.
This letter Washington laid before Congress. Duche was
He afterwards
declared a traitor, and fled to England.
returned to Philadelphia, and died in 1798.

Duche de V ancy, dii'shi' deh v6N'se',(J oseph FranFrench dramatist, born in Paris in 1668. He was

cois,) a

a member of the Academy of Inscriptions, and a friend
of Jean Baptiste Rousseau. Among his best productions are the tragedy of “ Absalom,” which La Harpe
pronounced a work of merit, and the opera “ Iphigenia
in Tauris,” of which Voltaire said, “It recalls a grand
idea of what was most excellent in the Greek tragedy.”

Died

in

December,

Duchemin.

1704.

See Duclos.

Duchenius. See Duchesne.
Duchesne, du'shtn', [Lat. Duche'nius

or Querceta'nus,] (Andr£,) one of the most learned historians of
France, was born in Touraine in 1584. After finishing
his studies in Paris, he became geographer and historiographer to the king. His numerous and valuable
works have procured for him the title of “the father of
French history.” Among them are “The Antiquities
and Researches of the Grandeur of the Kings of France,”
(1609,) “Ancient Historians of the Normans,” in Latin,
(1619,) and “Contemporary Writers of the History of
the Franks,” (“Historiae Francorum Scriptores coetanei,” 1636-49.)
He was run over by a carriage and
killed, near Paris, in 1640.
See

Nic4ron, “ Memoires

Lelong, “ Bibliotheque Histo-

rique.”

Duchesne, (Antoine Nicolas,)

Duchesnois,

dii'shi'nwi',

(Catherine Josephine,)

a popular French tragic actress, whose proper name was
Rafin, was born near Valenciennes in 1777. She made
her debut at the Theatre Framjais in 1803, with complete
success, and continued to be a favourite actress until she

Died in 1835.
retired in 1820.
See A. Dinaux, “Notice biographique sur Mademoiselle Du-

Ducis, dii's£ss', (Jean Francois,) an eminent French
dramatic poet, born at Versailles in August, 1733. He
produced in 1769 a version of Shakspeare’s “ Hamlet,”
which was very successful. His “Romeo and Juliet”
He succeeded
(1772) was received with equal favour.
Voltaire in the French Academy in 1778, after which he
produced imitations of “King Lear” and “Macbeth,”
He favoured the Revolution of 1789, but took
(1784.)
no active part in it. His “ Othello” was performed by
Talma with great success in 1792. In 1795 he composed
an original drama, “ Abufar, or the Arab Family,” which
is called his master-piece.
He refused a pension offered
“ Ducis,” says Villemain, “ was
to him by Bonaparte.
one of those men most adapted to impress the imagination and to leave a long remembrance. Amidst that sort
of uniformity which involves the secondary minds of
He
an epoch, he had something rare and original.
meddled not with the petty affairs of the world, nor was
his life infested with petty ambitions. A distinctive trait
in his character was a noble independence. He submitted
for in that skepto no yoke, not even to that of his age
tical age he was very religious.
His taste and solitary
choice was the reading of the Bible and Homer. This
explains how he resisted the influence of the eighteenth
century, and was an original thinker compared with his
contemporaries.” Died at Versailles in March, 1816.
M. O. Leroy, “ fitudes
See Villemain, “Coursde Literature
sur Ducis,” 1832 Campenon, “ Essais de Memoires, ou Lettres sur
.

.

.

;

;

Vie et les Ecrits de
Generale.”

la

J.

F. Ducis,” 1824;

“Nouvelle Biographie

Ducis, (Louis,) a French historical painter, nephew
of the preceding, was born in 1775. He was a pupil of
David, and was one of the artists employed in 1814 to
restore pictures in the palace of Versailles. About 1817
he produced “ Francis I. knighted by Bayard,” which is
in the palace of Compiegne, and “ The Death of Tasso.”
He painted portraits of Napoleon I., Talma, and many
His uncle once said to him, “ I have sought to
others.
be a painter in verse ; I see with pleasure that you aim
Died in 1847.
to be a poet on canvas.”
See Guyot de F4re, “Biographie des Artistes Franca is.”
Duck, (Arthur,) an eminent English civilian, born
near Exeter in 1 580. He became chancellor of London,
and master of requests. In the civil war he adhered to
He wrote a treatise on the Civil Law
the royal cause.
of the Romans. Died in 1649.

a learned French
born at Versailles in 1747, wrote a “ Manual
of Botany,” (1764,) and other works. Died in 1827.
Duchesne, (Francois,) a son of Andre, noticed above,
born in Paris in 1616, cultivated history with zeal, and
obtained the title of historiographer. He wrote a “ History
See Wood, “ Athena- Oxonienses.”
of the Chancellors of France,” (1680,) and published
Duck, (Stephen,) an English peasant-poet, born at
“The Antieditions of several works of his father, viz.
He was self-taught, became a
quities of the Cities and Castles of France,” (1647,) and Charlton, in Wiltshire.
clergyman, and published rude specimens of poetry.
“The History of the Popes,” (1653.) Died in 1693.
Duchesne, (Henri Gabriel,) a French naturalist, In a fit of insanity, he drowned himself in the Thames
born in Paris in 1739, published, conjointly with M. Mac- in 1756.
See Joseph Spence, “Life, of S. Duck.”
quer, a “ Naturalist’s Manual,” (1771,) and a “ Dictionary
Ducker. See Duker.
of Industry,” (3 vols., 1776.) Died in 1822.
naturalist,
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DUCKWITZ

Duckwitz, dook'Cvits, (Arnold,) a German political
economist, born at Bremen in 1802, has written on the
commerce and customs of Germany.
Duck'worth, (Sir John Thomas,) an English admiral, born at Leatherhead, in Surrey, in 1748. He entered
the navy in 1759, and became post-captain in 1780.
In
June, 1794, he won great distinction by his skill and courage in Lord Howe’s victory over the French. About 1800
he was made rear-admiral, and two years later was commander-in-chief at Jamaica. In 1806 he defeated the
French near Saint Domingo, for which Parliament voted
him thanks and a large pension. As vice-admiral, he
performed a daring exploit by entering the Dardanelles
in 1807.
He was knighted in 1813. Died in 1817.
Duclerc, (Charles Theodore Eugene,) a French
and statesman, was born in Hautes-Pyrenees, in

financier

He was

minister of finance in 1848, but retired to
In 1871 he was
called from his retreat near Bayonne by being elected to

1812.

Spain

DUDITH
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after the events of that year.

Ducos, (Nicolas,) a French general, brother of Roger
Ducos, noticed below, was born at Dax in 1756. He
fought bravely at Areola, etc. in 1796, and obtained the
rank of general of brigade in 1802. He served with iclat
in the campaigns from 1805 to 1808.
Died in 1823.
Ducos, (Roger,) a French lawyer and politician, born
at Dax about 1750.
Deputed to the Convention by the
department of Landes in 1792, he was a moderate partisan of the new regime, and sat with the members of the
Plain. He voted, however, for the death of the king. In
1796 he was elected to the Council of Elders, and in 1799
was chosen a member of the Directory. He appears to
have favoured Sieyes in his intrigues against their colleague Barras, and he co-operated with Bonaparte in the
coup d'etat of the 1 8th Brumaire, (November 9,) 1799,
after which Ducos became Third Consul ; but he soon
resigned this office, and was made a senator. He was
exiled as a regicide in 1816, and died the same year.
See Thiers, “History of the French Revolution;” “Nouvelle

Biographie Generale.”
the National Assembly for two different departments.
Ducos, (Theodore,) a French minister of state, a
In 1875 he was elected vice-president of the National
Assembly, and was soon afterwards chosen a life senator. nephew of the preceding, born at Bordeaux in 1801. He
was
elected in 1834 to the Chamber of Deputies, in which
From August, 1882, to February, 1883, he was prime
He is a he acted with the opposition. In the Constituent Assemminister in succession to M. de Freycinet.
bly of 1848 he opposed socialism, and caused to be inleader of the Republican Left.
“ The republic is
Duclercq, (Jacques,) a French chronicler, bom in serted in the constitution this phrase
Died after based on the family, property, and public order.” He
1420, wrote on the events of his own time.
supported Louis Napoleon, and was minister of marine
1467.
(Charles Pineau,) a witty and ingenious from December, 1851, until his death in April, 1855.
:

Duclos,

Freucu water, born

at

Dinan

in

1704,

was

See “Nouvelle Biographie GAerale.”

liberally

Ducq or Due, Le, leh duk or diik, (Jan,) a Dutch
He acquired reputation by his
educated in Paris.
romances “The Baroness of Luz,” (1741,) and “ Con- painter and engraver, born at the Hague in 1636, was a
His subjects are
a series ot tableaux and pupil and imitator of Paul Potter.
fessions of Count * *
He was admitted into the Academy mostly animals, robbers, and guard-rooms. In 1671 he
satirical portraits.
of Inscriptions in 1739, and into the French Academy in
1747, and was chosen perpetual secretary of the latter in
His most admired work is a series of moral
1755.
essays, entitled “ Considerations sur les Mceurs de ce
Sieele,” (1750.) He wrote a “ History of Louis XI.,’’
(about 1744,) and obtained the title of historiographer of
France. His “Secret Memoirs of the Reigns of Louis
V.” are highly praised. Died in
XtV. and Louis

X

1772.

Duclos, (Jean Franqois,) a French poet, born at
in 1705, wrote an ode on Enthusiasm, and
translated portions of Tibullus and Horace into verse.

Toulouse

Died in 1752.
Duclos, afterwards Duchemin, dii'sheh-miN', (Marie Anne,) a French actress, born in 1664. She married an actor named Duchemin.
Died in 1748.
Duclos, (Samuel Cotreau kot'ro',) a French physician, born in Paris, was chosen a member of the Academy
of Sciences in 1666, and was at one time physician-inordinary to the king. He wrote “ Observations on the
Mineral Waters of France.” Died in 1715.
Ducloz-Dufresnoy, dii'klo' diiTRi'nwi', (Charles
Nicolas,) a French financier, born at Montcornet in
He was elected alternate deputy to the States1734.
General by the citizens of Paris in 1789. He wrote several able treatises on the public finances, (1790.)
He
perished on the scaffold in 1794. He was the putative

—

became director of the Academy

at the

Hague.

Died

about 1695.
See Basan, “ Dictionnaire des Graveurs.”

Ducq, duk

or diik, (Joseph Franqois,) a Belgian

He

painter, born at Ledeghem in 1762.
gained several
prizes at the expositions of Paris, where he lived many
years.
In 1815 he became court painter to the King of
the Netherlands. Among his master-pieces is “Venus
rising from the Sea.”
Died at Bruges in 1829.
Ducray-Duminil, dii'kRi' diiffne'nfel', (Franqois
Guillaume,) a popular French novelist, born in Paris
in 1761 ; died in 1819.

Ducrest, dii'kit V, (Charles Louis,) born near Autun
was a brother of Madame de Genlis. He became a colonel in the army, and wrote on political economy. Died in 1824.
Ducrest de Villeneuve, dii'kRi' deh v£I'nuv',
(Alexandre Louis,) a French admiral, born near Vitre
in 1747,

in 1777 ; died in 1852.
See Salvandy, “Notice sur Ducrest de Villeneuve,” 1852.

Ducreux,

dii'kRuh', (Franqois,) a French historian,
wrote a “History of Canada,”
(“Historia Canadensis,” 1664.) Died in 1666.

born

at Saintes in 1596,

Ducreux, (Gabriel Marin,) a French

priest, born
Orleans in 1743, wrote a history of Christianity, entitled “Siecles chretiens,” (10 vols., 1775.) Died in 1790.
Ducreux, (Joseph,) a French portrait-painter, born
father of the savant Walckenaer, who wrote an article at Nancy in 1737 died in 1802.
on him in the “Biographie Universelle.”
Ducros, diiffcRo', (Pierre,) a Swiss painter and enDucornet, dii'koR'ni', (Louis C£sar Joseph,) a graver, born in 1745. He removed to Rome, where, with
French painter, born at Lille in 1806. Having been the assistance of Volpato, he produced fine views of
born without arms, he learned to paint with his feet, and Roman scenery and monuments. In partnership with
received a pension of 1200 francs in 1824.
Among Montagnani, he published admirable views of Sicily and
his works, which have gained several prizes, are “The Malta.
Died in 1810.
Parting of Hector and Andromache,” and “ Saint Louis
Du Deffand. See Deffand, du.
dispensing Justice.”
Dudevant, Madame. See Sand, (George.)
Ducos, dii'ko', (Jean Franqois,) a French repubDudinck, dii'dink, (Josse,) a learned Dutchman, publican, born at Bordeaux in 1765.
He was a deputy to lished a work on bibliography, entitled “ Palatium Apolthe Convention from the department of Gironde in 1792, linis et Palladis,” (“The Palace of Apollo and Minerva.”)
and voted for the death of the king. When the Girondist
Dudith, doo-deet', (Andrew,) a Hungarian Reformer,
leaders were proscribed in May, 1793, he was at first born at Buda in 1533.
About 1560, Ferdinand II. gave
omitted from the list but, having bravely asserted their him the bishopric of Tina. In 1562 he was sent by that
innocence in the Convention, he was consigned to the emperor and the clergy of Hungary to the Council of
same prison with them. He suffered death, with his Trent, in which he spoke eloquently in favour of the marbrother-in-law Fonfrede and others, in October, 1793.
riage of priests and other reforms.
He married Reyna
Strazzi, resigned his bishopric, was excommunicated, and
See Lamartine, “History of the Girondists.”
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became an avowed Protestant. He was learned in languages and sciences, and wrote numerous Latin works
on theology, etc. Among them are a treatise on comets,
and several poems. He translated Dionysius of Halicarnassus into Latin. Died at Breslau in 1589.
See Reuter, “Vita Dudithi,” prefixed to his Orations, 1610
Samuelfy, “Dissertatio de Vita et Scriptis A. Dudithi,” 1743;
Nic6ron, “Memoires.”
Dud'ley, (Ambrose,) Earl of Warwick, a son of the
Duke of Northumberland, was born about 1530. He

was condemned

to death as an accomplice in his father’s
treason in 1553, but was pardoned.
In 1557 he fought
with distinction for the Spaniards at Saint-Quentin.
After the accession of Elizabeth he was created Earl
of Warwick, and held several high offices. Died in 1589.

graduated at Harvard College in 1690, and, having completed his law studies at the Temple in London, was
attorney-general of Massachusetts from 1702 to 1718.
In 1745 he was appointed chief justice of Massachusetts.
Died in 1 75 1. He was a man of eminent talents and
powerful eloquence. Upon a bequest of his was founded
the Dudleian Lecture at Harvard.
Dudley, (Robert,) Earl of Leicester, a son of John
Dudley, noticed above, was born about 1532. He married
Amy Robsart about 1550. Soon after the accession of
Queen Elizabeth, 1558, he became her chief favourite.
This partiality is attributed to his handsome person, poShe made
lite address, and skill in the arts of a courtier.

him Earl of Leicester and privy councillor, and bestowed
Dud'ley, (Benjamin Winslow,) M.D., an American on him titles and estates with a lavish hand. His wife

died in 1560, not without the strongest suspicions that she
surgeon, born in Virginia in 1785. He took the degree
perished by violence and that Leicester was privy to her
of M.D. at the University of Pennsylvania in 1806, and
murder. (See Robsart.) In 1578 he married the widow
afterwards pursued his professional studies in London
and in Paris. On his return to America, in 1814, he of the first Earl of Essex, by which act he excited the
violent anger of the queen.
He was suspected by many
established himself as a surgeon in Lexington, Kentucky.
He was successful in a multitude of difficult operations of having hastened the death of Essex. In 1585 the
Earl of Leicester commanded an army sent to aid the
in surgery, and contributed various essays to medical
Low Countries, which gave him the title oJ Governor.
journals.
Died in 1870.
Dudley, (Charles Edward,) a Senator of the United His operations there were not successful, and proved his
incapacity as a general.
When England was threatened
States, born in Staffordshire, England, in 1780.
He became a resident of Albany, New York, about 1812, and by the Spanish Armada, in 1588, he was appointed lieurepresented New York in the Federal Senate from 1828 tenant-general. He died in the same year. According
“
to 1833.
He erected at Albany the Dudley Observatory, to Hume, he was proud, insolent, ambitious, without
honour, without generosity, without humanity, and atoned
to which his widow gave seventy thousand dollars or
not for these bad qualities by such abilities or courage
more. He died in 1841.
Dudley, (Edmund,) an English lawyer, notorious as as could fit him for that high trust and confidence with
Motley,
the minister employed by Henry VII. in extorting money which she [the queen] had honoured him.”
from his subjects, was born in 1462. He was chosen while admitting that Leicester was vain, arrogant, and
often
unjust, says he was “always generous as the sun.”
Speaker of the Commons in 1504. Soon after the accesSee Motley’s “United Netherlands,” chaps, vi. to xvi., parsion of Henry VIII., Dudley and Ernpson were tried on
ticularly chap. vii. vol. i., and chap. x. vol. ii. also Froude’s “ Hisa charge of treason, and, to appease the popular clamour, tory of England,” vols. vii., viii. ix., x.
were executed in 1510. His son John became Duke
Dudley, (Sir Robert,) born in Surrey in 1573, was
of Northumberland.
Dudley, (Lord Guilford,) the fourth son of the Duke the illegitimate son of the Earl of Leicester and Lady
of Northumberland, married Lady Jane Grey in 1553. Douglas Sheffield. He was knighted for his conduct at
the capture of Cadiz in 1596.
Having been outlawed
He was beheaded, with his wife, in February, 1554.
Dudley, (Sir Henry Bate,) an English clergyman, for the abduction of Miss Southwell, he settled at Florence,
where
lived
he
in grand style, assumed the title
eminent as a magistrate and journalist, born at Fenny
Compton in 1745. He established the “ Morning Post,” of Earl of Warwick, and was made a duke of the Holy
Roman
Empire.
wrote
He
a treatise on navigation, en(1775,) ar| d the “Morning Herald,” (1780,) and wrote
“The Rival Candidates,” (1775,) and other plays. He titled “ Dell’ Arcano del Mare,” and a few other works,
became rector of Willingham in 1812, and prebendary and improved the harbour of Leghorn. Died in 1639,
of Ely in 1816. In 1812 he was rewarded for his services or, according to some authorities, in 1649.
See Campbell’s “Lives of British Admirals.”
as magistrate by a baronetcy. Died in 1824.
;

,

Dudley, (Lady Jane.) See Grey.
Dudley, (John,) Duke of Northumberland, born

in

was the son of Edmund Dudley, noticed above.
was created Viscount Lisle in 1542, and was afterwards appointed by Henry VIII. lord high admiral of
1502,

He

On

Edward VI. (1547) he
years later he formed a
successful conspiracy against the Protector Somerset,
obtained the chief control of the government, and was
made Duke of Northumberland in 1551. He persuaded
Edward VI. to appoint Lady Jane Grey successor to the
crown. At the death of Edward (1553) he vainly resisted
the accession of Mary, and was executed for treason.
Robert, Earl of Leicester, was his son.
See Froude, “ History of England,” vols.v. and vi. also Hume’s
and Lingard’s Histories of England.
England.

the accession of

became Earl of Warwick.

Two

;

Dudley, (John William Ward,) a son

of Viscount
Dudley Ward, was born about 1781. He was elected
to the House of Commons in 1802, and distinguished
himself by his talents for business. At the death of his
father, in 1823, he entered the House of Lords.
He was
secretary of state for a few months in the ministry of
Canning formed in April, 1827. He was a friend of the
poet Byron, and author of a “ Life of Horne Tooke.”

Died

in 1833.

Dudley,

(Joseph,) born in Massachusetts in 1647,
was a son of Thomas, noticed below. He became chief
justice of Massachusetts in 1686, chief justice of New
York in 1690, and was governor of his native province
from 1702 to 1715. Died in 1720.
Dudley, (Paul,) F.R.S., chief justice of Massachusetts, a son of the preceding, was born in 1675.
lie
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Dudley, (Thomas,) one of the early governors of
Massachusetts, was born in Northampton, England, in
He served for some time in the army, but, having
1576.
joined the nonconformists, came to America in 1630 as
deputy-governor of Massachusetts. He was zealous in
promoting the temporal and religious interests of the
colony, and was governor from 1634 to 1640, and again
from 1645 to 1650. Died in 1652.

Dudoyer. See Doligny.
Duebner. See Dubner.
Duelli, doo-el'lee, (Raimond,) a German priest and
born about 1670, published, besides other
works, a “History of the Teutonic Knights Hospitalers
of Jerusalem,” (1727.) Died in 1 740.
antiquary,

Duentzer. See Duntzer.
Du'er, (John,) LL.D., an eminent American jurist
and legal writer, born at Albany, New York, in 1782.
His father, Colonel William Duer, was a soldier of the
Revolution. After serving two years in the army, he
embraced the profession of law, and commenced practice
in Orange county, but removed to New York City about
1820.
He was appointed one of the commissioners to
revise the statutes of the State in 1825. In 1849 he was
elected judge of the superior court of the city of New
York, and in 1837 succeeded Chief-Justice Oakley as
presiding judge. Died August 8, 1858. His “Law and
Practice of Marine Insurance,” (2 vols. 8vo,) published
in 1845-46, says the “London Magazine and Quarterly
Review of Jurisprudence,” “so far as it has gone, is the
most complete and able treatise on the subject which
has ever appeared in our language.” He was also author
of other legal works.
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Duer, (William Alexander,) a jurist, brother of in 1856, “ Letters from High Latitudes, being some
the preceding, was born in Dutchess county, New York, Account of a Voyage to Iceland and Spitsbergen,” which
in 1780.
He was admitted to the bar in 1802, became a is highly praised. In i860 he was sent by the British
Between
judge of the supreme court of New York in 1822, and government as their commissioner to Syria.
was elected president of Columbia College in 1829. He 1864-66 he was first under-secretary for India and then
From 1868 he was chancellor
wrote a “Treatise on the Constitutional Jurisprudence under-secretary for war.
of the duchy of Lancaster in Mr. Gladstone’s government
of the United States,” (1856.) Died in 1858.
until, in 1872, he was made an earl and appointed
Duernhoffer. See Durnhoffer.
Du Fail, dii'ftl' or dii'fi'ye, (Noel,) a French writer governor-general of Canada. Here he remained until
of tales, lived about 1550.
1878, proving himself a very popular and capable adminisDufau, dii'fo', (Fortune,) a French historical painter, trator. So able a public servant could not be allowed to
born in Saint Domingo. He became a pupil of David remain idle.
In 1879 he was sent as ambassador to
Among his St. Petersburg, and in 1881 transferred to Constantinople.
in Paris, and a partisan of the Revolution.
most admired works is “Ugolino in Prison.” Died in After the battle of Tel-el-Kebir he was entrusted for
1821.
some months with the control of our administration in
Dufau, (Pierre Armand,) a French author, born at Egypt, from which last country he returned in April,
Bordeaux in 1795. He wrote, with Guadet, a “ History 1883.
of France from Charles IX. to Henry IV.,” (7 vols., 1821,)
Duffet, Douffet, or Douffeit, (Gerard,) a Flemish
and other historical works. He also published a “Treat- painter ot history and portraits, bom at Liege about 1600.
ise on Statistics,” which was crowned by the Academy
He studied and worked some years in Rome, and returned
of Sciences in 1841, and several works on political econ- to Liege, where he acquired a high reputation. Among
director
of
the
to
he
was
Royal
omy. From 1840
1855
his master-pieces is a “ Discovery of the Holy Cross,”
Institution for the education of the blind in Paris.
(at Dusseldorf.)
Died about 1660.
Dufaure, diiToR', (Jules Armand Stanislas,) a
Duf'fy, (Charles Gavan,) an Irish journalist, and
French orator and minister of state, born at Saujon
a leader of Young Ireland, was born in Ulster in 1816.
(Charente-Inferieure) in 1798. He practised law in BorIn 1842 he founded in Dublin a journal called “The
deaux, and in 1834 was elected to the Chamber of DepuIn 1839 he Nation,” which supported the policy of O’Connell.
ties, in which he acted with the opposition.
became minister of public works in the coalition ministry Several unsuccessful attempts were made by the governof Soult, which was dissolved in March, 1840.
Under ment to convict him of treason-felony in 1848. In 1856
he emigrated to Australia, becoming in 1871 prime
the republic of 1848 he was a leader of the moderate
minister of Victoria.
In 1873 he was knighted. In 1877
democrats, became minister of the interior in October, and
resigned in December of that year.
He filled the same he was elected Speaker of the Legislative Assembly of
Victoria.
office for five months in 1849.
After the coup d’ etat of
Dufieu, (Jean Ferapied,) a French writer on physiDecember, 1851, he returned to the bar and acquired a
ology, bom at 'Pence in 1737
died in 1769.
large practice. In 1871 he was returned by four departDuflos, (Claude,) a French engraver with the burin,
ments to the National Assembly. Under M. Thiers he
boin in Paris in 1678, was the most skilful rival of Franwas minister of justice, and in 1876 and again in 1877
His works are engraved with great neatness.
cois Poilly.
he was premier. Died in 1881.
Among them is “ The Pilgrims of Emmaus,” after Paul
Dufay, (Charles Francois de Cisternay,) a Veronese. Died in
1747.
French savant, boin in Paris in 1698, served for a time
Dufouart, (Pierre,) a skiful French surgeon, born
Having been admitted into the Academy
in the army.
in 1737, was chosen in 1791 inspector-general of the
Of Sciences, he retired from the service, and wrote treatises
hospitals of Paris.
He published an excellent treatise
on chemistry and five other sciences, which the Academy on gun-shot wounds
Died in 1813.
(1801.)
thought worthy to be published.
He originated the
Dufour, (Gabriel Michel,) a French jurist, born at
theory of two lands of electricity, namely, vitreous and
Moulins (Allier) in 1811.
His “Treatise on Adminisresinous.
About 1732 he was chosen director of the trative Law Applied ”
(4 vols., 1844) is said to be the
Jardin des Plantes, which he greatly enlarged and ren- most
complete on that subject.
dered the finest in Europe. Died in 1 739.
Dufour, (Georges Joseph,) a French general, born
See Fontenelle, “ Eloge de Dufay.”
in Burgundy, in 1758; died in 1820.
Dufay, (Guillaume,) a French or Flemish composer,
Dufour, (Guillaume Henri,) a Swiss general, bom
lived about 1400, and made important improvements in at Constance in
1787, entered the French army in 1809.
the art of music.
He wrote a “Manual of Tactics,” (1842,) and other
Presbyterian
Duff, (Alexander,) D.D., a Scottish
military works.
He was appointed in 1847 commander;

In the sermissionary, bom in Perthshire about 1806.
vice of the Church of Scotland he went to India in 1830,
and laboured zealously as a missionary. He published,
besides other essays, a volume entitled “ On India and
India Missions,” (1839,) which is highly esteemed. He
visited the United States in 1854, sailed a second time
for India in 1855, and returned to England in 1863, becoming professor of theology in the Free Kirk College
He died in 1878.
at Edinburgh.
Duff, (Mountstuart Elphinstone Grant,) a
He published “ Studies
British politician, born in 1829.
in European Politics.” In 1857 he was elected to Parliament, as a Liberal, for Elgin. He was appointed undersecretary for India in December, 1868, remaining in
In 1880 he became unuer-secretary
office until 1874.
for the colonies, until his appointment to be governor of
Madras in July, 1881.

in chief of the

Swiss federal army.

Dufour, (Leon,) a French

born about
published
“Anatomical and Physiological Researches on the
Hemiptera,” (1833,) and other works.
Dufour, (Philippe,) a French Protestant antiquary,
born at Manosque in 1622. His family name was Sylvestre, which he exchanged for Dufour, his mother’s
name. He formed a cabinet of medals, and corresponded
He wrote, among other
with many eminent literati.
works, “Moral Instructions of a Father for his Son,”
naturalist,

1782, practised medicine at Saint-Sever.

(often reprinted.)

Died

He

in 1687.

Dufrenoy, (Adelaide,) an eminent French poetess,
whose maiden name was Gillette-Billet, born in Paris

She lived mostly in Paris, where her soirees
1765.
Her
were Irequented by Condorcet, La Harpe, etc.
husband having lost his fortune, she resorted to authorDuf'fer-in, Lady, a granddaughter of Richard Brins- ship for a living, and wrote several poems which entitle
Her maiden her to a place in the first rank of the female poets of
ley Sheridan, and a sister- of Mrs. Norton.
”
name was Selina Sheridan. She composed a number France. Her poem “ The Last Moments of Bayard
of popular ballads, among which is “ The Irish Emigrant’s was crowned by the Institute in 1814. Died in 1825.
Dufrduoy, (Pierre Armand,) an eminent French
Lament.” She* was married in 2825 to Baron Dufferin,
geologist, a son of Adelaide, born at Sevran (Seine-et(Price Blackwood,) who died in 1841.
Dufferin, (Frederick Temple Blackwood,) Lord, Oise) in 1792. In conjunction with Elie de Beaumont,
a British peer, author, and scholar, only son of the pre- he was ordered in 1823 to make a geological survey of
He published, France, the important result of which was a large geoceding, was born at Florence about 1826.
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map, with three volumes of explanatory text,
This text develops the theories of the two
He published,
authors, which are entirely accordant.
besides other works, an excellent “Treatise on Mineral ogy,” (4 vols., 1847.) A new theory propounded in his
memoir “On the Volcanic Formations of the Vicinity
of Naples” has become one of the laws of geology.
He was a member of the Institute, inspector-general of
mines, and for many years professor of mineralogy in
the Museum of Natural History.
Died in March, 1857.
logical

(1841.)

See “Nouvelle Biographie Gdndrale. ”

a French physician, born at Valenciennes in 1733. He
was appointed physician-in-chief of the army of the North
in 1793, but was soon discharged for an act of humanity
to a royalist. He was the first who cultivated in France
the Rhus radicans, and in one of his letters he expressed his impatience to see his dear rhus. This letter
was intercepted by certain officious patriots, who denounced him to the Tribunal for a traitorous correspondence with the Russians. He was arrested on this charge,
but was released from danger by the revolution of the
9th Thermidor. Died in 1801.
See “Biographie Medicale.”

written also

Dufrenoy, (Charles Al-

phonse,) a French historical painter and poet, born in
Paris in 1611, was the son of an apothecary.
Having
received lessons from Perrier and Vouet, he visited Rome
and studied the works of Raphael. He went to Venice
in 1653, and returned to France in 1656.
He had a fair
reputation for correctness of design, and was a good
colorist.
He wrote, in Latin verse, a critical treatise
on painting, “De Arte Graphica,” which was much admired, and was translated into English by Dryden. Died
in 1665.
See Qu£rard, “ La France Littdraire
sur A. Dufresnoy,” 1812.

natural talent for music and painting, excelled in landscape-gardening, and was appointed controller of the
royal gardens.
He wrote several successful comedies,
among which are “ The Spirit of Contradiction,” in prose,

“The Village Coquette,” in verse, (1715,) and
Faux-sincere.” “He sparkles with wit,” says La
llarpe, “and his wit is perfectly original.” (“Cours de
(1700,)

“Le

Died in 1724.
See Voltaire, “ Lcrivains du Siecle de Louis XIV
QujIrard,
“La France Litteraire “ Nouvelle Biographie Generate.
Litterature.”)

Dufresse, dti'fR&ss', (Simon Camille,) Baron, a
French general, born at La Rochelle in 1762; died in 1833.
Dufriche-Valaze. See ValazIL
Dufrische. See Frische.
Duganne, du-gan', (Augustine Joseph Hickey,) an
American poet and litterateur born in Boston in 1823,
published, among other works, a “Comprehensive Summary of General Philosophy,” (1845,) and “Class-Book
of Governments and Civil Society,” (1859.) His principal
poetical works are “Home Poems,” (1844,) “The Iron
Harp,” (1847,) and “The Lydian Queen,” a tragedy.
Du-gard', (William,) an eminent English teacher,
born in Worcestershire in 1605, became master of the
Merchant-Tailors’ School, London, about 1642. He
published a Greek grammar, a “Lexicon Graeci Testamenti,” and other school-books. Died in 1662.
Dugas-Montbel, dti'g&s' mdN'bSl', (Jean Baptiste,)
an excellent French Hellenist, born at Saint-Chamond
in 1776, was a merchant of Lyons in early life.
At the
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Dugazon,

dti'gi'ziN', (Jean Baptiste Henri Gour—gooR'go',)
a popular French comedian, born at

Marseilles in 1743

died in 1809.

;

His wife, Louise Lef^vre, born at Berlin in 1755,
was a successful actress. Died in 1821.
Dug'dale, (Sir William,) an eminent English antiquary, born at Shustoke, in Warwickshire, in 1605. He
became a resident of London in 1638, and was appointed
a pursuivant-at-arms, by the name of Blanch Lyon.
In
1640 he was made rouge-croix pursuivant-in-ordinary.
He was a royalist in the civil war. In 1655 Dugdale and
Dodsworth published the first volume of their great and
celebrated work on English monasteries, “ Monasticon
Anglicanum,” (3 vols., 1655-73.) This contains a record
of the history and descent of the greater part of the landed
property of England. He wrote several other valuable
works, among which are “The Antiquities of Warwickshire,” (1656,) “Origines Juridiciales,” (1666,) and “The
Baronage of England,” (1675.) In the reign of Charles
II. he was knighted, and obtained the office of Norroy
king-at-arms.
Died in 1686.
See “Life, Diary, and Correspondence of W. Dugdale,” edited
by Hamper, 1827; “Biographia Britannica.”
Duges, dii'zhi', (Antoine Louis,) an eminent French
physician, born at Mezieres (Ardennes) in 1797.
He
became professor of pathology and operative medicine
at Montpellier about 1825, and published, besides other
works, a “Manual of Obstetrics,” (1826,) and an able
“Treatise on the Comparative Physiology of Man and
Animals,” (3 vols., 1838.) He was a member of the
Academy of Sciences. Died in 1838.
See Quhrard, “La France Litteraire;” “ Nouvelle Biographie
Gene rale.”

Dughet, dii'gV, (Gaspard,) a distinguished landscapesometimes called Le Guaspre, (leh gfspR,) or
Gaspre Poussin, (poo'siN',) was born of a French
painter,

Rome in 1613. He was a pupil of the famous
Nicolas Poussin, who married his sister. It is stated
that he hired four houses at the same time near Rome and
Tivoli, that he might observe a great diversity of scenes.
He had great executive facility, and a vague, agreeable
manner. His works present a great variety of composition and of effects.
He painted many real scenes in
the vicinity of Rome, enriched with details of his own
invention.
He excelled in the treatment of clouds and
the foliage of trees, which he represented in their characteristic forms. Among his master-pieces is “ Abraham
and Isaac going to the Sacrifice.” Died in Rome in 1675.
family at

Lecarpentier, “Notice

Dufresny, du'fRi'ne', or Dufresnoy, dii'fRi'nwi',
(Charles Riviere,) a witty French dramatist and artist,
born in Paris in 1648, was a great-grandson of Henry
IV., and a valet-de-chambre of Louis XIV.
He had a

,

age of thirty he began to study Greek, and settled in
Paris in 1810.
He produced a translation of Homer,
(1815-18,) which is regarded as the best prose version in
the French language.
A copious commentary accompanies it. He was a free associate of the Academy of
Inscriptions. He represented Lyons in the Chamber of
Deputies in 1831-33. Died in 1834.
See J. B. Dumas, “ Lloge de Dugas-Montbel,” 183s; “Nouvelle

gault

Dufresne. See Francheville and Quinault.
Dufresne, dii'fRfn', (Bertrand,) a French financier,
born in Bearn in 1736. He was chief clerk of finance
under Necker, who made him director of the public
treasury about 1790.
During the reign of terror he was
imprisoned by the Jacobins.
He was elected to the
Council of Five Hundred in 1795, and in 1800 was appointed director-general of the treasury, which prospered
under his skilful management. Died in 1801.
Dufresnoy. See Dufresny.
Dufresnoy. See Lenglet-Dufresnoy and Ducloz.
Dufresnoy, du'fRi'nwa', (Andr£ Ignace Joseph,)

Dufresnoy,
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See Pascoli, “Vite de’ Pittori

e

Scultori moderni,” 1730-36;

Bryan, “ Dictionary of Painters ;” “Nouvelle Biographie Gdnerale.”
Dughet, (Giovanni,) a younger brother of the preceding, born about 1615, was also a pupil of N. Poussin.
He renounced painting at an early age, and devoted himself to engraving with the burin and point.
He worked
in Rome, and engraved many works of N. Poussin, among
is “The Seven Sacraments.”
Dugommier, dii'go'me-i', (Jean Francois Co-

which

quille

— ko'ke'ye,) a French general, born in the

isle of
favoured the popular cause in
the Revolution, and went to Paris in 1792. As general of
division, he commanded at the successful siege of Toulon
in 1793, where Bonaparte acted under his orders.
The
next year he was appointed to command the army of
the Eastern Pyrenees, and gained advantages over the
Spaniards at Saint-Elme and other places. He was killed
in November, 1794, at the battle of Sierra Negra, near
Figuieres, where the Spaniards were defeated.
Bonaparte mentioned him in his last will, honoris causd, and
left a legacy to his son.
See Lamartine, “History of the Girondists."

Guadeloupe

Dugua,

in 1736.

du'gii'i',

French general, born
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DUGUAT-TROUIN

services at the 'siege of Toulon in 1793 he was made a
general of division. In 1798 he accompanied Bonaparte
to Egypt.
In the absence of Kleber, who had been

labours is a work entitled “Lettres edifiantes et curieuses ecrites des Missions etrangeres,” which contains
much interesting and valuable information. In 1 735 he
published a “ Historical, Geographical, and Physical
Description of the Chinese Empire,” the first work in
which China had been described with such detail and
exactness by a European.
Died in 1743.

wounded, Dugua commanded his division at the battle
of the Pyramids. He went to Saint Domingo in 1801
as chief of the staff of Leclerc, and died there in 1802.
See A. Dum^ge, “M^moires du G&i^ral Dugua,” 4

Duguay-Trouin,
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vols., 1838.

See

(Ren£,) a brave
and successful French admiral, born at Saint-Malo in
Having obtained command of a privateer frigate
1673.
in 1691, he performed several daring exploits, and took
many prizes from the English. In 1694 he was taken
prisoner by an English squadron and carried into port,
but soon escaped, and returned to France. He entered
the royal marine in 1697, and displayed great skill and
prudence as captain in the war of the Spanish succession,
which began in 1702. Between 1703 and 1705 he cruised
on the coasts of England, defeated a Dutch fleet, and
captured several ships. In 1707 his squadron, united to
that of Forbin, intercepted a large English convoy and
took three of the ships of war by which it was escorted.
He gained great glory by the capture of Rio Janeiro
in 1711.
In 1715 he was appointed vice-admiral, and
dii'gi' tRoo'iN',

Mur eki,

or Du Hamel, dii'hi'mSF, (Jean BapFrench philosopher and savant, born at Vire
in 1624, became curate of Neuilly-sur-Marne. He was a
diligent student of natural philosophy and other sciences,
and gained reputation in 1660 by a treatise on Astronomy, (“Astronomia Physica.”) At the formation of the
Academy of Sciences (1666) he was chosen perpetual
secretary.
He published an interesting “ History of
the Royal Academy of Sciences,” (1698,) a “Treatise on
the Old and New Philosophy,” for the use of colleges,
(1678,) and other scientific works, which were once highly
prized, but are not much read at present.
Died in 1706.
The above-named works are all in Latin, which he wrote
with great purity and elegance.
tiste,) a

M

N

iciIron, “
See
('moires
Fontenelle, “Eloges des Academiciens;” “Nouvelle Biographie Gendrale.”

lieutenant-general in 1728.
His disposition was modest
and generous. He died in 1736, leaving Memoirs of his
life, which were published in 1740 and translated into
English in 1742.
See, also, M. de la Landelle, “Histoire de Duguay-Trouin,”
1844; Adrien Richer, “ Vie de R. Duguay-Trouin,” 1784 and 1835
Antoine Thomas, “ Eloge de Duguay-Trouin,” 1761; “Nouvelle

Du

Hamel, (Jean Marie Constant,)

;

1841.)

Duhamel

Duguernier, du'geR'ne-i', (Louis,) a French por- Guillot

born about 1550, acquired celebrity in miniatures, which he painted on vellum.
He painted the
portraits of the most distinguished personages of his
trait-painter,

a son of the preceding, was
and worked in Paris. Nagler
that he was exiled on the revocation of the edict
(

Louis,

)

skilful portrait-painter,

states

He was

of Nantes, ( 1685 ;) but, according to another account,
he died in Paris in 1659. He left three sons who were
painters, one of whom, named Pierre, was reputed the
best painter on enamel of his time.
See Nagler, “ Neues Allgemeines Kiinstler-Lexikon.”

See Cuvier, “ Eloges historiques,” tome
phie

Duhamel du Monceau,

Duhan,

dii'hSN', (Charles Gilles,) a French Protborn in Champagne in 1685, removed to Berlin,
where he became preceptor to the prince-royal, (Fredeestant,

rick the Great.)

vention, 1792-95. Died in 1807.
Duhesme, dii'him', (Philippe Guillaume,) Count,
He was
a French general, born in Burgundy in 1766.
made general of division in 1794 for his services at GranHis passage of the Rhine at
jean and Maestricht.
Diershcim, in 1797, was much applauded. Fie afterwards
commanded in Italy and Spain, where he gained several

Jesuit,
his supe-

and edit the letters received from the
The result of his
foreign missionaries of the Society.
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Chartres about 1656, published “Philosophus in utrarnque Partem,” (1694.) Died in 1726.
Duhem, dii'bN' or dii-hgm', (Pierre Joseph, )a French
Jacobin, born at Lille in 1760, was a member of the Con-

riors to digest

a, e,

After the accession of that prince (1740)

Duhan was made a privy councillor. Died in 1746.
Duhan, (Laurent,) a French philosopher, born

d’.

by

dii'hi'mgl' dii miN'sc/,

See Cuvier, “Histoire des Sciences naturelles;” “Biographie
“Nouvelle Biographie Genu-rale
“Encyclopaedia

Duhalde, du'hild', (Jean Baptiste,) a French

He was employed

“ Nouvelle Biogra-

Universelle
Britannica.”

of a Christian Lady,” (1725,) “The Work of Six Days,”
(1732,) and a “Treatise on the Principles of the Christian Faith,” (1736.)
Died in 1733.
See Andre, “L’Esprit de J. J. Duguet,” etc., Paris, 1764.

in Paris in 1674.

;

savants of the eighteenth century, in respect to the extent,
variety, and utility of his researches in botany, physiology, agriculture, etc.
He was admitted into the
Academy of Sciences in 1728, after which he wrote
more than sixty memoirs, nearly all on important subHe published, besides other works, a “Treatise
jects.
on the Culture of Land,” (1751,) a “Treatise on the
Tr.ees and Shrubs which grow in France in the Open
Ground,” (1755,) and one entitled “De la Physique des
Arbres,” (1758,) treating of the structure, anatomy, and
This is regarded as his most
physiology of plants.
important work.

Duguet, dii'gl', (Jacques Joseph,) a French theologian, born at Montbrison in 1649.
He became a priest
of the Oratory in 1667, and was attached to the principles
of the Jansenists. He published many esteemed works
on religion and morality, among which are “ Conduct

born

iii.

G fine rale.”

(Henri Louis,) an eminent economist and botanist, born
in Paris in 1700, was one of the most remarkable French

Claude Menard, “Histoire

See Haillan,

—

a savant of the old school, profound, practical,
He wrote, besides other works, a manual

“Subterranean Geometry,” (1788,)
“which,” says Cuvier, “is an indispensable work, and
is at the present time the manual of all who practise the
art of mining in France.”
Died in 1816.

de B. Duguesclin,” 1618; Guyard de Berville, “Vie de Duguesclin,” 1767; Jamison, “Life of Duguesclin,” 1864 ; Fr^minville,
“ Histoire de Bertrand Duguesclin,” 1841.

Haillan.

Hamel, (Jean Pierre Franqois
a French savant and metallurgist,

unassuming.

the English, who then held many places in France.
In
1356 he defeated the Duke of Lancaster at Rennes, and
forced him to raise the siege. About 1364 Charles V.
gave him command of an army, with which he defeated
the King of Navarre. The next year he led a large
army against Pedro the Cruel of Castile, who was unable
to resist him until the English Black Prince came to his
assistance.
In a battle that followed in 1367 the Black
Prince was the victor, and took Du Guesclin prisoner, but
soon released him. In 1369, when the war was renewed
between the French and the English, he was appointed
Constable of France. After he took the command the
English ceased to conquer, and in 1374 he had expelled
them from nearly every province of France. Died in
“ He seems to have been,” says Hume, “ the first
1380.
consummate general that had yet appeared in Europe.”

Du

Du

for miners, entitled

Du Guesclin or Duguesclin, dti'g&'kliN', (Bertrand,) a famous French captain, born near Rennes
about 1314. He distinguished himself in fighting against

See Froissart, “Chronicles;”

or

— ge'yo',)

born at Nieorps in 1730.
He made improvements in
the art of mining and working metals ; and, when the
School of Mines was founded, about 1787, he was chosen
professor of metallurgy, etc. In 1786 he was received
into the Academy of Sciences. About 1795 he was chosen
a member of the Institute and inspector-general of mines.

time.

Duguernier,

a French

mathematician, born in 1797, became in 1851 professor
in the Faculty of Sciences.
He succeeded Poisson as
member of the Institute in 1840. He wrote a work on
analysis, (“ Cours d’Analyse de l’ficole Polytechnique,”

Biographie Gene rale.”

a

“Dictionnaire Historique.”
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Dulac. See Alison.
and received the title of count in 1S14. In the
Dulard, dii'llk', (Paul Alexandre,) a French
Hundred Days he took arms for Napoleon, and was
wounded and taken prisoner at Waterloo, where he was born at Marseilles in 1696; died in 1760.
Dulauloy. See Randon.
massacred by a Prussian soldier, June 18, 1815.
victories,

Irish civilian,

He was a judge,
in the county of Leitrim.
privy councillor, and member of Parliament, and wrote
He promoted the Union,
several political pamphlets.
and opposed Catholic emancipation. Died in 1816.
Du-il'll-us,
(Caius,)
a Roman general,
Du-il'i-us or
elected consul in 261 B.C., is noted as the first Roman
who obtained a naval victory over the Carthaginians. In
the first Punic war he built a number of ships after the
model of one captured from the enemy. This fleet under
his command defeated that of Carthage, near the Lipari
Islands, in 260, on which occasion the Romans used with
great advantage the new invention of grappling-irons, and
boarded the ships of the enemy. He afterwards commanded the land-army, and defeated the Carthaginians
born in 1735,

in Sicily.

Diodorus Siculus, book xxiii.
See Polybius, book
Duilius, (Marcus,) a Roman tribune, who, about
450 b.c., persuaded the people to assume an attitude of
determined hostility to the decemvirs by withdrawing to
i.

Mons

;

Sacer.

Duisburg, doo'is-booRG, written

also

Duisbourg,

(Peter,) a German chronicler, lived about 1320.
wrote a “ History of Prussia.”

He

Duiven, doi'ven, (Jan,) a Dutch portrait-painter, born
Gouda in 1610; died in 1640.
Dujardin, dii'zhtR'dlN', (B£nigne,) a French author
who assumed the name of BoisprLaux, (bw&'pR&'S',)
at

flourished about 1740.
Dujardin, (F£lix,) a French naturalist, born at Tours
in 1801. He cultivated geology, botany, and zoology, and
became professor of mineralogy at Toulouse in 1839.
Among his chief works are a “Natural History of Infusoria,” (1841,) and a “Manual of the Observer with the
Microscope,” (1843.) Died in April, i860.
Dujardin, dii'zhfR'dillN', sometimes written De Jardyn, (Karel,) an eminent Dutch painter, was born in
Amsterdam about 1640. He is called the most excellent
pupil of Berghem.
He studied and worked in Rome,
and returned to his native place, where he was very successful.
He painted history, animals, pastoral scenes,
and other familiar subjects. He excelled in colour,
expression, and chiaroscuro.
Some of his works are
regarded as master-pieces, and bring high prices. His
“ Charlatan” is said to be one of the most highly-prized
tableaux of that kind which the gallery of the Louvre
contains.
Having visited Italy a second time, he died at
Venice in 1678.
See Descamps, “Vies des Peintres Flamands,” etc.

Duke, (Richard,) an English clergyman, born in
Devonshire, was a Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge,
and prebendary of Gloucester. He wrote several mediocre poems, and published sermons which are commended. He co-operated with others in the translation
of Ovid and Juvenal. Died in 1711.
Duker, doo'ker, (Karl Andreas,)
born

Unna, Prussia,

a

German

scholar,

He

studied under
Perizonius at Franeker. In 1716 he was associated with
IJrakenborch in the chair of history and eloquence at
Utrecht vacated by Burmann. His principal work is an
edition of Thucydides, (1731,) which attests his profound
knowledge of Greek and was for a long time the best
edition of that author.
He also edited Florus, (1722.)
He resigned his chair in 1734. Died at Mydrecht in
at

in

1670.

1752.
See Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie;” C. Saxius,
“ Laudatio C. A. Dukeri,” 8vo, 1788.

Duker,

doo'ker, (Karl Gustavus,) a Swedish gendistinguished in the wars of Charles XII.
He
fought at Pultowa in 1709, when he was made prisoner.
In 1712, as lieutenant-general, he commanded a corps
in the isle of Riigen, and surrendered Stralsund after a
brave defence in 1 71 5. He was afterwards made a fieldmarshal, senator, and count. Died in 1732.
See Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie
Voltaire,
“ Histoire de Charles XII.”
eral,
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(Jacques Antoine,) a French reand prolific writer, was born
at Clermont-Ferrand in 1755. In 1788 he published the
Elected to
first volumes of a “Description of France.”
the Convention in 1792, he voted for the death of the
king.
He wrote many political pamphlets, was proscribed as a Girondist in 1793, and saved his life by
flight.
He was one of the Council of Five Hundred in
1796-98. He produced a “History of Paris from the
Earliest Times,” (10 vols., 1821,) and “Historical
Died in
Sketches of the Revolution,” (6 vols., 1825.)

Dulaure,

See “Nouvelle Biographie Gendrale.”

Duigenan, doog'e-nan, (Patrick,) an

poet,

publican,

dii'loR',

known

as an able

i835See “Nouvelle Biographie G^ndrale;” Taillandier, “Notice
sur J. A. Dulaure.”

Du

Laurens or Dulaurens, dii'lo'rfiN', (Andr£,) a
learned French physician, born at Arles about 1550,
became first physician to Henry IV. in 1606. He published several professional works in Latin, one of which
was very successful, viz., “ Anatomical Description of the
Pluman Body,” (1595.) Renauldin praises the elegance
of its style. Died in 1609.
See H. Rodrigues, “Notice sur Dulaurens,” etc., Montpellier,
1842.

Dulaurens, (Henri Joseph,) a French writer and
Among his works are a
abbe, born at Douai in 1719.
“Satire against the Jesuits,” (1761,) and “The Evangile
of Reason.” In 1767 he was sentenced to perpetual
imprisonment as author of anti-religious works. Died
in 1797.

Dulaurier, dii'lo're-i', (Edouard,) a French Orienborn at Toulouse in 1807, became professor of
the Javanese and Malay languages at Paris in 1841.
Dulcino, dool-chee'no, [Lat. Dulci'nus,] an Italian
theologian, and leader of a sect called Dulcinists, was
born at Novara. He was put to death in 1307.
Dulcis, diil's^ss', (Catherin,) a Protestant noted as
a linguist, was born in Savoy in 1540. He was professor
of modern languages at Wittenberg and at Cassel, and
wrote “ Principles of the Italian Languages,” and other
talist,

works.

Dulin, dii'l&N', (Pierre,) a French painter of history,
born in Paris in 1670, gained the grand prize in 1696,
and died in 1748.
Du Lis, dii l£ss, or Dulis, (Charles,) a Frenchman
descended from a brother of Joan of Arc, was born
about 1560. He was a privy councillor of Henry IV.
He wrote a valuable notice of the genealogy, actions,
and arms of Joan of Arc, (1610.) Died about 1632.
Dulk, doolk, (Friedrich Philipp,) a German chemist,
born at Schirwindt, in Prussia, in 1788, became professor
of chemistry at Konigsberg. He published a “Manual
of Chemistry,” (1834,) and other works.
Dullaert, dul'llRt, (Heyman,) a skilful Dutch painter
of history and portraits, born at Rotterdam in 1636. He
was a pupil of Rembrandt, whose manner he imitated
with such success as to puzzle Houbraken and other
connoisseurs.
His “ Hermit Kneeling” is an instance
of this imitation. In consequence of feeble health, he
did not produce a great number of pictures.
He was
skilled in many languages, wrote verses with facility,
and translated Tasso’s epic poem. Died in 1684.
See Descamps, “Vies des Peintres Flamands,”

etc.

Duller, dool'ler, (Eduard,) a popular German poet
and historian, born in Vienna in 1809. He produced a
successful drama, “Master Pilgrim,” (1828,) and “The
Prince of Love,” a poem, (1842.)
He settled in Mentz
(Mayence) in 1849, after which he devoted himself to
history. Among his works are a “ History of the German
People,” (2 vols., 1840,) and a continuation of Schiller’s
“History of the Revolt of the Netherlands,” (3 vols.,
1841.) He published a volume of poems, “Gesammelte
Gedichte,” (1845.) Died in 1853.
See Brockhaus, “ Conversations-Lexikon;” Weber," Geschichte
der Deutschen Literatur.”

Dulon,

doo'lon, (Ludwig,) a Prussian performer on
born in 1769, became blind in infancy. He
composed music for the flute. Died in 1826.
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Dulong, dii'ISN', (Pierre Louis,) a French chemist taires,” 1844-45, 3 ° vols.,) and “The Count of Monteand natural philosopher, born at Rouen in 1785. He C’nristo,” (“ Le Comte de Monte-Christo,” 1845, 12 vols.)
studied chemistry with Berthollet, and discovered the These are much admired for the verve and faculty of
chloride of nitrogen in 1812.
In co-operation with Ber- improvisation which they display. He made, it is said,
zelius, he analyzed water, and made researches in the a free use of the assistance of other writers in the comanimal heat produced by respiration and the combustion position of his works. Died in December, 1870.
of carbon in the lungs.
He succeeded Petit as professor
Dumas, (Alexandre,J a son of the preceding, was
of physique in the Polytechnic School, and in 1823 was bom in Paris in 1824, and is widely known as a romancer
admitted into the Academy of Sciences, for which he and comic author. Among his romances are “ Cesariue,”
wrote memoirs on the theory of heat, the elastic force (1848,) and “ Trois Hommes forts,” (4 vols., 1850.) He
of steam, etc. Died in Paris in 1838.
produced in 1852 “ La Dame aux Camelias,” a comedy,
See Etienne Arago, “ Dictionnaire de la Conversation
“ Nou- which was hignly applauded.
His comedy “ Demivelle Biographie Generale.”
Monde ” (1855) was also very successtul. His works
Dulong de Rosnay, du'lbN' deh ro'ni', (Louis are censured as immoral. His pamphlet “L’HommeHenri,) Comte, a French general, born in Champagne Femme,” published in 1872, created some stir. He wls
died in 1828.
in 1780
His last play
elected to the french Academy in 1875.
Du Lorens, dii IoTSn', (Jacques,) a French satirical is a comedy “ La Princesse de Bagdad.”
poet, born at Chateauneuf in 1583; died about 1650.
Dumas, (Alexandre Davy de la Pailleterie
DumanianLdii'mi'ne'dN'jf Antoine Jean,) a French pt'yeh-tre',) a French general, born at Jeremie in
1762,
comic author, whose family name was Bourlin, (booR'- was the father of Alexandre, noticed above. His mother
11n',) born at Clermont in Auvergne, or Clermont-Ferwas a negress, named Dumas. He was made a general
He lived in Paris, where for some time of brigade in July, 1793, and general of division in Seprand, in 1754.
he performed on the stage. He wrote many comedies, tember of that year. He defeated Wurmser at Mantua
some of which were successful, especially his “Open in
1796, and for his services in the Tyrol in 1797 was
War, or Ruse against Ruse,” (1786.) Died in 1828.
saluted by Bonaparte with the title of “ the Horatius
Dumanoir.du'mi'nwiR', (P hilippe,) a French drama- Codes of the Tyrol.” In 1798 he commanded the cavalry
tist, born in Guadeloupe in 1808.
He
in Egypt, and was at the battle of the Pyramids.
Dumanoir le Pelley, du'mi'nwlR' leh pi'll', died in 1806, having been disabled by ill health for several
(Pierre Etienne RenE Marie,) Count, a French years.
admiral, born at Granville in 1770. As chef-de-division
See “Victoires et Conquetesdes Fran^ais;” “Nouvelle Biograhe conducted the convoy attached to the army which phie Gi'nCrale.”
invaded Egypt in 1798. The next year he commanded
Dumas, (Charles Louis,) an eminent French phyone of the two ships which escorted Bonaparte back to sician, born in Lyons in 1765, graduated at Montpellier.
and
was
made
a
rear-admiral.
At
the
battle
France,
In 1795 he obtained the chair of anatomy and physiology
of Trafalgar in 1805 he commanded the vanguard, and in that city. He was afterwards chosen professor of clinic
escaped with four ships, which were taken a few days medicine, dean of the Faculty, a corresponding member
later.
He was made a count in 1814, and vice-admiral of the Institute, member of the legion of honour, etc.
Died in 1829.
in 1819.
He wrote many learned works, of which the most im;

See “Nouvelle Biographie Gdndrale. ”

Dumaresq,

du-mi-rgsk', (Henry,) a brave British
officer, born in 1792, served in the Peninsula, was severely wounded at Waterloo, and obtained the rank of
lieutenant-colonel in 1817.

Dumarest,

dii'mi'rl',

Died in 1838.
(Rambert,) a skilful French

engraver of medals, born at Saint-fitienne, in Forez, in
He resided in Paris, and became a member of
1750.
the Institute. About the time of the Revolution his
medal of J. J. Rousseau gained the first prize. He engraved the medal which the Institute gives to each of
its members, and one for the Peace of Amiens.
Died
in 1806.

Dumarsais, dii'mf r's!', (CEsar Chesneau,) an eminent French grammarian, born at Marseilles in 1676,
became a citizen of Paris about 1702. His works are
more highly appreciated by posterity than they were by
his contemporaries, and his “Treatise on Tropes or
Figures” is especially commended. He also wrote a
“Treatise on Logic,” and “Principles of Grammar.”
“He was,” says Voltaire, “one of those obscure sages
who judge soundly of all,” etc. Died in 1756.
See De Gerando, “ Eloge de Du Marsais,” 1805 D’Alembert,
;

“filoge de

Du

Dumas,

Marsais,”

in the

" Encyclopedic,” tome

vii.

(Adolphe,) a French poet, cousin
of Alexandre, noticed below, born at Bompas (Vaucluse)
in

dii'ml',

1806; died in 1861.

Dumas, (Alexandre,) a celebrated French novelist
and dramatist, born at Villers-Cotterets (Aisne) in 1803.
His early education was very defective. At the age of
twenty he went to Paris to seek his fortune, and by the
favour of General Foy obtained a clerkship in the bureau
of the Duke of Orleans. He produced in 1828 “ Henri
III,” a drama, the great success of which was a triumph
of the new romantic school over the classic. He wrote
many other successful dramas, among which are “Antony,” a tragedy,” ( 1831, ) and “ Mdlle. de Belle Isle,” a
comedy, (1837.) The immorality of “Antony” was pronounced scandalous even by the French. He excelled
in the construction of plots, and exhibited a marvellous
example of literary fecundity. Dumas also obtained great

portant are “ Principles of Physiology,” (4 vols., 1800,)
“The Future Progress of the Science of Man,” (1804,)
and “Doctrine of Chronic Diseases,” (1812.) The last
Died at Montpellier in April, 1813.
is highly praised.
See Prunelle, “filoge de C. L. Dumas,” 1814; “Nouvelle
Biographie Generate.

”

Dumas, (Jean

Baptiste,) an eminent French chemand senator, born at Alais (Gard) in July, 1800. He
went about 1814 to Geneva, where he studied chemistry
and botany and became the scientific associate of PreHaving removed to Paris in 1821, he was chosen
vost.
ist

tutor of chemistry in the Polytechnic School in 1823.
He married the daughter of the celebrated chemist A.
Brongniart. He acquired a wide reputation by his researches on isomerism, the law of substitutions, the
atomic weights of elements, and other parts of chemical
His labours have contributed greatly to
philosophy.
simplify the study of organic chemistry.
He was elected
to the Institute in 1832, and became professor of organic
chemistry in the School of Medicine in 1834. He published many important works, among which are a “Treatise on Chemistry applied to the Arts,” (8 vols., 1828-45,)
and “ Lectures on Chemical Philosophy,” (“ Lejons sur la
Philosophic chimique,”(i837.) His works are remarkable
From October, 1849, to January,
for elegance of style.
He
1851, he was minister of agriculture and commerce.
was nominated senator and vice-president of the council
of public instruction about the end of 1851. France is
indebted to him for the organization of a system of instruction in agriculture, and the institution of a European
sanitary congress. He died in 1884.
See “Galerie histonque des Membres du Sdnat;” “Nouvelle
Biographie Gendrale.

Dumas, (Louis,) a French musician, born at Nimes in
He wrote “The Art of Music, taught and prac-

1676.
tised

by the Method of the Typographic Bureau,” and
La Bibliothfeque des Enfants.” He was tutor of the
Marquis de Montcalm who fell at Quebec. Died in 1744.
Dumas, (Mathieu,) Count, a French general and
He was aide-dehistorian, born at Montpellier in 1753.
camp of Count de Rochambeau in the United States,
In the
popularity as a novelist. Among his principal romances where he served three campaigns, 1780-82.
are “ The Three Musketeers,” (“ Les trois Mousque- revolution of 1789 he was identified with the party of La
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DUMAS

Fayette, and was charged with several important missions.
In 1791 Colonel Dumas commanded the troops which
guarded Louis XVI. on his return from Varennes, and
was raised to the rank of marechal-de-camp. He was
a moderate member of the Legislative Assembly in 1791
and 1792, and was condemned to death in the reign of
terror, but escaped to Switzerland.
About 1800 he obtained the rank of general of brigade, and was appointed
councillor of state.
He became a general of division in
1805, and, as aide-major-general of Napoleon, made the
campaigns of Ulm and Austerlitz, and that of Austria
in 1809.
He accompanied the grand army to Moscow
(1812) as intendant-general of the administrative service.
In 1814 he entered the service of Louis XVIII., and in
the Hundred Days accepted a command from Napoleon. He published a narrative of the French campaigns
from 1798 to 1807, entitled “ Precis des Evenements militaires,” (19 vols., 1816-26,) which is highly prized.
He
co-operated with La Fayette in the revolution of 1830,
after which he was created a peer of France.
Died in
Paris in October, 1837.
See his autobiographic memoirs, entitled “ Souvenirs,” 3 vols.,
and English version of the same; “ Histoire des Geiuiraux
Franjais;” “Nouvelle biographic Generale.”
1839,

Dumas, (Ren£

DUMONT
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Francois,) a French Jacobin, born at

Lons-le-Saulnier in 1757, was notorious for cruelty as
president of the Revolutionary Tribunal in 1793. As a
partisan of Robespierre, he was guillotined, July 28, 1794.
Dumay, du'mi', (Louis,) a French publicist, born in
the first part of the seventeenth century. He published,
besides other works, “The Science of Princes, or Considerations on Coups d’fitat by Naude, with Reflections,”
Died in 1681.
(1673,) which was greatly esteemed.
Dumay, (Paul,) a French poet, born at Dijon in
1626, associated or corresponded with the most eminent
scholars, and wrote admired Latin verses.
His poem
in honour of the Due d’Enghien, entitled “ Enguinneis,”
Died in 1711.
(1643,) was praised by Gronovius.
Dumee, dii'mi', (J eanne,) a French astronomer, born
in Paris in the seventeenth century.
She published a
“Discourse on the Opinion of Copernicus respecting
the Mobility of the Earth,” which has some merit.
Dumerbion, dii'mSR'be'dN', (Pierre J.,) a French
general, born at Montmeillant in 1734; died in 1797.
Dumeril, dii'm&'r&l', (Andr£ Marie Constant,) a
French physician and naturalist of high reputation, born
at Amiens on the 1st of January, 1774, was a pupil of
Cuvier.
He was chosen professor of anatomy d la faculte in Paris in 1800, and admitted into the Institute
about 1815. For four years he supplied the place of
Cuvier as professor of natural history in the Ecole Centrale.
In 1822 he exchanged his chair of anatomy for
that of physiology, and in 1825 succeeded Lacepede as
professor at the Jardin des Plantes.
He published in
1803 a “Treatise on Natural History,” a fourth edition
of which was entitled “Elements des Sciences naturelles,” (2 vols., 1846.) His greatest work is a “Natural
History of Reptiles,” (“ Erpetologie generale,” 9 vols.,
About 1830 he
1834-54,) in which Bibron co-operated.
became professor of medical pathology in the Faculty of

He wrote an able defence of the charters of
England, (1721,) and other works. Died in 1739.

broke.

New

Dum'no-rix, an ambitious

chieftain of the ALdui, a
nation of Gaul, was the brother of Divitiacus.
He
figures largely in the “ Commentaries” of Caesar, who,
for the sake of Divitiacus, once pardoned Dumnorix for
a conspiracy against the Romans. Having subsequently
disobeyed the order to follow Caesar in the invasion of
Britain, he was killed by Caesar’s soldiers about 59 b.c.,
exclaiming, with his latest breath, “ I am a free citizen
of a free state.”
See Caisar, “

De

Bello Gallico.”

Dumolard,

dii'mo'lfR', (Joseph Vincent,) a French
politician, born in Dauphine in 17665 died in 1820.

Dumolin. See Dumoulin.
Dumolinet, dii'mo'le'ni', (Claude,)

a French priest
and antiquary, born at Chalons-sur-Marne in 1620, wrote
a “ History of the Popes by their Medals,” and dissertations on several points of antiquity.
Died in 1687.
Dumon, dii'miN', (Pierre Sylvain,) a French statesman, born at Agen in 1797, became minister of finance
in 1847.

Dumonceau, dii'miN'so', (Jean Baptiste,) a French
general, born at Brussels in 1760. He entered the French
army in 1792, and in 1794 fought in Holland under Pichegru, who gave him command of the Hague.
He became
general-in-chief in the service of the Batavian republic
in 1805, obtained a marshal’s baton in 1806 or 1807, and
repulsed the English at Walcheren in 1809. In 1813 he
gained a victory overthe Russians at Pirna. Died in 1821.
See “ Victoires et Conquetes des Franjais.”
Dumont, dii'miJN', (Andr£,) a French Jacobin, born
in Picardy in 1764, was a member of the Convention,

He

took side against Robespierre on the 9th
Died in 1836.
Dumont, (Augustin Alexandre,) a French sculptor,

1792-95.

Thermidor.

born in Paris in 1801. He gained the grand prize in 1823,
and went to Rome with a pension. He executed marble
statues of Poussin, (for the Institute,) Saint Louis, (for the
Luxembourg,) and of several other Frenchmen. In 1838
he was chosen a member of the Institute. Among his
later works are figures of Glory and Immortality, for the
(1857.) He died in 1884.
See “ Nouvelle Biographie Generale.”

new Louvre,

Dumont, (Charles Henri

Fr£d£ric,) a French
born near Abbeville in 1758, was the author of a
“
Manual for Mayors,” a Dictionary of Forests,” (“ Dictionnaire forestier,” 1802,) and other useful works. Died
writer,

“

in 1830.

Dumont, Comte de Gages.

See Gages.

Du-mSnt', (Ebenezer,) an American
at

Vevay,

in

before the

general, born
Southern Indiana, about 1815, was a lawyer

civil

war.

He became

a brigadier-general

about September, 1861, and gained a victory at Lebanon,
Kentucky, in May, 1862. He represented the sixth district of Indiana in Congress in 1863-65, having been
elected by the Republicans. Died in 1871.
Dumont, (Francois,) a sculptor, born in Paris in
He gained the first prize of the Academy at an
1688.
early age, and was received as a member of the same in
Medicine at Paris.
when he produced in marble his “Thunderstruck
Dumesnil, (Jean Baptiste.) See Gardin-Dumes- 1712, (“Titan foudroye.”) Died in
Titan,”
1726.
NIL.
Dumont, (Gabriel,) a learned Protestant minister
Dumesnil, dii'mVnH', (Louis Alexis LemaItre,) a
and Orientalist, born in Dauphine in 1680; died in 1748.
French litterateur born at Caen in 1783, wrote a “HisDumont, (Gabriel Martin,) a French architect,
tory of Philip II. of Spain,” (1822,) and other historical
born in Paris about 1720. He was living in 1790.
works. Died in 1858.
Dumont, (George,) a statistical writer, born in Paris
Dumesnil, (Marie Franqoise,) a celebrated French
in 1725
died in 1788.
actress, born near Alenjon in 1711. She made her debut
Dumont, (Jacques Edme,) a French sculptor, born
in Paris in 1737.
She was most successful in tragedy,
in Paris in 1761, was a grandson of Franfois Dumont,
and in the expression of fierce or sublime passions. It
noticed above, and the father of Augustin Alexandre.
has been said that she created the role of Merope in VolHe adorned the Louvre, Luxembourg, and other public
taire’s tragedy of that name.
Voltaire, La Harpe, and
edifices with statues and bas-reliefs, among which are
other poets have paid tributes of admiration to this
statues of Marceau, Colbert, (1808,) and Malesherbes,
actress.
Dorat, in his poem “Theatrical Declamation,”
Died in 1844.
speaks of her in high terms. She retired from the stage (1829.)
Dumont, (Jean,) a historian, born in France about
in 1776, and died about 1802.
The Emperor of
1650, became a resident of Vienna.
See Voltaire, “ Correspondance
Marmontel, “M^moires.”
Germany appointed him historiographer, and gave him
Dum'mer, (Jeremiah,) an American writer, born in the title of baron. He wrote a “History of the Treaties
Boston about 1680. He was sent to England as an agent of Peace of the Seventeenth Century,” (“Corps univerof Massachusetts, and became a friend of Lord Boling- sel diplomatique du Droit des Gens,” 8 vols., 1726,) a
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“Collection of Treaties made from the Time of Charlemagne to the Present Time,” and other works. Died

he was often persecuted and was once driven out of
France by violence. He resided at Paris, Orleans,
Lyons, etc. In 1564 he published a work against the
Dumont, (Jean,) a French historical painter, called acts of the Council of Trent, which made a great sen“the Roman,” was born in Paris in 1700, and studied sation. The French estimate him as one of the greatest
in Rome.
“His talent,” says Auguis, “was not equal jurisconsults and most learned men of his time. “ His
to his reputation.”
He was admitted into the Academy name,” says De Thou, “was venerated not only for his
of Paris in 1728. Died in 1781.
solid judgment and profound learning, but also for his
Dumont, dii'mbN', (Pierre Etienne Louis,) an probity and purity of character.” He died in December,
eminent Swiss author, born of a French family at Geneva 1566, leaving several volumes of legal works.
in 1759. He was ordained minister of a Protestant church
See Brodeau, “ Vie de Dumoulin,” prefixed to his works, dated
in Geneva in 1781. In consequence of the defeat of the 1681, 5 vols. folio; notice by Dupin amd in “ Encyclopedic des Gens
Liberal party in the Swiss state, he emigrated about du Monde;” Henrion de Pansey, “filoge de C. Dumoulin,” 1769;
in 1726.

N icfiRON, “M^moires;” Hello, “ Essai sur la Vie et les Ouvrages
Petersburg. There he gained de C. Dumoulin,” 1839; “Nouvelle Biographie GdnAale.”
1 782, and went to Saint
reputation as an eloquent preacher ; but, after a residence
Dumoulin, (Evariste,) a French journalist, born in
of eighteen months, he accepted an invitation from Lon- the Gironde in
1776, favoured the popular cause in the
don to become the tutor of the sons of Lord Shelburne. Revolution. In 1815 he removed to Paris and became
Lie became intimate with Bentham and Romilly. In 1789 one of the editors of the “ Constitutionnel,”
a new
and 1790 he was in Paris, where he was patronized by journal which opposed the government. His articles
Mirabeau, whom he assisted in composing his speeches contributed greatly to the popularity of this journal.
and reports. About 1792 he returned to England, and, Next to Thiers he took the most prominent part in the
as secretary or coadjutor of Bentham, he began the im- protest of the journalists against the ordinances
of July,
portant task of polishing and popularizing his great 1830. Died in
1833.
works on legislation, which were then in a rude and conDumoulin, (Pierre.) See Moulin.
fused state.
“M. Dumont was admirably qualified,”
Dumouriez, du'moo're-i', (Anne Francois Dusays Macaulay, “to supply what was wanting in Mr. perier
du'pYre-i',) a French poet, born in Paris in
Bentham. In the qualities in which the French writers 1707. He was appointed commissary of war in
1732,
surpass those of all other nations, neatness, clearness, and intendant of the army of De Broglie in
He
1759.
precision, condensation,
he surpassed all French wri- wrote “ Richardet,” a poem in imitation of Forleguerri,
ters.” Among the works of Bentham edited by Dumont
Died in 1769.
(1766,) and other poems.
(in French) are “Traites de Legislation,” (1802,) and
Dumouriez, (Charles Franqois, ) a celebrated
“ Theorie des Peines et des Recompenses,” (1810.) From
French general and statesman, born at Cambrai in 1739,
1814 until 1829 he lived in Geneva, where he became a was a son of the preceding. In early youth he was
member of the representative council. He died in Milan initiated in the arts of diplomacy by an uncle who was
in 1829, leaving “Recollections of Mirabeau,” (“Sou- in the foreign office.
At the close of the Seven Years’
venirs sur Mirabeau,”) since published, which, remarks war
(1763) he had obtained the rank of captain and reMacaulay, “is a very amusing and instructive book, ceived twenty-two wounds. He served with distinction
and a relic of a wise and virtuous man.”
as quartermaster-general in the expedition against CorSee Macaulay, Review of Dumont’s “Recollections of Mira- sica in 1768.
About 1770 the Duke of Choiseul sent
beau;” A. P. Decandolle, “Notice sur la Vie et les Ecrits de M.
Dumont,” 1829 Simonde de Sismondi, “Notice ndcrologique sur him on a secret political mission to Poland, whence he
was soon recalled in consequence of the dismissal of
M. Dumont,” 1829; “Encyclopedia Britannica.”
Dumont de Courset, du'mbN' deh kooR-si', that minister. He was then confined nearly a year in
(Georges Louis Marie,) Baron, a French botanist, the Bastille for some political reasons or pretexts, and
born near Boulogne in 1746. At his chateau De Courset was released in 1774. Before the Revolution he was for
he formed gardens famous for their extent and beauty. more than ten years commandant of Cherbourg, where
He wrote a successful work entitled “Le Botaniste- he ably directed the construction of the port and the
Cultivateur,” (1798, 5 vols.,) containing a description of great naval works which he had planned.
In 1790 he favoured the moderate or constitutional
8700 foreign and indigenous plants. Died in 1824.
Dumont d’Urville, du'mbN' diiR'v^l', (Jules SEbas- party, and became intimate with the Girondist leaders,
tien CEsar,) a celebrated French navigator and bota- who discerned in him a rare combination of the qualities
requisite for those critical times, both as a general and
nist, born at Conde-sur-Noireau, Normandy, in 1790,
entered the navy in 1807. Having been raised to the a diplomatist. His mind was at once powerful, flexible,
He possessed, besides, a spontaneous,
rank of captain, he commanded the corvette Astrolabe, and resolute.
which was sent in 1826 to obtain tidings of La Perouse direct, and captivating eloquence. In March, 1 792, he was
appointed
minister
of foreign affairs, and became the
and to make hydrographic observations. In this voyage
he made coast-surveys of New Zealand, New Guinea, master-spirit of the government. He gained the confiNew Britain, etc., and found evidence that La Perouse dence of the king, to whom he appears to have been
few weeks after Dumouriez became minister,
had been wrecked on one of the Solomon Islands named loyal.
Vanikoro. The results of the expedition, which made war was declared against Austria. In June, 1792, he
resigned his office, and in August of the same year berich contributions to natural history, were published
under the title of “Voyage de Decouvertes autour du came general-in-chief of the army in place of La Fayette,
Monde,” (22 vols., 1832-34.) In 1837 he sailed with the He defended the passes of the forest of Argonne against
Astrolabe and Zelee on a voyage of Antarctic discovery. a superior Prussian force which was marching in triumph
In January, 1840, he discovered land, which he named towards Paris. It is now admitted that the dilatory
Terre Adelie, situated in latitude 66° 30' south and lon- movements of the Prussian general were caused by
between him and Dumouriez
gitude 138° 21' east. On his return in November, 1840, secret negotiations pending
he was made a rear-admiral, and began the publication for the restoration of Louis XVI.
The Prussians having abandoned the invasion of
of his “ Voyage au Pole sud et dans l’Oceanie,” (24 vols.,
France in October, Dumouriez undertook a campaign
1841-54. Eleven volumes of this work were written by
the other naturalists of the expedition.
He was killed against Flanders with about 100,000 men. In November,
1 792, he defeated the Austrians at the battle of Jemmapes,
by a railway-accident near Versailles in May, 1842.
(the first pitched battle that had been gained by the
See De Bari ns, “ Vie et Voyages de l’Amiral Dumont d’Urville,”
republican
army,) which was followed by the speedy
“
Notice historique sur Dumont d’Urville,” 1846;
1844; Lesson,
Isidore Lebrun, “ Biographie de Dumont d’Urville,” in the“An- conquest of Belgium. At this period, as Lamartine says,
nales maritimes.”
Dumouriez “was the virtual dictator of all parties,” and
Duinortier, dii'moR'te-i', (BarthElemy Charles,) such he might have continued if he had not striven
a Belgian botanist, was born at Tournay in 1797.
against the tide which impelled him on to fortune.” But,
Dumoulin, dii'moo'l&N', or Dumolin, du'mo'liN', from loyalty to the Bourbons, hostility to the Jacobins,
Lat. Molin/e'us,] (Charles,) an eminent French jurist, or some other cause, he paused in the career of victory,
t orn in Paris in 1500, was a relative of Queen Anne and plotted a counter-revolution in concert with the
Boleyn. He embraced the Protestant religion, for which Austrians. Rumours of his defection having reached
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DUMOUSTIER
Paris, the

1793, to

obey

Convention sent four commissioners,

in April,
to their bar.
On his refusal to
they ordered his soldiers to arrest

summon him

this

summons,

him. “This is too much !” exclaimed Dumouriez. “It
is time to resist such audacity !” and the deputies were
instantly seized by his hussars and taken as prisoners
to the Austrian camp.
His army, however, refusing to
join in his designs, he was compelled to escape with a
few adherents, and passed the rest of his life in exile.
I le was pensioned by England, and died near Henley-onThames, in Buckinghamshire, in 1823, leaving memoirs
of his life and several political treatises.
See “ Memoires de Dumouriez,” written by himself, 2 vols., 1794,
and an English translation of the same, by John Fenwick; also,
Ledieu, “Dumouriez et la Revolution Framjaise,” 1826; Thiers,
“ History of the French Revolution;” “Nouvelle Biographie Generale.”

Dumoustier, du'moos'te-i', (Pierre,) Count, a
French general, who was born at Saint-Quentin in 1771.
For his conduct at Pultusk he was made general of brigade about 1806. After he had served several campaigns
in Spain, he became general of division in 1811. He took
part in the battle of Lutzen, (1813.)
Died in 1831.
Dumoutier, dii'moo'te-i', (Daniel,) a skilful French
portrait-painter, was born in Paris about 1550. He holds
a high rank among the early French artists, and has left
portraits of several kings, from Henry II. to Louis XIII.
Died in 1631.
Dun, Lord. See Erskine, (David.)
Dunaeus, the Latin of Downes, which see.
Dun-bar', (George,) a Scottish scholar, born in 1774.
He was professor of Greek in the University of Edinburgh from 1805 until 1851. He published several useful educational works, of which the most important is an
excellent “Greek and English Lexicon,” (1840.) Died
in 1857.

Dunbar, (William,) one

of the greatest of the early
Scottish poets, was born at Sal ton about 1465.
He became a Franciscan friar and itinerant preacher. He was
afterwards employed by James IV., probably as clerk or
secretary of embassy, and in 1500 he received the grant
of a small pension, which was eventually increased to
£&o. In 1503 he produced “The Thistle and the Rose,”
an allegory in honour of the marriage of James IV., which
is one of his best works.
He excels in allegory and in
didactic and humorous poetry. Sir Walter Scott thought
him “ unrivalled by any poet that Scotland had yet produced.” Among his principal poems are “The Golden
Terge or Targe,” “The Merle and Nightingale,” and
“The Jousts between the Tailor and Souter.” Died

about 1530.
See Warton, “History

of English Poetry;” Ellis, “Specimens
Chambers, “ Biographical Dictionary of
Campbell, “ Specimens of the British Poets ;”

of Early English Poetry;”
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Dunc'an, [Fr. pron. duN'kbN',] (Daniel,) an eminent
French physician, of Scottish descent, born at Montauban in 1649. After graduating about 1673, he lived some
In 1685, to escape persecution as a Prothe retired to Geneva, and thence to Berne, where
he was professor of anatomy. He practised a number
of years at the Hague, and about 1714 settled in London,
where he died in 1735. He was author of “La Ghimie
naturelle,” (1680,) and of several other works.
Duncan, (Henry,) D.D., a Scottish minister and
author, born near Dumfries in 1774, was presented to
the church of Ruthwell in 1799.
He was the founder
of savings-banks, and author of several works, among
which are “The Cottage Fireside,” and “The Sacred
Philosophy of the Seasons,” (4 vols., 1836.) Died in 1846.
See a “Memoir of Dr. Duncan,” published by his son in 1848;
years in Paris.
estant,

Chambers, “ Biographical Dictionary

(John,) D.D., grandson of Daniel, noticed
above, was born in 1 720. He published an “ Essay on
Happiness,” a poem, and other works. Died in 1808.
Dunc'an, (Johnson K.,) an American general, born
He
in Pennsylvania, graduated at West Point in 1849.
took arms against the Union, and commanded Forts
He
Jackson and Saint Philip, below New Orleans.
surrendered those forts about April 29, 1862, after the
in
Union fleet had passed them. Died
1863, aged about
thirty-six years.

Duncan, (Joseph,) an American general and politician,
born in Kentucky about 1790. He served with credit in
the second war with Great Britain, and at its close settled
While in the legislature of that State, he
in Illinois.
was chiefly instrumental in the passage of the law estab-

common schools. He was afterwards Governor
of Illinois, and from 1827 to 1835 a representative in
lishing

Died in 1844.
Duncan, (Mark,) a Scottish physician, was the anHe became principal
cestor of Daniel, noticed above.
of the Calvinist college at Saumur, France, and wrote
a treatise on Logic, (“ Institutiones Logicae,” 1612.) Died
in 1640.
His son
was a distinguished poet and soldier.
Congress.

Mark

(See Cerisantes.)

Duncan, (Philip Bury,) an English scholar and
philanthropist, born in South Warnborough in 1772. lie
lived mostly at Oxford and Bath, was a Fellow of New
College, Oxford, and keeper of the Ashmolean Museum.
He contributed largely to charitable purposes. He wrote
“Essays on Various Subjects,” and other works. Died
near Bath in 1863.
Duncan, (Thomas,) a Scottish artist, born in Perthshire in 1807.
He painted subjects of Scottish history.
Died

Dunc'an I., King of Scotland, was the son of Beatrix,
who was a daughter of King Malcolm II. After a reign
of a few years’ duration, he was murdered at Elgin about
1040 by Macbeth, whose story has been dramatized by

in

Edinburgh

in 1845.

Duncan, (William,)

a Scottish writer, born at AberHe became a resident of London about
translation
His
of Cicero’s “Select Orations,”
1740.
with notes, and his “Elements of Logic,” (1748,) were
esteemed and often reprinted. In 1752 he was chosen
professor of philosophy in Marischal College, Aberdeen.

deen

“Encyclopaedia Britannica.”

of Eminent Scotsmen.”

Duncan,

in 1717.

Duncan’s son, Malcolm III., became king. Died in 1760.
See Chambers, “ Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen.”
Dunc'an, (Adam,) Viscount of Camperdown, an able
Duncker, doonk'ker, or Dunker, (Balthasar AnBritish admiral, born at Dundee in 1731.
He entered
the navy about 1746, and was made a post-captain in toine,) a painter and engraver, born at Saal, in PomeHe distinguished himself at Cape Saint Vincent rania, in 1746. He studied and worked some years in
1761.
in 1 780, and was made a rear-admiral in 1 789, and vice- Paris, where he painted history and landscapes.
lie
admiral in 1795, when he commanded in the North Sea. also made etchings of paintings in the cabinet of the
Shakspeare.

During the war against the Dutch, an alarming mutiny
broke out in the English navy in 1797, and Duncan was
deserted by nearly all his ships. The mutineers having
returned to their duty, he gained a decisive victory over
the Dutch near Camperdown in October, 1797, for which
he was created Viscount Duncan of Camperdown. Died
in 1804.
He had married the daughter of Lord-President Dundas, and left two sons.
See Campbell, “Lives of the British Admirals;” Chambers,
“Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen;” “Encyclopaedia
Britannica.”

Duncan, (Andrew,) a Scottish physician, born in
in 1745. He delivered clinical lectures in the
University of Edinburgh from 1773 to 1776, and wrote
some medical treatises. Died in 1828.
See Chambers, “ Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen.”
Edinburgh
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Due de Choiseul. Died at Berne in 1807.
Duncker, (Maximilian Wolfgang,) a German

his-

born in Berlin in 1812. He became professor of
history at Halle about 1840, and was a prominent member of the National Assembly of Frankfort in 1848. He
has published “ Origines Germanicae,” (1840,) a “ History
of Antiquity,” (“Geschichte des Alterthums,” 1852,) and
other works.
Dun'combe, (Rev. John,) an English writer, born in
He published a few
1730, became vicar of Herne.
sermons, “ The Feminead,” a poem, and a version of
the emperor Julian’s works. Under the signature of
“Crito,” he contributed to the “Gentleman’s Magazine”
torian,

for

many

Died

years.

in 1785.

Duncombe, (Thomas
legislator,

born

G, H, K, guttural; N, nasal; R, trilled; s as z;

in 1796.

th as

in this.

Slingsby,) an English radical
elected to Parliament

He was

(Jgp’See Explanations,

p. 23.)

D UNCOMB

Finsbury (London) from 1834
a witty and fluent speaker, and
very popular with the voters. No man ever sat so long
for any metropolitan borough. He constantly advocated
the vote by ballot, extended suffrage, and other reforms.
In 1858 he carried an important motion, which resulted
in 1826, and represented
was
until his death.

He

in the relief of the

in

Jews from

November, 1861.
See a “ Life of Thomas

S.

Died

political disabilities.

Duncombe,” by
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his son

Thomas,

2

eldest son of Archibald, Earl of Dundonald. (See Cochrane, Archibald.) He entered the navy in 1793, and
obtained the rank of post-captain in 1801, after capturing
many prizes from the French. In 1809 he commanded
the fire-ships that destroyed the French fleet in the

Basque Roads, and was rewarded with knighthood for
that daring and successful exploit.
About this time he
was elected by the Whigs to Parliament, where he was
an active opponent of the ministry. In 1814 he was

accused of spreading a false report of Napoleon’s death,
(William,) an English writer, father of which caused a great rise in the funds, and by the influnoticed
above,
was
born
in
the Rev. John Duncombe,
ence of party spirit was convicted, fined A 1000, senLondon in 1690. He published several successful works, tenced to imprisonment for one year, and dismissed from
among which are a translation of Racine’s “Athalie,” the naval service. Before the expiration of his term of
a poetical version of Horace, (in which he was assisted imprisonment, his constituents, believing him to be innoby his son,) and “ L. J. Brutus,” a tragedy. Died in cent, re-elected him to Parliament. The injustice of his
condemnation was recognized many years before his
1769.
Dtin-das', (Sir David,) a British general, born in or death. He commanded the fleet of Chili from 1818 to
near Edinburgh about 1735. He entered the army in 1822, and that of Brazil in 1822 and 1823. In 1827 he
1752, was aide-de-camp to General Elliott in 1761, and distinguished himself as admiral of the Greeks in their
obtained the rank of colonel in 1781. In 1788, after revolt against Turkey. He inherited the earldom in 1831,
studying tactics in Prussia, he wrote “ Principles of and was restored to his rank in the navy in 1833. He
Military Movements,” which were adopted as rules for was made vice-admiral of the white in 1851, and full adthe royal army. He obtained the grade of major-general miral about 1854. Died in i860. His “ Autobiography of
“ He performed greater
in 1790, and distinguished himself at Tournay in 1794. a Seaman” has since appeared.
In 1804 he was made governor of Chelsea Hospital and actions with smaller means,” says the “North British
knight of the Bath, and in 1809 he succeeded the Duke Review” for February, 1861, “than any other captain
of York as commander-in-chief of the British army. or commander recorded in history. He combined the
chivalrous audacity of Sir Sydney Smith and the calDied in 1820.
See Chambers, “ Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen.” culated dash of Nelson, with an originality of conception
Dundas, (Henry,) Lord Melville, a Scottish lawyer to which neither of them so much as approximated.”
See, also, “Blackwood’s Magazine” for February, i860.
He was appointed
and statesman, born about 1740.
lord advocate of Scotland in 1775, and treasurer of the
Dunfermline, Baron. See Abercromby, (James.)
useful
He was one of Pitt’s most
British navy in 1783.
Dungal, dun-gaul', a scholar and teacher, supposed
and steadfast supporters. He became a member of the to have been a native of Ireland, became a resident of
cabinet as secretary of state for the home department in France. Charlemagne having consulted him respecting
1791, and a few years later exchanged that office for the an eclipse of the sun which occurred in 810, he anplace of secretary at war. Having resigned this office at swered in a long letter, which is extant.
the dissolution of Pitt’s ministry, he was raised to the
Dunglison, dung'gli-sgn, (Robley,) M.D., a physipeerage, as Viscount Melville, in 1802. Lord Brougham cian and author, distinguished for his profound and varied
says “ he was an admirable man of business, and a skil- learning, as well as for his numerous valuable contribuIn 1804 he was appointed first lord of the tions to medical literature, was born at Keswick, county
ful debater.”
admiralty. The next year the Commons impeached him of Cumberland, England, January 4, 1798. His medical
for misapplication of the public money, for which he was education, begun at Keswick, was carried on in London.
Died in 1811, leaving He subsequently attended a course of lectures at the
tried by the Lords and acquitted.
the title to his son, Robert Saunders.
University of Edinburgh, and also a course at the Ecole
See Chambers, “ Biographical Dictionary ofEminent Scotsmen
de Medecine of Paris. He graduated in medicine in 1823
Brougham, “Statesmen of the Time of George III.”
In 1824 he
at the University of Erlangen, in Germany.
Dundas, (Sir James Whitley Deans,) a British ad- was engaged by the University of Virginia, then newly
miral, born in 1785, was a son of Dr. James Deans. He established, to fill a chair of medicine (including anatomy
assumed the name of Dundas about 1808. He became and physiology) in that institution, and, in accordance
rear-admiral in 1841, and commanded the fleet which with this arrangement, he came to America in the autumn
operated against Russia in the Black Sea in 1854, but of the same year. He held this position until October,
did not perform any important action. He resigned, or 1833, when he accepted the professorship of materia
was recalled, about the end of 1854, and Sir E. Lyons medica, therapeutics, etc. in the University of Maryland.
succeeded to the command. Died in 1862.
In the summer of 1836 he was appointed professor of
Dundas, (Richard Saunders,) a British admiral, the institutes of medicine in the Jefferson College of
born at Melville Castle, Scotland, in 1802, was a son of Philadelphia, that chair having been newly created for
He entered the navy in him. He continued to fulfil the duties of this position
the third Viscount Melville.
About 1840 with the highest credit to himself and to the institution
1817, and became a post-captain in 1824.
he served with distinction in the Chinese war. He until within a year of his death. It was owing in a great
obtained the rank of rear-admiral in 1853, and the com- measure to his talents, reputation, and personal influence
mand of the fleet in the Baltic, vice Sir Charles Napier, that the Jefferson College rose rapidly, from the inferior
His principal exploit was the very position which it had held before his accession to its
in February, 1855.
He was faculty, to the very first rank among the medical schools
effective bombardment of Sweaborg in 1855.
made a vice-admiral in 1858. Died in 1861.
of America. He died the 1st of April, 1869.
Dundas, (Robert,) an eminent Scottish lawyer, born
Dr. Dunglison enjoyed the friendship and confidence
He was ap- of the ex-Presidents Jefferson and Madison, both of
in 1685, was the father of Lord Melville.
pointed lord advocate of Scotland in 1720, and lord whom he attended in the capacity of medical adviser.
Died in To Mr. Madison he dedicated his first important work,
president of the court of session in 1748.
Although assiduous in the
his “ Human Physiology.”
1753
vols., 1868.

Duncombe,

-

See Chambers, “ Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen.”
Dundas, (Robert,) a Scottish lawyer, son of the preceding, was born in 1713. After filling other high offices,
he was appointed president of the court of session in
1760.

Died

in 1787.

Dundee. See Graham, (John.)
Dundonald, Earl of. See Cochrane, (Archibald.)

Dun-don'ald, (Thomas Cochrane,) tenth Earl of,
a distinguished British admiral, born in 1775, was the
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cultivation of the sciences more immediately connected
with his profession, he found time to give a share of his
attention to a great variety of subjects, including philology and general literature. Among the many objects of
his benevolence, he took a particular and deep interest
in the Philadelphia Institution for the Blind, and gave
liberally of his time and services, that he might lighten
the privations and enhance the enjoyments of that unfortunate class for whose sake it had been established.
As a man, Dr. Dunglison was distinguished for his freeshort;
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DUNS SCOTUS

dom from prejudice, for a dispassionate fairness in all his “Collection of Confessions of Faith, Catechisms, Books
judgments of men and things, as well as for a liberal and of Discipline,” etc. Died in 1720.
kindly spirit which constantly prompted him to acts of
See Chambers, “Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen.”
courtesy and beneficence. His character commanded the
Dfinn, (Samuel,) an English mathematician, born at
universal respect, esteem, and confidence of that large Crediton.
He taught mathematics at Crediton and
circle who enjoyed the privilege of his friendship.
Chelsea, and published several works on astronomy and
Among his numerous works we may name his “Hu- navigation, (1759-93.) Died in 1792.
man Physiology,” (2 vols. 8vo, 1832; 8th edition, 1856,)
Dun'ning, (John,) Lord Ashburton, an eminent
his “Dictionary of Medical Science,” of which the first English lawyer, born at Ashburton in 1731.
He was
“
edition appeared in 1833,
Elements of Hygiene,” (1835
called to the bar in 1 756, and a few years later was re2d edition, published under the title of “ Human Health,” corder of Bristol. In 1767 he was appointed solicitor1844,) “General Therapeutics, or Principles of Medical general, and soon after was returned, by the borough of
Practice,” (1836; 6th edition, 1857,) “New Remedies,” Caine, to Parliament, in which he acted with the Whigs.
(1839; 7th edition, 1856,) “Medical Student,” (1837; 2d He was very successful in his profession, and was reedition, 1844,) and his “ Practice of Medicine,” (2 vols., garded by many as the first advocate in England at that
1842 3d edition, 1848.)
time.
His style of oratory was brilliant, witty, and
He made numerous contributions not only to the prin- sarcastic ; but his gestures were not graceful, and his percipal medical and surgical journals published in the son was the reverse of imposing.
In 1780 he married
United States, but also wrote articles for several of the Elizabeth Baring. He was raised to the peerage, as
scientific and literary periodicals of Great Britain.
Of Baron Ashburton, in 1782, and was appointed chancellor
all his works his “ Medical Dictionary” is probably the
of the duchy of Lancaster.
Died at Exmouth in 1783.
most widely known its success has scarcely had a
See Sir William Jones’s Eulogy on Dunning, in his Works, vol. iv.
parallel in this department of literature.
The number
Dunod, dii'no', (Pierre Joseph,) a French antiquary,
of copies sold, from the date of its first publication up born near Saint-Claude in
1657; died in 1725.
to the present time, (1869,) has reached nearly 60,000.
Dunod de Charnage, dii'no' deh shirdnizl/, (Fran(For a particular account of Dr. Dunglison’s various cois Ignace,) a French jurist, born at Saint-Claude in
publications, the reader is referred to Allibone’s “ DicHe was appointed professor of law at Besan^on
1679.
tionary of Authors.”)
in 1720.
He wrote a “History of Burgundy,” (1735,)
See the notice of Dr. Dunglison in the “American Journal of which was much
esteemed, and several able legal works.
the Medical Sciences” for July, 1869, by Dr. S. H. Dickson: and
“Memoir of Dr. Robley Dunglison,” by his son, Dr. R. J. Dun- Died in 1752.
Dunod de Charnage, (Sophie Edouard,) a French
glison, 1870.
Dunham, diin'am, (S. Astley,) LL.D., an English administrator, born at Besanfon in 1783; died in 1826.
Dunois, dii'nwi', (Jean,) the “Bastard of Orleans,”
author of the present century. He wrote the following
able works: “History of Poland,” (1830,) “ History of a famous French captain, born in Paris in 1402, was a
natural
son of Louis, Duke of Orleans, who was a
Spain and Portugal,” (1832,) “History of Europe during
He defeated the Engthe Middle Ages,” and “History of the Germanic Em- brother of the king, Charles VI.
lish at Montargis in 1427, and shared with Joan of Arc
pire,” (1837.)
Died in 1858.
Duni, doo'nee, (Egidio,) a Neapolitan composer, born the honour of raising the siege of Orleans in 1429. In
at Matera in 1 709.
He settled in Paris, and composed 1436 he made himself master of Paris. Having obtained
;

;

:

Died in 1775.
See Duncker.
Dttnk'in, (Rev. William,) an Irish poet, was a friend
of Dean Swift. He published a volume of Epistles in
After his death his Poetical Works were pub1741.

successful operas.

Dunker.

lished in 2 vols., (1774.)

the chief command, with the title of lieutenant-general,
he conquered Normandy from the English about 1448,
and expelled the same enemy from Guienne in 1453. In
reward for these services, Charles VII. declared him a
prince of the blood, with the title of Count of Orleans.
Dunois is one of the most popular names among the

Dun'lap, (William,) an American painter and au- national heroes of France. Died in 1468.
He left a son Francois, Count of Dunois and Longuewas born at Perth Amboy, New Jersey, in 1766.
He was a pupil of Sir Benjamin West in London. On ville, ancestor of the celebrated Due de Longueville.
See Aim£-Champollion, “Louis et Charles d’Orleans;” Anhis return to America he devoted himself to portrait”
“
“ Nouvelle Biographie
inhale.
painting and dramatic composition in New York, and selme, Histoire genealogique
Dunoyer, dii'nw&'yi', (Anne Marguerite Petit,)
was manager of the Park Theatre from 1798 till 1805.
Thenceforth his efforts were variously directed to his Madame, a French writer of fiction, born at Nimes
profession as an artist, to literature, to the career of a about 1663, was a Protestant, and became an exile. She
theatrical manager, etc.
In 1821, when Dunlap was in wrote “Lettres historiques et galantes,” (7 vols., 1704.)
his fifty-fifth year, appeared his first great painting, Died in 1720.
Dunoyer, (Charles Bartii£lemi Pierre,) a French
“Christ Rejected,” (18 feet by 12,) after the plan of
West’s picture on the same subject, and in 1828 he economist, born at Carennac (Lot) in 1786. During the
painted “Calvary,” (18 feet by 14,) both of which were restoration he edited (with Charles Comte) the “Cenexhibited with success in the principal cities of the seur,” an able and liberal periodical.
He was admitted
United States. His “History of the American Thea- into the Institute in 1832, and was prefect of La Somme
tre” was published in 1833, and his “History of the from 1833-37.
His chief work is “On the Liberty of
Rise and Progress of the Arts of Design in the United Labour,” (3 vols., 1845.)
Duns Escoto. See Duns Scotus.
States” appeared in 1834. He also wrote a “Life of
Duns-Scot. See Duns Scotus.
Charles Brockden Brown.” Died in 1839.
Duns Sco'tus, [Fr. Duns-Scot, duN'sko' ; It. Duns
Dttn'lop, (Alexander,) a distinguished scholar, of
Scottish extraction, born in 1684.
He was appointed Escoto, doons 6s-ko'to,] (John,) surnamed the Subprofessor of Greek in the University of Glasgow in 1720. tle Doctor, a famous theologian and metaphysician,
His Greek Grammar was long used in the Universities supposed to have been born about 1265 at Dunse, in
of Scotland. Died in 1742.
Scotland. The Irish and English, however, claim him
Dunlop, (John,) a British author, born probably in as their countryman. He was a Fellow of Merton ColScotland.
He published a “ History of Fiction,” (Lon- lege, Oxford, and a Franciscan friar. In 1301 he was
don, 1814,) which passed through several editions, a chosen professor of theology at Oxford, where he is said
“ History of Roman Literature,” and “ Memoirs of Spain to have lectured to an immense class. About
1307 he
during the Reigns of Philip IV. and Charles II.,” (1834,) professed theology in Paris. He wrote many works on
said to be a work of merit.
metaphysics, theology, etc., and was reputed one of the
thor,

See “Edinburgh Review”
Review” for July, 1815.

for

November,

1814;

“Quarterly

Dunlop, (William,) a brother of Alexander, noticed
above, was born at Glasgow in 1692. Pie was an eloquent
preacher, and became professor of divinity in the University of Edinburgh in 1716.
He published a valuable
c as k; 5 as
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greatest doctors of his time.
He founded a new school,
the Scotists, which for several centuries maintained a
rivalry with the Thomists, or disciples of Aquinas. Died
“ The greatest of the Schoolmen,”
at Cologne in 1308.
says Hallam, “were Thomas Aquinas and Duns Scotus.
They were founders of rival sects, which wrangled with
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for two or three centuries.”
(“ Introduction
to the Literature of Europe.”)
See J. Colgan, “Tractatusde Vita Joannis Scoti,” 1655; Chambers, “ Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen
Alonzo de
Guzman, “ Vida de J. Duns Scoto,” 1671 Lucas Wadding, “Vita

each other

;

J.

Duns

Scoti,” Lyons, 1644.

Dunstable,

dun'sta-b’l,

Dunstaple, (John,) an

or

DUPERRET

8 O

English musical composer, born at Dunstable about
1400 died in 1458.
Dun'stan, Saint, an eminent and ambitious English
prelate and statesman, born at Glastonbury in 925 a.d.
lie became noted for monkish austerity, and obtained
the chief power in the reign of Edred, which began in
;

“Letters on Italy,” (1788,) which had a brilliant success
and were often reprinted. La Harpe designated the latter
as “a melange of good sense and false wit.”
Died in
Two of his sons became eminent, one as sculptor
1788.
and the other as author.
See Voltaire, “ Correspondance.”

Dupaty, (Charles Mercier,) an eminent French
Bordeaux

in 1771, was a son of the
a pupil of Lemot in Paris, where
in 1799 he gained the grand prize for sculpture for his
“ Pericles visiting Anaxagoras.”
He studied several
years at Rome, and adopted the antique style with great
success.
In 1816 he was chosen a member of the Institute.
He was patronized by the government, for which
he executed a statue of Louis XIII. His “ Ajax pursued
by Neptune” is considered his principal work. Died in

sculptor, born at

He was

preceding.

King Edgar made him Bishop of London, and in
946.
959 Archbishop of Canterbury. Dunstan exerted his
paramount influence in this and the next reign to secure
He exalted and enriched the
the papal supremacy.
monks at the expense of the secular clergy, who were November, 1825.
See Coupin, “Notice sur Charles Dupaty,” 1825; “Nouvelle
expelled from their livings. On the accession of Ethelred Biographie Generate.”
II., in 978, Dunstan lost his political power. Died in 988.
Dupaty, (Louis Emmanuel Charles Mercier,) a
See W. Robinson, “Life of Saint Dunstan,” 1844; Eadmer, French poet, brother of the preceding, was born in the
“ Life of Dunstan
William of Malmesbury, “ History W. F.
Hook, "Lives of the Archbishops of Canterbury,” vol. chap. vii. Gironde in 1775. He produced a successful comedy,
Dun'ster, (Charles,) an English clergyman, was for “The Military Prison,” (1803,) several comic operas,
many years rector of Petworth. He published “Notes and a poem entitled the “Informers,” (“Delateurs,”
He was elected to the French Academy in 1835.
on Paradise Regained,” and other works. Died about 1819.)
Died in 1851.
1816.
Duperac,
du'pA'rlk', (Etienne,) a French architect
Dunater, (Henry,) an English divine, who on his
and painter, born in Paris, published a work “On the
arrival in Massachusetts in 1640 was chosen the first
president of Harvard College.
He was an excellent Antiquities of Rome,” which is highly prized. Died in
1601.
Oriental scholar, but was compelled to resign in 1654
Duperche, dii'pARsh', (J. J. M.,) a French dramatist
Died in 1659.
for preaching against infant baptism.
Dun'ton, (John,) an eccentric English author and and able translator, born about 1775. He produced
many successful dramas and novels. Died in 1829.
bookseller, born at Graffham in 1659.
Having served
Duperier, du'pA'reA/, (Charles,) a French poet,
an apprenticeship to a London bookseller, he opened a
born at Aix, in Provence, became a resident of Paris.
shop of his own in London about 1685. He married an
His verses in honour of the king gained the prizes of the
aunt of the celebrated John Wesley. He failed in busiin 1681 and 1683, and he acquired still higher
He wrote a great number and Academy
ness once, or oftener.
reputation
by his Latin poems. He excelled most in the
variety of curious books, among which are “ The Atheode.
Menage calls him the prince of the lyric poets of
nian Mercury,” (20 vols., 1690-96,) “The Dublin Scuffle,”
his age.
Died in 1692.
(1699,) and “The Life and Errors of John Dunton,
See “ M^nagiana.”
with the Lives and Characters of a Thousand Persons,”
Duperray, dii'pA'r.V, (Michel,) a French jurist and
He was a dissenter, a supporter of the Whig
(1705.)
advocate of high reputation, born at Mans about 1640;
party, and a person of great fertility in projects.
Died
i.

died in 1730.

in 1733-

Diintzer, dunt'ser, or Duentzer, (Johann Heinrich Joseph,) a German writer and philologist, born
Among his numerous works are
at Cologne in 1813.
“The Faust of Goethe,” (2 vols., 1836,) “ Homer and the
Epic Cycle,” (1839,) and a “ Commentary on the Poems
of Horace,” (5 vols., 1840-44.)
Dunz, doonts, (Johann,) a skilful Swiss painter of
died
portraits and flowers, was born at Berne in 1645
;

in 1736.

Dupain-Montesson,

dii'pAN' miN'tA'sdN', a

geometer and writer on military

tactics,

French

born about 1720

died about 1790.

Du Pan.

See

Dupanloup,

Mallet du Pan.

(F£lix Antoine Philibert,) a distinguished French bishop, born at SaintFelix, Savoy, in 1802.
He was naturalized in 1833, and
made Bishop of Orleans in 1849. In 1854 he was elected
to the French Academy. Among his works is a popular
treatise on Education, (“De l’Education,”3 vols., 1855-5 7.)
He took a very active part 111 many political and religious
Died in 1878.
controversies of his time.
Duparquet, dii'ptR'kA', (Jacques Diel,) a French
officer, was appointed Governor of Martinique in 1638.
In 1650 he planted a colony in Grenada, and soon after
purchased those two islands, together with Saint Lucia,
from the King of France, who gave him the title of lieutenant-general. He is praised for his kind and generous
treatment of the aborigines. Died in 1658.
Dupasquier, du'pfs'ke-A', (Gaspard Alfonse,) a
French chemist, born at CHassy (Rhone) in 1793; died
dii'p&N'loo',

in 1848.

Dupaty,

dii'pi'te',

(Charles Marguerite Jean

and magistrate,
successively advocate-general and president a mortier in the parliament
of Bordeaux.
He wrote a valuable work called “Historical Reflections on the Criminal Laws,” (1788,) and

Baptiste Mercier,) a French

born

at Rochelle in 1746.
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Duperrd, du'pATA', (Victor Guy,) Baron, an able
at La Rochelle in 1775.
He was

French admiral, born

made

captain of a frigate in 1806, and in 1808 defended
himself with success against two English ships near
L’Orient. In 1809 he was sent to India with one frigate,
and captured several vessels of the enemy. He became
baron and rear-admiral in 1810, and vice-admiral in 1826.
He commanded the fleet of one hundred and three vessels of war which Charles X. sent in 1830 to attack
Algiers.
Bourmont. ) For his services in the
( See
capture of Algiers he was raised to the peerage and to
the rank of admiral in 1830.
Died in 1846.
See F. Chasseriau, “ Viede l’Amiral Duperr^
L. deLom^nie,
“Galerie des Contemporains ;” “Nouvelle Biographie General^.”

Duperret,

dii'pA'rA',

(Claude Romain

Laus,) a

French republican, born about 1746. In the Convention
of 1792 he acted with the Girondists, and voted- for the
banishment of the king. He was elected as deputy,
says Lamartine, as the most honest man, against his own
wish.
He shared the proscription of his party, and was
executed in October, 1793.
Duperrey, du'pA'rA', (Louis Isidore,) a French navigator and savant, born in Paris in 1786.
He served as
hydrographer in the Uranie, under De Freycinet, who

made explorations in the North Pacific, 1817-20. He
commanded an expedition sent out in 1822 to explore the
hydrography and natural history of the islands in the
Pacific.
He surveyed parts of Australia, New Zealand,
New Guinea, etc., discovered several groups of islands,
one of which received the name of Duperrey, and returned, without the loss of a man, in April, 1825.
His
“Voyage around the World in the Corvette LaCoquille”
(1826-30) is considered a very valuable contribution to
the sciences.
Duperrey wrote the historical part of this
work, and the volumes on hydrography and physical
science.
He was elected to the Institute in 1842.
See “Nouvelle Biographie Giln^rale
“ Notice sur les Travaux
de M. L. I. Duperrey,” etc., Paris, 1842.
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See Anisson-Duperron.
See Anquetil-Duperron.
du'p.VroN', (Jacques Davy,) a learned
and eloquent French cardinal, was born at Saint-Lo, in

Duperron.
Duperron.
Duperron,

Normandy,

some

assert, near Berne, in Switzer-

He was

educated as a Protestant, but

(or, as

land,) in 1556.

became a Catholic in his youth. He acquired the favour
of Henry IV., who appointed him Bishop of Evreux in
1591 ; and he was the chief agent in the conversion of
He was very
that king to the Roman communion.
skilful in disputation, and in 1600 gained an advantage
over

Du

Plessis-Mornay in a famous conference. (See
He obtained a cardinal’s hat in 1604, and

Mornay.)

died in Paris in 1618, leaving several theological works
and short poems.
See Pelletier, “Vie du Cardinal Duperron,” 1618; “Perroniana,” by C. Dupuy, 1669; Sully, “Memoires;” Levesque de
Burigny, “Vie du Cardinal Duperron,” 1768; Sismondi, “ Hisloire des

Fran^ais.”

Dupetit-Thouars, dii'peh-te' too'iR', (Abel Aubert o'baiR',) a French admiral, born about 1792. In
1837 he commanded the Venus, sent on a voyage of circumnavigation, at the end of which in 1839 he was made

—

DUPIN

1

revolution of 1830. He was appointed procureur-general
jf the court of cassation, and a member of the first cabinet of Louis Philippe, to whose elevation he contributed
perhaps more than any other man. Between 1832 and
1848 he was chosen president of the Chamber eight
times. On the 24th of February, 1848, he presented the
infant Count of Paris to the deputies and proposed that
he should be recognized as successor to the throne just
abdicated. He acquiesced, however, in the republic, and
in the Constituent Assembly he took a prominent part
in defending social order, and was president of the committee of legislation. He displayed great firmness and
coolness as president of the Assembly in the stormy
period of 1849-50. M. Dupin retired from public life
He had been elected to the French Academy,
in 1852.
He was author of many
in place of Cuvier, in 1832.
legal and political works, among which are “ Principia
Juris Civilis,” (5 vols., 1806,.) and “Memoires et Plaidoyers,” (20 vols., 1806-30.) “ He is the greatest reviser
of trials,” says an anonymous French biographer, “the
greatest redresser of wrongs, in the world. ... If he be
not the most eloquent he is certainly the most original
of our orators. At times his bonmots have created a
majority or upset a cabinet.” He was reappointed procureur-general of France in 1857. He died in November,

a rear-admiral. He obtained command of the naval forces
in the Pacific Ocean. Having received some provocation
from the natives of Tahiti, he seized that island in 1842,
1865.
but he was recalled by Guizot, who disavowed his act.
Ortolan,
See L. de Lom^nie, “Galerie des Contemporains
He afterwards published a “Voyage round the World “Notice
sur Dupin,” 1840; “Nouvelle Biographie Gemrale.”
He was appointed a
in the Frigate Venus,” (10 vols.)
Dupin, (Claude,) a French economist, born at Chamember of the board of admiralty in 1848. Died in 1864.
teauroux probably about 1700. He wrote “CEconoSee “L’Amiral Dupetit-Thouars,” Paris, 1844.
miques,” (3 vols., 1745,) and several other works. He
Dupetit-Thouars, (Aristide Aubert,) a French
died at an advanced age in 1769.
naval officer, born near Saumur in 1760. In 1792 he
His second wife, nie Mademoiselle Fontaine, was
commanded a vessel sent out in search of La Perouse, distinguished for wit and beauty. Her house in Paris
but was taken prisoner by the Portuguese, and the enthe resort of Fontenelle, Marivaux, and other auterprise failed.
He passed about three years in the was
thors.
She employed J. J. Rousseau, when he was yet
United States, (1794-97.) In Bonaparte’s expedition to
unknown to fame, as the preceptor of her son but she
Egypt he was captain of the Tonnant, which carried
so little aware of his talents that she never invited
He displayed heroic was
his friend Dolomieu the geologist.
him to her assemblies. Died about 1800.
courage at the battle of the Nile, in which he was killed,
The authoress Madame Dudevant (George Sand) is a
August 1, 1798. His character is said to have been very
descendant of Claude Dupin.
noble.
See J. J. Rousseau, “Confessions;” George Sand, “ Histoire
See
de la GRAViitRE, “Guerresmaritimes de la Ripublique,”
;

J.

etc.

;

“ Nouvelle Biographie Gendrale.”

de

ma

Vie.”

Dupetit-Thouars, (Louis Marie Aubert,) an emiDupin, (Claude Franqois Stienne, ) Baron, a
nent French botanist, brother of the preceding, was born French writer, born at Metz in 1767 was the author of
In 1792 he made a several able works on the Statistics of the Department
at Saumur, in Anjou, about 1756.
botanical excursion to the Isle of France, where he of Deux-Sevres.
He married the widow of Danton in
expected to join his brother, but was disappointed. He 1796. Died in 1828.
remained there and in Bourbon about nine years, and
Dupin, (Franqois Pierre Charles,) Baron, a disreturned home with his collections in 1802. He was tinguished French geometer and senator, brother of
elected a member of the Institute about 1820, and lived Andre, noticed above, was born at Varzy (Nievre) in
,

Among his publications are a “ History 1784. He entered the navy as an engineer in 1803. In
He
of Plants collected in the Isles of France, Bourbon, and 1813 he founded the Maritime Museum at Toulon.
Madagascar,” (1804,) “The French Orchard,” a treatise volunteered to defend his friend Carnot by his pen and
on the culture of fruit-trees, a “ Flora of the Southern voice in 1815 ; but his client avoided the trial by going
Isles of Africa,” and “ Melanges of Botany and Travels,” into exile.
In 1816 he obtained leave to visit England
He wrote for the “Biographie Universelle” in order to examine the public works and military re(1811.)
many articles on botanists and physicians. Died in May, sources of that country. He published the results of
Pie was author of an “Essay on the Organiza- these observations in an important work entitled “ Travels
1831.
tion of Plants,” (1805,) and other treatises on vegetable in Great Britain between 1816 and 1821,” (6 vols., 1820physiology.
He originated a new and ingenious theory 24,) which was received with great favour on both sides
of the formation of annual layers of wood, and of the of the Channel.
He was admitted into the Academy
production of buds.
of Sciences in 1818, and became professor of mechanics
See P. Flourens, “ filoge historique de A. Dupetit-Thouars,” in the Conservatoire des Arts et Metiers about 1820.
1845; “Nouvelle Biographie Gencrale.”
His lectures were published (in 1825-26) in three works,
Duphot, diiTo', (Leonard,) a French general, born entitled “Geometry applied to the Arts,” “Mechanics
He accompanied Joseph Bona- applied to the Arts,” and “La Dynamie,” or “Science
at Lyons about 1770.
parte in an embassy to Rome in 1797, and was killed the of Force,” which were very successful.
same year, in a conflict between the papal soldiers and
M. Dupin made an application of statistics to moral
some Roman citizens who favoured a revolution.
and political questions in his work “On the Productive
Dupin, dii'piN', (Andr£ Marie Jean Jacques,) an and Commercial Power of France,” (“ Sur les Forces
eminent French lawyer, orator, and legislator, born at productives et commerciales de la France,” 2 vols., 1827,)
Varzy (Nievre) in February, 1783.
He was one of which was popular with the Liberal party. He was
the counsel for Marshal Ney in 1815, and signalized his elected to the Chamber of Deputies in 1828, and acquired
courage and eloquence in the defence of many persons distinction as a speaker. In 1831 he became a councillor
tried for political offences, among whom was Beranger, of state, and in 1834 was minister of marine for the space
(1821.) In 1826 he was elected to the Chamber of Depu- of three days.
He was created a peer of France in 1837.
ties, in which he continued to sit for many years.
He In the Assembly of 1848 and 1849 he voted with the
was the reporter ( rapporteur) of the famous address of majority, and in 1852 he was appointed a senator. He
the two hundred and twenty-one deputies in March, died in 1873.
1830, and firmly opposed the ordinances which caused the
See “Notice historique surM.le Baron C. Dupin,” Paris, 1837.
mostly in Paris.
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Dupin, (Louis Ellies,) a French theologian and historian of great merit, was born in Paris in 1657.
He
became a doctor of the Sorbonne, and professor of philosophy in the Royal College. He composed, besides
other works, a complete history of theological literature,
entitled “Biat least within the limits of the Church,
bliotheque universelle des Auteurs ecclesiastiques,” (58

—

—
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2

He

studied several years in Rome under Subleysettled in Paris in 1752, where he painted with
success.
He was admitted into the Royal Academy in
1774. Among his best works are portraits of Dr. Franklin, Necker, and Marmontel.
Died in 1802.
1725.

ras,

and

Duplessis, (Michel Toussaint Chretien,) a French
historian, born in Paris in 1689, Was an inmate
vols., 1686-1704.) “It is unquestionably,” says Hallam, of the abbey of Saint-Germain-des-Pres.
Pie wrote a
“ the most standard work of that kind extant. The im- “Historical Notice of Upper Normandy,” (1740,) and
mense erudition requisite for such an undertaking may other works. Died in 1767.
have rendered it inevitable to fall into some errors.
Duplessis, (Pierre Alexandre Gratet grtt't.V,)
Integrity, love of truth, and moderation distinguish this a French scholar and bibliographer, born at Janville in
(“
Introduction to 1792, was professor in several colleges. He published
history perhaps beyond any other.”
the Literature of Europe.”) The pope, in a letter to “The Flower of French Proverbs,” (1851,) and a good
Louis XIV., called Dupin, who had written against the edition of La Rochefoucauld’s “ Reflections and Maxims.”
papal supremacy, “ a man of pernicious doctrine.” He Died in 1853.
was a Jansenist. Died in Paris in June, 1719.
Duplessis-Mornay. See Mornay.
Duplessis-Praslin. See Choiseul.
Mor£ri,“ Dictionnaire Historique ;”
See N ic£ron,“ Memoires
.

.
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Duponceau,

“Nouvelle Biographie Gdnerale.”

du-pon'so, [Fr. pron. dii'pdN'so',] (Pe-

ter S., a lawyer and scholar, born in the Isle of Rhe,
Dupin, Madame. See Dupin, (Claude.)
Dupin, (Philippe,) born at Varzy in 1795, was an on the coast of France, in 1760, came to America in 1777
able lawyer. He practised in Paris many years, and was with Baron Steuben, whom he served as secretary and
He quitted the army in 1780, on account
elected a deputy in 1830 and in 1842. He was a brother aide-de-camp.
of the celebrated lawyer and legislator. Died at Nice in of ill health, and studied law, which he practised in Philadelphia,
and
became
eminent in his profession. Besides
1846.
)

Dupin de Francueil, dii'p&N' deh fRSN'kul' or fieSN'- treatises on philology and essays on various subjects, he
kuh'ye, (Marie Aurore,) a French lady, born in 1750, published a “Dissertation on the Nature and Extent
was the daughter of the famous Marshal Maurice de of the Jurisdiction of the Courts of the United States,”
Saxe. After the death of her first husband, Count de (1824.) He received a prize of the French Institute for
Horn, she was married to Dupin de Francueil, the son a “Memoir on the Indian Languages of North America,”
of Claude Dupin, noticed above. The issue of this (1835.) He was for some years president of the Amerimarriage was Maurice Dupin, the father of the well- can Philosophical Society. Died in Philadelphia in 1844.
See “Discourse in Commemoration of Peter S. Duponceau,” by
known authoress Madame Dudevant, (George Sand.)
The latter in her infancy was under the care of the sub- R. Dunglison, M.D., Philadelphia, 1844.
Dupont,
dii'piN', or, more fully, Dupont de L’Eure,
ject of this article, who died in 1821.
Dupinet, du'pe'nV, (Antoine,) a French Protestant, diPpiN'deh Iur, (Jacques Charles,) a French Liberal
He made a French version legislator, born at Neubourg (L’Eure) in 1767. He was a
lived in Lyons and Paris.
of Pliny’s “Natural History,” (1542,) which was highly judge under the first republic and the empire, and became
praised by Bayle, and wrote “The Conformity of the president of the imperial court at Rouen in 1811. From
Reformed Church of France with the Primitive Church,” 1817 to 1848 he constantly represented his native department in the Chamber of Deputies. He was appointed
Died in 1584.
(1565,) besides a few other works.
Duplanil, dii'plS'nJl', (J. D.,) a French medical writer, minister of justice in August, 1830, but resigned about
the end of that year, after which he sat with the oppoborn in 1740 ; died in 1802.
Dupleix, dli'pli', (Joseph,) Marquis, an enterprising sition in the Chamber. His long services and his high
FYenchman, born about 1695, was the son of a director character for integrity caused him to be chosen president
of the provisional government formed in February, 1848.
of the East India Company. Having received a liberal
He retired from public life in 1849, and died in 1855.
education and made great progress in the exact sciences,
he was appointed in 1720 a member of the council at He was respected by all parties.
See Louis Blanc. “ Histoire de dix Ans.”
Pondicherry. Ten years later he became director of
Dupont, (Pierre,) a popular French song-writer,
the factory at Chandernagore, in Bengal, which speedily
prospered under his management. He made a large born at Lyons in 1821. He produced about 1842 a poem
In 1742 he was ap- entitled “The Two Angels,” which was crowned by the
fortune by commercial operations.
pointed Governor of Pondicherry and of all the French French Academy. Among his popular productions are
possessions in India. His aspiring and capacious mind the “Song of Bread” and the “Song of the Workers.”
was the first that formed the project of founding a Eu- In many of his songs he manifested republican or socialropean empire on the ruins of the Mogul monarchy. By istic tendencies. Died in 1870.
intrigues with native princes and a few battles he became
See C. Baudelaire, “ Notice sur P. Dupont,” 1849 E. de Miremaster of the Carnatic, and about 1750 was the greatest court, “P. Dupont,” 1854.
Dupont, or, more fully, Dupont de l’Fltang, du'pdN'
potentate in India. The English, alarmed at his success,
resolved to counteract him by force, and gave the com- deh li'tSN', (Pierre,) a French general, born at Chamand of their troops to Captain Clive, who gained several bannais in 1765. He became a general of division in
Dupleix was 1797. About 1801 he defeated the Austrians under Bellevictories over the French and their allies.
not supported by his employers in France, who disap- garde near the Mincio. He rendered important services
proved his policy. Having been superseded in 1754, he at Jena in 1806, and at Friedland. In 1808 he commanded
returned to Paris, where he died poor in 1763. He had an army in Spain, and obtained some successes ; but in
spent his own fortune in the service of the Company, July of that year he was defeated at Baylen, where he
who refused to repay him. About 1748 he had been re- surrendered about 18,000 men as prisoners of war. For
warded with the title of Marquis for his able defence of this disaster he was disgraced by Napoleon and condemned to an indefinite imprisonment. He was minister
Pondicherry against the English fleet under Boscawen.
See Mill, “History of British India;” Collin de Bar, “His- of war under Louis XVIII. from April to December,
“ In the whole French army,” says Alison, “ there
toire de l’lnde ancienne et modeme,” 1814; Claude Noel Le
1814.
F fevRE, “Flloge de Dupleix,” 1818.
was not a general of division who bore a higher character
Dupleix, (Scipion,) a French historian, born at Con- than Dupont,” [before his Spanish campaign.] (“ History
dom in 1569. About 1619 Louis XIII. gave him the of Europe.”) Died in 1838.
Vedel, “Precis des Opetitle of historiographer, and charged him to write a genSee “Nouvelle Biographie Gene-rale
eral history of France. He produced a voluminous work rations militaires en Espagne.”
which
Dupont,
more
fully,
Dupont
de Nemours, dii'was
soon
supplanted
or,
on that subject, (1621-43,)
piN'deh neh-mooR', (Pierre Samuel,) a French author
by better histories. Died in 1661.
and economist, born in Paris in 1739. As a disciple of
DuplesBis. See Richelieu, Cardinal.
Duplessis, du'pLVse', (Joseph Siffrein, se'fR&N',) a Quesnay, he applied himself to the study of commerce
skilful French portrait-painter, born at Carpentras in and political economy, and gained reputation by his
;
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writings on those subjects. The prime ministers Turgot and Vergennes enlisted his talents in the public serDuring the ministry of Calonne he was made
vice.
councillor of state, and in 1787 he was secretary of the
Assembly of the Notables. He was a member of the
National Assembly in 1790, of which he was twice chosen
president, and defended the king at the peril of his own

he was appointed minister of war in November, 1790. The
hostility and violence of the Assembly induced him to
In the reign of terror he
resign in December, 1791.
escaped death by exile to America about 1794. He
embarked for France in 1802, but died during the

He was
of August 10, 1792.
chosen one of the Council of Elders, and a member of
resided
1802
he
From
to
the Institute about 1796.
1798

ham

in the insurrection

life

New

in

Jersey, United States, whither he retired to
He refused all the public

escape from persecution.

Napoleon offered him. Having emigrated
1815 to Delaware, he died there in 1817. He had
composed for the Institute many treatises on public
economy, natural history, etc., and published “PhilosoHis sons were proprietors
phie de l’Univers,” (1796.)
of the powder-mills near Wilmington, Delaware.
“
filoge de Dupont de Nemours,” in “Recueil de
See Dacier,
B o l l K k “Notice biogral’Academie des Inscriptions;” -A m
liique sur P. Poivre et Dupont de Nemours,” 1835; “Nouvelle
offices that

in

I

Slographie

tic nfi rale.”

Du-pont', (Samuel Francis,) an able American
rear-admiral, born at Bergen Point, New Jersey, in 1803,
was a grandson of the preceding. He entered the navy
at an early age, and gained the rank of commander in
In the summer of 1861 he obtained command of
1845.
He commanded the
the Atlantic blockading squadron.
large naval expedition which gained possession of Port
Royal harbour, South Carolina, by a victory over two
forts at the entrance, in November, 1861. In July, 1862,
he was promoted to the rank of rear-admiral. He commanded the fleet of iron-clad vessels which attacked Fort
Sumter in April, 1863, and was defeated, with the loss
of the monitor Keokuk sunk. Four other monitors were
The flag-ship of Dupont in this battle was the
disabled.
He was relieved of the command in June,
Ironsides.
Dupont was a man of
1863, and died in June, 1865.
imposing presence and great personal dignity.
See J. T. Headley, “Farragut and our Naval Commanders,”
X867.

(Adrien,) an eminent French lawHe was deputed by the noblesse
of Paris to the States-General in 1789, and was a prominent partisan of the new regime in the first years of
the Revolution. In the National Assembly Barnave
and Duport were leaders of the popular party for a
time ; but after the arrest of the king at Varennes, June,
It is stated that
1791, they became decided royalists.
he was chiefly instrumental in introducing the trial by

Duport,

yer,

dii'poR',

born about 1758.

passage.

Dup'pa, (Brian,) an English

divine, born at LewisHe was appointed chaplain to Charles I.
and tutor to the Prince of Wales in 1638. He
became Bishop of Salisbury in 1641, and of Winchester
about 1660. He published sermons and other religious
works. Died in 1662.
Duppa, (Richard,) an English lawyer and writer,
born about 1766. He published several books of travels
in Europe, “The Life and Works of Michael Angelo,”
in 1588.

in 1634,

(1806,) “The Life of Raphael,” (1816,) a “Translation
of Virgil’s Bucolics,” and other works. Died in 1831.
Duprat, dii'pRt', (Antoine,) a cardinal and chancellor
He became first
of France, born at Issoire in 1463.
president of the Parliament of Paris in 1507, and chancellor in 1515.
As the favourite minister of Francis I.,
he rendered himself the object of the popular odium by
subverting civil and religious liberty. He procured the
passage of atrocious laws against the Reformers. In
1527 he obtained a cardinal’s hat. Died in 1535.
See De Thou, “Histoire Universelle.”

Duprat, (Jean,) a French merchant of Avignon, was
a Girondist member of the Convention, in which he
voted for the death of the king in 1792. He was condemned by the Jacobins, and executed with the leaders
of his party, in October, 1793, aged about thirty-six.
Duprat, (Pardoux, pfR'doo',) an eminent French
He resided some
jurist, born at Aubusson about 1520.
years in Lyons, and wrote esteemed works on Roman
Died in or before 1570.
law.
Duprat, (Pascal,) a French republican journalist,
born in the department of Landes in 1812. Soon after
the revolution of 1848 he co-operated with Lamennais in
founding the journal entitled “ Le Peuple Constituant,”
and was elected to the National Assembly. He was one
of the chiefs of the party which made Cavaignac dictator
in 1848, and was banished about 1852.
Dupre d’Aulnay, du'pR&' do'ni', (Louis,) a French
writer of fiction, born in Paris about 1670; died in 1758.

Dupre de Saint -Maur,
(Nicolas Francois,) a French

dii'pRi' deh
writer, who

s&N'mdR',

promoted a
taste for English literature in France, was born in Paris
The success of his version of “ Paradise Lost”
in 1695.
opened for him the doors of the Academy in 1733. He
afterwards produced a useful work, entitled “Essay on
Duport was president
jury into French legislation.
Money, or Reflections on the Relations between Money
of the Criminal Tribunal of Paris when the insurrection and Articles of Food,”
and “Tables of Mortality,”
He died in which Buffon praised (1746,)
of August 10, 1792, forced him to fly.
and inserted in his works. Died
His speech against capital
exile, at Appenzel, in 1798.
in 1774.
punishment in 1791 is highly praised by Lamartine for
dii'pRV, (Gilbert Louis,) a French tenor
its

profound

Duprez,

logic.

See Lamartine, “Histoire des Constituants ;” Thiers, “History of the French Revolution.”

Du-port', (James,) D.D., born at Cambridge, EngHe became eminent as a Greek scholar,
and was chosen regius professor of Greek at Cambridge
in 1632. After the restoration he was chaplain to Charles
He published “ GnoII., and Dean of Peterborough.
mologia Homeri,” Sermons, and other works. Died in
land, in 1606.

singer of great celebrity, was born in Paris in 1806.
After performing in Italy for some years, he made a
successful debut in Paris in 1837.
He became the chief
favourite of the Parisians, and was especially admired in
the opera of “William Tell.”

Dupuis,

almost dii'pwe', (Charles,) born
was esteemed one of the best engravers
years in England, and
returned to Paris. The “Marriage of the Virgin,” after
i 6 79
Vanloo, is called his master-piece. Died in 1742.
Duport, (Paul,) a French dramatist, born in Paris in
Dupuis, (Charles Francois,) a distinguished French
vaudevilles.
popular
comedies
and
wrote
1798,
philosopher and savant, born at Trie-le-Chateau (Oise)
Duport-Dutertre, dii'poR' du'tiRtR', (Marguerite in 1742. Fie was educated in Paris, and in 1766 became
Louis Francois, a minister of state, born at Paris in professor of rhetoric in the College of Lisieux. Foi
In the constitutional ministry formed in Novem- several years he attended the astronomical lectures of
1754.
He was attached Lalande, with whom he was very intimate. He directed
ber, 1790, he was minister of justice.
to the party or principles of Barnave and Adrien Duport.
his researches to the origin of the figures or symbols
Removed from office in March, 1792, and proscribed by which represent the constellations of the zodiac. The
the dominant party, he escaped by flight until the next
new theory which he formed was explained in a volume
year. He was condemned by the Revolutionary Tribunal
entitled “Memoir on the Origin of the Constellations,
and executed in 1793.
and on the Explanation of Mythology by Astronomy,”
dii'pii-e',

in Paris in 1685,
of his time.

He worked some

-

)

See Lamartine, “ History of the Girondists.”

Duportail, dii'poR'tfF or dii'poR'tt'ye, (Leb£gue,
leh-big',) a French officer, who served with distinction
in the United States under La Fayette, with whose political opinions he agreed.
By the influence of La Fayette
t as k; 5 as

s;

g hard; g as j;
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This work attracted much attention among the
(1781.)
learned.
few years later he was appointed professor
of Latin eloquence in the College of France, and in
1788 was admitted to the Academy of Inscriptions. As
a member of the Convention, 1792-95, he acted and
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Bpoke with moderation. In 1794 he produced his celebrated “Origin of all Ctiltes, or Universal Religion,”
which excited much controversy by the novelty and bold-

tions to the knowledge of morbid anatomy form perhaps
his chief title to a durable reputation.
Died in Paris in

ness of

historique sur Dupuytren,” 1835;
Pariset, “Eloge de Dupuytren,” 1836; Cruveilhier, “Vie de
Dupuytren,” 1841; Bardinet, “Notice sur Dupuytren,” 1853
Isidore Bourdon, “ Illustres Medecins et Naturalistes;” “ Nouvelle

speculations. It is stated that the interest excited by this work caused the appointment of the scienits

February, 1835.
See Vidal de Cassis, “Essai

commission which accompanied Bonaparte to Egypt.
Dupuis was one of the first members of the Institute. Biographie Gdndrale.”
I11 Bonaparte’s consulate he was president of the legisDuquerie. See Callard de la Duquerie.
lative body.
Among his later works is a “Memoir on
Duquesne, dii'kin', (Abraham,) a French naval
the Zodiac of Tentyra,” to which he assigns a date hero, born
at Dieppe in 1610.
He had acquired a repuanterior by many centuries to the first historical period. tation for courage
and talents when, in
he was
tific

The

researches of Champollion, however, appear to have
disproved this opinion. Died near Dijon in 1809.
See Dacif.r, “Notice sur Dupuis,” 1812; “Notice sur la Vie de
Dupuis,” by his widow, 1813; “ Nouvelle Biographie Gene rale.”
fully

Dupuis, (Nicolas Gabriel,) a French engraver,
brother of Charles, noticed above, and a pupil of Duchange, was born in Paris in 1695. His style is pure
and correct. Among his admired works are “ Aineas
saving his Father from Burning Troy,” after Vanloo, and
“The Adoration of the Kings,” after Paul Veronese.
Died

in 1771.
See Basan, “ Dictionnaire des Graveurs.”

Dupuis, du-pwee', (Thomas Saunders,) a musical
composer, born in London in 1733. He was an excellent performer on the organ.
In 1779 he was appointed
organist and composer of the royal chapel.
He died in
his select works were published by
1 796, after which
Spencer,
nephew
of
the
Duke
of
Marlborough.
John
Dupuy, dii'pii-e', [Dutch, Van de Putte, vfn der
piit'teh,] (Henry,) [Lat. Enri'cus Putea'nus,] a Dutch
scholar, was born at Venloo in 1574.
He succeeded his
teacher, Justus Lipsius, in the chair of belles-lettres at
Louvain, which he filled from 1606 to 1646. He wrote
many learned works on history, philosophy, etc., among
which are “ Historia Insubrica,” and “ Belli et Pacis
Statera,” (1633.)
Died in 1646.
Dupuy, dii'pii-e', (Louis,) a French scholar of great
learning, born in Le Bugey in 1709. He became principal editor of the “ Journal des Savans,” which he directed
for thirty years with much critical ability.
In 1756 he
was admitted into the Academy of Inscriptions, of which
he was made perpetual secretary in 1773, and to which

he contributed many treatises. He wrote “ Observations on Infinitesimals, and the Metaphysical Principles
of Geometry,” and other mathematical works. Died
in 1795.

See Desessarts, “Les Si&cles

littdraires.”

Dupuy,

(Pierre,) a French historical writer, born at
Agen in 1582, became successively councillor and librarian to the king.
He wrote a “Treatise on the Rights
and Liberties of the Gallican Church,” (1639,) a “History of the Most Illustrious Favourites, Ancient and
Modern,” and other works. Died in 1651.
His brother Jacques was also royal librarian, and aided
in some of the productions of Pierre.
Died in 1656.
See N. Rigault, “Vita Petri Puteani,” in the “Vitae Selectorum
aliquot Virorum,” London, 1681.

Dupuy -Demportes, dii'pii-e' dSN'poRt',
tiste,) a

French

Dupuy des

litterateur.

Died

a French poet, born

(Jean Bap-

in 1770.

Islets, dii'pii-e' d&'ze'li',

Chevalier,

in

Dupuytren, dii'pii-e'tRSN', (Guillaume,) Baron, a
celebrated French surgeon and anatomist, born at PierreBuffiere, near Limoges, in 1777.
He was educated in
Paris, where, in 1803, he obtained the place of second
surgeon of the Hotel-Dieu. He was appointed inspectorgeneral to the University in 1808, professor of surgery
in 1811, and chief surgeon of the Iiotel-Dieu about 1816.
On the accession of Charles X. he became first surgeon
His practice was very lucrative, and his
to the king.
reputation more extensive than that of any French surgeon of his time. He made improvements in surgical
operations, invented some valuable instruments, and
was an eloquent and popular lecturer. He did not publish any extensive work, but his lectures were printed
in the medical periodicals, and his opinions were reported
Dupuytren
in the works of Royer-Collard, Sanson, etc.
was a member of the Academy of Sciences. His contribuI,
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See E. Sue,
Histoire dela Marine ;” Andr^ Richer, “Vie du
Marquis Duquesne,” 1783; Feret, “Esquisse de la Vie de Duquesne,” 1844; “Nouvelle Biographie Generale.”

Duquesne, (Abraham,) a son of the preceding, was
an able seaman. In 1690 he commanded an expedition
to the East Indies, of which Challes published an account, (3 vols., 1721.)

Duquesne, (Arnaud Bernard d’lcard

—de'kiR',)

a French priest, writer, and doctor of the Sorbonne,
born in Paris about 1732; died in 1791.
Duquesne, (Henri,) a son of Abraham, (the first of
the name,) was born in 1652, and became a captain in the
navy in 1675. He served with distinction at the battle
near Catanea in 1676. When the edict of Nantes was
revoked, (1685,) he withdrew to Switzerland. He wrote
“Reflections on the Eucharist,” (1718.) Died in 1722.
Duquesnoy, dii'k&'nwd', (Adrien,) a French lawyer,
born in 1759, was deputed to the States-General by Barle-Duc in 1789, and acquitted himself with credit. He
edited a journal called “The Friend of the Patriots,”
which was issued until August 10, 1792. In the reign
of terror he was arrested, but was saved by the fall of
Robespierre. Died in 1808.
Duquesnoy, dii'ki'nwd', (Franqois,) an excellent
Flemish sculptor, born at Brussels in 1594, was better

known by

the

name

of

Franqois Flamand.

About

1619 he went to Rome, where he became an intimate
friend of Nicolas Poussin and worked many years.
He
excelled in the representation of infants, and was considered by some as the best sculptor of his time. Among
his master-pieces are statues of Saint Susanna (in Rome)
and of Saint Andrew, (in the basilica of Saint Peter’s.)
He was on his way to Paris, whither he had been invited by Richelieu, when he died at Leghorn in 1646.
See Cicognara, “ Storia

della Scultura.”

Duquesnoy,

Hayti about 1770; died in 1831.
Dupuy-Montbrun. See Montbrun.

a, e,

1637,

chosen to command a ship in the war with Spain. He
rendered important services at Tarragona in 1641, and
at the Cape de Gates in 1643.
A few years later, as viceadmiral of the Swedish fleet, he gained several victories
over the Danes. About 1650 he was made a commodore.
He fought under D’Estrees against the Dutch under
De Ruyter in May, 1673. Having obtained the rank of
lieutenant-general, he defeated the Dutch near Catanea
in 1676, where the admiral De Ruyter was killed.
The
king once avowed to Duquesne that his religion (Protestantism) was an obstacle to his promotion.
For this
reason he never received a marshal’s baton, though he
was the most able and successful admiral that France
had then produced. He was, however, created a marquis, and was excepted from the operation of the decree
which revoked the edict of Nantes. Died in 1688.

y,

(Jerome,) a skilful sculptor, brother of
He worked
the preceding, was born at Brussels in 1612.
some years at Rome, and was appointed sculptor to
He was executed for some
Philip IV. of Spain in 1645.
alleged crime at Ghent in 1654.
Duraeus. See Dury.
Duram or Dur3o, doo-rowN', (Antonio Figueira
fe-ga'e-rd,) a Portuguese Latin poet, born in Lisbon about
1617 died in 1642.
or Durao, doo-rowN', (Joz£ de Santa Rita,)
He
a Brazilian epic poet, born near Mariana in 1737.
was educated in Portugal, where he resided nearly all

Duram

his

life,

and became a monk.

He

wrote a popular and

national epic poem, entitled “ Caramuru, or the Discovery
of Bahia,” (1781.) Died in Lisbon in 1783.
See Adolfo de Varnhagen, “Epicos Brazileiros,” 1845; Pereira da Sylva, “Plutarco Brazileiro.”

Duramano,

doo-rd-md'no, (Francesco,) a Venetian

painter of flowers, flourished about 1750.
short
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Durameau, dii'ri'mo', (Louis Jean Jacques,) a
French historical painter, born in Paris in 1733. His
“Continence of Bayard” and “Saint Louis washing the
Feet of the Poor” are admired. Died in 1796.
Duran, doo-r&n', (Don Augustin,) an eminent SpanHe
ish author and critic, born in Madrid about 1794.
obtained an office in the department of public instruction
in 1821, but was removed in 1823 for his liberal opinions.
In 1828 he published an “Essay on the Influence which
Modern Criticism has exercised on the Decline of the
Old Drama,” ( teatro antiguo,) which produced a revolution in favour of the romantic school. His “ Romancero
de Romances Moriscos,” (5 vols., 1828-32,) (a collection
of old ballads,) had great success. About 1835 he was
appointed secretary or librarian in the National Library
of Madrid. The work of his later years was an important
history and bibliography of the Spanish drama, a work

much called for.
Durand, dii'r&N',

DUR ANTI
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a learned French Benedictine, born

Durand, (Pierre Bernard,)
Calvados

in

in

a French botanist, born
1814; died in 1853.

Durand-Brager,

di.i'r&N' bRt'zhk', (Jean Baptiste
Henri,) a distinguished French marine and landscape
In 1840
painter, born near Dol (Ile-et-Vilaine) in 1814.
he went to Saint Plelena on the staff of Prince de Joinville, and after his return published a “Description of
He produced
Saint Helena,” richly illustrated, (1844.)
a Panorama of Rio Janeiro, and received a commission
to paint the principal actions and scenes of the campaign
He
against Morocco, in which he took part about 1845.

has published several other successful works.
Durand de Maillane, dii'r&N' deh mS'yin', (Pierre
Toussaint,) a French lawyer, born at Saint-Remi in
1729. Elected to the States-General in 1789, he was one
of the committee who framed the civil constitution of
the clergy. In the Convention of 1792 he opposed the
execution of the king, and voted for his banishment.
During the reign of Bonaparte he was a judge at Tarascon and Aix until 1809. He was author of several

Neubourg about 1012, acquired much influence, and
was consulted by William the Conqueror. He pro- esteemed treatises on canon law. Died in 1814.
See “Notice sur Durand de Maillane,” prefixed to his “Histoire
moted a taste for religious music. Died in 1089.
Du-rand', (Asher Brown,) an eminent American de la Convention Nationale.”
Durand de Saint-Pour5ain, dii'r&N' deh s&N'pooR'painter and engraver, born at Jefferson, New Jersey, in
He engraved Trumbull’s “Declaration of Inde- sIn', (Guillaume,) a French scholastic doctor and
1796.
pendence,” a number of portraits for “The National bishop, born in Auvergne died in 1334.
Durande, du'rSNd', (Jean Franqois,) a French botPortrait-Gallery,” and other works. About 1835 he began
to devote himself exclusively to painting.
He became anist, born at Dijon, became professor of botany in that
city.
Died in 1794.
an excellent landscape-painter, and produced many picDurandi, doo-rjn'dee, (Jacopo,) an Italian poet and
tures of American mountain-scenery. Among his paintings are “The Capture of Major Andre,” “Primeval antiquary, born near Vercelli in 1739. He wrote numerous operas, some of which were performed with success
Forest,” and “ Franconia Mountains.”
at

;

See H. T. Tuckerman, “Book of the
“ Rise and Progress of the Arts of Design

Artists,” 1867;
in

Dunlap,

America.”

Durand, (Catherine Bedacier

— bi/dt'se-i/,)

a

French novelist and poetess, wrote the “Comtesse de
Mortane,” (1699,) and other works. Died in Paris in 1736.
Durand, (Charles Etienne,) a French architect,
born at Montpellier in 1762. Pie restored the ancient
temple at Nimes called “Maison carree.” Died in 1840.
Durand, (David,) a learned French Protestant writer,
born in Languedoc about 1680. After being chaplain to
a French regiment in Spain, he went about 1714 to London, where he preached about fifty years.
He wrote
“The Religion of Mohammed,” (1721,) a “History of
the Sixteenth Century,” (6 vols., 1725-29,) and other
works. Died in London in 1763.

Turin “ Arianna,” an admired pastoral ; and several
works on history and geography. Died in 1817.

at

;

See De Gregori, “Vita di J. Durandi,” 1817.
Durando, doo-rSn'do, (Giacomo,) an

Italian general,

born at Mondovi in 1807. He was minister of war at
Turin during the Crimean war, 1854-55, commanded a
division at Solferino, June, 1859, and became minister of
foreign affairs in the cabinet of Ratazzi in March, 1861.
Durando, (Giovanni,) a brother of the preceding,
and an eminent Italian general of the present age, commanded the first corps-d’armee against the Austrians, and
was wounded at Custozza in June, 1866.
Durant, diPrSN', (Gilles,) a French poet and advocate, was born at Clermont about 1550, and settled
near Paris. He is supposed to have written part of the
See A. A. Barbier, “Notice sur la Vie et les Perils de D. Du- “ Satire Menippee,” which promoted the cause of Henry
rand,” 1809; MM. Haag, “La France protestante
“Nouvelle IV. by ridiculing the League.
His works, which were
Biographie Gdndrale.”
much admired, consist of odes, sonnets, songs, etc.
Durand, (Franqois Jacques,) an eloquent French Died in 1615.
Protestant preacher, born near Alenfon in 1727.
He
See MoRfiRi, “ Dictionnaire Historique.”
became professor of history at Lausanne, and published
Durante, doo-rSn'ti, (Castorf.,) an Italian botanist,
Sermons, a “Treatise on the Statistics of Switzerland,” born at Gualdo, became physician to Pope Sixtus V.,
an “Epitome of Sciences and Arts,” (1762,) which had and wrote many works, which were once esteemed. Died
great success, and other works.
Died in 1816.
at Viterbo in 1590.
See A. Deluxe, “Notice sur la Vie de F. J. Durand,” 1805.
Durante, (Francesco,) one of the most celebrated
Durand or Duranti, doo-rin'tee, (Guillaume,) a Italian composers, was born in Naples in 1693. He was
French jurist, born at Puymisson about 1230, was sur- the pupil of Scarlatti, and is regarded as the founder of
named the “ Speculateur.” In 1287 he became Bishop the modern school which produced Sacchini, Pergolesi,
of Mende. He wrote a work on canon law, called etc. His style was severe, his harmony pure, and his
modulations natural. He confined himself mostly to
“Speculum Judiciale.” Died in 1296.
sacred music. Died in Naples in 1755.
See S. Maiolo, “Duranti Vita.”
See Fiiris, “Biographie Universelle des Musiciens.”
Durand, (Jacques,) a French historical painter, born
Durante Alighieri. See Dante.
at Nancy in 1699; died in 1767.
Durand, (Jean Nicolas Louis,) a French architect,
Durante da Gualda, doo-rfin'ti dfi goo-iil'd3, (Pieborn in Paris in 1760. Having received lessons from tro,) an Italian poet, born about 1460.
l’anseron, he became draughtsman to Boulee, the king’s
Duranti. See Durand, (Guillaume.)
architect.
In 1780 he gained a prize in the Royal AcadDuranti, doo-ran'tee, (Durante,) Count, a popular
emy. He also obtained several of the prizes offered by Italian poet and orator, was born of a noble family at
the Convention in 1793 for public structures. About Brescia in 1718.
His memory was such that he could
1794 he was appointed professor of architecture in the repeat a poem which he had read or heard but once.
Polytechnic School, for the use of which he published an He imitated Ariosto in satirical epistles with success,
important work, entitled “A Collection and Comparison and wrote lyric verses which were celebrated through all
of Edifices of all Kinds, Ancient and Modern,” (1800,) Italy. In the latter part of his life he resided at the court
and “Lectures on Architecture,” (2 vols., 1802,) also an of the King of Sardinia, as gentleman of the chamber.
excellent performance.

Died

Durand,”

la

Vie de

J.

N. L.

his principal works is a satirical poem entitled
“Custom,” or “Fashion,” (“Uso,” 1778.) Several of

were printed.
have been pure. Died

his orations

1835.

Durand, (Dom Leopold,)
monk,

Among

in 1834.

See Rondelet, “Notice historique sur

a French architect and
born in Loriaine in 1666 died in 1749.
;

to

His moral character

See Tipaldo, “Biografia degli Italian!
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afterwards resided.
His house was the resort of the
most eminent authors, namely, Delille, D’Alembert,
Marmontel, and La Harpe. In 1790 he produced an
admired version of Tacitus, superior to any previously
made in French. He was also successful in translating
Sallust, and began a version of Livy, which, interrupted
by his death, was finished by M. Noel. He was chosen
a member of the legislative body in 1802, and of the

Duranti.dii'r&N'te', (Jean Etienne,) a French judge,
Toulouse about 1534, became first president of
the parliament of Toulouse in 1581.
For his fidelity to
the king he was massacred by a mob of furious partisans
the
Catholic
League
He
was author of a
of
in 1589.
book “ On the Rites of the Catholic Church,” (“De Ritiflora at

bus Ecclesiae,” 1581.)
See Ponsard, “ Kloge de
“ Histoire.”

Duranton,

J. fitienne
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Duranti,” 1770;

De Thou,

French Academy

in 1804.
Died in 1807.
See “ Nouvelle Biographie Gcneraie.”

(Alexandre,) a French
jurist, boru at Cusset (Bourbonnais) in 1782, was the
author of a “Course of French Law,” (4th edition, 22
dii'rSN'tbN',

Durel, (David.)

See Durell.

Du-rel', (John,) D.D., a learned English theologian,
born in the isle of Jersey in 1626, was an adversary of
the Puritans.
He passed many years in France during
the English civil war and the Commonwealth. About
1660 he became preacher at the French Church in London.
He was appointed Canon of Windsor in 1663 or
He wrote, besides
1664, and Dean of Windsor in 1677.
other theological works, a “Defence of the Church of
England,” (1669.) Died in 1683.
Du-rell' or Durel, (David,) D.D., an English biblical
He became
critic, born in the isle of Jersey in 1728.
a Fellow of Hertford College, (Oxford,) and principal

vols., 1844.)

Durao. See Duram.
Duras. See Durfort, (Gui Alphonse and Louis.)
Duras, de, deh dii'ris', (Claire Lechat de Kersaint leh-shi' deh k§R'siN',) Duchess, a French au-

—

was a daughter of the
Count de Kersaint, who was a member of the Convention and executed in 1793.
She became the wife
of the Due de Duras, and the friend of Madame de
restoration
Stael.
After the
she was one of the ornaments of the French court. She produced two novels,
“ O uri ka,” ( 1 823,) and “ Edouard,” which had prodigious
His “Critical Remarks on Job,
of the same in 1757.
Died in 1828.
success.
Psalms, Proverbs,” etc. (1772) are commended. He also
Barante, “ Notice published “
See Sainte-Beuve, “ Portraits des Femmes
The Hebrew Text of the Parallel Prophecies
sur Madame la Duchesse de Duras,” 1828; “Nouvelle Biographie
of Jacob and Moses relating to the Twelve Tribes,”
Generale.”
Dura3, de, (Jacques Henri de Durfort deh diiR'- (1764.) Died in 1775.
Diirer or Duerer, dii'rer, (Albert or Albrecht,) a
fok',) Duke, a French marshal, born of a noble family
of Guienne about 1624, was a nephew of the famous celebrated German painter and engraver, born at NuTurenne. He fought at the battle of Nordlingen and remberg on the 20th of May, 1471, was the son of a goldthe capture of Landau. As lieutenant-general, he served smith, who designed that he should learn the same
with distinction in Italy and Flanders. He was created occupation. He became in i486 a pupil of Michael
Died Wohlgemuth, a painter of Nuremberg. In 1490 he
a marshal of France in 1675, and a duke in 1689.
began a tour, in the course of which he visited various
in 1704.
Duras, de, (Jean Baptiste,) Duke, a son of the pre- countries of Gerjnany. He returned to Nuremberg in
He rendered important ser- 1494, and, to please his father, entered into an ill-assorted
ceding, was born in 1684.
marriage. Soon after his return he produced a drawing
vices in the war of the Spanish succession, (1701-12,
and was made lieutenant-general in 1720. He after- of “Orpheus,” which was much admired. In 1505 he
wards became marshal of France, and in 1745 defeated visited Venice, where he remained eight months, and
painted the “Martyrdom of Saint Bartholomew,” and
Died in 1770.
the enemy at Etlingen.
Durazzo, doo-rit'so, a noble family of Genoa, which other works, for which “ he received,” says Ruskin, “the
furnished many doges to the republic, and several car- rarest of all rewards granted to a good workman, and
dinals to the Church, in the sixteenth and seventeenth for once in his life was understood.” During his visit
About
to Italy he formed a friendship with Raphael.
centuries.
1508 he was appointed court painter to Maximilian I.,
Durbach, (Anne Louise.) See Karschin.
“
Virgin
with
many
Angels,”
Dur'bin, (John Price,) an American Methodist min- for whom he painted The
He was also patronized
historical pictures.
ister, born in Bourbon county, Kentucky, in 1800, gradu- and other
ated at the Cincinnati College in 1825. He was elected by Charles V. as court painter.
Diirer surpassed all the painters and engravers of
chaplain of the Senate of the United States in 1831, and
president of Dickinson College, in Pennsylvania, in 1834. Germany in exuberance of imagination and in sublimity
After a visit to Europe, he published “Observations in and correctness of design. He was successful in history,
Europe, principally in France and Great Britain,” (2 portraits, and landscapes. Vasari expresses the opinion
great masters of Italy
vols., 1844,) and “Observations in Egypt, Palestine, that he would have equalled the
Syria, etc.,” (2 vols., 1845.) He resigned the presidency if he had been a native of Tuscany and had studied in
regret the absence of the ideal in
of Dickinson College in 1845. B'rom 1851 he was secre- Rome. Some critics
thoress, born at Brest in 1778,

1

—

tary of the Missionary Society of the

The year 1869 was

Church.

Methodist Episcopal

the fiftieth of his pastoral

services.

Durdent, diiR'dSN', (Ren£ Jean,) a prolific French
had great facility
writer, born at Rouen about 1776.
in composition, and wrote for the booksellers mediocre
works of fiction, history, criticism, etc., which had a tem-

He

Died

porary success.

Dureau de
It mil,

in 1819.

de Lamalle,) dii'ro' deh
(Adolphe Jules C£sar Auguste,) a learned
la Malle, (or

Among his master-pieces in painting are a
“Crucifixion,” ( 1 5 1 1,) “Adam and Eve,” an “Adoration
of the Magi,” and portraits of Raphael, Erasmus, and
Melanchthon, who were his friends. He is the reputed
inventor of the art of etching and the art of printing
wood-cuts in two colours. His engravings (on copper)
of “Adam and Eve,” “The Knight and Death,” and
the “ Revelation of Saint John” (on wood) are very celeAll his engravings are after his own designs,
brated.
and are finished with great neatness and refinement. He
works on geometry and perspective, and
several
wrote
contributed to polish and purify the German language,
It appears that he
in which those works are written.
favoured the doctrines of the Reformation. He died at
Nuremberg in April, 1528. His death is said to have
been hastened by domestic misery. His wife, covetous,
insatiable, and imperious, would neither permit him to
work in peace and quietness nor to recreate himself in
His gentle disposition and
the society of his friends.
his works.

French poet and antiquary, born in Paris in 1777. He
produced in 1807 a poem entitled “The Pyrenees,” and
in 1811 a poetical version of the “ Argonautica” of Valerius Flaccus. In 1818 he was elected to the Academy of
Inscriptions, which he enriched with many antiquarian
treatises.
Among his principal works are “Bayard, or
the Conquest of the Milanese,” a poem, (2 vols., 1823,)
and “ The Political Economy of the Romans,” (2 vols.,
Died in 1857.
1840.)
delicate
See Louandre et Bourquelot, “La Literature Franchise
“Nouvelle Biographie Gcneraie.
Dureau de la Malle, (or

de Lamalle,) (Jean Bap-

a French scholar and eminent
translator, father of the preceding, was born in Saint
Domingo in 1742. He was educated in Paris, where he
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thus victimized. “This artist,” says Michiels, “has
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courage required for protracted studies, were the qualities which distinguished him.”
See J. Heller, “Das Leben und die Werke A. Diirers,” 1827Ersch und
Nagler, “Neues Allgemeines Kiinstler-Lexikon
31
;

Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie ;” A. Michiels, “ Etudes sur
l’Allemagne;” Leopold Schefer, “An Artist’s Married Life;”
G. C. Nagler, “A. Diirer und seine Kunst,” 1837; Roth, “Leben
A. Diirers,” 1791 “Foreign Quarterly Review” for January, 1833;
“ Edinburgh Review” for July, 1861.
;

(Claude,) a French naturalist and linborn at Moulins ; died in 1611.
Duret, (Francisque,) an eminent French sculptor,
born in Paris about 1805. He studied in Rome, and
about 1831 gained a prize by his statue of “Mercury.”
He adorned several churches and public edifices of Paris
with statues, among which are those of Moliere, (in the
Hall of the Institute,) Richelieu, and Chateaubriand.
At the Exposition of 1855 he received a grand medal.

Duret,

du'ri',

guist,

DUROC
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DurgS, ddoR'gt, a Sanscrit word signifying “difficult
of access,” “ impregnable,” and forming the name of
Siva’s consort in her character of active virtue. (See

Parvatl)

Durham, dur'am, (James,) an eminent Scottish divine,
born in 1622. He became minister of Blackfriars’ Church,
Glasgow, about 1647, and was a very popular preacher.
In 1650 he was appointed professor of divinity in the
College of Glasgow. He was chaplain to Charles II.
about 1650, and in 1651 preached a sermon before Cromwell, who rebuked him for meddling with political affairs
He wrote “Commentaries on Revelain the pulpit.
tion,” (1660,) often reprinted, “Expositions of the Ten
Commandments,”

(1675,) and several religious treatises.
His works were highly esteemed. Died in 1658.

See Chambers, “ Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen.’’

dur'am, (John George Lambton,) Earl
of, an able English statesman, born at Lambton Castle,
was a member ol the Institute. Died in 1865.
Duret, (Jean,) born in Paris in 1563, was a skilful Durham, in 1792, was a son of William Henry Lambton.
physician, and a bitter partisan of the League against He married Miss Cholmondeley in 1812, and the daughHenry of Navarre. He succeeded his father as pro- ter of Earl Grey in 1816. In 1813 he was returned to
fessor of medicine in the Royal College, and became Parliament, where he acted with the Whig party, of
He
physician to the queen Marie in 1610, after the death which he was one of the most liberal members.
was raised to the peerage, as Baron Durham, in 1828. In
of Henry IV. Died in 1629.
cabinet
Lord
of
Duret, (Louis,) an eminent French physician, father 1830 he became lord privy seal in the
He came Grey, and was one of the four persons who prepared the
of the preceding, was born at Bage in 1527.
an
eloquent
ensuing
year.
He
made
bill
of
the
Reform
From
to
1568
to Paris in youth, and graduated in 1552.
1586 he was a professor in the Royal College, and was speech in favour of the second Reform bill. He resigned
successively physician to Charles IX. and Henry III. his place in the ministry in 1833, and was then created
His most important work is a commentary on Hippocra- Earl of Durham. He was sent on a special mission to
Russia in 1833, and was appointed ambassador to Russia
tes, (1588,) which Boerhaave called “an inestimable
in 1836.
In 1838 he was sent as Governor-General to
book.” Died in 1586.
See Chomel, “£loge de L. Duret, M^decin celebre,” 1765; Ni- Canada, with extraordinary powers, to restore peace and
“
Biographie Medicale.”
ceron, Memoires
order in that province, then disturbed by rebellion. He
Duret, (Noel,) a French astronomer, born at Mont- returned suddenly in December, 1839, in consequence of
He died
brison in 1590, was a professor of mathematics in Paris, his disagreement with the ministry at home.
and obtained the title of cosmographer to the king. He in July, 1840, and was succeeded by his son, George
wrote a “New Theory of the Planets,” (1635,) and other Frederick, born about 1828. Lord Durham was a great
favourite with the advanced Liberals.
works. Died about 1650.
See “Nouvelle Biographie Gcnerale.”
Dur'fee, (Jon,) an American jurist, born at Tiverton,
Durham, (Joseph,) an English sculptor, born in LonRhode Island, in 1790. He was elected a member of
Congress in 1820, and became chief justice of Rhode don in 1822. Among his works are a bust of Jenny
Island in 1835. He wrote a poem, entitled “What Lind, and “ Paul and Virginia,” (1857.)
Durham, (Sir Philip Charles Calderwood,) a
Cheer?” (1832,) on the adventures of Roger Williams.
British admiral, born in Fifeshire in 1763 ; died in 1843.
Died in 1847.
See A. Murray, “Life of Admiral Durham,” 1846.
D’Urfey, dur'fe, (Thomas,) an English dramatist and
Duringer, doo'ring-er, (Melchior,) professor of ecHe was a favourite
wit, born at Exeter, in Devonshire.
at the court of Charles II., and author of several success- clesiastical history at Berne, was born about 1647 ; died
He wrote popular songs and in 1723.
ful and licentious dramas.
Diiringsfeld, von, (Ida.) See Reinsberg.
odes, which ware published with the title “ Laugh and be
Du' ris [Aoupif] of Samos, a Greek historian, a brother
According
to
Addison,
his ode entitled “ Joy to
Fat.”
Great Caesar” “ gave the Whigs such a blow as they were of Lynceus, was born about 350 b.c. His most important
work was a history of Greece, entitled “Macedonica and
not able to recover that whole reign.” Died in 1723.
See Baker, “Biographia Dramatica;” Cibber, “Lives of the Hellenica,” or “ tuv 'EXA.riviK.Cjv laropia ,” of which frag
Poets.”
ments are extant. He became chief ruler of Samos.
Durfort, de, deh duRffoR', (Gui Alphonse,) Duke of Died after 280 b.c.
Durival, dii're'vil', (Jean,) a French writer, brother
Lorges, (loRzh,) a French marshal, born in 1628, was a
younger brother of the first Duke of Duras. He served of Nicolas L., noticed below, was born at Saint-Aubin
his
Turenne,
uncle
in 1725.
He was minister to Holland in 1777. About
as lieutenant-general in the army of
whose talents in a great measure he inherited. In 1692 this date he assisted Mirabeau in translating Watson’s
he gained the battle of Pfortzheim. He had received a “Philip II.” into French. Died in 1810.
Durival, (Nicolas Luton lii'tdN',) a French writer,
marshal’s baton in 1676. Died in 1703.
See Voltaire, “Si&cle de Louis XIV;” Saint-Simon, “Me- born at Commercy in 1733, published a “Description
moires.”
of Lorraine,” (4 vols., 1778-83,) which is regarded as a
Durfort, de, (Louis,) sometimes called Durfort- model for works of that kind. Died in 1795.
Durivier, du / re've-&', (Jean,) a French engraver of
Duras, (du'rSs',) Count, the youngest brother of the
preceding, emigrated to England, where Charles II. gave medals, born at Liege in 1687. Fie settled in Paris, re-,
him the title of Baron Duras. At the time of the peace ceived the title of engraver to the king, and was admitted
of Nymwegen (1678) he was ambassador at the court of to the Academy. Died in Paris in 1761.
France. He was created Earl of Feversham, and beDurnford, (Richard,) an English ecclesiastic, born
came general-in-chief of the army of James II., which in 1802. He was educated at Eton and Oxford, and 111
defeated the Duke of Monmouth in 1685 at Sedgemoor. 1870 was consecrated bishop of Chichester.
Durfort-Duras. See Duras.
Duroc, dii'rok', (Gerard Christophe Michel,)
Durfort-Duras, de, deh diiR'foR' duTSs', (Emmanuel Duke of Friuli, a favourite officer of the court and
F^i.icit^:,) Due, born in 1715, inherited the title of duke camp of Bonaparte, was born at Pont-a-Mousson in 1772.
from his father, Jean Baptiste. He became first gentle- In the early wars of the republic he was aide-de-camp
man of the chamber, a knight of the Golden Fleece, one of General Lespinasse; and in 1796 he became aide-deof the forty members of the French Academy, and mar- camp of Bonaparte, whom he followed to Egypt in 1798.
shal of France.
As lieutenant-general, he made all the During the consulate and the empire he was employed
campaigns of the Seven Years’ war. He was a finished on important missions, and was sent successively to the
model of a courtier. Died in 1789.
courts of Berlin, Vienna, and Saint Petersburg. In these
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he acquitted himself to the satisfaction
ever treated him with confidence, and
him
marshal
of his palace and Duke of Friuli.
who made
“Duroc loved Napoleon for himself,” says Alison, “and
possessed perhaps a larger share of his confidence than

difficult affairs

of Napoleon,

any of

who

his other generals.”

He accompanied the emperor

campaigns of 1805-06 and 1807, and was killed by
Bonahis side at Mackersdorf, in Saxony, May, 1813.
parte wept as he pressed the hand of the dying man,
“
and said, Duroc, there is another world, where we shall
meet again.”
in the

See “ Memorial de Saint-Hdlene
“Nouvelle Biographie Gene rale.”

Alison, “ History of Europe

See Gu£rin du Rocher.
Duroi. See Duroy.
Duroi, dii'rwil', (Johann Philipp,) a German botanist,
born in 1741 died in 1786.
Durosnel, dii'ro'nSl', (Antoine Jean Auguste
Henri,) born in Paris in 1771, became in 1809 a geneDuring
ral of division, and aide-de-camp to Napoleon.
the Hundred Days he was second in command of the
Louis
aide-de-camp
to
Paris.
He
was
national guard of
Philippe in 1832, and was made a peer in 1837. Died

Durocher.

;

in 1849.
See “ Victoires

et

Conquetes des Frangais.”

Duroy, dii'rwii', orDeroy,[Lat. Regius,] (Hendrik,)
a Dutch physician, born in 1598 at Utrecht, where he
was professor of medicine for forty years, ending at
He wrote, in Latin, works on Physiology,
his death.
He
(1641,) Natural Philosophy, (1651,) and Medicine.
was involved in a quarrel with Descartes, who charged

Died in 1679.
plagiarism.
See Illoy, “ Dictionnaire de la Medecine.”

him with

Du

Rozoir,

dii

ro'zw&R', (Charles,) a French editor

historical writer, born in Paris in 1790, became professor of history in the college Louis-le-Grand in 1818.

and

He was

one of the editors of Michaud’s “Biographie

U niverselle,” and of other valuable works. He published
a “

Programme

Durri.

of

Roman

History.”

Died

in 1844.

See Doorree.

Durrieu,
French general, born

dii're-uh',

at

(Antoine Simon,) Baron,
Grenade (Landes)

in

1775

;

a
died

in 1862.

Dunriua, door're-us, (Johann Conrad,) a German
author, born at Nuremberg in 1625, wrote, besides other
works, a “Compendium of Moral Theology,” which was
Died in 1677.
often reprinted.
Durufle,

du'rii'fli', (Louis

Robert Parfait

a French poet, born at Elbeuf in 1742

—pi rTV,)

1
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He published a translation of the “Gulistan”
the East.
of Saadi, (1634,) and one of the Koran, (1647,) which was
very successful.
See Bayle, “Historical and Critical Dictionary,” edition ofDesmaiseaux.

Duryer, (Pierre,) a French dramatist and litterateur
in Paris in 1605. He was admitted into the French
Academy in 1646, when the celebrated Corneille was his

born

competitor.
Before that year he had produced several
successful tragedies, and in 1647 appeared the tragedy
of “ Scevole,” which is esteemed his best wprk.
He
published bad versions of the works of Cicero and of
other Latin authors. Died about 1658.
See Nic£ron, “ M emoires.

Dusart, diPsaRt', (Cornelis,) a Dutch painter, born
Haarlem in 1665. He was a pupil and successful
imitator of Van Ostade.
His favourite subjects were
the life, actions, and manners of villagers and peasants.
Died in 1704.

at

See Basan, “Dictionnaire des Graveurs.”

Dusaulchoy de Bergemont, diFzo'sh wi'deh b&Rzh'm6N', (Joseph Francois Nicolas,) a French litterateur,
born at Toul in 1761. He edited several journals between 1790 and 1800, and was imprisoned in the reign
of terror.
He wrote spirited songs and other agreeable
verses, among which are “The Victories of the French
Armies,” (1808,) and “The Poetic Nights,” (1825.)
Among his prose works is “The Censor,” (2 vols., 1818.)
Died in 1835.
Dtisaulx. See Dussaulx.
Dusch, doosh, (Johann Jakob,) a German poet, born
He became in 1766 director
at Zelle, Hanover, in 1725.
of a college in Altona, where he taught philosophy and
mathematics. He excelled in didactic poetry, and in the
art of enlivening dry themes of morality and philosophy
by the charms of his diction. His chief poem is entitled
“The Sciences,” (“Die Wissenschaften.”) His “Letters
on the Formation of Taste” (“Moralische Briefe zur
Bildung des Geschmacks,” 6 vols., 1764) is called an
excellent work.
Died at Altona in December, 1787.
Duseigneur, dtPs&n'yuR', (Jean Bernard,) a distinguished French sculptor, born in Paris in 1808. Among
his successful works is “Roland Furieux,” or “Orlando
Furioso,” (1831.)

Du Sejour. See Dionis.
Dush-yan'ta, [modern Hindoo pron.

doosh-yiin'ta,]

a celebrated king of India, the hero of Kalidasa’s drama
of “ Sakoontala, or the Lost Ring.”
See “Sakoontala,” translated by Professor M. Williams, of

died in 1793.,
Oxford, 1856.
Durutte, dU'riit', (Joseph Francois,) a French genSommerard, dii som'riR', (Alexandre,) a
or
died
in
Douai
in
born
at
1827
1837.
eral,
1767 ;
French antiquary, born at Bar-sur-Aube in 1779. He was
in
00m
historical
writer,
French
(Victor,)
a
Duruy,
appointed a member of the cour des comptes in 1807, and
Paris in 1811, became professor of history at the Lycee
He devoted
conseiller referendaire of the same in 1823.
Napoleon, and published, for the use of schools, many much time to the study and search of monuments of
popular histoiical works, among which are a “History of mediaeval arts, and made a rich collection of manuscripts,
the Romans,” (1844,) a “History of France,” (1852,) arms, costumes, etc., which he deposited in the Hotel
and another history of Rome (1870-76.) From 1863 to de Cluny, now a public museum. He published, besides
1869 he was minister of public instruction.
other minor works, “The Arts of the Middle Ages,”
Durvffsas, dooR-v&'sas, an irascible and famous Hin- (“ Les Arts au Moyen Age,” vols., 1839-43,) which is
5
doo sage, who was, in his own estimation, “ a very mine highly commended. Died in 1842.
of penitential merit.” Sakoontala, the heroine of KaliBourquei.ot,
“La Literature Francaise.”
Louandre
et
See
dasa’s drama “ The Lost Ring,” having failed, through
diPso', (Jean Joseph,) an able French
Dussault,
absence of mind, to show him the respect he deemed his
He was a
journalist and critic, born in Paris in 1769.
due, he cursed her ; and on this curse the plot of the
tutor in the college Du Plessis until the Revolution destory turns.
prived him of that place. During the first republic he
See “ SakoontalS,” translated by Professor M. Williams, of
wrote for Freron’s “Orator of the People.” In 1800
Oxford, 1856.
he became one of the editors of the “Journal des DeDurville. See Dumont d’Urville.
bats,” then just established, which position he held until
Du'ry, [Lat. Dur/e'us,] (John,) a Scottish clergyman, 1817. Died in 1824.
who laboured and travelled many years to effect a union
Dussaulx or Dusaulx, diFso', (Jean,) a French littebetween the Lutherans and the Calvinists. He wrote rateur, born at Chartres in 1728. Having published a good
“An Earnest Plea for Gospel Communion,” (1654,) and prose version of Juvenal, he was admitted into the Acadother works. Died after 1674.
emy of Inscriptions in 1776. He adopted the principles
Duryee, dur-ya', (Abram,) an American officer, born of the Revolution, and as a member of the Convention
commanded
in
He
a
regiment
York
City
1815.
in New
acted with moderation and opposed the execution of
of zouaves at the battle of Great Bethel in 1861, and the king. In
1796 and 1797 he was one of the Council
was made brigadier-general of volunteers the same year. of Elders. He wrote several “Essays on the Passion
Ryer, diFre-i', (Andr£,) a French for Gaming,” and other works. Died in 1799.
Duryer or
scholar, born at Marcigny, in Burgundy, lived about 1640.
See " Mdmoires sur la Vie de Dussaulx,” by his widow, 1801;
He was consul at Alexandria, and lived many years in “Nouvelle Biographie Gdndrale.”
;
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Dutrochet, dii'tRo'shf', (Ren£ Joachim Henri,) a
Dussek, doos'sSk, (Johann Ludwig,) an eminent
German composer and pianist, was born at Czaslau, in French physiologist and natural philosopher, born at
Bohemia, about 1760. He performed in Paris, London,
and other cities, and composed for the piano numerous
concertos, symphonies, sonatas, etc., some of which were
very popular. From 1806 until his death in 1812 he was
of Prince Talleyrand as director of music.
“Biographie Universelle des Musiciens.”

in the service

See

Ki-itis,

Dussieux,
born

dii'se-uh',

(Etienne Louis,) a French

Paris in 1815, published “Historical
Geography of France,” (1844,) “Essay on the Invasion
of Europe by the Huns,” ( Hongrois,) and other works.
Dutems, dii'tbN', (Jean FRANgois Hugues,) better
known as Abh£ Uutf.ms, born in Franche-Comte in 1745,
became a doctor of the Sorbonne. He wrote a “ Historical Picture of the Archbishops, Bishops, etc. of
France,” (4 vols., 1775,) and a “Life of the Duke of
Marlborough,” (3 vols., 1808.) Died in 1811.
Dutena, dii'tbN', (Joseph Michel,) a French political
economist, nephew of Louis, noticed below, was born
at Tours in 1765.
He was sent to England in 1818 by
the government, to examine the inland navigation of
that country, and published, in 1819, “Memoirs on the
Public Works of England.” His most important work
is “The Philosophy of Political Economy,” (2 vols.,
1835,) which was severely criticised by the disciples of
Adam Smith. He agrees with Quesnay in the opinion
that the riches of a nation proceed from agriculture
rather than from manufactures or trade. Died in 1848.
See “Nouvelle Biographie GenAale.”
writer,

in

the chateau de Neon, Poitou, in 1776.
He graduated
as M.D. in 1806, and became military physician to Joseph
Bonaparte in Spain in 1808, but returned to France in
He published a series of essays on physiology,
1809.
which present new ideas, and among which are “ Observations on the Structure of Feathers,” (1819,) and

“Researches in Endosmosis and Exosmosis,” (1828.)
His former works appeared revised in a collection
called “ Memoires pour servir a l’Histoire anatomique
et physiologique des Vegetaux et Animaux,” (1837.)
Died in Paris in 1847.
See Qu^rakd, “La France Litt£raire
Adolphe Brongniart,
“ Notice sur H. Dutrochet,” 1852; “ Nouvelle Biographie Generate.

Duvair,

dii'vSR',

(Guillaume,) a French writer and
for learning and probity, was
He opposed the League, and

moralist, distinguished
born in Paris in 1556.

became

first president of the parliament of Provence in
In 1616 he was chosen keeper of the seals.
He
made a French version of Epictetus, and wrote several
excellent treatises on philosophy and other subjects,

1599.

among which is one on “ French Eloquence.”
regarded as one of the best writers of his time.

He was
Died

in

1621.
See C. A. Sapev, “ Essai sur

Duval.
Duval,

la Vie, etc.

de

Du Vair,”

1847.

See Espr£m6nil.
dii'vtl',

(Alexandre Vincent Pineu

—

pe'-

nuh',) a popular French dramatist, born at Rennes in
He produced in 1802 “Edward in Scotland,” a
1767.
political drama, which was warmly applauded.
He excelled in invention, in dialogue, and in variety of effects.
His works are numerous, and consist chiefly of comedies
and comic operas. He was elected to the French Academy in 1812 in the place of Legouve. Died in 1842.
His brother, Henri Charles, born in 1770, wrote a
“ History of France in the Reign of Charles VI.,” (1842,)
and a few other works. Died in 1847.
See “ Nouvelle Biographie Gdndrale
Ballanche, “ Discours
de Reception a 1 Academic Fran^aise.”

Dutens, (Louis,) a French Protestant writer, born at
Tours in 1730. In his youth, for the sake of religious
liberty, he emigrated to London.
He learned Greek
and several Oriental languages. About 1760 he became
charge-d’affaires at the court of Turin, where he wrote
“ Researches on the Origin of Discoveries attributed to
the Moderns,” (1766,) which was received with favour.
About this time he was presented to the rich living
of Elsdon. He was a Fellow of the Royal Society of
London, and of the Academy of Inscriptions at Paris.
He published many valuable works, among which are a
Duval, (Amaury Pineu,) a French litterateur, brother
“ Treatise on Greek and Phoenician Medals,”
(1773,) and of the preceding, was born at Rennes in 1760.
He was
’

“Journal of Travels to the Principal Cities of Europe,”
(1775.) Died in London in 1812.
See his “ M e moires d’un Voyageur qui se repose,” 2
“ Edinburgh Review” for July, 1806.

vols., 1806;

Dutertre. See Duport-Dutertre.
Dutertre, dii'tiRtR', (Jean Baptiste,) a French Dominican, born at Calais in 1610. He was sent in 1640 as
missionary to the Antilles, where he laboured eighteen
years, and composed a “ General History of the Antilles
inhabited by the French.” Died in Par^ in 1687.
Dutheil de la Porte, dii't&F (dii'ti'ye) deh If poRt,
(or Laporte du Theil,) (Francois Jean Gabriel,) a
French Hellenist, son of Jean Gabriel, noticed below,
was born in Paris in 1742. He was admitted into the
Academy of Inscriptions in 1770, and published translations of Callimachus (1775) and Avschylus, (2 vols.,
In conjunction with Coray and Gosselin, he was
1794.)
employed by the government to translate the Geography
of Strabo, which was half finished when he died in 1815.
See Silvestre de Sacy, “ Notice aim Ae sur

la

Vie de M. de La-

porte-Dutheil,” 1816.

Dutheil de la Porte, (Jean Gabriel,) a French
diplomatist, father of the preceding, was born about
In 1735 he was minister to Vienna, and in 1748
16S3.
he was ambassador extraordinary to the Congress of
Aix-la-Chapelle. Died in 1755.

Duthillceul, dii'te'yul', (PIippolyte Romain Joseph,)
a French bibliographer, born at Douai in 1788, wrote
several biographies, and other works.
Dutillet, (Jean.) See Tillet.

Dutour, dii'tooR', (Etienne Francois,) a French
savant, born at Riom in 1711, was a correspondent of
the Academy of Sciences, and author of treatises on
Magnetism, Electricity, the Diffraction of Light, etc.
Died at Riom in 1784.

Du

Tramblay.

Dutremblay

or

See Dutremblay.

Du

Tramblay,

du'tRSN'bli', (An-

toine Pierre,) Baron, a French writer, born in Paris
in 1745, was the author of numerous fables. Died in 1819.
e as k;
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chosen a member of the Institute in 1811. In 1816 he
was selected by the Academy of Inscriptions to replace
Ginguene in the commission of the “ Histoire Litteraire
de France,” for which work he wrote many articles. Died
in 1839.
See “ Nouvelle Biographie Gcnt-rale.”

Duval, (Charles,) a French

architect,

born

at

Beau-

vais in 1800.

Duval, (Eugene Emmanuel Amaury,) a French
painter of history and portraits, son of Amaury Pineu,
noticed above, was born near Paris in 1808.

Duval, (Jean Pierre,) a French
who, elected

to the
the execution of the king,

cate,

legislator and advoin 1792, opposed

Convention

was proscribed as a Girondist,
and escaped by concealment. When the Convention was
dissolved, in 1795, he passed into the Council of Five
Hundred. Died in 1819.
Duval, dii'vtF, (Nicolaas,) a Dutch painter, born at
the Hague in 1644.
He was employed at Loo by William III. of England. Died in 1732.
Duval, (Pierre,) a nephew of Nicolas Sanson, was
born at Abbeville, France, in 1618. He cultivated and
taught geography with success, and received the title of
royal geographer. Among his numerous works are “The
World, or Universal Geography,” and a “ Description of
France,” (1691.) Died in 1683.
Duval, (Valentine Jameray zhim'rl',) was born
of poor parents in Champagne in 1695.
In early youth
he became a servant of certain hermits near Luneville,
and contracted a passion for study. The Duke of Lorraine (Leopold) sent him to college, and founded for him
a chair of history at Luneville, where Duval lectured with
success.
About 1730 he became librarian to Francis,
Grand Duke of Tuscany, and in 1748 he was appointed
director of the imperial cabinet at Vienna.
He wrote

—

two treatises on medals and coins. Died in 1775.
See “Vie de Duval,” 1788; L. Brightwell, “Bypaths of Biography
Carl Dielitz, “ V. J. Duvals hochst merkwiirdige Lebensgeschichte,” 1839.
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DUVAL

Duval, (Vincent,) a French physician, skilled in the
treatment of deformed feet, was born in Eure in 1796.
Duval le Camus, dii'vil' leh kt'miiss', (Pierre,) a
skilful French painter, born at Lisieux (Calvados) in 1 790.
He painted portraits, genre, landscapes, and familiar

Among

works are “L’Ennui,” (1827,) and
“The Passage of the Ford,” (1837.) Died in 1854.
Duval Leroy, (or le Roy,) dii'vSl' leh-Rwi', (Nicolas Claude,) a French mathematician, born at Bayeux
about 1730, published “Elements of Navigation,” and
other works. Died in 1810.
Duvau, dii'vo', (Auguste,) a French botanist and
litterateur, born at Tours in 1771, contributed to the
“Biographie Universelle” the articles on Tournefort,
Schiller, Lessing, Wieland, Wallenstein, and many
others.
Died in 1831.
Duvaucel, dii'vS's&I', (Alfred,) an able French naturalist, born in Paris in 1792, was a step-son and pupil of
the illustrious Cuvier.
He had a great facility in acquiring languages, and made extensive attainments in natural
scenes.
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Duvernet, du'vSrCnV, (ThEophile,) A hi; 6, a French
born at Ambert in 1730, wrote a “Life of Vol-

writer,
taire,”

Died

which had a large

sale,

but has net

much

merit.

in 1796.

See Voltaire, “ Correspondance.”

—

Duverney,

dii'vSR'nV, (Joseph Guicliard ge'shtR',) an eminent French anatomist, born at Feurs, in
Forez, in August, 1648. Fie went to Paris in his youth,
and soon became distinguished as an eloquent lecturer
on anatomy. His elocution was so graceful and impressive that famous actors attended his course to receive
instruction in their art. He was received into the Acad-

emy

of Sciences in 1676, and was appointed professor
of anatomy in the Jardin du Roi in 1679.
He wrote an
excellent treatise “On the Organ of Hearing,” (1683,)
and other anatomical works. Died in 1730.
See “Biographie Mddicale;” Fontenelle, “Eloges des Acaddmiciens.”

Duvernoy, dii'vgR'nwi', (Georges Louis,) an eminent French zoologist and anatomist, born at Montbehistory.
In 1817 he went, with the title of naturalist to liard in 1777. About 1802 he was employed by Cuvier
the king, on a scientific excursion to India, which he ex- as editor of his “ Lectures on Comparative Anatomy,”
plored about six years with M. Diard. They made rich and he published the last three volumes of that work
collections of animals, minerals, etc. for the Museum of in 1805.
He practised medicine at Montbeliard nearly
Paris.
He died at or near Madras in 1824.
twenty years, and became professor of natural history at
See Cuvier, “Notice sur les Voyages de M. Duvaucel,” in the Strasbourg in 1827. In 1837 he succeeded Cuvier as pro“Memoires de l’Acaddmie des Sciences.”
fessor in the College of France, and in 1850 he exchanged
Duvaucel, (Charles,) a French astronomer, bom in that place for the chair of comparative anatomy. He
Paris in 1734; died in 1820.
wrote numerous and important works on anatomy and
Duvenede, van, vtn du'veh-n&d', (Marc,) a Flemish zoology, among which is “ Lectures on the History of
painter, born at Bruges about 1674, was a pupil of Carlo Organized Bodies,”
(1842,) and contributed to the “ DicMaratta in Rome. He returned to Bruges, and painted tionary of Natural Sciences.” Died in Paris in 1855.
pictures for churches.
His “ Martyrdom of Saint LawSee Querard, “La France Litteraire.
rence” is praised by Descamps. Died in 1729.
Duvernoy,
Georges,)
French anatomist
See Descamps, “Vies des Peintres Flamands,”

etc.

a
(Jfan
born at Montbeliard in 1691. He became
professor of medicine at Tubingen in 1715, and in 1725
obtained the chair of anatomy and surgery in the Academy of Saint Petersburg, which he filled until 1746.

and

Duverdier, du'vSiVde-i', (Antoine,) a French bibliographer, was born at Montbrison in 1544.
He was
counsellor to the king, and gentleman of the chamber.

He is chiefly known by his “ Bibliotheque de A. Duverdier,” (1585,) a catalogue of French authors.
Died
in 1600.
Duverdier, (Gilbert Saulnier so'ne-i',) a French
historian, who died in Paris in 1686.

—

writer,

Died in 1759.
Duveyrier,

du'vi're-jt / ,

(Anne HonorE Joseph,)

a French dramatist, born in Paris in 1788.
under the assumed name of MElesville,

He

wrote,
suc-

many

cessful comedies and vaudevilles.
Duvergier, du / veR / zhe-V, (Jean Baptiste Marie,)
Duveyrier, (Charles,) a brother of the preceding,
a French jurist, born at Bordeaux in 1792, published a born in Paris in 1803, wrote “La Marquise de Senne“ Complete Collection of Laws, Decrees, etc.,” (24 vols., terre,” (1837,) and other popular comedies.
1824-28.)
In 1855 he became a councillor of state.
Duviquet, dii've'ki', (Pierre,) a French critic, born
Duvergier de Hauranne, dii / v§R / zhe-&' deh hb'rin', at Clamecy in 1766. In the Revolution he acted with
Abbe of Saint-Cyran, (se'rbN',) a noted French Jansenist the popular party, and in 1798 was one of the Council of
He formed Five Hundred. From 1814 to 1830 he was employed as
theologian, was born at Bayonne in 1581.

a friendship with Jansenius at Louvain, and afterwards
became a resident of Paris. He acquired great distinction

and influence by

his ascetic life

In 1620 he was chosen

and

his zeal for

Abbe

of Saint-Cyran.
Among his friends or disciples were Arnauld and other
He published several tracts
recluses of Port-Royal.
against the Jesuit Garasse. In 1638 he was imprisoned
Vincennes.
He was released in 1642,
by Richelieu at
and died in 1643.
See Lancelot, “ Memoires touchant la Vie de Monsieur de SaintCyran
Racine, “ Histoire de Port-Royal;” Sainte-Beuve, “ Hisreforms.

toire

de Port-Royal.”

Duvergier de Hauranne, (Jean Marie,) a French
legislator, born at Rouen in 1771. He was a member of
the Chamber of Deputies from September, 1815, until
1823, and supported liberal principles.
Died in 1831.
legal works.

He wrote several

"Duvergier de Hauranne, (Prosper,) an eminent
French statesman, a son of the preceding, was born at
Rouen in 1 798. He was identified with the Doctrinaires in
politics, and in 1831 entered the Chamber of Deputies, in
which he acquired much influence. He was one of the
master-spirits of the coalition formed by several shades
of opposition in 1837, and maintained the maxim “ The
king reigns, but does not govern.” He was one of the
chief agitators of electoral reform in 1846 and 1847, and
in the Assembly of 1848 acted with the conservatives.
Having opposed the coup d'etat of December, 1851, he
was exiled for a few months. He wrote a “ History of
Parliamentary Government in France,”

(2 vols., 1857.)

See Louis Blanc, “ Histoire de dix Ans.”
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editor of the “Journal des Debats,” for which he wrote
Died in 1833.
able critiques on the drama.
See “Nouvelle Biographie Gdndrale.”

Duvivier, di.i've've- 4 ', (Franciade Fleurus, fpoN'se'id' fluh'riiss',) a French general, born at Rouen in
1794, served with distinction in Algeria from 1830 to
On the formation of the republic, in 1848, he be1840.
came a general of division. He was mortally wounded
in a fight with the insurgents of Paris in June, 1848. He
wrote several military works.
See “ Nouvelle Biographie Generale.”

Duvoisin, du'vwi'ziN', (Jean Baptiste,) a French
He was a professor in
bishop, bom at Langres in 1744.
the schools of the Sorbonne before the Revolution, and
from
till
1802.
About the latter date
was an exile
1792
he became Bishop of Nantes. He was one of the four
bishops chosen to reside with the pope during his capBesides other works, he published
tivity in France.
“Evangelical Demonstration,” and “Defence of Social
Order against the Principles of the French Revolution,”
Died in 1813.
(1798.)
See Querard, “La France Litteraire.”

Duyckinck, dl'klnk, (Evert Augustus,) an American essayist and critic, born in the city of New York in
He founded the “Literary World” in 1847, and
1816.
In conjunction with his
edited it for several years.
brother George L., he published a valuable work entitled
“ Cyclopaedia of American Literature, embracing Personal and Critical Notices of Authors,” (2 vols., 1856;
new edition, with Supplement, 1866.)
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Duyckinck, (George Long,) an essayist and scholar,
brother of the preceding, was born in New York in 1822
He contributed to the “Literary World” and
or 1823.
the “Cyclopaedia of American Literature,” and wrote a
“Life of George Herbert,” (1858.) Died in March, 1863.
doi'zeh, (Prudens,) a Dutch antiquary and poet, born at Dendermonde in 1805.
Duzi, doot'see, or Ducci, doot'chee, (Virgilio,) an
Italian painter, born at Citta di Castello, lived about 1600.

Duyse, van, vfn

Quarterly Review,” vol. xxx., October, 1823.)
New Haven in January, 1817.

He

died

at

liis Life in Sparks’s “American Biography,” vol. iv., second
by William B. Sprague; “Life of Dr. Dwight,” by his son,
E. Dwight Griswold, “ Poets and Poetry of America,” and
“Prose Writers of America;” “National Portrait-Gallery of Distinguished Americans,” vol. i. Duyckinck, “ Cyclopaedia of American

See

series,

Sereno

;

;

Literature,” vol.

i.

;

Sprague, “Annals of the American Pulpit.”

Dwight, (Wilder,) Lieutenant-Colonel,

a brave

American officer, born at Springfield, Massachusetts, in
1833, was a brother of General William Dwight. He died
of wounds received at the battle of Antietam, September

Dwapftyana. See Vyasa.
Dwight, dwit, (Edmund,) an American merchant and
patron of learning, born at Springfield, Massachusetts,
graduated at Yale College in 1799. He was a
partner of the firm which established large cotton-mills

17, 1862.

See “ Life and Letters of Wilder Dwight,” 1868.

in 1780,

Dwight, (William,) an American

general, born in
Chicopee Falls and Holyoke. He is said to have Massachusetts. He served in Louisiana in May,
1863,
been the first who proposed to establish normal schools and took part in the battle of Pleasant Hill, under Genin Massachusetts, and he subsequently gave ten thousand
eral Banks, April, 1864.
Died in 1849.
dollars towards their support.
Dyce, (Rev. Alexander,) a British editor and critic,
Dwight, (Harrison Gray Otis,) an American mis- born in Edinburgh about 1798. He became a resident
“
He published Christianity of London in 1827, after which he gave proof of his
sionary, born about 1803.
Revived in the East,” (1850.) Died in 1862.
critical ability in editions of Webster, Middleton, BeauDwight, (Sereno Edwards,) D.D., an American mont and Fletcher, Marlowe, and other old dramatists.
divine, son of President Dwight, was born at Greenfield
In
he published an excellent edition of Shakspeare,
He graduated at Yale in in 61858
Hill, Connecticut, in 1786.
vols., “which is,” says the Athenaeum, “the most
After practising law for nearly ten years, he
1803.
perfect text now to be obtained, with brief annotations
studied divinity, and was several years pastor of Park
sufficient for all practical purposes.”
He wrote the
Street Church, but afterwards taught school in New
lives of Shakspeare, Pope, and Akenside in a collection
Haven and Boston. From 1833 to 1836 he was presi- called the “ Aldine Poets.” Died in May, 1869.
dent of Hamilton College, New York. Died in 1850.
See “London Quarterly Review” for January, 1859.
Dr. Dwight edited the works of his great-grandfather,
Dyce, (William,) R.A., a painter of history, was
Jonathan Edwards, (10 vols. 8vo,) to which he added a born at Aberdeen, in Scotland, about 1806. He began
A volume of his discourses, with a to exhibit in the Royal Academy in 1827. His picture
life of the author.
memoir of his life, has been published by W. T. Dwight. of “Joash shooting the Arrow of Deliverance”
(1844)
Dwight, (Theodore,) an able American journalist, procured him a high reputation and admission into
the
born at Northampton, Massachusetts, in 1765, was a Royal Academy as associate. He was one of the artists
brother of Timothy Dwight, noticed below.
He gained employed to decorate the new Houses of Parliament, and
distinction as a lawyer, and was a prominent leader of
painted in the House of Lords a fresco of the “ Baptism
He edited “The Hartford Mirror,” of Ethelbert,” which is much admired. Among his oilthe Federal party.
Federalists,
of
the
was
secretary
of
the
an organ
Hart- paintings are a “ Madonna and Child,”
(1846,) and “The
ford Convention in 1814, and founded, about 1817, the
Meeting of Jacob and Rachel,” (1850.) Died in 1864.
“New York Daily Advertiser,” which he edited with
Dyche, (Thomas,) an English teacher and educaat

great ability until 1836.

Died

in 1846.

Dwight, (Timothy,) an eminent American

the chapel of the college.
He published “ Greenfield
Hill,” a poem, (1794,) and a number of occasional sermons at different times. He continued to preside over
Yale College until his death, and rendered important
services as a teacher of youth, for which he was eminently qualified.
His principal works are “ Theology

Explained and Defended in a Series of One Hundred
and Seventy-three Sermons,” (5 vols., 1818,) which is
highly esteemed, and “Travels in New England and
New York,” (4 vols., 1821.) “This work,” says Southey,
“though the humblest in its pretences, is the most important of his writings, and will derive additional value
from time.
The remarks upon natural history are
those of an observant and sagacious man who makes no
pretences to science they are more interesting, therefore,
than those of a merely scientific traveller.” (“London
.

.

.
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Died

tional writer.

divine

and scholar, born at Northampton, Massachusetts, on
the 14th of May, 1752, was a son of Timothy Dwight,
His mother, Mary Edwards, a daughter
a merchant.
of the celebrated Jonathan Edwards, was a woman of
talents and rare worth.
In 1765 he entered Yale College, where he graduated in 1769.
He acted as tutor in
that college for six years, from 1771 to 1777.
In 1774
he finished “The Conquest of Canaan,” an epic poem,
(printed in 1785.)
He married a lady named Woolsey
in 1777, was licensed to preach, and became a chaplain
in the army the same year.
Having left the army in
October, 1778, he worked on a farm in Northampton for
five years, during which he aided to support his mother,
and preached occasionally at several adjacent villages.
In 1783 he was ordained minister of the Congregational
church of Greenfield, Connecticut. His salary being
insufficient for the support of his family, he opened an
academy, (at Greenfield,) which had a high reputation.
He was chosen president of Yale College in 1795, and
was annually appointed professor of theology there for
ten years.
This appointment was made permanent in
He also performed the functions of preacher at
1805.

in

skilful painter of history and of fruits.
The
of the Louvre contains two of his works, representing scenes in the life of Hagar.
See Descamps, “Vies des Peintres Flamands,” etc.

was a

1577,

Museum

Dyck, van,

(Philip,) an excellent painter, born in
regarded by the Dutch as the
last of their great painters.
He was a pupil of Arnold
Boonen. In 1710 he settled at Middelburg, where he
gained a high reputation, and imitated Gerard Dow
with success.
He afterwards worked at the Hague,
and was employed as painter by the States of Holland.
He painted portraits, history, and cabinet pictures, imitated nature with fidelity, and finished his work with
care.
Among his works are “Susanna and the Elders,”
and a portrait of the Prince of Orange. Died in 1752.
See Descamps, “Vies des Peintres Flamands,” etc.

Amsterdam

in 1680, is

Dy

'er, (Sir Edward,) an English poet, born about
He was employed in several embassies by Queen
1540.
Elizabeth, who knighted him.
He associated with the
famous Dr. Dee, and was reputed a Rosicrucian. His
works consist of pastoral odes and madrigals.
See Ellis, “Specimens of the Early English Poets.”

Dyer, (George,) an English scholar, antiquary, and
born in London in 1755. Having officiated as a
Baptist minister at Oxford, he became a resident of Lon-

divine,

don

in 1792, and applied himself with success to literary
pursuits.
He wrote a “History of the University of
Cambridge,” and edited the Greek Testament, and several plays of Euripides.
He contributed the original
portions (except the preface) of “ Valpy’s Classics,” (141

on which he was employed from 1819 to 1830, and
published some poems and other works. Charles Lamb,
who was his friend, has commemorated his merit as an
author and a man, in his Essays. Died in 1841.
Dyer or Deyer, (Sir James,) an English jurist, born
at Roundhill in 1511.
Pie became eminent in his provols.,)
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in 1750.

Dyck, van, (Anthony.) See Vandyke.
Dyck, van, vfn dlk, (Floris,) born in Haarlem
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DYER

and in 1552 was elected Speaker of the House
of Commons. From 1560 until his death, in 1582, he was
chief justice of the common pleas.
His Reports were
recommended to students by Lord Coke.
fession,

See Foss,

“The Judges

of England.”

Dyer, (John,) a British poet, born in 1700, was the
son of a Welsh solicitor. In his youth he was an itinerant painter.
In 1727 he produced his “ Grongar Hill,”
which is regarded as his best poem. “The scenes which
displays,” says Dr. Johnson, “are so pleasing, the
images which they raise are so welcome to the mind,
that when it is once read it will be read again.”
He
went to Italy to study painting, and wrote there “The
Ruins of Rome,” a poem, which was much admired.
After his return he took orders, married Miss Ensor,
and obtained the livings of Calthorpe, Coningsby, Bedford, and Ivirkby.
In 1757 he published his longest
poem, “The Fleece,” which was unfavourably criticised
by Johnson. Dr. Drake, on the other hand, thinks “it
contains a vast variety of landscapes, drawn and coloured
in the most spirited and fascinating style.”
Dyer was a
man of pure morality and amiable temper. Died in 1758.
it

See Johnson’s “Lives of the English Poets.”

His Sermons, printed in 1663resemble the style of Bunyan. He afterwards joined the Society of Friends. Died in 1696, aged
shire, for nonconformity.

66, are said to
sixty.

Dyke, (Daniel,) an eminent English Puritan divine,
who wrote a treatise “ On Repentance,” (1631,) and Sermons, which were highly praised by Bishop Wilkins.
Died about 1614.
Dy'mond, (Jonathan,) an eminent English moralist
and writer, born at Exeter in 1796, was a member of the
Society of Friends.
He became a linen-draper in his
native city.
He advocated the principles of peace in
an able work entitled an “Inquiry into the Accordancy
of War with the Principles of Christianity,” (1823.) lie
also wrote “ Essays on the Principles of Morality, and
on the Private and Political Rights and Obligations of
(1829,) which has passed through numerous
Commenting on this work, Professor George
Bush remarks, “ Whether we regard the soundness and
lucidness of his reasonings, the temper, candour, and
wisdom of his conclusions, the elegance of his style, the

Mankind,”
editions.

felicity

of his illustrations, or the singularly excellent

which pervades the whole, the Essays of Dymond
are entitled to rank high in the highest class of ethical
productions.” (See Preface to the American edition of
Dymond’s “ Essays,” New York, 1834.) Died in 182S.
See a Review of Dymond’s Essays, by Robert Southey, in the
“London Quarterly Review” for January, 1831, vol. xliv. “Chris-

spirit

Dyer, (Mary,) a member of the Society

of Friends,
suffered death for her religion.
She
was hanged on Boston Common in 1660.
“
See Hildreth’s History of the United States,” vol. i. chap. xii.

who

or Quakers,
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Dyer, (Samuel,) an English scholar, born about 1725,
was noted for his wit and convivial habits. He was a
member of the literary club composed of Dr. Johnson
and his friends. About 1758 he revised the English
edition of Plutarch’s “Lives,” for which he made new
translations of the lives of Pericles and Demetrius. Died
in 1772.

;

tian

Examiner,”

vol. xviii.

;

Allibone, “Dictionary of Authors.”

or Dzehebi, (Alimed, an'a famous Arabian historian and jurist, born at
Damascus in 1275; died in 1347.
Dzatee or Dzati, dzfl'tee, surnamed Roumi, (roo'mee, ) a Turkish poet, born at Carasi died in 1546.
Dzondi, dzon'dee, (Carl Heinrich,) a German medical writer, born in Saxony in 1770; died in 1835.

Dzahabi, dzih'ha-bee,

med,

)

;

Dyer, (William,) an English clergyman, who, in
1662, was ejected from Cholesbury, in Buckingham-

E.
Eachard.
Eachard,

See Echard.

Stch'ard, (John,) D.D., an English clergyman, born in Suffolk in 1636. He became a Fellow of
Catherine Hall, Cambridge, in 1658, and Master of the
same in 1675. He displayed a talent for ridicule in his

works, among which were “The Ground and Occasions
of the Contempt of the Clergy and Religion inquired
into,” (1670,) and a “Dialogue on Hobbes’s State of
Nature,” (1672.) “I have known men happy enough at
ridicule,” says Dean Swift, “who upon grave subjects
were perfectly stupid ; of which Dr. Eachard was a great

Died in 1697.
See Thomas Davies, “ Life of J. Eachard

instance.”

Biographia Britan-

Eadgar. See Edgar.
Eadie, ee'de, (John,) a Scottish Presbyterian divine
and biblical critic, born at Alva, in the county of Stirabout 1814. He has published several popular
works, among which are the “ Biblical Cyclopaedia,” (6th
edition, 1857,) a “Life of Dr. Kitto,” and a “Condensed
ling,

to the

of the said Transactions, (1719-33.) Died in 1744.
Eandi, i-in'dee, (Giuseppe Antonio Francesco
Girolamo,) born at Saluces, Piedmont, in 1735, became
professor of natural philosophy in the University of
Turin in 1788.
He wrote “Elements of Geometry
and Physics,” (1793,) and other works. Died in 1799.

Plaque, the French of zEacus, which see.
erd'le, (Sir Culling,) an English publicist,
born at Hatfield in 1805. Pie was noted for his zealous

Eardley,

nica.”

Concordance

Eames, eemz, ? (John,) an English savant, wrote
papers on “Natural Philosophy,” etc. for the “Philosophical Transactions” from 1726 to 1742, and was associated with J. Martyn in publishing an Abridgment

Scriptures,” (20th edition, i860.)

Died in 1863.
assertion of Protestantism.
Earle, erl, (James,) an American portrait-painter, born
Died in Charlesin Massachusetts, studied in London.
ton, South Carolina, in 1 796. He held a high rank among
American artists of his time.
Earle, erl, (John,) an English bishop, born at York
graduated at Oxford in 1624, and became chapand tutor to Prince Charles, (afterwards Charles II.,)
whom he followed into exile. In 1662 he was appointed
Bishop of Worcester, and in 1663 transferred to the see
of Salisbury. He wrote a popular work entitled “ Microcosmography,” a delineation of character and manners,
and translated into Latin the “Eikon Basilike.” His
Burnet says, “ Earle was the
character was excellent.
man of all the clergy for whom the king had the greatest
esteem.” Died in 1665.
See Wood, “Athens Oxonienses.”
Earle, (Pliny,) an American inventor, born at LeicesHe invented a machine
ter, Massachusetts, in 1762.
for making cards which are used in carding wool and
cotton.
Died in 1832.
Earle, (Thomas,) an American writer and philanthropist, son of the preceding, was born at Leicester,

in 1601,

He

lain

ume

Massachusetts, in 1791.

succeeded Dr. Mitchell as professor of biblical literature to the United Presbyterian Church in 1843. He is,
or was recently, pastor of a congregation in Glasgow.
Eadmer, Sd'mer, or Edmer, an English historian and
monk, was the friend and companion of Bishop Anselm.
He wrote the “ Historia Novorum,” or “History of his
own Times” from 1066 to 1122, which contains valuable
information, and the “ Life of Anselm.” He was elected
Bishop of St. Andrew’s in 1120. Died about 1124.
Eadraund. See Edmund.
Eadred. See Edred.
Eadward. See Edward.
Eadwig. See Edwig.
Eagles, ee'glz, (Rev. John,) an English writer and
He contributed to
artist, born at Bristol about 1784.
“Blackwood’s Magazine” and other periodicals. A volof his contributions to Blackwood was published,
title of “The Sketcher,” in 1856. Died in 1855.
See “Blackwood's Magazine” for December, 1855.
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practised law in Philadelphia

many years. He was one of the most influential
members of the State Constitutional Convention of 1837,
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East'wick, (Edward

an English Orientalist,
in India
as interpreter in the service of the East India Company.
About 1845
became professor of Oriental languages
in the College of Haileybury. Fie has published, besides
other works, “Dry Leaves from Young Egypt,” (1849,)
a version of “ Gulistan,” from the Persian, (1852,) “ Lights
probably
never
of
Canopus,” (1854,) and a version of “The Four Derin
He
has
or,
as
some
say,
1728.
1742,
been surpassed as a mezzotinto engraver. Among his vishes,” a Persian tale. He died in 1883.
Eaton, ee'ton, ( Amos, ) a distinguished American
He engraved
master-pieces is “The Royal Academy.”
the works of many Italian and Flemish painters ; he also naturalist, born in 1777, graduated at Williams College,
studied law in early life, and was admitted to the bar.
left fruit- and flower-pieces, after Huysum, and a collection
of prints after Claude Lorrain, entitled “ Liber Veritatis,” On the organization of the Rensselaer Institute, about
Died in 1822.
1828, at Troy, New York, he was appointed principal and
(3 vols., 1777-1804.)
Early, (John,) an eminent American divine, Bishop senior professor, which position he held till his death in
Episcopal
Church,
was
born
in
VirMethodist
the
1842. He published a text-book on botany, which passed
of
ginia in 1785.
At an early age he became an itenerant through numerous editions, an “ Index to the Geology
preacher, and was chosen bishop in 1854. Died in 1873. of the Northern States,” and other scientific works. l!v
Early, (Jubal A.,) an American general, born in Vir- his writings and zeal in the cause of natural science he
ginia about 1818, graduated at West Point in 1837. He did much to promote the study of natural history in the
commanded a division of General Lee’s army at Gettys- United States in the early part of the present century.
Eaton, ee'ton, (John,) an English clergyman, born
burg, July 2-3, 1863.
In July, 1864, he invaded Maryland, and sent a body of cavalry on a raid to Chambers- in 1575, preached at Wickham Market, and wrote AntiHaving moved his army back nomian treatises on Faith and Justification. Died in 1641.
burg, which they burned.
Eaton, (Horace,) born in Windsor county, Vermont,
to the Shenandoah Valley, he was defeated by Sheridan
on the Opequan Creek and at Fisher’s Hill on the 19th in 1804, was elected Governor of Vermont in 1846, and
and 20th of September. On the 19th of October, 1864, was for several years State superintendent of common
he surprised the Union army at Cedar Creek, in the schools. Died in 1855.
Eaton, (William,) an American soldier, born in
absence of General Sheridan but the latter, having arrived in the afternoon, gained a decisive victory, General Woodstock, Connecticut, in 1764. He was sent as conEarly losing the greater part of his artillery and trains.
sul to Tunis in 1798, and was involved in a series of
East, (Sir Edward Hyde,) an English jurist, born negotiations and disputes, which he conducted with great
about 1764, published “King’s Bench Reports, 1800- ability and courage. After hostilities had begun between
1812,” which are highly commended, and another excel- the United States and Tripoli in 1801, he made an atlent legal production, entitled “ Pleas of the Crown,” tempt to revolutionize Tripoli by means of an army which
he commanded ; but a treaty of peace in 1805 rendered
Died in 1847.
(1803.)
East'burn, (James Wallis,) a poet and Episcopal his attempt abortive. Died in 1811.
clergyman, born in England in 1797. He became in 1818
See a “Life ofW. Eaton” in Sparks’s “American Biography,”
rector of a church in Accomac county, Virginia. In con- vol. ix., 1st series, by C. C. Felton.
junction with Robert C. Sands, he wrote “ Yamoyden,” a
Ebben, Sb'ben, or Ebbon, Sb'bon, a German monk
romantic poem founded on the history of the Indian of the twelfth century, wrote a “ Life of Otho, Bishop
king Philip. Died in 1819.
of Bamberg.”
See “North American Review” for April, 1821.
Ebbesen, Sb'beh-sen, (Niels, or Nicholas,) a Danish
in 1840 was the candidate of the Liberty party for
Died in 1849. Among his works
the Vice-Presidency.
are treatises on penal law and on States’ rights.
His brother Pliny, a physician, born in 1809, published
in 1841 a work on the asylums for the insane in Europe.
Earlom, er'lom, (Richard,) one of the most eminent
English engravers of his time, was born in London about

and

born

in

Berkshire

B.,)

in 1814.

He was employed

;

Eastburn, (Manton,) D.D., a bishop, brother of the
preceding, was born in England in 1801.
Having been
brought by his parents to New York, he graduated at
Columbia College in 1817. He received holy orders in
1822, and was for many years pastor of the Church of
the Ascension in New York. He was appointed Bishop
of Massachusetts in 1843. Died in 1872.
East'lake,

(Sir
historical painter,

Charles Lock,) an eminent English

patriot,

who took arms

tyrant,

whom

naire.

Died

against Count Gerard, a petty
he killed. He afterwards defeated the
army of Gerard, but lost his life in the action, in 1340.
Eb'bon, [Fr. pron. YbdN',] a French ecclesiastic, born
about 775 a.d. He became Bishop of Rheims in 816,
and aided Lothaire in rebellion against Louis le Debonin 851.

E'bed

Je'su, a Syrian writer, who became Nestorian
Bishop of Nisibis about 1290. Died in 1318. Among
his numerous works is “The Book of the Pearl,” a treatise on the truth of the Christian religion.

born at Plymouth in 1793. He became a pupil of Fuseli in the Royal Academy, and visited
Italy and Greece about 1818, after which he passed some
years in Rome.
In 1828 he produced a remarkable picEbel, a'bel, (Johann Gottfried,) a German geoloture of “ Pilgrims to Rome first coming in Sight of the gist, born at Ziillichau in 1764.
He wrote a popular
Holy City.” He was elected a Royal Academician in “Guide to Travellers in Switzerland,” (1793,) an able
1830, and president of the Royal Academy in 1850.
His treatise on the geology of the Alps, (“Ueber den Bau
picture of “Christ Weeping over Jerusalem” was greatly der Erde in den Alpen-Gebirgen,” 1808,) and other
admired for a union of refinement with earnest religious works. Died in 1830.
feeling.
He has enriched the literature of art with valuEbel, (Johann Philipp,) a German writer, born in
able works, among which are a version of Goethe’s 1592
died in 1627.
“Theory of Colours,” (1840,) and “Materials for a HisEbeling, a'beh-ling', (Christoph Daniel,) a German
tory of Oil-Painting,” (1847.) Died about the end of 1865. historian and scholar, born in Hildesheim, Hanover, in
“ London
See Nagler, “ Neues Allgemeines Kunstler-Lexikon
1741, was for many years professor of history and of
Quarterly Review” for March, 1848 “ Gentleman’s Magazine” for Greek at Hamburg.
His principal work is a valuable
February, 1866.
“History and Geography of North America,” (7 vols.,
Eastlake, (Elizabeth Rigby,) Lady, wife of the 1796-1816.) Died in 1817.
preceding, to whom she was married in 1849.
Among
Ebelmen, i'bSl'mSN', (Jacques Joseph,) an eminent
her works are “Letters from the Shores of the Baltic,” French chemist, born at
Beaume-les-Dames in 1814. He
(1841,) and “Livonian Tales.”
became professor of docimacy in the Iicole des Mines
East'man, (Charles G.,) an American poet and in 1845. In
he
was
appointed an engineer of the
1847
journalist, born in Oxford county, Maine, in 1816.
He first class, and director of the porcelain manufactory at
became about 1846 editor of the “Vermont Patriot,” Sevres, the products of which he raised to a higher state
published at Montpelier, and produced a volume of of perfection. He wrote
for the “Annales des Mines”
poems in 1848.
and “Annales de Physique et de Chimie” many treatises,
Eastman, (Mary Henderson,) an American writer, among which was one “ On the Decomposition of Rocks,”
born at Warrenton, Virginia, about 1818. She pubHe died in 1852, a few days after he had been
(1848.)
;

;

lished, besides other

works, “ Romance of Indian Life,”
Cabin,” designed as a reply

(1852,) and “Aunt Phillis’s
to “ Uncle Tom’s Cabin.”
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appointed engineer-in-chief of mines.
See M. Chevreul, “Notice sur Ebelmen,”

1855;
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EBER

Eber, a'ber, [Lat. Ebe'rus,] (Paul,) a German Protestant theologian, born at Ritzingen In 151 1, was a friend
of Melanchthon, with whom he attended the Conference
of Worms in 1541.
He became professor of Hebrew
at Wittenberg in 1556, and wrote, among other works,
(in Latin,) an “Exposition of the Gospels,” and a “HisDied in 1569.
tory of the Jews,” (1561.)
Balthasar Menz, “Oratio
See M. Adam, “ Vita Eruditorum
G. H. Sixt, “P. Eber,
tie Vita et Rebus gestis P. Eberi,” 15S1
der Schuler, Freund und Amtsgenosse der Reforinatoren,” 1843.
;

Eb'er-ard, a son-in-law of the emperor Lothaire, obtained about 845 A.D. the duchy of Friuli, then one of
He was the father of
the most important fiefs of Italy.
Berenger, King of Italy.
Eberhard, a/ber-haut' or Ib'er-haRp, (August Gottlob,) a German savant and writer, born at Belzig, PrusAmong his prose works are stories entitled
sia, in 1769.
“Ferdinand Werner,” (1S02,) and “Hannchen and the
Chickens,” which had a great success. His poem “The
First Man and the Earth” (“Der erste Mensch und die
Erde,” 1828) is praised for its noble style. Died in 1845.
See Brockhaus, “ Conversations- Lexikon.”
Eberliard, (Christoph,) a German natural philosopher, born in 1655 ; died in 1730.
Eberliard, (Johann August,) a German philosopher
and elegant writer, born at llalberstadt in 1739. He published in 1772 an “Apology for Socrates,” which exercised
great influence in the propagation of that theological system popularly known as neology or rationalism. This
work was severely criticised by Lessing and others, and
hindered Eberhard’s advancement in the Church. He
was appointed professor of history at Halle in 1778. In
philosophy he was a staunch partisan of Leibnitz, and
an adversary of Kantism. He wrote, among other works,
a “ History of Philosophy,” (1788,) and a “Dictionary
of German Synonyms,” (6 vols., 1793-1802,) which was
Died in 1809.
universally admired.
lin,

See F. Nicolai, “ Gedachtnissschrift auf
1810; “Nouvelle Biographie Gendrale.”

Eberhard, (Johann Heinrich,)
born

at

Hochstadt

in

1743

;

J.

A. Eberhard,” Ber-

a

German

jurist,

died in 1772.

Eberhard, (Johann Peter,) a German medical writer,
born

at

Eberhard,
tor,

1727; died in 1779.
(Konrad,) a distinguished

Altona

born

at

in

Hindelang

in 1768.

German

sculpprofessor

He became

of sculpture in the Academy of Munich in 1816. Among
his works are “Leda and the Swan,” and a statue of
Saint Michael.
See Nagler, “Neues Allgemeines Kiinstler-Lexikon.”

Eb'er-hard

or

Evrard de Bethune,

a

Flemish

grammarian of the twelfth century, wrote a Latin Grammar.

Eberle,

a'ber-leh,

(Adam,)

at Aix-la-Chapelle in 1803

;

a

German

painter,

Rome

in 1832.

died at

born

Eberlin, (Daniel,) a German musician, born at
Nuremberg about 1630. He became successively soldier,
ch ipel-master, and banker. Died at Cassel in 1685Ebers, (Emil,) a German painter, distinguished for
humour and comic talent, born at Breslau in 1807.
a German novelist and orientalist,
1837. In 1870 he became piofessorof Egyptology
In the course of his researches in Egypt he
at Leipzig.
discovered Papyrus E, besides several important inscripSince 1876 he has been partially paralysed, and
tions.
from that event date his novels, by which he is well known
to the British public, most of them having been translated

Ebers, (Georg,)

born

in

Among

them may be meninto English by Clara Bell.
tioned “ Uarda, a Romance of Ancient Egypt,”
Sum,” “The Sisters,” and “The Emperor.”
Ebersberger, a'bers-bgRG'er, or Ebersperger,
/
a / bers-p§RG er, (Johann Georg,) a German engraver
died in 1760.
of maps, born at Lichtenau in 1695
Eberstein, von, fon a'ber-stln', (Wilhelm Ludwig,) Baron, a German metaphysical philosopher, born
died in 1805.
in 1762
Ebert, a'blRt, (Friedrich Adolph,) a distinguished
German bibliographer, born at Taucha, near Leipsic, in
He was appointed director of the Royal Library
1791.
Among his principal works are a
of Dresden in 1828.
“Life of Napoleon,” (1817,) and a “Universal Biblio-
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vols., 1820-30.)

Died

same, less prolonged;

in 1834.

a, e,

T,

Ebert, (Johann Arnold,) a German poet, born at
in 1723.
He was for a long time professor
in the Carolinum of Brunswick.
His German version
of Young’s “Night Thoughts” (1790-95) is praised by
Guizot.
He translated other English works, and wrote
lyric verses of some merit.
Died in 1795.

Hamburg

See Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”

Ebert, (Johann Jakob,) a German philosopher, born
at Breslau in 1737, became professor of mathematics
Wittenberg. He published “Principles of Practical
Philosophy,” (1784,) and other works for the instruction

at

Died

of youth.

Ebert,

in 1805.

Theodor, a German Hebraist, who was
of Hebrew at Frankfort-on-the-Oder. He pub(

)

professor
lished several works.
Died in 1630.
Eberus, (Paul.) See Eber.

Eberwein.

See Ebroin.
E'bi-on, the supposed founder of the E'bionites, a
sect of heretics who existed in the East in the first century.
They rejected the New Testament and observed
the Mosaic law, but professed to be Christians. Origen
and some others, however, derive the name of Ebionites
from a Hebrew word signifying “poor.”
See Matter, “ Histoire du Gnosticisme.
Eble, eb'li', (Jean Baptiste,) an eminent French
general, born in Lorraine in 1758.
As general of brigade, he directed the sieges of Ypres, Nieuwpoort, Bois-

He was made

le-Duc, etc.

a general of division in

In 1795 he made the campaign of the Palatinate,
1793.
under Moreau, and in 1800 commanded the artillery at
the victory of Hohenlinden.
In the Russian campaign
of 1812 he was chief commandant of the pontoon-train,
and rendered great services at the passage of the Berezina, where it is said Bonaparte was saved by his energy
and skill. He died from the effects of cold and exposure
on this occasion, just as he was appointed inspectorgeneral and commander-in-chief of the artillery of the
grand army.
See De Courcelles,
Ebn. See Ibn.

“ Dictionnaire des Gdndraux Francais.”

Ebn-Koteybah.

See Ibn-Koteybah.
Ebner, Sb'ner, (Erasmus,) a German poet, born at
Nuremberg in 1511, was a pupil of Melanchthon. He
wrote Latin epigrams which were printed with those of
Melanchthon, and discovered that cadmium and copper
fused together produce brass. Died in 1577.
Eboli, Sb'o-lee or a'bo-lee, (Ana de Mendoza di
mSn-do'thl,) Princess of, a Spanish lady, born about
1
535 or 1540, became the wife of Ruy Gomez de Sylva,

—

Prince of Eboli. She was, it is said, the mistress of Philip
II., and was suspected of being an accomplice of Antonio
Perez in the assassination of Escovedo. She was arrested in 1579 and imprisoned, but was soon released.
See Mignet, “Antonio Perez et Philippe II.”
Ebrard, a'bR&Rt, (Johann Heinrich August,) a
prominent German Protestant theologian, born at Erlangen in 1818. lie became professor of theology at
Erlangen in 1847. He edited a review called “The
Future of the Church,” (1845-47,) and wrote, besides
other works, “ Christian Dogmatics,” (2 vols., 1852,) and
“The Divine and Human ( Gottmenschlichkeit in ChrisMany of his sermons have been pubtianity,” (1844.)
lished.
He is, or was recently, preacher and councillor
of the Consistory at Spire.
Eb're-mar, written also Evermer, third Patriarch
of Jerusalem, was born near Therouanne. He was raised
Died after 1122.
to the dignity of patriarch in 1103.

E'broin, [Lat. Ebroi'nus,] written also Eberwein,
a powerful and ambitious Frank, was mayor of the palace
under Clotaire III. (King of Neustria) and under Theodoric III.
He was killed in 681 A.D.
See Sismondi, “Histoire des Frangais.”

Ebu. See Aboo.
Ebu-Beker. See Aboo-Bekr.
Eb'ur-y, (Robert Grosvenor,) Lord, an English
peer, a son of the second Earl Grosvenor, was born in
He was a member of the House of Commons
1801.
from 1822 to 1S57, and was then raised to the peerage.
He supported several bills for the promotion of civil
and religious liberty.

Ebu-Tkalib.
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Ecatarina. See Catherine, Empress of Russia.
Ecbert. See Egbert.

Eccard. See Eckhart.
Eccelino da Romano. See Romano.
Ecchelensis. See Echellensis.

He wrote, besides other works,
councillor at Munich.
“ God is the Purest Love,” (“ Gott ist die reinste Liebe,”
Died in 1803.
1784,) which had great success.
Eckerbrecht, Sk'ker-bnSKt', (Philipp,) a German
astronomer, born at Nuremberg in 1594, was a pupil or
Died in 1667.
friend of Kepler.
Eckermann, gk'ker-mSnJ (Johann Peter,) a German litterateur born at Winsen, Hanover, in 1792. He
published in 1821 a volume of poems, which procured
for him the friendship of Goethe, and he co-operated
with that author in the complete edition of his works
In 1832-33 he published the posthumous
at Weimar.
works of Goethe, in accordance with his last will. His
“ Conversations with Goethe” ( “ Gesprache mit Gothe,”

See Eck.
(Ambrose,) an Irish critic, published
editions of “Cymbeline,” “King Lear,” and the “Merchant of Venice,” with copious notes and critical essays
on these dramas by himself and others. Died in 1809.
Eccles, Sk'klz, (John,) an excellent English musical
composer, set some of Congreve’s songs to music, with
a success that gained great applause. Died in 1735.
Eccles, (Solomon,) an English musician, father of
the preceding, lived about 1680.
3 vols., 1836-48) has been translated into various languages. Died in 1854.
Ecgberht or Ecgbert. See Egbert.
See “ Foreign Quarterly Review” for October, 1836 Brockhaus,
Sichard, VsIiSr', (Jacques,) a French Dominican friar,
“ Conversations- Lexikon.”
born at Rouen in 1644, wrote a work on the authors who
Eckersberg, Sk'kers-beRG', (Christoph Wilhelm,)
had been members of his order, entitled “ Scriptores
Ordinis Praedicatorum recensiti,” (1721,) which is highly an eminent Danish painter, born in Holstein about 1782,
He painted history, porstudied
in Paris and Italy.
commended. Died in 1724.
Echard, etch'ard, (Rev. Lawrence,) an English his- traits, and marine pieces with great success. Among
Died in 1853.
torian, born in Suffolk about 1670, obtained Alford and his works is “The Death of Balder.”
Eck'ford, (Henry,) a distinguished naval architect,
other livings in Suffolk. He is the author of a “ General
He served an apprenticeship
Ecclesiastical History,” (1702,) and of a “History of born in Scotland in 1775.
England to 1688,” (3 vols., 1707-18,) which was once to a shipbuilder in Quebec, and in 1796 established himquite popular, but has ceased to be read since the pub- self in business in New York. He was soon distinguished
for the superiority of his vessels in strength and speed,
lication of Rapin.
Died in 1730.
E-eh-el-len'sis, (Abraham,) a learned Maronite, born and in the second war with Great Britain was employed
He
After professing Syriac and Arabic at by the government to furnish fleets for the lakes.
at Eckel, Syria.
Rome, he came to Paris about 1630 to assist in the edi- afterwards built many vessels of war for foreign nations,
tion of Le Jay’s Polyglot Bible, and received the title of established a professorship of naval architecture at Cointerpreter to the king.
He returned to Rome in 1653. lumbia College, and in 1831 accepted the appointment
He wrote an “ Oriental Chronicle,” and translated sev- of naval constructor for the Ottoman Empire. Died at
Constantinople, November 12, 1832.
eral works from the Arabic.
Died in 1664.
See Henry Howe, “Lives of Eminent American Mechanics,”
Echeverri, de, di ltch-l-v§r-ree r sometimes written

Eccius.
Eccles,

Sk'klz,

,

;

,

Etcheverri, (Juan,) the most famous of the Basque
poets, born at Tafalla, in Navarre, about 1550, wrote the
“Mysteries of the Faith,” and other religious poems.
E-ehid'na, [Gr. 'E
in the Greek mythology, a
daughter of Tartarus, represented as a monster, half
woman and half serpent, was the mother of the Chimaera,
Cerberus, the Sphinx, and other monsters.

Echinus, (Sebastian.) See Erizzo.
E-ehl'on, [’E X‘w,\ a Greek painter and statuary, who
lived about 350 B.C., is ranked by Pliny among the great
painters, and is praised by Cicero.
E'-eho, [Gr. ’H^w,] a nymph of classic mythology, and
an attendant of Juno, was called a daughter of the Air.
The poets feigned that Juno, offended by her unruly
tongue, changed her into an echo, and ordained that she
should not be able to speak until another had spoken,
nor be silent after another had spoken to her.
She was
disappointed in her love of Narcissus, and pined away
until nothing remained of her but her voice.
Eck, gk, Eckius, ek'ke-us, or Eccius, Ecliius, a'keus, (Johann,) a German theologian, famous as an able
antagonist of Luther, was born at Eck, in Suabia, in i486.
He became a professor in the University of Ingolstadt.
In 1519 he disputed against Luther at Leipsic, and in
1530 was chosen, with others, to controvert the Lutheran
Confession of Faith at the Diet of Augsburg. He wrote
a “ Manual of Controversy,” and other works. Died in
1543

-

Eckius, (Leonard,)

a German jurist, born
in 1480, acquired a great reputation as a lawyer, and was
or

employed by Charles V. Died at Munich in 1550.
Eck, van, vin Sk, (Cornelis,) a Dutch jurist, born
at Arnheim.
He became professor of civil and modern
law

at

Utrecht

in 1692.

He

wrote “Principles of Civil

Law,” (“ Principia Juris Civilis,” 1689,) and other works.
Died in 1732.
Eckard. See Eckhard and Eckhart.
Eckard, gk'kiRt, (Georg Ludwig,) a German portrait-painter of high reputation, born at Hamburg in
1769

;

died

in 1794.

Eckart, (Dietrich Gotthard,) a German
born

at

Eilenburg in 1696

< as k; c as r;

jurist,

died in 1760.
fon Sk'kiRts-how'zen, (Karl,)

;

Eckartshausen, von,
a German writer, born in Bavaria
g hard; g as j;

in 1752,

Eckhard, ik'hS.Rt, (Johann Friedrich,) a German
philologist, born at Quedlinburg in 1723, wrote many
literary treatises.
Died in 1794.

Eckhard, (Johann Georg.) See Eckhart.
Eckhard, (Tobias,) a German Hellenist, born

became

aulic

at

De-

1558; died in 1652.
Eckhard, (Tobias,) a distinguished German philologist, bom at Jiiterbock, Saxony, in 1662.
He was rector
of the Academy of Quedlinburg. He published (in Latin)
a treatise on logic, “Ars Rationis,” (1714,) “Technica
Sacra,” (1716,) a treatise on philosophy, (1717,) “Testimonies to Christ by those who were not Christians,”
Died in 1737
(1725,) and other works.
See C. H. Eckhard, “Vita T. Eckhardi,” 1739.
litzsch in

Eckhart or Eckhard, von, fon Sk'hjRt, written
Eccard and Eckard, (Johann Georg,) a German

also
his-

born at Duingenin 1674. Through the influence
of Leibnitz he obtained a chair of history at Helmstedt in
Pie succeeded Leibnitz as librarian at Hanover.
1706.
To escape his creditors he retired to Cologne, where he
joined the Roman Catholic Church.
He afterwards became librarian and counsellor to the Bishop of Wiirtzauthor
burg.
He was
of several Latin histories, which
are valued for research and criticism, viz., a “ History of
the Princes of Upper Saxony,” (1722,) “History of the
Middle Ages,” (“Corpus historicum medii zEvi,” 1723,)
and a work “ Qn the Origin of the Germans,” (“ lie

torian,

Origine Germanorum,” 1750.)

See Arnold, “Kirchen- und Ketzer-Historie.”

Eck

etc., 1847.

Eckhel,

(Joseph
Austrian numismatist, born
6k'hel,

Died in 1730.
Hilary,) a pre-eminent

at Enzersfeld in 1737, entered the order of Jesuits.
Having made extensive researches in Italy and attained great proficiency in the
knowledge of medals, he was appointed, in 1774, director
of the imperial cabinet of medals at Vienna, and professor of antiquities.
In 1775 he published an excellent
work on medals, entitled “ Numi Veteres.” His capital

“Doctrina Numorum Veterum,” (8 vols., 1792systematic treatise on the science of numismatics,
which the perfection of the plan, the extent of the researches, and the soundness of the criticism render perhaps the best work, on the whole, which is to be found

work

is

98,) a

on that subject.

Died

in 1798.

See Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie
Aubin
Louis Milt. in, “Notice historique sur J. H. Eckhel,” Paris, 1798;
“Nouvelle Biograpliie Generale.”
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ECKHOF

Eckhof, Sk'hof, (Conrad,) one of the most celebrated
German actors, was born at Hamburg in 1720. He exand was called “the Garrick of Gerproduced “The Desert Isle,” and other
comedies. Died in 1778.
Eckhout. See Eeckhout.
Eckmiihl, Prince of. See Davoust.
Eckstein, von, fon ek'stln, (Ferdinand,) Baron, a
publicist, born at Copenhagen in 1790, was converted to
Roman Catholicism. He removed to France, and edited
the “ Catholique,” (1826-29,) in which he advocated the
celled in tragedy,

He

many.”

doctrines of De Maistre.
Ficluse. See LUcluse.

Ficluse des Loges, de 1 deh li'kliiz' di lozh, (Pierre
Mathurin,) born at Falaise, France, in 1715, was a
’,

doctor of the Sorbonne.
His reputation rests chiefly on
his edition of Sully’s “Memoirs.”
Died about 1783.

Fjcolampade L See CEcolampadius.
Ec-phan'tI-des,[’E/c0apTi(h7f,]an Athenian comic poet,
lived about 450 B.c.
His works are not extant.

who

dSk'vel'ye', (Armand Franqois,)
a French general, was born of a
noble family of Champagne in 1747. He emigrated in
and
served
under
the
Prince of Conde, as quarter1791,
master-general of cavalry, in 1794. Returning to France
with the king, he was made lieutenant-general in 1814,
and marquis in 1820. Died in 1830.
Edebali, ed-eb'i-lee, Sheik, a Mussulman, noted for
devotion and learning, born in Caramania about 1210,

Ecquevilly,

d’,

Count and Marquis,

founded a monastery which was much frequented. Othman, the founder of the Turkish Empire, married the
daughter of Edebali. Died in 1326.
Edelinck, a'deh-link, (Caspar,) a Flemish engraver,
was a brother and pupil of Gerard, noticed below.
His brother John, born about 1630, was also an engraver, and worked some time with Gerard.
Edelinck, 6d'el-ink or a'deh-link', (Gerard,) a celebrated Flemish engraver, born in Antwerp in 1649, removed to Paris at an early age, and received the title
of engraver to the cabinet of Louis XIV. Among his
master-pieces are “The Holy Family,” after Raphael, the
“Crucifixion,” after Lebrun, the “Virgin,” after Guido,
“ The Combat of Cavalry,” after Leonardo da Vinci, and
portraits of many eminent men.
His works are highly
finished, and are characterized by freedom of touch,
fidelity of design, and perfect harmony of execution.
Died in 1707. He is reckoned among the engravers
of the first class.
“No one but Audran,” says Ponce,
“can be placed on a par with him.”
His son Nicolas engraved at Venice a “ Madonna and
Child,” after Correggio, and other subjects. Died in 1730.
See Basan, “ Dictionnaire des Graveurs.”

Edelmann,

a'del-min' or i'dSl'mfiN', (Jean Fredeborn at Strasburg in 1749, was

ric,) a musical composer,
a violent revolutionist.

He was guillotined

in 1794, after

he had procured the death of several persons.
Edelmann, a'del-mfin', (Johann Christian,) a Ger-

man

deist,

born

in

Saxony

Divinity of Reason,” (1742.)

in

1698.

Guizot

He wrote" The
calls

him a favieux

Died in 1767.
See Wilhelm Elster, “ Erinnerung

esprit-fort.

Edelmann’s

Carl

R.

Autobiography,

W. Klose,

Edema,

an J. C. Edelmann,” 1839;
(“ Selbstbiograpliie,”) published by

Berlin, 1849,

a'd^h-mi, (Gerard,)

a Dutch landscape-

painter, born in Friesland about 1655, is said to have
travelled in America for artistic purposes, and finally
Died about 1700.
settled in England.
See Bryan, “Dictionary of Painters.’*

E'den,

(Sir

Frederick Morton,) an English

diplo-

matist and writer on political economy, published in
1797 “The State of England,” which, says McCulloch,
“ is the grand storehouse of information respecting the
labouring classes of England.” He also wrote “ Friendly
Societies,” “ Maritime Rights of Great Britain,” and
other works. From 1792 to 1796 he was ambassador to
Berlin, Vienna,

and Madrid.

Died
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in 1809.

Eden, (Richard,) an Englishman, who was

the first
publish collectively the results of maritime enterprise
which followed the discovery of America. He translated,
from the Latin, “Decade of Voyages,” by Vertomanus,
(1576,) and other works on navigation and geography.
His “ History of Travel in the West and East Indies”
is partly original and partly translated.
He is by some
considered as superior to Hakluyt.
to

Eden, (William.) See Auckland, Lord.
E-de'ni-us, (Jordan,) a Swedish savant, born in 1624,
was chosen professor of theology at Upsal in 1659. He
wrote an “ Epitome of Ecclesiastical History,” and other
works. Died in 1666.
Eder, a'der, (Georg,) a German Catholic theologian,
born at Freysingen in 1524. He was rector of the
University of Vienna, and a councillor of the emperor
Ferdinand. He wrote “Economy of the Scriptures,”
(“CEconomia Bibliorum,” 1568,) often reprinted, and
other works, mostly polemical. Died in 1586.
Ed'gar or Eadgar, a Saxon king of England, surnamed the Peaceable, was the son of Edmund I. and
Elgiva, and was born in 943 A.D.
Fie ascended the
throne at the death of his brother Edwy, in 959. Dunstan, Bishop of London, and afterwards primate, early
acquired an ascendency over Edgar, and retained during
the whole reign the chief control of affairs, which he
directed to the aggrandizement of the church and clergy.
Consequently, Edgar is pompously eulogized by the
monkish chroniclers, though his morals were depraved.
He married first Elfleda and then Elfrida, and founded
many monasteries. It is usually said that he extirpated
the wolves from England. He died in 975, and was succeeded by his son, Edward the Martyr.
See Hume’s “History of England,” chap. ii.

Edgar or Eadgar Atheling, a Saxon prince, was
a grandson of King Edmund Ironside.
His father Edward was exiled by Canute in 1017, and went to Hungary, where Edgar was born.
At the death of Edward
the Confessor, in 1066, Edgar was the nearest heir to the
throne, and was proclaimed at London just after the
battle of Hastings ; but he submitted to William the Conqueror, who spared him in consideration of his feeble
character.
He was induced to engage in several unsuccessful revolts against the Norman king, and took refuge
in Scotland at the court of Malcolm, who had married
his sister.
About 1091 he was received in peace at the
court of William Rufus.
Died about 1120.
Ed'gar, King of Scotland, was the nephew of the preceding, and the son of Malcolm III., who died in 1093.
Donald Bane then usurped the throne, until Edgar Atheling raised an army and deposed him, in 1097, when
Edgar became king. His sister Matilda became the
wife of Henry I. of England.
Edgar, after a peaceful
reign, died in 1 107, and was succeeded by his brother,
Alexander

continental courts in the
He was raised to the peerage as
eighteenth century.
Lord Henley, and died in 1802.
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See Firmont.
Sj'worth, (Maria,) a popular English

authoress, born near Reading, Berkshire, January 1, 1767,
was the daughter of Richard Lovell Edgeworth (see below) and his first wife, Miss Elers, In 1782 she removed
with her father to his paternal estate at Edgeworthstown,
in Ireland, where she continued to reside nearly all the
remainder of her life. She was associated with her father
in several literary labours, the first result of which was
a “Treatise on Practical Education,” in 1798, followed
by an “Essay on Irish Bulls,” (1802,) which was very
successful. In 1801 she began to issue a series of novels
of superior merit and of good moral tendency, which
were received with general and lasting favour, viz.,

“Castle Rackrent,” “Belinda,”

(1801,)

“Patronage,”

“Ormond,” (1817,) “Helen,” etc., (1834.) In
1823 she made a visit to Abbotsford, the home of Sir
Walter Scott, who greatly admired her writings, and

(1814,)

once said, “ If

I

could but

hit

Miss Edgeworth’s wonder-

vivifying all her persons and making them
live as beings in your mind, I should not be afraid.”
Besides the above-named works, she published several
ful

power of

Eden, (George.) See Auckland, Lord,
Eden, (Sir Morton,) an English diplomatist, who volumes,
was ambassador

I.

Edgeworth,
Edgeworth,

“Moral Tales,” (1801,)
and “Tales of Fashionable

respectively entitled

“Popular Tales,”

(1804,)

Life,” (1809-12,) and co-operated with her father in
“The
the “Parent’s Assistant” and “Early Lessons.”
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writings of Miss Edgeworth,” says Lord Jeffrey, “exhibit a singular union of sober sense and inexhaustible invention, and a minute knowledge of all that distinguishes
manners or touches on happiness in every condition of
human fortune.” Died in May, 1849.
See “Edinburgh Review,” July, 1809, (vol. xiv.,) July, rSi2, (vol.
xx.,) and August, 1817, (vol. xxviii. ;) Sir Walter Scott’s critique
in the “ Edinburgh Review,” January, 1814, (vol. xxii.;) also “ Edinburgh Review” for October, 1S67 “ London Quarterly Review” lor
;

October, 1811.

Edgeworth, {Richard

Loveli.,) an ingenious Engauthor and philosopher, born at Bath in 1744, was
the father of Maria Edgeworth, the popular novelist.
Much of his childhood was passed at Edgeworthstown,
lish

While
Ireland, where his father’s estate was situated.
a student at Oxford, when he was only about nineteen,
he married Miss Elers, with whom he resided for some
time in Berkshire, where he formed an intimacy with
Dr. Darwin. He was distinguished by

Thomas Day and

his genial character, versatile talents, and mechanical
ingenuity.
In 1780 he was chosen Fellow of the Royal
Society.
In 1782 he fixed his residence permanently at
Edgeworthstown, where he was actively engaged in the
education of his numerous children and in the duties
Besides the works
of magistrate, legislator, and author.
in which his daughter co-operated, (see Edgeworth,
Maria,) he wrote “ Professional Education,” “ Letter
on the Telegraph,” and Memoirs of himself, and contributed to the “ Philosophical Transactions” treatises on
mechanics and natural philosophy. In the course -of
his life he married four wives, two of whom were sisters,
named Sneyd. Died in 1817.
Edgeworth, (Roger,) an English Catholic divine,
was cnancellor of Wells in 1554.
He published a volume of sermons. Died about 1560.

lished in 1853 his principal work, entitled “Spiritual
ism,” (2 vols.) He died in 1874.
See Livingston’s “Portraits of Eminent Americans.”

Ed'mond-son, (Henry,) an

English scholar, born

“Lingua Linguarum,”
Latin Homonyms and Synonyms.
1607, wrote

(1655,)

Died

in

and a work on
in 1659.

Edmondson, (Joseph,) an English writer and antiquary, was appointed Mowbray herald-extraordinary in
1764. He wrote a “ Companion to the Peerage,” (1776,)
a “Complete Body of Heraldry,” (1780,) and several
other esteemed works. Died in 1786.
Edmonstone, (Sir Archibald,) a British writer,
born in 1795, published a “Journey to Two of the Oases
of Upper Egypt,” (1822,) “The Progress of Religion,” a
poem, (1842,) and other works.
Ed'mund the Martyr, King of the East Angles,
born in 840 A.D., began to reign in 855. In 870 he was
defeated in battle by the Danes under Hinguar and
Hubba, who took him prisoner and put him to death.
or
I., King of the Anglo-Saxons,
born about 922, was the son of Edward the Elder and
Edgiva his wife, and grandson of Alfred the Great.
He
succeeded his half-brother, Athelstane, in 941, and married Elgiva. His brief reign gave evidence of his courage,
prudence, and other kingly qualifications. He was assassinated by Liof, an outlaw, at a feast in 946.
He left
two infant sons, Edwy and Edgar, and was succeeded by

Edmund

his brother

Eadmund

Edred.

See Hume’s “ History of England,” chap.

Edmund

ii.

Eadmund

II, surnamed Ironside, a
king of England of the Saxon dynasty, born in 989 A.D.,
was the son of Ethelred II., who died in 1016. Before
this event, Edmund had signalized his valour in battle
against the Danish invaders under Canute, and at his
accession he found the greater part of the kingdom in
the power of that enemy.
After the Danes gained a
victory at Assandun, Edmund and Canute agreed by a
treaty to divide the kingdom, of which the former received the southern and the latter the northern part.
Edmund survived this treaty about a month, and, as
Hume thinks, was murdered in 1016, when Canute became master of the whole kingdom. Edmund’s halfbrother, Edward the Confessor, afterwards became king.
Freeman calls Edmund “a true king of men, a hero
worthy to wield the sword of Ailfred [Alfred] and
Aithelstan.”
or

Ed-gi'va, or Ogive, Queen of France, was a daughter
Edward, King of tae West Saxons,and a granddaughter
She was married to Charles the
of Alfred the Great.
Simple of France in 919. Louis d’Outre-Mer washerson,
Edinburgh, Duke of. See Alfred.
Edison, (Thomas Alva,) an American inventor, was
born in Ohio in 1847. Among his numerous inventions
we may mention the phonograph, the electric pen, the
carbon telephone, and a system of telegraphy.
Ed'I-tha, Saint, daughter of Edgar, King of England, and Wilfrida, took the monastic vows at the age
of fifteen, and died about 984 A.D., aged twenty-three.
See Freeman, “ History of the Norman Conquest,” vol.
chap,
Editha or E'dith, an Anglo-Saxon queen, was a v., p.419; Hume, “ History of England,” chap.
Turner, “History
of the Anglo-Saxons."
daughter of Earl Godwin, and was married in 1044 to
Edmund of Langley, Duke of York, born in 1341,
King Edward the Confessor. Her virtues and accomplishments have been highly celebrated by historians was the fifth son of Edward III. of England, and was
the
head of the house of York, famous in the war of
and poets. King Edward is said to have treated her
the Roses.
with neglect and severity.
He married Isabella of Castile, and left
two sons, Edward and Richard. Died in 1402.
Edmer. See Eadmer.
Edmund, Saint, an English prelate, sometimes called
Edmondes, Sd'munz, or Ed'monds, (Sir Clement,)
an English writer, born in 1566, obtained some places at Edmund Rich and Edmund of Pontigny, born at
court.
He wrote “Observations on the Commentaries Abingdon, became Archbishop of Canterbury in 1234.
He is said to have been the first who taught logic at
of Caesar,” (1600-1609.) Died in 1622.
Edmondes or Edmonds, (Sir Thomas,) an English Oxford. Died in 1242, and was canonized in 1249.
Ed’mund Plan-tag'e-net, Earl of Kent, the son of
statesman, born at Plymouth in 1563, was employed with
In the reign
success in negotiations with several European courts in Edward I. of England, was born in 1301.
the reigns of Elizabeth and James I.
In 1616 he was ofEdward II. he aided the Queen, Isabella, to depose the
chosen privy councillor. His letters and papers were king and to crown the young prince Edward III.
He
was executed on a charge of treason in 1330.
published by Dr. Birch. Died in 1639.
Edmonds. See Edmondes.
Edmunds, (George F.,) an American lawyer and
Ed'monds, (John W.,) an American painter, born statesman, born in Richmond in 1828. In 1876. he was,
in Hudson, New York, in 1806.
In 1835 he commenced elected Senator, and has since been thrice re-elected. He
sending paintings in oil to the exhibitions of the Acad- was elected President of the Senate in March, 1883.
emy. Among these were “Sparking,” “The City and
Ed'red or Eadred, King of the Anglo-Saxons, was.
Country Beaux,” “Dominie Sampson,” etc. In 1840 he the younger son of Edward the Elder, and brother of
embarked for Europe, and spent the subsequent winter Edmund I., whom he succeeded in 946 A.D. In this,
and spring in Rome. Since his return he has followed reign the ambitious Dunstan acquired the ascendency
his profession in New York.
which he maintained through several ensuing reigns.
See Tuckerman’s “Book of the Artists.”
He died in 955, and was succeeded by his nephew Edwy.
Edmonds, (John Worth,) an American jurist and
See Hume, “ History of England,” chap.
advocate of spiritualism, born at Hudson, New York,
Edrees or Edris, ed-rees', I., a descendant of Alee,
in 1799He graduated at Union College, and subse- son-in-law of Mohammed, was the founder of the dynasty,,
quently practised law in New York. Being appointed, of the Edrisites or Edrisides, which reigned in Africa,
in 1843, one °f the inspectors of State prisons, he effected
nearly two hundred years. When his party was defeated
an important reform in prison-discipline. He became by the Abbassides in 784 A.D., he fled to Barbary, or Mauone of the circuit judges of the State in 1845. He pub- ritania, where he was recognized as imam, or chief, about
of
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He was

poisoned in 793 by an emissary of Haroun-

al-Raschid.

Edrees or Edris II., a son of the preceding, born in
793, succeeded to the throne, and is represented as a
learned, wise, and just ruler.
He founded the city of
Fez, and reigned in peace.
He died in 828, and was
succeeded by his son

Mohammed.

See Ibn-Khaldoun, “ Histoire des Berbkres,” translated by
Slane, 1S54.

Edreesee or Edrisi, ed-ree'see, an eminent Arabian
geographer, born at Ceuta, Africa, about 1100, was a
descendant of the dynasty above named, which ceased

He

to reign in 919.

lived at the court of

Roger

II.

of

Sicily, for whom he made a silver terrestrial globe and
wrote his celebrated treatise on Geography, (1154.) In
1619 Gabriel Sionita and J. Hesronita published a Latin
version of an abridgment of Edreesee’s Geography; and
since that time the manuscript of the entire work has
been found and translated into French by M. Jaubert,

(1836-40.)
See Haji-Khalfa, “ Lexicon Bibliographicum

Casiri, “ Biblio-

theca Arabico-Hispana.”

Ed'ric, Duke of Mercia, was a treacherous minister
When England was invaded by the
of Ethelred II.
Danes, he deserted, and fought against the Anglo-Saxon
king.
He was put to death by Canute.
Ed'ridge, (Henry,) an English painter of landscapes
and miniatures, born at Paddington in 1768; died in
1821.

Edris. See Edrees.
Edrisi. See Edreesee.

Ed'ward

or

Eadward

I.,
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surnamed the Elder,

King of

the Anglo-Saxons, was the third son of Alfred the
Great and Alswitha. At the death of Alfred, in 901 A.D.,
he was acknowledged as his successor by the Wittenagemote. He inherited his father’s military talents, and
found abundant occasion to exercise them. He defeated
his cousin Ethelwald, who raised an army to contest his
title to the throne, and waged a successful war against
the Northumbrians and Danes.
He married two or

three wives, the last of whom was Elgiva, and left three
sons, Athelstane, Edmund, and Edred, who all reigned
successively.
Died in 925.
See Hume’s “History of England,” chap. ii.

Edward I., King of England, surnamed Longshanks,
born at Westminster in 1239, was the eldest son of Henry
III. and Eleanor, daughter of the Count of Provence. He
was married in early youth to Eleanor of Castile. In 1263
he took a prominent part in the civil war between his
father and the barons under the Earl of Leicester, who
took him prisoner in 1264. Having escaped from custody in 1263, he gained a complete victory over Leicester
at Evesham.
After the end of this civil war, his next
important enterprise was a crusade to the Holy Land in
1271, where he maintained his reputation for prowess.
On his homeward journey he found that his father had
died, in 1272, and he was crowned soon after his arrival, in
1274. He began the conquest of Wales in 1277, and comit in 1282, when Llewellyn, prince of that country,
slain in battle.
In 1291, the numerous competitors

pleted

was

throne of Scotland, then vacant, having referred
Edward as lord paramount, he decided in
favour of John Baliol, and received from him the oath
of fealty, thus paving the way to the conquest of that
kingdom. The Scotch in 1294 took arms to regain their
independence ; but Edward speedily overpowered them,
dethroned Baliol, and seized the kingdom. The celebrated and heroic William Wallace renewed the contest
in 1297, gained a victory at Stirling, and expelled the
English troops from all the Scotch fortresses. The war
was alternately suspended by truce and feebly prosecuted
until 1303, when Edward invaded Scotland with a large
for the

their claims to

army and effected its temporary subjection. Wallace
was taken, and hanged in London in 1305. Edward
died in 1307, while on his march to Scotland, where
Robert Bruce had again raised the national standard
against him.
He was one of the most able, ambitious,
and politic princes that ever filled the English throne
but his character was deeply disgraced by his vindictive
treatment of Wallace and by other acts of injustice.
His reign is rendered memorable by the confirmation
of the Great Charter, the institution of the House of
Commons, and great improvement in common law.
;

See Hume, “ History of England,” chaps, xiii. and xiv. also, the
character of Edward I. in Gardiner’s “History of England from
1603 to 1616,” pp. 15 and 16; Burton, “History of Scotland,” vol.
ii. chaps, xviii.-xxii.
;

Edward II., King of England, the eldest surviving son
of the preceding, was born at Caernarvon, Wales, in 1284.
surnamed the Martyr, In his minority he became subject to the pernicious influKing of the Anglo-Saxons, was the eldest son of Edgar, ence of his favourite, Piers Gaveston, who was banished
and great-grandson of the preceding.
He was born in 1300 by Edward I. In 1301 Edward was created Prince
about 960 A.D., and succeeded his father in 975. His of Wales, and in July, 1307, he became king. One of
step-mother, Elfrida, took measures to obtain the crown his first acts was to recall Gaveston from exile and create
for her son Ethelred
but she was defeated by Saint him Earl of Cornwall. In 1308 he married Isabella,
Dunstan, the primate of England. A council having daughter of Philip V. of France, a corrupt and ambitious
been assembled during this reign at Caine to decide be- woman. The insolence of Gaveston, who had acquired
tween the secular clergy and the monks of Saint Dunstan, a complete ascendency over his imbecile king, provoked
the part of the floor on which the former sat suddenly the barons to form a league against that favourite, who
gave way. The monks claimed this as a miracle in their was executed in 1312. In 1314 Edward invaded Scotfavour, and consequently prevailed. Edward was assas- land with a large army, which in the same year was
sinated by order of Elfrida in 978, and was succeeded routed with great loss by Bruce at Bannockburn, and
by his half-brother, Ethelred II.
Scottish independence was thus secured. The king’s new
favourite, Hugh Spencer or Despencer, involved him in
See Hume’s “ History of England,” chap.
Edward, or Eadward III., surnamed the Con- another quarrel with his barons. The queen, who hated
fessor, King of the Anglo-Saxons, was the son of the favourite and despised her consort, put herself at the
Ethelred II., (by his second wife, Emma of Normandy,) head of a powerful party, who took arms in 1326 with the
and was half-brother of Edmund Ironside.
He was avowed purpose of removing Spencer from power. The
born at Islip about 1004. When England was invaded king being generally deserted, the queen’s party easily
by the victorious Danes, Edward and his mother found prevailed ; Spencer was executed, and Edward was derefuge with the Duke of Normandy, and remained there throned and confined in prison. The king’s son, a minor,
till 1040.
Canute, having conquered England, married was proclaimed in Parliament as Edward III., under the
Edward’s mother, Emma, in 1017. When Hardicanute regency of Isabella and her favourite, Roger de Mordied, in 1042, Edward, who was the half-brother of the timer, the latter of whom is charged with causing the
late king, was proclaimed his successor.
In 1044 he murder of the deposed king, which was perpetrated,
married Editha, daughter of Earl Godwin, but with the with circumstances of great atrocity, in Berkeley Castle
in 1327.
express condition that she should not share his bed
See Hume, “History of England,” chap, xiv.; Falkland,
hence he was canonized with the title of “Confessor.”
He showed partiality to the Normans, and in his reign (Henry Cary,) “ History of King Edward II.,” 1680.
Edward III., King of England, born at Windsor in
a powerful Norman party was formed in the island. He
died, without issue, in January, 1066, and was succeeded 1312, was the eldest son of Edward II. and Isabella of
by his wife’s brother, Harold, whose title was disputed France. He was proclaimed king on January 25, 1327,
by the Duke of Normandy. Edward was the last of the under the nominal regency of twelve nobles and bishops,
while the queen and Mortimer exercised the power in
Saxon line that reigned in England,

Edward

or

Eadward

II.,

;

ii.

:

reality.

See Hume, “History of England,” chap. iii. Jerome Porter,
“ Life of Saint Edward, King and Confessor,” 1710.
;
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In 1330 the young king ordered the arrest
after trial was put to death. The queen-

who

mother was at the same time confined to her own house,
and ceased to exercise political power. After the death
of King Robert, Edward, in violation of the treaty, supported Edward Baliol in his pretensions to the Scottish
throne, and in 1333 defeated the Scotch at Halidon Hill,
when Baliol became for a time master of Scotland. But
repeated invasions by the English were required in the
ensuing years to prevent his expulsion ; for the Scotch
detested him as a vassal and partisan of the English
king.

The attention of Edward was diverted from Scotland
by a new and important project, namely, the conquest of
France, the crown of which he claimed by inheritance,
as nephew of the late king, Charles IV., (who left no
male issue,) while Philip VI. was recognized as the lawHostilities began in 1340
ful heir by the French people.
by a sea-fight in which the English were victorious, after
which a long truce was concluded. Renewing the war
in 1346, Edward, with his son the Black Prince, invaded
France and gained a great victory at Crecy. After a
long siege, Calais was surrendered to the English king,
(1347,) who was prevented from a disgraceful act of vengeance against six citizens, who offered their lives as a
sacrifice for the city, only by the entreaties of Queen
Philippa.
A truce of about eight years followed the reduction of Calais.
In September, 1356, the Black Prince gained a complete victory at Poitiers, where the French king John
was taken prisoner. In 1360 a treaty of peace was made,
by which Edward retained several French provinces.
Charles V., having become King of France, renewed the
war in 1370, and in a few years recovered nearly all
The Black Prince
that the English had conquered.
died in 1376, and King Edward in 1377, leaving the
crown to his grandson, Richard II. The reign of Edward, though arbitrary, was very popular with his subjects, elated with the glory which attended his military
enterprises, and favoured with domestic peace and prosperity.

See Hume. “History of England,” chaps, xv. and xvi. Robert
Howard, “ History of the Reigns of Edward III. and Richard II.,”
1690; William Longman, “Life and Times of Edward III.,” 2
;

castrians were finally defeated, and Margaret, with her
son, fell into the hands of the victor.
She was confined
in the Tower, and her son was murdered in Edward’s
presence.
Such was the tragical end of the War of the
Roses, in which the old nobility of England was almost
annihilated.
The subsequent events of this reign were
unimportant. Edward died in 1483, leaving the crown
to his son, Edward V.
Edward IV. is described by
as “ a prince more
splendid and showy than either prudent or virtuous ;
brave, though cruel; addicted to pleasure, though capable of activity in great emergencies.” He forms a prominent character in Bulwer’s “Last of the Barons.”

Hume

See Hume, “ History of England,” chap. xxii.
bington, “History of King Edward IV.,” 1640.

William Ha-

;

Edward V., King of England, the eldest son of
Edward IV. and Elizabeth Woodville, was born in Westminster in 1470, and succeeded his father on the 9th of
Ilis uncle, Richard, Duke of Gloucester,
April, 1483.
by the will of the late king, became regent during the
minority.
This wicked and crafty usurper, aspiring to
wear the crown himself, obtained possession of the young
king and his brother, whom he secretly ordered to be
put to death. They disappeared in June, 1483 ; and it is
generally reported and believed that they were suffocated
with pillows in the Tower of London.
See Hume, “History of England,” chap, xxiii. Miss Strickland, “ Lives of the Bachelor Kings of England,” 1861; W. Hepworth Dixon, “ Her Majesty’s Tower,” 1869.
Edward VI., King of England, born at Hampton
Court, October 12, 1537, was the only surviving son of
Henry VIII. and Jane Seymour. He succeeded his
father January 28, 1547, the government during his
minority being confided, by the will of Henry VIII. to
sixteen executors, who elected for their president the
young king’s uncle, Edward Seymour, Earl of Hertford.
The latter, who was created Duke of Somerset and assumed the title of lord protector, led an army against
the Scotch in order to compel the fulfilment of a certain
treaty by the marriage of Edward VI. with Mary Stuart.
The English gained a victory at Pinkie in 1547, but did
not effect their purpose. Somerset favoured the Prot;

,

estant religion, and used effectual measures to establish

it.
The “Bloody Statute,” and other acts, of the former
V idai.in, “Edouard III et la Regence, ou Essai sur
reign were repealed in Parliament, images were removed
les Moeurs du XlVe Si&cle,” Pads, 1843.
Edward IV., King of England, bom at Rouen in from the churches, and the Book of CommonthePrayer
Prowas ordered to be used, (1548.) About 1550
1441, was the son of Richard, Duke of York, who was a
Dudley, Earl of Warwick
grandson of Edmund of York, a younger son of Edward tector was supplanted by John
whose son married Lady
III.
This Richard also inherited from his mother the and Duke of Northumberland,

vols.,

1869;

of Earl of March, and with that title all the right to
the throne transmitted by Lionel of Clarence, another
son of Edward III. The subject of this article, then
styled the Earl of March, first appears on the scene of
the civil wars of York and Lancaster in 1460, when his
army defeated the Lancastrians near Northampton, and
took the king (Henry VI.) a prisoner. In the same year
his father, the Duke of York, was defeated and killed in
the battle of Wakefield, at which Edward was not present.
Having gained a battle at Mortimer’s Cross, he
entered London, was received with favour and acclamation, and was proclaimed king, March 4, 1461.
His
bravery, personal beauty, affability, and other popular
qualities contributed much to his success.
But Margaret of Anjou, the ambitious and indomitable
queen of Henry VI., soon raised another army to renew
the contest.
At Towton, in 1461, the Lancastrians were
defeated with great loss, and Margaret escaped to Scotland.
In 1464 the Lancastrian army was again defeated,
at Hexham, Henry VI. was made prisoner, hostilities
were suspended for several years, and the war appeared
to be terminated.
In 1464 Edward married Elizabeth
Woodville, a person of rather obscure condition, by
which he gave great offence to the nobility, especially to
the Earl of Warwick, “the King-Maker,” a great leader
of the Yorkist party. This nobleman, conspiring with
title

Queen Margaret, compelled Edward to retire to Holland
VI. was released from the Tower
form of royalty. The next year
Edward returned with an army, gained a victory at Barnet, where Warwick was slain, and recovered the throne.
At the great battle of Tewkesbury, May, 1471, the Lan-

in 1470, when Henry
to assume again the
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Jane Grey, a member of the royal family of Tudor.
When the death of the young king was evidently at
hand, he was induced by Northumberland to settle the
succession in favour of Lady Jane Grey. Died in 1553.
See Hume, “ History of England,” chaps, xxxiv. and xxxv.
;

Miss Strickland, “Lives of the Bachelor Kings of England,”
Sharon Turner, “History of the Reigns of Edward VI.,
1861
Mary, and Elizabeth,” 1829; Van der Holk, “ Leven van Edward
;

de Seste,” 1690.

Ed'ward

[Port. Duarte, doo-aR'ti] I., King of Porwas a son of John I., whom he succeeded in 1433.
His mother was an English princess, Philippa of Lancaster.
He is said to have been a moderate, wise, and
enlightened prince but his reign was not prosperous.

tugal,

;

He died young, in 1438, leaving the throne to his son,
Alfonzo V.
See Lopez, “Elogios dos Reys de Portugal.”

Edward,

Prince of Wales, surnamed the Black
Prince, (so called from the colour of his armour,) a
heroic and idolized representative of the spirit of chivalry,
was the eldest son of Edward III. and Philippa of Hainault.
He was born at Woodstock in 1330, and at the
age of fifteen accompanied his father in the invasion of
France. He commanded the main body of the English
at the victory of Crecy, the glory of which was ascribed
to him, and then adopted the motto Ich dien, (“ I
In 1356
serve,”) which is still worn by his successors.
he alone commanded at the battle of Poitiers, where he
won applause both by his military skill and his humanity to the vanquished. He married his cousin Joanna,
daughter of the Earl of Kent, in 1361, and, being created
Prince of Aquitaine, held his court at Bordeaux. On
account of his declining health, he returned to England
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EDWARD
in 1371,

ard

and died

in 1376.

His son became King Rich-

Bruges and

in Paris.
His “Physiological Characters
Races considered in Relation with History”
(1839) placed him in the first rank of French ethnologists.
He became a member of the Institute in 1832. He wrote
(in French) “On the Influence of Physical Agents on
Life,” (1824,) and other scientific works.
Died near

See Hume, “History of England,” chap. xvi. Arthur Collins, “Life of Edward, Prince of Wales,” 1740; G. P. R. James,
“ History of the Life of Edward the Black Prince,” 1839.
;

Edward

[Port.

Duarte]

tuguese prince, born

in 1605,

of Braganza, a Porwas brother of John IV.,

Paris in 1842.

who became King of Portugal in 1640. At this time
Edward was lieutenant-general in the army of the emperor Ferdinand III. The Spanish court, jealous of his

Edwards, (Henry Milne.) See Milne-Edwards.
Edwards, (John,) D.D., a learned English Calvinistic
divine, born at Hertford in 1637, was a son of Thomas

military talents, persuaded the emperor to deliver him
into their power.
lie was imprisoned at Milan in 1641,

Edwards, author of “ Gangraena.” He became minister
of Trinity College Church, Cambridge, in 1664.
He

and died

in 1649.
See Gouvea, “ Perfidia de Alemania y de Castilla en
Proceso de Don Duarte,” 1652.

la Prision

wrote, besides many other works, “ The Authority, Style,
and Perfection of the Books of the Old and New Testaments,” (3 vols., 1693-96,) and “Theologia Reformata,”

y

Edward, (Charles,) the Pretender. See Charles
Edward.

(2 vols., 1713.)

Plan-tag'e-net, born in 1475, was a son
of George, Duke of Clarence, and was styled Earl of
Warwick. He was confined in the Tower by Henry
VII. in 1485, and executed, as an accomplice of Perkin

Warbeck,

He

born about 1830.
Brother’s Wife,” (1855,) “

novelist,

and knighted

in 1866.

Blandford,) an English

Among

her novels are

Debenham’s Vow,”

“My

age of twelve, he speaks of “ a very
remarkable outpouring of the Spirit of God” in his native
place, in which event he evidently felt a deep interest.
He entered Yale College in 1716, and before leaving that
institution as a graduate, in 1720, he is said to have completely reasoned out for himself his great doctrine of the
freedom of the will. After his conversion, which, according to his view of the subject, did not take place until his
seventeenth year, the whole universe seemed changed
God’s excellency, wisdom, purity, and love
in his sight
were revealed to him “in the sun, moon, and stars, in the
clouds and blue sky, and in the grass, flowers, and trees,
in the water and in all nature.” After taking his degree,
he remained two years in New Haven, studying for the
ministry and before he had completed his nineteenth
year he began to preach to a Presbyterian congregation
in the city of New York. In less than a year he returned
to New Haven, and in September, 1723, took his degree
In 1724 he became a tutor in Yale
of master of arts.
College, where he remained about two years. In February, 1727, he became pastor of a church at Northampton,
and not long after was married to Miss Sarah Pierrepont, of New Haven, who in her unaffected and fervent
piety, in the purity, sweetness, and elevation of her character, and in her entire devotion to what she felt to be
right, may be said to have been his perfect counterpart.
After many years of comparative happiness, not that
happiness which results from the enjoyment of indolent
ease, but from duties laboriously, conscientiously, and
his faith and virtue were destined
faithfully performed,
A lax custom had crept into
to undergo a great trial.
the Church of admitting to the communion-table all
those professing with the congregation, without inquiring
whether they were truly regenerate, and without regard
to the spiritual consistency of their life or character. Edwards believed it to be required of him to insist on a
At length, after years of
purer and higher standard.
opposition, he was driven forth, like Calvin, (whose religious views and entire devotion to duty he so ably
represented,) from his chosen field of gospel labour, not
knowing whither he should go, and without any outward
means of support for his numerous family. He was soon
after offered the situation of missionary to the Housatonnuck Indians at Stockbridge. His friends in Scotland
sent, it is said, a considerable contribution for the support of his family, and his scanty income was eked out
by the industry of his wife and daughters, whose delicate

born in Southampton, Massachusetts, in 1802, graduated
He founded the “ American
at Amherd College in 1824.
Quarterly Observer” in 1833. In 1837 he became professor of Hebrew, and in 1848 professor of biblical literaDied in 1852.
ture, at Andover Seminary.
Ed'wards, (Bryan,) M.P., an English writer, born
at Westbury in 1743, removed in 1759 to Jamaica, where
he remained many years and became a wealthy planter.
He published in 1793 a “ History of the British Colonies
in the West Indies,” an interesting and well-written
work, which acquired great popularity. He also wrote
a “ History of Saint Domingo.” Returning to England,
he was elected to Parliament in 1796, and died in 1800.
Edwards, (Edward,) an English artist, born in
London in 1738, was an excellent draughtsman. He
became an associate of the Royal Academy in 1773, and

;

;

teacher of perspective in that institution in 1788.
He
wrote a “Treatise on Perspective,” (1803,) and “Anecdotes of English Painters,” (1808.) Died in 1806.
Edwards, (Edward,) an English bibliographer, born
in London in 1812, published about i860 a valuable
work entitled “ Memoirs of Libraries, together with a
Practical Hand-Book of Library Economy.”
He has
written many other works on public libraries.
Edwards, (George,) an eminent English naturalist
and artist, born at Westham or Stratford, Essex, about
Having travelled on the continent, he applied
1693.
himself after his return to the study of natural history,
supporting himself by drawing and colouring figures
of animals. In 1743 he began to issue his excellent
“ Natural History of Birds,” with coloured plates, which
was received with favour and procured his admission to
the Royal Society in 1757.
He wrote, also, “Gleanings
Died in 1773.
of Natural History,” (1763.)
See “Memoirs of the Life, etc. of G. Edwards,” London, 1776.

—

—

Edwards, (George,) M.D.,
political

Among

his

an English writer on
economy, born in 1751, lived in

numerous productions are “ Po-

Interests of Great Britain,” and “
Died in 1823.
to the Present Crisis.”
litical

Means adequate

Edwards, (Guillaume Fr£d£ric,) M.D., a brother
of Milne-Edwards, born in Jamaica in 1777, was a distinguished physiologist and ethnologist.
He lived in
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the greatest metaphysician

letter written at the

(1870,)

“Monsieur Maurice,” (1873.)
Edwards, (Bela Bates,) an American theologian,

and

in 1712.

America has produced, and one of the greatest that
ever lived, was born at East Windsor, Connecticut, the
5th of October, 1 703. His father, Timothy Edwards, was
the minister at East Windsor, and was a man of rare
learning for those times. Jonathan was the only son out
of thirteen children.
He began the study of Latin when
he was but six years old. At a very early age he wrote
essays and other compositions, indicating an inquiring
mind and reasoning powers of an uncommon order for
one so young. When he was ten, he wrote a paper
ridiculing the idea, which some one had advanced, of the
materiality of the soul.
While still a child, he was the
subject of deep and earnest religious impressions.
In a

Sd'wardz, (Sir Herbert Benjamin,) a
distinguished English officer, born in Shropshire in 1819
He entered the army of the East India Comor 1820.
pany in 1840, and fought at Moodkee and Sobraon in
1845. Having obtained the rank of lieutenant, he gained
a decisive victory over the Dewan Moolraj, near the
Chenab, in 1848. For this service he was made an extra
Companion of the Bath. He published in 1851 “A Year
on the Punjaub Frontier in 1848-9.” He was appointed
in 1833,

Died

Edwards, (Jonathan,)
that

Edwardes,

Edwards, (Amelia

in 1716.

wrote a “ Preservative against Socinianism,” (1698-

1703.)

in 1499.

commissioner of Peshawur
Died in December, 1868.

Died

Edwards, (Jonathan,) D.D., an English divine, born
at Wrexham in 1629, became rector of Hinton in 1681.

Ed'ward

London.

Human

of

II.

politics
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be sold.

It

was during perance Manual,” of which about two hundred thousand
copies have been printed.
Pie was also one of the
founders of the Boston Tract Society. Died in 1853.
Edwards, (Ninian,) an American judge and Senator,

that he elaborated and wrote out
his celebrated work on the Freedom of the Will. In this
work he exhibits a power of close and subtile reasoning
this period of his

life

Montgomery county, Maryland, in 1775. He bechief justice of Kentucky, and Governor of Illinois
in 1809.
He represented Illinois in the Senate of the
United States from 1818 to 1824, and became Governor
of that State in 1826.
Died in 1833.
Edwards, (Richard,) an English dramatic poet, born
in Somersetshire in 1523, was a Fellow of one of the Oxford Colleges.
He was the principal contributor to the
“ Paradise of Dainty Devises,” and author of “ Damon
and Pythias,” a tragedy, acted in 1366. His poems were
once popular. Died about 1566.
Edwards, (Thomas,) an English Presbyterian theologian, was a violent opponent of the Independents,
against whom he wrote his “ Gangraena,” (1646,) a very
vituperative work.
He also wrote a “Treatise against
Toleration,” (1647.)
He was driven out of the country,
and died in Holland in 1647.
Edwards, (Thomas,) an English critic, born in or
near London in 1699, was a student of law, but did
not practise. He gained distinction by his “ Canons
of Criticism,” (1747; 7th edition, 1765,) in which he
amused the public at the expense of Warburton on the
subject of an edition of Shakspeare published by the

which perhaps has never been equalled by any other born
writer.

Whatever we may think of

philosophic necessity
will, rightly defined,

is

his doctrine that

compatible with freedom of the

and with human

responsibility,

we

may safely assume that, as the ultimate interests of truth
are necessarily promoted by all true philosophic investigation, they must be best promoted by that investigation
which is the most thorough and exhaustive. In the reasoning of Edwards we see what the perfection of human
logic can accomplish, and are thus enabled to discern
more clearly its just limitations and necessary deficiencies.
About the close of 1757 Edwards left his field of labour
among the Indians, and reluctantly accepted the position
of president of Princeton College, in New Jersey.
He
died there, of the smallpox, in March, 1758.
In person, Edwards was tall (above six feet) and
slender.
He is said to have been, in middle life, much
emaciated by intense and constant application to study.
“He had,” says his grandson, “a high, broad, bold
forehead, and an eye unusually piercing and luminous
and on his whole countenance the features of his mind
perspicacity, sincerity, and benevolence
were so
strongly impressed, that no one could -behold it without at once discovering the clearest indications of great
intellectual and moral elevation.”
(See “ Life,” by Sereno E. Dwight.)
He left a great number of miscellaneous writings. The
“
titles of his principal works are the following
Treat-

—

—

:

A

concerning the Religious Affections,” (published in
“An Inquiry into the Qualifications for Full Com-

ise

1746;)

munion in the Church,” (1749;) “An Inquiry into the
Modern Prevailing Notions respecting that Freedom of
the Will which

is supposed to be essential to Moral
Agency,” etc., (1754 ;) (this is his most celebrated work,
of which we have spoken above;) “The Great Christian
Doctrine of Original Sin Defended,” (about 1757 ;) “The
History of Redemption,” (1774;) “A Dissertation concerning the End for which God created the World,”
(1789 ;) and “ A Dissertation concerning the True Nature

of Christian Virtue,” (1788.)
See Sereno Edwards Dwight, “Life of Jonathan Edwards,”
1830; Samuel Hopkins, “Life of Jonathan Edwards;” Samuel
Miller, “Life of Jonathan Edwards,” in Sparks’s “American
Biography,” vol. viii. Ai.libone, “Dictionary of Authors;” Griswold, “ Prose Writers of America;” Duyckinck, “ Cyclopaedia of
American Literature,” vol. i.
;

in

came

Died in 1757.
See “Biographia Britannica.”

latter.

Edwards, (Thomas,) an

English divine, born

at

in 1729, became rector of a church in that
place in 1758, and vicar of Nuneaton about 1770.
He
published, besides other works, a “New English Translation of the Psalms from the Original Hebrew,” (1755,)
and “Selecta Theocriti Idyllia,” (1779.) Died in 1783.
Edwards, (Tryon,) an American theologian, a son
of Jonathan W., noticed above, was born at Hartford,
Connecticut, in 1809.
He graduated at Yale College in
1828, and became pastor of a church at New London,
Connecticut, in 1845.
He published several religious

Coventry

works.

Edwards, (William,)

an English

engineer

and

architect, noted as a builder of bridges, was born in
Glamorganshire in 1719; died in 1789.
See “Pursuit of Knowledge under Difficulties,” vol. ii., 1839.

Ed'win, King of Northumbria, was the son of King
who died about 590 a.d. He began to reign in 617,

Ella,

and became one of the most powerful princes of the
In his reign Christianity became the established
He was defeated in battle and slain by Penda,
King of the Mercians, in 633 a.d.
See Hume’s “ History of England,” chap. i.

island.

Edwards, (Jonathan,)

an eminent minister, born
at Northampton, Massachusetts, in 1745, was a son of
the preceding.
He graduated at the College of New
Jersey in 1765, and was tutor at Princeton College for
two years, (1767-68.) In 1769 he became pastor of the
church at White Haven, near New Haven, Connecticut,
where he remained until 1795, when he was dismissed on
account of his religious opinions. He was appointed
president of Union College, Schenectady, in 1799.
He

religion.

Ed'win, (John,) an excellent English comedian, born
London in 1749, first appeared on the public stage in
He performed many years with success, especially
1 765.

in

in ludicrous characters.
Died in 1794.
See J. Williams, “ Eccentricities of John Edwin,” London, 17S1.

Ed'wy, written also Eadwig, King of the Anglowas a man of superior talents and great penetration.
He published a number of sermons and treatises on Saxons, born about 938 A.D., was the eldest son of Edmund I., who died in 946. Edwy became king at the
theology.
Died at Schenectady in August, 1801.
He appears to have
See a “Memoir of J. Edwards,” byTRYON Edwards, his grand- death of his uncle Edred in 955.
son Sprague, “Annals of the American Pulpit.”
incurred the enmity of Dunstan and the monks by marEdwards, (Jonathan W.,) an eminent American rying Elgiva, who was rather nearly related to him by
Edwy banished Dunstan, and the friends of the
lawyer, grandson of the celebrated Jonathan Edwards, blood.
was born in New Haven, Connecticut, in 1772. He latter retaliated by murdering Elgiva and instigating a
;

graduated at Yale, with distinguished honours, in 1789.
On taking his second degree, in 1791, he attacked with
so much ability the law granting a double portion of an
estate to the eldest son (if the father died intestate) as to
cause its repeal. He practised at Hartford. Died in 1831.
Edwards, (Justin,) D.D., an American divine and
author, born in Westhampton, Massachusetts, in 1787.
He graduated at Williams College in 1810, and was
afterwards for fifteen years pastor at Andover, and two
years in Boston, when he resigned his ministerial charge
and devoted himself to the cause of temperance, the
observance of the Sabbath, and to educational and literary labours. He was for six years president of the
theological seminary at Andover.
As secretary of the
American Temperance Society, he prepared the “Tem-
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rebellion in favour of the king’s brother,
Edgar. Died or was killed in 958.
See Hume’s “History of England,” chap. ii.
Edzardi, St-saR'dee, (Esdras,) a German Orientalist,
born in 1629 at Hamburg, where he taught Hebrew
with a high reputation. Died in 1708.
His son Georg Eleazar (1661-1727) was an eminent
professor of Oriental languages at Hamburg.
Edzardi, (Sebastian,) a German theologian, brother
of the preceding, born at Hamburg in 1673 died in 1736.
Eeckhout, van den, vin den ak'howt, written also
Eckhout, (Anton,) a Flemish painter of flowers and
fruit, born at Bruges about 1656. He went with Louis de
Deyster to Italy, where he produced many pictures, the
figures of which were painted by Deyster. He afterwards

successful
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EECKHOUT

Lisbon, where he was assassinated
of the deed was never discovered.
His works present an immense variety of flowers, and are
highly prized.
See Descamps, “Vies des Peintres Flamands,” etc.
Eeckhout, van den, (Gerbrand, ) an excellent
Dutch painter, born at Amsterdam in 1621. He was a
pupil and successful imitator of Rembrandt, and exHis compositions,
celled both in history and portraits.
in the opinion of Descamps, are rich and judicious.
He
had a rare and superior talent for expressing the charachis
portraits.
Among
ter in the countenances of
his
master-pieces are “Christ in the midst of the Doctors,”
“ Abraham dismissing Hagar,” and a portrait of his own
father.
Died in 1674.
See Descamps, “Vies des Peintres Flamands,” etc.

worked with success

in

The author

in 1695.
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Eelkhanian.

was dissolved

in 1727.
Egede pursued his purpose with
constancy through great hardships and privations, until
the death of his wife in 1735.
Some Moravian missionaries having arrived to continue the work, he then returned to Copenhagen, where he became superintendent
of a seminary for the Greenland mission, with the title
of bishop, and wrote a narrative of his enterprise. Died

in 1758.
See Host, “ Literary History of

,**

Denmark under Christian VII.
German;) Lund, “ Biskop H. Egedes Levnet,” 1778 Hodemann,
“ H. Egede der Apostel der Gronlander,” 1853 Ersch und Gruber,
“Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”

(in

;

;

Egede, (Paul,)

a son of the preceding, born in 1708,
was a fellow-labourer in the mission above named, and

remained in Greenland until 1740. He then returned
to Copenhagen, was chosen a member of the College
of Missions in 1775, and Bishop of Greenland in 1776.

See Ilkhanian.
Died in 1789.
French of JEetes, which see.
£lgee, the French of JEgeus, which see.
Effen, van, vin Sf'feti, (Justus,) a popular Dutch
Egenod, SzhTio', (Henri Franqois,) a French jurist,
litterateur, born at Utrecht in 1684.
In 1711 he began born at Orgelet in
1697 died in 1783.
to issue, weekly, in imitation of Addison’s “ Spectator,”
idgeon, the French of zEGjEON, which see.
“The Misanthrope,” in French, which was continued to
E-ge'rl-a, sometimes, but very rarely, written Algeria,
the end of 1712.
He was chief editor of the “ Literary [Fr. Eg£rie, k' zhk ' re ',] a nymph in Roman mythology,
Journal,” an able review, published in French at the and one of the Camenae, was regarded as a prophetic
Hague, (1715-18.) He was employed as secretary of divinity, from whom Numa derived inspiration or inembassy to London in 1715, and again about 1727 and struction in relation to religion and forms of worship.
made successful French translations of “ Robinson Cru- According to tradition, Numa had interviews with her
soe” and the “Tale of a Tub.” From 1731 to 1735 he in a grove, and when he died she melted away in tears
issued, in Dutch, the “ Hollandsche Spectator,” another
into a fountain.
happy imitation of the model English essayist, which
Fjgerie. See Egeria.
obtained more permanent popularity than his other
Egerton, (Francis Henry.) See Bridgewater,
works. The most of his publications were anonymous. Earl
of.
Died in 1735.
Eg 'er-tpn, (Francis Leveson Gower,) Earl of
Elete, the

;

,

See Mori£ri, “ Dictionnaire Historique;” “Nouvelle Biographie
Generate
“Fraser’s Magazine” for July, 1854.

Effiat,
Effiat,

Ellesmere, an English nobleman and author, born in

London, January 1, 1800, was the second son of the first
(Henri Coiffier.) See Cinq-Mars.
Duke of Sutherland. His family name was Gower. He
d’, di'fe-i/, (Antoine Coiffier
kwi'fe-i',)
assumed the name of Francis Egerton, instead of his pa-

—

Marquis, a French general and statesman, born in 1581. tronymic Francis Leveson Gower, in
1833, on becoming
After serving several years in the army, he was sent as heir to
part of the estates of the last Duke of Bridgeambassador to London in 1624, and was appointed su- water. He became a lord of the treasury in
secreperintendent of finances in 1626.

As

lieutenant-general,

he commanded in Piedmont in 1630, and was made
marshal of France the next year. He was a friend of
Lord Bacon, who left him a legacy. He died in 1632,
leaving a high reputation for civil and military talents.
He had three sons, one of whom was Henry, Marquis
of Cinq-Mars.
See Sismondi, “Histoire des Franqais,” chap,

xxiii.

Ef'fing-ham, Lord, an English nobleman, who resigned his commission in the British army, about 1775,
rather than fight against the cause of American liberty.
Eg'bert, Ec'bert, or Ecgbert, an Anglo-Saxon prelate, born about 678 A.D., was a brother of the King of

Northumberland.
Died in 766.
732.

He became

Archbishop of York

in

Egbert or Ecgbert, surnamed the Great, King of
the West Saxons, (Wessex,) was a descendant of Cerdic, the first

king of Wessex.

After passing

some years

Charlemagne, he became king in 800 a.d.
In 823 he defeated the Mercians at Ellendune, and in a
few years completed the conquest of Mercia and Northumbria. By his prudent policy and military success all
the states of the Heptarchy were first united into one
kingdom, whose limits were nearly identical with those
of England proper. This occurred in 827.
In 835 an
army of Danes invaded the island and were defeated by
at the court of

Egbert.
He died in 836, or, according to Hume, in 838,
leaving the throne to his son, Ethelwulf.
See Hume’s “ History of England,” chaps, i. and ii. ; Freeman’s

“Norman

Conquest.”

Egede,

Sg'eh-deh, (Hans,) the founder of the Danish
missions of Greenland, was born at Harstad, in Norway,
in 1686, and was ordained pastor of Vaagen in 1707
Having for many years cherished the desire of converting the Greenlanders, he obtained the assistance of the
king, Frederick IV., and a trading-company was formed
to co-operate with the mission.
In 1721 Egede sailed
with one ship and forty-five persons. They were kindly
received by the natives, many of whom were converted.
The Danes were unable to subsist without frequent supplies from the mother-country, and the trading-company
a, e,
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1827,
tary for Ireland in 1828, and secretary at war in 1830.
He gained literary distinction by translations of “ Faust”
and of several poems of Schiller and Korner, and published admired original poems, among which are the

“Camp

of Wallenstein” and

“The

Pilgrimage.”

His

gallery of paintings in London was one of the richest
owned by any individual in the kingdom. In 1846 he

was created Earl of Ellesmere and Viscount Brackley.
Besides the poems and translations above named, he
wrote “Mediterranean Sketches,” (1843,) and other
works. Died in 1857.
His wife, Lady Frances, accompanied him in a voyage
up the Mediterranean in 1840, and published a “ Tour in
the Holy Land.”
See

article

on Lord Ellesmere

in

“Fraser’s Magazine” for June,

1847.

Egerton, (John,) an excellent English prelate, born
London in 1721, was the son of Henry Egerton, Bishop
of Hereford, and a descendant of Lord Ellesmere the
chancellor. He was appointed Bishop of Bangor in 1756,
Died in
of Lichfield in 1768, and of Durham in 1771.
He was the father of the Earl of Bridgewater, the
1787.

in

patron or originator of the “ Bridgewater treatises.”
See F. H. Egerton, “Life of Thomas Egerton, Lord Ellesmere,
with a Sketch of John Egerton, Bishop ofDurham,” etc.
Egerton, (Scroop,) first Duke of Bridgewater, an
English nobleman, born in the seventeenth century, was
By inherita descendant of Lord-Chancellor Egerton.
ance he was the fourth Earl of Bridgewater, and in 1720
His son Francis,
he was raised to the rank of duke.
inherited his title, became eminent for his services
inland navigation.
See Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”
Egerton, (Thomas,) Lord Ellesmere, lord chancellor of England, born in Cheshire in 1540, was the son
of Sir Richard Egerton. Having become eminent in his

who

in

profession, he

was chosen solicitor-general

in 1581,

and

attorney-general in 1592.
After holding several other
high offices, he attained the dignity of keeper of the great
seal in 1596.
He enjoyed a high degree of favour with
Queen Elizabeth to the end of her reign. After the acshort;
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EGG

cession of James I., in 1603, he was created Baron of
Ellesmere and lord high chancellor. He was made Viscount Brackleyin 1616. In 1617 he resigned the great seal,

and was succeeded by Lord Bacon. He was esteemed
an excellent judge and a great orator, “ especially when
During his last illness the king
he was provoked.”
offered him the title of Earl of Bridgewater, with a pension but he declined both, saying, “ These things were
now to him but vanities.” Died in 1617. His son John
became the first Earl of Bridgewater.
;

See

Lord Campbell, “Lives

“The

Judges of England;” F. H.
Egerton, Lord Ellesmere.”

of the Lord Chancellors
Egerton, “Life, etc. of

Foss,

Thomas

Egg, (Augustus,) A.R.A., an English painter, born

London

He

has illustrated with success
comic scenes from the works of Shakspeare, Le Sage,
and others. Among his works are “ Peter the Great
sees Catherine, his Empress, for the First Time,” and the
in

“ Life and

Egg,

§k,

in 1816.

Death of Buckingham,” (1855.) Died in 1863.
(John Caspar,) a Swiss economist, born at

Ellikon in 1738; died in 1794.
Eggeling, §g'geh-ling' or §k'eh-ling, (Johann Heinrich,) a German antiquary, born at Bremen in 1639,
became professor of history in his native city. His principal work is a “Treatise on Various German Antiquities,” (“ De Miscellaneis Germanise Antiquitatibus,”
1694-1700.) Died in 1713.
Egger, VkaiR' or Sg'zhaiR', (£mile,) a French linguist,
born in Paris in 1813. He published editions of Varro,
Longinus, and other classics, and wrote, besides other
works, “ Elementary Notions of Comparative Grammar,”
which reached the fifth edition in 1854 and is highly
commended. In 1855 he was chosen professor of Greek
at the Faculte des Lettres, Paris.
Eggers, eg'gers, (Jacob,) a Swedish or Livonian engineer and military officer, born at Dorpat in 1704. He
published a military lexicon of engineering, artillery, etc.,
entitled “ Kriegs - Ingenieur-Artillerie - See- und Ritter-

Lexikon,”

(2 vols., 1757.)

Died
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Eglantine. See Fabre d’Eglantine.
Eglinger, go'ling'er, (Nicholas,) a Swiss medical
writer, born at Bale in 1645; died in 1711.
Eglinger, (Samuel,) a Swiss medical writer, born at
Bale in 1638; died

Eg'lin-ton

Palermo

in 1812, succeeded to the earldom in 1819.
a great sensation by a famous tournament
at Eglinton Castle, Ayrshire, in 1839, in which Louis
Napoleon took part, with many of the British nobility.
Fie was lord lieutenant of Ireland during the short adat

He produced

ministration of Lord Derby, 1852-53, and again in 1858
-59. In politics he acted with the Conservatives. Died
in 1861.
Egloff, ?G'lof, (Louise,) a Swiss poetess, born at
Baden in 1803, was either born blind or became so in
infancy.
volume of her poems was published in 1823.
Died in 1834.
See Ersch und Gruber, “ Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”

A

Egloffstein, von, fon ScCof-sthT,

(Karl August,) a

general, born at Egloffstein in 1771.
He entered the French army in his youth, and served with
distinction in Germany and Spain.
He commanded a
brigade in the Russian campaign of 1812. Died in 1834.
See Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”

German

Figly,

d’, clVgle',

(Charles Philippe Monthenault

— nidN'tVno',) born in Paris in 1696, wrote a History of
Naples.

Died

in 1749.

Egmond. See Egmont, (LamoraL and Philip.)
Egmond, van, vfn gg'mdnt, (Justus,) a Dutch historical painter of high reputation,

born

at

Leyden

in 1602.

He worked

in

France, and was patronized by Louis

XIV.

at

Antwerp

Died

in 1674.

Eg'mond
mbntj

Fr.

or Eg'mont, van, Dutch pron. vfn ?g'D’Egmond, d§g'm6N', (Karel,) a Dutch
[

]

prince, born at

Duke

in 1773.

in 1673.

and Win'ton, (Archibald William
fifteenth Earl of, a British peer, born

Montgomerie,)

Gavre

of Gelderland.

was the son of Adolph,
began to rule that duchy in

in 1467,

He

Eggestein, eg'ges-tln', (Henri,) an eminent printer, 1492, and defended it successfully against Maximilian of
worked at Strasburg in 1471.
Germany. In 1 507 he invaded Brabant, and took several
Eggleston, (Edward,) an American writer and cities ; but his progress was arrested by the treaty of
He has been editor of several Cambrai. Nearly all his life was spent in war against the
preacher, was born in 1837.
magazines, and is the author of “ The Hosier School- Austrians, which he conducted with great ability, and
master,” (1871.)
ended in 1528 by rendering homage to Charles V. Died
Eg'il, an Icelandic poet and warrior of the tenth cen- in 1538.
tury, who was captured by Eric, King of Norway, and
See Pontanus, “Historia Geldricae;” Dujardin, “Histoire des
saved his own life by improvising an ode on the exploits Provinces unies.”
of that king, which Mahe-Brun says is still extant.
Egmond, van, (Maximilian,) Count of Buren, an
Egill, a Scandinavian warrior of the seventh or eighth able general of Charles V., was born probably in Flancentury, who is said to have performed a feat of archery ders.
He commanded an imperial army in 1536 against
exactly like the celebrated exploit of William Tell.
Francis I., and took Saint-Pol. “ He was,” says De
Eginard. See Eginhard.
Thou, “great in war and great in peace.” He died in
Egineta orEgina, Paul of. See Paulus ALgineta. 1548, leaving no issue but a daughter, who was the first
Eg'in-hard, written also Eginard, Eginhardt, and wife of William, Prince of Orange.
Einhard, an'hard, an eminent French historian of the
See De Thou, “ Histoire,” vol. v.
ninth century, was born in Austrasia, or East France.
Egmont, Earl of. See Perceval, (John.)
He was a pupil of Alcuin, and was appointed secretary
Eg'mont, (John,) Count of, and Duke of Gelderto Charlemagne.
The romantic story of his courtship land, formed a conspiracy against the Count of Holland
and marriage of Charlemagne’s daughter Emma is now about 1415, and was condemned to death, but escaped by
discredited. (See Emma.)
After the death of that king flight.
Died in 1452.
he passed into the service of his successor, Louis le
DeSonnaire, and spent many of his last years in a monastery.
He wrote the “ Life of Charlemagne,” “ Annals
of the French Kings from 741 to 829,” and numerous
Letters.
Died about 844.
See Sminckius, “ De Vita et Scriptis Eginhardi,” 1711 Teulet,
“Notice sur Eginhard,” prefixed to an edition of his works, 1840;
J. Frf.se, “De Einhardi Vita et Scriptis Specimen,” 1846.
;

Eginhardt.

See Eginhard.
Eg'in-ton, (Francis,) an English artist, born about
1737, was distinguished for his'skill in painting on glass,
and made improvements in that art. He executed many
admired historical works in the English cathedrals. Died
in 1805.

idgisthe, the French of zEgisthus, which see.

Egizio,

i-j£t'se-o,

(Matteo,

)

Count, an

Italian

savant, born in Naples in 1674, was well versed in law
and antiquities. In 1735 he was secretary of embassy
in Paris, and on his return to Naples was chosen keeper
of the Royal Library. He wrote a few antiquarian treatises.

Died
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See Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”

Egmont

Egmond, [Fr. pron. gg'mbN',] (LamoCount of, Prince de Gavre, and Baron
of Fiennes, one of the most illustrious nobles of the Low
Countries, was born in Amsterdam in 1522.
He was a
or

rai,, lf'mo'rfl',)

descendant of the Dukes of Gelderland. In 1546 Charles
V. conferred on him the order of the Golden Fleece.
He married at an early age Sabina, Duchess of Bavaria.
Appointed commander of cavalry in the Spanish army,
he defeated the French at Saint-Quentin in 1557, and
the next year gained the important victory of Gravelines.
Though he continued constant in his support of the
Catholic Church, he used his great influence in favour
of peace and moderate measures in the contest between
the Spanish court and the Reformers.
This conduct,
together with his extraordinary popularity, provoked the
vindictive jealousy of Philip II., who sent to Flanders,
with vice-regal power, the Duke of Alva, Egmont’s personal enemy.
Egmont was arrested, with Count Horn,
tried for treason, and executed, in 1568, after several
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German

princes had made earnest efforts to save his life.
His death became the signal of a general revolt against
Philip II., which resulted in the independence of the
United Provinces. It is also the subject of an admired
tragedy by Goethe. Motley, who has had access to the
most various and ample sources of information, takes a
less favourable view of Egmont’s character than most

other cryptogamous plants. At the expense of the Berlin
Academy, he made with Dr. Hemprich a scientific excursion to Egypt, Arabia, and Syria, in which they spent
about six years, (1820-26.) On his return to Berlin
he was appointed adjunct professor of the Faculty of
Medicine. He published his observations in “Scientific
Travels through Northern Africa and Western Asia,”

(See “ Rise of the Dutch Republic,”
especially the remarks on Egmont’s character near
the end of chap. ii. Part iii.)
See Bercht, “ Geschichte des Grafen Egmond,” 1810; P. J.
Brunelle, “ filoge du Comte d’Egmont,” 1820; Prescott, “History of Philip II.,” vols. i. and ii.

(1828,) and in several special treatises entitled “Physical
Symbols of Birds, Insects,” etc., (“Symbolse physicae
Avium, Insectorum,” etc., 1828-34.) In 1829 he accompanied Humboldt in an excursion to the Ural and Altai
Mountains. Having turned his attention to the study

other historians.

more

Egmont,

of animalcula, he

more of

he deserved his
that rebel
killed at the battle of Ivry in 1590.
:

fate.”

He

made remarkable

discoveries with the
published in 1838 a description of the
structure and habits of infusoria, in his great work “The

Count

of, son of the preceding,
born in 1558, served in the army of Philip II., who sent
him at the head of a small force to fight for the League
against Henry IV. of France.
When in Paris a certain
official made to him a public address and began to eulogize his father, Egmont checked him by saying, “ Say no

(Philip,)

He

microscope.

Infusoria as Perfect Organisms,” (“Die Infusionsthierals vollkommene Organismen.”)
He wrote other
works, in which he announced that cretaceous and calcareous strata and large portions of mountains are
composed of the skeletons of infusoria or microscopic
organisms. His “ Mikro-Geologie,” (1854-56,) treating
of this department of geology, is among his most important works.
See Brockhaus, “Conversations-Lexikon;” “Nouvelle Biogra-

chen

was

His brother Charles, Count of Egmont, married
Marie of Lens, Baroness of Aubignies, became a chevalier of the Golden Fleece, and was constantly attached
to the cause of the Prince of Orange.
He died at the
Hague in 1620. The posterity of Lamoral became extinct
in the person of Procope Francois, Count of Egmont, a
general in the French army, who died in 1707, aged

phie Gen^rale, ”

Ehrenberg, (Friedrich,) a German theologian, born
became court preacher in 1834.
Ehrenheim, a'ren-hlm', (Fredrick Wilhelm,) Baron of, a Swedish statesman, born at Broby in 1753.
In 1794 he was minister at the court of Denmark, and

at Elberfeld in 1776,

thirty-eight.

Egnatius. See Egnazio.
Egnazio, Sn-yAt'se-o, [Lat. Egna'tius,] the assumed a few years later he obtained the portfolio of foreign
name of Giovanni Battista Cipelli, (che-pel'lee,) an affairs. When Gustavus IV. was dethroned, in 1S09,
Italian orator and author, born at Venice about 1475. Ehrenheim retired from the public service.
He wrote
He was professor of eloquence in Venice about thirty an excellent treatise on “General Physics and Meteoroyears, (1520-50.)
His lectures were very popular, and logy,” and a few other works. Died in 1828.
are said to have attracted a class of five hundred students. He edited the poems of Ovid, and wrote, in Latin,
several works, including an “ Epitome of the Lives of
the Roman Emperors,” which has some merit. Died

Ehrenmalm, a'ren-milnY,
ler,

who

(Arvid,) a Swedish travelpublished in 1742 a “Journey through Nordland

and Lapland,”

etc.

Ehrenpreus,

a'ren-pri-oos, (Carl,) a Swedish statesin 1692.
He was employed by
Charles XII. as secretary at Bender about 1710, and
after his return to Sweden was made a senator and a
count.
Died in 1760.
See Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”

in 1553See Vossius, “De Historicis Latinis;” Ersch und Gruber,
“Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”

man, born

Eg're-mont, (George O’Brien Wyndham,) Earl
of, an English nobleman, born in 1751, inherited that
title at the age of twelve.
He was eminent for his public
spirit and his liberality as a patron of native artists.
Died in 1837.
Eguia, de, dA A-gee'A, (Francisco Ramon,) a Spanish
general, born at Durango in 1750; died in 1827.
Eigyptus, the French of 3Egyptus, which see.
Ehingen, von, fon a'ing-en, (George,) a German
traveller and knight-errant, born about 1435. He fought
with distinction against the Moors in Spain and Portugal.
He wrote a narrative of his travels in Europe, Palestine,

at

CErebro

Ehrenscliild, a'ren-shllff, (Conrad Bierman,) a
Danish statesman, born in 1629 died in 1698.
;

Ehrenschold

or Ehrenschoeld, a/ren-sholt', or
Ehrenskjold, a'rens-chiMt', (Nils,) a Swedish admiral,
born in 1674. In 1714 or 1715 he commanded the Swedish
fleet which was defeated in the Gulf of Finland by a
superior Russian fleet, in which Peter the Great served
Died in 1728.
as rear-admiral.

Ehrensteen. See Ehrensten.
Ehrensten, a'ren-stfin', written

also

Ehrensteen,

etc., (1600.)

(Eduard,) a Swedish statesman and author, born at
Ehinger, a'ing-er, (Elias,) a German theologian, born Locknevid in 1620, was the son of Philip Bononius. In
in 1573, was professor and rector at Augsburg, and pub1653 he became secretary of the king, Charles Gustavus,
lished several theological works.
Died in 1653.
and, having subsequently received letters of nobility, he
See Jacob Brucker, “ Commentatio de Vita et Scriptis E. Ehin- took the name of Ehrensten.
He was appointed secregeri,” 1724.
tary of state in 1659, and chancellor of the court in
Ehlers, a'lers, (Martin,) a German novelist, born in 1671. He wrote “De Forma Substantial!, ” (1642,) and
Holstein in 1732, became professor of philosophy at other works, which are commended. Died in 1686.
Kiel in 1776. His chief work is “Considerations on
See Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”
the Morality of our Enjoyments and Pleasures,” (2 vols.,
Ehrenstral, a'ren-stRiff, (David Clocker,) a painter
“All his thoughts,” says Guizot, “are those of of history and portraits, born at Hamburg in 1629, studied
1790.)
a wise man. He presents a number of important truths in Italy. In 1661 he was appointed painter to the court
with clearness and simplicity.” (“ Biographie Univer- of Sweden. Died in 1698.
selle.”)
Died in 1800.
Ehrensvard. See Ehrensward.
See Meusel, “ Lexikon der vom Jahr 1750-1S00 verstorbenen
Ehrenswaerd. See Ehrensward.
Deutschen Schriftsteller.”
Ehrensward or Ehrenswaerd, a'ren-sf^gRd', (AuEhninger, en'ing-er, ? (John W.,) an American painter, gust,) Count of, a Swedish field-marshal, born in 1710,
in
New
York
in
studied
in
born
the city of
Paris. made himself famous by devising and organizing a new
1827,
Plis forte is genre. Among his works are “ The Foray,” plan of national defence,
a fleet of transport-vessels
“ Ars celare Artem,” “Lady Jane Grey,” and familiar
and gun-boats, which was employed with success on
“Book

of the Artists.”
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also planned the fortifications of

Died in 1773.
See Geyer, “History of Sweden;”
Tal ofver A. Ehrenswaerd,” 1774.
Sveaborg.

searches, was born at Delitzsch, in Prussian Saxony, in
1795. He studied medicine at Leipsic, and took his degree
in 1818.
His first writings were treatises on fungi and
I,

He

several occasions.

See H. T. Tuckerman,

Ehrenberg, a'ren-bgRG', (Christian Gottfried,) a
German naturalist, celebrated for his microscopic re-
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Swedish admiral and
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EHRET

his return published an account of his travels, illustrated
was admiral of the
with fine engravings by himself.
Died in
fleet in 1789, and fought against the Russians.

He

Eichhorn, (Johann Conrad,)
born

at

Dantzic

in 1718,

a

German

naturalist,

wrote on aquatic animals.

Died

in 1790.

See Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”

1800.

Ehret,
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a'rgt,

(Georg

D.,) a

German

artist,

distin-

Eichhorn, (Johann Gottfried,) an

excellent Gerscholar and biblical critic, born at Dorenzimmern,
Hohenlohe-Oehringen, on the 16th of October, 1752.
He was professor of Oriental languages at Jena from
1775 to 1788. In the latter year he obtained the chair
of Oriental and biblical literature at Gottingen, where
he taught until his death. He edited a periodical called
a “General Repository of Biblical Literature,” (10 vols.,
published a series of engravings of plants, (1748-59.) 1787-1801,) and published many important works, among
Died in 1770.
which are an “Introduction to the Old Testament,” (3
See Nagler, “Neues Allgemeines Kiinstler-Lexikon.”
vols., 1783,) and an “Introduction to the New TestaEhrhardt, aR'haRt, (Sigismond Just,) a German ment,” (2 vols., 1804-10.) His “Primitive History”
He wrote on the (“ Urgeschichte,” 3 vols., 1790-93) is admired for style
historian and preacher, born in 1733.
early history of Lower Saxony, and “ On the Origin and and erudition.
He left a “Universal History,” (5 vols.,
Antiquities of Schmalkalden.” Died in 1793.
1799,) a “History of Literature from its Origin to the
See Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”
Most Recent Times,” (6 vols., 1806-12,) “The Primitive
Ehrhart, aR'haRt, (Balthasar,) a German botanist, History of the House of Guelph,” (1817,) and other hiswas born at Memmingen. His chief work is an “ Eco- torical works. As a biblical critic he favours rationalism
nomical History of Plants,” of which five volumes had or philosophic skepticism. Died in 1827.
See Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie;” T. C.
appeared at his death in 1756. It was continued and
Tychsen, “Memoria J. G. Eichhorn,” 1S28; “Nouvelle Biographic
completed by P. F. Gmelin.
Gene rale.”
Ehrhart, (Frederick,) a Swiss botanist, born at HolEichhorn, (Karl Friedrich,) an eminent Prussian
darbanc about 1745, learned the trade of apothecary, and
jurisconsult and historian, born at Jena in 1781, was a
in the study of botany was a pupil of Linnaeus at Upsal.
From 1787 to 1792 he issued “Fragments of Natural son of the preceding. He became professor of German
He received in 1787 the diploma law at Berlin in 1811, and at Gottingen in 1817. In 1828
History,” in 7 vols.
he resigned his chair on account of ill health. About
of botanist to his Britannic Majesty. Died in 17951833 he was appointed a member of the council of state
See Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”
Berlin, and of the commission of legislation. Among
Ehrmann, §R'm6N' or ait/min, (FrUd^ric Louis,) a at
his principal works is a “ History of the States and Law
French writer, born about 1740, published “ Elements of
of Germany,” (4 vols., 1808-18,) which has passed through
Physics,” (1779.) Died in 1800.
eight editions, and an “ Introduction to German Civil
Ehrmann, an'min, (Johann Christian,) a German Law,” ( Privatrecht.
Died at Cologne in 1854.
medical writer, born at Strasburg in 1740; died about
Eichler, iK'ler, (Gottfried,) a German painter of
1800.
portraits and history, was born at Augsburg about 1675.
Ehrmann, aR'min, (Marianne,) a Swiss authoress, He studied under Carlo Maratta in Rome, and returned
whose maiden name was Brentano, (bRgn-tS'no,) born
to Augsburg, where he received the title of court painter.
She was married to T. F.
at Rapperschwyl in 1755.
Died in 1757.
Ehrmann, a geographer. She wrote works for the inEichler, (Gottfried,) a son of the preceding, born
struction of women, among which were “Amelia, a True
in 1715, was a skilful designer and engraver on copper.
Story,” (1787,) and “The Solitary of the Alps,” (1794.)
“ her reflec- Died in 1770.
“ Her style is clear and easy,” says Guizot
Eichler, (Matthias Gottfried,) a son of the preAll her writings
tions are always just, and often new.
He engraved “ The
ceding, born in 1 748, lived at Berne.
are pervaded by an excellent morality.” Died in 1795.
Deluge,” after Poussin, and many other historical pieces
See Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”
and landscapes. Died about 1818.
Eichendorff, von, fon I'Ken-doRf', (Joseph,) Baron,
See Nagler, “Neues Allgemeines Kiinstler-Lexikon.”
a popular German poet and novelist, born at Lubowitz,
Eichmann.
See Dryander, (Johann.)
near Ratibor, in 1788. He became referendar of the govEichner, iK'ner, (Ernst,) a German musician and
ernment at Breslau in 1816, and afterwards councillor
He wrote composer, born at Manheim in 1740 died in 1777.
( regierungsrath at Konigsberg and Berlin.
Eichstad, TK'stilt, (Lorenz,) a German medical wriseveral tragedies and novels, some of which are condied in 1660.
sidered master-pieces. Among the latter are “ Presenti- ter, born at Stettin
Eichstadt, iK'stat, (Heinrich Kari, Abraham,) a
ment and Reality,” (1815,) and “ Aus dem Leben eines
He was
philologer,
born
at Oschatz in 1772.
German
Taugenichts,” (“ From the Life of a Good-for-Nothing,”
1824: translated into English by C. G. Leland in 1866.) professor of eloquence at Jena, edited the “Literary GaHis songs are admired for melody and tenderness. Died zette,” and published “ Questiones Philologicae,” (1796,)
and an edition of Lucretius, (1801.) Died in 1848.
in 1857.
Eichwald, iK'fvilt, (Edward,) a Russian naturalist,
See Brockhaus, “ Conversations-Lexikon.”
He was
of German extraction, born at Mittau in 1795.
Eichens, I'Kens, (Friedrich Eduard,) an eminent
appointed professor of zoology and obstetrics at Kazan
German engraver, born in Berlin in 1804. He pursued
in 1823, after which he made an excursion to the Caspian
his studies in Paris and Italy, where he acquired reputaSea and Persia. About 1838 he became professor of
tion by engravings of “The Daughter of Titian” and
mineralogy and zoology in Saint Petersburg ; he afterRaphael’s “Vision of Ezekiel.” He returned to Berlin
wards explored the scientific resources of parts of Russia
about 1832, and was admitted into the Royal Academy.
and Italy. He wrote a treatise, in German, “On the
His “Adoration of the Magi,” after Raphael, is admired.
Natural History of Lithuania, Volhynia, and Podolia,”
Eichhoff, i'kof', (FrLdLric Gustave,) a French phi(1830,) a “ Fauna Caspio-Caucasia,” (1841,) “The Primilologist, born at Havre in 1799.
He studied Sanscrit and tive
World of Russia,” (“Die Urwelt Russlands,” 4 vols.,
other Oriental languages, and wrote, among other works,
1840-47,) and other works.
a “Comparison of the Languages of Europe with those
See Brockhaus, “ Conversations-Lexikon.”
of India,” (1836.) In 1855 he was chosen inspectorgeneral of the classes of living languages in the lyceums
Eimmart, Im'm&Rt, or Eimart, I'mjRt, (Georg
(lycees) of France.
Christoph,) a German painter, born in 1597; died at
Eichhorn, iK'hoRn, (Heinrich,) a German medical Ratisbon in 1660.
Eimmart, (Georg Christoph,) an ingenious German
writer, graduated in 1822; died in 1832.
Eichhorn, (Johann Albrecht Friedrich,) born in artist and astronomer, born at Ratisbon in 1638. He
I’russia in 1779, was minister of public instruction and painted portraits and history with success at Nuremberg,
worship from 1840 to 1S48. Died in 1856.
where he settled in 1660. He made astronomical obserfor his skill in drawing and painting plants, was
born in Baden in 1710. He worked some time in Bale,
from which he removed to Paris, where he was employed
by Bernard de Jussieu. He became intimate with Linnaeus in Holland, and designed the figures of his beautiful
“ Hortus Cliffortianus,” (1737.)
In 1740 he went to
England, where he worked for the Royal Society and
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EINARI

and left many volumes of manuscripts on astronomy, meteorology, etc. Died in 1705.
Einari, 1-na/re, (Gissur,) the first Protestant Bishop of
Skalholt, Iceland, received lessons from Luther at Witvations,

tenberg, and, returning home,

became the leader of the

Reformation in that island.
Einari, written also Einarson, (Halfdan,) an Icelandic savant, became in 1755 rector of the Latin School
at Holum.
His most important work is “ Sciagraphia,”
or “ Sketch of the Literary History of Iceland,” in which
he notices four hundred and five writers. Died in 1784.
See Kraft og Nyerup, “ Litteraturlexicon.”
Einarson. See Einari.
Einem, von, foil I'nem, (Johann Justus,) a German
writer and teacher, published a “ Sketch of the Life of

Luther,” (1730,) and other works.
Einhard. See Eginhard.

Einheriar, In-ha/re-ar, or Einherjar, [from einn,
“ one,” “ single,” hence “ singled out” or “ chosen,” and
heri (allied to the German Herr,) “lord,” “hero,”] in
the Norse mythology, the name given to the chosen
heroes who are admitted to Valhalla. (See Odin and
,

Valkyria.)
Einsiedel, von, fon m'see-del, (Friedrich Hildebrand,) a German writer and politician, born at Leipsic
died in 1828.
or Eiub.
See Aiyoob.
Eira, T'ri, or Eir, Ir, [etymology unknown,] in the
Norse mythology, the goddess of medicine,
Eirene, l-ree'ne, [Gr. Elprjvri Lat. Pax ; Fr. La Paix,
If pA,] the goddess of peace, in classic mythology, was
called a daughter of Jupiter and Themis.
Altars and
statues were raised in her honour at Athens, and a magnificent temple was erected to her in Rome by Vespasian.
in 1750

;

Eioub

Eiselen, I'zeh-len, (Johann Friedrich,) a German
born at Rothemburg in 1785, became proHe wrote a “Theory

publicist,

fessor of law at Halle in 1829.

of Political Economy,” (1843.)
Eisen, A'zSn', (Charles,) a French painter and engraver, born in Paris in 1721 ; died in 1778.

Eisen von Schwarzenberg,

I'zen

von shwlRt'sen-

bSRG', (Johann Georg,) a German physician and writer
on theology, etc., was born at Bolsingen in 1717. He promoted the abolition of serfdom in Livonia. Died in 1779.
Eisengrein, I'zen-gRm', (Martin,) a German theolo-

born in 1535, lived at Ingolstadt. Died in 1578.
Eisenhart, I'zen-haRt', (Johann Friedrich,) a distinguished German jurist, born at Spire in 1720.
He
published “ Institutes of German Private Law,” (“ Institutiones Juris Germanici privati,” 1753,) and other legal
works. “ His style is clear and precise,” says Guizot,
“his discussions are animated, and give proof of equal
sagacity and judgment.”
(“Biographie Universelle.”)
Died in 1783.
gian,

See J. C. Wernsdorf, “Memoria J. F. Eisenharti,” 1783;
Hirsching, “ Historisch-literarisches Handbuch.”

Eisenmann, l'zen-min', (Gottfried,) a German
medical writer and liberal politician, born at Wlirtzburg
in 1795.
He was imprisoned for political reasons from
1832 to 1841. Among his works is a treatise “On Rheumatism,”

(3 vols.,

1841-43.)

Eisenmenger, I'zen-mSng'er, (Johann Andreas,) a
German philologist and Hebraist, born at Manheim in
He became professor of Oriental languages at
1654.
Heidelberg in 1700, and published “Judaism Unveiled,”
(1700,) which is regarded as a libellous work by the Jews
and others. Died in 1704.
See A. T. Hartmann, “ J. A. Eisenmenger und seine jiidischen
Gegner,” 1834.

Eisenschmid, T'zen-shmit', (Johann Kaspar,)

a skil-

mathematician, born at Strasburg in 1656, was chosen
in 1699 an associate of the Academy of Sciences at Paris.
He wrote a treatise on “ The Figure of the Earth,” and
several other works.
Died in 1712.
Eisinga, T'sing-hA, (Eise,) born in Holland in 1744,
was a councillor of state, and noted as the inventor and
maker of a remarkable planetarium. Pie died at Franeker in 1828.
ful
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Ekber. See Akbar.
Ekeberg, Ik'eh-bSRg', (Anders Gustaf,) an eminent
Swedish chemist, born at Stockholm in 1767. He made
some chemical discoveries, and taught chemistry at Upsal.

Died

in 1813.

Ekeberg, (Carl Gustaf,) a Swedish
savant, born in 1716, made several voyages

captain and
to India and
China, and gained distinction by his useful observations.
He published an “ Account of the Rural Economy of
the Chinese,” (1754,) and a “ Voyage to India in 177071.”
For his treatise on Inoculation he received medals
and pensions from several foreign powers. Died in 1784.
See A. Sparrman, “ Aminnelse-Tal ofver C. G. Ekeberg,” 1791.
Ekeblad, ek'eh-blAd', ( Claudius, ) Count of, a
Swedish statesman, born about 1700, was chosen in 1761
minister of foreign affairs. His opponents, styled the
party of Caps, prevailed in 1766, and he lost his place,
but recovered it in 1769, when the Hats, or French party,
were in the ascendant. Died in 1771.
See Hoepken, “Aminnelse-Tal ofver C. Ekeblad,” 1773.
Ek' ins, (Jeffery,) an English parson, born in Cheshire.
He translated from the Greek “ The Loves of
Medea and Jason,” by Apollonius of Rhodes. Died in
1791.

Ekstrom or Ekstroem, Sk'strom, (Daniel,) a Swedish mechanician and mathematician, born at Ekesog in
He made excellent mathematical instruments.
1711.
Died

in 1755.

See Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie
genten, “Gedachtniss auf Daniel Ekstroem.”
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ba'lus, [Fr. Elagabale, A'li'gi'bil', or H£liogabale,
A'leVgi'bil',] (Marcus Aurelius Antoninus,) a Roman emperor, born at Antioch in 204 A.D., was supposed
to be the natural son of Caracalla.
His original name
was Varius Avitus Bassianus ; but, having become a
priest in the Temple of the Sun, (the Syrian Elagabal,)
he adopted the name of that idol. In 218 he was proclaimed by the army as successor to Caracalla, and,
having defeated his rival Macrinus, he assumed the name
His reign was short, and was disof M. A. Antoninus.
graced by cruelty, extravagance, and infamous vices. He

was assassinated by his soldiers
ceeded by Alexander Severus.

in 222,

and was suc-

See Tillemont, “ Histoire des Empereurs;” Gibbon, “Decline
and Fall of the Roman Empire;” Lampridius, “Elagabalus;”
“Nouvelle Biographie Gene rale.”
d’, d§l'bA', (Gigot, zhe'go',) a Vendean genborn of a French family at Dresden in 1752.
resided in France when the Revolution began, and
put himself at the head of a body of royalists in March,
His army joined that of Cathelineau and defeated
1793.
the republicans at Fontenay and Saumur. On the death
of Cathelineau, in June, Elbee was chosen general-inchief.
He was defeated at Lujon, and gained a decisive
He lost a great
victory over Marceau at Chantonnay.
battle and was desperately wounded at Chollet, in October.
Having been taken prisoner, he was shot, by
order of a court-martial, in January, 1794.
See Thiers, “History of the French Revolution;” De Courcelles, “Histoire des Generaux Franjais.”

Elbee,

eral-in-chief,

He

See Delbene.

Elbene.

El'bert, (Samuel,) an American officer, born in South
Carolina in 1743, served with distinction as colonel in the
Revolutionary war, and was chosen Governor of Georgia
in 1785.

Died

in 1788.

or Elbceuf, d’, del'buf', (Charles,) Duke,
born about 1556, was a son of Rene de Lorraine, noticed
below. Died in 1605.
Elbeuf, d’, (Charles,) a son of the preceding, born in
1596, became Duke of Elbeuf, and married in 1619 an
Died in 1657.
illegitimate daughter of Henry IV.
Elbeuf, d’, (Emmanuel Maurice,) Prince, a grandson of the preceding, born in 1677, entered the service
He became owner of a
of the Emperor of Germany.
villa at Portici, and there ordered some excavations
which resulted in the discovery of Herculaneum. Died

Elbeuf

in 1763.

(RenIi

d’,

—

de Lorraine deh lo'rAn',) MarDue de Guise. Died in 1566.

quis, a son of Claude,

See Elbeuf.

Elbceuf.

died in 1826.

P.

See Elagabalus.
El-a-ga-ba'lus or El-a-gab'a-lus, or He-li-o-gaJjlagabale.

Elbeuf,

See Aiyoob.

Ekama, a'ki-mA, (Cornells,) a Dutch mathematician,
born
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ELBURCHT

Elburcht, van, (Jan,) a Dutch painter, born at
He painted
Elburg about 1550, worked at Antwerp.
landscapes, storms at sea, and scriptural subjects.
El'cho, (Francis Wemys Charteris Douglas,)
Lord, now Earl Wemyss, (Weemz,) a British politician,
was born in 1818. He represented East Gloucestershire
in the House of Commons from 1841 to 1846, and then
Haddington until his succession to the peerage in 1883.

became the consort of Francis

I. of France, in accordclause of the treaty of Cambrai.
She
had two children, who were the issue of her first marShe survived Francis, and died in Spain in 1558.
riage.
See Sismondi, “ Histoire des Fran gals.”

ance with the

has taken a leading
is a Liberal-Conservative.
part in aiding the Volunteer movement.
Elci, (Angelo,) Count, an Italian philologist, born
He published a fine edition of
in Florence in 1764.

Eleanor [Fr. ElRonore, i'li'o'noR'] of Guienne,
Queen of France, and afterwards Queen of England,
was born about 1122. She was daughter and heiress of
In 1137 she married Louis
the last Duke of Aquitaine.

Lucan’s “ Pharsalia,” and some satires. Died in 1824.
El' dad the Danite, a Jewish traveller, lived in Arabia in the ninth century. He travelled in China, Persia,
and other countries, and wrote a narrative of his travels.
El'don, (John Scott,) Earl of, lord chancellor of
England, was born at Newcastle in 1751. His father,
William Scott, was a prosperous “ coal-fitter,” or dealer
in coal.
John Scott was educated at Oxford, where in
1771 he gained a prize of £20 for a prose essay on the
“Advantages and Disadvantages of Foreign Travel.”
In 1772 he ran away with and married Elizabeth Surtees,
a lady of exquisite beauty. He began the study of law
in the Middle Temple in 1773, where, by the most intense application, he laid the foundation of the unrivalled
reputation which he acquired as a judge.
In 1776 he
was called to the bar, and practised in London and on
the northern circuit.
His great excellence as a lawyer
was publicly recognized in 1780 in the case of Acroyd
vs. Smithson before Lord Thurlow.
From this time his
success was rapid and uninterrupted. In 1783 he was
returned to Parliament, in which he took a prominent
part as a supporter of the ministry of Pitt.
Though not
a brilliant orator, he often spoke with great effect. In
he
warmly
defended Warren Hastings in the House.
1786
In 1788 he was appointed solicitor-general, and received the title of baronet.
From 1793 until 1799 he
officiated as attorney-general amidst the excitement of
the French Revolution.
He prosecuted Hardy, Horne
Tooke, and others for treason, who were defended by
Erskine and acquitted. In 1799 he obtained the office of

VII. of France, whom she followed on a crusade in 1 147.
Having been divorced in 1152, she married Henry II.
In order to revenge his infidelity to her,
of England.
she is said to have instigated the king’s sons to rebel, for
which she was imprisoned about fifteen years. She was
regent while her son, Richard I., was absent on a crusade.

Died

in 1203.
See Sismondi, “Histoire des Frangais.”

Eleanor
Eleonora

;

;

law into Greek.
Eleazar, a Jewish warrior, was a brother of Judas
Maccabseus. He was killed in battle in 163 B.c.
Eleazar, an eminent Jewish scribe, who resisted the
tyrannical orders of Antiochus Epiphanes, and was put
to death in 167 B.c.
Eleazar, a son of Ananias, a fanatical Jew, instigated

countrymen to revolt against the Romans. During
the siege of Jerusalem by Titus (70 A.D.) he was the
leader of one of the hostile factions of that city.
See Josephus, “ History.”
Eleazar, a Jewish warrior, noted for his obstinate
defence of Massada against the Romans in 70 A.D. When
resistance was no longer practicable, to avoid capture he
and his men killed themselves.
Eleazar or Eliezer of Garmiza or of Worms, an
eminent Hebrew rabbi, lived about 1240.
E-lec'tra, [Gr. ’HAe/crpa,] one of the Pleiades, was
regarded as the daughter of Atlas and Pleione, and the
mother of Dardanus.
Electra, [Gr. ’HAe/crpa; Fr. Ei.ectrf, i'liktR'; It.
Ei.ettra, i-lSt'tRfi,] a daughter of Agamemnon, and a
Her
sister of Orestes, was sometimes called Laodice.
story has been dramatized by HLschylus, Sophocles, and
Euripides.
filectre. See Electra.
E-lec'try-on, [Gr. ’HAe/c rpvuv,] a son of Perseus and
Andromeda, was King of Mycenae, (or, as some say, of
Argos,) and father of Alcmena. Returning victorious
from war, he was accidentally killed by Amphitryon,
who was betrothed to his daughter Alcmena.
his

See Eleanor of Portugal.
Elettra. See Electra.
E-leu'sis, [Gr. ’EA evaic,] a mythical person, called a
son of Mercury or of Ogyges. The town of Eleusis in
Attica is supposed to have derived its name from him.
E-leu-the'ri-us or E-leu'the-ros, [Fr. Eleuthere,
Vluh'taiR',] a native of Nicopolis or Epirus, in Greece,
was elected pope or bishop of Rome in 177 a.d. lie
died in 192, and was succeeded by Victor I.
El-fle'da or Eth'el-fle'da, daughter of Alfred the
Great of England, and sister of Edward the Elder, in-

Eleonora Tellez.
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Eleazar, a Jewish high-priest, who about 277 B.c.
sent to Ptolemy, King of Egypt, (in compliance with his
request,) seventy-two wise men to translate the Mosaic

[Sp. Leonora, li-o-no'r 5 ,] of
Aragon, Queen of Portugal, was a daughter of Ferdinand of Aragon. She was married in 1428 to a Portuguese prince, who became in 1433 King Edward I. He
died in 1438, leaving her guardian of her minor son,
Alfonso V., and regent. Died in 1445.
Eleanor [Fr. ElRonore, i'l&'o'noR'] of Austria, a
sister of the emperor Charles V., was born at Louvain
in 1498, and was married in 1519 to Emanuel, King of
Portugal, who died about two years later.
In 1530 she
s;

[Port.

church, was a son of Aaron, whom he succeeded in the
high-priesthood about 1452 B.c.
See Exodus xxviii. 1 Numbers xx. 28, xxxi. 6 Joshua xxiv. 33.

;

I.

Ellinor

See Laclede, “Histoire de Portugal.”

;

VOL.

or

Tellf.z, i-li-o-no'rfi

Eleanor of Provence, Queen of England, was a
daughter of Raimond Berenger IV., and was married
She was mother of
to Henry III. of England in 1236.
Edward I. Died in 1291.
E-le-a'zar, [Heb. "ffpbx,] a high-priest of the Hebrew

A

c as k: c as

Eleonora,

or, more fully,
of Portugal,
She bea beautiful Portuguese lady, born about 1350.
came the queen of Ferdinand I. of Portugal. She was
artful and unscrupulous, and is said to have caused the
death of her sister. Died in 1405.

chief justice of the common pleas, and was raised to the
peerage as Baron Eldon, a title derived from a manor in
the county of Durham.
Lord Kenyon congratulated the
profession on this appointment, and predicted that Eldon
would prove to be “the most consummate judge that ever
sat in judgment.”
It is admitted that he performed the
duties of this station admirably.
In April, 1801, on the accession of Addington as prime
minister, Lord Eldon was raised to the dignity of lord
chancellor, which he ascribed to the favour of the king.
The latter, having sent for Eldon, drew the seals out
from his bosom, saying, “ I give them to you from my
heart !” He retained the great seal for the period of
twenty-six years, excepting an interval of about a year in
1806-07, when Erskine succeeded him.
He possessed
great influence in the cabinet and in the Upper House.
It may, however, be mentioned as his reproach that he
constantly supported the Conservative party, that he
opposed the abolition of the slave-trade, the Reform bill,
and nearly every other change, whether of useful reform
or useless innovation. When Canning became prime
minister, in 1827, Eldon was superseded by Lord Lyndhurst, and retired from public life.
few years before
this he had been created Viscount Encombe and Earl of
Eldon. Died in 1838.
See “The Public and Private Life of Lord Eldon,” by Horace
Twiss, 3 vols., 1844: Lord Campbell, “Lives of the Lord Chancellors;” Foss, “The Judges of England,” vol. ix.
“London
Quarterly Review” for December and June, 1844; “Westminster
Review" for December, 1844 “ Fraser’s Magazine” for August, 1844.

Eleanor,

first

Eleanor of Castile, a daughter of Ferdinand III.
of Castile, was married in 1254 to the Prince of Wales,
who became Edward I. of England. Died in 1290.
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herited

some

of her father’s royal qualities.

l3 lie de Beaumont, (Jean Baptiste Armand Louis
L£onc£,) a French geologist, born at Canon (Calvados)
He studied in the Ecole Polytechnique and the
Ecole des Mines. In 1823 he was sent with M. Dufrenoy
on a scientific excursion to Great Britain. He afterwards

She became

about 890 the wife of Ethelred, Count of Mercia, after
whose death she defended her dominions against the
Danes with courage and ability. Died in 922.
Elfric.
See Alfric.
El-fri'da, queen of Edgar, King of the Anglo-Saxons,
was the mother of Ethelred II., and was a woman of
infamous character.
Eiger. See Elliger, (Otmar.)
El'gin, (James Bruce,) Earl of, son of Thomas,
noticed below, a distinguished British statesman, was
born in 1811, and educated at Oxford. In 1841 he succeeded his father in the earldom of Elgin and Kincardine.
From 1842 to 1846 he was Governor of Jamaica,
and in the latter year he was appointed Governor-General of Canada.
In this position his policy was liberal,
and his administration obtained the general approbation
of the colonists and of the central government. In 1849
he was created an English peer. He left Canada in 1854,
and was sent in 1857 to China on a special mission, which
he performed with ability and success, and after the capture of Canton negotiated the treaty of Tien-Tsien or
Tientsin, (1858.)
In June, 1859, he became postmasterHe went as amgeneral in the cabinet of Palmerston.
bassador to China in i860, and, after the success of the
He returned
British army, entered Pekin in triumph.
home in the spring of 1861, and was appointed GovernorGeneral of India. Died in 1863.
See “Gentleman’s Magazine”

in 1798.

map of France. (See
professor of geology in
the College of France in 1832, chief engineer of mines in
Though
1833, and a member of the Institute in 1835.
not a politician, he was appointed a senator in 1852. He
succeeded Arago in 1853 as perpetual secretary of the
Academy of Sciences. Among his principal works are
a “Glance at Mines,” (“ Coup-d’Giil sur les Mines,”
1824,) “Researches in some of the Revolutions of the
Surface of the Globe,” (1829,) and “Lectures on Geology,” (3 vols., 1845 et seq.) He died in 1874.
See “ Galerie historique des Membres du Sdnat.”
co-operated in a great geological

Dufrenoy,

Review”

for

January, 1816

;

for

He became

pher.
He died in 1786.
£ilie de la Poterie, Vie' deh If pot're', (Jean Antoine,) a French physician, brother of the preceding, was
born about 1731. He died in 1794, leaving a few able

on mesmerism, pharmacy, etc.
French of ASlian, which see.
Eliezer. See Eleazar.
E- 11 -e'zer, a Jewish rabbi and writer, surnamed the
Great, lived in Palestine about 100 a.d.
Eligius. See Eloi.
Eligoum. See Elikoum.
E-li'jah [Heb. in ,l7 R or n ,l7 N] the Tishbite, an
eminent Hebrew prophet, whose name is written Ei.ias
in the New Testament, [Fr. Elie, Vie'.]
He was a
native of Thisbe.
The first recorded fact in his history
(I. Kings
is that he predicted to Ahab a great drought.
xvii. 1.)
He made zealous efforts to convert the people
from idolatry, and was the honoured instrument in the
most signal manifestations of miraculous power. Finally,
favoured with an exemption from the common doom of
mortality, he was translated to heaven about 895 b.c.
treatises

filien, the

for January, 1864.

“ Edinburgh Review”

P. A.)

Islie de Beaumont, (Jean Baptiste Jacques,) a
French lawyer, grandfather of the preceding, was born at
Carentan in 1732. He acquired a European reputation
by his judicial “ Memoires.” In reference to his memoir
of “les Calas,” Voltaire pronounced Ijim a true philoso-

Elgin, (Thomas Bruce,) Earl of, seventh Earl of
Elgin and Kincardine, born in Scotland in 1777, was
descended from King Robert Bruce. He succeeded to
the peerage in childhood, entered the army at an early
was
In 1795
age, and rose to the rank of general.
appointed envoy extraordinary to Berlin, and in 1799
was sent in the same capacity to Constantinople. While
engaged in the latter mission, he availed himself of the
opportunity to procure, with great labour and expense,
at Athens, a large collection of statues, bas-reliefs, medals, monuments, and other remains of ancient art, which
were purchased by the government in 1816, and now
form part of the British Museum, under the name of the
“ Elgin Marbles.” The government paid him ,£35,000
for these treasures, for removing which he was severely
Died in 1841.
satirized by Lord Byron.
“QuarSee Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie
terly
i860.
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See

I.

Kings

14, xvii. 3;

Matthew
II. Kings i., ii.
Korn, “Der Prophet Elias

xviii., xix., xx., xxi.

Luke

i.

17; also, F.

:

;

;

xi.

ein

Sonnen-Mythus,” 1837; Krummacher, “ Elijah the Tishbite.”

Elikoom

January,

or

Elikoum

(el-e-koom')

I.,

written also

Eligoum, a Christian prince of the Orpelian race in
El-gi'va, ? Queen of Edmund I., King of the Anglo- Georgia. About 1 168 he entered the service of the Sultan
of Azerbaijan, who made him governor of Ispahan and
Saxons, and mother of Edgar.
other cities and in 1172 ceded to him part of Armenia.
E'll, [Heb. ,l7jt,] a Hebrew high-priest and judge, who
He judged Israel forty years, He had one son, Libarid, who succeeded him.
flourished about 1170B.C.
Elio, a'le-o, (Francisco Xavier,) a Spanish general,
born at Pampeluna in 1769. In 1805 he took Buenos
Ayres from the English, and in 1811 defended the royalist
cause against the insurgents of Montevideo. Recalled to
Spain about 1812, he was appointed general of an army,
fought against the French, aided to restore Ferdinand
VII., and was made Captain-General of Valencia and
Murcia in 1814. He was imprisoned by the insurgents
in 1820, and executed at Valencia in 1822.

and was succeeded by Samuel.
See

I.

Samuel

i., ii., iii.,

and

iv.

See Lamb, (Charles.)
See Ailian.
Elias, (of Scripture.) See Elijah.
Elias, Vlee'ls, (Matthaus,) a German painter, born
near Cassel in 1658, worked at Paris. Among his works
Died in 1741.
is a “Transfiguration.”
E-li'as Le-vi'ta, a Jewish rabbi, born probably in
See Southey’s “ History of the Peninsular War.”
Italy in 1472, was one of the most celebrated writers
Eliot, (George.) See Evans, (Marian C.)
and skilful grammarians among the modern Jews. He
El'I-ot, (Jared,) an American preacher and botanist,
taught Hebrew in Rome and Venice, and published
born in Connecticut in 1685, was a grandson of John
many works, among which were a “ Hebrew Grammar” Eliot, the Apostle of the Indians. Died in 1763. *
and a “Chaldaic, Talmudic, and Rabbinical Lexicon.”
Eliot, (John,) called “the Apostle of the Indians,”
His critical notes on the text of Scripture, entitled “ Maswas born in England in 1604, and was educated at Camsorah,” ( 1 538,) are highly prized. Died at Venice in 1 549.
and soon
Boston in
Elia.

Elian.

became minister of

Eliclimann, a'liK-mdn', (Johann,) a German Orientalist and physician, born in Silesia, practised at Leyden,
where he died in 1639. In the opinion of Salmasius, he
understood Persian better than any European of his time.
£lie, the French of Elijah, which see.
filie de Beaumont, Vie' deh bo'm6N',( Anne Louise
Morin-Dumesnil mo'r&N' du'mVnil',) an authoress, born at Caen in 1729, was the wife of Jean Baptiste
Jacques, noticed below. She wrote a novel entitled
“Letters of the Marquis de Roselle,” (2 vols., 1764.)

—

Died
a, e,

I,

“American Biography,”

6 , same, less prolonged;

a, e,

T,

6,

ii,

vol. v., 1st series.

Eliot, (John,) an American biographer and minister,
born in Boston in 1754, was one of the founders of the

in 1783.
o, u, y, long; i, k,

He

emigrated to
1631,
He learned
the church of Roxbury.
began
about 1646 to
the language of the Indians, and
in
Massachusetts
their own
aborigines
of
preach to the
tongue.
In the prosecution of his missionary work
he travelled extensively, amidst great privations and
dangers, and acquired great influence over the Indians,
many of whom were converted by him. He translated the
Bible into the Indian language, (1661-63.) Died in 1690.
See a “Life of John Eliot,” by Convers Francis, in Sparks’s
bridge.

See Basnage, “ Histoire des Juifs.”
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Eliz'abeth [Ger. Elisabeth, i-lee'zi-bet] of AusHe published the
Massachusetts Historical Society.
England Biographical Dictionary,” (1809,) and tria, Queen of France, born in 1554, was a daughter of
the emperor Maximilian II., and a granddaughter of
Died in 1813.
other works.
She was married in 1570 to Charles IX.
El'I-c>t, (Sir John,) an eminent English statesman and Charles V.
orator, born at Port Eliot, in Cornwall, in April, 1590, of France, and had one child, a daughter, who died
was educated at Exeter College, Oxford. He left college young. She expressed abhorrence of the Massacre of
It is stated that after the death of
in 1610, soon after which he travelled in France and Saint Bartholomew.
Italy.
In 1623 he was elected a member of Parliament, Charles IX. she declined an offer of marriage from Philip
Died in Vienna in 1592.
in which he became a leader of the popular party and II. of Spain.
an eloquent debater. “For quickness and completeness
See Clary Darlem, “Elisabeth d’Autriche, Reine de France,”
Martonne, “Isabelle d’Autriche,” 1848.
Alfred
de
“
1847;
rival
Eliot
had
no
of classical allusion,” says Forster,
in Parliament.”
In the second Parliament of Charles I.
Eliz'abeth of Bosnia was the wife of Louis the
he made a great speech on grievances. He was the Great, King of Hungary and Poland, who, dying in
chief author of the impeachment of the Duke of Buck- 1382, left her regent during the minority of his daughter
ingham, against whom he uttered a powerful philippic, Maria. She was put to death by Giornard of Croatia
(1626.) For this speech he was committed to the Tower, in 1386.
from' which, however, he was released about ten days
Eliz'abeth of England, or of York, a daughter of
later. “ He had in great perfection,” says Forster, “some
Edward IV. and Elizabeth Woodville, was born in 1466.
of the highest qualities of an orator, singular power She was married to Henry VII. in i486, and became
of statement, clearness and facility in handling details, the mother of Arthur and Henry VIII.
pointed classical allusion, keen and logical argument,
Elizabeth, [Sp. Isabel, e-si-bgl'; It. Elisabetta,
In 1629 Eliot again Yle-sH-bet'tii,] Queen of England, the daughter of Henry
forcible and rich declamation.”
offended the king by his remonstrance against arbitrary VIII. and of Anne Boleyn, was born at Greenwich on
The Parliament the 7th of September, 1533. In 1535 her father opened
impositions, tonnage and poundage.
was suddenly dissolved by the king, and Eliot, with many a negotiation for a marriage between Elizabeth and the
other patriots, was committed to prison. As he refused Duke of Angouleme, son of Francis I. of France ; but
to make dishonourable concessions, he was confined in a the alliance was not effected. In 1548 she was addressed
dark and cheerless apartment and treated with a severity by the ambitious Lord Seymour, with whom she indulged
that ruined his health.
He died in the Tower in No- in a brief flirtation. She was endowed with superior
vember, 1632. During this imprisonment he wrote a mental powers, which were diligently improved by study,
philosophical work entitled “The Monarchy of Man,” and, under the tuition of Roger Ascham, she attained a
(unpublished,) which is highly commended.
proficiency in classical learning. Before the age of seventeen she was mistress of the Latin, French, and Italian
See John Forster, “Sir John Eliot: a Biography,” 2vols., 1864
“Edinburgh Review” for July, 1864; “ London Quarterly Review” languages, and had read several Greek works. She was
for June, 1865.
attached by her education to the Protestant Church.
Elliot, (Samuel,) an American historian, born in Bos- Her sister, Queen Mary, who regarded her with jealousy,
Harvard
with committed her to the Tower in 1554, on the pretext that
ton, December 22, 1821.
He graduated at
the highest honours of his class in 1839, and afterwards she was concerned in Wyatt’s rebellion.
Much apprespent several years in Europe. While in Rome, in 1845, hension was felt by the people that attempts might be
he formed the plan of writing “ The History of Liberty,” made upon her life but she was released from the Tower
of which two volumes appeared in New York and Lon- after the lapse of a few months, and removed to Wooddon, in 1849, under the title of “ The Liberty of Rome.” stock.
In 1558 she declined an offer of marriage from
Part II., entitled “The Early Christians,” (2 vols. 8vo,) Eric, King of Sweden.
“
was published in 1 858. In 1 856 he published A Manual
On the 17th of November, 1558, Mary died, and Elizaof United States History from 1492 to 1850.” Fie was beth, with the general approbation, was proclaimed queen.
chosen president of Trinity College, Hartford, in i860. In Her popularity was doubtless increased by the contrast
1880 he published a “ Selection of Poetry for Children.” between her and the late sovereign. She acted with
Elisabetta, the Italian of Elizabeth, which see.
politic caution in her design of restoring the Protestant
Elisaeus, el-e-see'us, [Fr. Elis£, k'lc'zk',] an eminent religion, retaining a number of Romanists in her privy
Armenian historian, was secretary of Vartan, general of council. She appointed William Cecil secretary of state,
In 449 he became and Nicholas Bacon keeper of the great seal. She began
the Armenian and Georgian armies.
a bishop. He wrote a history of the war of Vartan the religious reform by ordering that a large part of the
against Persia, a work of superior merit, which has been service should be read in English, and forbade the host
often reprinted and translated into English, French, and to be elevated in her presence.
The Catholic bishops
Italian.
Died in 480 a.d.
refused to officiate at her coronation, excepting the Bishop
Ellisee, the French of Elisha, which see,
of Carlisle, who, it seems, acted his part reluctantly.
Elisee, i'le'zi', (Jean Jacques Copel,) known as When Parliament met in
1559, a bill was passed which
Father ElisEe, a noted French pulpit orator, born at vested in the crown the supremacy claimed by the pope
Besangon in 1726, preached in the fashionable churches the mass was abolished, and the liturgy of Edward VI.
of Paris. His sermons were published and much ad- restored. “Thus,” says Hume, “in one session, without
mired. Died in 1783.
any violence or tumult, was the whole system of religion
Elisee, (Marie Vincent Talachon ti'li'shiN',) a altered by the will of a young woman.” At her accession
French surgeon, born at Lagny in 1753. He emigrated Elizabeth found England at war with France and in alliin 17.92, and became chief surgeon of the royalist army.
ance with Philip of Spain, who made her an offer of marIn 1797 Louis XVIII. chose him as his first surgeon. riage, which she declined. In
1559 Francis II. (King of
Died in 1817.
France) having assumed the arms and title of England
E-11'sha, [Heb. J’ty’/N; Fr. Elisee, i'le'z S',] the son in right of his wife, Mary Stuart, Elizabeth retaliated by
of Shaphat, an eminent Hebrew prophet, was a disciple sending an army to Scotland, which drove the French
of Elijah, whose mantle he inherited and by whom he out of that kingdom. In 1562 she supported with money
was anointed. (See I. Kings xix. 16-21.) He performed and troops the French Huguenots, who were then enmany miracles between 890 and 840 B.C.
gaged in civil war with the Catholics. The next year the
See II. Kings ii., iii., iv., v., vi., vii., viii., and xiii.
Parliament, anxious respecting the succession, voted an
Elisio, i-lee'se-o, [Lat. Elys'ius,] (Giovanni,) a Nea- address to the queen, in which they entreated her to
politan physician, who lived about 1550.
choose a husband but she returned an evasive answer,
Elissa. See Dido.
and was equally averse to decide in favour of any claimant
E-liz'a-beth or E-lis'a-beth, of Scripture, was the to the succession or of any suitor for her hand. Besides
wife of Zacharias and the mother of John the Baptist.
the suitors already named, she gave encouragement to the
See Luke
5 to 57.
Archduke Charles of Austria, the Duke of Anjou, and
Eliz'abeth or Isabeau (e'zi'bo') of Angouleme Robert Dudley, Earl of Leicester, the last of whom was
was a daughter of Aimar, Count of Angouleme. She was the chief favourite from the early part of her reign until
married in 1200 to King John of England. Died in 1245. his death in 1 588.
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ELIZABETH

Elizabeth of Valois, a daughter of Henry
France, was born in 1545, and married to Philip
Spain in 1559. She died at Madrid in 1568.

After the treaty with the French in 1564, England
at peace with foreign nations for more than twenty
years,
a period of national prosperity and progress,
in which commerce flourished and the naval power of the
kingdom was greatly increased. Cecil, Lord Burleigh,
was Elizabeth’s prime minister and adviser during the
greater part of her reign.
For an account of her rivalry
with the Queen of Scots, who was executed in 1587, see

was

ELIZABETH
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—

II.
II.

of
of

Elizabeth, (Charlotte.) See Tonna, Mrs.
Elizabeth, Princess Palatine, the daughter of
Frederick V. of Bohemia and Elizabeth Stuart of England, was born in 1618.
She received lessons in philosophy from Descartes, who is reported to have said that
Mary Stuart.
he “found none, except her, who thoroughly understood
As the representatives of opposite interests in religion, his works.” She was instructed in religion by William
Elizabeth and Philip of Spain had long felt a mutual Penn, whose friendship she highly valued.
Having
hostility, which in 1588 resulted in the famous enterprise declined an offer of marriage from the King of Poland,
of the Invincible Armada, fitted out by Philip for the she retired to Hervorden, where she died in 1680. The
invasion of England. This armament, which consisted famous Prince Rupert was her brother, and George I.
of more than 130 vessels and about 30,000 men, was of England was her sister’s son.
commanded by the Duke of Medina Sidonia. The EngSee Prudhomme, “Biographie des Femmes cdlebres.”
lish harassed the Armada in the Channel by partial
Eliz'abeth Alexiev'na, 1 -lSks-e-Sv'nl,) Empress
attacks, and defeated the Spaniards in a general action on of Russia, born in
1779, was a princess of Baden, whose
the 8th of August. The Spanish admiral then retreated original name was Louisa Maria Augusta.
In 1793
northward, intending to sail home by that circuitous she became the consort of Alexander I., then grand duke.
route ; but, a violent storm having arisen near the Ork- Her character is represented as very amiable. Died in
ney Isles, more than fifty of the ships were wrecked and 1826.
their crews perished.
The Spanish loss was probably
Elizabeth (Elisabeth) Christi'na or Christi'ne,
not less than 20,000 men. (Motley.) About this time
kRis-tee'na, ) Queen of Prussia, born at Brunswick in
Elizabeth began to show a decided partiality for the 1715, was a daughter of Ferdinand Albert, Duke of BrunsEarl of Essex. (See Essex.) Hostilities still continued wick-Wolfenbiittel. In 1732 or
1733 she was married to
between the English and Spaniards and, while Philip Frederick the Great. She had a literary taste, and was
subsidized the French Catholics, Elizabeth sent an army distinguished for modesty, piety, and many virtues. She
to aid Henry IV. in 1590 and in several ensuing years.
Died
translated several religious works into French.
The reign of Elizabeth was considered eminently in 1797.
beneficial and glorious to the nation.
It was illustrated
See Von Hahnke, “Elisabeth Christine, Koniginvon Preussen,”
by such names as Spenser, Shakspeare, Sidney, Bacon, Berlin, 1848.
and Raleigh. Her personal character was deformed by
Elizabeth Christina or Christine, Empress of
selfishness, inconstancy, deceit, heartlessness, and other Germany, born in 1691, was a daughter of the Duke of
unwomanly faults ; but she has generally been regarded Bruns wick- Wolfenbuttel. She was the wife of Charles
She VI., Emperor of Germany, and the mother of Maria
as a ruler of eminent ability as well as courage.
died in 1603, after signifying her will that King James of Theresa. Died in 1750.
Scotland should succeed her. (For a more particular
Eliz'abeth Farnese, (far-neez'; It. pron. faR-na'si,)
account of Elizabeth’s character, both as a woman and a a daughter of Odouard II., Prince of Parma, was born in
queen, see Froude’s “ History of England,” vols. vii. to 1692. She was married in 1714 to Philip V. of Spain, and,
x., and Motley’s “United Netherlands,” chaps, vi., vii.,
being crafty and ambitious, soon acquired a complete
viii. et seq.)
ascendency over that indolent, timid, and uxorious king.
See, also, Dr. Thomas Birch, “Memoirs of the Reign of Queen
(See Philip V.) Charles III. was her son. Died in 1766.
(

(

;

Elizabeth,” 1754 Camden, “History of Queen Elizabeth, ’’(“Annales
Rerum Anglicanarum,” etc., 1623;) Lucy Aikin, “Memoirs of the
Court of Queen Elizabeth,” 1818 Hume, “History of England,”
chaps, xxxviii. to xliv.
Gregorio Leti, “ Historia ovvero Vita di
Elisabetta, Regina dTnghilterra,” 1693: Fr. von Raumer, “Die
Koniginnen Elisabeth von England und Maria von Scotland,” 1836;
Robert Nauton, “ Fragmenta Regalia, or Observations on the Late
Queen Elizabeth,” 1642 also an article entitled “ Elizabeth and
Mary,” in “Blackwood’s Magazine” for April, 1867; “London
Quarterly Review” for July, 1854, and October, 1863; “Fraser’s
Magazine” for October and November, 1853.
;

See “Memoirs of Elizabeth Farnese,” London, 4

vols., 1746.

Eliz'abeth Petrovna, (or Petrow'na,) pl-trov'nS,
Empress of Russia, the daughter of Peter the Great and
Catherine I., was born in 1709. In 1740 Ivan, the infant
son of the Duke of Brunswick, was proclaimed emperor,
in accordance with the will of the late empress Anna. By

;

;

:

a successful conspiracy of Elizabeth’s partisans, of whom
her surgeon, Lestocq, was the leader, she obtained the
throne in 1741. In the Seven Years’ war, which began
in 1756, she co-operated with the enemies of Frederick
the Great so successfully that her army entered Berlin
in 1760 ; and he was probably saved from ruin only by
her death. She was indolent and dissolute, but inclined
Though never married, she had several
to clemency.
She founded the University of Moscow and
children.
She died in
the Academy of Fine Arts at Petersburg.
the winter of 1761-62, and was succeeded by her nephew,
Peter III.
Lomonosof,
See Leclerc, “ Histoire de la Russie moderne

Eliz'abeth (or Elisabeth) or Isabelle, e'zf'bgl',
of France, born in Paris in 1389, was a daughter of
Charles VI., and became the consort of Richard II. of
England. Died in 1409.
Elizabeth of France, daughter of Henry IV., was
born in 1602, and was married to Philip IV. of Spain in
Died in 1644.
1615.
Eliz'abeth, Saint, of Hungary, born at Presburg
in 1207, was a daughter of Andrew (Andras) II., King
of Hungary.
She was married to Louis, Landgrave of
Thuringia, in 1221, and was eminent for her fervent piety
and ascetic life. Died in 1231.

“Panegyricus Elizabeths Imperatricis,” 1749; Wiedemeyer, “Die
Regierung der Kaiserin Elisabeth Petrowna,” 2 vols., 1S34.

See “History of Saint Elizabeth of Hungary,” London, 1632;
Schoppe, “ Leben Elisabeth’s der heiligen,” 1834 Charles de
S. Elisabeth de Hongrie,” 1836.

Eliz'abeth Stu'art, Queen of Bohemia, born in 1596,
was the daughter of James I. of England and Anne of
Denmark. She was distinguished for beauty and capIn 1613 she became the wife of the
tivating manners.

;

Montalembert, “Vie de

Elizabeth, (Elisabeth,) (Philippine Marie H£French princess, usually called Madame Eli- Elector Palatine Frederick V. In
1619 she prevailed
sabeth, a sister of Louis XVI., was born at Versailles on him to accept the offered crown of Bohemia. This
During the reign of terror she shared the step involved him in war he was defeated in 1620, and
in 1764.
dangers and adversities of the king with fortitude, was lost
even his hereditary state. Among her numerous
imprisoned in August, 1792, and executed in May, 1794. children was Prince Rupert, the famous Cavalier. Died
“
filisabeth
Vie de Madame
de France,” 1814.
See Parisot,
in England in 1662.
Elizabeth, daughter of the King of Poland, married
See Miss Benger, “Memoirs of Elizabeth Stuart,” 1825; GarCharobert, King of Hungary, in 1319. She was mother diner, “ History of England,” vol. ii. chap. x.
Eliz'abeth Wood'ville, a daughter of Sir Richard
of three sons, one of whom, Louis, inherited his father’s
throne.
By her intrigues and influence over her brother, Woodville, was distinguished for her personal beauty.
for
She
Louis also the
was married to Sir John Gray, and after his death to
Casimir of Poland, she procured
throne of Poland in 1370. She was Regent of Poland Edward IV. in 1464. She was the mother of Edward V.
from 1370 to 1378. Died in 1381.
and of Elizabeth, the queen of Henry VII. Died in 1488.
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Ellain, ,Y 14 n', (Nicolas,) a French physician and poet,
in Paris in 1534; died in 1621.

born

Ellenborough, el'len-bur'ruh, (Edward Law,)
Lord, an eminent English lawyer, born at Great Salkeld, Cumberland, in 1750, was a son of Edmund Law,

sympathies were with the Federal party.
in 1820.
See a “Life ofW. Ellery,” in Sparks’s “American Biography,”
by his son-in-law, E. T. Channing, vol. vi., 1st series Goodrich,
“ Lives of the Signers to the Declaration of Independence.”
Ilis political

Died

;

Ellesmere, Earl of. See Egerton, (Francis LevBishop of Carlisle. After practising some years with
eson Gower.)
success, and becoming the leader of the northern cirEllesmere, Lord. See Egerton, (Thomas.)
cuit, he was employed in 1785 as leading counsel for the
El'let, (Charles,) an American engineer, born at
defence in the trial of Warren Hastings, after Erskine
Penn’s Manor, Bucks county, Pennsylvania, in 1810. He
had refused to act on that side. Although he could not
the wire suspension bridge at Fairmount,
compete with Burke or Fox in eloquent declamation or constructed
Philadelphia,
(the first made in America,) and that which
in logical argument, he managed the case with a certhe Niagara River below the Falls.
He was
In 1801 Law was appointed at- crosses
tain skill and success.
torney-general.
On the death of Lord Kenyon, in 1802, employed as engineer of several railroads. After the
civil war began, he became a colonel of engineers, and
he became lord chief justice of the king’s bench, and
several steamers into rams for military opeIn the House of converted
was created Baron Ellenborough.
the Mississippi River.
He received in a
Lords he opposed all measures for the relief of Catholics, rations on
Memphis a wound, of which he died in
and voted for the impeachment of Lord Melville in 1806. naval battle near
He is said to have been extremely grieved by the ac- June, 1862.
Ellet, (Elizabeth Fries, )an authoress, whose maiden
quittal of William Hone, the popular author, in 1818,
He died in 1818, and left name was Lummis, was born at Sodus Point, New York,
at whose trial he presided.
She published, besides other works, a volume
in 1818.
his title to his son, the present Earl of Ellenborough.
“
As a judge, Lord Brougham says, “no one could accuse of poems, (1835,) Women of the American Revolution,”
him of partiality. He despatched business with great (1848,) and “Summer Rambles in the West,” (1853.)
celerity,

and

for the

most part with success.”

See Griswold’s “Female Poets of America.”

Ellet,

(William Henry,) M.D., an American chemNew York about 1804, became professor of

Foss, “The
See Lord Campbell, “ Lives of the Chief Justices
udges of England;” Brougham, “ Statesmen of the Time of George

ist,

II."

chemistry, etc. in South Carolina College about 1835.

born in

Ellenborough, (Edward Law,) first Earl of, a He discovered a method of preparing gun-cotton. The
Tory statesman, and a son of the preceding, was born poetess Elizabeth F. Ellet was his wife. Died in New
He inherited the title of baron in 1818, and York in 1839.
in 1790.
During the
was appointed lord privy seal in 1828.
Elleviou, Sl've'oo', (Pierre Jean Baptiste Franbrief ministry of Sir Robert Peel in 1835 he was presi- cois,) a French singer and composer, born at Rennes in
Board
Control.
was
appointed
Govdent of the
of
He
1769 died in 1842.
ernor-General of India in 1842, and, having annexed
El'lice, (Edward,) an English politician of the Whig
Scinde and Gwalior by conquest, was recalled in 1844 party, born about 1786, was a merchant of London, and
and raised to the rank of earl. He was first lord of the for many years an influential member of Parliament.
admiralty in 1845 and 1846. On the accession of the In 1830 he became secretary of the treasury, and was
Derby-Disraeli ministry, in February, 1858, he became secretary of war from April, 1833, to December, 1834.
president of the Board of Control.
The publication of Plis wife was a sister of the first Earl Grey. Died in
a despatch in which he condemned Lord Canning’s con- 1863.
;

duct in India, gave so much offence that Ellenborough
resigned a few months after his appointment. The
House of Lords, by a majority of nine, rejected a motion
to censure him for his conduct in this affair. Died in 1871.
See “Foreign Quarterly Review” for January, 1845.

Ellicot. See Ellicott.
El'li-cott, (Andrew,) surveyor-general of the United
States, born in Bucks county, Pennsylvania, in 1754,
served as an officer in the Revolution, and throughout
the greater part of his life filled important positions
Ellenrieder, el'len-ree'der, (Maria,) a German under the Federal and State governments. In 1790 he
He was appointed
painter of history and genre, was born at Constance in laid out the Federal metropolis.
She visited Italy, and lived at Munich and Carls- surveyor-general in 1792; from 1796 to 1801 he acted
1791.
ruhe. She is considered by the Germans the most skilful as commissioner in settling the southern boundary of
female artist of her time. Among her works is a picture the United States, and from 1812 till his death, in 1820,
was professor of mathematics, engineering, etc. at West
of “Faith, Hope, and Charity.”
Eller, el'ler, (Johann Theodor,) a German physi- Point. He made valuable contributions to the Transaccian and chemist, born at Pleskau in 1689.
He was tions of philosophical societies of Europe.
El'li-cott or El'li-cot, (Charles John,) an English
physician to Frederick the Great, who made him a
“
He wrote Observationes de theologian, born near Stamford about 1820. He became
privy councillor in 1755.
Cognoscendis et Curandis Morbis,” (“ Observations on professor of divinity in King’s College, London, in 1858,
He
the Diagnosis and Cure of Diseases,” 1762,) and other and Bishop of Gloucester and Bristol in 1863.
published, besides other works, “ Commentaries on the
medical works. Died in 1760.
See Adelung, Supplement to Jocher, “Allgemeines Gelehrten- Epistles of Saint Paul to the Galatians, Ephesians,
Philippians, Colossians,” etc. He was chairman of the
Lexikon.”
El'ler-y, (William,) an American patriot, born at company of revisers of the New Testament.
Elliger,el'le-ger,(OTTOMAR,) askilful Swedish painter,
Newport, Rhode Island, in 1727, was educated at Harvard College. He was engaged in mercantile pursuits born at Gottenburg in 1633. He became painter to the
Elector Frederick William at Berlin.
in his native city for some years, and began the practice
Elliger, (Ottomar,) son of the above, a skilful hisof the law in 1770.
Plaving established a character for
torical painter, born at Hamburg in 1666, was a pupil
integrity, good sense, and firm attachment to public
and worked in Amsterdam. He excelled in
welfare and liberty, he was chosen a delegate to the of Lairesse,
memorable Congress of 1776, in which he signed the architectural pictures. Among his best works are “The
“Nuptials of Thetis and
Declaration of Independence. Placing himself by the Feast of the Gods,” and the
Peleus.” Died in 1732.
side of Secretary Thompson, he observed the expression
See Descamps, “Vies des Peintres Flamands,” etc.
and manner of each member in the act of signing his
name, and was convinced that the men were equal to the
Ellinger, el'ling-er, (Andreas,) a German physician,
crisis.
He continued to serve in Congress (with the born in Thuringia in 1526, was professor at Leipsic. He
exception of two years) until the end of 1785, being rather wrote “Hippocratis Aphorismi,” in Latin verse, (1579.)
eminent for his talents for business than for his powers Died in 1582.
as a debater.
Retiring from public service in 1785,
El'll-ot, (George,) an English admiral, born in 1784,
he found himself reduced in fortune by his patriotism, commanded the fleet which operated against the Chinese
as his dwelling had been burnt by the enemy.
In 1790 in 1840, and became vice-admiral in 1847.
he was appointed to the office of collector of customs
El'li-ot or El'I-ott, (George Augustus,) Lord
in Newport, which he retained to the end of his life. Ileathfield, born at Stobbs, in Scotland, in 1718, entered
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army at an early age. From 1740 to 1748 he served
Elliott, (Charles Wyllys,) an American
Germany as lieutenant-colonel and aide-de-camp of descendant of John Eliot, “ the Apostle of the

author, a
Indians,”

He was

second in command at the capture was born in Guilford, Connecticut, in 1817. He has
In 1775, having obtained the rank of lieu- published a “ History of New England from the Distenant-general, he was appointed Governor of Gibraltar, covery of the Continent by the Northmen, in 986, to
the defence of which was his last and most memorable 1776,” and numerous other miscellaneous works.
achievement. During the siege, which commenced in
El'li-ott, (Ebenezer,) an English poet, called “ the
1779 and continued more than three years, he success- Corn-Law Rhymer,” was born at Masborough, near Rothfully resisted the combined armaments of France and erham, Yorkshire, on the 17th of March, 1781. His father
Spain, displaying great prudence and humanity, as well was a clerk in an iron-foundry, with a small salary, and
After peace was restored, he was a strict Calvinist. The son, after having made small
as high military talents.
was raised to the peerage, with the title of Lord Heath- progress at school, where he passed for a very dull boy,
field of Gibraltar.
Died in 1790.
was set to work in the foundry above mentioned, in
A love of nature
See Chambers, “ Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen.” which he was employed many years.
and of books counteracted the tendency to intemperance
Elliot, (Sir Gilbert,) sometimes styled Lord Minto,
and other vices usual among his associates. In his
was a Scottish judge, who lived in the early part of the
he began to write verses, the first of
He became lord justice clerk, and seventeenth year
eighteenth century.
which were the “ Vernal Walk,” and “ Night.” In 1821
was distinguished for his patriotic efforts in favour of
he removed to Sheffield, where he gained a competence
the Protestant succession.
in the iron-trade.
Soon after this change of residence
Elliot (Sir Gilbert) of Minto, a British orator, son
he wrote his most popular poem, the “Corn -Law
of the preceding, was the father of the first Earl of Minto,
Rhymes,” urging the repeal of duties on corn, which
and was eminent as a parliamentary speaker. He wrote
excited general admiration.
He wrote also “The Vilan admired pastoral beginning thus
lage Patriarch,” (1829,) “Byron and Napoleon,” (1831,)
“ My sheep I neglected, I broke my sheep-hook,
“ Love,” and a few other poems. The poet Montgomery
And all the gay haunts of my youth I forsook.”
says, “ I am quite willing to hazard my critical credit by
Died in 1777.
avowing my persuasion that in originality and power he
Elliot, (Sir Gilbert,) the first Earl of Minto, an might have measured heads beside Byron in tremendous
eminent Scottish statesman, born in Edinburgh in 1751, energy, Crabbe in graphic description, and Coleridge in
was the son of the preceding. In 1774 he was returned effusions of domestic tenderness while in intense symIn 1777 he married the pathy with the poor, in whatever he deemed their wrongs
to Parliament for Morpeth.
daughter of Sir George Aymand. He acted with the or their sufferings, he excelled them all.” Died in 1849.
party of Mr. Fox for several years, but about 1790 he
See J. Serle, "Life, Character, and Genius of Ebenezer Elliott,”
changed sides and supported the ministry. In 1793 he 1850; “Brief Biographies,” by Samuel Smiles, i860; John Watkins,
“Life, Poetry, and Letters of E. Elliott,” 1850; “Edinburgh
commissioners,
protect
to
the
was sent, with two other
Review” for July, 1832, and October, 1834; “Westminster Review”
Bourbon interest in Toulon and Corsica. In 1796 he was for January and April, 1850.
raised to the peerage, as Baron Minto. He was appointed
Elliott, (Jesse Duncan,) an American naval officer,
Governor-General of India in 1806, and, after an able and born in Maryland in 1782. He was second in
command
He under Commodore Perry at the battle of Lake Erie,
successful administration, returned home in 1814.
died in June of that year. He had been created Earl of September,
1813, and was raised to the rank of captain

George II.
of Havana.

:

;

Minto

in 1813.
See Chambers, “ Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen.”

Elliot, (Gilbert Elliot Murray Kyninmound,)
second Earl of Minto, a son of the preceding, was born
He was elected to Parliament in 1806, and
in 1782.
entered the House of Lords in 1814. He was sent as
ambassador to Berlin in 1832, and was appointed first
lord of the admiralty, under the Whig ministry, in 1835.
From 1846 to 1852 he was lord privy seal in the cabinet
of Lord John Russell, who was his son-in-law.
He died
in 1859, leaving several sons.
Elliot, (Miss Jane,) a sister of Sir Gilbert Elliot of
Minto, wrote an admired dirge for the slain at the battle
of Flodden, entitled “The Flowers of the Forest.”
Elliot, (William,) an English designer and engraver,
born at Hampton Court in 1717. He excelled in landDied in 1766.
scapes.
EPli-ot-son, (John,) F.R.S., an eminent English physician, born in London about 1795. He became physician
By new prescripto Saint Thomas’s Hospital in 1822.
tions of prussic acid and creosote, and other innovations in
medical practice, he excited much hostility among a portion of the medical profession. He was chosen professor
of medical science in University College, London, in 1831,
and afterwards became president of the Royal Medical
and Chirurgical Society. He was the author of valuable
works entitled “ Principles and Practice of Medicine,”
Died in
(1839,) and “Human Physiology,” (1840.)

August, 1868.
Elliott. See Eliot, Eliott, and Elyot.
EPli-ott, (Charles,) a Methodist minister, born in the
county of Donegal, Ireland, in 1792, emigrated to Ohio
about 1818, and edited the“ Western Christian Advocate”
He wrote several religious works.
for many years.
Elliott, (Charles Loring,) an American portraitHe lived
painter, born in Scipio, New York, in 1812.

many years in New York City, and
many eminent persons. His works
fidelity of likeness

painted portraits of
are remarkable for

and vigorous colouring.

Died

in

gust, 1868.
See H. T. Tuckerman’s “ Book of the Artists,”
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Elliott, (Stephen,) an American naturalist, born at
Beaufort, South Carolina, in 1771, graduated at Yale
College in 1791. He became president of the Literary
Society and of the Philosophical Society of South Carolina, and professor of natural history at Charleston.
He
was the author of a valuable work entitled “The Botany
of South Carolina and Georgia,” (2 vols., 1821-24.) Died
in 1830.

Elliott, (Stephen,) D.D., son of the preceding, was
at Beaufort, South Carolina, in 1806.
He became
professor of sacred literature in South Carolina College.
He was ordained in 1835, and was constituted Bishop of
Georgia in 1841. Died in 1866.
Elliott, (William,) a politician and writer, born at
He opposed nullifiBeaufort, South Carolina, in 1788.
cation in 1832, and afterwards wrote against secession,
“
Fiesco,” a tragedy, (1850,)
(1851.) Among his works are
and several short poems. Died in 1863.

born

El'lis,

(Clement,) an English

divine,

born

in

Cum-

in 1630, was appointed prebendary of SouthHe was the author of several approved
well in 1693.
works on theology. Died in 1700.
See John Veneer, “ Life of Clement Ellis,” 1738.

berland

Ellis, (George,) F.R.S., a witty and accomplished
English writer, born in 1745. During the French Revolution he gained distinction as one of the authors of the
“ Rolliad,” (a political satire against Pitt and his ministry,) for which he wrote the “Birth-Day Ode” and the
In 1790 he published “Specimens
“Ode on Dundas.
of the Early English Poets,” which is thought to have
rendered an essential service to the national literature.
'

Ellis was distinguished for his refined taste as well as
In 1800 he became the
for his literary attainments.
friend of Sir Walter Scott, who addressed to him the
fifth

canto of “ Marmion,” and
“

who

is

reported to have

was one of the most accomplished scholars
and delightful companions he had ever known.” In

said

lie

1797-98 he wrote many articles for “The Anti-Jacobin,”
a weekly paper under the auspices of Canning. Died
in 1815.
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El’lis, (George Edward,) D.D., a distinguished Uni- published a well-written narrative of that voyage, (2 vols.,
tarian divine and author, born in Boston in 1815. In 1857 1782.)
Died at Ostend in 1785.
he was appointed professor of theology in the Divinity
Ellis, (Rev. William,) an eminent English missionary
School ai Cambridge, a position which he held for five and author. He was sent by the London Missionary
years. He wrote several memoirs for Sparks’s “American Society to the South Sea Islands in 1816, and returned
Biography,” and a “ Half-Century of the Unitarian Con- home in 1825. In 1829 he published his very interesting
troversy,” (1857.)
Among his later works are “Memoirs “Polynesian Researches,” (2 vols. 8vo,) and in 1838
of Sir Benjamin Thompson, Count Rumford,” (1871,) a “ History of Madagascar,” (2 vols.) “ Here is a work
“Memoir of Jacob Bigelon,” (1881,) and“The Red Man as copious, as comprehensive, as minute, and, as far as
we can judge, as accurate, as it would be possible to
and the White Man,” (1882.)
(“London Eclectic Review.”) He married
Ellis, (George James Welbore Agar,) Lord Dover, produce.”
an English author, born in 1797, was educated at Oxford. Sarah Ellis, noticed above, in 1837.
Ellis, (William,) an English economist and writer
He was elected to Parliament in 1818 and at several subsequent periods. In 1831 he was raised to the peerage on social science, was born near London in 1800. He
as Baron Dover, and the next year was chosen president distinguished himself by successful efforts to introduce
of the Royal Society of Literature. Among his principal the study of political economy into schools. He wrote
works are “ Life of Frederick II. of Prussia,” (1831,) and “Outlines of Social Economy,” “Phenomena of Indus“ The Ellis Correspondence, illustrative of the Revolu- trial Life,” “ Progressive Lessons in Social Science,” and
tion of 1688.”
He also contributed to the Edinburgh other works, several of which were translated into other
and London Quarterly Reviews. Died in 1833.
European languages. He died in 1881.
Ellis, (Henry,) an English navigator, born in 1721.
Ellissen, el'lis-sen, or Ellisen, (Adolf,) a German
He accompanied an expedition which sailed from Eng- critic and historian, born at Gartow, Liineburg, in 1815,
land in 1746 in search of a Northwest passage. Captains was a moderate democratic member of the parliament
Moore and Smith commanded this expedition, Ellis being of Frankfort in 1848.
He translated Montesquieu’s
employed as naturalist and agent of the committee which “Esprit des Lois,” (1844.) Among his works are an
sent it out.
He published a narrative of his voyage, “Essay of a Polyglot of European Poetry,” (“ Versuch
(1748,) and was afterwards Governor of New York and einer Polyglotte der Europaischen Poesie,” 1846,) and
Georgia. Died in 1806.
one “On the History of Athens since the Loss of its
See Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”

Henry,) an English antiquary, born in
He became assistant librarian of the
1777.

Ellis, (Sir

London

in

British Museum in 1805.
In 1823 he published the
first series of “Original Letters illustrative of English
History,” (3 vols., second series, 1827; third series,
He was principal librarian of the British
1846, 4 vols.)
Museum from 1827 to 1856. Among his valuable works
are “Elgin Marbles of the Classic Ages,” (2 vols., 1847,)
and “The Townley Gallery of Sculpture,” (1847.) Hied
in January, 1869.
Ellis, (Sir Henry,) K.C.B., an English officer, who

1816 accompanied Lord Amherst as secretary of
to China with dormant credentials as minister
plenipotentiary, and published an interesting Journal
of the Embassy, with Observations on China and the
Chinese.
Died in 1855.
Ellis, (John,) a literary scrivener, born in London in
1698, was a particular favourite of Dr. Johnson, who
said, “ The most literary conversation that I ever enjoyed
was at the table of Jack Ellis the money-scrivener, with
whom, at one period, I used to dine generally once a
week.” He wrote “The South Sea Dream,” (1720,) a
poem, and often exercised his talent in poetical squibs.
He also translated Ovid’s “Epistles,” and other Latin
in

embassy

Died about 1791.
Ellis, (John,) F.R.S., an

poems.

eminent English naturalist,
born in London about 1710, was a merchant in early life.
In 1754 he published an “Essay towards the Natural
History of Corallines,” in which the opinion was first
advanced that they are of animal origin. He also wrote
treatises on “ Coffee,” the “ Bread-Fruit Tree,” and other
subjects.
Died in 1776.
See Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”
Ellis, (Sir Richard.)
See Eli.ys.
Ellis, (Robert Leslie,) an English philosopher

g hard; g as j; g,

ii,

William,) a celebrated English
in 1774, ran away from school,

for the first time at Bath in
1791. After obtaining success in the provinces, he made
his debut at the Haymarket in 1796.
In 1803 he was
principal actor and acting manager of that theatre, where

he acquired great popularity.

When Drury Lane was

Elliston became one of its leading
performers. He was the lessee of the theatre last named
from 1819 to 1826, when he became insolvent. He was
very successful in a great variety of characters ; and he
is generally regarded as the most excellent comedian that
the English nation has produced.
Died in 1831.
See G. Raymond, “Memoirs of Elliston,” 1846.
rebuilt after the

fire,

Ells'worth, (Ephraim Elmer,) a brave American
born at Mechanicsville, Saratoga county, New
York, in 1837. He removed to Chicago before he was
of age, and studied law. He organized about 1859 a
zouave corps which became noted for the excellence of
its discipline.
In March, 1861, he accompanied President Lincoln to Washington, and in April he went to
New York City, where he organized a zouave regiment
of firemen, of which he became the colonel.
lie was
ordered to Alexandria, where he saw a rebel flag floating
over a hotel.
He ascended to the roof and took down
the flag, for which act Jackson, the keeper of the hotel,
immediately shot him dead, in May, 1861. Jackson was
instantly afterwards killed by one of the soldiers of
patriot,

Ellsworth.

Ellsworth, (Oliver,) Chief Justice of the United
was born in Windsor, Connecticut, April 29,

States,

graduated at Princeton, New Jersey, in 1766,
to the bar in 1771, and chosen a delegate
to the Continental Congress in 1777. He was a member
of the Convention which in 1787 formed the Federal
Constitution, and was elected in 1789 to the Senate of the
United States. He acquired distinction as a debater,
and acted with the Federal party. According to John
Adams, “he was the firmest pillar of Washington’s
whole administration in that body.” He was appointed
chief justice of the United States by Washington in
His official conduct in this position was generally
1796.
approved. He was sent to Paris in 1799 as envoy extraordinary, and, with his colleagues Davie and Murray,
negotiated a treaty with France.
He died in 1807,
leaving a high reputation for ability and integrity.

He

1745.

and

Private Life,” (3 vols., 1844.)
Ellis, (William,) an English surgeon, who accompanied Captain Cook in his third voyage, (1776-79,) and
s;

born in London

and appeared on the stage

was admitted

mathematician of Cambridge, was born in 1817. lie
edited, in conjunction with James Spedding and D.
Denon Heath, “The Philosophical Works of Lord
Bacon,” (5 vols., 1S57-58.) Died in 1859.
Ellis, (Sarah,) a popular English authoress, whose
maiden name was Stickney, was born about 1812. She
was married to William Ellis, author of “Polynesian
Researches,” in 1837, before which she had published a
successful work, “The Poetry of Life.” She rendered
important services to female education by numerous
works, among which are “The Women of England,”
(*838,) “The Daughters of England,” (1842,) “The
Wives of England,” (1843,) “ The Mothers of England,”
G843,) “Family Secrets,” (1841-43,) and “Pictures of

c as k; 5 as

Liberty,” (1848.)
Ell'is-ton, (Robert
actor,

-

See “National Portrait-Gallery of Distinguished
“ Encyclopaedia Americana.”

vol. iv.

Americans,"

;

Ell'wood, (Thomas,) an English author, born at
Crowell, in Oxfordshire, in 1639, adopted at an early
age the religion of the “ Friends,” or Quakers, among
whom he became a prominent member and a public
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minister.
In 1662, having a desire to improve himself
in learning, he procured, by the mediation of Isaac Penington and Dr. Paget, the place of reader to the poet
Milton, who was then blind and resided in London. Ellwood says, “ he kept always a man to read to him, which
usually was the son of some gentleman, whom in kindness he took to improve in his learning. ... I went
every day in the afternoon, (except on the first days of

the week,) and, sitting by him in his dining-room, read
to him in such books in the Latin tongue as he pleased
to hear.”
Thus they went on pleasantly together for six
weeks, when ill health compelled Ellwood to leave London. The world is indebted to his suggestion for Milton’s
second epic poem, “Paradise Regained.” In 1665 Ellwood paid a visit to Milton at Giles-Chalfont, where,
says he, “ after some common discourse had passed between us, he called for a manuscript of his, which he
delivered to me, bidding me take it home with me and
read it at my leisure, and, when I had done so, return it
He found it was
to him with my judgment thereon.”
“ Paradise Lost,” and, when he returned it, was asked
by the author how he liked it and what he thought of it.
Ellwood “modestly and freely” answered this question,
and added, “ Thou hast said much here of Paradise
Lost; but what hast thou to say of Paradise Found?”
“ He made no answer, but sat some time in a muse.”
Ellwood published a “Sacred History,” (1705,) and a
poem called “ Davideis,” (1712.) He died in 1713, leaving
interesting “Memoirs of his own Life,” (1714.)
See, also, “The Penns and Peningtons,” by Maria Webb, London, 1867; “Retrospective Review,” vol. xiii., 1826.

El'more, (Alfred,) an

Irish historical painter, born
county of Cork, about 1816. He became
London, where he worked with success.
Among his chief productions are “ Rienzi in the Forum,”
“The
Fainting of Hero,” (1846,) “The Inventor
(1844,)

at Clonakilty,
a student in

of the Stocking-Loom,”

(1847,)

and “The Emperor

Charles V. at Yuste,” (1856). He was elected a royal
academician in 1877. Died in 1881.

El'more (Fran klin Harper,) an American financier
,

was born in Laurens district, South
He was a member of Congress in
I 837*39, and was president of the Bank of the State of
South Carolina from 1840 to 1850. In this year he
and

politician,

Carolina, in 1799.

was chosen to fill a vacany in the Senate of the United
Died in May, 1830.
States.
Elms'ley, (Peter,) an eminent English critic, and
one of the first Greek scholars of his time, was born in
He wrote articles for the early numbers of the
1773.
“ Edinburgh Review” about 1802. In 1819 he was chosen

Humphry Davy in unrolling the HerculaAfter this date he lived chiefly at
Oxford, where, in 1823, he became professor of history.
He published excellent editions of several dramas by
Euripides and Sophocles, which gained him a European
fame.
Southey, speaking of the Edinburgh Reviewers,
said, “ Elmsley has more knowledge and a sounder mind
than any or all of them.” Died in 1825.
idloi, W lwd', [Lat. Elig'ius,] a French benefactor,
born near Limoges in 588 A.D., became a favourite minister of King Dagobert, and founded monasteries and
hospitals.
He was appointed Bishop of Noyon in 640.
to assist Sir

nean manuscripts.

El'lys, (Anthony,) an English divine, born in 1693, Died in 659.
See Saint-Ouen, “Vita Eligii;” Barthklk.yy, “Viede Saintbecame Bishop of Saint David’s in 1752. He wrote
“Tracts on the Liberty, Spiritual and Temporal, of Eloi.”
Elorza. See Churruca y Elorza.
Subjects in England,” and a few other works. Died
filoy, h'\ w3.', (Nicolas Francois Joseph,) a Flemish
in 1761.
Ellys or El'lis, (Sir Richard,) a grandson of the physician, born at Mons in 1714, was employed profes“
English patriot Hampden, was a member of Parliament sionally by Prince Charles of Lorraine. He wrote a Hisfrom 1715 to 1734. He excelled in Hebrew, Greek, and torical Dictionary of Medicine, Ancient and Modern,”
Died in 1788.
biblical criticism, on which he published a work called (4 vols., 1778.)
Elphege, Sl'fe-ge, ? written also Alphege, an English
“ Fortuita Sacra,” (1728.) Died in 1742.
Elmacin, il-mi-seen', (George,) [Lat. Geor'gius prelate, born in 954 A.D., became Archbishop of CanElmaci'nus,] written also Elmakin (el-nffi-keen') and terbury in 1006. He was killed by the Danish pirates
Almakin, an Oriental historian and Christian, born in ion.
See W. F. Hook, “Lives of the Archbishops of Canterbury,”
in Egypt in 1223, became secretary to the court of the

Sultans of Egypt.

He

wrote, in Arabic, a history of the

vol.

i.,

i860.

El'phin-ston, (Arthur,) Lord Balmerino, a Scottish
world from the creation to 1118 A.D., which obtained
European celebrity, and part of which was translated by Jacobite, born in 1688. On the accession of George I.
he
took arms for the Stuart cause, and fought at SheriffErpenius about 1625. Died in 1273.
muir.
He was taken prisoner at the battle of Culloden
See Hottinger, “Bibliotheca Orientalis.”
in 1 74S, and, after trial, was executed in 1746.
Elmacinus, (Georgius.) See Elmac!n.
Elphinston, (James,) an eccentric Scottish gramElmakin. See Elmacin.
Elmenhorst, il'men-hoRst', (Geverhard, Ger- marian, born in Edinburgh in 1721, was for many years
hard, or Gerhart,) a distinguished German critic, born principal of a successful school at Kensington, near
London. He associated with Dr. Johnson, by whom he
at Hamburg, published notes on Arnobius, (1603,) Minuwas highly esteemed, and he made versions of certain
Died in 1621.
cius Felix, and other old authors.

See Bayle, “ Historical and

Critical Dictionary.”

Elmenhorst, (Heinrich,) a German poet and pastor,
born at Parchim in 1632, wrote “Spiritual Songs,” and
“ Dramatologia antiquo-hodierna,” (1688.) Died in 1704.
Elmer. See Aylmer.
Elmes, glmz, (Harvey Lonsdale,) an eminent English architect, born near Chichester about 1814, was the
son of James Elmes, noticed below, with whom he entered into partnership in London. His reputation as an
architect is chiefly founded on the erection of Saint
George’s Hall, Liverpool, his design for which was preferred to those of about eighty competitors. This edifice,
which is esteemed the principal ornament of Liverpool,
and one of the finest specimens of the Corinthian order
in England, was finished about 1855.
I 1 * s 49° feet long
by 165 feet wide. Before its completion Mr. Elmes’s
health failed he died in Jamaica in 1847.
Elmes, (James,) the father of the preceding, was born
in London in 1782.
He was architect of several public
and private buildings of London, and acquired distinction
as a writer.
He published “The Life and Works of Sir
Christopher Wren,” (1823,) “School of the Fine Arts,”
vols.,
1825,) “Ecclesiastical and Civil Dilapidations,”
(3
;

(3d edition, 1829,) “Thomas Clarkson, a Monograph,”
Died in 1862.
(1854,) and other works.
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Latin mottoes of the “ Rambler,” which were adopted
by the editor of that work. He published, among other
works, “Education,” a poem, (1763,) “Propriety ascertained in her Picture,” and “English Grammar reduced
to Analogy,” (1765,) in which he advocated a reform of
orthography on phonetic principles. Died in 1809.
See Chambers, “ Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen.”

Elphinston, (John,) an able naval

officer,

born

in the

In 1768 his government
placed him at the disposal of Catherine, Empress of
Russia, who employed him as admiral of the fleet sent
After fighting one battle
against the Turks in 1770.
near Scio, and burning a Turkish fleet, he quarrelled
with Orloff, the Russian general-in-chief, and left the

Highlands of Scotland

in 1720.

Died in 1774.
See RuLHikRES, “Histoire de l’Anarchie de Pologne.”

service.

El'pkin-stone, (George Keith,) Viscount Keith, a
distinguished British admiral, born in Scotland in 1746,
was the son of Viscount Elphinstone. As post-captain
he served in America about 1776. In 1795 he obtained
the rank of vice-admiral, and captured Cape Town. In
1800 he was commander-in-chief in the Mediterranean,
where he took Malta and Genoa. For his services in
Egypt he was raised to the British peerage, as Baron
Keith, (1801,) and obtained the rank of admiral. In 1814
short;
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he was created a viscount of the United Kingdom.

He

died in 1823.
See Chambers, “ Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen.”
Elpliinstone, (George William Keith,) C.B., a
British general, born about 1782, was descended from
the noble Scottish family of Elphinstone. After serving
in many campaigns, he became lieutenant-colonel in 1813,
and gained distinction at Waterloo. In 1837 he was
promoted to the rank of major-general. He commanded
the army which was defeated in Afghanistan, a short

with busts of Mirabeau, Moliere, Poussin, and Claude
Lorrain, and the Tuileries with a group representing the

Died in 1856.
See “Nouvelle Biographie Generate.”

Genius of Asia.

See Elshoecht.
Elsholtz. See Elsholz.
Elsholz, von, or Elsholtz, fon gls'holts, (Franz,) a
German comic poet, born in Berlin in 1791, obtained in
early life an office of secretary in the public service at
Cologne. He produced “The New Achilles,” and a

Elshoect.

successful drama called “Come here,” (“Komm her,”
Elphinstone, (Hon. Mountstuart,) a British his- 1824.) His comedy “The Lady at Court” (“Die Hoftorian and statesman, born in 1779, was the fourth son dame”) attracted much attention.
Elsholz or Elsholtz, (Johann Sigismund,) a Gerof the eleventh Lord Elphinstone. He entered the civil
service of the East India Company in 1795, became sec- man botanist, born at Frankfort-on-the-Oder in 1623.
retary to Sir Arthur Wellesley in 1803, and ambassador He became physician to the Elector of Brandenburg in
He published, besides other
to the court of Cabool in 1808. He published in 1815 an 1656, and lived in Berlin.
“Account of the Kingdom of Cabool,” a standard his- works, “Flora Marchica,” (1663.) Died in 1688.
BoediSee Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie
torical work of great merit.
From 1810 to 1817 he was
“ Ehrengedachtniss J. S. Elsholzen’s,” 1688.
resident at the court of Poona. He was appointed com- ker,
Friedrich,)
German
a
Eisner, Slss'ner, (Christoph
missioner of that province in 1817, and Governor of
Bombay in 1819. “His policy, so far as India is con- medical writer, born at Konigsberg in 1749; died in

time before his death, which occurred in 1842.

cerned,” says Bishop Heber, “ appeared to me peculiarly
wise and liberal.” The same writer adds, “ Mr. Elphinstone is in every respect an extraordinary man, possessing great activity of mind and body, remarkable talent
for and application to public business,” etc. He resigned
his office in November, 1827, and returned to England
in 1829.
In 1836 he declined the offer of the GovernorGeneralship of India, on account of his health. His
“ History of India the Hindoo and Mohammedan Periods” (2 vols., 1841) is highly commended. He was
never married. He died in November, 1859.
:

See “Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society,”
221;

J.

W. Kaye,

Review”

vol. xviii. part

ii.

p.

“ Lives of Indian Officers;” “London Quarterly
and September, 1841.

for October, 1815,

1820.

Eisner, (Jakob,) a learned German Protestant theoborn at Saalfeld, in Prussia, in 1692. He became

logian,

1722 rector of the College of Joachimsthal, in Berlin,
He pubfirst preacher to the court.
lished, besides other works, a commentary on the New
Testament, (“ Observationes sacrae in Novi Foederis
Libros,” 2 vols., 1720-28.) Died in 1750.
See Adelung’s Supplement to Jocher, “Allgemeines Gelehrtenin

and afterwards

Lexikon.”

Eisner, (Johann Gottfried,) a meritorious Gereconomist, born at Gottesburg, in Silesia, in 1784.
He was a practical farmer, and studied rural economy

man

various countries. He published many works, among
are a “ Manual for the Propagation of Merino
Sheep,” (1832,) and a “Shepherd’s Catechism,” (1841.)
Elss'ler, (Fanny,) a German danseuse, born in Vienna in 1811. She performed with great applause in
Vienna, Berlin, Paris, and London. In 1841 she visited
the United States.
El'stob, (Elizabeth,) an English linguist, sister of
William, noticed below, was born at Newcastle in 1683.
She was noted for her knowledge of the Saxon language.
She translated Scudery’s “Essay on Glory,” and published a “Saxon Grammar,” (1715,) and “Saxon HomiFrom 1739 to 1756 she was governess to the
lies.”
children of the Duchess of Portland. Died in 1756.
Elstob, (William,) an English antiquary, born at
Newcastle in 1673, was a Fellow of one of the Oxford
He became
colleges, and an excellent Saxon scholar.
rector of Saint Swithin, London, in 1702. Pie published
“
an edition of “ Ascham’s Latin Letters,” An Essay on
the Affinity, etc. between the two Professions of Law
and Divinity,” and began an edition of Saxon laws,
which was finished after his death by Wilkins. Died
in

Elphinstone orElphinston, (William,) an eminent which
Scottish statesman and prelate, founder of King’s ColHe
lege, Aberdeen, was born at Glasgow about 1435.
studied law in France, and became professor of that
science in Paris. Having returned home about 1470, he
obtained several high civil offices, and in 1484 was chosen
Bishop of Aberdeen. Soon after this he was employed
with honour as negotiator at several foreign courts. In
1492 he accepted the office of lord privy seal, which he
appears to have retained until his death. In 1494 he
obtained a papal bull for the foundation of a university
which was built in 1506. He wrote a book of canons
and a “History of Scotland.” Died in 1514.
See Chambers, “ Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen.”
El'ring-ton, (Thomas,) D.D., a skilful Irish matheHe became
matician, born near Dublin about 1760.
professor of mathematics in Dublin University in 1795,
provost of Trinity College in 1811, Bishop of Limerick
in 1820, and was translated to the see of Leighlin and
Ferns in 1822. He published an edition of Euclid which
is used as a text-book in Dublin University, and an edition of Juvenal.
Died in 1835.
Elsasser, Sl's&s'ser, (Friedrich August,) a German
landscape-painter, born at Berlin in 1810 ; died at Rome
in 1845.
Among his works is the “Grotto of Sirens”
at Tivoli.

Elsevier.

See Elzevir.

Elsheimer, clss'ht'mer, or Elzheimer, ffits'hi'mer,
(Adam,) an excellent German landscape-painter, born
at Frankfort-on-the-Main in 1574, was known among the
Italians by the name of il Tedesco, (i.e. “the German.”)
He worked mostly in Rome, where he acquired a high
reputation by his good taste and his fidelity in the imitation of nature.
He excelled in colour and chiaroscuro.
His works are of small dimensions and very highly

many landscapes, he painted a “ Flight
into Egypt,” which is much admired, “ Ceres in Search
of her Daughter,” and other historical and mythological
pieces.
Died in Rome in 1620.
finished. Besides

See Bryan, “Dictionary of Painters and Engravers;”
Passavant, “A. Elsheimer, Mater aus Frankfurt,” 1847.

J.

D.

in 1714.
Sl'sinj, ? (Henry,) an English civil officer and
born at Battersea, Surrey, in 1598. After leaving
college and travelling a few years, he obtained the office
of clerk of the House of Commons, which he kept during
“ Mr. Elthe Long Parliament, and resigned in 1648.
synge,” says Whitelocke, “was the best I ever knew to
take the sense of the House and put it into apt terms.”
He published a much-esteemed work on the “ Manner
of Holding Parliaments in England.” Died in 1654.
See Wood, “ Athens Oxonienses.”
El'ton, (Sir Arthur Hallam,) an English writer,
son of Charles Abraham, noticed below, and a nephew
He
of Henry Hallam the historian, was born in 1818.
wrote a tale entitled “ Below the Surface.”
Elton, (Charles Abraham,) an English poet, born
in 1778, published a volume of poems in 1804, and a
poetical version of the remains of Hesiod, (1S09,) which
In 1814
is highly praised by the “Edinburgh Review.”
he published “ Specimens of the Classic Poets from
Homer to Tryphiodorus, translated into English Verse,”
brilliant and spirited
(3 vols.,) in which there are many

Elsynge,

writer,

Elshoecht, gl'soffikt', or Elshoect, (Carle,) a skilful
French statuary, born at Dunkirk in 1797, was a pupil of
Bosio.
He gained a gold medal for his statue of “ inno- passages. Died in 1853.
cence,” (1825.)
He adorned several buildings of Paris
See “ Edinburgh Review” for
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Elvenich, Sl'veh-niK', (Peter Joseph,) a German
Catholic philosopher, born at Embken in 1796, is called
the chief of Hermesianism, on which he wrote several

the Confederate army.

He

was made brigadier -general

in 1862.

Elzheimer.

See Elsheimer.

Emadee

or Emstdi, 9-mVdee, a celebrated Persian
poet, surnamed Sheheriari, because'he resided in Sheheriar, lived in the reign of Malek II., one of the Seljukides.
He published a divan, or a collection of four
thousand verses, and died in 1177.

treatises.

Elves, [Norse, Alfar, iFfar, in the singular, Alfi, signifying “ Spirit,”] the name given in the Norse mythology
to a class of subordinate beings or deities who are supposed to inhabit that part of the atmosphere which is
nearest the earth’s surface and the interior of the earth.
The former are aerial beings, and are called light-elves,
(Ljosalfar :) they preside over the plants on the surface
of the earth. The latter dwell in the bowels of the earth,
and are distinguished as dark-elves, (Dokkalfar or Svartalfar:) they have charge of the ores and minerals lying
within the earth, and are skilful workers in metal. The
Dwarfs (Dwergar) nearly resemble the dark-elves : they
work in the interior of the earth, and possess magic or

See D’Herbelot, “ Bibliothfeque Orientale.”

Emanuel. See Emmanuel and Manuel.
Eman'uel ben Sol'omon, a famous Hebrew

poet,
lived in that city about the end of the
thirteenth century. Lie was the author of a poem called
“ Mechabberoth” or “Mechaberoth,” (“ Poetic Compositions,”) and of several commentaries on the Scriptures.
He is called by some rabbis “the Voltaire of the Hebrews,” and is reputed the most elegant poet that his
nation has produced since their dispersion.
a native of

Rome,

supernatural powers.
Emanuele, i-mS-noo-a'li, (surnamed Fra Como,
Elvey, (George Job,) an English musician and
composer, was born in 1816. He is the author of many from the place of his birth,) an Italian painter, born at
anthems, and was for some years organist of the Chapel Como in 1625 died in 1701.
Embury, Sm'ber-e, (Emma Catherine,) an AmeriRoyal, Windsor. He was knighted in 1871.
can writer, daughter of Dr. James R. Manley, of New
Elvius, (Pehr,) the Elder, a Swedish writer and
York, was married to Daniel Embury, Esq., of Brooklyn,
savant, lived in the first half of the eighteenth century.
in 1828.
She published “Guido, and other Poems,”
Elvius, (Pehr,) a scientific Swedish traveller, son of “Constance Latimer, or the Blind Girl,” and “Nature’s
He was em- Gems, or American Wild- Flowers.” Died in 1863.
the preceding, was born at Upsal in 1710.
ployed in the survey and exploration of Sweden about
See Griswold’s “Female Poets of America.”
Died in 1749.
1744, of which he wrote an account.
Emelraet, a'mel-rlt', a Flemish landscape-painter,
Elwart, SITUr', (Antoine,) a French composer of born at Brussels about 1612. He passed some years in
operas, symphonies, etc., born in Paris in 1808, gained Rome, and afterwards settled in Antwerp.
He worked
the grand prize of the Institute in 1834.
principally for the churches, painted often the landscape
El'wes, (John Meggot,) an English miser, born in for the pictures of other artists, and was regarded as one
London in 1714, became member of Parliament about of the best landscape-painters of Flanders.
1774. He is said to have left more than ,£500,000. Died
See Descamps, “Vies des Peintres Flamands,” etc.
;

in 1789.

Emeri.

See Emery.
fimeriau, im're'o', (Maurice Julien,) a French
He commanded a
admiral, born in Bretagne in 1762.
Elye, ee'll or i'le', (Elias,) a Swiss philologist, born ship at Aboukir in 1798, where he was wounded and
at Laufen about 1400, was the first who introduced the made prisoner.
He became a rear-admiral in 1802, a
Died about 1475.
printing-press into Switzerland.
countin 1810, and a vice-admiral in 1811. About 1812-15
El'y-ot, (Sir Thomas,) an English diplomatist and he was commander-in-chief of the fleet in. the Mediterauthor, eminent for his profound learning, was sent by ranean, and resisted the English with success. He was
Henry VIII. on a mission to Rome about 1532, and to placed on the retired list in 1816. Died in 1845.
the court of Charles V. a few years later. He composed
See “Nouvelle Biographie G^nerale.”
admired works entitled “The Governor,” (1531,) and
Emeric. See Eymeric.
“ The Castle of Health,” (1534.) His “ Latin Dictionary”
fimeric-David, im'rfek' d!'v£d', (Toussaint BerDied in 1546.
( 1538) passed through many editions.
nard,) a French archaeologist and writer on art, was
BFys or El'lis, (Rev. Edmund,) an English poet and born at Aix (Provence) in 1755. He practised law at
nonjuror, published “ Divine Poems,” (1658.) Died after Aix in his youth, and sat in the legislative body from
1693.
1809 to 1814. In 1815 he was elected to the Academy
Elysium, or Elysian Fields. See Pluto.
of Inscriptions, for which he wrote memoirs on Greek
Elzevier. See Elzevir.
mythology, etc. He was author of a “ Historical DisElzevir, gl'zeh-vir, [Dutch, Elzevier or Elsevier, course on Modern Painting,” (1807,) of a “History of
61 'zeh-veer',] the name of a family of Dutch printers and Painting in the Middle Ages,” (1842,) and of many
publishers, who were celebrated for the beauty of their articles in the “Biographie Universelle.” Died in 1839.
typography, and rendered great services to literature by
See Fauriel, in the “Histoire litteraire de France,” tome xx.
the publication of classic authors.
The most distin- “Nouvelle Biographie Generate.”
£ merigon, im're'giN', (B althasar Marie,) a French
guished are the following
Elzevir, (Lewis, or Lodewijk,) the first eminent jurist, born about 1714, published an excellent “Treatise
member of the family, was born about 1540, and settled at on Assurances (or Sureties) and Contracts,” etc., (1784,)
Leyden. Some of his publications are dated 1592. He and other works. Died in 1785.
Em'er-son, (George B.,) a distinguished American
d ied about 1617, leaving four sons, Matthew, Lewis, Gilles,
and Bonaventure, who were publishers. Matthew died teacher and writer on education, was born in York
He taught in Boston for many
in 1640, and left sons named Isaac, Abraham, and Bona- county, Maine, in 1797.
venture. The last two were partners, and published at years, and was president of the Boston Society of Natural
Leyden the master-pieces of typography which rendered History. He wrote “Lectures on Education,” and a
the name of Elzevir famous. Among these are the works “ Report of the Trees and Shrubs growing naturally in
of Virgil, Pliny, Livy, and Cicero. They both died be- the Forests of Massachusetts,” (1846.)
Emerson, (Ralph Waldo,) an American essayist,
tween 1650 and 1660.
Lewis III., a son of Lewis II., established a press at poet, and speculative philosopher, was born in Boston
Amsterdam in 1638, and produced fine editions of many in 1803. He entered Harvard in 1817, and took the degree of A.B. in 1821. While at college he is said to have
authors.
He died about 1670.
Daniel, a son of Abraham, (or, as others say, of Bona- spent much of his time in the library, and, although not
venture,) was the last of the family that excelled in the distinguished for his proficiency in the regular studies
He lived at Leyden, and died in 1680. of the curriculum, he was superior to most of his classart of printing.
His
See A. deReume, “ Recherches historiques, etc. surles Elsevier,” mates in his knowledge of general literature.
Brussels, 1847 Dodt van Flensburg, “ Overde Elzeviers, Lodewijk
health failing about 1827, he spent the ensuing winter in
den Vader,” etc., 1851.
Florida.
In 1829 he was ordained at the Second UniEl'zey, (Arnold,) an American general, was born in tarian Church of Boston, as colleague of Henry Ware;
Maryland about 1815. He served in the Mexican war, but he resigned this position in 1832, because he could
and, on the breaking out of the rebellion of 1861, entered not accept the views of his Church in regard to the

See E. Topham, “Life of J. Elwes,” 1790; “Retrospective Review,” vol. ix., 1824.
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In

of 1833.

sailed

Em'^r-spn, (William,) an eminent English mathe-

in the au-

matician, born at Hurworth, near Darlington, in 1701.
He was educated at home by his father, who was a schoolteacher.
At his father’s death, he conducted the school
a short time, and then retired from all business except
Among his numerous works
writing on mathematics.
(which for some time were probably the best matheexcept those of Simpson)
the
language,
matical works in
are “Doctrine of Fluxions,” (1748,) “Principles of Mechanics,” (1754,) and “Method of Increments.” He
was eccentric in his habits. Died in 1782.
See “ Biographia Britannica.”

December of the same year he

Europe, and returned to his native land

tumn

Soon

after,
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commenced

his career as

lecturer, his discourses embracing
of topic, from simple “Water” to

almost every variety
“Milton,” “Human
Culture,” and universal “Nature.” A volume of his
“Essays” appeared in 1841, and, by its freshness and
originality of thought and sparkling beauty of expression,
excited much attention.
In 1840, on the establishment
of the “Dial,” (the organ of the New England Transcendentalists,) he became one of the contributors to that
periodical, and was afterwards its editor from 1842 to
A second volume (or series) of “Essays” made
1844.
Ornery, fim're', (Edouard F£lix Etienne,) a
its appearance in 1844.
It was characterized by the same French medical writer, born in Dauphine in 1788, pracstriking peculiarities of thought and expression that had tised in Paris.
Died in 1856.
previously attracted so many readers, and soon procured
fimery, (Jacques AndrH:,) a French Catholic divine,
for him a multitude of admirers on both sides of the At- born at Gex in
1732, entered the community of Saintlantic.
A collection of his poems was published in 1846. Sulpice, Paris, about 1750. In 1782 he was chosen
fulfil
in
order
to
following
visited
England,
In the
year he
He is commended for
superior-general of his order.
an engagement which he had made to deliver a series his wise, firm, and moderate conduct during the reign
of lectures before various institutes and societies in that of terror, in which he was twice imprisoned. He wrote
country.
In 1850 he issued a small volume, entitled “The Spirit of Leibnitz,” (1772,) the “Christianity
“ Representative Men,” one of the most important of all
( Christianisme) of Lord Bacon,” (1799,) and other
his publications
it is doubtless that upon which his
learned works. Died in 1811.
:

permanent reputation as a thinker

will principally rest.

a series of characters or mental portraits,
each of which is designed to represent a class 1. Plato,
or the Philosopher ; 2. Swedenborg, or the Mystic
3. Montaigne, or the Skeptic; 4. Shakspeare, or the
Poet 5. Napoleon, or the Man of the World ; 6. Goethe,
or the Writer.
It is scarcely necessary to say that the
It consists of

:

;

See Picot, “Notice sur

la

Vie de

J.

A. Emery,” 1S11.

Em'fr-y, (John,) an English comic

actor, born at
Sunderland in 1777; died in 1822.
fimery, d’, dim're', (Michel Particelli pf R'te'si'le',) Sieur, a French financier, of Italian descent, born at

—

Lyons

;

died in 1650.
or Emili, (Paul.)

Emile

See Emilio.
Emilian. See ALmilian.
Emilien, the French of AEmilian, which see.
Emilio, i-mee'Ie-o, (Paolo,) or Emili, i-mee'lee,
(Paul,) [Lat. Pau'lus A£mil'ius ; Fr. Paul Emile, pol
i'mfel',] an Italian historian, born at Verona, removed
to Paris about 1495, and, by the order of the king, wrote
a Latin “History of France,” (“De Rebus gestis Franance with the scriptural saying, “He that is able to recorum,” 1 516-19,) which was admired and often reprinted.
In his philosophical or
ceive it, let him receive it.”
The style is pure and concise. Erasmus expressed a high
metaphysical views he may be said to approximate the
opinion of Emilio’s learning. Died in Paris in 1529.
celebrated German transcendentalist Fichte. Mr. EmeiSee Tiraboschi, “Storia della Letteratura Italiana.”
son’s “ English Traits” (1856) is one of his most popular
Emilius. See ALmilius, and Paulus.
and attractive books, although many of the remarks and

judgments formed of Mr. Emerson’s writings, and more
especially of the last-named work, must vary according
to the habits of thought and prepossessions of the critic
the more so as our author does not attempt to establish
his positions by any process of reasoning; he simply
announces his views, leaving his reader to accept them
or not, as he may have the capacity to do so, in accord-

require to be received with
was chosen to deliver an
lectures
at Harvard University in
of
course
important
1S70 cn “The Natural History of the Intellect.” In
uly, 1872, he left America in consequence of the
J timing down of his house, an event which greatly
nor did he ever entirely
gr eved and distressed him
recover from the shuck, though his fiiends were at the
pains and the expense to build up the house again
He died at Concord, Massaexactly as it had been.
chusetts, in April, 1882.
Mr. Emerson is distinguished for originality, as well
One cannot, however, help
as for subtlety of intellect.
suspecting that, in his love of originality and his anxiety
to shake himself wholly free from the trammels of the
past, he sometimes runs into eir rs in the opposite direction, from which his good sense and rare sagacity might
His style is in the
otherwise have preserved him.
nicest harmony with the character of his thought.
“ There never was,” says Mr. Alger, “ a bolder champion

statements contained in

it

He

liberal qualifications.

;

of mental freedom for himself and for all men. His rich
and vigorous freshness has been an invaluable tonic to
his contemporaries.” But the same w. iter justly observes
that “ the emphasis of his statements is often fatal to the
needful qualifications but that requires his readers to be
thinkers too, and not passive recipients of his thinking.”
(“ Christian Examiner ” for May, 1868.) As a poet, Mr.
Emerson’s merits are of a high order, although his
poetry is not of a kind to be popular with the genenumber of his more recent
rality of readers.
poems have appeared as contributions to the “Atlantic
;

A

and novelist, born about 1735. His chief
a “History of Russia to 1213,” (1767.) Died

sian historian

work

is

in 1770.

Em'lyn, (Henry,) an English
1730

;

architect,

born about

died in 1815.

Emlyn, (Thomas,) an English Unitarian minister,
born at Stamford in 1663. In 1691 he settled in DubHe was
lin, where he preached a number of years.
fined and imprisoned about two years for his doctrines.
He wrote a “Life of Dr. Samuel Clarke,” (1731,) and
Died in 1743.
several controversial works.
See “ Life of Thomas Emlyn,” by his son.

Em'ma, a daughter of Charlemagne, who, according
It is
to a doubtful legend, was married to Eginhard.
reported that before their marriage she once carried
Eginhard from the palace, lest his traces in the snow
might betray the secret of his visit. Died in 837 a.d.
See J. C. Dahl, “ Ueber Eginhard und Emma,” 1817; Eginhard, “Vita Caroli Magni.”

Em'ma, Queen of England, was a daughter of Richard
Duke

of Normandy.
She was married first to Etheland became mother of Edward the Confessor.
About 1017 she was married to Canute the Great, by
whom she had a son, Hardicanute. Died in 1046.
Em-man'u-el, [Port. Manoel, mi-no-£l',] surnamed
the Great, King of Portugal, born at Alconcheta in
1469, was the son of Ferdinand, Duke of Viseu, a younger
branch of the reigning family. Upon the death of John
1.,

red

II.,

1495, he succeeded to the throne. He married the
of the late prince-royal, Alonzo or Alphonso, Isabella of Castile, whose consent he obtained only on the
condition that he should banish the Moors and Jews
from the kingdom, which was repugnant to his own more
liberal principles. During his reign the glory and power
of Portugal attained their greatest height by the dis11., in

widow

Monthly.”
See “Blackwood’s Magazine” for December, 1847; “Westminster Review ” tor March, 1840, and October, 1856 “ Fraser’s
Magazine ” for May, 1867 “ Christian Examiner,” vols. xxx. and
xxxviii. Allibonk, “ Dictionary of Authors;’’ Griswold, “ Prose
Writers of America;” Duyckinck, “ Cyclopaedia of American
Literature,” vol. ii.
;

;

;

Emilius Macer. See Macer.
Emin, i-meen', ? (Feodor Alexandrovitch,) a Rus~
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coverics and victorious expeditions of Vasco da Gama, work on the history and topography of Greece, and a
Almeida, Albuquerque, ana Alvares de Cabral. From few other works. Died in 1625.
See Foppens, “Bibliotheca Belgica;” N. Mulerius, “Elogium
1497 to 1520 these famous captains maintained the ascendency of the Portuguese arms in India and Brazil. In U. Emmii,” 1628; N iukrdn, “Memoires.”
Em'mpns,
(Ebenezer,) M.D., an American geologist,
1519 Emmanuel married Eleonore, sister of the emperor
Charles V. He died in 1521, and was succeeded by his born in Middlefield, Berkshire county, Massachusetts, in
became
professor of natural history in Williams
1798,
son, John III.
When the geological survey of New
See A. de Varnhagen, “Retratos e Elogios des Personagens College in 1833.
York was ordered by the government, he was appointed
ilustres de Portugal,” 1842 Lacl&de, “ Histoire generate de Portugal
H. Osorio, “De Rebus Emmanuelis Regis Lusitaniae gestis,” one of the geologists-in-chief.
Several volumes of his
translated into English by James Gibbs, 1752.
1571
Reports were published in the “ Natural History of New
Em-man'u-el PhiFI-bert, surnamed T£te de Fer, York.” He advanced the novel opinion that beneath
tit deh faiR, (i.e. “Iron-headed,”) Duke of Savoy, an the oldest member of the Silurian system there is a series
Italian general of great ability, born at Chambery in of fossiliferous rocks, to which he applied the term “ LaHe entered conic.” He died in North Carolina in October, 1863.
1528, was a son of Charles III. of Savoy.
the service of the emperor Charles V. in 1548, and in
Emmons, (Nathaniel,) an American theologian,
1553 obtained the chief command of the imperial army born in East Haddam, Connecticut, in 1745, preached
He gained a great vic- for many years at Franklin, Massachusetts. He wrote
in the war against the French.
In 1559 he several works on theology. Died in 1840.
tory over them at Saint-Quentin in 1557.
married Margaret, a sister of Henry II. of France, and
Emo, a'mo, (Angelo,) an able Venetian statesman
recovered part of his paternal dominions, which had been and admiral, born in 1731. Having served with success
In 1574 he obtained from Henry against the Algerine pirates, he was made vice-admiral
seized by the French.
III. the evacuation of all Piedmont, the condition of in 1765, and compelled the Dey of Algiers to sign a treaty
which was greatly improved by his wise statesmanship. favourable to Venice. He then obtained the rank of
Died in 1580. He was succeeded by his son, Charles captain-general and admiral of all the maritime forces.
Emmanuel.
In 1772 he was appointed a senator, and about 1780 a
He afterwards held
See G. Tost, “Vita Emmanuelis Philiberti,” 1596; TjRUSi.it de member of the Council of Ten.
Montplainchamp, “Histoire de Emmanuel Philibert,” 1692; De other high offices with credit. Died in 1792.
Thou, “Historia.”
See Meneghelli, “Di A. Emo e delle sue Gesta,” 1836.
Emmerich, §m'meh-riK, (Georg,) a German physiEm'o-ry, (John,) an American Methodist bishop,
cian, born at Konigsberg in 1672, wrote several able born in Queen Ann county, Maryland, in 1789.
He was
treatises.
Died in 1727.
elected a bishop about 1832.
He wrote several controEmmery, gm're', (Jean Louis Claude,) Count of versial treatises. Died in 1835.
Grozyeulx, a learned French lawyer and legislator, born
See a “Life of Bishop Emory,” by his son Robert.
at Metz in 1752, was a member of the National AsEmory, (Robert,) a Methodist minister, a son of
sembly in 1790. He became a senator in 1802. Died the preceding, was born in Philadelphia in 1814. He
;

;

in 1823.

Em'met, (Robert,) an

eloquent Irish enthusiast,
born in Cork in 1780, was a brother of Thomas Addis
Emmet. He was an ardent but misguided partisan of
Irish independence, and appears to have been a sincere
patriot. Like his brother, he was one of the chiefs of the
“United Irishmen.” In July, 1803, he rashly put him-

head of a party of insurgents consisting of the
rabble of Dublin, who murdered the chief justice, Lord
Kilwarden, and others, but were quickly dispersed by
the military. Emmet was arrested, was tried, and, after
an eloquent and impassioned speech in vindication of his
course, suffered with intrepid courage a felon’s death,
September, 1803. The poet Moore commemorated his
tragic fate and his attachment to Miss Curran in two of
his “ Irish Melodies.”
See Madden, “United Irishmen,” vol. iii. John W. Burke,
“ Life of Robert Emmet.”
self at the

;

Emmet, (Thomas

Addis,) an eloquent Irish lawyer,
a brother of the preceding, was born at Cork in 1764.
He was liberally educated, was called to the bar in 1790,
and became a leader of the “ United Irishmen.” He was
arrested in 1798, and imprisoned in a dungeon for about
three years.
In 1804 he emigrated to New York, where
he practised law with great success, and became attorneygeneral of the State of New York in 1812. He died in
“That he had great qualities as an orator,” says
1827.
Judge Story, “cannot be doubted by any one who has
heard him. His mind possessed a good deal of the fervour which characterizes his countrymen. It was quick,
vigorous, searching, and buoyant.” He wrote pieces of
Irish history illustrative of the condition of the Catholics
of Ireland, (1807.)
See “ Memoirs of Thomas Addis Emmet,” by Charles Gi.idden
Haynes-, 1829; a sketch of Emmet’s character in the Miscellaneous Works of Joseph Story; T. McGee, “O’Connell and his
Friends.”

Emmius,

wrote a “ History of the Discipline of the Methodist
Episcopal Church,” (1843.) Died in 1848.
Emory, (William H.,) an American general, born
in Maryland about 1812, graduated at West Point in
He became a lieutenant of topographical engi1831.
neers about 1839, and gained the rank of captain in 1851.
He was appointed a brigadier-general of volunteers early
in 1862, and commanded a division under General Banks
in Louisiana in 1863, and a corps in 1864.
He repulsed
the enemy at Pleasant Hill, April 7 of that year.
He
fought with distinction at Opequan Creek, September
19,

and Cedar Creek, October

19, 1864.

Empecinado. See Diaz, (Juan Martin.)
Empedocle. See Empedocles.
Em-ped'o-cles, [Gr. ’Efmeb onfo/g Fr. Emp£docle,
It. Empedocle, Im-pa'do-kli,] a celebrated
;
Greek philosopher, born at Agrigentum, Sicily, flourished

fiN'p&'dokl'

about 450

B.C.

It is

not

known who were

his teachers.

He excelled in medicine and poetry as well

as philosophy.
great influence in his native
state, which he is said to have transformed into a repubHe origilic, after refusing to accept the offer of royalty.
nated or adopted the theory that nature consists of four
elements, fire, air, earth, and water. He appears to have
taught the Hindoo philosophy that the soul has been
banished into the body in order to punish it, and that it
migrates through animal and vegetable bodies until it

By these merits he acquired

—

be entirely purified. The popular tradition that he
threw himself into the crater of Mount Etna to immortalize his name is probably fabulous. His greatest work
was a poem on the “ Nature and Principles of Things,”
of which fragments are extant. Lucretius, in his great
poem, “De Rerum Natura,” expresses his admiration of
Empedocles.
shall

See Ritter, “History of Philosophy;” G. H. Lewes, “Biographical History of Philosophy;” Diogenes Laertius; Scina,
“Memorie sulla Vita de Empedocle,” 2 vols., 1813; J. G. Newmann, “Programma de Empedocle Philosopho,” 1690; Heinrich

Sm'me-iis, (Ubbo,) a Dutch scholar and
born in 1547, was eminent for his knowledge Stein, “Dissertatio de Empedoclis Scriptis,” 1851.
of ancient languages and history, and for modesty and
Empereur, L’, IfjN'peh'run', (Constantijn,) a Dutch
other virtues. After teaching many years in Norden and Orientalist, born at Oppyck, was one of the most emiHe obtained the chair of
Leer, he was chosen in 1614 professor of history and nent pupils of Erpenius.
Greek in the University of Groningen, of which he was Hebrew in Leyden in 1627, and became councillor to
He translated portions of
also rector. He wrote a “ History of Friesland,” (1596,) Maurice of Nassau in 1639.
a “General Chronology,” (1619,) “Ancient Greece Illus- the Talmud and other Jewish writings, and published,
trated,” (“Vetu6 Grtecia illustrata,” 1626,) a valuable besides other works, a “Treatise on the Forensic Laws
historian,
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and a “Key to the Talmud,” (“Clavis distinction by his determination of the orbit of the comet
of 1680, and of the distance of the earth from the sun,
Died in 1648.
and published “The Distance of the Sun,” (“Die EntSee Trigland, “Oratio in Obitum C. L’Empereur,” 1648.
fernung der Sonne,” 2 vols., 1822-24.) He afterwards
Empiricus Sextus. See Sextus.
Empis, 6,\'pe', (Adolphe,) a French dramatist, born made important and successful investigations into the
He produced successful comedies and orbit and period of the comet of Pons, since known as
in Paris in 1790.
About 1825 he became director of the
operas, which in 1847 opened to him the doors of the Encke’s comet.
French Academy. Among his works are “Joan of Arc,” Royal Observatory of Berlin, and secretary of the Acadan opera, (1822,) and “A Change in the Ministry,” a emy of Sciences. After 1830 he published the “Astronomische Jahrbiicher,” and other works. Died in 1865.
comedy, (1831.)
See G. Hagen, “Memoir of Encke,” in the “Smithsonian ReEmpoli, Sm'po-lee, (Jacopo Chimenti,) an Italian
port”
for 1S68.
painter in oil, usually called L’Empoli, was born at
Empoli in 1554. He worked mostly in Florence, the
Encontre, ftn'kdNtR', (Daniel,) a French Protestant
churches of which contain many of his pictures. Among divine, eminent for talents and learning, born at Nimes
his chief productions are “Saint Yves,” “The Virgin in 1762, was ordained, but was unable to preach, on acwith Saint Nicholas,” and an “Annunciation.” His count of a defect in the vocal organs. He became in
He also painted 1808 professor of sciences in the Academy of Montpeldesign and colour are commended.
Died in 1640.
portraits with success.
lier, and in 1814 he accepted the chair of theology at
See Lanzi, “History of Painting in Italy.”
Montauban. He wrote an “ Essay on the Theory of
Empoli, d’, dSm'po-lee, (Giovanni,) a Florentine, Probabilities,” “Elements of Plane Geometry,” a “Diswho lived about the year 1500, in the service of the Por- sertation on the True System of the World,” (1807,) and
tuguese king, sailed with Albuquerque to India in 1503, many other works. Died in 1818.
and wrote a brief account of the voyage.
See Juillerat-Chasseur, “Notice sur la Vie, etc. de Daniel
of the Hebrews,”

Talmudica,” 1634.)

See Lafiteau, “Histoire des Conquetes des Portugais.”

Encontre,” 1821.

Ende, von, fon Sn'deh, (Friedrich Albrecht,)
Em-po'rl-us, a Latin grammarian, who lived in the
Baron, a German general, born at Celle in 1765 died
fifth or sixth century, left some extant works on rhetoric.
in 1829.
Empson, (Richard.) See Dudley, (Edmund.)
Ender, Sn'der, (Johann,) a German painter, born in
Emp'son, (William,) an English editor and writer
on various subjects, born about 1790. He was for several Vienna in 1793. He went to Rome as imperial penyears editor of the “Edinburgh Review,” to which he sioner in 1820, and afterwards worked in Vienna with
contributed many articles between 1823 and 1850. Died success in portraits and history. Died in 1854.
Ender, (Thomas,) a landscape-painter, brother of the
in 1852.
Emser, Sm'ser, (Hieronymus,) a German Catholic preceding, was born in Vienna about 1794. He went
theologian, noted as an adversary of Luther, was born about 1817 with a scientific expedition to Brazil, from
at Ulnr in 1477.
He became secretary of Duke George which he brought home many designs. He accompanied
His
In Metternich to Italy, where he worked some years.
of Saxony, who gave him a benefice in Dresden.
1523 he published a criticism on Luther’s version of the landscapes are admired for the vigorous effects of light
which
they
display.
New Testament. He also made a German translation
En'der-bie, (Percy,) a British author, published a
of the New Testament, (1527,) which was adopted by the
mediocre history of Wales, (1661.)
Catholics.
Died in 1527.
En'dI-cott, (John,) one of the first colonial GovSee Waldau, “ Nachricht von H. Emser’s Leben,” 1783.
Ehiambuc, d’, d&'nSN'biik', (Pierre Vandrosque ernors of Massachusetts, born at Dorchester, England,
Diel vdN’klRosk' de'SF,) an able French mariner and in 1589. In 1636 he conducted an expedition against
He was several years Deputy-Govcolonial governor, who, with the permission of Richelieu, the Pequot Indians.
planted a colony in the isle of Saint Christopher in 1625. ernor of Massachusetts, and in 1644 was chosen Governor.
He also formed the first settlement in the isle of Mar- He was again Governor in 1649, and, with the exception
tinique, in 1635.
He died in 1636, and was succeeded as of 1650 and 1654, was regularly re-elected to the same
Governor Endicott was a
office till his death in 1665.
governor by his nephew, Diel Duparquet.
zealous Puritan, and was especially severe in executing
Encelade. See Enceladus.
En-qel'a-dus, [Gr. ’Eyicehadoe ; Fr. EncGlade, 6n / - the laws against those who differed from the prevailing
si'lid',] a son of Tartarus, and one of the giants that religion.
Endlicher, gnt'liK-er, (Stephen Ladislaus,) an emirebelled against Jupiter. According to one tradition, he
was buried under the island of Sicily or Mount zEtna, nent botanist and linguist, born at Presburg, in Hungary,
in 1804. Having studied Oriental languages and natural
and his struggles caused earthquakes.
sciences, he was appointed director of the Imperial
Encina. See Enzina, (Juan de la.)
Encinas or Enzinas, gn-thee'nas, often called Dry- Library, Vienna, in 1828, and professor of botany in the
ander, (Francisco,) a Spanish Reformer, born at Burgos University in 1840. He liberally expended his fortune
about 1520. Having been converted to Lutheranism, he in the promotion of science, and was one of the foundeis
went to Wittenberg about 1541, and acquired the friend- of the Academy of Vienna. He published, in Latin,
ship of Luther and Melanchthon. He produced a Span- many works on botany, the most important of which is
ish translation of the New Testament, (1543,) which he his “Genera of Plants arranged in the Natural Order,”
presented to Charles V. at Brussels. For this offence (1836-40,) and“ Rudiments of Chinese Grammar,” (1845,)
he was imprisoned about a year. Having escaped from with various other well-written works. He sympathized
with the people in the insurrection of 1848. Died in
Died in 1552.
prison, he went to England.
;

—

See Bayle, “Historical and Critical Dictionary;” N. Antonio,
“Bibliotheca Hispana Nova;” Mrs. Charles, “ Martyrs of Spain,”

1849.
See Brockhaus, “ Conversations-Lexikon

etc., 1S65.

pliie

Encinas, (Juan,) a brother of the preceding, born at
Burgos, was also a Protestant. He went to Rome, or
was sent thither by his father. There he openly avowed
his principles, and suffered death by fire in 1545.

En-dym'i-on, [Gr. ’EvSv//iuv,] in the Greek mythology,
was represented as a beautiful youth, a darling of Diana,
One of the various
(Selene,) and a perpetual sleeper.
traditions announces him as a king of Elis. His eternal

See Mrs. Charles, “Martyrs of Spain,”

Enciso, de, d&
ish dramatic poet,

He

Sn-thee'so,

born

wrote “ El Principe

etc.

(Diego Ximenes,) a Spanabout 1620-40.
Carlos,” and other dramas,

at Seville, lived

Don

which display superior talents.
Enciso, de, (Don Martin Fernandez,) a Spanish
geographer, accompanied the expeditions to Central
America, and published “Suma de Geografia,” (1519.)
Encke, Snk'keh, (Johann Franz,) an eminent German astronomer, born at Hamburg in 1791. He gained
« as k;

“Nouvelle Biogra-

Gene rale.”

sleep

is

ascribed to different causes.

See Smith’s “Dictionary of Greek and
Mythology.”

Roman

Enea, the Italian of /Eneas, which
Eneas. See zEneas.

Eneas Sylvius.

See Pius

Biography and

see.

II.

Enee,

the French of zEneas, which see.
Enemann, Jn'eh-mln', (Mikael,) a Swedish Orientalist, born at Enkoping in 1676; died in 1714.

Enfant,

L’.

See L’Enfant.
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ENFANTIN

Enfantin, SN'fdN'tiN', (Barth£lemi Prosper,) a
French arch-socialist, born in Paris in 1796, is called
one of the founders of Saint-Simonism. He began to
propagate the doctrines of Saint-Simon about 1825, and
in 1830 had united numerous followers into an association founded on community of property.
A disagreement between him and Bazard resulted in a schism, after
which Enfantin assumed the name of “the Living Law
and the Messiah.” Charged with corruption of public
morals, he was condemned to imprisonment for one year
in 1832.
After that event his disciples were dispersed,
and he was employed as director of the Paris and Lyons
Railway. Died in 1864.
See “Nouvelle Biographie G£n£rale.”

En'field, (William,) LL.D., an English author and
dissenting minister, born at Sudbury in 1741, officiated
successively in the Unitarian churches of Liverpool,
arrington, and
orwich. He published several volumes
of popular sermons, a “ Preacher’s Directory,” which was
highly esteemed, and said to be the best work of the
kind, and largely assisted Dr. Aikin in his “ General

W

N

Biographical Dictionary.” Besides several educational
works, he published in 1791 a “History of Philosophy
from the Earliest Periods to the Present Century,”
abridged from Brucker’s History. Died in 1797.
See Aikin, “Memoirs of Enfield,” prefixed to his “Sermons.”

Engau, Sng'gow, (Johann Rudolf,) a German
consult, born at

Jena

juris-

He became

professor of
law in the University of Jena in 1740, and councillor of
the court of Saxe- Weimar in 1748.
“His numerous
writings,” says Guizot, “ attest his vast knowledge, and
are highly esteemed in Germany.” Among them are
(in Latin) “Elements of German Civil Law,” (1736,)
and “Elements of Criminal Law,” (1738.) Died in 1755.
See “ Biographie Universelle
Hirsching, “ Historisch-literarisches Handbuch.”

Engel,

Sng'el,

in 1708.
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Engelberta or Engelberda. See Engelberga.
Engelbrecht, gng'gel-bRgKt', (Engelbrechtson,
Sng'gel-bRSKt'son,) a Swedish statesman and general,
was born in Dalecarlia about 1390. When Eric XIII.
was deposed, Engelbrecht was selected to administer
the government jointly with Charles Canutson ; but the
former was soon after assassinated by Magnus Bengtson,
in 1436.
See J.

J.

Palm, “

Dissertatio de Meritis Engelbrechti,” 1802.

Engelbrecht,

Sng'el-bRgKt', (Johann,) a German
visionary and fanatical religionist, born at Brunswick in
1 599 ; died in 1642.
Engelbrechtsen or Enghelbrechtsen, gng'helbR§Kt'sen, (Cornelis,) a Dutch painter, born at Leyden
in 1468, was the first of his nation who used oil-colours.
He is considered one of the ablest painters of his
time.
Among his master-pieces are a “ Descent from
the Cross,” (in Paris,) “ The Lamb of the Apocalypse,”
(at Utrecht,) and “ The Sacrifice of Abraham,” (in Paris.)

Died

in 1533.
See Descamps, “Vies des Peintres Flamands,”

etc.

Engelgrave, Sng'el-gRi'veh, (Hendrik,) a learned
Jesuit and preacher, born at Antwerp in 1610.
He became rector of colleges at Cassel, Bruges, and Antwerp.
His sermons were often reprinted, under the title of
“ Gospel Light,” (“ Lux Evangelica,” 1648.) Died in 1670.
Engelhardt, Ing'el-haRt, (Johann Georg Veit,) a
German theologian, born at Neustadt (an-der-Aisch) in
He became professor of theology at Erlangen in
1791.
1822.
Among his principal works is a “History of

Dogmas,” (“Dogmengeschichte,” 1839.) Died in 1855.
Engelhardt, (Karl August,) a German writer, born
at Dresden in 1768.
He published “The Friend of
Children,” (“Der Kinderfreund,” 12 vols., 1797-1814,)
“Poems,” (“Gedichte,” 3 vols., 1820-23,) and other
works. Died in 1834.
Engelmann, dN'zh&TmSN' or Sng'el-min', (Gode(Johann,) a German astronomer, born

in Bavaria; died in 1512.

Engel, (Johann Jakob,) an excellent German author,
born at Parchim (Mecklenburg) in 1741. He was professor of belles-lettres in Berlin from 1776 to 1787, and
was preceptor of the prince Frederick William, who
ascended the throne in 1787. His comedy “ The Grateful
Son” (1770) was very successful. In 1775 he published
“The Philosopher for the World,” (“Der Philosoph fur
die Welt,” 2 vols.,) which is admired for great clearness,
facility, and elegance.
He afterwards produced “ Lorenz
Stark,” (1795,) a romance, which was very popular, and
“
a
Mirror for Princes,” (“ Fiirstenspiegel.”) His works
are characterized by an excellent judgment, and by a
refinement of taste and purity of diction which are rare
among the Germans. Died in 1802.
See F. Nicolai," Gedachtnissschrift auf J. J. Engel,” 1806; “Nouvelle Biographie Generale.

”

FROY,) one of the inventors or improvers of lithography,
was born at Mulhouse, (Haut-Rhin,) in France, in 1788.
In 1816 he founded the first important and successful
lithographic establishment in Paris, in which he was aided
by Vernet, Girodet, Isabey, and other artists. He published a “Treatise on Lithography, ”(1839.) Died in 1839.
See G. Peignot, “ Essai historique sur

la

Lithographie.”

Engelschall, gng'el-shfil', (Joseph Friedrich,) a
German poet, born at Marburg in 1739. He wrote short
lyric poems, epistles, epigrams, and prose essays, which,
in the opinion of Schoell, entitle him to a prominent
place among German authors of the second rank. Died
in 1797.

Engelstoft, Sng'els-toft', (Christian Thorning,) a
learned Danish theologian, born at Naesberg in 1805.
He became professor of theology at Copenhagen in
He has written on
1845, and Bishop of Funen in 1851.

Engel, (Karl Christian,) a dramatist, brother of church history, etc.
Engelstroem. See Engestrom.’
the preceding, was born at Parchim in 1752. He wrote
“ Biondetta,” a comedy, and a metaphysical essay, enEugenio, d’, d§n-ja'ne-o, (Cesare Caracciolo kfititled “Nous nous reverrons,” (“We shall see each other rit-she-o'lo,) an Italian historian, flourished about 1600.
again,” 1787,) which caused a great sensation. Died in He wrote a “Description of the Kingdom of Naples,”

—

1801.
See Ersch und Gruber, “ Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”

Engel,

(1618.)

Engestrom or Engestroem, Sng'geh-stRom', written

(Samuel,) a Swiss geographer and
economist, born at Berne in 1702, wrote an “Essay on
the Question, When and how was America peopled ?’ ”
Died in
(1767,) and several works on rural economy.
Sng'el,
‘

I

7 § 4-

En-gel-ber'ga, sometimes written Engelberta and

Angilberga, Empress of Germany, was married in 856
A.n. to Lewis II. of Germany. Having been accused of
conjugal infidelity by two courtiers, she was about to be
subjected to the ordeal of fire and water, when Boson,
Count of Arles, came forward as her champion. He
defeated her accusers in single combat, and forced them
to retract.
Died in 890 a.d.
Engelbert, Sng'el-bSRt', a German historian, born in
the thirteenth century.
of the Roman Empire.”

He

wrote, in Latin, a “ History

Engelstroem, (Gustaf,) a Swedish savant, born
Lund in 1738. He was president of the Academy of

also
at

Sciences at Stockholm, and wrote several treatises on
chemistry and mineralogy. Died in 1815.
Engestrom or Engestroem, (Lars,) a Swedish
statesman, brother of the preceding, was born at Stockholm in 1751, and entered the civil service in 1770.
Appointed secretary of foreign affairs in 1776, he displayed superior diplomatic talents, and was sent as ambassador to London, Berlin, and other courts, between
1788 and 1798. In 1809 he became minister of foreign
In 1816 he was
affairs, and received the title of baron.
Died in 1826.
raised to the rank of count.
See “Nouvelle Biographie Gen^rale.”

Engnelbrechtsen. See Engelbrechtsen.
Enghelrams, Sng'hel-rSms', (Cornelis,) an

Died in 1331.
Engelbert, Saint, Archbishop of Cologne, became Flemish painter, born at Malines in 1527.
tutor to Henry, a son of the emperor Frederick II., about works is “The Conversion of Saint Paul,”
1220.
He was assassinated by his cousin in 1225.
Died in 1583.
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dfiN'ge^N', (Louis Antoine Henri
booR'bdN',) Due, a French prince,
born at Chantilly in 1772, was the son of the Duke of
Bourbon, and related to the royal family. He emigrated
in 1789, and, after travelling a few years, entered the
army under his grandfather, the Prince of Conde, and
fought bravely against the republic from 1793 until 1801,
when the army was disbanded. He then retired to Ettenheim, in Baden, where he was arrested, though on
neutral territory, in 1804, on suspicion of conspiracy, and
taken to the castle of Vincennes, near Paris. After a
hurried trial before a military tribunal, he was sentenced
and shot in March, 1804. This deed excited general and
deep indignation against Bonaparte, and is commonly
regarded as one of the worst crimes by which his memory
is stained. (See Bonaparte, Napoleon.)

Enghien,

d’,

de Bourbon — deh

See Thiers, “ Histoire du Consulat et de l’Empire;” Firmas“Notice historique sur L. A. Due d’Enghien,” 1814.

PERifes,

England,

ing'gland, (John,) a Catholic theologian,
Cork, Ireland, in 1786. He was in 1820 appointed
the first Bishop of Charleston, South Carolina, where
he founded an academy and the “ Charleston Catholic
Miscellany.” He wrote many treatises on theology,

born

at

Died in 1842.
England, ing'gland, (Sir Richard,) a British general,
born in Canada in 1793. He was sent to India in 1842,
etc.

Afghan war. He comat Inkerman, etc.,

and distinguished himself

in the

manded a

Alma and

(1854-55.)

division at the

Died

in 1883.

En'gle-fleld, (Sir Henry Charles,) M.P., an English
antiquary and astronomer, born in 1752, was a person of
extensive and accurate attainments in science. In 1788
he was elected a Fellow of the Royal Society. He wrote
a treatise on the Orbits of Comets, a “Walk through
Southampton,” (1801,) and “Beauties, Antiquities, etc.
of the Isle of Wight,” (1816.) Died in 1822.
English, ing'glish, (George Betilune,) an American
adventurer and linguist, born in Boston in 1789. About
1820 he entered the army of the Pasha of Egypt, and
served as an officer in an expedition against Sennaar.
He wrote several works on theology, etc. Died in
1828.

English, (Thomas Dunn,) an American poet and
born in Philadelphia in 1819. He published a

novelist,

poems in 1855.
Engramelle, uN'gRi'mSl', (Marie Dominique Jo-

collection of

seph,) a French naturalist and musician, born in Artois
in 1727.
Pie published “The Butterflies of Europe,” (8
vols., 1779-93.)
Died in 1781.
See F£tis, “Biographie Universelle des Musiciens.”

Engstrom

or

Engstroem, Sng'stRom, (Johan,)

a

Swedish poet and novelist, born in 1794. He published
“The Aiolian Harp,” (1830,) and other poems.
Erij e din, gn'yeh-deen', or Enyedin, [Lat. Enje'nius,] (George,) a noted Unitarian writer, born at Enyed,
was superintendent of the churches in
the province above named.
Died in 1597.

in Transylvania,

Enjedius.

See Enjedin.

Ennebel, £iTneh-b§K,

(Louis,) a Belgian theologian
in 1652; died in 1720.
Ennemoser, In'neh-mo'zer, (Joseph,) an eminent
German physician and writer on magnetism and physiology, born in the Tyrol in 1787. He was professor at
Bonn from 1820 to 1841, after which he practised at Munich. Among his works are “ Magnetism in its Relations
to Nature and Religion,” (1842,) and “ Der Magnetis-

and canonist, born

at

Rome. His principal work, called
the “ Annals,” a historical epic, was for a long time the
most popular poem in the language. He also wrote
several tragedies and comedies. He is said to have first
introduced from the Greek the heroic hexameter into
Latin poetry.
His works are all lost, except some fragments quoted by Cicero and others. “ He stands out
tional literature of

prominently in that early time,” says Professor Sellar,
“as a man of true genius and of a great and original
character.
Whatever in the later poets is most truly
Roman in sentiment and morality, appears to be conceived in the spirit of Ennius.
The variety and
extent of his works bear witness to remarkable learning
as well as a strong productive energy.” He was a great
favourite of Cicero, who often quotes him, and he was
highly eulogized by Lucretius, Propertius, Aulus Gellius,
and Ovid. Died in 169 b.c.
.

.

.

.

See Sellar, “

Roman Poets of the

.

.

Republic,” chap.

iv.

;

Vossius,

“De Vitaet Scriptis L. Andro“De Ennio Diatriba,” Upsal, 1707.

“DePoetis Latinis;” Sagittarius,

See Angilbert.

Engilbert.
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Louvain

nici,

Ennii,”etc.;

H

Forelius,

En-no'dI-us, (Magnus Felix,) Saint, one of the
Fathers of the Latin Church, and a distinguished writer,
born at Arles about 473 a.d. He obtained the bishopric
of Pavia (Papia) about 51 1.
He wrote a “ Panegyric on
King Theodoric,” an “ Apology for Pope Symmachus,”
“ The Fourth Council of Rome,” and a “ Life of Saint
Epiphanius of Pavia.” He was sent to Constantinople
by the pope in 515 and again in 517 to negotiate a union
between the Eastern and Western Churches, but did not
succeed in effecting that object. Died in 521.
See Sirmond, “ Vita Ennodii,” prefixed

to his edition of the

works

of Saint Ennodius.

Enobarbus.

See Ahenobarbus.

E'nctcli, [Heb. "jUri; Ger. Enoch, a'noK, or Henoch,
ha'noK, ] an antediluvian patriarch, born in the year
3378 B.C., was the son of Jared, and father of Methuselah.
He was pre-eminently favoured by a holy life and immunity from death. At the age of three hundred and sixtyfive he “ was translated that he should not see death.”

Genesis v. 24.) The book of Enoch,
Jude, was extant in the time of
the primitive Christians, but was rejected as apocryphal
by the Fathers and by the Church.
£noch, i'nok', (Louis,) a French Plellenist and grammarian, born at Issoudun, became principal of the College of Geneva in 1556.
Died about 1570.
His son Enoch was a poet. Died about 1590.
Enrico of Portugal. See Henry.
Enriquez Gomez, Sn-ree'kSth go'mgth, (Antonio,)
or Enriquez de Paz, (d& pith,) a Spanish poet and
writer of fiction, lived about 1650.
Among his works is
“ The Pythagorean Age.”
Ens, Sns, (Jan,) a Dutch theologian and writer, born
in 1682, preached at Utrecht.
Died in 1732.
Ens, Snss, (Kaspar,) a prolific and mediocre German
writer in Latin, born about 1570.
Ense. See Varnhagen von Ense.
Ensenada, de, di Sn-si-nti'Dii, (Zenon Silva,) Marquis, a Spanish statesman, born near Valladolid in 1690.
He was appointed first minister of state by Ferdinand VI.,
who began to reign in 1746, and at the same time was
created a marquis. The administration of Ensenada was
wise and economical, and improved the condition of

(Hebrews

quoted

xi.

5

;

in the Epistle of

Died in 1762.
En'sor, (George,) an Irish

Spain.

writer,

born

in

Dublin

about 1769. He published, besides other works, “The
Independent Man,” (1806,) and “Defects of the English
Laws and Tribunals,” (1812.) Died in 1843.
Ent, (Sir George,) an eminent English physician, born
in Kent in 1604, acquired a large practice, and was
knighted by Charles II. He wrote a defence of Harvey’s theory of the circulation of the blood. Died in 1689.
En-tel'lus, a celebrated athlete and a friend of ALneas,
is mentioned in Virgil’s “Aineid” (book v.) as having
conquered Dares in the funeral games of Anchises.
En'tick or En'tinck, (John,) an English writer,

mus,” (1844,) which was translated into English by William Howitt, (“ History of Magic,” 1854.) Died in 1854.
Ennery, (Adolphe.) See Dennery.
Ennery, d’, dfin're', (Michelet,) a French antiquary,
born at Metz in 1709, made a large collection of medals
and coins. His cabinet at Paris, which contained over
twenty thousand medals, was sold and dispersed after
his death.
Died in 1788.
En'nI-us, (Quintus,) a Roman epic poet of great
celebrity, born of a Greek family at Rudias, in Calabria, born in 1713, was employed by the booksellers to comabout 239 n.c. In early life he became a citizen of Rome, pile several histories and other works. His Latin and
where he obtained the patronage and friendship of Cato, English Dictionary was successful, and has been reScipio, and others.
He contributed perhaps more than printed. Died in 1773.
any other early Latin writer towards forming the naEntinck See Entick.
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ENTINOPUS

En-tin'o-pus, ail architect, born in the island of Cannoted as the founder of Venice. It is reported
that he built the first house there, in 405 A.D.
dia, is

See Daru, “ Histoire de Venise.”

Entius.
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See Enzio.

assume the female dress, which he wore for the rest
life.
Being reduced to poverty, he supported himby giving lessons in the art of
fencing.
He was author of many historical and political
essays.
Died in 1810.
to

of his

self in his later years

See “Mdmoires du Chevalier D’fion,” by F. Gaillardet
Entraigues or Antraigues, d’, dSN'tRig', (Emmanuel Louis Henri de Launey deh lo'ni',) Count, Grimm, “ Correspondance Bachaumont, “Memoires.”
E'os, [Gr. 'Hu;,] of the Greek mythology, corresponds
a French politician, born in Vivarais. He published
She was
in 1788 an eloquent “Memoir on the States-General,” to the Latin Aurora, the goddess of morning.
supposed
to be a-daughter of Hyperion, a sister of Diana
which was extremely revolutionary. Having been de;

—

puted by the noblesse to the States-General in 1 789, he
changed his course, and acted with the royalists. He
emigrated about 1790, and was assassinated near London by one of his servants in 1812.
Entrecasteaux, d’, dSNtR'kis'to', (Joseph Antoine
Bruni biui'ne',) a French navigator, born at Aix about
1740, entered the navy young, and soon distinguished himself by his talents and steady courage.
In 17S5 he was
appointed commander of the naval forces in India, and
in 1791 was sent, with the rank of rear-admiral, in search
of the lost navigator La Perouse. Although he failed in
this object^ he made important discoveries on the coasts
of Australia, Van Diemen’s Land, etc. He died at sea,
near Java, in 1793. The narrative of the voyage was
published in 1808 by Rossel, one of his officers.

—

See

De

Rossel, “Voyage de D’Entrecasteaux,”

etc.

Entrecolles. See Dentrecolles.
E-ny'o, [ ’Evvo), ] the Greek name of the goddess of
war.
(See Bellona.)
Enzina or Enciiia, de la, di Id dn-thee'nd, (Juan,)
a popular Spanish poet, born in Old Castile about 1468,
is regarded as the founder of the Spanish theatre.
He
was patronized by Ferdinand the Catholic. He published
in 1496 the first edition of his works, comprising odes,
comedies, and a poem called “A Vision of the Temple

of Fame.”
His “Art of Making Verses” (“Arte de
Trovar”) was received with favour, and his “ Placida y
Victoriano” is called a master-piece of dramatic art.
His works are characterized by purity of style, brilliant

He

ideas, and natural imagery.
was also distinguished
as a musician, and became musical director to Pope Leo
X.
went as a pilgrim to Palestine in 1519. Died

He

about 1534.
See Ticknor, “History of Spanish Literature;” Longfellow,
“Poets and Poetry of Europe.”

Enzinas. See Encinas, (Francisco.)
Enzio, dn'ze-o, or Enzo, fin'zo, [Lat. En'tius,] a
nominal king of Sardinia, born about 1224, was a natural son of the emperor Frederick II.
He distinguished
himself in the war which his father waged against the
pope and the Guelphs. He gained a great naval victory
over the Genoese in 1241. In 1249 he was made prisoner
at Fossalto by the Guelphs, who kept him in prison until
his death, in 1272.
See Sismondi, “Histoire des Rfipubliques Italiennes.”

Enzo. See Enzio.
Eoban, a'o-bdn, (Helius,) [Lat. Eoba'nus Hes'sius,]
a German poet, born at Bockendorf, in Hesse, in 1488.
He was professor of rhetoric and poetry at Nuremberg
seven years, between 1526 and 1533, after which he obtained a similar position at Erfurt and Marburg.
He
translated into Latin verse Homer’s “Iliad” and the
Idyls of Theocritus, and wrote Latin eclogues, and other
poems. His “ Iliad” was often reprinted. Died in 1540.
See Lossius, “ H. Eoban und seine Zeitgenossen ;” M. Adam,
“ Vita? Germanorum Philosophorum.”

Eobanus.

or Selene, and the wife of Tithonus.
Eosander, d-o-zdn'der, (Johann Friedrich,) an
eminent German architect, of Swedish origin, born towards the end of the seventeenth century, was employed
by the Elector Frederick on a palace in Berlin, and on
other edifices. That prince also sent him as ambassador
to Charles XII. of Sweden.
Among his works is the
palace of Schonhausen, Berlin. Died in Dresden in 1729.
See Hirsching, “ Historisch-literarisches Handbuch.”
Eotvos or Eoetvoes, (Joseph,) a popular Hungarian author and statesman, bom at Buda (or Ofen) in
1813. He produced about 1833 “The Critics,” a comedy,
and “The Revenge,” a tragedy. His reputation was
increased by “The Carthusian,” a novel, (1838-41.)
He defended Kossuth in a pamphlet, (1841,) which
proved that he possessed polemical abilities of a high
order.
He was afterwards one of the chief orators of
the popular party in the Diet. His political novel “ The
Village Notary” (1844-46) had great popularity, and
was translated into English and German. In 1848, and
again in 1867, he was for a short time minister of public
He died in 1871.
instruction.
E-pam-I-non'das, \Gr.’Enafj.eivuv6a; or ’Errafuv6v6ag,\
an illustrious Theban statesman and general, a son of
Polymnis, was born about the year 412 B.C. He received instruction from Lysis of Tarentum, a Pythagorean philosopher. He first distinguished himself on the
field of Mantinea, where he and his friend Pelopidas
performed prodigies of valour, under the standard of
In youth he loved retirement and study,
Sparta, (385.)
The
and, it is said, preferred poverty from principle.
aristocrats of Thebes, aided by Spartan soldiery, gained
the ascendency, and banished Pelopidas and other popular chiefs; but Epaminondas, being regarded as a speculative philosopher, was not included in the proscription.
When he was about forty years of age, at a congress of
deputies from the Grecian states he spoke eloquently
against the encroachments of the Spartan power, and
acquired the reputation of one of the best orators of
Greece. When, soon after this, Sparta declared war
against Thebes, Epaminondas was nominated commander-in-chief of the Theban army, consisting of 6000
foot and 500 horse, to which Sparta opposed 10,000
The armies met at Leuctra, where
foot and 1000 horse.
the Spartans were totally routed, with a loss of 4000 men,
in 372 b.c. This battle was a fatal blow to the supremacy
of Sparta, and became forever memorable for the profound and skilful combinations in the military art of
which Epaminondas gave the first example. He invaded
Peloponnesus in 369, and threatened Sparta, which was
defended with firmness and success by Agesilaus. He
commanded the Thebans at the battle of Mantinea, (July
4, 363,) and had just achieved a glorious victory, when
he received a mortal wound. Some writers date this
event in 362 B.c. Cicero maintains that Epaminondas
was the greatest man that Greece has produced ; and
all parties admit that he was one of the most perfect
models of the statesman, warrior, patriot, and sage.
See Plutarch, “Pelopidas;” Grote, “ History of Greece,”
Seran de la Tour, “Histoire d’Epachaps, lxviii., Ixix., Ixxx.
minondas,” 1739 A. G. Meissner, “ Epaminondas,” (in German,
Diodorus Siculus,
1801;) Cornelius Nefos, “ Epaminondas
book xv. E. Bauch, “Epaminondas und iheben’s Kampf urn die
Hegemonie,” 1834.
Ep'a-phras, a primitive Christian minister of Colosse,
was a fellow-prisoner with the Apostle Paul in Rome
abou*' 66 a.d.

See Eoban.
See Eotvos.
Eole, the French of ALolus, which see.
Son de Beaumont, d’, dd'iN' deh bo'miN', (Charles
Genevieve Louise Auguste Andr£ TiMOTH^E,)styled
Chevalier d’Eon, a famous French diplomatist, born
Having gained reputation by
at Tonnerre in 1728.
writing an Essay on the Finances of France, he was employed about 1755 on a mission to the court of Russia,
with which he negotiated an advantageous treaty. In
Philemon, 23d verse.
See Colossians
7, iv. 12
1 759 he served with credit as captain in the French army
A few years later he was minister pleni- E-papb-ro-dl'tus, [Fr. Epaphrodite, d'pt'fRo'dit',]
in Germany.
potentiary to London, but was superseded soon after his one of the primitive Christians, was a companion and
appointment. On his return to France, about 1777, the “ fellow-soldier” of the Apostle Paul.
government, for some mysterious reason, required him
See Phihppians
25 and iv. r8.
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bishopric of Edessa was offered to him, but was
According to some accounts, he renounced
declined.
He
his solitary way of life many years before his death.
was venerated as a prophet by his contemporaries. He
wrote, in Syriac, numerous sermons, hymns, commentaries, etc., which were very popular, and are still extant.
Died about 378 a.d. Gerard Voss published a Latin
version of his works, (1586-97.) An edition of his works
in Syriac and Greek was published by the Assemani at

The

fjpee, de 1’, deh li'p k', (Charles Michel,) a French
abbe, born at Versailles in 1712, was distinguished for
his successful devotion to the instruction of the deaf and
dumb. He refused, as a Jansenist, to sign a formulary,
and thus hindered his success in the church at Paris
but he afterwards obtained acanonicate in the church of
Troyes. He had inherited an income of seven thousand
francs, when, casually meeting with two sisters who were
deaf-mutes, he thenceforth devoted his life and fortune

Rome,

(6vols., 1732-46.)
See Villemain, “Tableau de l’filoquence chrdtienne au quaCave, “Scriptorum Ecclesiasticorum Historia;”
Lengerke, “ Commentatio critica de Ephraemo Syro,” 1828.

to the gratuitous instruction of that class. His institution
acquired a wide reputation, and at his death passed into
He wrote several treatises
the hands of Abbe Sicard.
on the subject of his pursuits. He has the credit of being
the first who used natural signs or gestures in the instrucDied in 1789.
tion of the deaf and dumb.
See J. Valette, “Vie de l’Abbd de l’flpee,” 1857; B£bian,
“ filoge de C. M. de l’fip^e;” E. Morel, “Notice sur l’Abbe de
1’fipSe,’’ 1833; F. Berthier, “ L’Abbe de 1’Epee, sa Vie, son

trieme Siecle;”

E'phra-im, [Heb. D’ 13 X,] one of the Hebrew patriwas the second son of Joseph, and a favourite

archs,

grandson of Jacob.
See Genesis, chap,

Ephraim

xlviii.

de Nevers, a French
monk, who was sent as missionary to India about 1645,
fipernon, d’, di'pSR'ndiN', written also Espernon,
and laboured many years at Madras. He was confined
al/ette no'gi'ri'
(Jean Louis de Nogaret de la
in prison by the Inquisitors of Goa, and liberated by the
deh It vl'l£t',) Due, sometimes called Caumont, a noted
King of Golconda about 1650.
French courtier, born in Languedoc in 1554. He was a
Ephrem. See Ephraem.
favourite of Henry III., who created him Duke of
fipicharme. See Epicharmus.
Espernon and in 1587 appointed him admiral of France.
Ep-I-ehar'mus, [Gr. ’Emxappoc; ; Fr. Epicharme,
In the next two reigns he also held high offices. He
Vpe'shtRm',] a Greek poet and philosopher, born in the
king
was
that
IV.
when
of
Henry
was in the carriage
island of Cos, passed the greater part of his life at Syassassinated, and was suspected of complicity in the
He was a
racuse, to which he removed about 485 B.c.
crime.
Died in 1642.
disciple of Pythagoras, and is called by Aristotle the
See G. Girard, “Histoire de la Vie du Due d’Espernon,” 1655,
Plato designates him as the first
inventor of comedy.
translated into English by Charles Cotton, 1670.
His productions, of which scarcely
of comic writers.
fjphialte. See Ephialtes.
remains but the titles, were partly political
E-phl-al'tes, [Gr. ’E<piu?~ 7]s ; Fr. Ephialte, i'fe'tlt',] anything
dramas, and partly parodies of mythological subjects.
in the Greek mythology, a giant, supposed to be the son
wrote also
He and his brother Otus He was an elegant and original writer. He died
of Neptune and Iphimedi'a.
He
about
treatises on philosophy and morality.
are said to have grown nine inches every month. When
Some of his philosophical
B.c., aged ninety or more.
only nine years old, they attempted to scale the heavens 450
adopted by Plato.
by piling Mount Ossa on Olympus and Pelion upon ideas were
See O. Muller, “The Dorians;” Diogenes Laertius; FI.
Ossa but they were slain by Apollo, (or, as one account Harless,
“De Epicharmo,” 1822 Grysar, “De Doriensium Co(See Iphimedia.)
says, by Diana.)
moedia,” 1828.
Ephialtes, an Athenian orator, lived about 350 b.c.
E-pic'ra-tes, [Gr. ’Em/cpcrn7f,] an Athenian orator,
He was one of the ten orators whom Alexander the Great who lived about 390 b.c., belonged to the democratic
required to be delivered to him. They were saved by the party.
Apostolat, etc.,” 1852.

V

[Fr. pron. i'fRf'&N']

—

;

;

Demades.
Epicrates, an Athenian comic poet of the middle
Ephialtes, a Greek traitor, who, while Leonidas was comedy, flourished about 360 B.C. Fragments of his plays
defending the pass of Thermopylae, guided the Persian are extant.
invaders through a defile, by which they turned the posiEpictete. See Epictetus.
tion of the Greeks.
Ep-ic-te'tus, [Gr. ’EiriKTrjTOc; Fr. Epictete, i'pik'tit';
Ephialtes, an Athenian statesman and general, was a Ger. Epiktet, fi-pik-tat'
It. Epitetto, i-pe-tet'to,] a
;
political friend of Pericles. He was the principal author
celebrated Stoic philosopher, was born at Hierapolis, in
of a law which diminished the power of the Areopagus Phrygia, about 60 A.D. He was a freedman of Epaphroand changed the government into an unmixed democracy. ditus, a favourite servant of Nero. He retired from Rome
Several ancient historians commend his integrity and
to Nicopolis, in Epirus, in consequence of an edict by
other virtues. He was assassinated by the aristocrats which Domitian banished the philosophers, in
89 a.d.
in 456 b.c.
Few other events of his life are known. He acquired a
See Grote, “History of Greece;” Thirlwall, “History of great reputation as a teacher of philosophy, which he made
Greece;” Plutarch, “Pericles;” Cicero, “De Republica.”
subservient to practical morality. His life was an examE-phip'pus, ["Efjunnog, ] an Athenian poet of the
His
ple of temperance, moderation, and other virtues.
middle comedy, lived about 340 b.c. The titles of some
temper and principles were less austere, and more allied
of his plays have been preserved by Athenaeus.
gospel,
than
those
of
the
early
Stoics.
spirit
of
the
to the
Ephiypus of Olynthus, a Greek historian who wrote He left no written works but his doctrines were recorded
;
an account of Alexander the Great, which is lost.
by his disciple Arrian in eight books, four of which have
fiphore. See Ephorus.
come down to us. No heathen philosopher taught a
Eph'o-rus, [Gr. "Etpopop; Fr. Lphore, VfoR',] an emihigher or purer system of morality. “ The maxim suffer
nent Greek historian, born probably about 400 B.C. He
and abstain (from evil),” says Professor Brandis, “which
studied rhetoric with Isocrates, who persuaded him to
he followed throughout his life, was based with him on the
devote himself to history in preference to oratory. His
firm belief in a wise and benevolent government of Proviprincipal work was a general history of Greece and of
dence ; and in this respect he approaches the Christian
the Barbarians from the siege of Troy to 340 B.C., only
doctrine more than any of the earlier Stoics, though
a few fragments of which have come down to us.
there is not a trace in the Epictetea to show that he was
He has a good reputation for sincerity and veracity as acquainted with Christianity.” (Smith’s “Dictionary of
a historian. His style is clear and elegant, but rather
Greek and Roman Biography and Mythology.”) His
feeble and diffuse.
He is supposed to have died about “Enchiridion,” or “Manual,” has been translated into
330 B.C.
English by Mrs. E. Carter.
See Plutarch, “Lives of the Ten Orators;” C. Muller, “De
intervention of

Ephoro,”

in his “

Fragmenta Historicorum Graecorum.”

E'phra-em or E'phra-im, [Lat. Ephrae'mus,] written also Ephrem, the Syrian, an eminent ecclesiastical
writer of the fourth century, born at Nisibis.
In youth
he adopted the monastic life in a cave near Edessa,
where he improved his time in study and writing. He
zealously opposed Arianism with his voice and pen.
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See Ritter, “History of Philosophy;” Fabricius, “Bibliotheca Graeca ;” J. F. Beyer, “Ueber Epiktet und sein Handbuch
der Stoischen Moral,” 1795; G. Boii.eau, “Vie d’Epict£te et sa
Philosophic,” 1655, and English version of the same, by J. Davies,
1670.

Epicure and Epicuro. See Epicurus.
Ep-i -cu'rus, [Gr. ’E mKuvpop ; Fr. Epicure, Vpe'kiiR';
Ger. Epikur, i-pe-kooR', an
It. Epicuro, i-pe-koo'ro
;
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EPICTDES

eminent Greek philosopher, the founder of the Epicurean
was born in the island of Samos about 340 B.c. He
was the son of Neocles, an Athenian he studied under
Pamphilus in Samos, and under Xenocrates in Athens,
which he visited at the age of eighteen but he professed
to be self-taught, ( autodidactos.)
He then travelled in
Ionia, and spent several years in Mitylene and Lampsacus.
Here he began to teach new doctrines, and made numerous disciples. In the year 309 he removed to Athens,
where he bought a garden, and founded a new school of
philosophy, which bears his name.
His school became
very popular, and exerted an important influence on
many succeeding ages. Diogenes Laertius says that
Epicurus “ had so many friends that even whole cities
could not contain them.” It is said that he objected to
a community of property, as tending to excite mutual
distrust.
Gassendi has ably defended Epicurus against
the accusations of the Stoics and the prejudices of the
sect,

;

;

Schoolmen with respect
life

;

EPISCOPIUS
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to his doctrines

and

his private

though he recognizes a mixture of error

in his

of the Epigoni was celebrated by several ancient epic
and dramatic poets.
Epiktet, the German of Epictetus, which see.

Epikur.

See Epicurus.
Ep-I-men'I-des, [Gr. ’Em/ievcdrig Fr. EpimEnide,
i^'mi^iid',] an eminent Greek poet and prophet, born
in Crete, is supposed to have lived about 600 B.c.
By
some writers he was reckoned among the seven wise
men of Greece. A tradition was current that in early
youth he fell asleep in a cave, and remained in that state
more than fifty years, after which he was reputed to be
an inspired prophet, and was noted for his skill in medicine.
About 596 B.c. he accepted the invitation of the
Athenians to come and purify their city, then visited by
the plague.
He wrote a poem on the Argonautic expedition, which is not extant.
Other works were ascribed
to him by the ancients.
SeeC.

Heinrich, “ Epimenides ausCreta,” 1801; Grabener,

F.

“Dissertatio de Epimenide,” 1742.

fipimethee. See Epimetheus.
Ep-i-me'tbeus, [Gr. ’Emfuidevg

His principles are the reverse of Stoicism, and form a
system of materialism founded on utility. (See Zeno.)
He taught that the gods live forever, far remote from

Fr. EpimEthEe,
/
i'pe''m& t&',] a mythical personage, said to be a son of
Iapetus, a brother of Prometheus, and the husband of
Pandora. (See Prometheus.) His name signifies “after-

human

thought.”

system.

affairs, in a state of passionless repose, indifferent
alike to the virtues and the crimes of mankind.
Cicero
supposes that Epicurus had no belief whatever in any
gods, but that he nominally acknowledged their existence
that he might not offend the prejudices of the Athenians.
(See his “De Natura Deorum,” i. 30.) When he pro-

Epinac

or Espinac, d’, di'pe'nik', (Pierre,) a French
born at the chateau d’Epinac in 1540, was made
Archbishop of Lyons in 1574. He was a violent partisan
and instigator of the Catholic League against Henry III.
and Henry IV. Died in 1599.
Epinat, i'pe'ni', (Fleury, ) a French landscapepainter, born at Montbrison in 1764, was a pupil of
David. Among his works is “ The Lady of the Lake.”

prelate,

posed pleasure or happiness as the supreme good, he
qualified this doctrine by the maxim that temperance is
necessary in order to enjoy the noble and durable pleasChrysippus, Died in 1830.
ures which are proper to human nature.
Epinay, d’, di'pe'inV, (Louise Florence Petronille
an opponent, admits the purity of his moral character,
but insinuates that it was owing to his insensibility. He de la Live pVtRo'ndl' deh If l£v,) Madame, a French
took no part in political affairs, seeking in self-reliance authoress, born about 1725. She was married in youth
and internal resources a compensation for the loss of to M. d’Epinay, who deserted her. She afterwards formed
liaisons with Grimm and with J. J. Rousseau, for whom
national liberty.
He derived the basis of his philosophy, both his psy- she built the hermitage at Montmorenci about 1755. She
chology and his physics, from Democritus, who taught wrote a work on education, called “Conversations of
that the universe consists of space (or vacuum) and of Emilie,” (1783,) which was crowned by the French Acadmatter, which is composed of eternal indivisible atoms emy. Died in 1783. Her autobiographic Memoirs were
of various kinds and that everything the soul as well published in 1818, (3 vols.)
as the body is formed by the fortuitous concurrence of
See Rousseau, “Confessions;” Sainte-Beuve, “ Causeries du
;” “
Edinburgh Review” for December, 1818.
these atoms ; that all our knowledge is derived from Lundi
sensations ; that sensation is produced by images or
l5 piphane.
See Epiphanius.
emanations flowing from external objects. Lucretius was
Ep-I-pha'ni-us, [Gr. ’EmcjiavLog,] a Greek philosopher
is
fully
a follower of the Epicurean philosophy, which
and founder of a sect, was a son of Carpocrates, noticed
explained in his admirable poem “ De Rerum Natura.” in this work, and lived between 150 and 200 a d
(See Lucretius.) Of the voluminous writings of EpiEpiphanius of Alexandria, a Greek mathematicurus nothing now remains but a few letters preserved cian, who lived about the second century of our era.
in the works of Diogenes Laertius, and fragments of
Epiphanius, [Fr. Epiphane, f'pe'ffn',] Saint, a dog :
his treatise on Nature found at Herculaneum.
Died matical bishop, born near Eleutheropolis, in Palestine,
in 270 b.c.
about 310 a.d., passed a part of his youth in Egypt,
See Gassendi, “De Vita et Moribus Epicuri,” 1647; and “Syn- where he imbibed ascetic notions.
Returning to Palestagma Philosophic' Epicuri,” 1653; Rondel, “ La Vie d' Epicure,” tine, he became a disciple of Hilarion.
About 368 he
1679; Ritter, “History of Philosophy;” G. H. Lewes, “Riochosen Bishop of Constantia, formerly called Salagraphical History of Philosophy;” Mackintosh, “Progress of was

—

—

—

;

.

Ethical Philosophy;”

Diogenes Laertius; Ersch und Gruber,
Mallet, “Epicure,” in his

“Allgemeine Encyklopaedie ;” C.
“ Etudes philosophiques,” 1843.

Ep-I-qy'des, [Gr. ’Em/cvdyg,] a Syracusan general, who
served with distinction under Hannibal in Italy. In 214
B.c. he and his brother Hippocrates took Syracuse, of
which they had command when it was besieged by Marcellus, 213 b.c.
fipigene. _ See Epigenes.
E-pig'e-nes, [’Emyevqg,] an Athenian poet of the
middle comedy, lived probably about 375 B.c.
Epigenes, [Fr. EpigEne, i'pe^hin',] a Greek astronomer, who is supposed to have lived before the Christian

He

mentioned by Seneca and Pliny.
See Epigoni.
E-pig'o-ni, [Gr. ’E myovoi; Fr. Epigones, i'pe'gon',]
a term which signifies “heirs” or “descendants,” was
applied to the sons of the seven chiefs who conducted
an expedition against Thebes to restore Polyni'ces, and
who were all killed except Adrastus. Ten years later,
namely, Alcmseon, Thersander, Diothe Epigoni
medes, ^Egialeus, Promachus, Sthenelus, and Euryalus
renewed the enterprise and took Thebes. The war
era.
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Epigones.
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mis, in the island of Cyprus.
He exhibited a rather
violent zeal against Origen and the Arians, which involved him in many contentions, and he took a prominent
part in the deposition of Chrysostom. He wrote “ Panarium,” a treatise against heresies, and several other works,
in Greek. They contain many errors, but are valued for
passages quoted from other authors whose works are lost.
Died in 402 A.D.
See Neander, “History of the Church;” Cave, “Historia Lite-

raria.”

Ep-i-pha/m-us S-eko-las'tx-cus

lived

about 510

and was a friend of Cassiodorus. He translated into
Latin the Ecclesiastical Histories of Sozomen, Socrates,
and Theodoret, and other Greek works.
Ep-is-co'pl-us, (Simon,) a Dutch divine, whose proper name was Bisschop, (bis'Kop,) born in Amsterdam
A.D.,

He was eminent for his learning, charity, and
and became the principal pillar of the Arminian
He was professor of theology
party, or Remonstrants.
in the University of Leyden from 1612 until 1618, when
the Synod of Dort banished him from Holland for his
Having passed some years in France, he reopinions.
turned to his native land in 1626, and in 1634 became
in 1583.
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He wrote the “Conrector of a college in Amsterdam.
fession of the Remonstrants,” a treatise on PredestinaDied in 1643.
tion, and other theological works.
See J. Konijnenburg, “ Laudatio Simonis Episcopii,” 1791
Bayle, “Historical and Critical Dictionary;” P. van Limborch,
“ Leven van S. Episcopius,” Amsterdam, 1693; Frederick Caldek, “Memoirs ot Simon Episcopius.”
Epitetto, the Italian of Epictetus, which see.
;

ERJSO

5

and acquired a reputaemployed as secretary
by the Bishop of Cambray for five years, 1492-96, and
at the latter date obtained permission to go to Paris,
where he passed some time in the College de Montaigu.
He earned a subsistence in Paris by acting as tutor. It
is related that while in the French capital, being almost
pursued the study of the

classics

tion as a Latin scholar.

He was

he wrote to a friend, “ As soon as I get money
first Greek books, and then clothes.”
for her conjugal
In 1498 he visited England, where he formed frienddevotion, was the wife of Julius Sabinus, a chief of the ships with Sir Thomas More and John Colet, and studied
Lingones, who revolted against Vespasian. She was Greek at Oxford. He returned to the continent in 1499,
put to death, with her husband, in 78 a.d.
and in 1506 went to Italy, where he associated with the
Eppendorf, von, fon Sp'pen-doRf, (Heinrich,) a most eminent scholars, passed several years in travel
German writer, an adversary of Erasmus, was born in and in the study of Greek, and obtained from the pope a
Died about 1554.
Misnia.
He accepted in
dispensation from his monastic vows.
idpremeniL See Espr£mesnil.
1510 an invitation to visit England, and was employed
Equicola, i-kwee'ko-H, (Mario,) an Italian historian for a few years as professor of divinity and of Greek at
and philosopher, born at Alveto about 1460. His prin- the University of Cambridge. In 1510 he produced and
cipal works are a “History of Mantua,” (1521,) and a dedicated to Sir Thomas More his “ Praise of Folly,”
curious philosophic treatise on “ Love,” (“ Della Natura (“ Encomium Moriae,”) a witty satire against all profesd’Amore,” 1525.) Died in 1539.
It
sions, but especially against the mendicant monks.
Eraclito, the Italian of Heraclitus, which see.
met with a rapid sale, and was received with almost
E-ra'clI-us, a Roman painter of the tenth or eleventh universal applause.
century, wrote an essay on the “Arts of the Romans,” in
Erasmus was now at the head of the literary world,
which he treats of painting in oil and on glass.
and made zealous efforts to dispel the inveterate ignoErrard.
firard. See
rance and prejudices which then prevailed. The greatest
firard, i'riR', (Jean Baptiste Orph£e Pierre,) a monarchs solicited the honour of his presence in their

See Hippona.
Ep-o-ni'na, a woman of Gaul, noted

Epona.

I will

of the following, was born in Paris in 1794. He
repaired in 1850 the organ of the Tuileries, which had
been damaged by the populace in 1830. Died in 1855.
Sirard, (S£bastien,) a French inventor of musical
In 1780 he
instruments, born at Strasburg in 1752.
began, in Paris, the manufacture of pianos, (then almost
unknown,) in which he made improvements. His pianofactory, in which his brother John Baptist was a partner, became the most celebrated in Europe.
His harp
with double action, invented about 1811, had a great
sale.
In 1823 he produced the grand piano with repeating movement, (a double echappement.
He finished in
1830 an organ for the chapel of the Tuileries, which is
his master-piece.
Died in 1831.

nephew

F £tis, “Biographie Universelle des Musiciens.”
firasistrate. See Erasistratus.
Er-a-sis'tra-tus, [Gr. ’EpaatorpaToc; Fr. Erasistrate,
See

a celebrated Greek physician and anatoat Iulis, in the island
of Ceos.
He was, according to Pliny, a grandson of
Aristotle, and lived between 300 and 250 B.c. He gained
much credit at the court of Seleucus Nicator by discerning and remedying the secret malady of his son Antiochus, who pined with a hopeless passion for Stratonice,
his own step-mother. He practised chiefly in Alexandria,
with a high reputation as a teacher of anatomy and medicine, and was regarded as the first anatomist of his time.
His most important discoveries were those of the vice
lactece, and the functions of the brain and nervous system.
For blood-letting and cathartics he substituted dieting,
bathing, and exercise.
His writings are not extant.
See Haller, “Bibliotheca Anatomica;” Leclerc, “Histoire de
i'ri'ze'stRtt',]

mist,

in rags,

supposed to have been born

buy,

About 1515 the Archduke Charles, (afterwards
Charles V.,) whose court was at Brussels, gave Erasmus
the title of royal councillor, with a pension of 400 florins,
which enabled him to gratify his inclination to travel.
It appears that he never remained long in one place.
Among his remarkable works is a collection of proverbs,
etc., entitled “ Adagia,” which was published about 1500,
and is a monument of his immense and multifarious
capitals.

learning.

In 1516 he published an excellent edition of the Greek
the first
Testament, with Latin version and notes,
edition ever printed,
a work for which he was eminently

—

—

qualified.

By

his witty

and

satirical writings against the

Roman Church he contributed greatly to the success of the Reformation ; and
But
at one time he was favourable to the Protestants.
he was offended at the radical course of Luther, some of
whose tenets he did not approve, and the timidity or
moderation of his character prevented his open revolt
against the pope and the Church of Rome. His “passionless moderation” and neutral position in the latter
part of his life exposed him to annoyance from the zealots
of both parties, who considered him lukewarm or heretical.
In 1521 he removed to Bale, where, the next year,
appeared his celebrated “Colloquies,” professedly intended for the instruction of youth in Latin and morals,
but aiming many hard blows against the Roman Church.
In one year twenty-four thousand copies of this work
were printed, all of which were sold. His alienation from
the Reformers, however, increased, and he engaged in
1524 in a dispute on Free Will with Luther, who de-

abuses and corruptions of the

Utrecht and Deventer.

He died at Bale on
in severe language.
2th of July, 1536.
His epistles are very voluminous, and contain rich
stores of materials for literary history. He is considered
the greatest wit and most eminent scholar of the age in
which he lived, and one of the most conspicuous and
successful among those who have laboured to restore
classical learning and sound philosophy. His views on the
subject of war appear to have been perfectly accordant
with those of Penn and Barclay. His complete works were
published in nine volumes (1541) by Beatus Rhenanus.
See Burigny, “Vie d’Erasme,” 1757; Lives of Erasmus, by
Adolph Muller, (in German, 1828, )and Jortin, (in English, 1758 ;)
Knight, “Life of Erasmus,” 1726, and notice in Bayle’s “Dictionary;” also, Charles Butler, “Life of Erasmus,” 1825; Merula, “Vita D. Erasmi,” 1607; “London Quarterly Review” for

six years,

July, 1859; “Retrospective

la

Erasme, (Didier.) See Erasmus, (Desiderius.)
E-ras'mus, (Desiderius,) [Fr. Didier (or D£sir£,
Erasme, de'de-i' i'rtsm',] surnamed RoterDa'mus or RoterdamenIsis, a celebrated Dutch scholar
and philosopher, pre-eminent as a restorer of learning,
was born at Rotterdam on the 28th of October, 1465, or,
according to some authorities, in 1467. He was a natural
son of Gerard Praet, a resident of Gouda, who by a false
report of the death of Margaret (the mother of Erasmus)
was induced to enter the priesthood.

d&'ze'ri')

The subject of this article, at first named Gerhardus
Gerhardi, or Gerard son of Gerard, was educated at

He studied at Deventer about
and made rapid progress under the tuition of
Alexander Hegius. Having become an orphan about
the age of thirteen, he was urged by his guardians (who
defrauded him of his patrimony) to enter a monastery
but he felt a decided aversion to that mode of life. At
length he was enticed or compelled, in i486, to become
a monk and an inmate of the convent of Stein. Here he
e as k; 5 as
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the

Medecine.”
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Review,”

E-ras'mus Jo-an'nis,

[Fr.

vol. v., 1822.

Erasme de Jean, i'rfsm'

deh zh6N,j a Dutch theologian and Unitarian of the
sixteenth century. He had a dispute with Socinus at
Cracow. Died after 1593.
Eraso, i-r&'so, (Don Benito,) a Spanish general,
born in Navarre in 1789, was a colonel in the army at
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the death of Ferdinand VII., (1833.) He then took arms
Don Carlos, obtained the rank of general,
and commanded in several engagements during the civil
war. Died in 1835.

he attended in a voyage to England in 1554. In the same
year he enlisted as a volunteer in an expedition against
the Araucanians, a brave native tribe of South America.
Amidst the tumults and dangers of this war, in which
he performed a conspicuous part, he composed his “ArauErasth. See Erastus.
E-ras'tus or Erasth, i-rist', (Thomas,) a Swiss phy- cana,” which is thought to be the best heroic poem that
sician, whose family name was Lieber, (lee'ber,) born Spain has produced, and is at the same time a historical
It was first
at Baden in 1524. He was a skilful practitioner of medi- record of events that the author witnessed.
cine, on which he wrote several treatises.
For many printed in 1577, and has acquired a European reputation.
years he was professor of medicine at Heidelberg, with He died in obscurity and poverty in Spain about 1600.
In
Erckmann-Chatrian, the name of a literary partthe title of physician to the Elector, Frederick III.
1580 he removed to Bale, where he obtained the chair of nership which has become celebrated as the source from
moral philosophy. His name is identified with certain which has proceeded a series of interesting works on the
opinions on the relation of church and state, since called customs of the Germans, and on the history and romance
Erastianism.
His “ Theses on Excommunication,” pub- of the wars of the French Revolution and Empire.
lished after his death, became the subject of much dis- Among the most popular of these works are “ Stories of
putation.
He proposed that offences against morality the Borders of the Rhine,” “La Maison forestiere,”
should be punished by the civil power, rather than by “ The Conscript of 1813,” “The Invasion,” and “Water”
the church. Died in 1583.
loo.” Their comedy in three acts of “ L’Ami Fritz
See “Biographia Britannica;” Mor^ri, “ Dictionnaire Histo- was successfully brought out at the Theatre Fran9ais in
”
rique;” Wordsworth, “Ecclesiastical Biography.”
1876. Their last novel is “ Les Vieux de la Vielle
Erath, a'rSt, (Anton Ulrich,) a German historian, (1882.)
Of this partnership Emile Erckmann was
born at Brunswick in 1709, wrote a “ History of Bruns- born at Phalsbourg, in France, in 1825; Alexandre
wick,” (in Latin, 1745.) Died in 1773.
Chatrian was born in 1826.
Eratb, von, fon a'rit, (Augustin,) a German theoErcolanetti, SR-ko-li-net'tee, (Ercoi.ano,) an Italian
“
Noble painter, born at Perugia in 1615 died in 1687.
logian, born in Suabia in 1648, published the
Order of the Golden Fleece,” (“Augustus Velleris Aurei
Ercolani, SR-ko-li'nee, (Giuseppe Maria,) an Italian
Ordo,” 1694,) and other works. Died in 1719.
poet and prelate, born at Sinigaglia about 1690. He wrote
[’Eparw,]
Greek
mythology,
was
one
of
Er'a-to,
in
two admired poems, entitled “Maria,” 1725,) and “La
the nine Muses, and presided over erotic poetry and Sulamitide
also a treatise on architecture, ( 1 744.) Died
pantomimic performances. She was represented with a at Rome about 1 760.
lyre in her hand.
Erdelyi, SR-dal-yee, (JAnos,) a Hungarian poet, born
Eratosthene. _See Eratosthenes.
He gained distinction by a volume of lyric
in 1814.
Er-a-tos'the-nes, [Gr. 'EpaToodevric ; Fr. Eratos- poems, published in 1844, and “Legends and Popular
THfeNE, i/rt'tos'tin',] a famous Greek geometer and Tales of Hungary,” (5 vols., 1845-48.)
astronomer, born at Cyrene in 276 B.C., was a pupil of
Erdl, SRtl, (Michael Pius,) a skilful German anatomist
Ariston of Chios, and of Callimachus the poet. He was and physiologist, born in 1815, was professor of physiolfor many years superintendent of the great library of ogy and comparative anatomy at Munich.
He wrote a
Alexandria in the reigns of Ptolemy Evergetes and his treatise on the Eye, “ On the Circulation of Infusoria,”
successor.
He acquired durable celebrity by his astro- (1841,) “The Development of Man and of the Chick in
nomical labours, and is recognized by Delambre as the the Egg,” (1846,) and other works. Died in 1848.
first founder of genuine astronomy. Among his remarkaErdmann, §Rt'min, (Johann Eduard,) a German
ble operations was the measurement of the obliquity of philosopher and disciple of Hegel, born at Volmar, in
0
the ecliptic, which he computed to be 23 51' 20".
He Livonia, in 1805. He became professor of philosophy
also made a memorable attempt to ascertain the dimen- at Halle about 1836.
Among his principal works are
sions of the earth by a method which has been used with an “Essay of a Scientific Exposition ( Darstellung) of
success in modern times, and which was invented by him. the History of Modern Philosophy,” (4 vols., 1834-51,)
He rendered important services to the science of geogra- “Nature and Creation,” (1840,) “Elements of Psychophy, and wrote works on philosophy, grammar, etc., logy,” (3d edition, 1847,) and “On Ennui,” (“Ueber die
which are not extant. Died about 196 B.c.
Langweile,” 1852.)
Erdmann, (Otto Linne lin-na',) a German chemist,
See Fabricius, “Bibliotheca Graeca;” Delambre, “Histoire de
l’Astronomie ancienne.”
born at Dresden in 1804, published a valuable “Manual
Erauso, d’, di-row'so, (Catalina,) a Spanish heroine, of Chemistry,” (1828,) and a treatise on drugs.
surnamed la Monja Alferez, (15 mon'Hi 51 -fa'rgth,)
Erdt, ®Rt, (Paulin,) a German monk, born at Wer(“ the Ensign Nun,”) was born at Saint Sebastian, in tach in 1737, published a “Literary History of Theology,”
Biscay, in 1592.
She was placed when an infant in the (“ Historia literaria Theologiae,” 1785.) Died in 1800.
convent of her native town, from which she effected her
Erebe. See Erebus.
escape at the age of fifteen. Disguised as a man, she
Er'e-bus, [Gr. "Epefiof ; Fr. Erebe, h'r&b',] in classic
embarked for South America, and, after various romantic mythology, was represented as a son of Chaos. The
adventures, entered the army and acquired a high repu- name was also applied to the dark and gloomy region
tation for courage.
On her return to Spain, in 1624, she or space under the earth. (See Pluto.)
obtained a pension from Philip III., and was received
Erechthee. See Erechtheus.
with great favour by Pope Urban VIII. The time of
E-re-eh'theus, [Gr. ’Epexdevc; Fr. Erechthee, i'rek'her death is not known.
Her Memoirs, by herself, were ti',j a fabulous or semi-fabulous hero, supposed to have
published by Don J. M. Ferrer, (Paris, 1829.)
been a son of Vulcan and the father of Cecrops. AcSee, also, De Quincey’s account of the Spanish Nun, in “Nar- cording to another tradition, he was a son of Pandion.

in favour of

;

(

—

and Miscellaneous Papers,” vol.
He is considered by many critics as the same as ErichEr'-ehem-bert [Lat. Erchember'tus] or Er'-ehem- thonius. Homer mentions him as a king of Athens.
and
pert, a monk
historian, lived about 860-900 a.d. The Erechtheum, a temple of Minerva on the Acropolis,
He wrote a “Chronicle of the Lombards,” of which a is said to have been built by him.
part is extant.
Eredia, d’, di-ri-dee'i, (Luigi,) a Sicilian poet, born
Er-ehin'o-ald was elected mayor of the palace of at Palermo ; died in 1604.
Eremita. See Ermite, (Daniel l’.)
Neustria in 640 a.d., in the reign of Clovis II., and govErevantsi,§R-e-v 5 nt'see, (Melchisedec,) an eminent
erned the kingdom for many years. Died about 660.
Ercilla y Arteaga, de, di gR-thM'yi e aR-ti- 5 'gi, Armenian doctor and monk, born in 1550, wrote an
(Fortunio Garcia,) a Spanish jurist, who flourished “Analysis of Aristotle’s Philosophy.” Died in 1631.
Erhard, gR'hiRt, (Heinrich August,) a German
about 1550, was the father of the following.
Ercilla y Zuniga, §R-th£l'yi e thoon-yee'gi, (Alon- archaeologist, born at Erfurt in 1793. He practised mediso,) the first epic poet of Spain, born at Bermeo about cine in early life, and became archivist at Magdeburg in
In 1831 he obtained a similar office at Munster.
1824.
1530, was the son of Fortunio Garcia, Lord of Ercilla.
In early youth he was a page of Philip II. of Spain, whom Among his works are a “ History of the Revival of Literarative
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ture in Germany down to the Reformation,” (1827-32,)
and a "History of Munster,” (1837.) Died in 1851.
Erhard, (Johann Benjamin,) a German philosopher
and physician, born at Nuremberg in 1766 ; died in 1827.
See Varnhagenvon Ense, “ Denkwiirdigkeiten des Philosophen
und Arztes J. B. Erhard,” 1830.
Erhardt, gR'hiRt, (Simon,) a German philosopher,
born at Ulm in 1776, wrote “The Idea and Object of
Philosophy,” (1817,) and other works. Died in 1829.

and lack of kingly qualities he alienated his subjects,
who revolted and drove him from the kingdom about
He retired to the island of Riigen, where he died
1438.
about 1450.

Eric XIV., King of Sweden, son of Gustavus Vasa,
was born about 1535, and succeeded his father in 1560.
He patronized science, and founded literary institutions.
His proposal of marriage to Queen Elizabeth of England having been declined, he resolved to wed CatheEr'i-bert, [Lat. Eriber'tus,] an ambitious Italian rine Mansdoter, the daughter of a corporal, and gave
His violent character and misprelate, obtained in 1018 the archbishopric of Milan, her the title of queen.
and the highest rank among the princes of Italy. He government rendered him so unpopular that his brothers,
procured the crown of Italy for Conrad the Salic, who with other nobles, conspired against him, and in 1568 he
In 1035 was deposed from the throne and confined in prison,
in return made him Lieutenant of Lombardy.
Eribert was involved in a civil war against the Vavas- where he died, or was killed, in 1577. His brother John
important
result was his successor.
An
seurs, with whom Conrad united.
Olof
of this war was the edict of Conrad which rendered fiefs
See Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie
Died Celsius, “Konung Eriks Historia,” 1774, (translated into French
hereditary and settled the public law of Europe.
by Genest, 1777.)

in 1045.
See Sismondi, “Histoire des Republiques Italiennes.”

Er'ic or Er'ik I., surnamed the Good, King of Denmark, began to reign about 1095. It was by his request
He was
that the pope gave Denmark an archbishop.
noted for piety, and undertook a pilgrimage to Jerusalem, but died on the way, in the island of Cyprus, in
His brother, Nicholas, obtained the throne in
1103.
Eric I. left three sons, Harold, Canute, and Eric.
1 105.
Eric II., King of Denmark, who was probably a son
of Eric I., succeeded to the throne about the year 1135.
He was involved in a war with the Vandals, occasioned

by their piratical habits. He was assassinated in 1137,
and was succeeded by his son, Eric III.
Eric III., King of Denmark, surnamed the Lamb,
a son or nephew of the preceding, began to reign about
He retired into a monastery at Odensee, where
1 138.
he died

in 1147.

Eric IV., V., and VI., Kings of Denmark

in the

Eric the Red, a Scandinavian navigator, the reputed
discoverer of North America. He emigrated to Iceland
about 982 a.d., after which he discovered Greenland,
where he planted a colony. He sent out, about 1000 A.D.,
an exploring party under his son Lief, who discovered
a continent, part of which they called Markland, and
another part Vinland, (supposed to correspond to the
southern portion of New England.) Tradition adds
that he or his son formed a settlement in Vinland.
Eric Olai, Sr'ik o-li'e, or Eric of Upsal, a Swedish
historian of the fifteenth century, was a doctor of theology
in Upsal.
He composed, by order of Charles VIII., a
Latin history of Sweden.
Ericeira or Ericeyra, i-re-sa^e-rS, (Fernando de
Menezes di mi-na'zgs,) Count of, an eminent Portuguese author and statesman, born at Lisbon in 1614.
was distinguished for his learning and for his civil and
military services.
He wrote a “History of Tangier,” a
“ History of Portugal,” and other esteemed works. Died

—

thirteenth century, reigned during a period fruitful in
Powerful vassals aspired to in 1699.
revolutions and disorders.
Ericeira or Ericeyra, (Francisco Xavier de Meindependence, and the clergy admitted no supremacy but
Eric IV. began to reign in 1241, and nezes,) Count, a Portuguese general and author, born
that of the pope.
below.
died by violence in 1250. Eric V. succeeded his father, at Lisbon in 1673, was the son of Luiz, noticed
Christopher I., in 1259, and was assassinated in 1286. The Portuguese rank him among their most eminent
His son, Eric VI., began to reign in 1286, waged war men as a writer and public functionary. He was a FelHe wrote an epic
against Norway, and died in 1319, leaving the throne to low of the Royal Society of London.
poem entitled “ Henriqueida,” (1741,) and many occahis brother, Christopher II.
Eric VII. and VIII. of Denmark. See Eric XIII. sional poems; he also made a translation of Boileau’s
“Art of Poetry,” which was admired by the author of
of Sweden.
Er'ic or Er'ik I. to VIII., the name of a series of the original. Died in 1743.
See J. Barboza, “Elogio do I. Conde da Ericeira,” 1785.
kings who reigned in Sweden during the ninth and tenth
Eric VIII.
centuries, of whose history little is known.
Ericeira or Ericeyra, (Luiz de Menezes,) Count,
ascended the throne about 954 a.d. It is said that he the father of the preceding, was born at Lisbon in 1632.
instituted the rank and title of earl among the Swedes.
He gained distinction as a statesman, general, and
Eric IX., surnamed Saint, was elected King of Swe- author. He wrote an esteemed “History of Portugal”
den in 1152. Being animated with zeal for the conver- ( in Latin ) from 1640 to 1668, and various other works.
sion of infidels, he conducted a crusade against the Finns, In a fit of insanity he committed suicide in 1690.
who made a successful resistance. Soon after his return
Ericeyra. See Ericeira.
he was killed by Magnus, a Danish prince, who invaded
Erichsen, gr'ik-sen, (John,) an eminent English surSweden with an army about 1160. He left a son, Canute, geon of the present age, published an important work
(Knut,) who became king in 1168.
entitled “The Science and Art of Surgery,” (1853,)
Eric X., King of Sweden, grandson of the preceding, which has been reprinted in the United States. He was
reigned from 1210 to 1216. He was son of Knut, or Ca- for some time professor of surgery in University College,
nute, and is regarded as the first king of Sweden who London.
was solemnly crowned. He was succeeded by John I.
Er-ich-tho'm-us, [Gr. ’E pixdovw;,] a fabulous king
Eric XI. of Sweden, son of Eric X., ascended the of Athens, called a son of Vulcan, was regarded by some
throne in 1222, and died, without issue, in 1250, when the writers as identical with Erechtheus, (which see.)
throne passed to the house of Folkungar.
According to tradition, he was the successor of AmphicEric XII., King of Sweden, was the son of King Mag- tyon, and the father of Pandi'on.
nus and Blanche of Namur. In 1344 he was declared
Ericius. See Erizzo, (Sebastiano.)
a colleague of his father by a powerful party of clergy
Er'ics-son, (John,) an eminent Swedish engineer,
and nobles.
civil war that followed was terminated
inventor of the caloric engine, was born in the province
by a partition of the country between Magnus and Eric. of Vermeland in 1803. After he had served several
Died in 1359.
years in the army, he removed to England about 1826,
See Geyer, “Histoire dela Suede.”
and made unsuccessful experiments with an engine which
Eric XIII., King of Sweden, reckoned Eric VII. or he proposed to run without steam. He produced in
VIII. of Denmark, was born in 1382. He was the son 1829 a locomotive which ran fifty miles per hour on
About 1833 he
of the Duke of Pomerania, and grand-nephew of Queen the Liverpool and Manchester Railway.
Margaret of Waldemar, who had united the crowns of exhibited in England a caloric engine, which attracted
Denmark and Sweden. After her death, in 1412, he suc- much attention among scientific men. He also invented
ceeded to the throne. He married Philippa, daughter the important application of the screw or propeller to
of Henry IV. of England.
By his oppressive measures steam navigation, and about 1840 came to the United
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Erlach, d’, (Jean Louis,) a successful Swiss general,
born at Berne in 1595. After making several campaigns
in Germany, he entered the service of Gustavus Adolphus, who made him quartermaster of his army and in
See “ Ericsson and his Inventions,” in the “Atlantic Monthly,” 1632 appointed him a councillor.
At the death of the
July, 1862.
Duke of Weimar, Erlach became commander of his army,
E-rig'e-na, (Joannes Scotus, ) [Fr. Jean Scot and passed into the service of the French king. In 1648
Erigene, zh&N sko t&'re'zh&n',] a philosopher and intel- he fought at the battle of Lens under the Prince of Conde,
lectual giant, was a native of Ireland, or Erin, as his name who, on presenting him to Louis XIV. after the action,
indicates, and lived about 850 a. d.
He passed the most said, “ Sire, behold the man to whom you owe the victory
of his mature life in France, at the court of Charles the of Lens.” On the defection of Turenne, the king gave
Raid, who liberally patronized him.
He was celebrated to Erlach the chief command, and soon after a marshal’s
for classical learning and subtlety as a disputant in scho- baton.
He survived this promotion only a few days, and
lastic theology. Hallam thinks “ he was, in a literary and died in 1650.
philosophical sense, the most remarkable man of the
See Sismondi, “ Histoire des Fran^ais;” A. d’Erlach, “ M6dark ages no one else had his boldness and subtlety in moires concemant le General J. L. d’Erlach,” 1784.
Erlach, d’, (Jean Louis,) an able admiral in the
threading the labyrinths of metaphysical speculations.”
His writings on theology were considered heterodox by Danish service, born at Berne in 1648, became commothe Roman Church.
He translated from the Greek the dore in 1672, and vice-admiral in 1678. He was emworks of Dionysius Areopagita, and wrote a “Treatise ployed in the war which Denmark and France waged
on Predestination.” His principal production is entitled against the Swedes in 1678. Died in 1680.
“ On the Division of Nature,” (“ De Divisione Naturae,”)
Erlach, d’, (Jerome,) a skilful Swiss general, born
and treats of theology, metaphysics, etc. It was printed in 1667, entered the service of the emperor Leopold in
at Oxford in 1681.
He is supposed to have died about 1702, and was employed in the wars of the Spanish succession. In 1712 he was created a count of the German
875 A.D.
Died in 1748.
See S. Ren£ Taillandier, “Jean Scot firigfeneet la Philosophic Empire.
scolastique
Chambers, “Biographical Dictionary of Eminent
Erlach, d’, (Sigismund,) a Swiss general, born at or
Scotsmen.”
near Berne in 1614, served in the French army under
firigene. See Erigena.
his uncle Jean Louis, noticed above,
the first of the
E-rig'o-ne, [Gr. ’H/jiyovi/,] a daughter of Icarius, be- name.) He obtained the rank of marechal-de-camp in
loved by Bacchus. It was fabled that she killed herself 1650, and was afterwards general of the Helvetic army.
from grief for the death of her father, and was placed Died in 1699.
States, where he received aid from government in reducing his inventions to practice.
He built the ironclad steamer Monitor, which successfully opposed the
Merrimac in Hampton Roads, March 9, 1862.

:

(

among

the stars as the constellation Virgo.

See Sismondi, “ Histoire des Franjais.”

Erik. See Eric.
Erie, erl, (Sir William,) an English judge, born in
E-rin'na, [Gr. 'Hpivva Fr. Frinne, Vrin',] a Greek Dorsetshire in
1793. He was appointed chief justice of
poetess, who lived about 600 B.C., was a contemporary
the court of common pleas in 1859. Died in 1880.
and friend of Sappho, and a native of Rhodes or Telos.
Erlon. See Drouet d’Erlon.
She died unmarried at the age of nineteen, leaving a
Erman, SR'mJn, (Georg Adoi.f,) a German natural
poem, called “ The Distaff,” in three hundred hexameter philosopher, born in Berlin in 1806. He performed
verses, few of which are extant.
Some ancient critics (1828-30) a voyage around the world, and made a series
thought her verses compared favourably with those of
of magnetic observations which served as the basis of
Homer.
Gauss’s theory of terrestrial magnetism. He published,
See Richter, “Sappho und Erinna;” Bode, “Geschichte der in German, a “ Voyage around the World through NorthHellenischen Dichtkunst.”
ern Asia and the Two Oceans,” (5 vols., 1833-42,) and
]5rmne. See Erinna.
was afterwards professor of physics in Berlin.
E-rin'nys, plural E-rin'ny-es, [Gr. ’Epivvvp, ’EptvErman, (Johann Peter,) a German writer, the father
vvtf,] a name applied to the Furies, or Eumenides, perof Paul, noticed below, was born at Berlin in 1733. He
sonifications of the avenging spirit.
(See Eumenides.) became principal of the French College in his native
E-riph'I-le, sister of Adrastus, King of Argos, and city, and a member of the Academy of Sciences.
He
wife of Amphiaraus. She was bribed by Polynices to dis- wrote “ Historical Memoirs of the French Refugees
in
cover the hiding-place of her husband, who was unwilling Prussia,”
vols.,
Died
in
1782-94.)
1814.
(9
accompany
the
Argives
in
their
expedition
to
against
See P. Buttmann, “Denkschrift auf Herrn Erman, Vater,"
Thebes. Amphiaraus, before his departure, charged his l8l4.
son Alcmaeon to murder his mother, which order was
Erman, (Paul,) the father of Georg Adolf, noticed
obeyed.
He was professor of
above, was born in Berlin in 1764.
E'ris, [Gr. "Epif Lat. Discor'dia; Fr. Eris, ViAss', physical science in the University of Berlin, and a secreor Discorde, d^s'koRd',] the goddess of discord, in clas- tary of the Academy of Sciences, for which he wrote
sic mythology, was called a daughter of Night.
treatises on galvanism and other subjects. Died in 1851.
Erizzo, i-r&t'so, (Francesco,) a Venetian general
Ermenald. See Ermoldus.
and doge, born about 1570. After he had obtained the
Ermengarde.er'men-gard, or Hermengarde, Queen
rank of commander-in-chief, he was elected doge in 1632. of Provence, was a daughter of Louis II., Emperor of
In 1645 the senate gave him supreme command of a Germany, and Engelberga. She was born in
855, and
large armament which they prepared to resist the vic- was married in
877 A.D. to Boson, brother-in-law of
torious progress of the Turks in Candia
but just as he Charles the Bald of France, who gave Boson the govwas ready to sail he died, in January, 1646.
ernment of Provence. She persuaded her husband to
See M. Trevisano, “Vita di F. Erizzo,” 1651; Daru, “His- assume the title of King of Arles.
Her ambition intoire de Venise.”
volved Boson in a disastrous war with Louis III. of
Erizzo, [Lat. Eriij'ius or Echi'nus,] (Sebastiano,) France. After the death of her husband (888) she gova noble Italian, born in Venice in 1525, was eminent as erned Provence as guardian of her minor son Louis.
an antiquary, author, and senator. He was an excellent
See Sismondi, “Histoire des Fran^ais.”
classical scholar, and had a remarkable memory.
His
Er'mens, [Fr. SR'mSN',] (Joseph,) born at Brussels
“Discourse on Ancient Medals” (1559) had such suc- in
1736, left in manuscript a “Bibliography of the Low
cess that three editions were issued in one year, and it Countries,” or “ Catalogue Raisonne” of all books which
opened a new era in the science of numismatics. He treat of the history of that country. Died in 1805.
wrote other works, and translated several Dialogues of
Er'me-ric [Lat. Ermeri'cus] or Her'menric, King
Plato.
Died in 1585.
of the Suevi, invaded Spain, and obtained Galicia by
See Nani, “Storia Veneta.”
conquest in the reign of Honorius.
He repulsed an
Erlach, eR'lik', [Ger. pron. Sr'Hk,] or D’Erlach, attack of Gonderic the Vandal in 419 A.D. Died in 440.
/
d^R'lik', (Chari.es Louis,) a Swiss general, born at
Ermite, 1’, l§u m£t', [Lat. Erf.mi'ta,] (Daniel,) a
Berne in 1746; died in 1798.
Flemish writer, born at Antwerp about 1584, was a friend
;

;

See Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.
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de’ Medici,

who employed him

as secretary

and sent him

He

wrote “ Iter Ger“Journey to Germany,” 1637,) and an

on missions to several courts.

manicum,” (a
essay on “Court

Life and Civil Life,” (“ Aulicae Vitse ac
Libri IV.,”) which is praised for style and other
merits.
It was published by Graevius in 1701.
Died at
Leghorn in 1613.
Er-mol'dus or Er'me-nald, (Nigel'lus,) a French
monk and writer of the ninth century, composed a Latin
poem on the military and other acts of Louis le Debonnaire, (826,) which is valued for the historical facts which
it records.
Ernest, er'nest, [Ger. Ernst, §Rnst,] Prince of Ancivilis

born at Amber in 1608, was mortally wounded at
Lutzen, where he fought for Gustavus Adolphus, in 1632.
halt,

See Ersch und Gruber, “ Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”

Ernest, (Ernst,) Archduke of Austria, born at Vienna
in 1533, was a son of Maximilian II.
In 1592 he was
appointed Governor of the Low Countries by Philip II.
He was generally considered an incapable governor.
Died in 1595.
See Prescott, “Philip II.”

Ernest, (Ernst,) Duke of Austria, born in 1378, was
the third son of Leopold V.
He ruled over Carinthia,
Styria, and Carniola.
Died in 1424.
See Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”

Ernest, (Ernst,) Margrave of Austria, was a son of
Albert the Victorious. He took arms against the emperor Henry IV. as an ally of Otho of Bavaria, and was
killed in battle in 1075.
See Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”

Ernest, (Ernst,) Duke of Bavaria, succeeded
father, John, in 1397.
Died in 1438.

He

joined the coalition against Louis

in 1612.

See Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”

Ernest, (Ernst,) Prince of Holstein-Schauenburg,
was born in 1569 died in 1622.
Ernest, (Ernst,) Archbishop of Magdeburg, son of
the Elector of Saxony, was born in 1466. He was elected
archbishop in 1476. Died in 1513.
Ernest (Ernst) of Mansfeld. See Mansfeld.
Ernest, (Ernst,) Duke of Saxe-Coburg, the eldest
brother of Albert, consort of Queen Victoria, was born
in 1818.
He began to reign in 1844, and showed himself favourable to reform and the unity of Germany.
Ernest, (Ernst,) surnamed the Pious, Duke of SaxeGotha, born in 1601, was a brother of Bernard of SaxeWeimar. He fought for Gustavus Adolphus in the Thirty
Years’ war. At the battle of Lutzen, after Gustavus fell,
Ernest defeated Pappenheim. He obtained the duchy
of Gotha in 1640, and became the founder of the house
of Saxe-Gotha.
He had a good reputation for ability
and virtue. Died in 1675.
;

Redenbacher,

XIV.

of France,

and distinguished himself in several battles between 1675
and 1690. He obtained the dignity of Elector in 1692.
Died in 1698.
Ernest Augustus, King of Hanover, born in 1771,
was a younger son of George III. of England. Fie was
styled the Duke of Cumberland before his accession to
the throne, and obtained the rank of field-marshal in the
British army.
He married in 1815 Frederica of Mecklenburg-Strelitz.
On the death of William IV., in 1837,
he succeeded to the throne of Hanover. He died in 1851,
and left the throne to his son, George V.
Er'nest Cas'i-mir, [Ger. Ernst Kashmir, gRnst
ki'ze-mSeR,] Count of Nassau, born at Dillenburg in
In 1597 he
1573, was a son of John, Count of Nassau.
entered the service of the United Provinces as captain.
He fought against the Spaniards in many sieges and
battles, was raised to the rank of general, and gained
several victories. He was killed at Roermonde in 1632.
See Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”

Ernesti,' SR-n§s'tee,
gist,

born

at

(August Wilhelm,)

Frohndorf (Thuringia)

in 1733,

a philolo-

was

a

nephew

of the celebrated J. A. Ernesti. He succeeded his uncle
He spoke
as professor of eloquence at Leipsic in 1770.
and wrote Latin with elegance and facility, and filled
the chair above-named with great distinction. His most
important work is an edition of Livy, (3 vols., 1769.)

Died

Ernest (Ernst) of Bavaria, Archbishop of Cologne,
born in 1554, was a younger son of Albert V. of Bavaria.
He became Archbishop of Cologne, and Elector in 1583.

See A. Teissier, “Vie d’Ernest le Pieux,” 1707;
“ Ernst der Fromme, Herzog von Gotha,” 1851.

was a son of George, Duke of Brunswick-Luneburg. He
married Sophia, a daughter of Frederick, King of Bohemia, and had a son who became George I. of England.

in 1801.

See Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”

his

See Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie'!*’
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Ernesti, (Jacob Daniel.) a German Lutheran theoborn at Rochlitz in 1640; died in 1707.
Ernesti, (Johann August,) one of the most celebrated critics that Germany has produced, was born at
Tennstedt, in Thuringia, in August, 1707.
He was a
son of Johann Christoph, pastor of Tennstedt, and was
educated at Wittenberg and Leipsic. In 1734 he became
logian,

Thomas, in Leipsic. He
was chosen professor of ancient literature in the university of that city in 1742, after he had published an excellent edition of the works of Cicero, (in 5 vols., 1737-39,)
which is his principal title to celebrity. In the same
rector of the school of Saint

university he obtained the chair of eloquence in 1756,
which the chair of theology was added in 1758. He
edited the works of Homer, (1759-65,) Polybius, and
Tacitus, (1752.) He developed a new system of biblical
criticism in his “Institutes of an Interpreter of the New
Testament,” (“Institutio Interpretis Novi Testamenti,”
In
1761,) which is regarded as a work of great merit.
theology he belonged to the rationalistic school. Ernesti
imitated the style of Cicero with success, and was considered by many judges the first Latinist of his time.
He was author of other theological and philological
works. Died in 1781.
See J. van Voorst, “Oratio de J. A. Ernesto,” Leyden, 1804;
“J. A. Emesti’s Verdienste in Theologie und Religion,” Berlin,
1783: E. F. Vogei., “Oratio de J. A. Ernesti Meritis in Jurisprudentiam,” 1829; August W. Ernesti, “Alemoria J. A. Ernesti,”
to

Ernest, (Ernst,) Duke of Saxe-Gotha, born about 1781.
Ernesti, (Johann Christian Gottlob,) a German
He was a distinguished
1745, began to reign in 1772.
astronomer, and founded an observatory at Seeberg, near scholar and critic, born at Arnstadt in 1756, was a
Gotha. The measurement of an arc of the meridian by nephew of the preceding, and cousin of August Wilhelm.
He became professor of philosophy at Leipsic
Zach was made under his auspices. Died in 1804.
Ernest, (Ernst,) Elector of Saxony, and head of the in 1782, and published, among other works, a good edibranch called Ernestine, was born in 1441, and was the tion of Silius Italicus, (1791,) a valuable “Lexicon of
eldest son of Frederick II., whom he succeeded in 1464. Greek Rhetorical Technology,” (1795,) and an elegant
He inherited Thuringia at the death of his uncle in 1482. German version of Cicero’s best works, “Spirit and Art
Died in i486, and was succeeded by his son, Frederick III. of Cicero,” (“Ciceros Geist und Kunst,” 1799-1802.)
Ernest (Ernst) I. of Zell, Duke of Brunswick- Died in 1802.
Luneburg, born at Ultzen in 1497, was one of the first
See Meusel, “Gelehrtes Deutschland.”
proselytes of Luther. He abolished the Romish worship
Ernesti, (Johann Heinrich,) a German scholar,
in his duchy, and signed in 1529 the famous protest brother of Jacob Daniel, noticed above, was born in
1652.
against the decree of the Diet of Spire.
He joined the He wrote a “Compendium of Profane Hermeneutics,”
league of Schmalkalden about 1532, and rendered great
Died in 1729.
(1699,) and other works.
services to his party in the wars that followed.
Died in
Ernouf, SR'noof', (Jean Augustin,) Baron, aFrench
1546.
general, born at Alen^rn in 1753.
He became a general
See Mor£ri, “ Dictionnaire Historique.”
of division in 1793, and distinguished himself at Fleurus
ErTiest Au-gus'tus, [Ger. Ernst August, eRnst and Novi. Died in 1827.
ow'goost,] the first Elector of Hanover, born in 1629,
Ernst, the German of Ernest, which see.
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Ernst, eRnst, [Lat. Ern'stius,] (Heinrich,) a learned founded the Academy of Painting at Paris in 1648. He
Danish jurist, born at Helmstedt in 1603, wrote, in Latin, had the principal part in the foundation of the French
many able works on law, religion, and other subjects, Academy of Art in Rome in 1666, and was director of
among which are “ Sabbatismos,” and “ Introduction to that institution until 1683. He published (with ChamDied in 1665.
the True Life,” (1643.)
bray) a “Comparison of Ancient with Modern Architecture,” (1666.)
See Kraft og Nyerup, “ Litteraturlexicon.”
Died at Rome in 1689.
See Milizia, “Memorie degli Architetti,” etc.
Ernst, (Heinrich Wilhelm,) a German violinist,
Errard or Erard, W riit', (Jean,) a French military
born at Briinn in 1814; died in 1865.
engineer, born at Bar-Ie-Duc, was employed by Henry
Ernst August. See Ernest Augustus.
IV., who called him the first of engineers.
He wrote an
Ernst Kasimir. See Ernest Casimir.
Ernsting, iRn'sting, (Arthur Conrad,) a German able treatise on Fortification, (1594.) Died about 1620.
Er-Rasheed
or
Er-Rashid. See Ar-Rasheed and
botanist, born at Sachsenhagen in 1709, published a
“Description of the Families of Plants,” (1762,) and Haroun-al-Raschid.
Erri,
degli,
dil'yee
Sr'ree, (Pellegrino,) an Italian
Died
in
other works.
1768.
Orientalist, born at Modena in 1 5 1 1, produced an Italian
Ernstius. See Ernst.
version of the Psalms of David, (1573.)
Died in 1575.
Ernulph. See Arnulph.
Errico, Sr-ree'ko, or Enrico, In-ree'ko, (Scipione,)
Eroles, de, di i-ro- 14 s', Baron, a Spanish general,
noted for energy and audacity, born in Catalonia in 1785, a popular Italian poet and priest, born in 1592 at Mestook an active part in the guerilla war against the French sina, where he obtained the chair of moral philosophy
He was a partisan of the royalists in 1820, and the title of poet-laureate. He wrote “The Wars of
in 1809-10.
and in 1822 a member of the Supreme Regency, formed Parnassus,” (a history of literary quarrels, 1643,) “ Deidaduring the king’s captivity. In the same year he com- mia,” a drama, (1644,) and other works. Died in 1670.
See Mongitore, “ Bibliotheca Sicula.
manded at two battles, in which the royalists were totally
Ersch, §Rsh, (Johann Samuel,) an eminent encyclodefeated by Mina. Died in 1825.
idrope, the French of HLrope, which see.
paedist, and founder of German bibliography, was born at
E'ros, pE pw?,] the Greek name of the god of love, Gross Glogau, in Silesia, in 1766. He published between
corresponding to the Cupido of the Romans. He was 1793 and 1809 a “General Repertory of Literature,” (8
generally regarded as a son of Aphrodite, (Venus,) and vols.,) and a work entitled “Literary France,” (“Das
was personified as a beautiful boy with wings and armed gelehrte Frankreich,” 5 vols., 1797-1806.) About 1800
he was chosen librarian of the University of Jena, and
with a bow and arrows. (See Cupid.)
Erostratus. See Herostratus.
in 1803 professor of geography at Halle.
His principal
Erotianus, e-ro-she-a'nus, [’Epurtavot;,] a Greek wri- work is the great “ Encyclopaedia of Sciences and Arts,”
ter, who lived in the first century of our era, in the reign
(“Allgemeine Encyklopaedie der Wissenschaften und
He wrote, Kiinste,”) by Ersch and Gruber, of which he edited 17
of Nero, is sometimes called Herodianus.
in Greek, a glossary of Hippocrates, which explains some vols., (1818-28.)
After the death of Ersch (1828) it was
obscure terms found in that writer. It was first printed continued by Gruber and others.
in Paris in 1564.

King of Armenia, occupied the highest
rank among the Armenian generals in the reign of Sanadrook, (Sanadrouk.) At the death of that prince, 68 a.d.,

Er'o-vant

II.,

he usurped the throne. In 78 he founded a new and
splendid capital, which he named Erovantaschad. Ardasches II., the son of Sanadrook, having raised an army
In the battle
in Persia, came back to recover his throne.
that followed, Erovant was defeated and killed in the
year 88.
Er-pe'ni-us, or Van Erpen, vin SR'pen, (Thomas,)
a celebrated Orientalist, born at Gorkum, in Holland, in
1584, graduated at Leyden in 1608, and afterwards pursued his favourite studies in England, France, Italy, etc.
In 1613 he was chosen professor of Arabic and other
Oriental languages, except Hebrew, in the University of
Leyden. In 1619 a second chair of Hebrew was founded
in his favour. He kept an Arabic press in his own house.
His labours have rendered important services to Oriental
learning, and have scarcely been surpassed in the same
department, although his career was closed by a premaHis most important works are an “ Arabic
ture death.
Grammar,” (1613,) the first composed in Europe, a
“ Collection of Lokman’s Arabic Proverbs,” translated
into Latin, an Arabic version of the New Testament, and
“ Historia Saracenica,” an edition of Elmacin’s history,
with Latin version, (1625.) Died in 1624.
See P. Scrivarius, “Manes Erpiniante,” 1625 G. J. Vossius,
“Oratio in Obitum T. Erpenii,” 1625; “Nouvelle Biographie Gend:

rale.”

Errante,

gr-rin'ti, (Giuseppe,) a skilful Italian hispainter, born at Trapani in 1760, passed the
life in Milan.
Among his works are
“Endymion” and “Psyche.” Died in 1821.

torical

greater part of his

Errard. See Erard.
Errard, VriR', (Charles,) a French painter, born

at

He received the title of painter
Bressuire about 1570.
Died about 1635.
to the king.
Errard, (Charles,) a French painter and architect, a
son and pupil of the preceding, was born at Nantes in
1606.
He painted historical subjects, among which is
“Saint Paul restored to Sight.” In 1646 he began to
decorate the Palais Royal for Louis XIV. He afterwards
adorned the Louvre, Tuileries, the chateau of Versailles,
and other palaces. He was one of the twelve artists who
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See Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie;” “NouBiographie Generate. ”

velle

Erskine,

er'skin,

(

David,

)

Lord Dun, an eminent

Scottish lawyer, born at Dun in 1670, became lord of
session in 1711, and was a commissioner in the court of
justiciary from 1713 to 1750.
He published a valuable
work, styled “Lord Dun’s Advices.” Died in 1755.
See Chambers, “Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen.”

Erskine, (David Stewart,) Earl of Buchan, and
Lord Cardross, a literary Scottish nobleman and antiquary, born in 1742, was the eldest son of Henry David;
tenth Earl of Buchan, and was a brother of Lord-ChanAbout 1766 he was elected a Fellow of
cellor Erskine.
the Royal Society and appointed secretary to the British
embassy in Spain. In 1780 he took the principal part
in founding the Society of Scottish Antiquaries, and in
1791 instituted an annual festive commemoration of the
poet Thomson. He wrote several antiquarian treatises.
Died in 1829.
See Chambers, “ Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen.”

Erskine, (Ebenezer,) the founder of a sect in Scotland designated as Seceders, born in 1680, was a son of
Henry Erskine, noticed below. From 1703 to 1731 he
ministered at Portmoak, in Kinross, where he became
eminent and popular as a theologian, preacher, and
In 1731 he
of Stirling. About
of
Scotland
Church
subject Mr. Erskine

accepted a call from the church
1732 a controversy arose in the
respecting lay patronage, on which
opposed the action of the General
Assembly, and was suspended from the ministry. In
1736 Erskine and his friends organized the “Secession
Church.” His sermons and other writings have been
Died in 1754.
often reprinted, and are much admired.
The Secession Church in 1847 formed a union with the
Relief Synod, and took the name of the United Presbytewriter.

rian

Church.

See Chambers, “ Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen.”

Erskine, (Henry,) a Scottish clergyman, father of
He became pastor at
the preceding, was born in 1624.
Cornhill, was ejected in 1662, and banished about 1682.
imprisoned
in
Died
in 1696.
He was
1685.
Erskine, (Henry,) an eminent Scottish patriot, born
about 1650. He was third Lord Cardross, eldest son of
the second Lord Cardross, and ancestor of Lord-Chan-
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Having been persecuted by fine and imprisonment on account of his religion, he emigrated about
1680 to South Carolina, whence he was driven by the
Spaniards. He next went to Holland, enlisted in the
service of the Prince of Orange, and returned with him
to England in 1688. He was restored to his estates and

cellor Erskine.

made

a privy councillor. Died in 1693.
See Chambers, “ Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen.”

Erskine, (Hon. Henry,) an able Scottish lawyer, born
in Edinburgh in 1746, was the second son of David, tenth
Earl of Buchan, and brother of the lord chancellor. He
was called to the bar in 1768, and appointed lord advocate of Scotland in 1782.

On

the accession of Pitt as

premier he was removed, but obtained the same high
office in 1806 under the Whig ministry, and was elected
to Parliament.
He was an eloquent and witty advocate, and for some years was considered the leader and
Probably none
brightest ornament of the Scottish bar.
of his competitors equalled him in professional tact, in
suavity of temper, or in fascination of manner. As a
statesman he constantly supported the Whig or Liberal
party.
He died in 1817, leaving two sons, Henry and
George, the former of whom is the present Earl of Buchan.
“ In his long and splendid career at the bar,” says Lord
Jeffrey, “he was distinguished not only by the peculiar
brilliancy of his wit and the gracefulness and vivacity
of his eloquence, but by the still rarer power of keeping
those seducing qualities in perfect subordination to his

judgment.”
See Chambers, “ Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen.”

Erskine, (John,) Baron of Dun, an eminent Scottish
Reformer, born near Montrose about 1508. At an early
age he became one of the leaders of the Protestants in
Scotland.
He first introduced, it is said, the study of
the Greek language into the schools of Scotland, about
1534. In 1557 he was appointed a commissioner to attend
About 1560 he
the marriage of Queen Mary in France.
was ordained as a minister. He assisted in compiling
the Second Book of Discipline in 1577. Died in 1591.
See Chambers, “Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen.”

Erskine, (John,) Colonel, a Scottish officer, born
was the third son of Lord Cardross. Having
served in Holland under the Prince of Orange, he was
in 1661,

appointed

in

1688 lieutenant-governor of Stirling Castle,

and afterwards governor of Dumbarton Castle. In 1707
he was elected to the British Parliament. His son John
was an eminent jurist. Died in 1743.
Erskine, (John,) eighteenth Lord Erskine, and eleventh Earl of Mar, an ambitious and corrupt Scottish
politician, born at Alloa in 1675, was the son of Charles,
tenth Earl of Mar. At the accession of Queen Anne,
in 1702, he joined the Tories, and in 1708 was chosen
secretary for Scotland, and became one of the most
powerful leaders of the Jacobites. In September, 1715,
he raised the standard of the Pretender, and, though
destitute of military skill, assumed the command of the
He was defeated
insurgents, amounting to 12,000 men.
by Argyle at Dunblane in November, and soon after
escaped with his master to the continent, where he continued to plot for several years, and died in 1732.
See Chambers, “ Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen.”

Erskine (John)

of Carnoch, an eminent Scottish
born in 1695, was the son of Colonel John Erskine, and a cousin of Lord-Chancellor Erskine.
In
1737 he was chosen professor of Scottish law in the
University of Edinburgh, and in 1754 published “Principles of the Law of Scotland,” which became a leading
authority in the courts. He retired from his chair in the
university in 1765, and died at his estate of Cardross in
He left an extension of the above work, which
1768.
appeared in 1773, entitled “An Institute of the Law of
Scotland.” It is a standard work of great merit, whose
authority is as unquestionable as “Coke upon Littleton.”
jurist,

See Chambers, “ Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen.”

Erskine, (John,) D.D., an eminent Scottish divine,
son of the preceding, was born in 1721.
In 1744 he
was ordained minister of Kirkintilloch, near Glasgow.
From 1753 to 1758 he preached at Culross, and in the
latter year removed to the New Grey-Friars’, a church
of Edinburgh.
He was for many years the leader of the
c as k; 9 as
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the same
popular or orthodox party in the Church,
which in 1843 seceded and formed the “Free Church.”
In 1767 he became a colleague of Dr. Robertson in
Among his
the Old Grey-Friars’ Church, Edinburgh.
writings on theology which are numerous and highly
prized are “Theological Dissertations,” (1765,) and
" Sketches and Hints of Church History,” (1790.) Died

—

—

in 1803.
See Sir H. Moncrieff Well-wood, “Life of John Erskine,’’
1818 Chambers, “ Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen.”
;

Erskine, (Ralph,) an eminent Scottish divine, born
at Monilaws in 1685, was the brother of Ebenezer Erskine, noticed above.
He was ordained in 1711 as minister of Dunfermline, and acquired a high reputation as
a preacher and writer on theology. About 1736 he
co-operated with his brother, and joined the Seceders.
(See Erskine, Ebenezer.) He published sermons and
“Gospel Sonnets.” Died in 1752.
See Chambers, “ Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen.”

Erskine, (Thomas,) Lord, an illustrious British
orator and advocate, born in Edinburgh in January, 1750,
was the youngest son of Henry David, Earl of Buchan.

He

received his education at the high-schools of EdinAs his father could not
afford to defray the expense of preparing him for a
learned profession, he entered the navy in 1764 as midshipman. After the lapse of four years, being disappointed in his hope of promotion, he purchased an
In 1770 he married
ensign’s commission in the army.
the daughter of Daniel Moore, M.P., with whom he lived
in uninterrupted harmony.
The same year his regiment
was ordered to Minorca, where he spent two years profitably in the systematic study of English literature.
Returning home in 1772, he passed several months in
London, where he produced a sensation in the higher
circles by his graceful volubility, his genial temper, and
Rendered restless by the
his charming social qualities.
consciousness of grand dormant powers and faculties, he
happened one day, in 1774, to enter court, in which Lord
Mansfield, the presiding judge, invited him to sit by his
Thinking that he could make a better speech than
side.
any that he heard in that trial, he resolved to study law.
In 1775 he was admitted a student of Lincoln’s Inn, and
in 1776 was matriculated at Cambridge, as the degree
of A.M. would shorten the term required to qualify him
for the bar,
to which he was called in 1778.
The first cause in which he was engaged was that of
Captain Baillie, tried for a libel on the Earl of Sandwich, a
member of the cabinet. “ Then was exhibited,” says Lord
Campbell, “the most remarkable scene ever witnessed in
Westminster Hall. It was the debut of a barrister, wholly
unpractised in public speaking, before a court crowded
with the men of the greatest distinction, belonging to all
parties in the state. And I must own that, all the circumstances considered, it is the most wonderful forensic effort
of which we have any account in our annals.” The impression made on the audience was such that before he
left the court a large number of retainers were presented
to him by the attorneys who flocked around him. He had
risen at one bound to the highest rank in his profession.
In 1781 he made a great and successful plea in defence of
Lord George Gordon, indicted for treason, in which logic
and passion were combined with consummate art.
In 1783, by the influence of the Whig leaders, Erskine
obtained a seat in the House of Commons, where his
success was not equal to the high expectations that had
been raised. In the election of 1784 he lost his seat.
He could not adapt himself to the tenor of parliamentary debate with the same success that attended him in
In 1789, in the trial of Stockdale, he vindithe forum.
cated the freedom of the press by another triumph of
eloquence. In 1 790 he was again returned to Parliament
for Portsmouth, and continued to support the principles
of Fox, even in the crisis of the French Revolution, by
which the Whigs were divided. In 1794 Erskine appeared as the champion of public liberty in the state
trials, when the ministry attempted to put down the
friends of reform by the law of “ constructive treason.”
He spoke seven hours in defence of Hardy, who was
acquitted, amidst the rapturous applause of the popular
party. Next came the case of John Horne Tooke, which
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similar result.
In 1802 he was made chancellor
of the duchy of Cornwall.
On the formation of the
Grenville ministry, in J anuary, 1 806, he became lord chancellor, and was raised to the peerage, as Baron Erskine
of Restormel Castle. In consequence of a change in the
ministry, he retired from office in 1807. Lord Campbell,
late chancellor of England, gives it as his opinion that
“ as an advocate in the forum he is without an equal in
ancient or modern times.” He did not aim at wit or
ornament in his speeches, though his diction was pure,
“ But he spoke as his clients
Simple, and full of variety.
respectively would have spoken, being endowed with his
genius ; and those who heard him seemed to be inspired
with a new, ethereal existence.” Died in November, 1823.
His principal publications are “Armata,” a political romance, and a “ View of the Causes and Consequences

had a

tory,” (1768,) “Elements of Natural Philosophy,” (“Naturlehre,” 1772,) and “ Systema Regni Animalis per

Classes, Ordines, Genera, Species, Varietates, cum Historic Animalium; Classis I., Mammalia,” (“System
of the Animal Kingdom by Classes, Orders, Genera,”
etc., 1777.)
“There exists not in zoology,” says the
“ Biographie Universelle,” “a more exact and complete treatise than this history of the mammalia.” Died
in 1777.
His mother, Dorothy Leporin, born in 1715, was
for her attainments in medical science.
She
received a diploma from the University of Halle in 1754,
and practised medicine. Died in 1762.
See “ Biographie Mddicale."

eminent

Eryceira.

See Ericeira.
Er-y-gi'na, [Fr. Erycine, i're-sfen',] a surname of
Eryx, in Sicily, where she

War with France,” which ran through forty-eight Venus, derived from Mount
editions.
He left several daughters, and three sons, of had a temple.
whom the eldest, David Montague, inherited the title
idrycine. See Erycina.
of the

of Lord Erskine.
See Lord Campbell, “Lives of the Lord Chancellors;” Foss,

“The Judges

of England,” vol. ix.
of Lord Erskine, with a Prefatory

Review”

Lord Brougham, “Speeches
Memoir;” “London Quarterly

;

for April, 1858.

E'ryx, [Gr. ‘Epuf,] a son of Butes and Venus, killed
by Hercules in a combat with the cestus. (See Virgil’s
“zEneid,” book v., lines 402-12.) A mountain in Sicily,
near Drepanum, was named Eryx, from his having been

Erskine, (Thomas,) of Linlethan, a member of the buried
Scottish bar, distinguished as a biblical scholar, wrote
“Remarks on the Internal Evidence for the Truth of
Revealed Religion,” (3d edition, 1821,) an “Essay on
Faith,” and “The Doctrine of Election Illustrated,”

See Ercilla.
Es, van, vin 6s, (Jacob,) a Flemish painter, born in
Antwerp about 1570, excelled in the imitation of shells,
flowers, and fruits.
He is praised by Descamps.
See Descamps, “Vies des Peintres Flamands,”

(1837-)

Erskine, (Thomas Alexander,)

sixth Earl of Kellie,
a musical composer, born in 1732, was the son of the
He devoted his attention chiefly
fifth Earl of Kellie.

to music, studied with Stamitz at Manheim, and gained
distinction as a composer and performer.
Died in 1781.

Erslev.

there.

Erzilla.

See Erslew.

Erslew

or Erslev, gR'slSv, (Thomas IPan'sen,) a
Danish bibliographer, born at Randers in 1803. He was
appointed director of the archives of the ministry of
worship in 1849. His most important work is a “ General Dictionary of the Authors of Denmark,” (“ Almindeligt Forfatter-Lexicon for Danmark,” etc., 3 vols., 184153,) to which he has added a supplement.

etc.

Esaias. See Isaiah.
E-sa'l-as of Egypt, a monk, who lived in Egypt in
the fourth century, and wrote, in Greek, a number of
works, some of which were published in 1684.
E'sau, [Heb.Uyy,] the eldest son oflsaac and Rebecca,
born about 1836 B.C., lived in Mount Seir or Edom. He
was sometimes called Edom, which signifies “ red,” and
was the ancestor of the Edomites.
See Genesis xxv. 25 xxvii., xxxii., xxxiii., and xxxvi.
6s-ka-lin't&, (Juan Antonio,) a Spanish historical painter, born at Cordova in 1630, lived in
Madrid, and adorned the churches of that city with his
works, among which is “ The Life of Saint Gerard.”
;

Escalante,

Ertborn, van, vin gRt'boRn, (Joseph Charles Em- He imitated Tintoret and Titian with moderate success.
manuel,) Baron, a Belgian linguist and writer on art Died in 1670.
and literature, born at Antwerp in 1778, wrote “HisEscalante, d\ d§s-k£-Un'tl, (Juan,) was one of Cortorical Researches on the Academy of Antwerp and the tez’s principal officers when he undertook, in 1518, the
Died in 1823.
Artists which it produced,” (1806.)
conquest of Mexico. He received from Cortez the comErtinger, gR'tiN'zhi', (Franqois,) a French en- mand of the colony or town founded by him at Vera
graver, born at Colmar in 1640, engraved after Rubens Cruz. He was killed in a battle against a Mexican chief
and Poussin.
in 1519.
Ertogrul, eR'to-gRool, a Turkish chief, son of SoliSee Prescott’s “Conquest of Mexico.”
Shah, and father of Othman, the founder of the
Escale. See Scala.
Ottoman Empire. He ruled a tribe of Carismians, on
Escarbot. See Lescarbot.
the Sangara River, near the Black Sea, for the space
Eschasseriaux, Vshis're'o', (Joseph,) Baron, a
of fifty years, and preached the Moslem religion with a French Jacobin, born near Saintes in 1753.
He was an
sword in his hand. He took the city of Kutaia from active member of the Convention, 1792-95, and of the
the Greeks in 1281, and died soon after that date.
Tribunate, 1800-04. Died in 1823.
See Von Hammer, “Geschichte des Osmanischen Reichs.”
Eschasseriaux, (Ren£,) a brother of the preceding,
Erwin, §R'^in, (John,) a German architect, who suc- born in 1754, was an able and moderate member of the
ceeded his father, Erwin von Steinbach, as architect of Convention, and of various legislative assemblies in
succession.
In 1798 he made an important report on
the cathedral of Strasburg.
Died in 1339.
Erwin von Steinbach, gR'tffin fon stin'biK, a Ger- the subject of supplying horses for the cavalry. Died
man architect, born at Steinbach, near Buhl. He was in 1831.
Eschels-Kroon, gsh'els-kRon',( Adolphus, )a Danish
the chief architect of the doorway and tower of the
Strasburg cathedral, one of the most imposing and traveller, born in 1736, passed many years in the East
admirable specimens of the modern Gothic style. He Indies, where he was agent of Denmark from 1782 to
commenced this tower in 1275, and died in 1318, after 1784. He wrote a “Description of Sumatra,” (1782,)
which it was continued by his son John, who died in and other works. Died in 1793.
See Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”
It has a greater altitude than any other struc1339.
ture in Europe, being about 436 French feet, or more
Eschenbach, gsh'en-MK', (Andreas Christian,) a
than 465 English feet, in height.
learned German writer, born in 1663 at Nuremberg,
He pubSee Milizia, “ Memorie degli Architetti ;” Pingeron, “Vies des where he became professor of Greek in 1695.
Arcliitectes anciens et modernes;” Joseph Bader, “Meister Erwin
lished an edition of the works of Orpheus, (1689,) “ Episeine
Heimath,”
1844.
von Steinbach und
genes on Orphic Poetry,” (“ Epigenes de Poesi Orphica,”
Erxleben, gRks'la-ben, (Johann Christian Poly- 1702,) “ Dissertationes Academicae,” (1705,) and other
Died in 1705.
carp,) an eminent German naturalist, born at Quedlin- works.
Eschenbach, (Christian Ehrenfried— a'ren-fReet'.)
He was chosen professor of
burg, Saxony, in 1744.
philosophy at Gottingen in 1771. He gained a high repu- a German physician, born at Rostock in 1712, wrote
tation by his works, some of which are said to be models “Elements of Surgery,” (1745,) “Medicina Legalis,”
He published “Elements of Natural His- (1746,) and other professional works. Died in 1788.
of accuracy.
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Died in 1831. The genus Eschscholtwas named in honour of him by Chamisso.
Eschyle, the French for ZEschylus, which see.
Eschylus. See ZEschylus.
Esclava, de, dk gs-klk'vi, (Antonio,) a Spanish
writer of romances, born in Aragon about 1570.
Escobar, de, dk Ss-ko-bkR', (Antonio,) a Portuguese
German poet anterior to the revival of German literature. litterateur, born at Coimbra, wrote many and various
Died in 1681.
See Gervinus, “ Geschichte der poetischen National-Literatur,” works.
1S37; San Marte, “Wolfram von Eschenbach,” Magdeburg, 2
Escobar, de, dk gs-ko-bkR', (Bartolom£,) a Spanish
“ Nouvelle Biographie G^nerale.”
vols., 1841
missionary and writer, born at Seville in 1562, preached
Eschenburg, gsh'en-booRG', (Johann Joachim,) a in the West Indies and at Lima. Died at Lima in 1624.
German litterateur, born at Hamburg in 1743. He was
Escobar, de, (Francisco,) a Spanish Hellenist and
professor in a college of Brunswick, and aulic councillor, writer, born at Valencia; died after 1557.
lie produced good German prose versions of ShakEscobar, de, (Maria,) a Spanish lady, born at Truspeare’s Dramatic Works, (14 vols., 1775-87,) and of xillo, was the wife of Diego de Chaves, who followed
“
other foreign works he also wrote a Life of Handel,” Pizarro to the conquest of Peru, about 1540.
She was
His “ Manual of Classical Literature” reached the first who carried wheat to Peru.
(1785.)
edition
in
Died
in
1820.
the eighth
1837.
Escobar y Mendoza, Ss-ko-blR' e m§n-do'thi,
Eschenmayer, Ssh'en-ml'er, (Karl Adolf,) a Ger- (Antonio,) a famous casuist and Jesuit, born at Vallaman philosopher, metaphysician, and mystic, born at dolid, in Spain, in 1589. He was a popular preacher,
Neuenberg, in Wurtemberg, in 1768. He became in and a learned writer on theology, but was severely cen1811 professor of philosophy and medicine at Tubingen. sured by Pascal and others for teaching a lax morality.
From 1818 to 1836 he filled the chair of practical philo- He wrote, in Latin, “Moral Theology,” (1646,) a “ Treatsophy in the same university. Among his chief works ise on Justice and Law,” and another on “ Cases of Conarea “System of Moral Philosophy,” (1818,) and “Phi- science,” (“ Summula Casuum Conscientiae,” 1626.) It
losophy of Religion,” (3 vols., 1818-24.) Died in 1854. was to refute the doctrines and sophisms broached in the
See Ritter, “ History of Philosophy;” “Nouvelle Biographie last work that Pascal wrote the fifth and sixth of his
G^n^rale.”
admirable “ Provincial Letters.” Died in 1669. In the
Escher, Ssh'er, ( F. A., ) a German scholar, known dictionary of the French Academy Escobar is a synonym
as the translator of Horace, was born in 1777; died in for an “adroit hypocrite.”

Eschenbach, von,

fon Ssh'en-bkK',

(Wolfram,) a

famous German poet or minnesinger, was born in BavaAccording to the custom
ria, and flourished about 1200.
of the mediaeval bards, he wandered from castle to castle,
and found a welcome at the courts of several princes.
His principal poems are entitled “Titurel” and “Parcival.” He is generally admitted to have been the greatest

Atlas,” (1829--33.)

zia

;

;

1802.

(Henry,) a Swiss statesman, born at
Zurich in 1626, acquired by his talents and virtues great
Died in 1710.
influence in the state.
Escher, (Jean Henri Alfred,) a prominent Swiss

Escher,

Ssh'er,

See Ticknor, “History of Spanish Literature ;” N. Antonio,
“Bibliotheca Hispana Nova.”

Escoiquiz, §s-ko-e-kkth', sometimes written Escoi-

quitz, (Don Juan,) a Spanish priest and courtier, born
in Navarre in 1762, was appointed preceptor of the king’s
statesman, born at Zurich in 1819, acted with the Libe- son, afterwards Ferdinand VII. The latter employed
In 1847 him in secret negotiations with Napoleon, and when he
rals against the Jesuits and the Sonderbund.
he was president of the grand council, and advocated a became king, in 1808, made him a councillor of state.
reform of the federal system, tending to a greater cen- He had a paramount influence with Ferdinand, whom he
tralization.
He was chosen president of the new council accompanied to France ; and he was his principal agent
of regency in 1848, and vice-president of the national or adviser in the conferences at Bayonne, which resulted
council in 1856. Died in 1882.
in his forced abdication.
Escoiquiz returned to Spain
Escher, (Johann Caspar,) a Swiss magistrate, born with Ferdinand in 1814, and was appointed minister; but
at Zurich in 1678.
He was employed in various impor- he was dismissed the same year, and exiled from court.
tant negotiations.
Died in 1 762.
He wrote an epic poem of little merit, entitled “The
See Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie
avid Conquest of Mexico,” (1802,) and translated Milton’s
Wyss, “ Lebensgeschichte J. C. Eschers,” 1790.
“Paradise Lost” into Spanish. Died in 1820.
Escher, (Johann Conrad,) surnamed von der
See Southey, “History of the Peninsular War;” “Nouvelle
”
Linth, (fon dSr lint,) a Swiss geologist, born at Zurich Biographie Generale.
in 1768, gained much credit by the improvement of the
Escosura, de la, dk lk gs-ko-soo'rk, (Don Patricio,)
channel of the river Linth, whence his surname is derived. a Spanish author and politician, born at Madrid in 1807.
He published “Geological Observations on the Alps,” He became secretary of state about 1843, a ft er which he
(1795,) and “The Formation of the Great Chain of the was a member of the Narvaez ministry. He retired from

Died

Jura,” (1820.)
See

Johann

J.

in 1823.

Hottinger, “ H. C. Escher von der Linth; Cha-

rakterbild eines Republikaners,” 1852.

Escherny, d’, dk'shgR'ne', (Francois Louis,) Count,
He
a French litterateur, born at Neufchatel in 1733.
went to Paris in 1762, and became intimate with Diderot,
D’Alembert, and Rousseau. His principal works are
an “Essay on Equality,” and “Lacunae of Philosophy,”
(1783.)

Died in 1815.
See Eskil.

Eschil.

Eschine, the French of ZEschines, which see.
Eschines. See ZEschines.
Eschius, Ss'ke-us, or Van Esche, vfn gs'Keh, (NiCOLAAS,) a Dutch Catholic priest and writer, born near
Bois-le-Duc

in 1507-;

died in 1578.

Eschricht, Ssh'riKt, (Daniel Frederik,) a Danish
physician and physiologist, born at Copenhagen in 1798.
He became professor of medicine in the University of
Copenhagen in 1836, and published several valuable
works on physiology, zoology, etc.
Eschscholtz, Ssh'sholts, (Johann Friedrich,) a
German naturalist and traveller, born at Dorpat in 1793.
He accompanied Kotzebue as physician in his voyage of
discovery, 1815-18, and in a second voyage about 1823.
He wrote a description of two thousand animals, which
was published with Kotzebue’s narrative in 1830, and
published “ Entomographien,” (1823,) and a “Zoological
c as

k ; 5 as s; g hard; gas j

and was minister of the interior in 1 854—
works are romances entitled “El Conde
de Candespina,” (1832,) and “Ni Rey ni Roque,” (1835,)
Several dramas, a “Manual of Mythology,” (1843,) an d
the text of “ Artistic and Monumental Spain.” He was
ambassador to the German Empire in 1872-4.
Escousse, (Victor,) a French poet, bom in Paris
in 1813. He produced “ Farruck the Moor,” (/‘Farrutk
le Maure,”) a drama, (1831,) which was applauded, and
some songs. He committed suicide in February, 1832,
office in 1846,

55.

in

Among

his

company with

his friend Lebras.

Esculapius.

See ZEsculapius.
See Ezra.
Es'dras, an Armenian, was chosen Patriarch of Armenia in 628 A.D. In concert with Heraclius, the Greek
emperor, he called a council in 629, approving the reunion
of the Armenian and Greek Churches ; but the bishops
of Persian Armenia opposed the measure. Died in 639.
Esiodo, the Italian of Hesiod, which see.
Es'kil, written also Eschil or Eskild, an ambitious
Swedish prelate, became in 1138 Archbishop of Lund and
Primate of Denmark. He founded several monasteries,
took part in political contests, and was sometimes in open
war with the king. He performed a pilgrimage to the
Holy Land, and wrote a work on Ecclesiastic Law. Died

Esdras

of Scripture.

in 1187 or 1181.

See
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See Eskil.

Espartero, §s-paR-ta'ro, (Don Baldomero,) Duke de

Esmark, 4s'm4Rk,

or Esmarch, (Jens,) a Danish
geologist and mineralogist, born in 1763, published
several works on mineralogy.
He became professor of
metallurgy at Christiania in 1814. Died about 1838.
See “ Biograft ofver J. Esmark,” Stockholm, 1839.

la Vittoria, (d4 14 vit-to're-4,) a

Spanish statesman and

general, born at Granatula, La Mancha, in 1792 or 1793,
was the son of a mechanic. He enlisted in the army
in 1808, and went in 1815 to South America, where he
fought against Bolivar, and became a colonel in 1822.
He returned to Spain in 1825, with the rank of brigadier.
When the civil war began, in 1833, he took arms for the

Esmenard, Ss'meh-niR', (Jean Baptiste,) born in
Provence, in France, in 1772, served many years in the
army, and became lieutenant-colonel. During the resto- young queen Isabella, and was appointed commandantHe became a lieutenant-general in
ration he resigned his commission, and rendered impor- general of Biscay.
tant services to the republic of Colombia. He afterwards 1835, and commander-in-chief of the army of the North
became an editor of the “Gazette de France,” “Journal in 1836. In 1837 he defended Madrid from an attack
of the Carlist army, which he drove back across the
des Debats,” and “Mercure.” Died in 1842.
Esmenard, (Joseph Alphonse,) a French didactic Ebro. He gained victories at Burgos and other places
in
1838 and 1839, for which he was made a grandee of
poet, born at Pelissanne (Bouches-du-Rhone) in 1769,
was a brother of the preceding. He emigrated as a the first class, as Duke de la Vittoria y Morelia. The
royalist in 1792, returned to Paris about the end of 1799, war terminated by the submission of the Carlists in 1840.
and associated himself with La Harpe and Fontanes as In May, 1841, Espartero was appointed by the Cortes
an editor of the “Mercure de France.” About 1801 he Regent of Spain during the minority of Isabella. He
accompanied General Leclerc as secretary in the expedi- acted at first with energy in the suppression of revolts
tion to Hayti.
He published in 1805 “La Navigation,” at Barcelona, but was unable to resist a coalition of proAn army of insurgents under
a poem, which was composed at sea and is admired for gresistas and moderados.
the fidelity of its descriptions and the harmony of its Narvaez having entered Madrid in July, 1843, Espartero
“
was
exiled,
and
passed
several
years in England.
He
versification. His opera of Trajan” was performed with
applause in 1808. He was elected to the Institute (class was permitted to return to Spain in 1847 or 1848. By
of French literature) in 1810.
He was thrown out of another revolution, Narvaez, the leader of the absolutists,
was driven from power, July, 1854, and Espartero again
his coach and killed near Naples in June, 1811.
became prime minister of a cabinet in which O’Donnell,
See “Nouvelle Biographie Generale.”
his political enemy, was minister of war.
This rivalry
idson, the French of vEson, which see.

resulted in a dissolution of the ministry in July, 1856,
and in the triumph of O'Donnell. After the expulsion
of Isabella he supported the provisional government.

Esop.

See Aisop.
iSsope, the French of AiSOP, which see.

Espagnac,

d’,

dSs'pin'yfk',

Jean Baptiste Joseph

Damazit de Sahuguet — df'mt'ze' deh
(

With

this exception

he took little part in Spanish politics
Besides being Duke of Vittoria he was a
knight of several celebrated orders. Died in 1879.

si'u'gi',

general, born at Brive-la-Gaillarde in
1713. He served several campaigns in Germany, became
aide-major-general under Marshal Saxe, and obtained the
grade of lieutenant-general in 1780. He wrote a “Life
of Marshal Saxe,” and an “Essay on the Science of
War,” (1751.) Died in 1783.
Espagnandel, L\ ISs'pin'ySN'dSK, (Mathieu, ) a
French sculptor, born in 1610, adorned several churches
of Paris with his works. Died in 1689.

after 1857.

the succession of Brittany.
Espagnet, d’, dSs'pin'yi', (Jean,) a French alchemist
of Bordeaux, lived about 1610-40.
He wrote two Latin
works which were regarded as classic, viz., “ Secret
of the Hermetic Philosophy,” ( “ Arcanum Philosophies
Hermeticae,” 1623,) and a “Manual of the Restored Philosophy,” (1633.)

Died

Baron, a French

Espejo, (Antonio,) a Spanish traveller, born at
Cordova, was the leader of a small expedition which in
1382 explored the regions north of Mexico and discovered
New Mexico. The account of his journey is preserved
in Hakluyt’s collection.
Eapen, van, vtn Ss'pen, (Zeger Bernard,) a Flemish casuist and priest, born at Louvain in 1646, was
Espagne, d’, (Don Carlos.) See Espana.
eminent for skill in canon law. He obtained in the
Espagne, d’, dSs'pfn', (Charles,) a valiant French University of Louvain a chair of law, which he filled
warrior, was made Constable of France in 1350, and many years.
His connection with the party of Portbecame a great favourite with the king. He was assas- Royal caused him to lose this place about 1728. He
sinated in 1354 by Charles, King of Navarre.
published several works, of which the most important
Espagne, d’, (Jean,) a French Protestant theologian, is his “Universal Ecclesiastical Law.” Died in 1728.
born in Dauphiny in 1591.
He preached in Holland,
See De Bellegarde, “Vie de Van Espen,” 1767; Bavay, “Van
and afterwards settled in London, where he was pastor Espen, Jurisconsulte et Canoniste Beige,” 1846.
Espencaeus. See Espence, d’.
of a French church. He published many works, which
Espence, d’, d§s'p6Nss', [Latin, Espencze'us, ]
were often reprinted, the best-known of which is “Popular Errors in the Knowledge of Religion,” (1648.) Died (Claude,) a French priest, born nearChalons-sur-Marne
in 15 1 1, became a doctor of the Sorbonne, and rector of
in London in 1659.
Espagne, d’, (Jean Louis Brigitte,) Comte, a the University of Paris. Dupin expresses a favourable
French general of division, born at Auch (Armagnac) opinion of him. He wrote many and various works,
in 1766.
He defeated the Austrians at San Michele, in among which is the “ Education of a Christian Prince,”
Died in 1571.
Italy, and distinguished himself at Heilsberg in 1807.
(1548.)
Esper, gs'per, (Eugen Johann Christoph,) a GerHe was killed at the battle of Essling, in 1809.
Espagne, d’, [Sp. De Espana, d4 Is-pdn'yi,] or De la man entomologist, born at Wunsiedel, Bavaria, in 1742,
Cerda, di 14 th^R'da, (Louis,) was a grandson of Fer- became professor of philosophy at Erlangen in 1782.
dinand de la Cerda, a Spanish prince, and a brother of He published “The Butterflies of Europe, figured after
Charles, noticed above.
He became admiral of France Nature,” (1777-1807,) and a work on Zoophytes, (“Die
in 1341, and fought for Charles de Blois in the war for Pflanzenthiere in Abbildungen nach Natur,” 1788-1809.)
in 1810.
See Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”
Esper, (Johann Friedrich,) a German naturalist,
brother of the preceding, was born at Drossenfeld in 1 732.

He

of many Traand other works. Died in 1781.
Espercieux, Ss'pSR'se-uh', (Jean Joseph,) a skilful
Espagnoletto. See Spagnoletto.
French sculptor, born at Marseilles in 1758, worked in
Espana. See Espagne, d\ (Louis.)
Paris. Among his works are statues of Moliere, Racine,
Espana, de, di §s-pin'y4, [Fr. D’Espagne, d4s'p4n',] Napoleon, (1810,) and Voltaire, (1814.) Died in 1840.
Esperiente. See Callimachus.
(Don Carlos,) Count, a Spanish general, born in
Espernon. See Iipernon.
France in 1775. He fought against the French in the
Espiard, Ss'pe^R', (Francois Ignace de la Borde,)
war which began in 1808, and rendered important services at Badajoz, Albuera, Salamanca, etc., for which born at Besanfon in 1 707, wrote an “ Essay on the Genius
he was rewarded with the place of Captain-General of and Character of Nations,” (1743.) Died in 1777.
Espic, gs'pik', (Jean Barth£lemy,) a French poet
Aragon. He was assassinated in 1839.
Esparbes. See Aubeterre.
and teacher, born in Languedoc in 1767 died in 1844.
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ESPINJC

promotion to the highest dignities and to the
favour of Philip II., who made him president of the royal
council (the highest place in the kingdom) and Inquisitor-General. In 1568 he was created a cardinal. He was
an intolerant and relentless enemy of religious liberty and
reform.
For a few years he exercised almost unbounded
influence over the king ; but he lost the royal favour by
his arrogance. Philip announced to him his disgrace by
saying, “Cardinal, remember that I am the president.”
Espinosa died shortly after this blow, in 1572. The
death of the king’s son, Don Carlos, is imputed to him

Espinac. See Epinac.
Espinasse, Ss'pe'niss', (Esprit Charles Marie,) a
French general, born at Saissac, in Aude, in 1815, became aide-de-camp to Napoleon III. about 1852. In
the Crimean war, in 1855, he served with distinction at
the Tchernaya and other places, and was made general of division.
In 1858 he acted for a few months as
He was killed at the battle of
minister of the interior.

his rapid

Magenta, June, 1859.

Espinasse, de 1’, deh lgs'pe'niss', (Augustin,)
Count, a French general, born at Pouilly-sur-Loire in

by some writers.

1736, commanded the artillery, under Bonaparte, at the
siege of Mantua, and at Areola in 1796. Died in 1816.
Espinasse, de 1’, (Claire Franqoise or Julie

See Aubery, “ Histoire des Cardinaux;” Prescott, “History
of Philip

and

lady, remarkable for her
sensibility, was born in 1732.

Espremesnil,

,

for

January, 1810.

modern languages. He acquired a high repuand was considered one of the best poets of his
age for purity of style and fertility of imagination. He
translated into Spanish verse Horace’s “Art of Poetry”
and Odes, and wrote “The House of Memory,” (“La
Casa de Memoria,”) and numerous songs. Died in 1634.
His novel “Marcos de Obregon” (1618) is said to be
seasoned with fine pleasantry.
Le Sage derived from
the last-named work some materials for his “ Gil Bias.”
tation,

chap.

i.

;

Motley, “Rise

of the

d’, (or

Epremenil,

d’,)

di'pRi'm&'nfel',

Espronceda, de, d&

gs-pRon-tha'Dd, (Jos£,) a popuSpanish poet and politician, born near Almendralejo,
in Estremadura, in 1810.
In early youth he devoted himself to poetry and politics, and became so obnoxious to
government by his radical principles, or his connection
with a secret society, that he was imprisoned about the
age of fifteen, and banished a few years later. He passed
In 1830 he fought with the
several years in London.
popular party at the barricades of Paris. On the death
of the Spanish king, in 1833, he returned to Madrid and
entered the queen’s body-guards. Again banished to
Cuellar for a too free expression of his opinions, he there
wrote his popular novel “ Sancho Saldana, or the Castellan of Cuellar,” (1834.)
A new regime having succeeded, he obtained his liberty, and returned to Madrid
about 1835. He took an active part in the revolutionary
In 1841 he was appointed secrecontests of 1835-36.
tary of embassy to the Hague, and was elected a member of the Cortes, but died prematurely in 1842. The
Spanish critics highly extol his “Hymn to the Sun,”
“ Pirate,” “ Executioner,” and “ The Devil World,” (“ El
Diablo-Mundo,”) which was left unfinished. His poetry
has some characteristics of the Byronic school. Among
lar

See Ticknor, “ History of Spanish Literature
Longfellow,
“Poets and Poetry of Europe
N. Antonio, “Bibliotheca Hispana Nova.”

Espinosa, §s-pe-no'si, (Jacinto Geronimo,) an excellent Spanish painter, born at Cocentayna, in Valencia,
in 1600.
He excelled in chiaroscuro, in correctness of
design, and in the expression of his figures.
worked

He

mostly in Valencia, the churches of which he adorned
with many pictures.
Among his works are a “ Mary
Magdalene,” a “Nativity of the Saviour,” and a “Holy
Family.” Died at Valencia in 1680.
See Bermudez, “Diccionario Historico.”

Espinosa,

(Jos£,) a Spanish painter and engraver,
born at Valencia in 1721 died in 1784.
Espinosa, (Juan,) a Spanish poet and soldier, born
at Bellovado about 1540, became secretary of Gonzales
de Mendoza, Captain-General of Sicily. He wrote, besides other works, a poem on “The Praise of Women,”
(1580,) which contains beautiful passages and was received with favour. Died about 1595.
Espinosa, (Nicolas,) a Spanish poet, born at Valencia
about 1520, wrote a continuation of Ariosto’s “Orlando
;

works are poems entitled “El Pelayo,” and
Student of Salamanca.”
See Kennedy’s “ Modem Poets and Poetry of Spain.”

his

Furioso,” (1555.)

Espinosa, (Pedro,) a Spanish poet and critic, born
Antequera about 1582. He became almoner to the

“The

Es'py, (James P.,) an American meteorologist, born
Washington county, Pennsylvania, in 1785. He published “The Philosophy of Storms,” (1841,) and, among
other opinions, maintained that rain might be produced

of Medina-Sidonia.
He displayed his taste in a
collection of specimens of Spanish poets, “Tesoro de
Poesias,” (1605,) on which his reputation chiefly rests.

Duke

in

He wrote the “Concealed Treasure,” (“Tesoro escondido,” 1644,) and other poems. Died in 1650.
See N. Antonio, “Bibliotheca Hispana Nova;” Ticknor,

by human agency in

all

kinds of weather.

Died

in

i860.

Esquirol,

“ History of Spanish Literature.”

Espinosa, de, d& §s-pe-no's 5 (Don Diego,) an eminent Spanish statesman and cardinal, born in Old Castile in 1502.
His ability and fame as a lawyer insured
c as k, 5 as s; g hard; g as j; o, H, K,guttural; N, nasal
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Esprit, gs'pRe', (Jacques,) usually called the Abb£
Esprit, born at Beziers, in France, in 1611. By his
agreeable manners and conversation he gained the favour
of Seguier and the Prince of Conti, who each gave him
Although only a mediocre writer, he
a large pension.
was in 1639 admitted into the French Academy. The
work called “Falsity of Human Virtues” is supposed to
have been written by him. Died in 1678.
See Nic^ron, “M&noires;” Tallemant, “ Historiettes.”

ancient and

,

book

ii.

In a conof the chief agitators of the popular party.
test between the court and the Parliament he asserted the
rights of the latter so boldly that he was committed to
custody.
Having been deputed to the States-General
by the noblesse of Paris, he changed his course, and in
1790 defended bravely the royal cause in the Assembly.
He retired from that body in 1791. He was condemned
by the Revolutionary Tribunal, and executed in 1794.
See Lamartine, “History of the Girondists;” “Nouvelle Biographie GenAale.”

Espinel, §s-pe-n§l', (Vincente,) a popular Spanish
poet, born at Ronda about 1544, was ordained a priest,
but, never receiving any valuable preferment, passed his
life in great poverty.
He was thoroughly versed in the

at

iii.

vol.

(Jacques Duval,) a French economist, a son-in-law of
the famous Dupleix, became chief of the supreme counDied in France m 1767.
cil of Madras about 1746.
Espremesnil, d’, (or fipremenil, d’,) (Jean Jacques
Duval,) a French advocate, a son of the preceding, was
born at Pondicherry, in India, in 1746. He was richly
endowed with personal and mental advantages. In 1787
he was one of the most eloquent and prominent members of the Parliament of Paris, and in 1789 he was one

In 1752 she became the protegee of the witty Madame
du Deffand, with whom she lived in Paris about ten
years, until her patroness was induced by jealousy to
dissolve the connection.
Having gained the special
favour of D’Alembert, she formed a brilliant literary
circle in her own salon which was the resort of the elite
of Paris. Her death was hastened by her excessive sensibility and unhappy attachments.
She died in 1776,
“leaving on the minds of almost all the eminent men
of France,” says Lord Jeffrey, “an impression of talent
and of ardour of imagination which seems to have been
considered as without example.” Her letters to M. de
Guibert (2 vols., 1809) are admirable in style and spirit.
See D'Alembert, “Aux Manes de Mile. Lespinasse;” SainteBeuve, “Causeries du Lundi
Marmontel, “Mdmoires;” Voltaire, “ Correspondance ;” and critique, by Lord Jeffrey, in the
“Edinburgh Review”

II.,” vol.

Dutch Republic,”

Jeanne El£onore,) a French
talents, imagination,
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?s'ke'rol',

(Jean Etienne Dominique,)

He
a French physician, born at Toulouse in 1772.
founded at Paris in 1799 an asylum for the insane, which
became a model institution. In 1817 he commenced a
He
course of clinical lectures for mental maladies.
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appears to have rendered important services to humanity, ney. He displayed courage and capacity in the victorious
and to have promoted a reform in the harsh regime to expedition against Cadiz in 1596, of which he commanded
which the insane were subjected. He was chosen chief the land-forces, and Lord Effingham the navy. The next
physician of the asylum at Charenton in 1826.
In 1838 year he was named earl marshal of England. In 1598
he published a work on insanity, “ Des Maladies men- he quarrelled with the queen, and, receiving from her a
tales,” (2 vols.,) which is highly esteemed. Died in 1840. box on the ear, he indulged his pride and resentment so
Esquiros, (Henri Alphonse,) a French socialist, far as to withdraw from court for several months. In
He published 1599 he was unsuccessful in an expedition against the
poet, and novelist, born in Paris in 1814.
“ Charlotte Corday,” a novel, (1840,) “The Evangel ol Irish rebels, and again incurred the displeasure of the
who ordered him to be confined, intending to corthe People,” “Songs of a Prisoner,” (1841,) and a queen,
“History of the Mountain,” ( Montagnards ,) (1847.) He rect rather than ruin him. Having been examined before
the
privy
council, he was suspended from office. Trusting
was exiled for his political radicalism about December 2,
general popularity, and led by his impetuous temIn 1855 he came to live in England, where he to his
1851.
per, he attempted to compel the queen by force to diswas employed as examiner to the council of military
miss his enemies. For this purpose he marched with
education. In 1869 he was returned to the Corps Legisabout two hundred retainers into London, and vainly
latif
the government of the national defence appointed
invoked the aid of the citizens ; he was arrested, convicted
him administrator of Bouches-du-Rhone, but he resigned
of treason, and executed in 1601.
Elizabeth signed the
He died in May, 1876.
in the following month.
warrant for his execution very reluctantly, and was inEss, van, (Karl,) a Catholic theologian and Bene- consolable for his loss. He is admitted to have been
dictine monk, born at Warburg, in Westphalia, in 177 °' by nature noble and generous but his vanity, ambition,
;
In co-operation with his cousin, Leander van Ess, he and imprudence rendered these advantages of no avail.
published a German version of the New Testament,
See W. B. Devereux, “ Lives and Letters of the Earls of Essex,”
Died in 1824.
etc.
Hume, “ History of England Clarendon, (Edward Hyde,)
(1807,) which was often reprinted.
“ The Characters of Robert, Earl of Essex, and George, Duke of
Ess, van, (Leander,) a theologian, born at Warburg Buckingham,”
1700; “Edinburgh Review” for July, 1853.
in 1772; died about 1846.
Essex, (Robert Devereux,) third Earl of, son of
Essarts, des, di zi'stR', (Charlotte,) Countess of
preceding, was born in London in 1592, and restored
Romorentin, (ro'mo'rdN'tiN'.) After being the mistress the
to his father’s rank and titles by James I.
In 1605 he
of Henry IV. of France, she became, in 1630, the wife
married Lady Frances Howard, who was only thirteen
of Marshal L’Hopital. Died in 1651.
years of age.
She
indulged
a
passion
for Lord RochesEssarts, des, (Pierre,) a French politician, born
ter, and procured a divorce from Essex, whom she hated.
about 1360, became provost of Paris in 1408, and superHe deserted the Duke of Bur- After several years spent in retirement at his country
intendent of finances.
mansion, in 1620 he served in the army of the Elector
gundy, and joined the faction of Orleans. He was
Palatine in Holland, where he gave proof of military
executed in 1413.
talents.
Having inherited a share of his father’s noble
Esse, d’, di'si', (Andr£ de Montalembert deh
qualities, he became a popular favourite, and, in the
mbN'ti'ISN'baiR',) one of the most valiant French captroubles of Charles I.’s reign, encouraged the oppositains of his time, was born in Poitou in 1483. He served
tion.
The king, however, in 1641 appointed him lord
in the Italian campaigns with such distinction that Franchamberlain,
and lieutenant-general of a part of the
cis I. chose him as his comrade in the tournament of
army.
When Charles fled from London, he ordered
In 1 543 he defended Landrecy with success against
1 520.
Essex to follow him but the earl refused to do so, and
Charles V., and in 1548 commanded in Scotland, where
was deprived of his commission. He was now the most
he gained some advantages over the English. He was
popular leader of the Presbyterian party.
killed at the siege of Therouanne in 1558.
In 1642 the Parliament gave him the chief command
See Brantome, “ Vies des grands Capitaines;” “Nouvelle Bioof the army. The same year he fought the indecisive
graphie Generale.”
Essen, Ss'sen, (Hans Henrik,) Count of, a Swedish battle of Edgehill, and in 1643 besieged and took the
He was fortified town of Reading. After suffering reverses in
field-marshal, born in West Gothland in 1755.
made governor of Stockholm about 1796, and grand Cornwall, the army of Essex defeated the royalists at
He defended Stralsund against the Newbury in 1644. He was considered too slow and
equerry in 1800.
more zealous republicans, who thought
French in 1807. Charles XIII., who came to the throne vacillating by the
he was averse to a decisive triumph of their cause. They
in 1809, appointed him a councillor of state, with the title
therefore passed the “ Self-denying Ordinance,” by which
of count, and sent him on an embassy to Paris. For his
members of both Houses were excluded from command
success against the Norwegians in 1814 he was made a
in the army, and Essex resigned in 1644.
A pension of
field-marshal, and Governor of Norway. He was reputed
settled on him.
At his death the title
one of the greatest Swedish generals of his time. Died j£io,ooo was
;

,

;

—

;

became

in 1824.
See Thiers, “ Histoire de l’Empire.”

Essenius, Ss-sa'ne-ils, (Andreas,) a Dutch divine,
born at Bommel in 1618. He became professor of theology
at Utrecht in 1653, and wrote, among many works, “Systema Theologicum,” (1659.) Died in 1677.
Essex. See Capel, (Arthur,) and Cromwell,
(Thomas.)
Es'sex, (James,) an English architect, born at Cambridge in 1723, was educated at King’s College.
He
acquired distinction by his skill in Gothic architecture,
and by restoring the chapel of King’s College. He also
repaired other colleges in Cambridge, and the cathedrals
of Ely and Lincoln. He wrote several approved works
on Architecture. Died in 1784.
Essex, (Robert Devereux,) second Earl of, born
at Netherwood in 1567, was the eldest son of Walter, the
He was educated at Cambridge. In 1587 he
first Earl.
served as captain-general of cavalry in the army commanded by his stepfather, the Earl of Leicester. On
the death of the latter, in 1588, Essex, whose person and
manners were very agreeable, and who was endowed with

many

became the

special favourite of the queen,
and the rival of Raleigh. In 1590 he married a daughter
of Sir Francis Walsingham, and widow of Sir Philip Sidvirtues,
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Died

in 1647.

See Hume, “History of England;” R. Codrington, “Life of
Robert, Earl of Essex,” 1646; “Lives of the Warriors of the Civil
Wars of France and England,” by Sir Edward Cust, London, 1867.

Essex, (Thomas Cromwell,) Earl of. See Cromwell.
Essex, (Walter Devereux,) first Earl of, an English statesman and commander of superior ability, born
Caermarthenshire about 1540. He inherited, at the
title of Viscount Hereford, and married Lettice Knollys or Knolles. To reward his military
services against the “rebellion of the north” in 1569, he
was created Earl of Essex in 1572. He became a great
favourite with Queen Elizabeth, and was appointed commander of an army sent in 1573 to subdue the insurgents
His success in this enterprise was hindered
in Ulster.
by the intrigues of his rival Leicester, or by the acts of
in

age of nineteen, the

He resigned his command in 1575, but
to return with the title of earl marshal of
Ireland. He died at Dublin in 1576. His widow Lettice
married the Earl of Leicester.
See Hume, “History of England.”
the lord deputy.

was persuaded

Essling, Prince of. See Massena.
Estago, is-ti'so, (Achille,) [Lat. Achil'les Sta'tius,] a Portuguese poet and scholar, born at Vidigueira
in 1524.
He studied at Louvain and Paris, became emi-
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of Alfonzo I., was accounted the greatest patron of
learning in his time.
Died in 1520. Alfonzo II., who
succeeded his father in 1559, tarnished his fame by the
imprisonment of Tasso, who had been an ornament of
his court. Having died without issue in 1597, and named
his cousin C.esare as heir, the pope claimed Ferrara as
devolved to the see of Rome, by which it has since been
held.
Cesare, Duke of Modena, transferred the court
toria sui Temporis.”
from Ferrara to Modena. He died in 1628, and was
Estaing, es'tix', [It. Stagno, stin'yo,] an ancient succeeded by his son, Alfonzo III., who, after a short
and noble family of Kouergue, in France. Chevalier reign, abdicated and turned monk. Francis I., son of
d’Estaing in 1214 saved Philip Augustus from imminent Alfonzo HI., succeeded in 1629, and died in 1658, leaving
peril at the battle of Bouvines.
Franijois, born in 1460, the duchy to his son, Alfonzo IV. The latter had a
became Bishop of Rhodez in 1501, and died in 1529. daughter, Mary, who was married to James II. of EngJoachim, Count d’Estaing, born about 1617, was noted land, and a son, Francis II., who succeeded in 1662.
for military talents. He wrote a “ Genealogical Account” He died without issue in 1694, when his uncle, Cardinal
Rinaldo, became the heir. By the marriage of the latter
Died in 1688.
of his family.
Estaing, d’, dSs'tiN', (Charles Hector,) Count, a with Charlotte, daughter of the Duke of Brunswick, two
French admiral, was born in Auvergne in 1729. He branches of the house of Este, which had been separated
served in India under De Lally about 1758. In 1763 since 1070, were reunited. He died in 1737. His son,
he was chosen lieutenant-general of the naval armies, Francis III., Duke of Modena, etc., born in 1698, comthough his experience was gained in the land-service. manded the Spanish armies in Italy in the war of the
In 1778, as vice-admiral, he commanded the fleet sent to Austrian succession. Died in 1780. Ercole III., (1727
aid the American republic.
Just as this fleet met that -1803,) a son of the preceding, married the Duchess of
of Lord Howe, near Rhode Island, in August, 1778, a Massa-Carrara, and left an only child, Maria Beatrice,
violent storm separated them, with much damage to the who became the wife of Ferdinand, Archduke of Austria.
French. Having captured the isle of Grenada, in 1779, In 1797 the duchy of Modena was annexed to the Cisalhe returned to France in 1780, and, as commandant of pine republic by the treaty of Campo Formio. By the
the national guard of Versailles in 1790-91, co-operated peace of Paris, (1814,) Francis IV., son of Maria Beawith La Fayette in efforts to save the lives of the king trice, recovered his dominions, which he left at his death,
in 1846, to his son, Francis V.
and queen. He was guillotined in April, 1794.
(See Francis V.)
See Leboucher, “Histoire de la Guerre de l’lndependance des
See Sismondi, “Histoire des Rdpubliques Italiennes;” Pompeo

nent for learning, and obtained a chair in the college di
Sapienza, at Rome. About 1562 Pope Pius IV. appointed
him secretary of the Council of Trent. He also acted
as Latin secretary to Pius V. He published a collection
of elegant Latin verses, (“Sylvae aliquot,” 1549,) and
notes on Horace’s “Art of Poetry,” on Catullus, Cicero,
and other classic authors. Died in 1581.
e Thou, “ HisSee Gaspar Estaijo, “ Familia dos Esta9os

£tats-Unis;” “Nouvelle Biographie Gdndrale.”

Estampes.

See Etampes.
Estampes-V alengay. See Etampes-Valen(;ay.
Estancelin, isTSNs'liN', (Louis,) a French writer
on commerce, navigation, etc., born at Eu in 1777.
Est'court, (Richard,) an English actor, born at
Tewkesbury in 1668, performed in London with success
He was puras a comedian, and excelled in mimicry.
veyor of the Beefsteak Club, and is favourably mentioned
in the “ Tatler” and “ Spectator.”
He wrote “ The Fair
Example,” a comedy. Died in 1713.

Litta, “Famiglie celebri Italiane;” Crawfurd, “History of the
House of Este,” London, 1681.

(Rev. Charles,) an English writer, born
was ordained in 1777, and became one of the
chaplains at Whitehall.
He was one of the editors of
“The World,” adaily journal, and published a “Journey
through Flanders, Germany,” etc., (1795.) Died in 1829.
Este, d’, dSs'ti, (Cardinal Ippolito,) an Italian prelate, born in 1479, was a brother of Alfonzo I., Duke of
Modena, and was noted as a patron of learned men.
Ariosto passed a long time in his service. Died in 1520.

Este,

is'te,

in 1753,

See Muratori, “ Annali d’ltalia.”
See Baker, “ Biographia Dramatica.”
Este, Ss'te or Ss'ti, one of the most illustrious soveEsterhazy or Eszterhdzy, gs-ter-hi'ze, a noble
reign houses of Italy, and perhaps the most ancient family of Hungary, which traces its origin to Paul d’Esamong those which have preserved their power and titles teras, who lived in the tenth century, and has produced
The following are a few of the in the space of eight hundred years many eminent men.
to the present time.
prominent persons who have inherited the marquisate The most celelebrated of these was Paul Esterhazy de
of Este, or the duchies of Ferrara and Modena. Among Galantha, son of Nicholas, born at Kis-Martony (or Eithe first who appears on record is Oberto I., who pos- senstadt) in 1635.
He displayed literary talents at a very
sessed fiefs in Tuscany and Lunigiana, and married the early age, and served in the Austrian army with such
daughter of Otho, King of Italy. He died about 972, success that he was made a field-marshal before he was
and left a son, Oberto II., who ruled Lunigiana and thirty years old. In 1681 Count Esterhazy was elected
Obertenga. Albertazzo II., who succeeded about 1020, Governor-General or Palatine of Hungary, and in 1686
added to the above the fiefs of Este, Rovigo, and other took Buda from the Turks. He co-operated with the
small towns of Lombardy, and married a princess of the Austrian court in the subversion of civil and religious
great German house of Guelph or Welf.
Their son, liberty. He was created a prince of the Holy Roman
styled Guelph IV., was invested in 1071 with the duchy Empire in 1687. He used his great wealth in the liberal
of Bavaria, and is the ancestor of the royal line of Bruns- patronage of art and literature. Died in 1713.
wick and Hanover. Obizzo, who began to reign in 1 137,
Esterha-zy or Eszterhazy, (Nicholas Joseph,)
was the first who assumed the title Marquis of Este. In grandson of Paul, born in 1714, succeeded in 1762 to
1208 the citizens of Ferrara, then a republic, elected his titles and estates. He was a knight of the Golden

Azzo

VI., Marquis of Este, as their sovereign. During
war which raged between the Guelphs and
Ghibelines in the thirteenth century, the Marquis of
Este, Azzo VII., was the chief of the former faction. He
reigned with glory from 1215 to 1264. Obizzo II. succeeded in 1264 to the titles of Marquis of Este and
Lord of Ferrara. In 1288 a deputation from Modena
offered to him the perpetual sovereignty of their city,
an example which was followed by Reggio. Died in
Alfonzo I., Duke of Ferrara and of Modena, a
1293.
son of Ercole I., was an able statesman and warrior.
He reigned from 1505 to 1534, and married the famous
Lucretia Borgia. He was involved in war with the pope
Julius II., who took from him Modena and Reggio ; but
Charles V. in 1531 confirmed his rights over those cities.
His son, Ercole (or Hercules) II., succeeded him in
1534, and married Renee, daughter of Louis XII. of
France. He died in 1559. Cardinal Ippolito, a brother
the
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Fleece, privy councillor, and field-marshal-general.
In
1783 the dignity of prince, which was previously confined
to the eldest son of the family, was extended to all his
descendants. He patronized literature and the arts, especially music, and collected at his palace of Eisenstadt
the first musicians of his time.
Died in 1790.

Esterhazy de Galantha, gs-ter-hfi'ze di gi-lin'ti,
(Nicholas,) Prince, a magnate of Hungary, born in
He married in 1783
1765, was a son of the preceding.
the Princess of Lichtenstein.
In 1792, as ambassador
to the election of Francis II., he displayed extraordinary
magnificence. For his alacrity in defending the Austrian
throne against the French, about 1797, he was made a
field-marshal and privy councillor, and was employed in
diplomatic missions to Paris, London, and Saint Petersburg from 1801 to 1816. His immense revenues enabled
him to support a liberal, or rather a prodigal, expenditure.
Died

in 1833.
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Paul Antony,

)

a son

of the preceding, was born in 1786. He represented
Austria at the court of London from 1815 to 1818 and
from 1830 to 1838. He favoured the national movement
which preceded the revolution of 1848, and he.d office
for a short time in the Batthyhnyi ministry, but resigned
before the war began. He owned larger estates in land
than any other subject of Austria. Died in 1866.
Esther, Ss'ter, [Heb. "UIDN, ] a Jewess, whose original
name was Hadas'sah, (or, according to some writers,
Edissa,) and who is supposed to have lived about 450
B.c. at Susa, (Shushan,) the capital of Persia.
She was a
cousin and adopted daughter of Mordecai, and on account
of her beauty was selected as the queen of Ahasuerus,
King of Persia, who is supposed to be the Artaxerxes
Longimanus of profane history. She has the honour of
giving her name to a canonical book of the Bible. The
authorship of this book is not ascertained.

curred in the election of Innocent XI. in 1676. He was
a member of the French Academy. Died in 1714.
See D’Alembert, “Histoire des Membres de TAcademie.”
Estrdes, d’, (Franqois Annibal,) a French general
and peer, born in 1573, was the son of Antoine, and
brother of Gabrielle. He was for a short time Bishop
of Noyon, but exchanged the church for the army, in
which his talents and services procured for him a marshal’s baton in 1626.
Richelieu sent him to Rome as
envoy extraordinary in 1636. He officiated as constable
at the coronation of Louis XIV., who soon after created
him Duke of Estrees. Died in 1670.
See Bazin, “ Histoire de Louis XIII;” J. Chassebras, “filoge

Due d’Estrdes,” 1687.
Estrees, d’, (Gabrielle,) a beautiful French lady,
born about 1571, was the daughter of Antoine, and a
sister of the preceding, the first Duke of Estrees.
She

de F. A.

became the mistress of Henry IV., who designed to
marry her and raise her to the throne but she died
suddenly in 1599. It is said that he was more attached
Estienne. See Etienne.
Es'ti-us or van Est, vtn £st, (Willem,) a Dutch to her than to any other woman, and that his partiality
Catholic divine, born at Gorkum in 1542, was a pro- was merited by her amiable qualities.
See A. Niccolai, “L’Ester, Dissertazione,” Florence,

1765.

fessor of theology in Douay.
He wrote commentaries
on the Epistles, and other theological works. Died in

1613.

Estocart, L’, ISs'to'kiR', (Charles,) a French sculpwho worked in Paris about 1650.
Estocq. See Lestocq.
Estoile. See Etoile, de l\
Estor, gs'toR, (Johann Georg,) a German jurist and
legal writer, born in Hesse in 1699, became professor of
law at Jena in 1735. Died in 1773.
tor,

;

See Tallemant des Reaux, “ Historiettes
Sainte-Beuve,
“Causeries du Lundi
Lamothe-Langon, “ Memoires de G.
d’Estrdes,” 2 vols., 1829.

Estrees,

(Jean,) a skilful French officer, born in

d’,

i486 of a noble family in Picardy. He followed Francis
I. to the battles of Marignano, (1515,) Pavia, (1525,) and
Cerisoles, (1544.)
In 1550 he was chosen grand master

and captain-general of the artillery. He embraced the
Reformed doctrines, and became attached to the cause
of Henry of Navarre. Died in 1571.
“

“

See BrantSme,
Vies des grands Capitaines
Mor£ri, DicEstourmel, d\ dSs'tooR'mgl', (Alexandre CLsar tionnaire
Historique.”
Comte, a French legislator, born in Paris in
Estrees, d\ (Jean,) Comte, a French marshal, a son
He was one of the twenty-nine deputies who of Franjois Annibal, was born in 1624. As lieutenant1780.
gave the influence of their names to the insurgents who general, he commanded a corps-d’armee at Valenciennes
dethroned Charles X. In 1833 he was sent on a mission in
Having entered into the marine service, he
1655.
to the United States, from which he soon returned.
became a vice-admiral in 1670, and commanded the
Estourmel, d’, (Francois de Sales Maria Joseph French fleet at Solebay against De Ruyter in 1672. He
Louis,) Comte, a French traveller, brother of the pre- gained advantages over the Dutch at Cayenne and
Toceding, born in 1783
died in 1852.
bago in 1676-77, and was made a marshal of France in
Estourmel, d\ (Louis Marie,) Marquis, born in
1681, being the first naval officer who ever obtained that
Picardy, France, in 1744.
As a member of the Con- rank. Died in
leaving a son, Victor Marie.

Louis,)

;

he opposed the Revolution.
He
afterwards served in the army of the Rhine, and became a general of division. In 1805 and in 1811 he was
chosen a member of the legislative body. Died in 1823.
Estouteville, d', d§s'toot'v£l', (Guillaume, a French
prelate, born in 1403.
He obtained successively six
bishoprics, some of which were in Italy, and was at the
same time Archbishop of Rouen. He built the towers
of the cathedral of Rouen. Died in 1483.
Estrada, de, di Ss-tRi'oi, (Bartolom£ Ruiz,) a
Spanish pilot, who served under Pizarro in South America.
He conducted Pizarro and Almagro to the Rio
stituent Assembly,

Peru about 1525.
Estrades, d’, dSs'tRid', (Godefroi,) Comte, an able
French general and negotiator, born at Agen in 1607, was
employed in several foreign missions from 1637 to 1647.
As lieutenant-general, he commanded at the siege of
Dunkirk in 1652, and at Rochelle in 1653. He was sent
as ambassador to England in 1661, and obtained the
cession of Dunkirk to France. For his military services
in Holland from 1672 to 1675 he was created marshal of
France.
He negotiated on the part of France the peace
of Nymwegen in 1678, and was chosen governor of the
Duke of Chartres in 1685. He was reputed one of the
ablest negotiators of his time.
Died in 1686.
See Mignet, “ Negotiations relatives a la Succession d’Espagne
and his “ Lettres, Memoires,”
“Nouvelle Biographie Gdndrale
etc.,

published by J.

Aymon,

5 vols., 1709.

(Antoine,) a son of Jean, (the
of that name,) noticed below, was at one time grand
master of artillery, and defended Noyon against the
Duke of Mayenne in 1593. Henry IV. for this service
appointed him Governor of the Isle of France.
Estrdes, d’, (C£sar,) Cardinal, a son of Francois
Annibal, and grandson of the preceding, was born in
Soon after graduating in the Sorbonne, he was
1628.
appointed Bishop of Laon. Having been made a cardinal, he was sent as minister to Rome, where he con-
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See L^on Guerin, “ Les Marins
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Estrees,
(Jean,) a French courtier and priest,
nephew of Cardinal d’Estrees, was born in Paris in 1666.
He was ambassador to Spain in 1703, and succeeded
The king
Boileau in the French Academy in 1711.
appointed him in 1716 successor to Fenelon as Archd’,

bishop of Cambray

;

but he died before his consecration,

in 1718.

Estrees,

(Louis C£sar Letellier

—

leh-ti'le- 4 ',)
(sister’s soiij~of
styled
youth
in
Chevalier de
Victor Marie, and was
Louvois. He was a grandson of the famous minister
Louvois. In 1739 he assumed the name of Comte
As lieutenant-general, he served with disd’Estrees.
In 1756 he
tinction in Flanders from 1744 to 1748.
became a marshal of France, received the chief command of the army in Germany, and defeated the Duke
of Cumberland near Hastenbeck in 1757. He died,
without issue, in 1771.
See “Nouvelle Biographie Generale.”
Estrees, d’, (Victor Marie,) Due, an admiral, the
son of Jean, noticed above, was born in Paris in 1660.
He obtained in 1684 the reversion of the vice-admiralty
possessed by his father. At the death of his uncle, in
In 1690 he de1687, he inherited the title of duke.
stroyed the fleet of the English admiral Torrington.
In
the war of the Spanish succession he commanded the
He was made a
fleet sent to aid Philip V. of Spain.
marshal of France in 1703, and a member of the French
Academy about 1714. He was a good scholar and a
Died in 1737.
patron of learning.
See L. Guerin, “Les Marins illustres de la France;” Hennr“
Biographie maritime;” Ren£ Biet, “ £loge de M. le Mar<£quin,
d’,

Comte, born

in 1697,

was a nephew

chal d’ Estrees,” 1739.

—

Estrella, §s-tR§l'yd, (Juan Cristoval Calvete
who wrote a “ Narrative of the
Voyage of Philip of Spain to Flanders in 1549.”
kSl-va'ti,) a Spaniard,
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ESTRUP

Estrup, gs'tRoop, (Hektor Frederik Janson,) a
Danish writer, born about 1794; died ill 1846.
Eszterhazy. See Esterhazy.
Etampes, i'tfiMp', or Estampes, i'tbMp', (Anne,)
Duchess of, called at first Mademoiselle de Heilly,
She was a mistress of
a French lady, born in 1508.
Francis I., over whom her beauty and talents acquired
influence.
She
was
complimented
as “the fairest
great

among

the learned,

Died about

fair.”

and the most learned among the

1576.

Etampes or Estampes, d’, (Jacques,) Marquis de
Ferte-Imbaut, a French general, born in 1590.
He
displayed skill and courage in many campaigns in Flanders,

and was lieutenant-general at the battle of Lens
He became a marshal of France in 1651. Died

in 1648.

in 1668.

Etampes

or

Estampes -Valengay,

d’,

di't^Mp'

Henri,

a naval officer, born in Paris in
)
the French squadron which blockaded
Rochelle under the orders of Richelieu.
In 1652 he
was sent as ambassador to Rome by Louis XIV., and in
1670 was chosen grand prior of France. Died in 1678.
See Moklri, “Dictionnaire Historique.”
Etchegoyen, Vchi'goVSn', a French philosopher,
born near Pau (Bearn) about 1786. He published a
work entitled “On Unity, or a Philosophic Treatise on
the Identity of the Principles of Mathematics, General
Grammar, and the Christian Religion,” (4 vols., 1836Died in 1843.
42,) which is highly commended.
va'ldN'si',

1603,

(

commanded

Among his works are statues of
Luxembourg, Saint Augustine at the
Madeleine, busts of Chateaubriand and Cavaignac, and
two colossal groups which decorate the Arc de l’Etoile.
Eth'el-bdld, King of Mercia, who began to reign in
716 A.D., was one of the most eminent princes who ruled
this part of the Heptarchy. He was defeated by Cuthred,
King of Wessex, in 754 and in 757, and soon after was
killed by Beornred, one of his officers.
Ethelbald, King of Wessex, or of the Anglo-Saxons,
was the eldest surviving son of Ethelwolf, and brother
of Alfred the Great.
While his father was absent from
the kingdom in 855, Ethelbald aspired to the throne with
in 1808.
at the

who put

her to death in 958

Ethelnoth. See Agelnoth.
Eth'el-red I., written also ethelred, King of Wessex, and head of the Saxon Heptarchy, the fourth son
of Ethelwolf, became king in 866 a.d. In the same year
a large army of Danes invaded the island, and in a few
In 870
years had conquered about half of the kingdom.
the English under Alfred defeated the Danes at AshTree Hill. The next year the Danes defeated the English
at Merton, where Ethelred received a mortal wound.
His brother, Alfred the Great, was his successor.
Ethelred II., written also -Slthelred, surnamed the
Unready, King of the Anglo-Saxons, was the son of
Edgar and Elfrida. He was born about 968 A.D., and
succeeded his half-brother, Edward the Martyr, in 978.
The crimes of Elfrida rendered the people disaffected to
her son, who was accepted only because there was no
other heir.
His reign was perhaps the most disastrous
and inglorious in English history. The kingdom was repeatedly ravaged by the Danes, who, after extorting large
sums of money as the price of peace, soon returned for
more, and demanded each time a larger tribute. In 1002
Ethelred ordered a general massacre of the Danish
settlers in his realm, which was avenged by Sweyn, King
Ethelred then
of the Danes, who took London in 1014.

Duke

of Normandy, whose sister
died in 1016, leaving two
Ironside and Edward the Confessor, who

fled to the court of the

Emma
sons,

he had married.

Edmund

He

kings.

Freeman,
See Hume, “History of England,” vol.
chap.
“Norman Conquest,” vol. chap. v.
Eth/el-werd or Eth'el-ward, an Anglo-Saxon
i.

E-te'o-cles, [Gr. ’Ereo/c/%; Fr. Et£oci,e, i'ti'okl',]
a son of CEdipus, after whose death he and his brother
Polynices agreed to reign alternately at Thebes. Eteocles having usurped the sole power, his brother fled to
Adrastus, who espoused his cause and led the expedition of the Seven against Thebes.
Eteocles was killed
by Polynices in a single combat.
Etex, 4 'tSks', (Antoine,) a successful French sculptor,

Charlemagne

the jealousy of his subjects,
A.D.

became

Etcheverri. See Ech£verri.
Eteocle. _ See Eteocles.

born in Paris
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such success that Ethelwolf, for the sake of peace, ceded
to him the kingdom of Wessex. He married his father’s
widow, Judith of France. Died in 860, and was succeeded by his brother Ethelbert.
Ef.h'el-bert, King of Kent, son of Hermenric, began
to reign about 560 a.d. By a victory over Ceaulin, King
of Wessex, he obtained the ascendency in the Heptarchy.
Before the death of his father he married Bertha of
Paris, a French princess, who was a zealous Christian
and gained great influence over the king and people.
The conversion of Ethelbert, with many of his subjects,
was completed by the agency of a Roman monk, Augustine, who arrived in 597.
Under Ethelbert’s wise reign
the kingdom was prosperous.
He was the author of the
first written laws among the Anglo-Saxons. Died in 616.
See Lingard’s “ History of England.”

ii.

;

i.

writer of the eleventh century, wrote a “ History of the
Anglo-Saxons,” in Latin.
Eth'el-wold, a learned Anglo-Saxon prelate, born
about 925, was a friend of Dunstan. He became Bishop
of Winchester in 963, founded several monasteries, and
made a reform in the monastic orders by the expulsion
Died in 984.
of married priests.
Eth'el-wolf, (eth'el-woolf,) King of Wessex, or of the
Saxon Heptarchy, the eldest son of Egbert, began to reign
in 836 A.D.
The country in this reign was harassed by
frequent invasions of the Danes, who in 851 plundered
London. Soon after this they were defeated with great
loss at Okeley by Ethelwolf.
He had five sons, Ethelstan, (who died before his father,) Ethelbald, Ethelbert,
Ethelred, and Alfred the Great. In 856 he married Judith
of France, daughter of Charles the Bald, and resigned
Wessex to Ethelbald. Died in 858.
See William of Malmesbury, “DeGestis Regum Anglorum.”

Ethelwolf, an Anglo-Saxon monk of the eighth and
ninth centuries, born before 770, wrote a metrical history
of the Abbots, etc. of the monastery of Lindisfarne, which
is of some historical value, and has some interest as the
only specimen of Anglo-Latin poetry of that period.
Eth'gr-ege or Etheridge, (Sir George,) an English
wit and dramatic author, born about 1636, wrote several
licentious and successful comedies, among which are
“ Love in a Tub,” and “ Sir Fopling Flutter, or the Man
of Mode.” James II. sent him as minister to Ratisbon
about 1687. Died about 1690.
See Baker, “Biographia Dramatica.”
Etheridge. See Etherege.
Ethicus. See vEthicus.
Ethra, the French of /Ethra, which see.
Eth'ryg, written also Etheridge, [Lat. Edry'cus,]
(George,) was professor of Greek at Oxford in 1553.
He published a Latin version of Justin Martyr, and
He was a zealous Catholic.
several other works.
Etienne, k'te'kn', written also Estienne, (Antoine,)
son of Paul, noticed below, was born in Geneva in 1594.

Ethelbert, King of the Anglo-Saxons, a son of Ethelwolf, succeeded his brother Ethelbald in 860 A.D. During
the life of his father, in 852, he had been made king or
regent of Kent, Essex, and Sussex, to which Wessex was
added at the death of Ethelbald. The kingdom was In 1614 he obtained the title of printer to the King of
infested by the Danes during his reign.
He died in 865 France, with a pension of soolivres, and published many
or 866, and left the throne to his brother, Ethelred.
valuable editions of ancient authors. Died in 1674.
Ethelfleda. See Elfleda.
Etienne, i'te'Sn', or Estienne, (Charles,) a scholar
Eth'el-frid or A'del-frid, King of Northumbria, and physician, born in Paris about 1504. In 1551 he enbegan to reign in 593 a.d. He was killed in battle gaged in printing in Paris, and was appointed printer to
fighting against Redwald in 617.
the king. His editions were models of typography and
Eth-el-gi'va, an ambitious concubine of Edwy, King accuracy. He compiled several dictionaries, a “ Thesauof the Anglo-Saxons.
Her influence over Edwy excited rus Ciceronis,” ( 1 557,) and other works. Died in 1564.
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ETIENNE

Etienne, (Charles Guillaume,) a French dramatic

He

poet, born at Chamouilly in 1778.
produced in 1807
the successful comedy of “ Brueys et Palaprat.” His

comedy

of

“Two

Sons-in-Law”

(“Deux Gendres”)

to him the French Academy in 1811.
After the
restoration he became editor of the “ Constitutionnel,”
which he rendered one of the most popular of the liberal
organs of Paris. His “ Letters on Paris,” which appeared
in the “Minerve,” were read with avidity. He sat in the
Chamber of Deputies from 1822 to 1839, when he was
raised to the peerage.
was author of numerous

opened

He

comedies and operas.

Died

in 1845.
See Sainte-Beuve, “ Causeries du Lundi
Leon Thiess^, “ M.
Etienne; Essai biographique et litt^raire,” 1853; “Nouvelle Bio-

graphie GdnAale.”

Etienne orEstienne, [Eng. Ste'phens;

Lat. Steph'born in Paris about 1470 or 1460, was
the head of a remarkable family of printers and scholars,
who greatly promoted the progress of learning by the
issue of good editions of classic authors.
He began to
print books about 1503, and chose the device “Plus olei
quam vini,” (“More oil than wine.”) His publications
were chiefly scientific or theological. He died in 1520,
leaving three sons, Francis, Robert, and Charles. Simon
de Colines married his widow, and continued the business

anus,]

(Henry

I.,)

in partnership with Francis.

Etienne or Estienne, (Henry II.,) son of Robert
Etienne, (the first of that name,) born in Paris in 1528,
considered by some the most eminent of the whole
family.
In childhood he showed a remarkable aptitude
in acquiring the Latin and Greek languages, and about
the age of eighteen he began to assist his father in his
In 1547 he visited Italy, where he passed
business.
three years in the search of ancient literary treasures.
He established a press in Paris about 1556, and adopted
as his emblem the olive-tree.
At the death of his father,
in 1559, Henry appears to have removed to Geneva and
charge
of
his
father’s
establishment.
to have taken
The
number of works which he printed and edited is immense.
His celebrated Greek “Thesaurus,” or “Dictionary,”
(1572,) would alone insure him an enduring reputation.
The learned bestowed on this the highest eulogies ; but
the sale of it was retarded by its great price, (especially
after an abridgment was published by Scapula,) and the
author was involved in pecuniary difficulties. He published, among others, editions of Herodotus, ALschylus,
Plato, Horace, Virgil, Pliny, and Plutarch.
In the latter
part of his time he led a wandering life, passing several
years in Paris, and in other parts of France.
He professed the Reformed religion, and was one of the most
learned men that have ever lived. He died in Lyons in
1598, leaving one son, Paul, and a daughter, who was
the wife of Isaac Casaubon.
See Maittaire, “Stephanorum Historia,” 1709; Renouard,
“Annales des Estienne,” 1843; Firmin Didot, “Observations sur
is

Henri Estienne,” 1826; LiIon FEUofeRE, “Essai sur la Vie et les
Ouvrages de H. Estienne,” 1853; “ London Quarterly Review” for
April, 1865 also Ambrose Firmin Didot’s notice in the “ Nouvelle
;

Biographie Gdndrale.”

Etienne or Estienne, (Henry III.,) son of Robert,
(the second of that name,) became treasurer of the
French royal palaces. He had a son Henry, who had
some reputation as a poet, and was the author of the
“Art of making Devices” and “The Triumphs of Louis
the Just,” (1649.)

Etienne

or Estienne, (Paul,) son of Henry Etienne,
second of that name,) born at Geneva in 1566, applied
himself to the same pursuits in which his ancestors had
acquired such fame. After travelling for several years in
various countries of Europe, he returned to Geneva, and
became successor to his father in 1599. He produced
(the

and other classic
Died about 1627.
or Estienne, (Robert I.,) born in Paris in
1503, was one of the most celebrated printers of this
family, and one of the most excellent scholars of his
time. He was well versed in Latin, Greek, and Hebrew.
In 1526 he established a press, from which he issued
editions of the classics that were superior to all former
editions and in many cases were enriched with notes
and prefaces by himself. Ini 532 he published an edition
of the Bible in Latin, and in the same year an important
fine editions of Euripides, Sophocles,

authors.

Etienne
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original work, “Thesaurus Linguae Latinae,” which has
often been reprinted. In 1539 he was appointed printer
to the king.
As Etienne was a Protestant, this favour

excited the jealousy of the doctors of the Sorbonne, who
instigated a charge of heresy against him ; but he was
protected by Francis I. as long as the latter lived.
After the accession of Henry II., (1547,) the vexations
to which he was subjected by the Catholics, who wished
to stop the sale of his Bible, induced him to remove to
Geneva in 1552. He compiled the first “Latin-French
Dictionary,” (1543,) which was much esteemed.
His
contemporaries ranked him among the greatest scholars
that ever lived.
He died in 1559, leaving three sons,
Henry, Robert, and Francis.
See Maittaire, “Stephanorum Historia,” 1709: Nic£ron,
“Memoires;” A. F, Didot's article in the "Nouvelle Biographie
Generale
and his “ Essai sur la Typographic
also “London Quarterly Review” for April, 1865.

Etienne or Estienne, (Robert II.,) son of the preceding, born in Paris about 1530.
As he preferred the
old religion, he refused to follow his father to Geneva,
and opened a printing-office in Paris about 1556. In 1561
he received the title of printer to the king. Died in 1571,
leaving two sons, Robert and Henry.
Etienne or Estienne, ( Robert III., ) son of the
preceding, was born in Paris, and commenced business
as a printer in 1572.
He was a man of talents and cultivation, and author of several poetical pieces.
He
“
translated the
Rhetoric” of Aristotle into French.
Died about 1630.
See Greswell, “Parisian Greek Press;” A. A. Renouard,
“Annales des Estienne,” 1843 Didot, “ Essai sur la Typographic.”
;

Etienne de Blois. See Stephen, King of England.
Etienne de Tournay, Vte-gn' deh tooR'nl', a French
born at Orleans in 1132; died in 1203.
Etoile or Estoile, de 1’, deh 14 'twll', (Claude,) born
in Paris about 1 597, was the son of Pierre, noticed below.
He was one of the first members of the French Academy,
and enjoyed the favour of Cardinal Richelieu. His principal productions were “ The Fair Slave,” a tragi-comedy,
and some fugitive poems. Died in 1651.
Etoile or Estoile, de 1’, (Pierre,) a French chronicler, born in Paris about 1544, was a crier (grand audiencier) of the chancery.
He left a promiscuous journal
of events, anecdotes, manners, customs, etc. during the
reigns of Henry III. and Henry IV., (1574-1610,) which
was published, the first part in 1621 and the second
part in 1719.
It is highly prized by antiquaries and
students of history, and appears to have been written
with candour.
Died in 1611.
prelate,

See Mor£ri, “ Dictionnaire Historique.”

Ettmiiller, St'mul'ler, (Ernst Moritz Ludwig,) a
German philologist, born at Gersdorf, near Lobau, in
He is distinguished for his researches in ancient
1802.
German literature. In 1833 he became professor of
German at Zurich. He published, besides editions of
old German poets, several epic poems, among which is
“ The Chiefs of the Royal German Houses,” (“ Deutsche
Stammkonige,” 1844,) also an “Anglo-Saxon Lexicon,”
(1852.)

Ettmiiller, (Michael,) an eminent German physician,
born at Leipsic in 1644. He graduated in 1668, and became a member of the Faculty of Medicine in 1676. He
acquired great popularity as professor of botany and
surgery in Leipsic. His works were often reprinted,

Died in 1683.
title of “Opera Omnia.”
See ErschuikI Gruber, “ Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”

with the

Ettmiiller, (Michael Ernst,) a son of the preceding,

was born at Leipsic in 1673. He practised in Leipsic,
and was successively professor of anatomy, physiology,
and medicine in the university of that city. Died in 1732.
See Ersch und Gruber, “ Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”
Et'ty, (William,) an eminent English historical
painter, born at York in 1787, was a pupil of Sir Thomas
Lawrence. He visited Italy in 1816, and again in 1822,
and copied with rapidity many of the old masters. His
picture of “Cleopatra arriving in Cilicia,” exhibited in
In 1824 he
the Academy in 1821, was very successful.
was elected an associate of the Royal Academy. His
favourite subjects were nude female figures. He attained
a high rank among English painters, and is considered
short;
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unrivalled as a colorist. Among his best productions are
“ Pandora crowned by the Seasons,” (1824,) “ The Com-

Woman pleading for the Vanquished,” (1825,)
“Joan of Arc,” “Ulysses and the Sirens,” and “The

bat

:

Judgment of

Paris,” (1826.)
In 1848 a collection of
one hundred and thirty of his pictures was exhibited in
London. Died in 1849.
See his “Autobiography;” A. Gilchrist, “Life of
F.tty,” 1855; “Fraser’s Magazine” for August, 1855.
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Eubceus, u-bee'us, [Eifiotof,] of Paros, a celebrated
Greek writer of parodies, lived about 350 b.c. His works
are not extant.

Eubulide. _ See Eubulides.

Eu-bu'li-des, [Gr. EvSov'iddr/c; Fr. Eubulide, uh'bii'a Greek philosopher of the Megaric school, was
He
a native of Miletus and an adversary of Aristotle.
flourished probably about 350 B.C. He was the reputed
syllogisms,
among
which
author of several sophistical
was the sorites and was one of the successors of Euclid
in the school of Megara.
See Mallet, “ Histoire de l’ficole de Mdgare.”
l£d',]

Eu'cra-tes, [Gr. Eu/cpuryj; Fr. Eucrate, uh'kltit',]
an Athenian general, a brother of Nicias, lived about
420 B.C. He was put to death by the Thirty Tyrants.
Eucratide. See Eucratides.
Eu-crat'i-des, [Gr. EvKparidr/t; Fr. Eucratide, uh'kRt'tM',] a powerful king of Bactria, reigned probably
between 180 and 150 B.c., and was contemporary with
Mithridates I. of Parthia.
He waged war against Demetrius, King of India, and made extensive conquests in
the northern part of that empire.
He was assassinated
by his own son.

Euc-te'mon, [ Et> xry/zwv, ] an Athenian astronomer,
who lived about 432 B.C., was a friend and associate of
Meton, the inventor of the cycle of nineteen years. He
corrected the time assigned by Hesiod for the heliacal
setting of the Pleiades.

u-dee'mon, (Johannes Andreas,) bom
Candia about 1560, came to Rome in his
youth, and joined the Jesuits in 1581.
He was a professor of philosophy and rector of the Greek College
in Rome.
He wrote an apology for Henry Garnet, an
Eubulides, [Ev6ovXi6rjc,\ a Greek statuary of un- English Jesuit, which was answered by Isaac Casaubon,
Pie made a group of statues of Apollo, and he was the reputed author of a libel against Louis
certain date.
“ Ad Ludovicum XIII. Admonitio,”
Athena, Zeus, and the Muses, which he dedicated in a XIII. of France,
Died in 1625.
(1625.)
temple at Athens. This group was found in 1837.
Eu-dam'i-das, [Euda/d&zf,] a Spartan general, who
Eu-bu'lus, [EufionZof,] an eminent Greek comic poet
of the middle comedy, lived at Athens about 375 b.c. lived between 400 and 375 b.c.
Eudamidas,
a king of Sparta, a son of Archidamus
He composed many comedies on mythological subjects,
and in simple, elegant language. Small fragments of his 111., began to reign about 330 b.c.
Eudeme. See Eudemus.
works are extant.
Eu-de'mus [Gr. Ed <%zof; Fr. Eudeme, uh'dim'j
See Clinton. “ Fasti Hellenici.”
of Rhodes, a Greek Peripatetic philosopher, who flouEu-ehe'ri-us, [Fr. Eucher, uh'shaiR',] a native of
rished about 330 B.c.
He was one of the principal disGaul, became Bishop of Lyons about 434 a.d. He wrote
ciples of Aristotle, and rendered important services as
Died about
several religious works, which are extant.
editor and commentator of the works of his master.
450 A. D.
_
Several modern critics ascribe to Eudemus certain
Eucleides or Euclides. See Euclid.
works which others suppose to have been written by
Eu'clid, Eu-cli'des, Eu-kli'des or Eu-clei'des,
Aristotle himself. He was the author of a “ History of
[Gr. Ewtettirie; Fr. Euclide, uh'kl£d', ] of AlexanGeometry and Astronomy,” which is not extant.

Eudaemon,

in the isle of

,

dria, a celebrated Greek geometer, whose name is nearly
synonymous with geometry, but of whose life we have
He taught mathematics in the
only scanty information.
capital of Egypt in the reign of the first Ptolemy, (323
-283 B.c.,) and appears to have been a disciple of the
Platonic philosophy.
Having been asked by Ptolemy if
geometry could be mastered by some easier method than
the ordinary one, he returned the witty and celebrated
answer, “ There is no royal road to geometry.” He was
the editor or author of the most ancient systems of geometry which are extant, and surpassed all competitors in
the luminous exposition of his theorems and the rigorous
For about two thousand
order of his demonstrations.
years no improvement was made on his labours, and his
Elements were considered an almost perfect standard.

See Fabricius, “Bibliotheca Graeca;” Diogenes Laertius.

Eudemus,

[Gr. Ewlrpiog Fr. Eudeme,] a general of
Alexander the Great. He obtained command of the
army left in India, and, after the death of Alexander,
conquered the dominions of Porus, whom he killed by
insidious means.
He joined Eumenes in a war against
Antigonus, by whom he was put to death about 316 b.c.

Eudemus, a celebrated Greek anatomist, who lived
probably in the third century E.c. According to Galen,
he was a contemporary of Erasistratus.
Eudes. See Eudo.
Eu'des,

?

[Fr. pron. ud,]

Count of

Paris,

was the eldest

son of Robert, Duke of France. In 885 a.d. he ably
defended Paris against the Normans for nearly a year.
At the death of Charles le Gros, in 888, Eudes was elected
See Delambre,” Histoire de l’Astronomie ancienne ;” Montucla,
“Histoire des Mathematiques ;” Smith, “ Dictionary of Greek and King of France by many of the nobles. The throne being
contested by Charles III., Eudes made peace by ceding
Roman Biography and Mythology.”
Euclid, Euclides, Euklides, or Eucleides, [Gr. to him the country between the Seine and the Rhine.
EvKXddris Fr. Euclide,] of Meg'ara, a Greek philoso- Died in 898.
Eudes I., Duke of Burgundy, succeeded his brother,
pher, an eminent disciple of Socrates, flourished about
400 B.c. He also derived some of his doctrines from the Hugh (Hugues) I., in 1078. He once attacked Anselm,
Eleatic school.
On the death of Socrates, 399 B.c., he Archbishop of Canterbury, with the design to rob him,
removed to Megara, where he founded the school called but was so affected by his venerable aspect that he
Megaric or Dialectic. He appears to have combined in changed his mind. He afterwards departed on a crusade
his system the ethics of Socrates with the ontology or to Palestine, and died in Cilicia in 1103.
Eudes II., Duke of Burgundy, was the son of Hugh
metaphysics of the Eleatics. In the fifteenth century he
In 1143 he compelled
11., whom he succeeded in 1142.
was often confounded with Euclid the great geometer.
See Mallet, “ Histoire de i’Pcoie de M^gare;” G. H. Lewes, Thibaut of Champagne to render homage for the county
Died in 1162, and left the
“Biographical History of Philosophy;” “ Dictionuaire des Sciences of Troyes and other fiefs.
philosophiques. ”

duchy to Hugues III.
Euclide. See Euclid and Euclides.
Eudes III., grandson of Eudes II., became Duke of
Eu-cli'des or Eu-clei'des [Gr. EvicXtidric ; Fr. Eu- Burgundy in 1 190. He refused the chief command of the
clide, uh'klM'] was archon of Athens in 403 B.c. During crusaders in 1201, and remained at home.
In 1214 he
his archonship the ancient laws of Solon were restored. commanded a wing of the French army at the battle of
Euclides, an Athenian sculptor, mentioned by Pau- Bouvines. Diedini2i8. His son, Hugh IV., was his heir.
sanias, lived about 372 B.c.
Eudes IV., Duke of Burgundy, was the son of Robert
Euclides, a Spartan general, a brother of Cleomenes II., and succeeded his brother, Hugh V., in 1315. He
III., was killed at the battle of Sellasia, 223 b.c.
married in 1318 the daughter of Philip, King of France.
Euclides, (the geometrician.) See Euclid of Alex- In a long and prosperous reign he was a powerful supandria.
port to the throne of Charles the Fair, who was his
Euclides, (the philosopher.) See Euclid of Meg- nephew, and of Philip of Valois, who married Eudes’s
ara.
sister.
Died in 1350.
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EUDES

Eudes, Count of Champagne, was an ambitious and
warlike baron, and one of the most powerful feudatories
of the kingdom. In an attempt to make himself master
of Lorraine, he was defeated and killed in 1037.
Eudes, ud, (Jean,) a French priest, born at Ry, near
Argentan, in 1601, was a brother of Mezeray the historian.
About 1645 he founded for the promotion of missions
a new community called Eudistes, which was dissolved
at the Revolution.
He wrote several devotional works.
Died

in 1680.

Eudes de Mezeray.
Eu'do

See Mezeray.
Eudon, uh'diN' ] or Eudes, Duke

[Fr.

of

Aquitaine and Vasconie, (Gascony,) born in 665 A.D.,
succeeded his father Boggison about 681. He added to
his dominions large tracts obtained by conquest from the
Kings of Austrasia and Neustria. In 720 a large army
of Saracens invaded his dominions, and were signally
defeated near Toulouse, the capital of Eudo. About 732
Aquitaine was invaded by Abderrahman the Saracen, who
defeated Eudo. The latter then solicited the aid of his
former enemy, Charles Martel, who gained an important
victory over the Saracens at Poitiers. Died in 735 a.d.

Eudocia, u-do'she-a, [Gr. Ev6otda Fr. Eudocie,
uh'do'se',] sometimes called Eudoxia, a Roman empress, distinguished for her beauty and talents, the wife
of Theodosius

II.,

was born

at

Athens about 394

A.D.,

Athenais

365J days. Eudoxus is also said to have originated the
doctrine of the concentric solid crystalline spheres, by
which the apparent motions of the sun, moon, and planets
were explained. Cicero thought him the greatest astronomer that had ever lived. His works are not extant.
at

See Delambre, “Histoire de l’Astronomie ancienne.”

Eudoxus, an Athenian comic

poet of the new comhave lived in the third century B.c.
Cyzicus, a Greek navigator, who lived
about 130 B.C., and was sent by Ptolemy Evergetes on
an exploring or trading expedition to India, from which
he returned with success. It is supposed he afterwards
attempted to reach India by sailing round Africa, but
that he failed in that enterprise. He made no important
edy,

called

is

supposed

to

Eudoxus of

discoveries.
See Fabricius, “Bibliotheca Graeca;” Boehmer, “Dissertatio
de Eudoxo,” 1715; “Nouvelle Biographie Gdnerale.”

Eu-ga-le'nus, ( Severin, ) a Dutch physician, born
Dokkum, wrote a “Treatise on the Scurvy,” (1588,)
which was often reprinted.
Eu'ga-mon, [Evyapuv,] a Greek epic poet of Cyrene,
lived probably about 560 B.c.
He wrote a poem called
“ Telegonia,” which was designed as a continuation of

at

the “

Odyssey

Eugeu,

the

it is

not extant.

German

of

Eugenius and Eugene, which

see.

before her conversion to Christianity.
She was married in 421 a.d. Theodosius became jealous, and banished her in 449 to Palestine, where
she died in 460 or 461. She wrote several poems, among
which was a Paraphrase of the first Eight Books of the

and was
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Eugene, the French of Eugenius, which see.
Eu-gene', [Fr. Eugene, uh'zh&n'; Ger. Eugen,
Prince, (or, more fully, Franqois Eugene de

oi-gan',]

Savoy— deh

Eu-do'rus, [Gr. Evdupog Fr. Eudore, uh'doR',] a
Greek philosopher, who lived probably before the Christian era, and was a commentator on Aristotle’s “Meta-

si'vwl',) one of the most celebrated genetimes, born in Paris in 1663, was the grandson of the Duke of Savoy. His father was Eugene Maurice,
Count de Soissons, and his mother Olympia Mancini, a
niece of Cardinal Mazarin.
He was destined for the
church, but, disliking the study of theology, he applied
to Louis XIV. for the command of a regiment, which
was refused. Deeply resenting this refusal, he offered
his services, in 1683, to the Emperor of Austria, by whom
he was so rapidly promoted in the war against the Turks
that he was general-major at the siege of Belgrade, in
In 1691 he was appointed to command the Impe16S8.

physics.”

rial

Old Testament.
See Gibbon, “History of the Decline and
Empire.”

Eudocia.
Eudocie.
Eudokia.

Eudon.

Fall of the

Roman

See Eudoxia.
See Eudocia.
See Eudocia.
See Eudo.

Eudoxe. See Eudoxus.
Eudoxia. See Eudocia.
Eu-dox'I-a, [Gr. Evdokia; Fr. Eudoxie, uh'dok'se',]
sometimes called Eudocia, Empress of the East, was of
French origin, and was married to Arcadius in 395 A.D.
She acquired a complete ascendency over that feeble
prince, and procured the exile of Chrysostom, Patriarch
Her son reigned as Theodosius II.
of Constantinople.

Eudoxia or Eudocia, a Roman empress, daughter
of Theodosius II. and Eudocia, noticed above, became
Petronius Maximus, having
the wife of Valentinian III.
assassinated the emperor and usurped the throne, (455
a.d.,)

compelled Eudoxia to be his

wife.

She avenged

herself by inviting Genseric the Vandal, who sacked Rome
and carried her to Africa.
See Gibbon, “History of the Decline and Fall of the Roman
Empire.”
or Eudocia was the wife of Constantine
who became Emperor of Constantinople in 1059.

Eudoxia
Ducas,

He

died in 1067, leaving three minor sons, Constantine,
Michael, and Andronicus, under the tutelage of their
mother. She married Romanus Diogenes in 1068, and
three years later was forced to resign the royal power
She was the author of a learned
to her son Michael.
work, entitled “ Ionia,” on the genealogy and metamorphoses of gods, heroes, and heroines.

Eudoxie. See Eudoxia.
Eu-dox'I-us, a native of Armenia.

He

embraced

the doctrines of Arius in their full extent, and was
chosen Bishop of Antioch about 356, and Patriarch of

rals of

modern

army

in

Piedmont, where he gained advantages over

the French, and received the commission of field-marshal.
About 1694 he rejected the offer of a marshal’s baton,
with a large pension, which Louis XIV. proposed to him
as an inducement to return to the French service. He received the command of the Austrian army of Hungary, and
in 1697 gained a decisive victory over the Turks at Zenta.
The war of the Spanish succession soon called him to
a more arduous and brilliant career. In 1701 he commanded in Italy, where he outgeneralled the able French
marshal Catinat, and, by an act of successful audacity,
surprised Villeroi in Cremona and made him a prisoner.
Vendome, having taken the command, proved himself
a more equal match for Eugene, who at the indecisive
battle of Luzara, in 1702, lost the best part of his army.
At the end of this campaign he was made president of
the council of war in Vienna. Eugene and the Duke of
Marlborough being associated in the command of the
allies, their congenial qualities and hearty co-operation
contributed greatly to their success.
On the 13th of
August, 1704, they defeated the French at the famous
battle of Blenheim.
To check the victorious French
army, he was again sent to Italy in 1705, and, engaging
with the Duke of Vendome, was wounded and defeated
at the battle of Cassano.
But in 1706 he gained a complete victory at Turin, and drove the French out of Italy.
He returned to Vienna in 1707, and was received with
great applause. Appointed to command the Imperial
army in Flanders, he co-operated with Marlborough in
the victory of Oudenarde, (1708,) and in the great battle
of Malplaquet, (1709,) which the allies claimed as a vic-

*
Died in 370.
tory, although they lost 25,000 men. Eugene, who advised
Eudoxius, surnamed Heros, or the Hero, a Roman the attack against the opinion of the Dutch deputies, was
censured for temerity in this affair.
jurist, who lived about the fifth centory.
Eu-dox'us, [Gr. E vdofuf; Fr. Eudoxe, uh'doks',] a
In 1712 he performed a diplomatic mission to London,

Constantinople in 360.

celebrated Greek astronomer, born at Cnidus, in Caria,
He was a pupil of Archytas, and
lived about 370 B.C.
He opened a school in
a friend or disciple of Plato.
Athens, which was very flourishing. Pliny informs us
that he approximately determined the length of the year
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but did not succeed in preventing the defection of the
English from the alliance against France, or in restoring

Marlborough to the command from which he had just
been dismissed. He returned to the army in Flanders
in 1712, and, having made another campaign with little
short
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In March, 1714, he
success, began to think of peace.
signed with Marshal Villars a treaty of peace at Rastadt.
In 1716 and 1717 he gained great victories at Peterwaradin and Belgrade over the Turks, who were vastly
superior in number. After the end of this war he was
employed many years in civil affairs, and was treated with
great honour and confidence by Charles VI. of Germany.

death of Eugenius.
A formal but insincere convention
was signed in 1439 by Eugenius and John Palaeologus
He
for the reunion of the Latin and Greek Churches.
waged war against the Duke of Milan and the King of

He died, having never been married, in 1736. He was
regarded by some as the greatest general of his time,
though he made no remarkable improvements in the art
His success was due not so much to skill in
of war.
strategy as to his audacity and decision, the admirable
rapidity of his coup-d'otil, and his promptitude to perceive

V. resigned.

and

Aragon, and instigated the Kings of Poland and Hungary
He died in 1447,
to violate their treaty with the Turks.
when Nicholas V. was chosen his successor, and Felix
See Platina, “Vitae Pontificum
toire des souverains Pontifes ;”

Artaud de Montor,

“ His-

Gibbon, “ History of the Decline

Roman Empire,” chap. lxvi.
Eugenius, Saint, [Fr. SAiNT-EuGiNE.siN'tuh'zhin';
Ger. Sankt Eugen, sinkt oi-gan',] was chosen Bishop
of Carthage about 480 A.D., when the church was divided
between the Catholics and the Arians, the latter of whom
were favoured by the Vandal king Huneric. A few years
later the Arians persecuted their opponents, and exiled
Eugenius. He wrote an “Exposition of the Catholic
Faith,” and other works.
Died in 505 A.D.
Eu-ge'nI-us or Eu-ge'nl-os Bul-ga'ris, a Greek
He taught philosophy
prelate, born at Corfu in 1716.
His reputation
at Corfu, Yanina, and Constantinople.
having spread to the court of Russia, the empress Catherine, in 1775, made him Archbishop of Slavonia and
Cherson. His writings, which are in Greek, have contributed much to the revival of learning and science in
Greece. He published a “Treatise on Logic,” (1766,)
and a poetical Greek version of Virgil, (1786-94.) It
is stated that his scientific works are written in ancient
Greek, and the others in modern. Died in 1806.
Eu'ge-011 of Samos, an ancient Greek historian, lived

and Fall of the

rectify his errors.

See John Campbell, “Military History of Prince Eugene and
Duke of Marlborough,” 2 vols., 1736; “ Histoire du Prince
Eugene,” by Mauvillon, 5 vols., 1740; Dumont et Rousset,
“ Histoire militaire du Prince Eugene,” 1729-43; Ferrari, “ De
Rebus gestis Eugenii,” 1747; Prince de Ligne, “Vie du Prince
Engine,” 1809; Major-General J. Mitchell, “Biographies of
Eminent Soldiers of the Last Four Centuries,” 1865; F. von Kausler, “Leben des Prinzen Eugen von Savoyen,” 2 vols., 1838-39;
“ Edinburgh Review” for November, 1810.

the

Eugene de Beauharnais.

See Beauharnats.
Eu-gen'I-cus, an eloquent Greek theologian, became
Archbishop of Ephesus in 1436 a.d. He opposed the
union of the Greek with the Latin Church, with great
eloquence and vehemence, at the Council of Florence,
Died in 1447.
(1438.)

Eugenie, (or, more fully, Eugenie Marie de
Montijo,) formerly Empress of the French, a daughter
ot the Count of Montijo, a Spanish grandee, was bom at
Granada, Spain, on the 5th of May, 1826. Her mother, about 500 b.c.
Euhemerus. See Evemerus.
liana Manuela Kirkpatrick, was of Scottish extraction.
Euklides. See Euclid and Euclides.
Eugenie received the title of Counters of Teba, and was
Eu-la'H-a, [Fr. Eulalie, uh'lt'le',] Saint, a Chriseducated in France and England. In 1851 she appeared
tian martyr, born at Merida, in Spain, about 290 a.d.
at the festivals ol L’Elysee, Paris, where her beauty and
She perished at the stake under the reign of Maximian,
graces attracted the notice of Louis Napoleon, to whom

aged about fourteen.
she was married in January, 1853. After the events of
See Tillemont, “ Memoires ecclesiastiques. ”
1870 she escaped with her husband to England, where she
Euler, yoo'ler, [Ger. pron. oi'ler,] (Christoph,) a
She recently visited the grave of
resided at ChLlehurst.
son of Leonard, born in 1743, became a major in the
the Prince Imperial in Zululand.
Russian army, and cultivated astronomy with success.
Eu-ge'nI-us, a Greek physician, mentioned by Galen,
He was selected with others by the Academy of Saint
lived probably about the first century.
Petersburg to observe the transit of Venus in 1769.
Bugenius, a Gaul, who was noted for his rhetorical
See Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”
and was proclaimed emperor about 392 A.D. He
was defeated by Theodosius and put to death in 394.
Eugenius [Fr. EuGfeHE, uh'zhin'; Ger. Eugen, oigan'] I, a native of Rome, was elected pope in 654 as
successor to Martin I., who was banished by the emperor
Constans II. Died in 658.
Eugenius II., a Roman by birth, was elected pope in
talents,

824 a.d. in place of Pascal I. He held a council at Rome
in 826 for the reformation of the clergy.
This council
issued an injunction that the believers should learn to
read and write.
He died in 827, and was succeeded by
Valentinus.

,

Eugenius

(Bernard of

Pisa,) elected pope fn
1145, as successor to Lucius II., was a native of Pisa,
and a disciple of Saint Bernard. At this period the
Roman senate and people, excited by the preaching of
Arnaldo da Brescia, were in a state of revolt against the
papal power. The pope, therefore, retired to Viterbo, and
III.,

then to France, where he favoured the second crusade
by the offer of indulgences. He returned to Rome about
Anastasius IV. succeeded him.
1152, and died in 1153.
Eugenius IV., (Gabriele Condolmero, ) born at
Venice about 1383, was chosen pope in 1431. He was
soon involved in a contest with the Council of Bale,
which had been convoked by the late pope, Martin V.,
for the reformation of the Church, and which refused to
own his supremacy. Having failed in an attempt to
dissolve this council, he ordered them to transfer their
sessions to Ferrara.
They summoned him to appear
before the council in sixty days ; and he answered by a
bull declaring the council dissolved, and calling another
at Ferrara in 1437.
The council then deposed the pope
for contumacy, (1438,) and elected in his stead Amadeus
of Savoy, who assumed the name of Felix V. Eugenius,
however, persisted in his course, and anathematized the
bishops who remained at Bale. Thus a great schism in
the Church was produced, which continued until the
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Euler, (Johann Albrecht,) the eldest son of Leonard
Euler, born in Saint Petersburg in 1734, inherited a good
share of his father’s talents for mathematics.
Having
resided some years in Berlin, he returned to Saint Petersburg about 1766, and obtained a chair of philosophy.
He afterwards served as secretary of the Imperial Academy, and councillor of state. In 1762 he shared with
Clairaut the prize proposed by the Academy of Saint
Petersburg on the theory of comets. He assisted his
father in a treatise on the theory of the moon, which
obtained the prize of the Academy of Paris in 1770. He
wrote many other treatises on astronomy, optics, and
physics.
Died in Saint Petersburg in 1800.
See Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”

Euler, (Karl,) second son of the great geometer,
born in Saint Petersburg in 1740, graduated at Halle.
Returning to Saint Petersburg in 1766, he was appointed
physician to the court and to the Imperial Academy. He
gained the prize proposed by the Academy of Paris in
1760 for a treatise on the Mean Velocity of the Planets.
See Ersch und Gruber “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”
Euler, (Leonard,) a celebrated Swiss geometer, born
at Bale on the 15th of April, 1707, was the pupil of John
Bernoulli in his native city. About 1727 he accompanied
Nicholas and Daniel Bernoulli to Saint Petersburg,
whither they had been invited to teach in the new Academy, in which he obtained a place as assistant professor.
In 1733 he succeeded Daniel as professor of mathematics.
Here he composed an immense number of memoirs,
which display a profound, inventive genius and an extraordinary fecundity of mind. It is stated that he wrote
more than half of the forty-six volumes published by the
Academy of Saint Petersburg from 1727 to 1783. From
1741 to 1766 he lived in Berlin, having been invited by
Frederick the Great to assist in the formation of the Berlin
Academy, which he enriched with his writings. In 1755
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he was chosen an associate of the Academy of Sciences
of Paris, which awarded him several prizes.
Returning
to Saint Petersburg, he published, in French, his popular
“
work on physical philosophy,
Letters to a German
Princess,” (1768.)
He greatly improved the integral
calculus, the indeterminate analysis, and the science of
mechanics by analysis, and is reckoned one of the greatest mathematicians of the eighteenth century.
Among
his principal works are “ Mechanics ; or the Science of
Motion analytically explained,” (“Mechanica; sive Motus Scientia analytice exposita,” 2 vols., 1736,) “Introduction to the Analysis of Infinites,” (“ Introductio in

Analysin Infinitorum,” 1748,) a “Treatise on Naval
Science,” (1749,) a Treatise on the Integral Calculus,
(“Institutiones Calculi Integralis,” 1768,) a “Treatise

Eu-men'I-des [Gr. Enifievidrig Ger. Eumeniden,
oi'meh-nee'den] or E-rin'njf-eS, often called, in Latin,
Fu'rl-ae and Di'rae, the Greek name of the Furies, or
goddesses who punished crimes in this world and after
death, and pursued the guilty with burning torches.
Some writers limit the number of Furies to three,
namely, Tisiphone, Alecto, and Megsera.
Eu-me'nI-us, a Latin grammarian and rhetorician,
born at Autun about 260 a.d. He taught rhetoric in
Rome, and then in Autun. Four of his discourses are
extant, one of which is a panegyric on Constantine,
spoken

in his presence.

Eumolpe.

See Eumolpus.

Eu-mol'pus,

[Gr.

Evfiolnos

Fr.

Eumolpe,

uh'-

molp',] a Thracian, who was regarded as a priestly bard
(1771,) and a “Theory of the Moon’s and founder of the Eleusinian mysteries, was called a
Motion,” (1772.) He was blind during the last sixteen son of Neptune and Chione. According to one tradi-

on Dioptrics,”

years of his life.
He died in September, 1783. He left
“ His
several sons, who became eminent in science.
genius,” says Condorcet, “was equally capable of the
greatest efforts and of the most continuous labour. He
multiplied his productions marvellously, and yet was
original in each.
His brain was always active, and his
soul always calm.”
Euler’s memory was so extraordinary that he knew, it is said, the “ TEneid” by heart.
He was a man of deep and earnest religious convictions,
and had family worship daily in his own house.
See Condorcet, “Eloge de L. Euler;” Nicholas von Fuss,
“Eloge de L. Euler;” “Nouvelle Biographie Gilndrale,” article
“ Euler.”

Eumathius or Eumathe.
Eumele. See Eumelus.

See Eustathius.

distinguished for fleetness.
Eumelus [Ei^yAof] of Corinth, a very ancient Greek
epic poet, flourished about 750 b.c. His works are lost.
Eumelus, a Greek painter, who lived probably about
200 a.d. His picture of Helen was placed in the Forum

Rome.

Eumene.

Eunape.

See Eunapius.
Eu-na'pi-us, [Gr. Evvamo; Fr. Eunape, uh'nfp',] a
heathen Sophist and physician, born at Sardis, in Lydia,
about 347 a.d. He lived at Athens, was a Neoplatonist,
and a violent opponent of Christianity. He wrote, in
Greek, a work entitled “ Lives of Philosophers and So“ It is of great importance for
phists,” which is extant.
literary and philosophic history,” says Boissonade, “ as
without it there would be an immense void in the history ofEclecticism.” He left a continuation of Dexippus’s
history from 270 to 404 A.D., which has not come down
to us.
See Fabricius, "Bibliotheca Graeca.”

Eu-me'lus, [Gr. Ev/irfAop Fr. EumEle, uh'mil',] a
son of Admetus and Alcestis, was one of the chiefs of
the Greek army which besieged Troy.
His horses were

at

he fought for the people of Eleusis against the
Athenians, and was killed in battle.

tion,

See Eumenes.

[Gr. Evfievrjg
Fr. Eumene, uh-min',] a
favourite officer and confidential secretary of Alexander
the Great, was born at Cardia, in the Thracian ChersoHe attended Alexander in his
nesus, about 360 B.c.
expedition against Persia about 330 B.C., commanded a
division of the army, and was highly esteemed by that
prince for his bravery and military talents.
When the
conquests of their departed chief were divided among
the Macedonian generals, Eumenes received Cappado-

Eu'me-nes,

Pontus, and Paphlagonia. He was an ally of Perdiccas in the war between the latter and Ptolemy, and
gained a complete victory over Craterus in the year 321.
After the death
In this action Craterus was killed.
of Perdiccas (321) Antipater and Antigonus combined
against Eumenes, who defended himself for several
The Macedonians were jealous of Eumenes beyears.
cause he was an alien. At length, by means of treachery,
Antigonus took him prisoner and put him to death in
317 or 316 B.c. He was one of the few among Alexander’s officers who continued loyal to the royal family.
See “Life of Eumenes,” in Plutarch, who compares him with
Sertorius; Cornelius Nepos, “ Eumenes ;” Arrian, “ Anabasis
B. Geer, “Specimen historicum de Eumene Cardiano,” 1838;
Thirlwall, “ History of Greece.”
cia,

Eu-ni'cus,

[Euw/cof,]

an Athenian comic poet,

who

lived in the fifth century B.c.

Eunome.

See Eunomus.

Eu-no'mi-us, [Gr. E vvbfuog,\ the founder of an Arian
sect called Eunomians, was born at Dacora, in CapAbout 360
padocia, and was a man of superior talents.
A.D., Eudoxius, Bishop of Antioch, ordained him Bishop
He
of Cyzicus, but afterwards deposed him for heresy.
was an ultra-Arian, and opposed the worship of martyrs
and relics. He was several times banished by successive
emperors, and suffered persecution with firmness and
constancy.
His writings are nearly all lost, except a
“ Confession of Faith.” Saint Basil, and Saint Gregory of
wrote
books to refute his doctri nes. Died in 394 a. d.
Nyssa,
See Ritter, “History of Christian Philosophy.”

Eu'no-mus, [Gr. Evvo/mc ; Fr. Eunome, uh'nom',1
one of the early kings of Sparta, supposed to have lived
nine hundred years or more B.c. According to some
writers, he was the father of Lycurgus. Simonides calls
him a brother of Lycurgus.

Eu' nus, a native of Syria, was the leader of the insurgents in the servile war which broke out in Sicily in
He defeated several Roman armies in succes135 b.c.
sion, but was captured about 133 B.c., and died in prison
soon afterwards.

Euphante. See Euphantus.
Eu-phan'tus [Gr. Evipavroc

Fr.

Euphante,

uh'-

Olynthus, a Greek poet and Pythagorean philosopher, who wrote about 330 b.c. He was a preceptor
of Antigonus I. of Macedonia, to whom he dedicated a
work, Ilepl Baoi'Aua;, (“ On Royalty,”) which was highly
ffnt'j of

commended. He composed also numerous tragedies.
Eu-phe'mI-a, (Flavia zElia Marcia,) an empress
Eumenes [Fr. EuMfeNE] I., King or Governor of of the East, was originally a slave named Lupicina, and
Pergamus. He began to reign about 262 b.c., defeated was married to a Thracian of obscure condition, who in
Antiochus Soter near Sardis, and died about 240 B.C. 518 ascended the throne of Constantinople as Justin I.
Euphorbe. See Euphorbus.
He was succeeded by his cousin, Attalus I.
Eu-phor'bus, [Gr. EvipopSo; Fr. Euphorbe, uh'Eumenes II., King of Pergamus, a son of Attalus I.,
began to reign in 197 B.C. He was a faithful and efficient foRb',] a brave Trojan warrior, killed by Menelaus. Pyally of the Romans in their war against Antiochus the thagoras professed that his soul was the same which had
Great about 190, and was rewarded by the addition to animated Euphorbus.
Euphorbus, a physician, who lived at Rome in the
By his
his kingdom of Mysia, Lydia, and Phrygia.
He
political sagacity he greatly increased the importance reign of Augustus, was a brother of Antonius Musa.
of his kingdom, which prospered in a long peace.
He was employed professionally by King Juba, who in honour
plant
is still
certain
Euphorbia,
which
named
a
of
him
patronized the arts and sciences, and founded at Pergamus a celebrated library, which became a rival to that the name of a numerous genus.

He died about 159 b.c.
See Polybius, “ History;” Appian, “Syriaca;” Livy, “History

of Alexandria.
of

Rome.”
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EUPHORION
He

wrote several of his own, one of which was
competition with Sophocles and Euripides.
Euphorion, an eminent Greek poet and grammarian,
born at Chalcis, in Euboea, about 275 B.C. He lived
some years at Athens, and became librarian to AnHe wrote epic poems
tiochus the Great about 220 b.c.
entitled “ Hesiodos,” “Mopsopia,” and “Chiliades,”
(X0uu 6e( ;) also several epigrams. His poems were very
popular among the Romans of the Augustan age but
his style was censured by Cicero and others as affectedly obscure.
He was author of a celebrated treatise
on grammar, and of other prose works. Only small
fragments of his writings are extant.
dies.

crowned

EURYDICE

875

in

;

See Vossius, “De Historicis Gnecis;” Fabricius, “Bibliotheca
Grasca;” A. Meineke, “Dissertatio de Euphorionis Vita et Scriptis,” 1823.

Euphorion, a Greek statuary, whose works were not
extant in the time of Pliny, by whom he is mentioned.
Euphraeus, u-free'us, or Eu-phra'tes, [Gr. EvQpaioc
or EvQpaTTic,] a native of Oreus, in Euboea, was a disciple of Plato, and became a favourite of Perdiccas, King
of Macedonia. After the death of the latter he returned
to Oreus and opposed the party of Philip of Macedon.
Eu-phra/nor, [E vQpuvup,] a celebrated Greek painter
and sculptor, born in Corinth, flourished between 365 and
325 B.c. He was pupil of Ariston, and a contemporary
of Apelles and Praxiteles.
It appears that he worked
in Athens, as Pliny ranks him among Athenian artists.
He was the first artist who represented heroes with
proper dignity. He painted in encaustic and worked in
marble and bronze, and was equally successful in painting and sculpture. Pliny and Plutarch highly applaud his
productions. Among his master-pieces in painting are
“ The Twelve Gods,” “ The Battle of Mantinea,” and the
“ Feigned Insanity of Ulysses
and in sculpture, a statue
of Paris, and colossal statues of “Valor” and “Greece.”
See Pliny, “Natural History.”

Eu'ric [Lat. Euri'cus] orEv'a-ric, [Lat. Evari'cus,]
an able and warlike king of the Visigoths, began to reign
in 466 a.d.
He enlarged his dominions by conquest
until they extended from the Loire to the Pyrenees and
from the Rhone to the ocean. His alliance was courted
by Franks, Romans, Vandals, and other nations. Died
in 484.

See Gibbon, “History of the Decline and Fall of the
Empire.”

Roman

Euripide.

See Euripides.
Eu-rip'i-des, [Gr. Evpimdjic Fr. Euripide, uh're'ptd',] one of the three great tragic poets of Greece, was
born at Salamis in 480 B.c. According to a popular tradition, he was born on the day of the battle of Salamis.
His parents, Mnesarchus and Clito, were Athenians who
sought refuge at Salamis from the Persian invaders.
He studied rhetoric under Prodicus, and philosophy 01physics under Anaxagoras. About the age of twentyfive he produced his “ Peliades,” the first of his dramas
which was performed. He maintained an animated
rivalry with Sophocles, (who was his senior,) and gained
the first prize in several dramatic contests.
He was a
friend of Socrates, who, it is said, seldom went to the
theatre except when the tragedies of Euripides were

performed.

Euripides composed seventy-five

some

say, ninety-two
are still extant.

— tragedies,

of which

—

or,

as

eighteen

Among his most admired works are
“Hecuba,” “Ion,” “Alcestis,” “Medea,” “Helena,”
“Iphigenia in Aulis,” “ Hippolytus,” and “Bacchae.”
His other extant dramas are “ Heraclidas,” “The Suppliants,” (“ Supplices,”) “Hercules Furens,” “Orestes,”
“Troades,” “ Electra,” “Andromache,” “Iphigenia in
Tauris,” “ Rhesus,” and “ Phoenissae.” His style is distinguished by elegance, perspicuity, and harmony. Cicero
and Milton were great admirers of Euripides, and Aristotle calls him “the most tragic of poets.”
“When we
look only at the highest excellences of Euripides,” says
Hallam, “there is perhaps a depth of pathos and an
intensity of dramatic effect which Racine himself has
not attained.” (“Introduction to the Literature of Europe.”)
About the year 408 he retired from Athens,
where a violent and unscrupulous faction was arrayed
against him, and found repose at the court of Archelaus,
King of Macedon, who treated him with much favour.
According to a prevalent but doubtful tradition, he was
killed by a pack of hounds in 406 B.c.

Euphrate. See Euphrates.
Euphrates. See Euphr/eus.

Eu-phra'tes, [Gr. Eh<j>pa.rris
Fr. Euphrate, uh'an eminent Stoic philosopher, lived in the reign
century.
of Hadrian, in the second
He was a native of
Syria or Egypt, and a friend of Pliny the Younger, who
eulogizes his virtues and talents, (Epist. i. 10.)
Euphrates, a heretic, who, in the second century,
founded the sect of Ophites.
Eu'phron, an Athenian comic poet of the new comSee C. Hasse, “De Euripide Poeta,” 1833; Jodrell, “IllusF. Jacobs, “Animadversiones in
trations of Euripides,” 3 vols., 1781
edy, lived about 300 b.c.
Tragoedias,” 1790; Zirndorfer, “De Chronologia FabuEuripidis
Eu-phros'y-ne, [Gr. Ev<j>poavvr/,] one of the Three
larum Euripidearum,” Marburg, 1839 Hartung, “ Euripides Resti“
Graces, (in Greek, Charites,”) supposed to be the off- tutus,” 2 vols., 1844; Fabricius, “ Bibliotheca Grseca
Bouterwek,
spring of Venus.
The Greeks personified in her the “ De Philosophia Euripidis,” 1819 J. Lapaume, “De Euripidis Vita
et Fabulis Dissertatio,” 1848; Reuter, “Dissertatio de yEschylo,
genius of Mirth or Joy.
(See Charites.)
Sophocle et Euripide,” 1831 “ Blackwood’s Magazine” for SeptemEuphrosyne, an empress, was the wife of Alexis III., ber,
1838 “ Foreign Quarterly Review” for January, 1S40.
who in 1195 obtained the throne of Constantinople by a
Fr. Europe, uh'rop',] in
Eu-ro'pa, [Gr. Evpunrj
conspiracy of which she was a chief instigator. By her
courage and talents she acquired a nearly absolute ascen- classic mythology, a daughter of Agenor, King of Phoedency over Alexis, but exposed herself to public contempt nicia, and a sister of Cadmus. The poets feigned that
by her immoral excesses. She died in exile about 1215. she was carried off by Jupiter, who previously assumed
Eu'po-lis, [Evno?a;,] an excellent Athenian comic the form of a bull. She became the mother of Minos
poet of the old comedy, was born about 446 B.C., and and Rhadamanthus.
Europe. See Europa.
was a rival of Aristophanes. Several of his plays obEuryale. See Euryalus.
tained the honour of a triumph.
He is ranked by
Eu-ry'a-lus, [Gr. E vpvakos Fr. Euryale, uh're' 81 ',]
Horace with Cratinus and Aristophanes, (see Satires,
book i. iv. 1,) and in the opinion of some critics he sur- a son of Mecisteus, was one of the Argonaut/E, and one
passed Aristophanes in the graces of diction. He often of the EpiGONr, (which see.) He was distinguished for
chose political subjects, and severely satirized the per- his bravery at the siege of Troy, where he was a comsons and conduct of eminent men then living. Only panion of Diomede.
Euryalus, a beautiful young Trojan mentioned by
small fragments of his works are extant. He is supposed
to have died about 410 B.c.
According to one account, Virgil. (See “TEneid,” books v. and ix.)
Eu-ry-cli'das, [Eupv/c/Utdaf,] an Athenian orator, lived
he was killed in a naval action.
,•

fait',]

;

:

:

;

;

See

Graca

Clinton, “Fasti
Suidas, “ Eupolis

Hellenici
Fabricius, “Bibliotheca
C. W. Lucas, “ Cratinus et Eupolis,”

Bonn, 1826; Stevenart, “Etude sur

le

Poete Eupolis,” 1850.

Eupompe. See Eupompus.
Eu-pom'pus [Gr. Evnopnoc Fr. Eupompe, uh'piMp']
of Sicyon, a celebrated Greek painter, a contemporary
of Zeuxis, lived about 350-370 b.c., and was the master
of Pamphilus.
He is called the founder of a new school,
the Sicyonian. In answer to the young sculptor Lysippus,
who consulted him on the choice of a model, he said,
“ Follow nature.”
€ as k; 5 as

s;
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about 220 b.c.
Eu-ryd'i-§e, [Gr. E vpvd'ucT),\ the wife of Orpheus, was
bitten by a serpent as she fled from Aristaeus, and died.
The poets feigned that Orpheus descended to the lower
regions and persuaded Pluto to restore her to life on
condition that she should walk behind her husband and
he should not look back until they had arrived in the
upper world. But Orpheus, unable to resist his longing
to see her again, turned back, and thus lost her forever.
(See Orpheus.)
See Virgil’s “Georgies,” book
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454-527.
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Eurydice, [Evpvd'iKri,] the wife of Amyntas, King of
Macedonia, was the mother of Alexander, Perdiccas, and

was a friend of Eusebius Pamphili.
Bishop of Berytus and of Nicomedia. At
the Council of Nice, 325 a.d., he refused to sign the
condemnation of Arius, and was consequently banished
bitious Arian prelate,

He became

Philip, all of whom became kings ; the last was the father
She is charged with attempting
of Alexander the Great.
the life of her husband, and with taking the life of her

;

but, finding a powerful patron in Constantia, sister of the
emperor, he was restored to his see. Having acquired
paramount influence at court, he assembled a council at

eldest son, about 365 B.C.
Eurydice, a Macedonian princess, a daughter of Antipater, became the queen of Ptolemy, son of Lagus,

;

See Plutarch, “Nicias.”

Eu'ry-phon, [EvpvQvv,] an eminent Greek physician
of Cnidos, said to have lived in the time of Hippocrates,
about 350 b.c. He is quoted by Galen.

Eurysthee. See Eurystheus.
Eurysthene. See Eurysthenes.
[Gr. Evpvodevrjs

Fr.

Eurysthene,

uh /r£s'tin',]

a son of Aristodemus, King of Sparta, had
a twin-brother, Procles. As their mother refused to say
which was the eldest, the oracle of Delphi decided that
they should reign jointly. After their death the throne
continued to be shared between two kings, one of whom
was descended from Eurysthenes and the other from
Procles.
See Clinton, “Fasti Hellenici;” Muller,

Eu-rys'theus,

[Gr.

E vpvodcvs

Fr.

“The

Dorians.”

Eurysth£e,

in 334, by which Athanasius was condemned.
He
also procured the restoration of Arius, and, after his
death, became the chief of the Arian party, who were
also called Eusebians. In 339 he obtained the bishopric

Tyre

about 320 B.C., and mother of Ptolemy Ceraunus. Her
niece Berenice having gained her husband’s affections,
Eurydice retired to the court of Seleucus, King of Syria.
Eurydice, sometimes called Ade'a, a daughter of
Amyntas III. of Macedonia. Her mother was Cynane,
About 322 B.c.
a half-sister of Alexander the Great.
she was married to Arrhidseus, a son of King Philip.
She was a rival competitor for the regency with Olympias,
by whose order she was put to death, 316 B.c.
Eu-ryl'o-ehus, [E vpvXoxog,] a Spartan general, who
was defeated and killed in battle by the Athenians about
426 B.c.
Eu-rym'e-don, [Evpv/iedav,] an Athenian general,
who took part in the Peloponnesian war. He and Sophocles commanded an army and fleet sent against Sicily in
425 B.C. but their operations were arrested soon after
their arrival by a peace or truce negotiated by Hermocrates.
In conjunction with Demosthenes, Eurymedon
commanded an armament sent against Syracuse in 414.
He was killed in a naval battle in the harbour of that
city in 413 B.C.

Eu-rys'the-nes,

EUSTACE

876

uh'-

a fabulous king of Argos and Mycenae, was a
son of Sthenelus. Juno hastened his birth that he might
have the advantage over Hercules, as the younger of
the two was ordained by Jupiter to serve the other. He
was a severe taskmaster, and imposed on Hercules the
well-known twelve labours. (See Hercules.) He was
slain by Hyllus, a son of Hercules.
Eus'den, (Rev. Lawrence,) an English poet and
clergyman, was born in Spotsworth, Yorkshire. Having
written an epithalamium on the marriage of the Duke
of Newcastle, the latter procured his appointment as
poet-laureate in 1718.
He wrote a few articles for the
“ Spectator,” and some occasional poems, and was noticed
in Pope’s “Dunciad.”
Died in 1730. His version of
Claudian’s “ Court of Venus” was highly praised by
one of the editors of the “ Guardian,” in which it was
inserted.
(See “Guardian,” Nos. 127 and 164.)
r£s'ti',]

Eusebe,

the French for Eusebius, which see.
Eu-se'bl-a, (Aurelia,) a Roman empress, was married to Constantius about 353 A. D.
She patronized
learning, and is charged with favouring Arianism.
She

of Constantinople. His name is identified with a modified form of Arianism, (i.e. the Homoiousian doctrine.)

Died

in

342 a.d.

See Tillemont, “Memoires eccl^siastiques
tory of the

Church

Cave, “ Historia

Neander, “His-

Literaria.”

Eusebius Pam'phili, [Fr. EusfeBE Pamphile, uh'zib' pdN'ftl',] an eminent writer and theologian, called
“ the Father of Ecclesiastical History,” was born in Palestine, probably at Caesarea, about 266 a. d. He assumed the
surname Pamphili in memory of his friend Pamphilus
the Martyr.
He was appointed Bishop of Caesarea
about 314, and retained that dignity until his death. At
the Council of Nice, summoned in 325 to condemn
Arius, he was selected by the emperor Constantine to
deliver the opening address ; but he objected to some of
the terms of the creed therein adopted.
He was afterwards charged with favouring Arianism, and actually
used his influence to reinstate Arius. At the Council
of Tyre, in 334, he was one of the bishops who censured
Athanasius, the orthodox leader, and was chosen by his
colleagues to defend their decision before the emperor,
who was his friend. He was a man of superior talents
and of great learning.
His most important works
(which are written in Greek) are an “Ecclesiastical History” from the Christian era to 324 A.D., a “ Universal
History or Chronicle,” a “ Life of Constantine,” “ Gospel
Preparation,” (“ Preparatio Evangelica,”) and a work “ O11
the Proof or Demonstration of the Gospel,” ( “ De Demonstratione Evangelica.” He wrote many other works,
which have not been preserved. His History is written
in a moderate and impartial spirit, and is highly prized
but his merit as a man and a Christian is variously estimated. Jerome calls him the “ Prince of the Arians.”
The manuscript of his “Universal History” was found
at Constantinople about 1818.

Died about

340.

See Tillemont, “Memoires eccl&iastiques;” Cave, “Historia
Literaria:” Neander, “History of the Church;” Gibbon, “History of the Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire;” “Biographie
Universelle
“Nouvelle Biographie G^nerale.”

so

Eusebius of Samosata, an eminent orthodox prelate,
named from the place of his birth, (the modern Sumei-

on the Euphrates. He was bishop of his native
Having
place in 361 A.D., and perhaps before that date.
been intrusted with the documents which proved the
election of Meletius as Bishop of Antioch, he firmly
refused to give them up to the Arians, who wished to
annul the election, although their wish was seconded by
the order of the emperor.
He was banished by Valens
about 371, and restored to his see in 378 a.d. About
379 he was killed by an Arian who threw a stone on
his head from the roof of a house.
sat,)

See Ceillier, “Histoire des Auteurs sacres,”

etc.

Eusebius, Pope, succeeded Marcellus

I. in 310 a.d.,
and died after a pontificate of a few months. He was a
Greek by birth.
Eusebius, Bishop of Vercelli, born in Sardinia in the
died childless in 360.
Eu-se'bl-us, [Gr. Ewe/Eof; Fr. EusfeBE, uh'zib', ] fourth century, was noted for his zeal against Arianism.
Bishop of Emesa, in Phoenicia, was born near Edessa Soon after the Council of Milan, 355 A.D., he was banabout 300 a.D. He refused the bishopric of Alexandria, ished to Palestine by Constantius but on the accession
from which Athanasius was deposed in 341, and soon of Julian, in 361, he was relieved from persecution. He
afterwards became Bishop of Emesa.
He is said to have co-operated with Athanasius in the Council of Alexanfavoured the doctrines of the Semi-Arians. His numer- dria in 362. Two of his pastoral letters are extant. Died
ous works were once admired for learning and eloquence, about 370.
See Chillier, “ Histoire des Auteurs sacres, ” etc.
but are nearly all lost. Died about 360.
Eustace or Eustache. See Eustasius.
Eusebius of Dorylzeum, [Fr. EusfeBE de DoRYLfeE,
Eus'tace, (John Chetwode,) an English writer and
uh-z&b' deh do're'li',] a Greek theologian of the fifth
century. He became Bishop of Dorylaeum, and a zealous Roman Catholic priest, born about 1765. He published,
besides other works, “An Elegy to Burke,” (1797,) and
opponent of Eutyches.
Eusebius of Nicomedia, [Fr. EusfeBE de Nico- a “Classical Tour through Italy,” (2 vols., 1813,) which
MfeDlF., uh'zib' deh ne'ko'mi'de',] an eminent and am- was received with favour, but is said to be inaccurate.
;
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The

was published in 4 vols., 1821. A supwork was published by R. Colt Hoare

sixth edition

plement

to this

Eustace died at Naples in 1815.
See “London Quarterly Review” for October, 1813

in 1819.

Eustache, uh'stish', (David,) a French Protestant
He published numerous
minister, born in Dauphine.
Sermons and controversial works. Died about 1660.
Eustachi or Eustachio. See Eustachius.
Eu-sta'-ehi-us, [It. Eustachio, S-oo-st 3/ke-o, or Eustachi, S-oo-sti'kee,] (Bartolommeo,) a pre-eminent
Italian anatomist, was born at San Severino, in the March

He

of Ancona.

studied medicine in

Rome, where he

also settled as a practitioner, and was professor in the
But, though patronized by
college di Sapienza in 1562.
Cardinal Borromeo and widely celebrated as an anatomist, he did not obtain pecuniary success, and died, as he
lived, in poverty.
He was perhaps the greatest anatomist
of his time ; and probably no other anatomist, ancient
His most
or modern, has made so many discoveries.
important work, “On the Controversies of Anatomists,”
(“ De Anatomicorum Controversiis,”) was announced by
him as ready for the press, but was not published, and is
not now extant. His anatomical plates, about forty in
number, engraved in 1552, after having been lost a century and a fialf, were published in 1712, being a valuable
acquisition to science, as well as a most interesting relic
of their illustrious author. He also published an edition
of Erotianus’s Lexicon, and several treatises collected
with the title “Opuscula Anatomica.”
part of the
ear derives from him the name of “ the Eustachian tube.”

A

Died
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in 1574.

Cuvier, “Histoiredes
See Haller, “Bibliotheca Anatomica
Sciences naturelles;” G. C. Gentili, “ Elogio di B. Eustachio,”
1837; Sprengel, “ Geschichte der Arzneikunde.”

Eu-sta'si-us ( u-sta'she-us ) or Eu-sta'chl-us, [Fr.
Eustace, us'tfss', or Eustache, us'tish',] Abbe of
Luxeu, (now Luxeuil,) was born in Burgundy about 560
a.d. He was employed by Saint Columbanus as teacher
or director of his school at Luxeu. Died in 625.
Eustathe. See Eustathius.
Eu-sta'thi-us [Gr. E varaBiog; Fr. Eustathe, uh'stit'l of Cappadocia, a Neoplatonic philosopher, was a
pupil of Jamblichus, and lived about 350 a.d.
He was
celebrated for his eloquence.

to

Holland

In 1823 he was elected Governor

in 1814.

Died

of Massachusetts.

in 1825.
(Julia,) a pious

Roman lady, was a
disciple of Saint Jerome, who dedicated to her his commentary on Isaiah. She became an inmate of a convent
in Palestine in 385 A.D.
Died in 419.
Eustratius, u-stra'she-us, Bishop of Nice, lived in the
twelfth century, and wrote a commentary on Aristotle.
Eu-ter'pe, [Gr. Eirep7ry,] a name given by the ancient
Eu-sto'ehl-um,

Greeks

to

She presided over
and was represented with a flute.

one of the nine Muses.

lyric poetry,

Euthycrate.

See Euthycrates.
Eu-thyc'ra-tes, [Gr. E bdvKpa-ris ; Fr. Euthycrate,
uh'te'kRit',] a Greek sculptor, who lived about 300 B.C.,
was a son and pupil of Lysippus. His works were more
remarkable for correctness and severity than for grace.
Euthydeme. See Euthydemus.

Eu-thy-de'mus, [Gr. E v 6vd7j/j.oc Fr. Euthydeme,
Greek sophist, whom Xenophon mentions

uh'te'dim',] a

as an opponent in argument of Socrates. He afterwards
became a disciple of that philosopher, by whose wisdom
he had been confounded.
Euthydemus, an Athenian general, who had a high
command in the army which besieged Syracuse in

413

B.C.

Euthydemus,

a powerful king of Bactria, formed an
Antiochus the Great about 210 B.c. Silver
coins of this king (with Greek inscriptions) have been
found at Bokhara and Balk.
alliance with

Euthyme.

See Euthymius.
Eu-thym/I-us, [Fr. Euthyme, uh'tJm',] Saint, an
Armenian priest, born in 377 a.d., lived in Palestine,
built several monasteries, and converted the empress
Eudocia. Died in 473.
Eu-thym'I-us Zig-a-be'nus, a Byzantine monk, lived
about 1100. He wrote, in Greek, a work in defence of
the orthodox faith, which was printed in 1 536.
Eutocius, u-to'shems, [Gr. F/utokloc,] a Greek geometer of Ascalon, in Palestine, lived about 550 A.D., and
was the pupil of Isidorus the architect. The only extant
works of this author are Commentaries on Apollonius and
Archimedes. His comments on Archimedes’s “Treatise
on the Sphere and Cylinder” are interesting and valuable.
He gives various modes for solving the problem

Eustathius, Archbishop of Thessalonica, celebrated of the duplication of the cube.
Eutrope. See Eutropius.
commentator on Homer, lived at Constantinople.
Eu-tro'pi-us, Fr. Eutrope, uh'tRop', ] sometimes
He was one of the most learned men of his time. He
called Fla'vius Eutro'pius, a Latin historian of the
became Bishop of Myra, in Lycia, about 1175, and afterthe emperors Conwards Archbishop.
His voluminous commentary on fourth century. He was secretary to
Homer’s “Iliad” and “Odyssey” is an immense and stantine and Julian, the latter of whom he attended in
He wrote an
his expedition against the Parthians.
valuable store of ancient erudition, consisting chiefly of
“ Epitome of Roman History” (“ Breviarium Rerum Roextracts from the earlier scholiasts, as Apion, Porphyry,
and Demosthenes of Thrace. It was first printed in manorum”) from the foundation of the city to the time
He also wrote a commentary on Dionysius Peri- of Valens, which has been popular for many centuries
1542.
and extensively used as a school-book in modern times.
egetes, which is extant, and one on Pindar, which has
The language is pure, and the style clear and simple.
been lost. Died about 1200.
as a

[

Little is

See Fabricius, “Bibliotheca Graca.”

known

of the author’s

life.

See Suidas, “Eutropius;” Gennadius,
Moller, “Disputatio de Eutropio,” 1685.

“De

Viris illustribus

Eustathius, sometimes written Eumathius, a Greek
novelist, who is supposed to have lived in the twelfth
Eu'ty-ehes, [Gr. EvtvxvC,] the founder or head of a
century.
His name appears as author of a licentious heretical sect called Eutychians, born about
375 A.D.,
work in Greek called “ The Drama of Hysmine and became noted for his piety and ascetic zeal, and was
Hysminias.”
superior of a monastery near Constantinople. In warmly
Eustathius, [Gr. Evaradwc ; Fr. Eustathe,] Saint, opposing a doctrine ascribed to Nestorius, he erred in
born at Sida, in Pamphylia, became Bishop of Berea, the opposite extreme, teaching that there is only one
from which he was translated to the see of Antioch. He nature in Christ, that is, the divine. For this he was
opposed with zeal the doctrine of Arius, and spoke elo- condemned by the Council of Constantinople in 448.
quently on the subject at the Council of Nice, 325 a.d. His opinion, however, was adopted by the empress EuEusebius, the Arian leader, caused him to be deposed docia and others in high station, and Theodosius II.
and exiled about 330. His writings are lost. Died about assembled in
449 a council at Ephesus, which reversed

—

337, or, according to some, in 360 a.d.
See Chillier, “ Histoire des Auteurs sacres,”

Eu-sta'thi-us Ro-ma'nus, a celebrated Byzantine
who flourished at Constantinople between gso and

jurist,

1000 A.D.
Eus'tis, (William,) an American physician and politician, born in Cambridge, Massachusetts, in 1753.
He
served as a surgeon in the army during the Revolutionary
war, and was elected a member of Congress in 1800.
He was appointed secretary of war by President Madison in 1809, resigned in 1812, and was sent as minister
e as k; 5 as

s;

g hard; g as/;

The (Ecumenical Council of Chalcedon in 451 annulled the acts of the Council of Ephesus.
This sect became numerous in the East, and received
the name of Monophysites.
the former decision.

etc.

See Pluquet, “ Dictionnaire des Heresies;” Althusius, “ HisEutychiana,” 1659; “Nouvelle Biographie Gendrale.”

toria

Eutyches

or Eu-ty-eh'i-us, a Latin grammarian, a

disciple of-Priscian, lived in the sixth century.
Eu-ty-eh-I-a'nus, [Fr. Eutychien, uh'te'ke-lN',]

Pope or Bishop of Rome, was a native of Tuscany.
succeeded Felix I. in 275 A.D., and died in 283.
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Eu-ty-eh'I-dea [Evrwxi&ris] of Sicyon, a Greek sculpE-van'der, [Gr. EvavSpog ; Fr. Evandre, 1'vSNdR',]
who lived about 300 B.C., was a pupil of Lysippus. a semi-fabulous Grecian hero, supposed to have been
He made a statue of the Eurotas, which is mentioned a son of Hermes. He emigrated from Arcadia to Italy,
by Pliny, “in quo artem ipso amne liquidiorem plurimi where he founded Pallantium and became an ally of
dixere,” (“in which many said the art showed itself more /Eneas against Turnus.
He was the father of Pallas.
liquid than the river itself.”)
(See Virgil’s “Aineid.”)
Eutychien. See Eutychianus.
an Athenian sculptor, who
Au-ll-a'nus,
E-van'der
Eu-ty-eh'i-us, [Gr. Eunqftof,] born at Fostat, in Egypt, worked at Rome about 40 B.c.
in 876 a.d., became Patriarch of Alexandria in 933.
He
Evandre. See Evander.
was learned in theology, history, and medicine, on which
Evangeli, 1 -van'jl-lee, (Antonio,) an Italian poet
he wrote several works. His “ Universal History” ac- and linguist, born at Cividale in 1742, filled for thirty
quired a high reputation among the Orientals. J. Selden years the chair of belles-lettres in Padua. He made a
published a part of this, with a Latin version. Died Latin version of Gray’s “ Elegy,” (“ Elegia in rusticum
about 940.
Sepulchretum,” 1772,) wrote a poem entitled “Musical
E-vag'o-ras, [Gr. Evayopat; Fr. Evagore, 1 'vi'goR',] Love,” (“ Amor musico,”) and turned some poetry of
King of Salamis, in Cyprus, was descended from Teucer, the Bible into Italian verse. Died in 1805.
son of Telamon. He reigned from 410 to 375 B.C. Aided
Evangelista, l-vln-ji-l£s'tl, of Canobio, an Italian
by the Athenians and the King of Egypt, he carried on canonist and civilian, born in 1511 died in 1 595a war ten years against the King of Persia, whose army
Ev'ans* (Abel,) an English wit, was a graduate of
invaded Cyprus, and he obtained peace on not unfavour- Oxford in 1699, and had a great reputation as an epiable terms in 376.
He was assassinated in 374, and left grammatist. He wrote “Vertumnus,” “The Apparithe throne to his son Nicocles.
Isocrates the orator tion,” and other small poems.
His name occurs in the
describes Evagoras as an able ruler.
Evagoras II., following couplet
supposed to have been a son of the preceding, became
“Alma novem genuit celebres Rhedycina poetas,
King of Salamis after the death of Nicocles, and was
Bubb, Stubb, Cobb, Crabb, Young, Carey, Tickell, Evans.”
dethroned by Protagoras.
Evans, (Caleb,) D.D., an English Baptist minister,
See Xenophon, “Hellenica.”
born at Bristol in 1737, preached in his native city. He
Evagore. See Evagoras.
published several sermons, and a letter to John Wesley
Evagre. See Evagrius.
in which he defends the rights of the American colonies.
E-va'gri-us [Fr. Evagre, I'vigR'] of Antioch. Died in 1791.
During a schism in the Church, Evagrius and Flavian
Ev'ans, ( Sir De Lacy, ) K.C.B., a general of the
were respectively elected to the dignity of Patriarch of British army, born at Moig, Ireland, in 1787. He fought
Antioch by the two different parties in 388 a.d. Eva- as a commissioned officer in the Peninsula from 1810 to
grius translated into Latin a “ Life of Saint Anthony” 1813, and against the Americans at Baltimore, Washingby Athanasius. Died after 392.
He took part in the
ton, and New Orleans in 1814.
Evagrius, [Gr. Evayptog,] surnamed Pon'ticus, [Fr. battle of Waterloo, 1815. In 1831 he was elected to
Evagre de Pont, I'vigR' deh p6N,] a monk, born near Parliament, in which he acted with the Liberal party.
the Euxine Sea, in the fourth century, was noted for He obtained command in
1835 of a legion of 10,000
piety and learning.
He removed to Egypt, and passed men raised to suppress the Carlist rebellion in Spain.
many years in the monastery of Nitria. He wrote, be- He defeated the Carlists in several actions in 1836 and
sides other works, “ Monachus” and “ Gnosticus.” Died 1837.
In 1854 he distinguished himself at the Alma and
about 400.
Inkerman, 1854. Died in 1870.
See Tillemont, “M^moires ecctesiastiques.”
Ev'ans, (Evan,) a Welsh poet and clergyman, born
Evagrius, surnamed the Scholastic, born at Epi- in Cardiganshire in 1730. He published “ Love of our
phania, in Syria, in the sixth century, became an emi- Country,” a poem, and “ Specimens of Welsh Poetry,”
nent advocate of Antioch, and obtained the dignity of with an English version and notes. Died in 1790.
quaestor.
He wrote, in Greek, an ecclesiastical history See Owen, “ Cambrian Biography.”
from 431 a.d. to 593, which is a respectable work in point
Evans, (John,) an English writer on archaeology,
of authenticity and style.
was born in 1823.
Evald. See Ewald.
Evans, (John,) D.D., an English dissenting divine,
Evald or Ewald, a'Mlt, (Johannes,) the most emi- born at Wrexham in 1680, became successor to Daniel
nent Danish poet of the eighteenth century, was born in Williams in London. “ His “ Discourses on Christian
Copenhagen in 1743. He was educated for the church Temper ” (4th edition, 1729) were highly commended by
but, finding such studies uncongenial to his romantic
Dr. Watts, Dr. Doddridge, and others, and have often
and ambitious ideas, he furtively enlisted in the Prussian been reprinted. Died in 1730.
service about the age of sixteen.
Failing to obtain a
See “ Life of John Evans,” by Dr. John Erskine.
more eligible rank than that of a private in the infantry,
Evans, (John,) LL.D., bom at Usk, in Monmouthhe soon deserted to the Austrian standard, under which
shiie, in 1767, was minister of a General Baptist congre he fought several battles in the Seven Years’ war. DisLondon from 1792 to 1827. He wrote a “ Brief
enchanted from his youthful illusions of military glory, gation in
Sketch of the Different Denominations of Christians,”
he returned home to study theology ; but a disappointment in love soon diverted him from this pursuit and (1794,) which passed through eighteen editions and was
tor,

;

;

rendered him weary of life. He appears to have been
unconscious of his poetical genius until he was employed
to write a poem on the death of Frederick V., (1766,)
which excited general admiration. His reputation was
increased by his “ Temple of Fortune,” his tragedy of
“ Rolf’ or “Rollo,” (1770,) and the “Death of Balder,”
a drama, (1773.) The last is considered his masterpiece, and was superior to any Danish drama which had
then appeared.
He also wrote “ Harlequin Patriot,” a
satirical comedy, “The Fisherman,” an opera, (1778,)
a beautiful elegy, entitled “ Hope and Memory,” and
several other works.
His writings are pervaded by a
high moral tone. He suffered much in his later years
from a chronic malady, and received a rather sparing
pecuniary aid from government. Died in 1781.
See Longfellow, “ Poets and Poetry of Europe
Howitt,
“ Literature and Romance of Northern Europe,” vol. i. chap. ii.
Ersch und Gruber, “ Allgemeine Encyklopaedie
C. Molbech,
“J. Ewalds Levnet med Bidrag til hans digtervaerkers Historie,”
1831.
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translated into several languages.
Died in 1827.
right for ten pounds.

He

sold the copy-

Evans, (John Harrington,) anEnglish Baptist minborn at Salisbury in 1785, preached in John Street
Chapel, London, about thirty years. He published LetDied in 1849.
ters, Sermons, and other religious works.
Ev'ans, (Lewis,) an American geographer, born about
He published a Map of New York, New Jersey,
1700.

ister,

in 1749.
Died in 1756.
C.,) one of the most celebrated of
novelists, was born in 1820.
Her first work was

and other colonies

Evans, (Marian

English
the completion ofa translation of Strauss’ “Leben Jesu,”
and in 1857 the “Scenes of Clerical Life” began to
appear anonymously. It was then that she adopted her
nom de plume of world-wide celebrity “ George Eliot.”
Ttie next year she gave to the world “ Adam Bede,”

and other works followed, “ The Mill on the Floss,”
“ Romola,” (1863,) and “Felix Holt the Radical,”
i
( 859,)
(1866;) also a poem, entitled “The Spanish Gypsy,”
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Miss Evans was married, a few years since, to
“ Middlethe distinguished writer, G. H. Lewes, Esq.
”
march was published in numbers in 1871 and 1872,
”
and “ Daniel Deronda
in 1876.
She died very
(1868.)

deeply regretted by all English-speaking people in Decem-

eev, [Heb. Hin, Hevah or Chavah ; Arab. Hawa,
Gr. Eva; Lat. E'va,] the wife of Adam, and the
original mother of the human race.

Eve,

hVwi;

See Genesis
ii.

Evans, (Nathan

an American general, born
South Carolina about 1828, graduated at West Point
G.,)

He commanded

in
in

the insurgents at Ball’s Bluff,

October, 1861.
Evans, (Oliver,) an American inventor and mechan-

born at Newport, Delaware, in 1755. He is said to
have invented the first steam-engine constructed on the
high-pressure system, the drawings and specifications of
which he sent to England about 1795. He projected a
railroad to connect New York and Philadelphia, but

ist,

lacked the means to realize

it.

Died

in 1819.

Evans, (Robert Wilson,) an English

author, born
Shrewsbury about 1790, was vicar of Heversham. He
published several esteemed works, among which is “The
Rectory of Valehead,” (15th edition, 1852.)
Evans, iv'anz, (Thomas,) an eminent controversial
writer and minister of the Society of Friends, or Quakers,
born in Philadelphia in 1798. In 1827 and 1828 he
opposed the Unitarian views of Elias Hicks, in a series
at

“The Friend.” He also published
(1828) an “Exposition of the Faith of the Religious
Society of Friends,” etc., which is probably the most
complete exhibition extant of the doctrines of the early
Quakers in relation to the divinity and offices of Christ.
In 1837 he narrowly escaped shipwreck on a voyage to
Charleston, South Carolina, when by over-exertion at
the pumps (and other efforts to save the sinking vessel)
his health sustained a serious and irreparable injury.
From 1837 to 1854 he edited, in conjunction with his
brother, William Evans, “The Friends’ Library,” a collection of the standard religious writings of the Society,
in fourteen volumes.
He died May 25, 1868. He was
distinguished for rare acuteness as well as comprehensiveness of intellect, for a most kindly and benevolent
spirit, and for an unquenchable zeal in defence of what
he believed to be the principles of truth.

of able papers in

See notice in the Philadelphia “North American and United
States Gazette” of June 22, 1S68, which was afterwards reprinted in
pamphlet form.

Ev'an-son, (Edward,) an English clergyman, born
1731, became vicar of South Mimms in 1768, and
rector of Tewkesbury in 1770.
He was prosecuted for
altering the liturgy and preaching unsound doctrine, but
was acquitted. In 1778 he resigned his livings, and
opened a school at Mitcham. He published several
tracts against the Trinity and other doctrines of evangelical religion.
Died in 1805.
Evaric. See Euric.
in

fivariste. See Evaristus.
Ev-a-ris'tus, [Fr. Evariste, i'vl'rfest',] Saint, a
Greek by birth, was chosen Bishop of Rome in 100 a.d.
as successor to Saint Clement.
He suffered in Trajan’s
persecution, and is honoured as a martyr by the Church,
though history does not inform us of the manner of his
death, which occurred in 109 a.d.

Ev'arts, (Jeremiah,) an American editor, born in
Sunderland, Vermont, in 1781, studied law. He became
editor of “The Panoplist ” about 1810, and of the
“ Missionary Herald ” in 1820. In 1821 he was chosen
corresponding secretary of the Board of Commissioners
for Foreign Missions.
Died in 1831.
Evarts, (William Maxwell,) an eminent American
lawyer and statesman, a’son of the preceding, was born
in Boston, Massachusetts, in 1818.
He graduated at
Yale College in 1837, studied law at Harvard University,
and began to practise in the City of New York about 1840.
He became an active member of the Republican partv.
In the trial of President Johnson, in the spring of 1868,
he was the principal counsel fir the respondent, who
nominated him attorney-general of the United States
about July 1 of that year. He was counsel forthe United
States at the Geneva arbitration on the Alabama claims
in 1872, and in' 1877 became secretary of state in the
cabinet of President Hayes, holding the post until 1881.
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born
and wrote

priest,

Angers in 1572, was learned in canon law,
several theological works.
Died in 1651.
at

Ev'e-lyn, (John,) an English author and gentleman,
eminent for his accomplishments, public services, and
honourable life, was born at Wotton, in Surrey, on the
In 1644
31st of October, 1620, and educated at Oxford.
he visited the continent, where he passed seven years
in travel and in the diligent study of natural philosophy
and the fine arts. Returning to England in 1652, he
settled at Say’s Court, near Deptford, with his wife,
whose maiden name was Browne. After the restoration he was employed in important public services, as
member of the Board of Trade, commissioner for the
rebuilding of Saint Paul’s, etc.
He was one of the first
members of the Royal Society, formed in 1662. In 1664
he published his most important and popular work,
“ Sylva, or a Discourse on Forest-Trees,” which widely
diffused a taste for rural occupations, and gave an effectual impulse to the propagation of timber. “ Evelyn’s
Sylva,’ ” says Scott, “ is still the manual of British planters,
and his life, manners, and principles, as illustrated in his
Memoirs, ought equally to be the manual of English
gentlemen.” Sir Walter here refers to his Diary from
‘

1641 to

1705, a

work of great

historical

interest

and

Evelyn also wrote “ Sculptura, a History of the
Art of Engraving,” (1662,) a “Treatise on Architecture,”
(1664,) several treatises on Horticulture, and various
other works.
His “ Sylva” was the first book printed by
order of the Royal Society. Died in February, 1706.
“
Biograph a Britannica
Evelyn’s “Diary;” “London
See
value.

i

Quarterly Review” for April, 1818;

“Blackwood’s Magazine”

for

July, 1854.

Evelyn, (John,) a son of the preceding, born at Say’s
Court about 1655, was an elegant scholar. He translated
Plutarch’s Life of Alexander the Great, and wrote some
original verses.

Died

in 1698.

Evemdre. See Evemerus.
E-vem'e-rus or Eu-hem'e-rus,

[Gr. Evr/pepoc; Fr.
i'v&'maiR',] a Greek philosopher, who lived
a
friend
of
Cassander,
King of
about 300 B.C., and was
Macedonia. He wrote a Sacred History, ('lepa ’Avayparjirj,)
in which he expressed his dissent from the established
polytheism, and aimed to prove that the pagan deities
This work was very popular with the
were mortals.
Epicureans, and was translated into Latin by Ennius.
The original and version are both lost.
E-ve'nor, [E vf/vup,] a Greek painter, was the father
and master of Parrhasius. He lived about 420 b.c.
E-ve'nus, [Ein/vo;,] a Greek poet of Paros, who wrote
about 450 b.c., and from whom Socrates is said to have
taken lessons in poetry. He is supposed to have been
the author of numerous epigrams found in the Greek

Ev£m 4:re,

Anthology.

See Everard.
Everard. See Everardi, (Angelo.)
Everard, a'veh-raRt', or Everaerts, a'veh-riRts,(EGiDIUS,) a Dutch physician, born at Berg-op-Zoom, prac-

Everaerts.

tised at Antwerp, where he published in 1583 a treatise
“ On the Marvellous Virtues of the Peruvian Weed called
Tobacco.”
Everard, (Joannes Secundus,) a popular poet, son
of Nicolaas, noticed below, was born at the Hague in
He studied law, and about 1533 went to Spain,
15 1 1.
where he became Latin secretary to the emperor Charles
V.
He gained an extensive reputation by his Latin
poem entitled “Basia.” Died in 1536.
Everard or Everardi, Yveh-raR'dee, (Nicolaas,)
an eminent Dutch jurist, born at Grypskerk in 1473, was
friend
a
of Erasmus.
He was president of the supreme
court, or grand council, of Holland, at the Hague, from
1509 to 1527, and was eminent for learning and probity.

He

published “Topica Juris,” (1516.)
See Foppens, “Bibliotheca Belgica."

Died

in 1532.

Everard, (Nicolaas Grudius,) a Latin poet, son of
was born at Louvain about 1515. He was

the preceding,
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a councillor to Philip II., and secretary of the order of
the Golden Fleece.
He wrote admired poems called
*‘
Negotia, sive Poemata Sacra,” (1566,) and “Otia, sive
Poemata Profana,” (1612.) Died at Venice in 1571.
His brother, Adrian Marius, also gained distinction
as a Latin poet.
His verses were printed in 1612 with
those of Nicolaas and Joannes.
Died in 1568.

Everardi. See Everard.
Everardi, i-vi-raR'dee, [Fr. £verard, i'veh-rtR',]
(Angelo,) an Italian painter, born at Brescia in 1647,
died prematurely in 1678.
See Lanzi, “ History of Painting

in Italy.”

Everdingen, van, vfn

Sv'er-ding'en or a'ver-ding'Hen, (Albert,) an excellent Dutch landscape-painter and
engraver, born at Alkmaar in 1621, studied with Savery
and Peter Molyn, both of whom he surpassed.
He
travelled in Norway, the wild, rugged, and picturesque
scenery of which afforded many subjects for his art. He
excelled also in marine views and storms, and executed
admirable engravings in aqua-fortis. Died at his native
place in 1675.

His brother Czesar, born at Alkmaar in 1606, was a
and portraits, and an able archiDied at Alkmaar in 1679.
tect.
skilful painter of history

See Descamps, “Vies des Peintres Flamands,”

etc.

Ev'er-ett, (Alexander Hill,) an American scholar
in Boston in 1792, was a brother
of Edward Everett, noticed below.
He graduated at
Harvard University in 1806, and studied law under John
Q. Adams, whom he accompanied to Russia as secretary
of legation about 1809.
He published in 1821 a work
entitled “Europe, or a General Survey of the Principal
Powers,” etc. In 1825 he was appointed minister to the
court of Spain, where he remained several years.
He
published “ America, or a General Survey of the Political

and diplomatist, born

Situation of the Several Powers
nent.” Having returned home
editor of the “North American
contributed many literary and

conducted

of the Western Conti-

about 1830, he became
Review,” to which he
political

He

articles.

review for about five years with great
ability.
He became an adherent of the Democratic
party and a political friend of General Jackson about
1832, after which he was nominated several times as a
candidate for Congress, bat was not elected. In 1845 he
published a volume of poems. He was appointed commissioner to China in 1845, and died at Canton in May,
He had married Lucretia Peabody about 1816.
1847.
this

See Griswold, “ Prose Writers of America;” Allibone, “Dictionary of Authors.”

Everett, (Edward,) a distinguished American orator,
scholar, and statesman, was born in Dorchester, Norfolk county, Massachusetts, on the nth of April, 1794.
His father, the Rev. Oliver Everett, was for a number
of years the minister of the New South Church, in Boston, and in 1799 was appointed judge of the circuit court.
While preparing for college, Edward Everett attended a
school kept by Ezekiel Webster, brother of the celebrated Daniel Webster, who on one occasion, during
Ezekiel’s absence, took charge of the school for a week.
It was thus that the acquaintance began between two
individuals who were afterwards destined to act together
a distinguished part in their country’s history. Edward
Everett entered Harvard in the summer of 1807, and
graduated, with the highest honours of his class, in 1811.
Pie immediately commenced the study of divinity under
President Kirkland. In February, 1814, he was ordained
as minister of Brattle Street Church, Boston.
In 1815
he was called to the chair of the Greek professorship
at Harvard ; but, in order more fully to qualify himself
for the position, he visited Germany, and went through
a course of study at the University of Gottingen. He
Returning, after
afterwards made the tour of Europe.
an absence of four years, to his native country, in 1819,
duties
of
his
professorship, and
he entered upon the
gave to the study of Greek literature an impulse the
In 1822 he
influence of which is still felt in America.
married the daughter of the Hon. Peter Chardon Brooks.
In 1824 he was elected to Congress, and took his
seat in the House of Representatives, in 1825, as a
He continued in
supporter of John Quincy Adams.
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Congress ten years. In 1835 he was elected Governor
of Massachusetts.
During the four years of his official
term the Board of Education was organized, the normal
schools founded, and other important public measures
adopted or carried on. In the gubernatorial election
of 1839, Mr. Everett failed to be re-elected by a single
vote only. Thus released from public duty, he visited
Europe the second time in the summer of 1840, and
passed the winter in Italy. On the election of General
Harrison to the Presidential chair, Webster became secretary of state, and, chiefly through his influence, Everett
was appointed minister at the court of Saint James.
Several important questions, including that of the northeastern boundary, were then agitated between the two
countries. Mr. Everett performed his difficult diplomatic
duties in a manner that reflected the highest credit upon
himself and distinguished honour upon the administration with which he was connected.
Having returned
home in 1845, he was soon after elected president of
Harvard University. He resigned this position in 1849.
In 1852 Mr. Everett was called by President Fillmore to
the office of secretary of state, left vacant by the death
of Daniel Webster; he held this place, however, only
four months,
that is, until the inauguration of Franklin
Pierce, March 4, 1853.
Previously to his retiring from
the cabinet he had been elected, by the legislature of
Massachusetts, to the Senate of the United States. Although in feeble health, he applied himself assiduously,
during that exciting period, to the discharge of his public
duties.
In May, 1854, in compliance with the earnest
recommendation of his physician, he resigned his seat
in Congress, and withdrew to private life.
As soon as
his health was somewhat restored, he commenced his
labours in behalf of the Mount Vernon Fund, the object
of which was to purchase the home and burial-place of
the immortal Washington, (then in the possession of his
nephew, Bushrod Washington,) in order that it might
for all future time belong to the American people as a
place of public resort and pilgrimage. The sum collected
for this noble purpose by the efforts of Mr. Everett (as
the result of his lectures, writings, etc.) amounted to
scarcely less than one hundred thousand dollars.
Mr. Everett was by temperament and mental constitution strongly conservative.
This tendency was perhaps
strengthened by the obvious consideration that, without a
measure of the spirit of conciliation and mutual concession, the government of a free people, spread over a vast
extent of territory and having a great diversity of interests,
would necessarily be exposed to continual jars, if not
fatal collisions.
His tastes and his principles alike made
him averse to all discord and violence ; and, like many
others, he was led to hope that, by a moderate and conciliatory policy on the part of the North, the spirit of
Southern slavery that great source of peril to the nation
might be rendered more mild and less aggressive.
When at length the assault committed by Brooks upon
Mr. Sumner in the Senate, and the subsequent outrages of
the pro-slavery party in Missouri and Kansas, had excited
deep and general indignation among the people of the
non-slaveholding States, Mr. Everett’s anxiety seemed to
increase, with the increasing danger, to avert, if possible,,
the dreadful scourge of civil war from his hitherto prosperous and happy country. With this view, he allowed
his name to go before the people as a representative of
the party of conciliation and compromise, by which party
he was chosen in the summer of i860 a candidate for
the Vice-Presidency, John Bell, of Tennessee, being the
nominee for President. In the ensuing election they
received only thirty-nine electoral votes, and Mr. Lincoln was chosen President by a large majority.
The
events of the next few months showed that the Southern
leaders had for many years been making preparations
for a separation from the Union, and that the election
of Mr. Lincoln merely furnished them with a plausible
pretext before the people for carrying their schemes into
effect.
When Mr. Everett perceived that war was inevitable, and that the nation could only be preserved by
putting down the rebellion by force of arms, he gave all
his energies and influence towards the support of the
Federal government. He died of an affection of the lungs,
terminating in apoplexy, on the 15th of January, 1865.
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Ewald, a'Mlt, (Georg Heinrich August,) an eminent German Orientalist and biblical critic, was born at
Gottingen in 1803. He became professor of philosophy
at Gottingen about 1827, and of Oriental languages in the
same university in 1835. He published a good Hebrew
grammar, (1835.) From 1837 to 1848 he was professor of
theology at Tubingen. In 1848 he resumed his former
functions at Gottingen.
Among his principal works are

Edward Everett affords a remarkable example of an
almost universal culture, of the successful prosecution

—

of the most diversified pursuits, combined with rare accuracy and thoroughness in those departments of learning
His liteto which he more especially devoted himself.
rary productions consist chiefly of his elaborate public
speeches and addresses delivered on various occasions.
He also contributed several important articles to the
“North American Review.” Among these we would call
especial attention to one which most ably discussed the
doctrine of nullification, (then rife in South Carolina,)

“The Poetical Books of the Old Testament,” (1835-37,)
a “ History of the People of Israel until the Advent of
Christ,” (3 vols., 1843-50,) and “The Prophets of the
published in October, 1830. His published speeches and Old Testament,” (“Die Propheten des alten Bundes,”
addresses are perhaps not surpassed in value by those 2 vols., 1840.) In his religious views he inclined towards
In 1869 he was elected a member of the
of any other American orator, if, in addition to the grace rationalism.
and elegance of the style, we take into consideration the North German Parliament.
One of his last works was
“
Sieben Sendschreiben des neuen Bundes” (1871.)
correct and valuable information which they contain.
For some excellent remarks on the character of Mr. Everett, both He died in May, 1875.
as a gentleman and a scholar, see “Character and Characteristic
Men,” by E. P. Whipple, pp. 243-252; see, also, “A Memoir of
Ewald, (Johann Ludwig,) a German Protestant
Edward Everett,” Boston, 1865; “Christian Examiner” for Novem- theologian and writer, born in Hesse-Darmstadt in
1748.
ber, 1850; Griswold’s “ Prose Writers of America;” “National
“Golden After he had preached rationalism some years at OffenPortrait-Gallery of Distinguished Americans,” vol. iv.
Age of American Oratory,” by Edward G. Parker, Boston, 1857; bach, he avowed his conversion to evangelical doctrines.
“ North American Review” for April, 1825, January, 1837, and
In 1781 he became court preacher at Detmold. In 1796
October, 1850; “London Quarterly Review” for December, 1840.
he removed to Bremen, and to Heidelberg in 1805. He
Evermer. See Ebremar.
published many works. Died in 1822.
Evers, i-vaiR', (Charles Joseph,) Baron, a Belgian
See Ersch und Gruber, “ Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”
general in the French service, born at Brussels in 1773
Ewald, (Johannes.) See Evald.
died in 1818.
Ewald, fi'vilt, or Evald, (John,) a Danish general,
Ev'ers-ley, (Charles Shaw Lefevre,) Viscount,
an English legislator, born in London in 1794.
His born at Cassel in 1744. He fought for the British in the
He was elected to Parliament United States in 1776-82, and entered the Danish serfamily name was Shaw.
vice in 1788.
Having risen to the rank of general, he
as a Whig in 1830, and became Speaker of the House
distinguished himself in defence of the neutrality of Denof Commons in 1839. He was re-elected to that office
mark about 1806. He was author of an able and very
in 1841, in 1847, and in 1852, and ceased to be Speaker
successful treatise, “Instructions in War,” (“Belehrunin 1857, when he was raised to the peerage, as Viscount
Krieg,” 1798.) Died in 1813. Malte-Brun
His official conduct was highly approved by gen fiber den
Eversley.
represents him as a brother of the poet Evald.
both parties. He was remarkable for dignity of manner.
See Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”
(Nicolaas.) See Everard.
;

Everts,
Evertsen,

Ew'art,

gv'ert-sen, a Dutah family which produced
several distinguished naval officers, of whom five were
brothers. Cornelius, a vice-admiral, was killed in battle
with the English, July, 1666. His brother John, holding the same rank in the navy, was killed in the ensuing
month. Cornelius, the son of John, attained the rank
of vice-admiral, and died in 1679.
See J. C. de Jonge, “Vie des Amiraux de Zeiande J. et C. Evert-

in 1869.

Ew'bank. Thom\s.)

a writer on practical mechanics,
was born in England in 1792.
He emigrated to New
York about 1820, and was appointed commissioner of
patents in 1849.
Among his works are a “ Descriptive
and Historical Account of Hydraulic and other Machines,
Ancient and Modem,” (1842,) and “ Thoughts on Matter
and Force,” (1858.) Died in 1870.
Ew'ell, (yoo'el,) (Richard Stoddard',) an American
general, born in the District of Columbia about 1818,
graduated at West Point in 1840. H^ became a captain
about 1849, resigned his commission in 1861, and took
arms against the Union. He commanded a division in
several battles near Richmond in June, 1862, and lost a
Having been raised to
leg in August near Bull Run.
the rank of lieutenant-general, he commanded a corps of
Lee’s army at Gettysburg, July, 1863. He took part in
the battles of the Wilderness and Spottsylvania CourtHouse, May, 1864. He was taken prisoner near the
1

a noted
born in Constantinople in 1611, passed
life
in
travel
through
Asia
the greater part of his mature
and Europe. He often accompanied military expeditions
He wrote several
or diplomatic missions as secretary.
volumes of Travels, which, although they display more
credulity than judgment, are well adapted to give an
insight into the Turkish character and mode of thought.
Died about 1680.
See Von Hammer, “ Notice of Evlya Effendi,” in his “ Histoire
traveller,

de l’Empire Ottoman.”

E-vo'dI-us, an intimate friend of Saint Augustine, was
born at Tagaste, (Africa.) He became Bishop of Uzalis,
near Utica, about 396 a.d. He wrote letters to Saint
Augustine, which are extant.
Evremond, ivR'mdN', (Charles de Saint-Denis
deh siN'deh-ne',) Seigneur de Saint-Evremond, a
French courtier, wit, and litterateur, born at Saint-DenysHe entered the army
le-Guast, near Coutances, in 1613.
at an early age, and, by his bravery, wit, and polite
accomplishments, attracted the notice of Turenne and
Conde, with the latter of whom he became intimate.
In the war of the Fronde, about 1650, he supported the
For some
royal cause, and was promoted by the king.
political offence, Louis XIV. ordered him to be confined
but he escaped to England in
in the Bastille in 1661
1662, was received with great favour at court, and never
Charles
II. granted him a pension
returned to France.
His letters, essays, dramas, etc. (in French)
of ^300.
gained him much temporary reputation but they are
mostly of a trifling character, and have little merit ex-

—

;

;

Died in 1703.
cept the natural and graceful style.
See P. Desmaiseaux, “Vie du Sieur de Saint-fivremond,” 1705;
C. Cotolendi, “ Saint-Evremontiana,” Amsterdam, 1701.
hard g

Died

punishment.

£vesque. See LUvesqde.
Evliya or Evleea, Sv-lee'S, (Effendi,)

€ as i;q as s; g

born

1850 he procured the passage of an act to establish free
public libraries, and laboured for the abolition of capital

sen,” 1817.

Turkish

(yoo'art, ) (William,)
in Liverpool in 1 798,

an English Liberal
was educated for the
He represented the burghs of Dumfries district in
law.
Parliament for many years, beginning in 1841. About
legislator,

Appomattox

River, April

6,

1865.

New York, 1865.
(Johann Philipp Gustav,) a German

See “Southern Generals,” anonymous,

Ewers,
historian,

a'^ers,

born

in the diocese of

Corbie in 1781.

He

became professor of history at Dorpat in 1810, and
published several works on the history and statistics of
Died in 1830.
Russia.
See Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”

Ew'ing,

(yoo'ing,) (Rev. Greville,) a Scottish theoborn in Edinburgh in 1767, was for many years
pastor of an Independent church in Glasgow. He gained
distinction as an expositor of Scripture, and published
a “ Greek and English Lexicon,” (1802,) “Letters to the
Jews,” and several religious treatises. Died in 1841.
Ew'ing, (John,) an American Presbyterian minister,
He became pastor of a
born in Maryland in 1732.
church in Philadelphia in 1759, and provost of the UniHe contributed to the
versity of Pennsylvania in 1779.

logian,
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Transactions of the American Philosophical Society.

Died

in 1802.

Ewing, (Thomas,) an American
Ohio county,

Virginia, in

EYCK
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statesman, born in

December,

He was

1789.

taken to the State of Ohio about 1792 by his father,
who was not able to give him much education at school.
After he was twenty-one years of age, he entered the
Ohio University at Athens. He studied law, was admitted to the bar in 1816, and practised with success in

Ohio and in the supreme court of the
United States. He represented Ohio in the Senate
of the United States from March, 1831, to March, 1837,
during which period he acted with the Whig party.
He supported General Harrison for the Presidency in
1840, and became secretary of the treasury in March,
In September, 1841, he resigned because Presi1841.
dent Tyler vetoed a bill for a national bank (for the
regulation of exchanges) of which Mr. Ewing was in
part the author.
He was secretary of the interior from
March, 1849, until the death of President Taylor, July,
the
latter
part of 1850 he was appointed a
In
1850.
Senator of the United States, to fill a vacancy caused by
the removal of Thomas Corwin to a seat in the cabinet.
He opposed Clay’s Compromise bill and the Fugitive
Slave bill. After his retirement from the Senate, March.
1851, he resumed the practice of law at Lancaster, Ohio.
Died in 1871.
Exauvillez, d', (Philippe Ir£nee, Boistel) a
French Catholic, born at Amiens in 1786, wrote “ The
Good Curate,” (1827,) and other popular religious works.
He made a French version of Sir Walter Scott’s works,
from which he omitted all passages contrary to Roman
Catholicism. Died in 1838.
the courts of

liberated.
In this action the admiral’s coat was
torn by a cannon-ball.
On his return to England, Lord
Exmouth was received with unbounded applause, and
was raised to the rank of viscount. He retired from
public service in 1821, and died in 1833.
See Edward Osler, “ Life of Admiral Exmouth,” 1835; “London Quarterly Review” for December, 1835.
Exner, eks'ner, (Franz,) a German philosopher, born
in Vienna in 1802, was professor of philosophy at Prague
from 1831 to 1848. He wrote, among other works, one
“On Nominalism and Realism,” (1841,) and the “Doctrine of the Unity of Thought and Existence,” (1845.)
Expilly, Sks'pe'le', (Claude,) a French lawyer and
councillor of state, born at Voiron in 1561. He was employed by Henry IV. and Louis XIII. as negotiator in
Piedmont and Savoy, and became president of the Parliament of Grenoble. He wrote a “Life of Chevalier

were

Bayard,” (1650.) Died in 1636.
See J. C. Martin, “ Histoire et Vie de Claude Expilly,” 1803.
Expilly, (Jean Joseph,) Abb6, a French geographer,
born at Saint-Remi, Provence, in 1719, performed many
journeys in the public service, and others, for the purpose of collecting materials for his works. He was a
prolific and accurate writer, and published, between 1750
and 1770, treatises on geography, which were among the
best of that period. Among these is a “ Geographical
and Historical Dictionary of Gaul and of France,” (6

Died in 1793.
Expilly, (Louis Alexandre,) a French priest and
revolutionist, born at Brest in 1742, became a deputy to
the States-General in 1789, and was one of the framers
In 1790 he was
of the civil constitution of the clergy.
chosen constitutional Bishop of Finisterre. He was conExcelmans, ^k'sSl'm&N', or Exelmans, (R£mi Jo- demned on a charge of Federalism, and executed in 1794.
seph Isidore,) Baron, an eminent French general, was
Ex-u-pe'rl-us, [Fr. Exup£re, gk'sii'paiR',] Bishop
born at Bar-le-Duc in 1775. He entered the army young, of Toulouse, lived about 400 a.d., and was eminent for
and became aide-de-camp to Murat in 1801. For his charity.
gallant conduct at Austerlitz, in 1805, he was made a
Eyb, von, fon Ip, (Albrecht,) a German ecclesiastic
colonel.
He served with distinction at Eylau, where he of high reputation, born about 1420, became chamberwon the rank of general of brigade, and at Friedland, in lain to Pope Pius II. He published a compilation from
1807. In 181 1 he was grand equerry of Murat, then King ancient authors, entitled “The Poetic Pearl,” (“Margaof Naples; but in 1812 he returned to France, was cre- rita poetica,” 1472,) often reprinted. Died about 1478.
ated a baron, and commanded a division in the campaign
Eyck, van, vtn Ik, (Hubert,) a famous Flemish
of Russia. He displayed great courage and skill at Bo- painter, born in 1366, was a brother of Jan, with whom
rodino, and in the campaign of 1814 in France.
At he worked in partnership at Bruges and Ghent. They
Waterloo he commanded a corps of cavalry of the re- sometimes painted together on the same picture, for
serve. After an exile of four years, he returned to France example, the altar-piece of a church in Ghent representHe was restored to his rank as a peer in 1831, ing the Adoration of the Lamb, which is called theif
in 1819.
and became a marshal of France about 1850. Died in master-piece. To these brothers is ascribed the inven1851 or 1852.
tion of oil-painting, or, more properly, an improved
SeeJ. Nollet-Fabert, “ Notice sur M. le Martichal Exelmans,” method of preparing the pigments. (See Eyck, Jan van.)
1851 “ Victoires et Conquetes des Franjais.”
Died in 1426.
See Descamps, “Vies des Peintres Flamands,” etc.
Exelmans. See Excelmans.
Exeter, Bishop of. See Phillpotts, (Henry.)
Eyck, van, (Jan,) a celebrated Flemish painter,
Eximeno, Sk-se-ma'no, ( Don Antonio, a learned sometimes called John of Bruges, was born at or near
Spanish Jesuit and ingenious author, born at Balbastro, Maaseyck about 1390, and was a pupil of Hubert, his
On the suppression of his order brother. He worked mostly at Ghent and Bruges.
in Aragon, in 1732.
he removed to Rome. He wrote the “Military History About 1425 he obtained the favour of Philip the Good,
of Spain,” ( 1769,) the style of which is admired, and a Duke of Burgundy, who employed him as an artist and
treatise on the “Origin and Principles of Music, with a ambassador.
He had received from nature the qualities
History of its Progress,” etc., (1774,) which is his chief requisite for a great painter. He and his brother were
production. Died in Rome in 1798.
the first who attained to great success in oil-painting,
Exmouth, Sks'muth, (Edward Pellew,) Viscount, having discovered a new vehicle of colour, composed of
an eminent English admiral, born at Dover in 1757, siccative oils and resins. His pictures preserve to the
entered the navy in 1770. He took a conspicuous part present time an admirable freshness and brilliancy of
in the battle of Lake Champlain in 1776, and became a colour. “ His colour,” says Fmeric-David, in the “ Bioost -captain in 1782.
During the war against France graphie Universelle,” “though inferior in harmony to
e captured a number of the enemy’s ships, for which that of modern master-pieces, has more vivacity.”
knighted
service he was
about 1794. He was elected Among his works are “The Adoration of the Magi,”
member of Parliament in 1802, and obtained the rank of a “Virgin and Child,” and a “Saint Jerome.” Died
rear-admiral in 1804, with a command in the East Indies. about 1440.
As vice-admiral, he was appointed commander-in-chief
See A. Michiels, “ Histoire de la Peinture Flamande;” Carton,
In 1814 he was created “Les trois Freres Van Eyck,” etc., 1848.
in the Mediterranean in 1810.
Baron Exmouth and promoted to the rank of full admiEyck, van, (Kaspar,) a Flemish painter, born at
ral.
In 1816 Lord Exmouth commanded a perilous ex- Antwerp, lived in the second half of the seventeenth
He painted marine views with skill.
pedition against the Algerines, who had violated a treaty century.
The English and
Eyck, van, (Margaret,) a sister of Hubert and Jan,
for the abolition of Christian slavery.
Dutch fleets attacked Algiers on the 26th of August, and was a successful painter. She refused an offer (or offers)
directed their fire with such skill and effect that the Dey, of marriage because she preferred to devote herself to
She probably worked with her brothers in Bruges
after an obstinate resistance, was compelled to submit art.
on the same day, and about twelve hundred captives and Ghent.
vols., 1762-70.)
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Eyck, van, (Nicolaas,) a Flemish painter, born in He translated from the English and German many works
Antwerp about 1630, acquired a great reputation for on geography and narratives of voyages, was one of the
battle-pieces. The particulars of his life are not known. founders of the Geographical Society of Paris, and editor
See Descamps, “Vies des Peintres Flamands,”

Eyckens.
Eyer.

of the “Annales des Voyages.” He wrote many articles
for Michaud’s “ Biographie Universelle,” and published

etc.

See Eykens.

(2 vols., 1827.)

Eykens, I'kens, or Eyckens, Ik'kens, (Jan,) a son
of Pieter, noticed below, was a skilful painter of flowers
and

Died

fruits.

Eykens

or

(Pieter,) called

the Elder,

a skilful Flemish historical painter, born in Antwerp
about 1600. He worked in his native city, the churches
of which contain the most of his paintings. Among them
are a “Last Supper,” a “Saint Catherine Disputing,”
and “ Elijah Ascending in a Chariot of Fire.” His design,
colour, and expression are praised by Descamps.
He
sometimes painted figures for the works of landscapepainters.
See Descamps, “Vies des Peintres Flamands,” etc.

Eymar, i'miR.', (C laude,) a literary French merchant,
born in Marseilles in 1744. He wrote commentaries on
Rousseau’s works, and essays on various subjects. Died
in 1822.

Eymar, d’, d&'mi r', (Ange Marie,) Comte,
litterateur,

born

at Marseilles

about

1

740

;

a French
died at Geneva

in 1803.

Eymer.

See Hymir.

Eymeric,

i-ml-rik', (Nicolas,) a native of Gerona,

born about 1320, entered the Dominican order,
and was accounted the greatest canonist of his time. He
was made Inquisitor-General in 1356, and wrote “The
Inquisitor’s Directory,” the atrocious maxims of which
became the guide of Torquemada. Died in 1399.
Eynard, a'niR', (J. G.,) a merchant, born at Lyons
in 1775, removed to Geneva in his youth.
About 1824
he devoted himself to the cause of Greek nationality,
and in 1829 he loaned or advanced 700,000 francs to
the Greek treasury.
Eynde, van den, vfn den In'deh, (Lat. Eyn'dius,]
(Jakob,) a Dutch writer, born at Delft about 1575, published a volume of Latin poems, (161 1,) and a “Chronicle
of Zealand,” (1634.) Died in 1614.
Eynden, van, vln In'den, (Jacob,) a Dutch painter
in Spain,

of animals, flowers,
died about 1800.

etc.,

born

at

Nymwegen

in 1733

Eynden, van, (Roland,)

a Dutch writer and painter,
born at Dort in 1748, published, in conjunction with
Vander Villigen, a “History of the Painters of the Low
Countries,” from the middle of the eighteenth century,
which is esteemed valuable. Died in 1819.

Eyndius. See Eynde, van den.
Eyre, air, (Edward John,) an Englishman,

distin-

guished as an explorer of Australia, was born about
1818.
He published in 1845 “Discoveries in Central
Australia.” In 1864 he was appointed Governor of Jamaica.
He was censured for the severity with which
he suppressed an insurrection in October, 1865, and was
removed soon after that date.
Eyre, (Sir James,) an English judge, born in Wiltshire in 1734.
After practising law in London, he became recorder of that city in 1 762. He was appointed
a baron of the exchequer in 1772, and first commissioner
of the great seal in 1792.
He held the office of lord
chief justice of the court of common pleas from 1793
until his death in 1799.
See Foss, “The Judges of England.’*
Eyries, J're-Ss', (Jean Baptiste BenoIt,) a French
geographer and translator, born at Marseilles in 1767.

€ as k; 9 as
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Eysel, T'zel,
and writer, born

Eytelwein,

in 1669.

Eyckens,

g hard; g asj;

Modern Geography,”
Died in 1846.
(Johann Philipp,) a German physician

with Pinkerton an “Abridgment of

See Ayrer, (Jakob.)
See Rebkow.

Eyke de Rebkow.

at Erfurt in 1652

I'tel-tvln',

;

died in 1717.

(Johann Albrecht,)

sian engineer born at Frankfort in 1764.

a

“Manual of

He

a Pruspublished

the Mechanics of Solid Bodies and Hy“Manual of Perspective,” (1810,)

draulics,” (1801,) a

and other works. Died about 1840.
Eytzing, von, fon Tt'sing, (Michael,) a German

his-

torian of the sixteenth century, published a history of
events in the Low Countries from 1559 to 1583, entitled
“ On the Belgic Lion,” (“ De Leone Belgico,” etc., 1583.)
Ezechias, the French of Hezekiah, which see.

idzechiel.

See Ezekiel.
or Ez-ed-din, gz-ed-deen', an Arabian

Ez-ed-deen

poet, born in 1181

;

died in 1261.

E-ze'ki-el, [Heb. ^Npirv ; Fr. EzHciiiel, i'zk'she'gl'
or k'zk'ke-Sl' Ger. Ezechiel, gt-sa'ke-gl,] one of the
four greater prophets, was a contemporary of Daniel.
During the first Babylonian captivity he was removed,
with other captives, about 600 B.C., to the river Chebar,
an affluent of the Euphrates. He began to prophesy
and to proclaim the judgments of God against idolatry
and other sins in 595 b.c. His prophecies are generally
considered obscure, but are remarkable for bold and
magnificent imagery. Many critics concede to him considerable poetical genius and great energy of character.
The data of his external life are very deficient. The
only important event of his personal history noticed in
his writings is the death of his wife, (chap. xxiv. 18.)
The New Testament contains no mention of Ezekiel, nor
any quotation from the book which bears his name.
See C. F. Boerner, “Dissertatio de Ezechiele Propheta,” 1719.

Ezekiel, a Jewish poet, who lived at Alexandria, and
wrote, in Greek, a drama on the Exodus from Egypt.
E-ze'ki-el, an Armenian astronomer, born about 673
After travelling in Greece, he opened in his native
a.d.
place in 710 a school, which became flourishing.
He

wrote a “Treatise on the Zodiac,” and other works.

Died in 727.
Ezengatsi, gz-en-ggt'see, written also Ezenkantsi,
(Hovan, i.e. John,) an eminent Armenian writer and
priest.
Died about 1325.
Ez'nig, Ez'nag, or Ez'nik, an Armenian writer and
theologian, born in 397 A.D.; died in 478.
Eznik. See Eznig.
Ezquerra, gth-ker'rl, or Esquerra, gs-ker'rg, a SpanHis
ish poet and priest, born in Biscay about 1568.
reputation is founded on his “ Epistle to Bartholomew
Argensola,” the style of which is a model of elegance,
purity, and grace.
Died in 1641.
Ez'ra, [Heb. tOtp
Lat. Es'dras; Fr. Esdras, gs'dRis' ; Ger. Es'ra or Es'dras,] an eminent Jewish scribe
and reformer, was the author of the canonical book which
bears his name, and perhaps of the two books of Chronicles. He was probably born in Babylon. After the temple
had been rebuilt at Jerusalem, Ezra received authority
from the King of Persia, about 458 B.c., to lead a large
number of captive Jews back to their fatherland. (See
Ezra vii., viii., ix., and x., and Nehemiah viii.) He was
Governor of Judea until 445 b.c. He is called the “ Restorer of the Scriptures,” which he appears to have revised.
Ezzelino, (da Romano.) See Romano.
;
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F.
were so extraordinary that they were by many ascribed

Fabbra,

della, dll'll fib'bRl, (Luigi,) a distinguished
professor of medicine in the University of Ferrara, born
died in 1723.
in that city in 1655
Fabbrizi, de’, di fib-bRlt'see, (Luigi Cinzio,) an
Italian writer, born in Venice about 1450, published
“ Origine de’ volgari Proverbi,” ( 1 526.) Died about 1 526.

to magic.
See Courtilz de Sandras, “Vie du Marshal Fabert,” 1697;
J. de la Barre, “Vie du Mar&hal Fabert,” 1752; Voltaire,
“ Si&cle de Louis XIV;” Begin, “Dloge du Marshal Fabert,”

;

See Tiraboschi, “Storia

1837-

Fa'bl-an or Fabyan, (Robert,) a noted merchant
and sheriff of London, born about 1450, was the author of
“Concordance of Histories,” or “Fabian’s Chronicle,”
Died in 1512.
(1516,) which treats of English history.

della Letteratura Italiana.”

Fabbroni. See Fabroni.
Faber. See Fabre, Le F£vre, and FfevRE.
Faber, (Antoine arid Claude.) See Favre.
Faber, fl'ber, (Basil,) a German scholar and Prot-

See Dibdin, “Typographical Antiquities.”

Fa'bl-an, [Lat. Fabia'nus; Fr. Fabien, fl'be-iN',]
Saint, was elected pope in 236 a.d., and suffered martyrdom under the emperor Decius in 250.
Fa-bi-a'nus, (Papir'ius,) a Roman philosopher of the
about 1575.
first century, wrote numerous treatises on philosophy.
Faber, (Felix,) an author and itinerant preacher,
The two Senecas expressed a high opinion of his works.
whose original name was SCHMIDT, born at Zurich about
Fabii, fa'be-T, a powerful patrician house of ancient
1442 died at Ulm in 1502.
Rome, which became conspicuous soon after the estabFa'ber, (Frederick William,) a Roman Catholic
lishment of the republic. Three brothers named Fabius
priest and writer, nephew of George Stanley Faber, noobtained seven successive consulships between 486 and
ticed below, was born in England in 1815. Died in 1863.
479 B.C._
See Bowden, “Life of F. W. Faber,” 1869.
Fa-bi-o'la, Saint, a Roman lady of the illustrious
Faber, (George Stanley,) an eminent English theohouse of Fabius, was celebrated for her piety and benevologian, born near Bradford, in Yorkshire, in 1773. He
lence, and was the founder of hospitals in Italy.
Died
studied at University College, Oxford. Having graduated
about 400 a.d.
in 1803, he rose through several preferments to be a preSee Baillet, “Vies des Saints.”
bendary in the cathedral of Salisbury in 1831. Among
Fa'bi-us Am-bus'tus, (Marcus,) a general, was
his principal works we may name his “View of the
consul in 360, in 356, and in 354 B.C., and afterwards
Mosaical Records,” (“ Horae Mosaicae,” 1801,) “ On the
dictator of Rome about 351 B.c.
He was the father of
Mysteries of the Cabyri, or the Great Gods of Phoenicia,”
He defeated
“ Difficulties of Infidelity,” ( 1824, ) (a masterly Fabius Maximus Rullianus, noticed below.
( 1803, )
the Hernici and Tarquinians.
production,) “ Difficulties of Romanism,” (1826,) “View
Fa'bi-us Max'i-mus, (Quintus,) a son of the folof the Prophecies relating to Judah and Israel,” and
“The Sacred Calendar of Prophecy,” (3 vols., 1828.) lowing, and grandson by adoption of Paulus HImilius,
was chosen consul 122 B.c. Having the department of
His productions evince great learning and research and
Transalpine Gaul, he carried on a successful war against
a spirit of fervent piety, and are regarded by competent
the Arverni and the Allobroges.
On one occasion he
critics as among the most valuable that have been
defeated the enemy, who lost 120,000 men, while the
subjects.
Died in

His chief
estant writer, born at Sora, or Sorau, in 1520.
work is “ Treasury of Scholastic Learning,” (“ Thesaurus
Eruditionis scholasticae,” 1571,) often reprinted. Died

;

written on those

1854.

See “Gentleman’s Magazine”
tionary of Authors.”

for

May, 1854; Allibone, “Dic-

Faber, fl'bi', Fabre, fibR, or Le Fevre, leh flvR,
(Jean,) a celebrated French lawyer and jurist, born in
Angouleme died in 1340.
;

Faber, fl'ber, (Johann,) surnamed the Hammer
of Heretics, a German theologian and zealous adversary of Luther, was born at Leutkirch, in Suabia, about
He became a Dominican monk. He published,
1475.
besides other polemical works against the Protestants,
the “

Hammer

1524.)

1541

of Heretics,” (“ Malleus Haereticorum,”
In 1531 he became Bishop of Vienna. Died in
J.

Fa'bi-us Max'i-mus -ZE-mil-i-a'nus, (Quintus,)
son of the consul Paulus ^Emilius, passed by adoption
into the house of Fabius. He was elected consul of Rome
147 B.c. He carried on a successful war in Spain against
Viriathus, a famous general commanding the Lusitanians.
Like the great Fabius Cunctator, he pursued in
his wars the defensive policy.
Fa'bi-us Max'i-mus Gur'ges, (Quintus,) a son of
Fabius Maximus Rullianus, was consul in 292 B.C., and
again in 276. He was the grandfather of the great Fabius
Cunctator.

Fa'bi-us Max'i-mus Rul-li-a'nus, (Quintus,) a
famous general, was five times consul (322-295 B.c.)

-

See Kettner, “ Dissertatio de

Romans was very small. For this victory
he received the surname of Allobrogicus.

loss of the

Fabri Vita et Scriptis,” 1737.

Faber, (Johann,) a German Catholic theologian and and twice
controversialist,

born

at

Ileilbronn about 1500; died

about 1560.
Faber, (Johann,) a German botanist and physician,
born at Bamberg about 1570, practised in Rome, and
was physician to Pope Urban VIII.
Faber, (Johann Ernst,) a German Orientalist and
writer, born at Simmerthausen in 1745; died in 1774.
Faber, (Pierre,) a French classical scholar, born in
Auvergne about 1530; died about 1615.
He wrote
commentaries on Cicero, (1601.)
Faber, (Samuel,) a Swiss writer, born at Altorf in
His chief work is “The World in a Nutshell,”
1657.
(“Orbis Terrarum in Nuce.”) Died in 1716.
Faber Stapulensis. See Lef£vre d’Estaples.
Fabert, fi'bert or fi'baiR', (Abraham,) a noted ornamental printer, born at Metz about 1560; died in 1638.
Fabert, (Abraham,) a famous French general, a son
of the preceding, was born at Metz in 1599. After having
distinguished himself in several battles, he was created
marshal of France by Louis XIV. in 1658, and at the
same time was appointed governor of Sedan, at which
His exploits and good fortune
place he died in 1662.
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Rome. He also held many other
gained victories over the Samnites in
325, in 322, and in 296 B.c. He was reputed the greatest
high

dictator of

He

offices.

Roman general of his time.
See Niebuhr, “ History of Rome;” Livy, “History of Rome ;”
Valerius Maximus, “History of Rome;” Aurelius Victor,
“ Viri

illustres.”

Fa'bi-us Max'i-mus Vgr-ru-co'sus, (Quintus,)
surnamed Cuncta'tor, the greatest of the Fabian line,
was consul for the first time in 233 B.C., when he conquered the Ligurians and had the honour of a triumph.
After the Carthaginians had taken Saguntum, the Romans
sent Fabius to Carthage at the head of their ambassadors.
After the defeat of the Roman armies at Thrasymene
in 217, a dictator being thought necessary, Fabius was
chosen to that office.
He marched against Hannibal,
and firmly adhered to the policy of carrying on only a
defensive war, in which he was so successful that the
Carthaginian general was unable to obtain any advantage over him. Minucius, master of the Roman cavalry,
at one time obtaining command of part of the army,
engaged with Hannibal, and would have been entirely
defeated if Fabius had not hastened to assist him, after
short; a,
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which Minucius gave up his command to Fabius. The
dictatorship of Fabius having expired, Paulus Aimilius
and Terentius Varro were appointed consuls, and, pursuing a different method, were totally defeated at the
battle of Cannae, in 216 B.C., after which the Romans

works are “The Death of Henry IV.,” a poem, (1808,)
an “Ode on Tasso,” a “Eulogy on Montaigne,” (1812,)
and “ Literary History of France in the Eighteenth Century,” (“Tableau litteraire de la France au dix-huitieme
Siecle,” 1810.)
Died in 1831.

He was
returned to the defensive policy of Fabius.
for the fifth time in 209 B.c.
His uniform
success against the most formidable enemy of Rome
justly won for him the name of Maximus. Ennius spoke
of him as one “ qui nobis cunctando restituit rem.” Died

See Sabbatier, “Viesde Victorin
“Nouvelle Biographie Gdndrale.”

chosen consul

about 203

b.c.

See Plutarch, “Lives;” Livy, “History of Rome,” books xx.and xxvi.-xxx. Niebuhr, “History of Rome;” Polybius,
book iii. “ Nouvelle Biographie Gener.de, ”
xxiv.

;

;

Fa'bi-us Pic'tor, (Caius,) a Roman painter,
He
the grandfather of the historian Fabius Pictor.
painted the temple of Salus (“ Safety”) about 304 B.C.
Fabius Pictor (Quintus) was the first Roman
historian, and is sometimes called “the father of Latin
history.”
His works are known as the “Annals of Fabius Pictor.”
He lived at the time of the second Punic
war, and died after 216 b.c.
His History, which was
highly esteemed by the ancients, is lost, except small
fragments.
See Whiste, “De Fabio Pictore cteterisque Fabiis historicis,”
was

1832;

Moller,

“De

Q. Fabio Pictore,” 1690.

Fabius Planciades Fulgentius. See Fulgentius.
Fa'bl-us Vib-u-la'nus, (K/Eso,) a Roman commandin 484, in 481, and in 479 B.C.
rendered himself very popular with the plebeians,
and gained victories over the Veientes and ALqui. During
his third consulship the Fabian family volunteered to
make a campaign against the Veientes without the aid
of other citizens. Kseso led out three hundred and six
Fabii, (among whom was his brother Marcus,) attended
by their clients or servants, and occupied a fortified post
on the Cremera, which enters the Tiber near Rome.
They gained several victories, but at length were surer,

was chosen consul

He

et d’ Auguste

Fabre,” 1S32;

Fabre de l’Aude, fSbR deh lod, (Jean Pierre,) a
French statesman, born at Carcassonne in 1755. He
was proscribed during the reign of terror, but in 1795
was named deputy to the Council of Five Hundred, and
became commissioner of finance. At the coronation of
Bonaparte, Fabre, as president of the tribunes, delivered
a congratulatory address to the emperor.
He was appointed senator in 1807, and received the title of count
of the empire.
He was afterwards chosen a member of
the grand council of administration of the senate. Died
in 1832.

Fabre d’^glantine, flbR di'glfiN'tJn', (Philippe
Francois Nazaire,) one of the leading French Jacobins,
at Carcassonne in 1755.
At the commencement

born

of the Revolution he leagued himself with Danton, La
Croix, and Camille Desmoulins, and participated in all
the excesses of this party.
He was chosen as deputy
from Paris to the National Convention. He voted for
the death of Louis XVI. without appeal, and was elected
a member of the committee of public safety.
He was
one of the instigators of the decree which ordered that
no English or Hanoverian prisoners should be made.
He was accused of royalist principles, or moderantisme,
and, with Danton, was executed in 1794.
He had written numerous comedies.
See Lamartine, “History of the Girondists ;” “Nouvelle Bio-

graphie Generale ;” “Biographie Universelle.”

Fabre
lologist

d’Olivet, flbR do'Ie'vi', (M.,) a French phifanciful litterateur born at Ganges (Langue-

and

,

He

doc) in 1768.

produced numerous plays, poems,

on philology, history, etc. He found, it is said,
allegories or mystic meanings in every word, syllable,
Rome ;” and figure. Died in 1825.
Fabretti, fl-bRet'tee, (Rafael,) an excellent Italian
Fabius Vibulanus, (Marcus,) a Roman general, antiquary, born at Urbino about 1615. He was secrewas a brother of the preceding. He was consul in 483 tary to Pope Alexander VIII., and in the pontificate of
and 480 b.c. He was killed at Cremera in 477. ( See Innocent XII. was appointed keeper of the archives in
preceding article.)
the castle of Saint Angelo.
His principal works are
prised

and

all killed in

477

b.c.

See Niebuhr, “ History of Rome
“Nouvelle Biographie Gcnerale.”

;”

Livy, “ History of

Fabius Vibulanus, (Quintus,) a son of Marcus,
was the only one of the Fabii who escaped from being
massacred at Cremera by the Veientes in 477 b.c. The
different branches of the great Fabian house were descended from him. He was consul in 467, 465, and 459
B.c., and defeated the Volsci.
Appius Claudius and Q.
Fabius Vibulanus were the chiefs of the decemvirate
formed in 430, and were exiled for their tyrannical acts.
Fabre, flbR, (Antoine Francois Hippolyte,) a
French medical writer, born at Marseilles in 1797. He
edited the “ Lancette Framjaise,” and won a medal of the
Institute in 1833 for a work on cholera.
Died in 1853.
Fabre, (Denis,) a French advocate, born at Montpellier, was a member of the Convention in 1792, and
voted for the death of the king. He was killed in a
battle against the

treatises

Spaniards

January, 1794.
Fabre, (Francois Xavier Pascal,) an able French
painter, born at Montpellier in 1766, was a pupil of
David. He worked many years at Rome and Florence.
Among his best works are “The Judgment of Paris,”
“ The Preaching of John the Baptist,” and a portrait of
Alfieri.
He died at Montpellier in 1837.
Fabre, (Jean Claude,) a French ecclesiastic and
writer, born in Paris in 1668.
He wrote a continuation
of FIcury’s “Ecclesiastic History,” (16 vols., 1734,) and
other works. Died in 1753.
Fabre, (Jean Raymond Auguste,) a French poet,
born at Jaujac in 1792, was a brother of Marie Joseph
Victorin. He wrote, besides other works, a poem called
“Caledonie,” (1823,) which was received with favour,
and “Irene,” a tragedy, (1825.) Died in 1839.
in

See Sabbatier, “Vies de Victorin et

d’ Auguste

Fabre.”

“De Columna

Trajani,” (“On the Column of Trajan,”
1683,) and “ Inscriptionum Antiquarum Explicatio,”
(“Explanation of Ancient Inscriptions,” 1699.) Died at

Rome

in

1

700.

See Fabroni, “Vitae Italorum doctrina excellentium.”

Fabri. See Peiresc, (Fabri de.)
Fabri, fS'bRee, (Alessandro,) a noted scholar and
author, born near Bologna in 1691. He wrote with great
elegance, both in Latin and Italian.
Died in 1768.
Fabri, fi'bRe', (Honors,) a learned French Jesuit,
born about 1607, wrote numerous works, among which
are a “Treatise on Plants and the Generation of Animals,” (1666,) and “Synopsis Optica,” (1667.) Died in
1688.

Fabri de Hilden.

See Fab rice de Hilden.
Fabriani, H-bRe-i'nee, (Severino,) an Italian author
and philanthropist, born in the duchy of Modena in 1 792.
He assisted Baraldi in his “Memoirs on Religion, Literature,” etc., and published several biographies.
He
devoted much time to the instruction of the deaf and
dumb. Died in 1849.
Fabriano, da, dS fi-bRe-i'no, (Gentile,) a skilful
painter of the Roman school, born at Fabriano, in the
March of Ancona, about 1370. He worked at Venice
and in Rome, where he painted the history of Saint John
in the church of San Giovanni Laterano.
He is called
one of the best painters of his time. Died in 1450.
See Vasari, “ Lives of the Painters ;” Lanzi, “ History of Painting in Italy;” Baldinucci, “Notizie;” P. Benedetti, “Memorie
delle Opere di Maestro Gentile da Fabriano," 1830.

Fabrice.

See Fabrizio.

Fabrice de Hilden,

Fabre, (Marie Joseph Victorin,) a distinguished
French poet and orator, born at Jaujac in 1785. He
produced in 1808 a “Eulogy on Corneille,” (in prose,)
which was crowned by the Institute. Among his finest

fl'bRiss' deh hil'den, [Lat. FaFabri (f&'bRee) de
Hilden, (Wilhelm,) a skilful surgeon and writer,
derived his surname from a village near Cologne, where
he was born in 1560. Died in 1634.
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Fabricius, fa-bltee'se-us, (Andreas,) a Roman Cathborn near Liege in 1520. He wrote “HarConfession,” (“Harmonia Confessionis Augustinianae,” 1573.)
Died in 1581.
Fabricius, fi-bRit'se-us, (David,) a German astronomer, born at Essen in 1564. He is said to have
discovered spots in the sun.
Among his works are
“ Letters to Kepler.” Died in 1617.
olic divine,

mony of the Augustinian

works.

He

taught

Hebrew

at Wittenberg,

and acquired

the friendship of Luther.
Died in 1570.
See Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”

Fabricius, (Theodosius,) a Lutheran theologian, and

nephew of the preceding, born at Nordhausen in 1560,
was professor of theology at Gottingen. His work entitled “ Harmony of the Four Evangelists” was published
in the Latin, Greek, Hebrew, and German languages.

See Ep.sCHund Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”
Died in 1597.
Fabricius, (Vincenz,) a German physician, jurist,
Fabricius, (Franz,) a theological writer, called also
Lef^vre, born in Rhenish Prussia in 1524; died in 1573. and Latin poet, born at Hamburg in 1612 ; died in 1667.
Fabricius, (Werner,) a composer and musician, born
Fabricius, fd-bRit'se-us, (Frederick Ernest,) a
German or Swedish nobleman, who was a companion or in Holstein in 1633, was the father of Johann Albrecht,
He lived at Leipsic. Died in 1679.
attendant of Charles XII. at Bender. He wrote “Anec- noticed above.
Fabricius Hildanus. See Fabrice de Hilden.
dotes of the Residence of the King of Sweden at Bender,”
Fa-briq'i-us (fa-brish'g-us) Lus-gi'nus, (Caius,) a
(“ Anecdotes du Sejour du Rji a Bender,” 1760.)
Died
Roman statesman, celebrated for his great integrity and
after 1727.
Fabricius, or Goldschmidt, (Georg,) a German simplicity of life, became consul 282 b.c. About 280 he
philologist and Latin poet, born at Chemnitz in 1516. was sent on an embassy to Pyrrhus, who was encamped
He was president of the College of Meissen from 1553 with an army near Tarentum. His conduct on this octo 1571. Among his works are a “Description of Rome,” casion was a celebrated theme of ancient historians and
He refused the rich presents or bribes which
(1550,) and “ Res Germanise et Saxoniae memorabiles,” poets.
Pyrrhus offered him. According to tradition, the phyDied in 1571.
(1609.)
See Baumgarten-Crusius, “Programma de G. Fabricii Vita,” sician of Pyrrhus proposed to poison his master, expect1839.
ing a reward from the Romans, but Fabricius not only
Fabricius, (Jakob,) a German physician and mathe- rejected his offer, but exposed his treachery to Pyrrhus.
matician, born at Rostock in 1577.
He was physician Fabricius gained victories over the Samnites, the Bruttii,
Died at Copenhagen in 1652. and other allies of Pyrrhus, about 277 b.c.
to the King of Denmark.
Fabricius, (Jean Louis,) a Swiss theological writer,
See Niebuhr, “History of Rome;” Pliny, “Natural History,”
book xxxiv.
born at Schaifhausen in 1632; died in 1696.
Fa-briq'I-us
Vei-en'to, a Latin author. Having
Fabricius, (Johann,) a German astronomer, son of
David, noticed above, wrote a treatise on the spots of written a satirical work entitled “Codicilli,” which was
the sun, (“De Maculis in Sole observatis,” 1611.) Died supposed to be directed against the senators and priests,
he was banished by Nero in 62 a.d. After Nero’s death
in 1625.
Fabricius, (Johann,) a German Orientalist, born at he returned to Rome, and was received with great favour
Dantzic in 1608, was professor of Hebrew at Rostock, by Domitian.
Fabrini, fi-bRee'nee, (Giovanni,) an Italian gramand published “Specimen Arabicum,” (1638.) Died in
marian, born in Tuscany in 1516; died about 1580.
1653.
Fabris, fiPbR^ss, (Niccol6, ) an ingenious Italian
Fabricius, (Johann,) a German Protestant writer and
professor of theology, born at Altorf in 1644. Among his mechanician, born at Chioggia in 1739; died in 1801.
Fabrizio, fi-bR^t'se-o, (Geronimo,) [Lat. Hieron'works is “Amcenitates theologicae,” (1699.) He taught
ymus Fabriq'ius ab Acquapenden'te Fr. Fabrice,
theology at Altorf for many years. Died in 1729.
fl'bR^ss',] an eminent Italian anatomist and surgeon,
See Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”
Fabricius, (Johann Albrecht,) a German scholar was bom at Acquapendente, near Orvieto, in 1537. He
was a pupil of Fallopius, whom he succeeded in 1562 as
and writer, eminent for his profound and various learnprofessor at Padua.
He wrote many short treatises on
ing, born at Leipsic on the nth of November, 1668, was
He became professor of anatomy and surgery. Among his pupils was the celea son of Werner the composer.
brated Dr. Harvey, whose great discovery was perhaps
eloquence and philosophy at Hamburg about 1 700. He
suggested by some new observations which Fabrizio
published numerous and excellent works, among which
made on the valves of the veins. He obtained great
are “Bibliotheca Latina, sive Notitia Scriptorum Veterum Latinorum,” (3 vols., 1697, ) “ Bibliotheca Graeca,” success and celebrity as a teacher of anatomy. Died
in 1619.
(i4vols. 4to, 1705-28,) containing notices of all the Greek
;

who

lived before the subversion of the Eastern
“ Bibliographia Antiquaria,” (1713,) and “ BibHe passed the
liotheca Latina Ecclesiastica,” (1718.)
greater part of his mature life at Hamburg, where he
died in April, 1736.
See Reimar, “De Vita et ScriptisJ. A. Fabricii Commentarius,
1737; Nic^ron, “M£moires.”

authors

Empire

;

Fabricius, (Johann Andreas,) a German scholar
and teacher, born at Dodendorf in 1696, published an
“ Abridgment of General Literary History,” (3 vols.,
Died in 1769.
1752-54.)
See Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”

Fabricius, (Johann Christian,) the most eminent
entomologist of his time, born at Tondern, in the duchy
of Sleswick, in January, 1743, studied under Linnaeus at
Upsal. In 1775 he was appointed professor of natural
history at Kiel, and about the same time published his
“ Systema Entomologiae.” In this work, at the suggestion of Linnaeus, he made an arrangement of insects
according to the organs of the mouth. Besides the
treatise mentioned above, he wrote “ Philosophia Entomologia,” (1 778,) “ Supplementum Entomologiae,” ( 1 797,)
and others of a similar nature. Died at Kiel in 1807.
See “ Biographie Mddicale

“ Nouvelle Biographie Gentlrale. ”

Fabricius, (Karel,) a Dutch painter, bom at Delft in
1624, excelled in perspective and portraits. Died in 1654.
Fabricius, (Theodor,) a German Reformer and theologian, born at Anholt in 1501, wrote several religious
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See Thuilius, “Memoria H. Fabricii ab Acquapendente,” 1619;
Cuvier, “Histoire des Sciences naturelles;” Salvadori, “Notitias de H. Fabricio,” 1837.

Fabrizzi, fi-bR^t'see, (Antonio Maria,) an Italian
born at Perugia in 1594, was a pupil of Annibal

painter,

Died in 1649.
Fabroni, fl-bRo'nee, or Fabbroni, flb-bRo'nee,

Caracci.

(Angelo,) an eminent Italian biographer and Latin
scholar, born at Marradi in September, 1732.
He produced in 1766 the first volume of the “Lives of Italians
eminent for Learning who flourished in the Seventeenth
and Eighteenth Centuries,” (“Vitae Italorum doctrina
excellentium qui Saeculis XVII. et XVIII. floruerunt,”
20 vols.,) which is his principal work. In 1767 he was
appointed prior or president of the church of San Lorenzo, Florence.
He is sometimes called “the Plutarch
of Modern Italy.” Died at Pisa in 1803.
See Tipaldo, “ Biografia degli Italian! illustri;” Fabroni, “Vitae
Italorum,”

etc., vol. xx.

Fabroni

or

Fabbroni, (Giovanni Valentino,) an

and writer on physical science, was
He
at Florence on the 13th of February, 1752.
applied various physical sciences to objects of general
utility. He was director of the Museum of Florence, and
wrote many useful treatises on botany, chemistry, rural
economy, etc. Cuvier characterized him as a “living
encyclopaedia.”
Died in December, 1822.
See Cuvier, “Cloves historiques,” tome iii. Tipaldo, “Biografia degli Italiani illustri;” G. Fabroni Pelli, “Biografia del
Italian naturalist

born

;

Cavaliere G. Fabroni,” 1837.
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Fabrot,

fil'bRo', [Lat.

Fabro'tus,] (Charles Anni-

Bal,) a celebrated French jurist, born at Aix in 1580.
He was professor in the University of Aix, and the author of several legal treatises, one of which is entitled
“ Basilicon.” Died in Paris in 1659.
See C. Giraud, “Notice sur la Vie de C. A. Fabrot,” 1833.
fl'bRe', (Jean Baptiste Germain,) a French
born at Cornus in 1780. He was editor of the
“Spectateur Frangais,” (12 vols., 1805-12,) and wrote a
history of the Hundred Days, entitled “Itineraire de
Bonaparte de l’Isle d’Elbe k Sainte-Helene,” (“Account
of the Journey of Bonaparte from Elba to Saint Helena,”

Fabry,

writer,

Died in 1821.
1817.)
Fabvier, ft've-i', (Charles Nicolas,) Baron, a
French general, Born at Pont-i-Mousson in 1782. He
served with distinction in Germany and Spain, and was
severely wounded at Moscow in 1812. In 1814 he signed
In 1823
with Colonel Davis the capitulation of Paris.
he went to the assistance of the Greeks, and rendered
essential service in organizing an army. After his return
he was created in 1839 lieutenant-general, and in 1845 a
peer of France. He was the author of several military

and

historical treatises.

Fabyan.

Died

in 1855.

See Fabian.

Facchetti, fSk-ket'tee, (Pietro,) an Italian portraitborn at Mantua in 1535 died in Rome in 1613.
Facciardi, flt-chaR'dee, (Cristoforo,) an Italian
Capuchin and eloquent preacher, born near Rimini, lived
painter,

;

about 1570-90.

Faccini, fjt-chee'nee, (Bartolommeo,) an Italian
painter of architecture, born at or near Ferrara about
1520; died in 1577.

Faccio. See Fatio.
Facciolati, flt-cho-li'tee, or Facciolato, flt-choli'to, [Lat. Facciola'tus,] (Giacomo,) an eminent Italian
philologist, born at Torreglia, near Padua, in 1682. He was

U

niversity
a professor of logic or classical literature in the
of Padua.
He published an improved edition of a dictionary called “Calepino,” (1731,) wrote several works
on grammar and logic, and commenced an excellent
Latin Lexicon, which was finished by his pupil Forcellini, (which see.)
Died at Padua in 1769.
See Fabroni, “ Vitae Italorura doctrina excellentium
G. B.
Ferrari, “Vita J. Facciolati,” 1799; Giuseppe Gennari, “Vita
di J. Facciolati,”

Padua, 1818.

Facini, H-chee'nee, or Faccini, flt-chee'nee, (Pietro,) an able Italian painter, born at Bologna about 1560,
was a pupil and afterwards a rival of Annibal Caracci.
His chief merits were a vivacity of attitude, and skill
in colouring, especially in carnation.

See Lanzi, “ History of Painting

Died

in 1602.

in Italy.”

Fa-cun'dus, a Latin theologian and bishop, who

lived

about 550 a.d. He defended the decision of the
Council of Chalcedon against the decree of the emperor

in Africa

Justinian.

Fadhl-Ibn -Y aJhya -Al-Barmakee, (-Barmaki or
fid’] Ib’n ylh'he-l 11 baR'mek-ee, vizier of
Haroun-al-Raschid, was born about 762 A.D. He was
a brother of Jaafar, and one of the Barmecides, which
see.
Died about 807 a.d.

-Barmeki,)

See Aboolfeda, “Annales Moslemici.”

Fadlalla or Fadlallah, fld-Ill'lah, a Persian historian, born at Hamadan, lived about 1290.
wrote
“
a History of the Moguls.”

He

Fadl-Ibn-Rabee, -Rabi,)
(
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fld’l Tb’n rlb'ee,

became

his works are “
ford,” “

Walter Scott and his Friends at Abbotsand the Homeless,” “ Sunday in the
Backwoods,” and “The Last of the Clan.” In 1849 he
became an Associate of the Royal Scottish Academy,
and in 1864 a Royal Acadamecian of London.
Faenza, da, (Giambattista Bertucci,) an Italian
painter of the Bolognese school, flourished about 1500.
Faerna, or Faerno, [Fr. Faerne,] (Gabriele,) a
celebrated modem Latin poet, born at Cremona, in Italy.
His most important work was his Collection of a Hundred
Fables in Latin verse, (1564,) the subjects of which were
taken from iEsop or Phsedrus. He was patronized by
Pope Pius IV. Died in 1561.
See Jan Hendrik Kroon, “Commentatio de Fabulis G. Faerni,"

Home

1824

;

Tiraboschi, “ Storia della Letteratura Italiana.”

Fagan, fl'gfiN', (Christophe BarthIdlemi,) a French
writer of comedies, born at Paris in 1702; died in 1755.
Fage, ftzh, (Durand,) a French Protestant, called
“the Prophet of the Cevennes,” born at Aubais in 1681,
was one of the Camisards.

La Fage, (Raimond.)
(Frans Nicolaas,) nephew of Kaspar,
noticed below, was a distinguished military commander.
He was successively general of infantry in the service of
the States-General, and lieutenant-field-marshal to the
Emperor of Germany. His greatest exploits were at
the battle of Fleurus in 1690, the defence of Mons, the
siege of Namur, the capture of Bonn in 1703, and several
other battles in Flanders. Died in 1718.
Fagel, (Hendrik,) a Dutch politician, born in 1706,
was an adherent of the Prince of Orange. A translation of Lady Montagu’s Letters (published in 1764) was
ascribed to him. Died in 1790.
Fagel, (Hendrik,) a Dutch diplomatist, born at the
Hague, was an adherent of the house of Orange. Having
been sent as minister to London, he signed a treaty
between Holland and Great Britain in 1814. He became
secretary of state in 1824. Died in 1834.
Fagel, (Kaspar,) a celebrated Dutch statesman, born
at Haarlem in 1629.
In 1670 he was elected master of
the rolls of the States-General, and in 1672 was created
grand pensionary. It was partly by his influence that
William III. was placed upon the throne of England.
In 1682 Count d’Avaux, ambassador of France in Holland, made great efforts to win Fagel to the French
interests, and even offered a large bribe, which was nobly
refused.
Died in 1688.
Fage, La.
Fagel,

See

fS'Hel,

See Ersch und Gruber, “ Allgemeine Encyklopaedie
Macaulay, “ History of England,” vol. v. ; Lenting, “ Specimen historicopoliticum de G. Fagelio,” 1849.

Faggiuola, fld-joo-o'l J,(Uguccione, oo-goot-cho'nk,)
a celebrated Italian general, chief of the Ghibelines, and
Lord of Pisa. He won several battles over the Neapolitans and Florentines; and in August, 1315, he gained
He, however,
the memorable victory of Monte-Catini.
made himself so odious to the Pisans by his severity
He died
that he was driven from Pisa and from Lucca.
at the siege of Padua in 1319.
“
d’ltalie.”
Histoire
See Leo and Botta,

Faggot, fSg'got, (Jakob,) a distinguished engineer and
metallurgist, born in the province of Upland, in Sweden,
in 1699, was secretary of the Academy of Sciences, and
published a valuable work on rural economy. Died in
i

778 .
See H. Nicander, “ Aminnelse-Tal bfver

J.

Faggot,” 1778.

Haroun-al-Raschid about 803 A.D., which position he continued to hold until the death of that sovereign.
In the contest between the caliph’s sons Ameen
and Mamoon, Fadl sided with the former, and was consequently obliged to fly when Mamoon ascended the
throne. Died about 824 a.d.
vizier of

Fagiuoli, fi-joo-o'lee, (Giambattista,) a celebrated
comic and burlesque poet, born at Florence in 1660. His
works were very voluminous. Died in 1742.
Fagius, fa'je-us or f 5 'ge-us, (Paul,) a learned Protestant theologian and Hebraist, born in the Palatinate
His family name was Bucher, (Beech,) which,
in 1504.
See Ibn-Khallikan, “Biographical Dictionary.”
according to the custom of that age, he changed into its
Fadl-Ibn-S ahal, (or -Sahl,) fld'l Ib’n slh'hal, (or Latin equivalent. He studied at Heidelberg under the
slh’l,) a descendant of the ancient kings of Persia, and celebrated Wolfgang Capito, whom he succeeded in
1544

Mamoon, was clothed
with absolute power by this prince.
He was assassinated by an opposite faction in 818 a.d.
vizier of the celebrated caliph

See Elmacin, “Historia Saracenica.”

Faed, fad, (Thomas,)
Mill in 1826.

c as k ; g as

s;

He

a Scottish painter, born at Burleysettled in London about 1852. Among

g hard; g as j ; g, h, k, guttural ; n, nasal;

In 1549, at the
as professor of Hebrew at Strasburg.
solicitation of Cranmer, Archbishop of Canterbury, he
visited England, where he was appointed to the chair
of theology at Cambridge ; but his sudden death prevented him from performing the duties of that office.
Eight years after his death his body was burnt, by the

R, trilled; s as z ;

th as in this.

(Jt^’See Explanations,
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Queen Mary. Fagius was the author of numer- build about 1835. He was author of several works, one
of which was entitled “ Mills and Mill-Work,” and has
ous classical and critical works. Died about 1550.
See “De Vita, Obitu et Corobustione Buceri et P. Fagii,” 1562; made important contributions to the Philosophical
Feuerlein et Sevfried, “Tentamen historicum de Vita P. Fagii,” Transactions and the Transactions of the Philosophical
1736Society of Manchester. Among his works are numerous
Fagnan, fin'y&N', (Marie Antoinette,) a French iron bridges. He was made a baronet in 1 869 in recogniromancer, born in Paris, wrote “The Mirror of Oriental tion of his public services. Died in
1874.
Princesses,” (1755,) and other tales. Died about 1770.
Fairbanks, (Erastus,) born at Brimfield, MassachuFagnani, fin-yi'nee, (Giovanni Marco,) an Italian setts, in
1792, was an extensive manufacturer of platform
poet and scholar, born at Milan in 1524; died in 1609.
scales.
He was chosen Governor of Vermont in i860.
Fagnani or Fagnano, fin-yi'no, (Giulio Carlo,) Died in 1864.
Marquis of Toschi, an eminent Italian mathematician,
Fairclough. See Featley.
born at Sinigaglia in 1682, or, as some say, in 1690. He
Fair'fax, (Edward,) a celebrated English poet, son
published a collection of mathematical treatises, (“ Proof Sir Thomas Fairfax, was born at Denton, in Yorkduzioni matematiche,” 2 vols., 1750.) Died in 1766.
His
shire,
the latter part of the sixteenth century.
order of

in

See Manciani, “Elogi storici di F. Commandino, G. C. Fagnani,” etc., 1828 Tipaldo, “ Biografia degli Italiani illustri.”
;

Fagnani, (Prospero,) an eminent Italian canonist,
born in 1598, wrote a “Commentary on the Decretals,”
Died in 1678.
(1661.)
Fagon, fi'gdN', (Gui Crescent,) a distinguished
French physician and botanist, born in Paris in 1638.
He became first physician to Louis XIV. in 1693. Died
in 1718.
EIloy, “DicSee Fontenelle, “Eiloges des Academiciens
Antoine de Jussieu, “filoge de M.
tionnaire de la Midecine
Fagan,” 1718.

work is a translation of Tasso’s “Jerusalem
Delivered,” (1600,) which he rendered, verse for verse,
with a fidelity and facility rarely equalled. King James
placed this translation above all other works of English
Waller recognizes him as his master in the art
poetry.
of verse ; and Dryden, in comparing him to Spenser,
gave the preference to Fairfax on the score of harmony.
He also wrote a “ History of Edward the Black Prince,”
in verse, and a treatise on “Demonology.” His version
of Tasso has often been reprinted in England, and once
Died in 1632.
in the United States, (1855.)

principal

See Preface to Fairfax’s Tasso, 1749 “ Biographia Britannica
Fahie, fa, ? (Sir William Charles,) a British admiral,
Campbell, “Specimens of the British Poets.”
born in 1763 ; died in 1833.
Fairfax, (Robert,) an English musician and comFahlcranz, fll'kRints, (Carl Johann,) a celebrated
Swedish landscape-painter, born in the province of Falun poser, flourished about 1510-20.
Fairfax, (Thomas,) Lord, one -of the most conspicin 1774. He painted many excellent pictures of the wild
uous actors in the rebellion against Charles I. of England,
and mountainous scenery of Sweden and Norway.
Fahlcranz, (Christian Erik,) a Swedish poet and and general of the parliamentary forces, was born at
He Denton, in Yorkshire, in January, 1611. He was the
ecclesiastic, brother of the preceding, born in 1790.
son of Ferdinando, Lord Fairfax, and Mary, daughter
is the author of a witty piece entitled “Noah’s Ark,”
and “ Ansgarius,” an epic poem. He becafne Bishop of' Edmund Sheffield, Lord Mulgrave. Having strong
of Westerns, and in 1839 associate editor of the “Eccle- inclinations for a military life, he went to Holland, and
served as a volunteer under Horace, Lord Vere, whose
siastic Journal,” (“ Ecclesiastik Tidskrift.”)
Fah-le'm-us, (Eric,) a noted Swedish scholar, lived daughter he afterwards married. When Charles endeavabout 1700. He was professor of Oriental languages at oured to form a body-guard at York, the people, fearing
that he would raise an army, deputized Fairfax to present
Pernau, in Livonia.
Fahrenheit, fir'en-hlt' or fS'ren-hlt', (Gabriel Da- a petition to him entreating him not to do it. Although
niel,) an eminent German natural philosopher and the king tried to shun him, Fairfax succeeded in premaker of philosophical instruments, was born at Dantzic senting the petition, in the presence of about one hundred
about 1690. He became a resident of Amsterdam, and thousand persons. When the civil war broke out, (1642,)
invented the thermometer which bears his name. He the father of Lord Fairfax received from Parliament the
commission of commander-in-chief of the Northern
is said to have been the first who used mercury in the
He fixed the zero of his forces, and he himself that of general of cavalry. He
construction of thermometers.
scale at the point to which the mercury sank in the distinguished himself in this war by his activity and
winter of 1709, and reproduced the same degree of cold bravery, particularly at Marston Moor, where he comby a mixture of sal-ammoniac, common salt, and snow. manded the right wing and where the king’s army was
totally defeated, (July 2, 1644,) and at the capture of
Died in 1740.
commander -in-chief of
Faider, (Charles,) a Belgian jurist and writer, bom York. Fairfax was appointed
the parliamentary forces early in 1645, with Cromwell as
He became minister of justice in 1852.
in 1805.
the 14th of June the battle
Faidherbe, (Louis LSon Cesar,) a French general, his lieutenant-general. On
He re-established the French of Naseby was fought, on which occasion Lord Fairfax
born at Lille in 1818.
gained a decided victory. On the 16th he besieged
colony of Senegal, and defeated El-Hadji-Omar, the
surrendered on the 18th. He afterwards
Mussulman prophet. In the Franco-Prussian War he Leicester, which
Bridgewater by assault, and
North. He afterwards sat defeated Lord Goring, took
;

commanded

the

Army

of the

Assembly and was elected a Senator in 1879.
Faiguet de Villeneuve, (Joachim,) one of the
earliest French writers on political economy, born at
Moncontour, in Brittany, in 1703- Died about 1780.
Faille, de la, (Germain,) a French historian, born
in the

Castelnaudary in 1616; died in 1 7 1 1
“ Annals of Toulouse,” (2 vols., 1687-1701.)

at

.

He

wrote

Fain, (Agathon Jean Francois,) Baron, aFrench

He

attended Napoleon
born in Paris in 1778.
in his campaigns in the capacity of secretary, ( secretairewrote “ Historical Memoirs of the Last
archiviste.)
historian,

He

Three Years of the Reign of Napoleon,” (1823-27 )
Died in 1837.
Faini, (Madame Diamante,) an Italian poetess, who
wrote in Latin and French with great elegance and purity
Died at Salo in 1770.
of diction.
Fair'bairn, (William,) F.R.S., a British civil engineer and mechanician, born at Kelso, on the Tweed,
in 1789.

He

is

distinguished for the introduction of iron

water-wheels and other iron machinery, and as one of
the first constructors of iron ships, which he began to
a, e, T, 6, u, y,

long;

i, b, 6,

same,

less

prolonged;

a, e,

T,

On the
of several other places.
In
10th of September he forced Bristol to surrender.
September, 1646, he captured Oxford, the last stronghold
Lord
of the king, who fled for protection to Scotland.
Fairfax then went to London, where he was complimented and thanked by both Houses of Parliament, and
was immediately sent with two hundred thousand pounds
to Scotland to obtain the king, the Scotch having agreed
Soon after this he
to deliver him up for that sum.
yielded to the superior genius of Cromwell, and when
on his father’s death, which took place about March,
made himself master

1648, he succeeded to all his titles, he

still continued to
Cromwell. He was nominated one of the judges
of the king but he refused to serve in that trial. In the
spring of 1649 he was appointed commander of all the
He resigned his comforces in England and Ireland.
mission in June, 1650. About the end of 1659 he joined
General Monk against Lambert, was appointed councillor
of state, and also chairman of the committee delegated
by the Chamber of Commons to go to the Hague and
persuade Charles II. to return and take the royal functions.
He was received by that prince, whose restora-

fight for
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tion to the throne was partially owing to the sincere
of Lord Fairfax. After these events, he retired
to his estates, where he died of a fever in February, 1671,

efforts

at the age of sixty years.

See Hume, “History of England;” Villemain, “ Histoire de
;”
Cromwell;” Guizot, “Histoire de la Revolution d’Angleterre
“Monk’s Contemporaries,” by Guizot, London, 1S65; Hartley
Coleridge, “Lives of Distinguished Northerns;” Richard Bell,
“ Fairfax Correspondence Memorials of the Civil War,” etc., 2 vols.,
1849 Sir Edward Cust, “ Lives of the Warriors of the Civil Wars
of France and England,” London, 1867.

—

;

Fair'fax, (Thomas,) Lord, of the same family as the
Owning large estates
preceding, was born about 1691.
in Virginia, he left England and settled in that colony,
in the county of Frederick.
He was a patron and friend
of General Washington in his younger days; and in the
Revolutionary war the hospitality and noble qualities of
Lord Fairfax caused him to be held in so much veneration that his property was equally respected by the
Americans and the English. Died in 1782.
Fair'field, (Sumner Lincoln,) an American poet,
born at Warwick, Massachusetts, in 1803. He published
in 1830 “Abaddon, the Spirit of Destruction, and other
Poems.” In “The Last Night of Pompeii” he claimed
to have suggested the leading ideas in Bulwer’s famous
novel of “The Last Days of Pompeii,” which appeared
about two years later. Died in 1 844.

born in Normandy, wrote, in Latin, a “ History of Sicily”
from 1146 to 1169. Falcand witnessed the events which
His work is highly commended by
he has recorded.
Gibbon.
See Gibbon, “History of the Decline and Fall of the Roman
Empire,” chap.

Ivi.

;

Vossius,

“De

Historicis Latinis.”

Falcieri, fil-che-a'ree, (Biagio,) a skilful painter of
the Venetian school, born at San Ambrogio in 1628.
Among his master-pieces is “The Council of Trent.”

Died in 1703.
Falck, filk, (Antoon Reinhard,) a distinguished
Dutch statesman, born at Utrecht in 1776. He became
secretary of state in 1814, after the fall of Napoleon. In
1818 he w’as appointed minister of public instruction,
and in 1832 received the title of minister of state. He
wrote a treatise “ On the Influence of Dutch Civilization
on the Nations of Northern Europe.” Died in 1843.
See Quetelet, “Hommage a la Memoire d’A. R. Falck,” 1844.

Falck, fllk, (Jeremias,) a German engraver of hisand portraits, born at Dantzic in 1629, worked in
Holland and Sweden. Died about 1710.
Falck, (John Peter.) See Falk.
Falck or Falk, fllk, (Niels,) a Danish jurist, born
near Tondern in 1784, was elected president of the Diet

tory

He

published a treatise
in Sleswick-Holstein in 1838.
“
the Duchy of Sleswick in its Present Relations to

On

Fair'holt, (Frederick William,) a British artist Denmark and Holstein.” Died in 1850.
Falckenstein, Hl'ken-stln', (Johann Heinrich,)
and writer, born in London in 1814, published “Costume in England, a History of Dress to the close of the the author of numerous historical and antiquarian works,
Eighteenth Century,” (1846,) a “Dictionary of Terms is supposed to have been born in Silesia in 1682; died
in 1760.
in Art,” (1854,) and other works.
Died in 1866.
Falco. See Conchillos-Falco.
Faistenberger, (Anton,) a Tyrolese landscapeFalco, di, de fal'ko, (Benedetto,) a learned Italian
painter, born at Innspruck in 1678, was a pupil of Gaswriter,
born at Naples, lived about 1530.
pard Poussin at Rome. Died in Vienna in 1721.
Fal'con-b^rg or Fal'con-bridge, (fau'kqn-brij,)
Faithfull, (Emily,) and English philanthropist, born
in 1835.
She set up a printing establishment in London (Mary,) Countess of, a daughter of Oliver Cromwell,
for the purpose of employing women as compositors.
In born about 1636, became the wife of Viscount Falconberg.
She was a person of superior talents. Died in
1868 she published “Change upon Change,” a novel.
1712.
Since then she has lectured in England and America.
Falconbridge, fau'kon-brij, (Alexander,) an EngFai'th.orne, (William,) an English engraver, born in lish traveller who visited Africa,
was the author of a
London about 1616. As a royalist he was banished and treatise “On the Slave-Trade of the African Coast,”
went to study under Champagne in France. About 1650
Died
in
1792.
(1789.)
he returned to England, where he died in 1691.
His
His wife, Anna Maria, who accompanied him, wrote
engravings of “ Christ at Prayer in the Garden of Olives,”
Voyages to Sierra Leone,” (1791.)
“Two
and of the “ Marriage of Cana in Galilee,” were among
Falcone, fil-ko'ni, (Aniello or Angelo,) an Italian
his principal works.
He also wrote a “ Treatise on the painter, born at Naples in 1600, excelled in painting
Art of Engraving.”
battles.
He was the master of Salvator Rosa. Died
Faithorne, (William,) a son of the preceding, in 1680.
engraved portraits in mezzotint. He died about 1686.
Falcone, di, de fSl-ko'ni, (Benedetto,) an Italian
Fakhr- ed-Deen or Fakhr- ed-Din, (or -Dyn,) 0 K’r chronicler, born at Benevento, lived in the twelfth cened-deen, (i.e. the “Glory of the Religion.”) There have tury.
been many Moslem doctors of this name, the most celeFalconer, faw'kon-er or fawk'ner, (Sir David,) a
brated of whom is the Imam Fakr-ed-Deen-Razee, (or Scottish jurist, born in 1639, was lord president of Scot-Razy,) who was born at Rei, a city of Persia, about 1150 land, and author of “ Decisions of the Lords of Council,”
a.d.
He is esteemed one of the ablest Mohammedan (1701.) Died in 1685.
doctors that ever lived. He composed numerous works
Falconer, (Hugh,) M.D., a British naturalist and
on theology, philosophy, and mathematics. Died in 1210. palaeontologist, born at Forres, Scotland, about 1808.
“
See Aboolfaraj, Historia Dynastiarum,” translated by Pocock
He was a surgeon in the service of the East India ComAboolfeda, “Annales.”
pany, and discovered numerous fossils in the Sivalik
Fakhr-ed-Deen, better known as Facardin Ameer, Hills, which are described in the “ Fauna antiqua Siva(or Amir,) Prince of the Druzes, born in 1574, was con- lonis,” (1846,) of which Falconer and T. Proby Cautley
quered by Amurath IV. and taken to Constantinople, were joint authors. Died in January, 1865.
where he was put to death in 1635.
See a biographical notice prefixed to the “ Paleontological MeFakhr-ed-Deen Binakeetee, or Fakhr-ed-Din moirs of Hugh Falconer,” 2 vols., London, 1868.
Binakiti, f3.K’r ed-deen bin-a-kee'tee, (Aboo SolymAn
Falconer, faw'kon-er, (Thomas,) an English scholar,
Daood,) a Persian historian, born at Binakeet (Bina- brother of Dr. William Falconer, noticed below, was
kit) in 1329.
born at Chester in 1736. He edited Strabo, and wrote
Fakhr-ed-Dowlah or -Eddaulah, flK’r ed-dow'lah, several works. Died in 1792.
(Alee,) a prince who ruled over part of Persia towards
Falconer, ( Thomas, an English lawyer and able
the close of the tenth century.
Died in 997 A.D.
writer, a grandson of Dr. William Falconer, was called
Falaize, ff'liz', (Caroline Philiberte,) originally to the bar about 1830, and was appointed a judge of
named Jacquemain, (zhtk'm^N',) a French authoress, county courts in Wales in 1851.
born at Chateauroux in 1792 died in 1852.
Falconer, (William,) a Scottish poet, born at EdinFalbaire, de, deh fll'b&R', (Charles George Fe- burgh about the year 1735. He early became an orphan,
nouillot
feh-noo'yo',) a French dramatist, born at and, owing to the narrowness of his resources, passed
Salins in 1727.
Among his most successful plays were but little time at school. He afterwards went to sea as
“ The Honest Criminal” and “ The Two Misers.” Died a common
sailor,
a position which was little calculated
;

)

;

—

—

in 1800.

[Lat. Falcan'dus,] (Hugo,) a
historian of the twelfth century, supposed to have been

c as k; 9 as

develop his poetical genius. At the age of eighteen
he embarked as boatswain on the ship Britannia, which
was wrecked on the passage from Alexandria to Venice.
to
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Falconer and two of his companions were the only ones
Falda, fil'di, (Giovanni Battista,) a skilful Italian
saved.
This disaster furnished him with engraver, born in the Milanese about 1640. He engraved
the subject of a poem, called “ The Shipwreck,” which some monuments at Rome.
Died about 1700.
he published in London in 1762, and which at once
Faldoni, fil-do'nee, (Giovanni Antonio,) an Italian
acquired for him a high reputation as a poet. Falconer painter of landscapes, and an excellent engraver, was born
returned to Scotland after the publication of his peom, in the March of Treviso about 1690.
and remained some time at Gladsmuir, with his relation
Faleiro, fl-lVe-ro, or Falero, fi-la'ro, (Ruy,) a
Having
the celebrated historian Robertson.
In 1769 he em- Portuguese geographer and mathematician.
barked as treasurer in the frigate Aurora for the East formed an agreement- with Magellan in a project to disIndies, and is supposed to have been shipwrecked ; for cover a new route to the Moluccas, he offered his services
nothing was heard from the vessel after it left the Cape to Charles V. in 1518.
His offer was accepted; but a
of Good Hope. Besides the work previously mentioned, difficulty arose between Faleiro and Magellan, who
Falconer wrote a “Nautical Dictionary,” a poem “ Upon departed without him. Died in 1523.
Faletti, fi-let'tee, or Falletti, fil-let'tee, (Geronimo,)
the Death of Frederick, Prince of Wales,” and an ode
Count of Trino, an Italian writer, born at Trino, in
entitled “The Demagogue,” a political satire.
Montferrat,
about 1518. He was the author of an “AcSee J. Mitford, “Memoir of Falconer,” prefixed to an edition
of his poems, 1836; Chambers, “Biographical Dictionary of Emi- count of the War in Germany in the Time of Charles
nent Scotsmen;” Campbell, “Specimens of the British Poets.”
V.,” (1552,) in verse, and other historical works. Died
Falconer, (William,) an eminent English physician, in 1564.
Falgani, fil-gi'nee, (Gaspare,) an Italian landscapeborn at Chester about 1743. He was the author of an
“Essay upon the Waters of Bath,” “Observations” re- painter, born at Florence about 1620.
lating to the Gout, “ Remarks on the Influence of CliFalieri, fi-le-a'ree, or Faliero, fl-le-a'ro, (Marino,)
mate, Situation, etc. on the Disposition and Temper, became Doge of Venice in 1354. He incited the pleManners, Laws, and Customs, Government and Religion, beians to a conspiracy against the nobles, in which the
of Mankind,” (1781,) and a “Dissertation on the Influ- latter were to have been massacred ; but, the plot being
ence of the Passions on the Disorders of the Body,” revealed, Falieri was tried for his crime and beheaded in
This event forms the subject of Byron’s
(1788.) He resided many years at Bath. Died in 1824. April, 1355.
He left an only son, the Rev. Thomas Falconer, born well-known drama “ Marino Faliero.” In the hall of the
in 1772; died in 1839.
Grand Council of Venice the portraits of the doges are
See notice of W. Falconer in the “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie” of placed, but instead of that of Falieri there is represented
Ersch und Gruber.
a ducal throne covered with a pall, with this inscription
Falconet, fU'ko'ni', (Andr£,) a distinguished French “ Here is the place of Marino Falieri, beheaded for his
physician, born at Roanne in 1611 or 1612. He was med- crimes.” He was about eighty years old.

who were

:

ical counsellor to the King of France, and the author of
a work on the treatment of scurvy. Died in 1691.
Falconet, (Camille,) a distinguished physician and
medical writer, son of Noel, noticed below, was born at
Lyons in 1671. He was a member of the Academy of
Inscriptions and Belles-Lettres, to which he contributed

See Marino Sanuto, “ Vite de’ Duchi de Venezia;” “ Nouvelle
Biographie Ger.erale ;” “ Biographie Universelle.”

Falieri or Faliero, (Vitale,) became Doge of Venice
about 1084. He increased the power and commercial
prosperity of the republic.
Died about 1096.
Faliero, fl-le-a'ro, (Angelo,) an eminent Venetian
senator, who persuaded his fellow-citizens to reject the
proposition made by the doge Pietro Ziani, in 1225, to

Died in Paris in 1762.
“La France Littdraire.”
remove the seat of government to Constantinople.
Falconet, (Etienne Maurice,) a distinguished
Faliero, (Ordelafo,) a Venetian general, who was
French sculptor, born at Paris in 1716, was a pupil of
elected doge in 1102.
In the same year he conducted a
Lemoine. His statue of Milo of Crotona opened to him
fleet to aid Baldwin I. and the Crusaders in the conquest
the Academy of Paris in 1745.
Having been invited by
of Palestine. He was killed at the siege of Zara in 1117.
the empress Catherine II., he went to Saint Petersburg
Falk, (Adalbert,) Dr., a German statesman, born
in 1 766, and spent about twelve years on a colossal bronze
in Silesia in 1827.
From 1872 to 1879 he was minister

several dissertations.
See Qu^rard,

equestrian statue of Peter the Great, which is his principal
in this capacity diminished the
work and is generally admired. He returned to France of public worship, and
in 1778.
He wrote a Commentary on the books of Pliny influence of the ecclesiastics.
Falk, (Johann Daniel,) a German litterateur and
which treat on sculpture and painting, and several treatHe founded at
philanthropist, born at Dantzic in 1770.
ises on art.
Died in Paris in 1791.
Weimar an institution for the education of destitute
See Cicognara, “ Storia della Scultura
L. Brightwell, “ By-

children. Among his works are “Men and Heroes,”
“Prometheus,” (1804.) Died in 1826.
Falconet, (Noel,) a noted physician and medical (1796,) and
Falk, (Johan Pehr,) a Swedish physician and diswriter, son of Andre, noticed above, was born at Lyons
in 1644.
He was appointed consulting physician to the tinguished botanist, bom in 1727. He was employed by
Linnaeus as tutor to his son, and became about 1765
king.
Died at Paris in 1734.
Falconetto, fil-ko-net'to, (Giovanni Antonio,) a professor of botany or pharmacy in Saint Petersburg.
painter of the Venetian school, born at Verona, flou- He wrote “ Memoirs on the Topography of the Russian
paths of Biography.”

Empire,”

rished about 1500.

(3 vols.,

1784-86.)

In a

fit

of hypochondria,

Falconetto, (Giovanni Maria,) an Italian architect, he killed himself in 1774.
brother of the preceding, born at Verona in 1458, built
Falkenstein, von, (Edward Vogel,) a German
the Rotunda of Padua, and other admired edifices in general, born in Silesia in 1797.
In 18U3 he was
that city.
His master-piece is the palace of Louis Cor- Prussian commander-in-chief in Schleswig, and he comnaro, his intimate friend, with whom he resided many manded an army in the war of 1866.
years.
Died in 1534.
Falkland, (Henry Lucius Cary,) third Viscount,
See Vasari, “Lives of the Painters,” etc.
a son of the second Lord Falkland, is represented as a
Fal-co'nI-a, (Proba,) a Latin poetess, who lived in young man of great promise. He wrote a play called
the latter part of the fourth century.
She composed a “The Marriage-Night,” (1664.) Died in 1663.
Falkland, (Lucius Cary,) second Viscount, eldest
poem upon the “Civil Wars of Rome,” which is lost,
and a “ Cento Virgilianus,” which is extant. The sub- son of Henry, Viscount Falkland, is supposed to have
ject of the latter is sacred history.
Falconieri, fil-ko-ne-a'ree, (Ottavio,)

antiquary, born at Florence in 1646 ; died in 1676.
Falcucci, fil-koot'chee, (NiccoL6,)or Nicholas of
Florence, a celebrated Italian physician, supposed to

have been born about 1350. His medical skill procured
Died in 1411.
for him the title of “the Divine.”
See Tiraboschi, “Storia
a, e, T, 6, u, y,

long;

della Letteratura Italiana.”

i, b , 6,

same, less prolonged;

at Burford, in the county of Oxford, in 1610.
studied at Dublin, and afterwards at Cambridge.
Possessing a good memory, great talents, and a passionate love of literature, he progressed so rapidly in the
study of the classics that, besides the Greek historians,
he had read all the Greek and Latin poets before he had
I11 1633, at the
arrived at the age of twenty-three.
death of his father, he became gentleman of the cham-
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an Italian
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ber of the king, and in 1639, although he was disappointed in the hope which had been held out to him of
a command in the army sent against the Scotch, he went
as a volunteer.
In 1640 Lord Falkland was chosen
member of Parliament, in which capacity he distinguished
himself by his efficiency. In the contest between Charles
I. and the people, he at first acted with the latter, and
favoured the prosecution of the Earl of Strafford ; but,
becoming convinced that the popular party were going
too far, he attached himself to the interests of the king,
to whom he afterwards adhered with exemplary fidelity,
and by whom he was appointed secretary of state. After
the battle of Edgehill, where the royal army was victorious,
Lord Falkland exposed himself to imminent danger in
saving the lives of his enemies who had laid down their
arms. He was killed at the battle of Newbury, on the
20th of September, 1643, where, having insisted on going
in the first rank of Lord Byron’s cavalry, he was shot at
the first charge his body was not found until the next
day.
He was the author of a work entitled “A Discourse
on the Infallibility of the Church of Rome,” and is supposed to have assisted Chillingworth in his “ History of
Protestantism.”
Macaulay,
See Clarendon, “ History of the Rebellion
“ History of England,” vol. v. Walpole, “Royal and Noble Au:

';•*

;

thors.”

Falkner, fauk'ner, (Thomas,) an English missionary,
born at Manchester, studied surgery in London and
Cadiz, where he was persuaded to become a Jesuit and
to go to South America.
He exercised his ministry in
the vice-royalty of Buenos Ayres and as far south as
the Rio de la Plata, where his great ability as a physician
and surgeon was very useful to him. After remaining
forty years in that country, he returned to England, where
he published a work in 1774, entitled “Descriptions of
Patagonia and the Adjoining Countries.” Died in 1780.
See Qlekakd, “La France Littdraire.”
Fallaro, 01 - 0 'ro, (Giacomo,) a painter of the Venetian school, flourished about 1530.
He is praised by
Vasari.
Fallati, 01 - 'tee, (Johann,) a German writer, of Italian extraction, born at Hamburg in 1809, published an
“Introduction to the Science of Statistics,” (1843,) and
other treatises.
Died in 1854.
Falle, faul or 01 (Philip,) born in the isle of Jersey
in 1655, was the author of a learned work entitled “An
Account of the Island of Jersey.” Died in 1742.
Fallet, fi'\ y, (Nicolas,) a French dramatist and poet,
born at Langres in 1753 ; died in 1801.
Falletti. See Faletti.
Fallmerayer, 01 'meh-rl'er. (Philipp Jacob,) a distinguished German linguist and historian, born in the
Tyrol in 1791. He performed several journeys to Palestine, Egypt, Greece, etc. Among his works are a “ History of the Morea in the Middle Ages,” (1830-36,) and
“ Fragments from the East,” (1845.) Died in April, 1862.
Falloppio, 01 -lop'pe-o, sometimes written Fallopio,
[Lat. Fallo'pius ; Fr. Fallope, fl'lop',] (Gabriello,) a
celebrated Italian surgeon and anatomist, born at Mddena
about 1523. He at first studied at Ferrara under Antonio
Musa Brasavola, and afterwards at Padua. About 1550
he became professor of surgery and anatomy at Padua,
where he succeeded Vesalius. He was the author of
several valuable anatomical works, of which only his
“Anatomical Observations” (1561) was published before
his death.
He was one of the three anatomists who,
according to Cuvier, restored, or rather created, the
science of anatomy in the sixteenth century.
Died at
Padua in 1562. He was an excellent teacher and a skilful
operator. He discovered or first described several parts
“ No one,’
of the human body which bear his name.
says Hallam, “had understood that delicate part of the
human structure, the organ of hearing, so well as Fallopius; though even he left much for others.” (“Introduction to the Literature of Europe.”)
See Nic£ron, “M^moires;” Eloy, “Dictionnaire de la Mdde-

0

,

cine.”

Falloux, de, deh ft'loo', (Fr£d£ric Alfred Pierre,)
Vicomte, a French statesman and able writer, born at
Angers in May, 181 1. He published a “ History of Louis
XVI.” in 1840, and favoured the formation of a republic
c as k; c as

s;
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in 1848.

He was

December
date he

minister of public instruction from
Since the latter

20, 1848, to October, 1849.
has not been in public office.

of the French Academy in 1857.
”
See “ Nouvelle Biographie Generate.

member

He

became a
Died in 1886.

FalTows, (Fearon,) born about 1790, became astronomer-royal at the Cape of Good Hope in 1821. Died
in 1831.

Falret, fll'rV, (Jean Pierre,) a French physician,
born in 1794, wrote on mental maladies.
Fals, 01 s, (Raymond,) a Swedish engraver of medals,
b&rn at Stockholm in 1658; died in 1703.
Falsen, 01 'sen, (Christian Magnus,) a Norwegian
historian and jurist, born near Christiania in 1782, wrote
a “ History of Norway under Harold Haarfager and his
Male Descendants.” Died in 1830.
Fctl'staf, Fas'tolff, or Falstolf, (Sir John,) a famous
English captain, born in Norfolk about 1377. He distinguished himself at the battle of Agincourt, (1415,) and
other actions in France. After the death of Henry V. he
was Governor of Anjou and Maine. Died in 1459.
Falster, ffl'ster, (Christian,) a Danish critic and
poet, born about 1690, lived at Flensburg. He produced
a number of satires, which were favourably received
also “Amcenitates Philologicae,” (3 vols., 1729-32,) and
other works. Died in 1752.
See Jens Hansen, “Programmata

II.

deVita

et

Rebus

gestis

C. Falsteri,” 1769-71.

Famin.fi'mlN', (Stanislas Marie C£sar,) a French
born at Marseilles in 1799. Among
which are highly commended, are “A History of the Invasion of Italy by the Saracens in the
Seventh, Eighth, Ninth, and Tenth Centuries,” (1843,)
and “Histoire monetaire du Portugal,” (in manuscript.)
Died in 1853.
historical writer,

his works,

See “Nouvelle Biographie

Gil ne rale.”

Fanachen.

See Achen.
Fancelli, fin-chel'lee, (Jacopo Antonio,) an Italian
sculptor, born at Rome about 1630.
Fancelli, (Pietro,) an eminent Italian historical
painter, born at Bologna in 1764; died in 1850.
See Massini, “Cenno biografico di P. Fancelli,” 1850.

Fan'court, (Samuel,) an English dissenting minister
of Salisbury, born about 1678, commenced in London the
first circulating library that was established in England.

Died

in 1768.

Henry,) a British general, born in 1778,
a brigade of cavalry at Talavera (1810) and
other battles in the Peninsula. He became commanderDied in 1840.
in-chief in India about 1835.
-nffi'lee, (Francesco,) an Italian advocate,
Fanelli,
“
born at Venice, wrote a History of Athens,” (1707.)
Fanelli, (Virgilio,) a Florentine sculptor, who died
at Toledo, in Spain, in 1678.
Faneuil, popularly pronounced fun'el, (Peter,) founder
of Faneuil Hall, Boston, was born in New Rochelle, New
York, in 1700. About 1740 he erected for the town, at his
own expense, the building which has since been famous
as the scene of the most memorable public meetings held

Fane,

(Sir

commanded

0

in

Boston.

Fang6,

Died in 1743.
fSN'zhi', (Augustin,) a

French Benedictine,
born near Verdun about 1720; died about 1791.
Fan'nin, (James W.,) Colonel, an officer in the
Texan war of independence, a native of North Carolina,
was one of the three hundred and fifty-seven massacred
at Goliad by order of Santa Anna, March 27, 1836.
Fan'ning, (David,) an American Tory and outlaw,
notorious for his daring exploits and for his barbarity,
was born in North Carolina about 1756. He became the
Died in 1825.
leader of a band during the Revolution.
Fan'nI-us, (Caius,) surnamed Strabo, a Roman
consul, during whose administration (161 B.c.) a law,
called from him “Lex Fannia,” was passed, to restrain
the luxury of the people.
Fannius, (Caius,) son of the preceding, and a friend
He was
of Scipio Africanus, was elected consul 122 B.c.
one of the most celebrated orators of his age.
Fannius, (Caius,) a Latin historian and orator, and
He commenced a work
a friend of Pliny the Younger.
entitled “ Exitus occisorum aut relegatorum a Nero,”
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but died after he had completed only three volumes. A
few fragments of his writings remain.
Fan'ni-us Ce'pi-o, one of a party who conspired
against the emperor Augustus ; but his design was detected, and he was put to death.
He forms the subject
of one of Martial’s epigrams.
Fan'ni-us Quad-ra'tus, a Latin poet, whose bust
and works were placed in the library founded by Augustus,
and who was the subject of the fourth satire of Horace.
Fano, da, dl fl'no, (Bartolommeo,) a painter of the
Roman school, born about 1460; died after 1534. His

and events which he witin 1173 and 1 174.
It was published about 1840.
Fantucci, fin-toot'chee, or Fantuzzi, fin-toot'see,
(Marco,) Count, an Italian litterateur and antiquary,
born at Ravenna in 1745. He published “Monuments
of Ravenna,” etc., (“ Monumenti Ravennati de’ Secoli
di mezzo,” 6 vols., 1801-04,) and “ On Honest People,”
(“De Gente honesta.”) Died in 1806.
Fantuzzi, fin-toot'see, a family of Bologna, which
produced several distinguished writers. Giovanni Battista published a work on the Peripatetic Philosophy
verse, a history of the wars

nessed

in 1536.
Giovanni Fantuzzi, born at Bologna, lived
son Pompeo was a painter.
Fanoli, fi'no-lee, (Michele,) an Italian painter and about 1780. He contributed much to the literature of
Bologna by his work entitled “ Notices of the Bolognese
lithographer, born near Venice in 1807.
Fansaga, fln-sl'gl, (Cosimo,) an Italian architect Authors,” (“ Notizie degli Scrittori Bolognesi,” 9 vols.
fob, 1781-94.)
and sculptor, born in 1591 died at Naples in 1678.
Fantuzzi, fin-toot'see, (Antonio,) sometimes called
Fan'shawe, (Anne Harrison,) wife of Sir Richard
Fanshawe, noticed below, was born in 1625. She was Antonio da Trento, an Italian painter and skilful endistinguished for her talents and accomplishments, and graver, born at Trent, worked at Fontainebleau with
Died about 1550.
Primaticcio.
left interesting autobiographic “ Memoirs,” (1C29.) Died
;

SeeTicozzi, “ Dizionario.”

in 1680.
See “ Edinburgh Review” for October, 1829.

Fanucci, fl-noot'chee, (Giovanni Battista,) an

Fanshawe, (Catherine,)

a literary English lady
She associated with Scott,
of the nineteenth century.
Southey, Joanna Baillie, and other authors, and wrote
verses, among which is an enigma on the letter H.
Fanshawe or Fanshaw, ( Sir Richard, ) an English diplomatist and poet, born in Hertfordshire in 1608,
studied at Cambridge. He was sent as minister-resident
At the commenceto the court of Spain by Charles I.
ment of the revolution he joined the king’s party, and
was taken prisoner in 1651 at the battle of Worcester,
and detained in confinement for several years. After
the restoration he was made privy councillor for Ireland,
then envoy extraordinary, and afterwards ambassador to
Portugal, where he negotiated the marriage of Charles
In 1664 he was sent
II. with the princess Catherine.
Notas ambassador to Spain, where he died in 1666.
withstanding the cares of office and the troubles of that
He
period, Fanshawe found time for literary pursuits.
was the author of several translations into English poetry,
“
among which were the Pastor Fido” of Guarini, and the
“ Lusiad” of Camoens.

Ital-

ian historian, born at Pisa in 1756, wrote a “ History of
the Three Great Maritime Nations of Italy, the VeneDied
tians, Genoese, and Pisans,” (4 vols., 1817-22.)
in 1834.

Fanzoni, fln-zo'nee, or Fenzoni, fSn-zo'nee, (Ferrau,) called also Ferrau da Faenza, a skilful painter
of the Bolognese school, was born at Faenza in 1562;
died in 1645.
See Lanzi, “ History of Painting in Italy.”

Fa

Presto. See Giordano, (Luca.)
Far'a-day, (Michael,) F.R.S., an English chemist
and natural philosopher of great eminence, was born at
Newington, in the county of Surrey, in 1791. He was
the son of a blacksmith, by whom he was apprenticed
His
to a bookbinder and stationer at an early age.
education, consequently, was not very liberal. During
his apprenticeship he employed his leisure time in the
construction of an electric machine and other apparatus.
Having attended four lectures on chemistry delivered
by Sir H. Davy, and taken notes of them, he wrote a
letter to that great chemist, enclosing a copy of the notes,
“ Westminster Review” for Octo- and soliciting his patronage in order to obtain scientific
See “ Biographia Britannica
ber, 1829.
employment. This occurred in December, 1812. In 1813,
Fant, flnt, (Erik Michael,) a Swedish historian, born by the influence of Davy, he obtained the position of
He became professor of his- assistant in the laboratory of the Royal Institution. In
in Sudermanland in 1754.
tory at Upsal in 1781, and made a collection of materials the same year he accompanied Sir H. Davy in a journey
He commenced a work entitled on the continent. The celebrity of Faraday is chiefly
for Swedish history.
“Mediaeval Writers of Swedish History,” (“Scriptores founded on his discoveries in electricity and electroRerum Suecicarum Medii Aivi,”) the first volume of magnetism. He discovered the rotation of a magnet on
which was published in 1818. Died in 1817.
itself produced by an electric current properly directed.
Fantetti, fln-tet'tee, (Cesare,) a Florentine engraver, As Ampere had made magnets by electricity, so Faraday
born about 1660, engraved, at Rome, thirty-seven of produced electrical phenomena by magnets. He is conRaphael’s subjects from the Bible.
sidered as the founder of the science of magneto-elecFantin des Odoards, f&N'tiv' dl'zo'do'iR', (An- tricity. In 1831 he commenced a series of memoirs on
toine Etienne Nicolas,) a French historian, born these subjects, which appeared first in the “ Philosophical
Among his works is a Transactions,” and have since been collected in three
at Pont-de-Beauvoisin in 1738.
“ History of the French Revolution,” (6th edition, 1817.) volumes, entitled “ Experimental Researches in ElecHe received the Rumford
Died in 1820.
tricity,” (1839-1844-1855.)
See “Nouvelle Biographie Gen^rale.”
medal and royal medal in 1846 for his discovery of diaFantoni, fln-to'nee, (Giovanni,) an Italian physician, magnetism. Among the results of his chemical experison of Giovanni Battista, noticed below, born at Turin ments are the condensation into a solid form of carbonic
He was professor of anatomy in his native city, acid gas and other gases, and the production of excellent
in 1675.
and wrote many anatomical works, which are remarkable optical glass. His researches and writings have contributed to establish the theory that electricity, caloric, and
for their pure and elegant Latin style.
Died in 1758.
Fantoni, (Giovanni,) an eminent Italian lyric poet, light are modifications of the same power or principle
born at Fivizzano, Tuscany, in 1755. He was a man of and are convertible into each other. These speculations
unstable character, and was successively a monk, a cap- conducted him to the surprising discovery of the action
tain in the French army, and professor of eloquence at of electricity on light.
From 1827 until his death, Faraday delivered annual
Pisa.
He produced “ Horatian and Anacreontic Odes,”
(“Odi Oraziane ed Anacreontiche,” 1785,) and other lectures on chemistry, etc. at the Royal Institution, in
which he was appointed professor of chemistry in 1835.
works. Died in 1807.
were rendered very attractive and popular
See “Autobiographic Memoirs,” prefixed to an edition of his His lectures
Poems, 3 vols., 1823; Tipaldo, “Biografia degli Italiani illustri,” by his graceful elocution and his admirable tact as an
vol.

i. ;

“Nouvelle Biographie Gdndrale.”

Fantoni, (Giovanni Battista,) a medical writer,
born in Piedmont in 1654, became professor of medicine
Died in 1692.
at Turin.
Fantosme, fan'tom, ? (Jordan,) a poet and historian,
He wrote, in
England
in the twelfth century.
lived in
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experimenter, joined with his genius as an interpreter
“Nothing,” says Professor de la Rive, “can
of nature.
give a notion of the charm which he imparted to these
improvised lectures, in which he knew how to combine
animated and often eloquent language with a judgment
and art in his experiments which added to the clearness
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and elegance of his exposition. He exerted an actual confession of faith and plan of ecclesiastical discipline
and when, after having drawn up by Calvin in 1537. The following year, howfascination upon his auditors
initiated them into the mysteries of science, he terminated ever, they were compelled to leave Geneva, and Farel
his lecture, as he was in the habit of doing, by rising repaired to Neufchatel, where he organized a church.
He died in 1565, leaving a number of
into regions far above matter, space, and time, the emo- (See Calvin.)
He was more eminent as a preacher
tion which he experienced did not fail to communicate religious works.
itself to those who listened to him, and their enthusiasm than as a writer.
See D. Ancillon, “Vie de G. Farel,” 1691; Choupakt, “Hishad no longer any bounds.
“Faraday was, in fact, thoroughly religious; and it toire de Guillaume Farel;” Von Kirchhofer, “Das Leben W.
Farels,” Zurich, 1831; C. Schmidt, “Fhudes sur Farel,” 1834;
not
imperfect
sketch
life
which
did
very
of
his
would be a
Rev. William M. Blackburn, “William Farel and the Story of
insist upon this peculiar feature which characterized him. the Swiss Reform,” Philadelphia, 1865; Bayle, “Historical and
His Christian convictions occupied a great place in the Critical Dictionary;” Haag, “La France protestante G. Goguel,
whole of his being; and he showed their power and sin- “Vie de G. Farel R^formateur,” 1841.
It
Farelli, ffi-rel'lee, (Giacomo,) a painter of the Neacerity by the conformity of his life to his principles.
was not in arguments derived from science that he sought politan school, born in 1624; died in 1706.
Faret, ft'ri', (NICOLAS,) a French litterateur born at
the evidences of his faith. He found them in the revealed
He was one of the first
truths at which he saw that the human mind could not Bourg-en-Bresse about 1600.
arrive by itself alone, even though they are in such great members of the French Academy, and author of several
“
taught
nature
with
that
which
is
by
the
study
of
works
in
prose
and
verse.
He
had,” says Pelisson,
harmony
and the marvels of creation. Faraday had long and “much purity and neatness in style, and much genius
justly perceived that scientific data, so movable and for language and eloquence.”
Died in 1646.
variable, cannot suffice to give to man a solid and imSee Pelisson, “Histoire de l’Acaddmie.”
pregnable basis for his religious convictions but he at the
Fa'rey, (John,) an English geologist and surveyor,
same time showed by his example that the best answer born at Woburn in 1766. He wrote a “General View
which the man of science can give to those who assert of the Agriculture and Minerals of Derbyshire,” (2 vols.,
that the progress of science is incompatible with these 1811.)
Died in 1826.
”
convictions, is to say to them, And yet I am a Christian.’
Farey, (John,) an English civil engineer and draughtsReport
of
the
Smithsonian
Institution”
(See “Annual
man, son of the preceding, was born at Lambeth in 1791.
for 1867, pp. 227-245.) He was one of the eight foreign He received a gold medal for the invention of a machine
members of the Academy of Sciences of Paris, an honour for drawing ellipses. Died in 1851.
reserved exclusively for savants of the highest rank and
Farge. See La Farge, (Madame.)
English and foreign writers concur in ascribing
merit.
Faria, de, d& fl-ree'l, (Manoel Severim,) a Portuto him an honourable character, free from jealousy, and guese antiquary and theologian, born at Lisbon in 1581
animated with a disinterested love of science. Among or 1582, was the author of some able historical and
his later works is “Experimental Researches in Chem- political works, among which are “ The Lives of Joao de
Died in August, 1867.
istry and Physics,” (1859.)
Barros and Luiz de Camoens,” (1624,) and “Noticiasde
See John Tyndall, “ M. Faraday as a Discoverer,” 1868 “Quar- Portugal,” (1655.)
Died in 1655.
terly Review” for December, 1846; “British Quarterly Review” for
Faria, de, (Thom£,) a Portuguese Carmelite, born at
April, 1868.
;
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Lisbon,

made a

translation of the “ Lusiad” of

Camoens

Faraj or Faradj, flr'aj, written also Farage and Ferinto Latin poetry, which has been much admired for its
became Sultan of Egypt about 1399. His army was
elegance and purity. Died in 1628.
defeated by Taimoor near Haleb (Aleppo) in 1400. He
Faria y Souza, (or Sousa,) de, d& fl-ree'i e so'zfi,
was assassinated at Damascus in 1412.
(Manoel,) a distinguished Portuguese historian and
Farcy, flR'se', (Franqois Charles,) a French writer,
poet, born at Pombeiro or Souto in 1590.
He became
born in Paris in 1792, was chief editor of the “Journal
secretary of the Spanish embassy at Rome about 1630,
des Artistes” from 1827 to 1835.
and returned to Spain in 1634, after which he resided at
Farcy, (Jean Georges,) a French poet and proseMadrid. His histories are written in the Spanish language.
writer, born in 1800, was a friend of M. Cousin, who
Among his numerous works are a “Commentary on the
dedicated to him his translation of the laws of Plato. He
Lusiad of Camoens,” (2 vols., 1639,) “Asia Portuguesa,”
left a volume of melanges in prose and verse, which are
3 vols., 1666, a History of Portugal to 1557, ( “ La Euhighly commended. He was killed in Paris, fighting for
ropa Portuguesa,” 3vols., 1667,) and “Various Poems,”
ruj,

)

(

the popular cause, in July, 1830.
See Sainte-Beuve, “ Critiques et Portraits

littdraires.”

Fardella, TaR-del'ld, (Giovanni Battista,) an Italian
died in 1836.
general, born in 1762
Fardella, ( Michelangelo, an Italian philosopher,
professor of theology and geometry at Rome, and of
astronomy and medicine at Padua, was born at Trapani,
in Sicily, in 1650.
He left some valuable mathematical
and philosophical works. Died in 1718.
Manciiso, “ Elogio del Cavaliere M.
See Nic£ron, “ IVMmoires
;

or “ Fuente de Aganippe.” As a poet, he belongs to the
school of Gongora. Died in 1649.
See his life, in Portuguese, by F. Moreno Porcel, 1733; Longfellow, “Poets and Poetry of Europe;” N. Antonio, “Bibliotheca
Hispana Nova;” “Nouvelle Biographie Generate.

)

Fardella,” 1839; “Nouvelle Biographic Gdndrale.”

Far'dulf or Far-dul'fus, a favourite of Desiderius,
the last king of the Lombards, was appointed by Charlemagne abbot of Saint-Denis in 790.
Fare, de

la,

deh

It flR,

(Charles Auguste,) Mar-

quis, a French soldier and writer, born in Ardeche in
1644, was the author of a work entitled “ Memoirs of
the Principal Events of the Reign of Louis XIV.” Died
in 1712.

Farel, ft'rgl', (Guillaume,) one of the most distinguished Protestant Reformers in France, was born near
Gap in 1489. He studied in Paris under Lefevre d’lstaples, and in 1524 publicly maintained at Bale a number
of theses on controverted points. He afterwards visited
successively the principal towns of Switzerland, where
his impetuous and fervent eloquence made numerous

Farina.
Farina,

See

La Farina.

Tuscan sculptor, who
flourished about 1600, and worked in porphyry.
Farinacci, fl-re-nit'chee, or Farinaccio, fl-re-nit'cho, (Prospero,) an Italian lawyer, celebrated for his
talents and his vices, was born at Rome in 1544 or 1554.
Died in 1618. His numerous legal writings were collected and published at Antwerp in 1620.
See Taisand, “ Vies des plus celebres Jurisconsultes.”
fi-ree'ni, (Fabrizio,) a

Farinato, fS-re-ni'to, (Orazio,) a skilful painter and
engraver, born at Verona about 1500.

Farinato, (Paolo,) an eminent

Italian painter, son

of the preceding, born at Verona about 1525, was a
pupil or imitator of Titian and Giorgione.
He painted
in oil and fresco, and excelled in design.
Among his
best works is “The Miracle of the Loaves and Fishes.”

Died

in 1606.
See Lanzi, “History of Painting in Italy.”

Farinelli, fi-re-nel'lee, (Carlo,) a celebrated Italian
soprano singer, whose proper name was Carlo Broschi,
was born at Naples in 1705. He was a pupil of Porpora.
converts to the Protestant cause. He was chiefly instru- He performed with great applause in London in 1734
mental in establishing the Reformed religion at Geneva and 1735. About 1737, invited by the Queen of Spain,
about 1532; and through his influence Calvin was in- he went to Madrid, in order to soothe the nervous
duced to remain in that city. Farel had a share in the agitation or melancholy spirit of King Philip V. He
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succeeded in this effort, and became the favourite attendFarnese, faR-na'si, (Alessandro,) an Italian diploant and adviser of the king.
It is said that he never matist, born in 1520, was a grandson of Pope Paul III.
abused his great influence at court, and that he gave a He became Bishop of Parma, and was employed by Paul
good example of integrity and benevolence. He enjoyed III. in missions to France and Germany. Died in 1589.
equal favour with Philip’s successor, Ferdinand VI. Died
Farnese, far-neez', [It. pron. faR-na'si; Lat. Farne'at Bologna in 1782.
sius,] (Alexander,) Duke of Parma, a celebrated genSee Giovenale Sacchi, “Vita di Carlo Broschi detti Farinelli,’’ eral, born in 1546, was a nephew of Philip II. of Spain, and
1784; F£tis, “Biographie Universelle des Musiciens.”
the eldest son of Ottavio Farnese and Margaret of Austria.
Far'ing-don or Far'in-dpn, (Anthony,) an elo- In 1565 he married Mary, niece of King John of Portugal.
quent preacher of the Anglican Church, born at Sunning, When his mother was made Regent of Flanders, he acBerkshire, in 1596.
He became vicar of Bray in 1634, companied her to that country ; he afterwards fought
was ejected during the rebellion, and was subsequently under Don John of Austria, and distinguished himself
pastor of Saint Mary Magdalene, London. He published by his great courage and presence of mind, particularly
a volume of Sermons, (1647,) which are highly esteemed. at the naval battle of Lepanto, (1571.) Upon the death
Died in 1658.
of Don John, (1578,) Farnese was invested with the govFar'ing-tpn, (George,) an English painter, born in ernment of the Low Countries, where he gained many
Lancashire in 1754, was a pupil of West. Died in India important victories. He was appointed to the command
in 1788.
His brother Joseph, a landscape-painter, died of the Invincible Armada in 1588 but, being shut up in
in 1818.
Antwerp by the Dutch fleet, he was unable to take any
Faiini, fi-ree'nee, (Carlo Luigi,) a popular Italian part in the action which resulted so disastrously to Spain.
statesman, historian, and orator, born at Russi, in the During the civil war in France he marched against
Roman States, in October, 1822. He studied medicine, Henry IV. and compelled him to raise the siege of Paris,
and wrote several medical treatises. About 1842 he was (1590.) After this he successfully opposed, at the same
proscribed for his political opinions, (which, however, time, two of the greatest generals of that period, Henry
were moderate rather than radical,) and went into exile. IV. of France, and Maurice of Nassau. He received a
He was elected a member of Parliament for Faenza in wound in December, 1592, of which he died in Arras at
While in the midst of his mili1848, and was minister of public instruction in Piedmont the age of forty-seven.
about nine months in 1850. In 1859 he was dictator tary career, upon receiving information of the death of
at Modena after the expulsion of the duke.
He was his father, he asked permission of Philip II. to return to
minister of commerce in the last cabinet of Cavour, and Italy, in order to take possession of his dukedom ; but, as
president of the council (prime minister) from December, his services were invaluable to that monarch, his request
1862, to March 24, 1863, when he resigned on account was not granted, so that he never entered his provinces
of ill health. His chief works are “II Stato Romano,” after he became their sovereign. “ He possessed,” says
(a History of Rome from 1815 to 1850,) and a continua- Motley, comparing him with Don John of Austria, “far
tion of Botta’s “ History of Italy.”
Died in 1866. The greater power for governing men, whether in camp or
Hon. W. E. Gladstone published a translation of his “ II cabinet.
Cool, incisive, fearless, artful, he united
Stato Romano,” in 2 vols., (1851.)
the unscrupulous audacity of a condottiere with the wily
See “ Quarterly Review” for January, 1852 “ Edinburgh Review” patience of a Jesuit.”
for April, 1852.
See Motley, “Rise of the Dutch Republic,” part vi. chaps, Strada, “De Bello
Farini, ( Giovanni, ) an Italian mathematician, born vii. De Thou, “Historia sui Temporis
Belgico;” G. Dondini, “De Rebus in Gallia gestis ab Alexandra
near Ravenna in 1778; died in 1822.
Farnesio,” 1671.
Farjat, fiR'zhi', (BenoJt,) a French engraver, born
Farnese, (Odoardo,) a son of Ranuccio, noticed beat Lyons in 1646, worked in Rome.
Among his best low, succeeded him in authority in 1622. He took part
works are the “ Baptism of Jesus Christ,” and the “ Com- with France in a war against Spain, and afterwards fought
munion of Saint Jerome.”
against Pope Urban VIII.
He died in 1646, and was
Farlati, faR-li'tee, (Daniele,) an Italian monk and succeeded by his son, Ranuccio II., who was born about
historian, born at Friuli in 1690; died in 1773.
from
until
and
reigned
Francesco suc1646
1630
1694.
Far'mer, (Hugh,) an eminent English dissenting ceeded his father, Ranuccio II. on the death of this
minister and eloquent preacher, was born near Shrews- prince, in
1727, his brother Antonio followed him as the
bury in 1714. He preached in London, and published, eighth Duke of Parma and Piacenza. Diedini73i. Anbesides other works, a “Treatise on Miracles,” (1771,) tonio was the last of the family of Farnese who occupied
an “Essay on the Demoniacs of the New Testament,” the ducal throne.
(1775,) and “Worship of Human Spirits in the Ancient
Farnese, (Ottavio,) a son of Pietro Luigi, noticed
Heathen Nations,” (1783.) Died in 1787.
He married Margaret of
below, was born about 1520.
See Michael Dodson, “Life of H. Farmer,” 1804.
Austria, natural daughter of Charles V., and became the
and
Piacenza
second
Duke
of
Parma
upon the death of
Far'mer, (John,) an American genealogist, bom in
Chelmsford, Massachusetts, in 1789. He published a his father. He appears to have governed with as much
“ Genealogical Register of the First Settlers of New mildness and discretion as his father did with despotism.
Died in 1586.
England,” (1829.) Died in 1838.
Farnese, (Pietro Luigi,) was created first Duke of
Farmer, (Richard,) a learned and ingenious English
author and critic, born at Leicester in 1735. His prin- Parma and Piacenza in 1545 by his father, Pope Paul
;

.

.

.

;

i

;

;

cipal work was his “ Essay upon the Learning of Shakspeare,” (1766,) in which he maintains that Shakspeare
derived his knowledge of classic authors from translations.
He became prebendary of Canterbury in 1782,
and canon of Saint Paul’s in 1788. Died in 1797.

See Nichols, “Literary Anecdotes of the Eighteenth Century.”

He was notorious for his vices and tyranny. He
was assassinated in 1547.
See Sismondi, “Histoiredes Rdpubliques Italiennes;” Pompeo

III.

Litta, “Vitadi Pier Luigi Farnese,”

Farnese,

Ranuccio,

1821.

a son of Alexander, the celebrated Duke of Parma, noticed above, was born in 1569,
and began to reign in 1592. He was notorious for tyranny
(

)

Far'na-by or Far'na-bie, (Thomas,) a grammarian, and cruelty. Died in 1622.
born in London about 1575, obtained a high reputation
Farnesius. See Farnese, (Alexander.)
and great success as a teacher, and was the author of
Farnes'worth or Farne'worth, (Ellis,) an Eng-

several critical and grammatical works.
Died in 1647.
According to Anthony Wood, “he was the chief grammarian, poet, Latinist, and Grecian of his time, and his
school was so much frequented that more churchmen
and statesmen issued thence than from any school taught

by one man in England.”
See Wood, “Atheme Oxonienses.”
Farn'bpr-ough, (Charles Long,) Lord, an English
politician, born in 1761, became postmaster-general.
He was a friend of William Pitt. Died in 1838.
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eighteenth century, born in Derbyshire.
translated into English, from the Italian, Davila’s
“History of the Civil Wars in France,” and the works
of Machiavel. Died in 1763.
lish divine of the

He

Farn'ham, (Eliza W.,) (originally Miss Woodson,)
an American authoress and philanthropist, born in RensIn 1836 she was marselaerville, New York, in 1815.
She was
ried to Thomas J. Farnham, noticed below.
for four years matron of the female department of the
State prison at Sing Sing, and was highly successful in
short;
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her efforts to govern by kindness. She published “Life
in Prairie-Land,” “California Indoors and Out,” and
“My Early Days.” She died in 1864.

Farnham, (Thomas

an American traveller and
“Travels in
Oregon Territory,” (1842,) and “Travels in California
and Scenes in the Pacific,” (1845.) Died in California
writer,

born

J.,)

Vermont

in

in 1804, published

in 1848.

Farochon, ft'ro'shiN', (Jean Baptiste Eugene,) a
French statuary and engraver of medals, born in Paris
in 1807.

Farquhar,

far'kar,

(George,) a distinguished dra-

matic writer, born at Londonderry, in Ireland, in 1678,
was educated at the University of Dublin, and after-

wards settled
ductions were

in

London.

Among

“Love and a

his principal proBottle,” (1698,) “Twin

Rivals,” (1703,) and “The Beaux Stratagem,” (1707.)
in London in 1707.
See a notice of his life, by Leigh Hunt, prefixed to Farquhar’s
Works, 1849; “Lives of the British Dramatists,” by Campbell,

Died

Leigh Hunt,

etc.

Farr, (Samuel,) an English physician, born at Taunton in 1741. He wrote, besides other works, “Elements
of Medical Jurisprudence,” (1788.) Died in 1795.
Farr, (William,) M.D., F.R.S., an English writer on
statistics and public health, born at Kenley, in Shropshire, in 1807.
He promoted sanitary reform by a
number of works, among which are “ Vital Statistics,”
and “ Statistical Nosology.” Died in 1883.
Far' ra-gut, (David Glas'coe,) a celebrated American admiral, born near Knoxville, Tennessee, on the
5th of July, 1801.
His father was a Spaniard, a native
of Minorca, who fought for the United States in the
Revolution and attained the rank of major. He entered
the navy in 1812, became a lieutenant in 1821, and was
assigned to duty at Norfolk navy-yard in 1824.
He
remained there until 1833, and married Virginia Loyall,
of Norfolk. In 1841 he received a commission as commander. Besides being well versed in naval science,
he spoke fluently, it is said, several modern languages.
He was appointed commander of the navy-yard at Mare
Island, California, about 1854, and obtained the rank of
captain in 1855. In April, 1861, he went to Washington
and offered his services to fight for the Union; but the
government had no ship for him to command, as Toucey,
the late secretary of the navy, had scattered the navy
over distant parts of the world. He was employed for
some time as a member of the naval retiring board.
In January, 1862, the government fitted out for the
capture of New Orleans an armament, of which Farra-

gut was appointed commander. He sailed from Hampton Roads about the 3d of February to Ship Island,
which was used as a rendezvous. The expedition was
accompanied by a land-army under General B. F. Butler.
New Orleans was defended against attacks from
the Gulf by Fort Jackson and Fort Saint Philip, about
seventy miles below the city, and by many gunboats
and steam-rams. On the 18th of April, Farragut, who
had selected the Hartford as his flag-ship, and whose
fleet consisted of wooden steamers and bomb-vessels
or mortar-boats, began to bombard Fort Jackson. The
sides of some of his vessels were protected by an armour
of heavy chain cables. He bombarded the fort for six
days without success, and then resolved to try the perilous experiment of running past the forts in the darkness.
Before daylight on the 24th, his fleet advanced in two
columns, one of which was composed of the Hartford,
Brooklyn, Richmond, Scioto, Iroquois, Itasca, etc. ; the
other of the Cayuga, Pensacola, Mississippi, and five
others.
A grand and terrific spectacle was then exhibited when the guns of both the forts opened on the

most awful sights and events I ever saw or expect to
experience. The smoke was so dense that it was only
now and then you could see any thing but the flash of
the cannon and the fire-ships or rafts, one of which was
pushed down upon us (the Hartford) by the ram Manassas, and in my effort to avoid it ran the ship on shore, and
then the fire-raft was pushed alongside, and in a moment
But,
the ship was one blaze all along the port side.
thanks to the good organization of the fire-department
by Lieutenant Thornton, the flames were extinguished,
and at the same time we backed off and got clear of the
raft.”
(Letter to G. V. Fox, dated April 27, 1862.) He
moved up to New Orleans, which, being entirely indefensible against the guns of the fleet, was evacuated by
According to the “ Rebellion Record”
the rebel army.
and other authorities, the city surrendered on the 25th ;
but Farragut, in the letter just cited, says, “I demanded
His
the surrender of the city yesterday of the mayor.
reply was that the city was under martial law, and he
would consult General Lovell. His lordship said he
would surrender nothing, but at the same time he would
The capretire and leave the mayor unembarrassed.”
ture of New Orleans was one of the most important
victories of the war.
Farragut was promoted to the rank of rear-admiral in
July, 1862, having previously obtained command of the
Western Gulf blockading squadron. About the end of
June he attacked the batteries at Vicksburg, which were
found to be impregnable to an attack on the river-front.
Having been ordered to co-operate with General Grant
against Vicksburg, he attempted, in March, 1863, to pass
the batteries of Port Hudson. The Hartford and Albatross, which were lashed together, succeeded, after a
desperate contest; but the Richmond and others were
His next great
disabled, and dropped down the river.
enterprise was directed against the defences of Mobile,
desired
to
close against
which
the
government
port
of
the
the ingress of blockade-runners. The entrance to Mobile
Bay was defended by Fort Morgan and Fort Gaines, and
the insurgents had in the bay a powerful iron-clad ram,
Cocalled the Tennessee, besides three gunboats.
operating with a land-army under Generals Canby and
Granger, the fleet of Farragut, consisting of fourteen
wooden steamers and gunboats and four iron-clad monitors, passed Fort Morgan on the 5th of August, 1864,
and entered the bay. The admiral lashed himself near
the maintop of the Hartford, (according to one account,)
in order that he might be able to overlook the whole
scene. He states in his report that he “ had an elevated
position in the main rigging, near the top.” In the early
part of the action the monitor Tecumseh was sunk by
a torpedo. Just after his fleet passed the forts, it encountered the Tennessee; and “then began,” says Farragut, “ one of the fiercest naval combats on record.
The monitors, and such of the wooden vessels as I thought
best adapted for the purpose, were immediately ordered
to attack the ram, not only with their guns, but bows on
The Tennessee was “sore beset,” and
at full speed.”
never fired a gun from the time the Hartford struck her
few days after this victory the
until her surrender.

A

forces took Fort Gaines and Fort Morgan, with
their garrisons, and rendered the access of blockadeThe Congress which
runners to Mobile impossible.
met in December, 1864, recognized the obligations of
Farragut
country
to
by
creating
for him the grade of
the
vice-admiral. His character is described by the “United
States Service Magazine” for January, 1865, in the following terms: “The stainless honour, the straightforward frankness, the vivacity of manner and conversation,
the gentleness, the flow of good humour, the cheerful,
ever-buoyant spirit of the true man, these will be added

Union

—

which was also assailed by the iron-clad ram
Manassas, and by a number of gun-boats and fire-rafts

Union

to the complete education, the thorough seamanship, the
devotion to duty, and, lastly, the restless energy, the disdain of obstacles, the impatience of delay or hesitation,
the disregard of danger, that stand forth in such prominence in the portrait, deeply engraven on the loyal Ameriwas promoted
can heart, of the Great Admiral.”
to the rank of admiral July 25, 1866, and thus became
the officer of highest rank in the United States navy.
Died in 1870.
See
T. Headley, “ Farragut and our Naval Commanders.’

fleet,

rushing

down

the river.

Of the seventeen Union

vessels

engaged in this action, thirteen passed the forts safely,
and sunk cr burned the fleet of the enemy, including
the Manassas. Farragut lost in this battle, which lasted
about one hour and a half, 36 killed and 135 wounded.

He

Captain Craven, of the Brooklyn, silenced Fort Saint
Philip as he passed it.
“The passing of the forts Jackson and Saint Philip,” says Farragut, “ was one of the
|
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FAR RANT

Far'rant, (Richard,) an English composer of church
music, was a gentleman of the Chapel Royal. His anthems are regarded as master-pieces. Died about 1585.

Farrar, (Frederic William,) an English author
and preacher, was born at Bombay in 1831. After being
an assistant master at Harrow School under Dr. Vaughan
became head master of Marlborough College. In 1876
he became canon of Westminister, and in 1883 archdeacon

He

a popular preacher.
Among
his works we may mention the “ Life of Christ,” “ Life of
“
Eternal Hope,” a volume of sermons.
St. Paul,” and

of Westminister.

is

Farre, (Arthur,) a
born in 181

distinguished English physician,

1.

Farren, (Eliza,) a popular English actress, and
Countess of Derby, born in 1759, was the daughter of a
surgeon of Cork. She performed with great applause at
In 1797 she was
the theatres of Liverpool and London.
married to Lord Derby. Died in 1829.
Farsetti, (Giuseppe Tommaso,) a writer of noble
Italian family, collected from the poets of his time a large
number of poems in Latin and Italian of great taste and

Died about 1775.
Farsetti, (Filippo,) an Italian antiquary, born at
Venice in 1705; died in 1774.
Farulli, fi-rooFlee, (Giorgio Angelo,) a voluminous
Italian historical writer; died at Florence in 1728.
Farwharson, far'h war-son, a Scottish mathematician,
whom Peter the Great, when he visited England in 1698,
induced to return with him to Moscow. In 1701 he
founded in that city the first Russian school of marine,
and in 1716 became professor of mathematics at Saint
Petersburg. Farwharson is said to have been the first to
introduce the Arabic figures into Russia. Died in 1739.
Fasch, fish, (Augustin Heinrich,) a German medical writer, born in Thuringia in 1639 ; died in 1690.
Fasch, (Karl Friedrich Christian,) a German
musical composer, born at Zerbst, in Anhalt-Dessau, in
His “Kyrie and Gloria” for sixteen voices is
1736.
esteemed one of the most exquisite productions of its
kind.
Fasch was the founder of the Academy of Singing at Berlin, ( Berliner Singakademie.) Died in 1800.
elegance.

See

Karl

Fasch

F.

Zelter, “Biographie von C. F. Fasch,”

Faesch,

Fitimah,

fi'te-mah, [Fr. Fathime, ff'tim'; Ger.
written also Fathimet, the only
daughter of Mohammed, was born at Mecca before her
father assumed the character of a religious teacher.
While still very young, she was married to her cousin
Alee, who was surnamed the “Lion of God.” Fatimah
died about six months after her father.

Fatime, fl-tee'meh,

fish,

]

See Aboolfeda, “Vie de Mahomet.”

Fatime.

See Fatimah.

Fatimides

or Fatimiden. See Fatimites.
Fat'I-mites, sing. Fat'I-mite, [Fr. pron. ff'te'mJt';
Ger. Fatimiden, fl-te-mee'den ; Lat. Fatim'id/e or
Fatimi'T/E,] the name of a celebrated Moslem dynasty,
the rulers of which claimed to be descended froth Fatimah, the daughter of Mohammed. The Fatimite caliphs
ruled in Egypt about two hundred years, that is, from
about 970 to 1170. The founder of this dynasty was
the Sheeite Al-Mahdee-Aboo-Mohammed Obeydallah,
(often called simply Obeydallah,) who about 910 overthrew the dynasty of the Benee-Aghlab (the seat of
whose power was at Tunis) and conquered a large part
of Eastern Africa. He died in 934. One of his descendants, Moez or Mooiz, nearly forty years later, subdued
Egypt and Western Africa, and established his throne
Al-Adhed, the fourteenth and last caliph of
at Cairo.
this dynasty, was dethroned by the celebrated Saladin
(Sala-ed-Deen) the Aiyoobite. From Al-Mahdee’s name
of Obeydallah his successors are often called Obeydites.
Fatio (or Faccio) de Duillers, fl'te-o (or flt'cho)
de dwee'yl, (Nicolas,) a celebrated mathematician, astronomer, and religious enthusiast, was born at Bale in
1664. He became a Fellow of the Royal Society of London in 1688. Among his discoveries were a method for
forming glasses for telescopes, one for measuring the
velocity of vessels, and one for the perfect regulation of
watches. He was the author of numerous mathematical
works. Died in England in 1753. He pretended to be

—

able to work miracles.
See S£nebier, “ Histoire

Fatouville, de, deh
writer of

Normandy,

Fattore,

1801.

(Sebastian,) a Swiss antiquary, born at Bale in 1647; died in 1712.
Fascitelli, fi-she-tel'lee, (Onorio,) a Latin poet,
born at Isernia, Naples, in 1502 ; died in 1564.
Fasel, fi'zel, (Johann Friedrich,) a German physician, and professor of medicine at Jena, born in the
duchy of Weimar in 1721 ; died in 1767.
Fasolato, fl-so-ll'to, (Agostino,) a Venetian sculptor, lived about 1700, and made a famous group of “The
Fall of Rebellious Angels” at Padua.
Fasolo, fi'so-lo, (Bernardino,) an Italian painter, a
pupil of Leonardo da Vinci, born at Pavia, lived about 1540.
or
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de Geneve.”

fi'too'vll', a

French dramatic

lived about 1670.

See Penni.

Faucci, fowt'chee, (Carlo,) an Italian engraver, born
at Florence in 1729, settled in London.

Fauchard,

fo'shlR', (Pierre,) a celebrated dentist,
is regarded as the foundei
He wrote a valuable work enof the art of dentistry.

born in Brittany about 1680,
titled

“The

Surgeon-Dentist;

Died

(1728.)

or,

Treatise on the Teeth,”

in Paris in 1761.

fosh bo'rSl', (Louis,) born at Neufa zealous adherent of the royal family
during the Revolution. After the accession of Napoleon
he was engaged in several attempts to restore the Bourbons. Died in 1829.
See Louis Fauche-Borel, “M^moires,” 4 vols., 1828.

Fauche-Borel,
chatel in 1 762, was

Fasolo or Fassolo, fls'so-lo, (Giovanni Antonio,)
Faucher, fo'shl', (C£sar and Constantin,) French
an Italian painter, pupil of Paul Veronese, was born at
generals, born at La Reole in 1759, were twin brothers.
Vicenza in 1528 died in 1572.
Fassin, de, deh fi'slN', (Nicolas Henri Joseph,) a They served with distinction in the army of the republic
During
skilful Belgian landscape-painter, born at Liege in 1728, in La Vendee in 1793, fighting side by side.
worked at Geneva, Brussels, and Liege. Died in 1811. the empire they were engaged in civil pursuits but
See F. van Hulst, “ Biographie de N. H. J. de Fassin,” 1837.
in March, 1815, they accepted office under Napoleon.
Having been falsely accused of treason, they were shot
Fassolo. See Fasolo.
at Bordeaux in September, 1815.
Fastolf. See Falstaf.
Faucher, (Jean,) a French Protestant minister and
Fatah- (or Fat’h-) Abu-Ndsr. See Alfath.
;

;

Fateh- Alee- (or Ali-) Shfih, flt'eh i'lee shlh, written polemical writer died at Nimes in 1628.
Faucher, (L£on,) a French minister of state and able
Futteh-Aly-Shah and Feth-Ali-Shah, (called,
before his accession to the throne, Blbl-Khcln, bl'bl writer on political economy and finance, was born at
He contributed many
Kin,) King of Persia, born about 1762, began to reign Limoges in September, 1803.
About 1802 war broke out between Persia and articles to the “Courrier Franfais” and the “Revue des
in 1798.
Russia, who fought for the possession of Georgia. This Deux Mondes.” In the Chamber of Deputies, to which
war was ended in 1813 by a treaty in which Fateh-Alee- he was elected in 1846, he acted with the gauche. He
Shah ceded Georgia to Russia. A dispute about bound- was minister of the interior from December, 1848, to May,
He was liberal
aries occasioned a renewal of the war in 1826, when the 1849, and from April to October, 1851.
;

also

Persians were again defeated. Peace was restored in 1828.

Died
in

in 1834.

See Malcolm, “History of Persia;” W. G. Ouseley, “Travels
Various Countries of the East,” 1823; “Nouvelle Biographie

December, 1854. He resolutely declined to hold
any office under Louis Napoleon after the latter had
usurped imperial power.

Gen<?rale.”

seilles in

See Fatimah.
Fathimites. See Fatimites.

Fathime.
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but not a republican. Among his works are
“Studies on England,” (1845,) and “Miscellanies of Political Economy and Finance,” (“ Melanges d’Economie
Died at Marpolitique et de Finances,” 2 vols., 1856.)
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FAUCHET

Alluding to the conduct of Faucher on this occasion,
a writer in the “Edinburgh Review” remarks,
do
not remember an example in political history of greater
sacrifices made by an ambitious and ardent man to his
sense of public duty and personal dignity.”
See Lavergne, “Biographie de Leon Faucher,” in the “Revue
des Deux Mondes,” January 1, 1855; L^on Faucher, “Correspondance. Vie parlementaire,” 2 vols., 1868; and article on “Ldon
Faucher” in the “Edinburgh Review” for July, 1868.

Picus and the father of Latinus.
He was worshipped as
the god of fields and shepherds, and was considered as
one of the founders of the religion of Latium. He was
sometimes identified with the Arcadian Pan of the Greeks.
Fauques, fok, (Marianne Agn£s,) a French au-

“We

Fauchet, fo'shi', (Claude,) a French historical writer,
born in Paris about 1530, published “Gallic and French
Antiquities,” (1579,) and “ Origin of Dignities and Magistrates in France.”
Died in 1601.
Fauchet, (Claude,) a French ecclesiastic, born in
Nivernais in 1744.

He
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joined the revolutionary party

Avignon about 1720. Having visited
London, she became a teacher of the French language,
and numbered among her pupils the celebrated linguist
Sir William Jones. She wrote numerous works in French
and English, among which are “ The Triumph of Friendship,” (1751,) and “ The Viziers, or the Enchanted Labyrinth.”
She was living in 1777.
See Prudhomme, “Biographie des Femmes c 41 £bres.”
Faur, du, (Gui.) See Pibrac.
Faure, foR, (Francois,) Bishop of Amiens, in France,
and one of the preceptors of Louis XIV., was born near
thoress, born at

and delivered in favour of their cause his “ Discourse upon the National Religion,” and “ Civic Eulogy
on Franklin.” He became constitutional Bishop of Cal- Angouleme in 1612; died in 1687.
Faure, (Joseph D£sir£ FiSlix,) a French judge, and
vados in 1791. He was opposed to the death of the king,
and showed great courage in condemning those who afterwards a peer, born at Grenoble in 1780.
Faure, (Louis Joseph,) a French statesman under
favoured it. Having been accused as an accomplice of
Charlotte Corday, he was condemned and executed as a Bonaparte and Louis XVIII., born in 1760 died in 1837.
Fauriel, fo're-Sl', (Claude Charles,) an eminent
Girondist in October, 1793.
French philologist and historian, born at Saint-Etienne
See Abbe Valmeron, (Jarry,) “Vie de l’Abbd Fauchet.”
in 1772, was a nephew of the Abbe Sieyes.
He was intiFaucheur, Le, leh fo'shuR', (Michel,) an eloquent
mate with Guizot, Manzoni, and Madame de Stael, who
French Protestant minister; died in Paris in 1657.
characterized him as “ inexhaustible in knowledge and
Faug^re, fo'zhaiR', (Arnaud Prosper,) a French
Among his principal works are a “ History
litterateur, born at Bergerac in 1810.
He gained, three kindness.”
of Southern Gaul under the Rule of the German Contimes, the prize of eloquence offered by the French Acadquerors,” (1836,) and “ History of Provenfal Literature,”
emy. One of these prizes was awarded for his “ Eulogy
A chair of foreign literature was founded for him
on Pascal,” (1842.) He also edited the works of Pascal, (1846.)
His “Popular Songs of Modern
“ Pensees, Fragments et Lettres de Blaise Pascal,” (2 in Paris in 1830.
Greece” (with a French version, 1825) had great sucvols., 1844.)
This is said to have been the first correct
cess.
In the opinion of E. Renan, “Fauriel is without
and complete edition of Pascal’s “Thoughts.” In 1864
contradiction the man of our age who has put into
he published a revised edition of the “ Memoirs of Macirculation the most ideas.”
Died in Paris in July, 1844.
in 1789,

;

dame Roland.”

See “Nouvelle Biographie Gendrale.”

siN'fiN', (Barth£lemy,) an eminent French geologist and traveller,
born at Montelimart in 1741. He was a friend of Buffon, by whose influence he obtained the place of adjointnaturaliste in the Museum of Paris, and that of commissioner of mines. He explored France, England, Germany,
Italy, etc.
In 1793 he became professor of geology in
the Jardin des Plantes. Among his numerous works are
“ Mineralogy of Volcanoes, ”( 1784,) “Travels in England
and Scotland,” (1797,) and an “Essay on Geology, or
Memoirs subservient to the Natural History of the
Globe,” (2 vols., 1803-09.) Died in 1819.
See Querard, “La France Litteraire
Louis de Freycinet,
“ Essai sur la Vie, etc. de B. Faujas de Saint-Fond,” 1820; “Nouvelle Biographie Gdn^rale.”

Faulcon,

fo'kbN', (Marie F£lix,) a French politician
at Poitiers in 1758; died in 1843.
Faulhaber, fowl'hfi'ber, (Christoph Erhardt,) a

and

jurist,

born

German mathematician, born

at

Ulm

in 1708; died in

1781.

Faulhaber, (Johann,) a German mathematician and
engineer, born at Ulm in 1580, was the author of “ Inventions for the Delineations of Redoubts and Fortifications,” and other treatises.
Died in 1635.
See Montucla, “Histoire des Mathematiques.”

Faulkner,

fauk'ner, (George,) the first Irish printer
of any note, born about 1700, was apprenticed to the
celebrated Bowyer, and established himself in Dublin
in 1727.
He enjoyed the friendship and patronage of
Dean Swift, Lord Chesterfield, and other celebrated

men

of the time.

Died

in 1775.

Fau'na, a goddess of ancient Italy or Latium, said to
be a daughter of Picus, and wife of Faunus. She was
sometimes identified with the Bona Dea and with Ops.
Fau'ni, [Eng. Fauns Fr. Faunes, fon,l mythical
beings whom the ancient Romans represented as having
human bodies with the legs and feet of the goat. They
were sportive and frolicsome, and presented some analogy to the Satyrs of the Greek mythology.
Faun'tle-roy, (Thomas T.,) an American officer,
born in Virginia, served in the Confederate army in
;

and was made a brigadier-general.
Fau'nus, [Fr. Faune, fon,] a rural divinity and king
of the ancient Latins, was supposed to be the son of
1861,
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See Sainte-Beuve, “£tude sur Fauriel,” in the “Revue des
Deux Mondes” for May 15 and June 1, 1845 Renan, notice in the
“Revue des Deux Mondes,” December, 1855; “Nouvelle Biogra;

Faujas de Saint-Fond, fo'zhis' deh

phie Gene rale.”

Fauris de Saint-Vincens, fo'riss' deh siN'viN'(Alexandre Jules Antoine,) a French antiquary,
in 1750; died in 1819.
His father, Jules
Francois Paul, born in 1718, wrote on numismatics;

sSn',

born at Aix

died in 1798.

Faust, fowst, or Fust, foost, (Johann,) a wealthy citizen of Mentz, supposed to have shared in the invention
Having, after his law-suit with Gutenberg,
of printing.
gained possession of his printing-apparatus, he carried
on the business with his son-in-law, Peter Schoffer, who
made important improvements in the art. (See Gutenberg.) Died in 1460.
Faust, fowst, or Faus'tus, (Dr. John,) a famous
magician and astrologer, born in Wiirtemberg in the

The German tradilatter part of the fifteenth century.
tion is, that, after spending a large fortune in his astrological studies, he made a league for twenty-four years
with the devil, who gave him a spirit named MephisHaving lived luxuriously
topheles for his servant.
through the appointed time, and astonished the world
by his wonderful performances, he was destroyed by the
It is the general opinion that Dr.
fiend at midnight.
Faust really existed, and, by his jugglery and magical
arts, deluded people into the belief that he was leagued
with evil spirits. This legend has formed the subject of
numerous dramas, romances, and poems : the most celebrated of these are Goethe’s “ Faust,” Lessing’s poetical
fragment entitled “ Faust and the Seven Spirits,” and
Marlowe’s tragedy “The Life and Death of Dr. Faustus.”
See Duntzer, “Die Sage von Dr. Faust untersucht;” H.
Heine, “ La L^gende de Faust,” in the “ Revue des Deux Mondes,”
February, 1852; Meyer, “Studien zu Gothe’s Faust,” 1847.

Faus'ta, ( Flavia Maximiana, ) a Roman empress,
the daughter of Maximian, became the wife of ConstanShe is said to have procured
tine the Great in 307 a.d.
the death of Crispus, her step-son, by a false accusation.
His innocence having become evident, she was put to
death in 326.
Faus'ta Cor-ne'll-a, a daughter of the Roman dictator
She was married about
Sulla, was" born about 88 B.c.
55 to T. Annius Milo, and was notorious for her conjugal
infidelity.
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Faus-ti'na, (An'nia,) daughter of the following, and
Marcus Aurelius. The infamy of her conduct
even surpassed that of her mother. Died in Cappadocia

He visited Turkey and Greece, and published an
1523.
account of his travels, entitled “ Hodoeporicon Byzantium,” (1563,) written in Latin hexameter verse. Died

in 176 a.d.

in 1585.

wife of

Annia Gale-

Fa-vo'nI-us, (Marcus,) a Roman senator, was a parCato Uticensis, and an
opponent of Pompey. He was elected praetor in 49 b.c.,
and fought against Caesar in the civil war. He was nicknamed “ the ape of Cato,” whom he took as his model.
reign, 141 a.d.
Having joined the army of Brutus and Cassius, he was
Faustina Bordoni, fow-stee'nl boR-do'nee, (or Bor- taken prisoner at Philippi and put to death in 42 B.C.
done, boR-do'nl,) an Italian singer, born in 1702, was
Fav-o-rl'nus or Phavori'nus, [$a 6 upivo(,] a Greek
married in 1730 to Jean Adolphe Hasse. Died in 1783. writer, a native of Arles, in Gaul, removed to Rome,
Fausto, fows'to, (Sebastiano,) surnamed da Longi- where he became celebrated under the reigns of Trajan
ano, a learned Italian author, who lived in the sixteenth and Adrian for his learning and literary productions.
century. He made numerous translations from the Latin Of his numerous works but a few fragments are now
and Greek.
extant. Favorinus was a friend of Plutarch, from whom
Faus'tus of Byzantium, Bishop of Cappadocia, born he received the dedication of a work.
at Constantinople about 320 a.d.
His principal work,
See Philostratus, “Vita Sophistarum
Diogenes Laerentitled “Byzantine History,” is written in Armenian. tius; Marres, “Dissertatio de Favorini Vita,” 1853.
Favorinus, known also as Va-ri'nus or Guarino,
His style was far from elegant ; but his history contains
valuable information not to be found elsewhere.
gwi-ree'no, Bishop of Nocera, born near Camerino, in
Faus'tus, surnamed Reiensis or Regensis, a monk, Italy. He was noted for his learning, and as the preborn in Bretagne, became Bishop of Riez about 470 a.d. ceptor of Giovanni de’ Medici, afterwards Pope Leo X.
He was a chief of the Semi-Pelagians. Died about 490. Died in 1537.
Favoriti, fS-vo-ree'tee, (Agostino,) an Italian priest
Fauveau, fo'vo', [Lat. Ful'vius,] (Pierre,) born in
Poitou, was the author of Latin poems, which were pub- and Latin poet, born at Lucca in 1624 ; died in 1682.
lished in the “ Deliciae Poetarum Gallorum.” Died in
Favras, de, (Thomas Mahi,) Marquis, a French
1562.
soldier, born at Blois in 1745.
He was put to death by
Fauveau, de, deh fo'vo', (F£i.icie,) a sculptor, born the revolutionary party in 1 790.
at Florence, of French parents, about 1802. Among her
Favrat, (Franz ANDREAS,)a Prussian general, noted
works is a monument of Dante and a statue of Sainte- for his physical strength, born in 1730 died in 1804.
Genevieve.
Favre, [Lat. Fa'ber,] (Antoine,) an eminent French
Fauvel, fo'vSl', a French antiquary, born in 1753 ; jurist, born at Bourg-en-Bresse in 1557. He published
died in 1838.
several valuable works.
Died in 1624.
Fava, fa'vl, (Pietro Ercole,) Count, an Italian
Favre, (Jules Gabriel Claude,) an eloquent French
painter, born at Bologna in 1669 died in 1744.
republican and orator, born at Lyons in 1809, became an
Favard de Langlade, fi'vi r' deh l&N'glid', (Guil- advocate in Paris. On the formation of the republic,
laume Jean,) a French jurist, born in 1 762 ; died in 183 1. in February, 1848, he became secretary-general in the
Favart, ft'vtR', ( Antoine Pierre Charles, ) a ministry ot the interior. He was a member of the ConFrench dramatist and painter, born in Paris in 1784.
stituent Assembly of 1848.
During the second empire
Favart, (Charles Simon,) apopular French dramatist M. Favre was a leader of the opposition, and was distinand voluminous writer, born in Paris in 1710, was the guished for his radical opinions and independence or
grandfather of the preceding. Among his best works audacitv of character. He was elected a member of the
is his comedy of “ Solomon II., or the Three Sultans.” Corps Legislate in 1858 and in
1869, and admitted into
Died in 1792. His Memoirs and Correspondence were the French Academy in 1868. On the fall of the empire
published in 1809, in 3 volumes.
he became foreign minister. In July, 1871, he resigned
Favart, (Marie Justine BenoIte Duronceray
this post and resumed practice at the bar.
In 1876 he
dii'rdNss'ri',) wife of Charles Simon, noticed above, and was elected to the senate for the department
of the
one of the most celebrated actresses of her time, was Rhone. Died in 1880.
born at Avignon, in France, in 1727. In her plays she
Favre, (Pierrf.,) a learned Jesuit, bom in the diocese
was distinguished by her grace and versatility of power. of Geneva in 1506. He was the companion and helper of
She is supposed to have been the authoress of three Loyola. Died in 1546.
works which appeared under her husband’s name, viz.,
Favyn, (AndrL,) a French historical writer, born in
“Annette and Lubin,” “ Bastien and Bastienne,” and the Paris between
1550 and 1590. Among his works were
“Fete of Love.” Died in 1772.
a “ History of Navarre,” (1612,) and a “ History of the
See “ Memoires de C. S. Favart,” 1809.
Military Orders of Christian Kings and Princes.”
Favart d’Herbigny, ft'vtR' d§R'b£n'ye', (Nicolas
Faw'cet, (Sir William,) an English general and
R£mi,) a French military engineer, and general in the writer, born in Yorkshire in
1728. He served with discorps of engineers, born at Rheims in 1735. He distintinction on the continent during the Seven Years’ war.
guished himself in the defence of Belle-Isle against the
He translated from the French the“ Reveries ” of Count
British in 1761, and wrote a valuable work, entitled
de Saxe, (1757,) and from the German “ Rules for the
“ Memoirs on the Defence of Coasts and upon Military
Prussian Cavalry and Infantry,” (1759.) Died in 1804.
Reconnoissances.” Died in 1800.
Fawcett, (Henry,) an English political economist,
Fave, ft'vi', (Alphonse,) a French officer and writer
bom in 1833. At the age of 25 he was blinded by an
on military tactics, born at Dreux in 1812.
Favelet, ftv'li', (Jean,) a Flemish physician, and accident while shooting. In 1863 he became professor
medical professor in the University of Louvain, born of political economy at Cambridge. He was first returned
to Parliament by Brighton in 1864
at present he sits
near Antwerp in 1674; died in 1743.
Favereau, ftv'Ro', (Jacques,) a French advocate and for Hackney. He was postmaster-general in Mr. Gladadministration
of
1880.
Among
stone’s
his works are
poet, born at Cognac in 1590.
He was the author of a
number of small poems which won for him a consider- the “ Manual of Political Economy ” and “ Pauperism,
able reputation.
Died in 1638. “ La Milliade,” a satire its Causes and Remedies.” He died in 1884.
Faw'cett, (JOHN,)an English Baptist minister and rein verse against Richelieu, was ascribed to him.
Favier, fl've-i', (Jean Louis,) a celebrated French ligious writer, born near Bradford in 1740 ; died in 1817.
Fawkes, (Francis,) and English poet, bom about
writer on civil law and politics, born at Toulouse about
He published a “Historical and Political Essay 1725. He was the author of “Bramham Park,” and
1720.
upon the Government of Holland,” (2 vols., 1748,) and other poems, and made good translations from Anacreon,
Sappho, Theocritus, and Musaeu'. Died in 1777.
other works. Died in 1784.
Fawkes, (Guy or Guido,) one of the chief conspiraFa-vo'll-us or Favoli, fl-vo'lee, (Hugo,) a Dutch
physician, of Italian extraction, born at Middelburg in tors in the Gunpowder Plot in the reign of James I., was
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(

daughter of Antoninus Verus, one of the Roman
consuls, was born in 105 a.d.
She became the wife of
the emperor Antoninus, and was notorious for her licentiousness.
She died in the third year of her husband’s
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In 1604, Robert
a Catholic, and a native of Yorkshire.
Catesby, Thomas Percy, Guy Fawkes, and others conspired to blow up, with gunpowder, the House of Parliament and kill the king, with the Lords and Commons,
their motive being a fanatical zeal against the Protestants.
They hired a vault under the House of Lords,
placed in it thirty-six barrels of gunpowder, and arranged
that Fawkes should explode it on the 5th of November,
Before that time arrived, Lord Mounteagle, a
1605.
Catholic peer, received an anonymous letter advising
him to absent himself from Parliament and intimating
that a great catastrophe was impending over that body.
This excited the suspicion of the king and others, who
searched the cellars in the vicinity and found Fawkes
with matches and a dark lantern about midnight, November 4. He was tried and executed in January, 1606.
See Hume, “History of England;” Gardiner, “History of

entitled “ History of Henrietta of

England.”

Died

in

1693See Sainte-Beuve, “Portraits of Celebrated Women.”

Fayette, La, General. See La Fayette.
Fayolle, ff'yol', (Franqois Joseph Marie,) a French
litterateur, musician, and critic, born in Paris in 1774,
wrote, besides other works in prose and verse, “ The
Four Seasons of Parnassus,” (16 vols., 1805-09,) and a
French version of Gerber’s “ Dictionary of Musicians,”
Died in Paris in 1852.
(1810-12.)
FE tis, “Biographie UniSee “Nouvelle Biographie Generale
verselle des Musiciens.”

Fayot, fl'yo', (Alfred Charles FrEdEric, ) a
French historian, born in Paris in 1797. Among his
works is a “ History of France from 1793 to the Accession of Charles X.,” (16 vols., 1830.) Died in 1861.
Faypoult de Maisoncelle, fVpoo' deh mf'zdN'sSl',
England from 1603 to 1616,” chap. v.
(Guillaume Charles,) an able French statesman, born
in Champagne in 1752, became minister of finance in
Faxardo. See Saavedra.
Fay. See Dufay.
1795, and minister plenipotentiary at Genoa in 1796.
Fdy, f! or fd'e, ( AndrAs, ) a Hungarian novelist, His services here were recognized by a medal which the
As Genoese senate ordered to be struck in honour of Bonapoet, and dramatic writer, born at Kohany in 1786.
a prose writer he may be ranked among the best his parte and Faypoult. He was minister of finance in Spain
under Joseph Bonaparte about 1810-13. Died in 1817.
country has produced.
”
See “ Nouvelle Biographie Gt’nerale.
Fay, (Theodore Sedgwick,) an American writer,
born in New York in 1807. He produced, besides other
Fazaree or Fazary, Al, fl ffi-zf'ree, or Fezari,
works, “Norman Leslie,” a novel, (1835,) a poem en- (Mohammed Ibn Ibraheem,) a Moslem astronomer of
titled “Ulric, or the Voices,” (1851,) and a “History of the eighth century, translated some important Indian
Switzerland.” He was sent as minister-resident to Swit- mathematical tables into Arabic.
zerland in 1853.
Fazelli, ffd-zel'lee, (Tommaso,) an Italian historian,
Duyckinck, and professor of philosophy at Palermo, born at Sacca,
See Griswold, “ Prose Writers of America
“ Cyclopaedia of American Literature,” vol.
His chief work is his “ History of
in Sicily, in 1498.
Fayderbe or Fay-d’Herbe, fit'diRb', ( Lucas,) an Sicily,” (1558,) esteemed for its accuracy and elegance
able Flemish sculptor and architect, born at Malines in of style.
Died in 1570.
Died in 1694.
Fazio, fit t'se-o, ( Bartolommeo, ) a distinguished
1617, was a pupil of Rubens.
See G. A. Vanderpoel, “Notice sur la Vie, etc. de L. Fay- Latin scholar and historian, born in the republic of
d’Herbe,” 1854.
Genoa. He was patronized by Alfonso of Aragon, King
Faydit or Faidit, fl'de', (Anselme or Gancelm,) a of Naples, whose history he wrote. His most important
French troubadour, born in Limousin. After he had led work was a “ History of the Illustrious Men of his own
for some time the strolling life of a buffoon and juggler, Time,” (“De Viris Aivi sui illustribus Liber,” 1745.)
he found a patron in Richard Cceur-de-Lion, whom he Died in 1457.
accompanied in his crusade to the Holy Land. Died
See Vossius, “De Historicis Latinis.”
ii.

in 1220.
See “ Histoire littdraire des Troubadours
and Poetry of Europe.”

Fazio degli Uberti, fit'se-o d&l'yee 00-bgR'tee, a
famous Italian poet, born at Florence in the fourteenth
He wrote a long
century, was an ardent Ghibeline.
Faydit, (Pierre,) a French priest and theological descriptive poem entitled “Ditta Mundi,” or “11 Dittawriter, born in Auvergne.
He is particularly noted for mondo,” in which he proposed to imitate or rival Dante.
the part he took in the dispute between France and Pope It was printed in 1474.
Died in 1367.
Innocent XI., on which occasion he preached against
Fazy, fi'ze', (Jean Jacques,) a Swiss statesman and
the pontiff with great boldness. Died in 1709.
journalist, born at Geneva in 1796.
He edited several
Faye. See Lafaye.
liberal journals at Paris between 1826 and 1835.
HavFaye, fiPySh, (Andreas,) a Norwegian preacher and ing returned to Geneva, he became the leader of the
writer, born at Drammen in 1802, published a “ History democratic party, which triumphed in the revolution of
of Norway,” (1831,) and several educational works.
He was afterwards president of the council of
1846.
Faye, (HervE Auguste Etienne Albans,) a state of his canton, and had the chief control of its
French astronomer and writer, bom in 1814. He became affairs for many years. He published various works.
a member of the Institute. He discovered in 1843 a new
Fazzini, flt-see'nee, (Lorenzo,) an Italian natural
comet, which bears his name. In 1878 he was appointed philosopher, born in 1787; died in 1837.
director of the Paris Observatory.
Fea, fa'l, (Carlo,) an Italian antiquary, born at Pigna,
Faye, (Jacques,) Lord of Espeisses, a jurist, born in Piedmont, in 1753. Among his works we may name
in Paris in 1542.
When the Duke of Anjou was elected the “ Philological, Critical, and Antiquarian Miscellany,”
King of Poland, he accompanied that prince to Warsaw, (1790,) and “Descrizione de Roma e dei Contorni con
and rendered him efficient service in conciliating some vedute,” (3 vols., 1824,) which are said to have great
of the principal inhabitants. Upon the death of Charles merit.
Died about 1834.
Longfellow, “ Poets

when the Duke of Anjou mounted the throne of
France as Henry III., Faye still retained his confidence,
and held many stations of importance under him. Upon
the death of this prince he joined Henry IV.
He greatly
distinguished himself at the siege of Paris, but died soon
after, in 1590, of a fever.
He was the author of some
IX.,

See Tipaldo, “Biografia

degli Italiani illustri.”

Fearn,

fern, (John,) an English metaphysician, published a “ Review of Berkeley, Reid, and Stewart,”
“
Primary Vision,” (1815,) and a work on “The
(1813,)

Human

Mind.”
Fearne, fern, (Charles,) an English jurist and
political works.
writer of high reputation, born in London in 1749.
His
See De Thou, "Historia sui Temporis ;” Taisand, “Vies des chief work is an “Essay on Contingent Remainders,”
plus celebres Jurisconsultes.”
(1772 4th edition, enlarged, 1791. ) Died in 1791. “It
Fayette, de la, deh If fi'St', (Gilbert Motier
was reserved for Mr. Fearne,” says Judge Story, “to
mo'te-4',) was appointed marshal of France in 1428 by honour the profession by a treatise so profound and
the regent, afterwards Charles VII.
Died in 1464.
accurate that it became the guide of the ablest lawyers,
Fayette, de la, (Marie Madeline Fioche de la yet so luminous in method and explanations that it is
Vergne pe'osh' deh If v&Rn,) Countess, a distin- level to the capacity of every attentive student. He has
;

—

guished French writer of romances, born in 1632. The
most important of her works were “Zaide” and “The
Princess of Cleves.” She also wrote a historical romance,
c as k; 5 as
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F EARN LET
Fearnley,

(Thomas,) a Norwegian landscapeFrederickshall in 1802. Among his
master-pieces are “The Glacier of Grindenwald,” and
painter,

born

‘A Scene
waldsen.

fern'le,

at

in Norway,” which was purchased by ThorDied in 1842.

Featherstonehaugh,

feth'er-ston-hau

',

(

George

W.,) an American traveller, published a “Geological
Report of the Elevated Country between the Missouri
and Red Rivers,” (1835,) and other works. Died Sep-

tember 28, 1866.
Featly, feet'le, or Fair'clough, (Daniel,) a learned
English theologian and controversialist, born at Charlton,
in Oxfordshire, in 1582.
His “Ancilla Pietatis” (1626)
was very popular. He also wrote “Clavis Mystica,”
(1636,) and a treatise against the Anabaptists, entitled
“The Dippers Dipt,” (1647.) Died in 1645.
Febre or Febvre, Le, leh fSvR, (Valentine,) a skilful
Flemish painter and engraver, born at Brussels in 1642
or 1643. He worked mostly in Venice, and imitated
Paul Veronese. He engraved numerous works of Titian
and Paul Veronese. Died about 1700.
Febure, fi'biiR', or Ffevre, (Michel,) a French
missionary and Orientalist, lived about 1650-80. Among
his works are “The Present State of Turkey,” (1674,)
and a “Treatise on the Manners and Customs of the
Ottomans,” etc.

Fechner, f?K'ner, (Gustav Theodor,) a German
natural philosopher and poet, born near Muskau in 1801.
He obtained the chair of physics at Leipsic in 1834, and
distinguished himself by researches in galvanism.
He
published a number of able works on organic chemistry,
anthropology, etc., also humorous essays, which were
very popular.
Fecht, f?Kt, (Johann,) a learned Lutheran theologian,
writer, and professor of Hebrew, theology, and metaphysics, was born at Saltzburg in 1636; died at Rostock
in 1716.
See Ersch und Gruber, “ Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”

Feck'en-ham,

de, (John,) an English Catholic

name was How'man, born
Worcestershire about 1516. He was appointed chaplain to Bonner, Bishop of London, and when that prelate
was deprived of his bishopric, under Edward VI., he was
theologian,

whose

original

in

sent to the Tower.
Upon the accession of Mary to the
throne, (1553,) Feckenham was appointed her chaplain,
and was sent to Lady Jane Grey a short time before her
death, to endeavour to reclaim her to the Catholic faith
but without success. During the bloody persecutions
that followed, he used all his influence in favour of moderation towards the suffering Protestants. He even went
so far as to intercede with the queen for her sister, the
princess Elizabeth, who, when she became queen, offered
him the archbishopric of Canterbury if he would conform to the rules of the Episcopal Church,
which,
however, he refused to do. After having opposed the
Reformation in the House of Lords, where he was the
last mitred abbot, he was imprisoned in 1560.
He died
in prison in the island of Ely in 1585.

—

See Wood, “Athens Oxonienses.”

Fedele,

fi-da'li,

FEITH

900

(Cassandra,) an Italian lady,

cele-

brated for her great learning and accomplishments, was
born in Venice in 1465. She possessed the friendship
of Pope Leo X., Louis XII. of France, and Ferdinand
and Isabella of Spain the latter tried to draw her to
the court of Castile, but without success. Died about
1558
:

-

predecessors. Among his best pieces are comedies called
“The Sculptor and the Blind Man,” “Henry IV. at the
Passage of the Marne,” and “ I falsi Galantuomini.” Died
at

Padua

in

December,

1802.

See Tipaldo, “ Biografia degli Italiani illustri;” Ugoni, “Della
Letteratura Italiana.”

Federici, (Cesare.) See Fedrici.
Federici, (Francesco,) an Italian republican general,
born at Naples in 1748. He obtained the chief command
at Naples in 1799.
Having surrendered to the royalists
as a prisoner of war, he was treacherously put to death
in 1799.

Federici, (Luigi,) an Italian poet and jurist, born at
Brescia about 1540; died about 1607.
Federmann, fa'der-min', (Nikolaus,) a German,
born at Ulm, commanded an expedition which explored
New Granada about 1537.
Fedrici, fi-dRee'chee, or Federici, fi-di-ree'chee,
(Cesare,) a Venetian merchant and traveller, spent many
years in the East Indies.
He published, on his return,
an interesting book, entitled “ Voyage to the East Indies,”
etc., (1587.)

Fedrigotti, fi-dRe-got'tee, (Geronimo,) an Italian
poet of superior merit, born in 1742; died in 1776.
Fee, fi, (Antoine Laurent Apollinaire,) a French
physician and eminent botanist, and first professor at
the military hospital of Strasbourg, was born in 1789.
He published a “Flora of Virgil,” or “Critical Nomenclature of the Plants, Fruits, etc. mentioned by Virgil,”
(1822,) “Methode lichenographique,” (1824,) being a
description of lichens, (regarded as the best work on
this subject,) and other scientific works ; also, a “ Life of
lyric

Linnaeus,” (1832.)
See Qu^rard, “La France LittAaire

“Nouvelle Biographie

G^n^rale.”

Fehling, fa'ling, (Heinrich Christoph,) a German
painter, born at Sangerhausen in 1653; died in 1725.
Fehr, faR, (Johann Michael,) a learned German
physician, born in Franconia in 1610, became imperial
physician to Leopold I. Died in 1688.
Fehrmann, fiR'min, (Daniel,) a Swedish engraver
of medals, born in Stockholm in 1710 died in 1780.
Fei, fa'ee, (Alessandro,) an Italian historical painter,
called del Barbiere, was born in Florence in 1543.
Feijou. See Feyjou.
Fein, fin, (Eduard,) a German jurist and legal writer,
born at Brunswick in 1813, became professor of Roman
law at Jena in 1845. He published, among other works,
a continuation of Gluck’s “Complete Explanation of the
Pandects,” (44th vol., 1851.) He became professor of
law at Tubingen in 1852. Died in 1857.
Fein, (Georg,) a German democrat and revolutionist,
brother of the preceding, was born at Helmstedt in 1803.
He was connected with secret political societies, and
was often banished and expelled from various states in
which he sought refuge.
;

Feitama,
writer,

born

fl'ti-mi,
in

(Sibrand,) a

Amsterdam

in 1694.

Dutch dramatic

Among

his

works

are two tragedies, “Fabricius,” and the “Triumph of
Poetrj and Painting.” He made excellent translations
of Fenelon’s “Telemaque” and Voltaire’s “ Henriade”
into Dutch verse, and of several plays of Lamotte, Corneille, and other French writers.
Died in 1758.
See Jan de Kruyff, “Leven van S. Feitama,” Leyden, 1782.

Feith, fit, [Lat. Fei'thius,] (Everard,) a distinguished Dutch scholar, born at Elburg about 1597.

Among his principal works are “Athenian Antiquities”
See F. Tomasini, “Vita della Signora C. Fedele,” 1636.
Fedelissimi, fi-di-Rs'se-mee, (Giovanni Battista,) and “ Antiquities of Homer,” (1677,) the latter of which
an Italian poet and physician, born at Pistoia, lived about was highly esteemed. The death of Feith is enveloped
in mystery.
As he was walking one day in Rochelle, a
1620.
Feder, fa'der, (Johann Georg Heinrich,) a learned citizen invited him to enter his house. He entered, and
German, who was professor of philosophy at Gottingen, was never seen or heard of afterwards, notwithstanding
the thorough search of the magistrates.
He was young
born near Bayreuth in 1740; died in 1821.
See his “Autobiography,” (“J. G. H. Feders Leben,” 1825;)
“De Vita et Fatis J. G. H. Federi,” 1789.

Oertel,

when he disappeared.

See Bayi.e, “Historical and

Critical Dictionary.”

Federici, fi-di-ree'chee, (Camillo,) originally GioFeith, (Rhijnvis or Rhynvis,) one of the most emivanni Battista Viassolo,(ve-is'so-lo,) one of the most nent Dutch poets of modern times, born at Zwolle, in
popular Italian dramatists of recent times, born in Pied- Overyssel, in 1753. He studied law at Leyden, where
mont in April, 1749. He is regarded as the founder of he graduated in 1770. Among his best productions are
a new dramatic school in Italy, and his plays are dis- his didactic poem “The Grave,” (“ Het Graf,” 1792,)
tinguished by a higher moral tone than those of his the tragedies of “Inez de Castro,” (1793,) “Thirza,” and
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Feliciano, fi-le-chi'no, (Felice,) surnamed Antiquario, an Italian antiquary, born at Verona about 1420.
He collected inscriptions, medals, and other antiquities,
and wrote a number of epigrams.
Feliciano, (Giovanni Bernardino,) an Italian
He
See “Gedenkzuil voor Mr. R. Feith,” 1825; Cornelis Loots, scholar and physician, born at Verona about 1490.
“ Hulde aan de Nagedachtenis van Mr. R. Feith;” “Nouvelle Bio- translated a number of medical and philosophical works
graphie Generate.”
the
from
Greek and Latin. He was living in 1550,
Feizee or Feizi, f I'zee, written also Fyzee and FeyFeliciano, or Feliciani, fi-le-chi'nee, (Porfirio, )
azi, (Abool-Feiz-Hindee,) an eminent poet, born at an Italian bishop and Latin poet, born in Vaud in 1562
;
Agra, in India, in 1547, was a brother of the famous died in 1632.
Abool-Fazl.
He wrote in Persian. Died in 1595.
Fe-li5 / i-tas, Saint, a Roman lady and Christian
Fejer, fi-yaR, (Gyorgy,) a distinguished Hungarian martyr of noble birth, lived under the reign of Marcus
writer, born at Keszthely in 1766. His chief production Aurelius Antoninus.
She suffered martyrdom in 164
is entitled “ Codex diplomaticus Hungariae ecclesiasticus
a.d., having previously witnessed the death of her seven
ac civilis.” This valuable work is composed of twenty- sons.
eight (or twelve) large volumes relating' to the history
See Mrs. Jameson, “Poetry of Sacred and Legendary Art.”
of Hungary, published in 1829-44. He became librarian
Felino, de, deh fi-lee'no, (Guillaume L£on du
of the University of Pesth and Buda in 1824.
Feldbausch, fglt'bowsh, (Felix Sebastian,) a Ger- Tillot dti te'yo',) Marquis, born at Bayonne, in France,
man scholar and educational writer, born at Manheim in 1711. Being appointed in 1759 prime minister of
Parma, he commenced a series of reformations which
in 1795.
Feldmann, fSlt'min, (Leopold,) a German dramatist, added greatly to the prosperity of the country. He
expelled the Jesuits, founded a university, and liberally
of Jewish extraction, born at Munich in 1803, was the
patronized education.
In 1765 he was created Marquis
author of several popular comedies.
Felekee or Feleki, f£l'e-kee, a distinguished Persian of Felino. Died at Paris in 1774.
Felinski, fi-lin'skee, (Aloys,) a Polish poet and
poet, whose true name was Abool-Nizffm-Mohammed; but, having devoted himself to astronomy, and political essayist, born at Ossow in 1773, was secretary
of Kosciusko about 1794.
In 1809 he was appointed
astrology, he received the title of Felekee, (“Celestial.”)
professor of poetry and rhetoric at Krzemicniec.
Died
Died in 1 182.
in 1822 or 1820.
See Von Hammer, “Geschichte der schonen Redekiinste Per-

“Johanna Gray,” and numerous hymns and odes of great

His “ Letters on Various Subjects” (“ Brieven
over verscheiden Onderwerpen,” 6 vols., 1784-94) are
among his most admired prose writings. Died in 1824.
His son Peter Rutger was also a poet.
beauty.

—

Fe'lix,

siens.”

Feletz, de, deh

fe'lis',

(Charles Marie Dorimond,)

Abb£, a French

critic, born near Brives-la-Gaillarde in
contributed a number of learned and elegant
essays to the “Journal des Debats” and the “ Mercure
de France.” He was chosen a member of the French
Academy in 1827, and was also director of that institution.
Among his works is “ Melanges de Philosophie et
Litterature,” (6 vols., 1828.)
He wrote for the “Journal
des Debats” about twenty-five years, and defended the
classical against the romantic school.
Died in 1850.
See M. Delpit, “Notice sur M. de Feletz,” 1852 Villemain,
“De M. de Feletz et de quelques Salons de son Temps,” 1852;

1767.

He

(

Antonius,

)

a profligate

Roman

officer,

a

freedman of the emperor Claudius, became Governor of
Judea about 60 a.d. According to Tacitus, “he exercised the sovereign

He was removed
See Acts

xxiii. 24,

Fe'lix

I.,

power with the character of a

from
and

office in

slave.”

62 a.d.

xxiv. 24, 27.

Saint, was elected pope

in 269.

At

this

time the Christians suffered persecutions under the emperor Aurelian, and Saint Felix himself was condemned
to death.
He died, however, in prison, in 274.

Felix II., Pope, or, as some say, Antipope, was chosen
by the Arians, or the emperor Constantius, in 355, to
succeed Liberius, who had been banished. Upon the
“ Nouvelle Biographie Generate. ”
return of Liberius, in 358, Felix was driven from the city.
Felibien, fi'le'be^N', (Andr£,) a French architect Died in 365. He was canonized as a saint of the Roman
and able writer on art, born at Chartres in 1619. He Church.
Felix II. or hi., a native of Rome, was chosen pope
was one of the first eight members of the Academy of
He is said to have been a great-grandfather of
Inscriptions, and in 1673 became keeper of the Royal in 483.
Gregory
the Great.
In 484 or 4S5 he condemned AcaCabinet of Antiquities. He wrote, besides other works,
“Conversations on the Lives and Works of the Most Ex- cius, Patriarch of Constantinople, who was accused of
This act of
cellent Painters, Ancient and Modern,” (“Entretiens sur heresy but was protected by the emperor.
les Vies et sur les Ouvrages des plus excellents Peintres,” Felix occasioned the first schism between the Eastern
and the Western Church. Died in 492.
etc., 5 vols., 1666-88,) which was translated into various
Felix III. or IV. became pope in 526. He was aplanguages. Died in 1695.
pointed by Theodoric, King of the Goths, against the
See N iceron, “M&noires;” “Nouvelle Biographie Gen^rale.”
wishes of the clergy and people of Rome. Died in 530.
Felibien, (Jacques,) a Roman Catholic theologian
See Artaud de Montor, “Histoire des souverains Pontifes.”
and writer, brother of the preceding, was born at Chartres
Felix V., Pope or Antipope. See Amadeus VIII.
in 1636
died in 1716.
Felibien, (Jean Franqois,) an architect, son of of Savoy.
Fe'lix, Bishop of Urgel, in Catalonia, lived in the
Andre, noticed above, was born about 1658. He posHe advanced the doctrine that our
sessed his father’s taste for the fine arts, and left several eighth century.
works on the subject, the principal of which is entitled Saviour, according to the human nature, was only the
This doctrine was condemned in
“ Historical Collection of the Life and Works of the Most adopted Son of God.
several councils, and Felix was sent to Rome, where he
Celebrated Architects,” (1687.) Died in 1733.
abjured
it
before
Pope
Adrian but when he returned
Felibien, (Michel,) a Dominican, brother of the
preceding, was born at Chartres in 1666.
He wrote a to his diocese he relapsed into his former opinion. He
“ History of the Royal Abbey of Saint-Denis in France,” was deposed and banished about 800.
His doctrine was
Died about 818.
called Adoptionism.
and a “History of the City of Paris.” Died in 1719.
See Eginhard, “Annales;” Baronius, “Annales.”
Felice, fi-lee'chi, (Costanzo,) [Lat. Constan'tius
Feliq'ius,] an Italian of the sixteenth century, born near
Felix. See Rachel, (Mademoiselle.)
Ancona, wrote, besides other works, a “ History of the
Felix, (Cassius.) See Cassius Felix.
Conspiracy of Catiline.”
Felix, (Minucius.) See Minucius.
Felice, (Fortunato Bartolommeo,) a celebrated
Felix, surnamed Pratensis, a native of Tuscany, and
Italian author, and professor of philosophy at Naples, son of a Jewish rabbi, became a Christian, and translated
was born at Rome in 1725. He published in 1770 his the Hebrew Psalms and other books of the Old Testagreatest work, entitled “Encyclopasdia, or an Accurate ment into Latin.
Died in 1557.
Universal Dictionary of Human Knowledge,” (42 vols.,)
Felix, Saint, a French prelate, born about 512 A.D.,
in which he was assisted by several eminent savants, became Bishop of Nantes in 549.
He is said to have
including Haller. Died in 1789.
displayed much political ability, and to have constructed
Died about 583.
useful public works.
See Feller, “ Biographie Universelle,” edited by Weiss.
;
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Felix, Saint, Bishop of Ravenna, incited the people
of that city to revolt against Justinian II., who punished
him with the loss of his eyes. Died in 716 a.d.

Felix de Tassy, fl'lfess' deh

tl'se',

(Charles Fran-

French surgeon, born in Paris, was apsurgeon to Louis XIV. Died in 1703.
Fell, (John,) an English prelate, born at Longworth,
in Berkshire, in 1625, was a son of Samuel Fell, noticed
below. He became Dean of Christ Church, Oxford,
about 1660, and Bishop of Oxford in 1676. He wrote
a number of works, including a “Life of Henry Hammond,” (1660,) and an edition of the New Testament in
Greek, (1675,) which was favourably received. Died in
cois,) a skilful

pointed

“ Christian Philosophy, ”( 798,) a “Guide to Immortality,”
1
“ Body of Theology,” (2 vols., 1807.)
(3 vols., 1804,) and a
He withdrew from the Anglican Church, of which he
had been ordained a priest, and became editor of the

“London

Fell, (John,) an English dissenting theologian, born
Cockermouth, in Cumberland, in 1735. Among his
works we may mention his “ Genuine Protestantism, or
the Inalienable Rights of Conscience defended,” (1773.)
at

in 1797.

Fell, (Samuel,) an English clergyman, born in London
in 1594, was the father of John Fell, Bishop of Oxford.
He became Margaret professor of divinity at Oxford in
1626, and Dean of Christ Church in 1638. Died in 1648.

Felle, fil, (Guillaume,) a French traveller and Dominican monk, born at Dieppe in 1639; died in 1710.
Fel'len-berg, von, [Ger. pron. fon fel'len-b§RG',]
(Philip Emanuel,) a celebrated Swiss philanthropist,
was born at Berne in June, 177 1. His mother was a
descendant of the Dutch admiral Van Tromp. He travelled in his youth for the purpose of obtaining information.
About 1799 he founded at Hofwyl, near Berne, an
institution designed to supply a practical education to
poor children by means of a model farm, a manuallabour school, and a normal school. His institution acquired a high reputation, and, together with his writings,
exercised an extensive influence.
He was the author
of many works on agriculture and education. Died in

November, 1844.
See Hamm, “Fellenbergs Leben und Wirken,”

Critical

Felsing,

first

1686.
See “Biographia Britannica;” Wood, “ Athena; Oxonienses.”

Died
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worked

1845; E. Roch“Gesprache iiber E. von Fellenberg und seine Zeit,” 1834;
“ Nouvelle Biographie GenAale
“ Edinburgh Review” for De-

cember, 1818.

Feller, fel'ler, (Joachim,) a German scholar, born at
Zwickau in 1628. He wrote a number of Latin poems,
and contributed to the “ Acta Eruditorum.” Died in 1691.
See Jocher, “Allgemeines Gelehrten-Lexikon.”

Feller, (Joachim Friedrich,) son of the preceding,
born at Leipsic in 1673, was the author of several valuable historical works, and assisted in Leibnitz’s “ History
of the House of Brunswick.” Died in 1726.
Feller, de, deh fel'ler or fl'laiR', (Francois Xavier,)
a learned Jesuit, born at Brussels in 1 735, was the author,
among other works, of a “Historical Dictionary,” in
French, which passed through numerous editions. This
was written with a view to serve the Roman Catholic
Church, and is censured for lack of impartiality. Died
in 1802.

Died

in 1847.

(Jakob,) an excellent

Darmstadt

in 1802.

He

German

enstudied and

about ten years in Italy, and returned in
1832 to Darmstadt, where he obtained the title of engraver to the court. Among his master-pieces are “The
Marriage of Saint Catherine,” after Correggio ; a “ Holy
Family,” after Overbeck; and a “Violin-Player,” after
Raphael.
Fel'tham or Fell'tham, (Owen,) a learned English
writer under the reign of James I., was born about 1608.
for

He was a zealous royalist in the civil war. He is chiefly
celebrated as the author of a work entitled “ Resolves,
Divine, Moral, and Political,” (2d edition, 1628.) Died
about 1678. “ He is one of our worst writers in point
of style,” says Hallam, who thinks him “ not only a
laboured and artificial, but a shallow, writer.” (“ Introduction to the Literature of Europe.”)
See, also, “Retrospective Review,” vol. x., 1824.

Fel'ton, (Cornelius Conway,) LL.D., a distinguished American scholar and author, was born at West
Newbury, Massachusetts, in 1807. He graduated at Harvard with high honours in 1827. He was appointed
Latin tutor in that institution in 1829, Greek tutor in 1830,
and professor of Greek in 1832. In 1834 he was selected
to fill the chair of Eliot professor of Greek literature,
which position he held until i860, when he succeeded Dr.
Walker as president of the university. He contributed

many

articles to

“The North American Review,” “The

Christian Examiner,” “Bibliotheca Sacra,” and other
leading reviews and journals of the country.
Of his
numerous classical works, his “Iliad” of Homer, issued
in 1833, “Greek Reader,” (1840,) “ Panegyricus” of

“Agamemnon” of zEschylus, (1847,)
of Aristophanes, and “The Birds” of

Isocrates, (1847,)

“The Clouds”

hoi.z,

Review.”

fSl'sing,

graver, born at

Aristophanes, have each passed through several editions,
and the two last have been reprinted in England. Among
his most important works is “Greece, Ancient and Modern Lectures delivered before the Lowell Institute,” (2
:

Died

vols., 1867.)

in 1862.

Fel'ton, (Henry,) an English divine, born in London
He became rector of Whitewell, Derbyshire,
and principal of Edmund Hall, Oxford, in 1722.
He published, besides a number of sermons, a “Dissertation on reading the Classics and forming a Just Style,”

in 1679.
in 1 7 1 1,

(1

71 1.)
Died in 1740.
See William Felton, “Life of Henry Felton,” 1748.

Felton, (John,) a native of Ireland, notorious for
having assassinated, in 1628, George Villiers, Duke of

Buckingham, the favourite of James I.
See Hume, “History of England.”
Felton, (Nicholas,) an English divine, born at Yarmouth about 1563, was appointed Bishop of Bristol in
He was
1617, and translated to the see of Ely in 1619.
one of the persons employed by James I. in the translation of the Bible.
Died in 1626.
Feltre, Duke of. See Clarke.
Feltrino, ®-tRee'no, (Andrea,) a painter of the Florentine school, born about 1490 died about 1554.
Feltro, da, dl fSl'tRo, (Morto,) a Venetian painter
of arabesques, born at Feltre about 1474, had a high
reputation as a decorative painter, and was an assistant
of Giorgione.
He was killed in battle near Zara about
IS^-

See Desdoyarts, “Notice sur la Vie de M. Feller,” 1802.
Felloa, fl'ldN', (Thomas Bernard,) a French Jesuit
and Latin poet, born at Avignon in 1672, published funeral orations on Louis XIV., Louis, Dauphin of France,
and others. Died in 1759.
Fel'lowes, ( Sir Charles,) an English traveller and
antiquary, born in Nottingham in 1799. He explored in
1838 various parts of Asia Minor, and discovered the
ruins of Xanthus, the capital of ancient Lycia.
In 1839
he published his “Journal written during an Excursion
in Asia Minor.” As an agent of the British Museum, he
See Vasari, “Lives of the Painters.”
visited Lycia again in 1839, and discovered many other
ruined cities with beautiful sculptures, which he described
Fenaroli, fi-ni-ro'lee, (Camilla Solar d’Asti soin “An Account of Discoveries in Lycia,” (1841.) Having laR' dls'tee,) an Italian poetess, born at Brescia about
obtained from the Sultan of Turkey a firman permitting 1705 died in 1769.
him to remove works of art, he conducted a party of
Fenaroli or Feneroli, fl-nl-ro'lee, (Fedele,) an
explorers to the valley of the Xanthus in 1841, and Italian composer, born at Lanciano, in the Abruzzi, in
brought home a collection of Xanthian marbles, which 1732, was professor of music at Naples. Died in 1818.
Died in i860.
are now in the British Museum.
Fenaruolo, fl-nl-roo-o'lo, (Geronimo,) an Italian
;

—

;

See “ Gentleman’s Magazine” for January, 1861.

Fellowes,

(Rev. Robert,)

an English writer on

theology, born in Norfolk in 1770, was a friend of the
famous Dr. Parr. He published, besides other works,
a, e, I, o, u, y,
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poet, a native of Venice, died about 1570.
Fendi, fBn'dee, (Peter,) an eminent German painter
of history and portraits, born at Vienna in 1796, was also
an engraver. He painted many subjects of German his-
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tory, and the portraits of the eminent numismatists of
Europe. Died in 1842.
Fenel, fi'nSF, (Jean Baptiste Pascal,) a French
abbot, born in Paris in 1695, was the author of several
historical and antiquarian essays.
Died in 1753.

Fenelon,

f£n'eh-l<jn or fin'ldN',

(Francois de Sa-

—

lignac de la Mothe, (or la Motte) deh sf'lfen'yik' deh
14 mot,) Archbishop of Cambray, an illustrious French
prelate and author, born at the chateau de Fenelon, in
Perigord, August 6, 1651.
He was sent about the age
of twelve to the College of Cahors, from which he passed
to the college Du Plessis in Paris, and devoted himself
to the study of philosophy and theology. At the age of
fifteen he preached his first sermon, which elicited so
much applause that his uncle, the Marquis de Fenelon,
fearing it would have a bad effect on one so young, sent
him to the seminary of Saint-Sulpice. He was ordained
as a priest about 1675, after which he was employed
for ten years in Paris as superior of a

“Nouvelles Catholiques,” founded
of

new

converts.

Among

community

called

for the instruction

his earliest publications

was

an argument against the Protestant religion, entitled
“Traite du Ministere des Pasteurs.” Soon after the
edict of Nantes was revoked, (1685,) Louis XIV. sent
Fenelon to convert the Protestants of Poitou. In this
mission he employed mildness and persuasion in preference to military power.
In 1689 Fenelon was appointed preceptor to the Duke
of Burgundy, a grandson of Louis XIV., and the presumptive heir to the throne, a prince of violent and
irascible temper. He performed the duties of this highly
responsible position with great ability, and, it appears,
effected a decided improvement in the temper and conduct of his pupil, for whom he composed “ Dialogues
of the Dead,” and other works.
He gained the favour
and confidence of Madame de Maintenon. In 1693 he
was admitted into the French Academy. He was appointed Archbishop of Cambray in February, 1695, and
accepted the office on condition that he should reside for
nine months of the year in his diocese and devote three

months

Duke

of Anjou and the
Duke of Berry, grandsons of the king. Fenelon excited
general admiration at court by his ready and brilliant
wit and the graceful amenity of a character in which,
it has been remarked, “the apostle and the great lord
seemed to be strangely united.”
About this time great excitement was produced in the
religious world of France by the mystical sentiments and
writings of Madame Guyon, of whom Fenelon was an
intimate friend. His sympathy with her involved him
in a long controversy with Bossuet, who condemned the
quietism of Madame Guyon and somewhat arrogantly
insisted that Fenelon should define his position on the
subject.
The latter accordingly wrote his “ Explication
des Maximes des Saints,” (1697,) which was regarded as
an indirect apology for Guyonism. Fenelon was denounced by Bossuet to the king, and was dismissed from
court in disgrace.
He appealed to the judgment of the
pope, who, after long hesitation, yielding to the imperious will of Louis XIV. and the menaces of his agents,
decided against the “Maximes des Saints” in March,
Fenelon submitted with dignity, and publicly
1699.
expressed his acquiescence in this decision. He might
perhaps have been restored to favour at court, if a book,
which he wrote to amuse the Duke of Burgundy, had
not been made public, in 1699, through the infidelity of
a servant whom he employed to transcribe the manuto the instruction of the

This was “Les Aventures de Tdlemaque,” his
most celebrated production, and one of the most popular
works in the French language. Louis XIV. suspected

script.

was a covert satire against his despotic regime,
and endeavoured to suppress it. While Fenelon was
thus proscribed at the French court, he was so highly
honoured for his Christian virtues and wisdom among
the nations of Europe, that, when adjacent parts of
France were ravaged by hostile armies, the diocese of
Cambray was protected from spoliation by the orders
of the Duke of Marlborough and Prince Eugene.
His
eloquence and wisdom in conversation are highly extolled by Saint-Simon and other contemporaries.
feel the power and ascendency of his rare genius,” says La
that this
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Bruyere, “whether he preaches without preparation, or
pronounces a studied discourse, or explains his thoughts
in conversation.”
He died on the 7th of January, 1715.
Besides the above-named works, he wrote “ Dialogues
on the Eloquence of the Pulpit,” a “ Demonstration of
the Existence of God,” “On the Temporal Power of the
Mediaeval Popes,” an excellent “Treatise on the Education of Girls,” and a number of political treatises. He
ranks among the most excellent masters of graceful and
eloquent diction that France has produced.
“ He had all the qualities,” says Sir James Mackintosh,
“ which fit a man to be the preceptor of a prince, and
which most disable him to get or to keep office. Even
birth and urbanity and accomplishments and vivacity
were an insufficient atonement for his genius and virtue.”
The same writer remarks, in another place, “ Fenelon
in his writings exhibits more of the qualities which
predispose to religious feelings than any other equally
conspicuous person a mind so pure as steadily to contemplate supreme excellence ; a heart capable of being
touched and affected by the contemplation a gentle and
modest spirit, not elated by the privilege, but seeing its
own want of worth as it came nearer to such brightness,
and disposed to treat with compassionate forbearance
those errors in others of which it felt a humbling consciousness.” “ There was indeed,” says Macaulay, “ one
Frenchman who has discovered those principles which
it now seems impossible to miss,
that the many are
not made for the use of one ; that the truly good government is not that which concentrates magnificence in a
court, but that which diffuses happiness among a people.
These were the doctrines which Fenelon taught.” (See
review of Dumont’s “Recollections of Mirabeau,” in
Macaulay’s “ Essays.”)
See, also, Ramsay, “ Vie de Fdnelon
Cardinal de Bausset,
:

;

—

.

“ Histoire de Fdnelon,” 4 vols., 1808 Gosselin, “ Histoire litteraire
de Fenelon,” 1843 Mackintosh, “ View of the Progress of Ethical
Philosophy
Charles Butler, “ Life of Fdnelon,” 1810; Alphonse
de Lamartine, “ Fdnelon,” Paris, 1854; Henri Lemaire, “ Vie de
Fdnelon,” 1826; Thomas C. Upham, “Life of Fenelon
J. F. de
Laharpe, “ Eloge de F. Salignac de Lamotte- Fenelon,” 1771 Jean
Siffrein Maury, “Eloge de Fenelon,” 1771; Roy, “Histoire de
Fenelon,” 1842; Albert Werfer, “ Leben des F. Fenelon,” etc.,
1852; A. C£larier, “Histoire de Fenelon,” 1844; “Nouvelle Biographie Gdndrale;” “Biographie Universelle,” by M. Villemain;
“Lives of the Most Eminent French Writers,” by Mrs. Shelley,
;

;

;

vol.

i.

Fenelon, de, deh
de Salignac deh

—

f&'neh-liN' or fin'ldiN',

(Bertrand

Marquis, a distinand ambassador of
guished French
Charles IX. at the court of England. His master having charged him to apologize to Queen Elizabeth for the
si'l£n'ytk', )
soldier, writer,

Massacre of Saint Bartholomew, he answered, “Sire,
address yourself to those who have advised you to it.”
He was the author of several diplomatic works. Died
in 1589.

Fenelon, de, (Gabriel Jacques de Salignac,) Marquis, nephew of the illustrious Archbishop of Cambray,
was lieutenant-general of the French armies, and ambassador from Louis XV. to the States of Holland. He
wrote several diplomatic memoirs. He was killed by a
cannon-ball at the battle of Rocour in October, 1746.
Fenelon, de, (J. B. A. Salignac,) a French ecclesiastic and philanthropist, born in Perigord, was appointed
almoner to the queen of Louis XV. The young Savoyards of Paris interested him so much that he received
the title of “ Bishop of the Savoyards.” During the
Revolution he was arrested as a suspected person, and,

although his innocence was proved, he was beheaded

in

July, 1794.

Fen-es-tel'la, (Lucius,) a Roman historian, born 49
was the author of “Annals” which were esteemed
by his contemporaries and are often quoted by Pliny and
others. Few fragments only are extant. Died in 21 A.D.
Fenin, fi'n&N', (Pierre,) a French chronicler, born
in Artois, wrote a history of the civil war between the
houses of Burgundy and Orleans, which was printed in
B.C.,

Died

1837.

in 1506.

Fenn, (Lady Eleanor,) an English writer of educational works, whose assumed name was Mrs. Lovechild,
was born about 1744; died

Fenn,
wich

in

in 1813.

John,) an English antiquary, born in Nor1739, published a work entitled “Original Letters
(Sir
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VI.,

Edward

IV.,

and

Richard III.,” which were the productions of different
persons of distinction, and contained many curious and

him about

;£ 1 000, a “Life of Milton,” (1727,) which is
highly praised by Johnson, and several poems.
Died
in Berkshire in July, 1730.

Died in 1794.
See Johnson, “ Lives of the English Poets.”
Fen'n^r, (William,) an English Puritan divine, born
Fenton, ( Sir Geoffrey, ) an able statesman and
in 1560.
He became rector of Rochford, Essex, in 1629. translator, was a brother of Edward, noticed above. He
Died in 1640. A volume of his sermons and other works produced “Golden Epistles from Guevara and other
was published in 1657.
Authors,” (1575,) and an English version of GuicciarFenner von Fenneberg, fen'ner fon fcn'neh-beRc/, dini’s “History of the Italian Wars,” (1579.) He was
leader of the insurrection in the Palatinate in 1848, was for many years secretary of state in Ireland in the reigns
a native of the Tyrol. After the failure of his projects, of Queen Elizabeth and James I. Died in 1608.
he went to America, where, in 1851, he founded in New
See Warton, “History of English Poetry.”
York a journal called the “Atlantis.”
Fen'ton, (Reuben E.,) an American lawyer and legisFenoillet, feh-nwl'yl', or Fenouillet, feh-noo'yl', lator, born at Carroll, Chautauqua county, New
York,
(Pierre,) a French prelate, born at Annecy, was chaplain in July, 1819. He represented the thirty-third district
to Henry IV., and Bishop of Montpellier.
He wrote, of New York in Congress for four successive terms,
among other treatises, “ Remonstrances to the King from December, 1857, to March, 1865, and acted with
against Duels.” Died in 1652.
the Republican party.
He distinguished himself by his
Fenollar, fl-nol-ylR', (Bernardo,) a Spanish poet, talents for business. In November,
1864, he was elected
born at Valencia in the thirteenth century.
Governor of New York for two years. He was reSee N. Antonio, “Bibliotheca Hispana Vetus.”
elected in 1866, and was chosen a Senator of the United
Fenouillot. See Fenoillet and Falbaire.
States in 1869.
Fen'rir or Fen'ris, called also Fenrisulfr or FenFen'wick, (George,) the proprietor of a plantation
risulf, (fSn'ris-oolf,) in the mythology of the Northmen-, near Saybrook, Connecticut, came to America in 1636.
the name of a monster, regarded as the most terrible Having returned to England, he was appointed one of
enemy of the AJsir. He was the offspring of Loki, the the judges in the trial of Charles I. Died in 1657.
Fenwick, (George,) an English theologian of the
god of evil, and the female Jotun Angurboda, (AngrboSa,
the “ anguish-boding.”)
When he was young, the gods Hutchinsonian school, was rector of Hallaton, Leicesterwith great difficulty succeeded in binding him, (for an shire. He published “Thoughts on the Hebrew Titles
account of this, see Tyr ;) but at the approach of Ragnarok of the Psalms,” (1749.) Died in 1760.
Fenwick, ( Sir John, ) a Roman Catholic agitator
or Ragnarock (the twilight of the gods) he will at length
break loose. He will then rush forth with gaping mouth, and conspirator during the reign of William III., was
his upper jaw touching heaven and his nether jaw the earth, bom in England near the middle of the seventeenth
and if there were room he would gape even more widely. century. He was highly connected, having married a
He will first devour the sun, causing a severe loss, as sister of the Earl of Carlisle. In 1696 he was arrested
may well be supposed, to mankind. Immediately after- for high treason ; but the government failed to convict
interesting anecdotes.

wards, in the great battle with the gods, he will swallow
Odin, but will the next moment be slain by Vidar.
Some writers suppose that by the wolf Fenrir is typified
volcanic fire. The name is probably derived from the
same root as fen, a “marsh” or low place. Fenrir may
signify the inhabitant of the lower world or the abyss.
The monsters of the deep destined to destroy the beneficent gods (Aisir) may denote the blind and terrible
powers which reside in the elements, and which, when
they once break loose, are so destructive to the products
of human intellect and industry ; “because,” says Schiller, “the elements hate the creations of the human

him, in consequence of one of the chief witnesses having
been prevailed upon by Fenwick’s friends to hide himself
on the continent. Thereupon he was tried under a bill of
attainder, which, after an extraordinary excitement and
conflict, passed both Houses of Parliament and received
the royal assent.
He was executed the 28th of January,
He was the last person who suffered death in
1697.
England by an act of attainder. For an extremely
interesting account of his trial, see Macaulay’s “ History
of England,” vol. iv. chap. xxii.
Fen'wicke, (John,) an Englishman, bom in 1618,
noted as the founder of a colony in New Jersey, was a

hand.”*

member of the Society of Friends. He obtained in 1673
a grant of land in West Jersey, emigrated in 1675, and
settled in Salem.
His claim to the proprietorship was
disputed by Governor E. Andros, who arrested him in
1678 and confined him in prison for two years. He died
poor in 1683, after he had conveyed or transferred his
claim to William Penn.
See L. Q. C. Elmer, “ History of the Early Settlement of Cum-

Thorpe’s “Northern Mythology,” vol.
Mallet’s “ Northern
pp. 80, 81, 82; alsop. 181 etseg.
Antiquities,” vol. ii. fable xxxii. Keyser’s “ Religion of the Northmen;” Petersen’s “Nordisk Mythologi.”
Fen'ton, (Edward,) an English navigator, born about
See the account of Ragnarok

in

i.

;

,

In 1577 he accompanied Sir Martin Frobisher on
second voyage to the North Seas, as the commander
of a small vessel.
After making two voyages in the
unsuccessful attempt to discover a passage by the northwest to the South Seas, he was given the command of
1550.

his

four vessels to continue his explorations.

He

sailed first

towards Africa, and then towards the Strait of Magellan.
He fell in with three Spanish ships, one of which he
succeeded in sinking, after a severe engagement. He
then returned to England, and obtained the command
of a vessel in the armament sent against the famous
Armada in 1588, on which occasion he distinguished
skill and bravery.
Died in 1603.
See Fuller, “Worthies of England;” J. Barrow, “Memoirs
of the Naval Worthies of Queen Elizabeth’s Reign.”

himself by his

Fenton, (Elijah,) a distinguished English

born
graduated at
poet,

near Newcastle, Staffordshire, in 1683. He
Oxford about 1704. He was secretary to the Earl of
Orrery, who appointed him preceptor to his only son.
He assisted Pope, whose esteem and friendship he
possessed, in the translation of the “Odyssey,” his portion being the first, fourth, nineteenth, and twentieth
books. Among his other works were the tragedy of
“Mariamne,” (1723,) which was successful, and brought
*
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Fenyes,

fSn'ygsh, (Alexius,) a Hungarian geographer, born in the county of Bihar in 1807. He published
two valuable works, entitled “Present Condition of Hungary and the Adjacent Countries in their Geographical
and Statistical Relations,” (6 vols., 1839,) and “ Statistics

of Hungary,” (1849.)

Feo, fa'o, (Francesco,) an Italian composer, born at
Naples about 1699. He produced a number of masses,
litanies, etc., and a successful opera, entitled “ Ipermnestra.”

Feodor, fa'o-dor, sometimes written Fedor, I., (Ivanovitch,) Czar of Russia, the last of the dynasty of Rurik,
was born in 1557, and ascended the throne in 1584.
Under his reign the Church of Russia was declared independent of the Patriarch of Constantinople ; and from
Died in 1598.
that time it had a separate patriarch.
See Karamzin, “Histoire de l’Empire de Russie.”
Feodor or Fedor II., (Alexievitch,) elder brother
of Peter the Great, became Czar of Russia in 1676, and
distinguished his reign by passing some important laws
Died in 1682.
of a reformatory character.
Feodor or Fedor, fa'o-dor, (IvANOViTCH,)a Russian
or Kalmuck painter and engraver, born about 1765, near
He studied at
the frontier between Russia and China.
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Rome, became a skilful draughtsman, and accompanied Bohemian Protestants. Frederick, Elector Palatine, reLord Elgin to Athens about 1800. He made drawings of solved to oppose him and, as Ferdinand had refused
the bas-reliefs and other antique monuments of Athens, to protect his Protestant subjects against the Catholics,
the Bohemians declared that he had broken his oath
Died in 1821.
called the Elgin Marbles.
Feofan or Feophan, fi-o-Hn', an eminent Russian and that the throne was vacant. This led to the famous
He became Thirty Years’ war. At the time that Ferdinand lost the
prelate and writer, born at Kiev in 1681.
Bishop of Pleskov and Narva about 1716, and Archbishop crown of Bohemia, he was recognized King of Hungary,
of Novogorod in 1721.
He co-operated with Peter the and, upon the death of Matthias, was elected emperor,
Great in his projects of improvement and civilization. in 1619. Frederick, after some hesitation, accepted the
crown of Bohemia, which had been offered to him by the
Died in 1736.
Fer, de, deh faiR, (Nicolas,) a French geographer, States, and leagued himself with all the enemies of the
house of Austria. At the battle of Prague, which was
bom in 1646; died in 1720.
Fer de la Nouerre, de, deh flR deh It noo'aiR', a fought in 1620, the Palatine was defeated by the army
French captain of artillery, and the author of “Science of Ferdinand under Maximilian of Bavaria, and he lost
both his new and his old dominions ; and in 1623 the
of Navigable Canals.” Died about 1790.
Ferabosco, fi-rl-bos'ko, (Alfonso,) a composer, emperor gave Maximilian full power in the Palatinate.
born at Greenwich about 1550, was a son of an Italian In 1624 another Protestant league was formed against
musician. He composed madrigals, and acquired a high Ferdinand, with the King of Denmark at its head but
the latter was defeated by the imperialist general Walreputation.
lenstein, and was forced to accept peace on humiliating
Feraldo. See Fjiraud, (Raimond.)
Feraud, fYro', (Jean Franco is,) a French gramma- terms. Ferdinand, thinking that the time had now arrian, born at Marseilles in 1725, published a valuable rived to extinguish Protestantism in his empire, as he
“ Grammatical Dictionary of the French Language.” could command an army of 150,000 men, while the league
could muster only 30,000, was preparing to execute this
Died in 1807.
Feraud or Feraudi, fi'ro'de', sometimes written design, when a new league was formed, about 1630, by
Feraldo or Ferrando, (Raimond,) a Provengal poet, Sweden, France, and Venice, with Gustavus Adolphus
at its head, who gained many brilliant and important
who died about 1324.
Ferber, f?R'ber, (Johan Jakob,) a distinguished victories over the emperor. But at the battle of Lutzen,
Swedish mineralogist, born at Carlscrona in 1743. He (1632,) where the Protestant arms were crowned with
studied under Linnaeus, Wallerius, and Cronstadt, ex- the most splendid success, the Swedish monarch was
plored the mines of Germany, France, etc., and was killed.
The league was then directed by Chancellor
appointed professor of natural history and philosophy Oxenstiern
and Ferdinand, more fortunate with his
at Mittau in 1774.
He removed to Saint Petersburg in arms, succeeded in making peace with some of the allies,
1783, and entered the service of the King of Prussia in and procured the election of his son, Ferdinand Ernest,
Among his numerous works are his “ Descriptions as King of the Romans. As a monarch, Ferdinand pos1 786.
of the Quicksilver-Mines of Idria,” (1774,) and “ Minera- sessed great ability, but was tyrannical and bigoted.
logical History of Bohemia,” (1774.)
Died in February, 1637.
Died in 1790.
See Meusel, “Lexikon der vom Jahre 1750-1800 verstorbenen
See Schiller, “History of the Thirty Years’ War;” Ersch und
;

;

;

Deutschen

Schriftsteller.”

Ferchault de Reaumur. See Reaumur.
Fer'di-nand [Ger. pron. fiR'de-nint'] I., (KarlLeopold Franz,) Emperor of Austria, born at Vienna in 1793,
was the eldest son of Francis I., and uncle of Franz
Joseph, the present emperor. He married, in 1831, Maria
Anna Carolina, a daughter of Victor Emmanuel of Sardinia. He ascended the throne on the 2d of March, 1835.
As he was subject to a chronic disorder by which his
mind was impaired, the government was directed chiefly
by Metternich as prime minister.
In consequence of
the revolutionary agitations which prevailed in 1848. he
abdicated in favour of his nephew, Franz Jose, ph. in

December of

He

died in 1875,
Ferdinand I., Emperor of Germany, and younger
brother of Charles V., was born at Alcala, in Spain, in
His mother was a daughter of Ferdinand and Isa1 503.
bella of Spain. Having married Anne, sister and heiress
of Louis, King of Hungary and Bohemia, upon the death
of that monarch, in 1526, he laid claim to both crowns,
and was recognized by the Bohemians ; but in Hungary
he met with opposition. John Zapolya, Vayvode of
Transylvania, having been elected king by some of the
Hungarian lords, called in the Turks to assist him, and
defeated Ferdinand, who had marched against him.
After this a compromise was effected, each retaining
part of the kingdom.
He obtained in 1521 the sovereignty of the German provinces of Austria by the consent of Charles V.
Ferdinand was elected King of the
Romans in 1531, and succeeded Charles V., who abdicated the imperial throne in August, 1556. His title was
confirmed by the Diet in 1558. As a monarch, he was
distinguished for his moderation and justice, and was a
liberal patron of learning.
Died in Vienna in July, 1564.
He was succeeded by his son, Maximilian.
See Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie ;” Alfonso
dhUlloa, “Vita del Imperatore Ferdinando I.,” 1565; F. B. Buchthat year.

holtz, “ Geschichte der Regierung Ferdinand’s I.," iovols., 1830-41.

Ferdinand II., Emperor of Germany, son of Charles,
Duke of Styria, and grandson of Ferdinand I., was born
in July, 1578.

Through the

influence of his cousin, the

Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie;” J. P. Silbert, “Ferdinand
II., Romischer Kaiser,” 1836; Friedrich Hurter, “Geschichte
Kaiser Ferdinand’s II.,” 4 vols., 1850-53.

Ferdinand III., born in 1608, succeeded his father,
Ferdinand II., in 1637, on the imperial throne of Germany. The crowns of Bohemia and Hungary having
been secured to him, he was elected emperor with
little opposition
but during the first years of his reign
he met with continual reverses. The Swedes, led on by
their general, Bernhard of Saxe-Weimar, and assisted by
the French, were scarcely less successful than they had
been under Gustavus Adolphus but the Duke of SaxeWeimar died in the midst of his victories, as some
suppose, by poison.
The war was still urged with such
vigour by Louis XIII. and Cardinal Richelieu that the
Austrians were beaten in nearly every battle until October, 1648, when, after the death of the French monarch
and his prime minister, the emperor signed the treaty
known as the Peace of Westphalia, which secured religious liberty to the Protestants.
Ferdinand died in
1657, deeply regretted by his subjects, and was succeeded
by his son, Leopold I.
;

See Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”

Ferdinand

[Sp. Fernando, fgR-n&n'do] I., King of
Aragon and Sicily, surnamed the Just, born in 1373,
was the second son of Juan I. of Castile. He became
King of Aragon in 1412, and died in 1416, leaving the

throne to his son, Alfonso V.

Ferdinand
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II. of

Aragon.

See Ferdinand V. of

Castile.

Ferdinand (Fernando)

I., King of Castile, a son
of Sancho III., was crowned in 1035.
In 1038 his
brother-in-law, Bermudo, King of Leon, having invaded
Castile, Ferdinand defeated him in a battle, in which
Bermudo was slain. Ferdinand thus became King of
Leon and the most powerful monarch in Spain. He
afterwards carried on a successful war against the Moors,
and forced the Kings of Saragossa and Toledo to become
his tributaries.
Historians speak in high terms of the
ability and virtues of this prince.
Died in 1065. He

left

Castile to his son Sancho,

emperor Matthias, he was crowned King of Bohemia son, Alfonso.
in 1617, after having promised religious liberty to the
See Ferreras,
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Ferdinand (Fernando) II. of Leon, a son of Alfonso
VII., mounted the throne of Leon in 1157, at the same
time that his brother, Sancho III., became King of CasIt was under the reign of this monarch that the
famous order of the Christian knights of Saint James was
founded. Ferdinand carried on successful wars against
the Moors, in which he displayed great generalship and
intrepidity.
Died in 1187. He was particularly noted
tile.

for his generosity.

inspirited the Christians.

The war was now

vigorously

urged forward by Ferdinand, who commanded in person,
and by Isabella, who was untiring in her efforts to encourage the nation and to keep in the field an efficient
army. She imparted to the people her own zeal and
heroic enterprise, which wavered not until the capitulation of the royal city of Granada, in November, 1491. In
i486 Columbus visited the court of Spain, to solicit from
the sovereigns the assistance which would enable him
to prosecute a voyage of discovery.
At this time their
treasury was drained, and the Moorish war engrossed
their entire attention: so that they were unable either to
fit out the armament which he wished, or to decide on

Ferdinand (Fernando) III., called the Saint, a
son of Alfonso IX., King of Leon, and Berengaria, Queen
of Castile.
He became King of Castile in 1217, and succeeded his father in 1230. In his Moorish wars he conquered the kingdom of Baeza, took Cordova, Seville, and the policy of the adventure. However, when the war
several other rich and important places, and made the was finished, Isabella made those arrangements with the
Kings of Granada and Murcia his tributaries. He died illustrious Genoese which opened to the Castilians a far
in 1252, and was succeeded by his son, Alfonso X.
greater empire than the one just obtained.
In 1492 an
See Miguel de Herrera, “Cronica del Rey Fernando III.,” edict was issued for the expulsion of all Jews from the
1554; H. Florez, “Elogio del S. Rey Fernando III.,” 1754.
kingdom. In 1493 Columbus returned from his successFerdinand (Fernando) IV., King of Castile and ful voyage to the New World. The same year they
Leon, born at Seville in 1285, was the son of Sancho IV., obtained a papal bull by which their titles were confirmed
whom he succeeded in 1295. Like the preceding, he to all territories which they should discover in the Westgained many victories over the Moors. He was vindic- ern hemisphere. Ferdinand and Isabella next turned
tive, passionate, and unjust.
He died in 1312, and left their attention to the education of the Spanish youth.
the throne to his son, Alfonso XI.
They invited learned men to settle in their dominions,
Ferdinand (Fernando) V., King of Castile and and founded universities throughout the kingdom. In
Aragon, surnamed the Catholic, was born at Sos on 1495 Charles VIII. of France invaded Italy and took
the 10th of March, 1452. He was the son of Juan II., possession of Naples. The proximity of so powerful an
King of Aragon. At this time Juan’s son Carlos, Prince army to his Sicilian possessions filled the mind of Ferof Viana, was the presumptive heir to the throne of Ara- dinand with apprehension. He fitted out an army to
gon and Navarre. In 1461 the Prince of Viana died, and assist the Neapolitan king, the command of which he
soon after the Aragonese tendered the oaths of allegiance gave to Gonsalvo de Cordova, known in history as the
to Ferdinand, as heir-apparent to that monarchy.
In “Great Captain,” who landed in Italy in May, and, after
very early life he was trained to the use of arms, and a series of brilliant victories gained over much larger
was schooled in all the military science of that age, and, forces, expelled the French and firmly established the
while yet a boy, exhibited great discretion and superior King of Naples on his throne. Subsequently treaties of
prowess on the field of battle. In 1469 he married the marriage were formed by the Spanish monarchs for their
infanta Isabella, on whom had been fixed the succession only son, Prince Juan, with Margaret, the daughter of
to the throne of Castile.
The glory of their reign and the emperor Maximilian, and for the princess Joanna
the commencement of the highest prosperity and gran- with the emperor’s son Philip ; and, to cement their frienddeur of the Spanish monarchy are chiefly to be attributed ship with England, their youngest daughter, known as
to the eminent qualities of this princess.
Spain at this Catherine of Aragon, was married to Arthur, Prince of
period was divided into the kingdoms of Castile, Aragon, Wales.
Navarre, and Granada, the latter of which was still posIn 1497 the nation sustained a great calamity in the
sessed by the Moors ; but Ferdinand and Isabella, before death of Prince Juan. Two years later, his sister, the
the close of their reign, by energetic and politic measures Princess of Portugal, died.
In 1501, the Moors having
united the four sovereignties under their sway. In 1474 revolted, Ferdinand compelled them all either to be
Henry IV. of Castile died, and Isabella was proclaimed baptized or to leave the kingdom. The majority chose
queen at Segovia. Her title, however, was disputed by the former alternative. In 1500 Ferdinand concluded a
the princess Joanna, whom Henry had acknowledged to treaty with Louis XII. of France, by which they divided
be his legitimate daughter. Joanna received assistance the kingdom of Naples equally between them. The
from several of the Castilian grandees and her uncle, Great Captain had previously sailed for Italy with a powAlfonso of Portugal, who invaded Spain to defend her erful army, and in a short time the division was made.
cause.
Ferdinand soon placed himself at the head of Disputes, however, soon arose between the invaders,
an army, and gained a decisive victory over the Portu- which, after a war of four years, resulted in the complete
guese at Toro, which caused Alfonso to withdraw to his overthrow of the French in Italy, and the firm establishown dominions. In a short time the entire kingdom of ment of the authority of Ferdinand over all the kingdom
Castile submitted to Isabella, and finally, in 1479, a treaty of Naples.
In November, 1504, Queen Isabella died,
of peace was ratified at Lisbon. The same year Ferdi- and Ferdinand was appointed Regent of Castile, on
nand was crowned King of Aragon at the death of Juan account of the insanity of his daughter Joanna, the heirIn 1505 Ferdinand married
II. The two sovereigns immediately commenced a course apparent to that throne.
of salutary reforms, especially in Castile, where during Germaine de Foix, niece of Louis XII. In 1508 the
the reign of Henry oppression and rapine had been car- treaty of Cambray was signed by the Emperor of Gerried to great excesses by the nobility.
Various courts many, the King of Aragon, the King of France, and the
of justice were also formed, over which the king and pope, for the division of the Venetian republic. After a
queen frequently presided in person. A successful at- decisive battle gained by the allies, the Spanish monarch
tempt was likewise made for reducing the power of the received several cities as his share, which were incorpogreat feudal lords, who had frequently held the authority rated into the kingdom of Naples.
In 1511 a treaty was
of their sovereigns in contempt.
In 1480 an indelible formed by the Spanish king and the Emperor of Gerstain was fastened on the otherwise unsullied fame of many for driving the French from Italy, which was acIsabella by the establishment of the Inquisition. Ferdi- complished after the battle of Ravenna. Jean d’Albret,
nand subsequently gave his consent for its introduction King of Navarre, having leagued himself, offensively and
into Aragon. After the king and queen had fully estab- defensively, with Louis of France, the King of Aragon
lished their authority at home, they turned their attention invaded his dominions, drove him from the throne, and
towards the conquest of Granada, the most fertile portion in 1513 completed the entire subjugation of that kingof Spain. The invasion of that kingdom was, however, dom. Ferdinand died in January, 1516. As a sovereign,
anticipated by the Moorish sovereign, who in 1481 sur- he was brave, affable, indefatigable in business, temperate
prised and captured the fortress of Zahara, in Andalusia. in his habits, and strongly attached to the Catholic reSoon after the Castilians took the strongly-fortified city ligion but he was bigoted, cruel, selfish in the extreme,
of Alhama, in the heart of the Moorish dominions. This and ungenerous to those to whom he was greatly indebted.
exploit struck the Moslems with terror, while it greatly For shrewdness and policy he excelled every other mon;
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He was succeeded by Prince Carlos,
arch of his age.
celebrated as Charles V. of Germany, son of Philip of
Austria and Joanna.
See Prescott, “ History of Ferdinand and Isabella,” 3 vols.,
1838; Mariana, “Historia de Rebus Hispaniae;” Hernando del
Pulgar, “Crdnica de los Senores Reyes Catdlicos,” 1545; Balthasar Gracian, “ El politico D. Fernando el Catdlico,” 1641.
Ferdinand (Fernando) VI. of Spain, surnamedTHE
Wise, son of Philip V. and Mary of Savoy, was born at
Madrid in 1713, and ascended the throne in 1746. The
early part of his reign was distinguished by the many
wise and just laws which he enacted, by the encouragement that he gave to commerce, manufactures, and the
arts, and by the successful efforts he made to promote
Ferdinand was subject
literature and science in Spain.
to long fits of melancholy, which materially interfered
with his various plans for the welfare of his subjects.
He died, without issue, in 1759, and was succeeded by
his brother, Charles III.
Ferdinand (Fernando) VII., son of Charles IV.,
King of Spain, and Maria Louisa of Parma, was born in
1784. When he was six years of age, he was proclaimed
Prince of Asturias and heir-apparent to the Spanish
crown. He was kept in servile subjection by the queen
and Godoy, the court favourite, but was provided with
competent instructors. In 1802 Ferdinand married Maria
Antoinette, daughter of Ferdinand IV., King of the Two
Sicilies.
This princess, possessing much talent and
energy, attempted to raise her husband to his proper
station at court ; but, being unsuccessful, they were both
She died in 1806, under
obliged to go into retirement.
circumstances which created a belief that Godoy had
caused her to be poisoned. The favourite afterwards accused Ferdinand of plotting against the life of the king,
and caused him to be thrown into prison ; but he was
liberated not long after.
In 1808 Charles IV., alarmed
by the French invasion, abdicated in Ferdinand’s favour ;
but Napoleon succeeded by intrigue in drawing them
to France, where he detained them for several years and
caused them both to resign their authority. In 1813,
when Joseph Bonaparte had been repeatedly driven from
his capital, Napoleon restored Ferdinand to power. His
reign was subsequently disturbed by the disputes of the
two parties called the Liberals, or those who favoured
the Constitution of 1812, and the Absolutists, or Apostolical party, the monarch favouring the latter.
Ferdinand had two daughters by his fourth wife, Maria
Christina, daughter of Francis, King of the Two Sicilies.
The eldest of these, Maria Isabella, became Queen of
Spain upon her father’s death in 1833.
See Southey, “ History of the Peninsular War
De Pradt,
Memoires sur la Revolution d’Espagne,” 1816; General Foy,
“ Guerre de la Peninsule,” 4 vols. Godoy, Memoirs,” 4 vols.
1

the house of Aragon, now revolted, and Ferdinand was
obliged to leave Naples, which was shortly afterwards
But, on
invested by the French under Charles VIII.
obtaining assistance from the King of Aragon, who sent
him troops commanded by the great captain Gonsalvo
de Cordova, Ferdinand succeeded in driving the French
from Naples. He died, without issue, in 1496.
See Guicciardini, “Istoria d’ltalia;” Philippe de Comines,
“ Chronique.”

Ferdinand (Ferdinando) III. of Naples. See
Ferdinand V. of Spain.
Ferdinand (Ferdinando) IV., King of Naples, afterwards called Ferdinand I. of the United Kingdoms of
the Two Sicilies, was born in 1751. He was a younger
son of Charles III. of Spain. He began to reign when
he was but eight years old. The Marquis Tanucci, who
possessed much ability as a minister, was appointed
regent.
He, however, totally neglected the education of
the young prince.
In 1768 Ferdinand married Maria
Carolina of Austria, daughter of Maria Theresa, who,
being a princess of great ambition, cruelty, and energy,
misgoverned Naples under her husband’s name. In
1777, Tanucci, who had been created prime minister, was
dismissed, and John Acton, an Englishman, came into
power. His administration was even far less beneficial
than Tanucci’s. In 1792 the court of Naples joined the
allies against France, but four years later purchased a
peace from the French Directory. In 1798 it formed
a secret alliance with Russia, Austria, and England, and
the Neapolitan army marched against the French, by
whom they were defeated about the end of 1798. The
queen, becoming alarmed, fled to Sicily, whither she was
followed by the king in 1799. The successes of the allies
in 1799 restored to power Ferdinand and his queen, who,
by the aid of Lord Nelson, inflicted a treacherous and
bloody revenge on the republicans. Many of the best and
noblest citizens of Naples were then executed.
Ferdinand formed a treaty of peace with France in 1801, but in
1805 entered another secret alliance. Napoleon I. then
declared that the Bourbon dynasty had ceased to reign
at Naples, and created Murat sovereign of that kingdom.
Ferdinand retired to Sicily, where he was protected by
the British until the overthrow of the French emperor.
In 1812 he was induced to resign his authority into the
hands of his son Francis. On the fall of Napoleon, in
In 1816
1814, he was restored to the throne of Naples.
he united the kingdoms of Naples and Sicily under the
same form of government. He died, generally detested,
in 1825, and was succeeded by his son, Francis I.
See Botta, “Storia d’ltalia dal 1789 al 1814:” Thiers, “History of the French Revolution,” and his “History of the Consulate
and of the Empire.”

‘

;

Ferdinand I., II., and III. of Bohemia. See Ferdinand I., II., and III., Emperors of Germany and
Austria.

Ferdinand [It. Ferdinando, f§R-de-nin'do] I., King
of Naples, natural and only son of Alfonso, King of Aragon, was born in 1423, legitimized by Pope Eugene IV.,
and crowned King of Naples in 1458. The false and cruel
character of Ferdinand soon caused a general revolt of
his subjects, who invited John of Anjou to take possession of the throne.
At first Ferdinand met with some
severe losses ; but, assisted by Pope Pius II. and the
Duke of Milan, he gained, in August, 1462, at Troia, a
decisive victory over the French, by which success his
power was completely restored. In 1485 the barons,
assisted by Pope Innocent VIII., revolted against Ferdinand, who obtained peace only on granting their demands; but as soon as they disarmed he caused the
barons to be arrested and put to death. For this treacherous proceeding he was excommunicated by the pope.
Ferdinand died in 1494, detested by his subjects, and
was succeeded by his son, Alfonso II.
See Mariana, “ Historia de Rebus Hispaniae
Sismondi,
“ Histoire des Rdpubliques Italiennes;” Guicciardini, “ Istoria
“ Historia Neapolitana ab Anno 1458 ad Annum

d’ltalia;” Pontano,
1494 ,” 1617.

Ferdinand (Ferdinando)

II., grandson of the preand son of Alfonso II., was born about 1468, and
ascended the throne of Naples in January, 1495. The

Ferdinand (Ferdinando)

II.,

Two

King of the

born in 1810, was a son of Francis I. He began
to reign in November, 1830, and married Maria Theresa,
His oppressive and
an Austrian princess, in 1837.
despotic reign provoked a series of conspiracies and insurrections, which were suppressed with great cruelty.
Sicilies,

He was nicknamed “Bomba.” He died
was succeeded by his son, Francis II.

in 1859,

and

See Gladstone, “Letters to Lord Aberdeen,” 1851; Farini,
“II Stato Romano,” and English version of the same, by W. E.
Gladstone, 1851.

Ferdinand (or Fernando) I., King of Portugal, son
of Peter the Cruel and Constance of Castile, born at
Coimbra in 1345, ascended the throne in 1367. He
engaged in a war with Henry II. of Castile, who invaded
Portugal, and, after gaining two victories, compelled
Ferdinand to sue for peace, the articles of which were
signed in 1371. Died in 1383. Ferdinand left behind
him the reputation of a just and beneficent prince.
Ferdinand (or Fernando) II., King of Portugal, a
younger son of Queen Maria II., was born about 1838.
He succeeded his brother, Don Pedro V., in November,
1861. Died in 1884.
His father, Ferdinand Augustus of Saxe-Coburg,
had married the Portuguese queen Maria II., after whose
death, in 1853, he was for a short time regent of the

ceding,

kingdom.

Neapolitans, having a long time conceived a hatred for

Ferdinand [It. Ferdinando, fSR-de-nSn'do] I. de
Medici, Grand Duke of Tuscany, born in 1549, was a
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succeeded his brother,

Archbishop of Granada by Ferdinand and

Isabella.

Died

in 1507.

in 1609.

Ferdinand (Ferdinando)

Ferdinandi, f§R-de-nin'dee, (Epifanio,) a distinII., Grand Duke of Tuswas a son of Cosimo II., whom he guished Italian philosopher and physician, born at Misagna,
in the kingdom of Naples, in 1569.
succeeded in 1620. He was a liberal patron of literature
He was the
and art. He died in 1670, and was succeeded by his son, author of numerous philosophical and medical works,
among which is “ Centum Historiae, seu Observationes
Cosimo III.
Ferdinand (Ferdinando) III. of Tuscany, born in et Casus Medici,” (1621, often reprinted.) Died in 1638.
Ferdinandi, flR-de-nln'dee, or Fernandi, feR-nln'1 769, was a son of Pietro Leopoldo, and a brother of
He began to reign dee, (Francesco,) called Imperiali, a painter of the
Francis II., Emperor of Germany.
in 1791, was expelled by the French about 1800, and re- Roman school, who worked at Rome in 1730.
Ferdoucy or Ferdousi. See Firdousee.
stored in 1814.
He was more liberal and mild than the
Ferdusi. See Firdousee.
Died in 1824, and
other Italian princes of that period.
Fereedoon, Feridoun, or Feridun, fgr'ee-ddon', a
was succeeded by his son, Leopold II.
See Gonnelli, “Elogio di Ferdinando III.,” 1824; Zeller, king of ancient Persia, of the Peshdadian dynasty, was
“ Histoire d’ltalie.”
a son of the famous Jemsheed, (or Jamshid.) He is
Ferdinand, (Ferdinando,) Duke of Parma, born in regarded by the Persians as a model of every virtue.
His mother was
See Atkinson’s “ Abridgment of the Shah-Nameh of Firdausi,”
1757, was a son of Philip of Bourbon.
Elizabeth, a daughter of Louis X V. of F ranee. He began London, 1832; and “A Short History of Persia,” in vol. v. of Sir
William
Jones’s Works.
to reign in 1765, and left the direction of affairs to the
Feretrius, a surname of Jupiter, which see.
Marquis de Felino. Died in 1802.
Ferg, f?RG, (Paul Franz,) an excellent German landFerdinand, (Fernando,) son of James II., King of
Aragon, born at Valencia in 1228. James had divided scape-painter, born at Vienna in 1689; died about 1740.
See Descamps, “Vies des Peintres Flamands,” etc.
the kingdom among his sons, which produced a war
Fer'gus I., King of Scotland, was engaged in wars
between Don Ferdinand and his brother, Don Pedro,
Died about 450 A.D.
in which the former was defeated and taken prisoner. with the Romans and Britons.
Fergus II. succeeded Eugene VII. in 764. He was
Don Pedro ordered him to be thrown into the river
cany, born in 1610,

This occurred

Cinga.

Ferdinand,

or

killed in 767.

in 1275.

Fernando,

Infante of Portugal, born

was a younger son of John I. He accompanied
a Portuguese army which invaded Barbary in 1437 and
was defeated. He remained as a hostage in the power
of the Moors, and died at Fez in 1443.
Ferdinand, (August Franz Anton,) Duke of SaxeCoburg-Gotha, and prince-consort of Portugal, was born

in 1402,

He

married Maria, Queen of Portugal, in 1836.
in 1855, with the title of Pedro V.
Ferdinand (Fernando) of Aragon, Archbishop of
Saragossa, and grandson of Ferdinand the Catholic, was
born at Madrid in 1514. He wrote, besides other works,
a valuable history of the kings and prelates of Aragon.
in 1816.

His son became king

Died

in 1575.

of Bavaria, Archbishop of Cologne, and
Prince-Bishop of Liege and Munster, was born in 1577.
He commanded a body of troops which fought against
During his
the Protestants in the Thirty Years’ war.
reign there were a series of bloody revolts at Liege.

Ferdinand

Died in 1650.
Ferdinand,

or Fernando, Duke of Braganza, a Portuguese general, born in 1403, was a son of Alfonso, the
Died in 1478.
first Duke of Braganza.
Ferdinand (Fernando) of Cordova, celebrated for
He
his universal knowledge, was born about 1420.
signalized his bravery under John II. of Castile in
the war against the Moors ; but, preferring the pen to

the sword, he retired from the army, and occupied the
He
chair of professor in several Spanish universities.
stood high in the favour of Ferdinand and Isabella, who
granted him a pension. He was the author of several
works on theology, etc. He is supposed to have died

about 1480.
See N. Antonio, “Bibliotheca Hispana Nova.”

Fer'gus-on, (Adam,) a distinguished Scottish writer
and metaphysician, born in Perthshire in 1724, studied
at the University of Saint Andrew’s and at that of Edinburgh. He filled for some years the office of chaplain
In 1759 he was appointed to
in a Highland regiment.
the chair of natural philosophy in the University of
Edinburgh, where in 1764 he became professor of moral
philosophy. In 1767 he published his first work, an
“ Essay on the History of Civil Society,” which was
translated into several languages.
In 1778 he was appointed secretary to the five commissioners sent to the
United States to effect a reconciliation. Of his numerous
works the most important is his “ History of the Progress
and Termination of the Roman Republic,” (3 vols., 1 783.)

Died

in 1816.
See Chambers, “ Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen
“ Edinburgh Review” for January, 1867.

Ferguson, (James,) an eminent self-taught astronomer and mechanician, born near Keith, in the north of
Scotland, in 1710.
His father, though a day-labourer,
succeeded in teaching all his children to read and write.
Ferguson’s mechanical genius was first developed when
he was but seven or eight years old. The roof of their
cottage had partly fallen in, and his father, in order to
It appeared almost
raise it, used a lever and fulcrum.
incredible to young Ferguson that one man could raise
such a great weight. He began to experiment with
levers of different sizes.
To these he added the wheel
and axle, and drew up a short treatise on the subject.
His father having placed him with a farmer to take
charge of sheep, he began to study the stars at night, and
to construct models of mills, spinning-wheels, etc. in the
daytime.
He afterwards went to live with a farmer
named Glashan, who treated him with great kindness

allowed him leisure for his studies. He also made
the acquaintance of Mr. Grant, a gentleman who soon
took Ferguson into his service and placed him under the
instruction of his butler, Robert Cautley, an ingenious

Ferdinand (Charles Joseph) of Este, Archduke and
of Austria, born in 1781, was a son of Ferdinand Charles
Anton Joseph, and a nephew of the emperor Leopold.
He commanded an army against the French, and afterwards against the Poles, in both instances unsuccessfully.

Died

in 1850.

Ferdinand (Fernando) of Spain, Cardinal, born
was the third son of Philip III. of Spain. He
became Governor of the Low Countries in 1633, and
invaded France in 1636. Died in 1641.
Coxe, “ HisSee Schiller, “ History of the Thirty Years’ War
in 1609,

tory of the

House of Austria,”

3 vols., 1807.

—

Ferdinand (Fernando) de Jesus di Hi-soos', a
Spanish Carmelite and ecclesiastical writer, born at Jaen
He wrote, besides other works, “ Commentaries
on Aristotle.” Died at Granada in 1644.
Ferdinand de Talavera di ti-li-va'ri, a Spanish
monk, and confessor to Queen Isabella of Castile, was
born at Talavera de la Reyna in 1445- He was appointed
in 1570.
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and well-informed man, from whom he acquired some
knowledge of arithmetic, algebra, and geometry. In
order to amuse himself during an illness, he constructed
He
a wooden clock, which was a good time-keeper.
also formed a wooden watch with a whalebone spring,
and began to earn small sums by repairing and cleaning

He turned his attention to drawing patterns for
needle-work, copying pictures, and taking portraits in
In the last employment he was so successful
India-ink.
that he was induced to go to Edinburgh, where, through
the patronage of the Marchioness of Douglas, he gained
a sufficient sum to support himself and to assist his paHe followed this profession, as a means of obtainrents.
ing a livelihood, for about twenty-six years. He invented
an orrery on a less intricate plan than those formerly
clocks.
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In 1743 he removed to London. In 1747
he published a “ Dissertation on the Phenomena of the
Harvest Moon,” and in 1748 commenced lecturing on
astronomy and mechanics. He was patronized by the
Prince of Wales, afterwards George III., who, after he
ascended the throne, granted Ferguson a pension of fifty
pounds a year from his privy purse. Ferguson said that
the best machine he ever invented was the Eclipsareon,
which showed the time, quantity, duration, and progress

Fermanel, f?R'mi'n£l', a French traveller, visited
Palestine and other parts of Asia Minor in 1630, and
published, after his return, a “Voyage to Italy and the

Ferguson, (Robert,) a British poet and prose writer,
born at Carlisle about 1820. He published a collection
of poems, entitled “The Shadow of the Pyramid,” (1847,)
and “The Pipe of Repose or, Recollections of Eastern

in truth,

constructed.

Levant.”

Fermat, de, deh fSR'mf', (Pierre,) a celebrated
French mathematician and lawyer. According to several biographers, he was born at Toulouse in 1595
but
Dr. Hoefer states that he was born near Montauban in
1601.
He was one of the counsellors of the parliaof solar eclipses in all parts of the earth. Among his ment of Toulouse, and cultivated mathematics as a remost important works we may mention “Astronomy ex- creation. He corresponded with Descartes, Roberval,
plained upon Sir Isaac Newton’s Principles, and made Mersenne, and others. The French savants claim that
easy to those who have not studied Mathematics,” (2 he is entitled to a great part of the honour of the disvols., 1821,) and “Lectures on Subjects in Mechanics, covery of the differential calculus, which is generally
Died in 1776.
Hydrostatics, Pneumatics, Optics,” etc.
awarded to Newton. He made important discoveries
Chambers, “ Biographical Dictionary in the theory of numbers, and invented a method of
See his “ Autobiography
of Eminent Scotsmen
C. Henderson, “Life of James Ferguson,” finding maxima and minima.
According to La Place,
Edinburgh, 1867; “Pursuit of Knowledge under Difficulties,” vol.i.,
Fermat shares with Pascal the honour of the invention
1839; C. L. Brightwell, “Annals of Industry and Genius.”
of the calculus of probabilities.
He died at Toulouse
Ferguson or Fergusson, (Robert,) a Scottish poet,
in January, 1665, leaving several works, which were
born in Edinburgh in 1750. He published a volume of
poems in 1773. His habits were very dissipated. He published by his son Samuel, under the title of “Varia
Opera,” (1679.) He had married Louise du Long about
became insane and died in 1774.
“The geometer next in genius to Descartes,”
1631.
See D. Irving, “ Life of R. Ferguson,” 1810; A. Peterkin,
says Hallam, “and perhaps nearer to him than to any
“Life of R. Ferguson.”
Ferguson, (Robert,) M.D., a British medical writer, third, was Fermat, a man of various acquirements, of
born in 1799. He published a work “On Puerperal high rank in the parliament of Toulouse, and of a mind
incapable of envy, forgiving of detraction, and delighting
Fever.” Died in 1865.

;

Travel,” (1848.)

;

with almost too

much

indifference to praise.”

(“ Introduction to the Literature of

Europe.”)

See Montucla, “Histoire des Mathematiques
Genty,
l’Influence de Fermat sur son Sifecle,” 1784
“Revue des
Mondes” for May, 1845; “Nouvelle Biographie Gendrale.”
;

“De
Deux

Fermat, de, (Samuel,) a French lawyer and poet, a
Ferguson, (William,) a Scottish painter of still life.
son of the preceding, born at Toulouse in 1632, was a
Died in 1690.
Fer'gus-son, (James,) a celebrated architect, born at counsellor to the parliament. He wrote several treatises
on law and other subjects. Died in 1690.
Ayr, in Scotland, in 1808. After spending ten years in
India and China, he returned to England and employed
and scientific studies. In 1849 he
brought forward a new theory in regard to fortifications,
in which he advocated the superiority of round forts to
those formed of angles, and the use of earth-work for
masonry, and of terraces. His plan was at first ridiculed
but after the siege of Sebastopol, where Mr. Fergusson’s
suggestions had produced important results, it was received far more favourably. He is the author of numerous
his time in literary

works upon architecture and fortifications, among which
we may cite “An Essay on the Ancient Topography of
Jerusalem,” (1847,) “Picturesque Illustrations of Ancient Architecture in Hindostan,” (1848,) “The Palaces
of Nineveh and Persepolis Restored,” (1851,) “Illustrated
Hand-Book of Architecture,” (1855,) the “Peril ol
Portsmouth, or French Fleets and English Forts,” and
“ The Temples of the Jews and the Buildings in the
Haram Area at Jerusalem,” (1878.)
Ferhctd- (fer-hid') Pasha, a Turk, who became grand
vizier of Amurath III. in 1581.
He was defeated near
Nicopolis, for which he was put to death in 1596.
Ferichtah. See Ferishta.
Ferid-eddin-Attar, (or -Athar.) See Attar-Feor Feridfin.

See Fereedoon.

Feriol or Ferriol. See Pont-de-Veyle.
Ferishta, Ferischtah, or Ferichtah, fgr'ish-tah,
(Mohammed-Kctsim, mo-hiim'med ki'sim,) an eminent Persian historian, born at Astrabad about 1550, or,
His great work was
according to some accounts, 1570.
a “ History of India,” commencing about the close of
the tenth century though in the introduction he gives a
short account of Indian history previous to the invasion
of the Mohammedans.
It was translated into English
by Alexander Dow, (2 vols., 1768.)
better English
version was published by General Briggs, “ History of
the Rise of the Mahomedan Power in India,” (London,
He is supposed to have died about
4 vols. 8vo, 1829.)
1625.
;

A

See Von Hammer, article in the “Wiener Jahrbiicher,” vol. Ii.
Briggs, Preface to Translation of the “ History of the Mahomedan

Power

in India.”

Ferloni, fgR-lo'nee, (Severino Antonio,) a learned
Italian ecclesiastic, born in the Papal States in 1740, was
a partisan of Napoleon.
Died in 1813.
c as k; 9 as

s;

Surinam in 1754, resided there nearly ten years, and
published several works relating to the geography and
natural history of that colony.
Fermo, da, d£ fSR'mo, (Lorenzino,) an able Italian
painter, born at Fermo, flourished about 1660.
Fermor, flR'moR, (Wilhelm,) Count of, a Russian
general, born at Pleskov in 1704, served with distinction
in the Seven Years’ war and against the Turks, and
was subsequently created a count. He commanded the
Russian army which Frederick the Great defeated at

Died in 1771.
See Parton.
Fernand, fgR'nfiN', [Lat. Phernan'dus,] Ferrand,

Zorndorf

g hard; g as j;

g, h,

k

,

in 1761.

Fern, (Fanny.)

fVrfiN', or Frenand, fReh'nbN', (Charles,) a teacher of
theology and philosophy in the University of Paris, was
born at Bruges about 1450. He became blind in childhood. He was the author of several ecclesiastical works.

Died

reed-ed-Deen.

Feridoun

Ferme, ferm, (Charles,) a Scottish divine, born in
Edinburgh, became minister at Fraserburgh about 1600.
He wrote a Latin Commentary on the Epistle to the
Romans, (1651.) Died about 1618.
Fermin, fgR'min or fgR'm&N', (Philippus,) a Dutch
physician and traveller, born at Maestricht. He visited

See

in 1496.

Valere Andr£,

“Bibliotheca Belgica.”

Fernand, f§r-n£nd',

or Fernan, fSr-nSn', (Gonzalez,)
a famous Castilian hero or cavalier, born about 910 A.D.,
was the first Count of Castile. He gained several victories over the Moors.
His adventures were favourite
subjects of Spanish writers of romance.
Died after 950.

Fernand Nunez, (orNunes,) de,d£f£r-n£nd'noon'yith, (or noon'ygs,) Count, a Spanish noble, born in
Madrid in 1778. As a partisan of Ferdinand VII., he
was declared a traitor to France and Spain by Napoleon
I.
He escaped, however, the vengeance of the emperor
and when Ferdinand returned to his kingdom, in 1814,
Fernand Nunez was sent as ambassador to England, and
subsequently to Paris. Died in 1821.
Fernandes, f§R-n£n'dgs, (Alvaro, £l'v 3 -ro,) a dis^
;

tinguished Portuguese navigator, explored the west coast
of Africa about 1448.
Fernandes, f2 R-n£n'dSs, or Ferdinand, f?R'de-nint,
(Valentin,) a German printer and translator, lived at
Lisbon about 1500. He translated part of Marco Polo's
Travels into Portuguese, (1502.)

guttural; n, nasal; r, trilled; s as z; th as in

this.
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Explanations, p. 23.)

FERNANDES

Fernandes or Fernandez, (Vasco,) an eminent
Portuguese painter, born at Viseu in 1552. Little is
known of his life.
Fernandez. See Hernandez.
Fernandez, ffiR-nin'd§th,( Alfonzo,)
and

Fernandez, (Antonio de Arias

—di

i're-is,)

a

celebrated Spanish painter, born at Madrid.
His pictures had once a high reputation.
Died in 1684.
Fernandez, (Diego,) a Spanish historian and soldier,

He embarked

at Palencia.

for

Peru

in 1545,

and

entered the service of the viceroy Hurtado de Mendoza,
as historiographer, in 1555.
He wrote a “History of
Peru,” (1571,) which is said to be the best contemporary

work on

that subject.
See N. Antonio, “ Bibliotheca Hispana Nova.”

Fernandez, f?R-nin'd§z, (Diniz,) a Portuguese navigator, born in Lisbon, sailed about 1446 on an exploring
expedition to Africa, and discovered the mouth of the
Senegal, and the promontory at the extreme western part
of Africa, to which he gave the name of Cape Verd.
Fernandez, (Francisco,) a
painter, born in

celebrated

Spanish

Madrid

in 1605 ; died in 1646.
See Quilliet, “Vies des Peintres Espagnols.”

Fernandez, (Joao,) a Portuguese traveller, who about
1446 visited the west coast of Africa. He is supposed
to have been the first European who penetrated into the
interior of that continent, which he entered at the mouth
of the Rio do Ouro.
Fernandez, (Juan,) a Spanish captain and navigator,
entered in 1 533 the service of Alvarado in South America.
He accompanied Antonio de Sedeno in an expedition to
Venezuela.

Died

in 1538.

(Juan,) a Spanish pilot and navigator,
discovered in 1563 the two islands which bear his name,
and planted a colony on the larger island, which is eighteen miles long. The adventures of Alexander Selkirk
on this island are supposed to have formed the basis of
De Foe’s story of “Robinson Crusoe.” Other discoveries
in the Southern Ocean are ascribed to him. Died in 1576.
See Anson, “ Voyage round the World,” etc.

Fernandez, (Luis,) a Spanish painter and disciple
of Eugenio Caxes, was born in Madrid about 1594; died
in 1654.

in

Fernandez Navarrete. See Mudo, el.
Fernandez Villareal, fSR-nin'd§z vil-li-ra'il, (Manoel,) a Portuguese writer, born in Lisbon, published a
curious work on the imprisonment of the Portuguese
prince Duarte in Germany, “El Principe vendido,” etc.,
He was accused of observing the Mosaic law,
(1643.)
and was strangled in Lisbon in 1652.
Fernandi. See Ferdinandi.
Fernau, t?R' now, ( Karl, ) originally Sebastian

Francis Daxenberger, a German litterateur, born at
Munich in 1809, wrote “ Mythical Poems,” and several
dramas, among which is one called “Bianca Capello.”

Feme, fern or farn, (Henry,) a learned English
born at York in 1602, was one of the first who
openly defended by his writings the cause of Charles I.
After the restoration he was made Bishop of Chester, in
prelate,

Died

in 1661.

Feme, (Sir

John,) an English antiquary, father of the
preceding, born in Lincolnshire; died about 1610. He
published “The Blazon of the Gentry,” (1586.)
Ferneham, farn'ham, ? (Nicholas,) an English physician and naturalist, gave much attention to botany. He
became physician to Henry III., and afterwards Bishop
of Durham. Died in 1241.
Fernel, fSR'nSl', [Lat. Ferne'lius,] (Jean,) an eminent French physician, surnamed the modern Galen,
was born at Clermont in Beauvoisis in 1497. He practised in Paris, and acquired a high reputation as a practitioner, a professor, and an elegant writer.
About 1547
he received the title of first physician to Henry II. He
was the teacher of Vesalius. He wrote numerous works
on anatomy, pathology, therapeutics, etc., among which
a, e,

1,

6, u, y,

long;

i, b, 6,

f?R'no,

born

critic,

at

”

(Karl Ludwig,) a German author
Blumenhagen,

in Prussia, in 1763.

He

studied the theory and history of art at Rome under
the direction of his friend Carstens, whose life he wrote,
Among his works are “ Roman Studies,” (“ Ro(1806.)

mische Studien,” 1806-08,) “Ariosto’s Lebenslauf,”
(1809,) and “Francesco Petrarca,” (1818.) Died in 1808.
See

J.

Schopenhauer, “C.

Feron,

L. Fernow’s Leben,” 1810.

(Firmin Eloi,) a painter of history,
born in Paris in 1802, gained the grand prize in 1825.
Fe-ro'nl-a, [Fr. FkaoNiE, fi'ro"ne',] an ancient Italian
divinity, whose worship originated with the Sabines. Her
character

fi'rdN',

is

Feroze

not well understood.

Ferose. See Fyroz.
Ferracino, fSr-ri-chee'no, (Bartolommeo,) a celebrated Italian mechanician and engineer, was born near
Bassano in 1692.
Among his inventions were a saw
driven by the wind, a hydraulic engine which raised water
to the height of thirty-five feet, and a bridge over the
Brenta at Bassano, which won for him a high reputation.
The inhabitants of Bassano raised a monument to his
memory. Died in 1777.
See F. Memmo, “Vita di Bartolommeo Ferracino.”
Ferracuti, ffir-ri-koo'tee, (Giovanni Domenico,) an
or

born at Macerata, flourished
a pupil of Claude Lorrain.

Italian landscape-painter,

He was

about 1700.

Ferraiuolior Ferrajuoli,

ffir-ri-yoo-o'lee,

(Nunzio,)

a Neapolitan landscape-painter, born in Nocera, near
Salerno, in 1661
died in 1735.
Ferramola, flr-ri-mo'li, (Fioravante,) an Italian
painter, born at Brescia ; died in 1528.
Ferrand, fi'r&N', a French traveller and physician,
born about 1670. He became medical adviser to the
Khan of the Tartars of Crimea, and wrote several works
relating to that country.
Ferrand, (Antoine,) a distinguished French writer
of epigrams, born in Paris in 1678 ; died in that city in
1719.

same, less prolonged;

a, e,

Ferrand, (Antoine Francois Claude,) Count, a
politics, history, etc., was born in Paris

French writer on

He emigrated as a royalist in 1789. In 1814
he became director-general of the post-office. He was
chosen a member of the French Academy by the king
in 1816.
Among his works is “The Spirit of History,”
(“L’Esprit de l’Histoire,” 1802; 6th edition, 4 vols.,

in 1751.

See Gonzalvo.
fSR-nin'dSth di li-ra'Do,

(Juan,) a Spanish painter in fresco, born at Madrid
1632 ; died in 1692.

1660.

Fernow,
and

Critical Dictionary.

;

Fernandez,

Fernandez de Cordova.
Fernandez de Laredo,

“De abditis Rerum Causis,” (1548,) and “ J. Fernelii
Medicina,” (1554,) often reprinted. Died in April, 1558.
See G. Plantius, “Vita Fernelii;” De Thou, “Historia sui
are

Temporis;” Bayle, “ Historical and

a Spanish monk
historian, born at Palencia in 1572; died in 1640.

born
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1,

1826.)

Died

in 1825.

SeeCASiMiR Delavigne, “ Discours de Reception” at the French
Academy.

Ferrand, (Jacques,) a French physician and
born

at

writer,

Agen, lived about 1620.

Ferrand, (Jacques,) a distinguished French general,
born in 1746; died in 1804.
Ferrand, (Jacques Philippe,) a French painter, born
in Joigny about 1653, was a member of the Royal Academy of Painting, and the author of a work entitled
“ Art of the Fire, or Manner of Enamelling.” Died in
I732Ferrand, (Louis,) a French advocate and writer on
theology, born in Toulon in 1645, was versed in Hebrew
and other Oriental languages. He was the author of
numerous works, among which is “Reflections on the
Christian Religion,” (1679.) Died in 1699.
Ferrand, (Marie Louis,) a French general, born in
Besangon in 1753, accompanied Leclerc in his expedition
against Hayti in 1802, and, on the death of that general,
succeeded to the chief command. Having failed in an
attempt to suppress a revolt in Saint Domingo, he shot
himself in 1808.
Ferrand de la Caussade, fi'rftN' deh It ko'sid',
(Jean Henri Becays bi'ki',) a French general, born

—

Agenois, in 1736, served under
at the defence of Valenciennes, where he
Died in Paris in 1805.
greatly distinguished himself.
Ferrando, ffir-rin'do, (Gonsalvo,) a Spaniard, born
at Oviedo in the fifteenth century, introduced lignum
in

Mont-Flanquin,

in

Dumouriez

Guaiacum

6, u, y, short; a, e,

into Europe,
j,

o,

and wrote a
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FERRANDUS
Ferrandus, (Fulgen'tius,

)

[

Fr.

Fulgence Fer-

a Christian writer, born in
Africa, was a deacon of the Church of Carthage. Among
his works is “ Breviatio Canonum.” Died about 550 A.D.
jiand, ful'zhfiNss'

FERRAUD

1

9

fi'rfiN',]

Ferrantini, fgr-rdn-tee'nee, (Gabriele,) an Italian
painter, born at Bologna about 1580, was called Gabriele degli Occhiali, (dil'yee ok-ke-i'lee.) He excelled in frescos. Among his pupils was Guido Reni.
See Lanzi, “ History of Painting in Italy.”
Fer'rar, (Nicholas,) a learned English gentleman,
born in London in 1592, had a high reputation for piety.
He formed at Little Gidding a community called “ the
English nunnery,” the inmates of which were his relatives.
The whole book of Psalms was repeated by them every
day, and this devotion was practised by them every hour
of the night. Died in 1637.

Ferrari, (Giuseppe,) an Italian philosopher, born at
Milan in 1811, became a resident in France. He was
appointed professor of philosophy at Strasbourg in 1841.
Among his works are “Vico ana Italy,” (1839,) and an
“ Essay on the Principle and Limits of the Philosophy
of History,” (1847.) Both are in French.
Ferrari, (Gregorio,) a skilful painter of the Genoese
His son Lorenzo,
school, born in 1644; died in 1726.
called Abb£ Ferrari, was also a painter. He was born
in 1680, and died in 1744.
Ferrari, (Guido,) an Italian scholar and Jesuit, born
at Novara in 1717.
He wrote several antiquarian and

Died

historical works.

in 1791.

Ferrari, (Luca,) an Italian painter, born at Reggio in
1605, studied under Guido Reni, and imitated his style

Died

successfully.

in 1654.

shire,

Ferrari, (Ludovico,) an Italian mathematician, born
at Bologna in 1522, was a pupil of the celebrated Cardan.
He discovered the mode of resolving equations
of the fourth degree which is called by his name. Died

demned

in 1565.
See Montucla, “ Histoire des Mathdmatiques.”

See P. Peckard, “ Life of N. Ferrar,” 1790.

Ferrar, (Robert,) an English divine, born in Yorkwas appointed Bishop of Saint David’s by Edward
VI. in 1548. On the accession of Mary he was con-

as a heretic, and burnt, in 1555.
Ferrara, f?r-ri'ri, (Alfeo,) a distinguished physician,
born in Sicily in 1777, was the author of a “Memoir
upon the Waters of Sicily,” and other works. Died at
Paris in 1829.
Ferrara, (Andrea,) an Italian, celebrated as a swordsmith, lived about 1520-50. He worked in Spain.
Ferrara, (Francesco,) an Italian economist and writer
on statistics, born at Palermo in 1810. He published,
besides other works, “ The Importance of Political Economy,” (1849.) He was minister of finance in 1867.
Ferrara, (Michele,) an Italian chemist and writer on
pharmacy, born in Terra di Lavoro in 1763 ; died in 1817.
Ferrara, (Ren£e,) Duchess of. See Ren£e of

France.
Ferrara, da, di fSr-ri'ri, (Antonio,) an Italian painter
of the school of Ferrara, flourished about 1450.
See Vasari, “ Lives of the Painters.”

Ferrara, da, (Ercole.) See Grandi.
Ferrari, fSr-ri'ree, (Antonio,) surnamed Galateo,
[Lat. Galate'us Leccen'sis,] an Italian physician and
antiquary, born in Galatina, in the kingdom of Naples,
in 1444, was the author of several philosophical and
historical works.
He passed the latter part of his life
at Lecce, where he died in 1516.
Ferrari, (Antonio Felice,) an Italian painter of the
school of Ferrara, born in 1668; died in 1719.
Ferrari, (Bartolommeo,) an Italian religionist, born
at Milan in 1497.
He founded the religious order or
institution of Barnabites.
Died in 1544.
Ferrari, (Bartolommeo,) a Venetian sculptor, born
in 1780.
He executed a number of superior works in
marble, bronze, and wood, and completed the restoration of the bronze winged lion which adorns the Piazzetta
at Venice.
Died in 1844.
Ferrari, [Lat. Ferra'rius, ] (Francesco Bernardino,) a learned Italian, born at Milan in 1577, became
librarian of the Ambrosian Library about 1609.
He
wrote several ecclesiastical and antiquarian works,
among which is“De Ritu sacrarum Ecclesiae Catholicae
Concionum,” (1612.) Died in 1669. He collected the
manuscripts and books which formed the commencement
of the Ambrosian Library.
Ferrari, (Gaudenzio,) an eminent painter and sculptor of the Milanese school of Leonardo da Vinci, was
born at Valduggia in 1484. He studied under B. Luini.
In 1516 he aided Raphael in painting frescos in the Vatican at Rome. He worked mostly at Varallo. His style
is somewhat Raphaelesque
but he is deficient in taste
and harmony of colour. He is regarded as the greatest
painter of the Milanese school after Leonardo da Vinci.
His subjects are all religious. Died at Milan in 1550.

Ferrari, (Luigi,) son of the sculptor Bartolommeo
born at Venice in 1810, is ranked among the
most distinguished sculptors of the present time. His
figures of “Melancholy” and “The Lotos-gathering
Nymph” are esteemed master-pieces.
Ferrari, (Luigi Maria Bartolommeo,) an Italian
ecclesiastic, and professor of mathematics and natural
philosophy at Bologna, born at Milan in 1747. He was
the author of various works upon religious subjects and
Ferrari,

Died

upon hydraulics.

in 1820.

Ferrari, (Orazio,) a Genoese painter, born at Voltri
in 1606; died in 1657.
Ferrari, (Ottaviano,) an Italian scholar, born at
Milan in 1518, published a treatise “ On the Origin of

Romans,” (1607,) and other critical and antiquarian
works. Died in 1586.
Ferrari, (Ottavio,) an Italian antiquary, nephew of
Francesco Bernardino, noticed above, was born at Milan
He became professor of philosophy and Greek
in 1607.
the

literature at

Padua

Among

in 1634.

his chief

works

Elements) of the Italian Language,”
(“ Origines Linguae Italicae,” 1676.)
Died in 1682.

is

“Sources

See

J.

(or

Fabricius, “Vita Ferrarii,” 1710.

fZr-ri'ree, (Giovanni Andrea,) a
Genoese painter of history, landscapes, and animals, was
born about 1600; died in 1669.

Ferrari, de’, di

See Lanzi, “ History of Painting

in Italy.”

(Joseph,) Count of, a celebrated
commander, born at Luneville in 1726. He served in
the war of the Austrian succession, and afterwards in the
Seven Years’ war. About 1777 he published the twentyfive-sheet map of the Netherlands which is called by his
name. He was appointed vice-president of the imperial
council of war in 1798, and in 1801 field-marshal. Died

Ferraris,

flr-ri'ris,

in 1807.

Fer'rars, (Edward,) an English writer, born in Warwas the author of several dramas, which have
been lost. Died in 1564.
Ferrars or Ferrers, (George,) an English lawyer,
poet, and historian, born near Saint Alban’s about 1512.
wickshire,

He became

a favourite courtier of

Henry

VIII., and

wrote a “ History of the Reign of Queen Mary.” He
contributed to “The Mirror for Magistrates” six tragedies or poems, among which are “The Fall of Robert
Tressilian” and “The Tragedy of King Richard II.”

Died

in 1579.
See “ Biographia Britannica;”

Warton, “History

of English

Poetry.”

;

See Vasari, “Lives of the Painters;” G. Bordiga, “Vita di
Gaudenzio Ferrari,” 1821; Lomazzo, “Idea del Tempio della Pittura;” Lanzi, “History of Painting in Italy.”

Ferrari, (Giovanni Battista,) an Italian Orientalist
and naturalist, born at Sienna in 1584, wrote “Nomenclator Syriacus,” (1622,) and other works.
Died in 1655.
Ferrari, (Giovanni Mattf.o,) an Italian physician
and medical writer, born near Milan ; died in 1472.
c as k; 5 as
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Ferrars,

(

Henry, )

a relative of

Edward, noticed

was the author of several treatises
He was a friend of the
celebrated Camden. Died in 1633.
Ferrata, ffir-rd'tJ, (Ercole,) an eminent Italian
above, born about

1

560,

on antiquities and heraldry.

sculptor, born near

Como

about 1610 ; died

in 1685.

Ferrato Sasso. See Salvi.
Ferraud, f&'ro', or Feraud, fk'ro', a French deputy to
the National Convention, born in Armagnac in 1764, was
an adherent of the Girondists, and voted
of the king.
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endeavouring to force the doors of the Convention, in
May, 1795, he was killed by a pistol-shot.

Ferreti, (Giulio,) an Italian jurist and writer on law,
born in Ravenna in 1480; died in 1547.
FSr'rey, (Benjamin,) an English architect, born at
Christ Church, in Hampshire, in 1810, was a pupil of A.
Ferrein, f&'riN', (Antoine,) a distinguished French Pugin. Among his principal structures are churches at
anatomist and physician, born near Agen in 1693 died Taunton and Eton, and Saint Stephen’s Church, Westminster.
He is the author of a treatise “ On the Anin 1769.
He was author of several anatomical works.
Ferreira, fSr-ra'e-ri, (Alexandre,) a Portuguese tiquities of the Priory of Christ Church,” (1834.) His
historian, born inTTporto.
He wrote a “History of the works are mostly in the Gothic style.
Ferri, fSr'ree, or Ferro, fSr'ro, [Lat. Fer'rius,] (AlKnights Templars,” which is highly esteemed. Died in
phonso,) an Italian physician, was first surgeon to Pope
1
737
Paul
III., and the author of several medical and surgical
Ferreira, f§r-ra/e-rJ, (Alexandre Rodrigues,) a
Died about 1580.
Brazilian naturalist and traveller, born at Bahia in 1756. works.
Ferri, (Ciro,) a distinguished Italian painter and
He spent nine years in exploring Brazil, from 1784 to
architect, born in Rome in 1634, was a pupil of Pietro
Died in 1815.
1793.
Ferreira, (Antonio,) a celebrated poet, sometimes da Cortona, whose style he imitated successfully. He
called “the Portuguese Horace,” was born at Lisbon excelled as a fresco-painter, and assisted Pietro da Corin 1528.
He became a professor at the University of tona in many of his great works. He is said to have
Coimbra, and wrote, besides numerous sonnets, odes, been an almost universal artist. Died in 1689.
epistles, and epigrams, a tragedy of “ Inez de Castro,”
See Winckelmann, “ Neues Mahler- Lexikon ;” Lanzi, “ History
which ranks among the most beautiful productions in of Painting in Italy;” Ticozzi, “Dizionario.”
Ferri, (Geronimo,) a learned Italian writer, born in
the Portuguese language.
He was one of the principal
promoters of classical taste in Portuguese poetry. His Romagna in 17 13. He was appointed professor of rhetoepistles ( Cartas) are regarded by some critics as his best ric in the University of Ferrara by Pope Clement XIV.
He was the author of various works. Died in 1766.
works. Died in 1569.
Ferri, (Paul.) See Ferry.
See F. Denis, “R^sum^ de l’Histoire litteraire du Portugal;”
Longfellow, “Poets and Poetry of Europe;” Barbosa Machado,
Fer'n-ar, (John,) an English physician, born at
“Bibliotheca Lusitana;” J. M. da Costa e Sylva, “Ensaio sobre Chester in
1764, wrote “Medical Histories and ReflecSee Thiers, “History of the French Revolution;” “Nouvelle
Biographie Gen^rale.”

;

-

os melhores Poetas Portuguezes,” 1852.

Ferreira, (Christovao,) a Portuguese Jesuit, born
about 1580 at Torres-Vedras, went as a missionary to
Japan, where he remained twenty-four years, and suffered
martyrdom at Nagasaki about 1652.
Ferrer, fer-raik/, (BartolomF,) a Spanish navigator,
was chief pilot of an expedition which, under Cabrillo,
explored the coast of California in 1542. He succeeded
to the command on the death of Cabrillo, January, 1543.
Ferrer, (Jayme,) a Spanish cosmographer, was summoned to court in 1496, and employed to fix a line of
demarcation which should separate the Spanish from the
Portuguese possessions in the New World.
F'erreri, f?r-ra'ree, (Andrea,) an Italian sculptor and
painter, born at Milan in 1673
died in 1744.
Ferreri, (Zaccaria,) a Latin poet, born in 1479 in
Vicenza, Italy, was appointed by Pope Leo X., in 1519,
Bishop of Guardia, in the kingdom of Naples. Died
about 1530.
Ferreras, de, di f4 r-ra'ris, (Juan,) a learned Spanish
ecclesiastic and historian, born near Astorga in 1652. He
assisted in compiling the great Spanish Dictionary but
his principal work is his “ Historical and Chronological
Synopsis of Spain,” (16 vols. 4to.) It comes down to
Died in
1 588, and is highly esteemed for its accuracy.
;

;

1735

-

Ferrero, f?r-ra'ro, (Edward,) a general, born in Spain
about 1832, came to the United States in his childhood.
As colonel, he served with distinction in the Union army
at Newbern, and at Antietam, September, 1862, and was
not long after appointed a brigadier-general. He commanded a division of the army which besieged Petersburg in June, 1864.
Ferrers, (George.) See Ferrars
Ferreti, fgr-ra'tee, or Ferreto, f?r-ra'to, [Lat. FerRe'tus,] an Italian historian and poet, born at Vicenza
about 1296, wrote a History of Italy from 1230 to 1318.
Ferreti, (Emilio,) a distinguished Italian jurist and
legal writer, born in Tuscany in 1489, was secretary to
Pope Leo X. He afterwards became counsellor to the
Parliament of Paris, and French ambassador to Charles
V. of Germany, whom he afterwards accompanied on his
African expedition. Died in 1552.
See Bayle, “ Historical and

Critical Dictionary.”

Ferreti, (Giovanni Battista,) an Italian antiquary,
born at Vicenza in 1639. He wrote “Musae Lapidariae
Antiquorum in Marmoribus Carmina,” (1672.) Died in
1682.

Ferreti, (Giovanni Domenico,) a

skilful

painter, born at Florence in 1692. His design
and his colouring vivid. Died after 1750.

is

Italian
correct,

See Lanzi, “History of Painting in Italy;” Ticozzi, “Dizionario;” “Nouvelle Biographie G^n^rale.”
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tions,” (3 vols., 1792-98,)
Died in 1815.
(1798.)

and “Illustrations of Sterne,”

Ferrier, fi're-i', (Auger,) a French physician and
medical writer, born near Toulouse in 1513; died in
1

588.

Fer'rl-er, (James F.,) a British writer on moral philosophy, born in Edinburgh about 1808, was a sonin-law of Professor John Wilson.
He was appointed
professor of moral philosophy and political economy in
the University of Saint Andrew’s in 1845.
His most
important work is “ Institutes of Metaphyics, the Theory
of Knowing and Being,” (1854,) which was favourably
received.
Died in 1864.
See “Blackwood’s Magazine”
1867;

“Edinburgh Review”

for February, 1855,
for July, 1867.

and March,

Ferrier, (Jean,) a French Jesuit, born at Rodez in
He became con1619, wrote against the Jansenists.
Died in 1670 or 1674.
fessor to Louis XIV. in 1670.
Ferrier, (J£r£mie,) a French professor of theology,
born about 1560.
He was a Protestant minister at
Nimes, and argued in 1602 that the pope was Antichrist.
About 1612 he became a Roman Catholic. He
was regarded as a traitor by the Protestants before his
public avowal of his conversion. Died in 1626.
Ferrier, sometimes called erroneously Ferriere,
(Louis,) a French poet, born in Arles in 1652; died in
1721.

Ferrier, (Miss Mary,) a Scottish novelist, born in
Edinburgh about 1782. She produced a number of successful novels, among which are “Marriage,” (1818,)
“The Inheritance,” (1824,) and “Destiny, or the Chiefs
Daughter,” (1831.) She was intimate with Sir Walter
Scott, who described her as a “gifted personage, having,
besides her great talents, conversation the least exigeante
female, at least whom he had ever seen.”
of any author

—

—

Died

in 1854.
See “ Edinburgh Review” for January, 1842.

dii fi're-i', (Arnaud,) a French jurist,
Toulouse about 1506. He represented Henry
II. of France at the Council of Trent, where he gave
offence by his liberal sentiments. He afterwards avowed
himself a Protestant, and became chancellor of Henry
Died in 1585.
of Navarre.

Ferrier, du,

born

at

See De Thou, “Historia sui Temporis;” Bayle, “Historical
and Critical Dictionary.”

Ferriere. See La Ferriere.
Ferrieres or Ferriere, de, deh fi're-aiR', (Claude,)
a distinguished French lawyer, born in Paris in 1639,
was the author of numerous legal works. Died in 1714.
Ferro, del, d£l fSr'ro, (Scipione,) an Italian mathematician, born at Bologna about 1465. He discovered a
method to resolve equations of the third degree. Died
about 1525, or

6, u, y, short; a, e,

j,

o,

after that date.
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Perron, Le, leh fi'riN', (Arnoul,) a French jurist
and historian, born at Bordeaux in 1515. He wrote, in
elegant Latin, a continuation of Paolo Emilio’s “History
of France,” (1554.) Died in 1563.
Ferroni, fSr-ro'nee, (Girolamo,) an Italian painter
and engraver, born at Milan in 1687.
Ferrucci, f§r-root'chee, (Andrea,) an Italian sculptor, born at Fiesole. He died at an advanced age in 1522.
Ferrucci, (Francesco,) surnamed del Tadda, a Florentine sculptor, who worked in porphyry. Died in 1585.
Ferrucci, (Nicodemo,) a skilful painter of the Florentine school, born at Fiesole ; died in 1650.
Ferrucci, (Pompeo,) an Italian sculptor, born at Fie-

two

operas, entitled “Cantemira,”
Leila.” Died in 1826.

Fesch,

and

“Omar and

born in Corsica in 1763, was
half-brother to the mother of Napoleon.
Soon after the
concordat concluded by Bonaparte with Pius VII. in
i8©i, Fesch was created Archbishop of Lyons, and in
In 1805 he was appointed
1803 was made a cardinal.
grand almoner, and senator of the empire. When offered
fish, (Joseph,)

the archbishopric of Paris, in 1809, Cardinal Fesch,
offended by Bonaparte’s unkindness to the pope, refused
the promotion, and in the Council of Paris, in 1810, boldly
condemned the conduct of the emperor. For this he
was banished to Lyons, where he remained until 1814.
After the battle of Waterloo he took refuge at Rome,
and died there in 1839. His celebrated collection of
pictures, medals, etc. was sold at auction.
See “Le Cardinal Fesch, Fragments biographiques,” Lyons,
1841 ; Thiers, “ Histoire du ConsuYat et de l’Empire.”

Rome. Died about 1625.
Ferry, fi're', (Claude Joseph,) a French statesman
and savant, born near Saint-Die in 1756. He was a
republican member of the Convention of 1793, and
succeeded Malus as examiner in the Polytechnic School
Fessard, ft'sf r', (Pierre Alphonse,) a French statuDied in 1845.
in 1812 until 1814.
Ferry, (Jules Francois Camille,) a French states- ary, born in Paris in 1798 ; died in 1844.
Fes'sen-den, (Thomas Green,) an American satirical
man, born in 1832. He was admitted to the bar of Paris
in 1854, steadily opposed the empire, and won renown poet, born in Walpole, New Hampshire, in 1771, gradubv numerous contributions to the political journals. In ated at Dartmouth College in 1796, and studied law.
1869 he was elected to the Corps Legislatif, where he He produced a poem called “The Country Lovers,”
soon became a leader of the left. In 1870 he was which was very popular, went to England in 1801, and
charged by the government of the national defence there published, in 1803, his humorous poem “Terrible
sole, lived at

with the administration of the department of the Seine ; Tractoration,” (on the Metallic Tractors of Dr. Perkins.)
soon afterwards he became mayor of Paris. In 1872 and He settled in Boston about 1804, and became the editor
of the “ New England Farmer.” Died in 1837.
1873 he was for a time French ambassador to Greece. As
See Duyckinck’s “ Cyclopaedia of American Literature,” vol.
minister of public instruction inM. Grevy’s cabinet (1879)
Fessenden, (William Pitt,) an American Senator,
and in that of M. de Freycinet (1880) he introduced and
carried the bill for the expulsion of the religious orders. a son of the Hon. Samuel Fessenden, was born at BosOn the fall of M. de Freycinet in September, 1880, M. cawen, New Hampshire, on the 16th of October, 1806.
Jules Ferry became premier, remaining in power for He graduated at Bowdoin College in 1823, studied law,
In February, 1883, he formed and began to practise at Portland, Maine, about 1828.
rather more than a year.
In 1840 he was elected a member of Congress by the
his present ministry.
Fer'ry, (Orris S.,) an American senator, bom at Whigs of Maine. He served in the legislature of that
State in 1845 an d 1846, after which he passed several
Bethel, Connecticut, in 1823.
years in the practice of his profession. He was elected
Ferry. (Paul, ) an eloquent French Protestant minister,
a Senator of the United States by the legislature of
born at Metz in 1591. Among his many theological works
Maine in 1853 or 1854, and about that time joined the
Died in 1669.
is “ Scholastici Orthodoxi Specimen.”
Republican party. He acquired a high reputation as a
Fersen, von, (Axel,) a Swedish general and senator, debater, was re-elected a member of the United States
bom about 1715. He was an active and prominent Senate in 1859, and was appointed chairman of the commember of the Diet, and opposed the policy of Gustavus mittee on finance. In
he was appointed to
i.

III.

Died

in 1794.

Fersen, von, (Axel,) Count,

a son of the precedIn the disguise of a
ing, born at Stockholm in 1750.
coachman, he conducted Louis XVI. and his family out
of Paris in his flight to Varennes, 1791. He returned to
Sweden, and was appointed marshal of the kingdom
about 1801. He was murdered in 1810 by a mob, who
suspected him of complicity in the death of Prince
Christian.
Ferte-Imbaut, de la, Marquise, was a daughter
She was married in 1733 to the
of Madame Geoffrin.

Marquis de

la

Ferte-Imbaut.

Fertiault, f?R'te'o', (Franqois,) a French poet and
litterateur, born at Verdun in 1814.
Ferns, fa'rus, (Johann,) a learned German ecclesiastic; whose original name was Wild, (<Mlt,) born at
Metz in 1494. He wrote commentaries on the books
of the Old and New Testaments, which are commended

by Dupin and Bayle. Died in 1554.
Ferussac, de, deh fi'ru'sik', (Andr£ Etienne Just
Pascal Joseph Franqois d’Audebard dod'biR',)
Baron, a French naturalist, the son of Jean Baptiste
Ferussac, noticed below, was born in 1786 or 1784.
He
published an important work, entitled “Natural History
of Terrestrial and Fluviatile Mollusca,” (1817,) and other
treatises on natural history.
He founded and edited a

—

valuable scientific journal, called “ Bulletin universel des
Sciences,” (1823-30.) Died in Paris in 1836.
Ferussac, de, (Jean Baptiste Louis d’Audebard,)
Baron, a French naturalist, born at Clerac, in Languedoc, in 1745.
He was a captain in the navy before the
Revolution.
He wrote a work on fresh-water mollusca,

Died in 1815.
Fesca, fSs'kl, (Friedrich Ernst,) a German musi-

(1807.)

cian and composer, born at Magdeburg in 1789.
produced a number of symphonies, overtures, etc.,

c as k; 9 as

s;

g hard; g as j;

He

July, 1864,
the office of secretary of the treasury, rendered vacant
by the resignation of Mr. Chase. He resigned this post
about February, 1865, and in March of that year resumed
his seat in the Senate, to which he had again been elected
for a term of six years.
He was one of the seven Republican Senators who decided that President Johnson
was not guilty of high crimes or misdemeanours, May
Died in September, 1869.
16, 1868.
Fess'ler, (Ignaz Aurelius,) a historian and novelist,
born in Lower Hungary in 1756, was professor of Oriental languages at Lemberg about 1784.
His principal
work is a “History of Hungary,” (10 vols., 1812-25.)
He also wrote several historical romances, and an interesting autobiography, (1826.) Died at Saint Petersburg
in 1839.

Festa, f§s'tS, (Constantino,) an Italian musician
and composer of madrigals, became a singer in the pontifical chapel at Rome in 1517.
Died in 1545.
Fes'tus, (Porcius,) a Roman officer, who in 62 a.d.
succeeded Felix as Governor of Judea. He gained an
honourable and durable distinction by his conduct in the
case of the Apostle Paul, who was arraigned before him
by the Jews. (See Acts xxiv. 27, xxv. and xxvi.)
Festus, (Sextus Pompeius,) a Latin grammarian,
supposed to have lived in the third or fourth century.
His name is attached to a glossary entitled “ De Significatione Verborum,” (“On the Signification of Words,”)
which, though not preserved entire, is very important for
the explanation of Latin grammar and Roman antiquities.
It is an epitome of a work by M. Verrius Flaccus, which
is lost.
The epitome, however, contains valuable notes
and criticisms added by Festus.
See Fabricius, “Bibliotheca Latina.”

Feth-Ali-Schah. See Fateh-Alee-

(or Ali-)

Shah.

(Domenico,) sometimes called II Manand tuano, an eminent Italian painter, born at Rome in
Feti,

fa'tee,
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Feuerlein, foi'er-lin', (Georg Christoph,) a German
He worked at Mantua
1589, was a pupil of Cigoli.
and Venice, injured his health by dissipation, and died physician and writer, born at Nuremberg in 1694 or 1695;
in 1624.
His works are chiefly oil-pictures of religious died in 1756.
Feuerlein, (Jakob Wilhelm,) a German theologian,
subjects.
See Lanzi, “ History of Painting in Italy

Nouvelle Biographie

Gene rale.”

Fetis,

fi'tiss',

(Francois Joseph,) a Belgian com-

critic, and biographer, born
became professor of composition

poser,

Mons in 1784.
in Paris in 1821,
at

He
and

founded in 1827 the “Revue Musicale,” which was regarded as high authority. He composed several operas
and pieces of sacred music. In 1833 he was appointed
director of the Conservatory of Brussels. He published,
besides several treatises on music, a “Universal Biography of Musicians,” (8 vols. 8vo, 1834-44,) which is the
most complete work on the subject. He also published,
in 1869, a “ General History of Music from the Earliest
Times down to the Present,” in 8 vols. Died in 1871.
See a notice of M. Fktis, in his “Biographie Universelle des
Musiciens;” Gollmick, “Herr Fdtis als Mensch, Kritiker, etc.,”
1852.

Feuchere, fuh'shaiR', (Jean Jacques,)
sculptor, born in Paris in 1807 ; died in 1852.
Feucheres, de, deh fuh'shaiR', (Sophie,)

a French

Baronne,

born in the Isle of Wight in 1795. Her maiden name
was Dawes. She was the mistress of the Due de Bourbon, who was found dead in his chamber in 1830. She
was suspected of being accessory to his death, but after
trial was acquitted.
Died in 1841.
See “Nouvelle Biographie GG’.erale.

born at Nuremberg in 1689 ; died in 1776.
Feuerlein, (Johann Conrad,) a German

Wohrd

at

Feugere,
rateur,

born

Feuerbach, (Friedrich Heinrich,) an

Orientalist,

brother of the preceding, was born in 1806.
“Religion of the Future,” (1843-47.)

Feuerbach, (Ludwig Andreas,)

He

wrote

a speculative phi-

;

fuh'zhaiR',
at

jurist,

born

Nuremberg in 1788.
(L£on Jacques,) a French

litte-

died at

Villeneuve-sur-Yonne in 1810: died in

1858.

Feuillade, de

la,

deh

It fuh'yid',

(Franqois d’Au-

busson

do'bu'siN',) Vicomte, chevalier of the order
of Saint Louis, distinguished himself in the wars against
the Spaniards and the Turks, and in 1675 was created
by Louis XIV. marshal of France. Died in 1691.
Feuillade, de la, (Louis,) Due, son of the preceding,
was created marshal of France in 1724. Died in 1725.
Feuillet, fuh'yi', sometimes written Feuillee, (Louis,)
a French botanist and astronomer, born near Forcalquier,
in Provence, in 1660.
He was the companion of J. Cassini jn a geographical and hydrographical voyage to the
Levant. Between 1703 and 1712 he travelled in South
America. He published a “ History of the Medicinal
Plants of Peru and Chili,” (3 vols., 1714,) and a “Journal
of Observations, Mathematical and Botanical, made on
the Eastern Coasts of South America and in the West
Indies,” (2 vols., 1714.) Died at Marseilles in 1732.
See Liilong, “ BibliothAque historique de France.”

Feuillet, (Nicolas,) a noted French preacher and
moralist,

fon foiK'ters-laTien, (Eduard
or Ernst,) a German philosopher and physician, born
in Vienna in 1806.
He published, besides other works,
“Zur Diatetik der Seele,” (1838.) Died in 1849.
Feuerbach, foi'er-biic', (Anselm,) eldest son of the
eminent jurist Paul Johann Alselm, noticed below, was
born in 1798. He was the author of a work entitled
“The Apollo of the Vatican,” and other archaeological
treatises.
Died in 1851.

Feuchtersleben, von,

in 1725

bom

in 1622

;

died in Paris in 1693.

Feuillet, (Octave,) a French novelist and dramatist,
bornatSaint-Lo(Manche) in 1822. Among his comedies
are “La Crise,” (1848,) and “Dalila,” (1857,) and
among his novels “ Le Roman d’un Jeune Homme
pauvre,” (1858,) and “ Le Journal d’une Femme,” (1878.)
He was elected to the French Academy in 1862.
Feuquieres, de, deh fuh'ke-aiR', (Antoine de Pas
deh pi,) Marquis, a distinguished French general,
grandson of the following, was born in Paris in 1648.
He served with eminent ability from 1667 until 1697. He
wrote an able work on military tactics, entitled “ Memoires
Died in 1711.
sur la Guerre,” (4 vols., 1731.)
Feuquieres, de, or Feuquibre, (Manasses de Pas,)
Marquis, a French general and diplomatist, born at
Saumur in 1590. Having been sent on a mission to Germany after the death of Gustavus Adolphus, he formed
an alliance with that country against Austria. He was

—

losopher and skeptic, a son of the celebrated jurist, was
born at Anspach in 1804. He published, besides other
works, a “ History of Modern Philosophy from Lord
Bacon to Spinoza,” (1833,) and “The Essence of Christianity,” (“ Das Wesen des Christenthums,” 1841.) He killed at the siege of Thionville in 1640.
His son Isaac, also a general and ambassador, was
was a disciple of Hegel. The later years of his life were
appointed Viceroy of America in 1660. Died in 1688.
spent in poverty in Franconia. Died in 1872.
Feutry, fuh'tRe', (Aim£ Ambroise Joseph,) a French
Feuerbach, (Paul Johann Anselm,) an eminent
German jurist and reformer of criminal law, born at Jena litterateur, born at Lille in 1720; died in 1789.
Feval, ft'vfl', (Paul,) a popular French novelist,
in 1775.
His first important work was entitled “AntiHobbes, or on the Limits of Civil Power, and the Com- born at Rennes in November, 1817. He began his
pulsory Right of Subjects against their Sovereigns,” literary career as a writer for several journals of Paris.
In 1844 he produced, under the assumed name of Sir
(1798;) and the same year he published his “Examina“The Mysteries of London,” (11 vols.)
tion of the Crime of High Treason.”
In his “Review Francis Trolopp,
his works are “Captain Spartacus,” (1845,) and
of the Fundamental Principles and Ide^s of Penal Law,” Among
“The Iron Man,” (“L’Homme de Fer,” 1856.)
(2 vols., 1799,) and the “Library of Penal Law,” he enSee C. Robin, “Biographie de P. Fdval,” 1848.
tirely remodelled the science of criminal jurisprudence,
Feversham, Earl of. See Durfort, (Louis.)
and introduced into it most important and salutary
Fevre. See Le Febvre and Le Fevre.
reforms.
In 1804 he brought out his “ Critique of a
Fevre, Le, (Anne.) See Dacier, Madame.
Project of a Penal Code for Bavaria,” in consequence
Fevre, Le, leh fivR or leh {?vr, (Claude,) a French
of which he was soon after commissioned to draw up a
criminal code for that kingdom, which also formed the portrait-painter and engraver, born at Fontainebleau in
He painted some
basis of a reform in the penal codes of other German 1633, was patronized by Louis XIV.
states.
In 1812 he published “Considerations on the subjects of sacred history. Died in London in 1675.
Fevre, Le, (Jacques,) a French polemical writer on
Jury,” in which he censures the defects of French legisHe wrote against the Protlation, and in 1828 his “Exposition of Remarkable theology, born at Lisieux.
doctrines.
Died in 1716.
estant
Crimes,” one of his most celebrated works. Feuerbach
Le,
Baptiste,)
or Lefebvre de VilleFevre,
(Jean
was appointed about 1817 first president of the court of
appeal at Anspach. In 1832 appeared his treatise en- brune, a French philologist, born at Senlis in 1732.
titled “ Kaspar Hauser : an Instance of a Crime against He was master of many ancient and modern languages
a Soul,” ( Verbrechens am Seelenleben,) in which he gives Among his chief works is a translation of Athenaeus.
the result of his investigations in that remarkable case. He became professor of Hebrew and Syriac in the ColHe was a firm opposer of all civil and ecclesiastical ag- lege of France in 1792. Died in 1809.
Fevre, Le, (Nicolas,) [Lat. Nicola'us Fa'ber,] a
gressions, and especially deserves the gratitude of mankind for the humanity he has infused into legislation. French scholar, born in Paris in 1544, published a
valuable
edition of Seneca, with notes.
As a critic he
Died at Frankfort in 1833.
Died
See “Leben und Wirken Anselm von Feuerbach,” by his son, is highly commended by Lipsius and Scaliger.
”
1852; “Nouvelle Biographie Generate.
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FEFRE

Fevre, Le, (Roland,) a French portrait-painter, born
about 1605, worked in England, where he died in 1677.
Fevret, feh-vRi', (Charles,) a learned and distinguished French jurist, born in 1583 at Semur-en-Auxois.
He wrote several works on canon law, one of which is
entitled “Traite de l’Abus,” (1653.)
Died in 1661.
His son Pierre, born in 1625, founded the public
Died

library of Dijon.

in 1706.

Fevret de Fontette,

feh-vRi' deh fiN'tgt', (Charles
Marie,) a learned French lawyer, a great-grandson of
Charles Fevret, noticed above, was born at Dijon in 1710.

He commenced a new edition of Lelong’s “ Bibliotheque
historique de la France,” and published one volume of
that important work.
Died in 1772.
See Barbeau de la Bruyere, “Vie de Fevret de Fontette,”
2 vols., 177 5.

Few, (William,) Colonel, an American patriot, born
Maryland in 1748, removed to Georgia about 1776.
was elected a member of Congress in 1780, and was
a member of the Convention which framed the Federal
in

He

Constitution in 1787. He served with distinction in sevewith the British and Indians. He was United
States Senator from 1789 to 1793.
Died in 1828.
Feydeau, ft'do', (Mathieu,) a zealous French Jansenist, born in Paris in 1616, was one of the ecclesiastics
expelled by the faculty of the Sorbonne for refusing to
condemn Arnauld. He was the author of “ Reflections
on the History and Harmony of the Gospels,” (2 vols.,
ral battles

Died at Annonay in 1694.
Feyerabend, fi'er-ii'bgnt, (Sigismond,)

1673.)

painter, engraver,

about 1526; died

and bookseller, born

at

a German
Frankfort

after 1585.

Feyjoo (or Feijoo) y Montenegro, fl-e-Ho' e monti-na'gRo, (Francisco
Spanish moralist and

Benito Jeronimo,) a learned
critic,

sometimes called “ the

Spanish Addison,” was born at Cardamiro

in 1676, or,
as others say, in 1701. He became a Benedictine monk,
and abbot of the monastery of Oviedo. He attacked
prevailing errors and prejudices in a series of essays,
entitled “ Teatro critico sobre los Errores comunes,” (16

He also published “ Cartas eruditas

vols. 8vo, 1738-46.)
y curiosas,” (8 vols. 8vo,

much
at

1

746-48.) His works contributed
and good morals. Died

to the diffusion of science

Oviedo

in 1764.

See Ticknor, “History of Spanish Literature;” Campomanes,
prefixed to an edition of the works of Feyjoo,

“Vida de Feyjoo,”
33 vols., 1780.

Feynes, de, deh fin, (Henri,)

a French traveller, born

Provence in the sixteenth century. He spent nearly
eighteen years in Asia, and on his return published an
account of his travels.
Fezensac, de, deh feh-z6N'zfk', (Raymond Emery
Philippe Joseph de Montesquiou
deh mdN'tSs'ke-oo',) Due, a French general of division, born in 1784,
wrote “Souvenirs militaires de 1804 a 1814,” (Paris,
Died in 1867.
1863,) which has a high reputation.
See Vapereau, “ Dictionnaire universel des Contemporains,”
1858 “ Edinburgh Review” for January, 1868.
in

—

;

Fiacchi, fe-ik'kee, (Luigi,) an able Italian critic and
poet, born at Scarperi, in Tuscany, in 1754, was sometimes called Clasio. Died in 1825.
See Tipaldo, “Biografia degli
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Italiani illustri.”

Fiacco, fe-lk'ko, or Flacco, flSk'ko, (Orlando,) a
painter of the Venetian school, born at Verona, lived
about 1550.
Fialetti, fe-S-let'tee, (Odoardo,) an Italian painter
at Bologna in 1573, was a pupil of
the celebrated Tintoretto.
Died in 1638.
Fialho, fe-il'yo, (Manoel,) a Portuguese historian,
born at Evora in 1659. He wrote a history of Evora,
entitled “Evora gloriosa,” (1728.)
Died in 1718.

and engraver, born

See Barbosa Machado, “Bibliotheca Lusitana.”
Fialho-Ferreira, fe-il'yo fgR-rVe-ri, (Antonio,) a
Portuguese traveller and captain, was born at Macao.
He commanded a fleet in 1633, after which he travelled
by land from India to Lisbon, and returned by sea. He

published a narrative of his travels in 1643.
Fiamma, fe-im'ml, (Galvaneo,) an Italian historian, born at Milan in 1283, wrote a “History of Milan
from the Origin of the City until the Year 1336.” Died

Fiammingo, fe-im-min'go, (Arrigo,) a Flemish
whose name is not known. He worked in Rome

painter,
for

Pope Gregory XIII.

;

—

in Paris.

Fichte, fix'teh, (Immanuel Hermann,) son of the
eminent philosopher Johann Gottlieb, was born at Jena
in 1797.
He studied at Berlin, and became in 1842
professor of philosophy in the University of Tubingen.
He is the chief of a school which affects, it has been said,
a juste milieu between mysticism and materialism. He
has written numerous works relating to metaphysics,
theology, etc., in some of which he has sought to defend
and explain the views of his father. His “ Speculative
Theology,” in 3 vols., appeared in 1847.
Fichte, (Johann Gottlieb,) the second in order of
the four great teachers* of intellectual and moral philosophy in Germany, was born near Bischofswerda, in
Lusatia, in 1762.
He studied at the Universities
of Jena, Leipsic, and Wittenberg.
He afterwards spent
several years as private teacher in Zurich, where he
formed a friendship with the celebrated Pestalozzi.
Leaving Switzerland, he visited Leipsic, Warsaw, and

Upper

Konigsberg, where he became acquainted with
Kant, and published anonymously his first important
work, entitled an “Attempt at a Criticism of all Revelation,” (“ Versuch einer Kritik aller Offenbarung,”) which
lastly

attracted much attention and was at first generally attributed to Kant himself. The fame of this work procured
Fichte a call to the chair of philosophy at Jena, where
he developed his system of metaphysics, to which he
gave the name of “ Wissenschaftslehre,” (“Doctrine or
Principles of Science.”) Having been accused of holding
atheistical opinions, he resigned his professorship about
1799, and soon after made to the public an “Appeal
against the Charge of Atheism,” (“Appellation gegen
die Anklage des Atheismus.”)
This, however, was considered by many not to be a successful refutation of the
objections which had been made to his doctrines.
He
appears to have held that God was not a Being, properly
so called, but a supreme Law, or rather a system of laws,
intellectual, moral,

and

spiritual,

without what

we

call

“ personality,” or personal consciousness ; although there
are passages in his works which seem to indicate that
sometimes, at least, his views approximated those of the
Theists.
He was afterwards for a few months professor
of philosophy at Erlangen; but when Germany became
the theatre of war he withdrew for a time to Konigsberg.
In 1810 he was made professor of philosophy in the new
University at Berlin.
Fichte took a deep interest in the cause of German
independence, and employed all his influence and eloquence to stir up the patriotism of his countrymen against
the domination of the French, during the contest which
terminated in the fall of Napoleon in 1813. He died
in January, 1814.
Besides the different publications expounding his peculiar system of philosophy, his most
important works are “ On the Destination of Man,”
(“Ueber die Bestimmung des Menschen,”) “ Foundation

of Natural Right,” (“ Grundlage des Naturrechts,”) and
his “ System of Ethics,” (“ System der Sittenlehre.”)

in 1344.

€ as k; 9 as

Died about 1600.

Fiammingo, II, £1 fe-im-min'go, (orFiamingo,) (“the
Fleming,”) the name given by the Italians to several
artists of the Netherlands. See Calvaert, (Denis,) and
Duquesnoy, (Francois.)
Fiasella, fc-d-sel'U, (Domenico,) a painter of the
Genoese school, born at Sarzana in 1589; died in 1669.
Fibonacci. See Leonardo da Pisa.
Fichard, fe'shak' or fix/aRt, (Johann,) a German
jurist, born at Frankfort in 1512
died in 1591.
Ficherelli, fe-ki-rel'lee, or Ficarelli, fe-kd-rel'lee,
painter,
(Felice,) a skilful Florentine
born at San Gemigiano about 1 605, was surnamed Riposo. Died in 1 660.
Fichet, fe'shi', (Alexandre,) a French Jesuit and
scholar, born in Savoy in 1588; died in 1659.
Fichet, (Guillaume,) a French theologian and rhetorician, born at Aunay, near Paris.
He became rector
of the University of Paris in 1467, and was employed in
diplomacy by Louis XI. About 1470 he established in
the Sorbonne a printing-press, probably the first used

* Kant, Fichte, Schelling, and Hegel.
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His “ Addresses to the German Nation” (“ Reden an
die Deutsche Nation”) are replete with eloquence and
fervid patriotism.
His collected works were published
in 8 vols., (Berlin, 1845-46.)
“Among the illustrious four whose names are most
intimately associated with the recent movement in German philosophy,” says Professor Hedge, “ his [Fichte’s]
function is that of moralist ; a preacher of righteousness.
Few philosophers have so honoured their theories
with personal illustrations. He carried his philosophy
into life and' his life into philosophy, acting as he spoke,
from an eminence above the level of the world.” (“ Prose
.

.

.

Writers of Germany.”)
See, also, Immanuel Hermann Fichte, “J. G. Fichte’s Leben,”
1830; Carl Beyer, “Zu Fichte’s Gedachtniss,” 1835;
William Smith, “ Memoir of J. G. Fichte,” 1846 Wilhelm Busse,
etc., 2 vols.,

;

“ J. G. Fichte und

seine Beziehung zur Gegenwart des Deutschen
Volkes,” 2 vols., 1848-49; “Leben des Philosophen und Professors
Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine
J. G. Fichte,” Bautzen, 1851
Ritter, “ History of Philosophy
Encyklopaedie
G. H. Lewes,
“ Biographical History of Philosophy De Remusat, “ De la Philo“ Nouvelle Biographie Gentlrale
“Foreign
sophic Allemande
Quarterly Review” for October, 1845.
;

Fichtel, fiK'tel, (Johann Ehrenreich,) a distinguished mineralogist, born at Presburg, in Hungary, in
He wrote, besides other works, “Memoirs upon
1732.
the Mineralogy of Transylvania.” Died in 1795.
Ficino, fe-chee'no, (Marsilio, maR-see'le-o,) [Lat.
Marsil'ius Fici'nus Fr. Marsile Ficin, miR'sfel' fe'siN',] a celebrated Italian philosopher and scholar, born
He was eduat Florence on the 19th of October, 1433.
cated by Cosimo de’ Medici, studied Greek, and became
an qdmirer of the Platonic philosophy. He was the
president of the Platonic Academy founded at Florence
by Cosimo de’ Medici about 1450, and produced a Latin
“This
translation of the works of Plato about 1484.
version,” says Hallam, “has the rare merit of being at
once literal, perspicuous, and in good Latin.” (“ IntroHe wrote,
duction to the Literature of Europe.”)
besides other works, a “Life of Plato,” “Theologia
Platonica de Immortalitate,” (1488,) and “On the Chris;

tian Religion,” (“De Religione Christiana,” 1510.) Died
in 1499.
See Giovanni Corsi, “ Vita Ficini,” written in 1506, published in
1772; Schelhorn, “ Commentarius de Vita et Scriptis M. Ficini;”
N iceron, “Memoires;” Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie;” Brucker, “ History of Philosophy;” A. M. Bandini,
“Commentarius de Vita M. Ficini,” 1771.

Ficoroni,

fe-ko-ro'nee,

(Francesco,)

an

Italian

He
scholar and antiquary, born near Rome in 1664.
was the author of numerous works, chiefly on Roman
Died

in 1747.
fe'kil'mbN', (Karl Ludwig,) a distinguished general and diplomatist, born in Lorraine in
He served in the Austrian army in the principal
1777.
campaigns against the French, and became lieutenantDied in 1859.
field-marshal in 1830.
Ficquet, fe'ki', (Etienne,) a distinguished French
engraver, born in Paris in 1 73 1 ; died in 1794.
Fidani, fe-di'nee, (Orazio,) a Florentine painter,
born about 1610; died after 1642.
Fidanza, fe-din'zl, (Francesco,) a skilful painter of
landscapes and marine views, born in 1747, belonged to
the Roman school. Died in Milan in 1819.
His brother Gregorio was also a landscape-painter.
Died about 1821.
Fiddes, fidz or fid'des, (Richard,) an English writer,
and a priest of the Anglican Church, born near Scarborough in 1671. He became rector of Halsham about
He published a “ System of Divinity,” (2 vols.,
1694.
1718-20,) and a “Life of Cardinal Wolsey,” (1724,) in
which he showed himself so unjust to the Reformers
that he was suspected of being a Roman Catholic. Died

antiquities.

Ficquelmont,

in 1725.

Fidelis, fe-da'Rss, (Fortunio,) an Italian physician,
in Sicily about 1550, wrote a work on legal medi-

born

cine, (1602.)

Fidenza

Died in 1630.
Fidanza, (John.)

See Bonaventure,
Saint.
Field, (Barron,) an English lawyer and botanist,
He published
born probably in London about 1786.
“An Analysis of Blackstone’s Commentaries,” (1811,)
and “Memoirs of New South Wales,” (1826.) Died
or

in 1846.
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same, less prolonged;

Field, (Cyrus W.,) an American merchant, distinguished by his successful efforts to open telegraphic
communication between Europe and America, was born
at Stockbridge, Massachusetts, in 1819.
He acquired a
fortune by trade in the city of New York, whither he had
removed before he was of age. About 1854 he procured
a charter for a telegraph from the American continent to
Newfoundland, designing to connect it with a submarine
Atlantic cable.
To this arduous enterprise he devoted
his time and fortune during many years.
He organized
the “Atlantic Telegraph Company” in 1856, and accompanied the expeditions sent out from England to lay the
cable in 1857 and 1858. After two failures, Mr. Field
and his coadjutors succeeded, and began to operate with
the Atlantic telegraph, in August, 1866.
Field, (David Dudley,) an American jurist, a brother
of the preceding, born at Haddam, Connecticut, in 1805,
was educated at Williams College. He was admitted to
the bar in 1828, and commenced the practice of law in
New York City. He gained distinction by his writings
on law reform, and was appointed a commissioner on
practice and pleadings by the legislature in 1847.
He
was appointed in 1857 president of a commission to
digest a political code, a penal code, and a civil code.
Field, (George,) an English chemist and writer on
various subjects, born about 1777. He published “ Chromatics, or Harmony of Colours,” (new edition, 1845,)
“Outlines of Analytical Philosophy,” (2 vols., 1839,) and
other works.
Died in 1854.
Field, (John,) an English astronomer, said to have
been the first in England that adopted the Copernican
system. Died about 1587.
Field, (John,) a skilful musician and composer for the
piano, born at Dublin in 1782.
He visited successively
France, Germany, and Russia, where his performances
were greatly admired. Died at Moscow in 1837.
Field, (Nathaniel,) an English actor, born about
1570. While still very young, he appeared on the stage,
and at length became a member of Shakspeare’s company
of players. He was the author of two spirited comedies,

“A Woman

entitled
for the Ladies.”

is

a Weathercock,” and

“Amends

Field, (Richard,) a learned and liberal English divine,

born at Hempstead, in Hertfordshire, in 1561. He had
a high reputation as a preacher.
He became rector of
Burghclere, canon of Windsor in 1604, and chaplain to
James I. He wrote “ Of the Church,” (1606,) which is
highly praised by Coleridge.
Died in 1616.
Field, (Stephen J.,) an American jurist, a brother of
David Dudley, noticed above, was chief justice of the
supreme court of California from 1859 to 1863. He was
appointed an associate justice of the supreme court of
the United States in 1863 or 1864.
Field, (William Ventris,) an English lawyer, born
in 1813, became a judge of the queen’s bench division in
1876.

Field'ing, (Copley Vandyke,) a celebrated English
landscape-painter, born about 1787. He was one of the
first to distinguish himself in water-colour paintings, of
which he produced a great number. He held for a long
time the office of president of the Society of Painters in
Water-Colours. He represented British mountain- and
lake-scenery and the downs of Southern England with a
success which has perhaps not been equalled by any
other artist. Died in 1855.
Fielding, (Henry,) a celebrated English novelist,
born at Sharpham Park, Somersetshire, on the 22d of
April, 1707.
He was the son of Edmund Fielding, who
served as lieutenant-general under the Duke of Marlborough, and great-grandson of William, third Earl of
Denbigh. At the age of eighteen he commenced the
study of law at Leyden ; but, owing to financial difficulties, he returned to London at the expiration of two
years, where he abandoned himself to the wildest dissipation. At this period he published the comedy entitled
“ Love in Several Masques,” which met with some sucIn
cess and was followed by numerous other plays.
1734 he married a lady of great beauty and accomplishments, by whom he obtained ,£1500. Continuing his
excesses, in a short time he was reduced to poverty. He
now recommenced the study of law with great assiduity.
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Prince Rupert in 1643. For this act he was sentenced
was pardoned. He afterwards became a
prominent member of Parliament, and a partisan ot
Cromwell, who in 1654 or 1655 appointed him lord keepei
of the great seal.
He was one of the lords of the Uppei
House convened in 1658. Died in 1669.
See “Biographia Britannica;” Noble, “Memoirs of Cromwell.
Fiennes, (William,) Lord Saye and Sele, an English
statesman, born in Oxfordshire in 1582, was created a
viscount in 1624.
He co-operated with Hampden and
Pym in opposition to the arbitrary government of Charles
I.
At the commencement of the rebellion (1642) he took

and would doubtless have succeeded well in that profession had not violent attacks of the gout prevented him

to death, but

from attending the circuits. He therefore applied himself to literature as a means of support, and soon after
became the editor of a paper called “ The Champion.”
In 1742 he published the novel “Joseph Andrews,”
which was intended as a satire on Richardson’s “ Pamela.”
In 1749 appeared “Tom Jones,” the greatest of his
works, and in 1751 “Amelia” was issued, of which Dr.
Johnson has observed that it “was perhaps the only
book of which, being printed off betimes one morning, a
new edition was called for before night.” In 1750 he
was appointed justice of the peace for the county of
Middlesex, in which position he distinguished himself
by his ability and activity. He was successful in extirpating numerous gangs of robbers which had previously
been a terror to the inhabitants of the metropolis. The
best-known of his works are “ Joseph Andrews,” “ Tom

’’

sides with the Parliament. About 1650 he left the Presbyterians and joined the Independents. Lord Saye exerted
a great influence in public affairs, and was an intimate
friend of Cromwell. At the restoration he was appointed
lord privy seal and chamberlain of the royal household
by Charles II. Died in 1662. “ He was,” says White-

Jones,” and “Amelia,” which have justly placed him
His greatest
in the highest rank of British novelists.
strength appears to have been in portraying characters
of those in the lower orders of society. His works
display much wit and vigour, and his delineations are
remarkable for their fidelity to nature. Though it is
claimed that his writings have a moral tendency, the
coarseness and vulgarity of many of his characters render
their utility extremely problematical.
Fielding was the
author of numerous works in addition to those mentioned
“
above. Among these were a History of Jonathan Wild
the Great,” “The Journey from this World to the Next,”
and some important legal treatises. It is stated that all
his works have been translated into the French language.
Fielding died at Lisbon in 1754, whither he had gone in
the hope of benefiting his health.
monument was
erected to his memory in that city through the influence
of the French consul, Chevalier Meyronnet. Lady Mary
Montagu, who was a kinswoman of Fielding, in speaking
of him, observes, “There was a great similitude between
his character and that of Sir Richard Steele.
Fielding
had the advantage both in learning and, in my opinion,
in genius ; they both agreed in wanting money in spite
of all their friends, and would have wanted it if their
hereditary lands had been as extensive as their imagination.”
Sir James Mackintosh remarks, “ Fielding
will forever remain the delight of his country, and will
always retain his place in the libraries of Europe, notwithstanding the unfortunate grossness, the mark of an
uncultivated taste.”
See Murphy, “Life and Genius of Fielding;” Lawrence, “Life
of Fielding,” 1855; Sir W. Scott, Miscellaneous Prose Works;
Disraeli, “Quarrels of Authors;” William Watson, “ Life of H.
Fielding,” London, 1808; “London Quarterly Review” for January,
1856; K. P. Whipple, critique in the “North American Review”
for January, 1849; “North British Review” for November, 1855.

“a person of great parts, wisdom, and integrity.”
See Lloyd, “State Worthies;” Wood, “Athens Oxonienses.”

locke,

Fiennes, de, deh

fe'Sn',

(Jean Baptiste,) an Orien-

scholar, born at Saint-Germain, near Paris, in 1669,
became professor of Arabic in the College of France in
1714. He was also interpreter to the king. Died in 1744.
Fiennes, de, (Jean Baptiste HIslin,) an Orientalist
and diplomatist, son of the preceding, was born at SaintGermain-en-Laye in 1710. He became interpreter to
the king for Oriental languages in 1746, and professor of
Arabic at the College of France in 1748. Died in 1767.
Fiennes, de, (Maximilien Franqois,) a French general, born in 1669, took part in many battles in Flanders,
and commanded an army about 1712-14. Died in 1716.
Fiennes, de, (Robert,) a French commander, rendered important services to King John and Charles V.,
and was rewarded with the office of Constable of France
in 1356.
Died about 1382.
tal

A

Fieschi. See Innocent IV.
Fieschi, fe-§s'kee, singular Fiesco, fe-§s'ko, [Fr.
Fiesque, fe'Ssk',] Counts of Lavagna, the name of one
of the four principal families of Genoa or Liguria. The
Fieschi in the twelfth century aspired to supreme power,
and resisted the republic of Genoa without success.
Among the eminent members of this family were Popes
Innocent IV. and Adrian V. The Fieschi were attached
to the Guelph party.

Fieschi, (Joseph Marco,) born in Corsica in 1790,
was the inventor of the so-called infernal machine, and
the principal agent in the attempt on the life of the
French king, Louis Philippe. His machine, consisting
of twenty-four musket-barrels, was discharged in July,
1835, while the king, at the head of a military procession,
was going to a review. Louis Philippe was very slightly
injured but ten others, including Marshal Mortier, were
instantly killed. Fieschi, with his accomplices, was executed in February, 1836.

Fielding, (Sir John,) a half-brother of the great novelwhom he succeeded as justice of the county of Middlesex.
Although blind for many years, he fulfilled the
duties of his office with much ability and he received
the order of knighthood in 1761.
He was the author
of three works, viz., “ Extracts from the Penal Laws,”
(1761,) “Universal Mentor,” (1762,) and “Description
of the Cities of London and Westminster,” (1777.)

;

ist,

See Louis Blanc, “Histoire de dix Ans.”

;

Died

Fiesco, fe-Ss'ko, (Giovanni Luigi,) sometimes writHe was
ten Fieschi, Count of Lavagna, born in 1525.
the chief of one of the most powerful families of Genoa,
and aspired to supreme power. In this he was prevented
by the more influential house of Doria, against which he
formed a powerful conspiracy. He received assistance
in this enterprise from Pope Paul III., the court of
France, and Pietro Luigi Farnese, Duke of Parma and
Fieschi endeavoured to procure the assassiPiacenza.
nation of Andrew Doria, the chief of that family, and his
nephew Giovannino, while they were at a banquet. In
Having resolved on
this, however, he was unsuccessful.
another attempt, the arrangements were made with so
great caution that no suspicions were aroused against
On the night of the 2d of January,
the conspirators.
1547, after the city had become quiet, Fieschi sent

in 1780.

Fielding, (Sarah,) an English authoress of great
learning, sister of the novelist, was born in 1714.
Her
principal works were a novel, entitled “The Adventures of David Simple,” and an excellent translation of

Xenophon’s “ Memoirs of Socrates, with the Defence
of Socrates before his Judges.” Died at Bath in 1768.
Fields, (James T.,) an American poet, born in Portsmouth, New Hampshire, in 1820. He became a partner
of the publishing-house of Ticknor & Fields, Boston.

Among

his poems are “Commerce,” (1838,) “The Post
of Honour,” (1848,) and “ The Fair Wind.” “The poems
Mr. Fields has given us,” says R. W. Griswold, “ are
evidently the careless products of a singularly sensitive
and fertile mind, indications rather than exponents of
its powers.”
(“Poets and Poetry of America.”)
Fiennes, fenz, ? (Nathaniel,) a son of William, Lord
Saye, born at Broughton, Oxfordshire, in 1608.
Having
joined the army of Parliament in the civil war, he was
appointed governor of Bristol, which he surrendered to

part of his followers to seize the palace of the Doria.
He proceeded to the harbour to capture his enemy’s
galleys.
As he was passing from one ship to another,
the plank broke under him, and, encumbered by his
armour, he was unable to save himself. His companions
did not perceive the accident until too late to rescue him.
In the attack on the palace, Giovannino Doria was killed,
but his uncle escaped. As a consequence of this con-
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spiracy, most of the family of Fieschi were put to death.
Schiller wrote a tragedy on the conspiracy of Fiesco.

and at the naval battle of Lepanto, where he served
under Don John of Austria. Died in 1595.
Figuieira, fe-ge-a'ri, or Figueiras, fe-ga'ris, (Guillem,) a celebrated Provenjal troubadour, was born at
Toulouse about 1190.
lish by Hugh Hare, 1693.)
Figuier, fe'ge-i', ([ Louis j G u ll u m e,i ) a French
Fiesole, da, di fe-a'so-li or fe-Ss'o-li, (Fra Gio- chemist, was boriTat Montpellier in 1819. He became
Santi
original
name
was
vanni,) an Italian painter, whose
professor in the School of Pharmacy in Paris in 1853.
Tosini, or, according to Vasari, Giovanni Guido, was Among his numerous and valuable works may be named
born at Mugello, in Tuscany, in 1387. He was surnamed his “Exposition and History of the Principal Modern
Fra Angelico or Beato Angelico, and was one of the Scientific Discoveries,” (3 vols., 1855,) and “Vies des
most eminent among the restorers of painting in Italy. Savants illustres,” (1866.)
He is highly praised by Ruskin, who says, “ In Angelico
Fig'u-lus, (P. Nigid'ius, ) a Roman Pythagorean
you have the entirely spiritual mind, incapable of con- philosopher, born about 100 B.C., was celebrated for his
ceiving any wickedness or vileness whatever.” (“ Modern learning.
He was a friend of Cicero, and was one of
He was employed by Pope the senators appointed in 63 to receive testimony in the
Painters,” vol. v. p. 300.)
chapel
in
the
Vatican,
private
Nicholas V. to paint his
case of Catiline.
He became praetor in 59 b.c., and was
and the chapel of Saint Lorenzo. His easel-picture a partisan of Pompey in the civil war. Died in 44 B.c.
representing the “ Coronation of Mary,” which is conFilamondo, fe-li-mon'do, (Rafael Maria,) Bishop
sidered a master-piece, now adorns the entrance-hall of of Suessa, born at Naples about 1650; died in 1716.
He devoted himself exclusively
the Louvre at Paris.
Filangieri, fe-lin-je-a'ree, (Carlo,) an Italian genand the purity and deep religious eral, son of Gaetano, noticed below, was born at Naples
to sacred subjects
feeling which characterize all his works are a faithful in 1785.
He commanded the army which took Messina
reflection of his own life and character. Among his chief in 1848 and Palermo in 1849, after which he was Gov“
works are an “Annunciation,” and the Last Judgment.” ernor of Sicily. He was created Duke of Taormina.
Died about 1455.
Filangieri, (Gaetano,) an Italian writer on political
Lanzi, “ History of Paint- economy, and one of the most celebrated publicists of
See Vasari, “ Lives of the Painters
Mrs. Jameson, “Memoirs of Early Italian Painters
ing in Italy
In 1771 he comhis time, was born at Naples in 1752.
Ticozzi, “ Dizionario.”
menced two works, one upon private and public eduFievee, fe'k'vk', (Joseph,) a French litterateur and cation, and the other entitled “ Morality for Princes,”
He wrote for the neither of which was finished. He rendered important
politician, born in Paris in 1767.
“Journal des Debats” and other journals, published services to humanity and legislative reform by his great
treatises, and
political
several successful novels and
work entitled “ Scienza della Legislazione,” the first
was appointed censor in 1805. About 1808 he became volume of which appeared in 1780 and gave him an enmaster of requests. Died in Paris in 1839.
he was
throughout Europe. In
See E. Vincens, “ Histoire de la R^publique de G&nes;” S*smondi, “Histoire des R^publiques Italiennes;” A. Mascardi,
*'
Congiura del Conte G. L. de Fieschi,” 1627, (translated into Eng-

,

1

'

;

See Sainte-Beuve, “ Causeries du Lundi,” tome

viable reputation

v.

Figino, fe-jee'no, or Figine, fe-jee'ni, (Ambrogio,)
an Italian painter, born at Milan about 1550, excelled in
portraits.

Died

after 1595.

1787
appointed by Ferdinand IV. a member of the board of
finance.
He died in 1788. His “Science of Legislation,” which was not quite finished at his death, passed
through numerous editions, and was translated into German, French, English, and Spanish. At the request of
Dr. Franklin, the author sent a number of copies to
America.

Figliucci, ftl-yoot'chee, (Felice,) an Italian philosopher and voluminous writer, born at Sienna, made
translations from Plato and Aristotle, and wrote several
commentaries on the works of the latter. Died about 1590.
See Salfi, “Life of Filangieri,” in a French translation of his
Figrelius, fe-gRa'le-us, called also Griepenhielm or works published in Paris in 1822; Tipaldo, “ Biografia degli Italiani
illustri;” “Nouvelle Biographie Generale ;” Donato Tommasi,
Greifenhelm, Edmund, ) a Swedish antiquary, and “
Carnevali,
(

professor of history in the University of Upsal. He was
preceptor of Charles XI., by whom he was created baron,
Died in 1676.
senator, and chancellor of the court.

Elogio storico del Cavaliere G. Filangieri,” 1788;
G. Bianchetti, “ Elogio di G.

“ Vita del Cavaliere G. Filangieri
Filangieri,” 1819.

Filarete, fe-li-ra'ti, (Antonio,) a Florentine architect
Figueiras. See Figuieira.
and sculptor, flourished about 1450. Among his works
Pereira.)
See
Pereira.
(Antonio
de,
Figueiredo,
was the grand hospital of Milan, built in 1456.
Figueiredo, de, di fe-gi-e-ra'do, (Manoel,) a PorSee Vasari, “Lives of the Painters and Sculptors.”
tuguese savant and scientific writer, born near Lisbon in
Filas tre or Fill as tre.fe'llstR', (Guillaume,) a French
1568; died about 1630.
prelate and Greek scholar, born in Maine about 1347.
Figueroa, de, di fe-gi-ro'i, (Bartolom£ Cayrasco,) He translated some works of Plato, and wrote commena Spanish poet, born at Logrono about 1540. He was taries on Ptolemy. Died at Rome in 1428.
the first to introduce into Spanish poetry the measure
Filelfo, fe-lel'fo, [Lat. Philel'phus Fr. Philelphe,
termed esdruxolos, or the sdruccioli of the Italians.
fe'lilf',] (Francesco,) a celebrated Italian philologist and
Figueroa, de, (Cristoval Suarez,) a distinguished poet, born at Tolentino in 1398. He became an eminent
Spanish poet and miscellaneous writer, born at Valladolid Greek scholar, and obtained the chair of belles-lettres
He translated into Spanish the “Pastor at Florence in 1429. Having written satires against
about 1586.
Fido” of Guarini, and was the author of a pastoral en- the Medici and made many enemies among the literati,
Died in 1650.
titled “La constante Amarilis.”
he was obliged to quit Florence in 1434. He became
Figueroa, de, (Francisco,) a celebrated Spanish professor at Milan in 1440. About 1466 he removed to
poet, surnamed the Divine, born at Alcala de Henares
Rome, where he taught philosophy. His habits are said
about 1540. He entered the army young, and served in to have been very licentious.
He wrote a poem, “ La
He wrote pastorals in imitation of Sforziade
Italy and Flanders.
“Epistles,” ( “ Epistolarum Libri XVI.,”
He caused most of his poems to be burnt
the Italians.
Latin Odes, ( 1497, ) and other works. Died at
but the few that remain 1485 ;)
a short time before his death
Florence in 1481.
genius.
Died
his
poetical
about
superiority
of
the
attest
See C. Rosmini, “Vitadi Filelfo,” 3 vols., 1808; Meucci, “Phi1620.
Lancelot, “Vie de Philelphe;” Paolo Giovio,
lelphi Vita,” 1741
;

;

;

See Ticknor, “ History of Spanish Literature
“ Poets and Poetry of Europe.”

Longfellow,

Figueroa, de, (Garcias y Silva, gaR-//zee'is

e s£l'vi,)

a Spanish diplomatist, born at Badajos in 1574. In 1618
he was ambassador at the court of Shah Abbas, in Persia.
On his return he published an interesting account of his
Died about 1625.
travels in India and Persia.
See N. Antonio, “ Bibliotheca Hispana Nova.”

Figueroa, de, (Don Lopez,) a Spanish

officer

under

He

was conat Valladolid about 1520.
spicuous for his bravery in the war against the Moors,
Philip
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“Elogia;” Nic^ron, “M^moires.”

Filesac, ftl'sik', (Jean,) a learned French theologian,
born in Paris about 1550. He was chosen rector of the
University of Paris in 1586. His chief work is a “TreatDied in 1638.
ise on the Authority of Bishops,” (1606.)
Filhol, fil'yol', (Michel Antoine,) a French engraver, born in 1759, published “Complete Gallery of
the Napoleon Museum,” (“ Galerie complete du Musee
Napoleon,” 10 vols., 1804-14.) Died in 1812.
Filiassi, fe-le-is'see, (Giacomo,) Count, an Italian
physician, born at Venice in 1750, published a “Treatise
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upon the Prevailing Winds in the Venetian Marshes,” nominated as a candidate for the Presidency by the
American party in 1856, but received no electoral votes
and other works. Died in 1829.
Filicaia or Filicaja, da, dS. fe-le-ki'yi, (Vincenzo or except those of Maryland. He died in March, 1874.
Fil'mer, ( Sir Robert, ) an English political writer,
Vincenzio,) a celebrated Italian lyric poet, and senator
He was a staunch advocate
of Florence, was born in that city in 1642. He published born in the county of Kent.
numerous poems in Latin and Italian, which were re- of absolute monarchy, and endeavoured to prove that this
markable for their spirit and elegance. His “Ode on was the true and natural form of government. Locke
Filmer wrote,
the Victory over the Turks” gained for him the reputa- wrote two treatises to refute this theory.
He married among other works, “The Anarchy of a Limited and
tion of the first Italian poet of his time.
“
Anna Capponi in 1673, and was patronized by Queen Mixed Monarchy,” and Patriarcha.” Died in 1688.
Filon, fe'lbN', (Charles Auguste D£sir£,) a French
Christina of Sweden. Among his most admirable comHe was professor of
positions are sonnets entitled “La Providenza” and historian, born in Paris in 1800.
“ L’ltalia,” which are sublime in thought, imagery, and history in several colleges, and published, besides other
His moral character is represented as excellent. works, a “ History of Europe in the Sixteenth Century,”
style.
He died at Florence in September, 1707. “At Paris,” (2 vols., 1838,) and a “History of the Roman Senate,”
says Macaulay, “ Addison eagerly sought an introduction (1850.)
Fim'bri-a, (Caius Flavius,) a Roman general, who
to Boileau
but he seems not to have been at all aware
Having been chosen
that at Florence he was in the vicinity of a poet with was a violent partisan of Marius.
whom Boileau could not sustain a comparison, of the lieutenant (legatus) to the consul Valerius Flaccus, who
greatest lyric poet of modern times, of Vincenzio Filicaja. was sent to Asia to replace Sulla, Fimbria corrupted the
This is the more remarkable because Filicaja was the soldiers, caused the consul to be assassinated, and took
favourite poet of the all-accomplished Somers, under the command of the army, in which he was sanctioned
whose protection Addison travelled.” (“ Review of the by the Roman senate. After committing great outrages,
Life and Writings of Addison,” in Macaulay’s “Essays.”) he was surrounded by the army of Sulla. Fimbria, perFabroni, “Vit£e ceiving that it would be impossible to resist, as his soldiers
See Negri, “Istoriadei Fiorentini Scrittori
Italorum doctrina excellentium
Tiraboschi, “ Storia della Lettera- were deserting him, put an end to his own life, in
85 B.c.
Lives
tura Italiana
Longfellow, “ Poets and Poetry of Europe
Finaeus. See Fine.
of the Italian Poets,” by Rev. Henry Stebbing, London, 1831
Finch, (Anne,) Countess of Winchelsea, an English
“Retrospective Review,” vol. x., 1824.
Filippi, fe-lip'pee, (Camillo,) an Italian painter, born poetess, born in the seventeenth century. Of her poems
we may cite “The Spleen” and the tragedy of “Aristoat Ferrara about 1510 ; died in 1574.
Filippi, de, d& fe-l£p'pee, (Filippo,) a naturalist, son menes.” Died in 1720.
Finch, (Daniel,) second Earl of Nottingham, born
of Giuseppe, noticed below, was born at Milan in 1814.
He published “The Three Kingdoms of Nature,” (“I in 1647, was a son of Heneage Finch. He was one of
the privy councillors who upon the death of Charles II.
tre Regni della Natura,” 1852,) and other works.
Filippi, de, (Giuseppe,) an Italian medical writer, proclaimed the Duke of York king. Upon the accession
born in Piedmont in 1781. He was chief physician of of William and Mary (1689) he refused the office of lord
high chancellor, but was appointed secretary of state.
the Italian army in 1814.
Died in 1856.
Filippini, fe-l£p-pee'nee, (Antonio Pietro,) an ec- He rendered so much service to William that James II.,
clesiastic, born in the island of Corsica in 1529, wrote a in making a declaration in regard to his intended invaHe re“ History of Corsica.”
sion, excluded Finch from the general pardon.
Fil'lans, (James,) a Scottish sculptor, born in Lanark- signed office in 1694, and again became secretary in 1702.
shire in 1808, was apprenticed to a weaver, and after- He wrote a work on the Trinity, (1721,) for which he was
wards to a stone-mason. About 1836 he settled in London thanked by the University of Oxford. Died in 1730.
See Walpole, “Royal and Noble Authors;” Macaulay, “Hisas a sculptor. Among his best works are a bust of John
Wilson, “The Blind Teaching the Blind,” and a “Boy tory of England.”
Finch, (Heneage.) See Nottingham.
and Fawn.” Died in Glasgow in 1852.
Finch, (Henry,) an English jurist, born in Kent about
See Paterson, “Life of James Fillans,” 1854.
Filleau, fe'yo', (Jean,) a French lawyer, noted as an 1550 died in 1625.
Finch, (Robert,) a distinguished English antiquary
adversary of the Jansenists, was born at Poitiers in 1600.
He wrote an “ Account of the Proceedings and Doctrines and traveller, born in London in 1783. He died at Rome
in 1830, leaving his valuable library and collection of
of the Jansenists.” Died in 1682.
Filleul, fe'yuF, or Filleuil, (Nicolas,) a French poet antiquities to the Ashmolean Museum of Oxford.
Finch, (William,) an English traveller, who lived
and dramatist, born at Rouen about 1530.
Fill'more, (Mil'lard,) the thirteenth President of about 1610, visited India and Africa, where he obtained
the United States, was born in Cayuga county, New much valuable geographical information, which was pubYork, on the 7th of January, 1800. He was not liberally lished after his return.
Finck, (Thomas,) a Danish mathematician, physician,
educated but, after learning the trade of a fuller, he
studied law, and supported himself for several years by and first professor of rhetoric and medicine at Copenteaching school.
In 1821 he removed to Erie county, hagen, born in South Jutland in 1 561. He was the author
New York, where he practised law with success. He of various scientific and medical works. Died in 1656.
Fin'den, (William,) a skilful English line-engraver,
married Abigail Powers in 1826, and was elected to
Congress in 1832 by the Anti-Jackson party. He was born in 1787. He engraved illustrations for numerous
re-elected as a Whig in 1836, 1838, and 1840, and dis- books, among which is “ Don Quixote.” He also published
tinguished himself by his talents for business and dili- many illustrated works, entitled “The Byron Gallery,”
gent attention to it. In the session of 1841-42 he was “The Gallery of the Graces,” “The Gallery of British
chairman of the committee of ways and means, and was Art,” etc. Died in 1852.
Find'lay, (Robert,) a Scottish divine, born in 1721,
the chief author of the tariff of 1842.
He was nominated for the office of Governor of New York in 1844, published a “Vindication of the Sacred Books and of
but was not elected. In 1847 he was elected comptroller Josephus against Voltaire,” (1770,) and other works.
of that State.
Having been nominated as the Whig Died in 1814.
candidate for Vice-President, he was elected in NovemFine, fin, sometimes written Fine, (Oronce, o'riNss',)
ber, 1848, when General Taylor was chosen President. [Lat. Oron'tius Finze'us,] a celebrated French matheHe was raised to the office of President by the death of matician, born at Brianfon in 1494. In 1530 he was
President Taylor on the 9th of July, 1850. He appointed appointed professor of mathematics in the Royal College.
Daniel Webster secretary of state, and approved Mr. Among his mechanical inventions was a clock of peculiar
Clay’s Compromise Bill of 1850. Many of the Northern construction.
He was the author of numerous scientific
Whigs were offended by his signature of the act for the works. Died in 1555
rendition of fugitive slaves.
During his administration
See Nic^ron, “M&noires;” Delambre, “Histoire de l’Astrohis opponents had a majority in both Houses of Con- nomie au Moyen-Age.”
gress.
On the expiration of his term, in March, 1853,
Finelli, fe-nel'lee, (Carlo,) an able Italian statuary,
he returned to Buffalo, his former residence. He was born at Carrara in 1780, was a pupil of Canova. Among
;
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his master-pieces are statues of Raphael and of the
archangel Michael. Died in 1854.
Finelli, (Giuliano,) an Italian sculptor and architect,
born at Carrara in 1602 ; died about 1658.
Finet, fe-net' or fe'ni', (Sir John,) an English author
and wit, born near Dover in 1571. His principal work
was “ Fineti Philoxenus,” which treated of the etiquette
of the English court.
Died in 1641.
Fingal, fing'gal or fing'gaul, King of Morven, a province of ancient Caledonia, and father of the poet Ossian,
by whom he was celebrated for his heroic exploits, was
born in 282. A great part of his time was devoted to
the wars against the Romans, who then held sway over
a large portion of Britain.
Finiguerra, fe-ne-gw§R'rS, (Tommaso or Maso,) an
Italian sculptor and goldsmith, who is believed to have
been the inventor of the art of taking engravings from
metallic plates on paper.
Died in 1475.
See Strutt, “Dictionary of Engravers;” Vasari, “Lives of the
Painters,” etc.

Fink, fink, (Gottfried Wilhelm,) a German writer,
born at Suiza in 1783, published several works on theology and music, and in 1827 was editor of the “Universal Musical Gazette.” Died in 1846.
Fink, von, fon fink, (Friedrich August,) a Prussian
general, born in Mecklenburg in 1718.
In 1759 he was
sent by the king, Frederick II., to oppose Marshal Daun,
by whose greatly superior force he was defeated at
Maxen. For this he was imprisoned and dismissed from
the army.
Died at Copenhagen in 1766.
Finkenstein, von, fon f lnk'en-stm',(C arl Wilhelm
Finck,) Count, a Prussian minister of state, born in
He was minister of foreign affairs for many years
1714.
between 1750 and his death. Died in 1800.
Fin'lay, (fin'le,) (George,) a British historian, born

He published, besides other works, “Lectures
on Revivals,” (1835; 13th edition, 1840,) and “Lectures
on Systematic Theology,” (1847.) He became president
of Oberlin College, Ohio, in 1852, and held that office
until 1866.
Died in 1875.
Fino, fee'no, (Alemanio,) an Italian historian and
elegant writer, born at Bergamo. Among his works are
“The History of Crema,” (1566,) and “The War of
Attila, the Scourge of God,” (1569.)
Died about 1586.
in 1792.

See Tiraboschi, “ Storia

della Letteratura ltaliana.”

Fino

Fini, fee'no fee'nee, surnamed Adriano, an
eminent Italian scholar and Orientalist, born in the diocese of Adria in 1431 ; died in 1517.
Flnoglia, fe-n<M'yl, (Paolo Domenico,) an able Italian painter, born at Orta, (Naples;) died in 1656.

Fioravanti, fe-o-ri-vin'tee, (Leonardo,) an

Italian

physician and surgeon, was a native of Bologna.
He
wrote, among other works, “The Mirror of Universal
Science.” Died in 1588.

Fioravanti, (Valentino,) an Italian composer, born
Rome about 1765, produced successful operas, among
which were “I Virtuosi ambulanti” and “11 Furbo contra Furbo.”
Died in 1837.
at

See Fetis, “Biographie Universelle des Musiciens.”

Fiore, del, d£l fe-o'ri, (Jacobello,) a painter of the
Venetian school, flourished from 1400 to 1436. He was
a son of a painter named Francesco del Fiore.
The
beauty and grace of his figures are praised. His masterpiece is a “Coronation of the Virgin.”
See Vasari

11
,

Lives of the Painters;” Lanzi,“ History of Painting

in Italy.”

Fiore, del, (Niccol6 Antonio,) often called Colantonio del Fiore, a Neapolitan painter, born at Naples
in 1352.
He painted in distemper. Died in 1444.
Fiorentini, fe-o-rgn-tee'nee, (Francesco Maria,) an
in Scotland about 1800, resided some years at Athens.
Italian
historian, born at Lucca about 1610 ; died in 1673.
Among his principal works are “ Greece under the RoFiorentino, fe-o-r§n-tee'no, (Agostino,) a Florenmans,” (1843,) “History of the Byzantine and Greek
flourished from 1442 to 1461.
tine
sculptor,
Empires from 1057 to 1453,” (1854,) and “Greece under
Fiorentino, (Pietro Angelo,) an Italian litterateur,
the Othman and Venetian Dominion from 1453 to 1821.”
born in Naples in 1810. He became a resident of Paris
These productions are highly commended.
“ Moniteur” and other
See “Fraser’s Magazine” for October, 1844: “North British about 1835, and contributed to the

journals.
Among his works are several dramas.
for February, 1855.
Fiorentino, (Stefano,) called Stefano da PonteFinlay, (John,) a Scottish poet and prose writer, born
at Glasgow in 1782.
Among his works are “Wallace, Vecchio, and, also, Lo Scimmia, (“The Ape,”) a FlorHe
or the Vale of Ellerslie,” (1802,) a “Life of Cervantes,” entine painter, born in 1301, was a pupil of Giotto.
and a “Collection of Scottish Ballads, Historicai and is highly praised by Vasari. Only one of his works is
extant,
fresco
of
Christ
at
Florence.
a
Died
in
1350.
Romantic,” (1808.) Died in 1810.
See Vasari, “ Lives of the Painters.”
Fin'lay-son, (George,) a Scottish surgeon, born at
Thurso about 1790, accompanied an embassy to Siam
Fiorgyn, Fiorgvin, or Fiorgynn. See Hlodyn.
and Hue in 1822. He published “The Mission from
Fiori, (Federigo.) See Barocci.
Bengal to Siam and Hue,” (1822.) Died in 1823.
Fiori, fe-o'ree, (Giorgio,) a noted Italian lawyer, born
Finlayson, (James,) a Scottish Presbyterian minister, at Milan about 1450. He wrote a history, in Latin, of the
born about 1750. He was appointed professor of logic Italian and German wars of his time. Died about 1512.
in the University of Edinburgh about 1788, and afterFiori, (Giuseppe,) a Sicilian poet. Died in 1646.
wards became, as minister, the colleague of Dr. Blair. He
Fiori, de\ di fe-o'ree, (Mario,) an Italian flowerhad great influence in the affairs of the church. Died painter, born in 1603 ; died in 1673.
in igio8.
Fiorillo, fe-o-rH'lo, (Johann Dominicus,) a German
artist and writer upon art, born at Hamburg in 1748.
See a notice of his life prefixed to a volume of his sermons, 1809
Chambers, “Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen.”
He produced several good pictures, but is chiefly known
Fin'ley, (James Bradley,) a Methodist minister and as the author of two excellent works, entitled “ History
author, born in North Carolina in 1781.
He became of the Arts of Design from their Revival to the Most
chaplain of the Ohio penitentiary in 1845. Died in 1857. Recent Times,” (5 vols., 1798-1808,) and “ History of
His “ Prison Life,” “ Autobiography,” and several of the Arts of Design in Germany and the Netherlands,”
his other works have had an extensive circulation.
He was for many years professor of
(4 vols., 1815-20.)
Finley, (Robert,) born at Princeton, New Jersey, in art in the University of Gottingen. Died in 1821.
Fiorini, fe-o-ree'nee, (Giovanni Battista,) a Bo1772, was for many years a tutor in Princeton College.
He is regarded as the founder of the American Coloni- lognese painter, flourished about 1560-90. He worked
zation Society.
He was pastor at Baskingridge, New in partnership with Cesare Aretusi, who coloured the
Died in 1817.
works which were designed by Fiorini.
Jersey, from 1795 to 1817.
Finley, (Samuel,) a Presbyterian minister, born in
His son Gabriello was a sculptor.
Armagh, Ireland, in 1715, came to America in 1734. He
Fiorini, (Pietro,) an able Italian architect, a son of
was chosen president of the College of New Jersey in Gabriello, began to work in 1581. He designed several
Died in 1766.
churches of Bologna. Died in 1622.
1761.
Finn, (Henry J.,) a popular American comic actor,
Firdousee or Firdausi, flr-dow'see or flr-dow'see,
born at Sydney, Cape Breton, about 1 784. He performed written also, but less correctly, Firdiisi, Firdousi, and
in London and New York, and wrote several humorous Ferdoucy, fir-doo'see, the surname by which the greatest
works. He was lost in the steamer Lexington, which of the Persian poets, Abool-Kasim-Mansoor, (AbulKffsim-Mansur, or Abou’l-Casim-Mansour, i'bdol
was burned in 1840.
Fin'ney, (Charles G.,) an American theologian and ki'sim min-sooR',) is generally known. He was born at
His
popular preacher, born in Litchfield county, Connecticut, or near Toos, (Tus,) in Khorassan, about 940 a.d.
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FIRDOUSEE

surname Fikdousee is supposed by some to have been
given him because his father was a gardener, from the
Persian ftrdons or firdaus, signifying a “garden,” also
according to others, the

“ paradise

name implied

a

eulogium on his poetry, as being worthy to be sung
in Paradise, or because when it was recited at the court
of Mahmood the hearers imagined themselves to be in
Firdousee had made himself intimately acParadise.
lofty

quainted with the early history of Persia as it was known
through the ancient chronicles and traditions. With
these as a basis, he composed his great poem the “ ShahNamah” or “ Shah-Nameh,” (shih ni'mah,) or “Book
of Kings.” As originally written, it is said to have contained 60,000 distichs or couplets ; but none of the existing manuscripts have more, it is stated, than about 56,000
When the fame of Firdousee became known,
distichs.
the Sultan Mahmood invited him to his court at Ghiznee,
(Gazna ;) and he is said to have been charmed with the
wit and genius of the poet. While the latter was writing
the “Shah-Namah,” Mahmood directed that he should
be paid out of the royal treasury a thousand pieces of
gold for every thousand couplets that he should compose ; but, through the envy or jealousy of influential
courtiers, he received but a very small part of what was
due to him. When at last, after a labour of thirty years,
his immortal poem was completed, Mahmood, in an impulse of generous admiration, ordered, it is said, that an
elephant-load of gold should be given to the poet. But
afterwards, either repenting of his too great liberality,
or else influenced by the representations of Firdousee’s
enemies, he revoked the order, and sent him 60,000

dirhems (small silver coins) instead. The money arrived
while the poet was in one of the public baths.
Enraged
and rendered utterly reckless by this illiberal treatment,
he gave one-third of the coins to the man who brought
them, another third to a seller of refreshments, and
the remainder to the keeper of the bath.
When Mahmood learned how his gift had been received, he was
filled with wrath, and ordered that the poet should be
trampled to death under the feet of an elephant. Firdousee, in the greatest consternation, hastened into the
king’s presence, and, falling at his feet, implored his forgiveness, at the same time reciting a poem in which he
spoke in terms of the most glowing eulogy of the glories
of Mahmood’s reign.
The king pardoned him, and, according to some accounts, sought to make reparation for
his former unworthy treatment.
But the wound inflicted
upon the mind of the poet was too deep to be forgiven.
With a truly Oriental duplicity, he obtained from the
royal librarian the copy of the “ Shah-Namah” which he
had presented to the king, ostensibly for the purpose of
making some correction, and wrote in it a most scathing

which her father had long had

at heart
this was the
erection of a stone dike to prevent the overflow of the
river near his native town.
Thus his wish was at last
fulfilled, though not until after his death.
When Firdousee died, he was eighty, or, as some authorities say,
eighty-two years of age. Although to a European mind
many of the incidents related in the “Shah-Namah” would
appear extravagant, it is, nevertheless, of all the great
Mohammedan poems that which corresponds most nearly
to the taste of the Western nations and to the principles
of European criticism.
Sir William Jones styles the
“ Shah-Namah” “ a glorious monument of Eastern genius
and learning, which, if it should ever be generally understood in its original language, will contest the merit of
invention with Homer himself.” (See article “ Firdousi”
in the “ Nouvelle Biographie Generate,,” and the biblio:

graphic references subjoined.
Of these, perhaps the
most valuable for the English reader are the preface to
Julius von Mohl’s translation and commentary of the
“ Shah-Namah,” Sir W. Gore Ouseley’s “ Biographical
Notices of the Persian Poets,” and the biographical notice
prefixed to the “ Abridgment of the Shah-Nameh,” by
J. Atkinson, London, 1832.)
See, also, J. van Wallenburg, “ Notice sur le Schah Nameh de

Ferdoussi,” 1810; De Sacy, article in the “ Magasin Encyclopddique," 1813 Von Hammer, “ Geschichte der schonen Redekiinste
Persiens,” and an article in the “Wiener Jahrbiicher,” vol. ix.
Alexander Ross, “Essay on the Life and Genius of Firdousi,” in
the “Annals of Oriental Literature,” 1820; Robinson, “ Sketch of
the Life and Writings of Ferdoosee,” in “ Memoirs of the Literary
and Philosophical Society of Manchester,” 2d series, 1824 De Starkenfels, “Vie de Firdousi;” E. Nazarianz, article on the “Life
and Writings of Firdousee,” (in Russian,) 1851; “Retrospective
;

;

Review,”

vol. iv., 1821.

Firenzuola,

fe-ren-zoo-o'll, (Agnolo,) a celebrated
Italian writer, born at Florence in 1493.
He was the
author of satirical poems, sonnets, prose essays, novels,
and dramas. His two comedies entitled “ I Lucidi” and
“La Trinuzia” are greatly admired, and both his prose

and poems are ranked among the
Died about 1545.
writings

Italian classics.

See Nic£ron, “Memoires;” Tiraboschi, “Storia
tura Italians
Longfellow, “Poets and Poetry of
Negri, “Istoria de’ Fiorentini Scrittori.”

della Lettera-

Europe;” G.

Fir-ma'nus, (Tarutius,) a Roman astronomer, was
a contemporary and friend of Cicero.
Firmenich, ftR'meh-niic', (Johannes Matthias,)
a German poet and dramatist, born at Cologne in 1808.
Firmian, von, fon fe^R'me-Sn, (Karl Joseph,)
Count, an Austrian statesman, born in the Tyrol in 1716.
He was a member of the aulic council at Vienna in the
reign of Charles VI., after whose death he was Governor
of Austrian Lombardy, to which he rendered important
services.
He founded libraries, and liberally patronized
from Ghiznee and artists and men of letters. Died in 1782.

on Mahmood; he then fled
sought refuge in Bagdad. When the caliph learned that
Firdousee was residing in his capital, he invited him to
his court, and treated him with the greatest honour and
liberality.
Firdousee added to his great poem 1000 distichs in praise of the caliph, who gave the poet 60,000
pieces of gold.
Some authors say that Firdousee sent
the satire to Mahmood by the hand of a friend, who
supposed it to be a petition of some sort.
The events of his life, however, are very differently
related by different authors.
According to one story,
Mahmood after a time not only repented of his injustice
and permitted the poet to return to Toos, his native city,
but severely punished those courtiers by whose counsel
he had been misled, and finally, as a tardy reparation
for his wrongs, sent Firdousee 100,000 pieces of gold.
Meanwhile, the days of the immortal bard were drawing
to their close.
He one day heard a child singing in the
streets of Toos some of his own verses, which so vividly
recalled his bitter wrongs and sufferings that he was
seized with faintness, and, having been carried to his
house, he soon after expired.
It is said that while the
mortal remains of the poet were passing through one of
the gates of Toos to the cemetery without the city, the
train of camels bearing the munificent but tardy present
of the sultan was entering by another. One of the daughters of the deceased, to whom the gold was offered, rejected it with indignant disdain ; but her sister consented
to accept it in order to construct a work of public utility
satire
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See Paolo Frisi, “ Elogio di T. Pomponio Attico,”
Teodoro Villa, “C. Comitis Firmiani Vita,” 1783.

1780

;

Angelo

Fir'mi-cus Ma-ter'nus, (Julius or Villius,) an
ecclesiastic of the fourth century.
By some he is supposed to have been Bishop of Milan. The work by which
he is chiefly known was addressed to the Roman em-

perors Constantius and Constans, entitled “De Errore
Profanarum Religionum.” His treatise is a forcible and
striking exposition of the excellence and purity of the
Christian religion as contrasted with the immoralities
and absurdities of paganism. It was printed by Matthias
There is also extant a work on asFlaccius in 1562.

tronomy, called “Mathesis,” by Firmicus Maternus.
See Hertz, “Dissertatio de J. Firmico Matemo,” 1817.
Fir-mil'i-an, [Fr. Firmilien, ftr / me , le 4 N , ,j Saint,
Bishop of Cesarea. He was successful in quelling the
Novatian doctrines, and united with Saint Cyprian against
Pope Stephen in the dispute in relation to the re-baptism
of heretics. Firmilian was the intimate friend of Origen,
and was distinguished even among the Christian Fathers
for his exemplary piety.
He presided at the Council of
Antioch in the trial of Paul of Samosata. Died at Tarsus
in 269 A.D.
See Eusebius, “Historia Ecclesiastica;” Baillet, “Vies des
Saints.”

Fir'min, (Giles,) an English physician and nonconformist minister, born in Suffolk in 1617, wrote a work
entitled “The Real Christian.”
Died in 1697.
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Fir'min, (Thomas,) a distinguished English philanborn at Ipswich in 1632. Though a Socinian,
he was held in high estimation by many of the ecclesiastics of the Established Church, especially by Archbishop
Tillotson.
He founded two houses to supply the poor
with work, and liberally contributed to many of the benevolent institutions of his time. He published a work
entitled “ Proposals for the Employing of the Poor, and
for the Prevention of Beggary.”
Died in 1697.

Borromeo at Vienna, and other public
was court architect to Joseph I. and to his
successor, Charles VI. Died about 1730.
of San Carlo

He

thropist,

edifices.

See Cornish, “Life of T. Firmin,” 1780; “Retrospective Review,” vol. xii., 1825.

Fisen, fee'z^n or fe'zSN', (Barth6lemy,) a Belgian
Jesuit and historian, born at Liege in 1591 died in 1649.
Fish, (Hamilton,) an American statesman, born in
the city of New York in 1809, graduated at Columbia
College.
He studied law, was admitted to the bar in
1830, and was elected a member of Congress in 1843.
In 1848 he was chosen Governor of New York by the
Whig party. He was a United States Senator from 1851
to 1857, opposed the repeal of the Missouri Compromise
in 1854, and joined the Republican party about that time.
He was appointed secretary of state by President Grant

Fir'mont, de, [Fr. pron. deh ftR'mdN',] (Henry
Essex Edgeworth,) a Catholic priest, vicar-general of
the church of Paris, born at Edgeworthstown, in Ireland,

See Nagler, “ Neues Allgemeines Kiinstler-Lexikon.”

;

He
1745, removed to France when quite young.
performed the office of confessor to Louis XVI., and in the spring of
1869.
accompanied that unfortunate monarch to the scaffold.
Fish, (Simon,) an English lawyer and author, born in
Firmont died in 1807, greatly lamented by the royal Kent about
1520, wrote “The Supplication of Beggars,”
family.
Louis XVIII. composed his epitaph.
a satire on the Roman Catholic clergy. Died about 1534.
Fir'mus or Fir'mi-us, a native of Seleucia, in Syria.
Fish'er, (Alvan,) an American painter, born in NeedHaving obtained great wealth and power, he seized Alex- ham, Massachusetts, in 1792. His rural and domestic
andria, was proclaimed Augustus, and formed an alliance
scenes are much admired. He also painted many porwith Zenobia. The emperor Aurelian, having defeated traits.
and taken him prisoner, ordered him to be crucified.
Fish'er, (Edward,) a Calvinistic writer, born in
Fischart, fish'lRt, (Johann,) surnamed Mentzer, a Gloucestershire, England, was distinguished for his
celebrated German satirist, was born at Mentz or Strasknowledge of the Greek and Hebrew languages and
burg about 1545. His satires in prose and verse are ecclesiastical history. His principal work was entitled
distinguished for their moral tone as well as caustic wit, the
“Marrow of Modern Divinity,”

in

and give a

faithful picture of the

manners of

(1646.)

his time,

Fisher, (John,) [called in Latin Roffen'sis, (from
Roffa, the Latin name of Rochester,)] a learned English
prelate, born at Beverley, in Yorkshire, England, in 1459.
Margaret, Countess of Richmond and mother of Henry
Fischer, fish'er, (Christian August,) a German VII., chose him as her confessor. In 1501 he was apIn
litterateur, born at Leipsic in 1771, was the author of pointed chancellor of the University of Cambridge.
“ Mountain Travels,” “ Picture of Madrid,” (1802,) “ Pic- 1504 he became Bishop of Rochester, and the year
Died in 1829. following accepted the presidency of Queen’s College.
ture of Brazil,” (1819,) and other works.
Fischer, (Edmund Rudolf,) a German writer, born While in this position, he invited Erasmus to Cambridge
at Hasen-Preppach in 1687, became in 1758 general and had him appointed professor of Greek. Fisher took
superintendent, or Protestant archbishop. Died in 1776. an active part against the Lutheran doctrines, writing

He

wrote a descriptive poem, called “Gliickhafft Schiff,”
Died in 1614.
(1576,) which was much admired.
See Ersch und Gruber, “ Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”

When Henry VI 11
several treatises upon the subject.
See Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”
Fischer, (Friedrich Christoph Jonathan,) a Ger- attempted to procure a divorce from Catherine of Araman jurist and historian, born at Stuttgart in 1750. His gon, Fisher sided with the queen, thus incurring the
displeasure.
He was soon deprived of his bishchief work is a “ History of German Commerce,” (1791.) king’s
Fischer, (Gotthelf,) a German naturalist and chem- opric, and after the king’s marriage with Anne Boleyn,
refusing to take the oath of allegiance, he was thrown
ist, born at Waldheim in 1771 or 1775, became professor
The king was still further exasperated
into the Tower.
of natural history at Moscow about 1804. He wrote on
by Pope Paul III. having conferred the title of cardinal
anatomy, natural history, etc.
death. He was
Fischer, (Gotthelf August,) a German mathema- upon Fisher, and resolved to put him to
soon after brought to trial, and executed in June, 1535.
died in
and scientific writer, born in
.

1763

tician

1832.

;

See Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”

See Dr. Bailey, “ Life of Bishop Fisher,” 1655 Richard Hall,
“ Life of J. Fisher,” 1739; J. Lewis, “ Life of John Fisher,” 1855;
Burnet, “History of the Reformation;” Hartley Coleridge,
“Lives of Distinguished Northerns.”
;

Fischer, (Johann Andreas,) a German physician,
born at Erfurt in 1667. He wrote “Iliad in a Nutshell,
or Synoptic Medicine,” (“ Ilias in Nuce, seu Medicina
synoptica,” 1716,) and other works. Died in 1729.
Fischer, (Johann Eberhard,) a German historian
and antiquary, born at Essling in 1697 ; died at Saint

Jesuit, whose proper name
held public
in Yorkshire.
disputes with several Protestant divines, and wrote a
“Treatise on Faith,” (1600.) Died after 1641.

Fisher, (John,) an English

Fisher, (John,) born

Petersburg in 177 1.

Fischer, (Johann Friedrich,) an eminent German
philologist, born at Coburg in 1 726, resided chiefly at Leipsic. He edited Anacreon, Justin, Ovid, and other classics,
and wrote works on biblical criticism. Died in 1799.
Fischer, (Joseph Emanuel,) an architect, born about
Fischer von Erlach, noticed below.
1 680, was a son of
J. B.
Pie is said to have constructed in 1727 a steam-engine for
carrying water in the garden of Schwarzenberg.
Fischer, (Kuno, koo'no,) a German writer of great
merit, chiefly known as a philosophical critic and histoIn
rian, was born at Sondewalde, in Silesia, in 1824.
1856 he was appointed professor of philosophy at Jena.
Pie has written “ Diotima ; or, The Idea of the Beautiful,”
(1849,) “ History of Modern Philosophy,” (2 vols., 1852“ Bacon of Verulam,” (1856,) and other works.
As
55,)
a lecturer on philosophy he is eminently popular.
Fischer, von, fon fish'er, (Karl,) a noted German
architect, born at Manheim in 1782, became professor of
Died in 1820.
architecture at Munich about 1809.
Fischer von Erlach, fish'er fon £r'11k, (Johann
Bernhard,) Baron, a celebrated German architect, born
at Prague (or, according to some authorities, at Vienna) in
He built the Schonbrunn palace and the church
1650.
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in Middlesex,

England,

in 1748,

became successively Bishop of Exeter and of Salisbury
about 1804. He was appointed to superintend the education of the princess Charlotte of Wales. Died in 1825.
Fisher, (Payne,) [Lat. Paga'nus Pisca'tor,] an
English poet, born in Dorsetshire in 1614. During the
protectorate of Cromwell he was regarded as the poetlaureate.
He served as a major in the army of Charles

Died in 1693.
Fisher, (Thomas,) an English antiquary and writer,
born at Rochester in 1772. He contributed for many
years to the “Gentleman’s Magazine.” Died in 1836.
Fisk, (Pliny,) an American missionary in Palestine,
born at Shelburne, Massachusetts, in 1792, graduated at
Middlebury College in 1814, and in 1819 embarked for
Palestine.
On reaching Smyrna, he applied himself to
the study of the Eastern languages, which he afterwards
pursued at the college of Scio. Died at Beyroot in 1825.
Fisk, (Wilbur,) D.D., a distinguished Methodist
Pie
divine, born in Brattleborough, Vermont, in 1792.
was for several years principal of the Wesleyan Academy
in Wilbraham, Massachusetts, and in 1831 was chosen the
first president of the Wesleyan University, Middletown,
Connecticut, which, under his direction, became perhaps
I.
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the most influential educational institution of the MethHe was instrumental
odist denomination in America.
in 1832 in establishing the Indian mission in Oregon.
visited
Europe,
on
he
and
his return published
In 1835-36
a volume of travels. Died in 1839.
Fisquet, fts'ki', (Honors Jean Pierre,) a French
He wrote,
biographer, born at Montpellier in 1818.
besides other works, a “ History of Algeria,” (1842,) and
•‘Pontifical France, or a History of the Bishops who
have governed the Dioceses of France,” (4 vols.)

Fitch, (Ebenezer,) D.D., an American divine,

first

president of Williams College, Massachusetts, was born
in Norwich, Connecticut, in 1756; died in 1833.
Fitch, (John,) an American inventor, born in Windsor, Connecticut, in 1743.
He became a brass-founder,
and afterwards a silversmith. About 1780 he removed
to Kentucky, where he was appointed deputy-surveyor,
and was captured by the Indians, who took him to DeIn
troit and detained him until he was exchanged.
1785 he began to devote himself to the application of
steam to navigation, and constructed a model of a steamboat. Having petitioned the legislatures of Pennsylvania,
New Jersey, and Virginia for aid, without success, he
formed in 1 786 a private company for navigation by steam.
In August, 1787, he made with a small steamboat an experiment on the Delaware River, with partial success.
He built another boat, which, in 1790, plied as a passenger-boat on the Delaware at the rate of about seven
miles an hour.
Fitch, however, gained no profit from
his enterprise, and afterwards wandered about in poverty,
and was regarded by some as an insane projector. He
died in Kentucky in 1798.
See a life of John Fitch in Sparks’s “ American Biography;”
Thompson Westcott, “Life of John Fitch,” 1857; “Lives of
Eminent American Mechanics,” etc., by Henry Howe.

chancellor of the U niversity of Dublin. He was a zealous
advocate for the Union. Died in 1802.
Fitzharris. See Malmesbury, (Earl,) and Harris,
(James.)
Fitz-her'bert, (Sir Anthony,) a distinguished EngIn 1523 he
lish lawyer under the reign of Henry VIII.
became one of the justices of the court of common pleas.
He wrote several able works, among which are “The
Grand Abridgment,” (1514,) and the “Office and AuDied in 1538.
thority of Justices of the Peace,” (1538.)
Fitzherbert, (Maria,) born in 1756, was the daughHaving become
ter of Waller Smythe, of Hampshire.
a widow the second time, she was privately married in
1785 to the Prince of Wales, afterwards George IV.
After the king’s separation from the princess Caroline,
Mrs. Fitzherbert lived with him for a time, but at length
retired to Brighton, where she died in 1837.
See Charles Langdale, “Memoirs of Mrs. Fitzherbert.”
Fitzherbert, (Nicholas,) grandson of Sir Anthony,
mentioned above, was born about 1550. He wrote,
among other works, a “Treatise on the Antiquity and
Duration of the Catholic Religion in England,” (1608.)

Died in 1621.
Fitzherbert, (Thomas,) an English Jesuit, born in
Staffordshire in 1552, was appointed rector of the EngAmong other works, he wrote
lish College at Rome.
a “Treatise concerning Polity and Religion,” (1606-10,)
and a “ Refutation of some of the Principles of Machiavel.” Died in 1640.
Fitzherbert, (Sir William,) an English jurist, a
born in Derbyshire in 1748,
wrote a “Dialogue on the Revenue Laws.” Died in

relative of the preceding,

1791.

Fitzjames, (James.) See Berwick, Duke of.
/
Fitzj ames, de, deh ftts'zhfm' or fe zhlm / (C H arlks,)
Duke, Marshal of France, and grandson of James II.,
King of England, born in 1712. He served chiefly in
Died in 1787.
the wars in Germany.
Fitz-James, de, (Edouard,) Comte, a French general, born in 1715, was a son of the Duke of Berwick.
,

Fitch, (Ralph,) an English

traveller, left

England

in

On his
1583, and spent eight years in the East Indies.
return an interesting account of his travels was published.
See Hakluyt, “Voyages.”

Fitz-ger'ald, (Edward,) Lord, an Irish revolutionist, born in 1763, was a younger son of the Duke of
Leinster.
From 1773 to 1779 he resided in France,
where in learning the language he became partially assimilated to the tastes and manners of the French.
Having entered the British army, he served with distinction in the battle of Charleston, South Carolina, in 1781.
In 1784 he returned home and obtained a seat in the
Irish Parliament.
The sufferings of Ireland, added perhaps to the neglect with which he conceived himself
to be treated, rendered him disaffected to the English
government. He took his seat with the opposition, and
aspired to rival Grattan and Curran in eloquence. In
1788 we find him at Halifax, America, with the fiftyfourth regiment, whence he travelled through the United

States to New Orleans.
He visited Paris in 1791 to
consult and fraternize with the republicans.
In 1792
he married the beautiful and accomplished Pamela, the
protegee and supposed daughter of Madame de Genlis.
The latter being employed by the Duke of Orleans as
governess of his children, (one of whom, Louis Philippe,
became King of France,) Pamela was educated with
them. In 1796 he joined the United Irishmen, who sent
him as their agent to the continent to procure French
aid in liberating Ireland.
few months before the time
set for the insurrection in 1798, the secret was divulged
to the English ministry.
He resisted the officers who
arrested him, was wounded, and died in prison in 1798.

A

Fitzgerald, (John David Fitzgerald,) an

Irish

lawyer, born in Dublin in 1816. He became attorneygeneral for Ireland in 1856, a judge of the queen’s bench
in i860, and a lord ol appeal with a life-peerage in 1882.

Fitzgerald, (Pamela,) a French lady, supposed to
have been a daughter of the Duke of Orleans and
Madame de Genlis. She was educated by the latter,
and was married about 1792 to Lord Edward Fitzgerald.
After his death she became the wife of a man named
Died in 1831.
Fitz-gib'bon (John,) Earl of Clare, an Irish nobleman, born in 1749. He rose to be lord high chancellor
of Ireland in 1789, and was afterwards appointed vice-

Pitcairn.
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Died at Cologne in 1758.
Fitz-James, de, (Edouard,) Due, a French peer
and politician, born in 1776, was a grandson of Marshal
Fitz-James. He was a partisan of the Bourbons. Died
in 1838.

Fitz-pat'rick, (Benjamin,) a lawyer, born in Green
county, Georgia, in 1802, removed to Alabama, of which
he was Governor from 1841 to 1845. He became a Senator of the United States in 1848, and was re-elected in
1853. Died in 1869.
Fitz-roy', (Robert,) an English navigator, meteorologist, and rear-admiral, born in 1805, was a son of
General Lord Charles Fitzroy. As captain of the Beagle,
he was employed in the survey of the west coast of South
America in 1828-30. He also commanded the Beagle
in a voyage round the world performed between 1831
and 1836, which expedition Charles Darwin accompanied
as naturalist.
The results of this expedition appeared
in a “Narrative of the Surveying Voyages of H.M.S

Adventure and Beagle between 1826 and 1836, etc.,”
(1839,) written by Captain Fitzroy and Captain King.
In 1855 he was appointed chief of the meteorological
department of the Board of Trade. Died in 1865.
Fitz-si'mons or Fitz-si'mon, (Henry,) an Irish
Jesuit, noted as a polemical writer, born in Dublin in
He took an active part in the rebellion of 1641.
1569.
Died in 1644.
Fitz-ste'phen, (William,) a learned English monk
and historian of the twelfth century. He was an intimate
friend of Thomas a Becket, of whose murder he was an
eye-witness.
He wrote the “Life and Passion of Archbishop Becket,” in Latin, to which was prefixed his
“ Description of the City of London,” one of the earliest
and most valuable accounts of that capital. Died about
1191.

Fitz-wil'liam, (Charles William Wentworth,)
of, a Liberal peer, born in London in 1786, was
the eldest son of William Wentworth, noticed below.
Before the death of his father, in 1833, he was styled

Earl

Lord Milton.
Died in 1857.
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Fitzwilliam, (William,) Earl of Southampton, a
celebrated naval commander, born about 1490.
He
served against the French in 1513 and in 1523, and was
raised to the rank of admiral.
In 1537 he received the
title of Earl of Southampton, and was made lord privy
seal in 1539.

Died

FLAMININUS
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in 1542.

Fitzwilliam, (William Wentworth,) Earl of, an
English statesman, nephew of the Marquis of Rockingham, was born in 1748. He began his public life as a
friend of Fox, but separated from him on the issue of the

212, he obtained

command

Hanno

of an army, and defeated

at Beneventum.
Died
See Livy, “History of Rome.”

about 200

B.C.

Flaccus,

(Q. Fulvius,) a son of the preceding, comsuccess in Spain in 181 b.c.
Flaccus, (Verrius, ) a Roman grammarian, lived in
the reign of Augustus.
He wrote many and various
works, which are not extant.

manded with

Flaccus Illyricus.

See Francowitz.
Flach, (Matthias.) See Francowitz.
Flachat, fli'shf', (Jean Claude,) a French merchant,
who lived and traded many years in Constantinople, and
published “Observations on the Commerce and Arts
of Europe, Asia,” etc., (2 vols., 1766.) Died in 1775.
Flacius. See Francowitz.
Flacourt, de, deh flf'kooR', (Etienne,) born at Orleans, in France, in 1607, was nominated commander of
Madagascar in 1648. He returned to France in 1655,
died in 1694.
and published in 1658 a “ History of Madagascar,” which
Fix, fiks or feks, (Theobald,) a Swiss philologist, was written with much care and accuracy and contained
brother of Theodor, noticed below, was born at Soleure the first general description of that island. Died in
French Revolution, and became president of the council
under Mr. Pitt in July, 1794. In 1795 he was for a short
time Viceroy of Ireland. He was again appointed president of the council in 1806, and retired from office in
Died in 1833.
1807.
Fiurelli, fe-oo-rel'lee, (Tiberio,) a famous Italian
comedian, surnamed Scaramouche, was born at Naples
in 1608.
In early life he removed to Paris, where he

He contributed to the new edition of Stephens’s “Thesaurus Linguae Graecae,” and published
several editions of Greek classics.
Fix, (Theodor,) a Swiss writer on political economy,
born at Soleure in 1800.
He made contributions to
several journals of Paris, and was a member of the Academy of Moral and Political Science. Died in 1846.
See Theobald Fix, “ Notice sur M. T. Fix,” 1846.
in 1802.

Fixlmillner, fiks’l-mil'ner, or Fixmillner, fiks-mil'ner, (Placidus,) an eminent German astronomer, born
at Achlenthen, near Linz, in 1721.
His principal work
“ Decennium Astronomicum,” (1776,) which is the
record of his observations for ten years. He was a monk
of the monastery of Kremsmiinster. Died in 1791.
Fizeau, fe'zo , (Hippolyte Louis,) a French natural
He distinguished
philosopher, born in Paris in 1819.
himself by his researches into the properties and motion
of light, and received in 1856 the grand prize of the Institute, 10,000 francs.
He married a daughter of Adrien
de Jussieu.
Fizes, ftz, (Antoine,) a French physician, and professor of medicine and mathematics at Montpellier, was
born in that city in 1690. He published “ Opera Medica,”
is

a “Treatise on Fevers,” (1749,) a “Treatise on PhysioDied in 1765.
logy,” and other works.
See Est&ve, “ La Vie et les Principes de M. de Fizes,” 1765 Des;

genettes,

article in

the “Biographie Medicale.”

Flac-gil'la, ( /Elia, ) wife of the Roman emperor
Theodosius L, and mother of Arcadius and Honorius,
was born in Spain, and became empress in 379 a.d. She
left a high reputation for piety, virtue, and moderation.

1660.

Flagg, (Edmund,) an American writer, born at WisMaine, in 1815, became a lawyer, and edited
several journals. He published a few novels, and “Vencassett,

the City of the Sea, 1749-1849,” (2 vols., 1853.)
Flahault de la Billarderie, de, deh fit'o' deh It
b&FyfRd're', (Auguste Charles Joseph,) Count, a
French general, born in Paris in 1785.
He became
colonel in 1809, distinguished himself in the campaign
of Russia, and was aide-de-camp to Napoleon in 1813.
For his conduct at the battle of Leipsic ( 1813) he was
made a general of division, and a count. He fought for
Napoleon at Waterloo. The revolution of 1830 restored
him to his rank as a peer and general. He was ambassador to Vienna from 1841 to 1848, and became a
senator in 1853. Died at Pans in 1870.
Flahaut, Countess. See Souza, Ad 15 le de.
Flajani, fH-yi'nee, (Giuseppe,) an Italian surgeon,
born near Ascoli in 1741, studied at Rome. Pope Pius
VI. chose him for his surgeon-in-ordinary. Died in 1808.
ice,

FlamaeL

See Fl£malle.
Flam'bard, (Ralph,) an English
chief minister of William Rufus.
of Durham in 1099. Died in 1128.

prelate,

who was

He became

Bishop

Flameel. See FlEmali.e.
Flamel, flt'mSl', (Nicolas,) a scribe, a dealer in
manuscripts, and a famous alchemist, who lived in Paris
about 1350, was the subject of many marvellous stories
which have exercised the public credulity. He is supposed to have acquired by some means great wealth,
which he spent partly in the erection of churches and in

works of charity. There are several treatises on alchemy
Died about 386.
which are ascribed to him. Died in 1418.
Flac'cus, (Caius Valerius,) a Roman poet, born
See “ Histoire critique de N. Flamel,” anonymous, 1761.
He wrote a poem on the Argoprobably at Padua.
Flamen, fli'men, (Albert,) a Flemish painter and
nautic expedition, (“Argonautica,”) which is a free imi- engraver, born at Bruges, lived in the seventeenth centation of Apollonius of Rhodes, and contains beautiful tury.
passages and descriptions. The style is rather obscure
Flamen, fli'mSN', or Flamin, fli'miN', (Anselme,)
and artificial. It is supposed that several of the last a French sculptor, born at Saint-Omer in 1647, worked
books of this poem are lost, or else it was left unfinished. in Paris. Died in 1717.
Eight books are extant. He died about 88 or 90 a.d.
Flam-i-m'nus, (Lucius Quintius,) a Roman adQuintilian referred to his death in terms like these “ We miral, born about 240 B.c., was a brother of Titus.
He
The commanded a fleet sent against Philip of Macedon in
have recently lost much in Valerius Flaccus.”
critics are far from being agreed as to the merits of his
B.c.
Died
in
170.
198
poem.
Flamininus, (Titus Quintius,) sometimes called
Seethe Preface of Burmann’s edition of the “Argonautica,” 1724; Fla-min'l-us, a distinguished Roman general, was
“Nouvelle Biographie Gt- mi rale.”
chosen consul 198 B.C., and obtained the province of
Flaccus, (Calpurnius.) See Calpurnius.
Macedonia, then the seat of war with Philip of Macedon.
Flaccus, (Horatius.) See Horace.
He defeated the army of Philip in Epirus, and recovered
Flaccus, ( L. Valerius, ) a Roman general, was a possession of Thessaly. After the year of his consulship
partisan of Marius, and commanded an army in Asia. had expired, he was continued in the command of that
province by the senate. All attempts to negotiate a
He was killed by Fimbria about 86 b.c.
Flaccus, (M. Fulvius,) a Roman officer, who was peace having failed, the two armies again met at Cynoconsul in 125 B.c., and a political friend of the Gracchi. cephalse, in Thessaly. The phalanx of Philip having
Carbo, Caius Gracchus, and Flaccus were the triumviri been broken by the elephants of the Romans, a panic
Having taken arms for Caius seized his whole army, of whom 8000 were killed. After
for the division of lands.
this victory, in a general concourse of Greeks assembled
Gracchus, he was put to death by Opimius in 121 B.C.
at the Isthmian Games, 196 B.C., Flamininus proclaimed
Flaccus, (Persius.) See Persius.
Flaccus, (Q. Fulvius,) a Roman general, who was liberty and independence to the people of Corinth,
Having been re-elected in Phocis, Locris, Thessaly, etc. In 183 he performed a miselected consul in 237 B.C.
:
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sion to Prusias, King of Bithynia, to demand the surrender of Hannibal, who frustrated that design by suicide.
Livv, “History of
See Plutarch, “Life of Flamininus
Rome,” books xxxi.-xxxix. Niebuhr, “Roman History.”
;

Flaminio, fli-mee'ne-o, (Giovanni Antonio,) an
He was proItalian writer, born at Imola about 1464.
fessor of belles-lettres at Seravalla and Bologna, and
wrote Latin poetry with moderate success. He also
wrote, in prose, a Dialogue on Education, and a treatise
“ On the Origin of Philosophy,” which are better than
Died in 1536.
his poems.
Flaminio, (Marcantonio,) an eminent Latin poet,
son of the preceding, was born at Seravalla in 1498. He
was patronized by Cardinal Pole, with whom he lived
for many years, and whom he accompanied to the CounHe translated thirty Psalms into
cil of Trent in 1545.
Latin verse, (1558,) and wrote hymns and other Latin
poems, “which,” says Ginguene, “join to a rare elegance
something sweet and amiable, like his own character.”
in Rome in 1550.
See August Neander, “Erinnerung an M. A. Flaminio,” Berlin, 1837; Bayle, “Historical and Critical Dictionary;”
Tiraboschi, “Storia della Letteratura Italiana.”

Died

Fla-min'i-us, (Caius,) a

Roman

general, noted for

and
procured the passage of an agrarian law which was
violently opposed by the Optimates.
In 225 or 223 he
was elected consul, and led an army against the Gauls.
Having been chosen consul a second time, he commanded at the battle of Lake Thrasymene, where, after
a brave and desperate resistance, the Romans were
defeated by Hannibal, and Flaminius was slain, in 217
B.c.
During this battle an earthquake destroyed the
his valour,
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became tribune of the people

in 232 B.C.,

greater part of several cities of Italy; but it is said the
armies were entirely unconscious of its shock. The
“Via Flaminia,” a great highway, was made during his
censorship, and named in his honour.
His son Caius was consul in 185 b.c., and defeated
the Ligurians.
Fla-min'i-us, (Nobilius,) an Italian critic and theologian, born at Lucca in 1532 ; died in 1590.
Flam'ma, (Calpurnius.) a Roman othcer, noted for
one heroic or daring action in the first Punic war.
Flamma, (L. Volumnius,) a Roman general, who
commanded in the Samnite war, 296 B.c.

Flandin, (Eugene Napoleon,) a French painter and
antiquary, born at Naples in 1809. He visited Italy and
Algeria, and witnessed the attack on Constantine, which
he painted in 1838. Under the auspices of the Academy,
he was attached to the Persian embassy, and explored
the antiquities of Persia, 1839-41. The results of this
mission were “Studies on Persian Sculpture,” (3 vols.,)
“Studies on Modern Persia,” (100 plates,) and a “Narrative of a Journey to Persia,” (2 vols., 1843.)
1844
he was sent to the supposed site of Nineveh, where he
made many designs, which were published by the government, (1845-54.)

Flandrin, flfiN'dRiN', (Auguste,) a French painter,
born in Lyons in 1804; died in 1842.
Flandrin, (Jean Hippolyte,) a French historical
painter, brother of the preceding, was born at Lyons in
He
1809, and was one of the best pupils of Ingres.
studied in Rome from 1833 to 1838, and settled in Paris.
Among his works are “Euripides writing Tragedies,”
“Dante conducted by Virgil,” (1836,) “ Mater Dolorosa,”
(1845,) and “Napoleon Legislateur,” (1847,) ordered for
the Council of State.
His composition and design are

He excelled also in portraits. He was
Died in 1864.
See “Nouvelle Biographie Generale.”
Flandrin, (Jean Paul,) a skilful landscape-painter,
brother of the preceding, with whom he studied in Rome,
was born at Lyons in 1811. He is called one of the
Among
representatives of classic landscape in France.
his works are “The Campagna of Rome,” “The Promenade of Poussin on the Tiber,” (1843,) a “View of
Rivoli,” (1844,) and “The Rhone near Avignon,” (1846.)
Flandrin, (Pierre,) a French veterinary writer, born
highly praised.

admitted into the Institute in 1853.

at

Lyons

in

1752; died in 1796.

Flangini, flin-jee'nee, (Luigi,) an Italian writer, born
Venice in 1733, was made cardinal in 1789. In 1801
the Austrian emperor conferred on him the titles of Patriarch of Venice, count of the empire, and councillor of
state.
He translated from the Greek the “Apology of
Socrates” by Plato, and the “ Argonautica” of Apollonius Rhodius into verse, (2 vols., 1791-94.) Died in 1804.
in

See Tipaldo, “Biografia degli

Italiani illustri.”

Flassans.

See Raxis.
Flat'man, (Thomas,) a lawyer, poet, and a skilful
in
London in 1633. He wrote songs, Pinpainter, born
daric odes, and other small poems, which procured for
him a temporary popularity. Died in 1688.
Flatters, flit'tSrs, a German sculptor, born at Crevelt in 1784; died in 1845.
Flaugergues, flo'zhkRg', (Honors,) a French astronomer, born at Viviers in 1755. In 1815 the Academy
of Nimes awarded him a prize for a treatise on the tails
of comets. Died in 1835.
Flaugergues, (Pierre Francois,) a French lawyer,
born at Rodez about 1760. He was an active member
of the legislative body in 1813, and was one of the committee of three who prepared the address on the state

Flammarion, (Camille,) a French astronomer,
born in 1842, author of numerous works on astronomy.
Flam'steed, (John,) an eminent English astronomer,
and the first astronomer royal, was born at Denby,
near Derby, on the 19th of August, 1646, and began the
study of the stars at an early age. He was ordained,
and obtained the living of Burstow, in 1684. He appears to have been the first modern astronomer who
understood the theory of the equation of time, on which
subject he published a practical demonstration about
He made observations at Denby from 1668 to
1667.
1674, soon after which he went to London and associated
with Newton, Halley, and Hook. About 1675 Charles of the nation to Napoleon in December of that year.
II. appointed him astronomer royal, and gave him the
Died in 1836.
direction of the new observatory of Greenwich, which
Flav'el, (John,) an eminent English nonconformist
was finished in 1676. Here he passed the remainder of and Calvinist divine, born in Worcestershire about 1627.
his life in patient observation, and determined the posi- He became rector of Dartmouth in 1656, and was ejected
tion of 2884 stars.
The results of his labours were for nonconformity in 1662 ; after which he preached in
published in 1725, with the title of “Celestial History,” private houses. His character is represented as excel(“Historia Coelestis.”) This work surpassed all pre- lent. Among his works, which are highly esteemed, are
vious performances of the kind, contained the first ac- “Husbandry Spiritualized,” (1669,) “Divine Conduct,”
curate catalogue of the stars, and is one of the richest (1678,) and “Method of Grace,” (1698.)
His “Token
contributions ever made to practical astronomy. An for Mourners,” says Dr. Doddridge, “is inimitable.”
imperfect edition was published, without his consent, in Died at Exeter in 1691.
An edition of his works, in six
He died in December, 1719.
volumes, was published in 1820.
1712.
See “An Account of the Rev. John Flamsteed,” 1835, derived
from his own manuscripts, which details a celebrated quarrel between
Newton and Flamsteed; Brewster, “ Life of Sir Isaac Newton;”
J. B. Biot, “Notice sur Flamsteed,” Paris, 1827; Whewell,
“Newton and Flamsteed,” 1836; “London Quarterly Review” for
December, 1835; “ Edinburgh Review” for January, 1836.

See a “ Life of Flavel,”

in

an edition of his select works, 1833.

Fla'vi-an, [Lat. Flavia'nus; Fr. Flavien, fii've4n',] Bishop of Antioch, is called a saint by the Roman
Catholics.
He was an adversary of Arianism, and was
The pope and
elected in 381 a.d. to the see of Antioch.
Flandin, flSN'diN', (Charles,) a French physician, the Western bishops recognized Paulinus, who had been
born at Aubues (Nievre) in 1803. He wrote several chosen Bishop of Antioch by another party. Died in
treatises on arsenic, and became a member of the Con- 404 A.D.
seil de Salubrite, in Paris, in 1845.
His most important
Fla'vi-an or Fla-vi-a'nus, Patriarch of Constantiwork is a “Complete Treatise on Poisons,” (3 vols., nople, was chosen Pontiff of the Greek Church in a.d.
By his influence Eutyches was condemned as a
1846-53.)
447.
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heretic in a council held in 448.

At another

council,

assembled at Ephesus in 449, the Eutychian party preHe died in
vailed, and deposed or condemned Flavian.
449, in consequence, it is said, of personal violence received from the hostile sect.
See Socrates, “Historia Ecclesiastical” Sozomen, “Historia
Ecclesiastical” Fabricius, “ Bibliotheca Grteca.”

Flavigny, M'vin'ye', (ValUrien,) a French Hebraborn near Laon, was a doctor of the Sorbonne. He
became professor of Hebrew in the College de France
in 1630.
He was chiefly occupied with philological disist,

cussions respecting the Hebrew text of the Bible, and
was involved in a long dispute with Abraham Echel-

Died in 1674.
Flavio, fli've-o, (Biondo,) or Biondo Flavio, [Lat.
Fla'vius Blon'dus,] an Italian historian and antiquary,
born at Forll in 1388. He was secretary to Pope Eugenius IV. and to three succeeding pontiffs. He illustrated the antiquities of Italy and Rome in three works,
lensis.

viz.,

“Italia Illustrata,” (1474,)
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“Ten Books

of

Rome

Triumphant,” (“ Rom® Triumphantis Libri X.,” 1482,)
and “Three Books of Rome Restored,” (“ Rom* Instaurat® Libri III.,” 1482.) These works were excellent
Died in 1463.
for the time, and are still consulted.
See Vossius, “ De Historicis Latinis ;” Tiraboschi, “ Storia della
Letteratura Italiana.”

Fla/vi-us, (Caius or Cneius,) a Roman senator, of
plebeian birth, who held the office of aedile about 303 B.c.
He acquired great popularity by publishing legal formulas and technicalities, the knowledge of which the
patricians and pontiffs wished to be confined to themHis collection of legal rules was called “Jus
selves.

conversation, and funeral orations, he was chosen a member of the French Academy in 1673. He was appointed
Bishop of Lavaur in 1685, and Bishop of Nimes in 1687.
As an orator, he was admired for his graceful style, noble
thoughts, and harmonious periods.
He was considered
by his contemporaries as equal or only second to Bossuet ; but his reputation has since declined.
Among
his best works are an “Oration on Turenne,” (1676,)
and a “Life of Theodosius the Great,” (1679.) Died
at

Montpellier in February, 1710.

“La Jeunesse de Flechier,” in the “Revue des
1845; D’Alembert, “ Histoire des Membres
de l’Acad^mie,” tomes i. and ii. ; Fabre de Narbonne, “Discours
sur la Vie de Flechier,” prefixed to an edition of his works, 10 vols.,
See Labitte,

Deux Mondes,” May,
1825.

Fleck, flgk, (Johann Friedrich Ferdinand,) a
celebrated German actor, born at Breslau in 1757, was
especially admired for his personation of the prominent
characters in Shakspeare. Died in 1801.
Fleck'noe, (Richard,) an English poet and dramatist, who lived in the reign of Charles II.
He was
poet-laureate in the time of Dryden, whose ridicule, and
that of Pope, seem to have preserved Flecknoe’s name
from oblivion more than his own writings. He wrote
“Fashionable Young Ladies,” (“ Damoiselles & la Mode,”
Died
1667,) and other plays, which were not successful.
about 1680.
See Malone, “Life

of

Dryden;” Allibone, “Dictionary of

Authors.”

Fleet'wood, (Charles,) an English general, born
in Lancashire, is commonly described as a fanatic or
enthusiast of small capacity. He was returned to Parliament in 1645, and became a zealous republican and
Puritan. As lieutenant-general, he distinguished himself
at Dunbar and at the battle of Worcester, September,
After the death of Ireton, (1651,) Fleetwood
1651.
married his widow, Bridget, a daughter of Cromwell,
and was appointed commander-in-chief of the army in
He was also lord deputy of Ireland in 1654
Ireland.
and 1655. The Protector afterwards gave him the first
place among the major-generals whom he appointed in
After the restoration he lived in obscurity until
1656.
His promotion is ascribed to his
his death, about 1692.

Flavianum.”
Flavius, (Clemens.) See Clemens.
Flavius, (Josephus.) See Josephus.
Fla'vus, (Titus Lartius,) the first Roman dictator,
appointed to that office in 498 B.c.
Flavy, de, deh flS've', (Guillaume,) a famous and
powerful French captain, born at Compiegne about 1398.
He had command of Compiegne when Joan of Arc was
captured there, (1430,) and was suspected of treachery
He was notorious for his audacity and
in that affair.
crimes, and was assassinated in 1449.
remarkable gift for praying and preaching extempore.
Flax'man, (John,) an English sculptor of great emiSee Hume, “History of England;” Guizot, “Histoire de la
His father, who was Revolution d’Angleterre.”
nence, was born at York in 1755.
him
London
in
infancy.
to
Fleetwood, (John,) an English writer on theology,
a moulder of figures, brought
About the year 1770 he became a student in the Royal published “The Christian Dictionary,” (1773,) and “ The
Academy, where he distinguished himself by his industry Life of Christ, and Lives of the Apostles,” etc., (1813.)
Fleetwood, (William,) D.D., an eminent English
and received a silver medal. In 1782 he married Miss
Denman, with whom he lived happily until her death in divine, born in London on the 1st of January, 1656.
1820. In 1787 he removed to Rome, where he executed After graduating at Cambridge, he became chaplain
He was chosen Bishop of Saint
his admirable and sublime compositions (in outline) of King William III.
illustrative of the prominent events of the “ Iliad” and Asaph in 1708, and was promoted to the Bishopric of
“ Odyssey” and of the great poems of zEschylus and Ely in 1714.
His sermons, of which a large number
Dante. His success in these subjects was such as to were published, were greatly admired, and he was probacquire for him a very high celebrity, especially for in- ably the most eminent preacher in the Anglican Church
vention and composition. After remaining in Rome about of his time. Among his works are an “Essay on Miraseven years, he returned home, and in 1797 was unani- cles,” (1701,) and “ Chronicon Preciosum an Account
mously elected an associate of the Royal Academy. of English Money, the Price of Corn, Wages, etc., for
About this time he executed monuments of Lord Mans- the Last Six Hundred Years,” (1707.) He published in
field and Lord Nelson, which are much admired, and
1712 four sermons, with a preface which, though connumerous marble groups of scriptural subjects, for which demned by the House of Commons to be burnt, was
he was peculiarly qualified by his genius and his piety. inserted in the “ Spectator,” No. 384, with commendatory
In 1810 he became professor of sculpture in the Royal remarks by the editor. He advocated Whig principles
Academy. Among his latest productions are the “ Shield in this preface. Died in August, 1723.
of Achilles,” his “ Psyche,” and the group of the “ArchSee Powell, “Life of Fleetwood” prefixed to his Works; “ Bioangel Michael and Satan.” He died in 1826. Canova graphia Britannica;” NicfiRON, “M&noires.”
Fleetrwood, (William,) an English lawyer, became
and other competent judges have pronounced him the
He wrote some legal
greatest sculptor of modern times. “There was Flax- recorder of London about 1569.
man,” says Ruskin, “another naturally great man, with and historical works. Died in 1593.
he stumbles over
Fleischer, fll'sher, (Heinrich Leberecht,) an emias true an eye for nature as Raphael
the blocks of the antique statues, wanders in the dark nent German Orientalist, born at Schandau, in Saxony,
ruins
the
end
of
his
days.”
(“Modern
valley of their
to
in 1801.
In 1835 he succeeded Rosenmiiller as proHe published
Painters.”)
fessor of Oriental languages at Leipsic.
See Cunningham, “Lives of the Most Eminent British Painters, an edition of Abulfeda’s “ Anteislamica,” with a Latin
Sculptors, and Architects;” “ Nouvelle Biographie Generalc.
translation, (1831,) and a valuable commentary on the
Flechere or Flechiere. See Fletcher, (John Wil- “Koran of Beidhawi,” (1844.)
:

;

—

liam.)

Flechier, fli'sheA', (Esprit,) an excellent French
pulpit orator, born at Pernes, (Vaucluse,) June 10, 1632.
Having gained distinction by his Latin verses, eloquent
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F16malle, fl&'mfl', written also Flamael, fll-mil',
Flemael, and Flameel, (Bertholet, bgR'to'ii',) a
Flemish painter, born at Liege in 1614. He worked in
Died in 1675.
Paris some years.
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Flem'ing, (Abraham,) an English classical scholar embassy sent by the Duke of Holstein to Persia in 1636.
and translator, born in London, lived about 1580. He Died at Hamburg in 1640.
translated Virgil’s “Bucolics,” (1575,) HLlian’s “HisSee Varnhagen von Ense, “ Biographische Denkmale,” vol.
Karl Schmitt, “P. Flemming nach seiner literargeschichttory,” (1576,) Virgil’s “Georgies,” (1589,) and other iv.
;

lichen

classic works.

Bedeutung

dargestellt,” 1851.

Flemming or Flemmynge, Richard, born at
Fleming, (Caleb,) an English Socinian minister, born
in 1698, succeeded the eloquent James Foster at Pinners’ Crofton, was appointed in 1420, by Henry V., Bishop
Lincoln.
Having zealously opposed the opinions of
of
Hall, London, in 1752.
He published many theological
Wycliffe, he received from the pope the appointment to
writings.
Died in 1779.
Fleming, (Charles,) a philologist, born at Perth, the Archbishopric of York; but Henry did not permit
Scotland, in 1806.
He became professor of English at him to occupy it. He founded Lincoln College, Oxford.
the College Louis-le-Grand, Paris, in 1829, and at the Died in 1430.
Flemming, (Robert,) a nephew of the preceding,
Polytechnic School in 1844.
With M. Tibbins he published an “English-French and French-English Dic- became Dean of Lincoln in 1451. He published a Greek
(

tionary,” (Paris, 2 vols., 1840,) which is considered one
of the best dictionaries of the two languages extant.
Fleming or Flemming, flgm'ming, (Claudius,) Constable of Sweden, born in Finland, commanded in that
province when Sigismond inherited the throne at the
death of his father, John III., in 1591. In the civil war
that followed, Fleming supported Sigismond with fidelity,
and defeated the insurgents. Died in 1597.

)

and Latin Dictionary, and a Latin poem in praise of
Pope Sixtus IV. Died in 1483.
Flers, flaiR, (Camille,) a French landscape-painter,
born at Paris in 1802. He revolted against academical
traditions, and aimed to paint nature in its simplicity.
His subjects are mostly taken from French scenery.
Flers, de, deh flaiR, (Charles,) a French general,

born in 1756. In 1793 he commanded the army of the
Eastern Pyrenees, and had several engagements with the
Spaniards. Being accused of treason, he was arrested by
Flem'ing, (John,) an eminent Scottish naturalist, order of the Convention and condemned to death in 1794.
Flesselle, de, deh fli'sSl', (Philippe,) a French
born near Bathgate, in Linlithgowshire, in 1785, became
He was employed
a minister of the Church of Scotland. He preached at physician, who graduated in 1528.
Flisk, in Fifeshire. He produced, about 1822, the “ Phi- professionally by Francis I., Henry II., Francis II., and
losophy of Zoology,” which was highly esteemed, and Charles IX. Died in 1562.
Flesselles, de, deh fli'sSl', (Jacques,) a French civil
obtained the chair of natural philosophy at King’s Colborn
lege, Aberdeen, in 1828 or 1832. His “ History of British officer, one of the first victims of the Revolution, was
Animals” is a work of high authority. He was author about 1724. He held the office of provost of the merof a work on “Molluscous Animals, including Shell- chants of Paris, the functions of which are similar to those
On the day the Bastille was stormed, July 14,
Fish,” (1837,) and of many minor scientific treatises. of mayor.
Having identified himself with the Free Church, or- 1789, he was charged with hostility to the popular cause
shot
by
one of the mob.
and
ganized about 1843, he resigned his chair at Aberdeen.
Fletch'er, (Abraham,) a self-taught English matheHe became professor of natural history or natural science
Broughton in 1714,
in the Free Church College of Edinburgh about 1845. matician and physician, born at Little
wrote the “Universal Measurer and Mechanic,” (1762.)
Died in November,
See Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie
la Su&de.”

Geyer,

“ Histoire de

1857.

Flem'ing, (Patrick,) an Irish monk, born in the
county of Lowth in 1599, received at baptism the name
of Christopher.
He taught philosophy at Rome and
Louvain, and theology at Prague, and wrote “ Lives of
Irish Saints.”
He was murdered near Prague by some
fanatical peasants in 1631.

Fleming, (Robert,) a
Yester

in 1630.

He wrote

Scottish theologian, born at
the “ Fulfilling of Scripture,”
He preached many years at

Died in 1793.
Fletcher, (Alexander,) a British divine, born about
He
1787, was minister of Finsbury Chapel, London.
published a “Guide to Family Devotion, containing 730
which
through
Prayers,”
passed
many
Hymns, 730
etc.,
editions, “Addresses to the Young," (1851,) and other
works. Died in i860.
Fletch'er, (Andrew,) an able Scottish republican
writer and orator, often called Fletcher of Saltoun,
was born at Saltoun in 1653. He was elected to the
Scottish Parliament, in which he opposed the arbitrary
measures of the court. Having been outlawed about
1680, he retired to the continent, and fought against the
Turks. At the revolution of 1688 he returned home,
and again became a member of Parliament. “ He was
by far the most nervous and correct speaker in the Parliament of Scotland,” says the Earl of Buchan; “for he
drew his style from the pure models of antiquity.” He
published several political treatises, among which are

and other works.
Rotterdam after 1676. Died in 1694.
Fleming, (Robert,) Jr., a learned Scottish author and
clergyman, son of the preceding, preached in Holland and
London, and published sermons, poems, and discourses
on the prophecies of Scripture, which are highly esteemed.
In 1701 he issued a “Discourse on the Rise and Fall of
the Papacy,” containing predictions which it is thought
have been remarkably verified. Died in 1716.
Fleming, (Sandford,) a Scotch engineer, bom in
He took a leading part in promoting and con1827.
“Two Discourses concerning the Affairs of Scotland,”
structing the Canadian Pacific Railway.
Lockhart praises the “undaunted courage and
(1698.)
Flemming, flgm'ming, (Hans Heinrich,) Count, pathetic
eloquence” with which he exposed the oppresborn in Pomerania in 1632, distinguished himself at the
Died in London
sion to which Scotland was subjected.
siege of Vienna in 1683, and was made count of the
Although a determined foe to despotism,
(1681,)

He

empire.
1688.

Died

obtained the rank of field-marshal about

in 1706.

Flemming, (Jakob Heinrich,)

an able general, born
entered the service of Augustus of Saxony, who became King of Poland.
He
had a high command in the war against Charles XII.
of Sweden, and was appointed field-marshal and chief
minister of Augustus about 1712.
He defeated the
Swedes under Steinbock in Pomerania, and was afterward victorious over the revolted Poles in 1715. Died
in

Pomerania

in 1667.

He

in 1728.
See Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie;” M.
R a n ft, “ Leben und Thaten des General J. H. Grafen von Flem-

ming,” 1752.

in

1716.

Fletcher appears to have had little confidence in the
capacity of the common people for self-government.
Macaulay goes so far as to accuse him of being “the
author of a plan for reducing a large part of the workingclasses of Scotland to slavery.” (“ History,” vol. i. p. 501.)
See Earl of Buchan, “ Life and Writings of Andrew Fletcher,”
1792; “Retrospective Review,” vol. iv., 1821.

Fletcher, (Andrew,) Lord Milton, a Scottish judge,
nephew of the preceding, was born in 1692. He became
a lord of session in 1 724, and keeper of the signet in 1 748.
He was the confidential agent of the Duke of Argyll when
the latter had the chief management of Scottish affairs.
He is commended for his services in the promotion of

commerce, manufactures, and agriculture. Died

Saxony,

in 1766.
See Chambers, “ Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen.”

in 1609.
His “Spiritual and Secular Poems” (1642) are
greatly admired for their melody of versification, and his
sonnets display merit of a high order. He went with an

Fletcher, ( Giles, ) born in Kent, was the brother of
Bishop Fletcher, and father of the poets Giles and
Phineas. In 1588 he was ambassador to Russia, ol

Flemming, (Paul,) one of
man poets of his time, was born
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which nation he wrote a curious account, (1590.) This
was suppressed by government, lest it should give offence to the Russian court. Died in 1610.
Fletcher, (Giles,) a son of the preceding, born about
1588, was educated at Cambridge, and obtained the
living of Alderton, in Suffolk.
He wrote an admired
and picturesque poem, “Christ’s Victory and Triumph
in Heaven and Earth over and after Death,” (1610.)
“Giles seems,” says Hallam, “to have more vigour than
his elder brother, [Phineas, ] but less sweetness and

chaplain to Queen Elizabeth, who directed him in 1586 to
attend Mary Stuart at her execution ; but she declined to
listen to his exhortations.
He was appointed Bishop of
Bristol in 1589, of Worcester in 1592, and of London in

Died in 1596.
Fleuranges, de, deh fluh'rdNzh', (Robert de la
IS miRk,) Seigneur, a brave French
officer, born of a noble family at Sedan in 1491, offered
his services to Louis XII. at an early age, and became
the companion of the Count of Angouleme, afterwards
smoothness.
They both bear much resemblance to Francis I. At the battle of Novara, or Asti, he is said
Spenser.
They were endowed with minds eminently to have received forty-six wounds. In 1525 he was taken
poetical, and not inferior in imagination to any of their prisoner with Francis I. at the battle of Pavia.
A few
contemporaries.” (“Introduction to the Literature of years after this he was promoted to the rank of marshal
“
Europe.”) Died in 1623.
of France.
He wrote a History of Memorable Events
which occurred from 1499 to 1521.” Died in 1537.
See Campbell, “Specimens of the British Poets,” vol.
Fleuriau,
fluh're-d', (Jerome Charlemagne,) MarFletcher, (James,) an English writer and schoolteacher, born in 1811, lived in London.
He published quis de Langle, (deh lb.vgl,) a French writer, born in
“The Siege of Damascus,” “The Gem, and other Brittany about 1742 died in 1807.
Fleurieu, de, deh fluh're-uh', (Charles Pierre
Poems,” and a “History of Poland,” (1831.) In a fit
Claret kli'ri',) Count, a skilful French hydrographer
of insanity, he committed suicide in 1832.
Fletcher, (John,) an eminent English dramatic and statesman, born in Lyons in 1738. He entered the
author, born in Northamptonshire in 1576, was a son of navy in his youth, acquired skill in naval tactics, and
Richard, Bishop of Bristol and London. He was edu- became director-general of the ports and arsenals in 1776.
cated at Cambridge, and became the friend of Francis He was minister of marine from October, 1790, until
Beaumont, with whom his name is inseparably asso- May, 1791, after which he was chosen a member of the
The unity of feeling Institute. He planned the naval operations of the war
ciated as a partner in authorship.
and identity of genius between them were such that critics against the British, 1778 to 1783, in which he displayed
.

.

.

.

1594.

Marck —deh

.

.
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;

—

are unable

to assign their respective shares in

their

Among

the dramas of Beaumont and Fletcher,
which had immense success, are “The Maid’s Tragedy,”
(before 1611,) “Philaster,” (1611,) and “The Loyal Subject,” (1618.)
Fletcher was sole author of “The Faithful Shepherdess,” “The Scornful Lady,” (1616,) “The
Spanish Curate,” comedy, (1622,) “Rule a Wife and Have
a Wife,” a comedy, (1624,) and many other comedies,
or tragi-comedies, in verse. Dryden informs us that in
his time the plays of Beaumont and Fletcher were performed oftener than those of Shakspeare. “ Fletcher,”
remarks Hallam, “is as much superior to Shakspeare
in his knowledge of the stage, as he falls below him in
His sentiments and style,
that of human nature.
.
where not concealed by obscurity, are very dramatic.
His thoughts are noble, and tinged with the ideality of
romance ; his metaphors vivid, though sometimes too
forced. ... Yet we are seldom arrested by striking
beauties good lines occur in every page, fine ones but
rarely.”
(“Introduction to the Literature of Europe.”)
The same critic censures the “protracted indecency”
of these authors. (See Beaumont, Francis.) Died
in 1625.
See Langbaine, “Account of the English Dramatic Poets,” 1691.

works.

.

.

:

great strategical skill.
He published, besides other
writings, a valuable work, entitled a “Voyage around
the World, made by Etienne Marchand,” (4 vols., 1798,)
with notes and many charts.
He became councillor
of state in 1799, and intendant-general of the emperor’s
household, and a senator, in 1805. Died in 1810.
See Delambre, “ Notice sur la Vie, etc. de
rieu;” “Nouvelle Biograpliie Gendrale.”

M.

le

Comte de Fleu-

Fleuriot-Lescot, fluh're'o' ISs'ko', (J. A. C.,) born
Brussels about 1760, was a violent Jacobin, and
acted for a short time as mayor of Paris, until the fall
of Robespierre, his patron, with whom he was executed
in

in 1794.

Fleury, fluh're', (Abraham Joseph Benard
French comedian, born at Chartres in

n&R',) a

—bi'1751.

He

performed in Paris with success from 1778 to 1818.
Died in 1822.
See “ Memoires de Fleury,” by

J. B.

Lafitte,

183s.

Fleury, (Claude,) Abb6, a pious and learned

eccle-

born in Paris in 1640, practised law several years
before he entered the priesthood. In 1672 Louis XIV.
chose him for tutor to the Princes de Conti. He was
associated with Fenelon about sixteen years (1689-1705)
as sub-preceptor of the Dukes of Burgundy, Anjou, and
Berry. After their education was finished, the king
gave him the rich priory of Argenteuil. In 1696 Abbe
Fleury was elected a member of the French Academy in
siastic,

Fletcher or Flechere, (John William,) a divine,
born at Nyon, in Switzerland, in 1729. He removed to
England in his youth, became a priest of the Anglican
Church, and obtained the living of Madeley, in Salop, in the place of La Bruyere. Contemporary writers agree
He was a religious associate of John Wesley, and in extolling his moral qualities, his profound learning,
1760.
author of several works, some of which were directed and his literary merit. He published a work on the
His works were published in 8 “Morality of Christians,” another on “Ecclesiastical
against Calvinism.
vols., (1803.)
He died in Shropshire in 1785. “No Law,” and a “Historical Catechism,” (1683,) which had
Church,” says R. Southey, “has ever possessed a more great success. His greatest work is his “Ecclesiastical
apostolic minister.”
See J. Benson, “Life of

(“Histoire ecclesiastique,”

History,”
J.

W.

Fletcher.”

Fletcher, (Phineas,) an English poet, born

in 1584,

was the son of Giles Fletcher the ambassador. He
was educated for the church, and obtained in 1621 the

He

wrote “The Locustae, or Apollyonliving of Hilgay.
“ Siceliaes, a Drama,” and other poems.
His
reputation as a poet rests on “The Purple Island, or the
an
allegorical
description
of
Isle of Man,” (1633,)
the
human body, faculties, and passions. Milton is said to
have admired and imitated him. “ He is entitled,” says

ists,”

Headley, “to a very high rank among our old English
Hallam thinks him deserving of praise, but
classics.”
that his poem “ from its very nature is insufferably
wearisome.” (See Fletcher, Giles.) Died about 1650.
See Johnson and Chalmers, “Lives of the English Poets;”
“Biographia Britannica;” “Retrospective Review,”

20

vols.,

1691—

1723,) comprising a period of about four centuries. His
style is pure, clear, and concise, and his spirit liberal and
was confessor to Louis XV. from 1716 to
candid.
Voltaire said, “His history of the Church is the
1722.

He

best that has been written.”

Died

in July, 1723.

See Rondet, “Notice sur Abbd Fleury” prefixed to an edition
of his “Opuscules,” 5 vols., 1780; C. E. Simonetti, “DerCharakter eines Geschichtsschreibers in dem Leben und aus den Schriften
des Abbts C. Fleury,” 1746 .Jaeger, “Notice sur C. Fleury consider^ comme Historien de l’Eglise,” 1847.
;

general, bom in
Paris in 1815. He served in Algeria, became a senator
in 1865, and was sent as ambassador to Russia in 1869.
He died in 1884.
Fleury, (Julien,) a French philologist, born about
He edited Apuleius “ad usum Delphini,” (1688.}
1650.

Fleury, (Emile Felix,) a French

vol.
1820.
Died in 1725.
Fleury, de, deh fluh're', (Aim£e de Coigny
deh
Fletcher, (Richard,) an English prelate, born in
Duchesse, a literary French lady, born in
the
dramatist.
kwln'ye',)
He
became
Kent, was the father of John
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Paris about 1776.
In 1794 she was confined in the same
prison with Andre Chenier, and was the subject of his
ode “La jeune Captive.” She wrote a novel entitled

an excellent work on the “ Practice of Medicine,” (1866;

3d

edition, 1868.)

Flint, (Austin,) a son of the preceding, born in Northampton, Massachusetts, in 1836, studied at Harvard, and
“Alvar,” (1818.) Died in 1820.
graduated
at Jefferson Medical College in 1857.
He
Fleury, de, (Andr£ Hercule,) Cardinal, an eminent French statesman, born at Lodeve, in Languedoc, became professor of physiology in the University of Bufon the 22d of June, 1653, was educated at Paris. To falo in 1858, and was afterwards professor of the same
His essay
superior mental faculties and wit he added high literary branch in the Long Island College Hospital.
attainments and persuasive eloquence. In 1677 he was on the Excretory Function of the Liver, translated into
chosen almoner to the queen, and after her death, in 1683, French, received from the Institute of France a prize of
he served in the same capacity Louis XIV., who in 1698 1500 francs. He has made several valuable contribunominated him Bishop of Frejus. Just before the death tions to the “American Journal of Medical Sciences,”
of Louis XIV., by a codicil to his will, he appointed and other periodicals.
Flint, (Timothy,) an American author and traveller,
Fleury preceptor to the heir-apparent, aged about six
years, who in 1715 succeeded as Louis XV.
He per- born at North Reading, Massachusetts, in 1780. In 1815
formed the duties of this office in such a manner that he he went as a missionary to the Valley of the Mississippi.
gained the affection and respect of the young king, who In 1826 he published “Recollections of Ten Years
in 1726 raised him to the dignitv of prime minister,
an passed in the Valley of the Mississippi.” He also wrote
Geography of the Mississippi Valley,” (2 vols., 1828,)
event which occasioned ample demonstrations of popuArthur Clenning” (1828) and other novels, and made
lar joy.
In the same year he received from the pope a
cardinal’s hat. Adopting a pacific and economical policy, contributions to several periodicals.
He died in Mashe exercised his power with wisdom and fidelity until sachusetts in 1840.
See
Griswold,
Writers
“Prose
of America.”
his death.
He maintained peace with Spain and EngFlin'toff, (Owen,) a British legal writer of the present
land until 1740, when France, in spite of his efforts, was
involved in the general war.
He was a member of the century. He published an excellent work on “The Law
of Real Property,” (1839,) also “The Rise and Progress
French Academy. Died in Paris in January, 1743.
“ IntroducVoltaire, “ Sitele de Louis of the Laws of England and Wales,” and an
See Saint-Simon, “ M^moires
XIV;” F. J. Bataille, “£]oge historique de M. le Cardinal A. H. tion to Conveyancing,” (1840.)
de Fleury,” 1737; “ Leben des Cardinals A. H. Fleury,” Freiburg,
Flipart, fle'ptiC, (Jean Jacques,) a skilful French
1743.
engraver and designer, born in Paris in 1723, was an
See
Fleury, de, (Guillaume FRANqois Joly.)
associate of the Royal Academy.
He engraved a “ Holy
Joly.
Family,” after Giulio Romano, and some works of Greuze
Fleury de Chaboulon, fluh're' deh shi'boo'liN', and Vernet. Died in 1782.
(Pierre Alexandre Edouard,) a Frenchman, born in
Flocco, flok'ko, or Floke, a Norwegian or Swedish
He became private secretary of Napoleon on his pirate, who acquired reputation by his enterprise in navi1779.
return from Elba, and wrote “Memoirs of the Private
gation.
In 865 a.d. he visited Iceland, and gave it the
Life and Reign of Napoleon in 1815,” (2 vols., 1819,)
name which it now bears.
which had a great success. Died in 1835.
Flocon, flo'kdN', (Ferdinand,) a French journalist,
Flex'man, (Roger,) D.D., an English dissenting born in Paris about 1800. He became in
1845 chief
minister, born in Devonshire in 1708.
He wrote several editor of the “ Reforme,” the organ of the radical
debiographies, and made an index to “ The Rambler,”
secretary
of
the promocracy, and in February, 1848,
which provoked Dr. Johnson’s indignation and disgust
His
visional government formed by the revolutionists.
by entering Milton’s name thus
“Milton, Mr. John.”
official career ended in June of that year.
He preached in London many years. Died in 1795.
Flodoard, flo'do'tR', a French historian and priest,
Flin'd^rs, (Matthew,) an English navigator, born
born at Epernay in 894 A.D., wrote a history of the
He made a voyage to New Church of Rheims, and
in Lincolnshire about 1760.
a chronicle of events that ocHolland in 1795, and, in company with George Bass, discurred in France from 919 to 966. He was canon of
covered, in 1798, the strait since called Bass’s Strait. As
Rheims when he died, in 966.
captain of the Investigator, he explored the southern
Floerke. See Florke.
coast of Australia, and discovered the Gulfs of Spencer
Flogel or Floegel, flo'gel, (Karl Friedrich,) a
and Saint Vincent. On a homeward-bound voyage, being
German writer, born in Silesia in 1729, became professor
compelled to put in to the Isle of France, he was deof philosophy at Liegnitz in 1774. He wrote a “ History
tained a prisoner by the French about six years, 1803-10.
of the Human Intellect,” (1776,) a curious work, of great
He died in England in 1814, just after he had published research, “The History of
Comic Literature,” (4 vols.,
his “Voyage to Terra Australis,” (2 vols., 1814.)
1784-86,) which is commended, and a few other works.
See “London Quarterly Review” for October, 1814.

—

;

—

Died in 1788.
Flink or Flinck, flink, (Govaert, go'vlRt,) a skilful
Floke. See Flocco.
Dutch painter of portraits and history, born at Cleves in
Flood, flud, (Rt. Hon. Henry,) an eloquent Irish
1616, was a pupil of Rembrandt, whose style he imitated orator, born in 1732.
He was elected in 1759 to the
with success. He worked at Amsterdam, and was pa Irish Parliament, where he became one of the chiefs
tronized by the Elector of Brandenburg.
Among his of the opposition, and a rival of Grattan, with whom he
works are “ Solomon praying for Wisdom,” and a “ Vir- was formerly intimate. They had a personal dispute in
gin and Child.” Died in 1660.
the House in 1783, which was a remarkable display of
See Descamps, “Vies des Peintres Flamands, Hollandais,” etc.
the power of invective on both sides. Flood challenged
but the meeting was prevented by the
his opponent
Flins des Oliviers, de, deh fliN dVzo'le've-i
(Claude Marie Louis Carbon ktit'bdN',) a French authorities. About that date Flood became a member
poet, born at Rheims in 1757. He wrote “The Awaking of the English Parliament, in which he sat until 1790.
of Epimenides,” (“ Le Reveil d’Epimenide,”) a drama, Mr. Phillips, the biographer of Curran, informs us that
the latter once said, “Flood was immeasurably the
and many other poems. Died in 1806.
but this opinion
Flint, (Austin,) a distinguished American physician greatest man of his time in Ireland
is
not generally concurred in. He died in 1791. His
and medical writer, born in Petersham, Massachusetts,
in 1812, graduated as M.D. at Harvard in 1833. He was speeches and poetical pieces have been published.
;

—

one of the founders of the Buffalo Medical College in
After having been a professor in several medical
1847.
colleges in the United States, he was appointed in 1861
professor of the principles and practice of medicine in
the Bellevue College Hospital, New York, and of pathology and practical medicine in the Long Island Col-

He has published, besides other valuable
works, “Practical Treatise on the Pathology, Diagnosis,
and Treatment of Diseases of the Heart,” (1859,) and

See

W. Flood, “ Life and Correspondence of Henry Flood,”

1838.

Flood, (Robert.) See Fludd.
Floquet, fio'ki', (Etienne Joseph,) a French composer, born at Aix in 1750

;

died in 1785.

Floquet, ( Pierre Amable, ) a French historical
His prinwriter and advocate, born at Rouen in 1797.
cipal works are a “Eulogy on Bossuet,” (1827,) and a
“ History of the Parliament of Normandy,” ( 7 vols.,

lege Hospital.

|

1840-43,) which gained a prize of the Institute.
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Florian, de, deh flo're'dN', (Jean Pierre Claris
French novelist and poet, was born at the
chateau de Florian, in the department of Gard, in March,
In youth or childhood he often visited the house
1755.
of Voltaire, who encouraged his literary aspirations. He
became gentleman-in-ordinary to the Due de Penthievre,
who treated him with much favour and confidence. In
1783 he published the romance of “Galatea,” which
was very popular, and was followed by “Numa Pompilius,” (1786,) “Estelle,” (1788,) and several comedies
and fables, which obtained the public favour. He translated “Don Quixote” into French.
He was admitted
into the French Academy in 1788.
During the reign
of terror he was imprisoned several months, but was
released by the coup d'etat of 9th Thermidor. Among
French fabulists he is considered next to La Fontaine.

Flor, de, deh fioR, (Roger,) a famous military advenborn about 1264. In his youth he fought with the
crusaders against the Saracens. About 1303 he entered
the service of the emperor Andronicus, for whom he
gained several victories over the Turks. He was assassinated, by order of the emperor, in 1306 or 1307.
See Le Beau, “ Histoire du Bas-Empire.”

kli'riss',) a

turer,

Flo'ra, [Fr. Flore, Aor,] an ancient Italian divinity,
the goddess of flowers, appears to have been worshipped in the time of Numa, or earlier. Her annual
festival ( Floralia was celebrated from April 28 to May
1. The Flora of the Romans corresponded to the Greek
Chloris.

Flore, (Franc.)

FLOR I MON D
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See Floris, (Frans.)

Flor'ence of Worcester, (wdos'ter,) a learned
monk, was the first chronicler who wrote in England

Norman Conquest. His chronicle (in Latin) Died near Paris in 1794.
See Rosny, “ Vie de Florian,” 1798 Lacretelle, “ £loge de
was printed in 1592. Died in 1118.
Florian,” 1812; “Jeunesse de Florian, ou Memoires d’un jeune
Florencourt, von, fon flo'rdN'kooR', (F ranz Chas- Espagnol,” 1807; Viancin, “filogede Florian,” 1833.
sot shS'so',) a German journalist and political writer,
Floriani, flo-re-l'nee, (Francesco,) a painter of the
of aristocratic principles, was born at Brunswick in 1803.
after the

;

—

Since 1851 he has lived

in

Venetian school, born

Vienna.

at

Udine, flourished about 1570.

Florida, de la, di li flo-ree'Dl, (Marquis,) a Spanish
Florencourt, von, (Wilhelm Chassot,) a German
general, born in Madrid about the year 1646.
He disantiquary and writer on numismatics; born about 1800.
Florent, flo'rSnt, or Floris, flo'ris, I., Count of Fries- tinguished himself by his military talents in the reigns of
Charles II. and Philip V., defended Milan in 1706 against
land, was killed in battle by the men of Brabant in 1061.
Florent II., Count of Friesland and Holland, suc- Prince Eugene, and commanded under the Duke of
ceeded his

father,

Thierry V., in 1091, at the age of

Vendome

ten.

at the

important battle of Almanza,

in 1707,

where the French and Spaniards defeated the English
Died in 1122.
Florent III., Count of Holland, was a son of Thierry and their allies. Died in 1714.
Florida Blanca, flo-ree'Di blln'kl, (Jos£ Monino
VI., whom he succeeded in 1157. He waged war against
m6n-yee'no,) Count of, an eminent Spanish statesman,
the Count of Flanders, and in 1 189 followed the emperor

He died at Antioch in 1190.
of Holland, born in 1210, began to reign
in 1223.
In his reign a great storm and inundation
of the sea covered a populous district now occupied by
the Zuyder Zee, which was then first formed. He was
assassinated in 1235.
Florent V., a grandson of the preceding, was about
two years old at the death of his father, in 1254. He
waged a long war against the revolted West Frisians
and against the Flemings. He was assassinated in 1296.
Frederick

I.

born at Helin, in Murcia, in 1728, belonged by birth to
the middle class.
After studying law at Salamanca, he
practised several years with increasing reputation, and

in a crusade.

Florent IV.

Florent-Chretien. See Chretien.
Florentino. See Fiorentino.
Flo-ren-ti'nus, a Roman jurist, who had a high repuHe is supposed to
tation, but of whom little is known.
have lived in the time of Ulpian, (who died in 228 a.d.,)
“
Institutiones.”
He
wrote
many
books
of
or later.
Flores, flo'rSs, (Andres,) a minor Spanish poet, born
at Segovia in 1484, wrote lyric poems. Died about 1560.
Flores, flo'rgs or Aor, (Louis,) born at Ghent in 1570,
became a monk, and went as a missionary to the Philippine Isles. The Dutch imprisoned him, and then delivered him to the Japanese, who put him to death in 1622.
He wrote an “Account of the State of Christianity.”
Flores, de, di flo'rSs, (Juan,) a Spanish novelist,

He wrote “The History
flourished about 1510.
of Cerisel and Mirabella,” ( “ La Historia de Cerisel y
Mirabella,” 1524,) which was very popular.
Florez, flo'r&th, (Enrique,) a Spanish monk, and an
excellent historian and numismatist, born at Valladolid
in 1701, devoted his life to the investigation of history,
His first essay, entitled “Key
especially that of Spain.
to History,” (“Clave historical,” 1743,) was very successful.
He wrote a voluminous work on the Ecclesiastical
History of Spain, (“ Espana sagrada,” in 29 vols., 1747
who

After his death it was continued and completed,
-70.)
This work has a high character
in forty-six volumes.
He was also author of a
for veracity and literary merit.
learned antiquarian treatise on medals. Died in 1773.
See Bouterwek, “ Histoire de la Literature Espagnole;” FranMendez, “Noticias de la Vida y Fscritos del P. H. Florez,”

cisco

Madrid, 1780.

See Docampo.

Florian, (Docampo.)

Flo'ri-an, (in Latin, Mar'cus (or An'nius) Floria'nus,) a Roman emperor, who was a half-brother of the
emperor Tacitus. At the death of the latter, Florian
was proclaimed his successor by a part of the army,
while the legions of the East supported the claims of
few months after this event, Florian was
Probus.
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the office of fiscal of the Council of Castile. About
1770 he was appointed ambassador to Rome, where he
displayed great diplomatic ability, and remained until the
resignation of the prime minister Grimaldi, who, having
the privilege of naming his successor, selected Monino,
who had recently been created Count of Florida Blanca.
He entered the office in February, 1777, soon after which
Charles III. of Spain formed an alliance with France
against England. Monino carried on the war with vigour,
ability, and credit ; and, though his efforts to recover
Gibraltar were frustrated, the Spaniards captured Florida,
Minorca, the Bahamas, and a fleet of fifty-five merchantvessels. Peace having been made with England in January, 1783, he promoted the cause of popular education,
patronized arts and sciences, and made several wise
reforms in the domestic policy of Spain. Just before the
death of Charles III., in 1788, he testified his confidence
in his minister by commending him to the favour of his
successor, Charles IV., who retained him in his service
until the intrigues of the queen and the notorious Godoy
filled

effected his dismissal in 1792. His disposition is said to
have been amiable, and his moral character high. Died
in 1808.

See Coxe, “ Memoirs of the Kings of Spain of the House of Bourbon,” 5 vols., 1815.

—

deh soo'flo're'doR', (Josias de Soulas
Sieur de Prinefosse, a popular French comedian,
was born of a noble family in Brie in 1608. Floridor was
a fancy name which he assumed when he became an
He performed the principal rbles in tragedy and
actor.
high comedy, and was a great favourite with the public.

Floridor,

lis',)

Died about 1671.
Floridus, flo-ree'dooce, (Francesco,) an Italian phiHe removed to Paris at the
lologist, born about 1500.
request of Francis I., who gave him a pension. He
made a translation into Latin verse of eight books of
the “Odyssey,” (1545,) which had a great success. His
death prevented the completion of it. He wrote an
“Apology for the Latin Language,” (1537,) and other
works. Died in 1547.
Florigerio, flo-re-ja're-o, or Florigorio, flo-re-go're-o, (Sebastiano,) an Italian painter of the Venetian
school, born at Udine, lived about 1 535
Florimond de Remond, flo're'mdN' deh reh-m6N',
a French Roman Catholic theologian, born at Agen
died in 1602.
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Flottes, flot, (Jean Baptiste Marcel,) AbbIc, a
Florio, flo're-o, (Daniele,) Count, an Italian poet,
French writer and professor of philosophy, born at
born at Udine in 1710; died in 1789.
Montpellier
in 1789.
Florio, flo're-o, (John,) surnamed the Resolute, a
Flottwell, flot'ftSl, (Eduard Heinrich,) a Prussian
philologist and grammarian, born in London, of Italian
He was professor of French and statesman, born at Insterburg in 1786, was appointed
parents, about 1545.
Italian in the University of Oxford, and in the reign of minister of state in 1844.
Flourens, floo'rdN', (Marie Jean Pierre,) an emiJames I. was appointed to teach those languages to Prince
Henry. He married a sister of Samuel Daniel the poet. nent French physiologist and author, born near Beziers
He published an “ Italian and English Dictionary,” in 1794. He took his degree in medicine in 1813, and
became a resident of Paris in 1814. In 1822 he pro(1597,) the most copious then extant, a translation of
Montaigne’s “Essays,” (1603,) and several other works. duced “ Researches on Irritability and Sensibility,” He
Shakspeare, it is supposed, ridiculed him in the character was admitted into the Academy of Sciences in 1828,
after he had published an able work called “ Researches
of Holofernes in “Love’s Labour Lost.” Died in 1625.
on the Properties and Functions of the Nervous System
See Wood. “ Athenae Oxonienses.”
He became professor
in Vertebrate Animals,” (1824.)
Floriot, flo're-o', (Pierre,) a French moralist, born
of comparative anatomy in the museum in 1832, and
in 1604,

became confessor

to the recluses of Port-Royal.

“La Morale du Pater,”
chretienne,” (“Christian Morality,” 5

He

wrote a pious work entitled

or

“La Morale

which was much esteemed. Died in 1691.
flo'ris, (Frans,) [Fr. Franc-Flore, fR6NK
an excellent Flemish painter, born at Antwerp in
His
1520, was surnamed the Raphael of Flanders.
proper name was Frans de Vriend, (vreend.) He
studied the works of Michael Angelo in Rome, and
returned to Antwerp. He was eminent for boldness of
design, richness of invention, and facility of execution.
vols., 1672,)

Floris,

floR,]

his master-pieces are a “ Nativity,” a “ Cruciis said to have
fixion,” and “The Last Judgment.”
been very intemperate. Died in 1570.
His son and pupil, Frans Floris, was a skilful painter,

Among

He

perpetual secretary of the Academy of Sciences in 1833.
Among his chief works are “ Analysis of the Labours of
Cuvier,” (“Analyse raisonnee des Travaux de G. Cuviei,”
1841,) “Buffon, Histoire de ses Idees et de ses Travaux,” (1844,) “Theory of the Formation of the Bones,”
(1847,) “Course of Comparative Physiology,” (3 vols.,
1854,) and “ Human Longevity and the Quantity of Life
on the Globe,” (1854,) a very popular book. He was
Died in 1867.
elected to the French Academy in 1840.
See Querard, “La France Litteraire; ” “ Nouvelle Biographie
Generate.

Flower, (William Henry,) an English
born

in 1831.

biologist,

He is

Hunterian professor of comparative
physiology at the Royal College of

anatomy and
Surgeons, and president of the Zoological Society. He
is also the author of several works on anatomy &c.
etc.
Peintres
Flamands,”
See Descamps. “Vies des
Floyd, (John,) an English writer on theology, born
He
Floris, flo'ris, (Pieter Willemszoon,) a navigator, in Cambridgeshire, became a Jesuit about 1593
born at Dantzic. He sailed to the East Indies as factor was banished after that date.
of the English Company in 1610, before which he had
Floyd, (John B.,) an American lawyer and general,
He born in Pulaski county, Virginia, in 1805. He was apvisited those regions in the service of the Dutch.
interesting
Dutch,
an
returned in 1615, and wrote, in
pointed secretary of war by President Buchanan in
journal of his voyage, a version of which was published March, 1857. To aid the cause of disunion, he transby Purchas. Died in 1615.
ferred more than one hundred thousand muskets and
Florke or Floerke, floR'keh, (Johann Ernst,) a rifles, besides a great number of cannon, from Northern
German author, born at A tenkalden in 1 767 died in 1 830. armories to the South, in i860. He resigned about DeFlo'rus, (Drepa'nius,) a theologian and poet, who cember 25, i860, after which he was accused of being a
probably wrote about 850 A.D., and was a canon or defaulter, but was not brought to trial. Having joined
deacon of the church of Lyons. He composed, besides the army of the Confederates, he commanded at Fort
Latin poems, a commentary on the Epistles of Saint Donelson when it was attacked by General Grant, FebWhen the capture of the fort became inPaul, and a refutation of Erigena on predestination.
ruary, 1862.
Flo'rus, (Gessius,) a Roman officer, who became evitable, he turned the command over to Pillow, and
and
rapacity
in
His
cruelty
flight.
Died in 1863.
governor of Judea
escaped by
64 a.d.
provoked the last revolt of the Jews, which resulted in
Floyd, (William,) an American patriot, born in
He was chosen in
the destruction of Jerusalem, 70 A.D.
Suffolk county, New York, in 1734.

especially of small pictures.

-

1

;

Florus, (Julius,) a celebiated orator of Gaul, born 1774 a delegate to the first Continental Congress, in
about 20 B.C., practised at the Roman bar, and after- which he continued to serve about eight years, and
wards in his native country. Quintilian speaks highly signed the Declaration of Independence. Died in 1821.
of his eloquence. Died about 55 a.d.
See Goodrich, “ Lives of the Signers to the Declaration of IndeFlorus, (Lucius Annzeus,) a Latin historian, who pendence.”
lived in the reigns of Trajan and Hadrian, and, accordFloy'er, (Sir John,) a skilful English physician, born
ing to some authors, was a native of Spain.
He wrote at Hinters in 1649. He published several professional
an “ Epitome of Roman History,” (“ Epitome de Gestis treatises, and translated the “ Sibylline Oracles” from
Romanorum,”) from the origin of Rome to the time the Greek. His learning and piety were commended by
of Augustus, compiled probably from historians whose Dr. Johnson, who had been under his medical care. He
works are lost. Critics observe that he deals rather was a strenuous advocate of cold baths. Died in 1734.
largely in panegyric, but give him credit for being an
Fludd, [Lat. De Fluc'tibus,] (Robert,) an English
agreeable writer and generally exact.
His style is ele- physician and writer, born at Milgate in 1574, was regant, but somewhat declamatory.
puted a man of great learning, especially in occult
See Vossius, “De Historicis Latinis;” J. M. Heinze, “Com- sciences, and was an adept in the Rosicrucian philosomentatio de Floro non historico sed rhetore,” 1787.
phy. He published treatises on various subjects, aboundFlotow, von (Friedrich,) a German composer, ing in abstruse philosophy and visionary theories, with
Kepler and Gassendi did him the
original ideas.
some
bornatTeutendorfin 1811. He composed operas entitled
honour to write refutations of his system. Thomas
“Martha,” “Linda,” “ Albin,” etc. Died in 1883.
Flotte, flot, (Pierre,) a French lawyer, who performed Fuller says, “His works are for the English to slight or
an important part in the quarrel between King Philip admire, for the French and other foreigners to underthe Fair and Pope Boniface about 1300.
He was sent to stand or use.” (“ Worthies of England.”) Died in 1637.
See Brucker, “History of Philosophy.”
Rome with an answer to the pope’s bull, and is said to
have used insulting language to Boniface. He was killed
Flue, de, deh flti'eh, (Nicolas,) a Swiss patriot and
at the battle of Courtray, in 1302.
hermit, born at the village of Saxeln in 1417, was revered
Flotte, de, deh flot, (Etienne Gaston gfs'tiN',) by his countrymen for his piety and wisdom. When the
Baron, a French litterateur, nephew of Lantier the poet, confederacy was in great peril from civil dissension, he
was born near Marseilles in 1805.
He has written, restored harmony on the basis of the Covenant of Stantz,
besides other poems, the “Exile of Dante,” (1833,) and formed in 1481. Died in 1487.
“ La Vendee,” (1845.)
Fluegel. See Flugel.
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Fliigel, flii'gel, (Gustav Lebrecht,) a German Oriental scholar, born at Bautzen in 1802.
His most important work is the edition of the large encyclopaedic-

bibliographical Dictionary of Haji (Hadschi) Khalfa,
with a Latin translation and commentary, six volumes
of which were completed in 1852. He was professor at
Meissen from 1832 to 1850. Died at Dresden in 1870.
Fliigel, (Johann Gottfried,) a distinguished German lexicographer, born at Barby, on the Elbe, in 1788.
He brought out in 1830 his “ Complete English-German
and German-English Dictionary,” (2 vols.,) and in 1840
his “Triglotte, or Merchant’s Dictionary, in German,
English, and French,” (3 vols.) He lived at Leipsic.

Died
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Foggini, fod-jee'nee, (Pietro Francesco,) an

Italian

scholar and priest, born at Florence in 1713.
He held
high offices at Rome in the gift of the popes, and became
keeper of the Vatican Library in 1775. He wrote several
theological treatises, and published a famous manuscript
of Virgil, (1741,) which is or was preserved in the Medicean Library, Florence. Died in 1783.

in 1855.

Flus'ser, (Charles W.,) an American naval officer,
born in Maryland about 1832. He gained the rank of
lieutenant in 1855. He commanded the gunboat Miami,
and was killed in a battle against the iron-clad Albemarle,

See “Elogio

di

P. F. Foggini,” Florence, 1784.

Fogliani, fbl-yi'nee, or Fogliano, fbl-yVno, [Lat.
Folia'nus,] (Luigi,) an Italian writer on music, born at
Modena; died about 1540.
Foglietta, fol-y6t'ti, or Foglieta, fol-ya'tl, (U berto,)
an admired Italian historian, born of a noble family in
Genoa in 1518. In 1559 he issued at Rome a historical
essay on the Republic of Genoa, which gave so much
offence to the aristocracy that they condemned him to
exile and confiscated his property.
He found a liberal
patron in Cardinal Este, who received him as an inmate
of his house in Rome. Here he composed, in pure and
elegant Latin, his most important work, a “ History of

Roanoke River, April, 1864.
Flygare-Carlbn. See Carlin.
Foa, fo'S', (Eugenie,) originally named Gradis, a Genoa from the Earliest Times
to 1527,” (1585,) on which
French authoress, born at Bordeaux about the end of he was
employed at his death. He also wrote portions
the eighteenth century. She wrote “ Le Petit Robinson
of the history of the emperor Charles V., and other works.
de Paris,” (1840,) and other moral tales for youth. Died Among the Italian writers
of that age he is esteemed one
in

in Paris in 1853.
Fodere, fo'dATl', (Francois Emanuel,) an eminent
physician, born in Savoy in 1764.
About 1814 he was
elected professor of legal medicine in Strasbourg, and
physician of the Royal College of that place, where he
passed the rest of his life. He wrote numerous valuable
professional works, among which are a “Treatise on

Legal Medicine and Public Hygiene,” (3 vols., 1798,)
and a “ Natural History of the County of Nice,” (2 vols.,

Died in 1835.
1812.)
See Ducros, “Notice sur la Vie et les Travaux du Dr. Fod£r£,”
1845; A. Mottard, “Notice historique sur la Vie du Professeur
Fod£r£,” 1843.
Fodhail, fo-diK or fo-dal', (Aboo-Alee or AbuAli, i'bdo 1 'lee,) a Mussulman saint, born at Samarcand
or in Khorassan. He was a highway-robber in his youth.
Many of his sententious sayings have been preserved.

Died

in

803 a.d.

See Ibn-Khallikan, “Biographical Dictionary;” Aboolfeda,
“Annales.”

of the most classical.

Died

See Nice ron, “ fiLmoires

in 1581.

Tiraboschi, “Storia della Lettera-

tura Italiana.”

Fogolino, fo-go-lee'no, (Marcello,) an excellent
painter of the Venetian school, born at Vicenza, was
living in 1530.
He painted history and landscapes with
equal skill. “The Adoration of the Magi” is called his
master-piece.

Fo-Hi. See Foo-Hee.
Fohr, foR, (Karl Philipp,) a German landscapeborn at Heidelberg in 1795, studied at Rome
under Koch. Among his works are two pictures of rare
excellence, one of which represents a rocky landscape
with a waterfall. He was drowned in the Tiber in 1818.
painter,

See

J. P.

Dieffenbach, “Leben des Malers

C. Fohr,” 1823.

Foinard, fwl'niR', (Fr^d^ric Maurice,) a learned
French priest, born at Conches about 1685, published a
translation of Genesis with critical notes, and a few other
works. Died in 1743.
Foisset, fwl'sl', (Jean Louis S^verin,) a French

See De Foe.
Foelix, finks', (Jean Jacques Gaspard,) a French author, born at Bligny-sous-Beaune in 1796. In 1820 he
jurist, born at Oberstein in 1791. He published a “Treat- was engaged as assistant editor of the “Biographie Uniise on Private International Law,” (“Traite du Droit verselle,” for which he wrote a great number of articles,
international prive,” 1843.)
Died in 1853.
including those on Mirabeau and Petrarch. Died in 1822.
Foerster. See Forster.
Foix, de, deh fwl, (Catherine,) Queen of Navarre,
Foes, fo'Ss', (Anuce,) [Lat. Anu'tius Foe'sius,] an born in 1470, was the daughter and heiress of Gaston de
eminent French physician, born at Metz in 1528, studied Foix, Prince de Viane, and Madeleine of France. She
in Paris, and became an excellent Greek scholar. About was married in 1484 to Jean d’Albret, to whom she
1556 he began to practise medicine in Metz, of which brought Navarre as her dowry. She was a great-grandcity he was chosen public physician.
He received offers mother of the famous Henry of Navarre. Died in 1517.
of patronage from several foreign princes, but declined
Foix, de, (Gaston II.,) Comte, succeeded his father
them. He acquired a wide reputation by his excellent in 1315. He rendered important services to the French
edition of Hippocrates, with a Latin translation, (1595,) king in the war against the English,
(1337.) Died in 1343.
and by another valuable work, entitled “CEconomia
Foix, de, (Gaston III.,) Comte, Vicomte de Bearn,
Hippocratis,” (1588,) which explains obscure terms used born in 1331, was a son of Gaston II., and was surby that writer. Died in 1595.
named Phcebus. He married Agnes, a daughter of
See Willaume, “ Notice sur A. Foes,” 1823.
the King of Navarre and a sister of Charles the Bad.
Fogarasy, fo'goh-rosh-e, (JAnos,) a Hungarian jurist, During the revolt of La Jacquerie, 1358, he assisted in
born at Kasmark in 1801. He wrote, besides other the rescue of the dauphin. He afterwards waged with
important works, a “ Hungarian-German Dictionary,” success a war against Count d’Armagnac. His ruling
(1836,) “Principles of the Civil Law of Hungary,” (1839,) passion was the love of the chase, on which he wrote
a treatise, called “Miroir de Phebus des desduicts de la
and “The Spirit of the Magyar Language,” (1845.)
Fogelberg, fo'gel-bSRg', (Bengt,) a Swedish sculptor, Chasse.” According to Froissart, he was a brave, violent,
born at Gothenburg in 1787. He went in 1820 to Italy, and magnificent representative of the age of chivalry.
which became his adopted country. He produced ad- He died, without an heir, in 1391, and left his domain
mired statues of Odin, Thor, and Balder. A statue of to the King of France.
Foix, de, (Gaston IV.,) succeeded his father, Jean
Psyche is called his master-piece. Died at Trieste in
de Grailly, in 1436. He married a daughter of Juan II.
1854.
of Aragon and Navarre, who in 1455 appointed him
See “ Nouvelle Biographie Gem-rale.”
Foggia, fod'ji, (Francesco,) an eminent Italian mu- successor to the throne of Navarre. He was a minister
He was chapel-master of Charles VII. of France, and an ally of Louis XI.
sician, born in Rome in 1604.
of San Giovanni Laterano, Rome, from 1636 to 1661, Died in 1472.
His son Gaston, Prince de Viane, married Madeleine,
and composed motets, masses, and other sacred music.
He was the first Italian that wrote the tonal fugue. Died a daughter of Charles VII. of France, and died in 1470.
Foix, de, (Gaston,) Due de Nemours, a brave French
at Rome in 1688.
prince, born in 1489, was a son of Jean de Foix, VisSee Frtis, “Biographie Universelle des Musiciens.”
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count of Narbonne, and the nephew of Louis XII. of
In
France, who in 1505 created him Due de Nemours.
1512 he commanded the army of Italy with brilliant
success against the Spaniards, and in the same year,
after he had won the great victory of Ravenna, he was
Louis XII., on hearing of his
killed in the pursuit.
loss, said he would gladly give up every inch of Italian
ground if he could thus restore his nephew to life.
See Brantome, “Vies des grands Capitaines.”

Foix, de, (Germaine,) Queen of Aragon, born about
was a niece of Louis XII. of France. She was
married in 1506 to Ferdinand V. of Castile and Aragon,
her grand-uncle. She had one son, who died in infancy.
Died in 1538.
Foix, de, (Louis,) a French architect and engineer,
born in Paris, was employed by Philip II. of Spain and
it is supposed he was one of the architects of the Escurial.
He erected the remarkable tower of Cordouan, at
the mouth of the Garonne, used as a light-house, which
was commenced in 1584 and finished in 1610. It is one
hundred and eighty feet high, and is regarded as the
most magnificent light-house erected in modern times.
Foix, de, (Marc Antoine,) a French Jesuit, born at
the chateau de Fabas in 1627, was noted as a preacher
and wrote a few learned treatises, one of which is entitled
the “ Art of Preaching the Word of God.” Died in 1687.
Foix, de, (Odet.) See Lautrec.
Foix, de, (Paul,) an eminent French jurist and statesman, born in 1528, was descended from the noble family
of Foix. After a profound study of law, he was appointed
a judge in the Parliament of Paris. By counselling moderation towards the Protestants in 1559, he rendered himself obnoxious to some persons in power, and in 1561
1488,

;

He entered a Benedictine convent
in 1491.
age of sixteen, but soon exchanged that for a dissolute life. He published licentious and burlesque poems,
in a style which he called Macaronic, the language being
He returned to the cona mixture of Latin and Italian.
near

Mantua

at the

vent in 1526.

Died

in 1544.

Fo'Iey, (John Henry,) an eminent sculptor, born in
Dublin in 1818, studied in the Royal Academy of London.
His “ Ino and Bacchus ” (1840) placed him in the first
Among his works
rank of modem British sculptors.
are “Lear and Cordelia,” “Venus rescuing vEneas,”
“ Egeria,” a statue of Selden, a statue of John Hampden
at the new palace of Westminster, and a bronze statue
He was selected by
of Viscount Hardinge at Calcutta.
the Queen to execute the figure of the Prince Consort for
the Albert Memorial in Hyde Park. Died in 1874.
Foley, (Sir Thomas,) an English admiral, born in
He distinguished himself as
Pembrokeshire in 1757.
captain at the battle of Cape Saint Vincent in 1797, and
had the honour of leading the fleet of Nelson into action
He took a
at the battle of the Nile, in August, 1798.
prominent part in the battle of Copenhagen, (1801,)
and became a vice-admiral in 1812. At this battle Sir
Hyde Parker signalled to Lord Nelson to discontinue
but Nelson, putting the glass to his blind
the action
eye, said to Foley, “ You know, Foley, I have only one
I really do
eye, and have aright to be blind sometimes.
not see the signal.” Died in 1833.
;

Folger, (Charles James,) an American politician,
born in Massachusetts in 1818. He was for some years
from 1870 a judge of the New York court of appeals,
and then secretary of the treasury. He died in 1884.
Folkema, (Jacob,) an able Dutch engraver, born at
resigned his office. He became a councillor of state
Dokkum in 1692. He engraved plates for books after the
about 1565, was employed by Charles IX. as ambassador
designs of Picart, and portraits. Died in 1 767.
to England, Venice, etc., and was considered one of the
ablest negotiators of his time.
In 1576 he was made
Folkes, folks, (Martin,) F.R.S., an eminent Englisu
Archbishop of Toulouse. Died in 1584.
antiquary, born in London in 1690, excelled in matheSee DeThou, “Historia sui Temporis;” Sismondi, “Histoire matics and philosophy, was chosen Fellow of the Royal
des Frangais;” Montaigne, “Essais;” Marc Antoine Muret,
Society in 1713, and succeeded Sir Hans Sloane as
“Oratioin funere P. Foxii,” 1584.
president of the same in 1741.
He wrote several excelFoix, de, (Raimond Roger,) Comte, an able French lent treatises on ancient monuments and coins, and rencaptain, succeeded his father in 1188.
In 1191 he led dered important services to science. In
1750 he became
his vassals in a crusade against the infidels in Palestine.
president of the Society of Antiquaries. In 1742 he was
After his return he took arms in defence of the Albichosen a member of the Academy of Sciences at Paris.
genses, but without success.
He died in 1222, and left Among his works is a “ Dissertation on the Weights and
his domain to his son, Roger Bernard.
Values of Ancient Coins,” (1736.) Died in 1754.
Foix, de, (Roger,) Comte, a French nobleman, inFollen, fol'len, (Adolf Ludwig,) a German poet and
herited his title and estate in 1070.
He joined the scholar, brother
of Charles Follen, noticed in the next
crusade and went to Palestine in 1095. Died in 1125.
He published in
article, was born at Giessen in 1794.
Foix, de, (Roger Bernard II.,) Comte, surnamed
“Free
Voices of Fresh Youth,” and in 1827
his
the Great, was an ally of Raymond, Count of Toulouse. 1819“
his
Picture-Gallery of German Poetry,” both of which
He waged war against the crusaders who, under De enjoy
He also made several excellent
great popularity.
Montfort, invaded the county of Foix, and was excomDied
translations from the Latin, Greek, and Italian.
municated by the pope. Died in 1241.
in 1855.
Foix, de, (Roger Bernard III.,) Comte, a grandSee Longfellow’s “Poets and Poetry of Europe.”
son of the preceding, was distinguished as a poet. He
became Comte de Foix in 1265. Died in 1302.
Fol'len, (Charles Theodore Christian,) born at
Folard, de, deh fo'ltR', (Jean Charles,) a French Romrod, in Germany, in 1795, was educated at Giessen.
officer and tactician, born at Avignon in 1669, entered
His youthful zeal for liberty having subjected him to perthe army at an early age, and made himself proficient in secution from the government, he left his native land in
tactics and engineering.
He served as aide-de-camp to 1820, and, after a visit to Paris, he found a home in Switthe Due de Vendome in Italy in 1702, and was wounded zerland, where he was chosen, about 1821, professor of
at the battle of Cassano in 1705.
The freedom with law in the University of Bale. In 1824 the Holy Alliance
which he offered advice sometimes gave offence to his demanded that he should be delivered up, and he escaped
superiors but the court twice recognized the value of only by a sudden departure to Paris and by emigrating to
his services by granting him a pension.
In 1709 he the United States. Here he applied himself with success
was severely wounded at Malplaquet. He accompanied to the study of the English language. By the favour of
Charles XII. of Sweden in his last campaign, (1718.) La Fayette, he obtained influential friends, and was emFolard acquired reputation by his version of the His- ployed as German tutor at Harvard. He studied divinity
tory of Polybius, with Commentaries, (6 vols., 1727-30,) with Dr. Channing in 1827, was admitted to the ministry
which illustrate the tactics of the ancients. Died in 1752. in 1828, and officiated as teacher in the divinity school
See “ Memoires pour servir i l’Histoire de la Vie de Folard,” at Cambridge.
From 1831 to 1834 he was professor of
Paris, 1753; “Nouvelle Biographie Generate.
German literature at Harvard. In 1836 and 1837 he
Folengo, fo-len'go, (Giambattista,) an Italian monk had charge of the First Unitarian Church in New York,
and scholar, born at Mantua about 1500. He wrote a where he gave offence by speaking against slavery. In
few Commentaries on Scripture, which were approved 1839 he accepted a call from the church of East LexingIn the passage from New York to
ton, Massachusetts.
by the Protestants. Died in 1559.
Folengo, (Teofilo,) (better known by the name his home, in January, 1840, he lost his life by the burning
Merlino Cocajo or Coccai,) a whimsical Italian poet, of the steamer Lexington.
a brother of the preceding, was born of a noble family
See a Memoir of his life, by his wife, Eliza Lee Follen, 1841.
;
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Follen, (Eliza Lee,) wife of the preceding, born at
Boston in 1787, was originally named Cabot. She was
the author of “Twilight Stories,” “Little Songs,” and
other popular works for children, and was for several
years editor of the “Child’s Friend.” Died in 1859.
See Griswold’s “ Female Poets of America.”

Fol'lett, (Sir William Webb,) an able English
lawyer, born at Topsham in 1798, began to practise law
about 1823, and rapidly rose to eminence. He was returned to Parliament for Exeter by the Conservatives in
1835, acted a short time as solicitor-general under Sir
Robert Peel, (1834-35,) and was twice re-elected to Parliament, in 1837 and in 1841.
He was again appointed
solicitor-general in 1841, and became attorney-general

Died

in 1844.

in

See a notice of Sir
January, 1846.

London
W.

in 1845.

Follett in
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“Blackwood’s Magazine”

for

He

was received in the Academy of Inscriptions
and chosen a member of the French Academy
He was eminent for learning, virtue, and talents,
and distinguished himself in a literary war with Voltaire
in relation to the “Testament politique” of Richelieu,
which Voltaire thought was a fabrication.
He wrote
1694.

in 1722,
in 1737.

many able dissertations, inserted in the Memoirs
Academy of Inscriptions. Died in 1779.

of the

See Sabatier, “ Les trois SiJcles de la Literature Fran^aise
De Chabanon, “£loge de M. de Foncemagne,” 1780.

Fondolo,

fon'do-lo,

(Gabrino,) an

Italian,

who by

treachery obtained the sovereignty of Cremona in 1406.
He was executed by the Duke of Milan in 1420.
Fonfrede, fdN'fRld', (Henri,) a French journalist,
a son of the following, was born at Bordeaux in 1788.
He founded at Bordeaux, in 1820, a journal called “ La
Tribune,” which was soon suppressed by the government. He wrote spirited political articles for other journals, and supported liberal conservative principles.
His
works were published in 10 vols., 1844. Died in 1841.
See E. Ferbos, “ Lloge de Henri Fonfrede;” Charles Cam pan*,
“ Floge historique de H. FonfrMe,” 1845.

(Guyot, ge'o',) Abb£,
a French priest, who in 1793 appeared in the royalist
army of La Vendee and gave out that he was the Bishop
of Agra, sent by the pope as apostolic vicar.
He was
received without distrust, and his presence excited great
Fonfrede, (Jean Baptiste Boyer
bwl'yl',) an
enthusiasm among the army ; but before long a brief from
eloquent French Girondist, born at Bordeaux in 1766,
the pope informed the generals that he was an impostor.
was a brother-in-law of Ducos. He was elected to the
However, they kept the secret from the soldiers, and he
Convention in 1792, and was president of that body in
continued to act his part until the republicans captured
May, 1793. His career was short and memorable. In
him and put him to death, in 1794.
talents he was ranked next to Vergniaud, Guadet, and
Folli, fol'lee, or Fuoli, foo-o'lee, (Cecilio,) born at
Gensonne. He was imprisoned in October, and declined
Fanano in 1615, was for many years professor of anatomy
to escape when an opportunity was offered, saying he
at Venice.
would share the fate of Ducos. He was executed in
Folli, (Francesco,) an Italian physician and writer,
October, 1793.
born in 1624; died in 1685.
See Lamartine’s “History of the Girondists,” books xxxi. and
Folo, fo'lo, (Giovanni,) an eminent Italian engraver, xlvii.
born at Bassano in 1764, worked at Rome, and imitated
Fonk, fonk, (Peter Anton,) a German merchant,
the style of Raphael Morghen.
He engraved works of born near Cleves in 1781. He was convicted of murder
several Italian masters.
Died at Rome in 1836.
at Treves in 1822, but was pardoned by the king, because
Folquet, fol'ki', or Foulques, fook, a French trou- his guilt was not clearly proved. Died in 1832.
badour and prelate, born at Marseilles about 1160. He
Fons. See La Fons.
was appointed Bishop of Toulouse in 1205, and became
Fonseca, da, dl fon-sa'kl, (Antonio,) a Portuguese
a cruel persecutor of the Albigenses. Dante has, how- theologian, born in Lisbon in 1517, obtained in 1544 the
ever, given him a place in his “ Paradiso.” Died in 1231. chair of theology in Coimbra. Having gained distinction
See Longfellow’s “ Poets and Poetry of Europe.”
as a pulpit orator, he became preacher to the king, John
Foltz, folts, (Philipp,) a German painter, and pro- III. Died in 1588.
Fonseca, da, (Gabriel,) a Portuguese physician,
fessor in the Academy of Arts at Munich, born at Bingen,
on the Rhine, in 1805. He painted in fresco, in the royal born at Lamego, was chief physician of Pope Innocent
palace at Munich, a number of illustrations from Burger’s X. Died in 1668.
Fonseca, da, (Pedro,) a Portuguese Jesuit and writer,
poems and Schiller’s ballads. Among his works is a
large oil-picture of “Otho of Bavaria departing from his born at Cortizada in 1528, was eminent as a professor of
philosophy
in the U niversity of Evora, and was surnamed
Father’s Palace for the Throne of Greece.”
He was employed in
Folz, or Volz, folts, written also Folcz, (Hans,) a the Portuguese Aristotle.
celebrated German poet and Protestant Reformer, born important affairs by Pope Gregory XIII. His principal
at Worms in 1479.
He wrote lyrics, Carnival pieces, works are “Institutes of Dialectics,” (1564,) and a
“ Commentary on the Metaphysics of Aristotle,” (4 vols.,
( Fastnachtspiele and tales in rhyme.
Fonblanque, fon-blank', (Albany W.,) an eminent 1572-94.) He is reputed the inventor of the “Sciencia
English journalist and political writer, a son of the fol- Media,” a mode of reconciling free will with predestinaHe studied law, tion. Died in 1599.
lowing, was born in London in 1797.
See Barbosa Machado, “Bibliotheca Lusitana.”
but never practised it. About 1822 he succeeded Leigh
Fonseca, da, (Pedro Joz£,) a Portuguese philologist,
Hunt as editor of the “Examiner,” a Liberal weekly
principal author or editor of the “ Dictionary of
journal, the previous high character of which was main- was the
Language” published by the Academy
tained by the caustic wit and literary abilities of Mr. the Portuguese
Fonblanque.
A selection of his editorial articles ap- of Lisbon in 1793. Died in 1816.
Fonseca, de, dl fon-sa'kl, (Eleanora Pimentel
peared under the title of “England under Seven Administrations,” (3 vols., 1837.)
He ceased to edit that pe-m§n-t61',) Marchioness, a beautiful and gifted Italian
the wife of the
journal in 1846, and was chosen director of the sta- lady, born in Naples in 1768, became
Marquis of Fonseca in 1784. She sympathized with the
tistic; 1 department of the Board of Trade in 1852.
He French republicans, and was an active adherent of the
died in 1872.
popular party in Naples. While the latter was in the
Fonblanque, (John de Grenier,) an eminent Eng- ascendant, she edited a public journal. In 1799 the
lish lawyer, born in 1759, descended from a French Prot- royalists again prevailed, and condemned her to a felon’s
estant family, became senior king’s counsel and senior death.
She was hung in 1799.
bencher of the Society of the Middle Temple. He wrote
Fonseca, de, dl fon-sa'kl, (Juan Rodriguez,) a
an able and learned “Treatise on Equity,” (1793,) which bigoted Spanish prelate, born at Toro about 1452, behad a wide circulation and was considered as authorita- came Bishop of Palencia and of Burgos, and a councillor
Died in 1837.
tive by the English courts.
He patronized Torquemada, and
of Queen Isabella.
Fonblanque, (John Samuel Martin,) a son of the opposed the enterprise of Columbus, whom he called a
receding, born about 1787, became commissioner of visionary and treated with persistent malignity. Died in
ankrupts. He published, in 1825, “ Bankrupt Stat- I5 2 4Herrera,
utes,” and, with J. A. Paris, M.D., “Medical JurispruSee Charlevoix, “Histoire de Saint-Domingue
“ Historia.”
dence,” (1823.) Died in 1865 or 1866.
Fonseca Figuereido y Sousa, de, dl fon-sa'kl
Foncemagne, de, deh fbNss'min', (Etienne Laureault lo'rl'd',) a French savant, born at Orleans in fe-gl-ra'e-do e so'sl, (Joz£ Maria,) a Portuguese writer,
Folleville, de, deh

fol'vfel',
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was eminent as a theologian and in several great works, the most memorable of which
aulic councillor of the emperor was the erection of the Egyptian obelisk in front of Saint
About five hundred engineers having
Peter’s Church.
Charles VI. Died in 1760.
offered their respective plans, that of Fontana was preSee Barbosa Machado, “Bibliotheca Lusitana.”
Fonseca Soares, de, di fon-sa'ki so-£'r§s, (An- ferred. This great triumph of mechanical skill, which
was accomplished in 1586 amidst the applause of the
tonio,) or Antonio das Chagas, (dis sh&'gas,) a Porpopulace, was rewarded by a title of nobility and a large
tuguese theologian and poet, born at Vidigueira in 1631.
in the
He was noted for his ascetic piety, and wrote several pension. Fontana afterwards raised large obelisks
Piazza del Popolo and in front of San Giovanni Laterano.
Died in 1682.
devotional works.
born

at

Evora

in 1690,

He was

diplomatist.

See Barbosa Machado, “Bibliotheca Lusitana;” M. Godinho,
“Vida de F. A. das Chagas,” 1687.

He

built the palace of the Lateran, the

Vatican Library,

In 1592 he went to
and the Quirinal Palace, Rome.
Fontaine, or Fontaine des Bertins, fiN'tin' di Naples, where he designed the grand royal palace. Died
btiR'tiN', (Alexis,) an eminent French geometer, born at Naples in 1607.
See Ticozzi, “ Dizionario ;” QuATREiufeRE de Quincy, “Dicat Claveison, in Dauphiny, about 1705, came to Paris at
tionnaire d’Architecture;” “Nouvelle Biographie Generale.”
an early age, where he became intimate with Clairaut
Fontana, (Felice,) a learned Italian philosopher and
and Maupertuis. In 1733 the Academy of Sciences was
opened to him, and in 1734 he published his famous naturalist, born at Pomarolo, in the Tyrol, in April, 1730,
memoir on the problem of “ Tautochrones,” which had was a brother of Gregorio, noticed below, and was edubeen resolved by Huyghens and Newton by different cated in the best schools of Italy. He was for some time
methods, and in which he was afterwards surpassed by professor of philosophy in Pisa, and afterwards lived in
Lagrange. He made several important discoveries in Florence, where he was patronized by the grand duke
mathematics and dynamics. Hearing Nollet read in Leopold. By the order of this prince, he prepared anathe Academy a long essay on the value of various com- tomical models in wax, and a fine cabinet or museum of
modities, Fontaine said, “This man knows the value of natural history and philosophy, which is one of the ornaments of Florence. Pie wrote many ingenious treatises
everything except time.” Died in 1771.
See Condorcet, “filoge de Fontaine;” Querard, “ La France on chemistry, physics, and physiology. He died in 1805,
and was buried in Florence by the side of Galileo.
Litteraire.”
See Mangili, “Elogio di F. Fontana,” 1813; “Nouvelle BioFontaine, fiN'tin', (Charles,) a French poet, born
in Paris in 1515, translated

Ovid’s “Epistles” into verse,
etc. Died about 1 590.
Fontaine, (Nicolas,) a pious Jansenist writer, born
in Paris in 1625.
He joined the recluses of Port-Royal
in 1645, and shared the labours and persecutions of Arnauld, Nicole, and Sacy, with whom he was confined in
the Bastille. He left interesting “ Memoirs of Port-Royal,”

graphie Generale.”

and wrote mediocre odes, epigrams,

Fontana, (Francesco,) a Neapolitan astronomer,
published “New Observations on Celestial and Earthly
Things,” (1646.) Died in 1656.
Fontana, (Francesco,) an Italian architect, a descendant of Domenico Fontana, was employed in 1705
in the erection of the column of Antoninus Pius on

Died in 1709.
Fontaine, (Pierre Fkanqois Leonard,) a distinguished French architect, born at Pontoise on the 20th
of September, 1762.
He studied in Rome, and became
in his youth the friend and associate of Charles Percier,
and formed with him a partnership which was only dissolved by death. About 1801 he was appointed architect
of the Tuileries. He was afterwards employed in the

Monte Citorio, in Rome.
Fontana, (Francesco

(2 vols., 1736.)

extension or restoration of the palaces of the Louvre,
He erected the triSaint-Cloud, and Fontainebleau.
umphal arch of the Carrousel, (1807,) and united the
Tuileries with the Louvre.
He was admitted into the
Institute in 1812, and received the title of first architect
of Napoleon in 1813. With Percier he published" Palaces
and other Modern Edifices designed at Rome,” (1798,)
and a successful work “ On Interior Decorations,” (1812.)
He retained the place of chief architect under Louis
XVIII. and his successors until 1848. Died in 1853.
See “Journal des Beaux- Arts,” 1842; “Nouvelle Biographie
Gene rale.”

Luigi,) a learned Italian car-

writer, born in 1750, accompanied the captive
pope to Paris in 1804. Died in 1822.
Fontana, (Gaetano,) an Italian priest and astronlie cultivated asomer, born at Modena in 1645.
tronomy with success, corresponded with Cassini, and

dinal

and

published “ Institutio Physico-Astronomica,” (“ Physical
and Astronomical Institutes,” 1695.) Cassini said the
observations of Fontana were the most exact of all that
were sent to him. Died in 1719.
Fontana, (Giovanni,) an able Italian architect, born
at Mili in 1540, was the brother of Domenico, above
named. He was at one time architect of Saint Peter’s
Church, Rome, and was especially eminent as a hydraulic engineer.

Died

in 1614.

Fontana, (Giulio Cesare,) a son of Domenico, was
an architect, and a native of Rome. Among his best
works is the Museo Borbonico at Naples. He flourished
about 1600.
Fontaine, La. See La Fontaine.
Fontana, (Gregorio,) an eminent Italian mathemaFontaine-Malherbe, fbN't&n' mil'iRb', (Jean,) a tician, brother of Felice, noticed above, was born near
French poet, born near Coutances about 1740, wrote two Roveredo in 1735. In 1763 he became professor of logic
poems which were crowned by the French Academy, and metaphysics in the University of Pavia, in which,
viz., “The Rapidity of Life,” (1766,) and an “Epistle to
a few years later, he obtained the chair of high mathethe Poor,” (1768.) Died in 1780.
matics.
Though he attempted no large work, he left
Fontaines. See Desfontaines.
numerous treatises on the latter science, and translated
Fontana, fon-ti'ni, (Annibal,) an Italian engraver several scientific works from the English. Died in 1803.
on precious stones, born in Milan in 1540, acquired a
See G. B. Savioli, “Elogio di G. Fontana,” 1804.
high reputation in his art. Died in 1587.
Fontana, (Carlo,) a celebrated Italian architect, born
at Bruciato, near Como, in 1634, was a pupil of Bernini.
He passed nearly all his life in Rome, and was patronized
by several popes. Under Clement X. he constructed the
grand fountain in front of Saint Peter’s.
Among his
numerous works are the Grimani palace, the Bolognetti
palace, the theatre Tordinona, and the portal of Santa
Maria in Trastevere. He wrote ample and valuable
descriptions of the Church of Saint Peter, (1694,) and
of the Coliseum, (1725.) Died at Rome in 1714.
See Quatrem4re de Quincy, “Dictionnaire d’Architecture ;”
Fontenai, “Dictionnaire des Artistes.”

Fontana, (Domenico,) an
gineer of celebrity,
in 1543,

patron,

Italian architect
at Mili,

and went to Rome
Pope Sixtus V., employed him
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near Lake Como,
His
at the age of twenty.
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as chief architect
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Fontana, (Lavinia,) an
Bologna

excellent painter, born at

was a daughter of Prospero Fontana,
noticed below.
She was married to an artist named
Zappi, and worked in Rome with great success, especially in portraits. She was appointed painter to Gregory
XIII. Some of her portraits were attributed to Guido.
Among her works are a “Madonna,” “The Miracle of
the Loaves,” and a “Holy Family.” Died in 1614.
in 1552,

See Lanzi, “ History of Painting

in Italy.”

Fontana, (Prospero,) an

Italian painter of high
reputation, born in Bologna in 1512, was a pupil of
Imola and Vasari. He was presented as an excellent
portrait-painter by Michael Angelo to Pope Julius III.
He also painted historical subjects in fresco, with which
he adorned several churches in Rome and Bologna.
He excelled in design and composition. Among his
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pupils were his daughter Lavinia and the Caracci.
Rome in 1597.

Died

at

Nankin and other
He was living

places,

he returned to France

in

in 1720.
de, deh fdN'tfiNzb',

1699.

at

Fontaiiges,
(Marie Ang^lique
Scoraille de Roussille
sko'rt'ye deh roo's&I',
Duchesse, a beautiful French lady, born in 1661, was
the mistress of Louis XIV., over whom she possessed
great influence for a few years.
Died in 1681.
Fontanieu, fbN'ti'ne-uh', (Gaspard Moise,) a French
writer, born about 1700, was author of a “History of
Charles VII.,” (still in manuscript.) Died in 1767.
Fontanini, fon-tfi-nee'nee, (Giusto,) a learned Italian
critic and antiquary, born at Saint Daniel, in Friuli, in
See Tiraboschi, “Storia della Letteratura Italiana.”
1666, was educated for the church, and lived mostly in
Fontanella, fon-tS-nePIS, (Francesco,) an Italian Rome. Clement XI. appointed him professor of elophilologist and classical scholar, born in Venice in 1768. quence in the Roman University. In 1706 he published
He published, besides other works, “Universal Or- his famous “Treatise on Italian Eloquence,” which conthography of the Italian Language,” (“ Ortografia enci- tains in the third part a Catalogue ( Bibliotheca of classic
He Italian works, with notes. He gave an improved and
clopedica universale della Lingua Italiana,” 1826.)
became professor of Greek and Hebrew in Venice. Died enlarged edition in 1736. Apostolo Zeno wrote an
in 1827.
excellent critique on this work.
Fontanini wrote also
See his Autobiography, entitled “Vita di F. Fontanella, scritta other treatises on various subjects, and left unfinished a
da lui medesimo,” 1825.
“Literary History of Friuli.” Clement XI. gave him
Fontanelle, (Jean Gaspard Dubois.) See Dubois. several rich benefices, and Benedict XIII. made him
Fontanelli, fon-tl-nel'lee, (Alfonso Vincenzo,) titular Archbishop of Ancyra. Died in 1736.
Marquis of, an eminent Italian scholar and linguist,
See D. Fontanini, “ Vita di Fontanini,” Venice, 1755; Fabroni,
born at Reggio in 1706. He was employed as ambas- “Vitae Italorum doctrina excellentium Tipaldo, “ Biografia degli
Italiani illustri.”
sador by the Duke of Modena. Died in 1777.
Fonte, fon'tA, (Moderata,) an Italian lady, distinFontanes, de, deh fdN'tln', (Jean Pierre MarcelHis ancestors had been guished for talent, born at Venice in 1555. She married
LIN,) born at Geneva in 1721.
He was employed Filippo Giorgi, a lawyer, about 1572. Her memory is
exiled from France as Protestants.
She wrote “ 11 Florias inspector of manufactures in Poitou, and wrote treat- said to have been extraordinary.
Her original name was Modoro,” and other poems.
Died in 1774.
ises on agriculture.
Fontanes, de, (Louis,) Count, a French statesman desta Pozzo, (pot'so.) Died in 1592.
Fontanon, f&N'tt'ndN', (Antoine,) a French advoand author, son of the preceding, was born at Niort (PoiIn 1778 cate and jurist, born in Auvergne, lived about 1580.
tou) in 1757, and came to Paris at an early age.
Fontanus or Fonteyn, fon'tln', (Nicolaas,) a Dutch
he began his career as a poet by the “ Forest of Navarre,”
a descriptive poem, which was favourably received, and physician and writer, lived at Amsterdam about 1620-40.
Fontenai, (Julien de.) See Coldor£.
was followed by “Le Verger,” (“The Orchard,”) and an
Fontenay. See Coldor£.
Essay on Astronomy,” (1789.) The Directory having
Fontenay, ffiNt'nA', (Louis Abel de Bonafons
proscribed him and expelled him from the Institute,
bo'nf'fdN',)
usually called Abb£ de Fontenay, a French
In January or
he took refuge in England in 1797.
He published a
February, 1800, by the order and under the auspices Jesuit, born near Castres in 1737.
“ Dictionary of Artists,” (2 vols., 1777,) and several other
of the First Consul Bonaparte, he pronounced a funeDied in 1806.
ral eulogy on Washington, which gained for the orator works.
Fontenay, Madame. See Chimay.
an exalted reputation, and opened to him a second
Fontenay, (Pierre Claude,) a French Jesuit, born
time the doors of the Institute, (Academie Frangaise,)
On the death of Longueval he sucIt is worthy of remark that the author of this in Paris in 1663.
in 1803.
“ History of the Galnoble and eloquent tribute, in analyzing a character so ceeded him as compiler of the
ilean
Church,”
of
which
he finished the ninth and tenth
heroic and so admirably balanced as that of Washington,
gives to his moderation and good sense the pre-eminence volumes. Died in 1742.
Fontenay, de, deh fdNt'ni', (J. B. Blain bliN,) an
over all his other virtues. He became a member of the
corps legislatif in 1802, and president of that body in excellent French painter of flowers and fruits, born at
January, 1804. In this position he maintained his repu- Caen in 1654, was a pupil and son-in-law of Baptiste
He worked in Paris, and was much emtation by his elegant addresses in reply to the annual Monnoyer.
speeches from the throne. During the empire he was ployed by Louis XIV. at Versailles, Marly, etc. He is
raised to the rank of a peer of France, and chosen grand said to have had no rival except Van Huysum and Monmaster of the Imperial University in 1808. He was ap- noyer, the latter of whom he equalled. Died in 1715.
See D’Argenville, “Vies des Peintres Fran^ais.”
pointed a senator in 1810. It appears that he had great
Fontenelle, de, deh f6n'teh-nel', [Fr. pron. fdNt'n§l',l
influence with Bonaparte, who frequently admitted him
One (Bernard le Bovier leh bo've-A', ) a celebrated
to private interviews and invited him to his table.
day, as they were conversing on literature, Bonaparte said, French author, born at Rouen, February 11, 1657, was a
are
wrong
he
is
a
busybody,
an nephew of the famous poet Corneille. In the interval of
“You like Voltaire you
incendiary, a scoffer. He has sapped by ridicule the foun- one hundred years which elapsed from his birth to his
dations of all authority, divine and human he has caused death, the greatest French authors began or ended their
You career. And though many of these illustrious men surthe revolution that has dishonoured and ruined us.
laugh, monsieur but will you laugh when I tell you that passed Fontenelle, either by the force, the originality, or
among twenty of my young officers nineteen had each a the elevation of their genius, no one, perhaps, has been
volume of this demon in his valise?” He was admitted more admired or more influential. He owed this emiSee Lanzi, “ History of Painting

Fontana, (Publio,) an

in Italy.”

—

born at Paluccio,
He wrote the “Apoin the diocese of Brescia, in 1548.
theosis of Tasso,” a poem which extended his reputation
through all Italy. His most popular work is “ Del“Fontana is one of the
phinis,” a Latin poem, (1582.)
modern poets,” says J. Victor Rossi, “ who have approached nearest to Virgil in beauty of imagery and
harmony of diction.” Died in 1609.
Italian poet,
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“He was,”
to the Chamber of Peers at the restoration.
says Chateaubriand, “ my guide in the world of letters,
one
the
honours
of
my life.
was
of
friendship
and his
The school founded by Boileau, Racine, and Fenelon
ended in him.” Died in Paris in March, 1821.
See Villemain, “£loge de Fontanes,” 1821; Sainte-Beuve,
“Portraits

litteraires

Chateaubriand, “Memoires d'Outre-

Torabe;” “Nouvelle Biographie Gene rale.”

Fontaney, de, deh {bn'ti'nY, (Jean,) a French Jesuit
and astronomer, who in 1685 was sent by Colbert to
China on a mission partly scientific and partly religious.
He and his companions were the pioneers of the French
missionary enterprise in China. After he had laboured
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nence chiefly to the variety of his talents, to the popular
and congenial subjects on which he exercised them, to his
matchless social qualities, and to an uncommon share
of those graceful endowments for which the French
His writings and principles were in
are distinguished.
harmony with his conduct, which was remarkable for
moderation and self-control.
The dramas and pastorals with which he opened his
literary career were not very successful. His “ Dialogues
of the Dead,” published in 1683, formed the beginning
of his celebrity, which was greatly increased by his “ Discourse on the Plurality of Worlds,” (1686.) In the latter
he displays his peculiar talent for rendering science aty,
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tractive,

ample and precept he promoted

amusement and by conducting

spirituous liquors in the navy.

by blending useful instruction with ingenious
the reader through easy
paths to extensive, luminous, and profound views of the
With great spirit and vivacity
beautiful and sublime.
he maintains the “fascinating paradox” that the planets
and fixed stars are populous worlds. He also wrote a
popular “History of Oracles,” for which Van Dale’s
work supplied the crude materials. In 1691 he became
a member of the French Academy, and in 1699 he was
chosen perpetual secretary of the Academy of Sciences.
His “Essay on the Geometry of the Infinite” (1727) is
among his most admired productions. On presenting
“ There is
it to the Regent of France, Fontenelle said,
a book which only eight men in Europe are capable of
understanding and the author is not one of that num-

total abstinence

See Headley, “ Farragut and our Naval Commanders,”

fiom

1867.

Foote, foot, (Sir Edward James,) a British admiral,
born in Kent in 1767. He commanded the fleet which
blockaded Naples in 1799. Died in 1833.
Foote, (Henry S.,) an American politician, born in

He studied law, and
where he was elected
to the Senate of the United States in 1847.
In 1851 he
was chosen Governor of Mississippi by the Union party,
Davis
was
his
competitor.
when Jefferson
He was a
member of the Confederate Congress during the civil
Fauquier county, Virginia,

removed about 1826

in 1800.
to Mississippi,

war.

Foote, (Jesse,) an English surgeon, born in 1744,
wrote the “ Life of John Hunter,” professional treatises,
was characterized by a phi- and other works. Died in 1827.
losophic spirit and a union of judgment with subtility of
Foote, (Samuel,) a witty English comedian, was born
intellect, to which was often joined a strange fondness at Truro, in Cornwall, about 1720, and educated at Oxfor paradox. He professed to adopt these two axioms,
ford.
Having spent his estate in gaming and other vices,
“ that everything is possible, and that everybody is right.”
he was induced by necessity to resort to the stage in
In the opinion of Voltaire, Fontenelle was the most uni- 1744. In 1747 he opened the Haymarket Theatre on his
versal genius of his age. He once said, “ If I had my hand own account, being at the same time director, author, and
full of truths, I should take good care not to open it.”
actor.
Here he represented with great success a series
During a period of forty years, he composed eulogies on of satirical pieces and farces, among which were “ DiverAcademy
of
Sciences.
seventy
members
of
the
about
sions of the Morning,” “ The Auction of Pictures,” “ The
This collection of “Eloges” is esteemed one of the best Minor,” “The Englishman in Paris,”
(1753,) and “The
books in the language.
Mayor of Garratt,” (1764.) He possessed great talents
See Charma, “Biographie de Fontenelle,” 1846; Trublet, for ridicule and mimicry, and excelled in colloquial
“ Memoires de Fontenelle;” Flourens, “Fontenelle, Histoire de
Garat, “ Eloge de Fontenelle ;” Sainte- wit, which he used at the expense of others. “For
ses Travaux et de sa Vie
;

ber

!”

Died

The mind

in January, 1757.

of Fontenelle

Beuve, “Causeries du Lundi,” tome
;”
“Biographie Universelle.”
Generale

iii.

;

“ Nouvelle Biographie

loud, obstreperous, broad-faced mirth,” said Johnson,
“I know not his equal.” Died in 1777.

Fontenu, de, deh fiNt'nii', (Louis Francois,) a
See William Cooke, “Memoirs of Samuel Foote, with some of
French abbe, born of a noble family in 1667, visited Rome his Writings,” 3 vols., 1805; John Forster, “Historical and Biographical Essays;” “Quarterly Review” for October, 1854.
He lived mostly in Paris, and was a member
in 1700.
Foppa, fop'pS, (Vincenzo,) an Italian painter, born
of the Academy of Inscriptions and Belles-Lettres, which
he enriched with learned memoirs on antiquarian sub- at Brescia about 1420, founded a flourishing school at
Milan, which preceded that of Leonardo da Vinci. He
jects.
Died in 1759.
excelled in perspective, and was a good master of deFontette. See Fevret de Fontette.
sign.
Died in 1492.
Fonteyn. See Fontanus.
Fonteyraud, fiN'tVro', (Alcide,) a French writer
See Vasari, “ Lives of the Painters.”
on political economy, born in the island of Mauritius in
Foppens, fop'pens, (Johannes Frans,) a bibliogra1822 died in Paris in 1849.
pher, born at Brussels in 1689, was professor of theology
Fonti, fon'tee, [Lat. Fon'tius,] (Bartolommeo,) an at Louvain. He wrote several works on Belgian history,
died in 1513.
Italian philologist, born in 1445
also the “Bibliotheca Belgica,” (2 vols., 1739,) treating
Fontrailles, de, deh fi.VtRiF or fdN'tRt'ye, (Louis of Belgian authors and their works. Died in 1761.
d’Astarac
dis'ti'rfk',) Marquis de Marestang, a
Forabosco, fo-ri-bos'ko, (Girolamo,) a Venetian
French gentleman, remarkable for his factious intrigues portrait-painter, born about 1600, died after 1659.
and talents. He was an enemy of Richelieu and a friend
Forbes, for'bes, (Alexander,) Lord Forbes of Pitsliof Cinq-Mars, whose fate he would have shared if he had go, a Scottish Jacobite, born about 1678, was supposed to
He died in 1677.
not fled to England.
be the original of the Baron of Bradwardine in Scott’s
Fonvielle, fdrVve-SF, (Bernard Francois Anne,) “ Waverley.” He fought for the Pretender at Culloden
a French royalist and writer on politics, etc., was born at in 1746, after which he fled to France. Died in 1749.
Toulouse in 1759. He was a secret agent of the BourForbes, (Alexander,) a British writer of the present
bons in 1794. Died in 1837.
era.
He published in 1839 an esteemed “History of
See his Autobiography, entitled “ Mes Memoires historiques sur Upper and Lower California,” which he had explored.
la Revolution,” 4 vols., 1824.
Forbes, (Duncan,) an eminent Scottish judge and
Foot, (SOLOMON,) an American Senator and lawyer, patriot, born at Culloden in 1686, acquired a high repuborn in Addison county, Vermont, in 1802.
Pie was tation at the bar, and was for many years a member
of
elected to Congress in 1842, and again in 1844, by the
the British Parliament, which he entered in 1722. After
Whigs. In 1850 he was chosen a Senator of the United filling other high stations, he was appointed in
1737
States.
Having joined the Republican party in 1854, he lord president of the court of sessions, and rendered
was re-elected a Senator in 1856. Died in 1866.
important services to the crown in the rebellion of 1745.
Foote, foot, (Andrew Hull,) a distinguished Ame- He published “Thoughts on Religion, Natural and Rerican rear-admiral, born at New Haven, Connecticut, in
vealed,” (1735,) and other religious works. Warburton
September, 1806. He entered the navy about 1822, be- thought him one of the greatest men that
Scotland had
came a lieutenant in 1830, and a commander in 1852. In produced, “both as a judge, a patriot, and a Christian.”
1856 he was sent to China, and captured by storm a fort Died in
1747.
near Canton, the garrison of which had fired on one of
See John Hill Burton, “Life of Duncan Forbes,” 1847 Chamhis boats.
He was appointed flag-officer of the flotilla in bers,
“Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen;” “Edinthe Mississippi River in September, 1861. He rendered burgh Review” for February, 1816; “North British Review” for
important assistance to General Grant in the capture of May, 1847.
Fort Henry and Fort Donelson in February, 1862, with
Forbes, forbz, (Edward,) an eminent English naturalseven gunboats which he commanded he was disabled ist, born in the Isle of Man in February, 1815. In 1832 he
in the latter action by a wound in the ankle.
In July, went to Edinburgh, where he studied zoology and botany.
1862, he was raised to the rank of rear-admiral.
He He made scientific excursions through various parts of
succeeded Dupont in June, 1863, as commander of the Europe, and published his valuable discoveries in several
South Atlantic squadron, employed in operations against treatises on Mollusca and other marine animals. He
Charleston, but died in New York in the same month. accepted in 1844 the professorship of botany in King’s
Admiral Foote was distinguished for his high moral College, London, and distinguished himself by contribuworth as well as for his ardent patriotism. By his ex- tions to various departments of natural history. In 1854
;
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he was chosen president of the Geological Society, and
rofessor of natural history in the University of EdinProfessor Forbes and S. Hanley published a
urgh.
“ History ofBritish Mollusca,” (4vols. 8vo, 1853.) Among
his works are a “ History of British Star-Fishes,” (1841,)
“Travels in Lycia,” (1846,) and “ Zoology of the Voyage
of H. M. Ship Herald,” (3 vols. 4to.) He made an extensive use of the dredge as an instrument of research.
He was profoundly versed in botany, zoology, and geology. He died near Edinburgh in November, 1854.
See “ Memoir of Edward Forbes, F.R.S.,” by the late Dr. George
Wilson and Archibald Geikie, F.R.S.E. and F.G.S., London,
William Jerdan, “MenI have
1861; “ Encyclopaedia Britannica

lishment of Edinburgh.

He

wrote a “ Memoir of the

and Writings of James Beattie” the poet, (2 vols.,
1806,) which, says Lord Jeffrey, “is a great deal longer
and a great deal duller than we are bound to tolerate.”
Scott lamented the loss of Forbes in the introduction to
one of the cantos of “Marmion.” Sir William Forbes
was a member, with Johnson, Burke, and Reynolds, of
the famous Literary Club of London.
Died in 1806.
Life

See Chambers, “ Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen.”

Forbin, foR'biN', (C laude,) abrave and skilful French
naval officer, born at Gardanne, near Aix, in 1656. When
Chaumont was sent as ambassador to Siam, in 1685,
known,” London, 1866 “ Blackwood’s Magazine” for February, 1855; Forbin went with him as major. In 1686-87 he served as
“Fraser’s Magazine” for January, i8s5(See
admiral and general-in-chief of the King of Siam.
Forbes, (James,) an English author, born in London Constance, Faulcon.) Having accepted these offices
He was employed in the civil service of the with reluctance, he resigned them at the end of two
in 1749.
East India Company, and returned from India about years. From 1702 to 1710, in the war of the Spanish
He published an interesting work entitled “Ori- succession, as chef-d'escadre, he performed many bold
1784.
ental Memoirs, a Narrative of Seventeen Years’ Resi- and successful exploits against the English and Dutch,
dence in India, embellished with ninety-five Fine En- for which he was rewarded by Louis XIV. with the title
gravings and Coloured Plates,” (4 vols., 1813-15,) which of count. He retired from service in 1710, and wrote
entertaining “ Memoirs of his Life and Adventures,” (2
was received with great favour. Died in 1819.
;

See “ London Quarterly Review”

He is esteemed one of the greatest naval
Died in 1733.
that France has produced.
See Richer, “Vie de Forbin;” “Nouvelle Biographie Gen^raie.”

vols., 1730.)

for October, 1814.

Forbes, (James David,) F.R.S., an eminent

British

physical philosopher, a grandson of Sir William Forbes,
noticed below, was born at Colinton, near Edinburgh, in
1809. He succeeded Sir John Leslie as professor of natural philosophy in the University of Edinburgh in 1833.
In 1843 he published “Travels in the Alps.” He made
discoveries in the laws of the motion of glaciers, and in the
phenomena of radiant heat and light in relation to polariHe received the Rumford medal, and the royal
zation.
medal of the Royal Society of London. In i860 he became principal of the United College in the University
of Saint Andrew’s. Among his works are “Norway and
its Glaciers visited in 1851,” (1853,) and the “Sixth Dissertation ” prefixed to the “ Encyclopaedia Britannica.”
He died at Clifton in 1868.
See “ Edinburgh Review” for Tanuary, 1861.
Forbes, (Sir John,) F.R.S., an eminent British physician and medical writer, born in Banffshire, Scotland,

commanders

Forbin, de, deh foR'biN', (Louis Nicolas Philippe
Auguste,) Comte, a French antiquary and painter, born
on the Durance (department of Bouches-du-Rhone) in
August, 1777. Pie was very accomplished, and was admired for his personal qualities. In 1804 he became
chamberlain to Pauline Bonaparte. He served several
campaigns as an officer in the army. At the restoration
(1815) he was appointed director of the royal museums.

The museum or gallery of the Luxembourg was

originated
painted history, genre, and landscape with
success, and was a brilliant colorist. He wrote a “Voyage
Among his works
in the Levant,” with plates, (1819.)
of art are “ Ines de Castro,” (1819,) “ The Ruins of Pal-

by him.

He

myra,” (1824,) and “The Via Appia.” Died in 1841.
See Qllrard, “La France Litteraire.”
Forbisserus. See Frobisher.
Forbonnais, de, deh foR'bo'nV, (Franqois Veron
vVr6N r ,) an eminent French financier and writer, born at

about 1787, graduated in Edinburgh in 1817. He acquired distinction by translations of the works of Auenbrugger and Laennec “On Auscultation,” (1824,) and Mans in 1722, removed to Paris in 1752, and became a
practised successively at Penzance, Chichester, and Lon- member of the Institute.
In 1754 he published an able
He was one of the editors of the “ Cyclopaedia of and important work, entitled “ The Elements of Comdon.
In 1835 he published a “Manual merce,” which was often reprinted and was translated
Practical Medicine.”
In 1756 he was chosen inspectorof Select Medical Bibliography,” and afterwards edited into many languages.
the “ British and Foreign Medical Review.” About 1840 general of the mint, and in 1759 chief clerk in the office
he became physician-in-ordinary to the queen’s house- of the controller-general. The flourishing condition of
He the finances for several ensuing years is ascribed to his
hold, and physician-extraordinary to Prince Albert.
published, besides other works, a “ Physician’s Holiday, skill.
He wrote a work on the Finances of France,
or a Month in Switzerland in 1848,” (1849.) Died in 1861. (“Recherches et Considerations,” etc., 2 vols., 1758.)
Forbes, (John,) an English botanist and traveller, which was highly esteemed, and several other treatises
born in 1799. He attempted to ascend the river Zam- on political economy. Died in 1800.
bezi, in Africa, but died during the journey, in 1824.
See Delisle de Sales, “Vie littdraire de V. Forbonnais,” 1801.
Forbes, (John,) of Corse, a Scottish divine, born in
Forcade, foR'kid', (Eugene,) a French journalist,
1593, was the son of Bishop Patrick Forbes, noticed born at Marseilles in 1820.
He was a regular conbelow. From 1619 to 1640 he was professor of divinity tributor to the “Revue des Deux Mondes,” and edited
in King’s College, Aberdeen, from which he was ejected several Liberal journals in Paris.
Among his works is
for refusing to sign the Covenant. He published several “Historical Studies,” (1853.)
“
admired religious works, among which is Institutiones
Forcade-Laroquette, de, deh foR'kld' li'ro'kgt',
Historico-Theologicae,” (1645.) Died in 1648.
(Jean Louis Victor Adolphe,) a French politician
See Chambers, “ Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen.” and lawyer, a half-brother of Marshal Saint-Arnaud, was
Forbes, (Patrick,) Lord of Corse and Baron of born in Paris about 1820. He was appointed directorO’Neil, a Scottish divine, born in Aberdeenshire in 1564. general of the customs, etc. in 1859, and minister of
Having embraced Episcopacy, he was made Bishop of finance in November, i860. Having been removed in
Aberdeen in 1618. He wrote a “Commentary on the November, 1861, he was then appointed a senator, and
Revelation of Saint John,” and other religious works. in 1869 minister of the interior.
Forcadel, foR'ki'dgl', (Etienne,) a French jurist and
Died in 1635.
See Chambers, “ Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen.” legal writer, born at Beziers in 1534, is chiefly noted as
Forbes, [Lat. Forbe'sius,] (William,) a Scottish having been a competitor of the famous Cujas for the
bishop, eminent for learning and eloquence, born at Aber- chair of law at Toulouse in 1554. As Cujas absented
deen about 1580. He became principal of Marischal Col- himself before the decision of the question, Forcadel
Died in 1573.
lege about 1618, and minister in Edinburgh a few years gained the place.
See Taisand, “Vies des plus ceiebres Jurisconsultes.”
He was the first Bishop of Edinburgh, but died
later.
Force, (Peter,) an American historian and compiler,
about three months after his consecration, in 1634.
Forbes, (Sir William,) Baronet of Pitsligo, an emi- born in New Jersey in 1790. He became president of
Edinburgh
born
in
in
With
Sir
the
National Institute at Washington, District of Columbanker,
was
nent
1739.
James H. Blair, he founded the principal banking estab- bia. He expended many years in compiling a “ Docua, e,
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mentary History of the American Revolution,” of which
nine volumes have been published, under the title of
“American Archives,” (1837-53.) Died in January, 1868.

Force, de la, deh It foitss, ( Armand de Caumont
deh ko'mbN',) a French general and marquis, born in
1615. He became marechal-de-camp in 1651, and fought
with Conde against the court. He was made a lieutenantgeneral in 1655, and served under Turenne. Having become a Protestant exile in 1685, he entered the army of
Died in 1701.
the Dutch Republic as a general.
Force, de la, (Armand Nompar de Caumont
niN'ptR' deh ko'mdN',) Due, a French general, born
about 1585, was a son of Jacques, noticed below. He
distinguished himself in the wars of Italy and Germany,
and obtained the rank of marshal of France in 1652.
Died in 1675.
Force, de la, (Charlotte Rose de Caumont,) a
French authoress, born in Bazadois in 1650, was granddaughter of Marshal Force, noticed below.
She was
married to M. de Briou in 1687. She wrote several admired poems and historical romances, among which are
“ Secret History of Navarre,” (2 vols., 1696,) and “ Gustavus Vasa,” (2 vols., 1698.) Died in 1724.
Force, de la, (Henri Nompar de Caumont,) Due,
a French general and Protestant, born in 1582, was a
son of Jacques, noticed below. Pie presided over the
political assembly of the Protestants at Sainte-Foy in
1613, after which he fought against the royal troops, and
killed the Duke of Mayenne in battle. He served under
his father in many campaigns.
Died in 1678.
Force, de la, (Jacques Nompar de Caumont,) Due,
a French general, born about 1558, was a son of a Huguenot who was killed in the Massacre of Saint Bartholo-

mew. He fought against the League for Henry IV.,
whose confidence he enjoyed. He was in the carriage
with the king when the latter was assassinated in 1610.

“The Broken Heart,” and “ The
Lover’s Melancholy.” He is admired for elegance, harmony, and pathos, but gives offence by bad taste and
licentiousness. Hallam thinks “ he does not display one
of “Love’s Sacrifice,”

particle of comic ability.”
“With none of the moral
beauty and elevation of Massinger, he has in a much
higher degree the power over tears.”
Suckling thus
describes him in the “ Sessions of the Poets :”
“ In the dumps John Ford alone by himself sat,
With folded arms and melancholy hat.”
See Hazlitt, “Lectures on Dramatic Literature;” Baker,
“ Biographia Dramatica ;” Hallam, “Introduction to the Literature
of Europe;” Lord Jeffrey, critique in the “Edinburgh Review”
for

August, 1811,

vol.

xviii.

Campbell, Leigh Hunt,
December,

;

“ Lives of the British Dramatists,” by

“London Quarterly Review”

etc.;

for

1811.

Ford, (Sir John,) an English engineer, born in Sussex in 1605, was knighted by Charles I., and served as
colonel in the royalist army. In 1656, under the auspices
of Cromwell, he invented a machine to raise water from
the Thames.
He was a great virtuoso, says Anthony

Wood.

Died in 1670.
Ford, (Richard,) an English descriptive writer, born
in London in 1796. About 1830 he visited Spain, where
he remained some years. After his return to England
he became a contributor to the “Quarterly Review,”
and published an excellent “Hand-Book for Travellers
in Spain and Readers at Home,” describing the country
and

the natives and their manners, etc., (2 vols.,
which was praised by Irving, Lockhart, and other
critics.
His “Gatherings from Spain” (1846) consists
chiefly of extracts from the preceding work, and “is the
best English book,” says the “ London Quarterly Review,” “that has ever appeared for the illustration of
the topography, curiosities, and the national character
and manners of Spain.” Died in September, 1858.
cities,

1845,)

See “Fraser’s Magazine”

for October, 1858.

war that ensued, he commanded the ProtestFord, (Rev. Simon,) an English poet, born at East
ants, and defended Montauban in 1621, soon after which Ogwell in
1619, became vicar of Reading in 1651, and
he accepted overtures of peace from Louis XIII., who of All-Saints, Northampton, in 1659. He published sergave him a marshal’s baton in 1622. He commanded mons and Latin poems. Died in 1699.
with success in several campaigns against the Spaniards
Fordun, de, deh for-dun', (John,) the earliest Scotand Austrians between 1630 and 1638. He died in 1652, tish historian, lived about 1350. He is supposed to
leaving Memoirs, which were published in 1S43, (4 vols.) have been a priest in the church of Fordun, or a canon
Forcellini, foR-chll-lee'nee, (Egidio,) [Lat. JEgw'- of Aberdeen. He wrote a Latin chronicle of Scotius Forcelli'nus,] an eminent Italian lexicographer, tish affairs from the creation to
1053, entitled “ Scoti
born near Padua, August 26, 1688. In 1731 he received Chronicon.”
an appointment in the Seminary of Padua, with the free
See Chambers, “Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen.’*
disposal of his time.
He devoted about forty years to
For-dyce', (David,) a Scottish moralist, born at
the great task of compiling a Latin Dictionary, in which
Aberdeen in 1711, was a brother of Sir William, noticed
he was assisted by Facciolati, and which was published
below.
He was appointed professor of moral philosophy
in 1771.
This enduring monument of his learning and
in Marischal College in 1742, and published “Dialogues
industry, entitled “Lexicon of all Latinity,” (“Totius
concerning Education,” (2 vols., 1745-48,) a work of
Latinitatis Lexicon,” 4 vols.,) is regarded as the most
considerable merit. Returning from a continental tour,
complete Latin lexicon that has ever been compiled, and
he was drowned at sea in 1751. He left “Theodorus, a
entitles him to the honour of having performed one of
Dialogue on the Art of Preaching,” (1752,) and “Elethe most important services ever rendered to the study
ments of Moral Philosophy,” (1754.)
of antiquity.
Died at P'ener in April, 1768.
In the

civil

See Ferrari, “ Vita Algidii Forcellini,” Padua, 1792; “Nouvelle
Biographie Generate ;” “Biographie Universelle.”

Forcellini, (Marco,) an Italian poet, brother of the
preceding, born at Campo in 1711 ; died in 1794.
Forchhammer, foRk'ham'mer, (Johan Georg,) a
chemist and writer, born at Husum, in Denmark, in
About 1850 he was elected titular professor at
1794.
Copenhagen, and succeeded Oersted as secretary of the

Academy

of Sciences. Died in 186s.

Forchhammer, foRK'h&m'mer, (Paul Wilhelm,) an
antiquary, born at Husum in 1803.
Having travelled
in Italy

and Greece, he visited Asia Minor

in 1838, in
order to ascertain the site of Troy, being assisted in this

enterprise by the British Admiralty. His chart of Troy,
with an English text, appeared subsequently in the publications of the Royal Geographical Society.
Among his
treatises is the “Topography of Athens,” (1841.)

See Chambers, “ Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen.”

Fordyce, (George,) an eminent
born near Aberdeen

Scottish physician,

was a nephew of the preceding. About the year 1760 he settled in London, where
he acquired reputation by his lectures on chemistry, etc.
He was chosen physician of Saint Thomas’s Hospital in
1770, and a Fellow of the Royal Society in 1776. He is
the author of able medical treatises, and of “Elements
of Agriculture and Vegetation,” (1765.) Died in 1802.
in 1736,

See Chambers, “ Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen.”

Fordyce,

(James.) D.D., a Scottish author and
born at Aberdeen in 1720. In 1760 he came to
London, where he became minister of a congregation
of dissenters, and was distinguished for eloquence as a
preacher.
He published, besides other works, “ Serdivine,

mons

to

Young Women,”

(2 vols.,

1765; 9th edition,

1778,) and a small volume of poems. Died in 1796. He
Ford, (John,) an eminent English dramatic author, was a brother of Sir William Fordyce, noticed below.
born at Ilsington in 1586, was contemporary with ShakFordyce, (Sir William,) brother of David Fordyce,
speare.
He became a member of the Middle Temple in noticed above, was born at Aberdeen in 1724, and was
1602, and appears to have practised law with success
educated at Marischal College, of which he became lord
but the details of his life are not well known. He wrote rector in the latter part of his life.
He practised mediabout sixteen plays, (most of which were performed cine and surgery in London with great success, and pubbetween 1628 and 1639,) among which are the tragedies lished several medical treatises, among which are “ On
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Putrid and Inflammatory Fevers,” (1773,) and “ Frag-

Miseries of

menta Chirurgica

Tom’s Cabin” into French.
Forkel, foR'k^l, (Johann Nikolaus,) a German com-

et Medica,” (1784.)
Died in 1792.
See Chambers, “ Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen.”

Human

Life,” (1841.)

He

translated “ Uncle

Foreiro, fo-riffe-ro, (Francisco,) an eminent Portu- poser and writer on music, born at Meeder, near Coburg,
guese ecclesiastic, born in Lisbon, entered the Dominican in 1749. He graduated at the University of Gottingen,
order.
He was well versed in languages and theology, and became director of music in that institution about
which he began to teach in 1540. He was reckoned the 1778. He published, besides other works, a “ General
most eloquent preacher of his time in Portugal, and History of Music,” (2 vols., 1788-1801, unfinished,)
often preached before the court.
He was a prominent “ General Literature of Music,” (1792,) and a “Life of
member of the Council of Trent, (1561,) where he was Sebastian Bach,” (1803.) The first-named is a work
selected with two others to compile a catechism, which of great erudition and research. He died at Gottingen
was printed in 1565. He published a Latin version of in 1818.

book of Isaiah, with notes, (1563.) Died in 1587.
See Qu£tif et Echard, “Scriptores ordinis Predicatorum.”

the

Forest, fo'rl', (Jean,) a French landscape-painter,
born in Paris in 1636; died in 1712.
For'est or Foreest, van, vfn for-ast', [Lat. Fores'tus,] (Pieter,) a skilful Dutch physician, born at Alk-

maar

in 1522, studied in Italy

and

He

Paris.

practised

with success about forty years at Delft, and published
medical works which display much learning and judgment. Died in 1597.
See Eloy, “ Dictionnaire historique de

la

Medecine.”

Foresti, forSs'tee, (Antonio,) an Italian Jesuit, born
at Carpi, published a “Universal History,” (6 vols., 1690,)
a work of some merit, which after his death was continued
by Apostolo Zeno. Its title is “ Mappamondo historico,”
etc.
Died about 1700.
Foresti, (E. Felice,) an Italian patriot, born near
He was confined- for a political
Ferrara about 1793.
offence in the prison of Spielberg, Moravia, from 1822 to
He became pro1835, and was then exiled to America.
fessor of Italian in Columbia College, New York, where
he taught for many years. Died at Genoa in 1858.
See the “Atlantic Monthly”

for

November,

r

Died in 1807.
Forgeot, foR'zho', (Nicolas Julien,) a French lawyer
and comic writer, born in Paris in 1758 died in 1798.
Forget, foR'zhl', (Pierre,) Sieur de Beauvais et de la
Picardiere, a French poet and diplomatist died in 1638.
Forget, (Pierre,) Sieur de Fresnes, a French statesman, was made secretary of state in 1589, and was employed by Henry IV. after that date. He drew up the
famous edict of Nantes, (which granted to the Protestants the free exercise of their religion,) and acted as
counsellor in the Treasury office. Died in 1610.
Forgues, foRg, (Emile Dauran do'rfiN',) a French
litteratetir, who has written in several journals under the
name of “ Old Nick.” Among his works is “ The Minor
of Vessels,” (1788.)
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Forli, foR-lee', (Jacopo della Torre del'll tor'rl,)
known as Jacopo Forli,) an eminent Italian
physician, born at Forli about 1350, was professor of
medicine at Bologna and Padua. His medical writings
were once in great vogue. Died in 1414.
Forli, da, dl foR-lee', (Ansovino,) an Italian painter,
(better

born

at Forli, lived

about 1500.

Forli, da, (Melozzo.) See Melozzo da Forli.
Formaleoni, foR-ml-ll-o'nee, (Vincenzo,) an Italian
historical writer, born at Venice in 1752. He wrote two
important works, entitled “Essay on the Ancient Navigation of the Venetians,” (“Saggio sulla Nautica dei
Veneziani,”) and a “Philosophical History of the Navigation of the Black Sea,” (2 vols., 1788;) also several

tragedies.
Died in 1797.
See Tipaldo, “ Biografia degli

For'man, (Simon,)

1859.

Foresti, (Jacopo Filippo,) (better known as Jacopo
Filippo of Bergamo,) an Italian monk and historian,
born at Soldio, near Bergamo, in 1434. He published
in 1483 a valuable and successful work, entitled “Supplementum Chronicorum Orbis,” etc., (a “ Supplement
of Universal History from the Beginning of the World
Died in 1520.
to 1482.”)
Forestier, fo'rl'te-i', (Henri,) a French general, born
In 1793 he joined the royalist
at Pommeraye in 1775.
army of Vendeans, and, after many successful battles,
was made general-in-chief of the cavalry. The Vendeans were defeated and dispersed, and Forestier fled
Died in 1806.
to England.
See T. Muret, “Histoire de la Vendee.”
Forestus. See Forest.
Forey, fo'rl', (Elie FrEdEric,) a French general,
born in Paris in 1804. He served several campaigns in
Africa, w as a prominent actor in the coup d'etat of December, 1851, and became general of division in 1852.
He took part in the siege of Sevastopol in 1854, and
commanded the division which defeated the Austrians at
Montebello, May 20, 1859. In the summer of 1862 he
was appointed general-in-chief of an expedition against
Mexico. He captured the city of Mexico in 1863, and
was made marshal of France. Died in 1872.
Forfait, foR'fl', (Pierre Alexandre Laurent,) a
French engineer, was born at Rouen in 1752. He was
appointed by Bonaparte minister of the marine in November, 1799, and afterwards councillor of state, maritime prefect at Havre, and inspector-general of the flotilla
destined for the invasion of England. He wrote a “ Memoir on Navigable Canals, and a Treatise on the Masting

a, e,

See Fetis, “ Biographie Universelle des Musiciens.”
foR- 16 n'zl, (Giuseppe Niccol6 Blasio,) a
Neapolitan surgeon and skilful oculist, born at Picerno
in 1769.
He practised in Paris, where he was appointed
oculist to the Hotel-Dieu and the Hotel des Invalides.
Died in 1833.

Forlenze,

a, e, I, o,

li,

y,

Italiani illustri.”

notorious English astrologer
and physician, born near Wilton in 1552, studied at Oxford.
He practised medicine and fortune-telling in London with success, and wrote on magic. Died in 1611.
See

a

Wood, “Athenae Oxonienses.”

Formey, foR'mi, (Johann Heinrich Samuel,) a
learned German writer, of French extraction, born at
Berlin in 1711.
He was appointed in 1748 perpetual
secretary of the Academy of Sciences, on the members
of which he wrote many eulogies.
He made valuable
contributions to the “New German Library,” (“Nou-

Germanique,”) and was the author of
several theological and philosophical treatises, among
which was a “ Compendium of the Philosophy of Wolff,”
velle Bibliotheque

in

French, (6 vols., 1741-53.) Died in 1797.
J. H. S. Formey, “Souvenirs d’un Citoyen,”

See

2 vols., 1789.

Formey, (Johann Ludwig,)

a Prussian physician,
son of the preceding, was born in Berlin in 1766. He
became in 1796 physician to Frederick William II. He
wrote, besides other works, one “ On the Actual State
of Medicine,” (1809.)
Died in 1823.
Formi, foR'me', (Pierre,) a French physician, born
at Nimes, accompanied Gustavus Adolphus in his journey in France in 1631, and wrote verses in his honour.
Died in 1679.

Formose.

See Formosus.

For-mo'sns,

Formose, foR'moz',] elected pope
Stephen V., had previously
been Bishop of Porto. He crowned Arnulph of Germany as Emperor or King of Italy in 895. He is said
to have been the first pope who was transferred from
another see to that of Rome. Died in 896.
Fornarina, La, IS foR-nl-ree'nl, the name of a beau[Fr.

in 891 a.d. as successor to

maiden, whom Raphael admired or loved,
whose form he found the model of his ideal

tiful

Roman

and

in

He painted her in the “ Transfiguration,” in the
fresco of “Parnassus,” and in other compositions.
Fornaris, foR-nl'rlss, (Fabricio,) an Italian comic
author, born at Naples, lived about 1600.
He wrote
figures.

“ Angelica,” from which Moliere borrowed some parts
of his “Etourdi.”
Forner, for-naiR', (Juan Pablo,) a Spanish author
critic, born at Merida in 1756.
He endeavoured to
reform the style of Spanish literature by satirical criticisms against prevalent affectation. Among his works is
an “Apology for Spain and her Literary Merit,” (1786.)

and

Died

at Seville in 1797.
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FORNER

Forner, (Don Pablo,) a Spanish lawyer and poet,
born at Palma, in the island of Majorca, in 1750, practised law in Madrid, and obtained the office of attorneygeneral.
He gained distinction by his eloquence and
poetical talent. Besides odes and short poems, he wrote
a successful comedy, called the “Enamoured Philosopher,” (“Filosofo enamorado,” 1798.) Died in 1799.
See Ticknor, “History of Spanish Literature.”

Fornerod,

foRn'rod', (Constant,) a Swiss statesman,
born in the Canton de Vaud in 1820. He studied law,
became a leader of the Liberal party, and gained distinction as an orator.
He was chosen president of the council of state in 1855, and president of the federal council
(i.e. the highest officer in the republic) in 1857, and was
again elected to the same office in 1867.

For'ney, (John W.,) an American

politician

and

journalist, born at Lancaster, Pennsylvania, in 1817. He
began to edit a newspaper at Lancaster about 1838, and
was originally a Democrat. In 1845 he removed to Philadelphia, where he became editor of the “ Pennsylvanian,”
a daily journal, which was for many years the chief organ
of the Democratic party in Pennsylvania. He was clerk

House of Representatives, 1852-55.
supported James Buchanan for the Presidency in
of the national

In August, 1857, he established

“The

Press”

in

He

1856.
Phila-

which became an organ of the Douglas Democracy. He was chosen clerk of the House of Representatives in December, 1859.
About the end of i860
he left the Democratic party and joined the Republicans.
He became secretary of the Senate of the United States
in 1861, and held that office until 1868.
For'rest, (Edwin,) a popular American actor, born
in Philadelphia in 1806.
He performed the roles of
Othello, Macbeth, Richard III., Spartacus, etc. with great
applause.
He visited England several times between
He was one of the most successful of
1834 and 1844.
American actors. Died in 1872.
For'rest, (Thomas,) a British navigator, was a captain
He was
in the service of the East India Company.
author of two valuable works, viz., “
Voyage to New
Guinea and the Moluccas,” (made in 1774-76,) and a
“ Voyage from Calcutta to the Mergui Archipelago.”
For'res-ter, (Alfred Hf.nry,) an English artist and
comic writer, was born in London in 1806. He cooperated with Hook and others in the production of the
“Humourist Papers” in “Colburn’s Magazine,” wriling
under the name of “ Alfred Crowquill.” He was the first
delphia,

A

“Punch.” He published “Comic Arithmetic,” “Railway Raillery,” etc
and for children the
“Careless Chicken”and “FairyFootsteps.” Died in 1872.
Forsell, Af, if foR'sil, (Carl,) a Swedish statistician,
distinguished for his philanthropy, was born at Skottorp
in March, 1783.
He attended Bernadotte as adjutant
in the war in Germany in 1813, after which he was a
member of the Diet of Sweden. About 1820 he applied
steam-power to the navigation of Swedish waters. He
was made director-general of the department for the survey of land in 1824, and published an important work,
entitled “ Statistics of Sweden,” (1834.)
Died in 1848.
See Brockhaus, “ Conversations- Lexikon.”
illustrator of

;

Forseti, for-sit'e, written also Forsete, [equivalent
to the Latin Prases, “seated before,” and hence “presiding,” or “president,”] in the Norse mythology, the

god who presides over

justice

and

settles quarrels.

He

regarded as the son of Balder, (i.e. of spotless innocence.)
His dwelling is called Glitnir, (the “shining,”)
because full light is necessary for the operations of justice.
See Thorpe, “Northern Mythology,” vol.
Keyser, “Re-

is

i. ;

ligion of the

Northmen.”

For'shall, (Rev. Josiah,) an English biblical critic,
born about 1795. He was secretary of the British Museum from 1828 to 1851. Died in 1863.
Forskal, foR'skil, written also Forskahl and Forskael, (Pehr,) a Swedish naturalist, born at Kalmar in
1 736. Being well versed in Oriental languages and natural
sciences, he was recommended by Linnaeus to the King
of Denmark, who chose him in 1761 to accompany Niebuhr and others in a scientific expedition to Egypt and
Arabia. While engaged in this enterprise, he died at
Yerim, (Jerim,) in Arabia, in July, 1763. The results
~>t
his labours, edited and published by Niebuhr, are a
e as k; c as s;

g hard; g as j;
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“Fauna Orientalis,” (1775,) and a “Flora AigyptiacoArabica,” (1775,) which acquired for him a high reputation as a naturalist.
“Forskdl is one of my best
disciples,” said Linnaeus
“he excels in the knowledge
of insects, and is but little inferior in other branches of
:

natural history.”
See Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”

Forster, foRs'ter, (Ernst Joachim,) a German painter
and writer on art, born near Munich in 1800, executed
a number of frescos in the Glyptothek and Arcade at
Munich. Among his publications may be named his
“ History of German Art,”
(3 vols., 1851,) and “Truth
from Jean Paul’s Life,” (“Wahrheit aus Jean Paul’s
Leben,” 8 vols., 1827-33.) He edited the last five vol-

umes

of the latter.

Fors't?r, [Fr. pron. foRs'taiR',] (Francois,) a Swiss
engraver on copper, born at Lode in 1790. He became
a citizen of Paris, where he gained the first grand prize
in 1814, after which he went to Rome.
He engraved in
Paris many plates for the Musee Napoleon and Musee
Royal, and was elected to the Institute in 1844. Among
works are the “ Vierge de la Legende,” and
The Three Graces,” both after Raphael, and a portrait
of Raphael by himself.
his best

“

See “Journal des Beaux-Arts”

for

October

10, 1842.

Fors'ter, (Frank,) an English civil engineer, born at
or near Newcastle about 1800.
He was employed by
Robert Stephenson on the London and Birmingham
Railway, and afterwards became chief engineer of the
metropolitan sewers.
He had resigned this office a few
weeks when he died, in 1852.
Forster, (Friedrich,) a German litterateur brother
of Ernst Joachim, noticed above, was born in 1792, and
,

became a resident of Berlin. His works include lyric
poems, romances, and biographical and historical treatises, among which are “Albrecht von Wallenstein,”
(1834,) “Prussian Heroes,” (4th edition, 1855,) and

“Modern History

of Prussia,” (1st vol., 1850.)

Fors'ter, (Froben,) a German philosopher and monk,
born at Konigsfeld in 1709 died in 1791. He published
several works on philosophy.
See Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”
Forster, (George,) an English traveller, was an employee in the civil service of the East India Company.
He performed in 1783-84 a perilous journey alone from
India to Europe through Cashmere, Cabool, Candahar,
and Herat, and published an interesting narrative, entitled “Journey from Bengal to England,” etc., (2 vols.,
1790-98.) He was afterwards envoy to the court of Nagpore, in the Deccan, where he died in 1792.
Forster, (Johann,) a learned German divine, born at
;

Augsburg
thon.

He

was a favourite disciple of Melanchthe chair of Hebrew at Wittenberg for

in 1495,
filled

many years with distinction, and published an esteemed
Hebrew Dictionary, (1552.) Died in 1556.
Forster, (Johann,) a German theologian, born in
the Palatinate in 1576; died in 1613.
Forster, (Johann Georg, fson of the celebrated natu-

noticed below, was born near Dantzic in 1754.
his father on his various expeditions,
and in 1777 published a work entitled “A Voyage
around the World in 1772, 1773, 1775.” He became
professor of natural history at Wilna in 1784, and soon
after married Theresa, daughter of the philologist Heyne.
Among his principal works are his “ History and Description of the Bread-Fruit,” (1784,) “Views of the
Lower Rhine, Brabant, Flanders, etc.,” (3 vols., 1791,)
etc.
Forster is ranked among the classic prose writers
of Germany. Died in Paris in 1794. He was a friend of
collection of his Letters
Alexander von Humboldt.
was published by his widow, (2 vols., 1828.)
See Moleschott, “ Georg Forster der Naturforscher des Volks,”
1854; Gervinus, “J. G. Forster, ”4843 Ersch undGRUBER, “All“ Westminster Review” for October, 1856.
gemeine Encyklopaedie
ralist

He accompanied

A

;

Forster, (Johann Reinhold,) a celebrated German
and one of the first naturalists of his time, born
near Dantzic, October 22, 1729. In 1765 he was commissioned by the Russian government to visit the colonies in Asiatic Russia, of which he gave an accurate
account on his return. Having spent several years in
England as a teacher, he accompanied Captain Cook in

traveller,

guttural; N, nasal; r, trilled; s as z; th as in

this.
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Explanations,

p. 25.)

FORSTER

1772 on his second voyage to the South Sea; but, being
prohibited from giving a narrative of this voyage, it was
published in 1777 by his son, who took part in the expedition. After his return to Germany, Forster became professor of natural history at Halle in 1780.
Among his
works, which display profound learning, may be named
“On the Linen of the Ancients,” (“ De Bysso Antiquorum,”) “Observations made during a Voyage round the
World on Physical Geography, Natural History, and
Ethic Philosophy,” (1778,) and “ Zoologia Indica,” (1781.)
Forster possessed a very retentive memory, and spoke
and wrote seventeen languages. He was hasty in his
temper and unpolished in his manners. It is related that
on being presented to Frederick the Great he said, “I
have seen seven kings, four wild and three tame ones, but
none to be compared to your majesty.” Died in 1 798Fors'ter, (John,) an eloquent English author and
editor,

He

born at Newcastle in 1812.

FORTEGVERRI
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was educated

in

London University, studiedlaw, and was called to the
bar.
About 1834 he began to write for “ The Examiner,”
(See Fonblanque, Albany,) of which he was for many
the

Blount county, Tennessee, in 1854.

He

left

one son,

William, noticed below.

Forster, (William Edward,) an English Liberal
statesman and orator, a son of the preceding, and nephew
He married
of T. Foxwell Buxton, was born in 1818.
Jane, daughter of Dr. Arnold of Rugby. He was elected
About February,
to Parliament for Bradford in 1861.
1866, he became a member of the Russell ministry and

He retired from office
was appointed vice-president of the
committee of council on education by Mr. Gladstone in
December, 1868, sworn of the Privy Council in 1868, and
under-secietary for the colonies.

He

in July, 1866.

choice of a
In 1875
Liberal leader in the House of Commons lay between
He was
Mr. Forster and the Marquis of HartinMon.
appointed chief-secretary lor Ireland in 1880, but resigned
He died in April, 1886, and was buried
in April, 1882.

admitted to the cabinet in 1870.

in

Westminster Abbey.

Forstner,

bom

foRst'ner,

(Christoph,) a German

diplo-

1598; died in 1667.
Forsyth, (John,) an American statesman, was born
He studied law at
in Fredericksburg, Virginia, in 1780.
He served with distinction as a
Augusta, Georgia.
member of Congress many years between 1813 and
1827, also as United Mates Senator irom Georgia in 1818
and 1819. From 1819 to 1822 he was employed on a
mission to Spain. He was elected Governor of the
State in 1827, and was chosen Senator for a second term,
matist,

in

years chief editor.
He published in 1840 “ Lives of the
Statesmen of the Commonwealth,” (7 vols.,) which has
“
regard these bioobtained much popularity.
graphies,” says the “ London Morning Chronicle,” “ as
additions of the very highest value to what we may term
His “ Life and Adventures of
our political literature.”
Oliver Goldsmith” (1848) is greatly admired. “It is
He was secretary of state in the
executed,” says Irving, “ with a spirit, a feeling, a grace, commencing in 1829.
He cabinet of General Jackson from 1834 to 1837, and also
and an elegance that leave nothing to be desired.”
was appointed secretary to the commissioners in lunacy in that of Van Buren, from 1837 to 1841. Died in 1841.
Forsyth, for-slth', (Joseph,) born at Elgin, in Scotin 1856. He also published “ Historical and Biographical
Essays,” (2 vols., 1858,) many of which first appeared in land, in 1763, was a classical teacher near London. While
making
a tour on the continent, he was detained a pristhe Edinburgh and Quarterly Reviews, “ Life of Sir John
He published
Eliot,” (1864,) and “ Walter Savage Landor: a Bio- oner by the French for several years.
“
graphy,” (2 vols., 1869,) and lastly a biography in three interesting Remarks on Antiquities, Arts, and Letters
volumes of his friend Charles Dickens.
At the time of during an Excursion in Italy.” Died in 1815. Lord
Byron called him “an accomplished traveller, of extraorhis death in 1876 he was bringing out a comprehensive
dinary capacity, extensive erudition, and refined taste.”
biography of Swift.
Forsyth, (William,) born in Scotland in 1737, was
Forster, or Foerster, (Karl,) a German scholar,
superintendent of the Royal Gardens
born at Naumburg in 1784, published translations of appointed in 1784
at Kensington, and wrote a work on the “Culture and
Dante’s “Vita Nuova” and Tasso’s “ Select Lyrics,” and
Fruit-Trees,”
Management of
Died in 1804.
(1802.)
finished in 1838 the “Library of German Poets of the
Forsyth, (William,) a British barrister, born about
Seventeenth Century,” begun by Miller. Died in 1841.
1812, published a “ Dictionary of the Statute Laws of
Forster, (Nathaniel,) a learned English divine, born
Scotland,” (1842,) a “ History of the Trial by Jury,”
at Stadscombe, in Devonshire, in 1717, became prebenalso an interesting “Life
(1852,) and other legal works
dary of Bristol and vicar of Rochdale in 1754. He of Cicero,” (2 vols., 1864.) He represented
Maryiebone
edited Plato’s “Dialogues,” (1745,) and wrote an essay in Parliament from
1874 to 1880.
“ On the Antiquity of Government, Arts, etc. in Egypt,”
“
”
See Edinburgh Review for January, 1854.
Died in 1757.
(1743,) besides other works.
Fort, Le. See Leeort.
See “ Biographia Britannica.”
Forteguerri, foR-ti-gwSr'ree, or Fortiguerra, foR-teForster, (Thomas Ignatius Maria,) a naturalist gwSr'ri, (Niccol6,) an Italian poet and priest, born at
and meteorologist, born in London in 1789. He pub- Pistoia in 1674 He became a resident of Rome, where
lished a “Natural History of the Swallow,” (1808; 6th he obtained the offices of chamberlain to the pope and
edition, 1817,) edited Catullus in 1816, and wrote essays prelate-referendary.
In 1715 he was spending the auon meteorology for “The Philosophic Magazine.” He tumn in the country, where he amused his friends by
comet
discovered a
in 1819.
Among his various works reading the verses of Berni, of Pulci, and of Ariosto. One
is a “ Perpetual Calendar, illustrating the Events of every of the company expressed his admiration at the art with
Day in the Year,” etc., (1824.) Died about 1850.
which these poets had overcome the difficulties of the
Forster, (Valentin,) a German jurist, born at Wit- octave rhyme. Forteguerri maintained that the diffitenberg in 1530. Among his works is “ Historia Juris culty was imaginary, and engaged to produce on the
civilis Romani,” (1565.)
Died in 1608.
ensuing evening the first canto of a poem which should
He fulfilled his promise with such
See Ersch und Gruber, "Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”
imitate them all.
Forster, (William,) an English philanthropist, born success that his friends persuaded him to continue the
at Tottenham, near London, in 1784.
He became a story. Such was the origin of the amusing and popular
minister of the Society of Friends in 1803, and married poem of “Ricciardetto,” (1738,) in which the exuberAnna, a sister of Thomas Fowell Buxton, in 1816. In ance and extravagance of the author’s fancy are equal
1820 he visited the United States. He settled near Nor- to the facility, elegance, and freedom of his style. He
wich in 1838. In 1844-45 he laboured as a minister of also made an Italian version of Terence in blank verse.

We

;

He took active measures to rethe gospel in France.
lieve the people of Ireland during the famine of 1846,
and visited various parts of the island for this purpose.
In 1849 he was commissioned by the Yearly Meeting of
London to present an address on slavery and the slavetrade to the sovereigns and rulers of Christendom. After
he had obtained interviews with many European monarchs, he proceeded to the United States in 1853, and
presented the address to the President and also to the
Governors of several Southern States. His mission was
nearly fulfilled, when he died on the Holston River, in
3, e,

i,

6, u, y,

long;
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same,

less

prolonged;
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Died

in 1735.
See Tipaldo, “Biografia degli Italiani illustri;” Sebastiano
Ciampi, “Memoriedi N. Forteguerri,” 1813; “Narrative and Romantic Poetry of the Italians,” in the “London Quarterly Review”
for April, 1819; and “Italian Narrative Poetry,” in the “North
American Review” for October, 1S24, (by W. H. Prescott.)

Fortiguerra, (Scipione,) called also
Italian scholar, born at Pistoia in
1466. When Aldus Manutius instituted his Academy at
Venice, (the chief object of which was to perfect editions

Forteguerri

or

Carteromaco, an

of classic authors,) about 1495, he chose Forteguerri as
Here he wrote his famous
secretary of this institution.
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discourse in praise of Greek learning, “Oratio de Laudibus Literarum Graecarum,” (1504,) and was appointed
Died in 1515.
professor of Greek about 1500.
See Tiraboschi, “Storia della Letteratura Italiana;” S. Ciampi,
di S. Carteromaco,” 1811.

“Memorie

For'tes-cue, (Chichester Samuel Parkinson,) an
English statesman, born in 1823, was educated at Oxford, where he graduated in 1844. He was under-secretary
of state for the colonies from 1859 to 1865, and was chief
secretary for Ireland from November, 1865, to June, 1866.
In December, 1868, he was reappointed to that office by
Mr. Gladstone, and in 1870 he became president of the
board of trade. In 1874 he was raised to the peerage as
Baron Carlingford.
Since 1881 he has been lord privy
seal,

and

since
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March, 1883, lord president of the council.

He

Fortune. See Fortuna.
For'tune, (Robert,) a British
born at Berwick in 1813.

turist,

and horticulto China in
the London Hor-

traveller

He

went

1843 to collect botanical specimens for
Having returned in 1846, he published
“Three Years’ Wanderings in the Northern Provinces
of China.” In 1848 he again visited China, to procure
The narratives
tea-plants for the East India Directors.
of his various journeys were published together in 1853,
under the title of “Two Visits to the Tea Countries of
China, etc., with a Description of the Culture of the
Tea-Plant and the Botany of China.” He afterwards
produced a “Residence among the Chinese a Narrative of a Third Visit to China from 1853 to 1856,” (1857.)
“The value and interest of these books are very great.”
(“London Quarterly Review,” article on “Fortune and
ticultural Society.

:

was created a Knight of St. Patrick in 1882.
Fortescue, (Sir John,) an eminent English lawyer, Hue,” July, 1857; see, also, “Edinburgh Review” for
was the son of Sir Henry Fortescue. The date and place October, 1848.)
For'ward, (Walter,) an American lawyer, born in
of his birth are unknown.
He was made lord chief
1442, and grand chancellor in the reign of
fortunes he shared in the
war of the Roses. He wrote, in Latin, a work “On
the Praises of British Laws,” (“ De Laudibus Legum
Angliae,”) which is highly esteemed. He died about
1485.

justice in

Henry VI. whose adverse

Connecticut in 1786, removed in 1803 to Pittsburg, where
he practised law with success. He was a member of
Congress from 1822 to 1825, and in September, 1841, was
appointed secretary of the treasury by President Tyler.

Died in 1852.
Forzate, foRd-z&'ffi, or Forzati, foRd-z 5.'tee, (Clau-

For'tes-cue-A'land, (Sir John,) first Baron For- dio,) an Italian poet, born at Padua, lived about 1560“
an English judge and writer, a descendant of 90. He wrote Recinda,” a tragedy.
Fosbroke, fos'brook, or Fosbrooke, (Thomas
the preceding, was born in 1670.
He was appointed a
judge of the king’s bench in 1718, and gained distinction Dudley,) an English antiquary and clergyman, born in
by his literary merits. A collection of his reports was London in 1770, obtained the living of Walford. He
wrote, among other learned works, “ British Monachism,”
published in 1748. Died in 1746.
(1802,) and an “ Encyclopaedia of Antiquities and EleSee Foss, “The Judges of England,” vol. viii.
ments of Archaeology,” (2 vols., 1823-25.) Died in 1842.
Forti. See Fortis.
Foscarari, fos-kii-r&'ree, (Egidio,) an Italian eccleFortia, foR'teJ^', (Agricole Joseph Francois Xasiastic, born at Bologna in 1512, became Bishop of
vier Pierre Esprit Simon Paul Antoine,) Marquis of
Modena in 1550. He was one of three members of
Fortia-d’Urban, a French savant and writer, was born at
the Council of Trent appointed to compile a catechism
Avignon in 1756. He wrote many and various works,
about 1561. Died in 1564.
among which are “ Melanges of Geography and History,”
Foscari, fos'kS-ree, (Francesco,) a celebrated doge
(1795,) a “Life of Petrarch,” (1804,) “Historical View of
of Venice, was born about 1372, and elected doge in
the World from its Origin to the Age of Alexander,”
He waged war for many years against the Duke
1423.
(4 vols., 1810,) and an “ Essay on the Origin of Writing,”
of Milan and other Italian princes.
The Venetians,
Died in 1843.
(1832.)
though sometimes defeated, obtained possession of the
See Ripert-Montclar, “Essai sur la Vie, etc. de Fortia-d’Urprovinces of Crema, Bergamo, and Brescia. “ The amban,” 1840.
tescue,

Fortin, foit'tiN', (Augustin FF.lix,) a French sculpborn about 1760; died in 1832.
Fortis, foR'ffiss, or Forti, foR'tee, (Giovanni Battista,) Abbate, an Italian writer, sometimes called Albert,
born at Padua or Vicenza in 1741. He was noted for
versatility of talent, and was by turns poet, naturalist,
journalist, and biographer.
He is chiefly remembered
for his “Travels in Dalmatia,” (1774.)
Died in 1803.
tor,

See Tipaldo, “ Biografia degli

Italiani illustri.”

bition of Foscari,” says Sismondi, “was advantageous
His
to the republic, but fatal to his own happiness.”
old age was rendered unhappy by the ruin of his son,
unjustly condemned and tortured by the Council of Ten.

He was deposed in 1457, and died about three days after
that event.
The sufferings of this doge and of his son
form the subject of Byron’s tragedy entitled “ The Two
Foscari.”
See Daru, “Histoire de Venise
Marino Sanuto, “Vite de’
Duchi di Venezia;” Sismondi, “Histoire des Republiques Ita-

Fortoul, foR'tool', (Hippolyte Nicolas Honors,)
a French writer and minister of state, born at Digne

liennes.”

(Basses-Alpes) in 1811.
In early life he professed republican principles, and gained literary distinction by
writing for the “ Revue de Paris” and other periodicals.

ian statesman and author, born in Venice about 1696.
After having gained distinction by his learning, talents,
and eloquence, he was chosen procurator of Saint Mark,
and employed successively in diplomatic missions to
various courts of Europe. Before he departed on his
first embassy, he had been selected by the Council of
Ten to write a continuation of Venetian history. As
this could not be performed without the examination of
the archives of Venice, he undertook instead another
national work, a “ History of Venetian Literature.”
Of
this he published in 1752 the first volume, “Della Letteratura Veneziana,” which contains critical dissertations
on the rise and progress of law, history, astronomy, and
other sciences in Venice, and was highly appreciated.
The pressure of various public duties prevented him
from writing the second part of his projected work. In
1762 he was elected doge. Died in March, 1763.

He wrote, besides other works, “The Grandeur of Private Life,” (1838,) a novel.
He obtained the chair of
literature in the University of Toulouse about 1840, and
was chosen a member of the French Institute in 1854.
Soon after the revolution of 1848 he was elected to the
National Assembly, and in December, 1851, was appointed by Louis Napoleon minister of public instruction.
He adopted an important innovation in education,
called the system of bifurcation by which sciences and
belles-lettres were separated.
Died in 1856.
See Louandre et Bourquelot, “La Literature Fran^aise contemporaine ;” F. Lacointa, “Notice sur M. H. Fortoul,” 1853;
“Nouvelle Biographie Gent' rale.”
,

For-tu'na, [Fr. Fortune, foR'tiin',] the Roman name
of the goddess of chance, fortune, and good luck, called
r
Several temples of Fortune were
Vvxv by the Greeks.
erected at Rome and other cities of Italy.

Fortunat.

See Fortunatus.
For-tu-na'tus, [Fr. Fortunat, foR'tii'ni',] (Venan'tius Hono'rius Ci.ementia'nus,) Saint, a Latin
poet, born at Ceneda in 530 A.D., became Bishop of
Poitiers.
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Foscarini, fos-M-ree'nee, (Marco,) an eminent

Ital-

See Daru, “Histoire de Venise;” Tipaldo, “Biografia degli
Arnaldi, “ Orazione in Onore del Doge M.

Italiani illustri;” L.

Foscarini,” 1765.

Foscarini, (Michele,) a Venetian senator and historiographer, eminent for talents and eloquence, was born
in 1632. The Council of Ten in 1678 selected him to continue the history of Venice, begun by Cardinal Bembo.
He had composed seven books when his death occurred,
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under the new government which Bonaparte established
After the restoration of the grand duke (1814)
Fossombroni was again appointed minister of foreign
affairs, and councillor of state.
He published, in the
course of his long life, many treatises on hydraulics and
mathematics. Died in 1844.

This work is esteemed authentic, being derived
fiom the archives of the republic.
in 1692.

in 1799.

See NicIron, “Memoires.”

Foschini, fos-kee'nee, (Antonio,) an Italian architect, born about 1740, erected at Ferrara a number of
buildings, the most remarkable of which was the theatre,
considered one of the finest in Italy. Died about 1802.

Fosco,

See Saint-Maurice Cabany,

Maffei, “Storia

della Letteratura Italiana, Secolo

XIX.;”

Luigi Carrer, “Vita di Ugo Foscolo,” Venice, 1842; Longfellow, “ Poets and Poetry of Europe ;” “ Nouvelle Biographie Gend;”
rale
“Foreign Quarterly Review” for May, 1832.

fos-si'tee,

(Davide Antonio,) an

Foster, (John,) an English

Italian

See Ticorzt, “ Dizionario.”

Fossati, (Domenico,) an eminent Italian scenepainter, born in Venice in 1743, was the son of Giorgio,
noticed below.
He was employed in decorating theatres
and palaces in Venice and Milan. He was killed by a
1784.

Fossati, (Giorgio,) an Italian architect and engraver,
born at Morco, near Lugano, about 1705, engraved plates
for the works of Palladio.
Fossati, (Giovanni Antonio Lorenzo,) an Italian
writer on medicine and phrenology, was born at Novara
He became a resident of Paris about 1824.
in 1786.
Among his works is a “ Manual of Phrenology, or Physiology of the Brain,” (1845.)
See “ Nouvelle Biographie Generale.”

Fossati, (Giovanni Francesco,) an Italian historian,
born at Milan; died in 1653.
Fosse. See Lafosse.
Fosse, du, dii fo'sl', (Pierre Thomas,) a learned
French writer, born at Rouen in 1634. He became at
an early age one of the recluses of Port-Royal, learned
Hebrew and other languages, and acquired a high repu-

and erudition. He published, besides
other biographies, a “Life of Thomas a Becket,” (1674,)
and a “ History of Tertullian and Origen,” (1675,) both
Died in 1698.
in French.
See Mor£ri, “Dictionnaire Historique
Sainte-Beuve, “ His;” “
Memoires de P. Thomas Seigneur du Fosse,”
toire de Port-Royal
tation for virtue

Fossombroni, fos-som-bRo'nee, (Vittorio,) an eminent Italian statesman and writer, born at Arezzo, in
Tuscany, in 1754, excelled in mathematics and philosophy.
In 1796 he became minister of foreign affairs of
the Grand Duke of Tuscany, and he held several offices
a, e,

o, u, y,

long;
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Foster, (John,) an English architect of Liverpool,
born about 1786, studied the models of antiquity in
Greece. In 1824 he was chosen corporation-architect and
surveyor of the city of Liverpool, where he constructed
several churches and other public edifices, among which
is the custom-house, a sandstone building.
It is the
largest structure in Liverpool, but has a very heavy
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philologist,

sor in 1731. He became master of Eton School in 1765.
Pie has left a memorial of his scholarship and critical
sagacity in his “Essay on the Different Nature of Accent
and Quantity,” (1762; 3d edition, 1820.) Died in 1773.
Foster, (John,) an English essayist and moralist of
great merit, born at or near Halifax on the 17th of September, 1770. He worked at the trade of a weaver in
his youth, and was educated for the ministry at the
Baptist College of Bristol, which he entered in 1791.
He became a Baptist minister at Chichester about 1797,
but did not remain there long. He afterwards preached
at Downend, near Bristol, and at Frome for a short
time.
As a minister he does not appear to have been
very popular. He was the principal contributor to the
“ Eclectic Review,” for which he began to write in 1806.
His reputation is founded on Essays in a Series of
Letters to a Friend, (1805:) 1. “On a Man’s Writing
Memoirs of Himself;” 2. “On Decision of Character;”
3. “On the Application of the Epithet Romantic;” 4.
"On some of the Causes by which Evangelical Religion
has been rendered unacceptable to Persons of Cultivated
Taste.” These essays are the productions of a profound
and original thinker. His morality is high-toned and his
“ I have read with the greatest
principles are liberal.
admiration the Essays of Mr. Foster,” says Sir James
Mackintosh. “ He is one of the most profound and eloquent writers that England has produced.” He married
Maria Snooke, of Downend, about 1808, and relinquished
the labours of the ministry.
The last eighteen years of
his life were passed at Stapleton, where he died in OctoAmong his principal works is an “Essay on
ber, 1843.
the Evils of Popular Ignorance,” (1819.)
See “Life and Correspondence of John Foster,” by J. E. Ryland, with Notices of Mr. Foster as a preacher and companion, by
John Sheppard, 2 vols., 1846; De Quincey, “ Essays.”

painter and engraver, brother of Giorgio, noticed below,
was born about 1714. He worked in Venice, where he
painted frescos in the Contarini palace. He etched “ The
Family of Darius with Alexander,” after Paul Veronese,
and many views of Venice. Died about 1780.

fall in

has also illustrated several other works.
Foster, (Henry,) an English navigator, born in Lancashire in 1797.
Under the auspices of the Royal Society, he was selected to command an expedition sent in
1828 to make observations in the Antarctic Ocean. In
January, 1829, he had reached a portion of land in 63°
26' south latitude, which was within the circle of perpetual congelation.
During the homeward voyage he
was drowned in the river Chagres in February, 1831.
Foster, (James,) a very popular English dissenting
minister, born at Exeter in 1697.
He began to preach
at the Barbican, London, in 1 724, and was eminent for
eloquence and fervour of spirit. He was an Independent
in his youth, and afterwards was baptized by immersion. In 1744 he became minister at Pinners’ Hall.
He
published an “Essay on Fundamentals, especially the
Trinity,” (1720,) several volumes of sermons, and other
works. Died in 1753. Foster is the subject of the following couplet of Pope
“ Let modest Foster, if he will, excel
Ten metropolitans in preaching well.”
See Pope’s “ Satires,” preface.

Foss, (Edward,) an English lawyer and writer of
biograph)!, born about 1788, published “The Grandeur
of the Law, or the Legal Peers of England,” (1843,) also
a highly esteemed work on legal history, entitled “ The
Judges of England,” (9 vols., 1848-64.)
See “ London Quarterly Review” for April, 1866.
Fossati,

V. Fossombroni,

Fos't^r, (Birket,) a skilful English engraver on
wood, born at North Shields about 1825. He has illustrated the works of several English poets with wood-cuts.
He published “Christmas with the Poets,” (1850,) and
“Cowper’s Task, with Illustrations,” (1855,) “which,”
says the “London Quarterly Review,” “is one of the
most beautiful gift-books that has ever appeared.” He

See “Vita di Ugo Foscolo, scritta da G. Pecchio,” 1830; G.
Caleffi, “ Cenni sulla Vita, il Carattere, etc. di Ugo Foscolo,”
1835;

“Le Comte

Paris, 1845.

[Lat. Fus'cus,]

(Placido,) a skilful
Italian physician, born in 1509; died in 1574.
Foscolo, fos'ko-lo, (Ugo,) an eloquent Italian poet
and prose writer, born at Zante or at sea near Zante
about 1776, was educated in Italy. In the political movements which followed the French Revolution he took a
conspicuous part as a friend of national independence.
About 1800 he produced a political romance, entitled
“ Letters of Jacopo Ortis,” (“Lettere di Jacopo Ortis,”)
which had immense popularity. He was an officer in
the army which Napoleon assembled for the invasion of
England in 1805, but did not remain long in the service.
He is praised for the lofty spirit of independence which
refused to join in the general homage or adulation to
Napoleon in Italy. His admirable lyric poem “The
Monuments” (“I Sepolcri,” 1807) is called his capital
work. He was professor of eloquence at Pavia for a
short time in 1808, and emigrated to England in 1816.
He lectured on Italian literature in London in 1823.
Among his works are “ Ricciarda,” a tragedy; an able
“Discourse on the Text of Dante,” (1826;) and an
“Essay on Petrarch.” Died near London in 1827.
fos'ko,

FOSTER
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Died

in 1846.
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Fos'ter, (John G.,) an American general, born in New
Hampshire about 1824, graduated at West Point in 1846.
He became a captain in i860, and was one of the garrison
of Fort Sumter when it was bombarded in April, 1861.
He commanded a brigade under Burnside at Roanoke
Island in February, and at Newbern in March, 1862.
About August, 1862, he was appointed a major-general
of volunteers, and commander of the department of
He passed from the
Virginia and North Carolina.

command

FO UCHER
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said to have been born in Hindostan, and to have greatly
contributed, by his proficiency in magic or occult science,
to the establishment of the religion of Buddha in China,
about the year 310 a.d.
Foucaud, foo'ko', (Jean,) a French fabulist, born at
Limoges in 1747, was a zealous revolutionist about 1790.
He imitated or translated into patois the fables of La
Fontaine, (1809.) Died in 1818.
See O. Peconnet, “Foucaud, sa Politique et ses Fables, ”1854.

East Tennessee to that of the department of

Foucauld, foo'ko', (Louis,) Marquis de Lardimalie,
Died in 1874.
born in Perigord, in France, in 1755, was a royalist memFoster, (Sir Michael,; an English lawyer, bom at ber of the States-General in 1789-90. Died in 1805.
Foucault, foo'ko', (Li-ion,) a French natural philosoIn 1745 he was knighted and
Marlborough in 1689.
in

the South in 1864.

appointed judge of the court of king’s bench. He wrote pher, born in Paris on the 18th of September, 1819. The
invention of Daguerre turned his attention to optics,
a “ Discourse on the Crown Law,” which was much
esteemed. Blackstone called him “ a very great master which he studied with great success. He invented in
1 844 an apparatus by which electric light is used in optical
of the crown law.” Died in 1763.
experiments, microscopic researches, &c. He was assoD.D.,
a
Methodist
divine
(Randolph
S.
Foster,
,)
ciated with M. Fizeau in some improvements in phoand author, president of the Northwestern University at tography and the theory of light, and proved that the
Evanston, Illinois, was born in Williamsburg, Ohio, in velocity of light
is not the same in a vacuum as in the air.
His principal works are “ Christian Purity,” and His demonstration of the rotary motion of the earth by
1820.
“ Ministry for the Times.”
the pendulum and gyroscope attracted general attention.
Foster, (Samuel, ) an English mathematician, born in He became physicie 7i to the Imperial Observatory, (1854,)
Northamptonshire, was noted as an inventor of mathe- and was a member of the Institute. About 1855 he obHe published a treatise on the tained the Copley medal of the Royal Society for his
matical instruments.
“Quadrant,” (1624,) and other works. In 1636 he be- measurement of the velocity of light. Died in 1868.
came professor of astronomy in Gresham College, LonSee “Nouvelle Biographie Gdndrale.”
don. Died in 1652.
Foucault, (Nicolas Joseph,) a French antiquary
Foster, (Stephen C.,) an American musical composer and administrator, born in Paris in 1643 1 died in 1721.
and writer of songs, was born in Pittsburg, Pennsylvania,
Fouche, foo'shi', (Joseph,) Duke of Otranto, a
He produced many popular songs or ballads. French Jacobin, born at Nantes in 1763, received a
in 182b.
He died in New York in 1864.
liberal education, and adopted the profession of advocate.
Foster, (Vere Henrv Louis,) an English philan- As a member of the National Convention, (1792-95,) he
He has done acted with the Jacobins, and voted for the death of the
thropist, born at Copenhagen in 1819.
much to remove the hardships of emigrants and for king. In 1794 he was chosen president of the Jacobin
in
Ireland.
club, as a reward for his share in the massacre of Lyons,
education
Fotherby, foth'er-by, (Martin,) an English theolo- and in the same year, with Tallien and others, he plotted
gian, born in Lincolnshire in 1559 ; died in 1619.
the ruin of Robespierre.
He was appointed minister of
Fotherby, (Robert,) an English navigator, who was the general police by the Directory in July, 1799. He
sent with Baffin, in 1614, to explore the Northern Ocean. filled this office many years, displaying great genius for
Their progress being arrested by ice about the eightieth intrigue and artifice ; and it seems he exerted himself to
degree of latitude, they returned home.
moderate the violence of party and to repair the evils
Fothergill, foth'er-gill, (George,) an English divine, which he and his accomplices had brought upon France.
born in Westmoreland in 1705, became Vicar of Bramley Under the consulate and the empire he rendered imporin 1751, after having been tutor in Queen’s College, tant services to Bonaparte, who in 1806 gave him the
Oxford. He published several volumes of approved title of Duke of Otranto. On one occasion Napoleon
sermons. Died in 1760.
blamed Fouche for the cold reception which he met
Fothergill, (John,) an English physician, highly dis- with in Paris. The minister reminded him that he had
tinguished for benevolence and professional skill, was previously directed that nothing should be done to proborn at Carr-End, near Richmond, in Yorkshire, in duce a forced or feigned enthusiasm, and added, “ In
1712, and was a member of the Society of Friends. After spite of the fusion of the Gauls with the Franks, we are
graduating in Edinburgh in 1737, he made the tour of still the same people, unable to tolerate either liberty
Europe, and settled in London, where he obtained a or oppression.” Having lost the favour of Napoleon, he
large practice.
Being deeply interested in natural his- was dismissed from the police department in 1810,
After the return of
tory and rural economy, he laid out at Upton a large and appointed governor of Rome.
garden, in which he collected and acclimated such exotic Napoleon from Elba, Fouche served him as minister of
plants as are useful in medicine and the arts. Dr. Fother- police ; and he was retained in the same office by Louis
XVIII. for a short period. He was banished in 1816,
gill wrote numerous treatises on therapeutics, pharmacy,
etc.
He was a coadjutor of Howard in his efforts to and died at Trieste in 1820.
See “Sketch of the Life of the Duke of Otranto,” London, 1816;
reform the management of prisons. Dr. Franklin once

—

said of him, “I can hardly conceive that a better
ever existed.” Died in December, 1780.

man

See a Memoir of Dr. Fothergill, prefixed to his works, by John
Elliot, M.D., 1781 J. C. Lettsom, “Account of the Life of John
Fothergill;” W. Hird, “ Tribute to the Memory of Dr. John Fother-

A. Serieys, “ Fouche de Nantes, sa Vie priv^e,” etc., 1816 “ Vie de
Fouche,” Paris, 1S21 “ Memoires de la Vie publique de M. Fouche,”
i8iq; “Memoires de Fouche,” 2 vols., 1824, (said to have been
written by Alphonse de Beauchamp, though it purports to be an
autobiography;) “Nouvelle Biographie G^n^rale.”
;

;

;

Gilbert Thompson, “Memoirs

gill

1782.

of the Life of J. Fothergill,”

N

Fothergill, (Samuel,) an eminent and eloquent minbrother of the preceding,
was born at Carr-End, England, in 1716. Having been
converted from a life of dissipation or libertinism about
the age of twenty-one, he soon appeared as a minister
of the gospel, in the service of which he travelled extensively in Great Britain, Ireland, and North America.
He resided in Warrington, and acquired a competence
by trade. Many of his letters and some of his sermons
have been published. Died in 1773.
ister of the Society of Friends, a

See “ Memoirs of the Life of Samuel Fothergill.”

Fo-Thoo-Chhing

or Fo-Thou-Tchhing, fo-t’hooch’hing, a fabulous or semi-fabulous personage, who is
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Foucher,

foo'shi.', (Paul,) a French scholar, born at
He was admitted into the Academy
1704.
of Inscriptions in 1753.
He left a “Historical Treatise
on the Religion of the Persians,” and another on the

Tours

in

“ Religion of the Greeks,” which were printed in the
Memoirs of the above-named Academy. Died in 1778.
Foucher, (Simon,) a French philosophical writer,

born at Dijon in 1644, became a priest. He was an
admirer of the philosophy of Plato, on which he wrote
a treatise, entitled “Dissertation sur la Philosophie des
Academiciens,” (1692.) He also wrote “On the Wisdom of the Ancients,” (1682.) Died in Paris in 1696.
Foucher, (Victor Adrien,) a French jurist and
magistrate, born in Paris in 1803.
He became directorgeneral of civil affairs in Algeria, procureur at the tribunal of the Seine, and in 1850 a member of the court of
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cassation.
He wrote several legal works, and edited a
‘Collection of the Civil and Criminal Laws of Modern
He rendered important
States,” (10 vols., 1833-58.)
services to the cause of order in 1848.
See “ Nouvelle Biographie G^nerale.”

Foucher d’Obsouville,
French

mained

foo'shl'

of paintings was sold at auction in 1776.
Andrew died
in 1774, and Robert in 1776.
See Chambers, “ Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen
Lemoine, “ History of Printing.”

Foulkes, (Martin.) See Folkes.
Foullon, foo'ldN', (Abel,) a French poet and mechanician, born in Maine in 1513, made a metrical version

dob / s6N / v6K, a

and naturalist, born at Montargis in
to India by land about 1753, and reHe published “Essays on
there until 1771.

traveller

He

1734.

FOUQUE
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of the Satires of Persius,

went

Died

French.

Foullon

the Habits of Divers Animals, with Observations on
the Morals and Customs of Several Nations,” (1783.)

or

— the

first

that appeared in

in 1563.

Foulon, (Joseph Franqois,)

a French

administrator, born at Saumur in 1715.
In 1771 he was
intendant or controller of finance, and in July, 1789,
was appointed controller-general in place of Necker, or
(according to one account) administrator of the army.
A few days after his appointment, before he had entered
upon the office, he fell a victim to the violence of the
Parisian mob.
He proposed the repudiation of the
public debt.
See Madame Campan, “M^moires.”

Died in 1802.
Fouchier, foo'she- 4 ', (Bertrand,) a Dutch portraitpainter, born at Berg-op-Zoom in 1609, was a pupil of A.
Van Dyck. He also studied the works of Tintoret in
Italy.
Died in 1674.
Fouchy, de, deh foo'she', (Jean Paul Grand-Jean
grdN'zhdN',) a French savant, born in Paris in 1707,
was elected perpetual secretary of the Academy of SciFoulon or Foullon, foo'16w', (Johann Erard,) a
ences in 1743, and performed the duties of that office for
Flemish historian and Jesuit, born at Liege in 1608 or
Died in 1788.
thirty years with much ability.

—

1609

See Condorcet, “ Eloge de M. de Fouchy,” 1788.

;

died in 1668.

Foulon,

foo'lbx'

or

fow'lon,

[Lat.

Fullo'nius,]

Foucquet. See Fouquet.
(Willem,) a Dutch poet and Protestant, born at the
Fougeret de Monbron. See Monbron.
Hague in 1493. He became rector of the College of
Fougeroux de Bondaroy, foozh'roo' deh bix'di'- Elbing about 1536. Among his works are “Acolasrw!', (Auguste Denis,) a French savant, born in Paris tus,” a Latin drama on the subject of the Prodigal
in 1732, was a nephew of the famous Duhamel, (Henri Son,
(1540,) and the “Triumph of Eloquence,” a Latin

He wrote, besides other works, “Researches
the Ruins of Herculaneum,” (1769,) and “The
Art of the Cutler,” (1772.) Died in 1789.
Foo-hee or Fou-hi, foo-hee, supposed to have been
the first Emperor of China, born in the province of
Shansee, began to reign about 2950 b.C. He is said to
Louis.)

poem.

among

have instituted matrimony, and

to

Died

in 1568.

Foulques,

foolk or fook, [Lat. Ful'co,] an eminent
French prelate, born about 850 A.D. He became Archbishop of Rheims in 883, and acquired great influence
both in the church and state. He promoted education
and morality. He was killed by order of Baldwin, Count

have invented music

of Flanders, in 900.

and writing.
Fouillou,

See Baronius, “Annales.”

foo'yoo', (Jacques,) a French Jansenist
polemical writer, born at La Rochelle in 1670 ; died
in 1736.
Fouilloux, du, dii foo'yoo', (Jacques,) a French
gentleman, who wrote a popular treatise on “ Hunting,

Foulques

I., Count of Anjou, surnamed LE Roux,
was the son of Ingelger and Alinde. Died in 938 a.d.
Foulques II., surnamed the Good, Count of Anjou,
son of the preceding, was a patron of learning. He died
at Tours in 958 a.d.
Foulques III., Count of Anjou, grandson of the preceding, waged war against the Duke of Bretagne and
the Count of Blois, founded monasteries, and visited
the Holy Land.
Died in 1040.
Foulques IV., grandson of Foulques III., born at
Chateaulandon in 1043, inherited Saintonge, and conquered Anjou and Touraine from his brother Geoffroi.
He married a daughter of Simon de Montfort. Died

and on the Habits of Animals,” (1560.) Died in 1580.
Fouinet, foo'e'ni', (Ernest,) a French poet and
novelist, born at Nantes in 1799; died in Paris in 1845.
Foulcher (or Foucher) de Chartres, foo'shl' deh
shaRtR, [Lat. Fulche'rius Carnoten'sis,] a French
historian, born about 1050, joined the crusade for the
conquest of the Holy Land. He was chaplain to Baldwin, King of Jerusalem, and wrote a history of the first
crusade. Died about 1 127.
Foulcoie, foo'kwi', [Lat. Fulco'ius,] born at Beauvais, in France, about 1020, was one of the most popular

in

1

109.

Foulques

V., a son of the preceding, born about
went twice to Palestine in the crusades, married
a daughter of Baldwin II. in 1129, and succeeded him,
in 1 13 1, on the throne of Jerusalem.
He was renowned
for courage and other virtues.
Died in 1142. He left
his crown to his sons, Baldwin III. and Amaury.
Foulques, (Gui.) See Clement IV.
Foulques de Marseille. See Folquet.
Foulques de Neuilly, fook deh nuh'ye', a French
priest, celebrated for his zeal and eloquence and his
promotion of the fourth crusade. He directed his efforts
especially to the conversion of courtesans, and obtained
from Pope Innocent III. a plenary indulgence for those
who should marry them. He persuaded many nobles
to join the crusade in 1198.
Died in 1201.
1090,

poets of his time. The subjects of his poems are legends,
Died about 1083.
lives of saints, etc.
Fould, foo, (Achille,) a French financier, born in
He was
Paris in 1800, was a son of a Jewish banker.
elected to the Chamber of Deputies in 1842, and again
in 1846.
In the Constituent Assembly of 1848 he acted
with the party of order, and distinguished himself by
He was appointed minister of finance
financial ability.
three times between October, 1849, and January, 1852,
during which period the public credit was improved or
restored. He resigned in January, 1852, soon after which
he was raised to the dignity of senator and appointed
minister of state and of the household of the emperor.
large deficit having induced Napoleon to renounce the
prerogative to raise money on credit without the assent
of the legislative body, M. Fould was persuaded to resume the portfolio of finance in November, 1861. He
was removed in February, 1867, and died the same year.
See “Biographie des Membres du S^nat.”

A

See Villehardouin, “Histoire de

la

Conquete de Constanti-

nople.”

Foulston, fols'ton, (John,) an English architect, was
born about 1772. He worked for many years at Plymouth, was architect of nearly all the public buildings
erected there in that period, and attempted various
styles, including Grecian, Ionic, Doric, and Hindoo.
Among his works are the Royal Hotel and Theatre,
the Exchange, and the Town Hall, at Devonport. Died

Foulis, fow'lis, (Robert and Andrew,) two learned
and noted Scottish printers, were brothers and residents
of Glasgow, where they followed their profession about
thirty years, and printed editions of Greek and Latin in 1842.
Their
Fountaine, fown'tin, (Sir Andrew,) an English anclassics remarkable for accuracy and elegance.
famous Horace (1743) was reputed to be faultless, and a tiquary, born about 1680, was tutor of Prince William,
reward was offered to any person who should detect an and keeper of the mint from 1727 to 1753. He wrote a
Died in 1753.
error in it.
After making handsome fortunes, they were treatise on ancient coins.
Fouque, (Friedrich Heinrich Karl.) See Laruined by the expense incurred in founding an academy
of painting and sculpture at Glasgow. Their collection mothe-Fouqu£.
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Fouqud, foo'ki', (Henri Auguste,) Baron de la course.” However, after he had exercised his functions
Mothe, (deh It mot,) a general, born at the Hague, of a by sending his former patron to the guillotine, he was
French family, in 1698, entered the Prussian service in himself condemned to death, and executed in 1795.

He acquired the friendship of the prince royal,
1715.
(afterwards Frederick the Great,) who, on his accession
in 1740, gave him a command in the army and decoHe served with
rated him with the order of merit.
credit in all the wars of that prince, and rose to the rank
of general. In 1760 he commanded a corps-d’armee at
Landshut, was wounded and taken prisoner. His correspondence with Frederick has been published with
Lamotte-Fouque, the
the works of that royal author.
author of “Undine,” was his grandson. Died in 1774.
See Friedrich de la Motte-Fouqu^, “ Lebensbeschreibung
des Generals H. A. Baron de la Motte-Fouqud,” 1824.

See Lamartine, “History of the Girondists.”

Fouquieres,

foo'ke-aiR', (Jacques,) an eminent
Flemish landscape-painter, was born at Antwerp in
In 1621 he went to
1580, and studied with Rubens.
France, by invitation of Louis XIII., who gave him a
commission to paint the chief towns of the kingdom.

Died

in 1659.
See Felibien, “ Entretiens sur

Four.

See

les

Ouvrages des Peintres.”

Dufour and Longuerue.

Fourcroy, de, deh fooR'kRwi', (Antoine Franqois,)
Comte, an eminent French chemist, born of poor parents
in Paris in 1755, was a pupil of Macquer and Bucquet.
Fouquet, foo'kk', (Guillaume,) Marquis de la Va- He graduated
as M.D. in 1780, and was appointed by
renne, a French diplomatist, born in 1560, was a favourBuffon, in 1784, professor of chemistry in the Jardin du
Died in 1616.
ite of Henry IV.
Roi, the name of which was changed about 1794 to
Fouquet, (Henri,) an eminent French physician, the Museum of Natural History. He lectured there
for
Montpellier in 1727, graduated in 1759, and pracIn 1766 he settled in his native city,
and published medical treatises which had a high reputation.
He was chosen professor of medicine in the
University of Montpellier about 1792. Died in 1806.

bofn

at

tised at Marseilles.

umas, “filogede Fouquet,”

See “Biographie Medicate

1807.

Fouquet

or Foucquet, foo'kV, (Nicolas,) Marquis
of Belle-Isle, a noted French minister of finance, born
in Paris in 1615, was the son of Francis Fouquet,
Vicomte de Vaux. At the age of thirty-five he became
attorney-general of the Parliament of Paris.
In 1652
he was appointed superintendent of the finances, which
were then not in a flourishing state, and did not improve

under

his direction.

Louis XIV. once demanded some

of Fouquet, who answered, “Sire, there is none
in your majesty’s coffers; but Cardinal Mazarin will lend
you some.” Fouquet expended about eighteen million
francs on his palace of Vaux, which surpassed even the
royal residence of Fontainebleau.
“Never,” says Voltaire, “was a dissipator of the royal finances more noble
and generous.” The king lost confidence in his integrity
and financial skill, and it is thought Colbert promoted
his disgrace.
Fouquet was arrested in 1661, and, after a
trial of three years’ duration, sentenced to imprisonment
for life.
La Fontaine wrote verses in his defence during
the trial.
He died in 1680.
Madame de Sevign£,
See Voltaire, “ Si&cle de Louis XIV
“ Lettres
D’Auvigny, “ Vies des Hommes illustres de la France;”
Sainte-Beuve. “Causeries du Lundi.”

money

Fouquet, de, deh foo'kV, (Charles Louis Armand,) Comte de Belle-Isle, a French general, born in
1693, was a brother of Marshal Fouquet, Duke of BelleIsle.
He was killed in battle in Piedmont in 1747.
Fouquet, de, (Charles Louis Auguste,) Due de
Belle-Isle, a French general and diplomatist, born at
Villefranche de Rouergue in 1684, was a grandson of the
financier Nicolas Fouquet.
He became marechal-decamp in 1718, and lieutenant-general in 1731. It appears
that his influence with the king involved France in the
general war which began in 1741. He was made a marshal of France in 1741, and gained some advantages over
In 1745 he defeated the
the Austrians in Bohemia.
enemy at Vintimiglia and Montauban. He was appointed
minister of state in 1756, and secretary of war in 1758.
He is said to have been a diplomatist of great ability.
“ His whole life,” says Macaulay, “ was one wild daydream of conquest and spoliation.” (“ Essay on Frederick
Died in 1761.
the Great.”)
See Voltaire, “ Si£cle de Louis
tionnaire des

XV

De

Courcelles, “Dic-

Generaux Franfais.”

Fouquier,

(Pierre Floy,) a French physiHe practised and lectured
776.
in Paris, and became one of the consulting physicians
of Charles X.
He succeeded Dr. Marc as first physician
to Louis Philippe.
Died in 1850.
cian,

born

in

foo'ke-jt',

Picardy in

1

Fouquier-Tinville or -Tainville, foo'ke-i' tiN / v<M',
(Antoine Quentin,) born near Saint-Quentm in 1747.
Among the French Jacobins he was one of the most
atrocious.
Under the auspices of Robespierre, he acted
as public accuser before the bloody tribunal of the

When informed
exclaimed, “No change

lution.

Revo-

of the fall of Robespierre, he
for us! justice must take its

twenty-five years with great success.
“The facility and
elegance of his language,” says Cuvier, “his copiousness,
enthusiasm, and clearness, enchanted his auditors, and
contributed greatly to diffuse a taste for chemistry in
all parts of the world.”
In 1793 he became a member
of the National Convention, in which he promoted the
cause of education and did not partake in the excesses
Fie saved the life of Darcet in
of the dominant party.
the reign of terror.
He was one of the first members
of the Institute.
He was nominated a councillor of
state in December, 1799, and director-general of public
The schools flourished under his
instruction in 1801.
wise direction. He published in 1801 a “System of
Chemistry,” (“Systeme des Connaissances chimiques,”
Among his best
vols. 8vo,) a work of great merit.
works is “The Philosophy of Chemistry,” (“La Philosophic chimique,” 1792.)
He died suddenly in December,
1809, and left one son, who was killed at the battle of
Lutzen.
See Cuvier, “£loge de Fourcroy,” 1811; Palissot de Beau-

n

vois, “filoge liistorique de Fourcroy,” 1810; Pariset, “ filoge de
Fourcroy;” A. Cattaneo, “ Cenni sulla Vita di A. F. Fourcroy,”
;” “
“

1839

;

Encyclopaedia Britannica

Nouvelle Biographie Generale.”

Fourcroy de Ramecourt,

fooR'kRwi' deh rim'a French military engineer,
born in Paris in 1715. He served as engineer in the
Seven Years’ war, and obtained the rank of marechalde-camp. The Academy of Sciences rewarded his scientific services by admitting him as a “free associate.”
He wrote a treatise on “Fortification,” (1786,) and other
esteemed works. Died in 1791.
See Condorcet, “filoge de Charles Rent; Fourcroy.”
kooR',

(Charles Ren£,)

Fourier, foo're-i'.fFRANgois Charles Marie,) named
“ the Phalansterian,” the founder of the famous system of
“Fourierism,” a form of socialism, born at Besanjon, in
France, in 1772, was the son of a merchant. After he had
received his education in his native town, he was employed
During the
a few years in a counting-house in Lyons.
Revolution he was compelled, in 1793, to take arms, and
served one or two campaigns on the Rhine. He employed his leisure time while in the army, and in other
situations, in study and reflection upon the social and
He
political theories which then abounded in France.
also acquired proficiency in the exact sciences, not negAfter
leaving
the army, he
lecting political economy.
passed several years as a commercial traveller for mercantile houses of Marseilles and Lyons, diligently engaged
in the problem the solution of which should remedy the
In 1803 he pubmiseries of the present social system.
lished, in a journal at Lyons, an article on European
policy which attracted the favourable notice of Bonaparte.
At length, having, as he thought, made the important
discovery of which he was in search, he published, in
1808, his “Theory of Four Movements and General
Destinies,” designed as the prospectus of a more complete work, which appeared in 1822, entitled a “Treatise
later
on Domestic and Agricultural Association.”
edition was entitled “Theory of Universal Unity,” (4
vols., 1841.)
These works were coldly received by the
Numerous experiments of
public and by the reviewers.
his system of attractive industry and social harmony

A
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in
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not been successful.
Fourier lived in Paris from 1830
until his death, which occurred in 1837.
;”

See L. de LOMENIE, “Galerie des Contemporains
V. Coneiderant, “ Exposition du Syst^me de Fourier;” Lechevalier,
“j£tudes sur la Science sociale;” C. Pellerin, “Charles Fourier,
fa Vie et sa Theorie,” 1838; Victor Hennequin, “Thdorie de C.
Fourier,” 1847.

Fourier, (Jean Baptiste Joseph,) Baron, a celebrated French mathematician, born at Auxerre on the
2 1st of March, 1768. He espoused with ardour the popular cause in the Revolution; but, not keeping pace with
the violent demagogues, he was twice imprisoned by the
dominant faction. When the Polytechnic School was
opened, about 1795, Fourier was appointed by Lagrange
and Monge assistant professor. For his profound and
varied acquirements he was selected as one of the savants

Fournet,

fooR'ni', (Victor,) a French geologist, born
Paris in 1801, became professor of mineralogy at
1834. He has laid the base of a new theory
on the distribution of coal-fields in France, and is said
to have rendered important services to science.
Died at
Lyons in 1869.
in

Lyons about

Fourneyron, (Benoit,) a French engineer and
inventor, born at Saint-Etienne (Loire) in 1802.
He
invented a turbine, which obtained in 1836 a prize of
6,000 francs offered by the Academy of Sciences.
Fournier, (Edouard,) a learned French writer, born
at Orleans in 1819, was the author of a “ History of
Printing and Publishing,” (1854,) a Review of Wise and
Witty Sayings of Eminent Men, (“L’Esprit dans l’Histoire,”) and other works.
He died in 1880.

Fournier, (Georges,) a French Jesuit, born at Cae.
to Egypt in 1798, after
in 1595.
As chaplain in the navy, he visited the coasts
which he was secretary of the Institute of Egypt. Here of Asia, and, after his return, published useful treatises
he distinguished himself by his industry in scientific ex- on geography, hydrography, etc. Died in
1652.
cursions, and was employed with credit in negotiations
Fournier, (Marc Jean Louis,) a Swiss dramatist,
with the natives. He was prefect of Isere at Grenoble born at Geneva in
1820, became a resident of Paris in
from 1801 to 1815, and was admitted into the Academy his youth. His drama the “Clown,” (“Paillasse,”
1850,)
of Sciences in 1817. He was elected a member of the in which he was assisted by
Dennery, had great success.
Academie Frangaise in 1827. Besides several minor
Fournier, (Pierre Simon,) a skilful French engraver
treatises, Fourier published a great work on the theory
and founder of types, born in Paris in 1712. He wrote
of heat, “Theorie analytique de laChaleur,” (1822,) of an “Essay on the Origin and Progress of the Art
of
which M. Cousin observes, “The grandeur of its results Engraving on Wood,”
(1758,) and a useful work called
has no more been contested than their certainty, and, in “Manuel typographique,”
Died in 1768.
(2 vols., 1764.)
the judgment of scientific Europe, the novelty of the
Fournier, (Raoul,) Sieur du Rondeau, a learned
analysis on which they rest is equal to its perfection. French author, born at Orleans in
1562, wrote approved
M. Fourier presents himself, then, with the evident mark works on law, morality, philosophy, religion, etc., also a
of true genius he is an inventor.” He left an “Analysis Latin poem called “ Cento Christianus.” Died in 1627.
of Determinate Equations,” (1831.) Died in May, 1830.
Fournier de la Contamine, fooR'ne-i' deh It kiN'See V. Cousin, “ filoge de Fourier;” M. Arago, “ filoge his- ti'min', (Marie Nicolas,) a French bishop, born at

who accompanied Bonaparte

:

torique de J. Fourier;” Champollion-Figeac, “Fourier et Napoleon, l’Pgypte et les Cent Jours;” “ Foreign Quarterly Review” for
October, 1831
see, also, an English version of Arago’s “ Lloge de
;

Fourier,” Boston, 1859.

Fourmont,

fooR'miN', (Claude Louis,) an Oriena nephew of Etienne, noticed below, was born at
Corineilles in 1708. About 1733 he acted as interpreter
in the Royal Library. He visited Egypt in 1746, and published a “Historical and Geographical Description of
the Plains of Heliopolis and Memphis,” (1755.)
Died
talist,

in 1780.

Fourmont, (£tienne,) a French savant and distinguished Orientalist, born near Paris in June, 1683, was
educated in various colleges of the capital. He possessed
a powerful memory, and became eminent for his immense
In 1715 he
erudition, especially in Oriental languages.
obtained the chair of Arabic in the Royal College, and
became a member of the Academy of Inscriptions.
About this time he was employed to assist a certain
Chinese, named Hoang-Ji, in the compilation of a
Chinese grammar and dictionary. This person having
died in 1716, Fourmont pursued the task alone, and after
twenty years’ labour finished his “ Grammatica Sinica,”
(1742,) one of the bestChinese grammars that have been
published in Europe. In 1738 he was elected a Fellow

He wrote “ Critical
of the Royal Society of London.
Reflections on the History of Ancient Nations,” (2 vols.,
Died in 1745.
1735,) and numerous other works.
See “ Vie d’fitienne Fourmont,” etc., prefixed to his “Reflexions
sur TOrigine des anciens Peuples,” Paris, 1747; Freret, “ Eloge
de Fourmont;” “Nouvelle Biographie G^ndrale.”

Gex

in

1760.

By

the influence of Cardinal Fesch, he

was appointed chaplain, and then almoner, to Bonaparte, who, in 1806, made him Bishop of Montpellier.
Died in 1834.

Fournier des Ormes, fooR'ne-i' di'zoRm',
(Charles,) a French poet and landscape-painter, born
in Paris in 1778, was a grandson of Pierre Simon, noticed
above. He wrote a poem entitled “ The Art of Painting,”
(“La Peinture,” 1837,) and translated Lucretius’s “ De
Rerum Natura” into French verse, (1848.) His landscapes are commended. Died in 1853.
See Qu^rard, “La France Litteraire.
1

Fournier de Pescay,

fooR'ne-i' deh pis'ki', (Francois,) born at Bordeaux in 1771, became physician to
Ferdinand VII. at Valenfay. He wrote several treatises
on medicine. Died about 1833.
Fournival, de, deh fooR'ne'vil', Fournivaux, fooR'ne'vo', or Furnival, fuR'ne'vfl', (Richard,) one of the
most noted novelists ( r omanciers of his time, was a canon
of the church of Amiens.
He wrote several works
about 1250, one of which is styled the “ Power of Love.”
See “ Nouvelle Biographie Gdn^rale.”

Fourquevaux, de, deh fooRk'vo', (Francois de
Pavie deh pf've',) Baron, son of the following, was

—

After making a tour in
born near Toulouse in 1561.
Europe and Asia, he was gentleman-ordinary and steward in the court of Henry of Navarre. He wrote the
“ Lives of Great French Captains,” (1643.) Died in 1611.

Fourtou, (Marie Francois Oscar Bardy

de,)

a a French Bonapartist politician, born at Riberac in 1836.
brother of the preceding, was born near Paris in 1690. He was minister of public works 1872-73, minister of
iy
In 1720 he became professor of Syriac in the Royal Col- public worship and minister of the interior from
lege, and in 1724 a member of the Academy of Inscrip- to July, 1874, and again from May, 1877.
In 1878 he
He assisted his brother in his labours on the iought a harmless duel with Gambetta. He was elected
tions.
Chinese language. Louis XV. sent Fourmont with Abbe a senator by the Dordogue in 1880.
Foville, (Achille Louis,) a French medical writer,
Sevin to Greece and other parts of the Levant in 1728, to
purchase manuscripts and to copy inscriptions. They born at Pontoise in 1799. He wrote on the brain.
returned, with abundant success, in 1732. Died in 1746.
FOw'ler, (Charles,) an English architect, born in
Fourmont has been censured for the unnecessary de- Devonshire in 1792. He gained the first premium for
monuments
Greece.
in
struction of ancient
his design of London Bridge. Among his works are the
See “ Ilistoire et Memoires de l’Academie des Inscriptions;” Hungerford Market, the Devon Lunatic Asylum, and
“ Nouvelle Biographie General,'.
the Court of Bankruptcy, London.
Fowler, (Christopher,) an English clergyman, born
Fournel, fooR'nSl', (Jean Francois,) a learned jurist,
born in Paris in 1745. He published a number of legal in 16 1 1 left the Established Church in 1641, and joined
treatises, and a work on “ The State of Gaul at the the Presbyterians, among whom he became a prominent
Epoch of the Conquest of the Franks.” Died in 1820. and zealous preacher. Died in 1676.

Fourmont, (Michel,) an accomplished

linguist,
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at Westwas appointed in 1691 Bishop of Gloucester. He wrote “The Design of Christianity,” (1671,)
which was attacked by Bunyan also, a “ Discourse on
Died in 1714Christian Liberty,” (1680.)

Fowler, (Edward,) an English divine, born

crleigh in 1632,

;

printer,

born

at

Bristol, was a zealous opponent of the Protestant ReforHe removed his
mation, and a good classical scholar.
press to Antwerp, to serve the Catholics more efficiently.

Died

in 1579.
See Fuller, “Worthies.”

F6wT§r, (Orson
born

Squire,) an American phrenoloCohocton, New York, in 1809. He has

in

outvoted and compelled to resign, and

in April, 1783,
secretary of state in a cabinet of which the
Duke of Portland was the premier. This ministry was
weakened by the hostility of the king; and Fox, having
been defeated on his India Bill, was dismissed from

Fox became

December, 1783, when Mr. Pitt became prime
Fox had lost popularity by his coalition with
Lord North, and in the next election his rival obtained
He was again elected
a large majority in Parliament.
for Westminster, after a warm contest, in 1784, and
made a memorable speech on the scrutiny which was
demanded by his opponent.
He powerfully seconded Burke in the impeachment
of Warren Hastings in 1788 and the ensuing years. The
warm political and personal friendship which had long
existed between him and Burke was broken by the
French Revolution, which Fox cordially approved in its

power

See “Biographia Britannica.”

Fowler, (John,) a learned English

gist,

FOX
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published a large number of works on phrenological
and kindred subjects. In connection with his brother,
Lorenzo N. Fowler, he has conducted the “ Phrenological Journal” for many years.

in
minister.

Fox having expressed his admiration of
first stages.
York, in England, in the new French constitution in 1791, Burke spoke on the
other side, and declared, “Our friendship is at an end.”
1736, was a successful practitioner of medicine in that
Died in 1801. Mr. Fox continued to be the leader of the Whigs, and
city, and wrote several medical treatises.
Fownes, fownz, (George,) an English chemist, born constantly opposed the long aggressive war which Pitt
about 1815, was professor of practical chemistry in Uni- waged against the French republic. He supported WilHe wrote a prize essay on berforce’s motion for the abolition of the slave-trade in
versity College, London.
“ Chemistry as exemplifying the Wisdom and Benefi- 1791, and Mr. Grey’s effort for parliamentary reform in
cence of God,” (1844,) and a “Manual of Elementary 1 793. His party having been reduced to a small minority,
he resolved, in 1797, to take no part in legislation, and
Chemistry,’’ (1844.)
Died in 1849.
Fox, (Sir Charles,) an English civil engineer, bom absented himself from Parliament for five years, which he
at Derby in 1810.
Among his works are several rail- passed in literary pursuits. In 1802 he visited Paris, and
ways. He constructed the building for the Great Exhi- was treated with marked attention by Bonaparte. In conbition of 1851, according to the plan of Sir Joseph sequence of the death of Pitt, in January, 1806, the Whigs,
Paxton, and was the architect of the Crystal Palace at under Lord Grenville, came into power, and Fox became
Sydenham. He was knighted on the opening of the foreign secretary, and the master-spirit of the government. He was negotiating for peace with France when
Great Exhibition. Died in 1874.
Fox, (Charles James,) a celebrated English orator he died, on the 13th of September, 1806, leaving the
and statesman, born in London on the 24th of January, reputation of an honest statesman and a real philanBrougham pronounced him “the most accom1749, was the third son of Henry Fox, the first Lord thropist.
Holland, and of Lady Georgiana Caroline Lennox, a plished debater that ever appeared on the theatre of
daughter of the Duke of Richmond.
His indulgent public affairs.” “ He possessed above all moderns,”
father was not slow to appreciate his splendid promise says Mackintosh, “ that union of reason, simplicity, and
and hereditary genius, and bestowed particular atten- vehemence which formed the prince of orators.” He
tion on his education, although it is said that he per- left an unfinished history of the reign of James II., which,
mitted him to follow his own inclinations without restraint. says Lord Jeffrey, “we think is an invaluable work, not
About the age of nine he was sent to Eton, where he only as a memorial of the high principles and gentle dismanifested a rare aptitude for all departments of learn- positions of its illustrious author, but as a record of
ing, and an eager relish for the sports of youth and for those sentiments of true English constitutional indepenall physical and intellectual pleasures.
In the autumn dence which seem to have been nearly forgotten in the
of 1764 Fox went to Oxford, and entered Hertford Col- bitterness and hazards of our recent contentions.
lege, where he appears to have been a hard student. He We do not think it has any great value as a history, nor
learned to read the Latin and Greek classics with facility, is it very admirable as a piece of composition.”
and in after-life he continued to delight in classic studies,
See Lord John Russell, “ Life of Charles James Fox,” 3 vols.,
“ Edinburgh Review,” vol. xiv., (July,
to which he added an accurate knowledge of modern lan- 1867 Sydney Smith, in the
1809,) “Quarterly Review,” vol. ii., (November, 1809,) and “Edinguages and history. About this period he began to in- burgh Review,” vol. xviii. Samuel Parr, “ Character of the Late
dulge an insane passion for gaming and other modes of C. J. Fox,” 2 vols., 1809; “Memorials of Charles James Fox,” by
dissipation, which continued through his life to obscure Lord Holland; Brougham, “Statesmen of the Time of George
Trotter, “Memoirs of C. J. Fox,” 1S11 “Recollections
the noble qualities that nature had given him. Leaving III.
of C. J. Fox,” by B, C. Waypole, 1806; “Edinburgh Review”
college in 1766, he went abroad, and passed two years for
July, 1808, and January, 1854; “London Quarterly Review” for
on the continent.
In May, 1768, he was returned to November, 1809, December, 1811, and April, 1859.
Parliament for Midhurst, though he had not yet attained
Fox, (Edward,) an English bishop, born in Glouces-

FSwTer, (Thomas,) born

at

.

.

.

;

;

;

the age of twenty.

was a strenuous promoter of the Protestant
He was sent by Wolsey, with Gardiner,
to Rome, in 1528, to procure the divorce of Queen
1770, Fox was appointed junior lord of the admiralty. Catherine.
In 1535 he became Bishop of Hereford, and
In 1773 he held for a few weeks the place of one of the
was sent on amission to the Protestant league of Schmallords of the treasury ; but, being dismissed for his inkalden.
He was distinguished for his dexterity as a
subordination to the court, he joined the opposition, and
negotiator.
He wrote “ On the True Difference between
found more congenial company with Burke and other
Ecclesiastical Power,” (“De vera Differentia
Whig leaders. He strenuously opposed Lord North’s Regal and
Regiae Potestatis et Ecclesiasticae,” 1534.) Died in 1538.
policy in regard to American taxation.
In March, 1774,
See “ Biographia Britannica.”
he made a speech against the Boston Port Bill ; and he
Fox, (Francis,) an English clergyman, was vicar of
continued to defend the cause of the colonies against
the insane policy of the British ministry.
Fox was re- Pottern and prebendary of Salisbury. He published
turned for Westminster in 1780 and when the American the “New Testament Explained,” (1722,) and a few
war ended, in 1782, he had become the recognized leader other works. Died in 1738.
of the Whigs in the House of Commons, the champion
Fox, (George,) the founder of the Society of Friends,
of freedom, and a “consummate master of the art of or Quakers, was born at Drayton-in-the-Clay, (now called
debate.” On the formation of the new ministry under Fenny Drayton,) Leicestershire, England, in July, 1624.
Rockingham, in 1782, he accepted the office of foreign His father, Christopher Fox, was a weaver, so distinsecretary, but resigned in a few months, in consequence guished for the uprightness of his character that he was
of the death of that premier.
By a coalition between called, among his neighbours, “righteous Christer.”
Fox and Lord North, the ministry of Lord Shelburne was His mother, whose maiden name was Mary Lago, was.

He entered Parliament as a supporter of the
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eminent for her piety, and by her sympathy and encouragement doubtless did much to promote that religious
thoughtfulness for which her son George was remarkable even from his childhood. At an early age he was
placed with a man who was a shoemaker and dealt in
wool.
He was for some time employed as a shepherd,
an occupation well suited to his cast of mind, and “ a fit
emblem,” says William Penn, “of his future service in

of their meaning ; it was then shown to him that none
could read them aright without a measure of the same
forth.
He saw everywhere
around him men attaching the greatest importance to the

Divine Spirit that gave them

while very few regarded the spirit, of the Bible ;
Christian professors who had an outward form of
godliness showed too plainly by their conduct that they
were without its life-giving power. George Fox believed
letter,

many

the Church of Christ.” The parents of George Fox that he was called by Heaven to awaken men from their
were members of the Church of England, and they en- lifeless forms and dogmas to a sense of the vital imdeavoured to educate their children in its doctrines and portance of an inward, living, spiritual religion. The
mode of worship. When he was in his nineteenth year, field was already waiting for the labourers. He saw the
being on business at a fair, he was invited by his cousin harvest white and the heavenly seed lying thick on the
and another person, both professors of religion, to join ground, and none to gather it for this he mourned with
them in drinking a jug of beer, and he, being thirsty, con- tears. A report having gone forth that he had a “ dissented. When they had drunk a glass apiece, they began cerning spirit,” people came from far and near to hear
to drink healths, and, calling for more beer, they said, him.
“I had,” he says, “great openings and prophe“ he that would not drink should pay all.” Then George cies, and spoke unto them of the things of God.” On
Fox, taking out a groat, laid it on the table, saying, “If a subsequent occasion he says, “We had great meetHe returned home much ings the Lord’s power wrought mightily and gathered
it be so, I will leave you.”
That night he did not go to bed, but spent many.” He was about twenty-three years old when he
distressed.
the time in walking up and down and in earnest prayer. first began to preach, after which he travelled much in
“ The Lord said unto me,” (we quote the words of his the ministry.
journal,) “ Thou seest how young people go together into
As, on the one hand, George Fox believed that he
vanity, and old people into the earth thou must forsake was required to do many things which in that age were
generally considered to form no part of Christian duty,
all, young and old, keep out of all, and be a stranger to
“ I fasted much,” he says, “ walked abroad in soli- so, on the other, he was forbidden to do many things
all.”
tary places many days, and often took my Bible and sat which other religious professors permitted or enjoined.
However small or apparently trivial the requirement, he
in hollow trees and lonesome places till night came on
and frequently in the night walked mournfully about by felt that he must yield an absolute obedience to the Dimyself.” As a remedy for his distress of mind, some of vine voice within his soul. It was then deemed neceshis relations advised him to marry; but he “told them sary, as a mark of honour, to address one’s superiors
he was but a lad, and must get wisdom.” He went to or equals always with the plural pronoun to “thou” a
different priests for consolation, but found them all person was generally regarded as an expression of dis“ miserable comforters.” One “ ancient priest” bade him respect, or at least of familiarity. But Fox considered
take tobacco and sing psalms.
But tobacco he did not that to address a single person with a form of speech
like, and psalms he was not in a state to sing.
To sing which could only in strictness be applied to two or more,
belongs rather to the joyful ;* but George Fox suffered was inconsistent with that simplicity and perfect truthmay
the
children
of
what few, we
hope, among
men are fulness which the pure spirit of Christianity requires.
required to suffer.
So great was his mental distress He regarded also the custom of taking off the hat, as
that, he says, “ I could have wished I had never been a mark of respect to our fellow-men, as improper, and
born, or that I had been born blind, that I might never thought that men ought not to demand such formal
have seen wickedness nor vanity, and deaf, that I might honours of one another, but should rather seek “ the
never have heard vain and wicked words, and the Lord’s honour that cometh from God only.” One of the princiname blasphemed.” At times he was reduced almost to pal reasons alleged by Fox for not taking off one’s hat to
despair. On one occasion “ a great cloud came over him,” men was, that this was an act of homage due only to the
and there arose in his mind doubts even of the existence Creator, and that it appears from the words of the Aposof a God but the temptation soon passed, and a divine tle Paul, (see I. Cor. xi. 4,) and from the practice of the
voice within him said, “ There is a living God, who made primitive Christians, to have been regarded as an esall things.”
He afterwards “saw that it was good that pecial mark of reverence to God. He seems to have
he had gone through that exercise ;” for, meeting with considered complimentary forms and ceremonies as not
some who had embraced atheism, he was enabled to only opposed to Christian simplicity and truthfulness,
speak with convincing power to their minds, and forced but as tending to foster a spirit of pride and vainthem to confess that there is a living God. Amid all his glory incompatible with the humility which belongs to a
He was filled true follower of the Redeemer, and unfavourable to that
trials he had moments of great rejoicing.
with admiration of God’s infinite love, and “saw through Christian equality and freedom which are necessary to
the most perfect society.
all these troubles and temptations,” and that they were
Although the rise of the Society of Friends was pri“good for him,” being designed for the perfection of
his faith. When all his hopes of obtaining comfort from marily a religious movement, it has unquestionably exany human source were gone, “I heard,” he says, “a erted an important influence upon the political as well
voice which said, ‘There is one, even Christ Jesus, that as the social condition of England and the United States.
can speak to thy condition.’ When I heard it, my heart “ It was,” says Bancroft, “ the consequence of the moral
;

:

:

;

:

;

let me see why there
that could speak to my condition, namely, that I might give him all the glory.”
Some of his relations, observing the seriousness of his
character, had wished that he should be educated for a
priest ; but one morning, as he was walking in the field,
it was shown to him “ that being bred at Oxford or Cambridge was not enough to qualify men to be ministers of
at which he wondered, because it was contrary
Christ
to what the people were commonly taught to believe.
At the same time he saw that it was the anointing of the
Spirit which qualified one to be a true preacher of the
At another time it was shown to him “that
gospel.

did leap for joy.

Then the Lord

was none upon the earth

God, who made the world, did not dwell in temples made
with hands.” This also surprised him, because it was so
He perceived that
different from the prevailing belief.

many

read the Scriptures without a right understanding
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warfare against corruption, the aspiration of the human
mind after a perfect emancipation from the long reign
of bigotry and superstition.” “It marks,” observes the
same writer, in another place, “ the moment when intellectual freedom was claimed unconditionally by the
people as an inalienable birthright.” (See “History of
the United States,” vol. i. p. 451, and vol. ii. p. 337.)
As Fox believed it to be required of him that he should
not doff his hat “to any, high or low,” and that he
should, when addressing an individual, use invariably
the singular pronoun, “without any respect to rich or
poor, great or small,” he gave great offence, and excited the rage of some who, he says, were “great proHe was thus furnished with
fessors of Christianity.”
an answer to those who thought this too trifling a matfor what concerned so
ter to be so scrupulous about
nearly the pride and passions of men was not so trivial
as to be beneath the command of God.
Having, in 1648, at Nottingham, boldly opposed a
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priest respecting a point of doctrine in the presence
of his congregation, he was arrested and sent to prison,
lie was again imprisoned in 1650 at Derby, upon a
false accusation of blasphemy. On that occasion Justice
Bervnet, of Derby, called him and his friends “Quakers,”
because he bade the magistrates “ tremble at the word
of the Lord.” During his imprisonment at Derby there
was in the same jail a young woman who was to be tried
“I wrote,” says Fox, “ to the
for her life for stealing.
judge and jury, showing them how contrary it was to the
law of God in old time to put people to death for steal-

and moving them to show mercy.” Throughout
he appears never to have hesitated to rebuke
falsehood, injustice, and cruelty, in whatever form they
exhibited themselves, and without respect to persons,
ing

;

his

life

lie felt also called upon to bear his testimony against all
war, whether offensive or defensive, alleging the commands of our Saviour, “Love your enemies,” “ Resist
not evil,” etc. He cited the same Divine authority to
prove not merely the unlawfulness of profane swearing,
but of oaths of every kind. Their faithful adherence to
their convictions, on these and other points, subjected
Fox and his followers to much bitter persecution. He
in 1655 been imprisoned at Launceston.
During
confinement in that place, one of his friends went to
Oliver Cromwell and desired that he might be imprisoned in Fox’s stead. This disinterested conduct appears
to have greatly surprised the Protector.
Turning to his
councillors, he asked, “Which of you would do as much

had
his

for

me

if I

were

sion of Charles

in the
II.,

same condition

?”

On

the acces-

many hundred Quakers, who had

been imprisoned under the governments of Oliver and
Richard Cromwell, were set at liberty. But soon after
the persecution against these unoffending people raged
more fiercely than ever. In 1663 Fox was again arrested
but, when he was brought to be tried at the assizes, the
judge declared that, in consequence of the errors in the
indictment, he was free from all the charges made against
;

him. But, as the scruples of the Quakers against swearing were well known, the judge, in order to find a pretext against him, required him to take the oath of allegiance and supremacy.
On his refusing to do so, he was
put into a filthy prison, in which there was, a part of the
time, scarcely any ventilation, and yet the rain came in
upon his bed, and he was exposed, without any fire, to
the cold and wet during a long and severe winter.
His
confinement on this occasion lasted altogether, in different prisons, nearly three years. He was at length, in 1666,
set at liberty.
In 1669 he was married to Margaret Fell,
the widow of Judge Fell, a man who was highly esteemed
for his moderation and good sense, as well as for his
piety.
He had befriended George Fox in the early period of his ministry ; and his wife and daughters had

been convinced by Fox’s preaching and led to embrace
the principles of the Quakers.
On behalf of these principles she had suffered long imprisonment and other
persecution.
In 1671 Fox set sail for Barbadoes, where many were
convinced by his ministry. While in this island, in company with some other Friends, he drew up an important
paper setting forth the belief of the Society in regard to
the fundamental doctrines of Christianity, and showing
that the charges which had been made against them
of denying the Divinity and Atonement of Christ and
the divine inspiration of the Scriptures, were unfounded
calumnies. He afterwards visited the colonies of Maryland, New Jersey, New England, etc.
He embarked for
England in March, 1673, and arrived at Bristol about
the end of April. Some months afterwards he was again
imprisoned, for refusing to swear, in Worcester jail.
While here he had a severe illness, so that his life was
almost despaired of. The king would freely have pardoned him, but Fox would not accept a release from
prison on these terms ; for to accept a pardon implied
that he had committed something to be forgiven.
After
remaining in jail for more than a year, he was at last set
at liberty, chiefly through the influence of Sir Matthew
Hale. Subsequently, his health having been greatly
impaired by his imprisonment, he spent, for the first
time since his early youth, nearly two years in comparative repose at Swarthmore, in Lancashire.
This place
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to Margaret Fell, and was his ordinary
In 1677,
residence during the latter period of his life.
accompanied by Penn, Barclay, and several others,
he visited the “Friends” in Holland, and established
Monthly and Quarterly Meetings and a Yearly Meeting
in that country. After an absence of several months, he
returned to England the same year. He died in London
in 1690, in the sixty-seventh year of his age.
In the religious history of modern times there is perhaps no more remarkable character than that of George
Fox. He presents a rare example of the greatest gentleness and meekness joined with a courage which no
dangers could appall and a zeal which no obloquy nor
From early
suffering could abate, much less subdue.
manhood until the very end of his life, in spite of ridicule, reproach, and the bitterest persecution, he pursued
with an unfaltering faith, and a resolution that never
wavered even for a moment, the path which had, as
he believed, been divinely appointed him. Many men,
deemed brave and virtuous, have, under the pressure of
affliction or necessity, been led to reconsider and modify
their principles, and, in order to gain what they considered a great good, have sometimes been willing to
sacrifice a minute point of conscience; but George Fox
never changed or qualified his views in the slightest
degree, however great the emergency, and what he felt
to be right in the beginning of his course he maintained
unswervingly to the end of his life. If it be thought
that he sometimes erred through excess of zeal, it should
be borne in mind that, in those times of religious excitement and political commotion, many things were
considered allowable, not by the Quakers only, but by
a large proportion of the religious community, which
would be universally condemned by the spirit of a later

had belonged

and more lukewarm age.
In person, George Fox was above the common stature.
He was of a pleasing countenance, and, though grave, of
easy and modest manners. “ He was,” says Penn, “civil
beyond all forms of breeding.” “A most merciful man,
as ready to forgive as inapt to take offence.” As a
“ But
speaker, he was clear, forcible, and convincing.
above all,” says Penn, “ he excelled in prayer. The
inwardness and weight of his spirit, the reverence and
solemnity of his address and behaviour, the fewness and
fullness of his words, have often struck even strangers
with admiration.”
The popular but erroneous idea that Fox was opposed
to all learning, has arisen doubtless from his having
maintained not merely that human learning was insufficient of itself to qualify one to be a preacher of the
gospel, but also that a man might be a true gospel minister without any such learning at all as is given at the
universities.
Nevertheless, he clearly showed the high
value which he set upon education, both by his earnest
recommendation that schools should be established
among “Friends” for the proper instruction of their
children, and still more by his applying himself, even
after he had entered upon his ministry, to the study
of the Hebrew tongue, of which he appears to have
acquired a respectable knowledge ; for we are assured,
on the authority of his intimate friend, George Whitehead,* that “he was able to understand, read, and write

Hebrew.”
It would be a mistake, however,

to regard Fox as
a man of learning, in the ordinary acceptation of the
phrase, although he well understood the use and value
of learning.
He was, to adopt the words of Coleridge,
“an uneducated man of genius.” “There exist folios,”
the
same
great critic, “ on the human underremarks
standing and the nature of man, which would have a
far juster claim to their high rank and celebrity, if in
the whole huge volume there could be found as much
fulness of heart and intellect as burst forth in many a
simple page of George Fox.” (“ Biographia Literaria,”
chap, ix.)
Fox wrote many epistles of advice and exhortation to
the various meetings of the Society; and he has left us a
journal of his life, of which Sir James Mackintosh says,
* See his pamphlet in reply to the charges of ignorance
against George Fox.
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It is one of the most extraordinary and instructive
documents in the world, which no reader of competent
judgment can peruse without revering the virtue of the

was supplanted by Wolsey in the councils of Henry VIII.
Died in 1528.
See Wood, “Athenae Oxonienses.”

writer.”*

Fox,

See George Fox’s “Journal;” also the Preface to it, by William Penn; Marsh’s “Life of George Fox,” i vol. 8vo Janney’s “Life of George Fox,” i vol. 8vo “George Fox,” an Address to the Society of Friends, by C. H. Spurgeon, London, 1866;
also, “George Fox, the Friends, and the Early Baptists,” by William Tallack, London, 1868 and Hermann Weingarten’s masterly work entitled “ Revolutionskirchen Englands,” Leipsic, 1868.
For the doctrinal views of George Fox and the early Quakers, see
Barclay’s “Apology ;” also “Dissertation” appended to Janney’s
“Life of Fox;” and T. Evans’s “Exposition of the Faith of the
;

;

Fox, (William Johnson,) an English
was born near Wrentham, Suffolk,

Fox, (Henry,)

the first Lord Holland, was a son of
and the father of the great orator Charles
Fox. He was secretary at war in the reign of George
I. about 1750.
In 1755 he became secretary of state,
and Whig leader of the House of Commons when the
.

elder Pitt was leader of the opposition.
Fox had parliamentary talents of a very high order, but was inferior to
Pitt in declamation.
According to Macaulay, Fox resembled his more celebrated son in disposition as well
as talents.
He had the same sweetness of temper, the
same openness and impetuosity. Upon the dissolution
of Newcastle’s ministry, the king sent for Fox, and
directed him to arrange a new cabinet in concert with
Pitt ; but the latter declined the coalition with his rival.
In 1762 he accepted office in the ministry of Lord Bute,
and became ministerial leader in the House ; but in
the next year Bute resigned, and Fox was raised to the
peerage, as Lord Holland. According to the essayist
above named, “ he was the most unpopular statesman
of his time, not because he sinned more, but because
he canted less.” Died in 1774, leaving his title to his

Fox, (John,) an English author, born at Boston, in
Lincolnshire, in 1517, adopted the principles of the Reformation.
He was tutor in the family of Sir Thomas
Lucy, and at a later period instructed the sons of the
Earl of Surrey, then confined in the Tower.
In 1545
he was accused of heresy and expelled from Magdalene
College, of which he was a Fellow. To escape persecution, he retired to Bale, and after the death of Queen
Mary returned to England and received a prebend in
He is the author of “ The
the church of Salisbury.
Acts and Monuments of the Church,” (1563,) commonly
called the “ Book of Martyrs,” a work which obtained
great and deserved popularity.
Died in 1587.
See a Life of J. Fox, by his son Samuel; Fuller, “Worthies
“
Biographia
Britannica.”
England;”
of

See Cuisin, “ Vie

;

Among his works are a statue of “ Prudence,” and an
equestrian statue of Joan of Arc, inaugurated at Orleans
in 1855.

Fra Angelico. See Fiesole.
Fra Bartolommeo. See Baccio della Porta.
Fracanzani, fRi-kdn-zVnee, or Fracanzano, ftSkin-zi'no, (Francesco,) an able Italian painter, worked
Naples, and was the master of Salvator Rosa, whose
His colouring is brilliant and vigorsister he married.
in

wrote about the age

Died about 1657.
Fracastoro, fRi-kis-to'ro, or Fracastor, (Girolamo,) an eminent Italian author, born at Verona in 1483,
was one of the most learned men of his time, and ex
celled in philosophy, medicine, mathematics, and poetry.
Before the age of twenty he was professor of logic at
Padua. His reputation is derived chiefly from a Latin
poem on the venereal disease, called “Syphilis, sive
Morbus Gallicus,” (1530,) which has been translated into
Scaliger had so high an opinion of
several languages.
Fracastor’s talents that he composed a poem in honour
Hallam gives him credit for “ having delivered
of him.
the rules of practical art in all the graces of the most
ous.

Philip II. appointed him
but as he was on his way
new scene of labour he perished by shipwreck,

in 1560.

Fox, (Richard,) an English bishop and statesman,
born at Ropesley, in Lincolnshire, in 1466. In the reign
of Henry VII. he officiated as keeper of the privy seal,
secretary of state, and ambassador to various courts. He
was appointed Bishop of Winchester in 1500, having
In
previously occupied the see of Durham and others.
1516 he founded at Oxford the College of Corpus Christi,

delicious poetry, without inflation, without obscurity,
and without affectation.” (“ Introduction to the LiteraHe was in his latter years chief
ture of Europe.”)
physician to Pope Paul III. and to the Council of Trent,

with a chair of Greek and Latin. He retained the favour
and confidence of Henry VII. throughout his reign, and
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du General Foy;”

fwi'yi'te-i', (Denis,) a French sculptor,
born at Beson, near Feurs, (Loire,) in 1793. He became
a student of art in Paris in 1816, and went to Rome
His reputation was established by a statue of
in 1822.
Spartacus, (1830,) which was purchased by the king.

;

Mackintosh’s “ History

etc.

Foyatier,

of twenty a commentary on the “Topics of Cicero,” and
in 1554 he published a treatise on the “Analogy of the
Philosophical Views of Plato and Aristotle,” which was

* See

militaire, politique,

historique du General Foy;” Ren^ Perrin, “ Notice sur la Vie militaire de Foy,” prefixed to “ Pens^es de
General Foy,” 1821 F. Vidal, “Vie du General Foy,” 1826.

Paul Lacroix, “Eloge

Fox, (Margaret.) See Fox, (George.)
Fox, [Sp. pron. foH,j (Morzillo Sebastian,) a Span-

a, e, T, o, u, y,

He

of the Peninsular War,” (4 vols., 1827.)

Fox, (Luke,) an English navigator, who commanded
a vessel sent out in 1631 to explore the Northwest
passage.
After making discoveries in Hudson Bay, he
returned home, and published an account of the same,
dated 1635.
See Purchas, “Pilgrimages.”

to this

and

in 1786.

In 1794, having expressed his
abhorrence of the atrocities of the Convention, he was
sent to prison, and would probably have been executed
had not the crisis of the 9th Thermidor and the death
of Robespierre subverted that bloody regime. He made
the campaigns of 1 796 and 1 797 as commander of cavalry
under Moreau. Foy was one of those republicans who
opposed the assumption of imperial power by Napoleon,
and thus retarded his own promotion. From 1807 to
1813 he served in Portugal and Spain, where he obtained
the rank of general of division about 1810, and distinguished himself by his bravery, capacity, and colloquial
talents.
He was often wounded in battle. After Bonaparte landed from Elba, in 1815, General Foy did not
long hesitate to join his standard in defending the soil
of France from invasion, and he led a division at Waterloo, where he was again wounded.
In 1819 he was
elected by the department of Aisne to the Chamber of
Deputies, where he speedily took his place in the first
rank of orators. His past life, his noble character, added
to his persuasive manner, gave him great influence,
which he employed in favour of a liberal and constituDied in Paris in November, 1825.
tional government.
About one million francs were raised by national subHe left (unfinished) a “ History
scription for his family.

review of Thackeray’s “ History of the Earl of

applauded by some critics.
preceptor of his son Carlos

politician

as lieutenant of artillery.

Chatham.”

at Seville in 1528,

born at

was once a Unitarian minister at Finsbury, and was a
frequent and able contributor to the “Westminster Review.” In 1847 he was returned to Parliament for Oldham, and became a prominent member of the advanced
Liberal party. He published “Lectures to the Working
Classes,” and other works.
Died in 1864.
Foy, fwd, (Maximilian S^bastien,) a French general and eminent orator, born at Ham, in Picardy, in
February, 1775. He served his first campaign in 1792

Sir Stephen,

born

politician,

writer,

Religious Society of Friends,” Philadelphia, 1828.
For a full account of the various writings and publications of
George Fox, see Joseph Smith’s “Catalogue of Friends’ Books,”
vol. i. pp. 644-697.

ish writer,

Stephen,) an English

(Sir

Farley, Wilts, in 1627, was the father of the first Lord
Holland. He was “ clerk of the green cloth” in the reign
of Charles II., and held other offices.
He built several
almshouses, and was the first who projected Chelsea
College as a military hospital. Died in 1716.

;

son Stephen.
See Macaulay,
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FRACCAR0L1
held in 1547. Died near Verona in August, 1553.
wrote a few scientific treatises.

He made him

See F. O. Mencken, “ De Vita, Moribus, etc. Fracastorii Comnentatio,” 1731
Nic^ron, “Memoires;” Longfellow, “Poets
and Poetry of Europe.”
;

Fraccaroli,

(Innocenzo,) an able
at Castel-Rotto, near Verona,
studied
He
in Rome, and became professor of sculpture at Florence about 1842.
His “ Eve
after the Fall” gained a medal of the first class at Paris,
and is called a master-piece of grace. Among his other
works is a statue of Achilles.
Italian

fRak-ki-ro'lee,

sculptor,

FRAN CHI

953

born

about 1804.

count, councillor of state, grand officer of the
legion of honour, and director-general of the Octrois. He
represented Isere in the Chamber of Deputies from 1819
to 1822, and voted with the opposition.
Died in 1836.
See “Nouvelle Biographie Generate.”

Francavilla.
See Francheville, (Pierre.)
Fran'ces, Saint, an Italian lady, born in Rome in
She died
1384, was noted for piety and benevolence.
in 1440, and was canonized by Paul V. in 1608.
See Baillet, “Vies des Saints.”

Francesca, della,

del'lfi

fRin-chgs'ki, (Pietro,) an

eminent Italian painter, born at Borgo San Sepolcro,
Frachetta, fRfi-ket'ti, (Girolamo,) an Italian pub- in Tuscany, about 1400, was often called Pietro Borlicist and critic, born at Rovigo about 1560.
In his ghese. By invitation of Pope Nicholas V., he went to
youth he was secretary of Cardinal Este. He wrote a Rome and painted frescos in the Vatican.
He excelled
paraphrase of Lucretius, (1589,) with notes, a volume in foreshortening, perspective, and geometry. “ The
entitled “On Reasons of State,” (“Della Ragione di Dream of Constantine,” at Arezzo, is one of the few works
Stato,” 1623,) which is commended, and a few other of this artist that have been preserved.
He wrote treatworks. Died at Naples in 1620.
Died about 1490.
ises on perspective and geometry.
See Bayle, “Historical and Critical Dictionary.”

Fra Diavolo,

See Vasari, “ Lives of the Painters

fRi de-i'vo-lo, an Italian chief of bri-

Lanzi, “ History of Paint-

ing in Italy.”

Frances chetti, fRin-chgs-ket'tee, (Domenico Cf.name was Michel Pozza, (pot'sfi,)
fought in the army of Cardinal sare,) a Corsican general, born at Bastia in 1776. He
French in 1799. In 1806 he became entered the service of Murat, King of Naples, rose to

gands, whose proper

was born

at Itri.

He

Ruffo against the
the chief of a band of insurgents in Calabria.
arrested and hung at Naples in that year.

He was

See Frahn.

Fraelin.

Fragonard,

fRi'go'nlR', (Alexandre Evariste,) a
French painter and sculptor, born at Grasse in 1780,
was a pupil of David. Among his works are “ Maria
Theresa presenting her Infant Son to the Hungarians,”
(1822,) and “The Entrance of Joan of Arc into Orleans.”
Died in 1850.
Fragonard, (Jean Honor£, ) a French historical
painter, born at Grasse in 1732.
After gaining the first
prize for painting in Paris, he went to Rome with a pension.
He returned to Paris, was received in the Royal
Academy, and became a fashionable artist. He is blamed
for the sensual and licentious tendency of his productions.
Died in 1806.
Fraguier, fRi'ge-i', (Claude Francois,) a French
savant and elegant writer, born in Paris in 1666, became
a good classical scholar, and one of the editors of the
“Journal des Savants.” He was admitted into the
Academy of Inscriptions in 1705, and into the French
Academy in 1708. He wrote an admired Latin poem,
called “ Platonic School on the Perfection of Man,”
(“ Mopsus, seu Schola Platonica de Hominis Perfectione,” 1721 ;) also dissertations on ancient history, literature, etc.
Died in 1728.
See D’Olivet, “ £loge de Fraguier;” Niceron, “Memoires;”
“Nouvelle Biographie Generale. ”

Frahn,

Fraehn, (Christian Martin,) a
German antiquary and Orientalist, born at Rostock in
1782.
He became in 1815 director of the Asiatic Museum and member of the Imperial Academy of Sciences
at Saint Petersburg.
He published “ Recension of MafRan, or

hometan Coins in the Academy of Sciences at Petersburg,” (1826,) and other similar works.
Died in 1851.

and distinguished himself at Toattended Murat in his last desperate exDied in 1835.
pedition of 1815, and was taken prisoner.
Franceschini, fRin-chSs-kee'nee, (Baldassare,) a
painter of the Florentine school, surnamed Volterrano,
was born at Volterra in 161 1, and was a pupil of Matteo
Rosselli.
He worked in Florence, where he painted
the translation of Elijah, and other frescos, also many
the rank of general,

lentino.

He

oil-paintings.

He

composition.

Died

excelled in perspective, colour, and

in 1689.
See Lanzi, “ History of Paintingin Italy

;”

Ticozzi, “ Dizionario.”

Franceschini, (Marcantonio,) an excellent Italian
historical painter, born at Bologna in 1648, was a pupil
He was eminent for his rapidity of
of Carlo Cignani.
execution, fine taste, fertility of invention, and skill in
colouring.
He painted frescos in Bologna, Genoa, and
Rome, and declined invitations from several princes of
Europe. The Pope gave him the title of Knight of the
Golden Spur. Among his chief works are an “ AnnunHe
ciation” and “Saint John in the Isle of Patmes.”
Died in 1729.
also left many oil-paintings.
See Lanzi, “History of Painting in Italy;” Zanotti, “Storia
dell’ Accademia Clementina;” Malvasia, “ Felsina pittrice.”

Francesquito,

fR&n-th£s-kee'to, written also

Fran-

ceschitto, a Spanish painter, born at Valladolid in
He was a pupil of Giordano, who predicted that
1681.
he would equal the best painters of Italy but he died
at the age of twenty-four, in Naples, whither he had
accompanied Giordano.
Franc-Flore. See Floris, (Frans.)
Francheville, fRfiNsh'vH', or Francavilla, fRin-ka;

Francqueville, (Pierre,) a skilful
French sculptor, born at Cambrai in 1548. After he had
worked in Italy with success, he was invited to Paris
by Henry IV., who patronized him, and he was aftervH'lfi, written also

See Dorn, “Vie de Frahn,” prefixed to a supplement of the work
wards sculptor to Louis XIII. about 1614. Among his
works is a group of “Time bearing away Truth,” (“Le
Fraikin, fRl'kin or fRi'klN', (Charles Auguste,) a
Temps enlevant la Verite,”) and a statue of Goliath.
successful Belgian sculptor, born near Antwerp in 1816.
Died about 1620.
Among his works are “L’Amour captif,” “Venus,”
See Cicognara, “Storia della Scultura;” Dutilleul, “Notice
sur P. de Francqueville,” 1821.
(1848,) and “Le Sommeil,” (“Sleep,” 1856.)
Frain, fR&N, (SSbastien,) an eminent French advoFrancheville, de, deh fR6Nsh'v£l', (Joseph Du
cate, born at Rennes
died in 1645.
Fresne dii fren,) a French writer and accomplished
Framery, fRfm're', (Nicolas Etienne,) a mediocre scholar, born at Doullensin 1704. He published a “ HisFrench writer, born at Rouen in 1745 died in 1810.
Having actory of the Finances,” (3 vols., 1738-40.)
Franc, Le, leh fR6N, (Martin,) a French poet, born cepted the invitation of Frederick II. of Prussia, about
at Arras or Aumale.
His chief work is “ Ladies’ Cham- 1742, he passed the rest of his life at Berlin. He wrote
pion,” (“Champion des Dames.”)
Died about 1460.
a poem called “Bombyx, or the Silk-Worm,” (1755 )
Franqais, fR&N'si', (Franqois Louis,) a French land- He was a member of the Academy of Berlin, which lie
scape-painter, born at Plombieres in 1814, obtained a first enriched with treatises on history, antiquities, etc., and
medal in 1848, and a medal of the first class in 1855.
he edited the “Literary Gazette” of Berlin from 1764 to
Fran5ais de Nantes, fRfiN'si' deh n6Nt, (Antoine,) his death. Died in 1781.
born at Beaurepaire, in France, in 1756, was a warm
See Formey, “Eloge de Francheville.”

just noticed, 1855.

—

;

;

partisan of the Revolution.
He was elected to the
Legislative Assembly in 1791, and to the Council of
Five Hundred in 1797 or 1798. Under the consulate
and the empire he enjoyed the favour of Bonaparte, who
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Franchi, fR&n'kee, (Antonio,) an Italian painter, of
the Florentine school, born at Villa Basilica, near Lucca,
Died in 1709.
See Bartolozzi, “Vita di A. Franchi Lucchese,” 1754.

in 1634.
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FRAN CHI

Franchi, (Ausonio,) the assumed name of an Italian
whose family name was Bonavi no, (bo-ni-vee'no.) He was born at Pegli, near Genoa,
in 1820.
He was a priest in his youth, but renounced
rationalistic philosopher,

that profession.
His principal work, “The Philosophy
of the Italian Schools,” (1852,) is written with much
ability. About 1854 he founded at Turin a journal called

“La

Ragione.”

Franchi, (Giuseppe,) an
Carrara

in
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Italian sculptor,
in 1806.

born

at

1730; died at Milan

Franchini, fkin-kee'nee, (Francesco,) an Italian
Cosenza in 1495; died in 1554.
Franchini, (Niccol6,) an Italian painter, born at

poet, born at

Sienna in 1704; died in 1783.

Francis

Franz, fRints] I., Emperor of Gerin 1708, was the eldest son of Leopold, Duke of Lorraine, and a French princess, Elizabeth
many, born

[Ger.

at

Nancy

Charlotte of Orleans. In accordance with a treaty made
in_ r 735» Francis received Tuscany in exchange for Lorraine, which was ceded to Stanislas Leczinski, on the
condition that at his death it should revert to the crown
of France.
He married Maria Theresa, the daughter
and heiress of the emperor Charles VI., in 1736, (see
Maria Theresa,) and thus became the founder of the
reigning dynasty of Habsburg-Lorraine. He was elected
Emperor of Germany, as successor to Charles VII., in
September, 1745, and was commander-in-chief of the
army of Austria, which was then at war with France,
until peace was restored in 1748.
He is represented
as a prince of good disposition and moderate capacity.
He died in August, 1765, and was succeeded by his

Francia, fRAn'chfi, (Domenico,) an Italian painter,
born at Bologna in 1702, visited Vienna in 1723, where
he painted for the court. From 1736 to 1744 he was
employed by the Swedish court. Died in 1758.
son, Joseph II.
See J. F. Seyfart, “ Lebens- und Regierungsgeschichte Kaiser
Francia, (Francesco,) a celebrated Italian painter,
whose proper name was Francesco Raibolini, (rl-bo- Franz I.,” 1766; Coxe, “History of the House of Austria;” Voltaire, “Siecle de Louis XV.”
lee'nee,) was born at Bologna about 1450.
He was a
Francis (Franz) II., (Joseph Karl,) Emperor of
goldsmith in his youth. His style was a medium between
and Francis I. of Austria, was the eldest son
the styles of Perugino and Bellini.
He was a friend of Germany,
of Leopold II. and of Maria Louisa of Spain.
He was
Raphael, who praised his Madonnas, saying he had seen
born at Florence in February, 1768, and at an early age
none “more handsome or more devout.” Among his
went to reside at the court of Vienna. He married
works is a Saint Sebastian, which was used for a long
Maria Theresa of Naples in 1790 or 1791, and began to
time as a model. He was an excellent colorist. The
reign over the hereditary states of Austria in March,
date of his death is variously given from 1518 to 1533.
In the same year he was elected Emperor of
1792.
See Vasari, “Lives of the Painters;” Calvi, “ Memorie di F.
Germany, and was involved in a war with the French,
Raibolini detto il Francia;” Malvasia, “ Felsina pittrice ;” Mrs.
which was suspended by the treaty of Campo Formio,
Jameson, “Memoirs of Early Italian Painters.”
Francia, (Giacomo,) a skilful Italian painter of Bo- 1797. (See Bonaparte.) In 1799 he entered into a
coalition with Russia and England against the French.
logna, was a son and pupil of the preceding, whom he
After gaining and losing many battles, the allies signed
imitated with success. He painted a Saint George, (1526,)
a treaty of peace at Luneville in 1801. He assumed the
and other saints and Madonnas, which were engraved by
title of hereditary Emperor of Austria in December, 1804,
Agostino Caracci. Died in 1557.
and, in alliance with England and Russia, again defied
See Lanzi, “ History of Painting in Italy.”
the power of Napoleon. This war was ended by the
Francia, (Giulio,) a painter of the Bolognese school, battle of Austerlitz, December,
1805, and the treaty of
Raibolini.
Died
in
was a relative of
1540.
Presburg, by which Tyrol and Venetia were annexed to
Francia, fRari'se-I or fRlt/r/te-S, (Dr. Jos£ Gaspar France. The German empire having been disorganized
Rodriguez,) Dictator of Paraguay, was born near As- or subverted, Francis renounced the throne of the Caesars
sumption about 1758. He studied law, and practised in August, 1806, after which he was styled Francis I. of
with success in Assumption, until the formation of a Austria. In March,
1809, he again declared war against
republic in Paraguay in 1811, when he became secretary Napoleon, who, after the capture
of Vienna and the vicof state. In 1813 he was chosen joint consul with Ful- tory ofWagram, dictated terms of peace in October,
gencio. The republic having fallen into anarchy, he was 1809. He joined in
1813 the coalition which resulted in
made dictator for three years in 1814, and perpetual dic- the final defeat of Napoleon, after which he recovered
His reign was arbitrary and severe ; but Venice and Lombardy, and reigned in peace until his
tator in 1817.
he appears to have repressed disorders with vigour. A death, in March, 1835. He was succeeded by his son,
system of non-intercourse with foreign countries was Ferdinand I. Francis was popular with his German
adopted by him, and a “ rigorous sanitary line was drawn subjects.
round all Paraguay.” “We might define him,” says
See J. von Hormayer, “Kaiser Franz I. und Mettemich,” 1848;
So far as lay H. Meynert, “Franz II. und sein Zeitalter,” 1834.
Carlyle, “as the born enemy of quacks.
in Francia, no public or private man in Paraguay was
Francis [Fr. Francois, fR&N'swiP] I., King of France,
allowed to slur his work.” (See “ Essays,” vol. iv.) born at Cognac September 12, 1494, was the son of
Among the most notorious of his arbitrary acts was the Charles, Count of Angouleme, (a cousin-german of King
detention of Bonpland, a French botanist, who was ar- Louis XII.,) and Louise, daughter of Philippe, Duke of
Dr. Francia died Savoy. As Francis had lost his father in infancy, Louis
rested in 1821 and released in 1831.
in September, 1840, when the power passed to a junta XII. took charge of his education, created him Duke of
or directory of three.
Valois, and gave him his daughter Claude in marriage in
The king dying without any son to survive him,
See Robertson, “Life of Dr. Francia:” Bengger, “ Essai his- 1514.
torique sur La Revolution du Paraguay,” etc., Paris, 1827; “ Foreign
Francis succeeded to the throne on the 1st of January,
Quarterly Review” for July, 1843.
In the same year he despatched an army under
1515.
Franciabigio, fRSn-chfi-bee'jo, (Marcantonio,) a Constable Bourbon to conquer the Milanese, defended
skilful Italian fresco-painter, born at Florence in 1483, by a Swiss army, which the French engaged and defeated
was a pupil and friend of Andrea del Sarto. He painted at Marignano. In 1519 Francis was an unsuccessful canthe “Marriage of the Virgin,” at Florence, in company didate for the empire of Germany, which was obtained
with Andrea del Sarto. He excelled in perspective and by his rival, Charles V. of Spain. About two years later,
Died in 1524.
in colouring.
a league was formed against the French king by Charles
See Vasari, “Lives of the Painters;” Frigerio, “Vita di Marc- V., Henry VIII. of England, and the pope, Leo X., the
antonio Franciabigio.”
first result of which was the expulsion of the French
Francini, fRin-chee'nee, (Antonio,) an Italian poet from the Milanese. The French were defeated in 1524
He lived in Florence when Milton at the battle of Sesia, in which the famous Chevalier
of patrician rank.
visited that city in 1638, and was one of seven Florentines Bayard fell, and in 1525 at the decisive battle of Pavia,
He where Francis commanded in person and was taken
specially mentioned by that poet as his friends.
complimented Milton in an Italian ode, the last stanza prisoner, after receiving two wounds. It is commonly
of which is praised by Dr. Johnson as “natural and stated that he wrote a report of the event to his mother
He is said to have left many poems in in these terms “ Madame, all is lost except our honour,”
beautiful.”
manuscript.
(“tout est perdu fors l’honneur.”) He was sent to
Francis I. of Austria. See Francis II. of Ger- Madrid, and closely confined until he consented to the
namely, the cession
conditions exacted by Charles V.,
many.
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of Burgundy, the renunciation of his claim to Flanders,

Francis

II.,

the last

Duke

and the restoration of Constable Bourbon to his estate succeeded his uncle, Arthur
and rank. After he obtained his liberation, in 1526, he events of his reign were a

of Bretagne, born in 1435,

III., in 1459.

series of

The

principal

wars against Louis

whom Francis was a feudatory, and
desired to annex Bretagne to his kingdom. The
duke formed an alliance with the King of England and
the Duke of Burgundy.
He was defeated in a decisive
battle by the army of Charles VIII. of France in 1488,
and died the same year. His daughter Anne became
the wife of the French king.
Francis I., Duke of Lorraine, born in 1517, succeeded
his father, Antoine, in 1544.
He died in 1545, and left
the dukedom to his son, Charles III.
Francis II. of Lorraine, a son of Charles III., born
in 1571, became duke in 1624.
He abdicated in favour
of his son, Charles IV., the same year. Died in 1632.
Francis IV., Duke of Modena and Reggio, born in
1779, was a son of Ferdinand, Archduke of Austria, and
Maria Beatrice of Este. He began to reign in 1814, and,
by his despotic policy, acquired the surname of “ the
Tiberius of Italy.” Died in 1846.
Francis V., Archduke of Austria, and last Duke of
Modena, born in 1819, was a son of Francis IV., whom
generosity, and royal accomplishments, but is justly he succeeded in January, 1846.
His reign was very uncensured for the persecution which the Protestants popular. In the spring of 1859 his subjects revolted,
suffered during his reign.
drove him into exile, and decided by their votes that
See Brantome, “ Mdmoires
Capefigue, “Francois I et la Modena should be annexed to the kingdom of Sardinia.
Renaissance,” 4 vols., 1844; Michelet, “ Renaissance;” A. VaFrancis, Duke of Tuscany. See Medicis.
rillas, “Histoire de Francois I,” 1684; Gaillard, “Histoire de
Fran'cis, (Convers,) an American writer, born at
Francois I,” 8 vols., 1768; Mignet, “ Rivalite de Charles Quint et
He was
de Francois I,” 1854-66; Miss Pardoe, “Court and Reign ofFran- West Cambridge, Massachusetts, about 1796.
“
cis I.,” 1849;
Nouvelle Biographie Generale.”
pastor of a Unitarian church at Watertown, MassaFrancis IL, King of France, born at Fontainebleau chusetts, from 1819 to 1842, and then became professor
in January, 1543, was the eldest son of Henry II. and of of pulpit eloquence at Harvard College.
He wrote
Catherine de Medicis. In 1558 he married the beautiful several biographies, etc. Died in 1863.
Mary Stuart, Queen of Scots, and on the 10th of July,
Franqois.
Francis, (Jean Charles.) See
In con1559, he succeeded to the throne of his father.
Francis, (John Wakefield,) an eminent American
sequence of his youth and feeble character, he relin- physician, born in New York in November, 1789. He
quished the power of the state into the hands of the Due graduated at Columbia College in 1809, and took the
de Guise and Cardinal Lorraine, who were uncles of degree of M.D. at the College of Physicians and SurMary Stuart, and zealous Catholics. Antoine de Bour- geons in 1 81 1. Having entered into partnership with
bon, King of Navarre, the Prince of Conde, and other Dr. Hosack, he aided the latter in editing the “ American
nobles, jealous of the influence and impatient of the Medical and Philosophical Register,” (1810-14.)
He
domination of the Guises, formed a coalition with the became professor of materia medica in Columbia ColProtestants, who were then objects of a violent persecu- lege about 1814, after which he visited the principal
tion. In 1560 a conspiracy was discovered by the Guises, schools of medicine in Europe.
On his return he was
which was the prelude of the civil wars that afterwards appointed professor of the institutes of medicine, and
raged in the kingdom. The States-General were assem- in 1817 obtained the chair of medical jurisprudence.
bled at Orleans, and the Prince of Conde was condemned In 1826 Dr. Francis, Dr. Hosack, and other professors
to death ; but he escaped this penalty in consequence of resigned their chairs and organized the Rutgers Medical
the death of the king, December 5, 1560.
Francis was School, in which the former was professor of obstetrics
succeeded by his brother, Charles IX.
and forensic medicine for four years. He was one of
See Henault, “Francois II, Roi de France,” 1748; Varillas, the editors of the “New York Medical and Physical
"Histoire de Francois II,” 1693; Davila, “History of the Civil
devoted his time
Wars of France;” W. Anderson, “History of France during the Journal,” (1822-24.) After 1830 he
chiefly to the practice of his profession and to literary
Reigns of Francis II. and Charles IX.,” 5 vols., 1769-82.
productions
are “ Cases
Among
his
numerous
Francis I., (Gennaro GiuSeppe,) King of the Two pursuits.
“ Febrile Contagion, ”(1816,)
Sicilies, born in Naples in 1777, was the son of Ferdi- of Morbid Anatomy, ”(1814,)
nand I. of Naples and of Caroline of Austria. In 1797 he “Denman’s Practice of Midwifery,” with notes, (1825,)
married Maria Clementina, daughter of the emperor Leo- and “Old New York, or Reminiscences of the Past
pold II. While he was heir-presumptive he favoured the Sixty Years,” (1857.) He was one of the founders of
party of reform ; but he afterwards became subservient to the New York Academy of Medicine, of which he was
He was prominently identithe Austrian policy. In 1814, when, by the fall of Murat, chosen president in 1847.
Ferdinand recovered Naples, Francis became Governor fied with the interests of New York, especially with its

refused to fulfil these conditions, and, forming an alliance
with Henry VIII. and Pope Clement, continued the war
until 1529, when the treaty of Cambrai was signed, by
which Francis abandoned his claim to Italy, and married
Eleonore, the sister of Charles. He afterwards devoted
several years to the promotion of commerce, science,
literature, and industry. He founded the Royal College of
three languages in Paris in 1531, and obtained the title of
“ the Father of French literature.” In 1539 the emperor
surprised the European public by asking permission of
his rival to pass through France on his way from Spain
to the Low Countries.
Francis granted the request, and
entertained Charles, who, it seems, gave him the promise
of the duchy of Milan. In 1542 war was again declared,
and prosecuted in Piedmont and Picardy without important results, until the French gained a decisive victory at Ceresole, in April, 1544, and a treaty of peace
was signed at Crespi in September of that year. Francis
died in March, 1547, and was succeeded by his son,
Henry II. He left a great reputation for gallantry,

XI. of France, of

who

of Sicily.
He succeeded to the throne in January, 1825. literary and scientific institutions. Died in 1861.
His reign was neither prosperous nor popular. He died
See H. T. Tuckerman, “Life of John W. Francis,” 1855;
“National Portrait-Gallery of Distinguished Americans,” vol. iv. ;
in 1830, and was succeeded by his son, Ferdinand II.
“Cyclopaedia of American Literature,” vol. ii.
Duyckinck,
Francis II., (Maria Leopoldo,) King of the Two
Sicilies, a son of Ferdinand II., was born in January,
Francis, (Luke,) a Flemish painter of history and
He was patronized
1836. He succeeded his father on the 22d of May, 1859, portraits, born at Mechlin in 1574.
and married the princess Maria Sophia Amelia of Bavaria at the courts of France and Spain. Died in 1643.
in the same year.
He persisted in the arbitrary policy
His son Luke, born at Mechlin in 1606, gained a high
which had rendered his father odious. His subjects reputation in the same branches of art. He worked
revolted in i860, and were led to victory by Garibaldi. several years in Paris, and then returned to Flanders.
After a siege of several months, Francis surrendered Died in 1654.
Gaeta in February, 1861, and his dominions have since
Francis, (Rev. Philip,) an eminent translator, born
been united to the new kingdom of Italy.
in Dublin, was the father of Sir Philip Francis. He lived
Francis (or Franqois) I., Duke of Bretagne, born at many years in England, to which he removed about 1750.
Vannes in 1414, was the eldest son of Jean VI., and a He became chaplain to Lord Holland, and a preceptor
nephew of Charles VII. of France. He began to reign of his son, the celebrated Charles James Fox. He proin 1442, and formed an alliance with Charles VII. against duced a poetical translation of Horace, which was sucthe English. His memory is deeply stained by his cruelty cessful, and has often been reprinted, (8th edition, 1778,)
to his brother Giles.
Died in 1450.
a translation of Demosthenes’ Orations, (1753-55,) a,lf
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several tragedies.
Dr. Johnson considered his version
ot Horace the best that had been made.
Died in 1773.
See Baker, “Biographia Dramatica.”

become very numerous throughout Europe. The rules
of this order were approved by a bull of Pope Sixtus
VI. in 1474. Died in 1507.

Francis, (Sir Philip,) an eminent British statesman,
the son of the preceding, was born in Dublin in 1740,
and removed to London about the age of ten. He was
a clerk in the war office from 1763 to 1772, and was appointed in 1773 a member of the Supreme Council of
Bengal, of which Warren Hastings was president. He
was the leader of the party which opposed the measures
of Hastings.
While in this position he fought a duel
with Hastings, (who asserted that Francis was void of
truth and honour,) was severely wounded, and returned
to England about December, 1780.
In 1784 he was
chosen a member of Parliament, in which he took a
prominent part in the trial of Hastings, voted with Fox
during the French Revolution, and zealously advocated
the abolition of the slave-trade. The Grenville ministry
conferred on Francis the title of Knight of the Bath in
1806, soon after which he retired from Parliament.
He
died in London in December, 1818. He was a writer and
speaker of decided ability. He is generally believed to
have been the author of the famous “ Letters of Junius,”

See C. Duvivier, “Vie et Miracles de S. Frangois de Paule,”
1622; F. Victors, “ Vita S. Francisci de Paula,” Rome, 1625; I.
Toscani, “ Della Vita ed Miracoli di S. Francesco de Paolo,” Rome,
1648 Baillet, “Vies des Saints.”
;

Francis de Sales. See Sales, Saint Francis de.
Francis Joseph Charles, [Ger. Franz Joseph
Karl, fRints yo'zSf kdRl,] usually called simply Francis
Joseph, Emperor of Austria, the eldest son of the Archduke Francis Charles Joseph, and a grandson of Francis
I., was born on the 18th of August, 1830.
His mother
was Sophia, a daughter of the King of Bavaria. The
stability of the throne having been imperilled by the
insurrections in Vienna, Hungary, and Italy, the emperor Ferdinand, a feeble prince, abdicated in favour
of his nephew, the subject of this article, December
With the aid of Russia, his armies subju2, 1848.
gated the Hungarians in 1849. Many of the Hungarian
generals were executed after they had surrendered.
His army also defeated Charles Albert of Sardinia at
Novara in 1849. He hastened to seize again the prerogatives which Ferdinand had given up, and to perfect a
system of absolutism.
In 1854 he married Elizabeth
Amelia Eugenia, a daughter of the Duke of Bavaria.
The Austrian court in the spring of 1859 demanded a
disarmament on the part of Sardinia, which, supported
by Napoleon III., refused to comply. Francis Joseph
invaded Sardinia about the end of April, with a large
army under Gyulai, who was soon forced to retire across
the Ticino, and was defeated at Magenta on the 4th of
June by the French and Sardinians. On the 24th of
June, 1859, the Austrian army of 150,000 men or more,
commanded by Francis Joseph in person, was defeated
with great loss at Solferino by the allies, under the com-

though he always denied such responsibility. Brougham
and Macaulay are among those who were convinced that
Francis was the author of Junius. To account for his
persistence in concealing his authorship of those letters,
Lord Brougham remarks, “ He has long, in his proper

person, possessed the admiration of all who have a due
regard for unblemished public virtue, great talents and
accomplishments. He might well afford to forego the
applause of the multitude, which could only be purchased
by a sacrifice of the tranquillity so invaluable in the de“ His style,” says the same critic, “ was
cline of life.”
admirable, excelling in clearness, abounding in happy
idiomatic terms, not overloaded with words or figures,
but not rejecting either beautiful phrases or appropriate

mand

of the emperor Napoleon. The war was ended
by the treaty of Villafranca, (July, 1859,) and Lombardy
was released from Austrian domination. (See Victor
Emanuel.) In 1864 he co-operated with Prussia in the
conquest of Sleswick-Holstein and the spoliation of Denmark. About the 18th of June, 1866, war was declared
between the Emperor of Austria and the King of Prussia,
each of whom aspired to be the head of the German
Bund. In this war Italy was an ally of Prussia, and the
federal army of Germany fought on the side of Austria.
The Prussians, with wonderful promptitude and rapidity,
occupied Hanover, Saxony, Hesse, etc., and the mam
Prussian army entered Bohemia about the 25th of June.
On the 3d of July, 1866, they gained a decisive victory
over the grand Austrian army at Sadowa. In this short
campaign of about ten days the Austrians lost nearly
100,000 men.
Francis Joseph ceded Venetia to Louis
Napoleon, and, after soliciting in vain the intervention
of France, made overtures for peace to Prussia about

ornament.”
See J. Taylor, “Junius identified with a Distinguished Living
Character;” Herman Mf.rivale, “Memoirs of the Life of Sir
Philip

Francis,”

2

vols.,

1867;

Edinburgh Review”

Hastings

Macaulay, “Essay on Warren
for

January, 1868.

Francis, Saint, [It. San Francesco, san fRtinclffis'ko; Fr. Saint-Fran^ois, s3.N'fR 6 N'swi',] the celebrated founder of an order of mendicant friars, called
Franciscans, was born at Assisi, in Italy, in 1182. In
his youth, prompted by enthusiasm and ascetic devotion, he renounced his inheritance, and resolved to live
on public charity.
Large numbers being attracted by
his preaching and example to follow the same course,
he composed rules for their organization, which Pope
Innocent III. sanctioned about 1210, and by which they
were forbidden to have any private property, and were
bound to preach and labour without salaries, depending
on alms for their simple subsistence. They were named
Minor Friars, and sometimes also Cordeliers, from the
cord with which their coarse tunic was girded. About
the year 1220 he visited Palestine during one of the
crusades, and attempted to convert Sultan Meledin, but
without success. In 1223 Pope Honorius published a
bull confirming the verbal sanction which the order had
received from Innocent III. This fraternity became very
numerous and influential. He died near Assisi in 1226,
and was canonized by Pope Gregory in 1230.
See Chalippe, “Vie de Saint-Frangois,” 1728; Chavin de
Mai.an, “Vie de Saint-Frangois,” 1841; N. Papini, “Storia di
S. Francesco di Assisi,” 2 vols., 1825-27; E. Vogt, “Der heilige
Franciscus von Assisi,” 1840; F. Morin, “S. Frangois d’Assise,”
1853-

(or Pau'la,) [It. Francesco di
Paula,) fRin-clffis'ko de pow'lo, (or pow'li ;)
Fr. Francois de Paule, fRdN'swS' deh pol,] Saint,
founder of an order of monks called Minimi, was born
at Paulo, in Calabria, in 1416. In early life he became a
hermit, and by his asceticism acquired a great reputation for sanctity. In 1436 a monastery was built for him
and his imitators, who were organized with the name of
Eremites, or Hermits of Saint Francis, which was afterwards changed to Minimi. He went to Paris about 1483,
at the invitation of the king, Louis XI., who was old
and sick and hoped his life would be miraculously prolonged.
He lived to see the order multiply rapidly and
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July 25, 1866. The result of this war was a great humiliation of the house of Hapsburg, and the exclusion
of Austria from the German Confederation and from
Italy.
In 1867 the constitutional autonomy of Hungary
was restored, and the subjects of Francis Joseph acquired
an increase of civil and religious liberty.
See Edmond Texier, “Les Hommes de la Guerre d’Orient:
Frangois Joseph I,” Paris, 1854.

Francis Xavier.

See Xavier.
Francisci, frin-sis'se, (John,) a Danish poet and
physician, born at Ripen in 1532, was chosen professor
of medicine in Copenhagen in 1561.
He wrote Latin
poems, which were received with favour. Died in 1584.
Francisco de Borgia, fran-sis'ko (or fRdn-this'ko)
di boR'ji, [Fr. Francois de Borgia, fRSN'swV deh
boR'zhe^',] Saint, Duke of Gandia, born at Gandia, in
Spain, in 1510, was inclined in early youth to the monastic
life.
To divert him from this, his parents placed him at

who received him into his favour
and made him Viceroy of Catalonia. In 1546 he joined
the society of Jesuits, then recently founded by Ignatius
Loyola, became a zealous preacher, and in 1565 was
He died in 1572, and was
elected general of the order.
canonized in 1671 by Pope Clement X.
the court of’Charles V.,

See Ribadeneira," Vida de Francisco de Borgia,” 1605 Mignet,
“Charles V au Mnnastere de Yuste;” “Ignatius Loyola and his
Associates,” in the “ Edinburgh Review” for July, 1S42.
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Francisco (or Francis) de Jesu Maria, fR&n-this'ko d& Hi-soo' mi-ree'i, a Spanish Carmelite monk and
writer on theology, born at Burgos died in 1677.
Fran-cis'co de Vi-to'ri-a, [Sp. pron. fRin-this'ko
d 4 ve-to're- 4 ,] a Spanish Dominican monk, born at Vitoria.
He published “Theologicae Praelectiones.” Died
;

in 1549.

for the poor, which received the name of
Francke’s Institutions.
He was for many years professor of divinity at Halle.
Died in 1727. Francke
belonged to the Evangelical school of theology, and
wrote “Methodus Studii Theologiae,” (1723,) besides
other works.
See Hirsching, “ Historisch-literarisches Handbuch;” M. Alberti, “ Monumentum A. H. Franckio positum,” 1727 Niemeyer,

and a college

Fran'cl-us or Fransz, fRtlnss, (Peter,) an excel“Uebersicht von A. H. Francken’s Leben,” etc.,
Guericke,
modern Latin poet, born at Amsterdam in 1645, “Ueber A. H. Francke,” Halle, 1827; G. E. Leo,1788
“Leben A. H.
He became, about Francke’s,” 1848.
studied under Gronovius at Leyden.
1675, professor of history, eloquence, and Greek in his
Francke, fRink'keh, (Johan Valentin,) a Danish
“ He is justly reckoned,” says the “ Bio- critic
native city.
and philologist, was born at Husum about 1792.
graphic Universelle,” “among those moderns who have He became professor in the University of Dorpat, and
“
His Poe- wrote several works, the principal of which is his “Latin
cultivated Latin poetry with most success.”
mata,” consisting of elegies, epigrams, etc., were pub- and Greek Inscriptions.” Died in 1830.
He also produced Dutch verses and
lished in 1672.
See Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”
Latin orations, (1692.) Died in 1703.
Francke
or Franke, (Theophilus August,) a theo“
“Nouvelle
Biographie
Gendrale.”
See Nic^ron, Mdmoires
logian, born at Halle in 1696, was a son of August HerFranck, fRdNk, (Adolphe,) a French philosopher, mann, whom he succeeded, in 1727, as director of the
He wrote, besides other institution at Halle. Died in 1769.
born in Meurthe in 1809.
works, “The Religious Philosophy of the Hebrews,”
Francken. See Franck, (Ambrose.)
“
Dictionary of Philosophic
(1843,) and was editor of the
Franckenstein, fRink'en-stTn', (Christian Gottvols.,
for
which
he
wrote
many
Sciences,” (6
1844-52,)
fried,) a German lawyer and historical writer, born at
articles.
He became one of the keepers of the Imperial Leipsic in 1661 ; died in 1717.
Library in 1854, and professor of natural and public law
His son Jakob, born at Leipsic in 1689, was a jurist;
;

;

lent

in the College of

France

in 1856.
fRink, or Francken, fRink'ken,
(Ambrose,) a Flemish painter of history, born at Antwerp about 1545, was a pupil of Frans Floris. Among
his works is the “ Martyrdom of Saint Crepin and Saint
Crepinien.” Died in 1619.
Franck, (Constantine,) a Flemish painter, born at
Antwerp in 1660. He excelled in battle-scenes. His
master-piece is the “Siege of Namur by William III.”

Franck, Frank,

Died about

Franck

1

708.

or

Francken, (Francis,) surnamed the

Elder, a skilful painter, born at or near Antwerp about
He
1544, was a brother of Ambrose, noticed above.
painted, besides other historical works, “ The Holy
Family,” and “Christ in the midst of the Doctors,”
which is called his master-piece. Died at Antwerp in
1616.
See Descamps, “Vies des Peintres Flamands,”

Franck, (Francis,)

called

died in 1733.

Franck'lin, (Thomas,) an English writer, born in
in 1721, became Greek professor at Cambridge
and was presented to the livings of Ware and
Thundrich in 1758. In 1776 he became rector of Brasted,
in Kent.
He wrote several dramas, and other works
in prose and verse, and published translations of Sophocles (2 vols., 1759) and of Lucian, (2 vols., 1780.)
Died

London

in 1750,

in

London in 1784.
Fran'co [Fr. Francon

or Frankon, fRSN'kiN']
of Cologne, a celebrated scholar and writer on music,
flourished at Liege about 1050.
He is supposed to have
been born at Cologne. “ He is the author,” says DenneBaron, “ of the most ancient treatises which are extant
on measured music and regular harmony,” namely, “ Ars

Cantus Mensurabilis,” and “Compendium de Discantu.”
(“Nouvelle Biographie Generate.”)

etc.

See Frtis, “Biographie Universelle des Musiciens.”

the Younger,

a son of
in 1580, studied with

the preceding, born at Antwerp
After travelling in Italy, he returned to his
his father.
native place, and was received in the Academy in 1605.
He is regarded by some as the most skilful artist of this
family.
Among his works, which are chiefly historical,
are “The Prodigal Son,” and “Laban Seeking his
Idols.”
Died in 1642.
See Descamps, “Vies des Peintres Flamands,” etc.

Franco,

fRdn'ko, (Battista,) called Semolei, an
eminent Venetian painter and engraver, born in 1498,
studied at Rome, and imitated Michael Angelo. He

practised his art in several cities of Italy with success,
and engraved many subjects after Raphael. He was a
skilful designer.
Among his paintings is “ Hannibal
assailed by a Storm under the Walls of Rome.” Died
in

Venice in 1561.
See Vasari, “ Lives of the Painters

Lanzi, “ History of Paint-

Franck, (Gabriel,) a Flemish painter, was director ing in Italy.”
of the Academy of Antwerp in 1634.
Franco, (Niccol6,) a satirical and licentious Italian
Franck, (Jean Baptiste,) grandson of Francis the poet, born at Benevento about 1510. He published,
Elder, was born at Antwerp in 1600.
He excelled in besides other works, “The Temple of Love,” “La Prithe representation of picture-galleries, imitating the
manner of various artists with skill. His master-piece
is “ Rubens and Van Dyck Playing Backgammon.” Died
in 1653.

See Descamps, “Vies des Peintres Flamands,”

etc.

See Tiraboschi, “Storia della Letteratura Italiana.”

Franck, (Jerome,)

a Flemish painter, born at Herenthals about 1542, was a brother of Ambrose, and a pupil
of Frans Floris.
He acquired a high reputation as a
painter of portraits, and was appointed first painter to
Henry III. of France. He also painted history with
success in Paris and Antwerp. Among his works is a
“Nativity,” (Paris, 1585.) He was living in 1607.
See Descamps, “Vies des Peintres Flamands,” etc.

Franck, (Sebastian,) son of Francis the Elder,
above named, born about 1575, lived at Antwerp, and
painted landscapes
about 1636.

and

battles

Franck von Franckenau.

with

apea,” (1541,) and “Dialogues on Beauty,” (1542.) He
was hung by order of Pope Pius V. in 1569, either for
the immoral tendency of his books or for a personal
satire on the pontiff.

success.

Died

Franco, (Veronica,) an

Italian poetess, born at
about 1595.
Franco-Barreto, fR&n'ko bdr-ra'to, (Joao,) a classic
Portuguese poet, born in Lisbon about 1600.
After
serving in the armament sent to Brazil in 1646, he took
orders, and became vicar of Barreiro in 1648.
He pub-

Venice

in 1554; died

lished numerous works in verse and prose, among which
a poetical translation of the “ Aineid,” which is com-

is

mended

for its fidelity and other merits, (1664-70.)
about 1668.
See Barbosa Machado, “Bibliotheca Lusitana.”

Francceur,
See Frank.

fRfiN'kuR', (Louis Benjamin,) a

Died

French

geometer, born in Paris in 1773. He became professor
of mathematics at the Faculty of Sciences in 1809.
He
wrote many good school-books, among which are a
“Complete Course of Pure Mathematics,” (2 vols., 1809,)

Francke. See Franke.
Francke, fRink'keh, written also Franke, (August
Hermann,) a German Protestant divine and eminent
philanthropist, born at Lubeck in 1663. He became pro- and “Elements
fessor of Oriental languages at Halle in 1692, and about
the same time founded in that town an orphan-asylum

c as k; 5 as s;

g hard; g as j;

of Statics,” (1810.) Died in 1849.
See Francceur fils, “Notice sur la Vie de L. B. Francceur,”

1854.

g, h, k, guttural; n, nasal; R, trilled;

sasz; th as

in this.

(UJf'See Explanations,

p. 23.)
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Fran5ois, fRiN'swi', (Jean Charles,) a French engraver, born at Nancy in 1717.
He was the inventor of
engraving in imitation of crayon or pencil. Died in 1769.
See Basan, “ Dictionnaire des Graveurs.”
Frangois, (Laurent,) a French priest, born at Arinin 1698, was a defender of revealed religion against
Voltaire and other skeptics. Among his works is a “De-

thod

fence of the Christian Religion against the Objections of

Died
Fran5ois, (Luc,) a Flemish

Infidels,” (2 vols., 1755.)

in 1782.

painter.

See Francis,

(Luke.)

Francis, (Simon,)
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a French portrait-painter, called

Frank, or Franoke von Franckenau, fRink'keh
fon fRink'keh-now', (Georg,) a learned German physician and elegant writer, was born in Naumburg, in Misnia, in 1643.
He wrote agreeable verses in German,
Latin, and Greek.
After he had taught medicine at
Wittenberg, he became chief physician and aulic
councillor to Christian V. of Denmark.
He published,
besides other works, a “ Flora Francica,” (1685,) and
“ Twenty Medical Satires,” (“ Satyrse Medicas Viginti,”
He was created count by the emperor in 1691.
1722.)
Died in 1 704.
See Moreri, “Dictionnaire Historique
“ Biographie Mddicale.”

le Valentin, born at Tours in 1606; died in 1671.
Frank, or Francke von Franckenau, (Georg
Frangois de Bourbon. See Enghien, Bourbon, Friedrich,) a son of the preceding, born about 1670,
and Montpensier.
was also a physician. He became professor at CopenFrangois de Neufchftteau, fR&N'swi' deh nuh'- hagen, and wrote several medical works. Died in 1732.
shi'to', (Nicolas Louis,) Comte, a French statesman
Frank, (Jacob,) a Polish Jew, born in 1712, was the
and

poet,

born

in Lorraine in 1750. In his

for a short time secretary to Voltaire.

He

youth he was
favoured the

Revolution, and was elected to the Legislative Assembly
in 1791.
In October, 1792, he was appointed minister
of justice, but declined. His comedy “ Pamela” was

performed with success in 1793. He was a member of
the executive Directory from September, 1797, until May,
1798, and became minister of the interior in July of that
year. He was appointed a senator about the end of 1 799,
and was president of the senate two years, 1804-06. In
this capacity he pronounced several eloquent addresses
to the emperor. He was admitted into the French Academy in 1816, after which he retired from public life.

founder of a sect called Frankists or Zoharites. He
acquired a great reputation as a Cabalist, and made
many disciples in Podolia about 1750. They rejected the
Talmud, and professed faith in a book called “Zohar.”

Died

in 1791.

Frank, (Johann Peter,)

a celebrated

German phy-

duchy of Baden in 1745, graduated
at Heidelberg, succeeded Tissot in 1785 in the chair
of clinics at Pavia, and in 1804 was appointed professor
of medicine at Wilna, and soon after physician to the
emperor Alexander of Russia. Among his principal
works are his “System of a Perfect Medical Police,”
(1784,) and “Special Pathology and Therapeutics.”
Died in 1828.
Died in 1821. His son, Joseph, born in 1771, was a
“
skilful
physician, and the author of several valuable
See A. F. de Silvestre,
Notice biographique sur M. le Comte
Frarujois de NeufchSteau,” 1828; H. Bonnblier, “M&noires sur medical treatises.
Died in 1842.
Francois de NeufchSteau,” 1829; Querard,
Nouvelle Biographie Glndrale.”

“La

France Litte-

raire

Francowitz,

fRin'ko-ftits',

(Matthias Flach

fliK,) an eminent Protestant theologian and biblical critic,
born in Istria in 1521, assumed the name of Flaccus
(or Flacius) Illyricus.
He was a pupil of Luther at
Wittenberg, where he became a professor of Hebrew in
He was chosen professor of theology at Jena in
1544.
1557. To superior talents he joined extensive learning.
His character is represented as turbulent, impetuous,
and disputatious. He wrote many controversial works,
(partly against Melanchthon,) an excellent Ecclesiastical
History, entitled “Centuries of Magdeburg,” published
in 3 volumes at Magdeburg, (1559-74,) which Mosheim
calls “an immortal work,” and “ Key of the Holy Scriptures,” (“ Clavis Scripturae Sacrae,” 1567.) Died in 1575.

See Twesten, “Matthias Flacius Illyricus,” Berlin,
Ritter, “ Beschreibung des Lebens Flaccii,” 1723;
“Vitas Germanorum Theologorunt
“ Nouvelle Biographie Generale.”

N
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sician,

born
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See “Biographie des J. P. Frank,” Vienna, 1802; Ersch und
Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”
Frank, (Sebastian,) an excellent German prose
writer, also noted as a visionary theologian, was born at
Donauworth, in Suabia, about 1500. He was a zealous
Reformer, but by his mystical opinions and writings was
involved in a quarrel with Luther. Among his numerous
works were a Chronicle of Germany. Died about 1545.
See Christian Karl Am Ende, “ Kleine Nachlese zu den
vielen unvollstandigen Nachrichten von S. Frank’s Leben,” 179699; S. G. Wald, “De Vita et Systemate mystico S. Franki,” 1793.

Franke. See Francke, (August H.)
Frankel, fRin'kel, (Zacharias,) a learned Jewish
born at Prague in 1801. He became chief rabbi
His works are said to be perat Dresden about 1836.
vaded by the spirit of progress.
Franki, fRinkl, (Ludwig August,) a German poet, of
1844; J. B.
M. Adam, a Jewish family, born in Bohemia in 1810. His heroic

“ Mtimoires

writer,

poem

of “

Don J uan

of Austria,”

( 1

846,)

and an epic en-

“Christopher Columbus,” (1836,) are among his
Francucci, fRin-koot'chee, (Innocenzio,) called also best works.
Innocenzio da Imola, an Italian painter, born at Imola
Frank'land, (Rev. Thomas,) an English physician,
about 1490, was a pupil of Francia. He lived in Bologna, born in 1633. He produced, besides other works, “The
and adorned the churches of that city with frescos which Annals of King James I. and Charles I.,” (1681,) which
were greatly admired. The latest date on his works is are said to be impartial. Died in 1690.
1549. A picture of the “Archangel Michael and Satan”
Frank'lin, (Anna Eleanor Porden,) an English
is esteemed his master-piece.
poetess, born in 1795, was a daughter of Mr. Porden,
Lanzi, “ History of Paint- architect of Eton Hall. She learned several ancient and
See Vasari, “ Lives of the Painters
ing in Italy;” Papotti, “ Elogio di I. Francucci, Imitatore glorioso
modern languages, and wrote poems entitled “ The Veils,
del divino Raffaello,” 1840.
or the Triumph of Constancy,” (1815,) “The Arctic ExFrangipani, fRin-je-pi'nee, a powerful family of Rome pedition,”
and “Cceur-de-Lion, or the Third Crutitled

and twelfth centuries, who derived their
the distribution of bread in time of famine.
the first rank among the nobility until the
Colonna family and the Orsini gained the ascendant.
Cenzio Frangipani produced a schism in the Church in
of the Antipope Burdino, who
1 1 18 by the election
assumed the title of Gregory VIII.
Frangipani, (Claudio Cornelio,) a jurist, born in
Venice in 1533, professed civil law with great credit in
Died
his native city, and wrote several legal treatises.
in the eleventh

name from
They held

in 1630.

(1818,)

sade,” an epic poem, (1824.) In 1823 she was married
to the great navigator Sir John Franklin. Died in 1825.

Frank'lin, (Benjamin,) an eminent American philosopher and statesman, born at Boston, in MassachuHe was the youngest
setts, the 17th of January, 1706.
son and fifteenth child of a family of seventeen children.
His father, Josiah Franklin, emigrated from England to
America in 1682: he followed the business of tallowchandler and soap-boiler. Benjamin, when only ten
years old, was employed in his father’s shop, in cutting
wicks, going errands, etc. but soon, becoming disgusted
with the monotonous routine of his duties, he conceived
a strong desire to go to sea. To prevent this, his father
bound him apprentice to his brother James, who was a
printer. Young Franklin had now free access to books,
for which he had evinced a fondness even from infancy.
He himself says he could not remember the time when
;

See Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”

Frangipani, (Cornelio,) a Venetian of noble descent,
in Friuli, was the father of the preceding. He practised law in Venice, was distinguished as an orator, and
Died in 1581.
translated three of Cicero’s orations.
Frank. See Franck.
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did not know how to read. To gratify his thirst for
reading, he would often sit up the greater part of the
During his apprenticeship, he made occasional
night.
anonymous contributions to a paper published by his
brother, and once had the gratification to hear his articles
warmly commended by some gentlemen who called at
the office, and who little imagined him to be the author.
He did not, however, neglect his duties as a printer
and he became in a few years well skilled in his trade.
But the two brothers could not agree. The elder appears
to have been of a severe and passionate temper, which
the younger (as he himself intimates) may have sometimes provoked by his impertinence. At length, when
seventeen years of age, young Franklin left Boston
without the knowledge of his relations, embarking in a
vessel bound for New York, whence he proceeded, partly
by water and partly on foot, to Philadelphia. Here he
obtained employment as a journeyman printer. In the
following year, encouraged by the promise of assistance
from a gentleman in Philadelphia, he resolved to set up
business for himself. With this view he went to England
in order to purchase type and other materials necessary
for carrying on his trade. But, failing to receive the aid
lie

which ne had expected from his pretended friend, he
was obliged to work as a journeyman in London, where
he remained more than a year. He returned in 1726 to
Philadelphia, and in 1729, with the assistance of some
friends, he established himself in business.
The next
ear he married Miss Deborah Read, with whom he
ad become acquainted in Philadelphia before he went
to England.
In 1729 he became the editor and proprietor of a newspaper, (the “ Pennsylvania Gazette,”) which
his talent for writing soon rendered very popular and
very profitable. In 1732 he commenced the publication
of an almanac purporting to be by “ Richard Saunders.”
He sought to make this, as well as his paper, the vehicle
of useful information for the people, especially inculcating
the virtues of frugality, industry, etc.
It was commonly
called “ Poor Richard’s Almanac,” under which name it
acquired a wide celebrity. He soon won for himself a
high reputation for public spirit as well as for wisdom
and foresight. He warmly supported, both by his personal efforts and by his pen, every enterprise which in
his judgment was calculated to promote the public good.
To him is due the credit of founding the Philadelphia
Library, which was commenced in 1731 and is now one
of the largest in the United States. By his talents, prudence, and integrity, he continued to rise in the estimation of the community in which he lived, until he was
deemed worthy of the highest honours which his country
could bestow. He was made successively clerk of the
General Assembly of Pennsylvania, (1736,) postmaster
of Philadelphia, (1737,) and deputy postmaster-general
for the British colonies, (1753.) A dispute having arisen
between the Assembly and the proprietary governors,
in consequence of the latter claiming exemption from
taxation, Franklin was sent in 1757 to England to plead
the cause of the people before the privy council.
His
representations and arguments prevailed ; and it was
decided that the estates of the proprietaries should bear
their due proportion of the public burdens.
On his
return in 1762, he received the thanks of the Assembly

and faithful fulfilment of his mission.
Franklin had already become distinguished in the
scientific world by his successful experiments on the
nature of electricity. In 1752 he had made the important
and brilliant discovery of the identity of lightning with
the electric fluid, by means of a kite. Some letters, giving
an account of his first experiments, were sent to England
to his friend Mr. Collinson, who had them read before
the Royal Society but they attracted little attention.
“ One paper,” says Franklin in his Autobiography, “ which
I wrote for Mr. Kinnersley, on the sameness of lightning
with electricity,
.
was laughed at by the connoisseurs.” These papers were not even thought worthy
to be printed in the “Transactions” of the society.
At
the suggestion of Dr. Fothergill, they were published in
a pamphlet by themselves. A copy having fallen under
the notice of the celebrated Count de Buffon, it was, at
his instance, translated into French, and excited great
attention on the continent.
The subject was brought
for the able

;

.

.
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again before the notice of the Royal Society ; and “they
soon made me,” says Franklin, “more than amends foi
the slight with which they had before treated me.”
Without waiting for any application to be made on his
behalf, they chose him a member of their body, and voted
that he should be excused from the customary payments
on admission, (amounting to twenty-five guineas ;) they
also bestowed upon him the Copley gold medal, (dated
1753,) and afterwards furnished him with their “Transactions” without charge. Alluding to Franklin’s account
of his electrical experiments, Sir Humphry Davy observes, “A singular felicity of induction guided all his
researches, and by very small means he established very
grand truths the style and manner of his publication
are almost as worthy of admiration as the doctrines it
contains. . . . He has written equally for the uninitiated
and for the philosopher.” Before he left England, in
1762, the degree of Doctor of Laws was conferred upon
him by the Universities of Edinburgh and Oxford.
In 1764, Franklin was again sent by the Assembly as
agent to England.* The policy of taxing the colonies
had already been agitated ; and he was instructed by the
Assembly to use his efforts against such a measure.
But the ministry had formed their plans, and the Stamp
Act was passed early in 1765. In the examination before
the House of Commons in 1766, Franklin’s talents, skill,
and varied information were shown to great advantage,
and the repeal of the obnoxious Stamp Act was the result.
But other laws, deemed equally objectionable, remained
in force. In the dispute between the American colonies
and the mother-country, Franklin had sought sincerely
and earnestly to prevent a disruption when, however,
he became convinced that a separation was inevitable,
he returned home and took an active part in promoting
the cause of independence.
He arrived at Philadelphia
on the 5th of May, 1775, after an absence of rather more
than ten years. The day after his arrival he was unanimously elected by the Assembly of Pennsylvania a delegate to the second Continental Congress, then about to
assemble. He was one of the committee of five chosen
by Congress to prepare the “ Declaration of Independence,” which, having been agreed to on the 4th of July,
1776, he afterwards signed with the other leading paTowards the close of 1776 he was sent as amtriots.
bassador to the court of France he arrived in Paris on
the 21st of December. To Franklin is due the principal,
if not the sole, credit of effecting between France and
the United States the Treaty of Alliance, the stipulations
of which were so eminently favourable to the latter
country. This treaty, signed at Paris the 6th of February,
1778, may be said to have secured the independence of
Franklin took an important
the American colonies.
part in the negotiation of peace with England, and signed
the preliminary articles of a treaty of peace at Paris on
the 30th of November, 1782. The definitive treaty of
peace was signed at Paris by Franklin, Adams, and Jay,
September 3, 1783. Franklin afterwards negotiated with
Prussia a treaty, in which he inserted an article against
privateering. “This treaty,” said Washington, “marks
It is the most liberal treaty
a new era in negotiation.
which has ever been entered into between independent
:

:

:

powers.”

He

returned

home

in

September, 1785, and

in the next month was chosen President of Pennsylvania
was re-elected in 1786 and 1787.
for one year.
was a delegate to the convention which met at Philadel-

He

He

phia in May, 1787, to form a Constitution of the United
It deserves to be mentioned that he introduced
States.
a motion for daily prayers in this convention, on which
occasion he said, “I have lived a long time, and the
longer I live the more convincing proofs I see of this
And if a
truth, that God governs in the affairs of men.
sparrow cannot fall to the ground without his notice, is
it probable that an empire can rise without his aid?”
At the close of the convention he made a speech, in
which he said, “ I consent to this Constitution, because
I expect no better, and because I am not sure that it is
not the best.” His last public act was the signature
of a memorial addressed to Congress by the Abolition
Society, of which he was president.
*

He was

afterwards appointed agent by several of the other

colonies.
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He died in Philadelphia on the 17th of April, 1790,
aged eighty-four years, leaving a son, William, who was
Governor of New Jersey, and a daughter, Sarah Bache.
His remains are entombed in the cemetery of Christ
Church, at the southeastern angle of Fifth and Arch
Streets, Philadelphia.

In person Franklin was of a medium stature, well
formed and strongly built, with a light complexion and
gray eyes. As a philosopher he was remarkable for
simplicity of character and for practical common sense.
He deemed nothing which concerned the interest or happiness of mankind unworthy of his attention; and he
rarely, if ever, bestowed attention on any subject without
permanently useful results. His services to science and
liberty were expressed in this famous line by Turgot
:

“Eripuit ccelo fulmen, sceptrumque tyrannis.”*

“

never pretended to the accomplishments of an
orator or debater.
He seldom spoke in a deliberative
assembly except for some special object, and then briefly
and with great simplicity of manner and language.”
(Sparks’s “Life of Franklin.”)
Franklin left an interesting and highly-instructive
autobiography of the earlier part of his life, (up to his
fifty-second year.)
A continuation has been added by
Jared Sparks, prefixed to an edition of Franklin’s entire
works, the whole being comprised in 10 vols. 8vo,

—

(Boston, 1850.)
“ Antiquity,” says Mirabeau, “ would have raised altars
to this mighty genius, who, to the advantage of mankind, compassing in his mind the heavens and the earth,
was able to restrain alike thunderbolts and tyrants.”
Lord Chatham, in a public speech made in 1775, characterized Franklin as “one whom all Europe held in high
estimation for his knowledge and wisdom, and ranked
with our Boyles and Newtons who was an honour not
to the English nation only, but to human nature.” “ His
;

Lord Jeffrey, “has all the vigour and even
conciseness of Swift, without any of his harshness.
It
is in no degree more flowery, yet both elegant and lively.
great
The peculiar charm of his writings, and his
.
.
merit also in action, consisted in the clearness with which
he saw his object, and the bold and steady pursuit of
it by the surest and the shortest road.”
style,” says

.

Lord Jeffrey’s

articles in the

“ Edinburgh Review,” July,

1806, and August, 1817; Condorcet, “ Eloge de Franklin,” 1790;
Bancroft, “ History of the United States,” vol. ix. chap. xxix. A.
Norton, article in the “North American Review,” vol. vii. Mignet, “Vie de Franklin;” Bauer, “Washington und Franklin.”
Berlin, 1803-06; C. Schmaltz, “ Leben Benj. Franklins,” 1840.
;

;

Franklin, (Jane Griffin,) Lady, the second wife of
Sir John Fraktin, was born about 1802.
She was married about 1828, and went with her husband to Van
Diemen’s Land in 1836. Her name has been rendered
memorable by her persevering efforts to ascertain the
fate of S r John Franklin.
In 1850 she sent out a ship
for that purpose at her own expense.
Other expeditions
were sent by the British government, without success,
until 1857, when she fitted out the steamer Fox.
She
was also a great traveller, even after the age of eighty
years, and was awarded the gold medal of the Royal
Geographical Society. Died in 1875. See Franklin
(Sir John.)
Franklin, (Sir John,) a distinguished English navigator and Arctic explorer, was born at Spilsby, in
Lincolnshire, in April, 1786.
He entered the navy as a
midshipman about 1800, and in 1801 accompanied Captain Flinders in a voyage of exploration to Australia.
He served with distinction at the battle of Trafalgar,
October 21, 1805, and was slightly wounded in the attack
on New Orleans, January, 1815. Having obtained the
rank of lieutenant, he was appointed commander of the
Trent in the Arctic expedition which, under Captain
Buchan, sailed in 1818. The ship of Captain Buchan
was disabled soon after their departure, and the expedition consequently failed.
In 1819 he conducted an
overland expedition sent to trace the coast-line of North
America, in which service he and his party walked about
fifty-five hundred and fifty miles.
On his return to
England he published a narrative of his expedition, and
* “

He

1,

Lady
1854, some relics of the lost navigators.
Franklin sent out, in 1857, the steamer Fox, under Captain McClintock, who, in the summer of 1859, discovered
on the shore of King William’s Land a record deposited
in a cairn by the survivors of Franklin’s company. This
document, dated April 25, 1848, stated that Sir John
Franklin died June 1 1, 1847, that the Erebus and Terror
were abandoned April 22, 1848, when the survivors,
one hundred and five in number, started for the Great
Fish River. Many relics were found of this party, who
perished on their journey, probably soon after they left
the vessels.
It appears that Sir John is entitled to the
honour of being the first to discover a Northwest passage.
See P. L. Simmonds, “Sir John Franklin and the Arctic Regions,” 1852; “London Quarterly Review” for January, 1823;
“North American Review” for July, 1830, (vol. lxxi.)
in

last royal Governor of
Jersey, an illegitimate son of the celebrated Dr.
He
Franklin, was born in Philadelphia about 1731.
served as an officer in the French war before he was of
age.
In 1757 he went with his father to London, where
he studied law and was admitted to the bar. He was
appointed Governor of New Jersey in 1762, became a
Tory in the Revolution, and was confined in prison for
two years, 1776-78. In 1782 he removed to England,
where he remained until his death, in 1813. He left a
son, William Temple Franklin.
Franklin, (William B.,) an American general, born

Franklin, (William,) the

New

in 1823, graduated at West Point
He
n the same class with Ulysses S. Grant.
served in the Mexican war, became a captain in 1857,
and colonel in the regular army in 1861. He served as
a general under McClellan in several battles near Richmond in June, 1862, commanded a corps at Malvern
Hill, July 1, and at Antietam, September 17.
He was
appointed a major-general of volunteers about July,
1862.
In December, 1862, he led a grand division of
Burnside’s army at Fredericksburg. He commanded a
division of General Banks’s army in the Red River
at

in
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1843,

>

In 1849 or 1850 he became minister of the ininstruction.
He published, besides
other works, “ Statistics of Switzerland,” (“ Statistica
Council.

terior

and of public

della Suizzera,” 3 vols., 1828-51.)
Died in 1857.
Fransoni, fRin-so'nee, or Franzoni, frdtn-zo'nee,
He
(Luigi,) an Italian prelate, born at Genoa in 1789.
1831, and displayed
a great zeal for ultramontane doctrines and absolutism.

became Archbishop of Turin about

He was

banished about 1853.

Fransz, (Peter.) See Francius.
Frantz, fRints, or Frantzius, fRint'se-us, (Wolfgang,) a German Protestant theologian, born at Plauen,
in Saxony, in 1564, was professor of theology at WitAmong his works is “A Treatise on the
tenberg.
Interpretation of the Sacred Scriptures,” (“Tractatus
de Interpretatione Sacrae Scripturae.”) Died in 1628.
See J. G. Neumann, “Programma de Vita W. Frantzii,” 1709.
a

long;

York, Pennsylvania,

campaign of 1864.
Franquelin, fRftNk'liN', (Jean Auguste,) a French
painter of genre, born in Paris in 1798; died in 1839.
Franscini, fRin-shee'nee, (Stefano,) a Swiss statesman of the Liberal party, born in the canton of Tessin
(Ticino) in 1796.
He was secretary of state from 1830
to 1837, after which he was a member of the Federal

wrested the thunderbolt from heaven and the sceptre from

tyrants.”
a e.

was raised to the rank of captain. He was elected a
Fellow of the Royal Society in 1823, and married Miss
Eleanor Porden about that date. In 1825 he renewed
the enterprise of exploration by land, and traced the
coast of North America from the mouth of the Coppermine River to the 150th meridian, for which service he
was knighted. He afterwards commanded the Rainbow
in the Mediterranean for several years.
Having lost
his first wife, he married Jane Griffin in 1828.
He was
Governor of Van Diemen’s Land from 1836 to 1842.
The government having ordered a new expedition to
discover a Northwest passage, and given the command
of it to Sir John Franklin, he sailed with the Erebus
and Terror in May, 1845, and never returned. Several
expeditions were sent in search of him by the English
and the Americans, without success but Dr. Rae found,
;

He

See
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fRints, (Agnes,)

born in Silesia

in 1794,

wrote

of excellent and attractive works for children,
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among which are “My Legacy to Youth,” and the teenth century. He composed “ Songs,” (“ Lieacr,”)
and witty or sententious sayings, (“ Spriiche,”) and
“Book of Childhood and Youth.” Died in 1843.
Franz, (Johann Michael,) a German geographer, invented many varieties of metre. His works are partly
satirical.
Died at Mentz in 1318.
at Oehringen in 1700; died in 1761.
See Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie
K. GoFranz, (Johannes,) a German scholar, born at Nu“ Das Mittelalter
deke,
“Nouvelle Biographie Gdnerale;” N.
remberg in 1804. In 1832 he accompanied King Otho
Vogt, “Heinrich Frauenlob,” 1792.
to Greece, where he was appointed chief interpreter.
Fraunce, (Abraham,) an English poet, lived in the
He published a “ German-Greek Dictionary,” (1838,)
“ Elements of Greek Epigraphy,” and other works. Died reign of Elizabeth, and was educated at Cambridge.
He was author of “ Lawyers’ Logic,” of “ Arcadian
in 1851.
Franz, (Karl Joseph,) Prince and Archduke of Rhetoric,” a mixture of prose and verse, and of several
small poems in English hexameter, published between
Austria, born in 1802, was a son of Francis I., and the

born

father of the present emperor, Francis Joseph, in whose
favour he resigned his own right to the throne in 1848.
Franzen, frint-snn', (Frans Michael,) a popular
Swedish poet, born at Ule&borg, Finland, in 1772, was
for some time pastor of a church in Stockholm, and
about 1832 was made Bishop of Hernosand. From
1824 to 1834 he acted as secretary of the Swedish Academy. He wrote biographical memoirs of several persons,
assisted in an authorized and excellent version of the
Psalms, and published several volumes of songs and
Died in 1847. Among his poems is
other poems.
“Columbus, or the Discovery of America.”
Franzos, (Karl Emil,) a German author, born in
He has lived in Austria but has travelled much
1848.
His works chiefly desciibe
in the east of Europe.
life
or the places he has visited.
Jewish
Fra'ser, (Alexander,) a Scottish painter, born about
He painted domestic scenes. Among his works
1792.
are the “Interior of a Highland Cottage,” and “The
Last Moments of Mary Queen of Scots.” Died in 1865.
Fraser, (Alexander Campbell,) a Scottish metaHe studied
physician, bom in Argyleshire about 1818.
under Sir William Hamilton, and became professor of
logic in the New College, Edinburgh, in 1846, and editor
In 1856 he
of the “ North British Review ” about 1850.
succeeded Sir William Hamilton as professor of logic
and metaphysics in the University of Edinburgh. He
has published “ Rational Philosophy in History and in
System,” (1858,) and “ Selections from Berkeley,”
He is now preparing a life of Locke.
(1874.)
Fra'ser, (Charles,) an American painter and wiiter,
born in Charleston, South Carolina, in 1782. His portraits include La Fayette, and a great number of eminent

persons of South Carolina. Died in i860.
Fraser, (James,) an English ecclesiastic,

bom

in

He was tor some years fellow and tutor of Oriel
1818.
College, Oxford, and was consecrated bishop of Manchester in 1870. He is the author of numerous published
sermons and of some pamphlets on education.
Fraser, (James Baillie,) a popular Scottish writer
of travels, born in 1783, resided on his estate of Reelig,
Inverness-shire.
He spent many years in travelling in
Asia, and published numerous entertaining works, among
which are “Journal of a Tour through part of the Himalaya Mountains,” (1820;) “Journey into Khorasan,”
(1825 ;) “The Persian Adventurer,” a romance, (1828;)
“ History of Persia, Ancient and Modern,” (1847;) and
“Travels through Various Parts of Persia,” (1838,)
which, says the “London Athenaeum,” “can hardly be
surpassed in lively delineations and rapid but graphic
sketches.” Died in 1856.
Fraser, (Simon.) See Lovat.
Fraser, (Simon,) a British general of high reputation,
was second in command of the army which, under Burgoyne, invaded Neyv York in 1777. He was killed at the
battle of Stillwater, in October of that year.
Frassen, fRf'sSN', (Claude,) a French monk, born
near Peronne in 1620. He published a “ Course of Theology,” (4 vols., 1672,) and other works. Died in 1711.
Fratellini, fRi-tgl-lee'nee, (Giovanna,) an Italian
painter, born at Florence in 1666, was adopted in infancy by the grand duchess Vittoria.
She excelled in
portraits.
Died in 1731.
Fratellini, (Lorenzo,) a Florentine portrait-painter,
a son of the preceding, born about 1690; died in 1729.
Fratta, fR&t't&, (Domenico Maria,) a skilful Italian
painter, born at Bologna in 1696; died in 1763.

Frauenlob, fRow'en-lop',
Meissen, a famous German
c as k; 9 as

s;
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originally
poet, was

Heinrich von
born

in the thir-

1587 and 1591.

Fraunhofer, von, fon fRown'ho'fer, (Joseph,) an
eminent German optician, born at Straubing, in Bavaria,
in March, 1787.
He was an apprentice to a manufacturer of mirrors, and afterwards became an assistant
of Reichenbach in the fabrication of mathematical instruments, near Munich.
He invented or perfected a
heliometer and micrometer, and constructed the great
parallactic telescope of Dorpat.
Among his discoveries was the fact that the solar spectrum is crossed by
about five hundred and ninety black lines. Died in
1826.
for

We

owe

to

him the

art of

making the

finest glass

achromatic telescopes.

See Utzschneider, “ Umriss der Lebensgeschichte des J. von
Fraunhofer;” Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie;”

“Nouvelle Biographie Generale.
Frayssinous, fR&'se'noo', (Denis Luc,) a French
prelate and eminent pulpit orator, born at Curieres in
He was ap1765, became chaplain to Louis XVIII.
pointed Bishop of Hermopolis in 1822, and grand masHe was minister of public
ter of the university in 1823.
Among his writings is a
instruction from 1824 to 1828.
“Defence of Christianity,” (1823.) Died in 1841.
See M. Henrion, “Vie de M. Frayssinous,” 1842; “Nouvelle
Biographie Generale.

”

Fra-zee', (John,) an American sculptor, born

at

Rah-

Among his works are busts
way, New Jersey, in 1790.
of Marshall, Jackson, and Webster.
See Dunlap, “Rise and Progress of the Arts of Design in AmerTuckerman, “ Book of the Artists.”
ica
Frea. See Frigga.
Freard, (Roland.) See Chambray.
Fred-e-ga'ri-us, [Fr. Fr£d£gaire, fRi'd&'gSR',] surnamed Scholasticus, a chronicler who lived (probably
His work treats of
in France) in the seventh century.
the history of the Franks, ending about 640 A.D.
Fredegonda or Fredegonde. See Fredegunda.
Fred-e-gun'da, [Fr. Fr£d£gonde, fri'dVgbNd',] a
queen of the Franks, notorious for her crimes, was born
about 545 A.D. She became the wife of Chilperic I.
about 565, after which she procured the assassination of
his sons by a former marriage, and of Sigebert, King of
Austrasia.
After the death of Chilperic (584) she was
regent during the minority of her son Clotaire, and gained
victories in a war against several kings. Died in 596 A.D.
See Sismondi, “Histoire des Fran$ais.”

Frederic. See Frederick and Friedrich.
,
Fred-er-ic'a So-phi'a Wil-hel-mi'na, (wil-hSlmee'na,) Margravine of Baireuth, daughter of Frederick
William I. of Prussia, and favourite sister of Frederick
the Great, was born at Potsdam in 1 709. She was married
in 1731 to the hereditary prince of Baireuth, and died in
1758, on the day of her brother’s defeat at Hochkirchen.
She left interesting “ Memoirs” of her times, which see ;
also “Edinburgh Review” for November, 1812.
Fred'er-ick [Ger. Friedrich, fReed'riK; It. Federigo, fi-di-ree'go] I., Emperor of Germany, surnamed
Barbarossa, born in 1121, was a son of Frederick, Duke
of Suabia.
He was elected emperor on the death of his
In 1155 he passed
uncle, Conrad III., in March, 1152.
into Italy with an army, and was crowned by Pope Adrian
IV. at Rome. He married Beatrice, heiress of Burgundy,
about 1156, and reduced the King or Duke of Poland to
his vassal.
He led in 1158 a large army into
and subjected the revolted city of Milan, which
was punished with rigour. Two rival popes, Victor IV.
and Alexander III., having been elected in 1159, Frederick recognized the former and was excommunicated
by the latter. His reign was disturbed by disputes with
His
the pope, and wars with the cities of Lombardy.
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army was defeated with great loss by the Lombards near
Legnano in 1176. He then made peace with Pope AlexIn
ander, and a truce with his other enemies in Italy.
1183 the celebrated peace of Constance was concluded
between Frederick and the Lombards. He joined the
third crusade with an army of about 150,000 men in
1189, and, having marched by land as far as Asia Minor,
defeated the Turks near Iconium.
He was drowned in
the river Calycadnus in 1190. Frederick was ambitious,
but rather liberal, and passes for one of the greatest men
of his time.
He was succeeded by his son, Henry VI.
Sismondi, “HisSeeRAUMER, “ Geschichte der Hohenstaufen
toiredes Rdpubliques Italiennes;” Wilken, “ Geschichte der KreuzCosmo Bartoli, “ Vita di Federigo Barbarossa,” Florence,
_
1556 H. F. Mass MA.\N “Kaiser Friedrich im Kyffhauser,” 1850.

ziige ;”
;

,

Frederick II., Emperor
Henry VI., and was born at
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of Germany, was a son of

to the

crown by inheritance and election

In

in 1648.

1657 Frederick and his senate declared war against
Charles Gustavus of Sweden, who was so well prepared
that he crossed the ice and suddenly besieged Copenhagen. The Danish king was compelled to sign a peace,
by which he gave up several provinces, in 1658. Before
the end of that year Charles Gustavus again besieged

which was relieved by a Dutch fleet, and
peace was concluded in 1660. At a diet held in 166061 a great change was effected in the constitution by a
coalition of the clergy with the bourgeoisie against the
nobles, so that the monarchy (which had been elective
and limited) was made hereditary and absolute. He
died in 1670, and was succeeded by his son, Christian V.
See R. Manley, “ History of the Wars in Denmark,” London,
1670; R. Nyerup, “ Efterretninger om Kong Frederik III.,” 1817;
P. W. Becker, “Samlinger til Danmarks Histone under Frederik
his capital,

Iesi, in Italy, in 1194.
His
mother was Constance of Sicily. His education was III.,” 1847.
Frederick IV., King of Denmark, son of Christian
He had supedirected by his guardian, Innocent III.
After he had married Louisa of
rior talents, and was master of the Greek, Italian, French, V. was born in 1671.
and Arabic languages. He was crowned as emperor at Mecklenburg-Giistrow, he ascended the throne in 1699.
Aix-la-Chapelle in 1214 or 1215, after the defeat of his In 1700 he formed an alliance with Peter the Great and
Augustus, King of Poland, against Charles XII. of
rival, Otho, at Bovines, and was supported by the Ghibeline party in an attempt to unite Italy and Germany in Sweden, who soon besieged Copenhagen and dictated
During the reverses that befell
one empire. This project was resisted by the pope and the terms of peace.
In 1220 he removed his Charles XII. in 1709, Frederick again declared war, and
the Guelphs in a long contest.
court to Naples, which belonged to him by inheritance, captured the fortress of Tonningen, Stralsund, and other
and in which he founded a university. In accordance places. In 1718 Charles invaded Norway and besieged
with a vow extorted from him in his youth by the pope, Frederickshall, where he was killed by a cannon-ball.
he undertook a crusade against the infidels in 1227, but Frederick died in 1730, regretted by his subjects, whom
turned back before he had reached Palestine, for which he governed with ability, and was succeeded by his son,
cause he was excommunicated by Gregory IX. He Christian VI.
See A. Hoier, “Konig Friedrich’s IV. glorwiirdigstes Leben,”
renewed the enterprise in 1228, obtained possession of
Jerusalem, and made peace with the pope in 1230. He 1829; Riegels, “Udkasttil Fjerde Frederiks Historie," 1799.
Frederick V., King of Denmark, son of Christian
suppressed a rebellion raised in Germany by his son
Henry, gained in 1237 a great victory over the Guelphs VI. was born in 1723. He succeeded his father in
at Cortenuova, and waged war against Gregory IX.
In 1746, having previously married Louisa, daughter of
George II. of England. His reign was remarkable for
1245 Innocent IV. renewed the papal anathema against
him, and absolved his subjects from their allegiance. many institutions and enterprises for the promotion of
In the midst of the contest Frederick died, in 1250. He commerce, industry, science, and arts. The emancipawas succeeded by his son, Conrad IV. Frederick was tion of serfs was tried with success in some districts a
eminent for courage, generosity, and other royal qualities. hospital and an academy of fine arts were founded in
the capital. In 1761 Frederick sent Niebuhr and others
See Raumer, “Geschichte der Hohenstaufen;” Luden, “Hison a scientific expedition to Egypt and Arabia. He died
tnire d’Allemagne ;” Hoefler, “ Kaiser Friedrich II.,” 1844 T. L.
Kington, “ History of Frederick II., Emperor of the Romans;” in January, 1766, after a prosperous and pacific reign,
Carl W. F. Funk, “Geschichte Kaiser Friedrichs II.,” 1790.
and was succeeded by his son, Christian VII.
Frederick III., Emperor of Germany, surnamed the
See J. K. Hoest, “ Markvardigheder Kong Frederiks Levnet
Pacific, the son of Ernest, Duke of Austria, was born og Regjering,” 1820; G. L. Baden, “Frederiks Regjerings Aarbog,”
M. S. Arentz, “ Ligpraediken over Kong Frederik V.,” 1767.
1832
at Innspruck in 1415. He was elected emperor in 1440,
Frederick VI., King of Denmark and Norway, born
on the death of Albert II. In 1452 he went to Rome,
where he received from the pope the imperial crown in 1768, was the only son of Christian VII. and Caroline
and that of Lombardy. He is censured for supineness Matilda. He became regent in 1784, (in consequence
in defending Christendom against the Turks, and was of the mental alienation of his father,) and king in 1808.
In Between these two dates he made many reforms. He
incapable of ruling his large empire with success.
1485 he was involved in war with Matthias Corvinus of formed an alliance with Napoleon in 1808, his capital
Hungary, who conquered Vienna and Lower Austria. having been previously bombarded by the British. In
Died in 1493, and was succeeded by his son, Maximilian. 1813 he refused to join the coalition against the French
Russia and Sweden having entered into a
See Luden, “Histoire d’Allemagne;” J. Chmel, “Geschichte emperor.
Kaiser Friedrich’s III.,” 1840.
convention to annex Norway to the latter, Bernadotte
the
attacked
dominions of Frederick, who was compelled
Frederick [Dan. Frederik, fRa'deh-r£k] I., King of
Denmark and Norway, born in 1471, was a son of Chris- to cede Norway in 1814. He died in 1839, and was suctian I., who founded the dynasty of Oldenburg. In 1522 ceeded by his cousin, Christian VIII.
See O. L. Bang, “ Mindetale over Kong Frederik VI.,” 1840 H.
he succeeded his nephew, Christian II., who was deposed.
“
The latter raised an army and invaded Norway in 1532, P. Giessing, Kong Frederik VI. Regjerings Historie,” 2 vols., 1850.
Frederick VII., King of Denmark, and Duke of
but was forced to surrender and was confined in prison.
Frederick favoured the propagation of Lutheranism in Sleswick and Holstein, born in 1808, is the only son of
He died in 1533, and was succeeded by Christian VIII., whom he succeeded in January, 1848.
his kingdom.
The German party in Holstein and Sleswick revolted
his son, Christian III.
Frederick II., King of Denmark and Norway, son in March of the same year. After several indecisive
of Christian III., was born in 1534, and ascended the battles, the insurgents were defeated at Idsted in July,
throne in 1559. In 1561 he was involved in a war with 1850, and the rebellion was suppressed in January, 1851.
Eric, King of Sweden, in which the Danes were victo- He contracted a morganatic marriage with the Countess
Peace was restored in 1570. Frederick married Danner in 1850. In 1864 Austria and Prussia united in
rious.
Sophia of Mecklenburg, and had several children. He an aggressive war against Denmark, and conquered the
promoted commerce, and patronized men of science, duchies of Sleswick and Holstein.
Frederick [Ger. Friedrich, fReed'riK] I., King of
especially Tycho Brahe, the eminent astronomer, for
whom he built the Observatory of Oranienburg. He Prussia, born at Konigsberg in 1657, was a son of FredeHe succeeded
died in 1588, and was succeeded by his son, Christian IV. rick William, Elector of Brandenburg.
See P. H. Resen, “Frederik II. Kronike,” 1680; Pontanus, his father in 1688, and was styled Frederick III. of
Brandenburg. His wife was Sophia Charlotte, a sister of
“Vita Friderici II., Regis Danise,” 1735.
Frederick J.U., King of Denmark and Norway, a George I. of England. He joined the coalition against
son of Christian IV., was born in 1609, and succeeded Louis XIV. of France in 1691. In 1700 the dukedom of
,
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Prussia was erected into a kingdom, with the assent of
the emperor, and Frederick gained the great object of
his life, the title of king, on condition that he would aid
Austria in the war of the Spanish succession, and vote
with Austria in the Diet. He died in 1713, and left
the throne to his son, Frederick William I.

resolute, sagacious blue-stocking, . . bearing up against
a world in arms, with an ounce of poison in one pocket

Mittag, “ Geschichte

“was a

.

and a quire of bad verses in the other.”
Frederick defeated a French army twice as numerous
as his own, at Rossbach, in November, and gained a
complete victory over the Austrians at Leuthen on the
when 27,000 of the enemy were
SeeSTENZEL, “Geschichte des Preussischen Staats;” Franz 5th of December, 1757,
Horn, “Friedrich III., erster Kbnig in Preussen,” 1816; J. G. killed, wounded, or taken. “That battle,” said Napoleon,

Werner Hahn,

Friedrich’s

“Friedrich

I.

I.

Konig’s von Preussen,” 1734
in Preussen,” etc., 1851.

;

Kbnig

Frederick II., surnamed the Great, [Ger. Friedrich der Grosse, fReed'riKd§RgRos'seh Fr. Fr£d6ric
le Grand, fRi'dk'rfek' leh gRftN; it. Federigo il
Grande, fi-di-ree'go £1 gRin'di; Sp. Federico el
Grande, fit-Di-ree'ko §1 gR&n'dk,] King of Prussia, was
the son of Frederick William I. and Sophia Dorothea,
who was a daughter of George I. of England. He was
born at Berlin on the 24th of J anuary, 1712. He received
from nature a strong and acute intellect, with a rare
firmness of temper and intensity of will. The discipline
and training to which he was subjected by his father
were extremely rigid, perverse, and illiberal the study
“ Oliver Twist
of Latin was positively forbidden to him.
in the parish workhouse, Smike at Dotheboys Hall,”
says Macaulay, “were petted children when compared
with this wretched heir-apparent of a crown.” It apears that the prince would have been put to death by
;

;

is

if

father for desertion, or running away from the army,
he had not been saved by the intercession cf the

Emperor of Germany. The penalty was commuted into
close confinement.
Frederick married (by compulsion)
Elizabeth Christina of Brunswick, in 1733. His favourite
study or resource in his youth was French literature.

He wrote and read nothing but French.
He ascended the throne about June

1,

1740,

and

quickly displayed a political ability and an unscrupulous
energy which surprised his courtiers and former companions.
He seized the opportunity presented by the
accession of Maria Theresa in October, 1740, and gave
the first signal of the war of spoliation, called the war
of the Austrian succession, by the sudden invasion of
Silesia, which he occupied without much resistance.
In
April, 1741, he defeated the Austrians at the battle of
Molwitz ; after which Bavaria and France took arms as
allies of Frederick.
A separate peace was concluded in
1742 between him and Maria Theresa, who ceded Silesia
to the victor.
He renewed hostilities in 1744, and took
Prague, but was forced to retreat about the end of that

He commanded at Hohenfriedberg and at Sorr,
where the Austrians were defeated, in 1745, and made

year.

master-piece.

Of

itself

it

is sufficient

to entitle

Frederick to a place in the first rank of generals.” His
fame was increased by a victory over the Russians at
Zorndorf, near the Oder, in 1758. The principal event
of the campaign of 1759 was the battle of Kunnersdorf,
where the Prussians were routed by the allies and
After the
Frederick’s coat was pierced with balls.
enemy had taken Berlin and reduced him to desperation,
the
fortune
turned
in
at
battles
of
the tide of
1760,
Liegnitz and Torgau. The campaign of 1761 was, on
the whole, disastrous to Frederick; but, in consequence
of the death of the empress Elizabeth, January, 1762,
the policy of Russia was changed, and Maria Theresa,
deserted by her allies, was obliged to make peace in
February, 1763. The result of the war was that Frederick kept Silesia and ceded nothing.
He has been praised for the diligence and liberality
with which he repaired the ruinous state to which the
war had reduced his kingdom. On the partition of
Poland, in 1772, he acquired Polish Prussia and a part
of Great Poland.
By the formation of the league called
Fiirstenbund (“Princes’ League,”) in 1785, he frustrated
the design of the emperor to acquire Bavaria in exchange
for the Low Countries.
He died, without issue, at his
palace of Sans-Souci, on the 17th of August, 1786, and
was succeeded by his nephew, Frederick William II.
He left many and various works, which were published
in 23 vols., 1790.
His poem “On the Art of War,”
“ History of My Time,” and “ History of the Seven
Years’ War,” are reckoned among his best productions.
Of his voluminous “Memoirs” Macaulay remarks, “The
,

narrative is distinguished by clearness, conciseness, good
sense, and a certain air of truth and simplicity, which is
singularly graceful in a man who, having done great
things, sits down to relate them.”
See Lord Dover, “Life of Frederick II.,” 2 vols., 1840;
“ Frederick the Great and his Times,” by Thom as Campbell, 4 vols.,
1843: Carlyle, “Life of Frederick the Great,” 6 vols., 1858-63;
Brougham, “Statesmen of the Time of George III.,” first series;
Macaulay, “Essays;” Mirabeau, “Dela Monarchic Prussienne
sous Frdd^ric le Grand,” 1788; Thiebault, “Souvenirs;” Jomini,
“ Histoire critique et militaire des Guerres de Frederic II;” Paganel, “Histoire de Fr£ddric le Grand;” Preuss, “Friedrich der
Grosse,” 9 vols., 1832-34; J. C. Adelung, “ Denkwiirdigkeiten
Friedrich’s des Grossen,” 9 vols., 1757-66; Fischer, “ Geschichte

peace with Austria in December of the same year. In the
Friedrich’s II.,” 2 vols., 1787; J. F. Seyfart, “Lebens-und Recivil administration he was his own prime minister, or,
Friedrich’s des Andem,” 9 vols., 1759-70; Buc“ A love of labour for its own gierungs-geschichte
rather, sole minister.
QUOY, “ Leben und Ende Friedrich’s des Einzigen," 4 vols., 1787-91
sake, an insatiable longing to dictate, to intermeddle, to Charles Joseph de Ligne, “Memoires sur le Roi de Prusse,” 1788;
make his power felt, a profound scorn and distrust of his Carlo Denina, “ Essai sur la Vie et le R£gne de Frdddric II,” 1788
fellow-creatures, indisposed him to ask counsel, to con- Calzada, “Vida de Federico II., Rey de Prusia,” 4 vols., 1788.
For further bibliographical information respecting Frederick II.,
fide important secrets, to delegate ample powers.” (Mac- the reader is referred to Oettinger’s “ Bibliographic biographique
aulay.)
He was so parsimonious that in his household universelle,” 2 vols., 1854.
“not a bottle of champagne was uncorked without his
Frederick, (of Aragon,) King of Naples, son of Ferexpress order.” He encouraged commerce, manufactures, dinand I., succeeded his nephew, Ferdinand II., who died,
and the fine arts. Every form of religion and of irre- without issue, in September, 1496. In 1501, Louis XII.
ligion was tolerated by him. In 1750 he attracted to his of France and Ferdinand of Spain agreed to depose
court Voltaire, whom he treated with great favour. This the King of Naples and partition his kingdom between
eccentric friendship, however, soon ended in a violent them, and each sent an army to take possession of his
quarrel.
(See Voltaire.)
share.
Frederick, after a feeble resistance, surrendered
A powerful coalition having been formed against himself to the French, received from Louis the duchy of
Frederick by Maria, Theresa, the Empress of Russia, the Anjou, and died in 1504. His son having died without
King of France, and other powers, he was thus involved issue in 1550, the family became extinct.
in the Seven Years’ war, with no ally but the English.
Frederick I., (of Aragon,) King of Sicily, was the
He began the war by the invasion of Saxony, in August, third son of Peter (Pedro) of Aragon and of Constance of
1756, and, having defeated the Austrians at Lowositz, Suabia. He is called Frederick II. by some writers. He
made himself master of that country. He opened the was crowned in 1296, and soon found himself engaged in
next campaign by a march into Bohemia, and gained the war against Charles II. of Naples and the pope but,
;
great battle of Prague, (May, 1757,) where he lost about being zealously supported by his subjects, he made a suc18,000 men but on the 18th of June he was defeated cessful defence, and obtained peace in 1302. He renewed
at Kolin by Marshal Daun, and driven out of Bohemia. the war in
1312 against Robert, the successor of Charles
His position now seemed desperate ; but his passion for II., and waged it for many years. He died in
1337, and
writing verses did not fail even in this gloomy crisis. was succeeded by his son, Pietro II.
Frederick is re“ We hardly know,” says Macaulay, “ any instance of the
garded as the founder of Sicilian nationality.
strength and weakness of human nature so striking and
See Burigny, “Histoire generate de Sidle,” 2 vols., 1745; Muso grotesque as the character of this haughty, vigilant, ratori, “Annali d’ltalia.”
;
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Frederick

II. or

was a son of Peter

His electoral dignity was transferred to the Duke
of Bavaria. Died in 1632.
See Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie
Lipowski,
“Friedrich V., Curfurst von der Pfalz und Konig von Bohmen.”
Frederick III., surnamed the Sage, Elector of
Saxony, born about 1463, was a son of Ernest, whom
he succeeded in i486. He magnanimously refused the
imperial crown in 1519, and voted for Charles V.
He
promoted the Reformation, and was a faithful patron of
Luther. When Luther was returning from the Diet of
Worms, where he had been proscribed, in 1521, he was
seized by order of Frederick, and secreted in the castle
of Wartburg. Frederick died in 1525, and was succeeded
by his brother John.

HI., King of Sicily, born about 1340,

exile.

and succeeded his elder
found the kingdom in dis-

(Pietro) II.,

brother Louis in 1355. He
and at war with Joanna I. of Naples, who captured
Messina and Palermo. In 1372 he obtained peace, and
recovered those towns, by paying tribute. He died in
1377, leaving a daughter, Maria, who married Martin II.
order,

of Aragon.
Burigny, “ Histoire gdn^rale de Sidle.”

See Villani, “Istoria

Frederick, [Sw. Fred'rick,] King of Sweden, a son
of the Landgrave of Hesse-Cassel, was born at Cassel
in 1676. He married Ulrica Eleonora, a sister of Charles
XII. of Sweden, in 1715. She succeeded to the throne
at the death of Charles, and in 1720 the Diet, at her
request, elected Frederick king. He made peace before
the end of 1721 with Russia and the other enemies whom
the ambition of Charles XII. had armed against Sweden,
by giving up Livonia, Ingria, etc. His reign was pacific,
except a war with Russia in 1741 and 1742, in which the
Swedes were defeated. He died in 1751, and was succeeded by Adolph Frederick of Holstein.
See Geyf.r, “ Histoire de la Su&de
J. Arkenholtz, “Leben

Friedrich’s

I.

Konigs von Schweden,”

Frederick
son of Leopold

See Philip Melanchthon, “Oratio de Fridericoduce Saxoniie,”
1551; H. O. Mencke, “Dissertatio de Friderico III. Sapiente,”
1712; P. Ekerman, “Dissertatio de Friderico Sapiente,” Upsal,
I 76 l.

Frederick, Prince of Wales, the eldest son of George
was born in 1707. He was estranged from his father
and became the leader of the Opposition, ( i.e. of the
II. ,

party called Patriots, who opposed Walpole.) “The
royal family,” says Macaulay, “ was rather strengthened
than weakened by the disagreement of its two most
In 1736 he married Augusta,
distinguished members.”
Princess of Saxe-Gotha. The fall of Walpole, in 1742,
dissension
between
the king and the prince
caused the
to abate for a time ; but the latter soon resumed his oppo-'
sition.
He died in 1751, leaving a number of children ;
one of his sons became King George III.
Frederick, Landgrave of Thuringia, born in 1256,
was a son and rightful heir of Albert of Thuringia. His
mother was a daughter of the emperor Frederick II. He
waged war against his father, (who wished to exclude
him from the succession,) and obtained possession of

1752.

Duke

I,

He

I.
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of Austria, born in 1 1 74, was a
led an army of crusaders to Pales-

tine in 1197, and besieged Toron without success.
in 1198.
See Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”

Died

Frederick

III, Archduke of Austria, born in 1286,
After the
eldest son of the emperor Albert I.
death of Albert the throne was claimed by Frederick
and by Louis of Bavaria. The former was supported by
In 1322
the Guelphs, and his rival by the Ghibelines.
Frederick was defeated in battle and taken prisoner by
Louis, who treated him generously. Died in 1330.

was the

Thuringia and Misnia about 1308. Died in 1324.
Frederick, Colonel, a Corsican officer, born about
1730, was supposed to be the son of Theodore, who was
styled King of Corsica.
He entered the service of the
Duke of Wiirtemberg, who sent him to England as his
agent.
He wrote a “Description of Corsica,” (1798.)
He committed suicide in London in 1797.
Frederick Augustus I. and II., Kings of Poland.
See Augustus.

See Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”

Frederick V., Duke of Austria, was a younger son
He was an adherent of Pope
of Leopold of Austria.
John XXIII., and offended the emperor Sigismund in
1415 by aiding that pontiff to abscond from Constance,
where the Council was then in session. Frederick was
placed under the ban of the empire, and saved himself
from ruin only by a humble submission. Died in 1436.
See Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”

Frederick Augustus
fReed'riK ow'goost]

I.,

[Ger. Friedrich August,
King of Saxony, born at Dres-

Frederick I, Elector Palatine, [Ger. Friedrich
den in 1750, was the eldest son of the
Curfurst von der Pfalz,] surnamed the Victorious, erick Christian,
whom he succeeded in

defeated in 1460. Died in 1476.
See Trith&me, “Res gestse Friderici Palatini,” 1602; Ersch
und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”

Frederick

II.,

Elector

Palatine,
born in 1482.

the French and the allied powers until 1806, when he
united his army with that of Prussia. In December,
1806, he assumed the title of king, joined the Confederation of the Rhine, and became an ally of Napoleon. He
was deprived by the allied powers of a large part of his
kingdom about 1815. He died in May, 1827, and was

surnamed the

He

succeeded
Wise, a son of Philip, was
his brother Louis in 1544, and embraced the doctrines
He afterwards joined the league of
of Luther in 1545.
Schmalkalden, and signed the formulary called the “Interim” in 1548.
his

He

succeeded by his brother Antony.
See Hermann, “Friedrich Augusts Leben,”

died in 1556, and was succeeded by

nephew, Otho Henry.

“Friedrich Augusts Leben,” 2

See Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”

Frederick III., Elector Palatine, surnamed the
Pious, born in 1515, was a son of John II., Duke of
Simmern. He became a zealous Protestant. He obtained the dignity of Elector in 1559, and sent troops to
He died in 1576,
aid the French Huguenots in 1568.
and was succeeded by his son, Louis VI.
See Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”
Frederick IV., Elector Palatine, surnamed the
Just, born in 1574, was a son of Louis VI. He began
He founded Mannheim about 1606.
to reign in 1592.
Died

in 1610.

T,

o, u, y,
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Frederick Augustus II., King of Saxony, born in
May, 1797, was a nephew of the preceding, and a son of
Prince Maximilian. He married the archduchess CaroAustria in 1819. In July, 1830, he was appointed
He began to reign in
general-in-chief of the army.
June, 1836, his father having renounced his right to the
throne.
He was so interested in botany that he made
several botanical excursions to foreign countries after
He died in August, 1854, and was suchis accession.
ceeded by his brother John.
line of

Frederick Charles, (or Friedrich Karl,) ImPrince of Germany, a nephew of the king, Wiielm I., and a son of Friedrich Karl Alexander, was
born in 1828. He commanded the first Prussian army
which defeated the Austrians at Sadowa, (Koniggratz,)
July 3, 1866. Another army under the Crown Prince
arrived some hours after the battle began. In the FrancoPiussian war he added to his military renown. He commanded the second German army and defeated General
Froissart at Speichern and Marshal Bazaine at Metz.
In 1870 he was created a field-marshal. Died in 1884.
erial

V., Elector Palatine, and King of Bohemia, born in 1596, was a son of Frederick IV., and father
of Prince Rupert, famous in English history. He married
in 1613 Elizabeth, a daughter of James I. of England,
and became the chief of the German Protestant Union.
In 1619 he was elected King of Bohemia by the people
of that country, who had revolted against the emperor.
He was completely defeated in battle at Prague in 1620,
lost his hereditary dominions, and was obliged to go into

Frederick

a, e,

Elector Fred-

He is
1763.
said to have uniformly consulted the happiness of his
subjects.
He abolished torture, (1770,) and made other
reforms in legislation. In 1791 he refused the crown
of Poland. He maintained neutrality in the war between

born in 1425, was a son of Louis III. He became regent at the death of his elder brother, in 1449. A league
was formed against him by several princes, whom he
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Frederick Henry of Orange. See Orange.
Frederick William, [Ger. Friedrich Wilhelm,
fReed'riK tUKhelm,] Elector of Brandenburg, surnamed
in 1620, was the son of
the Elector George William, the prince to whose policy
the house of Hohenzollern owes its greatness. He suc-

the Great Elector, born

ceeded his father in 1640, soon after which he obtained
from the King of Poland the sovereignty of the duchy of
Prussia.
By the treaty of Westphalia (1648) he acquired
Magdeburg, Minden, and part of Pomerania. In 1655
he joined Charles Gustavus of Sweden in a successful
invasion of Poland.
As the ally of Holland and the
emperor, he took the field against Louis XIV. in 1672.
The Swedes, having invaded his dominions, were totally
defeated by him at Fehrbellin in 1675. I n 1679 he made
peace with Sweden and France, receiving from the latter
300,000 crowns. His first wife was Louisa Henrietta,
Princess of Orange, author of a popular hymn, “Jesus
mein Zuversicht.” He possessed great political abilities,
and his reign was very beneficial to Prussia. He died in
1688, and was succeeded by his son, Frederick I.
See Samuel von Pufendorf, “De Rebus gestis Friderici Wilhelmi,” 1695 Franz Horn, “ Leben Friedrich Wilhelms des Grossen,” 1814 Von Raumer, “ Fried. Wilhelm’s des grossen Kurfursten
;

;

Kinderjahre,” 1850 S. Hirsch, “ Erinnerungen an den grossen Kurflirsten Friedrich Wilhelm, und an seine Gemahlin Louise,” 1852.
;

Frederick William

(or

Friedrich Wilhelm)

I.,

King of

Prussia, a son of Frederick I., was born in 1688.
He ascended the throne in February, 1713, having married Sophia Dorothea of Hanover.
He was very parsimonious, eccentric, and arbitrary. “ His eccentricities,”
“
says Macaulay, were such as had never been seen out
of a mad-house. . . . His taste for military pomp and
order became a mania, like that of a Dutch burgomaster
for tulips.

.

.

.

Every country was ransacked by

his

men above

useful institutions at Berlin, but

and metaphysics.

art,

He

was

He

refused to join the third coalition against the
in 1805 until the French army had violated the
neutral territory of Anspach.
In November, 1805, he
formed a secret alliance with Russia and the other powers;
but a few days after the battle of Austerlitz he concluded
with Napoleon a treaty of peace, by which Hanover was
annexed to Prussia in exchange for Anspach, Clevcs,
and Neufchatel. This transaction provoked England to
declare war against Prussia.
His alliance with France
was broken by the aggressions of Napoleon, or by the
offer of the latter to restore Hanover to England.
He
demanded as his ultimatum that the French troops should
evacuate Germany; but before this demand reached Paris
Napoleon had advanced far on his way to the seat of
war. The Prussians were routed at Jena and Auerstadt
on the 14th of October, 1806, a few days after which
Napoleon entered Berlin. The war was ended in July,
1807, by the treaty of Tilsit, which deprived Frederick
William of about half of his kingdom, viz., the Polish
provinces, and all that part which lies west of the Elbe.
He applied himself with success to repair the desolations caused by the war, made reforms in the government,
and abolished serfdom. In 1812 he was compelled to
furnish a large force to aid the French in the invasion of
Russia ; but in March, 1813, he summoned his subjects to
the war of liberation, for which they evinced the utmost
enthusiasm. He gave proof of personal courage in
several battles in 1813, and entered Paris in triumph in
March, 1814. At the Congress of Vienna, 1814-15, he
recovered nearly all the provinces he had lost, and acquired half of Saxony.
He failed to give his people a

French

—

he had promised. Frederick William
was a ruler of moderate capacity. He died in June, 1840,
agents and was succeeded by his son, Frederick William IV.

the ordinary stature,” for his army.
Although he formed a large and highly-disciplined army,
he was a pacific prince, and was not engaged in any important wars.
He founded a medical college and other
for
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hostile to literature,

died in 1740, leaving the

throne to his son, Frederick the Great.
See Morgenstekn, “ Ueber Friedrich Wilhelm I.,” 1793 Forster," Geschichte Friedrich Wilhelms I.,” 1833; ErichuikIGruber,
;

“Allgemeine Encyklopaedie
E. Mauvii.lon, “ Histoire de Frederic Guillaume I,” 1741, (translated into English by W. Phelps,
F.
Cramer,
“Zur
Geschichte
Friedrich Wilhelm’s I. und
1750;)
Friedrichs II.,” 1829; “Foreign Quarterly Review” for October,
• 835 -

Frederick William II., King of Prussia-, born in
September, 1744, was a son of Augustus William, who
was a brother of Frederick the Great. He was declared
crown-prince, or heir to the throne, in 1758, and began
to reign in August, 1786. His first wife, Elizabeth Christina Ulrica of Brunswick, having been divorced in 1769,
he married the princess Louisa of Hesse-Darmstadt.
In August, 1791, occurred a famous interview at Pilnitz
between Frederick William and the Emperor of Austria,
who agreed to intervene for the defence of Louis XVI.
of France against his subjects. He invaded France with
a large army in July, 1792, but retreated to' the Rhine,
without important results, in the autumn of that year.
The

free constitution, as

See Leutsch, “Geschichte des Preussischen Staats unter Wilhelm III.;” Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie;”
Thiers, “ History of the French Revolution ;” Hense, “ Friedrich
Wilhelm III.,” 1840 F. R. F.ylert, “ Charakterziigeund historische
Fragmente aus dem Leben Friedrich Wilhelm’s III.,” 3 vols., 184244, (translated into English by J. Birch, London, 1844.)
;

Frederick William IV., King of Prussia, was born
on the 15th of October, 1795. He married in 1823
Elizabeth Louisa, a daughter of Maximilian, King of
Bavaria. In consequence of the marriage of his sister
he became an intimate friend of
He began his reign, June 7, 1840, with meathe latter.
sures of indulgence and moderation, and excited hopes
He refused to
of reforms which were never realized.
restrict his absolute power by a constitution, saying, “ I
would not have a piece of parchment interposed between
me and my people.” Excited by the triumph of the
French revolutionists, the citizens of Berlin revolted in
March, 1848. After several days of severe fighting, the
king withdrew his troops from the city, changed his
ministry, and made concessions to the Liberal party.
He granted in December, 1848, a constitution which has
since been modified or nullified, and professed a great
zeal for German unity, until the National Assembly at
Frankfort elected the Archduke John of Austria as lieutgnant-general.
He was censured for his irresolution
and neutrality in the Crimean war. He was rendered
incompetent to reign by a serious malady in 1858, after
which his brother acted as regent. He died, without
to Nicholas of Russia,

dilatory movements of the Prussians in this and the
ensuing campaign are ascribed to secret negotiations or
intrigues. (See Dumouriez, and Brunswick, Duke of.) issue, in
January, 1861.
Frederick William united with Russia in the second parFrederick William I., the last Elector of Hesse,
tition of Poland, (1793,) by which he obtained Dantzic
the son of William II., whom he sucand Thorn, with about 1 100 German square miles of ter- born in 1802, was
He became very unpopular. In 1866 he
ritory.
He made a separate peace with the French re- ceeded in 1847.
took side with Austria, and the King of Prussia deposed
public at Bale in April, 1795.
Died in November, 1797,
him and annexed Hesse to his own kingdom.
leaving his throne to his son, Frederick William III.
Frederick William, Imperial Prince of Germany
See Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie
Mirabeau, “Histoire secrete de la Cour de Berlin.”
and Crown Prince of Prussia, bom on the 18th of OctoFrederick William IH., King of Prussia, the eldest ber, 1831, is the eldest son of the Emperor of Germany.
son of the preceding, was born in August, 1770. His He commanded the second army which in June, 1866,
mother was Louisa of Hesse-Darmstadt. He married entered Bohemia from Silesia, and, after several successthe Princess of Mecklenburg-Strelitz, and succeeded his ful actions at Nachod, Trautenau, etc., effected a junction
father on the 16th of November, 1 797.
For the neutrality with the other Prussian army at Sadowa, July 3. In the
which he observed between the French and the coalition Franco-Prussian war of 1870 he commanded the third
he was rewarded at the peace of Luneville, 1801, with the German army, and gained several victories over the F rench.
bishoprics of Hildesheim and Paderborn, besides some At the clo-e of that year he was made a field-marshal
other territories. The population of Prussia was then of Pru-sia and a field-marshal of Russia. He married
the Princess Royal of England in 1858.
about ten millions.
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FREDERICK
Frederick William Charles, King
berg,

born

at

Treptow

in 1754, received

by Sforza, Duke of Milan. He was again in
power from 1483 to 1488. Died in 1498. Battista, a
son of Pietro, was born at Genoa about 1440, elected
doge in 1479, and deposed by a conspiracy in 1483. He
wrote a “ Life of Martin V.,” and a treatise on love,
“ Anteros, sive De Amore.” Octavian was elected doge
in 1513, after having expelled the French.
He was

of Wiirtemfrom nature

in 1464

superior abilities. In 1797 he married Charlotte Augusta Matilda, a princess of England, and succeeded his
He
father, Frederick Eugene, as Duke of Wurtemberg.
obtained the dignity of Elector in 1803. Having formed
an alliance with Napoleon, (1805,) he gained a large
He joined
accession of territory and the title of king.
the Confederation of the Rhine in 1806.
His army
fought for Napoleon in 1809, 1812, and 1813, but joined
Died in October, 1816.
the allies in November, 1813.
See Thiers, “ Histoire du Consulat et de l’Empire;” Ersch und
Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”

in 1515 to cede the sovereignty of Genoa
to Francis I. of France, in whose name he governed the
same until 1522. In 1528 the success of Andrea Doria
terminated the rivalry between the Adorno and Fregoso
families.
Frederico, a brother of Octavian, was born
in Genoa about 1480.
was versed in Hebrew and

compelled

He

Frederick William Charles,

Prince of the Low
Countries, second son of William I., was born in 1797.
He married a daughter of the King of Prussia in 1825,
took a prominent part in the war of the Belgian revolution in 1830, and commanded in battle at Brussels,

from which he was compelled to retreat
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in

other languages, and wrote, besides other works, a
“ Paraphrase on the Paternoster,” in terza rima, and a
“Treatise on Prayer,” (1542.) He became a cardinal in

Died in 1541.
1539.
See E. Vincens, “ Histoire de Genes;” Sismondi, “Histoire des
R^publiques Italiennes.”

September

Fregoso, (Antonio Fileremo,) an Italian poet, born
Genoa, of the same family as the preceding, lived at
the court of Milan about 1500, and enjoyed a high reputation as a poet. His principal poems are “ The Laughter
of Democritus and the Weeping of Heraclitus,” (1506,
often reprinted,) “Contest of Plutus and Irus,” (“ Contenzione di Pluto ed Iro,”) and “La Cerva bianca,”
He died in 1676.
Political, and Military.”
Free'ling, (Sir Francis,) born at Bristol, England, (“The White Deer,” 1510.) Died about 1515.
For a
in 1764, entered the General Post-Office in 1787.
See Ginguen£, “Histoire Litteraire d’ltalie;” Tiraboschi,
of that year.
Fredro, fRa'dRo, (Maximilian,) Palatine of Podolia,
a popular Polish author, noted for civil and military
He published several able works on political
services.
and military affairs, which acquired a high reputation.
One of these is entitled “ Proverbs and Advice, Moral,

in

“Storia della Letteratura Italiana.”

long period he filled the office of secretary of that department with eminent ability and fidelity. His services
were rewarded with the rank of baronet in 1828. Died

Freher,

[Lat. Frehe'rus, ] (Marquard,) a
and a native of Augsburg, published
“Ancient Bohemian Historians,” “ History of the Ancient
Franks,” and other works, which enjoy a high reputation.
Died in 1614.
See Melchior Adam, “Vitae Jurisconsultorum
N ici'pox,

German

in 1836.

Free'man, (Edward

A.,)

an English historian, born

Harborne, Staffordshire, in 1823. He studied at Trinity
College, Oxford, of which he was elected a Fellow in
1845. He published, besides other works, “The History
and Conquests of the Saracens,” (1856,) “The History
of Federal Government,” (1st vol., 1863,) a valuable
“ History of the Norman Conquest of England,” finished
in five volumes in 1876, and “The Historical Geography
of Europe,” (1881.)
at

fra'er,

historian,

“ Mdmoires.”

Freher, (Paul,) a German biographer, born at Nuremberg in 1611. He practised medicine in that city,
and compiled a mediocre work, called “ Theatre of Men
eminent for Learning,” (“Theatrum Virorum Eruditione
clarorum,” 1688,) containing notices of about 2850 eminent authors and other persons. Died in 1682.

Free'man,

(James,) an American Unitarian minister,
born in Charlestown, Massachusetts, in 1759, graduated
at Harvard in 1777.
He became about 1782 reader
at the King’s Chapel, Boston, and soon after separated
from the Episcopal Church. He was the first minister
in the United States that openly professed to be a Uni-

Freherus.

See Freher.
Freig, fRlG, or Freige, fRi'geh, [Lat. Frei'gius,]
Thomas,)
a learned German writer, born at
(Johann
Friburg, in Brisgau, in 1543.
He became rector of the
college of Altorf in 1575. He wrote, besides other works
in Latin, a “Life of Peter Ramus,” (about 1580,) and
“ Rhetorica, Poetica, Logica,” (1582,) and published

and he continued to preach in Boston for fifty
Died in 1835.
Freeman, (Thomas,) an English poet, born in Glou- Cicero’s Orations with notes, (3 vols., 1581,) often recestershire about 1590, was educated at Oxford.
He printed. Died in 1583.
Freights. See Freig.
wrote numerous epigrams.
Freeman, (William Peere Williams,) an English
Freiligrath, fRl'liG-rlt', (Ferdinand,) a celebrated
admiral, born in 1742, entered the navy about 1757, and German lyric and patriotic poet, born at Detmold in
gained distinction in the American war, 1776-82. He 1810. In 1833 he published some poems in the “Almawas made an admiral about 1830. Died in 1832.
nac of the Muses,” which were so successful that he
Fregoso, fRi-go'so, or Fregose, fRi-go'si, (in the renounced his previous employment in a banking-house
plural, Fregosi, fRi-go'see,) a Genoese family, which at Amsterdam, and devoted himself to literature. After
tarian
years.

;

in the fourteenth century gained distinction among the the revolution of 1848 he brought out his spirited poem
popular party and by their rivalry with the Adorni oc- entitled “ The Dead to the Living,” for which he was
casioned frequent civil wars. Fregoso, (Domenico,) tried by the government, but was acquitted. Owing to
became Doge of Genoa in 1370. He conquered the isle renewed political accusations, he left Germany in 1849,
of Cyprus, and was deposed in 1378.
Pietro was a and settled in London. Among his best productions
brother of the preceding.
He commanded the arma- are his “Political and Social Poems,” and “Confession
ment which conquered Cyprus in 1373, and in 1393 was of Faith,” (“Glaubensbekenntniss,”) which enjoy the
elected doge. Tummaso was elected doge in 1415. Being greatest popularity among the Liberal party in Germany.
attacked by Alfonso of Aragon and the Duke of Milan, Freiligrath’s poetry, apart from the fervent patriotism it
he made a brave resistance, but was forced to retire from displays, possesses merits of a high order and he has
Genoa in 1421. In 1436 he was again elected, and held made several excellent translations from the English
the office until 1443. Janus, a nephew of Tommaso, was and French.
elected doge in 1447, and died the next year.
Pietro,
See Longfellow’s “Poets and Poetry of Europe;” “Foreign
;

nephew of Tommaso, was elected in 1450, and for eight
years maintained his power against Alfonso of Aragon
and the Adorni. In 1458 he ceded the seigniory of
Genoa to Charles VII. of France. He was killed in an
attempt to expel the French from Genoa in 1459. Paolo,
brother of Pietro, and Archbishop of Genoa, was an ambitious and unscrupulous priest.
In 1461 he drove Prosper Adorno out of the city, and placed his own cousin,
Spinetta Fregoso, in the office of doge. He caused himself to be elected in 1462, but was expelled from office
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Freind, fr§nd, or Friend, (John,) F.R.S., an English
physician, born in Northamptonshire in 1675, was an
excellent classical scholar, and eminent in his profession.
He served as army physician under the Earl of Peterborough, in Spain, in 1705-07. He was chosen Fellow
of the Royal Society in 1712, and member of Parliament
In 1727 he was appointed first physician to
in 1722.
He wrote many able medical
the queen of George II.
works, of which the most important is his “History of
y,

short
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Physic from the Time of Galen to the Beginning of the
Sixteenth Century,” (2 vols., 1726-27.) Died in 1728.
See “ Biographia Britannica.”

Bentley in the controversy respecting the Epistles of
Phalaris.
He was head-master of Westminster School.
in 1751.

Freinsheim, fRlns'hlm', [Lat. Freinshe'mius,] (Johann,) a German scholar, born at Ulm in 1608. In 1642
he was appointed professor of eloquence and political
economy at Upsal, and in 1647 was created by Queen
Christina her librarian and historiographer.
He was
honorary professor at Heidelberg when he died in 1660.
He published several editions of the classics, and wrote
a valuable supplement to Livy and to Quintus Curtius,
with a view of restoring the lost books of those authors.
See A. Freinsheim, “Laudatio posthuma J. Freinshemii,” 1661.

Freinshemius.

See Freinsheim.

Freire, fRa'e-ri,

(

Francisco Joz£,) a Portuguese

born at Lisbon in 1713. As
of Arcades, he was called
“Candido Lusitano.” He wrote “Maxims on the Art
of
Prince Henry of Portugal,”
of Oratory,” and a “Life
philologist

a

member

and

Died

(1758.)

historian,

of the

Academy

in 1773.

“He

contributed much,” says

Ferdinand Denis, “ to the restoration of literature by the
purity of his style.” (“Nouvelle Biographie Generale.”)
Freire de Andrada, fRa/e-ri. di 3.n-dRi'dS, (BerNardim,) a Portuguese general, born in Lisbon in 1764.
He had risen to the rank of lieutenant-general when the
war against Bonaparte began. In 1808 he put himself
at the head of the national army which co-operated
with Wellington. He was accused of treason by some
factious persons, and was killed by his own soldiers at
Braga in 1809.
Freire de Andrada, (Hyacinth.) See Andrada,
(Jacinto.)

Freire de Andrade, (or Andrada,) fRa'e-ri di indRi'di, (or in-dRi'di,) (Gomez,) a Portuguese general,
and an able administrator, born about 1685. He was
governor of Rio Janeiro for many years, beginning in
1733. He was the hero of the poem of Basileo da Gama
entitled “O Uruguay.” In 1756 he defeated the Spaniards
in the war of the Seven Missions.
Died in 1763.
See Southey’s “History of Brazil.”
Freire de Andrade, (Gomez,) a Portuguese general,
was born in Vienna in 1752. He obtained a command in

army under Junot in 1808, served in Russia
and was governor of Dresden in 1813. Having
returned to Lisbon, he was executed, on a charge of
conspiracy against Marshal Beresford, in 1817. His innocence was recognized several years later.
the French

in 1812,

See “Nouvelle Biographie Generale
Roi de Portugal,” etc., Paris, 1827.

“Histoire de Jean VI,

Freire de Carvalho, fRa^e-ri di kaR-vil'yo, (Francisco,) a Portuguese criticj~who became professor of
eloquence in Lisbon about 1846. He published a good
edition of the “Lusiad,” (1843,) and an “Essay on the
Literary History of Portugal,” (1845.)

See Freytag.
Frelinghuysen, free'ling-hl'zen, (Frederick,) an
American statesman, born in New Jersey in 1753. He
graduated at Princeton in 1770, and served with distinction as captain at the battles of Trenton and Monmouth.
He was a member of the Continental Congress of 1775,
and from 1793 to'" 1796 was a United States Senator.
Died in 1804.
Frelinghuysen, (Theodore,) an American statesman, a son of the preceding, was born in Somerset
Freitag.

county, New Jersey, in 1787.
He graduated at Princeton College in 1804, studied law, and was admitted to
the bar in 1808.
In 1829 he was elected to the Senate
of the United States, in which he acted with the Whig
party and took a prominent part in the debates until
He became chancellor of the University of New
1835.
York in 1838. In 1844 he was nominated as candidate
for the Vice-Presidency of the United States by the
Whig party, which also nominated Henry Clay for the
Presidency ; but they were not elected. He was chosen
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New

Brunswick,

in 1850.

in 1862.

See T.

Freind, (Robert,) D.D., an English divine, a brother
of the preceding, was born in 1667. He resided in Westminster, wrote verses in Latin and English, edited
“Cicero de Oratore,” (1724,) and was an opponent of

Died
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W.

Chambers, “ Memoir of the Life of T. Frelinghuysen,’*

1863, with portrait.

Frellon, fRi'ldN', (Jean and Franqois,) printers of
Lyons, France, who acquired distinction by the perfection of their editions of the New Testament and other
books, printed between 1530 and 1570.
Fre'mautle, (Sir Thomas Francis,) an English
politician, born in 1798.
He represented Buckingham
in Parliament from 1827 to 1846, and acted with the
Conservatives.
He was secretary of war in 1844-45,
and was appointed chairman of the board of customs
in 1846.

Fremin, fRi'mlN',

(ReniS,) a

French sculptor, born

in Paris in 1673.
Iu 1722 Philip V. of Spain employed
him to embellish with statuary his gardens and palace
Died in 1745.
of the Granja.

Freminet, fri'me'ni', (Martin,) an eminent French
painter, born in Paris in 1567, studied many years in
Italy with such success that Henry IV. of France chose
him in 1603 as his first painter, and employed him in
decorating the chapel of Fontainebleau, which contains
his master-pieces.
He imitated the style of Michael
Angelo, and excelled in composition and perspective.

Died

in 1619.

See A. Felibien, “Entretiens sur

les

Vies des plus cflebres

Peintres.”

Fre'mont', (John Charles,) the “ Pathfinder” of the
Rocky Mountains, an American explorer and general,
born at Savannah, Georgia, January 21, 1813, was the
son of a Frenchman and a Virginian mother. He graduated at Charleston College, South Carolina, and became
a professor of mathematics in the navy about 1835 but
he soon resigned that position. In 1838 and 1839 he
assisted Nicollet in the exploration of the upper portion
of the Valley of the Mississippi.
He was appointed a
second lieutenant of the topographical engineers in 1838,
and was ordered in 1841 to explore and survey the river
Des Moines. In October of that year he married Jessie,
a daughter of Senator Benton, of Missouri.
Having
formed a project to explore the Rocky Mountains and
to open an overland route to the Pacific Ocean, he
began the arduous enterprise, under the authority of
the government, in May, 1842. He examined the South
Pass of the Rocky Mountains, and ascended, in August,
the highest peak of the Wind River Mountains, (13,570
feet above the sea,) which is now called Fremont’s Peak.
In the autumn of 1842 he returned to Washington, and
published a report of his discoveries, which was commended by Plumboldt in his “Aspects of Nature.”
In the summer of 1843 he conducted another expedition up the valley of the Platte and through the South
Pass, explored Great Salt Lake, and made important
discoveries in geography.
He arrived in November at
Fort Vancouver, near the mouth of the Columbia River,
and in the ensuing winter attempted to return by a more
southern route ; but his progress was arrested by deep
snows, and his party suffered severely from hunger and
cold. Having changed his course, he reached the Sacramento River in March, 1844, and, returning through the
Great Basin and the South Pass, arrived at Kansas in
July of that year. The daring and fortitude exhibited
in this expedition among hostile savages and inhospitable deserts have hardly been surpassed in the records
Soon after his return he was proof human adventure.
moted to the rank of captain, and prepared a report of
his second expedition.
In the spring of 1845 he conducted a third expedition, to explore the Sierra Nevada,
California, &c.
He was attacked by Mexicans near
Monterey in March, 1846, defended himself with success,
was raised to the rank of lieutenant-colonel in May, and
was appointed Governor of California by Commodore
Stockton, whose authority was disputed by General
Kearney. Fremont, however, continued to recognize
Commodore Stockton as his superior, and was arrested
by General Kearney, who ordered him to report to the
adjutant-general at Washington. He was tried by a courtmartial, and found guilty of mutiny and disobedience,
but he
for which he was pardoned by the President
declined the pardon, and resigned his commission.
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In 1848 Fremont attempted, at his own expense,
another expedition across the continent, through the
northern part of Mexico but, the guide having lost his
way, the party, after undergoing incredible sufferings, in
which about one-third of their number perished, were
compelled to return to Santa Fe, whence they had
;

started.

In 1849 he settled in California, where he had purchased a large auriferous tract called the Mariposa

He

exerted his influence to make California a
and was one of the Senators chosen to represent that State in the Federal Senate in 1850.
His term
in the Senate expired in March, 1851.
For his services
as an explorer he received, in 1850, a gold medal from
the King of Prussia, and another from the Royal Geographical Society of London.
In 1853 he conducted, at
his own expense, an exploring party to the Pacific, and
succeeded in finding a new route about latitude 38° north.
He was nominated as candidate for the Presidency by the
Republican National Convention in June, 1856, as the
competitor of the Democratic candidate, James Buchanan.
Colonel Fremont received one hundred and fourteen
electoral votes, cast by eleven States, against one hundred and seventy-four votes given to his opponent.
In May, 1861, he was appointed a major-general of the
regular army, and commander of the department of Missouri, or Western district.
In August he issued an order
for the emancipation of the slaves of those who should
take arms against the United States ; but this act was disapproved and annulled by the President, who considered
it premature.
Moving his army from the Missouri
River, he pursued the enemy, who retired south westward.
He had just overtaken the army of insurgents at Springestate.
free State,

when he was removed from

the command, Novem1861.
In March, 1862, he was appointed to the
command of the Mountain department, including parts of
Virginia, Kentucky, and Tennessee.
About the 1st of
June he began to pursue General Jackson, (Stonewall,)
who, after chasing General Banks down the Shenandoah
Valley to the Potomac, was retiring towards Harrisonburg.
General Fremont attacked the enemy on the 8th
of June, 1862, at Cross Keys, where he fought an indecisive battle.
He was then recalled from the pursuit of
General Jackson, and he resigned his command about
the end of June, because he was not willing to serve
under General Pope, his junior or inferior in rank, in
1877 he was appoi ted Governor of Arizona.
See John Bigelow, “ Life of John C. Fremont,” 1856; C. W.
Upham, “ Life and Explorations of J. C. Fremont,” 1856.
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French, (Samuel G.,) an American officer in the
Confederate army, born in New Jersey, was made a
brigadier-general in 1861.

French, (William Henry,) an American

officer,

in Maryland about 1818, served in the Mexican
war, and in 1861 became a brigadier-general of volunteers in the Union army.
Frend, (William,) an English writer on astronomy,

born

economy, etc., born at Canterbury in 1757. He
was rector of Madingley, but, having adopted Socinian

political

opinions, he resigned that living in 1787.
Among his
works is “ Evening Amusements on the Beauties of the
Heavens,” issued annually, (1804-22.) Died in 1841.
Freneau, fre'no', (Philip,) an American poet and
journalist, of French descent, born at New York in
He wrote, during the Revolution, many satirical
1752.
and burlesque poems against the Tories. Some of these
were very popular. He performed many voyages as a
captain of a merchant-vessel between 1784 and 1789,
and again after 1798. About 1790 he became translating
clerk to Jefferson, (then secretary of state,) and editor
of the “ National Gazette,” published at Philadelphia and
notorious for virulent articles against the administration of Washington.
Died near Freehold, New Jersey,
in December, 1832.
See Griswold, “Poets and Poetry of America;” Duyckinck,
“Cyclopaedia of American Literature,” vol. i.

Frenicle, fRi'nfek’l', (Nicolas,) a minor French poet,
born in Paris in 1600, wrote “Niobe, a Tragedy,” and
other poems.
Died in 1661.
Frenicle de Bessy, fRi'nfek’l' deh bi'se', (Bernard,)
a skilful French mathematician, brother of the preceding.

He excelled in solving difficult questions without the
use of algebra, so that Fermat, Descartes, and others
confessed his superiority. His modus opera ndi was kept
secret until his death, when it was ascertained by his
papers to be the “method of exclusion.” He was adHe wrote
mitted to the Academy of Sciences in 1666.
a “Treatise on Right-Angled Triangles in Numbers,”
and other works. Died in 1675.
Frentzel, (Johann,) a German poet,
He was professor of poetry
Died in 1674.
at Leipsic.
Freppel, (Charles Emile,) Bishop of Angers, was

Frenzel

or

born at Annaberg in 1609.

born at Obernai in 1827. He represents Brest in the
chamber of deputies, and has published numerous works.

Frere, (Right Hon. John Hookman,) of Norfolk.
England, was born in 1769, and entered Parliament in
Fremont d’Ablancourt, fRi'miN' df'blftN'kooR', 1796. He was ambassador to Spain in 1 808, and per(Nicolas,) a French Protestant, born in Paris about fi rmed other diplomatic services. He was one of the

By the
1625, was a nephew of Perrot d’Ablancourt.
influence of Turenne he was appointed ambassador to
Portugal in 1663. When the edict of Nantes was revoked, in 1683, he was obliged to leave France, and
retired to Holland, where the Prince of Orange appointed
him historiographer. He wrote, besides a few other
works, “ Memoirs in relation to the History of Portugal,”
(from 1659 to 1668, published in 1701.) Died in 1693.
See Haag, “La France protestante.”

founders of the “ London Quarterly Review,” and acquired distinction as a poet by a humorous work, entitled
“ Prospectus and Specimen of an Intended National
Work by William and Robert Whistlecraft, etc., relating
His translation
to King Arthur and his Round Table.”
of a Saxon poem on the victory of Athelstan at Brunnen-

Fremy, fri'me', (Arnould,) a French litterateur, born
in 1809, has written some works of fiction.
Fremy, (Edmond,) a French chemist, born in Paris
in 1814.
was a favourite pupil of M. Pelouze,

subjects are familar domestic scenes.

burgh was much admired

Died at Malta in 1846.
Frere, (Pierre Edouard,) a French painter, a pupil
of Paul Delaroche, was born in Paris in 1819. His

Frere, (Henry Bartle Edward,) Sir, a son of
John Hookham Frere, was born in 1815. He entered
whom the Indian civil service and was granted the K.C.B.

He

he aided as assistant professor in the Polytechnic School.
He afterwards succeeded M. Pelouze as professor, and
succeeded Gay-Lussac in the Museum of Natural History. In conjunction with Pelouze, he produced successful
works, entitled “ General Treatise on Chemistry,” (6 vols.,
1844-57,) and an “Abridgment (Abrege) of Chemistry.”

for his services

during the Indian mutiny; in 1862 he

became governor of Bombay.

He was

sent on a special

mission to Zanzibar in 1872, accompanied the Prince of
Wales to India in 1873, and in 1877 was appointed
governor at the Cape, whence he was recalled in 1880.
He was a member of the India council and president of
the Royal Geographical Society.
He published several
See “Nouvelle Biographie Generale.”
French, (John,) an English physician, born in 1616, lectures and pamphlets. Died in 1884.
Freres, (Theodore,) a Dutch painter, bom at
attended professionally the parliamentary army under
Fairfax.
He wrote the “ Art of Distillation,” and the Enckhuysen in 1643, studied at Rome. He worked for
some time at Amsterdam. Died at sea in 1693.
“Yorkshire Spaw.” Died in 1657.

Freret, (Nicolas,) an eminent French historical
French, (Nicholas,) an Irish Roman Catholic bishop,
born at Wexford in 1604. He was appointed Bishop of critic and savant, born ill Paris, February 15, 1688.
Ferns in 1643, soon after which date he went as an exile About 1714 he wrote a “Discourse on the Origin of
to the continent.
He published, besides other works, the French,” which was much admired, but procured
“The Unkind Deserter of Loyal Men,” (1676,) directed for him a short confinement in the Bastille. He
appears to have been actuated by a disinterested zeal lor
against Ormond.
Died in 1678.
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the honour of the Academy, for which he wrote a multitude of profound dissertations on ancient history and
chronology, in one of which he explodes the fabulous
antiquity of the Chinese.
Among his principal works
are a “Treatise on the Origin of the Greeks,” “Observations on the Cyropaedia of Xenophon,” and “Historical
Researches respecting the Ancient Peoples of Asia.”
He was perpetual secretary of the Academy of Inscriptions and Belles-Lettres. Died in Paris in March, 1749.
He is considered the greatest of French historical critics.
See Bougainville, “Eloge de Freret;” Champollion-Figeac,
“ Vie de Freret,” prefixed to a new edition of his works. The first
volume of

this edition

was published

in 1S25.

See, also, “Nouvelle

Biographie Generale.”

Frerichs, fita'riKs, (Friedrich Theodor,) a German
physician, born at Aurich, in Hanover, in 1819.
He
became professor of pathology and therapeutics at Breslau about 1852.
He wrote, besides other able works,
a “Treatise on Diseases of the Liver,” (1859.)
Freron, fR&ToN', (Flie Catherine,) a distinguished
French critic and litterateur, born at Quimper in 1719,
assisted Desfontaines for several years in his critical reviews.
From 1749 to 1754 he issued a spirited literary
periodical, styled “ Letters on Certain Contemporary
Writings.” From 1754 until his death he edited the
“Literary Year,” and acquired much notoriety by his
attacks on Voltaire and the Encyclopedists, who retorted
with great asperity.
His ode on the battle of Fontenoy

(1745)

was admired.

He
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the truth of the theory that light consists in the vibrations of an elastic medium. His theory of double refraction and polarization is called one of the finest efforts
of genius. He made the first successful application of
lenses to the lamps of light-houses, and invented the
illuminating apparatus which is used throughout the
civilized world.
He was chosen in 1825 a Fellow of the
Royal Society of London, which in 1827 awarded to him
the Rumford medal. When on his death-bed, this medal
was presented to him by his friend Arago, to whom he
said, “I thank you for performing this mission, which
must have been a painful duty ; for the brightest badge
of honour appears dim and insignificant to him who must
lay it down on the grave of a friend.”
Died in 1827.
See Arago’s “ Eloge de Fresnel,” in the “GEuvres completes”
;” “
(of Arago,) tome i. “ Nouvelle Biographie Generale
Biographie
;

Universelle,” (Supplement.)

Fresnel, (Fulgence,) a French Orientalist, born at
Mathieu (Calvados) in 1795 died at Bagdad in 1855.
Fresnoy. See Dufresnoy, (Charles Alphonse.)
Fresnoy, (Lenglet du.) See Lenglet.
Fresny. See Dufresny.
;

Fresse-Montval, fRgs'mdN'vil', (Henri Franqois
Alphonse,) a French litterateur born at Perpignan in
1795, wrote a “ Manual of Latin Composition,” and made
a translation of Pindar’s works into French verse, which
gained a prize of the French Academy in 1851.
Fressinet, fRk'se'ni', (Philibert,) a French general,
wrote many other works. Died born in Burgundy in
In 1813, for his conduct at
1769.

in 1776.
See Grimm, “ Correspondance littdraire;” C.
Ennemis de Voltaire,” 1853.

Nisard, “Les

Freron, (Louis Stanislas,) son of the preceding,
was born in Paris in 1765. He was a violent Jacobin,

,

the battle of Lutzen, he obtained the rank of general of
division.

Died

in 1821.

Freteau de Saint-Just, fR&'to' deh s&N'zhiist', (Emmanuel Marie Michel Philippe,) a French lawyer,

born in 1745. He was elected in 1789 to the States
General, and was a moderate partisan of the Revolution.
He was one of the presidents of the Constituent
Assembly, and a judge of one of the courts in Paris.
He was executed by the terrorists in 1794.
Freudenberger, fRoi'den-bgR'Ger, (Sigismond,) a
Swiss painter and engraver, born in 1745; died in 1801.
Freudweiler, fitoid'fH'ler, (Daniel,) a Swiss painter,
Frescobaldi, fRgs-ko-b&l'dee, (Girolamo,) a re- born in 1793 died in 1827.
nowned Italian organist and composer, born at Ferrara,
Freund, fRoint, (Wilhelm,) a German lexicographer,
probably about 1588. He became organist of St. Peter’s of Jewish extraction, born at Kempen, in the province
in Rome.
He displayed a rich imagination as a com- of Posen, in 1806. His “Dictionary of the Latin Lanposer of canzoni, toccatas, etc. He is regarded as the guage” (4 vols., 1834) enjoys a high reputation. Pie
father of that style of organ-music which we usually call also published a Latin-German, Latin-Greek Dictionary
“ voluntaries.” Died about 1654.
for Schools, (1848.)
See Hawkins, “ History of Music;” F^tis, “ Biographie UniFreundsberg. See Frondsberg.
edited a paper called the “ Orator of the People,” voted
for the death of the king in the Convention, and took an
official and prominent part in the massacres at Marseilles
and Toulon. He promoted the fall of Robespierre in
1794, and was appointed sub-prefect in Saint Domingo,
where he died, soon after his arrival, in 1802.
See Lamartine’s “History of the Girondists.”

;

verselle des Musiciens.”

Freundweiler, fRoint'wI'ler,

Fresenius,

fRi-za'ne-us, (Johann Friedrich,)
German theologian, born in 1717; died in 1783.
SeeF. A. Fresenius, “Lebenslauf, etc. J. F. Fresenii,” 1789.

a

and

Fresia, fRa'se-i, or fR&'ze'S', (Maurice Ignace,) Baron, a general in the French army, was born at Saluzzo,
in Piedmont, in 1746.
He was appointed Governor of
Venice, and commandant of the Illyrian provinces, about
1810.

Died

in Paris in 1827.

Fresnaye, de

la, deh It fkYni', (Jean Vauquelin
mediocre French poet, father of Desyveteaux, born in Normandy in 1536; died in 1606.
Fresne. See Dufresne and Du Cange.

—

vok'li.N',) a

—

ff'Tler,

(Henri,) a

skilful

or

Freudweiler,

froit'-

Swiss painter of history, genre,

was born at Zurich in 1755 died in 1795.
Freux, de, deh fRuh, [Lat. Fru'sius,] (AndrE,) a
French Jesuit and writer, born at Chartres about 1500,
became secretary to Loyola at Rome. Died in 1556.
Frey, frT, or Freyr, fnr, [sometimes written in Latin
Fric'co; etymology the same as that of Freyia, which
see,*] the son of Njord, and the brother of Freyia.
He
presides over rain and sunshine and the fruits of the earth.
His attributes correspond to those both of Frigga and
Freyia. As the god of fertility, he resembles the former ;t
as the god of pleasure and love, he is the counterpart of
the latter. We are told that he was (like Freyia) beloved
by all, both gods and men. He had two remarkable
gifts presented him by Loki,
the ship Skidbladnir, which
would always have a fair wind whenever the sails were
set, and was so capacious that it could contain all the
gods, with their weapons and armour, and yet could be
folded up like a cloth and carried in one’s pocket; and
the boar named Gullinbursti, (“ golden bristles,”) which
he could drive on the air and sea and which could travel
portraits,

1

Fresne, fniii, (Francois jSbaudy
i'bo'de',) a
French economist, born at Langres in 1743, published a
“ Treatise on Agriculture,”
vols.,
and
proposed
1788,)
(3
the saving-fund for servants, and other means of economy which have since been adopted. Died in 1815.
Fresnel, fri'ngl', (Augustin Jean,) a celebrated
French geometer and optician, born at Broglie (Eure) on
the 10th of May, 1788, was the son of an architect.
He
studied in the Ecole Polytechnique, and passed thence
into the Ecole des Ponts etChaussees, which he quitted
* Supposing the etymology given under Freyia to be the true
with the title of engineer.
He began to experiment on one, Frey
is simply the masculine form of Freyia — the masculine of
the theory of light about 1815, and received a prize from priya being priya, or (as the final short a is often dropped) simply
the Academy of Sciences for his treatise “On the Dif- priy\ — and signifies, like Freyia, “beloved,” “dear.” The Latin
fraction of Light” in 1819.
In 1823 he was elected a name Fricco goes to establish Frey’s relationship with Frigga, and to
the view that Freyia and Frigga were originally one name,
member of the Academy of Sciences. He wrote several confirm
since nothing is more common than for g and y to interchange, as
memoirs on polarization and double refraction, which shown in such examples as “Day,” Anglo-Saxon
Derg, German
were inserted in the “Annales de Physique et Chimie,” Tag “Way,” Anglo-Saxon and German IVeg, etc.
t As Frigga was the goddess of marriage, so Frey was the god of
(1816-25.) He performed for physical optics what Newmarriage for on such occasions, as Adam of Bremen tells us, the old
ton did for astronomy,
llis experiments tend to prove Danes used to sacrifice to Frey.
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The wife of Frey was ding golden tears. Matthew Arnold, in his beautiful
far more swiftly than any horse.
Gerda, (gSr'di,) or Gerd, (gerd,) the daughter of a giant poem entitled “Balder Dead,” speaks thus of Freya:
“And Freya next came nigh, with golden tears.
that
one
day Frey ascended
named Gymir. It is related
The loveliest goddess she in heaven, by all
Odin’s throne Hlidskialf, whence he could view all the
Most honoured after Frea, Odin’s wife:
Towards the north he saw a
regions of the world.
Her long ago the wandering Oder took
magnificent palace, out of which came a woman whose
To mate, but left her to roam in distant lands
Since then she seeks him, and weeps tears of gold:
beauty was so resplendent that it illumined the whole
Names hath she many Vanadis on earth
world.
As a just punishment for his presumption in
They call her; Freya is her name in heaven.”
ascending the seat of the father of the gods, Frey was so
One-half of the heroes who fell in battle belonged, it
deeply smitten with love that he could neither drink,
is said, to Freyia: hence she was sometimes called Valspeak, nor sleep. Thereupon Njord sent Skirmir, Frey’s
freyia, [i.e. the “ Freyia of the fallen,”) in the same manWhen ner
attendant, to inquire the cause of his distress.
that Odin was styled ValfoiSr, (or ValfaSir,) or the
master
would
if
his
promised
that
it,
he
Skirmir learned
“father of the slain.” This is thus explained by some
give him his sword he would obtain for him the beau iful
writers
Many warriors are impelled chiefly by their
maiden, whose name was Gerda. In this undertaking he own fiery courage these, falling in battle, belong to
;
encountered great difficulties, but was at last successful. Odin, the god of courage others, like the knights of
But Frey had parted with his good sword, which will the middle ages, seek to obtain by their prowess the
prove a very serious loss at Ragnarock, when the great admiration and favour of the other sex these are the
battle will be fought between the ALsir and their enevotaries of Freyia, the goddess of love and gallantry,
mies.
and, when they fall in battle, belong especially to her.
Keyskr’s “ReliSee Thokpe’s “Northern Mythology,” vol.
Most etymologists agree that Freyia and Frigga were
gion of the Northmen;” Mali.et’s “ Northern Antiquities,” vol. ii.,
originally the same name.
We may conjecture that
Fable XIX. Petersen’s “ Nordisk Mythologi.”
among a simple and comparatively virtuous people the
Frey, fiu, (Jean C£cile,) a Swiss philologist and
same power would preside over love and marriage, but
physician, born at Kaiserstiihl about 1580, taught phithat in a later and more corrupt age those offices which
losophy in a college of Paris. He wrote, besides other
originally belonged to one became divided, as among
works in Latin, “The Philosophy of the Druids,”
the Greeks and Romans, between two distinct and indeDied in 1631.
(1625.)
pendent deities. (See Frey.) There can scarcely be a
See Nic£ron, “Memoires.”
reasonable question but that Friday signifies “ Freyia’s
Frey, (Jean Louis,) a Swiss philologist and Oriental- day;” though some suppose it to be “Frigga’s day:” it
He was appointed professor of was called in the Latin of the middle ages Veneris dies
ist, born at Bale in 1682.
history and theology in the Academy of Berne in 1711. (“Venus’s day,”) whence the French Vendredi.
himself
by great knowledge and
distinguished
He also
“Religion of
See Thorpe’s “Northern Mythology,” vol.
critical sagacity in theology, history, and philosophy, and the Northmen,” by Rudolph Keyser, translated by Barclay Pennock; Mallet’s “Northern Antiquities,” vol. ii., Fable XVIII.
wrote several works. Died in 1759.
;

:

:

;

i.

;

;

i. ;

See

J.

C. Beck,

“De

Vita et Meritis Philologi

J.

L. Frey,”

1760.

Frey, (Johann Jakob,) an excellent Swiss engraver,
born at Lucerne in 1681, studied under Carlo Maratta,
and worked mostly in Rome. He engraved a large

number

of the master-pieces of the Italian painters, re-

producing with great fidelity the characteristic style
of each master, and was perhaps the most excellent
engraver of his time. Diedini752. Among his works are
“ Bacchus and Ariadne” and “The Chariot of Aurora,”
after Guido; and “The Holy Family,” after Raphael.

Freyberg, (Maximilian Prokop,) Baron, bom

at

Freylinghausen,

fRl'ling-how'zen,

(Johann Anas-

tas or Anastasius,) a German theologian and writer,
born at Gandersheim in 1670. He became the colleague
of the philanthropist A. H. Francke at Halle. Died in 1 738.
Freyre. See Freire.
Freyre, fRa^e-rk, (Don Manoel,) a Spanish general,
born at Osuna, in Andalusia, in 1765. He commanded
the cavalry at Ocana, where the Spaniards were defeated by the French, in 1809, and obtained the chief
command of a corps in Murcia and Granada in 1810 or
In 1813 he succeeded Castanos as general of the
1 81 1.
Spanish forces under Wellington. He was selected to

Freising in 1789, was appointed by Louis I. of Bavaria command the royal army at the beginning of the revokeeper of the archives at Munich. Besides legal treatises, lution of 1820. After the king had, in March, 1820,
he published several works relating to Bavarian history. sworn to restore the constitution of 1812, Freyre was
deprived of the command. Died in 1834.
Died in 1851.
See “Defensa del General Manoel Freyre.”
Freycinet, de, (Louis Claude Desaulses,) a
Freytag, fRl'tfio, (Friedrich Gotthilf,) a GerHe comFrench navigator, born at Montelimart in 1 779
manded several scientific expeditions and wrote part of man professor and classical scholar, born in 1687; died
in 1761.
Died in 1842.
the “Voyage around the World.”
Freytag, (Friedrich Gotthilf,) a German bibliFreycinet, (Charles Louis de Saulces de,) a ographer, son of the preceding, was born at Pforta in
He was 1723. He was a lawyer and burgomaster of NaumFrench statesman and engineer, born in 1828.
educated at the Polytechnic S hool as an engineer, and burg, and published several works, among which is
was afterwards employe! by the government and by the “Analecta literaria de Libris rarioribus,”
Died
(1751.)
He was also ap- in 1776.
railway compa lies in thtt capacity.
pointed to several civil offices, among which was that of
See Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”
He was elected a
prefect of Tarn-ct-Grronne (1870.)
Freytag, (Georg Wilhelm Friedrich,) a distinsenator in 1876, and was minister of public works in the guished German philologist, born
at Ltineburg in 1788,
At
the
ministries,
Wuddington
1877-79.
Dufaure and
devoted himself to the study of the Arabic, Persian, and
last-mentioned date he became president of the council Turkish languages in Paris. Among his principal works
a id minister of foreign affairs, but resigned in September, are a “Lexicon Arabico-Latinum,”
(1830,) and “AraHe succeeded Gambetta as prime minister of bum Proverbia,” (“ Proverbs of the Arabs.”) He became
1880.
France in 1882, but resigned in the following August. He professor of Oriental literature at Bonn in 1819. Died
is ttie author of several works on mechanics, and was
in November, 1861.
elected to the Academy of Sciences in 1878.
Freytag, (Gustav,) a popular German dramatist and
-

Freyia

or

Freyja,

frl'yi,

written also

Freya,

[pro-

bably allied to the Sanscrit prtya, signifying “dear,”
“beloved,” and, as a substantive, a “wife:” compare
the Swedish fria or frija, to “ make love,” to “ seek in
marriage,”] the goddess of love, the Venus of the Norse
mythology. She is also called Van'adis, or the “ Vanir
goddess.” She is said to be the daughter of Njord,
(See Vanir.) She was married to
the god of the air.
Oder, (or Odur,) who afterwards left her and wandered
During his absence she weeps for him, shedfar away.
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novelist, born at Kreuzburg, in Silesia, in 1816.
He
produced, besides other dramas, “Count Waldemar,”

(1847,)

and the “Journalists,”

(1854,) a

comedy, which

is

commended. His novel entitled “Soil und Haben” (3
vols., 1855) was very successful.
Freytag, (Johann,) a German physician, born at
Wesel in 1581. He was for many years first physician
to the Prince-Bishop of Osnabriick, and became professor at

Groningen

in 1631.

He

wrote, besides other

medical works, “Noctes Medicae,” (1616.)
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Frazier,

fri'ze-i',

(

Am£d£e

military engineer, was born at
published, in 1706, a “Treatise

FRANgoiS,

Chambery

)

a French

in 1682.

’ 1

Frezzi da Foligno, fR?t'see di fo-l£n'yo, (Fedf.rigo,)
an Italian poet, born in Umbria, became Bishop of

He

wrote, in imitation of Dante, an
Foligno in 1403.
allegorical poem called “ 11 Quadriregio,” or poem of

which had great temporary success.
was first printed in 1481. Died in 1416.
Frezzolini, fRgt-so-lee'nee, (Erminia Nencini
four kingdoms,

It

he accompanied Bonaparte in 1798 to Egypt,
where he signalized his courage and was promoted to
He succeeded Desaix
the rank of a general of division.
when the latter departed from Upper Egypt. He was
wounded at Austerlitz, (1805,) and contributed to the
In 1812 he made the
victories of Jena and Wagram.
campaign of Russia as commander of the grenadiers of
the Imperial guard. After Napoleon’s return from Elba,
Friant was made a peer, and was severely wounded at
Waterloo. Died in 1829.
Italy,

See Thiers, “ Histoire du Consulat
Biographie Gdndrale.”

et

de l’Empire

“Systema Mycologicum,” (3 vols., 1821-29,)
Orbis Vegetabilis,” (a System of Botany ac-

cording to the natural method, 1825,) and “ Flora Scanica,” (1835.)
He is one of the eighteen members of
the Academy of Stockholm.
See Brockhaus, “ Conversations-Lexikon.”
Fries, (Ernst,) a German landscape-painter, born at
Heidelberg in 1801, was appointed in 1831 court painter
His productions
at Carlsruhe, where he died in 1833.
are of great merit, and resemble the landscapes of Poussin.
He was a brother of Bernhard, noticed above.
See Nagler, “ Neues Allgemeines Kiinstler-Lexikon.”
Fries, fRees, [Lat. Fri'sius,] (Henry,) a Swiss proHe wrote “On
fessor of eloquence, lived at Zurich.
the Seat of the Rational Soul,” (“ De Sede Animae
rationalis.”)

n£n-chee'nee,) a popular Italian vocalist, distinguished
for dramatic power and a soprano voice of great comAfter she had perpass, was born at Viterbo in 1820.
formed in London and Paris, she visited the United
States in 1857.
Friant, fRe'Sw', (Louis,) a French general, born in
Picardy in 1758. He became a brigadier-general in 1794.
After he had served several campaigns on the Rhine and
in

(1817,)

He “Systema

on Fire-Works,” which
was much esteemed. Having been sent on a mission to
Peru and Chili in 1712, he wrote a “Voyage to the South
Sea and the Coasts of Chili and Peru,” (1716,) which
was often reprinted. He was chief engineer of the fortifications constructed in Brittany after 1740, and wrote
Died in 1773.
several other works.
See “Nouvelle Biographie Generale.
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Nouvelle

Died

in 1718.

Fries, (Jakob Friedrich,) a German philosopher,
born at Barby in 1773. He became in 1805 professor of
philosophy and elementary mathematics at Heidelberg.
He was the author of a “ System of Logic,” ( 1 8 1 1 ,) “ System of Philosophy as an Evident Science,” (1804,) and
other works, in which he favours the doctrines of Kant.
He was professor of physics at Jena from 1816 to 1843.

Died

in 1843.
See Klopfleisch, “Rede

1843;

am Grabe des Herrn
“Nouvelle Biographie Gendrale.”

J.

F. Fries,”

Fries, [Lat. Fri'sius,] (John,) an eminent Swiss
philologist, born at Gryffensee in 1505, was an intimate
friend of Conrad Gesner.
was chosen professor of

He

languages at Zurich about 1537, and gave a great impulse
to the study of Oriental languages. His most important
is a “Latin-German Dictionary,” (1541.)
He also
produced a Latin translation of Hesiod, (1548,) and
several original works.
Died in 1565.
His son John James, born at Zurich in 1547, was
professor of theology in that city. He published “ Chro-

work

nological Library of the Classic Philosophers,” (“Biblio-

Frias, de, di fRee'is, (Damas?) a Spanish poet, supposed to have lived about 1500, left a poem called the
“ Retreat of Silvia, ”'and a few songs.
Spanish critics
rank him as one of the most agreeable lyric poets of
his time.

Friche. See Dufrische.
Frick, fRlk, (Albrecht,) alearned German professor,
born at Ulm in 1714; died in 1776.
Friedemann, fRee'deh-m&n', (Friedrich TrauGOTT,) a German teacher, philologist, and writer of educational works, was born at Stolpen, in Saxony, in 1793

theca Philosophorum Classicorum Chronologica,” 1592,)
of some value.
Died in 1611.
See Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie,” which
contains notices of both the father and the son.

a

work

Friese, fRee'zeh, (Martin,) a Danish theological
writer, born at Ripen in 1688; died in 1750.
Frig'ga or Frigg, written also Friga, Frea, and Friia,

(probably of the same etymology as Freyia and Frey,
which see,) the daughter of Fjorgyn, and wife of Odin.
She is called “the Mother of the Gods,” (zEsir,) and
Like Juno,
the chief goddess, in the Norse mythology.
died after 1852.
she was the goddess of marriage. Iier habitation is
Friederich, fRee'deh-riK', or Frederic, fR&'d&'rfek', called Fensalir, (or Fensaler; pronounced f2n-s3.'Ier.)
(Andr£,) a skilful French sculptor, born at Ribeau- She is generally regarded as a personification of the
He studied at Dresden, earth or of the productive power of the earth, and in
ville (Haut-Rhin) in 1798.
Paris, and Rome, and settled at Strasbourg about 1826. this respect nearly corresponding to the Ceres of the
Among his works are a granite monument to Turenne Romans and the Demeter (i.e. “ Mother Earth”) of the
at Sulzbach, (1828,) and a bas-relief of the baptism of Greeks.
;

See Mallet, “Northern Antiquities,”

Clovis.

vol.

ii.

chap.

vi.

;

Thorpe,

Petersen, “ Nordisk Mythologi.”
Jtriedland, (Valentin,) a learned German teacher, “Northern Mythology,” vol.
born in iqyo, was surnamed Trotzendorff, from his
Frigimelica, fRe-je-m£l'e-ka, (Francesco,) a distinhi, thylace in Upper Lusatia.
Having visited Wittenberg guished Italian physician, born at Padua in 1491. He
Died in
1518, he acquired the friendship of Luther and Me- became physician to Pope Julius III. in 1555.
lanchthon. In 1531 he became rector of theacademyat 1559Friis,
fRees,
a
Danish
statesman, born in
(Johan,)
Goldberg, which, under his care, obtained the highest
popularity and success.
Died in-1556.
1494, became a disciple of Luther, whom he met at Wittenberg.
He
was
chancellor
under
Christian
III. Died
(Michael,)
a
learned
Hebraist
Friedlander,
and
commentator, born in Prussia in 1883.
He has been in 1570.
Frimont, de, deh fRe'miN', (Johann Philipp,)
pri icipal of the Jews’ College in London since 1865.
Friedrich, (Kaspar David,) a German painter, Count, an Austrian general, and Prince of Antrodocco,
was born in Lorraine or Belgium about 1756.
He
born at Greifswalde in 1 774 died in 1840.
Fries, fReess, (Bernhard,) a German painter, Dorn commanded a corps which invaded France in 1814.
at Heidelberg in 1820, studied in Rome.
He worked at He conducted a successful campaign in Italy in 1815, and
his native place after 1852, and painted landscapes with forced the French to evacuate Savoy. Charged with the
success.
Among his works are “The Rocks of Nemi,” execution of the decrees of the Congress of Laybach in
1821, he marched to Naples and quelled an insurrection
and the “Valley of the Neckar.”
He was appointed president of the
Fries, fReess, (Elias,) an eminent Swedish botanist of the Liberal party.
and orator, born in Wexio in 1794. He became pro- council of war at Vienna a short time before his death,
fessor of practical economy at Upsal in 1834, and intro- which occurred in December, 1831.
See “Nouvelle Biographie Gene rale.”
duced the natural system of botany into Sweden. He
represented the University of Upsal in the Diet several
Fririon, fRe're'bN', (Francois Nicolas,) Baron, a
years, and gained distinction as an orator.
In 1851 he French general, born in Lorraine in 1766. He distinwas chosen professor of botany at Upsal. Among his guished himself in 1809 at Wagram, as chief of the staff
numerous and able works are a “ Flora of Holland,” of Massena’s corps. Died in 1840.
i.
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Frisch, fidsh, (Jodocus (or Josse) Leopold,) a natuand theologian, son of Johann L. Frisch, noticed
below, was born in Berlin in 1714. He published several
treatises on zoology, etc.
Died in 1787.
ralist

See Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”

and was elected Royal Academician in 1853.
His colour is brilliant, and his style adapted to the
general taste of the people, if not to that of critics and
artists.
Among his works are “The Village Pastor,”
success,

(1845,)

“Coming of Age,”

(1849,) “Lifeat the Sea-Side,”

Frisch, (Johann Leonhard,) a German philologist (1854,) “The Derby Day,” (1858,) “Before Dinner at
and naturalist, born at Sulzbach in 1666. He settled in Boswell's Lodgings in Bond Street, 1769,” (1868,) and
Berlin about 1700, and was admitted into the Academy “Honeymooning in Switzerland,” (1883.)

Frit i-g’ern, King of the Visigoths, crossed the Danof Sciences in 1706.
He was afterwards rector of a
gymnasium in Berlin, and displayed great erudition in ube and established himself in Mcesia.
He defeated
numerous works. His “ German-Latin Dictionary” (1741) the emperor Valens at Adrianople in 378 A.D. Died
was the most complete and learned that had appeared about 392.
Fritz, fRits, (Samuel,) a Jesuit missionary, born in
in Germany.
He wrote a good “ Description of all the
He laboured about forty years on the
Insects of Germany,” (13 parts, 1720-38,) and a work on Bohemia in 1650.
Upper Amazon, where he is said to have converted many
German Ornithology, (1735-65.) Died in 1743.
He was skilful in several useful arts,
See J. J. Wippel, “Das Leben, etc. Johann Leonhard Frisch,” thousand natives.
Died
“ Nouvelle and made a valuable chart of the river Amazon.
1744 Ersch und Gruber, “ Allgemeine Encyklopaedie
G^ndrale.”
Biographie
in South America in 1730.
Frisch, (Johann Leonhard,) a German philosopher,
Fritzsche, fRit'sheh, (Christian Friedrich,) a Gerborn in Berlin in 1737 died in 1795.
man theologian, born at Naundorf in 1776. He became
Frische, du, dii fitfesh, (Jacques,) a learned French in 1830 professor of theology at Halle. He wrote “ LecHe published, tures on the Communion,” and other religious treatises.
Benedictine, born in Normandy in 1640.
with Lenourry, an excellent edition of Saint Ambrose’s Died in 1850.
Fritzsche, (Franz Volkmar folk'maR,) a German
works, (1686-90.) Died in 1693.
Frischlin, fRish-leen', (Nicodemus,) a Latin poet scholar and critic, a son of the preceding, was born at
and satirist, born at Balingen, in Wurtemberg, in 1547. Steinbach in 1806. He wrote a treatise “ On the MonoHaving offended the Duke of Wurtemberg, he was dies of Euripides,” (“ De Monodiis Euripideis,”) and
;

;

—

imprisoned in a fortress, and, after a confinement of
several months, was killed in attempting to escape, in
He was the author of satires, epigrams, and
1590.
elegies, written in elegant Latin, and paraphrases on

For his comedy
Virgil’s “Bucolics” and “Georgies.”
entitled “ Rebecca” he was created by Maximilian II.
poet-laureate and count palatine.
See “Nicodemus Frischlinus redivivus,” by his brother, 1590
Lange, “ Frischlinus Vita fama et Scriptis memorabilis,” 1727; D.
F. Strauss, “Leben und Schriften des N. Frischlin,” 1856; Melchior Adam, “ Vine Philosophorum.”
Frischmuth, fRlsh'nioot, (Johann,) a German Ori-

published editions of Lucian’s “Alexander,” “ Demonax,”
etc., and “ Questiones Lucianae.”
Fritzsche, (Karl Friedrich August,) a learned
theologian and biblical critic, born at Steinbach in 1801,
was a brother of the preceding. He published a number
of commentaries on the New Testament, the most important of which is that on the Epistle to the Romans.

Died in 1846.
His brother, Otto Fridolin, also distinguished himself as a biblical critic and philologist.
Friuli, Duke of.
See Duroc.
Frizon, fRe'zi.N', (Pierre,) a French Jesuit, born
entalist and theologian, born in Franconia in 1619,
in the diocese of Rheims.
He wrote a history of the
became professor of Hebrew and Greek at Jena in
French cardinals and popes, entitled “Gallia PurpuHe wrote many philologico-theological treatises, rata,”
1654.
Died about 1650.
(1629.)
among which are “ On Tithes,” (“ De Decimis,”) and
Frizzi, fkit'see, (Antonio,) an Italian writer and
“ On Sacrifices.” Died in 1687.
lawyer, born at Ferrara in 1736.
He wrote a History
See Jocher, “Allgemeines Gelehrten-Lexikon.”
of Ferrara, (5 vols., 1791-1809.) Died in 1890.
Frisi, fRee'see, (Paolo,) a celebrated Italian mathemaFrobel or Froebel, fito'bel, (Carl Poppo,) a Gertician and philosopher, born at Milan in April, 1728. He man linguist and printer, born at Oberweissbach in 1786.
entered at the age of fifteen the monastery of the Barna- He translated Sallust into German, (1821.) Died in 1824.
bites, where, with little or no aid except that of books,
See Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”
he made great progress in geometry. In 1750 he wrote
an able treatise “ On the Figure of the Earth,” which
established his reputation and procured for him a chair
of philosophy at Milan. From 1756 to 1764 he was proDuring this period he
fessor in the University of Pisa.
published a treatise on “ Electricity,” and a prize essay
“On the Diurnal Motion of the Earth.” About 1757 he
was chosen a Fellow of the Royal Society of London, and

Frobel or Froebel, (Friedrich,) a German teacher,
a brother of the preceding, was born near Rudolstadt
in 1782.
He published in 1826 a work on education,
(“Die Menschenerziehung,”) and founded in 1837, at
Blankenburg, a school called “ Kindergarten,” in which
he pursued a new system of education. Died in 1852.
See Kuehne, “ Frobel’s Tod und der Fortbestand seiner Lehre,”
1852.

afterwards a member of the Academies of Sai nt Petersburg,
Paris, and Berlin. In 1764 he accepted a chair of mathematics in Milan, and received a pension of one hundred
sequins from Maria Theresa of Austria. He published
(in Latin) in. 1774 his greatest work, “Physical and Mathematical Cosmography,” (2 vols. 4to.) He wrote also
on “ Universal Gravity,” Mechanics, Architecture, AnaDied in 1784. His brother Philip
lytic Geometry, etc.
was Podesta of Ravenna, and author of an able work on
public law.
See Count Verri, “ Memorie appartenenti alia Vita, etc. del

Frobel

Froben, fRo'ben, [Lat. Frobe'nius,] (Johann,) a
German printer, born in Franconia in 1460. He

learned

opened an
into

same, less prolonged;

a, e,

i,

6,

li,

Bale in 1491, from which he issued a
and he was one of the first who introduced

office at

Latin Bible

;

Germany

the

Roman

letters.

He

printed

all

the

works of Erasmus, who resided many years in Bale and
was his warm personal friend. Died in 1527.
See Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”

See Fox, “Acts and Monuments.”
Frith, (William Powell,) a skilful English historical
painter, born at Harrogate, in Yorkshire, in 1819 or 1820,
was a student of the Royal Academy. He painted scenes
from Shakspeare, Scott, Goldsmith, and Moliere with
&, 6, 6,

and

1858.)

See Fries, (John and Henry.)
Frith or Friyth, frith, (John,) an English Reformer,
born at Sevenoaks, in Kent. He had a controversy with
Sir Thomas More, and was imprisoned in the Tower for
his religion. Having refused to renounce his principles,
he was burnt at Smithfield in 1553. He left several
works on theology.

long;

writer

in 1806.
He was professor of history and
natural history at Zurich from 1833 to 1844, and pubHe became
lished a “ System of Crystalology,” (1843.)
a leader of the democratic party in Germany about 1848,
and a member of the Parliament of Frankfort. He was
united with Blum in a deputation to Vienna, and was
arrested there, but acquitted. Among his works is “ Experiences, Travels, Studies, etc. in America,” (“Aus
Amerika Erfahrungen, Reisen und Studien,” 2 vols.,

Frisius.

,

German

Griesheim

Paolo Frisi,” Milan, 1787; F. Jacquier, “ Elogio academico del
Signor Abate Frisi.”

a, e,l, 6, u,

or Froebel, (Julius,) a

democrat, a nephew of the preceding, was born at

See Froben.
Frob'ish-er, [Lat. Forbisse'rus,] (Sir Martin,) an
English navigator, born at Doncaster, was the first of his
countrymen who sought to discover the Northwest pass-

Frobenius.
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FROCHOT

In June, 1576, he sailed from Deptford with three
age.
small barks, explored the coast of Greenland, discovered
the strait which bears his name, near 63° north latitude,
and brought home a black mineral in which gold was
He renewed his explorations in 1577 and 1578,
found.
without any great results. The chief object of his second
In 1588, as captain of the
expedition was to find gold.
Triumph, a large ship, he signalized his bravery in
the contest with the Spanish Armada, for which he was
knighted. He commanded a small fleet sent to aid Henry
IV. of France, and in the attack of a fort near Brest he
received a wound of which he died in 1594-

—

—
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See Freigius, “ Historia Navigationis Martini Forbisseri,” 1675
British Admirals;” J. Barrow, “Memoirs
of the Naval Worthies of Queen Elizabeth’s Reign,” 1845.
;

Campbell, “Lives of

He gives a brilliant but
the latter date.
picture of his times, and seems not to
recognize the existence of any class except the noblesse.
See Walter Scott, “Froissart,” in the “Edinburgh Review”
for January, 1805; Villemain, “ Cours de Litterature Fran^aise au
Moyen-Age;” Henri Lucas, “Notice sur la Vie et les Ouvrages
de J. Froissart,” Berlin, 1849; “Nouvelle Biographie Gdndrale.”

soon

after
superficial

Frolich or Froelich,

fRo'liK,

(Erasmus,) an eminent

German

numismatist, born at Gratz, in Styria, in 1700.
He became professor of history and antiquities at Vienna,
and published many works (in Latin) on numismatics,
among which are “The Utility of Numismatics,” (1733,)
and “ The Annals of the Kings of Syria illustrated by

Died in 1758.
See Hirsching, “ Historisch-literarisches Handbuch;” Oetter,
“ Lebensgeschichte des beriihmten E. Froelich,” 1773.

Medals,” (1744.)

Frochot, l'Ro'sho', (Nicolas Th£rLse Beno!t,
Fromage, fRo'mfzh', (Pierre,) a French missionary,
Count, a French administrator, born about 1760. In born at Laon in
1678 died in Syria in 1740.
1800 he was appointed, by the First Consul, prefect of the
Fromaget, fRo'mi'zhi', a French dramatic writer,
)

;

department of the Seine,

in

which position he directed

with ability the municipal affairs of Paris until 1812, when
he was dismissed from office because he had been in
some measure the dupe of the conspirator Mallet. (See

Mallet.) Died in 1828.
Froebel. See Frobel.
Froeben. See Froben.
Froehlich. See Frohlich.
Froelich. See Frolich.
Frohlich or Froehlich, fRo'liK, (Abraham Emmanuel,) a Swiss poet, born at Brugg in 1796. He
became pastor at Aarau in 1835, and produced epic
poems, elegies, and fables, which were received with

published “ Kara Mustapha,” “ Mirima,” “ The MagaDied in 1759.
zine of Lost Things,” etc.
Froment or Fromment, fRo'mSN', (Antoine,) a
Protestant Reformer, born near Grenoble, France, about
He began to preach
1510, was a disciple of Farel.
against popery at Geneva in 1533, and settled as pastor
He was deposed from the ministry
in that city in 1537.
(for some misconduct on the part of his wife) about 1552,
and died about 1585, leaving a “ History of the Reformation at Geneva,” which was published in 1854.
Senebier, “HisSee MM. Haag, “La France protestante
toire litteraire

de Geneve.”

Froment, (Franqois Marie,) a French pamphleteer
favour.
Froidmond, Froidmont, fRwi'm6N', or Fromont, and politician, born at Nunes in 1756. He emigrated
he engaged in many intrigues
fRo'miN', [Lat. Fromun'dus,] (Libert,) an eminent about 1790, after which

Bourbons. Died in 1825.
a French optician, noted
as a skilful maker of instruments, was born in 1815. He
produced some remarkable electro-magnetic apparatus.
Fromond, fRo-m6nd', (Giovanni Claudio,) an eminent natural philosopher, born at Cremona, Italy, in 1703.
is among the best.
Died in 1653.
philosoFroila (fito'e-H or froi'Ia) I., King of Spain, was the He was for twenty years professor of logic and
reputation.
In 175S he
son of Alfonso I., and began to reign in a.d. 757. His phy at Pisa, and acquired a wide
the Academy of Sciences
realm included Oviedo, the Asturias, and Leon, the Moors was chosen a correspondent of
determining the charachaving possession of the rest of Spain. About 760 he of Paris. He has the credit of
physical
forces. Among his chief
and
mechanical
gained a decisive victory over Omar, a Saracen prince. ters of
He was dethroned and killed by his brother Aurelio works is a“ General Introduction to Philosophy,” (1748.)

Catholic divine and scholar, born at Haccourt, in Belgium, in 1587. He was the friend of Jansen, whom he
succeeded, about 1635, as professor of divinity in the
University of Louvain.
He wrote many works on theology, of which his “Commentary on St. Paul’s Epistles”

Froment, (Paul Gustave,)

Died

in 768.

Froila (written also Fruela) II. of Spain, born about
the year 845 A.D., was Count of Galicia, and son of
King Veremond. He was killed in 875 by Alfonso III.,
from whom he had usurped the throne of Leon.
Froila III., King of Leon, succeeded his brother
Ordono in 923 a.d. His cruelty and injustice impelled
his subjects to drive him from the throne and to change
the kingdom into a republic.
He died in 924.
Froissart, frois'sirt, [Fr. pron. fRw&'saR',] (Jean,) a
French historian and poet, born at Valenciennes in 1337.
He was educated for the church ; but his love of festive
pleasure and romantic gallantry directed him into other
pursuits.
At the age of twenty he began to write chronicles of the wars of his time, and to obtain the requisite
information he travelled much, and associated with the
nobles and principal actors in publjc affairs. In the year
1361 he visited the court of Ed ward III. of England, where
he remained five or six years and was treated with great
favour, especially by the queen Philippa, who employed
him as her clerk, or secretary. He attended Lionel,
Duke of Clarence, when he went to Italy to marry the
daughter of the Duke of Milan. After the death of
Philippa, in 1369, he officiated a short time as curate of
Destines, in France.
About the year 1385, Guy, Count
of Blois, employed Froissart as clerk, and the latter
soon afterwards, in quest of historical materials, visited
Gaston, Count of Foix. His active curiosity, even in
his declining years, led him to frequent courts, festivals,
and tournaments, and his Chronicles present a “faithful
mirror” of the age of chivalry, with its beauties and
deformities.
He is esteemed for his veracity, and admired for picturesque description and a charming
simplicity of expression.
The period comprised in his
history extends from 1326 to 1400 ; he probably died
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at Pisa in 1765.
See Bianchi, “Elogio storico del G. C. Fromond,” Cremona,

1781

;

Tipaldo, “Biografia

degli Italiani illustri.”

Fromundus.

See Froidmond.
Frondeville, de, deh fR6Nd'v£l', (Thomas Louis
C£sar,) Marquis, a French royalist, born at Lisieux
in 1756.
He was a member of the National Assembly,
1790-91. Died in 1816.

Frondsberg, fRonds'b§RG, Fronsperg, fRons'pgRG,
or Frundsberg, fRoonds'b§RG, (Georg,) a German
general, born at Mindelheim in 1475. He distinguished
himself as colonel in the army of Charles V. in several
campaigns, and contributed to the victory of Pavia in
He reinforced with about 12,000 Germans, re1525.
cruited by himself, the army with which Constable Bour-

Rome

Died in 1528.
in 1527.
fR6N'to', (Jean,) a learned French Jesuit
became a
and antiquary, born at Angers in 1614.
professor of philosophy, and in 1648 chancellor of the
He wrote, besides other works,
University of Paris.
“Thomas a Kempis vindicatus,” (1641,) an essay to
bon took

Fronteau,

He

prove that T. a Kempis was the author of “The Imitation of Christ,” and “A Contrast between Augustine
and Calvin,” (“Antitheses Augustini et Calvini,” 1651.)

Died

in 1662.
See Lallemant, “Vie de Fronteau,” 1663.

Count, a French
was appointed Governor-General
He built Fort Frontenac, on Lake
of Canada in 1678.
Ontario, and was recalled to France in 1682. Died

Frontenac,

officer,

born

fRdN'teh-ntk', (Louis,)

in 1621,

in 1698.

Frontin. See Frontinus.
Fron-ti'nus, [Fr. Frontin, friN'tiN',] (Sextus
Julius,) a Roman general and author, of patrician rank,
became praetor in 70 a.d., and was several times consul.
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About the year 75 he was sent to Britain as proconsul, His “ History of the Siege of Boston” (1849) has been
the army which conquered the Silures, and warmly praised by Everett and Bancroft.
returned to Rome in 78. In the reign of Nerva he superFrottd, de, deh fRo'ti', (Louis,) Count, a French

commanded

intended the operations which supplied Rome with water,
lie is the author of two well-written extant works,
viz. : “ Military Stratagems,” (“ Stratagematica,”) and a
Died in 106 A.D.
treatise on the Aqueducts of Rome.
See Tacitus, “ History,” book iv. Schoell, “ Histoire de la
NieLiterature Romaine
Nouvelle Biographie Generale
buhr, “ Roman History.”
:

fr6N't6N',] (Marcus Cororator, was a native of
Cirta, in Africa. He was preceptor of Lucius Verus and
Marcus Aurelius, who made him consul in 143 A.D. and
treated him with great favour. All of his works are lost,
except small fragments and letters. In 1814 or 1815 a

Fron'to,

[Fr.

Fronton,

nelius,) an eminent

Roman

palimpsest was found by Angelo Mai in the Ambrosian
Library at Milan, containing interesting letters from
Fronto to Marcus Aurelius and Lucius Verus. Their
answers were also discovered by Mai at Rome.
See “Nouvelle Biographie G&idrale ;” Roth, “ Bemerkungen
iiber den Schriften des M. C. Fronton,” etc., 1817.

Fronton.

born in Normandy about 1755. He raised
Normandy in 1795, but was defeated and

royalist chief,

a revolt in

England

in 1796.
In 1799 he again appeared
as general-in-chief of the royalist army.
He resisted all efforts for pacification; but, having lost
several battles, he surrendered, and was executed, in
1800.
Froude, frood, (James Anthony,) an eminent English historian, born at Totness, in Devonshire, about 1818.
He was educated at Oxford, and became a Fellow of Exeter

retired to
in

Normandy

College.
In 1 844 he was ordained deacon, but afterwards
relinquished his holy orders. He published in 1847 “ The
Shadows of the Clouds,” a novel, and in 1849 “ The
Nemesis of Faith,” both of which have decided literary
merit.
The latter is charged with being heterodoxical.
His principal work is a “ History of England from the
Fall ofWolsey to the Death of Elizabeth,” (10 vols. 8vo,
1856-67 ;) besides this we may mention “ Short Studies
on Great Subjects,” (1867,) “The English in Ireland in
the Eighteenth Century,” (1871-4,) and some reminiscences of Thomas Carlyle.
In 1872 he delivered in the
United States a series of lectures on Ireland.
In 1875
he was sent by the government to the Cape of Good
Hope to make inquiries as to a recent Caffre rising.
As a histo i in Mr. Froude’s merits are of a high order.
“ The peculiar merit of Mr. Froude’s work,” says the
“ Edinburgh Review ” for September, 1866, “ is its
wealth of unpublished manusciipts ; and the reign of
Elizabeth is remarkably illustrated by the correspondence
of the Spanish ambassadors and other agents of the court
of Spain, which have been preserved in the Archives at
Simancas. The extraordinary interest of such illustrations is apparent in every page of these volumes
they
give novelty to the narrative and variety to the well-known
incidents of the time
and they bring in aid of historical
evidence the contemporary opinions of society upon
current events.”

See Fronto.
See Due.
(Justus Friedrich,) a German
died in 1800.
Orientalist, born at Lubeck in 1745
Froriep, von, fon fRo'reep, (Friedrich Ludwig,)
a German physician and writer, born at Erfurt about
1780 died in 1847.
Froriep, von, (Robert,) a physician, son of the
He became propreceding, was born at Jena in 1804.
fessor of medicine at Berlin in 1833, and published
plates,
among which is
several anatomical works with
“Atlas Anatomicus,” (1850.) Died in 1861.
Frossard, fRo'siR', (Benjamin Sigismond,) a Swiss
Protestant divine, born at Nyon in 1754.
He published
“The Slave-Trade tried before the Tribunal of Reason,
From 1815 to 1830 he
Policy, and Religion,” (1789.)
was professoi of theology at Montauban. Died in 1830.
Frost, (William Edward,) an English painter, born
at Wandsworth, Surrey, in 1810, studied in the Royal
Froude, (Richard Hur'rell,) an English clergyAcademy. He gained a gold medal for his “ Prometheus Bound,” (1839.)
His picture of “Una and the man, a brother of the preceding, was born in 1803. He
Wood-Nymphs” (1847) was purchased by the queen. graduated at Oriel College, Oxford, of which he became
Among his other works are “ Nymphs Dancing,” “ Diana Fellow in 1826 and tutor in 1827. Several volumes
surprised by Actaeon,” (1846,) and “The Graces,” (1856.) of his writings (of the Oxford Tract School) have been
His pictures are admired for correct design and refined published. Died in 1836.

Fronton du Due.

Froriep,

fro'reep,

;

;

:

;

Froumenteau, froo'mfiN'to', (Nicolas,)
He became a Royal Academecian in 1870.
Frothingliam, (Nathaniel Langdon,) D.D., an name of an unknown French Protestant

taste.

the assumed
author, who

He published in 1581 a remarkable work, entitled “The
eminent Un.tarian divine, born in Boston in 1793.
irvard in 18x1, and the next year, when Secret of the Finances of France Discovered.”
graduated at
Frowde, frowd, (Philip,) an English dramatic poet,
only nineteen years of age, was appointed instructor in
In 1815 he was born about 1680, was intimate with Addison. He wrote
rhetoric and oratory in that institution.
“
oidainei pastor of the First Church in Boston. Besides some Latin verses which appeared in Musae Anglicanae,”
numerous sermons and addresses, he his written many and two tragedies. Died in 1738.
Frugoni, fRoo-go'nee, (Carlo Innocenzio,) one of
short poems and hymns of great beauty, and made various
popular Italian poets of the eighteenth cencollection of these the most
translations from the German.
tury, born in Genoa in 1692, entered a monastery in 1708.
w is published in 1855- Died in 1870.
Having gained the reputation of an elegant writer in
Frothingliam, (OctaviusB ,)aUnitariandivineand Latin and Italian, he became professor of rhetoric at
rationalistic theologian, a son of the preceding, was born
Brescia in 1716.
In
he found an asylum at the
He was educated at Harvard, where court of Parma, where1725
in Boston in 1822.
he passed the greater part of his
He was ordained in 1847. life and was liberally patronized by several successive
he also studied divinity.
About 1859 he removed to New York; and from i860 to dukes. In
1733 he was released from the monastic rules,
1879 was pastor of the Third Unitarian Society of that which had become intolerable to him. His ode on the
In 1879 he visited Europe, returning to America occasion of the capture of Oran was greatly admired. He
citv.
He is remarkable as representing the most wrote a multitude of sonnets, odes, eclogues, epistles,
in 1881.
radical phaseof rationalistic Unitarianism as it exists at the and other verses, which display a graceful style and a
present time in the United States in this respect, indeed, rich imagination. An edition of his works appeared in
9
he may be regarded as the successor of Theodore Parker, vols., 1779. Died at Parma in December, 1768.
although differing widely from that writer in his mental
Fabroni, “ Elogj
See Cerati, “ Elogio de C. I. Frigoni,” 1782
ch iracteristics, and also (it would seem) in many of his d’illustri Italiani,” 1786; Tipaldo, “ Biografia degli Italiani illustri
of the Italian Poets,” by Rev. Henry Stebbing, London,
He has published “Lives“ Biographie
theological or philosophical views.
Universelle
“ Nouvelle Biographie G^n^rale.”
1831
many theological works and sermons.
Fruitiers or Fruytiers, fRii-e'te-i', (Philip,) a
For some interesting remarks on Mr. Frothingham’s position as
Flemish portrait-painter, born in Antwerp about 1625.
a philosopher and a theologian, see an article contributed by one
of his congregation to the New York “World,” about the end of
He was employed by Rubens to execute a portrait
June, 1868.
of himself and family. This picture is highly praised
Frothingham, (Richard,) Jr., an American journal- by Weyermans. As a miniature-painter he was probist and historical writer, born in Charlestown, Massaably inferior to no artist of his time. He was living
chusetts, in 1812, became associate editor of the “ Boston in 1650.
Post,” the leading Democratic paper in New England.
See Descamps, “Vies des Peintres Flamands,” etc.
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FR UMENCE
Frumence.

Fuchs, (Johann Christoph,)

See Frumentius.

fru-men'she_us, [Fr. Frumence, fRoo'm6Nss',J Saint, born at Tyre, is usually called “the
Apostle of Ethiopia.” He was employed in evangelizing
Abyssinia. Having returned to Egypt, he was appointed
a bishop in 331 by Athanasius, who sent him to propagate
the faith in Ethiopia.
Died about 360 a.d.
Fry, (Sir Edward,) an English lawyer, bom at
Bristol m 1827.
He became a judge of the High Court
(Cnancery division) in 1877, and a lord justice of appeal
His
“Specific
in 1883.
Performance” is an able book.
Fry, (Elizabeth,) an eminent philanthropist, daughter
of John Gurney, of Earlham Hall, and sister of Joseph

Frumentius,

John Gurney, was born in Norwich, England, in 1780.
Iler father was an opulent banker, and a member of the
Society of Friends.
About the age of eighteen she became a serious professor of religion, and renounced the
gay amusements in which she had before participated.
In 1800 she was married to Joseph Fry, of London, and
some years later she appeared as minister in the meetings of the Friends.
About the year 1813 she began to

make systematic efforts for the reformation of the female
prisoners in Newgate and other prisons of London, in
which she laboured for many years with great zeal and
success, manifesting a true Christian sympathy for those
unfortunate persons, and administering both to their
spiritual and their physical necessities.
Died in 1845.
See a Memoir of her life, containing her Journal and Letters,
by her daughters, 2 vols., 1847: Rev. T. Timpson, “Memoirs of
Elizabeth Fry,” 1846; Rev. E. Neale, “Christianity and Infidelity Contrasted
“ London Quarterly Review” for December,
1847-

Fry, (John,) an English Socinian writer, published,
besides other works, “ The Clergy in their Colours,”
(1650.)

Died about

1650.

Fry, (Rev. John,) an English author, a brother of
Caroline Fry, was rector of Desford.
He published
several esteemed religious works, among which are
“Lectures

on

Romans,”

vent,” (1822,) and

“A

(1816,)

“The Second Ad-

Short History of the Christian

Church,” (1825.)
Fry, (Speed S.,) an American
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a

German

naturalist,

born at Gross-Germersleben in 1726. He was master
of pages at the court of Frederick the Great from 1754

Died in 1795.
See Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”

to 1766.

Fuchs, (Konrad Heinrich,) a German physician,
and professor of medicine at Gottingen, born at Bam-

He published, among other treatises, a
of Special Nosology and Therapeutics,” (4
vols., 1845-48.)
Died about 1855.
Fuchs, (Leonhard,) a distinguished German botanist
and physician, born at Wemdingen, (or Wemding,) in
Bavaria, in 1501.
He was professor of medicine at
Tubingen from 1535 until his death, and contributed
largely to the restoration of that school.
He wrote
many able medical works, among which is “Method of
Curing,” (“Medendi Methodus,” 1541,) and acquired a
high reputation by his botanical work “On the History
of Plants,” (“ De Historia Stirpium Commentarii insignes,” 1542,) with many figures well designed.
This
work was often reprinted and translated. The Fuchsia
was named in his honour. Died in 1565.
beTg in 1803.

“Manual

See Hizi.er, “Oratio de Vita,

etc.

L. Fuchsii,” Tubingen, 1566;

Nic£ron, “ M emoires
M. Adam, “ Vite Eruditorum;” Carl
Lorenz, “Dissertatio inauguralis medica de L. Fuchs,” Berlin,
1846; “ Nouvelle Biographie Generate.

Fuehrich. See Fuhrig, (Joseph.)
Fuente. See La Fuente.
Fuente, la, li fw£n'ti, (Juan Leandro,) a skilful
Spanish historical painter, born at Granada in 1600, excelled in design and colouring, and in clair-obscur. Died
in 1654.

Fuentes, fw£n't§s, or Fonte, de, di fon'ti, (Bartolomei,) a Spanish or Portuguese navigator, whose real
or pretended voyages have been the subject of learned
speculation.
He is reported to have made discoveries
on the west coast of North America about 1640.
See Foster, “Northern Voyages and Discoveries.”

Fuentes, de,

d’Azevedo

d&

fw§n'tSs,

(Pedro

Henriquez

—dj-thi-vi'Do,) Count, an eminent

Span-

He made

the Union
service, became brigadier-general of volunteers in 1862.

ish general, born at Valladolid in 1560.

Fry, (William Henry,) an American composer and
journalist, born in Philadelphia in 1815.
He composed
operas, symphonies, etc., and was assistant editor of
several daily journals.
Died in 1864.
Frye, (Thomas,) a skilful portrait-painter, born in
Ireland in 1710, lived in London.
He is reputed to
have been the first who manufactured English porcelain.
Died in 1762.

about 1580. He performed with ability several important diplomatic missions. In 1606 he distinguished
himself at the siege of Ostend, and was raised to the
rank of general. He commanded the infantry in the
war with France which began in 1635, and was killed,
in 1643, at the battle of Rocroy, where he was defeated
by the Prince of Conde.

See “Gentleman’s Magazine,”

officer in

vol. xxxiv.

He

historian,

born

1824 a work on
education, “ Svensk Spraklaera,” which was often reprinted. He became professor in Stockholm about 1833.
His chief work, consisting of essays on the history of
Sweden, “ Berattelser or Svenska Plistorien,” (“Corrections of Swedish History,”) is very popular.
Of this
publication about twenty volumes have already appeared.
The first volume was issued in 1823.
Fuad-Effendi, foo'id Sf-fSn'dee, (Mehemet, ) a
Turkish minister of state, distinguished as a linguist
and diplomatist, was born at Constantinople about 1815.
He was appointed minister of foreign affairs several
times after 1832. He published an Ottoman Gram-

Dalsland

in 1795.

published

campaign

in Portugal,

his

under the Duke of Alva,

See Sismondi, “ Histoire des Franyais.”

See Furst.
See Furstenberg.
Fuessli. See Fussli.

Fuerst.

Fryxell, fRuks'Sl, (Anders,) a Swedish
in

first

in

mar, (1852.) Died in 1869.
Fuca, de, d& fooTcS, (Juan,) a Greek navigator, whose
proper name was Apostolos Valerianos, was a native
of Cephalonia.
He served about forty years as Spanish
pilot in the East Indies.
In 1596 he offered his services to the English, stating that he had discovered on
the west coast of America, near latitude 48° north, a
strait leading to the Atlantic, which he wished to explore further. He died about 1602. His name has been
given to the strait which connects the Pacific with the
Gulf of Georgia.
Fuchs. See Fux, (Johann Joseph.)
Fuchs, fooks, (Gottlieb,) a German poet, born in

Fuerstenberg.

Fuga,

foo'gd,

(Ferdinando,) a

skilful Italian archi-

at Florence in 1699. He was appointed about
1730 architect of the pontifical palaces by Clement XII.
Among his works in Rome are the palace of the Consulta, a very fine edifice, and the palace Corsini.
He
tect,

born

was afterwards employed by the King of Naples in the
embellishment of his capital, and was architect of the
Albergo Reale dei Poveri, (“ Royal Hotel for the Poor,”)
said to be the largest hospital of Europe.
It was commenced in 1751. Died about 1780.
“
Dictionnaire d’ Architecture
See Quatrem6re de Quincy,
Milizia, “Vite degli Architetti
Ticozzi, “ Dizionario
“Nouvelle Biographie Gtiner;\]e.”

(Friedrich Heinrich,) a German
born at Heilbronn in 1 751. He was patronized
by the empress Maria Theresa. Died in 1818.
Fiiger, fu'ger,

painter,

Fugger, fooG'ger, the name of a German family in
Suabia, who were originally linen-weavers and gradually
amassed immense wealth by commerce. The brothers
Ulric, George, and Jacob Fugger were ennobled by the
emperor Maximilian in the latter part of the fifteenth
century.
Raimond and Antony, the founders of the two
principal lines of the house of Fugger, were raised to the
rank of count, in 1530, by Charles V., to whom they had
lent money, and who also gave them the privilege of
Upper Saxony in 1720, became a minister at Tauben- striking gold and silver coin. It is related that Charles
heim.
Among his poems, which are mostly lyrical, is V. on his return from Algiers was entertained by Antony
“The Contented Peasant.” Died about 1800.
Fugger, who made a fire of cinnamon-wood and kindled
« as k; c as

s;

g hard; g asj;

G, H, K, guttural

N, nasal; R, trilled; s as z; th as in this.

(£J7“See Explanations,

p. 23.)

FUHRIG

with the emperor’s bonds due to the Fuggers for the
lent him.
Several members of this
family were patrons of learning, and active in founding
charitable institutions, of which we may name the Fuggerei at Augsburg.
See ERSCHund Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”
it

money they had

Ftihrig or Fuehrig,
fti'riK,

(Joseph,) a

Fiibrich or Fuehrich,
and en1800. He became professor

fu'riG,

German

historical painter

graver, born in Bohemia in
of painting in the Academy of Vienna.
He painted a
number of subjects of sacred history, among which is
“ The Triumph of Christ.”

Fuhrmaim,
torian,

fooR'min, (Matthias,) a

who wrote on Austrian

history.

German

Died

at

his-

Vienna

in 1773.

Ful'beck

or

FULLERTON
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FuFbecke, (William,)

an English

jurist, born in Lincoln in 1560, published several legal
works, which were esteemed, viz., “ Preparative to the
Study of the Law,” (1600,) “Pandects of the Law of
Nations,” etc.
Fulbert, ful'bain/, a French prelate and writer, was
eminent for piety and learning, and was considered as one
of the greatest ornaments of the Gallican Church in his
time.
He was chosen Bishop of Chartres in 1007, after
he had been the master of a celebrated school at that
place.
“The writings of Fulbert,” says the “ Nouvelle
Biographie Generale, ” “ are almost the only historical
monuments of France for his time.” His sermons, hymns,
and letters, of which about one hundred have been preserved, are esteemed precious for the light they throw
upon that age. Died in 1028 or 1029.

See “Gallia Christiana;’’ “Nouvelle Biographie G^ndrale.”

Fulcherius Carnotensis. See Foulcher de Chartres.

Fulla, fool'll, (i.e. “full,”) in the Norse mythology, an
attendant of Frigga, whose treasure-casket and slippers
she is said to carry. She is also acquainted with the
secret counsels of the mother of the gods.
As Frigga
represents the earth’s fertility, Fulla would seem to typify
the abundance which follows it.
(See Frigga.)
Fulleborn, fttl'leh-boRn', (Georg Gustav,) a German scholar and writer, born at Glogau in 1769; died
in 1803.

Fuller,

fool'ler,

(Andrew,) an eminent English Bap-

minister, born at Wicken, in Cambridgeshire, in 1 754.
His education was defective or very limited. He preached
a few years at Soham, and removed in 1782 to Kettering,
Northamptonshire, where he remained until his death.
tist

He was the first secretary of the Baptist Missionary
Society, formed about 1792, and acquired a high reputation by his writings, among which are “The Gospel its
own Witness,”

(1800,) “ Expository Discourses on Gene“Dialogues, Letters, and Essays on

sis,” (2 vols., 1806,)

Various Subjects,” (1806,) “Sermons,” (1 vol., 1814,)
and “The Harmony of Scripture, or an Attempt to
reconcile various Passages,” (1817.) Diedin 1815. Fuller has been styled the “Franklin of Theology.”
His
writings are characterized by vigour, logical acumen, and
“
He was a man,” says
deep insight into human nature.
Robert Hall, “whose sagacity enabled him to penetrate
depths
of
every
subject
he
explored
whose conto the
;
ceptions were so powerful and luminous that what was
recondite and original appeared familiar, what was intricate, easy and perspicuous, in his hands.”
See Memoirs of his Life, by J. V/. Morris, 1815, and a Memoir,
prefixed to an edition of his Works, (5 vols., 1832,) by his son, Andrew
Gunton Fuller.

Fuller, (Isaac,) an English painter of history and
He painted for a church of Oxford an altar-

portraits.

See Foulques.
piece which was praised by Addison in a Latin poem,
Fulcodi Guido. See Clement IV.
and was very successful in portraits. Died in 1672.
Fulcoius. See Foulcoie.
Fuller, (Margaret.) See Ossoli.
Fulda, fool'dl, (Friedrich Karl,) a German phiFuller, (Nicholas,) an eminent Oriental scho.ar,
lologist, born at Wimpfen, Suabia, in 1724, was noted
born at Southampton, England, in 1557. He became
for his mechanical ingenuity.
He became minister of rector of Bishop Waltham, and published “ Miscellanea
the Lutheran church at Muhlhausen-on-the-Enz.
He Theologica,” (1612.) Died in 1622.

Fulco.

gave much attention to the general theory of language,
or what the Germans call “ linguistik.” He wrote, besides other works, a “ Collection of German Idioms,”
(1788,) and a “Natural History of the German People,”
Died at Enzingen in 1788.
(1794.)
See Hirsching, “ Historisch-literarisches Handbuch.”

Fulgence.

See Fuller, “Worthies.”

Fuller, (Nicholas,) an English lawyer and member
of Parliament, who distinguished himself in the early
part of the reign of James I. by his resolute opposition
to the oppressive measures of the court of high commission.
Died in 1620.
See Gardiner, “ History of England from 1603

See Fulgentius.

Fulgentius, ful-jen'she-us, [Fr. Fulgence, ful'zh6.\ss',] (Fabius Claudius Gordianus,) an eminent
African bishop, was born at Leptis about 478 a.d. At
an early age he resolved to renounce the world, and,
entering a monastery, became noted for ascetic devotion.
After visiting Rome in 500 and returning home, he was
chosen Bishop of Ruspina, or Ruspa, by the Catholics, in
Soon after this date he was exiled to Sardinia by
508.
Thrasimund, King of the Vandals, who was an Arian and
He was restored at the
a persecutor of the orthodox.
death of that king, and died about 533. He wrote, in
Latin, treatises on the Trinity, Predestination, Faith,
and Arianism, which are highly esteemed. His opinions
and style resemble those of Augustine.
See Ferrandus, “Vita Fulgentii.”

chap,

viii.,

to 1616,” vol.

i.

pp. 443-446.

Full'er, (Richard,) a Baptist minister and writer, born
in Beaufort, South Carolina, in 1808. He became pastor
of a Baptist church in Baltimore in 1847.
Fuller, (Thomas,) an eminent English divine and
author, born at Aldwinckle, in Northamptonshire, in
Having graduated at Cambridge in 1628, he ob1608.
tained the prebend of Salisbury, and was rector of Broad
Windsor. About 1641 he removed to London and became minister of the Savoy. He favoured the cause of
Charles I. in the civil war, and served as chaplain in the
He was rector of Waltham, in
royal army, 1644-46.
Essex, from 1648 to 1658, and at the restoration, 1660,
was appointed chaplain-extraordinary to Charles II.
Died in 1661. His writings abound with quaint humour

and conceits, and are much admired for originality, wit,
[Fr. Fulgence,] (Fabius Planci'ades,)
and liberality. Among his principal works are a “ Hisa Latin writer, who lived probably about the sixth
tory of the Holy War,” (1639;) “The Holy and Profane
century, is supposed by some to have been a bishop
State
a Collection of Characters, Moral Essays, and
of Carthage. He wrote a work on Mythology, and a
Lives, Ancient, Foreign, and Domestic,” (1642 ;) “Good
glossary of antiquated words, (“Expositio Sermonum
Thoughts in Bad Times,” (1645;) “Good Thoughts in
antiquorum,” etc.,) which are extant.
Worse Times,” (1647 ;) “The Church History of Britain
Fulgosio, fool-go'se-o, (Raphael,) an Italian jurist,
from the Birth of Christ to 1648,” (1655;) and a “Hisborn at Placentia died in 1427.
tory of the Worthies of England,” (1662.) “ Fuller was,”
Fulke, foolk, (William,) D.D., an eminent English
says S. T. Coleridge, “incomparably the most sensible,
London,
became
rector
Warley
of
Puritan divine, born in
the least prejudiced, great man of an age that boasted
in 1571, and afterwards Margaret professor of divinity at
of a galaxy of great men.”
Cambridge. He published, in 1580, “The Text of the
See Arthur T. Russell, “ Memorials of the Life and Writings
New Testament, etc.,” said to be an invaluable as- of Thomas Fuller,” 1844; Henry Rogers, “Essay on the Life and
“Retrospective Review,” vol.
sistant to the Protestant divine, treating of the relative Writings of Thomas Fuller,” vol.
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FULLONIUS

English novelist, a daughter o.f Earl Granville, was born
about 1814. She wrote “Ellen Middleton,” (3 vols.,
1844,) “ Grantley Manor,” (1847,) “ Life of Louisa de
Carvajal,” (1873,) and a work

on Ireland.

m Tried to Captain Alexander Fullerton in

She was

1833.

Pulton, fool'ton, (Robert,) a celebrated American
engineer and inventor, was born in Little Britain, Lancaster county, Pennsylvania, in 1765. About the age of
seventeen he went to Philadelphia, and began to cultivate
a talent for drawing and portrait-painting, which he practised with skill and profit for three or four years. In 1786
he visited London, where he devoted several years to the

same

profession, under the tuition of Benjamin West,
received him as an inmate into his own house. He
next resided for two years in Devonshire, and became
acquainted with the Duke of Bridgewater and Lord Stanhope. About this time his mechanical genius impelled
him to abandon painting and to follow the profession of
civil engineer.
In 1793 he was engaged in a project to
improve inland navigation, having already conceived the
idea of using steam as a motive power.
He invented a
machine for spinning flax, and another for making ropes,
for which he obtained patents in England.
In 1796 he
published in London a “Treatise on Canal Navigation.”
From 1797 to 1804 he resided in Paris, in the family of Joel
Barlow, where he displayed his characteristic enterprise
and ingenuity in various projects and inventions and in
the study of the sciences and modern languages. He was
the proprietor of the first panorama exhibited in Paris.
He invented a submarine or plunging boat, called a torpedo, designed to be used in naval warfare, and induced
Bonaparte to appoint Volney, La Place, and Monge as a
commission to examine it. In 1801 he made an experiment in the harbour of Brest, when he succeeded in remaining under water for an hour and in guiding the boat
with ease. Other trials were made, with partial success,
at the expense of the French government ; but, as they
at last declined to patronize the project, Fulton accepted,
in 1804, an invitation from the English ministry, who also
appointed a commission and made trials of his torpedo.
It appears, however, that the English did not give him
much encouragement; for in 1806 he returned to New
York. Here, in co-operation with Robert Livingston,
Esq., he succeeded, in 1807, in perfecting the great discovery of steam navigation. Though others had previously
conceived the idea of steam navigation, Fulton is admitted
to have been the first who successfully realized it.
In
1807 his first boat, the Clermont, was launched at New
York, and the trial was so successful that it excited great
admiration, and steamboats were rapidly multiplied on
the American rivers.
The Clermont made regular passages between New York and Albany, at the rate of five
miles an hour ; but this rate was soon increased by improved machinery. Several other larger boats were built
under the direction of Fulton, who expended large sums
of money in this way, though he received nothing for
his patent.
In 1806 he married Harriet, daughter of
Walter Livingston, by whom he had four children. He
possessed great personal dignity, agreeable manners,
and noble qualities of heart. In the midst of his triumph,
and in the height of prosperity, he died in New York, in
February, 1815.
See Renwick, “Life of Fulton,” in Sparks’s “American Biography,” vol. x.; also Colden, “Life of Fulton,” 1817; Montg£ry, “Notice sur la Vie et les Travaux de R. Fulton,” 1S25;
“Encyclopedia Americana:” “Life of Robert Fulton,” by J. F.
Reigart, 1856; “National Portrait-Gallery of Distinguished Ameri-

who

cans,” vol.
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iii.

Ful'vl-a, [Fr. Fui.vie, fiil've',] a Roman lady, noted
for intrigue and ambition, was the wife of Clodius the
demagogue, who was killed by Milo. She afterwards
became the wife of Mark Antony, the famous triumvir,
and showed a vindictive spirit in the proscription of those
whom she disliked. During the civil war that followed
the death of Julius Caesar she had great power in Rome,
and instigated an unsuccessful revolt against Octavius,
her son-in-law. Died in 40 B.C.

Greece, where he captured Ambracia and dictated terms
of peace to the Aitolians. In 179 B.c. he was chosen
censor, and, from patriotic motives, was reconciled to
zEmilius Lepidus, his enemy and colleague.
He was a
patron of Ennius the poet.

Fulvius Flaccus. See Flaccus, (M. Fulvius.)
Fulwell, fool' wel, (Ulpian,) an English writer, born
in 1556, became rector of Naunton.
He wrote the
“Flower of Fame,” a historical work, (1575,) and the
“Art of Flattery,” (1579.)

Fumagalli, foo-mi-gill'lee, (Angelo,) an Italian historian and monk, born in Milan in 1728, became superior of the monastery of Saint Ambrose, and was noted
for his various erudition and the elegance and purity of
his style.
He wrote a work called “ Diplomatic Institutes,” (“Delle Istituzioni diplomatiche,” 1802,) which
was highly esteemed, and treatises “ On the Antiquities of Milan,” and “ The Origin of Idolatry.”
He was
one of the first members of the Italian Institute. Died
in 1804.
See Tiraboschi, “Storia della Letteratura Italiana;” “ Nouvelle
Biographie Gendrale.”

Fumani,

foo-m&'nee, (Adamo,) an Italian poet, born
Verona, became a canon in the cathedral of that city.
He was chosen secretary of the Council of Trent about
He wrote, in Latin, “ Logices Libri quinque,” a
1546.
poetical treatise on logic, in which the rules of that art
are explained with admirable clearness and elegance,
besides other short poems.
Died in 1587.
at

See Tiraboschi, “Storia della Letteratura Italiana.”

Fumee,

fu'rni', (Adam,) born in Touraine,in France,
about 1430, was physician to Charles VII., and afterwards
Died in 1494.
to Louis XI.
Fumiani, foo-me-S'nee, (Giovanni Antonio,) an
Italian painter, born at Venice in 1633
died in 1710.
Fumicelli, foo-me-chel'lee, or Fiumicelli, fe-oo-mechel'lee, (Ludovico,) a painter of the Venetian school,
;

born at Treviso, flourished in 1536.
Funccius. See Funck.

Funck, foonk, or Funch, foonK, [Lat. Func'cius,]
(Johann,) a German theologian, born near Nuremberg
was a son-in-law of Osiander, whose doctrines
He became chaplain to Duke Albert of
Prussia, and wrote, besides other works, a Chronology
from the Creation to 1560. He was executed at Konigsberg in 1566, on a charge of treason or sedition.
or Funk, [Lat. Func'cius,] (Johann Nicolas,) a German philologist, born at Marburg in 1693.
He became professor of eloquence and history at Rinteln about 1730, and wrote, in Latin, seven able treatises on the origin, growth, and decadence of the Latin
language, among which are “On the Childhood of
the Latin Language,” (“ De Pueritia Latinae Linguae,”
the Maturity of the Latin Language,”
1720,) and
(“De Virili ALtate Latinae Linguae,” 1727.) Died in
in 1518,

he adopted.

Funck

“On

1777.
See Hirschikg, “ Historisch-literarisches Handbuch.”
Funck, (Karl Wilhelm Ferdinand,) a German
writer and officer, born at Brunswick in 1761, served
against the French on the Rhine, and in 1810 became
lieutenant-general.
He published in 1820 “Pictures
from the Age of the Crusades.” He was also a contributor with Schiller and Goethe to the “ Horen.” Died
in 1828.
Funes, foo'nSs, (Gregorio,) a historian, born at Cordova, in South America. He became dean of the church
of Cordova, and wrote a “ History of Paraguay, Buenos

Ayres, and Tucuman,” (3 vols., 1816
commended. Died about 1820.

Funke,

foon'keh,

et seq.,)

which

(Karl Philipp,) a German

is

natu-

born in 1752. He wrote “Natural History and
Technology,” (3 vols., 1791,) and other works. Died

ralist,

in 1807.

Furetiere, fuR'te-aiR', (Antoine,) a French writer,
born in Paris in 1620, became Abbe of Chalivoy. He
was chosen a member of the French Academy in 1662.
Fulvie. See Fulvia.
In his “ Bourgeois Romance” (“ Roman bourgeois,”
Ful'vi-us, (Marcus Nobilior,) a Roman general, 1666) he satirized the manners of the middle or inferior
was praetor in Spain in 193 B.C., and defeated the Tec- class ; he also wrote “ The Voyage of Mercury,” a satire
tones and Celtiberians near Toletum, (Toledo.) Having in verse, (1673.)
Having undertaken to compile a Dicbeen elected consul in 189 b.c., he obtained command in tionary of the French language while that of the Academy
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was

in progress, he was accused of plagiarism, and expelled from the Academy, in 1685.
He died in 1688.
His Dictionary was published in 1690, and was received
with favour.
See “ Fureteriana,” 1696; Madame de Si£vign£, “ Lettres,” and
“ Mdnagiana.”
Furgault, fuR'go', (Nicolas,) a French professor, born
in 1706, published a “Dictionary of Greek and Roman
Antiquities,” (1768.)
Died in 1795.
Furgole, fliiFgoF, ( ean Baptiste, Jan eminent French
jurist, born at Castelferrus in 1690, practised at Toulouse
with success. He published “ Ordonnance de Louis

XV

culiar views respecting the character of Christ, etc., see
“North American Review” for October, 1850, (vol. lxxi.)
Dr. Furness is distinguished for his fine taste and
high literary culture.
He has made some admirable
translations from the German.

Furnivall, (Frederick James, Jan English
was born

Egham

scholar,

He

has edited or been
instrumental in getting printed a large number of early
English books, and was for many years editor of the
Philological Society’s great English Dictionary which is
now being slowly issued from the press.
at

in 1825.

Furrer, (Jonas,) a Swiss statesman, born at WinterJurisprudence sur les Donations,” (1733,)
and a “Treatise on Wills, Codicils, and Donations,” (4 thur in 1805.
vols., 1745,) which was one of the most complete works
Furst, (Julius,) aGerman Orientalist, born ofa Jewish
on that subject. Died in 1761.
family, in the duchy of Posen, in 1805, studied theology
“
See Bernadeau, Vies, Portraits et ParallHes des Jtirisconsultes at Halle.
He pu, dished, besides other works, a “ History
Domat, Furgole et Pothier,” 1798.
of the Jews in Asia,” (1849,) and a “ Hebrew-Chaldee
Furies, [Lat. Furi.'E.] See Eumenides.
Dictionary,” (1851.)
Died in 1873.
Furietti, foo-re-et'tee, (Giuseppe Alessandro,) an
Furst, fiiRst, (Walter,) a Swiss patriot, born ar
Italian antiquary, born at Bergamo in 1685. After making
Altorf, lived about 1300. He co-operated with William
great progress in the study of law and theology, he removed to Rome, where he obtained preferment, and at Tell in the liberation of his country.
Fiirstemberg, fuRst'em-blRG', or Fuerstenberg,
the age of seventy-four was made a cardinal.
He wrote
fuRst'en-bSRGj (Ferdinand,) a German prelate, born
an able treatise on the “ History of the Mosaic Art,”
at Bilstein, Westphalia, in 1626, was distinguished for
(“ De Pictoriae Mosaicae Artis Origine,” 1752,) and a few
liberality and other virtues.
He became Bishop of
other works. Died about 1762.
Paderborn in 1661, and Bishop of Munster in 1678. He
Furini, foo-ree'nee, (Francesco,) an Italian painter,
published Latin poems, which are commended, and
born at Florence in 1600. His works are highly com“Monuments of Paderborn,” (“ Monumenta Paderborpour

fixer la

Died in 1649.
See Lanzi, “ History of Painting

mended.

in Italy.”

Fu'rl-us, [Sp. pron. foo're-ooss,] (Federico,) surnamed Seriolanus, a moralist, born in Valencia, Spain,
about 1510. Charles V. appointed him historian to his
son Philip II., by whom he was employed in the public
affairs of the Low Countries.
Furius published a treatise
on Rhetoric, (1544;) also “The Counsel and Counsellor,”
(“Del Consejo y Consejero,” 1559.) He is favourably
noticed by De Thou, who ranks him with Montaigne.

Died
See

theca Hispana

Furstenau, fooR'steh-now', (Johann Hermann,) a
German physician, born at Herford, in Westphalia, in
1688.
He obtained the chair of medicine at Rinteln
about 1720. He wrote many valuable medical works,
among which is “Desiderata Medica,” (1727.) Died in

1756.
See Jocher, “Allgemeines Gelehrten-Lexikon.”

Fiirstenberg,

in 1592.

De Thou,

nensia,” 1669.) Died in 1683.
See Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”

“ Historia

sui

Temporis

N. Antonio, “

Biblio-

Nova.”

Fu'rl-us, (Marcus,) surnamed Bibac'ulus, a Latin
born at Cremona about 102 B.c. He began
a poem on the Gallic War by a line which represents
Jupiter as spitting snow upon the Alps, which Horace
parodied in his fifth satire (book ii.) by substituting the
name of Furius for Jupiter
satirical poet,

—

fiirst'en-beRG',

(Friedrich

Wilhelm

Franz,) Baron, a German statesman, born in 1729, was
minister to Maximilian Frederick, Elector of Cologne.
He founded the University of Munster, and introduced
important reforms into the government. Died in 1810.
Furtado, fooR-ti'do, (Francisco,) a Portuguese poet,
born in 1740; died in Italy after 1816.

Fuscus.

See Fosco.

Fus'cus, (Arel'lius,) a Latin

rhetorician, flourished
the reign of Augustus.
Fuscus, (Aris'tius,) a Latin poet, lived about 30
Small fragments of his works are all that now remain.
Furlanetto, fooR-li-net'to, (Bonaventura,) distin- b.c. He was a friend of Horace, who addressed to him
epistle and an ode.
an
guished as a composer of sacred music, was bom at
Fuseli, fu'seh-le, or Fuessli, (John Henry,) a celeVenice in 1738. He composed “ The Vow of Jephthah,”
“The Spouse of the Canticles,” and other oratorios. brated historical painter, born at Zurich about 1742, was
the son of Johann Caspar Fiissli, noticed below.
His
Died in 1817.
Fur'long, (Thomas,) an Irish poet and satirist, born family name was changed to Fuseli by the subject of this
about 1792, was the son of a farmer. In his early youth article. Having gained distinction by his classic acquirehe was employed in the shop of a merchant of Dublin. ments and by his poetical genius, he visited England in
He published in 1819 or 1820 “The Misanthrope,” a 1763. Sir Joshua Reynolds, on seeing some drawings of
poem. Among his best works is “ The Plagues of Ire- Fuseli, persuaded him to prefer the profession of painter
to that of author. Between 1770 and 1778 he studied art
Died in 1827.
land,” (1824.)
:

“ Furius hybernas cana nive conspuet Alpes.”*

in

Furneaux, fur'no', (Philip,) an English dissenting
minister, born at Totness, in Devonshire, in 1726.
He
was lecturer at Clapham, in Surrey, for twenty-three
He wrote “Letters to Judge Blackyears, (1753-76.)
stone on his Exposition of the Toleration Act,” (1793.)
Died in 1783.
Fur'ness, (William Henry,) D.D., a Unitarian
He gradudivine and author, born in Boston in 1802.
ated at Harvard in 1820, and afterwards studied for the
ministry in the theological school of that institution.
In 1825 he became pastor of the First Unitarian Congregational Church in Philadelphia. As a public preacher,
he early distinguished himself by his zealous and unwavering opposition to the iniquities of slavery. Among
his religious publications the most important are his
“Remarks on the Four Gospels,” (1836,) “Jesus and
his Biographers,” (1838,) “History of Jesus,” (1850,)
and “Thoughts on the Life and Character of Jesus of
Nazareth,” (1859.) For a critique on Dr. Furness’s pe* Furius will bespit the wintry Alps with white snow.”
J. e,
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choosing Michael Angelo for his model, and in
the latter year returned to London, where he speedily
rose to the first rank of British painters. He was partial
to the romantic style, and found congenial subjects in
In 1788
the most imaginative dramas of Shakspeare.
he married Sophia Rawlins, and was chosen an associate
Academy.
He
assisted
Cowper
in
Royal
transof the
He was chosen professor of painting in
lating Homer.
His Lectures on Art are
the Royal Academy in 1799.
much admired, and have been published. Among his
master-pieces are eight pictures of the “Shakspeare Gallery,” and illustrations of Dante and Milton. His imagi“ Of
nation was lofty and rich, but rather extravagant.
all the painters whom this country has encouraged,”
says Allan Cunningham, “no one had either the reach
He pubof thought or the poetic feeling of Fuseli.”
lished “Aphorisms on Art,” and other works, which are
highly prized. Died in London in 1825.
See “Life and Works of Fuseli,” by John Knowles, 3 vols.,
1831; Cunningham, “Lives of Painters and Sculptors;” “Edinburgh Review” for July, 1803, and September, 1831.
in Italy,
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Fust, (Johann.) See Faust.
(Antoine,) a Frenchman, born in LorFutteh-Aly-Shah. See Fatepi-Alee-Shah.
He became a doctor of the Sorbonne,
Fux or Fuchs, fooks, (Johann Joseph,) a German
Having been charged with sorcery and heresy,
and persecuted, he retired to Geneva about 1618, adopted composer, born in Styria in 1660. He was successively
the Protestant religion, and became a minister. He wrote chapel-master to the emperors Leopold I., Joseph I.,
He composed operas and sacred
a book against the Jesuits, called “ Le franc Archier de and Charles VI.
la vraie Eglise contre les Abus de la fausse,” (1619.) music, and a treatise on music, entitled “Gradus ad
Parnassum,” (1725,) which is called a classic work. He
Died about 1635.
was living in 1732.
See Nic£ron, “ Mdmoires.”
See Fetis, “ Biographie Universelle des Musiciens.”
Fusina, foo-see'ni, (Andrea,) an excellent Italian
sculptor, of the Milanese school, flourished about 1490.
Fuzelier, fuz'le-i', (Louis,) a French dramatist, born
He adorned the cathedral of Milan with bas-reliefs.
in Paris about 1672, wrote numerous operas and plays
Fusi,

fii'ze',

raine about 1565.
in Paris.

See Ticozzi, “Dizionario.”
His “Momus fabuliste” is called his
of little merit.
Fuss, von, fon fooss, (Nikolaus,) a Swiss mathema- best piece. Died in 1752.
Fyens, fi'Sns, (Thomas,) a Flemish physician, born
tician, born at Bale in 1755.
He removed to Saint
Petersburg in his youth, and was appointed adjunct in Antwerp in 1567. He became professor of medicine
professor in the Academy of Sciences in 1776.
He ob- in Louvain in 1593. His chief work is a critical essay
tained the dignity of councillor of state in 1800.
He on eminent surgeons and their discoveries, “ De Artis
wrote many mathematical treatises. Died in 1826.
Chirurgicae Controversiis,” (1649.)
Died in 1631.
Fiissli or Fuessli, fiis'lee, (Hans Heinrich,) a Swiss
Fyot de la Marche, fe'o' deh It miRsh, (Claude,)
writer on art, born at Zurich in 1 745, was a son of J ohann a French priest, born at Dijon in 1630, was appointed
Rudolph. He was distinguished for learning and elo- in 1651 almoner of Louis XIV. In 1661 he became
quence. In 1802 he was chosen senator. He published, abbot of Saint-Etienne-de-Dijon, of which he wrote a
among other works, “The Life and Works of Raphael history, (1696.) Died in 1721.
Fyrouz. See Fyroz.
Sanzio,” (1815.) Died in 1832.
Fyroz or Feroze, fee'roz', (written also Ferose, FiSee Brockhaus, “ Conversations- Lexikon.”
Fiissli or Fuessli, (Johann Caspar,) a Swiss artist roz, Fyrouz, Feyrouz, and Firuz,) a Persian word,
and author, born at Zurich in 1707, excelled in land- signifying “ victorious,” and forming the name of several
scapes and portraits. He wrote two esteemed works, kings ruling in Persia and Hindostan.
Fyroz I., King of Persia, son of Valas, is supposed
viz., a “ History of the Best Painters of Switzerland,” (4
vols., 1769-79,) and a “Descriptive Catalogue (or Cata- to have been the same as the Pacorus mentioned by
He succeeded his
logue Raisonne) of the Best Engravers and of their certain Greek and Latin authors.
Works,” (1771.) He was the father of the celebrated father in 83 A.D. As he was preparing to resist a Roman
army
invaded
which
his kingdom, he died, about 107,
John Henry Fuseli. Died in 1781.
Fiissli or Fuessli, (Johann Caspar,) a Swiss natu- and was succeeded by his brother, Chosroes I.
Fyroz
(Feroze,
Fyrouz,
or Firuz) II., King of
ralist, son of the preceding, born at Zurich in 1745.
He
published a “Catalogue of Swiss Insects,” (1775,) “Ar- Persia, of the Sassanide dynasty, was the son of YezHe began to reign about 457, having put to
chives of the History of Insects,” (1781-86,) and several dejerd II.
death his brother Hormooz, who had reigned a short
other works.
Died in 1786.
He made war on the Huns, by whom he was
Fiissli or Fuessli, (Johann Conrad,) a Swiss author, time.
born at Zurich or Wetzlar about 1705, spent many years defeated and killed in battle about 488 a.d.
Malcolm, “ History of Persia.”
See Firdousee, “Shah-Namah
in teaching school.
He published several esteemed
Fyroz (Feroze or Firouz) Shah I., surnamed
works, among which are “ Historical Memoirs of the
Reformation in Switzerland,” (5 vols., 1741-53,) a Rookn-ed-Deen (or Rokn-f.ddIn or -eddyn,) (the
“Description of Switzerland,” (4 vols., 1770,) and a “ Support of the Faith,”) a Moslem sovereign of India,
“ History of the Mediaeval Church,”
Delhi.
He abandoned him(3 vols., 1770-74.) began to reign in 1236 at
self to indolent pleasures, and in the same year was
Died in 1775.
deposed, and succeeded by his sister. Fyroz died or
See Meusel, “ Gelehrtes Deutschland.”
his disgrace.
Fiissli or Fuessli, (Johann Rudolf,) a Swiss artist, was killed shortly after

born at Zurich in 1709, finished his studies in Paris.
His reputation is founded chiefly on his “General Dictionary of Artists,” in German, (1763-77.)
This vast
and excellent work was continued by his son, Hans
Heinrich, and formed the basis of Nagler’s “ Allgemeines
Kiinstler-Lexikon.” Died in 1793.
Fiissli or Fuessli, (Johann Rudolf,) a painter and
engraver, the eldest son of Johann Caspar, noticed
above, was born at Zurich in 1737
He wrote an excellent work, entitled a “Catalogue (Raisonne) of Engravings executed after the Most Famous Artists of each
School,” (4 vols., 1806; unfinished.) Died in 1806.
Fiissli or Fuessli, (Matthias,) a skilful Swiss
painter and engraver, born at Zurich in 1598, excelled
in the representation of battles, conflagrations, and other
terrible scenes. He also executed miniatures and frescos.
.

Died

in 1664.

Fiissli or Fuessli,
painter, born in 1671
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(Matthias,) a Swiss portraitdied in 1739.
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Fyroz (Feroze or Fyrouz) Shah
medan King of Delhi, usurped the throne

II.,

Moham-

in 1289, after

assassinating the late king, Kai Kobad.
His cruelty
provoked a conspiracy, which deprived him of his throne
about
and life
1295.
Fyroz Shah III., Mohammedan King of Delhi or
Hindostan, succeeded his uncle, Mohammed III., in
He adopted a pacific policy, built the city of
1351.
Fyroz-abad, and made several canals, and many other
internal improvements, including mosques and schools.
He abdicated in favour of his son in 1387, and died the

next year, aged ninety.
See Briggs’s translation of Ferishta’s “History of India.”

Fyt
life,

or

born

Feydt, fit, (Jan,) a Flemish painter of still
Antwerp in 1625. He excelled in the repre-

at

sentation of animals, flowers, fruits, etc.
His design
correct, his colouring true, and his touch light.
He
supposed to have died in 1671.
See Descamps, “Vie des Peintres Flamands,” etc.
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Gr.
Gaab, gip, (Johann Friedrich,) a German ProtestHe became
ant theologian, horn at Goppingen in 1761.
professor at Tubingen in 1798, and afterwards general
superintendent, or bishop.
He wrote commentaries on
the Scriptures.
Died in 1832.
See Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”

in 1812.
He wrote, besides other works, an “Essay
on the Hermeneutics of the New Testament,” (1788,)
and an “ Essay on the Mosaic History of the Creation,”
Died in 1826.
(1795.)

Gaal, gal, (Barend,) a Dutch painter of landscapes
and battle-pieces, born at Haarlem, was a pupil of
Wouwerman. Died about 1670.
Gaal, gal, (Joseph,) a Hungarian comic poet and
novelist, born at Nagy Karoly in 1811.
He represents
with fidelity the manners and language of the peasants.
Gabaret, gi'bi'ri', (
a brave French naval
,)

Ga'brl-el, a Syrian physician, who practised at Bagdad.
He became chief physician to the Caliph Harounal-Raschid, with whom he had much influence, and to
his successor, Alameen, (Alamin.)
He wrote several
medical treatises. Died in 829 A.D.
Gabriel, gi'bRe'el', (Jacques,) a French architect,
born in Paris in 1667. He erected the Hotels-de-Ville
of Rennes and Dijon, and designed the great sewer of
Paris.
He became architect to the king, chief engineer
of bridges, etc.
Died in 1742.

who served many

years in the reign of Louis
He
rank of commodore.
commanded the rear-guard at La Hogue, (1692,) and
repulsed the English force which attacked Martinique
officer,

XIV., and obtained the

in 1693.

Died

Gabbema,

gib'beh-mi, (Simon Abbas,) a Dutch

born at Leeuwarden about 1620, wrote a
“ History of Friesland,” (1703,) and edited several Latin
classics.
Died about 1700.
Gabbiani, gfib-be-i'nee, (Antonio Domenico,) an
eminent historical painter and engraver, born in Florence
in 1652.
He studied in Rome and Venice, excelled in
design, and was employed to decorate the churches and
palaces of Florence, in which he opened a school and
had many pupils. Among his works, which are much
Died in 1726.
praised, is “The Dance of the Genii.”
See Huuford, “Vita di Antonio Domenico Gabbiani,” 1762;
philologist,

Gabelchover,

in Italy.”

gi'bel-Ko'ver, (Oswald,) a

German

physician and historical writer, born at Tubingen in 1538
died in 1616.
Gabelentz, von der, fon der gi'beh-lSnts', (Hans
Conon,) a German philologist, born at Altenburg in 1807.
He published “ Elements de la Grammaire Mandschoue,”
(1833,) and “ Philological Contributions,” (“ Beitrage zur

Sprachenkunde,”

1852.)

Gabelsberger, gi'bels-b§R ger, (Franz Xaver,) a
German, who produced an improved method of stenography, was born at Munich in 1789. He published,
besides other works, an “ Introduction to Stenography,”
(1834-)

Died

in 1849.

Ga-bin'I-us, (Aulus,) a profligate Roman politician,
was elected tribune in 66 b.c., (685 A.u.c.) He was the
author of the famous Gabinian law, which gave Pompey
Having
the conduct of the war against the pirates.
become consul in 58 b.c., he promoted the banishment
of Cicero, and, at the end of his consulship, obtained
command in Syria. About the year 56 he invaded
Egypt, against the will of the senate, and restored
Ptolemy to the throne. He was tried for treason, and
acquitted, but was condemned to perpetual banishment
for extortion, (de repetundis,) although Cicero made an
oration in his defence.
He died in 48 or 47 B.C.
Drumann, “ GeSee Dion Cassius, books xxxix. and xliii.
;

schichte

Roms.”

Gabio, gi'be-o, or Gabia, gi'be-fi, (Giovanni Battista,) an Italian Hellenist, born at Verona, became
professor of Greek in Rome.
He translated into Latin
the works of Sophocles, (1543,) and other Greek classics.
Died in Rome about 1590.
Gabiot, gfpbe'o', (Jean Louis,) a French dramatist,
born at Salins in 1759, lived chiefly in Paris, and wrote
numerous comedies. Died in 1811.
Gabler, gip'ler, (Georg Andreas,) born at Altdorf
in 1786, succeeded Hegel as professor of philosophy at
Berlin.
He published a “System of Theoretical Philosophy,” (1827,) and a work entitled “The Philosophy
of Hegel,” (1843.)

Gabler, (Johann Philipp,) a learned German theo-

was born at Frankforton-the-Main in 1753. He became professor of philosophy
at Altdorf in 1785, and first professor of theology at Jena

logian, father of the preceding,
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Gabotto.

1827.

See Cabot.

Gabriel, (Jacques Ange,) an eminent French archison of the preceding, was born in Paris about 1710.
He was employed by Louis XV. on the principal public
works of his reign, among which was the restoration or
completion of the Louvre. He designed the two colonnades which border the Place de la Concorde, and which
were finished about 1772. The Military School of Paris
tect,

in 1693.

Lanzi, “ History of Painting

See Schroeter, “ Erinnerungen an Gabler,”
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called his master-piece.

Died

in 1782.

See Fontenay, “ Dictionnaire des Artistes.”

Ga'bri-el Sioni'ta or “the Sionite,” a learned
Maronite, born at Edden, on Mount Lebanon, was
educated at Rome.
In 1614 he removed to Paris,
where he was chosen professor of Arabic in the College of
He published an Arabic Grammar, and edited
France.
or translated into Latin the Arabic and Syrian texts of
the Polyglot Bible of Le Jay.
Died in 1648.
See Zenker, “Bibliotheca Orientalis.”

Gabriel de Chinon, gi'lme'lV deh she'ndiN', a
French monk, went as a missionary, about 1640, to
He died at Malabar in 1670, leaving a “TreatIspahan.
ise on the Religion, Customs, etc. of the Persians and
Armenians,” (1671.)
Gabrielli, ga-bRe-el'lee, (Cante,) an Italian con dottiere and chief of the Guelph party.
He served under
Charles de Valois, and became Podesta of Florence
about 1300. He banished Dante and others.
Gabrielli, (Catarina,) a famous Italian singer, born
in Rome in 1730. In 1747 she made her debut as prima
donna in the opera with complete success. She also
performed with great applause at Naples, Vienna, and
Having
Saint Petersburg, and made a fortune rapidly.
accepted an invitation from Catherine II. of Russia, she
roubles
but
salary
of
ten
thousand
the
empress
asked a
objected that she did not pay her field-marshals so
much. “Very well,” replied Gabrielli: “your majesty
may employ the field-marshals to sing.” She had a
Died in 1796.
voice of prodigious compass.
;

See F£tis, “ Biographie Universelle des Musiciens.”

Gabrielli, (Giacomo,) a son of Cante, noticed above,
obtained the dictatorship or chief power at Florence
He was a tyrannical ruler. In 1338 he was
in 1336.
appointed a senator of Rome by the pope. He received the title of captain ( capitano) in 1352, and became
governor of Florence in 1357. His son Cante was
Podesta or Captain of Florence about 1380.
Gabrielli, (Giulio,) a cardinal, born in Rome in
In 1808 Pope Pius VII. appointed him secretary
1748.
A few months later, he was arrested by the
of state.
French and banished. Died in 1822.
Gabriello, gi-bRe-el'lo, (Onofrio,) an Italian painter
of high reputation, born at Messina in 1616, painted porDied
traits and easel-pictures at Venice and Messina.
in 1706.

Gabrinior Gabrino, (Niccol6.) See Rienzi.
Gabrini, gd-bRee'nee, (Tommaso Maria,) an Italian
mathematician, born at

Rome

in 1726; died in 1807.

Gace, de, deh gi'si', (Charles Auguste de Matignon deh mt'tin'yiN',) Count, a French general,

—

born in Paris in 1646, distinguished himself at the sieges
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Mons and Namur, and was made

lieutenant-general

In 1708 he obtained the rank of marshal of
France, and commanded an army which made an abortive attempt to aid the Pretender in obtaining the British
crown. Died in 1729.
Gace Brulez, gtss bRii'li', sometimes called Gaste
Ble, a French poet of superior merit, flourished about
in 1693.

Ga-de'li-us, [Sw. pron. gi-dn'le-us,] (Erik,) a Swedish physician, born at Stockholm in 1778, was chosen in
He gained
1823 president of the Academy of Sciences.
a prize offered in 1802 for a treatise on medical juris-

Died

prudence.

in 1827.

Gads'den, (Christopher,) an American
born

at Charleston,

South Carolina,

in 1724.

patriot,

He was

a

resolute and early advocate of the popular cause before
the Revolution, and was a delegate to the first Continental
Congress, which met in 1774. He served as an
Gachart or Gachard, gi'shiR', (Louis Prosper,)
archivist of Belgium, was born in Paris about 1800. He officer in the army in 1776, resigned his commission in
was naturalized as a Belgian citizen in 1831, and was 1779, and was taken prisoner at Charleston in August,
appointed keeper of the Belgian archives. He published 1780. Died in 1805.
Gadsden, (Christopher Edwards,) an American
the “ Correspondence of William the Silent,” (4 vols.,
1 847-5 1,)
an<I other documents for the history of the bishop, a grandson of the preceding, was born in Charleston, South Carolina, in 1785. He became a bishop of the
Netherlands.
Died in 1852.
See Prescott, “History of Philip II.,” vol. ii. bookiii. “Edin- Episcopal Church in 1840.
burgh Review” for January, 1868.
Gadsden, (James,) an American politician, born in
Charleston,
South
Carolina,
born
in
Gaches, gtsh, (Jacques,) a French advocate,
at
1788, was a brother of the
Castres in 1558. He wrote Memoirs of events which preceding. He served under General Jackson in the war
against the Indians of Florida about 1818.
He was sent
occurred between 1555 and 1610. Died in 1612.
Gaches, (Raymond,) a French Protestant and elo- on a mission to Mexico in 1853, and negotiated a treaty
quent preacher, grandson of the preceding, was born at or convention which defined the boundary between the
United States and Mexico. In accordance with this
Castres about 1615 ; died at Paris in 1668.
Gacon, gi'kbN', (Franqois,) a French satirical poet, treaty, the United States paid Mexico ten million dollars
born at Lyons in 1667. He made a disgraceful use of his for Arizona. Died in 1858.
Gaede, ga'deh, (Hendrik Moritz,) a Danish natutalents, and attacked the most eminent authors,
among
others, Boileau and Bossuet.
He produced a French ralist, born at Kiel in 1796. He wrote, besides other
version of Anacreon, (2 vols., 1712,) besides satires, works, a “Treatise on the Anatomy of Insects,” (1815.)
Died in 1834.
odes, and other poems.
Died in 1725.
Gacon-Dufour, gi'kdN' diiTooR', (Marie Armande
Gaelen, van, vtn gi'len, (Alexander,) a Dutch
Jeanne,) a French authoress, born in Paris in 1753, painter, born in 1670, visited many courts of Germany,
was first known as Madame d’Humiere. Dufour was and finally settled in London. He distinguished himthe name of her second husband.
self by pictures of battles and of animals.
Died in 1835.
Died in
Gadd, gid, (Peter Anton,) a Swedish chemist and 1728.
botanist, lived about 1760.
He wrote, besides other
Descamps,
See Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie
works, one “On the Diseases of Plants,” (“De Morbis “Vies des Peintres Flamands,” etc.

1220-50.
See Longfellow’s “Poets and Poetry of Europe.”

;

—

Plantarum,” 1748.)
Gaddesden, gidz'den, (John of,) an English physician of the fourteenth century, attended Edward II.,

and was the

first

native physician

employed

at the

Eng-

lish court.

Gaddi, g&d'dee, (Angelo or Agnolo,) a famous
born at Florence about 1324, was a son and

painter,

pupil of Taddeo, noticed below.

He

painted in fresco
and oil, and was a good colorist, but not equal to his
father in expression. His chief work in fresco is a “ History of the True Cross,” in the church of Santa Croce,
Florence.
His Madonna in the church of Saint Ambrose is called his best work.
He removed to Venice,
and enriched himself by commerce. Died in 1387.

Gaertner. See Gartner.
Gaeta, Duke of. See Gaudin.
Gaetan, ga-i-tin', or Gaetano, gi-i-ti'no, (Giovanni,)

an Italian

pilot,

who

in 1542

made a voyage

in the

service of Spain to the Moluccas, and wrote a narrative
of the discoveries made in that region.

Gaetano. See Cajetan, (Cardinal.)
Gaetano, (Benedetto.) See Boniface VIII.
Gaetano, gi-i-tS'no, or Gaetani, gi-i-ti'nee, (CeSARE,) Count della Torre, an Italian poet and antiquary,
born at Syracuse in 1718, was professor of moral philosophy in that city. He wrote a work on the “Antiquities of Syracuse,” a poem called “The Duties of
Man,” (“I Doveri dell’Uomo,” 1790,) and other works.

See Vasari, “Lives of the Painters.”
Died in 1808.
Gaetano, [Lat. Caieta'nus ; Fr. Gaetan, gf'i'tfiN',]
Gaddi, (Gaddo,) an Italian painter, born in Florence
about 1240, was a pupil of Cimabue. He excelled in Saint, often called Gaetano di Tiene
gS-i-tfi'no
design and in mosaics. He was employed by Pope de te-a'ni, an Italian priest, born at Vicenza in 1480.
Clement V. to adorn the basilica of Saint Peter’s and His father’s name was Thieni or Tiene. With a view
the church of Santa Maria Maggiore.
to reform the priests, he undertook, in 1524, to found a
Died in 1312.
See Vasari, “ Lives of the Painters.”
new order of monks, and obtained the sanction of Pope
Gaddi, (Taddeo,) a Florentine painter and architect, Clement VII. His friend Caraffa was chosen superior
son of the preceding, was born at Florence in 1300. He of the order, which took the name of Theatines and
surpassed his father, and was the most eminent pupil became numerous in Italy, Spain, and the Levant. One
of Giotto.
His first works were frescos painted in the of the rules of this order forbade them to have private
church of Santa Croce of Florence, the subjects of which property or receive salaries, or to resort to begging for
were taken from the New Testament. He excelled in support. He died in 1547, and was canonized by the
expression, and was probably the best painter of his pope in 1675.
time. Among his chief works is “ The Virgin surrounded
See Castaldi, “Vita di S. Gaetano,” 1612; B. Destutt de

—

by Saints.” He built a bridge over the Arno, called
Ponte Vecchio. Died about 1360.
See Vasari, “ Lives of the Painters

Lanzi, “ History of Paint-

ing in Italy.”

Tracy, “Vie de S. Gaetan de Thienne,” 1774;
B. Gaetano Tiene,” 1656.

Gaffarel,

and

succeeded Mendelssohn as
director of the concerts at Leipsic, and was appointed
master of the royal chapel at Copenhagen about 1850.
a

c as k; 5 as

s;

g hard; g as j;

Pepe, “Vita del

born at Mannes

in 1601.

He became

libra-

to Cardinal

Gadebusch, gi'deh-boosh', (Friedrich Konrad,) Died in 1681.
See Ersch und
German writer, born in the island of Riigen in 1719,

published several valuable works on the history and
literature of Livonia and the adjacent provinces.
He
lived many years at Dorpat, where he died in 1788.
See Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”

S.

(Jacques,) a French Orientalist

Richelieu, and chaplain to the king.
wrote, besides other works, “ Curiosities of the
Talismanic Sculpture of the Persians,” (1630,) and a
“History of the Subterranean World, containing a
Description of Caves, Grottoes, Caverns,” etc., (1666.)

Gade, gi'deh, (Niels Wilhelm,) a Danish musician, rian
born at Copenhagen in 1817. He composed sympho- He
nies, overtures, sonatas, etc.,

priest,

gi'fl'rSl',

Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”

Gaffarelli, gif-fl-rel'lee, or Caffarelli, kif-fS-rel'Iee,
(Gaetano,) a celebrated Italian singer, born at Bari in
He
1703, was the son of a peasant named Majorano.
began his career in a Roman theatre as soprano. He
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performed with success in the other cities of Italy and in
Gages, de, deh gizh, ? (Jean Bonaventure DuLondon, which he visited in 1730. Having amassed a mont,) Count, a Spanish general, born at Mons, in
large fortune, he bought the dukedom of Santo Dorato. Hainault, in 1682.
He fought for Philip V. of Spain
He had the reputation of being one of the most admira- in the war of the Spanish succession, 1 701-12. Having
ble vocalists of his time.
Died in 1783.
obtained command of the Spanish army in Italy in 1742,
Gaforio, gl-fo're-o, Gafforio, glf-fo're-o, or Gafori, he defeated the Austrians at Campo-Santo in 1743. H is
gl-fo'ree, sometimes written Gafuri or Gafurio, [Lat. skilful manoeuvres in the ensuing campaigns (1744-46)
Gafo'rius,] (Franchino,) an eminent writer on music, were highly applauded. He was appointed Viceroy of
born at Lodi, Italy, in 1451. He taught music at Naples, Navarre in 1748. His retreat from Campo-Freddo in
and was appointed chapel-master of Milan Cathedral in 1746 was called by Rousseau the most brilliant manHe wrote, besides other works on music, “ Prac- oeuvre of that century. Died in 1753.
1484.
tice of Music,” etc., (“ Practica Musicae, sive Musicse
See La vallee, “Histoire d’Espagne.”
Actiones,” 1496.)
His writings had much influence, and
Gagliardi, gll-yaR'dee, (Bernardino,) an Italian
were cited by later writers as a high authority. Died painter, born at Citta-di-Castello in
1609, was an imiabout 1522.
tator of Guido and the Caracci.
Died in 1660.
See Burney, “ History of Music
Ff tis, “ Biographie UniverSee Lanzi, “History of Painting in Italy.”
selle

des Musiciens.”

Gagliardo, gll-yaR'do, (Achille,) an Italian Jesuit
Gaforius. See Gaforio.
and writer, born at Padua about 1537; died in 1607.
Gage, (Thomas,) a missionary, born in Ireland or
Gagliuffi, gll-yoof'fee, (Marco Faustino,) an imEngland. He studied with the Jesuits, became a monk, provisator, born at Ragusa in
1764; died in 1834.
and spent many years as a missionary in Mexico between
Gagnaeus or Gagnee. See Gagni.
and
After
many
adventures,
he
returned
to
1625
1637.
Gagni, gln'ye', or Gagnee, de, deh giiTy k', [Lat.
London, abjured Catholicism, and published a “New Gagn^e'us,] (Jean,) a French theologian, born in or
Survey of the West Indies,” (1648,) which had great near Paris. He became rector of the University of Paris

He became

success.

Jamaica

rector of Deal, in Kent.

Died

in

in 1655.

Gage, (Thomas,) a British general, who succeeded
General Amherst in 1763 as commander of the British
army in America. In 1774 he was appointed Governor
of Massachusetts colony, and general-in-chief for the
In April, 1775, he sent an expedition to
to seize the colony’s stores, and thus provoked
the battle of Lexington, the first explosion of the Revolution.
In the following May the Provincial Congress
resolved that “no obedience was in future due to Gage,
and that he ought to be guarded against as an inveterate
enemy.” According to Bancroft, “ Gage was neither fit
to reconcile nor subdue.
By his mild temper and love
of society he escaped personal enmities, but in earnest
continent.

Concord

business he inspired neither confidence nor fear.” He
was recalled in 1775, and died in 1787.
Ga'ger, (William,) an English poet and civilian, who
entered Oxford University in 1574, was reputed the best
dramatist of his time. He wrote “ Ulysses Redux,” and
other tragedies.
Gagern, von, fon gl'g§Rn, (Friedrich Balduin,) a
general, born at Weilburg, in Nassau, in 1794, was a son
of the following.
He fought against the French in 1813
Having
-15, and became a general in the Dutch army.
taken command of the army of Baden in 1848, he was
killed by the insurgents in April of that year.
See “Leben des General Gagern,” by his brother Heinrich
Wilhelm, 3 vols., 1856.

and afterwards chief almoner and preacher to
I., who employed him to read and expound
to him during his repasts.
Having obtained from
the king an order which opened to him all the libraries
of France, he examined and published many manuscripts,
and by this means promoted the revival of learning. Pie
wrote several learned works on theology, and “ Commentaries on the Four Gospels,” (1552.) Died in 1549.
Gagnier, gtn'ye- 1 ', (Jean,) a French priest and eminent Orientalist, was born in Paris about 1670. He
emigrated to England about 1700, and, having renounced
the Roman Catholic religion, became professor of Hebrew
and Arabic at Oxford. He published, besides other
works, a Latin version of Abulfeda’s “ Life of Mahomet,”
(1723,) and a “Life of Mahomet,” in French, (2 vols.,
Died in 1740.
1732.)
See Qu^rard, “La France Litteraire.”
Gaguin, gi'giN', (Robert,) a French historian, orator,
and monk, was born near Bethune about 1425. He was
in 1531,

Francis

books

chosen professor of rhetoric in the University of Paris in
1463, and was employed with credit in diplomatic missions by Louis XI., Charles VIII., and Louis XII.
He
wrote, besides other works, in Latin, “
History of
the French (or Franks) from Pharamond to the Year
1499,” which was praised by Erasmus for fidelity and
other merits. Died in 1501.
See Nic^ron, “M^moires.”

A

Ga-ha'gan, ? (Usher,) an Irish scholar, translated into
Gagern, von, (Hans Christoph Ernst,) Baron, a Latin verse Pope’s “Essay on Criticism” and “Temple
German statesman, born near Worms in 1766, was em- of Fame.” He was executed at Tyburn, for clipping

ployed in several missions by the Prince of Orange,
who appointed him prime minister in 1814. He represented the King of Holland at the Congress of Vienna in
He was the author of a number of historical and
1815.
political works.
Died in 1852.
Gagern, von, (Heinrich
ilhf.lm August, )Baron,
son of the preceding, was born at Baireuth in 1799. He

W

studied at Jena, and afterwards filled several offices
under the Grand Duke of Hesse-Darmstadt. He was
elected in May, 1848, president of the Parliament or
National Assembly which met at Frankfort. He was
a very popular leader of the Liberal or constitutional
party, and favoured the union of the German States
on the basis of the exclusion of Austria. He became
president of the council of ministers, or prime minister
of the empire, in December, 1848.
He resigned office
in March, 1849, probably because his project to effect
the unity of Germany was defeated by the refusal of the
King of Prussia to accept the imperial crown.
From
1864 to 1872 he was Hessian ambassador at Vienna.
Died in 1880. He had a high reputation for probity and
patriotism.

Gagern, von, (Maximilian,)

a brother of the pre-

ceding, born at Weilburg in 1810, was in his youth a
In 1848 he was a
councillor of the Duke of Nassau.
Liberal member of the Parliament of Frankfort.
a, e,
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coin, in 1749.

Gahn,

gin, (Joseph Gottlieb,) a Swedish mineraloand chemist, born in 1745, was a pupil of Bergmann.
He discovered that phosphorus is a component of bones,
and made some improvements in the arts of mining and
metallurgy.
He was the first who obtained manganese
in the metallic state, and discovered the primitive form
of calcareous spar.
Died in 1818.
gist

See H. Jaerta, “ Aminnelse-Tal ofver

J.

G. Gahn,” 1832.

Gaichies, gl'she- 1 ', (Jean,) a French

priest,

born at

in 1647, wrote “ Maxims for the Ministry of the
Pulpit,” (1710.)
Died in 1731.

Condom

Gail, gil or gf'ye,
wife of the following,

(Edme Sophie Garre

—giR,) the

Melun in 1776. She
was an admirable musical genius, and composed several
operas, one of which, called “The Jealous Couple,” was
performed in Paris, in 1813, with brilliant success. She
was born

at

She separated
also produced several charming ballads.
from M. Gail soon after their marriage, (1794.) Died in
1819.
See Fetis, “Biographie Universelle des Musiciens.”

Gail, (Jean Baptiste,) a French Hellenist, born in
In 1791 he obtained the chair of Greek
Paris in 1755.
literature in the College of France, where he taught with
He became a member ot
success about twenty years.
the Institute in 1809, and keeper of the Greek and Latin
short;
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manuscripts in the Royal Library in 1815. He published,
besides a Latin version of Thucydides, (5 vols., 1807,) a
great number of editions and translations of the Greek
Died in 1829.
authors, and a Greek grammar, (1798.)
See “Nouvelle Biographie Gendrale.”
Gail, (Jean Francois,) a French Hellenist, a son of
the preceding, was born in Paris in 1795. He was a substitute of his father as professor in the College of France.
He published an excellent edition of Hudson’s “ Geo-

became a student of art in London about the age of fifteen, and painted portraits chiefly in the early part of his
Having worked some years at Ipswich, he recareer.
moved to Bath about 1760. Among his works are several
good portraits of the royal family. He settled in London about 1775, after which he devoted himself to landscapes.
He was one of the first members of the Royal
Academy. His works are admired for simplicity and
fidelity to nature. His early style differed from his later,
He
graphi Grasci Minores,” (3 vols., 1826-31,) and other and exhibited more attention to minute details.
excels in richness of colour and in the distribution
Died in 1845.
successful works.
superior
to
any
shade,
and
is
considered
of light and
See Querard, “ La France Litteraire.”
English landscape-painter who had appeared before his
Gail Hamilton. See Dodge, (Mary Abigail.)
time.
Among his works are “The Woodman in the
Gailhabaud, gi'li'bo', (Jules,) a French archaeoloStorm,” “ The Cottage Door,” and “ The Shepherd
gist,

born

at Lille in 1810.

He

published a valuable

Boy.” “Gainsborough’s hand,” says Ruskiti, “is as
work entitled “Ancient and Modern Monuments,”
as swift as the flash
light as the sweep of a cloud,
(“ Monuments anciens et modernes,” 4 vols., 1840-49,)
of a sunbeam. His forms are grand, simple, and ideal.
and “Architecture of the Period from the Fifth to
The greatest colorist since Rubens, and the last,

—

the Sixteenth Century,” (1857.)
Gaillard, gi'ytR', (Gabriel Henri, ) a popular French
He was
historian, born at Ostel, in Picardy, in 1726.
admitted into the Academy of Inscriptions in 1760, and
published in 1766 a “ History of Francis I.,” (7 vols.)
His capital work is a “ History of the Rivalry between
France and England,” (“ Histoire de la Rivalite de la
France et de l’Angleterre,” 11 vols., 1771-77,) which
opened to him the doors of the French Academy in 1771.
Among his numerous other works are a “ History of
the Rivalry between France and Spain,” (8 vols., 1801 ;)
a “Historical Dictionary,” (6 vols., 1789-1804,) which
and a
forms part of the “ Encyclopedic Methodique
“ Life of Malesherbes,” (1805,) who was his friend. His
principal merits as a writer are clearness, elegance,
facility, and truthfulness. Died near Chantilly in 1806.
See Querard, “La France Litteraire;” “Nouvelle Biographie
Gen^rale.”

Gaillard, gi'yiR', ? (John Ernest,) a musical composer, born at Zell about 1686, lived in London, and
composed for the stage. Died in 1749.
Gaillard, de, deh gi'yiR', (Honors Reynaud,) a
French Jesuit, born at Aix in 1641, gained distinction
as a pulpit orator.
He became rector of the College of
Paris, and confessor to the queen of James II. of England.

Died

in 1727.
See Moreri, “ Dictionnaire Historique.”

Gaillard de Lonjumeau, gi'yiR' deh liN'zhii'mo',
a French ecclesiastic, became Bishop of Apt in 1673.
He conceived the project of a great historical dictionary,
for which he collected copious materials. The work was
edited by his chaplain, Moreri, and published in 1674.

Died

in 1695.

Gaillardot, gi'yiR'do ', (Claude Antoine,) a
French naturalist and physician, born at Luneville in
He found in the vicinity of that town fossils of
1774,
many huge reptiles. He wrote a “ Memoir on the
Fossils of the Mottled Sandstone,” (1806,) and other
works. Died in 1833.
Gai'nas, a Goth, who became a Roman general and
served under Stilicho in 395 a.d. Soon after that date
he obtained the chief command of an army which Arcadius sent against Tribigild, another Gothic chief; but,
instead of fighting him, he formed a coalition with him
and marched against Constantinople. Arcadius was
alarmed, and negotiated with Gainas, who was admitted
into the capital with his army and received the title of
“ master-general.” His demand of liberty of worship
for the Goths (who were Arians) provoked the Catholics,
who massacred many of his army. Gainas retreated into
Thrace, and was killed near the Danube by the Huns in
400 a.d.
See Gibbon, “ History of the Decline and Fall of the Roman
Empire.”

Gaines, ganz, (Edmund Pendleton,) an American
general, born in Culpepper county, Virginia, in 1777.
He served as captain at Chrystler’s Field, in November, 1813, and, having become brigadier -general, defended Fort Erie with success in 1814. Died in 1849.
See “National Portrait-Gallery of Distinguished Americans,”
vol. iv.

Gainsborough, ganz'bur-eh, (Thomas,) an excellent
English landscape-painter, born at Sudbury in 1727. He
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that is to say, of those
acquainted with the power of their matefeeling,
profound in his seriEnglish
rial,
pure
ousness, graceful in his gaiety, there are nevertheless
certain deductions to be made from his worthiness,” etc.
(“Modern Painters.”) Died in London, August, 1788.
See Thickness, “Sketch of the Life of Gainsborough;” CunI think,

of legitimate colorists,

who were

fully

—

in his

ningham, “ Lives of

British Painters.”

Gais'ford, (Thomas,) D.D., a distinguished English
He became regius
scholar, born in Wiltshire in 1780.
professor of Greek at Oxford about 1811, and afterwards Dean of Christ Church. He published, besides
other works, “Poetae Graeci Minores,” (3 vols., 1814-16,)
an edition of Herodotus, (1824,) and one of Suidas,
(1834.) He had a high reputation as a critic. Died in 1855.
Ga'ius (or Gajus) or Ca'ius, a Roman jurist of high
authority, is supposed to have flourished in the reign of
Antoninus Pius, 138-161 A.D. Little or nothing is posiHis writings were
tively known of his personal history.
recognized as a standard by the Roman jurists until the
compilation of the Code of Justinian, which was based
upon the “ Institutes” of Gaius. In 1816 Niebuhr discovered at Verona, on a palimpsest, a treatise on Roman
law, which was ascertained to be the Institutes of Gaius
and was published in 1820-21. This discovery was regarded as an important contribution to the history of law.
“NouSee Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie
Biographie G£n£rale
Gaji Legis Actionibus,” 1840.

velle

Van Ysselmonde,

“Dissertatio de

Gaj, gi, (Lewis,) a Croatian journalist, born at KraHe founded, in 1835, the “Croatian
pina in 1810.
Gazette,” which became afterwards the “ National Illyrian Gazette.” This journal acquired extensive influence,

and is said to have effected a great literary and political
improvement among the Slavonians.
Galaccini, gi-lit-chee'nee, or Gallaccini, gal -1 Jtchee'nee, (Teofilo,) an Italian geometer, born at Sienna
in 1564.

He

wrote an able work

Architects,” (1767.)

Died

“On

the Errors of

in 1641.

Galand. See Galland.
Galanino, gi-li-nee'no, an Italian painter, whose
proper name was Baldassare Aloisi, was born at
Bologna in 1578. He was a pupil of the Caracci, and
worked in Rome with success, especially in portraits.

He

also painted history.

Died

in 1638.

Galanti, gi-lin'tee, (Giuseppe Maria,) an Italian
He published a
publicist, born at Campobasso in 1743.
“ Geographical and Political Description of the Two

Died at
Sicilies,” (4 vols., 1786-93,) and other works.
Naples in 1806.
Galateo. See Ferrari, (Antonio.)
Galatin. See Gallatin.
Galatin, (Peter,) a Franciscan monk, who flourished
about 1520. He wrote “On the Mysteries of the CathoTruth,” (“De Arcanis catholicse Veritatis,” 1518.)
See IT: rouse, La.
Galaup de Chasteuil, gi'lo' deh shi'tul' or shi'tuh'ye, (Francois,) a French Orientalist, born at Aix
He passed his latter years as an anchorite on
in 1588.
Mount Lebanon, where he died in 1644.
His nephew, Pierre Galaup de Chasteuil, born in
His ode on
1643, was a poet, and a friend of Boileau.

lic

Galaup.
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is

admired.

Died

in

Roman general,
elected consul for 21 1 B.c.
He commanded in
the war against Philip of Macedon from 21 1 to 204, but
performed nothing of much importance. In 200 B.C. he
was re-elected consul, and renewed the war in Macedonia.
1 le defeated Philip near Eordea in 199, and returned to
Rome the next year.
Galba, (Sergius or Servius Sulpicius,) a Roman
general and orator, who commanded in Spain in 150 B.c.
and perfidiously massacred many thousand Lusitanians.
Viriathus was one of those who escaped from this massacre. Galba was elected consul 144 b.c. His eloquence
is highly praised by Cicero.
Gal'ba, (Pub'lius SuLPig'ius,) a

who was

Galeano,

gS-li-l'iio,

(Giuseppe,) an eminent Italian

physician, born at Palermo about 1605.
He practised
in that city, where he also taught medicine for twentyfive years with great success.
He had a high reputation
as a philosopher, and was regarded as a second Galen
by his contemporaries. Among his works are “Hippocrates Revived,” (1650,) a Treatise on the Use of
Brandy, (1667,) and several poems. Died in 1675.

Galeazzo.

See Visconti.
Lat. Clau'dius Gale'nus ; Gr. KHafickof
Galien, gt'le-lN'; It. Galieno, gl-le-a'no,]
a celebrated Greek medical writer and pagan philosopher,
born at Pergamus, (or Pergamum,) in Mysia, in 13 1 a.d.
He studied the Platonic and the Peripatetic philosophies,
and was instructed in anatomy by Satyrus. In his youth

GaTen,

r aktjvoq;

[

Fr.

Galba, (Servius Sulpicius,) a Roman emperor, born he visited several foreign countries, to perfect his edu4 B.C., of a noble family. He was consul under cation at the best schools. At the age of thirty-four he
Tiberius in 33 A.D., and in the reign of Caligula com- removed to Rome, where he acquired great celebrity as
manded the army in Germany, where he acquired repu- a practitioner of medicine and surgery. He obtained
Claudius, having succeeded to the confidence of Marcus Aurelius, who appointed him
tation for military skill.
He
the throne, appointed Galba Governor of Africa, in which physician to Commodus, the heir of the empire.
post he obtained successes. He commanded an army in also lectured on anatomy in Rome. Towards the end
Spain at the death of Nero, 68 a.d. He was then pro- of his life he returned to his native city. His death is
claimed emperor by his own troops and the Praetorian variously dated from 200 to 210 a.d. He rendered imguards, whose choice was confirmed by the senate. But portant services to the science of medicine, and left a great
he speedily lost the popular favour by his severity, number of works in Greek, many of which are lost. Of
parsimony, and impolitic measures. The army declared some others, only Latin versions have come down to us.
“Galen had not,” says the “Nouvelle Biographie
for Otho, and Galba was slain, after a reign of seven
months, in 69 a.d. According to Tacitus, he would have Generate, ” “the noble simplicity of Hippocrates.
been universally considered worthy to reign if he had He impairs the purity of his principles by fanciful explanations and by subtilities. He is, nevertheless, the
never been emperor.
in 3 or

.

See Plutarch, “Life of Galba;” Suetonius, “Galba;” Tacitus, “Annales;” Niebuhr, “History of Rome;” Franz Horn,
“Historische Gemalde: Galba, Otho und Vitellius,” 1812.

Gale, (John,) an eminent Baptist minister, born

in

.

.

only one among all the ancients who has given us a
complete system ( corps) of medicine.”
Galen rejected the various medical systems which
were in vogue in his time, and formed a new eclectic
system, which maintained its authority for thirteen centuries.
He was regarded as an oracle by the Arabs

London in 1680. He studied at Leyden, and on his
return became one of the ministers of Paul’s Alley, near
Barbican, London. His principal work is “ Reflections on and Europeans
Wall’s Defence (or History) of Infant Baptism,” (1711,)
which is called one of the best works on that subject.

Died

in 1721.
See “Life of John Gale,” prefixed to his Works.

Gale, (Roger,) son of Thomas Gale, of Scruton, born
was member of Parliament, Fellow of the Royal
Society, and treasurer of the Antiquarian Society, and
wrote several antiquarian treatises. Died in 1744.
Gale, (Samuel,) an English antiquary, a brother of
the preceding, was born in London in 1682.
He published a “History of Winchester Cathedral,” (1713.)
in 1672,

Died

in 1754.

until the fifteenth century.
Among his
extant works (above eighty in number) are a treatise on
anatomy, (II epl uvaTOfUKuv tyxeipv aeuv,) a capital work
on physiology, called “On the Uses of the Parts of
the Human Body,” 'Y yieiva, “ On Preserving Health,”
(“De Sanitate Tuenda,”) and “De Locis affectis,” a
treatise on pathology, which Haller regarded as one of
Galen’s best productions. He wrote many able works
on ethics, logic, and philosophy, in one of which he
praises the temperance and self-denial of the Christians.
See Suidas, raAijvds; Aboolfaraj, “ Historia Dynastiarum ;”

Fabricius, “Bibliotheca Grseca;” Daniel Le Clerc, “ Histoire
de la Mddecine;” Sprengel, “History of Medicine;” Haller,
“ Bibliotheca Medicinae;” Daremberg, “ Exposd des Connaissances
;”
de Galien,” 1841 Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie
A. Fumanelli, “De Vita et Moribus Galeni,” 1577; A. Werner,
“Oratio de Vita Galeni,” 1570; Smith, “Greek and Roman Biography and Mythology;” “Nouvelle Biographie Gdndrale.”

Gale, (Theophilus,) a learned English nonconformdivine, born at Kings-Teignton, Devonshire, in 1628.
He became a Fellow of Magdalene College, and a popular
preacher at Winchester, from which he was ejected for
Galen, van, vtn gi'len, (Jan,) a brave naval officer,
nonconformity in 1661. His reputation is founded on a born at Essen, in Westphalia, about 1600. He entered
great work, called “The Court of the Gentiles; or, A the Dutch navy, distinguished himself in battles against
Discourse touching the Original of Human Literature the Spaniards, and rose to the rank of commodore. In
from the Scriptures,” (5 vols., 1669-77,) n which he 1653 he defeated the English fleet near Leghorn, and at
argues that the heathen theology and philosophy were the same time received a mortal wound.
derived from the Scriptures and the Jewish Church. He
See Oostkamp, “Leven, Daden en Lotgevallen van den Kommanbecame assistant to John Rowe at Holborn, and suc- deur J. van Galen,” 1830.
Galen, von, fon gfi'len, (Christoph Bernhard,) a
ceeded him in 1677. Died in 1678.
Gale, (Thomas,) an eminent English surgeon, born warlike German prelate, born in Westphalia about 1605.
in 1507.
He served in the army of Henry VIII. in He was elected Prince-Bishop of Munster in 1650. In
France in 1544, and in that of Philip II. in 1557. He 1665 he joined Charles II. of England in a war against
afterwards practised in London, and wrote several pro- the Dutch, from whom he took some fortified places.
He waged other aggressive wars, and is called by Sisfessional treatises, (1563-86.)
mondi a “mitred brigand.” Died in 1678.
See Ersch und Gruber, “ Allgemeine Encyklopaedie. ”
See Le Lorrain, “ Vie de C. B. de Galen, etc.,” Rouen, 1679
Gale, (Thomas,) D.D., an eminent English classical Johann von Alphen, “De Vita et Rebus gestis C. Bemardi Episscholar and critic, born at Scruton, Yorkshire, in 1636. copi, etc.,” 1694; E. Wiens, “Sammlung fragmentarischer NachHe became professor of Greek in Cambridge University richten fiber C. B. von Galen,” 1834.
Galenus, (Claudius.) See Galen.
in 1666, and was master of Saint Paul’s School, London,
Galeotti, gi-li-ot'tee, (Alberto,) an eminent Italian
from 1672 to 1697. In the latter year he was appointed
Dean of York. He was also a Fellow of the Royal jurist, born at Parma died about 1285.
;

ist

*

;

He

See Tiraboschi, “Storia della Letteratura Italiana.”

published, besides other works, “Mythological, Ethical, and Physical Works or Treatises,”
(“Opuscula mythologica, ethica, et physica,” 1671,) an
edition of Herodotus’s History, (1679,) and an edition
of Cicero’s Works, (1681.) Died in 1702.
See “ Biographia Britannica.”
Society.
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Galeotti, (Marzio,) an Italian writer, born at Narni
about 1440. He was professor of belles-lettres at Bologna, from which he was expelled for his religious
opinions.
He afterwards was preceptor of the son of
Matthias Corvinus, King of Hungary. Among his works
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GALE0TT1
is

one entitled

“On Man and

his Parts,” (“

1494.
Galeotti, (Sebastiano,) an Italian painter, born at
Florence about 1676. His chief works are his frescos in

the church of

La Madalena

in

Genoa.

Died

in 1746.

See Galerius.

Galere.

Ga-le'ri-us, [Fr. Galore, gi'laiR',] (Cai'us Vale'Roman emperor, was a native
From the rank of priof Dacia, and of humble origin.
vate soldier he rose to the highest commands in the
army. In the year 292 A.D. he was adopted as son or
heir, with the title of Caesar, by Diocletian, whose
daughter he married ; and a few years later he commanded the army which defeated the Persian king
Narses. The violent persecution of the Christians by
Diocletian is ascribed to the instigation of Galerius.
When Diocletian and Maximian abdicated, in 305, Galerius and Constantius Chlorus succeeded as colleagues
in the empire, and the former took for his share Illyria,
Thrace, Macedonia, Greece, and the Eastern provinces.
His colleague having died in 306, Galerius wished to
choose Severus in his place but Constantine and MaxAfter he
entius opposed him, and Severus was slain.
had failed in an attempt to capture Rome, he retired
to one of his provinces, and died in 31 1 A.D.
See Gibbon, “Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire;” Tillemont, “ Histoire des Empereurs.”

rius Maximia'nus,) a

;

Gales,

galz, (Joseph,) a distinguished journalist,

born

He

established and edited “ The
on coming to the United States
in J 793> he sold to Montgomery the poet, who had been
brought up in his family. After editing for some time
“The Independent Gazetteer,” in Philadelphia, a Republican journal, in which he introduced short-hand
reports of debates in Congress, he founded, in 1799,
“The Raleigh (N.C.) Register.” Died in 1841.
Gales, (Joseph,) a son of the preceding, was born

in England about 1760.
Sheffield Register,” which,

near Sheffield, England, in 1786. He removed to Washington in 1807, and became in 1810 the proprietor and
editor of the “National Intelligencer,” which after 1813
was issued daily. It became a very able and influential
organ of the Whig party. Died in i860.

Galestruzzi, gfl-lSs-troot'see, or Gallestruzzi, gilles-tRoot'see, (Giovanni Battista,) an Italian engraver
settled
and painter, born at Florence about 1618.
in Rome, and was received into the Academy of Saint
Luke in 1652. Died in Rome about 1670.
Galfrid (or Geoffroy) de Beaulieu, gil'fre' deh bo'le-uh', a F rench monk, confessor to Saint Louis, who was
attended by him in his two crusades. Died in 1274.

He

Galfridus de Vinosalvo.

See Geoffroi de Vin-

sauf.

Galhegos, de, digil-ya'gbs, (Manoel, or Manuel,) a
popular Portuguese poet, born in Lisbon in 1597, was a
friend of Lope de Vega.
He produced a poem on the
“Wars of the Giants against Jupiter,” (1628,) which was
admired for its brilliant imagery and elegant style, and a

poem named “The Temple

of Memory,” (1635,) which
He also wrote several dramas,
which were performed with applause. Died in 1665.
Galiani, gi-le-S'iiee, (Ferdinando,) Abb£, an Italian
political economist, born at Chieti, in the Abruzzi, in 1 728.
He wrote (1750) an able treatise “On Currency,” or
Money, (“Della Moneta,”) which acquired a European
reputation and influenced the legislation of his own
increased his celebrity.

country, then disturbed by a surplus of precious metals
and the consequent enormous rise in the price of commodities.
In 1759 he was appointed secretary of legation at Paris, where he remained many years and
attracted much notice by his wit and convivial powers.
While in Paris, he argued against the free exportation of
corn, in his “Dialogues on the Corn Trade,” in French,
(1770,) which obtained great success, and of which Voltaire said, “This work seems like the joint production
of Plato and Moliere.” “No one,” said Turgot, “could
maintain a bad cause with more wit, grace, finesse, and
reasonableness in details.” Having returned to Naples
in 1769, he was appointed one of the ministers of the
junta of royal domains in 1777, and first assessor 01minister of the council of finance in 1782.
He wrote
an able treatise “On the Reciprocal Duties of Neutrals
e as k; 9 as

s

Belligerents,” (1782.) Died at Naples in 1787. He
manuscript a Life of Horace and a Commentary on that poet, which, says Ginguene, are learned and
His “ Letters to Madame
original, like all his works.
d’Epinay” were published in 1818.
See Marmontel, “Memoires;” Grimm, “ Correspondance
Sainte-Beuve. “Causeries du Lundi.”
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Galiano, gd-le-3'no, (Antonio Alcala,) a distinguished Spanish political writer and orator, was born at
Cadiz about 1790. He promoted with zeal the revolution of 1820, and was elected in 1821 to the Cortes, in
which he highly distinguished himself as an orator and
Having been driven into
leader of the Liberal party.
exile in 1823, he went to England, and became professor
He
of Spanish in the London University about 1828.
wrote a “ History of Spanish Literature in the Nineteenth
Century,” which was published in the “Athenaeum”
He returned to Spain
(1834) and is highly commended.
in 1834, and joined the Conservative party about 1836,
political reasons.
again
exiled,
for
after which he was
Galien, the French for Galen, which see.
Galien, gi'le-iN', (Joseph,) a French natural philosopher, born near Le Puy in 1699. He is said to have been
one of the first who conceived the practicability of ascending by means of an apparatus lighter than air. He published “ The Art of Aerial Navigation,” and a treatise
“On the Formation of Hail.” Died in 1782.
Galieno, the Italian for Galen, which see.
Galigai. See Ancre, (Marshal d’.)
Galilseus or Galilee. See Galilei.
Galilei, gfl-le-la'ee, (Alessandro,) an Italian archiHe worked at Florence
tect, born at Florence in 1691.
and Rome, where he was employed by Pope Clement
XII., and where he built the fa$ade of the church of
Saint John of the Florentines, and the chapel Corsini,
which is called his master-piece. Died in 1737.
Galilei, gi-le-la'ee, [Fr. Galilee, gt'le'li'; Lat.

Galil.'e'us or Galile'us,] (Galileo,) commonly called
simply Galileo, gil-e-lee'o, [It. pron. gS-Ie-la'o,] an illustrious Italian mathematician and natural philosopher,
was born of a noble family at Pisa, the 15th of February,
From early childhood he showed a rare aptitude
1564.
for mechanical invention. After having studied, at Florence, the classics, music, and painting, he went to Pisa
in 1582 to study medicine. But the impulse of his genius
and destiny caused him to prefer geometry and physical
He disphilosophy, in which he made rapid progress.
covered about 1584 the isochronism of the vibrations of
a pendulum. Like his contemporary, Bacon, he asserted
his independence against the authority of Aristotle,
(whose system was then followed with blind and servile
submission,) and appealed to the impartial evidence and
umpirage of experiment. In 1589 he was chosen professor of mathematics in the University of Pisa, where
he demonstrated the fallacy of the received theory that
bodies of unequal weights will fall with proportionate
velocities, by dropping metallic balls of different sizes
from the top of the Leaning Tower. He was also the
first who discovered the law by which the velocity of
In 1592 the senate of
falling bodies is accelerated.
Venice appointed him professor of mathematics in

Padua
newed

term of six years, which term was reDuring this period he invented a thermometer, and, after examining the rival theories of
astronomy, he adopted the Copernican system, which
was then regarded as heretical by the schoolmen and
clergy of Italy.
In 1609 his celebrity was greatly increased by the construction of his telescope (the honour
of inventing which is generally conceded to him) and by
the sublime results which he realized in its application
to astronomy and the “ structure of the universe.” He
saw with rapt and devout admiration the mountains and
valleys of the moon, and the phases of Venus ; he discovered the satellites of Jupiter, and resolved into
myriads of stars or flaming orbs the luminous nebulae
of the Milky Way.
He hastened to impart these glorious revelations in his “ Sidereal Messenger,” (“ Sidefor the

in 1598.

reus Nuncius,”) published in 1610.

About the year

1611 he accepted an invitation to Florence, where he
was liberally patronized by Cosimo de’ Medici.
While Galileo was thus employed in consolidating the
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Copernican system by sensible evidence, and unfolding
to the human mind the grandeur of the universe, the
Jesuits and other enemies denounced him to the Inquisition as a heretic.
In 1616 he was summoned to Rome,
and had an interview with the pope, Paul V., who positively forbade him to teach the doctrine of the motion of
the earth, and, on his giving a promise to that effect,
permitted him to return to Florence. For a number of
years he enjoyed a truce from persecution, and even received some kindness from the next pope, Urban VIII.
In 1632 he published his great work, the “Dialogues on
the Ptolemaic and Copernican Systems,” in which, with
graceful felicity of style, he employs all the resources of
wit, fancy, reason, and eloquence to render the truth attractive. The dialogue is carried on by Salviati, Sagredo,
last of whom (a fictitious person)
maintains the theory of Ptolemy. The appearance of
this work occasioned a great outcry at Rome. The pope
was persuaded that the author had exposed him to
ridicule, in the character of Simplicius ; and Galileo was
again cited before the Inquisition, in his seventieth year.
After a confinement of several months, he was induced
to sign a document abjuring the obnoxious theory, (that
the earth had a diurnal motion, as well as a motion round
the sun,) and promised to refrain from teaching it ; but
even this did not procure his liberation. It is said that, as
he rose from the kneeling posture in which he signed his

and Simplicius, the

E pur se muove,” (“ It
His confinement was continued a
few years, though not in the severest form, and it appears
that he pursued his studies and observations until he
became blind. He was visited by Milton in 1638. He
name, he whispered

moves

to a friend, “

nevertheless.”)

died at or near Florence in January, 1642, within a year
of the birth of Newton. He was never married.
His
temper was cheerful and sociable, his features comely,
and his person of medium stature. Among his principal
disciples were Torricelli and Viviani.
In regard to the
invention of the telescope, to which allusion has been
made above, we may here remark that although Jens or
Jansen, a Dutch optician, first invented a small spy-glass,
intended for a plaything, yet Galileo was the first who
constructed an astronomical telescope and applied it to
its noblest use.
Galileo himself says that he had heard
of the invention in Holland of an instrument which enlarged the size of distant objects, but was not informed
how it was constructed, and that the one he used was
the result of his own study and experiments. The most
important discovery of Galileo was that of Jupiter’s satellites, the eclipses of which afforded the first good method
of determining longitudes.
His “ Scienza mechanica”
was written in 1592, but not printed until 1634. About
1582 he obtained the idea of the pendulum from the
oscillations of a lamp suspended in a church
and Biot
says he constructed a clock in 1633 in which the pendulum was used. Hume ranks Galileo above Lord Bacon
(“ History of England,”
as an author and philosopher.
;

iv.)
A good edition of Galileo’s complete works
was published at Florence by Alberi, 20 vols., 1842-58.

vol.

See Viviani, “Vita del Galilei;” L. Brenna, “Vita Galilei,” in
Fabroni’s “Vitte Italorum;” Drinkwater Bethune, “Life of
in the “Library of Useful Knowledge;” Sir David
Brewster, “Martyrs of Science,” 1841 Nelli,” Vita di Galilei,”
2 vols., 1793: Philar&tf. Chasles, “Galileo; sa Vie, son Proems
Galileo,”

;

Contemporains,” 1862; G. Libri, “ Histoire de la Vie et des
CEuvres de G. Galilei,” 1841 Campanella, “ Apologia pro Galileo,”
1622; Frisi, “Elogiodel Galileo,” 1775; A. Cattaneo, “Cenni su
“ North British Review” for November,
la Vita di G. Galilei,” 1843
i860; Biot, article on Galileo in the “Biographie Universelle;”
“Nouvelle Biographie Gtinerale.”

et ses

;

;

Galilei, (Vincentio,) the father of the great astronomer, resided in Florence, and was married in 1562 to
Julia Venturi.
He excelled in the theory and practice of
music, and wrote a learned treatise entitled a “Dialogue
on Ancient and Modern Music.” He died about 1600.
Galileo, (the celebrated philosopher.) See Galilei,

(Galileo.)
Galileo, (Vincentio,) a son of the great astronomer,
was born about 1600. He aided his father in experiments,
cultivated literature, and gave special attention to the
application of the

pendulum

to clocks.

Died

in 1649.

See Galilee
Galimard, gt'le'mAR', (Nicolas Auguste,) a French
historical painter, born in Paris in 1813, was a pupil of
Galileus.
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Galin, gt'liN', (Pierre,) a French musician, born

Samatan
music,

at

new method of teaching
of the Meloplaste.” Died

in 1786, invented a

named

“Method

the

in 1822.

Galindes de Caravajal, gl-lir/dgs di M-ri-vI-HAK,
(Lorenzo,) a Spanish lawyer and historian, born at Placencia in 1472.
Ferdinand the Catholic chose him as
president of his council of state.
He wrote a history
of John II. of Castile, and other works. Died in 1532.
See Prescott, “History of Ferdinand and Isabella,”
part

vol.

iii.

ii.

Galindo, gii-lAn'do, (Bf.atriz,) a Spanish lady, born
at Salamanca in 1475, excelled in the use of the Latin
language, and was regarded as a prodigy of learning.
She became a lady of honour to Isabella of Castile.
Died in 1535.
Galiot (or Galliot) de Genouillac, gi'le'o' deh
zheh'noo'yik', Seigneur d’Acier, (di'sejt',) a French
officer, born in Quercy about 1466, was made grand
master of artillery in 1512, and afterwards grand equerry
to Francis I.
He displayed skill at the battles of Marignano and of Pavia, (1525.) Died in 1546.
See Brantome, “ Vie de Galliot,”

vol.

ii.

Galisonniere. See GALLissoNiiiRE.
Galitzin or Galitsin. See Gallitsin.
Gall, g 3 (Ferdinand,) Baron, a German author,
born at Battenberg, in Hesse, in 1809. He wrote, besides other works, “Travels in Sweden in the Summer
of 1836,” (2 vols., 1838,) and “Paris and its Salons,”
(2 vols., 1845,) which had a great success.
In 1846 he
became intendant of the royal theatre at Stuttgart.
Gall, gaul, [Ger. pron. gal,] (Franz Joseph,) a Ger.

man

1

,

physician, distinguished as the founder of the sys-

tem of phrenology, was born at Tiefenbrunn, in Baden,
on the 9th of March, 1758. He studied natural sciences
at Strasburg, and passed thence to Vienna about 1781.
He graduated as M.D. at Vienna in 1785, and practised

many years. In 1791 he published a
medical work entitled “ Medical and Philosophical Researches on Nature and Art,” (“ Philosophisch-medicinische Untersuchungen fiber Natur und Kunst,”) etc. He
devoted much time to the study of the brain and to the
external signs connected with the different functions and
faculties of the human mind, and began in 1796 to lecture on these subjects in Vienna.
Among his principal
doctrines are the following that the brain is the organ
of all the faculties, propensities, and sentiments ; that different parts of the brain are appropriated to particular
mental faculties or moral affections ; and that the capacity
and character of a person are indicated by the external
form of his skull. About 1805 he began, with his pupil
and coadjutor, Dr. Spurzheim, to propagate their system
by lectures in Paris, Berlin, and other cities of Europe.
Dr. Gall became a permanent resident of Paris in 1807.
He presented to the Institute in 1808 his “Researches
into the Nervous System in General and the Brain in
Particular,” which was unfavourably criticised by a comin that city for

:

mittee of the Institute, in their report.

work is entitled
Nervous System

“

His principal

The Anatomy and Physiology

of the
General, and of the Brain in Particular,” (4 vols., 1810-19, in French.)
He was assisted in
this work by Dr. Spurzheim.
(See Spurzheim.) Died
in Paris in 1828.
See “Edinburgh Review” for June, 1815; “ Quarterly Review”
for April, 1815;

in

“Nouvelle Biographie GdnAale.”

G&U, (Richard,) a

Scottish poet, born in 1776, was a
printer of Edinburgh.
He acquired distinction as the
author of a poem called “ Arthur’s Seat,” and of several
popular songs, among which are “The Farewell to
Ayrshire,” and “The Braes o’ Drumlie.” Died in 1801.
See Chambers, “ Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen.”
Gall, gaul, or Gal'lus, Saint, called “ the Apostle

He
of the Swiss,” was born in Ireland about 550 A. D.
was a disciple of Saint Columban, whom he accompanied
to Gaul in 585. He founded the monastery of Saint Gall,
Died in 646 a.d.
in the Swiss canton of that name.
See Karl Greith, “Der heilige Gallus der Apostel Allemanniens,” 1845.

See GallI-:.
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Gal'la-gh§r, (William D.,) an American poet and
journalist, born in Philadelphia in 1808.
edited
several literary journals in Ohio, and was associate editor

He

of the “Cincinnati Gazette,” 1840-50.

He removed

to

Kentucky, about 1853. Among his works
are three volumes of poems entitled “Erato,” (1835-37.)
Louisville,

See Griswold, “Poets and Poetry of America.”

Gallais, gi'lY, (Jean Pierre,) a French historical
and political writer, born at Doue (Anjou) in 1756. In
the Revolution he was a zealous royalist.
He wrote
many mediocre works, ^mong which is a “ History of
P'rance from the Death of Louis XVI. to the Peace of
1815,” (2 vols., 1820.) Died in 1820.
Gallait, gt'lV, (Louis,) an eminent Belgian historical
born at Tournay in 1810, studied in Paris.
Among his works are “Job and his Friends,” “The
Abdication of Charles V.,” (1841,) and “The Last Moments of Egmont,” (1853.)
Galland, gt'lbN', (Antoine,) a distinguished French
Orientalist and antiquary, born at Rollot, in Picardy, in
He made several journeys to the Levant to collect
1646.
medals and copy inscriptions. About 1680 he had a
commission from Colbert to make antiquarian researches
in the East.
He was admitted into the Academy of
Inscriptions in 1701, and became professor of Arabic
in the Royal College in 1709.
His reputation is chiefly
founded on his French version of the Arabian tales called
“The Thousand and One Nights,” (12 vols., 1704-17.)
The style of this version is natural and simple. He translated other works from the Arabic and Persian, and
painter,

wrote treatises on medals and antiquities. Died
See Zenker, “Bibliotheca Orientals
Gendrale.”

in 1715.
“Nouvelle Biographie

Galland, (Auguste,) a French historical writer, born
He was a member of Henry the Fourth’s
council of state, and wrote, besides other works,
“Memoirs to illustrate the History of Navarre and
Flanders,” (1648,) and a “ History of the Reformation
in France.”
Died before 1645.
Galland, (Pierre,) a French scholar, born at Aire in
He became professor of eloquence in the Royal
1510.
College in 1545, and was a friend of Bude, (Budaeus.)
His argument “On Behalf of the Parisian School against
the New Academy of P. Ramus” (“ Pro Schola Parisiensi
contra novam Academiam Petri Rami,” 1551) was the
signal for the persecutions which that author suffered.
Died in 1559.
Gallas, giKISs, (Matthias,) an Austrian general,
born at or near Trent in 1589. He was a major-general
of the army which took Mantua in 1629, and became a
general of cavalry, or field-marshal, in 1631.
He commanded a corps under Wallenstein, in Bohemia, and
distinguished himself in battles against the Swedes at
Nuremberg and Lutzen in 1632. Gallas appears to have
been the chief agent in the intrigues which resulted in
about 1570.

the ruin of Wallenstein, whom he succeeded as generalin-chief in 1634.
He gained a decisive victory at Nord-

lingen in 1634, but was outgeneralled and defeated near
Magdeburg by Torstenson in 1644. Died in 1647.
See Schiller, “History of the Thirty Years’ War;” Ersch und
Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”

Gal'la-tin, [Fr. pron. gt'li't&N',] (Albert,) an eminent statesman, and a great oracle and leader of the
Republican party in America, was born at Geneva in
January, 1761. After graduating at the university of his
native place, he emigrated to the United States in 1780.
He acted as French tutor in Harvard University in 1782,
and spent the two or three ensuing years in Virginia,
where he purchased a large tract of land. In 1786 he
fixed his home in Fayette county, Pennsylvania, and in
1790 was elected a member of the legislature of that
State, in which he served several years, and acquired
great influence with both parties, although he acted with
the Republicans.
In 1793 the legislature, in which the
Federal party had a majority, paid him a high compliment by electing him to the Senate of the United States,
in which, however, he served only two months, as that
body decided, by a party vote, that he was not eligible,
because he had not been naturalized nine years before
the election.
From 1795 to 1801 he represented a district of Pennsylvania in the Federal Congress, in which
c us k; 5 as s; g hard; g as j; g,
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he became one of the ablest debaters and was recognized as the leader of the Republicans, at least after
Madison had retired from that arena in 1797. He spoke
often, and was distinguished for his cool and ready dexterity, as well as his knowledge of political economy and
finance.
The first formation of the committee of ways
and means was due to his suggestion. In 1801 President
Jefferson appointed Gallatin secretary of the treasury,
which he managed with eminent ability until 1813, having
been continued in the office by Madison in 1809. He
succeeded in effecting a great reduction of the public
debt, and opposed the second war with England.
In
1813 he retired from the cabinet, to take an active part
in negotiating a peace with England ; and, as the colleague of Adams, Clay, and others, he signed the treaty
of Ghent in 1814. On this occasion, and in his subsequent career of diplomacy, he enjoyed a very high reputation as a negotiator, for which he was so well fitted
by his extensive and exact information, his honourable
character, his courteous address, and his logical ability.
He was resident minister of the United States at Paris
from 1816 to 1823, and in 1826 accepted a mission to
England, where he settled a question of the boundary
between the United States and British America, and
regulated the subject of fisheries. Returning in 1827, he

withdrew from

political

employment, and took up his

residence in New York City.
He subsequently wrote
two able pamphlets on Currency, and in 1840 an essay
on the Northeastern Boundary. In 1843 he was chosen
president of the New York Historical Society.
John
Randolph, who witnessed his career in Congress, once
remarked that Gallatin was unrivalled for readiness and
dexterity in debate; and Judge Story pronounced him
a truly great statesman, ranking him side by side with

Died in 1849.
See Duyckinck, “Cyclopedia of American Literature,”

Hamilton.

vol.

i.

Gallatin, gl'li'tlN', (Jean Louis,) a Swiss physician,
born at Geneva in 1751, was physician to the hospital
founded in Paris by Madame Necker. He wrote a treatise on acute fevers, (1781.)
Died in 1783.
Gal'lau-det', (Rev. Thomas H.,) born in Philadelphia in 1787, rendered himself widely and favourably

known by

his successful efforts for the instruction of the

deaf and dumb. After studying for the ministry at Andover, he took charge of a church in Portsmouth, New
Hampshire. About 1815 he formed an association for
the relief of the deaf and dumb, and was induced to undertake a mission to Europe to qualify himself for their
tuition.
At Paris he was kindly received by the Abbe
Sicard,

who gave him

full facilities for

learning the sys-

under his charge. Having
returned to the United States, he was chosen principal
of the Asylum for the Deaf and Dumb at Hartford, which
was opened in April, 1817, and which was the first institution that had been founded for that purpose in America.
He continued to labour here with zeal and success until
He
1830, when he resigned on account of ill health.
published, besides other works, “ The Child’s Book of

tem followed

in the institution

the Soul,” (3d edition, 1850.)
Died in 1851.
See Henry Barnard, “Discourse on the Life and Character
ofT. H. Gallaudet,” 1832; “Life ofT. H. Gallaudet,” by H. Humphrey; “ North American Review” for October, 1858.

Galle, gtl, (AndrI-:,) a French medallist and engraver,
born at Saint-Etienne in 1761, settled in Paris. Fie engraved many portraits and medals in commemoration of
the events of Napoleon’s reign.
Died in 1844.
Galle, giLKleh, (Cornelis,) an excellent Flemish engraver, born at Antwerp in 1570, was a son and pupil
of Philip Galle, (1537-1612.) He studied in Rome, and
returned to Antwerp, where he engraved history after
various masters, and portraits after Van Dyck. Among
his works are a “ Virgin and Child,” after Raphael
a
“ Virgin crowned with Flowers,” after Rubens
and
some original designs. He was the most famous artist
;

;

of the family.
See Gandellini, “ Notizie degli

Intagliatori.”

Galle, (Cornelis,) the Younger, a son of the preceding, born at Antwerp in 1600, was an engraver and
designer.
He engraved history and portraits, the latter
of which are his best productions.
See Bryan, “Dictionary of Painters and Engravers.”
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Galle, gfl'leh, (Dr. J. G.,) a German astronomer, born
Prussian Saxony about 1812, became director of the
Observatory at Berlin, and was the first who observed
with a telescope the planet Neptune, whose existence
Leverrier had previously demonstrated. (See Leverrier.)
He announced this fact to Leverrier in a letter
dated September 25, 1846. A few years later he obtained
the chair of astronomy at Breslau.
Galle, (Philip,) a Flemish engraver, born at Haarlem
in 1537, was a correct designer.
He was a dealer in
prints at Antwerp, and produced many engravings after
his own designs and after those of other artists. Among
in

works are “ Portraits of the Eminent Men of the
and Sixteenth Centuries.” Died in 1612.
His son Theodore, born at Antwerp in 1560, was an
engraver. He engraved some works of Rubens and other
Flemish masters, besides his own designs.
his

Fifteenth

See Descamps, “Vies des Peintres Flamands,”

etc.

Galle, gi'iy, [Lat. GalLjE'us,] (Servais,) a
writer, born at Rotterdam about 1628, published
tion of Lactantius, (1660,) and “Dissertations
Sibyls and their Oracles,” (1688.)
Died in 1709.

Dutch
an edi-

1

Died

in 1550.
See Bermudez, “Diccionario Historico.”

Gallegos, (Manuel.) See Galhegos.
Gallestruzzi. See Galestruzzi.
Galletti, gll-let'tee, (Filippo Maria,) a fresco-painter,
born at Florence in 1636, adorned several churches of
that city and of Parma.
Died in 1714.
Galletti, gil-let'tee,
historian,

born

(Johann Georg August,) a
at Altenburg in 1750, became

historiographer to the Duke of Gotha in 1816. He
wrote a number of educational treatises and historical
works, among which is a “Plistory of Germany,” (10
vols., 1787-1819.)
Died in 1828.
See Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”

Galletti, (Pietro Luigi,) an Italian antiquary and
in Rome in 1724.
He published, besides
other works, “Mediaeval Inscriptions of Venice, Rome,”
Died in 1790.
etc., (7 vols., 1757-66.)
Galli, gll'lee, (Francesco,) surnamed Bibbiena, a
painter and architect, born at Bologna in 1656, was a
brother of Ferdinando, noticed below. He was gifted
with a fine imagination. He practised the art of decoration at Naples, Verona, Vienna, and Rome, and became
first architect to Philip V. of Spain. Among his greatest
works was the theatre of Verona. Died in 1739.
His son Giovanni, or Jean, was born at Nancy
about 1710. He wrote, in French, several novels, and
a comedy entitled “New Italy,” (“La nouvelle Italie,”

monk, born

Died about 1779.
See Malvasia, “Pittura, Scoltura ed Architettura

1762.)

di

published, besides other works, one on “Ancient VeneMemoirs.” Died in 1806.
Gal-li-e'nus, [Fr. Gallien, gile-iN',] (Publius Licinius Valerius,) a Roman emperor, born about 233
A.D., was a son of the emperor Valerian, who admitted
him to a share in the empire in 253. Valerian having
been defeated and taken prisoner by the Persians in 260
A.D., Gallienus succeeded to the throne.
He made no
effort to liberate his father from captivity, and disgraced
himself by his cruelty and profligacy. His frontiers were
invaded by barbarian armies, while Ingenuus, Aureolus,
and other Roman generals revolted in different parts
of the empire. After he had defeated Aureolus in
battle, a conspiracy was formed against Gallienus by
During the siege of Milan, 268 a.d.,
his own officers.
“he received a mortal dart from an uncertain hand,”
says Gibbon, who thus describes him “ He was master
of several curious but useless sciences, a ready orator,
an elegant poet, a skilful gardener, an excellent cook,
and a most contemptible prince.” He was succeeded
tian

:

on the by Claudius

Gallego, gfl-ya'go, (Don Juan Nicasio,) a Spanish
poet and priest, born at Zamora in 1777, became chaplain to the king in 1805, and, after the French invasion,
was elected to the Cortes of Cadiz. He wrote, besides
other fine poems, an “ Elegy to the Second of May,”
(“ A Dos de Mayo,” 1808,) and an “Ode on the Influence of Public Enthusiasm on the Arts,” (1832.)
Gallegos, gdl-ya'gds, (Fernando,) a renowned Spanish painter, born at Salamanca in 1461. He distinguished
himself by accuracy of design and beauty of colouring.
His subjects are chiefly Scriptural. His works are said
to have been often mistaken for those of Albert Diirer,

German
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Bologna.”

II.

See Gibbon, “ Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire
mont, “Histoire des Empereurs;” Eckhel, “Doctrina
rum.”

Tille-

Nummo-

Galligai. See Ancre.
Gallinari, gll-le-nl'ree, (Pietro,) an Italian painter,
born at Brescia about 1629, was a favourite pupil of
Guido. He was an artist of high promise, but died
prematurely in 1664.
Gal'li-o, (Junius,) a Roman judicial officer, was an
adopted son of the rhetorician Junius Gallio, and a
brother of Seneca the philosopher. His original name

was M. Annzeus Novatus.

He

is

supposed by some

persons to be the Gallio who was deputy or proconsul
of Achaia, before whom Saint Paul was arraigned by
the Jews. (See Acts xviii. 12-17.) Died in 65 a.d.
Galliot. See Galiot.
Gallissoniere, de la, deh If gffle'so'ne-aiR', (Roland Michel Barrin bi'riN',) Marquis, a naval
He beofficer, born at Rochefort, in France, in 1693.
came a captain about 1738, and acted as Governor of
his
fleet
defeated
Canada from 1745 to 1749. In 1756
the English under Admiral Byng, near Minorca. Died

—

in 1756.

Gallitsin, Gallitzin, or Galitzin, gi-lit'sin or gf(Alexander Mikhailovitch,) a Russian general and prince, born in 1718, was a son of Mikhail,
(1674-1730.) He distinguished himself in the Seven
Years’ war, (1756-63,) about the end of which he became
general-in-chief.
He afterwards obtained great favour
with Catherine II., and defeated the Turks at Choczim
l£t's£n,

Died in 1783.
See “Nouvelle Biographie G^nerale.”

in 1769.

Gallitsin, Gallitzin, or Galitzin, (Dmitri I.,)
of, uncle of the preceding, was one of the Russian nobles who, after the death of Peter II., placed
Anne on the throne, on the condition that she should
sign a charter as a guarantee against despotic power.
But, when she thought her authority established, she
tore the charter in pieces and imprisoned its authors.

Prince

Died

in 1738.

Gallitsin or Gallitzin, (Dmitri Alexievitch,)
Prince, a Russian author and diplomatist, was born
about 1738. In 1763 he was appointed ambassador to
France, where he remained several years, and corresponded with Voltaire, who praised his good qualities.
In 1773 he became resident minister at the Hague. He
wrote, besides other works, a “ Physical Description of
the Crimea,” (1788,) and a “Treatise on Mineralogy,”

(Giovanni Antonio,) born at Bologna in 1708,
was a skilful surgeon, and a professor of midwifery,
which he taught by an improved method. Died in 1784.
Galli da Bibbiena, gil'lee di bfeb-be-a'nl, (or (1792.) Died in 1803.
Bibiena, be-be-a'ni,) (Ferdinando,) an able Italian
Gallitsin or Gallitzin, written also Galyzin, (Dmipainter and architect, born at Bologna in 1657, was a tri Augustine,) a Russian missionary, a son of the
excelled
He
in perspective and preceding, was born at the Hague in 1770.
pupil of C. Cignani.
He became
He became first painter and a Roman Catholic priest, and went to the United States
theatrical decorations.
He published a about 1792. He founded Loretto, in Cambria county,
architect to Charles III. at Vienna.
“Treatise on Architecture and Perspective,” (2 vols., Pennsylvania, where he died in 1840.
Died about 1745.
1 71 1.)
Gallitsin, (Dmitri Mikhailovitch,) Prince, was
See Lanzi, “History of Painting in Italy.”
born in 1721. He was Russian ambassador at the court
of Vienna from 1762 to 1792, and had a high reputation
Galliani. See Galiani.
Galliccioli, gil-Rt-cho'Iee, (Giovanni Battista,) as a negotiator. He founded a hospital in Moscow.
Abb£, an Italian Orientalist, born in Venice in 1733, Died in 1793.
Galli,
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Gallitsin, (Emanuel,) Prince, a Russian litterateur,
in 1804.
He fought with distinction at
the capture of Varna, soon after which he retired from
He translated several works from Russian
the army.
into French, and wrote “ Travels in Finland,” (1852.)
Died in Paris in 1853.
Gallitsin, (Mikhail,) Prince, a Russian admiral,
born about 1685. During the reign of Catherine I. or
Peter II. he became a senator and privy councillor.
After the death of the empress Anne (1740) he obtained
He was appointed grand admiral
the rank of admiral.
and president of the admiralty in 1756. Died in 1764.
Gallitsin, (Mikhail Mikhailovitch,) Prince, a
Russian nobleman, born in 1674. He entered the army
as a private, became a general about 1708, and led a
In 1711 he comdivision at Pultowa (Poltava) in 1709.
manded an army against the Tartars and Poles. He
had the chief command in Finland from 1713 to 1721,
defeated the Swedes in a naval fight in 1720, and was
made field-marshal in 1724. In 1730 he was appointed
a senator, and president of the College of War. He
was reputed to be the best general that Russia had then
produced. Died in 1730.

born in Paris

See “Nouvelle Biographie Generale.”

Gallitsin, Galitzin, Gallitzin, Galyzin, or Gallitzine, (Vasili, or Basil,) an able and liberal Russian
statesman, born about 1633.
He was the minister or
influential adviser of Feodor, (1676-82,) and promoted
reform and civilization. He retained power or favour
during the minority of Ivan and Peter and the regency
of Sophia. In 1686 he concluded with Poland a treaty
that was very advantageous to Russia.
He commanded
an expedition against the Crimean Tartars in 1687. For
his alleged complicity in the conspiracy of Sophia against
Peter the Great, he was exiled in 1689. Died in 1713.
See “Nouvelle Biographie Generale.”

Gallizin or Gallitzin. See Gallitsin.
Gallo, gil'lo, (Agostino,) born at Brescia, in Italy,
in 1499, wrote a useful treatise called “Twenty Days
of Agriculture,” (“Vinti Giornate dell’ Agricoltura,”
1550,) and other similar works. He was regarded as the
restorer of agriculture in Italy.
Died in 1570.
Gallo, (Andrea,) a Sicilian antiquary, born at Messina in 1732.
He wrote an account of the earthquake
which nearly ruined Messina in 1783. Died in 1814.

Gallo, (Thomas.) See Gallus, (Thomas.)
Gallo, da, d& gSl'lo, (Marzio Mastrizzi
mfistR^t'see,) Duke, a Neapolitan minister of state and
able negotiator, was born at Palermo in 1753.
He was
sent as ambassador to Vienna in 1795, and performed a
prominent part in the treaty of Campo Formio, (1797.)
During the consulate of Bonaparte he was ambassador
to Paris.
He was minister of foreign affairs at Naples
from the accession of Joseph Bonaparte, in 1806, until

—

Library,

Died

and professor of Greek

in the College Royal.

in 1707.

Sabatier,
See Mor^ri, “ Dictionnaire Historique
“Biographie Universelle.”
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Gallois, (Jean

Antoine Gauvain

—go'viN',) a

poli-

in 1755.
In 1802 he was president
of the Tribunate, after the dissolution of which he passed
In 1813 he was a member
into the legislative body.
tician,

born in Paris

of the commission to which the negotiations with the
powers were referred. He translated from the
Italian a treatise on the “ Science of Legislation,” by

allied

Filangieri, (1786-91,)
in 1828.

and wrote some

fugitive

poems.

Died

Gallois, (Julian Jean C£sar.) See Legallois.
Gallois, (Leonard Joseph Urbain Napoleon,) a
son of Charles Andre Gustave Leonard, was born at
Foix in 1815. He edited several political journals, and
wrote a “Life of Ledru Rollin,” (1849.)
Gallois, (Pierre,) a French bibliographer, born in
Paris, published “Academic Conversations,” (2 vols.,
1674.)

Galloni, gil-lo'nee, or Gallonio, gal-lo'ne-o, (Antonio,) a learned Italian priest, born in Rome, published
a “Treatise on Instruments of Torture or Martyrdom,”
(“De Martyrum Cruciatibus,” 1594,) and a “Life of
Saint Philip de Neri,” (1602.) Died in 1605.

Galloway, Earl

of.

See Galway.

Gal'lo-way, (Joseph,) an American lawyer, born
Maryland about 1730, practised with distinction in
Philadelphia.
He became in 1774 a delegate to the

in

Continental Congress, in which he took a prominent
part and opposed the independence of the colonies. He

removed

Died in 1803.
to England in 1778.
Gallucci, g&l-loot'chee, (Giovanni Paolo,) an Italian
astronomer, born at Salo, near Brescia, about 1550. He
was one of the first members of the Academy founded
at Venice in 1593.
He published, besides other works,
a “Theatre of the World and Time,” (“Theatrum Muiuli
et Temporis,” 1589,) which treats partly of astrology, and
“ Speculum Uranicum,” (1593.)
Gallucci, (Tarquinio.) See Galluzzi.
Galluccio, gll-loot'cho, (Angelo,) an Italian Jesuit,
born at Macerata in 1593, was professor of rhetoric at
Rome, and published “ De Bello Belgico,” a History of
the War in the Low Countries from 1593 to 1609, (2
Died in 1674.
Gal'lup, (Joseph Adam,) an American physician and
author, born in Stonington, Connecticut, in 1769.
In
1827 he established at Woodstock a clinical school of
medicine, which in 1835 was incorporated as the Vermont Medical College. He published “ Outlines of the
Institutes of Medicine,” (1839.)
Died in 1849.
vols., 1671.)

Galluppi, (Baldassare.) See Galuppi.
Galluppi, gil-loop'pee, or Galuppi, ga-loop'pee,
(Pasquale,) an Italian metaphysical philosopher, born
The revolution of 1820 restored him to the same at Tropea, Calabria, in 1770, was professor of philosophy
1815.
office for a brief term.
He retired when the government at Naples, and an adversary of skepticism. His “Eleagain became absolute, in 1821. Died in 1833.
ments of Philosophy” (4 vols., 1832) passed through
See Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”

many

Galloche,

Will,” (4 vols., 1835-42,) and other works.

French painter, born
in Paris in 1670, painted subjects from Scripture with
success.
He received a pension from the king, and was
gi'losh', (Louis,) a

editions.

He

also wrote “

The Philosophy
Died

of the

in 1846.

See Carlo Maria Curci, “ Elogio di P. Galluppi,” 1847.
Gal'lus, (Ailius,) an eminent Roman jurist, who was
a contemporary of Cicero.
He wrote a treatise “ On

Academy in Paris when he died, in 1761.
Lemoyne was one of his pupils. Among his best works the Signification of Terms which pertain to the Civil
is “The Removal of the Reliques of Saint Augustine.”
Law,” an extract from which is found in the “ Digest.”
Gallois, gi'lwi', (Charles Andrii Gustave Leo- According to Lachmann, he was the same person that
rector of the

nard,) a French

Monaco
came an

political-

and

historical writer,

He removed

born

at

to Paris in 1818, beeditor of the “ Constitutionnel,” and advocated
democracy in several popular pamphlets.
He also
wrote a “ Pictorial History of the French Revolution,”
(4 vols., 1830,) and a “ History of the National Convenin 1789.

was prefect of Egypt in 25 B.c.
Gallus, (TElius,) a Roman general, who was prefect of
Egypt in 25 and 24 B.C., and was the first who penetrated
Arabia with a Roman army, (23 b.c.) The expedition

consequence, partly, of the treachery of Sylan Arabian who was the guide of the Roman
tion,” (8 vols., 1835.)
Died in 1851.
army. Strabo obtained from him new information in
See “ Nouvelle Biographie Generale.”
geography, and wrote an account of the expedition.
Gallois, (Jean,) a French editor and critic of much
Gallus, (Caius Aquilius,) an eminent Roman lawyer
merit, born in Paris in 1632, was one of the founders of and judge, noted for learning and integrity, became praetor
the “Journal des Savants,” which he edited with ability in 66 B.c.
He was a friend of Cicero, who esteemed
from 1666 to 1674. He was admitted into the French him highly and paid him a handsome compliment in his
Academy, on the same day as Racine and Flechier, in oration for Caecina. He was the author of a formula
He was a favourite protege of Colbert. After “ De Dolo Malo,” and effected some important legal
1673.
the death of Colbert he became keeper of the Royal reforms.
His works have not come down to us.
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Gallus, (Caius Asinius,) a Roman politician, was a
son of C. Asinius Pollio. He became consul in 8 B.C.,
and married Vipsania, the repudiated wife of Tiberius,
who hated him for that reason and for his freedom in
expressing his mind. He was committed to prison by
Tiberius in 30 A.D., and died in confinement about the
year 33. He wrote a book called a “ Comparison between
my Father and Cicero,” which is not extant.
See

J.
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G. Heineccius, “Oratio de C. A. Gallo,” (about 1730.)

G&lt, (John,) a Scottish author, born at Irvine in May,
He became a resident of London about 1803,
engaged in trade, and failed. He travelled in the south
of Europe in 1809-1 1, after which he published “Letters from the Levant,” (1813,) several biographies, and
a volume of tragedies, which were not successful.
In
1 820 his “Ayrshire Legatees” appeared in “Blackwood’s
Magazine.” This was more popular than his previous
efforts, and was followed by “Annals of the Parish,”
(1821,) and other tales illustrative of Scottish life.
Between 1826 and 1829 he spent two or three years in
Canada, as agent of a land-company ; but, though not deficient in energy and integrity, he did not succeed in pecuniary affairs, and returned to England insolvent. Among
his numerous works are a “Life of Lord Byron,” (1830,)
“Lawrie Todd,” (1830,) “The Provost,” (1822,) and
other novels.
Many of his tales are entertaining, and
characterized by rough good sense and a quaintness of
expression.
He also wrote his Autobiography, (2 vols.,
He died at Greenock in 1839.
1833.)
1779.

Gallus, (Caius Cornelius,) an eminent Roman poet
and courtier, was born at Forum Julii (Frejus) about
66 B.C. He served in the army under Octavius, who
received him into his favour and confidence and gave
him a high command in the war against Antony. After
the death of Antony, about 30 B.C., Augustus appointed
Gallus Governor of Egypt, which he ruled at first with
success.
But afterwards, being accused of oppression
and peculation, he was condemned to perpetual banishment, and killed himself in 25 or 26 B.C. His Elegies,
which were much admired, are all lost. Like his friend
Maecenas, he patronized literary men, especially Virgil,
Galton, (Francis,) an English traveller and natuwho was his intimate friend, and who has gracefully ralist, born in 1822. Pie has travelled in Africa, and is
commemorated his name and merit in his sixth and author of “ The Art of Travel,”
Of late years
(1855.)
tenth eclogues.
he has taken up the subject of heredity.
Quintilian, books i., x.
See Dion Cassius, books ., liii.
Galuppi, (Baldassare,) a famous Italian composer,
Suetonius, “ De illustribus Grammaticis
Volker, “ Commentatio
de C. C. Galli Vita et Scriptis,” 1S40-44; “ Nouvelle Biographie was born in 1703, in Burano, (whence he was called
Generale. ”
Buranel'lo, an island near Venice.
He composed
Gallus, (Caius Sulpicius,) a Roman astronomer and many operas and some sacred music, and has been called
He was eminent the father of the Italian comic opera. Died in 1785.
orator, was chosen consul for 166 B.C.
as an orator and a Greek scholar, and appears to have
Galuzzi, gi-loot'see, (Riguccio, re-goot'cho,) an Italhis time.
theunost
remarkable
men
of
He
been one of
and priest, born at Volterra in 1730, pubThe ian historian
is regarded as the earliest of Roman astronomers.
lished a “ History of Tuscany under the Rule of the
occurrence of an eclipse of the moon, at the hour which
House
of Medici,” from 1569 to 1737.
Died in 1801.
he predicted, on the eve of the battle of Pydna, 168
Galvam or Galvao, gil-vowN', (Antonio,) an emili.c., excited the admiration and raised the spirits of the
army in which he then served as tribune. He is highly nent Portuguese captain, son of Duarte, noticed below,
was born about 1502. He was appointed Governor of the
eulogized by Cicero.
Moluccas in 1538. He subdued several chiefs by arms,
See Livy, “ History of Rome,” books xliii., xliv., andxlv. Cicero,
and governed that region with ability. It is stated that
“Brutus,” “ De Republica,” “De Senectute,” and “ De Officiis.”
Gallus, (Caius Vibius Trebonianus,) a Roman em- he converted many natives to the Catholic faith, and
He
peror, born, it is supposed, in the isle of Gerba, on the refused the offer of sovereignty in the Moluccas.
coast of Africa, about 205 A.D. He succeeded Decius was recalled about 1545, and died in 1557, leaving a valu“On
Discoveries,
Ancient
able
work
the
and
Modern,
in 251, with Hostilian as his colleague, and purchased a
His exploits are highly extolled by
disgraceful peace with the Goths by an annual tribute. in India,” (1563.)
The empire was soon invaded by other hordes of bar- the Portuguese historians.
See Jo ao Barros, “Asia, Decada IV
Faria y Souza, “Asia
The victor
barians, who were defeated by .Tamilian.
Portugueza;” La Cl^de, “Histoire de Portugal.”
having been proclaimed emperor by his army, Gallus
Galvam or Galvao, (Duarte,) a learned Portuguese
marched against him but, before the armies met, he
was killed by his own troops, in 253 a.d. He was gen- historian, born at Evora about 1435, became secretary
to John II., and ambassador to Rome, France, etc.
He
erally unpopular and despised.
edited, revised, or continued the “Chronicles of PorSee Tillemont, “Histoire des Empereurs.”
Gallus, (Cestius,) a Roman general, became Gov- tugal” written by Lopez. Died in 1517.
1

;

;

;

;

ernor of Syria in 64 a.d. The Jews having rebelled in
the year 65, he besieged Jerusalem, but failed to take it.
Gallus, (Flavius Claudius Constantius,) a nephew
of Constantine the Great, was born about 325 a.d. In
351 the Roman emperor Constantius gave to him his
sister Constantina in marriage, and raised him to the
rank of Caesar, with the command of the Eastern provinces. But he soon disgraced himself by his cruelty and
tyranny, for which he was recalled and executed in 354

See N. Antonio, “ Bibliotheca Hispana Nova.”

Galvani, gil-vi'nee, (Aloisio,) an eminent Italian,
physician, and physiologist, born in 1737 at Bologna,
where he became professor of anatomy in 1762. He
composed valuable treatises “ On the Kidneys and
Ureters of Birds,” (“De Renibus atque Ureteribus
Volatilium,”) and “On the Organs of Hearing in
His durable repuBirds,” (“De Aure Volatilium.”)

founded on the accidental discovery of the phesince called from his name Galvanism which
he announced in his “ Commentary on the Power (or
Effect) of Electricity on Muscular Motion,” (“ De Viribus
Electricitatis in Motu musculari Commentarius,” 1791.)
These phenomena were first observed in some dead
frogs, which had been procured as aliment for his invalid wife. While they were lying on the table near the
conductor of an electrical machine, their muscles were
convulsed by accidental contact with a scalpel. Galvani
Gaily, (Henry,) an English divine, born at Becken- explained this fact by the theory that all animals have
ham in 1696. He translated from the Greek the “Cha- electricity inherent in their economy, especially in the
Having refused to
racters” ot Theophrastus, (1725.) and wrote an “Essay nerves and muscles. (See Volta.)
on Clandestine Marriages,” (1750.) In 1735 he became take an oath of allegiance to the Cisalpine republic, 1797,
Bologna,
but
was
restored a short
chair
at
he
lost
his
Died in 1769.
chaplain-in-ordinary to the king.
Galt, (Sir Alexander Iilloch,) a Canadian states- time before his death, which occurred in December, 1798.
See Alibkrt, “ filoge de Galvani,” Paris, 1806; “Nouvelle
man and financier, born in Chelsea in 1817, He was
Biographie G^n^rale.”
finance minister of Canada from 1858 to 1862 and from
Galvez, gil'vith, (Don Bernardo,) Count, a nephew
He is a
1864 to 1866, and of the Dominion in 1867.
G.C.M.G., and was for some time high commissioner in of Jose, noticed below, was born at Malaga in 1756.
About 1780 he was appointed Governor of Louisiana,
London for the Dominion of Canada.

He was

a half-brother of the emperor Julian.
Gallus, (Thomas,) a French monk, became abbe of
Vercelli, where he founded a famous school of theology.
He translated from the Greek a work on mystic theology
ascribed to Dionysius Areopagita.
Died in 1246.
Galluzzi, or Gallucci, (Tarquinio,) an Italian
Jesuit and poet, bo.n in 1574, professed rhetoric and
morality at Rome, and was eminent as a pulpit orator.
He published some poems. Died in 1649.
a.d.
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made a

successful campaign against the English in quired celebrity as commander of the fleet which in 1497
and took Pensacola in 1781. Soon after this Emanuel of Portugal sent to India, being the first that
lie became Viceroy of Mexico, which he governed with
performed the voyage from Europe to that remote region
credit until his death, in 1794.
by doubling the Cape of Good Hope. He sailed from
Galvez, (Don Jos£,) a Spanish statesman and lawyer, Lisbon on the 8th of July, with three small vessels and
born at Velez-Malaga in 1729.
After gaining some one hundred and sixty men. After doubling the cape,
distinction by his eloquence, he was employed as con- he sailed along the eastern coast, landed at Mozambique
fidential secretary by Grimaldi, the prime minister.
In and Melinda, at the latter of which he procured a skilful
pilot, and arrived at Calicut on the 20th of May, 1498.
1 764 Charles III. appointed him a member of the Council of the Indies, and in 1771 sent him to Mexico to
He went on shore with a few men, had an interview with
settle a difficulty between the viceroy and the Audiencia the native prince, but failed to negotiate a treaty, in conor supreme tribunal. Upon his return, about 1775, he sequence of the jealousy of the Moors, and returned to
obtained the place of minister of the Indies, the most Lisbon in September, 1499. The discovery of this route
important office in the kingdom, next to that of prime was an important era in commercial history, diverting
minister.
He directed the affairs of the colonies with into a new channel the Indian trade, which had before
ability, and received the title of Marquis of Sonora. passed through the Red Sea and the Mediterranean.
Died in 1786.
This enterprise of Gama forms the subject of Camoens’s
In 1502, Vasco was sent out to India with a
See Coxe, “Memoirs of the Kings of Spain of the House of “ Lusiad.”
Bourbon,” 1813.
larger fleet, and, having cannonaded Calicut in retaliaGalvez de Montalvo, gil'vith di mon-til'vo, tion for some injuries, established a factory at Cochin.
(Luis,) a popular Spanish poet, born at Guadalaxara in Returning home in December, 1503, he was received
In 1582 he published with great honour, and rewarded with the title of count.
1549, was a friend of Cervantes.
a pastoral romance called the “ Pastor de Filida,” in In 1524, after a repose of twenty years, he was appointed
prose and verse, which was admired for its richness of Viceroy of India. He died in Cochin in 1524.
imagery and purity of style. He wrote also “ The Tears
See Barros, “Decadas;” Lafitau, “Histoire des DAouvertes
of Saint Peter,” (1587.) He is praised by Lope de Vega des Portugais,” etc.; Faria y Souza, “Asia Portugueza:” Fernao Lopez de Castanheda, “ Historia do Descobrimento e Con“
in his
Laurel of Apollo.” He took the monastic vows quista da India,”
Ferdinand Denis, “Portugal.”
1551
in the latter part of his life.
Died at Palermo in 1610.
Gama,
de, (Vasco.)
See Gama, da.
“History
Ticknor,
of
Spanish
Literature;”
N.
Antonio,
See
Gamaches, gi'mfsh', (Etienne,) an agreeable French
“ Bibliotheca Hispana Nova.”
writer, born at Meulan in 1672, was a canon regular.
Gil'way or Gal'lo-way, (Henry,) Lord, Marquis
He published, under the name of Clarigny, a metaphysde Ruvigny, (rii'vin'ye',) was born in France in 1647.
ical work, called “ System of the Heart,” (“ Systeme du
Proscribed as a Protestant, he retired to England about
Coeur,” 1704,) which is commended. He wrote other
1685, and was made Earl of Galway for his services in
works, among which are “The Elegancies of Language
Ireland in 1691. In the war of the Spanish succession,
reduced to their Principles,” (1718,) and “Physical
he commanded the English and allies, who captured
Astronomy,” (1740.) Died in 1756.
Madrid in June, 1706. Having been appointed geneSee Sabatier, “Les trois Slides de la Literature.”
ral-in-chief in place of Lord Peterborough, he joined
Gamaches, de, deh gi'mfsh', (Joachim Rouault
battle with the French at Almanza, (1707,) where he was
wounded and defeated with great loss. He was again roo' 5 ',) a French officer, born in Poitou, fought against
In 1461 Louis XI. made him
defeated at Gudina in 1709, and soon after recalled from the English about 1450.
In 1715 he acted as a marshal of France. Died in 1478.
the command for his ill success.
Gamaches, de, (Philippe,) a doctor of the Sorbonne,
Died in 1720.
lord justiciary of Ireland.
Gama, gi'mi, (Antonio de Leon y di li'on' e,) and one of the best French Catholic theologians of his
an astronomer and geographer, born at Mexico about time, was born in 1568. He became professor of theology
Without the aid of teachers, he made great pro- in Paris in 1598, and wrote an excellent commentary on
1735.
He published “Memoirs on the Saint Thomas, called “ Theologia scholastica speculativa
gress in astronomy.
Died in 1625.
Satellites of Jupiter,” “ On the Almanac and Chronology practica,” (1627.)
of the Ancient Mexicans,” and on the “Climate of New
See Bayle, “Historical and Critical Dictionary.”
Spain,” which are commended by Humboldt and PresGa-ma'li-el, [Heb.
a Pharisee and eminent
Died about 1800.
cott.
Jewish doctor, lived at Jerusalem in the first century.
See Prescott, “History of the Conquest of Mexico,” vol.
He was a member of the Sanhedrim, the preceptor
book
of Saint Paul, (see Acts xxii. 3,) and, according to the
Gama, (Joanna,) a Portuguese poetess, born in 1515, Talmud, was a grandson of the celebrated Hillel. His
wrote religious poems, sonnets, etc. Died in 1586.
moderation and prudence are shown by a brief speech
Gama, da, dii gi'mi, (Christovao,) a Portuguese recorded in Acts v. 34-39. Died about 88 a.d.
He served
captain, was the son of Vasco, the admiral.
Gamba, gim'bi, (Bartolommeo,) an Italian biograunder his brother Estevao in the East Indies in 1540, pher, born at Bassano in 1766. He became a member
army
sent
to
aid
the
King
small
of
and commanded a
He published, besides
of the Academy of Florence.
Abyssinia, where he was taken prisoner and killed by other works, “Narrazione de’ Bassanesi illustri,” (1807,)
“
the Moors in 1542.
a Gallery of the Literati and Artists of the Venetian
Gama, da, (Estevao,) the son of Vasco, was also Provinces in the Eighteenth Century,” (1824,) and a
noted as a naval commander. In 1536 he was appointed “Life of Dante,” (1825,) a work of recognized merit.
Governor of Malacca, and in 1540 Viceroy of India, which Died in 1841.
he ruled with ability. In the course of a war with the
See Bartolommeo Gamba, “ Narrazione della Vita e delle Opere
Turks, he explored the Jled Sea, of which one of his di lui,” 1841
Antonio Neymayr, “ Memoria di B. Gamba,”
Venice,
1846; Tipaldo, “Biografia degli I taliani illustri.”
officers wrote a description, the first that had been made
Gamba, giN'bi', (Jacques Franqois,) a French
by a European. Gama returned to Portugal in 1542.
Another Estevao, brother of Vasco, commanded a traveller, born at Dunkirk in 1763, published “Travels
in Southern Russia, Georgia,” etc., (1824.) Died in 1833.
division of five ships in the expedition of 1502.
Gamba, (Pietro,) Count, brother of the countess
Gama, da, (Filippo Joz£,) a Portuguese poet and
Guiccioli, was born at Ravenna, in Italy, in 1801.
He
scholar, born in Lisbon in 1713 ; died in 1742.
Gama, da, (Joz£ Basilio,) a Brazilian poet, born in accompanied Lord Byron to Greece, and fought with
Minas Geraes in 1740. He became a resident of Lisbon, distinction for the liberty of the Greeks. He published
and was patronized by the minister Pombal. His prin- a “Narrative of Lord Byron’s Last Journey to Greece,”
cipal poem, entitled “O Uruguay,” (1769,) has been often (1825.)
Died in Greece in 1826.
Died in Lisbon in 1795.
Gambacorti, gim-bi-koR'tee, the name of an Italian
reprinted.
Gama, da, (Vasco,) (commonly, but less correctly, family who held the chief power in Pisa between 1348
called Vasco de Gama di gi'mi,) a celebrated Por- and 1406.
Andrea became chief magistrate in 1348,
tuguese navigator, born at Sines. The date of his birth and died about 1354. Francesco, his successor, was
and the details of his private life are unknown. He ac- beheaded by the emperor Charles IV. in 1355, when the
Florida,
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members of the family were exiled. Pietro, the
nephew of Francesco, directed the republic with wisdom,
moderation, and ability from 1369 to 1392, and waged
war against the pope, (1376.) He was assassinated in
Giovanni, a nephew of Pietro, and the last of
1392.

Gamelia, a surname of Juno, which see.
Gamelin, gtm'liN', (Jacques,) a French

other

the family, surrendered Pisa, after a long siege, to the
Florentines in 1406. This was regarded by the citizens
of Pisa as an act of treachery.
See Sismondi, “ Histoire des R^publiques Italiennes.”

historical

born

Carcassonne in 1739; died in 1803.
surname of Jupiter, which see.
Gam'mel, (William,) an American writer, born at
Medfield, Massachusetts, in 1812.
He graduated at
Brown University in 1831, and was appointed professor
of rhetoric in that institution in 1836, and of history
painter,

at
Gamelius, a

and political economy in 1850. He also made numeGambara, (Giovanni Francesco,) Count, an rous contributions to reviews, and wrote the Life of
He served Roger Williams, and that of Governor Samuel Ward, in
Italian writer, bom near Piacenza in 1771.
He Sparks’s “American Biography,” and other works.
in the French armies as a colonel about 1805-08.
Gamon, gf'rniN', (Christophe,) a French poet, born
wrote “ The League of Cambray,” a poem, (1825,) and

Died in 1848.
(Lattanzio,) an eminent Italian painter,
born at Biescia in 1541, adorned the churches of Cremona, Brescia, and Parma with frescoes. He was killed
bv a fall in 1574.
Gambara, (Lorenzo,) a Latin poet, bom at Brescia
about 1500. He was attached to Cardinal Farnese. The
Died in 1596.
first edition of his works appeared in 1555.
Gambart, (Jean Felix Adolphe,) a French astronomer, born in Cette in 1800. He became director ot the
Observatory of Marseilles in 1822. Died in 1836.
Gamberelli, (Bernardo,) an able Florentine archiHe was patronized
tect and sculptor, bom about 1410.
by Pope Nicholas V. Died in 1490.
Gambetta, (Leon Michel,) a very celebrated French
statesman, was born in 1838, the son ofa grocer at Cahors.
In 1857 he became a law student at Paris, and not long
afterwards private secretary to Jules Favre. In 1868 he
distinguished himself by his defence of the newspaper
editors who were prosecuted for publishing lists of the
subscribers to the Baudin testimonial, and prepared the
Next year
Patisians for the overthrow of the Empire.
in passing through the South of France on legal business
he was received with public tokens of welcome, and he
was soon afterwards returned to the Corps L6gislatif for
After Sedan he
Marseilles as well as for Belleville.
several dramas.

Gambara,

became minister of the

interior in the

Government of

National Defence, and threw himself with untiring energy
into the task of organizing the opposition to the Germans.
On October 7, 1870, he passed over the German lines in
For some months after this he
a balloon to Rouen.
was almost supreme in France, and displayed most extraordinary capabilities in raising one army of French citizens
after another.
Indeed until his death he was unmistakably the most prominent man in France, especially when

1877 a coup d’etat restoring the monarchy so nearly
took place, but was defeated by the republican party with
his aid. It was at this period that he fought his celebrated
staunch republican, Gamduel with M. de Fourtou.
betta refused to take office until, as he said, the establishment of scrutin de liste instead of scrutin d' arrondissement should enable the formation of a stong government.
From 1878 to 1880 he was president of the Chamber.
At last he agreed to form a ministry in November, 1880.
It was composed almost without exception of new men,
and was strong only in its chief. In the following January
he was defeated on the motion for scrutin de liste, and at
once resigned. His death was caused by an accident with
a small revolver which accidentally exploded, the bullet
piercing his hand. Inflammation set in, and the man on
whom the destinies of France seemed to be hanging died
at the age of only forty-four, (31st December, 1882.)
in

A

Gambey, (Henri Prudence,) a skilful French
mechanician, was born at Troyes in 1787. He invented
a heliostat. In 1837 he was admitted into the Academy
of Sciences. Died in Paris in 1847.
Gambier, (James,) Baron, an English admiral, born
He commanded
in one of the Bahama Isles in 1756.
the fleet which bombarded Copenhagen in 1807 and
captured the Danish fleet. For this exploit he was raised
to the peerage as a baron.
Gam'bold, (John,) a learned English Moravian
divine, born in South Wales about 1710.
He was
minister of the Moravian church in London, and was
chosen a bishop in 1754. He published an edition of the
Greek Testament, (1742,) “Hymns for the Use of the
Brethren,” (1748,) and other works. Died in 1771.
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Annonay about 1575, wrote “The Week, or Creation
of the World,” (1609,) a poem, in which he explains and
maintains the Copernican system. Died in 1621.
at

Gamon, (Franqois

Joseph,) a French poet, born
In 1792 he was a Girondist member of the

about 1763.
Convention.

Died

in 1832.

Gamperlin. See Graf.
Gand, (or Ghent,) Henry of.
Gand-har'va, [Hindoo pron.

See Goethals.

gund-hur'va,] sometimes written Gandharba. In the Hindoo mythology,
the Gandharvas are celestial musicians, who live in
Swerga, (the heaven of Indra,) or else attend on the
superior gods, as Siva, Krishna, (Vishnu,) etc.
Gandini, gin-dee'nee, (Antonio,) an Italian painter,
born at Brescia about 1550; died in 1630.
Gandini, (Giorgio,) or Giorgio del Grano, an
Italian painter, born at Parma, was a pupil of Correggio.

Died about

Gando,

1538.
gftN'do',

(Nicolas,) a skilful type-founder,

was born at Geneva, and lived in Paris. He made improvements in the printing of music. Died about 1767.
Gandolfi, g&n-dol'fee, (Bartolommeo,) born atTorria, in Italy, in 1753, was professor of natural philosophy
College di Sapienza at Rome from 1792 to 1824.
published, besides other useful works, a treatise on

in the

He

Died in 1824.
Gandolfi, (Gaetano,) an able Italian historical
painter and engraver, born in the province of Bologna in
1 734, was professor in the school of Bologna. The Italians
regarded him as one of the first artists of his time. His
works are admired for correctness of design, gracefulness
of expression, and harmony of clair-obscur. Died in 1802.
Earthquakes, (1787.)

See Grilli, “Elogio
trice;” Lanzi,

di

Gandolfi;” Malvasia, “Felsina

“ History of Painting

pit-

in Italy.”

Gandolfi, (Mauro,) a skilful engraver and painter, a
son of the preceding, died in 1834.
Gandolfi, (Ubaldo,) a painter, brother of Gaetano,
noticed above, was born in 1728; died in 1781.
Gandolfo, g&n-dol'fo, (Domenico Antonio,) an Augustine monk, born at Vintimiglia about 1645, wrote
memoirs of eminent writers who belonged to the order
Died in 1707.
of Augustines, (1704.)
Gan'donj (James,) an English architect, born about
He studied under Sir William Chambers, and
1742.
won the first gold medal for architecture ever awarded
by the Royal Academy. He acquired a high reputation
by erecting public buildings in Dublin, among which is
the Custom-House, (finished in 1791,) one of the finest
He edited the “Vistructures of its class in the world.

Died in 1824.
truvius Britannicus,” (3 vols., 1767-71.)
Gan'dy, (James,) an English portrait-painter, born in
Died in 1689.
1619, was an imitator of Van Dyck.
GanSsa, ga-na'sa, written also GanSqa and Ganesha, in the Hindoo mythology, the god of prudence and
policy, is said to be the eldest son of Siva and Parvati.
He is represented with an elephant’s head and trunk, a
symbol of sagacity. He is identified by some writers
with the Roman Janus, (which see.) He is sometimes
called Pollear.
See Moor, “ Hindu Pantheon.”

Ganga.

See PArvatI.
Ganganelli. See Clement XIV.
Ganilh, gi'nfel' or gf'ne'ye, (Charles,) a French
writer and lawyer, was born at Allanche (Cantal) in
He was a member of the Chamber of Deputies
1758.
from 1815 to 1823. He wrote “The Theory of Political
Economy founded on Facts,” (2 vols., 1815-22,) and
other works. Died in 1836.
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Gannal, gt'ntl', (Jean Nicolas,) a French chemist quence awarded by the French Academy between 1779
and inventor, born at Sarre-Louis in 1791. He became and 1784. In 1790 he became a member of the Conabout 1816 assistant of Thenard in his lectures in Paris. stituent Assembly, of which he reported the proceedings
He invented a process for refining borax, an elastic in the “Journal de Paris.” He succeeded Danton in
roller for printing-presses, and a process for embalming 1792 as minister of justice, in which capacity it devolved
dead bodies by injection, for which he received the on him to notify Louis XVI. that the Convention had
Montyon prize of the Institute, about 1835. Died in 1852. sentenced him to death. He expressed his repugnance
He was minister of the
to this “frightful commission.”
See “Nouvelle Biograpliie Gene-rale.
interior for a short time in 1793, and was admitted into
Gan'n§tt, (Ezra Stiles,) an American Unitarian
the Institute in 1795. Under the regime of Napoleon
divine, born at Cambridge, Massachusetts, in 1801. He
he became a senator, a count, and president of the Ingraduated at Harvard College in 1820, was ordained in
stitute.
Garat was excluded from office and from the
1824, and subsequently became the colleague of Dr.
Academy on the restoration of 1815. Besides many
Channing, after whose death he succeeded to the pastoral
political treatises, he wrote “ Memoirs of the Life of
charge of the Federal Street Church in Boston. He
M. Suard,” (1820.) Died in 1833.
was for some years associate editor of the “Christian
See Thiers, “History of the French Revolution;” Arm and
Examiner,” and was prominent among the conservative
Marrast, “Notice sur D. J. Garat,” 1838; Villenave, “Notice
Unitarians of New England. Died in 1871.
sur la Vie de D. J. Garat;” “Nouvelle Biographie Gene rale.”
Gans, gSnss, (Eduard,) an eminent German jurist, of
Garat, (Pierre Jean,) a celebrated vocalist, nephew
Jewish extraction, born in Berlin in 1798. He studied
of the preceding, was born at Ustarits in 1764. He was
under Hegel and Thibaut at Heidelberg, and became an
styled “the Modern Orpheus,” “the Musical Proteus,”
earnest advocate of the philosophical, as opposed to the
etc.
Died in 1823.
historical, school of jurisprudence.
In 1820 he pubGaravaglia, gd-ri-vil'yi, (Giovita,) a skilful Italian
lished his “Scholia on Gaius,” (“Scholien zum Gajus,”)
He engraved “The
engraver, born at Pavia in 1790.
in which his views are ably set forth, and which caused
Cenci,”
much excitement among his opponents. He brought Holy Family,” after Raphael, (1817,) “Beatrice
after Guido Reni, “The Infant Jesus with John,” after
out in 1824 his “ Law of Succession in its Historical DeHe became a professor
Maratta, and other works.
velopment,” esteemed one of the most admirable works C.
Died in 1835.
of the kind.
Soon after this he was appointed professor in the Academy of Florence in 1833.
See Nagler, “Neues Allgemeines Kiinstler-Lexikon.”
of law at Berlin, where he obtained the highest reputaGaray. See Lagaraye.
tion and success as a lecturer.
His “ Lectures on the
Garay, [Hun. pron. gor'oi,] (JAnos,) a popular HunHistory of Modern Times” were afterwards published,
and are regarded as models of eloquence, wit, and erudi- garian poet, born at Szekszard in 1812. He wrote
tion. Among his other works we may name “Retrospect “Csatar,” (1834,) a heroic poem, “Elizabeth Bathory,”
on Persons and Conditions,” (1836,) ahd “The Basis of a drama, (1840,) a volume of lyric verses called “The
Pearls of Balaton Lake,” (1843,) which were received
Possession,” (1839.) Died in Berlin in 1839.
Died in 1853.
See Marheineke, “Rede am Grabe des Professor Dr. Gans,” with favour, and several popular ballads.
Saint-Marc
Girardin,
Gans,”
“Edouard
in
the
“Revue
1839;
Garay, de, dk gS-rl', (Juan,) a Spanish general, born
des Deux Mondes” for December 1, 1839; “Nouvelle Biographie at Badajos in
South
America
in his
went
to
He
1541.
Gene rale.”

Gansevoort,

g&nss'voort,

(Peter,)

an American

officer, born at Albany, New York, in 1749.
He defended Fort Stanwix with success in 1777 during a siege
of twenty days, for which important service he received
the thanks of Congress. In 1809 he became a brigadiergeneral in the United States army. Died in 1812.
Ganteaume, gSN'tom', (HonorE Joseph,) Count,
a French naval officer, born at La Ciotat in 1755. After
serving in the American war (1779) and in the East
Indies, he obtained the rank of captain in 1794. In 1798
he was wounded at the battle of Aboukir, and became a
rear-admiral, with the command of the fleet employed
on the coast of Egypt. He escorted Bonaparte from
Egypt to France with two frigates in 1799, and was appointed a councillor of state. In 1804 he was raised to
the grade of vice-admiral.
Louis XVIII. made him a
peer in 1815. Died in 1818.

See “Nouvelle Biographie G£n£rale.”

youth, fought with distinction against the natives, explored a vast region on the Parana, and was appointed
He founded Buenos
a lieutenant-general about 1576.

Ayres

in 1580,

soon

after

which he was killed by some

who

surprised him at night.
See Funes, “Ensayo del Historia civil

savages

Buenos Ayres,

del Paraguay,”

etc.,

1816.

Garay, de, (Don Martin,) a Spanish financier, born
Aragon in 1760, was called the Necker of Spain. He
became minister of finance about 1814, and proposed a
in

plan of financial reform which gave much offence to the
nobles and clergy. Died in 1822.
Gar'bett, (James,) an English theologian, born about
was archdeacon of Chichester, and professor of
1 773
poetry at Oxford. Among his works are “ Christ as
Prophet, Priest, and King; Eight Lectures at Bampton
Lecture,” (1842,) and “The Beatitudes of the Mount, in
,

Seventeen Sermons,” (1853.) Died in 1857.
Garbieri, gaR-be-a'ree, (Lorenzo,) an Italian painter,
1580, was a pupil of L. Caracci, of whom
He preferred
of the best imitators.
Among
for his subjects scenes of carnage or sorrow.
Died in 1654.
his works is “The Plague at Milan.”
See Lanzi, “History of Painting in Italy;” Malvasia, “Felsina

Gan-y-me'des, in English Gan'y-mede, [Gr. Taw- born at Bologna in
Fr. Ganymede, gi'ne'm&d',] a personage of clas- he is called one
prjiiic
mythology, represented as the son of Tros and the
cup-bearer of Jupiter, who selected him for that office
on account of his extraordinary beauty.

sic

Gaoutama, the French of Gautama, which see.
Garamond, gt'rt'miN', (Claude,) a celebrated

pittrice.”

graver and type-founder, born in Paris. He surpassed
all his predecessors in the fabrication of types.
Francis
I. employed him to engratfe for editions of ancient authors the Greek characters since known by the name
of Garamond. Died in 1561.
Garampi, gi-rAni'pee, (Giuseppe,) an Italian antiquary and writer, born at Rimini in 1725, was made a
cardinal by Pope Pius VI.
Died in 1792.
Garasse, gf'riss', (Francois,) a French Jesuit and
popular preacher, born at Angouleme in 1585, noted for
his scurrility and buffoonery, wrote many violent controversial works, among which was “La Doctrine curieuse
des Beaux-Esprits de ce Temps,” (1623.) Died in 1631.
Garat, gt'rt', (Dominique Joseph,) a French revolutionist and popular writer, was born near Bayonne
in 1749.
He gained literary distinction by his eulogies
on Fontenelle and others, and took four prizes of eloe as k; c as

s;

Garbo,

en-

g hard; g as j; g, h, k, guttural; N, nasal;

cian,

was

del, d§l gaR'bo, (Dino,) a Florentine physiin the University of Bologna.
He
physician to the pope John XXII., and wrote

was professor

on medicine. Died in 1327.
del, (Raffaelino,) an Italian painter, born
Florence in 1466. Among his best works is “The
Resurrection of Christ.” Died in 1524.
Garqao or Garcam, gaR-sowN', (Pedro Antonio
Correa kor-ra' 5 ,) a Portuguese lyric poet, called “the
Portuguese Horace,” was born in Lisbon in 1 724, or, as
some say, 1735. He wrote sonnets, satires, and odes,
which are admired for good sense and elegant taste, and
is reputed the best lyric poet that Portugal produced
in the eighteenth century.
He also wrote “Theatro
Novo,” a drama. His complete works were published
in 1778.
He died in 1772, in prison, where he was confined by Pombal for a reason which is not explained.

treatises

Garbo,

at

—

See “ Nouvelle Biographie Generale.”
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Gargao-Stockler, gaR-sowN' stok'ler, ? (Francisco taking part in thirty-two
De Borja,) a Portuguese mathematician, a nephew guished himself at Pavia

He

battles and sieges.
distinin 1525.
Died in 1530.
See Sismondi, “ Histoire des R^publiques Italiennes;” Guicciardini, “ Historia Bellorum Italiae
Nouvelle Biographie GerxSrale
e Vargas, “ Vida de D. Garzia de Paredes,” 1621.

of the preceding, was born at Lisbon in 1759. He
published an “Account of the True Principles of the
Method of Fluxions,” (“ Memoria sobre os verdadeiros
Principios do Methodo dos Fluxoes,” 1797,) “Historical Essay on the Origin and Progress of Mathematics
in Portugal,” (1819,) and other able works.
He was
chosen Captain-General of the Azores in 1820. Died

Garcias Laso. See Garcilaso.
Garcias y Matamoros, gaR-Z/zee'is
(Alphonso,) a learned

e mi-ti-mo'rds,

born at Cordova, in Spain,
in 1490, left a single Latin work, “ On the Academies
and Learned Men of Spain,” (1353.) Died about 1550.
Garcilaso (or Garcilasso) de la Vega, gaR -thzli'so di la va'gi, (or Garcias Laso, gaR-Z/zee'Ss li'so,)
a Spanish poet of superior merit, born at Toledo in 1503.
His name is sometimes written Garsias Lasso. He
entered in early youth the army of Charles V., under
whom he made several campaigns, and distinguished

in 1829.

Garces, gaR'thSs, (Julian,) a Spanish bishop and
pulpit orator, born in Aragon about 1460, was appointed
chaplain to Charles V. and preacher to his court. In
1527 he was ordained Bishop of Tlascala, in Mexico.
He wrote an “ Epistle to the Pope in Favour of the
Indians.” Died about 1547.
Garcia or Garzia, gar-see'a or gaR-hfcee'i, I., Count
of Castile, born at Burgos in 938 A.D., succeeded his
father, Fernando Gonzales, in 970.
He defeated the

priest,

himself at the battle of Pavia, (1525.) He commanded
thirty companies of the Imperial army that invaded
P'rance in 1536, and was mortally wounded in the retreat
from Marseilles. Died at Nice in November of that
year.
He acquired a durable and wide reputation by

redoubtable Almansor at Osma in 984.
The latter
having again invaded Castile in 990, Garcia gave him
battle, and received a mortal wound.
He was reputed
a wise and just prince.

his pastoral and lyrical poems, and his successful efforts,
in concert with his friend Boscan, to reform Spanish
poetry by the introduction of the Italian measure, which
forms an epoch in the literary history of Spain. Garcilaso

Garcia (or Garzia) II., Count of Castile, grandson
of the preceding, succeeded his father, Don Sancho, in
His virtues and talents
1022, at the age of fourteen.
gave promise of a prosperous reign ; but he was assassinated by the Counts of Vela, in the prime of life,

excels in tenderness and pathos, and has been styled
“ the Spanish Petrarch.”
His works, which are comprised in one small volume, (1553,) consist of above
thirty sonnets, three eclogues, and a number of odes
and elegies. His first eclogue, which many poets have
imitated but none has equalled, would alone suffice to
immortalize his name as that of one of the best poets
of Spain.
See Sismondi, “ Literature of the South of Europe;” Ticknor,
“History of Spanish Literature;” E. F. DE Navarrete, “Vida
Bouterwek, “ Hisdel celebre Poeta Garcilaso de la Vega,” 1850
toire de la Literature Espagnole ;” Niceron, “ Mdmoires ;” “Lyric
Poetry of Spain,” in the “ Edinburgh Review” for July, 1824.

about 1030.

Garcia or Garzia, gaR-Z/zee'i, or Garcias, gaRtkee' is, King of Navarre, born at Tudela in 938 A.D.,
began to reign in 994. He was called “the Trembler,”
because his frame was agitated just before battle, and
was the author of the saying, “
body trembles at
the dangers to which my courage is about to expose
it.”
In 998 Garcia and his allies defeated Almansor the
Saracen in the great battle of Calacanagor or Caltanazor.
Died in 1001.

My

;

Garcilaso de la Vega, surnamed the Inca, a
Spanish historian, born at Cuzco, in Peru, about 1530.
He derived his surname from his mother, who was a
After colnative princess, a descendant of the Incas.
lecting materials for the history of Peru, he went to
Spain in 1560, and obtained a pension from Philip II.
His history of Peru, entitled “ Comentarios reales que
tratan del Origen de los Incas,” (1609,) is esteemed for
He also wrote an account of
its fidelity and accuracy.
His death
the conquest of Florida by De Soto, (1605.)
is variously dated from 1568 to 1616.

Garcia, (Jos£ Hidalgo.) See Garzia.
Garcia, (or Garzia,) (Manuel,) an eminent teacher
of music, was born at Madrid in 1805. He became professor of music in Paris and London, and wrote, besides
other musical treatises, “ School of Garcia Complete
Treatise on the Art of Singing,” (“ Ecole de Garcia Traite
complet de l’Art du Chant,” 1841.) The famous actress
and singer Pauline Viardot is his sister.
Garcia, (or Garzia,) (Manuel de Populo Vicente
di po'poo-lo ve-thin'ti,) a Spanish composer and
singer, born at Seville in 1775, was the father of the
preceding and of Madame Malibran. He lived many
years in Paris and London, where he taught music and
performed with great success on the stage. He composed several successful operas, among which is “The
Caliph of Bagdad,” (1812.)
About 1825 he visited the
United States. Died in Paris in 1832.
Garcia, (Pauline.) See Viardot.
Garcia de Mascarenhas, gaR-see'i di mis-klrSn'yis, (Braz, or Blaise,) a Portuguese poet, born at
Avo in 1596. He enlisted in the army in 1614, went to
Brazil, and fought against the Dutch.
He returned to
Lisbon in 1640, and was appointed Governor of Alfaates, which he defended against the Spaniards.
Having
een imprisoned on a false charge of conspiracy or treason, he wrote a poetical letter to John IV., escaped from
prison, and obtained an interview with the king, who was
satisfied of his innocence and restored him to office.
His principal work is “ Viriato,” a national epic poem,
:

:

—

See Ticknor, “History of Spanish Literature ;”
“ History of the Conquest of Peru,” vol. i. book ii.

Garcilasso

(or

Prescott,

Garcias Lasso) de la Vega y Var-

gas, gaR-Z/ze-lis'so di li va'gi e vait'gis, (Serastian,)
He
a Spanish officer, was the father of the preceding.
went to Mexico with Alvarado, whom he aided in the
conquest of Guatemala. He served with distinction under
Pizarro in Peru, which he entered in 1534, and fought
against Almagro in 1 542. He became Governor of Cuzco
in 1548.

Died

in 1559.

Garcin de Tassy, gf R'siN' deh ti'se', (Joseph H£liodore,) a French Orientalist, born at Marseilles in
1794, was chosen a member of the Academy of Inscriptions, in place of Talleyrand, in 1838.
professor of Hindostanee at the “ Ecole

He became

de Langues

He published, among
orientales vivantes,” in Paris.
other works, a “ History of Hindostanee Literature,” (2
vols., 1837.)

Garczynski, gaR-chin'skee, ( Stephen, ) a Polish
statesman, who was appointed vaivode of Kalisch and
He wrote the “Anatomy of the
palatine of Posen.
Kingdom of Poland,” (1751.) Died in 1755.
Gardane, giiCdin', (Antoine,) a French general,
born in Provence about 1760, became general of division

(1699,) which, says the “ Biographie Universelle,” “entitles him to rank among the best epic poets of Portugal

Camoens.” Died in 1656.
See Barbosa Machado, “ Bibliotheca Lusitana
J. M. da
Costa e Sylva, “Ensaio biografico-critico sobre os melhores Poetas
Portuguezes,” 1854, vol. vii.

after

about 1798, won distinction by his conduct at Marengo
Garzia) de Paredes, gaR -Z/zee'l di pi- in 1800, and took part in the campaigns against Austria
Died in 1807.
ra'Dis, (Don Diego,) a brave Spanish officer, born at and Prussia in 1805 and 1806.
Truxillo in 1466, served in the war against the Moors
Gardane, (Joseph Jacques,) a French physician and
Provencp,
practised in Paris
in
born
which resulted in the conquest of Granada, and after- medical writer,
wards, under Gonsalvo de Cordova, against the French. about 1770. He wrote several treatises on syphilis.
Like the Chevalier Bayard, to whom he is compared in
Gardane, de, deh giu'din', (Mathieu Claude,)
loyalty and honour, he never held very high positions, Comte, a French officer, born in Marseilles in 1766,
though he had captured eight fortified places, besides acted as aide-de-camp to Napoleon in 1804, and distin-
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guished himself at Austerlitz, Jena, and Eylau. In 1807
he was sent as ambassador to Persia. Died in 1818.

Gar'd^n, (Alexander,) F.R.S., a British botanist,
He practised medicine
in Edinburgh about 1730.
for many years in Charleston, South Carolina, and cor-

pans, where he was killed, in 1745. The circumstances
of his death are minutely described by Scott in “Waverley.”

bom

See “Some Remarkable Passages in the Life of Colonel James
Gardiner,” by Rev. Philip Doddridge, 1796; Chambers, “Bio-

responded with Linnteus, to whom he furnished information on the natural history of Carolina.
He contributed
Died
to the “ Philosophical Transactions” of London.
in England in 1791.
The genus Gardenia was named
in honour of him by Linnaeus.
Gar'den, (Alexander,) an American officer, who
served in the war of the Revolution as aide-de-camp to
General Greene. He wrote “Anecdotes of the Revolutionary War in America, with Sketches of Character,”
etc., (1822.)
Died about 1825.

graphical Dictionary of

Garden, (Francis,) called also Lord Gardenstone,
a Scottish judge, born in Edinburgh in 1721. After
he had practised at the bar with credit, he w’as chosen
solicitor of the king in 1764, and judge of the court of
sessions.
He published a work entitled “Travelling
Memoranda,” (3 vols., 1792-95,) the result of his travels
on the continent.

Died in 1793.
See Chambers, “Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen.”

Gardenstone, Lord.

See Garden, (Francis.)

Gar die, de la, deh li gaR'de', (Jakob,) Count, a skilful
Swedish general, son of Pontus, noticed below, was born
in 1583.
He commanded the Swedish army against the
Russians in the reign of Charles IX., subjected a large
part of Muscovy, and advanced with his victorious army
Gustavus
to Moscow, where a truce was negotiated.
Adolphus, having ascended the throne, renewed the war,
and made his first campaign under the tuition of Count
de la Gardie. After the peace of 1617 he became senator
and minister of war. Died in 1652.
See J. Scheffer, “ Oratio in obitum J. de la Gardie,” 1652.

Gardie, de la, (Magnus Gabriel,) an able Swedish
statesman, son of the preceding, was born in 1622. In
the reign of Charles X. (whose sister La Gardie married) he commanded one of the armies.
Under Charles
XI. he was grand chancellor, and for about twenty years
principal minister of state.
Died in 1686.
Gardie, de

la,

deh

If

gf R'de', (Pontus,

piN'tiiss',)

an able general, born at La Gardie, in France, about
He entered the service of the King of Sweden
1530.
about 1565, and commanded the army of Duke John in
the war which resulted in the dethronement of Eric XIV.,
He became a baron, field-marshal, and senator.
(1568.)
About 1583 he was commander-in-chief of the Swedish
army, and gained advantages over the Russians in Livonia.
He was drowned near Narva in 1585.
See De Thou, “Histoire universelle;” Bayle, “Historical and
Critical Dictionary
C. Oernhielm, “ Vita illustrissimi Herois P. de
“Nouvelle Biograla Gardie,” 1690; “Svensk Plutarch,” vol. ii.
;

phic Generate.

Gardin-Dumesnil, gtR'diN'

Eminent Scotsmen.”

Gardiner, gard'ner, (John,) an American lawyer,
in 1731. As a member of the legislature
of Massachusetts, he procured the abolition of the law
of primogeniture, and promoted several legal reforms.

born in Boston

Died in 1793.
Gardiner, (John Sylvester John,) an Episcopal
clergyman, a son of the preceding, was born in South
Wales in 1775. He became rector of Trinity Church,
Boston, in 1805. He was distinguished as a scholar and
a writer. Died in 1830.
See Duyckinck, “ Cyclopaedia of Americau Literature,”

vol.

i.

Gardiner, (Richard,) an English divine, born at
Hereford in 1591. He became a canon of Christ Church
in 1629, and chaplain to Charles I. in 1630.
He wrote,
besides other works, “Model of Oratory,” (“Specimen
Oratorium,” 1653,) and a volume of sixteen Sermons,
Died in 1670.
(1659.)
Gardiner, (Stephen,) Bishop of Winchester, an English prelate and statesman, was born at Bury Saint Edmund’s in 1483. At Cambridge he made himself master
of Greek and Latin and of civil and canon law.
While
employed as secretary by Cardinal Wolsey, he attracted
the notice and favour of Henry VIII., who in 1527 chose
him as a commissioner to negotiate with the pope the
divorce of Queen Catherine.
Soon after his return he
was made secretary of state, and in 1531 Bishop of Winchester.
He strenuously opposed the Protestant Reformers, and urged the king to punish them with severity.
He courted the favour of Henry VIII. by aiding him to
procure divorces, but gave offence to him by being too
officious in preparing the impeachment of Catherine
Parr.
Gardiner was an enemy of Cranmer, whom he
attempted to convict of heresy, but without success. I11
the reign of Edward VI. he was committed to the Tower
in 1548, and confined about five years.
Queen Mary,
having ascended the throne, hastened to reward him
by the office of chancellor of England and the principal
direction of affairs in church and state.
The sanguinary
persecutions of that reign are attributed to his influence
says, “ The severe manners of Gardiner
inclined him to support by persecution that religion
which at the bottom he regarded with great indifference.”
Died in 1555. “There was,” says Froude, “something
in Gardiner’s character which was not wholly execrable.
For thirty years he worked unweariedly in the service
of the public; his judgment as member of the council
was generally excellent. . He was vindictive, ruthless,
treacherous ; but his courage was indomitable.”
See Froude’s “ History of England,” vol. vi. chap, xxxiii. also
Hume’s and Lingard’s Histories of England Burnet’s “ History

by Hume, who

.

.

dii'm&'nM', (Jean Baptiste,) an eminent French professor and scholar, born
of the Reformation.”
In 1758 he became professor of
at Saint-Cyr in 1720.
Gardiner, (Sylvester,) an American physician, father
rhetoric in the College of Harcourt, Paris, where he lectured many years.
He wrote a work entitled “ Latin of John Gardiner, noticed above, was born in Kingston,
Rhode Island, in 1717, and practised in Boston. Died
Synonyms,” (1777.) Died in 1802.
Gardiner, gard'ner, (Allan,) Lord, an English ad- in 1786.
Gardiner, (William,) a skilful engraver, born in
miral, born at Uttoxeter in 1742, entered the navy in
He served against the Americans and French, Dublin in 1766. He was a pupil or assistant of Bar1755.
tolozzi.
Among his works are “Illustrations of Shakand commanded the Duke in the battle of April 12,
Having been for several years a member of the speare” and of other English authors. He committed
1782.
admiralty, he obtained the rank of rear-admiral in 1793, suicide in 1814.
Gardiner, (William,) an English writer on music,
with command of the fleet stationed near the Leeward
Islands.
He distinguished himself in the Channel fleet, born in 1770. He published “Music of Nature,” “ Sights
under Lord Howe, in the battle of June 1, 1794. In in Italy,” and other works. Died in 1853.
Gardner, (George,) M.D., a Scottish botanist, born
1S00 he was promoted to the rank of admiral. He sat
He explored Brazil and other
in several Parliaments, and was raised to the English at Glasgow about 1812.
parts of South America, in which he passed several
peerage, as Baron Uttoxeter. Died in 1809.
years,
1836-41.
Having
returned to England, he pubGardiner, (Captain Allen F.,) an English naval
officer, born in 1794.
He went as a missionary to Pata- lished “ Travels in the Interior of Brazil,” (1846.) He
gonia, and published “Voice from South America,” died in Ceylon in 1849.
Died in 1851.
See Chambers, “Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen,”
(1847.)
Gardiner, gard'ner, (James,) a Scottish officer, emi- (Supplement.)
nent for his piety and courage, was born at Carriden in
Garelli, gH-rel'lee, (Pio Niccol6,) born at Bologna
1688.
He was wounded at Ramillies, (1706,) and after- in 1670, became first physician to the Emperor of
wards rose to the rank of colonel. Pie commanded a Germany. He wrote a treatise on “ Viviparous Generegiment of dragoons against the Pretender at Preston- ration.” Died in 1739.
;
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Garengeot, de, (Rene Jacques Croissant,)

a Gambetta at Tours, and was entrusted with the command
was chosen of an irregular force to operate in the Vosges, but the
in 1728, became Prussians were too strong for him, both in troops and
surgeon-major of the king’s regiment in 1742, and wrote strategy. He retired to Caprera
early in 1871, and from
on surgery. Died in 1759.
that time he took no more any part in military expeditions,
Gar'field, (James A.,) an American general and only occasionally appearing in political
life.
His populegislator, born in Cuyahoga county, Ohio, in 1831. He larity with
his countrymen continued to be immense, and
was a teacher and a lawyer before the civil war, and on his death at Caprera in
June, 1882, extraordinary
became a brigadier-general early in 1862. He was elected manifestations of popular sympathy were shown.
For
a member of Congress from the nineteenth district of political reasons a public
funeral at Rome could not be
Ohio in October, 1862, served as chief of staff of General accorded, nor could his own wish that his body should
Rosecrans in 1863, and was raised to the rank of major- be cremated be carried out. He was buried
in the cemetery
general for his services at Chickamauga in September of at Caprera, the coffin
being borne to the grave by survivors
that year.
He was elected to Congress by the Republi- of the Thousand of Marsala.
cans in 1866 and 1868.
He was appointed in 1867 chairGaribay
Zamalloa, (Esteban,) a Spanish
man of the committee on military affairs, and in 1881 historian, bornyat Mondragon in 1525. He wasappointed
was chosen President of the United States. In July of in
1563 historiographer by Philip II., and published a
the same year he was shot at and mortally wounded in “ Compendium
of the Chronicles and History of Spain,”
the Washington railway station by one Charles Guiteau.
vols., 1571.)
Died in 1593.
He lay ill for many weeks, and his recovery was eagerly (4 Garidel,
(Pierre,) a French physician and botanist,
hoped for throughout the whole of America and Europe. born at Manosque in
1659 died in 1737.
He expired on tie 19th September.
Gariel, (Pierre,) a French historian, bom at MontGaribaldi, gir-e-bil'de, [It. pron. gi-re-bSFdeeJ pellier about
1582, wrote a “ History of Montpellier,”
(Giuseppe,) a celebrated Italian patriot and general, born and other works. Died in
1670.
at Nice, J uly 4, 1 807.
He entered the navy in early youth.
Garissoles, (Antoine,) a French poet and Protestant
Having become an active friend of liberty, he was ban- divine, born at Montauban in
Besides several
1587.
ished in 1834. About 1836 he took arms for the re- approved
works on theology, he wrote (1649) a Latin
public of Uruguay, and fought against Brazil for several
poem on the exploits of Gustavus Adolphus, entitled
years.
Before the end of this war he married a South “
Adolphis,” and a few other poems. Died in 1651.
American lady, named Anita, who afterwards shared
Gar'land, (Hugh A.,) an American lawyer and writer
with him in Italy the dangers of his military career.
In 1844 he volunteered to defend Montevideo against born in Virginia in 1805. He was chosen clerk of the
House
of Representatives by the Democrats in 1838.
Rosas, and led his Italian legion to victory at San Antonio in 1846. He quitted South America in the spring He wrote a “Life of John Randolph,” (2 vols., 1850.)
of 1848, and joined the Italian patriots in the war against Died in 1854.
Garland, (Robert R.,) an American officer in the
Austria. He offered his services to King Charles Albert,
but was treated by him with coldness and distrust. After Confederate army, became a brigadier-general, and was
killed in the battle of South Mountain in 1862.
the flight of the pope, he took an active part in founding
Garlande, de, deh giR'lfiNd', ? (Jean,) a poet of the
the Roman Republic and in the defence of Rome against
During the eleventh century. The English and French both claim
the French army in April and May, 1849.
native of their respective countries.
Little is
siege of Rome he displayed great heroism, and gained him as a
his history.
Among the numerous works that
several victories over the Neapolitans, who threatened known of
are
Latin
poems
on
the
“Mysteries
of the
bear
his
name
that city.
When the French captured Rome in July,
Church,” and on “Contempt of the World,” “Facetus,”
1849, Garibaldi escaped with several hundred men, and,
a poem on the “ Duties of Man,” and “ Floretus,” or
after passing through many desperate adventures and
“ Liber Floreti.” Died after 1080.
conflicts with the Austrians, was again driven into exile,
Garnaud, gfR'no', (Antoine Martin,) a French
and became in 1850 a resident of New York. He worked

French surgeon, born at Vitre in 1688.
Fellow of the Royal Society of London

He

;

for

some time

in a

manufactory of candles near that

and afterwards made several voyages

city,

the Pacific.
Early in 1859 he offered his services to the King of
Sardinia, and, having formed a detached corps, called
“ Hunters of the Alps,” he gained several victories over
Having raised a
the Austrians, at Varese, Como, etc.
small army for the liberation of Southern Italy from the
domination of the Bourbon King of Naples, he landed
He speedily took
at Marsala, in Sicily, in May, i860.
Palermo and Messina, and, crossing over to the mainNaples
about the
land in August, occupied the city of
8th of September. His army, reinforced by many Liberals of Southern Italy, defeated the troops of King
Francis in October, i860, and expelled him from the
country, which was soon after annexed to the kingdom
of Italy. Garibaldi afterwards retired to his home in the
In April, 1862, he was appointed
island of Caprera.
He engeneral-in-chief of the Italian national guard.
gaged in the summer of 1862 in an enterprise which
was disapproved by the Italian government, and came
into collision with the royal troops at Aspromonte, where
he was wounded in the foot and taken prisoner.
In 1864 he visited England, where he was received
with great enthusiasm. He fought against the Austrians
in the short war of 1866, at the head of a corps of volunActingwithout theauthority of the Italian governteers.
ment, he raised, in the summer of 1867, an army for the
liberation of Rome, which he wished to annex to the
kingdom of Italy. He was arrested, by the order of the
king, at Sinalunga, September 23, and confined, but soon
escaped, and invaded the Papal States with a body of
troops, who were defeated at Mentana by the papal forces
and their French allies in November, 1867. On the outbr ak of the Franco-Prussian war Garabaldi came to join
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architect,

born

in Paris in

1796; died in 1861.

Garneray, giRnW, (Ambroise Louis,)

a French
He
painter of marine views, born in Paris in 1783.
He painted naval
served several years in the navy.
designed
and
engraved
many
with
success,
and
battles
views of French ports. He was employed for about
ten years in the porcelain-manufactory of Sevres.
Garneray, (Auguste Simeon,) a painter, brother of
He was pathe preceding, was born in Paris in 1785.
tronized by the empress Josephine and Queen Hortense.
Died in 1823 or 1824.
Garneray, (Jean FRANgois,) a French painter of
history and portraits, father of the preceding, was born
Among his works are a portrait of
in Paris in 1755.
Charlotte Corday, and a picture of “ Louis XVI. in the

Temple.” Died in 1837.
Garnerin, gfRn'riN', (Andr£ Jacques,) a noted
French aeronaut, born in Paris in 1769, was the first who
descended from a balloon by a parachute, (1797.) At
the coronation of Napoleon, in 1804, he was employed
to celebrate the event by sending up a large balloon,
which, it is said, was wafted by the wind to Rome, and,
after soaring over the Vatican, struck against the monument of Nero, the next day after its ascent. Died in 1823.

”
See “Nouvelle Biographie Ccnerale.

Garnerin, (Jean Baptiste Olivier,) an aeronaut,
a brother of the preceding, was born in Paris in 1766;
died in 1849.

Gar'net, (Henry,) an English Jesuit, born at Nottingham about 1555. Having become a Roman Catholic,
he visited Rome and joined the Society of Jesus in
He was appointed superior of the English Jesuits
1575.
in 1586, and resided in or near London at the time of
For complicity in this affair he
the Gunpowder Plot.
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hung in May, 1606. (See
regarded as a martyr by the
Catholics, who admit that the plot had been revealed to
him as a confessor, but assert that he discouraged it.
Gardiner,
See Hume, “History of England,” chap. xlvi.
was

tried,

Gamier,

convicted, and

Fawkes, Guy.)

He was

;

“ History of England from 1603 to 1616,” chap.
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Gar'nett, (James Mercer,) an American agriculturist,
born in Essex county, Virginia, in 1770. He was one
of the principal founders, and the first president, of the
United States Agricultural Society, and wrote many able
papers on agriculture and other subjects. Died in 1843.
Garnett, (Richard B.,) an American general, born
He comin Virginia, graduated at West Point in 1841.
manded a brigade of General Lee’s army, and was killed
at Gettysburg, July 3, 1863, aged about forty-four years.
Garnett, (Robert Selden,) an American general,
born in Virginia about 1821, graduated at West Point in
He was aide-de-camp to General Taylor in the
1841.
Mexican war, and became a captain in 1851. Having
taken arms against the Union in 1861, he obtained a
command in Western Virginia. He was defeated and

(Jf.an,) a

French Jacobin, born

at Saintes

was a member of the Convention, 1792-94,
and passed into the Council of Five Hundred in 1795.
Having been exiled in 1815, he went to the United
States, and was drowned in the Ohio in 1820.
Gamier, (Jean,) a learned French Jesuit and casuist,
born in Paris in 1612, professed rhetoric, philosophy, and
in

1754,

theology in Paris for many years. He wrote, in Latin
“Theses of Moral Philosophy,” (1651,) “Journal of tl e
Roman Pontiffs,” (“ Liber diurnus Romanorum Pontit cum cum Notis,” 1680,) and other works. Died in 1681.
See “Nouvelle Biographie Generale.”

Gamier, (Jean Guillaume,)

a French mathematiborn near Guise, Picardy, in 1766, was professor of
astronomy at Ghent from 1817 to 1830. He published,
besides many other works, “ Lessons on the Integral
cian,

Calculus,” (3d edition, 1812.) Died in 1840.
See Quetelet, “ Notice sur J. G. Gamier,” 1841.
Gamier, (Jean Jacques,) a French historian, born
He went to Paris
at Gorron, near Mayenne, in 1729.
about 1747, and obtained a place as tutor in the College
He afterwards became professor of Heof Harcourt.
brew in the College of France, to which he rendered
eminent services as inspector. In 1761 his essay “On
the Origin of the French Government” gained the prize
of the Academy of Inscriptions, and opened to him the
doors of that institution. He published in 1764 the
“Man of Letters,” and a “Treatise on Civil Education.”
He succeeded Villaret as historiographer, and
published a continuation of Velly and Villaret’s “ History of France,” (1765-85.)
Died in 1805.
Gamier, (Jean Louis Charles,) a French architect, born in Paris in 1825.
He designed the Opera

Ford in July, 1861.
Garnett, (Thomas,) an English physician, born at
Casterton in 1766. He obtained in 1796 the chair founded
by Anderson at Glasgow, and lectured on chemistry at
the Royal Institution of London in 1799-1800. He published, besides other works, “Observations on a Tour
through the Highlands,” (2 vols., 1800,) and “Lectures
on Chemistry,” (1801.) Died in 1802.
Gamier, giR'ne-i', (Adolphe,) a French philosoHe became in
phical writer, was born in Paris in 1801.
1838, at the Sorbonne, assistant, or substitute, of M.
Jouffroy, to whose chair he afterwards succeeded.
Among his works are a “Treatise on Social Morals,” House at Paris.
(“Traite de Morale sociale,” 1850,) and a “Treatise
Gamier, (Robert,) a French tragic poet, born at La
on the Faculties of the Soul,” (“Traite des Facultes Ferte-Bernard (Maine) in
1534, published in 1568 the
de l’Ame,” 3 vols., 1832,) which was crowned by the tragedy of “ Porcie,” which was very successful, and was
killed at Carrick’s

Academy in 1853.
Gamier, (Charles Georges Thomas,)

a

French

and advocate, born at Auxerre in 1746, published “Dramatic Proverbs,” (1784,) “The Cabinet of
the Fairies,” (41 vols., 1785,) and other fanciful productions.
Died in 1795. He was a brother of Germain
Gamier, noticed below.
Gamier, (Clement Joseph,) a French political
economist, born in the county of Nice in 1813. He was
professor of political economy in the Ecole des Fonts et
Chaussees, Paris, from 1846 to 1856, and edited the
“Journal des Economistes” about ten years, ending in
Among his works is one called “ Elements of
1855.
Political Economy,” (1846.)
He belongs to the advanced
Liberal school.
Gamier, (Etienne Barth£lemy,) a French historical painter, born in Paris in 1759, studied in Rome,
where he painted “ Diogenes asking Alms of a Statue.”
He returned to Paris in 1793. His “Desolation of the
Family of Priam” (1800) was admired,” says the “ Nouvelle Biographie Generale,” “as one of the grandest
pages of French painting.” Among his master-pieces
is “The Miracle performed on the Deaf-Mute,” (1831.)
litterateur

followed by “ Cornelia,” “ Mark Antony,” “ Antigone,”
“Les Juives,” and several others. They were highly

esteemed and often reprinted. Henry IV. made him
councillor of state.
Died in 1590.
See “ Nouvelle Biographie Generale.”

Gamier de l’Aube,

gtR'ne-i' deh lob, a French
born about 1760, was a partisan of Danton
Died about 1812.
in the Convention.
Garnier-Desch§nes, giR'ne-i' di'shin', (Edme Hilaire,) a French jurist and writer, born at Montpellier
revolutionist,

Died in 1812.
Garnier-Pages, gf R'ne-i' pi'zhSs', (Etienne Joseph
Louis,) a French political orator, born at Marseilles in
in 1732, lived in Paris.

;

in 1849.
See “Nouvelle Biographie Genii ra’.e. ”

;

teurs.”

Gamier, (Franqois Xavier Paul,)
authority,

a French jurist,
published works of high
“ Regime des Eaux,” or a
the Waters of the Sea, Rivers, etc., (5

among which

Treatise on
vols., 1839—51.)

He
is

/

Gamier, (Germain,)

a French economist, born at
Auxerre in 1754, was a brother of Charles Georges Thomas, noticed above. He emigrated with the royalists in
He was appointed prefect
1793, a °d returned in 1795.
of the department of Seine-et-Oise in 1800, a senator in
and
president
of
the
senate
in 1809.
At the resto1804,
ration of 1814 he became a member of the Chamber
of Peers.
He was afterwards appointed a minister of
state by Louis XVIII.
He made a translation of Adam
Smith’s “Wealth of Nations,” (5 vols., 1805,) which is
the best in the French language, and published several
treatises on currency, statistics, and political economy.

Died

in 1821.
See “ Nouvelle Biographie G^
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and was elected

—

Died

born at Brest in 1793.

He

studied law, joined the Liberal party in polito the Chamber of Deputies in 1831.
He professed the republican faith, but was prudent and
practical, and acquired distinction as a speaker on finanHe was re-elected in 1834 and in 1837.
cial questions.
Died in 1841. “This orator,” says Lamartine, “whose
renown increased at each discourse, was with respect to
the tribune what Carrel was in journalism,
a movement
towards the future.” (“History of the Restoration.”)
“
“
Lomenie,
M.
Garnier-Pages,”
See L. de
Histoire popu1840
late de Gamier- Pag£s,” 1841 M. de Cormenin, “Livre des Ora1801.

tics,

Garnier-Pages,

He
He

Antoine,)

a

republican

born at

Chamber

spoke with ability on financial
of Deputies in 1842.
affairs, was re-elected in 1846, and was a member of the
provisional government formed by the revolutionists of
February, 1848. Having become minister of finance on
the 5th of March, he provided for the public exigencies
by a land-tax, the forced circulation of bank or treasury
notes, ( billets de banque,) and other measures.
In May,
1848, Garnier-Pages was chosen by the Assembly a
member of the executive committee of five. After the
fall of the Empire he held office in the Government of
the National Defence, but retired from public life in
1871. He died in 1878.
See L. de Lomenie, “ Galerie des Contemporains.”
Garofalo, gS-ro'fi-lo, or Garofano, gS-ro'fl-no, the
surname of an excellent painter of the Roman school,
who was born at Garofalo, near Ferrara, in 1481. His

R, trilled; s as 2;
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(Louis

financier, half-brother of the preceding, was
was elected to the
Marseilles in 1805.
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(JGj^See Explanations,
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proper name was Benvenuto Tisio. He went to Rome
Gar'rl-spn, (William Lloyd,) an American philanabout 1500, and was a pupil of G. Baldini. He after- thropist, the great leader of the advocates of immediate
wards studied or worked with Raphael, of whom he was emancipation in the United States, was born in Newan enthusiastic admirer and excellent imitator. After buryport, Massachusetts, December 12, 1804, (not in
he parted from Raphael he worked mostly in Ferrara, 1805, as stated in some publications.) When about
where he painted in fresco and oil. Among his works fourteen, he was apprenticed to a cabinet-maker; but,
are a copy of the “Transfiguration,” (in oil,) “ The Mas- being strongly averse to this occupation, he prevailed
sacre of the Innocents,” and “The Resurrection of Laza- upon his master to release him.
Shortly after, he was
placed with Mr. E. W. Allen, editor of the “Newburyrus.”
He was an admirable colorist. Died in 1559.
“
port
Herald,”
to learn the art of printing.
He soon
History of PaintSee Vasari, “Lives of the Painters:” Lanzi,
ing in Italy;” Domenico C. Mora, “ Vite di B. Tisio da Garofalo e became expert in the mechanical part of the business.
di G. F. Barbieri,” 1842.
About this time he began to write (at first anonymously)
Garofalo, [Lat. Caryoph'ilus,] (Biagio,) a learned for the “ Herald” and other papers. He once had the
priest and antiquary, born in Naples in 1677, wrote a satisfaction of receiving from Mr. Allen, through the
“ Dissertation on Ancient Marbles,” (1738.) Died in 1762. post-office, a letter in which the editor expressed his
thanks to his unknown correspondent for his communiGarouda. See Garuda.
Garran de Coulon, gi'rSN' deh koo'liN', (Jean cations and hoped that he would still continue to write
Philippe,) a French lawyer, born in 1749. He was a for the “ Herald.” Before he was twenty years old, he
moderate member of the Convention of 1792, voting contributed to the “ Salem Gazette” a series of ablyHe became a senator, a written articles, which attracted much attention. About
against the death of the king.
this time the struggle of the Greeks for freedom awamember of the Institute, and a count. Died in 1816.
Garrard, gUrTard', written also Geerards or Gee- kened the interest of the friends of liberty in every part
raerts, (Mark,) a Flemish painter, was born at Bruges of the civilized world young Garrison’s sympathy was
about 1526. He worked some years in England, where so strongly excited for the cause, that he seriously contemplated, it is said, entering the Academy at West Point,
he died about 1588.
His son Mark, born in 1561, was a portrait-painter in that he might fit himself for a military career. On the
expiration of his apprenticeship, in 1826, he became the
England. He had a high reputation. Died in 1635.
Gar'rett-son, ( Freeborn, ) a popular Methodist conductor of a paper of his own, called the “ Free Press,”
which was published at Newburyport. It proved, howpreacher, born in Maryland in 1752; died in 1827.
Gar'rick, (David,) a famous English actor, born at ever, unsuccessful, and was soon discontinued. In 1827
Hereford in 1716. His father’s family was of French he became the editor of the “National Philanthropist,”
descent.
In 1735 he was a pupil of Dr. Johnson, (at published in Boston, and the first paper in America
Lichfield,) whom in the next year he accompanied to devoted to the advocacy of the cause of “total abstiLondon. Here Garrick studied law in Lincoln’s Inn nence.” Towards the end of 1829 he accepted an invifor a short period.
Having for several years cherished tation from Benjamin Lundy to assist in the editorship of
a growing inclination for the stage, he made his debut the “Genius of Universal Emancipation,” published in
This journal had previously advocated the
at Ipswich in 1741, with complete success, and in the Baltimore.
:

autumn of

that year acted in the theatre of

Goodman’s gradual abolition of slavery but in the very first number
that was issued after Garrison became associated with
it,
he distinctly avowed the doctrine that immediate
emancipation was the right of the slave and the duty of
the master.
Not long after, he denounced with great
;

London, with a rapidly-growing popularity.
He made his appearance in Drury Lane for the first
time in May, 1742. His performance of “Richard III.”
was thought to excel all the efforts of former actors, and
drew from Pope the prediction that Garrick would never
have a rival. In 1745 he visited Dublin and performed
for one season in the Royal Theatre.
In 1747 he purchased, in partnership with Lacy, Drury Lane Theatre,
of which he continued to be manager until he retired
from the stage in 1776. In 1749 he married a danseuse
of Vienna, Eva Maria Violette, who is said to have been
Fields, in

severity certain persons engaged in the domestic slavetrade, and declared his purpose to “cover with thick
infamy” all who were implicated therein. He was in
consequence tried and convicted for a libel. Being
unable to pay the costs, he was committed to prison,

where he remained nearly two months. At length Mr.
Arthur Tappan, a merchant of New York, paid his fine
an exceedingly estimable woman. He possessed in a pre- and released him.
On the 1st of January, 1831, he began, in Boston, the
eminent degree the art of imitating the physiognomy of
others and the expression of various emotions, and was publication of “The Liberator,” a weekly journal, deHis voice was voted to the advocacy of the most decided and uncomequally at home in tragedy and comedy.
sonorous and melodious, and even in a whisper it filled promising anti-slavery views. He took for his motto “My
the whole house.
His character, accomplishments, and country is the world, my countrymen are all mankind.”
matchless colloquial powers rendered him welcome in His unsparing denunciation of slavery and of all those
what is styled the best society. He also exercised his connected with it, met with sympathy in some portions
talents with success in writing numerous comedies, pro- of the country but it excited in the Southern States, as
logues, etc., among which are “The Lying Valet,” “ High was naturally to be expected, the most intense exasperaAlmost every mail brought letters from the South
Life below-stairs,” “The Clandestine Marriage,” and tion.
“Miss in her Teens.” He receives credit for reforming filled with threats of violence and even of assassination.
the English theatre by rejecting the more licentious The legislature of Georgia went so far as to offer a redramas and expurgating others, so that Dr. Johnson ward of five thousand dollars to any one who should
declared he had augmented the stock of innocent pleas- arrest, bring to trial, and prosecute him to conviction
ures.
He was intimate with Lord Chatham, the Duke under the laws of that State. So great was the excite“ Liberator,” in even many parts
of Devonshire, Lord Lyttleton, and Dr. Johnson, whose ment produced by the
friendship he retained to the end of his life. In 1777 he of the North, that his life was more than once in the
was invited by the king and queen to read a drama to utmost peril in the capital of Massachusetts itself. Many
them in their palace, and selected for this occasion his of his friends, believing him to be in danger of assassiown farce of “Lethe.” Though he was rewarded by the nation, entreated him to go armed in self-defence ; but
expression of their satisfaction, he described its effect his non-resistent principles prevented him from comIn 1840 he was sent as a
as like a “wet blanket,” compared with the thunder of plying with their request.
applause he usually received. He amassed, it is said, delegate to the World’s Anti-Slavery Convention held
to
take his seat, because the
refused
a fortune of ,£140,000. He died in February, 1779, and in London but he
was buried with great pomp, beside the tomb of Shak- female delegates from the United States were excluded.
After many years of long and earnest labour in the cause
speare, in Westminster Abbey.
great
See “Garrick’s Private Correspondence with the Most Celebrated of emancipation, Mr. Garrison lived to see at first a
Persons of his Time, with a Biographical Memoir,” 2 vols., 1831-32
though gradual change in the public sentiment of the
Life
of
2
T. Davies, “Memoirs of the
D. Garrick,”
vols., 1780;
North in regard to slavery, and at last the fetters of the
C. Bi.asis, “Biografia di D. Garrick,” Milan, 1840; P. Fitzgerald,
enter“ Life of David Garrick,” 2 vols., 1868 Arthur Murphy, “ Life slave broken, according to a view which he had
that slavery could be abolished only
tained for some years,
“Quarterly Review” for July, 1868.
of Garrick,” 2 vols., 1801
;
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but not, as he had once
by a dissolution of the Union
hoped, through the influence of moral suasion alone, and
without fighting or bloodshed. In May, 1865, he resigned
an office
the presidency of the Anti-Slavery Society,
which he had held uninterruptedly for twenty-two years,
(having been first elected in 1843 ;) and in December of the same year the “ Liberator” was discontinued,
the great object for which it had been established having,

—

in his view,

been

fully

accomplished.

his friends set on foot a subscription designed as a national testimonial for his long and
About thirty
faithful labours in the anti-slavery cause.
thousand dollars were raised, and presented to him in

Not long afterwards

He

March, 1868.

died in 1879.

See Mrs. Stowe, “

Men of our Times,” Hartford, 1868.
Garsault, de, deh gf r's6', (Francois Alexandre,)
a French author, born about 1692, was a member of the
Academy of Sciences, and captain of the royal stud. He
wrote useful treatises on the treatment of the horse and
on certain mechanic arts, among which are “The Perfect
Farrier,” (1741,) and “The Horseman’s Guide,” (1759.)
Died in 1778.
Garth, (Sir Samuel,) an English physician and poet,
born in Yorkshire. He settled in London about 1691,
acquired a large practice, and was noted for his wit and

He was interested in the subject
of Dispensaries, which originated in his time and were
opposed by the apothecaries ; and for the purpose of
ridiculing the latter he wrote the “ Dispensary,” a mockheroic poem, (1699,) which ran through many editions,
each of which was corrected by the author and, as Pope
thought, improved by the change. Garth wrote also
several prologues, epigrams, and other small poems,
and translated a part of Ovid’s “ Metamorphoses.”
About 1714 he was knighted by George I., who appointed him royal physician and physician to the army.
He enjoyed the friendship of Pope, Addison, and other
colloquial powers.

men. Died in 1718.
See Johnson, “Lives of the Poets;” Spence, “Anecdotes;”
“Biographia Britannica;” Cibber, “Lives of the English Poets.”

literary

Gartner or Gaertner, gSkt'ner, (Bernhard AuGerman jurist, born at Cassel in 1719; died

gust,) a
in 1793.

Gartner or Gaertner, (Johann Andreas,) a German architect, born at Dresden about 1742, was the
father of Friedrich von Gartner, noticed below.
He
worked in Vienna, Coblentz, Wurzburg, and Munich.

In the last city he was employed
intendant.
Died in 1826.
at

by the king as Hofbau-

Gartner, (Joseph,) an eminent German botanist, born
Calw, in Wiirtemberg, in 1732. He became professor

of botany at Saint Petersburg in 1768; but, because the
climate did not suit him, he returned to Germany in
He devoted many years to the study of fruits
1770.
and seeds as a basis of classification, and published the
results in an important

work

entitled

“Carpology;

or,

Treatise on the Fruits and Seeds of Plants,” (Carpologia, seu De Fructibus et Seminibus Plantarum,” 2
vols., 1789-91,) which is regarded as a classic work.

Died

in 1791.

See Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie ;” Deleuze,
“Eloge de J. Gartner,” and German translation of the same, Stuttgart, 1805;

“ Nouvelle Biographie Gdndrale. ”

Gartner, (Karl Christian,) a meritorious German
and writer, born at Freiburg, in Saxony, in 1712,
was a friend of Gellert and Ramler. He was professor
of eloquence at the Carolinum College of Brunswick
critic

from 1747
to

German

He

rendered useful services
literature as editor of a journal called “ Bre-

until his death.

mische Beitrage.” He wrote a popular comedy called
“Fidelity Proved,” (“Die gepriifte Treue,” 1768,) and
other works, in prose and verse.
Died in 1791.
See Meusel, “Lexikon der vom Jahre 1750-1800 verstorbenen
Deutschen

Schriftsteller.”

Gartner or Gaertner, von, fon ggRt'ner, (Friedrich,) a German architect, born at Coblentz in 1792.

He

studied in Paris in 1812, and subsequently spent
several years in Rome.
He was appointed professor of
architecture at Munich in 1820, and was soon after employed by the prince, afterwards king, Louis, to co-operate in the improvements he had projected.
Among his
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principal edifices are the Ludwigskirche, the University,
the Befreiungshalle, all at Munich, and an arched hall in
About
the style of the Loggia di Lanzi at Florence.
1840 he built at Athens a splendid palace for King Otho.
Died in April, 1847.
Gar'u-da, [common Hindoo pron. gur'oo-da or gur'ood ; called in the popular dialect Gur'oor,] in the Hindoo mythology, the vahan* or vehicle of Vishnu, a creature half man and half eagle, whose office it is to bear
the preserving deity in all his journeys through the air,
which is the appropriate element of Vishnu. Garuda is
commonly said to be the son of Kasyapa and Vinata,
(whence he is sometimes called Vinateya, vin-a-ta'ya ;)
although some legends make him the offspring of Kasyapa and Diti. As the eagle of Jupiter is often represented
as holding in his talons the thunderbolt, so Garuda is
sometimes pictured as bearing a bow and arrows. He
Garuda
is usually painted with green or blue wings.
is supposed to be a personification of the sky, which
apparently supports the sun, one of the symbols of

Vishnu. (See Vishnu.)
See Moor’s “ Hindu Pantheon

Coleman’s “ Mythology of the

Hindus.”

Garuffi, gfi-roof'fee, (Giuseppe Malatesta,) an Italand antiquary, born at Rimini in 1655. He
wrote “II Rodrigo,” a musical drama, (1677,) said to be
the first example in Italy of a drama performed by a
single person.
Died about 1710.
Garve, gaR'veh, (Christian,) a German philosopher
and moralist, born at Breslau in 1742. He studied at
Leipsic, and in 1769 succeeded Gellert as professor of
philosophy in that city. He resigned this chair, on account of ill health, about 1772. He translated Burke’s
“ Essay on the Sublime and Beautiful,” and Ferguson’s
“ Moral Philosophy,” and wrote, besides several essays
on moral philosophy, a treatise “ On the Connection
of Morals with Politics,” (1788,) and “On Society and
He was called by Kant a philosopher
Solitude,” (1792.)
Died in 1798.
in the best sense of the word.
See Manso, “Garve nach seinem schriftstellerischen Character,”
1799; S. G. Dittmar, “ Erinnerungen aus meinem Umgange mit
Garve,” etc., 1801 “ Nouvelle Biographie Gtinerale.
ian poet

;

Garzi, gaRd'zee, (Luigi,) an eminent Italian painter,
born at Pistoia in 1638, was a pupil of Andrea Sacchi,
and was successful in various branches of his art, which
he practised in Naples and Rome. His style resembles
His drawing was true, and his
that of Carlo Maratta.
touch easy and mellow. He excelled in the representaDied in 1721.
tion of Madonnas and infants.
See Lanzi, “History of Painting in Italy;” Ticozzi, “Dizionario;” Pascoli, “Vite de’ Pittori,” etc.

Garzia.

See Garcia.

Garzia de Miranda, gaR tkee '%. di me-rin'di, surnamed el Manco because he had lost his right hand,
-

in 1677. He was painter to Philip V., and an
excellent artist.
Died in Madrid in 1749.
Garzia (or Garcia) Hidalgo, gaR-Mee'l e-dil'go,
(Jos^:,) a skilful Spanish painter of history, born at Murcia about 1656, became court painter to Philip V. of
Died in 1712.
Spain.
See Quilliet, “Dictionnaire des Peintres Espagnols.”

was born

Garzoni, gaR-zo'nee, (Giovanni,) a learned Italian
physician and litterateur, born at Bologna in 1419, wrote
a Latin “History of Saxony,” (1518.) Died in 1506.
Garzoni, (Pietro,) a Venetian historian and senator,
wrote a continuation of Foscarini’s “ History of V enice,”
(“Istoria della Republica di Venezia,” 3 vols., 1705The last part relates the events of the war of the
16.)
Spanish succession, (1701-13.) Died probably about
1720.

Garzoni, (Tommaso,) an Italian author and monk,
born at Bagnacavallo in 1549. He published several
works remarkable for their oddity and erudition, among
which are “ La Piazza universale di tutte le Profession! del Mondo,” (1585,) “The Hospital of Lunatics,”
(1586,)

The

and “The Synagogue of the Ignorant,” (1589.)
It
of these was once a popular performance.

first

* Etymologically related to the German IVagen, (a “carriage” or
“ vehicle,”) to which it corresponds so nearly in sound. It is derived
from the Sanscrit verb v&h, (or vtk,) to “ carry,” which is cognate
with the Latin verb vih-o, having the same signification.

N, nasal; R, trilled ; sas z; th as in this.

(jg^See

Explanations,

p. 23.)

GASCA

treats at great length of all the professions, pursuits,
trades, and occupations of man.
Died in 1589.
See Ghilini, “ Teatro d’Uomini letterati;” Nic£ron, “M^moires;” “Nouvelle Biographie Generate.”

Gasca, de

GAS PAR I NO

IOOO
true

womanly nature is most adequately reflected, that
will keep her name longest in remembrance.”

which

See, also,

Review”

“Edinburgh Review” for April, 1849; “Westminster
“ North British Review” for May,
1853;

for April, 1849;

di IS gls'kl, (Pedro,) a Spanish bishop, “Gentleman’s Magazine” for February, 1866.
born at or near Plasencia in 1485, was eminent for his
Gasnevides. See Gaznevides.
skill in negotiation, and was employed by Charles V. in
Gasparin, de, deh gls'pi'riN', (Adrien Etienne
several delicate and difficult missions.
Having been Pierre,) Comte, a distinguished French rural economist
sent to England with secret instructions in 1542, he and minister of state, born at Orange (Vaucluse) in 1783,
was successful in forming a coalition with Henry VIII. was a son of T. A. Gasparin, noticed below. He gave
against Francis I.
In 1546 he was made president of special attention to agriculture, on which he wrote many
the Royal Audiencia of Lima, and sent with vice-regal able treatises. After the revolution of 1830 he was sucpower to Peru, where he adroitly suppressed, without cessively prefect of La Loire, of Isere, and of the Rhone.
much fighting, the rebellion of Gonzales Pizarro. He He was minister of the interior from September, 1836,
returned in 1549, and became Bishop of Palencia. Died to April, 1837, during which period he made a reform in
la,

in 1560.
See Prescott, “History of the Conquest of Peru,” vol. i.
Cieca de Leon, “La Cronica del Peru,” 1554; “Nouvelle Biographie Gdndrale.”

Gascoigne,

gas-koin', (George,) an English poet,
Essex about 1535. He served in Holland under
the Prince of Orange, and was afterwards a courtier and
an attendant of Queen Elizabeth on one of her stately
journeys.
He wrote, besides other poems, the “ Steel
Glass,” a satire, (1576,) “Jocasta,” a tragedy, and the
“Comedy of Supposes.” Died in 1577. “His minor
poems,” says Hallam, “especially one called ‘The Arraignment of a Lover,’ have much spirit and gaiety.”
“ He has much exceeded all the poets of his age,”
says Warton, “in smoothness and harmony of versifi-

born

in

cation.”

Wood, “Athense Oxonienses.”
[Lat. Gasco'nius,] (Sir William,) an
English judge, noted for his moral courage, was born in
Yorkshire about 1350. He was appointed chief justice
of the king’s bench by Henry IV. in 1401. During the
trial of a riotous person who was a companion of Prince
Henry, the latter struck or insulted Gascoigne, who vindicated the majesty of the law by committing the prince
to prison.
(See Shakspeare’s “ Henry IV.”) On the
accession of the prince as Henry V., (1413,) Gascoigne,
says Hume, “ met with praises, instead of reproaches,
for his past conduct.”
Died about 1420.
See Lord Campbell, “ Lives of the Chief Justices
Foss, “The
See

Gascoigne,

Judges of England.”

Gasconius,

Gascoygne

the Latin of Gascoigne, which see.
or Gascoigne, (William,) an English

astronomer, born in Yorkshire about 1621. He invented
the micrometer about 1641. He fought for Charles I.,

and was killed at Marston Moor, July, 1644.
Gas'kell, (Mrs. Elizabeth C.,) an English authoress,
born about 1822, was the wife of a Unitarian clergyman of Manchester. Her maiden name was Steven-

the treatment of convicts.
He filled the same office in
the brief ministry formed in March, 1839, and was admitted into the Academy of Sciences in 1840. Among
his works is an excellent “Course of Agriculture,”
(5
vols., 1843-49.)
Died in September, 1862.
See “Nouvelle Biographie G&i^rale.”

Gasparin, de, (Ag£nor Etienne,) Comte, a son
of the preceding, a Protestant by birth and conviction,
and an eminent publicist and friend of liberty and
order, was born at Orange in 1810.
In early youth he
was secretary to M. Guizot, minister of public instruction.
He became auditor to the council of state, and
was secretary to his father in 1836 and 1839. In 1842
he was elected by the voters of Bastia to the Chamber
of Deputies, in which he advocated religious liberty for
Protestants and the liberation of slaves.
He wrote,
besides other works, “Slavery and the Slave-Trade,”
(1838,) “Christianity and Paganism,” (2 vols., 1850,)
“The Schools of Doubt and the School of Faith an
Essay on Authority in Religion,” (1853.) In 1846 he
retired from political life.
The great rebellion in the
United States afforded him the subject of two remarkable and successful works, called “The Uprising of a
Great Nation,” (“Un grand Peuple qui se releve,” 1861,)
and “America in the Presence of Europe,” (“L’Amerique devant l’Europe,” 1862.) He died in 1871.
Gasparin, de, Madame, the wife of the preceding,
and known as an authoress and moralist of a high order,
was born about 1815. Among her works are “ Marriage
from the Christian Point of View,” (3 vols., 1843,) which
received the Montyon prize of the French Academy,
“ Some Defects of Christians at the Present Day,”
“Monastic Corporations in the Heart of Protestantism,”
(2 vols., 1855,) and three volumes of tales, entitled
“Near Horizons,” (“Les Horizons prochains,”) “Heavenly Horizons,” (“Les Horizons celestes,”) and “Vesper,” (1862.)
:

See “Nouvelle Biographie G£n£rale.”

Gasparin, de, (Thomas Augustin,) a French revolutionist, born of a Protestant family at Orange in 1740
tained her literary reputation by other works of fiction, or 1750, was the father of Count Adrien, noticed above.
among which are “The Moorland Cottage,” (1850,) and He was elected in 1792 to the Convention, in which he
“ Ruth,” (1853.) She was a friend of Charlotte Bronte, acted with the Jacobins. He was on a mission to the
of whom she published a very interesting Life, (2 army of the north when the defection of Dumouriez
vols., 1857.)
She was for several years a regular con- transpired, and confirmed the loyalty of the troops. In
Her other principal 1 793 he was one of the commissioners who directed the
tributor to “ Household Words.”
works are the novels of “ North and South,” “Cran- siege of Toulon. It is stated that his influence induced
the general to adopt in this siege the plan of Bonaparte,
ford,” “ Sylvia’s Lovers,” and “Wives and Daughters
she left the last unfinished at her death, in 1866. “Mrs. who in his will expressed his gratitude by a legacy of
Gaskell,” says George Sand, “has done what neither one hundred thousand francs to the heirs of M. de
Gasparin. Died in November, 1793.
I nor other female writers in France can accomplish
See Lamartine, “History of the Girondists;” “Nouvelle
she has written novels which excite the deepest interest
in men of the world, and which every girl will be the Biographie G tine rale.”
son.
She produced, in 1848, a popular novel, entitled
“ Mary Barton, a Tale of Manchester Life,” and main-

:

better for reading.”
For an interesting and admirable article on Mrs. Gaskell’s writings, see the “ British Quarterly” for April,
1867 ; from it we extract the following “ It is hardly possible to read a page of her writing without getting some
good from it. The style is clear and forcible, the tone
pure, the matter wholesome. . . Other novel-writers of
her generation [may] have more poetry, more scholarship, more grace, eloquence, and passion ; but in the
art of telling a story she has no superior, perhaps no
equal.” Of her unfinished “Wives and Daughters” the
reviewer says,
do not hesitate to pronounce it the
that in which her
finest of Mrs. Gaskell’s productions,
:

.

“We
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Gaspariiii, gis-pl-ree'nee, (Francesco,) an Italian
composer, born at Lucca about 1655, was a professor of
music in Venice. He composed many operas and cantatas, which were admired, and a work called “L’Armonico prattico al Cembalo,” (1683.) Died in 1727.
Gasparino, gis-pi-ree'no, surnamed Barzizza or
Barzizzio, (from the place of his birth,) an Italian
scholar, born near Bergamo about 1370, was professor
of belles-lettres in Padua and Milan from 1407 to 1431.
He is regarded as one of the restorers of sound literaAmong his works is a treatise
ture and pure Latinity.
on Composition. By the diligent study of Cicero, he
acquired an elegant style, and was reputed the best writer
short; a,

e,

i,

o,

obscure; fir,
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of that generation.
Several of his orations are extant,
and are the earliest models of classical declamation in
modern times.
volume of his epistles was the first
book ever printed at Paris, (in 1471.) Died in 1431.
See Furietti, “Vita Gasparini,” prefixed to Gasparini’s Works,
Rome, 1723; Fabricius, “Bibliotheca Latina mediae et infinite

A

Abatis.’*

sound

and mental independence. Marivat,
conversed with him while passing from
Paris, without knowing his name, dearrival to be presented to the celebrated
was agreeably surprised to recognize his
identity with the modest companion of his journey. Besides the works already referred to, he wrote, in Latin,
treatises on the laws of motion, a “System of Epicurean
Philosophy,” (1649,) and “The Philosophical System
of Gassendi,” (“Syntagma Philosophicum,” etc., 1658.)
The last is rather an eclectic than an original system,
a selection and combination of the doctrines taught in
the various schools of antiquity.
It may be observed
that in that age nearly all the philosophers of France
were ranged under the two parties of Cartesians and
criticism,

having freely
Grenoble to
sired on their
Gassendi, and

Gaspre, Le. See Dughet.
Gasse, gis'si, (Stefano and Luigi,) two able Italian
born at Naples in 1778, were twin brothers,
and partners in their profession. They studied in Rome,
and were employed in the construction of palaces and
public buildings in Naples, among which are the Observatory, the Dogana, (custom-house,) and the Palazzo
Montemiletto. Luigi died in 1833, and Stefano in 1840.
Gassendi, gt'sfiN'de', (Jean Jacques Basilien,) Gassendists.
architects,

born at Digne, in France, in 1748. He obtained the
rank of a general of brigade in 1800. The First Consul
gave him command of the artillery just before the battle
of Marengo, in which he took part.
Gassendi became
a general of division in 1805, a councillor of state in
He published a volume
1806, and a senator in 1813.
of poems. Died in 1828.
See Qu^rard,

“La

France

Litterairc.

Gassendi, gas-s§n'dee,

[Fr. pron.

Lat.

the philosopher of Stagira of the prestige of infallibility
which he had so long enjoyed. Having obtained a benefice in the cathedral of Digne, and the office of provost,
he resigned in 1623 the place of professor, and next year
published the first volume of his “ Paradoxical Essays

against Aristotle,” which made a great impression on
the public mind, and was followed a few years later by
a second volume with the same title. About this period
he devoted most of his leisure to the study of the classics and to researches in anatomy and astronomy.
In 1642 he attacked the philosophy and bold innovations of his friend Descartes, with whom he became
involved in controversy, refuting, with modest doubts,
the dogmatism of his opponent.
He was appointed in
1645 professor of mathematics in the College Royal of
Paris, where his lectures on Astronomy were admired and
largely attended by the elite of the capital.
In 1647 appeared one of his best-known works, “The Life, Opinions,
and Morals of Epicurus,” (“ De Vita, Moribus et Placitis
Epicuri,”) whose memory he defends- against the accusations of the Stoics, at the same time exposing and combating those parts of his system which are at variance
with Christianity. His admiration for Epicurus furnished
some narrow-minded or envious persons with a pretext
to accuse him of skepticism ; but this charge is refuted
by the tenor of his entire life. In 1654 he published the
“ Lives of Tycho Brahe, Copernicus, and other Astronomers,” with a preface, in which he reviewed, in a luminous manner, the history of astronomy. Gassendi was
the first to observe the transit of Mercury, (in 1631.)
The parhelia, the eclipses of Jupiter’s satellites, and the
magnetic needle afforded him subjects for careful and
profound research.
The mind of Gassendi was penetrating and refined,
his style elegant and clear, his manners simple and full
of amenity. In his efforts to subvert the inveterate
prejudices of the Schoolmen with respect to Aristotle
and Epicurus, he has displayed a union of vast erudition,
is k; c as s\

g hard; g as j;

G,

II,

Gassendus.
Gasser,

gf'sfiN'de';

;

;

’

Gassen'dus,] written also Gassend, (Pierre,) born at
Champtercier, near Digne, in Provence, January 22, 1592,
was one of the most eminent philosophers and savants of
France, and one who added lustre to almost every branch
of learning, being at the same time historian, naturalist,
mathematician, astronomer, logician, Hellenist, metaphysician, and critic; and all this at a period when the sciences had scarcely emerged from their infancy. He is
regarded as the most universal genius of that age. The
first disciple of Bacon in France, he was also the correspondent and friend of Galileo and Kepler. Destined
for the church, he studied at Aix and Avignon, and, at
the age of twenty-one, obtained the chairs of philosophy
and theology in the University of Aix. Though required
to conform in his lectures to the doctrines of Aristotle,
he early perceived the fallacy of that system, and by his
studies prepared himself to become one of the leaders
in that great controversy which resulted in depriving

“s

Died in 1655.
See Bernier, “Abrdgd de la Philosophie de Gassendi,” 1674;
Bougerel, “Vie de Gassendi,” 1737; Sorbi£re, “DeVita et Moribus P. Gassendi,” 1679 Menc, “ Eloge de Gassendi,” 1767 Camburat, “Abr^gd de la Vie et du Systeme de P. Gassendi,” 1770; A.
Martin, “ Histoire de la Vie et des Ecrits de P. Gassendi,” Paris,
1853; Brucker, “ History of Philosophy;” “Nouvelle Biographie
Generale.”

man

See Gassendi.

gSs'ser,

(Johann Michael,)

a learned Ger-

born

at Schweinfurt in 1700; died in 1754.
Gasser, (Simon Peter,) a German jurist and economist, born at Colberg in 1676.
was professor of law

writer,

He

and of political economy at Halle, and is said to have
been the first German who conceived the idea of treating
political economy as a science.
His chief work is an
“ Introduction to Economical and Political Sciences,”
Died in 1745.
(1729.)
See F. Wideburg, “ Elogium S. P. Gasseri,” 1746; Adelung,
Supplement to Jocher’s “Allgemeines Gelehrten-Lexikon.”

Gassicourt, de, (Charles Louis Cadet.)
See
Cadet.
Gassies, gf'se', (Jean Baptiste,) a French painter
of history, marine views, and genre, born at Bordeaux
in 1 786.
Among his works is “ Virgil reading the Aineid
to Augustus,” (1814.)
Died in 1832.
Gassies, (Jean Baptiste,) a French naturalist, born
Agen in 1816. He published a “Description of the
and Fresh-Water Mollusks of the Agenais,”
(1849,) and other works.
Gassion, de, deh gt'se'dN', (Jean,) a French general,
born at Pau in 1609, was attached to the Protestant cause,
and served with distinction under Gustavus Adolphus as
captain in 1631 and 1632. After the death of that prince
he returned to the French army, in which he soon obtained the rank of marechal-de-camp.
In 1643 he commanded the right wing at the battle of Rocroy, under the
famous Conde, who ascribed to him the honour of the
day, saying, on the field of battle, as he embraced Gassion, “ It is to you I am indebted for the victory.”
For
this service he was rewarded with a marshal’s baton.
He took part in several campaigns against the Spaniards
in Flanders, and was killed at the siege of Lens in 1647.
He was one of the most able and successful generals of
his time.
In reply to an officer who thought a certain
enterprise impracticable, he said, “ I have in my head,
and at my side, all that is requisite for victory.”
at

Terrestrial

See Renaudot, “La Vie du Mardchal
Michel de Pure, “Viede J. Gassion,” 4

J. de
vols.,

Gassion,” 1647;
1673; “Nouvelle

Biographie Generale.”

g&s'ner, (Johann Joseph,) a German exoror thaumaturgus, and Catholic priest, born at Bratz
He practised the imposition of hands for the
in 1727.
cure of diseases. Died in 1779.
Gast, (Rev. John,) the son of a French Protestant
exile, was born in Dublin in 1716, and became Archdeacon of Glandclogh. He published “ Rudiments of
Greek History,” (1754,) which is commended for style and
other merits, and a “ History of Greece from Alexander
of Macedon until its Subjection by the Romans,” (1782.)

Gassner,

cist,

Died in 1788.
Gastaldi, gas-tffi'dee, (Girolamo,) an Italian prelate,
born at Genoa. He was made Archbishop of Benevento,
and cardinal, about 1658. Died in 1685.
Gastaldi, gis'til'de', (Jean Baptiste,) a French
medical writer, born at Sisteron in 1674. He practised
Died in 1747.
for many years at Avignon.

K, guttural; N, nasal; R, trilled; s as z; th as in this.
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Gastaud,

gis'tb',

(Francois,) a French Jansenist and

controversialist, born at Aix about 1660; died in 1732.
Gastelier, git'le-i', (Ren£ Georges,) a French physician and medical writer, born at Ferrieres in 1741,
practised in Paris with success.
As a member of the
Legislative Assembly, he gave offence to the Jacobins, by

whom

he was arrested

by the

fall

in 1793, but was saved from death
Died in 1821.
gis'tbN', Viscount of Bearn, was one of
the French lords who distinguished themselves in the
first crusade in company with Raimond of Toulouse.
He commanded a part of the army at the victory near
Antioch in 1098, and was present at the capture of Jeru-

of Robespierre.

Gaston,

He was
salem, after which he returned home, (1101.)
killed in fighting against the infidels in Spain, about 1 130.
Gas'ton, (William,) an eminent American jurist,
born at Newbern, North Carolina, in 1778, was chosen
in 1813 a member of the national House of Representatives, in which he sat four years and acquired a
high reputation as a speaker. He was an influential
In 1834 he was appointed
leader of the Federal party.
a judge of the supreme court of North Carolina. Died
in 1844.
See “ National Portrait-Gallery of Distinguished Americans,”
vol.

ii.

Gaston de Foix.

See Foix, (Gaston de.)
Gas'trell, (Francis,) an English theologian, born at
Slapton (Northampton) in 1662. He became canon of
Christ Church, Oxford, in 1702, and Bishop of Chester
in 1714. He published many approved religious treatises,
one of which, entitled “The Christian Institutes; or,
Sincere Word of God,” (1707,) has been often reprinted.
He also wrote “ The Certainty of the Christian Revela-

Died in 1725.
Gat'a-ker, (Charles,.) an English clergyman, born
at Rotherhithe about 1614, was rector of Hoggeston for
about thirty years. He wrote treatises against popery,
and other religious works, among which is “The Way
of Truth and Peace,” (1669.) Died in 1680.
See Wood, “ Athenae Oxonienses.”
Gataker, (Thomas,) an English divine and critic of
great learning, the father of the preceding, was born in
tion,” (1699.)

He became rector of Rotherhithe,
in 1574.
Surrey, in 1611, and published in 1616 “Of the Nature
and Use of Lots a Treatise historical and theological.”
He subscribed the Covenant, and during the Commonwealth was in fellowship with the Presbyterians. Among
his works are excellent commentaries on Isaiah and
Jeremiah, published, with other “Annotations on the
Bible,” by the Assembly of Divines at Westminster
“Cinnus, seu Animadversiones Variae,” 1651 ; and a
commentary on Marcus Aurelius’s “Meditations,” with
a Latin version. Died in 1654.
London

:

See a “ Life of T. Gataker,” London, 1655 “ Biographia Britan“Memoir of T. Gataker,” prefixed to his “Adversaria miscellanea posthuma,” published by his son Charles in 1659 Nic^ron,
;

nica;”

;

“ Memoires.”

(Horatio,) a general, born in England
in 1728, entered the British army at an early age.
He served as captain in the army of General Braddock
when that general was defeated and mortally wounded,
near Pittsburg, in 1755. Retiring then from service, he
bought an estate in Virginia, where he resided when the
war of the Revolution broke out. Having espoused the
popular cause, his military talents and experience procured for him a rapid promotion. In 1776 he was made
major-general, and appointed to the command of the
Northern army, which had recently returned from the
invasion of Canada and was in the vicinity of TicondeGeneral Schuyler was then in command of that
roga.
In order to prevent a collision, Congress dedistrict.
clared that in appointing Gates they had no intention
to supersede the former, but wished these two officers

Gates,

gats,

The English general Carleton, with
to act in concert.
a large force on Lake Champlain, advanced as far as
Crown Point, which he captured but, thinking the season too late to besiege the Americans, he retired into
winter quarters. At the return of spring, Schuyler had
After the capture of Ticonderoga
the sole command.
by Burgoyne in July, 1777, all the Northern generals
were recalled by Congress, in a fit of disgust and vexa;
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and the choice of a new commander fell upon
who assumed about the 22d of August the command of an army of 6000 men, besides detached parties
of militia.
On the 19th of September was fought the
battle of Bemus Heights, which was terminated by the
approach of night without decisive results. About this
time a party of militia had made a successful attack on
the British posts on Lake George, cut off Burgoyne’s
communications, and rendered his position very critical.
The army of Gates was increased, September 22, by the
arrival of militia under General Lincoln, who received
tion,

Gates,

of the right wing. On the 7th of October,
1777, near the village of Stillwater, commenced another
battle, in which the Americans had gained decisive
advantages when darkness suspended the contest. The
British lost a large part of their artillery and ammunition, and during the night retired to higher ground,

command

in the morning they appeared in order of battle.
After slight skirmishes on the 8th, Burgoyne abandoned
his position on the 9th, and retreated six miles to Saratoga, whither he was followed by General Gates and
blockaded. Being reduced to great distress, he opened
a treaty of capitulation, and surrendered, with the conditions that his army (amounting then to 5642 men) should
give up their arms, artillery, and baggage, and be conveyed to England under a pledge not to serve against
the United States.
The capture of this army produced
great exultation among the Americans, and was one of
Burgoyne and
the most important events of the war.
other British officers bore testimony to the humanity of
the victor in that campaign.
In 1777 Gates was made
president of the board of war.
In 1780 he was appointed to command the Southern army, consisting of
August
6000 men, chiefly militia. On
6 he was totally
defeated at Camden, in South Carolina, by Cornwallis,
with a loss of 900 killed and of many prisoners. On account of this disaster, Congress, on October 5, ordered
inquiry to be made into the conduct of Gates, who
was in consequence superseded in the command, and
retired to his estate in Virginia.
The inquiry resulted
in an honourable acquittal
but it appears he took no
further part in the war.
In 1800 he removed to New

where

;

York. Died in 1806.
Gat'lin, (Richard Caswell,) born in North Carolina
about 1813, served in Mexico in 1845-46, and was made
a brigadier-general of volunteers in the Confederate army
of 1861.
Gatling (Richard Jordan,) an American inventor,
born in North Carolina in 1818, invented the revolving
gun which is named after him.
Gatta, della, del'ligit'ti, (Bartolommeo,) an Italian
painter and architect, born about 1420, worked at Arezzo
and Rome. Died about 1500.
-

,

Gatta-Melata, git'timi-li'ti, (Stefano Giovanni,)
an able Italian condottiere, born at Narni. As a general
in the service of Venice, he defeated the Marquis of

Mantua in 1438. Died in 1443.
Gatteaux, gi'to', (Jacques Edouard,)
artist,

born

in Paris in 1788,

taigne, Corneille, Racine,

La

a French
engraved medals of Mon-

Among

Fayette, etc.

his

works are statues of Michael Angelo for the Louvre,
and “Minerva,” (1836,) which was purchased by the
state.

Gatteaux, (Nicolas Marie,) a French engraver of
medals, father of the preceding, was born in Paris in 1751.
He engraved in 1798 the prize medal for the Ecole de
Medecine of Paris, which is regarded as his master-piece.
He illustrated many historical events by medals, and
made improvements in the mechanism of the art of
engraving.
Died in 1832.
Gattel, gf'tfil', (Claude Marie,) a lexicographer,
born in Lyons, France, in 1743, published a FrenchSpanish Dictionary, (3 vols., 1790,) and a Portable French
Died in 1812.
Gatterer, git'ter-er, (Johann Christoph,) a German
He became
historian, born near Nuremberg in 1727.
professor of history at Gottingen in 1 759 an d wrote
numerous works relating to history, chronology, and
genealogy, among which are “The Complete History
of the World,” (2 vols., 1785-87,) “Universal Historical
Library,” (16 vols., 1767,) and “Elements of the DiploDictionary, (1797.)
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matic Art.” He founded, in 1764, the Historical InstiDied in 1799.
tute at Gottingen.
See Heyne, “Elogium J. C. Gattereri,” Gottingen, 1800; J. G.
Eichhorn, “J. C. Gatterer; biographische Skizze,”

1800.

Gatterer, (Magdalene Philippine,) daughter of the
preceding, born at Gottingen or at Nuremberg in 1756,
published a volume of poems, “Neue Gedichte,” (1821,)
which were favourably received. Died in 1831.
Gattey, gi'ti', (Francois,) a French mathematician,
born at Dijon in 1753, published “Elements of the
New Metrical System,” (1801,) and other works. Died
in 1819.

(Bernardino,) an eminent Italian
Sogaro or Sogliaro, (s61-yS'ro,)
was born about 1495. Cremona, Pavia, and Vercelli
dispute the honour of having given him birth. He was
a pupil and successful imitator of Correggio, and worked
in Cremona and Parma.
Vasari speaks in praise of his
Gatti, g&t'tee,

painter,

surnamed
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Among his master-pieces are frescos of “The
Miracle of the Loaves,” at Cremona, and “ The Ascension,” near Cremona.
Died about 1575.
See Lanzi, “History of Painting in Italy;” Bryan, “Dictionary
skill.

of Painters.”

Gatti, (Gervasio,) an Italian painter, born at Cre1555, was a nephew and pupil of the preHis last works are dated in 1631.
ceding.
Gatti, (Giovanni,) an Italian Dominican friar, born
at Messina about 1420, professed theology at Florence
and Bologna, and in 1472 was made Bishop of Cefalu.
He possessed an extraordinary memory, and was distinguished for his attainments in languages, philosophy,
mathematics, etc. Died in 1484.
Gatti, (Girolamo,) an Italian painter, born at Bologna in 1662, was a pupil of Franceschini, of many of
whose works he made good copies. Died in 1 726.
Gatti, (Oliviero,) an Italian engraver, born at Parma
about 1570. He worked at Bologna for many years.

mona about

He

tradition.

the

published a “History of Jengis Khan and
Died in Pekin in 1759.
1739.
“Nouveaux Melanges Asiatiques
G.

Mongol Dynasty,”

See A. de Remusat,

Pauthier,

“La Chine;” “Nouvelle Biographie Gdndrale.”
See Gaub.
go'shi', (Charles Etienne,) a French

Gaubius.
Gaucher,

engraver, born in Paris in 1740. He wrote “ Iconologie,”
a treatise on Allegories and Emblems, (4 vols., 1796,)
and other essays on art. Died in 1804.

Gaucher de

Chastillon.

See Chastillon.

Gaucourt, go'kooR', (Raoul,) a French commander,
who fought for Charles VII. against the English. He
was appointed grand master of France in 1450, and
again in 1456.
Gau'den, (John,) an English bishop and author, born
at Mayland, Essex, in 1605.
In 1640, being then favourable to the popular party, he preached a sermon before
the House of Commons, in consequence of which he
obtained the deanery of Booking. During the civil war
and under the Commonwealth he kept his preferments,
but ultimately joined the royalist party and wrote several
tracts in its support.
At the restoration he became, in
1660, chaplain to Charles II., and Bishop of Exeter ; but,
as this did not satisfy him, he was, in 1662, transferred
to the see of Worcester.
His death, which occurred in
1662, was thought to have been hastened by the refusal
of the king to reward him with the rich bishopric of
Winchester. In soliciting preferment and royal favour,
he claimed to be the real author of the famous “ Eikon
Basilike,” or “ Portrait of his Sacred Majesty in his
Solitude and Sufferings,” which was published a few
days after the death of Charles I. and was generally
supposed to have been written by that king. This
book ran through many editions, and made so great an
impression that the potent voice of Milton was invoked
to counteract it.
This question of authorship has been
discussed at much length ; and the majority of critics
seem to be agreed that Gauden was the author of the
above-named work, or at least had a share in its com-

See Arborio.
or go, (Franz Christian,) an architect,
Cologne in 1790. Having made a journey to position.
See Wood, “ Athense Oxonienses;” Nichols, “Literary AnecEgypt and Nubia and designed many ruins, he published
;”
“Edinburgh Review” for June,
in 1823 “Antiquities of Nubia,” with text by Niebuhr dotes;” “Biographia Britannica
1826, (vol. xliv.)
and Letronne. He added two volumes to the work on
Gaudentius.
See
Gaudenzio.
the “Ruins of Pompeii” which Mazois left unfinished.
Gaudentius, gaw-dSn'she-us, Saint, was chosen
He was naturalized as a Frenchman in 1825, and deBishop of Brescia about 387 a.D. He wrote the life of
signed several public buildings in Paris, by which he
his friend Saint Philaster, and several discourses and
gained a high reputation. His chief work is the church
sermons, which are still extant. Died about 420.
of Saint Clotilde, commenced in 1846, the style of which
See Cave, “Historia Literaria.”
Died in 1853.
is pointed, or ogivale.
Gaudenzi, gow-d§n'zee, (Pellegrino,) an Italian
See “ Nouvelle Biographie Gem; rale.”
poet, born at Forli in 1749, removed to Padua in 1775.
Gaub, gowp, or Gaube, gow'beh, [Lat. Gau'bius,] He wrote in 1781 “The Birth of Christ,” (“La Nascita
(Hieronymus David,) a German physician, born at di Cristo,”) which produced a vivid sensation and was
Heidelberg in 1705, was a favourite pupil of Boerhaave, much admired, and “ La Campagna.” He was endued
who procured him the succession to his chair of chem- with fine sensibility. Died in 1784.
In 1733 he obtained in
istry at Leyden about 1731.
See Tipaldo, “ Biografia degli Italiani illustri;” Meneghelli,
addition the chair of medicine, which he filled until his “ Elogio storico di P. Gaudenzi,” 1811.
death.
He published several valuable works, among
Gaudenzio, g6w-d£n'ze-o, [Lat.GAUDEN'Tius,] (Pawhich are “On the Government of the Mind which is ganini,) an eminent savant and writer, born at Poschiavo,
within the Province of Medicine,” (“De Regimine Mentis in Switzerland, in 1596, exchanged in youth Calvinism
quod medicorum est,” 1747,) and “Institutes of Pathol- for the Catholic faith. From 1628 to 1648 he taught
ogy,” (“ Institutiones Pathologiae,” 1758.) Died in 1780. belles-lettres in the University of Pisa, then the most

Gattinara.

Gau, gow

born

at

See Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie
J. Bleui.and, “Oratio qua Memoria H. D. Gaubii commendatur,” 1792;
“Biographie M^dicale.”

Gaubert, gd'baiR', (Paul L£on Marie,) a French
physician, born at Ermenonville in 1805, wrote, besides
other works, “The Hygiepe of Digestion,” (1845,) which
was very successful.

He wrote, in Latin, many oraflourishing in Italy.
tions, and dissertations on philosophy and antiquities,
“
Rise and Progress of Philosophy
among which his
among

the

Romans”

(1643) ’ s esteemed the best.

in 1648.
See Fabroni, “ Vitae Italorum doctrina excellentium
“ Mdmoires.”

;”

Died

Niceron,

Gaubii, go'bil', (Antoine,) an eminent French misb5' pR&',
Gaudichaud - Beaupre,
go' de' sho'
sionary and Jesuit, who did much to promote a know(Charles,) a French botanist, born at Angouleme in
ledge of the literature of Eastern Asia, was born at GailHe served as botanist of Freycinet’s scientific
1780.
lac in 1689.
He went to China in 1723, and attained expedition
of 1816-20, and wrote the botanical part of
such proficiency in the Chinese language and learning
In 1836
the work which was the result of that voyage.
that the native doctors confessed his superiority.
He -37 he made a voyage around the world in the Bonite.
was also well versed in the exact sciences and astronomy.
Among his works are “Researches on Organography,
The Chinese emperor employed him for thirty years as
Physiology, and Organogeny,” (1841,) and “The Botany
interpreter of the diplomatic correspondence with Russia,
of the Voyage around the World in the Bonite.” Died
and in other important offices. Gaubil’s learning was
in Paris in 1854.
displayed in several profound works, the most remarkSee Louandre et Bourquelot, “La Literature Franpaise;”
able of which is his translation of the “Shoo-King,” “Nouvelle Biographie Gdndrale ;” E. Pascallet, “Notice bio(1771,) a canonical treasury of Chinese history and graphique sur M. Gaudichaud-Beauprd,” 1844.
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Gaudin,

go'diN', (Jean,) a French grammarian and
Gaultier, gowl'teeR, (Leonard,) a German engraver,
born in Poitou in 1617, published a “ Latin Gram- born at Mentz in 1552. His master-piece is “The Last
“
mar,” and a Dictionary of the Latin, Greek, and French Judgment,” after Michael Angelo.
Languages,” (1680.) Died about 1690.
Gaultier or Gaultier de Lille, go'te-i' deh lfel,
Gaudin, gow-ddn', (Luis Pascal,) a Spanish painter (Philippe,) born at Lille, in Flanders. He wrote a Latin
of history, born at Villa-Franca in 1556 ; died in 1621.
heroic poem, entitled “Alexandreis,” on the exploits of
Gaudin, (Marc Antoine Augustin,) a French Alexander the Great, which was once in great vogue. Died
chemist, born at Saintes in 1804.
He invented in 1827 about 1200. One of his verses has become proverbial
an air-pump which compresses air or reverses that pro“Instabile est regnum quod non dementia firmat.”*
cess at will, and discovered a method to convert beef
Gaultier (or Gautier) de Coutances, go'te-i' deh
into a substance like milk.
Among his works are a koo'tdNss', [Lat. Gualte'rus de Constan'ths,] an
“Practical Treatise on Photography,” (1845,) and one English or Norman prelate and statesman, acted
an
on the “Grouping of Atoms,” etc., (1847.)
important part in the affairs of his time, and became
Gaudin, (Martin Michel Charles,) Duke of Gaeta, Archbishop of Rouen in 1184. Under Richard I. he enan able French minister of finance, born at Saint-Denis, joyed great credit as a minister of state. Died in 1207.
near Paris, in 1756.
He was one of six commissioners
Gaupp, gowp, (Ernst Theodor,) a German jurist,
of the treasury appointed by the Assembly in 1791, and and professor of law at Breslau, born in Lower Silesia
was minister of finance from November 10, 1799, until in 1796.
April, 1814.
This protracted official career was almost
Gaurico, gow-ree'ko, (Luca,) [Fr. Luc Gauric, liik
without example among French financiers.
He was go'rdk',] an Italian astrologer, born at Gifoni in 1476.
created Duke of Gaeta in 1809. The restoration of the He obtained eminence as a fortune-teller, and professed
national credit is ascribed to him.
He was governor of mathematics at Ferrara in 1531. In 1545 he was chosen
the Bank of France from 1820 to 1834. He published Bishop of Civitata. He wrote treatises on astronomy,
several treatises on finance.
Died in 1844.
astrology, and geometry.
Died in 1558.
See his “ Mdmoires, Souvenirs,” etc., 2vols., 1826; A. Portai.is,
Gaurico, [Fr. Gauric, go'rdk',] (Pomponio,) an Ital“ Essai sur la Vie et l’Administration duDuc de Gaete,” 1842 “Nouian poet, brother of the preceding, was born at Gifoni.
velle Biographie G^n^rale.”
He wrote a treatise on sculpture, and one on the Poetic
Gaudy, gow'dee, (Franz Bernhard Heinrich Wil- Art,
(1541 ;) also epigrams, elegies, songs, and other
helm,) Baron of, a German poet and litterateur of verses. He was supposed to have been murdered about
Scottish extraction, born at Frankfort-on-the-Oder in
as he disappeared and was never found.
1800.
He published a number of popular lyrics and 1530,
Gauss, gowss, (Karl Friedrich,) a profound Gertales, and made translations from the Polish writers
man mathematician, born at Brunswick on the 30th of
Mickiewicz and Niemcewicz. Died in 1840.
April,
was educated at Gottingen. He published
Gauermann, gow'er-mSn', (Friedrich,) a German in 1801 1777,
a remarkable work on transcendental arithmetic,
landscape-painter, born near Guttenstein, in Austria, in entitled “Arithmetical Disquisitions,” (“ Disquisitiones
1807. He exhibited in 1834, at Vienna, “ The Labourer,” Arithmeticae,”) which made
an epoch in the history of
which was very successful. He was also a skilful painter the science. He increased his reputation by his calcuof animals. Died in 1862.
lations of the elements of the planets Ceres and Pallas,
Gauermann, (Jakob,) a German landscape-painter for which the French Institute awarded him a medal in
and engraver, the father of the preceding, was born near 1810. In
1807 he was appointed professor of astronomy
Stuttgart in 1772.
His best works represent scenes in and director of the Observatory at Gottingen. He pubthe Tyrol, which are greatly admired.
lished in 1809 his celebrated work, “Theory of the MoGauffier, go'fe-i', (Louis,) a French painter, born at tion of the Celestial Bodies,” (“Theoria Motus Corporum
Rochelle in 1761.
He gained the first prize at Paris in Ccelestium,”) in which he developed an improved method
1784, and went with a royal pension to Rome, where he for calculating the orbits of planets and comets.
He
painted “Achilles recognized by Ulysses,” and “The invented the heliotrope, which he used in a triangulation
Roman Ladies offering their Jewels to the Senate.” Died between Gottingen and Altona about 1822. About 1832
at Florence in 1801.
he associated himself with Weber in researches in terGauli or Gaulli. See Baciccio.
restrial magnetism.
They contributed greatly to perfect
Gaullyer, gol'yi', (Denis,) born at Clery, in France, this science, and published “ Results of the Observations
in 1688, was a professor in the University of Paris.
He of the Magnetic Society, ( Verein,) 1837-40.” Gauss was
published “ Poetical Rules drawn from Aristotle and author of other works. He had a remarkable facility in
others,” (1728.) Died in 1736.
learning languages.
Laplace is reported to have called
Gaulmin, gol'miN', (Gilbert,) a French philologist him “ the greatest mathematician of Europe.” Died at
and linguist of great learning, was born at Moulins in Gottingen in February,
1855.
He became a councillor of state, and a partisan
1585.
See Waltershausen, “ Memoir of Gauss,” (in German ;) “ Nouof Mazarin. He wrote Latin epigrams, odes, and ele- velle Biographie Generate.”
gies, and published an edition of the romance of “ IsGaussen, go's&N', (Etienne,) a French Protestant
Jesuit,

;

,

Latin version, (1618.) He
highly praised by Baillet and Colomies. Died in 1665.
See Baillet, “ Jugements des Savants,” tomes ii. and iv.

mene and Ismenias,” with a

became professor of philosoand of theology in 1655. He
wrote several Latin works, that were highly esteemed,
Gault, g5, (Jean Baptiste,) a French priest, born at among which is “ De Ratione Studii theologici,” (1670.)
Tours in 1595. He was appointed Bishop of Marseilles Died at Saumur in 1675.
Gaussin, go'siN', (Jeanne Catherine,) a celebrated
about 1640. Died in 1643.
French actress, born about 1713, made her debut in Paris
See Senault, “Vie de J. B. Gault,” 1647.
Gaulthier, go'te-i/, [Lat. Walte'rius,] an able in 1731 with unanimous applause. Voltaire confided to
French theologian and statesman, born at Orleans, was her the role of “Zaire” in his tragedy of that name, the
success of which was ascribed to her by the public, and
bishop of that place in 876. Died in 892 a.d.
Gaultier, go'te-i', (Aloysius Edouard Camille,) even by the author. She was most successful in parts
characterized by fine and artless sensibility. She retired
Abb£, born of French parents in Italy in 1744, was noted
from the stage in 1763, and died in 1767. Her father’s
for his benevolence and his zealous efforts to improve
the method of education.
For this purpose he invented name was Gaussem.
See Voltaire, “ Correspondance
Arsine Houssaye, “ Phigames for children and wrote many popular school-books. losophers
and Actresses.”
During the Revolution he took refuge in England,
Gau'ta-ma [Hindoo pron. gow'ta-ma] or G5'ta-ma,
whence he returned to Paris about 1802. Died in 1818.
called also Gautama Booddha or Buddha, t (bood'da,)
Gaultier, (Charles,) a French advocate, noted for
i.e. “ Gautama the Sage,” Sdkya Muni, (sik'ya moo'nT,)
his eloquence and powerful sarcasm, was born in Paris in
“ Sakya the Sage,” and S&kya Sinha, “ Sakya the Lion,”
1590; died in 1666. Boileau, in his Ninth Satire, says,
is

“ Dans vos discours chagrins plus aigre et plus mordant
Qu’une femme en furie ou Gaultier en plaidant.”
See Taisand, “ Vies des Jurisconsultes.”
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* “That kingdom which clemency does not establish is unstable.”
t Booddha (Gautama) is called Fo by the Chinese, and Boodsdo
by the Japanese. The name, in French, is Gaoutama Bouddha.
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GAUTAMA
the

name of a celebrated Hindoo reformer, commonly sup-

have been the founder of Booddhism. Respecting the time that he lived, the greatest diversity prevails
among the different BSoddhistic authorities, several
maintaining that he was born more than a thousand, and
some not less than two thousand, years before the Christian era.
Recent European writers, however, appear to
have adopted approximatively the date given by the Ceylonese Booddhists, from whom we have the fullest and,
on the whole, the most satisfactory account, both of Gautama and his doctrines, that can anywhere be found.
According to the Ceylonese writers, Gautama was born
* He was of the Kshatria
in 624 and died in 543
or warrior caste, of the Sakyat family or tribe, and the
son of Sudhodana.4 King of Maghada, of which the chief
city was Kapilavastu, supposed to have been situated
near the modern Bahar. In early life he was commonly

posed
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called Siddharta, (s!d-hiR'ta.§)

The Booddhistic legends surpass in extravagance everything that can elsewhere be found in the records of
human invention. Yet not only is some knowledge of
these legends indispensable to a just appreciation of the
spirit and genius of Booddhism, but it is through them
alone that we can reach the few scattered germs of historic truth existing in the various accounts of Gautama

to his strength or skill.
The neighbouring kings were
abundantly satisfied; and not long after, no fewer than
forty thousand princesses were sent to be the inmates
of Siddharta’s palace.* Later accounts give the young
prince eighty-four thousand concubines, besides two or
three lawful wives.
For a time the son of Sudhodana
lived in the enjoyment of every pleasure that youth and
power could bestow.

At length a feeling of the utter vanity of all earthly
things took possession of his mind ; a divine influence
brought to him some dim remembrance of the innumerable sacrifices he had made in previous transmigrations
in order to attain the Booddhaship and to free all living
beings from the pains of existence. (See Booddha.)
His father, warned by dreams and prophecies, tried to
keep Siddharta confined in his seraglio and in total
ignorance of the world around him. But once, as the
young prince happened to walk out, he saw an old man,
with bent body, wrinkled face, bald head, and trembling
limbs.
Astonished at the sight, he asked his attendant
what it was. The latter simply answered, “ It is an old
man.” But when, on further inquiries, Siddharta learned
that decrepitude and misery were the lot of all in advanced
“ What,”
age, he returned to his home full of sorrow.

thought he, “ can pleasure or power avail me if at last I must
come to this ?” On another occasion he saw one afflicted
with incurable leprosy and covered with sores, without
a guide or helper. He exclaimed, “Alas! for youth
which is destroyed by age, and for health which is undermined by every form of disease ” At length he met a
beggar, who was a religious devotee, and whose whole
appearance betokened inward composure and peace.
Siddharta at last decides to renounce the world he now
sidered it necessary that his wife should possess. With remembers that he is a Bodhisattva, or Bodhisat, (an
this list the court priest went from house to house through aspirant to the Booddhaship,) and, in spite of the most
Kapilavastu, and at length found a maiden fulfilling all determined opposition from his father, he resolves to
the requisitions; but her father insisted that Siddharta, devote his life to teaching mortals how to escape from
before marrying her, should give proof that he was the miseries of their changeful existence.
According to
skilled in all knightly accomplishments, as well as in the doctrine of the Booddhists, Siddharta did not owe
learning and wisdom. At a public trial he came off his wonderful gifts or his spirit of self-sacrifice to the
victorious over all competitors.
We are told that he mere accident of his having been born with a happy
was examined in botany and zoology as well as in intellectual and physical constitution but the merit
mathematics and philosophy.
According to another which he had acquired in innumerable previous existlegend, of which the boundless extravagance suggests a ences caused him, by an unerring, inevitable law, to be
much later date, Sudhddana sent to certain of the neigh- thus wonderfully endowed in his last and most perfect
bouring kings to obtain their daughters as wives for his birth. (See Booddha.) That power or principle which
son they refused, on the ground that the young prince causes any being to be born in a condition corresponding
was inexperienced, and especially that he was unac- to the merit or demerit acquired in previous transmiquainted with the arts of war, and could not, therefore, grations, is termed Karma, (or Kurma,) a Sanscrit term
defend himself against the powerful enemies by whom signifying “work” or “action.” It may be regarded as
he was surrounded. Piqued at this answer, Siddharta the combined result of all one’s previous acts, whether
resolved to give public proof of his strength and skill. good or evil. “Destiny (Schicksal) in its Booddhistic
A day having been fixed for that purpose, in the pres- acceptation,” says Koppen, “is the product of the merit
ence of a vast concourse of kings and warriors, he and the guilt of living (beseelten) creatures.
Every
carelessly took up a bow requiring the strength of a deed, whether good or evil, operates through endless
thousand men to bend it. By merely thrumming the periods, on and on, and bears, even after a hundred
string he produced a sound louder than the loudest thousand kalpas.t its inevitable fruit, until its effect is
thunder, filling the inhabitants of distant provinces with destroyed through perfect sinlessness.” (See “ Religion
terror.
He then placed four plantain-leaves at each des Buddha,” p. 285.)
corner of a square, and with a single flight of his arrow
Siddharta having, by his perseverance in acts of bepierced them all. Even in the dark he could send an nevolence and self-sacrifice performed through innumearrow with an aim so unerring as to divide a hair. By rable previous transmigrations, accomplished everything
his ready answers to the most difficult and abstruse necessary to make him a supreme Booddha, he acquired,
questions, he showed that his wisdom was not inferior at last, unlimited intelligence and power.
But, after
resigning the pleasures and splendours of royalty, it
* Koppen, after a careful and thorough examination of the subwas necessary for him to pass through various trials
ject, comes to the conclusion that the death of Sakya Muni should
be placed, in round numbers/ about two centuries before Asoka, and to overcome the opposition of powerful enemies
(Agoka,) and that he (Sakya) was very probably the contemporary among others, that of Mara, a mighty deva (or deity)
of Darius Hystaspes, or Xerxes.
before he could attain to complete deification.

which have come down to us.
According to the legends respecting Gautama, his birth
was attended with great wonders the earth quaked, the
sun, moon, and stars stood still, the blind saw, the lame
walked, etc. When he reached the age of sixteen, his
father, fearing lest he might become a priest, was anxious
to have him married.
The young Siddharta made out a
long list of qualities, personal and moral, which he con||

:

1

;

;

;

.

Written Sakja and Qakja in German.
Written also Qudhodana and Qoudhodana.
§ Siddharta or Siddhartha (written also Sidhartta) is an abbreviation or corruption of Sarvarthasiddha, i.e. the “ fulfilment of every
wish.”
The intelligent reader need scarcely be informed that nothing
deserving the name of history, as this word is understood among the
nations of the West, is to be found in the literature of any portion of
India, excepting only the little kingdom of Cashmere.
The Hindoo
mind, indeed, though gifted with extraordinary intelligence and rare
sagacity in some departments of thought, would seem to be wholly
incapable of appreciating the value of historic truth. It is not the
probability or truth, but the grandeur, of a statement, which carries
conviction to the minds of the people of India; and their religious
teachers are too wise or too sympathetic not to meet the popular
t

t
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demand.
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We

are told, in true Oriental style, that, in his great
contest with Mara, the latter, accompanied by all the
powers of evil, came to the conflict riding on an elephant
one hundred and fifty miles high. Mountains of immeasurable size are hurled at the Bodhisattva ; but the moment they touch him they are changed into wreaths and
* It would appear that both in ancient and modern times it has
been customary in the East to measure the splendour and dignity of
Akbar, the greatest of the
a sovereign by the number of his wives.
Mogul emperors, is said to have had more than five thousand, each
lady having a separate apartment for herself.
t Kalpa (a day and night of Brahma) is a period of 4320 millions
of our years.
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GAUTAMA

at the same time the poison, which
upon him by his demoniac foes, becomes a halo of
glory round his head. Having at last come off victorious
over all his enemies, he becomes possessor of boundless
wisdom and knowledge, and not only remembers with
perfect distinctness all his experiences in his innumerable previous existences, but he also knows the exact

festoons of flowers

is

;

spit

all the beings who have ever existed in
the infinite worlds, and receives that divine vision which
enables him to see the remotest parts of the universe as
distinctly as if they were close at hand.
“Then the beings of all the infinite sakwalas (or worlds) who had not
before enjoyed that privilege, saw a supreme Booddha,
and rejoiced in the rays of many-coloured light which
proceeded from his person.” Among the characteristics of beauty belonging to Booddha are mentioned curly
locks and a golden-coloured complexion accordingly,
we always see his statues represented with curly hair
and generally, if not invariably, they are of a yellow
colour.* The person of Booddha, it is said, was ordinarily only twelve cubits in height
but, when he willed
to do so, he could enlarge himself beyond the limits of
the highest heaven.
The followers of Gautama believe that throughout
myriads of ages he voluntarily endured the severest
privations, and often the most dreadful sufferings, in
order that he might at last save the inhabitants of the
different worlds from the miseries of existence. Millions
of centuries ago he had acquired sufficient merit to enter
Nirvana or Nirwana, (the supreme beatitude of the Booddhists ;) but he preferred to suffer through countless
ages, that he might become the benefactor of all beings.
The Booddhists believe that in the universe the worlds
(sakwalas) are beyond all computation.
Each sakwala
includes an earth, with its continents, islands, and oceans,
as well as a number of heavens and hells, and is inhabited in its different parts by various beings, such as
animals, men, demons, devas, and brahmas.
The devas
(da'vas) are a sort of inferior deities.
The brahmas are
an order of godlike beings, who hold the highest rank
among all the inhabitants of the universe, a Booddha
alone excepted.
Their state of passionless repose
strongly reminds us of Lucretius’s description of the
gods of Epicurus, from whom they differ, however, in
not possessing absolute immortality :
“ Omnis enim per se Divomnatura necesse est

circumstances of

:

;

;

cum pace fruatur,
nostris rebus sejunctaque longfe

Iramortali jevo summit

Semota ab

Nam

privata dolore Omni, privata periclis,
Ipsa suis pollens opibus, nihil indiga nostri,
Nec bene promeritiscapitur, nec tangitur ira.”t

De Rerum Naturd lib. i.
of the abodes of the devas is termed a devaloka,
and an abode of the brahmas is called a brahmaloka.
The ages of the different inhabitants of the universe vary
according to the loka which they occupy. The most
short-lived of the devas live nine millions of our years ;
while those who enjoy the greatest longevity live more
than nine thousand million years. The life-term of the
brahmas also varies greatly ; but it would be almost impossible to express in figures the age even of those whose
lives are the briefest.
Some of the Booddhistic writers,
however, have endeavoured to convey an idea of those
immeasurable periods in the following manner. There is
fabricated in India a species of cotton cloth unequalled
in the delicacy of its texture; it is sometimes called
“ woven wind,” (in Latin, “ ventus textilis.”) Now, were
.,

One

* See Moor’s “ Hindu Pantheon,” p. 229.
It appears that before Gautama’s appearance as supreme Booddha, the putting on of
a yellow garment was an indication that the wearer had renounced
the world and become an ascetic.
(See Koppen, pp. 83 and 8s.)
Whether Booddha’s golden complexion may have been given to him
in commemoration of his former character as an ascetic, we are unable to say but it is still a prevailing, if not universal, custom, among
the Booddhist priesthood, in many parts of the world, to wear a
;

yellow dress.
t The following, by Dr. Good, though very imperfect, is perhaps
the best poetical translation into English that has been made of the

above passage
“ Far, far from mortals and their vain concerns,
In peace perpetual, dwell the immortal gods,
Each self-dependent and from human wants
Estranged forever. There nor pain pervades,
Nor danger threatens every passion sleeps
Vice no revenge, no rapture virtue prompts.”
;
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same, less prolonged;
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one to touch with this material, ever so lightly, once in a
hundred years, a mountain of solid rock sixteen miles
high and as many broad, the mountain would at length
be completely worn to dust. But the time required for
this would not amount to the thousandth part of the lifeterm of the greater number of the brahmas.
There is also an endless variety of beings of a less exalted order, and of various forms. Some of these, called
Nagas, appear as serpents, but are in fact demi-gods.
The Garundas are like immense birds, and are represented as the mortal enemies of the Nagas. The Asuras,
(or Asurs,) who hold so prominent a place in the Brahmanical mythology, are too important to be omitted from
a system of exaggeration designed to throw all the fictions of the

have them

Brahmans

into the shade.
Accordingly, we
Rlhu, (rl'hoo,) one of the
expressly stated to be 76,800 miles high,

in all their glory.

Asur chiefs, is
and 19,200 miles across the shoulders.
(pra'tas) are

unhappy

beings, of

The

immense

size,

Pretas
but so

wasted and thin as to resemble a dry leaf.
Respecting the doctrines taught by Gautama himself, we cannot safely affirm anything positively.
There
seems, however, to be no reason to doubt that the primitive Booddhists were atheists.
Those of Ceylon, (who
have confessedly departed the least from the primitive
doctrines of Booddhism,) as well as the most ancient
sect of Nepaul, (the Swabhavlkas,) are, strictly speaking,
atheists, since they do not recognize any infinite selfexistent Spirit who is the original source of all forms of
being. They teach that an infinite multitude of separate
finite souls have always existed.
Some sects maintain
that nothing exists in the universe except matter, which

endowed with certain inherent, inseparable properties,
causing it to arrange itself in forms of beauty and order,
and, consequently, that the souls of living beings are
material.
While thus teaching that existence had no
beginning, they maintain not only that under every form
it is an evil, but that, except where it is voluntarily endured, as in the case of the aspirants to the Booddhaship,
it is invariably associated with demerit.
If any being,
whether man, deva, or brahma, had sufficient merit, he
would at once enter Nirvana and cease to have any
separate existence.
We have already spoken of the Karma (that power or
destiny that determines the condition in which any being
is to be born) as the combined influence or result of all
one’s previous actions, whether good or evil. In assigning to any one a place or condition according to the
aggregate of the actions of his past existence, the Karma
is held to be absolutely unerring, and irresistible as the
decrees of fate.
(To this, however, there is one exception a candidate for the Booddhaship may voluntarily
relinquish a superior condition for one far inferior, in
order to gain more merit.) Nothing except severe penance and blameless conduct, continued through immeasurable periods, can suffice to change an evil Karma for
a good one. The very shortest period that any of the
is

:

inhabitants of

Naraka

(or hell)

remain

in

torment

is

nine millions of our years. The great object for which
a supreme Booddha is manifested is not only to encourage the various beings burdened with existence to
enter the paths which lead to Nirvana, but also to facilitate their progress therein. The Booddhists do not hold
that a supreme Booddha is able to deliver any being
from the evils of existence by his own direct power
but in various ways he can afford them opportunities of
acquiring merit. Through his divine knowledge he can
point out to them the true “paths,” and by his divine
eloquence he can often prevail upon the most reluctant
to enter the way leading to Nirvana.
The preaching
(bana, or “word”) of Gautama is said to have exerted an
astonishing influence upon the minds of his hearers. “ It
was,” to adopt the language of his enthusiastic votaries,
“as a divine charm to cure the poison of evil desire a
sovereign medicine to heal the disease of anger ; a lamp
in the midst of the darkness of ignorance; an all-consuming fire to destroy the evils of repeated existence
a meridian sun to dry up the mud of covetousness ; a
great rain to quench the flame of sensuality,” etc. etc.
There are five great commandments, called “ pun'cha
seel,” (ox pane ha sil,) i.e. the “ five duties or ordinances,”
;

;
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of the state, but of the separate individuals composing
the nation, (see “Institutes of Manu,” i. 101 ; see, also,
ix. 3 1 3—3 19,) and penetrating with its terrible and all-but
;
Do not lie ; 5. Do not drink intoxicating liquors. The omnipotent arms every ramification of society. As the
transgressor of any one of the above commands is liable vapours in the interior of the earth, exasperated by volcanic fires, will sometimes force aside or burst asunder
unless there be important extenuating circumstances
the superincumbent mountains, so at length the masses
to suffer in Naraka for myriads of ages.
It may be observed that the Booddhistic idea as to what constitutes a of the Hindoo nation, maddened by their sufferings and
lie differs materially from that entertained by European
rendered irresistible by their very despair, shook off the
In this, as
nations according to the former, there must not only be frightful incubus which pressed upon them.
an intentional misstatement with a purpose to deceive, in all other cases of religious tyranny, the deliverance
but there must also be the discovery by the person deceived came through skepticism and denial of the prevailing
that what has been told him is untrue. (Hardy’s “ Manual dogmas.
And, as was to be expected, the power and
extent of the reaction were in proportion to the power
of Budhism,” p. 469.)
In regard to all classes of transgression, the degree of of the tyranny under which the masses of the people
sin depends greatly upon the attending circumstances, had suffered. The revolution which accompanied the rise
and especially upon the character or condition of the of Booddhism appears to have closely resembled, in its
person sinned against. Thus, to steal from a skeptic is more important features, the French Revolution ; but, as
a comparatively small offence ; to steal from a priest is it was a reaction against a more terrible oppression, it
a grievous sin ; but to steal from the associated priest- was followed by more extensive and more permanent rehood is a crime of the blackest dye.
sults.
As the oppression had been chiefly if not wholly
The Booddhist priesthood are required to observe not religious in its origin, so the reaction, we have every
merely the five great precepts above mentioned, but reason to suppose, was accompanied and followed by a
a multitude of other ordinances, of the most stringent deeper spirit of denial and by a more universal unbelief.
character, among which are the following.
The priest The reformers began with repudiating the authority of
must live on alms, and, if in good health, must himself the Brahmans, and ended with not merely rejecting the
carry the alms-bowl from house to house. He must not sacred books of the priesthood, (the Vedas,) but in denyonly observe the strictest celibacy, but he must (unless ing the very existence of those Higher Powers from which
The
in company with other men) avoid as far as possible the the Brahmans claimed to derive their authority.
presence of women he must not sit on the same seat reformation took a humanitarian direction, and at the
with one in any private place, nor may he accompany a same time carried the levelling principle to its utmost
woman on a journey even from one end of a village to possible limits. It rejected absolutely all prescriptive
the other. He must eat his food “ meditatively,” not for claims, whether human or divine.
It assumed that all
the pleasure it gives him, but merely for the purpose of beings in the universe stood exactly on the same ground,
warding off untimely death. He must in no case eat the only difference being made by the difference of confood after mid-day. A priest who has entered one of duct. But, as the religious sentiment found in all nations
the paths leading to Nirvana is called a Rahat (rah'hat) demanded something to satisfy it, men, deified by their
or Ar'hat, (written also Archat.) The common term for merits, were made use of to supply this demand.
the system of doctrines and precepts of Gautama is
It will thus be seen (if, as there seems every reason
Dharmma, (or, as it is more usually written, Dharma,) to believe, the foregoing views are correct) that Bood(pronounced dur'ma,) that is, the “law,” “virtue,” dhism originated in almost total unbelief, and owed its
“ duty.” The followers of Booddha are commonly called, influence principally, if not wholly, to a great political
in India, Bauddhas, (bowd'has.)
revolution.
The corner-stone of the building is atheism,
The Booddhists believe that all living creatures are the copestone (Nirvana, or annihilation) is absolute dehomogeneous in their essence, the only difference being spair. But between these terrible extremes there is a
accidental and caused solely by a difference of merit, kindly human element, which is the only redeeming feaHence a worm or insect may be as truly our brother, ture of the system, and to which is doubtless due whataccording to the profoundest and most essential laws ever of vitality it possesses. But the influence of this
of relationship, as a human being.
Booddhism cannot, humanity is greatly impaired and, indeed, rendered alltherefore, properly be said to teach the brotherhood of but nugatory by its impracticable and extravagant charmankind, but rather the brotherhood of all creatures. acter. By teaching that we must not only spare the
It teaches that not merely all animals, including the lives of vermin, (these being really our brethren,) but
vilest insects, have souls, but that the seeds of plants the lives of the seeds of plants, which form the sustehave souls also. And this may furnish the reason why nance of so large a portion of the human race, there is
a priest is required to live on alms, since in no other nothing left for the truly devout votary of Booddhism,
way could he escape the responsibility of taking life. If as we have already seen, but thriftless indolence and
he caused grain to be ground, he would disembody the helpless beggary.
souls of innumerable beings; but by living on offal he
As it is impossible for any people wholly to change
merely uses for his sustenance that which would other- their previous habits of thought, we need not be surprised
wise be thrown aside and wasted.
In regard to the re- to discover many points of resemblance between Boodlationship subsisting between different creatures, “with dhism and the Brahmanical system which it for a time
the exception,” says Hardy, “ of those beings who have displaced.
First, as the basis of both, we find the docentered one of the four paths leading to Nirvana, there trine of Metempsychosis, or the continued existence of
may be an interchange of condition between the highest the same being under various outward forms ; secondly,
and the lowest. He who is now the most degraded of both teach alike a belief in accumulative merit, by which
demons may one day rule the highest of the heavens ; the meanest creature may, by a course of penance conhe who is at present seated upon the most honourable tinued through successive ages, rise to the possession
of the celestial thrones may one day writhe amid the of godlike intelligence and power ; thirdly, they agree
agonies of a place of torment ; and tbe worm which we substantially in regarding Nirvana, or the cessation of a
crush under our feet may in the course of ages become distinct and separate existence, as the greatest blessing
a Supreme Budha.” (“Manual of Budhism,” p. 36.)
to which any being can attain,*
not to mention other
The highest element of Booddhism was a feeling of points of less importance. (See Brahmanism.)
benevolence and sympathy for other men or other
* With the primitive or orthodox Booddhists, Nirvdna is simply
creatures,
unquestionably the highest and noblest of annihilation, while with the Brahmans it is absorption into the essence
of
Brahma, the supreme, self-existent Spirit. The etymology of Nirhuman impulses. It was called into action by what was
vana is
obscure.
It is supposed by some to be derived from the
probably the most oppressive and fearful tyranny under Sanscritvery
nir, “without,” “not,” and van, to “sound,” to “blow as
which any great people ever suffered. It was not the a flute.” It may possibly have allusion to the exceedingly transitory
tyranny of one or of a few tyrants, from which there might character of every form of being, comparing it to the breath or sound
be some hope of escape by flight or concealment, but of a musical instrument, which passes* away we know not whither,

which are especially binding on all the followers of Booddha, laymen as well as priests, viz.
2.
1. Do not kill
Do not violate the law of chastity 3. Do not steal 4.
:

;
;

—

:

:

—

—
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the tyranny of a multitudinous class,
of a class generally
believed to be necessary to the very existence not merely
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Nirvana would then imply the absence or cessation of that fitful,
changeful existence which, with us, has been compared to a passing
vapour.
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They differ, on the other hand, with respect to caste, the Brahmanical domination to have been due in a great
which the Brahmans make the corner-stone of their sys- measure to political causes, among which the tyranny
tem, but which Gautama totally rejected.* Among the of caste was probably the chief, we may suppose that
votaries of Brahmanism the priests could be chosen from when the pressure of those causes was removed the
the highest caste only, and it is regarded as a serious popular mind came gradually to look with less and less
offence even to teach the Vedas (sacred books) to a aversion, and perhaps at last with affectionate reverence,
Soidra (a person of the lowest of the pure castes) or to on the religion of their ancestors, a change of feeling
a woman. Among the Booddhists, on the contrary, all which was probably much accelerated by the austere
classes, including women and even the lowest outcasts, ordinances and comfortless, despairing doctrines of the
are freely admitted to the priesthood none are rejected, new faith,
a faith which makes annihilation the final
except the deformed, or diseased, or those who are ser- and highest reward for ages of self-denial, privation, and
give
himvants.
considered
that
a
servant
cannot
suffering.
It is
We may well believe that these doctrines
self to the priesthood, because he cannot give what is never had any place in the popular affections, and that
the property of another.
They differ, also, totally with they were only accepted at all because they were accomrespect to the Vedas, which the Booddhists entirely re- panied by great ameliorations in the political and social
ject, while the Brahmans regard them as the most sacred condition of the people.
We may conjecture that the
and excellent of all writings.
Brahmans, taught by past experience, were very careful,
Again, the principal deities of the Brahmans are incar- at least for a time, not to repress, by any undue rigour
nations from Brahm, the supreme, eternal, self-existing or offensive assertions of superiority, the returning affec-

—

;

Spirit.
The principal deity of the Booddhists (strictly
so called) is always a mortal, and may have begun his
career as the most pitiful insect, though he always ends
it as a deified man, in which form, however, he has but
a brief existence, and soon dies, leaving the universe
without even the semblance of a ruler.
The remarkable success of Gautama as a reformer
was doubtless owing chiefly, if not entirely, to the democratic character of his doctrines ; and we should probably
not err in considering him to have been far more a
political than a religious reformer.
His doctrine of the
impartial equality of all classes, dignified and rendered
sacred by his twofold character of saint and sage, and
promulgated at a time when the irksome and oppressive restrictions of caste, joined to the arrogance of the
Brahmans, had become intolerable to a large majority
of the people, was, we may confidently conjecture,
eagerly, passionately welcomed by all, the dominant
class alone excepted.
So rapid was the spread of the
new doctrines that only about two centuries after the
death of Gautama we find Chandragupta, (the Sandracottus of the Greek historians,) a man of low caste, raised
This
to the most powerful throne in Northern India.
event is the more remarkable because he does not appear
to have been a believer in or a supporter of Booddhism,
showing that it was a political rather than a religious
revolution which placed him on the throne ; although,
as already intimated, the doctrines of the new religion
may have powerfully co-operated with the new political
His grandson,
principles in bringing about that result.
however, Asoka, (Agoka or Ashoka,) became a devoted
follower of Gautama, and succeeded, it would appear, in
establishing the new religion in every part of his widelyextended dominions. He is said with Oriental hyperbole, no doubt
to have erected eighty-four thousand
monasteries (vihars) in honour of the eighty-four thousand discourses of Booddha. (See the “ Bhilsa Topes,”
by Cunningham, p. 99.) His son Mahendra (or Mahindo) introduced Booddhism into Ceylon, which is still
one of its principal seats. The persecutions to which
the new religion was subjected in India in the early centuries of our era contributed undoubtedly to its diffusion
among the neighbouring nations, but resulted at last in
its almost total extirpation from the land wherein it had

—

—

its origin.

tions of the people.

There are some general and obvious points of resemblance between Booddhism and Christianity which
can scarcely fail to strike one at first sight ; such, for
example, as the importance which each attaches to the
practice of self-denial, and that regard for the welfare
of others, however humble their condition, which forms
so essential a feature in the ethical system of both. But,
if we examine them more closely, and consider their
deeper relations, we shall find that the difference between
them is not only great, but absolutely immeasurable. It
would, we feel assured, be a grave error to suppose (as
some recent writers appear to do) that this difference is a
mere divergence, though a very wide one, from a common
principle or starting-point
for they are essentially and
wholly different in their very origin. We need only
allude to the remarkable difference between the accounts
of the two systems that have come down to us, the
one filled with the wildest fables, which, from their
very nature, must destroy, in every truth-loving mind, all
confidence and everything deserving the name of belief;
the other characterized by an unpretending and touching simplicity, which furnishes the strongest internal
evidence of the entire sincerity and truthfulness of the
writers.* But we refer more particularly to the character
the one owing its origin,
of the systems themselves,
as there is every reason to suppose, to an utter and
almost universal unbelief, and being, like the worship
of the goddess of Reason in France, a mere device to
appease rather than satisfy the cravings of the religious
the other having for its founinstinct of the people
dation the highest and fullest belief ever presented to
;

—

—

;

the world,

— the

belief in

a

Being, infinite in power

love, whose paternal care extends to the very humblest of his creatures. The one system, built upon atheism, has for its final scope annihilation : in other words,

and

The other, based upon a
is the religion of despair.
belief in God’s infinite perfections and his boundless
love to man, (see John iii. 16,) becomes the unfailing
it

—

source of an infinite hope, a hope not only of endless
happiness, but of eternal progress towards perfection.
See Kopten, “Religion des Buddha,” Berlin, 1857; R. Spence
Hardy, “Manual of Budhism,” London, 1853; B. H. Hodgson,
“Literature and Religion of the Buddhists,” 1S41 J. Barthelf.my
Saint-Hilaire, “Le Bouddha et sa Religion,” Paris, 1862; Guigntaut, “ Religions de l’Antiquit^,” Paris, 1825; Moor, “Hindu
;

Booddhism appears to have been first introduced into Pantheon;” Stanislas Julien, “ Histoire de la Vie de Hiouenetc., 1853; and the continuation of the same, under the
China in the latter part of the third century before Christ. Thsang,”
name of “ Memoires sur les Centimes occidentals, ” 1857-58.
From Ceylon it extended to Farther India and Cochin
Gautherot, got'ro', (Claude,) an eminent French
China. It is supposed to have been permanently estabpainter, born in Paris in 1769, was a pupil of David.
Nepaul has long
lished in Japan in the sixth century.
Among his chief works are “ Marius at Minturnae,” and
been one of its principal seats, whence it extended to
“The Funeral of Atala,” (1800.) Died in 1825.
Thibet and the country of the Mongols, receiving greater
Gauthey, go'ti', (Emiland Marie,) an eminent
or less modifications from the peculiar genius of the
French civil engineer, born at Chalons-sur-Saone in 1732,
various nations by whom it was adopted.
was employed from 1783 to 1791 in constructing the Canal
It would, perhaps, be difficult to explain satisfactorily
du Centre. In 1791 he was appointed inspector-general.
how Booddhism, after it had once obtained such an He wrote a “Treatise
on the Construction of Bridges
ascendency among the people of India, could be so soon
and Navigable Canals,” (3 vols., 1809.) Died in 1806.
and so completely displaced by the old religion. But,
“
See Nouvelle Biographie G^n^rale.”
if we regard the movement which for a time overthrew
* “There is caste,” observes Hardy, “among the Budhists of Ceybut this is contrary to the tenets of the founder of their religion.”
(“ Manual of Budhism,” p. 78.)
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* This internal evidence alone is such as not only to command the
assent of multitudes of intelligent readers, but even sometimes to
overcome the skepticism of the most gifted and critical minds. (See
Niebuhr’s “Letters,” vol. i., Letter 148.)
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Gauthey, go'ti', (Louis Franqois Fr£d£ric,) a
Swiss Protestant teacher, born in the canton de Vaud in
He published, besides other works, a treatise on
1795.
education, “

De

Gauthier,

1’Education,”

go'te-i',

etc.,
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surnamed Sans-Avoir, (s6n-

zi'vwiR',) a Norman knight, who took a prominent
part in the first crusade.
He was killed in battle by
the Turks near Nicea, in Asia, in 1097.
Gauthier, (Franqois,) Abb£, a French priest and
able negotiator, born near Falaise. He lived many years
in London, and was employed in secret negotiations, which
resulted in the peace of Utrecht, 1713.
Died in 1720.
Gauthier, (Jean Baptiste,) a French theologian,
born at Louviers in 1685. He published several works
against the Jesuits and infidels.
Died in 1755.

He was mads Archbishop of Bourges
Died in 1029.
Gavanti, gi-vin'tee, (Bartolommeo,) an Italian
friar, born at Monza about 1570, was general of tire
Barnabites. He wrote, besides other works, “ Thesaurus
Sacrorum Rituum,” a commentary on the rubrics of the
missal and the breviary of the Roman Church.
Died in
of

Hugh

Capet.

in 1013.

1638.

Gavard, gt'vtR', (Hyacinthe,) an eminent French
anatomist, born at Montmelian in 1753, was a successful
teacher of surgery in Paris. He published several treatises on anatomy.
His “ Splanchnologie” (1800) is said
to

be superior to anything before printed on that subject.

Died

in 1802.
See “Biographie Medicale.”

Gauthier, ( Pierre, ) a French architect, born at
Gavarni, gi-vSr'nee, the pseudonym of Paul CheTroyes in 1790. Among his works is a monument to valier, a very popular French caricaturist, born in
Fenelon at Cambrai. Died in 1855.
Paris in 1801.
In 1835 he began to issue a satirical
Gautier. See Gaultier, Gauthier, and Walter. journal called “ Les Gens du Monde,” in which he preGautier, go'te-i', (Ambroise Georges Joseph,) a sented spirited pictures of Parisian society. Many of
French jurist, born atChevreuse in 1776, wrote “Studies these designs were reproduced in the “ Charivari,” which
on Commercial Jurisprudence,” (1829.) Died in 1829.
owed to Gavarni a great part of its success. His works
See Andr£ Marie Jean Jacques Dupin, “ Notice sur la Vie de are remarkable for fidelity to nature.
Died in i860.
Gauthier,” 1829.
Gavarret, gf'vi'ri', (Louis Denis Jules,) a French
Gautier, (Arnaud £loy,) a French artist, son of J. physician, born in 1809. He graduated in
1843, and in
Gautier-Dagoty, noticed below. He began to issue in the same year became professor of medical physics. He
1752 “Periodical Observations on Natural History and published, besides other works, an excellent “Treatise
the Arts, with Coloured Plates,” which, after his death, on Electricity,”
(1857.)
was continued by Rozier, (1771-85.)
Gavazzi, gj-v 3 t'see, (Padre Alessandro,) an Italian
Gautier, (Joseph,) a French abbe and litterateur born priest and political agitator, born at Bologna in 1809.
in Lorraine about 1714.
He wrote, besides other works, He became professor of rhetoric in Naples, where he
a refutation of Rousseau’s Essay on the question, “ Do distinguished himself by his eloquence and liberal prinSciences and Arts contribute to the Promotion of Mo- ciples. He was chaplain of the army of volunteers
rality?” (1751.) Died in 1776.
which Pius IX. sent against the Austrians in 1848, and
Gautier, (Th£ophii.e,) a French litterateur and critic, excited the enthusiasm of the people by his harangues.
born at Tarbes about 1810. He produced “ Albertus,” He continued to support the popular cause after the
and other poems, and an immoral romance called “ Mile. pope had recalled his army and changed his policy. In
Maupin,” (1835.) About 1836 he became assistant
1849, as chaplain-general of the republican army, he
editor of the “Presse,” for which he wrote criticisms on distinguished
himself by his zeal in the siege of Rome.
the drama and fine arts until 1854.
After that date he After Rome had been captured by the French,
(1849,)
had charge of the same department of the “Moniteur.” he became an exile, and lectured against popery in EngAmong his works is a book of travels in Spain, etc., en- land and the United States.
titled “Tras los Montes,” (1843.)
He has been extolled
See a “Life of Father Gavazzi,” London, 1851.
as an original and brilliant writer.
Gaveaux, gi'vo', (Pierre,) a French composer and
“
See Louandrf. et Bourquelot, La France Litt^raire
“ Nousinger, born at Beziers in 1761.
His “Leonore” (1798)
velle Biographie Generate
“Atlantic Monthly” for June, 1868.
furnished to Beethoven the subject of his opera “Fidelio.”
Gautier - Dagoty, go'te-i' dt'go'te', (Edouard,) a
Died in 1825.
grandson of the following, was an engraver of Paris,
Gav'es-ton, de, [Fr. pron. gf'vgs't<!>N',] (Piers, or
where he published, about 1780, coloured engravings of
Pierre,) the favourite of Edward II. of England, was
twelve paintings in the Royal Gallery. Died in 1784.
descended from a Gascon family. He appears to have
Gautier- (or Gauthier-) Dagoty, (Jacques,) a
acquired influence over the young prince by his vices,
French anatomist and engraver, born at Marseilles, was
wit, and personal accomplishments.
In 1300 he was
remarkable for mental activity. He claimed to be the
banished by Edward I. Edward II., having come t<
inventor of the art of producing coloured engravings, in
the throne, recalled Gaveston, and made him Earl o
which he used four colours. He published several works
Cornwall, and chief minister. His pride and insolence
on anatomy, with coloured plates, and “Observations
excited a conspiracy of the nobles, who attacked him in
on Physics, Natural History, and Painting,” (6 vols.,
his castle and put him to death in 1312.
1752-55,) which was the origin of the “Journal de PhySee “Life and Death of Piers Gaveston,” 1740; Hume, “Hissique,” the_first French journal
,

of physical sciences.

Died in 17^8
His son, Jean Baptiste, was an engraver

He

in colours.

published the “ Galerie Fran9aise,” a series of twelve

Died in 1786.
gc/te-i/ deh mis, a French poet,
lived about 1230, is supposed to have written a
didactic poem called “The Image of the World,”
(“ L’lmage du Monde.6 ’)
portraits, (1770, unfinished.)

Gautier de Metz,

who

Gautieri, gow-te-a'ree, (Giuseppe,) an Italian phyand naturalist, was born at Novara in 1769. He
was appointed in 1808 inspector-general of woods and
forests under the then kingdom of Italy.
He retained
this position twenty-two years.
He wrote interesting
works on forests and natural history, among which is
a “General Treatise on the Science and Administration

sician

Died in 1833.
or Gaultruche,

of Forests.”

Gautruche

(Pierre,) a
published a
“ Poetic History,” (“ Histoire poetique,”
1658,) and a
“Sacred History,” (1672.) Died in 1681.
Gauzlin, gouiN', a French prelate, reputed one of
the most learned men of his time, was the natural son

French

priest,

e as k; 9 as

s;

born

at

Orleans

go'tRiish',
in

1602,

g hard; g as j; G, H, K, guttural; n, nasal;

tory of England.”

Gavinies, gi've'ne-Ss', (Pierre,) a French musician,
He is regarded as the chief
at Bordeaux in 1726.
of the French school of violinists.
He composed
“Matinees” for the violin, (1794.) Died in 1800.

born

See Fayolle," Notices sur

Corelli, Tartini, Gavinifes,” etc., 1810.

Gavirol, gS-ve-rol', (Soliman Ben,) a noted Rabbi,
born in Malaga, Spain, excelled in grammar, philosophy,
and other sciences. He wrote, in Arabic, two admired
works on morality. Died about 1070.
Gay, gi, (Claude,) a French botanist and traveller,
born at Draguignan in 1800. He spent about twelve
years in the exploration of the botany and zoology of
Chili between 1828 and 1841, during which he received
aid from the Chilian government.
Having returned to
Paris, he published, in Spanish, his excellent “ Physical
and Political History of Chili,” (“ Historia fisica y politica de Chile,” 24 vols., 1843-51.)
Eight volumes of this
treat on botany.
He was admitted into the Institute in
Died in 1864.
1856.
See “Nouvelle Biographie G^n^rale.”

Gay, (Delphine.)

r, trilled; s as z;

th as in

this.

See Girardin.
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See Explanations,
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Gay, (Ebenezer,) D.D., an American divine, born in
Dedham, Massachusetts, in 1696, graduated at Harvard
in 1714, and from 1718 till his death, in 1787, was pastor
in Hingham.
He published numerous sermons, one of

which, delivered on his eighty-fifth birthday, was entitled
Calendar.”
Gray (John,) an English poet, born at Barnstaple in
1688.
He became secretary to the Duchess of Monmouth in 1712. His first production, called “Rural
Sports,” ( 1 7 1 1,) was dedicated to Pope, who became his
constant friend. By his amiable disposition, his wit

“The Old Man’s
,

and poetic

men and

talents,

he made

many

friends

among

literary

He

wrote comedies, farces,
etc., which were received with favour.
“The Beggar’s Opera,” (1728,) and the farce “What
d’ye call It?” were especially popular; though but little
can be said in favour of their moral tendency. His fables
are admired for ingenious reflections and for a graceful sprightly style.
In “The Shepherd’s Week,” (1714,)
a series of pastoral poems, he successfully describes the
manners of English peasants. He wrote, also, “Trivia,
or the Art of Walking the Streets of London,” (1715.)
In the latter part of his life the Duke of Queensberry
the higher classes.

fables, ballads,

received him into his house, and treated him kindly. He
died in 1732, and was buried in Westminster Abbey.
Dr. Johnson remarks that “he had not in any degree the
mens divinior, the dignity of genius.” Hazlitt thought
his pastorals pleasing and poetical, and that his fables
possess “great merit, both as to the quantity of invention implied, and the elegance and facility of the
execution.”
See Johnson, “Lives of the Poets;” Spence, “Anecdotes;”
“ Biographia Britannica ;” Campbell, “Specimens of the British
Poets.”

Gay, (Joseph Jean Paul,) born

at

Lyons,

in

France,

in 1775, obtained the title of architect to his native city.
Died in 1832.

Gay, (Marie Franchise Sophie Nichault de La-

—

ne'shS' deh li'vl'lSt',) a popular French novelin Paris in 1776, was the mother of Delphine
Girardin.
She was married to M. Gay about 1800,
after which she was intimate with Pauline Bonaparte.
Among her numerous works are “ Laure d’Estell,”

valette
born

ist,

Gay

“Leonie de Montbreuse,” (1813,) “Celebrated
Saloons,” (“Les Salons celebres,” 2 vols., 1837,) and

(1802,)

“ Ellenore,”
(4 vols., 1846.)
its elegance.
Died in 1852.

Her style

is

commended

for

Gay, (Wickworth Allan,) an American landscapepainter, noted

was born

in

for his skill in

mountain and coast scenery,

Hingham, Massachusetts,

in 1821.

See Tuckerman’s “Book of the Artists.”

Gay de Vernon,

gi deh v§R'n6N', (Leonard,) a
French revolutionist and priest, born in Limousin in
He was chosen constitutional Bishop of Haute1748.
Vienne about 1790, and a member of the Convention in
He acted with the Jacobins, and was one of the
1792.
Council of Five Hundred, 1795-98. Died in 1822.
Gay de Vernon, (Simon Francois,) a French engineer, and professor in the Polytechnic School, brother
He wrote an “ Eleof the preceding, was born in 1760.
mentary Treatise on the Art of War and Fortification,”
(2 vols., 1805,) which was adopted in many military
schools of Europe.
Died in 1822.
Gay-Lussac, gi'lii'stk', (Joseph Louis,) an eminent
natural
philosopher, born at SaintFrench chemist and
Leonard (Haute-Vienne) on the 6th of December, 1778,
was educated in the school afterwards called L’EcoIe
Polytechnique. He was a pupil and protege of Berthollet. In August, 1804, under the auspices of the Institute,
MM. Biot and Gay-Lussac made a memorable ascent
balloon, in order to ascertain the intensity of the

in a

magnetic force, and reached a height of thirteen thousand feet. This was the first ascent ever made for
Gay-Lussac ascended alone in the
scientific objects.
ensuing month to the height of 7016 metres, 23,040
or about four and one-third miles above the level
feet,
of the sea, and there made observations which tend to
prove that the magnetic force diminishes very little with

—

—

He ascertained that the air of that region
identical in composition with that found near the
surface of the earth. The temperature at the height
the elevation.

is
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same, less prolonged;

a, e,

T,

of 7016 metres was 148.9 above zero of Fahrenheit, while
that of the surface was 82° of Fahrenheit.
He wrote in
1804 a memoir which announced that in the composition
of water one hundred volumes of oxygen unite with two
hundred volumes of hydrogen. He was elected a member of the Academy of Sciences about 1806, soon after
which he discovered the law by which air and gases are
expanded uniformly by increase of temperature. In 1808
Gay-Lussac and Thenard were directed to make experiments with a colossal voltaic pile constructed by order
of Bonaparte. The important results of their labours
were published in the “ Recherches physico-chimiques,”
(2 vols., 1811,) and in several memoirs on boracic acid
and fluoric acid read at the Institute, 1808-09. He was
appointed professor of practical chemistry at the Polytechnic School in 1809, and professor of physics at the
Sorbonne. Among his most remarkable discoveries is
that of cyanogen, in 1815. He made important contributions to nearly every branch of chemical and physical
science. He wrote many valuable memoirs, which appeared in the “ Memoires” of the Society of Arcueil, and
in the “Annales de Chimie,” of which he was an editor.
In 1831 he was elected to the Chamber of Deputies, became professor of chemistry at the Jardin des Plantes
in 1832, and was made a peer of France in 1839.
Died
in Paris in May, 1850.
See Arago, “ filoge de Gay-Lussac,” in his “Notices biographiques,” tome iii.
Gardeur Le Brun, “Notice sur M. GayLussac,’’ 1851; Dr. F. Hoefer, in the “Nouvelle Biographie
Generate
L. de Lom^nie, “M. Gay-Lussac, par un Homme de
;

Rien,” 1841.

Gayangos, de, dl gf-ing'gis, (Pascual,) an eminent
Spanish Orientalist, born at Seville in 1809, studied in
Paris under Silvestre de Sacy.
He resided some years
in England, where he published (in English) a “ History
of the Mohammedan Dynasties of Spain,” from the
Arabic of Al-Makkari, with notes, (2 vols., 1840-43.)
He wrote articles for several English Reviews. In 1843
he became professor of Arabic at Madrid, and produced,
with Vedia, a Spanish version ofTicknor’s “ History of
Spanish Literature,” (1851-56.) He gave important aid
to Prescott in the collection of materials for his “ History
of Philip II.”

Gayarre,
historian

gl't'ri',

(Charles Arthur,) an American

and lawyer, born

in

Louisiana in 1805.

He

was appointed secretary of state by Governor Johnson,
of Louisiana, and filled that office about seven years.

He

published, besides other works, a “ Histoire de la
Louisiane,” (2 vols., 1847,) and “Louisiana its History
as a French Colony,” (2 vols., 1851-52.)
Gayot de Pitaval, gi'yo' deh pe'tf'vil', (Francois,)
a mediocre French compiler, was born at Lyons in 1673.
He worked for the booksellers of Paris, and published
“Sallies of Wit for Conversation,” (2 vols., 1732,) and
:

“Celebrated Trials,” (“Causes celebres,” 20 vols.,
Died in 1743.
1734-43.)
Gayrard, g&'rSR', (Raymond,) a French sculptor
and engraver of medals, born at Rodez in 1777, gained
distinction by two medallions engraved on the occasion
of the marriage of Napoleon, 1810.
Gay'ton, [Lat. De Speciosa Villa,] (Edmund,) an
English humorous writer, born in 1609. According to
Anthony Wood, “he lived in London, and wrote trite
things merely to get bread to sustain him and his wife.”
His best-known work is “ Festivious Notes on Don
Quixote,” (1654.) Died in 1666.
Gay'wood, (Robert,) an eminent English engraver,
who lived about 1650, was a pupil and imitator of Hollar.
Gaza, gil'zfi, written also Gazis, (Theodore,) an
eminent Greek scholar, born at Thessalonica about 1400.
He emigrated to Italy soon after the capture of that city
by the Turks, (1429,) and taught Greek for some time
About 1450 he removed to Rome, where
at Ferrara.
he was patronized by Pope Nicholas V. He wrote an
excellent Greek Grammar, (printed in 1495,) and translated into Latin many Greek works, among which are
Aristotle’s “ History of Animals,” (1476,) and TheophrasHe was an excellent
tus’s “ History of Plants,” (1483.)
Latin scholar, and contributed much to the revival of
Died in Italy about 1478.
classical learning.
See Fabricius, “ Bibliotheca Graeca ;” Hody, “ De Graecis illustribus;” “Nouvelle Biographie Generale.”
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GAZ^EUS
Gazaeus.

Gazan de

See Gazet.
la Peyriere, gi'zdN' deh

01

pYrejUR',
(Honors Th£ophile Maxime,) Count, a FrenchgeneHe became
ral, born at Grasse, in Provence, in 1765.
a general of division in 1799, after which he gained successes over the Austrians at Marcello, and other places
It

in Italy.
He distinguished himself at Jena, (1806,) Saragossa, (1809,) and Albuera, (1811.)
Died in 1844.

See “ Nouvelle Biographie Gdndrale.”

Gazan Knan.

See

Ghazan Khan.

Gazee- (or Gazi-) Hassan, gi'zee hts'san, grand admiral and prime minister of the Ottoman Empire, raised
himself from the lowest rank.
He went to Constantinople in 1760, and entered the navy. In 1769, in the war
between Russia and the Porte, Hassan was a vice-admiral.
In 1771 he forced the Russians to raise the siege
of Lemnos, and was promoted to the rank of capudanpasha, (grand admiral.) Sultan Selim in 1789 appointed
him grand vizier ; but, as he failed to secure either peace
or victory, he was deprived of office and of life in 1790.
Gazet, gi'zi', [ Lat. Gaza/ us, ] (Guillaume,) a
French historian and priest, born at Arras in 1554. He
wrote, besides other superficial works, an “Ecclesiastical
History of the Low Countries,” (1614.) He is considered
an injudicious and credulous writer. Died in 1611.
Gazi, gad'zee, [Lat. Ga'zius,] (Antonio,) an Italian
physician, born about 1450.
His treatise on hygiene,
entitled “Florida Corona Medicinae,” (1491,) was often
reprinted.
Died in 1530.
Gazis. See Gaza.
Gazius. See Gazt.

GEDDES

1

Geber, gSb'er or ga'b?r, sometimes written Giaber,
a distinguished Arabian chemist and alchemist, lived in
Mesopotamia in the eighth century. His real name was
Aboo-Moossah-Jaafar-al-Sofee. Some writers have
erroneously attributed to him the invention of algebra.
He was the author of several works on alchemy and
kindred subjects. He was classed by Cardan among the
twelve most subtle intellects of the world. According
to Dr. F. Hoefer, “he deserves to be placed in the first
rank among the chemists or alchemists anterior to Van
Helmont. Geber is for the history of chemistry what
Hippocrates is for the history of medicine.” (See “Histoire

de

Chimie.”)

la

Borel, “ Bibliotheca Chimica

See, also,

Abulfeda,

ii.

Gebhard Truchsess,

gSp'hiRt tRook'sSss, Elector
and Archbishop of Cologne, was born near Waldburg
in 1547.
Having become a Protestant and married the
Countess Agnes of Mansfeld about 1582, he was involved in a contest with the Catholic party, which
resulted in his being compelled to surrender his elector-

Archbishop of Bavaria. Died in 1601.
D. Koeler, “ Dissertatio de ActisetFatis Gebhardii Truch1745 Jocher, “ Supplementum Historian Gebhardi Truch-

ate to the
See

J.

sessii,”

;

sessii.

Gebhardi, ggp-haR'dee, (Johann Ludwig Levin,) a
German historian, born at Brunswick in 1699. He was
professor of theology, logic, and mathematics at Liine-

burg

for

many

He

years.

published

important

an

“ Historical and Genealogical Account of the Royal and
Imperial Houses of Europe,” (1731,) and other works.

Died

in 1764.

See Meusel, “Lexikon der vom Jahre 1750-1S00 verstorbenen
Gaznevides, (or Ghaznevides,) gaz'ne-vidz, (sing.
Deutschen Schriftsteller.”
Gaznevide, gaz'ne-vid,) written also Ghasnevides
Gebhardt, ggp'hirt, or Geb-har'dus, (Janus,) a
and Gasnevides, [Fr. pron. gfz'n&'vid'; Ger. Ghasnewiden, giz-neh-'&ee'den Lat. Gaznev'ida; and Gaz- Dutch scholar, of German extraction. He wrote notes
neviHye,] the name of the first Mohammedan dynasty on Tibullus, Catullus, and Propertius. Died in 1632.
Gebler, g§b'ler, (Tobias Philipp,) a German poet
which ruled in India. It was founded by Sebaktegeen
about 980, and named from Gaza, or Ghiznee, the seat and dramatist, born in 1726, was a councillor of state in
reign of Maria Theresa, and became a member of
the
of his empire.
His son Mahmood, by far the most
;

powerful and most famous of all the Gaznevide sultans,
overran a large part of Northern India, whence he returned with untold riches, the fruit of his vast conquests, to Gazna.
(See Mahmood.) Khosroo-Malek,
(or -Melek,) the last sovereign of this dynasty, was taken
and put to death by the Ghaurian conqueror in 1186.
Gazola, gid'zo-lS, (Giuseppe,) an Italian physician,
born at Verona in 1661. In 1692 the emperor Leopold
employed him as one of his medical attendants. In 1697 he
returned to Verona, where he practised with success till
his death.
He wrote a popular work, called “ II Mondo
ingannato da falsi Medici,” (“The World deceived by
False Physicians,” 1716.) Died in 1715.

Gazon-Dourxigne.gt'zdN'dooR'zin'yi'dSgBASTlEN
a French litterateur, born at Quim-

the privy council in 1782.

Gechter,

zhgsh'taiR',

Died in 1786.
(Jean Francois Theodore,)

a French sculptor, born in Paris in 1796.

Among

his

works are colossal statues of the Rhine and Rhone, which
adorn the Place de la Concorde, Paris. Died in 1844.
Ged, g£d, (William,) a Scottish goldsmith and artist,
born probably in Edinburgh about 1690. He invented,
about 1725, a method of printing by a plate cast in a
mould of plaster. He published an edition of Sallust
thus printed in 1744. The term “stereotype” was first
applied to this process by Firmin Didot. Died in 1749.
See Nichols, “ Literary Anecdotes
Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen.”

Ged'des, (Alexander,)
and

Chambers, “Biographical

a learned

was born
He removed

translator,

Roman

Catholic

county of
to London about
in the

Marie Mathurin,)

biblical critic

per-Corentin, wrote a poem entitled “Antenor, or the
Republic of Venice,” (1748,) a Critique on Voltaire’s

Banff, Scotland, in 1737.
1780, and undertook a translation of the Bible, (for the

Dramas, (1767,) “The Gardens,” a poem, (1772,) and
several other works.
Died in 1784.
Gazzaniga, g&t-si-nee'gi, (Giuseppe,) an Italian
composer of operas, born at Verona about 1745; died
about 1815.
Geary, ga're, commonly called gee're, (John W.,) an
American general, born in Westmoreland county, Pennsylvania, about 1820. Pie commanded a regiment in the
Mexican war, (1846-47,) and was appointed Governor of
Kansas in July, 1856, whjch position he resigned about
March, 1857. He became a brigadier-general early in
1862, fought at the battle of Gettysburg in July, 1863, and
commanded a division of the army of General Sherman
in the campaign against Atlanta in the summer of 1864.
He was elected governor of Pennysylvania by the Republicans in 1866, and again in 1869.
Died in 1873.

Gebauer,

gi-bow'er. (Georg Christian,) a German
born at Breslau in 1690. He became first professor of law at Gottingen in 1734, wrote many valuable
legal works, and published an edition of the “Corpus
Died at Gottingen in January, 1773.
Juris.”
See C. G. Heyne,“ Programma de Vita et Meritis G. C. Gebauer,”
jurist,

1774;

Goeschen,

Gebelin.

‘‘Vita G. C. Gebaueri,” 1837.

See

Court de Gebelin.

use of Roman Catholics,) of which he published two
These contain the books from
volumes, (1792-97.)
Genesis to Chronicles inclusive, with notes and critical
remarks which gave offence to Christians generally.
He was deposed from his priestly functions by the apostolic vicar for his attack on the divine authority of the
He
Scriptures, and his version remained unfinished.
doubted or denied the miracles ascribed to Moses. Died
in 1802.
See “ Life of A. Geddes,” by

Geddes, (Andrew,)

John Mason Good,

1803.

a Scottish painter, born in Edinpainted portraits of Dr. Chalmers

burgh about 1 789. He
and David Wilkie, and historical pictures, among which
was “Christ and the Woman of Samaria.” Died in 1844.
Geddes, (James,) a Scottish advocate and writer,
born in 1710. He published an “Essay on the Composition and Manner of Writing of the Ancients, particuDied in 1749.
larly Plato,” (1748.)
See Chambers, “ Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen.”

Geddes, (Michael,) a

theologian, born in Scotland
about 1640. He was chancellor of the diocese of Sarum,
and published, besides other works, a “ History of the
Church of Ethiopia,” (1696,) “Miscellaneous Tracts,”
against Popery,” (1715.)
(3 vols., 1702-06,) and “Tracts
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(iflf^See Explanations
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GEDIKE
His works were admired

by Southey.

Died about

1715See Chambers," Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen;”
Wood, "Atheuse Oxonienses.”

Gedike, ga'de-keh, or Gedicke, (Friedrich,) a
German teacher and educational writer, born in the
province of Brandenburg in 1755. He became in 1779
director of the Friedrichswerder Gymnasium at Berlin,
and in 1795 of the Berlin Gymnasium, both of which
institutions he raised to the highest prosperity by his
Died in 1803.
excellent system of instruction.
See Franz Korn, “F. Gedicke’s Biographie,” 1808; Daniel
Jenisch, “ Einige Worte zum Andenken des F. Gedicke,” 1803.

Gedoyn, zheh-dwlN',

(Nicolas,) a French translator

and abbe, born at Orleans in 1677.
with Ninon de Lenclos, who was

He became
his relative.

intimate
I11 1701

he obtained acanonicate in Paris. He produced in 1718
an elegant but rather free translation of Quintilian, which

opened

to

him the French Academy.

work

His other chief
Died in 1744.

is a version of Pausanias, (1731.)
See D’Alembert, “Eloge de Gedoyn;” “Nouvelle Biographie
Gen^rale.”

Gee, (Joshua,) a distinguished London merchant,
published in 1729 a work entitled “The Trade and
Navigation of Great Britain Considered,” which was
once popular.
Geefs, gafs or Hafs, (Jan Joseph,) a distinguished
Belgian sculptor, born at Antwerp in 1811. Among his
best works are “ Adonis departing to the Chase,” and
“Metabus, King of the Volsci.” Died in i860.
Geefs, (Willem,) a celebrated Belgian sculptor, a
brother of the preceding, was born at Antwerp in September, 1806, and studied under Ramey in Paris. Among
his master-pieces are statues of Rubens and of Malibran,
the monument to Count Frederick de Merode, the “ Lion
in Love,” a group in marble, and “ Francesca da Rimini.”
He obtained the title of first sculptor to the king. Died
in 1883.

Geel, Hal, or Gell,
born

gil,

classical scholar,

at

GEIJER
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(Jakob,) an eminent Dutch

Amsterdam

in 1789.

He

be-

who

takes into her service all those who die virgins.
fuller account of Gefion and the offices she is supposed to fulfil, see Petersen’s “Nordisk Mythologi.”
Gehema, von, fon gi-ha'mi, (John Abraham,) a
Polish medical writer, born about 1660.
He was physician to the Elector of Brandenburg and to the King
of Poland.

For a

Gehlen,

ga'len,

(Adolph Ferdinand,)

chemist, born at Biitow in 1775,

Munich about

a

German

became a professor

at

He was

editor of a “Journal ot
Chemistry,” (5 vols., 1803-05,) and published several
chemical memoirs. He died at Munich, a victim to an
experiment with arsenical hydrogen gas, in 1815.
1807.

Gehler, ga'ler, (Johann Karl,) a German physician
and writer, born at Gorlitz in 1732, was professor of
botany, anatomy, and chemistry at Leipsic.
He wrote
able treatises on obstetrics, and other works.
Died in
1796.
See Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie;” “Biographie Medicale.”

Gehler, (Johann Samuel Traugott,) a German
and savant, born at Gorlitz in 1751. He published

jurist
in

1787 a valuable “Dictionary of Physical Science,” in

Died in 1795.
Gehren, ga'ren, Karl Christian,

5 vols.

(

)

a

German

preacher and writer on theology, born at Marburg in
1763 ; died in 1832.
See his “ Selbstbiographie.”

Geibel, gi'bel, (Emanuel,) a celebrated German poet,
born at Lubeck in 1815.
Having accompanied the
Russian ambassador Katakazi, as a family tutor, to
Athens in 1838, he visited the most interesting parts of
Greece and perfected himself in his classical studies.
After his return to Germany he published, in 1840, a
volume of poems, which were very well received; and in
1852 he became professor of aesthetics at Munich. He
brought out in 1841 his “Voices of the Time,” (“Zeitstimmen,”) which was followed by “ King Sigurd’s
Bridal Excursion,” and the “Twelve Sonnets for Sleswick-Holstein,” (1846.)
His poetry is characterized by

came chief librarian at the University of Leyden in 1833, rich fancy, melodious versification, and deep religious
and was one of the founders of the “Bibliotheca Critica feeling, and he ranks among the most popular German
Nova,” commenced in 1825. Among his chief works poets of the age. Died in 1884.
Geier, gl'er, (Martin,) a German Lutheran divine,
is a “ Critical History of the Greek Sophists,” in Latin,
He edited Theocritus, (1820,) the “Phoenissae” born at Leipsic in 1614, was professor of Hebrew. He
(1823.)
wrote Commentaries on Scripture. Died in 1681.
of Euripides, and other Greek works.
Geiger, gl'ger, (Abraham,) a Jewish rabbi and OriGeel, van, vin Hal, (Louis,) a Belgian sculptor, born
lion erected

ental scholar, born at Frankfort-on-the-Main in 1810.
Among his principal works are a treatise entitled “ What

See BurSn, “Areminne bfver L. de Geer,” 1790; Ersch und
Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie,” 1852; Franzen, “AminnelseTal ofver L. de Geer.”

Geiger, gl'ger, (Johann Conrad,) a distinguished
painter on glass, born in Zurich in 1597 ; died in 1674.
Geijer or Geyer, yl'er, (Erik Gustaf,) an eminent
Swedish historian and poet, born in the province of
Warmeland on the 12th of January, 1783. He studied
at Upsal, where he became professor of history in 1817,
and acquired great popularity by his lectures. In 1811
he had begun the publication of a journal entitled “ The

at

Malines

in 1789.

He

executed the colossal figure of a

on the field of Waterloo. Among his masterDied in 1852.
pieces is a shepherd playing on a flute.
Geer, de, deh HaR or gaR, (Lodewijck,) a Dutch or
Swedish manufacturer, born in 1587. He was employed
by Gustavus Adolphus of Sweden in the fabrication of
arms, and in the reign of Queen Christina distinguished
Pie rendered
himself by the construction of a fleet.
other important services to Sweden. Died in 1652.

has Mohammed borrowed from Judaism?” (1833,) and
“Studies on Moses ben Maimon,” (1850.)

—

Geer, von, fon yaR, (Carl,) Baron, a distinguished Iduna,” in which his finest poems “The Viking,” “The
Swedish naturalist, born in 1720, was the owner of a Last Skald,” etc. appeared, and soon established his
He was a pupil or friend of Linnaeus, and reputation. He represented the University of Upsal
large fortune.
attained the dignity of marshal of the court. His favour- in the Diets of 1828 and 1840, and was twice offered a
In 1822 he was appointed
ite study was entomology, on which he published an bishopric, which he refused.
excellent work, “Memoirs to illustrate the History royal historiographer, and subsequently president of the
“ History of the Swedish Nation,”
of Insects,” (“ Memoires pour servir a l’Histoire des Royal Academy. His
He was (“Svenska Folkets Historia,” 3 vols.,) esteemed his
Insectes,” 8 vols., 1752-78, with good figures.)
most important work, came out in 1832, and was soon
author of other scientific works. Died in 1778.
See T. Bergmann, “ Aminnelse-Tal bfver C. de Geer,” 1779; after translated into English, French, and German.

—

Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine
“ Biographiskt- Lexicon.”

Encyklopaedie;” Gezelius,

Geeraerts. See Garrard, (Mark.)
Geerts, HaRts, (Charles Henri,) a Belgian sculptor,
born at Antwerp about 1808; died in 1855.
Geffrard, zIiITrIr', (Fabre,) a native of Saint Domingo, born in 1806, entered the army at an early age,
and was made a lieutenant-general in 1845. After the
deposition of Soul ouque, in 1859, Geffrard became president of the republic of Hayti.
Gefion, ga'fe-on or glf'e-on, or Gefione, [etymology
unknown,] in the Northern mythology, a virgin goddess,
a, e, T, 6, u, y,

long;

4, k, 6,

same, less prolonged;

a, e,

T,

Among

his other productions may be named his “ Sketch
of the Condition of Sweden from the Death of Charles
XII. to the Reign of Gustavus III.,” (1839,) “Life of
Charles XIV., Jean,” (Bernadotte,) (1844,) and “Reminiscences,” (“ Minnen,” 1834,) left unfinished, containing
an account of his early life and of his visit to England
and Germany.
Geyer was a member of numerous
learned institutions, both of his own and other countries,
and was in 1840 created Commander of the Polar Star.
He was from his youth very intimate with the poet Teg-

ner, and numbered among his friends Frederika Bremer
and other celebrated Swedish writers. He also possessed

6, u, y, short; a, e,
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superior musical talent, and composed several pieces for
Jenny Lind. Died April 13, 1847.
See Howitt, “ Literature and Romance of Northern Europe,”
1852 X. Marmier, “ Histoire de la Litterature Scandinave.”

prisoner by Belisarius in 534, and then ceased to reign.
date of his death is unknown.
See Gibbon, “Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire.”

The

Geliuek, gi-lee'nSk, (Joseph,) a Bohemian comGeikie, (Archibald,) a Scotch geologist, born at poser, born at Selez in 1757, was a friend or associate
Edinburghin 1835. He has published numerous treatises of Mozart. He acquired a wide but temporary reputaon geology and kindred sciences.
In 1881 he was tion. Died at Vienna in 1825.
Gell, (Jakob.) See Geel.
appointed director-general of the Geological Survey.
QS-ell, (Sir William,) an English scholar and antiGeiler. See Geyler, (John.)
quary, born in 1777, was a son of Philip Gell, of Hopton,
Geinitz, gl'nits, (Johann Bruno,) a German geoloDerbyshire. Being appointed one of the chamberlains
gist, born at Altenburg in 1814, became professor of
to the Princess of Wales, he accompanied her to Italy
mineralogy and geology at Dresden in 1850. He was
in
He published, among other works, the “Itine1814.
author of many works, among which is a “ Geological
rary of Greece.” (1810,) “Topography of Troy and its
;

Description of Saxony,” (1843.)
Geinoz, zhi'no', (Franqois,) a Swiss scholar and
critic, born at Bulle in 1696.
He became a resident
of Paris in 1 730, and a member of the Academy of Inscriptions in 1735.
He was afterwards chief editor of
the “Journal des Savants,” and was distinguished as
a Hellenist. Among his works are “ Observations on
the Text and Version of the First Book of Herodotus.”

Died in Paris in 1752.
Geladas. See Ageladas.
Gelase. See Gelasius.
Gelasius, je-la'she-us, [Gr. Tt/.uaioq; Fr. G£lase,
zhVliz',] became Bishop of Caesarea about the year 367.
He was a member of the General Council of Constantinople.
He wrote several works, among which is an
“Ecclesiastical History.” Died about 395.
Gelasius of Cyzicus [Fr. Gelase de Cyzique, zhi'l£z' deh se'z^k'] lived during the time of the emperors
Basiliscus and Zeno, about 475 a.d.
He wrote a “ Historj of the Council of Nice,” and some other works.
See Dupin, “ Histoire des Auteurs eccldsiastiques.”

Gelasius I., Saint, a native of Africa, was elected
pope in 492. He died in 496, leaving several works,

Vicinity,” “ Pompeiana,” being a description of Pompeii, (1817,) and the excellent “ Topography of Rome,”

He resided some years at Rome and
(3 vols., 1834.)
Naples. Died at Naples in 1836.
Gellert, gel'lert, (Christian Furchtegott,) a German poet and miscellaneous writer, born at Hainichen,
in Saxony, on the 4th of July, 1715.
Having been educated in the University of Leipsic, he was appointed professor of philosophy there in 1751.
His “Tales” and
“ Fables” obtained a popularity in Germany not surpassed perhaps by any other works of the kind, and, by
their pure morality, exercised the most salutary influence on society.
His “ Sacred Songs” are also highly
esteemed, and his romance entitled “The Swedish
Countess” is a superior production. As a man, Gellert
was eminently virtuous and amiable. He was loved and
reverenced by all classes, and received signal marks of
favour from Frederick II. and the princes royal. “ Such,”
says Guizot, “are the literary titles of a man who will
always possess the merit of having powerfully contributed to form the language and improve the minds of
his countrymen.” (“ Biographie Universelle.”) Died in

December, 1769.
which are extant. The canonical books of Scripture
See Lessing’s Critique on Gellert; Johann August Ernesti,
were separated from the apocryphal in his pontificate.
“Elogium C. F. Gellerti,” 1770; Johann Andreas Cramer, “C. F.
Gelasius II., (originally Giovanni di Gaeta,) born Gellert’s Leben und Briefe,” 2 vols., 1774, (translated into English by
at Gaeta about 1050, was elected pope in January, 1118.
Mrs. Douglas, 1805;) Heinrich Doring, “ Leben C. F. Gellerts,”
und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie
He was maltreated by some partisans of the emperor 2 vols., 1833 Ersch
Bouterwek, “ Geschichte der poetischen National-Literatur der
Henry V., who was his enemy, and who elected an anti- Deutschen
Longfellow, “ Poets and Poetry of Europe
G. E.
pope, Gregory VIII. Gelasius fled from Rome, and died Leo, “Das fromme Leben C. F. Gellerts,” 1845.
at Cluny in 1119.
Gelli, jel'lee, (Giovanni Battista,) a celebrated
See Platina, “Vitas Pontificum.”
Italian author and moralist, born at Florence in 1498,
Geldenhauer, gSl'den-how'er or HSl'den-how'er, or was a tailor by trade. He was one of the founders
Geldenhaur, (Gerard,) a Dutch writer and Latin poet, of the Florentine Academy, of which he was chosen
born at Nymwegen about 1480, was sometimes called president in 1548. He published in 1546 a collection
Gerard of Nymwegen. He was in early life a friend of moral dialogues, entitled “ I Capricci del Bottajo,”
of Erasmus and reader to Charles V. His talent for (“The Whims of the Cooper,”) and in
1549 a fable, or
Latin poetry procured for him the crown of poet-lau- moral fiction, called “La Circe,” which Ginguene comreate in 1517. He was converted to the Protestant faith mends as original and piquant.
Among his works are
about 1526. Among his works are “Satires,” (1515,) and “The Basket,” (“La Sporta,” a comedy,
1543,) and
a “ History of Lower Germany,” (“ Germanise Inferioris lectures on the “Divina Commedia” of Dante,
(1551.)
Historia,” 1532.)
Died at Wittenberg in 1542.
His writings are recognized as authorities in language
;

See Bayle, “ Historical and

by the Academy della Crusca.

Critical Dictionary.’*

Gelder, van, vtn gel'der or HSl'der, (Arnold,) a
Dutch painter, born at Dort in 1645, was a pupii of Rembrandt.
He distinguished himself in several branches
of painting, designed correctly, and was a good colorist.
Among his best works are “ Christ before Pilate,” a
portrait of Peter the Great, and “The Toilet of the
Jewish Bride.” Died at Dort in 1727.
SeeSiRET, “ Dictionnaire des Peintres.”

Gelee, (Claude.)

See

Claude Lorrain.

Gelee, zheh-lV, (Francois Antoine,) a French engraver, born in Paris in 1796, gained the grand prize in
1824, and a first medal at the Salon in 1842.
Ge-le'm-us, [Ger. pron. gi-la'ne-ils,] or Glielen,
gaGen, (Sigismund,) a philologist and translator, born at
Prague in 1477. He was a friend of Erasmus, who procured for him the place of corrector of the press under
Froben at Bale. He translated into Latin the works of
Josephus, Appian, Philo, and Justin Martyr, and published a dictionary of the Greek, Latin, German, and
Slavonian languages, (“Lexicon

Linguarum,”

1537.)

Died

Symphonum

quatuor

in 1554.

Gelimer, gSl'e-mer or jSl'e-mer, written also Gil'imer,
[Gr. TeXcfiep^] the last king of the Vandals in Africa, succeeded Hilderic in 530 a.d. He was defeated and taken
c as k: q as s; g hard; g as j; G, H, K, guttural; N, nasal;
\ ol.
I.

See Negri, “Scrittori

Died

in 1563.

Fiorentini
Nic£ron,
nella Morte di G. B.

Michele Capri, “Orazione
GiNGUENd, “Histoire

“M^moires;”
Gelli,” 1563;

litteraire d’ltalie.”

QreFli-brand, (Henry,) an English mathematician,
born in London in 1597. He became professor of astronomy at Gresham College, London, in 1627, and wrote
an “ Epitome of Navigation,” and several mathematical
works. He completed Briggs’s “Trigonometria Britannica,” (1633,) at the request of the dying author.
Died in 1636.
See Wood, “ Athens Oxonienses.”
Q-el'li-us, (Au'lus,) [Fr.

Aulu-Gelle,

o'lii' zh£l,]

a

writer and grammarian, born at Rome in the
early part of the second century. He became a resident
of Athens, but returned to Rome and obtained the office
of judge.
He wrote a work called “Attic Nights,”
(“ Noctes Atticae,”) which consists of a curious collection
of anecdotes, arguments, and observations on a variety
of subjects. It contains fragments of several lost works,
and is highly prized. He informs the reader that he
wrote the “Noctes Atticae” to amuse his children. It
was translated into English by Beloe, (1795.) He died
in the reign of Marcus Aurelius.
See Bahr, “Geschichte der Romische Literatur.”

Roman
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Gemma

or
Frisius, i.e. “ Gemma the
[
(Reinier,) a Dutch physician and eminent
astronomer, born at Dokkum in 1508. He was appointed
professor of medicine at Louvain in 1541, and modestly
declined the offer of Charles V., who invited him to his
court.
He published, besides other works, “The Principles of Astronomy and Cosmography,” (1547.)
Died at

Gemma,

Gellius, (Cneius,) a Roman historian, who lived about
He wrote a “ History of Rome from the Earliest Times,” which is not extant.
Qre'lon [Gr. TeAuv] I. succeeded Hippocrates as King
of Syracuse in 485 B.c. He had distinguished himself
in fighting under Hippocrates, and was appointed by
him general of the cavalry. About 480 B.C. the Carthaginians, under Hamilcar, made an attempt to recover
their possessions held by Gelon, but were defeated at
Himera with immense loss, estimated at 150,000 men.
After this the Carthaginians sued for peace, which was
granted on condition of their abolishing human sacrifices
and on the payment of two thousand talents. He died
in 478 b.c., deeply regretted by all his subjects.

Frisian,”]

150 b.c.

See Niebuhr, “
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Louvain

in 1555.

De Thou,

“ Historia sui Temporis
Foppens, “Bibliotheca Belgica;” Vossius, “De Scientiis Mathematicis.”

See

Gemmingen-Hornberg, von, fon ggm'ming-enhoRn'bgRG, (Otto Heinrich,) Baron, born at Heilbronn in 1753, wrote several popular dramas, one of
which was entitled “ Der Deutsche Hausvater,” on the
model of Diderot’s “Pere de Famille.” Died in 1836.

Grote, “ History of Greece.”

Gemusaeus,

Gelon

II, a son of Hieron II, King of Syracuse, was
born about 266 b.c. He was a patron of Archimedes.
It is said that he was about to abandon the alliance of
the Romans, defeated at Cannae, when he died in 216
b.c, leaving a son Hieronymus. It appears that Gelon
was associated as king with his father, who survived him.
Gemberlein. See Grab'.
Gemeau, zhi'mo', (Auguste Pierre Walbourg
vthbooR',) a French general, born in Paris in 1790,
became a general of division in 1845, and commanderin-chief of the army of occupation at Rome in 1850.
Gemelli, ji-mel'lee, (Lodovico,) an Italian educational writer, born in Calabria in 1757; died in 1835.

gi-moo-za'us, or

Geschmauss,

shmowss', (Hieronymus,) a German

philologist,

gi'-

born

at Mtilhausen, in Alsace, in 1505.
He published a good
edition of Paulus Aigineta, (1538,) and wrote, in Latin,
a Life of Galen.
Died in 1543.
Gence, zhdNss, (Jean Baptiste Modeste,) a French
writer, born at Amiens in 1755.
He obtained the office
of archivist at the Depot des Chartes before the Revolupublished
tion.
He
a Latin edition of the “ Imitation
of Christ,” (1826,) and wrote several treatises to prove
that Gerson was the author of that work.
This subject
was his hobby during nearly all his life. Died in 1840.

Gemelli-Carreri. See Carreri.
Gemignano. See Gimignano.
Gemignano, di San, de sin ji-m&n-yi'no, (VinCENZIO,) an Italian painter, born in Tuscany in 1490,
was a pupil of Raphael. He was employed in the VatiDied in 1530.
can, at Rome.
Geminiani, ji-me-ne-i'nee, (Francesco,) an eminent
composer and violinist, born at Lucca about 1680, or, as
some say, about 1666. He studied under A. Scarlatti,
Lunati, and Corelli. In 1714 he removed to London,
where he performed with great success. He composed
beautiful concertos and sonatas, which display much
skill in harmony, and published a “ Guide to Harmony,”
(“Guida armonica,” 1742,) which was received with
His expensive habits kept him always on the
favour.
verge of poverty. He lost a valuable manuscript treatise
on music, through the treachery of a servant, about 1761.
Died in Dublin in 1762.

See “Biographie litt£raire de J. B. M. Gence,” by himself; Villenave, “ Eloge de M. Gence,” 1840.

Gendebien, zh 6 N'deh be 4.N / (Alexandre Joseph
S^bastien,) a Belgian politician and eloquent advocate,
born at Mons in 1789. He was a member of the provisional government in 1830, and opposed the election
of Leopold in 1831. As a member of the Chamber of
Deputies, he supported liberal principles until he retired
from public service in 1839.
Gendebien, (Jean Francois,) a Belgian legislator,
father of the preceding, was born in 1753. He promoted
the liberation of Belgium from Austria in 1789, and was
a member of the French legislative body from 1802 to
In 1830 he was president of the Congress of
1813.
Belgium. Died in 1838.
Gendre. See Legendre.
Gendrin, zhfiN'dRiN', (Auguste Nicolas,) a French
He received
physician, born at Chateaudun in 1796.
the Montyon prize of the Institute for his “ Anatomical
Among his other
See Burney, “ History of Music;” F£tis, “ Biographie Uni- History of Inflammations,” (1826.)
verselle des Musiciens.”
works is a “Philosophical Treatise on Practical MediQre-mi'nus, [re/rmif,] a Greek astronomer, who lived cine,” (3 vols., 1838-41.)
Gendron, zh&N'dRiN', (Claude Deshais di'zi',)
He quotes Hipparchus in his
in the first century B.C.
works, some of which are lost. It is supposed he was a born at Beauce about 1663, was physician to the Duke
He wrote an elementary work on of Orleans, Regent of France. Died in 1750.
native of Rhodes.
Genebrard.zhi'ni'bRiR', (Gilbert, )a learned French
astronomy, “ Eioayuyt/ eic ra Qatvofieva," which is extant.
“ This work,” says Delambre, “ is rather superficial, but prelate, born at Riom in 1537. He became professor
simple and luminous, and the best of those which have of Hebrew at Paris in 1 563. He was a partisan of the
League against Henry IV. In 1592 he was appointed
come down to us from the Greeks.”
Archbishop of Aix by the pope. He published an ediSee Delambre, “Histoire de l’Astronomie ancienne."
Ge-mis'tus, (George,) [Gr. Teupyioc 6 Tc/uotoc; Fr. tion of Origen’s works, (1574,) a commentary on the
Gemiste, zhVmist ',1 surnamed Pletho, a Platonic Psalms of David, (1577,) and other works. Died in 1597.
/

,

—

philosopher, famous for his learning, was born at ConHe was a deputy from the Greek Church
stantinople.
He was a zealous
to the Council of Florence in 1438.
partisan of the philosophy of Plato, and an opponent of
Aristotle.
The prevalence of Platonism in Italy in the
He wrote
fifteenth century is ascribed to his efforts.
many works on philosophy, history, etc., among which
“
the
Battle
Mantinea,”
History
of
Greece
after
of
a
are
and “ On the Difference between the Philosophy of Plato
and that of Aristotle.” He is said to have attained the
age of one hundred years.
See Fabricius, ‘‘Bibliotheca Graca ;” Appendix to Cave, “ Historia Literaria ;” Wilhelm Gass, “Gennadius und Pletho,” Breslau, 1844; C. F. Boerner, “De doctis Hominibus Graecis,” Leipsic,
“Nouvelle Biographie Generale.”
> 754
!

Qfem'ma, [Dutch

pron. H§m'mi,] (Cornelis,) a son
of Reinier, noticed below, was born at Louvain in 1535.
He became professor of medicine there about 1570. He

wrote a learned work, “ De Arte Cyclognomica,” (1569,)
and a Latin poem entitled “ Menti rerum architectrici,”

T,
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long;
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Possevin, “Apparatus Sacer.”

See Fetis, “ Biographie Universelle des Musiciens.”

zheh'nSss', (written also Genest, ) Saint,
sometimes called Gen£s of Rome, was originally a
comedian. It is said that as he was playing, in the
presence of the emperor, a piece in derision of the Christians, he was miraculously converted to the new faith,
for which he was beheaded by order of Diocletian.

Gen&s,

Qfe-ne'al-ua, (Joseph,) a Byzantine historian, flourHe wrote, in Greek, a history of
ished about 950 a.d.
Leo the Armenian, Michael II., Theophilus, and Michael

Genest.
a, e, T, 6,

;”

was Mercandetti. He composed many operas, among
which is “I Baccanali di Roma.” Died in 1832.

III., (or, as

Died in 1577.
See Castellan, “Vitae illustrium Medicorum.”

etc.

», e,

See Nic^ron, “ Memoires

Genelli, gi-nel'lee, ? (Bonaventura,) a German designer, born at Berlin in 1803, settled at Munich, where
he produced, among other works, “ Hercules playing on
the Lyre,” and “Jason and Medea.”
Generali, ji-ni-ri'lee, (Pietro,) an able Italian comHis proper name
poser, born near Vercelli in 1783.

short; a, e,
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See Campan, (Madame,) and Gen^s.
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Genest, zheh-ni', or Genet, (Abbe Charles the editors of “The National,” a daily paper of Paris,
Claude,) a French poet and dramatist, born in Paris in about 1837, and wrote for it spirited articles against the
He gained in 1673 the prize of poetry offered by Jesuits. In 1845 the French Academy awarded a prize
1639.
He
the French Academy, into which he was admitted in to his “ Lexicon of the Language of Moliere.”
He expounded the Cartesian philosophy in a made successful researches in the origin of the French
1698.
poem called “Principles of Philosophy,” (“ Principes de language and literature. Among his works are “The
Philosophic,” 1716,) which, says Voltaire, “demonstrated Variations of the French Language since the Twelfth
He wrote a medi- Century,” (1845,) and “Letters on French Philology,”
his patience rather than his genius.”
Died in 1856.
ocre drama entitled “ Penelope.” Died in 1719.
(1846.)
See Voltaire, “Catalogue des ficrivains du Sitcle de Louis
“ Nouvelle Biographie G^nerale.”

See “Nouvelle Biographie GdnAale.”

XIV

Genissieux, zhiYie'se-uh', (J. J. V.,) a French advoGenest or Genet, (Edmond Charles,) a French cate and revolutionist, born in Dauphine about 1740.
diplomatist, born at Versailles about 1765, was a brother As a member of the Convention in 1792, he voted for the
He was sent as ambassador to death of the king. He was minister of justice for the
of Madame Campan.
the United States in December, 1792, and on his arrival first three months of 1796.
Died in 1804.
was received with enthusiasm by the people. He used
Genlis, zHon'Rss', (Stephanie F£licit£ Ducrest
his influence to involve the United States in war against de Saint-Aubin
dii'kRi' deh siNt'o'biN',) Countess
the British, and denounced Washington for his neutral- of, a celebrated French writer, born near Autun, in
ity.
At the request of Washington, he was superseded
Burgundy, in 1746. Her talents, beauty, and skill in
but he remained in the United States. Died at Schodac, music introduced her at an early age into Parisian soYork,
in
New
ciety.
In her sixteenth year she was married to the
1834.
Genet, (Edmond Charles.) See Genest.
Count de Genlis, who, having accidentally seen one of
Genet, zheh-ni', (Francois,) a French theologian her letters, was so charmed with its style that he sought
and casuist, born at Avignon in 1640, became Bishop of her acquaintance. Being appointed soon after governess
Vaison in 1685. He wrote “ Moral Theology or, A So- to the children of the Duke of Orleans, one of whom,
lution of Cases of Conscience,” (3d edition, 7 vols., 1682,) Louis Philippe, was afterwards king, she wrote a series
which was approved by many bishops. Died in 1707.
of works for their instruction, the principal of which are
Geneva, (Robert de.) See Robert of Geneva.
“Les Annales de laVertu,” “Theatre de l’Education,”
Genevieve, jen'eh-veev', [Fr. pron. zhen-ve'Av',] “ Les Veillees du Chateau,” and “Adele et Theodore.”
Patron Saint of Paris, was born at Nanterre, in France, She sympathized with the principles of the French
in 423 a.d., and took the veil when she was fifteen.
It is Revolution, but was compelled in 1791
probably on
said that when Attila, King of the Huns, menaced Paris, account of her intimacy with the Duke of Orleans
to
Genevieve assured the inhabitants of their safety, upon take refuge in England. She afterwards spent some time
which they scoffed at her as a pretended prophetess
on the continent, and while in Belgium brought about
but, as the prediction was verified, they ever afterwards a marriage between her adopted daughter Pamela and
held her in great esteem.
When Paris was besieged, Lord Edward P'itzgerald. When Bonaparte became
she afforded the city great relief by the abundance of consul, Madame de Genlis returned to Paris, where she
provisions which she procured.
It has also been stated brought out many works in rapid succession.
In her
that she performed many miracles, and was the means treatises entitled “ On the Influence of Women on
“
of converting King Clovis.
Died in 512.
Literature,” Critical Observations towards the Literary
See Baillet, “Vies des Saints,” etc. Mezeray, “Histoire de History of the Nineteenth Century,” and “The Dinners
France;” Mrs. Jameson, “Sacred and Legendary Art;” Le Nain of Baron d’Holbach,” she attacked a number of the most
de Tillemont, “Vie de S. Genevieve, Patronne de Paris,” 1823;
prominent French philosophers, as well as Madame de
J. Barth^lemy, “Vie de S. Genevieve,” 1852.
Stael and Madame Cottin.
Her productions, which
Genevieve of Brabant, wife of the palatine Sieg- amount in all to more than eighty volumes, are written
fried, is supposed to have lived in the eighth century.
with great elegance, and display considerable talent; but
Being falsely accused of adultery, she was condemned to
their morality is not of a high order. When past eighty
death ; but the penalty was commuted to exposure in a
years of age, she wrote “ Memoirs of the Eighteenth
forest.
After five years, she was recognized by her husCentury and the French Revolution,” which, though
band when hunting, and her innocence acknowledged.
containing much that is interesting, are disfigured by
See “Vie admirable de Genevieve de Brabant,” Paris, 1842;
petty
scandal and excessive and ludicrous vanity. In
Gorres, “Deutsche Volks-Biicher.”
the words of a witty French writer, Madame de Genlis
Genga, jgn'gfi, (Bartolommeo,) an Italian architect, has in
this work confessed everybody’s sins but her own.
born at Cesena in 1518, was a son of Girolamo, noticed
below.
He was appointed intendant of public buildings Died in 1830. “
See Grimm,
Correspondance litteraire ;” L. de Sevelinges,
by the Duke of Urbino.
Among his works was the “Madame
de Genlis en Miniature,” etc., 1826; Bachaumont,
church of San Pietro de Mondovi. Shortly before his “ Memoires secrets;” Cousin d’Avallon, “ Genlisiana,” 1820;
death he went to Malta to put that island in a state of de- Sainte-Beuve, “Causeries du Lundi,” tome iii.
fence. He traced the plan of Valetta, and designed several
Gennade. See Gennadius.
churches there, but died before they were finished, in 1 558.
Qren-na'di-us [Gr. Tevvukio f] was elected Bishop and
See Vasari, “Lives of the Painters, ” etc.; Quatrem&re de Patriarch of Constantinople in 458.
He wrote some
Quincy, “Dictionnaire d’ Architecture.”
ecclesiastical works.
Died in 471 a.d.
Genga, (Bernardino,) an Italian anatomist, born in
^en-na'dl-us, an ecclesiastic, whose original name
the duchy of Urbino about 1650.
He wrote “Surgical was George Scholarius, advocated the union of the
Anatomy,” (1672,) and other works. Died in 1734.
Greek and Latin Churches at the Council of Florence in
Genga, (Girolamo,) an eminent painter and archi- 1438, but afterwards strenuously opposed that measure.
tect, born at Urbino about 1476, was a pupil of Perugino
He was chosen Patriarch of Constantinople in 1453,
and a friend of Raphael. He worked at Sienna, Rome, after the capture of that city by the Turks, and abdicated
and Urbino. He excelled in perspective, and in the about 1458. He left many theological works.
distribution of the effects of light.
Among his masterQten-na'dI-us [Fr. Gennade, zhi-ntd'] of Marpieces is an oil-painting of the “ Resurrection of Christ” seilles, a priest or presbyter, who lived about 470-500
at Sienna.
He was the architect of a ducal palace near a.d. He wrote a book “On Illustrious Men,” (“ De
Pesaro, and restored the archiepiscopal palace at Mantua. Viris illustribus,”) which is regarded as a continuation
He wrote several treatises on the fine arts. Died in 1551. of Saint Jerome’s work of similar title, and a treatise
Pope Leo XII. is said to have been his descendant.
on “ Doctrines,” (“ De Dogmatibus,”) both of which are
See Vasari, “Lives of the Painters, Sculptors,” etc.; Quatre- extant.
He has been charged with Semi-Pelagianism.
RtfeRE de Quincy, “Dictionnaire d’ Architecture ;” Lanzi, “History
See Cave, “ Historia Literaria;” Wilhelm Gass, “ Gennadius
of Painting in Italy.”

—

;

—

—

;

und Pletho, oder Aristotelismus und Platonismus in der Griechischen

Genga, della, (Annibal.) See Leo XII.
Kirche,” 1844.
Genghis Khan. See Jengis Khan.
Gennari, jgn-ni'ree, (Benedetto,) an Italian painter,
Genin, zh&'niN 7 (Francois,) a French litterateur and born at Cento, near Bologna, about 1550. Among his
philologist, born at Amiens in 1803.
He became one of chief works are “ Saint Peter and Saint Paul,” and “ The
,
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Repast of the Saviour with the Disciples at Emmaus.”
“ His composition is simple and noble,” says E. Breton,
“his touch is easy, and his colour true.” (“Nouvelle
Biographie Generale.”) Died in 1610.
See Lanzi, “History of Painting
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in Italy.”

Gennari, (Benedetto,) the Younger, a grandson
He was
of the preceding, was born at Cento in 1633.
a pupil and nephew of Guercino, whom he imitated with
success.
Having visited England, he received the title
of first painter to Charles II. and James II. His copies
of certain works of Guercino can hardly be distinguished
from the originals. Among his master-pieces are “Venus
and Adonis,” and “ Saint Jerome.” Died in 1715.

Youth” (“ Logica per i Giovannetti,” 1766)
commended. Died at Naples in 1769.

is

highly

See “Life of Genovesi,” prefixed to his Works; G. M. Galanti,
“Elogio storico del Signor Abate A. Genovesi,” 1772; Tipaldo,
“ Biografia degli Italiani illustri.”

^en'ser-ic,

[Gr.

Ti&pucoc;

Lat.

Genseri'cus

or.

Gizeri'cus,] a famous king of the Vandals, born at
Seville about 406 A.D., was a son of King Godigisdus or
Modigisdus. In 429 he crossed from Spain into Africa
with a large army, was joined by many Donatists, and
gained victories over the Roman general Bonifacius.
His army committed great atrocities and devastation.
He captured Carthage in 439, made himself master of
Northern Africa, and, according to some writers, formed
See Lanzi, “ History of Painting in Italy.”
an alliance with Attila the Hun. He had a powerful
Gennari, (Cesare,) a brother of the preceding, born fleet, which was a great scourge
In 455
to the Romans.
in 1641, was a pupil of Guercino, and was a skilful painter
he was invited by the empress Eudocia, or Eudoxia, to
of landscapes and history. He worked at Bologna, where fight against
the usurper Maximus.
He accordingly
he died in 1688.
marched against Rome, which he sacked, and carried
Gennari, (Ercole,) a son of Benedetto the elder, Eudoxia with many other Romans as captives to Carwas born at Cento in 1597. He married a sister of thage. His fleet defeated that of the emperor Majorian
Guercino, and copied many works of that master. Died in
In religion Genseric was an Arian. Died in
457.

Bologna in 1658.
A.D.
Gennari, (Giuseppe,) an Italian litterateur, born at 477See Procopius, “ Bellum Vandalicum
Gibbon, “Decline and
Padua in 1721 died in 1800.
Fall of the Roman Empire
Le Beau, “ Histoire du Bas-Empire.”
Gennaro, jin-ni'ro, (Giuseppe Aurelio,) an Italian
Gensonne, zhfiN'so'nk', (Armand,) a French lawyer,
jurisconsult and ingenious writer, born at Naples in 1701. and one of the leaders of the Girondists, born at Borlie published in 1731 “Republic of Jurists,” (“ Repub- deaux in 1 758, was one of the most energetic promoters
lica Jurisconsultorum,”) a history of law under a ficti- of the Revolution.
He was elected to the Legislative
tious form, which was much admired and often reprinted. Assembly in 1791, and to the Convention in 1792.
He
In 1748 he became a councillor of the king. He wrote opposed the execution of the king, and exerted himself
“ On the Vicious Manner of Defending Causes in Court,” for the welfare of the dauphin and his sister. In the
Died in 1761.
(1744.)
struggle that followed between the Girondists and JacoSee Spiriti, “Elogio storico di G. A. Gennaro,” 1762 Tipaldo, bins, Gensonne was one of the most prominent and elo“ Biografia degli Italiani illustri.”
quent champions of his party. One day, in the tribunal,
Gennete, zMn'tk', (Claude Leopold,) a French as he was picturing the horrible excesses that had been
He wrote a committed, and was in bold terms denouncing the permechanician, born near Nancy in 1706.
work “On the Construction of Chimneys warranted petrators, some one cried, “But they have saved the
Died
in
not to Smoke,” (1760.)
1782.
country.” “Yes,” answered Gensonne; “as the geese
Genod, zheh-no', (Michel Philibert,) a French saved the Capitol.” When the Jacobins had obtained
painter of history and genre, born at Lyons in 1795.
full power, he was arrested, and condemned to death,
Genoels, ga-nools', [Dutch pron. Ha-nools',] (Abra- with twenty-one of his colleagues, in October, 1793.
at

;

;

ham,) an eminent Flemish landscape-painter, born at
Antwerp in 1640. He worked in Paris and Rome,
whither he went about 1674. He painted the backgrounds of Lebrun’s “ Battles of Alexander,” and several
views in the vicinity of Rome. Died about 1722.

See Lamartine, “History of the Girondists,” book xlvii.
Thiers, “ History of the French Revolution
“ Nouvelle Biographie
Generale.”

Gent,

jgnt, ?

quary, born in

(Thomas,) an English printer and

York

among which is “An
(Antoine Eugene,) a noted Famous City of York.”

See Bryan’s “Dictionary of Painters.”

Genoude,

zheh-nood',

Montelimart in 1792. He
became editor in 1821 of the “Gazette de France,” a
legitimist journal of Paris, in which post he displayed
considerable ability, but, owing to his fondness for

French

born

journalist,

at

polemics, was involved in

numerous

difficulties.

He

wrote “Considerations on the Greeks and Turks,”
“The Life of Jesus Christ and the Apostles, drawn from
the Gospels,” (1836,) a “History of France,” (16 vols.,
Abbe Genoude took holy
1844-47,) and other works.
orders in 1835, after the death of his wife. Died in 1849.
See Cr^tineau-Joly, “Histoire de M. de Genoude et de la
Gazette de France,” 1843; “Biographie de M. de Genoude,”
anonymous, Paris, 1844; “Nouvelle Biographie Generale.”

Genoux,
and

(Claude,) a Savoyard writer
made the tour of the world
Memoirs of a Savoyard Boy,”
wrote a “History of Savoy,” (1852,) and
zheh-noo',

traveller,

born

in 1811,

twice, and published “
(1844.)

He

other works.

Genovesi,

ji-no-va'see, (Antonio,) an eminent Italian philosopher and political economist, born near SaHe was ordained a priest in 1736, and
lerno in 1712.
became professor of metaphysics at Naples in 1741. He
published “ Elements of Metaphysics,” (in Latin, 1st vol.,
1743,) and a treatise on logic, “Elements of LogicoCritical Art,” (“Elementa Artis logico-criticae,” 1745.)
In these two works he combined the principles of Bacon,
Descartes, Leibnitz, and Locke. He was the first occupant of the chair of political economy founded in 1754
His lectures on that subject were very popuat Naples.
lar, and gave a great impulse to the study of the same.
They were published by him under the title of “Lectures

on Commerce or Civil Economy,” (“Lezioni di Commercio o di Economia civile,” 2 vols.) His “Logic for
a, e, I, o, u, y,

long; 1

,

6 same, less prolonged;
,

anti-

He

wrote several works,
Ancient and Modern History of the
in 1691.

a, e,

T,

Died in 1778.
See the “Life of Thomas Gent,” by himself.

Gentil. See Legentil.
Gentil, zhftN'tiF or zhSN'te'ye, (Andr£ Antoine
Pierre,) a French writer on agriculture, was born in
Franche-Comte about 1728. He produced an “Essay
on Agronomy,” (“ Essai d’Agronomie,” 1777.) Buffon
expressed a high opinion of his talents and character.

Died

in Paris in 1800.

Gentil, (Jean Baptiste Joseph,) a French officer
and historical writer, born at Bagnols in 1726. He went
to India in 1752, fought several campaigns against the
He
British, and entered the service of Sujah Dowlah.
made a rich collection of medals, manuscripts, etc., which
he presented to the Royal Library and Museum of Paris.
He returned to France in 1778, and died in 1799, leaving
in manuscript a “ History of the Mogul Empire,” and
In 1822 M. Didot published his “Meother works.
moires d’lndostan.”
See “ Precis sur J. B. J. Gentil,” etc., Paris, 1814;
tory of British India.”

Mill, “His-

(Luigi Primo,) a Flemish porabout 1606. He worked
many years at Rome, and painted some historical pictures. He is called an excellent colorist. Died about 1670.
Gentile da Fabriano. See Fabriano.
Gentile Gentili, jgn-tee'lk j£n-tee'lee, [Lat. Genti'lis de Gentil'ibus,] surnamed Fulginas, a celebrated
He was the
Italian physician, was born at Foligno.
author of several medical works. Died in 1348.

Gentile,

jSn-tee'li,

trait-painter,

born

at Brussels

See G. GiROlami, “Discorso storico-critico sopra Gentile da
Foligno,” 1844.

Gentileschi. See Lomi, (Orazio.)
Gentilis. See Gentile.
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GENTI LIS
(Jren-ti'lis, (or jen-tee'l£ss,)

(Alberico,) an Italian

bom

in the March of Ancona
Having become a Protestant, he emigrated to
in 1551.
England, found a patron in the Earl of Leicester, and
obtained in 1587 the chair of civil law at Oxford. Among

high reputation,

jurist of
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his numerous works the most important is “ Three Books
on the Law of War,” (“De Jure Belli Libri tres,” 1589,)
which is said to contain sound principles on the law of
nations.
He died at Oxford in 1611.
See Wood, “Athens Oxonienses;” Taisand, “Vies des Jurisconsultes.”

Gentilis, (Giovanni Valentino,) a Socinian theoHe fled,
logian, born at Cosenza, in Italy, about 1520.
to avoid persecution, to Geneva, and thence to Poland.
Having been banished from Poland, he was tried at
Berne for heresy, and beheaded, in 1566.
See Aretius, “ Valentini Gentilis Historia.”

Geoffroi, zho'fRwV, surnamed LE Bel, Duke of
Anjou, called afterwards Plantagenet, ( because he
wore the plant named genet, or genista a species of
broom, on his helmet,) was born in 1113. He married
Matilda, a daughter of Henry I. of England, in 1129.

—

,

He waged war
session of

England.

—

against Stephen of Blois for the posII. of

Normandy. His son became Henry
Died in 1150.

See “Nouvelle Biographie Gdndrale.”
II., Duke of Bretagne, surnamed the Beautiful, the third son of Henry II. of England, was born
in 1158. He married Constance, daughter of Conan IV.,
and thus became the Duke of Brittany. He was the
father of the unfortunate Prince Arthur who was assassinated by order of his uncle, John, King of England.
In early youth he distinguished himself in the wars of
Philippe Auguste against the dukes of Burgundy and

Geoffroi

others.
Died in 1186.
See “Nouvelle Biographie G^ndrale.”

an English litterateur, born in
Gentilis, noticed
“
above.
He translated The History of the Inquisition”
from the Italian of Fra Paolo, and made other translations from the Italian and Spanish.
Died about 1654.
See Wood, “Athente Oxonienses.”

Geoffroi, [Lat. Geoffri'dus,] Abbe de Vendome, a
powerful French cardinal, born at Angers ; died in 1132.

chiari, “ Elogio storico di S. Gentili,” 1816.

France Litt^raire.”

Qren-ti'lis, (Robert,)

London

in 1590,

was a son of Alberico

Geoffroi de Beaulieu. See Galfrid de Beaulieu.
Geoffroy, zho'fRwa', (Claude Joseph,) a chemist
Gentilis, (Scipio,) a Protestant and jurist, born in and pharmaceutist, a brother of Etienne Francois, noticed
Ancona
in
brother
of
Alberico,
below,
was born in Paris in 1685. He wrote, besides
March
of
was
a
the
1563,
noticed above. He became eminent as professor of law other works, “Observations on the Essential Oils,”
Died in 1616. (1707.) Died in 1752.
at Altorf, and wrote several legal works.
See F. Hoefer, “Histoire de la Chimie;” Qu£rard, “La
SeeG. Konig, “ Leichpredigt auf S. Gentilis,” 1617; G. Monte/

Geoffroy, (Etienne Francois,) a distinguished
French physician, born in Paris in 1672. In 1709 he
became professor of medicine and pharmacy in the
He was a Fellow of the Royal
Christians of the Reformed Religion,” (1578,) and other College of France.
Society of London, and a member of the Academy of
works. Died at Geneva about 1595.
Among his works is a “Treatise
Gentilotti, jSn-te-lot'tee, (Giovanni Benedetto,) a Sciences in Paris.
learned ecclesiastic, born in the Tyrol in 1672, was keeper on Materia Medica,” (“Tractatus de Materia Medica,”
of the Imperial Library of Vienna from 1707 to 1723. He 1741,) which was translated into English, French, Gerbecame Bishop of Trent in 1 725, and died the same year. man, and Italian, and had a European reputation. Died
Gentius, g&n'te-us, (Georg,) a German Orientalist, in 1731.
See Fontenelle, “ Eiloge de Geoffroy,” prefixed to his “Traitd
born at Dahme in 1618. He published a Latin version
F. Hoefer, “ Histoire de la Chimie
de Matiere mddicale
of Saadi’s “ Gulistan,” (1651.) Died in 1687.
Gentillet,

zhfl.N''te

yV, (Innocent,) a French

jurist

Vienne. He wrote, in Latin,
“ Anti-Machiavel,” (1576,) an “Apology for the French

and Protestant, born

at

See A. Beyer, “ Historia

“Nouvelle Biographie Generate.”

Vitas, etc. Georgii Gentii,” 1733.

Geoffroy, (Etienne Louis,) a French physician and
Qten'tleman, (Francis,) a dramatic writer and actor,
entomologist, a son of the preceding, was born in Paris
born in Dublin in 1728. He wrote, besides dramas,
Among his works are a valuable “Abridged
“ Royal Fables,” in verse, (1766.) His best work is the in 1725.
History of the Insects which are found near Paris,”
“Dramatic Censor,” (2 vols., 1770,) in which he criti“Dissertations upon the Organ of Hearing in
cised the dramas and actors of his time.
Died in 1784. (1762,) Reptiles, and in Fishes,”
Man, in
(1778,) and “Hygiene
See “ Biographia Dramatica.”
This
sive Ars Sanitatem conservandi ; Poema,” (1771.)
Gentz, von, fon gfints, (Friedrich,) a distinguished poem is commended by several French critics for its
German publicist, born at Breslau in 1764, became in elegance and other merits. He died in 1810.
1802 imperial councillor in the state chancery at Vienna.
an ardent opponent of the French Revolution.
As head secretary, he was present at the Congress of
Vienna, and at the conference of ministers at Paris in
1815. He was the principal contributor to the “ Historical
Journal,” (1799,) and wrote a treatise “On the Political
Condition of Europe before and after the French Revolution.” He also translated Burke’s “ Reflections on the
French Revolution.” Died in 1832.
See Varnhagen, “ Biographische Skizze iiber Gentz
Schi.esier,

He was

“Schriften von F. von Gentz,” 1838; “ Nonvelle Biographie Generale;” “Edinburgh Review” for January, 1807, and January, 1S63.

Geoffrey,

jSf're,

(Gaimar,) an English poet of the
England” in Anglo-

twelfth century, wrote a “ History of
Norman verse.

See F. Hoefer, “ Histoire de

la

Chimie.”

Geoffroy, (Julien Louis,) Abb£, a celebrated French
He became,
critic and editor, born at Rennes in 1743.
in 1776, professor of rhetoric in the College of Navarre,
Paris, and editor of the “Annee litteraire,” founded by
wrote able critical articles for this periodical
Freron.

He

In 1790-92 he edited a royalist
In 1800 he became an assistant editor of the
“Journal des Debats,” for which he wrote dramatical
criticisms with great success. He indulged in bitter sarcasm and virulence against Voltaire and other authors.
Died in 1814. His critiques in the “Journal des Debats”
were published in 5 vols., (1819-20.)

during

fifteen years.

journal.

See Passeron, “Observations sur

Geoffrey of Mon'mouth, surnamed Artu'rus, or
Arthur, an English historian, was Bishop of Saint
Asaph. His principal work is a “ History of the Britons,”
which is generally believed to contain more romance and

feu Geoffroy,” 1826; Sainte-Beuve,
”
velle Biographie Generate.

fable than true history.
He also translated Merlin’s
“ Prophecies” into Latin prose.
Died in 1154.

afterwards

Geoffrin,

zIioTr&n',

(Marie Th£r£se Rodet

—

Madame,

a French lady, distinguished as a
patroness of learning and the fine arts, born in Paris in
She was on intimate terms with many celebrated
1699.

ro'di',)

characters, among whom were Montesquieu and Count
Stanislas Poniatowski.
The latter, on ascending the
throne of Poland, invited her to visit Warsaw, where she
was received with great honours. Died in Paris in 1777.
See Marmontei., “ Memoires
Grimm and Diderot, “Correspondance
A. Moreli.et, “ Portrait de Madame Geoffrin,” 1777.
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(or Geoffroi) d’Auxerre, zho'fRwiP do'French abbot, was a disciple of Abelard, and
of Saint Bernard. He wrote numerous
ecclesiastical works, one of which was an “Epistle on
Transubstantiation.” Died about 1180.
Geoffroy (or Geoffroi) de Vinsauf vJn'soF,
[Lat. Galfri'dus de Vinosal'vo,] a Latin poet of the
He wrote a
twelfth century, was a native of England.
treatise on the Art of Poetry, entitled “Nova Poetria.”
Geoffroy-Ch&teau, zho'fRwV shi'to', (Marc Antoine,) a brother of Geoffroy-Saint-Hilaire, was born at
Etampes in 1774. He served with distinction in Egypt
as an officer, and in the campaign against Austria in 1805.
Died in 1806.
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Geoffroy-Martel, zho'fRwi' miR'tSK, Count of Anjou
and Poitou, was born in 1006. For the great energy and
bravery that he displayed in the feudal wars, and for his
victories over the Saracens, he received the surname of
Martel, (“hammer,” or “mallet.”) Died in 1061.
Geoffroy-Saint-Hilaire, zho'fRwi' si.N te'laiR',
(Etienne,) a distinguished French naturalist, born at
Etampes (Seine-et-Oise) on the 15th of April, 1772. He
was educated in the College of Navarre, Paris, and became a favourite pupil of Haiiy. In 1793 he was appointed professor of zoology in the Museum of Natural
History.
He was one of the savants who accompanied
Bonaparte’s expedition to Egypt in 1798, and returned
about the end of 1801 with a rich collection of animals,
He propounded his
of which he wrote descriptions.
celebrated theory of the unity of organic composition
(which may be said to have laid the foundation of philosophical anatomy) in several memoirs, which opened to
him the doors of the Institute in 1807. In 1809 he was
appointed professor of zoology (or anatomy) at the
Faculty of Sciences. He published an important work,
entitled “ Anatomical Philosophy,” (“ Philosophic anatomique,” 2 vols., 1818-22,) which excited a great controversy between the author and Cuvier. They differed
in regard to the doctrine of final causes and the immutability of species, both of which were maintained by
Cuvier.
“We have a powerful ally in Geoffroy-Saint“The synthetic method
Hilaire,” said Goethe, (1830.)
of looking at nature, initiated by him in France, can no
retrograde.” Among his numerous works are one
the Principle of the Unity of Organic Composition,” (1828,) a “Natural History of the Fishes of the
Nile and Reptiles of Egypt,” published in the great work
of the Egyptian Commission, (1808-29,) and a “Natural
History of Mammiferae,” (with F. Cuvier, 4 vols., 1820-

more

“On

Died June 19, 1844.
42.)
See I. Geoffroy-Saint-Hilaire, “Vie, Travaux, etc. d’fitienne
Geoffroy-Saint-Hilaire,” 1847; Flourens, “Memoire de GeoffroySaint-Hilaire,” (and English translation of the same, in the Smithsonian Report for 1861 ;) Mersseman, “ Geoffroy-Saint-Hilaire, son
Caract&re, ses Decouvertes,” 1844; “Nouvelle Biographie Generale
“Westminster Review” for January, 1854.

garded by him with strong suspicion and dislike. In
1715 the partisans of the Pretender, headed by the Earl
of Mar, raised a rebellion in Scotland, and were defeated
at Sheriffmuir.
Another army of Jacobites surrendered
at Preston, and the rebellion was suppressed early in
In 1717 Townshend was dismissed from power,
1716.
and Mr. Stanhope and the Earl of Sunderland became
the principal ministers. War was declared against Spain
in 1718, and, after a few battles, was ended by a peace
in the next year.
In 1720 the ministry received an important accession in Robert Walpole, who ingratiated
himself with the Prince of Wales and effected a reconciliation between him and the king.
(See next article.)
About this time the famous South Sea scheme exploded,
and thousands of families were reduced to beggary in a
moment. Stanhope having died in 1721, Walpole became
prime minister, with Townshend as his principal colleague. In 1725 a treaty of defensive alliance was signed
between England, France, and Prussia, and the former
was involved in a war against Spain ; but no important
battles were fought by these powers.
George I. died at
Osnaburg in June, 1727, and was succeeded by his son,
George II. George I. was ignorant of the English language, and was deficient in popular qualities. He was
steady in his friendships, and is said to have had more
virtues than accomplishments.
See E. Pufendorf, “ Vita et Res gestae Georgii I. Regis Magnae
Britanniae,” 1728; P. H. Limiers, “ M^moires du R£gne de George
I,” 5 vols., 1729-31 ; Lingard, “History of England.”

George (Augustus)
the only son of George

King of Great Britain, was
and Sophia Dorothea, and was

II.,

I.

born at Hanover in 1683. In 1705 he married the princess Caroline of Brandenburg-Anspach.
He displayed
courage at the battle of Oudenarde, (1708,) where he
fought against the French. On his father’s accession to
the throne, he accompanied him to England, and was
created Prince of Wales in September, 1714. The king
was jealous of his heir-apparent, who was a rather undutiful son.
In 1718 the latter assumed the attitude of
open opposition, and kept his own court. They were
reconciled in 1720, by the mediation of Walpole.
George II. ascended the throne in June, 1727. By

Geoffroy-Saint-Hilaire, (Isidore,) a distinguished
French zoologist, son of the preceding, was born in Paris, the influence of Queen Caroline, Walpole was retained
December 16, 1805. Pie was elected to the Academy of in office as prime minister, and but little change was
Sciences in 1833, and afterwards became successively made in the cabinet, which was composed of Whigs and
A treaty
inspector-general of the University, member of the coun- supported by a large majority in Parliament.
of peace was concluded with Spain in November, 1729.
cil of public instruction, (1845,) an d professor of zoology,
ascendency
confirmed
a
of Walpole was
by general
Among his principal works are “Essays on The
(1850.)
General Zoology,” (1840,) “Natural History of Insects peace, which lasted ten years, and by the growing prosand Molluscs,” (1841,) and “General Natural History of perity of the country. About 1736, Frederick, Prince of
the Organic Kingdoms,” (1852.) Died in November, 1861. Wales, quarrelled with his father, and became the chief
See De Quatrefages, “Mdmoire d’Isidore Geoffroy-Saint- of the opposition, which included William Pitt and other
Whigs. In 1739 public opinion or popular clamour
Hilaire,” (and English version of the same, in the Smithsonian Report for 1862.)
compelled Walpole to renew the war against Spain on

George, [Ger. Georg, ga'oRG,] Duke

the question of maritime right. The question of the
Austrian succession produced in 1740 a general Euro*
reign in 1500, and opposed the Reformation initiated by pean war, in which the, English ministry became an ally
Luther. Died in 1530.
of Maria Theresa of Austria against Prussia, Spain, etc.
George, a learned Eastern physician and Nestorian In January, 1742, Walpole was forced to resign by an
of the eighth century, was the confidential friend and adverse majority in the House, (though he still retained
medical adviser of Al-Mansoor, the Caliph of Bagdad. the favour of the king,) and was succeeded by Lord
Wilmington as first lord of the treasury. Lord Carteret,
He wrote a “Treatise on Medicine,” in Syriac.
George (Lewis) I., King of Great Britain, was the however, soon became, through royal favour and his
son of Ernest Augustus, Elector of Hanover, and Sophia, own merit, the most influential minister. George II.
the youngest daughter of Elizabeth Stuart, Queen of gained a victory over the French at Dettingen, (1743,)
Bohemia, who was a sister of Charles I. of England. the last battle in which a king of England appeared at
He was born at Osnaburg in May, 1660, and married his the head of his troops.
cousin, Sophia Dorothea, the daughter of the Duke of
About the end of 1743, Henry Pelham was appointed
In 1698 he succeeded his father (origin- first lord of the treasury, or premier. In the summer
Zell, in 1682.
ally Duke of Brunswick and Liineburg) as Elector of of 1745 the Pretender Charles Edward Stuart landed in
Hanover. In 1701 the English Parliament passed the Scotland, and raised a formidable rebellion. His army
Act of Settlement, excluding the son of James II. and took Edinburgh, and defeated the royal troops at Presher Catholic claimants, and entailing the crown on the tonpans. He pursued his victorious march towards
Electress Sophia of Hanover, as the nearest Protestant London as far as Derby, whence he retreated to ScotIn April, 1746, the
heir, in case neither the reigning king nor the princess land, followed by the royal army.
Anne should leave issue. Sophia died in May, 1714, and Duke of Cumberland gained a decisive victory over the
on the death of Queen Anne, August 1 of the same year, insurgents at Culloden, after which they were unable to
renew the contest. By the treaty of Aix-la-Chapelle, in
the son of Sophia was proclaimed as George I.
He selected his cabinet almost exclusively from the 1748, the European war was terminated, or rather susWhig party, giving his chief confidence to Lord Town- pended. In 1755 the English and French were again
shend, who was secretary of state. The Tories were re- embroiled by the question of the American Boundary,
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and the former became the ally of Frederick the Great were finally separated from the empire. (See Washingin the Seven Years’ war, 1756-62. Mr. Pitt (afterwards ton.) In 1778 England was involved in war with France,
Lord Chatham) in June, 1757, became the master-spirit which had become the ally of the United States.
of an administration perhaps the most glorious that had
The resignation of Lord North was followed by the
presided over the destinies of the nation. (See Pitt, brief ministries of Rockingham, Shelburne, and PortWilliam.) A series of brilliant victories over the land. Peace was concluded between England on one
French, in Canada, India, and at sea, illustrated the last hand, and the United States, France, and Spain on the
years of George the Second’s reign. He died on the other, by the treaty of Paris, in 1783. In December,
25th of October, 1760, and was succeeded by his grand- 1783, William Pitt commenced his long and eventful
“ With more power than any
son, George III. “ He had scarcely one kingly quality,” Tory administration.
says Lord Mahon, “ except personal courage and justice. minister ever possessed,” says Lord Brougham,
“with
Of acquired knowledge he had little, professing great a friendly court, an obsequious Parliament, a confiding
contempt for literature.”
people,
he held the supreme place in the public counSee Lord Mahon, “History of England;” Lord Hervev, cils for twenty years, and, except the Union with Ireland,
“ Memoirs of the Reign of George II.,” 1S48; Horace Walpole,
he
has not left a single measure behind him for
(1800,)
“Memoirs of the Last Ten Years of the Reign of George II.,” 4
vols., 1822; “Edinburgh Review” for June, 1822
“Blackwood’s which the community whose destinies he so long swayed
Magazine” for April, 1868
Thackeray’s “ Lectures on the has any reason to respect his memory.” (See Pitt,
Georges.”
William.) The most important event of his adminisGeorge (William Frederick) III, King of Great tration was the war against the French republic and
Naval victories were
Britain, born on the 4th of June, 1738, was the eldest Bonaparte, which began in 1793.
son of Frederick Lewis, Prince of Wales, and a grand- gained by Lord Howe in 1794, and by Nelson, at the
son of George II. His mother was Augusta, daughter battle of the Nile, in 1798. In March, 1801, Pitt reof Frederick, Duke of Saxe-Gotha. His education was signed, and Addington became premier. The war was
directed by Lord Harcourt as governor, and the Bishop suspended by the treaty of Amiens, in March, 1802,
of Norwich as preceptor, until 1752.
He was brought and renewed in May, 1803. Mr. Pitt was restored to
up in strict seclusion by his mother. In 1751 he was power in 1804, and died in January, 1806, when a Whig
created Prince of Wales. Before his accession his groom ministry was formed by Fox and Lord Grenville. After
of the stole, Lord Bute, acquired an almost unbounded the death of Fox, in 1807, Mr. Percival and Lord Liverinfluence over him, and instilled Tory principles into his pool were successively the prime ministers. George III.
mind. He ascended the throne on the 25th of October, having become insane in 1810, his son George was apAmong the important events of this
1760, being the first sovereign of the house of Hanover pointed regent.
who was a native of Great Britain. He had received from reign were the victory of Trafalgar, 1805, the American
nature a strong will and mental capacities which quali- war, 1812-14, and the battle of Waterloo, 1815. The
fied him to become a good man of business.
His age, mental malady of the king continued until his death, in
his appearance, and his moral character prepossessed January, 1820, when he was succeeded by his son, George
the nation warmly in his favour. Lord Bute, who still IV. George III. was the father of nine sons and six
His reign of sixty years’ duration was the
retained his ascendency over the king, was appointed daughters.
secretary of state, and several of his partisans were in- longest and one of the most eventful in the annals of
troduced into the cabinet. Pitt, who was then prime Britain. “ Few princes,” says Lord Brougham, “ have
minister, finding himself overruled, resigned in October, been more exemplary in their domestic habits or in the
For the first time offices of private friendship. But the instant that his
1761, and was succeeded by Bute.
since the accession of the house of Hanover, the Tory prerogative was concerned, or his bigotry interfered
party came into power. In 1761 George III. married with, or his will thwarted, the most bitter animosity,
the princess Charlotte, a daughter of the Duke of Meck- the most calculating coldness of heart, the most unforlenburg-Strelitz.
War was declared against Spain in giving resentment, took possession of his whole breast,
January, 1762. The treaty of Paris, in February, 1763, and swayed it by turns.”
restored the peace of Europe and recognized the right
See Adolphus, “ History of England from the Accession of George
of England to Canada and Florida. In April of the III. to 1783 ;” Macfarlane, “ History of the Reign of George III.,”
2 vols., 1770-96; ‘‘George the Third, his Court and Family,” 1820;
same year the nation was amazed by the sudden resig- Brown, ‘‘Memoirs of George III. ;”
John Aikin, “Annals of the
nation of Bute, and George Grenville became first lord Reign of King George III.,” 2 vols., 1820; Lord Brougham,

—

—

;

;

“We

of the treasury.
are inclined to think,” says Macaulay, “ that the worst administration which has governed
England since the Revolution was that of Grenville.
His public acts may be classed under two heads, outrages on the liberty of the people, and outrages on the
dignity of the crown.” He offended the king by insisting that no secret adviser (alluding to Bute) should
have access to the royal ear ; but he was kept in office,
because the king had no choice except between him and
the Whigs.
In 1765 Grenville proposed and enacted a

—

“ Historical Sketch of the Statesmen of the Time of George III.
Lingard, “History of England;” “ Georgiana, or Anecdotes of
George III.,” 1820; “Correspondence of King George III. with
Lord North from 1768 to 1783,” London, 1867; “Memoirs of the
Life and Reign of George III.,” by J. Heneage Jesse, London,
1867.

George (Augustus Frederick)

King of Great
and Queen Charlotte, was born on the 12th of August, 1762.
His
education was confided in 1771 to Lord Holderness as
governor, and Markham, Bishop of Chester, as preTheir places were
ceptor, who both resigned in 1776.
supplied by the Duke of Montague and Dr. Hurd. His
natural abilities were above mediocrity, but were not
diligently or wisely improved.
In his youth he became
an object of his father’s invincible aversion, and by a
natural consequence attached himself to the Whig party,
who were also treated as enemies by the king. He exBritain, the eldest son of

George

IV.,

III.

imposing stamp-duties on the North American
“ the effects of which,” says Macaulay, “ will
felt by the whole human race.”
The ministers
became so intolerable to George III. that he sent for
Pitt and solicited him to form a ministry ; but Pitt was
impracticable, and at last the king reluctantly called the
Whigs into his council. The Marquis of Rockingham
became prime minister in July, 1765, and the Stamp Act hausted prematurely the resources of sensual indulgence,
was repealed in the next session. But the new ministry and was deeply involved in debt by gaming and extravawas not cordially supported by the king, and was assailed gance. About 1 786 he married privately Mrs. Fitzherliert,
and obstructed by the king’s friends at every turn. The a Roman Catholic lady, who was the object of his most
court having secured the services of Pitt by lavish pro- lasting attachment. This marriage was illegal, and, when
mises and caresses, Rockingham was dismissed in 1766, the subject was broached in Parliament, was publicly disand Pitt, now created Earl of Chatham, was appointed owned by the Prince of Wales. The pressure of pecuprime minister. But diseases of body and mind soon niary difficulties rendered a regular marriage necessary,
rendered him unable to attend to business. New taxes as the king refused to supply his extravagant wants except
imposed on the Americans in 1767 provoked violent on condition that he should marry. In 1795 he married
opposition.
Lord Chatham resigned in October, 1768. his cousin, Caroline Amelia Elizabeth, a daughter of
Lord North was prime minister from January, 1770, the Duke of Brunswick, who became the mother of the
until March, 1782, during which period the revolted princess Charlotte in 1796, and whom he treated with
colonies resisted with success the British armies, and studied neglect, if not contempt. A final separation
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took place in 1796, and scandalous reports against her
honour were circulated.
The king having become, through insanity, incompetent for the duties of royalty, the Prince of Wales was

married Gyda, daughter of Harold, the last Saxon king
On account of his ambitious and grasping

of England.

George received the surname of Dolgorooki,
(Long-Handed.) He founded the city of Moscow, and
appointed regent in February, 1811. He retained in in various ways promoted the civilization of his country.
office the Tory ministry of Mr. Percival, abandoning his Died in 1
and was succeeded by his son Andrew.
1 57,
former political friends, who accused him of ingratitude.
See Ersch und Gruber, “ Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”
The foreign policy of the prince regent was the same as
George II., Usevolodovitch, grandson of George
that of George III. The war against the French was
I., became Archduke of Russia in 1212.
He was soon
prosecuted with vigour and success in the Peninsula. In
after compelled to abdicate by his brother Constantine,
June, 18x2, war was declared against the United States, who, however,
on his death-bed, 1219, named George as
with which a treaty of peace was concluded in December,
his successor. In 1224 Russia was invaded by the troops
1814. Lord Liverpool succeeded Percival as prime minof Jengis Khan, who defeated an army of one hundred

The only child of the prince regent, the
princess Charlotte, died in 1817.
On the death of his
father, George IV. ascended the throne, on the 29th of
January, 1820. Great excitement was produced by the
process instituted by the ministry in 1820 against Queen
Caroline, for alleged infidelity to her husband. The majority for the ministers on this question in the House was
so small that they abandoned the case. (See Caroline
Amelia Elizabeth.) The prime minister, Lord Liverpool, having been prostrated by apoplexy, was succeeded
by Mr. Canning in April, 1827. On the death of Canning,
in August of the same year, Viscount Goderich became
premier. In January, 1828, a new ministry was formed,
under the Duke of Wellington.
bill for the relief of
Roman Catholics from political disabilities was passed,
after a long contest, in April, 1829. George IV. died in
June, 1830, and was succeeded by his brother, the Duke
of Clarence, as William IV. George IV. had no public
virtues, and took little interest in the affairs of governister in 1812.

A

ment.

character,

thousand Russians, and ravaged the country as far as
the Dnieper, and then suddenly retired.
In 1237 the
Moguls reappeared, with three hundred thousand men,
and took and destroyed Moscow, and the capital Vladimir.

George was

1238, while bravely resisting the

See Karamzin, “ Histoire de l'Empire de Russie,” translated by
Divoff; Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”

George, Duke of Clarence, a younger brother of Edward IV. of England, was born in 1449. He married
Isabella, a daughter of the Earl of Warwick, “ the Kingmaker,” and aided the latter to dethrone Edward IV.
about 1470. Soon after that date he deserted Warwick
and joined the army of Edward but, having again offended his royal brother, he was accused of treason;
and was found dead in the Tower in 1478. (See Shakspeare’s “ Henry VI., Part III.”)
George of Cyprus, a learned writer, who became
Patriarch of Constantinople in 1283 and abdicated in
;

1289.

See Wallace, “ Memoirs of the Life and Reign of George IV.
Cobbett, “History of George IV.;” Mackintosh, “History of
England
Lloyd, “ George IV. Memoirs of his Life,” 1830; Rev.
George Croly, “Life and Times of George IV.”

killed in

invaders.

He

wrote, besides other works, an autobiography,

Died

“Vita Georgii Cypri,” (Venice,

1763.)
See Fabricius, “ Bibliotheca Grteca.”

in 1290.

:

George of Denmark, Prince, a younger son of
Frederick III., was born in 1653. He married Anne,
daughter
of James II. of England, in 1683, and was a
tides, ascended the throne in 1015.
He reigned over a
In
great extent of territory besides that included in Georgia, privy councillor in the reign of his father-in-law.
and was one of the most powerful Christian monarchs November, 1688, in company with the Duke of Ormond,
of his time.
He revolted against Basil II., Emperor he deserted James II. at Andover, and joined the party
“ The impenetrable stupidity
of Constantinople, who ravaged Georgia with fire and of the Prince of Orange.
sword and compelled George to sue for peace. Died of Prince George,” says Macaulay, “ served his turn on
this occasion better than cunning would have done.
It
in 1027.
was his habit, when any news was told him, to exclaim,
See Le Beau, “Histoire du Bas- Empire.”
?’
?’
‘Est-il
possible
Is
it
possible
This catchGeorge II., grandson of the preceding, was crowned in French,
Est-il possible ?’
King of Georgia in 1072. He carried on an unsuccessful word was now of great use to him.
he cried, when he had been made to understand that
and disastrous war against the Sultan of Persia, to whom
Churchill and Grafton were missing.” He was created
he was forced to become a tributary. Died in 1089.
George III. usurped the throne of Georgia in 1156, Duke of Cumberland in 1689, and, on the accession of
when the true heir to the crown was his nephew Temna. his wife as queen, received nominally the chief command
in 1708.
George waged several long and successful wars against of the army. Died
See Macaulay, “History of England;” Burnet, “ History of
the Persian and Turkish Moslems.
Died in

George

I.,

King of Georgia, of the dynasty of Pagra-

‘

‘

1180.

his

George IV. ascended the Georgian throne in 1198,
and added fresh glory to the arms of the Georgians by
his brilliant victories over his

of Russia,

was

a rival of his uncle Michael, against whom he waged
war.
He was assassinated by a son of Michael in 1328.

Mohammedan neighbours.

In 1220 the Moguls invaded and laid waste a great part
of Georgia.
George attacked them, and was defeated
but one of his generals soon after succeeded in driving
the invaders from the country. Died in 1223.
George VI. succeeded his cousin George V. For
the ability that he exhibited in quelling the civil disturbances in Georgia, and the successful efforts he made to
repair the effects of long and fierce wars, he received
title of “Most Illustrious.”
Died in 1346.
George VII. ascended the throne of Georgia

Own Time.”

George Danielovitch, Grand Duke

George of Trebizonde, [Gr. Teupyioe TpanefrvvTwt;,]
a celebrated scholar, born in the isle of Crete in 1396.
About 1430 he became professor of Greek at Venice, and
was afterwards appointed secretary to Pope Eugenius.
He wrote, besides many other works, a “ Commentary
on the Philippics and other Orations of Cicero,” and a
“Comparison between Plato and Aristotle,” (in Latin.)
He also translated many Greek books into Latin, among
which were Aristotle’s “ Rhetoric and Problems.” Died

the

in 1394.

His father, Bagrat V., had been compelled to submit to in i486.
See Fabricius, “ Bibliotheca Graeca ;” Paolo Giovio, “ Elogia
Tamerlane and embrace the Moslem faith; but George
Virorum illustrium;” Nice KON, “ Memoires ;” Cave, “Historic

determined to yield neither his freedom nor his religion
to the conqueror.
Tamerlane invaded Georgia twice
for the purpose of subduing the Georgian monarch and
spreading the Mohammedan religion but he did not
succeed. After the second invasion, George collected

Literaria.”

George,

;

recaptured the fortresses that had fallen
;nto the hands of the enemy, and compelled all Mussulmans to leave Georgia. Died in 1407.
all his forces,

See

Von Hammer, “ Histoire de l’Empire Ottoman.”
I., Vladimirovitch, written also Juri or

George

Jouri, Grand
1149.

He

Duke

of Russia, ascended the throne in

was the son of Vladimir Monomachos, who
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Saint, of Cappadocia, a cele-

brated ecclesiastic of the fourth century, rose, through
the influence of the Arians, whose doctrines he professed,
Having, by
to be Archbishop of Alexandria in 354.
his rapacity and his persecutions of both orthodox and
pagans, incurred the hatred of the people, he was imprisoned, and, while awaiting his trial, taken away by
force and murdered by the mob. He was canonized by
Pope Gelasius about 494. During the first crusade he
was chosen by the English soldiers as their patron, and
about the time of Edward III. was generally regarded
3?,
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He was designated
as the guardian saint of England.
among the Greeks by the name of “Tropseophoros,” (the
“Trophy-bearer,” or the “Victorious,”) and was famed
for having destroyed a terrible dragon, (supposed to
be that mentioned in the book of Revelation.) Some
writers have conjectured that there was another person
of the same name to whom this achievement should be
attributed.
See Mrs. Jameson, “Sacred and Legendary Art;” Gibbon,
“ Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire,” chap. xxi. T. Lowick,
“History of tire Life and Martyrdom of Saint George;” Peter
Heylin, “ Historic of that famous Saint and Soldier of Jesus Christ,
Saint George,” 1631 John Milner," Historical and Critical Inquiry
into the Existence and Character of Saint George,” 1795.
;

;

George Acropolita. See Acropolita.
George, (Henry,) an American socialist, born at
Philadelphia in 1839. Many years of his life have been
The best known of his writings is
spent in California.
“Progress and Poverty,” (1881.)
George Pachymeres. See Pachymeres.

George Pis'i-des, [Gr. Teupyios IliOTcfyf,] a Greek
writer, lived in Constantinople in the seventh century.

He was the author of a poem of three thousand verses
on the Creation, and several works of a historical and
ecclesiastical character.

See Cave, “ Historia Literaria.”

George Sand. See Sand.
George Scholarius. See Gennadius.

portant work, called “A Complete History of Systems
of Philosophy considered in Relation to the Principles
of Human Knowledge,” (3 vols., 1803,) which opened to
him the Academy of Inscriptions. He was appointed
secretary-general of the ministry of the interior in 1804,
master of requests in 1808, and member of the council
Under the restoration he retained the
of state in 1811.
last-named office. He gained a high reputation for
philanthropy by his labours and writings, one of which
is entitled “On Public Beneficence,” (“De la Bienfaisance publique,” 4 vols., 1839.) He was called to the
Chamber of Peers in 1837. Died in Paris in 1842.
See E. F. Jomard, “Discours sur la Vie et les Travaux du
Baron Degerando,” 1843; “Nouvelle Biographie Gendrale ;” Octavie Morel, “ Essai sur la Vie de J. M. Baron Degerando,”
1846; “North American Review,” April, 1861.

Gerard.

See Girard.

§re-rard', (Alexander,) a Scottish author and divine,
born in the county of Aberdeen in 1728. In 1760 he
became professor of theology in Marischal College, and
in 1771 was appointed to fill the same chair in the University of King’s College.
Among his various works
we may cite an “Essay on Taste,” (1759,) for which a
gold medal was awarded him by the Philosophical Society of Edinburgh, and “ Dissertations on the Genius
and Evidences of Christianity,” (1766.) Died at Aber-

deen

in 1795.
See Chambers, “ Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen.”

Georgel, zhoR'zhSl', (Jean Francois,) a French ecborn in Lorraine in 1 73 1- He was secretary
of embassy at Vienna in 1772, and soon after became
grand vicar of Cardinal Prince Rohan, whose defence he
managed in the affair of the diamond necklace. He died
in 1813, leaving historical memoirs, which were published

Gerard, (Captain Alexander,) son of Gilbert Gerard,
noticed below, was born at Aberdeen about 1795. He
spent many years in scientific explorations among the
Himalayas. He died in 1840, leaving an “Account
of Koonawur in the Himalaya,” which was published

in 1817, (6 vols.)
See “Edinburgh Review”

Gerard, zhi/riR', (Balthasar,) a Catholic fanatic,
and a native of Franche-Comte, in France, is notorious
as the assassin of William of Nassau, Prince of Orange.
He was executed in July, 1584, a short time after he
committed the deed ; and Philip II. of Spain ennobled

clesiastic,

for

September, 1818.

Georges, gi-oR'g§s, (Karl Ernst,) a German lexicographer, born at Gotha in 1806. He published, in
1834, a “

German-Latin Hand-Lexicon.”

Georges-Weymer, zhoRzh vi'maiR', (Marguerite,)

in 1841.

his family.

Gerard, (Francois,) an eminent painter of the French
one of the most celebrated French actresses of recent
He studied in Paris
times, born at Bayeux about 1787, performed in Paris school, was born at Rome in 1770.
under David, and about 1795 produced his picture of
(1802) and other cities of Europe with brilliant success.
“
Austerlitz,”
painted at
Belisarius.”
His
“Battle
of
Georgi. See Giorgi.
Georgi, gi-oR'gee, (Christian Sigismund,) a Ger- the request of Napoleon, is of immense size, (thirty feet
man biblical critic, born at Luckau in 1702, became pro- wide by sixteen high,) and an admirable work of its kind.
He published Among his other productions are “The Entrance of
fessor of theology at Wittenberg in 1743.
Henry IV. into Paris,” “Saint Theresa,” “Corinna at
many dissertations on the sacred text. Died in 1771.
Geppert, gSp'pert, (Kari. Eduard,) a meritorious the Cape of Miseno,” and “ Thetis with the Armour of
German philologist and critic, born at Stettin in 1811. Achilles.” Gerard was created by Napoleon an officer
He published, besides other works, “De Versu Gly- of the legion of honour, chevalier of Saint Michael, and
coneo,” (“ On the Glyconian Verse,” 1833,) a “ Chronicle a member of the Institute, and was afterwards made
Besides the works above
of Berlin,” (3 vols., 1837-42,) and “On the Origin of the a baron by Louis XVIII.
mentioned, he painted a great number of portraits, inHomeric Poems,” (2 vols., 1840.)
Geraldini, ji-r&l-dee'nee, (Alessandro,) an Italian cluding those of the Bonaparte family and other distinAs a painter of history and portraits,
prelate, born in 1455, entered the service of Isabella of guished persons.
Spain, was appointed preceptor of the Infantas, and was he ranks among the greatest European artists of recent
afterwards ambassador to several European courts. He times. Died in Paris in 1836.
See Charles Lenormant, “ F. Gerard, Peintre d’Histoire
exerted his influence to promote the great enterprise of
Essai de Biographie et de Critique,” 1846; “Nouvelle Biographie
Columbus. He became Bishop of San Domingo in 1520. Generale.”
Died in 1525.
Gerard, (Francois Antoine,) a French general, born
See B. de las Casas, “ Historia general de las Indias.”
at Nancy in 1786, served with distinction in the camGeramb, zheh-r6N', (Ferdinand,) Baron, a noted paign of 1814, and rendered important services to the
adventurer, of Hungarian extraction, born at Lyons in Greek cause in 1829.
In 1848 he became general of
After fighting against the French in Austria and division.
1770.
Died in 1856.
in Spain, he fell into the power of Napoleon, by whom
Gerard, (Gilbert,) a distinguished scholar and theohe was imprisoned in 1812. On his release, in 1816, he logian, son of Dr. Alexander Gerard, was born at Aberbecame a monk of La Trappe, and rose to be procureur- deen. He was the author of “ Institutes of Biblical
general of the order. In 1831 he made a pilgrimage to Criticism.” Died in 1815.
Palestine, of which he published an account, written in
Gerard, (James,) a surgeon and traveller, son of the
French, (1844, 3 vols.) It has been translated into Ger- preceding, was born at Aberdeen in 1795. He explored
man, Italian, and Spanish. Died in 1848.
Hindostan, Thibet, and the Himalayas, in company with
See “ Nouvelle Biographie Gene rale.”
his brother Alexander, between 1818 and 1835. He died
Gerando, de, often written Degerando, deh zheh- in Bengal in 1835.
r6N'do', (Joseph Marie,) a distinguished French metaGerard, (Jean Ignace Isidore,) an eminent French
physical philosopher, born at Lyons in 1772.
He en- artist and caricaturist, who assumed the name of Grandtered the army about 1798, and in 1799 gained the prize ville, was born at Nancy in 1803.
He brought out in
of the Institute for an essay on the question, “ What 1828 the first of a series of humorous sketches, en?”
is the Influence of Signs on the Formation of Ideas
titled “ Metamorphoses of the Day,” which were exceedHe published this essay, with additions, with the title of ingly admired and at once established his reputation.
“ Des Signes et de l’Art de Penser,” (1803,) and an im- After the passage of the law prohibiting political caricae as k; 5 as s; g hard; g as j; G, h,

y.,
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GERARD

made illustrations for La Fontaine’s and Florian’s
Fables, Beranger’s Poems, “Gulliver’s Travels,” and
other popular works.
His “ Speaking Animals,” (“Animaux parlants,”) in which he has represented animals
with human physiognomies, is unsurpassed in its comic
mres, he

power and keen and delicate satire. His works are very
numerous, and rank among the most perfect of their
kind, both in conception and execution. He died in 1847,
of grief caused by the sudden death of a favourite child.
See “ Dictionnaire de

Gerard

la

Conversation.”

Gerarde, (John,) an English surgeon
and botanist, born at Nantwich in 1545. He had a
large botanical garden in London, and was one of the
or

who introduced exotics. He wrote a general “History of Plants,” (1597,) which was highly esteemed. Died
about 1607.
Gerard, (Jules,) a French officer, surnamed “the
Lion-Killer,” born at Pignans in 1817.
Having entered
the army, he went to Africa in 1842, and became distinguished as a hunter. It is stated that he killed his twentyfilth lion in 1855. He published an account of his exploits,
first

“The Lion-Hunt,” (“La Chasse au
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Lion,” 1855.) Died

in 1864.

Gerard, (Louis,) a French botanist, born at Cotignac
in 1733.
published in 1761 his “ Flora Gallo- Provincialis,” said to be the first work in which plants are

He

order of warrior
brated.

monks which

afterwards became so cele-

Diedinii2i.

See Michaud, “Histoire des Croisades
Bosio, “ Histoire de
D. Arbaud, “Dissertation

FOrdre de Saint-Jean-de-J^rusalem

historique sur le B. Gerard Tenque,” 1851.

Gerardi. See Gherardi.
Gerbais, zlteR'bJj', (Jean,) a French ecclesiastical
writer, born near Rheints in 1629
died in 1699.
Gerbel, geit'bel, [Lat. Gekhe'lius,] (Nikolaus,) a
German jurist, professor at Strasburg, born at Pforzheim, wrote “ The Rise and Progress of the Anabaptists,”
and other works. Died in 1560.
Gerber, geit'ber, (Ernst Ludwig,) a German organist and writer on music, born at Sondershausen in
He published a valuable “Historical and Bio1746.
graphical Lexicon of Musicians,” (2 vols., 1790-92, and
;

a more complete work, entitled “Neues historisch-biographisches Lexikon der Tonkiinstler,” (4 vols., 1810-14.)

Died

in 1819.
See Fetis, “ Biographie Universelle des Musiciens.”

Gerberon,

zlteRb'rdN', (Gabriel,) a

French Bene-

monk, born at Saint-Calais (Maine) in 1628. He
became a zealous Jansenist, and was imprisoned for his
dictine

opinions at Vincennes from 1706 to 1710.
He wrote,
besides many other works, a “History of Jansenism,” (3
vols., 1700.)

Diedini7ll.

See “ Nouvelle Biographie Generale.”
arranged according to a natural system. Died in 1819.
Gerard, (Maurice Etienne,) Count, marshal and
Gerbert. See Sylvester II.
peer of France, born at Danvilliers in 177 3. For his
Gerbert, gdR'bSRt, (Martin,) Baron von Hornau,
bravery at Austerlitz he was made a commander of the (hor'now,) a learned German priest and writer on music,
legion of honour on the field of battle, and was after- who became Prince-Abbot of Saint-Blaise, was born at
wards intrusted by Bernadotte with the command of the Horb, in Wiirtemberg, in 1720. His principal works are
Saxon cavalry at Wagram. In the Russian campaign a history of church music, entitled “De Cantu et Musica
of 1812 he displayed signal courage at the taking of sacra,” (1774,) and “Ecclesiastical Writers on Sacred
Smolensk and the passage of the Berezina. He had a Music,” (“ Scriptores ecclesiastici de Musica sacra,” etc.,
principal share in the victory of Bautzen in 1813. Being 3 vols., 1 784,) which are highly esteemed.
Died in 1 793.
severely wounded at Leipsic, he was obliged for a time
See J. B. Weiss, “Trauerrede auf den Fiirst-Abbt M. Gerbert,”
to quit the army.
On the return of Bonaparte from 1793 F£tis, “ Biographie Universelle des Musiciens.”
Elba, Gerard obtained the command of the army of the
Gerbet, zh§R'bl', (Olympe Philippe,) a French ecMoselle. When the battle of Waterloo was taking place, clesiastic, born in 1798.
He wrote, among other works,
on the 18th of June, he urged Marshal Grouchy to ad- a “ Sketch of Christian Rome,” (“ Esquisse de Rome
vance towards the scene of action. After the accession chretienne,” 1844-50.) In 1853 he became Bishop of
of Louis Philippe, he was created marshal and peer of Perpignan.
France, and minister of war, but, owing to infirm health,
Gerbier, zh§R'be-i', (Pierre Jean Baptiste,) a
soon resigned this post to Marshal Soult. In 1835 he was French lawyer and orator, born at Rennes in 1725, was
grand
chancellor
advocate
Died in 1788.
made
of the legion of honour.
He
to the Parliament of Paris.
died, according to the “Nouvelle Biographie Generale,
Gerbier d’Ouviliy, zhSR'be-i' doo'vl'ye', (Sir Balin 1855.
thasar,) a Flemish architect and painter, born at AntSee “Victoires et Conquetes des Fran?ais,” etc.: J. Nollet- werp about 1592, visited England at an early age, and
Fabert, “Notice sur le Marechal Gerard,” 1852; “Nouvelle Bio- was successively patronized by James I., Charles I., and
graphie G^ndrale
L. de Lomj£nie, “Galeriedes Contemporains.”
Charles II. He was employed by James to negotiate
Gerard, (Philippe Louis,) a French ecclesiastic, the marriage of Prince Charles with the Spanish Inborn in Paris in 1737, wrote a moral fiction called “The fanta. Among his best works is a portrait of the Duke
Count of Valmont, or the Wanderings of the Reason,” of Buckingham on horseback. Gerbier designed the
Died
(1774,) and “Study of the French Language, Rhetoric, triumphal arches for the reception of Charles II.
in 1667.
and Philosophy.” Died in 1813.
“
de
Nerval.
Nerval.
Gerard
See
See Nouvelle Biographie Generate.”
Gerard de Nimeguen. See Geldenhaur.
Gerbillon, zhgR'be'ybN', (Jean Francois,) a French
Gerard de Rayneval. See Rayneval.
In 1686 he went as a missionary
Jesuit, born in 1634.
Gerard Groot. See Groot.
to China, where, on account of his medical skill, he was
Gerard of Cre-mo'na, [Lat. Gherar'dus Crf.mo- received with great favour by the emperor. He wrote
nf.n'sis; It. Ghf.rardo Cremonese, gi-raR'do kRl- a “ Relation” of eight journeys into Grand Tartary, the
mo-na'si; Fr. G£rard de Cr£mone, zhl'riR' deh “ Elements of Geometry,” and “ Geometry, Practical and
kR&'mon',] an Italian translator, was born at Cremona, Speculative.” The last two were written in Chinese.
in Lombardy, about 1114.
He translated, it is said, Died at Pekin in 1707.
seventy-six different works from the Arabic into Latin,
See Michault, “Melanges historiques et philologiques.”
chiefly relating to mathematics and medicine.
Of these
Gerbo, zh§R'bo', (Louis,) a Flemish painter, born at
we may mention “ Theory of the Planets,” and the Bruges in
1761, worked some years in Paris, where he
“ Ars Parva” of Galen. Died in 1187.
;

See Boncompagni, “ Della Vita,

died in 1818.

etc. di

Gherardo Cremonese,” etc.

Gerard Thom,

zhl'riR' tbN, or Tenque, tbNk, the
founder and first grand master of the knights of the order
of Saint John of Jerusalem, was born about 1040, on an
He went to Jeruisland near the coast of Provence.
salem when quite young, and was appointed superior of
benefit
of pilgrims. Here he was
a hospital built for the
held in great esteem, even by the Saracens, before the
crusades began. The Moslems, suspecting Gerard of
aiding the crusaders, put him in prison ; but he was liberated by Godfrey of Bouillon. In 1100 he founded that
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Gerd, Gerda, or Gerde. See Frey.
Gerdes, gdR'dSs, (Daniel,) a meritorious German
Protestant minister, born at Bremen in 1698. He became
professor of theology at Groningen (one account says at
His chief work is a “History of the
Utrecht) in 1735.
Reformation,” (in Latin, 4 vols., 1744-52.) Died in 1767.
See Hirsching, “ Historisch-literarisches Handbuch.”
Gerdil, j§R-d 41 ' or j 4 R-d 4 I', (Giacinto Sigismondo,)
He
a learned Italian cardinal, born in Savoy in 1718.
became professor of philosophy at Turin, (1749,) and
preceptor to the Prince of Piedmont, afterwards Charles
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GERDT
Emanuel IV.

He was made

a cardinal in 1777, and,
of the Propaganda. He wrote, besides
other works in Latin, French, and Italian, “The Immateriality of the Soul demonstrated against Locke,” etc.,
(1747,) and “ Anti-fimile, or Reflections on the Theory
and Practice of Education, against the Principles of J. J.

soon
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after, prefect

Died in 1802.
See Fontana, “Elogio letterario del C. G.
Tipaldo, “Biografia degli Italiani illustri.”
Rousseau,” (1763.)

S. Gerdil,” 1802;

Gerdy,

Gering, ga'ring, (Ulric,) a Swiss printer, who, with
his associates, Crantz and Friburger, introduced the art
of printing into France in 1469. The first work which
they printed was the “Epistles of Gasparini Barzizza,”
Paris, (1470.)
Died in Paris in 1510.
See Greswell, “Parisian Typography;” Lacaille, “ Histoire
de rimprimerie,”

etc.

;

“ Nouvelle Biographie Gtluerale, ” (by A. F.

Didot.)

Gerini, ji-ree'nee, (Gerino, ji-ree'no,) an Italian
painter, born at Pistoia, lived about 1530.
He was a
pupil of Perugino, whose manner he adopted.
Among
his works is “ The Miracle of the Loaves.”

zhSiFde', (Pierre Nicolas,) a French phyand surgeon, born at Loches (Aube) in 1797.
Among his works are “ Physiology of the Sensations
See Vasari, “Lives of the Painters,” etc.
and Intelligence,” (1846,) and “Practical Surgery,” (3
Gerlach, g§R'HK, (Benjamin Gottlieb,) a German
vols., 1850-55.)
Died in 1856.
Geree, ge-ree', ? (John,) an English Puritan minister, philologist, born at Liegnitz in 1698, wrote an essay
born in Yorkshire in 1600. He preached at Saint Alban’s “On the Portable Chinese Temple,” (“De Templo
Sinensi portatili,” 1739.)
Died in 1756.
and in London. Died in 1649.
Gerlacli, (Franz Dorotheus,) a German philologist,
Gerhard, g§R'h 3.Rt, (Eduard,) a German archaeologist, born at Posen in 1795.
In 1822 he visited Rome, born in Gotha in 1793, published editions of Sallust, and
where he resided many years, and had a share in Plat- of the “Germania” of Tacitus, and wrote several his“
ner’s
Description of Rome,” which was conducted by torical treatises. He became professor of Greek at the
Baron Bunsen. In conjunction with the latter and other University of Bale in 1820.
Gerlach, (Stephen,) a German Protestant divine,
savants, he founded at Rome the Institute for Archaeological Correspondence.
After his return, about 1837, born in Wiirtemberg in 1546, was chaplain to the impehe was appointed professor in the University of Berlin, rial embassy at Constantinople for five years, (1573-78.)
and archaeologist at the Royal Museum. Among his He left a “Journal of the Embassy,” (published in 1674,)
numerous treatises on ancient works of art, we may and several theological works. Died in 1612.
See Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”
name “Greek and Etruscan Drinking-Cups,” (1843,)
“ Vases of Apulia,” and “Antique Sculpture,” (1827—44.)
Gerlache, de, deh zhgR'lish', (Etienne ConstanHe died in 1867.
tin,) Baron, a Belgian historian and statesman, born
Gerhard, (Ephraim,) a German philosopher, born in Luxembourg in 1785. He became a member of the
“
in Silesia in 1682. He wrote, in Latin,
Delineation of Belgian Congress in 1830, president of the Chamber of
Rational Philosophy.” Died in 1718.
Representatives in 1831, and president of the court of
Gerhard, (Johann,) a learned Lutheran theologian, cassation in 1832 or 1833. He wrote several historical
born at Quedlinburg in 1582, became professor of di- works, the most popular of which is a “ History of the
vinity at Jena in 1616, and was employed in missions Kingdom of the Netherlands from 1814 to 1830,” (2 vols.,
by several princes. His “ Meditationes Sacrae” (1627) 1839.) He belonged to the Catholic conservative party.
were often reprinted, and translated into several lanGerle, zh^Rl, (Dom Christophe Antoine,) a French
guages. He wrote other works, and was chief editor of ecclesiastic, born in Auvergne in 1740, became an adthe Bible of Weimar. Died at Jena in 1637.
herent of the fanatic Catherine Theot. Died about 1805.
See E. R. Fischer, “ Vita J. Gerhardj,” 1723; Arnold," KirchenGermain. See Germanus.
und Ketzer-Historie.”
Germain, zhgR'miN', (Charles Antoine,) a French
Gerhard, (Johann Ernst,) a son of the preceding, political orator, born at Narbonne about 1770. He was
born at Jena in 1621, was an Orientalist, and professor an ultra-republican in the Revolution, and became a
of history in his native city.
He wrote “ Harmony of strenuous opponent of the Directory, by whom he was
Oriental Languages,” and other treatises. Died in 1688. banished in 1797.
Died in 1835.
See Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”
Germain, (Michel,) a French antiquary, born at
Gerhard, (Karl Abraham,) a German mineralogist, Peronne in 1645 ; died in 1694.
born in 1738, wrote an “Essay of a History of the MinGermain, (Pierre,) a distinguished carver on metals,
eral Kingdom,” (Berlin, 2 vols., 1781.)
Died in 1821.
born in Paris in 1647, was patronized by Louis XIV.
Gerhard Groot. See Groot.
Died in 1682.
Gerhardt, zhi'rtR' or g§R'h 3.Rt, (Charles Fr^dSGermain, [Lat. Germa'nus,] Saint, of Auxerre,
Ric,) a French chemist, born at Strasbourg in 1816. He was born at Auxerre, France, about 380 a.d.
He was of
was professor of chemistry from 1844-48 at Montpellier, illustrious birth, and was created duke of several French
and removed thence to Paris, where he devoted himself to provinces by the emperor Honorius.
He afterwards
experiments on homologous series, the theory of types, embraced an ecclesiastical life, and, on the death of
and anhydrous acids. He proposed an improved classi- Saint Amator, became Bishop of Auxerre. In 428,
fication of organic chemistry, and published an important Germain was sent to Britain, where, meeting with great
“Treatise on Organic Chemistry,” (4 vols., 1854-56.) success in suppressing Pelagianism and promoting eduIn 1855 he became professor of chemistry at Strasbourg. cation, he remained nearly eighteen years. Died at
Died in August, 1856.
Ravenna in 448.
sician

See “ Nouvelle Biographie

G emirale.”

See Baillet, “Vies des Saints.”

Gerhardt

or Gerhard, (Paul,) a German Protestant
divine and poet, born in Saxony about 1606.
He was
the author of a collection of hymns, which are greatly
esteemed. He preached in Berlin and at Liibben. Died
at Liibben in 1675.
See Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie;” Ernst
G. Roth, “ P. Gerhard nacli seinem Leben und Wirken,” 1829
Langbecker, “ P. Gerhard’s Leben und Lieder,” Berlin, 1841
Wii.denhahn, “ P. Gerhard; kirchengeschichtliches Lebensbild,”
etc., 2 vols., 1845, (translated into English by Mrs. Stanley Carr,
;

;

London,

1846.)

Gericault, zh&'re'ko', (Jean Louis

Theodore An-

Dr£,) a French painter, born at Rouen in 1790, studied
under Vernet and Guerin, and about 1819 produced
his master-piece, “The Shipwreck of the Medusa.” His
pictures of horses are greatly admired.
Died in 1824.
See £mile Coquatrix, “ Gericault, Prose et Vers,” 1846; C.
Blanc, “Gericault,” Paris.
Gericke, ga'rlk-keh, (Peter,) a German physician
and writer, born at Stendal in 1683 ; died in 1750.

c as k ; 9 as s ; g hard; g as j; g, H, K, guttural; n, nasal;

Germain,

(Sophie,) a French lady, distinguished for
her knowledge of mathematics, was born in Paris in
In
1776.
1815 she obtained the prize offered by the
Institute for the best essay on the vibration of elastic
plates.
She wrote, besides other works, “ Researches

on the Theory of Elastic Surfaces,” (1821.) Died

in 1831.

See “Nouvelle Biographie Generale.

Germain, (Thomas,) an architect and sculptor, a
son of Pierre, noticed above, was born in Paris in 1673.
He studied under the painter Boullongne, and subsequently at Rome, where he was principally employed
in executing ornamental work in gold for different European monarchs. Died in 1748.
Germain de Paris, zhgR'miN' deh pt're', Saint,
born in Paris, of which city he became bishop in 554.

He

was distinguished

for his great zeal for religion,

wrote some ecclesiastical works.

Died

in

and

576 a.d.

See Duri.essy, “Histoire de Saint-Germain,” 1841; Gaillet,

“Vies des Saints.”
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Qrer-man'I-cus, (Caesar,) a celebrated Roman geneborn in 14 B.C., was the oldest son of Drusus Nero
Germanicus, and brother of Claudius, who afterwards
became emperor. At the request of Augustus Caesar,
Germanicus was adopted by his uncle Tiberius. When
he was twenty years of age, he fought in Dalmatia and
l’annonia with such distinction that he obtained a triumph on his return to Rome. In 12 a.d. he became
consul, and soon after received from Augustus the command of the legions on the Rhine. The news of the
death of this emperor caused several of the legions of
the Lower Rhine to break out in a dangerous mutiny
whiie Germanicus was absent. On his return the soldiers
desired to raise him to the imperial power but he refused
to accede to their wishes, and succeeded in restoring
discipline.
He immediately marched against the Germans, whom he defeated in several battles, repulsed the

ral,

;

He published a “Translation from Hesiod into
1693.
Danish Verse,” and an "Epitome of Danish Philology.”
Died in 1700.
Gerner, (Hendrik,) a naval architect, born at Copenhagen in 1742, wrote “Songs for the Amusement of
Danish Sailors.” Died about 1800.
Gerning, feR'ning, (Johann Christian,) a German
born at Frankfort in 1746; died in 1802.
zhi'rom', (Jean L£on,) a French painter,
Vesoul (Haute-Saone) in 1824, was a pupil of
Delaroche. He received a medal of the second class at
the Paris Exposition of 1855, and was appointed a
naturalist,

Gerome,

born

at

Among
of the Legion of Honour in 1878.
works are “The Augustan Age,” (1855,) “La Sortie
“
“
The Plague at
The Gladiators,”
du Bal masque,”
Marseilles,” and “ L’Eminence Grise,” ^ 1874.)
Dutch
oil-painter,
bom a‘
of
Haarlem,
a
Gerrard,

commander
his

great German leader Arnrinius, and penetrated to the Haarlem in 1460; died in 1488.
place where the legions of Varus had been destroyed.
Gerrards, van, (G. P.,) a Dutch painter, born at
The next year he was victorious in two important battles Amsterdam in 1907. Died in 1667.
fought against Arminius. Germanicus wished to remain
Gerritsz, ggR'rits, (Dirck or Dirk,) a famous Dutch
in Germany another year, in order to complete its subju- navigator, born at Enkhuisen about 1555.
He made a
gation but Tiberius, who was very jealous of the popu- voyage to China, the coasts of which he is said to have
larity of the conqueror, ordered him to return to Rome, explored.
He commanded one of the five vessels which
where he was honoured with a brilliant triumph in 17 in 1598 sailed to the South Sea and discovered land
a.d.
He was again chosen consul for the year 18, with about 64° south latitude. Died about 1602.
Tiberius as his colleague, and was sent to quell some
Ger'ry, (Elbridge,) an American statesman, born
serious disturbances which had broken out in the East. in Marblehead, Massachusetts, in 1744, graduated at
Having brought this expedition to a successful issue, Harvard in 1762. He was elected to the legislature of
he died at Antioch in the year 19, it is supposed from Massachusetts in 1772, and soon became a prominent
the effects of poison administered to him by the orders political leader.
Having been chosen a member of the
of the emperor and of Cneius Piso, Governor of Syria. Continental Congress in 1776, he signed the Declaration
Germanicus was greatly beloved by the Romans ; and of Independence, and was placed on several important
even the nations whom he vanquished regarded him as committees. He became chairman of the treasury board
a noble and generous foe.
He left, by his wife Agrip- in 1780, and was a member of the convention which, in
About 1790 he
pina, granddaughter of Augustus, several children, one 1787, formed the Federal Constitution.
of whom was the notorious Caligula.
His daughter was again elected to Congress, from which he retired in
Agrippina became the mother of Nero.
1795, and was sent on a mission to France in 1797 with
He was invited to
See Tacitus, “ Annales;” Louis de Beaufort, “ Histoire de C. General Pinckney and Mr. Marshall.
Germanicus,” 1741; Lagerloef, “ Vita C. Germanici,” Upsal, 1698; remain when his colleagues were ordered by the French
Hildebrand,
“Germanicus,”
2
vols.,
Frankfort,
1817.
J.
Directors to leave France; and he did remain. He
Germanus. See Germain.
joined the Democratic party, by which he was elected
Qrer-ma'nus [Fr. Germain, zhSR'miN'] I., Patriarch Governor of Massachusetts in 1810. He was elected
of Constantinople, was an enemy of the Iconoclasts, and Vice-President of the United States in 1812, when
had a contest respecting the worship of images with the Madison was chosen President. Died in November,
emperor Leo, by whom he was deposed in 730 a.d. Died 1814.
;

about 740.

Goodrich, “ Lives
See J. T. Austin, “ Life of Elbridge Gerry
of the Signers to the Declaration of Independence.”

See Cave, “Historia Literaria.”

Germanus

was elected Patriarch of ConstantiGersdorf, ggRs'doRf, (Johann,) a German physician
He left numerous writings. Died and surgeon, practised at Strasburg about 1520-40. He
published a “Manual of Surgery,” (1517.)
Germanus III. became Patriarch of Constantinople
Gersdorf, (Karl Friedrich Wilhelm,) a German
about 1265. He resigned in 1266 or 1267.
After the alliance of
general, born at Lobau in 1765.
German y Llorente, HfiR-min' e lo-ren'ti, (Ber- Saxony with France, he fought for Napoleon in the camnardo,) a distinguished Spanish painter, born at Seville paigns of 1809, 1810, and 1812. Died in 1829.
in 1685.
His chief work was a picture of the Virgin
Gerson, de, deh zhgR'sdN', (Jean Charlier shiiLrepresented as a shepherdess. After this work, Murillo le-i',) surnamed the Most Christian Doctor, was
gave him the surname of “the Painter of Shepherdesses.” born at the village of Gerson, near Rheims, in 1363.
Died in 1757.
Soon after completing his studies he became chancellor
Germany, Emperor of. S-e William.
of the University of Paris and canon of Notre-Dame.
Germar, ggR'miR, (Ernst Friedrich,) a German Having boldly denounced the assassins of the Duke of
naturalist, born at Glauchau, in Saxony, in 1786, was Orleans, he was persecuted by the Duke of Burgundy,
appointed chief councillor of mines at Halle in 1844. his house was pillaged by a mob, and he saved his life
He was one of the most
lie wrote a treatise “On the Petrifactions of the Coal only by concealing himself.
energetic members of the Council of Pisa, which deFormation of Wettin,” etc.
Germon, zhSiUmbN', (Barth£lemi,) a French Jesuit, posed the rival popes Benedict XIII. and Gregory
born at Orleans in 1663, distinguished himself in a con- XII. and elected Alexander V. He afterwards exerted
troversy with Mabillon, and other Benedictines, in regard a great influence at the Council of Constance, which deto ecclesiastical diplomatics.
He wrote several works posed Pope John XXIII. Gerson sat in this council as
the ambassador of the French king and the representaon this subject. Died in 1718.
tive of the Church of France and of the University.
See Mor£ri, “Dictionnaire Historique.”
While at this place, he had a fierce disputation with John
Germonio, j§R-mo'ne-o, (Anastasio,) an Italian Huss. Gerson always maintained that the Church had
canonist, born near Parma in 1551.
In 1608 he was
the right to make any reforms, even without the conappointed Archbishop of Tarantaise. He was the author
sent of the pope. Owing to the enmity of the party of the
of numerous ecclesiastical works.
Died in 1627.
Duke of Burgundy, he went from Constance to Bavaria
II.

nople about 1224.
about 1250.

—

See Taisand, “Vies des Jurisconsultes anciens
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(Simon,) a Dutch landscapepainter, born at Dort about 1650; died in 1719.
Gerner, ggiUner, (Hendrik,) a Danish author, born
at

H§r-mln',

Copenhagen
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disguised as a pilgrim. After remaining in Germany several years, he returned to France, and entered a convent
He wrote a treatise
at Lyons, where he died in 1429.
“On the Consolation of Theology,” (“De Consolatione
Theologias,”) and is supposed by some to have been
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the author of the “ Imitation of Jesus Christ,” which has
generally been attributed to Thomas a Kempis.
See Lecuy, “Essai sur la Vie de J. Gerson,” 1832; Von der
Hardt, “ Gersoniana
Thomassy, “Jean Gerson,” 1843; C.
Schmidt, “Essai sur Gerson,” 1839; “Nouvelle Biographie G£nerale.”

quary, born at Gerville, near Coutances, in 1769.

He

Died in 1853.
Gervinus, ggR-vee'nus, (Georg Gottfried,) an
eminent German historian and critic, born at Darmstadt
He became professor of history and
in May, 1805.
literature at Gottingen in 1836, but was removed in 1837
wrote treatises on French antiquities.

Gerstacker or Gerstaecker, ggR'stSk'ker, (Fried- because he signed a protest against the abolition of the
German traveller and writer, born at Hamburg constitution of Hanover. He published an important

RICH,) a

in 1816.
In 1837 he visited the United States,
spent six years, and atter his return published “

where he

ings and Hunting Excursions through the United States
of North America,” “ The River-Pirates of the Mississippi,” and other works of fiction.
Died at Vienna in
1872.
Gersten, or Gerstein, (Christian Ludwig,) a
German mathematician, born in 1701 at Giessen, where
he became professor of mathematics in 1733.
He was
imprisoned twelve years ( 1 748-60) for writing an offensive
letter to the Landgrave ofHesse-Darmstadt. Died in 1 762.

Gerstenberg, (Heinrich Wilhelm,)
litterateur,

born at Tondern in

1737.

work, called “History of the National Poetic Literature
the Germans,” (3 vols., 1835-38,) and, as a continuation or complement of the same, “Neuere Geschichte
der poetischen National-Literatur der Deutschen,” (2
vols., 1840-42.) He was chosen professor at Heidelberg
in 1844.
Among his works is an excellent critical essay
on “Goethe’s Correspondence,” (1836,) a “Study of
Shakspeare,” (4 vols., 1850,) and a “History of the
Nineteenth Century,” (3 vols., 1858.) He was a leader
of the Liberal party and member of the National Assembly at Frankfort in 1848. He afterwards advocated
republican principles.
See Saint-Ren£ Taili.andier, in the “Revue des Deux
Mondes,” 1856; and his “£tudes sur l’Allemagne;” “Nouvelle

Wander- of

a

He

German
wrote

a

“Ugolino.” Died in 1823.
Biographie GenAale.”
Gerster, (Etelka,) a Hungarian singer, was born in
(^e'ry-on or ^e-ry'o-nes, [Gr. T^pnoi^f,] a monster
She has sung with immense success at Berlin, in
1857.
Italy, Austria, Russia, England, and elsewhere.
Her of classic mythology, represented as having three heads,
One of the labours
or the bodies of three men united.
first appearance in London was in the part of “ La
imposed on Hercules was to bring the oxen of Geryon
Somnambula,” in 1877.
from an island on which they were kept. Hercules
Gerstner , von, (F ranz Anton, a German engineer,
accomplished the task, and slew Geryon.
born at Prague in 1795, was appointed in 1818 professor
Geselschap, Ha'sel-sKip', (Eduard,) a Dutch painter
of geometry in Vienna. In 1834 he laid the foundation
of history and genre, born at Amsterdam in 1814. Among
of the railway from Saint Petersburg to Tsarkoe-Selo,
his earlier productions are “The Adoration of the Magi,”
the first made in Russia. Died in 1840.
and “Gustavus Adolphus at Liitzen.” His later works
Gerstner, von, (Franz Joseph,) an eminent German represent scenes of German life, and display much imaastronomer and mechanician, the father of the preceding, gination.
was born in Bohemia in 1756. He was professor of
Gesenius, ge-see'ne-us or gi-za'ne-us, (Friedrich
mathematics at Prague, and published, besides other Heinrich Wilhelm,) an eminent German Orientalist
successful tragedy, entitled

)

works, a “ Hand-Book of Mechanics,”

(3 vols., 1838-41.)

and biblical critic, was born at Nordhausen on the
3d of February, 1785. He studied at Gottingen, and
became professor of theology at Halle in 1811. He
Gertrude, jer'trood, Saint, Abbess of Nivelle, was published a “ Hebrew Grammar,” “ Hebrew and Chaldee
born in Brabant about 626 A.D.; died in 659.
Hand-Lexicon for the Old Testament,” (1810-12,) which
Gerusez or Geruzez, zh&'rii'z i', (Eugene,) a French has been translated into English and Latin, “ On the
He was the substi- Origin, Nature, and Authority of the Samaritan Pentalitterateur, born at Rheims in 1799.

Died

in 1832.

See Bolzano, “Leben des F.

J. Ritter

von Gerstner,”

1837.

tute (suppleant) of Villemain in the chair of literature
published a “Course
at Paris from 1833 to 1852.

He

of Philosophy,” (1833,) which is commended, and “Essays on Literary History,” (2 vols., 1853.)

teuch,”

(“De Pentateuchi Samaritani Origine, Indole,”
“Critical History of the Hebrew Language

etc., 1815,)

and Writing,” (1815,) and a translation of the prophet
Isaiah, with a historical, critical, and philological comGervaise. See Gervase.
mentary. He was also a contributor to Ersch and
Gervaise, zhCR'viz', (Franqois Armand,) a French Gruber’s “ Encyklopaedie.” As a theologian, Gesewriter, and abbot of the order of La Trappe, born in Paris nius belonged to the philosophical and critical school.
about 1660. Among his works are the “ Lives of many Died at Halle in October, 1842.
of the Christian Fathers,” a “Life of Abelard and HeSee “ Gesenius, eine Erinnerung an seine Freunde,” 1843 “Nouloise,” (2 vols., 1720,) and a “Life of Saint Paul,” (3 velle Biographie Gene rale.”
Died in 1751.
vols., 1734.)
Gesenius, (Wilhelm,) a German medical writer,
Marsollier, “Vie de l’Abbd born
See Saint-Simon, “ Memoires
He practised
in the duchy of Brunswick in 1760.
de Ranc^.”
Died in 1801.
at Nordhausen.
Gervaise, (Nicolas,) a French ecclesiastic, brother
Ges'ner, (Abraham,) M.D., a geologist of the present
of the preceding, was born in Paris about 1662. When
age, born at Cornwallis, Nova Scotia.
He published
quite young, he went as a missionary to Siam, where he
a treatise “On the Mineralogy and Geology of Nova
remained four years. In 1724 the pope appointed him
Scotia,” (1847.)
He is said to have discovered keroBishop of Horren, and soon after sent him to America,
seal gas.
Died' in 1864.
where in 1729 he and all his companions were massaGesner, ges'ner, (Andreas Samuel,) a German
cred by the Caribs. Gervaise wrote a “Natural and
teacher, born at Roth (Anspach) in 1690, was a brother
Political History of the Kingdom of Siam,” (1688.)
of Johann Matthias, whom he aided in the “ Thesaurus
See Mokhri, “ Dictionnaire Historique.”
Linguae Latinae,” (“Treasury of the Latin Tongue.”)
Gervase, jer'vas or jer-vaz', [Lat. Gerva'sius,] of Died in 1778.
Canterbury, an English monk and historian of the
Gesner, (Conrad,) a celebrated Swiss naturalist and
thirteenth century, wrote a “Chronicle of the Kings of scholar, whom Cuvier calls a “ prodigy of application,
“
England,” and a History of the Archbishops of Can- learning, and sagacity,” was born at Zurich on the 26th
terbury.”
of March, 1516.
He studied languages and sciences at
Gervase [Fr. Gervais, zh§R'v|' Ger. Gerva'sius] Zurich, Bourges, Bale, etc., and, after teaching Greek
of Tilbury, a historian of the thirteenth century, and three years at Lausanne, took the degree of doctor of
marshal of the kingdom of Arles, in France, was born at medicine at Bale about 1540. He practised medicine
Tilbury, in Essex.
He is said to have been the nephew at Zurich. In 1545 he published the first volume of his
of King Henry II. of England. Among his works are famous “Bibliotheca Universalis,” the first great work
a “ History of Britain,” and a history of the kings of on bibliography which the moderns have produced. The
England and France, entitled “ Otia Imperialia.”
second volume, called “Pandectes,” appeared in 1548.
See T. Wright, “ Biographia Britannica Literaria.”
From his youth he had conceived the plan of an exGerville, de, deh zheR'vH', (Charles Alexis tensive work on natural history, in prosecution of which
Adrif.n du Herissier dii hVre'se-i',) a French anti- he travelled in Germany and other countries. His “ His;
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tory of Animals” (“ Historiae Animalium”) is perhaps
the work by which he has gained the most durable
reputation.
The first part of it was published in 1551.
“ This work,” says Cuvier, “ may be considered as the
basis of all modern zoology copied almost literally by
Aldrovandus, abridged by Johnston, it has become the
foundation of much more recent works ; and more than
one famous author has borrowed from it nearly all of
his learning.
He deserved their confidence by his accuracy, his clearness, his good faith, and sometimes by the
sagacity of his views.”
Gesner also acquired celebrity as a botanist. He
formed a botanic garden at Zurich, and designed or
painted with his own hand more than fifteen hundred
plants for a History of Plants which he projected and
left unfinished.
His engravings were used in the “Epitome Mathioli de Plantis,” published by Camerarius in
His botanical manuscripts were published by
1586.
Schmiedel in 1754. “Pie has the credit,” says Hallam,
“of having discovered the true system of classifying
plants according to the organs of fructification, which,
;

however, he does not seem to have made known, nor
were his botanical writings published till the last century.
Gesner was the first who mentions the Indian
sugar-cane and the tobacco.” (“ Introduction to the Literature of Europe.”)
In 1556 he published a valuable
translation of the works of Allian into Latin.
His
“Mithridates sive de Differentiis Linguarum” (“On the
Differences of Languages”) is an effort on a great scale
to arrange the various languages of mankind by their
origin and analogies.
He died at Zurich in December,
1565, leaving a good reputation for piety and virtue.
See Simler, “Vita C. Gesneri,” 1506; Life by Schmiedel, prefixed to Gesner’s botanical works Haller, “ Bibliotheca Botanica

and France. His “Death of Abel,” a kind of prose
poem, appeared in 1758. As a landscape-painter, Gessner holds a high rank, and his engravings after his own
pictures are of superior merit.
His poetry, though distinguished for elegance of language and fine versification,
gives unreal delineations of life, and no longer enjoys its
former popularity. He died at Zurich in 1787.
See Hottinger, “S. Gessner,” Zurich, 1796; Longfellow,
“ Poets and Poetry of Europe
Filippo Mordani, “ Elogio storico
di S. Gessner,” 1S40; Meyer, “ Denkmal S. Gesner’s in Zurich,”
1790;

Bertola, “Elogio

di S.

Gesner,” 1789.

Gestrin, y§s-treen', (John,) a Swedish mathematician,
who lived under the reign of Gustavus Adolphus.
Gesualdo, ji-soo-fil'do, (Carlo,) Prince of Venosa,
an Italian amateur musician, lived about 1580. He composed madrigals, which were published in 1595. He excelled in pathos.

Qe'ta, (Septimus Antoninus,) Emperor of Rome,
colleague and younger brother of Caracalla, and son of
Septimus Severus, was born in Milan about 190 a.d.
His disposition appears to have been as open and generous as that of his brother was treacherous and cruel.
Caracalla, envious of the great popularity of his brother,
and also being determined to reign alone, made several
attempts to assassinate him. He accomplished this in
212, by concealing some centurions in the apartments of
Julia, the mother of the emperors.
Geta was holding a
conference with his mother when the assassins killed him
and wounded her while she endeavoured to shield him.
See Gibbon, “Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire;” Tillemont, “Histoire des Empereurs Remains
Wm. Musgrave,
“Geta Britannicus, avec des Notes par Isaac Casaubon, Janus
Gruter et Claude Saumaise,” London, 1716.

Geth'in, (Lady Grace,) born in Somerset, England,
wrote a book entitled “ Reliquiae Gethinianae,”
containing essays on love, friendship, death, courage,
Geschichte des wissenschaftlichen Strebens,” etc., 1824.
Gesner, (Jean,) a Swiss botanist, born at Zurich in and several other subjects. Congreve has highly euloAt the University of Leyden he formed a life- gized this work in one of his poems. She died in 1697.
1709.
long friendship with the great Haller. He taught mathe- A beautiful monument was erected to her memory in
matics and physics about forty years in the Academy of Westminster Abbey.

N iceron,

;

“Memoires;”

J.

Hanhart, “C.

Gesner, Beitrag zur

Zurich.
Haller’s “Description of Swiss Plants,” says
the “Biographie Universelle,” was in great part the
work of Gesner, who, through modesty, declined to
attach his name to the work. He wrote another botanical
work, the “Tabulae Phytographiae,” which was published
after his death, and is highly commended. Died in 1790.
See “Biographie Mkdicale
H. C. Hirzel, “ Denkrede auf J.
Gesner,” 1790; Rudolph Wolf, “J. Gesner, Freund von Haller,”

in 1676,

See Ballard, “ Memoirs of Several Ladies of Great Britain.”

Geulincx, Huh'links or zhuh'liNks', (Arnold,) a
learned Flemish Protestant theologian and Cartesian
philosopher at Louvain, born at Antwerp about 1625.
He wrote several philosophical and metaphysical works,
one of which is called “Metaphysica vera,” (1691.)

Died
See

etc., 1846.

in 1669.

M

k k k 1 “Dictionnaire Historique.”
,

Geuns, van, vtn Huns, (Stephen Jan,) a Flemish
Gesner, (Jean Jacques,) a Swiss antiquary, brother
of the preceding, born at Zurich in 1707.
He was pro- physician and naturalist, born at Groningen in 1767. He
wrote several botanical and medical works, and enriched
fessor of Hebrew at Zurich from 1740 until his death.
His favourite study was numismatology.
He wrote a Gorter’s “ Flora of Holland” with two hundred species
work entitled “All Ancient Coins of Nations and of plants. Died in 1795.
Geusau, von, fon goi'zow, (Levin,) a Prussian geneCities,” (“Numismata antiqua Populorum et Urbium
omnia,”) in which he attempted to present all Greek and
Roman medals. It contains many errors. Died in 1787.

ral,

born near Eisenach in 1734, served with distinction

Seven Years’ war. Died in 1808.
Gevaerta. See Gf.vartius.
Gesner, (Johann Matthias,) an eminent German
Ge-var'ti-us
or Gevaerta, gi-vlRts', (Jan Kaspar,)
scholar, born near Nuremberg in 1691, became professor
of eloquence at Gottingen, (1734.) He published excel- a celebrated Belgian philologist, born at Antwerp in
In 1611 he was created councillor of state, and
lent editions of Horace, Quintilian, Claudian, and the 1593.
“Scriptores de Re Rustica,” (“Writers on Agricul- historiographer, by the emperor Ferdinand III. of GerHe wrote Latin poems, and other works. Died
ture,”) also a compilation entitled “New Treasure of many.
the

Roman Language,”

tionis

See

etc., (“

Romanae Thesaurus,” 4
J.

August

in 1666.

Novus Linguae et ErudiDied in 1761.

vols., 1749.)

D. Michaeus, “Memoria J. M. Gesneri,” 1761
Ernesti, “Narratio de J. M. Gesnero,” 1762.

;

Johann

Gessi, jgs'see, (Giovanni Francesco,) an Italian
painter, called the “ Second Guido,” (“ Guido Secondo,”)
was born at Bologna in 1588. He was a pupil of Guido,
whose manner he imitated with success.
is said to

He

have equalled that master in freedom and firmness of
touch and in mellowness of colour. Among his works
are a “ Virgin and Child,” and a “ Repose in Egypt.”

He

died in 1625, or, according to some writers, in 1649.
See Lanzi, “History of Painting in Italy.”

Gessner, ggs'ner, or Gesner, (Salomon,) a Swiss
poet and artist, born at Zurich in 1730. In 1754 he
brought out his poem of “ Daphnis,” which was followed
by “ Inkle and Yarico,” and a volume of “ Idyls,” all of
which were very favourably received, both in Germany
is,
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Geyer.
Geyer,

See Geijer, (Eric Gustaf.)
(Henry Sheffie,) an American jurist,
born at Fredericktown, Maryland, in 1790, settled at
Saint Louis, Missouri, about 1812.
He was elected to
the legislature of Missouri several times, and took an
important part in revising the statutes of that State in
In 1851 he was chosen a Senator of the United
1825.
States.
Died in 1859.
Geyger. See Geiger.
Geyler or Geiler, gi'ler, (Johann,) a Swiss preacher,
born at Schaffhausen in 1445 ; died at Strasburg in 1510.
Geyser, gl'zer, (Christian Theophilus,) a skilful
German engraver, born at Gorlitz in 1742. Among his
most admired productions are landscapes after Wouwerman and Pynaker, and the vignettes of Heyne’s edition
Died about 1806.
of Virgil.
Ge-ze'll-us, [Sw. pron. yi-zTT'le-us,] (Georg,) a
learned Swedish ecclesiastic, born in 1736. He pubshort; a, 9,

gi'er,

j,
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a “Biographical Dictionary of the Illustrious
of Sweden,” (3 or 4 vols., 1776-78.) Died in 1789.
“
See Biographiskt-Lexicon ofver namnkunnige Svenska Man.”

lished

Men

Gezelius, (Johan,) a prelate of Finland, born in
He became professor of theology and Greek at
Dorpat, in Livonia, and in 1664 was ordained Bishop
He wrote a valuable “ Commentary on the
of Abo.
Bible” in the Swedish language, and several works in
Latin.
Died in 1690.
1615.

See Achrelius, “Oratio

Tengstrorm, “Biskopen
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in exequias J. Gezelii,” 1690 ; J. J.
Stift J. Gezelii den aldres Minne,”

Abo

Gherardi del Testa, gi-riR'dee dSl t&s'tfi, (Tommaso,) Count, an Italian dramatist, born near Pisa in
1818. He produced in 1845 a successful comedy, called
“ Mad Ambition,” (“ Una folle Ambizione.”)
He composed about forty dramas, and a popular poem, entitled
“The Creator and his World,” (“II Creatore ed il suo
Mondo,”) with other poetical works.
Gherardini, gi-raR-dee'nee,( Alessandro,) a painter,
born at Florence in 1655. A picture of the “ Crucifixion”
is

Died

called his master-piece.

Gherardo da Sabbionetta,

in 1723.

gi-rSR'do

dfi s 5 b-be-oastrologer, born
He translated
1250.

net'ti, a celebrated Italian physician

1825.

Gezelius, (Johan,) a son of the preceding, born in
He became Bishop of Abo in 1690, and finished

1647.

near

Cremona between 1200 and

and

into Latin the works of Avicenna and Almansor.
See Boncompagni, “Della Vita e delle Opere di Gherardo da
Sabbionetta;” “ Nouvelle Biographie Gendrale.”

commentary or translation of the Bible. He
“Nomenclator Adami.” Died in 1718.
Gfrorer, gfRd'rer, (August Friedrich,) a German
Ghesquiere, de, deh gis'ke-aiR', (Joseph,) a Jesuit
historian, born at Calw, in Wiirtemberg, in 1803, became and antiquarian writer, born at Courtrai, in Belgium, in
his father’s

also wrote

1S46 professor at the Catholic University of Freiburg.
published, among other works, a “Universal Church
History,” and “ Gustavus Adolphus of Sweden and his

in

He

Times,” (1835.)

Ghasnevides.

Ghasnewiden.

See Gaznevides.
See Gaznevides.

died in 1802.
de, deh gin or Hin, (Jacob,) the Elder, a
noted Flemish painter and engraver, born at Antwerp
in 1565 ; died in 1615.
See Descamps, “Vies des Peintres Flamands,” etc.

1736

;

Gheyn,

Gheyn,

de, (Jacob,)

the Younger, an

engraver,

Ghffzctn, g&'zSn', (written also Kfizfin,) Khan, a born at Antwerp about 1610 died about 1660.
Mongol sovereign of Persia, born about 1270, was a son
Ghezzi, gSt'see, (Giuseppe,) an Italian painter, born
of Argoon (Argoun) Khan.
He began to reign while in 1634. He adorned several churches of Rome. Died
still very young, but met at first with much opposition.
in 1721.
In 1294 he renounced Booddhism, after which many of
Ghezzi, (Pietro Leone,) a painter and engraver,
the Mohammedan chiefs, who had previously opposed son of the preceding, was born at Rome in
1674, and exhim, joined his cause. He extended his empire by con- celled in enamel-work and engraving on stones. He was
quest from the river Jihon to the Persian Gulf on the employed by Pope Clement XI.
His prophet Micali,
south and Syria on the west. He died in 1304. He was in the church of San Giovanni Laterano, is commended.
a man of great talents and rare acquirements.
Few, if Died in
1755.
any, among his numerous subjects, were more thoroughly
See Lanzi, “History of Painting in Italy.”
;

acquainted than he with the history of the ancient MonHis government, though severe, appears to have
been, on the whole, just and enlightened.
For a particular account of his reign, see the “Nouvelle Biographie
Generale.”
Ghaznevides. See Gaznevides.
Ghazzfflee, (or Ghazzali,) Al. See Aboo-Hamidgols.

Mohammed.
Ghedini, gi-dee'nee, (Ferdinando Antonio,) an
and poet, born at Bologna in 1684;

Italian naturalist

died in 1767.

Ghelen. See Gelenius.
Gherardesca, gi-r^R-dSs'kS,

a celebrated noble famof Tuscany, of the thirteenth century. They were
to the other families of nobles, and placed themselves at the head of the popular party.
Gherardesca, (Fazio or Bonifacio,) appointed chief
of the republic of Pisa in 1329, threw off the yoke of the
emperor Louis of Bavaria, and concluded an honourable
peace with the Guelphs. Died in 1340.
Gherardesca, (Filippo,) a distinguished Italian composer, born at Pistoia in 1730; died in 1808.
ily

opposed

Gherardesca, (Ugolino,) Count of, an Italian solwho endeavoured to usurp the government of Pisa,
but failed and was banished from that city. He then
joined the army of Florence, which enabled him to succeed in his projects in 1284. He afterwards governed so
despotically that a conspiracy was formed against him,
with Ubaldini, the Archbishop of Pisa, at its head.
Ugolino was attacked in his palace, where, after a brave
defence, he was captured, with three sons and one
grandson. By the archbishop’s orders, they were all
imprisoned in the tower, where they were starved to
death, (1288.)
This is the Gherardesca of Dante’s
“ Inferno.”
dier,

See Sismondi, “Histoire des Rdpubliques Italiennes;”
Generale.”

velle Biographie
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Ghezzi, (Sebastiano,) an

Italian painter and archithe father of Giuseppe, noticed above, was born
near Ascoli about 1600; died about 1650.
Ghiberti, ge-bSit'tee, (Lorenzo,) the greatest sculptor
of his time, born at Florence in 1378, was also a painter.
He received lessons in design from Bartoluccio, a goldsmith, and opened a new era in the art of sculpture by
a restoration of the antique style.
In 1400 he produced
a design for a bronze gate of the baptistery of Saint John
at Florence, which was preferred to those of his competitors, among whom was Brunelleschi.
He spent twenty
years on this bronze gate, which represents scenes from
the New Testament.
He afterwards executed for the
same building another gate, superior to the first. Michael
Angelo extolled one or both of these works as worthy to
adorn the entrance to Paradise. Among his master-pieces
were a statue of Saint Matthew, and the bas-reliefs of
“ These works,” says the
the shrine of San Zenobi.
“Biographie Universelle,” referring to the second gate
of the baptistery and the shrine of San Zenobi, “ are
remarkable for the propriety of the composition, the
truth of the attitudes, the accuracy and firmness of the
outlines, and the vivacity and dignity of the expression.”
He was chosen a colleague of Brunelleschi in the erection of the Duomo of Florence.
Died about 1455.
See August Hagen, “Chronik seiner Vaterstadt von Lorenz
Ghiberti,” 1833; Cicognara, ‘‘Storia della Scultura;” Lanzi,
“History of Painting in Italy;” Vasari, “Lives of the Painters
and Sculptors;” Gonelli, “Elogio di L. Ghiberti,” etc., 8vo, 1822.
tect,

Ghica

or Ghicca. See Ghika.
Ghika, gee'ki, Ghica, or Ghicca, (Gregory,) became Hospodar of Moldavia in 1662. He was deposed

by the grand

vizier Kuprili in 1673, and died about 1680.
or Ghica, (Gregory,) a dragoman at the Ottoman Porte. Having been taken prisoner by the Russians, he was sent to Saint Petersburg.
Through the
influence of the empress Catherine II., he was appointed
in 1774 Prince of Moldavia.
He was assassinated in
1 777, by order of the Sultan.
Ghika, (Gregory,) was Hospodar of Moldavia and
ruler of Wallachia for many years in the first half of the
eighteenth century.
Ghika, (Gregory,) Hospodar of Moldavia, born in

Ghika

Gherardi, gi-r&R'dee, (Antonio,) a painter of the
school, born in Umbria in 1644; died in 1702.
Gherardi, (Christofano,) called Doceno, (do-cha'no,) a painter of the Florentine school, born at Borgo
San Sepolcro in 1500. He assisted Vasari in his works.
Died in 1556.
Gherardi, (Filippo,) an Italian painter, born at Lucca Moldavia in 1807. He became hospodar in 1849, and
in 1643, was a pupil of Pietro da Cortona.
Among his adopted several liberal measures. He was removed by
works is the “ Battle of Lepanto.” Died in 1704.
the Turkish Sultan in 1856.
Died in 1857.
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Ghilini, ge-lee'nee, (Girolamo,) a learned Italian
born at Monza in 1589, published a work entitled
“Theatre of Literary Men,” (“Teatro d’Uomini letterati,” (1633.)
Died about 1670.
Ghingi, gin'jee, (Francesco,) a celebrated Italian
gem-engraver, born at Florence in 1689. He executed
a “ Venus de Medici” carved from a piece of amethyst
weighing eighteen pounds. This master-piece afterwards
came into the possession of Augustus III. of Poland.
His works are by some esteemed equal to the finest
priest,

Died

antiques.
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in 1766.

Gianibelli, ja-ne-bel'lee, or Giambelli, jim-beFlec,
(Federico,) an Italian mechanician and pyrotechnist,
who lived about 1570-90. He was the projector of the
“infernal machines” which did such fearful execution
against the troops of Parma, near Antwerp, April, 1585.
See Motley, “United Netherlands,” vol.
p. 189.
i.

Giannettasio,

(N iccolo Partenio
paR-ta/ne-o,) a Latin poet and Jesuit, born at Naples in
jin-nSt-tl'se-o,

He

1648.
published in 1685 a didactic
tion, entitled “ Piscatoria et Nautica.”

and harmony of

poem on navigaThe nobleness,

by GinGnini, gee'nee, (Luca,) an Italian botanist, born near guene. He wrote other poems. Died in 1715.
Imola in 1500. Pie taught botany at Pisa, where he
Giannetti, jin-net'tee, (Filippo,) an able landscapeplanted a botanic garden. Died in 1556.
painter, born at Messina.
He worked at Naples, where
Ghirlandaio, geer-lan-dl'o or giR-lin-di'yo, a cele- he died in 1702.
brated painter, whose proper name was Domenico CorGianni, jin'nee, (Francesco,) an Italian poet and
radi or Currado, was born at Florence about 1450. improvisator, born at Rome in 1759. He went to Paris
He excelled in invention, and was the first Florentine about 1800, and obtained a pension from Bonaparte,
who attained skill in aerial perspective. He painted whose victories he had celebrated. Died in Paris in 1822.
many scenes from the life of the Virgin Mary and John
Giannini, jin-nee'nee, (Giuseppe,) an Italian physithe Baptist. Among his chief works are “ The Massacre cian, born near Milan in 1773, published several valuable
of the Innocents,” “The Death of Saint Francis,” and medical works.
He practised at Milan. Died in 1818.
“The Calling of Saint Peter and Andrew,” which is still
Giannone, jin-no'ni, (Pietro,) an eminent Italian
Rome.
Michael
Angelo
Sistine
Chapel,
preserved in the
historian, born at Ischitella, in the kingdom of Naples, in
was one of his pupils. Died in 1495. His brothers 1676. He studied law, and practised as an advocate at
Benedetto and David were painters of inferior ability. Naples. He devoted many years to the composition of
See Vasari, “ Lives of the Painters,” etc. Lanzi, “History of a “ History of the Kingdom of Naples,” (“ Storia civile
Painting in Italy;” Mrs. Jameson, “Memoirs of Early Italian del Regno di Napoli,”
4 vols., 1723,) in which he atPainters.”
tacked the temporal power of the pope and censured
painter,
son
of
the
Ghirlandaio, (Ridolfo,) a skilful
the abuses of the Roman Catholic Church.
He was
preceding, born at Florence in 1482. He was the master excommunicated by the Archbishop of Naples, and, to
of a numerous school. “ The Coronation of the Virgin” escape the violence of the clerical party, he retired to
His genius is said Vienna about
is one of his most admired works.
He received from the emperor
1723.
to have resembled that of Raphael, whose friendship he Charles VI. an annual pension of one thousand florins.
He had a talent for the imitation of nature, Having in a subsequent work avowed opinions which
enjoyed.
Died in 1560.
with the addition of ideal charms.
were considered heterodox, he was deprived of his penSee Vasari, “Lives of the Painters,” etc.
sion about 1734, and removed to Geneva in 1735.
He
wrote a work entitled “II Triregno, ossia del Regno del
Ghisi, (Adamo.) See Mantuano.
Cielo, della Terra e del Papa,” (“The Triple Kingdom,
Ghisi, (Diana.) See Mantuana.
Ghisi, gee'see, (Teodoro,) an Italian painter of the or the Kingdom of Heaven, of the Earth, and of the
Mantuan school, was a brother of Giorgio Ghisi, sur- Pope,”) which was never printed. In this work he
He was opposed the Catholic dogmas of purgatory, the eucharist,
narned Mantuano, and lived about 1530-80.
a pupil of Giulio Romano, some of whose works he etc. Having been enticed into Savoy by Joseph Guastaldi in 1736, he was arrested by the order of the King
finished.
of Sardinia, and confined in prison until his death.
He
See Vasari, “Lives of the Painters,” etc.
died at Turin in March, 1748.
Ghisleri. See Pius V.
See F. Panzini, “Vita di P. Giannone,” 1765; A. Fabroni,
Ghisolfi, ge-sol'fee, (Giovanni,) an Italian painter,
Corniani, “Secoli della
Vit® Italorum doctrina excellentium
He worked with success at “Letteratura
born at Milan in 1624.
Italiana;” Tipaldo, “Biografia degli Italian! illustri.”
Rome, Genoa, Milan, and Naples. Died in 1683.
Giannotti, jin-not'tee, (Donato,) an Italian histoSee Lanzi, “ History of Painting in Italy.”
rian, born at Florence in 1494, was elected secretary of
Giaber. See Gerer.
His chief work is a history of Venice,
the republic.
Giacobbi, ji-kob'bee, or Giacobi, ji-ko'bee, (Giro- called “ Republica di Venezia,”
(1540,) which is comlamo,) an Italian composer, born at Bologna in 1575. mended for accuracy and elegance. Died in
1563.
He excelled in sacred music, and composed several
Giannotti, (Silvestro Domenico,) an Italian sculpoperas, said to have been the first performed in Europe.
tor in wood, born at Lucca in 1680; died in 1750.
facility,

his poetry are praised

;

Died in 1650.
Giacomelli,

ji-ko-mel'lee, (Michelangelo,) an
born at Pistoia in 1695, became Archbishop of Chalcedon in 1761. He translated into Italian
the “Electra” of Sophocles, (1754,) and other Greek
works. His versions were highly esteemed. Died in 1774.
See A. M. Matani, “ Elogio storico di M. A. Giacomelli,” 1775.
Italian translator,

Giacuinto or Giacquinto, ji-kwin'to, (Corrado,
kor-ri'do,) an Italian painter, born at Molfetta about
He went to Madrid, and became first painter to
1695.
Died in 1765.
the king about 1752.
Giafar. See Jaafar.
Giambelli. See Gianibelli.
Giamberti. See San Gallo.
Giambullari, jim-bool-li'ree, (Bernardo,) an Italian
poet, born at Florence about 1450.
Giambullari, (Pietro Francesco,) a son of the
preceding, was born at Florence about 1495. He wrote,
besides other works, “Rules for Writing and Speaking
the Tuscan Language,” (1549.) Died in 1564.
Giampaolo, jim-pow'Io or jim-piFo-lo, (Paolo NrcCOl6,) an Italian writer, born in the kingdom of Naples
in 1757.
He became a member of Joseph Bonaparte’s
His chief work is “ Dialogues
council of state in 1807.
on Religion,” (4vols., 1815-28.) Died in 1832.
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See Crespi, “Vita

di S. Giannotti,” 1770.

Giants. See Gigantes and Jotuns.
Giardini, jaR-dee'nee, (Felice,) a celebrated Italian
Having
violinist and composer, born at Turin in 1716.
performed with brilliant success in Germany, he visited
London, where he was received with equal favour. He
subsequently became one of the managers of the King’s
Theatre, which post he was forced to resign, after sufferHe died, in great poverty,
ing a heavy pecuniary loss.
He was esteemed
at Saint Petersburg, Russia, in 1796.
one of the best musicians of his time, and his composiare
also
great
merit
of
tions for the violin
See F£tis, “ Biographie Universelle des Musiciens.”

Giattini, jit-tee'nee, (Giovanni Battista,) an Italian Jesuit and Latin writer, born at Palermo about 1600
died in 1672.
Gib, (Adam,) a Scottish theologian, born in Perthshire in 1713, was one of the founders of the Secession
Church in Scotland. On the division of this church
He
(1746) he became the leader of the Anti-burghers.
wrote “Sacred Contemplations,” (1786.) Died in 1788.
See Chambers, “ Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen.”

Gibault, zhe'bo', (Hi£r6mf. Bonavf.nture,) a French
born at Poitiers; died about 1832.
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GIBBES

gibz, (James Alban,) a physician and mediborn of English parents at Rouen about 1616.

Gibbes,
cal writer,

He

practised in

Gibbes,

Rome. Died in 1677.
(Robert Wilson,) an American phy-

gibz,

born at Charleston, South Carolina, in 1809. He
wrote, besides several medical and scientific treatises, a
“Documentary History of the American Revolution,”

sician,

etc., (3 vols.,

1853
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his political course shows far more regard for his
personal interest than devotion to principle.
Mr. Prescott, after some excellent remarks on the
qualifications demanded for a perfect historian, speaks
of Gibbon as one of the most accomplished writers in
this department of literature.
He observes, however,
that the author of the “ Decline and Fall” is wanting in
good faith “his most elaborate efforts exhibit too often
the perversion of learning and ingenuity to the vindication of preconceived hypotheses.
He cannot, indeed,
be convicted of ignorance or literal inaccuracy ; but his
disingenuous mode of conducting the argument leads
Thus, in his celeprecisely to the same unfair result.
.
brated chapters on the Progress of Christianity’ .
he has often slurred over in the text such particulars as
religion,
might reflect most credit on the character of the
or shuffled them into a note at the bottom of the page,
while all that admits of a doubtful complexion in its early
propagation is ostentatiously blazoned and set in conAt the
trast to the most amiable features of paganism.
same time, by a style of innuendo that conveys more
than meets the ear,’ he has contrived, with Iago-like
duplicity, to breathe a taint of suspicion on the purity
which he dares not openly assail.” (See “ Biographical
and Critical Miscellanies.”) Person, alluding to the “ Decline and Fall,” observes, “An impartial judge must, I
think, allow that Mr. Gibbon’s history is one of the ablest
performances of the kind that has ever appeared. His
industry is indefatigable ; his accuracy scrupulous ; his
reading, which indeed is sometimes ostentatiously dishis style emphatic and expressplayed, immense ; .
The same able and
ive ; his periods harmonious.”

and

:

Gib'bon, (Edward,) one of the most distinguished of
English historians, was born at Putney in 1737. At the
age of twelve he was sent to Westminster School, where
his feeble health prevented his making much progress
When nearly fifteen, however, he
in classical studies.
became more robust, and entered Magdalene College
but the picture he has drawn of the Oxford professors
and their discipline gives us anything but a favourable
impression, and he speaks of the fourteen months he
spent there as “ the most idle and unprofitable of his
whole life.” About this time he was converted to the
Catholic faith, in consequence of which his father sent
him to Lausanne, in Switzerland, to reside with M.
Pavillard, a Calvinistic divine, under whose teachings
he was brought back to Protestantism. Here he lived
five years in retirement, preparing himself by study and
reflection for future eminence. He regarded his “ banishment” as a fortunate circumstance, but for which “ those
important years so liberally improved in the studies and
conversation of Lausanne would have been steeped in
port and prejudice among the monks of Oxford.” In
1758 he returned to England, and in 1761 published his
first work, entitled “ Essay on the Study of Literature,”
written in French, with which at that time he was better
acquainted, as he himself states in his Autobiography,
than with his native tongue. Soon after this he became
a captain in the Hampshire militia, and engaged with
much ardour in the study of military tactics ; but,
becoming weary of this pursuit, he gave it up, and in
Leaving Paris, he repaired to Lau1 763 went to Paris.
sanne, and in a short time set out for Rome, where, he
tells us, “ as he sat musing amidst the ruins of the
Capitol, while the bare-footed friars were singing vespers
in the temple of Jupiter, the idea of writing the decline
and fall of the city first started to his mind.” He did
On his
not, however, begin it until several years later.
return to England he wrote a history of the Swiss RevoIn 1767 he
lution ; but this work was never published.
began to publish, conjointly with his Swiss friend Deyverdun, a work called “Literary Memoirs of Great
Britain.”
In 1770 appeared his first work written in
English, “ Critical Observations on the Sixth Book of
the zEneid.”
In 1774 he obtained a seat in Parliament,
where he supported Lord North’s administration, in
return for which he was made a commissioner of trade,
with a salary of j£8oo a year. On Lord North’s resignation, Gibbon gave up his place in Parliament and his
“convenient salary.” In 1776 the first volume of the
“ Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire” appeared, and
proved a brilliant success. “ The first impression was
exhausted in a few days ; a second and third edition were
He was especially
scarcely adequate to the demand.”
gratified by the praise of Hume and Robertson, and he
says, in his Autobiography, “a letter from Mr. Hume
overpaid the labour of ten years.” The hostility of this
work to the Christian religion, however, gave great
offence to many, and it was severely attacked by several
English divines, to only one of whom Mr. Davis he
replied, “ because he assailed not the faith, but the
fidelity, of the historian.” This charge, however, is generally thought to have been fully refuted.
The second
and third volumes were published in 1781 ; and in 1783
he again retired to Lausanne, where he gave himself up
Here he finished the
to literary pursuits and repose.
three remaining volumes of his history, which appeared
in 1788.
He returned to England in 1793, and died in
London, January, 1794. His great work has by common
consent been placed in the very highest rank of the
English classics. As a historian and man of learning,
he merits, perhaps, all the praises he has received. As
a man, though possessing many amiable traits, he had
too little moral elevation and religious sentiment to
appreciate the sublime courage of Christian martyrs
;
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impartial critic admits that Gibbon’s bitter hostility to
Christianity is a great blemish on his character as a historian, and adds, “ He often makes, when he cannot readily
find, an occasion to insult our religion, which he hates so
cordially that he might seem to revenge some personal
Porson also justly stigmatizes “that rage for
injury.”
indecency which pervades the whole work, but especially
the last volumes.” (Preface to his “Letters to Travis.”)
“ The History of the Decline and Fall,’ ” says Professor
‘

Smyth, “must always be considered as one of the most
extraordinary monuments that have appeared of the
literary powers of a single mind and its fame can perish
;

only with the civilization of the world.” (“ Lectures
on Modern History.”) Alison, the historian, calls the
“ Decline and Fall” “ the greatest historical work in
For a fuller presentation of various critical
existence.”
opinions respecting Gibbon, the reader is referred to
Allibone’s “ Dictionary of Authors.”
See Gibbon’s autobiographic “ Memoirs of his Life and Writings,”
“ Life of E. Gibbon,” 1839: Guizot,
Sainte-Beuve, “ Causeries du Ltindi,” tome
“
sur l’Historien Gibbon,” 1852
fitude
viii.
J. B. Christophe,
Vii.lemain, “Tableau de la Literature au dix-luiiti£me Sifecle
for
January,
Review”
1815, (vol. xii.,) and January,
“Quarterly
1790;

Henry Hart Milman,

“ Notice sur Gibbon
;

1834, (vol.

1.)

•Gib'bon, (John,) an American general, born in
Pennsylvania about 1826, graduated at West Point in
He obtained the rank of captain in 1859. He
1847.
commanded a brigade at Antietam, September, 1862, and
Having been appointed a
at Gettysburg, July, 1863.
major-general, he took part in the battles of the Wilderness, Spottsylvania Court-House, and Cold Harbour,
May-June, 1864.
Gib'bons, (Christopher,) a son of Orlando, noticed
He was
below, was a skilful musician and composer.
organist of Westminster Abbey. Died about 1675.
Gibbons, (Grinling,) a distinguished sculptor, of
Dutch extraction, born in London (or, as some writers
He was appointed by
state, in Rotterdam) about 1650.
Charles II. one of the directors of public works, and
commissioned by him to ornament Windsor Castle with
Among the most exsculpture in wood and marble.
quisite specimens of his skill in wood-carving are the
“There is no
decorations of a room at Petworth.
instance, ’’says Horace Walpole, “of a man before Gibbons who gave to wood the loose and airy lightness of
He is said to have carved feathers which
flowers.”
could not be distinguished from real ones. Died in 1721.
See Chalmers, “Biographical Dictionary;” Walpole, “Anecdotes of Painting.”
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Gibbons, (Orlando,) an eminent English composer
and musician, born at Cambridge in 1583. His anthems
are regarded as master-pieces of the kind
and he also
composed madrigals of g*reat beauty. He was created
Doctor in Music in 1622. Died in 1625.

general of the order of the Carmelites. He wrote a work
entitled “ De Libertate Dei et Creaturae.” Died in

1650.

Gib'son, (Edmund,) an English

;

See Burney, “ History of Music.”

Gibbons, (Thomas,) an English Calvinistic divine,
born near Newmarket in 1720. He published a work
“Female Worthies; or, The Lives of Pious
Died

in 1785.

Gibbs, (George,) an American mineralogist, born in
Rhode Island about 1780. He collected the valuable
calfinet of minerals now owned by Yale College and purchased of him by that institution in 1825. Died in 1833.
Gibbs, (James,) a Scottish architect, born at Aberdeen about 1680. He studied in Holland and in Italy,
and after his return built Saint Martin’s Church and
Saint Bartholomew’s Hospital in London, and the Radcliffe Library at Oxford.
Died in 1754.
See Chambers, “ Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen.”

Gibbs, (Josiah Willard,) LL.D., an American

phi-

lologist, born in Salem, Massachusetts, in 1790.
He
graduated at Yale College, where he became in 1824
professor of sacred literature.
He published, besides
other works, a “ Manual Hebrew and English Lexicon,”
abridged from Gesenius,
1828, ) and “ Philological
(

Studies,” (1857.)

•Gibbs,

(Sir

ter in 1752.

Died

in 1861.

Vicary,) an English judge, born

He

for his

in

distinguished himself in the

Hardy, Horne Tooke, and others,

at

Exe-

trials

of

for treason, in 1794.

He became

solicitor -general in 1805, and attorney-general in 1807.
He was appointed chief justice of the court
of common pleas in 1813. Died in 1820.

prelate, distinguished
attainments in the Northern tongues, was born

Westmoreland

tions

entitled

Women.”
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Among his principal publicaedition of the “ Chronicon Saxo-

in 1669.

may be named an

nicum,” a translation of Camden’s “Britannia,” and his
“Body of English Ecclesiastical Law,” (“Codex Juris
Ecclesiastici Anglicani.”)
As chaplain to Tenison,
Archbishop of Canterbury, he maintained the rights of
the clergy during the contest between the two Houses
concerning the extent of their respective powers. He
was appointed Bishop of Lincoln in 1715, and in 1723
removed to the see of London. Died in 1748.
Gibson, (Edward,) an Irish lawyer and politician,
born in 1837.
He was educated at Trinity College,
Dublin, called to the Irish bar in i860, and was attorneygeneral for Ireland in the Conservative government from
February, 1877, to April, 1880. He sits in the House of
Commons for Dublin University.
Gibson, (John,) one of the most eminent sculptors
of recent times, born at Conway, Wales, in 1791, removed at an early age to Liverpool. His talents soon
attracted the notice of Roscoe, through whose influence
he was enabled in 1817 to visit Rome. He studied under
Canova, and afterwards under Thorwaldsen. Among
his principal works are the groups of “ Mars and Cupid”
and “Psyche borne by Zephyrs,” a “Narcissus,” a
“ Wounded Amazon,” and other productions of a poetical
character, which are regarded as models of classic elegance.
His statues of Queen Victoria, Huskisson, Sir
Robert Peel, and others, are less admired, owing in part
to their being represented in antique costume.
Gibson
also favoured the practice of painting statues, which was
opposed by his brother artists. Died in 1866.
See “Life of John Gibson,” edited by Lady Eastlake, 1S69;

See Foss, “The Judges of England.”
Gibelin, zhib'liN', (Esprit (Ss'pRe') Antoine,) a
French painter of history, born at Aix in 1739. He
worked in Paris, chiefly in fresco, and wrote several “Gentleman’s Magazine” for March, 1866.
•Gib'son, (John Bannister,) an eminent American
antiquarian treatises.
Died in 1814.
Gibelin, (Jacques,) a physician and naturalist, brother jurist, born in Pennsylvania in 1780. His father, Lieuof the preceding, was born at Aix in 1744 ; died in 1828. tenant-Colonel Gibson, was killed in Saint Clair’s expeGibert, zhe'baiit', (Balthasar,) a French critic, of dition against the Indians in 1791. He was admitted to
high reputation, born at Aix in 1662. He was professor the bar in 1803. He was repeatedly re-elected to the
of rhetoric at the College Mazarin, Paris, for more than State legislature by the then Republican party, and was
appointed presiding judge of one of the judicial districts
fifty years, during which he instructed many who became
eminent. His principal work is “The Judgment of in 1813. He became in 1816 associate justice of the
Savants on the Authors who have treated on Rhetoric,” supreme court of Pennsylvania, and succeeded Judge
Tilghman as chief justice in 1827. In consequence of a
(3 vols., 1 713-19,) which is remarkable for power of
change in the constitution of the State, making the offices
Died in 1741.
analysis and judicious reflections.
of judges elective, he was deprived of his seat in 1851,
See MokEki, “Dictionnaire Historique.”
Gibert, (Camille Melchior,) a French physician, but was elected an associate justice the same year. He
born in Paris in 1797. He wrote, besides other works, died in Philadelphia in 1853, having occupied a promi“ Manual of Diseases pertaining to the Skin,” (“ Manuel nent position as a judge for about forty years.
For some excellent and discriminating, though eulogistic, remarks
des Maladies speciales de la Peau,” 1834.)
Gibert, (Jean Pierre,) a writer on canon law, born on his character, by Chief- Justice Black, see Harris’s “ Pennsylvania State Reports,” vol. vii. pp. 10-14; see, also, a biographical
at Aix, Provence, in 1660, was a cousin of Balthasar, sketch of Chief-Justice Gibson, by W. A. Porter, Esq., 1855.
noticed above.
His “Institutions ecclesiastiques et
Gibson, (Richard,) an English painter and dwarf,
beneficiales” (1720) is called his best work. Died in 1730.
born in 1615, excelled particularly in water-colours. He
See Goujet, “ £loge de J. P. Gibert,” 1736.
was three feet ten inches high ; and his wife was of
Gibert, (Joseph Balthasar,) a historical writer exactly the same stature. Of five children who grew to
and antiquary, born at Aix in 1711, was a nephew of maturity, all were of usual size. Gibson was appointed
Balthasar.
In 1746 he was admitted into the Academy preceptor to the princesses Mary and Anne, daughters
of Inscriptions.
Died in 1771.
Died in 1690.
of James II.
Gibert de Montreuil, zhe'baiR' deh miN'tRUl' or
Gibson, (Thomas,) an English naturalist and Protm6N'tRuh'ye, a French trouvere of the twelfth century, estant divine, was distinguished for his learning. He
was the author of a romance in verse, entitled “ La Vio- wrote works on various subjects. Died in 1562.
lette,” which ranks among the best productions of the
Gibson, (Thomas Milner,) a Liberal English legiskind in the middle ages. It is supposed to have furnished lator, born at Trinidad in 1807. He entered Parliament
“
to Boccaccio the subject of one of his novels,
Novella in
1837 as member for Ipswich, and became an effective
IX., Giornata seconda,” from which Shakspeare has taken orator of the Anti-Corn-Law League.
In 1841 he was
the plot of “ Cymbeline.” “ La Violette” was first printed returned to Parliament for Manchester.
He was apin the original text at Paris in 1834.
pointed a privy councillor and vice-president of the board
Giberti, je-b§R'tee, (Giammatteo,) a Sicilian bishop, of trade in
His opposition
1846, but resigned in 1848.
eminent for learning and piety, born at Palermo in 1495. to the Russian war rendered him so unpopular that he
He was appointed to the see of Verona in 1524. He was defeated at the general election of 1857. About the
was a generous patron of literature and several ex- end of that year he was elected a member of Parliament
cellent editions of the Greek Fathers were published at
by the voters of Ashton-uiider-Lyne. He was appointed
his charge.
Died In 1 543.
president of the board of trade (with a seat in the cabiSee P. F. Zini, “Boni Pastoris Exemplum.”
In June, 1866, he retired
net) by Palmerston in 1859.
In 1868 he unsuccessfully contested
Gibieuf, zhe'be-uf', (Guillaume,) a French doctor from office.
Died in February, 1884.
of the Sorbonne, born at Bourges, was appointed vicar- Ashton-under-Lyne.
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Gibson, (William,) a self-taught English mathematician, born near Appleby in 1720.
He became a
school-teacher and land-surveyor. Died in 1791.
Gibson, (William,) an eminent American surgeon,
in Baltimore, Maryland, in 1788, graduated at the
University of Edinburgh in 1809, and succeeded Dr.
Physick as professor of surgery in the University of
Pennsylvania in 1819. He resigned this position in 1855.
Died at Savannah, in Georgia, in 1868. He was one of
the first American surgeons who performed the Caesarian
operation with complete success. (See “American Journal of Medical Sciences” for May, 1838.) Died in 1868.
See Dr. Carson’s “History of the Medical Department of the

born

University of Pennsylvania,” 1869.

Gichtel, giK'tel, (Johann Georg,) a German mystic,
born at Ratisbon in 1638, professed doctrines similar to
those of Jacob Boehme.
His disciples obtained the
name of Gichtelians, or Angelic Brothers. He published
a
•

entitled “Practical Theosophy.”
Died in 1710.
See Reinbeck, “ Sur la Vie et les Doctrines de Gichtel,” Berlin,

work
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Gid'dings, (Joshua Reed,) a distinguished leader in
the anti-slavery movement in the United States, was born
in Athens, Pennsylvania, in 1795.
1 ° 1805 his parents
were among the first settlers in Ashtabula county, Ohio,
(Western Reserve.) He commenced the practice of law
in 1820, and in 1838 was elected a representative to Congress, which position he held by subsequent re-elections
for twenty-one years. He united with Mr. Adams in his
memorable struggle for the overthrow of the obnoxious
“gag-law,” enacted for the purpose of preventing the
agitation of the slavery question.
In 1842 Mr. Giddings
was censured by a Congressional vote of 125 to 69 for

He instantly resigned his seat,
his agitation of slavery.
but was soon after re-elected by a large majority.
He
acted for the most part with the Whig party, voting for
Harrison in 1840 and for Clay in 1844, but he supported
Van Buren in 1848. While in Congress he took a conspicuous part in all the debates on the slavery question,
including the fugitive-slave law of 1850, the repeal of
the Missouri Compromise in 1854, etc.
In March, 1861,
he was appointed consul-general for the British North
American provinces. Died at Montreal, May 27, 1864.
He published two volumes of essays and speeches, a
work entitled “The Exiles of Florida,” (1858,) and “The
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siastical historian, was born at Petershagen, near Minden,
about 1792. He published in 1818 an able “Historical
and Critical Essay on the Origin of the Gospels,” and
was appointed professor of theology at Bonn in 1819.
He obtained the chair of theology at Gottingen in 1831.
His principal work is his “ Manual of Ecclesiastical History,
completed after his death. Died in 1854.
Giffard, (Sir Hardinge Stanley,) an English
lawyer, born in 1825.
He was solicitor-general in the

—

1880, and in 1885 beConservative administration, 1875
came Lord Chancellor with the title of Baron Halsburv.

Giffen, van, (Hubert,) a Flemish philologist and
Rudolph II. made him councillor
jurist, born in 1534.
and referendary of the empire. Died in 1604.
Gif'fprd, (Andrew,) an English Baptist minister and
noted antiquary, born in 1700. He preached in London,
and became assistant librarian of the British Museum
in 1757. He published a new edition of Folkes’s “Tables
of English Coins,” (1763.) Died in 1784.
Gifford, (John,) the assumed name of John Richard
Greene, an English journalist, born in 1758. He was
one of the founders of the “ British Critic” and “ The
Anti-Jacobin Review,” and wrote, among other works,
a “Life of the Right Hon. William Pitt.” Died in 1818.
Gifford, (Richard,) an English divine, born in 1725,
became rector of North Okendon in 1772. He wrote
“ Contemplation,” a poem, and “ Answer to Dr. PriestDied in 1807.
ley’s Disquisition on Matter and Spirit.”
Gifford, jif'ford, (Robert,) Baron Saint Leonard’s, an
He was
able English lawyer, born at Exeter in 1779.
appointed solicitor-general in 1817, and attorney-general
prosecution
the
in 1819.
this
capacity
he
conducted
In
of Queen Caroline in 1820, after which he received the
title of baron.
He became master of the rolls and chief
Died in 1826.
justice of the common pleas in 1824.
See Foss, “The Judges of England,” vol. ix.
Gif'ford, (Sanford R.,) a distinguished American
landscape-painter, born in Saratoga county. New York.
He resided in early life at Hudson, in the vicinity of the
Catskill Mountains. Among his works, which are highly
praised by Tuckerman, are the “Coming Storm,”
“Waves Breaking on the Beach at Early Dawn,” and
“Morning in the Mountains.”

See Tuckerman’s “ Book of the Artists.”
Gifford, (William,) an eminent English critic and
Rebellion, its Authors and Causes,” (New York, 1864.)
author, and principal founder of the “ Quarterly Review,”
Giddings, (Salmon,) a pioneer missionary in the was born at Ashburton, Devonshire, in April,
1757.
Mississippi Valley, was born at Hartford, Connecticut,
He was a shoemaker’s apprentice for about five years,
in 1782. He organized eleven churches in Missouri and
and afterwards studied at Oxford. He began his literary
Illinois, and visited many of the Indian tribes in what
career by “The Baviad,” a poetical satire, (1794,) which
are now Kansas and Nebraska.
Died in 1828.
was highly successful. His satire “The Maeviad” (1795)
Gid'e-on, [Heb. jlJMJ Fr. G£d1!ON, zhYdYdN',] an was also much admired. In
1797 Gifford was editor of
Israelite of the tribe of Manasseh, and son of Joash,
“The Anti-Jacobin.” In 1802 he produced a poetical
became judge of Israel. His nation had been suffering version of Juvenal, which is highly commended. He
seven years under the tyranny of the Midianites, when
was editor of the “Quarterly Review” from 1809 until
a heavenly messenger was sent to Gideon, commanding
1824, during which period he showed himself a bitter
him to take arms in defence of his country. With three partisan of Toryism and a severe critic of authors, whom
hundred men he totally defeated the Midianites. Gideon “ he regarded,” says Southey, “ as a fishmonger regards
was judge of Israel forty years. Died about 1236 B.c.
eels, or as Izaak Walton did worms, slugs, and frogs.”
See Judges vi., vii., and viii.
He was a powerful master of sarcasm, and unsparing in
Gie, de, deh zhe'i', (Pierre de Rohan deh ro'SN',) the use of it. Died in December, 1826.
a French marshal, born in Brittany about 1450. He en“William Gifford,” says Mr. Whipple, “seems to have
joyed the favour and confidence of Louis XI. and his united in himself all the bad qualities of the criticism
successor Charles VIII., whom he accompanied in his of his time. He was fierce, dogmatic, bigoted, libellous,
Italian expedition.
He was appointed by Louis XII. and unsympathizing. Whatever may have been his
preceptor to the young prince, afterwards Francis I. talents, they were exquisitely unfitted for his position,
He was subsequently deprived of his dignities, on a his literary judgments being contemptible, where any
charge of having abused his authority. Died in 1513.
sense of beauty was required.” (“North American
Gierig, (Gottlieb Erdmann,) a German philolo- Review” for October, 1845, vol. lxi.)
gist, born at Wehrau. Lusaia, in 1753.
He published
See “Autobiography” prefixed to his translation of Juvenal, and
good editions of Ovid (1784) and of Pliny the Younger, “Autobiography of William Jerdan,” vol. iv. chap. vii.
and several original treatises. Died in 1814.
Qi-gan'tes, [Gr. Tiyavrec ; Fr. Grants, zIi&'Sn',
Giers, (Nicholas Carlovitch,) a Russian states- gigantic beings of classic mythology, supposed to be the
man, born in 1820. He has been employed continuously sons of Terra or Tartarus, and to have waged war against
in the Russian diplomatic service.
In 1856 he was the gods. Some ancient poets confounded them with
appointed consul-general to Egypt. He was ambassador the Titans. They were conquered by the gods, but not
at Teheran 1863-9, and afterwards minister at Berne and until the latter obtained the aid of Hercules.
Stockholm successively. In 1882 he became minister
See Smith’s “Dictionary of Greek and Roman Biography and
;

—
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was patronized by Pope Urban VIII. He published a
Thesaurus Linguae Arabics:,” which had a high reputation at that time.
Giggei was an intimate friend of
Cardinal Federigo Borromeo. Died in 1632.
Gigli, jil'yee, (Girolamo,) an Italian dramatist and
satirist, born at Sienna in 1660.
His original name was
Nenci, (nSn'chee.) fie wrote successful comedies and
tragedies, among which were a translation of Moliere’s
“Tartuffe,” entitled “Don Filone,” (1711,) and “The
Sister of Don Pilone,” (1721,) in which he burlesqued
himself and his wife. He attacked the Academy della
Crusca in his “ Vocabulary of the Works of Saint Catherine,” (“ Vocabolario delle Opere di Santa Caterina,”
1717.) He is called an original genius by Ginguene. Died

with Mr. Raleigh, he was half-brother to the famous Sir
Walter Raleigh. After leaving Oxford, he distinguished
himself in several military enterprises. As comrnanderin-chief in the province of Munster, he assisted in
quelling the insurrection in Ireland.
He published in
1576 a “ Discourse to Prove a Passage by the Northwest
to Cathaia,” etc.
He obtained letters-patent from the
queen in 1578, with permission to make discoveries in
North America and take possession of any part yet
unoccupied.
His first expedition to Newfoundland was
unsuccessful ; but in 1583 he again set sail. “The commander,” says Bancroft “ on the eve of his departure
received from Elizabeth a golden anchor guided by a
lady, a token of the queen’s regard.” When he arrived
in the Bay of Saint John, he took possession in the
at Rome in 1722.
See F. Corsetti, “Vita di G. Gigli, ”1746; Tipaldo,“ Biografia queen’s name of the surrounding country, and granted
degli Italiani illustri.”
leases to those of his company who desired them.
It
Gignoux, zhiiTyoo', (Francisque Regis ri/zhiss',) having been represented to him that there were silvera French landscape-painter, born in Lyons about 1816. mines in Newfoundland, he sailed, with his little fleet
He emigrated to New York about 1840, and produced of three vessels, along that coast. They had not gone
pictures of American scenery, among which is “Niagara far, however, when, owing to the negligence of the crew,
their largest ship was wrecked and nearly all on board
Falls by Moonlight.”
perished. Gilbert now set sail for England in the Squirrel,
See Tuckerman, “ Book of the Artists.”
a vessel of only ten tons.
He was requested to go on
Gigot, zhe'go', (Philippe FRANgois Mathieu,) a
He wrote an board the larger vessel, called the Hind; but he refused
Belgian writer, born at Brussels in 1793.
company who had shared with him so
“Abridged History of Holland,” (1820.) Died in 1819. to leave the little
many dangers. They encountered very rough seas, and
Gigot d’Elbee. See Elb£e.
general,
Gigoux, zhe'goo', (Jean FRANgois,) a French painter, the little bark was in the greatest danger. “The
sitting abaft, with a book in his hand, cried out to those
born at Besanjon in 1806, obtained a medal of the first
‘
are as near to heaven by sea as by
Among his works are a “ Mag- in the Hind,
class at Paris in 1848.
land.’ That same night, about twelve o’clock, the lights
dalene,” “ The Death of Cleopatra,” “ The Baptism of
of the Squirrel suddenly disappeared, and neither the
Clovis,” and a portrait of Lamartine.
vessel nor any of its crew was ever again seen.”
Gil, Heel or h 61 a Spanish friar, distinguished as a
Gilbert, (Sir Joh',) an English artist, was born in
preacher, born in Andalusia about 1745 ; died in 1815.
He began painting at an early age, and
Gil'bart, (James William,) an English writer on Kent in 1817.
He was
banking, born in London about 1794, was manager of has illustrated a large number of books.
He published a knighted in 1871, elected R.A. in 1876, and elected
the London and Westminster Bank.
“Practical Treatise on Banking,” (1827; 6th edition, President of the Society of Painters in Water Colours
in 1871.
Among his works are “ The Murder of
Died in 1863.
1855,) and other esteemed works.
Gil'bert, called the Universal, an English prelate, Thomas a Becket,” “Don Quixote giving advice to
“

—

We

,

who
ing.

received his surname on account of his great learnHe was created Bishop of London in 1128. Died

in 1134.

See B.

Haur£ au,

Gilbert,

“

De

la

zhfel'baiR',

Philosophie scolastique.”

(Antoine Pierre Marie,) a born

He

published
historical descriptions of the cathedrals of Rouen, Char-

French antiquary, born

in Paris in 1785.

and Amiens. Died in 1858.
Gilbert, (Charles C.,) an American

tres,

born

in

became brigadier-general of volunteers
the United States army in 1862.

in

Ohio

Sancho Panza,” and “ May Dew,” (1878.)
Gilbert, (John Graham,) a painter of history and
portraits, was born at Glasgow in 1794.
Gilbert, (L. T.,) a French dramatist and novelist,

officer,

in 1827,

Gilbert, (Davies,) a distinguished English savant,
original name was Giddy, born in Cornwall in
He was president of the Royal Society, and was
1767.
noted for his generous patronage of literary and scientific
men. He was one of the first to recognize the genius
of Sir Humphry Davy, whom he materially assisted in
early life and introduced to the notice of the manHe published “ A Plain
agers of the Royal Institution.
Statement of the Bullion Question,” and other learned
treatises.
In 1827 he succeeded Sir Humphry Davy as
president of the Royal Society; he resigned this posi-

in Paris in 1780; died in 1827.
Gilbert, gil'biRt, (Ludwig Wilhelm,) a German
He founded in 1799
physician, born in Berlin in 1769.
“The Annals of Physics and Chemistry,” (“Annalen
der Physik und Chymie,” 150 vols.) Died in 1824.
See L. Choulant, “L. W. Gilberts Leben und Wirken,” 182s.
Gilbert, (Nicolas Joseph Laurent,) an excellent
French satiric and lyric poet, born near Remiremont,

He became

a resident of Paris in

whose

in Lorraine, in 1751.

tion in 1830.

In 1775 he pro1774, with no resources but his talents.
duced a satire against the skeptical philosophers, called
“The Eighteenth Century.” His odes “ On the Jubilee,”
(1776,) “On the Present War,” (1778,) and his poem
entitled “At the Banquet of Life” (“ Au Banquet de la
Vie”) contain passages of great beauty. According to
the “Biographie Universelle,” he became insane, swallowed a key, and died in November, 1780. His death
is attributed to a fall from a horse by the “Nouvelle
Biographie Generale, ” which calls him “the most emi-

Died

in 1839.

Gilbert, (Gabriel,) a French dramatic poet, born
about 1610. His works are numerous, but have little
It is evident, however, that some of the best
merit.
French writers Racine, for example have sometimes
borrowed from him. He was patronized by Christina,
Queen of Sweden, who invited him, after her abdication,
to her court in France, and made him her secretary.
Died about 1680.
See MM. Haag, “La France protestante.”
Gilbert, (Sir Geoffrey or Jeffrey,) an English jurist,
born in 1674, became chief baron of the exchequer in
He wrote the
Ireland, (1716,) and in England, (1725.)
“Forum Romanum,” (1756,) “ History and Practice of
Chancery,” (1758,) and other legal works. Died in 1726.
Gilbert, (Sir Humphrey,) a celebrated English navigator, born of an ancient family in Devonshire in 1539.
By the marriage of his mother, after becoming a widow,
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Pinard, “Gilbert, oil le
See “Nouvelle Biographie G^n^rale
Poete malheureux,” 1840; “M^moires de la Marquise de Crdquy.”

Gilbert, (Nicolas Pierre,) a French physician and
medical writer, born at Brest in 1751. He became professor at Val-de-Grace, Paris, in 1796, and physician-inDied in 1814.
chief to the grand army in 1806.
See “ Biographie Mddicale.”

Gilbert, (Pierre Julien,) a French painter of marine views, born at Brest in 1783.
Gilbert, Saint, a French ecclesiastic, accompanied
Died in 1152.
the second crusade to the Holy Land.
Gilbert, (Thomas,) an English nonconformist minisdied in 1694.
ter, born about 1612
Gilbert or Gilberd, (William,) an eminent English
physician and scientific writer, born at Colchester in
Having taken his degree in a foreign university,
1540.
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he was, after his return to England, chosen a Fellow of
He acquired a
the College of Physicians, in London.
high reputation in his profession, and became physiciangreat
work entitled
Elizabeth.
His
in-ordinary to Queen
“On the Magnet, the Magnetic Bodies,” etc. (“De Magnete, Magneticisque Corporibus,” etc.) came out in 1600.
His reputation was at once established by this production.
Died in 1603.

Gilbert,

(William Schwenck,) an English
London in 1836. Among his

dramatic aulhor, born in

works we may mention the popular comic operas written
conjunction with Arthur Sullivan, “ H.M.S. Pinafore,”
“The Pirates of Penzance,” “Patience, or Bunthorne’s
Bride,” (1881,) “Iolanthe,” and “Princess Ida.”
Gilbert [Lat. Gilber'tus] of Sempringham, Satnt,
an English ecclesiastic, born in Lincolnshire in 1083, was

in

He established
the founder of the order of Gilbertines.
Died
thirteen monasteries and a number of hospitals.
in

1

189.

Gilbert de la Porre, zhil'baiR' deh It po'r.V, [Lat.
Gisi.eber'tus Porreta'nus,] a French theologian and

He
scholastic philosopher, born at Poitiers about 1070.
became Bishop of Poitiers, and wrote a celebrated work
“
called
Book of Six Principles,” (“Liber sex Principiorum.’j He was a realist in philosophy. Died in 1154.
See B. Haureau, “De la Philosophic scolastique.”
Gilbert de Voisins, zhdl'baiR' deh vwVz;1 n', (Pierre
Paul Alexandre,) Comte, a French judge, born near
Paris in 1779.
He was appointed first president of the
imperial court under Napoleon, and in 1830 became a
member of the court of cassation. Died in 1843.
Gil'christ, (Alexander,) a British writer on art,
born about 1827. He wrote a “Life of William Etty,”
(2 vols., 1855.)

Died

in 1861.

Gilchrist, (Ebenezer,) a Scottish physician, born at
Dumfries in 1707. He practised at his native place with
success, and wrote “On the Use of Sea-Voyages in
Medicine,” (1756.) Died in 1774.
Gil'christ, (John Borthwick,) an English Orientalist, born in 1759.
He published several valuable works
on the Hindostanee language. Died in 1841.
Gilchrist, (Octavius,) an English dramatic critic,
born at Twickenham in 1779. He wrote a “ Letter to
W. Gifford on a Late Edition of Ford’s Plays,” (1811,)
and other works. Died in 1823.
Gil'das, Saint, surnamed Sapiens, (the “Wise,”) an
eminent ecclesiastic, supposed to have been a native of
Wales, was born about 51 1 a.d. Having spent several
years in France in his studies, he founded after his return a church and school in Pembrokeshire.
On the
invitation of Saint Bridget, he visited Ireland, where he
effected a great reformation in the Church.
He afterwards founded the monastery of Saint Gildas de Ruys
in Brittany.
The work entitled “De Excidio Britanniae”
has been ascribed to this writer.
See Lobineau, “Vies des Saints de Bretagne.”

gii'do or QS-il'don, a Mauritanian chief, son of Nabal,
was raised by the emperor Theodosius to the chief command in Africa. In the quarrel between Arcadius and
Ilonorius he sided with the former, for which he was
declared a public enemy by the Romans. His army was
soon after defeated by the Roman forces under Mascezel,
and Gildo, being imprisoned, destroyed himself, (398 A.D.)
See Gibbon, “Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire.”
Gil'don, (Charles,) an English writer and actor,
born in Dorsetshire in 1665. He published “The Deist’s
Manual,” (1705,) “The Complete Art of Poetry,” and
several dramas.
“His memory is still preserved,” says
Macaulay, “not by his own voluminous Works, but by

two or three lines in which his stupidity and venality
have been contemptuously mentioned by Pope.” Died
in 1723.

See Leland, “ Deistical Writers
Cibber, “ Lives of the Poets.”
Giles. See Algidius.
Giles, jils, (Henry,) a Unitarian minister and writer,
born in Wexford county, Ireland, in 1809, emigrated to
the United States about 1S40.
Among his works are
“Lectures and Essays,” (2 vols., 1845,) and “Christian
Thoughts on Life,” (1850.) He has lectured extensively
in the

United States.
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Giles, jTlz, (Rey. John A.,) an English editor and
He published a number of
historian, born about 1802.
valuable works, among which are a “ Greek-and-English
Lexicon,” (1846,) a “ History of the Ancient Britons,”
(2 vols., 1847,) and “The Life and Times of Alfred the
Great.” He edited the “Entire Woiks of the Venerable
Bede,” (12 vols., 1843-44.) He died in 1884.
Qriles, (William Branch,) an American statesman
and orator, born in Amelia county, Virginia, in 1762.
He was educated at Hampden-Sidney College and at
Princeton.
In 1790 he was elected a representative to
Congress by the Federal party, but soon became a Democrat.
He made in 1793 a violent attack on Hamilton,
then secretary of the treasury, and offered resolutions
censuring him for an undue assumption of power ; but
these were not adopted by the House.
He vigorously
opposed Jay’s treaty with England in 1796. Having
retired from Congress in 1798 to accept a seat in the
Virginia legislature, he co-operated with Madison in
procuring the passage of the celebrated resolutions of
1798 against the alien and sedition laws. He was again
a representative in Congress in 1801-2, and in 1804 was
elected to the United States Senate.
In this body he
continued to be one of the ablest supporters of the administrations of Jefferson and Madison until 1811 or 1812,
when he took sides with the opposition. He retired
from the Senate in 1815. In 1825 he was again a candidate for re-election, but was defeated by John Randolph.
He was chosen Governor of Virginia in 1827. In 1829
the famous Constitutional Convention met; and, though
Governor of the State, he served as a delegate, and took
a conspicuous part in its deliberations. Died in 1830.
“Mr. Giles,” says Senator Benton, “was considered by
Mr. Randolph to be in our House of Representatives
what Charles Fox was admitted to be in the British
House of Commons, the most accomplished debater
that his country had ever seen.
But their acquired
advantages were very different Fox was a ripe scholar,
Giles neither read nor studied; Fox perfected himself
in the House, speaking on every subject, Giles out of
the House, talking to everybody.”

—

:

See Benton’s “Thirty Years’ View,”

etc.

Giles de Corbeil. See ALgidius Corboltensis.
Giles of Viterbo. See ALgidius of Viterbo.
Gil-fil'lan, (Rev. George,) a Scottish writer, born in
Perthshire in 1813.
He published in 1845 his “Gallery
of Literary Portraits,” which was favourably received,
and was followed by a second and a third series in 1849
and 1855. Among his other works are “The Book of
British Poesy, Ancient and Modern,” “The Martyrs,
Heroes, and Bards of the Scottish Covenant,” and
“The Bards of the Bible.” “Gilfillan is sometimes
happy in his metaphors and apt in his allusions, but is
more likely to be extravagant in the one and grotesque
(Allibone’s “Dictionary of Authors.”)
Gilfillan, (Robert,) a Scottish poet, born at Dunfermline about 1798.
He wrote songs and other poems, (4th
edition, 1851.)
Died in 1850.
See a “ Memoir of the Author,” prefixed to tire edition of his
poems, 1851; Chambers, “Biographical Dictionary of Eminent
Scotsmen.”
in the other.”

Gilianez.zhe-le-Vngz, or Gilles-Anes, a Portuguese
navigator, who made discoveries on the west coast of
Africa about 1435.
Gilibert, zhe'le'baiR', (Jean Immanuel,) a French
physician and naturalist, born at Lyons in 1741.
He
planted a botanic garden at Grodno about 1775, and
returned to Lyons in 1783. He published, besides oilier
works, “ Medical Anarchy,” (“ L’Anarchie medicinale,”

was commended by Haller, “P'lora
Lithuanica,” (1781,) a “ History of the Plants of Europe,
or Elements of Practical Botany,” (2 vols., 1798,) and an
“ Abridgment of the Natural System of Linnaeus,” (1802.)

3 vols., 1772,) which

Died
See

in 1S14.
J.

Moli.et, “filoge historique de

J.

E. Gilibert,” 1816

;

Quekard, “La France Litteraire.”
Gilimer. See Gf.limer.
Gilj or Gilii, jee'le-ee or jH'yee, (Filippo Luigi,) an
Italian astronomer and botanist, born at Corneto in 1756,
was director of the observatory founded by Gregory XIII.

Died

at

Rome

in 1821.
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Gilkens, nil'kens, (Peter,) a jurist and legal writer,
born at Ruremond, Netherlands, about 1558.
Gill, (Rev. Alexander,) an English theologian,
born in Lincolnshire in 1564.
He was the author of
“ Sacred Philosophy of the Holy Scriptures.”
Died
in 1635.

(Alexander

a son of the preceding, was born
)
in 1597.
He became usher, and afterwards
head-master, of Saint Paul’s School. Among his pupils
was the poet Milton. Died in 1642.
Gill, (Edmund,) an English landscape painter, born

Gill.

London

in

works are “A Storm
Scene at St. Gowan’s,” (1846,) “ Rapids,” (1872,) and
“The North-west Coast of Cornwall,” (1882.)
Gill, (John,) an English Baptist divine, of great learning, born at Kettering, Northamptonshire, 1697.
In
1719 he settled in London as pastor of a congregation
at Horsleydown, where he preached for fifty years.
He
published an “Exposition of the New Testament,”
(3
vols., 1746-48,) and an “Exposition of the Old Testament,” (6 vols., 1748-63,) which are highly esteemed by
the Baptists.
Among his numerous other works is
“A Body of Doctrinal and Practical Divinity,” (3 vols.,
1769-70) Died in 1771.
Gille, zh£l, (Charles Eugene,) a French lyric poet
and dramatist, born in Paris in 1820, published “The
Barber of Pezenas,” a comedy, and a number of popular
songs.
He committed suicide in 1856.
Gilles, zh 61 (Jean,) a French musical composer, born
at Tarascon in 1669; died in 1705.
Gilles, (Nicole,) a French historian, who was secre-

London

in

in 1820.

Among

his

,

taire-controleur of the treasury in the reign of Charles

He

VIII.

wrote “Annals of France,” a work of some

Died in 1503.
merit, often reprinted.
Gilles, (Pierre,) a French naturalist, born at Albi in
1490. He travelled in the Levant for scientific purposes.
“ lie was one of the first in France,” says Weiss, “who
cultivated natural history with success.” (“Biographie
Universelle.”) He published, in Latin, a work “ On the
Nature of Animals,” (1533,) consisting chiefly of translations from Atlian, a “Treatise on the Antiquities of
Constantinople,” (1561,) and other works. Died at

Rome

in 1555.

See

N iceron, “ Memoires

Moreri, “ Dictionnaire Historique.”

Gilles, zh 61 (Pierre,) a Swiss Protestant minister,
born about 1570, wrote a “ History of the Church of
the Vaudois,” (1644.)
Gilles de Colonne. See Colonna, (Egidio.)
Gilles de Delft. See Delphus.
Gil-les'pie, (George,) a Scottish Presbyterian theologian, who was one of the commissioners sent to the
Assembly of Westminster in 1643. He published “Treat,

ises of Miscellaneous Questions,” (1649,) “The Ark of
the Testament Opened,” (2 vols., 1661-77,) and other

works. Died in 1648.
See Chambers, “Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen.”
Gillespie, (Thomas,) a Scottish Presbyterian minister, born near Edinburgh about 1 708. He founded, about

“Synod of Relief.” Died in 1774.
Gil-les'pie, (William Mitchell,) LL.D., an American engineer and writer, born in New York in 1816.
1750, a sect called the

Columbia College in 1834, and became
engineering in Union College at Schenectady in 1845. His principal work is “Roads and
Railroads: a Manual for Road-Making,” (1845,) said

He

graduated

professor of

at

civil

to be one of the best treatises on the subject in the
English language, (7th edition, 1854.) Died in 1868.
Gillet, zhe'll', (Nicolas Franqois,) a French sculp-

born in 1709. He worked in Saint Petersburg,
returned to France about 1778, and died in 1791.
Gilli, jfel'lee, or Gilj, (Filippo Salvator,) an Italian
He
Jesuit and missionary, born near Spoleto in 1721.
spent twenty-five years in South America, and published
after his return “The Natural, Civil, and Sacred History
of the Spanish Provinces in South America,” which was
esteemed one of the best works that had been written
on those countries until Humboldt’s Travels appeared.
tor,

GILMAN
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his translation of the Orations of Lysias and Isocrates,
first part of his principal work, “The History of

The

Ancient Greece and its Colonies,” (2 vols. 4to,) came
out in 1786, and in 1793 he succeeded Dr. Robertson as
royal historiographer of Scotland.
He afterwards published his “History of the World from the Reign of
Alexander to that of Augustus,” (2 vols., 1807-10,) which
is a continuation of his History of Greece.
He died at
Clapham, neai London, in 1836.
See Chambers, “ Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen,”

(Supplement;) “Nouvelle Biographie Generate. ”

Gillies, (Robert Pierce,) a Scottish writer, favourably known by his translations from the German.
He
lived near Edinburgh, and was a friend of Sir Walter
Scott and of Wordsworth the poet.
He was the first
editor of the “Foreign Quarterly Review,” and author
of various works, among which are “ Childe Alarique,”
a poem, and autobiographic “ Memoirs of a Literary

Veteran,”

(3 vols., 1851.)
See Prescott’s “Miscellanies,”

p. 1S0.

Gill'more, (Quincy Adams,) an American general,
born in Lorain county, Ohio, about 1825, graduated at
West Point in 1849. He gained the rank of captain in
1861, and that of brigadier-general of volunteers early in
1862.
He displayed skill as an engineer by the capture
of Fort Pulaski in April, 1862, and was appointed commander of the department of the South in June, 1863.
He made a successful attack on the enemy’s fortified position on Morris Island in July, began to bombard Fort
Sumter and Charleston in August, and took Fort Wagner in September, 1863. Fort Sumter was reduced to a
ruinous condition

;

but

garrison continued to hold

its

it

February 17, 1865. He also damaged Charleston
by batteries about four and a half miles distant from that
until

city.
He commanded the tenth corps in the operations
against Petersburg and Richmond in the summer of 1864.
He was appointed a brevet major-general of the regular
army in March, 1865. He is the author of many works

on engineering subjects.
See Keid, “ Ohio in the War,” 1868.
Gillot, zhe'yo', (Claude,) a French designer and
engraver, born at Langres in 1673, was the mastei of
Watteau. He was most successful in etching. His compositions are chiefly burlesque. Died in Paris in 1722.
See Basan, “Dictionnaire des Graveurs.”

Gillot, (Jacques,) a French scholar, born at Langres
about 1550. He was a friend of Scaliger and Casaubon,
and one of the authors of the celebrated “ Satire Menippee,” which contributed greatly to the success of Henry
IV. against the League. He wrote “ Letters to Joseph

were printed. Died in 1619.
See Maimbourg, “ Histoire de la Ligue,” vol. iii.

Scaliger,” which

Gill'ray, (James,) a celebrated English caricaturist,
born about 1 750, excelled both in drawing and engraving.

The

satire of his caricatures was directed against social
and political abuses; but he was frequently extravagant,
and indulged in too great personalities. Died in 1815.

See “Retrospective Review,”

vol.

i.,

second

series, 1853.

Gilly, zhe'ye', (Jacques Laurent,) a French general
of division, born in Languedoc in 1769 ; died in 1829.
Gil'ly, (William Stephen,) an English writer, born
about 1790, was canon of Durham and vicar of Norham.
He published “The Spirit of the Gospel,” (1818,) “Excursion to the Mountains of Piedmont and Researches
among the Vaudois,” (1824,) “Second Visit, or Waldensian Researches,” (1831,) and other works. Died in 1855.
Gil'man, (Caroline,) an American authoress, wife
of the Rev. Samuel Gilman, was born in Boston in 1794.
Among her most popular works are “ Recollections of a
New England Housekeeper,” and “Recollections of a
Southern Matron.” She has also published “Oracles
for Youth,” (1854,) “Sibyl, or New Oracles from the
Poets,” (1854,) and “Jairus’s Daughter.”
See Griswold’s “ Female Poets of America.”

Gilman, (John Taylor,) an American Governor,
born

at

member

He was a
Exeter, New Hampshire, in 1759.
of the Continental Congress in 1782 and 1783,

and became treasurer of his State in the latter year.
Died in 1789.
Gil'lies, (John,) a Scottish historian, born at Brechin, In 1797 he was elected Governor of New Plampshire
He published in 1778 by the Federalists. He was re-elected annually urtil
in Forfarshire, in January, 1747.
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was a very popular Governor, and filled the same
and 1815. Died in 1828.
divine and
author, born in Gloucester, Massachusetts, in 1791,
graduated at Harvard in 1811.
He was pastor of a
Unitarian church in Charleston, South Carolina, from
1819 until his death. Among his works are “Memoirs
of a New England Village Choir,” (1829,) and a poem
Died in 1858.
called “ The History of a Ray of Light.”
Gil'mer, (Thomas W.,) a Virginian politician and
member of Congress. He was appointed secretary of
the navy by President Tyler, and was killed by the
explosion of a large gun on the steamer Princeton in
1S07,

office in 1813, 1814,

Gilman, (Samuel,) D.D., an American

February, 1844.
in
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Gil y Zarate, h <51 e
Spanish dramatist, born

th&-r;t't&,

(Don Antonio,) a

1793 at the Escurial, where
He brought out in
1835 his tragedy of “ Dona Blanca de Borbon,” which
was favourably received, and was soon followed by
in

his parents resided as court actors.

another, entitled “Carlos II. el Hechizado,” which established his reputation.
Among his other dramas we

may name

“ Rosamunda,” and

“Guzman

el

Bueno:”

esteemed his best piece. Zarate filled several offices under the government, and was appointed
professor of history at Madrid, and a member of the
Spanish Academy.
the latter

is

Gimignano,

je-min-ya'no, or Geminiani, ja-me-ne(Giacinto,) an Italian painter, born at Pistoia in
161 1, studied under Pietro da Cortona.
His principal
works are frescos in the Lateran at Rome and the
Niccolini palace at Florence.
Died in 1681. His son
Lodovico (1644-97) was a painter of some merit.
3/nee,

GiPpin, (Bernard,) an
Westmoreland in 1517.

excellent English divine, born
He was appointed one of the

first professors of Christ Church College soon after it
was founded by Henry VIII. He was educated in the
Catholic faith but he was subsequently converted to
See Lanzi, “History of Painting in Italy.”
Protestantism, and, soon after the accession of Queen
Gimma, jfem'ma, (Giacinto,) an Italian writer, born
Mary, visited France and Holland. Returning to Eng- at Bari in 1668; died in 1735.
land in 1556, he was appointed Archdeacon of Durham
Ginani, jc-nVnee, or Zinani, dze-n 3/nee, (Gabriel,)
and rector of Iloughton-le-Spring, in the county of an Italian poet, born at Reggio about 1560. Among his
Durham, during the reign of Mary. The reformation he works is “Amerigo,” (1590,) which Tiraboschi ranked
effected among the lawless borderers of this region, and with the best Italian tragedies of the sixteenth century.
his bold denunciations of the wickedness of the times, Died about
1635.
obtained for him the name of “the Apostle of the North.”
Ginani, (Giuseppe,) Count, an Italian naturalist,
I Ie refused the bishopric of Carlisle, offered him by Queen
born at Ravenna in 1692. He made a valuable collection
Elizabeth, preferring to remain at Houghton, where he of plants, shells, and other objects of natural history, on
thought his labours were most needed. Died in 1583.
which he wrote several treatises. Died in 1753.
See Wb. Gilpin, “Life of Bernard Gilpin,” 1753; G. CarleGines or Ginez. See Sepulveda.
ton, “ Vita Bern. Gilpini,” 1628.
Ginguene, zhiN'geh-ni/, (Pierre Louis,) an eminent
Gil'pin, (IIknry D.,) an American lawyer and classical French critic and litterateur, born at Rennes in 1748.
scholar, born in Philadelphia in 1801.
He graduated at He became a resident of Paris in 1772. On the breaking
the University of Pennsylvania in 1819, was admitted to out of the Revolution he favoured the republican cause,
the bar in 1822, and soon became distinguished as an but always showed himself a friend to moderation.
lie
able lawyer.
In 1840 he was made attorney-general of was appointed in 1795 director-general of the commission
the United States.
He edited the papers of James of public instruction, and in 1798 was ambassador to the
Madison, (3 vols. 8vo, 1840.) Died in i860.
King of Sardinia. On his return he obtained, in 1799
See “Memorial of Henry D. Gilpin,” 1S60; Allibone, “Dic- or 1800, a seat in the Tribunat, from which, however,
tionary of Authors.”
he was soon dismissed, on account of his opposition to
Gilpin, (Richard,) an English nonconformist minis- the acts of Bonaparte. He now abandoned politics, and
ter, born in Cumberland about 1625.
He published a became a contributor to the “Literary History of France,”
“Treatise of Satan’s Temptations,” (1677.) Died in 1699. which had been begun by the Benedictines. His greatest
Gilpin, (Sawrey,) an English painter, brother of work, the “ Literary History of Italy,” (9 vols., 1810-24,)
William Gilpin, noticed below, was born at Carlisle in was left by him incomplete, and was continued by Salfi.
His favourite subjects were horses and other Ginguene was the author of a poem of great merit,
1733.
animals, which he painted with extraordinary fidelity. entitled “The Confession of Zulme,” and contributed
Among his master-pieces are a “ Group of Tigers,” and numerous notices of Italian writers to the “Biographie
the “Horses of Diomede.”
Universelle.” Died in Paris in November, 1816.
Died in 1807.
;

See Bryan, “ Dictionary of Painters.”

See “Notice sur Ginguend,” by Sai.fi, appended to the “Histome x. Dacier, “ Eloge de Ginguene;”

toire litteraire d’ltalie,”

;

Gilpin, (Rev. William,) a distinguished English D. J. Garat, “Notice sur la Vie et ies Ouvrages de P. L. Ginauthor, born at Carlisle in 1724.
He taught a school at guene,” 1817; “Nouvelle Biographie Generale;” “London QuarCheam, in Surrey, until one of his pupils Colonel Mit- terly Review” for April, 1814.
ford, the historian
Gin'kel or Giiikell, vail, (Godard or Godart,)
procured for him the living of Boldre,
in Hampshire. He was the author of many valuable and sometimes written Ginkle, Earl of Athlone, a Dutch
“
well-written works, among which are a
Life of Bernard general of great ability, born at Utrecht, or in GelderGilpin,” (1753,) a “Life of Wickliff,” (1765,) a “Life of land, about 1630.
He had attained the rank of general
Cranmer,” (1784,) and “Essays on Picturesque Beauty,” when he accompanied the Prince of Orange to England,
etc. He described and illustrated the picturesque scenery (1688.)
He served at the battle of the Boyne, (1690,) and
of England in a series of works, with plates finely en- was appointed commander-in-chief in Ireland in 1691.
graved by himself. Died in 1804.
He took Athlone, gained a decisive victory over the
Gil Vicente, zheel orzhfel ve-sln'ti, an eminent Por- Irish at Aghrirn in July, 1691, and completed the subtuguese dramatist, born at Barcellos in 1485.
He was jection of the island before the end of that year. He
patronized by King John III., who, it is said, often per- was rewarded with the title of the Earl of Athlone in
formed parts in his comedies. He was himself an actor, 1692. He commanded the Dutch cavalry in Flanders
and his daughter Paula was esteemed the first Portuguese in 1695 an d 1696. “Ginkel was one of the bravest and
actress of her time.
In
Gil Vicente’s works enjoyed a Eu- ablest officers of the Dutch army,” says Macaulay.
ropean reputation, and Erasmus is said to have learned 1702 he obtained command of the Dutch troops under
Portuguese for the sole purpose of reading his comedies. Marlborough. He died at Utrecht in 1703, leaving two
He wrote nearly a century before Lope de Vega and Shak- sons.
speare, and probably did more than any other to build up
See Macaulay’s “ History of England,” vol. iv.
the modern drama.
His compositions include tragedies,
Giobert, jo-biRt', (Giovanni Antonio,) an Italian
comedies, and farces also autos, or religious pieces for
chemist, born near Asti in 1761.
He was the first in
Christmas festivals. Among his best comedies are “The
Italy to propagate the doctrines of Lavoisier, and he
Judge of Beyra,” and the “ Portuguese Fidalgo.” Died made some reforms or innovations in agriculture. In
1557
1800 he became professor of rural economy at Turin.
See Longfellow, “Poets and Poetry of Europe;” Barbosa He published “Annals of Rural Economy,”
(3 vols.,
Machado, “ Bibliotheca Lusitana;” Bouterwek, “Litterature EsDied in 1834.
pagnole et Portugaise;” “ Nouvelle Biographie Gendrale,” (under 1793,) and other works.
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Gioberti, jo-b§R'tee, (Vincenzo,) an eminent Italian
philosopher and patriotic statesman, born at Turin in
April, 1801.
He graduated at the University of Turin,
where in 1825 he was appointed professor of theology.
In 1831 he became chaplain to the king, Charles Albert
but, being soon after accused of favouring the liberal
party, he was first imprisoned, and subsequently exiled.
He resided more than ten years in Brussels, where he
wrote his “Theory of the Supernatural,” (“ Teoria del
Sopranaturale,” 1838,) and “Introduction to the Study
of Philosophy,” (“ Introduzione alio Studio della Filosofia,” 1839.)
In 1843 he published his “Civil and
Moral Supremacy of the Italians,” (“ II Primato civile
e morale degli Italiani,”) in which he advocates the
restoration of the greatness of Italy, through a reformed
papacy, a constitutional monarchy, and moderate freedom of the press. This work was received with enthusiasm by his countrymen, with the exception of the
His “ Modern
Jesuits, several of whom replied to it.
Jesuit,” (“Gesuita moderno,”) which appeared in 1847,
caused a great sensation, and the expulsion of the Jesuits
from Italy was soon after decreed by the pope. Gioberti’s return to Turin in 1848 was celebrated by the
Italians with the liveliest demonstrations of joy, and
he was chosen soon after president of the Chamber of
Deputies. The same year he was appointed minister
of public instruction, and afterwards placed at the head
Owing to
of the ministry as president of the council.
disagreement with his colleagues, he resigned this post
He died in Paris in October, 1851
in February, 1849.
or 1852, having previously published a treatise “On
the Civil Renovation of Italy,” (1851,) which was very
favourably received. He was an eloquent and powerful
writer and orator.
See Cruger, “ Esquisses Italiennes

(“I Francesci, i Tedeschi, i Russi in Lombardia,” 1805.)
He published an important work on political economy,
“New View of the Economic Sciences,” (“Nuovc
Prospetto delle Scienze economiche,” 6 vols., 1813-19.)
Among his other remarkable works are a “Treatise on
Merit and Rewards,” (1819,) and “The Philosophy of
Statistics,” (2 vols., 1826.)
“M. Gioja,” says Silvio
Pellico, “was the most eminent thinker that the economical sciences have had in Italy in modern times.”

called

Died

at

Milan

in 1829.

See TiPAi.no, “ Biografia degli Italiani illustri
Giuseppe Sacchi, “Memoria sulla Vita di M. Gioja,” 1821); F. Bettini, “Cemii
intorno alia Vita ed alle Opere di M. Gioja,” 1843.

Giolfino, jol-fee'no, or Golfino,gol-fee'no,(NiccoL6,)

an Italian painter, born at Verona, lived about 1475.
Giolito cle’ Ferrari, jo-lee'to di fcr-rVree, (GaisriELE,) a distinguished Venetian printer, whose works are
remarkable for the beauty of their typography. He was
ennobled by the emperor Charles V. Died in 1581.
Giordani, joR-di'nee, (Vitale,) a Neapolitan mathematician, born at Bitonto in 1633. He became professor
of mathematics in the College di Sapienza, at Rome.

Diediniyii.

Giordano, joR-di'no, (Luca,) surnamed Fa Presto,
an eminent Italian painter, born at Naples in 1632, was
a pupil of Ribera, (Spagnoletto.)
He afterwards studied
under Pietro da Cortona at Rome, and was distinguished
for the skill and rapidity with which he copied the works
of the great masters.
His father, who was very covetous,
was constantly urging him to haste, from which he obtained the sobriquet of Fa Presto, (“ Make Haste.”)
An
anecdote is often told of him, that, when painting a picture of the Saviour and the Apostles, his father called
him to dinner “ Luke, come down instantly the soup
“ 1 am at your service,” he replied
is getting cold.”
“ I have only to make the twelve Apostles.” He has
been called “ the Proteus of Painting,” from his admirable
imitations of the works of other artists.
Being invited
to Spain in 1679 by Charles II., he adorned the Escurial
with frescos, which rank among his master-pieces.
His
other principal works are the grand altar-piece in the
church of the Ascension at Naples, and a number of
frescos at Rome and Florence.
Critics, while admitting
the wonderful versatility of his genius, deny to him the
highest rank in his art, since he never reaches the
sublime. Died in 1705.
See Stirling, “Annals of the Artists of Spain
I.anzi, “History of Painting in Italy;” Bellori, “Vite de’ Pittori;” Nagler,
“Neues Allgemeiues Kiinstler-Lexikon ;” “Nouvelle Biographie
:

G. Massari, “Vita di V.
Gioberti,” 1848, (translated into French, Brussels, 1853;) Cerise,
“ V. Gioberti,” Paris, 1853; “Nouvelle Biographie Gdndrale.”

Giocondo, jo-kon'do, [Lat. Jocun'dus,] (Fra Giovanni,) a celebrated architect and antiquary, born at
Verona about 1435. He became in 1494 professor of
the ancient languages in his native city, and numbered
among his pupils J. C. Scaliger. Being invited to Paris
by Louis XII. in 1499, he built the bridge of NotreDame, which is regarded as one of the finest of that
He was afterwards employed by the Venetians to
time.
superintend the turning off the waters of the Brentafrom
He was subsequently commisthe lagunes of Venice.
sioned by Pope Leo X. to assist Raphael and San Gallo
Giocondo had
in the building of Saint Peter’s Church.
made a very large and valuable collection of ancient
inscriptions, which he presented to Lorenzo the Magnificent.
Died about 1537.
See Vasari, “Lives of the Painters,” etc.; QuATREMftRE de

:

G^nerale. ”

Giordano,

(Sofia,) an Italian portrait-painter, born
Turin in 1779; died in 1829.
Giorgi, joR'jee, (Alessandro,) an Italian scholar and
Latin poet, born at Venice in 1747; died in 1779.
Quincy, “ Dictionnaire d’ Architecture.”
Giorgi, (Antonio Agostino,) an Italian monk and
Gioeni, jo-a/nee, (Giuseppe,) an Italian naturalist, linguist, born near Rimini in 1711. He wrote a work
born at Catana in 1747. He published in 1790 a “Treat- on the grammar, religion, and history of Thibet, entitled
ise on the Lithology of Vesuvius,” (“ Saggio di Litologia “Alphabetum Thibetanum,” (1762.)
“His erudition,”
Vesuviana.”) Died in 1822.
says the “Biographie Universelle,” “is confused, vain,
Gioffredo, jof-fRa'do, (Mario Gaetano,) an able and mendacious.” Died in 1797.
He was employed by
architect, born at Naples in 1718.
See Fontani, “ Elogio del P. Giorgi,” 1798.
the government at Naples, and received the title of chief
Giorgi, (Domenico,) an Italian antiquary and bibliAmong his works are the church of Spirito ographer, born in 1690, lived in Rome. Died in 1747.
architect.
He published a
Santo, and the Palazzo Campolieto.
Giorgini, joR-jee'nee, (Giovanni,) an Italian chemist,
“Treatise on Architecture,” (1768.) Died in 1785.
born at Carpi in 1821. He wrote several able chemical
See N. A. Carlini, “Elogium M. G. Gioffredi,” 1783.
works.
Giorgione, joR-jo'ni, (Giorgio Barbarelli bar-b.IGioffredo, (Pietro,) an Italian historian, born at
“
Nice in 1629. He wrote A History of Nice,” in Latin, rel'lee,) called II Giorgione di Castelfranco, a celebrated
painter, was born at Castelfranco, near Treviso,
(1658,) and a “Description of the Maritime Alps.”
in 1477.
He is considered the founder of the VeneDied in 1692.
Gioja, jo'yi, (Flavio,) an Italian navigator, born tian school. He was a pupil of Giovanni Bellini, and a
near Amalfi about 1300. The invention of the mariner’s fellow-student of Titian, who became his rival. Before
him no one had possessed so free and firm a touch, so
coinpass has been erroneously ascribed to him.
He continued to ennoble his
See Klaproth, “Lettre sur l’Invention de la Boussole,” Paris, true and rich a colouring.
1834.
manner, and to present more ample outlines, more aniGioja, (Melciiiorre,) an eminent Italian political mated figures, and bolder foreshortenings. He was an
economist, born at Piacenza in 1767. He advocated the excellent portrait-painter. His pictures are rare, many
republican form of government in an essay which ob- of his frescos having been injured by the air of Venice.
tained a prize in 1796, and was appointed director of the Among his oil-paintings are “ The Concert,” at Florence,
bureau of statistics at Milan about 1803. He expressed “Christ Allaying the Storm,” at Venice, and “Moses
He died at Venice
his preference of the French regime in his work entitled Saved from the Water,” at Milan.
“The French, Germans, and Russians in Lombardy,” in 1311, aged thirty-four. As a colorist he was equalled
at
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only by Titian and perhaps a few artists of a later period.
“There have been only seven supreme colorists,” says
Ruskin, “among the true painters whose works exist,

— namely,

Giorgione, Titian, Veronese, Tintoret, Correggio, Reynolds, and Turner; but the names of great
designers are multitudinous.”
See Vasari, “Lives of the Painters,” etc. ; Lanzi, “History of
Painting in Italy;” Mrs. Jameson, “Memoirs of Early Italian
Painters
Carlo Ridolfi, “ Vite degli illustri Pittori Veneti,” etc.,
2 vols., 1648; Ruskin, “Modern Painters.”

Gioseffo, the Italian of Josephus, which see.
Giottino, jot-tee'no, (Tommaso di Stefano
de
stgf'a-no,) or Tommaso di Lappo, an Italian painter,
born at Florence in 1324. He was surnamed Giottino
because he imitated the manner of Giotto. He painted

—

and

frescos

oil-pictures,

some of which

are extant. Died

in 1356.

See Vasari, “Lives of the Painters,”

Giotto Angiolotto,

etc.

Ambro-

jot'to in-jo-lot'to, or
[Lat. Joctus,] (Bondone,)

giotto, dm-bRo-jot'to,
an
eminent Florentine painter, born in 1276. He studied
under Cimabue, whom he far surpassed in the grace of
his figures, harmony of colouring, and the easy flow of
his draperies.
He is regarded as one of the principal
reformers of painting in Italy, and his portraits are characterized by a spirit and fidelity hitherto unknown since
the revival of arts. He was also an architect and sculptor, and excelled in mosaics, one of which, called the
Navicella, in the church of Saint Peter, is esteemed his
master-piece. He numbered among his friends the illustrious Dante, and adorned with paintings the church of
Saint Francis, where the great Italian poet was buried.
He executed a number of historical pictures in fresco,
nearly all of which have been lost.
His portraits of
Dante and Brunetto Latini are among his best works
in that department.
Died in 1336.
See Vasari, “ Livesoftlie Painters
in Italy;”

;”

Lanzi, “ History of Painting

Mrs. Jameson, “Memoirs of Early

Italian Painters.”

Giovanelli, jo-vi-nel'lee, (Ruggiero,) an Italian
composer, born at Velletri about 1560. He succeeded
Palestrina as chapel-master at Saint Peter’s, Rome, in
1594. He composed masses, motets, etc. He was living
in 1615.

Giovanetti, jo-vS-net'tee, (Francesco,) an Italian
born at Bologna; died in 1586.
Giovanetti, (Giacomo,) an eminent Italian jurist
and economist, born at Orta (province of Novara) in
jurist,

1787.
civile,”

He

“On the Civil State,” (“Sullo Stato
“On the Statutes of Novara,” (“Degli

wrote

1809,)

Statuti Novaresi,” 1830,)
1849.

and other works.

Died

in

Giovanni, jo-vSn'nee, (or John,) an Italian painter,
was patronized by the emperor Otho III., whose palace
at Aix-la-Chapelle

he ornamented with paintings about

1000 a.d.

Giovanni,

jo-vSn'nee, (or John,) of Udine, (oo'dean Italian painter, born in 1494, was a student of
Raphael. He was particularly known for his pictures
of animals and flowers. Died in 1564.
Giovanni da Fiesole. See Fiesole.
Giovanni da San Giovanni. See Manozzi.
Giovanni Pisano, jo-vSn'nee pe-sd'no, an Italian
6culptor and architect, erected the Campo Santo at Pisa
and the Castello del Novo at Naples. He also designed
and executed the monuments of three of the popes, and
various other works.
Died in 1320.
Giovannini, jo-vSn-nee'nee, (Giacomo Maria,) an
able engraver, born at Bologna in 1667.
He engraved
several works of Correggio.
Died in 1717.
Giove, the Italian of Jupiter, which see.
Giovenazzi, jo-vi-nlt'see, (Vito Maria,) an Italian
poet, born in Apulia in 1727
died in Rome in 1805.
Giovene, jo'vk-ni, (Giuseppe Maria,) an Italian
naturalist, born at Molfetta in 1753
died in 1837.
Giovini, jo-vee'nee, (Angelo Aurelio Bianchi,)
an able Italian historian and journalist, born at Como
in 1799.
He published a “History of the Hebrews,”
(1844,) a “ History of the Longobards,” (1848,) and other
works. He became editor of “ L’Opinione,” a Liberal
n&>)

;

;

journal of Turin, in 1848, and of the “ Unione” in 1853.
In 1852 he began the publication of a “History of the
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Popes,” of which ten or more volumes have appeared.
hostile to the papal supremacy.
Died in 1862.

He was

See “ Nouvelle Biographie Generate.”

Giovio,

jo've-o, (Benedetto,) a historian and Latin
poet, brother of Paolo, noticed below, was born at Como
in 1471 ; died in 1544.
Giovio, (Giovanni Battista,) Count, an Italian
writer, born at Como in 1748; died in 1814.
Giovio, [Lat. Jo'vius; Fr. Jove, zhov,] (Paolo,) a
celebrated Italian historian, of an ancient family, born
at Como in 1483.
He was patronized by Leo X. and his
successor, Clement VII., who made Giovio Bishop of
Nocera and conferred upon him other distinctions.
was also distinguished by the favour of Francis I. and
Charles V., and, having amassed a large fortune, built
an elegant villa on Lake Como. His principal works
are his “Lives of Illustrious Men,” (“Elogia Virorum
illustrium,” (1546,) and “ History of his
Times,”
(1550,) both written in Latin and remarkable for grace
and purity of style. As a historian, he cannot be relied
on, since he himself admits in his letters that he wrote
to please his patrons, and he was accustomed to say he
had two pens, one of gold, the other of iron. Died at
Florence in 1552.

He

Own

—

See Vossius,

“De

Arte historica;” Bayle, “Historical and
De Thou, “ Histoire univer-

Critical Dictionary,” under Jove;
selle;” “Nouvelle Biographie Gdn^rale.

[Fr. Paul Jove, pol zhov,] the
a Latin poet and bishop, born at Como about
1 53°, was a grandson of Benedetto, noticed above.
He
became Bishop of Nocera in 1560, and was a member of
the Council of Trent.
He wrote short Latin poems
of superior merit. Died about 1585.
Giraldi, je-rtil'dee, (Cinzio Giambattista,) an Italian
dramatist and litterateur, born at Ferrara in 1504, was for
many years professor of medicine and philosophy in his
native city. He wrote numerous tragedies, one of which,
entitled “ Orbecche,” is esteemed one of the best dramas
of that time.
He also published “ Gli Hecatomiti,” or
“The Hundred Novels,” which acquired a wide popu-

Giovio, (Paolo,)

Younger,

Died in 1573.
See Tiraboschi, “Storia

larity.

della Letteratura Italiana.”

Giraldi,[Lat. Giral'dus,] (Lilio Gregorio,) alearned
Italian poet and antiquary, born at Ferrara in 1479. He
lived some years in Rome, and was appointed apostolic
prothonotary. His chief works are a “ History of the
Heathen Gods,” (“De Diis Gentium,”) a “History of
Greek and Latin Poets,” (1545,) and critical “Dialogues
on the Poets of our Times,” (1551.) Died in 1552.
See Tiraboschi, “Storia della Letteratura Italiana;” Fkizzoli,
“ De Vita et Operibus L. G. Giraldi,” Venice, 1553; De Thou,
‘‘

Histoire universelle ;”

N iceron,

“ Homines

illustres.”

Giraldus. See Giraldi.
Gi-ral'dus Cam-bren'sis, sometimes called Giraldus de Barry, and Sylvester Giraldus, a learned
ecclesiastic and historian, born in Pembrokeshire, Wales,
about 1 146. He studied at the University of Paris, where
he became a proficient in rhetoric and civil and canon
law. After his return he was appointed one of the chaplains to Henry II., and preceptor to Prince John. Among
his principal works are two on the geography of Ireland and of Wales, viz. “Topographia Hiberniae” and
“ Descriptio Cambriae.” As a historian, he shows great
learning and research, mingled, however, with superDied about 1220.
stition.
:

See “ Edinburgh Review”

for July, 1806.

Girard, je-rard' or He-raRt', ( Albert, ) a Dutch
mathematician, wrote a “New Invention in Algebra,”
(1629,) which Montucla called a remarkable work. Died
in 1634.

Girard, zhe'rfR', (Alexis Francois,) a French engraver, born at Vincennes in 1789. Among his best works
is “The Three Marys at the Tomb,” after Ary Scheffer.
Girard, (Balthasar.) See Gerard.
Girard, Baron, a French general, born at Geneva in
1750, served with distinction under Moreau on the Rhine
in 1796.
For his services at Essling and Wagram, in
Died in 1811.
1809, he received the title of baron.
Girard, je-rard', [Fr. pron. zhe'riR',] (Charles,) a
naturalist, born at Miilhausen, France, about 1822, was a
pupil and assistant of Agassiz.
He became about 1850
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a resident of Washington, United States, and wrote numerous treatises on fishes, reptiles, etc. He described
the reptiles collected by the United States Exploring
Expedition.
Girard, (Gabriel,) one of the most distinguished
of French grammarians, born at Clermont-en-Auvergne
about 1677. He was appointed royal interpreter for the
Russian and Sclavonic languages. His work entitled
“French Synonyms” (1736) was received with great
favour, and has taken its place among the French classics.
Voltaire said, “ It will subsist as long as the language,
and will even serve to make it subsist.” Girard was
elected to the French Academy in 1744.
See D’Alembert, “ Eloges des Academiciens.”

Died

in 1748.

Girard, (GrEgoire,) called Pere Girard, a Swiss
teacher, born at Freyburg in 1765.
He wrote several
treatises on education, one of which, called “Educational
Course of the Mother-Tongue,” (“Cours educatif de la
Langue maternelle,” 1840,) obtained the Montyon prize
of the French Academy. Died in 1850.
See E. Navili.e, “Notice biographique sur le P£re Girard,”
1850; Sevekus, “G. Girard; ein Character- und Lebensbild,” 1853.

architecture in America.
It is one hundred and sixtynine feet long, by one hundred and eleven feet wide, and
is surrounded by a portico of thirty-four columns, each
fifty-five feet high and six feet in diameter.
See Parton, “Famous Americans of Recent Times,” 1867;
“North American Review” for January, 1865; Freeman Hunt,
“ Lives of American Merchants,” vol. i.

Girard, de, deh zhe'rSR', (Philippe Henri,) a French
engineer and inventor, born in Vaucluse in 1775. He
made some improvements in the steam-engine, and, according to a French biographer, produced rotary motion
without a working-beam, (1806.) In 1810 he invented a
useful machine for spinning flax, for which the jury of
the Exposition of National Industry awarded him a gold
medal in 1844. His friends claim for him the invention
of the steam-gun, which is also ascribed to Perkins.
He invented other machines, and owned or directed
extensive manufactories of flax in France, Austria, and
Poland. Died in Paris in 1845.
See SImile Deschamps, “Notice biographique sur P. de Girard
Inventeur, etc.,” 1853; Chapsal, “P. de Girard,” 1853; “Nouvelle
Biographie Gendrale.”

Girardet, zheTf rTLV, (Abraham,) a Swiss engraver,
Girard, (Jean,) a French jurist and Latin poet, born born at Locle in 1764. He engraved the “Transfiguration,”
after Raphael, and the “ Rape of the Sabine
at Dijon in 1518; died in 1586.
Girard, (Jean,) a French veterinary physician, born Women,” after Poussin. Died in Paris in 1823.
Girardet, (Charles,) a Swiss painter, of high repunear Clermont-en-Auvergne in 1770. He wrote the
“ Anatomy of Domestic Animals,” (2 vols., 1807,) and tation, born at Locle about 1808.
He called himself
Karl, to distinguish himself from his father, Charles,
other valuable works. Died in 1852.
Girard, (Jean Baptiste,) a French Jesuit and popu- who was an engraver. He produced a capital picture
His name ob- of “Protestants surprised at Meeting,” (1842,) and
lar preacher, born at Dole about 1680.
tained a scandalous publicity by a charge of sorcery some Swiss and Italian landscapes.
Girardet, (Edouard,) a Swiss painter of genre, and
and other crimes, for which he was tried and acquitted
engraver, a brother of the preceding, was born at NtufDied in 1733.
in 1731.
chatel
in 1819.
He travelled in Egypt with his brother
See “ Details historiques sur le Pere Girard,” etc., Paris, 1845.
Karl, and woiked in Paris. HerepiesenG Swiss scenery,
Girard, (Jean Baptiste,) a French general, born at manners, and costumes with
suceess.
After attaining
Aulps (Var) in 1775, distinguished himself at Austerlitz the highest success in his art he
suddenly relinquisEed it,
in 1805, became general of division in 1809, and was
and about a year later
before the world as a suc“He was one of the most cessful engraver. His came
killed at Ligny in 1813.
engraving of the “ Divicon of
“he had Gleyre ” is much admired. Died
intrepid soldiers of the army,” said Napoleon
in 1880.
evidently the sacred fire.”
Girardet, zheTtit'di', (Jean,) a French historical
Girard, (Jean de Villethierri deh vil'te'Yre',) a
painter, born at Luneville in 1709, received the title
F'rench ecclesiastic, born in Paris in 1641, wrote many
of first painter to Stanislas, ex-King of Poland.
Died
excellent treatises on morals and religion. Died in 1709.
:

—

in 1778.
See Nagler, “ Neues Allgemeines Kunstler-Lexikon.”

See Dupin, “ Bibliotheque des Auteurs ecclesiastiques.”

Girard, (Pierre Simon,) an eminent French engineer,
born at Caen in 1765. He was attached to the expedition to Egypt in 1798, and there obtained data for his
valuable treatise “On the Agriculture, Commerce, and
Industry of Egypt.” He was appointed director of
waters at Paris by Napoleon, and admitted into the
He wrote many treatises on naviInstitute in 1813.
gable canals. Died in 1836.
See Charles Dupin, “Discours aux
IIoissard, “ Les

Hommes

illustres

Funerailles de Girard;”
de Calvados;” Qu^rard, “La

France Litteraire.”

QH-rard', (Stephen,) a famous merchant and banker,
born near Bordeaux, in France, May 24, 1750, was not

He became a cabin-boy, a mate,
and afterwards master, of a coasting-vessel. About 1776
liberally educated.

He eventually
When the yellow
a fleet of merchant-vessels.
fever raged in that city in 1793, he distinguished himself by his humane attentions to the sick, whom he
nursed in the hospitals. Having purchased the building
of the United States Bank, he established in 1812 a
private bank, with a capital of $1,200,000, which was
His bank prospered, and his
increased to $4,000,000.
notes were at par when all other paper money was
“It was the war of 1812,” says Parton,
depreciated.
“ which suspended commerce, that made this merchant
He was the very sheet-anchor
.
so enormously rich.
of the government credit during the whole of that disAlthough he could sometimes act the
astrous war.”
part of a benefactor to the community, it is said that he
he settled in Philadelphia as a trader.

owned

.

.

never had a friend. He died, without issue, in 1831,
leaving property valued at about $9,000,000, and directed
that two millions should be applied to found a college
for orphan boys, which was commenced in 1833 and
opened in 1848. The main building of this college is
considered the most admirable specimen of Grecian
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Girardi, je-raR'dee, (Michele,) an Italian anatomist,
born at Lirnone, on Lake Garda, in 1731. He was proHe edited a
fessor of anatomy at Padua and Parma.
magnificent edition of the “Plates of Santorini,” (1775.)
Died in 1797.
Girardin. See Saint-Marc Girardin.
Girardin, zhe'rtR'd&N', (Jean Pierre Louis,) an eminent French chemist, born in Paris in 1803, was a pupil
He became in 1828 professor of chemistry
of Thenard.
He published, besides
applied to the arts, at Rouen.
other works, “Lectures on Elementary Chemistry,”
medals
at Paris, “Memoirs
obtained
two
which
(1835,)
of Applied Chemistry,” and a “Treatise on AgriculAbout 1858 he accepted a chair
ture,” (2 vols., 1S52.)
at Lille.

Girardin, de, deh zhe'rf R'diN', (A lexandre, JComte,
a son of Rene Louis, noticed below, born in 1776, distinguished himself at Austerlitz, in Spain, Russia, etc.,
and became a general of division in 1814. Died in 1855.
Girardin, de, (Df.lthine Gay,) a popular authoress,
born at Aix-la-Chapelle in January, 1804, was a daughter
Her verses enof Sophie Gay, noticed in this work.
titled “The Sisters of Saint Camille” (1822) gained a
She produced in 1824 a
prize of the French Academy.
volume of “Essais poetiques.” Her beauty and esprit
rendered her a popular favourite. She was married to
Emile de Girardin in 1831, after which she wrote “The
Quiz,” (“ Le Lorgnon,” 1832,) and other romances,
among which is “The Cane of M. de Balzac,” (“La
Canne de M. de Balzac,” 1836.) Her reputation was
increased by the sparkling and charming prattle of her
“ Lettres Parisiennes,” which appeared in “La Presse”
from 1836 to 1848. Died in Paris in 1855.
See Sainte-Beuvk, “Causeries du Lundl,” February, 1851 Lamartine, “Cours familier de Literature;” “Foreign Quarterly
Review” for January, 1844.
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Girardin, de, (Emile,) an enterprising French jourson of Count Alexandre de Girardin,
was born in Paris about 1804. He founded in 1831 the
“Journal des Connaissances utiles,” and made some
efforts for the diffusion of cheap literature among the
masses. In 1836 he founded “ La Presse,” a daily paper,
(at forty francs per annum, about half the usual price,)
which he conducted with great ability and success until
nalist, a natural

1856.

He

killed

Armand

Carrel in a duel in 1836.

He

was elected a deputy several times, and supported nearly
parties in turn.
The abdication of Louis Philippe is
ascribed to the influence of Girardin, who attempted to
secure the succession for the Comte de Paris.
afterall

He

wards became editor of the paper “ La Liberte,” wh ch
was fined 5,000 francs for opposing the government. In
1870 he boastfully predicted the success of the French
over the Germans.
He founded the “ France” in 1874,
and helped to defeat the Reactionary plot in 1877. Died
:

in 1881.

Girardin, de, (Ernest Stanislas,) a son of the following, was born in Paris in 1803. He became in 1848 a
moderate member of the Legislative Assembly. In
1852 he was made a senator.
Girardin, de, (Louis Stanislas C£cile Xavier,)
Comte, a French officer, born at Luneville in 1762, was
a son of Rene Louis, noticed below. He was educated
partly by J. J. Rousseau. As a deputy to the Legislative
Assembly, 1791-92, he acted with the Constitutional
party.
He became a member of the Tribunat in 1800,
and a general of brigade in the army of Joseph Bonaparte in Spain about 1808. After the restoration he
was a Liberal member of the Chamber of Deputies. He
left, besides political tracts, “Journal and Souvenirs,
Speeches and Opinions,”

(2 vols., 1828.)

See Vatout, “ Hommage & la Memoire de
“Nouvelle Biographie Generale.”

Died

in 1827.

S. Girardin,” 1827;

Girardin, de, (Ren£ Louis,) Marquis, born in Paris
1 735, was a friend of the celebrated Rousseau, to whom
he gave a retreat on his beautiful domain of Ermenonin

ville.

He

wrote, besides other works, a treatise “

Composition of Landscapes,”

(1777,)
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which was trans-

lated into several languages.
Died in 1808.
See Querard, “La France Litteraire.”

Girault-Duvivier, zhe'ro'

dii've've-&',

(Charles

Pierre,) a French grammarian, born in Paris in 1765.
He published an “Analysis of the Best Treatises on

French Grammar,” (2 vols., 1811,) which was approved
by the French Academy in 1814. Died in 1832.
Girey-Dupr6, zhe'ri' dii'pRV, (Joseph Marie,) a
French Girondist, born in Paris in 1769, assisted Brissot
in the “ Patriote Fran9ais.” He was executed in November, 1793.

Girod-Chantrans,

zhe'ro' shSN'tRSN', (Justin,) a
at Besanjon in 1750; died in
He wrote several scientific works.
1841.
Girod de l’Ain, zhe'ro' deh 1 £n, (Am£d£e,) Baron,
an able French advocate and legislator, born at Gex
(Ain) in 1781.
He was elected president of the Chamber of Deputies in 1831, and was president of the
council of state from 1832 until 1847.
Died in 1847.
Girodet-Trioson, zhe'ro'di' tRe'o'zb.x', (Anne
Louis,) a celebrated French painter, born at Montargis
in 1767.
He studied for a time under David, and sub-

French

naturalist,

born

sequently at Rome, where he produced his “ Dream
of Endymion,” and several other pictures.
Among his
master-pieces we may name “ Pygmalion and Galatea,”
a “ Scene from the Deluge,” and “The Revolt of Cairo.”
His works are characterized by great excellence of design, but they are frequently disfigured by extravagance
and are deficient in animation. Girodet was an officer
of the legion of honour, and a member of the Academy
of Painting.
Died in 1824.
See P. A. Coupin, “ Notice nArologique sur la Vie, etc. de Girodet,” 1825; Quatrem&re de Quincy, “ filoge de Girodet,” 1825;
“Nouvelle Biographie Gdnerale.”

Giron.

See Osuna.

Giron de Loaysa,

He-r6n' d& lo-T'sS, (Garcias,) a
learned Spanish prelate, born at Talavera in 1542.
He
became almoner to Philip II. of Spain in 1585, and

Archbishop of Toledo in 1598. Died in 1599.
Gironi, je-ro'nee, (Robustiano,) an Italian antiquary,
born near Milan in 1769; died in 1838.
Girou de Buzareingues, zhe'roo' deh bii'zS'riNg',
(Louis Franqois Charles,) a French physiologist and
writer on agriculture, born in 1773 died in 1856.
Giroust, zhe'roo', (Jacques,) a French Jesuit and
pulpit orator, born at Beaufort, in Anjou, in 1624; died
1

Girardon, zhe'rtR'diN', (Franqois, ) an eminent
French sculptor, born at Troyes in 1630. He studied
at Rome, and after his return was distinguished by the
favour of Louis XIV., being successively appointed professor, rector, and chancellor of the Academy of Painting
and Sculpture. Among his master-pieces may be named
the sculptures of the “ Fountain of Pyramids” and the
four principal figures of the “Bath of Apollo” at Versailles, the “Mausoleum of Cardinal Richelieu,” and the
“ Rape of Proserpine.”
He enjoyed the friendship and
patronage of the great painter Le Brun. Died in 1 715.

in 1689.

Girs, yelers ?(Giles, or ALgidius,) a Swedish chronicler,
born in Sodermannland about 1580, wrote a work entitled
“Chronicles of Gustavus I. and Eric XIV.,” (“ Gustaf I.
och Eric XIV. Chronicor,” 1670.) Died in 1639.
Girtanner, geeR'tSn'ner, (Christoph,) a Swiss physician, born at Saint Gall in 1760. Among his works is a
“Treatise on Venereal Diseases,” (1794.) Died in 1800.
Gir'tin, (Thomas,) an English artist, born in 1773.
Among his works are a collection of “ Views in Paris.”

a
was minister

Died in 1802.
Giry, zhe're', (Franqois,) a learned French ecclesiastic and philanthropist, son of Louis, noticed below,
was born in Paris in 1635. He was the author of a
number of religious works. Died in 1688.

dramatist, of French extraction, born at Rome in 1776.
He produced a number of successful comedies, (4 vols.,
1808.) The most popular of these is entitled “ The Tutor
in a Quandary,” (“L’Ajo nell’ Imbarazzo,” 1807.)
He
excels in comic power and vivacity.
Died in 1834.

Giry, (Louis,) a French translator, born in Paris in
He was a member of the French Academy.
1595.
Among his versions, which were received with favour,
were those of Plato’s “Crito,” Plato’s “Apology for
Socrates,” and ten books of Saint Augustine’s “ Civitas
Dei.” Died in 1665.

See “ Nouvelle Biographie Generale.”

Giraud,

zhe'ro',

(Charles Joseph BarthIslemy,)

French jurist, born at Pernes in 1802. He
of public instruction in 1851, soon after which he became
professor of Roman law in the Faculty of Paris.
Giraud, (Giovanni,) Count, a celebrated Italian

See Tjpai.do, “ Biografia degli Italiani illustri;” “Nouvelle Biographie Generale.”

Giraud, (Pierre,)

French cardinal, born at Montferrand in 1791.
He became Archbishop of Cambrai
in 1841, and a cardinal in 1847.
Died in 1850.
See

J. P.

a

Faber, “Biographie du Cardinal Giraud,”

1850.

Giraud, (Pierre Franqois,) a French

sculptor, born
at Luc, in Provence, in 1783, gained the grand prize in
1806 for his “ Wounded Philoctetus.” Died in 1836.
Giraud, (Pierre Franqois Eugene, ) a French
painter and engraver, born in Paris in 1806.
Girault de Saint-Fargeau, zhe'ro' deh siN'fiR'zho',

a French litterateur, born in Yonne in 1799.
He published a “Geographical and Historical Dictionary
of all the Communes of France,” (4 vols., 1846-47,) and
other works.
(Eusfep.F.,)
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See Raffron, “ Vie du P. Giry,” 1691.

See Pellisson, “Histoire

die

T Academic Fran$aise.”

Gisbert, zhis'baiR', (Blaise,) a French Jesuit and
pulpit orator, born at Cahors in 1657.
He was the
author of “ Christian Eloquence in Theory and Practice,” and other works.
Died in 1731.
Gisbert, (Jean,) a French Jesuit, born at Cahors in
1639, became professor of theology and principal of the
He was the author of a
Jesuits’ College at Toulouse.
work entitled “ Antiprobabilismus,” etc., which is eulogized by Dupin. Died in 1711.
See Dupin, “ BibHolheque des Auteurs eccl^siastiques,”

etc.

Gis'borne, (Thomas,) an English divine and poet,
born at Derby in 1758. He became perpetual curate
of Barton-under-Needwood, Staffordshire, in 1783, and
prebendary of Durham in 1826. His principal works are.
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1847,) and sermons, which were commended by Robert Hall. Died in 1846.

(14th edition,

See “Gentleman’s Magazine”

for

June, 1846.

Qris'co, [Gr. T'iokuv or Teoicav; Fr. Giscon, zhis'kbN',]
a Carthaginian general, who commanded in Sicily in

338

B.C.

Gisco, a Carthaginian general, who
Punic war, 241

first

Sicily.

On

B.C.,

took

at the

command

end of the
army in

of the

their arrival in Africa his troops mutinied

and commenced the civil war called “the Inexpiable.”
Gisco, having been sent to negotiate with the rebels, was
seized by them and put to death about 239 B.C.

Giseke,

gee'zeh-keh,

or

Giesecke,

(Nikolaus

Dietrich,) a German poet, born in Hungary in 1724.
He became court preacher at Quedlinburg, and superHe wrote religious and
intendent at Sondershausen.
lyric poems, which were favourably received.
Died in
1765.

Giseke, (Paul Dietrich,) a German botanist and

Hamburg in 1745 ; died in 1796.
j£s-mon'dee, (Carlo Giuseppe,) an

physician, born at

Gismondi,

Ital-

ian mineralogist, born at Mentone in 1762; died in
1824.
Gisors, zhe'zoR', (Alphonse Henri,) born in Paris
in 1796, was appointed architect of the Palais du Luxembourg in 1834. Among his works are the Normal School,
He beParis, (1842,) and the chamber of the senate.
came a member of the Institute.
Qrl-ti'a-das, [Gr. TinaSac,] a Lacedaemonian architect,
He comstatuary, and poet, flourished about 520 B.c.
pleted the temple of Athena Poliouchos at Sparta, and
adorned it with a bronze statue of the goddess.
Giudici, joo'de-chee, (Carlo Maria,) an Italian
painter and sculptor, born in the province of Milan in
Among his
1723, was the master of Andrea Appiani.
works is a bas-relief of “ Adam and Eve expelled from

Eden.” Died in 1804.
Giulay. See Gyulai.
Giuliano, (Majano di.)

Campagna

di

He painted frescos at Pisa and Assisi.
the best artist of his epoch.
See Vasari, “Lives of the Painters,” etc.

He was

perhaps

Giuntino, joon-tee'no, or Giuntini, joon-tee'nee,
(Francesco,) an Italian astronomer, born at Florence
He became a Protestant, and settled at Lyons,
where he died in 1590.
Giusti, joos'tee, (Antonio,) an Italian painter of the
Florentine school, born in 1624. He painted landscapes
and animals with success. Died in 1705.
Giusti, (Giuseppe,) an eminent Italian satiric poet,
born near Pescia in 1809. He published in 1835 a poem
“On the Death of Francis I.,” which caused a great
sensation.
This was succeeded by the “ Dies Iras,”
“Health-Drinking to the Weathercock,” (“II Brindisi
di Girella,”) “The Humanitarians,” (“Gli Umanitari,”)
and other caustic satires on the political and social vices
of the day. An adherent of moderate liberalism, he was
equally severe on the oppressors of his country and
on the so-called party of Young Italy. He became a
member of the Tuscan Chamber of Deputies in 1848.
Giusti numbered among his friends Capponi, Manzoni,
and D’Azeglio. Died in 1850.
See “Giuseppe Giusti and his Times,” 1864, by Susan Horner;
in 1523.

“North British Review” for November, 1864.
Giustiniani, joos-te-ne-i'nee, written also Justiniani,
(Agostino,) a learned ecclesiastic, born at Genoa in
He was profoundly versed in biblical literature
1470.
and the Oriental tongues, and published an edition of
the Psalter in Hebrew, Greek, Arabic, and Chaldee, with
three Latin interpretations and glosses, being the first
polyglot edition of the Scriptures.
He was invited to
Paris by Francis I., who conferred on him a pension and
appointed him professor of Oriental languages in the
university of that city. He was made Bishop of Nebbio,
in Corsica, in 1514.
He was lost at sea in 1536, while
going from Genoa to Corsica.
See Tiraboschi, “Storia della Letteratura Italiana;” Bayle.
“Historical and Critical Dictionary ;” P. Giovio, “ Elogia Virorum
illustrium.”

See Majano.

Giulini, joo-lee'nee, (Giorgio,) an Italian historical
He displayed great eruwriter, born at Milan in 1714.
dition and good judgment in a work on the mediaeval
history of Milan and the Milanese, “ Memorie spettanti
alia Storia, al Governo ed alia Descrizione della Citta e
della
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“ Principles of Moral Philosophy,” (1789,) “Walks in a
Forest, or Poems,” (1794,) “ Duties of the Female Sex,”

Milano ne’ Secoli bassi,”

(9 vols.,

Giustiniani or Justiniani, (Bernardo,) a Venetian
statesman and historian, of a noble family, born in 1408.
He was employed on several important embassies, and
rose through various preferments to be a member of the
Council of Ten, and procurator of Saint Mark, the highest
He wrote a
office in the republic next to that of doge.
“History of Venice,” (in Latin,) which is highly valued

Died in 1489.
left unfinished.
Bernardo Giustiniani,” 1553.

was

Died in 1780.
1760-75.)
See Fabroni, “ Vitae Italorum doctrina excellentium.”

for its accuracy.

Giulio Romano, joo'le-o ro-ml'no, sometimes also
written Julio Romano, [Fr. Jules Romain, zhiil
ro'miN',] or Giulio Pipi, joo'le-o pee'pee, a celebrated
lie
Italian painter and architect, born in Rome in 1492.
was a student and intimate friend of Raphael, of whom
After
death
principal
heir.
the
of
his
the
he became
preceptor he completed several works which that great
He was also employed by
artist had left unfinished.
Pope Clement VII. as architect of a palace. He was
liberally patronized by the Duke of Mantua, in whose
saloon he painted his greatest work, a representation
of the Giants struck by the Thunderbolts of Jupiter.
The designs of Giulio display great powers of invention
and uncommon sublimity of thought but his colouring
As an architect, he stood so high
is dry and defective.
that upon the death of San Gallo he was appointed
to superintend the construction of Saint Peter’s at
Rome; but he died in 1546, before reaching that city.
About two hundred and fifty of Giulio’s best designs
have been engraved, one of which is the “Triumph of
Titus and Vespasian.”
See Vasari, “ Lives of the Painters,” etc. Lanzi, “History of
Painting in Italy;” “Nouvelle Biographie Gen^rale,” under Pippi.

Giustiniani or Justiniani, (Fabian,) Bishop of
He
Ajaccio, born in Genoa about 1578; died in 1627.
wrote a Biblical concordance.
Giustiniani or Justiniani, (Geronimo,) a poet, born
He wrote “ Jephthah,” a tragedy,
at Genoa about 1560.
(1583,) and translated the “Ajax Furiosus” of Sophocles

It

See Stella, “Vita

di

into Italian, (1603.)

Giustiniani or Justiniani, (Lorenzo,) [Lat. Lauren'tius Justinia'nus ; Fr. Laurent Justinien, 16'rbN' zhiis'te'ne'iN',] Saint, first Patriarch of Venice,
was born at Venice in 1380. He became patriarch in
1451, and died in 1465, leaving many sermons and letters.
See Bernardo Giustiniani, “Sancti L. Justiniani Vita,” 1475
Johann Peter Silbert, “ Leben des heiligen L. Justiniani,” 1836.
;

;

;

Giunone.

See Juno.

Giunta, joon'ti, sometimes called Zonta, dzon'ti,
(Filippo,) an Italian printer, born in Florence in 1450.
In company with his son Bernardo, he established presses
Their editions of
in Florence, Geneva, and Venice.
the Greek authors were highly valued. Filippo died
in 1519,

Bernardo

in 1551.

Giunta da Pisa,

joon'ti di pee'si, a painter of the
Florentine school, flourished between 1210 and 1240.
a,

e
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Giustiniani, (Lorenzo,) an Italian bibliographer,
born in 1761. He became keeper of the Royal Library of
Naples in 1815. Among his works are a “Geographical
Dictionary of the Kingdom of Naples,” (13 vols., 1797
-1816,) and “Historical and Critical Memoirs of the
Royal Library ( Borbonica) of Naples,” (1818.) Died
in 1824.

Giustiniani or Justiniani, (Marcantonio,) was
of Venice from 1684 until 1688, during which time
the Venetians conquered the Morea from the Turks.
Died in 1688.
Giustiniani or Justiniani, (Michele,) born at Genoa

Doge

wrote “Memorable Letters,” (“Lettere memoDied about 1680.
Giustiniani or Justiniani, (Orsatto,) a Venetian
poet and nobleman, born in 1538. He produced, besides
other poems, a poetical version of the “ CEdipus Tyrannus” of Sophocles, (1585.) Died in 1603.
in 1612,

rabili,” 3 vols., 1675.)

short;
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G LANDORP

Giustiniani or Justiniani, (Pietro,) a Venetian mons except John Bright. His speech of four hours on
senator and historian.
He published, in 1576, a Latin the Budget of i860 was a wonderful union of reason1
“ History of Venice.”
ing and declamation.
Giustiniani or Justiniani, (Pompeio,) an Italian
He continued to represent Oxford University until
general, born in Corsica in 1569, was appointed governor 1865, when he was defeated by the Tory candidate. After
or commandant of Candia by the Venetians.
He was the death of Lord Palmerston he became the leader of the
killed in 1616.
House of Commons, and retained the office of chancellor
Givry, de, deh zhtv're', (Anne d’Anglure d5N'- of the exchequer under Earl Russell. Russell and GladgliiR',) a celebrated French captain, born about 1560, was
stone introduced a bill for electoral relorm, on which
a faithful adherent of Henry IV., for whom he fought the latter made a great speech, April 28, 1866.
This
against the League.
He was killed at the siege df Laon bill having been defeated, the ministers resigned in June,
in 1594.
1866.
He advocated the disestablishment and disenGjallar-horn. See Heimdall.
dowmentof the Episcopal Church of Ireland, which was
Gjoranson, jo'rin-son, (Johan,) a Swedish divine opposed by Disraeli and the Tories. After a long debate
and antiquary, born about 1712; died in 1769.
on this measure, Gladstone’s resolution was passed, by
Gjorwell, joR'-ftell, (Karl Kristofer,) a Swedish
majoiity of sixty-five, on the 1st of May, 1868 ; but
editor, born at Landscrona in 1731.
He founded the aDisraeli,
though defeated, would not resign, and the
“ Swedish Mercury,” (1755,) and was the first who edited
question became the chief issue in the next election.
literary and critical journals in Sweden.
Died in 1811.
The Liberal party having gained a large majority in the
See “ Biographiskt- Lexicon ofver namnkunnige Svenska Man.”
general election of November, Mr. Gladstone became
Glaber, gli'ber, (Rodulphe,) a French chronicler of prime minister, December
He appointed Sii
1868.
the eleventh century.
He wrote a chronicle of events William Page Wood lord 4,chancellor Robert Lowe,
from 900 A.D. to 1046, which is of some value.
chancellor of the exchequer ; Lord Clarendon, secretary
Glabrio. See Acinus.
for foreign affairs; and John Bright, president of the
Gladbach, giat'b&K, (Georg Jakob,) a German
He brought in a bill to disestablish the
board of trade.
naturalist, born at Frankfort-on-the-Main in 1736, wrote
Irish Church, which passed the House of Commons by
a “Treatise on Butterflies,” (1777.)
Died in 1796.
majority of one hundred and fourteen about May 31,
Glad'den, (A. H.,) an American general, born in a
but was mutilated in the House of Lords by important
South Carolina. He served as an officer in the Mexican
which the Commons rejected after Mr.
war, (1846-47.)
Having taken arms against the Union, amendments,
Gladstone had made a great speech on the subject. This
he was killed at Shiloh in April, 1862.
will of the majority of the
Gladstone, glad'ston, (Sir John,) a British merchant, resistance of the peers to the
excitement, and a dangerous crisis
born in Scotland about 1764. He became an eminent nation caused great
imminent ; but in July, 1869, a comprocitizen and successful merchant of Liverpool, which he seemed to be
mise was effected, and the bill of Mr. Gladstone, slightly
represented in Parliament. Died in 1852.
This
of Lords.
Gladstone, (The Right Hon. William Ew'art,) an modified, was adopted by the House
February, 1874,
eminent English statesman, financier, orator, and author, administration remained in power until
Mr. Gladlegislation.
a younger son of the preceding, was born in Liverpool, and its later years were fruitful in
December 29, 1809. In 1831 he graduated at Christ stone had offered to resign in 1873, on the rejection of
Church, Oxford, as a double first-class, that is, with the University Education (Ireland) bill. At the general
Greenthe highest excellence in classics and mathematics. He election of 1874 Mr. Gladstone was re-elected for
He attempted to prevent the passing of the
was elected to Parliament by the Conservatives of wich.
Newark in 1832, and appointed a lord of the treasury Public Worship Regulation Act, and at the end of 1874
by Sir Robert Peel in December, 1834. On the acces- published an important pamphlet on the Vatican
At the beginning of 1875 he formally retired
sion of the Whigs, in April, 1835, he retired from office. Decrees.
In 1838 he published “The State in its Relations with from the leadership of the Liberal party, but the eastern
the Church,” an argument in favour of the union of policy of the Conservative government soon roused him

—

;

—

church and state, which, says Macaulay, “though not a
good book, shows more talent than many good books.
It contains some eloquent and ingenious passages.
It
bears the signs of much patient thought.” (“Edinburgh
Review” for April, 1839.) He married a daughter of
Sir Stephen R. Glynne in 1839.
On the formation of a new ministry by Sir Robert
Peel in 1841, Mr. Gladstone became vice-president of
the board of trade, and master of the mint.
He distinguished himself in this position by his financial skill and
knowledge of commercial affairs, and was made president
of the board of trade in May, 1843.
He was appointed
secretary for the colonies in 1845, and supported Sir

into activity, and evoked lrom him two pamphlets on
In the winter months of 1879
the Bulgarian massacres.
he commenced an electoral campaign of astonishing
activity in Midlothian, and he completed it before the

general election of 1880, winning the seat from Lord
He then formed
Dalkeith by 1597 votes against 1368.
a government in which he himself was Chancellor of the
The first great measure of this
Exchequer until 1883.
administration was the Irish Land Act.
Among his important publications is “ Studies on
Homer and the Homeric Age,” (3 vols., 1858 ) In
the Gods and
1869 appeared his “Juventus Mundi
Men of the Heroic Age.” Since then he has contributed
articles on “Ritualism” to the “Contemporary Review,”
and on “ The Evangelical Movement ” to the “British
Quarterly Review,” (1879) : in 1876 he published
“ Homeric Synchronism an Inquiry into the Time and
Place of Homer.”
Glafey, (Adam Friedrich,) a German publicist,
born at Reichenbach in 1692, became archivist at the
Died in 1753.
court of Dresden in 1726.
:

Robert Peel in the repeal of the corn-laws in 1846.
In 1847 he was elected as representative of Oxford
University in Parliament. Having differed from his party
on several important questions, and having become identified with the Conservative Liberals, or Peelites, he
entered the coalition ministry of Lord Aberdeen, as chancellor of the exchequer, in December, 1852.
A short
time after the accession of Palmerston as premier, in
February, 1855, Mr. Gladstone resigned, with several
Glaire, (Jean Baptiste,) a French theologian and
other Peelites. He co-operated with Cobden and others
He became
Orientalist, born at Bordeaux in 1798.
in 1855 in their efforts to terminate the Crimean war;
professor of Hebrew at the Sorbonne in 1841, and in
and he strenuously opposed the Chinese war in 1857.
:

He

declined to take office in the ministry of Lord Derby
in 1858, but accepted an embassy as commissioner to
the Ionian Isles in that year.
In June, 1859, he was
appointed chancellor of the exchequer in the cabinet of
Palmerston. His humane aversion to war and his partiality for free trade and frugality inclined him to act

1845 councillor of the University,

He

published a

‘ ‘

He-

brew and Chaldee Hand-Lexicon,” and other works.
He was
Glaisher, (James,) an EngLsh aeronaut.
elected a Fellow of the Royal Society in 1849.
Glaize, gh\z, (Auguste BarthLlemy,) a French
He worked in
painter, born at Montpellier about 1812.
with the Liberal party and the Manchester school. Lie Paris, and gained a first medal in 1854.
German
Glandorp,
glttn'doRp,
a
philolo(Johann,)
is considered the greatest of British financiers, and as
an orator has probably no equal in the House of Com- gist, born at Munster, learned languages under Melanch€ as k; 9 as s; g hard; g as j; G, h, k, guttural; n, nasal; R, trilled; s as z; th as in

this.

(jEj^See Explanations,

p. 23.

GLANVIL
thon.

He became

professor of history at

Marburg

in

and published “ Onomasticon Historias Romanae,”
Died in 1564.
1589,) and other works.

1560,

See Reineccius, “ Vita Glandorpii.”

Glanvil, (Bartholomew.)

See

Bartholom^us de

Glan'vil, (Sir John,) an able English lawyer, born
about 1590, was speaker of Parliament in 1640. Having
become a partisan of Charles I., he was imprisoned by
the dominant party from 1645 to 1648. He died in 1661,
and left “ Reports of Cases of Controverted Elections.”

Holy Scriptures are unfolded,”

Sacra
Sensus expanditur,” 1623,) which was highly esteemed and often

of the

(“ Philologia

S. Scripturae Stylus Litteratura et

Died in 1656.
See “Nouvelle Biographie (L'nerale. ”

reprinted.

Glassbrenner, glls'bR§n-ner, (Adolf,) a German
satirist,

born

at Berlin in 1810.

He

wrote,

among

other

humorous works, “Berlin as it Eats and Drinks,” (1832,)
grandson of the and “Pictures and Dreams from Vienna,” (1836.)

See Prince’s “ Worthies of Devon.”

Glanvil, (John,) an English poet,
preceding, born in 1664.
He made the first English
translation of Fontenelle’s “ Plurality of Worlds,” and
published a number of poems. Died in 1735.
Glan'vil or Glan'vill, (Joseph,) an eminent English
Having taken his dedivine, born at Plymouth in 1636.
gree at Oxford University, he published in 1661 a work
entitled “The Vanity of Dogmatizing,” in which he assails
the system of Aristotle. In 1665 he published his “ Scepsis Scientifica,” etc., a remodelling of the former treatise,
which is commended by Hallam. About the same time
He was
he was elected a Fellow of the Royal Society.
l believer in witchcraft, and published, among other
vorks, “ Philosophic Considerations touching the Being
Died at Bath in 1680.
of Witches,” etc.
See Wood, “Athenre Oxonienses;” “Retrospective Review,”
i.,

Sondershausen in 1 593. He became professor of theology
and superintendent of the churches and schools
of Saxe-Gotha.
His principal work is “ Sacred Philology, in which the Style, Literature, and Signification
at Jena,

qua

Glanville.

vol.
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1853; “ Biographia Britannica.”

Glan'ville, de, (Ranulphus or Ralph,) an eminent
English lawyer, became chief justiciary of the kingdom
under Henry II. He is supposed to have been the author
of one of the earliest legal treatises that appeared* in
England. Having accompanied Richard I. to Palestine,
he lost his life at the siege of Acre in 1 190.
See Foss, “The Judges of England,” vol.
Glaph'y-ra, [Gr. T'Aatpvfia, daughter of Archelaus,
King of Cappadocia, was successively married to Alexander, son of Herod and Mariamne, Juba, King of Libya,
and Archelaus, son of Herod. Died 7 a.d.
Glap'thorne or Glap'thorn, (Henry,) an English
dramatic poet of the time of Charles I. He was the
i.

]

author of “Albertus Wallenstein,” a tragedy, “

The Hol-

lander,” a comedy, and other plays, which were popular
in their time.
;” “
Retrospective Review,”
See Baker, “ Biographia Dramatica
vol. x., 1824.

Glassius.

See Glass, (Solomon.)

Glauber, glow'ber, (Johann,) a distinguished landscape-painter, sometimes called Polydore, was born at
Utrecht in 1646. His pictures are chiefly representations
of Italian and Alpine scenery. Died in 1726.
Glauber, (Johann Gottlieb,) a landscape-painter,
surnamed Myrtill, born in 1656, was a brother of the
preceding.
Died in Breslau in 1703.
Glauber, glau'ber or glow'ber, (Johann Rudolph,)
a German chemist, born at Karlstadt about 1604, was a
professor of alchemy.
He lived at Frankfort, Cologne,
and Amsterdam. He made several useful discoveries,
among which was the salt that bears his name, and made
improvements in chemical apparatus.
Between 1646
and 1668 he published numerous Latin and German
works, among which is “ Miraculum Mundi,” (1653.)
in Amsterdam in 1668.
See F. Hoefer, “ Histoire de la Chimie.”

Died

Glaucia, glau'she-a, (Caius Servil'ius,) a Roman
demagogue, contemporary with L. Apuleius Saturninus,
whose fate he shared about 99 b.c. (See Saturninus.)
Glau'51-as, [TAavKiag,\ a Greek sculptor of Egina,
flourished about 480 B.c.
Glaucias, a king of the Illyrians in the time of Alexander the Great.

Glau'con, \TAavKuv,~\ a Greek philosopher, a brother
He was one of the inof Plato, lived about 400 b.c.
terlocutors in the “Republic” of Plato, and in the
“ Parmenides.”

Glaucus, [Gr. rAawcop,] a prophetic marine deity of
Greek mythology. According to one tradition, he was
originally a fisherman, who obtained immortality by
eating a certain herb.
He built the ship Argo, and
accompanied the Argonautae to Colchis.
See Keightley’s “Mythology.”

Glareanus, gll-re-l'nus, (Henricus Loritus,) a
Glaucus, a Greek statuary, born at Chios, (Scio,)
Swiss poet, musician, and scholar, born at Glarus in
He is said to have in1488, was a friend of Erasmus. In 1512 he was crowned lived in the sixth century B.C.
as poet-laureate by the emperor Maximilian. He founded vented the art of soldering metals.
of
Minos,
a
son
while
a child fell into a
Glaucus,
Friburg,
in
Brisgau,
and
a school for belles-lettres at
The poets feigned
acquired a high reputation by his vast erudition. Among vessel of honey and was smothered.
his chief works are “ Annotationes in Titum Livium,” that he was restored to life by Polyidus, a soothsayer.
Gleditsch. (Johann Gottlieb,) an eminent German
(1540,) and a valuable treatise on music, entitled “Dodebotanist, born at Leipsic in 1714.
He was appointed
cachordon,” (1547.) Died at Friburg in 1563.
See H. Schreiber, “ H. L. Glareanus, gekronter Dichter,” etc., professor of anatomy, and director of the botanic garden
1837; Erasmus, “Epistolre XVIII.;” M. Adam, “Vitae Philoso- at Berlin, in 1740.
He published, besides other works,
phorum Germanorum;” G. Vossius, “De Scientiis Mathematicis.” a “ System ot Plants founded on the Position of the
Glaser, gll'zer, (Christoph,) a Swiss chemist, born Stamens,” (in Latin, 1764,) “ Essays on Physics, Botanv,
He and Economy,” (3 vols., 1767,) and an “ Introduction to
at Bale, was apothecary to Louis XIV. of France.
published a “ Treatise on Chemistry,” (1663,) which was Forest Science,” (1774.) Died in 1786.
often reprinted.
Gleichen, von, (Frif.drich Wilhelm,) a German
See F. Hoefer, “Histoire de la Chimie.”
naturalist, called Russworm, was born at Baireuth in
Glaser, gli'zer, (Johann Friedrich,) a German phy- 1717. Among his works is “Microsopic Discoveries in
died in 1789.
Died in 1783.
Plants, Insects,” etc., (1777.)
sician and chemist, born in 1707
Glass or Glas, (John,) a Scottish clergyman, born in
Gleichen, (Victor Ferdinand Francis Eugene
Fifeshire in 1695, is noted as the founder of a sect called Gustavus
Adolphus Constantine Freder.c.)
For his opposition to some of the principles Count, formerly known by his first title ol Pr nee Victor
Glassites.
his
bene- of Hohenlohe, is a nephew of the Queen, and was born
of the Church of Scotland, he was deprived of
His sect were afterwards called Sande- in 1833.
fice in 1728.
He served for some years in the navy, but is
manians. Died in 1773. He left works published in 4 eminent as a sculptor.
Among his works we may
vols., 1762.
mention the fine statue of Alfred the Gieat at Wantage.
SeeCHAMBERS, “ Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen.” He is governor and constable of Windsor Castle.
Gleig, gl§g, (George,) a Scottish theologian, born in
Glass, (John,) a son of the preceding, born at Dundee
He became captain of a merchant-ship, and 1753. Pie became Bishop of Brechin about 1810, and
in 1725.
on a voyage from Brazil to London was murdered by published several works on theology. Died in 1839.
Gleig, (Rev. George Robert,) a Scottish divine and
He left a “Description of Teneriffe.”
his crew, in 1765.
Glass, glis, [Lat. Glas'sius,] (Solomon,) a German voluminous writer, born in 1795. Having served in the
Lutheran divine, eminent as a biblical critic, was born at Peninsular war and in America, he was subsequently
;
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appointed chaplain-general to the forces, (1846.) Among
works are the romances of “The Hussar,”
“Chelsea Pensioners,” and “The Subaltern,” (1825,)
“The Campaign of New Orleans,” “The Story of the
Peninsular War,” “Life of Lord Clive,” and “Memoirs
of Warren Hastings,” which Lord Macaulay has characterized as “ three big, bad volumes, full of undigested
“ Mr.
correspondence and undiscerning panegyric.”
Gleig’s Life of Hastings,” says Mr. Allibone, “ forms a
proper companion to Abbott’s ‘Life of Napoleon.’
can say nothing more condemnatory of both.”
Gleim, glim, (Johann Wilhelm Ludwig,) a popular
German poet, sometimes called “Father Gleim,” born
near Ermsleben in 1719. He was the author of fables,
romances, anacreontic poems, a didactic poem entitled
“ Halladat,” etc.; but he is chiefly celebrated for his
his principal

We

“War-Songs,”

(“ Kriegslieder.”)
Died in 1803.
See Longfellow, “Poets and Poetry of Europe;” Wilhelm
Korte, “J. W. L. Gleim’s Leben,” 1811; Meusel, “Gelehrtes

Deutschland.”

Gleizes,

gl&z,

and philosophical

(Jean Antoine,) a French vegetarian
writer, born at Dourgne in 1773; died

in 1843.

Glemona, da, dd gli-mo'nS, (Basile,) a missionary
and Chinese scholar. He resided many years in China,
and produced a Chinese lexicon.
Glen, de, deh glSn, (John,) a Flemish engraver on
wood, born at Liege. He published in 1601 a curious
work, called “ On Dress, Manners, Ceremonies,” etc.,
(“ Des Habits, Moeurs, Ceremonies et Fafons de faire.”)
Glenbervie. See Douglas, (Sylvester.)
Glen'dow-er or Glendwr, (Owen,) a celebrated
Welsh chieftain, born in Merionethshire about 1350,
was descended from Llewelyn, Prince of Wales. He
was early patronized by King Richard II., to whom he
faithfully adhered until the deposition of that monarch.
Being roused to resistance by the oppression exercised
against his countrymen by Henry IV., he laid claim,
about 1400, to the crown of Wales. The king soon after
marched with an army against Glendower, who, without
coming to an engagement, led them through the mountainous tracts until, worn with fatigue and famine, they
were forced to retreat. A second expedition undertaken
by King Henry was likewise unsuccessful ; and in 1402
Glendower gained a signal victory over the English near
Knighton. Having assembled a large army, the king
marched for the third time into Wales; and Glendower,
unwilling to risk an encounter with so superior a force,
retired to the mountains.
With Mortimer and Henry
Percy, surnamed Hotspur, he formed a conspiracy against
the English king, who defeated their army near Shrewsbury in 1403. Having made a treaty with Charles VI.
of France, Glendower again invaded the enemy’s country, capturing a number of fortresses but in 1405 he was
defeated by Henry, the young Prince of Wales.
After
several unsuccessful attempts at negotiation, Glendower
;

died

in 1415.
Hume, “ Histr-y of England
Shakspeare, “
‘‘Retrospective Review,” vol. xiii., 1826.

See

Henry IV.

Glenelg, Lord. See Grant, (Charles.)
Glen'ie or Glen'nie, (James,) F.R.S., a Scottish
mathematician and artillery officer, born in 1750. He
published some mathematical works, and a “ History of
Gunnery,” (1776.) Died in 1817.
See Chambers, “ Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen.”

Glent'worth, (George,) an American physician, born
in Philadelphia in 1735, was appointed senior surgeon in
the army during the Revolution.
Died in 1792.
Gley, gl&, (Gerard,) a French linguist and writer,
born in Lorraine in 1761. Among his numerous works
is a “ French-German Dictionary,” (1795.) Died in 1830.
Gleyre, glSR, (Charles,) a Swiss painter of high
reputation, born in the canton de Vaud in 1807.
His
picture of “Evening,” or “Illusions perdues,” (1843,) is
called one of the most poetical compositions of the
modern school. He produced a picture of the “ Separation of the Apostles,” which is much admired.
Glichezare or Glichesaere. See Heinrich der

Glichezare.
Glid/dc>n, (George ft,,) was born in Devonshire, EngHe went to Egypt, where he passed

land, about 1808.
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many years.

He

published “Ancient Egypt,”

etc., (1850,)

Man-

and, with Dr. J. C. Nott, of Mobile, the “Types of
Died at Panama in 1857.
kind,” etc., (1854.)

Gliemann, glee'm&n, (Johann Georg Theodor,) a
geographer, born at Oldenburg in 1793

;

died in 1828.

Glinka, glink'kd, (Feodor Nikolaevitch,) a Russian
officer and poet, born in the government of Smolensk in
1788, served in the campaigns of 1805 and 1815. Among
his military writings, which are highly esteemed, are
“ Letters of a Russian Officer on the Campaigns of 1805,”
and
etc.
His war-lyrics also enjoy a wide popularity
he has made poetical versions of the Psalms and other
;

sacred books.

Glinka, (Gregor Andreevitch,) a Russian writer,
in the government of Smolensk in 1774, became in
He was
1802 professor of Russian literature at Dorpat.
afterwards appointed tutor to the grand duke Nicholas,
whom he accompanied on his travels. Among his principal works is a treatise “ On the Ancient Religion of
the Slavonians.”
Died about 1818.
Glinka, (Michael,) a Russian composer, produced
in 1837 an opera entitled “Tsarskaya Zheezn,” (or “Zarkaja Shisn,”) which was very successful, and is regarded
as the first national work of the kind.
Glinka, (Sergei Nikolaevitch,) a Russian littcrateur born in the government of Smolensk in 1774.
He
has published poems, dramas, operas, and historical
“
works
among these we may name a History of the
Migration of the Armenians of Azerbaijan from Turkey
to Russia,” and “ Russian History for Youth.” He also
translated Young’s “Night Thoughts” into Russian.
Glinski, glins'kee, (Michael,) a Polish nobleman,
who, having lost the favour of King Sigismund, offered
his services to the Czar of Russia, then at war with his
country.
He captured Smolensk in 1514; but the Czar
soon after, suspecting him of treachery, caused him to be
put in prison, where he died in 1534.
born

,

:

Gliscenti, gle-shSn'tee, (Fabio,) an Italian physician

and moralist, born near Brescia about 1550, wrote “The
Market,” (“II Mercato,” 1620,) a moral fable.
Died
about 1620.
Glis'son, (Francis,) a celebrated English physician
and anatomist, born in Dorsetshire in 1597.
Having
taken his degree at Cambridge, he became professor
of physic in that university, and in 1634 was chosen a
Fellow of the College of Physicians, London. He wrote
a “Treatise on the Rickets,” (1650,) and “Anatomy of
The latter work is highly esteemed ; and a
the Liver.”
part of the liver which he has minutely described has
been called the “ Capsule of Glisson.” He was the first
who attributed to simple fibre the innate principle of
irritability, which he distinguishes from sensibility. Dr.
Glisson was eulogized by Harvey and the celebrated
;

Boerhaave pronounced him “ the most accurate of
anatomists that ever lived.”

all

Died

in 1677.
See Birch, “ Histoiy of the Royal Society;” Aikin, “BiograMedicine.”
phical Memoirs of

Glitner.

See Forseti.

Glocker, glok'ker, (Ernst Friedrich,) professor of
mineralogy at Breslau, was born at Stuttgart in 1793.
He wrote a “Manual of Mineralogy,” (1829,) and other
works on that science.
Gloucester, Duke of, was a title of Richard III. of
England, before his accession to the throne.

Gloucester,

glos'ter,

(Humphrey,) Duke

of,

was a

brother of Henry V. of England, by whose last will he was
appointed Regent of England in 1422. He was invested
by Parliament with the office of “ protector” during the
absence of his brother, the Duke of Bedford. The affairs
of the nation were thrown into confusion by a long contest for supremacy between Gloucester and Cardinal
Beaufort. Having been arrested on a charge of treason,
he was murdered in prison, by the order, it is supposed,
of Cardinal Beaufort, in 1447.
See Hume, “ History of England;” Shakspeare, “Henry VI.,
Part II.”

Gloucester, (Robert

of,) an early English writer,
flourished in the thirteenth century, is supposed to
have been a monk of Gloucester Abbey. He was the
author of a History of England from the earliest times
down to the reign of Henry III., written in verse, and

who
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Gloucester, (William Frederick,) Duke of, born
Rome in 1776, was a nephew of George III. of Engand a son of Prince William Henry. He obtained
the rank of general in 1808, and was afterwards a fieldmarshal. He married Princess Mary, a daughter of
George III. Died in 1834.
Glover, gluv'er, Mrs., an Irish actress, born in 1781.
She performed a great variety of characters with success.
Died in 1850.
Glover, gluv'er, (Richard,) an English poet and
scholar, born in London in 1712, was a merchant in his
at

land,

youth.
He published in 1737 “Leonidas, an Epic Poem
on the Persian War,” which had great temporary success and was extravagantly praised by Lord Lyttleton,
Fielding, and other prominent members of the Whig
party.
It has not retained its popularity, which was
owing more to the peculiar circumstances of the times
than its own intrinsic merit. His ballad of “ Hosier’s
Ghost” (1739) caused a great sensation, and is still a
popular national song. He was also the author of two
tragedies, entitled

“Medea” and “Boadicea.”

He was

of Parliament for Weymouth in 1761,
and was several times re-elected. Glover is styled by
Warton one of the best Greek scholars of his time.
elected a
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member

Died

in 1785.
See “Memoirs of a Distinguished Literary and Political Character,” 1813; Campbell, “ Specimens of the British Poets;” “Retrospective Review,” vol. ii., 1S20.

“The Day of Judgment,” a poetical essay, which obtained the Seatonian prize in 1757. Died in 1800.
Gmelin, gma'lin, (Friedrich Wilhelm,) a skilful
German engraver, born at Badenweiler in 1745. He
worked many years at Rome, where he died in 1821.
Gmelin, (Johann Friedrich,) a German naturalist,
at Tubingen in 1748, was a son of Philipp Friedrich,

born

noticed below. He was professor of medical sciences in
the University of Gottingen for about thirty years, ending
in 1804, and acquired an extensive reputation by his lectures and his numerous and voluminous works on botany,
chemistry, and other natural sciences. Among these are
a “Dictionary of Botany,” (9 vols.,) and a “ History of
Natural Sciences,” (1799.) He also edited the thirteenth
edition of Linnaeus’s “ Systema Naturae,” (1788-93,) in
which work he has shown himself defective in critical

Died in 1804.
See “Biographie medicate
“Nouvelle Biographie Gditerale.”

judgment.

Gmelin, (Johann Georg,) an eminent German

bot-

anist and naturalist, an uncle of the preceding, was born
at Tubingen in June, 1709.
Having taken his degree in
medicine, he went to Saint Petersburg, and obtained,
about 1731, the chair of chemistry and natural history.

In 1733 he was sent by the empress, in company with
G. F. Muller and others, on an exploring expedition to
Siberia.
In this arduous enterprise he spent about ten
years, and, having returned to Saint Petersburg in 1743,
published his “ Flora of Siberia,” (“ Flora Sibirica,”

1747,) which is praised by Haller. He became professor
of botany and chemistry at Tubingen in 1749, and pubGlover, (Robert,) an English heraldic writer, born lished (in German) “Travels in Siberia,”
a work
He wrote “On Political or Civil of considerable merit. Died at Tubingen (1752,)
at Ashford in 1543.
in

Nobility,” (“ De Nobilitate politica vel civili,” 1608.)
Died in 1588.
See Fuller’s “Worthies.”
Gluck, gluk, (Christian Friedrich,) a learned
German jurist, born at Halle, on the Saale, in 1755. He
became professor of law at Erlangen in 1784. His
“Complete Explanation of the Pandects” (1796) was

esteemed a standard work.

Died

in 1831.

Gluck, von, fon glook, (Johann Christoph,) an
eminent German composer, born near Neumarkt in 1714.
lie visited Italy in 1738, and studied composition under
Martini.
His first operas, “Artaxerxes” and “Demetrius,” and a third, entitled “ The Fall of the Giants,”
brought out in London, met with no decided success.
Having made the acquaintance of the Florentine poet
Calzabigi, they resolved to effect a reform in the Italian
Opera, which resulted in the production of “ Alceste,”
“Orfeo,” and “Helena and Paris,” (1762-69.) These
operas were received with general applause both in
Germany and Italy. In 1774 he brought out at Paris
his “ Iphigenia in Aulis,” which, in spite of the opposition of the French composers, met with an enthusiIn the musical contest which was now
astic reception.
carried on with great violence between the partisans
of Gluck and those of Piccini, who had been invited to
Paris, the queen, Marie Antoinette, actively supported
the former, who had been her teacher in music.
His
“ Iphigenia in Tauris,” which came out in 1779, is ranked
among his master-pieces. Died in Vienna in 1787.

1755.
See Hirsching, “ Historisch-literarisches Handbuch;”

velle Biographie

“Nou-

GAdrale.”

Gmelin, (Leopold,) a

chemist, son of Johann Friedrich, noticed above, was born in 1788.
He became professor of chemistry at Heidelberg in 1817. His principal
works are a “ Manual of Theoretical Chemistry,” (5 vols.,
1841,) and a “Text-Book of Chemistry,” (1844.) He retired from the chair at Heidelberg in 1851. Died in 1853.
Gmelin, (Philipp Friedrich,) a German physician
and botanist, a brother of Johann Georg, noticed above,
at Tiibingen in 1721.
He wrote treatises on
medicine, botany, etc.
Died in 1768.

was born

Gmelin, (Samuel Gottlieb,) M.D., an eminent
botanist and traveller, born at Tubingen in 1744, was a
nephew of the preceding. He obtained a chair of botany
in Saint Petersburg about 1766, and published a “Treatise
on Sea- Weeds, ”(“ Historia Fucorum,” 1768.) In 1768,
Gmelin and his friend Pallas were associated in a scientific exploration of Russia in the service of the empress
Catherine. The former directed his researches to the
regions of the Don and the Volga, and explored the
western and eastern coasts of the Caspian.
He was
seized on his homeward route by the Kaitaks, was imprisoned in Caucasus, and died, in consequence of ill
treatment, in 1774.
Soon after that date his “Travels
through Russia, with a View to Investigate the Three
Kingdoms of Nature,” (in German,) was published.
See Hirsching, “ Historisch-literarisches Handbuch.”

Gnaditsch, gna'ditch, written also Gnieditsch, (NiGly'cas, (Michael,) a learned Byzantine historian, kolai Ivanovitch,) a Russian poet, born at Poltava in
supposed to have lived about 1150-80. He was the author 1784. He is chiefly known from his excellent transla“ Iliad” into Russian hexameter verse.
He
of “ Annales,” being a history of the world from the crea- tion of the
tion to the birth of Christ, and that of the Byzantine also made translations from Byron and several French
poets, and published, among other original poems, “ The
emperors down to the death of Alexius I. Comnenus.
Fishers,” and “ Popular Songs of the Modern Greeks.”
Gly'con, [rxi/cfciv,] a Greek sculptor of uncertain
Died in 1833.
period and of high reputation. He is only known as
Gneisenau, gnl'zeh-now', (August Neidhardt
the sculptor of a famous colossal statue called the “ FarnTt'haRt,) Count, a celebrated Prussian field-marshal,
nese PI rcules,” which is in the Royal Museum at Naples.
born at Schilda, in Saxony, in 1760. He served with
No ancient writer mentions Glycon but TATKQN great distinction in the principal campaigns from 1807
Athenian
(“Glycon
the
made
it”)
A 0 HNAIOS EIIOIEI
to 1809, when he was sent on embassies to London and
is engraved on the rock which supported the statue.
In 1813 he was appointed quarterSaint Petersburg.
Glyn, (Isabella,) a Scotch actress, born at Edinburgh master-general of Bliicher’s army and to his counsel
She performed at the Sadler’s Wells Theatre, and strategic skill are chiefly to be attributed the advanin 1825.
and actrd Lady Macbeth and other Shakesperian tages gained by the Prussian army at that time. He was
She was married to a Mr. Dallas in 1853, made a general in 1814, and received the title of count.
characters.
but was afterwards divorced.
After the defeat at Ligny he made a skilful retreat, and
Glynn, (Robert,) M.D., an Fngli h poet, born a collected the remains of the army that by its timely
Cambridge, was a Fellow of Queen’s College. He wrote arrival at Waterloo decided the event of that day. He
;

;
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was appointed governor of Berlin and councillor of state
Gockingk or Goeckingk, gok'kink, (Leopold
Died in 1831.
in 1818, and in 1825 field-marshal.
Friedrich Gunther goon' ter,) a German poet, born
Gneist, (Rudoi.ph,) a German author, bom in 1816, near Halberstadt in 1748, was appointed to several high
has writien numerous works on English and German con- offices in the Prussian government. He wrote epigrams,
satiric fables, and “ The Songs of Two Lovers,” (“ Lieder
stitutional law.
Gni'pho, (Marcus Antonius,) a Roman rhetorician, zweier Liebenden,” 1777.) The last-named are especially
born in Gaul in 1 14 B.C. He taught rhetoric, at Rome, admired. Died in 1828.
Goclenius, go-kla'ne-us, (Conrad,) a German phito Cicero and other eminent men, and wrote several
lologist, born in Westphalia in 1455.
He was a friend
works, which are not extant. Died 63 B.c.
Goad, (John,) a classical teacher, born in London in and correspondent of Erasmus. He wrote “ Scholia in
Tullii Officia,” and edited Lucian.
Died about 1535.
1615, was head-master of the Merchant Taylors’ School
Goclenius, (Rudolph,) a German philosopher, born
Among his works is “ Astrofor about twenty years.
at
Corbach
in
logic at Marburg.
was
professor
of
1547,
Meteorologia,” (1686.) Died in 1689.

—

See Wilson, “ History of Merchant Taylors’ School.”

printer and writer,
of Sherborne, in Dorsetshire, wrote “Illustration of the
Died in 1778.
Scriptures by Notes,” (3 vols., 1759-64.)
Goar, go'iR', (Jacques,) a French Dominican monk,
born in Paris about 1606. He published a work on the
ritual of the Greek Church, “ Eukologion sive Rituale

Goad'by, (Robert,) an English

Graecorum,” (1647.) Died in 1653.
Goar, van. See Graf.

painter, whose proper name was Paolo Bonzi, was born
He excelled in painting fruits.
at Cortona about 1580.
Died about 1640.
Gobel, go'bSl', (Jean Baptiste,) a French revolutionist, born in Alsace in 1727, was a deputy of the
the oath
clergy to the States-General in 1789.
to the civil constitution was offered to the clergy, he atwithhe
subsequently
restrictions
but
it
some
tached to
;
drew them. As a reward for his compliance, he obtained

When

the bishoprics of the

He

Paris.

Upper Rhine,

renounced his

the

Upper Maine,

ecclesiastical functions

about the end of 1793. Having incurred the displeasure
of the Jacobins, he was guillotined in 1794.
See Lamartine, “History of the Girondists;” “Nouvelle
Biographie Generale;” “Biographie Universelle.”

Gobel

or

Goebel,

mann,) a German

go'bel,

writer,

(Johann Heinrich Ertat Lauban in 1732; died

born

in 1795.

Gobel

or

Goebel, (Traugott Friedemann,)

man chemist and

traveller,

born

in

a GerThuringia in 1794,

became professor of chemistry at Dorpat in 1828. He
published “Travels in Southern Russia,” (1838,) “ Elements of Pharmacy,” (“ Grundlehren der Pharmacie,” 4
Died in 1851.
vols., 1843-47,) and other works.
Gobel or Goebel, von, fon go'bel, (Johann Wilhelm,) a German jurist and publicist, born in Westphalia
His works on public law were much esteemed.
in 1683.
Died in 1745.
Gobelin, gob'liN', (Gilles and Jean,) brothers, and
celebrated French dyers, who about 1450 established dyehouses on the Bievre, (Faubourg Saint-Marcel, Paris.)
A manufactory of tapestry was afterwards founded, and,
under the supervision of the celebrated Le Brun, were
produced those superb pieces of tapestry which have
excited the admiration of the world.
See Lacordaire, “Notice historique sur

la

Manufacture des

Gobelins.”

Gobet, go'bi', (Nicolas,)
73 5, wrote

a French savant, born about

“The Ancient

Mineralogists of France,” (2
Died about 1781.
vols., 1779,) and other works.
1

Died

in 1621.

Godard,

go'dtR', (Jean,) a French poet, born in Paris
wrote odes, dramas, etc., which were once popuDied about 1630.
Godart, go'dtR', (Jean Baptiste,) a French naturalist, born in Picardy in 1775. He published four volumes

in 1564,
lar.

Gobbo, gob'bo, (Andrea,) a painter, distinguished as
a colorist, born at Milan about 1470; died in 1527.
Gobbo da Cortona, gob'bo dd koR-to'nH, an Italian

and of

He wrote, besides other works, “ Miscellanea philosophico-theologica,” (3 vols., 1607-09.) Died in 1628.
Goclenius, (Rudolph,) a physician, son of the preceding, was born at Wittenberg in 1572.
He became
professor of physics at Marburg, and wrote various works.

Gobien. See Legobien.
Gobinet, go'be'ni', (Charles,) a French

religious

of a “ History of the Lepidoptera of France,” (1822-25,)
which, after his death, was finished by Duponchel. It
is a work of much merit.
Died in 1823.

God'dard, (Arabella,) a popular pianist, born of
English parents in Brittany, France, in 1836, was a pupil
of Thalberg.
She made her first appearance in public
in London in 1850.
In i860 she was married to Mr.
Davison, but still retains her maiden name. Between
1873 and 1876 she went on a professional tour to the
United States and Australia.
Goddard, (Jonathan,) a distinguished English physician and chemist, born at Greenwich in 1617.
Being
appointed head-physician in the army in 1649, he accompanied Cromwell to Ireland and Scotland, and in 1653
became a member of the council

of state.

On

the for-

mation of the Royal Society, in 1663, Dr. Goddard was
chosen one of its council. He published, among other
works, a “ Discourse concerning Physic, and the many
Abuses thereof by Apothecaries,” (1668.) He was also
noted for his scientific attainments, and made great

improvements

in optical instruments.

See “ Biographie

medicale

Died

in 1674.

Chalmers, “ Biographical Dic-

tionary.”

Goddard, (William Stanley,) an English clergyman, born in 1757, was master of Winchester School,
and rector of Repton, Derby. He gave large sums of
money for charity. Died in 1845.
Godde, god, (£tienne Hippolyte,) a French architect, born at Breteuil in 1781, was appointed chief
architect of the city of Paris in 1813.
His chief work
the addition to the Hotel de Ville.
go'do', (Antoine,) a French writer, born
Dreux in 1605, was one of the founders and first members of the French Academy.
He was distinguished for
his wit and social accomplishments, and was one of the
coterie of the Hotel de Rambouillet.
He was created
Bishop of Grasse by Cardinal Richelieu in 1636, and was
afterwards Bishop of Vence. He wrote a “History of
the Church from the Creation to the End of the Eighth
Century,” (5 vols., 1653-78,) “ Christian Morals,” and
Died in 1672.
various other works.
ic^rdn,
See Dupin, “ Bibliothjque des Auteurs ecclesiastiques
“ Mdmoires
Speroni degli Alvarotti, “Vita di A. Godeau Ves-

is

Godeau,

at

covo

di

Vence,” 1761.

God'e-bert, [Lat. Godeber'tus,] written also Gundepert, King of the Lombards, succeeded his father in
661 a.d.
He was killed by Grimoald in 662.
Godefroi. See Godfrey.
Emperor Maximilian I.,” (1566.) Died in 1567.
Goblet, go'bli', (Albert Joseph,) Count of Alviella,
Godefroi, god'fRwi', [Lat. Gothofrf/dus,] (Denis,)
a Belgian officer, born at Tournay in 1790.
In 1835 he the Elder, an eminent French jurist, born in Paris in
born

died in 1690.
Gobler or Goebler, go'bler, (Justin,) a German
historian, born in Hesse.
He wrote a “ History of the

writer,

at

Saint-Quentin in 1613

;

obtained the rank of lieutenant-general.
Go'bry-as, one of the seven Persian noblemen who
conspired against Smerdis, 521 b.c. He married a sister
of King Darius, and was the father of Mardonius.

Gockel, gok'kel, (Eberhard,) born at
was physician to the Duke of Wiirtemberg.
were highly esteemed.

Ulm

in 1646,

His writings

He

studied successively at Louvain, Heidelberg,
after his return, was made a councillor
in the Parliament of Paris. He became professor of law
at Geneva in 1580.
On the invitation of Frederick, the
Elector-palatine, he repaired to Heidelberg, where, owing
He died
to the troubles of war, he did not remain long.
He published a “Body of Civil
at Strasburg in 1622.
1549.
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Law,” (“Corpus Juris civilis,” 1583,) and other valuable
legal works, and enjoyed the reputation of one of the
first jurists
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of his time.

of which was begun in June, 1099, and ended the July
following by the capture of the city.
By the unanimous
wish of the crusaders, he was chosen King of Jerusalem
but he refused the title of royalty, saying “he would
never accept a crown of gold in a city where his Saviour
had worn a crown of thorns.” Soon after this he obtained another victory over the Saracens, at Ascalon.
Godfrey gave to the city a set of laws, called the “ Assize
of Jerusalem,” resembling the feudal system of Europe.
He survived but a year after the taking of Jerusalem,
dying in July, 1100. Godfrey is the hero of Tasso’s
“Jerusalem Delivered;” and the poet appears not to
have exaggerated the merits of a character which was a
rare combination of wisdom and heroism with Christian
virtues of a high order.
See Michaud, “ Histoire des Croisades
C. de Plancy, “ Gode;

SeeNic^RON, “Memoires.”

Godefroi, (Denis,) the Y ounger, a French historian,
born in Paris in 1613, was a grandson of the preceding.
Ife was made historiographer of France in 1640, and

wrote a “ History of the Constables, Chancellors, etc.
of France,” (1658.)
Died in 1681.
Godefroi, (Jacques,) son of Denis the Elder, born
at Geneva in 1587, became professor of law in his native
town. Fie was afterwards appointed secretary of state
and syndic of the republic. His edition of the “Codex
Theodosianus” (1665) is highly esteemed. Died in 1652.
Godefroi, (Jean,) Sieur d’Aumont, son of Denis the
Younger, born in Paris in 1656. He filled several important offices under the government, and published froid de Bouillon,” 1842; Wilken, “ Geschichte der Kreuzziige,”
R. Pico, “ Vita di G. Duca di Buglione,” 1626 H. Pr^vault,
editions of the “ Memoires de Comines,” and other 1839
“Histoire de G. de Bouillon,” 2 vols., 1833; J. B. d’Exauvillez,
works. Died in 1732.
“Histoire de G. de Bouillon,” 1842; Gibbon, “Decline and Fall,”
Godefroi, (Theodore,) a French jurist and historical etc. H. von Sybel, “Geschichte des ersten Kreuzzeugs,” 1841.
writer, born at Geneva in 1580, was a son of Denis the
Godfrey of Viterbo, a historian of the twelfth
Elder, noticed above.
Pie was appointed historiogra- century.
He was employed as secretary and chaplain by
pher of the kingdom in 1632. He published, among the emperors Conrad III., Frederick I., and Henry IV.
“
other works,
Le Ceremonial de France,” (1619,) and of Germany. Flis principal work is entitled “ Pantheon,”
one “On the True Origin of the House of Austria,” being a history of the world from the creation to the
in
Died
1649.
(1624.)
year 1186. It is written in Latin, and displays great
Godefroid (or Godefroi) de Bouillon. See God- learning ; but the style is somewhat barbarous.
;

;

;

frey of Bouillon.
Godefroidus Boloniensis,
Godfrey of Bouillon.

Godeke
litterateur,

or

(1844,)

Bulloniensis.) See

Goedeke, go'deh-keh, (Karl,)

born

and “The

a

German

He

published, besides
Poets of Germany from 1813 to 1843,”
Middle Ages and their Literature,”

at Celle in 1814.

“The

other works,

(or

(1852-54.)

Goderich. See Ripon, Earl of.
Godescalch or Godeschalcus. See Gottschalk.
Godescard, go'dSs'kiR', (Jean Franqois,) a French
born near Rouen in 1728, published,
besides other works, “ Lives of the Fathers, Martyrs,”

ecclesiastical writer,
etc., (12 vols. 8vo.)

God'frey,

(Sir

Died

in 1800.

Edmundbury,) an English magistrate,

who

took the evidence of Oates
suspected
popish plot. His dead body was found, after he had been
missing some days, at Primrose Hill, in October, 1678.
A great excitement was caused by his murder.
See “ Memoirs of the Life and Death of Sir E. Godfrey,” Lonin relation to a

don, 1682.

God'frey, (Thomas,) an American mechanician and

About 1730 he made an
inventor, born in Philadelphia.
improvement in the quadrant, which was communicated
similar improvement was made
to the Royal Society.
nearly at the same time by Mr. Hadley in England ; and
given
to
both
by the society. Died in 1749.
a reward was
God'frey of Bouillon, (boo'ybN',) [Fr. Godefroid
-or Godefroi) de Bouillon, go'deh-fRwa' deh boo'ybN'; Ger. Gottfried von Bouillon, got'fkeet fon
boo'ybN' ; It. Goffredo di Buglione, gof-fRa'do de
bool-yo'nl; Lat. Godefroi'dus (or Gothofre'dus)
Bolonien'sis,] the illustrious leader of the first crusade,
son of Eustace II., Count of Boulogne, was born near
He early distinguished
Nivelle, in France, about 1058.
himself while fighting for Henry IV. of Germany, by
Bouillon.
He was one of
Duke
of
was
created
whom he
the first to engage in the crusade for the recovery of the
Holy Sepulchre, and to him was intrusted the command
In 1096 he set out for Constanof the principal army.
tinople, accompanied by the most distinguished of the
Being informed that Hugh, Count of Vernobility.
mandois, brother of the King of France, was detained
there as a prisoner, Godfrey demanded his release of
the emperor Alexius, and on his refusal threatened to
besiege the capital, in consequence of which the captive
was liberated. After much difficulty, a treaty was concluded between Alexius and the crusaders, by which the
latter agreed to do homage to the emperor on condition
of his assistance. The army next advanced to Nice,
which surrendered after a protracted siege. In June,
1098, Antioch was taken, after great suffering had been
endured from famine and disease. With the remnant of
his army Godfrey now marched to Jerusalem, the siege
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See Vossius,

“De

Historicis Latinis.”

Godin,

go'diN', (Louis,) an eminent French mathematician and astronomer, born in Paris in 1704. In 1725
he was admitted into the Academy of Sciences. When, in
1735, the Academy sent some of its members to measure
a degree of the meridian, Godin was appointed to conduct the enterprise. He was for a time professor of
mathematics at Lima, and after his return to Europe
became director of the Naval Academy at Cadiz. He
wrote, besides other works, a “ History of the Academy
of Sciences from 1680 to 1699,” (11 vols.) Died in 1760.
See Grand-Jean de Fouchy, “Eloge de Godin.”

Godinot, go'de'no', (Jean,) a French ecclesiastic and
He devoted
philanthropist, born at Rheims in 1661.
his large fortune to benevolent purposes, founded free
conferred
numerous
other benefits upon his
schools, and
Died in 1749.
native city.
Go-di'va, [Fr. Godive, go'dtv',] a celebrated English lady, who lived in the time of Edward the Confessor
and was the wife of Leofric, Earl of Leicester. According
to tradition, she procured the exemption of Coventry
from a tax by riding naked through that city on horse-_
Tennyson has written a poem on this subject.
back.

Godive. See Godiva.
God'ley, (John Robert,) an English politician and
He published “ Letters from Canada and the

writer.

Died in 1862.
an eminent American naturalist and physician, born at Annapolis, Maryland, in
December, 1794. He enlisted in the navy in 1814, and
United States,”

(2 vols., 1844.)

God'man, (John

D.,)

served at the defence of Fort McHenry, but left the
He then began to study medicine, and
service in 1815.
graduated in the University of Maryland in 1818. In
1821 he was chosen professor of surgery in the Medical
College of Ohio at Cincinnati ; but he removed to Philadelphia in 1822, after which he lectured on anatomy to a
He became in 1824 one of the editors of
private class.
the “ Philadelphia Journal of the Medical Sciences,” and
was appointed professor of anatomy in Rutgers College,
New York, in 1826. About the end of 1827 he resigned
He died at Germanhis chair, on account of ill health.
town, near Philadelphia, in April, 1830. As a lecturer on
anatomy and as a naturalist, Professor Godman had few,
if any, superiors among his contemporaries in the United
He was also well versed in the Latin, French,
States.
and German languages. His work on “American Natural
History” (3 vols. 8vo, 1823-28) the “North American
Review” pronounces “ undoubtedly superior to any
previous publication on the same subject,” and adds,
“ We consider Dr. Godman in some respects among the
most extraordinary men that have adorned the medical
profession in our country.” Among his other publications may be mentioned his “Anatomical Investigations,”
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“Rambles of a Naturalist,” and an edition of Bell’s Siberia to subjection. He displayed great ability and
“Anatomy,” with notes. Dr. Godman had adopted the energy in his administration, and his policy was generally
He manifested great zeal in the
materialistic views of the French naturalists; but, on marked by clemency.
being called, in 1827, to witness the death of a medical
student, who died a Christian, he was led to embrace
Christianity, and was ever after a devoutly religious
man. A “ Memoir of his Life,” by Dr. Sewail, has been
published by the Tract Society.
See, also, Gross, “American Medical Biography;” “North
American Review”

for

January, 1835.

Godoi. See Godoy.
Go-dol'phin, (John,) an eminent

civilian, born at
Godolphin, in the island of Scilly, in 1617. He was
appointed a judge of the admiralty in 1653, and king’s
advocate after the restoration of 1660. He published
“The Holy Harbour, a Body of Divinity,” (1651,) and
“Admiralty Jurisdiction,” (1661.) Died in 1678.
See Wood, “Athenae Oxonienses.”
Godolphin, (Sidney Godolphin,) Earl of, an
eminent English statesman, of a distinguished family
The year of his birth is not known but
in Cornwall.
he entered early into the service of Charles II., and on
the restoration was appointed by that prince one of the
grooms of the bed-chamber. In 1678 he was intrusted
with the management of a confidential correspondence
between the Prince of Orange and the Duke of York,
and tne following year he became one of the lords of the
;

treasury.

When

the

Duke

of

Monmouth and Lord

Salis-

bury were dismissed, in 1679, he shared with Viscount
Hyde and the Earl of Sunderland the chief management
of affairs. In 1683 he was one of those ministers employed in secret negotiations with Louis XIV. to renew
the dependency of Charles on the French king. He was
made first commissioner of the treasury in 1684, and
was created Baron Godolphin of Rialton. Although he
had voted to exclude James II. from the crown, he was
retained in office when that sovereign succeeded to the
throne, (1685,) but in a subordinate place at the treasury
board. On the arrival of the Prince of Orange, Godolphin was one of the noblemen employed to negotiate
with him on the part of the king. On the accession of
the Prince of Orange he retained his office as one of the
lords of the treasury, and in 1690 was made first lord in
that department. He was dismissed from office in 1697.
When Queen Anne succeeded to the throne, (1702,) he
became lord high treasurer. This office he had refused until the Duke of Marlborough declared he could
not command the armies on the continent unless the
In 1704 he was
treasury was in Godolphin’s hands.
made knight of the Garter, and in 1706 Earl of Godolphin.
He was removed from his post of lord high
treasurer in 1710, when the Duke and Duchess of Marlborough, with whom he had been connected, had lost
the favour of the queen. Bishop Burnet says of Godolphin, “ He was the silentest and modestest man who was
perhaps ever bred in a court. He had true principles
of religion and virtue, and never heaped up wealth.”
During the greater part of his political course he acted
with the Tories ; but about 1705 he attached himself to
the

Whig

See

party.

Macaulay,

Died in 1712.
“ History of England,” vol.

iv.

;

Burnet, “ His-

Own Times.”
Godolphin, (Sydney,) an English

tory of his

poet, born in Cornwall in 1610.
He fought for Charles I., and was killed
at Chagford in 1643.
He translated “ The Loves of Dido
and 7£neas” from Virgil, and wrote several original
poems. His judgment and fancy are praised by Hobbes,
who was his friend.
Godoonof, Godotinof, or Godunow, go'doo-nof',
sometimes written Gudenow, (Boris,) Czar of Moscow,
born in 1552, was of Tartar origin, and was made a member
of the supreme council of state by Ivan the Terrible in
1582. When the imbecile Feodor succeeded Ivan, Godoonof became his chief favourite, and obtained from him the
highest honours. In 1591 Demetrius, the half-brother of
Feodor, was said to have been murdered by the orders
of Godoonof.
In 1598 Feodor died, leaving the throne
to his widow Irene, the sister of Godoonof, and, on her
refusal to accept the crown, the latter was proclaimed
Czar by the unanimous wish of the people. About this
time he defeated the Khan of the Crimea, and brought

€ as k; 5 as s; g hard; g as j; G, H, K, guttural; n, nasal;

cause of education, and invited to his country distinguished foreigners whom he thought likely to promote
During the terrible famine of 1601 he
its civilization.
showed himself a benefactor to his people by his exerIn 1604 a report was raised that
tions in their behalf.
Prince Demetrius, who was supposed to have been murdered, was still alive and was preparing to enter Russia.
As he was approaching Moscow, Godoonof died suddenly, in April, 1603 and it is supposed he took poison.
See P. Merim&e, “Un fipisode de 1’Histoire de Russie les
faux Ddm^trius;” Margaret, “ L’Estat de la Russie,” etc., 1607.
;

;

Godounof or Godunow.

See Godoonof.
Go-doy', de, Sp. pron. di go-Do'ee,] (Don Manuei.,)
(Alvarez de Faria Rios Sanchez y Zarsoa cli

—

[

ffi-ree'fi

ree'ds sin'ch^th e thaR-so'ii,)

a Spanish courtier,

Duke

of Alcudia,

surnamed the Prince of Peace,

was born at Badajos in 1767. He became the chief
favourite of Charles IV. and of his queen, and was appointed prime minister in 1792. He received the title of
“ Prince of Peace” because he made peace with France
His influence over the feeble king and the
in 1793.
queen was unbounded; but he became very unpopular.
Ferdinand, the heir of the throne, was among his enemies.
Godoy’s administration was very corrupt. His palace
was attacked in March, 1808, by a mob, who were appeased by the abdication of Charles IV. and the disgrace
of the favourite. He took refuge in France, and died in
Paris in 1851.
See Ovilo y Otero, “Vida polltica y militar de Don Manuel
Godoy,” etc., 1844; Toreno,“ Guerra, Revolucion, etc. de Espaiia ;”
“Westminster Review” for April, 1S36; “Nouvelle Biographie
Generale.”

Godron,

go'dR^N',

(

Dominique Alexandre,

)

a

French naturalist of the present age. He was professor
of natural history at Nancy, and published a “Flora of
France,” (6 vols., 1848-56.)
God'win, Earl, a celebrated Saxon baron, was the

son of Ulnoth, or Wolfnoth, Earl of Sussex. In 1017 he
accompanied Canute in an expedition against Sweden,
and so distinguished himself by his bravery that the king
bestowed upon him his daughter in marriage. On the
death of Canute, Godwin espoused the cause of Hardicanute in opposition to Harold Ilarefoot, but, soon
changing his course, supported the claims of Harold,
and, in concert with him, planned the murder of the
young princes Alfred and Edward, sons of Ethelred and
Emma. When Hardicanute came to the throne, Prince
Edward accused Godwin of the murder of his brother
but a magnificent present from the guilty earl induced
the king to pardon him. In 1041, on the death of Hardicanute, Godwin was reconciled to Edward, and promoted
his succession on condition of his marrying his daughter
Editha. About this time the counties of Kent and

Sussex were added to his domain. Having openly disobeyed the king, the latter summoned a council of his
nobles at London, and passed judgment on the rebellion.
Godwin, with three of his sons, took refuge in Flanders.
Their estates were confiscated. Having gained adherents
in Flanders, Godwin equipped a fleet, and, with his son
Harold, entered the Thames and appeared before London. The king now entered into negotiations with him,
and Godwin, with his sons, after giving hostages to preserve the peace, were reinstated in their possessions.

Died

in 1053.
See Lingard’s “History of England.”

Godwin, (Francis,) an English antiquary, born in
Northamptonshire in 1361, was appointed Bishop of
Llandaff.
He was the author of a “Catalogue of the
Bishops of England,” etc., also a work entitled “ The
Man in the Moon, by Domingo Gonsales.” He became
Bishop of Hereford in 1617. Died in 1633.
Godwin, (George,) F.R.S., an English architect,
born in Middlesex in 1815. He wrote a descriptive
work called “The Churches of London,” (1838,) a collection of tales entitled “Facts and Fancies,” (1844,)
“ History in Ruins,” and other works. He became editor
of the “ Builder” in 1844, since which he has contributed
many articles to that valuable weekly journal. He was
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afterwards employed on the restoration of the church of
Saint Mary Redcliff.

Godwin, (Mary.)
Godwin, (Parke,)

Goerres. See Gorres.
Goertz. See Gortz, (Johann Eustach.)
Goertz or Gortz, goRts, (Georg Henrik,) Baron,
a Swedish statesman, who became minister of finance
under Charles XII. Soon after the death of that sovereign he was arrested and executed at Stockholm (1719)
on a charge of having prolonged the war and brought
York “ Evening pecuniary distress upon the nation.

See Wollstonecraft.
an American author and editor,
born at Paterson, New Jersey, in February, 1816, graduated at Princeton College in 1834. He married a
daughter of William C. Bryant, the poet, whom he as-

New

sisted as associate editor of the
Post” from 1837 to 1853. He published a periodical,
called “The Pathfinder,” for several months in 1843,
contributed to the “ Democratic Review” many political,

See Voltaire, “Histoire de Charles XII.”

Goertze. See Gortze.
Goes or Goez, de, di go'Sz, (Damiao,) a Portuguese
historian and statesman, born near Lisbon in 1501.
Ie
was sent on important missions to Poland, Denmark,
and Sweden, and afterwards appointed historiographer
of the kingdom and keeper of the archives.
He wrote

and biographical articles, and was editor of
Magazine.”
He translated into English
Goethe’s “Autobiography,” Lamotte-Fouque’s “Undine” and “ Sintram and his Companions.” and has
been engaged, for several years in writing a “ History ot a “ History of the Prince Don
Juan,” a “Chronicle of
France,” of which the first volume has appeartd. Pie Don Emanuel,”
He
(1567,) and other valuable works.
is a member of the Republican party.
was also an accomplished musician. Died in 1560.
Godwin, (Thomas,) an English prelate, born in
See Barbosa Machado, “ Bibliotheca Lusitana
“Nouvelle
Berkshire in 1517. He became a Protestant at an early Biographie GAierale.”
age, and was appointed Dean of Christ Church in 1565.
Goes, de, (Pero,) brother of the preceding, was one
He was made Bishop of Bath and Wells in 1584. Died of the first colonists of Brazil, where he settled about
literary,

1

“ Putnam’s

in 1590.

Godwin, (Thomas,)

a learned English
Somersetshire in 1587, was master of
school, in Abingdon, for the use of which
“Anthology of Roman History.” In 1616
in

divine, born
Royse’s free
he wrote his
he published

Hebrew

Antiquities.” Died in 1643.
a celebrated English novelist,
was born in Cambridgeshire in 1756. He studied at
the Independent Theological College at Hoxton.
After
having filled the clerical office for five years, he visited
London, where he began his career as an author. His
first work, entitled “Political Justice,” appeared in 1793.
It made a great sensation, and brought much opprobrium
on the author, who was thought to sympathize with the
The next year he
principles of the French Revolution.
published “Caleb Williams,” a novel, which was very
In 1794, when several of Godwin’s friends
successful.
were tried for high treason, he wrote “ Cursory Strictures” on the charge delivered by Judge Eyre to the
jury, and in this way rendered essential service to the
In 1796 he married Mary Wollstonecraft, and
accused.
after her death, in 1797, he edited her posthumous works
and published a memoir of her. He produced “ Saint
Leon,” a novel, in 1799, and engaged in business as a
In 1808 he wrote an “Essay on
bookseller about 1804.
Sepulchres ; or. Proposal for Erecting some Memorial of
the Illustrious Dead on the Spot where their Remains
have been interred.” In 1816 his novel “Mandeville”
appeared. He next wrote a “Treatise on Population,”
and in 1828 published his “History of the Commonwealth of England.” His last novel, “ Cloudesley,” was
a “Synopsis of

Godwin, (William,)

when the author was seventy-four
His last work, entitled “ Lives of the
Necromancers,” appeared in 1834. When Lord Grey
came into power, he bestowed on Godwin the office of
brought out

in 1830,

years of age.

the exchequer. Though distinguished
as a political writer, he has displayed his greatest talent
in his novels, of which “Caleb Williams” and “ MandeDied in 1836.
ville” are considered the best.
See the critique on Godwin in Hazlitt’s Miscellaneous Works,
vol. v.; “Edinburgh Review” for April, 1830; De Quincey, “ Lite-

yeoman usher of

rary Reminiscences,” vol.

i.

Goebel.

See Gobel.
Goeckingk. See Gockingk.
Goedeke. See Godeke.
Goelike. See Golike.
Goenner. See Gonner.
Goeppert. See Goppert.

Goeree, Hoo'Ri, (Jan,) a Dutch painter, son of WilHe
lem, noticed below, was born at Middelburg in 1670.
adorned with his pictures the Burghers’ Hall at Amsterdam.

Died

in 1731.

a Dutch writer and bookseller
of extensive learning, born at Middelburg in 1635. He
published a “ History of the Jewish Church,” etc., and
other works on various subjects. Died in 1711.

Goeree, (Willem,)

Goerenz. See Gorenz.
Goergei or Goergey. See Gorgey.
a, e, T, d, u, y,

535 an d introduced the culture of the sugar-cane.
Goes, van der, vin der Hoos, (Hugo,) a celebrated
Flemish painter, born at Bruges about 1420, studied
under Van Eyck. He is especially admired for the elegance of his female heads. Atnong his best works we
may mention “ David and Abigail,” and the “ Crucifixion
between the Two Thieves.” During the general destruction of pictures and images in 1566, the latter piece was
preserved by being coated with black and inscribed with
the ten commandments.
It was afterwards restored.
See Descamps, “Vies des Peintres Flamands,” etc.
Goes, van der, vin der hoos, (Willem,) a Dutch
1

See Wood, “Athenas Oxonienses.”
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and philologist, born at Leyden in 1611, was
councillor of the supreme court of justice at the Hague.
His principal work is called “Pilatus Judex,” wherein
he attempts to throw light upon circumstances attending
the Passion of our Saviour.
Died in 1686.

jurist

Goeschel.

See Goschel.
See Goschen.
Goethals, Hoo'tils, (Felix Victor,) a Belgian litterateur, born at Ghent in 1799, became librarian of the
public library at Brussels in 1830. Among his works
is a “ Flistory of Letters and Arts in Belgium and Ad-

Goeschen.

joining Countries,” (4 vols., 1840-44.)
Goethals, (Hendrik,) called also Gredals or Crodals, a Flemish diplomatist, born at Ghent in 1359.
He was successively ambassador to Constantinople,
Paris, London, and Rome, and filled, among other offices,
that of private secretary to Philip the Bold.
Died in
1433.

Goethals, van, vin Hoo't&ls, [Lat. Muda'nus,]
(Hendrik,) a noted Dutch theologian, born at Muda,
near Ghent, (Gand,) about 1218, became Archdeacon of
Tournay. He was author of several popular works on
theology, one of which is entitled “ Summa Theologiae.”
Died in 1293.
Goethe or Gothe, von, fon go'teh, (Johann Wolfgang,) the most illustrious name in German literature,
and one of the greatest poets of any age or country, was
born at Frankfort-on-the-Main, August 28, 1749. His
father, Johann Caspar Goethe, imperial councillor, was
of a stern, obstinate, and somewhat pedantic character,
though on the whole an upright and worthy man. His
maternal grandfather, Johann Wolfgang Textor, was a
person of note and the chief magistrate ( Schultheiss of
the city of Frankfort.
His mother was genial, warmhearted, and of a singularly bright and happy disposition.
She says of herself, “ I always seek out the
good that is in people, and leave what is bad to Him who
made mankind and knows how to round off the corners.”
Goethe says in one of his poems that from his father he
derives his earnestness of purpose, and from his mother
The
his happy disposition and his love of story-telling.
circumstances with which the poet was surrounded in
early life were eminently favourable to the development
of his great and varied powers, and undoubtedly contributed in no small degree to cultivate that “manysidedness” for which he was afterwards so distinguished.
In his autobiography, entitled “ Poetry and Truth from
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my own

Life,”

(“Aus meinem Leben Dichtung und

Wahrheit,” published in 1S1

1,)

he describes, with graceful

exerted on his mind by the various
events and experiences of childhood. The young Goethe
exhibited a wonderful precocity of intellect. Early in his
seventh year (November i, 1755) the great earthquake
which destroyed a large part of Lisbon occurred, and
He found it
filled his mind with perplexity and doubt.
impossible to reconcile that terrible phenomenon with
what he had been taught respecting the goodness of
Providence. “ It was in vain,” he says, “that my young
mind strove to recover itself from these impressions ; the
more so as the wise and learned in Scripture themselves
could not agree upon the view which should be taken of
His religious perplexities, however, seem
the event.”
gradually to have passed away.
In his eighth year we
find him, wholly self-prompted, erecting to the Deity
an altar in the form of a pyramid, on the sides of which
were arranged a variety of substances representing the
natural productions of the earth.
At the apex was
placed the incense, which he kindled by means of a
burning-glass just as the sun was rising above the
neighbouring house-tops. Before he was nine years of
age he could write several different languages, including
French, Latin, and Greek.
Lie had scarcely reached his tenth year when the
French troops occupied the city of Frankfort this occurred during the Seven Years’ war. The Comte de
Thorane, the king’s lieutenant, was quartered in the
house of the poet’s father. Young Goethe was thus
brought into contact with new characters he also became acquainted with the French theatre. He had
several years before amused himself and his mother
with inventing romantic stories ; he now began to write
French plays.
French boy, near his own age, with
whom he had become acquainted, took him to the
theatre and introduced him behind the scenes.
This
same lad sought to instruct him in the proper mode of
writing plays, and criticised the dramatic efforts of our
poet somewhat unmercifully. This led him to inform
himself more particularly respecting the principles of
criticism. The result was that he rejected with contempt
the canons of the French school ; and it is not improbable that the occurrences just related may have exerted
an important influence upon the productions of his maturer years.
In 1761 the French troops quitted Frankfort, and his regular studies were resumed.
About this
time he learned to read English, and commenced the
study of Hebrew, which led him to a more intimate
acquaintance with the Bible. He composed a poem on
the subject of Joseph and his brethren. The education
of Goethe, until he was sixteen, was carried on at home,
under the superintendence of his father. It was his rare
happiness to find in his only sister, Cornelia, not merely
an object of his tenderest affection, but one who shared
his tastes and cordially sympathized with his poetic
aspirations.
In October, 1765, he commenced his collegiate studies at Leipsic.
It was a practice which he
adopted in early life, that he always sought, whenever
any subject interested him deeply, to give his thoughts
and feelings expression in writing. He himself says
that all his works are but fragments of the grand confession of his life.
While at Leipsic, he composed the
first of his poems which have been preserved, “The
Humours of a Lover,” (“Die Laune des Verliebten ;”)
“The Fellow-Sinners” (“Die Mitschukligen”) followed
soon after. He left Leipsic for Frankfort in 1768. After
having been some time detained at home by ill health,
he repaired to Strasburg University, in 1770, for the
purpose of completing his law studies. At Strasburg he
became acquainted with Herder, who was already distinguished among the great men of Germany. The friendship thus formed was not without important influence
upon the mind of Goethe. By Herder his attention was
directed to the Hebrew poets, to Ossian, and to Shakspeare.
During his stay at Strasburg he also became
acquainted with Frederica, with whom he fell passionately in love.
She was the daughter of Herr Brion,
pastor of Sesenheim. This little place could be seen
from the lofty gallery of Strasburg Cathedral, whence
the young lover and poet sometimes pointed out to his
naiveti, the influence

:
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friends the home of his beloved.
Goethe pleased himself with likening Herr Brion to the Vicar of Wakefield,
Frederica to Sophia, and the elder sister to Olivia.

On his return to Strasburg it was understood that he
was the accepted lover of Frederica; although it is probable that they were not formally betrothed.
He afterwards left her, because, as his friends suggest, his love
was not strong enough to justify marriage. Alluding to
some of his earlier love-passages, he says, “ Gretchen

had been taken from me, Annchen had
the case of Frederica] for the

first

time

me

;

but

now

I

life.
Not only poetry, but art, science, the
all were studied
languages, philosophy, and criticism,
by him with an impartiality and success of which the
history of the human mind probably furnishes no other

aims of his

—

example.
In 1771 he composed one of his most celebrated works,
“ Gotz von Berlichingen.”
He had been deeply interested in the life of Gottfried (or Gotz) von Berlichingen,
of the sixteenth century, written by Gotz himself. Goethe
undertook to dramatize it. “ I had,” he says, “ talked
the matter over with my sister, who was interested heart
and soul in such subjects ; and I so often renewed this
conversation, without taking any step towards beginning
the work, that at last she impatiently and urgently entreated me not to be always talking, but at once to set

down on paper what was so

distinctly present to

my

wrote the first scenes, and in the evening read
them aloud to Cornelia. She warmly applauded them,
but doubted whether I should go on so she even expressed a decided disbelief in my perseverance. This
only excited me the more. I wrote on the next day, and
also the third.
Thus I kept on, without interruption,
looking neither backwards nor forwards, neither to the
right nor the left
and in about six weeks I had the
pleasure of seeing the manuscript finished.” “Gotz
von Berlichingen,” as first written by Goethe, was a
dramatized history; but in this form it was not pubHaving been revised and
lished until many years later.
adapted to the stage, it appeared in 1773 as a drama,
( Schauspiel,) the form by which it is popularly known.
It produced a great sensation in the literary circles of
Germany. “It is a piece,” says one of the critics of
that day, “in which the three unities are shamefully
violated, and which is neither a tragedy nor a comedy,
and is, notwithstanding, the most beautiful, the most
In 1774 appeared another
captivating, monstrosity.”
work, “Sorrows of Young Werther,” (“Leiden des
jungen Werther,”) which excited a still greater and
more universal admiration than “ Gotz” had done. It
seemed to fascinate alike men of every class and every
nation, and through it Goethe first acquired a European
renown. During his Egyptian campaigns, Napoleon is
said to have read it through several times and its fame,
even to China. “Werther,”
it is asserted, extended
says Carlyle, “is but the cry of that dim-rooted pain
under which all thoughtful men of a certain age were
mind.

I

;

;

;

languishing: it paints the misery, it passionately utters
the complaint and heart and voice, all over Europe,
loudly and at once respond to it. True, it prescribes
no remedy; for that was a far different, far harder enterprise, to which other years and a higher culture
were required but even this utterance of pain, even
this little, for the present, is grasped at, and with eager
sympathy appropriated in every bosom.”
In 1775, attracted by the fame of Goethe, Charles
Augustus, (Karl August,) Grand Duke of Saxe- Weimar,
The
invited him to spend some time at his court.
acquaintance thus begun ripened afterwards into a
Weimar was at that time the
life-long friendship.
residence of several distinguished persons, among whom
were Wieland, Herder, Musaeus, Knebel, and Secken;

;

nasal; r trilled; s as z; th as in
,

left

was guilty
I had wounded to its very depths one of the most beautiful and tender of hearts.
And that period of gloomy
repentance, deprived of the love which had so strengthened me, was agonizing, insupportable.”
Goethe took the degree of Doctor in 1771.
But
although, in accordance with his father’s wishes, he had
studied law, his inclinations led him to other pursuits
he seems indeed, even in youth, never to have lost sight
of that universal self-culture which was one of the great
[in

this.

(SJP^See Explanations,

p. 23.)
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Wieland, who repeatedly calls Goethe a “godlike
creature,” was captivated by him at first sight.
In a
letter written soon after their first interview, he says,
“ How I loved the magnificent youth as I sat beside
him at table
All I can say is this since that morning
my soul is as full of Goethe as a dew-drop of the morning sun.” Knebel says, “ He rose like a star in the
heavens : everybody worshipped him, especially the
women.” For several months after his arrival at Weidorf.

!
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:

that she herself had declared that it was her own fault
that the marriage ceremony had been so long delayed.
In 1792, with the duke, Charles Augustus, Goethe accompanied the Prussian army in the invasion of France.
In that campaign he showed that he was not wanting
in courage of the most reckless kind ; but he returned
to Weimar thoroughly disgusted with the war and with
military life.
He published soon after a scientific work,
entitled “ Theory or Doctrine of Colours,” (“ Farben-

mar, he appears to have abandoned himself wholly to lehre,”) in which he called in question the correctness
the excitements of his new life. The duke and the poet of the Newtonian theory.
It is proper to state that his
were constant companions, and plunged together for a views have not been adopted by the scientific world.
time into the most insane frolics and wildest dissipation.
The poet Schiller had in 1789, partly through Goethe’s
“Goethe will never,” says Wieland, “leave this place influence, been appointed to the chair of history in the
again
Karl August can no longer either swim or wade University of Jena. In 1794 these two illustrious men
without him.” It is almost needless to say that such a
“twin sons of Jove,” ( Dioscu'ri,) as the Germans delife could not long satisfy such a mind.
“The want to lighted to call them were brought frequently together
be once more among simple people and lovely scenes and, although their characters were so different that they
drove him away from Weimar to Waldeck. Amid the seemed to have scarcely anything in common excepting
crowded tumult of life he ever kept his soul sequestered literary taste and transcendent genius, their acquaintance
and from the hot air of society he broke impatiently gradually ripened into a noble and enduring friendship,
away to the serenity of solitude.” (Lewes’s “ Life of which exerted an important and most beneficial influence
Goethe,” vol. i. p. 355.) He was called back to Weimar on the minds of both. The correspondence of Schiller
by the grand duke, and in June, 1776, created Geheimer- and Goethe is of rare interest and value to all the lovers

—

;

Legationsrath (“ Privy Councillor of Legation,”) with a
salary of twelve hundred thalers.
The duke, writing to
Goethe’s father, said that the appointment was a mere
formality ; adding, “ Goethe can have but one position,
that of my friend
all others are beneath him.”
The first great production of our poet, after he had
seriously resumed his studies, was “ IphigeniaaufTauris,”
(“ Iphigeni'a at Tauris.”)
This piece was first written
in prose
Goethe afterwards turned it into verse, producing what many critics have declared to be the finest
modern specimen of the Greek tragedy. In 1786 Goethe
visited Italy.
In order that he might pursue his studies
undisturbed, he travelled incognito.
He spent some
time in Venice, with which city he seems to have been
enchanted. He passed through Ferrara, Bologna, and
Florence, on his way to Rome, where he arrived about
the end of October.
He remained there four months.
“All the dreams of my youth,” he says, “ I now see living
before me. Everywhere I go I find an old familiar face.
Everything is just what I thought it, and yet everything
is new.”
He subsequently visited Naples, Pompeii, and
the ruins of Paestum, carrying with him everywhere a
soul intensely susceptible to the beauties both of nature
and of art. An account of what he saw and felt while
in Italy is given in his “ Italianische Reise,” (“ Italian
He returned to Weimar in June, 1788. In
Journey.”)
the autumn of that year he first became acquainted with
Christiane Vulpius, a young woman in humble life, whom
he afterwards married. She had presented him a petition entreating him to procure some position for her
Goethe
brother, a young author, then living at Jena.
was greatly smitten with her beauty, naivete, and sprightliness.
His liaison with her gave rise to much scandal,
on account of the disparity of station ; and the scandal
when, many years later, (1806,) he pernot
lessened
was
formed an act of tardy justice in marrying her. She
had, in 1789, borne him a son, August von Goethe, to
whom the Duke of Saxe-Weimar stood godfather. After
this event Goethe took Christiane, with her mother and
sister, to live with him in his own house ; and he appears
always to have regarded the connection as a marriage.
His conduct in relation to this affair was, however, a
source of mortification and deep regret to many of his
admirers. “ The nation,” says Schafer, “ has never forgiven its greatest poet for this rupture with law and custom nothing has stood so much in the way of a right
appreciation of his moral character, nothing has created
more false judgments on the tendency of his writings,
than this half-marriage.” His friends urge two considerations in extenuation of his conduct, which certainly
ought not to be lost sight of first, the general laxity
of morals then prevailing among the upper classes in
Germany ; secondly, the disparity of position between
the humble Christiane and the illustrious Goethe, the
world-renowned poet, and the councillor and intimate
friend of the Grand Duke of Weimar. It is said that she
rejected his offers of marriage on this very ground, and
,

—

:

;

;

:
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of literature.
To return to Goethe’s works.

“Egmont,” a

tragedy,

which had been completed in Italy, was published in
His “Tasso”
1788, soon after his return to Weimar.
appeared in 1790. In 1795, “Wilhelm Meister’s Lehrjahre” (“Apprenticeship”) was given to the world this
was long after (1821) followed by his “ Wanderjahre,”
(“Travelling Years.”) In 1806 appeared the first part
of “ Faust,” the great work of Goethe’s life.
He had
;

revolved the subject in his mind for more than thirty
This long delay was not without its fruits. The
great poet has, indeed, embodied in this work the results of his mature and infinitely varied experience, with
his ripest, richest, and profounaest thoughts ; the whole
being wrought out with admirable skill, and everywhere
illumined, so to speak, with passages of the most exquisite poetry, touching in turn every chord of the human
heart. Without indorsing the enthusiastic praise of some
of Goethe’s admirers, who have pronounced “ Faust” to
be unqualifiedly “ the greatest poem of modern times,” we
may safely say that it is one of the most wonderful productions of genius to be found in the whole compass
The tale, or novel, entitled “ Wahlverof literature.
wandtschaften,” (“ Elective Affinities,”) appeared in 1809.
Considered simply as a piece of creative art, this is one
of the most admirable of all of Goethe’s productions. In
none of his other works are the characters drawn with
more vividness and power. The illusion produced by
the poet-artist is perfect ; so that each of the persons
represented is to the reader an absolute and living
reality.
The moral tendency, however, of the story is
more than questionable. The aim of the author, it would
seem, is to teach that the attachments between the sexes
are governed, like chemical affinities, by fixed, inevitable
laws, which it is as impossible to oppose successfully as
to resist the decrees of fate.
Besides those already noticed, we may mention among
Goethe’s works “Clavigo,” (published in 1774,) “Hermann und Dorothea,” (1796-97,) “Eugenie,” (1804,)
and “ West-Oestliche Divan,” (1819,) in which Oriental
images and scenes are described with Western feelings
and colouring ; hence the epithet “ West-Oestliche”
(“ West-Eastern”) which the author has applied to this
work. The second part of “ Faust” was not finished
until 1830.
It has enjoyed far less popularity than the
first part, and by the great majority of critics is considered to be decidedly inferior to it. Goethe’s mind was
He continued to study and to write
active to the last.
till within a few days of his death, which took place at
of
March, 1832.
Weimar on the 22d
In person Goethe was eminently handsome, tall,
“ That accordance of
graceful, and well proportioned.
personal appearance with genius,” says Heine, “ which
we ever desire to see in distinguished men, was found
His outward appearance was
in perfection in Goethe.
years.

—

just as imposing as the word that lives in his writings.
his form was symmetrical, expressive of joy, nobly

Even
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and one might study the Grecian art upon
as well as upon an antique.” The same writer continues, in a more extravagant strain, “ His eyes were calm
as those of a god.
It is the peculiar characteristic of
the gods that their gaze is ever steady, and their eyes
The eye of
roll not to and fro in uncertainty.
Goethe remained in his latest age just as divine as in
his youth.” (Heine’s “Letters,” translated by G. W.
pioportioned

;

it

.

Haven, Boston,

.

.

1836.)

Never, perhaps, was there a human character about
which more varying and contradictory opinions have
been entertained than about that of Goethe. This is to
be chiefly attributed, first, to the wonderful depth and

—

originality of his mind, and, secondly, to its many-, or
rather myriad-, sidedness. It has been said that, in spite
of the beautiful sentiments and admirable characters
with which his works abound, he himself was cold, calculating, and thoroughly selfish.
But this charge is
contradicted by his whole life.
appears, indeed, to
have always felt for every form of actual suffering a true
and ready sympathy, which he manifested rather by acts

He

than by words.* Another charge, more frequently urged,
and perhaps better founded, than the preceding, is that
he was utterly destitute of any real sympathy with the
rights and interests of the common people.
It was one
of his marked peculiarities that he entertained a distrust
and dislike of all abstractions, and he had little or no
sympathy with mere ideas or ideal systems. He felt no
interest in democracy, because to him democracy was

an abstraction.

men

He

did not sympathize with his country-

in their struggle for

German independence, because

they aimed, as he thought, at what was impracticable.
However mistaken this opinion proved to be, it was

doubt perfectly sincere. He disliked politics,
for which, indeed, he appears to have felt he had no
vocation.
His genius lay in a totally different direction.
His aversion to abstractions and his love of the concrete may be said to have given form to all his views,
religious, moral, and social.
He refused to recognize a
Deity that was above and distinct from the world ; for
he considered every part of nature the entire universe,
in short
to be divine.
He did not hold, with the Platonists or Christians, that mankind have fallen from an
ideal or divine perfection, after which they must continually strive if they would be restored.
He was a worshipper of Nature and his moral creed,
if not distinctly avowed, may be readily gathered from
many expressions in his works or his. recorded conversations it may be thus briefly summed up, “Everything
that is natural is right ;” in other words, “ Nothing is

beyond

all

—

—
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:

We

really wrong except what is unnatural.”
accordingly find him quoting with apparent approbation the
saying of Thraseas, “ lie who hates faults or vices hates
men,” (“ Qui vitia odit homines odit,”) which, says Mr.
Lewes, “ was just the sort of passage to captivate him.”
It may readily be conceded that, whatever evils might
result from the general adoption of so loose a system
of morals, these evils would be much mitigated in one
whose perception of moral as well as .esthetic beauty
was so vivid and intense. But it was not without an injurious influence even upon him. It was the great defect
of Goethe’s character that his virtues, like his faults,
were too often the offspring of mere feeling or impulse
uncontrolled by any fixed principles of duty or right. It
is thus, indeed, we are to explain the fact that so many
of his writings are destitute of anything like a moral
purpose. This charge has been made particularly against
his “ Wilhelm Meister.”
It is not enough to reply that
the author did not set himself up as a preacher of morality.
His admirers will not deny that he aimed to give
a picture of human life, or a narrative of human events
in either case there should have been at least so much
of moral teaching as we find everywhere interwoven with
the tissue of human affairs.
If Goethe had possessed a
just and true appreciation of the importance of moral
principles, such a conviction could not fail to make
itself felt in his works.
The moral need not, to use the
language of Miss Edgeworth, be “sewed on in purple
:

patches,” but be “interwoven with the very texture of
the stuff.”
In the dramas of Shakspeare we perceive a
moral element constantly pervading the story, yet withSo in
out being in the least obtruded upon the reader.
history we behold a “ divinity that shapes our ends, rough
hew them how we will.”* Many of Goethe’s sincerest
admirers have felt and acknowledged the faults in his
character to which we have adverted. While giving him
credit for a rare sincerity and for many generous and
noble qualities, they cannot help regretting the absence
of a fixed and lofty moral purpose which might serve as
a keystone to his other attributes. (Respecting Goethe’s
character and moral influence, see an excellent article
in the “Edinburgh Review” for July, 1857, vol. cvi.)
With regard to Goethe’s rank as a man of genius, if we
cannot concede all that Carlyle and some of his other
devoted admirers claim for him, still less can we agree
with De Quincey, that, owing to a rare combination of
external circumstances, it has been his fortune to take a
far higher rank in European literature than his actual
merits would justify.
But these are questions which the
reader must examine and settle for himself.
See Lewes, “Life of Goethe,” 2 vols., 1855; Goethe, Autobiography, “Aus meinem Leben Dichtung und Wahrheit,” 5 vols.,
1811-12, (translated into English by Parke Godwin, 2 vols., 1847 ;)
Viehoff, “Gothe’s Leben,” 4 vols., 1847; Eckermann, “ Conversations with Gothe,” (“ Gesprache mit Gothe;”) “ Characteristics of
Gothe,” by Sarah Austin, 3 vols., London, 1833; Carlyle, “ Essays;” De Quincey, “Biographical Essays,” article “ Goethe ;”
Emerson, “Representative Men;” Longfellow, “Poets and
Poetry of Europe,” 1855; Heinrich Doring, “Goethe’s Leben,”
1828; Varnhagen von Ense, “Goethe in den Zeugnissen der Mitlebenden,” 1823; Rosenkranz, “Goethe und seine Werke,” 1856;
Carl Morgenstern, “J. W. Goethe,” 1833; Marmier, “ Etudes
sur Goethe,” 1835; F. Pfeiffer, “Goethe und Klopstock,” 1840;
F. Riemek,
J. W. Schaefer, “J. W. Goethe’s Leben,” 1851
;

“ Mittheilungeniiber Goethe,” 2 vols., 1841 A. Nicolovius, “Ueber
etc., 1828; Duntzer, “Gothe als Dramatiker,” 1837.
;

Goethe,”

Goettling. See Gottling.
Goetz. See GoTZ.
Goetze. See Gotze.
Goetzinger. See Gotzinger.
Goez. See Goz.
Goffe or Gough, gof, (Thomas,) an English divine
and dramatist, born in Essex about 1592. He was the
author of tragedies entitled “The Raging Turk,” and
“Orestes;” also of several comedies. Died in 1629.
Goffe, gof, (William,) an English Puritan and regicide, was one of the judges of Charles I., and a general
in Cromwell’s army. In company with Whalley, another
outlaw, he retired to New England in 1660, and lived
in concealment.
During an attack of the savages on
Hadley, (1675,) Goffe, it is said, suddenly appeared,
rallied the whites, and repulsed the enemy.
See Neal’s “History of New England.”
Goffredo di Buglione. See Godfrey of Bouillon.
Gogol, go'gol, (Nikolai Vassilievitch,) a celebrated
Russian writer, born about 1810. Having visited Saint

Petersburg about 1830, he published soon after a series
of tales entitled “Evenings at a Farm-House,” containing admirable delineations of rural life in Russia.
They
immediately obtained great popularity, and were translated into French by M. Viardot.
His next publication
was the comedy of the “ Revisor,” which also met with
brilliant success, and is perhaps the most popular work
of the kind in the language. “ The Dead Souls,” (1842,)
a comic satire on ignorance and prejudice, was received
with equal enthusiasm. Gogol, who had previously been
appointed professor of history in the University of Saint
Petersburg, soon after visited Rome, where he wrote a
series of letters (published at Saint Petersburg in 1847)
which gave great offence to his liberal friends in Russia.
In these he appears as the defender of tyranny, both in
church and state, instead of the advocate of serf-emancipation and popular progress, as he had shown himself in
* One of the ablest and most thorough historians of the present
and one who will scarcely be accused of a disposition to accept
popular theories without examination, tells us that, amid all the half

age,

truths and uncertainties of history, one lesson
that

* For a remarkable instance of
iv. chapter viii.

this,

see Lewes’s “ Life of Goethe,”
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his novel of “The Dead Souls.” He returned to Russia
in 1848, and died at Moscow in February, 1852.
An
excellent French translation of the “Revisor” has been

Goldoni, gol-do'nee, (Carlo,)
passion for

a celebrated

Italian

Venice in 1707. He manifested a
theatrical performances in early childhood,

comic author, born

in

made by M. Merimee, and an imperfect English version and wrote a comedy at
of “ The Dead Souls” came out in 1854, entitled “ Home- rally educated, studied

the age of eight.
He was libelaw, and graduated at Padua in
1731, after which he practised as an advocate in Venice
for a short time.
In 1734 he produced a drama called
“Belisario.” He married a Genoese lady in 1736. Having
renounced the profession of advocate, he composed in
rapid succession numerous comedies, which were per-

Life in Russia.”
See “Nouvelle Biographie Generale
view” for April, 1868.

“British Quarterly Re-

Goguet, go'g kr (Antoine Yves,) a French
,

jurist,

Paris in 1716.
He wrote an important work
On the Origin of Laws, Arts, and Sciences, and their
Progress among the Ancients,” (3 vols., 1758,) “the
success of which,” says M. Weiss, “was brilliant and
merited.” (“ Biographie Universelle.”) Died in 1758.
Gohier, go'e-a/, (Louis J£r6me,) a director of the
French republic, was born at Semblangay in 1746. He
was elected to the Legislative Assembly in 1791, and
succeeded Garat as minister of justice in March, 1793.
Having been removed in April, 1794, he was elected a
member of the Directory in June, 1799. He was president of the Directory when Bonaparte returned from
Egypt, and, in concert with Moulins, opposed the coup
d'etat of the 18th Brumaire, even after their colleagues
had resigned. “ He was an honest citizen,” says Thiers,
“and devoted to the republic.” (“History of the French
Revolution.”) Died in Paris in 1830.
See Louis Jerome Gohier, “Memoires,” 2 vols., 1824; “Nou-

born

in

formed with applause, and effected an important reform

“

velle Biographie Generale.

Gohl.

of the Italian theatre. He became a resident of Paris in
1761, and received a pension from the king, who also
He
appointed him Italian teacher to the princesses.
wrote several comedies in French, one of which, “ Le
Bourru bienfaisant,” (1771,) met with brilliant success.
Among his other comedies are “ The Flatterer, ”(“ L’ Adulatore,”) “La Donna di Garbo,” “ II Bugiardo,” and “ II

Vecchio bizarro.” Goldoni was one of the best comic
writers that Italy has produced.
He died in Paris in
1793, leaving Memoirs of his Life, (3 vols., 1787, in
French,) which are said to be very interesting, and
were pronounced by Gibbon “ more comic than the best
comedies of their author.”

MeneSee, also, G. Giovanni, “Vita di Carlo Goldoni,” 1821
ghezzi, “ Memorie della Vita di Carlo Goldoni,” 1827 Luigi Carrer,
“ Saggio su la Vitae su le Opere di C. Goldoni,” 3 vols., 1824; Longfellow, “ Poets and Poetry of Europe.”
;

;

”

(Lewis M.,) an AmeWashington, District of Columbia, in 1805. He became a lieutenant in 1825, married
a daughter of William Wirt, and gained the rank of
commander in 1841. In 1855 he was raised to the rank
of captain, and in September, 1861, took command of the
North Atlantic Blockading Squadron. He commanded
the fleet which co-operated with General Burnside in the
capture of Roanoke Island in 1862. Died in 1876.

Goldsborough,

See Golius.

Gohory

rican rear-admiral,

Gohorry,

go'o're', (Jacques,) a French
litterateur, born in Paris, translated into French Machiavel’s “ Prince,” and other works, and wrote a treatise

“

On

the

or

Knowledge

of the Virtues of the

Herb

called

Petum, [Tobacco,]” (1572.) Died in 1576.
Gois, gwS, (Edme Etienne Franqois,) a French
sculptor, born in Paris in 1765, executed statues of Charlemagne, Joan of Arc, and Bonaparte. Died in 1836.
Golbery, de, deh goFbi're', (Marie Philippe Aim£,)
a French lawyer and antiquary, born at Colmar in 1786,
wrote many antiquarian treatises, and translated into
French Niebuhr’s “ History of Rome.” Died in 1854.
See Querard, “La France Litteraire.”

golz'biir-reh,

born

in

Goldschmidt, golt'shmit (Hermann,) a German
painter and astronomer, born at Frankfort-on-the-Main
in 1802.
He settled in Paris about 1836. Among the

works which have procured him a high reputation are
the “ Cumaean Sibyl,” (1845,) “The Offering to Venus,”
He has acquired celebrity by
(1846,) and “ Cleopatra.”
Golbery, de, (Sylvain Meinrad Xavier,) a French astronomical observations which have resulted in the
discovery of the following asteroids
officer, born at Colmar in 1742, explored the western
Lutetia, (1852,) Pocoast of Africa in 1785-87, and wrote a “Fragment of a mona, (1854,) Atalanta, (1855,) Harmonia and Daphne,
Journey in Africa,” (2 vols., 1802.) Died in 1822.
He died in 1866.
(1856,) Nysa, (1857,) etc.
:

Goldast von Heimingsfeld,

felt',

gol'dSst fon hl'mings-

(Melchior,) a learned historian and

See “Nouvelle Biographie G^ndrale.”

born

jurist,

Goldschmidt, Madame. See Lind, (Jenny.)
Goldschmidt, golt'shmit, (Meyer Aaron,) a Danisn

near Bischofszell, in Switzerland, in 1576. Among his
most important works we may cite “ Scriptores Rerum
Suevicarum,” (1605,) and “ Collectio Constitutionum
Imperialium,” (1607.) Died in 1635.
See F roriep, “ Beitrage zu der Lebensgeschichte des Publicisten
Goldast,” 1789; Bayle, “ Historical and Critical Dictionary
run, “ Memoires.”

novelist,

“

Goldfuss, golt'fooss, (Georg August,) a German
and professor of zoology and mineralogy at
He published
Bonn, was born near Baireuth in 1782.
“ Representations and Descriptions of the Petrifactions
Died
in
1848.
of Germany,” and other works.
Goldhagen, golt'h&'gen, (Hermann,) a German philologist, born at Mentz in 1718, published, besides other
works, a “ Greek-Latin Lexicon, ”(1753.) Died in 1794.
Goldhagen, (Johann Eustace,) a German philologist, born at Nordhausen in 1701, was rector of the
gymnasium of Magdeburg. He translated Herodotus,
Xenophon, and Pausanias into German. Died in 1772.
Gold'ing, (Arthur,) an English writer and able
He
translator, born in London, lived about 1560-90.
finished the translation of Philippe de Mornay’s treatise
“ Sur la Verite du Christianisme,” commenced by Sir
Philip Sidney, and published versions of the theological
works of Calvin and Grosteste, also of Caesar, Seneca,
and other Latin classics. He also translated Ovid’s
“ Metamorphoses” into English verse.
Warton,

sizar in 1745.

See Chrysander.
golt'ml'er, (Andreas,) a German astronomer and astrologer, born at Giinzenhausen in 1603 ;

amusement

died in 1664.
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Here he was more remarkable

for idle-

knowledge of music, and now turned what was once my
into a present means of subsistence. Whenever I approached a peasant’s house towards nightfall, I
played one of my most merry tunes and that procured

“ History of English Poetry.”

long;

Jutland in 1819.

ness and love of dissipation than for his devotion to his
studies.
He took his degree of B.A. in 1749, two years
Yielding to the wishes of his
after the regular time.
uncle, he now prepared to enter the church ; but he was
Flis
rejected by the bishop when he applied for orders.
uncle next sent him to London to study law ; but on
his way he spent in gambling the money furnished for
his travelling expenses, and returned home with empty
pockets.
His generous relative, however, forgave all
his offences, and soon after sent him to study medicine
at Edinburgh, where he spent two years ; after which
he visited Leyden, where he remained about a year, and
then set out, “ with only one clean shirt, and no money in
The
his pocket,” to make the tour of Europe on foot.
following passage in the “Vicar of Wakefield,” which
probably has reference to himself, may explain to us how
he supported himself while travelling. “ I had some

Goldmann.
Goldmayer,

i, e, T, o, u, y,

in

miscellaneous writer, was born in Ireland, at Pallas, in the
county of Longford, in 1728. Having early manifested
a talent for malting rhymes, his uncle, the Rev. Thomas
Contarine, offered to send him at his own expense to the
He entered Trinity College as a
University of Dublin.

Nice-

naturalist,

See

born

The Homeless Man,” (5 vols., 1853—57.)
Gold'smith, (Oliver,) an eminent poet and

;

y,

not only a lodging, but subsistence for the next day.”
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He sojourned six months at Padua, in Italy, and is supto have taken his medical degree either at that
place or Louvain.
Having heard, while in Italy, of the
death of his uncle, he immediately set out for England,
posed

where he landed

in 1756.

On his arrival in London he was first employed as an
usher in a school at Peckham, and afterwards became
an apothecary’s assistant. In 1758 he was appointed
physician to one of the factories in India, but he declined
the offer, and turned his attention to the study of letters.
In 1759 he published his “Present State of Literature
in Europe.”
In the same year he wrote several essays
for a periodical called “ The Bee,” of which only eight
numbers appeared. He next published some contributions to Smollett’s “ British Magazine,” and the “Chinese Letter.” In 1762 he wrote “The Vicar of Wakefield,” while under arrest for debt, from which he was
released by Dr. Johnson, who obtained from a bookseller
£60 for the work. It was not published, however, till
1766.
“The Traveller,” a part of which had been written in Switzerland, came out in 1764.
It was received
with great favour, and at once established the reputation of its author.
About this time he wrote “ Letters
from a Nobleman to his Son,” “Life of Beau Nash,”
and several compilations. In the early part of 1768
the comedy of “ The Good-natured Man” was brought
out at Covent-Garden Theatre, but was not very well
received.
“The Deserted Village” appeared in 1770.
Soon after this he began his Histories of Rome, Greece,
and England, and also engaged, with several of his literary friends, in a periodical called “The Gentleman’s
Journal,” which, however, had a very brief existence,
dying, as Goldsmith said, “of too many doctors.”
His
next comedy, “ She Stoops to Conquer,” came out in
1
773 and met with complete success. Dr. Johnson said
,

“he knew of no comedy for many years that had
answered so much the great end of comedy, making an
audience merry.” His “ History of the Earth and Animated Nature” was published in 1774. Shortly after the
appearance of this work, Goldsmith was attacked by a
fever, which, being aggravated by improper treatment,
and also by pecuniary troubles, caused his death, on
the 4th of April, 1774.
Though Goldsmith’s fame rests
chiefly on his poems, he merits little less admiration as
that

—

a prose-writer.
The rich yet delicate humour of some
of his essays has perhaps never been excelled.
He
possessed great benevolence and warmth of feeling, but
he wanted steadiness of principle, and was at all times
the creature of impulse.
He also manifested on many
occasions a considerable degree of vanity and feelings
of petty jealousy.
“Of all romances in miniature,” says Schlegel, “the
‘Vicar of Wakefield’ is the most exquisite;” and this
may be said to be the judgment of nearly all competent
critics.
Perhaps no English prose work of fiction is so
generally admired in Germany as that above named.
See John Forster, “Life and Adventures of O. Goldsmith,”
1848; W. Irving, “Goldsmith; a Biography,” 1850; James Prior,
“Life of O. Goldsmith,” 2 vols., 1837; Johnson’s and Chalmers’s
“Lives of the English Poets;” Percy, “ Life of Goldsmith,” 1S01
John Mitford, “Life of O. Goldsmith;” Sir W. Scott’s Miscellaneous Prose Works; “London Quarterly Review,” vol. lvii.
“ Edinburgh Review” for April,
1837 Macaulay’s notice of Gold;

smith

in

the “Encyclopaedia Britannica.”

Go-li'ath, [Heb. IV Sj, ] a giant leader of the Philistines, is supposed to have flourished in the eleventh
century B.c. Having challenged the Israelites to single
combat, no one was found willing to meet him except
David, who slew him with a stone from his sling. (See
1st Book of Samuel.)
Go'li-us, (Jakob,) an eminent Dutch Orientalist,
born at the Hague in 1596. He distinguished himself
at the University of Leyden by his attainments in the
classics, mathematics, and philosophy, and subsequently
studied Arabic under Erpenius. In 1622 he accompanied
the

Dutch embassy

to

Morocco as

interpreter,

and pre-

sented a memorial in Arabic to the emperor. Erpenius
having died in 1624, Golius succeeded him as professor
of Arabic at Leyden. He soon after obtained permission
to visit the East, and, having spent four years in Asia
Minor and Arabia, returned in 1629, bringing with him
a very large and choice collection of manuscripts.
He
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had been appointed during his absence professor of mawork is his “ Lexicon ArabicoLatinum,” (1653,) which is still highly esteemed he also

thematics. His principal

;

finished the translation of Elmacin’s

“Plistory of the
Saracens,” which was begun by Erpenius, and published
other learned works.
Died in 1667.
See J. F. Gronovius, “ Laudatio funebris J. Gobi,” 1668 Bayi. n,
“Historical and Critical Dictionary;” “Nouvelle Biographie Gene;

rale.”

Golius, (Pieter,) brother of the preceding, born at
Leyden, was also distinguished as an Oriental scholar.
He became professor of Arabic in the Carmelite Seminary at Rome, and was afterwards a missionary to Asia,
where he founded a monastery of his order on Mount
Lebanon. He translated into Arabic the “ Imitation of
Jesus Christ,” and published other works. Died in 1673.
Gollut, go'lii', (Louis,) a French historian, born in
Burgundy, wrote “Historical Memoirs of the Republic
and the Princes of Burgundy.” Died in 1595.
Golovin, go-lo-veen', (Feodor Alexievitch,) a distinguished Russian, who became high-chancellor under
Peter the Great. In 1689 he was commissioned to sign
a treaty of perpetual peace between Russia and China.
Died in 1706. His son Nicholas, born in 1694, was
sent as Russian minister to the court of Sweden, and
became afterwards president of the College of the Ad-

Died

miralty.
See

in 1745.

Bantich-Kamenski, “Histoire des Hommes

Regne de

Pierre

le

illustres

du

Grand.”

Golovin or Golowin, (Ivan,) a Russian senator and
admiral, distinguished for integrity, lived in the reign of
Peter the Great, who ordered a medal to be struck in
his honour.
He was made a vice-admiral in 1725.
See Berch, “Histoire d’lvan Golovin.”
Golovin, Golovine, or Golowin, (Ivan,) a Russian
born about 1816, travelled in England, France,
and Germany, and in 1855 visited the United States. He
published “Russian Types and Characters,” (1847,)
“Russia under Nicholas I.,” (in French,) and “Stars
and Stripes or, American Impressions.”

litterateur,

;

Golovin, Golovine, or Golowin, (Semen VassiLIEVITCH,) a Russian general and statesman, born in
Having supported the claims of Michael Feo1560.
dorovitch to the throne, he was rewarded with a title
of nobility, and appointed Governor-General of Kazan.
Died in 1634.
Golovine. See Golovin.
Golovkin, go-lov-ken', (Gabriel,) Count, a Russian
statesman, born in 1660, was a favourite of Peter the
Great, whom he accompanied in several of his campaigns.
He was created chancellor of the empire in
He was also patronized by Catherine I. and
1709.
Peter II. Died in 1734.
Golovnin, Golovnine, or Golownin, go-lov-neen',
(Vasilii,) a Russian navigator, who sailed in 1809 to
a survey of the coasts of the Russian empire.
After an absence of two years, during which he was
imprisoned for a time in Japan, he returned to Russia,
where he published in 1816 an account of his voyage
and captivity, which was translated into several lan-

make

Died in 1832.
See “ Nouvelle Biographie Generale
view” for November, 1820.

guages.
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Golowin. See Golovin.
Golowkin. See Golovkin.
Golownin. See Golovnin.
Goltz, golts, (August Friedrich Ferdinand,)
Count, a Prussian statesman, born at Dresden in 1765.
In conjunction with Kalckreuth, he concluded the peace
of Tilsit, and in 1812 he negotiated the treaty between
France and Prussia. He was subsequently appointed
grand marshal of the court. Died in 1832.
Goltz, von, fon golts, (Georg Conrad,) Baron, an
able Prussian general, born in Pomerania in 1704.
He
was appointed adjutant-general by Frederick the Great

Died in 1747.
Goltzius, golt'se-us, (Heinrich,) a celebrated Dutch
engraver and painter, born near Venloo in 1558. He
studied under Leonhard at Haarlem, and afterwards at
in 1740-.

Rome.

He

executed a number of good pictures

his reputation rests chiefly
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of great excellence and very numerous. Among these
we may name the “ Annunciation,” after Raphael, the
“ Adoration of the Shepherds,” after Bassano, and an
“Adoration of the Kings.” Died at Haarlem in 1617.
See Descamps, “Les Peintres Flamands;” Naglek, “ Neues
Allgemeines Kiinstler-Lexikon. ”

Goltzius, (Hubert,) a Dutch antiquary, artist, and
numismatist, born at Venloo in 1526. He was appointed
royal historiographer and painter by Philip II. of Spain,
to whom he dedicated one of his works.
He published
“Roman Fasti from Antique Coins,” etc., (“Fasti
Magistratum et Triumphorum Romanorum,” etc.,) and
other similar treatises.
Died at Bruges in 1583.
See Nic^ron, “ M e moires
Foppens, “ Bibliotheca Belgica:”
“ Nouvelle Biographie Gen^rale;” Felix van Hulst, “ H.
Goltzius.”

Gomar, go'mar, (Francis,) a celebrated Protestant
theologian and controversialist, born at Bruges in 1563.
He completed his studies at Oxford and Cambridge in
England, and in 1594 was appointed professor of theology at Leyden. He filled the same chair at Saumur
in 1614, and subsequently became professor of Hebrew
and divinity at Groningen, (1618.) He is chiefly known
from his controversy with Arminius and the Calvinistic
party in Holland received from him the name of Gomarists.
Died at Groningen in 1641.
;

See R. Simon, “ Histoire critique des principaux Commentateurs
du Nouveau Testament,” chap. xl. Bayi.e, “ Historical and Critical
Dictionary;” “Nouvelle Biographie G6n4rale.”
;

Gomara,

de, di go-mfi'rfi, (Francisco Lopez,) a

Spanish historian, born at Seville in 1510, was the author of a “ Cronica de la Nueva Espana,” published in
1 553.
It is written in a concise and elegant style, and
was translated into several languages. Died about 1560.
See Prescott, “History of the Conquest of Mexico,” vol. ii.
book v.
Gombauld, de, deh g6N'bo',(jEAN Ogier o'zhe-i',)
a French poet and epigrammatist, one of the founders of
the French Academy, was born at Saintonge in 1567.
He was celebrated for his wit, and was one of the circle
who frequented the Hotel de Rambouillet. His works
include romances, dramas, and sonnets, and epigrams
which were particularly admired. It is related of him
that he once read one of his poems to Cardinal Richelieu, who remarked, “ Here are some things I do not
understand.” “That is not my fault,” replied GomAmong his principal works may be named
bauld.
“ Endymion,” a prose romance, and “ Amaranthe,” a

—

pastoral.
Died in 1666.
Bayle,
See Pellisson, “ Histoire de PAcademie Fran^aise
Moreri, “Dictionnaire
“Historical and Critical Dictionary;”
Historique;” “Nouvelle Biographie Gendrale.

Gomberville, Le Roi de,

Rwi deh

g6N'b£R'v£l',
(Marin,) a French litterateur, born in Paris in 1600,
wrote many poems and romances, and was one of the
Died in 1674.
first members of the French Academy.
See Pellisson, “Histoire de PAcademie Frangaise.”
leh
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Gomera,

de. See Gomara.
Go'mer-sall, (Robert,) an English divine and poet,
born in London in 1600. He published a tragedy
entitled “Ludovic Sforza,” “The Levite’s Revenge,” a
poem, and a number of sermons. Died in 1646.
See Wood, “ Athenae Oxonienses.”
Gomes or Gomez, go'mez, (Francisco Dias,) a
Portuguese poet and critic, born at Lisbon. He wrote
“ The Seasons,” and other poems, also a critical essay
on the styles of Sa de Miranda, Ferreira, and Camoens,
Died in 1795.
(1790.)

Gomez, (Sebastiano,) a celebrated Spanish painter,
called “the Mulatto of Murillo,” born at Seville about
1616.
He was originally a slave of Murillo, but, on account of the genius he displayed, was liberated by his
master and received among his pupils. Among his master-pieces is a “ Virgin and Child.”
Died about 1690.
See Quilliet, “Dictionnaire des Peintres Espagnols.”

Gomez,
Poisson

de, deh go'mSz', (Madeline AngHlique
—pwi's^N',)
Madame, a French novelist, born

in 1684.
Among her best works are “Les
Cent Nouvelles” and her “ Persian Anecdotes.” Died

in Paris
in 1770.

Gomez de Becerra, de, di go'mlth di bi-th§r'r5,
(Alvaro,) a Spanish jurist and statesman, born in Estremadura in 1771, became a senator and president of
the chamber of the Cortes.

Gomez de Castro, (Alvarez.) See Castro.
Gomez de Ciudad Real, go'mSth di the-oo-Dii/
(Alvarez,) a Spanish Latin poet, born at Guadalaxara in 1488.
He wrote several Latin poems, among
which is “ Thaliachristia,” (1522.) Died in 1538.

ri-il',

Gomez de Ciudad Real, (Ff.rdinando,) born at
Ciudad Real in 1388, became physician to John IP,
King of Castile. Died in 1457.
Gomez (or Gomes) de Oliviera, go'mSz di o-leve-a'ri, (Antonio,) a Portuguese poet, who lived about
1620.
He wrote “Idyls of the Sea,” (“ Idylios maritimos,”) and numerous sonnets.

Gomez de
Gomez de
kdN'sSl',

Silva.

See Silva.

Vasconcelle, de, deh go'm£z' deh

vis'-

(Louise Genevieve,) a

literary lady, of Portuguese extraction, published an abridged translation
of the “Orlando Furioso” into French; also several
romances. Died in 1718.
Gomez-Ferreira, go'mSz fgr-nFe-ri, (Luis,) a learned
Portuguese physician, born in i68oT" He wrote a valuable work, entitled “ Mineral Treasury.”
Died in 1741.

Gomm, (Sir William

May'nard,) a

British general,

born in 1784. Pie served in the Peninsula, 1808-14, and
at Waterloo.
He became commander-in-chief in India
in 1850 and was relieved in 1855.
In 1868 he attained
the baton of a field-marshal, and four years later he was
appointed constable of the Tower. Died in 1875.

Gon9alves, (Joaquim Affonso,) a learned Portuguese mi-sionarv and Chinese scholar, born in 1780. In
1812 he visited Brazil, the Philippine Islands, and Macao.
He published a Portuguese-Chinese Grammar, entitled
“Arte China,” (1829,) and a “Diccionario PortuguezChina.”

Died

in 1841.

Gondebaud,

gdN'deh-bo', or Gun'do-b&ld, second
son of Gondioc, King of Burgundy. Having slain his
brother Chilperic, and defeated his army, he ascended
the throne in 491 a.d.
In 499 he made an unsuccessful
attempt to reconcile the Catholics and Arians. He was
defeated near Dijon, in 500 a.d., by Clovis, King of the
Franks, to whom he became tributary. He drew up a sys-

tem of law's for his subjects, since called the “Burgundian Code.” In religion he was an Arian. Died in 516.
See Sismondi, “Histoire des Frangais.”

Gondebaud

or Gon'do-vfild, King of Aquitaine,
surnamed Ballomer, was a natural son of Clotaire I.
On the death of Chilperic, King of Austrasia, he succeeded to the throne, (584.) He was afterwards betrayed
into the hands of Gontran, King of Burgundy, and put
to death, 585.

See Sismondi, “ Histoire des Frangais.”

Gondebaud-Ballomer.

See preceding article.
Gondegisile, gSN'deh-zhe'siM', [Lat.GoNDEGisi'i.us,]
Gomes or Gomez, (Joao Baptista,) a distinguished a younger son of Gondioc, King of Burgundy, was born
Portuguese dramatist, wrote a very popular tragedy about 470 a.d. He ruled over the territory between the
entitled “Inez de Castro,” (published about 1806.)
It
Rhone and the Doubs, and was an ally of Clovis. He
has been translated into French and German. Died was killed by his brother Gondebaud in 501.
Gon'de-mar or God'o-mar, King of Burgundy, was
about 1812.
See Longfellow, “Poets and Poetry of Europe.”
He reigned from 523 to 534 A.D.,
a son of Gondebaud.
Gomez, go'mSth, (Fernando,) a Spanish soldier, and defeated Clodomir, King of Orleans, in battle.
Gon'de-mar, (Flavius,) was elected king of the
born at Toledo in 1138, distinguished himself by his
He Visigoths in Spain in 610 A.D. Died in 612.
skill and bravery in the wars against the Moors.
Gonderic. See Gondioc.
is said to have been the original founder of the order of
Gondi. See Retz, Cardinal de.
Alcantara.
Died in 1182.
Gondi, de, deh giN'de', (Philippe Emanuel,) a
Gomez, (Juan,) a Spanish painter, born about 1550,
naval officer, born at Limoges in 1584. In 1622
Philip
II.
Died
French
in 1597.
became court painter to
See “Nouvelle Biographie Gendrale.”
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he assisted the Duke of Guise in the blockade of La
Rochelle.
He was a patron of the celebrated Vincent
de Paul. Died in 1662.
Gondicaire, gbN'de'kSR 7 [Lat. Gundica'rius,] or
Gundaliaire, first King of Burgundy, born about 385
a.d. Having invaded Germany about 413, he established
himself with his subjects on the Rhine, whence the
Romans vainly endeavoured to expel them. Ilis army
was defeated by the Huns under Attila in 436, and he

cess,”

himself slain.
See Sismondi, “Histoire des Franfais.”

Gon'di-oc

or Gon'der-ic, [Lat. Gunderi'cus,] son
of Gondicaire, noticed above, was the second King of
Burgundy, and ascended the throne in 436 a.d. He
greatly extended, both by conquest and by treaties, the

him by his father. Died about 473.
See Aug. Thierey, “ Lettres sur 1’Histoire de France.”

territory left

Gondola, gon'do-ia, (Giovanni di Francesco,) a
distinguished poet, born at Ragusa, in Illyria, in 1588.
He wrote an epic poem entitled the “ Osmanide,” in
which he celebrates the deeds and misfortunes of Osman
I.
He also translated into Illyrian Tasso’s “Gerusalemme Liberata,” and wrote other works. Died in 1638.
His son Sigismund was an accomplished poet, and
became rector of the republic of Ragusa.
See F. M. Appendini, “Memoria sulla Vitae su gli Scritti di G.
F. Gondola,” 1837.
,

(Jacques,) a French archi-

born at Saint-Ouen-sur-Seine in 1737. He designed
the Ecole de Chirurgie, since called Eicole de Medecine,
in Paris, which, says Quatremere de Quincy, “is the
tect,

most classic
in 1818.
See

work of the eighteenth century.”

Quatrem&re de Quincy, “

Died

Vies des plus cdtebres Archi-

tectes.”

Gondrin, de, deh giN'dR&N', (Louis Antoine de
Fardaillan deh pf R'di'yfiN 7 ,) Due d’Antin, (d 3 .V-

—

t&N 7 ,) a French courtier, born in 1665, was a son of
Madame de Montespan. He won the favour of Louis
XIV., and of his son, the dauphin. Died in 1736.
See “Nouvelle Biographie G^ndrale.”

(“

Handbuch des gemeinen Processes,” 4

vols.,

Died in 1827.
1805.)
See H. J. Jack, “N. T. von Gonner’s Biographie,” 1813.

Gonsalo,

,

Gondouin, giN'doo-iN 7

GONZAGA
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(Fernando,) Count of

gon-s&'Io,

Castile,

Spanish military commander, who gained a victory
over Sancho, King of Navarre, in 924, and afterwards
defeated the Moors in several engagements.
a

Gonsalvo, gon-sS.l'vo, Gonzalo,

Gon-

gon-thi'lo, or

qalo de Cordova, (Hernandez or Fernandez,) [Fr.
Gonsalve df, Cordoue, gbN'sflv 7 deh koR'doo 7 ,] a
celebrated Spanish commander, surnamed the Great
Captain, was born at Montilla, near Cordova, in 1443,
(or, according to some writers, in 1453.) He was a brother of Don Alonzo de Aguilar. He distinguished himself in the long war of Granada which ended in 1492. In
1495 he was selected by Queen Isabella to command the
army sent to aid the King of Naples against Charles VIII.
of France. He expelled the French by a rapid succession
of victories, succoured the pope by capturing Ostia from
a piratical horde, and returned to Spain in 1498. A secret
treaty for the partition of the kingdom of Naples having
been made by Ferdinand of Spain and Louis XII. of
France in 1500, Gonsalvo was appointed lieutenant-general of Calabria and Apulia.
The French and Spaniards
were involved in a war with each other in 1502. “The
Great Captain” gained decisive victories at Cerignola
and Garigliano in 1503, and drove the French out of the
kingdom of Naples. In 1506 he was recalled to Spain
by Ferdinand, who was jealous of his glory or suspicious
of his loyalty.
He was received with enthusiasm by the
people, but was treated with coldness at court.
Died
at Granada in 1515. “ His splendid military successes,”
says Prescott, “have made the name of Gonsalvo as
familiar to his countrymen as that of the Cid, which,
floating down the stream of popular melody, has been
treasured up as a part of the national history.
His
characteristics were prudence, coolness, steadiness of
purpose, and intimate knowledge of man. He betrayed
none of the cruelty and licentiousness which disgrace
the age of chivalry.”
(See Prescott’s “ Ferdinand and
Isabella,” vol. ii. Part II., chap. ii. ; and vol. iii. chaps,
xii., xiv., and xxiv.)
.

.

.

Gondrin, de, (Louis Henri de Pardaillan,) a
See Paolo Giovio, “De Vita et Rebus gestis G. F. Cordubae;”
French Jansenist, born in the diocese of Aucb in 1620. Brantome, “ Vies des grands Capitaines M. J. Quintana, “ Vida
de G. F. de Cordova,” 1827 Fernandez de Pulgar, “ Coronica del
He was made Archbishop of Sens in 1646. Died in 1674. gran
Capitan G. F. de C6rdova,” 1580.
Gon'dulf or Gun'dulf, a French prelate, born in
Gonthier, gon'teeR, one of the best poets of the thirthg diocese of Rouen in 1023, became Abbot of Saint
Stephen’s at Caen, and in 1076 was made Bishop of teenth century, was born in Germany. His chief work
is entitled “Ligurinus sive de Rebus a Friderico I.
Rochester
DiedinnoS.
Gonelli, go-nel'lee, or Gonnelli, gon-nel'lee, (Gio- gestis,” (“On the Achievements 7of Frederick I.”)
Gonthier, [Fr. pron. giN^te-a ,] (Johann,) a German
vanni,) an Italian sculptor, surnamed “ the Blind Man
of Cambassi,” born in Tuscany in 1610.
He became physician and Hellenist, was born at Andernach in 1487.
physician to Francis I. of France in 1535, and
blind at the age of twenty, but continued the practice He became
lectured on anatomy at Paris, where Vesalius was among
of his art, and, it is said, modelled portraits in clay by
Having been persecuted as a Protestant,
his pupils.
the touch alone.
Died in 1664.
Gonet, go'ni', (Jf.an Baptiste,) a learned French he retired to Strasburg, where he was chosen professor
Dominican, born at Beziers in 1616, became professor of Greek. Among his works, which were highly esof theology at Bordeaux.
He published a work entitled teemed, are “ Anatomical Institutes according to the
“ Shield of the Theology of the Thomists,” (“ Clypeus Views of Galen,” (“Anatomicae Institutiones secun;

.

Theologiae Thomisticae,” 18 vols. l2mo,) of which Bayle
remarks, “ The Spaniards call it a very pretty compendium of divinity.” Died in 1681.
Gongora y Argote, gon-go'rl e aR-go'ti, (Luis,) a
Spanish poet, born at Cordova in 1561. He took holy
orders at the age of forty-five, before which he had com-

posed elegant sonnets,

satires,

and ballads.

He became

chaplain to Philip III. about 1616.
In the latter part
of his life he adopted a fantastic, affected, and obscure
style, which he called estilo culto, and which was imitated by many of his contemporaries and is sometimes
called Gongorism.
Died in 1627.
See Ticknor, “ History of Spanish Literature;” Longfellow,
“Poets and Poetry of Europe;” N. Antonio, “Bibliotheca Hispana Nova.”

Gonnelieu, de, deh gon'le-uh

7
,

(Jerome,) a French
born at Soissons

Jesuit, pulpit orator, and theologian,
in 1640 ; died in 1715.

Gonner or Goenner, gon'ner, (Nikolaus ThadDAUS,) a German jurist, born at Bamberg in 1764.
He
published, among other works, a treatise “On German
Public Law,” (1804,) and a “Manual of Common Pro-

dum

Galeni Sententiam,” 1536,) and

Modern Medicine,”

(“

De Medicina

“On

Ancient and
et nova,”

veteri

Died in 1574.
1571.)
See H6rissant, “ Eloge de Gonthier d’Andernach,” 1765 NiceEloy, “ Dictionnaire de la Medecine;”
ron, " Hommes illustres
M. Adam, “Vitte Medicorum.”
;

Gontran, giWtuSN 7 a son of Clotaire I., inherited
kingdom of Burgundy in 561 A.D. Died in 593.
Gonzaga, gon-z 3 7 gS, (Thomas Antonio,) a popular
,

the

.

Portuguese

lyric poet,

born at Oporto in 1747, was sur-

named Dirceo. He was banished for a political offence
to Mozambique in 1793, and died there in the same year.
;” “
NouSee F. Denis, “ Resume de 1’Histoire litterairedu Bresil
Biographie Gdndrale.”

velle

Gonzaga, de* deh

gon-zS'gi, [Fr.

Gonzague,

gi.N

7

-

zig 7 ,] (Anne,) Princess-Palatine, born about 1616, was a
daughter of Charles, Duke of Mantua and Nevers. She
was married in 1645 to Edward, a son of Frederick V.,
Prince-Palatine and King of Bohemia. She passed much
*
di;)

authorities give these names without the particles, ( de or
inserting them we have followed the “ Nouvelle Biographie

Some
in

Gene rale.”
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French court, and was distinguished for her
and influence in the war of the Fronde.
Died in 1684. Bossuet pronounced her funeral oration.
See Cardinal de Retz, “M^moires;” Senac de Meilhan,

wrote verses and Latin Memoirs of his own

“Memoires cTAnne de Gonzague,”

an Italian military commander, born in 1531, served with
distinction in the wars of Charles V. and Philip II. of
He was also a generous patron of learning and
Spain.

time

at the

political talents

1786.

Gonzaga, de,* di gon-zi'ga, (Maria Louisa,) Queen
of Poland, born about 1612, was a sister of Anne GonHer
zaga, noticed above, and was eminent for beauty.
mother was Catherine of Lorraine. She was married
Ladislas,
King
of
Poland,
who
in 1645 to Sigismond
died in 1648. Soon after that event she became the
Died
wife of his brother and successor, John Casimir.
in 1667.

See “ Nouvelle Biographie Gendrale

Bassompierre,

moires.”

Died

Life, (1791.)

in 1593.

See Possevin, “ Historia Gonzagarum,”

etc.

Gonzaga, di* (Vespasiano,) Duke

the arts.

Died

Gonzague,

of Sabbionetta,

in 1591.

Gonzaga, which see.
Bartolom£, a Spanish
He was patronized
by Philip III., who employed him to restore the Escurial and other palaces.
Died in 1627.
“ MeGonzales, gdN'zi'les', (Louis Jean Emmanuel,) a
French litterateur born at Saintes in 1815, became asthe French of

Gonzales, gon-th 3/l§s,
born

painter,

at

)

(

Valladolid in 1564.

,

Gonzaga, di,*(CARLO,) Duke of Mantua,

Montferrato,
and Nevers, was a grandson of Federico, noticed below,
and heir of his cousin Vincenzo, who died in 1627. His
claim was disputed by the emperor Ferdinand II., whose

He

wrote a successful
sistant editor of the “Siecle.”
novel, entitled “ The Pearl-Diver,” or “ Les Freres de la
“
Cote,” (“ Filibusters,” or Buccaneers.”)
Gonzales-Velasquez, gon-th&'lSs vi-lis'k§th, (Alejandro,) a Spanish painter and architect, born at Madrid

army took and pillaged Mantua in 1630. Gonzaga rein 1719.
He adorned with paintings the royal palace
covered Mantua about a year later. Died in 1637.
Gonzaga, di* or de, (Curtius,) an Italian poet, who of San Ildefonso. Died in 1772.
Gonzales-Velasquez, (Antonio,) a Spanish painter,
lived about 1580. He wrote an epic poem called “ Fido
Pie
brother of the preceding, born in Madrid in 1729.
Amante,” (1582.)
Gonzaga, di,* (Ercole,) an Italian cardinal, son of excelled in frescos, and became court painter in 1757.
Francis II., Duke of Mantua, born in 1505. He became Died in 1793. His brother Luis, born in 1715, was also
Died in 1764.
successively Bishop of Mantua, Cardinal, and Archbishop a painter.
Gonzalez, gon-thi'l£th, or Gonzales, (Diego,) a
He was intimate with Cardinal Bembo
of Tarragona.
Spanish
poet,
born at Ciudad Rodrigo in 1733; died
and other eminent scholars of the time. Died in 1563.
in 1794.

See Ughelli, “Italia Sacra.”

Gonzaga, di* (Federico,) Duke

of Mantua, succeeded his father, Giovanni Francesco, in 1519. He
became an ally of Charles V. in 1521, and fought with
distinction against the French.
He was created Duke
of Mantua by the emperor, and obtained the marquisate
of Montferrato in 1536. Died in 1540.
Gonzaga, di,*[ F r. Gonzague, gdN'zig',] (F erdinand
or Ferrante,) Duke of Molfetta and Guastalla, born in
He
1506, was a younger son of the Duke of Mantua.
acquired a high reputation as a general in the service
of Charles V., who appointed him Viceroy of Sicily in
Died at
1536, and Governor of the Milanese in 1546.
Brussels in 1557.
See Alfonso de Ulloa, “Vita del gran Capitano F. Gonzaga,”
Gosellini, “ Vita del Principe F. Gonzaga,” 1574.

1563

;

Gonzaga, di* (Ferdinando Carlo,)

last Duke of
Milan, succeeded his father in 1665. He was extremely
dissolute. In the war of the Spanish succession he was
the ally of France. The Austrians took Mantua in 1707
and annexed it to the Milanese. He died in 1708.

Gonzaga,

di,*

(Giovanni Francesco,)

first

Marquis

of Mantua, began to reign in 1407.
He waged war
against Visconti, Duke of Milan, and became generalin-chief of the Venetian army in 1432.
He entered the
service of the Duke of Milan in 1438, after which he
defeated the Venetians and their allies under F. Sforza,
one of the ablest generals of that time. He died in 1444,
aged about fifty, and was succeeded by his son Luigi,
who was distinguished as a general and patron of poets

Gonzalez, (Tirso,) a Spanish Jesuit, who was chosen
He wrote a work
general of his order about 1685.
against the doctrine of probability, entitled “Fundamentum Theologiie Moralis,” etc., (1689.) Died in 1705.
See Dupin, “ Bibliotheque des Auteurs ecclesiastiques du dixsepti&me Si&cle.”

Gonzalez-Cabrera-Bueno, gon-thi/lSth ki-bRa'ra
bwa'no, (Don Joz£,) a distinguished admiral, born in
the island of Teneriffe about 1670, was sent in 1701, by
Pedro II., King of Portugal, as commander of a fleet,
He published a valuable treatise
to the Philippines.
on navigation.
Gonzalez de Andrada. See Andrada, (Paoi.o.)
Gonzalez de Berceo, gon-thi'ISth di b^R-tha'o,
(Juan,) the earliest Spanish poet of whom anything is
known, was born in Castile in 1196. He was a Benedictine monk, and wrote in verse the lives of San Domingo de Silos and San Millan'. Died in 1266.
See Ticknor, “History of Spanish Literature;” Sismondi,
“ Literatures du Midi de l’Europe;” Longfellow, “ Poets and
Poetry of Europe.”

Gonzalez- Velasquez. See Gonzales-Velasquez.
Gonzalo or Gonzalvo. See Gonsalvo.
Gonzalvo. See Gonsalvo.
Gooch, (Robert,) an English physician, born at
Yarmouth in 1784. He practised in London, whither
he removed in 1811. He published an excellent work
on “ Diseases Peculiar to Women,” (1829.) Died in 1830.
Good, (John Mason,) an eminent English physician

and author, born at Epping in May, 1764. He was apprenticed to a surgeon at Gosport in 1779, and, having
studied at Guy’s Hospital for a short time, began to
Gonzagarum,” etc.
In 1793 he removed to
practise at Sudbury in 1784.
Gonzaga, di,* (Giovanni Francesco,) a grandson London, where he devoted much attention to literature
He was versed in
of Luigi, became Marquis of Mantua in 1466. He com- and contributed to several reviews.
manded the army which the Italian allies raised in 1495 many ancient and modern languages, which he learned
to resist Charles VIII. of France.
He was general of with uncommon facility. In 1805 he produced a translation in verse of Lucretius “De Rerum Natura.”
the League of Cambrai in 1509.
Died in 1519.
Gonzaga, di,* (Lucrezia,) a learned Italian lady, was Among his chief medical works are a “ Physiological
married to Gian Paolo Manfroni, afterwards imprisoned System of Nosology,” (1817,) and “The Study of Medifor conspiracy against the life of the Duke of Ferrara. cine,” (4 vols., 1822; 2d edition, with notes by Dr.
Samuel Cooper, 5 vols., 1828,) one of the most complete
I ler letters were greatly admired by her contemporaries.
and learned works on that subject that ever appeared
Died in 1576.
Gonzaga, di* [Fr. Gonzague,] (Luigi,) Lord of in the language. He also published “ The Book of
Mantua, was the founder of a sovereign house which Nature,” (3 vols., 1826,) a “Translation of the Book
reigned at Mantua from 1328 to 1707. They belonged of Psalms,” and several original poems. In 1820 he
took the degree of M.D. at Marischal College, Aberdeen.
to the Ghibeline party.
He died in 1361.
Gonzaga, di,* (Scipione,) an Italian writer and car- Died in January, 1827.
Commenting on his translation of Lucretius, Lord
dinal, born in 1542, was an intimate friend of Tasso. He
Jeffrey says, “Upon the whole, this book is very dull,
and as a translation very flat and unpoetical ; yet it is
* See note on preceding page.

and

artists.

See Moreri, “ Dictionnaire Historique;” Possevin, “Historia
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a man of no ordinary vigour or
contains a very correct edition of Lucretius, with more information on the subject of his poem
than could be gathered from all his other commentators
put together.” (“ Edinburgh Review” for April, 1807.)
See Olinthus Gregory, “Memoirs of the Life of J. M. Good,”
1828; “Gentleman’s Magazine” for March, 1827.
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:

work of
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Goodall, good'al, (Edward,) an

English

artist,

as an engraver, born at Leeds in 1 795Ilis vignette landscapes, after Turner, are esteemed
master-pieces.
Among his works are the illustrations
of Rogers’s “Italy” and other poems, and the plates in
Turner’s “ South Coast.” He reproduced the manner
of Turner with exquisite tact. Died in 1870.
Goodall, (Frederick,) an eminent painter of history
and genre, a son of the preceding, was born in London
in 1822.
His early works represent the life of the
peasants of Normandy and Brittany. He produced “The
Departure of the Emigrant-Ship,” and other scenes of
Iri-h life, and English subjects, such as “ The Village
Festival,” (1847,) “Raising the May-pole,” (1851,) and
“Cranmer at the Traitois’ Gate,” (1856.) He was
chiefly

known

chosen A.R.A. in 1852, and a Royal Academician in
Among his later works we may name “ Agricul1863.
ture in the Valley of the Nile,” (1875,) and “The Road
to Mecca ” (1881A

Good'al! or Good'al, (Walter,) a Scottish antiquary, born in Banffshire in 1706.
He published an
“ Examination of the Letters said to be written by
Mary to James, Earl of Bothwell
also an edition of
the “ Scoti-Chronicon” of Fordun. Died in 1766.
Goode, good, (Francis,) an English divine, born about
He wrote “The Better Covenant,” (5th edition,
1797.
Died in 1842.
1848,) which is highly commended.
Goode, (William,) an English theologian, born about
1800.
Among his works is “The Divine Rule of Faith
and Practice,” (2 vols., 1842,) and treatises against the
doctrines of the Puseyites.
He became Dean of Ripon
in i860.

at

Good'man, (Christopher,) an English Puritan, born
Chester about 1520. He retired to the continent in

and became pastor of an English
Geneva. About 1560 he was appointed minister at Saint Andrew’s, Scotland.
He wrote a “ Commentary on Amos.” Died in 1602.
See Wood, “ Athenae Oxonienses.”
the reign of Mary,

church
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at

Goodman, (Godfrey,) an English writer, born in
Denbighshire in 1583. He became Bishop of Gloucester
in 1625, and joined the Church of Rome about 1640.
Pie wrote, besides other works, a “ History of his Own
Times,” which was published in 1839. Died in 1655.
See Fuller, “Church History.”

Good'rich, (Charles A.,) of Hartford, Connecticut,
He wrote,
a historian and clergyman, born in 1790.

1810,

and was a judge of probate

for

many

years.

Died

in 1849.

Goodrich, (Frank B.,) an American writer, son of
Samuel G. Goodrich, noticed below, was born in Boston

He

published, besides several other works,
of Napoleon, or Society under the First
Empire, with Portraits of its Beauties,” etc., (1857.)

in 1826.

“The Court

Goodrich, (Samuel Griswold,) an American writer,
known as Peter Parley, was born at Ridgefield, Con-

He was a publisher in Boston, and
1793.
about 1825 began to write popular books for the young.
He edited a periodical called “ Parley’s Magazine,”
He was consul of the United States in Paris
(1841-54.)

necticut, in

Among his numerous
several years, (1848-52.)
works are “Recollections of a Lifetime,” “Illustrated
Natural History of the Animal Kingdom,” and “Peter
Died in 1863.
Parley’s Own Story,” etc.
Goodrich, (Thomas,) an English prelate, born in
Lincolnshire about 1480.
He rose through various preferments to be Bishop of Ely in 1534. He was also a
member of the privy council under Henry VIII. and
Edward VI., and in 1 551 was made lord chancellor.
He assisted in the compilation of the Bishops’ Book and
the Book of Common Prayer of 1548. Died in 1554.
Good'win, (Francis,) an English architect, among
whose principal works are the Manchester Town Hall
and Lissadell Court. Died in 1835.
Goodwin, (Harvey,) an English bishop, was born
at King’s Lynn in 1818.
He praduated as second
wranglerin 1840, became Dean of Elyin 1858, andBishop
of Carlisle in 1869.
Among his works we may mention
his “Course of Mathematics,”
Memoir of Bishop
“
Mackenzie,” and Walks in the Region of Science and
for

“A

Faith,” (1883.)

Goodwin,

(John,) an English Puritan divine, born

in 1593, resided many years in London,
distinguished for his pulpit eloquence.

where he was

He was a zealous
republican, and defended the execution of the king. By
his writings and in his pulpit he maintained the Arminian
doctrines. He was the author of “ The Divine Authority
of Scripture Asserted,” “Right and Might Well Met,”
“Redemption Redeemed,” etc. The first-named is considered a master-piece of polemic theology. Died in
1665.
See “ Life of John Goodwin,” by Thomas Jackson.
Goodwin, (Thomas,)

an English nonconformist

di-

He took his
vine and writer, born in Norfolk in 1600.
degree at Cambridge, and in 1632 became vicar of Trinity
Church, in that town. This post he soon after resigned,
on account of a change in his religious opinions. After
a short residence in Holland, he was, on his return to
England, elected to the Westminster Assembly, and was
distinguished as one of the ablest and most active leaders
of the Independent party. His zeal in this cause procured for him the favour of Cromwell, who in 1649
appointed him president of Magdalene College, Oxford.
He wrote numerous theological and controversial works,
which enjoy a high reputation. Died in 1679.
See Neal, “History of the Puritans;” Wood, “Athenae Oxo-

besides other works, a “ History of the United States
of America.” Died in 1862.
Goodrich, (Chauncey,) an American Senator, born
at Durham, Connecticut, in 1759, was a son of Elizur,
noticed below.
He was a member of Congress from
1795 to 1801, and represented Connecticut in the Senate nienses.”
of the United States from 1807 to 1813. Died in 1815.
Good'year, (Charles,) an eminent American inGoodrich, (Chauncey Allen,) an American scholar ventor, born at New Haven, Connecticut, in 1800. His
and divine, born at New Haven in October, 1790, was a early education was very defective. He removed in 1826
son of Elizur, noticed below, (1761-1849.) He graduated to Philadelphia, where he opened a small store. About
at Yale College in 1810, and afterwards studied theology.
1834 he became deeply interested in the manufacture of
He was professor of rhetoric and oratory in Yale Col- India-rubber. The cloth, shoes, and other articles made
lege from 1817 to 1839, and in the latter year obtained from this substance had proved failures on account of
In 1847 he the effect produced upon it by heat and cold. After five
the chair of theology in that institution.
produced an enlarged edition of Webster’s Dictionary. years spent in constant experiments, during which time
He also edited Webster’s Unabridged Dictionary, with he and his family lived in extreme destitution, Mr. Goodan Appendix and Vocabulary of Proper Names, (1859,) year succeeded in producing, by means of sulphur, the
and published “ Select British Eloquence,” (1852.) Died vulcanized India-rubber now so extensively used in manuin i860.
factures.
In 1851 he visited London, and exhibited at
See Allibone’s “Dictionary of Authors.”
the Crystal Palace a great variety of useful and ornaGoodrich, (Elizur,) an American divine and scho- mental articles of the new material. He obtained on this
occasion the Grand Council medal.
He also attended
lar, born in Wethersfield, Connecticut, in 1734 ; died
the Paris Exposition of 1855, and received from the
in 1797.
Goodrich, (Elizur,) an American lawyer, son of the French emperor the grand medal of honour and the
preceding, was born in Durham, Connecticut, in 1761. cross of the legion of honour.
He returned to AmeHe was professor of law in Yale College from 1801 to rica in 1858, and devoted himself with untiring energy
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to the perfection of his discoveries, although suffering
from chronic disease. Died in July, i860. “He lived,”
says Parton, “ to see his material applied to nearly five
hundred uses, and to give employment, in England,
France, Germany, and the United States, to sixty thousand persons.
But we should greatly undervalue the
labours of Charles Goodyear if we regarded them only
as opening a new source of wealth.
Art, science,
.
and humanity are indebted to him for a material which
serves the purposes of them all, and serves them as no
other known material could.”
.

.

See Rev. Bradford K. Peirce, “Trials of an Inventor,” New
York, 1866; Parton, “Famous Americans of Recent Times,” 1867.

Googe,

gooj, (Barnaby,) an English translator of the
sixteenth century, published versions of the “Zodiake of
Life,” by Palingenius Stellatus, the “Spanish Proverbs”
of Lope de Mendoza, and Aristotle’s “ Categories
he
was also the author of a collection of sonnets and other

poems.
See Warton, “ History of English Poetry.”
Gook'in, (Daniel,) a writer, born in Kent, England,
about 1612, removed to Massachusetts in 1644. He
became a major-general in 1681. He wrote “ Historical
Collections of the Indians of Massachusetts,” (published

Died in
Gool, van, vfn

in 1792.)

1687.
gol or Hoi, (Jan,) a

Dutch

painter,

born at the Plague in 1685, painted admired landscapes,
and wrote a mediocre “ Biography of Flemish and Dutch

Died

Painters,” (1751.)

in 1757.

Gopffla, one of the names of Krishna, which see.

Goppert

or Goeppert, gop'pSrt, (Heinrich Robert,) professor of medicine and botany at Breslau, was
born in Silesia in 1800. He published a treatise “On
the Anatomical Structure of the Coniferae,” “ On the
Fossil Ferns,” and other similar works.
Gor'dI-an, [Fr. Gordien, goR'de-iN'; Lat. Gordia'nus, (Mar'cus Anto'nius Africa'nus,)] a Roman emHe
peror, born about 160 A.D., of an illustrious family.
was appointed proconsul of Africa in 237, and was declared
emperor by the insurgents who rebelled against MaximiHis son Gordian was associated with him in the
nus.
empire, and their election was confirmed by the Roman
senate.
Soon after this, Capellianus, Governor of Mauritania, assembled an army in favour of Maximinus, and
attacked Carthage.
In the combat that ensued, the

younger Gordian was

slain

;

and

his

aged

father,

on

hearing of his fate, strangled himself, in 238 A.D. Gordian was distinguished for his love of letters, and was
the author of several poems.
He spent a great part of
his immense wealth in procuring games and amusements
for the people.
His reign lasted but six weeks.
See Gibbon, “Decline and Fall of the

Gordian,

[Lat.

Roman Empire.”

225,

Meanwhile, Philippus, an officer in the
army, availing himself of his popularity, caused
himself to be proclaimed a colleague of the emperor,
and soon after had Gordian put to death, in 244 A.D.
the Chaboras.

Roman

Montesquieu,
See Tillemont, “ Histoire des Empereurs
“ Grandeur et Decadence des Romains
Gisbert Cuper, “ His“Gordiani
Gordianorum,”
Capitolinus,
tres.”
toria trium
1697;

Gordianus, the Latin of Gordian, which see.
Gordien, the French of Gordian, which see.
Gor'di-us, a Phrygian peasant who was raised to the
throne, was the father of Midas. His name is associated
with the famous “ Gordian Knot,” which Alexander the
Great, unable to untie, cut with his sword.
Gor'don, (Alexander,) of Achintoul, a relative of
He was
Patrick, noticed below, visited Russia in 1693.
patronized by the Czar, to whom he rendered important
Sweden
and
Poland.
He
services in his wars against
wrote a valuable “History of Peter the Great,” (1755.)

Died

in 1752.
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Gordon, (Alexander,) a distinguished Scottish antiquary, wrote “ Itinerarium Septentrionale,” or travels
Scotland and the North of England, (1726,) and a

in

“Complete History of Ancient Amphitheatres,”
Died in 1750.
See

Chambers

11
,

(1730.)

Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen.”

Gordon, (Andrew,)

a distinguished scholar, born
near Aberdeen in 1712, became professor of philosophy
at Erfurt, in Germany.
He published a work entitled
“ Phenomena of Electricity Exposed,” (1744.)
He made
important discoveries in that science; and he is said to
have been the first who used a cylinder instead of a globe

Died in 1751.
See Priestley, “ History of Electricity.”

in electrical apparatus.

oLl,

Gordon,

goR'ddN', [Lat. Gordo'nus,] (Bernard^ a
French physician, became professor of medicine at Montpellier in 1283. He wrote “ Lilium Medicinse,” and other
professional works.
Died about 1320.
Gordon, (Charles George,) an English soldier,
traveller, and philanthropist, was born in 1833.
Pie
entered the Royal Engineers in 1852, served in the
Crimea, and was afterwards employed to settle theTurkish
frontier in Asia.
In i860 or 1861 he went to China, and
there in 1863-4, as commander-in-chief of the celebrated
“ Ever Victorious Army,” crushed the Tai-ping revolt.
He afterwards went to Egypt and helped the Khedive to
break the power of the slave traders ; he was made a
pasha, and in 1877 appointed governor of the Soud -n.
His immense services there are matter of history. In
1880 he was appointed secretary to the governor-general
of India, but did not take up the office. In 1882 he hdd
a post under the Cape of Good Hope government.
At
the beginning of 1884 he was preparing to start on an
expedition to the Congo, when he was sent to the Soud
to try to restore order.
He was isolated and shut up in

m

Khartoum, which place he

heroically defended for many
months. It at last fell, through internal treachery, 26 Jan
1885, General Gordon being one of the first victims.
,

Gordon, (George,)

Earl of Huntley, an ambitious

and powerlul Scottish nobleman, was a Roman Catholic.
lord chancellor of Scotland about 1546.
Having taken arms against Queen Mary and Regent
Murray, he was defeated and killed in 1562.
Gordon, (George,) sixth Earl of Huntley, a son of
the fifth Eail, was a tuibulent and powerful nobleman.
He engaged in treasonable intrigues with the King of
Spain in order to restore the Romish Church in Scotland.
He rebelled openly in 1594, was defeated, and
Died in 1635.
fled to the continent, but soon returned.
Gordon, (George,) the son of Cosmo George, Duke
On taking his
of Gordon, was born in London in 1750
seat in Parliament, he distinguished himself by his violent

He became

Gordianus, (Marcus Antonius
the elder Gordian, was born about opposition

grandson of
and was proclaimed Caesar by the Roman people
when news arrived of the death of the two Gordians in
Africa.
He was made colleague of the new emperors
Maximus and Balbinus, and after their death became
emperor, in July, 238 a.d. Gordian, accompanied by
his father-in-law, Misitheus, repelled an invasion of
Sapor, King of Persia, in 242. He afterwards attacked
the Persians, and defeated their army on the banks of
Pius,)]
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to the Act of Toleration, passed in 1778 in
favour of the Catholics. In 1780, at the head of a mob
estimated at one hundred thousand persons, Gordon
presented a petition to Parliament for the repeal of the
Act of Toleration, and on its rejection the celebrated
Gordon riots broke out in London. Many buildings and
much property were de troyed. Gordon was tried lor
high treason but was acquitted, because it could not be
proved that he had assembled the populace with bad
intentions.
He died in prison in 1793.

Gordon, (James Huntley,) a learned Jesuit, of a
noble Scottish family, born in Paris in 1543- He became
successively professor of theology and of the learned
languages at Rome, Paris, and Bordeaux, and was also
employed on several apostolic missions. Died in 1620.
”
See Chambers, “ Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen.
Gordon, (Sir John Watson,) an eminent Scottish
He
portrait-painter, born in Edinburgh about I79°painted portraits of nearly all the eminent Scotsmen of
his time, including Sir Walter Scott, the Duke of Argyle, Dr. Chalmers, (1837,) and Professor Wilson, (1851.)
He was chosen president of the Royal Scottish Academy
in 1850, and received the title of painter-limner to the
queen. Died in 1864.
Gordon, (Lady Lucy Duff,) daughter of the celebrated Mrs. Austin, and wife of Sir Alexander Duff
Gordon, published a number of excellent translations
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from the German and French. Among these are Von
Feuerbach’s “ Remarkable Crimes and Trials,” Meinhold’s “Amber Witch,” and the “Celebrated Crimes”
of Dumas.
She wrote “Letters from Egypt,” (1S65.)

Died

in

Egypt

in 1869.

Gordon, (Patrick,)

a Scottish officer, born in 1635,

entered the service of Peter the Great of Russia, whose
favour he won, and who made him commander-in-chief
of his army.
Died in 1699.
See Beckmann, “ Peter der Grosse als Mensch und Regent,”
1S30; “London Quarterly Review” for April, 1832; “Edinburgh
Review” for July, 1856; “ Blackwood’s Magazine” for April, 1861.
Gordon, (Robert,) a Scottish geographer, born in
Aberdeenshire about 1580, was appointed by Charles I.
to complete the “Theatrum Scotiae,” which forms a part
of the geographical work projected by Blaeu of Amsterdam. Died about 1660.
See Chambers, “Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen.”
Gordon, (Sir Robert,) a brother of the Earl of
1791, was sent as ambassador to
and was minister at Vienna from
died
He
at Balmoral in 1847.
1841 to 1846.
Gordon, (Thomas,) a Scottish writer, born at Kirkcudbright about 1685. He was the author, in conjunction with his friend Trenchard, of “Cato’s Letters,” and

Aberdeen, born
Constantinople

in

in 1829,

“The Independent Whig,”
tion of Tacitus

is

(2 vols., 1732.)

esteemed the best

His

in the

transla-

English

language. Died in 1750.
See Chambers, “ Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen.”

Gordon, (Thomas

F.,)

an American historian, pub-

lished a “ History of Pennsylvania,” (1823,) a “Digest
of the Laws of the United States,” (1827,) a “History
of New Jersey,” (1831,) a “Gazetteer of New Jersey,”
(1834,) and other works.

Gordon, (William,) an English

born at
1729, became pastor of an Independent
historian,

Hitcbin in
church at Ipswich. He removed to America in 1770,
preached for some years at Roxbury, Massachusetts,
favoured the popular party in the Revolution, and returned to England in 1786. He published a “History
of the Rise, Progress, and Establishment of the Independence of the United States of America,” (4 vols.,
He states that General Washington furnished
1788.)
material for this work.
Died in 1807.
Gordon, (William,) an English physician and philanthropist, born near Ripon in 1801, practised in Hull. He
wrote a “ Critical Inquiry concerning a New Membrane
of the Eye,” (1832,) and other works.
Died in 1849.
See Newman Hall, “The Christian Philosopher Triumphing
over Death,”

etc.

Gordonus. See Gordon, (Bernard.)
Gore, (Catherine Grace,) originally named FranEnglish authoress, born in Nottinghamshire in 1799. Among her most popular novels,
which are principally delineations of fashionable life,
are “ Cecil or, The Adventures of a Coxcomb,” (1841,)
“ Peers and Parvenus,” “ The Hamiltons,” and “ The
Ambassador’s Wife.” She also published a comedy
entitled “ The School for Coquettes,” and other dramatic
works. Mrs. Gore’s productions display superior talent,
and a number of her novels have been translated into

cis, a distinguished

;

German.

Died

“New

Gorgei. See Gorgey.
Gor'ges, (Sir Ferdinando,) an Englishman, born

in

Somersetshire.
He planted a colony in Maine, and
spent a large sum of money in attempts to explore and
settle that province.
About 1637 he obtained a large
grant of land, and was appointed lord proprietary of
Maine. His colony did not prosper. Died in 1647.
Gorgey or Goergey, goR'gl, (Arthur,) a famous
Plungarian general, born at Toporcz in 1818. He entered
the army in 1837, but retired from it in 1845 and became
a student in the University of Prague. In the spring of
1848 he joined the army which took the field against
Austria, and received a captain’s commission.
Having
given proofs of superior military talents, he was appointed commander-in-chief by Kossuth on the 1st of
November, 1848. He issued in January, 1849, a proclamation against the separation of Hungary from Austria,
and in the next month was superseded by Dembinski,
whom he refused to obey. Fie was soon restored to the
command, and defeated the Austrians at Nagy Sarlo in
April, after which he became minister of war.
Having
been defeated near Komorn in July, he made a skilful
retreat to Arad.
On the nth of August, 1849, he was
appointed dictator, and a few days later he capitulated
without conditions to the Russian general. He was
pardoned by the emperor, and incurred the suspicion of
treason to the cause of Hungary.
In 1852 he published
“My Life and Acts in Hungary in 1848 and 1849.”
Gor'gl-as [Gr. Topyicu;\ of Leontini, a celebrated
orator and sophist, was born at Leontini, (or Leontium,)
in Sicily, and was a contemporary of Socrates.
He was
sent by his fellow-citizens to Athens on a political mission about 426 B.C., soon after which he became a resident of Athens. He taught rhetoric with great eclat and
wrote a philosophical work entitled “ Of the Non-Being,
or of Nature,” in which he argued that nothing has ex,

Some extracts from this are extant.
His mind was eminently subtle and brilliant. Fie appears
to have promoted the advancement of philosophy by demonstrating the distinction between the conception and
its object.
But he was more remarkable for the graces
“ Like a
of language than for earnestness of feeling.
istence or reality.

man of modern times,” says Fournier, “he propagated doubt with finesse, and suggested or generated
ideas with an art of which Socrates alone furnished a
model.” Plato gave the name of Gorgias to one of his
dialogues which is extant. Gorgias survived Socrates,
and reached the age of one hundred years.
great

H. E. Foss, “ComSee Philostratus, “ Vita- Sophistarum
mentatio de Gorgia Leontino,” 1828; Luigi Garofalo, “Discorsi
intorno Gorgia Leontino,” 1831; “Nouvelle Biographie Gdnerale
Aristotle, “De Xenophane, Gorgia,” etc.; Sextus Empiricus,
“ Adversus Mathematicos ;” Grote, “History of Greece,” vol. viii.
chap, lxvii.

Gor'gon,

Gor'gon

Gr. Topyu, (plural Top;
goR'gon'.] The Gorgons of the
classic mythology were three sisters, named Stheno,
By the later poets
(or Stheino,) Eury'ale, and Medusa.
they were represented as having on their heads serpents
or
serpents
entwined
among
of
hair,
their hair.
instead
According to the popular legend, all persons who looked
yove g ;)

at

Fr.

[Lat.

Gorgon e,

them were changed
See

in 1861.

See R. H. Horne,
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Keightley,

into stone.

“Mythology;”

“Biographie

Universelle,”

(Partie mythologique.)
Spirit of the

Age,” 1844; “Edinburgh

Gorgonia, a surname of Minerva, which see.
for July, 1830.
Gori, go'ree, (Antonio Francesco,) an Italian antiGore, (Christopher,) an American Governor, born quary, born in 1691 at Florence, where he became proin Boston in 1758.
He was elected Governor of Massa- fessor of history. Among his numerous and valuable
chusetts in 1809, and a Senator of the United States in
works we may name “ Inscriptiones antiquae Graecae et
1814. Died in 1827. He left nearly $100,000 to Harvard
Romans, ” etc., an account of ancient inscriptions found
Review”

College.

Gore,

John,) a British naval

Gore, (Thomas,)
in 1631, was the
Died in 1684.

See

officer,

Died

who became rentinum,”

in 1836.
an English writer,

born in Wiltshire
author of several genealogical works.

Wood, “Athente Oxonienses.”

Gorenz

or Goerenz, go'r&nts, (Johann August,) a
German philologist and Latin scholar, born in Saxony
in 1763.
He published a good edition of Cicero’s philosophical works, viz., “De Legibus,” “De Finibus,” and

“Academica,”
€ as k; c as

s;

(3 vols.,

1809-12.)

g hard; g asj;

Died

in 1836.

Museum FloIn 1733 he founded

Tuscany, and a superb work entitled “

in

(Sir

a vice-admiral in 1825.

(6 vols. fob, 1731-43.)

Academia Columbaria. Died in 1757.
See “Nouvelle Biographie Geiforale;” Goethe, “ Winckelmar.n
sein Jahrhundert.”

the
und

Gorini, da, da go-ree'nee, (Giuseppe Corio,) Marquis, an Italian dramatic poet, born at Milan. He composed many tragedies and comedies, some of which were
very successful. His tragedy of “Jezebel” is called his
He died after 1761.
master-piece.
Go-rl-on'i-des, or Joseph Beil Gorion, a Jewish
compiler, who is supposed to have lived in France in

G, H, K, guttural; N, nasal; R, trilled

s as 2;

th as in

this.

(Jjjp^See Explanations, p. 23.)
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the ninth century.
tory of the Jews.”

He was
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the reputed author of a “ His-

Gortchakof

or

Gortschakow,

(Alexander,)

Prince, a Russian statesman, born about 1800. He was
Gorlaeus, gor-la'us, (Abraham,) a distinguished an- appointed secretary of legation to London in 1824, and
He in 1832 councillor of the embassy in Vienna. In 1841
tiquary and numismatist, born at Antwerp in 1549.
collected a valuable cabinet of medals, which was sold he negotiated the marriage of the grand duchess Olga
His principal with the crown-prince of Wtirtemberg. He represented
after his death to James I. of England.
works are his “ Dactyliotheca, etc.,” and “Thesaurus Russia at the court of Vienna in 1854 and 1855, and beNumismatum,” (“Treasury of Coins,” 1608.) Died in came minister of foreign affairs about 1857. Henceforward until the rise of Bismarck he was the most power1609.
Gorm or Gor'mon, surnamed the Oi.d, a king of ful minister in Europe, but during his later years of office
Denmark, who united the whole of that country into one difficulties of internal administration caused him to be
kingdom. He was hostile to Christianity, and resisted practically superseded. He withdrew from the ministry
all the efforts of the missionaries to convert his people.
of foreign affairs early in 1882. Died at Baden-Baden

Died

in 935.

in

Gor'man, (Willis

an American general, born

A.,)

He

represented a district of
in Kentucky about 1814.
Indiana in Congress from 1849 to 1853, and was Governor of Minnesota Territory from 1853 to 1857. He
commanded a brigade of the Union army at the battles
of Fair Oaks, June 1, and Antietam, September 17, 1862.

March

1883.

Gortchakof

or Gortschakow, (Dmitri,) a
sian poet, born in 1756.
Died in 1824.

Rus-

Gortchakofor Gortschakow, (Michael, )Prince,
an able general, brother of Prince Alexander, was born
in 1795.
He served in the Polish campaign of 1831,
and distinguished himself at Ostrolenka and Warsaw.
Gornicius. See Gornicki.
He commanded the army which entered the Danubian
Gornicki, goR-nfets'kee, [Lat. Gorni'cius,] (Luke,) a principalities in
1853, and succeeded Prince Mentchikof
Polish historian, born in 1530, became secretary to Sigis- as commander of the army in the Crimea
in March, 1855.
mund Augustus, King of Poland. He wrote a “ History He was Governor of Poland when he died, about Tune,
of the Kingdom of Poland.” Died in 1600.
1861.
Gor'on-wy, (Owen,) a Welsh poet, born in 1722,
Gortchakof or Gortschakow, (Peter,) Prince,
wrote poems in his own language and in Latin.
eldest brother of the preceding, born about 1790, served
Goropius or Gorophius. See Becan, (John.)
against the French in 1813-14, and subsequently in the
Gorostiza, go-ros-tee'si, (Don Manuel Eduardo,) Caucasus under Yermolof. In
1839 he became Governora distinguished diplomatist and dramatic writer, born General of Western Siberia, and in
1843 general of
He was employed by infantry. According to Vapereau, he commanded
at Vera Cruz, in Mexico, in 1790.
a wing
his countrymen in several important missions to London of the army at Alma and the Inkerman,
(1854.)
and Paris, and was on his return appointed councillor of
Gortchakov
or Gortschakow. See Gortchakof.
His comedies entitled “ Bread and Onion with
state.
Gorter, van, vfn goii/ter, (David,) a Dutch physiThee!” (“Contigo Pan y Cebolla,”) and “Indulgence cian and botanist, son of Jan, noticed below. He sucgreat
enjoy
Todos,”)
(“
Indulgencia
para
All,”
towards
ceeded his father as physician to the Empress of Russia,
popularity.

Gorraeus.

and published “ Flora Ingrica,” and other botanical
works. Died in 1783.

See Gorris.

Gorran, de, deh go'rbN', (Nicolas,) a French theoGorter, van, (Jan,) a celebrated Dutch physician,
He wrote commen- born in West Friesland
logian, born in Maine about 1230.
He studied at Leyden
in 1689.
Died in 1295.
taries on Scripture.
under Boerhaave, and in 1754 was invited to Russia by
Gorres or Goerres, gor'rSs, (Jakob Joseph,) an the empress Elizabeth, who made him her first physiable German writer and publicist, was born at Coblentz cian. Among his principal works are a “ Compendium of
“

He edited in 1814 the Rheinisches Mercur,”
in 1776.
an organ of the Liberal party in Germany, and was appointed professor of history at Munich in 1827. He wrote

on a great variety of subjects. Among his principal
works are “Aphorisms on Art,” (1802,) “Faith and
Science,” (“ Glauben und Wissen,” 1805,) “Mythological History of the Asiatic World,” (1810,) “Christian
Mystic,” (“ Christliche Mystik,” 4 vols., 1836-42,) and
a number of contributions to the “ Historico-Political
Journal.” Died at Munich in 1848.
See Sepp, “J. von Gorres; eine Skizze seines Leben,” 1848; S.
bei Goerres,” 1848; “Nouvelle Biographie Generale,” (where he is called Jean Joseph de Goerres.)

Brunner, “ Einige Stunden

Gorresio, gor-ra'se-o, (Gaspard,) an Italian Oriborn in Piedmont in 1808, became professor of
He produced a good Italian verSanscrit at Turin.
sion of the Sanscrit poem “ Ramayana,” (Paris, 9 vols.,

Medicine,” and a treatise “

On

Insensible Perspiration,”

Holland in 1762.
Gor'ton, (John,) an English editor, of whom we have
He published a valuable “General
little information.

Died

(in Latin.)

in

Biographical Dictionary,” (2 vols., 1828-30.) A new
supplement, appeared, in 4 vols., in 1851.
Gorton, (Samuel,) a religionist or enthusiast, born in
England about 1600, emigrated to Boston in 1636. He
was whipped for a contemptuous speech against the
magistrates, and about 1642 was accused of heresy and
edition, with a

found

For

guilty.

this offence

Died in 1677.
1644.
See “ Life of S. Gorton,”

in

he was imprisoned

until

Sparks’s “ American Biography.”

Gortz, (Gf.org Henrik.) See Goertz.
Gortz or Goertz, goRts, (Johann Eustach,) Count
of Schlitz, a Prussian statesman, born in the grand duchy
He was created by Frederick II.
of Hesse in 1737.
1843-56.)
Gorris, de, deh go'r£ss', [Lat. Gorra/us,] (Jean,) a minister of state and grand master of the wardrobe. He
died in 1821, leaving, among other works, “Authentic
French physician, born in Paris in 1505 died in 1 577
Gorsas, goR'si', (Antoine Joseph,) a French poli- Memoirs relative to the Negotiations which preceded
As the Partition of Poland,” (1810.)
tician and revolutionist, born at Limoges in 1752.
entalist,

-

;

editor of the “ Courrier de Versailles,” he contributed
greatly to excite the populace to the outrages of the 20th
He was a deputy to
of June and the 10th of August.
In 1793 he was arthe National Convention in 1792.
rested by the Revolutionary Tribunal, and executed.
See Lamartine, “ History of the Girondists.”

See “ Historische und politische Denkwiirdigkeiten des Grafen
von Goertz,” 2 vols., 1827; “Nouvelle Biographie Generale.”

Goschel or Goeschel, go'shel, (Kari. Friedrich,)
German jurist and philosopher, born at Langensalza
He graduated at Bonn in 1835, and was apin 1784.
a

Russian general, born in 1764. He obtained the rank
of general about 1798, served in several campaigns
against the French, and defeated Marshal Lannes at
Heilsberg in 1807. He acted as minister of war in 1812.

pointed in 1845 first president of the Consistory for the
He published in 1828 “Caecilius
province of Saxony.
and Octavius, or a Conversation on the Principal ObTruth,”
and in 1829 “Aphorisms
Christian
jections to
on Ignorance and Absolute Knowledge in Relation to
the Christian Confession of Faith,” in which he advocates Hegel’s philosophy and seeks to prove its harmony
He also wrote an answer to
with the Christian faith.
Strauss’s “ Life of Jesus.”
See “Nouvelle Biographie Generale;” Brockhaus, “Conversa-

Died

tions-Lexikon.”

Gorski, goRs'skee, or Gors'kI-us, (James,) a Polish
born in Masovia about 1525* He wrote on rhetDied about 1584.
oric, theology, etc.
writer,

Gortchakof or Gortschakow, goR'chi-koff, written
Gortchakov or Gortchakoff, (Alexander,) a

also

in 1825.
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Goschen, go'shen or gosh'en, (George Joachim,) in 1791 became a member of the central administration
an English financier, of German extraction, born in Lon- of commerce. He was elected to the French Institute
don in 1831, was educated at Oxford. He wrote, besides soon after its formation, and in 1799 succeeded Bartheseveral treatises on financial subjects, “The Theory of lemy as keeper of the medals in the National Library.
Foreign Exchanges.”
From 1863 to 1880 he sat in His geographical works are numerous and valuable ;
Parliament for the City of London He now represents among the most important may be named his “ GeoRipon.
In 1865 he was made vice-president of the graphy of the Greeks Analyzed,” (4to, with ten maps,
As 1790,) and “Inquiries into the Positive and Systematic
board of trade and sworn of the privy council.
chancellor of the duchy of Lancaster, he was a member Geography of the Ancients,” (4 vols. 4to, fifty-four maps,
He 1798.) Gosselin was employed by Napoleon to assist
of the Liberal ministry from January to June, 1866.
;

became a member of Mr. Gladstone’s cabinet, as presi- in the translation of Strabo. Died in 1830.
dent of the poor-law board, in December, 1868. In 1878
See “Nouvelle Biographie G£n£rale.”
Mr. Goschen and M. Joubert, representing England and
Gossin, go'sfiN', (Pierre Franqois,) a French revoFrance respectively, proceeded to Egypt to arrange the lutionist, born near Verdun in
He was elected
1744.
matter of the public debt. In May, 1880, Mr. Goschen to the States-General in
1789, and was chairman of
was sent to Constantinople as ambassador extra- the committee which divided France into departments.
ordinary with reference to the pressing question of the He was guillotined in
July, 1794.
Greek frontier. He did not take office with the Liberal
Gos'son, (Stephen,) an English divine and dramaadministration, being separated from them by the question tist, born in Kent in
1554, was the author of a tragedy
of the extension of the county franchise.
entitled “ Catiline’s Conspiracies,” and “ Captain Mario,”

Goschen

or

Goeschen, (Johann Friedrich Lud-

wig,) an able German

jurist, born at Konigsberg in 1778.
Died in 1837.
Goslicki, (Laurentius Grimalius,) a Polish prelate and diplomatist, born in 1535, was secretary to
Sigismund II. His chief work is “ De Optimo Senatore.”
Goss, (Sir John,) an English musician and composer,
for many years organist of St. Paul’s Cathedral.
Died

in 1880.

Gosse,
Bordeaux

French dramatist, born at
and “ DraDied in 1834.
1819.)

goss, (Etienne,) a
in

1

773.

matic Proverbs,”

Gosse,

He wrote many comedies,
(2 vols.,

—

(Henri Albertet il'b£R't&',) a Swiss
chemist and apothecary, born at Geneva in 1753, made
goss,

improvements in the fabrication of potters’ ware and of
leather, and in other arts.
He is said to have been the
inventor of artificial mineral waters. Died in 1816.
Gosse, (Louis Franqois Nicolas,) a French historical painter, born in Paris in 1 787. Among his works
are “The Adoration of the Magi,” (1828,) “The Creation,” and a “ Visit of Napoleon III. to the Louvre,”
which was ordered for the Salle du Trone in the Senatehouse.

Gosse, goss, (Philip Henry,) an English naturalist,
born at Worcester in 1810. He made a scientific tour
through Canada, the United States, and Jamaica, and
published, after his return, “The Canadian Naturalist,”
(1840,) “The Birds of Jamaica,” (1845,) and “A Naturalist’s Sojourn in Jamaica.”
His “ Rambles of a Naturalist on the Devonshire Coast” appeared in 1853, and
his “Aquarium” in 1854.
These works were received
with general favour, and have contributed greatly to
excite an interest in those departments of natural history which he has so well illustrated.
In 1850 Mr.
Gosse was chosen a Fellow of the Royal Society. He
“
produced in i860 a History of British Sea- Anemones
and Corals.”
See “Westminster Review”

Gossec,

go'slk',

for July, 1847.

(Francois Joseph,) an eminent

musical composer, born in Hainault in 1733. He studied
in Paris under Rameau, and subsequently became professor in the Conservatory of Music.
His compositions
are various ; among his master-pieces are “The Mass
for the Dead,” “The Nativity,” an oratorio, the opera
of “ Sabinus,” the music for the funeral of Mirabeau, and
the apotheosis of Voltaire. Died in 1829.
See P. HfoouiN, “ Gossec, sa Vie et ses Ouvrages,” 1852 Choron et Fayolle, “ Dictionnaire des Musiciens;” “Nouvelle Bio;

graphie Generale. ”

Gosselin, goss'lflN', (Antoine,) a French ecclesiborn near Amiens about 1580, became professor
of rhetoric at Caen.
His principal work is a “ History
of the Old Gauls,” (in Latin.) Died in 1645.
Gosselin, (Jean,) a French writer, born at Vire, in
Normandy. He was patronized by Margaret of Navarre,
and was appointed keeper of the Royal Library in Paris.
He published “ Signification of the Ancient Game of
Pythagorean Cards,” and other works. Died in 1604.
Gosselin or Gossellin, (Pierre Francois Joseph,)
a celebrated French geographer, born at Lille in 1751.
He was a deputy to the National Assembly in 1789, and
astic,

e as k; 5 as
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r;
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a comedy.
He afterwards wrote with great severity
against the stage. Died in 1623.
Goszczynski, (Severin,) a Polish poet, born in the
Ukraine in 1806. His principal works aie “ The Castle
of Kaniow,” an epic poem, and a number of lyrics.
Got, (Franqois Jules Edmond,) a leading French
comedian, was born in 1822. He has belonged to the
Comedie Franjaise since 1844.
Go'ter or Go'ther, (John,) an English Catholic
theologian, born in Hampshire about 1640, wrote many
Died in 1704.
theological and controversial works.

Gotescalc. See Gottschalk.
Goth. See Clement V.
Gothe. See Goethe.
Gothofredus. See Godefroi, (Denis.)
See Godfrey of
Gothofredus Boloniensis.
Bouillon.
Gotter, got'ter, (Friedrich Wilhelm,) a German
poet and dramatist, born at Gotha in 1746, was one of
the founders of the “ Musen-Almanach” in that city
Besides a number of tragedies, comedies, and farces, he
wrote admired songs, elegies, etc. Died in 1 797.
Gottfried von Nifen, got'fReet fon nee'fen, a Ger-

man

minnesinger, flourished about 1230.
See Longfellow, “Poets and Poetry of Europe.”

Gottfried (or Godefroi) von Strasburg, got'fReet
fon stRis'booRG, a celebrated German poet, who lived
about 1200, was the author of an epic poem entitled
“ Tristan and Isolde,” which ranks among the finest
productions of the kind in the middle ages. Editions
of it have been published by Massmann and others.
Gotti, got' tee, (Vincenzo Luigi,) a learned Italian
cardinal, born at Bologna in 1664, became professor of
philosophy in his native city in 1688. He was the author
of a treatise “On the True Church of Christ,” (in ItalDied in 1742.
ian,) and other religious works, in Latin.
Gottigniez, go't^n'ye-i', ( Gilles Franqois, ) a
mathematician, was born at Brussels in 1630. He taught
mathematics at Rome, and wrote, besides other works,
“Elements of Geometry,” (Rome, 1669.) Died in 1689.
Gottleber, got'li'ber, (Johann Christoph,) a Gerphilologist, born at Chemnitz in 1733. Among his
works are “ Observations on Plato’s Phaedon and Alcibiades,” (“ Animadversiones ad Platonis Phaedonem et
Alcibiadem,” 1771.) Died in 1785.
Gottling or Goettling, got'ling, (Johann Friedrich
August,) a German chemist, born at Bernburg in 1755.
He taught chemistry and philosophy at Jena, and wrote
many useful works, among which is a “ Chemical and
Philosophical Encyclopaedia,” (3 vols., 1805-07.) Died

man

in 1809.

See Hirsching, “ Historisch-literarisches Handbuch.”

or Goettling, (Karl Wilhelm,) a German
scholar, born at Jena in 1793, was professor of ancient
literature in that city, and in 1826 librarian of the
university.
He published a treatise “On the Historical
Part of the Nibelungenlied,” and several other critical

Gottling

and antiquarian works.

Gottschalk
Gotescalc,

G, H, K, guttural; N, nasal; R, trilled; s as 2;
3

Y

or

[Lat.

th as in

Gotschalk, got'shdlk, written also
Godeschal'cus or Gotheschal'this.

(Jfjgp^See Explanations, p. 23.

GOTTSCHALL

His expoCUS,] a German monk, born about 808 A.D.
sition of Saint Augustine’s doctrine of predestination
subjected him to the charge of heresy. By the influence
of Hincmar, he was condemned as a heretic in 849
A.D.,
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and punished with imprisonment

Died

for life.

about 860.
See “ Nouvelle Biographie Generale.”

Gottschall, got'sh&l, (Rudolph,) a Prussian poet,
born at Breslau in 1823. lie displayed a rich imagination in his poems, among which are “ Songs of the
Present Time,” (“ Lieder der Gegenwart,” 2d edition,
1842,) “Madonna and Magdalene,” (1843,) “The Goddess,” (“ Die Gottinn,” 1852,) and a drama called “ Lambertine de Mericourt,” (1851.)
Gottsched, got'shSt, [Lat. Gottsche'dius,] (Johann Christoph,) a German critic and litterateur born
He published “The German
near Konigsberg in 1700.
Theatre according to the Rules and Examples of the
Ancients,” “Essay on a Critical Art of Poetry,” (1730,)
and Poems, (1736.) His writings contributed much to
refine the German language and to introduce a purer
taste into its literature. He was for many years professor
of philosophy, etc. at Leipsic, and edited several journals, among which was “Die verniinftige Tadlerinnen.”
,

Died

in 1766.
See Johann August Ernesti, “Memoria J. C. Gottschedii,”
1767; T. W. Danzel, “ Gottsched und seine Zeit,” 1848; Gervinus,
“Geschichte der National-Literatur der Deutschen;” “Nouvelle
Biographie Generate. ”

Stolpen in 1799, published “Elements of German Grammar,” (1825,) “Commentaries on the German Poets,”
(1831,) and other works.
Gouan, goo-5N', (Antoine,) a French botanist, born
in 1733 at Montpellier, where he became professor of
botany in 1767. He published, besides other works,
“The Botanic Garden of Montpellier,” (“ Hortus Monspeliensis,” 1762,) and “ Flora Monspeliaca,” (1765.) He
corresponded with Linnaeus and Haller. Died in 1821.
See Pierre Joseph Amoreux, “ Noticehistorique sur A. Gouan,”
1822; Haller, “Bibliotheca Botanica;” “Nouvelle Biographie Generale.”

Gouaz, le, leh goo'iz', (Yves,) a French engraver,
born at Brest in 1742. He executed, from designs by
Ozanne, more than sixty views of French sea-ports and
scenes in the Antilles.

Died

in 1816.

Gouchtasp. See Gushtasp.
Gouda, van, vfn gow'di or How'da, (Cornelis,)
skilful

Dutch

painter, born at

a

Gouda, lived about 1550.

Goudar,

goo'dtR', (Ange,) a French writer, born
at Montpellier about 1720.
He published, among other
works, “The Chinese Spy; or, Secret Envoy from the
Court of Pekin,” (6 vols., 1768.) Died in 1791.
Goudchaux, goo'sho', (Michel,) a French financier,
of a Jewish family, was born at Nancy in 1801.
He
was chosen minister of finance in February, 1848, under
the new regime, but resigned about the 6th of March.
He had the portfolio of finance in the administration of
Cavaignac from June to October, 1848.

Gottsched, (Luise Adelgunde Victorie,) originGoudelin. See Goudouli.
Culmus, a learned authoress, born at Dantzic in
Goudelin, How'deh-lin, [Fr. pron. gbod'llN'; Lat.
1713, was the wife of the preceding. She translated Addi- Gudeli'nus,] (Pieter,) a learned jurist, born in Ilai“
“
son’s
Cato” and Spectator” into German, and wrote nault in 1550, was professor of law at Louvain, and
“Letters,” (1771,) which are much admired. “She sur- published, among other works, a treatise “On the Law
ally

passed her husband,” says Bernhard, “

in taste, wit,

purity of style.” Died in 1762.
See J. H. S. Formey, “ Ploge de Madame Gottsched,”

and

of Peace,” (in Latin.)

Died

in 1619.

Goudimel, goo'de'mSF, (Claude,)

a French musical
composer and Protestant, born at Besan5on about 1510.
music
Psalms
He
set
to
the
of
Beza
and Marot. He
Gottschedius. See Gottsched, (Johann Chriswas condemned and put to death by the Catholics soon
toph.)
Gottwald, got'Mlt, (Christoph,) a German natu- after the Massacre of Saint Bartholomew, (1572.)
ralist,

born

at

Dantzic

lection of specimens,

in

1636.

He made

1767.

a rich col-

which was purchased by Peter the

See Burney, “History of Music;” F^tis, “Biographie Universelle

des Musiciens.”

Goudin,

goo'diN', (Mathieu Bernard,) a French
Gotz. See Berlichingen.
geometer, born in Paris in 1734; died in 1817.
Goudouli, goo'doo'le', or Goudelin, good'llN',
Gotz, gots, (Johann Nikolaus,) a German poet,
born at Worms in 1721, wrote lyrics, epigrams, etc., and (Pierre,) a French poet, born at Toulouse in 1579.
made translations from Anacreon and Sappho. Died Among his works is a “Chant royal,” composed on the
in 1781.
death of Henry IV. Died in 1649.
Gotze or Goetze, got'seh, (Georg Heinrich,) a
Goudt, gowt or Howt, (Hendrik,) Count, a distinlearned Lutheran divine, born at Leipsic in 1667.
He guished Dutch painter and engraver, born at Utrecht in
was chosen superintendent of the churches of Lubeck in 1585. Among his master-pieces are the engravings of
His works are numerous and curious, but mostly “Tobias and the Angels,” “The Flight into Egypt,”
1702.
short or unimportant. Two of them are entitled “On and “Philemon and Baucis.” Died about 1630.
Gouffe, goo'fi', (Armand,) a French song-writer,
the Relics of Luther,” (1703,) and “On Learned Merborn in Paris in 1775. Among his most remarkable
chants,” (1708.) Died in 1728.
See Seelen, “Memoria G. H. Goetzii,” 1728; Nic£ron, “ Me- songs are “The Praise of Water,” and “Saint Denis.”
moir as. ”
Pie also wrote many vaudevilles. Died in 1845.
Gotze or Goetze, (Johann August Ephraim,) a
Goufller. See Choiseul-Gouffier.
distinguished German naturalist, born at Halberstadt in
Gouffier, (Guillaume.) See Bonnivet.
He
was
minister
at
Quedlinburg
from
to
Gouge, gooj, ? (Thomas,) an English nonconformist
1731.
1756
1787. He is said to have been one of the first entomolo- divine, a son of William, noticed below, was born near
gists of his time. Among his numerous works are “ En- Stratford in 1605. He studied at Cambridge, and in 1638
tomological Memoirs,” (4 vols., 1777-81,) a “Natural obtained the living of Saint Sepulchre, London, where he
History of Intestinal Worms,” (1782,) and “Nature, resided more than twenty years. He resigned this post
Human Life, and Providence,” (6 vols., 1789-92.) Died when the Act of Uniformity was passed. Plaving formed
in 1793.
a plan for the moral and religious improvement of Wales,
Great, and wrote a few treatises.

“Zum Andenken

See Cramer,

Died

in 1700.

dcs Pastors Goetze,” 1793; “ Bio-

graphie Universelle.”

Gotze

Goetze, (Johann Melchior,) a German

or

theologian and scholar, a brother of the preceding, born
at Halberstadt in 1717, was pastor of Saint Catherine’s
Church at Plamburg. His passion for controversy involved him in disputes with Goethe, Lessing, and other
eminent men of the time ; and his intolerance obtained
for him the name of “The Inquisitor of Hamburg.”
He died in 1786, leaving a number of learned treatises.
See Lessing, “Mendelssohn, Risbeck und Gotze,” 1787; J. L.
Schlosser, “Nachricht an das Publikum J. M. Goetze betreffend,”
1770; C. F. Bahrdt, “Standrede am Grabe J. M. Goetzens,” 1786.

Gotzinger

or

Goetzinger,

got'sing-er,

helm,) a German grammarian and
a, e,

1,

o, u, y,

long;

k, b, 6,

(Max Wil-

litterateur,

same, less prolonged;

born near
a, e,

T,

6,

li,

y,

he visited that country about 1671, founded between three
and four hundred schools, and printed eight thousand
He died in 1681, and his
Bibles in the Welsh language.
funeral sermon was preached by Dr. Tillotson.
He was
the author of “ Principles of Religion Explained,” and
other similar works.

Gouge, (William,) an English Puritan divine, distinguished for his learning and piety, born at Stratfordle-Bow, in Middlesex, in 1575. He became rector of
Saint Anne’s, Blackfriars, London, in 1608, and was afterwards nominated one of the Assembly of Divines. He
opposed in 1648 the execution of the king. He published a “Commentary on the Epistle to the Hebrews,”
and other works. Died in 1653.
See Middleton, “Evangelical Biography.”
short; a,

e,

i,

q,

obscure;

fir, fill, fit;
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GOUGES

Gouges, de, deh goozh, (Marie Olympe,) a French
dramatic writer, born at Montauban in 1755. She was
at first a zealous partisan of the Revolution, but, alarmed
by its excesses, changed her views, and opposed the
execution of the king. She was condemned to death,
and executed in November, 1792.
See Michelet, “ Les Femmes de la Revolution,” etc.

Gough, gof, (Hugh,) Viscount, a distinguished
British general, born at Woodstown, Ireland, in November, 1779.
He served as colonel in the Peninsular war,

He com1808-14, and became a major-general in 1830.
manded a corps of the army operating against the Chinese in 1841, and took Canton. Having obtained the
chief command in India, he defeated the Mahrattas at
Maharajpore in December, 1843. For his victories over
the Sikhs in 1845 and 1846 he was raised to the peerage,
as viscount. He also commanded the army which fought
against the Sikhs in 1849 and gained a decisive victory
at Goojerat, (Guzerat.) He became a field-marshal about
Died

March, 1869.
(John B.,) a celebrated lecturer on temperance, born in Kent, England, in 1817.
He came to
America in 1829, and, while learning the bookbinding
1862.

Gough,

in

gof,

New York, fell into habits of intemperance,
sunk to the lowest depths of poverty and
wretchedness. Having been induced about 1840 to sign
tne total-abstinence pledge, he became deeply interested
in the temperance reform, and soon distinguished himself
as one of the most eloquent and most successful advocates of the cause.
Since 1843 he has devoted himself
almost without interruption to lecturing on temperance
in the United States, Canada, and the British islands.
He has spoken, it is said, nearly one hundred times
on the subject of temperance in Exeter Hall, London.
Mr. Gough combines in an eminent degree the qualities of an actor with those of a great orator.
His autobiography was published in 1846, and a volume of his
business in

and
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finally

the party of the Mountain.
Having been sentenced to
death for alleged complicity in the bloody sedition of

May 20,

1795, he killed himself.
goo'lard', [Fr. pron. goo'’iR'’,] (Thomas,)
a French surgeon, who has given his name to the preparations known as “Goulard’s Cerate,” “Goulard’s Lotion,” etc.
Died about 1790.
Goulart, goo'lfR', (Simon,) a learned French Protestant divine and compiler, born at Senlis in 1543.
He

Goulard,

became pastor of a church at Geneva about 1570, and
was elected in 1607 to succeed Beza as president of the
company of pastors. He published a great number of
works, some of which were translations, and was regarded
as one of the best prose-writers of the sixteenth century.
Among his original works are “Discourses touching
the State of the World and the Church,” (1591,) and
“Treasury of Admirable and Memorable Histories of
our Time,” (2 vols., 1600.) Died at Geneva in 1628.
Goulart, (Simon,) son of the preceding, born at
Geneva about 1575, was pastor of the French Protestant
church at We>el, and subsequently of the Walloon church
Having refused to subscribe to the
at Amsterdam.
Synod of Durt, he was banished, and died in Sleswick
in 1628.
Goulburn, (Edward Meyrick,) an English writer
and clergyman, was born in 1818. He was head-master
of Rugby school from 1850 to 1858, and was made Dean
Perhaps the most widely known
of Norwich in 1866.
of his works is the “ Thoughts on Personal Religion.”

Goulburn, gooFburn, (Henry,) an English politician,
in London in 1784. He was appointed chief secre-

born

tary for Ireland about 1822, was chancellor of the exchequer in the ministry of Wellington from 1828 to 1830,
and was chosen to represent the University of Cambridge

Parliament in 1831.
He was a Conservative, and
opposed the Reform Bill. In the cabinet of Sir Robert
Peel he was home-secretary from December, 1834, to
April, 1835, and chancellor of the exchequer from Sep
orations in 1854. He died in February, 1886.
Gough, (Richard,) a celebrated English antiquary, tember, 1841, to June, 1846. Died in 1856.
Gould, goold, (Augustus Addison,) M.D., an Ameborn in London in 1735. He studied at Cambridge, was
elected to the Society of Antiquaries in 1767, and in rican physician and eminent naturalist, born at New
He graduated at
1775 a Fellow of the Royal Society. His principal works Ipswich, New Hampshire, in 1803.
are his “Anecdotes of British Topography,” (1768,) and Harvard in 1825, and was afterwards for some time
“ Sepulchral Monuments of Great Britain,”
instructor in botany and zoology in that institution.
(3 vols.,
He also edited Camden’s “Britannia,” (3 vols. Having taken the degree of M.D. in 1830, he began to
1799.)
In the department of conchology
fob, 1789,) Martin’s “History of Thetford,” and other practise in Boston.
Dr. Gould has few superiors. His chief works are a
antiquarian works. Died in 1809.
“System of Natural History,” (1833,) “The Mollusca
See Nichols, “Literary Anecdotes.”
Goujet, goo'zhi', (Claude Pierre,) a French writer and Shells of the United States Exploring Expedition
under Wilkes, with an Atlas of Plates,” (1852,) and “The
and Jansenist, born in Paris in 1697. He published
Mollusca of the North Pacific Expedition under Ringgold
a “Life of Nicole,” and a number of biographical and
and Rodgers,” (i860.)
In connection with Professor
historical works, and wrote a supplement to Moreri’s
Agassiz, he published in 1848 a work entitled “Prin“Historical Dictionary.” Died in 1767.
ciples of Zoology.”
Dr. Gould made many valuable
See Barral, “M&noires historiques, etc. de l’Abb£ Goujet,”
contributions to scientific journals, etc.
Died in 1866.
1767.
Gould,
(Hannah
Flagg,)
an American poetess, born
Goujon or Gougeon, goo'zhiN', (Jean,) an eminent
in Lancaster, Massachusetts.
She
published
in 1832 a
sculptor and architect, regarded as the restorer of sculpof poems, which were favourably received ; also
ture in France, was born in Paris about 1515.
He was volume
two other volumes of poems in 1836 and 1841, and
patronized by Henry II., who employed him in the decoration of the Louvre.
Among his best works are the “Hymns and Poems for Children,” (1854.) Died in
bas-reliefs of the Naiads of the Fountain of the Innocents, and the colossal Caryatides which adorn the Salle
des Cent-Suisses in the Louvre.
He excelled in bas-

He was sometimes called “ the Correggio of
sculpture.”
He was a Protestant, and was killed at
Paris during the Massacre of Saint Bartholomew, in 1572.
See F. Milizia, “Memorie degli Architetti antichi e modemi,”
1781; Audot et Pottier, “Essai sur la Vie de Goujon,” prefixed
relief.

to Reveil’s engravings of Goujon’s works, 1827-44 ; M. F^libien,
“ Recueil historique de la Vie des plus celebres Architectes
“Nouvelle Biographie G^ndrale.”

Goujon, (Jean Jacques Emile,) an astronomer, born

He entered the Observatory of Paris,
as a student or assistant, in 1841, and made many thousand observations. He and Mauvais were selected to
observe the total eclipse of the sun at Dantzic in 1851.
He was appointed adjunct astronomer to the Observatory in 1854.
Died in 1856.
Goujon, (Jean Marie Claude,) a French revolutionist, born at Bourg-en-Bresse in 1766.
He obtained
a seat in the Convention in April, 1794, and acted with
in Paris in 1823.

€ as k; 9 as

s;

g hard; g as j;

in

1865.
See Griswold, “Poets and Poetry of America,” and “Female
;” Cleveland, “ Compendium of American Literature
“North American Review” for October, 1835.
Poets of America

Gould, (James,) an American

jurist,

born

in

Con-

necticut about 1770.
He was a justice of the supreme
court of that State, and published a “Treatise on the
Principles of Pleading in Civil Actions.” Died in 1838.

Gould, (John,) an eminent English
in Dorsetshire in 1804.
mirable work, entitled

naturalist,

born

He

published in 1831 an ad“A Century of Birds from the
Himalaya Mountains,” in folio, with coloured plates, and
in 1837 “ The Birds of Europe.”
He visited Australia
in 1838, and spent two years in collecting materials
for his “ Birds of Australia,” which came out in 1848, in
The
7 vols. folio, and contains six hundred species.
figures in this superb work, as well as in the preceding,
were exquisitely coloured by his wife. He also published

monographs of the “Trochilidae,” the “ Rhamphastidae,”
and the “ Trogonidae.” He died in 1881.
See “Westminster Review”

g, h, k, guttural; N, nasal; R, trilled; s as z; th as in this.

for April, 1S41.

(JtJp’ASee Explanations, p. 23.)
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Gournay, de, deh gocR'nk', (Marie le Jars leh
Gould, (Robert,) a British poet, published in 1689
zhiR,) a literary French lady, born in Paris in 1566, was
Poems, chiefly consisting of Satires.” Died in 1708.
Goulin, goofliN', (Jean,) a learned French physician, an intimate friend and admirer of Montaigne, who called
born at Rheims in 1728, was professor of the history of her his daughter, (fille d' alliance.) She published two
medicine in the Medical School of Paris. Died in 1799. editions of his “Essays,” (1595 and 1635.) She gained
Goul'ston or Goul'son, written also Gulsou, a high reputation by her writings, among which were a
(Theodore,) a learned English physician, born in treatise “ On the Equality of Men and Women,” several
Northamptonshire about 1576, was the founder of the moral essays, and verses, some of which Grotius transGoulstonian Lectureship of Pathology. He translated lated. Died in 1645.
several works from the Greek into Latin. Died in 1632.
See Mlle. de Gournay, “SaVie, par elle-meme;” L. F eugLie,
Goulu, goo'lti', (Jean,) a French ecclesiastic, born in “Mile, de Gournay,” 8vo, 1S53; Bayle, “Historical and Critical
“

Paris in 1576 wrote a “Life of Saint Francis de Sales,”
and made translations from the Latin and Greek. He is
chiefly known through his violent controversy with Balzac.

Dictionary;” Niceron, “Memoires.”

Gourne, de, deh gooR'nk', (Pierre Mathias,) Abbi-:,
Among
a French geographer, born at Dieppe in 1702.
his principal works are his “ Methodical Geography,”
“
Geographical Description of the Kingetc., (1741,) and

Gounod, (Charles Francois,) a popular French
He
composer and musician, born in Paris in 1818.
gained the grand prize for composition in 1839, after doms of Spain and Portugal,” (1743.) Died about 1770.
Gourville, de, deh gooR'vG', (Jean Herault
he
prowhich he pursued Ins studies in Rome. In 1851
He was appointed /ik'rd',) Sieur, a celebrated French financier, born at
duced the opera of “ Sappho.”
His opera of La Rochefoucauld in 1625. He was patronized by the
director of the Orpheon of Paris in 1852.
“Faust” (about 1859) was performed with brilliant Prince of Conde, to whom he rendered many imporAmong his other works are symphonies, and tant services, and was afterwards employed by Cardinal
success.
operas entitled “La Nonne sanglante,” “ LaColombe,” Mazarin in various negotiations. He was subsequently
and “The Tribute of Zomora.” “The Redemption,” ambassador from Louis XIV. to the court of Brunswick.
another of his great works, was produced at the Birming- He died in 1703, leaving memoirs of his life, etc., which
are highly commended by Madame de Sevigne.
ham Musical Festival in 1882.
“ Lettres de Madame de Sevigne.”
See “ M^moire de Gourville
Goupil or Goupyl, goo'pe', (Jacques ) a French
physican, born in Poitou, became professor of medicine
Gousset, goo'sk', [Lat. Gusse'tius,] (Jacques,) a
He edited Are too us and other Greek learned French Protestant divine, born at Blois in 1635.
at Paris in 1555.
medical works, and translated Dioscorides, “ De Materia His principal work is his “ Commentaries on the Hebrew
”
Medica into Latin. Died in 1564.
Language,” (“ Commentarii Linguae Ebraicae,” etc.) He
Gourdan, (Simon,) a French monk, bom in Paris in was for many years professor of Greek and theology at
“
The
Sacrifice
hymns
and
He
composed
church
1646.
Groningen. Died in 1704.
of Faith and Love at the Holy Sacrament,” (1714,)
Gousset, (Thomas Marie Joseph,) a French prelate,
which was oiten leprinted. Died in 1729.
born in Haute-Saone in 1792. He became Archbishop
Gourgaud, gooR/go', (Gaspard,) Baron, a French of Rheims in 1840, and a cardinal in 1850 or 1851. Among
general and military writer, born at Versailles in 1783. his works is a treatise on “Moral Theology,” (1S36,)
1 laving entered the army in 1803, he served in the prinwhich is highly esteemed.
cipal campaigns from 1805 to 1814, and was made a
Goustasp. See GushtAsp.
Fleurus,
(1815.)
general by Napoleon after the battle of
Gouthieres or Goutieres, goo'te-aiR', written also
where,
Helena,
Saint
emperor
to
He accompanied the
Guthier, [Lat. Guthe'rius,] (JacquesT) a French jurist
owing to a disagreement with Montholon, he did not and antiquary, born at Chaumont in 1568, published,
remain long. After the revolution of July, 1830, Gour- among other works, a treatise “ On the Old Pontifical
gaud was created a lieutenant-general, and a peer of Law of Rome.” Died in 1638.
France in 1841. He published, conjointly with MonGouttes, goot, (Jean Louis,) a French ecclesiastic,
tholon, “Memoirs to illustrate the History of France born at Tulle in 1740, was a deputy to the States-General
under Napoleon,” etc., (8 vols., 1822,) “Refutation of in 1789. In 1791 he succeeded Talleyrand as Bishop of
the Life of Napoleon by Sir Walter Scott,” and several Autun.
He was arrested by the committee of public
Died in 1852.
other works.
safety, and executed, in 1794.
Homines
du
See Sarrut and Saint-Edme, “Biographie des
Gouvea, go-va'k, or Govea, de, dk go-va'k, [Lat.
Jour;” QiArakd, “La France Litteraire;” “Nouvelle Biographie Govea'nus,] (Antonio,) an eminent Portuguese jurist
Generale.”
and writer, born at Beja in 1505. He became a member
Gourgues, de, deh gooRg, (Dominique,) a celebrated of the privy council of Emanuel Philibert, Duke of
French seaman, born at Mont-de-Marsan about 1530. Savoy, having previously filled the chair of jurispruHaving heard of the atrocious massacre by the Spaniards dence at Cahors and Valence, in France. He wrote
of the French colonists in Florida, he with some assist- a number of legal works in Latin, also Latin poems of
ance equipped a small fleet, and with upwards of two great elegance. He died at Turin in 1565, leaving the
hundred followers sailed, in 1567, for that country. In reputation of one of the first jurists of his time.
conjunction with his Indian allies, he totally defeated the
Gouvea, de, (Antonio,) a Portuguese historian and
Spaniards, and took a number of prisoners, whom he monk, born at Beja about 1570.
He was sent as an amhanged. The head of Gourgues was demanded by the bassador to Persia in 1602, and wrote an account of the
Spanish king, and he was invited by Queen Elizabeth to war between Shah Abbas of Persia and the Turks, (161 1.)
He died on the Died in 1628.
take command of an English fleet.
journey to London, in 1593.
Gouvest. See Maubert.
Gouriet, (Jean Bapiiste,) a French litterateur
Gouvion Saint-Cyr, goo've-bN' si n'sJr', ( Lauborn in Paris in 1774. Died in 1855.
rent,) a French marshal, was born at Toul in 1764.
a
RusCount,
Gourko, (Joseph Vassilvevitch,)
He served in the army of the Rhine in 1796, and in
He seived with great dis- 1797 succeeded Massena as commander of the army
sian general, born in 1828.
and
Turkey.
Russia
war
between
recent
the
tinction in
He took a prominent part in the Austrian
of Rome.
He is now adjutant-general of the Russian forces.
and Prussian campaigns of 1805-06, and in 1812 obGourlier, gooR'le-k', (Charles Pierre,) an archi- tained a signal victory over the Russian prince WittHe published a useful work genstein at Polotsk, for which he received a marshal’s
tect, born in Paris in~T786.
on the public buildings erected in France in the nine- baton. After the accession of Louis XVIII. he was
teenth century, “ Choix d’Edifices publics,” etc., (3 vols., created successively a peer and a marquis, and in 1817
Died in 1857.
1825-50.)
became minister of war. He died in 1830, leaving
Gourmelen, gooRm'lfiN', (£tienne,) an eminent “ Memoirs towards a Military History under the Direcof
professor
tory, the Consulate, and the Empire,” (1831,) which is
French surgeon, born in Finistere, became
surgery in the College of France in 1578* He published, regarded as a standard work and has been translated
besides other works, “Synopsis Chirurgiae,” (1566,) into several languages.
which was for a long time the basis of surgical instrucSee Gay de Vernon, “Vie de Gouvion Saint-Cyr; NolletFabert, “ Le Marechal Gouvion Saint-Cyr,” 1853.
Died at Melun in 1 593tion in the Faculty of Paris.
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GOUTE

(Thomas,) a French Jesuit and ma1650, wrote “ Physical
and Mathematical Observations,” etc. Died in 1725.
Gouye de Longuemarre, goo-e' deh 16Ng'm2.R',
(N.,) a French advocate and historical writer, born at
He published several dissertations
Dieppe in 1715.
Died in 1763.
relative to the early history of France.
Gouz or Goux, goo, (Franqois de la Boullaye le
deh It booTV leh,) a French traveller and diplomatist,
born in Anjou about 1610, was sent in 1688 on an embassy to the Great Mogul. He died in Persia in 1689.

Gouye,

goo-e',

thematician, born at Dieppe in

—

See “Retrospective Review,”

vol.

i.,

(new

series,) 1853.

Govea. See Gouvea.
Govinda, a name of Krishna, (which see.)
Go-vin'da Singh, (sing,) a famous chief of the Sikhs,
born at Patna in 1661, was the last Guru (or Goo'roo)

He was a son of the ninth
Gooroo, who was put to death by Aurung-Zeb. ITe
reformed or reorganized the Sikhs, whom he converted
into a tribe of formidable warriors and taught that it was
meritorious to exterminate the Mongols, over whom he
gained several victories. Having been abandoned by
nearly all his partisans, he escaped in disguise to the
or religious head of that sect.

desert.
See

J.

Died

in 1708.

Malcolm, “Sketch

searches,” vol.

of the Sikhs,” in the “Asiatic Re-

go-vo'nJ, (Rosa,) was born at Mondovi, in
Left an orphan at an early age, she not
only supported herself by her industry, but formed an
association of destitute young girls, whom she instructed
In 1755, assisted by several
in various kinds of labour.
of the nobility, she founded at Turin an industrial institution, which was patronized by King Charles Emanuel
III. Similar establishments were formed in other Italian
towns, and called Rosines in honour of their foundress.

Govona,

Italy, in 1716.

Died

in 1776.
See “ Nouvelle Biographie Generale.”

Gow'er,

with success. He also engraved a series of caricatures
and moral scenes called “ Caprichos.” Died at Bordeaux
in 1828.

See Viardot, “ Notices sur

Peintres d’Espagne.”

les

(Jan,) a celebrated Dutch
painter of landscapes and marine views, born at Leyden
His pictures are admirably executed; but the
in 1596.
colours, not being well chosen, are injured by time. Died
in 1656.
Goz or Goez, gots, (Joseph Franz,) Baron, aGerman
He published
painter, born at Hermannstadt in 1754.
about 1784 a series of plates entitled “Exercises of Imagination on Different Human Characters and Forms,”
which are regarded as little inferior to the designs of
Hogarth. Among his best pictures are the portrait
of Kosciusko, and “ The Madness of King Lear.” Died

Goyen, van, vin

goi'en,

?

in 1815.

See Nagler, “Neues Allgemeines Kiinstler-Lexikon.”
Gozlan,goz'16N',(L£oN,) a witty French dramatist and
ITe displayed great
novelist, born at Marseilles in 1806.
talent for observation in his works, among which are
“The Notary of Chantilly,” (1836,) “ Celeste,” (1839,)
“ The Chateaus of France,” (4 vols., 1844,) “ Le Gateau
des Reines,” (1855,) and “II faut que Jeunesse se paye,”
(1858.)

Died

in 1866.

de, deh go'zdN', (Deodatus or Dif.udonn£,)
a celebrated French chevalier, who, according to tradition, delivered the island of Rhodes from a monstrous
serpent which infested it. This achievement has been
immortalized by Schiller in his poem entitled “The
Combat with the Dragon,” (“ Der Kampf mit dem DraGozon was afterwards elected grand master of
chen.”)
Died in 1353the order of Saint John of Jerusalem.
See Vertot, “ Histoire des Chevaliers de Malte.”

Gozon,

xi.

(John,) one of the earliest English poets,

supposed to have been a native of
Yorkshire. He studied law in London, where he formed
an intimate friendship with Chaucer, who is said to have
been his fellow-student. His principal works are his
“ Speculum Meditantis,” (“ Mirror of Meditation,”) “Vox
Clamantis,” (“Voice of One Crying,”) and “ Confessio
Amantis,” (“ Lover’s Confession.”) The last-named only
has been printed, and was one of the first works issued
from Caxton’s press, (1483.) Gower was in opulent circumstances, and contributed largely to the rebuilding of
the conventual church of Saint Mary Overy, now Saint
Saviour’s Church. His learning was profound and varied,
but his merits as a poet are not of a high order. His
sonnets, in French, are pronounced by Warton superior
He died in 1402, and was
to his other compositions.
inferred in Saint Saviour’s Church.
Disraeli, “ AmeniSee Warton, “ History of English Poetry

born about 1320,
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Gozzi, got'see, (Carlo,) Count, a celebrated Italian
He pubdramatist, was born at Venice about 1720.
lished in 1761 his drama entitled “The Loves of the

Three Oranges,” (“ Amore delle tre Melarance,”) which
met with brilliant success. It was followed by “Mrs.
Serpent,” (“ Donna Serpente,”) “ King Stag,” (“ II Re
Cervo,”) “Turandot,” and other fairy-pieces, ( Fiabe,) of
a similar nature, which are characterized by wonderful
and striking incidents, drawn from Oriental fables. They
were received with general admiration, more especially
in Germany, where they have been imitated by seveGozzi’s “Turandot, Princess of
ral eminent writers.
China,” has been translated and re-wrought by Schiller.

Died

in 1806.

See Fr. Horn, “Ueber K. Gozzi’s dramatische Poesie ;” Tipaldo, “Biografia degli Italiani illustri ;” Longfellow, “Poets and
Poetry of Europe ;” also Gozzi’s Autobiography, entitled “ Memorie
inutili di Carlo Gozzi,” 3 vols., 1788, and the French version of
the same, by Paul de Musset, 1848; “Nouvelle Biographie Ginerale.”

Gozzi, (Gasparo,) Count, a distinguished Italian
was born at Venice in
He was the author of the “Venetian Observer,”
1713.
“ Illustrations of the Lives, etc.
J. Todd,
(“ Osservatore Veneto,” 12 vols., 1768,) on the model
Gower, (Leveson.) See Granville, Lord, and of Addison’s “Spectator,” which it resembles in its
Egerton, (Francis.)
and of “ Epistles,” in
graceful style and delicate satire
Gow'rie, (John Ruthven,) Earl of, born about verse, (“ Sermoni,”) which are greatly admired for their
1578, was a son of William Ruthven, noticed below. He elegance.
He also made several excellent translations
and his brother Alexander were the chief actors in the from the Latin, French, and English, and published a
Gowrie
conspiracy.
In
1600
mysterious affair called the
“Defence of Dante,” which is esteemed a standard work.
King James was induced to visit the earl in his castle at Died at Padua in 1786.
Perth, and an attempt was made against his liberty or
See Gherardini, “Vita di G. Gozzi,” 1821; Pindemonte,
“ Elogio del Conte G. Gozzi,” 1787; “Nouvelle Biographie Genelife by the Ruthvens, who were both killed -by the king’s
ties of

Literature

writer, brother of the preceding,

2d series; H.
of Gower and Chaucer.”

“ Retrospective Review,”

vol.

ii.,

;

attendants.
See Robertson, “History of Scotland;” Hume, “History of
England;” James Scott, “History of the Life and Death of John,
Earl of Gowrie,” 1818.

Gowrie, (William Ruthven,) Earl of, was a son
of the Lord Ruthven who took a prominent part in the
murder of David Rizzio. He was the leader of the
conspirators who seized James VI. at Ruthven Castle in
1582 and detained him as a captive about ten months.
This seizure of the king was called the “ Raid of Ruthven.” He was convicted of treason, and executed in 1584.

Goya

y Lucientes, go'yi e loo-the-Sn'tSs, (Francisco,) a skilful Spanish paintei, born in Aragon in 1746.
He received the title of painter to Charles IV. in 1799.
He painted religious subjects, portraits, caricatures, etc.
c a? k; 5 as

s;
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rale ;” F.

Fanzago, “Delle Lodi

del

Conte G. Gozzi,” 1788.

Gozzoli,

got'so-lee, (Benozzo,) a distinguished Italian painter, born at Florence about 1405, was a pupil of

Fra Angelico. He worked at Florence, Rome, Orvieto,
and Pisa. Among his best works are his frescos, which
cover an entire side of the Campo Santo at Pisa. The
“These
subjects of these are taken from the Bible.
marvellous frescos,” says the “Nouvelle Biographie
Generale,” “display in the highest degree the genius
Some of
for invention and the talent for execution.”
his frescos at Pisa and Florence are still well preserved.
Died about 1485.
See Mrs. Jameson, “ Memoirs of Early Italian Painters ;” Vasari, “Lives of the Painters;” Lanzi, “History of Painting in
Italy;” “Nouvelle Biographie Generale.”
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GRAAF

Graaf or Graef, de, deh gRaf, (Reinhart,) a Dutch
physician and anatomist, born at Schoonhoven in 1641.
He studied at Leyden, and afterwards settled at Delft,
where he died in 1673. He published, among other
works, in Latin, a treatise “On the Nature and Use of
the Pancreatic Juice.”
See

N fCERON,

Gracchus, (Tiberius Sempronius,)

Among

dramatic poet, born at Detmold in 1801.
his best productions are the tragedies of “ The

man

Duke

of Gothland,” “Hannibal,” “The Battle of Hermann,”
(1838,) and a comedy entitled “Jest, Satire, Irony,” etc.,
(“ Scherz, Satire, Ironie,” etc.,) which is esteemed a
master-piece of wit and humour. Died in 1836.
See E. Duller, “C. Grabbe’s Leben,” 1838; Longfellow,
“ Poets and Poetry of Europe;” Karl Ziegler, “Biographie C.
Grabbe’s,” 1848.

Grabe, gRl'beh, (Johann Ernst,) a German theoloKonigsberg in 1666. About 1705 he settled
England, where he obtained the degree of D.D. He

gian, born at

published several religious works, the principal of which

was an edition of the Septuagint,
Died in 1711.

(8 vols. 8vo, 1707-20.)

See Nic£ron, “Mdmoires.”

Grabener, gRi'beh-ner, (Gottlieb,)

a

German

phi-

died in 1750.
writer, born in 1685
See “ Vita Grabeneri,” by his son, C. G. Grabener, 1751.

and

Graberg

;

(gRo'b^Rg)

vonHemso, (Jakob,)

a learned

Swedish geographer, born in the island of G-ottland in
1776, was appointed by his government, in 1823, consul
Among his most important works, which
in Tripoli.
are

in several languages, are a “ Historical
the Skalds,” (1811,) a “ Geographico-Statistical

composed

Essay on
Essay on the Regency of Algiers,” (1830,) and a good
work on the “ Geography of Morocco,” (1834, in Italian.)
He possessed a choice collection of antique coins and
Died at Florence in 1847.
Oriental manuscripts.
See his “ Autobiography

“ Nouvelle Biographie Generale.”

Grabowski,

gui-bov'skee, (Ambrosius,) a Polish
archaeologist, born near Cracow in 1782, published “ The
Historic Antiquities of Poland,” (1840.)
Grac'-ehus, (Caius Sempronius,) a celebrated
Roman statesman and orator, born in 159 (or, as some
Lie was caresay, 154) B.C., was a brother of Tiberius.
fully educated by his mother, the wise and virtuous
quaestor
in
126
B.C., and in
He was elected
Cornelia.
that capacity served in Sardinia, where he acquired much
popularity, and, according to Plutarch, exhibited “ a
noble specimen of every virtue.” As he was endowed
with great talents and excelled in eloquence, the aristocratic party always regarded him with a jealous eye.
He was elected tribune of the people in 123 B.C., and
was the author of several laws tending to improve the
condition of the poor and to moderate the power of
By one of his laws the judiciary power was
the senate.
He
transferred from the senate to the equestrian order.
promoted commerce by opening good public roads.
“ They who hated and feared him,” says Plutarch, “ were
struck with his amazing industry and the celerity of his
operations.” He was re-elected tribune for the year 122.
During his second term he proposed to give the Roman

To
franchise, or right of citizenship, to all the Latins.
counteract his influence, the senate resorted to a trick
tribune
M.
Livius
induced
the
They
or stratagem.
Drusus to act the part of a demagogue, and to propose
measures more radical or democratic than those of Gracchus, who was thus supplanted in the popular favour.
Caius conducted a colony to Carthage, and after an absence of seventy days returned to Rome. Opimius, an
enemy of Gracchus, was chosen consul for the year 12 1,
and the adherents of the senate began to repeal the laws
Fulvius
of the latter, who was now a private citizen.
Flaccus, a rash partisan of Gracchus, and many others,
a, c,

?,

Caius Gracchus; historischer Vortrag,” 1843.
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less
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Roman

gene-

second Punic war. He was elected consul for
and defeated Hanno near Beneventum in 214.
215
In the next year he was the colleague of Fabius Maximus
in the consulship.
He was killed in an ambuscade in
ral of the

a skilful Dutch
painter of landscapes and animals, born at Amsterdam
in 1628.
His colouring is vigorous and harmonious, and
his design correct. He excelled in animated landscapes,
and painted some historical pieces with success. Among
his best works is a “ David and Bathsheba.” He worked
mostly at Amsterdam, where he died in 1 709.
Grabbe, gRfib'beh, (Christian Dietrich,) a Ger-

lologist

took arms in his defence ; but Gracchus himself was
averse to violent resistance.
He perished in a general
massacre, ordered by Opimius, in 121 B.C.
See Plutarch, “Life of Caius Gracchus
Livy, “Epitome;”
Dion Cassius, “Fragmenta;” F. D. Gerlach, “Tiberius und

“ Memoires.”

Graaso. See Grauw, (Hendrik.)
Graat, gRat, (Bernard or Barent,)

in
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212

B.C.

Gracchus, (Tiberius Sempronius,)

a Roman geneCornelia, a daughter of Scipio Africanus, and was the father of the famous Gracchi.
He
became consul in 178 B.C., (or 576 A.u.C.,) and again in
B.C.
He
gained
a victory over the Sardinians. His
163
character is extolled by Cicero. Died about 158 b.c.
Gracchus, (Tiberius Sempronius,) a popular and
eminent Roman statesman, born about 168 B.C. His
mother was the celebrated Cornelia, a daughter of the
greatest Scipio.
He served at the capture and destruction of Carthage under Scipio Africanus the Younger,
who had married a sister of Gracchus. In 137 B.c. he
was elected quaestor, and was employed in the Numantian war, in which he greatly distinguished himself by
his courage and capacity. About 134 B.C. he was elected
tribune of the people, and proposed an important reform
in the disposition of the public lands.
His first effort
was to restore or enforce (with some modifications) the
Licinian law, which prohibited any man from occupying
more than five hundred acres of public land, and which
had never been formally repealed, but was generally neg“ There never was,” says Plutarch,
lected and violated.
“ a milder law made against so much injustice and oppression.
For they who deserved to have been punished
for their infringement on the rights of the community
were to have a consideration for giving up their groundless claims.
In this just and glorious cause Tiberius
.
.
exerted an eloquence which might have adorned a worse

who married

ral,

.

He

subject, and which nothing could resist.”
was violently opposed by the aristocracy and the tribune M.

Octavius, whose veto retarded the passage of the bill.
the agrarian law
Gracchus again offered himself as a candidate for the office of tribune.
During the election,
which occurred in June, when many of his friends were
engaged in harvesting, the partisans of the aristocracy,
led by Scipio Nasica, appealed to force, and killed
Gracchus, with about three hundred of his supporters,

At length Octavius was deposed, and
was adopted.

in 133 B.C.
See Plutarch, “ Life of Tiberius Gracchus;” Livv, “ History of
Rome;” Crell, “ Elogium et Character T. et C. Gracchorum,”
Heeren, “Tiberius und Caius
1727 Niebuhr, “ History of Rome
Gracchus;” F. D. Gerlach, “Tiberius und Caius Gracchus; liistorischer Vortrag,” 1843.
;

Gracian,
siastic,

born

gRi-f/ie-dn', (Baltasar,) a Spanish eccleat Calatayud in 1584, was rector of the

He

wrote “ Reflections
Jesuits’ College at Tarragona.
on the Political Conduct of Ferdinand the Catholic,”
a work entitled “The Hero,” (1637,) which was translated into several languages, and “ Criticon,” an allegory,
Died in 1658.
(1650-53.)
See Ticknor, “ History of Spanish Literature ;” Bouterwek,
“ Histoire de la Literature Espagnole.”

Gradenigo, gRl-di-nee'go, (Giovanni Agostino,)
an Italian antiquary and writer, born at Venice about
He became Bishop of Chioggia and Ceneda.
1722.
Died

in 1774.
See L. Doglioni, “ Elogio storico

di

G. A. Gradenigo,” 1774.

Gradenigo, (Giovanni Girolamo,) an Italian prelate, born at Venice in 1708, became Archbishopof Udine
Died in 1786.
in 1766.
Gradenigo, (Pietro,) born in 1249, was Doge of
Venice from 1289 to 13 11. He originated the revolution
that deprived the people of their privileges and made
During the war with Genoa
the aristocracy hereditary.
in 1297, he passed the decree called the Closing of the
Grand Council, which took from the people the right
Died in 1311.
of electing the members of that council.
See Marino Sanuto, “ Vitedei Duchidi Venezia, P. Gradenigo;”
Daru, “Histoire de Venise.”
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GRADI

Gradi, gRt'de', [Lat. DeGrad'ibus,] (Jean,) a French
and legal writer, who lived about 1490-1520.
Gradivus, a surname of Mars, which see.
Grsecinus, gre-sl'nus, (Julius,) a Roman senator,
who refused to appear as the accuser of Marcus Silanus,
and was in consequence put to death by order of Caligula.
“He was,” says Seneca, “too good a man to
be permitted to live under a tyrant.”
Graefe. See Grafe, and Gravius, (Johann G.)
Graeffe. See Graffe.
Graeme, gram, (John,) a Scottish poet, born at Carnwath, Lanarkshire, in 1748. His elegies and other poems
were published in 1773. Died in 1772.
Graesse. See Grasse.
Graeter. See Grater.
Graevel. See Gravel.
Graevius. See Gravius.
Graf, gRdf, (called also Urs, Ours, Ursus, Gamperlin, Gemberlein, and Van Goar,) a noted Swiss
engraver, born at Rale about 1485.
Grafe. See Gravius.
Grafe, gRa'feh, (Heinrich,) born at Buttstiidt, in Germany, in 1802, wrote “ Universal Science of Education,”
(“Allgemeine Padagogik,” 1845.)
Grafe or Graefe, von, fon gRa'feh, (Karl Ferdinand,) a celebrated surgeon and oculist, born at Warsaw
in 1 787. He became, about 1 8 1 1 professor of surgery and
director of the ophthalmo-surgical clinic at Berlin, and
wrote, besides other works, one on the rhinoplastic art,
which he greatly improved. Died in 1840.
Albrecht von Grafe, a son of the preceding, born
at Berlin in 1828, became professor of ophthalmic surgery in his native city in 1857. He was regarded as the
greatest oculist in Europe.
Died in 1870.
Graff, gRif, (Antoine,) an eminent Swiss portraitpainter, born at Winterthur in 1736. He was appointed
in 1766 court painter at Dresden.
His works are numerous and highly esteemed. Died in 1813.
Graff, gRif, (Eberhard Gottlieb,) a German philologist, born at Elbing in 1780, was profoundly versed
in the old German language and literature.
His principal work is the “ Treasure of the Old German Language,”
which, after his death, was completed by Massmann.
Died in Berlin in 1841.
Graffe or Graeffe, guef'feh, (Johann Friedrich
Christoph,) a German philosopher and writer, born
in 1754 at Gottingen, where he became professor of philosophy. Died in 1816.
Grafigni, gRi-fin'yee, (Agostino,) a Genoese merchant, residing at Antwerp and London about 1590, was
a principal agent in the secret negotiations between
Queen Elizabeth and Alexander of Parma.
jurist

,

See Motley’s “History of the United Netherlands,” chap.

Grafigny or Graffigny,

gRi'ftn'ye',

(

viii.

Franqoise

dTssembourg d’Happoucourt — de'sfiN'booR'

di'-

pbN'kooR',) a French writer, born at Nancy in 1695.
Her principal works are the comedy of “Cenia,” and
“Lettres d’une Peruvienne,” a romance. Died in 1758.
See Voltaire, “ Correspondance gdnerale.”

Grafstrcem or Grafstrom, gR&f'stRom, (Anders
Abraham,) a Swedish poet and clergyman, born at
Sundsvall in 1790. He married a daughter of the poet
Franzen. Among his works are “Sanger fran Norrland,” (1841.)

Graf'ton, (Augustus

Henry

Fitzroy,)

Duke

Grafton, (Richard,) an English printer and historipublished in 1569 “Chronicles at Large and
Meere History of the Affayres of England.”
« as k; 9 as

s;
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Grafunder, gRa'foon-der, (David,) a German Oripublished a “ Chaldaic Grammar,” and other
works. Died in 1680.
entalist,

Graham, (Catherine.) See Macaulay.
Graham, gra'am, (George,) F.R.S., a distinguished
English mechanician and astronomer, born in Cumberland in 1675.
He was commissioned to furnish instru-

ments for the French Academicians who were sent to
the North to ascertain the figure of the earth, (1735.)
He also constructed the mural arch in the Observatory
at Greenwich, and the sector by which Dr. Bradley made
discoveries relating to the fixed stars. He was esteemed
one of the best watchmakers of his time. Died in 1751.
See Thiout, “Traitd d’Horlogerie.”

Graham,
pist,

born

at

gra'am, (Isabella,) a Scottish philanthroLanark in 1742. She emigrated to New

York

City in 1789, after she had been married to Dr.
John Graham, (1765.) She took a prominent part in
founding several benevolent institutions in New York,
and abounded in works of charity. Died in 1814.
See Dr. Mason, “Memoirs of Mrs. Graham.”

Graham, (Sir James Robert George,) a British
statesman, born at Netherby in 1792. He was elected
In 1830
to Parliament for Hull as a Liberal in 1818.
he became first lord of the admiralty under Earl Grey,
and managed that department with rigid economy. He
promoted the passage of the Reform Bill in 1S31, and
resigned office in 1834. On the accession of Sir Robert
Peel, in 1841, he entered the cabinet as home-secretary.
Pie rendered efficient aid to Peel in the repeal of the
corn-laws, and retired from office with the same chief
in 1846. He gave a general support to the Whig administration which followed, and about the end of 1852 was
appointed first lord of the admiralty in the ministry of
Lord Aberdeen.
His opposition to the Russian war
appears to have been the cause which induced him to
resign, about February, 1855.
The ill success of the
Baltic fleet in the Russian war was attributed, by Sir
C. Napier and others, to his parsimony and mismanagement.
He represented Carlisle in Parliament for
many years. Died in October, 1861.
See “Blackwood’s Magazine” for April, 1863; “Westminster
Review” for June, 1844.

Graham, (John,) Viscount Dundee, called Claverhouse klav'er-us, a Scottish officer, distinguished for

—

and for his merciless severity towards
was born about 1650. He served in the
Dutch army under the Prince of Orange, and returned
to Scotland in 1677.
Soon after this date he became a
captain in a troop of dragoons which was ordered to
his military talents

the Covenanters,

enforce the penal laws against the Scottish Covenanters.
Though defeated by them at Drumclog in 1679, he was
afterwards more successful, and rendered his name forever odious by his atrocities.
In 1689 he raised a body
of Highlanders to fight for James II.
He was killed in
June, 1689, at Killiecrankie, where his army was victorious.
“During the last three months of his life,” says
Macaulay, “ he had proved himself a great warrior and
politician ; and his name is therefore mentioned with
respect by that large class of persons who think that
there is no excess of wickedness for which courage and
ability do not atone.”
See Macaulay, “History of England,” vol. i. chap, iv., and vol.
iii.
chap. xiii.
Chambers, “Biographical Dictionary of Eminent
Scotsmen;” J. Paget, “New Examen,” 1861 “Edinburgh Review” for July, 1863; “ North British Review” for May, 1830; Sir
;

of,

minister of state, was born in 1736.
He
became one of the two secretaries of state in the Whig
cabinet in 1765, and was appointed first lord of the
treasury in a ministry which Lord Chatham formed of
very discordant materials in 1766. In consequence of
Lord Chatham’s ill health, the functions of prime minister devolved on the Duke of Grafton, whose character
and measures were assailed with violent invective by
Lord Chatham resigned about October, 1768,
Junius.
and the duke resigned in 1770. Pie was lord privy seal
from 1771 to 1775, a fter which he opposed the American
war and the measures of Lord North. Died in 1811.
See Lord Mahon’s “History of England.”
a British

cal writer,

GRAHAM
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;

Walter

Scott, “Old Mortality.”

Graham, gra'am, (John Andrew,)

born in Connecti-

cut in 1764, wrote a “Descriptive Sketch of the Present
State of Vermont,” (1797,) and “ Memoirs of John Horne
Tooke,” (1828.) Died in 1841.
Graham, (Joseph,) an officer of the American Revo-

was born in Chester, Pennsylvania, in 1759.
He
emigrated to North Carolina. He served with distinction under General Lincoln, and was afterwards made
a brigadier-general. Died in 1836.
Graham, (Maria.) See Callcott, (Lady.)
Graham, (Mary Jane,) a literary Englishwoman,
born in London in 1803, was acquainted with Greek and
other languages.
She published “The Test of Truth,”
lution,

(7th edition, 1852.)

Died
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Graham, (Robert,)

Grainville.de, deh gRi.N / v41 / (Jean Baptiste FranXavier Cousin koo'ziN',) a French ecclesiastic
and distinguished pulpit orator, born at Plavre in 1746.
He published a poem entitled “ The Last Man,” “ The
Judgment of Paris,” (a drama,) and several other works.
Died in 1805.
Graham, (Sylvester,) a noted American reformer
Gram, gRim, (Johan or Hans,) a Danish philologist,
and writer on dietetics, was born in Suffield, Connecti- born in Jutland in 1685, became successively professor
cut, in 1794.
He studied at Amherst College, officiated of Greek at Copenhagen, (1714,) historiographer, royal
for a time as a Presbyterian minister, and about 1830 librarian, and archivist, (1731.)
In 1745 he was made a
was employed by the Pennsylvania Temperance Society councillor of state. He published, in Latin, a “ History
as a lecturer.
His experience in this vocation led him of the Gods, from Xenophon,” and other critical and
to the conviction that the prevention and cure of in- historical works, which enjoy a high reputation.
He
temperance were chiefly to be found in the adoption was the founder of the Scientific Society of Copenhagen.
of a purely vegetable diet, which he supposed would Died in 1748.
take away the desire for stimulants.
He subsequently
See Jens Moeller, “ H. Grams Levnet,” 1810; Kraft og

a Scottish physician and botanist,
became professor of botany at
Glasgow about 1818. He was a contributor to the “ Botanical Magazine” and other scientific journals. In 1820
he obtained a chair of botany in the University of Edinburgh. Died in 1845.

born

at Stirling in 1786,

applied this theory to all cases of disease. He published
in 1839 “Lectures on thq Science of Human Life,” (in
2 vols.) Died in 1851.
Graham, (Thomas,) F.R.S., an eminent British chemist, born at Glasgow in 1805.
He became professor of
chemistry in the Andersonian University in 1830, and in
the London University in 1837.
He published in 1842
a valuable work, entitled “ Elements of Chemistry.”
Among his important discoveries is the law of the diffusion of gases. He was the first president of the Chemical
Society of London.' He succeeded Sir John Herschel
as Master of the Mint in 1855.

Died

in 1869.

Graham, (Sir Thomas.) See Lynedoch.
Graham, (William A.,) an American politician,

—

cois

,

Nyerup, “Litteraturlexicon.”

Gramaye, gRf'mV, (Jean Baptiste,) a Flemish antiquary and historical writer, born at Antwerp about
He became professor of law and rhetoric at Lou1580.
vain, and was afterwards appointed historiographer to
the Netherlands.
He wrote a “ History of Brabant,”
“ Antiquities of Flanders,” and other works, in Latin.
Died

in 1635.

Grammatica, gRim-mi'te-ki, (Antiveduto,

Sn-tevi-doo'to,) an Italian painter, born near Rome in 1571.
He was a skilful imitator and counterfeiter of the works
of great masters.
Died in 1626.
See Lanzi, “ History of Painting in Italy.”

born
Grammatico, gR&m-mi'te-ko, (Nicaiso,) an Italian
He represented North CaroUnited States in 1841-43, was Jesuit, born at Trent; died in 1736. /
Gramond or Grammont, gRf m6N', [Lat. Graelected Governor of that State by the Whigs in 1844,
and re-elected in 1S46. He became secretary of the mun'dus,] (Gabriel Barth£i.emy,) a French writer,
born
at Toulouse about 1590, published a “History of
navy in July, 1830, and retired from that office in 1852.
In the latter year he was the candidate of the Whig the Reign of Louis XIII.,” etc., (in Latin.) Died in 1654.
Gramont
or Grammont, de, deh gRt'miN', (Anparty for the Vice- Presidency. Died in 1873.
Grahame, gra'am, (James,) a Scottish poet and divine, toine,) Due, born in 1604, became lieutenant-general in
born at Glasgow in 1765. He studied in the univer- 1641, and soon after a marshal of France. Died in 1678.
Gramont, de, (Antoine,) Due, a grandson of the
sity of his native city, and subsequently practised law
He entered holy orders in 1S09, and was preceding, was born in 1672, and was first called Comte
for a time.
appointed curate of Shipton, in Gloucestershire. His DE Guiche. He served in many battles in Flanders,
principal poem, “The Sabbath,” is esteemed one of and was made lieutenant-general in 1704, and marshal
in

North Carolina

in 1800.

lina in the Senate of the

Died in 1725.
Gramont, de, (Antoine Louis Marie,) Due, a
French
general,
born in 1755. He emigrated in 1789.
in 181 1.
Died in 1836.
See Chambers, “ Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen
Gramont, de, (Armand.) See Guiche.
“ Edinburgh Review” for April, 1810; “London Quarterly Review”
for May, 1810.
Gramont, de, (Gabriel,) a French prelate, became
Grahame, (James,) a British historian, published a Archbishop of Bordeaux in 1329, and in 1530 was made
“ History of the Rise and Progress of the United States a cardinal. Died in 1534.
Gramont or Grammont, de, (Philibert,) Comte,
of North America till the British Revolution of 1688.”
It is styled by Prescott “ the most thorough work, and a French courtier, celebrated for his wit, frivolity, and
incomparably the best on the subject, previous to Mr. gallantry, was born in 1621. He distinguished himself
in several campaigns under Conde and Turenne, and
Bancroft’s.” Died in 1842.
obtained the rank of general. He passed some time at
Grain. See Le Grain.
Graindorge, gR&N'doRzh', (Andr£,) a French physi- the court of Charles II. of England. Died in 1707.
“ Mecian and naturalist, born at Caen in 1616, wrote a treatise His brother-in-law, Anthony Hamilton, published
(See
“ On the Nature of Fire, Light, and Colours,” and other moirs of Grammont,” which is much admired.
Hamilton, Anthony.)
works, in Latin. Died in 1676.
Gramont, de, (Scipion,) a French poet, born in ProGraindorge, (AndrIs,) a French weaver, born at
Caen, lived about 1600. He was the first artisan who vence, was secretary to Louis XIII. Died about 1638.
Granacci, gRi-n&t'chee, (Francesco,) a Florentine
wove diaper in flowers and squares. His son Richard
perfected the art by representing animals and other painter, born about 1475, was a pupil of Ghirlandaio, and
afterwards of Michael Angelo, whose style he adopted.
figures.
Grain'ger, (James,) a Scottish physician and poet, Among his master-pieces we may name “The Virgin
born at Dunse in 1723. He was the author of a mediocre giving her Girdle to Saint Thomas.” Died in 1544.
See Vasari, “ Lives of the Painters,” etc.
poem entitled “Sugar-Cane,” (1764,) and an “Ode on
Solitude,” which Dr. Johnson admired. He also transGranada, de, di gRi-n&'Dfi, (Fray Luis,) [Fr. Louis
Died in 1767.
lated the “Elegies” of Tibullus.
de Grenade, loo'e' deh gRelTntd',] a celebrated Spanish
See Johnson and Chalmers, “Lives of the English Poets;” ecclesiastic, and one of the first pulpit orators of his time,
“
Chambers, Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen.”
born at Granada in 1504, was educated in the family of
Grain'ger, (Richard,) an English architect, born at the Count of Tendilla. He refused the archbishopric
Newcastle-upon-Tyne in 1798. He acquired wealth by of Braga, which was offered him, and devoted himself at
Free
his enterprise, and made extensive improvements in Lisbon to preaching and religious compositions.
Newcastle, among which were new streets, an exchange, from the persecuting spirit of his time, he won the hearts
market-house, and other public buildings. Died in 1861. of his hearers by his mild persuasive eloquence and the
Grainville, gRiN'vfel', (Jean Baptiste Christophe,) shining example of his own life. Among his principal
a French litterateur, born at Lisieux in 1760, made sev- works are “The Sinner’s Guide,” a “Memorial of the
eral translations from the Spanish and the Italian, and Christian Life,” (1566,) “ Symbol of the Faith,” and
“ Rhetorica Ecclesiastica.”
His “Guide to Sinners,”
published a number of original poems. Died in 1803.

He also published
the finest compositions of the kind.
“ British Georgies,” “ The Birds of Scotland,” etc. Died
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says Ticknor, “ was translated into nearly all the lanDied
guages of Europe, including Greek and Polish.”
in 1588.
See Ticknor, “ History of Spanish Literature;” Luis Munoz,
“ La Vida de Luis de Granada,” 1639.

Geography,”

Gottenburg in 1770, published a “ History of the Union of Calmar,” (3 vols., 1807-11,) and a
“ History of the Wars in Scandinavia from the Rupture
of the Union of Calmar to the Death of Charles XII.,”
born

at

Died in 1841.
(1821.)
See “ Biographiskt- Lexicon ofver namnkunnige Svenska Man.”
of, an English general, born in 1721, was the eldest son of the Duke
of Rutland.
He obtained the rank of lieutenant-general
about 1758, and contributed to the victory of Minden,
In the ensuing campaigns of the Seven Years’
(1759.)
war he commanded the British troops at Warburg and

Homburg, (1762.) He was appointed master-general of
the ordnance in 1763, and commander-in-chief of the
British armies in 1766.
He died in 1770, leaving several
sons, one of whom, Charles, became Duke of Rutland.
“ Granby, honest, generous, and brave as a lion, had
neither science nor genius.” (Macaulay’s “Essays.”)
Grancolas, gRSN'ko'kP, (Jean,) a French theologian
and doctor of the Sorbonne, born near Chateaudun
about 1660. He wrote a “Treatise on Liturgies,” and
other works, on the traditions, rites, and usages of the
Died

in

gRSN'vfl', (Franqois Charles
French actor and litterateur born in
1710, published a number of poems and dramas.

—

Paris in

rf'ko',) a

,

in 1784.

See GErard, (Jean Ignace Isidore.)
Granelli, gRti-nel'lee, (Giovanni,) an Italian Jesuit
poet, born at Genoa in 1703, was also celebrated as a pulpit orator.
He was the author of several
popular tragedies and other works. Died in 1770.
/
Granet, gRi n;\ / (Franqois,) a French litterateur,
born at Brignoles in 1692, contributed to the “Bibliotheque Franjaise,” and to the “ Nouvelliste du Parnasse”
of Desfontaines, and wrote other works. Died in 1741.
Granet, (Franqois Marius,) an eminent French
painter of history and genre, born at Aix in 1775, was
friend
a
of Comte de Forbin.
He studied and worked

Grandville.

and dramatic

,

Gran'by, (John Manners,) Marquis

Church.

Died

and other works.

Grandval, de, deh

Racot

Granberg, gRan'b§Rg, (Pehr Adolf,) a Swedish Died
historian,

(3 vols., 1803,)

Paris in 1846.

in 1732.

Grand. See Legrand.
Grandami, gRSN'di'me', (Jacques,)

a French Jesuit
and astronomer, born at Nantes in 1588, published a
treatise on eclipses, and another on chronology, (1668.)
Died in 1672.
Grandet, gRfiN'di', (Joseph,) a French priest and
biographer, born at Angers in 1646.
Among his works
is a “ Life of an unknown Recluse, supposed to be the
Count of Moret,” (1699.) Died in 1724.
Grandi, gRttiPdee, (Ercole,) an Italian painter, born
in Ferrara in 1491.
Among his works is “The Conversion of Saint Paul,” now in London.
Died in 1531.
Grandi, [Lat. Gran'diUs,] (Guido,) an Italian mathematician, born at Cremona in 1671, became professor
of philosophy at Pisa in 1700.
Lie published a treatOn Series and Infinitesimals,” and another “ On
Sound,” which caused his election to the Royal Society
of London. His works are numerous, and chiefly written in Latin.
He was a friend of Newton, Leibnitz, and
other eminent philosophers of the time. Died in 1742.
See G. M. Ortes, “ Vita del Padre G. Grandi,” 1744 Fabroni,
“ Vitas Italorum doctrina excellentium ;” Tipaldo, “ Biografia degli
Italiani illustri
A. M. Bandini, “ G. Grandi Elogium,” 1745.

ise “

;

many years in Rome. Among his master-pieces are
“Stella in the Prison of the Capitol,” (1810,) and “The
Choir of the Capuchins,” which he repeated several
times.
He was a good colorist, and represented the
effects of light with great success.
Died in 1849.
See Raoul Rochette, “ Notice sur la Vie de M. Granet,” i8si
for

;

“Nouvelle Biographie Gen^rale.”

Grange, (Joseph de Chancel de la.) See La
Grange.
Grangeneuve, gRSNzh'nuv', (Jacques Antoine,) a
French Girondist, born at Bordeaux in 1750. As a
member of the National Convention, he was conspicuous
towards the royal family, the clergy, and
the emigrants ; though he did not vote for the death of
the king.
He was executed at Bordeaux in 1793.
for his severity

Gran'ger, (Francis,) an American politician, born in
Hartford county, Connecticut, in 1787. He removed to
the State of New York, and was elected to Congress as
a

Whig

in 1834.

He was

re-elected in 1838,

and was

postmaster-general from March to September, 1841.
Died in August, 1868.
Granger, (Gideon,) an American lawyer, born in
Sufiield, Connecticut, in 1767, was the father of the
preceding.
He was appointed postmaster-general by
President Jefferson in 1801, and was re-appointed by
President Madison in 1809. He retired from that office
in 1814, and was elected a member of the Senate of

New York

Died in 1822.
in 1819.
Granger, (Gordon,) an American general, born in
New York about 1825, graduated at West Point in 1845.
He became a captain in the regular army in 1861, and

commanded a brigade of cavalry in Mississippi in the
summer of 1862. Having been appointed a major-gene-

He
ral, he served at Chickamauga in September, 1863.
Grandi, (Jacopo,) an Italian physician and naturalist, commanded the army which, aided by Admiral Farragut, took Fort Morgan in August, 1864.
In 1866 he
born in the duchy of Modena in 1646; died in 1691.
Grandidier, gR6N / de / de-i', (Philippe Andr£,) a became a colonel in the regular army.
Gran'ger, (James,) an English writer, born in BerkFrench historian, was born at Strasburg in 1752. He
wrote a “ History of the Bishopric and Bishops of Stras- shire about 1715. Having studied at Oxford and taken
orders,
he became vicar of Shiplake, in Oxfordshire.
burg,” (2 vols., 1778.) Died in 1787.
His principal work is a “Biographical History of EngSee Louis Spach, “Eloge
Grandidier,”
de

1851.

land from Egbert the Great to the Revolution,” (2

Grandier, grfiN'de-jt', (Urbain,) a French ecclesi- vols., 1769, with portraits.) Died in 1776.
astic, and canon of Loudun, born near Sable.
Having
Granger, gRbN'zhi', (Jean Perrin,) a French hisbeen accused of sorcery by some monks who were his torical painter, bom in 1779, was a pupil of David. He
enemies, he was condemned to death, and burnt at the gained the first prize in Paris in 1801. Died in 1840.
stake in 1634.

Granger - Tournechot,

See Bazin, “Histoire de Louis XIII,” vol.
graphic Gdndrale.”

iii. ;

“ Nouvelle Bio-

French

gR&N'zhA' tooRn'sho', a
born at Dijon in the seventeenth cenAsia and the northern part of Africa, and
Bassora in 1734. His travels were published

traveller,

tury, visited

Grandin, gRfiN'dfiN', (Martin,) a French theologian died at
and doctor of the Sorbonne, born at Saint-Quentin in after his death.
He was appointed professor of philosophy and
Grangier, grSN'zhe-i/, (Balthasar,) a French trans1604.
divinity in Le Moine College, and was the author of lator, almoner to Henry IV., produced in 1596 the first
“Theological Institutes,” (in Latin.) Died in 1691.
French translation of Dante, (in verse.) He aimed to
Grandjean de Fouchy. See Fouchy.
render verse for verse, and by this extreme fidelity beGrandmesnil or Grandmenil, de, deh gufiN'mk'- came often obscure.
nfel', (Jean Baptiste Fauchard
Granier de Cassagnac, gRl'ne-i' deh kf'sin'yik',
fo'shf r',) a popular
French actor and dramatic writer, born in Paris in 1737
(Bernard Adolphe,) a French journalist and historian,
died in 1816.
born in the department of Gers about 1805. He became
Grandpre, gR&N'pRi', (Louis Marie Joseph Ohier in 1850 chief editor of “Le Pouvoir,” and a partisan of
Louis Napoleon. In 1852 he was elected to the legiso'e-AJ,) a French voyager, born at Saint-Malo in 1761.
He published a “Voyage to India and Bengal, made in lative body. After that date he was an editor or
1 789—90,” (1801,)
a “Universal Dictionary of Maritime frequent contributor to the “ Constitutionnel.”
Among
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his works are a “Voyage to the Antilles and United manded the B itish army which, aided by the French,
States,” (1842-44,) a “History of the Causes of the de'ealed the Chinese in September, i860, and captuied
French Revolution of 1789,” (4 vols., 1850,) and a “ His- Pekin. Died in 1875.
tory of ttie Fall of Louis Philippe and the Revolution
Grant, (Patrick.) Lord Preston-Grange, a Scottish
of 1848,” etc., (2 vols., 1855-57.)
He was a zealous judge, born in 1698 ; died in 1762.
advoc.ue ot slavery. Died 111 1880.
Grant, (Robert,) born at Grantoun, in Scotland, in
Granier de Cassagnac, (Paul,) son of the pre- 1814, wrote a “ History of Physical Astronomy,” (1852).
ceding, was born in 1840.
J le is noted as a journalist
which has a high reputation.
and for the number of duels and quairels in which he
Grant, (Robert Edmund,) a British physician, dishas engaged. He has been connected with Le Pays for tinguished as a comparative anatomist, was born in
Edinburgh in 1793. He graduated in 1814, and began
many years.
Grant, (Mrs. Anne) of Laggan, an accomplished to practise in his native city about 1820. He wrote
Scotch writer, born at Glasgow in 1755, was the daugh- several able treatises on “The Structure and Functions
ter of Duncan McVicar, an officer who went with his of the Sponge,” and made other contributions to comregiment to America about 1758. Having resi led nearly parative anatomy. In 1828 he was chosen professor

ten years in that country, the family returned to Scotland, and in 1779 Miss McVicar was married to the Rev.
James Grant, subsequently minister of Laggan, in Inverness-shire.
Having lost her husband in 1801, Mrs.
Grant applied herself to authorship for the maintenance
“ The Highlanders, and other Poems,”
of her family.
came out in 1803, and was well received it was followed
by her “Letters from the Mountains,” (1806) which
immediately obla ned a wide popularity.
She afterw rds published “ Memoirs of an American Lady,”
(1808,) and “Essays on the Superstitions of the High“ She has,” says Lord Jeffrey, “ great
lands,” (1811.)
powers of description both of character and scenery,
much force of conception, acuteness, and reach of mind
in reasoning, great occasional brightness and perpetual
activity of lancy, and a fine enthusiasm for virtue,
simplicity, and the Highlands.”
Died in 1838.
Grant, (Charles,) an East India proprietor, bom in
Scotland in 1746.
At an early age he went to India,
vi here in 1772 he became secretary to the board of trade,
ai.d on his tetuin to England in 1790 was appointed one
of the East India directors.
In 1802 he was elected to
the House of Commons.
He was vice-president of the
Bible Society, and contributed greatly to the extension
of Chris ianity in India.
He published a treatise entitled “ Observations on the State of Society among the
Asiatic Subjects of Great Britain.” Died in 1823.
Grant, (Charles,) Lord Glenelg, a son of the preHe became
ceding, was born in Bengal about 1782.
president of the board of trade in 1828, and president
of the board of control in 1830.
He retired from office
with his party (the Whigs) in 1834, and was created
Baron Glenelg.
He was colonial secretary from 1834
Died in 1866.
to 1839.
Grant, (Francis,) Lord Cullen, a celebrated Scottish lawyer, born about 1660.
He was the author of a
;

of comparative anatomy and zoology in the London
University, where he lectured about thirty years.
He
published in 1835 the first volume of an important work,
“
entitled
Outlines of Comparative Anatomy.”
Grant, (Ulysses Simpson,) a distinguished American general, and the eighteenth President of the United
States, was born at Point Pleasant, Clermont county,
Ohio, April 27, 1822. He is the eldest son of Jesse R.
and Hannah Simpson Grant, both natives of Pennsylvania.
Having acquired the rudiments of education
at a common school, he entered the Military Academy
at West Point in 1839.
He was a diligent student, but
graduated without special distinction in 1843, standing
twenty-first in a class of thirty-nine.
He left West Point
as brevet second lieutenant of the Fourth Infantry,
with which he went to Mexico, and served with distinction at Palo Alto and Resaca de la Palma in May,
For meritorious conduct at Molino del Rey and
1846.
Chapul tepee, September, 1847, he was made first lieutenant.
In 1848 he married Miss Julia T. Dent, of Saint
Louis.
He was raised to the rank of captain in 1853,
but resigned his commission in July, 1854. In 1859 or
i860 he entered into business with his father, as a dealer

and saddlery, at Galena, Illinois.
Immediately after the breaking out of the rebellion

in leather

company and marched with

in

to SpringHaving been appointed colonel of the twenty-first
field.
regiment of volunteers in June, he was first employed in

1861, he raised a

it

Missouri, and became a brigadier-general in August, 1S61.
About this time he was ordered to Cairo, and took command of the important district of Cairo, or “ Southeast
Missouri,” including both sides of the Mississippi River.
He occupied Paducah on the 6th of September. His first
battle was fought at Belmont, Missouri, nearly opposite
Columbus, which latter place was occupied by a large
On the 7th of November he capforce of the enemy.
tured the camp of the insurgents at Belmont, and in the
“
treatise entitled
Law, Religion, and Education Con- act of retiring was attacked by troops which had crossed
sidered,” (1715 ) and other legal works.
Died in 1726. the river from Columbus. Both parties claimed the
Grant, (FRANCIS,) a distinguished Scottish artist, born victory in this affair. In December, 1861, the district
in Perthshire about 1804.
He enjoyed a high reputation commanded by Grant was enlarged so as to include
as a portrait-painter, and was extensively patronized by Southeastern Missouri and all that part of Kentucky
the nobility. Among his portraits may be named those which lies west of the Cumberland River.
ofDisraeli, Macaulay, and Lady Howard.
He also proThe famous Prince Eugene observed that the greatest
duced several hunting-scenes.
He was elected to the generals have commonly been those who have been at
Royal Academy in 1851, and became president of the once raised to the command of an army, without spendsame in 1866, being then knighted. Died in 1878.
ing much time in the petty calculations and manoeuvres
Grant, (James,) an eminent Scottish lawyer, born of an inferior officer. It may at least be said that Grant
about 1742.
He published “Essays on the Origin of was no exception to this rule. In January, 1862, he
Society, Languages,” etc., and “Thoughts on the Origin opened the campaign by a flank movement against a
and Descent of the Gael,” (1813.) Died in 1835.
large rebel force which was strongly fortified at ColumGrant, (James,) editor ot the London “Morning bus, on the Mississippi River. Ascending the Tennessee
He wrote River with the aid of iron-clad gun-boats, he took Fort
AdvertLer,” born in Scotland about 1806.
“Random Recollections of the House of Lords,” (1830,) Henry on the 6th of February, thus breaking the chain
“The Great Metropolis,” (1836,) and other popular of defences which extended from Columbus eastward.
The navigation of the Cumberland was obstructed by
works. Died in 1879.
Grant, (James,) a popular writer, bom at Edinburgh Fort Donelson, a very important position, which was
Among Ins very numerous works are the held by a garrison of 20,000 men. Grant attacked this
in 1822.
“ Adventures of an Ai le-de-Camp,” (1848,) “ Memoirs fort on the 14th of February, and fought a severe battle
“ Memorials of Edin- on the 15th with the garrison, which made a sortie from
of Kirkaldy of Grange,” (1849,)
burgh Castle,” “ Walter Fenton,” (1850.) “The White their works. On the 16th, General Buckner made overIn tures, in reply to which Grant wrote, “No terms other
Cockade,” (1867,) and “ Six Years Ago,” (1877.)
than unconditional and immediate surrender can be
iman Catholic Church.
1875 he joined the
Grant, (Sir James Hope,) a British general, a brother accepted. I propose to move immediately upon your
He works.” The fort was accordingly surrendered to him,
of Francis Grant the artist, who boin in 1808.
India during the mutiny of 1857, and com- with about 13,500 prisoners. Among the results of this
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was the speedy evacuation of Columbus and
Nashville by the insurgents. Grant was appointed a
major-general in February, 1862.
The rebel general A. S. Johnston, forced to retire from
Tennessee, had occupied a strong position at Corinth, in
Mississippi, with a large army.
To operate against this
force, General Grant advanced to Pittsburg Landing,
on the Tennessee River, where he awaited the arrival
of General Buell, who was ordered to join him with the
army of the Ohio. General Johnston attacked the Union
army at Shiloh on the morning of the 6th of April, and
took several thousand prisoners. The battle was renewed
on the 7th, when Grant, having been reinforced by the
army of Buell, attacked and defeated the enemy. The
U nion army lost here about 1600 killed and 7200 wounded,
and the enemy lost as many or more. In July, Grant
became commander of a newly-formed department,
comprising Northern Mississippi, West Tennessee, and
Western Kentucky. His great object was to open the
Mississippi River by the capture of Vicksburg,
a very
difficult enterprise.
part of his army, under Rosecrans, gained a decisive victory at Corinth on the 4th
and 5th of October. Generals Grant and Sherman made
several unsuccessful attempts to take Vicksburg in the
winter of 1862-63.
Having adopted a new plan of approach, he moved his army by land on the west bank of
the river to a point below Vicksburg.
Co-operating with
him, the gun-boats under Captain Ported, and transports
loaded with supplies, passed the batteries of Vicksburg
safely on the night of April 16.
Grant’s army crossed
the river about the 30th of April, defeated the enemy at
Raymond, at Jackson, May 14, at Champion’s Hill, (or
Having
Baker’s Creek,) May 16, and at the Big Black.
prevented General J. E. Johnston from effecting a junction with Pemberton, who commanded at Vicksburg, he
commenced the siege of that important place about the
18th of May. The capture of Vicksburg, which, with
about 30,000 prisoners, was surrendered on the 4th of
July, 1863, caused great exultation among the friends
of the Union. General Grant was rewarded for this
service by promotion to the rank of major-general in
the regular army.
In October, 1863, he obtained command of the Military
Division of the Mississippi, comprising the departments
of the Ohio, of the Cumberland, and of the Tennessee.
Among General Grant’s important characteristics as a
great commander is the rare sagacity which he uniformly
displayed in the choice of his subordinate officers. On this
occasion he selected Generals Sherman and Thomas as
his principal lieutenants, and concentrated his armies for
the defence of Chattanooga, which was partly invested by
General Bragg. His design was promoted by the imprudence of Bragg, who sent Longstreet with about 20,000
men to besiege Knoxville. The army of Bragg, holding
strong positions on the Missionary Ridge and Lookout
Mountain, was attacked on the 24th and retreated on the
25th of November. A part of this great battle, it is said,
was fought above the clouds. It is stated that from the
beginning of the war to December 7, 1863, the armies
under Grant’s command had captured 472 pieces of
cannon and 90,000 prisoners. In the mean time, the
Federal armies in the East had failed disastrously in
successive campaigns against Richmond ; and the eyes
of the nation turned to Grant as the general most competent to direct all the armies of the Union. The grade
of lieutenant-general was revived for him by Congress,
and he was appointed commander of all the armies by
the President on the 12th of March, 1864,
the most important appointment ever made by an American President.
He was thus summoned to a new scene of action
and a position of immense responsibility. The forces
of the enemy were mostly concentrated in two large
armies,
one in Virginia, commanded by Robert E. Lee,
and the other in Northern Georgia, led by J. E. JohnGeneral Grant selected General Sherman to opston.
pose the latter, and himself directed in person the army
of the Potomac, which opened the campaign by crossing
the Rapidan on the 4th of May and moving towards
Richmond by a route which was naturally strong for
purposes of defence and was well fortified at various
points.
Before he began this movement, he appointed
victory
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General Sheridan commander of all the cavalry of hiq
army. Hancock, Warren, Sedgwick, and Burnside, subject to the orders of General Meade, commanded the
several corps of the army of the Potomac, which probably

amounted

On

to 150,000 men.
the 5th of May, Grant’s

army met the'enemy near
and then began the great and indecisive
battle of the Wilderness, so named because it was fought
in an extensive forest.
The battle was renewed about
five a.m. on the 6th, and continued with unabated fury
Mine Run

until

;

darkness interposed.

In the ensuing night Lee’s

army retired behind
moved his army by

Grant then
their intrenched lines.
the enemy’s right flank, intending
to put his whole force between Lee and Richmond ; but
Lee, moving on a shorter line, again checked his progress at Spottsylvania Court-House, where the 9th, 10th,

and nth were spent

in fighting and manoeuvring without decisive results. A dispatch of Grant, dated May
11, concludes with this famous sentence: “ I propose to
On the
fight it out on this line, if it takes all summer.”
12th Hancock’s corps attacked the enemy and captured
nearly 4000 prisoners.
In the mean time, another army,
directed by General Butler and operating against Richmond from the east, took City Point and Bermuda Hundred on the 5th of May. In consequence of another

movement made by Grant about May 21, Lee
marched southward across the North Anna River, and

flank

Finding Lee’s poagain confronted the Federal army.
sition on the North Anna very strong, Grant again turned
it by moving round the enemy’s right, and crossed the
Pamunkey River on the 28th, at a point about fifteen
miles from Richmond.
On the 3d of June, Grant attacked the enemy’s works
at Cold Harbour, but was repulsed with heavy loss. The
army of the Potomac crossed the James River, June 14
and 15, formed a junction with the army of Butler, and
commenced the siege of Petersburg. Having made a
breach in the works by exploding a mine, the Union
army assaulted Petersburg on the 30th of July, but failed
to take it. In September and October, General Sheridan
gained several decisive victories in the Shenandoah Valley.
(See Sheridan, Philip H.) The army of Grant
remained nearly inactive before Petersburg during the
winter of 1864-65; but Sherman continued to operate
in Georgia and Carolina with signal success, and moved
rapidly towards Virginia.
Savannah, Charleston, and
Wilmington were taken in quick succession by General

Sherman.

The armies operating against Richmond and Petersburg commenced a movement on the 31st of March
to cut the Danville and Southside Railroads, by which
Lee’s army was supplied. On the 1st of April, Sheridan
and Warren assaulted the works at Five Forks, and
took about 5000 prisoners. On the morning of the 2d
a combined assault was made on the lines of Petersburg,
with great success. Having been driven from their main
line of defence, and having lost several thousand prisoners in this attack, Lee’s army evacuated Petersburg
and Richmond in the night of April 2, and retreated
towards Danville, closely pursued. The Federals attacked a part of Lee’s force near Sailor’s Creek on the
On the 7th,
6th, and captured about 6000 prisoners.
General Grant opened a correspondence with General
Lee, who surrendered his army at Appomattox CourtHouse on the 9th of April, 1865, after which the insurgents everywhere gave up the contest.
To reward the services of Grant, Congress passed in
July, 1866, a bill to “revive the grade of General of the
Army of the United States,” and he was appointed to
that position.
He became secretary of war ad interim
about the 1st of August, 1867. When President Johnson
ordered the removal of General Sheridan, General Grant,
departing from his habitual reticence, defended the latter
with spirit, and objected to his removal in a letter which
convinced the public that the writer was not an admirer
of Johnson’s policy.
He ceased to be secretary ad interim on the 14th of January, 1868, when he gave up the
war department to Mr. Stanton against the will of the
President, who vainly tempted General Grant to violate
the law of Congress. In a letter of General Grant, dated
February 3, 1868, and addressed to President Johnson,
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he writes, “ I cannot but regard this whole matter as an
attempt to involve me in the resistance of law for which
you hesitated to assume the responsibility, in order thus

my character before the country.” At the
National Republican Convention, May 21, 1868, he was
unanimously nominated a candidate for the Presidency
to destroy

of the United States on the first ballot, receiving the
votes of six hundred and fifty delegates.
His Democratic competitor was Horatio Seymour, of
New York. General Grant accepted the nomination by
a letter ending with this sentence, “ Let us have peace !”
which became the watchword of the campaign. After
a very exciting canvass, Grant and Colfax were elected
by a large majority, receiving two hundred and fourteen
viz., the six
electoral votes, cast by twenty-six States,
States of New England, Pennsylvania, Ohio, North Carolina, South Carolina, West Virginia, Florida, Alabama,
Tennessee, Arkansas, Missouri, and all the Western
States except Oregon.
Mr. Seymour received eighty
electoral votes.
This result proved that the name of
General Grant was a tower of strength to the Republican
party, whose ascendency had been seriously menaced by
During the first half-year of his
the reaction of 1867.
administration the public debt was reduced over fifty
million dollars, and order and prosperity were rapidly
After his
restored, especially in the Southern States.
election to the Presidency, he declared himself in favour
of the fifteenth Amendment to the Constitution, which
ordains that no person shall be disfranchised on account
of colour, race, etc.
He was re-elected to the presidency
in November, 1872, and was a prominent candidate,
though he did not secure the nomination, in June, 1880.

—
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Gran'ville, Green'ville, or Gren'ville, (George,)
Viscount Lansdowne, an English statesman and poet,
born in 1667. He studied at Trinity College, Cambridge,
and in 1696 published his tragedy of “Heroic Love.”
It was followed by “The British Enchanters,” (1706,) a
drama, which was very successful. Soon after the accession of Queen Anne, he was elected to Parliament for
Fowey, and acted with the Tory party. On the change
of the ministry in 1710, he succeeded Walpole as secretary of war.
He was made a peer of Great Britain,
with the title of Lord Lansdowne, in 1711, and in 1712
was appointed one of the privy council, and treasurer
of the household.
On the accession of George I. he
was deprived of his place, and, being suspected of promoting the cause of the Pretender, was imprisoned for
a time in the Tower.
In 1722 he visited Paris, where
he resided ten years. Granville was a generous patron
of literary men, and was one of the first to encourage
the rising genius of Pope, who dedicated to him his
“

Windsor Forest.”

Died

in 1735.

See “ Biographia Dramatical” Johnson and Chalmers, “Lives
of the English Poets
Walpole, “ Royal and Noble Authors.”

Granville, (Granville George Leveson Gower,)
Earl, an English statesman, son of Earl Granville, noticed below, was born in 1815.
He was twice elected
member of Parliament for Morpeth, and represented
Lichfield from 1841 to 1846, when he succeeded his
father in the House of Lords.
During the Universal
Exhibition of 1851 at the Crystal Palace in London,
Lord Granville was chairman of the executive committee.
In December, 1851, he succeeded Lord Palmerston as
minister of foreign affairs in Lord Russell’s cabinet, and
Between 1876 and 1879 he travelled in Europe and in 1855 was appointed president of the council. He reAsia
he was particularly well received in England. signed in 1858. He was again president of the council
In 1884 his name came into unfortunate prominence in the cabinet of Palmerston, and leader of the House
in connection with the Stock Exchange failures, wnich of Lords, from 1859 to June, 1866. In December, 1868,
caused him heavy losses, but it does not appear that he he became secretary o! state for the colonies in the cabiwas guilty of any unrighteous behaviour in connection net formed by Mr. Gladstone; and in 1870 he exchanged
;

with those

failures.

He

died after a lingering illness in

July, 1885.

Grant, (Sir William,! an eminent orator and judge,
born in the county of Moray, Scotland, in 1754. He
entered Parliament about 1790, and supported Pitt. He
became solicitor-general in 1 799, and was master of the
rolls from 1801 to 1817.
Died in 1832. His foisenic
eloquence is highly praised.
Granucci, gRl-noot'chee, (N iccol6,) an Italian writer,
born at Lucca about 1534, published lives of Tamerlane
and Scanderbeg, and a number of tales and novels.
Granvelle, de, gran'vel, [Fr. pron. deh gRdN'vgl',]
(Antoine de Perrenot deh p&'reh-no' or p§R'no',)
Cardinal, an eminent French statesman, was born at
Besanjon in 1517. He was early distinguished by the
favour of Charles V. of Germany, who employed him in
several important embassies, and, at the time of his ab-

—

He

this office for that of secretary for foreign affairs.
retired with the Liberal min'slry in 1874, but resumed
office

with his party in 1880.
In Mr. Gladstone's
1886 he was secretaiy of stale for tne

ministry of
colonies.

Granville, (Granville Leveson Gower.) Earl,
an English statesman, a son of the Marquis of Stafford,
was born in 1773. He was appointed lord of the treasury
under Pitt in 1800, and was afterwards employed on important missions to Russia, the Netherlands, and France.
He was creited Baron Leveson and Earl Granville in

Died in 1846.
Grapaldi, gRA-pAKdee, (Francesco Mario,) a learned

1833.

Italian writer,

born

at

Parma about 1465

;

died in 1515.

Grapius, gRtPpe-us, or Grappius, (Zacharias,) a
German philologist, born at Rostock in 1671, wrote, besides other works, a “Literary History of the Talmud,”
Died in 1713.
He (1696.)
dication, recommended him to his son, Philip II.
Grappin, gRi'piN', (Pierre Philippe,) a French
was successively created Bishop of Arras, Archbishop
Benedictine and historical writer, born in Francheof Mechlin, councillor of state and keeper of the seals,
Comte in 1738 died in 1833.
His business talent was
(1550,) and a cardinal, (1561.)
See Charles Weiss, “ Notice sur Dom Grappin.”
extraordinary
and he is said to have dictated to five
Graser, gRA'zer, (Johann Baptist,) a German divine
When Marsecretaries at once in different languages.
Lower Franconia in 1766.
garet of Austria became the ruler of the Netherlands, and educational writer, born in
or the Principle of True EduGranvelle was made her chief counsellor. In this post He published “Divinity,
and other works. Died in 1841.
the severity of his measures against the Protestants cation,” (1810,)
Graslin, gRA'liN', (Jean Joseph Louis,) a French
roused the people to such resistance that Philip was
died in 1790.
in 1727
compelled to remove him in 1563. He was subsequently political economist, born at Tours
Grasse or Graesse, gRSs'seh, (Johann Georg Theocreated Archbishop of Besangon, and Viceroy of Naples
at
Died at Madrid in 1586. Nine volumes or dor,) a German bibliographer and antiquary, born
about
;

;

;

1571.
more of his letters, state papers, etc. have been published
since 1841.
See Motley, “ Rise of the Dutch Republic,” vol. i. p. 248, and
vol. iii. p. 492; Prescott, “ History of Philip II.,” vols. i. and ii.
Courchetet, “ Histoire du Cardinal de Granvelle,” 1761 E. C. DE
Gkklache, “Philippe II et Granvelle,” 1842.
;

He wrote a “Manual of the General
in 1814.
History of Literature,” (1837,) a “Manual of Ancient
Numismatics,” and other works.
Grasse, de, Comte. See Grasse-Tilly.
Grasser, gRAs'ser, (Johann Jakob,) a Swiss theologian and historical writer, born at Bale in 1 579» wrote a
history of the Waldenses, (“Chronicon der WaldenGrimma

Granvelle, de, (Nicolas Perrenot,) a distinguished
French diplomatist, father of the preceding, was born ser.”) Died in 1627.
Grasse-Tilly, de, deh gRls'te'ye', (Francois Joseph
Having filled several high offices in
at Ornans in i486.
France, he entered the service of Charles V. of Germany, Paul,) Comte, commonly known as Count de Grasse,
who honoured him with his confidence, and made him a a French naval officer, born at Valette in 1 2 3- He
He was also employed in various served in the American war, and in 1781 assisted Washchancellor in 1530.
ington, La Fayette, and Rochambeau in the capture of
important negotiations. Died in 1550.
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He was afterwards sent to the West Indies,
where he was defeated and taken prisoner by the EngRodney in April, 1782. Died in 1788.
Cornwallis.

lish admiral

See Gerard, “Vies des plus

illustres

Marins Fransais.”

Grassi, gRis'see, (Giuseppe,) one of the best Italian
He
portrait-painters of his time, born in Friuli in 1756.
became professor in the Academy of Arts at Dresden in

Died

1799.
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in 1838.

Grassi, (Giuseppe,) an Italian writer, born at Turin
Among his works is an “Essay on the Synonyms of the Italian Language,” (1821 ; 3d edition, 1824.)

in 1779.

in 1815.

He

wrote treatises on anatomy, and became

in

1854 an assistant naturalist in the Museum of Natura
History, Paris.
Died in 1865.
Gra'tius, (gra'she-us,) a Latin poet, and friend of Ovid,
surnamed Falis'cus from the place of his birth. His
only extant poem is entitled “ Cynegeticon.”

Gratius, gRit'se-us, or Graes,

gitfes,

(Ortwin,)

a

German Roman

Catholic theologian, born in the diocese
of Munster, became professor at Cologne in 1509.
He
was ridiculed by Hutten and Reuchlin in the “ Letters
of Obscure Men,” (“Epistolae Obscurorum Virorum,”)

which were addressed to Gratius. Died in 1541.
Grat'tan, (Henry,) an eminent Irish statesman and
orator, born at Dublin in 1750.
He was educated at
Trinity College, and subsequently studied law in London.
In 1775 he was chosen to represent the borough
of Charlemont in the Irish Parliament, where he acted
with the opposition or Whig party and distinguished
himself by his zeal and eloquence, and acquired great
popularity.
In 1780 he procured the passage of the
resolution “that the king’s most excellent Majesty, and
the Lords and Commons of Ireland, are the only power
competent to make laws to bind Ireland.” About this
time he received from the Irish Parliament the sum of
fifty thousand pounds, “ as a testimonial of the national
gratitude for his great national services.” In 1785 he
opposed the propositions relating to the trade between
Great Britain and Ireland, known as Orde’s Propositions,
He and, in consequence chiefly of his efforts, they were
Liberi Vindicise,” 1652,) and other works in Latin.
was a relative of the celebrated Grotius. Died in 1666. abandoned. He was returned to Parliament in 1790 for
See Bayle, “Historical and Critical Dictionary;” Foppens, Dublin, and advocated the cause of Catholic emancipation.
On the recall of Lord Fitzwilliam from Ireland,
“Bibliotheca Belgica.”
Grataroli, gRi-ti-ro'Iee, (Guglielmo,) an Italian phy- Grattan retired temporarily from the public service.
sician and medical writer, born at Bergamo in 1516. When the union with Great Britain was proposed, he
To avoid persecution for religion, he removed to Bale, took his seat again, in order to oppose it, and after the
measure was carried, in 1805, entered the Imperial Parwhere he died in 1568.
liament, first as member for Malton, and the following
See Niceron, “ Memoires. ”
year for Dublin.
In 1806 he was offered by Mr. Fox
Gratella, gR^-tel'Id, or Gratello, gRi-tel'lo, the surthe office of chancellor of the exchequer, which he
name of Filippo Sebastiano Bastianino, an eminent
declined.
Having been requested by the Catholics of
Italian painter, born at Ferrara about 1530, was a pupil
Ireland to present a petition to the British Parliament,
and one of the most successful imitators of Michael Anhe complied, although in declining health. He grew
gelo.
He excelled in the science of design and in energy worse
after his arrival in London, and died there in May,
of composition.
His fresco of “ The Last Judgment,”
1820.
Sir James Mackintosh, in his eulogium on Gratin the cathedral of Ferrara, is esteemed his master-piece.
tan, says, “The purity of his life was the brightness of
Died in 1602.
his glory.
Among all the men of genius I have known,
See Lanzi, “History of Painting in Italy;” Ticozzi, “DizioI have never found so much native grandeur of soul
nario.”
GrSter or Graeter, gRa'ter, (Friedrich David,) accompanying all the wisdom of age and all the sim-

Died

in 1831.

Grassi, (Orazio,) an Italian astronomer and matheHe was chiefly noted
matician, born at Savona in 1582.
for his controversy with Galileo about the nature of
Grassi affirmed that comets revolve around
comets.
Died in 1654.
the sun in definite orbits.
Grassis, de, d& gr&s's6ss, (Paris,) an Italian historical writer, born at Bologna.
He became Bishop of
Pesaro in 1513. Died in 1528.
Graswinkel, gR&s'wink'el, (Theodorus,) an eminent
Dutch jurist, born at Delft in 1600. He was appointed
to several important offices under the government, and
was made a knight of Saint Mark by the Venetians for
having defended their republic in a dispute with the
Duke of Savoy. He was the author of a treatise “ On
the Sovereignty of the States of Holland,” (in Dutch,)
and “Vindication of the Freedom of the Sea,” (“Maris

German antiquary, born in 1768. His “Nordische plicity of genius.”
See H. Grattan, Jr., “Life and Times of Henry Grattan,”
Blumen” (1789) had great success. Died in 1830.
1839; T. Davis, “Life of J. P. Curran and H. Grattan,” 1846;
Gratiae, the Latin name of the Graces.
See “Edinburgh Review” for February, 1823; “Blackwood’s Magazine”
Charites.
for September and October, 1839.
Gratian, gra'she-an, [Lat. Gratia'nus Fr. Gratien,
Grattan, (Thomas Colley,) a popular Irish novelgRt'seJi.N',] a Roman emperor, who in 375 a.d. sucist, born in Dublin in 1796, passed some years on the
ceeded his father, Valentinian I., and became joint ruler continent of Europe. Among his principal works
are
of the Western Empire with his brother, Valentinian II.
“Philibert, a Poetical Romance,” (Bordeaux, 1819,)
His uncle, Valens, who ruled the Eastern Empire, having “High-Ways
and By-Ways,” (2 vols., 1823,) “The
a

;

fallen in battle in 378, Gratian appointed Theodosius in
his place.
In 383 a revolt broke out in Britain, and
a certain Maximus proclaimed himself emperor and

invaded Gaul. Gratian advanced to meet him, but,
being forsaken by the greater part of his army, was
seized and put to death at Lyons. He was distinguished
for his justice and clemency, and his zeal in promoting
Christianity.
See Gibbon, “Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire,” books
xxvii., xxviii. xxix., and xxx. Ammianus Marcellinus Socrates,
“Historia Ecclesiastica ;” Tillemont, “Histoire des Empereurs.”
,

;

;

Gratian or Gratia'nus, [Fr. Gratien,] an Italian
Benedictine monk, a native of Tuscany, lived about
1125-50, and was the author of a work entitled “ Decretum,” being a collection of the canons of the Church.
It was received with great favour by the pope, and has
been generally adopted by the Catholic colleges.
Gratiani. See Graziani.
Gratien, the French for Gratian, which see.
Gratien, gRf'seJjN', (Jean Baptiste,) a French theologian and writer, born in 1747, was appointed Bishop

Lower Seine in 1792. Died in 1799.
Gratiolet, gRi'te'o'li', (Louis Pierre,) a French
and anatomist, born at Sainte-Foy (Gironde)

of the

naturalist
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Heiress of Bruges,” (4 vols., 1830,) “Men and Cities;
Tales of Travel,” (3 vols.,) and “ Agnes de Mansfelt,”
He was British consul at Boston from 1839 to
(1847.)

or,

1853.

Died

in 1864.

Graumann, gRow'mSn, (Johann Philipp,) a German financier, who is called the reformer of the monetary system in Germany, published several works on
currency and exchange. He became director of the
mint at Berlin about 1750. Died in 1762.
Graun, gRown, (Karl Heinrich,) a celebrated German composer, born in Saxony in 1701. The fame of
his early performances having reached the crown-prince,
afterwards Frederick the Great, he was taken into his
service, and in 1740 appointed his chapel-master.
His
oratorio of “The Death of Jesus” and his “Te Deum”
are esteemed master-pieces ; his operas had but a tran-

Died in Berlin in 1759.
See Fetis, “Biograpliie Universelle des Musiciens.”

sient reputation.

Graunt or Grant, (Edward,) an eminent English
scholar and teacher, born about 1 550, was for twenty years
head-master of
estminster School. In 1598 he was appointed rector of Toppersfield, in Essex. He published
elegant Latin poems, and a “ Spicilegium of the Greek
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Language,” (“Graecae Linguae Spicilegium,” 1575.) He Hague about 1707. In 1715 he accompanied as secrewas a friend of Camden and of Roger Ascham, whose tary the embassy sent to England by the States-General
works he edited, with a eulogy, (1577.) Died in 1601.
to congratulate George I. on his accession to the throne.
Graunt, (John,) an English merchant, born in Lon- While in London, he became intimate with Sir Isaac
don in 1620, wrote “Observations on the Bills of Mor- Newton, and was chosen a Fellow of the Royal Society.
tality.”
He was elected a Fellow of the Royal Society Having been appointed, on his return in 1717, professor
in 1662.
Died in 1674.
of mathematics and astronomy at the University of LeyGrauw, gRow or hrow, or Graaso, gRt'so, (Hen- den, he introduced the Newtonian philosophy into that
drik,) a Dutch painter, born at Horn or Hoorn in 1627, institution. He published, among other scientific works,
was a pupil of Van Kampen. He studied in Rome, “Institutes of the Newtonian Philosophy.” Died in 1742.
and settled at Alkmaar, where he died in 1681. “His
See C. Mallet, “Memoire sur la Vie, etc. de ’s Gravesande,”
manner of composition,” says Descamps, “is noble, 1838; “Nouvelle Biographie Generale.”
Gravina, gRi-vee'nS, (Giovanni Vincenzo,) an emihis draperies are flowing, and his colour good.”
nent Italian jurist and writer, born at Roggiano, in CalaSee Descamps, “Vies des Peintres Flamands, Hollandais,” etc.
Gravander, gRi-vin'der, (Lars Frederic,) a Swedish bria, in 1664. He studied at Naples, and in 1689 repaired
poet and physician, born in 1778, was active in his efforts to Rome, where he was appointed in 1699 professor of
to introduce vaccination into his country. Died in 1S15. civil law in the college della Sapienza, and, in 1703, of
Grave, de, deh gRtt'veh, (Charles Joseph,) a Flem- canon law in the same institution. He was one of the
ish jurist, born at Ursel in 1736.
Fie wrote a curious founders of the Academy of the Arcadi, and was the
work, entitled “The Republic of the Elysian Fields, or author of a treatise entitled “ Origin of Civil Law,”
(“Origines Juris civilis,” 1713,) which obtained great
the Ancient World,” (3 vols., 1806.)
Died in 1805.
Gravel or Graevell, gRa'vel, (Maximilian Karl celebrity, “Canonical Institutes,” (in Latin,) and a
Friedrich Wilhelm,) a German jurist, born at Bel- “Treatise on the Art (or Principles) of Poetry,” (“ Della
gard in 1781, published, among other treatises, “The Ragione poetica,”) also a number of poems and oraAnti-Platonic State,” (1808,) and “General Theory of tions. Gravina was the preceptor of the celebrated poet
Metastasio, whom he adopted as his son and to whom
Compacts according to Prussian Law.”
Gravelot, gRtvdo', (Hubert Francois Bourgui- he bequeathed his property. Died in Rome in 1718.
See Fabroni, “ Vitse Italorum
Andrea Serrao, “ De Vita e
gnon booR-giVydN',) a celebrated French designer
Scriptis Graving Commentarius,” 1758; F. Valdrigi, “ Elogio
and engraver, born in Paris in 1699, was a brother of the storico
di G. V. Gravina,” 1816 “ Nouvelle Biographie Generale.”
great geographer D’Anville. He studied under Restout,
Gravina, (Pietro,) a Sicilian poet and ecclesiastic,
and subsequently resided many years in London, where
he acquired great skill in design and composition and born at Palermo in 1453. He was patronized by Gonwas patronized by booksellers and publishers. Among salvo de Cordova, who appointed him in 1500 a canon
of Naples. His poems in Latin and Italian were highly
his best works are the etchings for Theobald’s “Shakeesteemed at the time. Died in 1527.
spere,” and illustrations for the works of Racine and

—

;

Paolo Giovio, “ Elogia Virorum
See Roscoe, “ Life of Leo X.
“Vita Gravinte,” in an edition of his poems.

Voltaire.
Died in 1773.
See Basan, “Supplement au Dictionnaire des Graveurs.”

illustrium;”

Gravina, da, di gRi-vee'ni, (Domenico,) an

Italian

Gravenberg, von, fon gRti'ven-bSRG', (Wirnt,) a historian, born in the kingdom of Naples. He was the
German poet, who flourished about 1210. Flis chief author of a “ History of Naples from 1332 to 1350,”
“

work is entitled Wigalois.”
Graverol, gRiv'rol', (Franqois,) a French Protestant, born at Nimes in 1635, was eminent as a jurist
and scholar. He was the author of “ Sorberiana, etc.,”
“ Observations on the Decisions of the Parliament of
Toulouse,” and numerous antiquarian treatises, chiefly
in French.
He was well versed in ancient and modern
languages and numismatics, and was perpetual secretary
of the Academy of Nimes. Died in 1694.
See Mor^ri, “Dictionnaire Historique;” MM. Haag, “La
France protestante. ”
at

(in Latin.)
Died about 1350.
Gravina, de, di gRi-vee'ni, (Federico,) Duke, an
admiral in the Spanish service, was born at Naples about
For his services against the French he obtained
1750.
Having been raised to
the rank of rear-admiral in 1 794.
the highest rank capitan-general in 1805, he combined
his fleet with that of the French admiral Villeneuve.
They were defeated by Nelson at Trafalgar, (October 21,
He died of the
1805,) where Gravina was wounded.
wound, at Cadiz, in February, 1806.

—

See Van Tenac, “Histoire generale de
Biographie G6idrale.”

Graverol, (Jean,) a brother of the preceding, born
Nimes in 1636, (or according to some, in 1647,) became

Gravius

Marine;” “Nouvelle

See Greaves, (John.)

Gravius.

successively minister of the Calvinistic churches at Lyons,
Amsterdam, and London, and wrote several esteemed
Died about 1720.
theological works.

la

Graevius, gRa've-us, (Johann Georg,)
an eminent German scholar and critic, whose original
name was Grape, (or Graefe,) was born at Naumburg
or

Graves, (Richard,) an English divine, born in Glou- in
He became professor of history at
January, 1632.
was an intimate friend of the poet
He received distinguished marks of
Utrecht, (1661.)
Shenstone. He studied at Pembroke College, Oxford,
XIV. of France and other sovefrom
Louis
favour
and became rector of Claverton, near Bath, in 1750. reigns of Europe, and was created by William III. of
His principal work is a satirical novel, entitled “ The England his historiographer. Among his numerous and
He also wrote “ Recollections, etc. excellent editions of the classics we may name those
Spiritual Quixote.”
of the Life of William Shenstone.” Died in 1804.
of Hesiod, Suetonius, Cicero, Propertius, Catullus, and
Graves, (Richard,) a divine, born in the county of
He also wrote “ Treasury of Roman AntiquiCaesar.
Limerick, Ireland, in 1763. He became Dean of Ardagh
ties,” (“Thesaurus Antiquitatum Romanarum,” 12 vols.,
in 1813, and professor of divinity in the University of
and “Treasury of Italian Antiquities and Hiscestershire in 1715,

1694,)
tories,”

Dublin. He published, besides other works, “Lectures
on the Four Last Books of the Pentateuch,” (2 vols.,
Horne pronounces
1807,) which are highly esteemed.
them “indispensably necessary to the biblical student.”
Died in 1829.
(“ Biblical Bibliography.”)

Italiae.”)

Died

at Utrecht in 1703.
See Nic£ron, “Mdmoires;” C. Burmann, “Trajectum ernditum ;” P. Burmann, “Oratio funebris in GrEevii Obitum,” 1703;
“Nouvelle Biographie Gendrale.”

See a “ Life of Richard Graves,” by his son, R. H. Graves, 1840.

Gray. See Grey.
Gray, (Asa,) an eminent American

Graves, (Robert

J.,) an Irish physician, son of the
preceding, born in Dublin about 1797. I Te was professor
of medicine in the school of physic, Trinity College,
Dublin. His “ Clinical Lectures on the Practice of Medicine” (1843) have been reprinted in the United States.

Died

Paris,

in 1853.

and mathematician, born at Bois-le-Duc in 1688. He
studied at Leyden, and began to practise law at the
1,
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Oneida county,

New

York,

in

botanist, born at
1S10.

November,

He graduated as M.D. at Fairfield College in 1831, but
preferred the study of botany to the practice of mediIn 1842 he was appointed Fisher professor of
cine.
He published exnatural history at Harvard College.
cellent works entitled “Elements of Botany,” (1836,)
“Botanical Text-Book,” (1842,) “Genera of Plants of the

Gravesande, ’s, (’s Gravesande,) van, vin sgRtl'vehsin'deh, (Willem Jacob,) an eminent Dutch philosopher

a, e,

(“Thesaurus Antiquitatum et Historiarum
The latter was continued by Peter Burmann.

United States,” (1849,) “Lessons
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of the Botany of the Northern United States,’’ (1848,)
“ Structural and Systematic Botany,” (1858,) and “

modem

languages of Europe, a dozen different
it is said, appeared in French.
In 1743
Plants Grow,” (1858.)
Professor Gray and Dr. Torrey Gray lost his most intimate friend, West, whom he has
were joint authors of a “ Flora of North America,” (1st lamented in an English sonnet and in the apostrophe to
vol., 1838.)
“As an accurate analyst,” says the “North his unfinished poem “De Principiis Cogitandi.” This
American Review” for October, 1858, “Professor Gray bereavement was followed in 1753 by t' ie death of the
has received a just meed of praise from all foreign bota- poet’s mother, a woman of great excellence, to whom he
nists.
Standing as he does at the head of the science had been devotedly attached. He published in 1757
in our own country, and scarcely inferior to any botanist his “Ode on the Progress of Poesy,” and “The Bard,”
of the Old World, we consider it a subject of congratu- which, being less adapted to the popular taste, were less
lation that he has found time, amidst his multifarious generally appreciated.
On the death of Cibber, in the
avocations of a high order, to write two books expressly same year, the vacant laureateship was offered to Gray;
for the young.”
His “ Botanical Text-Book” was used but it was declined. He was appointed in 1769 professor of modern history at Cambridge. In 1770 his health,
for several years in the University of Edinburgh.
“
which had been some time declining, became much worse,
See North American Review” for January, 1843.
Gray, (David,) a Scottish poet, born not far from and he died in July, 1771, of an attack of gout in the
stomach.
Gray occupies a very high rank in English
Glasgow in 1838; died in 1861. A volume of his poems,
with an introductory notice by R. Monckton Millies, literature, not only as a poet, but as an elegant prosewriter and an accomplished scholar.
He delighted in
and memoirs of his life, was published in 1865.
Gray, (Francis C alley,) an American lawyer and knowledge for its own sake, and his profound and varied
scholar, born at Salem, Massachusetts, in 1790. He was learning embraced, in addition to classical and scientific
private secretary to John Quincy Adams during his mis- studies, those of antiquities and the fine arts.
See Mason, “Life of T. Gray,” 1778; Mitford, “Life of T.
sion to Russia.
He contributed many articles to the
Works, 1816 Johnson, “ Lives of the English
“North American Review,” and published other works, Gray,” prefixed to his
Poets;” Hazlitt, “ Lectures on the English Poets
Henry Reed,
in prose and verse.
Died in 1856.
“Memoir of T. Gray,” prefixed to an edition of his poems, 1850;
Gray, (George Robert,) an eminent English natu- Allibone, “Dictionary of Authors.”

How

cipal

versions having,

;

ralist, and senior assistant in the zoological department
of the British Museum, was born at Chelsea in 1808.
He published “The Genera of Birds,” illustrated by D.
W. Mitchell, (3 vols. 4to, with 371 plates, 1837-49,)
He also wrote many memoirs on birds and insects for

scientific journals, etc.

Died

in 1872.

Gray, (Henry Peters,) an American

New York

in

in

1819.

He

painter,

bom

studied in Europe, and

on

his return, in 1846, established himself in his native
city.
his numerous works we may mention

Among

Arrows,” “The Wages of War,”
“ Apple of Discord,” “ Blessed are the Pure in Heart,”
“
Angel.”
and Hagar and the
Gray, (John Edward,) F.R.S., an eminent English
naturalist, brother of George Robert, noticed above, was
He was for many years the
born at Walsall in 1800.
head of the department of natural history in the British
Museum, the completeness and excellent order of which
He prepared
are to be ascribed chiefly to his efforts.
several catalogues of that museum, and wrote several
hundred memoirs on zoology, which have been published
Died in 187?.
in various journals.
Gray, (Robert,) an English divine, born in London
Pie was
in 1762, became, in 1827, Bishop of Bristol.
the author of a “ Key to the Old Testament and Apocrypha,” (1790,) “Connexion between the Sacred Writings
and the Literature of Jewish and Heathen Authors,”
(1819,) and other valuable religious works. Died in 1834.
Gray, (Stephen,) an English experimental philoso-

“Cupid begging

his

Gray'don, (Alexander,) a writer, born at Bristol,
Pennsylvania, in 1752, was a soldier in the American
Revolution. He published “Memoirs of a Life chiefly
passed in Pennsylvania,” etc., (1811.) Died in 1818.
Gray'son, (William J.,) an American

politician

and

poet, born in Beaufort, South Carolina, in 1788.
He
represented a district of that State in Congress from 1833
to 1837.
Among his works are “ The Hireling and the

Slave,” a poem, (1854,) and “ Chicora,” an Indian tale.
Died in 1863.
Graziani, gRdt-se-S'nee, an Italian sculptor, whose
proper name was Battista Ballanti, was born at
Faenza in 1762 ; died in 1835.
Graziani, (Antonio Maria,) an Italian prelate and
He became
historical writer, born in Tuscany in 1537.
secretary to Pope Sixtus V. in 1584, and in 1592 was
created Bishop of Amelia by Clement VIII., in whose
He wrote a “ Hiselection he had a prominent part.
tory of the War of Cyprus,” (in Latin,) and a work
“On the Fortunes of Illustrious Men,” (“De Casibus
Virorum illustrium,” 1680,) also a life (in Latin) of his
friend and patron Cardinal Commendone. Died in 1611.
See Tiraboschj, “Storia della Letteratura Italiana;” Graziani, “De Scriptis invita Minerva,” 1725, which contains his autobiography.

Graziani, (Giovanni,) an Italian historian, born at
1670, wrote a “ History of Venice from
1615 to 1700,” (2 vols., 1728.) Died about 1730.
Graziani or Gratiani, (Girolamo,) an Italian poet,
pher, made several valuable discoveries with regard to
once popular, was born at Pergola in 1604. His chief
electricity, and was the inventor of an electric planetaworks are “Cleopatra,” (1626,) “The Conquest of
rium. Died in 1736.
Granada,” (1650,) and “Cromwell,” (“11 Cromvello,”
See Priestley’s “ History of Electricity.”
Gray, (Thomas,) an eminent English poet, born in a tragedy, 1671.) Died in 1675.
Grazzini, (Antonio Francesco.) See Lasca.
London in 1716. He was sent at an early age to Eton,
Grazzini, gr&t-see'nee, (Giovanni Paolo,) an Italian
where he formed an intimacy with Horace Walpole and
He began to paint
painter, of the school of Ferrara.
Richard West, son of the Chancellor of Ireland. He
when he was about fifty years old. Died in 1632.
studied at Peter-House College, Cambridge, and in 1739
Greathead. See Grosseteste.
visited France and Italy in company with Horace WalGreat'heed, (Bertie,) an English litterateur, born
pole. After they had spent some time together at Rome
in 1759.
He wrote a tragedy entitled
and Florence, the difference in their tastes caused a dis- in Warwickshire
Regent.” Died in 1826.
agreement between them, and they separated. “ Gray,” “The
Dramatica.”
See “Biographia
says Walpole, “was too serious a companion.
He was
for antiquities, etc., whilst I was for perpetual balls and
Great'o-rex, (Thomas,) an English musician and
plays the fault was mine.” Gray returned to England savant, born in Derbyshire in 1758.
He became proin 1741, and in 1742 took his degree of bachelor of civil fessor of music in London in 1788, and in 1819 organlaw at Cambridge, where he continued to reside, on ac- ist of Westminster Abbey. He was a Fellow of the
count of the facilities for study which the place afforded. Royal Society, and contributed to the “ Philosophical
About this time he wrote his “ Ode to Spring,” “ Hymn Transactions” a treatise on measuring mountains by
to Adversity,” and “ Ode on a Distant Prospect of Eton the barometer.
Died in 1831.
College,” which were published some years after.
Great'rakes, (Valentine,) a celebrated empiric,
His
“Elegy written in a Country Church-Yard” (1749) was born in the county of Waterford, Ireland, in 1628, proreceived with the greatest favour, and soon ran through fessed to be able to heal diseases by his touch.
Having
eleven editions. No poem, perhaps, was ever more uni- visited England, he was invited to Whitehall, and was
versally admired
it has been translated into the prinpatronized by Dr. Henry More and other learned men.
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He enjoyed a high reputation for integrity and benevoand several eminent physicians bore witness to
the efficacy of his cures.
Died about 1700.
See J. Glanvil, “Scepsis Scientifica ;” Deleuze, “ Histoire
critique du Magndtisme animal.’’
lence,

March, 1849.
He published in 1850 “Hints towards
Reforms,” composed partly of lectures which he had
delivered at various places on temperance, popular education, the organization of labour, etc.
“ His subject,”

says Parton, “is ever the same the object of his public
Greaves, greevz, (Sir Edward,) an English physician, life is single. It is the Emancipation of Labor its
was born in Surrey about 1615. In 1643 he became first emancipation from ignorance, vice, servitude, poverty.”
professor of medicine at Merton College, and was ap- Having visited Europe in
1851, he published “Glances
pointed, after the restoration, physician-in-ordinary to at Europe.”
He supported, in successive Presidential
Charles II. Died in 1680.
elections, General Scott in 1852,
J. C. Fremont in 1856,
Greaves, [Lat. Gra'vius,] (John,) an eminent Eng- and Abraham Lincoln in i860, having
exerted his influlish mathematician and antiquary, was born in Hamp- ence against the nomination
of W. H. Seward at the
shire in 1602.
He became professor of geometry at Chicago Convention of that year. In 1864 he published
Gresham College, London, in 1630, and in 1637 visited the first volume of “The American Conflict,” (2 vols.)
Egypt and the Levant. He took a survey of the Pyra- He favoured the plan of universal amnesty and universal
mids, of which he published the first accurate descrip- suffrage at the end of the civil war, and offered himself
tion.
After his return he was appointed, in 1643, as bail for Jefferson Davis in May,
1867, for which lie
Savilian professor of astronomy, which post he was was censured by many of his own party.
Died in 1872
compelled to resign in 1648 because he was a royalist.
See Parton, “ Life of Horace Greeley,” 1855 D. W. Bartlht
He published, among other works, a “Discourse on the “Modem Agitators;” Bungay, “Off-Hand Takings,” 1854; ti.r
Greeley, “ Recollections of a Busy Life.” 1868.
Roman Foot and Denarius,” etc. Died in 1652.
See “ Life of Greaves,” by Birch, prefixed to his Miscellaneous
Green, (Ashbel,) an American theologian, born in
Works; Ward, “Lives of the Gresham Professors;” N icerom, Hanover,
New Jersey, in 1762, graduated at Princeton
“M&noires;” Thomas Smith, “Vita J. Gravii,” 1699.
in 1782.
He became pastor of the Second Presbyterian
Greaves, (Thomas,) an English Orientalist of high Church in Philadelphia in
1787, and officiated as chapreputation, born about 1610, was a brother of the pre- lain to Congress from
1792 till 1800. He was a principal
ceding, and a friend of Selden. He rose through several founder of the Philadelphia
Bible Society, formed in
preferments to be a prebendary of Peterborough. He 1809. In 1812 he was appointed president
of Princeton
wrote some valuable philological treatises. Died in 1676. College.
He resigned that position in 1822, and reGreece. King of. See George I.
turned to Philadelphia, where he edited the “ Christian
Grechetto. See Castiglione, (Giovanni Bene- Advocate.” He published Sermons, Discourses, etc.
detto.)
Died in 1848.
Grecourt, de, deh gRl'kooR', ( Jean Baptiste
See Joseph H. Jones, “ Life of Ashbel Green, begun to be written
Joseph Willart ve'iiR',) a French poet, of Scottish by himself,” etc., 1849.
extraction, born at Tours in 1684.
He was the author
Green, (Edward Burnaby,) an English scholar, a
of songs, epigrams, and fables of a licentious character. brother of Admiral Burnaby, made translations from
Died in 1743.
Anacreon, Pindar, and Apollonius Rhodius. Died in 1788.
See Voltaire, “Age of Louis XIV.”
Green, (Horace,) an American physician, born in
Gree'ley, (Horace,) an American journalist, distin- Chittenden, Vermont, in 1802, graduated at Middlebury
guished as an opponent of slavery, born at Amherst, College in 1824. He took a prominent part in founding
New Hampshire, in February, 1811, was the son of a the New York Medical College in 1850, and has since
poor farmer, who removed to Vermont in 1821. He been president of its faculty, and emeritus professor
learned the art of printing at East Poultney, Vermont, of the theory and practice of medicine. Dr. Green is
where he worked about four years, (1826-30,) and be- distinguished for his novel treatment of diseases of the
came at an early age well versed in party politics. He air-tubes which had very generally been deemed inadopted the Universalist creed before he was of age, and curable. In 1846 he published a “Treatise on Diseases
supported the Anti-Masonic party. After he had worked of the Air-Passages.” Among his other works are his
a few months in a printing-office in Erie, Pennsvlvania, “ Pathology and Treatment of the Croup,” (1849,) and
he sought employment in the city of New York in August, “ Surgical Treatment of the Polypi of the Larynx and
1 S3 1, having only ten dollars in his pocket.
As he had the CEdema of the Glottis,” (1852.) Died in 1866.
Green, (John,) an English prelate, boinin Yoik-hire
no friends or acquaintances in New York, and his dress
was very odd and shabby, he met with many repulses about 1706. He studied at Saint John’s College, Cambridge,
where he became legius piofessor of theology in
but at last he obtained work. He was employed as a
In 1756 he was
journeyman printer for fourteen months, and in January, 1748, and vice-chancellor about 1750.
Died in 1779.
1833, became a partner of Francis S&ry, and began to created Bishop of Salisbury.
Green, (John Richard,) an English historian,
print the “Morning Post,” the first daily penny paper
ever published. It was discontinued in a few weeks. born at Oxford in 1837. Always weak in health, he was
The firm of Greeley & Co. founded in March, 1834, “ The from an early age attracted by books. He was for some
New-Yorker,” a weekly literary journal, (neutral in poli- years a hardworking clergyman in the East of London,
tics,) of which Mr. Greeley wrote the editorial articles. wearing himself out by prosecuting his studies as well.
The “New-Yorker” was issued for seven years, and be- In 1869, Archbishop Tait appointed him librarian at
came an influential paper, but was not profitable to the Lambeth. His celebrated work, “A Short History of
publishers.
He married Miss Cheney, of North Caro- the English People,” appeared about 1874, and met
lina, in 1836.
From March, 1838, to. March, 1839, he with extraordinary success. He afterwards expanded it.
edited “ The Jeffersonian,” a weekly Whig paper, pub- Another book, “ The Making of England,” issued five
lished under the direction of the Whig Central Com- or six years later, was also extremely well received.
In
mittee of the State of New York. About May, 1840, the later years of his life he was always obliged to winter
he began to publish “The Log Cabin,” a weekly paper, abroad. Died at Mentone in March, 1 88 3.
Green, (Joseph Henry,) an English surgeon, born in
which supported General Harrison for President, and
had a large circulation, (over 80,000.) “ The Log Cabin,” 1791. He became professor of surgery in King’s College,
says Parton, “ gave him an immense reputation in all parts London, about 1830.
He published “Vital Dynamics,”
of the country as an able writer and a zealous politician.” and “ Mental Dynamics.” Died in 1863.
In April, 1841, he founded “The Daily Tribune,”
Green, (Mary Anne Everett,) an English authoress,
price one cent, of which Henry J. Raymond (afterwards a daughter of Rev. Robert Wood, was born at Sheffield
editor of the New York “Times”) was assistant editor. about 1818.
She married a Mr. Green in 1845. She
Since that date the size and the price of the “Tribune” published “ Letters of Royal and Illustrious Ladies
have been much increased. Mr. Greeley advocated the of Great Britain,” (3 vols., 1846,) “Lives of the Prinelection of Plenry Clay to the Presidency in 1844, and, cesses of England,” (6 vols., 1849-55,) which is highly
after his defeat, assumed an attitude of more decided esteemed, and the “Letters of Henrietta Maria, QueenIn 1848 he was elected member of Consort of Charles I.,” (1857,) with other important
hostility to slavery.
Congress to fill a vacancy for a term which expired in works.
;
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Green, (Matthew,) an English poet, born in London New Jersey, on the 23d of June, 1780. In the October
in 1696, wrote a poem, “ The Spleen,” which was com- ensuing he was appointed to the command of the Southern army, then greatly disorganized and nearly destitute
mended by Pope and other critics. Died in 1737.
See Johnson and Chalmers, “Lives of the English Poets;” of supplies. A part of his army gained a victory at CowCampbell, “Specimens of the British Poets.”
pens in January, 1781, soon after which he moved his
Green, (Thomas,) an English writer, born at Ipswich army to the Catawba River. Pursued by a superior
in 1769.
He published a work on the “Theory of force under Lord Cornwallis, he retreated in good order
Morals,” and “Extracts from the Diary of a Lover of

Died in 1825.
Green, (Thomas,) an American general, born in Virginia about 1816.
He took arms against the Union in
1861, became a commander of cavalry, and distinguished
himself in several actions in Louisiana in 1863.
He was
raised to the rank of major-general, and was killed on
Literature,” (1810.)

Red River

in April, 1864.

Green, (Valentine,) a celebrated English engraver,
born in Warwickshire in 1739, settled in London, where
he acquired great skill in mezzotint engraving. In 1774
he became associate engraver of the Royal Academy.
his master-pieces are his prints after West’s
picture of the “ Return of Regulus to Carthage,” and
portraits after Sir Joshua Reynolds.
Died in 1813.

Among

See Bryan’s “Dictionary of Painters.”

;

Greene, (Charles Gordon,) an American
born

in

Boscawen,

New Hampshire, in

through North Carolina to the Dan River in February.
On this occasion General Washington wrote to him,
“Your retreat before Cornwallis is highly applauded
by all ranks.” Having been reinforced, he marched to
Guilford Court-House, where he encountered the enemy
on the 15th of March, 1781. Here was fought an indecisive battle, and the British remained masters of the
field ; but their loss had been so severe that Cornwallis
immediately retreated towards the sea. In April, 1781,
General Greene adopted the bold resolution to march
into South Carolina, and was defeated at Hobkirk’s
Hill, near Camden.
The British, however, were unable
to follow up this victory, and in May General Greene
marched to the siege of Ninety-Six, a fortified post
near the Saluda River. The siege was raised about
the end of June by the approach of Lord Rawdon
but
the place was soon after evacuated by the British,
who, retiring southeastward, were pursued to Orangeburg by General Greene. The next important event of

1804.

journalist,

He became

proprietor of the “Boston Statesman,” and in 1831 established in Boston the “ Morning Post,” a Democratic
paper, which was successful.

the campaign was the severe battle of Eutaw Springs,
(September, 1781,) where Greene lost 555 killed and
Greene, (Christopher,) Colonel, an American wounded, but remained master of the field. So great
was
his energy and skill that before the end of the year
officer, born in Warwick, Rhode Island, in 1737.
He
commanded Fort Mercer, at Red Bank, on the Delaware the enemy were driven from all parts of South CaroRiver, in 1777, and repulsed a body of Hessians who lina, except the vicinity of Charleston.
A medal was
attacked that fort. He was killed near the Croton River presented to him by Congress for his victory at Eutaw
in

May, 1781.

Springs.

In 1782 his operations were greatly retarded

Greene, (George S.,) an American general, born in by the want of ammunition, money, and other resources.
Rhode Island about 1801, graduated at West Point in He proposed to enlist several regiments of negro sol1823. He became a brigadier-general in 1862, and served diers but this proposal was rejected by the civil authoriat the battle of Antietam in September of that year, at ties of the State.
After the end of the war he resolved
Gettysburg, July 2 and 3, 1863, and in other actions.
to settle with his family in Georgia, and in 1785 he
Greene, (George Washington,) an American au- removed to an estate which had been presented to
thor, a grandson of General Nathaniel Greene, was born him by the State of Georgia, and which was situated
at East Greenwich, Kent county, Rhode Island, in 1811. near Savannah.
He died of a sunstroke, June 19, 1786.
;

He

was consul of the United States

at Rome from 1837
contributed a “Life of General Nathaniel
“
Greene” to Sparks’s American Biography,” edited Addison’s Complete Works, (1854,) and wrote, besides other
works, “ Historical Studies, chiefly on Italian History
and Literature,” a “Life of General Nathaniel Greene,”
and a “ Short History of Rhode Island.

to 1845.

He

Greene, (Maurice,) an eminent English composer
of church music, born in London about 1696.
He was
appointed in 1726 organist and composer to the chapels
royal, and became professor of music in the University
of Cambridge.
His “ Forty Anthems” (2 vols. fol.) are
esteemed his master-pieces he also composed songs and
cantatas of great beauty.
Died in 1755.
See Hawkins, “ History of Music.”
;

Greene, (Nathaniel,) a distinguished American
general, born in Warwick, Rhode Island, on the 27th of
May, 1742. His father was a member of the Society of
Friends, and owner of an iron-forge, in which Nathaniel
worked for many years. In 1770 he was elected to the
General Assembly of the colony. Anticipating the impending appeal to arms, he began to study the art of war.
He married Miss Littlefield in July, 1774. In May, 1775,
he was chosen a brigadier-general of the militia of Rhode
Island, and joined the army near Boston.
He soon
gained the confidence of General Washington, who selected him to command the army sent to defend Long
Island ; but a violent attack of fever prevented him from
taking part in the battle of Long Island, August, 1776.
He commanded the division with which Washington
marched in person at the battle of Trenton, December,
In September, 1777, he distinguished himself at
1776.
the battle of the Brandywine, and in October commanded
the left wing ac the battle of Germantown.
At the

request of General Washington, he accepted in March,
1 778, the
position of quartermaster-general, the duties
of which he performed with great ability until August,
1780.
He commanded the right wing at Monmouth,
June, 1778, and defeated Sir Henry Clinton at Springfield,
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He is generally considered to have been superior in
military skill and in force of character to all the generals of the Revolution, Washington only excepted.
See a “Life of General Greene,” by his grandson, George W.
Greene, 3 vols., 1867 et seg.; Sparks’s “American Biography,”
vol. xx., (or x. of second series ;) Bancroft, “ History of the United
States;” William Johnson, “Life and Correspondence of Nathaniel Greene,” 2 vols., 1822;
“National Portrait- Gallery of
Distinguished Americans,” vol. i.
Greene, (Nathaniel,) a journalist, a brother of
Charles Gordon, noticed above, was born in Boscawen,
New Hampshire, in 1797. He founded in 1821 the “ Boston Statesman,” a Democratic paper. In 1829 he was
appointed postmaster of Boston. He translated “Tales
from the German,” (2 vols., 1837,) and other works.
Greene, (Robert,) one of the principal English
dramatists who preceded Shakspeare, was born at Ipswich about 1560. He began to write for the stage about
1584, and from that time gave himself up to a course
of dissipation, varied by occasional fits of remorse.
Among the works known to be his are the “ History
of Orlando Furioso,” and the “Comical History of Alphonsus, King of Aragon,” also a prose treatise entitled
“ Greene’s Groatsworth of Wit bought with a Million of
Repentance.” His novel of “ Pandosto” is said to have
been the original of Shakspeare’s “ Winter’s Tale.” Pie
died in great poverty in 1592.
See Collier, “History of English Dramatic Poetry;” Drake,
“Shakespeare and his Times

;”

Disraeli, “ Calamities of Authors.”

Greene, (Thomas,) an English

divine, born at Norwich in 1658. On the accession of George I. he was
appointed one of his chaplains, and in 1721 became
Bishop of Norwich. He was the author of “ Principles
of Religion Explained,” and other works. Died in 1738.
Green'field, (William,) an English Orientalist and
profound scholar, published a “ Comprehensive Bible,”
(1827,) “ Novum Testamentum,” (1829,) and other works.
Died in 1832.
Greenham, green'am, (Richard,) an English Puritan
divine, born about 1630, was rector of Dry-Drayton for
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Greenwood,

(Grace.) See Lippincott, (Sarah J.)
Greg'an, (John Edgar,) a noted Scottish architect,
Died in 1591.
born in 1813. His principal works are in Manchester
Green'hill, (John,) an English painter, born in 1649, and its vicinity, and include the bank of Sir Benjamin
was a pupil of Sir Peter Lely. lie copied some works Heywood, a number of churches, warehouses, and priof Van Dyck.
vate dwellings.
Died in 1676.
Gregan was a Fellow of the Institute
Greenhill, (William,) an English divine and com- of British Architects. Died in 1855.
mentator, became rector of Stepney about 1656.
He
Gregg, (David M.,) an American general of cavalry,
was ejected in 1662 for nonconformity. He wrote “ Ex- born in Pennsylvania, graduated at West Point in 1855.
positions of Ezekiel,” (5 vols., 1645-62.) Died about 1675. He commanded a division of cavalry under General
Green'how, (Robert,) M.D., an American writer, Sheridan in a raid around Lee’s army in May, 1864, and
born in Richmond, Virginia, in 1800, graduated at the at the battles of Meadow Bridge and Trevilian Station,
College of Physicians and Surgeons in New York in in June of that year. He directed the cavalry of the
1821.
He published a “ History of Oregon and Cali- army of the Potomac from August, 1S64, to February,
fornia,” (1846.)
Died at San Francisco in 1854.
1865.
Gregg, (John,) an American general, born about 1828.
Green'leaf, (Simon,) an American jurist, born in
Newburyport, Massachusetts, in 1783, became Royall He became a brigadier-general of the Confederate army,
professor of law at Harvard in 1833, and Dane professor and was killed at Petersburg, Virginia, in October, 1864.
in 1846.
Gregg, (Max'cy,) an American general, born in South
His chief work is a “Treatise on the Law of
Carolina about 1814, was a lawyer before the civil war.
Evidence,” (3 vols., 1842-53.) Died in 1853.
Greenough, green'd, (George Bellas,) an English He was killed at Fredericksburg, fighting against the
geologist, born about 1777; died in 1854.
Union, in December, 1862.
Greenough, green'd, (Horatio,) an eminent AmeriGregoire, the French of Gregory, which see.
educated
can sculptor, born in Boston in 1805. He was
Gregoire, gR&'gwiiR', (Henri,) a French ecclesiastic
He
at Harvard, where he enjoyed the friendship of Allston. and eminent writer, born near Luneville in 1750.
Before graduating, he went to Rome, to prosecute his was elected by the clergy to the States-General in 1789.
artistic studies and, with the exception of a brief visit to In 1792 he was chosen Bishop of Blois under the civil
his native city in 1826, he resided in Italy, chiefly at Flor- constitution, and a member of the Convention, in which
ence, until 1851, when he returned to the United States. he took a prominent part in the abolition of royalty and
Died near Boston in December, 1852. Of his numerous negro slavery, (1794.) The Jacobins accused him of a
works we may mention his “ Chaunting Cherubs,” the design to “Christianize the Revolution.” He was chosen
one of the legislative body about the end of 1799, and a
first group in marble ever executed by an American
sculptor, (ordered by his devoted friend and patron, J. senator in 1801.
He was one of the founders and memFenimore Cooper,) “The Angel and Child,” “Venus bers of the Institute, and corresponded with many savants
contending for the Golden Apple,” (greatly admired in among foreign nations. His election as deputy in 1819
Florence,) a colossal statue of Washington in front of caused great excitement, and was nullified by the royalthe national Capitol, for which Congress paid twenty ist majority.
Among his principal works is a “ History
thousand dollars, and a group entitled “The Rescue,” of Religious Sects,” (1810.) Died in 1831.
“

years.

He excelled

I

Sermons and other religious works.
experimental divinity,” says Bishop Hall.

le left

in

;

(1851,) representing a scene in the early settlement of
the American colonies, executed by order of Congress.
volume of Greenough’s Essays, with a Memoir of his
Life by H. T. Tuckennan, was published in 1853.
See, also, Tuckerman, “ Book of the Artists.”

A

See Carnot, “Notice historique,” prefixed to the “M^moires
eccldsiastiques, politiques,” etc. of Gregoire, 2 vols., 1837 ; J- La-

vaud, “Notice sur H. Gregoire,” 1819; “Nouvelle fiiographie
Gendrale;” G. Krueger, “ H. GHgoire, Bischof von Blois,” 1838;
“ London Quarterly Review” for October, 1822.

Gregoire, (Pierre,) [Lat. Grego'rius Tolosa'nus,]
Greenville. See Granville.
a French jurist, born at Toulouse about 1540, became
Green'ville, (Sir Bevil,) an English officer, born in professor of civil law at Pont-a-Mousson. He published
Died about 1597.
1596, was a grandson of Sir Richard, noticed below. He several legal works in Latin.
See Bayle, “ Historical and Critical Dictionary.”
represented the county of Cornwall in the Long Parliament in 1640, and supported the royalist party. He had
Gregoire de Nazianze. See Gregory Nazianzen.
a prominent share in the victory gained by the royal
Gregoire de Nysse. See Gregory of Nyssa.
army at Stratton in 1643 but he was mortally wounded
Gregoire le Grand. See Gregory (Pope) I.
at the battle of Lansdowne the same year.
Lord ClarGregor, the German for Gregory, which see.
endon says of Sir Bevil, “A brighter courage and gentler
Greg'o-ras Ni-ceph'o-rus, [Gr. N ucyipopo; 6 Tpriyodisposition were never married together.”
paf,] a Byzantine historian and mathematician, born about
See Clarendon, “History of the Rebellion.”
1295, was the author of a “History of Constantinople
The principal part of it was pubto 1359.”
Greenville, (Denis,) a son of the preceding, was born from 1204
with a Latin translation, in 1562. He wrote many
about 1630. He was created Dean of Durham in 1684; lished,
works. He proposed a method for reforming the
but he was deprived of his office in 1690 for refusing to other
calendar, which was adopted about three hundred years
take the oath of allegiance to William III. He died in
Died about 1360.
later by Gregory XIII.
;

Paris in 1703.

See Fabkicius, “Bibliotheca Grteca;” Boivin, “ Vita Nicephori
Gregory,” in an edition of his History, Paris, 2 vols., 1702.
Gregorio, gi;i-go're-o, sometimes written Gregori,

See Wood, “ Athense Oxonienses.”

Greenville, (Richard.) See Temple, Earl.
Greenville, (Sir Richard,) a brave English officer, (Carlo,) an Italian engraver, born at Florence in 1719;
born in the West of England about 1540, was a relative died in 1759.
of Sir Walter Raleigh.
He was elected to Parliament
His son Ferdinando (1740-1800) was a skilful enfor Cornwall in 1571.
As vice-admiral of a squadron, graver, and worked at Florence.
he sailed in 1591 to intercept some Spanish merchantGregorio, (Maurisio,) a Sicilian theologian and
vessels.
These being strongly escorted, an obstinate writer, born at Camerata in 1575 died in 1651.
struggle took place, which resulted in the defeat of the
Gregorio, (Rosario,) an Italian antiquary and hisEnglish. Sir Richard, though severely wounded, refused torian, born in 1753, became canon of a church at Pato surrender until his men accepted the offers of quarter. lermo, and professor of law.
Among his works are an
He was taken on board a Spanish ship, but, though “ Introduction to the Study of the Public Law of Sicily,”
kindly treated, soon after died of his wounds, (1588.)
(1794,) and “ Discourses on the History of Sicily.” Died
See Hakluyt, “ Voyages,” vol. iii. “ Biographia Britannica
in 1809.
Campbell, “ Lives of British Admirals.”
Gregorio il Grande. See Gregory (Pope) I.
Gregorius, the Latin of Gregory, which see.
Green'wood, (Francis William Pitt,) an AmeriGre-go'n-us, (Publius,) an Italian scholar, surnamed
can Unitarian minister, born in Boston in 1797, graduated at Harvard in 1814.
He became pastor of King’s Tipher'nus, born in Umbria, translated into Latin the
Chapel, in Boston, in 1824, He contributed to the last seven books of Strabo. Died in 1469.
Gregorius Ariminensis. See Gregory of Rimini.
“North American Review,” and published sermons,
Gregorius Florentius. See Gregory of Tours.
essays, etc.
Died in 1843.
;
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he had taken a vow of celibacy. He summoned another
Gregorius Magnus. See Gregory (Pope) I.
Gregorius Nazianzenus. See Gregory Nazianzen. council in 1075, in which kings were forbidden, under
pain of excommunication, to give the investiture of
Gregorius Nyssenus. See Gregory of Nyssa.
Gre-go'ri-us Par'dus, called also Gregory of Cor- sees and abbeys. Henry IV., without regarding Greg-

and indignant at his assumptions, assemWorms and deposed him; whereupon
Gregory solemnly excommunicated the emperor in a
See “ Biographie Universelle.”
Lateran
palace, and declared his subjects
council
at
the
Gregorius Tolosanus. See Gr£goire, (Pierre.)
Gregorj or Gregorii, gRl-go're-ee, (Giovanni Gas- released from their allegiance. This act of Gregory was
boldest assumption of power hitherto exercised by
taro,) an Italian writer, born in 1769, became president the
any pontiff. After Henry had endured a most huof the imperial court in Rome in 1811. Died in 1846.
Greg'o-ry I., Pope, surnamed the Great, [Lat. Gre- miliating penance, a reconciliation was effected between
Gregory at length
go'rius Mag'nus; Fr. Gr£goire le Grand, gRi'gwJR' them, which, however, was not lasting.
where he died in 1085. He appears
leh gRdN; It. Gregorio il Grande, gRi-go're-o £1 retired to Salerno,
his efforts to reform the Church,
grin'di,] was born about 550, of an illustrious Roman to have been sincere in
but to have allowed his ambition to get the mastery of
family. He became prefect of Rome in 573. On the death
him,
and aimed to make all powers subordinate to the
of Pelagius, in 590, he was elected pope, and in this station
showed great zeal in reforming the Church and propa- papal see.
;”
See Spittler, “ Geschichte der Hierarchie von Gregor VII.
Previous to his becoming pope, he
gating Christianity.
Griesley, “ Life and Pontificate of Gregory VII.,” 1829; Ranke,
had induced Pelagius II. to send missionaries to Eng- “ History of the Popes;” Platina, “Vitae Summorum Pontificum
land. His character was distinguished by many eminent J. Voigt, “ Hildebrand als Papst Gregor VI L,” 2 vols., 1813 French
virtues, much alloyed, however, by superstitious weak- version of the same, Paris, 1837; John W. Bowden, “Life and
Pontificate of Gregory VII.,” 2 vols., 1840; G. Cassander, “Das
ness.
Among other inconsistencies, he is charged with Zeitalter
Hildebrands fur und gegen ihn,” 1842; “Fraser’s Magahaving flattered infamous rulers to secure their protec- zine” for November, 1866.
tion to the Church.
His principal works are a treatise
Gregory VIII., (Alberto di Mora,) born at Bene“On the Sacerdotal Office,” (“De Cura sacerdotali,”) vento, succeeded Urban III. in 1187. He survived but
“Books of Moials,” (“Moralium Libri,”) and “ Letters two months, and was followed by Clement III. He
and Dialogues.” Died in 604.
must be distinguished from the anti-pope of the name
See Maimbourg, “ Histoire du Pontificat de Gr^goire le Grand,” of Bourdin, who also assumed the name of Gregory VIII.
“
Bayle,
Historical
Dictionary;”
Georg
Pfahand
Critical
1686;
Gregory IX. (Cardinal Ugolino) was Bishop of
ler, “Gregor der Grosse und seine Zeit,” 2 vols., 1853; Fleury,
“ Histoire ecclesiastique ;” G. Gradenigo, “ S. Gregorius Magnus, Ostia, and a native of Anagni.
He succeeded Honorius
etc. vindicatus,” 1753; Denis de Sainte-Marthe, “Histoire de
III. in 1227.
Soon after his election, he insisted on
S. Gr^goire le Grand,” 1697.
Frederick II. of Germany engaging in a crusade, and, on
Gregory II., Pope, was born in Rome, and succeeded his delay, immediately excommunicated him. The whole
Constantine in 715 a.d. When in 726 the emperor Leo of this pontiff’s rule was signalized by a struggle for suforbade the worship of images, Gregory attempted to premacy between Frederick and the Ghibelines on the
dissuade him from it. He convoked a council against one side, and the Guelphs, with the pope, on the other.
the Iconoclasts, and one to forbid marriage to monks. Died in 1241.
It was during his rule that Boniface preached ChrisSeeG. Vossius, “Gregorii Papte Noni Gesta,” 1686.
tianity in Germany.
Died in 731.
Gregory X., (Tebaldo Visconti,) born at Piacenza,
See Ughelli, “Italia Sacra.”
succeeded Clement IV. in 1271. In 1274 he convoked
Gregory III., a native of Syria, was the successor of a general council at Lyons, and effected a transient
Gregory II. In 732 he passed a decree establishing the reconciliation between the Greek and Latin Churches.
worship of images. In 740 he was involved in a dispute Among other reforms, the mode of electing popes by
with Luitprand, King of the Lombards. Died in 741.
conclave was adopted. Died in 1276.
See Alletz, “ Histoire des Papes,” 1776.
See P. M. Campi, “ Vita Gregorii X.,” Rome, 1665; Bonucci,
Gregory IV., born at Rome, became pope on the “Istoria del Pontefice B. Gregorio X.,” 1711.
Gregory XI., (Pierre Roger de Montroux deh
death of Valentinus, in 827. Being called upon to adjust
the quarrel between Louis le Debonnaire and his sons, mdN'tRoo',) a native of France, and son of the Count
of
Beaufort, was born about 1330. He succeeded Urban
he offended both parties and also the French bishops.
He built a new town near Ostia as a defence against the V. in 1370. In 1377 he transferred the papal see from
Saracens, which he named Gregoriopolis. Died in 844. Avignon, where it had been for nearly seventy years,
back to Rome. Gregory was the first pope who conSee Artaud de Montor, “Histoire des souverains Pontifes.”
inth, an Archbishop of Corinth in the twelfth century,
was the author of a work on Dialects.

ory’s decrees,

bled a diet at

;

—

Gregory V. was

a native of Germany and a relative
Otho III. Through the influence of that emperor he
became pope in 997. Soon after this, Crescentius, a
man of wealth, assumed the title of consul, and drove
the new pope from the city.
He raised John, Bishop
of Piacenza, to the tiara ; but the next year Otho and
Gregory returned with an army, imprisoned John, and
executed Crescentius. Died in 999.
See Platina, “Vitse Summorum Pontificum.”
Gregory VI. was a native of Rome, and succeeded
Benedict IX. in 1044. In 1046 the emperor Henry III.,

of

deposed the three popes Benedict,
Sylvester III., and Gregory, and elected Clement II.,
upon which Gregory retired to a monastery, where he
died in 1047.

in a council at Sutri,

Gregory VII. (or Hil'de-brand) was born near
Soana, in Tuscany, about 1015. On the death of Alexander II., in 1073, he was elected his successor. He now
set about reforming the Church, especially with regard to
simony, which was very prevalent. He resolved to take
away from secular princes the right of disposing of sees
within their dominions. With this vjew, he sent legates
to Henry IV. of Germany, one of the most guilty in
this respect.
His admonitions having no effect, he next
assembled a council at Rome in 1074, in which persons
guilty of simony were anathematized, and it was decreed
that no one should be admitted to holy orders unless
t as k; 9 as s; g hard; g as j; G, H,

v.,
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demned the doctrines of Wicliff. He was a man of
great learning, and highly esteemed for his unblemished
character.
Died in 1378.
See Alletz, “ Histoire des Papes,” 1776.
Gregory XII., (Angelo Cornaro,) a native of Venice, born about 1325, was chosen successor to Innocent
VII. in 1406. Owing to the schism which had divided
the Western Church since 1379, he had a rival in the
anti-pope Benedict XIII.
In a council at Pisa in 1409,
the sovereigns of Europe deposed both Gregory and
Benedict, and elected Peter Philargi, a Greek. The
other two, however, persisted in their claims, and the
Western Church had three popes instead of one. The
great Council of Constance again deposed them in 1415,
and Gregory was appointed legate to the Marches of
Died in 1417.
See Alletz, “ Histoire des Papes,” 1776.

Ancona.

Gregory XIII., (Ugo Buoncompagni,) a native of
Bologna, born in 1502, succeeded Pius V. in 1572. He
was distinguished for his knowledge of civil and canon
law, and his zeal in the cause of education. He endowed
several colleges at Rome, one of which was called the
Gregorian College. He reformed the Julian Calendar;
and the “New Style,” (as it is called,) which he introduced, has been generally adopted. Died in 1585.
di

See Ranke, “History of the Popes;” G. P. Maffet, “Annali
Gregorio XIII.,” 2 vols., 1742; A. de Vidaillan, “Vie de Cre-
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Gregory XIV., (Niccol6 Sfondrato,)

a native of
Greg'o-ry, (David,) a Scottish philosopher, born
Cremona, succeeded Urban VII. in 1590. He did much about 1627, was the brother of James, who invented the
to promote the French league against Henry IV. of reflecting telescope, and was the ancestor of several great
France, whom he excommunicated. Died in 1591.
mathematicians. He was himself remarkable for his skill
Gregory XV., (Alessandro Ludovisio,) a native in medicine, philosophy, etc. His three sons, David,
of Bologna, born in 1554, succeeded Paul V. in 1621. James, and Charles, were at the same time mathematical
He was of a mild and humane character, and exerted professors in three universities.
himself to put an end to the persecution of the ProtGregory, (David,) son of the preceding, born at
estants in Valtellina. He founded the college De Propa- Aberdeen in 1661, was a skilful mathematician, and one
ganda Fide. He was the author of a “ Letter to Shah of the most eminent members of this remarkable family.
Abbas, King of the Persians.” Died in 1623.
At the age of twenty-three he succeeded his uncle
See Ranke, “ History of the Popes;” Alletz, “Histoire des James as professor of mathematics in the University of
Papes.”

Capellari,) born at Belluno in 1765. He was made a cardinal by Leo XII. in
1825, and soon after became prefect of the college

De Propaganda Fide. He conducted the negotiation
with the kingdom of Prussia under Pius VIII., and was
elected pope in 1831. Died in 1846. He was succeeded
by Pius IX.
See A. Manavit, “Notice historique sur Gr^goire XVI,” 1846
B. Wagner, “ Papst Gregor XVI., sein Leben und sein Pontificat,”
Farini, “ Lo Stato Romano,” translated into English by the
1846
;

;

Hon. W. E. Gladstone; Wiseman, “ Recollections of the Last
Four Popes.”

Gregory of Agrigentum,

a Greek theologian, born
Antioch, Constantinople, and
the pope Bishop of Agrigentum, in Sicily. Died about 565.
Gregory of Antioch, a Greek ecclesiastic, who
became Patriarch of Antioch about 570 a.d.
Died

about 524.

He

visited

Rome, and was appointed by

about 594.

Gregory of Corinth. See Gregorius Pardus.
Gregory of Nyssa, [Lat. Grego'rius Nysse'nus
Fr.

Gr£goire de Nysse, gRl'gwlR' deh

nfess,]

;

Bishop

of Nyssa, an eminent Greek Father, was born at Caesarea, in Cappadocia, about 332 a.d., and was a brother
of Basil the Great.
He became bishop about 372, opposed Arianism, and was banished at the instigation of
the Allans by Valens in 375 a.d.
On the death of Valens
(378 a.d.) he was restored to his see. He had a high
reputation for learning and eloquence.
He died about
398 A.D., and left many sermons, doctrinal treatises, ora-

which have often been printed.
See Dupin, “Histoire des Auteurs eccl^siastiques
J. Rupp,
“ Gregor’s des Bischofs von Nyssa Leben,” etc., 1S34 Villemain,
“ Tableau de l’Elloquence chretienne an quatrieme Siecle ;” FabriCIUS, “ Bibliotheca Grteca ;” S. P. Heyns, “Disputatio historicotheologica de Gregorio Nysseno,” 1833.
tions, letters, etc.,

;

Gregory of Rimini,

[Lat.

Grego'rius Ariminen'-

an Italian ecclesiastic, born at Rimini, became
general of the order of Augustines at Montpellier. He
wrote several theological works. Died in 1358.
Gregory, [Lat. Grego'rius,] Saint, first Patriarch
of Armenia, born in 257 A.D., was of the royal Persian
family of the Arsacidae, and was surnamed the Illuminator, from his having converted Armenia to ChrisSIS,]

tianity.

See Gravina, “ Vita

e Miracoli di

San Gregorio.”

Gregory of Saint Vincent. See Saint Vincent.
Gregory the Thaumaturgist, [Lat. Grego'rius
Thaumatur'gus Gr. Tpr/yopiog 6 QavpaTovpyog Fr.
Gr^goire Thaumaturge, gRi'gwS.R' to'mt'tuRzh',] one
;

of the early Christian theologians, born in Cappadocia
in the third century, was a disciple of Origen.
He owed
his surname to his reputation for working miracles.
He

became Bishop of Neo-Caesarea in 240 a.d. He was the
author of a “ Eulogy on Origen,” “ Symbol of the Faith,”
and other works. Died about 270.
See Pallavicini, “Vita Gregorii Thaumaturgi,” Rome, 1644;
“ Nouvelle Biographie Gene”

Fleury, “Histoire eccl&iastique
rate.

Gregory of Tours, [Lat. Geor'gius Floren'tius
Grego'rius,] one of the earliest French historians, born
at Auvergne in 544 A.D., was appointed Bishop of Tours.
His principal work, entitled “Llistoria Francorum,” is a
history of France from the establishment of Christianity
till 595 a.d. Being persecuted for denouncing the crimes
of the French sovereigns Chilperic and Fredegonde,
he retired to Rome, where he died in 595.
J. W.
See Dupin, “ Biblioth&que des Auteurs eccHsiastiques
Loebeli., “Gregor von Tours und seine Zeit,” 1839;
Christiana,” tome xiv. “Nouvelle Biographie GAtdrale.”
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739, when he was succeeded by his son David.
See Hutton, “Mathematical Dictionary;” Chambers, “BioEminent Scotsmen.”

graphical Dictionary of

Gregory, (Duncan Farquharson,) a British mathematician, born in 1814, was the son of James Gregory,
M.D., (1753-1821,) and a descendant of the first James,
noticed below.
He was a Fellow and sub-lecturer of
Trinity College, Cambridge, and principal contributor
In 1841 he
to the Cambridge “Mathematical Journal.”
published an excellent work on the “Differential and
Integral Calculus.” Died in 1844.
Gregory, (Edmund,) an English writer, published a
“Historical Anatomy of Christian Melancholy,” (1646.)
Died in 1650.
Gregory, (George,) D.D., an English author, born
in 1754, was curate of Saint Giles, London, from 1782 to
1804. He published a “ History of the Christian Church,”
(2 vols., 1794,) a “Dictionary of Arts and Sciences,” and
other works on various subjects. Died in 1808.
Gregory, (James,) a celebrated Scottish geometer,
born at Aberdeen in 1638, was the most eminent individual in a family which during several successive generations has been distinguished for profound attainments in
the exact sciences.
After leaving the university he devoted his talents to optics, and, at the age of twenty-four,
invented the reflecting telescope which bears his name,
and which he described in a treatise entitled “ Optica
Promota.” About 1665 he visited

T,

Italy,

where he passed

several years and published a work on the “Quadrature
of the Circle and Hyperbola,” (1667.) These works procured for him the friendship of Newton, Huyghens, and
other eminent philosophers. On his return to England,
in 1668, he was elected a Fellow of the Royal Society,
and professor of mathematics at Saint Andrew’s. In
1674 he obtained the same chair in the University of
Edinburgh, where he died suddenly in October, 1675,
Charles Hutton expressed the
at the age of thirty-six.
opinion that “his mathematical genius as an inventor
was of the first order.” The list of his inventions comprises, besides the Gregorian telescope, burning mirrors, the solution of the Keplerian problem, a method
for the transformation of curves, a converging series for
making logarithms, etc. He wrote, besides the works
above named, a “Part of Universal Geometry,” and
“ Geometrical Essays.” He left one son, James, born
in 1674, who became professor of medicine at Aberdeen
and was the father of John Gregory, M.D., noticed
below. It is said that sixteen members of this family
have held professorships in British colleges and schools.
;”
“Biographia
See Montucla, “Histoire des Math^matiques
Britannica;” Hutton,*" Mathematical Dictionary;”
“Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen.”

Chambers,

a Scottish physician, born at
Aberdeen in 1753, was the son of John Gregory, M.D.,
He attained eminence as a professor of
noticed below.

Gregory, (James,) M.D.,

medicine

;

a, e, i, 6, u, y,

He has the credit of being one of the first
the Newtonian philosophy in his public lectures.
He published, from 1684 to 1703, several works
on astronomy and geometry. In 1691 he obtained the
Savilian professorship of astronomy at Oxford.
He
afterwards wrote “ Elements of Spherical Dioptrics and
Catoptrics,” and “Elements of Physical and Geometrical
Astronomy,” (1702,) the latter of which is his most important work. Professor Hutton says, “ It was esteemed
by Newton himself as a most excellent explanation and
defence of his philosophy.” Died in 1708. His brother
James was chosen professor of mathematics in Edinburgh in 1791. Another brother, Charles, occupied the
chair of mathematics at Saint Andrew’s from 1707 to
Edinburgh.

Gregory XVI., (Mauro

6, u, y, short; a, e,
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i,

Edinburgh, and published a “General View
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of Theoretical Medicine,” (“ Conspectus Medicinae Theo-

Died in 1821.
retic®, ”) and other professional works.
See Chambers, “ Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen.”

Gregory, (John,) an English minister and

historical

born in Buckinghamshire in 1607. His various
works were published under the title of “ Gregorii Posthuma,” with a Life of the author by John Gurgany,
writer,

Died in 1646.
Gregory, (John,) M.D., a grandson of James Gregory
the eminent geometer, was born at Aberdeen in 1724.
He became successively professor of philosophy and
medicine at Aberdeen, and in 1766 was appointed pro(1st part, 1649.)

fessor of the practice of physic in Edinburgh. His principal works are “ Elements of the Practice of Physic,”

“A

Comparative View of the State and Faculties of
with those of the Animal World,” and “A Father’s
Legacy to his Daughters.” Died in 1773.

Man

See Chambers, “ Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen.”

Gregory, (Olinthus Gilbert,) LL.D.,

a

distin-

guished mathematician and philosopher, born in Huntingdonshire, England, in 1774.
His “Treatise on the
Use of the Sliding Rule” procured for him the notice of
Dr. Hutton, to whom in 1800 he dedicated his “ Treatise
on Astronomy.” Soon after this he became editor of
the “Gentleman’s Diary” and the “ Pantalogia.”
He
was appointed a mathematical master in the Royal Military Academy, Woolwich, in 1802, and, on the resignation of Dr. Hutton, succeeded him as professor of mathematics in that institution. Among his other writings
Treatise on Mechanics,” “Plane and Spherical
are
Trigonometry,” “ Lessons Astronomical and Philoso-

“A

phical,” a “Memoir of John Mason Good,” a “Dissertation on Weights and Measures,” and “Evidences of
Christianity,” (1815.) Dr. Gregory was one of the twelve
founders of the Royal Astronomical Society. As a man,
he was greatly beloved and esteemed for his goodness
of heart and eminent Christian virtues. Died in 1841.
Gregory, (William,) a Scottish chemist and physician of high reputation, born in Edinburgh about 1803,

was the author of “Outlines of Chemistry,” (1848,) and
“ Letters to a Candid Enquirer on Animal Magnetism,”

He also translated Von Reichenbach’s “Re(1853.)
searches on Magnetism,” and edited several of Liebig’s
works. He became professor of chemistry in the UniDied in 1858.
versity of Edinburgh about 1844.
Gregory the Great. See Gregory (Pope) I.

See Gryphius.

Greif.

Greiff, gRif, (Friedrich,) a German chemist, born at
Tubingen in 1601 ; died in 1668.
Greig, grig, ? (Samuel Carlovitch,) a Scottish admiral, who entered the Russian service in 1764 and
accompanied Count Orlof in his expedition against the
Turks. He was made commandant of Cronstadt in 1 775,
and admiral in 1782. Died in 1788.
monument was
erected to him at Revel by the empress Catherine.
See Count S^gur, “Mdmoires;” Chambers, “Biographical
Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen.”

A

Grel-let', (Stephen,) a minister of the Society of
Friends or Quakers, born in France in 1773, was originally a Roman Catholic.
He entered the body-guard
of Louis XVI. about 1790, and emigrated to New York
in 1795.
He was converted to the principles of the
Friends about 1796, and became a preacher, in which
capacity he travelled extensively.
He resided in the
latter part of his life at Burlington, New Jersey, where
he died in 1855.
See “ Memoirs of the Life of Stephen Grellet,” edited by B. Seebohm, 2 vols., i860.

Gren, gR§n, (Friedrich Albrecht Karl,) a Gerchemist and writer, born at Bernburg in 1760; died

man
at

Halle in 1798.

Grenade, de, (Louis.) See Granada.
Grenan, gReh-nSN', (B£nigne,) a Latin

poet, born
at Noyers, in Burgundy, about 1680, was professor of
rhetoric at Paris.
His style is said to be pure and ani-

He

mated.

translated Boileau’s tenth
Satires into Latin.
Died in 1 723.
See Mor£ri, “ Dictionnaire Historique.”

and eleventh

Gren'fell, (Pas'coe,) M.P., an English opponent of
the slave-trade, born in 1762.
He was a coadjutor of
Wilberforce, and spoke in the House of Commons
against the slave-trade. Died in 1838.
Grenier, gReh-ne-i', (Jacques Raymond,) a French
hydrographer and naval officer, born in 1736, sailed in
1767 to explore the seas bordering on the coast of Coromandel and the adjacent islands. He published, after
his return, a number of valuable charts, and “The Art
of Naval Warfare,” etc., (1787.)
Died in 1803.
See “Archives de

la

Marine,”

etc.

Grenier, (Jean,) Baron, a French jurist, born in
Auvergne in 1753, published a “Treatise on Donations
and Wills,” (1807,) and other works. Died in 1841.
Greg'o-ry Naz-I-an'zen, [Lat. Grego'rius NazianGrenier, (Paul,) Count, a French general of divize'nus ; Gr. Tpsiyopuig N a^av^jvog Fr. GrIsgoire de sion, born at Sarre-Louis in
1768; died in 1827.
Nazianze, gR&'gwiR' deh nt'ze'SNz'; Ger. Gregor (or
Gren'ville, (Hon. George,) a distinguished English
Gregorius, gRi-go're-hs) von Nazianz, gnVgoR' fon statesman, born in
1712, was a younger brother of Richnat-se-ints',] a celebrated Greek Father, surnamed the
ard, Earl Temple, and brother-in-law of William Pitt the
Theologian, was born near Nazianzus about 328 a.d. elder. He became ministerial leader of the Commons
He studied successively at Caesarea, Alexandria, and in 1762, having been treasurer of the navy for some years
Athens, where he formed an intimacy with Saint Basil. previous. He had mostly acted with the Whigs. While
He was afterwards associated with his father in the advocating a tax on cider, he called on his opponents to
bishopric of Nazianzus, where he was distinguished for
say where they would have a tax laid “ Let them tell me
his pulpit eloquence and by the poetical graces and the
where I repeat it, sir, tell me where.” Pitt, who was
mild conciliatory spirit of his compositions. During the then
in the Opposition, raised a general laugh against
Arian persecution under Valens, he repaired to Constanhim by murmuring the line of a well-known song,
tinople, where he took charge of a private chapel ; but,
“Gentle shepherd, tell me where.”
having incurred the enmity of zealots and courtiers by
his mildness and his simple style of living, he resigned In 1763 the prime minister, Lord Bute, resigned, and
his office.
His farewell sermon on this occasion is an Grenville succeeded him as first lord of the treasury and
admirable specimen of pulpit eloquence, full of dignity chancellor of the exchequer. “We are inclined to think,”
and pathos.
Having previously visited Caesarea and says Macaulay, “that the worst administration which
delivered the funeral oration of his friend Basil, he re- has governed England since the Revolution was that of
tired to his native place, where he devoted himself for George Grenville.
His public acts may be classed under
the remainder of his life to his religious duties and the two heads,
outrages on the liberty of the people, and
composition of his poems. A collection of these was outrages on the dignity of the crown.” Among the forpublished at Venice in 1504. He also wrote numerous mer was the famous Stamp Act of 1765. The king hated
orations and epistles, which have gone through several Grenville, and at last got rid of him in July, 1765, when
editions.
“Gregorius,” says Dupin, “deserves to be the Marquis of Rockingham became premier. He died
classed with the most perfect orators of Greece,” excel- in 1770, leaving three sons, one of whom was Thomas,
ling his contemporaries “ in the nobleness of his expres- Lord Grenville.
sions, the beauty of his reasonings, and the sublimity of
See Smith, “Grenville Papers;” Lord Mahon, “History of
England;” Macaulay, article on the “ Earl of Chatham,” in the
his thoughts.”
Died in 389 A.D.
“
:

;

—

See Villemain, “Tableau de l’filoquence chretienne au quatriUllmann, “ Gregorius von Nazianz,” 1825; Godefroy
Hermant, “Vie de S. Gregoire de. Nazianze,” 1675; Fabkicius,
“Bibliotheca Grteca
Socrates, “Historia Ecclesiastica
Cave,
“Scriptorum Ecclesiasticorum Historia Literaria;” “Westminster
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Edinburgh Review”
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Grenville, (George Nugent.) See Nugent.
Grenville, (Richard.) See Temple, (Earl.)
Grenville, (Thomas,) born in 1755, was a son of
George Grenville, noticed above. He was employed in
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important missions to the United States, France, and “An Exposition of the Parables and other Parts of the
Prussia, and after the death of Fox became first lord of Gospels,”
(5 vols., 1834-35.)
the admiralty. This post he resigned in 1807, because
Gretch or Gretsch, gRStch, (Nikolai Ivanovitch,)
the new ministry was hostile to Catholic emancipation. a Russian litterateur and critic, born at Saint Petersburg
He died in 1846, having bequeathed to the British Mu- in 1787. He was for a time editor of a political and
seum his magnificent library, consisting of more than patriotic journal, entitled “The Son of the Fatherland,”
20,000 volumes.
and was afterwards associated with Boolgarin (Bulgarin)
Grenville, (William Wyndham Grenville, )Lord, in editing “The Northern Bee.” His principal work is
an able English statesman and orator, born in 1759, was a “History of Russian Literature,” (1819-22.) He also
the third son of George Grenville, noticed above.
He published a valuable Russian Grammar, and a “ Military
was elected to Parliament in 1782, was appointed pay- Lexicon,” in which he was assisted by his friend Baron
master-general of the army in 1783, and was chosen von Seddeler.
Speaker of the Commons about 1789. In 1790 he was
See Konig, “ N. Gretch und die Russische Literatur,” 1846.
created Baron Grenville, and in 1791 became secretary
for foreign affairs in the ministry of Pitt.
He retired
from office with Pitt in 1801. In the Whig ministry
formed by himself and Fox about February, 1806, he was
first lord of the treasury (premier) for about one year.
During several years after 1808, Lords Grenville and
Grey were the leaders of the opposition ; but the former
did not support the Reform bills of Lord Grey. He wrote
Latin poems, entitled “ Nugae Metricae,” (“ Metrical Trifles,” 1824.)
For many years he was chancellor of the
University of Oxford. His wife was Anne Pitt, daughter
He died, without issue, in 1834.
of Lord Camelford.
See J. Smith, “Grenville Papers,” 1852; “Edinburgh Review”
for January, 1820;

Alison, “ History of Europe.”

Greppi, gRep'pee, (Giovanni,) an Italian dramatist,
born at Bologna in 1751. His works are numerous, and
were popular at the time. Died in 1811.
See Tipaldo, “ Biografia degli

Gresh'am,

Italiani illustri,” vol, viii.

Thomas,) a wealthy English merchant, born in London in 1519.
He was employed by
Queen Elizabeth as her agent at Antwerp, and was also
sent on several diplomatic missions.
About 1566 he
built at his own expense the Royal Exchange, London,
the

(Sir

of the kind in England.
in 1575, the college called by his

first edifice

London,

in 1579.
See “Life of Sir Thomas Gresham,”
“ Lives of the Gresham Professors.”

Gresley,

gR&'le', (Gabriel,) a

He

founded in
name. Died

Ward,

about 1710. He
domestic scenes. Died in 1756.
Gres'ley, (William,) a popular English writer, born
about 1800. Among his works (published 1835-51) are
“ Bernard Leslie,” a novel, “ Coniston Hall,” “ Forest
of ArJen,” and “ Help to Prayer.” He died in 1876’
Greslon, gR&'lAN', (Adrien,) a French Jesuit, born
He visited China in 1657, and
at Perigueux in 1 6 1 8.
published, after his return, a “ History of China under
the Rule of the Tartars,” (1661.) Died in 1697.
Gresset, gRi'sl', (Jean Baptiste Louis,) a celebrated French poet and dramatist, born at Amiens in
He entered the order of Jesuits, and, at the age
1709.
of twenty-four, produced a comic poem called “VertVert,” which had great success, and is one of the most
witty and ingenious specimens of persiflage in the language. It has been translated into English by T. G.
Cooper. About 1735 he ceased to be a Jesuit, and

His “ Epistle to my Sister on my
to Paris.
Convalescence” is greatly admired. He wrote a very
successful comedy, called “Le Mechant,” (1747,) and
In 1748 he was admitted into the
several tragedies.
French Academy. Died in 1777. “After the lapse of

removed

a century,” says De Pongerville, “ Gresset has lost
nothing of his high renown. He is considered one of
the ornaments of our poetical firmament.” (“Nouvelle
Biographie Generale.”)
See Bailly, “ filoge de Gresset,” 1785; Sainte-Beuve, in the
“ Revue des Deux Mondes,” September, 1845 Longfellow, “ Poets
De Cayrol, “ Essai historique sur la Vie
and Poetry of Europe
;

vols., 1845.

Gressly, gRSss'lee, (Armand,) a Swiss geologist,
born near Laufen about 1813. Pie gained distinction by
his researches in the geology of the Jura Mountains.
Died near Berne in 1865.
Gres'well, (Edward,) a learned English theologian,
born at Manchester in 1797. He became a Fellow of

He published, beCorpus Christi College, Oxford.
sides other works, “ Harmonia Evangelica,” (1830,) and
T,

o,

xi,

y,

long;

S, A, A,

cele-

;

Gretser, gR§t'ser, (Jakob,) a distinguished German
and philologist, born at Markdorf, in Suabia, in
He wrote numerous works, among which is a
treatise “On the Holy Cross,” (“De Sancta Cruce,”
Died at Ingolstadt in 1625.
1600.)
Jesuit
1561.

See his Life prefixed

to

an edition of his Works, 17 vols. fob, 1734
Critical Dictionary;” Niceron,

Bayle, “Historical and
“ Memoires.”

Greuze, gRUz, (Jean Baptiste,) a distinguished
in Burgundy in 1726. He excelled
excelled espe- in delineating domestic scenes of a touching and im-

French painter, born

at L’lsle-sur-le-Doubs

a, e,

;

-41;

London, 1845;

cially in

de Gresset,” 2

Gretry, gR&'tRe', (Andr£ Ernest Modeste,) a

brated opera-composer, born at Liege in 1 741. He visited
Rome in 1759, having previously given proof of his genius by the composition of six symphonies and a mass.
He became a pupil of the famous Martini. He afterwards repaired to Paris, where he brought out his comic
opera of “Huron,” (1769,) which met with brilliant
success ; it was followed in rapid succession by “ The
Speaking Picture,” (“Le Tableau parlant,”) “Sylvain,”
“Zemoire et Azor,” “The Rose-Tree of Salency,” (“La
Rosiere de Salency,”) “ Richard Coeur de Lion,” and
other comic operas, which raised his reputation to the
highest point. Gretry was a member of the French Institute, and of the Academy of Music at Stockholm, and
obtained various other distinctions. He died in 1813,
and a monument, by Geefs, was erected to him at Liege.
See Le Breton, “ Notice sur la Vie et les Ouvrages de Gretry,”
1814; “Gretry en Famille,” etc., by A. J. Gretry, his nephew,
1815 E. C. de Gerlache, “ Essai sur Gretry,” 1844 F£tis, “ Biographie Universelledes Musiciens;” F. van Hulst, “ Gretry,” 1842.

same, less prolonged;

a, e,

T,

French painter, born

pressive character. Among his master-pieces may be
named a “Father explaining the Bible to his Children,”
“ Saint Mary in Egypt,” (“ Sainte-Marie Egyptienne,”)
“The Good Mother,” a “Young Girl holding a Dove,”
and “ The Paternal Blessing.” Died in 1805.
See M LRiMih.:, “De la Peinture k l’Huile;” “Nouvelle Biographie Generale.”

Greve or Greeve, gRa'veh or HRa'veh, (Egbert
Jan,) a Dutch theologian and Orientalist, born at Deventer in 1754, wrote a treatise “On the Last Chapters
of the Book of Job,” (in Latin.) Died in 181 1.
Greve, van, vin gRa'veh, (Jan,) a Dutch Arminian
theologian, born about 1580.
He wrote “Tribunal Reformatum.”
Greve, van, (Pieter,) a Dutch

jurist,

born

at

Deven-

died in 1677.
Grev'ille or Grev'ile, (Sir Fulke,) Lord Brooke,
an English poet and miscellaneous writer, bom in Warwickshire in 1554, was distinguished by the favour of
Queen Elizabeth, who made him a knight. He was appointed by King James I. under-treasurer and chancellor
of the exchequer in 1615, and obtained from that monarch
the castle of Warwick, (then in a ruinous condition,)
which he repaired at vast expense. He was created a
peer, with the title of Baron Brooke, in 1620.
He was
mortally wounded, in a quarrel with an old servant, in
1628. Lord Brooke was the intimate friend of Sir Philip
He also
Sidney, of whom he published a biography.
wrote a number of poems and tragedies.
See Horace Walpole, “Royal and Noble Authors;” “Biograter in 1641

;

phia Britannica.”

Greville, (Robert,) born in 1608, was a cousin of
He fought in
the preceding, whose title he inherited.
the Parliamentary army, and was killed at the battle
of Lichfield in 1643. Among his principal works are a
“Discourse opening the Nature of the Episcopacy exercised in England,” (1641,) and “The Nature of Truth.”
See Lodge’s “Portraits.”
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Greville, (Robert Kaye,) a British botanist, born
county of Durham about 1794. He published,
besides other works, “ Flora Edinensis Plants of Edinburgh,” (1824,) and “The Scottish Cryptogamic Flora,”
“ a truly
(6 vols., 1822-28,) which was called by Loudon
in the

:

admirable work.”

Died

in 1866.

GREY

Upper House. The measure finally triumphed in June,
The Reformed Parliament, which met in 1833,
1832.
abolished colonial slavery and the monopoly of the East
India Company. In consequence of dissensions in the
He died in
cabinet, Lord Grey resigned in July, 1833.
He had married in 1784 Mary E. Ponsonby, and
1845.

Grevin, gR&'viN', (Jacques,) a French poet, born at left eight sons, the eldest of whom is the third Earl Grey.
See Roebuck, “ History of the Whig Party of 1830;” Harriet
Clermont-en-Beauvoisis about 1540, was a Calvinist,
Martineau, “History of Thirty Years’ Peace.”
lie wrote dramas which had great success, and became
Grey,
(Sir George,) born in Ireland, travelled in
Died in 1570.
physician to the Duchess of Savoy.
Australia in 1837, and published, after his return to
Gr6vy, (Francois Paul Jules,) a French states- England, “Journals
of Two Expeditions in Northwest
man, was born in the Jura 15th August, 1813. He beand Western Australia.” He was successively appointed
came an advocate in Paiis, and took a prominent part, as
Lieutenant-Governor of Southern Australia, Governor
After
a Radical, in the revolutions of 1830 and 1848.
of New Zealand, (1846,) and Governor of the Cape of
the coup d’etat he settled down for some years to his
I-Iope, (1854.)
He wrote a treatise “On PolyHe was several times elected to the Good
practice at the bar.
nesian Mythology, and the Traditional History of the
National Assembly, of which he was chosen President
Zealand Race,” (1855.)
New
He was elected President of the Chamber of
in 1871.
Grey, (Right Hon. Sir George,) G.C.B., a British
Deputies in 1876, and President of the French Republic statesman, born at Gibraltar in
1799, was a nephew of
seven
years.
term
of
for
a
in January, 1879,
He graduated with honour as a
the second Earl Grey.
Grew, (Nehemiah,) an English naturalist, son of classical scholar at Oxford, and was called to the bar
Obadiah, noticed below, was born at Coventry about about 1826. In 1832 he was elected to Parliament by
1628. He published, among other works, “The Anatomy the Whigs of Devonport.
He was appointed judgeof Vegetables,” (1682,) and “Idea of a Philosophical advocate general in 1839, and entered the cabinet of
History of Plants.” Diedini7ll.
Lord John Russell as home secretary in 1846. Having
Grew, (Obadiah,) an English Puritan divine, born retired with his party in 1852, he was appointed to the
same
office by Palmerston in 1855, and resigned in 1858
of
the
He joined the party
in Warwickshire in 1607.
Parliament on the breaking out of the civil war, but he when Lord Derby became premier. In July, 1861, he
again obtained the office of home secretary, which he
opposed the execution of the king. Died in 1698.
resigned in June, 1866. Died in 1882.
Grey, (Charles,) second Earl, an eminent EngGrey, (Henry George,) third Earl, the eldest son
lish statesman and champion of parliamentary reform,
of Charles, the second Eail Grey, was born in DecemHe was ber,
was the eldest son of the first Earl Grey.
1802. He was appointed under-secretary of slate
born at Fallowden, near Alnwick, in March, 1764, and
for the colonies in 1830, and resigned in 1833.
From
educated at Cambridge. Entering Parliament in 1786,
May, 1835, to August, 1841, he was secretary at war
as member for Northumberland, he became a constant
under Lord Melbourne.
He
became an able parliasupporter of the Whig party and a warm peisonal
mentary debater. He succeeded to the earldom in
friend of Fox.
before which he was styled Lord Howick. In
When the Whig party was disorganized by hostility to 1845,
1846 he was appointed colonial secretaiy by Lord John
the French Revolution, Fox and Grey remained constant

Russell.
Fie retired from office on the defeat of the
ministry in 1852.
He has written “ Colonial
Policy of Lord Russell’s Administration ”(1853,) and an
of the Friends of the People,” a political association
“Essay on Parliamentary Government as to Kefoim.”
formed in 1792 to promote reform in Parliament. In
He has entered little into public life of later years, but has
the stormy and critical times which followed, when the
on more than one occasion effectively criticized the policy
more timid Whigs deserted to the dominant party, when
of the government of the day.
liberal principles were stigmatized as Jacobinical, when
Grey, (Lady Jane,) daughter of Henry Grey, Marthe coercive policy of Pitt was supported by large maquis of Dorset, and Frances Brandon, granddaughter
jorities, Mr. Grey did not falter in his devotion to the
Henry VII., was born in 1537. She early manifested
popular cause. In 1793 he presented a petition for a of
change in the system of representation, and advocated extraordinary talents and a passionate love of learning,
it in an impressive speech.
In 1797 he again made an and, according to her tutor, Roger Ascham, spoke and
wrote Latin, Greek, French, and Italian with the greatest
unsuccessful effort for reform in the House of Commons.
She was married in 1 qqi to Lord Guilford DudOn the formation of the Whig ministry of Fox and easeley, son of the Duke of Northumberland.
The latter,
Grenville, in 1806, Mr. Grey, who had recently received
in concert with Lady Jane’s father, then Duke of Suffolk,
the title of Lord Howick, was appointed first lord of
prevailed upon Edward VI. to settle the crown upon
the admiralty.
At the death of Fox, September, 1806, Lady
Jane Grey, to the exclusion of his sisters Mary
Lord Howick succeeded him as secretary of foreign
and Elizabeth. The crown being offered to her after
affairs and leader in the House of Commons.
The the death of Edward, she at first refused, but
at length
most memorable act of this brief ministry was the
yielded to the authority of her father and the solicitaabolition of the slave-trade, which he cordially suptions of her husband.
Ten days later, the people having
ported.
The Whiz cabinet was dissolved in March,
declared for Mary, Lady Jane and her husband were
In the same year, Lord Howick, at the death of
1807.
sent to the Tower, and, after an imprisonment of several
his father, became Earl Grey, and a member of the
months, were executed in February, 1554.
House of Lords. In 1812 the prince-regent solicited
See Hume, “History of England
Sir N. H. Nicolas, “MeLords Grey and Grenville to accept places in his Tory moirs and Literary Remains of Lady Jane Grey,” 1825; D. W.
cabinet ; but they declined thus to sacrifice their con- Bartlett, “Life of Lady Jane Grey,” 1853; George Howard,
sistency and principles, and continued to be the oppo- “ Lady Jane Grey and her Times.”
Grey or Gray, (Nicholas,) born in London in 1590,
sition leaders in the House of Lords.
In 1829 Lord
Grey concurred in the passage of the Catholic Emanci- became head-master of Eton in 1631. He was the author
pation Bill, which had long been a fundamental point in of a Latin-and-English Dictionary. Died in 1660.
Grey, (Richard,) an English clergyman, born at
his political creed.
The cause of Reform in 1830 received a new impulse Newcastle in 1694, became rector of Kincote and prebby the accession of William IV., and the second French endary of Saint Paul’s. He published, besides other
revolution. Wellington was compelled to resign, and Earl works, “The Art of Memory,” (“Memoria Technica,”
Grey became premier, adopting for his policy peace, re- 1730.) Died in 1771.
trenchment, and reform. The first Reform bill having
Grey, (Zachary,) an English divine, born in Yorkbeen defeated in 1831, the ministers dissolved Parlia- shire in 1687, became vicar of Saint Peter’s, Cambridge.
ment and appealed to the people, who returned to the He edited Butler’s “ Hudibras,” (1744,) and published
new House a large majority of Liberals.
second bill several theological and controversial works. Died in
passed the House of Commons, but was lost in the 1766.

and were the leaders of the opposiMr. Grey was one of the founders of the “ Society

to their principles,
tion.

Whig
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GRET

See De Grey and Ripon.
Gribaldi, gRe-b21'dee, (Matteo,) a learned Italian
jurist and legal writer, born in Piedmont, was successively professor of law at Pisa, Toulouse, and Padua.
About 1550 He became a Protestant. Died in 15.64.

Grey, de.

See Bayle, “ Historical and Critical Dictionary
“ Storia della Letteratura Italiana.”

Tiraboschi,

gRe'bo'vil', (Jean Baptiste Vaquette
vi'klt',) a distinguished French general and military
He entered the
engineer, was born at Amiens in 1715.
Austrian army in 1757, and rendered very important
services to Maria Theresa during the Seven Years’ war.
Among these the defence of Schweidnitz, in 1762, against
Frederick the Great, deserves especial mention. He was
made lieutenant-general in 1765. Died in 1789.
See Gaucher de Passac, “ Precis sur M. de Gribeauval.” 1816.
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Gribeauval,

Griboyedof, Griboyedov, or Gribojedow, grebo-ya'dof, (Alexander Sergievitch,) a celebrated Russian poet and dramatist, born at Moscow about 1795.
Plaving served for a time in the army, he was sent as
minister plenipotentiary to Persia in 1828. In February,
1829, the populace of Teheran, incensed against the Russian embassy, attacked their house and assassinated the
minister, together with the Russians who were his comHis principal work, entitled “ The Misfortunes
panions.
of Genius,” (“Gore ot Uma,”) is the most popular
comedy in the language, and is so universally admired
that many of its sentences have become proverbs.
See E. Mestcherski. “Les Poetes Russes.”
Grid'ley, (Jeremiah,) an eminent American lawyer,
born about 1705, became attorney-general of Massachusetts. He defended in 1761 the writs of assistance, which
were obnoxious to the popular party. Died in 1767.
Gridley, (Philo,) an American jurist, born in Paris,
Oneida county, New York, in 1796, was elected a judge
of the supreme court of New York in 1846. Died in 1864.
Gridley, (Richard,) General, a brother of Jeremiah, noticed above, was born in Boston in 1711. He
served as engineer in the war against the French, and
became chief engineer of the American army in 1775.
He was wounded at Bunker Hill in June of that year.

Died in 1796.
Griebner, gReep'ner, or Gribner, gRip'ner, (Michael
Heinrich,) a German jurist, born at Leipsic in 1682, was
professor of law at Wittenberg. Died in 1734.
Griepenhielm. See Figrelius.
Griepenkerl, gRee'pen-kSRl', (Robert,) a Swiss litterateur, born at Hofwyl in 1810, wrote, besides other
works, two tragedies, “ The Girondists,” and “ Maximilian Robespierre.”

Grier, greer, (Robert

New Testament.

The

generally adopted.

He was chosen
He published, in

in Jena in 1776.
works, among which

by him has been
professor of divinity

text established

Latin,

many

critical

“Symbolae

Criticas,” etc., (17S593 ;) and in German, an “ Introduction to the Study of
the Popular Christian Dogmas,” ('“ Populdre Dogmatik,"
1 779,) which is his most celebrated work.
Died in 1812.
(
See J. C. W. Augusti, “Ueber J. J. Griesbach’s Verdienste,”
1812 F. A. Kothe, “ Gedachtnissrede auf J. J. Griesbach nebsteiner
is

;

Skizze seines Lebens,” 1S12; “Nouvelle Biographie Generale.”

Griesheim, von, fon gReess'him, (Karl Gustav
Julius,) a Prussian general, born at Berlin in 1798. He
published several military works.
Grif'fen-feld or Griffenfeldt, (Peter Schuhmacher,) Count of, a Danish statesman, born at Copenhagen in 1635, rose, through various offices, to be
president of the supreme tribunal and chancellor of
the University of Copenhagen.
His haughtiness and
abuse of power having made him many enemies, he
was charged in 1676 with treasonable negotiations with
foreign courts, and was imprisoned twenty-seven years.
Died

in 1699.
See C. P. Rothe, “ Griffenfelds Liv og Levnet,” 1745; Giessing, “ Griffenfeld en historisk Fremstilling,” 1846.
;

Griffet, gRe'fi', (Henri,) a learned French Jesuit,
born at Moulins in 1698, wrote numerous theological
and historical works. Died in 1771.
Griffet de la Beaume, gRe'fi' deh It bom, (Antoine
Gilbert,) a nephew of the preceding, born at Moulins
in 1756, wrote, among other works, a comedy entitled
“Galatea.” Died in 1805.
Griffier, grif'feer, (John,) the Elder, an eminent
Dutch painter, born at Rotterdam in 1656. He resided
Among
for a time in London, where he died in 1718.
his master-pieces are several views on the Rhine, and
a “View of the Seven Castles,” in Germany. His landscapes rival in beauty those of Teniers and Ruysdael.
Griffier, (Robert,) the Younger, son of the preceding, was born in England in 1688.
He was distinguished, like his father, for his exquisite landscapes and
river-views.
Died about 1750.
See Descamps, “Vies des Peintres Flamands, Hollandais,” etc.

Griffin or Griffon. See Gryphon.
Grif'fin, (Charles,) an American general, born in
Ohio about 1826, graduated at West Point in 1847. He
became a captain in the regular army early in 1861, and
a brigadier-general of volunteers about April, 1862. He
commanded a division at the battles of Gaines’ Mill and
Malvern Hill, July 1, 1862, and served under General
Grant in his operations against Richmond in the summer
of 1864. He commanded a corps at Five Forks, April 1,
Died at Galveston in September, 1867.
1865.
Griffin, (Rev. Edmund Dorr,) an American Episcopalian divine, born at Wyoming, Pennsylvania, in 1804.
He died in 1830, leaving “ Literary Remains,” which
were published in 2 vols., with a Memoir by the Rev.

Cooper,) a distinguished
born in Cumberland county, Pennsylgraduated at Dickinson College, in
which institution he is said to have acted as principal
before he had reached the age of twenty-one. He afterwards studied law, and rose to be a justice of the supreme
court of the United States, (1846.)
He resigned in John McVickar, (1831.)
See “North American Review” for January, 1832.
February, 1870, and died in September of the same year.
Griffin, (Edward Dorr,) D.D., an American PresSee Livingston’s “Portraits of Eminent Americans.”
Grier'son, (Constantia,) an Irish lady, eminent for byterian divine and eminent pulpit orator, born in East
her talents and learning, born in the county of Kilkenny Haddam, Connecticut, in 1770, graduated at Yale in 1790.
in 1706.
She was an accomplished classical scholar, and He was for some time professor of sacred rhetoric in the
was also well versed in philosophy and the exact sciences. Theological Seminary at Andover, and in 1811 became
She published valuable editions of Tacitus and Terence, pastor of the Park Street Church, Boston. It was here
and was the author of a number of poems. Died in 1733. that he delivered his well-known “ Park Street Lectures”
on the doctrines of Calvinism. In 1815 he accepted the
See Cibber’s “Lives of the Poets.”
Gries,
Dietrich,) a German poet and presidency of Williams College. Died in 1837.

American

jurist,

vania, in 1794.

He

gReess, (Johann
born at Hamburg in 1775. His “Phaeton,”
a poem, published about 1798, led to his acquaintance
with Schiller, who inserted it in the “ Musenalmanach.”
He translated Tasso’s “Jerusalem Delivered,” and the
“Orlando Furioso” of Ariosto, from the Italian, and
Calderon’s dramas from the Spanish. Died in 1842.
Griesbach, gReess'bftK, (Johann Jakob,) a German
theologian and celebrated biblical critic, born at ButzHaving studied at
bach, Hesse-Darmstadt, in 1745.
Tubingen, Halle, and Leipsic, he devoted himself chiefly
to the revision of the Greek text of the New Testament.
He became professor of theology at Halle in 1773. I n
1775 he published his excellent edition of the Greek
litterateicr,
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See Sprague, “Life of E. D. Griffin,” 1839.

Grif'fin, (Gerald,) an Irish novelist, born at LimHe was the author of “ Holland Tide, or
erick in 1803.
Munster Popular Tales,” (1827,) “The Collegians,” and
other works. Died in 1840.
Grif'fith, (Elizabeth,) a writer of fiction, born in
Wales in 1750, published conjointly with her husband,
Richard Griffith, a popular work, entitled “Letters of
Henry and Francis,” (1756.) Mrs. Griffith also wrote a

of novels and comedies, and “The Morality of
Shakespeare’s Dramas Illustrated.” Died in 1793.
Grif'fith, (Sir Richard John,) a geologist, born in
Dublin in 1784. He was a civil engineer in early life,
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Grimaldi, (Francesco,) an Italian architect, born in
and became professor of geology in Dublin. About 1850
he was appointed chairman of the board of public works the kingdom of Naples about 1550. Among his best
He published a Geological Map of Ireland. works are the church of Santa Maria degli Angeli, and
of Ireland.
Grif'fith, (William,) M.D., an English naturalist, the chapel of San Januario, at Naples.
Grimaldi, (Francesco,) a Neapolitan Jesuit and
bora in 1810. He went to India as a surgeon about
1832, and spent much time in exploring the botany of Latin poet, born about 1678; died in 1738.
Grimaldi, (Francesco Antonio,) an Italian jurist
that region.
He wrote several treatises for scientific
journals, and made large collections of plants and ani- and historian, born in Calabria in 1740, wrote “Annals
of the Kingdom of Naples.” Died in 1784.
mals.
Died in Malacca in 1845.
Grimaldi, (Francesco Maria,) an Italian Jesuit and
Grif'fiths, (Ralph,) an English journalist, born in
Shropshire about 1720, founded in 1749 the “Monthly natural philosopher, born at Bologna in 1618 or 1619.
He wrote a valuable work entitled “ Physico-Mathesis de
Review” in London. Died in 1803.
Lumine, Coloribus,” etc., (1665,) being an account of his
Griffon. See Gryphon.
Grignan, de, deh gR^n'yfiN', (Franqoise Margue- experiments and discoveries relating to the interference
rite de Sevigne deh s&'vfen'yi/,) Comtesse, a French of rays of light. He is said to have been the discoverer
lady, distinguished for talents and beauty, born in 1648. of the diffraction of light._ Died in 1663.
She was a daughter of the celebrated Madame de Sevigne,
See Fabroni, “Vitse Italorum doctrina excellentium
Mon-

—

who addressed

to her the “ Letters” so widely

and so generally admired.

Madame

known

de Grignan was

the author of a “ Summary of the System of Fenelon
on the Love of God.” Died in 1705.
See Saint-Simon, “M^moires;” “Nouvelle Biographie G£n4-

tucla, “Histoire des Mathdmatiques.”

Grimaldi, (Giovanni,) Prince of Monaco, a Genoese
admiral,

who

signally defeated the Venetians in 1431.

Died in 1454.
Grimaldi, (Giovanni Francesco,) a celebrated Italrale.”
ian painter of landscapes and architectural pieces, surGrigoletti, gRe-go-let'tee, (Michelangelo,) an Ital- named il Bolognese, born at Bologna in 1606, was a
He was employed by Louis XIV.
ian painter, born at Pordenone in 1801, became professor pupil of the Caracci.
in the Academy of Venice in 1839.
Among his works and Cardinal Mazarin to paint in the Louvre, and was
patronized by Pope Innocent X. Died in 1680.
is a celebrated picture of “ The Last Interview between
the Foscari,” (1838.)
Grijalva, de, d& gRe-H^l'vS, (Juan,) a Spanish navigator, and the discoverer of Mexico, born at Cuellar.
He sailed on a voyage of discovery in 1518, and arrived
first at the island of Cozumel, (called by him Santa Cruz,)
in the Bay of Yucatan.
He gave to Mexico the name
of New Spain.
See Prescott, “History of the Conquest of Mexico;” A.
Solis, “ Historia de la Conquista de Mexico.”

in Italy.”

See “Memoirs of Joseph Grimaldi,” edited by Boz.

Grimaldi, (Onorio,) Prince of Monaco, born in 1597,
was created Duke of Valentinois by Louis XIII. of
de France,
and obtained many other distinctions. He wrote

Grill, gRil, (Claudius,) a learned Swede, born at
Stockholm in 1705, was one of the first members of the
Academy of Sciences in his native city. Died in 1767.
Grillet, gRe'yi', (Jean,) a French Jesuit, born about
He
1630, was one of the first missionaries to Guiana.
published, after his return, an account of Guiana, which

esteemed. Died about 1675.
Grillet, gRe'yV, (Jean Louis,) a historical writer,
born in Savoy in 1756. He was one of the founders of
the College of Carouge, near Geneva, which admitted
Catholics, Protestants, and Jews without distinction.
is still

See Lanzi, “History of Painting

Grimaldi, gre-mll'dee, (Joseph,) a celebrated comic
actor, born in England in 1779. He performed the part
of a clown with success in London.
Died in 1837.

“ Genealogica et historica Grimaldiae Gentis Arbor,”
being a history of the Grimaldi family. Died in 1662.
Grimaldi, (Ranieri,) Prince of Monaco, a leader
of the Guelph faction, entered the service of Philippe
le Bel in 1302, and rose to be admiral of France.
He
gained a victory over the Flemish fleet in 1304, and took
prisoner Guy de Namur, son of the Count of Flanders.
Grimaldo, de, di gRe-mdl'Do, (Don Jos£ Gutie-

—

rez de Solorzano goo-te-a'rSth di so-loR-thl'no,)
Marquis, a Spanish minister of state, born in Biscay in
He was secretary of the marine and of war, and
1664.
afterwards chief minister, of Philip V. Died in 1733.
Died in 1812.
Grimani, gRe-mS'nee, (Antonio,) a Venetian nobleGrillo, gR&l'lo, (Don Angelo,) a learned Genoese man, born in 1436.
He was appointed in 1499 procunobleman, born about 1550, was a friend of the poet rator of Saint Mark, and captain-general of the fleet sent
Tasso, and was patronized by the popes Urban VIII. against the Sultan Bayazeed, (Bajazet.) He was elected
and Alexander VII. Died in 1629.
Doge of Venice in 1521. He died in 1523.
Grillparzer, gRil'p&Rt-ser, (Franz,) a German dramSee Daru, “ Histoire de Venise.”
atist, born in 1 790 at Vienna, where he appears to have
Grimani, gRe-m&'nee, (Hubert,) a Dutch painter,
since resided.
Among his best productions are “The sometimes called
Jacobs, was born at Delft in 1599. He
Waves of the Sea and of Love,” a tragedy founded on
studied in Venice, and was a good colorist. Died in 1629.
the story of Hero and Leander, and another, called
Grimani, (Marino,) became Doge of Venice in 1595.
“ Sappho,” which was translated into Italian.
Under his rule an expedition was fitted out against the
See “Fraser’s Magazine” for August, 1852.
pirates of the Adriatic Sea.
Died in 1605.
Grimaldi, gRe-miil'dee, (Antonio,) a Genoese adGrimani, (Pietro,) succeeded Ludovico Pisani as
miral, of a noble family, captured several vessels from Doge of Venice in 1741. He died in 1732, and was sucthe Catalonians in 1332, but was defeated in 1353 by the ceeded by Francesco Loredano.
Spanish and Venetian fleet under Niccolo Pisani.
Grimarest, de, deh gRe'mi'rS.', (Jean L£onor le
Grimaldi, (Carlo,) surnamed the Great, Prince Gallois leh gt'l wi 7 ,) SlEUR, a French litterateur, born
of Monaco, was commander of the Genoese fleet against in Paris, was noted for witticisms and anecdotes.
He
the Flemings in 1338.
He was mortally wounded at the wrote, besides other works, a “Life of Moliere,” (1705.)
battle of Crecy, in 1346.
Died in 1720.
Grimaldi, (Constantino,) a Neapolitan jurist and
Grimaud, de, deh gRe'mo', (Jean Charles Marguephilosopher, born in 1667.
He is chiefly known from rite Guillaume,) a French physician, born at Nantes
his controversy with Benedictis on the doctrine of Aris- in 1750, became professor in the Medical University
totle, and published an able defence of the Cartesian of Montpellier.
He wrote an “ Essay on Irritability,”
philosophy. Died in 1750.
and other valuable works. Died in 1789.
Grimaldi, (Domenico,) a Genoese prelate, who, being
Grimauld. See Urban V.
appointed by the pope commissary-general of the galleys
Grim'bhld, written also Grimbold and Grimoald,
of the Church, took an active part in the battle of Le- (Nicholas,) an English poet, was one of the first among
panto in 1571. He afterwards became Archbishop and his countrymen who wrote in blank verse. “ As a writer
Vice-Legate of Avignon. Died in 1592.
of verses in rhyme,” says Warton, “he yields to none
Grimaldi, (Domenico,) Marquis, an Italian writer of his contemporaries for a masterly choice of chaste
on rural and political economy, born at Seminara in expression and the concise elegancies of didactic versification.”
He was also the author of a Latin tragedy,
1735 ; died in 1805.
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entitled “John the Baptist,” and made several translations from the Greek and Latin.
Died about 1563.
See Warton, “ History of English Poetry.”

Grimk6,

lied,” and other German poems of the middle ages also
;
a translation of “Old Danish Hero-Ballads,” a treatise
“ On German Runic Inscriptions,” and one “ On German
Traditions.” He was engaged with his brother Jakob
Ludwig on a large and very complete German Dictionary, of which two volumes appeared in 1859.
Died

grim'ke, (Frederick,) an American judge,
Huguenot descent, born in Charleston, South Carolina, in 1791, removed to Ohio.
He wrote “ The Nature
and Tendency of Free Institutions,” (1848.) Died 1863. in 1859.
Grimmelshausen, von, fon gRim'mels-how'zen,
Grimke, (Thomas Smith,) LL.D., an American jurist
and philanthropist, a brother of the preceding, was born (Christoffel,) a German writer, born in Hesse-Cassel
in Charleston, South Carolina, in 1786.
He graduated about 1625, produced a romance entitled “ Simplicissiat Yale in 1807.
He was widely known for his efforts mus,” (1669,) a work of superior merit. Died in 1676.
Grimmer, gRim'mer, or Grimaar, gRee'maR, (Jain behalf of peace, religion, and education.
A volume
of his Addresses on these and other subjects was pub- cob,) a Flemish landscape-painter, born at Antwerp in
lished at New Haven in 1831.
1510 died in 1546.
Died in 1834.
Grimm, gRlm, (Friedrich Melchior,) Baron, a
See Descamps, “Vies des Peintres Flamands,” etc.
witty German writer, born at Ratisbon on the 25th of
Grim'o-ald, son of Pepin the Elder, mayor of the
December, 1723. Having accompanied Count Schon- Austrasian palace, succeeded his father in that office in
berg to Paris, he became acquainted with Rousseau, 642 A.D. King Sigebert died in
656, leaving a son, DagoBaron Holbach, and other celebrated persons, and at- bert, whom Grimoald sent to a monastery, and attempted
tracted general admiration by his elegant accomplish- to make his own son king.
He was soon after arrested
ments and conversational talent. When the war broke and put to death by order of Clovis.
of

;

out in the musical world between the partisans of the
French composer Rameau and the Italian musicians,
Grimm espoused the cause of the latter. He was the
head of the queen’s party, called “ Coin de la Reine”
from their assembling in the pit under the queen’s box,
while the “ Coin du Roi,” the French party, took their
station under the box of the king.
About this time he
published a spirited and witty satire, entitled “ Le petit
Prophete de Boemischbroda,” (1753,) and soon after his
“ Lettres sur la Musique Franjaise,” in which he gained
a complete victory over his antagonists. After becoming
secretary to the Duke of Orleans, he wrote, in conjunction with Diderot and the Abbe Raynal, his literary
bulletins, containing acute criticisms on French literature. Catherine of Russia appointed him her minister at
Plamburg in 1795. He died at Gotha in December,
1807, leaving “Correspondance litteraire, philosophique
et critique,” which was published by J. Taschereau, (15

Grimoald III., Duke of Benevento, succeeded his
father on the throne of Lombardy in 787 a.d.
He was at
first tributary to Charlemagne ; but he soon renounced
his allegiance, and carried on a vigorous and successful
warfare against that monarch and his successor Pepin.
See Sismondi, “Histoire des Frangais.”
Grimoard, de, deh gRe'mo'tR', (Philippe Henri,)
Comte, a French general and historical writer, born at
Verdun about 1750. He published a “Theoretic Essay
on Battles,”

(1775,) “Life and Reign of Frederick the
Great,” (1788.) and other works. Died in 1815.
Grimod de la Reyniere, gRe'mo' deh If ri'ng-afiR',
(Alexandre Balthasar Laurent,) a witty and eccen-

French writer, born in Paris in 1758. His “Almanach des Gourmands” (8 vols., 1803-12) made a great
sensation throughout Europe. His zeal to promote what
Montaigne styled “ the science of the palate” induced him
to establish a jury, who held monthly sessions, to decide
vols., 1829-31.)
on the merits of particular dishes. Died in 1838.
See Taschereau, “ Notice sur Grimm,” prefixed to this edition
Grimoud, Grimou, or Grimoux, gite'moo', (AlexMadame d’FIpinay, “ M^moires ;” Rousseau, “Confessions;”
Sainte-Beuve, “Causeriesdu Lundi;” Sainte-Beuve et Limay- is,) a Swiss painter, born in the canton of Fribourg
rac, “ Gazette litteraire de Grimm Histoire, Litterature, Philosophic, about 1688. His works are chiefly portraits and domestic
1753-go. fitudes sur Grimm,” Paris, 8vo, 7854: “ Nouvelle Biogra- scenes, and are highly esteemed.
Died about 1740.
;” “
tric

:

London Quarterly Review” for March and October,
Generale
1813, and July, 1S14; “Edinburgh Review” for July, 1813.
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Grimm, (Jakob Ludwig,)
and

philologist,

born

at

an eminent German
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jurist

the 4th of January,

See Fuessli, “ Geschichte derbesten Kunstler in der Schweiz.”

Grirn'shawe, (Rev. Thomas Shuttleworth,) an

He

English clergyman, born at Preston in 1777.

pub-

Legh Richmond,” and “Life
and Works of Cowper,” (1836.) Died in 1850.
Grim/stone or GrinVston, (Sir Harbottle,) a
noted English lawyer, born in Essex about 1596. He
manuscripts which had been taken away from Prussia
the Parliament, but opposed the
by the French under Napoleon. In 1830 he obtained favoured the cause of
He was one of the commisexecution of the king.
a professorship at Gottingen, and was also, made libraHe was deprived of that chair in 1837 for his sioners who waited upon Charles II. at Breda and he
rian.
In 1841 he was invited to was afterwards appointed master of the rolls. Died
liberal political principles.
in 1683.
Berlin, where he was elected to the Academy of SciSee Clarendon, “History of the Rebellion;” Burnet, “Hisences. He wrote “ Legal Antiquities of Germany,” (1828,) tory of his
Own Time.”
“History of the German Language,” (1848,) and “GerGrin'dal, (Edmund,) an English prelate, born in
man Mythology,” all of which are esteemed standard Cumberland in
1519, rose to be Archbishop of Canterworks. He also published a German Grammar, and
bury in 1575. He was distinguished for learning and
editions of “ Reinhart Fuchs” and other fables of the
piety, and was a contributor to Fox’s “Acts and Monumiddle ages. The “ Kinder- und Hausmahrchen,” writments,” (“ Book of Martyrs.”) Died in 1583.

He studied law at Marburg, under Savigny. He
1785.
was secretary of legation to the Congress of Vienna in
1814, and shortly after was sent to Paris to reclaim the

lished a “Life of the Rev.

;

ten conjointly with his brother Wilhelm Karl, enjoy
great popularity, and have been frequently translated.
Died in Berlin in September, 1863.
See J. Schmidt, “Geschichte der Deutschen National-literatur
;”
“Nouvelle BiographieTlemlrale
im neunzehnten Jahrhundert
“Foreign Quarterly Review” for January, 1832, and July, 1838;
“ Blackwood’s Magazine” for February, 1840.

Grimm, (Ludwig Emil,) a German painter and engraver, younger brother of the preceding, was born at
Hanau in 1790. He became, in 1832, professor in the
Academy of Painting at Cassel. Died in 1863.
Grimm, (Wilhelm Karl,) an eminent linguist, a broHe
ther of the preceding, was born at Hanau in 1786.
was associated in the literary labours of his brother Jakob
Ludwig, whom he accompanied to Gottingen in 1830,
and subsequently to Berlin, where he became a member
of the Academy of Sciences. He published editions
of the “ Hildebrandslied,” “Grave Ruodolf,” “ Rolandsa, e,
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See Strype’s “ Life of Grindal.”

(Edward

Grin'field,

W.,) an English clergyman and

born about 1784. He published, under
“Novum Testamentum Grtecum,” (4 vols.,

biblical critic,

the title of
1843-48,) a work designed to show the close connection
of the Greek Testament with the Septuagint; also other
works on theology. Died in 1864.
Gringore, gRaN'goR', or Gringoire, gRiN'gwiR',
(Pierre,) one of the early French dramatists, born in
Lorraine about 1475, produced a play entitled “The
Prince of Fools and the Foolish Mother,” said to have
been written, at the instigation of Louis XII., to ridicule
Pope Julius II. Died about 1544.
See “Retrospective Review,” vol. i., 1853.

Grin-nelP, (Joseph,) an American merchant, born

at

He acquired a
Bedford, Massachusetts, in 1788.
large fortune by trade in New York city, and became a
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GRIN NELL

He was elected a
resident of New Bedford about 1830.
member of Congress about 1843, and re-elected several
times.
Grinnell, (Moses,) an American merchant, a brother
of the preceding, was born at New Bedford in 1803. He
became the head of the firm of Grinnell, Minturn & Co.,
New York. He represented a district of New York in
Congress for one term, (1839-1841.) He was one of
the most liberal contributors to Dr. Kane’s Arctic expedition, (1853-55.) In 1869 he was appointed collector
of the port of New York.
Gripenhielm.

See Figrelius.
Gris-aunt', (William,) alearned English astronomer
and physician, lived about 1350. Being accused of magic,
he took refuge in France, where he acquired a high reputation in his profession.
He wrote “ Speculum Astrologiae,” and other scientific works.
Gris'com, (John,) LL.D., an American educationist,
a member of the Society of Friends, was born in Salem
county, New Jersey, in 1774.
He was for more than a
quarter of a century an eminent teacher in New York,
whither he removed in 1807. Among other things, he

was

chiefly instrumental in organizing the Society for
the Prevention of Pauperism and Crime, which was the
parent of many important reform movements. He was
one of the first to introduce lectures on philosophy,
chemistry, geology, etc., and, with Dr. Mott, Dr. Francis,
and others, organized Rutgers Medical College, (New
York,) in which he was made professor of chemistry and
natural philosophy. “For thirty years,” says Dr. Francis,
“ Dr. Griscom was the acknowledged head of all other
teachers of chemistry among us.” Died in 1852.
He
was author of
Year in Europe,” (2 vols., 1823.)
See a “Memoir of John Griscom,” by his son, John H. Griscom.

“A

Griscom, (John Hos'kins,) a physician, a son of the
preceding, was born in New York in 1809.
He became
professor of chemistry in the New York College of Pharmacy in 1836. He wrote, besides other works, “The
Sanitary Condition of the Labouring Classes of New
York,” and “The Uses and Abuses of Air,” etc., (1850.)
Grisebach, gRee'zeh-bfiK, (August Heinrich Rudolph,) a German botanist, born at Hanover in 1814,
became professor at Gottingen about 1847. Among his
works are a “Journey through Roumelia,” (1841,) and
“Outlines ( Gnmdriss) of Systematic Botany,” (1S54.)
Griselda, gRe-zfil'da, Griseldis, gRe-zel'dis, or
Gris'la, the heroine of a popular romance of the middle
ages, was, according to Italian tradition, the wife of
Walter, Marquis of Saluzzo, who, in order to test her
virtues, treated her for a time with great unkindness.
Her patience and constancy triumphed over all ; and her
story has formed the subject of several works by celebrated writers, including Chaucer, who introduced it into
his “ Canterbury Tales,” and Boccaccio, who has remodelled it in his “ Decameron.”
It was also translated
into Latin by Petrarch, and dramatized by Hans Sachs.
Grisi, gRee'see, (Giulia,) (Madame Melcy,) a celebrated Italian vocalist, born at Milan in 1810, performed
with distinguished success in the principal cities of
Europe, and visited the United States in 1854. She
had been married in 1836 to M. Girard de Melcy. Died
at Berlin in 1869.
See Fetis, “Biographie Universelle des Musiciens.”

Grisoni, gRe-so'nee, (Giuseppe,) a Florentine painter
of history, landscapes, and portraits. Died in 1769.
Gris'wpld, (Alexander Viets,) D.D., was born in
Simsbury, Connecticut, in 1766. He was ordained as
a pastor in the Episcopal Church in 1795.
Upon the
formation of the new diocese comprising the States of
Massachusetts, Vermont, New Hampshire, and Rhode
Island, in 1810, Dr. Griswold was elected the first bishop.
He succeeded Bishop White as presiding bishop in 1836.

Died
See

Griswold, (Rufus Wilmot,) an American

critic and
born at Benson, Rutland county, Vermont, in
February, 1815. He became in early life a Baptist minister, and successively associate editor of “The New
Yorker,” “Brother Jonathan,” and “The New World.”

editor,

He published a volume of Poems in 1841. He contributed to the history of American literature several
valuable works, entitled “Poets and Poetry of America,”
(1842; 16th edition, 1855,) “The Prose Writers of
America,” (1846,) and “The Female Poets of America,”
These contain short biographies and critical
(1848.)
remarks. “His ‘Prose Writers of America,’” says W.
H. Prescott, “will be an important contribution to oui
national literature.
The range of authors is very wide ;
the biographical notices full and interesting. .
The
.
selections appear to me to be made with discrimination,
and the criticism shows a sound taste, and a correct
appreciation of the qualities of the writers, as well as I
can judge.” “In these sketches,” says the “North American Review” for January, 1856, “we find reason to admire the author’s impartiality and kindness.
have
been unable to find a single instance in which he has
suffered any of the usual grounds of prejudice to warp
his judgment or to scant his eulogy.”
Among his othei
works is “The Republican Court; or, American Society
in the Days of Washington,” with twenty-one portraits
of distinguished women, (1854.) He edited “The International Magazine,” (New York, 1850-52.) Died in the
city of New York in August, 1857.
See Horace Binney Wallace, “ Literary Criticisms and Literary
.

We

Portraits.”

Gritti, gR^t'tee, (Andrea,) born at Venice in 1454,

acquired a high reputation as a general in the war carried
on by the Venetians against the League of Cambrai, and
reconquered the towns of Brescia and Bergamo from
Being afterwards made prisoner,
the French in 1512.
he signed a treaty of alliance between Louis XII. and

He was elected Doge in 1523.
the Venetian republic.
Died in 1538.
SeeN. Barbarigo, “A. Gritti Principis Venetiarum Vita,” 1793;
Daru, “Histoire de Venise.”

Gro'cyn, (William,) an English philologist, born at
Bristol in 1442.
About 1489 he visited Rome, where he
studied the Greek language, at that time little cultivated
He was appointed after his return professor
in England.
was an intimate friend of Erasof Greek at Oxford.

He

mus, by whom he was highly esteemed. Died in 1519.
night, “ Life of Erasmus.’’
See Wood, “Athens Oxonienses
Groddeck, gRod'clek, (Ernst Gottfried,) a German philologist, born at Dantzic in 1762, became a proHe published “Elements
fessor at Wilna about 1804.
of the Literary History of the Greeks,” (in Latin, 1811,)
and other similar works. Died in 1824.
See Malinowski, " Biographie de Groddeck,” 1825.

Groddeck, (Gabriel,)

a German philologist, born
Dantzic in 1672 died in 1709.
Groen van Prinsterer, groon vfn pRin'steh-rer,
a Belgian writer of the present age, published the “ Archives of the House of Orange-Nassau,” (“Archives de
la Maison d’Orange-Nassau.”)
at

;

See Prescott, “ History of Philip II.,”

Groening.

vol.

ii.

book

iii.

See Groning.

Grohmann, gRo'mfin, (Johann Gottfried,) a German compiler, born in Upper Lusatia in 1763. He published a “Dictionary of the Fine Arts,” (2 vols., 1795,)
a“ Biographical Dictionary,” (7 vols., 1796-99,) and other
works, which were favourably received. Died in 1805.
Grolier or Grollier de Servier, gRo'le-i' deh sSr've-M, (Jean,) Vicomte d’Aguisy, a French'~scholar and

patron of literature, born at Lyons in 1479, numbered
among his friends Erasmus and Budaeus. Died in 1565.
See Dibdin’s “ Bibliomania.”

Grolman, von,

in 1843.
J. S.
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Stone, “ Life of Bishop Griswold.”

fon gRol'nrin, (Heinrich Dietrich,)
an eminent Prussian jurist, born at Bochum in 1740,
filled several important posts under Frederick the Great,

Griswold, (Roger,) an American statesman, born in
Lyme, Connecticut, in 1762, graduated at Yale College and became a member of the state council in 1817. He
in 1780.
Elected to Congress in 1794, he was for many died in 1840, at the age of nearly a hundred years.
Grolman, von, (Karl Ludwig Wilhelm,) a Geryears a leader of the Federalists. In 1807 he became
judge of the supreme court of Connecticut, and in 1811 man statesman and jurist, born at Giessen in 1775. He
was created chancellor of the university in 1815, minister
was elected Governor of the State. Died in 1812.
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of state about 1819, and in 1821 president of the united
ministry, ( Vereinten Ministerien.) He published “ Principles of Criminal Jurisprudence,” (1798,) and other
works. Died in 1829.
See “Nouvelle Biographie Generate.

Grolman, von, (Karl Wilhelm Georg,)

a brother
of the preceding, was born at Berlin in 1777.- He served
as a general in the principal campaigns against the French
from 1806 till 1815. Died in 1843.
Groning or Groening, gRo'ning, (Johann,) an able
publicist and jurist, born at Wismar in 1669.
wrote valuable treatises on the law of nature and of

German

He

nations.

Died
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after 1700.

Gronov.

See Gronovius.
Gro-no'vl-us, or Gro'nov, (Abraham,) son of Jakob
Gronovius, noticed below, was born at Leyden in 1694.
He was librarian of the university in that city, and published editions of Pomponius Mela, Justin, and Tacitus.
Died in 1775.
Gronovius, or Gronov, (Jakob,) an eminent philologist, son of Johann Friedrich, noticed below, was born at
Deventer in October, 1645. He was appointed in 1679
professor of belles-lettres at Leyden.
He published in
1697 his “Dictionary of Greek Antiquities,” (“Thesaurus Antiquitatum Graecarum,” 13 vols.,) which ranks very
high among works of the kind. He also edited Polybius,
Aulus Gellius, Macrobius, and other classics. Died at

Leyden

in 1716.
Creuzer, “Ztir Geschichte der
See Niceron, “ Memoires
classischen Philologie;” “Nouvelle Biographie Generate.
3

*

of Jaffa,” “The Battle of Aboukir,” (1806,) “The Battle
of Eylau,” (1808,) “The Capture of Madrid by Napoleon,” (1810,) “The Battle of Wagram,” and numerous
good portraits. About 1824 he completed a large oilpainting in the cupola of Sainte-Genevieve.
This is
considered by some critics his master-piece. He was
found dead in the Seine, near Meudon, in June, 1835.
See “Nouvelle Biographie Generale;” J. B. Delestre, “Gros
et ses Ouvrages, ou Memoires historiques,” etc., 1845.
Gros, (Etienne,) a French philologist, born at Carcassonne in 1797. He translated the works of Ovid, (5
vols., 1836,) part of Dion Cassius, (4 vols., 1843-55,)
and other classics. Died in 1856.
Gros de Boze. See Boze, de, (Claude Gros.)

Gros, Le. See Legros, (Nicolas and Pierre.)
Grose, (Francis,) an English antiquary, born in
Middlesex in 1731. He was the author of “Views of
Antiquities in England and Wales,” (8 vols., 1787,)
“Military Antiquities,” (2 vols., 1788,) a “Treatise on
Ancient Armour,” etc., (1789,) “Antiquities of Scotland,” (2 vols., 1790,) “Antiquities of Ireland,” (2 vols.,
1794,) and other works finely illustrated with his own
designs.
Captain Grose was noted for his wit, good
humour, and conviviality, and was an intimate friend of
the poet Burns, who has mentioned him in his poems.
Died in 1791.
Grosier, gRo'ze-i', (Jean Baptiste Gabriel Alex-

andre,) Abb£, a French critic, born at Saint-Omer
He was assistant editor of Freron’s “ Annee
He published, with Le Roux des Hauterayes, a “General History of China,” (12 vols., 1 777 —
in 1743.
litteraire.”

Gronovius, or Gronov, (Johann F riedrich,) a celeDied in 1823.
German scholar and antiquary, born at Hamburg 84.)
Grosley, gRo'li', (Pierre Jean,)
in 1611.
In 1658 he became professor of history and
and facetious writer, born at Troyes
brated

He published
University of Leyden.
valuable editions of Statius, Tacitus, Livy, Seneca, and
other Latin classics. He also wrote a work entitled “ De
Sestertiis,” (1643,) respecting ancient Greek and Roman
coins, which is much esteemed. Died at Leyden in 1671.
He was distinguished for his critical sagacity, and was
one of the most profound Latin scholars of modern
eloquence

in the

times.
See “ Daventria illustrata,” Leyden, i65r; Wilkens, “Leben
des beriihmten J. F. Gronovii,” 1723; Foppens, “Bibliotheca BelCreuzer, “Zur Geschichte der classischen Philologie;”
“ Nouvelle Biographie Generate.”

gica

a French lawyer

Among

in 1718.
Died in 1785.
his works is a “Life of Pithou.”
See “Vie de Grosley,” partly by himself, 1787; E. T* Simon,
“Notice sur la Vie de Grosley,” 1786.

Gross, gRos, (Johann Gottfried,) a German publiborn in Baireuth in 1703, was for twenty-eight years
editor of the able “Gazette” of Erlangen, (1741-68.)
Died in 1768.
Gross, (Samuel D.,) M.D., an American surgeon,
cist,

born near Easton, Pennsylvania, in 1805. In 1856 he
was appointed professor of surgery in the Jefferson Medical

College in Philadelphia.

may

Among

his publications

we

“Elements of Pathological Anatomy,”
(2 vols., 1839; 3d edition, 1857,) and his “System of
ralist, a son of Jakob, noticed above, was born about
Surgery,” (2 vols. 8vo, 1859.) He edited “American
1690.
He studied law, and became a magistrate of Medical
Biography,” (1861.)
Leyden. He published “ Flora Virginica,” (1743,) RauGrosser, gRos'ser, (Samuel,) a German philologist,
wolf’s “ Flora Orientalis,” (1755,) and other works.
He born
He wrote a work on logic,
in Silesia in 1664.
was a friend of Linnaeus. Died in 1 760.
“ Light-House of the Intellect,” (“ Pharus IntelGronovius, (Laurentius Theodorus,) a son of the entitled
lects,” 1697,) and other works. Died in 1736.
He
preceding, was a naturalist and a lawyer of Leyden.
Grosseteste, gros'test, or-Grost'heael, [Lat. Cap'published “ Library of the Animal and Mineral Kingito,] (Robert,) an eminent English prelate, was the
doms,” (“ Bibliotheca Regni Animalis et Lapidei,” 1740,)
author of “ Compendium Spherae Mundi,” and several
and Clayton’s “Flora Virginica.” Died in 1777.
made Bishop of LinGronovius, (Laurentius Theodorus,) a Dutch other scientific treatises. He was
coln in 1235.
antiquary and jurist, brother of Jakob, was born about
Robert
Grosseteste,”
Pegge,
“Life
of
See S.
1793; Milner,
1660. He wrote “ Emendationes Pandectarum,” (“ Emen- “Church History.”
dations of the Pandects,” 1688,) and notes on Vibius
Grossi, gRos'see, (Tommaso,) an Italian poet, born

Gronovius, (Johann Friedrich,) an eminent

natu-

Sequester.

at

specify his

Bellano (province of

Gro'now, (Rees Howell,) Captain, a British writer works

Como)

in

1791.

Among

his

are “Udegonda,” (1820,) “G. Maria Visconti,” a
tragedy, “The Lombards in the First Crusade,” (1826,)
“
Marco
Visconti,” a historical romance, which has
and
been translated into English. “ He is full of grace and

born in 1794. He served in the Peninsular
war, (1808-14,) and wrote “Recollections and Reminis-

and

officer,

cences,” (2 vols., 1863.) Died in 1865.
Groot, gRot, (Gerard,) or Gerard the Great, a
celebrated theologian, reformer, and founder of religious
orders, was born at Deventer, Holland, in 1340. He was a
popular preacher, and formed associations of friars, whom
he employed in transcribing the Scriptures. They were
called “Brethren of the Common Life.”
Died in 1384.
See Hodgson’s “Reformers and Martyrs,” Philadelphia, 1867.

elegance,” says the “Nouvelle Biographie Generale;”
“and these qualities do not exclude force, passion, and
elevation.”
Died at Milan in 1853.
See Cherubini, “ I Poeti vernacoli.”

Grossmann,gRoss'mfin, (Christian Gottlob Lebrecht,) a learned

German

theologian, born at Priessnitz

He
in 1783, became professor of theology at Leipsic.
Groot, (Hugo.) See Grotius.
founded in that city the Evangelical Union, called the
Gropper, gRop'per, (Johann,) a Roman Catholic Gustavus Adolphus Institution. He published a treatise

He wrote a
theologian, born in Westphalia in 1501.
“Manual of the Christian Religion,” (1546,) and several
works against the Protestants. Died at Rome in 1558.

“On the Reformation of the Constitution of the Protestant Church,” etc., and other works.
Grossmann, (Gustav Friedrich Wilhelm,) a German dramatist and actor, born at Berlin in 1744. He
wrote, among other popular comedies, “ Wilhelmine von
Blondheim,” and “Only Six Plates.” Died in 1796.
See Grasse, “Geschichte der Deufschen Literatur.

Gros, gRo, (Antoine Jean,) an eminent French
painter, born in Paris in March, 1771, was a pupil of
David. He worked several years in Italy, and returned

home about
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Grostgte or Grosteste, gRo'tit', (Claude,) a French
Protestant theologian and writer, born at Orleans in 1647 ;
died in London in 1 7 13.
Grosvenor, gro'ven-or or grov'en-or, or Grovenor,
(Benjamin,) born in London in 1675, was a popular
preacher among the Independents. He was one of the
Died in 1758.
lecturers at Salters’ Hall, London.
Grote, (George,) an eminent English historian, of

German

extraction, born near Beckenham, in Kent, in
1794. He was educated for the employment of a banker
by his father, one of the firm of Prescott, Grote & Co. in
London. His earliest literary productions were contributions to the Westminster and Edinburgh Reviews,
and a treatise “ On the Essentials of Parliamentary
Reform.” In 1832 he represented London in Parliament, where he distinguished himself by the liberality

of his views.
He was twice re-elected, but in 1841 retired from public life.
In 1846 he published the first
two volumes of his “ History of Greece.” The remaining
volumes, amounting in all to twelve, and ending at the
death of Alexander, appeared successively between 1847
and 1836. Mr. Grote, in the words of a critic in the
“ London Quarterly,” “ unites the practical knowledge
of the British statesman with the erudition of a German
professor ;” and the same writer pronounces his “ History
of Greece” “ the most important contribution to histori-

modern times.” He has also published
“ Plato and the other Companions of Socrates,” (3 vols.,
and
a
review
of Stuart Mill’s “Examination of
1863,)
Sir William Hamilton’s Phi o-ophy,” (1868.)
Died in
His wife (originally Mrs. Harriet Lewin) has
1871.
written a Life of Ary Scheffer, and other works.
See “ London Quarterly ” for June, 1846, April, 1850, July, 1836,
and January, 1866; “Edinburgh Review” for October, 1846, Jancal literature in

uary,

1850, July,

1851, July and October, 1853,
historiques et littdraires.”

and April, 1866;

M£kim£e, “Melanges

Grotefend,

gRo'teh-fgnt', (Friedrich August,) a
philologist, nephew of Georg Friedrich, noticed
below, was born at II field in 1798; died in 1836.

German

Grotefend, (Georg Friedrich,) a German scholar
and antiquary, born at Miinden in 1775. He was director
of the lyceum or gymnasium of Hanover for twenty-eight
years, (1821-49.)

He

published several valuable treat-

on the cuneiform writings of Persepolis and Babylon,
and made contributions to Ersch and Gruber’s “ Encyclopaedia.”
He also wrote a work “ On the Geography
and History of Ancient Italy,” (1840-42.) He is said to
have been the first who deciphered the cuneiform inscriptions.
Died in December, 1853.
Grothusen, von, fon gRot'hoo'zen, (Christian Albrecht,) Baron, a general, born probably in Germany,
pie entered the service of Charles XII. of Sweden, of
whom he became a favoured companion, and treasurer.
He accompanied that king in his retreat into Turkey
in 1709.
He was killed in battle in the island of Riigen
ises

in 1714.

Grotius, gro'shgHis, orDe Groot, deh gRot, (Hugo,)
an eminent Dutch jurist and theologian, and one of the
most celebrated scholars of his time, was born at Delft,
April 10, 1583. As a child he was remarkable for precocity of intellect, and is said to have written Latin verses

when but

eight years of age.

He

studied at Leyden

under Joseph Scaliger and the theologian Junius, and
devoted himself to divinity, law, and mathematics. In
1598 he accompanied a Dutch embassy to Paris, on
which occasion Henry IV. presented him with a golden
chain.
Soon after his return, in 1599, he published editions of several classics, and wrote a Latin poem entitled
“ Prosopopoeia,” which was greatly admired and transIn 1613 he obtained
lated into French and Greek.
the important post of pensionary of Rotterdam, which
gave him a seat in the Assembly of the States of Holland and in that of the States-General. Being sent to
England in 1615 on some public business, he formed
In 1618 he was
the acquaintance of Isaac Casaubon.
involved in the defeat and misfortune of the Liberal or
Barneveldt
which
his
friend
was the
Arminian party, of
leader.
He was tried for treason, and unjustly con-

demned

to perpetual imprisonment, and his property
was confiscated. In June, 1619, he was sent to the forthere devoted himself to study,
ress of Loevestein.

He
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and wrote, during his captivity, several works, among
which was his celebrated treatise “ On the Truth of the
Religion,” (“De Veritate Religionis ChrisAt the end of eighteen months, Grotius
escaped from his prison by means of a stratagem devised
by his wife, who had been permitted to share his confinement.
He went immediately to France, where he
was well received by Louis XIII., who granted him a
pension of three thousand livres. On the death of the
stadtholder Maurice, Grotius was persuaded by his
friends to return to Holland in 1631, but was again compelled to leave it.
In 1634 he was appointed councillor
to the Queen of Sweden by Chancellor Oxenstiern, and
her ambassador to the court of France. In 1645 he
repaired to Stockholm, where he was received with the
greatest favour by Queen Christina; but, soon becoming
weary of court life, he embarked for Lubeck in August.
After a stormy passage, he arrived at Rostock, very ill
from exposure and fatigue, and died on the 28th of
August, 1645. Grotius left numerous works on jurisprudence, divinity, history, and poetry. Referring to
his theological works, Leibnitz said that he preferred
Grotius to all other commentators. His treatise on
International Law, (“De Jure Belli et Pads,”) a work
of the greatest merit, has been translated into the principal European languages.
Among his historical productions we may mention “The History of the Goths,
Christian

tianas,” 1627.)

Vandals, and Lombards,” “Belgian History and Annals,” and “On the Origin of the American Tribes.”
These were all written in excellent Latin. His Latin
poems comprise three tragedies and numerous lyrical
and elegiac compositions. Grotius was distinguished
for sincere piety, and his character combined mildness
with remarkable energy.
See Butler, “Life of H. Grotius;” Luden, “H. Grotius nnch
seinen Schicksalen und Schriften dargestellt,” 1806; Levesque de
Burigny, “Vie de H. Grotius,” 1750, (and English version of the
same, London, 1754;) Bayle, “ Historical and Critical Dictionary
Caspar Brandt, “ Historie van het Leven des Heeren H. de Groot,”
2 vols., 1727; G. F. Creuzer, “Luther und Grotius, oder Glaube
und Wissenschaft,” 1846; Nic^ron, “Memoires;” “Nouvelle Biographie GdnAale
Longfellow, “Poets and Poetry of Europe;”
“ Edinburgh Review” for October, i860.

Grotius, (Pieter,) a son of the preceding, was born
He was appointed in 1660 pensionary at Amsterdam, and was afterwards ambassador to Denmark,
Sweden, and France. Died in 1680.
Grotius, (Willem,) a Dutch jurist, born at Delft in
1597, was a brother of the celebrated Hugo Grotius. He
was appointed advocate of the India Company in 1639.
He published several legal works in Latin. Died in 1662.
Gro'to or Grot/to, (Ludovico,) an Italian poet,
in 1610.

called “

II

Cieco d’Adria,”

(“

The Blind Man

of Adria,”)

was born at Adria in 1541. Pie wrote numerous plays
and poems, which had a temporary popularity. Died
in

1 585.
See GingueniI, “ Histoire Littdraire

d’ltalie.”

Grouchy,

gRoo'she', or Grouchy, gRoo'shi', [Lat.
Gru'chius,] (Nicolas,) a French scholar and Protestant,
born about 1520. He published, besides other works,
“ De Comitiis Romanorum Libri ties,” (1555,) and
“The Logic of Aristotle,” (1558.) Died at La Rochelle
in 1572.

Grouchy, (Sophia.) See Condorcet.
Grouchy, de, deh gRoo'she', (Emmanuel,) Marquis,
a celebrated French general, born in Paris in 1766.
He
entered the republican army about 1790, and as majorgeneral commanded the cavalry in the campaign against
Savoy, (1792.) He was soon after sent against the Vendeans, whom he defeated in several engagements.
He
served under Moreau in the campaign of Piedmont,
(1798,) and was severely wounded at the battle of Novi
and made prisoner by the Austrians. He was released
after a year’s captivity, and, having joined the army of
Moreau, assisted in gaining the victory of Hohenlinden.
He was conspicuous for his skill and courage in the
battles of Jena and Eylau, and at Friedland, where he
commanded the cavalry. His services on this occasion

were mentioned by Napoleon with high commendation.
He was appointed governor of Madrid in 1808. In the
campaign of 1812, Napoleon gave a signal proof of his
confidence in Grouchy by placing him at the head of
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Sacred Battalion.” His conduct in the engagements
of Brienne, La Rothiere, and Vauchamps won for him
the applause of the nation, and he was soon after made
a marshal, (1814.) On the 18th of June, 1815, while the
battle of Waterloo was in progress, General Grouchy,
who was stationed near Wavre, was urged by his officers
to march in that direction ; but he refused to disobey the
orders he had received from the emperor. He became
an exile in 1815, and was restored to the rank of marshal in 1830.
Died in 1847.

of Diplomatics for Austria and Germany,”
Died in 1799.
Gruber, (Johann Daniel,) a German jurist and historian, born in Franconia, wrote a work on the early
(1783.)

See Thiers, “ Histoire du Consulat et de l’Empire;” Jomini,
'Precis politique et militaire de la Campagne de 1815
“ Opinions
et J ugements de Napoleon.”

Grousset, (Paschal,) a French communist, bom in
He was for many years a prominent

Corsica in 1845.

journalist at Paris, being connected with the “Revanche,”
was
the “ Marseillaise,” and “ La Bouche de Fer.”
foreign minister of the Commune in 1871, and was

He

afterwards transported to
to

New

Caledonia, but escaped

England.

Grouvelle, (Philippe Antoine,)

Louis

and

writer,

XVI.

history of Livonia, (“ Origines Livoniae,” 1740.)
Died
in 1748.
Gruber, (Johann Gottfried,) a distinguished German scholar and miscellaneous writer, born at Naumburg in 1774. His essays “On the Literature of Romance,” and his “Comparison of the Philosophy of
many Nations,” won for him the regard of Wieland,

who chose him

for his biographer.
In 1815 he was
appointed professor of philosophy at Halle. He soon
after became engaged with Ersch in the publication of
the “Universal Encyclopaedia of Sciences and Arts,”
(“Allgemeine Encyklopaedie,” etc.,) extending to more
than one hundred volumes 4to. In 1818 he published
a complete edition of Wieland’s works, accompanied by
a biography.
He was also a contributor to the “ Conversations-Lexikon” and to the “Universal Literary

Died in 1851.
Gruchius. See Grouchy, (Nicolas.)
Grudius. See Everard.
Grueneisen. See Gruneisen.

Gazette.”

a French revolu-

bom

As secretary
in Paris in 1758.
of the provisionary executive council in 1792, he read to
tionist
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the decree of the Convention which con-

Gruenewald. See Grunewald.
demned him to death. He was sent as minister to DenGruithuisen, groit'hoi'zen or HRoit'hoi'zen, (Franz
mark in 1793, and in 1800 was elected to the legislative
von
Paula,) an astronomer, surgeon, and scientific
body.
He published a “ Historical Memoir of the

Templars,”

etc.,

and other works.

Died in 1806.

dissenting divine, born
in Somersetshire in 1683, wrote a treatise “ On the Immortality of the Soul,” (1718,) and other religious works,
which are highly commended by Doddridge. He was
Died in 1738.
diiector of an academy at Taunton.
Grove, (Joseph,) an English writer, was an attorney
of Richmond. He was the author of the “ Life and
Times of Cardinal Wolsey,” (4 vols., 1742-44,) and other

Grove, (Henry,) an English

works.

Died

in 1764.

(Sir William Robert,) F.R.S., an eminent
at Swansea in July,
English electrician and lawyer,
181 1.
graduated at Oxford in 1835, was called to the
Bar, became a queen’s counsel in 1853, and a judge of

Grove,

bom

He

pleas in 1871. He devoted much attention
to physical science, in which he has made important
discoveries.
He invented, about 1839, the nitric-acid
battery which bears his name, and effected the recompoIn a lecture delivered in
sition of water by the battery.
1842 he maintained or suggested the doctrine that heat,
light, and electricity are mutually convertible, and that
heat is a mode of motion. This theory was more fully
developed in his “ Correlation of Physical Forces,” (4th
edition, 1862.)
He received the medal of the Royal
Society in 1847, and was chosen vice-president of that
institution. He contributed to the “ Philosophical Transactions ” numerous treatises on electricity, etc.

the

common

Gro'ver, (Cuvier,) an American general, born

at

Bethel, Maine, about 1830, graduated at West Point in
He commanded a division of General Banks’s
1850.
army at the capture of Port Hudson, July, 1863, and a
division under General Sheridan at the battle of Cedar
Creek, October 19, 1864.

He was the inventor of a surperforming lithotrity, for which
he received from the French Academy a prize of one
thousand francs. Died in 1852.

writer, born in 1774.
gical instrument for

See “ Nouvelle Biographie (Lr.drale.”

Grumbach, von,

fon gRoom'blK', (Wilhelm,) a
adventurer, born in 1503, was the leader of an
insurrection against the government, commonly called
“ Grumbach’s Rebellion.”
Having captured and plundered the city of Wurzburg in 1563, he was put under the
ban of the empire, and in 1566 was taken and executed.
Griin, (Anastasius.) See Auersperg.

German

Grunaeus.

See Grynteus.

Grund, gRdont, (Johann Jakob Norbert,)

a Ger-

man

miniature-painter, born at Giinzenhausen in 1755,
became professor in the Academy of Florence. He wrote
“ Painting among the Greeks, or the Rise, Progress, and
Decadence of Painting,” (2 vols., 1811.) Died in 1815.
Grundtvig, gR<36 nt'vig, (Nicolai Frederik Severin,) a distinguished Danish theologian, poet, and historian, was born at Udby, in Seeland, in September,
1783. He published in 1808 “Mythology of the North,”
(“Nordens Mythologie,” revised edition, 1832,) which
treats the subject in a poetical and philosophical spirit.

He

preached

for

some time

at

Copenhagen, and acquired

great influence as a theologian.
In 1820 he was appointed pastor of Prastoe. He produced several poetical
and historical works, which, according to P. L. Moller,
are characterized by sublime inspirations and mystical
tendencies.
He became minister of a church of Copenhagen in 1839. Since 1848 he has been an active member
of the Diet and a leader of the Anti-German party.
See Howitt’s “Literature and Romance of Northern Europe;”
“ Nouvelle Biographie Gtinerale.”

Grundtvig, (Sven Hersleb,) a Danish writer, a son
Connecticut, in 1823.
He studied of the preceding, was born at Christianshavn in 1824.
His
favourite subjects are the songs and popular tradilaw, was admitted to the bar in 1847, and settled in SusHe represented the tions of his country. Among his publications is “The
quehanna county, Pennsylvania.
Ancient Popular Songs of Denmark,” (2 vols., 1833-509
fourteenth district of Pennsylvania in Congress from Deand was chosen Speaker He died in September, 1872.
to March,

Gr5w, (Galusha
in Windham county,

an American

A.,)

cember, 1859,

politician,

born

1863,

Grun'dy, (Felix,) an American lawyer and Senator,
House of Representatives by the Republicans in
born in Berkeley county, Virginia, in 1777. He removed
December, 1861.
Grozelier, gRoz'le-1', (Nicolas,) born at Beaune, in to Nashville, Tennessee, about 1808, and in 1811 was
France, in 1692, published, besides other works, a “Col- elected a member of Congress, in which he supported
Mr. Madison’s administration. He was chosen a Senator
Died in 1778.
lection of Fables in Verse.”
Grubenmann, gRoo'ben-mln', or Grubemann, of the United States in 1829, as a political friend of
gRoo'beh-mln', (Johann Ulrich,) a Swiss architect General Jackson, and was re-elected in 1833. In 1838
He built a he was appointed attorney-general of the United States.
of 'the eighteenth century, born at Teufen.
noble bridge over the Rhine at Schaffhausen, and an- Having resigned in 1840, he was again elected a Senator.
other at Reichenau. These were burned by the French Died in December, 1840.
of the

See “National

in 1799.

a German
antiquary, born at Horn, in Austria, in 1 739, was professor
of history at Vienna.
He wrote, besides other works, a

Gruber, gRoo'ber, (Gregor Maximilian,)

a, e, I, o, u, y,

long; 1,

b, 6,

same, less prolonged;

a, e,

T,

6,

ii,

vol.

Portrait-Gallery of Distinguished Americans,”

iii.

Griineisen or Grueneisen, gRiin'Tzen, (Karl,) a
writer and divine, born at Stuttgart in 1802.

German
y,

short;

a, e,

i,

o,

obscure; far,

fill, fit;

met;

nfit;

good; moon;

GR UNER
He

published a collection of popular songs, (“ Lieder,”
and other works.
Gruner, gRoo'ner, (Christian Gottfried,) a German physician, born at Sagan, in Silesia, in 1744, became
professor of botany at Jena.
He published “Library
of Ancient Physicians,” (2 vols., 1782,) and other medical
works. Died in 1815.
See Meusel, “Gelehrtes Deutschland.”
Gruner, groo'ner, (Gottlieb Siegmund,) a Swiss
naturalist, born at Berne in 1717.
He published a
“Description of the Swiss Glaciers,” (3 vols., 1762,) and
other works. Died in 1778.
1823,)

Gruner, (Johann Friedrich,) a German philologist,
born at Coburg in 1723. lie became professor of theology
at Halle, and wrote some theological works.
He pubgood editions of Eutropius, (1752,) Aurelius Victor,
Died in 1778.
(1757,) and Velleius Paterculus, (1762.)
See Harlesius, “Vitae Philologorum
Hirsching, “Histo-

lished

risch-literarisches
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Handbuch.”

and wrote commentaries on Scripture, and other works.
Died in 1618.
See Nic^ron, “Mdmoires;”

J. J.

Brunn, “ Vir sanctus

et in-

comparabilis, hoc est Vita J. J. Grynaei,” 1618.

Grynaeus, (Samuel,) a Swiss jurist, son of the following, was born at Bale in 1539; died in 1599.
Grynaeus, (Simon,) a distinguished Protestant theologian, born at Veringen, in Suabia, in 1493, was a
friend of Melanchthon and Erasmus.
He became professor of Greek at Pleidelberg in 1523, removed to Bale
in 1536, and attended the conference at Worms in 1540.
He discovered the last five books of Livy, published the
“Almagest” of Ptolemy in Greek, (1538,) wrote several
works, and translated Plato into Latin. He published
in 1532 a curious work, entitled “The New World of
Regions and Islands unknown to the Ancients,” which
contains the narratives of Marco Polo and many other
travellers.
Died at Bale in 1541.
See Melchior Adam, “ Vitae Theologorum
Brucker, “ History of Philosophy.”

Gruner, (Johann Gerhard,) a German historical
Gryph. See Gryphius.
writer, born at Coburg in 1734; died in 1790.
Gryphius, gRee'fe-us or grif'e-us, or Gryph, gRff,
Gruner, (Wilhelm Heinrich Ludwig,) an eminent originally Greif, gRlf, (Andreas,)
a celebrated German
German engraver, born at Dresden in 1801. He pub- poet and dramatist, born in Silesia in 1616. Among his
lished two splendid works, entitled “ Fresco Decorations
principal works are the tragedies of “Leo Armenius,”
and Studies,” (1844,) and “ The Decorations of the Gar- “Cardenio and Celinda,”and “
Carolus Stuartus,” and a
den Pavilion in the Grounds of Buckingham Palace,” very popular
comedy, entitled “ Peter Squenz.” He is
with text by Mrs. Jameson, (1846.) In 1851 he was
regarded as the greatest dramatic poet of the seventeenth
employed in the decorations of the Crystal Palace in century in Germany. His epigrams, lyrics, and spiritual
London.

Among

his finest prints are “ Christ

on the

Mount of Olives,” and several Madonnas, after Raphael.
Gruner, von, fon gRoo'ner, (Karl Justus,) a Ger-

man

diplomatist, born at Osnabriick in 1777, entered the
Prussian civil service. About 1814 he was one of the
important agents of the allies. Died in 1820.
Grunert, gRoo'nert, (Johann August,) an able German mathematician, born at Halle in 1797. He published
“Spheroidal Trigonometry,” (1833,) and “Contributions
to Meteorological Optics and its Auxiliary Sciences,”
(1850.)

Griinewald

or

Gruenewald,

gRii'neh-<Hlt',

(Mat-

odes also possess great merit. He was an accomplished
linguist, and was well versed in mathematics and physical

Died in 1664.
See J. Hermann, “ Ueber A. Gryphius literar-historischer Versuch,” 1831; Caspar Knorr, “Gedachtniss A. Gryphii,” 1665.
science.

;

Gryphius, (Christian,) a son of the preceding, was
born at Fraustadt in 1649. His “History of the Orders
Died in 1706.
of Knighthood” (1697) is his best work.
Gryphius, (Sebastian,) a learned and celebrated
printer, born in Suabia in 1493, settled at Lyons. Among
his publications

was a Latin Bible,

(1550.)

Died

at

Lyons

in

1556.
thaus,) a German painter, supposed to have been a
See Bayle, “Historical and Critical Dictionary.”
native of Aschaffenburg. Among his works is a “ CruciGryph'on or Grif'fon, [Lat. Gry'phus or Gryps,
fixion,” which displays great power.
He was contemporary with Albert Diirer, whom, in the opinion of many (plural Gry'phes;) Gr. Fpin/j; Fr. Griffon, gRe'fbN',]
a
monster of the classic mythology, having the body
critics, he nearly equalled.
Gru-pel'lo, de, (Gabriel,) a Belgian sculptor, born of a lion with the head and wings of an eagle. (See
Seemoorgh.)
at Grammont in 1644; died in 1730.
Guadagni, goo-fi-dfin'yee, (Leopoldo Andrea,) an
Grupen, gRoo'pen, (Christian Ulrich,) a German
antiquary and jurist, born at Harburg in 1692, wrote Italian jurist, born at Florence in 1705 died in 1785.
Guadagnini, goo-fi-din-yee'nee, (Giambattista,) an
treatises on mediaeval antiquities, etc.
Died in 1767.
Gruppe, gRoop'peh, (Otto Friedrich,) a German Italian ecclesiastic and controversial writer, born at Piaphilosophical and critical writer, born at Dantzic in 1804, cenza about 1720; died in 1806.
Guadagnoli, goo-i-dfin-yo'lee, (Filippo,) an Italian
became professor-extraordinary of philosophy in Berlin
in 1844.
In his works entitled “Antaeus” and “The Orientalist, born at Magliano about 1596. He became
Crisis of Philosophy in the Nineteenth Century” (1834) professor of Arabic in the college di Sapienza at Rome.
“
he has assailed the system of Hegel. He wrote “Al- He published Institutiones Linguae Arabicae,” and an
“Apology for Christianity,” etc., (in Latin,) which is
boin,” an epic, (1830,) and other poems.
Gruter, gRii'ter or HRii'ter, or Gruytere, gRli-e'taiR', esteemed a standard work. Died in 1656.
See Nic^ron, “Memoires.”
[Lat. Grute'rus,] (Jan,) an eminent scholar, was born
Gua de Malves, de, deh gt deli mflv, (Jean Paul,)
at Antwerp in 1560. He studied at Cambridge and Leyden, and subsequently filled various professorships in a French mathematician, born at Carcassonne in 1713,
Germany, at Wittenberg and Heidelberg. His greatest became professor of philosophy in the College of France.
work is entitled “Ancient Inscriptions of the Whole He was a member of the Academy of Sciences, and pub;

World known to the Romans,” (“ Inscriptiones antiquas
Romanorum,” about 1602.) He also pub-

totius Orbis

“

lished numerous editions of the classics, and
Lampas,
sive Fax Artium liberalium,” being a collection of the
best critical and antiquarian treatises of the sixteenth
century. Died at Heidelberg in 1627.
See F. H. Flayder, “Vita Gruteri,” 1628; Bayle, “Historical
and Critical Dictionary;” Nic^ron, “ Mdmoires
F£lix van
Hulst, “Jean Gruyt&re,” 1847; “Nouvelle Biographie G£n£rale.’>

Gruter, (Pieter,) a Dutch physician and writer, born
about 1555. He published many Latin epistles, “Epistolarum Centuria,” (1609.) Died at Amsterdam in 1634.
Gryl'lus, [Gr. TpvTdoe,} ason of Xenophon, was killed
at the battle of Mantinea, 362 B.c.
According to tradition, he killed Epaminondas at this battle.
Grynaeus, gRe-na'us, (Johann Jakob,) a theologian,
born at Bale in 1540, was a grand-nephew of Simon,
noticed below. He was professor of theology at Bale,
€ as k;

5 as s;

g hard; g as j;

G, H, K, guttural; N, ttasal

Died in 1788.
lished several scientific treatises.
See Desessarts, “ Slides littdraires de la France.”
(Marguerite
Elie,)
a French statesGuadet, gt'di',
man, and one of the principal leaders of the GironHe was a
dist party, was born near Bordeaux in 1758.
deputy in 1791 to the Legislative Assembly, where, says
Lamartine, “ he formed with Vergniaud and Gensonne
a triumvirate of talent, opinion, and eloquence.” One
of his first acts was to accuse the French emigrants of
conspiracy against the government ; and in 1792 he supported the decree of accusation against the brothers of
the king, which was passed. He was soon after a deputy
from Bordeaux to the National Convention, where he
for his bold and vehement eloquence.
In common with his colleagues, he at last yielded to the
rage of the populace, and voted for the death of the
king, after having appealed in vain to the people to susOn the
tain them in their efforts to preserve his life.

was conspicuous

R, trilled

s as z;

th as

in this,

(JlJp’See Explanations,

p. 23.)

GUJGNINO

downfall of his party, Guadet took refuge with his friends,
near Bordeaux, where he was discovered, and was executed in that city in July, 1794.
See Lamartine, “History of the Girondists;” Thiers, “History of the

French Revolution;” “Nouvelle Biographie Generale.”

Guagnino,

goo-in-yee'no, (Alessandro,) a historian,
in 1548.
He served in the Polish
army against the Russians, and wrote a “ History of Poland,” (“Rerum Polonicarum Libri tres,” 1574,) which
Died in 1614.
is praised for accuracy and elegance.
See Adelung, “Uebersicht der Reisenden in Russland bis 1700,”

was born at Verona

Gualandi, goo- 3 -lin'dee, (Michelangelo,) an Italian
antiquary, born at Bologna in 1793.
He published a
valuable work on the fine arts, entitled “ Memorie originali Italiani risguardanti le belle Arti,” (3 vols., 1840-45.)
Gualdim-Paes, gw 31 -deeN' piL-Ss', a Portuguese
ecclesiastic, born at Braga, founded, about 1160, the
magnificent monastery of Thomar. Died in 1195.
Gualdo-Priorato, goo-fil'do pRe-o-ri'to,(GALEAZZO,)
Count of Comazzo, an Italian soldier, diplomatist, and
historian, born at Vicenza in 1606.
He served successively under Maurice, Prince of Orange, Count Mansfeld, and Wallenstein, and was afterwards sent on various
important missions. He wrote a “ History of the Wars
of Ferdinand II. and Ferdinand III.,” a “ History of
Wallenstein,” (1643,) and other works. Died in 1678.
See M. A. Zorzi, “Vita
scientifici,” Venice, 1728;

di

Gualdo-Priorato,”

in the

“Opuscoli

“ Nouvelle Biographie Generale.”

Gualterus, gwfil-ta'rus, sometimes written Gualther,
(Rudolf,) a Swiss divine, born at Zurich in 1518, was
a son-in-law of Zwingle. He became first minister of
Zurich, and wrote several popular works. Died in 1586.
Gualtieri, (Giovanni.) See Cimabue.
Gualtieri, goo-fil-te-a'ree, (Niccol6,) an Italian physician and naturalist, born in Tuscany in 1688, was proDied in 1744.
fessor of medicine at Pisa.

Guarco, goo-aR'ko, ( Antoniotto,) a son of Niccolo,
noticed below, became Doge of Genoa in 1394. He was
assassinated at Pavia about 1404.
Guarco, (Niccol6,) was elected Doge of Genoa in
Under his rule a war was carried on between the
1378.
Genoese and the Venetians. Died in 1383.
Guardi, goo-aR'dee, (Francesco,) a painter, born at
Venice in 1712, was a pupil and successful imitator of
Canaletto. He painted Venetian scenery and architecture.
Died

in 1793.
See Lanzi, “History of Painting
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principal languages of Europe.
Guarini was the author
of other dramas, and of a number of sonnets and madrigals.
He was a friend of the poet Tasso. Died in
Venice in 1612.
See Tiraboschi, “Storia della Letteratura Italiana;” GingueniI,
“Histoire Littdraire d’ltalie ;” Apostolo Zeno, “Vita del Guarini,”
in the “Galleria di Minerva;” Longfellow, “Poets and Poetry
of Europe;” Nic^ron, “ Memories ;” “Lives of the Italian Poets,”
by Rev. Henry Stebbing, London, 1831.

Guarini da Verona,

goo-fi-ree'nee

dfi

vi-ro'nfi,

Vari'nus,] one of the restorers of classical literature in Italy, born at Verona in 1370. He studied Greek
at Constantinople under Chrysoloras, and brought with
him on his return a valuable collection of manuscripts.
He afterwards became professor of Greek at Florence
or Verona, being, it is said, the first Italian who publicly
[Lat.

He made a Latin translation of
ten books of Strabo, and of portions of Plutarch.
Died in 1460.
See Rosmini, “Vita e Disciplina di Guarini Veronese,” etc., 3
vols., 1805; Bayle, “ Historical and Critical Dictionary ;” Niceron,
“ Memories ;” Paolo Giovio, “Elogia Virorum illustrium.”
taught that language.
the

first

Guarino. See Favorinus.
Guarnacci, goo-aR-nfit'chee, (Mario,) an

Italian prel-

and antiquary, born

at Volterra in 1701, published,
other works, a “Dissertation on the Twelve
Tables.” Died in 1785.
Guarnieri-Ottoni, goo-aR-ne-a'ree ot-to'nee, (AureLIO,) an Italian antiquary, born at Osimo in 1748, wrote
a work on the Claudian Way, etc.
Died in 1788.
Guasco, da, dfi goo-fis'ko, (Ottaviano,) a writer,
born at Pinerolo, in Piedmont, in 1712, published a
work entitled “Satires of Prince Cantemir,” etc., also
an “Essay on the State of Sciences in France under
Charles VI.,” etc. Guasco was an intimate friend of

ate

among

Montesquieu. Died in 1781.
Guaspre, Le. See Dughet.

Guatemozin, gwS.-te-mo'zin, or Quah-te-mot'zin,
son-in-law and successor of Montezuma, Emperor of
Mexico, was the last prince of the Aztec dynasty. After a
brave defence of his capital against the Spaniards, he was
forced to capitulate, and was taken prisoner. He was then
cruelly tortured, by order of Cortez, to compel him to
reveal where the treasures of the empire were concealed.
Being afterwards unjustly accused of exciting his subjects to rebellion, he was put to death without any form
trial, in 1522.
“Among all the names of barbarian
princes, there are few entitled to a higher place on the
roll of fame than Guatemozin.
was called to the
throne in the convulsed and expiring hours of the mon-

of

in Italy.”

Guarienti, goo-fi-re-en'tee, Guariento, goo-fi-re-Si/He
or Guariero, goo-i-re-a'ro, written also Guarente,
about
painted
archy,
when
the
1360-90. He
banded nations of Anahuac and the
an Italian painter, who lived
the hall of the Grand Council at Venice, which in 1508 fierce European were thundering at the gates of the
capital. No one can refuse his admiration to the intrepid
was renewed by Tintoretto.
spirit which could prolong a defence of his city while one
See Vasari, “ Lives of the Painters.”
Guarin, gi'riN', (Pierre,) a French ecclesiastic arid stone was left upon another and our sympathies for the
distinguished Orientalist, born in Normandy in 1678. time are inevitably thrown more into the scale of the rude
He published “Grammatica Hebraica et Chaldaica,” chieftain thus battling for his country’s freedom, than
into that of his civilized and successful antagonist.”
and other valuable works. Died in Paris in 1729.
Guarini, goo-a-ree'nee, (Camillo Guarino goo-i- (Prescott’s “Conquest of Mexico,” vols. ii. and iii.)
Guay, gj, (Jacques,) a French gem-engraver, born at
ree'no,) an Italian architect, born at Modena in 1624.
Among his works are the Chapel Royal at Turin, and Marseilles in 1715; died in 1787.
Guay-Trouin. See Duguay-Trouin.
the Convent of the Theatines at Modena. Died in 1683.
Guazzesi, goo-lt-sa'see, (Lorenzo,) an Italian litteSee Quatremejie de Quincy, “Vies des plus cdlebres Archirateur born at Arezzo in 1708.
He published several
tectes.”
Guarini, (Giambattista,) son of Guarini da Verona, historical works. Died in 1764.
Guazzo, goo-fit'so, (Marco,) an Italian poet and
noticed below, became professor of Greek at Ferrara,
and numbered among his pupils Aldus Manutius and litterateur born at Padua about 1496; died in 1556.
Guazzo, (Stefano,) an Italian poet and essayist,
He wrote a treatise “On the Sect of EpiGiraldus.
curus,” (“De Secta Epicuri,”) and other works in Latin, born at Casali in 1530; died in 1593.
Gubbio, da, di goob'be-o, (Oderigi,) an Italian
and made translations from Demosthenes, Dion Chryspainter, born at Gubbio, near Perugia, was a friend of
ostom, and Saint Gregory Nazianzen. Died in 1513.
Dante, who mentions him with honour in his great poem.
See Tiraboschi, “Storia della Letteratura Italian?.”
He worked at Bologna, and was distinguished as a
Guarini, (Giambattista,) a celebrated Italian poet,
painter of missals and miniatures. Died about 1300.
born at Ferrara December 10, 1537. He became proGubernatis, (Angf.lo de,) an Italian author, bom
fessor of rhetoric in his native city about 1560, and was
at Turin in 1840.
He has written on mythology, and is
afterwards patronized by Alfonso, Duke of Ferrara, who
made him a chevalier and employed him in various also a journalist, poet, and critic.
Gubitz, goo'bits, (Friedrich Wilhelm,) a German
diplomatic missions.
For these services he received
little except empty honours.
Fie published in 1590 his engraver and litterateur born at Leipsic in 1 786. He
“ Pastor Fido,” a pastoral tragi-comedy, in verse, which wrote several dramas, and other works.
Gudenof. See Godoonof.
met with brilliant success and was translated into the
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(Jean Antoine Theodore,) a

with

cele-

Henry V.

in his quarrel with his father,

Henry IV.

Died about 1120.

brated marine painter, born in Paris in 1802, was a pupil
of Girodet. Among his best works are “The Storm in
the Bay of Algiers,” a “ View of Constantinople,” “ The

nephew of Guelfo V., and son of Henry
the Black, was born in 1 1 15. Having embraced the cause
Shipwreck,” and a “ View of Gibraltar.” Died in 1880. of his nephew, Henry the Lion, in his contest with the
Gudin de la Brenellerie, gu'dzlN' deh If bReh-nSl're', emperor Conrad III., he was defeated by that sovereign
(Paul Philippe,) a French dramatic poet, born in Paris at Weinsbergin 1140. It was on this occasion that the
He published a number of tragedies, and a war-cry of Guelphs (or Welfs) and Ghibelines was first
in 1738.
mock-heroic poem entitled “The Conquest of Naples used, the latter name being derived from Waiblingen,
by Charles VIII.”

Died

See “Notice sur Gudin de

Guelfo

VI.,

the seat of the Hohenstaufen family at Wiirtemberg.
Diediniigi. The popes having taken sides with the
Guelphs, the names of Guelph and Ghibeline were used
to designate the parties of the emperor and the pope.
See Eichhorn," Urgeschichte des Hausesder Welfen ;” Sismondi,

in 1812.

la Brenellerie,” Paris, 1812.

Gudin de la Sablonniere, gii'dfN' deh If sf'blo'n^aiR', (C£sar Charles Etienne,) Count, a French
He distinguished
general, born at Montargis in 1768.
himself at Eylau, (1807,) Eckmiihl, and Wagram, (1809,)
and was killed at Volutina-Gora, in Russia, in 1812.
Gudius, goo'de-us, or Gude, goo'deh, (Gottlob
Friedrich,) a German minister and writer, born at

“Histoire des Republiques Italiennes.”

Guenard, gYnf r', (Elisabeth,) Baronne de Mere,

a

romance-writer, born in Paris in 1751 died in 1829.
Gueneau de Montbeliard, g&'no'deh mbx’bVle-t r',
(Philibert,) an eminent French naturalist, born at
Semur-en-Auxois in 1720. He was an intimate friend
of Buffon, and prepared the ornithological department
for his great work; he was also a contributor to the
“ Encyclopedic,” and wrote an “Abridgment of the History and the Memoirs of the Academy of Sciences,” (4
;

Lauban

in 1701 ; died in 1756.
See Meissner, “ Gedachtnissrede auf Gude,” 1756.

or Gude, (Marquard,) a German philoloand antiquary, born at Rensburg in 1635, became
councillor to the King of Denmark. He collected many
manuscripts and Greek and Latin inscriptions, which vols.,
Died in 1785.
1770.)
were published in 1731. Died in 1689.
See Q ukrakd, “ La France Littdraire.”
Gudmundsson, gbod'moond'son, (Thorgeir,) a disGuenee, g&'ni', (Antoine,) an eminent French eccletinguished scholar and antiquary of Iceland, born in
siastic and controversial writer, born at Etampes in 1717,
1794, was one of the founders of the Society of Northern
was
for many years professor of rhetoric in the college Du
Antiquaries at Copenhagen in 1845.
Gudmundus, gbod-moon'dus, (Andreas,) a learned Plessis in Paris. In 1785 he obtained the abbey of Loroy,
He wrote a very able work,
Icelander, wrote several antiquarian works, and a “ Lexi- in the diocese of Bourges.
entitled “ Letters of some Portuguese, German, and
con Islandico-Latinum.” Died in 1654.
Guebriant, de, deh gi'bRe'SN', (Jean Baptiste Polish Jews to Voltaire,” etc., in which he defends the
Budes bud,) Comte, a French marshal, born in Brit- Old Testament against Voltaire, clearly convicting him
tany in 1602. He served with great distinction in Ger- of contradictions and of ignorance. Died in 1803.
See Querard, “La France Litteraire.”
many during several campaigns of the Thirty Years’
Guenzi, goo-Sn'zec, (Giovanni Francesco,) an Italwar, and in 1641 gained a signal victory over the Imperial
troops at Wolfenbiittel. He was made a marshal in 1642. ian poet and translator, born in 1713; died in 1753.
He was mortally wounded at Rothweil in 1643.
Guepin, gi/p^N', (Auguste,) a French writer and
His chief work
See Le Laboureur, “ Histoire du Mardchal de Gudbriant,” 1657. physician, born at Pontivy about 1805.

Gudius

gist

—

du Bec-Crispin — du

“The Philosophy of Socialism,” (1850.)
Guerard, gVrSR', (Benjamin Edme Charles,) a
antiquary, born at Montbard in 1797.
He was
French
1643 ambassadress-extraordinary to
being, it is said, the first woman who ever acted in that an assistant librarian in the Royal Library of Paris, and
published treatises on the social state of France in the
Died in 1659.
capacity independently of her husband.
middle ages. Died in 1854.
See “ Lettres de Madame de Gudbriant k la Princesse-Palatine
Guerard, (Robert,) a French Benedictine monk,
Anne de Gonzague.”
born at Rouen about
He published an “AbridgGuedier de Saint- Aubin, gl'de-i' deh siN'to'b&N', ment of the Bible,” 1641. Died in
1715.
(1707.)
(Henri Michel,) a French theologian, born at GournayGuerazzi, goo-i-rSt'see or goo-Sr-dtfisee, or Gueren-Bray in 1695. He wrote “ The Sacred History of
razzi, (Francesco Domenico,) an Italian writer and
the Two Covenants,” (7 vols., 1741.) Died in 1742.
Liberal statesman, born at Leghorn in 1805.
In 1848
Gueel y Rente, Hal e rSn'tf, (Don Jos£,) a Spanish he wag appointed president of the cabinet
minister
He of the interior by the grand duke Leopold and
writer and statesman, born at Havana about 1820.
II.
He was
studied in Spain, became a deputy to the Cortes about
author of the “Siege of Florence,” (“Assedio di
He had married in the
1854, and was re-elected in 1857.
Firenze,”) and other historical romances, and an “ Apol1848 the Infanta Josefa, sister of the King of Spain. He
ogy for the Political Life of F. D. Guerazzi,” (1851.)
has published poems entitled “ Tears of the Heart”
See “Memorie di F. D. Guerrazzi,” 1848, written by himself.
(“ Lagrimas del Corazon”) and “ Sorrows of the Heart,”
Guerchin. See Guercino.
(“Amarguras del Corazon,”) and “Thoughts Moral and
Guerchois, le, leh g§R/shw 3 / (Madeline,) a French
Political.”
Guelf, Guelph, gw§lf, or Welf, <v§lf, the name of a lady, eminent for her talents and piety, born in Paris in
noble family in Germany, the founder of which lived in 1679, was a sister of Chancellor D’Aguesseau. She wrote
“Christian Reflections on the Flistorical Books of the
the time of Charlemagne.
Guelfo, gw§l'fo, Welfo, or Guelf II. flourished in Old Testament.” Died in 1740.
Guerchy, de, deh gSR'she', (Claude Francois
He was engaged in a contest
the eleventh century.
with the emperor Conrad II., which was the beginning Louis RIdgnier,) Comte, a French general, born in
of the long strife between the Dukes of Bavaria and the 1715, served in Flanders under Marshal Saxe, and particularly distinguished himself at Fontenoy and HastenGerman emperors.
Guelfo III. was created Duke of Carinthia by the beck, (1757.) Fie was afterwards ambassador to London.
emperor Henry III. as a reward for his services in the Died in 1767.
See “ Lettres et Memoires du Marechal de Saxe.”
war with the Hungarians. Died about 1055.
Guelfo IV., called the Great, was made Duke of
Guercino, gw§R-chee'no or goo-§R-chee'no, fFr.
Bavaria by Henry IV., but subsequently took up arms Guerchin, ggR'shiN',] (Giovanni Francesco Baragainst him.
After alternate victories and defeats, a bieri baR-be-a'ree,) called Guercino da Cento, a
peace was concluded in 1097. Died about 1120.
celebrated Italian painter, born at Cento, near Bologna,
Guebriant, de, (Ren£e

lcRfes’pfN',)

wife of the

preceding,

is

b£k’-

was appointed in
the King of Poland,

,

—

Guelfo V. succeeded

his father, Guelfo IV., as

Duke

in 1590.

He

at first painted in the style of the Caracci,

He married Matilda, the heiress of Tuscany, but he afterwards adopted that of Caravaggio. Among
and widow of Godfrey, Duke of Lorraine. After she his master-pieces are “The Death of Dido,” “Santa
had made a donation of her domains to the Church of Petronilla,” in the Capitol at Rome, “Aurora,” a fresco
Rome, Guelfo returned to Germany, where he took part in the Villa Ludovisi, a “Saint William,” and “Angels
of Bavaria.
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weeping over the Dead Body of Christ.” Guercino was his works are “Aurora and Cephalus,” (1810,) “Did)
an intimate friend of Guido Reni. He worked many listening to ZEneas,” (1817,) and a “Clytenmestra.” He
years at Cento, from which he removed to Bologna in died at Rome in 1833.
His works are mostly oil-paintings, and include
1642.
See Quatremere de Quincy, “ Notice sur la Vie de P. Guerin,”
about a hundred altar-pieces. Died at Bologna in 1666. 1833; “Nouvelle Biographie Gdndrale.”
“
Notizie
Guerin, de, deh gVr^N', (Eugenie,) a French writer,
See Lanzi, “History of Painting in Italy;” Calvi,
della Vita e delle Opere di G. F. Barbieri,” 1S08; Domenico C.
born at the chateau Du Cayla, in Languedoc, in 1805.
Mora, “Vite di Benvenuto Tisio e di G. F. Barbieri,” 1842;
Charles Blanc, “ Histoire des Peintres;” Bryan, “Dictionary She was endowed with rare intelligence, and was an
example of deep and fervent piety. Her life may be
of Painters.”
Gueret, geh-ri', (Gabriel,) a French lawyer and said to have been absorbed in her brother Maurice, to
miscellaneous writer, born in Paris in 1641. Among his whom she was intensely devoted. She died in May,
principal works are his “ Conversations on the Eloquence 1848, leaving a Journal and Letters, which were pub“Her Journal,” says the “Edinburgh
of the Pulpit and the Bar,” “ Parnassus Reformed,” and lished in 1863.
Review” for July, 1864, “is the outpouring of one of the
“ War of the Authors.” Died in 1688.
purest and most saintly minds that ever existed upon
See Qu£rard, “ La France Littdraire.”
earth.
The style is exquisitely beautiful, and it lingers
Guericke, gSr'rik-keh, (Heinrich Ernst Ferdi- in the memory like the dying tones of an ZEolian harp,
nand,) a German theologian, born at Wettin, in Prus- full of ineffable sweetness. Amidst the impurity which
sian Saxony, in 1803, published a “Manual of Church has so long flooded French literature,
it is delightful to
History,” (1833,) and other works.
come upon the streams of thought that flowed in limpid
Guericke, von, foil gSr'ik-keh or ga'rik-keh, (Otto,) clearness from the fountain of her mind, and to find in
a celebrated German savant and experimental philoso- a young French girl a combination of piety and genius
pher, born at Magdeburg in 1602. Having studied ma- with so much felicity and force of expression that her
thematics and mechanics at Leyden, he visited France countrymen have not scrupled to compare her style to
and England. After his return, he was made in 1646 that of Pascal himself.”
burgomaster of Magdeburg. In 1650 he invented the
Guerin, de, (Maurice du Cayla diikVli',) a French
air-pump, of which he made the first public experiment poet, brother of the preceding, was born near Albi, in
Having fitted Languedoc, in 1810. He died prematurely in
before the Diet at Ratisbon in 1651.
1839, leaving
together two large hollow hemispheres made of copper several poetical fragments, among which is “Le Cenand brass, with strong rings attached to them, to which taure.” “ This revealed,” says Sainte-Beuve, “ a nature
horses were harnessed, he exhausted the air from the of talent so new, so powerful, so vast, that the word geglobe; and it was only after the number of horses was nius seems appropriate to it.” His Letters, Poems, etc.
increased to upwards of thirty that the parts were sepa- were published in i860, under the title of “Maurice de
He was also the inventor of the instrument Guerin Reliquiae,” (2 vols.,) preceded by a biographicalrated.
called Guericke’s Weather Mannikin, which was used, notice of the author by Sainte-Beuve.

—

:

before the invention of the barometer, to denote the
changes of the weather. He published in 1672 a work
entitled “New Magdeburgian Experiments, as they are
called, relating to a Vacuum,” (“ Experimenta Nova, ut
vocant, Magdeburgica, de vacuo Spado.”) Died in 16S6.
See Fontenelle, “ f! leges historiques des Academiciens
Jocheu, “ Allgemeines Gelehrten-Lexikon.”

See Sainte-Beuve, “Causeriesdu Lnndi;” “Nouvelle Biographie Generale
“Fraser’s Magazine” for January, 1863.

Guerin du Rocher, gVrfiN' dii ro'shV, (Pierre,) a
learned French Jesuit, born at Falaise in 1731, wrote
“The True History of Fabulous Times,” (3 vols., 1776.)

He

was massacred

in

September, 1792.

Guerin-Meneville, g&'r&N' min'vdl', (Ffii.ix EdouGuerin, g&'riN', (Adolphe Claude,) Colonel, a ard,) a French naturalist, born at Toulon in 1799, pubFrench officer, born at Mortagne in 1805, served in seve- lished a “ Magazine of Zoology, Comparative Anatomy,
ral campaigns in Algeria as chief of engineers. Pie sub- and Palaeontology,”
(33 vols., 1831-44,) and other works.
sequently distinguished himself in the Crimean war,
Guerle. See Deguerle.
and was killed in June, 1855, at the siege of Sebastopol,
Guernier. See Duguernier.
where he had rendered important services as chief of the
Gueronniere. See La Gueronniere.
engineers.
staff of
Gueroult, gi'roo', (Adolphe,) a French journalist,
born at Radepont (Eure) in 1810. He became chief
See “Nouvelle Biographie Generate.
Guerin, (Franqois,) a French scholar, born in Tou- editor of the “Presse,” a daily paper of Paris, in 1857.
Gueroult, geh-roo', (Pierre Claude Bernard,) a
raine in 1681, translated Livy and Tacitus into French.
French classical scholar, born at Rouen in 1744. He
Died in 1 75 1
Guerin, (Gilles,) an able French sculptor, born in was director of the Normal School at Paris under the
He was employed in the decoration of empire. He translated Pliny’s “ Natural History,” (3
Paris in 1606.
the Louvre. Among his chief works is a statue of Louis vols., 1803,) and some works of Cicero. Died in 1821.
Guerra, goo-Sr'rl or gw£r'r 3 (Giovanni,) an Italian
XIV. Died in 1678.
Gu6rin, (Jean Baptiste Paulin,) a French painter, architect and painter, born at Modena in 1544. He was
born at Toulon in 1783, worked at Paris. Among his employed by Sixtus V. to adorn the Vatican and Quirinal
productions are “ Adam and Eve driven from Eden,” palace. Died in 1618.
See Lanzi, “History of Painting in Italy.”
Died in 1855.
(1827,) and a “Holy Family,” (1829.)
Guerre, de la, deh 13. gaiR, (Elisabeth Claude
Guerin, (Joseph Xavier,) a French physician and
Among his works Jacquet zhi'kV,) a French lady, celebrated for her
naturalist, born at Avignon in 1775.
are a “ Panorama of Avignon and Vaucluse,” (1829,) and musical talents, was born in Paris about 1659. Among
“ Meteorologic Observations,” (1839.) Died in 1850.
her compositions are a Te Deum and a number of canGuerin, (Jules,) a French physician, born at Boussu tatas. Died in 1729.
Guerre-Dumolard, gai r dii'mo'lf r', Jean,) a French
(Belgium) in 1801. He studied and afterwards resided
-

,

—

(

He

gave special attention to malformations
of the feet, and wrote an able treatise on Orthopedy, (16
vols., 1837,) which gained the prize of the Academy of
at Paris.

Paris.

Guerin, (Nicolas Franqois,) a French scholar and
writer, born at Nancy in 1711 died in 1782.
Guerin, ( Pierre Narcisse, ) Baron, an eminent
French painter, born in Paris in 1774, was a pupil of
Regnault. Pie produced about 1800 “Marcus Sextus”
and “ Ph&dre et Hippolyte,” which had great popularity.
His subjects are mostly antique, and his style is classic.
His chief merits are purity of contour, good taste in
He was director of the
details, and harmony of colour.
French Academy at Rome from 1822 to 1828. Among
;

a, e,
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born at Allevard (Dauphine) in 1761 died in 1845.
Guerrero, g§r-ra'ro, (Vincente,) a Mexican partisan

jurist,

;

who became President of Mexico in April, 1829.
He was supplanted or overpowered about the end of
that year by Bustamente.
Having afterwards appealed
to arms, he was defeated, taken prisoner, and executed
in February, 1831.
Guerrini,gw§r-ree'nee, (Giacomo,) an Italian painter,
leader,

born

at

Cremona

in 1718; died in 1793.

Guesclin. See Du Guesclin.
Guess, gSss, or Se-quoy'ah, (George,) a half-breed
Cherokee Indian, born about 1770, was noted as the
inventor of the Cherokee syllabic alphabet, consisting
of eighty-five characters, representing the syllables in

6, u, y, short; a, e,

i,

o,
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It has proved a great sucthe Cherokees.
having been employed both in writing and printing.
lived in Georgia, from which he removed with his
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sico-Mathematical Treatise on the Nature of Rivers,”
(1697,) and other valuable works. He had been appointed
in 1686 intendant of water-works, and gained distinction
Died in 1710.
as a hydraulic engineer.
See Morgagni, “Vita di Guglielmini,” prefixed to his Works,
1719; Fontenelle, “£loge de Guglielmini,” 1710; Nic£ron, “Me-

beyond the Mississippi. Died in 1843.
Guettard, gVttR', (Jean Etienne,) a celebrated
French naturalist and physician, born at Etampes in
moires.”
He studied natural science under Reaumur in
1715.
Guglielmo d’Apulia, gool-ySl'mo di-poo'le- 5 [Fr.
Paris, and in 1743 was elected a member of the Academy
of Sciences. He was afterwards appointed by the Duke Guillaume de Pouille, ge'yom' deh pool or poo'ye.)
Italian writer of the eleventh century, was the author
an
of Orleans keeper of his cabinet of natural history. He
of a historical poem, in Latin, “ On the Deeds of the
first ascertained the volcanic nature of the mountains of
Auvergne, and determined the true character of organic Normans in Sicily,” etc., first published in 1582.
Guhr, gooR, (Karl Wilhelm Ferdinand,) a German
remains which had been only partially recognized before.
He was the author of “ Memoirs on some Mountains of composer, born in Silesia in 1787. Among his operas is
Died in 1848.
France formerly Volcanoes,”
a treatise “On the “Aladdin, or the Wonderful Lamp.”
tribe

,

(1752,)

Guhrauer, goo'row'er, (Gottschalk (got'shilk)
Eduard,) a German litterateur, born in Posen in 1809,
published
a “Biography of Leibnitz,” (2 vols., 1842,)
See Condorcet, “Eloge de Guettard;” “Nouvelle Biographie
which is commended, “ Goethe’s Correspondence with
Generate.”
Gueulette, guh'lgt', (Thomas Simon,) a popular Knebel,” (2 vols., 1852,) and other works. Died in 1854.
Guhyaka or Guhyaca, gooh'ya-ka. In the Hindoo
writer, born in Paris in 1683, published numerous tales
in the Oriental style, and several comedies. Died in 1766. mythology, the Guhyakas, the servants of Kuvera, (the
deformed god of riches,) are a kind of demons into which
See Querard, “La France Litt^raire.”
Guevara, gYv£'ra, (Don Felipe Ladron y la- transmigrate the souls of men particularly addicted to
dKon'e,) a Spanish painter, born about 1510, wasapupil covetousness and selfishness.
Gui d’Arezzo. See Guido d’Arezzo.
or friend of Titian. He distinguished himself at the siege
Gui da Ravenna, goo-ee' di ri-vSn'ni, an Italian
of Tunis under Charles V. in 1535. Died in 1563.
Guevara, (Luis Velez de las Duenas y—va'ISth historian of the ninth century, wrote a “Ilistory of the
di las doo-Sn'yis e,) a celebrated Spanish dramatist, born Roman Pontiffs,” and a “ History of the Gothic War,”
in Andalusia in 1574.
His works are principally come- (in Latin,) neither of which is extant.
Gui de Crema. See Paschal III.
dies, which were highly popular at the time, and were
Gui de Doucie, ge deh doo'se-i', a French poet of
commended by Lope de Vega. He also published a
witty satirical romance, entitled “El Diablo cojuelo,” the fourteenth century, of whose writings only fragments
(“The Lame Devil,”) said to have been the original of are extant. He translated into French the “Consolation of Philosophy” by Boethius.
Le Sage’s “Diable boiteux.” Died in 1646.
Gui de Lusignan. See Guy de Lusignan.
See Ticknor, “History of Spanish Literature.”
Guibal, ge'btl', (Barthelemy,) a French sculptor
Guevara, (Sebastian Velez va'ISth,) a Spanish
poet, born at Valladolid in 1558, published a continua- and architect, born at Nimes in 1699 died in 1757.
Guibal, (Nicolas,) a French painter, son of the pretion of the “Romancero,” or collection of Spanish
ceding, born at Luneville in 1725 died in 1784.
romances, (1594.) Died in 1610.
Guibaud, ge'bo', (Eustache,) a French Jansenist,
See Ticknor, “ History of Spanish Literature.”
Guevara, de, di gi-vd'ri, (Antonio,) a Spanish prel- born at Plieres in 1 71 1. He wrote “Groans of a PeniDied in 1794.
ate and historian, born in the province of Alava about tent Soul,” and other devotional works.
Guibert, ge'baiR', Archbishop of Ravenna, was a
1490, was preacher and historiographer to Charles V. of
native
of
Parma.
He
was
made
anti-pope
by Henry IV.
Germany. He was afterwards created Bishop of Mondonedo. His “ History of Marcus Aurelius,” published of Germany, with the name of Clement III., and in oppoGranites of France compared with those of Egypt,” 755 >)
and other valuable works. Died in Paris in 1786.
(

—

—

;

;

in 1529, is said to contain less truth than fiction.

He

began a “History of Charles V.,” which was never
His “Golden Epistles” were translated into
published.
French and English. Died in 1544.
also

See Ticknor, “ History of Spanish Literature.”

Guevara, de, (Antonio,)

a relative of the preceding,
to Philip II. of Spain. He wrote
several commentaries on the Scriptures.
Guevara, de, (Juan N.,) a Spanish painter and bril-

was appointed almoner

born at Malaga in 1631, was a pupil of
Alonzo Cano. Died in 1698.
Guez de Balzac. See Balzac.
Guffroy, gii'fRwi', (Armand Benoit Joseph,) a
French journalist and politician of the Jacobin faction,
born at Arras in 1740. He was elected to the National
Convention in 1792, and in 1793 became a member of
He voted for the death
the committee of public safety.
of the king. Died in 1800.
Guglielmi, gool-y§l'mee, (Pietro,) one of the most
celebrated Italian composers of his time, born at MassaCarrara in 1727. He studied at Naples under Durante,
and subsequently visited Venice, Dresden, and London.
He was appointed chapel-master at the Vatican in 1793.
Among his operas, which amount to more than two
hundred, we may name “Iphigenia in Aulide,” “ Clemenza di Tito,” “Didone,” “Tamerlano,” and “Don
Ambrogio.” Died in 1804.

liant colorist,

See Fetis, “ Biographie Universelle des Musiciens.”

Hildebrand, (Gregory VII.)

Guibert, having
his protection to resist successively three legitimate popes.
Died

sition to

crowned Henry emperor, was enabled by
in

1

100.

Guibert, Madame, a French writer, born at Versailles in 1725, published a number of poems and dramas,
which were popular at the time. Died in 1788.
Guibert, de, deh ge-baiR', (Charles Benoit,
Comte, a French general, born at Montauban in 1715,
served with distinction in Italy and Flanders, and subsequently against the Prussians in the Seven Years’ war.
Died in 1786.
Guibert, de, (Jacques Antoine Hitpolyte,) Comte,
a popular and witty French author, born at Montauban
in 1743, was the son of the preceding.
He accompanied his father in the Seven Years’ war, (1756-62,) and
studied military tactics with great success. In 1773 he
published a “General Essay on Tactics,” which obtained
a European celebrity and was read with avidity even
by the ladies. Voltaire complimented the author in a
short poem entitled “La Tactique.” His tragedy the
“ Constable Bourbon” excited in the salons of Paris a
temporary admiration scarcely equalled by that accorded
to the productions of the greatest tragic poets ; but this
is not justified by the intrinsic merit of the work.
In
1786 he was chosen a member of the French Academy.
He died in 1790. Madame de Stael in the same year
composed a eulogy on him. The letters of Mademoiselle
L’Espinasse to him were greatly admired.

Guglielmini, gool-y§l-mee'nee, (Domenico,) an emiGuibert, (Joseph Hippolyte,) a French theonent Italian physician, astronomer, and natural philosopher, born at Bologna in 1655, became professor of logian and ecclesiastic, born at Aix in 1802. He became
mathematics in his native city in 1686, and of theoretic Archbishop of Tours in 1859, and Archbishop of Paris
«
medicine at Padua in 1702. He published a “Disserta- in 1871. In 1873 he was created a cardinal.
Guibert de Nogent, ge'baiR' deh no'zh'SN', a learned
tion on the Nature and Origin of Comets,” “The Measure of Running Waters,” “ Hydrostatic Epistles,” “ Phy- French ecclesiastic, born near Clermont-en-Beauvoisis
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GUICCIARDINI
wrote a history of the

first

crusade, entitled

“GestaDei per Francos,” published

in Paris in 1631.

in 1053,
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He was made

a lieutenant-general in 1779, and
of the marine of Brest.
In 1780 he gained
a victory over the English fleet under Admiral Rodney
at Dominique, and sunk one of their ships. In 1781 De
Guichen was in turn defeated by Admiral Kempenfeld,
who took fifteen of his vessels. Died in 1790.
See Gerard, “ Vies des plus celebres Marins Fran^ais.”
1712.

commander

Died in 1124.
Guicciardini, gwe-char-dee'nee or goo-£t-chiR-dee'nee, ILat. Guicciardi'nus ; Fr. Guichardin, ge'shtR'diN',] (Francesco,) an eminent Italian historian and
At the early age
diplomatist, born at Florence in 1482.
Guichenon, g&sh'nbN', (Samuel,) a French historian,
of twenty-three he became professor of jurisprudence in
He was appointed by Pope Leo X. Gov- born at Macon in 1607, was appointed historiographer
his native city.
ernor of Modena and Reggio in 1518, and he also enjoyed of France and Savoy by Louis XIV., and created a
the favour of Adrian VI. and Clement VII. The latter, count-palatine by Ferdinand III., Emperor of Germany.
having become the ally of France, intrusted Guicciar- He published a “Genealogical History of the House of
dini with the command of the pontifical troops, with the Savoy,” and other similar works.
Died in 1664.
On the surtitle of lieutenant-general of the Holy See.
See Niceron, “Mdmoires.”
Imperial
army
in
he
berender of Florence to the
1530,
Guidal, ge'dil', (Maximilien Joseph,) a French
came the agent of the Medici in that city, and one of the officer, born at Grasse about 1760. Having joined the
commission of twelve called “the reformers of the state.” conspiracy of Mallet in 1812, he was executed by order
Having greatly contributed to establish the tyranny of of Napoleon.
the Medici at Florence, he retired from public life about
Guidalotti, goo-e-di-lot'tee, (Diomede,) an Italian
“
1536, and devoted himself to the composition of his His- scholar and poet, born at Bologna about 1482
died
;
It is esteemed
tory of Italy from 1494 to 1532,” (1564.)
a standard work, though somewhat prolix it has been
in
Died
translated into Latin and French.
1540.
His “ History of Italy” “is well known,” says Hallam,
“ for the solidity of the reflections, the gravity and impartiality with which it is written, and the prolixity of
Guicciardini has generally held the
.
the narrative.
first place among Italian historians, though he is by no
means equal in literary merit to Machiavel.” (“Introduction to the Literature of Europe.”)
See R. Fiokentini, “Vitadi F. Guicciardini,” 1560; F. Sanso:

.

vino, “ Vita

di

.

Guicciardini,” 1665

;

G. Rosini, “ Saggio sulle Azioni

Opere di F. Guicciardini,” 1S22 Niceron, “ Memoires
Ginguene, “Histoire litteraire d’ltalie;” “Nouvelle Biographie
“Edinburgh Review” for July, 1S69.
Gendrale
e sulle

1589.

See Guicciardini.
Guiccioli, gw<bt-cho'Iee, (Teresa Gamba,) Countess, a beautiful Italian lady, born in Romagna in 1801.
She was married about 1817 to Count Guiccioli, a wealthy
nobleman of Ravenna. She owes her celebrity to her
liaison with Lord Byron, who appears to have loved her
with as true and tender an affection as it was possible
In 1851 she was marfor a man of his character to do.
ried to the Marquis de Boissy, a French senator and
peer, (who was born at Paris in 1798; died in 1866.)
Left a second time a widow, she has recently given to
the world a book which has attracted much attention,
“My Recollections of Lord Byron and those of EyeWitnesses of his Life,” (London and Philadelphia,
for, although she does not put her own name
1869;)
to the work, there appears to be no doubt as to its

Guicciardinus.

—

authorship. She died at Rome in 1873.
See Moore, “Life of Byron,” vol. ii. Vapereau, “Diction;

naire des Conteinporains,” under the head of Boissy, (Hilaire-

Etienne-Octave Rouill£, Marquis de.)
Guichard, ge'shiK', (Claude,) a French antiquary
of the sixteenth century, born at Saint-Rambert-enBugey, was historiographer to Charles Emanuel, Duke
He published a work entitled “The Funerals
of Savoy.
and Various Methods of Burial among the Romans,
Greeks,” etc., (1581.) Died in 1607.
Guichard, (Jean Francois,) a French poet and
died in 1811.
dramatist, born near Melun in 1731
Guichard, (Louis Anastase—I'nf'stiz',) a French
ecclesiastic, wrote a “ History of Socinianism,” and other
works. Died in 1737.
Guichardin. See Guicciardini.
Guiche, (Philibert de la.) See La Guiche.
Guiche, de, deh gfesh, (Armand de Gramont,)
Comte, a distinguished French general, born in 1638.
He served against the English in the campaign of 1666,
and subsequently in Holland under Conde. He died
in 1674, leaving “Memoirs concerning the United Prov;

inces,” etc.
See “ Memoires du Mardchal de Gramont.”

—

Guichen, ge'shSN', (Luc Urbain du Bouexic clii
boo'&ks'ik',) a French naval officer, born at Fougeresin
I,

See Guido Reni.
Guidi, goo-ee'dee, or Guido, goo-ee'do, (Carlo
Alessandro,) an Italian poet, born at Pavia in 1650.

Guide, Le.

Having visited Rome in 1683, he obtained the patronage of Christina, Queen of Sweden, who made him a
member of her Academy. He was the author of “ Amalasunta in Italia,” “Endimione,” a pastoral, and a number
He is
of sonnets and lyric poems of superior merit.
ranked among the principal reformers of Italian poetry.
Died

o, u, y,

long;

i, k,

6 same, less prolonged;
,

a, e,

T,

6

,

in 1712.
See Fabroni, “ Vitae Italorum,” etc., vol. xi. Crescimbeni, “ Vita
Guidi,” prefixed to his poems; “Lives of the Italian Poets,” by
;

;

Guicciardini, (Luigi,) a nephew of the preceding,
was born at Florence in 1523. He resided many years
in Antwerp, where he published a “ Description of the
Low Countries,” and several other works. Died in

a, c,

in 1326.

di

Rev. Henry Stebbing; Niceron, “Mdmoires;” G. Turroni,
“Elogio storico di C. A. Guidi,” 1827.

Guidi, (Tommaso.)

See Masaccio.
See Masaccio.
Guidiccioni, goo-e-dfet-cho'nee, (Cristoforo,) an
Italian poet, born at Lucca about 1330, became Bishop
of Ajaccio. He translated from the Greek the “ Electra”
of Sophocles and the “Bacchantes,” the “Andromache,”
and the “Trojans” of Euripides.” Died in 1582.
Guidiccioni, (Giovanni,) an Italian writer, born at
Lucca about 1500. In 1534 he was appointed Governor
of Rome by Pope Paul III., and the same year made
Bishop of Fossombrone. He was soon after sent as
nuncio to the emperor Charles V., whom he accompanied to Tunis. He was the author of a number of
poems, letters, and orations. Died in 1541.

Guidi da San Giovanni.

See Longfellow’s “Poets and Poetry of Europe.”

Guido, gwee'do or goo-ee'do, [Fr. Le Guide,
g£d,] or, more properly, Guido Reni, (goo-ee'do

leh
ra'-

an eminent Italian painter, born at or near Bologna
about 1575. He first studied under Denis Calvart, at
Bologna, and was afterwards a pupil of the Caracci.
Having resided many years at Rome, where he was
liberally patronized by Pope Paul V., he returned to
his native city and devoted himself to painting and to
His pictures are very
the instruction of young artists.
numerous, both in oil and fresco. His first works are
painted in the style of the Caracci ; but he subsequently
His
adopted in some degree that of Caravaggio.
pictures are models of grace, delicacy, and beauty of
expression.
He succeeded especially in pathetic and
nee,)

devotional subjects. Among his master-pieces are “The
Martyrdom of Saint Peter,” (in the Vatican,) “Aurora,”
a fresco in Rome, “The Assumption,” a picture of Saint
Peter and Saint Paul, “ Fortune,” and “The Massacre
of the Innocents.” Died at Bologna in 1642.
See Vasari, “Lives of the Painters,” etc.; Lanzi, “History of
Painting in Italy;” Malvasia, “ Felsina pittrice ;” Ckispi, “Vite
de’ Pittori Bolognesi,” 1769; Bryan, “Dictionary of Painters,”
under Reni “ Nouvelle Biographie Gdndrale.”
;

Guido, (Alessandro.) See Guidi.
Guido, goo-ee'do, (Guerra,) an Italian soldier, was
one of the principal leaders of the Guelph faction in
Florence.
He commanded the Florentine forces in the
victorious campaign of 1254, and upon the arrival of
Charles of Anjou in Naples joined him with four hundred men, and had a prominent part in gaining the
Dante has assigned to
victory of Grandella, (1266.)
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same time highly of China,” and other works, which enjoy a high reputaDied in Paris in 1800.
tion for learning and accuracy.
See Qu£rard, “La France Litteraire;” “London Quarterly
Italiennes,” vol.

at the

See Sismondi, “Histoire des R^publiques

iii.

Guido, (Novello,) a Florentine general of the Ghibel- Review” for April, 1815.
Guigniaut, gin'ye-o', (Joseph Daniel,) an eminent
ine faction.
He assisted in gaining the victory of Arbia,
French scholar and antiquary, born at Paray-le-Monial
in 1260.
Guido, (Ubaldo,) Marquis, an Italian mathema- in May, 1794. He became a director of the Normal
School, a member of the Institute in 1837, and professor
tician, born at Urbino about 1540, wrote the “Theory of
Universal Planispheres,” (in Latin,) and other works, of history in the College de France in 1854. His chief
work is “The Religions of Antiquity, considered princiwhich are commended by Montucla. Died about 1600.
pally in their Symbolical and Mythological Forms,” (3
See Montucla, “ Histoire des Mathematiques.”
Guido (or Gui, goo-ee') d’Arezzo, goo-ee'do di- tom'es, in 10 vols., 1825-51,) which is a translation of
Creuzer’s “Symbolik,” with additions.
rSt'so, an eminent Italian musician and ecclesiastic, born
See “Nouvelle Biographie Gene rale.”
about 990. He was the inventor of the modern system
Guignon, gin'yoN', (Jean,) a distinguished violinof notation in music, and founded a school at Pomposa,
ist, born at Turin in 1702, was appointed musician to
in which he taught the new method with great success.
the royal chapel in Paris.
He composed a number of
See Burney, “General History of Music;” F Elis, “ Biographie
sonatas and concertos. Died in 1774.
Universelle des Musiciens.”

Guido Canlassi,
Cagnacci,

goo-ee'do kfin-lis'see, called also
(kin-yfit'chee,) an Italian historical painter,

born near Rimini in 1601, was a pupil of Guido Reni.
He worked many years for the emperor Leopold I.

Died

in

Vienna

in 1681.

See Lanzi, “History of Painting

in Italy.”

Guido da Siena, goo-ee'do d& se-a'ni, or Guidone
da Ghezzo, goo-e-do'ni dS. get'so, an Italian painter of
the early part of the thirteenth century. His “Madonna
and Child,” in the church of the Dominicans at Sienna,
is esteemed one of the finest works of the time.
See Vasari, “ Lives of the Painters,”

etc.

Guido

delle Colonne, goo-ee'do del'li ko-lon'ni,
Colum'nis,] a Sicilian historian and poet of
the thirteenth century, wrote a “History of the Trojan
War,” (“ Historia Trojana,”) which enjoyed a great
reputation in its time and has been translated into nearly
all the languages of Europe.
It is said to have been the
[Lat.

De

See FiItis, “Biographie Universelle des Musiciens.”

Guijon, ge'zh^N', (Jean,) a French scholar and naturalist, born in 1544, became professor of rhetoric and
languages in the College of Navarre. He published
several scientific works, and a number of Latin poems.

Died in 1605.
Guilaudinus, gwe-lfin-dee'nus, or Guilandini, gwelan-dee'nee, (Melchior,) a German naturalist, whose
proper name was Wieland, was born at Konigsberg.
He became professor of botany at Padua on the death
of Fallopius, and wrote, in Latin, “ Papyrus
or, A
Commentary on the Three Chapters of Pliny the Elder
concerning Papyrus,” (1572.) Died in 1589.
;

See

De Thou,

“ Histoire

Moreri, “ Dictionnaire Historique.”

French writer, born
was the author of “Chronological and
Historical Memoirs of Port-Royal.”
Died in 1759.
Guilbert de Pixerecourt, gil'baiR' deh pik's&'ra'Icoor',
(Ren£
Charles,)
a
French
dramatist,
born at
original of Boccaccio’s “ Filostrato,” and, consequently,
Nancy in 1773. He wrote many vaudevilles and meloof Shakspeare’s “Troilus and Cressida.”
dramas.
Died in 1844.
See Tiraboschi, “ Storia della Letteratura Italians.
Guild, gild, (William,) a Scottish divine, born at
Guidobono, goo-e-do-bo'no, (Bartolommeo,) an
Aberdeen in 1586. He became one of the ministers
Italian painter, called “the Priest of Savona,” born at
of Aberdeen in 1631, and principal of King’s College in
died in 1709.
that town in 1654
royal cause he was deposed
Guidonis, ge'do'nfess', (Bernard,) a French Domin- 1640. For devotion to the
besides other works, “The Harican monk, born near Limoges about 1260.
He was in 1651. allHethewrote,
Prophets concerning Christ’s Coming,”
created Bishop of Lodeve in 1324.
He wrote “Annals mony of
Died in 1657.
(1619,) and “Moses Unveiled,” (1620.)
of the Pontiffs,” and other works. Died in 1331.
See Chambers, “ Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen.”
Guidotti-Borgliese, goo-e-dot'tee boR-ga'si, (PaoGuildford, Earl of. See North.
lo,) an Italian painter, sculptor, and architect, born at
Guilhelmus Pictavensis. See Guillaume de
Lucca about 1565, was patronized by Pope Sixtus V.,
who employed him to paint the Vatican. He was after- Poitiers.
Guilhem de Castro. See Castro.
wards appointed by Paul V. conservator of the Museum
Guilhem de Clermont-Lodeve. See Sainteof the Capitol. Died in 1629.
Croix, (Guillaume Emanuel Joseph.)
See Lanzi, “History of Painting in Italy.”
Guilbert,

gil'baiR', (Pierre,) a

in Paris in 1697,

;

Guienne, (El£onore de.) See Eleanor of Guienne.
Guienne, de, deh ge'Sn', (N.,) a French lawyer of
the Parliament of Paris, born at Orleans ; died in 1767.
Guignard, g&n'yfR', (Jean,) a French Jesuit, sur-

named Briquarel,

(bRe'kt'rel',) was executed for high
treason in 1595 for having openly justified the attempted
assassination of Henry IV. by Chatel.

See Sismondi, “Histoire des Franfais,”

vol. xxi.

Guillain, ge'yiN', (Simon,) a French sculptor, born

Among

his best works are the statues
Sorbonne, and those of the Virgin
and Saint Francis de Paulo in the convent of Minims.
Guillain was one of the founders of the Academy of
Painting and Sculpture, and one of its first rectors.

in Paris in 1581.
in the church of the

Died

in 1658.
See Lenoir, “Mus^e des Monuments Frangais,”

vol. v.

Guillard, gbYytA or ge'yfR', (Nicolas Franqois,)
Guignes, de, deh g£n, (Chretien Louis Joseph,) a
French Orientalist, born in Paris in 1759, was a son of a French dramatist and lyric poet, born at Chartres in
He brought out “Iphigenia in Tauris,” a lyric
Joseph, noticed below. He was appointed French resi- 1752.
dent in China in 1784, and returned to France about tragedy, (1779,) and “CEdipus at Colona,” which were
He published “Voyages to Peking and Manilla,” greatly admired. Died in 1814.
1800.
Guillaume, ge'yom', sometimes called Frere Guil“ Chinese-French-Latin Dictionary,”
(3 vols., 1808,) and a
laume, a French artist, skilled in painting on glass, was
Died in 1845.
(1813.)
See Qu^rard, “La France Litt^raire
“London Quarterly Re- born at Marseilles in 1475. He was patronized by Pope
Julius II., who employed him in various works at Rome.
view” for November, 1809.
Guignes, de, (Joseph,) an eminent French Oriental- His paintings on the windows of the Vatican and in the
ist, born at Pontoise in 1721.
He became professor of church of the Madonna del Popolo are ranked among
Syriac in the College Royale in 1757, having previously
been elected a Fellow of the Royal Society in London,
and a member of the Academy of Inscriptions in Paris.
He was afterwards appointed royal censor, and keeper
of the antiques of the Louvre. He was the author of
a “General History of the Huns, Turks, Mongols, and

the finest productions of the kind.
as an architect and painter in fresco.
See Vasari, “ Lives of the Painters,” etc.

Fie also excelled

Died

in 1537

Guillaume, surnamed Longue-EpLe, (lbivg'i'pi',)
(Long-Sword,) son of Rollo, Duke of Normandy, succeeded his father about 927. He became one of the most
other Western Tartars,” etc., (1756,) “ Historical Me- powerful vassals of the crown of France. He was treachmoir on the Origin of the Huns and Turks,” “History erously killed by Arnould, Count of Flanders, in 943.
e as k; 9 as

s;
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Guillaume, Saint, surnamed the Great, a French sion in 1813. He was sent as ambassador to Constantiand military commander, served under Char- nople in 1824. Died in 1840.
lemagne against the Saracens, and received from him the
Guilleragues, ge'ye-rig' or gel'rig', (Gabriel Jotitle of Duke of Aquitaine.
In 808 he founded in the seph,) Comte de Lavergne, a French litterateur and diplovalley of Gellone a monastery, since called that of Saint matist, born at Bordeaux.
He was sent as ambassador
Guillaume in the Desert. His deeds were celebrated in to the Ottoman court in 1679, and died at Constantia metrical romance of the ninth century.
nople in 1684. His work entitled “Embassies of Count
Died in 8l2.
de Guilleragues and M. de Girardin to the Grand SeiSee Baillet, “ Vies des Saints.”
Guillaume, Saint, a French theologian, became gneur” was published in 1687. He was an intimate friend
Archbishop of Bourges. He died in 1209, and was can- of Boileau, who dedicated to him his fifth Epistle.
See “Lettres de Madame de Sdvignd
Saint-Simon, “ Mdonized by Pope Honorius III. in 1218.

ecclesiastic

Guillaume d' Auvergne, ge'yom' do'viRn', or Guillaume de Paris, a celebrated French theologian and
philosopher, born at Aurillac, was created Bishop of
Paris in 1228.
He was one of the most learned men of
his time, and wrote several Latin works distinguished
for the purity and elegance of the style. Died in 1249.
See “ Histoire liueraire de la France.”

Guillaume de Chartres, ge'yom' deh
French

shiRtR, a

and

historian, born at Chartres about
He was chaplain to Louis IX., whom he accom1225.
panied on his expeditions to Palestine, and was present
at his death in 1270.
He wrote a supplement to the
ecclesiastic

“Vita Sancti Ludovici” (“Life of Saint Louis”) begun
by Geoffroy (or Galfrid) de Beaulieu. Died about 1280.
See “ Histoire

de

littdraire

la

France,”

vol. ix.

;

Bollandus,

“Acta Sanctorum.”

Guillaume de Jumieges, ge'yom' deh zhii'me-azh',
a French historian and ecclesiastic, who lived about
1070, wrote a “History of the Normans,” (“ Historiae
Normannorum Libri VII.,”) which he dedicated to William the Conqueror. It has been published in Camden’s
“Angliae Scriptores” and Duchesne’s “Normannorum
Antiqui Scriptores,” (1619.)
Guillaume de Poitiers, ge'ybm' deh pwi'te-i',
[Lat. Guiliiel'mus Pictaven'sis,] a French or Norman
chronicler, born in Normandy in 1020, was chaplain to
the Duke William afterwards King of England.
His
principal work is a “ Plistory of William the Conqueror,”
(in Latin,) which is not all extant.

moires.”

Guillet de Saint-Georges, gVyi' deh slN'zhoRzh',
(Georges,) a French writer, born in Auvergne about
He was a member, and the first historiographer,
1625.
of the Academy of Painting and Sculpture. Pie was the
author of “ Athens, Ancient and Modern, and the Present
State of the Turkish Empire,” and several other works.

Died in 1705.
Guillim, gwil'lim, ? (John,) an English writer on
heraldry, was born in Herefordshire about 1565.
He
wrote “ The Display of Heraldry,” (1610.) Died in 1621.
Guillon, ge'yoN', (L. Gabriel,) a French surgeon,
born near Tours in 1798. He invented several instruments and methods of surgery.
Guillon, (Marie Nicolas Silvestre, ) Abb£, a
French ecclesiastic, born in Paris in 1760. He was
professor of rhetoric and theology in Paris, and was
appointed Bishop of Morocco in 1833. Among his
numerous works is a “ History of Ancient and Modern
Philosophy,” (1835.) Died in 1847.
See Quekard, “La France Littdraire.”
Guillon de Montleon, ge'yiN' deh mdN'la'AN',
(Aim£,) a French historical and theological writer, born
at Lyons in 1758.
He became keeper of the Mazarin
Library, Paris, in 1816. Among his works is “ Historical
Memoirs of Lyons,” (3 vols., 1824.) Died in 1842.
Guillotine,

gil-lo-teen',

[Fr. pron.

ge'yo'fin',] (Jo-

seph Ignace,) a French physician, born at Saintes in
He was a deputy in 1789 to the States-General,
1738.
where he proposed, as a humane measure, to substitute
Guillaume de Pouille. See Gugi.ielmo d’Apulia. decapitation for other modes of punishment. He was
Guillaume le Breton, ge'yom' leh bReh-tdN', or not, however, the inventor of the machine called by his
Bri'to-Ar-mo'ri-cus, a French chronicler and poet, name. He was one of the founders of the Academy of
born in Brittany about 1165, was chaplain to Philip Medicine in Paris. Died in 1814.
Augustus. He was the author of “ Historia de Vita et
See “£loge funebre de Guillotine,” 1814; Croker, “The GuilGe.stis Philippi Augusti,” (“Life and Deeds of Philip lotine: an Historical Essay.”
Augustus,”) and a poem entitled the “ Philippide.”
Ren£,) a French ecclesiastic,
Guillou, ge'yoo',

(Jean
born at Chateaudun in 1730, was the author of a “Funeral Oration for the Dauphin,” which was greatly admired.
Died in 1776.
Guimet, ge'nfi', (Jean Baptiste,) a French chemist,
born at Voiron in 1795, discovered the art of making

See NicSron, “Mdmoires.”

Guillaumet, ge'yo'my, (Tanneguy (tfn'ge') orTniivenin, t&v'n&N',) born at Nimes about 1560, became
surgeon to Henry IV., and published several medical
works. Died in 1630.
Guillaumot, ge'yo'mo', (Charles Axel,) a Swedish artificial ultramarine in 1826.
architect, of French extraction, born at Stockholm in
Guinand, ge'nbN', a Swiss optician, born about 1745.
Having visited Paris in 1754, he was appointed, He discovered the art of fabricating large flint-glass
1730.
on the death of Sauflot, intendant-general of the royal discs for telescopes, and became a partner or assistant
Died in 1807.
Died in 1824 or 1825.
buildings, gardens, etc.
of Fraunhofer.
Guillem or Guilhem de Castro. See Castro.
Guinet, ge'ifi', (Franqois,) a French jurist and legal
Guillemain, ge'ye-nfiN' or gM'miN',
Charles writer, born at Nancy in 1604; died in 1681.
Gumicelli, goo-e-ne-chel'lee, (Guido,) an Italian
Jacob,) a French dramatist, born in Paris in 1750. His
comedies are very numerous, and enjoyed a temporary poet, born at Bologna, is eulogized by Dante in his
“
popularity.
Died in 1799.
Purgatorio,” canto xxvi. Died in 1276.
Guillemeau, ge'ye-m 5 ' or gil'mo', (Jacques,) an emiGuiniforte, goo-e-ne-foR'ti, an Italian scholar and
nent French surgeon, born at Orleans about 1530, was orator, born at Pavia in 1406, was surnamed Barzizza
a pupil of Ambrose Pare. He became successively sur- or Barzizzio. Died about 1460.
geon-in-ordinary to Charles IX., Henry III., and Henry
Guinigi, goo-e-nee'jee, (Paolo,) an Italian nobleman
IV. He published, among other works, a treatise “ On of the Guelph faction, who in 1400 made himself master
After a rule of thirty years, he was
Diseases of the Eye.” Died in 1613.
of the city of Lucca.
Guillemeau, (Jean Louis Marie,) a French natu- dispossessed of his power by the Duke of Milan, and
ralist and physician, born at Niort in 1766, wrote many died, after two years’ imprisonment, in 1431.
Guiot, ge'o', (Joseph Andr£,) a French ecclesiastic
works on botany, ornithology, etc. Died about 1850.
Guillemin, ge'ye-nfiN' or gfel'nfiN', (Jean Antoine,) and Latin poet, born at Rouen in 1739 died in 1807.
Guiran, ge'rfiN', (Gaillard, gt'yiR',) a French jurist
a French botanist, born at Pouilly-sur-Saone in 1796.
He made a scientific voyage to Brazil in 1838. Died at and antiquary, born at Nimes in 1600 ; died in 1680.
Guiraud, ge'rb', (Pierre Marie Th£r£:se AlexMontpellier in 1842.
Guilleminot, de, deh g£'ye-me'no' or gM'me'no', andre,) Baron, a French poet and dramatist, born at
(Armand Charles,) Comte, a French general and Limoux in 1788. He wrote two successful tragedies,
He served under in verse, entitled “Les Machabees,” (1822,) and “Count
diplomatist, born at Dunkirk in 1774.
General Moreau in Italy and on the Rhine, made the Julien,” (1822,) and other works. He was elected to the
Russian campaign of 1812, and became general of divi- French Academy in 1826. Died in 1847.
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Guiraudet, ge'ro'di', (Charles Philips Toussaint

— too'saN',) a French statesman and writer, bom at Alais

1754, became secretary-general of the ministry of
foreign affairs under the Directory.
Died in 1804.
Guiscard, gis'kiR', [Lat. Guiscar'dus,] (Robert,) a
celebrated military commander, born in Normandy, was
one of the sons of Tancred de Hautevillc. He assisted
his brother Humphrey in the conquest of Calabria, and
in

on his death (1057) proclaimed himself Count of Apulia.
Pope Nicholas II., who had previously excommunicated
him,

now

created him

Duke

of Apulia, Calabria, and

In 1081 he marched against the Greek emperor
Alexius, whom he defeated at Durazzo in 1084.
He
soon after liberated Pope Gregory VII., who had been
imprisoned at Saint Angelo. Died in 1085.
See Mala-Terra, “DeGestis Roberti Guiscardi,” 1578 “ NouSicily.

;

velle Biographie

Generale.”

Guiscardus. See Guiscard, (Robert.)
Guischard, ge'shiR', (Karl Gottlieb,) a Prussian
officer, born at Magdeburg in 1724, was a favourite of
Frederick the Great, who gave him the name of Quintus

He served in the Seven Years’ war, and rose
rank of colonel. He wrote, in French, an interesting work entitled “ Military Memoirs of the Greeks
and Romans,” in which he has exposed the errors of
Icilius.

to the

Died in 1775.
Guise, glz, ? (William,) an English divine and Orientalist, born near Gloucester in 1653; died in 1683.
Guise, de, deh gweez, (or gu-fez',) (Antoinette de
Bourbon deh boor'bdN 7 ,) Duchesse, a French lady,
eminent for her piety and benevolence, born in 1493,
was the daughter of Francis de Bourbon, Count of Vendome, and the wife of Claude de Lorraine, Duke of
Guise. Died in 1583.
See Hilarion de Coste, “Vies des Dames illustres.”
Guise, de, (Catherine de Cleves deh kliv,)
Duchesse, born in 1547, was a daughter of the Duke of
Nevers, and was married to Henry, first Duke of Guise,
in 1570.
She was chiefly instrumental in procuring the
submission of the Guises to Henry IV. Died in 1633.
Folard.

—

—

See Varillas, “Histoire de Henri III.”

Guise, de, (Charles,) Cardinal de Lorraine, born at
was a son ofClaude, first Duke of Guise.
Archbishop of Rheims in 1538, and cardinal
in 1547, and was subsequently minister of finance under
Francis II. and Charles IX. In 1569 he negotiated the

Joinville in 1525,

He became

marriage of the latter with Elizabeth of Austria. Fie
was conspicuous, even in that age of persecution, for his
intolerance and bitter hostility to the Protestants, and
was one of the chief promoters of the civil wars of the
time.
He made several attempts to introduce the Inquisition into France, and he is believed to have approved
of the Massacre of Saint Bartholomew, although absent
at the time.
Cardinal Lorraine is represented by Brantome and other contemporary writers as possessed of
eminent abilities, but false, cruel, and ambitious. They
admit, however, that he was a liberal patron of learning,
and that he did a great deal to check the usurpations of
the Papal See.
Died in 1574.
See Bayle, “Historical and Critical Dictionary;” BrantAme,
“ Vies des grands Capitaines
“ Memoires de Condd,” 1743.

Guise, de, (Charles de Lorraine,) Due, eldest son
of Henry of Guise and Catherine of Cleves, noticed above,
was born in 1571. On the assassination of his father,
in 1588, he was imprisoned at Tours.
Having made his
escape in 1591, he entered the service of Henry IV., and
in 1596 besieged and recaptured the city of Marseilles.
In 1631 he was obliged by Richelieu to leave the kingdom. Died in 1640.
Guise, de, deh gweez, [Fr. pron. gii-fez',] (Claude de
Lorraine,) first Duke, born in 1496, was the younger son
of Rene II., Duke of Lorraine. He became a citizen of
France, and married Antoinette de Bourbon, about 1514.
He served in the army with distinction at Marignano and
other places, and was created Duke of Guise by Francis
I.
He died about 1550, leaving many children, among
whom were Francis, Duke of Guise, Charles, (the Cardinal de Lorraine,) and a daughter, Mary, who became
queen of James V. of Scotland.

See Bayle, “Historical and Critical Dictionary.”
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Guise, de, (Francois de Lorraine,) Duke, a prominent leader of the Catholic party in France, and one of
the greatest commanders of his time, was born in 1519.
He was a son of Claude, first Duke of Guise, and Antoinette de Bourbon, and a brother of the cardinal, noticed
above. Having previously gained important victories at
Landrecies and other places, he raised his reputation to
the highest point by his defence of Metz in 1553 against
Charles V., who was forced to retire with the loss of
30,000 men. Soon after the battle of Saint-Quentin, in
1557, he was appointed by Henry II. lieutenant-general
of the kingdom and invested with almost absolute power.
The capture of Calais from the English in 1558, and the
subsequent victories at Guines and Thionville, justified
the confidence reposed in him, and made him more than
ever the idol of the nation. In conjunction with his
brother the cardinal, he defeated the conspiracy of Amboise, formed by the Prince of Conde and other Protestant leaders. He had a prominent share in the victory
at Dreux, where he took the Prince of Conde prisoner.
At the siege of Orleans, soon after, he was assassinated
by a Calvinist, named Poltrot de Merey, in 1563. He
was the author of “Memoires,” which are valuable and
interesting records of his time.
BrantAme,
See Davila, “ History of the Civil Wars of France
“ Vies des grands Capitaines;” Du Trousset de Valincourt, “ Vie
de Francois de Lorraine,” 1668; Bayle, “Historical and Critical
Dictionary;” L’Estoile, “Journal de Henri III;” “Nouvelle
Biographie Gdnerale.”

Guise, de, (FRANgois Joseph de Lorraine,) seventh
and last Duke, was born in 1670; died in 1675. The
family of Guise became extinct i;i 1688.
Guise, de, (Henry I. of Lorraine,) Duke, eldest
son of Francis, Duke of Guise, born in 1550, was a cousin
of Mary, Queen of Scots. He inherited in a great degree
the talents and accomplishments of his father, and even
surpassed him in his bitter opposition to the Protestants.

When

less than nineteen years of age, he defended Poiand soon after had a share in the
victory of Moncontour, (1569.) At the battle of Dormans
tiers against Coligny,

he received a wound on the cheek, from which he was
He w'as one of
the instigators of the Massacre of Saint Bartholomew
in 1572, and was concerned in the murder of Coligny.
In 1576, Henry of Guise, with his brother, the Cardinal
de Guise, headed the faction called the League, ostensibly formed for the defence of the Catholic religion
and the king, but really designed to assist the family of
Guise in usurping the royal power. On the accession
of Henry III. the Duke of Guise prevailed upon him
to adopt more severe measures against the Protestants.
The king, however, becoming weary of the arrogance of
the Guises, forbade the duke to appear at court, whereupon he openly revolted, and in May, 1588, on the “day
of the Barricades,” entered Paris with his troops, disarmed the Swiss guard, and obliged the king to abandon
his capital. Henry III. soon after summoned the StatesGeneral at Blois, where the Duke of Guise demanded
to be appointed constable and lieutenant-general of the
kingdom. The king now, in conjunction with several

surnamed Balafr£, or the “ Scarred.”

of his courtiers, resolved to take the life of the duke;
and, as the latter entered the king’s apartment, he
was dispatched by the daggers of the assassins, in De-

cember, 1588.
See L’Estoile, “Journal de Henri III;” Brantome, “Viede
Enrico Caterino Davila, “ La Sera di S.
e la Morte del Duca di Guisa,” 1828; Davila, “ His“ Nouvelle Biographie Generale.”
tory of the Civil Wars in France
l’Admiral de Chastillon

Bartolommeo

Guise, de, (Henry II. of Lorraine,) Duke, and
Prince de Joinville, born at Blois in 1614, was the son of
Charles IV., Duke of Guise. He joined the conspiracy
of the Count of Soissons against the French government
in 1641, and was condemned to death, but escaped.
In
1647 he went to the assistance of the Neapolitans, who
had revolted against Spain. Being made generalissimo
of their army, he took Naples, which, however, was soon
recovered by the Spaniards, and the Duke of Guise taken
prisoner.
After his release he was appointed, in 1655,
high chamberlain of France. He died in 1664, leaving
“Memoirs,” which were published in 1668.
See Tallemant de RiIaux, “ Historiettes ;” “Nouvelle Biographic Generale.”
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Guise, de, (Jean de Lorraine,) Cardinal, brother of which was styled juste milieu) was dissolved in
of Claude, noticed above, was born in 1498. He was November, 1830. In October,
1832, Guizot became
sent on an embassy to the emperor Charles V. in 1536. minister of public instruction in the cabinet of Marshal
He obtained the archbishoprics of Lyons, Rheims, and Soult. While in this office, he rendered an important
Narbonne, and various other preferments, and was dis- service to the public by organizing a system of primary
tinguished for his munificence and extensive charities. schools.
He was compelled to resign in February, 1836,
Died in 1550.
when his rival Thiers obtained power for a brief term.
See De Thou, “Histoire universelle,” vol. i., 1734; Sismondi, He was elected to the French Academy in 1836.
In
“ Histoire des Frangais.”
1838 Guizot and Thiers (who had been superseded by
Guise, de, (Louis I. de Lorraine,) Cardinal, Count Mole) formed a coalition, which was regarded by
brother of Francis and of the cardinal Charles de Lor- many as discreditable to the former. He was sent as
raine, was born in 1527. He was successively appointed ambassador to London in February,
On the 29th
1840.
Bishop of Troyes and of Alby, and Archbishop of Sens, of October, 1840, he became minister of foreign affairs,
being made a cardinal in 1553. Died in 1578.
and really prime minister, in a cabinet of which Soult was
Guise, de, (Louis II. de Lorraine,) Cardinal, son nominally president. He maintained himself in power
of Francis, Duke of Guise, born at Dampierre in 1555. until the revolution of February,
1848, which was proHe succeeded his uncle as Archbishop of Rheims, and in voked partly by his inflexible resistance to electoral
1578 was made a cardinal. Having been associated with reform.
his brother Henry I., Duke of Guise, as one of the
He escaped in disguise to England, wrote a pamphlet
chiefs of the League, he was, on the death of the latter, on “Democracy in France,” and returned to his native
imprisoned, and a few days after assassinated, (1588.)
country in 1849; after which, it is said, he favoured a
See L’Estoile, ‘Journal de Henri III.”
fusion between the two parties of Legitimists and OrGuise, de, (Louis III. de Lorraine,) Cardinal, leanists. Among his principal works are an excellent
son of Henry I. de Lorraine, was born about 1580. Fie “ History of the Revolution in England, from the. Accesobtained numerous benefices in the Church, and was sion of Charles I. to that of Charles II.,” (“ Histoire
de la Revolution d’Angleterre,” etc., 6 vols., 1827-56,)
created a cardinal by Paul V. in 1615. Died in 1621.
Guiton, ge'tdN', (Jean,) a French Huguenot, who was and “ Memoirs to illustrate the History of my Time,’
admiral and mayor of Rochelle in 1627, when that city (“ Memoires pour servir & l’Histoire de mon Temps,”)
was besieged by the royalists. He surrendered in 1628. which have been translated into English.
He is generally considered to have been more successful as a
Died in 1654, aged about seventy years.
Guittone d’ Arezzo, goo-£t-to'ni dd-ret'so, an Italian historian than he was as a statesman. He died in
poet, born at Arezzo about 1230, was one of the chief 1874, having passed the last few years of his life in
reformers of Italian literature in that age. Died in 1294. retirement.
“Among this band of great and honourable men,” says
See Longfellow, “Poets and Poetry of Europe.”
Guizot, gii-e'zo' or ge'zo', (Elisabeth Charlotte the “Edinburgh Review” for October, 1858, “we think
Pauline de Meulan deh itiuITISn',) a French au- that M. Guizot will retain in history, as he has occupied
thoress, born in Paris in 1773, was left by the death of her in life, the first and highest place. Other writers, gifted
father with no resources but her talents.
She produced with livelier powers of imagination and appealing more
in 1800 an ingenious and sprightly work of fiction, en- directly to the sentiment of their contemporaries, may,
like Chateaubriand, have exercised for a time a more
titled “ The Contradictions,” and, by her contributions to
.Other
Suard’s literary journal “Le Publiciste,” gained distinc- powerful influence on the literature of France.
tion as a critic and a moralist.
She was married to M. statesmen have enjoyed far more of popular sympathy
Guizot in 1812. Among her works are “ Domestic Edu- in their day. But in the depth and variety of his literary
cation,” (2 vols., 1826,) and “A Family,” (“ Une Famille,” labours, which have enlarged the philosophy of history,
in the force and precision of his oratory, which at one
Died in 1827.
1828.)
“Nou- swoop could bend an assembly or crush a foe, and in the
See Sainte-Beuve, “ Portraits of Celebrated Women
systematic
consistency of his whole political life,
velle Biographie Generale.”
Guizot, gwe'zo' or gii-e'zo',* (Francois Pierre Guil- M. Guizot has had no equal, either in his own country
or, as far as we know, Jn any other.”
Comparing him
laume,) a distinguished French statesman and historian,
with Burke and Pitt, 'the same critic adds, “ In M.
born at Nimes on the 4th of October, 1787, was a son of
Guizot the speculative genius of the one was united to
an able advocate who fell a victim to the reign of terror in
the practical authority of the other ; and, though each
1794. Having been educated as a Protestant at Geneva,
of these great Englishmen may have possessed his own
he went to Paris in
and published an edition of

—

.

.

.

1805,

Gibbon’s Flistory, in French, about 1810. He married
Pauline de Meulan, noticed above, and was appointed
professor of

modern

history at the

Sorbonne by

F011-

He defended constitutional principles in
“On Representative Government and the

tanes, in 1812.

a pamphlet
Present State of France,” (1816,) became a leader of
the party called Doctrinaires, and councillor of state in
In 1822 he was suspended from his functions as
1817.
professor, because his principles were offensive to the
ministry.
In 1828 he founded the “ Revue Fran5aise,”
and was reinstated in the chair of history. He acquired
much celebrity as a lecturer, and formed with Cousin
and Villemain a triumvirate of professors. His lectures
were published with the title of a “History of Civilization,” (5th edition, 5 vols., 1845.)
He was elected to the Chamber of Deputies from
Lisieux in January, 1830, and promoted the accession

of Louis Philippe, who appointed him minister of the
His ministry (the policy
interior on the 1st of August.
*

him,

So pronounced by M. Guizot

now

before us.

He

says, “

himself, as stated in a letter from
natal, la ville de

Dans mon pays

Nimes, on prononce mon nom ghi-zo. A Paris on dit en g^n^ral
gwi-zo et je crois cette prononciation plus correcte.” A near relative, however, of the great French historian and statesman takes a
view of the question. He says the name of his family is
always pronounced ghi-zo in the south of France, where the name
originated
and he maintains, with great appearance of reason, that
the invariable usage of the people of Nimes ought to be decisive as
to the pronunciation of un nom Nhnois.
different
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peculiar qualification in a still higher degree, Guizot
stands before them both in the rare union of the contemplative and active faculties.”
See Louis de Lomenie, “M. Guizot, par tin Homme de Rien,”
7844;

Thomas

DeschiYres,

“Biographie de M. Guizot,” 1843;

Victor Verneuil, “M. Guizot, par un Homme du Peuple,” 1846;
Gainet, “ Eltudes critiques sur les Travaux historiques de M.
Guizot,” 1851: “Nouvelle Biographie Generale ;” “London Quarterly Review” for December, 1848, January, 1854, July, 1856, and
January, 1868 “Edinburgh Review” for April, 1849; “Blackwood’s
Magazine” for December, 1837; “Foreign Quarterly Review” for
April, 1845; “Fraser’s Magazine” for December, 1844.
;

Guldberg, gooh/'b^RG, (Frederik Hoegh,) son of

He
the following, was born at Copenhagen in 1771.
wrote a number of lyric and elegiac poems, and made
good metrical translations of Plautus, Tibullus, and
Terence. He lived many years at Kiel. Died in 1852.
See Erslew, “ Forfatter- Lexicon.”
Guldberg, (Ove Hoegh, o'veh ho'Sg,) an eminent
Danish historian, statesman, and theologian, born at
Horsen in 1731. He was the author of a “ History of
the World,” (1768,) “Determination of the Dates of the
Books of the New Testament,” (1785,) and “Translation
He was minister
of the New Testament, with Notes.”
of state from 1775 to 1784. Died in 1808..
See H. P. Giessing, “Struensee og Guldberg, etc.; historisk
Skildring,” 1848; Kraft og Nyerup, “ Litteraturlexicon.”

Guldenstadt or Gueldenstaedt, gul'den-stSF, (Anton Johann,) a Russian physician and naturalist, of
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He acextraction, was born at Riga in 1745in 1768 a scientific expedition sent out by
Catherine II. to explore the different parts of Russia
and the Caucasus. He died in 1781, and his “Travels
in Russia and the Mountains of the Caucasus” was
German

companied

published in 1791,

Guldin,

[Lat.

(2 vols., in

German.)

Guldinus,] (Paul,) a Swiss mathe-

matician, boin at Saint Gall 1577. He wrote a treatise
“ On the Centre of Gravity,” in which he is thought to
have borrowed from Pappus. He opposed the method
of indivisibles invented by Cavalieri. Died in 1643.
Gull, (Sir, William Withy,) a leading English
physician, was born in 1816.
He attended the Prince
of Wales in his illness in 1871, and on the recovery of
He has written
his royal patient was made a baronet.
on clinical observation and other medical subjects.
Gully, (James Manby,) an English physician, born
He removed about 1842
at Kingston, Jamaica, in 1808.
to Malvern, in England, where he practised hydropathy.
He published several medical works. Died in 1883.
Gum'mor e, (John,) a mathematician, bom at Willow Grove, Pennsylvania, in 1784, published a valuable
trea'ise on Surveying, (1814,) and became professor of
at Haverford College in 1833. Diedinl845.
See “Memorials of J. Gumme.re,” by William J. Allinson,

mathematics

Burlington, 1845.

GUROWKSI
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Among his works

are engravings of portraits after
1715 or later.
Gun'tqr, (Edmund,) an eminent English mathemaAbout 1606 he
tician, born in Hertfordshire in 1581.
invented the sector, of which he wrote a description in
Latin ; and in 1619 he became professor of astronomy
He also invented the Logarithmic
at Gresham College.
Rule for the use of draughtsmen, called “ Gunter’s
Scale,” the cross-staff, and other instruments, and the
“ Canon Triangulorum,” (“ Law of Triangles.”) Gunter
is said to have been the first to discover the variation
Died in 1626.
of the compass.
See Montucla, “Histoire des Mathdmatiques.”
Gunther, gun'ter, (Anton,) a German Catholic theoHe published “ Prelogian, born at Lindenau in 1785.
paratory School of Speculative Theology,” “The JusteMilieu in the German Philosophy of the Present,” and
other treatises in opposition to Hegel’s philosophy.
1566.

Van Dyck, dated about

Giinther, (Johann Christian,) a German poet, born
Lower Silesia in 1695, wrote poetical epistles, satires,
songs, and odes, which display uncommon power and
were eulogized by Goethe. He fell into dissipated habits,
and died in extreme poverty in 1723.
in

See his Autobiography, “Lebens- und Reisebeschreibung,” etc.,
1732; M. W. Doring, “ J. C. Gunther; Beitrag zur Deutschen Literatur-Geschichte,” 1831 Hoffmann von Fallersleben, “ J. C.
;

Gunther;

literar-historischer

Versuch,” 1832.

Guenderode, von, fon giin'deh-ro'Giinther von Schwarzburg, gun'ter fon shwfiRts'deh, (Caroline,) a German poetess, born at Carlsruhe booRG, a warlike German prince, born in 1304. He was
in 1780.
Her works are distinguished for great powers elected King of the Germans in 1343, and Emperor of
of fancy, but are frequently tinctured with melancholy. Germany in January, 1349.
His title to the imperial
Giinderode

A

or

disappointment in love caused her to commit suicide

Her friend Bettina Brentano
The Giinderode Letters,” consisting

in 1806.

“

published, in 1840,
of the correspond-

ence which passed between herself and Mademoiselle
Giinderode.
Gundicarius. See Gondicaire.
Gundling, goont'ling, (Nikolaus Hieronymus,) a
German jurist and litterateur, born near Nuremberg in
He became professor of the law of nature and of
1671.
nations at Halle, and was afterwards made privy councillor.
Among his works are “The Way to Truth,”
(“ Via ad Veritatem,” 3 vols., 1713,) a collection of essays,
entitled “Gundlingiana,” (1715-32,) and a “History of
Erudition,” (5 vols., 1734-36.) Died in 1729.
See Wideburg, “Memoria Gundlingii,” 1729; C. F. Hempel,

throne was disputed by Charles IV.
June, 1349.
See F. L.

Gunther died

in

Hoffmann, “Giinther von Schwarzburg,” 1819; WeMemoire vom Leben Giintheri Bellicosi,” 1720.

ber, “ Kurzgefasstes

Gurlitt, gooR'lit, (Johann Gottfried,) a German
archaeologist, born at Halle in 1754, wrote “ On the Science of Gems,” and other works. Died in 1827.
Gur'nall, (William,) an English divine, born in 1617.
Pie became rector of Lavenham in 1644, and remained
He published “ The Christian
there thirty-five years.

Complete Armour,” (3 vols., 1656-62.) Died in 1679.
Gur'ney, (Hudson,) M.P., an English antiquary and
poet, born about 1774. He produced a good translation
of the “Golden Ass” of Apuleius, entitled “Cupid and
Psyche,” (1799.) Died in 1864.
“ N. H. Gundling’s umstandliches Leben und Schriften,” 1736; NiGurney, (Rev. John Hampden,) an English divine
c£ron, “Memoires;” Rambach, “ Leichenpredigt auf N. H. Gundin

of the present age.

ling,” 1729.

He

published several volumes of

Gundling, von, fon goont'ling, (Jacob Paul,) Baron, sermons, (1845-57,) and “Historical Sketches, 1400a German historian and court fool, born near Nuremberg 1546,” (1852, second series, 1855, and third series, 1858.)
in 1673.
He received from the King of Prussia the titles He died in 1862, aged about sixty years.
of baron, privy councillor, councillor of war, etc. He
amused the court at Berlin by his oddities and vanity.
He wrote a “ History of the Emperors Frederick I.,
Henry VII., and Conrad IV.,” (4 vols., 1715-19,) and
other works. Died in 1731.
See A. B. Koenig, “Leben J. P. von Gundlings,” etc., 1795.

Gundobald. See Gondebaud.
Gun'dulf, a Norman ecclesiastic, who was appointed
Bishop of Rochester by William the Conqueror. He
architect of Rochester Castle, and is said to
have built the Tower of London. Died about 1108.

was the

Gundulitsch, goon'doo-litch', (Ivan,)
poet,

born at Ragusa,

in Servia, in 15S8.

a distinguished

He

wrote an

epic poem,
“The Osmanide,” celebrating the
war between Osman II. and the Poles ; also several
admired dramas. He was the earliest dramatic poet
among the Slavonians. Died in 1638.
entitled

Gun 6s.

See GanLsa.

Gunnerus,

gdon-na'rus, (John Ernest,) a Norwegian
prelate and naturalist, born at Christiania in 1718, was one
of the founders of the Scientific Society of Norway. He
was the author of a“ Flora Norvegica,” and other works,
and was a friend of Linnaeus, who gave the name of Gunnera to a South American plant. He was created Bishop
of Drontheim in 1758.
Died in 1773.
Gtin'ning, (Peter,) an English pulpit orator, born in
Kent in 1613, rose to be Bishop of Ely under Charles II.
He published several controversial works. Died in 1684.
Gunst, van, vfn giinst or Hiinst, (Pieter,) a skilful
Dutch engraver of portraits, born at Amsterdam about
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Gurney, (Joseph John,) an English philanthropist
and minister of the Society of Friends, born near Norwich in 1788. He studied at Oxford, where he was distinguished for his attainments in mathematics and the

ancient languages.
In 1841, in company with his sister,
the celebrated Mrs. Fry, he set out on a tour on the continent, with the view of introducing improvements into
prison-discipline and of inducing the French government to abolish slavery in their colonies. He was the
author of “ Notes and Dissertations on the Bible,” “ Observations on the Distinguishing Views, etc. of the Society of Friends,” “ Hints on the Portable Evidence of
Christianity,” and other valuable works.
He possessed
great wealth, of which he made a most liberal use, both
in public and private charities.
In 1837-39 he visited
the United States and the West Indies, and wrote “A
Winter in the West Indies,” giving an interesting account
of the results of emancipation in those islands. Died
in 1847.
See Bernard Barton, “ Memorial of J. J. Gurney,” 1847; “The
British Friend” for 1st month, 1847; “Memoirs of J. J. Gurney,
with Selections from his Journal,” etc.

Gurowski,

goo-rov'skee, (Adam,) Count, a Polish
born in the government of Kalisz
After the revolution of 1830 he repaired
to Paris, where he employed himself for a time as a
journalist, and in 1849 visited America.
He published,
in French, “Thoughts on the Future of Poland,” (1841,)
writer

and

patriot,

about 1810.

“Russia and

Civilization,”

(1841,)

(in

German,) and

various other works. Died in 1866.
See “Atlantic Monthly” for November, 1866.
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G UR TIER

Gurtler, gooRt'l^r, (Nicholas,) a Swiss Protestant
bora at Bale in 1654; died in 1711.

divine,

See N rcKKON, “Memoires.”
Gur'wood, (John,) a brave

English

officer,

born

GUSTAFUS

102

I

in

1791, served in the Peninsular war, and was leader of
the forlorn hope at the storming of Ciudad Rodrigo in
1812.
He became private secretary to the Duke of Wellington, and in 1841 was made a colonel.
He published
in 1838 “The Despatches of the Duke of Wellington
during his Various Campaigns,” etc., (13 vols. 8vo,) a

the love of his people by his wise and beneficent administration.
He was succeeded by his son, Eric XIV.
See Hoi.berg, “Histoiredu Danemarck;” Geyer, “ Histoire de
la Sufede
Vertot, “ Histoire des Revolutions de la Su&de
Olap
Celsius,

“Konung

Gustafs

I.

Historia,” 2 vols., 1746-53; J.

W.

Archenholz, “Geschichte Gustav Wasa’s Konigs von Schweden,”
French version of the same, Paris,

2 vols., 1801, (and

1803.)

Gustavus II. See Gustavus Adolphus.
Gustavus III., King of Sweden, eldest son of Adolphus Frederick, born in 1746, succeeded to the throne
in 1771.
Soon after his accession he formed the project
of diminishing the power of the nobles, at this time so
very popular and valuable work. Died in 1845.
Guslltdsp, goosh-tisp', or GustSsp, goos-ttsp', writ- great as to be dangerous to the crown, while their oppresHaving by his
ten also Goshtasp, Histasp, and Kishtasp, a famous sions made them hated by the people.
Persian hero and king, who has been by some writers favours secured the co-operation of the army, he offered
identified with Darius I., (surnamed Hystaspis,) by his plan for a new constitution to all the military officers
After
others with Hystaspes, the father of Darius. There is of the capital, who received it with applause.
so much that is fabulous in the Persian accounts that exacting an oath of obedience from the soldiers, he next
have come down to us, that it seems impossible, in most arrested the chief members of the States-General, and
cases, to settle in any satisfactory manner the question made a public declaration of his project. The following
of identity between the kings of the Persian writers and day, the house in which the States-General were asthose of the Greek historians.
Firdousee, (Firdausi,) sembled was surrounded by soldiers and cannon, and
who is generally believed to have taken the facts of Per- the king, with his military staff, entered, and proposed to
It was accepted, and consian history for the basis of his great poem, (the “ Shah them the new constitution.
Namah,”) represents Gushtasp as having ruled over Per- firmed by signatures. Those who had been arrested
were
released,
and
the
revolution
was effected without
sia many years as an absolute sovereign, and as having
under his command “ a thousand thousand warriors armed bloodshed. In 1788, however, the nobles showed their
with shining steel,” which could not very well refer to hostility to the king by refusing to grant him supplies
Hystaspes, who was but a satrap or inferior prince under during his wars with Denmark and Russia. In 1789
Cambyses, but would answer exactly to the circumstances Gustavus caused a law to be passed which greatly inof Darius Hystaspis. As “ Darius” (in Persian, “ Dara” creased the royal prerogatives, and at the same time he

—

or “ Darab) was not originally a proper name, but a title,
signifying “lord,” “prince,” or “king,” it seems probable that he should have been generally known among
the Persians by his patronymic Hystaspes (in Persian,
Gushtasp .) Darius Hystaspis would then signify, according to the Greek mode of speaking, the “Prince [son]
of Hystaspes.” According to Firdousee, Gushtasp was
the first Persian king who openly professed the religion
of Zoroaster, who (if we may trust the poet-historian)
was the contemporary of Gushtasp and his most influential counsellor.
(See Darius I., and Hystaspes.)

arrested the leaders of the opposition in the Diet. About
1792 several Swedish noblemen conspired against the
king’s life ; and at a masked ball given at Stockholm
he was assassinated by one of their number, named
Ankarstrom, in March, 1792. In addition to his talents
as a statesman, Gustavus was distinguished as a poet
and a dramatist.
See Geisler, “Leben des Konigs von Schweden, Gustavs III.
Geyer, “ Histoire de la Suede
E. L. Posselt, “Geschichte Gustav’s III. Konigs der Schweden,” 1792; F. Beccatini, “ Storia del
Regno e della Vita di Gustavo III.,” 4 vols., 1792.

Atkinson, “Abridgment of the Shah Nameh of Firdausi,” London, 1832; Smith, “Greek and Roman Biography and

From his childhood he had
1792.
manifested a singular obstinacy of disposition, which in
after-life resembled monomania. A zealous advocate of
the divine right of kings, he made it the principal object
of his life to restore the Bourbon family to the throne
of France.
He travelled through Germany in 1803 in
order to unite the princes of the Empire against Napoleon I.
He would have no intercourse with the nations
of Europe who were in the least degree friendly to the
French emperor. By these follies he alienated the affections of his people and brought them into innumerable
difficulties.
The Swedes, in order to rescue their country from the ruin which his conduct was likely to bring
upon it, formed a plan for deposing him. Gustavus,
suspecting their designs, attempted to obtain possession
of the money in the Bank of Sweden, but was prevented
by force, and soon after imprisoned as a traitor, (1809.)
The king and his direct descendants were declared by
the Diet to have forfeited their right to the crown, and
his uncle, Duke Charles, was proclaimed king, under the
title of Charles XIII.
The deposed king, after travelling over Europe, fixed his residence in the town of
Saint Gall, in Switzerland, where he assumed the name
of Colonel Gustavson, and supported himself by his
writings, together with a small pension.
His son Gustavus obtained the title of Prince of Wasa. Died in 1837.
See Le Bas, “ Suede et Norvfege
“London Quarterly Review”

,

See

J.

Mythology.”

Gusman, (Bartholomeu Lourenqo.)

See Guzman.

Gussetius. See Gousset.
Gustaf, the Swedish of Gustavus, which see.
Gustafskold or Gustafskoeld, goos'tiifs-chokr,
originally named Abraham Hellicliius, a Swedish
general, born in 1723. Having rendered a very important
service to the king, Gustavus III., he was made a general
by him, and received a title of nobility, with the surname of Gustafskoeld, (“Shield of Gustavus.”) Died
in 1792.

Gustav or Gustave. See Gustavus.
Gustavus, gus-ti'vus or gus-ta'vus, [Lat. Gusta'vus

;

Sw. Gustaf, gobs' tif Ger. Gustav, goos'tJf Fr. Gustave, giis'tiv' It. Gustavo, goos-td'vo,] I., commonly
;

;

;

called

Gustavus Vasa,

(or

Wasa,

vj'sa,)

King of

Sweden, was born near Stockholm in 1496. Christiern
1
of Denmark, having usurped the crown of Sweden in
Within three
1519, caused Gustavus to be imprisoned.
days after his coronation, Christiern violated his solemn
promise of protection to the.Swedish nation, and ordered
the execution of the heads of the first Swedish families.
Among the eighty-four persons who perished was Eric
Vasa, the father of Gustavus. The latter, having escaped
from prison, fled to the mountains of Dalecarlia. After
enduring great hardships, he at length succeeded in
attaching to himself a powerful party, with which he
marched towards Stockholm. In 1521, at the head of
fifteen thousand men, he took the town and fortress
of Westerns, and finally obtained possession of Stockholm, after an obstinate defence.
The crown was now
offered to Gustavus, which he refused, and chose rather
But, as the
to govern under the title of stadtholder.
nation was still molested by the King of Denmark and
his allies the Catholic party, they again solicited Gustavus to become their sovereign; and in June, 1527, he
was crowned King of Sweden. He died in 1559, after a
reign of thirty-three years, during which he had gained
.
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Gustavus
Gustavus

for

IV., born in 1778, succeeded his father,

III., in

December,

1812.

[Fr. Gustave Adolphe,
Gustaf Adolf, goos'taf Vdolf;
It. Gustavo Adolfo, goos-tfi'vo 3,-dol'fo,] or Gustavus II., King of Sweden, the most illustrious hero of his

Gus-ta'vus A-dol'plius,

giis'tiv' il'dolf'

;

Ger.

time, born at Stockholm on the 9th of December, 1594,
was the son of Charles IX., and grandson of Gustavus
Vasa. He ascended the throne in his seventeenth year,
and soon gave proof of his extraordinary abilities. Sweden

having been invaded by Sigismund, King of Poland, and
Czar of Russia, Gustavus defeated them, and
in 1629 concluded a peace by which he gained a great part
of Livonia and the town of Riga. Soon after this he was
his ally the
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invited by the Protestants of Germany, suffering under
the persecutions of Ferdinand II., to be the champion
of their cause. Their solicitations, combined with the
interest which he as a zealous Protestant felt in the success of their arms, induced him to comply. Before setting
out, he published a declaration to the effect that he did
not take this step from the love of conquest, but for the
defence of his religion and to avenge the injuries he had
In June, 1630,
received from the Emperor of Austria.
Gustavus landed in Pomerania, at the head of 8000 men.
His army was soon after reinforced by six Scottish regiments under the Duke of Hamilton, and took the fortress
of Wolgast, which supplied them with arms and ammunition.

Having advanced

into
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Mecklenburg, Gustavus

received proposals of peace from the emperor, offering
him, among other things, the possession of Pomerania.
These proposals were rejected, and Gustavus, with his
army increased by large numbers of German Protestants,

continued his march through Pomerania and Mecklenburg, taking one town and fortress after another in rapid
succession. He was soon after opposed by Field-Marshal
Tilly, whom, after several indecisive engagements, he signally defeated at Leipsic in September, 1631. Inasecond
encounter with Tilly, on the banks of the Lech, in April,
1632, that general lost his life. Ferdinand, now becoming
alarmed at the victories of Gustavus, summoned Wallenstein, whom he had shortly before dismissed, to oppose
him. On the 16th of November, 1632, these commanders,
the most eminent of their time, and both hitherto unconquered, met on the plain of Liitzen. In the early part
of the action Gustavus was mortally wounded ; and the
Swedes, exasperated in the highest degree by the loss of
their king, whom they idolized, fought with irresistible
fury, and compelled the enemy to retreat. The Duke of
Saxe-Lauenburg, a cousin of Gustavus, who was near him
when he fell, and who soon afterwards entered the service
of Austria, was strongly suspected of having assassinated
him. The military talents of Gustavus were of the highest order ; but they were surpassed by his admirable
qualities as a man and his virtues as a ruler.
He was
succeeded by his daughter and only child, Christina.
“ Gustavus was,” says Schiller, “ incontestably the first
commander of his century, and the bravest soldier in the
army which he had created. His eye watched over the
morals of his soldiers as strictly as over their bravery.
In everything their law-giver was also their example.
In the intoxication of his fortune he was still a man and
a Christian, and in his devotion still a hero and a king.”

con,” by means of letters cut on blocks of wood. Types
of copper or tin were soon after substituted for wood
and with these a Latin Bible was printed, with great
difficulty and expense.
In 1455, owing to some disagreement in pecuniary matters, Gutenberg and Faust
separated, after having had a law-suit.
The former,
being unable to pay the sum awarded to Faust by
the judge, was obliged to give up to him his printingmaterials and his invention.
Gutenberg subsequently
practised his art at Mentz.
He was appointed by the
archbishop elector of that city and one of the nobles of
his court, and obtained other preferments.
bronze
monument, by Thorwaldsen, was erected to his memory

A

at

Mentz

Died

in 1837.

in 1468.

See Dupont, “Histoire de 1’Imprimerie;” Falkenstein, “Geschichte der Buchdruckerkunst,” 1S40 Ottley, “ Inquiry into the
Origin, etc. of Engraving on Copper and Wood,” 1816 Meermann,
“ Origines Typographical,” 1765; Sotheby, “The Typography of
the Fifteenth Century,” 1845 Alphonse de Lamartine, “ Gutenberg, Inventeur de lTmprimerie,” 1853 Charles Schmidt, “ Nouveaux Details sur la Vie de Gutenberg,” 1841 Domenico Taccio,
“ Notizie storico-critico-tipografico-bibliografiche di Gutenberg,” etc.,
1844; “Memoirs of Celebrated Characters,” by Lamartine, 1856.
;

;

;

;

;

Gutenberg

or

Guttemberg,

goot'tem-beRG',

(Karl

Gottlieb,) a German engraver, born near Nuremberg
about 1742. He worked in Paris, where he died in 1792.
Among his works were engravings after Rembrandt and
Mieris.

Gutherius. See GouTinfeR.ES.
Gutkier. See GouthiLres.
Guth'rie, (George James,) an English surgeon, born
London in 1 785. He lectured on surgery in London
for many years, and wrote several professional works.
Died in 1856.
Guth'rie, (James,) an American statesman and jurist,
born in Nelson county, Kentucky, in 1793. He began
to practise law at Louisville about 1820, and was for

in

several years a

member

of the State legislature for that

In 1850 he was president of the convention which
framed the new constitution of Kentucky. He was
appointed by President Pierce secretary of the United
States treasury in 1853, and was elected to the Senate
city.

Died in 1869.
See Livingston’s “Portraits of Eminent Americans.”

of the United States in 1865.

Guth'rie, (Thomas,) D.D., a Scottish divine, born at
Brechin about 1800. He became an eloquent preacher,
and minister of Free Saint John’s, Edinburgh, in 1840.
As an associate of Dr. Chalmers, he took a prominent
He
part in the institution of the Free Church in 1843.
published “The Gospel in Ezekiel.” He was the chief
See Schiller, “History of the Thirty Years’ War;” R. de founder of the original Ragged or Industrial School of
Prade, “ Histoire de Gustave Adolphe dit le Grand,” 1686 Geyer, Edinburgh, and
was moderator of the General Assembly
“ Histoire de la Su£de ;” Walter Harte, “ History of the Life of
Died in
Gustavus Adolphus,” 2vols., 1759 N. Vogt, “ Gustav Adolph Konig of the Free Church of Scotland in May, 1862.
;

;

von Schweden,” 2 vols., 1790; Jonas Hallenberg, “ Svea Rikes
Historia under Konung Gustaf Adolfs Regering,” 5 vols., 1790-96;
Axel Oxenstierna, “ Histoire de la Jeunesse de Gustave Adolph ;”
Anders Fryxell, “Gustaf II. Adolph,” 1833; J. F. Hollings,
“ Life of Gustavus Adolphus,” 1838 Gfrorer, “ Geschichte Gustav
Adolph’s,” 2 vols., 1837 “ Gustav Adolf,” von C. Droysen, 1869.
;

;

Gustavus Eriksson. See Gustavus I.
Gustavus Vasa, (or Wasa.) See Gustavus I.
Gutberleth, goot'ber-lSt', (Heinrich,) a German
professor of philosophy at Deventer, born at Hirschfeld
wrote a treatise (in Latin) “On Human Affections
Physically and Morally considered.” Died in 1635.
Gutberleth, giit'ber-lSt', (Tobias,) a Dutch antiquary,
born in Friesland about 1674, was the author of a treatise “ On the Mysteries of the Cabiri Gods,” (in Latin,)
and other works. Died in 1703.
Gutch, (John,) an English antiquary, born in 1745,
was registrar of the University of Oxford. He published
“The History and Antiquities of the University of Oxford, from the Manuscri] ts of Anthony Wood, with a
Continuation,” (1786.) l ied in 1831.
Gutch, (John Matthew,) an English antiquary, son
of the preceding, born about 1777, wrote
Lytell
Geste of Robin Hode,” (2 vols., 1847.) Died in 1858.
Gutenberg, goo'ten-b§RG', (Johann or Henne,) the
inventor of printing, was born at Mentz, in Germany,

in 1592,

“A

about 1400. His original name was Gansfleisch, (g§nss'fllsh ;) but he afterwards assumed his mother’s family
name of Gutenberg. In 1450 he entered into partnership with John Faust, a citizen of Mentz, in conjunction
with whom he printed a vocabulary, called a “ Catholi€ as k; 5 as

s;
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Guthrie, (William,) a Scottish litterateur , born in
the county of Angus about 1708.
He published a
“ General History of England from the Invasion of the
Romans under Julius Caesar to the Revolution of 1688,”
a “ History of the English Peerage,” a “ History of Scotland.” and other compilations. Died in 1770.
Guth'ry or Guthrie, (Henry,) a Scottish divine,
was one of the adherents of Charles I. in his contest
with the Parliament. Pie became Bishop of Dunkeld in
He died in 1676, leaving a “ History of his Own
1665.
Time,” published

in 1748.
See Chambers, “ Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen.”

Gutierrez, goo-te-§r'r§th, or Gutierres, goo-te-£r'(Antonio Garcia gaR -f/zee'S,) a popular Spanish
dramatist, born near Cadiz about 1814.
He produced
about 1834 “El Trovador,” a drama. Among his works
are “El Page,” and “Magdalena.”

—

rSs,

Gutsmuths,

gdbts'mdots,

(Johann Christoth

Friedrich,) a German teacher and educational writer,
born at Quedlinburg in 1759. He published “Plays
for the Exercise and Recreation of Body and Mind,”
Died in 1839.
(1796,) and other similar treatises.
Gutzkow, goots'ko, (Karl Ferdinand,) a popular
German novelist and dramatist, born in Berlin in 1811.
He became about 1830 one of the chiefs of the school
called

“Young Germany.” He

published, besides

many

works, successful tragedies entitled “Patkul”
(1841) and “Uriel Acosta,” (1847,) a comedy called
“ Das Urbild des Tartuffe,” a collection of critical essays

other
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He became a resi(1850-52,) which was very popular.
dent of Dresden in 1847.
See Heinrich Hoff, “G. Gutzkow und die Gutzkowgraphie,”
1839; “ Nouvelle Biographie G£n£rale.”

Giitzlaff, guts'laf or guts'lif, (Karl,) a celebrated
scholar, born at Pyritz,
in Pomerania, in 1803.
He repaired to Siam in 1828,
and, in conjunction with Tomlin, translated the New
Testament into Siamese. With a view of introducing
the gospel into China, he settled at Macao, where he
formed an intimate friendship with Dr. Morrison, after
whose death Giitzlaff became, in 1835, first interpreter
for the superintendence of British commerce. He visited
England in 1849, and died at Hong-Kong, shortly after
his return, in 1851.
Among his various works (which
are mostly written in English) we may name his “China
Opened,” (1838,) and “ History of the Chinese Empire.”
He also had a share in a new translation of the Bible
into Chinese.

German missionary and Chinese

Guy.
Guy,
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entitled “Gods, Heroes, and Don Quixote,” (1838,) and
“ Die Ritter vom Geist,” a political and social romance,

See Gui and Guido.
(Thomas,) the founder of Guy’s Hospital,
London, was born in that city in 1643. Having acquired
a large fortune, principally by the sale of South Sea
stock, he built additions to Saint Thomas’s Hospital in
Southwark in 1707, and subsequently founded the hospital near Saint Thomas’s which bears his name.
He
is said to have made more munificent donations for
charitable purposes than any other private man in the
kingdom. Died in 1724.
Guy, gi or ge, (or Guido, gwee'do) de Lusignan,
(deh lii's&n'ySN',) King of Jerusalem, was of French
origin.
He married Sibylla, daughter of Amaury, King
of Jerusalem. In 1186, Baldwin V., the son of Sibylla by
a former husband, the Marquis of Montferrat, became
heir to the throne, but died in the same year.
Guy de
Lusignan then obtained the title of king. His capital
was taken by Saladin in 1187, and his title was disputed
by Isabella, a sister of Sibylla. Guy applied for aid to
Richard I. of England, who gave him the kingdom of
Cyprus (1192) on condition that he would renounce his
claim to Jerusalem. He was succeeded by his brother
Amaury about 1194.
gi,

Sense,” and a “ Short and Easy Method of Prayer,” two
very popular works, which, however, gave offence to some
of the clergy.
In consequence of their persecutions,
she was imprisoned nearly eight months. On her release she became intimately acquainted with Fenelon,
who had considerable sympathy with her peculiar religious views and continued to be one of her truest friends.
About this time she put her writings into the hands of
Bossuet, Bishop of Meaux, who expurgated them from
what he regarded as the heresy of Quietism. Notwithstanding the submission of Madame Guyon to the censure of Bossuet, she was involved in the persecutions of
Fenelon, and about 1695 was imprisoned in the Bastille.
On her release, in 1700, she devoted herself to writing;
and her works, it is said, form 39 octavo volumes. Her
Autobiography has been translated by Cowper, who had
a great esteem for her character and her writings.
See Upham, “Life of Madame Guyon,” 1851; De Bausset,
“Histoire de Fdnelon;” Voltaire, “Si£cle de Louis XIV;”
Phelipeaux, “ Lettres sur l’Histoire du Quidtisme
Hodgson,
“ Reformers and Martyrs,” Philadelphia, 1867.

Guyon, gl'on, (Richard Debaufre,) a distinguished
general, born near Bath, in England, in 1813. He entered
the Austrian service in 1832, and rose in a few years to
be aide-de-camp of the Hungarian field-marshal Splenyi,
whose daughter he married. He fought with great distinction against the Austrians in the principal battles of
the revolution of 1848, and was created a general. After
Gorgey’s surrender, (August, 1849,) Guyon escaped with
Kossuth to Turkey, where he obtained a high command
in the Sultan’s army. He organized the army which defended Kars, (1854.) Died at Constantinople in 1856.
See A. Kinglake, “Gen. Guyon on the Battle-Fields ofHungary.”
Guyot.
Guyot,

See Desfontaines, AbbIL

(Arnold Henry,) Ph.D., LL.D., a
meritorious writer on physical geography, was born near
Neufchatel, in Switzerland, in 1807. He was a fellowstudent and friend of Agassiz, graduated at Berlin in 1835,
and spent several years in the study of glaciers, in which
he made important discoveries. He came to the United
States in 1848, and in the ensuing winter delivered in Boston a course of lectures on physical geography, which were
published under the title of “ The Earth and Man,” (1849.)
He was authorof a series of text-books on geography, and
was for some years professor of geology and physical geoSee Michaud, “ History of the Crusades.”
Guyard, ge'iR', (Bernard,) a French friar, born at graphy at Princeton College, New Jersey. Died in 1 884.
Guyot, ge'o', (Claude Etienne,) a French general,
Craon in 1601, had the title of preacher (predicateur ) to
born near Lons-le-Saulnier in 1768, served as general of
the king, and wrote several works. Died in
ge'o',

1674.

Guyard, (Laurent,) a French sculptor, born at Chau- division in Russia in 1812. Died in 1837.
Guyot, (Germain Antoine,) a French jurist, born
mont-en-Bassigni in 1723, was a pupil of Bouchardon
died in 1750.
in Paris in 1694
the Younger. Died in 1788.
Guyot, (Joseph Nicolas,) a French jurist, born in
See J. B. Varney, “ Notice sur L. Guyard,” 1806.
published,
besides other works, a useful
Lorraine in 1728,
Guyard de Berville, ge'f r' deh Mr'vH', a French compilation called a “Universal and Descriptive ( rai“
biographer, born in Paris in 1697.
He wrote a Life sonne Repertory of Civil, Criminal, and Canonical Jurisof Chevalier Bayard,” (1760,) and a “Life of Bertrand prudence,” (64 vols., 1775-86.) Died in 1816.
hospital
Guesclin,”
Died
in
a
in 1770.
Du
(1767.)
Guyot de Fere, ge'o' deh faiR, (Franqois Fortune,)
Guyet, ge'&', (Francois,) a French scholar, born at a French journalist and litterateur, born in Paris in 1791.
Angers in 1575. He wrote annotations on various Greek In 1826 he founded the “Journal of Arts and Trades,”
and Latin classics, and some Latin poems. He was a (“Journal des Arts et Metiers.”) He published, among
friend of De Thou, Menage, and Balzac. Died in 1655.
other works, a “ History of Prince Eugene Beauharnais,”
;

Guyetand,

ge'&'tlN', (Claude Marie,) a French
born in 1748, wrote “ Genius Avenged,”
and other poems. Died in 1811.
Guyon, gefilN', (Claude Marie,) a French historian,
born in Franche-Comte in 1699. He published a con-

poet and

satirist,

tinuation of Echard’s “ Roman History,” (10 vols., 1736,)
a “ History of the Amazons, Ancient and Modern,”

“History of the Indies,”
other works. Died in 1771.
(1740,) a

See Desessarts, “ Les

Siec'.es litteraires

(3

de

vols.,

la

1744,)

and

France.”

Guyon, gl'on, [Fr. pron. ge'6 N',] (Jeanne Bouvier
de la Motte boo've-a' deh mot,) Madame, a French

—

lit

lady, celebrated for her talents and piety, born at Montargis in 1648.
In her sixteenth year, in compliance with

her parents’ wishes, she married M. Guyon, whom she
had never seen till a few days previous. On becoming
a widow, in 1676, she devoted herself to the service of
the Church, and a few years later retired to a religious
establishment at Gex. She soon after wrote “The Song
of Songs of Solomon, interpreted according to the Mystic
a, e,
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6
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(1821.)

Guyot de Folleville.
Guyot des Herbiers,

See Folleville.
dl z§R'be-i', (Claude
Antoine,) a French poet, born at JoinvilleTn 1745 died
ge'o'

;

in 1828.

Guys, ge, (Pierre Alphonse,) a French litterateur
son of Pierre Augustin, noticed below, was born at MarHe was the author of a comedy entitled
seilles in 1755.
“The House of Moliere,” a “Eulogy on Antoninus
Died in 1812.
Pius,” and several other works.
Guys, (Pierre Augustin,) a French merchant and
traveller, born at Marseilles in 1721, visited Asia and
Greece, and published in 1776 a “ Literary Journey in
Greece,” which was eulogized bv Voltaire in some verses.

,

Died

in 1799.

Guyse.
Guyse,

See Guise.

? (John,, an eminent English Calvinist
and Independent minister, born at Hertford in 16S0. He
preached for some years in London. His principal work,
“An Exposition of the New Testament in the Form
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of a Paraphrase,”
printed.

Died

(3 vols., 1739-42,)
in 1761.

Guyton de Morveau,
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has been often re-

ge'tdN' deh moR'vo', (Louis

Guzman, de, (Pedro,) a Spanish painter, surnamed
el Coxo, (“the Lame,”) born about 1557, was patronized
by Philip III., who made him his painter in 1601.

Bernard,) an eminent French chemist, born at Dijon
in January, 1737, was educated for the law, and in 1755
became advocate-general in Parliament. Without relin-

See Quilliet, “Dictionnaire des Peintres Espagnols.”

Gwilt, (George,) an English architect and antiquary,
was born in London in 1775. Among his principal
chemistry
with
he
pursued
the
study
of
quishing the law,
works are the warehouses of the West India Docks.
success, and in 1772 published a work on the subject, Being employed in repairing Bow Church in 1820, he

“Academic Digressions.” In 1773 he made the
important discovery of the power of certain fumigations
against infectious effluvia, and checked a fatal disease at
Dijon by chlorine gas. In 1782 he proposed a methodical nomenclature for chemistry, and afterwards united
with Lavoisier in forming that system of nomenclature
which has since been generally adopted with such extenentitled

He displayed great erudition and judgment
sive utility.
in his “Chemical Dictionary” for the “Encyclopedic
Methodique,” (1786.) As a member of the Convention
in 1792, he participated in the excesses of the popular
About 1795 he took a prominent part in the
party.
establishment of the Polytechnic School, in which he
occupied a chair for eleven years. He contributed many
articles to the Institute, of which he was a member, and
to the “Annales de Chimie,” of which he was editor.
He was a Fellow of the Royal Society of London. During
the empire of Napoleon he received the title of baron,
and was an officer of the legion of honour. Died in 1816.
See Berthollet, “filoge historique de Guyton de Morveau;”
Hoefer, “ Histoire de la Chimie;” “ Encyclopaedia Britannica
“Nouvelle Biographie Generale. ”

Guzman,

Norman remains of the original building,
which he described in a treatise entitled “Observations
on the Church of Saint Mary-le-Bow,” etc. He also
restored the church of Saint Mary Overy, and other
edifices in London.
Died in 1856.
Gwilt, (Joseph,) a brother of the preceding, born
in 1784, was distinguished as a writer on architecture.
He designed Markree Castle, near Sligo. Among his
works are “ Rudiments of Architecture, Practical and
Theoretical,” (1826,) and an “Encyclopaedia of Architecture, Historical, Theoretical, and Practical,” (1842,)
which is commended as a standard work.
Gwilym, gwll'im, (David ap,) a Welsh bard, born in
Cardiganshire in 1340 died about 1400. His poems, in
Welsh, were published in 1792.
Gwin, (William M.,) a Democratic politician, born
in Sumner county, Tennessee, in 1805.
He was elected
to the Senate of the United States for California in 1850,
and was re-elected in 1857. He acted with the pro-slavery
identified the

;

party.

Gwinn, (William,) an American
at

Columbus, Indiana,

in 1831.

naval

He became

officer,

born

a lieutenant

gooth-min', (Alejandro,) a Spanish poli- in
1856, and commanded a gunboat at the battles of
tician, born in Granada in 1752, entered the republican
Fort Donelson and Shiloh, February and April, 1862.
army soon after the breaking out of the French Revo- He was killed in the attack on Haines’ Bluff, near Vickslution, and became one of the most violent members of
burg, in January, 1863.
the Jacobin faction.
He was guillotined in Paris in 1794.
Gwinne, gw!n, (Matthew,) an English physician,
Guzman, de, di gooth-min', (Alfonso Perez,) sur- born in London about
1554, was appointed in 1582 regent
Spanish
commander,
the
Good,
a
celebrated
named
of Saint John’s College, Oxford, and in 1596 first proborn at Valladolid in 1258. Having been appointed by fessor of medicine in Gresham College. He was also
King Sancho IV. governor of Tarifa, he defended that a Fellow of the College of Physicians. Died in
1627.
fortress against the Infant Don Juan, brother of the
See Ward’s “ Lives of the Gresham Professors.”
king.
Don Juan, having failed in his efforts to take the
Gwin-nett', (Button,) born in England about 1732,
place, threatened to put to death a son of Guzman who
emigrated to Georgia about 1772. In 1776 he was
had fallen into his hands, if the fortress was not instantly
elected to Congress, in which he signed the Declaration
surrendered. To this menace Guzman replied “that,
of Independence. He became president of the provinsooner than be guilty of such infamous treachery, he
would lend him a poniard to kill his son,” at the same cial council of Georgia in 1777, and was killed in a duel
by General McIntosh in May of that year.
time throwing his dagger from the ramparts. The atroSee Goodrich’ s “ Lives of the Signers to the Declaration of
cious threat was executed ; and the wife of Guzman died
Independence.”
soon after, of grief. This incident has been celebrated
or Gwynne, gw5n, (Eleanor,) an English
Guzman afterwards
in one of Lope de Vega’s dramas.
actress and celebrated beauty, was born in London
distinguished himself in several engagements with the
about 1650. After she had achieved success as an actress,
Moors, and fell in battle in 1309. He was the ancestor
she became a mistress of Charles II. Died about 1690.
of the Dukes of Medina-Sidonia.
See P. Cunningham, “The Story of Nell Gwynn,” 1852; W. H.
See Quintana, “Lives of Celebrated Spaniards.”
D. Adams, “ Famous Beauties and Historic Women,” vol. i., LonGuzman or Guzmao, de, di goos-mowN', (Bar- don, 1865.
Qry'gea, [Gr. Tvyr)<;,] first Lydian king of the dynasty
tholomeu Lourenqo,) a Portuguese mechanician and
ecclesiastic, born at Santos about 1680, is called the of the Mermnadse, was minister of King Candaules,
He made the first whose throne he usurped after having put him to death.
original inventor of the balloon.
experiment with his machine near Lisbon in 1709; but He is said to have possessed a magic ring which made
He reigned about thirty-eight
he was deterred from prosecuting his labours by the fear the wearer invisible.
years.
Died about 680 b.c.
of the Inquisition. Died about 1725.

Gwynn

See “Encyclopaedia Americana,” edited by Francis Lieber
“Encyclopaedia Britannica.”

;

Guzman, de, (Enrique,) Duke of Medina-Sidonia, a
Spanish grandee, acted a prominent part in the conquest
of Granada. Died in 1492.
Guzman, de, (Don Fernando Perez,) a Spanish
poet and chronicler, born in 1405, left a “ Chronicle of
of Castile.” Died in 1470.
de, (Donna Luisa,) a daughter of Juan
Perez, Duke of Medina-Sidonia, became the queen of
John of Braganza, King of Portugal. On his death, in
1656, she was appointed regent, and distinguished herself by the wisdom and firmness of her administration.
Having concluded a treaty with Charles I. of England,
she gave her daughter in marriage to his son, afterwards
Charles II. Soon after the accession of her son, Alionso VI., she retired to a convent, where she died in
1666.
Under her rule the independence of Portugal
was secured.
Guzman, de, (Olivarez.) See Olivarez.

John
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Guzman,
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Gylippe.

See Gylippus.

Q-y-lip'pus, [Gr. TvXimroc Fr. Gylippe, zhe'lip',]
a skilful Spartan general in the Peloponnesian war.
In
414 B.C. he was sent to command the army at Syracuse,
which was then besieged by the Athenians. He defeated
the enemy in several actions, and captured their whole
army, commanded by Nicias and Demosthenes, in 413.
After the capture of Athens by Lysander, Gylippus was
commissioned to convey to Sparta the treasure there
obtained.
He was convicted of stealing a large part of
it, and was condemned to death, but escaped, and died
in exile.

See Thucydides, books vi., vii., viii. Plutarch, “Nicias” and
“Lysander;” Muller, “The Dorians.”
:

Gyllembourg-Ehrensvard, gul'lem-booRG' a'rensvlRd', (Thomasine Christine Buntzen,) Madame, a
celebrated Danish novelist, born in 1773, was married
in 1790 to the dramatist Peter Andreas Heiberg.
She
was subsequently divorced, and in 1801 became the wife
of Count Gyllembourg-Ehrensvard. Her “ Novels, Old
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popular among his countrymen, and have passed
through numerous editions. Died in 1704.
Gyrowetz, gir'o-^Sts', (Adalbert,) a distinguished
musical composer, born at Budweis, in Bohemia, in 1763.
After visiting Paris and London, where he was received
with great favour, he settled at Vienna, and became
chapel-master at the Imperial Theatre. Among his
best operas are “The Oculist,” and “Felix and Adele.”
He also composed masses, sonatas, and symphonies
the last-named are particularly admired. Died in 1850.

and New, by the Author of a Story of Every Day,”
(“ Gamle og Nye Noveller af Forfatteren til en Hverdags Historie,”) appeared in 1834.
They acquired a
wide popularity, and were translated into French and
German. Died in 1856.

still

See Erslew, “ Forfatter-Lexicon.”

Gyllenborg, yul'len-boRg', (Charles,) Count, a
Swedish nobleman and diplomatist, born at Upsal in
He was employed by Charles XII. as resident
1679.
minister in London from 1703 to 1717, and subsequently

:

geschrieben, ”

See his Autobiography, “ Biographie von ihm selbst
F£tis, “ Biographie Universelle des Musiciens.”

rose to be a councillor of state and chancellor of the
University of Upsal. He was the author of “t)isputatio
de Regno Ostro-Gothorum in Italia,” (“ Dissertation on
the Ostro-Gothic Kingdom in Italy.”) Died in 1746.
See Johan Ihre, “ Oratio in Memoriam C. Gyllenborg,” 1747.

1848

;

Gyulai or Gyulay, dyoo'll, almost joo'll, (Franz,)
Count, a Hungarian general in the Austrian service,

was born at Pesth in 1799. He became colonel about
1830, and lieutenant-field-marshal in 1846. He was minGyllenborg, (Gustavus Frederic,) Count, a cousin ister of war a short time in 1850, after which he was
of the preceding, born in 1731, was one of the first mem- commandant at Milan. In 1857 he succeeded Radetzky
bers of the Academy of Stockholm. He published a as commander-in-chief of the army of Italy. He had
number of odes, satires, fables, and poems of various the chief command in the war which began in May, 1859,
kinds, among which maybe named “The Passage of the and was defeated by the Franco-Sardinian army at the
Pelts.”
Died in 1809.
great battle of Magenta in June. Before the end of this
Gyllenhaal, yul'len-hil, (Leonhard,) a Swedish month he was deprived of the command. Died in 1862.
entomologist, born in West Gothland in 1752, was a
Gyulai or Gyulay, (Ignatius,) Count, an Austrian
pupil of Linnaeus.
He wrote an able work on the commander, the father of the preceding, born at Herinsects of Sweden, (“Insecta Suecica,” 4 vols., 1808-27.) mannstadt in 1763, served against the Turks and in
the principal campaigns against the French.
In 1805 he
Died in 1840.
Gyllenhielm, yul'len-hySlm', (Carl Carlsson,) concluded the peace of Presburg, in conjunction "with
Baron, a natural son of Charles IX. of Sweden, was Prince Liechtenstein, and was soon after made Ban of
born in 1574. He served with distinction in France in Croatia, Dalmatia, and Slavonia. He was appointed
the army of Henry IV., and afterwards was made a field-marshal-general in 1813, and in 1830 president of
Died in 1831.
senator, high admiral of Sweden, and one of the pre- the aulic council.
Gyzen, gl'zen or Hl'zen,( Peter,) a Flemish landscapeceptors of the princess Christina. Died in 1650.
Gyongyosy, dyon'dyo-se, (Stephen,) one of the painter, born at Antwerp in 1636. His works are rare,
Iiis works are and are prized for their high finish.
Died about 1700.
earliest Hungarian poets, born in 1620.

H.
(Carl,) a Bavarian painter, bom at Erlangen
He paints almost entirely in water colours.
in 1820.
Haag, (Eugene and Emile,) brothers, and French
Protestants, bom at Montbeliard in 1808 and 1810. They
published “La France protestante,” and other works

Haag,

(I847-59)Haak, h&k, (Theodor,) a German divine, born near
Worms in 1605. He translated the Dutch annotations
on the Bible into English, and was one of the founders
of the Royal Society of London. He passed many years

Died

in England.

(Jan,) a Dutch
painter, born at Utrecht in 1642, was one of the best
He settled
pupils of Poelemburg, whom he imitated.
at the

Hague

Died

and painted

in 1669,

portraits,

nymphs,

in 1705.

Haareii, van, (Willem.) See Haren.
Haas, hiss, (Guillaume,) a Swiss engraver and typedied in 1800.
founder, born at Bale in 1741
;

See Ersch und Gruber, “ Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”

hi'ze-us, (Johann Mathistorian and geographer of great
merit, born at Augsburg in 1684. He taught mathematics
at Wittenberg, and wrote “ Phosphorus Historiarum,”

Haas,

thias,) a

hiss, or

Hasius,

German
Died

in 1742.
his, (F. H.,) a skilful marine painter,
born at Rotterdam about 1830. He opened, a few years
York, where he now resides.
since, a studio in
See Tuckerman, “ Book of the Artists.’*

etc., (1743.)

Haas, de, deh

New

Haas, de, deh his, (John Philip,) born in Holland
about 1735, distinguished himself in the war of the Revolution, and was made a brigadier-general by Congress in
Died in Philadelphia about 1 7951777.
Haase,

hl'zeh,

(Heinrich Gottlob

Friedrich

Christian,) an eminent German philologist, born

Magdeburg

in

1808.

phets,
is

musician, born at Mezieres in 1781

died in 1849.
;
ha'ber-leen', (Franz Dominicus,) an eminent German historian, born near Ulm, on
the Danube, in 1720. He became professor of history at

Haberlin

Helmstedt

in 1690.

Haansbergen, van, vfn hins'bSR'gen,

etc.

hi'bi'kiik',] one of the minor Hebrew proand author of a canonical book of the Bible. He
supposed to have prophesied about 600 B.c. His
language is highly poetical and imaginative. A passage
of his book is quoted by Saint Paul, Acts xiii. 41.
Habeneck, /itb'nSk', (Antoine Francois,) a French

Habacuc,

He became

at

titular professor of

philology at Breslau in 1846. He published good editions
of Thucydides, (1842,) of Seneca, (1852,) and other classics also “The Past and Future of Philology,” (1835.)
Hab'ak-kuk, (or ha-bak'kuk,) [Heb. plp^ri; Fr.

1751.

I,
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Haeberlin,

in 1746, and professor of public law there in
after that date he was privy councillor of

Soon

He published a “Universal
the Duke of Brunswick.
History,” (“Allgemeine Weltgeschichte,” 12 vols., 1767
-73,) a “ Modern History of the German Empire since
the Beginning of the War of Schmalkalden,” (20 vols.,
1774-86,) which is praised as a classic work, and other
His chief merits are exactitude and thorough
histories.
research.
Died in 1787.
See Meusel, “ Lexikon der vom Jahre 1750-1800 verstorberen
Deutschen Schriftsteller.”

Haberlin, (Karl Friedrich,) a German publicist,
son of the preceding, born in 1756 at Helmstedt, where
he became professor of public law about 1786. He
published a “ Repertory of German Public Law and
Feudal Law,” (1781-95,) and other works. Died in 1808.
Haberlin, (Karl Ludwig,) a novelist, a son of the
preceding, was born at Erlangen in 1784. He published
many historical novels, among which are “The Exile,”
(“Der Heimathlose,”) and “The Prime Minister,” (4
vols., 1835.)

Habermann.

See Avenarius.

Hab'er-sham,

(Joseph,) born at Savannah, Georgia,
in 1750.
He took part in the war of the Revolution,
and obtained the rank of lieutenant-colonel. In 1785 he
was chosen a member of Congress. From 1795 to 1800
he was postmaster-general. Died in 1815.
See “ National Portrait-Gallery of Distinguished Americans.”
/it'baiR', (Franqois,) a French poet, born
Issoudun about 1520. He produced, besides many

Habert,
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Hackel, (Ernst,) a German philosopher, born at
original poems, a version of Ovid’s “Metamorphoses,”
Potsdam in 1834. He is a follower of Darwin, and some
which was often reprinted. Died about 1568.
Habert, (Isaac,) a French poet, nephew of the pre- of his numerous books bear titles nearly similar to those
ceding, born in Paris about 1560, wrote a poem “ On of Darwin’s.
Meteors,” (“Des Meteores,” 1585.)
Hackelmann, (Leopold,) a German jurist and
Habert, (Isaac,) a French theologian and writer, son legal writer, born near Bremen in 1563 died in 1619.
of Germain, (de Cerisy,) noticed below, was born in
Hackert, (Georg,) an engraver, a brother of Philipp,
Paris.
He became preacher to the king, and in 1645 noticed below, was born in Prussia in 1755. He engraved
Bishop of Vabres. Died in 1668.
the “ View of Rome ” and other works of his brother
Habert, (Louis,) a French theological writer, born Philipp. Died at Florence in 1805. His brother Johann,
near Blois in 1636; died in 1718.
born in 1744, was a landscape painter. Died at Bath,
Habert, (Philippe,) a French poet, born in Paris in England, in 1773. Another brother, Wilhelm, born
French
about 1605, was one of the first members of the
in 1748, was a painter of history and portraits.
He was
Academy, and author of a poem called the “Temple of professor of design in the Academy of Saint Petersburg
Death.” He was killed at a siege in Flanders in 1637.
when he died, about 1 786.
Habert, (Pierre Joseph,) Baron, a French general,
Hackert, (Philipp,) an excellent German landscapeborn at Avallon in 1773. He distinguished himself at painter, was born at Prenzlau, in Prussia, in 1737. He
Heliopolis, (1798,) Jena, (1806,) and Eylau, (1807,) and visited Rome about 1768, and passed the rest of his life
subsequently in the Spanish campaign of 1814. In 1815 mostly in Italy. He painted for the empress Catherine
he obtained command of a division, and was severely of Russia six pictures of the naval victory over the Turks
wounded at Waterloo. Died in 1825.
at Tchesme in 1770.
He painted a “View of Rome,”
Habert de Cerisy, M'baiR'* deh sk're'se', (Ger- “ Views in the Vicinity of the Villa Horace,” and many
main,) a brother of Philippe Habert, noticed above, was Italian sea-ports. About 1786 he was appointed first
a member of the French Academy, and wrote poems painter to the King of Naples.
He left Naples in 1799,
which were once admired. Died in 1655.
and settled at Florence, where he died in 1807. His
Habicht, hVbiKt, (Christian Maximilian,) a Ger- merit consisted in a close imitation of nature. Goethe
man Orientalist, born at Breslau in 1775. He published wrote a memoir of his life, (“ P. Hackert ; biographische
an edition of “The Arabian Nights,” (“Tausend und Skizze,” 1811.)
eine' Nachte,” 8 vols., 1825-39,) and, with the aid of
See, also, Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”
Schall and Von der Hagen, made a German version of
Hack'et, (John,) born in London in 1592, was eduthe same, (15 vols., 1825.) Died in 1839.
cated at Cambridge, and made Bishop of Lichfield and
Habicot, /il'be'ko',* (Nicolas,) a French anatomist, Coventry in 1661. He published a volume of sermons,
born at Bonny about 1550, studied in Paris, and became and a “ Life of Archbishop Williams.” Died in 1670.
surgeon to the Hotel-Dieu and to the army. He was
See Thomas Plume, “Life of Bishop Hacket,” 1673.
one of the most skilful anatomists of his time, and wrote
Hack'ett, (Horatio Balch,) an American biblical
several professional treatises. Died in 1624.
scholar, born in Salisbury, Massachusetts, in 1808. He
Hab'ing-ton, (William,) an English poet, born at graduated at Amherst College in
1830, studied theology
Hendlip in 1605. His father, Thomas, was implicated at Andover, and afterwards at Halle, in Germany.
He
in the Gunpowder Plot, but was pardoned.
William obtained the chair of Hebrew and biblical interpretawrote “The Queen of Aragon,” a tragi-comedy, and tion in the Newton (Baptist) Theological
Seminary of
a collection of small poems, entitled “Castara,” (1635.) Massachusetts
about 1840. Among his works are a
Died in 1645.
Chaldee Grammar, translated, with additions, from the
See Johnson, “ Lives of the English Poets
ik S. E. Beydges,
German of Winer, and a “Commentary on the Original
“ Censura Literaria
Hallam, “ Introduction to the Literature of
Text of the Acts of the Apostles,” (1853; same edition,
Europe;” “Retrospective Review,” vol. xi., 1825.
greatly
enlarged, 1858.) Died in 1875.
Habsburg or Hapsburg, haps'burg, [Ger. pron.
Hackett, (James Henry,) an American actor, born
hSps'bdoRG,] House of, an ancient sovereign family
He performed comedy in the
of Austria, which derives its name from the castle of in New York in 1800.
Habsburg, or Hapsburg, in Switzerland. The first United States and in England.
Hacklander, hflk'lgn'der, (Friedrich Wilhelm,) a
member of the family who acquired great celebrity was
Rudolf of Habsburg, born in 1218 and elected Emperor popular German novelist, born near Aix-la-Chapelle
of Germany in 1273. He obtained Austria and other about 1816. He served in the Prussian army for several
provinces by conquest, and founded the dynasty which of his early years. In 1841 he published “Scenes of
now reigns over the Austrian empire, and which since Military Life during Peace,” which had a great success.
1736 has been styled the house of Habsburg-Lorraine. He became secretary to the prince-royal of Wiirtemberg
in 1843.
He wrote numerous popular works, among
(See Rudolf of Habsburg.)
See, also, E. M. von Lichnowsky, “ Geschichte des Hauses which are “Military Life in Time of War,” (1849,)
“Scenes from Life,” (“Bilder aus dem Leben,” 1850,)
Habsburg,” 2 vols., 1836-37.
Hachette, M'shgt'* the surname of Jeanne Four- “Nameless Histories,” (“Namenlose Geschichten,” 3
quet, (fooR'kV,) a French heroine, born at Beauvais vols., 1851,) and “Eugene Stillfried,” (1852.) He has
in 1454.
She acted a prominent part in the defence of been called “ the Charles Dickens of Germany.”
Hack'ley, (Charles W.,) a mathematician and EpisBeauvais against Charles the Bold in 1472. She used
a small axe ( hachette) as a weapon hence her surname. copal clergyman, born at Herkimer, New York, in 1808,
Hachette, (Jean Nicolas Pierre,) an able French became professor of mathematics in Columbia College,
mathematician, born at Mezieres in 1769, was educated New York, in 1843. He published, besides other works,
at the University of Rheims. By the influence of Monge, a “Treatise on Algebra,” (1846.)
Died in 1861.
Hackluyt. See Hakluyt.
he was appointed assistant professor in the Polytechnic
Hackspann or Hackspan, hak'spSn, (Theodor
School in 1794, and in 1797 he obtained the chair of
descriptive geometry, which he retained until 1816.
In or Theodoric,) a learned German theologian and phi1830 he became a member of the Institute. He published lologist, born at Weimar in 1607. He was a pupil of
a “ Supplement to the Descriptive Geometry of Monge,” Calixtus, whose liberal opinions he adopted, was well
(1811,) “Elements of Geometry of Solids,” (1817,) versed in Oriental languages, and became professor of
“Applications of Descriptive Geometry,” (1821,) a Flebrew at Altorf. He published, besides other works,
“Treatise on Machines,” etc.
He rendered a great in Latin, “Philological Disputations,” (1643,) “The
service by applying geometry to the construction of ma- Faith and Laws of Mohammed,” (1646,) and “Miscelchinery.
Among his pupils was Arago. Died in 1834. lanea Sacra,” (1660.) Died in 1659.
See Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”
See Qu£rard, “La France Litt£raire.”
Hacquet, ht'kh', (Balthasar,) a naturalist, born at
Hachette, (Louis Christophe Franqois,) born at
Rethel, in France, in 1800, was the proprietor of a great Conquet, in Bretagne, in 1740, was chosen professor of
natural history in Lemberg, Austria, in 1788.
He pubpublishing-house in Paris. Died in 1864.
lished, in German, several accounts of his travels among
* On the pronunciation of the initial French h. see p. 1215, note.
the Alps and Carpathian Mountains, which furnish valu;
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able information on geography and other sciences. One
of his works is “ Physico-Political Journeys among the
Alps,” (4 vols., 1785-87.) Died in Vienna in 1815.
See Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”
Haddik, had'dik, (Andreas,) Count of, an able
Austrian general, born at Futak, in Hungary, in 1710,
gained distinction in the war against the Turks. In the
Seven Years’ war, as lieutenant-field-marshal, he fought
against the Prussians near Gorlitz, and took Berlin by
In 1765 he was chosen Governor of
surprise in 1757.
Galicia, and in 1774 he became president of the war
department, or council of war, with the title of field-marshal.

Died

in 1790.
(Sir Richard,)

Had'dpck,

Essex about 1630.

in

Died

1667.

an English admiral, born
at Solebay in

He was wounded

in 1715.

Had'don, (Walter,) an English scholar, born in
Buckinghamshire in 1516, contributed to the revival of
In 1550 he became professor of civil
classical learning.
law in Cambridge, and in 1552 president of Magdalene

He enjoyed favour at the court of
College, Oxford.
Elizabeth, who praised his skill in Latin composition
“
Haddonum nemini postpono,” (“I rank
by saying,
Haddon behind none.”) Died in 1572.
See “Biographia Britannica.”

Hfidee-Moosa, Hady-Moussa,

or

HAERING
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Hadi-Mussa,

Al, £1 hi'dee moo'sa, a caliph of the family of Abbassides,
born about 760 A.D., succeeded his father Al-Mahdee
He was
(or -Mahdi) on the throne of Bagdad in 785.
a brother of Haroun-al-Raschid. After a reign of fifteen
months, he died, in 786.
See Aboolfeda, “ Annales.”

retire from the army which he had conducted
against the Parthians, he gave the chief command to Hadrian. On the death of Trajan, Hadrian was proclaimed
emperor (at Antioch) by the army in August, 117 a.d. ;
and their choice was confirmed by the senate. The
question whether Trajan had adopted Hadrian as his heir
appears to remain undetermined. The new emperor
hastened to make peace with the Parthians by abandoning
all the provinces which Trajan had conquered beyond
the Euphrates, and rendered himself popular by the remission of taxes and other acts of liberality. The greater
portion of his reign was spent in journeys through the
provinces of his vast empire, in which he displayed durable evidences of his liberality, political wisdom, and love
of the fine arts.
He commenced these journeys in 119
a.d.
He built a famous wall across the island of Britain
from Solway Frith to the German Ocean, to protect the
Roman province from the incursions of the Piets and
Scots.
He founded cities in other provinces, completed
the temple of Jupiter Olympius at Athens, and erected
many great architectural works, among which were a
magnificent villa at Tibur, and his mausoleum at Rome,
now called the Castle of Saint Angelo. In 13 1 a.d. he
promulgated the “ Edictum Perpetuum,” a fixed code of
laws drawn up by Salvius Julianus. This event forms
an important epoch in the history of Roman law. His
reign was peaceful, and tended to consolidate the empire
as well as to civilize the people.
He patronized literary
men, artists, and philosophers, and composed a number
of works, in prose and verse, which are not extant. He
aspired to distinction as an architect and painter, and
indulged a petty vanity and jealousy towards artists,

by illness to

which sometimes prompted him to acts of cruelty. A
[Gr. "A idtjc or ''Adr/f,] a name applied by the
short time before his death, he adopted as his successor
Greeks to Pluto and to his dominions. (See Pluto.)
Arrius Antoninus, surnamed “the Pious,” and composed
Hadji-Khalfa. See Haji-Khalfa.
Had'ley, (James,) an American scholar, was born the following verses addressed to his own soul
“Animula, vagula, blandula,
in Fairfield, Herkimer county, New York, the 30th of
Hospes comesque corporis,
March, 1821. He is the son of Dr. James Hadley, who
Quae nunc abibis in loca,
was for many years professor of chemistry in the Medical
Pallidula, rigida, nudula,
College at Fairfield and afterwards held the same chair
Nec, ut soles, dabis jocos?”*
in the Medical College at Geneva, New York.
He Died in July, 138 a.d. Many statues and medals of
entered in September, 1840, the junior class of Yale ColHadrian are extant.
lege, and graduated in 1842. In 1848 he became assistant
Niebuhr, “Lectures on
See Spartianus, “Vita Hadriani
professor of Greek at Yale, and in 1851 professor in full, Roman History Tillemont, “ Histoire des Empereurs Gibbon,
in place of President Woolsey, who had retained until “ History of the Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire.”

Ha'des,

then his charge of that department. In August, 1851, he
married a daughter of Stephen Twining, Esq., of New
Haven. In i860 he published an excellent “ Greek
Grammar for Schools and Colleges,” founded on a
similar work by Professor Georg Curtius in Germany.
An abridgment appeared in 1869, under the name “EleHe has contributed
ments of the Greek Language.”
to various scientific and literary periodicals,
especially the “ New-Englander,” and has been an active
member of the American Oriental Society.Died in 1872.
Had'ley, (John,) an English astronomer, became a
Fellow of the Royal Society in 1717, of which he was
afterwards vice-president. In 1731 he presented to that
society a sextant, of which he claimed to be the inventor,
and which has since been generally used in nautical
astronomy.
It is commonly known as “ Hadley’s Sexarticles

Many, however, give Sir Isaac Newton credit for
tant.”
Died in 1744.
this invention.
Hadlub, h&t'loop, or Hadloub, (Johann,) a German poet or minnesinger, lived at Zurich about 1300.
His poems present agreeable pictures of rustic life and
interesting details about the manners of the peasantry
of that age.
See Ettmuller, “J. Hadlouber, Gedichte,” 1840; Longfellow, “ Poets and Poetry of Europe.”

Hadorph,

hi'doRf, (Johan,) a Swedish antiquary,
born near Linkoping in 1630 ; died in 1693.
Ha'drI-an or A'drx-an, [Lat. Hadria'nus ; Fr.

Adrien, t'dRe-iN'
fully,

;

It.

Adriano,

J-dRe-fi'no,] or,

more

Hadria'nus Pub'lius iE'lius, a Roman emperor,

at Rome in January, 76 A.D., was a son of ZElius Hadrianus Afer, and a cousin of Trajan. His favourite study
was the Greek language and literature.
He won the
favour of Trajan, and accompanied him in his campaign
against the Dacians. He was chosen tribune of the people
When Trajan was forced
in 105 A.D., and praetor in 107.
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Hadschi-Chalfa,

Hady-Moussa.

See Haji-Khalfa.
See Hadee-Moosa.

(or -Khalfa.)

See Haberlin.

Haeberlin.

de, d& i-a'Do, (Diego,) a Spanish monk and
He wrote an account of
historian, lived about 1600.
Algiers, (“Topographia e Historia de Argel,” 1612.)

Haedo,

See Haffner.
Haehnel. See Hahnel.
Haellstroem. See Hallstrom.
Haelwig. See Halvig.

Haeffner.

Haen

mAh,

van, vtn hin, (Anto^n,) an eminent
physician, born at the Hague in 1704, was a pupil
of Boerhaave. He practised twenty years in his native
place, and was chosen first professor of medicine in
Vienna in 1754. He succeeded Van Swieten as chief
physician to the empress Maria Theresa. He published
many medical works, of which the most important is
the “Method of Treatment (or Curing) in Hospitals,”
(“Ratio Medendi in Nosocomio practico,” 1757-74,)
often reprinted.
Died in Vienna in 1776. Desgenettes
calls him “one of the most illustrious practitioners of
the eighteenth century.”
“ Nouvelle BiograSee F. G. Boisseau, “ Biographie Mddicale

Dutch

phie G^n^rale.”

Haendel. See Handel.
Haenel. See Hanel.
Haenke. See Hanke.
Haering.
*

See Haring, (Wilhelm.)
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fleeting spirit

!

wandering

fire,

That long hast warmed my tender breast,
Must thou no more this frame inspire,

No

more a

pleasing, cheerful guest?

Whither, ah, whither art thou flying?
To what dark, undiscovered shore?

Thou

seem’st

And
j,

o,

all

wit and

trembling, shivering, dying,
Pope.
are no more.”
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1

Haerlem or Haarlem, van, vSn hiR'lem, (Dirck,)
a Dutch painter, born at Haarlem about 1410 ; died in
1470.
Haeser. See Haser.
Haeusser. See Hausser.
Haffner, hif'ner, (Anton,) a painter of perspective,
He
of Swiss extraction, was born at Bologna in 1654.
lived many years at Genoa, where he painted admirable frescos in the church of Saint Luke and other
churches.
He was also employed by the grand duke at
Florence.
Died in 1732. His brother Henry, born in
1640, painted decorations in several palaces at Rome
and in churches of Bologna. Died in 1702.
Haffner or Haeffner, hSf'ner, (Johann Christian
Friedrich,) a German composer, born in Thuringia in
1759 died at Upsal in 1833.
Hafis, the German spelling of Hafiz, which see.
Hftfiz, hipfiz, written also Hafitz and Hafis, (Mo;

hammed Shems-ed-Deen,

mo-him'med shems

ed-

deen',) a celebrated Persian poet, born at Shiraz about
Love and wine are the favourite subjects of his
1300.
poems, which are condemned as licentious by strict Mussulmans. He is regarded as the greatest lyric poet of
Persia.
His poems, which collectively are entitled the
“ Divan,” are praised for purity of style, harmony of
versification, and brilliant imagination.
Among the recorded events of his life is an interview with Tamerlane

Died about 1390.

in 1387.
in

His poems were published

Persian at Calcutta in 1791.

Some

portions of them

have been translated into English by

Richardson,

J.
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(1774,) J. H. Hindley, (1800,) and other Oriental scholars.
See Sir W. Gore Ouseley, “ Biographical Notices of Persian
Poets,” London, 1846; “ N ouvelle Biographie Genitrale ;” “Fraser’s
Magazine” for January, 1846, and September, 1854.

Hagen, van der, vfn der hi'gen or ha'Hen, (Steven,)
a Dutch admiral, born about 1560, commanded an expedition which explored the Chinese Sea and the Sunda
Isles in 1600.
In 1604 he defeated the Portuguese in
several actions, and expelled them from the Moluccas.
Died about 1610.
Hagen, von, fon hi'gen, (Johann Georg Friedrich,) a German antiquary, born at Baireuth in 1723.
He formed a rich cabinet of medals, pictures, etc., and
was a liberal patron of artists. He wrote a “ DescripSilver Coins of Nuremberg,” (1766,)
other valuable works.
Died in 1783.
See Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”
tion of the

Hagen, von

German

Schmiedeberg, in Prussia,
professor of

Hein-

der, fon deR hi'gen, (Friedrich

rich,) an eminent

German

critic

in

and

philologist,

February, 1780.

literature at Berlin

and

born

at

He became

in

1810,

and

devoted his attention to the mediaeval German literature.
He published, besides other works, “Heroic Romances
of the North,” (5 vols., 1814-28,) “Monuments of the
Middle Ages,” (1824,) and “The Minnesinger,” (5 vols.,
1 838—56,) a poetical collection, which is called his chief
work. Died in Berlin in 1856.
See Brockhaus,
graphie Generate. ”

“ Conversations-Lexikon

“Nouvelle

Bio-

Hagenbach, hi'gen-biK 7 (Karl Rudolf,)

a Swiss
,
Protestant theologian, was born at Bale in 1801.
He
became professor of theology at Bale about 1828, and
was author of lectures on the “ Essence and History

the Reformation,” (6 vols., 1834-43,) “Ecclesiastic
History of the Eighteenth and Nineteenth Centuries,”
(2 vols. ; 3d edition, 1856,) and other esteemed works,
(in German.) Died at Bale in 1874.
Hagenbuch,. hi'gen-booK', (Johann Caspar,) a
Swiss antiquary, born at Zurich in 1700. Among his
writings is a curious treatise on certain Greek and
Latin inscriptions, entitled “Epistolae Epigraphies,”

oi

Ha'gar or A'gar, [Heb. Un,] an Egyptian woman,
was the second wife of the patriarch Abraham, and the
mother of Ishmael. (See Genesis xvi. and xxi.)
Hageau, /if'zho', (Amable,) a French engineer, born etc., (1747.) Died in 1763.
in 1756, was appointed divisionary inspector of bridges
See Ersch und Grubf.r, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”
and roads beyond the Alps. Died in 1836.
Hager, hi'ger, (Johann Georg,) a German geograHagedorn, hit'geh-doRn', (Christian Ludwig,) an pher,
born in the district of Baireuth in 1709. He pubeminent critic of art, a brother of Friedrich, the poet,
lished an edition of Homer’s “Iliad,” (1745-67,) and a
was born at Hamburg in 1713. He served the Elector “
System of Geography,” (“ Ausfuhrliche Geographic,”
of Saxony many years as secretary of legation to various
vols., 1746-51,) which had great success. Died in 1777.
courts.
In 1764 he was appointed director-general of 3
See Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”
the Academies of Fine Arts at Dresden and Leipsic. He
Hager, (Joseph,) an Orientalist, of German extracproduced in 1762, in German, “ Reflections on Painting,”
tion, born at Milan in 1757.
He published a treatise on
(2 vols.,) which is considered a classic work by artists.
Chinese worship, called “Pantheon Chinois,” (1802,)
Died at Dresden in 1780.
and “Elements of the Chinese Language,” (London,
See Ersch und Gruber, “ Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”
7

Hagedorn, von, fon h^geh-doRn (Friedrich,) an
elegant German poet, born at Hamburg in April, 1708.
In 1733 he became secretary to a company of merchants,
called “ The English Court,” at Hamburg. He published
in 1738 a volume of fables and tales in verse, and afterwards a volume of “Moral Poems.” Among his masterpieces are “The Savant,” a satire, (1740,) “The Sage,”
The merit
(1741,) and “Ode on Happiness,” (1743.)
of restoring good taste in German poetry is ascribed to
Hagedorn and Haller. Wieland called him “ the German
,

Died in 1754.
See Eschenburg, “ F. von Hagedorn’s Werke,”

Horace.”

5 vols.,

1800,

the 4th vol. of which contains a memoir of Hagedorn Longfellow,
“Poets and Poetry of Europe;” C. H. Schmid, “Biographie der
Dichter;” Gervinus, “ Geschichte der Deutschen Dichtung.”
:

Hagemann,
jurist,

born

hii'geh-miin',

at Stiege,

(Theodor,) a German
in 1761, became aulic

Brunswick,

councillor and judge of the court of appeal at Zelle.
He published a valuable work, entitled “ Practical Explanations of All Sorts of Juridical Subjects,” (6 vols.,
1798-1818.) Died in 1827.

Hagen, hii'gen, (Ernst August,) an ingenious German novelist and writer on art, was born at Kotiigsberg

He became professor of aesthetics in Konigsberg about 1830. Among his works are “ Olfrid and
Lisena,” a poem, (1820,) and “Leonardo da Vinci at
Milan,” (1840.)
Hagen, (Kari. Gottfried,) a German chemist and
writer, born at Kdnigsberg in 1749; died in 1829.
Hagen, van, vfn hi'gen or hi'Hen, (Jan,) a Dutch
landscape-painter, who lived about 1630.
in 1797.
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Died

in 1819.

See Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”

Hag'ga-i, [Heb. ’in ; Fr. Agg£e, tg'zhi'Jone of the
twelve minor Hebrew prophets, lived about 520 B.C.,
during the erection of the second temple, the glory of
which he predicted should transcend that of the first.
(Haggai ii. 9.) His mission was chiefly to urge the Jews
to greater diligence in the erection of the temple.
His
language is quoted in Hebrews xii. 26.
Haghe, htg, (Louis,) a skilful painter and lithographer, born in Belgium in 1802. He removed in his youth
to London, where he afterwards resided.
He published
many fine lithographs of Flemish monuments designed
by himself, and painted in water-colours the interiors
of Flemish town-halls and churches,
Among his most
admired works are paintings of the Palais de Courlray
and the Audience-Chamber of B uges. Died in 1885.
Hagstrom or Hagstroem, hig'stRom, (Johan
Otto,) a Swedish naturalist and writer, born
in

1716

;

at

Froson

died in 1792.

Hague,

hag, (Charles,) an English composer, born
in 1769.
He became professor of music
Died in 1821.
at Cambridge about 1796.
Hague, hag, (William,) an American Baptist minin

Tadcaster

born in New York about 1805, graduated at
Hamilton College in 1826. He published, besides other
works, “Christianity and Statesmanship,” (1855.)
Haguenot, /Sig'no', (Henri,) a French physician,
born at Montpellier in 1687. He wrote a “Treatise on
Small-Pox,” (1734.) Died in 1775.
ister,
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Hahn, hln, (August,) a German theologian, one of
the leaders of the orthodox Protestant party, was born
near Querfurt, in Prussia, in 1792. Ide became professor
of theology at Leipsic in 1826, and general superintendent of Silesia in 1S44.
lie published, besides other
works, a “Text-Book of the Christian Faith,” (182S,) and
“ On the Present State of Christianity, and the Relations
which exist between Theology and Science,” (1832.)
Hahn, (Carl August,) a German philologist, born
at Heidelberg in 1807 ; died in 1857.
Hahn, (Johann David,) a German natural philosopher, born at Heidelberg in 1729, published a treatise
“ On the Mutual Subservience of Mathematics and ChemDied in 17S4.
istry,” and other works.
See Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”
Hahn, (Ludwig

German dramatic poet,
wrote tragedies entitled
“The Rebellion of Pisa,” (1776,) and “Robert von Hohenecken,” (1778,) which are admired for energy of style
born

Philipp,) a

at Trippstadt in 1746.

and elevation of thought.

He

Died

Hahn, (Philipp Matthaus,)

in 1787.

a

German, noted

for

inventive mechanical genius, was born near Stuttgart in
He settled as pastor at Onsmettingen in 1764,
1739.
before which he had made astronomical and optical instruments. He invented a machine which represented
the motions of the celestial bodies, and another which
performed operations in arithmetic. He published seveDied in 1790.
ral treatises on theology, sermons, etc.
“Annals
See Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie
of Industry and Genius,” by C. L. Brightwell, London, iS6r.

Hahn, (Simon Friedrich,)

a German historian and
born at Klosterbergen, in Prussia, in 1692.
He is said to have understood Greek, Latin, and French
at the age of ten.
At the age of twenty-four he became
He
professor of history and public law at Helmstedt.
published an excellent “ History of the Constitution of
(“Teutsche
the Empire and German Emperors,”
StaatsReichs- und Keyser Historic,” (4 vols., 1721-24,) and
other historical works. Died at Hanover in 1729.
See J. F. C. Hahn, “ Schediasma de Vita Halinii,” 1729; Ersch

1

HAKL UTT

o
Died

in 1770.
His brother, Johann Lorenz, born in
was an engraver in mezzotint. Died in 1750.
Haid, (Johann Jakob,) a German engraver of portraits, born near Ulm in 1704; died in 1767.
His son,
Johann Elias, (1739-1809,) was also an engraver.
Haider Ali. See IIyder All
Haidinger, hl'ding'er, (Wilhelm,) a German geologist, born in Vienna in 1793.
He was appointed councillor of mines at Vienna in 1840, and director-in-chief

1702,

Geological Institute of Austria in 1849.
He
published a “Treatise on Mineralogy,” (“ Handbuch
der bestimmenden Mineralogie,” (1845,) a “Geognostic
Chart of the Austrian Empire,” (1847,) and other works.
His father, Karl, born in Vienna in 1756, was a mineralogist of merit.
He was author of an “ Essay towards
a Systematic Division of the Different Kinds of Rocks,”
of the

Died in 1797.
Hailes, Lord. See Dalrympi.e, (Sir David.)
Haillan, du, dii /if'ybN', (Bernard de Girard
deh zheTtit',) Seigneur, a French historian, born at
Bordeaux in 1535. He wrote a history of France, (“ l)e
l’litat et Succes des Affaires de France,” 1570,) which
passed through many editions and was approved by
Charles IX., who rewarded him with the title of histo(1786.)

riographer.
Died in 1610.
See Bayle, “Historical and Critical Dictionary.”

Haimavata,

hl'ma-va-ta, or

Haimavat,

hT'ma-vat,

“snowy” or “snow-clad,” from the Sanscrit htnui
or haima “cold,” “frost,” “snow,”] called the “king of
mountains,” was, according to the Hindoo mythology,
[i.e.

,

the father of Ganga, (Ganges,) or ParvatI, which see.

Haimo.

See Haymo.
Haizinger, hits'ing'er, (Amalie,) a popular German
born at Carlsruhe in 1800.
Haji- (or Hadji-) Khalfa, h ij'ee Kill 'fa, written
also Hadschi-Chalfa, (or -Khalfah,) a celebrated
Turkish historian and bibliographer, born in Constantinople.
His proper name was Mustafa-Ben-Abdallah. He was minister of finances under Amurath IV.
He wrote a “ History of Constantinople,” and an excellent work on bibliography, which contains notices of
und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”
Hahnel or Haehnel, ha'nel, (Ernst Julius,) a 18,550 Arabic, Persian, and Turkish books, with memoirs
the authors.
It served as the basis of Herbelot’s
German contemporary sculptor, studied under Reitschel of
“ Bibliotheque Orientale.” Died in 1658.
and Sehwanthaler. Among his master-pieces is the statue
See Von Hammer, “ Histoire de l’Empire Ottoman.”
of Beethoven at Bonn, completed in 1845.
Hakera. See Alhakf.m.
Hahnemann, hi'neh-min, ( Samuel Christian
Hakem-Biamrillali, hi'kem be-im-ril'lah, (AbooFriedrich,) a celebrated German physician, born in
Meissen, in Saxony, in 1755, was the founder of the sys- Alee-Mansoor, or Abu-Ali-Mansur, i'boo i'lee
tem of medicine known as homoeopathy. He graduated man-sooR',) third Fatimite caliph of Egypt, succeeded
at Erlangen in 1779, and practised for some years at his father, Azeez-Billah, in 996 A. D. A capricious despot,
Dresden. About 1796 he announced his new system, he was noted for his cruelty and extravagance. After
founded on the principle that in order to cure any subjecting the Christians to numerous vexations, he
diseased affection we should employ a medicine having banished them from Egypt, and thus furnished one
power to produce a similar affection in the body of a of the chief motives of the crusades. Fie died, or was
healthy person
an artificial affection (caused by the killed, in 1021.
medicine) displaces the original disease, and on the disHakewill, hak'wil, (George,) D.D., born at Exeter,
continuance of the medicine this secondary disease ceases in England, in 1579, became Archdeacon of Surrey in
Hence the motto adopted by the homoeopa- 1616. He published several sermons, and “An Apology
of itself.
thists, “Similia similibus curantur,” (“ Like cures like.”) or Declaration of the Power and Providence of God in
He developed the Government of the World,” (1627,) which is comI Jahnemann afterwards settled in Leipsic.
It is designed to refute
his system in a work called “ Organon of Rational Medi- mended for piety and learning.
Died in Paris in 1843.
cine,” (Dresden, 1810.)
the doctrine of modern degeneracy, and to prove that
”
the powers of nature are not doomed to a progressive
See “Nouvelle Biographie Generate.
Hahn-Hahn, von, fon htn-hin, (Ida Marie Luise decline. Died in 1649.
publicist,

actress,

:

Sophie,) Countess, a poetess and novelist, called “the
at Tressow, Mecklenburg-Schwerin, in 1805. About 1826 she was married to
Count von Hahn-Hahn, from whom she was divorced
in 1829, after which she visited France, Italy, Spain, and
the Levant.
She produced in 1835 “ Poems,” (“ Gedichte,”) and in 1836 “ Venetian Nights,” which had
great success. Among her most popular novels is “ FausShe has published several narratives of
tine,” (1841.)
About 1850 she
travel, and “Oriental Letters,” (1845.)
avowed her conversion to Roman Catholicism.
See Lisch, “Geschichte und Urkunden des Geschlechtes Hahn,”

German George Sand,” was horn

1844; ‘‘Edinburgh Review” for January, 1844; “Foreign Quarterly
Review” for January, 1843; “North British Review” for August, 1847.

Haid,

(Johann Gottfried,) a German
Augsburg in 1710, worked in England.
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See Prince, “Worthies of Devon.”

Hakewill, (James,) an English

writer and architect,

published a “History of Windsor,” (1813,) and a “Picturesque Tour of Italy,” (1817.) Died in 1843.
Hakkert, hlk'keRt, or Hackaert, hik'kiRt, (Jan.)

Dutch landscape-painter, born at Amsterdam
He painted chiefly wild and mountainous
scenery, and was intimate with Adrian van der Velde,
a skilful

about 1540.

who

furnished the figures of

scapes.

many

of Hakkert’s land-

Died about

1635.
hak'loot, (Richard,) prebendary of Westminster, an English historian, born at Yatton in 1553.
He became greatly interested in geography and navigation, and was appointed professor of these branches at
Oxford. In 1589 he published his celebrated work on
the voyages and discoveries of the English, dedicated

Hakluyt,
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1

to Walsinghatn, his patron, which was afterwards enlarged and published in 1600, with the following title
“ Principal Navigations, Voyages, Traffics, and Discoveries of the English Nation, by Sea or Overland, to the
Most Remote and Distant Quarters of the Earth, at any
Time within the Compass of 1500 Years.” This work
contains official documents relative to each voyage, as
patents, letters of ministers, charters, etc., and has preserved from oblivion many precious monuments of
Anglo-Saxon enterprise. He died in 1616.
:

See Wood, “ Athena: Oxonienses;” “Retrospective Review,”
vol. xi., 1825.

Hal, van, vin hll, a Flemish painter, born at Antwerp in 1668. His early historical pieces are admired.
Halb Suter, hilp soo'ter, a Swiss poet, born at Lucerne about 1370, was the author of a popular song
entitled “ The Battle of Sempach.”
See Longfellow, “ Poets and Poetry of Europe.”

Haley one.
Haldane,

See Alcyone.

Alexander,) a Scottish
Independent clergyman, born at Dundee in 1768, was the
In 1785 he
brother of Robert Haldane, noticed below.
entered the naval service of the East India Company,
and in 1793 was appointed captain of the Melville Castle.
The next year he retired from the sea, in order to devote
himself to the ministry of the gospel.
He became pastor of the Tabernacle, Edinburgh, in 1799, and continued
to preach in that city until his death, in 1851.
He published several religious works.
“
Alexander
and
See
Haldane, Memoirs of Robert
James A.
Haldane,” 1852; Chambers, “ Biographical Dictionary of Eminent
hil'din, (James

Scotsmen,” (Supplement.)

Haldane, (Robert,) was born of Scottish parents in
London in 1764, and was educated at Edinburgh. He
served in the navy from 1780 to 1783, and afterwards
became an Independent minister, noted for his zeal
and liberality in the diffusion of religious instruction. It
is stated that he expended ,£30,000 in the erection of
churches.
In 1816 he published his “Evidence and
Authority of Divine Revelation.” In 1817 and 1818 he
was successful

at

Geneva and Montauban

in

promoting

a revival of religion and in forming the evangelical school,
which has done so much to propagate Protestantism in
France. His “ Exposition of the Epistle to the Romans”
(1835) is esteemed an excellent standard work, especially
by Calvinists. Died in 1842.
See Alexander Haldane, “ Memoirs of Robert and Janies A.

Haldane
Chambers, “ Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen,” (Supplement;) “London Quarterly Review” for April, 1S56.

Haldat du Lys, Ml' dt' dii le, (Charles Nicolas
Alexandre,) M.D., a French physicist, born at Bourmont, in Lorraine, in 1770. He wrote several treatises
on magnetism, biographies, and other works. Died in
1832 or 1852.

Halde, Du. See Duhalde.
Hdl'de-man, (S. S.,) an American

naturalist and phiborn in Lancaster county, Pennsylvania, in 1812.
appointed an assistant in the geological survey
of Pennsylvania in 1837.
He published “ Freshwater
Univalve Mollusca of the United States,” (1840-44,)
“Zoological Contributions,” (1843,) “Analytic Orthography, ” and other works. In 1851 he became professor
of natural history in the University of Pennsylvania, and
about 1855 he obtained a similar office in Delaware

lologist,

He was

He died in 1880.
hill''den-<Mng', (Christian,) an emiengraver, was born at Durlach in 1770.
He engraved many landscapes after Poussin, Claude
Lorrain, and Elsheimer, and executed some prints for
the “ Musee Napoleon.”
Died in 1831.
College, at

Newark.

Haldenwang,

nent

German

Haldorsen, htU'doR'sen, (Bjorn,) an Icelandic lexicographer, born in 1724. He published a “Lexicon Islandico-Latino-Danicum,” (2 vols., 1814.) Died in 1794.
See Kraft og Nyerup, “ Litteraturlexicon.”
Hale, (Rev. Benjamin,) an American educator, born
at Newburyport, Massachusetts, in 1797, graduated at
Bowdoin College in 1818. He became professor of
chemistry at Dartmouth College in 1827, and president
of Geneva College (now Hobart Free College) in 1836.
Died in 1863.
Hale, (David,) an American
bon, Connecticut, in 1791.
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connection with Gerard Hallock, the New York “Journal of Commerce.”
He was a distinguished advocate of
the sub-treasury, free trade, and other leading measures

Died in 1849.
Hale, (Horatio,) an American lawyer and philologist, a son of Mrs. Sarah J. Hale, was born in New
Hampshire about 1817. He graduated at Llarvard in
He produced a work entitled “Ethnology and
1837.
Philology,” which, says Dr. Latham, “contains the
greatest mass of philological data ever accumulated by
The “North American Review,”
a single inquirer.”
in a notice of the volume in July, 1846, says, “Mr. Hale
of the Democratic party.

has succeeded

in

giving a certain classical completeness

work which makes it a model for future labourers
in the same or similar fields of research.”
Hale, (John P.,) an American statesman, born at Roto his

New

chester, Strafford county,
Hampshire, in March,
1806. He graduated at Bowdoin College in 1827, studied
law, and was admitted to the bar in 1830.
He was appointed district attorney for
Hampshire by Presi-

New

dent Jackson in 1834, and reappointed by Van Buren.
In 1843 he was sleeted a member of Congress by the

Democrats of a district in New Hampshire. He became
Congress a decided opponent of slavery, for which
reason his party opposed his election in 1845. About
this date he resided at Dover, New Hampshire.
He
was Speaker of the House of Representatives of his
in

native State in 1846.

By

a combination of anti-slavery

Democrats and Whigs, he was elected Senator of the
United States for New Hampshire in 1847. For several years he stood almost alone in the Senate on the
question of slavery, and maintained a position independent of party. He was an easy and ready speaker,
and by his wit or humour was often successful in turning
aside the attacks of the pro-slavery Senators or in mitigating the bitterness of party animosity.
He was nominated as candidate for the Presidency by the Liberty
party in 1852, and received about 155,800 votes.
On
the expiration of his senatorial term in 1853, a Democrat
was chosen to fill his place. Mr. Hale was again elected
a member of the national Senate in 1855, to fill a vacancy.
Having joined the Republican party, he was re-elected
a Senator by the legislature of New Hampshire for a
term of six years, 1859-65. He was appointed minister
to Spain in 1865, and recalled in 1869. Died in 1873.
Hale, (Sir Matthew,) an eminent English judge,
born at Alderley on the 1st of November, 1609, was
educated at Oxford. About the age of twenty he entered
Lincoln’s Inn, where he pursued the study of law with
great assiduity, and reformed his habits of dissipation.
He was admitted to the bar a few years before the commencement of the civil war, during which he maintained
a neutral position, and acted as counsel for royalists in
several important trials, among which were the cases
After the execution
of Strafford and Archbishop Laud.
of Charles I., he recognized the Commonwealth, and
accepted from Cromwell, in 1653, the post of judge of
the common bench, the duties of which he performed
with great fidelity, ability, and honour.
He was twice
elected to Parliament,
in 1658 and in 1660.
Charles
II. appointed him chief baron of the exchequer in 1660,
and lord chief justice of England in 1671. He is regarded
as one of the greatest, wisest, and best judges that ever
attained this dignity.
His “ History of the Common
Law” and “Pleas of the Crown” are esteemed as very
high authority.
He wrote also several religious and
moral treatises, among which we may notice his “Contemplations” and “ Primitive Origination of Mankind.”
He was twice married, and had a numerous offspring.

—

Died

in

December,

1676.

See Gilbert Burnet, “Life of Sir Matthew Hale,” 16.82; Dr.
Williams, “ Life of Sir Matthew Hale,” 1835 Roscoe, “ Life of Sir
Matthew Hale;” Lord Campbell, “Lives of the Chief Justices;”
;

Foss, “

The Judges

of England.”

Hale, (Nathan,) Captain, an American

patriot,

born

Coventry, Connecticut, in 1755, graduated at Yale
College in 1773, and entered the army in 1775.
In 1776
he took part in the battle of Long Island.
Pie was sent
by General Washington to penetrate the enemy’s lines
and procure intelligence in September, 1776. Having
been seized as a spy, he was executed the next day.
See Stuart, “ Life of Nathan Hale,” 1856.
at
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Hale, (Nathan,) a journalist and lawyer, a nephew 14,) which is highly commended by Horne and Orme.
was born in Westhampton, Massachu- Died at Kildare in 1821.
He became in 1814 owner and editor
Hales, de, (Alexander.) See Alexander de Hales.
setts, in 1784.
Halevy, /zt'IVve', (Jacques FRANgois Fromental
of the “ Boston Daily Advertiser,” the first daily paper
issued in New England, which he conducted for many Elie,) an excellent French composer, born in Paris, of
It was an influential organ succes- Jewish parents, in 1799, was a favourite pupil of Cheruyears with ability.
sively of the Federalist, Whig, and Republican parties. bini.
He produced in 1829 “ Claria,” an opera, which
He was successful. His reputation was greatly increased
he
married
a sister of Edward Everett.
In 1816
rendered important services in both branches of the by “ The Jewess,” (“ La Juive,” 1835,) which is called his
The text of this was written by E. Scribe.
legislature of Massachusetts, and was one of the founders capital work.
He published a He was chosen professor in the Conservatory in 1833.
of the “North American Review.”
Among his later works are the operas of “ The Queen
good map of New England in 1825. Died in 1863.
Hale, (Sarah Josepha,) an American authoress, of Cyprus,” (1841,) “La Fee aux Roses,” (1849,) and
daughter of Mr. Buell, of Saybrook, Connecticut, born “Valentine d’Aubigne,” (1856,) which display beauties
Died in March, 1862.
in 1795 at Newport, New Hampshire, was married in of the first order.
“ Nouvelle
See Fins, “Biographie Universelle des Musiciens
1814 to Mr. David Hale. She published in 1823 “The
“ Spohr und Haldvy und die neueste
;”
Biographie
Gendrale
Ebeks,
Poems,”
followed
by
other
Oblivion,
and
Genius of
“Northwood,” a novel, (1827.) In 1828 she became Kirchen- und Opern-Musik,” 1837.
Halevy, (L£on,) a French poet, brother of the preeditor of the “Ladies’ Magazine,” Boston, which in
He produced about
1837 she merged into the “Lady’s Book” of Philadel- ceding, was born in Paris in 1802.
phia.
Among her poetic productions may be mentioned 1830 an excellent version of the Odes of Horace, and
of the preceding,

“Ormond

afterwards imitations of

The

titled

Grosvenor,” a tragedy, “Three Hours, or,
Vigil of Love; and other Poems,” issued in 1848,
“
and Harry Guy, a Story of the Sea.”
See Griswold’s “ Female Poets of America.”

many

great foreign poets, en-

“Poesies Europeennes.” His original drama of
“ Luther” is commended.
Among his other works are
a “History of the Jews,” (1828,) versions of several
Halem, h&'lem, (Bernhard Jakob Friedrich,) a tragedies of zEschylus, Sophocles, and Euripides, and a
German litterateur, born at Oldenburg in 1768. He version of “Macbeth,” (1853.) Fie was a clerkin in the
1883.
ministry of public instruction many years. Died
translated from the English Hallam’s “ Middle Ages,”
Hal'ford, (Sir Henry,) an eminent English physician,
and several of the romances of Sir Walter Scott. Died
born on the 2d of October, 1766, was the son of Dr. James
in 1823.
Vaughan, of Leicester. After graduating at Oxford, he
See Ersch und Gruber, “ Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”
practised in London with success, and, having given
Halem, von, fon h&'lem, (Gerhard Anton,) a Ger- proof of his consummate skill, was chosen as medical
man historian, born at Oldenburg in 1752. Among his attendant by George III., by whom he was knighted in
works are a “ History of the Duchy of Oldenburg,” (3 1809. Having inherited a large fortune from a relative
vols., 1796,) and a “Life of Peter the Great,” (1805.)
named Halford, he adopted the name of his benefactor
Died in 1819.
in 1815.
Sir Henry continued to be royal physician
See his “ Selbstbiographie,” 1S40; Ersch und Gruber, “Allgeduring the reigns of George IV., William IV., and
meine Encyklopaedie.”

Halen, van, vin SflSn, ? (Don Juan,) Count of Peracampos, a Spanish general, of Belgian extraction, was
born in the isle of Leon in 1790. He fought as officer
for the Constitutional party in 1821, and went into exile
about 1823. In 1830 he obtained command of the Belgian insurgents, and drove the Dutch army from Brussels.
He returned to Spain in 1836, and, as general of
division, defeated the Carlists in Navarre. He was president of the council of war sometime between 1852 and
Died in November, 1864.
1856.
See Juan van Halen, “Relacion de su Cautividad en los Calabozos de

la

Inquisicion,” 2 vols., 1827, and English translation, Lon-

don, 1827.

Hales

or

Hayles,

halz, (John,)

an English scholar

and writer, born in Kent died in 1572.
Hales, (John,) the Ever-Memorable, a noted English scholar and Arminian divine, born at Bath in 1584,
was educated at Oxford, and was a Fellow of Merton
;

In 1618 he took part in the Synod of Dort,
College.
and in 1639 he became canon of Windsor. He wrote
sermons, letters, and treatises on theology, which were
highly commended for learning, subtlety, and wit. Clarendon called him one of the greatest scholars in Europe
and many writers agree in praising both his character
and acquirements. Died in 1656.
“ Account of the Life and Writings
See “ Biographia Britannica
of John Hales,” 1719.
;

Hales, (Stephen,) D.D., an eminent English philosopher, born at Beckesbourn in 1677, resided for the greater
part of his life at Teddington, of which he was curate.
He made important discoveries in vegetable physiology,
of which he published an account in a work entitled
“Vegetable Statics,” (1727.) In 1717 he was elected a
Fellow of the Royal Society. He wrote treatises on
anatomy, temperance, the circulation of the blood, and
other subjects, and invented an improved plan for ventiDied in 1761.
lating prisons.
See Fouchy, “ filoge de Hales.”

Hales, (Thomas.) See Helf., d\
Hales, (William,) an Irish clergyman and scientific
author, wrote, besides works on mathematics and theology, a
a, e,

T,

“New

o, u, y,

Analysis of Chronology,”

long;

i, b,

(3 vols.,

6 same, less prolonged;
,

a, e,

1809T,

Victoria.
He was for many years president of the
College of Physicians, before which he delivered several
elegant Latin orations ; and he wrote numerous essays

on professional subjects, some of which are interesting
and attractive even to the general reader. His professional income at one period amounted to ^10,000 a

Died in 1844.
See “Gentleman’s Magazine”

year.

Halgan,
born

in

/zil'gSN',

Bretagne

in

for

May,

1S44.

(Emmanuel,) a French admiral,
He became captain of a
1771.

ship about 1805, and by his skilful seamanship escaped
the disastrous affair of the fire-ships at the isle of
Aix in 1809. He was made a vice-admiral in 1829, and
Governor of Martinique in 1834. Died in 1852.
Hal'hed, (Nathaniel Brassey,) M.P., an English
author, born in 1751, published a “Grammar of the
Bengal Language,” and a “ Code of Gentoo Laws,”
Died in 1830.
translated from the Persian.
Hal'I-bur-ton, (Thomas Chandler,) a humorous
and popular English author, was born in Nova Scotia
about 1802. In early life he practised law. About 1837
he obtained celebrity by his “ Clockmaker, or the Sayings
and Doings of Sam Slick of Slickville,” an amusing
personation of Yankee character. A second series of
these Sayings and Doings appeared in 1838, and a third
He was appointed a judge about 1841, and
in 1840.

m

removed

to

England

in

1850.

He

Slick in England,” (1843,) and
Nature,” (1855.) Died in 1865.

also wrote

“Nature and

“Sam
Human

See Hallifax, (Samuel.)
Hal'I-fax, (Charles Montagu,) Earl of, an English statesman, born at Horton in April, 1661, was the
younger son of George Montagu, and a grandson of the
He was educated at Cambridge,
Earl of Manchester.
where he formed an acquaintance with Sir Isaac Newton.
He acquired distinction by his verses on the death of
Charles II. in 1685, for which he was patronized by the
Being the youngest son of a younger
Earl of Dorset.
brother, and consequently without fortune, he chose the
profession of a politician, and obtained in 1690 a seat in
the House of Commons, where he speedily distinguished
himself by his talents for debate and for other duties of
His efforts on the question of trials for
a statesman.

Halifax.
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nied Lord Amherst on the embassy to China, and after
same year he became one his return published “A Voyage of Discovery to Corea
About this time Montagu and Great Loo-Choo Island,” which was well received.

to the first rank of parlia-

in the

of the lords of the treasury.
and Somers were the leaders of the Whig party in the
House of Commons and when Somers retired from
I11
that arena the former remained without an equal.
1695 he was appointed chancellor of the exchequer, and
He became first lord of the
projected the general fund.
treasury in 1697, and was raised to the peerage, as Baron
;

Halifax, in 1700.
In 1701 he was impeached by the House of Commons,
in which the Tories had gained the ascendency, but was
At the death of
acquitted by the House of Lords.
Queen Anne, in 1714, he acted as one of the regents untfl
the arrival of George I., who created him Earl of HaliHe
fax and appointed him first lord of the treasury.
died in 1715, and, leaving no issue, his earldom became
extinct
but his nephew and heir, George Montagu, was
soon after made Earl of Halifax. He receives credit for
consistency as a statesman, but is censured for inordi;

nate vanity.
He ceased to be a versifier soon after he
entered Parliament, but was noted as a patron of lite-

By
rary men, among whom were Addison and Steele.
these and other writers he was, as Pope remarked, “ fed
with dedications.” His chief production as a poet is
his “ Epistle to the Earl of Dorset on the Battle of the
Boyne.” The Earl of Halifax originated the project for
the formation of a public library and the purchase of
the Cotton manuscripts, which were the commencement
of the British Museum. He is called the author or originator of the national debt and of the Bank of England.
See Macaulay’s ' Kss ay on A tdison.”

He published in 1823 “Extracts from a Journal written
on the Coasts of Chili, Peru, and Mexico;” and in 1829
appeared his “Travels in North America,” which was
followed by “A Winter in Lower Styria,” “Travels in
South America,” etc. Captain Hall was a Fellow of the
Royal Society, to the “Transactions” of which he contributed several scientific treatises.
His books of travel
obtained a liberal share of popularity.
“Blackwood’s
Magazine,” reviewing his “Travels in North America,”
gives him credit for “striking talent and many just and
He died insane, in 1844.

profound observations.”

Hall,(Rt. Hon. SirBENjAMiN,)aliberal

British legis-

born probably in Wales in 1802. He was elected
Parliament in 1831, after which he represented Maiylebone for many years. He favoured the extension of
the right of suffrage and other reforms, and acted a
prominent part in the often-repeated effort to abolish
church rates. In 1854 he became president of the board
lator,

to

of health,

and privy

councillor.

He

was raised

to the

peerage as Baron Llanover in 1859. Died in 1867.
Hall, (Carl Christian,) a Danish orator of the
Liberal party, born at Copenhagen about 1812. In 1854
he was appointed minister of worship and public instruction, and president of the council in 1856.
Hall, (Sir Charles,) an English lawyer, bom at
Manchester in 1814. He became a Vice-Chancellor in
1873.

Died

in 1883.

HM1, (Dominick Augustine,) an American

magisborn in South Carolina in 1765, became United
Halifax, (Viscount.) See Wood, (Sir Charles.) States judge for Louisiana in 1812. He is chiefly known
Halifax, (George Savile or Saville,) Marquis of, from his controversy with General Jackson at New Oran English statesman, born in 1630, was the son of Sir leans in 1815. (See Jackson, Andrew.) Died in 1820.
William Savile, of Yorkshire, and grandfather of Lord
Hall or Halle, (Edward,) an English historian, born
Chesterfield.
In 1668 his loyalty to the Stuart family
in London.
In 1540 he was appointed a judge of the
was rewarded by a peerage, with the title of Viscount
sheriff’s court.
He wrote a chronicle, entitled “The
Halifax.
In the reign of Charles II. he was the rival
Union of the Two Noble and Illustrate Families of
of Shaftesbury.
He was a man of eminent abilities and Lancaster and York,” (1542.) Died in 1547.
accomplishments, and acquired great influence in ParHall, (George,) a son of the Bishop of Norwich, was
liament by his readiness in debate, his copious eloborn at Waltham Holy Cross in 1612. He became
quence, and his extensive knowledge.
In 1679 he was
Bishop of Chester in 1662, and published some sermons,
appointed member of the Council of Thirty, and in 1682
Died in 1668.
(1655-66.)
was made a marquis. He opposed the bill for the excluHall, (Gordon,) the first American missionary to
sion of the Duke of York from the throne, and was
Bombay, was born in West Granville, (now Tolland,)
Speaker of the Lords in the Convention or Parliament
Massachusetts, in 1782.
He graduated at Williams
which settled the succession in the revolution of 1688.
College in 1808, was ordained in February, 1812, and
At the accession of William III., Halifax was appointed the
same month sailed for the East under the auspices
lord privy seal, but resigned that office in 1690, and
the American Board for Foreign Missions. After his
joined the opposition.
He was called “the trimmer of
arrival at Bombay he continued to labour with great
of trimmers” in politics, and censured for inconstancy.
zeal and success till his death, (of cholera,) in 1826, just
Macaulay, however, represents him as “ the most acafter completing the publication of the New Testament
complished, the most enlightened, and, in spite of
in the Mahratta language.
great faults, the most estimable” of the statesmen who
Hall, (Sir James,) Baronet of Dunglass, a Scottish
were formed in the corrupt court of Charles II. He
gentleman, born in 1761, was the father of Captain Basil
wrote two political tracts, “The Character of a TrimHall.
He wrote an “Essay on the Origin, Principles,
mer,” and “Anatomy of an Equivalent,” which entitle
and History of Gothic Architecture,” said to be the
him to a place among English classical authors. He
most popular and valuable work on the subject. He
left an only son, at whose death, about 1700, the title
was president of the Royal Society of Edinburgh. By
became extinct. Died in 1695.
experiments on the fusion of mineral substances he
See Macaulay’s “History of England,” vol.
chaps, ii. and
contributed greatly to the progress of geological science.
iv.
trate,

—

—

i.

vol. ii. chaps, vi., vii., ix.,
vol. iv. chap. xxi.
;

and

x.

;

vol.

iii.

chaps,

xi., xiv.

and

xv.

Died

in 1832.

See Chambers, “Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen.”
Halirsch, ha'lS^Rsh, (Friedrich Ludwig,) a German
poet, born in Vienna in 1802
Hall, James,) an eminent American author and judge,
died at Milan in 1832.
Hal'ket, (Lady Anne,) originally named Murray, a born in Philadelphia in 1793. He joined the army and
learned lady, born in London in 1632.
She left in served with distinction against the British in the war of
manuscript many volumes, a portion of which was pub- 1812-15. I' 1 1820 he removed to Shawneetown, Illinois,
lished under the title of “Meditations,” (1702.)
Died where he practised law and held several civil offices, in;

(

in 1699.

Hal'kett, (Sir Peter,) a British naval officer, born in
1766, became vice-admiral in 1821, and admiral in 1837.

Died

in 1840.

Hall, (Anna Maria.) See Hall, (Mrs. S. C.)
Hail, (Rev. Anthony,) born in Cumberland in 1679,

Leland “De Scriptoribus,” (1709,) and other
works. Died in 1723.
Hall, (Captain Basil,) born in Edinburgh in 1788,
entered the royal navy about the age of fifteen, and became a post-captain in 1817. About 1816 he accompaedited
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cluding that of judge. After 1833 he resided in Cincinnati.
He established at Vandalia about 1830 “The Illinois

Monthly Magazine,” which he conducted

for several

He published, besides other
years with much ability.
works, “Legends of the West,” (1832,) “Sketches of
the West,” (1835,) “Tales of the Border,” (1835,)
“Notes on the Western States,” (1838,) and “The Wilderness and the War-Path,” (1845.) Judge Hall and
T. L. McKenney were joint authors of a splendidlyillustrated work, “The History of the Indian Tribes of
North America,” (3 vols., 1838—44.) A new edition of
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Works, revised by himself, was published about
vols.
Died in July, 1868.

1856,

See Griswold, “ Prose Writers of America
Duyckinck, “ Cyclopedia of American Literature,” voi. ii. Allibone, “Dictionary
of Authors.”

Hall, (James,) an American geologist, born at Hingin 1811.
He was educated at the
Rensselaer School, Troy, where he was a pupil of Amos
Eaton. About 1837 he was appointed one of the geologists of the State of New York, and commenced the
survey of the western part of that State. His “ Report
on the Geology of New York, Fourth District,” was
published by the government in 1843. He acquired
distinction by his researches in the fossils of the lower
and middle Silurian rocks, which he described in his
excellent work on “The Palaeontology of New York,”
He was appointed geologist of the
(3 vols., 1847-59.)

ham, Massachusetts,

Iowa

in 1855.

Hall, (John,) an English author, born at Durham in
He wrote a volume of
1627, was educated for the law.
poems, treatises on Emblems and on Paradoxes, and a
translation of Longinus “On the Sublime.” Died in 1656.
Hall, (John,) an English engraver, born near Colchester in 1739.
He was historical engraver to George

Died

III.

cine,” (1837

;)

reprinted by Drs.

Holmes, (Boston,

4

State of
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in 1797.

Hall, (John E.,) an American lawyer and editor, a
brother of Judge James Hall, noticed above, was born
in 1783.
He began to practise law in Baltimore about

See “Memoirs

of'

J.

W.

Bigelow and O.

Died in 1857.
1839.)
Marshall Hall,” by his widow, London, 1861.

Hall, (Newman,) an English dissenting minister, born
in 1816.
He graduated at the London University, and
preached to the Congregational church of Hull from
1842 to 1854. In the latter year he became minister of
Surrey Chapel, London. He wrote a work called “ Come

which had a large circulation. Among his
other works is “ Italy, the Land of the Forum and the
Vatican,” (1853.)
Pie distinguished himself as an advocate of American liberty during the civil war of 1861-65.
He visited the United States in 1867.
Hall, (Peter,) an English theologian, born in 1803,
became rector of Milston, Wiltshire.
He edited the
works of his ancestor, Bishop Joseph Hall, and wrote
“Reliquiae Liturgiae,” (5 vols., 1847,) and “Fragmenta
Liturgica,” (7 vols., 1848.)
Died in 1849.
Hall, hil, (Peter Adolf,) an eminent Swedish miniato Jesus,”

worked

ture-painter, born at Boris in 1739,
Died at Liege in 1794.

in Paris.

Hall, (Richard,) an English Catholic theologian, professor of theology at Douay, in France, wrote a “Life of
Fisher, Bishop of Rochester,” (1653,) which goes under
the

name

of

its editor,

Bailey.

Died

in 1604.

Hall, (Robert,) an eloquent English Baptist minister,
born at Arnsby, in Leicestershire, on the 2d of May,
He was a remarkable instance of early mental
1764.
1805, and there edited the “American Law Journal,” (6
vols., 1808-16.)
In 1816 he became editor of the “ Port- development. It is said that before the age of nine years
Folio,” (published in Philadelphia,) to which he con- he perused with interest Jonathan Edwards’s treatises
on the “Affections” and the “ Will.” After graduating
tributed “Memoirs of Anacreon.” Died in 1829.
Hall, (Joseph,) an English bishop and author, born at King’s College, Aberdeen, where he formed a friendship with Sir James Mackintosh, he became, in 1783,
at Ashby-de-la-Zouch, July 1, 1574. After graduating at
Cambridge, he was ordained, and became chaplain to assistant pastor in the church of Broadmead, near Bristol,
James I. and Dean of Worcester in 1617. He was a to which a crowded audience was attracted by his wondeputy to the Synod of Dort in 1618. In 1627 he was derful eloquence. From 1791 to 1804 he was minister of
appointed Bishop of Exeter, from which he was trans- a Baptist congregation in Cambridge. In consequence
ferred to the see of Norwich in 1641. His earnest piety of excessive application to study and habitual privation
subjected him to the charge of Puritanism. Having of social recreation, he suffered an attack of insanity in
united with other bishops in protesting against the va- November, 1804, from which he was restored in about
two years.
But it was thought expedient for him to
lidity of acts of Parliament passed in their compulsory
absence, he was committed to the Tower in 1641, and resign his ministerial charge, and to abstain from mental
In 1807 or 1808, having imconfined a few months. The revenues of his bishopric exertion for a year or two.
having been sequestered about 1642, he passed the proved in health, he accepted a call from the church of
remainder of his life in poverty, at Iligham. Died in Harvey Lane, Leicester, where he was married in 1808.
Bishop Hall was a man of excellent character, Here he continued to labour for a period of twenty
1656.
and author of many learned and eloquent productions years, and maintained his high reputation as a pulpit
returned to the
in prose
and verse, among which may be noticed orator. In 1826 he left Leicester and
“ Virgidemiarum,” (Poetical Satires, 1598,) “Epistles,” scene of his early labours at Bristol, where he died in
ranked
among the
His
published
sermons
are
“Christian Meditations,” (1640,) “Enochismus; or, 1831.
“ In his
pulpit eloquence.
Treatise on the Mode of Walking with God,” and most perfect specimens of
might, with the
“Contemplations upon the Principal Historical Passages highest flights, what he said of Burke
‘that his imslightest deduction, be applied to himself,
of the New Testament,” (1612-15.) The last, in the
perial fancy laid all nature under tribute,’ and collected
opinion of Doddridge, is “incomparably valuable for
creation and every walk
language, criticism, and devotion.” “Both Taylor and riches from every scene of the
Gregory.)
In the excitement occasioned
Hall,” says Hallam, “were full of learning and fertile of art.” (Dr.
by the French Revolution, he published an “Apology for
of illustration; both may be said to have had strong
Freedom of the Press,” and other political treatises.
imagination and poetical genius, though Taylor let his the
See Olinthus Gregory, “ Brief Memoir of the Life of Robert
predominate a little more.”
Hall ;” J. W. Morris, “ Life of Robert Hall,” 1846 John Greene,
See Rev. John Jones, “ Memoirs of the Life and Writings of “ Reminiscences of Robert Hall ;” “ Quarterly Review,” vol. xlviii.,

—

:

Joseph Hall;” “Autobiography,” in his “Specialities;” Pratt,
“Life of Joseph Hall;” WartoN, “History of English Poetry;”
“ Biographia Britannica.”

Hall, (Louisa Jane,) an American poetess, born at
Newburyport, Massachusetts, in 1802. She wrote, besides
other works, a dramatic poem, entitled “ Miriam,” (1837,)
and a “Life of Elizabeth Carter.”
See Griswold’s “Female Poets of America.”

1832; “Encyclopaedia Britannica.”

Hall, (Robert Pleasants,) an American lawyer and
poet, born in Chester district, South Carolina, in 1825.
He removed with his parents to Georgia during his
minority. He published a volume of poems about 1848.

Died

in 1854.

Hall, (Samuel Carter,) an English editor and critic,
was born at Topsham, Devon, in 1800. He was sucHall, (Lyman,) a physician, born in Connecticut, cessively editor of the “ New Monthly Magazine,” “The
graduated at Yale College in 1747, and settled at Sud- Book of Gems,” “ The Baronial Halls of England,” and
bury, Georgia.
Having joined the popular cause, he other illustrated annuals. In co-operation with his wife,
was chosen a member of the Congress of 1775, and he published a successful work entitled “ Ireland its
signed the Declaration of Independence. He retired Scenery, Character,” etc., (3 vols., 1841-43.) He was
from Congress in 1780, and was elected Governor of for many years editor of the Art Journal, an illustrated
Georgia in 1783. Died in 1791.
monthly periodical of high character. It was founded
See Goodrich, “ Lives of the Signers to the Deelaration of Inde- chiefly by him, and has contributed greatly to the
pendence. ”
advancement of the arts in Great Britain.
His latest
Hall, (Marshall,) an English medical writer, born work is “ The Retrospect of a Long Life,” (1883.)
near Nottingham in 1790.
He published, besides other
Hall, (Mrs. S. C.,) (Anna Maria Fielding,) a
works, “ Principles of the Theory and Practice of Medi- popu.ar Iiish authoress, born at Dublin about 1804. At
:
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she removed to London, and was married to S.
She produced in 1829
C. Hall, noticed above, in 1824.
“Sketches of Irish Character,” which was favourably
“
received, and in 1834
Tales of Woman’s Trials.” Her
reputation was maintained by “ Lights and Shadows of
Irish Life,” (1838, 3 vols.,) “Tales of the Irish Peasantry,” (1840,) and other graphic descriptions of the
same people. She also wrote two successful dramas,
fifteen

entitled “

The French Refugee,”

(1837,)

and

“

The Groves

of Blarney.” Her talents have been enlisted in the temperance cause and other benevolent enterprises. Sue
died in January, 1881.

Hall, (Samuel Real,) an American teacher, born at
Croydon, New Hampshire, in 1795. He opened a school
for the training of teachers at Concord, Vermont, about
1823, and published “The Instructor’s Manual.”

Hal'lam, (Arthur Henry,) a critic and essayist,
born in London on the 1st of February, 1811, was a
son of Henry Hallam the historian. He was educated
at Eton and at Trinity College, Cambridge, where he
graduated in 1832. He gained a prize at Cambridge
for an English essay on the Philosophical Writings of
Cicero. After he left college, he visited the continent
in company with his father.
He died in Vienna in September, 1833, leaving a number of short poems and
essays, since published under the title of “Remains in
Prose and Verse,” to which a Memoir by his father is
prefixed. Plis intimate friend Tennyson has raised an immortal monument to his name in his “ In Memoriam.”
One of his fellow-students, in a letter to Henry Hallam,
writes, “I have met with no man his superior in metaphysical subtlety; no man his equal as a philosophical
critic on works of taste.”
See an article on “ Precocity”
in the “Saturday Review” of April 4, 1863, from which
“
we quote the following
No matter how often his prose
Remains are read and pondered, our admiration continues as fresh as ever.
say prose Remains, because
his poems
are wanting in those astounding evi.
dences of matured thought which meet us in every page
of his three great prose essays.”
See the “North British Review” for February, 1851 “Atlantic
Monthly” for December, i860.
:

We

.

.

;

Hallam, (Henry,) an English historian and critic of
great merit, born at Windsor in 1777, was educated at
Eton and Oxford. Soon after he left college he became
a resident of London, where he passed the greater part
of his life, engaged in literary studies and in the labours
of authorship.
He married a daughter of Sir Abraham
Elton.
He was one of the earliest contributors to the
“ Edinburgh Review.” ITis political affinities associated him with the Whigs; but he was remarkably free
from a partisan spirit. He was a prominent coadjutor
of Wilberforce in the abolition of the slave-trade. He
published in 1818 an important and valuable work, a
“View of the State of Europe during the Middle Ages,”
which has run through eleven editions. “ It is written
throughout,” says the “ Edinburgh Review,” (vol. xxx.,
June, 1818,) “with a spirit of freedom and liberality that
do credit to the author.
firm but temperate love of
liberty, an enlightened but cautious philosophy, form its
distinguished excellence.”
His next great work was “The Constitutional History
of England from the Accession of Henry VII. to the
Death of George II.,” (1827.) “Mr. Flallam,” says
Macaulay, “is, on the whole, far better qualified than
any other writer of our time for the office which he has
undertaken. He has great industry and great acuteness.
His knowledge is extensive, various, and profound. His
mind is equally distinguished by the amplitude of its
grasp and the delicacy of its tact.
His work is eminently judicial.
He sums up with a calm, steady impartiality.
On a general survey, we do not scruple to
pronounce the ‘Constitutional History’ the most impartial book that we ever read.”
In 1830 he received
one of the two gold medals instituted by George IV. for
excellence in historical composition.
He published in
1837-39 an “Introduction to the Literature of Europe
in the Fifteenth, Sixteenth, and Seventeenth Centuries,”
(4 vols.,) a work of immense research, which was received
with great favour and which placed the author in the
highest rank as a critic.
writer in the “ Edinburgh
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Review” for October, 1840, pronounced it “ the most
important contribution to literary history which English
Hallam was a
libraries have received for many years.”
Fellow of the Royal Society, and a corresponding memHe
died
in
January,
ber of the French Institute.
1859.
See a Sketch ofhis Life in the “ Proceedings of the Royal Society,”
x. No. 40; Macaui.ay, “Essay on Hallam’s Constitutional
History of England;” Wm. Jekdan, “Men I have known,” London, 1866: “Biographical Sketches,” by Harriet Martineau,
London, 1869; critique on “ Hallam’s Constitutional History,” in the
“ Quarterly Review” for January, 1828, (by Southey,) also the same
Review for February, 1837, and March, 1S40; and articles in the
“ Edinburgh Review” for June, 1818, and October, 1840 and “ Blackwood’s Magazine” for May, 1837 ; Allibone, “Diet, of Authors.”

vol.

;

Hallam, (Henry Fitzmaurice,)

a

son of the pre-

was born in August, 1824. He studied at Eton,
became a good classical scholar, and entered Trinity
Having gained the first
College, Cambridge, in 1842.
ceding,

prize for English declamation in 1845, he quitted CamHe
bridge in 1846, and commenced the study of law.
had been called to the bar a few months, when he died,
at Sienna, Italy, in October, 1850. An American student
who knew him at Cambridge says, “ He was the neatest
extempore speaker I ever heard.” (See Memoir pre-

“Arthur Henry Hallam’s Remains.”)
Hallberg-Broich, von, fon h&l'beRG' bRo'iK, (Theodor Hubert,) Baron, an eccentric German traveller,

fixed to

He published a
1775.
(1818,) “Travels in Italy,”

born near Dusseldqrf about

“Tour

in

Scandinavia,”

and a “Journey to the East,” (“ Reise nach dent
Orient,” 1839.)
(1829,)

Halle, (Antoine.) See Hali.ey, (Antoine.)
Halle, /ii'lk', (Claude Guj,) a French painter, born
in Paris in 1652.
He gained many prizes at the Academy, and was employed to decorate the royal residences
and several churches of Paris. Died in 1736.
Halle, (Jean Noel,) an eminent French physician,
son of Noel Halle the painter, was born in Paris in 1754.
After he had acquired skill in the art of design at Rome,
he returned to Paris to study medicine. In 1794 he was
appointed professor of hygiene and medicine in the
Ecole de Sante, where his lectures were very popular.
Halle was admitted to the Academy of Sciences at the
In 1804 he obfirst formation of the Institute, (1796.)
tained the chair of medicine in the College of France ;
and about the same period Napoleon chose him as his
first physician.
After the restoration he was employed
professionally by the king’s brother, (afterwards Charles
X.) His vast erudition was displayed by his professional
works and by various scientific treatises, which form
part of the Memoirs of the Institute and of the “Encyclopedic Methodique.” In his character were united
many estimable qualities. Died in 1822.
Desgenettes, “filogede Halid,”
See Cuvier, “ Eloge de Halle
Dubois d’Amiens, “ £loge de J. N. Halle,” 1852.

1823; F.

Halle, (Noel,) the son of Claude Gui, noticed above,
in Paris in 1711, and gained distinction as a
historical painter.
Having obtained several prizes, he

was born

was sent to Rome at the public expense. In 1771 he
was made superintendent of the tapestries of the crown,
and afterwards director of the Academy of France which
the kjng instituted at Rome.
Died in 1781.
Halle, (Pierre,) a French poet and orator, born at
Bayeux in 1611. He wrote on canon law. Died in 1689.
Hal'leck, (Fitz-Greene,) a distinguished American
poet, born in Guilford, Connecticut, July 8, 1790.
He
was descended on his mother’s side from John Eliot, the
“ Apostle of the Indians.” He appears to have enjoyed
but few advantages for education. About the age of
eighteen he became, in the city of New York, a clerk in
the banking-house of Jacob Barker, in whose employ he
continued for a number of years. Mr. Halleck’s mind
was not remarkable for precocity, and his earliest productions show but slight traces of that genius which
charmed and dazzled in his maturer years. The first of
his poems that attracted much attention appeared (1818York “Evening Post,” under the sig-.
19) in the
nature of “Croaker & Co.,” a literary partnership consisting of himself and his gifted friend Joseph Rodman
Drake. The early death of the latter (in 1820) was commemorated by his brother poet in some beautiful and
touching lines. About the beginning of 1820 he pub-
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lished “ Fanny,” his longest poem,
a satire upon the
fashionable and political follies of the day, which had
a great success and passed through numerous editions.
In 1822 he visited Europe, and after his return published
in the “ New York Review” his “ Marco Bozzaris,” one
of the finest martial lyrics in the language, and in the
“ United States Review” his beautiful poem to the memory of Burns, concerning which Mr. Bryant remarks,
“ I am not sure that the verses are not the finest in which
one poet ever celebrated another.”
volume of his
poems, including the two last named, appeared in 1827.
Among his other productions we may particularly name
“Alnwick Castle,” “ Connecticut,” and “Red Jacket.”
Although Mr. Halleck’s most ardent admirers would
hardly claim for him the name of a “ great” poet, all
competent critics must, we think, admit that there are in
the productions of his happier moments a facility, sweetness, and grace scarcely surpassed by any of the most
gifted poets of the present age.
In none of his poems,
perhaps, are these qualities exhibited to better advantage than in his charming lines on “ Woman,” written
in the album of an unknown lady.
For many years Mr. Halleck was employed as a clerk
by John Jacob Astor, the celebrated millionnaire. Some
time after he had given up this position, he received from
J. J. Astor a small legacy, to which a liberal addition
was made by Mr. W. B. Astor. During the latter years
of his life he resided chiefly in Connecticut, in his native
town. He died November 19, 1867.
complete edition
of Halleck’s poems appeared in 1858. The “Croaker
Papers,” including portraits of Halleck and Drake, were
published by the Bradford Club in a handsome octavo
volume, (New York, i860,) the typography of which has
probably never been surpassed by that of any other
work issued in this country. It is said to be the first
complete edition of the “ Croaker Papers” that has

Haller, von, fon hil'ler, (Albert,) a distinguished
Swiss physiologist, botanist, and poet, was born at Berne
on the 16th of October, 1708. His intellectual powers
developed themselves very early. At the age of nine or
ten, it is said, he wrote a composition in Greek, and
compiled Hebrew and Chaldee grammars. In 1725 he
studied medicine and anatomy under Boerhaave and
Albinus at Leyden, where he graduated in 1727. At
Paris he pursued his studies under Winslow and Ledran,
and, after taking lessons in mathematics from Bernoulli
at Bale, he returned to practise medicine at Berne. Here
he cultivated botany and poetry with ardour, and had
charge of the public library. In 1736 he accepted the
chair of medicine, anatomy, and botany in the University
of Gottingen, in which during seventeen years he offi-

appeared.
See James Grant Wilson, “Life and Letters of Fit/.- Greene
Halleck,” 1869 W. C. Bryant, “Address on Fitz-Greene Halleck,”
delivered before the New York Historical Society, February 2, 1869
Duyckinck, “ Cyclopsedia of American Literature,” vol. ii. Griswold, “Poets and Poetry of America;” Cleveland, “Compendium

Still he mainCouncil, and now added other dignities.
tained his prodigious mental activity as an author and a
student of nature, which, aided by a powerful memory,
rendered him profoundly versed not only in natural
sciences, but also in languages, history, geography, and

of American Literature.”

antiquities.

—
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Halleck, (Henry Wager,) an American general,
born near Utica,

in

New

York,

in 1814.

He

graduated

Point in 1839.
He published “Elements of
Military Art and Science,” (1846.)
As first lieutenant,
served
in
the
Mexican
war
in 1846-47, after which he
he
He became a
filled several civil offices in California.
captain of engineers, but resigned his commission in
1854, and practised law at San Francisco from that time
until 1861.
In August, 1861, he was appointed a majorgeneral of the United States army. He obtained the
command of the department of Missouri in November,
1861, and of the department of the Mississippi in March,
He commanded in person at the siege of Corinth,
1862.
which the enemy evacuated about the end of May, 1862.
He was general-in-chief of the armies of the United States
from July 11, 1862, till March, 1864, during which period
he remained at Washington, directing the movements
of the generals in the field. He was superseded by
General Grant, and was appointed chief of staff of the
United States army. He took command of the military
Died in 1872.
division of the Pacific in August, 1805.
Hallenberg, hil'len-b^Rg', (Jonas,) alearned Swedish
in 1748.
antiquary,
in
Smiland
He
listorian and
born
was appointed in 1784 historian of the kingdom, and
ordered to write the history of the reign of Gustavus
Adolphus, which was published, in 1790, in 5 vols., and
In 1818 he received a
is considered an accurate work.
Died in 1834.
title of nobility.
See J. H. Schroeder, “Minne af J. Hallenberg,” 1838; “ Biographiskt-Lexicon ofver namnkunnige Svenska Man.”
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Haller, hil'ler, (Berthold,) a Swiss Reformer, born
Suabia in 1492, was a coadjutor of Zwingle. He was
the principal agent in the conversion of the people of
Berne to the Protestant religion. Died in 1536.
Haller, (Johann,) a German sculptor, born at Innspruck in 1792. He worked in Munich, was patronized
by King Ludwig, and adorned the Glyptothek with statues
in

Among

of ancient heroes.

Died

eminent moderns.
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ciated with great zeal and distinction. Amidst his multifarious official duties he found time for careful researches
and important discoveries in science, and for the collection of materials for his projected publications.
At Gottingen he published his “Anatomical Plates,”
the first volume of his “ Swiss Flora,” his “ Experiments
on Sensibility and Irritability,” and his “ First Outlines
of Physiology,” besides a great multitude of memoirs
contributed to learned societies and recorded in their
“Transactions.” When the Royal Society of Gottingen

was founded,

in 1751, Haller was chosen perpetual president.
Some years previously he was elected Fellow of
the Royal Society of London, and was named physician
His renown was such that the
to the King of England.
U niversities of Oxford and Leyden were eager to engage
his services as professor, and Frederick the Great invited
him to his court.
The delicate state of his health rendering repose
needful, he resigned his professorship at Gottingen in
1
753 and returned to Berne, the citizens of which in his
absence had chosen him a member of the Supreme
>

Among

his numerous and voluminous writspecially mentioned “ leones Anatomicae,”
(“Anatomical Plates,” 1743-56,) esteemed one of his best
works, and “ Elementa Physiologic Corporis Humani,”

ings

may be

(“Elements of the Physiology of the Human Body,” 8
This work opened a new era in physiology, and is highly praised for its admirable arrangement
and the elegance of its style, as well as for the multitude
of its scientific facts and its thorough discussion of the
theories of others.
The principal idea developed in it
is the irritability of the muscular fibre considered as a
motive power, and distinguished from sensibility elsewhere diffused. He published, also, “ Opera Minora,”
a collection of forty treatises on “Anatomy and Physiology,” (3 vols. 4to, 1762-68,) and a “Flora of Switzerland,” (1768.)
In botany Haller may be called a rival
of his contemporary Linnaeus, whose artificial system he
laboured to supplant by the system founded on natural
vols., 1757-66.)

affinities,

now

generally adopted.

His poetical works were written in German, and were
published when he was about twenty years of age. The
most extensive among them is a poem on the Alps,
His elegiac
which ran through twenty-two editions.
odes, his verses on “ Eternity,” and his didactic poems
on “ Reason” and “ Superstition,” are admired for their
Haller was thrice
sensibility and elevated thought.
His remarried, and had a large family of children.
shown by his deas
was
evangelical,
ligious views were
Died in 1777.
fence of revelation in answer to Voltaire.
See “ Life of Haller,” (in German,) by J. G. Zimmermann, 175s;
de Haller,” 1783 Condorckt,
“Elloge de Haller;” Sknebier, “ £loge historique de Albert von
Haller,” 1778; Longfellow, “Poets and Poetry of Europe;” Cuvier, “ Histoire des Sciences naturelles ;” Ersch und Gruber,
“Allgemeine Encyklopaedie ;” Isidore Bourdon, “Illustres Mddecins et Naturalistes des Temps modernes,” 1844; “ Biographie de
Albert de Haller,” 2d edition, 1S46.

Thomas Henry, “Memoirs of Albert

;

Haller, von, (Albert,) a son of the preceding, born
Berne in 1758, was an excellent botanist, and left
He performed several
several works in manuscript.
diplomatic missions with honour. Died at Berne in
at

1823.
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Haller, von, (Charles Louis,) a Swiss publicist,
born at Berne in 1768, was a grandson of the great
Haller.
He was chosen a member of the Grand Coun-

He asserted the divine right of kings in his
1814.
“ Restoration of Political Science,” (in German, 6 vols.,
About 1820 he avowed his conversion to
1816-22.)
Roman Catholicism, and obtained an office in the ministry of foreign affairs in Paris. He returned to Switzerland in 1830. Died in 1854.
See Qu^rard, “ La France Litt^raire.”
cil in

Haller, von, (Gottlieb Immanuel,) a Swiss antiquary and bibliographer, the eldest son of the celebrated
physiologist, was born at Berne in 1735.
He studied
jurisprudence, and served the state in several offices,
among which was that of magistrate (bailli) of Noyon.
He published a “Cabinet of Swiss Coins and Medals,”
(1780,) and a bibliography of Swiss historians, “Bibliothek der Schweizer-Geschichte systematisch-chronologisch geordnet,” (6 vols., 1785-87,) which is called an
excellent work.
Died in 1786.
See Meusel, “Lexikon der vom Jahre 1750-1800 verstorbenen
Deutschen

Schriftsteller.”
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advanced the opinion that their parallax
and diameter were insensible, or at least too small to be
measured by any means which astronomers then possessed.
He appears to have been one of the first who
fixed stars, he

conceived or discovered the sublime doctrine of the proper motion of the fixed stars in universal space. Besides
the works already named, he published a translation of
Apollonius’s “Conic Sections,” treatises on the Trade
Winds, on Logarithms, on the Use of the Barometer,
etc.
Of his success in poetry we have an instance in the
well-known Latin verses prefixed to Newton’s “ Principia.”
He had married in 1682 a daughter of Mr.
Tooke, auditor of the exchequer. Died in January, 1742.
“ Biographia
See Macaulay, “ History of England,” vol. i.
Britannica;” Thompson, “History of the Royal Society.”
HaFli-day, (Sir Andrew,) an eminent British physician and historical writer.
He served as physician in
the army in the Peninsular war, and at Waterloo, (1815,)
after which he attended the Duke of Clarence, then
travelling for his health. He wrote, among other works,
a “Memoir of the Campaign of 1815,” “Annals of the
House of Brunswick,” (2 vols., 1826,) and “Annals of
;

the

See Allerstein.

Hal'let, (Joseph,) an English dissenting minister,
born at Exeter in 1692. He wrote “A Free and Im-

Study of the Holy Scriptures Recommended,”
Died in 1744.
Hallette, M'llt', (A.,) a French engineer, born in

partial

(1729-36.)

1788. He invented a hydraulic press for the production
of olive oil, and applied atmospheric pressure as a motive
power on railways. Died at Arras in 1846.
Halley, /A'W, or Halle, ht'W, (Antoine,) a French
writer of Latin poetry, born in 1595
died in 1675.
;

Hal'ley, (Edmund,) an eminent English astronomer
and mathematician, was born in a suburb of London on
the 26th of October, 1656, and educated at Oxford. He
began to cultivate astronomy with ardour, and before
the age of twenty he had made observations of the
planets and had written a memoir on the problem of
Kepler. Perceiving that the advancement of astronomy
depended on an accurate knowledge of the position of
the stars, and that the catalogues of Ptolemy and Tycho
were no longer adequate to the requirements of the
science, he resolved, while Flamsteed and Hevelius were
engaged in a survey of the Northern latitudes, to apply
his own energies and observations on a catalogue of the
Southern hemisphere. Having received aid and patronage from the king, he embarked in 1676 for Saint Helena,
where he remained about two years, and prepared his
“Catalogue of Southern Stars,” (“Catalogus Stellarum
Australium,”) published in 1679, which contains three
hundred and fifty stars. He also discovered a method
of obtaining the sun’s parallax by means of the transits
of Mercury or Venus.
In 1678 he was elected a Fellow of the Royal Society.
Two years later he made observations on a remarkable
comet, since designated “Halley’s comet,” and in 1683
published his theory of the variation of the magnet.
Having become intimate with Newton, he persuaded
him to publish his “Principia,” in 1686. In 1698, under
the auspices of William III., Halley commanded a successful scientific expedition to the South Atlantic Ocean,
one object of which was to observe the variation of the
magnet. At his return, in 1700, he published his “ Chart
of the Variations of the Magnetic Needle.” After per-

House of Hanover,”

(2 vols., 1826.)

Died

in 1840.

Hallier, kt' le-i', (Francois,) a doctor of the Sorbonne, was born at Chartres, in France, in 1595. He

promoteur of the assembly of the clergy in
In 1652 he went to Rome and obtained against
the Jansenists the bull cum ascensione.
In 1656 he was
appointed Bishop of Cavaillon. He wrote “ On Elections and Ordinations,” (1636,) and other works, in Latin.
officiated as

1645.

Died

in 1658.

Hal'li-fax, (Samuel,) D.D., LL.D., an English scholborn at Mansfield in 1733, was appointed professor
He
of Arabic in the University of Cambridge in 1768.
became chaplain-in-ordinary to George III. in 1774,
Bishop of Gloucester in 1781, and Bishop of Saint
Asaph in 1787 He published an “Analysis of the
Roman Civil Law compared with the Laws of England,”
ar,

.

(1774.)

Died

in 1790.

Hal'll-well, (James Orchard,) a learned British
born at Chelsea in 1821. He has distinguished himself by his researches into the literary history
of Great Britain, and by his services as a Shakspearian
critic.
He edited numerous old writings, and published
several original works, among which are a “ History
of Free-Masonry in England,” (2d edition, 1844,) and
For many
a “Life of William Shakespeare,” (1848.)
years he was engaged on a costly illustrated edition of
Shakspeare’s Works, (16 vols., 1855-65.)
Hallman, hSl'min, (Carl Israel,) a Swedish dramatic writer, born in 1732. He obtained an obscure
position in the College of Mines, and produced successful
comedies and parodies, among which are “ Skeppar
Rolf,” (1778,) and “ Petis och Telee,” (1779.)
Died in
archaeologist,

1800.
See “ Biographiskt-Lexicon

ijfver

namnkunnige Svenska Man.”

Hallman, (Johan Gustaf,)

a Swedish writer of
prose and verse, born in Sodermannland, was the father
of the preceding. Died about 1758.
Hal'lock, (Gerard,) a journalist, a son of Moses,
noticed below, born at Plainfield, Massachusetts, in 1800,
became in 1828 one of the two owners of the New York
“Journal of Commerce,” which he and David Hale conducted for over twenty years. Died in 1866.
Hallock, (Jeremiah,) an American clergyman, born
in Brookhaven, Long Island, in 1758.
He preached for
many years at West Simsbury, Connecticut, where he

forming other public services of a scientific character, he
obtained in 1703 the Savilian chair of geometry at Oxford.
Still pursuing the study of astronomy with un- settled in 1785.
Died in 1826.
abated activity, he was the first who successfully predicted
Hallock, (Moses,) a clergyman, a brother of the
the return of a comet, having ascertained that the comet preceding, was born in Long Island in 1760. He became
of 1680 revolved in a period of about seventy-six years. pastor at Plainfield, Massachusetts, in 1792, and educated
The Royal Society elected him their secretary in 1713.
many young men for the ministry. Died in 1837.
In 1720 he was appointed astronomer royal, in place
Halloran. See O’Halloran.
of P'lamsteed, deceased, and then undertook a task
Hallstrom or Haellstroem, h^l'stRom, (Carl Pewhich would require nineteen years to perform, namely, ter,) a Swedish geographer and engineer, was born at
to observe the moon throughout an entire revolution Umola in 1774.
He rendered important services to the
of her nodes.
He lived to finish this task, in which he geography of Sweden by surveys, triangulations, etc.,
arrived at an important discovery in the theory of the and published many geographical works.
Died in 1836.
moon, the acceleration of her mean motion, and also
Halm, (Friedrich.) See Munch-Bellinghausen.
made some corrections in the lunar tables. Having
Halma, Ml'mf', (Nicolas,) Abb£, a French matheturned his attention to the distance and parallax of the matician and linguist, born at Sedan in 1755, removed
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to Paris in 1797.
He published, besides other works, a
French translation of the “ Almagest” of Ptolemy, (2
vols., 1813-16.)
Died in 1828.
See “ Nouvelle Biographie Gendrale.”

Haloander,

hi'lo-in'der, (Gregor,) a German jurist
and Hellenist, born at Zwickau, published “ Digestorum
scu Pandectarum Libri L.,” (1529,) and translated Justinian’s “ Novellas” into Latin, (1530.)
Died in 1532.
Hals, hils, (Frans,) an excellent Flemish portraitpainter, born at Mechlin in 1584. He was reputed to be
second only to Van Dyck among the portrait-painters of
his time. He worked in Delft, Haarlem, and other places.
Died in 1666 or 1656.
His brother Dirck, born in 1589, painted interiors of
buildings, and animals, with success.
Died in 1656.
Halsbury, (LoRn.) Se Giefard, (Sir Harding.)
Haltliaus, hilt'howss, or Haltaus, hil'towss, (Christian Gottlob,) a German antiquary and philologist,
-

born at Leipsic

the study of mediaeval
successively con-rector, and rector, of
a school in Leipsic.
He published a “ Calendarium
Medii Aivi,” (1729,) and an important work, in Latin,
called a “ Glossary of Mediaeval German Words,” (1738.)
history.

in 1702, excelled in

He was

Died

in 1758.
See Ersch und Gruber, “ Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”

Halvig

or

Haelwig,

hSl'vig,

(Albrecht,) of Copen-

hagen, a Danish engraver, flourished about 1650.

1

i

impediment in his speech, and a
decided taste for general literature, caused him to turn
his attention to other pursuits.
He supported himself
for a time as a private tutor.
As a student, he devoted
himself especially to ancient literature and the Oriental
languages.
In 1764, in order to recruit his health, he
made a journey through Germany and Switzerland.
Some years later he received an appointment connected
with the customs-department at Konigsberg.
He died
in 1788.
“Hamann,” says Dr. Hedge, “is indebted for
his reputation to the testimony of a few names of the
highest mark, such as Herder, Jacobi, Goethe, and Jean
Paul, rather than to any great popularity which his
works have had with the German public. He belonged
to that class of writers who repel, by the uncouth shapes
in which their thoughts are disguised, more readers than
they attract by the rarity of the thoughts themselves.
He is a humourist, but of a sombre complexion, with a
strong dash of cynicism. At the same time, a deep religious sentiment pervades his writings.”
“The great
Hamann,” observes Jean Paul, “is a deep sky full of
telescopic stars, with many a nebula which no eye can
resolve.”
His best-known works are perhaps “ Sibylline Leaves, by the Magus of the North,” and the “Memorabilia of Socrates.”
A collection of all his writings
was published at Berlin, in 8 vols., 1821-43.
See F. H. Hedge, “Prose Writers of Germany.”
native city; but an

Hamarskiold. See Hammarskold.
Hamazani. See HamadAnee.
Hamberger, him'b&R'ger, (Georg Albrecht,)

Haly-Abbis. See Alee-Ibnool-AbbAs.
Haly-Rodoan. See Alee-Ibn-RodhwAn.
Hal'y-bur'toii, (Thomas,) a Scottish divine, born at
Duplin, near Perth, in 1674.
He became professor of
divinity at Saint Andrew’s about 1710. He wrote “Natural Religion insufficient and Revealed necessary to
Happiness,” (1714,) “The Great Concern of Salvation,”
(1722,) and other works, which were highly esteemed.

Died

in 1712.
See “Memoirs of Thomas Halyburton,” by himself.

Ham,

[Heb. DPI
Gr. Xa/r; Fr. Cham, kfm,] the
second son of Noah, is supposed to have lived about
2400 B.c.
vi., vii.,

Hamadinee
name

of

or

and

ix.

Hamadini,

hi-mi-di'nee, the sur-

Abool-Fadhl-Ibn-Hosein,

(

3,'bbbl fid’ I lb’n

an Arabian writer and improvisatore, born
Hamadan about 968 A.D. died in 1007.

ho'sln,)

at

;

See Haji-Khalfa, “ Lexicon
“ Annales Moslemici.”

Hamaker,

Aboolfeda,

Bibliographicum

;

Hamal, ht'mtl', (Jean Noel,)

a distinguished musical
Liege in 1709, studied music at Rome
In 1738 he became maitre de chapelle in the

composer, born

at

cathedral of Liege.

His oratorios of “Jonathan” and

“Judith,” and his opera of “The Journey of Chaufontaine,” were much admired. His “ In Exitu Israel” is
accounted by some his master-piece. Died in 1778.
See Fktis, “ Biographie Universelle des Musiciens.”

Hamann,

hi'min, (Johann Georg,) (styled by himself “the Magus of the North,”) a German thinker and
writer of a very peculiar stamp, born at Konigsberg
He studied theology in the university of his
in 1730.
a, e,
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same,

writer,

was professor of physics

born

Franconia

Died

at Jena.

Hamberger, (Georg Christoph,)

in

a

a
in

in 1716.

German

biblio-

grapher, born at Fcuchtwang, in Anspach, in 1726.
He
became professor of philosophy and literary history at

Gottingen in 1755.
He wrote “Literary Germany,”
(“ Gclehrtes Deutschland,”) a dictionary of living German

Died

authors, (5 vols., 1768.)

in 1773.

Hamberger, (Georg Erhard,)

a

German

physician,

born at Jena in 1697. He was professor of physics and
medicine at Jena for many years, and was the first German professor who in his lectures applied mathematics
to the physical sciences and medicine.
He wrote, be-

“Elements of Physics,” etc., (“Elementa Physices Methodo mathematica,” 1727,) which
was regarded as a standard work. Died in 1755.
See J. C. Blasch, “Das Leben G. E. Hambergers,” 1758; Ersch

sides other works,

und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”

(Hendrik Arens,) an emiborn at Amsterdam in 1789. He

Generate.”

1728.

1662,

Hambraeus, him-bRa'us,

hi'mi'ker,

nent Dutch Orientalist,
became in 1815 professor of Oriental languages at Franeker. In 1817 he was invited to Leyden to teach those
languages in the university, first as assistant, and in 1822
In 1820 he published a catalogue
as titular professor.
of the Oriental manuscripts in the library of the university, accompanied with Arabic texts, biographies, and
notes, which form one of the best modern compendiums
His oral lectures and conversaof Oriental literature.
tions gave a better idea of his immense attainments in
the language, history, and geography of the Orientals,
than many of his works, which bear marks of haste
and negligence. He had a prodigious memory, and
he is said (with some hyperbole, no doubt) to have
known nearly all the languages of Europe and Asia.
His health failed under his excessive application, and he
died at Leyden in 1835.
See Bergman, “ Levensschets van H. A. Hamaker,” 1836; Juyn“Nouvelle Biographie
poll, “ Oratio de H. A. Hamaker,” 1837
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German mathematician and

;

See Genesis
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talist,

of

born

Hebrew

(Jonas,) a Swedish OrienHelsingland in 1588, became professor
Paris, where he died in 1671.

in
in

See Ekerman, “ Dissertatiode MeritisacFatis J. Hambraei,”

1749.

Hamel,

hi'mel, (Joseph,) a natural philosopher, born
at Sarepta, on the Volga, about 1788.
He invented an

machine in 1807, ascended Mont Blanc in 1820,
and wrote a “ History of the Steam-Engine.” Died in
electrical

London

in 1862.

Hamel, du. See Duhamel.
Hamel, du, dii A&'m&V, (Victor Auguste,) V icomte,
a French writer, born in Paris in 1810, published a “ Constitutional History of the Spanish Monarchy from 411 to
1833,” (2 vols., 1845.)

Hamel du Monceau.
Hamelin, ASm'liN',
French admiral, born

See Duhamel du Monceau.
(Ferdinand Alphonse,) a

Pont-l’Eveque (Calvados) in
of a frigate in 1828, and distinguished himself by his nautical skill in the Pacific Ocean.
He
In 1842 he was raised to the rank of rear-admiral.
commanded the naval station of Oceanica from 1843 to
1846, and became a vice-admiral in 1848. He commanded
the fleet which in 1834 co-operated with the English fleet
in the bombardment of Odessa, and he directed with
He
ability the debarkation of troops in the Crimea.
became a full admiral and senator in 1854, and minister
Died in 1864. His uncle,
of the marine in April, 1855.
Jacques F^lix Emanuel Hamelin, was also an ad1796.

at

He became captain

miral.
Died in 1839.
See Edmond Texif.r, “ Les Hommes de
Vice-Amiral Baron Hamelin,” 1854.

Hamelmann,

la

Guerre d’Orient

hi'mel-min', (Hermann,) a

Protestant historian, born at Osnabriick in
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had a high reputation as an eloquent preacher, and
became intendant-general of the churches of Oldenburg.

He

wrote, in Latin, besides theological works, a “ Chroni-

Oldenburg,” (3 vols., 1599,) and a “History of
Westphalia in the Sixteenth Century.” Died in 1595.

cle of

See Leuckfeld, “Historia Hamelmanni,”

etc., 1720.

Hamelsveld, van, vin

hi'mels-vSlt', (Ysbrand,) a
Dutch divine, born in 1743 at Utrecht, where he became
professor of theology. He produced a good Dutch version of the Bible, (1802,) a “General History of the
Christian Church,” (22 vols., 1800-12,) and other works.
Died in 1812.

Hamerani, (Alberto,) a German engraver ol
Rome. He engraved fine medals 01
Clement IX. and Clement X. and other popes.
Hamerani, (Ermexgild,) a medallist, son of Giovanni, was born at Rome in 1683
died in 1744.
Hamerani, (Giovanni,) a son of Alberto, was
medallist to Pope Innocent XI.
Died in 1705.
Hamerton, (Philip Gilbert,) an English painter
and writer on art, born in 1834. Among his works are
“ The Isles of Loch Awe and other poems,” “ A Painter’s
Camp in the Highlands ” and “ The Intellectual Life.”
Ha-mil'car, [Gr. ’A/h/bcaf or ’A/uAxap,] a Carthaginian
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York

a public speech, which was inspired by the
freedom, and was highly applauded. He also
promoted the popular cause by pamphlets so remarkable
in

spirit of

for sagacity and logical ability that the public were
greatly surprised to learn that they were written by a
youth only about eighteen years of age.
He applied himself to the study of military tactics,
and was appointed captain of a company of artillery in
March, 177 6. He served with distinction at the battles
of Long Island, White Plains, Trenton, and Princeton,

and was appointed aide-de-camp to General Washington,
with the rank of lieutenant-colonel, in March, 1777. He
gained the special favour and confidence of Washington,

who employed him

“Hamilton became,”
as secretary.
Renwick, “the depositary of the most secret
thoughts of his chief, and the organ of their promulgation.”
He also assisted in planning campaigns and in
devising means to support the army.
In November,
1777, he was sent to Albany to urge General Gates to
send reinforcements to the army of Washington.* Referring to this mission, his son and biographer says,
“This deportment of a lad of twenty, negotiating with
an officer buoyed up with his recent successes, already
placed before the popular eye as the rival of Washinggeneral, who commanded a large army sent against Sicily ton, sustained by a majority of Congress, and hoping
in 480 b.c.
He was defeated at Himera, and killed by soon to supplant him, will be regarded as not the least
remarkable nor the least interesting incident of his life
the army of Gelon, in that year.
Hamilcar, son of Gisco, a Carthaginian general, was by Washington it was never forgotten.” Hamilton took
commander of a large fleet which was sent against Sicily an active part in the battle of Monmouth, June, 1778,
in 3 1 1 B.c. He defeated Agathocles and reduced a large and was highly commended for his conduct in that affair.
part of the island.
Having attacked Syracuse, he was In 1780 he married Eliza, a daughter of General Schuyler,
of Albany, and in February, 1781, he retired from the
made prisoner, and put to death, in 309 B.C.
Hamilcar, a Carthaginian general, who was distin- staff and military family of Washington.
Before this date he had turned with “eager aptitude”
guished in the first Punic war. He obtained command
of the army in Sicily in 262 B.c., and defeated the Romans to the financial affairs of the country, and had written
near Therma. He was associated with Hanno in the on that subject several letters admirable for maturity of
command of the fleet in 256. They were defeated with judgment and perspicuity of style. In the spring of
great loss in the same year by Regulus, near the coast 1780 he wrote to James Duane a celebrated letter on
the state of the nation, in which he urged the necessity
of Sicily.
Hamilcar, [Gr. ’A/ff/kaf or ’AuiAxap,\ surnamed Barca of a new constitution, and expressed the opinion that
or Barcas, a famous Carthaginian general, was the father “Congress should have complete sovereignty in all that
of Hannibal, and the leader of the popular party at Car- relates to war, peace, trade, finance, and to the manageThe date of his birth is unknown. During the ment of foreign affairs,” etc. He also recommended a
thage.
national bank.
In July, 1781, he obtained command
first Punic war, in 247 B.c., he obtained command of the
army in Sicily, where for five years he defended himself of a battalion of the army of Washington. He led this
against the Romans, with whom he fought many inde- body at the siege of Yorktown, and took a redoubt by
On the capture
cisive battles.
In 241 a treaty of peace was made, and assault on the 14th of October, 1781.
Hamilcar led the army back to Africa. Soon after this of the British army at Yorktown, which virtually ended
he was successfully employed against a formidable revolt the war, he applied himself to the study of law, retainof the mercenary troops of Carthage.
In the year 238 ing his rank in the army, but declining to receive any
he led an army into Spain, where he passed nine years pay. In 1782 he was elected a member of the ContiHe
in war with the natives, and had made extensive con- nental Congress by the legislature of New York.
quests, when he was killed in battle in 229 B.c.
It is was often the chairman of the committees which had
Acsaid he caused Hannibal in his childhood to swear eter- charge of the subjects of the greatest importance.
nal hostility to Rome.
His sons Hasdrubal and Mago cording to one of his biographers, “his modes of thinkwere distinguished in the second Punic war. Hamilcar ing imparted to the proceedings of this body a new
was perhaps nearly equal to Hannibal in military talents. tone and character, and his winning eloquence was the
Hamilcar, son of Bomilcar, a Carthaginian general, delight and wonder of friend and foe.” Washington
was defeated by the two Scipios in Spain at the siege expressed the opinion that “no one exceeded him in
probity and sterling virtue.”
of Illiturgi, in 215 B.c.
About August, 1783, he resigned his seat in Congress,
Ham/il-ton, (Alexander,) an English Orientalist,
born about 1765. He resided many years in India, and and commenced the practice of law in the city of New
learned the Sanscrit. After his return to England, he York. Although the course of his legal studies had
was chosen professor of Sanscrit at Haileybury College. been brief, having a mind peculiarly adapted to the
He published a “Catalogue of the Sanscrit Manuscripts analysis of first principles, he soon rose to the first rank
He exerted his talents and influence
of the Imperial Library, Paris, with Notes,” (1809,) a in his profession.
“Sanscrit Grammar,” (1815,) and other works. Died to protect the Tories from persecution at a time when
the
popular
sentiment
of New York was too vindictive
in 1824.
Ham'il-ton, (Alexander,) an illustrious American towards that party. His qualifications for the bar are
“ Hamilton, by
statesman, orator, and general, born in the West Indian thus described by Chancellor Kent
island of Nevis on the nth of January, 1757.
He was means of his fine melodious voice and dignified deportthe son of James Hamilton, a Scottish merchant, and ment, his reasoning powers and persuasive address,
his pre-eminence was at
a grandson of Alexander Hamilton, of Grange, in Ayr- soared above all competition
shire.
Plis mother, whose name was Faucette, was a once universally conceded.”
He was an active member of an anti-slavery society
daughter of a French Huguenot. He entered in 1769
the counting-house of a merchant in Saint Croix, where formed in New York, and offered, about 1784, a resolution
that every member of that society should liberate
he acquired habits of order and methodical industry.
The literary talents displayed in his early essays induced his own slaves. In 1786 he was elected to the legislamedals, worked at
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his friends to give him a liberal education.
He was
sent to
York in 1772, and entered King’s College
in 1773. In July, 1774, he addressed the citizens of
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New York, which met in January, 1787. Hamand two other citizens of New York were chosen
as delegates to the convention which met in Philadelphia in May, 1787, to form a Federal Constitution for
the country, which for several years had suffered greatly
from the want of an efficient government and from the
prostration of trade and the loss of public credit.*
It
appears that Hamilton was the principal author of this
movement towards a firm and durable union of the
States.
“He was lauded by some,” says Ren wick, “and
decried by others, according to their feelings on the question, as the founder of the Union which superseded the
Confederacy.” (“ Life of Hamilton.”) His two colleagues
from New York were partisans of Clinton, and adverse
to the proposed Union or Constitution.
“The policy
of Clinton,” says J. C. Hamilton, “had placed him there
to become a cipher and a sacrifice.”
On the 18th of June, Hamilton addressed the Convention in a long speech, of which no report has been
preserved, but which was pronounced by Gouverneur
Morris to be “ the most able and impressive he had
ture of
ilton

ever heard.” In the course of this speech, he read his
plan of government, an outline of which is given in J.
C. Hamilton’s “History of the Republic of the United
States,” vol. iii. pp. 286-301. Although the plan adopted
differed from that of Hamilton, he signed the new Constitution in September, 1787, and warmly urged the
people of New York to ratify it. With the co-operation
of Madison and Jay, he advocated the adoption of the
Constitution in a series of essays which first appeared,
under the signature of “ Publius,” in the “New York Gazette,” and were afterwards published in several volumes,
entitled “The Federalist.”
Hamilton wrote more than
half of these profound and luminous political treatises,
which are recognized by all parties as the best commentary
on the Constitution. This instrument was strenuously
opposed by a powerful party, misled by the ignis-fatuus
of State sovereignty. “ Hamilton must be classed,” says
Guizot, “ among the men who have best known the vital
principles and fundamental conditions of government.
There is not in the Constitution of the United States
.
.
an element of order, strength, or durability which he did
powerfully
contribute to introduce into it.” (“Charnot
acter and Influence of Washington.”)
He proposed to
give the right of suffrage to all freemen, without distinction of colour.
Hamilton was appointed secretary of the treasury in
September, 1789, a few days after Congress had enacted
a bill to organize a treasury department, and at a time
when the nation was burdened with a heavy debt and
almost destitute of credit. In January, 1790, he presented to Congress a report on public credit, and a plan
for the support of the same, which became the basis of
the financial system of the nation. Among the measures
which he proposed were the funding system and a
national bank.
A bill to establish a national bank was
passed by Congress in February, 1791, and, though de.

nounced as unconstitutional by Jefferson, was approved
by the President. The results of Hamilton’s financial
policy were the restoration of public credit and a rapid
revival of trade and industry.
He advocated the encouragement of domestic manufactures by a protective tariff.
Hamilton and Jefferson, who became the respective
leaders of the Federal and Republican parties, differed
widely on financial questions and in regard to their for-

The former advised

the President to maintain neutrality in the war between the French and British.
Having failed in his efforts to defeat Hamilton and eject
him from the cabinet, Jefferson resigned, about January
Hamilton, whose salary was scarcely sufficient
1, 1794.
for the support of his family, and who was unwilling to
neglect longer his private interests, resigned his office,
January 31, 1795. He declined the position of chief
In
justice of the supreme court of the United States.
a series of able essays, signed “ Camillus,” he defended

eign policy.

Washington testified
Jay’s treaty with Great Britain.
his great esteem for Hamilton by consulting him in the
* The impotence of Congress is shown by the following incident:
In June, 1783, Congress had been driven from Philadelphia by the
and menaces of a small body of mutinous soldiers, and had
adjourned to Princeton.
insults
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preparation of his “Farewell

Address,” which, says
Renwick, “would have been less perfect as a composition had it not passed through the hands of Hamilton.”
In the Presidential election of 1 796 he supported Adams
and Pinckney; but it appears that he wished the latter
to obtain the office of President.
He had offended Mr.
Adams in a previous election by his efforts to secure a
larger vote for Washington than for Adams. The French
Directory having provoked the American people by acts
of hostility, the army was reorganized in the summer of
Washington then accepted the chief command
1798.
of the army, on condition that Hamilton should be the
second in command. He was accordingly made inspectorgeneral, with the rank of major-general, after the generalin-chief had overcome the repugnance of the President
to Hamilton’s appointment by a menace of resignation.
On the death of General Washington, December, 1799,
he succeeded him as commander-in-chief; but the army
was soon disbanded, and he resumed the practice of law.
Hamilton and many other leading Federalists censured
President Adams for appointing an embassy to France,
about September, 1799. This affair caused a breach in
the Federal party, which was defeated in the Presidential
election of 1800.
When the duty devolved on the House
of Representatives to decide whether Jefferson or Burr
should be President, Hamilton advised his friends to
prefer the former.
In 1804 Aaron Burr presented himself as a candidate for the office of Governor of New
York, and hoped to receive the votes of many Federalists ; but Hamilton opposed the election of Burr, expressing his opinion that he was a dangerous man and
unfit to be trusted with power.
The election of General
Lewis blasted the ambitious projects of Burr, who insolently demanded an explanation of Hamilton, and finally
Hamilton accepted the challenge, was
challenged him.
mortally wounded at Weehawken, and died July 12, 1804.
His death was profoundly and generally lamented. His
eldest son had been killed in a duel by a political adversary about 1802.
In person, Hamilton was not above the middle size.
He had blue eyes and a fair complexion. “ Virtue so
rare, so pure, so bold,” says Fisher

Ames, “by

its

very

purity and excellence inspired suspicion as a prodigy.
His enemies judged of him by themselves: so splendid

and arduous were

not find

his services, they could

it

in their hearts to believe that they were disinterested.”
Talleyrand once said to Mr. George Ticknor, of Boston,
“he had known nearly all the marked men of his time,

known one, on the whole, equal to HamHamilton’s Works were edited by his son, John
C. Hamilton, (7 vols. 8vo, 1851.)
See James Renwick, “ Life of A. Hamilton,” 1841 “Life of A.
Hamilton,” by his son, John C. Hamilton, 2 vols., 1834-40: John
C. Hamilton, “ History of the Republic of the United Stales as

but had never
ilton.”

;

traced in the Writings of Alexander Hamilton and of his Contemporaries,” 6 vols., 1858-60; “Reminiscences of James A. Hamilton,” etc., New York, 1869 Rev. J. M. Mason, “ Eulogy on Hamilton
William Coleman, “Collection of the Facts and Documents relative to the Death of Major-General A. Hamilton,” New
York, 1S04 R. W. Griswold, “ Prose Writers of America ;” Duvckinck, “ Cyclopaedia of American Literature;” “North American
;

;

Review”

for April, 1858.

Hamilton, (Andrew
born

in

lawyer.
elected a
or 1859.

J.,) an American politician,
Madison county, Alabama, in 1815, became a
He removed to Texas about 1846, and was

member of Congress from that State in 1858
He was loyal to the Union in the crisis of 1861,
and was appointed military Governor of Texas in 1862,
and provisional Governor in June, 1865. Fie retired
from that office in 1866. Died in 1875.
Ham'il-ton, (Anthony,) Count, born in Ireland
about 1646, was of Scottish descent. His mother was
His wit and elegant
a sister of the Duke of Ormond.
accomplishments rendered him a favourite at the courts
II.
He
was
brother-in-law of
of Charles II. and James
the famous Count de Grammont, and had the principal
share in producing the

“Memoirs

of

Grammont,”

(1713,)

which is greatly admired as a highly-finished picture of
La Harpe said,
the voluptuous court of Charles II.
“Of all frivolous books, it is the most agreeable and
most ingenious.” He wrote, also, several fairy-tales.
Died at Saint-Germain in 1720.
See Chambers, “ Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen.
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Hamilton, (Captain Charles,) an officer in the service of the East India Company, was born at Belfast in
He wrote a “ History of the Rohilla Afghans,”
1753.
(1787,) and translated the “ Hedaya,” (or “Guide,”) a
commentary on Mussulman law, (1791.) Died in 1792.
He was a brother of Elizabeth Hamilton, the authoress,
noticed below.

Hamilton, (Charles S.,) an American general, born
New York about 1824, graduated at West Point in
1843. He lived in Wisconsin when the civil war began.
He served as brigadier-general in the army of the Po-

in

tomac, 1862, and distinguished himself at the battle of
He was comCorinth, October 3 and 4 of that year.
mended by General Grant for his conduct at Iuka, September, 1862, and was promoted to be a major-general
He resigned in the ensuing month.
in March, 1863.
Hamilton, (Lord Claude,) was a son of James,
second Earl of Arran. He commanded the forces of
Queen Mary at Langside about 1568; but it appears
The assasthat he conspired secretly against her life.
His
sination of Regent Lenox was instigated by him.
brother, Lord John, was an accomplice in the plot
Having been banished in 1577,
against Queen Mary.
Lord John returned in 1585 at the head of an army, and
seized the king, who created him Marquis of Hamilton
He was grandfather of the first Duke of Hamin 1599.
ilton.

Died

in 1604.

Hamilton, (David,)

HAMILTON
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Hamilton, (James,) second Earl of Arran, was a son
of James Hamilton, Earl of Arran, who died in 1529. At
the death of James V., in 1542, he was appointed Regent
of Scotland.
He obtained in 1549, from Henry II. ot
France, the duchy of Chatellerault. The queen-mother
extorted from Regent Arran (who was a man of feeble
character) a resignation of his office about 1554.
After
Mary Stuart became a captive in England, he was the
chief of a party which adhered to her cause and took
arms against Regent Lennox. Died in 1575.
See Burton, “ History of Scotland,” vol. iii. chaps, xxxiv.-xxxvi.
Robertson, “ History of Scotland.”
Hamilton, (James,) of Bothwellhaugh, a notorious
desperado, who lived about 1570.
He was the murderer
of the regent Murray, and afterwards offered his services to the agents of Philip II. for the purpose of assassinating the Prince of Orange.
See Froude, “History of England,”

Hamilton,

Scottish

architect,

born

in

first

man, born
ilton.

for treason,

a

vol. ix.

Duke

of, a Scottish noblein 1606, was the son of the Marquis of HamIn the civil war he was an adherent of Charles
I., who gave him the title of duke.
By the influence of
his rival Montrose, he was imprisoned in 1645. In 1648
he raised an army of about 20,000 men in Scotland, with
which he marched south to Preston, where he was defeated by Cromwell and taken prisoner.
He was tried

(James,)

See

condemned, and executed,

Needham,

“ Life of the

in 1649.

Duke of Hamilton,”

1649

;

Chambers,

Glasgow in 1768. He gained distinction by the erection “Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen.”
Hamilton, (James,) fourth Duke of, (previously Earl
of the Glasgow Exchange, about 1840, and of several
banks and castles in Scotland. He was one of the suc- of Arran,) son of William Douglas, Earl of Selkirk, born
He was a Jacessful competitors who obtained premiums of ^500 for in 1657, succeeded to the title in 1694.
Died cobite, and in 1711 he was made a peer, with the title of
their designs for the New Houses of Parliament.
in 1843.
Duke of Brandon but the House of Lords refused to
Hamilton, (Elizabeth,) a meritorious writer, born admit him. Queen Anne appointed him ambassador to
She resided some time in France but before his departure he was killed (1712) in a
at Belfast, Ireland, in 1758.
Scotland, as governess of the daughters of a nobleman. duel with Lord Mohun, who also was mortally wounded.
She published “Memoirs of Modern Philosophers,” (3
See “Memoirs of James, Duke of Hamilton,” London, 1742;
;

;

vols., 1800,) “Letters on the Elementary Principles of
Education,” (2 vols., 1801,) and a tale called “The CotThe last work is called
tagers of Glenburnie,” (1808.)
by Sir Walter Scott “a picture of the rural habits of
Scotland of striking and impressive fidelity.” Died in
1816, at Harrowgate.
See Miss Benger, “Memoirs of Elizabeth Hamilton;” Mrs.
Elwood, “ Memoirs of the Literary Ladiesof England,” etc., vol. ii.,
1843

;

“ Edinburgh Review”

for July, 1S08.

Hamilton, (Lady Emma,) a fascinating and profligate
woman, whose name was originally Lyon, born at Preston, or in Cheshire, about 1764.
1791 to Sir William Hamilton, and

She was married
accompanied him

in

to

Naples. She acquired great influence over the Queen
She died in
of Naples, and captivated Lord Nelson.
poverty at Calais in 1815.
See “Memoirs of Lady Hamilton,” 1816; “Blackwood’s Magazine” for April, i860.

Hamilton, (Gavin,) a Scottish historical painter, born
Lanark about 1 730, lived much at Rome. His illustrations of Homer’s “Iliad ” are among his best producat

tions.

He

rendered service to

art

by

his discoveries of

and other buried monuments, many
of which adorn the Muse,a Clementino, and published
“ The Italian School of Painting,” illustrated with
splendid plates, (1773.) Died at Rome in 1797.

statues, bas-reliefs,

Hamilton, (George,) Earl of Orkney, a Scottish
general, and a younger son of William Douglas, Earl of
Selkirk, was born in 1666.
He distinguished himself at
the battle of the Boyne in 1690, and in 1696 was made
Earl of Orkney. In 1704, as lieutenant-general, he took
part in the battle of Blenheim.
Died in 1737.

Hamilton, (Lord George Francis,) an English
Conservative politician, was born in 1845. He has represented Middlesex in Parliament since 1868, and was
vice-president of the committee of council on education
He was afterwards first lord of the admirahy.
1878-80.
Hamilton, (Hugh,) an Irish bishop and mathematician, born in the county of Dublin in 1729, became
He published theological
Bishop of Ossory in 1799.
and mathematical works, among which was a “Treatise
on Conic Sections.” Died in 1805.
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Hamilton, (James,) born in London about 1775, ls
known as the author of the Hamiltonian system of teaching languages by the use of a literal interlinear translation
Died in 1S29.
before learning the rules of grammar.
Hamilton, (James,) a politician and lawyer, born at
Charleston, South Carolina, in 1786. In 1830 he became
Governor of South Carolina, and was a zealous promoter
of nullification.
He represented Texas as minister to
England in 1841. He was drowned at sea in 1857.
Hamilton, (James,) D.D., a popular British author
and Presbyterian divine, born at Paisley in 1814. He
became about 1840 minister of the National Scottish

Church, Regent Square, London. He was an eloquent
preacher, and author of numerous works. Among these
are “ Life in Earnest,” (which has had a very extensive
circulation,) “The Mount of Olives,” and “The Happy
Home,” (new edition, 1855.) Died in November, 1867.
Hamilton, (James,) a distinguished painter of marine
views, born in Ireland about 1820, came to the United
States in infancy.

He

practised his art in Philadelphia,

and acquired much distinction by his illustrations of Dr.
Kane’s “Arctic Explorations,” (1856.) His “Capture
of the Serapis” and “ Old Ironsides” have been greatly
admired. Hamilton is particularly successful in the representation of all water-scenes, whether he attempts to
bring before us the rush and tumult of Niagara or the
infinitely diversified appearances of the mighty ocean.
See Tuckerman’s “ Book of the Artists.”

Hamilton, (John,) Archbishop

of Saint Andrew’s,
an ambitious Scottish prelate, was a brother of the Earl
of Arran, the regent.
He was a persecutor of the Protestants, and took an active part in the political contests
of the reign of Mary Stuart.
He was tried for treason,
convicted, and hung, in 1571.
“
See Chambers, Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen.”

Hamilton, (John,) a Scottish priest, born in the sixteenth century.
He wrote a “Treatise on Theology”
about 1581.
See Lord Hailes, “

Hamilton,
1755.

He

Life of

John Hamilton.”

John,) a British general, born in
served in several campaigns in India, and
(Sir
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became a brigadier-general

in 1805.

himself in the Peninsular war.

Died

I

He

distinguished

in 1835.

Hamilton, (John C.,) an American writer, a son of
Alexander Hamilton, was born in Philadelphia in 1792.
He served in the army in the war against Great Britain,
1812-14.
He published “Memoirs of the Life of Alexander Hamilton,” (2 vols., 1834-40,) and a “ History
of the Republic of the United States as traced in the
Writings of Alexander Hamilton and his Contemporaries,” (6 vols., 1858.)

Hamilton, (Patrick,) commonly regarded

as

the

He adopted
first Scottish Reformer, was born in 1503.
the principles of Luther, whom he had heard preach
in Germany, and on his return to Scotland he openly
He was
attacked the errors of the Roman Church.
condemned as a heretic, and suffered martyrdom with
constancy at the age of twenty-three.
See Chambers, “ Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen J. G. Lorimer, “ Patrick Hamilton a Historical Biography,”
1857; Rev. Robert Steel, “Burning and Shining Lights,” Lon:

don, 1864.

Hamilton, (Richard Winter,) an English preacher,
born in London in 1794. He became pastor of an Independent church, Albion Chapel, Leeds, in 1815. He
was eminent as a platform orator, and wrote a series of
essays entitled “ Nugae Literariae,” (“ Literary Trifles,”
Several volumes of his sermons have been pub1841.)

Died in 1848.
W. H. Stowell, “ Memoir of R. W. Hamilton,” 1850.
Hamilton, (Robert,) a Scottish physician, born at
Edinburgh in 1721 died at Lynn in 1793.
Hamilton, (Robert,) a Scottish political economist,
born in Edinburgh about 1742. He was professor of
natural philosophy and mathematics in Marischal ColHis chief work is
lege, Aberdeen, from 1782 to 1829.
an “ Inquiry concerning the Rise and Progress, the Redemption and the Present State, and the Management,
of the National Debt of Great Britain,” (1813.) “This
important work,” says McCulloch, “opened the eyes of
lished.

See

;

the public to the delusive nature of the sinking fund.”
Among his other works is “ The Progress of Society,”

Died

(1830.)

in 1829.

Hamilton, (Schuyler,) an American

general, a son
of John C. Hamilton, and a grandson of Hamilton the
He
great statesman, was born in New York in 1822.
graduated at West Point in 1841, served as aide-de-camp
to General Scott in the Mexican war, (1846-47,) and
In 1861 he became
resigned his commission in 1855.
a brigadier-general of volunteers. He rendered important
services in Missouri, and suggested the canal which was
He
cut near New Madrid in March and April, 1862.
was made a major-general in September, 1862, and reFebruary,
signed, on account of ill health, in
1863.
Hamilton, (Thomas,) a captain of the British army,
born in 1789. He served in the Peninsular war, and in
the second war between the United States and Great
Britain.
He contributed many articles to “ Blackwood’s

Magazine,” and published several able works, namely,
“ Annals of the Peninsular Campaign,” “ The Youth and

Manhood

of Cyril Thornton,” a novel, (1827,) and

and Manners

in

America,” (1833.)

“

Men

These books were

Died in 1842.
critics.
a British geographer, published “The East India Gazetteer,” (London, 1814,) and
a “Geographical, Statistical, and Historical Description
of Hindostan,” (2 vols., 1820,) which the “ London Quarfavourably noticed by British

Hamilton, (Walter,)

Review” pronounced “an inestimable work, conmore full, detailed, and faithful picture of India
than any former work on the subject.”
Hamilton, (William,) second Duke of, born in
1616, was brother of James, the first Duke of Hamilton,
whose title he inherited. He officiated as secretary of
state in Scotland, and, after serving in the army of Charles
II., died in 1651, of wounds received at the battle of
Worcester. The duchy devolved on his niece, Anne
Hamilton, who was married to William Douglas.
Hamilton, (William,) of Bangour, a Scottish poet,
terly

taining a

born in Ayrshire in 1704, joined the party of the Pretender in 1745.
He wrote a volume of poems, among
Died in 1754.
is “The Braes of Yarrow.”
See Chambers, “ Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen.”
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Hamilton, (Sir William,) a diplomatist, antiquary,
and connoisseur, born in Scotland in 1730.
He was
appointed ambassador to Naples in 1764, and retained
that post until 1800.
In 1766 he was admitted a Fellow
of the Royal Society, and in 1772 was made Knight of
the Bath. During his residence at Naples he contributed
much to the advancement of art and science by collecting
Etruscan and Greek vases and other antiquities (now
in the British Museum) and by observing the volcanic
phenomena of Vesuvius. He published, in 1772, “Observations on Mount Vesuvius, Mount Etna,” etc., and
in 1776 another work on the same subject, entitled
“Campi Phlegrasi.” In 1766 appeared an elegant work,
in French and English, named “Etruscan, Greek, and
Roman Antiquities, drawn from the Cabinet of Mr.
Hamilton,” by D’Hancarville.
Died in 1803.
His
second wife, Emma, gained notoriety by her disgraceful
connection with Lord Nelson.
See Chambers, “ Biographical Dictionary

of Eminent Scotsmen.”

Hamilton, (Sir William,) one of
physicians of modern times, was born

the greatest meta-

at Glasgow on the
8th of March, 1788. He was descended from the ancient
Scottish family of the Hamiltons of Preston, and was
educated at Balliol College, Oxford, where he obtained
first-class honours.
In 1821 he was appointed professor
of universal history in the University of Edinburgh,
where he had much leisure for the pursuit of his favourite
metaphysical studies. He commenced in 1829 to write
for the “ Edinburgh Review” on mental philosophy, logic,
and other subjects. Among the titles of these essays or
reviews are the “ Philosophy of the Absolute : CousinSchelling,” (1829,) “ Philosophy of Perception Reid and
Brown,” (1830,) and “Logic: the Recent English Treatises on that Science,” (1833.)
He combated the system
of Schelling and Hegel in the essay first named.
From
1836 until his death he was professor of logic and metaphysics in the University of Edinburgh.
Before the
former date he had acquired a European reputation by
his vast erudition and extraordinary acuteness of intellect.
His influence and success as a professor were augmented by a noble person, a sonorous voice, and perfect
dignity of manner.
He published in 1846 an edition
of Reid’s Works, with notes and supplementary disser:

tations ; and in 1852, “Discussions on Philosophy and
Literature, Education and University Reform, chiefly

Edinburgh Review,’ enlarged, with Notes and
other Additions,” (1 vol. 8vo.) In 1843 ie was partially
disabled by paralysis, which, however, did not impair his
mental activity. His last publication was an edition
of the Works of Dugald Stewart, (9 vols., 1854-56.)
He
died in Edinburgh on the 6th of May, 1856.
He combined the power of analysis and generalization in a degree
perhaps unequalled since the time of Aristotle. In a
thorough acquaintance with the history of philosophy
he has never been surpassed by any writer.
“ Sir William Hamilton,” says the “ Edinburgh Review,” “ has attained to the very highest distinction as
from the

‘

*

a philosopher, and in some respects he is decidedly
superior to any of his illustrious predecessors,
Reid,
Stewart, or Brown. With a remarkable power of analysis
and discrimination, he combines great decision and elegance of style, and a degree of erudition that is almost
without a parallel.” “Hamilton never deviates,” says
M. Cousin, “ from the grande route of common sense
and at the same time he has much esprit and sagacity.
I assure you (as I know by experience) that his dialectic
is very inconvenient to an adversary. .
His independence is equal to his knowledge ; and he is especially
great in logic.
I now address you professionally,^’//
homme de metier.) Know then, that M. Hamilton,
among all your compatriots, understands Aristotle the
best
and if there is a chair of logic vacant in the three
kingdoms, give it to him, by all means, without delay.”
(Letter to Mr. Pillans, of Edinburgh, 1836.)

—

.

.

;

See John Veitch,

“Memoir

of Sir William Hamilton, Bart.,”

P. Whirple, “Essays and Reviews,”
Review” for January, 1S53, vol. Ixxvi.
“ Nouvelle Biographie Uendrale ;” “Blackwood’s Magazine” for
October, 1S59; “North British Review” for May, 1859, September,
See, also, J. S. Mill’s “Examination of Sir
1865, and July, 1868.
William Hamilton’s Philosophy,” 1865, and the Introduction to Dr.
James McCosh’s “Examination of Mr. J. S. Mill’s Philosophy,”

(with portrait,) 1869; E.
1851: “North American

’

1866.
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Hamilton, (Wii.liam,) R.A., a British painter, born vacancy. He was re-elected a Senator for six years by
about 1750, was a pupil of Zucchi, in Rome. He was the legislature of Maine in 1851. He was originally a
successful as a painter of ornaments, and was elected Democrat, but differed from his party on the question
He worked mostly in of slavery, and joined the Republicans about 1855. In
a Royal Academician in 1789.
England, and was one of the artists employed on the 1857 he was Governor of Maine for a short time, but
“ Shakspeare Gallery.” Died in 1801.
resigned on being re-elected Senator. He was electe 1
Hamilton, (William Douglas,) Earl of Selkirk, was Vice-President of the United States by the Republicans
He married Anne, in i860. In 1869, he was again elected a Senator of the
created Duke of Hamilton in 1660.
Duchess of Hamilton, with the condition that their chil- United States, and in 1881 he was appointed minister to
dren should take her family name. William III. appointed Spain.
Hammarskold or Hammarskoeld, hdm'marshim lord high commissioner of Scotland in 1689, and
chold', (Lars,) an able Swedish critic and author, born
again in 1693. Died in 1694.
He published a volume
See Macaulay, “History of England,” vol. ii. chap. vi. also at Tuna, in Calmar, in 1785.
vol. iii. chaps, xiii. and xvi.
of poems, “ Poetiska Studier,” (1813,) “ Hellvin och ElHamilton, (William Gerard,) often called “ Single- vina,” a tale, (1817,) “Swedish Literature,” (“ Svenska
Speech Hamilton,” was born in London in 1729. Having Vitterheten,” 1818,) which is highly commended, and
been educated at Oxford, he obtained a seat in Parlia- an excellent work entitled “ Historical Remarks on the
ment in 1754, and made his first speech in November, Progress and Development of Philosophic Studies in
Sweden,” (1821.) Died in 1827.
It is said
1755, which was received with great applause.
See “Minnen af L. Hammarskoeld,” 1827.
that no maiden speech in that House ever made such a
sensation.
In 1756 he was appointed one of the lords
Hammer, hdm'mer, (Julius,) a German writer, born
of trade. He wrote a treatise on “ Parliamentary Logic,” at Dresden in 1810, published “Life and Dreaming,”
and was conjectured, without evidence or probability, to (“ Leben und Traum,” 1839,) and other novels. A volume
be the author of “Junius.” From 1765 to 1784 he was of his poems, entitled “Look around thee and Look
chancellor of the exchequer in Ireland, and made several within thee,” (“ Schau’ um Dich und schau’ in Dich,”
eloquent speeches in the Irish Parliament. He was one 1851,) was often reprinted.
of Dr. Johnson’s most valued friends. Died in 1796.
Hammerer, him'meh-rer, (Johann,) an Alsatian
See “ Edinburgh Review,” vol. xv.
architect and sculptor, superintended the erection of the
Hamilton, (William Richard,) an English anti- Strasburg Cathedral from 1510 to 1520.
Hammerich, hdm'meh-riK,
Frederik Peder
quary and diplomatist, born in London in 1777. He was
private secretary of Lord Elgin in the embassy to Con- Adolf,) a Danish author and divine, born at Copenstantinople, and aided in the removal of the Elgin Mar- hagen in 1809.
He produced popular national songs in
After a visit to Egypt, he published a work entitled “ Skandinaviske Reiseminder,” (1840,)
bles from Athens.
a work on the antiquities of that country, called “ ZEgyp- “ Heroic Songs,” (“ Heltesange,” 1841,) “The Awakentiaca,” (1810.)
He procured forthe British Museum the ing of Denmark,” (1848,) and other admired poems. In
famous Rosetta Stone. He was under-secretary of state 1845 he became pastor of a church in Copenhagen. He
for foreign affairs between 1810 and 1822. Died in 1859. published several well-written works on Danish history,
Hamilton, (Sir William Rowan,) an eminent Irish among which is “Denmark under the Union of Calmar,”
astronomer and geometer, born in Dublin in 1805. He (“ Denmark under de Nordiske Rigers Forening 1375—
learned, or at least studied, thirteen languages before he 1523,” 1849.)
had completed his thirteenth year, and about the age
See Ekslew, “ Forfatter-Lexicon.”
/
,
of fifteen became versed in the higher mathematics.
In
Hammerlein,
Lat. Malle'olus,
mer-lTn
[
1823 he began to apply algebraic geometry to optics, and (Felix,) a Swiss theologian, born in Zurich in 1389. He
entered the University of Dublin, where he “uniformly distinguished himself at the Council of Bale by his zeal
obtained the chief honour in both science and classics.” for the maintenance of discipline.
He wrote many
He was appointed Andrews professor of astronomy and religious treatises, which exposed him to persecution,
astronomer royal for Ireland at the age of twenty-one, and was condemned to perpetual detention in a convent,
and produced in 1828 his important “ Theory of Systems where he died about 1460.
of Rays,” in which he developed the application of algeSee Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”
bra to optics, and announced two new laws of light, the
Hammer-Purgstall, von, fon hdm'mer pooRo'stSF,
internal and external conical refraction of biaxal crystals.
(Joseph,) Baron, an eminent German Orientalist and
He received a gold medal from the Royal Society of historian, was born at Gratz, in Styria, in 1774. Lie was
I .ondon for this discovery, in reference to which Professor
a friend of Goethe, Herder, and Wieland in his youth.
Pliicker, of Bonn, declared, “No experiment in physics
In 1802 he went to Constantinople as secretary of legahas made such an impression on my mind.” He was tion,
and in 1807 he returned to Vienna, where he chiefly
chosen president of the Royal Irish Academy in 1837. resided. He
was appointed interpreter to the imperial
“
is
Elements
of
Among his chief works
Quaternions,”
court about 1815, and aulic councillorin 1817. He spoke
“There
can
Died
in
be
but
one
opinion,”
1865.
(1866.)
and wrote ten foreign languages, among which were the
says the “North British Review” for September, 1866,
Persian, Arabic, Greek, and Turkish. His literary career
“of the extraordinary genius and untiring energy of him was long and prosperous. He was elected president of
who, unaided, composed in so short a time two such the
Academy of Vienna in 1847, an d was an associate
enormous treatises as the ‘Lectures,’ (1853,) and the of the French Institute. Probably no other European
Elements of Quaternions,’ (1866.) As a repertory of has been
so successful in the illustration of the manners,
mathematical facts and a triumph of analytical and geohistory, and literature of the Mussulmans. His histories
metrical power, they can be compared only with such
are the most complete that we have on the subjects of
imperishable works as the Principia’ and the
Me- which he treats. One of his chief works is a “ History of
canique Analytique.’
the Ottoman Empire,” (“Geschichte des Osmanischcn
See “Gentleman’s Magazine” for 1866.
Reichs,” 10 vols., 1827-35.) Lie was author of numerous
Ham'ley, (Edward Bruce,) an English soldier and other works, among which are a “History of Ottoman
author, was born in 1824.
He published “Lady Lee’s Poetry,” (4 vols., 1836-38,) and a “ History of Arabic
Widowhood,” (2 vols., 1854,) “ The Story of a Cam- Literature,” (“ Literaturgeschichte der Araber,”
7 vols.
paign
a Narrative of the War in Southern Russia, 4to,
1850-56.) He also translated poems from the Perwritten in the Crimea,” (1855,) “ The Operations of sian,
Arabic, etc.
His original name was Joseph HamWar,” “ Voltaire,” (1877,) an d other works.
mer; but, having in 1837 inherited certain estates of the
Ham'lin, (Hannibal,) an American Senator, born at Counts of Purgstall, he added their name to his own,
Paris, Oxford county, Maine, in August, 1809. He prac- and
was created a baron. Died in 1856.
tised law from 1833 to 1848.
He was Speaker of the
See his Autobiography, “ Denkwiirdigkeiten aus meinem Leben
House of Representatives of Maine in 1837, 1839, and K. Schlottmann, “Joseph von Hammer-Purgstall;” “Foreign
1840, and represented a district of that State in Congress Quarterly” for November, 1827; “Nouvelle hiographie Generate.
from 1843 to 1847. In May, 1848, he was elected a
Ham'mond, (Anthony,) M.P., born at Somersham
Senator of the United States for four years, to fill a Place, England, in 1668, gained distinction in literature
;
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and parliamentary eloquence. In 1720 he edited a “New
Miscellany of Original Poems,” some of which were his
own productions. Died in 1738.
Hammond, (Henry,) an English divine and author,
born at Chertsey in 1605, was appointed Archdeacon of
Chichester in 1643, an d canon of Christ Church, Oxford,
in 1645.
Being a zealous royalist, he attended Charles
I. as chaplain while he was a prisoner in 1646-47.
He
was an excellent orator, and an author of superior merit.
Among his works are “A Practical Catechism,” (1644,)
“Paraphrase and Annotations on the New Testament,”
the Book of
( 1 653,) “Paraphrase and Annotations on
Psalms,” (1659,) and “A Pacific Discourse on God’s
Grace and Decrees,” (1660.) “I would recommend,”
says Dr. Johnson, “ Lowth and Patrick on the Old Testament, and Hammond on the New.” Died in 1660.
See Bishop Fell, “Life of H. Hammond,” 1661; R. Fulman,
“Life of H. Hammond,” 1684.
Hammond, (Jabez D.,) an American lawyer and
writer.
He represented a district of New York in Congress in 1815-17, and was elected regent of the University of New
History of New
Silas Wright.”

York

in 1845.

He

wrote a “Political

York,” (2 vols., 1843,) and a “Life of
Died at Cherry Valley in 1855.
Ham'mond, (James,) M.P., an English poet, son of
Anthony, noticed above, was born about 1710. He was
equerry to the Prince of Wales, and sat in Parliament in
He wrote “ Love Elegies,” (partly translated or
1741.
imitated from Tibullus.)
Died in 1742.
Hammond, (James Hamilton,) a politician, born in
Newberry district, South Carolina, in 1807. He was a
nullifier about 1832, was elected to Congress in 1835,
and was chosen Governor of South Carolina in 1842. In
1857 he became a United States Senator. Died in 1861.
Hammond, (Le Roy,) Colonel, an American officer,
born in Richmond county, Virginia, about 1740. He
removed to South Carolina, where he fought against the
British in 1776-82 and distinguished himself as a leader
in guerilla warfare.
Died about 1800.
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and “The Butterfly Chained,” (“Le Papillon enchaine,”

He died in May,
Hamp'den, (John,)

1874.

(1857.)

an illustrious English patriot

and statesman, born in London in 1594, was the eldest
son of William Hampden of Hampden and Elizabeth
Cromwell, who was aunt of the Protector, Oliver Cromwell.
He inherited at an early age the ample estate of
his ancestors, in the county of Bucks. Having been educated at Oxford, he became in 1613 a student in the Inner
Temple, and attained proficiency both in literature and
law. While a student, he was chosen to write an epithalamium on the marriage of the princess Elizabeth, sister
of Charles I.
In 1619 he married Elizabeth Symeon,
and in the next year was returned to Parliament by the
borough of Grampound. Of his private life not many
particulars have been recorded. It appears that party
spirit and detraction failed to find any vice in his morals
or any vulnerable point in his character. Clarendon mentions a change which occurred in his habits, probably,
about the age of twenty-five. “ On a sudden,” he says,
“ from a life of great pleasure and license, he retired to
extraordinary sobriety and strictness.” But even after
this change “he preserved his natural cheerfulness and
vivacity, and, above all, a flowing courtesy to all men.”

Hampden

Wendover

Hamon, (Jean Louis,) a French painter of genre,
born at Plouha (Cotes-du-Nord) in 1821. His works
are admired for grace, finesse, and subtlety of idea and

in the House of Comnext Parliament, which met
1626 and denied the right of the king to levy tonnage
and poundage without their consent. When the king
resorted to a forced loan, Hampden, with many others,
refused to pay his portion, and was imprisoned. Having
been restored to liberty, he entered Parliament in 1628,
and distinguished himself by his industry and capacity
for business. The king having resolved to dispense with
Parliaments, Hampden retired to his estate in 1629, and
passed many years in rural occupations.
In 1636 he
obtained great credit and popularity by his firm resistance
to the arbitrary measures of the court in reference to
ship-money. The sum required of him was only a few
shillings; but, as he considered the demand despotic in
principle and tendency, he thought it his duty to abide
by the constitution, and refused to pay a farthing. Towards the end of 1636 this great cause was tried in
the Exchequer Chamber before all the (twelve) judges
of England.
The arguments of the counsel occupied
about twelve days. Four of the judges decided in Plampden’s favour, and seven or eight against him.
Many Puritans now sought a refuge from persecution
and oppression by emigration to America under the
auspices of Lord Say and Lord Brooke.
Hampden,
perceiving that neither his person nor his property was
safe, determined to follow their example. In 1638, in company with his cousin, Oliver Cromwell, he took passage
in a ship on the point of sailing to America, when tire
voyage was arrested by an order of Council, and the two
friends remained, to teach despotic power an ever-memorable lesson.
In 1640 the king called the famous Long
Parliament, in which Hampden sat as a member for
Bucks, being regarded as the leader of the opposition
and the most popular man in England. “ He was,” says
Macaulay, “ a greater master of parliamentary tactics
than any man of his time.
.
His speaking was ready,
weighty, perspicuous, condensed. He seldom rose till
late in a debate.”
In 1641 the court proposed to form
a popular administration, under the direction of the Earl
of Bedford, and to select Hampden as tutor of the Prince
of Wales ; but the death of the earl prevented this desirable consummation. During the stormy debate which
attended the passage of the Grand Remonstrance, when
the excited disputants were near coming to blows, they
were pacified, as an eye-witness states, “by the sagacity
and great calmness of Mr. Hampden.”
On the 3d of January, 1642, the king sent the attorney-general to impeach Hampden, Pym, Hollis, and two
other members of the House, on a charge of high treason.
As the Commons refused to surrender these members,
Charles went in person, with his guards, to arrest them
in their seats ; but the five members had retired a few
minutes before, and escaped from his grasp. This desperate attempt against the privilege of Parliament excited

execution.
Among his master-pieces are “ My Sister
is not here,” (1853,) “Cupid and his Flock,” (1855,)

the greatest indignation.
arms. In a few days the

Hammond,

(Marcus C.

writer, a
above, was born
in Newberry district, South Carolina, in 1814, and graduHe wrote for the “Southated at West Point in 1836.
ern Quarterly” a series of essays on the Mexican war.
Hammond, (Samuel,) an able American officer, born
He served with
in Richmond county, Virginia, in 1757.
distinction at King’s Mountain, Cowpens, Eutaw, and
He was
other battles in South Carolina and Georgia.
appointed civil and military commandant of Upper
Louisiana about 1805. In 1831 he became secretary of
state of South Carolina.
Died in 1842.

brother of James H.

M.,) a military

Hammond, noticed

Hammond, (William A.,) an American surgeon
and distinguished medical writer, born in Annapolis,
Maryland, August 28, 1828, graduated as M.D. at the
University of New York in 1848, and entered the army as
assistant surgeon.
In October, i860, he was appointed
professor of anatomy and physiology in the University
of Maryland. In 1861 he re-entered the army, was
appointed surgeon-general in April, 1862, and was dismissed in August, 1864. He has published, besides other
valuable works, “ Military Hygiene,” (1863,) and “Sleep

and

its

Derangements,”

Hamon,

(1869.)

h&'mba', (Jean,) a distinguished Jansenist

was born at Cherbourg in 1618. He entered the
monastery of Port-Royal about 1650, before which he
had acquired distinction by his talents. He was exwriter,

tremely abstemious or ascetic in his way of life. He
wrote treatises on prayer and on solitude, and other devotional works, the morality and unction of which entitle
him to rank with the best writers of Port-Royal. He
practised medicine before and after his retirement from
the world.

Died

“ Tout

in 1687.

de savoir, d’esprit et d’eloquence,
courut au desert chercher l’obscurite.” Boileau.
See Thomas Dtsosse, “ Histoire de Port- Royal;” “Nouvelle
Biographie Generaie.”
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and the citizens escorted the accused members
triumph back to their seats in Westminster. When
the news reached Buckinghamshire, four thousand freeholders rode to London to defend their representative.
When all attempts to negotiate had failed between the
two parties, Hampden received a commission as colonel,
and raised a regiment in his own county. They wore
the device “Vestigia nulla retrorsum,” a fitting motto
for one whose character was so straightforward and
determined. As a member of the committee of publ-ic
safety, he was incessantly employed in a variety of
labours. Had he lived a few years longer, it is probable
he would have been commander-in-chief. He took part
in the battle of Edgehill, and in several skirmishes, exposing his person with a bravery bordering on rashness.
In June, 1643, Prince Rupert, returning from a marauding expedition, encountered Hampden, with a small
troop, on Chalgrove field.
In the first charge Hampden received a fatal shot in the shoulder ; and a few days
after the great Commoner expired.
He left three sons and six daughters, whose mother
died in 1634. Clarendon, though a political opponent,
renders the following tribute to his memory “ He was
indeed a very wise man, and possessed with the most
absolute spirit of popularity, and the most absolute
faculties to govern the people, of any man I ever knew.
.
His reputation of honesty was universal.
The
eyes of all men were fixed upon him as their patriae
pater, and the pilot that must steer the vessel through
the tempests that threatened it.”
See Lord Nugent, “Memorials of Hampden,” 1832; Macaulay’s review of the same, in his “Essays;” Clarendon,
“History of the Rebellion;” John Forster, “Lives of Eminent
British Statesmen;” Hume, “History of England,” chap. lvi.
Guizot, “ Histoire de la Revolution d’Angleterre ;” Hallam,
“Constitutional History of England;” Isaac Disraeli, “Eliot,
Hampden, and Pym,” 1832.

battle of Antietam, September, 1862, and was wounded
at Gettysburg, July, 1863.
Having been raised to the
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in
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Hampden, (Rev. Renn Dickson,) an English divine
and scholar, born in Barbadoes about 1794. He became
a Fellow of Oriel College, Oxford, where he was also
a tutor.
He published, among other works, “ Philosophical Evidence of Christianity,” (1827,) and “The
Scholastic Philosophy in its Relation to Christian Theology,” (1832.)
In 1836 he was appointed by the Whig
ministry regius professor of divinity at Oxford. This
appointment gave rise to a fierce controversy.
It
was condemned by the high-church party, who charged
Hampden with unsoundness of doctrine ; and it was
stigmatized by Southey as “an insult to the University.”
He became Bishop of Hereford in 1847. He contributed
able articles on Socrates, Plato, and Aristotle to the
“Encyclopaedia Britannica.” Died in 1868.
Hampden, (Richard,) a son of the great John Hampden, was a Whig member of the House of Commons
in 1689, also a commissioner of the treasury, and member
of the privy council. In 1690 he was made chancellor
of the exchequer,
“probably to reward him for the
moderation of his conduct,” says Macaulay.
“
Macaulay’s
See
History of England,” vol. ii. chap. x. vol. iii.
chaps, xi. and xv.

—

;

Ham'per, (William,) an English biographer and
antiquary, born at Birmingham in 1776.
He served as
magistrate in Warwickshire. Among his works were
several antiquarian treatises in the “Gentleman’s Magazine,” and “ The Life, Diary, and Correspondence of
Sir William Dugdale,” (1837,) which contains valuable
historical information.
Died in 1831.
Hamp'ton, (Rev. James,) an English translator, who
published a version of the “ General History” of Polybius,
(2 vols. 4to, 1756-72,) with a preface by Dr. Johnson.
“The English translator,” says Gibbon, “has preserved
the admirable sense and improved the coarse original.”
Died in 1778.
Hamp'ton, (Wade,) an American general, born in
South Carolina in 1755. He served in the Revolutionary
war, and gained the rank of brigadier-general in 1809.
He commanded an army which made an unsuccessful
invasion of Canada in October, 1813.
Died in 1835.
Hampton, (Wade,) a grandson of the preceding, was
born at Columbia or Charleston, South Carolina, about
He took arms against
1828, or, as others say, in 1818.
the Union in 1861, served as a brigadier-general at the
c as k; c as
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rank of major-general, he
Lee’s

army

commanded all the cavalry of
summer of 1864. He served

in Virginia in the

in South Carolina in P'ebruary, 1865, and, according to
the report of General Sherman, “ ordered that all cotton,
public and private, should be moved into the streets [of

Columbia) and fired.” Generals Hampton and Sherman
mutually accused each other of burning Columbia. He
was elected Governor of South Caiolina in 1876, and
United States senator two years later.
Hamsfort, Mms'foRt, (Cornelius,) a Danish historian, who published in 1585 a succession of Kings of
Denmark from Dan to Frederick II. He also wrote a
“Chronology of Danish History.” Died in 1627.
Hamza, h&m'zl, surnamed Al-Hadee, (or Al-HadI,)
i.e. “the Director,” called by some authorities the founder
of the sect of the Druses, flourished in Cairo about the
year 1000.
He wrote the “Book of Testimonies to the
Mysteries of the Unity,” thought by some to rival the
Koran.
Hamza, or Hamzah, was also the name of one of
Mohammed’s foster-brothers. He fell at Bedr, 622 A.D.
Hanbal. See Ibn-Hanbal.
Hancarville, d’, dfiN'ki r'v£1', the title of an ingenious
French antiquary, whose proper name was Pierre Francois Hugues, (Aug,) born at Nancy in 1719. He lived

many

years in Italy, and attained

some

skill in design.

He published a splendid work entitled “ Etruscan,

Greek,

and Roman Antiquities, drawn from the Cabinet of Sir
William Hamilton,” (4 vols., Naples, 1766,) and “Researches into the Origin, Spirit, and Progress of the Arts
Died in Padua in 1805.
in Greece,” (1785.)
Hanckius, hink'e-Cis, or Hanke, hUnk'eh, (Martin,)
He
a German philologist, born near Breslau in 1633.
became professor of history in Breslau in 1661, and afterwards inspector of the Lutheran schools. He wrote a
useful work on Roman historians, entitled “ De Roma-

narum Rerum

Scriptoribus,” (1669-75,) an d several interesting works on the civil and literary history of Silesia,
among which is a work on learned Silesians, “ De Silesiis

Indigenis eruditis ab

Anno

1165 ad

Annum

1550,”

Died in 1709.
(1707.)
Caspar
See Ersch und Gruber, “ Allgemeine Encyklopaedie
Naumann, “ Martinalia Christiana, seu Concio funebris in Obilum
M. Hanckii,” 1710.

Han'cock, (John,) an American statesman, born in
Quincy, Massachusetts, January 12, 1737, graduated at
Harvard in 1754. He became a merchant of Boston,
and heir to a large fortune. Plis wife was a daughter of
Edmund Quincy. He was chosen a member of the
House of Representatives of Massachusetts in 1766,
became a bold assertor of liberty, and was president of
In June, 1775, Govthe Provincial Congress in 1774.
ernor Gage offered a pardon to all the rebels except
Samuel Adams and John Hancock. He was chosen
president of the Continental Congress in 1775, and
signed the Declaration of Independence in 1776. Having
resigned his seat in Congress, on account of ill health,
in October, 1777, he was elected Governor of MassaHe was a very popular Governor, and
chusetts in 1780.
was annually re-elected, except for the years 1785 and
His eloquence, his affable dispo1786, until his death.
sition, and his polished manners rendered him a general
favourite.
As a presiding officer, he was dignified and
very successful. Pie made a generous use of his fortune,
and was a liberal benefactor to Harvard College. Died
in October, 1793.
See Goodrich, “Lives of the Signers to the Declaration of Independence;” Bancroft, “History of the United States.”

Hancock, ( infield Scott,) a distinguished American general, born in Montgomery county, Pennsylvania, in
He graduated at West Point in 1844, and served
1824.
as lieutenant in the Mexican war, (1846-47,) after which
he was employed for several years in Missouri. In 1855
he obtained the rank of captain. He was appointed a
brigadier-general of volunteers in 1861, and served with
distinction in the army of the Potomac in the spring of
1862. He took part in the battle of Antietam, Septenr
ber, 1862, and when General Richardson was killed
there, succeeded him as commander of a division, which
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Fredericksburg in December of that year.
a corps at the battle of Gettysburg, July
In the spring of
1-3, 1863, where he was wounded.
1864 he obtained command of the second corps of the
army of General Grant. His corps captured nearly 4000
prisoners, and twenty pieces of cannon, in the battle
fought near Spottsylvania Court-House on the 12th of
May, 1864. He was promoted to the rank of brigadiergeneral of the regular army. In August, 1867, he was
appointed commander of the filth military district, comHe resigned that position
prising Louisiana and Texas.
He received at llie National Demoin March, 1868.
cratic Convention of July, 1868, one hundred and fortyfour and a half votes as a candidate for the Presidency,
and was nominated for the Presidency in 1880.
he directed

at

He commanded

Hand,

hint,

(Ferdinand Gotthelf,)

a

German

Plauen, in Saxony, in 1786. He was
professor of Greek literature in the University of Jena
from 1817 until 1851. Among his principal works are
a “Treatise on Latin Style,” (“ Lehrbuch des Lateinischen Stil,” 1833,) and “ /Esthetics of the Musical
Art,” (2 vols., 1837-41.) Died in 1851.
See Gustav Queck, “ F. G. Hand nach seinem Leben und Wirken
philologist,

born

at

dargestellt,” 1852.

Han'del, [Ger. Handel or Haendel, hgn'del,]
(George Frederick,) one of the most excellent, profound, and original of musical composers, was born at
Halle, in Prussian Saxony, on the 24th of February,
He manifested in childhood a ruling passion for
1684.
music, which he studied first under Zachau of Halle,
and composed sonatas at the age of ten. In 1703 he
became connected with the Opera of Hamburg, where
in the next year he produced his “ Almeria” with great
success.
He visited Italy in 1708, and composed his
first Italian opera, “ Rodrigo,” which was performed at

1
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being more tenacious of the traditions of the prophet.
Haneefa died in prison at Bagdad in 767. He was imprisoned because he refused to act as kadi, or judge,
alleging that he was unfit for the office.
It is said that
while in prison he read the Koran through seven thou-

sand times.
See Sale’s “Koran,” Preliminary Discourse.

Hanel

or Haenel, ha'nel, (Ernst Julius,) a German
sculptor, born at Dresden about 1810, executed a statue
of Beethoven, which was erected at Bonn in 1843.
Hanel or Haenel, (Gustav Friedrich,) an eminent
German jurist, born in 1792 at Leipsic, where he became
professor of law about 1838.
He edited “ Ulpianus de
Edendo,” (1838,) “ Codex Theodosianus,” (1839-42,) and

other works.

Hanel, Haenel, or Handl, hindl, (Jakob,) surnamed
Gallus, a German composer, born in Carniola about
1350, was imperial chapel-master at Vienna. His “Media
in Vita” is esteemed a master-piece.
Died in 1590.
Hanfstangel or Hanfstaengel, hinf'stgng'el,

German lithographer, born in Upper Bavaria
His chief work is “The Principal Pictures in
the Royal Gallery of Dresden,” (1836-52.)
Hang'er, (Colonel George,) a whimsical English
writer, born in 1760, was a younger son of Lord Coleraine.
Among his works is his “ Life, Adventures, and
Opinions,” (1801.) Died in 1824.
Hangest, de.deh /;6N /zhist , (Jerome,) a French theologian, born at Compifegne, wrote against Luther. Died
(Franz,) a

in 1804.

)

in 1538.

See Haneefah.
Hanjeri or Handjeri, h&n'jeh-ree, (Alexander,)

Hanifa.

Prince, a noted linguist, born at Constantinople in 1760,
was appointed Hospodar of Moldavia by the Sultan in
He removed to Moscow about 1821. He com1807.
piled a “Dictionary of the French, Arabic, Persian, and
Turkish Languages,” (3 vols., 1844.) Died at Moscow

Florence.
Having produced other operas, etc. at Venice
and Rome, he went to England in 17x0, and composed
the music for the opera “ Rinaldo,” which was greatly in 1854.
admired. In 1712 he settled in England, and in 1714
Hanka, hink'i, (Wenceslaus,) a distinguished Bobecame chapel-master of George I.
hemian antiquary and critic, born at Horenowes in 1791.
About 1720 he was engaged as manager of the new He was liberally educated at Prague, and about 1820
Academy of Music founded by the English nobility, and became librarian of the Bohemian Museum of that city.
composed the opera “ Radamista,” which was received He discovered in 1817, at Kralodvor, a precious manuwith great enthusiasm. After he had produced many script of old Bohemian poems, which are greatly adother operas, he retired from the direction of the Acad- mired, and of which he published an edition, called
emy in 1728. He lost nearly all his fortune, ;£ 10,000, in “ Kralodvorsky Rukopis,” (1817.) He published a “ Colan unsuccessful attempt to support another opera-house lection of Bohemian Poems of the Thirteenth and Fourbetween 1728 and 1740. Thenceforth devoting himself teenth Centuries,”
(3 vols., 1817-25,) and other works.
to sacred music, which is the chief foundation of his
Hanke. See Hanckius, (Martin.)
celebrity, he composed the oratorio of “Saul,” (1740,)
Hanke, h&nk'eh, (Henriette Wilhelmine,) a sucand in 1741 his sublime master-piece, the “Messiah,” cessful German novelist, originally named Arndt, was
which was received with immense applause. Among his born at Jauer, in Silesia, in 1785. She produced about
other oratorios (the words of all of which are English) one hundred volumes of novels, among which we may
are “Samson,” “Moses in Egypt,” “Joshua,” (1747,) name “ Claudia,” (1825,) “ The Pearls,” (1836,) and “My
and “Jephthah,” (1751.)
Winter Garden,” (1854.)
He became blind in 1751, but continued for several
Hanke or Haenke, hSnk'eh, (Thaddeus,) a BoheHe mian naturalist and traveller, born at Kreibitz in 1761,
years to conduct his oratorios in public concerts.
died in April, 1759, and was buried in Westminster visited Mexico and the islands of the South Sea. Died
Abbey.
Handel is regarded by some critics as the in Peru in 1817. A description of the plants which he
He was chiefly pre- collected was published in 1825.
greatest composer that ever lived.
eminent in majesty and sublimity of conception. The
See Ersch und Gruber, “ Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”
centennial anniversary of his birth was celebrated in
Han'mer, (Jonathan,) an English nonconformist
London, in 1784, with great eclat.
EschenSee “ Life of Handel” in Burney’s “ History ofMusic
burg, “Life of Handel,” (in German,) 1785; Matheson, “Life
of Handel,” (in German,) 1761 F£tis, “ Biographie Universelle des
Musiciens;” J. M. Weissbeck, “ Her grosse Musikns G. F. Handel im Universalruhme,” 1805; “Edinburgh Review” for July,
1857: “Fraser’s Magazine” for September, 1857; “ British Quarterly Review” for January, 1862.
;

Handjeri.

See Hanjeri.
hint'man, (Emanuel,) a Swiss painter
of history and portraits, born at Bale in 1718; died in

Handmann,

1781.

HaneefahorHanifa,

ha-nee'fd,

(Aboo-al-Nomfln-

Ibn-Tflbet, (Abu-al-Nomfln-Ibn- (or Ebn-) Thabet i'boo il no-mln' Ib’n ti'bet,) the founder of the sect
of Haneefites, the first of the four orthodox sects among
Mohammedans, was born at Cufa about 700 a.d. This
sect prevails chiefly among the Turks and Tartars. They
are called by an Arabian writer followers of reason, while

—

the other three sects are called followers of tradition, as
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minister, born at Barnstaple

died in 1687.
;
an English scholar and divine,
born in 1543. Pie produced a translation of the “ Ecclesiastic Histories of Eusebius, Socrates, and Evagrius,”

Hanmer, (Meredith,)

(1577.)

Died

in 1604.

Hanmer, (Sir Thomas,) an English legislator, born
about 1676, was for thirty years a member of the House
of Commons, of which he was chosen Speaker in 1713.
He published an edition of Shakspeare on which much
time and labour were expended, (1744.) Died in 1746.
See Sir H. Bunbury, “Life of Sir Thomas Hanmer,” 1838.
Hann, (James,) an English mathematician, born about
1799; died in London in 1856.
Han'na, (Rev. William,) LL.D., aBritish clergyman,
a son-in-law of the eminent Dr. Chalmers, was born at
Belfast in 1808.

He became editor of the “ North

British

and afterwards edited the “Memoirs of the Life and Writings of Dr. Chalmers,” (4 vols.,
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In 1850 he became colleague of Dr. Guthrie
Edinburgh. He published about
1808 a “ Life of Christ,” (6 vols.) Died in 1882.
Han'nah, [Heb. Hin,] a Hebrew matron, was the
wife of Elkanah, and the mother of the prophet Samuel.
1849-52.)

in Saint'john’s Church,

See

Samuel

I.

Han'nay,

and

i.

ii.

successful British writer of
He served about
in 1827.
five years in the royal navy, from which he retired in
He contributed to several periodicals and jour1845.
nals, and gained distinction by his novel “Singleton
Fontenoy,” (3 vols., 1850.) Among his other works are
fiction,

(Jamf.s,) a

was born

at

Dumfries

“Satire and Satirists,” (1853,) and “Eustace Conyers,”
(I 855 -)
Hanneken or Hannecken, h&n'neh-ken, (Memnon,) a German Lutheran minister, born at Blaxen, in
Oldenburg, in 1595 ; died in 1671.

His son, Philipp Ludwig, born at Marburg in 1637,
was a writer on theology. Died in 1706.
Hanneman, h 3.n / neh-mJn / (Adrian,) a Dutch portrait-painter, born at the Hague about 1610. He worked
in his native place with a high reputation, and was
He
patronized by the princes of the house of Nassau.
also painted allegorical subjects.
Died after 1666.
Hannetaire, ^in'taR', (Jean Nicolas Servandoni seR'vSN'do'ne', ) a French comedian, born at
Grenoble in 1718, excelled in the personation of Moliere’s characters.
He wrote “Observations on the Art
of a Comedian,” (1764,) which was often reprinted.
“This work,” says Marmontel, “is one of the few whose
fault is too great brevity.”
Died in 1780.
Han'nI-bal, a grandson of that Ilamilcar who was
killed in 480 B.C.
He invaded Sicily with a large army
in 409 B.C., and defeated the Syracusans at Himera. He
died at Agrigentum in 406.
,

—

Hannibal,

a son of Gisco, a general of the first
ravaged the coast of Italy with a large
fleet in 261 B.C., and was defeated in a great naval battle
by Duilius in 260. He was killed by his mutinous troops

He

Punic war.

about 258

or

—

“Diducit scopulos

et

montem rumpit

aceto.”*

Juvenal,

Satire

X.

* Literally, “ He separates the rocks and breaks the mountain with
vinegar.” Respecting this much-vexed question, the reader is referred to the works named at the close of this article.

—

s;

a victory in a battle between the cavalry of the two armies.
Scipio retreated to Placentia, and was joined by another
army, under the consul T. Sempronius, who, confiding
in the superior numbers of the Romans, eagerly offered
Hannibal gained
battle on the banks of the Trebia.
here a complete victory about the end of 218, and in the
ensuing winter increased his army by numerous recruits
In the
obtained among the friendly tribes of Gauls.
spring of 217 he entered Etruria, and encountered a
Roman army under the consul Flaminius, whom he
Handefeated in a great battle at Lake Thrasymene.
nibal took in this action about 15,000 prisoners, many
The
victoRomans.
the
of whom were Italian allies of
rious general liberated without ransom these Italians, in
the hope that by this course he might detach some states
of Italy from the alliance with Rome. He next marched
into Apulia, where he passed a great part of the summer,
during which the dictator Fabius took command of the
Roman army and adopted a defensive policy. Hannibal
entered and devastated the fertile plains of Campania,
but could not induce Fabius to risk a general battle.
The Carthaginian army remained in winter-quarters at
Geronium until late in the spring of 216 B.C.
The Romans raised an army of about 90,000 men,
commanded by the consuls L. Himilius Paulus and C.
Terentius Varro, who gave battle to Hannibal on the
banks of the Aufidus, near Cannae, in Apulia, in the
summer of 216 b.c. The army of Hannibal was probably much inferior in number to that of the Romans. The
battle of Cannae, which was one of the most memorable
and decisive in universal history, resulted in the rout
and almost total destruction of the Roman army. It is
estimated by Livy and others that more than 40,000
Romans, including eighty senators, fell on this day; and
many thousands were taken prisoners. Hannibal lost

Cannae about 4500 men.

to some military critics, Hannibal failed to
follow up this victory with due vigour and
The
celerity by an advance against the Roman capital.
Apulians, Lucanians, and Bruttians declared in favour
but
the
at
Cannae
of Carthage soon after the victory
;
Romans maintained the contest with a resolute and
unfaltering spirit, and resorted to the extreme measure
of arming their slaves.
Hannibal took about the end of 216 the large and
opulent city of Capua, the second city of Italy, and there
passed the ensuing winter, which is considered as the
According
turning-point in the fortune of the war.
to ancient rhetoricians, his soldiers were enervated by
Hannibal
continued
to
their luxurious life in Capua ; but
gain victories wherever he commanded in person. The
Romans, however, changed their plan of operations, and
adhered to a defensive and Fabian policy, instead of opposing a large army to the enemy. No decisive battles
were fought in the campaigns of 215 and 214 B.C. Hannibal formed an alliance with Philip of Macedon in 215,
and made himself master of Tarentum in 213. In the
year 212 Hasdrubal gained a victory over the two Scipios
in Spain, and Hannibal defeated Cneius Fulvius at Her-

According
An'm-bal, [Gr. ’kvviSag Fr. AnniAnnibale, in-ne-M'li, or Annibal, improve and

bal, f'ne'bil'; It.
Sn-ne-Ml',] one of the greatest generals that ever lived,
was born about 247 b.c. He was the son of the Carthaginian commander Hamilcar Barca, who was killed in
battle in 229 B.c.
When he was but nine years old, he
was taken to Spain by his father, who then caused him
solemnly to swear on the altar of the gods an eternal
hostility to the Romans,
an oath which he appears never
to have forgotten.
This anecdote was related by Hannibal himself, many years later, to Antiochus the Great,
King of Syria. Hannibal was present at the battle in
which his father fell, and had already given proof of
superior military genius in several campaigns in Spain.
On the death of Hasdrubal, Hamilcar’s son-in-law, (221
B.C.,) Hannibal became commander-in-chief of the army,
then engaged in the subjugation of some Spanish tribes,
which he completed in two campaigns, 221 and 220 B.c.
Early in the year 219 he attacked Saguntum, which
was situated on the Iberus (Ebro) and was an ally of
the Romans.
The Saguntines defended their city with
desperate courage, but it was taken after a siege of eight
months. This was the beginning of the second Punic
war, which Hannibal did not wish to avert or postpone.
Having resolved upon the invasion of Italy, he crossed
the Ebro in the spring of 218 B.c. with about 100,000
men ; but his army was greatly reduced in number before
he reached the Rhone. In his march across the Alps,
which was one of the most remarkable military achievements of antiquity, he was opposed by the Gaulish
mountaineers, and lost about 30,000 men. Great diversity of opinion has prevailed among the learned in
respect to the route by which he crossed the Alps. According to some ancient authors, he removed the rocks
which obstructed his passage by means of vinegar

e as k; c as

When he entered the plains of Piedmont, he had
about 26,000 men, of whom 6000 were cavalry and all
were veterans. He met a Roman army, commanded by
Publius Scipio, near the Ticinus, (now Ticino,) and gained

at

B.c.

Han'm-bal
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lost Capua, which was taken in 21 1. His
principal adversaries at this period were Fabius Cunctator and M. Marcellus, who had recently returned from
The latter was led into an
the conquest of Syracuse.

donea; but he

ambush by Hannibal and was

killed in 208 B.c. Hannibal expected to be reinforced by his brother Hasdrubal,
who crossed the Alps with an army and entered Cisalpine Gaul ; but before he could effect a junction with
Hannibal he was defeated and killed by the Romans, on
This was an irreparable disthe Metaurus, in 207 B.C.
aster to the Carthaginians, who after that defeat ceased
to act on the offensive.
Having concentrated his forces
in the peninsula of Bruttium, Hannibal defended himself
against superior numbers for nearly four years, during
which he displayed great fertility of resources and mastery of defensive tactics.
He erected near Crotona a
column, on which he inscribed the principal events of
his great expedition.
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In the mean time, Scipio Africanus had passed with a
victorious army from Spain into Africa, and had gained
several victories over the Carthaginians, who urged
Hannibal to return to the defence of his native country.
About the end of 203 he evacuated Italy and moved his
army by sea to Leptis, in Africa. The statement that an
'nterview occurred between Hannibal and Scipio is discredited by some historians. In 202 B.c. they fought the
decisive battle of Zama, in which Hannibal was defeated

and about 20,000 Carthaginians were slain. The Carthaginians sued for peace, and in 201 K.c. concluded a
treaty of which the Romans dictated the terms.
Thus
ended the second Punic war, in which Hannibal had
received little aid from the government of Carthage, and
had won a long series of victories by his own personal
influence, resources, and military genius.

He

next turned his attention to political affairs, effected
some reforms in the administration, and was chosen chief
magistrate of the republic. He also made constitutional
changes which reduced the power of the judges and the
aristocracy.
By these reforms he incurred the enmity
of a powerful faction, which excited the suspicion of the
Roman senate by a charge that Hannibal was instigating
Antiochus of Syria to wage war against Rome. The
Romans having demanded the expulsion of Hannibal,
he retired to the court of Antiochus about 194 B.c.,
and was received with great honour. The King of Syria
soon after commenced hostilities against the Romans,
and employed Hannibal as a commander, but would
not follow his advice in the conduct of the war. When
peace was restored between Antiochus and the Romans,
in 190 B.c., Hannibal took refuge at the court of Prusias,
King of Bithynia. The Romans sent an embassy to
demand the surrender of the fugitive, which Prusias did
not refuse ; but Hannibal killed himself by poison, and
thus escaped the power of his enemies, in 183 B.c.
Plutarch mentions a report that Hannibal and Scipio
once met at Ephesus after the battle of Zama, and fell
into conversation about great generals.
Hannibal asserted that Alexander was the greatest general the world
had ever seen, that Pyrrhus was the second, and himself
the third.
Scipio smiled at this, and said, “ But what
rank would you have placed yourself in if I had not conquered you ?” “ O Scipio,” said he, “ then I would not
have placed myself the third, but the first.” (“Life of
T. Q. Flaminius.”) His temperance and fortitude are
Polybius expresses
extolled by several ancient writers.
his admiration of the wonderful management by which
for a series of years he maintained his authority over an

army composed

of

many

Hanno,

a son of Bomilcar, a Carthaginian general
second Punic war, followed Hannibal in his
invasion of Italy. He commanded the right wing at the
battle of Cannae, 216 B.c., after which, at the head of a
separate force, he took Crotona.
He was defeated near
Beneventum by Tiberius Gracchus in 214, but he routed
the army of L. Pomponius in the next year.
Having
returned to Carthage after Scipio had invaded Africa,
he commanded the army for a short time until the arrival
of Hannibal, in 202 B.c.
See Livy, “ History of Rome,” books xxi., xxiii., xxv., and xxvii.
Appian, “ Punica.”

who,

in the

Hanno, surnamed the Great, (a title which his actions apparently did not justify,) was the leader of the
aristocratic party of Carthage, and a political rival of
Hamilcar Barca. Having acquired distinction in Africa
first Punic war, he was appointed in 240 B.C.

during the

command the army against the revolted mercenaries.
After the enemy had surprised his camp, his incompetence became so apparent that the senate gave the command to Hamilcar Barca, or perhaps divided it between
him and Hanno. He maintained in the councils of Carthage a persistent hostility to the influence and policy
of Hamilcar and his son Hannibal, and opposed the
prosecution of the second Punic war, (2 17-201 B.c.)
to

See Livy, “ History of Rome,” books

xxi., xxiii.,

Hanouman

See

;

:

2 vols., 1794.

or

Hanooman.

and xxx.

HanumAn.

Hanriot. See Henriot.
Han'sard, (Luke,) an English printer, born at Norwich in 1752. He became printer to the House of
Commons, and published “Hansard’s Parliamentary
Debates.” Died in 1828.
Hansemann, h&n'seh-m&n', (David Justus Ludwig,) an eminent Prussian financier and statesman, born
near Hamburg in 1790. In early life he was a successful
merchant of Aix-la-Chapelle. About 1830 he began to
advocate the adoption of the constitutional system of
government in Prussia, and published a treatise “ On
He was
the Constitutions of Prussia and Germany.”
afterwards one of the chief representatives of the Liberal
party.
In March, 1848, he became minister of finance,
and in the ensuing June succeeded Camphausen as the
head of a new cabinet. He lost his popularity, and resigned office in September of the same year. His policy
accorded neither with that of the conservatives nor that
of the advanced democrats.
See Brockhaus, “ Conversations-Lexikon.”

Hansen,
architect,

different nations.

See Polybius, “ History;” Cornelius Nepos, “Life of Hannibal;” Bernewitz, “Leben Hannibals,” 1S02; Plutarch, “Life of
Fabius Maximus ;” Arnold, “ History of Rome,” vol. iii. Niebuhr,
“ Lectures on Roman History,” vol. i.; Vaudoncourt, “ Histoiredes
Campagnes d’Annibal en Italie,” 3 vols., 1812; Becker, “ History
of the Second Punic War,” (in German;) Rollin, “Ancient History;” A. Gerard, “R^sum^ des Campagnes d’Annibal,” 1S44;
H. L. Long, “ March of Hannibal from the Rhone to the Alps,”
1831
John Whitaker, “ Course of Hannibal over the Alps ascertained,
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hfn'sen, (Christian Fredrik,) a Danish

born

at

Copenhagen

in 1756,

designed the

Raad-hus (Council-house) of Copenhagen. Died in 1645.
Hansen, hln'sen, (Moritz Christoffer,) a popular
Norwegian novelist and poet, born at Modurn in 1794,
published novels entitled “Morgana,” (1820,) “The
Journal of Theodore,” (1820,) and “Tone,” (1843 ;) also,
a “Garland of Norwegian Idyls,” (“Norsk Idylkrands,”
Died in 1842.
1831.)
See M. Nissen, “Norsk Bog Fortegnelse.”

Hansen, hin'sen, (Peter Andreas,) a German asAvvuv ,] a famous Carthaginian navigator, supposed to have lived about 500 B.c.
He com- tronomer, born at Tondern, in the duchy of Sleswick, in
manded an expedition sent to explore the coast of Africa 1 795. He was chosen in 1825 director of the Observatory
“
beyond the pillars of Hercules. A Greek version of the of Seeberg, near Gotha. He wrote Researches on the
account of his voyage (ILplavlouf) has come down to us. Mutual Perturbations of Jupiter and Saturn,” (1831,) a
Geographers and critics have discussed at great length Latin treatise on “The Moon’s Orbit,” (1838,) and able
the questions of the date and extent of his voyage, which memoirs on the higher mathematics.
Hans-Sachs, bins sfiks, written also Hans-Sachse,
remain undetermined.
Hanno, a Carthaginian general, who commanded in a popular German poet, born at Nuremberg in 1494.
He was He was a shoemaker, and became afterwards meisterthe war against Agathocles, King of Sicily.
scinger and a schoolmaster in his native city. He versified
killed in a battle near Carthage about 309 B.c.
Hanno, a Carthaginian general, who commanded in the Psalms and Proverbs of Scripture, and composed a
He was defeated by the great number of sacred and other comedies and trageSicily in the first Punic war.
Romans in a great battle near Agrigentum in 262 B.C. dies, by which he acquired much celebrity. In theology
and recalled to Carthage. Hanno and Hamilcar com- he was a zealous disciple of Luther. Died in 1576.
See “ Retrospective Review,” vol. x., 1824.
manded jointly at the naval battle of Ecnomus, where
Hansteen, hln'stan, (Christoffer,) a Norwegian
the Romans gained the victory in 256 B.C.
Han'no,

[Gr.

”

Hanno, a Carthaginian admiral, commanded in a
great naval battle near Sicily in the year 241 B.c., in which
he was defeated by the Roman consul Lutatius Catulus.
Tnis action terminated the first Punic war, and secured
He was punished with
to Rome the empire of the sea.
death for this disaster by the senate of Carthage.
a, e, T, o, u, y,

long;

1, b, 6,

same, less prolonged;

a, e,

T,

He obtained a
chair of mathematics in that town in 1814, and published
in 1819 “ Researches on Terrestrial Magnetism,” which
astronomer, born at Christiania in 1784.

much attention. In 1828, 1829, and 1830 he
performed an excursion to Siberia to promote the science of magnetism. About 1837 he was chosen to direct
attracted
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Har'court, (Harriet Eusebia,) a learned Eng’ish
He wrote a “ Manual ol
the triangulation of Norway.
Geometry,” (1835,) and other works, and became director lady, born near Kichmond in 1705. She collecied a
company
of cultivated women, who lived in a sort of
Died in 1873.
of the Observatory of Chiistiania.
monastic seclusion on her estate. Died in 1745.
See Kraft og Nyerup, “ Litteraturlexicon.”

Harcourt, (William,) Earl of, an Eng ish officer,
Hanstein, h&n'stin, (Gottfried August Ludwig,)
German Protestant theologian and pulpit orator, born born in 1743, entered the army in 1759. In the American
Revolution
died about 1S20.
he distinguished him elf by the capture of
at Magdeburg in 1761
Hanumftn, han-06-min', common Hindoo pron. hun- General Lee in 1777. Died in 1830.
bo-mii/, [/. e. “having large jaws or cheeks,” from the
Harcourt, (William George Granville VenaSanscrit hanu, a “jaw” or “cheek,”] the name of the bles,) an English Liberal politician, born in 1827.
He
King of the Monkeys, in the Hindoo mythology. He is was called to the Bar in 18541 acquired a large practice,
a

;

sometimes called the son of Pavana, the regent or god
of the winds, perhaps in allusion to his extraordinary
fleetness.
He was the friend and prime minister of the
god Rama, (which see.) He is represented as having
been of such strength as to fly through the air a thousand
miles, carrying a huge mountain in his arms.
He is always represented in pictures with a tail, and sometimes
with two and sometimes with ten arms.
See Moor, “Hindu Pantheon.”
Hanusch, hVnoosh, (Ignaz Johann,) a Bohemian
philosopher, born at Prague in 1812.
He published a
“ History of Philosophy from its Origin to the Suspension of the Philosophic Schools by Justinian,” (1849,)
and other works of merit. In 1849 he became professor
of philosophy at Prague.

Hanvill.

Han'way,

See Hauteville.
(Jonas,) a benevolent English merchant,

Portsmouth in 1712, lived some years in Saint
Petersburg.
Having travelled on business in Persia, he
published in 1753 an interesting “Journal of Travels
through Russia into Persia,” etc., and a “Historical
Account of the British Trade over the Caspian Sea.”
He wrote many other works, and was chiefly instrumental in the formation of the Marine Society and the
Magdalen Charity. Died in 1786.
born

at

See John Pugh, “ Remarkable Occurrences

in the Life of

Jonas

Hanway.”
yoo, called also Han-Wan-Kung,
“ duke or prince of literature,”) a famous Chinese
scholar and philosopher, who lived in the eighth century
of our era.
He wrote an “ Examination into the Nature
of Man,” in which he criticises the doctrine of Mencius,
who held that man’s nature is good, and that of Siun,
who maintained that it is evil. (See Siun-King.) HanYu taught that in the nature of man there are three
grades, of which the highest is purely good the middle
is not so good, but is capable of being led ; the lowest
grade is purely evil: it maybe restrained, but not changed.
Besides the essay referred to above, Han-Yu has left
some other critical writings.
See Legge, “Chinese Classics,” vol. ii. also “Review of The
Ethics of the Chinese,” by the Rev. Griffith John, read before the
North China Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society, November, 1859.

Han- Yu, hJn

(i.e.

;

;

Haoucal. See Haukal.
Hapsburg. See Habsburg.
Haquin, h&'kwin, I., King of Norway, born

in 915
son of Harold IJarfager. He was
educated as a Christian at the court of Athelstan of
England, and succeeded his father in 935. On account
of his mildness and justice, he was surnamed the Good.
His attempt to introduce Christianity into Norway was
met by violent resistance. In repelling an invasion by
the sons of Eric, he was killed in 961.
See Saxo Grammaticus, “ Historia Danica.”
Ham, a name of Siva, which see.
Harambure, d’, dS'r&N'biiR', (Louis F RANgois Alexandre,) Baron, a French general, born at Preuilly, in
Touraine, in 1742. As a member of the National Assembly, in 1789, he favoured the Revolution.
He became
general of division in March, 1792, and after the removal

A.D.,

was the

fifth

of Luckner was general-in-chief of the
for a short time.
Died in 1828.

army

of the Rhine

har'baw, (Henry,) an American theologian, born in Franklin county, Pennsylvania, in 1817.
He became pastor of a German Reformed church at
Lancaster in 1850. Among his works are “The Heavenly Home, or the Employments and Enjoyments of
the Saints in Heaven,” (1853,) and “The Fathers of the
vols., 1857-58.)
•c
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Died

in

in 1867.
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Europe and America,”

he has been Home Secretary. Failing to be re-elected at
Oxford, he was returned for Derby, Mr. Plimsoll making
way for him.

Harcourt, d’, (Francois Eugene Gabriel,) Due,
a French diplomatist, born in 1786.
Harcourt, d’, (Francois Henri,) Due, born in
1726, was appointed governor of the dauphin about 1787,
and elected to the French Academy in 1789. He died
in England about 1802.
Harcourt, d’, (Henri,) Due, a French general and
diplomatist, born in 1654.
He distinguished himself at
the sieges of Cambrai and P'ribourg, in 1677, and for a
victory over the Germans at C mrteville was made a
lieutenant-general in 1692.
He was ambassador to
Madrid fom 1697 to 1 700, and managed the negotiations
telating to the Spanish succession with -kill and success.
He eceived the tide of duke in 1700, and became a
marshal 01 France in 1703. Died in 1718.
1

His son Francois, second Duke of Harcourt, born

was a general. He was severely wounded at
Dettingen, (1743,) and obtained a marshal’s baton in

in 1689,

Died in 1750. Another son, Anne Pierre,
1746.
(1701-83,) the father of Franjois Henri, noticed above,
became a marshal of France.
See Laroque, “Histoire de la Maison de Harcourt,” 4 vols.;
“Nouvelle Biographie GA^rale.”

Harcourt,

d’,

(Henri de Lorraine,) Comte, an

able French general, born in 1601, was a younger son of
Charles de Lorraine, Due d’Elboeuf. He commanded ii
Piedmont in 1639, defeated the Spaniards at Quiers, and
captured Turin. In 1643 he was sent to mediate between
Charles I. of England and his Parliament. He defeated
the Spaniards at Valenciennes and Conde in 1649. In the
war of the Fronde, about 1650, he fought on both sides.
Died in 1666.
See Laroque, “Histoire de la Maironde Harcourt.”

Har'court, de, [Fr. pron. //fiTkooR',] (Godefroi or
Geoffrey,) was a Norman knight, who rebelled against
Philip VI. of France in 1345, and commanded the army
of Edward III. of England in the war against the French.
After the battle of Crecy, he asked and received pardon
of Philip, but again revolted, and was killed in battle in
1356.

Hardeby, hard'be, (Geoffrey,) an English monk
and writer, confessor to King Henry II., wrote a “ History of the Order of Saint Augustine.”
Died in 1360.
Har'dee, (William J.,) an American general, born
at Savannah, Georgia, about 1818, graduated at West
Point in 1838. He became a captain in 1844, and published a work on Tactics, (1855.) He served as majorgeneral at the battle of Shiloh, April, 1862. About
October, 1862, he was appointed a lieutenant-general in
the Confederate army.
He commanded a corps at the
battle of Stone River, December 31, 1862-January 2,
1863, and in several battles fought between Dalton and
Atlanta, May-September, 1864.
He commanded an
army which defended Savannah without success against

General Sherman

Harbaugh,

German Reformed Church

was returned to Parliament by ihe city of Oxford, and
was solicitor-general 1873-4. He was’elected professor
of international law at Cambridge in 1869.
Since 1880

(3

in December, 1864.
Died in 1873.
See “ Southern Generals,” anonymous, 1865.

Hardenberg,

haR'den-bSRG', (Albert,) a Dutch
born in Overyssel in 1510.
He
preached at Bremen from 1547 to 1561, and became
pastor primarius at Emden in 1567. Died in 1574.
Protestant divine,

Hardenberg, (Friedrich Ludwig.) See Novalis.
Hardenberg, von, fon haR'den-beRG', (Karl August,) Prince, an
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able Prussian
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statesman, born
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Essenroda, in Hanover, in May, 1750. He obtained in
1778 an office in the administration of Hanover, with
About 1785 he entered the service
the title of count.
of the Duke of Brunswick, in whose hands the will of
Frederick II. of Prussia was deposited. Hardenberg
was chosen in 1786 to transmit that important document
to the heir, Frederick William, who in 1791 appointed
him a minister of state. He was the negotiator on the
part of Prussia at the Conference of Bale, where he
concluded a peace with France in 1795. In August,
1804, he was appointed prime minister, and in 1805
formed an alliance with Russia against Napoleon. Soon
after the battle of Austerlitz, (1805,) he was driven from
power by his rival Haugwitz.
Hardenberg was minister of foreign affairs for a few
months in 1806-07, after which he passed several years
Having become chancellor of state in 1810, he
in exile.
equalized taxation, and made reforms which contributed
materially to improve the condition of the peasants. In
1814 he signed, on the part of Prussia, the peace of Paris,
and was created a prince. He was the Prussian plenipotentiary at the Congress of Vienna in 1815, and became in 1817 president of the council, or prime minister.
His administration was favourable to education, trade,
and other important interests. He died at Genoa in
1822, leaving Memoirs in manuscript.
See W. Hennings, “ Biographie des Fiirsten ml Staats-Kanzlers
11

1824; Wolf, “Geschichte des Geschlechts Von
Hardenberg,” 1824; Karl Ludwig Klose, “ Leben C. A. Fiirsten
Von Hardenberg,” Halle, 1851; “Nouvelle Biographie Generale.”

Von Hardenberg,”

Harder, haR/der or hiR'daiR', (Johann Jakob,) a
Swiss physician and scientific writer, born at Bale in
He practised with success in his native town, and
1656.
obtained the chairs of philosophy, anatomy, botany, etc.
The emperor Leopold made him a count-palatine. Died
in

1

71

1.

See Ersch und Gruber, “ Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”

See Hardy.
Har'di-ca-nute', written also Hartlracanute and
Hardy-Canute, King of England and Denmark, was
the eldest son of Canute the Great and Emma, daughter
At the death of
of Richard I., Duke of Normandy.
Canute, in 1035, Hardicanute succeeded to the throne of
Denmark ; but his claim to England was contested by his
An
half-brother Harold, who was in actual possession.
agreement was made by these two that Harold should
and
his
rival
Thames
north
of
the
retain the country
should possess the remainder. At the death of Plarold,
He
in 1040, Plardicanute became King of all England.
died, without issue, in 1042, and was succeeded by his

Hardi, (Alexandre.)

Edward

the Confessor.
hiR'dibm', (Pierre, or Peter,) a Flemish
painter of flowers and fruit, born at Antwerp or the
half-brother,

Hardime,

Hague about
Seasons.”

1675.

Died

His master-piece

is

“The Four

in 1748.

Hardime, (Simon,) a Flemish painter, brother of the
preceding, born in 1672 died in 1737.
Hard'ing, (Chester,) an American portrait-painter,
born in Conway, Massachusetts, in 1792. He became
successively a soldier, a cabinet-maker, and a housepainter.
Having resolved to be an artist, he visited
England in 1823, and returned about 1826. Among his
works are portraits of Henry Clay, Daniel Webster, J.
Q. Adams, and James Monroe. Died in 1866.
;

See Dunlap, “Rise and Progress of the Arts of Design
ica;” “Atlantic

Monthly”

in

Amer-

for April, 1867.

HardTng, (James Duffield,) an eminent English
landscape-painter and popular writer on art, was born
fie was one of the first to employ
at Deptford in 1798.
lithography with success in teaching the art of design,
and excelled in the representation of trees and foliage.
In 1836 he published “Sketches at Home and Abroad,”
60 tinted drawings of scenes in Italy, Germany, France,
etc.
He painted a great number of landscapes in oil
and in water-colours. His works are remarkable for
“ J.
variety, fidelity to nature, and facility of execution.
D. Harding is, I think,” says Ruskin, “ nearly unequalled
His foregrounds
in the drawing of running water. . .
and the rocks of his middle distances are also thoroughly
admirable. His work in near passages of fresh-broken,
sharp-edged rock is absolute perfection. Let us refresh
.
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prolonged;

We

ourselves by looking at the truth.
need not go to
Turner ; we will go to the man who next to him is unquestionably the greatest master of foliage in Europe,
He wrote several valuable works for
J. D. Harding.”
the use of students, among which is “The Principles
and Practice of Art,” (1850.) Died in 1863.
Harding or Hardyng, (John,) an English chronicler,
born in 1378, was a member of the household of Sir
Henry Percy, (Hotspur,) whom he attended in several
battles.
After the death of Percy he served under Sir
Robert Umfraville. In the reign of Henry V. he was
sent to Scotland to search for deeds of homage, or documents to prove that the Scottish kings owed fealty to
the English.
He wrote a “ Metrical Chronicle of England” from the earliest times to the reign of Henry V I.

Died about 1465.
Harding, hait'ding, (Karl

Ludwig,) a

German

astronomer, born at Lauenburg in 1765.
He became in
1796 assistant of Schroter in the Observatory of Lilienthal, and in 1803 gained distinction by the discovery of
the telescopic planet Juno.
He was chosen a member
of the Royal Society of London, and of the French Institute.
In 1805 he obtained a chair of astronomy at
Gottingen.
He published a “ Celestial Atlas,” (1822.)

Died

in 1834.
See “Nouvelle Biographie Generate.”

Harding, (Thomas,) an English theologian, born in
Devonshire in 1512. He became professor of Hebrew
at Oxford in 1542, and tutor of Lady Jane Grey.
On
the accession of Queen Mary he turned Roman Catholic,
and was appointed prebendary of Winchester in 1554.
He wrote some polemical works in answer to Bishop
Died
Hardinge,

Jewel.

in 1572.

hard'ing, (George,) an English lawyer,
to the queen in
He wrote “The Essence of Malone,” (1800,)
1789.
“ Letters to Burke on the Impeachment of Hastings,”
and other works, in prose and verse. Died in 1816.
Hardinge, (Henry,) Viscount, an English general,
born at Wrotham, Kent, in March, 1785, was the third
son of the Rev. Henry Hardinge. Having entered the
army in 1798, he became captain in 1804. In the Peninsular war he served with credit, under Wellington, as
staff-officer and quartermaster-general, and was wounded
at Vimiera and Vitoria.
In 1815, being then brigadiergeneral, he received a wound two days before the battle
of Waterloo, which disabled him for a short time, so
Soon after
that he could not be present at that action.
this event he was knighted, and in 1820 he was elected
Hardinge was appointed secretary of
to Parliament.
war, and member of the privy council in the ministry
of Wellington, in 1828.
He officiated as secretary for
Ireland during the brief ministry of Sir Robert Peel
in 1834-35.
In 1841 he accepted the office of secretary
In 1844 he
at war in the cabinet of Sir Robert Peel.
succeeded Lord Ellenborough as Governor-General of
About the end
India, which he governed with ability.
of 1845 the British territory was invaded by the Sikhs,
whom he defeated at Moodkee and Aliwal and comFor these services he received a
pelled to sue for peace.
pension of three thousand pounds, and was raised to the
In 1848 he
peerage, as Viscount Hardinge of Lahore.
was superseded by Lord Dalhousie as Governor-General.
On the death of the Duke of Wellington, in 1852, he
succeeded him as commander-in-chief, and in 1855 was
made a field-marshal. He died in 1856, and left his title
to his son, Charles Stewart Hardinge.
See “Nouvelle Biographie Generale.”
Hardinge, (Nicholas,) an English antiquary, born
He
in 1700, was the father of George, noticed above.
was a good classical scholar, and wrote short poems in
He was clerk of the House
Latin, Greek, and English.

born

in 1744,

became attorney-general

Commons

from 1731 to 1752. Died in 1758.
/ziR'deViN', (Jacques,) a French historian
and scholar, born at Tours in 1686, resided in Paris. He
was admitted to the Academy of Inscriptions and BellesLettres in 1715, and to the French Academy in 1730. In
1748 he was chosen to give lessons in history to the
of

Hardion,

He published “Essays
princesses of the royal family.
on the Origin and Progress of Eloquence in Greece,”
and a “Universal History,” (20 vols., 1754-69,) .which
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judge who ever sat in the court of chancery.” As a
statesman he was consistent and upright, and a supporter
of Sir Robert Walpole. Died in 1764. His second son,
Charles, became lord chancellor of England.
See George Harris, “Life of Lord Chancellor Hardwicke,”
1S47; Lord Campbell, “Lives of the Dird Chancellors;” Foss,

had much success and was translated into several lan-

Died

guages.

Hardouin,

in 1766.
/ziR'doo-iN', (Henri,) a French musician

and composer of sacred music, born about 1724; died
in 1808.

Hardouin,
in 1646,

(Jean,) a French
was deeply versed in

Jesuit, born at Quimper
history, languages, and

(Philip Yorke,) second Earl of, eldest son of the preceding, was born in 1720.
He made
a respectable figure in literature and politics, and was
attached to the Whig party.
He was returned to Parliament in 1741, in 1747, and again in 1754. In 1765 he
was a member of council during the short administration
of Lord Rockingham. He also officiated as high-steward
of the University of Cambridge. He published “Miscellaneous State Papers,” and was one of the authors of
the celebrated “ Athenian Letters,” (1741.) (See Yorke,
Charles.) Died in 1796.
Hardwicke, (Philip Yorke,) third Earl of, born
in 1757, was the eldest son of Charles Yorke, lord chancellor of England.
He succeeded to the earldom at the
death of his uncle, in 1796. From 1801 to 1805 he governed Ireland with wisdom and justice as lord lieutenant.
He was a Fellow of the Royal Society. He died, without
male issue, in 1834, and the title passed to his nephew.
Hardy, /itiUde', (Alexandre,) a French dramatic
author and actor, born in Paris, lived in the reigns of
Henry IV. and Louis XIII. He was reputed the first
French tragic writer of his time bu-t his works are not
highly appreciated at present. “‘Mariamne’ is the most
tolerable of his tragedies,” says Ilallam.
Died about
He left about six hundred dramas, some of which
1630.
are comedies.
Hardy, (Antoine P’RANgois,) a French revolutionist,
born at Rouen in 1756. In the National Convention he
acted with the Girondists in 1793. Died in 1823.

History,” (5 vols., 1685.) Died in 1729.
See Mor^ki, “ Dictionnaire Historique.”

Hardt, von der, fon dir haRt, (Hermann,) an emiGerman philologist, born at Melle, in Prussia, in
1660.
He was chosen professor of Oriental languages
at Helmstedt in 1690, and was more noted for learning
than judgment. Among his numerous works (in Latin)
are “Elements of Universal Exegesis,” (1691,) a “Litenent

rary History of the Reformation,” (5 vols., 1717,) and
“.TEnigmata Prisci Orbis,” (“ Enigmas of the Primeval

Died in 1746.
1723.)
See Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”

World,”

Harduin, /itR'dii-iN', (Alexandre Xavier, )a French

among which were

Ode

Glycere,” a lyric pastoral

grammar.

Died

;

;

He wrote agreeable verses,
to Health,”
also several

and

“

Pan

treatises

et

on

in 1785.

Hard'wick, (Charles,) an English theologian, born
about 1820, became a Fellow of Saint Catherine’s Hall,
Cambridge. He published, besides other works, a “ History of the Thirty-Nine Articles,” (1851,) and a “ History of the Christian Church from the Seventh Century
to the Reformation,” (1853,) which is highly commended
by British reviewers. He was appointed Archdeacon of
Ely a short time before his death, in 1859.
Hardwick, (Philip,) an English architect, born in
London in 1792. He erected the hall of the Goldsmiths’
Company about 1832, and afterwards many public buildings in London, among which was the hall and library
of Lincoln’s Inn.
He was elected Royal Academician
about 1841. Died in 1871. His son, Philip Charles,
also an architect, worked in conjunction with his father
in several edifices, and was chief architect of the Great
Western Hotel in London.

Hardy, (Claude,) a French linguist and geometer
at Mans about 1600, published a Greek edition of

born
the

nized his merit and employed him as the tutor of his
sons.
In 1712 he wrote a letter, signed Philip Homebred, which was inserted in the “ Spectator,” No. 364.
Admitted to the bar in 1715, he rapidly acquired an extensive practice.
In 1719, by the favour of Macclesfield,
then lord chancellor, Mr. Yorke obtained a seat in the
House of Commons. Ho was appointed solicitor-general in 1720, and attorney-general in 1724.
In 1733 he
became lord chief justice of the king’s bench, and was
raised to the peerage, as Baron Hardwicke. In 1737 he
was promoted to the dignity of lord chancellor, which he
retained nearly twenty years, discharging the functions
of that office with such wisdom and justice as to obtain
universal approbation.
None of his decrees was ever
reversed.
He was made Earl of Hardwicke and Viscount Royston in 1754. In 1756 he resigned the great
“ He is deservedly conseal and retired to private life.
sidered,” says Lord Campbell, “the most consummate

e as k; 5 as
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“Data”

of Euclid, (1625,) with a Latin version.

He

was a friend of Descartes, who esteemed him highly.
Died in 1678.
Har'dy, (Gathorne,) an English Conservative politician, born in Yorkshire in 1814. He became a member
of the cabinet, as president of the poor-law board, in
July, 1866, and was home secretary from May, 1867, to
December, 1868. In the Conservative administration of
1874 he was secretary of state for war until 1878,
when he was raised to the peerage as Viscount Cranbrook and became secretary of state for India.
Hardy, (J.,) a French general, born at Pont-a-Mousson, Lorraine, in 1763
died in 1802.

Hard'wicke, (Charles Philip Yorke,) fourth
Earl of, a son of Admiral J. S. Yorke, and a nephew

of the third Earl, bom in 1799, was elected to the House
of Commons in 1831, and inherited the earldom in 1834.
He obtained the rank of rear-admiial on the reserve list
in 1854, and was lord privy seal in the cabinet of Lord
Derby in 1858 and 1859. Died in 1873.
Hardwicke, (Philip Yorkf.,) first Earl of, an
eminent English jurist, born at Dover in 1690, was the
son of an attorney. He never attended any school exHe was entered
cept a private one at Bethnal Green.
as a student in the Middle Temple in 1708, and soon
after' was introduced to Lord Macclesfield, who recog-

for April, 184S.

Hardwicke,

—

an “

“ Blackwood’s Magazine”

“Tile Judges of England

numismatology, but addicted to fancies and to paradox.
He maintained that ancient history and many other classic
writings were forged by the monks of the thirteenth century,
that the works of Cicero, Horace, Pliny, and Virgil’s “ Georgies” were the only genuine classics extant.
For this odd conceit he was reprimanded by his superiors, and in 1708 he retracted publicly.
He produced
several treatises on coins and medals, and for the use
of the dauphin an excellent edition of Pliny’s “Natural

author, born at Arras in 1718.
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;

Hardy,

(Peter,) an English mathematician and acJamaica about 1812.
Hardy, (Thomas Duffus,) an English writer, born
in Jamaica in 1804, edited several ancient manuscripts
in the Rolls collection, and published a “ Life of Lord
Langdale,” (2 vols., 1852.) He was kni hted in 1869.
Died in 1878.
born

tuary,

.

in

Hardy, (Thomas,) an English novelist, born in 1840.
He was educated as an architect, and began writing as
an art

critic.

His best novel

is

“ Far from the Madding

Crowd,”

(1875.)
Hardy, (Sir Thomas

Masterman,) an English naval
born near Dorchester in 1769. For his brave conduct at the battle of Saint Vincent he was made commander in 1797. In 1803 hebecame flag-captain to Admiral Nelson and at the battle of Trafalgar, in 1805, Captain
Hardy was one of the officers of Nelson’s flag-ship, the
Victory.
When Nelson was dying, he sent for Hardy, to
wuom he was warmly attached, and said, “Don’t throw
me overboard kiss me, Hardy.” In 1830 he was
appointed a lord of the admiralty, and in 1834 governor
officer,

;

:

of Greenwich Hospital.

Died

in 1839.

Hare, (AugustusWilliam,) an English divine, born

Rome in 1792. He became rector of Alton-Barnes in
1829, after he had produced, in conjunction with his
brother, Julius Charles, “ Guesses at Truth.”
He composed two volumes of Sermons. Died at Rome in 1834.
Hare, (Francis,) an English bishop, born in London.
He obtained the deanery of Worcester in 1708, and that
at
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of Saint Paul’s in 1726.
In 1731 he became Bishop of
Chichester.
He wrote an “ Essay on the Difficulties
and Discouragements that attend the Study of Scripture,” and other learned works.
His essay just named
was censured by the convocation of divines as tending
to skepticism. Died in 1740.
Hare, (Henry,) Lord Coleraine, an English antiquary
and linguist, born in Surrey in 1693 > died i' 1 1749
Hare, (John Innes Clark,) son of Robert Hare, the
distinguished chemist, was born in Philadelphia in 1817.
He studied law, and, in conjunction with the late Horace
Binney Wallace, published about 1852 “American Leading Cases in Law,” (2 vols.,) Smith’s “ Leading Cases,”
(fourth American from third London edition, 2 vols.,)
and White and Tudor’s “Leading Cases in Equity,”
The American notes to these works are
(3 vols.)
thorough and exhaustive, and are highly esteemed by
In 1851 Mr. Hare was elected associate
legal critics.
judge of the district court of Philadelphia, and became
afterwards presiding judge in the same court.
-

“Macamat,” (1821.) The same work was translated
into Latin by Peiper in 1832, and into German by F.
Riickert, 1826.
In 1850, Theodore Preston published

London “Macamat, or Rhetorical Anecdotes of AlHariri of Basra, translated from the Original Arabic.”
An excellent translation of the Macamat, by T. Chenery,
in

M.A., appeared in London in 1867.
See Louis Delatre, “Hariri, sa Vie
“Revue Orientale,” 1857.

Harel,

h%!xb\ r , (F. A.,) a

orders.
In 1827 he acquired distinction by the publication of “Guesses at Truth,” in which he was assisted
by his brother, Rev. Augustus William Hare. He became rector of Hurstmonceaux in 1832, Archdeacon of
Lewes in 1840, canon of Chichester in 1851, and chapHis character and literary
lain to the queen in 1853.
In the church
talents rendered his influence extensive.
he was considered one of the leaders of the “broad
party” with liberal and moderate principles. He pubIn
lished numerous sermons and controversial works.
conjunction with C. Thirlwall, he translated Niebuhr’s
“ History of Rome.” Died in 1855.
See “ Gentleman’s Magazine” for April, 1855.

Hare, (Robert,) a distinguished American chemist,
born in Philadelphia January 17, 1781. He discovered,
about the age of twenty-one, a mode of producing the
most intense heat by the combustion of hydrogen with
oxygen, and invented the compound blow-pipe, for which
the Rumford medal was awarded him by the American
Academy at Boston. In 1818 he was appointed professor of chemistry in the medical department of the

He occupied this chair
University of Pennsylvania.
nearly thirty years, during which he made several useful
In 1816 he invented a galdiscoveries in chemistry.
vanic apparatus which he called a Calorimotor, capable
With an improved form of
of producing intense heat.
this apparatus, named a Deflagrator, Professor Silliman
but in volatilizing carbon.
in
not
merely
fusing
succeeded
Dr. Hare contributed many treatises to the “American
Among
Journal of Science,” and other periodicals.
his other works is “ Chemical Apparatus and ManipulaDied in 1858.
tions,” (1836.)
See “Lives of Eminent Philadelphians,” 1859.

Ha -ree’ree or Hariri, (A1 Kasem, 11 ki'sem,) a
popular Arabian author, born at Bassorah about 1055 a.d.
He received a liberal education, and at an early age was
employed in political affairs. His principal work is his
“ Macamat,” (or “Assemblies,”) composed of alternate
The author has availed
portions of verse and prose.
himself of this plan to display by turns the most elegant
expressions of the Arabic language, and the most familiar

proverbial phrases.

The Arabs

use the

“Macamat”

as a dictionary of synonyms, and regard it as the best
subject of study in order to penetrate the genius of their
language. The character of the “ Macamat” is chiefly

imaginative and dramatic. It has exercised an immense
influence over the nations of Islam, from Bengal to the
Atlantic Ocean. The durable popularity of this work
may be attributed partly to the knowledge of human
Hareeree also composed two
nature which it exhibits.
treatises on philology, which have come down to us, and
are entitled “ Molhat-al-Irab” and “ Dorrat-al-Gauas,”
or the “ Pearl of the Diver.”

He was

accustomed to

read his productions aloud in the portico of the grand
mosque of Bassorah, and thus expose them to the ordeal
of public opinion. He died in 1122. A complete edition
of the “Macamat” was published in Calcutta, (3 vols.,
Silvestre de Sacy wrote a commentary on the
1809-14.)
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litterateur,

the

born at

Rouen in 1790, was a nephew of Luce de Lancival. His
“Eulogy on Voltaire” obtained the prize of the French
Academy in 1844. Died in 1846.

Harembure.

See Harambure.

Haren, van, vfn

hl'ren,

(Onno Zwier,)

a

Dutch

poet and statesman of merit, born at Leeuwarden in
He was
1713, was a brother of Willem, noticed below.
employed as a diplomatist at Aix-la-Chapelle. He was
the author of a popular patriotic poem, entitled “The
Beggars,” (“ Les Gueux,” 1769.) This derisive appellation was given by their enemies to those who liberated
Holland from the power of Spain in the sixteenth cen-

Hare, (Julius Charles,) an eminent English divine,
in 1796, was grandson of Bishop Francis Hare.
Having graduated at Cambridge in 1819, he took holy tury and

born

French

et

the subject of the poem. He
are an “ Ode to
Liberty,” and an “Ode to Commerce.” His tragedy
of “Agon, Sultan of Bantam,” is highly praised by the
“ Biographie Universelle.” Died in 1779.
Haren, van, (Willem,) a Dutch diplomatist, born at
Leeuwarden in 1626. In 1665 Van Haren and De Witt
were associated in the direction of a fleet sent against
England. He displayed ability as a negotiator at the
treaty of Nymwegen in 1678, and at the peace of Rysthat liberation
;
also wrote many odes,

wick in 1697.

Died

is

among which

in 1708.

Haren, van, (Willem,)

a Dutch poet, grandson of
the preceding, born at Leeuwarden in 1713.
He was of
a noble family, and filled several public offices with distinction.
His reputation is founded chiefly on his poem
entitled “The Adventures of Friso,” (1741,) of which
De Vries remarks that “it is perhaps the only true epic

poem which we possess in our language.” It is commended for beautiful descriptions, harmony, and pure
morality.
Van Haren also succeeded in lyric poetry.
Voltaire complimented him in verses which begin thus
“ Demosthine au conseil et Pindare au Parnasse,
L’auguste liberty marche devant tes pas.”

Died
See

in 1768.
De Vries, “ Histoire de

la

Poe si e Hollandaise.”

Harenberg, hl'ren-biRG', (Johann Christoph,) a
German historian and Protestant theologian of great
learning,

was born

at

Langenholtzen

in 1696.

He became

professor of ecclesiastic history in the Carolinum of
Brunswick. Among his works (in Latin) are “ Laws of
the Jews in Palestine,” (1724,) a “History of the Church
of Gandersheim,” (1734,) and a “History of the Order
of Jesuits,” (in German, 1760.)
Died in 1774.
See Hirsching, “ Historisch-literarisches Handbuch.”
Hartford, (John S.,) an English biographer and connoisseur in art, was born near Bristol about 1785.
He
wrote a “ Life of Thomas Burgess, Bishop of Salisbury,”
and a “Life of Michael Angelo.”
Har'grave, (Francis,) an eminent English lawyer,
born in 1741, published an “Argument in Defence of
Literary Property,” and a “ Collection of State Trials.”
In 1772 he was counsel in the case of Somerset, a fugitive
slave, and procured a decision that every slave became
free as soon as he touched the soil of Britain.
He
was afterwards recorder of Liverpool. His legal attainments and ability were highly commended by Lord

Lyndhurst. Died in 1821.
Har'graves, (Edmund Hammond,) an Englishman,
noted as the discoverer of gold in Australia, was born
He settled in Australia in his
at Gosport about 1816.
youth, and in 1849 went to California, where he acquired
some practical skill in digging gold. Having observed
that the gold-region of California resembled a part of
New South Wales, he began to explore the latter in
February, 1851, and soon discovered rich deposits of
gold near the Macquarie River. For this service the
colonial government voted him a reward of .£10,000.
He returned to England in 1854, and published “Australia and its Gold-Fields.”
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Hargreaves, har'greevz, (James,) an English opera- which
Age,”
who invented the spinning-jenny about 1768.

tive,

See Henry Howe, “Lives of Eminent American and European
Mechanics.”

Har'i or Her'!, [modern Hindoo pron. hur'ee,] a Sanword signifying “ green,” and forming one of the
many names of Vishnu, which see.
Haring, hi'ring, (David,) a Dutch portrait-painter,
born in 1636, worked at the Hague with great success,
and was director of the Academy there. Died in 1706.
Haring or Haering, ha'ring, (Wilhelm,) a popular
scrit

German novelist, born at Breslau in 1798, is widely
known under the assumed name of Wilibald Alexis.

He produced in 1823 “Walladmor,” a novel, which he
announced as a translation from Sir Walter Scott, and
which had great success.
He published a book of
travels, called “Excursions in the South,” (1828,) and
numerous historical novels. His novel “Cabanis” (6
work. Among his later
productions are “Roland of Berlin,” (1840,) and “Dorovols., 1832) is called his best

thee,” (1855.)
See Brockhaus, “ Conversations- Lexikon.”

Harington.

See Harrington.
See Harriot, (Thomas.)
Hariri. See Hareeree.
Harispe, $%rbsp', (Jean Isidore,) Count, a French
general, born in Basse-Pyren^es in 1768.
He distinguished himself in many actions in the Peninsula, and

Hariot.

was made a general of

During the

division in 1810.

Hundred Days he took the field for Napoleon. He
became a peer of France in 1835, and was raised to
Died

the rank of marshal in 1851.

Har'ker, (Charles

in 1855.

an American general, born
in New Jersey about 1836.
He graduated at West Point
in 1858. He served as colonel at Stone River, December
31, 1862-January 2, 1863, distinguished himself at the
battle of
killed at

G.,)

Chickamauga, September 19-20, 1863, and was

Kenesaw

June, 1864.
Har'lan, (Richard,) an American naturalist, born
in Philadelphia in 1796, graduated as M.D. at the University of Pennsylvania in 1817.
Among his principal

works

is

in

“Fauna Americana,”

(1825.)

Died

at

New

Orleans in 1843.

Harlay, de, deh

//Sr'IV,

gen, 1818.

Harless, (Gottlieb Christoph Adolf,) an influenGerman Protestant theologian, born at Nuremberg
He was professor of theology at Erlangen from
1836 to 1845, and acquired eminence as a pulpit orator
and an author. Among his works are a “Commentary
on the Epistle to the Ephesians,” (1834,) a volume of
sermons entitled “ Christi Reich und Christi Kraft,”
(1840,) and “Christian Ethics,” (1842,) which has been
often reprinted.
In 1852 he became president of the
Consistory of Munich. Died in 1862.
Harleville, (Collin d’.) See Collin-Harleville.
Har'ley, (Robert,) Earl of Oxford, born in London
in 1661, was the son and heir of Sir Edward Harley,
tial

in 1806.

a Puritan officer, who fought against Charles I. in the
civil war.
At the Revolution Sir Edward and his son
raised a troop of horse for the Prince of Orange.
In
1689 Robert obtained a seat in Parliament, where at
first he acted with the Whigs.
However, he often voted
with the opposition, and by degrees became identified
with the Tories.
He acquired great influence in the
House by his industry, gravity, and political artifice, and
after a few years was recognized as one of the leaders
of his party.
He was chosen Speaker of the House of
Commons in 1701, and again in 1702.
In 1704 this wily politician became secretary of state,
probably through the influence of his cousin, Mrs. Masham, who was the favourite of Queen Anne. Harley,
with his ally Bolingbroke, resigned in 1708, in consequence of the enmity of Marlborough and Godolphin,

whom

he attempted to supplant and

who

insisted

on his

In 1710, a change of the ministry having
occurred, Harley was appointed chancellor of the exchequer.
In 1 71 1 a French emissary named Guiscard,
while being examined before the privy council, stabbed
Harley with a pen-knife and wounded him slightly. This
dismissal.

affair

rendered him more popular

;

and soon

after

he was

made Earl

See “ Encyclopedia Americana,” (Supplement.)

noted

“The

Lives of Philologists of the Present
1764-72,) an “Introduction to the History of the Greek Language,” (1778,) and a new edition
of the “Bibliotheca Grasca” of Fabricius,” (12 vols.,
1790-1810.) Died in 1815.
See C. F. Harles, “Vita Viri amplissimi T. C. Harles,” Erlanare

(4 vols.,

(Achille,) a French judge,
and loyalty, was born in

for his learning, integrity,

Paris in 1536, and was son-in-law of De Thou.
He became first president of the Parliament of Paris in 1582,
and firmly opposed the factious designs of the League
a few years later. After the death of Henry III., in 1589,
he promoted the cause of Henry IV., and opposed ul-

tramontane doctrines. He is called one of the greatest
men who have illustrated the French magistracy. Died
in 1616.
See De la ValiAe, “ filoge de M. de Harlay,” 1624;
“Histoire;” “Nouvelle Biographie Gcnerale.”

De Thou,

Harlay.de, (Achille,) a French judge, noted for his
learning and caustic wit, was born in Paris in 1639, and
was chosen first president of the Parliament of Paris in
Died in 1712.
1689.
See Saint-Simon, “M^moires.”

of Oxford and of Mortimer and lord high
treasurer.
The most important event of his administration is the peace of Utrecht, in 1713. The rivalry which
had existed between the premier and his colleague Bolingbroke resulted in the dismissal of the former in July,
1714; and the death of Queen Anne, a few days after,
ruined his political prospects. In 1715 he was impeached
by the Commons, and sent to the Tower, in which he
was confined nearly two years. While in prison he
maintained a treasonable correspondence with the Stuart
family.
In 1717 he was acquitted and released. Died
in 1724. “His influence in Parliament,” says Macaulay,
“ was altogether out of proportion to his abilities.
His
intellect was both small and slow.”
He was the patron
of Pope and Swift.
His valuable collection of manuscripts was purchased by Parliament, and now forms
part of the British Museum, with the name of the Harleian Collection.
His private character is said to have
been strictly moral but he was justly distrusted by both
parties for his duplicity.
Pope said, “ Oxford was not a
very capable minister, and had a good deal of negligence
into the bargain.”
;

Harlay de Chanvalon, J& r'1&' deh

shfiN'vi'liN',

(Francois,) a French courtier and prelate, born in Paris
became Archbishop of Paris in 1670. He obtained the favour of Louis XIV., was hostile to the Jansenists, and persecuted the Protestants.
He was a
in 1625,

member

of the French Academy.
Died in 1695.
See Legendre, “Vie de Harlay,” 1720; Saint-Simon, “M£-

moires.”

Harleman.

See

Horleman.

Harless or Harles, haR'l?ss, (Christian Friedrich,) a German physician, son of Gottlieb C. Harless,
was born at Erlangen in 1773. He was professor of
medicine at Bonn from 1818 until 1853. He wrote, besides other works, a “ History of Cephalology and Neurology in Antiquity,” (1801.) Died in 1853.
Harless or Harles, ( Gottlieb Christoph, ) a
learned German philologist, born at Culmbach in 1740.
He became professor of eloquence at Erlangen in 1770,
and wrote numerous Latin works, the most important of

€ as k; 9 as

s;

g hard; g asj;

See Macaulay, “History of England,” vol. iv. Lord Mahon,
“History of England;” Duchess of Marlborough, “Account of
;

her

own

Life.”

Har'low, (George Henry,) an English historical
and portrait painter, born in London in 1787, studied
with Sir Thomas Lawrence. He acquired great executive
facility, and was very successful in portraits.
In 1818
he visited Rome, where in the short space of eighteen
days he produced a copy of Raphael’s “Transfiguration.”
Among his chief works is “The Trial of Queen Catherine,” the prominent characters of which are portraits of

Kemble

He

died in 1819.
(Jean Baptiste,) a French
revolutionist, of the moderate party, a member of the
Convention, 1792-94, born at Souilly (Meuse) in 1751
died in 1816.
the

family.

Harmand,

/itR'mfiN',

g, h, k, guttural; N, nasal; r, trilled; s as z; th as in this.

(

JJL^See Explanations,

p. 23.)

HAR MANSEN

1

Harmansen, haR'mln-sen, (Wolphart,) born

HAROUN

34

He was preceptor to the princess Charlotte, afterwards Empress of Russia.
Among
his chief works are a “ Manual of Popular Instruction,”

about

near Potsdam, in 1787.

1550, commanded a Dutch commercial expedition sent
Died about 1610.
to the East Indies in 1601.
Har'mar, (John,) a learned English divine, born in
1594, was chosen professor of Greek at Oxford in 1650.
lie published “ Lexicon Etymologicon Graecum,” (1637,)

(1820,)

and “Cosmology,”

tion, 1827, 3 vols.)
Haro, de, dl 1 'ro,

(“

Die Weltkunde,” 4th

edi-

(Juan,) a Spanish historical painter,

Died in 1670.
born in Castile. He was living at Madrid in 1604.
Haro, de, (Don Luis,) a Spanish minister of state,
Harmenopule. See Harmenopulus.
Har-men-o-pu'lus, [Fr. Harmenopule, hitR'meh- born at Valladolid in 1598. He was the son of the
Marquis of Carpio, and a nephew of the famous Duke
no'piil',] (Constantin,) a noted Greek jurist, born in
Constantinople about 1320. He held the high offices of of Olivares, whom in 1644 he succeeded as prime minHe carried on a discouncillor, curopalate, and grand chancellor under the ister and favourite of Philip IV.
emperor John Palasologus. He wrote a “Manual of astrous war against France, Portugal, and the Dutch for
Laws,” (itpo^Mpov Tuv vofiuv,) a work of high authority many years, and in 1659 signed, with the French minister
among the Greeks, and a treatise on canon law. Died Mazarin, the treaty of the Pyrenees. The king rewarded
him for his services by erecting the marquisate of Carpio
in 1383.
Har'mer, (Thomas,) alearned English dissenting min- into a dukedom. He is represented to have directed
He had charge of the the arduous affairs of state with prudence and ability.
ister, born at Norwich in 1715.
Independent church in Wattesfield, in Suffolk, from 1735 Died in 1661.
He published, besides other works, “Obserto 1788.
See Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”
vations on Various Passages of Scripture, placing them
Har'old I., surnamed Harefoot, King of England,
and other works.

New Light, compiled from Relations incidentally
mentioned in Books of Travels in the East,” (1764,)
which is esteemed an able and useful work. An enlarged
edition of it was published in 4 vols. (1816) by Dr. Adam
Clarke. Died in 1788.
Har-mo'di-us, [Gr. 'Apfiodioc;,] a young Athenian,
who, with his friend Aristogi'ton, acquired celebrity by
a conspiracy against the Pisistratidae, Hippias and Hipparchus, who held the chief power in Athens about 525
E.C. Harmodius having received a personal affront from
Hipparchus, the two friends conspired to revenge this
by the death of both the brothers, and chose the occasion
in a

was the second son of Canute the Great by Algiva,
daughter of the Earl of Northampton. At the death of
Canute, in 1035, Harold and Hardicanute (son of Queen
Emma) were the chief competitors for the throne of
England, which their father, on his marriage with Emma,
had agreed to leave to her issue. But Harold had the
advantage of possession, and was recognized by the
Danes and people of Mercia. (See PIardicanute.) In
1037, Alfred, the younger son of Emma, having invaded
the country and been defeated and killed, Harold became King of all England. He died in 1040, and was
succeeded by Hardicanute.
Harold II., King of England, was a son of Godwin,
Earl of Kent, a powerful Saxon nobleman. On the death
of Godwin, in 1053, he inherited with his father’s talents
Having been appointed comthe earldom of Kent.

of a public festival for the execution of their design.
They first attacked and killed Hipparchus, whose guards
then slew Harmodius and arrested Aristogiton, who was
afterwards put to death by the order of Hippias. The
latter, having become tyrannical and unpopular, was expelled from the state about three years after that event,
Statues were erected at the public expense to
511 B.C.
the memory of the conspirators, who were regarded as
heroes and martyrs of liberty. It is said that when the
tyrant Dionysius asked Antipho which was the finest
kind of brass, he replied, “That of which the statues of
Harmodius and Aristogiton are formed.”

mander of the army of the

king,

Edward

the Confessor,

he gained victories over the Welsh about 1062. He was
thrown by a storm on the coast of France about 1065,
and became the prisoner of William, Duke of Normandy, who, as a condition of his liberation, required
Harold to swear that on the death of Edward the Confessor he would aid William to obtain the throne of
England. Edward died in January, 1066, and Harold
Har-mo'm-a, [Gr. 'A p/soviet ; Fr. Harmonie, f r'- was proclaimed king by the assembly of thanes and the
rao'ne'i] in classic mythology, a personification of the
citizens of London, without opposition from any native
order or harmony of the universe, said to be a daughter competitor except his own brother, Tostig. The Norman
of Mars and Venus, (or, according to some authorities,
duke demanded that Harold should surrender to him
She the crown but he refused to be bound by an oath which
of Jupiter and Electra,) and a wife of Cadmus.
received on her wedding-day, from some of the gods, a
was extorted from him by force. In September, 1066,
rich necklace, which proved fatal to every person who
Harold gained a complete victory over Tostig and the
successively possessed it.
King of Norway, who had invaded England. Three
See Smith, “Greek and Roman Biography and Mythology.”
days after this battle, the Duke of Normandy landed in
Harmonie. See Harmonia.
Sussex with an army of about 60,000 men, which Harold
Harms, hlrmz, (Claude,) a Danish theologian, born encountered at Senlac, (now Battle,) near Hastings, on
at Fahrstedt (Holstein) in 1778. He was an adversary of the 14th of October, 1066.
After a long and obstinate
rationalism, and became principal pastor of Kiel in 1835. combat, in which Harold and his two brothers were
“
Pastoral
The- killed, William gained a decisive victory, which rendered
Among his most important works are
ology,” (3 vols., 1834,) and “The Augsburg Confession,” him master of England.
Died
in
1855.
(1847.)
See Freeman, “ History of the Norman Conquest of England
Augustin Thierry, “ Histoire de
Hardness, (William,) an English theologian and Hume, “ History of England
William of Malmesbury, “History
la Conquete de 1’Angleterre
dramatist, born in Hampshire in
;

1790.

of the Kings of England.”

Har'nett, (Cornelius,) an American statesman, born
Har'old (or Harald) Harfager, (har'fa'ger, almost
He became a citizen of North
in England in 1723.
Carolina before the Revolution, in which he took a har'fa'her,) a king of Norway, whose reign is considered
prominent part against the British government. He to mark the commencement of authentic Norwegian hiswas elected to the Congress at Halifax in 1776, after tory. About 895 he subdued the jarls, or petty chiefinto
which he was a member of the Continental Congress. tains, and united the various sections of Norway
one kingdom. He reigned above thirty years, and left
Died in 1781.
who
Har'ney, (William Selby,) an American general, his crown to his son, Ilaco (or Haquin) the Good,
born in Tennessee in 1800. He became a captain in 1825, first introduced Christianity into Norway.
Haroun-al-Raschid* hl-roon' 11 rish'id, or, more
served in the Florida war, and obtained the rank of colocorrectly,

nel in 1846.
He took part in several battles in Mexico,
(1846-47,) and was raised to the rank of brigadier-general
in 1858.
As military commandant of Oregon, in 1859, he
occupied the island of San Juan, (on the west coast of
North America,) which was claimed by the British. He
after removed from his command.
Harnisch, haR'nish, (Wilhelm,) a meritorious Ger-

was soon

man

teacher and educational reformer, born at Wilsnach,

a, e, T, o, u, y,

long

1

,

b, 6,

same, less prolonged;

Haroon-ar-Rasheed,

sliid,) hi-rbbn' ar-rl-sheed', the

(or

Harun-ar-Ra-

most celebrated of the

Eastern caliphs, and the most powerful sovereign of the
dynasty of the Abbassides, was born about 766 A.D. He
was a son of the caliph Mahdee, (Mahdi,) and succeeded
* In this instance we have departed from our general rule of spelling according to the sound of Oriental names. The spelling Haroun
seems to have become, indeed, a part of the English language.

a, e, T, 6, u, y,

short;

a, e,

j,

o,

obscure; Hr,

fill, fit;
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HARP AG US

i

In the early
his elder brother Hadee (Hadi) in 786.
part of his reign the Barmecides Yahia and Jaafar were
his favourite ministers.
About 804 a.d. he waged a successful war against the Byzantine emperor Nicephorus,

whom

he compelled to pay tribute. Haroun was a liberal patron of poets and scholars ; but he scarcely merited
the surname of Ar-Rasheed, (“ the Just.”) (See Jaafar.)
He is chiefly renowned as the principal hero of the “ Arabian Nights’ Entertainments.” Died in 809 A.D.
See Aboolfeda, “Annales Moslemici;” Aboolfaraj, (Abul-

pharagius,) “ Historia Dynastiarum
Weil,
Chalifen;” Elmacin, “Historia Saracenica.”

Har'pa-gus,

[Gr. "Apmzyof,] a noble

“ Geschichte

Mede, said

der

to

have saved the life of Cyrus the Great. Afterwards,
under Cyrus, he reduced several Greek cities of Ionia.
Har'pa-lus, [Gr. "Aprra/.of,] a Macedonian whom Alexander the Great made satrap of Babylon and intrusted
with the care of his accumulated treasures on his departure for India. Harpalus abused his trust, and, when
he heard that his master was returning, fled to Athens
with a large sum of money. The Athenians being unable
or unwilling to protect him against Antipater, Alexander’s lieutenant, who demanded that he should be given
up, he retired to Crete, where he was killed in 324 n.C.
Demosthenes, having advocated his cause, was tried on
a charge of bribery and fined.
See Thirlwall, “ History of Greece.”

Har-pal'y-ge, [Gr. 'Ap-alvK-q,} daughter of IlarpaFycus, King of Thrace, was distinguished for her courageous
defence of her father’s kingdom against Neoptolemus,
the son of Achilles.
Harpe, La. See La Harpe.
Har'per, (James,) an American publisher, born at
Newton, Long Island, in 1795. He and several of his
brothers founded in New York the great publishing
house of Harper & Brothers about 1825.
He was
elected mayor of New York in 1844.
Died in 1869.
Harper, (Robert Goodloe,) an eminent lawyer and
Senator of the United States, born near Fredericksburg,
Virginia, in 1765.
After graduating at Princeton, New
Jersey, in 1785, he studied law in Charleston, South
Carolina, and settled in the interior of that State. From
1795 to 1800 he represented one of the districts of South
Carolina in the National Congress, of which he was one
of the most prominent members and one of the ablest
In the latter part of this period he was the
debaters.
principal leader of the Federal party in the House of
Representatives. In 1801 he retired from office, married
the daughter of Charles Carroll, and settled in Baltimore,
where he resumed the practice of law. He was employed
as counsel for the defence in the impeachment of Judge
Chase, of the supreme court of the United States, who
was acquitted. In 1815 he was elected a Senator of the
United States by the legislature of Maryland.
volume

A

of his speeches, arguments, and letters was published
in 1814.
John Neal, in “Blackwood’s Magazine,” says,
“ His writings are energetic, manly, profound.
hold
him to be one of the ablest men that North America has

We

Died in 1825.
Harper, (William,) an American lawyer and

HARRINGTON

>35

produced.”

Har-po-cra'tl-on, |Gr. 'AprroKpartuv,] (VALERIUS,) a
Greek rhetorician of Alexandria, of whose life scarcely
anything is known. Fie appears to have lived in or
second century. He wrote a very important
work, called “Lexicon for the Ten Orators,” (Atfi/cov tuv

after the

which is extant. He explains in this the
and other terms used by the Athenian orators,
and affords much valuable information on the public and
civil law and history of Athens.
Harps'field or Harps'feld, (Nicholas,) an English
Catholic, born in London, was chosen professor of Greek
in Oxford in 1546, and Archdeacon of Canterbury in 1554.
He wrote an “ English Ecclesiastical History.” He was
imprisoned about twenty years during the reign of Elizabeth.
Died about 1582.
Harpyes. See Harpies.
Harpyiee. See Harpies.
Harring, hir'ring, (Harro Paul,) a writer, born near
Sena

jtrriTopuv,)

political

Husum, Denmark,

in 1798.

He

travelled in

many coun-

and was several times arrested as a conspirator
and revolutionist. Fie wrote several dramas and other
works of fiction, and “ Memoirs of Poland under Russian
Domination,” (in French, 1831.) Died in 1870.
Har'ring-ton, (Charles Stanhope,) Earl of, born
in England in 1753, was previously styled Lord Petersham. He entered the army in 1769, and was returned
tries,

to Parliament in 1776. At the death of his father, about
1778, he became a member of the House of Lords. Fie
served in several campaigns in America and in the West
Indies, and was aide-de-camp to General Burgoyne at
the capitulation of Saratoga. After his return he became
aide-de-camp to the king, George III., in 1792 a colonel
of the life-guards, and in 1798 lieutenant-general. About
1802 he was envoy-extraordinary to Berlin. From 1807
to 1812 he commanded the army in Ireland. Died in 1829.
Harrington, (Henry,) an English physician and poet,
729, resided at Bath. He published
Ode to Discord,” and a
few other works. Died in 1816.
Harrington, (James,) an English author, born at
Upton in 1611, was educated at Oxford under Dr. Chillingworth. In youth he made the tour of the continent.
In 1646 he officiated as groom of the bed-chamber to
Charles I., then a prisoner, whom he attended at his
execution.
In 1656 he published his principal work,
entitled “Oceana,” which attracted much attention and
was greatly admired. It is a political allegory, exhibiting,
in imitation of Plato’s “ Atlantis,” the plan or model of
an ideal republic, named Oce'ana, which is supposed to
represent England. His project was generally considered
visionary, impracticable, and Utopian.
said, “It
;”
is justly admired as a work of genius and invention
while Hallarn thinks that the author “ is in general
prolix, dull, pedantic, yet seldom profound.”
was
arrested in 1661 on a charge of treason, and (though the
case was never brought to trial) closely confined until he
became deranged. The cause of his arrest was probably
his avowed republican principles.
Died in 1677.
See Toland, “ Life of James Harrington,” prefixed to his Works,
“
Athenae Oxonienses.”
1700; “Biographia Britannica;” Wood,

born

at

Kelston

“An Ode

to

in

1

Harmony,”

“An

Hume

He

politi-

Harrington, (James,) an English lawyer, born in
born in the island of Antigua in 1790. He settled
1664, contributed some Latin verses to the “Musae Anin Missouri in 1818, removed to South Carolina in 1823,
and became a Senator of the United States in 1826. He glicanae,” and wrote the preface to the first volume of
was appointed a judge of the court of appeals in 1831, Wood’s “Athenae.” Died in 1693.
Harrington or Harington, (John,) of Stepney, an
and elected chancellor in 1834. Died in 1847.
Harphius, haR'fe-iis, (Henry,) an eminent Flemish English poet, born in 1534. He wrote elegant “Verses
mystic theologian, born at Erp or Herp, was superior on Isabella Markham,” dated about 1564. “If these
are genuine,” says Hallarn, “ they are as polished as
of a Franciscan abbey at Malines, where he died in 1478.
He wrote the “Eden of the Contemplative,” “The Mir- any written at the close of the queen’s reign.” Died
in 1582.
ror of Perfection,” and other religious works.
Harrington, (Sir John,) an English poet and courHar'pies, [Gr. "A prxvai; Lat. IIar'pyi/e Fr. HarTYES, itR'pe',] winged monsters of classic mythology, tier, a son of the preceding, was born at or near Bath in
regarded as the daughters of Neptune, and supposed by 1561. He became a favourite of Queen Elizabeth. He
some to be personified storm-winds. They polluted all was the author of an admired English version of Ariosto’s
“Orlando Furioso,” (1591.) He wrote numerous epithat they touched.
grams, which were published in 1615, a “Brief View of
See Virgil’s “AEneid,” book iii. 212-262.
the State of the Church,” and other works. About 1600
Har-poc'ra-tes or Har'po-krat, a divinity of the he served under the Earl of Essex as commander of the
ancient Egyptians, sometimes identified with Horus, and horse.
Died in 1612.
cian,

;

called the god of silence or secrecy.
sented as holding a finger on his mouth.
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See “Life of Sir
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Harrington,” prefixed to his “ Nugae An Aquae,’
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HARRIOTT

HARRIS
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Har'rl-ott or Harriot, (Thomas,) an eminent Engmathematician, born at Oxford in 1560. He visited
Virginia in the service of Sir Walter Raleigh (who had
been his pupil) in 1584, and published an Account of
that province in 1588.
He was liberally patronized by
the Earl of Northumberland, in whose house he spent
the latter part of his life. Harriott was noted for skill in
algebra, his treatise on which, entitled “Artis Analyticae
Praxis,” was published in 1631.
It is said that he oblish

served the satellites of Jupiter in 1610, a few days after
Galileo first discovered them, and that he was the first
who detected the spots on the sun, December 8, 1610.
“ Harriott was destined,” says Hallam, “ to make the
last great discovery in the pure science of algebra.
He
arrived at a complete theory of the genesis of equations,
which Cardan and Vieta had but partially conceived.”
(“ Introduction to the Literature of Europe.”)
Died in
1621.
“ Biographia
See Montucla, “ Histoire des Mathdmatiques
Britannica;” Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”

Har' ris, (George,)

a son of the Bishop of Llandaff,
published an English version of Justinian’s “Institutiones,” (1756.)
Died in 1796.
Harris, (George,) Lord, an English general, born at
Brasted in 1746, entered the army in 1759. As captain,
he took part in the battle of Bunker Hill in 1775, where
he was severely wounded, and in that of Long Island,
In 1790-91 he served in India against Tippoo
(1776.)
Sultan, and in 1794 he was promoted to the rank of
major-general. About four years later he was appointed
Governor of the Madras Presidency, and commanded
the army which was sent against Tippoo and which
captured Seringapatam. _ For his services he was rewarded by a peerage, as Lord Harris of Seringapatam
and Mysore. Died in 1829.
See S. R. Lushington, “ Life of General Lord Harris.”

said, of all the cyclopaedias
Died in 1719.

which have since appeared.

Harris, (John,) D.D., an English dissenting minister,
born at Ugborough in 1804. After preaching for the
Independent Church at Epsom, he became in 1837 professor of theology in Cheshunt College. About 1850 he
was appointed principal of New College, the chief theological seminary of the Independents.
Dr. Harris was
a popular preacher, and acquired a wide reputation as
an author. Among his chief works are “ The Great
Teacher,” (1835,) “Covetousness the Sin of the Christian Church,” of which ninety thousand copies had been
sold in 1856, “The Great Commission,” (1842,) “The
Pre-Adamite Earth,” (1847,) and “ Man Primeval.” Died
in 1856.

Harris, (Joseph,) an astronomer, and assay-master
of the English mint, wrote an “ Essay on Money and
Coins,” (1757,) a “Treatise on Optics,” etc. Died in 1764.
Harris, (Moses,) an English naturalist and artist,
published in 1766 “The Aurelian ; or, Natural History
of English Moths and Butterflies,” and an “ Exposition
of English Insects,” (1776.)
Harris, (Robert,) D.D., an eminent English Puritan
divine, born in Gloucestershire in 1578.
He was president of Trinity College, Oxford, from 1648 to 1658. He
was a popular preacher, and a man of excellent gifts and
graces.
He published a volume of Sermons, Letters,
etc.

Died

in 1658.

Durham, “Life of Robert Harris,” 1660.
Har'ris, (Thaddeus Mason,) born at Charlestown,
Massachusetts, in 1768, was pastor of a Congregational church in Dorchester from 1793 until his death
in 1842.
He published, besides many sermons and other
works, a “Natural History of the Bible.”
Harris, (Thaddeus William,) M.D., an eminent
entomologist, a son of the preceding, was born in 1795.
He graduated at Harvard College in 1815, and was librarian at that institution from 1831 until his death.
In
1837 he was employed in the Zoological and Botanical
Survey of Massachusetts. He wrote, besides other works,
an official “ Report on the Insects of Massachusetts
See

Harris, (James,) an English author, born at Salisbury
1 709, was the son of James Harris and of Lady Cooper,
sister of Lord Shaftesbury.
He was an excellent classical scholar. In 1761 he obtained a seat in Parliament, in 1763 became a lord of the treasury, and in
1774 secretary and controller to the queen. In 1751 Injurious to Vegetation,” (1841.) Died in 1856.
he published his “ Hermes or, A Philosophical Inquiry
Harris, (Thomas L.,) a spiritualistic poet and
concerning Language and Universal Grammar,” which, preacher, born in England, emigrated in early life to the
according to Coleridge, is “written with the precision United States. Among his works is an “Epic of the
of Aristotle and the elegance of Quintilian.” He wrote Starry Heavens,”
(1854.)
three treatises, viz., on “Art,” on “Music, Painting, and
Harris or Harries, (Walter,) an English physician,
Poetry,” and on “ Happiness.” Died in 1780.
born at Gloucester in 1647, began to practise in London
See “ Life of James Harris,” by Lord Malmesbury, 1801.
in 1676, and was chosen physician to William III. about
in

who was

;

Harris, (James,) first Earl of Malmesbury, an able
diplomatist, born at Salisbury in 1746, was the only son
of the preceding.
He was educated at Oxford and Leyden, and in 1767 was appointed secretary of embassy
at Madrid.
few years after, being left as charged’affaires in the same court, he acquitted himself so well
in an important affair that he received in 1772 the mission to Prussia, and in 1777 that to Saint Petersburg,

A

from which he returned home

1689.

He

wrote several professional treatises.

Died

in

1725.

Harris, (William,) D.D., an English divine, born in
was minister of a dissenting church in London.
published “Practical Discourses on the Principal
Representatives of the Messiah,” (1724,) and assisted in
the continuation of Matthew Henry’s “Commentary on
“ He was reckoned,” says Doddridge, “ the
the Bible.”
greatest master of the English tongue among the dis1675,

He

in 1784. Although he was
a political friend of Fox, he received from Pitt, then premier, the appointment of minister to the Hague, where
he negotiated, in 1788, a treaty with Holland and Prussia.
The same year he was created Baron Malmesbury.
In 1793 he joined the Tory or Conservative party.
He
was subsequently employed on missions to Berlin and
the French republic, in which he maintained his reputation as a skilful diplomatist.
In 1800 he was raised to
the rank of Earl of Malmesbury and Viscount Fitzharris.
Pie died in 1820, leaving one son and several daughters.
The present earl is his grandson. Since his death his
“ Diaries and Correspondence” has been published.
See “ London Quarterly Review” for October, 1844, and March,

and writer of travels.
He published, in 1839, “Wild
Sports in Southern Africa,” and afterwards “The High-

1845.

lands of Ethiopia,”

Died

senters.”

in 1740.

Harris, (William,) D.D., an English dissenting minister and biographer, born at Salisbury in 1720. He was
successively pastor at Wells and Honiton. He published
valuable biographies of Hugh Peters, (1751,) of James
I., (1753,) of Charles I.,
(1758,) of Oliver Cromwell,
His positions and
(1762,) and of Charles II., (1766.)
statements are confirmed by copious notes and original
documents. He is commended for his fidelity to the
truth by several critics.

Harris,

(Sir

Died

in 1770.

William Cornwallis,)

a British officer

(3 vols., 2d edition, 1844.)
Harris, (William Snow,) an English surgeon, disok.
tinguished by his researches in physical sciences and by
Harris, (John,) D.D., an English divine, born about his inventions, was born at Plymouth about 1792. He
He was secre- gave special attention to electricity, magnetism, and
1667, became prebendary of Rochester.
tary and vice-president of the Royal Society.
Besides a meteorology. In 1831 he was chosen a Fellow of the
variety of scientific works, he published a valuable “Col- Royal Society, which awarded him the Copley medal in
“
lection of Voyages and Travels.”
His Dictionary of 1835. He invented a new steering-compass, and made
Arts and Sciences,” (1704,) explaining both the terms important improvements in the construction of conof art and the arts themselves, was the prototype, it is ductors of the electric fluid.
By a system of metallic

Harris, (James Howard.) See Malmesbury,
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conductors applied to the masts and hulls of ships, he
greatly diminished the ruinous effects of lightning in
the navy.
He published “The Nature of ThunderStorms,” (1843,) and “Rudiments of Electricity,” (1849.)
Died in January, 1867.
Har'ri-son, (Benjamin,) born at Berkeley, on the
James River, Virginia, about 1740. In 1764 he was a
member of the Virginia legislature, and in 1774 was
elected to the national Congress, in which he was distinguished for his patriotic services, and signed the
Declaration of Independence. From 1782 to 1784 he
was Governor of Virginia. He was also a member of
the convention which framed the Constitution of the
United States in 1788. Died in 1791.

Harrison, (Frederic,) an English reviewer and
born in London in 1 83 1 He is a follower of Compte,

writer,

.

and ha-s translated part of the “ Positive Polity.”
Har'ri-son, (John,) an English mechanician, born
at Faulby, in Yorkshire, in 1693, learned the trade of a
carpenter.
became interested in the mechanism of

He
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with the Indians.
On the 7th of November, 1811, he
defeated the Indians at Tippecanoe.
He was appointed
a brigadier-general in 1812, and a major-general in the
regular army in 1813.
In October of that year he gained
a complete victory over the British at the battle of the
Thames. He represented Cincinnati in Congress in 1817
and 1818, and was elected to the Senate of the United
States in 1824.
President Adams sent him in 1828 as
minister to the republic of Colombia; but he was recalled by General Jackson in the spring of 1829.
He
passed many subsequent years on his farm at North
Bend, on the Ohio River. In 1836 he was the Whig
candidate for the Presidency of the United States, and
received seventy-three electoral votes, but was defeated
by Mr. Van Buren. Having been again nominated by
the Whigs, he was elected in 1840 by a large majority
over Van Buren.
He entered upon the office March 4,
and died April 4, 1841.

Harrowby, (Dudley Francis Stuart Ryder,)
son of the succeeding, was bom in 1831. As Viscount
Sandon he represented Lit hf eld in pailiament 1856-59,
and Liverpool 1868-1882.
He was vice-president of
the council from 1874 to 1878, and president of the board
of trade from 1878 to 1880. He succeeded to the peerage in November, 1882.

clocks, in which he made
Large
greatest of which was the compound pendulum.
rewards having been offered to any one who would ascertain the longitude within sixty miles, Harrison, in 1735,
exhibited his chronometer to the Royal Society, and a
man-of-war was put at his disposal, in which he made a
Harrowby, (Dudley Ryder,) Earl of, an Engvoyage to Lisbon and corrected the reckoning a degree lish peer and philanthropist, born about 1798.
He
and a half. After repeated trials, he perfected in 1761 inherited the earldom at the death of his father in
1847,
a chronometer which determined the longitude within
and was lord privy seal in 1856 and 1857. In 1859 he
eighteen miles, by which he became entitled to the rewas made a Knight of the Garter. Died in 1882.
ward of 20,000 offered by government. After it had
Har'ry, Blind, or Henry the Minstrel, a Scotbeen tested in several voyages, and it was found that tish bard of the fifteenth century, who was blind from
other persons could construct the instrument, the above his birth,
and wrote a heroic poem on the “Adventures
premium was paid to Harrison in 1765-67. Died in 1776. of Sir William Wallace.” But little is known of the
Harrison, (Thomas,) (given erroneously in almost events of his life. It appears that he made a poetical
all biographical dictionaries as John Harrison,) an
version of the popular traditions in relation to his hero,
English republican general, served in the parliamentary in which he followed in a humble degree the example
army in the civil war, and was one of the judges of the of Homer. Some of his statements are confirmed by
court in which Charles I. was tried in 1649.
He had recent researches into the monuments and records of
obtained the rank of major-general, when he became a history. “The work, therefore,” says Tytler, “cannot
member of the council of state, in 1653. Cromwell, be treated as an entire romance.”
when Protector, endeavoured to gain his support by
See Chambers, “ Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen.”
the offer of an exalted position ; but he refused to coHarsdorfer or Harsdoerfer, haRs'doR'fer, (Georg
operate with the “usurper,” as he called him.
In
Philipp,) a German poet, born at Nuremberg in 1607,
1657 he was deprived of his commission and confined.
Latin.
Among his works, which
In 1660 he was executed for his share in the death of wrote in German and
are “ The Poetical Filter,” (“ PoeCharles I. Before the judges who tried him, he spoke are nearly forgotten,
tischer Trichter,” 3 vols., 1653,) and “ Gesprachspiele.”
with courage and complacency of the act for which he
Died in 1658.
was about to suffer.
A. G.
See Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie
Harrison, (Thomas,) an English architect, often called

several improvements, the

£

PIarrison of Chester, was born

at

Richmond, York-

He

studied at Rome several years, and received there a gold and a silver medal for certain designs.
After his return home he resided in Chester, where he
built the county courts, and a fine bridge over the Dee.
He was also the architect of the Athenaeum in Liverpool, of the Exchange and Theatre in Manchester, and
Died in 1829.
of other public buildings.
shire, in 1744

Widmann, “Vitae Curriculum G. P. Harsdorferi,” 1707.
Hars'net, (Samuel,) born at Colchester, England,
in 1561, became Bishop of Chichester in 1609, and
Archbishop of York in 1628. He published a volume
of Sermons, and a “ Declaration of Popish Impostures,”
etc.
Died in 1631.
Hart, (George Vaughan,) a British general, born in
1752

;

died in 1832.

Hart, (James M.,) a landscape-painter, born at KilHe wrote a “Historical Description of marnock, in Scotland, in 1828. He studied at Dusselof Windsor.
dorf, and afterwards settled in New York. His “Woods
the Island of Britain,” which contains valuable informain Autumn,” and “Moonrise in the Adirondacks,” are
tion respecting manners, customs, etc. Died about

Harrison, (William,) born

in

London, became canon

1592.

Harrison, (William,) an English scholar and poet,
was a Fellow of New College, Oxford. He was a favourite of Swift, who described him as a “pretty fellow, with
a great deal of wit, good sense, and good nature.” Swift
procured for him the office of secretary of embassy to the
Hague. Harrison edited the fifth volume of the “Tatler.”
Died in 1713.
Harrison, (William Henry,) the ninth President of
the United States, was born in Charles City county, Virginia, on the 9th of February, 1773.
He was a son of
Benjamin Harrison, noticed above, and was educated at
Hampden-Sidney College. He entered the army in 1791,
served as aide-de-camp to General Wayne in the Indian
war, and became a captain in 1794. In 1797 he resigned
his commission, and in 1799 he was chosen a delegate
to

Congress

for the

Northwest Territory.

He was

ap-

pointed Governor of the Territory of Indiana in 1801,
and, having been reappointed by several successive Presidents, held that office until 1813, and made many treaties
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among his master-pieces. Plis brother William, also
a landscape-painter, born at Paisley about 1820, removed
to the United States in 1831. Among his best works are
“Peace and Plenty,” a harvest scene, and “October’s
Golden Hours.”
See Tuckerman, “ Book of the Artists.”

Hart, (Joel

T.,) an American sculptor, born in Clark
county, Kentucky, in 1810.
He was a mason or stonecutter in his youth.
In 1849 he visited Italy, where he
executed a marble statue of Henry Clay. Among his
other works is “Angelina.”

See Tuckerman, “ Book of the Artists.”

Hart, (John,) one of the signers of the Declaration
of Independence, was the son of Edward Hart, of Hopewell, New Jersey.
He was elected to Congress in 1774
by the people of New Jersey. Died in 1780.
Hart, (Solomon,) an eminent English historical
He produced in
painter, born at Plymouth in 1806.
1830 “The Elevation of the Law',” (in the Jewish wor-
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and was elected Royal Ai adem ci.in in 1840.
his works aie “ Richaid and Saladin,” (1835,)
“ The Interior of a Synagogue,” “ Milton visiting Galileo
in Prison,” (1847,) and “ The Student preparing for
Honours,” (at Oxlord,) (1852.) He died in 1881.
Harte, (Francis Bret,) an Ameiican writer and

ship,)

Hartley, (David,) a son of the preceding, born in
England about 1730, was educated at Oxford. He represented Hull in Parliament for many years, and distinguished himself by his opposition to the American war
and to the slave-trade. About 17S2 he was appointed
plenipotentiary to negotiate with Dr. Franklin, at Paris,
He a treaty of peace between England and the United States.
humorist, born in the state of New York in 1839.
went to California at the age of fifteen, and became suc- He wrote “ Letters on the American War.” Died in 1813.
cessively miner, schoolmaster, newspaper editor.
In
Hartlib, haRt'lip, (Samuel,) a native of Poland, came
1868 he became editor of the Overland Monthly, in which to England about 1640.
He was interested in the prachis famous piece, “ The Heathen Chinee,” appeared. tical application of science, was noted for public spirit,
From 1871 to 1878 he lived at New York or Boston, and and published a treatise on agriculture, for which Cromin the latter year he was appointed U. S. consul to one well granted him a pension. About the year 1646 Milton
of the German ports, which he left for Glasgow in 1880. addressed a “Treatise on Education” to Hartlib, who
Among his other works we may mention “ Condensed had recently founded an academy on a new system.
Novels,” (1867,) “ Story of a Mine,” (1878,) and “ In the
See Chalmers’s “ Biographical Dictionary.”
Carqu nez Woods,” (1883.)
Hartman, haRt'mdn, (Georg,) a German mathemaHarte, (Walter,) an English poet and priest, tician of Nuremberg, born in 1489, invented the bomboin about 1700, was educated at Oxford, took orders, barding staff. Died in
1564.
He wrote a
and became canon of Windsor in 1751.
Hartmann, haRt'mdn, (Anton Theodor,) a German
poem named an “Essay on Reason,” in imitation of Pope, Orientalist, born at Dusseldorf in 1774. He was apwho assisted him in its composition. He wiote also an pointed professor of theology at Rostock in 1811. He
“ Essay on Painting,” (inverse,) and “The History of was author of several works on the antiquities and liteGustavus Adolphus,” (1759.) Died in 1774.
rature of the Hebrews, among which is “ Historical and
Hartenkeil, (Johann Jakob,) a German medical Critical Researches on the Formation, Epoch, and Plan
He of the Five Books of Moses,” (1831.) Died in 1838.
writer, born at Mentz in 1761, settled at Salzburg.
published “ The Medico-Surgical Gazette,” (72 vols.,
Hartmann, haRt'mdn, (Carl Johan,) a Swedish
1790-1808.) Died in 1808
naturalist and physician, born at Gefle in 1790.
He

Among

TTartenstein, (Gustav,) a German philosopher,
born at Piauen, Saxony, in 1808. He wrote “The
Problems and Principles of General Metaphysics,”
(1836,) and other treatises, and published an edition of
the “ Complete Woiks of Kant,” (10 vols., 1839.)

published a “ Description of the Plants of Sweden and
Norway,” (“ Handbok i Skandinaviens Flora,” 1830 ; 6th
edition, 1854.)

Died

in 1849.

Hartmann, (Ferdinand,)
painter,

born

a

German

historical

at Stuttgart in 1770.

Hartmann, (Johann,) a German chemist, born at
a litterateur
French, “Letters on Amberg, in Bavaria, in 1568. His chief work is “Praxis
France, England, and Italy,” (1785,) and “ Melanges of Chymiatrica,” (“ Chemico-Medical Practice,” 1633,) often
reprinted.
Died at Cassel in 1631.
Verse and Prose,” (1788.) Died in 1797.
Hartmann, (Johann Adolf,) a German historian,
Hartig, (Georg Ludwig,) a German writer on the
culture of lorests, born near Marburg in 1764.
He was born at Munster in 1680, published a Latin “History of
appointed grand master of the forests of Prussia in 1811, Hesse,” (3 vols., 1741-46.) Died in 1744.
Hartmann, (Johann Melchior,) a German Orienand published, besides other works, “ The Science or
Economy of Forests in all its Extent,” and a “ Manual talist, born at Nordlingen in 1764. He published a good
“ Geographical and Historical Description of Egypt,”
or Text Book for Foresters.” Died in 1836.
Hartig, (Theodor,) a German botanist and writer on (1799,) and other works. Died in 1827.
Hartmann, haRt'min, (Johann Peter Emil,) a
the culture of forests, was a son of the preceding. He
published a “ Treatise on Botany and its Application to Danish composer, born at Copenhagen in 1805, furnished the music for two of Andersen’s operas and for
the Science of Forests,” (1840-51,) and other woiks.
Harting, (James Edmund,) an English zoologist, several of Oehlenschlager’s dramas.
Hartmann, (Moritz,) a popular German poet, born
born in London in 1841.
Hartington, (Spencer Compton Cavendish,) at Duschnik, in Bohemia, in 1821. He produced in
Marquis OF, was born in 1833. He was first returned 1845 a volume of lyrical poems, called the “Cup and
Sword,” (“ Kelch und Schwert,”) which had great sucto the House of Commons by North Lancashire in 1857.
Having been prosecuted for his liberal political
He was first a lord of the admiralty and then under- cess.
opinions, he took refuge in Paris in 1846.
In 1847 he
secretary for war in Lord Palmerston’s last administrapublished “New Poems,” (“Neuere Gedichte,”) and in
In 1866 he became secretary of state for
tion (1863.)
was a prominent democratic member of the ParBeing defeated in North Lancashire in 1868 he 1848
war.
liament at Frankfort.
He fought for the insurgents
was returned for the Radnor boroughs. From 1868 to
under Bern, in or near Vienna, in 1849, after which he
1871 he was postmaster-general, and from 1871 to 1874
driven into exile and passed some years in Paris.
On Mr. Gladstone’s retire- was
chief secretary for Ireland.
Among his other works are “ The Rhyming Chronicle
ment in 1875 he was chosen to lead the Liberal party in of the Clerk Mauritius,” a witty political satire,
(1849,)
In 1880 he was returned to
the House of Commons.
“The War about the Forest,” (“Der Krieg um den
Parliament for North-east Lancashire, and took office as Wald,”
and
“Shadows,”
(“Schatten,”
1851.)
1850,)
secretary for India until 1882, when he became secretary
“
Hartig, (Franz Anton,) Count,

born

at

Prague

in 1758, wrote, in

See Brockhaus,

for war.

Hartleben, (Franz Joseph,)
at

Dusseldorf in 1740; died

a

German jurist, bom

in 1808.

Hartleben, (Theodor Konrad,)

a German jurist, a
son ol the preceding, was born in 1770. From 1816 to
1827 he published a valuable legal review, “Deutsche
Justiz-und Polizeifama.” Among his works is a “ Method or System of German Public Law,” (1800.) Died
in 1827.

Hartley, (David,)

an eminent English physician and
philosopher, born at Aimley, in Yorkshire, in
1705, was
educated at Cambridge University. He practised medicine at Newark, London, and Bath.
His reputation as
an author is founded on an excellent metaphysical work,
entitled “ Observations on Man
his Frame, his Duty’
and his Expectations,” (1748.) Died in 1757.
:
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(Philipp Jakob,) a German physician,
born at Stralsund in 1648, published able treatises on
amber, anatomy, and physiology. Died in 1707.
Hartmann von Aue, haRt'mSn fon ow'eh, a celebrated German minnesinger, born about 1170. Editions
of his principal works have been published by Muller.

Lachmann, and

others.

See Gervinus, “Deutsche National-Literatur.”

Harts'horne, (Rev. Charles Henry,) an English
antiquary, born about 1802, became rector of Holdenby,
He published “The Book Rariin Northamptonshire.
ties in the University of Cambridge,” (1829,) “Salopia
Antiqua,” (1841,) and other works. Died in 1865.
Harts'horne, (Joseph,) M.D., an eminent physician
of Philadelphia, was born at Alexandria, Virginia, December 12, 1779. His father was a native of New Jersey,
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HARVEY

When only five years old, Antietam, September 17 of that year. This wound dishis mother of Philadelphia.
he was, while under the influence of calomel, exposed abled him for active service. Died in 1874.
Plis
Hartzenbusch., (Juan Eugenio,) a Spanish
to cold, which resulted in incurable lameness.
inability to engage in the sports of boyhood led him at dramatic poet, of Germ in extraction, boin in Madrid it
an early age to seek the companionship of books, and 1806. In 1836 he produced “The Lovers of Teiuel,” a
to cultivate his mind, which was endowed with powers successful drama. Among his woiks, which are admired
of no common order.
While attending lectures at the Ibr a vivid imagination and an eneig tic style, are “The
University of Pennsylvania, he performed the duties of Visionary,” a comedv, (1840,) “ Plonoria,” (1842,) and
apothecary and resident surgeon in the Pennsylvania “ Primero Yo,” a drama, (1842.) He died in 1880.
Hartzheim, haRts'him, (Joseph,) a learned German
Hospital, where he enjoyed the rare advantage of the
practical instructions of Rush, Wistar, and Physick, Jesuit and historian, born at Cologne in 1694, was prosurgeons
He
fessor
of philosophy and theology in his native city.
who were at the same time physicians and
A little wrote a valuable collection entitled “Bibliotheca Coloat the hospital and lecturers in the university.
before the expiration of his term of five years at the niensis,” (1747,) containing notices of the lives and
hospital, he accepted the position of surgeon and super- writings of authors who lived in the diocese of Cologne,
cargo on an East India merchantman. In the two trips and edited five volumes of the “Councils of Germany,’
Died in 1763.
to India which he made in this capacity, he acquired (“ Concilia Germaniae,” 1759-63.)
See Meusel, “Gelehrtes Deutschland.”
a practical acquaintance with many of the diseases of
tropical climates.
On his return from the East he deHartzoeker, haRt'soo'ker, (Theodorus,) a skilful
voted himself assiduously and faithfully to the duties of Dutch painter, born at Utrecht in 1696 died in 1740.
the
very
to
his profession, in which he gradually rose
Harun-al-Raschid, (or -ar-Rashid.) See PIaroun_

;

Among

many

distinguished physicians al-Raschid.
and surgeons that Philadelphia has produced, in sagacity
Har'vard, (John,) an English nonconformist divine,
and sound judgment, as well as in a thorough acquaint- born in 1608, graduated at Cambridge University in 1631.
ance with all the resources of his art, he has had few After having been ordained, he emigrated to MassachuDuring the latter setts, and officiated a short time at Charlestown. At
equals, and probably no superior.
period of his life he was very extensively employed as a his death he left a legacy of
t° endow a school at
consulting physician. He died the 20th of August, 1850. Cambridge, and thus became memorable as the founder
Dr. Hartshorne was a firm and devout believer in the of the university which bears his name. Died in 1638.
great truths of Christianity, and his moral and religious One hundred and ninety years after his death, a granite
convictions went hand in hand. One who knew him well monument was erected over his grave in Charlestown.
said of him, “He was the most scrupulously truthful
Har'vey, (Sir Eliab,) an English admiral, a descendman I ever knew. On whatever subject he spoke, it ant of the celebrated Dr. William Harvey, born in 1759,
never occurred to his auditor that an idea or word could entered the navy in 1771. During the French Revobe at variance with his real opinion or inconsistent with lution he served as captain in the West Indies and in
Of his sons, Dr. Edward the Channel fleet. In 1805 he distinguished himself at
the fact as he understood it.”
Hartshorne has attained a high and just reputation Trafalgar, and was raised to the rank of rear-admiral
both as physician and surgeon, and has written ably the same year. He became vice-admiral in 1810, and
on medical jurisprudence, surgery, and other subjects. full admiral in 1819. In 1825 he was made a G.C.B.
Henry, another son, formerly a successful practitioner He was elected to Parliament in 1780, and again in 1806.
and medical writer, is now professor of hygiene in the Died in 1830, aged about seventy.
Harvey, (Gabriel,) LL.D., an English lawyer and
University of Pennsylvania, and of organic science and
philosophy at Haverford College.
poet, born about 1545, was a Fellow of Trinity College,
He was an
See S. D. Gross, “American Medical Biography;” “Biographical Cambridge, and practised law in London.
Notice of Dr. Joseph Hartshorne,” by Dr. Charles Evans, 1S51
intimate friend of the poet Spenser, and author of an
“ Lives of Eminent Philadelphians,” 1859.
admired poem entitled “ Hobbinol,” prefixed to the
Hartsoeker, haRt'soo'ker, (NiCOtAs,) a Dutch natu- “ Fairy Queen.” He published several letters and oraDied about 1630.
ral philosopher and optician, bom at Gouda in March, tions in English and Latin.
In his childhood he was interested in astronomy,
Har'vey, (George,) a popular Scottish painter, born
1656.
his
own
apartment.
furtively
at
night
in
studied
which he
near Stirling in 1806. He became a member of the
Having observed the spherical form produced accident- Scottish Academy about 1828, and devoted his talents
ally by fusing a glass filament in a flame, he obtained in to the illustration of the national character, scenery,
Among his works are “ Covethis way a powerful microscope, and discovered animal- and history of Scotland.

highest rank.

the

—

•

cules in animal fluids. While a student at Leyden, about
1676, he was encouraged in his favourite inquiries by
Huyghens, who introduced him to Cassini in Paris.
There he constructed a telescope equal or superior to
any then in use. In 1694 he published in Paris his
“Essay on Dioptrics,” (“Essai de Dioptrique,”) which
contains, besides the principles of that science, novel
and ingenious theories on the properties of bodies.
He developed his system more fully in “ Principles of
He lived
Physics,” (“ Principes de Physique,” 1696.)
About 1700 he taught
in Holland from 1696 to 1704.
mathematics to Peter the Great, who invited him to
Russia; but he did not accept the invitation. In 1704
he was chosen professor of mathematics and philosophy
Prompted by a love of controversy, he
in Dusseldorf.
published in 1722 an attack on the system of Newton
and another on the theories of Leibnitz. Died in 1725.
See Fontenelle, “£loge de Hartsoeker;” Nic£ron, “Memoires.”

Hart'stene, (Henry J.,) an American naval officer,
born in South Carolina, was sent by the United States
government in 1855 to the Arctic regions in search of
Dr. E. K. Kane and his party, whom he rescued. (See
Kane.) Died in 1868.
Hart'suff, (George L.,) an American general, born
in the State of New York about 1830, graduated at West
Point in 1852. He was appointed a brigadier-general in
the spring of 1862, and was wounded at the battle of

nanters Preaching,” (1830,) “The Battle of Drumclog,”
(1836,) “A Highland Funeral,” (1844,) “Glen Enterkin,” (1846,) “The Past and Present,” (1848,) and “The
Bowlers,” (1850.) He is regarded as one of the most
original and earnest masters of the Scottish school.
Harvey, (Gideon,) an English physician and writer,
born in Surrey, was the medical attendant of Charles II.
in his exile, and was subsequently physician to William
III., and to the Tower of London.
Died in 1700.
Harvey, (William,) an English anatomist, celebrated
for his discovery of the circulation of the blood, was
born at Folkestone, Kent, in April, 1578. He entered
Caius College, Cambridge, in 1593, and graduated in
1597, after which he studied medicine and anatomy
under Fabricius ab Acquapendente at Padua. He returned home about 1602, married a lady named Browne,
and commenced the practice of medicine in London.
In 1609 he was appointed physician to Saint Bartholomew’s Hospital. He was chosen by the College of
Physicians in 1615 to deliver lectures on anatomy and
surgery, and soon after that date made the important
discovery of the circulation of the blood, which he
taught in London in 1619, but which was not published
until 1628.
In this year he produced “Essays on the
Motion of the Heart and the Blood,” (“ Exercitationes
de Motu Cordis et Sanguinis.”) His new theory was
generally rejected by the physicians of his time, and was
so unpopular that he complained that his practice de-
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HARVEY
dined

after

the publication of the treatise above

men-

Parisanus, Riolanus, and others wrote against
Dr. Harvey on this subject but, after the truth of his
doctrine was generally recognized, attempts were made
He beto deprive him of the honour of the discovery.
came physician to Charles I. about 1630, and attended
him during the civil war which began about 1642. This
service caused him to neglect his duties at Saint Bartholomew’s Hospital. In the latter part of the civil war
a party of soldiers plundered his house and burned
some valuable manuscripts. He gave much attention
to the subject of generation, and published a work “De
Generatione Animalium,” (1651,) in which he maintained
He was
that every animal is produced from an egg.
elected president of the College of Physicians in 1654;
but he declined, on account of his advanced age. He
died in June, 1657. An edition of his Works was published by the College of Physicians, in 2 vols., 1666.
“Harvey is entitled,” says Hume, “to the glory of
having made, by reasoning alone, without any mixture
of accident, a capital discovery in one of the most important branches of science. He had also the happiness
of establishing at once this theory on the most solid and
convincing proofs.” (“History of England,” chap, lxii.)
“ It is manifest,” says Hallam, “ that several anatomists of the sixteenth century were on the verge of completely detecting the law by which the motion of the
blood is governed. ... It may, indeed, be thought wonderful that Servetus, Columbus, or Caesalpin should not
have more distinctly apprehended the consequences of
but the defectiveness of
what they maintained ;
.
their views is not to be alleged as a counter-balance to
the more steady sagacity of Harvey.” (“ Introduction to
the Literature of Europe,” vol. ii.)
See Dr. Lawrence, “Life of William Harvey,” prefixed to the
edition of his Works above mentioned, 1666; “Lives of British
tioned.

;

.

.

Physicians,” London, 1857.

Harvey, (William,) an English artist, born at Newcastle-on-Tyne about 1796, was a pupil of the famous
engraver Bewick. He settled in London at an early age,
and became distinguished as a designer for engravings
on wood. His skill was displayed in the illustration of
various works, among which are “The Zoological Gardens,” “The Pilgrim’s Progress,” and “The Arabian
Nights’ Entertainments.”
Harvey, (William Henry,) professor of botany
in the University of Dublin, was born at Limerick in
1811.
He published a “ History of British Sea-Weeds,”
(3 vols., 1846-51,) a work of high character, “Nereis
Australis ; or, Illustrations of the Algae of the Southern
Ocean,” (1848,) “The Sea-Side Book,” (3d edition,
He ex1854,) and “Flora Capensis,” (3 vols., 1865.)
plored the coasts of Australia and the South Sea
islands in 1853-55, and obtained the chair of botany in
in 1856.
Died in May, 1866.
See Asa Gray, “Notice of W. H. Harvey,” in “Silliman’s Jour“Report of the Smithsonian Institution”

Dublin

nal,” republished in the
for 1867.

Har'wood,

(SirBusic,) an English anatomist, born
He became professor of
1745.
anatomy at Cambridge in 1785, and published lectures
at

Newmarket about

on that science. Died in 1814.
Harwood, (Edward,) an English Unitarian minister,
born in Lancashire in 1729. He had charge of a congregation in Bristol from 1765 to 1770, after which he
lived in London.
He excelled as a classical and biblical
scholar, and published numerous able works, of which
the most important are “ An Introduction to the Study
of the New Testament,” (1767,) a “View of the Various
Editions of the Greek and Roman Classics,” (1775,) “An
Edition of the Greek Testament, with English Notes,”
(1776,) and “ Biographia Classica,” (new edition, 2 vols.,
Died in 1794.
1778.)
Has'dru-bal or As'dru-bal, [Gr. ’\aipov6ag,'\ a distinguished Carthaginian general and a popular leader
of the democratic party, was a son-in-law of Hamilcar
Barca, with whom he went to Spain in 238 B.c.
After
the death of Hamilcar Barca, 229 B.c., he obtained the
chief command in Spain.
He founded the city of New
Carthage, (Carthagena,) which became one of the richest in the world, and greatly extended the power of
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Carthage in Spain, partly by
partly by his political talents.

his victories in battle and
He made a treaty with the
stipulating that the river Ebro should be the
boundary between the two nations. He was assassinated by a slave in Spain in 221 B.C.
Hasdrubal or Asdrubal, a son of Gisco, was a general of the second Punic war.
He entered Spain with an
army in 214 B.c., and shared with Mago the chief command in that country after the other Hasdrubal marched
to Italy, 207 B.c. They were defeated in a decisive battle
at Silpia or Elinga, by Scipio, in 206.
In 204 he was
general-in-chief of a large army raised to oppose Scipio,
who had invaded Africa. His camp near Utica was
fired by the Romans, and nearly all his army, it is said,
perished in the flames or by the sword.
Hasdrubal or Asdrubal, an able Carthaginian general, and brother of the great Hannibal, commanded in

Romans,

Spain

second Punic war, in 218 B.c., while Hanniand invaded Italy. He maintained
Romans under Publius and Cneius
Scipio with various success until 212, when he gained a
complete victory, in which both the Scipios were killed.
Five years later, he marched across the Alps to reinforce his brother in Italy
but before he could effect
this design he was attacked by the Romans at the river
Metaurus, defeated, and killed, in 207 B.c. His head was
cut off and thrown into the camp of Hannibal.
The
Roman writers represent him as a very able commander.
in the

bal crossed the Alps
the war against the

;

Hasdrubal or Asdrubal, a Carthaginian officer, who
served under Hannibal in Italy. He contributed greatly
to the victory of Cannae, (216 B.c.,) where he commanded
the left wing and completed the rout of the enemy by a
cavalry charge on their rear.
Hasdrubal or Asdrubal, an able Carthaginian general, who had the chief command in the third Punic war.
He defeated the consul Manilius at Nepheris about 148
B.C., and obstinately defended Carthage against the besieging army of Scipio Africanus in 146 B.c., and assumed
despotic power in that city.
He finally surrendered to
Scipio, who spared his life, the remainder of which he
passed in captivity.
Hase, hi'zeh, (Heinrich,) a German antiquary, born
at Altenburg in 1789, published a “Treatise on Greek
Antiquities,” (1828,) and other works.
Died in 1842.
Hase, (Karl August,) an eminent German theologian, born at Steinbach, Saxony, in 1800.
He became
professor of theology at Jena about 1830.
He endeavoured to reconcile the Lutheran faith with the progress
of modern science, in his “Evangelical Dogmatics,”
and his work called “Gnosis,” (3 vols., 1828.)
wrote other able works, among which is a “ History
of the Church,” (Kirchengeschichte,” 1834; 6th edition, 1848,) which, by avoiding all sectarian partiality,
has obtained general favour.
Hase, (Karl Benedict,) an eminent Hellenist, born
He benear Naumburg, in Prussian Saxony, in 1780.
came professor of Greek palaeography and modern Greek
He was admitted into the Academy
in Paris in 1816.
He published, besides other
of Inscriptions about 1824.
works, an edition of Leo Diaconus, (1819.)
(1823,)

He

See “Nouvelle Biographie Generate.

Hase, von,

fon ha'zeh,

theran divine, born at

(Theodor,) a German Lu-

Bremen

in

1682.

He

wrote

“ Critical Dissertations.” Died in 1731.
Hasenclever, hi'zen-kli'ver, (Johann Peter,) an
excellent German painter of genre, born at Remscheid,
Prussia, in 1810, was a pupil of Schadow, of Dusseldorf.
He worked at the latter city, and gained much popularity by his humorous productions, among which are
“The Return of Job from College,” and other pictures,
the subjects of which are derived from the “ Jobsiad,” a
comic poem. He was a member of the Academy of Fine
Arts, Berlin.
Died in 1853.
Hasenclever, (Peter,) a German merchant and
manufacturer, distinguished by the magnitude of his
operations and his influence on the commerce and industry of two continents, was born at Remscheid, PrusHe made improvements in the fabrication
sia, in 1716.
About 1763 he formed in
of iron and of woollen stuffs.
London a company, and became director of a great industrial enterprise in New York and New Jersey, where
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they worked mines of iron and prepared that metal for
settled at Landshut, in Silesia, in 1775, where
he carried on an extensive linen-trade. Died in 1793See Ersch und Gruber, “ Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”
use.

He

Hasenmiiller
(Daniel,) a

or

German

Hasenmueller,
Orientalist,

born
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hi'zen-miil'ler,
at

Eutin (Hol-

He explored Egypt, Arabia, and Palestine, and was
about to return, with a rich collection of plants, minerals,
fishes, insects, etc., when he died at Smyrna in 1752.
His valuable journal, observations, and descriptions were
published by Linnaeus in Swedish, with the title of “ Iter
Palaestinum or, A Tour through Palestine, with Memoirs
and Remarks on Objects of Natural History,” (2 vols.,
1 757,) which is an excellent scientific work.
See “ Biographiskt-Lexicon ofver namnkunnige Svenska Man,”
;

was professor of Oriental languages at
Kiel, and published a Hebrew Grammar and Dictionary,
Died in 1691.
(1691.)
23 vols.; Hirsching, “ Historisch-literarisches Handbuch,” 1797;
Haser or Haeser, ha'zer, (Heinrich,) a German A. Baeck, “ Aminnelse-Tal ofver F. Hasselquist,” 1758.
physician and medical writer, born at Rome in 1811.
Hassencamp, his'sen-kimp', (Johann Matthaus,)
Hasius. See Haas, (Johann.)
a German Orientalist, born at Marburg in 1743, pubphysician,
born
in
a
British
Has'lam, (John,)
1764, lished a “Commentary on the Pentateuch,”
(1765,) and
published in 1798 “ Observations on Insanity.” He after- “Annals of Theological Literature,”
(1789-96.) Died
wards practised in London. Died in 1844.
in 1797.
Haslewood, haVl-wood, (Joseph,) an English bibliHassenfratz, M’sSN'fRits', (Jean Henri,) a French
ographer, born in London in 1769 died in 1833.
chemist, born in Paris in 1755.
He was director or
Has'sall, (Arthur Hill,) a British physician, micro- foreman of Lavoisier’s laboratory about
1785, and was
scopist, and naturalist, a nephew of Sir James Murray, an active
Jacobin in the Revolution. In 1797 he became
was born in Middlesex in 1817. He wrote, among other tutor of physics in the Ecole Polytechnique. He wrote,
works, a “ History of British Fresh-Water Algae,” (1845,) besides other works, “Cours de Physique celeste,”
and “Food and its Adulterations,” (London, 1855.)
(1803,) and “The Art of Smelting Iron-Ore,” (4 vols.,
The latter, digested from the reports of a sanitary com- 1812.) Died in 1827.
mission, produced considerable sensation.
See “ Nouvelle Biographie Generale.”
Hassan, his'san, a caliph, born in 625 A.D., was a son
Hassenpflug, hfis'sen-pflooG', (Hans Daniel Ludof Alee, and grandson of Mohammed. He succeeded his
wig Friedrich,) a German politician, born at Hanau
but a few months later he resigned the
father in 660
in 1793.
Having shown himself a partisan of absothrone to his rival Moaweeyah. He had a high reputation
lutism, he was appointed minister of justice and the inDied in 669 A.D.
for piety.
terior at the court of Hesse-Cassel in
He became
stein) in 1651,

;

;

See Elmacin, “ Historia Saracenica;” Weil, “Geschichte der

Chalifen.”

Hassan-Fasha, (or -Pacha.) See Gazee-Hassan.
Hasse, h&s'seh, (Friedrich Christian August,)
a German historical writer, born at Rehfeld, near Herzberg, in 1773.

He became professor

in the

Cadettenhaus

of Dresden in 1798, and obtained a chair of history at
Fie wrote a “ History of Lombardy,”
Leipsic in 1828.
(4 vols., 1828,) and other works, and was one of the
editors of the “ Conversations-Lexikon” published by

Brockhaus.

Died

in 1848.

Hasse, (Johann Adolf,) a celebrated German composer, born at Bergedorf, near Hamburg, in March, 1699.
He was called by the Italians il Sassone, (“the Saxon.”)
He went to Italy about 1724, and became a pupil of A.
There he produced in 1726 the
Scarlatti at Naples.
opera “ II Sesostrate,” by which he gained a high repu“
tation.
His Miserere” (1727) is called a master-piece
of sacred music. He afterwards lived in Venice, Dresden,
London, and Vienna, and composed the operas of “ ArDied in 1783. The
taserse,” “Arminio,” (1745,) etc.
words of his operas were composed by Metastasio.
See Burney, “History of Music;” Kandler, “Cenni storicocritici intorno alia Vita ed alle Opere di G. A. Hasse,” Venice, 1820;
“Nouvelle Biographie Generale. ”

Hasse, (Karl Ewald,) a physician, and a son of
Friedrich Christian August, noticed above, was born at
Dresden in 1810. He published “A Description of the
Diseases of the Organs of Circulation and Respiration,”
(1841,) which he announced as the first volume of a large
work on pathological anatomy. He was chosen professor of pathology at Heidelberg in 1852, and professor
of the same at Gottingen in 1856.
Hassel, hls'sel, (Johann Georg Heinrich,) a German statistician, born at Wolfenbiittel in 1770. He
became director of the bureau of statistics of Westphalia
He published, besides other works, “Textin 1809.
Book ( Lehrbuch of the Statistics of the European
States,” (1812,) a “Complete Manual of Modern Geography and Statistics,” (1816-20,) and a “General GeoHe lived mostly
graphical Dictionary,” (2 vols., 1818.)
at Weimar after 1814, and was one of the editors of

1832.

very unpopular, and in 1837 went into exile. In 1841
he obtained a seat in the superior court ( Obertribicnal
of Berlin.
He was recalled to Cassel in 1850 as prime
minister, and renewed his arbitrary acts, which provoked
a popular revolt in 1855. The Elector was forced to fly
from his capital, and his minister resigned. Died in
October, 1862.
See Brockhaus, “Conversations-Lexikon.”

Hassenstein, his'sen-stln', (Bogislaus,) Baron von
Lobkowitz, (lop-ko'<Uts',) a Bohemian poet and nobleman, was a liberal patron of letters. He wrote a volume
of Latin poems, called “Farrago Poematum,” (1570.)

He was

secretary of state of Hungary.
Died in 1510.
See Ignaz Cornova, “Der grosse Bohme B. von Lobkowitz
nach seinen eigenen Schriften geschildert,” 1808; J. C. Coler,
“Dissertatio de Vita B. Hassensteinii,” 1719.

Hassler, hiss'ler, (Ferdinand R.,) a Swiss matheHe was appointed
matician, born at Geneva in 1769.
superintendent of the United States Coast Survey in
1815 or 1816. The operation was discontinued about
1818, but he was again employed in that service from
1832 until his death in 1843.
Has'ted, (Edward,) an English antiquary, born at
Hawley, Kent, in 1732. He published a valuable “ History and Topographical Survey of the County of Kent,”
Died in 1812.
(4 vols., 1788-99.)
Has'ting or Has'tings, a daring and successful
adventurer or sea-king, is supposed to have been a Dane
or Norman by birth.
In the reign of Charles the Bald
he ravaged the western coast of France with his piratical crew.
ascended
the Loire in 867, attacked
He
Anjou and Poitou, and captured Angers. In 894, with
a large fleet and an army of Northmen, he invaded England, and, after many fierce conflicts, he was defeated by
Alfred, and driven out of the island, in 896 A.D.
See Depping, “ Histoire des Expeditions maritimes des Normands.”

Has'tings, (Lady Elizabeth,) born in England in
was the daughter of Theophilus Hastings, Earl of
Huntingdon, and sister-in-law of the well-known Lady
Huntingdon. She built churches, established schools, and
was eminent for piety and benevolence. Died in 1739.
Ersch and Gruber’s “Encyclopaedia.” Died in 1829.
See Thomas Bernard, “Life of Lady E. Hastings.”
See Brockhaus, “Conversations-Lexikon.”
Hastings, (Lady Flora,) daughter of the Marquis
Hasselquist, his'sel-kwisF, (Fredrik,) a Swedish of Hastings, was born in 1806, and became lady of the
She was an
naturalist, born at Tornvalla in 1722, was one of the bed-chamber to the Duchess of Kent.
most eminent pupils of Linnaeus, under whom he studied excellent scholar, and author of a number of graceful
at Upsal. In 1747 he wrote an able thesis on the “Vir- poetical effusions, among which are “The Rainbow” and
tues of Plants.” Having heard Linnaeus express a wish “ The Cross of Constantine.” Died in 1839.
Hastings, (Francis Rawdon,) Marquis of Hastings,
that some naturalist would explore Palestine, in order
to develop its natural history, then but little known, he the eldest son of the Earl of Moira, was born in 1754.
prepared himself for the journey, and embarked in 1749. He took part in the battle of Bunker Hill in 1775, and
<•
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became adjutant-general in 1778. In 1781 he defeated
the Americans at Camden, South Carolina.
In 1783 he
raised to the peerage, as Baron Rawdon, and in 1793
succeeded his father as Earl of Moira. He fought as
major-general against the French in Flanders in 1794.
On the formation of a Whig ministry in 1806, he was
named master-general of the ordnance. From 1813 to
1823 he held the office of Governor-General of India,
and maintained war against the Mahrattas and Goorkas.
His administration, on the whole, was accounted prosperous, and his policy liberal.
In 1816 he was created
Viscount Loudoun, Earl of Rawdon, and Marquis of
Hastings. In 1824 he was appointed Governor of Malta.
Died in 1826.

other crime laid to his charge. In 1785 he resigned his
office and returned to England.
After two sessions had
been spent in preparation for his impeachment, the case
was formally opened in 1788, by Burke, Fox, and others,
and terminated in his acquittal in 1795. For a full account of his trial, see Macaulay’s “ Essay on Warren
Hastings.” The company rewarded Hastings with an
annuity of ^4000, and lent him ,£50,000 without interest
for eighteen years. He purchased the manor of Daylesford, the home of his ancestors, and retired from public
life.
few years before his death he was admitted into
the privy council, and stood high in the royal favour.

Hastings, (Hans Francis.)
See Huntingdon,
Earl.
Hastings, (Selina.) See Huntingdon, Countess

3 vols., 1841

was

of.

Hastings, (Warren,) the first Governor-General of
His
British India, was born in Worcestershire in 1732.
father, Pynaston, was the son of the rector of Daylesford,
who belonged to a noble and once wealthy family. Warren was educated at Westminster, where he formed an
intimacy with the poet Cowper, his fellow-student.
In
1750 he obtained a clerkship at Calcutta in the service
few years afterwards,
of the East India Company.
he was selected to negotiate with the native princes, because, in addition to his other qualifications, he was
master of the Persian and Hindostanee languages, which
few Englishmen at that time could speak, tie served as
a member of the Council of Bengal from 1761 to 1764,
after which he returned to England, having realized a
moderate fortune, which was soon dissipated by his
liberality or imprudence.
After a repose of four years, he again offered his services to the directors, who appointed him a member of

A

A

Died

in 1818.

See Macaulay, “Essays;” Gleig, “Life of Warren Hastings,”
James Mill, “ History of British India;” Wilhelm
Haering, “ W. Hastings; Vortrag,” etc., Berlin, 1844.
;

Haszkarl,

his'kaRl, (Justus Karl,) a German botanist, born at Cassel in 1811, made in 1836 a voyage to
Java, which he explored for six years.
He published a
treatise “On the Utility of the Plants of Java,” (1844,)
and (in Latin) “The Rare Plants of Java,” (1847.)
Hatch, (John P.,) an American general, born in the
State of New York, graduated at West Point in 1845.
He commanded a division at South Mountain, where he
was severely wounded, September, 1862, and was employed in South Carolina in 1864 as commander of
several districts.
Ha-tee'fee or Hatifi, (Moolana Abdalla, mooll'nl Sb-dSKIS,) a Persian poet, was a nephew of Jamee.
Died in 520.
See Haji-Khalfah, “Lexicon Bibliographicum
ir W. G.
Ouseley,
Biographical Notices of Persian Poets.”
‘

Hat'field, (Thomas,) an

English

divine,

became

Bishop of Durham in 1345. He founded Trinity College, Oxford.
Died in 1381.
Hatherley, Lord. See Wood, (William Page.)
Hatifi. See Hateefee.
the Council at Madras, where he managed affairs with
Hat'sell, (John,) an Englishman, born at Cambridge
such ability and success that in 1772 he was made president of the Council of Bengal. In 1773, by an act of in 1742. He was clerk of the House of Commons many
He published an important
Parliament, the control of all British India was given to years, ending about 1796.

the Council of Bengal, consisting of four members besides
the president, who now obtained the title of governorgeneral and a large accession of power, except in the
contingency that a majority of the council should oppose his measures, which presently occurred. Sir Philip
Francis, combining with two other members, obtained for
about two years the chief control, and thwarted the policy
of the governor. When the account of Hastings’s cruelty
and ambition in respect to the Rohilla war, etc. reached
England, the directors condemned his conduct and, as
his agent in London had presented to them a conditional
resignation received from Hastings, they gladly accepted
But in
it, and appointed Mr. Wheler to succeed him.
the mean time one of his opponents in the council had
died, and the governor, having the casting vote, was
again absolute.
He asserted that he had not resigned ;
and, with the sanction of the supreme court, (who pronounced his resignation invalid,) and with the popular
feeling in his favour, he was able to keep the office.
In 1780, Hastings having said in the council that the
conduct of Francis was void of truth and honour, the
latter challenged him, and in the exchange of shots was
severely wounded.
Soon after this, the governor had
to contend against Hyder Ali, the King of Mysore, who
invaded the Carnatic with 90,000 men, (led by French
officers,) defeated several detachments of English, captured their forts, and threatened to subvert their empire.
By the prompt, energetic, and politic measures of Hastings the government passed safely through this crisis,
and the ambitious designs of Hyder Ali were blasted by
the British victory at Porto Novo.
To supply the deficit in the treasury occasioned by
this war, he resorted to those violent and unscrupulous

—

;

measures which provoked his impeachment and have left
a stain on his character that even his great talents and
He resolved to plunder Cheyte
services cannot efface.
By repeated extortions
Sing, the rich Rajah of Benares.
he provoked him to resist, and then punished that resistance by expelling him from his dominions and conspoliation of the Begums of
under circumstances of peculiar atrocity, was an-

fiscating his revenue.
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called “ Precedents of Proceedings in the House
with Observations,” (1781 ; 4th edition, 4
vols., 1818.)
Died in 1820.

work
of

Commons,

Hat'ton, (Sir Christopher,) an English statesman
and favourite courtier of Queen Elizabeth, born in 1540
at Holdenby. He was appointed lord chancellor in 1587,
and, though not a lawyer by profession, he performed
the duties of that office with credit.
His character and
The
capacity are represented to have been excellent.
public were much astonished when it was announced
that the queen had selected for this dignity one whom
Lord Campbell describes as “ a gay young cavalier,
never called to the bar, and chiefly famed for his handsome person, his taste in dress, and his skill in dancing.”
Some persons ascribe to Hatton the fourth act of “Tancred and Gismund,” and several legal treatises. Died
in 1591.
See Sir N. Harris Nicolas, “ Life and Times of Sir Christopher
Hatton,” 1847; Lord Campbell, “Lives of the Lord Chancellors;”
Foss, “The judges of England.”

Hatzfeldt, von, fon hats'ffilt', (Franz Ludwig,)
He was
Prince, a Prussian general, born in 1756.
governor of Berlin when that city was taken by the French

Died in 1827.
Hauber, how'ber, (Eberhard David,) a German
theologian, born in Wiirtemberg in 1695.
He wrote a
work against magic, entitled “ Bibliotheca Actaet Scripta
Magica continens,” (3 vols., 1741.) Died in 1765.
Haubold, how'bolt, (Christian Gottlieb,) an emiin 1806.

nent German jurist and writer, born at Dresden in 1766.
He began to give, as privat-doccnt, a course of lectures
on the history of Roman law at the University of Leipsic
in 1786.
In 1796 he obtained there a chair of Saxon law.

Among

Roman Law,”

(“

“ Institutiones

his works are a “History of
Historia Juris Romani,” 1790,) and

Romani

Died in 1824.
Literariae,” (1809.)
See Otto, “Necrolog Haubolds,” 1824; Eksch tind Grurer,
“Allgemeine Encyklopaedie
Friederici, “ Lebensbeschreibung

Juris

des Dr. Haubold,” 1826.

Haucal.

See Haukai..

Hauch, von,

fon

howK, (Johannes Carsten,)

popular Danish poet, born
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He became professor of natural science at Sorbe. About
1828 he published two volumes of dramas, including
“ Tiberius,” “ Bajazet,” and “ Hamadryaden,” a dramatic
His “Lyric Poems” (“ Lyriske Digte,” 1842) had
epic.
He also wrote several romances, among
great success.
which are “The Alchemist,” and “Robert Fulton,”
(1853.) In 1850 he was chosen professor of belles-lettres
Copenhagen. Died

in l 8 '/ 2 .
P. L. Moller, article in the
See Erslew, “ Forfatter- Lexicon
“North
British Review” for September, 1867.
“Dansk Pantheon

at

Haudebourt,
tense Lescot

—hod'booR',a

(Antoinette CLcile Hor-

skilful French painter of
genre, born in Paris in 1784; died in 1845.
Hauenschild, von, fon how'qn-shilt', (Richard
Georg Spiller,) a German poet, whose nom de plume
He pubis Max WalDAU, was born at Breslau in 1822.
lished a volume of lyric poems, called “ Leaves in the
Wind,” (“Blatter im Winde,” 1848,) a novel, entitled
16 s'ko',)

“After Nature,” (“Nach der Natur,” 3 vols., 1850,) and
other works. Died in 1855.
Hauff, howf, (Wilhelm,) a German novelist, born at
Stuttgart in 1802.
He was educated at the University
of Tubingen, and produced in 1826 “Lichtenstein,” a
He afterhistorical novel, which is greatly admired.
wards published “The Man in the Moon,” a satire, a
number of popular tales, among which is “The Portrait
of the Emperor,” (“ Das Bild des Kaisers,”) and a humorous, fantastic work, called “ Phantasien im Bremer
Rathskeller,” (1827.)
Pie died prematurely, and much
Hauff belonged to the
regretted, in November, 1827.
school of Hoffmann, but was inferior to him, perhaps, in
richness of imagination.
See “ Hauff s Leben,” by G. Schwab, prefixed to an edition of his
Works, 36 vols., 1830, and 10 vols., 1837.

Haug, howG, (Johann Christian Friedrich,)
German poet, born in Wiirtemberg in 1 76 1 ; died

a
in

1829.

Haug, (Johann Christoph Friedrich,) a celebrated
German epigrammatist, born in the duchy of Wiirtemin 1761.
His works are distinguished for elegant
versification, and brilliant wit without causticity. In con-

berg

junction with Weisser, he published in 1807 an “EpiDied in 1829.
in 10 vols.
See Brockhaus, “ Conversations-Lexikon.”

grammatic Anthology,”

Haughton, haw'ton, (Sir Graves Champney,) an
English author, born in 1787. He was professor at
the East India College, Haileybury, from 1817 to 1827.
He published, besides other works, a “ Bengali, Sanscrit, and English Dictionary,” and “ An Inquiry into
the First Principles of Reasoning,” (1839.) Died near
Paris in 1849.

Haughton, (William,)

an English dramatist in the
Elizabeth, wrote a comedy called “ Englishmen for my Money,” (1616,) and was one of the
authors of the comedy of “ Patient Grissill,” printed in
1603.
Haugwitz, von, fon howc/fvits, (Christian Heinrich Karl,) Count, a Prussian statesman, born near
Oels, in Silesia, in 1752.
He was sent as ambassador to
the court of Vienna in 1790, and became minister of
foreign affairs in 1792.
He favoured an alliance with
France, and was superseded by Hardenberg in 1804.
After the success of Napoleon at Ulm, Haugw'itz was
recalled and sent to Vienna to treat with the victor, in
November, 1805. In the ensuing December he signed
a treaty of alliance with France, by which Hanover was
ceded to Prussia. He was prime minister in 1806 until
the battle of Jena, before which he had made efforts to
preserve peace with France. His administration was
unpopular. After the disastrous campaign of 1806 he was
excluded from all political employment. Died in 1832.
See Minutoli, “ Der Graf von Haugwitz und Job von Witzleben,”
reign of

Queen

1844.

Haukai, (Haucal or Haoucatl,) Ibn, Tb’n how-kil',
(Abool- (or Abul-) Kaseni -Mohammed, S'bool ki/sem mo-hin/med,) called also simply Haukctl, a distinguished Arabian traveller and geographer, was born

probably at Bagdad. Departing from that city in 943
a.d. he traversed for many years the countries which lie
between the Indus and the Atlantic. He wrote about
975 a.d. an important work, entitled “A Book of Roads
,
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and Kingdoms,” which

is

furnished with

maps and

is

considered reliable.
See Uijlenbroek, “Dissertatio de Ibn-Haukalo
1822; “ Nouvelle Biographie Generale.”

Geographo,”

Hauks'bee or Hawks'bee, (Francis,) an English
who was made a Fellow of the Royal So-

philosopher,

and was one of the earliest experimenters
and discoverers in electricity, which he perceived was
In 1709 he published
excited by the friction of glass.
his “Experiments on Various Subjects, touching Light
and Electricity, ’’which was translated into Italian and
ciety in 1705,

French.

Haupt, howpt, (Herman,) an American engineer,
in Philadelphia in 1817, graduated at West Point

born

He published a “General Theory of Bridge1835.
Construction,” (1853,) and before the war of 1861-65 was
He was appointed
distinguished as a civil engineer.
a brigadier-general about August, 1862.
Haupt, howpt, (Moritz,) an eminent German phiHe was
lologist, born at Zittau, in Saxony, in 1808.
appointed professor of German literature at Leipsic in
1843, t> ut was removed in 1850 because he had taken
He edited
part in the political movements of 1849.
several old German poets, and published a number
of works on classical philology, among which is “ Ob-

in

servations critic*,” (1841.) A “Review of German
Antiquities,” founded and edited by him, (1841-60,) is
called an excellent work. Died in 1874.
Hauptmann, howpt'min, (Moritz,) a German comHe was employed in
poser, born at Dresden in 1792.
the chapel of the Elector of Hesse-Cassel from 1822 to
He composed masses, sonatas for the piano and
1842.
violin, an opera named “Matilda,” and other works,
which are admired for purity of style. He also wrote a
treatise on music, “ Plarmonik und Metrik,” (1855.)
an eminent
Haureau, ho'rk'o', ( BarthLlemy,
French author, born in Paris in 1812. He was keeper
of the manuscripts of the National Library from 1848 to
Among his works, which have a high reputation,
1852.
are a “Literary History of Maine,” (4 vols., 1843-47,)
an “Essay on the Scholastic Philosophy,” (2 vols., 1850,
crowned by the Institute,) and “ Francis I. and his
Court,” (1853.) He wrote articles for Didot’s “Biographie Generale,” which see.
Hauser, how'zer, (Kaspar,) the celebrated Nuremberg foundling, whose mysterious history excited intense
interest throughout Europe, was first observed on the
26th of May, 1828, at Nuremberg, by a citizen of that
place.
He was apparently about sixteen years of age,
walked with difficulty, and manifested childish ignorance
on the most common affairs of life. When interrogated,
he replied in a few broken sentences, and presented a
letter purporting to be from a Bavarian peasant, who
stated that the boy had been left at his door and had
been secretly maintained by him. Having been received
into the house of the burgomaster Binder, it was gradually ascertained that Kaspar Hauser, as he called himself, had been kept from infancy in a dark, subterranean
prison, provided with bread and water, and otherwise
cared for, during his sleep, by an unknown keeper. A
short time previous to his escape, however, a man had
appeared who, after teaching him to write and to walk,
had put him on the road to Nuremberg. He was next
taken into the family of Professor Daumer, of Nuremberg, where he showed an eager desire for knowledge,
and a surprising memory. While near his patron’s
house, he was wounded one day by a person who suddenly disappeared and evaded all search. He was soon
after this taken under the protection of Lord Stanhope,
who sent him to Anspach to be educated. In December,
1833, he was invited to a rendezvous with a person who
promised him information of his origin, but who, while
Hauser was reading a paper presented to him, inflicted
upon him a wound of which he died in three days.
See Merker, “Kaspar Hauser,” 1830; Daumer, “Mittheilungen fiber Kaspar Hauser,” 1832; Singer, “Leben Kaspar Hauser’s,” 1834 Lord Stanhope, “Materialien z.ur Geschichte Kaspar
)

;

Hauser’s,” 1835; A. von Feuerbach, “Account of an Individual
kept in a Dungeon.”

Hausmann,

howss'm&n, (Johann Friedrich Lud-

wig,) a German geologist, born at Hanover in 1782.
He obtained in 181 1 the chair of geology and mineralogy
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at Gottingen. He published a “ Manual of Mineralogy,”
(3 vols., 1813,) which is highly esteemed, a “Journey

Hauteroche, d’, dot'rosh', (Noel le Breton,)
Sieur, a French dramatist and actor, born in Paris about
and
a
work
“On
He produced several popular comedies, among
through Scandinavia,” (5 vols., 1818,)
1617.
which is “Crispin Medecin,” (1670.) Died in 1707.
the Formation of the Hartz Mountains,” (1842.)
Haute-Serre, d’, dot'saiR', (Antoine Dadin—
Hausser or Haeusser, hois'ser, (Ludwig,) a German
Among his works, di'd&N',) a French jurisconsult, born in the diocese of
historian, born in Alsace in 1818.
which are highly esteemed, is a “ History of Germany Cahors, became in 1644 professor of law in Toulouse.
from the Death of Frederick the Great to the Formation He published learned works on the law and on the early
history of France.
Died in 1682.
of the Germanic Confederation,” (4 vols., 1855.)
Hautesrayes. See Deshautesrayes.
Haussez, d’, do'si/, (Charles Lemercher de
Hauteville, hot'vbY, or Hanvill, de, deh /iSn'v£1',
Longpre Baron, a French minister of state, born in
Normandy in 1778. He was minisier of marine from (Jean,) a French poet, who lived about 1150-90. He
left
a Latin poem, called “Archithrenius,” which was
August, 1829, to July, 1830. Died in 1854.
Haussmann, (Georges Eugene,) Baron, a French once popular.
Hautpoul, d’, do'pool', (Alphonse Henri,) Maradministrator, a grandson of Nicolas, noticed below, was
born in Paris in 1809. He obtained in 1853 the impor- quis, a French general, born at Versailles in 1789.
tant office of prefect of La Seine, (at Paris.)
By a lavish He became marechal-de-camp in 1823, and obtained the
expenditure of the public treasure he adorned Paris with rank of lieutenant-general in 1841. In 1849 he was apnew boulevards and other costly public works. He was pointed commander-in-chief of the army of Rome, and
made a senator in 1857. He was dismissed from his pre- showed himself hostile to the republican regime. He
fecture in 1870, and was returned to the Chamber of was minister of war for several months in 1849 and 1850,
and was made a senator in 1852. Died in 1865.
Deputies by Ajaccio (Corsica) in 1877.
Hautpoul,
(Anne Marie de Montgeroult deh
Haussmann, (Nicolas,) born in 1761, was an active mbN'zheh'roo',)d’,Comtesse,
a French authoress, born in
member of the Convention, (1792-95.) Died in 1846.
Paris in 1763, published “Sappho to Phaon,” a poem,
Othenin
Bernard
de
Haussonville, d’ (Joseph
Died in 1837.
(1790,) and several novels.
Cleron,) COMTE, a French litterateur, born in 1809,
Hautpoul-Salette, d’, dc/pool' sf'let', (Jean Jowas elected to the Chamber of Deputies in 1842 and in seph,) a French general, born in 1754 of a noble family
He published a “History of the Foreign Policy in Languedoc. He became general of division under
1846.
of the French Government from 1830 to 1848,” (1850,) Moreau, and in 1805 distinguished himself at the battle
“ L’Eglise Romaine et le Premier Empiie,” (1870.) of Austerlitz, soon after which he was made a senator.
“Sainte Beuve,” (1875,) ar>d other works.
He was He contributed to the victory at Jena in 1806, and was
elected to the Academy in 1869.
killed at Eylau in February, 1807.
Hautefeuille, /zot'ful' or /iot'fuh'ye, (Laurent BaHaiiy, hit' we' or h&'ii-e', (Ren£ Just,) Abb£, a disSILE, a French jurist, distinguished as a writer on mari- tinguished French mineralogist, born at Saint-Just,
time law, was born in Paris in 1805. His principal works Picardy, on the 28th of February, 1743.
He was eduare “Legislation criminelle maritime,” (1839,) “Code of cated at the College of Navarre, Paris, in which he was
Fishery,”
and
“The
Rights
and
Duties
Maritime
appointed professor of Latin in 1764.
His interest in
(1844,)
of Neutral Nations in Time of Maritime War,” (4 vols., mineralogy was first excited by hearing a lecture from
His works have a high reputation on both Daubenton, after which he became a diligent student
1848-49.)
sides of the Channel.
under that professor. By a happy accident, he made an
Hautefeuille, de, deh /rot'ful' or /zotTuh'ye, (Jean,) a important discovery in crystallography in 1781. As he
French ecclesiastic and mechanician, born at Orleans in was examining a prism of calcareous spar in the cabinet
1647. The Duchess of Bouillon patronized him and gave of a friend, it fell and was broken into fragments, which
him a pension. Among his inventions w as the spiral presented crystalline faces different from those of the
spring which moderates the movements of the balance prism, and revealed to him the germ of a new science.
of a watch, (1674.) This invention was also claimed by Continuing his observations, he demonstrated that the
Huyghens. He wrote an “Essay on the Cause of the structure of crystals is conformed to invariable laws, that
Echo,” (1718,) and many treatises on mechanics, etc. the same mineral contains uniformly the same primary
Died in 1724.
form as the basis of its crystallization, and that they may
Hautefort, d’, dot ' foR',
Marie, ) Duchesse de be cloven in such directions as to lay bare their peculiar
Schomberg, a favourite of Louis XIII. of France, was primitive forms which lie concealed within them. These
born in 1616. She gained the favour of the king about discoveries opened a new era in mineralogy, and, when
1630, and became a maid of honour to the queen, Anne modestly announced to the Academy of Sciences, made
of Austria, with whom she maintained confidential rela- a profound sensation.
In 1783 Llaiiy was chosen a
Richelieu induced the king to dismiss her from member of that Academy.
tions.
In 1792 he was imprisoned
court in 1640. Died in 1691.
a short time by the revolutionists for refusing to take the
In 1794 the Convention intrusted to him
See “ Vie de Madame d’Hautefort,” anonymous; Victor Cousin, required oath.
“ Madame d’Hautefort.”
the charge of the cabinet of the School of Mines, and
Hautemer, d’, clot'maiR', (Guillaume,) Comte de in 1802 he became professor of mineralogy in the Museum
Grancey and Seigneur de Fervaques, (feR'vtk',) a French of Natural History. Napoleon granted him a pension,
general, born in 1538. He fought with distinction against and named him canon of Notre-Dame and a member of
the Spaniards at Saint-Quentin and Gravelines, (1558,) the legion of honour. At the formation of the University
and entered the service of Henry IV., who made him a he obtained the chair of the faculty of sciences. Amidst
the homage of the great world he preserved the modest
marshal of France in 1595. Died in 1613.
Hauterive, d’, dot'rdv', (Alexandre Maurice simplicity of his manners which had distinguished his
Blanc de Lanautte bl 3 .\ deh li'nbt',) Comte, an early life. He published a “ Treatise on Mineralogy,”
able French diplomatist, born at Aspres (Hautes-Alpes) (1801,) a standard work of great merit an “ Elementary
Having been ordered by Bonaparte to com- Treatise on Physics,” (1803 ;) and a “Treatise on Crysin 1754.
pose a manifesto to foreign powers, he produced in 1800 tallography,” (1822.) He refused an offer of 600,000
“On the State of France at the End of the Year VIII.” francs for his collection of minerals. Cuvier has observed
He became the confidential secretary of the First Consul, that the discoveries of Haiiy, like those of Newton, far
and in 1803 was made a councillor of state. In 1807 he from losing in generality with the lapse of time, will
was appointed keeper of the archives of France. He continually gain in that respect. Died in 1822.
“ From the moment that the genius of Haiiy discovwas often consulted by the emperor on foreign affairs,
and acted as minister ad interim while Champagny and ered the general fact that they could be cloven or split
Caulaincourt followed the army. Died in 1830.
in such directions as to lay bare their peculiar primitive
See Artaud de Montor, “Histoire de la Vie et des Travaux or fundamental forms, (which lay concealed within them
politiques du Comte d’Hauterive,” 1839; “Nouvelle Biographie as the statue might be conceived encrusted in its marble
G^ndrale.”
envelope,) from that moment mineralogy ceased to be an
unmeaning list of names, a mere laborious cataloguing
Hauteroche. See Allier, (Louis.)
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of stones and rubbish.” (Sir John Herschel, “ Preliminary Discourse on the Study of Natural Philosophy.”)

poems and orations, with a memoir of the author’s
by George Ticknor, was published in 1827.

life,

See “ North American Review” for July, 1828.

See Cuvier’s “Memoir on R. J. Haiiy,” and translation of the
same in “ Smithsonian Report” for 1860; Luigi Configliachi,
“ Memorie intorno alia Vita ed alle Opere dei due Naturalisti Werner

Havercamp, hJv'er-kJmp',

(Sigebert,) a celebrated

and author, born at Utrecht in 1683. He
succeeded Gronovius in 1721 as professor of Greek at
Leyden,
where
he afterwards obtained the chair of hisHaiiy, (Valentin,) brother of the preceding, was
born at Saint-Just, in France, in 1745. He was noted tory and eloquence. Among his most important works
for his zeal and success in the education of the blind, a are “ Dissertations on the Coins of Alexander the Great,”
branch of instruction which had been entirely neglected (1722,) “Universal History explained by Medals,” (in

e Haiiy,” 1827 Qu^rard, “
graphie G6n6rale.”
;

La France

Littdraire

;”

Dutch

“ Nouvelle Bio-

before he, with the aid of the Philanthropic Society,
opened a school in Paris in 1784. His success having
attracted the attention of the public, Haiiy received the
title of interpreter and secretary to the king, who took
his school under the protection of the state.
He published an “Essay on the Education of the Blind,” (1786.)
About 1800 he ceased to be director of the institution,
and his services were acknowledged by the grant of a
pension of two thousand francs.
few years later, he
founded an institution for the blind in Saint Petersburg.
Died in Paris in 1822.
Hav'e-lock, (Sir Henry,) a distinguished British
general, born at Bishop’s Wearmouth, Durham, on the
5th of April, 1795.
He entered the army in 1815, as
lieutenant, and was ordered to India in 1823.
He distinguished himself by his attention to the religious instruction of the men under his command, and was a
strict disciplinarian.
About 1828 he married Hannah, a
daughter of the Rev. Mr. Marshman, a missionary. In
consequence of his earnest and zealous religious character he was stigmatized as a fanatic by many of his
fellow-officers.
His promotion was slow. He obtained
the rank of captain in 1838, and served on the staff of
Sir W. Cotton in the Afghan war. He came to England
on sick-leave in 1849, and remained there about two
years.
In the spring of 1854 he was appointed quartermaster-general.
He became adjutant-general in the
ensuing winter, and commanded a division in the war
against Persia which began in 1856.
He returned to
India about the beginning of the great Sepoy mutiny
which broke out in February, 1857.
In July he defeated the Sepoys at Futtehpore, Arny, and Cawnpore.
Having driven Nana Sahib out of Cawnpore, he advanced with about 1500 men to the relief of Lucknow,
in which a small garrison was besieged by a large army
of Sepoys but his army was so reduced by disease and
the casualties of battle that he was compelled to fall
back and await reinforcements. In the mean time General Outram, superior in rank to Havelock, arrived ; but
he generously waived his rank, and offered to serve as a
volunteer, declaring that Havelock was entitled to the
honour of relieving Lucknow. He entered that place
about the 25th of September, and defended it until the
arrival of Sir Colin Campbell.
He was promoted to
the rank of major-general in September, 1857, and died
in India in November of the same year.
See J. T. Headley, “Life of General H. Havelock,” 1859; John
Marshman, “Life of Sir H. Havelock,” i860; “British Quarterly
Review” for July, i860.

Dutch, 1736,) “Introduction to Roman Antiquities,” (in
Latin, 1740,) several treatises on Medals, and good
editions of Lucretius, (1725,) Josephus, (1726,) and Sal-

Died at Leyden in 1742.
See Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie

lust, (1742.)

Havemann,

hVveh-min', (Wilhelm,) a German

born at Luneburg in 1800, became professor
of history at Gottingen in 1838.
Among his works is a
“History of Brunswick and Luneburg,” (2 vols., 1838.)
Ha'ven, Alice, originally Emily Bradley, an
authoress, born at Hudson, New York, about 1825. Her
first husband was Joseph C. Neal, of Philadelphia, editor
of Neal’s “Saturday Gazette.” She produced juvenile
stories, among which are “Helen Moiton,” and “No
historian,

)

(

Word as Fail.” Died in 1863.
Haven, (Erastus Otis,) D.D., an American MethHe gradual e in
odist divine, born in Boston in 1820.
such

I

1842, and subsequently

became professor of Latin and

Greek in the University of Michigan. In 1856 he was
appointed editor of “ Zion’s Herald and We-leyan
Journal,” published in Boston.
He became chancellor
ol the Syracuse University in 1874.
Haven, (Nathaniel Appleton,) an American journalist, born at Portsmouth, New Hampshire, in 1790.
He graduated at Harvard in 1807, and from 1821 to
1S25 was editor of the “Portsmouth Journal.” Died in
1826.
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“ Dictionnaire Historique.”

Haverman,

hi'ver-man',

(Margaret,) a skilful
Amsterdam in 1720.

painter of flowers and fruits, born at

She worked

A

;

critic

Died about

in Paris.

1795.

Havernick
rich,) a

or Haevernick, ha'ver-nik', ( HeinGerman theologian and critic, was professor at

Rostock and at Konigsberg. He published an “Introduction to the Old Testament,” (1836-44,) and other
works. Died in the prime of life in 1846.
Hav'ers, (Clopton, ) an English anatomist, who
lived about 1690, wrote “ Osteologia Nova,” (1691.)

Havet, Zt'vi', (Armand Ernest Maurice,) a French
Rouen in 1795; died in

physician and botanist, born at

Madagascar

in 1820.

HavT-land,
England,

(John,) an architect, born near Taunton,

emigrated to the United States in
designed the United States Mint, PhilaDied in 1852.
delphia, and other public edifices.
in

his youth.

in 1792,

He

Haweis, (Hugh Reginald,)

an English preacher

He has for many
lecturer, born at Egham in 1838.
years conducted popular services in London. Among his
woiks are “ Music and Morals,” and “ Ashes to Ashes.”
and

j

Haweis, (Thomas,) an English theologian, born at
Truro in U34, was chaplain to the Countess of Huntingdon. He published, besides other works, “The Communicant’s Spiritual Companion,” (1763,) and a “History
of the

Church of Christ,” (3 vols., 1800.) Died in 1820.
(Joel,) an American writer and Congrega-

Hawes,

tional minister, born in
his works are

Among
“

Tne Religion

Medway, Massachusetts, in 1789.
“ Lectures to Young Men,” and

of the East.”

Died

in 1867.

Hawes,

hauz, (Stephen,) an English poet, who lived
about 1500, was a native of Suffolk, and became groom
He published in
of the privy chamber to Henry VII.
1517 “The Pastime of Pleasure,” an allegorical poem,
which displays much learning and reflection. Warton
says, “ If the poems of Rowley are not genuine, the Pastime of Pleasure’ is almost the only effort of imagination
and invention which had appeared in our poetry since
‘

Chaucer.”

Hawes, (William,) an English physician, born at
Islington in 1736, practised in London the most of his
He distinguished himself by his zealous efforts in
behalf of the LIumane Society, instituted in 1774.
He
published several medical works, and an “ Account of
life.

Dr. Goldsmith’s Last Illness.”
Hawke, hauk, (Edward,)

Died in 1808.
Lord, an English ad-

miral, born in 1715, became a captain in 1734, rearadmiral in 1747, and vice-admiral of the blue in 1748.
He commanded the fleet which in 1759 defeated the
French near Belleisle. In 1765 he was named first lord
of the admiralty, and in 1776 was raised to the peerage.
Died in 1781.
See Campbell, “Lives of British Admirals.”
Haw'ker, (Robert,) an English Calvinistic divine,
born at Exeter in 1753. He was for fifty years vicar of
a church in Plymouth. He published a valuable “Commentary on the Old and New Testament,” (9 vols., 1816,)
and other religious works. Died in 1827.

Hawkesworth,
essayist,

began

born

in

hauks'worth, (John,) an English

London between 1715 and

1719.

He

his literary career as a contributor to the “

GenIn 1752, 1753, and

tleman’s Magazine” about 1740.
1754 he gained distinction as the editor of the “Adventurer,” a series of essays, in which he was assisted by
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Dr. Johnson and others. About half of these were his (1857 et seq.) He edited the “Romance of Biography,”
composition. In 1761 he published an edition of and other juvenile works. Died at New York in 186b.
Swift’s Works, with a life of that author, which is highly
Hawkshaw, (Sir John,) an eminent English
commended. He received from government £6000 for engineer, born at Leeds in 1811.
Among his great
writing an account of Captain Cook’s First Voyage, works we may mention the South Eastern
Company’s

own

Died in 1773.
(1773.)
See Drake, “ Essays ”

line between Charing Cross and Cannon Street.
W. H. Prescott, “ Miscellanies.”
Hawks'moor, (Nicholas,) an eminentEnglish archi(Benjamin Waterhouse,) an English tect, born 111 1666, was a pupil of Sir Christopher Wren.
naturalist, artist, and geologist, born in London in 1807.
He was employed on several London churches, and made
He published several educational works, among whicn additions to All-Souls College, Oxford. Died in 1736.
is “ Elements of Form,” (1842.)
He lectured in 'New
Hawk'wood, (Sir John,) an English military advenYork in 1868. He is eminently skillul in delineating the turer, was the leader of a band of outlaws who entered
;

Haw kins,

forms of animals and in restoring fossil remains.
Italy about 1360.
Fie rendered himself famous by his
Hawkins, (Sir Henry,) an English lawyer, born in skill and success, and was hired to fight by the Floren1816. He was called to the bar in 1843, and after a very tines and the Visconti of Milan.
Died in 1394.
distinguished career as a counsel was raised to the Bench
Haw’ley, (Gideon,) a missionary, who laboured
and knighted in 1876.
among the American Indians, was born in Connecticut
Hawkins, (Sir John,) M.P., (called by the Italian and in 1727. He became pastor atMarshpee, Massachusetts,
Spanish writers of that day Achines or Aquines,) an in
1758, and remained there until his death in 1807.
able English naval officer, born at Plymouth about 1520.
Hawley, (Joseph,) an American patriot, born at
After following the slave-trade several years, he was deNorthampton, Massachusetts, in 1724. He practised law
feated by the Spanish in 1567 near San Juan de Ulloa.
in his native place, and attained eminence in his proAs rear-admiral, in 1588, he served with distinction fession. He was chosen a member of the Massachusetts
against the Spanish Armada, and was rewarded with
legislature in 1764.
Died in 1788.
the honour of knighthood. In 1595 Hawkins and Drake
Ha'worth, (Adrian,) an English naturalist, of Cotcommanded a large fleet sent against the Spanish colotenham, Yorkshire. He wrote, among other treatises,
nies in the West Indies; but they were unsuccessful.
He is said to have been the first Englishman who was “Lepidoptera Britannica,” (4 parts, 1803-28,) which is

Died in 1595.
in the slave-trade.
See Campbell, “ Lives of British Admirals;” Froude, “History
“
Memoirs of the Naval Worthies
of England,” vol. vii. J. Barrow,
of Queen Elizabeth’s Reign,” 1845.
engaged

called a

work of

great value.

Died

in 1833.

Hawthorne,

(Julian,) a son of Nathaniel Hawthorne, was born in 1846.
He has written much for the
pi ess and has publi hed numerous novels, among which
Hawkins, (Sir John,) a descendant of the preceding, we may mention “Bressant,” (1873,) “ Fortune’s Fool,”
born in London in 1719, was educated for the law. In and “ Du-t.”
Haw'thorne, (Nathaniel,) adistinguished American
1749 he was admitted a member of Johnson’s literary
dub that met in Ivy Lane. In the early part of his life author, was born at Salem, Massachusetts, on the 4th
he contributed to the “Gentleman’s Magazine.” Having of July, 1804. His father, a ship-captain, died at Havana
married in 1753 a wealthy lady named Storer, he retired about 1810. Nathaniel graduated at Bowdoin College
from the practice of law. In 1763 he was elected a mem- in 1825, Longfellow the poet being one of his classmates.
ber of the celebrated literary club to which Burke, John- He was endowed by nature with an acute and subtle
son, and Goldsmith belonged, and in 1772 he was knighted intellect, and with imaginative powers of no common
His principal order but these were associated with an extreme and
for his active services in the magistracy.
productions are a “ History of Music,” (in 5 vols., 1776,) almost morbid sensibility. While at college, his health
(which was coldly received, but is now more esteemed,) was delicate, and he is said to have suffered from exand a “ Life of Dr. Johnson,” (1787.) He was an inti- cessive diffidence and from occasional fits of gloom and
Under these circumstances he made
mate friend of Johnson, who chose him as one of his deep dejection.
He died in 1789, and was buried in West- the acquaintance of Franklin Pierce, (afterwards Presiexecutors.
dent of the United States,) who did much to cheer and
minster Abbey.
Hawkins, (John Sidney,) eldest son of the pre- encourage him in his moments of despondency. The
“Life
of
Da
He
wrote
a
friendship thus begun lasted through life. After leaving
ceding, was born about 1757.
college, Hawthorne spent several years mostly in secluVinci,” and essays on various subjects. Died in 1843.
Hawkins, (L.etitia Matilda,) a sister of the pre- sion and study, writing occasional tales for the papers
In 1837 he issued a volume entitled
ceding, wrote “The Countess and Gertrude,” a novel, and periodicals.
(4 vols., 1811,) “Memoirs, Biographical Sketches, and “Twice-told Tales,” so named because they had preThis book atviously been published in another form.
Anecdotes,” (2 vols., 1824,) and other works.
Hawkins, (Sir Richard,) an English mariner, son of tracted the notice of Mr. Longfellow, who spoke of it in
the rear-admiral, noticed above, was born about 1555. terms of high praise in the “North American Review.”
He commanded one of the ships which encountered the In 1843 Mu Hawthorne removed to Concord, and re“Invincible Armada” in 1588. In 1593 he led an ex- sided for some time in an old manse, from the winpedition of three ships to the South Sea, and was cap- dows of which, it is said, the minister of the parish looked
After his release he out upon the battle fought between his fellow-townsmen
tured by the Spaniards near Peru.
published “Observations” on the voyage. Died in 1622, and the British troops on the memorable 19th of April,
In 1846 appeared a volume entitled “Mosses
See J. Barrow, “Memoirs of the Naval Worthies of Queen 1775.
Elizabeth’s Reign,” 1845.
from an Old Manse,” a collection of sketches and tales
Hawkins, (Sir Thomas,) an English translator, lived written by him while occupying the manse at Concord.
He produced a version of the In 1846, under Mr. Polk’s administration, he was apin the reign of Charles I.
pointed surveyor of the port of Salem, a position which
Odes of Horace, (1631.)
Hawks, hauks, (Francis Lister,) D.D., an American he held for three years. He published in 1850 his celeclergyman and author, born at Newbern, North Carolina, brated “ Scarlet Letter,” a romance of extraordinary
He studied law and was admitted to the bar power, which raised its author at once to the first rank
in 1798.
but his religious convictions induced him in 1821 to enter among American prose writers of fiction. In 1851 apthe ministry of the Episcopal Church. In 1829 he became peared his “ House of the Seven Gables,” in 1852 his
In 1830 he assumed “ Blithedale Romance,” and in i860 his “ Marble Faun,”
pastor of a church in Philadelphia.
He had
the pastoral charge of Saint Stephen’s Church in New regarded by some as the best of all his works.
York, and afterwards of Saint Thomas’s. In 1837 he published in 1852 a life of his friend Franklin Pierce,
who,
Presidency,)
for
the
Democratic
candidate
and Dr. C. S. Henry commenced the “New York Re- (the
He after his inauguration, appointed his biographer United
view,” which they continued to publish until 1841.
preached in New Orleans for five years, (1844-49,) a “d States consul for Liverpool, perhaps the most lucrative
became rector of Calvary Church, New York, about position within the gift of a President. He held this
Among his various works are “Egypt and its office for four years, after which he spent some time in
1850.
Monuments,” (1849,) and a “ History of North Carolina,” travelling on the continent of Europe. Soon after his
;
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return to the United States, Mr. Hawthorne published
“Our Old Home,” containing sketches of English life
and character. He died in 1864. Since his death a very
attractive work, entitled “ Hawthorne’s Notes,” has been

published, (2 vols., 1869,) consisting of his observations

on a great variety of subjects.
Mr. Hawthorne’s merits as an author are of a peculiar
and very high order. As a novelist, all critics acknowledge his power to awaken a deep, intense, and sustained
interest; but some of the reviewers object that the tone
of his works is not healthful.
“The Scarlet Letter,”
says “Blackwood” for May, 1855, “glows with the fire
of a suppressed, secret, feverish excitement it is not the
glow of natural life, but the hectic of disease, which
burns upon the cheek of its actors.” “ The House of the
Seven Gables is not less remarkable nor less unwholesome than its predecessor.” But, whatever may be
thought of the tone of his works, all must concede to
him not only great originality, but a rare power of subtle
analysis, a delicate and exquisite humour, and a marvellous felicity in the use of language.
His style, indeed,
may be said to combine almost every excellence, elegance, simplicity, grace, clearness, and force.
See Griswold, “ Prose Writers of America;” Duyckinck, “Cyclopedia of American Literature,” vol. ii. “ Blackwood’s Magazine”
for November, 1863 “North American Review” for July, 1837, July,
1850, and January, 1853; “Atlantic Monthly” for May, i860, (by
E. P. Whipple,) and September, 1868.
:

—

;

;

Haw'trey, (Edward Craven,) D.D., an English
scholar, born in 1789, became head-master of Eton about
1834, and afterwards provost of the same. Died in 1862.
Haxo, /zik'so', (Francois Nicolas BenoIt,) an able
military engineer, born at Luneville in 1 774. He directed
the operations at the siege of Saragossa, (1809.) In 1812
he held a high command in the Russian campaign, and
was made general of division. He commanded the corps
of engineers during the Hundred Days, and was at Waterloo.
In 1832 he conducted the siege of Antwerp as
commander-in-chief of the engineers. Died in 1838.
See Mengin, “Notice sur General Baron Haxo,” 183S.

Haxo, (Nicolas,) a French general, uncle of the
preceding, was born at Luneville about 1750.
He distinguished himself at the battle of Chollet, and gained
a victory at Noirmoutiers. He was killed in 1794.
Hay, (David Ramsay,) a British artist and eminent
writer on the principles of form and colour, was born in
Edinburgh in 1798.
He learned the trade of housepainter, and was employed by Sir Walter Scott in the
In 1828 he published “The
decoration of Abbotsford.
Laws of Harmonious Colouring,” (6th edition, 1847.)
He wrote, among other works, “ Proportion, or the Geometric Principle of Beauty Analyzed,” (1843,) “Science
of Proportions of the Human Head and Countenance,”
(1849,) and “The Science of Beauty as Developed in
Nature and Applied in Art,” (1856.)
Hay, (James,) a Scottish diplomatist, employed by
James I. He was raised to the English peerage as Earl
of Carlisle. Died in 1636.
Hay, (William,) born in Sussex, England, about 1700,
represented Seaford in Parliament from 1734 to 1755.
He published an “ Essay on Civil Government,” (1728,)
Died in 1755.
ha'd’n, [Ger. pron. hld’n,] (Joseth,) a celebrated and original composer, was born at Rohrau, on
the frontier of Austria and Hungary, March 31, 1732.
His father was a poor mechanic. When he was about
eight years old, his voice attracted the notice of Reuter,
chapel-master of the cathedral in Vienna, under whom
he passed eight years as chorister. Afterwards, being
left to his own resources, he endured extreme poverty
for several years, during which he became acquainted
and a few other works.

Haydn,

with the poet Metastasio, from whom he learned Italian.
He received some lessons in composition from Porpora,
and between the ages of nineteen and twenty-six com-
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a wide reputation, he produced in London in 1791 six
grand symphonies, which were received with great enthusiasm. His noble master-piece the oratorio of “ The
Creation” was performed in Vienna in 1798, and procured his admission into the French Institute. He surpassed his predecessors in symphonies, and displayed
extraordinary fertility of invention. Among his last works
is a piece of church music called “The Seasons,” (1801.)
Died at Vienna, May 31, 1809. Haydn appears to have
been exempt from the spirit of rivalry and envy. On
one occasion he designated Mozart as the first composer
of the world.
His happy and genial temperament is
reflected in his compositions.

See C. A. Griesenger, “ Biographische Notizen iiber Joseph
Haydn,” 1810; “Letters on the Life and Works of Haydn,” in
by Carpani, (“ Le Haydine,” etc.,) 1812 Framery, “Notice
sur Joseph Haydn,” 1810; Le Breton, “Vie de Joseph Haydn,”
Italian,

;

1810; Fetis, “ Biographie Universelle des Musiciens;” A. C. Dies,
“J. Haydn’s Biographie,” 1810; L. A. C. de Beyle, (under the
pseudonym of Bombet,) “Vie de Haydn, Mozart et Metastase,”
Paris, 1817; English version of the same, 1817, and Boston, 1839;
“London Quarterly Review” for October, 1817.

Haydn, ha'd’n, (Joseph,) an English author, who
published a “Dictionary of Dates and Universal Reference,” which is highly commended ; also a “ Hand-Book
of Dignities.”

Died

in

London

in 1856.

Haydn,

(Michael,) a brother of Joseph Haydn the
He was an exmusician, was born at Rohrau in 1737.
cellent organist and composer, and became chapel-master
in the cathedral of Salzburg.

He composed numerous

Te Deums, and

other works.
His
brother Joseph considered him the greatest composer of
sacred music of his time except Mozart. Died in 1808.
oratorios, masses,

See Fetis, “Biographie Universelle des Musiciens.”

Hay'don, (Benjamin Robert,) an eminent English
Plymouth in 1786. He went to London
1804, and was admitted as a student at the Royal
Academy. In 1807 he exhibited a painting of the Holy
painter, born at
in

Family resting during their flight to Egypt. In 1809
Dentatus” gained the first prize in the exhibition
His “Judgment of Soloof the British Institution.
mon” was purchased for seven hundred guineas. In
the early part of his career he quarrelled with the Academy, and when he applied for admission as an associate
he was refused. In 1815 he opened a school of painting,
but in
in which several eminent artists were formed
pecuniary matters he was not successful. While conhis “

;

fined in prison for debt in 1827, he painted the “Mock
Election,” for which George IV. paid him five hundred
guineas. “Napoleon Musing at Saint Helena” was one
In 1837-38-39 he
of his most admired productions.
gave lectures on Painting, which were very popular, and
were published in 1844. The last years of his life were
rendered unhappy by pecuniary difficulties, and his mind
became so disordered that he committed suicide in June,
His merit as a painter is variously estimated.
1846.
The Landseers were his pupils.
See his Life, by Thomas Taylor, 1853, 3 vols. “ London Quarterly Review” for October, 1853 “Edinburgh Review” for October,
1853; “Blackwood’s Magazine” for November, 1853.
;

;

Haye, La. See Cormenin and Delahaye.
Hayer, /zf'yV, (Jean Nicolas Hubert,) a French
at Sarre-Louis about 1708.
He defended
revealed religion against infidels in several works. Died

monk, born
in 1780.

Hayer du Perron, le, leh /SVyi' dii p&'rdN',
a French poet, born at Alenjon

in

1603

;

(Pierrf,)
died after 1678.

Hayes,

haz, (Augustus Allen,) an American chemborn at Windsor, Vermont, in 1806. He made several important discoveries, and contributed to Silliman’s
“Journal of Science,” and other scientific publications.
Hayes, haz, (Catherine,) a popular vocalist, born
at Limerick, Ireland, about 1820.
She performed with
success in the theatres of Italy, Vienna, and London.
In 1851 she visited the United States, and sang in the
ist,

posed many sonatas, concertos, and symphonies, which principal cities. Died in 1861.
See “Gentleman’s Magazine” for September, 1861.
were admired. In 1760 he was appointed chapel-master
With this patron
Hayes, (Charles,) an English mathematician, born
to Prince Esterhazy at Eisenstadt.
and his heir he passed about thirty years, and enjoyed in 1678, wrote learned and ingenious works, among
prosperity, excepting the troubles of an ill-assorted which are treatises on “ Fluxions and Conic Sections,”
marriage, from which he was relieved by a divorce. on “Longitude,” and “Chronology of the Septuagint.”
Having composed a great number of works and acquired Died in 1760.
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Hayes, (Isaac I.,) an American explorer, born in Chester county, Pennsylvania, in 1832, graduated as M.D. at
the University of Pennsylvania in 1853. The same year

cine,” (11 vols., 1802-31, with 600 plates designed
himself.)
Died in 1832.
See Callisen, “ Medicinisches Schriftsteller-Lexikon.”

he accompanied Dr. Kane on an exploring expedition
After passing two winters in the
to the North Pole.
northern regions, blocked up in the ice, and suffering
incredible hardships, they returned in the autumn of
Dr. Hayes published
(See Kane, Elisha K.)
1855.
an interesting account of his share in this expedition,
entitled “An Arctic Boat Journey,” (Boston, i860.) In
i860 he conducted a second expedition to the Arctic

Hayne, (Isaac,) an officer, born in South Carolina in
He served against the
1745, became a wealthy planter.
British at the siege of Charleston in 1780, was taken
prisoner and paroled. The British by threats induced
him to subscribe a declaration of allegiance, and afterwards required him to take arms for the king. To avoid
this necessity, he joined the American army, was taken
prisoner, and hung in August, 1781.

by

and returned in the autumn of 1861. He afterHayne, (Julia Dean,) a popular American actress,
wards wrote a tale, entitled “ Cast away in the Cold.” born at Pleasant Valley, New York, in 1830, has perDied in 1881.
formed with success in the United States and England.
Hayne, (Paul H.,) a poet, and nephew of Robert Y.
Hayes, (Rutherford Burford,) an American statesman, born in Connecticut in 1822. He began life as a Hayne, noticed below, was born at Charleston, South
Carolina,
in 1831.
He has published several volumes of
lawyer in Ohio, but joined the army in 1861, and was
wounded at the engagement of South Mountain in 1862 poems.
Hayne,
Young,) a distinguished American
(Robert
He
he afterwards rose to the rank of major-general.
was first elected to Congress in 1864, and has twice been orator, born in the parish of Saint Paul, South Carolina,
governor of Ohio. In 1877, after an extremely close in 1791, was a grand-nephew of Isaac Hayne, who was
executed by the British in 1781. He studied law with
contest, he became President of the United States.
Langdon Cheves, and became eminent in his profession.
Hayes, (William,) an English musical composer, In 1818 he was chosen Speaker of the legislature of
born in 1708 died in 1777.
South Carolina, which he represented in the national
Hayez, (Francesco,) an Italian historical painter Senate from 1823 to 1832. In January, 1830, he made
and excellent colorist, born at Venice in 1792. Among an eloquent speech in the Senate, to which Webster
his works are “ Laocoon,” and “ The Two Foscari.”
replied in one of his most successful and memorable
Hay'ley, (William,) an English author, born at efforts. He was Governor of his native State from 1832
Chichester in 1745, resided at Eartham, and enjoyed an to 1834, and advocated nullification. Died in 1840.
easy fortune in literary pursuits. In 1792 he became
See “National Portrait-Gallery of Distinguished Americans,”
acquainted with the poet Cowper, whose life he after- vol. ii.
Essay
chief
poems
are
“An
His
wrote,
wards
Hayne, (Rev. Thomas,) an English critic and teacher,
(1804.)
on History,” (1780) “Triumphs of Temper,” (1781,) born in Leicestershire in 1581, was a graduate of Ox“An Essay on Painting,” and “An Essay on Epic ford, and an excellent linguist. He published a “ Latin
Poetry,” (1782.) He was not without taste, and had Grammar,” a “ Life of Luther,” a “ General View of the
some skill in versification but is poetry is feeble and Holy Scripture,” and other works. Died in 1645.
Died in 1820.
Haynes, hanz, (Hopton,) born in 1672, was assayinfected with mawkish sentiment.
Haym, him, (Niccol6 Francesco,) a musician and master of the English mint, and a friend of Sir Isaac
He wrote zealously in defence of Unitarian
bibliographer, born in Rome about 1680. He composed Newton.
Died in 1749.
several admired sonatas, and published a valuable work doctrines.
Haynes, (John,) an Anglo-American governor, was
on Italian bibliography, called “Notices of Rare Books
London
in
Died
in
born in Essex, England, and removed to Boston in 1633.
in the Italian Language,” (1726.)
In
In 1635 he was chosen Governor of Massachusetts.
1730.
Hay'man, (Francis,) an English historical painter, 1636 he became one of the chief founders of Connecticut,
born at Exeter in 1708, lived chiefly in London. He of which he was chosen the first Governor in 1639, and
was one of the earliest members of the Royal Academy. was afterwards several times re-elected. Died in 1654.
Haynes, hanz, (Lemuel,) an eminent coloured minAmong his principal productions are his illustrations of
He
ister, born in West Hartford, Connecticut, in 1753.
Shakspeare and Milton. Died in 1776.
Haymo or Haimo, hl'mo, or Aimo, 1'mo, a Ger- early displayed a remarkable thirst for knowledge, and,
man ecclesiastic, whose writings had a high reputation, by devoting all his leisure to study, became in a few
In 1775 he
became Bishop of Halberstadt in 841 a.d. Pie wrote years a good Latin and Greek scholar.
“ Commentaries on the Scriptures.”
Died in 853.
joined the American army, and the next year served in
Haynau, von, fon hl'now, (Julius Jakob,) Baron, the expedition to Ticonderoga. Licensed to preach in
an Austrian general, born at Cassel in 1786, was a natu- 1780, he was thirty years pastor in West Rutland, VerHe entered the mont. From 1822 until his death, in 1833, he preached
ral son of the Elector of Hesse-Cassel.
Austrian service in 1801, became colonel in 1830, and to a congregation in Granville, New York. His famous
In the suppression of sermon against Universalism, in reply to Hosea Ballou,
field-marshal-lieutenant in 1844.
a revolt in Italy in 1848 and 1849, he displayed some has been widely read. A memoir of his life was pubHe lished by the Rev. Dr. Cooley.
military skill and became notorious for his cruelty.
Hays, haz, (Alexander,) an American general, born
obtained in May, 1849, the chief command of the AusHungarians
in in Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, about 1824, graduated at
defeated
the
and
Hungary,
trian army in
He became a brigadier-general of
several actions. The execution of the vanquished chiefs West Point in 1844.
and patriots by his orders excited general indignation. volunteers in September, 1862, commanded a division at
He was deprived of his command in 1850. During a Gettysburg, July, 1863, and was killed at the battle of
the Wilderness in May, 1864.
visit to London in 1850, he was assaulted and roughly
Hays, (William Jacob,) a painter of animals, was
treated by the draymen of Barclay & Perkins’s brewery.
born in the city of New York in 1830. He produced
Died in 1853.
many
pictures of dogs and game.
Died in 1875.
See “Nouvelle Biographie G^nAale.”
Hay'ter, (Sir George,) an English painter of history
Hayne, (Arthur P.,) a brother of Robert Y. Hayne,
He
noticed below, was born at Charleston, South Carolina, and portraits, was born in London about 1792.
He entered the army in 1807, served during studied for several years in Italy, and after his return
in 1790.
the war of 1812, distinguished himself at the battle of was knighted in 1842. Among his finest productions are
New Orleans, January, 1815, and obtained the rank of “Victoria taking the Oath at the Coronation,” and “The
He resigned his commission in 1820, Trial of Lord Russell.” Died in 1871.
adjutant-general.
Hayter, (Rev. John,) was employed to superintend
and became a lawyer. In 1858 he was chosen a United
the process of unrolling the Greek manuscripts found at
States Senator. Died in 1867.
Hayne, hl'neh, (Friedrich Gottlob,) a German Heiculaneum. He published a “ Report on the HercuDied in 1 8 8.
botanist, born in 1763, became professor of botany at laneum Manuscripts,” (1811.)
Hayward, (Abraham,) an English lawyer and
Berlin. He published, besides other works, an excellent
“ Description and Representation of Plants used in Medi- author, born in 1803. Died in 1884.
regions,
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Hay'ward, (Sir John,) an English historian, who
published in 1599 “The First Part of the Reign of Henry
IV.” He was knighted in 1619. He also wrote the
Died
lives of William I., William II., and Henry I.
in 1627.

Haywood,

Hay 'wood,

(Eliza.)

See

Heywood.

(Elizabeth,) an

English authoress,

born in London in 1693, wrote “The Female Spectator,”
and other works. Died in 1756.
Haz'ard, (Ebenezer,) born in Philadelphia about
1744, was postmaster-general of the United States from
1782 to 1789.
State Papers,”

He

published “Historical Collection of

Died in 1817.
a son of the preceding, was born
in Philadelphia in 1784.
He published in 1828-36 the
“Register of Pennsylvania,” containing historical docualso
wrote
ments, etc. He
the “ Annals of Pennsylvania
from 1609 to 1682.”
Ha'zen, (William B.,) an American general, born in
etc., (1792.)

Hazard, (Samuel,)

Vermont in 1830, graduated at West Point in 1855. He
served as colonel at the battle of Shiloh, April 7, 1862,
and as brigadier-general at the battles of Stone River,
which ended in January, 1863, and Chickamauga, September 19 and 20 of the same year. He commanded a
division of the army of General Sherman in the campaign
against Atlanta, and in the march from that place to the
sea, in 1864; and he was made a major-general of volunteers in December of that year.
Ha'zle-rig, written also Heselrige, (Sir Arthur,) an
English Puritan, who took a prominent part in the opposition to Charles I., was born about 1612. He represented
Leicestershire in the Long Parliament, and was one of
the five members whom the king attempted to arrest
During the civil war
in 1642 on a charge of treason.
he served in the army of Parliament as colonel. In
chosen
member
of
the council of state,
he
was
a
1649
and in 1658 was created a peer by Cromwell, but preferred to retain his seat in the House of Commons.
Died

in 1660.

Haz'litt, (William,) an eminent English critic and
miscellaneous author, born at Maidstone, April 10, 1778,
was the son of a Unitarian minister. After making
creditable essays in the art of painting, he adopted literature as a profession, and in 1803 obtained employment
as a reporter for the London newspapers.
In 1805 he
published his first work, “An Essay on the Principles
of Human Action,” followed by “The Eloquence of the
In 1808 he
British Senate,” (1808,) with critical notes.
married Miss Stoddart. Between 1813 and 1818 he delivered lectures on philosophy and English poetry, some
of which were published and favourably received. Of
his very numerous and various works the following are
“ Characters of Shakspeare’s
perhaps the principal
Plays,” (1817,) “ Original Essays,” (1821,) “The Spirit
of the Age,” (1824,) “The Plain Speaker,” “Political
Essays,” “Table-Talk,” (1824,) and “The Life of Napoleon,” (4 vols., 1828.) In the latter part of his life he
contributed to the “ Edinburgh Review.” He enjoyed
a high reputation as a critic; but allowance must be
made for his prejudice against living authors. Sir Archibald Alison expressed the opinion that “ in critical
disquisitions on the leading characters and works of
the drama, he is not surpassed in the whole range of
English literature.” Died in 1830.
See “ Literary Remains of W. Hazlitt, with a Notice of his Life,
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Edmund Walker,) an English coloborn near Maidstone, Kent, in 1805. He
was appointed Lieutenant-Governor of New Brunswick
in 1847, and succeeded Lord Elgin as Governor-General
of Canada in 1854.
He wrote a “Hand-Book of the
History of the Spanish and French Schools of Painting,”
Died in January, 1868.
(1848,) a work of merit.
Head, (Sir Francis Bond,) a popular English writer,
born near Rochester, Kent, in 1793. He was a captain
in the army when, in 1825, he went to South America
as agent of a mining association, and in 1826 published
“ Rough Notes of a Journey across the Pampas,” etc.,
which was received with much favour. In 1833 he produced a successful humorous book, called “Bubbles from
the Brunnen of Nassau.” He became in 1836 LieutenantGovernor of Upper Canada, in which an insurrection
broke out in 1837. After the suppression of this he
resigned, and returned to England in 1838. In 1867 he
was made a privy councillor. He wrote “ The Emigrant,” (6th edition, 1852,) and other works.
He died
Head,

hed, (Sir

nial governor,

n 1875.

Head, (Sir George,) a brother of the preceding, was
born near Rochester in 1782. He served in the army in
the Peninsula from 1809 to 1814, when he was ordered
to Canada and Nova Scotia.
After his return to England he published “Forest Scenes and Incidents in the
Wilds of North America,” (1829,) and several other
books of travel. In 1849 appeared his “Rome a Tour
of Many Days,” said to be a standard work.
He was
:

made a knight in 1831. Died in 1855.
Head, (Richard,) an Irish dramatist, wrote comedies.

He was drowned
Headley,

at sea in 1678.

(Henry,) an English author, born
was educated at Oxford. In 1786 he
published a volume of poems, and wrote several articles
for the “Gentleman’s Magazine,” and No. 16 in “Olla

at

Norwich

hed'le,

in 1766,

Podrida.” In 1787 he published “Select Beauties of
Ancient English Poets, with Remarks.” His biographer,
Rev. H. Kett, says, “ His principles of criticism are
His biographical
sound, and his remarks pertinent.
sketches of the old English poets may be considered as
.

.

.

a rich cabinet of exquisite portraits.” Died in 1788.
See H. Kett, “Sketch of H. Headley,” prefixed to his “Select
Beauties of Ancient English Poets,” 1810.

Headley,

hSd'le, (Joel Tyler,) an American writer,
Delaware county, New York, in 1814, graduated
Among his numerous works
at Union College in 1839.
are “Napoleon and his Marshals,” (2 vols., 1846,) a
“ Life of Oliver Cromwell,” (1848,) and a “ History of the
Second War between England and the United States,”
(2 vols., 1853.) In 1855 he was elected secretary of state
for New York.

born

in

:

See Griswold, “Prose Writers of America.”

Hea'ly, (George Peter Alexander,) an American
He worked
portrait-painter, born in Boston in 1808.
for some years in Paris, and obtained a medal of the
there
Among
his
works
are “ Websecond class
in 1855.
ster’s Reply to Hayne,” and “Dr. Franklin before Louis

XVI.

of France.”

See Tuckerman, “ Book of the Artists,” 1867.

Hea'py,

Heapliy, (Thomas,) an English
born about 1775 died in 1835.
Hearne, hern, (Samuel,) an English traveller, born
written also

portrait-painter,

;

in London in 1745, was for several years a midshipman
his Son,” etc., 2 vols
1836.
Having entered the service of the
in the royal navy.
Hazlitt, (William,) Jr., a lawyer, a son of the pre- Hudson Bay Company, he was sent in 1769 on an exHe has distinguished pedition to discover a Northwest passage, and was the
ceding, was born about 1810.
himself as the translator of various works, among which first European who penetrated to the ocean north of
“
Life of Luther,” (1846,) Guizot’s “History of the America.
ate a
Of this journey an account was published in
English Revolution,” (1846,) and Thierry’s “ History of 1795. Died in 1792.
Normans,”
England
the
of
by
the Conquest
(1847.)
Hearne, (Thomas,) an eminent English antiquary and
He has edited the Works of De Foe, (1840,) and those collater of manuscripts, was born at White Waltham,
of his father. He has been a registrar of the London Berkshire, in 1678.
He became assistant librarian of
Bankruptcy Court since 1854.
the Bodleian Library, Oxford, in 1712; but, being a
Hazlitt, (William Carew,) a son of the pieceding, zealous Jacobite, he refused to take the oath to George
was burn in 1834. He has written a large number of I., and lost his office. He published accurate editions,
interesting books, among which we may mention a with annotations, of many old works, among which are
“ History of the Republic of Venice,” 4 vols., (i860,) Livy’s “ History,” (1708,) Spelman’s “ Life of Alfred the
“ Tenures of Land and Customs of Manors,” (1874,) and Great,” (1710,) Leland’s “Itinerary,” (9 vols., 1710,) and
a “ Catalogue of the Huth Library,” (1880.)
Camden’s “Annals,” (3 vols., 1717.) He is introduced
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Hebenstreit,

ha/ben-stRlt', (Johann Christian,) a
theologian, born in 1686; died in 1756.
Hebenstreit, (Johann Ernst,) a German naturalist
and physician, born at Neustadt on the Orla, Saxony, in
He wrote
1703, was professor of medicine at Leipsic.
an admired Latin poem on Man, “ De Homine Sano et
HLgroto,” (1758,) “ Palaeologia Therapiae,” (1779,) and

German

in 1735.

See Huddesford, “Life of

Thomas Hearne,”

1772.

at Marshwas a landscape-painter in water-colours,
and a topographical designer. Died in 1817.
Heath, (Benjamin,) an English lawyer and scholar,
who published in 1740 an “Essay on the Divine Existence, Unity, and Attributes,” and in 1765 a “Revisal of
Shakspeare’s Text.” Died in 1766.
Heath, (Charles,) an English editor and engraver,
born in 1784, gained distinction by the publication of
the “ Shakspeare Gallery,” “ Waverley Gallery,” “ Book
Died in 1848.
of Beauty,” and other annuals.
Heath, (James,) a historical writer, born in London
in 1629.
He wrote a “Chronicle of the Late Intestine
War in the Three Kingdoms,” (1661,) “The Glories
of Charles II.’s Restoration,” (1662,) and other works.
Died in 1664.
Heath, (James,) an eminent English engraver, born
about 1760. Among his principal works are “The Death
of Lord Nelson,” after West, and a portrait of WashingHe was the father of Charles Heath,
ton, after Stuart.
noticed above. Died in 1834.
Heath, (Nicholas,) born in London about 1500, became Archbishop of York and lord chancellor in 1556,
Having refused to take
in the reign of Queen Mary.
the oath of supremacy, he was deprived of his office by
and
confined in the Tower.
Queen Elizabeth in 1558,
Died in 1579.
See Foss, “The Judges of England.”
Heath, (William,) an American general, born at
Roxbury, Massachusetts, in 1737, was a farmer when the
Revolution began. In 1775 he was appointed a brigadier-general, and in August, 1776, a major-general. He
commanded near King’s Bridge, New York, in 1776, and
in the next year was transferred to the Eastern army,
stationed near Boston, where he had temporary charge
of the troops of Burgoyne who had surrendered at SaraHe returned to the main army in 1779, and was
toga.
employed in the Highlands of the Hudson until the end
of the war. In 1798 he published a volume of military
“Memoirs.” Died in 1814.
Heath'cSat, (John,) an English mechanical genius,

Hearne, (Thomas,) an English

artist,

born

field in 1744,

He

an interesting account of a “Journey to Algiers, Tunis,
etc.,” which he made in 1732.
Died in 1757.
See Ersch und Gruber, “ Allgemeine Encyklopaedie;” Johann
August Ernesti, “Memoria J. E. Hebenstreitii,” 1759.

He'ber, (Reginald,) an

excellent English poet and
Malpas, in Cheshire, on the 21st of
April, 1783. He was the second son of Reginald Heber,
rector of llodnet.
In 1800 he entered Brazennose College, Oxford, where he produced in 1803 his beautiful
“
prize poem
Palestine.”
He made a tour on the continent in 1805 and 1806, obtained the living of Hodnet
in 1807, and married Amelia Shipley in 1809.
In 1812
he published a volume of poems, containing translations
from Pindar, and a poem entitled “Europe: Lines on
the Present War.” He afterwards composed more than
fifty “ Hymns adapted to the Weekly Church Service.”
“ These hymns,” says D. M. Moir, “ have been by far
the most popular of his productions, and deservedly so ;
for in purity and elevation of sentiment, in simple pathos
and eloquent earnestness, it would be difficult to find anything superior to them in the range of lyric poetry.” He
was elected preacher to Lincoln’s Inn in 1822, and appointed Bishop of Calcutta in January, 1823. After
visiting many remote parts of his very extensive diocese,
he died of apoplexy, at Trichinopoli, on the 3d of April,
1826, leaving a high reputation for genius, piety, and
liberality. His journal of a “Journey through India from
Calcutta to Bombay, with Notes on Ceylon,” (2 vols.,
1828,) is called by the “London Quarterly Review”
“one of the most delightful books in the language.”
"Independently of its moral attraction,” says Lord Jeffrey, “we are induced to think it the most instructive
and important publication that has ever been given to
the world on the actual state and condition of our Indian empire.” The same critic pays this high tribute to
“ Learned, polished, and dignified he was
his character
undoubtedly yet far more conspicuously kind, humble,
prelate,

born

at

:

;

—

tolerant, and laborious
zealous for his church, too, and
warp frames, and not forgetful of his station ; but remembering it more for
Died in 1861.
duties
than
for
honours
the
the
that were attached to it,
Heath'cote, (Ralph,) an English clergyman and and infinitely more zealous for the religious improveauthor, born in Leicestershire in 1721. He became vicar ment and for the happiness of his fellow-creatures of
indulgent to all
of Barkby in 1748, and prebendary of Southwell in 1768. every tongue, faith, and complexion
He wrote a “ History of Astronomy,” and a “ Sketch of errors and infirmities liberal in the best and truest
Lord Bolingbroke’s Philosophy,” besides other works sense of the word humbly and conscientiously diffident
of his own excellent judgment and never-failing charity.”
on various subjects. Died in 1795.
Heathfield, Lord. See Elliot, (George AugusSee “Life of Reginald Heber,” by his widow, 4 vols., 1830 Rev.

born

in Leicestershire in 1784.

settled at Notting-

;

ham

as a “setter-up” of hosiery and
invented a machine for making lace.

;

;

;

;

tus.)

Hebbel, hSb'bel, (Friedrich,) a lyric poet and dramatist, born in Ditmarsch, in Holstein, in 1813, lived
many years in Vienna. He wrote tragedies entitled
“ Genoveva” and “ Maria Magdalena,” and poems which
were well received. Died

in 1863.

See Emil Kuh, “ F. Hebbel

;

eine Characteristik,” 1854.

George Bonner, “ Memoir of R. Heber ;” Krohn, “ Hebers Leben,” Berlin, 2 vols., 1831 Thomas Taylor, “Memoirs of the Life
and Writings of the Rev. Reginald Heber;” “Edinburgh Review”
;

for

December,

1828.

Heber, (Richard,)

a bibliomaniac and an excellent
classical scholar, a half-brother of the preceding, was
born in Westminster in 1773. He was educated at Ox-

He'be, [Gr. “H617; Fr. H£n£, k'bk',] a goddess of the ford. In 1804 he inherited his father’s estate at Hodnet,
Greek mythology, and the personification of youth, was and represented the University of Oxford in Parliament
represented as a daughter of Jupiter and Juno, (Hera.)
According to Homer, she was a minister of the gods,
and it was one of the duties of her office to fill their
She became the wife of Hercules
cups with nectar.
after his apotheosis.
Hebei, ha'bel, (Johann

Peter,) a distinguished Ger-

man poet, born at Bale in 1760, became in 1808 rector of
the Academy of Carlsruhe, and in 1819 provost of the ecclesiastic chapter, ( Kirchen-Commissicm.

His poems

in

the Suabian dialect (“Allemannische Gedichte,” 1803)

rendered his name popular throughout Germany. He
He
describes nature in a simple and effective style.
published “ Bible Histories for Youth,” and several other
works. Died in 1826.
J. G. SchultSee Longfellow, “ Poets and Poetry of Europe
P. Hebei,” 1831; Ersch und
Gruber, “ Allgemeine Encyklopaedie ;” Gervinus, “ Gescliichte der
Deutschen Dichtung and the article entitled “ The German Burns”

heiss, “ Lebensbeschreibung von J.

in the “Atlantic
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from 1821 to 1826. He indulged an extravagant passion
for collecting books, on which he is said to have spent
about £, 180,000. He owned large libraries in London,
Oxford, Paris, Antwerp, Ghent, Hodnet, and other
He edited Silius Italicus and Claudian in 1792.
places.
Died in 1833. Sir Walter Scott dedicated to him the
sixth canto of “Marmion.”
Heb'er-den, (William,) an eminent physician, born
In
in London in 1710, was educated at Cambridge.
1748 he began the practice of medicine in London, in
which he acquired a high reputation. In 1750 he became
a Fellow of the Royal Society, to whose “ Transactions”
he contributed. He was reputed one of the best classical
scholars of his time. His greatest work, “ Medical Com-

His
mentaries,” (1802,) was written in elegant Latin.
moral character was excellent. Died in 1801. His son,
William Heberden, M.D., wrote a “Treatise on the
Increase and Decrease of Different Diseases,” (1801.)
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Heberer, ha'beh-rer, (Michael,) a German traveller, Catholic priest about 1848. He published “ Questions
He passed about three of the Soul,” (1855,) and other works.
in Baden about 1550.
Hecker, (Justus Friedrich Karl,) son of August
years as a captive and slave in Egypt and Turkey, and
published a Narrative of his adventures. Died in 1610. Friedrich, noticed above, was born at Erfurt in 1795.
Hebert, ^i'baiR', (Antoine Auguste Ernest,) a He published “The Black Death in the Fourteenth
French historical painter, born at Grenoble in 1817, was Century,” and other valuable medical treatises. Died
a pupil of David of Angers.
He gained the first grand in 1850.
Heckewelder, hSk'eh-wSFder, (Rev. John,) a Moraprize in 1839 for his picture of “The Cup found in the
Sack of Benjamin.” Among his works, which are ad- vian missionary, born in Bedford, England, in 1743, was
mired for vigour of expression, are “Tasso in Prison,” employed many years among the Delaware Indians. He
“ The Malaria,” (1850,) and “Les Filles d’Alvito,” (1855.) wrote an interesting, but rather flattering, account of the
“ History, Manners, and Customs of the Indian Nations,”
See “Nouvelle Biographie Gdn^rale.”
born

Hebert, (Jacques Ren£,)
Alengon in 1755, came to

a French demagogue, born
Paris when quite young,
and was a desperate adventurer when the Revolution
began. He gained notoriety by editing a scurrilous
at

Jacobin paper named “Pere Duchene.” Hebert and
Chaumette were the authors of the atheistic festivals of
Reason. Having been proscribed by Robespierre and
Danton and charged with a conspiracy to massacre the
Convention, he was executed in March, 1794.
Hebert, (Michel Pierre Alexis,) a French advocate, born at Granville (Manche) in 1799.
Hebert, (Paul O.,) an American general in the Confederate service, born in Louisiana. Pie served in Mexico
in 1847, became Governor of Louisiana in 1854, and was

made

a brigadier-general in 1861.
hWbRtl' or /z&'bRt'ye, (Jacques,) a French
bibliographer, born at Castelnaudary in 1716.
He published “La France litteraire,” (2 vols., 1769,) which is
praised for accuracy. Died about 1800.
Hecart, hkt kiit', (Gabriel Antoine Joseph,) a
French litterateur, born at Valenciennes in 1755 ; died

Hebrail,

in 1838.

Hecataeus, hek-a-tee'us, [Gr. 'E narawg ; Fr. IlkCat£e, hi'ki'tk',] of Abde'ra, a Greek historian, who
lived about 330 B.c.
He wrote a work on the Hyperboreans, and another on Egypt. Fragments of these are
extant.

“ His account,” according to General Cass, “is
(1819.)
pure unmixed panegyric.” His death is variously dated

1810, 1823, and 1826.
See E. Rondthaler, “Life of

J.

Heckewelder,” Philadelphia,

1S47.

Heckscher, hSk'sher, (Johann Gustav Moritz,) a
German politician, born at Hamburg in 1797. As a
member of the Parliament of Frankfort, he voted for
Archduke John as vicar of the empire, and was appointed by him minister of justice and of foreign affairs
in 1848.
He was removed from office before 1849.
Hecquet, hk'kk', (Philippe,) an eminent French physician, born at Abbeville in 1661.
In 1688 he began to
practise at Port-Royal, where he adopted habits of rigid
abstinence and other austerities, to which he adhered to
the end of his life.
In 1697 he became a member of the
Faculty of Paris, who employed him as professor of materia medica.
He advocated the free use of the lancet,
and wrote numerous professional treatises, one of which
It is
is called “Novus Medicinas Conspectus,” (1722.)
said that Hecquet was the prototype of “Doctor Sangrado” in “ Gil Bias.” He was sometimes called “ the
the

French Hippocrates.”

Died in 1737.
Biographie Mddicale.”
See Saint-Marc, “ViedeP. Hecquet
Hec'tor, [Gr. "E/crup; It. Ettore, 2 t-to'ri,[ a famous
Trojan hero, the eldest son of Priam and Hecuba, was
the most valiant defender of Troy when that city was

besieged by the Greeks. His character is one of the
of Hegesander, lived
most admirable conceptions of Homer’s genius. After
was an eminent geographer, and one performing prodigies of valour, fighting single combats
of the earliest Greek historians.
Like Herodotus, he with Ajax and Diomed, and slaying Patroclus, he was
travelled in Egypt and other countries to obtain matekilled by Achilles.
rials for history.
His works were highly esteemed by
See Homer’s “ Iliad,” passim.

Hecataeus of Mi-le'tus, son

about 500

B.c.

the ancients.
See Klausen,

Pie

“De Vita et Scriptis Hecataai;” C.
Vita et Scriptis Hecataei.”

Muller, “De

Hec'u-ba

or

Hek'a-be,

[Gr.

'E/cu/i??,-

Fr.

H£cube,

was the second wife of Priam, King of Troy.
She was the mother of nineteen children, among the most
Hecate, hSk'a-te or hik'at, ['E kutt},\ in Greek my- celebrated of whom were Hector, Paris, Cassandra, and
thology, was the daughter of Perses and Asteria.
She Helenus. Having, after the fall of Troy, been enslaved
is first mentioned by Hesiod, and appears to have been
by the Greeks, she threw herself into the sea. Other
unknown in the age of Homer. Her attributes were accounts state that she was stoned by the Greeks and
various and apparently contradictory: she was said to was metamorphosed into a dog.
dispense blessings and avert misfortunes, and was also
Hecube. See Hecuba.
described as a cruel infernal deity, presiding over magic
Hed'ding, (Elijah,) an American Methodist bishop,
and nocturnal incantations. She was represented with born in the State of New York in 1780. He was elected
a hideous aspect, having her head surrounded with ser- a bishop about 1824. Died at Poughkeepsie in 1852.
pents, and infernal dogs howling around her.
Hedelin. See Aubignac, d’.
Hec'a-ton, [Gr. 'Ekutuv,] a Greek Stoic philosopher,
Hedenborg, ha'den-boRg', (Johan,) a Swedish phyborn at Rhodes, lived in the first century after Christ.
sician and traveller, born at Heda in 1787, visited the
Hecht, h§Kt, (Christian,) a German philologist and Levant in 1825. He published “The Manners and CusLutheran divine, born at Halle in 1696; died in 1748.
toms of the Turks,” (1839-42,) and “Tiavels in Egypt
Heck, van, vtn h£k, (Jan,) an excellent Flemish and the Interior of Africa,” (1843.)
painter of landscapes, flowers, and fruit, born near
Hederich, ha'deh-rix', or Hed'er-ic, (Benjamin,)
Oudenarde about 1625. He worked in Rome and Ant- an eminent German lexicographer, was born at Geithain,
werp. Died after 1660.
in Saxony, in 1675.
He was rector of the College of
Heck, van der, vSn der h§k, (Niklaas,) a Dutch Grossenhain for forty-two years, and published many
painter of Alkmaar, was born about 1580.
He excelled useful school-books, among which are a “ Lexicon Matiuin landscape and history, was a good colorist, and skil- ale Graecum,”
(1722,) and a “Dictionary of Mythology,”
ful in chiaroscuro.
Died in 1638.
The former was extensively used in Germany
(1724.)
Heck, von. See Hegius.
and England. An improved edition was published by
Heckel, hSk'el, (Johann Friedrich,) a German Ernesti in 1766. Died in 1748.
philologist, born at Gera about 1640; died in 1715.
See Ersch und Gruber, “Aligemeine Encyklopaedie
“NouHecker, hgk'ker, (August Friedrich,) a German velle Biographie Generate.
physician and medical writer, born near Plalle in 1763
Hedge, (Frederick Henry,) D.D., a distinguished
died in 1811.
scholar and Unitarian divine, born at Cambridge, MasHecker, (Friedrich Karl Franz,) a German radi- sachusetts, December 12, 1805. He studied in Gei many
cal politician and lawyer, born in Baden in 1811.
After after his return he graduated, in 1825, at Harvard, Vvhere
the revolution of 1848-49 he emigrated to the United also he was a student in divinity. He officiated for some
States, and settled at Belleville, Illinois. Died in 1881.
years in West Cambridge; and in 1835 he removed to
Heck'er, (Isaac Thomas,) an American theologian, Bangor, Maine. In 1847 he visited Europe a second
born in New York in 1819. He became a Roman time, and on his return was settled for a few years in
i'kub',]
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Providence, Rhode Island.
He was invited in 1856 to
take the pastoral charge of the Unitarian church at
Brookline, Massachusetts, where he still resides.
In
1857 he was chosen professor of ecclesiastical history at
the divinity school of Harvard.
The same year he became editor of the “Christian Examiner,” to which he
has made many valuable contributions. Of his numerous
publications the most important are “The Prose Writers
of Germany,” (1848,) “Reason in Religion,” (1865,) and
“The Primeval World of Hebrew Tradition,” (1870.)
Dr. Hedge is distinguished for his varied learning and
high literary culture, as well as for strength, originality,
and acuteness of intellect and his writings are destined,
we doubt not, to take a permanent place in his country’s
;

literature.
See “ North American Review” for October, 1848.

Hedge,

(Levi,) the father of the preceding, born at

Warwick, Massachusetts, in 1767, was for many years
professor of logic and metaphysics at Harvard.
His
“System of Logic” (1818) had a great success, and was
translated into German.
Died in 1843.
Hedg'es, (Sir Charles,) an English politician, graduated at Oxford in 1675.
In 1700 he was appointed one
of the chief secretaries of state. About the same time
he was returned to Parliament, in which he sat many
years.
The Whigs dismissed him from the office of
secretary in 1706.
Died in 1714.
Hedin, hi-deen', (Sven Anders,) a Swedish medical
writer, born in Smaland in 1750, was a pupil of Linnaeus.
He became first physician to the King of Sweden in
He wrote, besides other works, a “Eulogy on
1798.
Linnaeus,” (1S08.) Died in 1821.
ha'de-o, (Kaspar,) a German Protestant
born at Ettlingen, in Baden, in 1494. He became about 1520 court preacher at Mentz, whence he
removed to Strasburg in 1523. He preached in the
cathedral of this city, and made many converts.
He
wrote a work on the history of his times, called “ Chron-

Hedio,

divine,

icon Germanicum,” (1530,) and other works.

Died

in

1552See Melchior Adam, “Vitae Germanorum Philosophorum
MM. Haag, “La France protestante.”

Hedlinger, hSd'ling-er, (Johann Karl,) an eminent
Swiss engraver of medals, born at Schwitz in 1691,
learned his art with Saint-Urbain, of Nancy.
He went
to Paris in 1717, after which Charles XII. of Sweden
appointed him director of the mint. In 1735 he accepted
an invitation from the Russian court, which rewarded
him with large presents. He also engraved for other
European courts. He is thought to approach the perfection of the ancients more closely than any other

modern

artist.
Died in 1771.
See Nagler, “Neues AUgemeines Kiinstler-Lexikon.”

Hedouin, hk'doo-^', (Charles F ranqois,) a French
born

died in 1826.
;
a French painter of landscapes
and genre, born at Boulogne-sur-Mer in 1819.
Hedouin, (Pierre,) a French litterateur and musician,
naturalist,

in Paris in 1761

Hedouin, (Edmond,)

born

at

Boulogne-sur-Mer

in 1789.

Hedouin de Pons-Ludon, M'doo-flN' deh p^N lfi'd^N', (Joseph Antoine,) a French poet and litterateur,
born at Rheims in 1739; died in 1817.
Hedouville, /5&'doo'v£l', (Gabriel Theodore Joseph,) Count, a French general, born at Laon in 1755.
He succeeded Iloche in 1797 as general-in-chief of the
army of the West, where the royalists were in arms. He
served as chief of the staff of Jerome Bonaparte in the
campaign of 1806. Died in 1825.
Hed'wig, written also Hedwige and Jadwiga,
Queen of Poland, born in 1371, was a daughter of Louis
of Hungary, and was chosen by the Polish nobles to
succeed him on the throne in 1384. She was married
to Jagellon, Duke of Lithuania.
Historians represent
her as beautiful and wise. Died in 1399.
Hedwig, h£d'<Wg, (Johann,) a celebrated German
botanist, born at Cronstadt, in Transylvania, in 1730.
He made several important discoveries with the microscope, which he used with great skill.
He published in
1795 his “Analytic Description and Designs of New
and Doubtful Cryptogamous Plants,” (4vols. fob,) which
is esteemed a standard work ; also, “ Observations on
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the True Parts of Generation in Mosses,” which he was
the first to discover.
Died in 1799.
See Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie
“Edinburgh Encyclopaedia.”

Heede, van, vin ha'deh, (Vigor,) a Flemish painter,
born at Furnes in 1659. He worked in France and Italy,
and his native place. Died in 1718.
Heede, van, (Willem,) a skilful painter, a brother of
the preceding, was born in 1660.
He worked at Rome,
Venice, and Vienna, where he was patronized by the
emperor. His colouring, design, and composition are
Died

praised.

in 1728.

Heem, van,

vin ham, (Jan David,) an excellent
Dutch painter of fruit, flowers, and still life, born at
Utrecht in 1600. He is regarded as one of the greatest
painters in his department of art.
His works have an
exquisite finish without the appearance of effort, and
were sold for very high prices. Died in 1674.
His son, Corn ELIS, was a painter of similar subjects.
See Descamps, “ Vies des Peintres Flamands, Hollandais,” etc.

Heemskerk, van, vin hams'keRk, written also
Hemskerk, (Jacob,) a brave and skilful naval officer,
born at Amsterdam. He commanded an expedition sent
in 1595 to

explore a northeast passage to China, but

was not successful, his progress being obstructed by ice.
Having obtained the rank of admiral, and the command
of a fleet of twenty-six vessels, he signally defeated the
Spaniards near Gibraltar in 1607. Heemskerk and the

Spanish admiral were both killed in this action.
See Engelberts Gerrits, “ Leven en Daden der Zeehelden J.
van Heemskerk en P. P. Hein,” 1825; Motley, “United Netherlands,” vol.

iv.

chaps, xl.-xlvii.

Heemskerk, van,
torical painter,

born

at

(Martin,) an eminent Dutch hisHeemskerk in 1498. His family

name was Van Veen.
and produced

at

He

Haarlem a

studied with

J.

Schoorel,

fine picture of “ Saint

Luke

Virgin Mary.” About 1532 he visited
Rome, where he consulted and imitated Michael Angelo.
He afterwards returned to Haarlem. His design is correct rather than elegant.
Among his works is “ Mars
and Venus surprised by Vulcan.” Died in 1574.
See Descamps, “Vies des Peintres Flamands, Hollandais,” etc.
Heerbrand, haR'bRint, (Jakob,) a German Lutheran
divine, born at Giengen, in Suabia, about 1520, studied
under Luther at Wittenberg. He was professor of theology at Tubingen for about forty years, and wrote
“Compendium Theologise,” (1573.) Died in 1600.
Heere, de, deh ha'reh, (Lucas,) a skilful Flemish
painter and poet, born at Ghent in 1534, was the son
of John de Heere, a noted sculptor.
He was patronized
by the court of France, and worked some years in England, where he painted portraits of Queen Elizabeth and
of some of the nobility.
Among his works are “ The
Pentecost,” and a “ Resurrection.” He wrote, in Flemish,
“The Garden of Poetry,” (a poem.) Died in 1584.
See Houbraken, “Vies des Peintres;” Descamps, “Vies des
Peintres Flamands,” etc.; P. Blommaert, “ Levensschets van L.
Painting the

de Heere,” 1853.

Heeren, ha'ren, (Arnold Hermann Ludwig,) an
eminent German historian, born near Bremen in October,
Having studied philology at Gottingen under
1760.
Heyne, he visited Italy, Paris, and the Netherlands.
He published in 1801 an edition of the “Eclogae
Physicas et Ethicae” of Stobasus, and about the same
time became professor of history at Gottingen, having
previously married a daughter of Heyne. His “ Ancient
History” (“Geschichte der Staaten des Alterthums”)
appeared in 1799, and his “History of the Political Systems and Colonies of Europe” in 1809. His greatest
work, “Ideas on the Politics, Commerce, and Trade of
the Principal Nations of Antiquity,” (“Ideen fiber die
Politik, den Verkehr und den Handel der vornehmsten
Volker,” etc., in 5 vols.,) was completed in 1824, and is
generally allowed to possess merits of the highest order.
Heeren was editor for a time of the “Gelehrten Anzeigen” at Gottingen, and also had a share in the publication of the “Library of Ancient Literature and Art.”

He was
Europe.
See C.

a

member

of the principal learned societies of
Gottingen in 1842.
Hoeck, “A. H. L. Heeren; Gedachtnissrede,” 1843;

Died

at

Jacob Geel, “Levensschets van A. H. L. Heeren,” Delft, 1822;
“Nouvelle Biographie G^nerale ;” “Foreign Quarterly Review” for
January, 1838; “ North American Review” for January, 1829.
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HEERKENS
Heerkens,
physician,
in 1728.

hait'kens,

(Gerard Niklaas,) a Dutch

and writer of Latin

He owed

verse, born at Groningen
his reputation chiefly to his discovery

HEIBERG
of the day rage around it.
It is reputed to be the most
comprehensive and analytic of pantheistic schemes. Its
author and some of his disciples have asserted that it is
the same system, in the form of philosophy, which Christianity gives us in the form of faith.
But its present
position is that of hostility to Christianity.” (“ Prose
Writers of Germany.”)
For a full account of Hegel’s system, see J. M. Sterling, “ Secret
of Hegel,” 2 vols. 8vo, London, 1865
F. Adolf Trendelenburg,
“ Logische Untersuchungen,” 2 vols., 2d edition, 1862; J. Willm,
“ Histoire de la Philosophic Allemande depuis Kant jusqu’i Hegel,”
See, also, K. F. Goeschei., “ Hegel
(Paris, 4 vols., 1846,) vol. iii.
und seine Zeit,” Berlin, 1832; Rosenkrantz, “G. W. F. Hegel's
“
Prevost,
Exposition de sa Doctrine,” 1844;
Hegel,
Leben,” 1844;

of the country-house of Horace in Italy. He composed,
“Iter Venetum,” (1760,) and “Notabilia,” (1765,) a book
ol tnvels in Italy.
Died in 1801.
Heermann, (Johannes,) a German divine and poet,
born in Silesia in 1585. His sacred songs, entitled
“ Music ot the House (or Home) and Heart,” (1644,) are
highly esteemed.
Died in 1647.
Fleers. van, (Hendrik,) of Liege, a Flemish medical writer, born about 1570; died about 1636.
Hefele, von, (Karl Josef,) a German ecclesiastical C. de R^musat, “ De la Philosophic Allemande,”
1845; Haym,
historian, born in 1809. Flis greatest work is the “His- “Hegel und seine Zeit,” 1857; Cousin, “Souvenirs d’un Voyage
tory of Councils,” which has been translated into English. en Allemagne,” 1857.
He became Bishop of Rottenberg in 1869.
He-ge'mon ['H;f//iun] of Thasos, an Athenian comic
Heffter, hlffter, (August Wilhelm,) a German jurist poet, flourished about 450 B.c. Aristotle attributes the
and legal writer, born at Schweidnitz in 1796.
invention of parody to him.
Heffter, (Moritz Wilhelm,) a brother of the preHegemon, an Athenian orator, who favoured the
ceding, was the author of a treatise “ On the Religion of Macedonian party.
Died in 317 B.C.
the Greeks, Romans, Ancient Egyptians, and Indians,”
Hegendorf, ha'gen-doRff, (Christoph,) a German
(2d edition, 1848,) and other works.
philologist, and friend of Luther, born at’ Leipsic in
Hegel, ha'gel, (Georg Wilhelm Friedrich,) one of 1500 died in 1540.
;
the most eminent philosophers of the German school of
He-ge'sl-as, ['Hyyaiaf,] a Greek orator and historian,
metaphysics, was born at Stuttgart in 1770. At the age was born at Magnesia, and lived about 300 or 250 B.c.
of eighteen he entered the University of Tubingen as He wrote a “ History of Alexander the Great,” which
student of theology.
Here he formed an intimate ac- appears to have had little merit. Several ancient critics
quaintance and friendship with Schelling, although the censure the inflated style of his oratory, which was one
two friends became subsequently rival candidates for the of the first examples of the “ Asiatic” style.
leadership of German philosophy.
On leaving the uniSee Vossius, “De Historicis Gnecis.”
versity he engaged as a private teacher, first at Berne and
a Cyrenaic philosopher, who is supposed
afterwards at Frankfort-on-the-Main.
He became in to Hegesias,
have lived about 300 B.c., was a disciple of Aristippus.
1801 a lecturer in the University of Jena.
In the same
He founded a new sect, called Hegesiacs, maintained
year appeared his first important work, “ On the Differthat happiness is impossible, and that death is preferaence between the Philosophical Systems of Fichte and
ble to life.
His doctrines induced so many to commit
Schelling.” In 1806 he became professor-extraordinary
suicide that Ptolemy closed his school.
of philosophy at Jena ; but, that town having soon after
Hegesias the sculptor. See Hegias.
been taken by the French, he was thrown out of employHegesippe. See Hegesippus.
ment. For some time he edited a political paper at BamHeg-e-sip'pus, [Gr. 'Hyr/aimroc ; Fr. IFF.gLsippe, <Vberg. Here was published (1807) his “ Phtenomenology,”
;

zhi'z^p',] an Athenian orator, who lived about 340 B.c.
first part of his “System of Knowledge.”
In 1808
He advocated a declaration of war against Philip of
he was appointed rector of the gymnasium at NuremMacedon, and was a colleague of Demosthenes in an
berg, where he finished his “ Science of Logic,” (“ Wisembassy to the Peloponnesians.
senschaft der Logik,” in 3 vols., 1812-16.)
In 1811 he
Hegesippus, an ecclesiastical historian, was a Jew by
married Marie von Tucher, a lady of strong religious
and lived at Rome in his later years. Having been
convictions and rare moral virtues.
He was devotedly birth,
converted to Christianity, he wrote a “ History of the
attached to her, and their union was eminently a happy
Church,” which was the first essay ever made in that
one.
He was called in 1816 to the chair of philosophy
department. A few fragments of his work have been
at Heidelberg, and while here published his “Encyclopreserved by Eusebius. Died about 180 a.d.
paedia of the Philosophical Sciences,” in which his whole
See Allemand-Lavigerie, “De Hegesippo Disquisitio hisscheme of philosophy is comprised. In 1818 he suc- torica,”
1850.
ceeded at Berlin to the professorship of philosophy left
Hegetschweiler, ha'get-sh<U'ler, (Johann,) a Swiss
vacant by the death of Fichte. Fie died of cholera in
Soon after his death his works were collected botanist, born at Richerschweil in 1789, produced a
1831.
“Flora” of Switzerland. Died in 1839.
and published at Berlin, in 18 vols., (1832-41.)
Hegewisch, ha'geh-^ish', (Dietrich Hermann,) a
The philosophy of Hegel is regarded by his followers
He
as by far the most logical, complete, and comprehensive German historian, born near Osnabriick in 1740.
of all the pantheistic systems.
With our narrow limits wrote a “ History of Charlemagne,” (1772,) and a “ History of the Emperor Frederick II.,” (1792.) Died in 1812.
it would be impossible to give even a satisfactory outHe'gi-as, ['Hyffif,] a famous Greek sculptor, who lived
line of his scheme.
Suffice it to say that it is generally
regarded as the completion of the great philosophic about 450 B.C. and was a contemporary of Phidias.

the

which Kant had laid the foundations, and to
which Fichte and Schelling had contributed important

edifice of

Among

his

works was a statue of Minerva mentioned by

By some

writers he is regarded as identical with
of the most striking peculiarities of Hegesias, an eminent sculptor of the same period.
Hegira, (Hejra.) See Mohammed.
Hegel’s philosophic system is the complete identification
Hegius, ha'ge-us, or von Heck, fon hlk, (Alexof logic with metaphysics. The Hegelians have been
divided into three classes, (according to the nomenclature ander,) a German scholar, born at Heck, in Westphalia,
of the French legislative assemblies,) namely, the right, about 1440, was a pupil of Thomas a Kempis. He taught
the centre, and the left.
The right maintain that the the classics for thirty years in the College of Deventer,
Hegelian philosophy is perfectly harmonious with ortho- where Erasmus and other eminent men were his pupils,
dox Christianity in other words, it is Christianity viewed and was the first who introduced the study of Greek into
“ De Sciin its philosophic aspects. The left, represented by such Holland. He wrote Latin verses, and dialogues
“ De Rhetorica.” Erasmus classes Hewriters as Strauss, Michelet, Ruge, etc., for the most part entia,” etc., and
deny the personality of God, as well as the truths of gius among the restorers of classic learning. Died in 1498.
See Sax, “Onomasticon Literarium.”
Christian revelation, though they differ as to whether the
universe is purely material or spiritual in its essence.
Heiberg, hI'b§RG, (Johan Ludwig,) a popular
The centre (it is scarcely necessary to say) occupy mid- Danish dramatist and poet, born at Copenhagen in 1791.
dle ground here belong Rosenkrantz, Vatke, Gans, etc.
He produced in 1811 a drama called “Tycho Brahe’s
“ Hegel’s system, [of philosophy,)” says Dr. Hedge, Prediction,” and passed several years in France, from
“has produced a profound impression upon the German which he introduced the vaudeville into Denmark.
mind. The theological and philosophical controversies Among his successful dramas of that kind are “ Solomon
Pliny.
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Heilbronner, (Johann Christoph,) a German
(1826,) and “The Danes in Paris,”
received in 1829 the title of royal dramatic mathematician, born at Ulm about 1700, published “Hispoet and translator. He published several metaphysical toria Matheseos universs,” (1742.) Died in 1747.
works, among which is “The Significance of the PhiHeilbuth, (Ferdinand,) a German painter, born at
losophy of the Present Day,” (“Ueber die Bedeutung Hamburg.
He is now a French citizen and resides at
der Philosophie der Gegenwart,” 1833.) His poetical Paris.
works were published in 9 vols., (1833-41.) Died in Paris
Heilmann, (Johann David,) an eminent German
in i860.
Hellenist, born at Osnabruck in 1727, obtained the chair
See Brockhaus, “ Conversations- Lexikon
Howitt, “Litera- of theology at Gottingen in 1758. Among his works
ture and Romance of Northern Europe,” vol. ii.
are a good German translation of Thucydides, and, in
Heiberg, (Johanne Louise,) whose maiden name Latin, a “ Compendium of Dogmatic Theology.” Died
was Johanne Louise Patges, born at Copenhagen in in
1764.
1812, was the wife of the preceding, and was the favourite
Heilmann, hil'mln, (Johann Kasfar,) a historical
actress of that capital.
She was successful in comedy, painter, born at Miilhausen, (Mulhouse,) in Alsace, in
tragedy, and the opera.
He studied at Rome, and removed in 1742 to
1718.
Heiberg, (Peder Andreas,) a distinguished Danish Paris, where his portraits were in great request. He
dramatic poet, born at Vordingborg in 1758, was the also employed his talent with success on paintings for
father of Johan Ludwig Heiberg. Having been banished, churches
and on landscapes. Died in 1760.
on a charge of seditious writing, in 1799, he went to Paris,
See Nagler, “Neues Allgemeines Kiinstler- Lexikon.”

and the Hatter,”
(1833.)

He

where he was employed

until 1814 by Napoleon and
Talleyrand as translator in the department of foreign
affairs. He wrote, in Danish, “ Heckingborn,” a comedy,
“The Voyager to China,” and other dramas; also a

Heilmanuus. See Heilmann.
Heim, him, (Ernst Ludwig,) a German physician
and medical writer, born in 1747, practised in Berlin.
Died in 1834.
“ Historical and Critical Summary of the Danish MonHeim, Mn, (Francois Joseph,) a French historical
archy,” (1820,) and various other works.
Died in Paris painter, born at Belfort (Haut-Rhin) in 1787. He gained
in 1841.
His wife, Thomasina Christina Buntsen, the grand prize in
1807, went to Rome, with a pension,
an authoress, is noticed in this work under Gyllem- afterwards worked in Paris, and was chosen a member
bourg, which see.
of the Institute in 1829. Among his works are “The
See Memoirs of Heiberg’s Life in France, by himself, entitled Clemency of Titus,”
(1819,) “The Defeat of the Cimbri
“ Erindringer af min politiske og literaire Vandel
Frankrige,”
by Marius,” (1853,) and portraits of many eminent men.
1830; Longfellow, “Poets and Poetry of Europe;” Peder Ani

dreas Heiberg, “ Tie Aar Bergen
i

;

autobiografisk Episode,” 1829.

Heidanus,

hl-di/nus, (Abraham,) a theologian and
Cartesian philosopher, born in the Palatinate in 1597,
became professor of theology at Leyden about 1647.
Died in 1678.

Heideck.

See Heidegger, (Karl Wilhelm.)
Heidegger, hl'dek'er, (Johann Heinrich,) a Swiss
author and Protestant divine, born in the canton of Zurich
in 1633.
He became professor of Hebrew at Heidelberg

He wrote,
in 1656, and of theology at Zurich in 1666.
in Latin, a “Biblical Manual,” (1680,) a “History of the
Papacy,” (1684,) “Anatome Concilii Tridentini,” (1672,)
and other works on theology.

Died in 1698.
See his Autobiography, “ Historia Vitae J. H. Heideggeri,” 1698.

See T. Gautier, “ Les Beaux- Arts en Europe.”

Heim, (Georg Christoph,)

a naturalist, brother of
Ernst Ludwig, noticed above, was born at Solz in 1743.
He published a “ German Flora,” (“ Deutsche Flora,”

2 vols., 1799-1800.)

Died

in 1807.

Heim, (Johann Ludwig,)

a German geologist,
brother of the preceding, was born at Solz in 1741. He
wrote a “Treatise on the Geology of the Mountains of
Thuringia,” (6 vols., 1796-1812.) Died in 1819.

Heimbach,

hlm'bdK, (Carl

Wilhelm

Ernst,) a

German jurist, born at Merseburg in 1803.
Heimburg, hlm'booRG, [Lat. Heimbur'gius,] (Gregor,) an eminent German jurist, was born at Wurzburg.
At the Council of Bale he opposed the pretensions of

Heidegger, (Johann Jakob,) b Swiss adventurer, the pope, and in 1431 settled at Nuremberg. He died
born at Zurich in 1659 or 1660, was called “the Swiss in 1472, and left several legal works, which exhibit an
Count.” He was patronized by George II. of England acute intellect and a noble spirit of freedom.
See J. A. Ballenstadius, “Vita Heimburgii," 1737.
as master of revels, manager of operas, etc. Died in 1749.
Heimburgius. See Heimburg.
Heidegger, von, fon hi'dek'er, or Heideck, hl'clSk,
Heimdall, hlm'dil, or Heimdallr, [etymology un(Karl Wilhelm,) a German general and artist, born at
Saaralben, Lorraine, in 1788, was Baron von Heideck. certain,] a god in the Northern mythology, regarded as
He fought as an officer for the liberation of Greece about the watchman of the vEsir, and the warder of heaven, is
1826.
In 1830 he settled at Munich as an artist, and called a son of Odin, but on the maternal side is deproduced many remarkable pictures, the subjects of scended from the Jotun race. He drinks mead in his
which are taken from Grecian history or scenery. He
painted in the Glyptothek a fresco of the “ Four-Horse
Chariot of the Sun.” About 1832 he went to Greece
with King Otho, whom he served as chamberlain. He
afterwards obtained the rank of general in the Bavarian
army. Died in February, 1861.
See “Nouvelle Biographie Generale.”

Heideloff, hi'deh-lof, (Karl Alexander,) a German
architect, son of Victor Peter, noticed below, was born
at Stuttgart in 1788.
He built the castles of Landsberg
and Altenstein, restored the cathedral of Bamberg, and
designed many fine structures at Nuremberg. Among
his writings is a “Treatise on the Orders of Architecture,” (1827.)

Heideloff, (Victor Peter,) a German painter, born
at Stuttgart in 1757 ; died in 1818.
Heidenstein, hT'den-stln', (Reinhold,) a German
historian, born in 1555, wrote, in Latin, a “History of

bright hall, called Himinbjorg, (“ Heaven’s Castle,”) at
the bridge-head where the rainbow (Bifrost*) reaches
heaven.
He sleeps less than a bird, and sees by night,
as well as by day, more than a hundred leagues around
him.
His hearing is so acute that he can hear the grass
grow in the meadows of the earth, and the wool on the
back of the sheep. When he blows upon his trumpet,
called Gjallar-horn, (or Gjaller-horn,) it is heard through
all the worlds.
His teeth are said to be of gold, and he
has a horse with a golden mane. It is not improbable
that the name of this god may be some change or corruption of Heimdellingr, (“ home of dawn,”) as the dawn
seems to keep still watch in heaven for the approach of
day, and may well be said to ride on a horse with a
golden mane. The original fable of Heimdall, if it ever

had any distinct allegorical significance, would seem to
have been not a little confused by incongruous additions,
made probably at a later period.
Fable XV.
See Mallet, “ Northern Antiquities,” vol.
ii.

;

Poland,” (1672.) Died in 1620.
Thorpe, “Northern Mythology,” vol.
p. 200 et seq ; Keysek,
Heil, van, vln hll, (Daniel,) a Flemish painter, born “Religion of the Northmen ;” Petersen, “ Nordisk Mythologi.”
at Brussels in 1604, had a high reputation as a painter
* The name Bifrost from bifa, to “tremble,” and rbst, a “road”
of landscapes and conflagrations. Among his master- or “way,” signifying the “ trembling or swinging way,” was applied
pieces is “ The Burning of Troy.”
to the rainbow, perhaps on account of its apparent want of stability,
Heil, van, (Jean Baptiste,) a good painter of history or its inconstancy. Its curved form may have suggested the idea of
horn, (the Gjallar-horn, i.e. the “yelling or loudand portraits, brother of the preceding, was born at Brus- Heimdall’s great which
he blows on the approach of any extraordinary
sounding horn,”)
sels in 1609.
He died after 1661. His brother Leo danger. It w-as actually believed that at the “end of the rainbow” a
painted insects and flowers with success.
golden treasure was hidden, and that golden money fell from the bow.
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HEIN

or Heyn, hln, (Pieter,) a brave Dutch admiral,
Delftshaven in 1570, was the son of a common
In 1628 he captured in the Bay of Matanzas a
Spanish fleet, with a rich cargo of silver. For this exIn 1629 he defeated
ploit he was made a vice-admiral.
the French near Dunkirk, and lost his life in the action.
See Engelberts Gerrits, “ Leven en Daden der Zeehelden J.
van Heemskerk en P. P. Hein,” 1825; Southey, “History of Bra-

Hein

born

at

sailor.

zil
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“ Nouvelle Biographie Generate.

Juris civilis secundum Ordinem Pandectarum,"
1728,) “Elements of the Law of Nature and Nations,”
(“Elementa Juris Naturae et Gentium,” 1730,) and a
“History of Roman and German Law,” (in Latin, 1733.)
Died in 1741.

menta

See “ Commentaries de Vita et Scriptis J. G. Heineccii,” by his
son, Johann Christian Gottlieb, 1765; Hiksching, “Historischliterarisches Handbuch,” 17 vols., 1794-1815; Ersch und Gruber,

“Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”

Heineccius or Heinecke, (Johann Michael,) a
Heine, (Christian Gottlob.) See IIeyne.
Heine, hl'neh, (Heinrich,) a celebrated German writer and eloquent preacher, broth.er of the preceding,
poet and author, of Jewish extraction, born at Dussel- was born at Eisenberg in 1674. He became pastor at
dorf in 1800.
He studied law at Bonn, Berlin, and Got- Halle about 1710. He published several antiquarian
tingen, and took his degree at the Gottingen university. works.
Died in 1722.
Heinecke. See Heineccius.
His first poems appeared in 1822, and were followed by
the tragedies of “Almansor” and “Radcliff,” (1823.) In
Heinecken, hl'nSk-ken, (Christian Heinrich,)
1825 he renounced the Jewish faith, and professed Chris- known as “ the Boy of Lubeck,” born in that city in
tianity
but he subsequently became an avowed unbe- 1721, was a brother of Karl Heinrich von Heinecken,
liever.
His “ Pictures of Travel” (“ Reisebilder,” 4 vols., noticed below. Pie was one of the most remarkable inAt the age of
1831) were received with great favour, and were after- stances of mental precocity on record.
wards translated by him into French, under the title of two years he was well versed in the history of the Bible,
“Tableaux de Voyages.” His other principal works in his third year learned French and Latin, and in his
are the “Book of Songs,” (“Buch der Lieder,” 1827,) fourth studied ecclesiastical history.
He died in 1725.
;

“ Contributions to the History of Recent Belles-Lettres
Germany,” (“Beitrage zur Geschichte der neuern
schonen Literatur in Deutschland,” 2 vols., 1833,) “Der
Salon,” (4 vols., 1835,) “The Romantic School,” (“Die
Romantische Schule,” 1836,) and the poem of “Atta
Heine had
Troll, a Summer Night’s Dream,” (1847.)
removed in 1831 to Paris, where he married a French
About 1848
lady, and where he resided till his death.
his health became very much impaired, and he lost his
composiin
literary
sight ; but he still employed himself
Among the
tion, with the assistance of an amanuensis.
works he produced at this period are the “ Romanzero,”
(1851,) “ Doctor Faust,” (1851,) “Das Buch des Lazarus,” (1854,) and the “New Spring,” (“ Neuer Friihling,” 1855.) After an illness of eight years, a great part
of which time had been passed in extreme suffering, he
died in February, 1856.
Several years before his death
he had renounced infidelity. The spirit of satire seems
to have been innate in Heine ; but it is not in satire
alone that he excels.
For a certain simplicity and
grace of style, as well as for an exquisite vein of humour,
which is occasionally lighted up with flashes of the most
brilliant wit, Heine has no superior among the poets or
prose writers of Germany. His prose is remarkable for
its transparent beauty, and is perhaps unequalled by that
of any other German author except Goethe.
“ Heine,” says a critic in the “Westminster Review”
for January, 1856, “ adds to Teutonic imagination, sensibility, and humour, an amount of esprit that would make
him brilliant among the most brilliant Frenchmen. He
is a surpassing lyric poet, who has uttered our feelings
for us in delicious songs ; an artist in prose literature,
who has shown even more completely than Gothe the
possibilities of German prose.”
See “ Heinrich Heine,” in Matthew Arnold’s “Essays;”
“London Quarterly Review” for December, 1835; “Edinburgh
Review” for July, 1856; “North British Review” for May, i860;
in

“Fraser’s Magazine” for November, 1S66.

See C. von Schoneich, “ Leben, Thaten,
Lubeck,” Lubeck, 1726.

etc.

des

Knaben von

Heinecken, von, fon hT'ngk-ken, or Heinecke,
(Karl Heinrich,) a German writer on art, born at
in 1706.
He published in 1755 a splendid work
entitled “ Collection of Prints from the Most Celebrated

Lubeck

Pictures of the Royal Gallery at Dresden,” and “ Dictionnaire des Artistes, etc. dont nous avons des Estampes,”
Died in 1791.
(4 vols., 1778-90, unfinished.)
See Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”

Heinicke,

hT'nik-keh, (Samuel,) born at Weissenfels
was the founder of a system of instruction for

in 1729,

About 1778 he established

at Leipsic the
education of the deaf and dumb
in Germany, of which he continued director till his death,
in 1790.
He published a treatise “On the Dispositions
of Deaf-Mutes,” and other works.
See Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”

deaf-mutes.

first institution

Heinlein,

for the

(Heinrich,) a distinguished Gerborn at Nassau- Weilburg in
Among his
1803, worked for many years in Munich.
favourite subjects are sombre forests and Alpine glaciers.
Heinrich, (Emperors or Princes of Germany.) See

man

hln'lln',

landscape-painter,

Henry.
hTn'riK, (Karl Friedrich,) a learned
born in the duchy of Saxe-Gotha in 1774.
successively professor of Greek and of eloquence

Heinrich,

German

He was

critic,

and Bonn. He edited the
works of Juvenal and Persius, and Cicero’s “De Re
Publica,” and was the author of “ Epimenides aus Creta,”
an essay on Epimenides and his works, which is highly
esteemed. Died in 1838.
Heinrich der Glichezare, hTn'riK d§R gliu'et-siTeh,
a German poet, supposed to have been the author of
“ Reineke (or Reinhart) Fuchs,” lived about 1150-90.
at the Universities of Kiel

See J. Grimm, “Reinhart Fuchs;” Gervinus, “Geschichte der
Deutschen Literatur.”

Heine, (Salomon,) an opulent German banker and
Heinrich
philanthropist, born at Hanover in 1766, was a Jew, and
Heinrich
He lived at Hamburg, and
uncle of Heine the poet.
Heinrich
gave large sums of money for charitable institutions.
Heinrich
Died in 1844.
man poet, of

der Grosse. See Henry IV., (of France.)
der Lowe. See Henry the Lion.
der Stolze. See Henry the Proud.
von Anhalt, hTn'riK fon in'hiilt, a Ger-

noble birth, lived in the thirteenth century.
See Longfellow, “ Poets and Poetry of Europe.”

See J. Mendelssohn, “S. Heine, Blatter der Wiirdigung und
Erinnerung,” 1845.

Heinrich von Breslau, hTn'riK fon bR^s'low, a GerHeineccius, hi-nSk'se-us, or Heinecke, hT'nSk-keh,
man poet, and Duke of Breslau, lived about 1280.
(Johann Gottlieb,) an eminent German jurist, born at
See Longfellow, “Poets and Poetry of Europe.”
Eisenberg in September, 1681. He became professor
Heinrich von Morung, hTn'riK fon mo'roong, a
of philosophy at Halle in 1713, obtained a chair of law
He German minnesinger of the early part of the thirteenth
there in 1720, and removed to Franeker in 1723.
afterwards lectured a few years at Frankfort-on-the-Oder,
was appointed professor of law at Halle in 1733, an d
published numerous works, which were esteemed as high
authority.
He invented a new method of teaching jurisprudence, called “ the axiomatic.” Among his principal
“
Elements of Civil Law according to the
works are
Order of the Institutes,” (“Elementa Juris civilis secundum Ordinem Institutionum,” 1725,) “Elements of Civil
Law according to the Order of the Pandects,” (“ Ele-

c as k; 9 as

s;

g hard; g as j; G, H, K, guttural; N, nasal;

century.
See Longfellow, “ Poets and Poetry of Europe.”
Heinrich von Rispach, hTn'riK fon ris'pdK, a German minnesinger, surnamed the Virtuous Clerk, lived
about 1170-90.
See Longfellow, “ Poets and Poetry of Europe.”

Heinroth,

hln'rot,

German

August,)

a

in

He became

1773.

R, trilled; s as z;

th as in

(Johann Christian Friedrich
was born at Leipsic
professor of medicine at Leipsic

physiologist,

1

this.

(

2'Jp 'See Explanations,

p. 23.)

HEINSE

1

1

and published, besides other works, a “Treatise
on Nosology,” (1810,) a “Manual of Anthropology,”
and
a work on psychology, (1827.) Died in 1843.
(1822,)
Heinse, hln'seh, (Johann Jakob Wilhelm,) a German litterateur born in Thuringia about 1748. He visited
Italy in 1780-83, and became secretary to the Elector
in 1812,

,

of Mentz in 1787.
He published translations of Tasso’s
“Jerusalem Delivered,” (1781,) and of Ariosto’s “Orlando,” and several immoral fictitious works, the style of
which is admired. His romance “ Ardinghello” (1787)
contains eloquent criticisms on painting. Died in 1803.
See Ersch und Gruber, “ Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”

Heiusius,

hln'se-us,

(Antoon,) an eminent Dutch

statesman, born in 1641, was elected in 1689 grand pensionary of Holland, and re-elected at the end of each
He persuccessive term of five years until his death.
formed an important part in the political affairs of his
time, especially in the coalition against Louis XIV. of
Heinsius, Prince Eugene, and Marlborough
France.
formed a triumvirate which directed the affairs of the
He enjoyed in a high degree the conallied powers.
fidence of William III. of England, to whom he rendered great services. Among the allies he was the last
He was an
to assent to the peace with Louis XIV.
accomplished negotiator, reserved but polite in manner,
simple and moderate in his way of life. Died in 1720.
See Van der Heim, “ Dissertatio historico-politica de A. Heinsio,”i834; Voltaire, “Si&clede Louis XIV ;” Rapin, “History
of England;” Sismondi, “ Histoire des Frangais;” Saint-Simon,
“ M&noires
Macaulay, “ History of England,” vol. iii. chap. xi.
Heinsius, (Daniel,) a distinguished Dutch scholar
and linguist, born at Ghent in 1580, studied at the
Hague and at Leyden, where he became the pupil and
About 1600 he was appointed Latin
friend of Scaliger.
and Greek tutor, and in 1606 professor of history and
His reputation
University
of Leyden.
in
the
politics,
for learning was such that several sovereigns invited him
to their courts ; but he declined to leave his native land.
Gustavus Adolphus conferred on him the dignity of
privy councillor, and the States of Holland appointed
him their historiographer. In 1618 he officiated as secretary of the Synod of Dort. His Latin poems, published
in 1602,

were admired by his contemporaries; but his

reputation now rests chiefly on his editions of Aristotle,
Horace, Livy, Ovid, and other Greek and Latin classics.
He wrote also Latin orations, Dutch verses, and Greek
“Grotius,” says Hallam, “had the reputation
verses.
of writing with spirit and elegance ; but he is excelled
by Heinsius, whose elegies may be ranked high in
modern Latin.” (“ Introduction to the Literature of
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Run, July, 1861, soon after which he became a brigadiergeneral.
He commanded a corps in the battles near
Richmond in June, 1862, and took part in the second
battle of Bull Run, August, 1862.
Heinz or Heintz, hints, (Joseph,) a distinguished
Swiss painter, born at Berne about 1555. He was employed by the emperor Rudolph at Prague, and afterwards in Italy, where he copied the works of the best
masters.
Among his works is “The Rape of Proserpine.” He died at Prague about 1600.
Heinz, (Joseph,) a son of the preceding, was a painter
of high reputation.
He adorned the churches and palaces of Venice.
Died in 1660.
Heinze, hlnt'seh, (Valentin August,) a German
historian, born at Ltineburg in 1758. He published, besides other works, a “ History of Humanity,” (5 vols.,
Died in 1801.
1780-85.)

Heinzman, hlnts'mln, (Karl Friedrich,) an emiGerman landscape-painter, born at Stuttgart in
He worked at Munich.
1795.

nent

Heiss, von, fon hiss, (Johann,) a historian, born in
Germany, wrote, in French, a “ History of the Empire,
containing its Origin, Progress, etc.,” (3 vols., 1685.)
Died in Paris in 1688.

Heister,

hilan to
;
“conceal,”] in the Norse mythology, the goddess of
death, and the queen of the world of shades.
She is
represented as the offspring of Loki and the giantess
Angurboda. Soon after her birth, the zEsir, fearing her
growing power, cast her down into Niflheim,* (the
“home or habitation of fogs or mist,”) and gave her the
rule over nine realms or worlds, to the nine entrances
of which Gray makes allusion in the following lines

Her

******

For near the wall the river of Roaring flows,
Outmost the others near the centre run,
Storm, the Abyss, the Howling, and the Pain
;

The

And from the dark flocked up the shadowy tribes,
Women, and infants, and young men who died
Too soon for fame, with white ungraven shields;
And old men known to glory, but their star

(Otto Friedrich Theodor,)

He bephilologist, born in Berlin in 1770.
director of the College of Graue-Kloster. Among
his works, which are much esteemed, are a “ History of
German Literature,” (1810; 6th edition, 1843,) anc} a
“Popular German Dictionary,” (4vols., 1818-32.) Died
German

Betrayed them, and of wasting age they died,
Not wounds; yet dying they their armour wore,
And now have chief regard in Hela’s realm.”

The aspect of Hela herself is usually represented as
peculiarly grim and horrid, the upper part of her body
being livid, as from congealed blood. In one of the fables

849.

Heintzelman, hlnt'sel-man', (Samuel P.,) an American general, born in Pennsylvania about 1807, graduated
He served as colonel at Bull
at West Point in 1826.
a, e, I, o, u, y,

long;

&, b, 6,

same, less prolonged;

a, e,

I,

6,

ti,

portals nine of Hell arise.”

is

“Balder Dead
“And he beheld spread round him Hela’s realm,
The plains of Niflheim, where dwell the dead,
And heard the thunder of the streams of Hell.

came

1

Down the yawning steep he rode
That leads to Hela’s drear abode,

called Eliudnir, said to signify the “wide
place of clouds or storms;” her dish is Hunger, and her
knife Starvation, (Suit.)
Under one of the three roots
of the great life-tree Yggdrasil, in Niflheim, is the fountain Hvergelmir, from which flow the streams of Hell.
In this fountain dwells the malignant serpent or monster
Nidhogg, who constantly gnaws at the root of the tree
of life. (See Nidhogg.)
As, on the one hand, all those
men who fell bravely in battle belonged either to Odin
or Freyia and were brought by the Valkyries to Valhalla, so, on the other, all those who died of sickness or
old age belonged to Hela, and were inexorably doomed
to dwell in some one of her gloomy realms.
The following lines descriptive of “ Hela’s drear
abode” are from Matthew Arnold’s poem entitled
hall

die:” Fopfens, “Bibliotheca Belgica.”

in

,

Till full before his fearless eyes

Heinsius, (Niklaas,) an eminent philologist, a son
of the preceding, was born at Leyden in July, 1620.
After he had visited the principal seats of learning in
Europe, and had become distinguished as a scholar and
critic, he accepted in 1649 an invitation from Christina,
Queen of Sweden, and remained in her service about
five years.
In 1654 he was appointed minister of the
United Provinces at the court of Sweden. His leisure
hours were passed in the cultivation of poetry and in
In 1667 he was sent on an embassy to
classic studies.
the court of Russia, from which he returned in 1671.
He published editions of Claudian, (1650,) Ovid, (1652,)
He also
Virgil, (1664,) and Valerius Flaccus, (1680.)
wrote several Latin poems, (1666,) which are comin
1681.
Died
elegance.
mended for purity and
See Burmann, “ N. Heinsii Vita,” prefixed to the “ Adversaria”
of Heinsius, 1742; Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopae-

a

;

Hej ra or Hejrah. See Mohammed.
Hekabe. See Hecuba.
Hel or He'la, [Icelandic pron. ha'la from

The

classischen Philologie.”

hln'se-tls,

(Lorenz,) an eminent German sur-

“ Leichenpredigt auf Dr. L. Heister,” 1758.

“

Europe.”) Died in 1655.
See Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie;” Foppens, “Bibliotheca Belgica;” T. Creuzer, “Zur Geschichte der

Heinsius,

hls'ter,

geon, born at Frankfort-on-the-Main in 1683, was professor of surgery at Helmstedt from 1719 to 1758.
He
published a treatise “On Surgery,” (1719,) and an
“Anatomico-Surgical Lexicon,” (1753.) The former is
a standard work of its kind, and has been translated into
the principal European languages.
Died in 1758.
See Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie;” Hirsching, “ Historisch-literarisches Handbuch,” 17 vols. Meelbaum,

* Nifl

is

related etymologically to the
a “cloud” or “mist.”

Greek

ptifieAi),

Latin nebula,

(German Nedel,)
y,

short;

a, e,

j,

o,

obscure;

fir, fill, fit;

met; nSt; good;

moon

HELD

of the Edda, however, she makes her appearance as a
(See Thor.)
toothless old woman.
See Thorpe, “ Northern Mythology,” vol. i. Keyser, “ Religion
“Northern Antiquities,” vol. ii.
Mallet,
Northmen;”
of the
Fables XVI., XXV., and XXVI.; Petersen, “Nordisk My;

thologi.”

h£lt, (Willibald,) a German writer on law,
Erolzheim in 1726 ; died in 1789.
Hele, hal, or Hales, sometimes written D’Hele,
(Thomas,) an English dramatic writer, born in GloucesHe settled in Paris about 1770, and
tershire in 1740.
learned to write in French with ease and elegance. He
produced, in French, several successful comedies, among
which are “The Judgment of Midas,” (1778,) and “The
Jealous Lover.” Died about 1780.
Fr. H£l£ne,
Hel'en, [Gr. 'Ehevt7; Lat. Hel'ena
i'l&n'; It. Elena, St-la'nit,] a Grecian princess, celebrated for her transcendent beauty, was the daughter
of Leda and the Spartan king Tyndarus, or, according
At an early
to other authorities, of Leda and Jupiter.
age her hand was sought by some of the most renowned
princes of Greece, among whom were Ulysses, Ajax,
Diomedes, and Menelaus. At the suggestion of Ulysses,
Tyndarus bound the suitors by an oath to submit to
the choice which Helen should make, and to unite in
her defence if any attempt should be made to carry her
away from her husband. She selected Menelaus, from
whom, after a short union, she was abducted by Paris,
son of Priam, upon which the Greek kings declared war
against Troy.
After the death of Paris, Helen married
his brother Deiphobus, whom, after she became reconciled to Menelaus, she betrayed into the hands of the
latter.
The accounts of her death are various the most
probable is that she was put to death by Polyxo, Queen
of Rhodes, whose husband had been killed at Troy.
Helena, the Latin of Helen, which see.
Hel'e-na, Saint, [Fr. Sainte-H^lAne, s&N'ti'l&n'
It. Sant’ Elena, sSnt-i-la'ni,] mother of the emperor
Constantine, was born of a humble family at Drepanum, in Bithynia, about 250 a.d. She became the wife
of Constantius Chlorus, who, having been raised to
the rank of Caesar in 292 a.d., divorced her in order to
marry Theodora. The accession of Constantine to the
throne restored her to prosperity and honour. About
325 she made a pilgrimage to Palestine, where she
built the church of the Holy Sepulchre and that of the
Nativity.
Died in 327.
Helena, daughter of Constantine the Great, was married at Milan in 355 A.D. to her first-cousin Julian, who
had just become a Caesar and was afterwards Emperor
She died at Vienne, in Gaul, in 359.
of Rome.
Hel'e-nus, [Gr. "EAtrof ; Fr. H£l£nus, i/Ii/niis',]
a son of Priam and Hecuba, was celebrated as a soothsayer. Having been captured by the Greeks, he declared
that Troy could not be taken unless Philoctetes would
After the fall of Troy he fell to the
repair to the siege.
share of Pyrrhus, who gave him Andromache in marriage and left him at his death a portion of his kingdom.
Heli, a Sanscrit name of the sun. See SOrya.
Heli, the French for Eli, which see.
Heliade, h&l'e-Sd, (John,) a celebrated poet, born
at Turgowiste, (Tergovist,) in Rumania, about 1800. He
founded in 1831 a journal called “The Wallachian
Courier.” Among his poems are “ Mircea,” a drama,
(1844,) and a national poem, “Michael the Brave,” (1846.)
Hel-I-co-ni'a-des, a name given to the Muses, because they lived on Mount Helicon. (See Musa:.)
Helie, M'le', (Faustin,) a French jurist, born at
Nantes about 1798, published “Traite de 1 ’Instruction

Held,

born

at

;

:

criminelle,” (8 vols., 1845-58.)
He was elected a member of the Institute in 1855.
Helinand, Ai'le'n&N', (Dan,) a French poet, who had
Died about 1225.
a high reputation in his time.

Heliodore. See Heliodorus.
\i 66 upoc;
Fr. Heliodore,
He-li-o-do'rus, [Gr.
i'le'o'doR',] a Greek statuary of an uncertain epoch, is
Pliny.
His
master-piece
was a
favourably mentioned by
marble group called “Symplegma,” which was at Rome
in the time of Pliny.
Heliodorus, a Greek surgeon, lived at Rome, and
was a contemporary of Juvenal, who mentions him in

H

his
•e

Tenth

vuL.

1.
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Heliodorus, born at Emessa, in Syria, in the fourth
became Bishop of Tricca, in Thessaly. He
wrote in his youth a celebrated Greek romance entitled
“ TEthiopica,” which narrates the adventures of two
lovers, named Theagenes and Chariclea.
It was first
century,

printed in 1534, and has been translated into many languages. The style is pure and polished, the incidents
are novel and natural, and the characters are admirably
sustained.
See Fabricius, “Bibliotheca Grseca;” Bay.le, “Historical and
Dictionary;” Dunlop, “ History of Fiction ;” Ersch und
Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie ;” Villemain, “Notice sur

Critical
les

Romans Grecs.”

Heliodorus of Larissa,

a Greek mathematician of
an uncertain epoch, wrote a short treatise on Optics,
which is extant.
Heliogabale and Heliogabalus. See Elagabalus.
He'll-os, [Gr.
Lat. He'lius,] the god of the
sun in the Greek mythology, represented as the son of
Hyperion. He was partially identified with Apollo by
the Romans but, in the poems of Homer, Helios and
Apollo were distinct persons. (See Apollo.)
Hell, hSl, (Maximilian,) an able Hungarian astronomer, born at Schemnitz in 1720, became a Jesuit about
From 1756 to 1792 he held the official position
1738.
of astronomer and director of the Observatory at Vienna.
He distinguished himself by a successful observation
of the transit of Venus which he made in Lapland in
June, 1769, and of which he published an account, “De
Transitu Veneris,” etc., (1770.)
He published annually
from 1757 to 1786 “ Ephemerides,” which were esteemed.
Among his works (in Latin) are a “Treatise on the Parallax of the Sun,” (1773,) and “Methodus Astronomica
sine Usu Quadrantis vel Sectoris,” (1774.) Died in 1792.
;

See Meusel, “Gelelirtes Deutschland.”

Hell, (Theodor.) See Winkler, (Karl Gottfried.)
Hel-la'dl-us, a Greek grammarian, born in Egypt,
lived about 325 a.d.
He composed, in Iambic verse, a
“ Chrestomathie,” of which some fragments are preserved.
Helladius, a Greek grammarian, born at Alexandria,
lived in the fifth century after Christ.
Helladius, (Alexander,) a Greek of Thessaly, who
lived about 1700. He wrote a curious Latin work, entitled
“ The Present State of the Greek Church,” published in
1714 at Altorf, Germany, where he then resided.
Hel-la-ni'cus ['E'AAuviko;] of Mitylene, an early
Greek prose writer and historian, was born probably
about 495 B.C. He was the best or most distinguished
writer of the class called logographers.
Among his
works were a “ History of Argos,” a “ History of Attica,”
and a “ History of Persia.” Only small fragments of

died about 410 b.c.

See Preller, “Dissertatio de Hellanico Lesbio Historico,” 1S40;
C.

Muller,

“De

Hellanico.”

Hel'le, [Gr. "EiU^,] a daughter of Athamas and NeThe poets relate that she was persecuted by her
step-mother Ino, and was rescued by a golden-fleeced
ram, on the back of which she rode through the air; but
she fell into the sea, (since called Hellespont, or “sea
of Helle,”) and was drowned.
Hel'len, [Gr. "EXAr/u, the mythical ancestor of the
Helle'nes, or Greeks, was supposed to be a son of Deucalion and Pyrrha, and the father of XEolus, Dorus, and
Xuthus. The name Hellenes was afterwards applied to
phele.

]

the whole

Greek

nation.

Heller, hel'ler, (Joseph,) a German writer on art,
born at Bamberg in 1798. He published a “ Manual for
Amateurs of Engravings,” (3 vols., 1823-36,) “Documents (Beitrag) for the History of Art,” (1828,) “The
Life and Works of Albert Diirer,” (1827-31,) and other
works.
Died in 1849.
Heller, hel'ler, (Stephen,) a Hungarian composer,
born at Pesth in 1813, became a resident of Paris. His
compositions for the piano are much admired in Germany, and are regarded by some critics as equal to those
of Mendelssohn.
Hellickius, (Abraham.) See Gustafskold.
Hellot, hk'lo', (Jean,) a French chemist, born in
Paris in 1685.
He was a Fellow of the Royal Society
of

the Academy of Sciences of Paris.
edited the “Gazette de France” from 1718 to 1732,

London and of
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HELLV1G

1
1

and wrote a valuable treatise On the Art of Dyeing
Woollen Stuffs.” Died in 1766.
Hellvig or Helwig, von, fon hil'viG, (Amalie,)
a German poetess, born at Weimar in 1776; died in
1831.

Helm, (Benjamin Hardin,) an American general,
son of Governor John L. Helm, was born in Kentucky
in 1831.
He graduated at West Point in 1851, took
arms against the Union in 1861, and was killed
Chickamauga, September 20, 1863.

at the

battle of

Helman, ^Sl'mSN', (Isidore Stanislas,) a French
engraver, born at Lille in 1743 ; died about 1806.
Helmbreeker, helm'bRa'ker, (Diederik,) a skilful
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gases.”
He was the first who used the word gas as the
name of all elastic fluids except common air. He contributed to the progress of physiology by an experiment
on a willow-tree, which he found to gain one hundred
and sixty-four pounds, while the soil in which it grew lost
only a few ounces. Among his works are one on the
magnetic cure of wounds, (“De magnetica Vulnerum
naturali Curatione,” 1621,) and one on “The Origin of
Medicine,” etc., (“ Ortus Medicinae, id est Initia Physics
inaudita,” 1648.)
He died near Vilvorde in 1644.
See Loos, “ Biographie des J. B. van Helmont,” 1807; Caillau,
sur Van Helmont,” 1819; Fraenkel, “ Dissertatio, Vita
Opiniones Helmontii,” 1837; Cuvier, “ Histoire des Sciences
naturelles ;” Hoefer. “ Histoire de la Chimie ;” Rixner und Siber,

“Memoire

et

Dutch painter, born at Haarlem in 1624, worked mostly
“J. B. Helmont,” 1826.
Rome, and painted history and landscapes. Among
Helmont, van, (Lucas Gassel,) an able Flemish
works are a “Mater Dolorosa” and a “Nativity.”
landscape-painter, who lived about 1595.
Died in 1694.
Helmont,
van, (Matthew,) a Flemish painter of
See Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine
in

his

Encyklopaedie.”

Helmers, heKmers, (Jan Frederik,) a popular Dutch
epic and lyric poet, born in Amsterdam in 1767.
He
produced an ode entitled “ Night,” (1787,) a poem on

Antwerp, born

in

1653, painted

markets, shops,

etc.

with success.

Died in 1726.
Helmont, van, (Segres Jacob,) an eminent Flemish painter of history, born at Antwerp in 1683, was a
Socrates, (1790,) and an epic poem, called “The Dutch pupil of his father, Matthew.
He worked at Brussels,
Nation,” (“De Hollandsche Natie,” 1812,) the style and and derived his subjects mostly
from sacred history.
versification of which are admired.
He published his Among his chief works are “The Sacrifice of Elijah,”
minor poems in 2 vols., 1S10. Died in 1813.
“Joseph Recognized by his Brethren,” and “The TriSee Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie;” H. H. umph of David.” His manner is
noble, his colour good,
Kujn, “J. F. Helmers, geschetst in eene Redevoering,” 1815.
and his design correct.
He was ranked among the
Helmersen, von, fon hSl'mer-sSn', (Gregor,) a greatest Flemish painters of his time. Died in
1726.
Russian geologist and traveller, born near Dorpat in
See Descamps, “Vies des Peintres Flamands,” etc.
Having explored Russia, Sweden, etc., he pub1803.
Helmsdorf, hglms'doRf, (Friedrich,) an able Gerlished, in 1831, “Observations on the Geology of the
man landscape-painter, born at Magdeburg in 1784.
Southern Ural.”
Heloise, k'io'hz', Eloise, or Lotiise, a beautiful and
Helmfeldt, hSlm'fglt, (Simon Grundel,) Baron of,
a Swedish field-marshal, born at Stockholm in 1617, renowned Frenchwoman, born at Paris about 1100, was
a
niece
of Fulbert, canon of Notre-Dame. She was disdistinguished himself in the campaigns of Poland under
Charles X. He was killed at the battle of Landscrona, tinguished for her attainments in languages and philosophy, and became successively the pupil, mistress, and
in 1677.
Helmholtz, hilm'holts, (Hermann Ludwig Ferdi- wife of Abelard. Soon after their marriage she entered
nand,) an eminent German physiologist, mathematician, the convent of Argenteuil, of which she became prioress.
and natural philosopher, born at Potsdam in 1821. He She afterwards acquired a high reputation for piety and
became professor of physiology at Heidelberg in 1858, devotion. Her letters, written in elegant Latin, and
and wrote some able treatises on the relations of physical printed with those of Abelard, are the expressions of a
noble and fervent spirit. Died in 1164. (See Abelard.)
forces. One of these has been translated into English by
See Lamartine, “Celebrated Characters.”
Professor John Tyndall, under the title of “ Essay on the
Helps, (Arthur,) a popular English essayist and
Interaction of Natural Forces.”
Helmholtz stands in
the foremost rank among the living physiologists and historian, born about 1818. He graduated at Cambridge
natural philosophers of Europe.
He is a member of in 1835, and produced in 1843 “Catherine Douglas, a
the Royal Societies of London and Edinburgh, and of Tragedy,” in verse, which was received with favour. In
the learned societies of the other principal capitals of 1847 le published, anonymously, a volume of dialogues
on moral questions, entitled “ Friends in Council
Europe.
a
Helmich, hSl'miK, (Werner,) a Dutch Protestant Series of Readings and Discourses thereon,” which was
minister, born at Utrecht about 1550, preached at Utrecht generally admired for graceful style and original insight.
and Amsterdam, and promoted the Reformation in Hol- His next work was “ Companions of my Solitude,” (1851,)
which a critic in “Blackwood’s Magazine” considers
land.
Died in 1608.
Helmold, hSl'molt, [Lat. Helmol'dus,] a German “far the most interesting of all Mr. Helps’s essays.”
historian and ecclesiastic, born near Lubeck, travelled Among his later works are “The Conquerors of the
as a missionary among the Slavonians.
He was the New World, and their Bondsmen,” (2 vols., 1848-52,) a
author of a “ Chronicon Slavorum,” which, though rude “ History of the Spanish Conquest of America, and its
Relations to the History of Slavery,” (3 vols., 1855—57,)
in style, is valuable for its accuracy.
Died about 1177.
See Vossius, “De Historicis Latinis;” J. Moller, “ Diatriba “Realmah, a Tale,” a “Life of Columbus,” (1869,)
de Helmoldo,” 1782.
“Conversations on War and General Culture,” ar.d
Helmoldus. See Helmold.
“Thoughts upon Government” in 1871. He assisted
Helmont, van, vtn hSl'mont, (Francis Mf.rcurius,) Queen Victoria in editing Leaves from the Journal of
a physician, son of the following, born in Belgium in our Life in the Highlands,” and was looked upon by
'

:

‘

1618, inherited his father’s taste for the occult sciences,
on which he wrote several treatises. He professed to
believe in a universal remedy and the philosopher’s
stone, and pretended that he had discovered the original
Died in 1699.
language.
Helmont, van, (Jan Baptista,) a famous chemist,
physiologist, and visionary, was born at Brussels in 1577.
He studied medicine, which he practised gratis, and had
numerous disciples, though he was hostile to the docHe seems to have been an
trines of the Galenists.
honest enthusiast, infected with the delusions of alchemy,
to have spent much time and money in chemical
experiments, by which he made important discoveries.
“ Van Helmont,” says Dr. Iloefer, “ is much superior to
Paracelsus, whom he took in some measure as his model.
He had the durable glory of revealing scientifically the
existence of invisible, impalpable substances, namely,
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her Majesty as an intimate friend. He held for many
years an office in the civil service, and became clerk or
secretary of the privy council about i860.
Died in
1875.
See “ Edinburgh Review ”

for

January, 1859.

Hel'sham, (Richard,)

professor of physic and natural
philosophy in the University of Dublin. He was an
intimate friend of Dean Swift.
Died in 1738. His lectures on philosophy were published in 1739, and have
been often reprinted.
Heist, van der, vtn der hSlst, (Bartholomew,) an
excellent Dutch portrait-painter, born at Haarlem in
He painted landscapes in his youth, but he after1613.
wards confined himself mostly to portraits, and settled in
Amsterdam. Among his works is a picture of the militia
or trained bands, which is in the Stadt-House of Amsterdam, and which Sir Joshua Reynolds is said to have
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HELVETIUS
pronounced “the best picture of portraits
Died about 1670.
See Bryan, “ Dictionary of Painters
Peintres Flamands, Hollandais,” etc.
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in the world.”

Descamps, “ Vies des

Helvetius, hSl-vee'she-us,

[Fr. pron. Sl'v&'se'iis',]
celebrated French author and
philosopher, born in Paris in 1715, was the son of Jean
Claude Adrien, noticed below, who destined him for
At the age of twenty-three he obfinancial pursuits.
tained, through the influence of the queen, a place as
farmer-general, which was worth one hundred thousand
crowns per annum. In 1751 he resigned this office, and
married an accomplished lady named De Ligniville or
Ligneville.
He published in 1758 an ingenious metaphysical work, entitled “ On the Mind,” (“ De l’Esprit,”)
which was condemned by the court, the Jesuits, and the
bishops as the summary of the creed of the Encyclopaedists, and was burned by order of Parliament, thus acquiring additional celebrity and a wider circulation. The
author publicly apologized, and disclaimed any purpose to assail the Christian doctrines. He is admitted to
have been generous, and his life and character appear to
have been better than his writings, which, deriving all

(Claude Adrien,) a

Helwig, (Johann Otto,) a German physician and
alchemist, born in Thuringia in 1654.
He became first
physician to the Elector-palatine, who appointed him professor at Heidelberg. He wrote a curious work, entitled
“Introitus inveram et inauditam Physicam,” (1678,) and
several treatises on alchemy.
Died in 1698.
See Ersch und Gruber, “ Allgemeine Encyldopaedie.”
Helyot,

hk'le-o', (Pierre,)

called also

Fere Hip-

polyte, a French monk, born in Paris in 1660. He
wrote a “ History of Military and Religious Monastic
Orders,” said to be the most complete work on that
Died in 1716.
subject.
Hem'ans, (Felicia Dorothea,) an amiable and excellent English poetess, born in Liverpool on the 25th
of September, 1794, was the daughter of a merchant
named Browne. About the year 1800 he removed with
Her first volume
his family to Grwych, in North Wales.
In 1812 she was marof poems was published in 1808.
but the
ried to Captain Hemans, of the British army
union was not a happy one, and after the lapse of six
;

years they finally separated, their five children remaining with the mother.
In 1825 she removed to Rhyllon,
in Wales, and in 1828 resided at Wavertree, near Livervirtue from self-interest, and condemning as folly all pool.
She cherished a passionate love of poetry and
actions proceeding from any higher motive, are in the of natural scenery, and became the most popular of
He wrote a poem “On English poetesses. Lord Jeffrey pronounced her poetry
highest degree demoralizing.
Happiness,” and a treatise on “ Man, his Faculties and “ infinitely sweet, elegant, and tender, touching, perhaps,
In 1765 he was an invited and and contemplative, rather than vehement or overpowerhis Education,” (1772.)
honoured guest in the palace of Frederick the Great. ing. ...
do not hesitate to say that she is the most
Died in 1771.
touching and accomplished writer of occasional verses
See Saint-Lambert, “ Essai sur la Vie et les Ouvrages d’Helve- that our literature has yet to boast of.” “ In her poetry,”
tius;” Lemontey, “Notice sur C. A. Helvetius,” 1823; William
“
Mudford, “Life of Helvetius,” London, 1807; Voltaire, “ Cor- says Moir, religious truth, moral purity, and intellectual
Damiron, “ Memoire beauty ever meet together.” The following are the titles
respondance;” Marmontel, “ M6noires
sur Helvetius,” 1853.
of some of her poems: “Domestic Affections,” (1812,)
Anne Catherine de Ligniville, (lfen'ye'vJF,) Ma- “ Modern Greece,” (1817,) “ Vespers of Palermo,” (1823,)
dame Helvetius, the wife of the preceding, was born in “The Forest Sanctuary,” (1826,) “Records of Woman,”
Lorraine in 1719. After the death of her husband her (1828,) “National Lyrics,” (1834,) and “Scenes and
house at Auteuil was the rendezvous of celebrated men, Hymns of Life.” Her character maybe said to be truly
among whom were Dr. Franklin, Turgot, and Thomas portrayed in her writings. She resided in Dublin from
Jefferson.
Died in 1800.
1831 until her death, which occurred in 1835.
See Dr. Roussel, “ Notice sur Madame Helvetius.”
See H. F. Chorley, “Memoirs of Mrs. Hemans,” 1837:
of Mrs. Hemans,” by her sister, 1839; Sainte-Beuve,
Helvetius, hSl-vee'she-us, (Jan,) a classical scholar “Memoir
“Causeries du Lundi,” tome iii. Mrs. Elivood, “Memoirs of the
and Latin poet of the eighteenth century, was born in Literary Ladies of England from the Commencement of the Last
Edinburgh Review” for October, 1829.
Amsterdam. He described in elegant verses his travels Century
in England, “ Iter Britannicum,” and wrote other works.
Hemelar, ha/meh-knV, (Jan,) a Dutch medallist and
Helvetius, (Jean Adrien,) a Dutch physician, born poet, born at the Hague, wrote a commentary on Roman
about 1660. He was present in Paris on a visit during medals.
Died in 1640.
the prevalence of dysentery, which he treated with such
Hemert, van, vSn ha'mSrt, (Paul,) a Dutch philososuccess that Louis XIV. urged him to divulge the
pher, born at Amsterdam in 1756. He published “Eleremedy. He said it was ipecacuanha, and received from ments of the Philosophy of Kant,”
(4 vols., 1795,) and
the king a present of one thousand louisd’ors. He settled
other works. Died in 1825.
in Paris, and became physician to the regent of the kingHe-mFna, ? (L. Cassius,) a Roman historian, who
dom, the Duke of Orleans. He wrote several treatises flourished between 200 and 150 B.c. He wrote a history
on medicine. Died in 1727.
or annals of Rome from the origin of the city to his own
See “ Biographie Medicate ;” Moreri,“ Dictionnaire Historique.” time, which has not come down to us.
This work is
the
preHelvetius, (Jean Claude Adrien,) son of
often cited by Pliny, Nonius, and Aulus Gellius.
ceding, born in Paris in 1685, graduated as physician in
Hemingford, de, deh hem'ing-ford, (Walter,) was
Having given proof of his professional skill, he a canon of Gisborough Abbey, and wrote a “ History of
1708.
was in 1719 called to attend Louis XV., then an infant, England from 1066 to 1308.” Died in 1347.
whom he cured of a dangerous illness. After this he
Hemling. See Memling, (Hans.)
enjoyed the confidence of the royal family, and was made
Hemmerlein. See Hammerlein.
councillor of state, and first physician to the queen,
Hemminga, hSm-ming'gS or hSm-ming'Hll, (Sixtus,)
Marie Leczinski. He was a member of the Academies a Dutch mathematician, born in 1533 ; died in 1570.
of Sciences of Paris, Berlin, and London, and wrote
Hem'pel, (Charles Julius,) a medical writer, born
several professional treatises, among which is a “ Method at Solingen, Prussia, in 1811, emigrated to the United
of Curing the Principal Diseases,” (1737.) Died in 1765. States about 1835. He produced, besides ether works,
Querard, “ La France Littdraire.” a “System of Homoeopathic Materia Medica and TheraSee “ Biographie Medicale

We

;

Helvicus, hgl-vee'kus, or Helwig, hll'&ig, (Christoph,) an eminent German philologist, born near Frankfort in 1581.
He could speak Latin, Greek, and Hebrew
at the age of fourteen, and became professor of Greek at
Giessen in 1605. Among his works are a “System of
Chronology,” (“Theatrum Chronologicum,” 1609,) and
a “General

Grammar.”

Helwig,

hSFtftig, or

Died

Helwing,

hSl'fiung,

(Georg

at Angerburg in
at that town in

He wrote, besides other works, “ Flora Quasimo1705.
dogenita,” (1712,) a description of the indigenous plants
Died in 1748.
of Prussia.
c as k; 9 as s;
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Hemprich, h?m'pRiK, (Friedrich Wilhelm,) a
German naturalist, was born at Glatz in 1796. He
accompanied Ehrenberg in the exploration of Egypt
and Arabia, and died at Massowah in 1825. He left

“Rudiments

( Grundriss) of Natural History,” (1820.)
(Egbert,) called the Old,
an able Dutch painter, born at Haarlem about 1610, was
an attentive student of nature. His favourite subjects
were fairs, feasts, and familiar scenes among the lower
classes.
Died about 1680.

Hemskerck, hSms'klRk',

in 1617.

Andreas,) a Prussian naturalist, born
1666, became minister of the church

peutics,” (1859.)

Hemskerck,
lem

in 1645,
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painted rural sports and wild, fanciful, or humorous

Died

scenes.

in

Hemskerk.

His commentary on Isaiah

(of which he made a new
highly commended.
He was professor
of theology and minister of the Independents at Highbury, near London.
Died in May, 1858.
See Erslew, “Almindeligt Forfatter- Lexicon.”

London in 1704.
See Heemskerk, van.

Hemsterhuys,

h&m'ster-hois',

[Lat.

HENGSTENBERG

160

version, 1840)

Hemsterhu'-

(Frans,) a meritorious philosopher, writer, and
born at Groningen in 1720, was a son of TibeHe passed the greater part of his
rius, noticed below.
mature life at the Hague, where he was assistant secresius,]

moralist,

is

Henderson, (John,) a celebrated English actor, born
London in 1746. In 1772 he performed at Bath, under
the name of Courtney, and in 1777 came to London,

in

Among his
tary or first clerk of the council of state.
characteristic traits were simplicity, modesty, and libeLike Plato, of whom he was an admirer,
rality of spirit.
he directed towards the ideal the intellectual and moral
His favourite topics were the theory
activity of man.
of beauty in the arts, and questions of practical philosophy.
He wrote, in French, a “Letter on Sculpture,”
(1769,) a “Letter on the Desires,” (1770,) a “Letter on
Man and his Relations,” (1772,) and two dialogues, entitled “ Sophyle, or on Philosophy,” and “ Aristee, or on
the Divinity,” (“Aristee, ou de la Divinite,” 1779.) Died

where he attracted crowded houses in Drury Lane and
Covent Garden.
He performed with great applause
the parts of “ Falstaff,” “Shylock,” “Richard III.,” etc.
Died in 1785.
Henderson, (John,) born in Ireland in 1757, was distinguished for his genius and eccentricity. After teaching
Latin at the age of eight, and Greek four years later, he
was sent to Oxford University, where he was regarded
as a prodigy in learning and mental capacity.
A fellowstudent, being vanquished by him in an argument, threw
a glass of wine into the face of Henderson, who calmly
in 1790.
remarked, “This is only a digression, sir let us now
See Meyboom, “ Comment, de Hemsterhusii Meritis,” 1840; Van examine your argument.”
He wrote a few small poems
de Weyer, “ Notice sur Hemsterhuys,” 1827; Tijdeman, “ Proeve
Died in 1 788.
eener Lofrede op F. Hemsterhuys,” 1834; “Nouvelle Biographie and essays.
Henderson, (Thomas,) a Scottish astronomer, born
Generate.”
Hemsterhuys, (Tiberius,) a Dutch philologist, and at Dundee in 1798, pursued for some years the profession
one of the most learned Hellenists of his time, was of an attorney. About 1830 he was employed as secreborn at Groningen in 1685. He became professor of tary by Lord Jeffrey. Having devoted his leisure time
philosophy and mathematics at Amsterdam in 1704, and to astronomy, he was appointed in 1832 director of the
continued the study of Greek until he had read all the observatory at the Cape of Good Hope. He obtained
authors in that language. He was chosen professor of in 1834 the charge of the Edinburgh Observatory, as
Greek at Franeker in 1720, and obtained the same chair first astronomer-royal for Scotland, and performed the
In consequence of his efforts, the duties of this post with credit until his death, in 1844.
at Leyden in 1740.
study of Greek, which had been neglected, again became Many of his astronomical treatises and observations
About
popular in Plolland. He published Lucian’s “Dialogues,” have been published, and are highly esteemed.
“ Notes 1840 he ascertained that the star a Centauri has a paral(1708,) the “ Plutus” of Aristophanes, (1744,)
on Xenophon of Ephesus,” “ Latin Orations,” (1784,) lax of nearly one second, and is, consequently, about
18,918,000,000,000 miles from the sun.
This was the
and other works. Died in 1766.
parallax has been measured.
See Rinck, “T. Hemsterhuys und David Ruhnken,” 1801; first fixed star of which the
und
Hemsterhusii,”
Ersch
“Elogium
T.
1768
Chambers,
“Biographical
Dictionary
of
See
Eminent Scotsmen,”
David Ruhnken,
:

;

Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie

“Nouvelle Biographie Ge-

nerate.”

(Supplement;) “Nouvelle Biographie Gene rale."

Hen'dricks, (Thomas

A.,) an American Senator,
county, Ohio, in 1819.
He studied
He represented a district
law, and settled in Indiana.
of Indiana in Congress from 1851 to 1855, was commissioner of the general land office from 1855 to 1859, and
was elected a Senator of the United States for six years,
1863-69. In 1868 he was the Democratic candidate for
a Governor of Indiana, and was defeated, but in 1872 he

Henao,

l-nl'o, (Gabriel,) a Spanish Jesuit, born at
Valladolid in 1611, was for fifty years professor of positheology
at the University of Salamanca, of which
tive
he was also rector. He gained a high reputation as a
Died
casuist, and wrote numerous theological works.
in 1704.

hV

born

in

Muskingum

no', (Charles Jean Francois,)
In youth he was successful.
historian, born in Paris in 1685.
Died in 1885.
cultivated literature and obtained a prize in the French
Hennefeld, (Nikolaus,) a
Academy, of which he became a member in 1723. His
jurist and historian, born in tsilesia in 1582.
wit, amenity, and politeness rendered him a favourite in
author of several legal and historical works.
fashionable society, for which he composed ingenious

Henault,

French

Henel von

Chambre aux Enquetes

Hen'frey, (Arthur,) F.R.S., an eminent English
born at Aberdeen on the 1st of November,
He translated several botanical works from the
1819.
German, and wrote “ Outlines of Structural and Physio-

in 1710, and, a

botanist,

logical Botany,” (1847,) “ The Vegetation of Europe,”
(1852,) and an “ Elementary Course of Botany, StructuThe last is
ral, Physiological, and Systematic,” (1857.)
He co-operated with Dr.
a work of high character.
Griffith in a “Micrographic Dictionary,” (1857,) which is
highly prized. In 1854 he was chosen professor of botany
Died in 1859.
in King’s College, London.
Hengist, h§ng'glst, a Saxon chief, who founded the
kingdom of Kent, in England. About 450 a.d. the
Britons solicited the aid of the Saxons to defend them
Hengist and his brother
against the Piets and Scots.
Horsa, at the head of a small army, came over, and,
after defeating the Piets and Scots, turned their arms
After many battles, in one
against their British allies.
of which Horsa was slain, Hengist, aided by reinforceobtained
possession of Kent, where
Saxony,
ments from
he reigned thirty years. Died in 488.
See Turner, “ History of the Anglo-Saxons.”
Hengstenberg, hSng'sten-b§RG', (Ernst Wilhelm,)

See “ M^moires du President Hinault, dcrites par lui-meme,”
Sainte-Beuve, “Causeries du Lundi,” tome xii.
1854
;

Henault, (Jean.) See Hesnault.
Henckel. See Henkel.
Hen'der-son, (Alexander,) an able Scottish divine,
born in Fife in 1583, was a leader among the Covenanters.

He was repeatedly appointed a commissioner to treat
with Charles I., and was an adherent of Parliament in
He contributed much to effect a union
the civil war.
between the Covenanters and the English Parliament.
Died in 1646.
See Aiton, “Life and Times of A. Henderson;” Chambers,
“ Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen.”

Hen'der-son, (Ebenezer,) an eminent

British biblical

born atDunfermline in 1784. He was employed
by the Bible Society to supply the people of Iceland
critic,

with a version of the Scriptures in 1814. He published
a “Journal of a Residence in Iceland,” (2 vols., 1818,)
and “ Biblical Researches and Travels in Russia,” (1826.)
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He was
Died in

1656.

He became

president of the first
few years later,
superintendent of the queen’s household. He gained
a conspicuous position among French authors by his
“Compendium of the History of France,” (“Abrege
chronologique de l’Histoire de France,” 2 vols., 1744,) a
work of great merit, which was often reprinted. Henault
wrote, besides other dramas, “ Marius,” a tragedy, (1715,)
and the “Awaking of Epimenides,” a comedy, (1757,)
both of which were performed with success. Died in 1770.

verses and songs.

German

II

an eminent German orthodox theologian, born at Frondenberg, in Prussia, in 1802. He became professor
of theology in the University of Berlin in 1829, and
chief editor of an influential religious journal, “EvanHe published several comgelische Kirchenzeitung.”
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mentaries on the Holy Scriptures, and “ Christologie
des Alten Testaments,” (“ Christology of the Old Testament,” 3 vols., 1829-35,) which has been translated into
English.
He was one of the principal leaders of the
orthodox or Lutherans of Germany. Died in June, 1869.
Henisch, ha'nish, (Georg,) a philologist, born in
Hungary in 1549, published “Thesaurus Linguae et Sapientise Germanicae,” (1616,) said to be the first good
dictionary of the German language, (though not extending beyond the letter H.) Died in 1618.
Henkart, hgnk'firt, (Pierre Joseph,) a Belgian poet
and judge, born at Liege in 1761 died in 1815.
Henke, hgnk'eh, (Adolf Christian Heinrich,) a
;

physician, born at Brunswick in 1775, became
professor at Erlangen in 1805. He published a valuable
“Treatise on Legal Medicine,” (1812 ; 12th edition, 1851.)

German
Died

in 1843.

Henke, (Heinrich Philipp Konrad,) an able German theologian, born in the duchy of Brunswick in 1752,
became professor of theology at Helmstedt in 1780, and
subsequently vice-president of the Consistory at Brunswick.
He published, besides other works, an “ Ecclesiastical History,” (6 vols., 1788-1804,) a work displaying
great learning and research, and “Lineamenta Institutionum Fidei Christianae,” (1783.) Died in 1809.
See F. A. Ludewig, “Abriss einer Lebensgeschichte Henkes;”
P. C. Henke, Denkwiirdigkeiten aus
seinem Leben,”i8i6; Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklo-

Bollmann und Wolff, “H.

paedie.”

Henke, (Hermann Wilhelm Eduard,)

a

jurist,

brother of Adolf Christian Heinrich, noticed above, was

born

in 1783.

Henkel or Henckel, hSnk'el, (Joachim

Friedrich,)

He practised
a skilful Prussian surgeon, born in 1712.
and lectured in Berlin, and published, besides other
works, “Medical and Surgical Observations,” (1744.)
Died

in 1779.
Henkel, (Johann Friedrich,) an able chemist and
He
mineralogist, born at Freiberg, in Saxony, iir-1679.
was appointed Counsellor of mines by King Augustus
He
II., and improved the porcelain fabrics of Meissen.
wrote “Flora Saturnizans,” (1722,) “ Principles of Mineralogy,” (1747,) and other works.
Died in 1744.
See Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”

Henkle,

(Moses Montgomery,) D.D., an

hlnk'el,

American Methodist

divine, born in Pendleton county,
Virginia, in 1798.
In i860 he removed to Philadelphia.
He wrote, besides other works, “Primary Platform of
Methodism,” (1851.) Died in 1664.
Henle, hgn'leh, (Friedrich Gustav Jakob,) a German physician, born in Franconia in 1809, became professor of anatomy and director of the Anatomical Institute at Gottingen in 1852.
He published a “Manual of
Rational Pathology,” ( 1846—52,) and other medical works.
Hen'ley, (Anthony,) an English scholar and writer,

born in Hampshire, was educated at Oxford. In 1698
he was elected to Parliament, where he acquired much
influence.
He was a person of distinguished wit, refinement, and accomplishments, possessed a large fortune,
and was a liberal patron of literary men. He contributed
to the “ T atler” and the “ Medley,” and wrote lyric verses.

Died

HENNIKER
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House of Commons for Oxfordshire in 1841. He was
appointed president of the board of trade by Lord Derby
On account of his hostility
in 1852, and again in 1858.
to the Reform Bill, he resigned in 1859.
Northington, son of AnLord
Henley, (Robert,)
thony Henley, was born in 1708, and educated at Oxford.
He was called to the bar in 1732, and began to practise
in the Western Circuit, of which he afterwards became
In 1747 he was returned to Parliament for
the leader.
In 1756 he obBath, and became an active debater.
tained the place of attorney-general. According to Lord
“
Campbell, Henley had not the most distant notion of
the great seal being offered to him ; but his mediocrity
was the real cause of his elevation;” and in 1757 he
was named lord keeper by Pitt, then one of the chiefs
After the accession of George III., he
of the ministry.
received in 1761 the title of lord chancellor, and was
created Earl of Northington. In 1766, after overturning
the Rockingham ministry, with which as a Tory he could
not agree, he resigned his office, and accepted that of
He acquitted himself respectpresident of the council.
Died in 1772.
See R. Henley, “Memoir of Robert Henley, Earl of Northington;” Lord Campbell, “Lives of the Lord Chancellors;” Foss,
“The Judges of England.”
ably as a judge.

/

Hen'ne-pin, [Fr. pron. Mn'pix' or /5 Sn neh-paN /
(Louis,) a missionary, was born in Flanders about 1640.
Having a passion for exploring remote regions, he
embarked for Canada, arriving at Quebec in 1675, and
When they had
joined the party of La Salle in 1678.
reached the Illinois River, La Salle being forced to re,

Henley, (John,)

often called

1845; “Nouvelle Biographie Gentlrale.”

Hennequin,
writer, a

wrote
works.

hhn'kitt',

(Am£d£e,) an advocate and

son of the following, born

“The Conquest

in Paris in 1817,
of Algeria,” (1857,) and other

Hennequin, (Antoine Louis Marie,)

Pope commemorates him in the “Dunciad” as
“ the Zany of his age.”
On Sundays he lectured on
theology, and on Wednesdays on politics, fashions, and
affairs in general.
He edited a paper called the “Hyp
Doctor,” a farrago of nonsense, by which, it is said,
he made one hundred pounds a year. Died in 1756.
See “ Retrospective Review,” vol. xiv., 1826 Disraeli, “ Calamilarity.

—

;

of Authors.”

Henley, (Joseph Warner,) a
legislator,

born about 1794.
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a

distin-

guished French lawyer, born at Monceaux, near Paris,
in 1786.
He had a high rank as an eloquent pleader,
and acted as counsel in many political trials. Pie defended Peyronnet, ex-minister, in 1830, and was elected
to the Chamber of Deputies in 1834. In politics he was
a legitimist. His principal work is a “ Treatise on Legislation and Jurisprudence,” (2 vols., 1838.) Died in 1840.
painter,

born

at

Lyons

in 1763,

a French historical

was a pupil of David.

Orator Henley, was He

born at Melton-Mowbray in 1692, and educated at Cambridge.
Before he had left the university, he wrote a
letter inserted in the 396th number of the “ Spectator.”
In 1719 he published a “ Universal Grammar.” Having
taken holy orders, he came to London and opened a
chapel, where large crowds were attracted by his elocution and by his questionable modes of courting popu-

—

j

turn, Hennepin proceeded without him, in 1680, and
explored the Upper Mississippi as far as the falls, to
which he gave the name of Saint Anthony, and which
had not before been visited by any European. He returned to Quebec in 1680, and sailed to France, where
he published in 1683-84 an account of his travels, under
Thirteen
the title of a “Description of Louisiana.”
years later, he published his “ New Discovery of a Vast
contained
the
etc.,
which
America,”
Country situated in
same matter as the former, with the addition of an account of his voyage down the Lower Mississippi, which,
according to Professor Sparks, is a fabrication, copied
from Le Clercq’s narrative. (Sparks’s “ Lile of La
Salle.”) Hennepin receives credit for courage and resolution, and for general accuracy in his descriptions of
Indian life, etc.
See F^lix van Hulst, “Notice sur le Pere Hennepin d’Ath,”

Hennequin, (Pierre Auguste,)

in 1711.

His son Robert became lord chancellor

ties

6

British conservative
elected to the

He was

studied in Rome, and was a zealous partisan of the
Revolution, after which he worked in Paris. Among
his capital works is “ Orestes pursued by the Furies.”

Died

in 1833.

Hennet, hWn&', (Albin Joseph Ulpien,) a French
Among his works is
writer, born at Maubeuge in 1758.
a “History of the French Academy,” (6 vols., in manuDied in 1828.
Henniges, von, fon hSn'ne-gis', (Heinrich,) a Prussian publicist, born at Weissenburg in 1645. lie represented Prussia at the Diet of Ratisbon in 1709, and at
that of Frankfort in 1711.
Among his works are “Observations on Grotius,” (1673,) ar| d “Reflections on the
Treaty of Munster,” (1706.) Died in 1711.

script.)

Hen'nI-ker, (Sir Frederick,) an English traveller,
born in London in 1793.
He published in 1824 an
amusing narrative, entitled “Notes during a Visit to
Egypt, Nubia,” etc. Died in 1825.
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Hennin, /zi'niN', (Pierre Michel,) a French linwho corresponded with Voltaire, and left “Diplo-

guist,

matic Correspondence,” (1796.) Died in 1807.
Hen'ning, (John,) a Scottish sculptor, born at Paisley
in 1771, worked some years in Edinburgh, whence he
removed to London in 1811. He executed reduced
copies of the Panathenaic frieze. Died in 1851.

Henrion,

^SN're'iN', (Denis,) a French mathematitranslated Euclid into French, (1632,) was the
first Frenchman who published a table of logarithms.
Died about 1640.
Henrion, (Mathieu Richard Auguste,) a French
Catholic writer, born at Metz in 1803, published a “ History of the Papacy,” (3 vols., 1832,) and other works.

who

cian,

Henninges, hgn'ning-Ss, or Henniges, (Hierony- Died in 1862.
Henrion, (Nicolas,) a French numismatist, born at
German genealogist, of great learning, born at
Luneburg about 1550, published “Theatrum Genealogi- Troyes in 1663 died in 1720.
Henrion de Pansey, ZzfiN're'dN' deh pfiN'si',
cum,” etc., (5 vols., 1598.) Died in 1597.
Hennings, hSn'nings, (August Adolf Friedrich,) (Pierre Paul Nicolas,) a learned French judge and
mus,) a

;

born

in Holstein in 1746,

(2 vols., 1780,)

Hennuyer,

wrote “Philosophic Essays,”

and other works.
le,

leh

Died

lib n'nii-e'yi',

in 1826.

(Jean,) born at Saint-

jurist, born near Ligny, in Lorraine, in 1742. He gained
distinction by pleading the cause of a negro claimed as
a slave, who obtained his liberty. About 1770 he opened
an office for consultation, and in 1779 published an excellent “Dissertation on Feudal Law.” In 1810 Napoleon
appointed him a member of the council of state, saying,

Quentin, in France, in 1497, became Bishop of Lisieux
He held the office of first almoner to Henry
in 1560.
Died in
II., Francis II., Charles IX., and Henry III.
“You should have been in the council these last ten
1578
years I have scolded Cambaceres for not speaking of
Henri, (Kings of France.) See Henry.
Henri de Bourgogne, hb N're' deh booR'gon', sur- you sooner.” He became first president of the court of
named THE Great, was the first proprietary Duke of cassation in 1828. He wrote several able works on civil
Burgundy. In 987 his brother, Hugh Capet, having and public law. Died in 1829.
become King of France, gave him the duchy of that
See Louis Rozet, “Notice sur laVieet les Ouvrages de Henrion
de Pansey,” 1829 L. D. Bernard, “ Notice historique sur Henrion
province as his proper heritage. Died in 1002.
de Pansey,” 1829; Taillandier, “Notice sur Henrion de Pansey,”
Henri de Bourgogne, ancestor of the first branch 1829 “ Nouvelle Biographie Gendrale.”
of the kings of Portugal, was born about 1035. He was
Henriot or Hanriot, ^SN're'o', (Francois,) born at
nephew of Henry I., King of France. About 1060 he
went to Spain, and fought against the Moors under Nanterre in 1761, was one of the miscreants who gained
Alphonso VI. of Castile, who made him count souverain a bad eminence in the reign of terror by their atrocities.
In He was chosen by the Commune leader of the armed
of the country between the Douro and the Minho.
populace which in May, 1793, surrounded the Conven1103 he took part in the crusade in Palestine. He died
about 1 1 12. His son Alfonso was the first King of tion and extorted from that body by violence and terror
the proscription of the Girondists. At the time of RobesPortugal.
Henri de Lausanne, /zfiN're' deh lo'zfn', an eloquent pierre’s downfall, in 1794, Henriot made desperate efforts
monk and zealous reformer. He preached in various to rescue him, but failed, and was executed with him.
Henrique. See Henry the Navigator.
parts of France, attacked boldly the vices of the clergy,
.

:

;

;

and made many converts. He was opposed by Saint
Bernard, and was cast into a prison, where he died in
1

1797,

148.
See Hodgson, “Reformers and Martyrs,” Philadelphia, 1867.

Henri de Saint-Ignace,

hSN're' deh siN't£n'yfss',
Ath ; died about 1720.
de Valois. See Henry III., (of France.)
See Henry IV.
le Grand.
le Lion. See Henry the Lion.

a Flemish theologian, born at

Henri
Henri
Henri
Henri

le Superbe.
See Henry the Proud.
Henrici, hin-rit'see, (Christian Friedrich,) a German poet, whose assumed name was Picander, born at
Stolpe, Saxony, in 1700 died in 1764.
Henriet, /zfiN're-i', (Israel,) an able French engraver,
born at Nancy in 1608. He imitated the designs and
engravings of his friend Callot with success, and was
Died at
selected as master of design to Louis XIV.
Paris in 1661.
Henricus, the Latin for Henry, which see.
;

Henricus
Henricus
Henricus
Henricus
Henricus

See Henry the Fowler.
Henry the Lion.
Magnus. See Henry IV., (of France.)
Superbus. See Henry the Proud.
Valesius. See Henry III., (of France.)

Auceps.

Leo.

Henriquet - Dupont,

See

Hen-ri-et'ta Anne, a daughter of Charles I. of England and of Henrietta Maria, was born at Exeter in 1644,
and was married in 1661 to the Duke of Orleans, brother
of Louis XIV., of whose court she was regarded as one
of the brightest ornaments. At her funeral, in 1670, Bossuet pronounced one of his most eloquent discourses.
See W. H. D. Adams, “ Famous Beauties and Historic Women,”

//SN're'kV

engraved portraits

(after

French

Chenier, Mirabeau, and Montaigne
and Child,” after Raphael.

Henriquez,

;

(Louis

dii'pfiN',

Pierre,) an eminent French engraver, born

in Paris in

artists) of Andrew
also, “ The Virgin

Sn-ree'kSth, (Crisostomo,) a

Spanish

Madrid in 1594, wrote biographies of
saints, etc., and some historical works. Died in 1632.
Henry (Heinrich) I., surnamed the Fowler, [Lat.
Henri'cus Au'ceps Fr. Henri l’Oiseleur, hbti'xz'
lwfiz'lUR',] Emperor of Germany, born in 876 A.D., was
the son of Otho, Duke of Saxony, and the first German
emperor of the Saxon house. Though he had previously
been engaged in a war with the emperor Conrad I., he was
recommended by that sovereign on his death-bed for his
After waging war
successor, and he was elected in 919.
for some time against the Hungarians without success,
he gained a decisive victory over them near Merseburg
Henry was the first German emperor who
in 933granted municipal privileges. He died in 936, and was
succeeded by his son, Otho I.
author, born at

;

See N. H. Gundling, “ Liber de Henrico Aucupe,” 1711 J. P.
Ludewig, “Henricus Auceps, Historia auceps,” 1713; E. Burckhardt, “ Dissertatio de Henrico I. Germanorum Rege,” 1831;
Adelbold, “Vita Henrici Aucupis,” in the “ Scriptores Rerum
;

Brunswicensium” of Leibnitz.

Henry (Heinrich) II., called the Saint, was the
son of Henry, Duke of Bavaria, and great-grandson of
Henry the Fowler. Fie was born in 972. Having accompanied the emperor Otho III. to Rome, where he
died, Henry took possession of the crown jewels, and
in 1002 caused himself to be crowned emperor at Mentz.
London, 1865.
He was engaged in numerous broils with his brother
Hen-ri-et'ta Ma-ri'a, [Fr. LIenriette Marie,] Bruno, Henry, (the Marquis of Schweinfurt,) and HarQueen of England, born in 1609, was a daughter of duin of Ivrea. He died in 1024, and was succeeded by
Henry IV. of France and Mary de Medici. She was Conrad II.
married in 1625 to Prince Charles, afterwards Charles I.
See A. Crammer, “ Admiranda Vita S. Henrici,” 1770 J. Rion,
of England, and it was stipulated that she should enjoy “Das heilige Kaiserpaar, oder Leben und Thaten des heiligen Hein“ By her richs,” etc., 1832.
liberty to use the Catholic forms of worship.
Henry (Heinrich) III., born in 1017, was the sonot
sense and spirit, as well as beauty, she justified the fondHe curbed
ness of her husband.” In 1645 she was compelled to Conrad II., and was chosen emperor in 1039.
the power of his principal nobles, carried on successful
She died near Paris in 1669.
retire to France.
Northern Italy, and in
See Hume, “ History of England;” Voltaire, “Siecle de Louis wars in Bohemia, Hungary, and
Agnes Strickland, “ Queens of England.”
XI
1046 deposed successively the popes Benedict IX., Sylvester III., and Gregory IV., and raised Clement II. to
Henriette Marie. See Henrietta Maria.
;
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He died in 1056, having previously
son Henry to be elected emperor. Henry III.
was endowed with commanding talents and great energy
of character, and ranks among the ablest of German
the pontificate.

caused

his

rulers.

See Neu, “Themata quaedam selectiora de Henrico III.,” 1718.

Henry
was

(Heinrich) IV., son of Henry

III.,

born

in

years of age at his father’s death. In 1065,
in an assembly at Worms, he was declared of age, through
the influence of his preceptor, Adalbert, Archbishop of
Bremen, who assumed the chief power. About 1073
Henry became engaged in a contest with Magnus, Duke
of Saxony, in the course of which he appealed to Pope
Gregory VII. The latter, having in vain remonstrated
with the emperor for selling sees and benefices in his
dominions, now summoned him to Rome to answer the
charges preferred against him. Upon this, Henry, in a
Diet at Worms in 1076, deposed the pope, and was soon
after excommunicated by him.
The emperor, finding
his subjects inclined to revolt, and fearing the loss of his
crown, set out for Italy with his wife and child in the
midst of winter, and, meeting the pope at the castle of
Canossa, was required to stand barefoot for three days
in an open court-yard before the ban was removed.
A
civil war now ensued, attended by new excommunications on the part of the pope and another deposition on
that of the emperor, till at length the latter, whose son
Henry had rebelled against him, took refuge at Liege,
where he died in 1106. (See Gregory VII.)
See J. Mascov, “ Commentarii de Rebus Imperii Romano Germanici sub Henrico IV. et Henrico V.,” 1748 J. Aventinus, “Vita
Henrici IV.,” 1518; J. Stumpf, “ Historie Kayser Heinrichs IV.,”
1050,

five

:

of William the Conqueror by Matilda of Flanders. As
his surname indicates, he received a better scholastic
education than was then usual even among princes. His
father at his death left him a legacy of five thousand
pounds. Henry was hunting with his brother William
Rufus in the New Forest in August, 1 100, when the latter
was killed. The eldest brother, Robert, being absent in
The people
foreign travel, Henry usurped the throne.
were the more disposed to acquiesce as he presently
issued a charter in which their rights and liberties were
reaffirmed.
He married Maud, or Matilda, a Scottish
princess, the niece of Edgar Atheling.
In 1101 Robert
entered England with an army ; but the contest was
settled without a battle, and Henry remained in quiet
possession of the throne.
few years after, Henry
required Robert to cede to him the duchy of Normandy
for a sum of money, and, on his refusal, invaded Normandy in 1106, defeated Robert at Tenchebrai, and
deprived him of his dominions and liberty. In 1113
Louis VI. of France attempted with an army to assert
Henry’s
the right of Robert’s son, but without success.
only son William perished at sea in 1120, after which the

A

father was never seen to smile.
His daughter Matilda
was declared his heir in 1126, and next year was married

Henry

;

Paschal

Henry

II.,

King of England, founder of

II.,

the Planta-

in 1081, was the son of Henry
genet dynasty, was born at Le Mans, France, in 1133.
emperor of the Salic line. During His father was Geoffrey Plantagenet, (so named from
lifetime he had, at the instigation of Pope
the broom-plant in Latin planta genista which he wore
been acknowledged as emperor in 1106. in his cap,) and his mother was Matilda, daughter of
last

—

his father’s

The

Though

See Hume, “History of England,” chap. vi. John Hayward,
“Lives of Three Norman Kings of England,” 1613.

V., born

and the

Anjou.

issue of
the character
of Henry was far from amiable, he possessed a large
share of kingly qualities, including judgment, eloquence,
and bravery. He died in 1135, and was succeeded by
his nephew, Stephen of Blois.
to Geoffrey Plantagenet, Earl of
this marriage became Henry II.

1556-

IV.,
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Though at first inclined
showed his determination

to favour the pope, he soon
to maintain his right of invesPaschal at length consented to crown him in

—

,

Henry I. In the contest which followed the death of
Henry I., Stephen obtained England, and the infant
Henry was recognized as heir of Normandy, to which

and
which time he married Matilda, daughter of at the death of his father, in
1151, Anjou, Touraine,
I. of England.
After a contest with the papal and Maine were added.
The next year he married
party, he succeeded in deposing the pope, and set up
Eleanor, Duchess of Guienne, (whom Louis, King of
Gregory VIII. in his stead. This measure was opposed France, had divorced,) whose dowry was Poitou and
by the cardinals, who chose Gelasius II., on whose death Guienne and he thus became master of nearly half of
Calixtus II. succeeded to the tiara.
With the latter France. In
1153 he invaded England but, before much
Henry concluded a treaty in 1122, by which he gave blood was spilled,
a treaty was made, by which Stephen
up the right of investiture. He died in 1125, and was retained the
crown during his lifetime, and Plenry w’as
succeeded by Lothaire of Saxony.
Stephen died in
recognized as his successor.
titure,

mi,

at

Henry

;

;

1154.

See J. Mascov, “Commentarii de Rebus Imperii Romano-Germanici,” 1748 E. Gervais, “ Geschichte Deutschiands unter der
Regieruug Kaiser Heinrichs V.,” 1842.
;

Henry

was the son of Frederick
Barbarossa, whom he succeeded as Emperor of Germany
in 1190.
With the view of subduing Sicily, which he
claimed by right of his wife Constance, he invaded that
country, but, being unsuccessful, was obliged to return
to Germany.
Here, with the ransom-money which he
VI., born in 1165,

received for his prisoner Richard Coeur de Lion, he
fitted out another expedition.
After taking Naples and
bringing Sicily into subjection, he caused himself to be
crowned at Palermo. His conduct towards the Sicilians
was marked by great tyranny and cruelty, and his death,
which took place in 1 197, is supposed to have been
caused by poison. Henry VI. was the third emperor of
the Hohenstaufen line.
He was succeeded by Philip of
Suabia and Otho IV., between whom the crown was
contested for several years. (See Otho IV.)
See

W. JXger,

Henry

“Geschichte Kaiser Heinrichs VI.,” 1790.

VII., born in 1262, was the son of Henry,

Count of Luxemburg, and was chosen emperor in 1308.
Soon after his accession he marched into Italy and
sought to restore peace in that country, then distracted
by the war of the Guelphs and Ghibelines. He -was on
the point of attacking Naples, when he died suddenly in

—

as is generally believed, by poison.
1313,
See F. H. Barthold, “Der Romerzug Konig Heinrichs von
Lutzelburg,” T830 Jakob Paul von Gundling, “ Geschichte Kayser Heinrichs VII.,” 1719.
;

Henry

King

of England, surnamed Beauclerc,
born at Selby, Yorkshire, in 1068, was the fourth son
t
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Henry began

his reign

by discharging the foreign

troops, razing to the ground the castles of the rebellions
barons, and by other energetic and politic measures.
He was several times involved in war with the King of
France, without important results. His reign was greatly
disturbed by the usurpations of the pope and clergy, and
by a contest with the haughty Thomas a Becket, whom
he had made prime minister and Archbishop of Canterbury.
In 1164 a council of nobles and prelates adopted
the famous Constitutions of Clarendon, which recognized
the supremacy of the crown over the church. Becket was
murdered in 1170 by an over-officious servant of the king,
who in 1174 performed severe penance at his tomb, and
soon after the Constitutions above named were repealed.
The conquest of Ireland was effected by Henry’s arms
between 1169 and 1175. His last years were rendered
unhappy by the rebellion of his sons, who were instigated
by Queen Eleanor and supported by Louis of France.
“Henry was,” says Hume, “the greatest prince of his
time for wisdom, virtue, and abilities. His character
in private as well as public life is almost without a
blemish.”
But Michelet charges him with sensuality
and other vices. He died at Chinon, in France, in 1189,

and was succeeded by his son, Richard I.
See Hume, “History of England,” chaps, viii. and
let, “ History of France
Lyttelton, “ History ofof

Henry

E.

ix.
MicheLord
Bolton, “Life of Henry II.
II.,” 1764-67; Berington, “Life
;

Henry

II.,” 1790.

Henry

III., King of England, surnamed of Winchester, from the place of his birth, was born in 1206,
and was the eldest son of King John by his queen,
Isabella of Angouleme.
He was acknowledged king in
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1216, and the Earl of Pembroke was appointed regent
during the minority. In 1222 Henry was declared of
age to exercise some of the functions of royalty. In
1230 he invaded France, with which he had been at war
for several years, but returned without any important
achievement. He married Eleanor, daughter of Raymond, Count of Provence, in 1236, and a few years afterwards renewed hostilities against Louis IX. of France,
by whom he was defeated. His feeble character, misgovernment, and ill success rendered him an object of
contempt among his people and provoked many contests with his Parliaments.
He confirmed the Magna
Charta, but repeatedly violated it. In 1258 the barons,
headed by the ambitious and popular Simon de Montfort, Earl of Leicester, revolted against the king, who
was forced to yield his power to a committee of twenty-

For several years a civil war was waged between
the king and the barons, with various success, until the
latter, in 1264, obtained a decisive victory at Lewes,
where the king and his son Edward were taken prisoners.
The Earl of Leicester then became dictator of the
country. In 1265 Prince Edward escaped, raised an army,
and defeated the barons at Evesham, where De Montfort
was slain, and the royal authority was restored. After a
reign of fifty-six years, the longest in the English annals,
Henry died in 1272, and was succeeded by his son,
Edward I. This reign presents the first example of a
Parliament constituted, as at present, of representatives
from the counties, cities, and boroughs.
See Hume, “ History of England,” cliap. xii. R. Cotton, “ Life
of Henry III.,” 1627; W. Prynne, “Life of Henry III.,” 1670.

—

;

;

Henry

IV., King of England, surnamed Bolingeldest son of John of Gaunt, Duke of
Lancaster, who was the fourth son of King Edward the
Third.
His mother was Blanche, daughter of Henry
Plantagenet, a descendant of Henry II.
He was born
at Bolingbroke in 1366.
In 1397 he married Mary de
Bohun, daughter of the last Earl of Hereford, and was
created Duke of Hereford. The next year he was banished for ten years by Richard II. By the death of his
father, in 1399, he became Duke of Lancaster ; but the
king refused to give him possession of his estate. With
the avowed purpose of vindicating his right, Henry returned to England, where he was joined by other nobles,
and soon assembled an army of 60,000 men. The king,
unable to resist, and deserted by his disaffected subjects,

broke, was the

was deposed by Parliament

in 1399,

and Henry succeeded

him, with the general consent of the nation, although the
Earl of March was the more legitimate heir. In 1402 a
Scottish army, which invaded England with the pretext
of restoring Richard, was defeated at Homildon Hill.
Soon afterwards his throne was menaced by the rebellion of the famous Henry Percy, surnamed Hotspur, in
concert with the Welsh chieftain Owen Glendower and
At the battle of Shrewsbury, where the king
others.
fought with desperate courage, the rebels were comdefeated, and Percy, their leader, was slain.
Glendower maintained for several years an irregular warfare in the mountains of Wales; and the Percy family
again revolted in 1408, but were finally defeated at Branham, where the Earl of Northumberland was killed. The
popularity which Henry enjoyed at his accession was not
pletely

retained in the latter part of his reign.
Hume says,
“ His prudence, vigilance, and foresight in maintaining
his power were admirable ; and he possessed many
qualities which fitted him for his high station, and which
rendered his usurpation of it, though pernicious in after-

times, rather salutary during his own reign to the EngHe died in 14x3, and was succeeded by
Henry IV. gives the name to one
his son, Henry V.
of Shakspeare’s most popular dramas, in two parts.
“
History of England,” chap, xviii.
See Hume,
Sir J. Hayward, “Life and Reign of Henry IV.,” 1599; G. P. R. James,
Henry
IV.”
“Life of
lish nation.”

;

Henry

V., King of England, born at Monmouth in
was the eldest son of Henry IV. and of Mary de
Bohun. In his father’s reign he displayed courage at the
battle of Shrewsbury, and gave proof of great military
In 1413 Henry was
talents in the war with the Welsh.
proclaimed king, with abundant expression of the popular
favour, and began his reign with several acts of gene1388,
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He released the Earl of March (the lawful heir
of the crown) from prison, and restored the heir of Percy
to his title and estate.
Having resolved to assert his
claim to the throne of France, which was then a prey to
civil dissensions, he embarked in 1415 with an army of
30,000 men. After taking Harfleur, and losing a large
part of his army by disease, he was marching homeward, when his progress was opposed by D’Albret, Constable of France, with an army about four times more
numerous than his own. On the 25th of October, 1415,
was fought the memorable battle of Agincourt, in which
the French were defeated, with a loss of about 24,000
men, including prisoners. The victor returned to England without delay.
In 1417, profiting by the imbecility of the French king
and the feuds among the nobles, he renewed hostilities,
captured Rouen, and threatened Paris. In 1420 a treaty
of peace was made at Troyes, with the conditions that
Henry should marry Catherine, the daughter of King
Charles VI., and should inherit the crown at the death
of the latter. One of the French factions, however, headed
by the dauphin, did not consent to this disgraceful transaction, and made a brave stand for the national cause.
Henry’s brother, the Duke of Clarence, was defeated
and slain at Bauge but at other places the English
were successful, and Henry seemed on the point of realizing his ambitious projects, when he died prematurely
in 1422, (a few weeks before Charles VI.,) leaving an
infant son, who afterwards reigned as Henry VI.
After
his death, his widow Catherine married Owen Tudor, a
Welshman, whose posterity became the royal family of
England. The frankness and energy of his character
and the glory of his victories rendered Henry the idol
of the English people ; but his glory is obscured or
stained by the injustice of the enterprise in which his life
was chiefly spent. Henry V. gives the name to one of
Shakspeare’s historical dramas, and constitutes a prominent and interesting character in both parts of the twofold drama entitled “ Henry IV.”
See Hume, “History of England,” chap. xix. Elham, “Vita
et Gesta Henrici V
Goodwin, “Life of Henry V.,” 1604: P. F.
Tytler, “Memoirs of the Life and Character of Henry V.,” 1830;
“ Henry of Monmouth or, Memoirs of the Life, etc. of Henry V.
of England,” by J. Endell Tyler.
Henry VI., King of England, surnamed of Windsor, from the place of his birth, was the only son of
Henry V. and Catherine of France. He was born in
1421, and was only nine months old when he became
king. His uncle, the Duke of Gloucester, was appointed
Regent or Protector of England. At the death of Charles
VI. of France, in 1422, Henry was proclaimed king at
Paris ; but a large party of the French openly sided with
Henry’s
the dauphin, who was styled Charles VII.
uncle, the Duke of Bedford, acted as regent and repreIn 1424 the
sentative of the English power in France.
English gained a victory at Verneuil, after which their
power gradually declined. The city of Orleans in 1429
was delivered from siege by the enthusiasm with which
the heroic Joan of Arc inspired her countrymen. In 1436
the English garrison of Paris was forced to surrender.
In 1445 Henry married a French lady, Margaret of
Anjou, daughter of Rene, titular King of Sicily. She
was superior in ability and energy to her husband, over
whom she easily acquired a permanent ascendant.
Victory continued to attend the French arms, and
before the close of 1451 not a single province of France
remained in the power of the English. And now England in her turn was destined to experience the evils of
an imbecile ruler, a disputed title, and an intestine war
between the houses of York and Lancaster. The Duke
of York, who claimed the crown as a descendant of
Edward the Third’s second son, was supported by many
powerful nobles, among whom was the Earl of Warwick,
“ the King-maker.” The battle of Saint Alban’s, (1455.)
in which the partisans of York were victorious and
Henry was taken prisoner, was the beginning of a war
which lasted, with interruptions, for thirty years, and
in which the English nobility were nearly annihilated.
As a consequence of the victory of Saint Alban’s, the
Duke of York became Protector. After vain attempts
to reconcile the contestants, in 1460 another battle was
fought, at Northampton, where the royalists were derosity.
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and Henry was again made prisoner by the Earl himself to his brother’s widow, Catherine of Aragon.
of March, the son of the Duke of York. His queen, Mar- His accession at the death of his father, in 1509, was the
garet, escaped to Scotland, and continued the war several occasion of great rejoicing among the people, who were
years with vigour and partial success. At the battle of prepossessed in his favour by his personal advantages
Wakefield the Duke of York was defeated and killed but and other popular qualities. He appears to have been
his son was proclaimed king in 1461, with the title of in early life one of the most exemplary and most accomEdward IV. Henry, after being several times liberated plished princes in Europe. (See Froude’s “History of
and recaptured, died in prison, or, as some suppose, was England,” vol. i. chap, ii.) His marriage with Catherine,
murdered, in 1471. He was remarkably gentle and in- who was his senior by six years, was solemnized a few
In 1312 he was induced to
offensive, and seemed to feel little interest in the quarrel months after his accession.
maintained on his account. Henry VI. furnishes the join the pope, the King of Spain, and the emperor in
name to one of Shakspeare’s historical dramas, in three a league against the King of France, and sent 10,000 men
parts, in which are represented the principal events of to invade Guienne ; but the expedition was a total failure.
The next year he invaded France in person, and defeated
his reign.
See Hume, “ History of England,” chaps, xx. andxxi.
the French at Guinegaste.
In 1514 a treaty of peace
Henry VII., King of England, the founder of the was made, the chief condition of which was that Louis
royal line of Tudor, was born at Pembroke Castle in XII. should marry Henry’s sister Mary. In 1513, James
By his father, Edmond Tudor, Earl of Richmond, IV. of Scotland, the ally of France, having marched
1456.
he was descended from the royal family of France; by across the border, was defeated and slain, at the great
his mother, Margaret Beaufort, he derived a claim to battle of Flodden, by the English under the Earl of
the English crown, as one of her ancestors was John of Surrey.
Gaunt, the head of the house of Lancaster. His father
In the beginning of this reign the chief competitors
dying in 1456, Henry became Earl of Richmond. He for favour and influence at court were Thomas Howard,
was confined as a prisoner by Edward IV. for several Earl of Surrey, who was treasurer, and Fox, Bishop of
years, and when the Lancastrians were finally defeated, Winchester, who held the office of secretary. The latter
introduced to the king Thomas Wolsey, who soon supin 1471, he escaped with his uncle, the Earl of Pembroke,
to Brittany, where he remained until the accession of planted them both by his insinuating arts and became
Richard III., in 1483. As Henry was now recognized the prime favourite and sole minister. For about fifteen
as the head of the Lancastrian party, many people looked years he directed the affairs of state with almost absolute
to him as the most eligible person to deliver them from- authority.
In 1515 he was made Archbishop of York,
Richard, who was generally detested. The leaders of and soon after a cardinal. In the long contest for suboth the rival houses, therefore, invited Henry to assume premacy between Charles V. and Francis I., Henry,
the royal power. The first attempt to dethrone Richard, whose friendship was courted by both, might have demade in 1483, was a failure. Renewing his enterprise rived great advantage from his position ; but, guided
in 1485, he landed in Wales with about 2000 men, and, rather by impulse than policy, his actual influence was
Charles having secured Wolsey’s inafter receiving large accessions, encountered Richard inconsiderable.
at Bosworth, where the latter was defeated and slain, fluence by promising to concur in his election to the
August 22, 1485.
papacy, Henry in 1522 declared war against France,
In accordance with a plan previously formed to recon- which was invaded by an English army the next year.
cile the rival parties of York and Lancaster, Henry, in But the cardinal had become estranged from Charles
an after the election of Pope Adrian, and in 1525 he coni486, married Elizabeth, daughter of Edward IV.,
event which gave great satisfaction to the people.
For cluded a treaty of peace with Francis. In 1526 Henry
several years his reign was disturbed by the seditious was declared protector of the “ Holy League” formed
feated,

;

—

attempts of the impostors Lambert Simnel and Perkin
Warbeck, the latter of whom pretended to be Richard,
the younger brother of Edward V., and was supported
by the court of France and by many English nobles. He
was executed in 1499, after which the kingdom enjoyed

Henry lost somewhat of the popuby his partiality for the Lancastrians and his
severity towards the other party, as well as by his rapacity in raising money.
Ernpson and Dudley became
internal tranquillity.
lar favour

by the pope against Charles V. ; but after this period
the foreign transactions of his reign are unimportant and
overshadowed by the domestic events.
The impression made on the king by the beauty of
Anne Boleyn, and the scruples which he felt or feigned
respecting the lawfulness of his former marriage, induced
him in 1527 to apply to the pope for a divorce. This
question of divorce was rendered more exciting and
momentous by its bearing on the Reformation, which
about that time began to agitate the Church,— Anne Boleyn favouring the Protestants, and Catherine being a
zealous Catholic. The pope gave him specious promises,
but interposed the delay of a legal process for several
years.
In 1529 Wolsey was disgraced, and Cranmer, a
Protestant, became Archbishop of Canterbury. Henry,
whose passions and interest inclined him to favour the
Reformers, as his quarrel with the pope increased both
his power and revenue, was declared in 1531 supreme
head of the Church. After the Convocations of York
and Canterbury had pronounced the marriage with Catherine invalid, Henry, without the pope’s permission,
married Anne Boleyn, in 1533. Queen Catherine died
in 1536.
By acts of Parliament, the English church and
people were declared independent of the court of Rome,
and many innovations were made in religion. The mon-

notorious as the agents of his exactions.
In 1501 the
king’s eldest son, Arthur, was married to Catherine, a
Spanish princess ; and, though he died about six months
after, the remote consequences of the match were very
momentous. (See Henry VIII.) In 1503 a treaty of peace
with James IV. of Scotland was confirmed by the marriage of James with Margaret, daughter of Henry VII.,
which was one of the first steps towards a permanent
union of the two kingdoms. The ministers and councillors who possessed the greatest favour and influence in
this reign were Morton, Archbishop of Canterbury, and
Fox, Bishop of Winchester. Henry possessed prudence,
vigour, and an excellent capacity, but seems to have been
deficient in the better qualities of the heart.
Avarice
was his ruling passion. His reign, though rather arbitrary, was accounted fortunate for the nation, and forms
an important era in history, in which the discovery of asteries, six hundred and forty-five in number, were
America and the invention of printing gave a wonderful gradually abolished, under the direction of Thomas
impetus to the human mind. He died in 1509, and was Cromwell, secretary of state and vicar-general, and a
succeeded by his son, Henry VIII.
new translation of the Bible was made by royal authority.
See Hume, “ History of England,” chaps, xxiv., xxv., and xxvi.
In 1536, Queen Anne, having lost the favour of the
Francis Bacon, “ Historia Regni Henrici VII.,” 1642; Aleyn,
“ Histoire king, became the victim of his jealousy, which has gene‘‘ History of Henry VII.,” inverse, 1638; Marsollier,
rally
been supposed to have had no other ground on her
de Henri VII,” 1697.
Henry VIII., King of England, the second son of part than slight indiscretions and levity of manner. But
Henry VII. and of Elizabeth of York, was born at Froude takes a different view, which he supports by
Greenwich in 1491. By the death of his brother Arthur, many forcible arguments. (See “ History of England,”
But, whatever opinion we may form of the
in 1502, he became heir-apparent of the crown, and as- chap, xi.)
sumed the title of Prince of Wales. The next year he guilt or innocence of the queen, it is impossible to justify
was, against his will, obliged by his father to affiance the conduct of Henry, who married his new favourite,
;
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the beautiful Jane Seymour, the next day after the execution of Anne.
Queen Jane died in 1537, on giving
birth to a son, afterwards Edward VI.
In 1540 Henry
married a Flemish princess, Anne of Cleves, who was
divorced about six months afterwards. The same year
ne married, as his fifth wife, Catherine Howard. In 1538
the pope published a bull against Henry, and formally
delivered his soul to the devil. The king, however,
maintained several of the Catholic dogmas, (among which
was that of the real presence,) and many Protestants,
refusing to conform, fell victims to his arbitrary power.
In 1542 Queen Catherine was beheaded, on a charge of
infidelity to her marriage-vow, and the next year her
place was supplied by Catherine Parr.
Notwithstanding
his cruelty and excesses, Henry seems to have retained
the affection of his subjects in general to the close of
his life.
“He possessed,” says Hume, “great vigour
of mind, courage, vigilance, and inllexibility.” But the
catalogue of his vices, it must be confessed, includes
some of the worst qualities of human nature. He, however, who would form a just estimate of Henry’s character, should read the first four volumes of Froude’s
“ History of England,” which contain by far the most
complete account of his reign that has yet been written.
He died in 1547, and was succeeded by his son, Edward
VI. Henry VIII. furnishes the title to one of Shakspeare’s historic dramas.
See, besides Froude, Godwin, “ History of the Reign of Henry
VIII.,” 1616; Lord Herbert of Cherbury, “Life and Reign of
Henry VIII.,” 1649; P. F. Tytler, “Life of Henry VIII.;”
Hume’s and Lingard’s “Histories of England;” Strickland,
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For many years Henry waged war against the
1469.
Moors of Granada without any important advantage.

He died in 1474. His reign was remarkable for anarchy,
oppression, and misery.
See Prescott, “Ferdinand and Isabella,” vol.
chaps, iii. and
iv.
Enriquez de Castillo, ‘‘ Cronica del Rey D. Henrique el
Quarto,” 1787 Zurita, “ Histoire d’Aragon,” 7 vols.
i.

;

;

Henry [Fr. Hf.nri, //bN're'] I., King of France, a son
of Robert, and grandson of Hugh Capet, born about
Fie was soon in1005, ascended the throne in 1031.
volved in a civil war with his younger brother Robert,
who was favoured by their mother, Constance. Aided
by the Duke of Normandy, Henry maintained his throne,
and ceded to Robert the duchy of Burgundy. At thirtynine he married Anna, daughter of Yaroslaf, Duke of
Russia.
He was almost continually at war with his vasamong others with William, Duke
of Normandy, who conquered England.
He died in
and
1060,
was succeeded by his son, Philip I.

sals or neighbours,

See Sismondi, “Histoire des Franca is.”

Henry

II., King of France, second son of Francis I.
and of Queen Claude, was born at Saint-Germain-enLaye in 1518, and came to the throne in 1547. He married Catherine de’ Medici, (or de Medicis.)
In 1550 he
concluded a peace with England, by which Boulogne was
restored to the French.
In 1552 he formed an alliance
with the Protestant princes of Germany against Charles
V., and took Metz, Toul, and Verdun.
The Germans
having made a separate peace, Henry alone sustained the
war against the Spaniards. A truce of five years was
“Queens of England.”
signed in 1556 between Plenry and Charles but the war
Henry I., King of Castile, born in 1204, was the son was renewed the next year by Philip II. of Spain, whose
In 1558
of Alfonso III. of Castile. After a reign of three years, army gained a great victory at Saint-Quentin.
Calais was taken by the French, after having been held
he died in 1217.
Henry II., King of Castile, often called Henry of by the English more than two hundred years. A treaty
Transtamare, born at Seville in 1333, was the natural of peace was signed at Cateau-Cambresis in 1559, by
son of Alfonso XI. He received the title of Count of which France retained Calais, Metz, and Verdun, and
Transtamare from his brother, King Pedro the Cruel. gave up Savoy. Among the results of this treaty was
After striving to supplant Pedro by intrigue, he joined a marriage between Henry’s daughter Elizabeth and
At a tournament given on this
the King of Aragon in a war against Castife, was de- Philip II. of Spain.
feated, and fled to France.
There he raised an army, occasion, Henry by accident received a mortal wound,
and again invaded Castile in 1366, but was beaten by in 1559, and was succeeded by his eldest son, Francis II.
Pedro’s ally, the English Black Prince.
See A. Varillas, “Histoire de Henri II,” 1692; C. F. LamIn a third attempt, with a French army led by Du Guesclin, he was bert, “ Histoire et R&gne de Henri II,” 1752; Michelet, “Hismore successful. Pedro was defeated and killed in 1368, toire de France.”
Henry III., [ often called in French Henri de Valois,
after which Henry reigned in such a manner as to secure
the favour of his subjects.
He died in 1379, and left the /z6NTe' deh vil'wfi', in Latin Henri'cus Valf/sius,
i.e. “Henry of Valois,”] King of France, third son of
throne to his son, John I.
See Ferreras, “ Histoire gAi^rale d’Espagne,” 16 vols., 1700; Henry II. and of Catherine de Medicis, was born at FonPuffendokf, “Histoire universelle,” 10 vols., 1722; P. Lopf.z de tainebleau in 1551, and succeeded his brother, Charles
Avala, “Cronicas de los Reyes de Castilla,” 1495, and 4 vols., 1779. IX., in 1574.
Previously to this he was styled Due
Henry III., King of Castile, born in 1379, succeeded d’Anjou, had defeated the Calvinists at Jarnac and
his father John in 1390, and married Catherine of Lan- Moncontour, and in 1573 was elected King of Poland,
caster.
The early part of his reign was disturbed by the people of which country made unavailing efforts to
He found his French kingdom a prey to a
the rebellion of the Duke of Benavente and the Count retain him.
of Gijon, whom he defeated.
Having exercised his au- civil or religious war between two factions, the Catholics
thority in certain points of church government, Pope under Henry of Guise, and the Huguenots under Henry
In
Boniface declared him a schismatic, and absolved his of Navarre, the founder of the Bourbon dynasty.
subjects from allegiance to him. After this Henry re- 1575 he married a French lady, Louise, daughter of the
edict
Count
of
Vaudesmont.
Henry
having
issued
an
cognized the rival pope, Benedict XIII., in 1403. He
;

resisted successfully the aggressions of the Portuguese,
in a war against the Moors of Granada
when he died in 1406, leaving the reputation of a wise
and good king. He was succeeded by his son, John II.
See C. Romey, “ Histoire d’Espagne,” 12 vols. Gonzales Davila, “Historia de la Vida y Hechos del Rey Henrique III. de

and was engaged

;

Castilla,” 1638.

Henry IV., King of Castile, the son of John II., was
born at Valladolid in 1423, and was surnamed the Impotent. Having wasted his youth in vice and dissipation, he succeeded his father in 1454.
He married
Joanna of Portugal, whose character was so depraved
or doubtful that the Cortes would not acknowledge her
child Joanna to be the legitimate heir.
In 1465 several
grandees, encouraged by the prevalent disaffection of
the people, revolted, and proclaimed Henry’s brother,
Henry raised an army, and a civil war
Alfonso, king.
followed until 1468, when Alfonso died.
A peace was
then made, Henry consenting to disinherit Joanna and
adopt as heiress his sister, the well-known Isabella of
Castile, who was married to Ferdinand of Aragon in
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of pacification favourable to the Protestants in 1576, the
Catholics formed a general league, sworn to defend the
interest of their Church even with the sacrifice of their
loyalty to the king, who seems to have been justly distrusted by both parties, but thought it his policy to
His court was
declare himself the head of the League.
disgraced by favouritism, intrigues, bigotry, and licencharacter
tiousness ; and his personal
was not such as
to command the popular respect.
Henry’s brother, the
Duke of Alengon, died in 1584, and, as the king had no
children, the question of the succession assumed great
importance ; and it is thought that the Duke of Guise
aspired to the throne. In 1587 Henri of Navarre gained
the battle of Coutras ; and soon after the Duke of Guise
and his ligueurs took arms at Paris against the king, who
was compelled to flee to Rouen. In 1588 the Duke of
Guise was assassinated, probably by the order of Henry,
who for this crime was excommunicated by the pope.
The king then applied to Henry of Navarre for aid
against the League, which was generously granted, and
they were pressing the siege of Paris, when Henry III.
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assassinated by a monk named Jacques Clement,
He was the last king of the house of Valois.
See G. Sossius, “De Vita Henrici III. Libri IX.,” 1628; Varillas, “ Histoire de Henri III,” 1694; Adrien de Valois, “De
Vita Henrici Valesii,” 1677; Sauvigny, “Histoire de Henri III,”
1788; L’Estoile, “Journal des Choses memorables adveuues durant le R&gne de Henri III,” 1621.

that of any other of their kings, and his character is
regarded by them as the beau-ideal of a Frenchman,
a warrior, a monarch, and a statesman.
On the 14th
of May, 1610, while riding in his carriage, he was assassinated by a fanatic named Ravaillac.
He left the
crown to his son, Louis XIII.
See Motley, “United Netherlands,” vol. i. chap. ii. p. 45 et seq.,
and vol. ii. chap. xvii. p. 340; P. Hooft, “ Het Leven van Konig
Hendrik IV.,” 1626; J. Peleus, “Histoire de la Vie de Henri ]e
Grand,” 1613-16; G. Sossius, “De Vita Henrici Magni Libri IV.,”
1622; Hardouin de P£r£fixe, “Histoire du Roi Henri le Grand,”
1661 De Bury, “ Histoire de la Vie de Henri IV,” 1763; MussetPathay, “Vie militaire et priv^e de Henri IV,” 1803; Poirson,
“ Histoire du R£gne de Henri IV,”
3 vols., 1857 G. P. R. James,
“Life of Henry IV.,” 3 vo's., 1847; Daubign£, “ Histoire universelle;” Michelet, “Histoire de France;” L’Estoile, “Journal du R£gne de Henri IV ;” Davila, “ History of the Civil Wars
in France;” F. A. Mignet, “Histoire de la Ligue et du R6gne de
Henri IV,” 5 vols., 1829; also a review of the “Letters of Henry
IV.,” in the “Foreign Quarterly Review” for April, 1842.

f/as

in 1589.

Henry IV.,
hbti'rt' leh

[often called in French Henri i.e Grand,
Lat. Henri'cus Mag'nus, i.e. “ Henry
;

gr6N

the Great,”) King of France and of Navarre, and founder
of the royal house of Bourbon, was born at Pau, Defather was Antoine de Bourbon,
a lineal descendant of Louis IX.,
and his mother was Jeanne d’Albret, only child and
She was a
heiress of Henri d’Albret, King of Navarre.
woman of superior merit, ardently devoted to the Protestant faith, in which she educated her son.
In 1569, the
civil war being renewed, Henry, then styled Prince of
Bearn, joined the Protestant army, led by his uncle, the
Prince of Conde, (who recognized him as the chief of
the party,) and was present at the battles of Jarnac and
Muncontour. The Protestants having gained a victory
at Arnay-le-Duc, a treacherous peace was offered by the
court and accepted in 1570.
To inspire the Huguenots
with greater confidence, a marriage was negotiated between Henry and the king’s sister Margaret. While
the Queen of Navarre was making preparation at Paris
for the marriage of her son, she died suddenly, in 1572,
and he became King of Navarre.
few days after the
marriage was celebrated occurred the Massacre of Saint
Bartholomew. (See Charles IX.) Henry’s life was
spared on condition that he would adopt the Roman
Catholic religion ; but he was confined and strictly
watched for several years. In 1576 he escaped to Rochelle, and assumed the command of his friends, then
menaced by the Catholic League. He displayed great
skill and bravery in several campaigns, the operations
of which were, however, for the most part on a small
scale.
In 1587 the Huguenots gained a decisive victory
at Coutras.
The King of France died in 1589, and
named for his successor the subject of this article, who,
since the death of the king’s brother, was presumptive
heir of the crown.
His claim was disputed by a large
army under the Due de Mayenne, and by the fanatical
populace of Paris, who kindled bonfires to show their
joy at the death of Henry III., and whose resistance
was stimulated by Spanish gold. Baffled in his attempt
to obtain possession of his capital, he marched towards
Dieppe, where his army was increased by 5000 English
sent by his ally Elizabeth.
In 1590 he gained a decisive
victory at Ivry over the Duke of Mayenne, after electrifying his army with this brief harangue “ Fellow-soldiers,
you are Frenchmen; behold the enemy! If you lose
sight of your ensigns, rally around my plume you will
always find it on the high road to honour 1” In 1592 he
defeated a Spanish army under Farnese, the celebrated
Prince of Parma, near Yvetot.
His devotion to the interest of France (we may charitably suppose) now induced him to conciliate his enemies by a profession of the Roman Catholic religion in
the Protestants at the same time being assured
1593,
of the continuance of his favour and protection.
In
he
entered Paris without resistance, and granted a
1594
general pardon. After numerous battles and sieges, a
treaty of peace was made at Vervins with Philip II. of
Spain in 1598, and Henry was acknowledged by the
whole kingdom. The same year he gave liberty of conscience to his subjects by the edict of Nantes.
Directing
his attention to the finances, agriculture, and industrial
arts, in which he was seconded by his minister Sully,
he proved himself a wise and able statesman, and rendered himself very popular by his sympathy with the
lower classes and his generosity to all. His popularity
was increased by the spirited and eloquent public addresses which he made on various occasions, and by the
frank simplicity of his manners.
In 1600 he married
an Italian princess, Marie de’ Medici, having obtained a
divorce from his first wife. The last half of his reign
was peaceful and prosperous. He founded a hospital,
a college, and a public library in Paris, and encouraged
learned men, among whom were Casaubon and Grotius.
His memory is more cherished by the French than
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;

Due de Vendome,
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Henry, Prince of Wales, the eldest son of James I.
of England, was born at Stirling in 1594.
He is represented to have been unlike his father, brave, generous,
and constant, was fond of maritime adventure, and earnestly opposed to popery.
He befriended Sir Walter
Raleigh, and used to say that no king but his father
would keep such_a bird in a cage. Died in 1612.
See T. Birch, “Life of Henry, Prince of Wales,” 1760; Gardiner, “ History of England from 1603 to 1616,” chaps, viii. and x. ;
Harney, “History of England,” chap, xlvii. ; Cornwallis, “Life
of Prince Henry,” in the “ Somers Tracts.”

A

Henry, (Heinrich,)

Henry of Alkmaar. See Alkmar.
Henry of Champagne, (shfiN'pfin',)

born in 1180,
was the nephew of Richard Coeur de Lion. In the third
crusade he distinguished himself at the siege of SaintJean-d’Acre. By his marriage with Isabella, widow of
Conrad of Tyre, and with the consent of the chiefs, he
became King of Jerusalem. He died during the fourth
crusade.

Henry of Hainault, [Fr. Henri de IIainault,
ht N're' deh hk'iio',] born at Valenciennes in 1174, was
In 1202 he took part
a brother of Baldwin of Flanders.
in the crusade against the Turks, and in 1206 succeeded
his brother Baldwin as Emperor of Constantinople.
He
is represented as a brave and prudent prince.
Died,

—
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Friedrich Heinrich Lud-

tion with the Austrians.
He gained a signal victory at
Freyburg in October, 1762, which was the last important
action of the Seven Years’ war.
He was less enterprising as a general than his brother, who in 1763
saluted him “as the only general that in this war has
not committed a single fault.” Died in 1802.
See “ Schilderung des Privatlebens des Prinzen Heinrich von
Preussen,” 1784; “Anecdoten und Characterziige aus dem Leben des
Prinzen Heinrich von Preussen,” 1804; Guyton, “Vie privee d’un
Homme c£l&bre, 011 Details des Loisirs du Prince Henri de Prusse,”
1784; Bouille du Charol, “ Vie du Prince Henri de Prusse,” 1809.

:

s;

or

wig, a Prussian prince, distinguished for his skill in
strategy, born in Berlin in 1726, was a brother of Frederick the Great.
He commanded the right wing at the
battle of Prague, 1757, and decided the fortune of the
day.
He outgeneralled the enemy in the campaign of
In 1760,
1758, and obtained some advantages in 1759.
with 35,000 men, he held in check a superior force of
Russians by skilful marches, and prevented their junc-

:
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without issue, in 1216.

Henry of Huntingdon,

an English historian,

who

became Archdeacon of Huntingdon.
He wrote a general history of England from the earliest
accounts to the death of Stephen, (1154,) which was
published by Sir Henry Savile in 1596. He also wrote

lived about 1150,

Latin poetry, which

is

not without merit.

Henry

(or Henrique) of Portugal.
See Henry
of Burgundy.
Henry [Port. Henrique, en-ree'ki] of Portugal,
[Fr. Henri de Portugal, /z&N're' deh poR'tii'gtl',] a

celebrated patron of science, sometimes called

the Navigator, was born

Oporto

in 1394.

Henry
He was

of Portugal, and a nephew of
distinguished for his
attainments in mathematics, geography, and navigation.
About 1419 he founded an observatory and nautical
school in Algarve, and enlisted the most skilful mariners
in enterprises of maritime discovery. Under his auspices
the west coast of Africa was explored as far as Sierra
a younger son of

John

Henry IV. of England.
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Henry, (Patrick,)

Leone, and Madeira and the Azores were discovered.

Died

a celebrated American orator and
born at Studley, Hanover county, Virginia, May
His father, John Henry, was a native of
29, 1736.
Scotland, and a nephew of the eminent historian Robertson.
His mother’s maiden name was Sarah Winston.
Under his father’s tuition he learned the common English branches and acquired a smattering of Latin ; but
he had little inclination to book-learning. In his youth
he was passionately addicted to dancing, hunting, and
fishing.
Finding him indisposed for literary and professional pursuits, his father set him up in mercantile
business about 1753.
His success in trade was hindered
by his negligent and indolent habits. About the age of
eighteen he married a Miss Shelton. Having become
insolvent, he abandoned mercantile pursuits and began
to cultivate a small farm but after an experiment of two
years he sold his land and returned to merchandise.
He failed again in trade about 1760, and then resolved to
try the profession of the law.
After he was admitted to
the bar, he passed several years in poverty and obscurity;
but he gained sudden distinction in 1763 by his speech
against the clergy, who undertook to enforce the payment
of their salaries in tobacco.* This cause, called “the
Parsons’ Cause,” which had produced much excitement
in the country, was tried before a court over which Patrick
Henry’s father presided as judge. “ On this occasion
he rose very awkwardly,” says Wirt, “ and faltered much
in his exordium.”
But, “as his mind rolled along
and began to glow from its own action, all the exuviae
of the clown seemed to shed themselves spontaneously.”
The result of this plea, the first he ever made in court,
patriot,

in 1463.

See Francisco Joz£ Freirr, “Vida do Infante D. Henrique por
Candido Lusitano,” 1758; Abb£ de Cournand, “Vie de Henri de
Portugal,” Paris, 2 vols., 1761 R. H. Major, “Life of Prince Henry
the Navigator,” London, 1868.
Henry (or Henrique) of Portugal, third son of
Emanuel, King of Portugal, was born in Lisbon in 1512.
lie was educated for the church, and became Archbishop
He consented to the establishment
of Ev'ora in 1540.
of the Inquisition in his diocese. At the death of his
nephew, King Sebastian, in 1578, he succeeded to the
throne.
He was urged to designate which of the claimants should succeed him, but delayed, and died, without a
decision, in 1580. Philip II. of Spain was his successor.
;

Henry

of Transtamare.

Henry

II.

of Cas-

Hen'ry, (Caleb Sprague,) an American

author,

See

tile.

born

;

in Rutland, Massachusetts, in 1804, graduated at
in 1825.
He took orders in the

Dartmouth College

Protestant Episcopal Church about 1835, and became
professor of philosophy and history in the New York
University in 1839.
He published, besides other works,
“Cousin’s Psychology,” (1834,) and a “Compendium of
Christian Antiquities,” (1837.)

Hen'ry, (David,) born at Aberdeen in 1710, removed
to London at an early age, and was employed by Cave,
(the publisher of the “ Gentleman’s Magazine,”) whose
sister he married in 1736. He was a frequent contributor
to the above magazine, and at the death of E. Cave, in

.

became a partner in its management. He was
“Complete English Farmer,” and of a
Died in 1792.
Henry, /ifiN're', (Etienne Ossian,) a French chemist,
born in Paris about 1798. He distinguished himself by
researches into the action and composition of mineral
waters, and gained the Montyon prize for a method of pro1754, he

the author of the
few other works.

was a verdict

United States.

Died

in

May,

1878.

;

Henry,

(Philip,) an English dissenting minister, born
in 1631, was father of Matthew Henry the
commentator. He was ejected from his living for nonconformity at the restoration. In the latter part of his
life he resided at Broad Oak, where his labours in the
ministry were highly approved. Died in 1696.
See “Life of Philip Henry,” by his son Matthew, 1696; William Bates, “Life of Philip Henry,” 1699,
in

See Tong, “Life of Matthew Henry,” 1716; Williams, “Memoirs of the Life, Character, and Writings of M. Henry,” 1828.

Henry, (Noel Etienne,) a French chemist, father
of Etienne Ossian, noticed above, was born at Beauvais (Oise) in 1769.
He wrote a “Treatise on Pharmacy, Practical and Theoretical,” (1828.) Died at Paris
in 1832.
See “ Notice biographique sur Noel Etienne Henry,” by Baron
S lLVESTRB.
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most of it.” His resolutions passed the House by a
“ During the period besmall majority in May, 1765.
tween this date and the Revolution, Mr. Henry,” says
Alexander H. Everett, “was constantly in advance of
the most ardent patriots.
He suggested and carried into
effect, by his immediate personal influence, measures that
were opposed as premature and violent by all the other
eminent supporters of the cause of liberty.” In 1774
he was chosen a delegate to the Continental Congress.
Among the greatest triumphs of his unrivalled eloquence
was a speech in the Virginia Convention (March, 1775)
for the passage of a resolution “ that the colony be immediately put in a state of defence.” He insisted on
the necessity of fighting for independence, and closed
with the words “ Give me liberty, or give me death 1”
He was elected Governor of Virginia in 1776, and, by
successive re-elections, held that office until 1779.
In
this capacity he rendered important services to the popular cause.
In 1784 and 1785 he was again chosen Governor. As a member of the Virginia Convention of 1788,
he opposed the adoption of the Federal Constitution,
against which he made several speeches of extraordinary
eloquence.
He said the Constitution had “an awful
squinting towards monarchy.” He died June 6, 1799,
leaving the reputation of the greatest of American orators.
He was a devout believer in Christianity, but was not a
member of any religious denomination.
See William Wirt, “Life and Character of Patrick Henry,”
1817; A. H. Everett, “Life of Patrick Henry,” in Sparks’s
“American Biography,” vol. xi. “ Nouveile Biographie Gdndrale;”
“London Quarterly Review” for December, 1840.

a French historian, born
Basses-Alpes in 1778, published a History of Egypt,
(“L’Egypte Pharaonique,” 2 vols., 1846,) and other
works. Died in 1850.
Hen'ry, (Matthew,) an eminent English divine, born
After
in Iscoyd township, Flintshire, in October, 1662.
receiving a liberal education, he accepted in 1687 the
charge of a dissenting church in Chester. In 1712 he
removed to Hackney, where he preached until his death,
in 1714.
He published many sermons and theological
works, of which the most important is his “ Commentary
on the Old and New Testament,” (1710.) This is thought
by some to be the best work of that kind ever published.
It was highly commended by Robert Hall, Dr. DodThe latter, speaking of
dridge, and Adam Clarke.
certain abridgments of the above work, says, “Every
one of them, while professing to lop off his redundancies
and supply his deficiencies, falls, by a semi-diameter of
the immense orb of literature and religion, short of the
author himself.”
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cries of “Treason 1” from all parts of the House
“may
profit by their example.
If this be treason, make the
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In 1765 he was elected a member of the House of
Burgesses, and offered in that body a series of resolutions
against the famous Stamp Act.
He advocated these
resolutions by a powerful speech, in which he exclaimed,
“ Caesar had his Brutus, Charles the First his Cromwell,
and George the Third” here he was interrupted by loud

ducing sulphate of quinia. He published, besides other
chemical works, a “ Manual of the Chemical Analysis of
Mineral Waters,” (1825,) in which his father assisted.
Henry, (Joseph,) an American savant and natural philosopher, born at Albany, New York, in 1797. He began
a series of experiments in electricity about 1827, and is
said to have invented the first machine moved by the
agency of electro-magnetism. He wrote on electricity
and magnetism several papers inserted in “ Silliman’s
Journal.” In 1832 he was appointed professor of natural
philosophy in the College of New Jersey at Princeton.
He published “ Contributions to Electricity and Magnetism,” (1839,) and became secretary of the Smithsonian Institute in 184b. He contributed numerous valuable papers to the various scientific periodicals in the
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* By virtue of an old statute, each clergyman
16,000 pounds of tobacco per annum.
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a French litterateur, born

at Nancy in 1759, translated from the English Marshall’s
“ Life of Washington,” and many other works.
also
.wrote the article on Washington in the “ Biographie
Universelle.” Died in 1833.
See Querard, “La France Litt^raire.”

He

Hens, van, vtn hgns, (Abraham,) a Dutch painter
of plants and insects, born at Utrecht about 1645 ; died
after 1705.

hSn'sel, (Wilhelm,) a German painter, born
province of Brandenburg in 1794. Among his
best pictures are “Christ before Pilate,” and excellent

Hensel,

in the

Henry, (Rev. Robert,) a Scottish historian, born at portraits of the Duke of Brunswick and of the celeMuirtown in 1718. He was licensed to preach in 1746, brated composer Mendelssohn. His wife, Fanny Henand officiated at Carlisle from 1748 to 1760. In 1768 he sel, sister of Felix Mendelssohn, was distinguished for
removed to Edinburgh, where he became minister of her skill and taste in music, and produced several adthe New Grey-Friars’ Church.
From 1776 to 1790 he mired compositions. Died in 1847.
was colleague-minister of the Old Church. His reputaSee Nagler, “Neues Allgemeines Kiinstler-Lexikon.”
tion as an author is founded on his “ History of Great
Hen'shaw, (John Prentice Kewley,) D.D., Bishop
Britain,” (6 vols., 1771-93.)
It embraces the period of the Protestant Episcopal Church, was born in Middlefrom the first invasion of the Romans to the death of town, Connecticut, in 1792. After graduating at MidPlenry VIII., and is composed on an original plan, since dlebury College, Vermont, in 1808, he embraced the
adopted in the more popular history of Charles Knight. tenets of the Episcopal Church. Through his zealous
The

plan

is

to treat the history of politics, of religion, of

manners and customs, etc. in separate divisions.
Henry’s work is executed with great erudition
and fidelity; but the style is not attractive. It was acrimoniously criticised by Gilbert Stuart when it first appeared, but was commended by Hume. Died in 1790.
learning, of

See a “Life of R. Henry,” in the sixth volume of his “History;”
Chambers, “ Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen.”

Henry, (Rev. Robert,) born at Charleston, South
Carolina, in 1792, graduated at the University of Edinburgh in 1814. He was chosen president of the College
of South Carolina in 1842, resigned in 1845, and then
became professor of Greek in that institution. He contributed to the “Southern Review.”
Died in 1856.
Henry, (William,) an English chemist, born at Manchester in 1775.
He graduated as M.D. at Edinburgh
in 1807, and practised with success at Manchester.
He
had previously made valuable researches in chemistry,
on which he contributed numerous memoirs to the
“ Philosophical Transactions” of the Royal Society. In
1803 he ascertained the law of the absorption of gases
by water of different temperatures. In 1808 he was
elected a Fellow of the Royal Society, which the next
year awarded to him Sir G. Copley’s donation, as a testimonial of his scientific merit.
He is the author of wellwritten sketches of Davy, Priestley, and Wollaston; also
of an excellent work, entitled “Elements of Experimental
Chemistry,” (1800,) which passed through many editions.
His moral character is represented as excellent. Died
in 1836.
See “ Encyclopaedia Britannica.”

Henry the

Lion, [Ger. Heinrich der Lowe, hTn'd&R ld'&eh,] born in 1129, was the son of Henry the
Proud, Duke of Saxony, and grandson of the emperor
riK

Lothaire.
On his succeeding his father, in 1146, he
the restoration of Bavaria, which had been
wrested from his family, and which in 1154 was conceded
to him.
While on a crusade in Palestine, his dominions
were invaded by his enemies, whereby he was involved

demanded

in numerous contests after his return.
He died in 1195,
leaving the reputation of a wise ruler and a patron of
learning and commerce.
He married as his second wife
Matilda, daughter of Henry II. of England.
See Karl Wilhelm Bottiger, “Heinrich der Lowe,” 1819;
R aimer, “ Geschichte der Hohenstaufen.”

Henry the Minstrel. See Harry, (Blind.)
Henry the Proud, [Fr. Henri le Superre, hfiN're'
leh su'piRb'; Ger. Heinrich der Stolzk, hin'riK d§R
stolt'seh Lat. Henri'cus Super'bus,] Duke of Bavaria
and Saxony, born in 1 102, was an able and warlike prince.
Died in 1139. He was the father of Henry the Lion.
See Albericus, “De Vita Henrici Superbi.”
;

Henrys, ^N're', (Claude,) a French jurisconsult
legal writer, born at Montbrison in 1615.
He cooperated with Chancellor Seguier in his effort to establish a uniform system of jurisprudence.
Died in 1662.
Hen'ry-son, (Robert,) a schoolmaster of Dunfermline, lived about 1460-90, and was one of the best Scottish poets of his time.
He wrote “ Orpheus Kyng,”

and

“

The Testament of Cressid,” and “ Robene and Makyne,” thought to be the earliest of Scottish pastoral
poems.
See “Memoir

of Robert Henryson,” by D. Laing, 1866;
bers, “ Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen.”
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labours, several new churches were organized in Vermont. In 1817 he became pastor of Saint Peter’s Church
in Baltimore.
He was elected Bishop of Rhode Island
in 1843.
Died in 1852.

Henshaw, (J. Sidney,) changed from J. Henshaw
Belcher, an American lawyer and writer, born in Boston
in 1814.

He

published, besides other works, “ Philos-

ophy of Human Progress,” (1835,) and “Round the
World,” (2 vols., 1840.) Died in 1859.
Hensler, hgns'ler, (Philip Gabriel,) a Danish physician, born at Oldensworth in 1733, became physician
to the King of Denmark in 1775.
Died in 1805.

Hens'low, (Rev. John Stevens,) a distinguished
English botanist, born in 1796. He took the degree of
B.A. at Cambridge in 1818, and was appointed professor
of botany in that university about 1825.
In 1837 he
became rector of Hitcham, in Suffolk, where he continued to reside until his death.
He was a popular lecturer, and contributed memoirs on botany and other
parts of natural history to the Transactions of several
societies.
His principal productions are “ Principles of
Descriptive and Physiological Botany,” (1835,) a work
of great merit, which has been extensively used as a
text-book, and a “ Catalogue of British Plants.”
Died
in 1861.
See Jknyns, “Life of J. Henslow,” 1862; “Gentleman’s Magazine” for July, 1861.

Hentz, h§nts, (Caroline Lee,) born at Lancaster,
Massachusetts, about 1804, was the daughter of General
John Whiting. In 1825 she was married to Professor
N. M. Hentz. Her tragedy “ De Lara, or the Moorish
Bride,” gained a prize of five hundred dollars ; and several of her tales and novelettes had a wide circulation.
She wrote, among other tales, “The Planter’s Northern
Bride,” “Linda,” and “Ernest Linwood.” Died in 1856.
Hentzner, hgnts'ner, (Paul,) born in Silesia in 1558,
was the author of a “Journey through Germany, France,
Italy, etc.,” written in elegant Latin.
Part of it was
translated into English.
Died in 1623.
See L. Brjghtwell, “By-Paths of Biography;” Motley,
“ History of the United Netherlands,”

Hepburn,

(James.)

vol.

i.

chap.

vi.

See Bothwell.

Hep'burn, (James Bonaventura,)

a Scottish phiAfter travelling in Europe and
Asia, he entered a convent near Avignon. It is said that
he knew seventy-two languages. He produced a Hebrew
and Chaldean Dictionary, and an Arabic Grammar. Pope
Paul V. appointed him keeper of the Oriental books and
manuscripts of the Vatican. Died in 1621.
See Chambers, “ Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen.”

lologist,

born

in 1573.

Hephaestus, he-fgs'tus,[Gr. "HtjxuaToc Fr. HUpheste,
or Hapheste, fTSst',] the Greek name of the
god Vulcan, which see.
Hephestion or Hephaestion, he-fEs'tl-on, [Gr.
'H0aior/cjv,] a Macedonian courtier, the son of Amyntor of Pella, became a favourite of Alexander the Great,
i'fSst',

whom

he followed in the invasion of Persia and India.
In the return of this expedition, Hephestion and Craterus
commanded a separate part of the army. When Alexander married Roxana, daughter of Darius, he gave her
sister, Drypetis, to Hephestion.
He died soon after
that event, in 325 B.c.
The grief of Alexander for his
loss was so profound that he tasted no food for three days.
See Arrian, “Anabasis;” Thirlwall, “History of Greece.”
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Hephestion, a grammarian of Alexandria, lived about
150 A.D., and wrote a treatise entitled “Enchiridion de

was a “Treatise on Nature,” of which fragments only
are

extant.

Socrates,

reading

after

it,

said

that

so

much of it as he could understand was good, but that
He'ra, [Gr. "Hpa or "H pr?,] a goddess of the Greek he found it for the most part unintelligible. He affected
mythology, was the daughter of Cronos, (Saturn,) and the an obscure and concise style, comparing himself to the
wife of Jupiter, and was identical with the Juno of the Sibyl, who utters in mysterious language the austere
Romans. The chief seats of her worship were Argos oracles of inspiration, and received the epithet oKorsivog,
and Samos. (See Juno.)
the “obscure.”
He taught that fire is the principle of
Heracleidae. See Heraclid.e.
all things
that death is only a change of form that natuHeracleides. See Heraclides.
ral phenomena are produced by the antagonism of two
Heracleitus. See Heraclitus.
opposite forces, namely, attraction and repulsion that
He-rac'le-on, [Gr. 'llpatt'/Juv,] a Gnostic or heretic motion is essential to matter, and, as a result of this inof the second century.
He adopted the doctrines of cessant change, “ no man has ever floated twice on the
Metris.”

;

;

;

Valentine, with modifications.
-rac-le-o'nas, the son of the emperor Heraclius,
was born in 626 A.D. At the death of his father, in 641,
he succeeded to the throne in partnership with his halfbrother Constantine.
few months later the latter was
poisoned by Martina, the mother of Iieracleonas. In
consequence of this and other crimes, the guards of the
palace revolted and seized Martina and her son, who
were banished by the senate. He was succeeded by

He

A

his nephew, Constans II.
See Gibbon, “Decline and Fall of the

Her'a-cles, [Gr.

'Hpax/Jp;,]

Roman Empire.”
Greek form of the

same stream.”

He

dom

lore,

attached little value fo worldly wissaying that the science of men is
only ignorance; their grandeur, meanness; and their
pleasure, pain. He represented contentment as the chief
good.
He died about the age of sixty.
See Ritter, “History of Philosophy;” G. H. Lewes, “Biographical History of Philosophy
Lassalle, “Die Philosophic des
Heracleitos,” Berlin, 2 vols., 1858
F. Schleiermacher, “ Heraclitus of Ephesus,” (in German,) 1808; F. Menz, “ Programma
de Heraclito Ephesio,” 1736; Diogenes Laertius.
Heraclitus, an elegiac poet, born at Halicarnassus,
lived about 250 B.C., and was a friend of Callimachus.
or

human

;

the

Her-a-cli'us [Gr. 'HpaxXeiof] I., a Roman Emperor
of Hercules, which see.
of the East, son of Heraclius, Governor of Africa, born
Heraclidae or Heracleidse, hSr-a-klT'dee, [Gr. 'Hpa- about 575 A.D., was a native of Cappadocia. By the
K?LEidcu; Fr. Heraclides, Yri'kl£d'; Ger. Herakliden,
violent death of the tyrant Phocas, in 610, Heraclius,
hi-ri-klee'den,] a name applied to a noble and powerful who had served in the army with credit, obtained the
Grecian race, who were, or claimed to be, descendants imperial power; and soon after he married Eudoxia. In
of Hercules, (Heracles.) The sons of Hercules took the early part of his reign the empire was ravaged by

name

In
refuge in Attica from the persecution of Eurystheus.
alliance with the Dorians, the Heraclidae invaded Peloponnesus, parts of which they claimed as their heritage.
This expedition was called the return of the Heraclidae.
After several failures, they conquered the Peloponnesus.

Heraclide. See Heraclides.
Her-a-cli'des or Her-a-clei'des, [Gr. 'Hpa«/if«5yf ;
Fr. HEraclide, i/rt'klfed',] a Syracusan general, who
aided Dion to dethrone Dionysius the Younger. Having
become an enemy of Dion, he was put to death, by his
order, in 354 B.c.
Heraclides, a Greek historian, born probably in
Egypt, lived about 170 B.C.
Her-a-cli'des of Pon'tus, [ Fr. HEraclide du
Pont, i'rt'klid' du p6N,] a Greek philosopher, born
at Heraclea, lived in the fourth century before Christ.
He studied under Speusippus and Aristotle, and is
classed among the Peripatetics by Diogenes Laertius.
He wrote, on history, philosophy, politics, and other
subjects, many works, which are lost, except fragments
of his treatise on the constitutions of various states,
TLepl nokiTEiCyv vm/ivr]fj.a.

See Diogenes Laertius; Vossius, “De Historicis Graecis;”
Roulez, “Commentatio de Vitaet Scriptis Heraclidae Pontici,” 1828.

Heraclides of Tarentum, a Greek

physician, lived
He is
the second or third century before Christ.
quoted and praised by Galen.

in

See Heraclitus.
Heraclitus or Heracleitus, hSr-a-klT'tus, [Gr. 'HpauteiTog
Fr. HEraclite, &'ri'kl£t'
It. Eraci.ito, i-riklee'to,] surnamedTHE Naturalist, a celebrated Greek
philosopher, and the founder of a sect, was a native of
Ephesus, and lived about 500 B.C. According to several

Heraclite.

;

accounts, he studied the Pythagorean philosophy under
Hippasus and Xenophanes ; but he professed to be selfHis father was one of the principal citizens of
taught.
Ephesus, the chief magistracy of which was offered to
The current notion that
Heraclitus, but was refused.
he was addicted to habitual weeping on account of the
but
vices and follies of men, appears to be unfounded
his gloomy and unsociable temper, or his love of study,
caused him to decline intercourse with the world and
When Darius
to retire to the solitude of a mountain.
of Persia invited him to his court, he rather rudely reHe founded a new school
fused the intended honour.
of philosophy, which did not, however, survive as a distinct school long after his own time.* His principal work
;

* Nevertheless, Heraclitus may be said to have anticipated some
of the most “advanced” ideas of the most distinguished physicists of
the present age. After observing that the “world (Kosmos or Unia, e, i, o, u, y,
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and the barbarian armies of Chosroes, (KhosKing of Persia. In 622 he led an army against
Persia, defeated Chosroes at Tauris, and fought several

pestilence
roo,)

successful campaigns, in which he displayed great military talents and personal courage.
Having made peace

with Persia, he returned to Constantinople in 628, and
abandoned himself to inglorious ease, sensual vices, and
the subtleties of Monothelism, of which he became the
supporter, while the victorious progress of the Mussulman arms threatened to subvert his empire. He died
in 641.
His character is a puzzle, and presents surprising contradictions.
See Gibbon, “History of the Decline and Fall of the Roman
Empire
Le Beau, “Histoire du Bas- Empire.”

Heraclius

II.

See Constantine

III.,

Emperor of

the East.
Herakleides. See Heraclides.
Herakleitus or Herakleitos. See Heraclitus.
Herakliden. See Heraclidae.
Heraldus. See PI£rauld.
Hgr'a-path, (John,) an English mathematician and
writer on physics, born at Bristol in 1793.
He was
the editor of “Herapath’s Railway Journal.”
Besides
several treatises on physics, he wrote two volumes
on “Mathematical Physics,” (1847.) Died in 1868.
Herapath, (William,) an eminent English chemist,
born at Bristol in 1796, was the son of a brewer, whom
he succeeded in his business. He made important discoveries in toxicology, and was consulted as a chemist
in the trials of persons suspected of causing death by
poison. For many years he held the place of first teacher
of chemistry in the Bristol Medical School.
He wrote
several chemical memoirs.
He was a prominent Liberal
in politics.
Died in 1868.
His son, William Bird Herapath, is a physician,
and author of several medical treatises.

Heraud,

h&'ro',

?

dramatic writer, born

(John
in

A.,)

an English poet and

London about

1800.

He

pro-

was made neither by any of the gods, nor by any man, it was
and is and ever shall be an ever-living fire, in due measure self-kindled, and in due measure self-extinguished,” he goes on to say, “All
IS convertible into fire, and fire into all, just as gold is convertible into wares, and wares into gold.”
If we take the word fire
to include heat, light, and electricity, (lightning,) a sense in which it
was not unfrequently used by the ancients, we shall perceive a striking analogy between the thought of the preceding passage and that
of the following from Herbert Spencer: “Those modes of the Unknowable which we call motion, heat, light, chemical affinity, etc. are
alike transformable into each other, and into those modes of the
Unknowable which we distinguish as sensation, emotion, thought:
verse)

these in their turns being directly or indirectly re-transformable into
the original shapes.” (“ First Principles,” chap. ix. p. 280.)
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HERBERT

1

duced “The Judgment of the Flood,’’ a poem, (1834,) coviticarum Commentarii,” 1549) is esteemed the most
“ Videna,” a tragedy, (1854,) and other works.
valuable historical work on the early Russians.
Herauld, hW.ro', [Lat. Heral'dus,] (Didier,) a
See F. Adelung, “Siegmund Freiherr von Herberstein,” etc.,
French Protestant lawyer and critic, born about 1579. 1818.
Her'bert, (Hon. Algernon,) an English author and
In youth he obtained the chair of Greek at Sedan, and
afterwards practised law with success at Paris.
He lawyer, born in 1792, was the youngest son of Henry,
Earl
of Carnarvon.
He wrote several learned works,
gained distinction as a critical scholar, and was highly
eulogized by Grotius.
He published notes on Martial, among which are “ Nimrod a Discourse on Certain
Minutius Felix, and Tertullian, and several other works. Passages of History and Fable,” and “ Britannia after
the Romans.” Died in 1855.
Died in 1649.
Herbert, (Edward,) Lord Herbert of Cherbury, an
See Bayle, “ Historical and Critical Dictionary;” MM. Haag,
“La France protestante.”
English author and courtier, was born at Montgomery,
Herault de Sechelles, k\' ro' deh si'shgl', (Marie Wales, in 1581, and was a descendant of the Earl of
Jean,) a French revolutionist, born of an aristocratic Pembroke. About 1610 he served in the English army
family in Paris in 1760.
He gained distinction as a law- in the Netherlands, and received the title of knight from
yer and orator before the Revolution. Elected to the James I. In 1618 he was sent as ambassador to France,
Legislative Assembly in 1791, he became a leader of the where he published in 1624 his first and principal work,
Jacobins, and was president of the Convention in June, a Latin treatise “On Truth as it is distinguished from
He was the Revelation, from Probability, from Possibility, and from
1793, when the Girondists were proscribed.
author or redacteur of the document called the “ Con- Falsehood,” which Hallam represents as a “monument
stitution of 1793,” and was president and chief speaker of an original, independent thinker,” although “justly
at the national festival of August 10, 1793.
In the same deemed inimical to every positive religion.” In 1631 he
year he was a member of the sanguinary committee of was raised to the peerage.
He was also the author of
public safety.
Proscribed by Robespierre and accused a “History of the Life and Reign of Henry VIII.,”
of complicity in a conspiracy, he was executed with (1649,) which Horace Walpole calls a “master-piece of
Dan ton in April, 1794. “He died,” says Lamartine, historic biography,” and “ The Life of Lord Herbert,
“with the serenity of a just man who glories in being a written by himself,” (1764.) He was reputed one of the
martyr of liberty.” He is described by Lord Brougham most eminent English statesmen and philosophers of
the age in which he lived.
(in a sketch of Danton) as a man of unsullied characDied in 1648.
ter.
See Hallam, “ Introduction to the Literature of Europe ;” HorHe left a work entitled “Theory of Ambition,”
:

(1802.)
See Lamartine, “History of the Girondists;” Thiers, “History of the French Revolution ;” “ Nouvelle Biographie Generale.”

ace Walpole, Preface to Herbert’s Autobiography; Ch. de R emusat, “ Notice of Herbert,” in the “ Revue des Deux Mondes,” 1854
“ Retrospective Review,” vol. vii., 1823.
;

Herbert, (George,) an English poet, a brother of
Herbart, hSR'biRt, (Johann Friedrich,) an emi- the preceding, was born at Montgomery, Wales, in
1593.
German philosopher, born at Oldenburg in May, In
1619 he was chosen public orator of Cambridge
He was a pupil of Fichte in the University of University,
1776.
Having taken
of which he was a graduate.

nent

In 1805 he published a treatise on Platonic phiJena.
losophy, “De Platonici Systematis Fundamento,” and
became adjunct professor of philosophy at Gottingen.
He produced in 1808 a “General Practical Philosophy,”
and “The Chief Points of Metaphysics,” (“ Hauptpunkte der Metaphysik.”) He was professor at Konigsberg from 1809 to 1833, during which period he published,
besides other works, an “ Introduction to Philosophy,”
(1814,) and “ Psychology as a Science newly based on Experience, Metaphysics, and Mathematics,” (“ Psychologie
als Wissenschaft neu gegriindet auf Erfahrutig, Metaphysik und Mathematik,” 2 vols., 1825.) In 1833 he
obtained the chair of philosophy at Gottingen. He
originated a peculiar sys.tem of philosophy.
Died at

Gottingen in August, 1841.

orders, he was made, in 1626, prebendary of Layton
Ecclesia, and in 1630 was presented by the king to the
His poetical writings were once
living of Bemerton.
very popular, and have been admired by such men as
Cowper and Coleridge but they are censured by modern
His principal
critics for quaint and ludicrous conceits.
;

is “The Country Parson.”
marks that “ the quaintness of some of

prose work

Coleridge rehis thoughts

not of his diction, than which nothing can be more pure,
manly, and unaffected has blinded modern readers to
the great general merits of his poems, which are for the
most part exquisite in their kind.” Died in 1632.
See Izaak Walton, “Life of Herbert;” Willmott, “Lives

—

of the English Sacred Poets:” “Retrospective Review,” vol.
“British Quarterly Review” for July, 1867.
1821

iii.,

;

Herbert, (Henry William,) born in London in 1807,
was the son of the Rev. William Herbert, noticed below,
'
Herbel, h & R bbY (Charles,) a French painter and and a lineal descendant of the Earls of Pembroke. He

See Hartenstein, “ Herbart’s Leben,” 1S43 Schilling, “ Lehrbuch der Psychologie,” 1851; “Nouvelle Biographie Generale.
;

,

engraver, born at

Nancy died
;

in 1703.

Herbelin, /JiRb'liN', (Jeanne Mathilde,) an eminent French painter of miniatures, a daughter of Baron
Habert, born at Brunoy about 1818. She won first-class
medals at Paris in 1847 and 1 855.
Herbelot, d’, dgR'blo', (Barth£lemy,) an eminent
French Orientalist, born in Paris in 1625. Having
learned Arabic, Hebrew, Persian, etc., he was employed
as Oriental secretary and interpreter by the king, who
granted him a pension: he was also appointed professor of Syriac in the College Royal.
Pie published
a “ Bibliotheque Orientale,” or “Universal Dictionary,
containing generally all that regards the Knowledge
of the Eastern Nations,” a work of great labour and
erudition, which was not quite finished at his death in
It was published in 1697.
1695.
See Perrault, “ Homines illustres;” “Nouvelle Biographie
G^n^rale.”

Herberay, d’, diRb'ri', (Nicolas,) Seigneur des
Essarts, a French officer, who, by order of Francis I.,
translated the first eight books of “ Amadis de Gaule”
into French, (1548.) Died about 1550.
Herberstein, von, fon hgR'ber-stln', (Sigismund,)
Baron, a German historian, born in Carniola or Styria
in i486.
He was employed in several important missions, and rose to be president of the college of finance.
His “Commentaries on Russian History” (Rerum Mose as k; 5 as s;

g hard; g as j;
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nasal

emigrated to the United States in 1831. He displayed
remarkable versatility of talents in his voluminous works,
consisting of novels, fugitive poems, historical sketches,
Under the name of Frank Forester, he wrote
etc.
“The Field Sports of the United States,” (1849,)
“The Deer-Stalkers,” (1849,) ar>d other sporting works.
Professor Felton represents him as “ a poet of vivid
imagination, a successful novelist, and an able and accomplished critic.” He committed suicide in 1858.
See “North American Review,” vol. lxix.
Herbert, (John Rogers,) an eminent English painter
of history and portraits, was born at Malden, Essex, in
1810.
He studied in the Royal Academy, and for some
Having become a
years painted portraits with success.
Roman Catholic, he changed his style, and devoted himself to religious subjects.

He

produced

“The

First In-

troduction of Christianity into Britain,” (1842,) and “John
the Baptist reproving Herod,” (1848.)
He was elected
a Royal Academician in 1848, and painted frescoes in
the House of Lords, 1849-1864 and onwards. His picture, “ The Judgment ol Daniel,” was exhibited in
1881.
Herbert, (Sidney,) of Lea, Baron, an English statesman of eminent merit, born in 1810, was the second son
He graduated at Oxford in
of the Earl of Pembroke.
1831, and entered Parliament as a Conservative in 183:.
In 1841 he was appointed secretary to the admiralty, and
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became secretary at war in the cabinet of Sir
Robert Peel. Having gradually adopted liberal principles, he favoured the repeal of the corn-laws in 1846, and
retired from office with his political chief in the summer

in 1845

On

the formation of the Aberdeen miniswas again appointed secretary
at war.
He resigned, in company with other Peelites,
about February, 1855. From June, 1859, until July, 1861,
(when he resigned on account of ill health,) he filled the
same office in the cabinet of Palmerston, with eminent
ability.
As a war minister he appears to have been
In January, 1861, he was raised
universally popular.
He married
to the peerage, as Baron Herbert of Lea.
about 1846 a daughter of General A’Court. He erected
on his estate at Wilton a church which is an admirable
model of the Italian or Romanesque style. “ He combines,” says the “Spectator,” “with the administrative
ability which is the claim of the Peelites to power, great
personal tact, and enough of oratorical ability to hold his
own in the House of Commons.” Died August 2, 1861.

of that year.

December,

try, in
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1852, he

Herbst, (Johann Friedrich Wilhelm,) a German
pulpit orator and entomologist, born at Petershagen, in
Prussia, in 1743, was pastor of several churches of Berlin.
Among his works are an “ Introduction to the Study of
Insects,” (3 vols., 1784-87,) and a “Natural System of
Butterflies,” (7 vols., 1783-95.)
Died in 1807.
See Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.

Herculano de Carvalho,

eR-koo-li'no di kaR-vil'-

(Alexandre,) a Portuguese poet and historian,
born at Guimaraens about 1809, was educated in Paris.
He published in 1826 “A Voz de Propheta,” (“The
Voice of a Prophet,”) a poem. His “ History of Portugal” (6 vols., 1848-52) is commended.
Hercule._ See Hercules.
Her'cu-les, [Gr. 'UpaKArjc, (Herakles;) Lat. Her'cules; Fr. Hercule, gR'kiil'; It. Ercole, §R'ko-li,] called
also Al-gFdes, [Gr. ’A/uahjr/f,] the most celebrated hero
of antiquity, was, according to Homer, the son of Jupiter
and Alcmena, the wife of Amphitryon. Thebes was generally supposed to have been his birthplace.
His birth
Herbert, (Sir Thomas,) an English writer, born at is said to have been delayed by Juno because it had
York about 1608, was related to the Earl of Pembroke, been ordained that of the two, Hercules and Euryswho procured him an office under the ambassador to theus, the younger should serve the other. While he
In 1634 he published a “Relation of was an infant in the cradle, he strangled two serpents
Persia in 1626.
Travels in Africa and Asia,” which contains a better which Juno sent to destroy him. According to a popular
account of Persia than any which had previously ap- story, when he had arrived at the age of a young man,
peared. During the civil war he was chosen by Parlia- Virtue and Pleasure appeared to him, each offering to
ment one of the commissioners to treat with the king, be his guide. He preferred the former, and soon became
and in 1647 was selected by Charles I. to wait on his renowned for his heroic exploits, the first of which was
person

in his

confinement.

He

wrote an account of the

yo,

his victory over the lion of Cithaeron.

He

afterwards

two years of Charles I., under the title of “ Threnodia delivered Thebes from the annual tribute of a hundred
Carolina,” (1678.) Died in 1682.
oxen which that city was required to pay to Erginus.
See “Biographia Britannica;” Wood, “Atlienae Oxonienses;” As a reward for this service, Creon, King of Thebes,
“Memoires de Sir Thomas Herbert, Valet-de-Chambre de Charles
gave
him his daughter Megara in marriage.
I,” Paris, 1823.
Having consulted the oracle of Apollo, he was directed
Herbert, (William,) Earl of Pembroke, born at
to serve Eurystheus for twelve years, after which he
Wilton, England, in 1580, was lord-steward of the king’s
household about 1626. He wrote indifferent verses, and should become immortal. Eurystheus, who regarded
him with jealousy and enmity, imposed on him a number
is supposed to be the person to whom Shakspeare’s
Sonnets were addressed. Pembroke College was named of arduous enterprises, called the Twelve Labours of
Hercules. The result of his first labour was the death
Died in 1630.
in honour of him.
Herbert, (William,) an English antiquary, born in of the Nemean lion, which he choked in his den. He
afterwards
wore the skin of this animal. His next task
After spending some years in London as a mer1718.
was to kill the Lernean hydra, which infested the vicinity
chant, he went to the East Indies as purser’s clerk. He
of Argos, and had seven (or, according to some writers,
is chiefly known as the editor of “ Ames’s Typographical
nine) heads, the middle one of which was immortal.
He
Died in 1795.
Antiquities,” published in 1785.
Herbert, (Rev. William,) an English author, born cut off several of its heads, but two new heads grew in
last

Highclere Castle, Bucks, in 1778, was the third son
of the Earl of Carnarvon. After distinguishing himself
in the House of Commons, he took holy orders, became
rector of Spofforth in 1814, and Dean of Manchester in
1840. He contributed to the “ Edinburgh Review,” and
published a great variety of works in prose and verse,
among which is an epic poem, called “ Attila, King of
the Huns; or, The Triumph of Christianity,” (1838,)
“ a production,” says Hallam, “ displaying a union of
acuteness and erudition with great poetical talents.”
Died in 1847.
See “ Edinburgh Review” for June, 1813, and January, 1838 Sir
Walter Scott, critique on Herbert’s Poems, in the “Edinburgh
Review” for October, 1806, vol. ix.
at

;

place of each one amputated, until he seared the wounded
He buried the immortal head under a
part by burning.
rock, and dipped his arrows in the gall of the hydra, so
that the wounds which they inflicted were incurable.
The third labour was to bring to Eurystheus a certain
stag which had golden horns and was exceedingly swift
of foot.
He pursued it for a whole year, and at length
caught it, after he had wounded it with his arrow. He
was next ordered to bring alive to Mycenae a wild boar
He chased
that ravaged the vicinity of Erymanthus.
this animal into a snow-drift, bound him with fetters,
and carried him to Eurystheus. In this expedition he
encountered and vanquished the Centaurs. (See Centauri.) The fifth labour was to cleanse in one day the
stables of King Augeas, who kept many cattle, the dung

Herbigny. See Favart d’Herbigny.
Herbigny, d’, dSR'bim'ye', (Pierre Francois Xavier from which had accumulated

Bourguignon

— booR'gfen'ybN',

)

a

French

political

born at Laon in 1772, was a partisan of the
Bourbons. Died in 1846.

writer,

Herbin, Mr'Mn', (Auguste Francois Julien,)

a
He excelled
Orientalist, born in Paris in 1783.
He
pubvery
early
age.
at
a
Oriental
languages
in the
lished an Arabic Grammar, an Arabic-French Dictionary, a “ History of Persian Poets,” and other works.

French

Died in 1806.
Herbinius, h 5 r-bee'ne-Cis, (Johann,) a learned Lutheran minister, born in Silesia in 1633. He preached
at Stockholm, Wilna, etc., and published, besides other
books, a curious work on cataracts and other aqueous
phenomena, “ De admirandis Mundi Cataractis, supra et

Died in 1676.
subterraneis,” etc., (1670.)
See Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”
Herbst, hSRpst, (Johann Andreas,) a German musician and writer on music, born at Nuremberg in 1588;
died in 1660.
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for years.
He performed
by turning the rivers Alpheus and Peneus into
Eurystheus objected to count this
the Augean stables.
among the twelve labours, because Hercules had worked
for hire. (See Augeas.) His sixth labour was the destruction of the Stymphalian birds, which had brazen claws
and beaks, discharged their feathers as arrows, and inHis seventh
fested Lake Stymphalus in vast numbers.
exploit was the capture of a mad bull which ravaged the
this task

He carried the bull alive to the conisland of Crete.
It afterwards did much mischief
tinent and let it loose.
Eurystheus next ordered him to bring
at Marathon.
from Diomedes of Thrace his horses, which fed on human
flesh.
The hero killed Diomedes and performed the
appointed task. The subject of the ninth labour was the
girdle of Hippolyte, Queen of the Amazons, which he
was required to bring. He was accompanied in this
expedition by Theseus and other heroes, and obtained
the girdle after he had defeated the Amazons in fight.
He was next commanded to bring the oxen of the
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HERDER

monster Geryon from the fabulous island of Erythea,
In the course of this
situated in the far-distant west.
expedition he erected on the Strait of Gibraltar two
pillars, called the pillars of Hercules, and performed
His
several exploits besides the killing of Geryon.
eleventh labour was to bring some golden apples which
were guarded by a dragon in the garden of the HesperiHe did not know where this garden was ; but he
des.
obtained information from Nereus. As he was passing
through Egypt in his route, he killed Busiris, the king
and tyrant of that country. By the advice of Prometheus,
whom he delivered from penal suffering, he sent Atlas
for the apples, and supported the heavens in his place
until Atlas returned with the fruit.*

to

The last and most dangerous service was his descent
Hades to bring up the dog Cerberus. He obtained

the consent of Pluto to take the monster, provided he

would not use any weapon. He accordingly seized
Cerberus, carried him alive to Eurystheus, and then
returned him to Pluto.
Having been affected with insanity, he consulted an
oracle, which advised him to sell himself as a slave for
three years.
He became a slave to Omphale, Queen of
Lydia, in whose service he wore the dress of a woman
and was employed in spinning. He afterwards conducted a successful expedition against Troy to punish

Laomedon

for a breach of his promise.
married Dejanira, (daughter of the King of Calydon,) to whom the centaur Nessus once offered violence.
Hercules, with a poisoned arrow, killed Nessus, who, as
he was about to die, persuaded Dejanira to preserve his
blood as a love-charm. She became jealous, and applied
this blood to a tunic, which he put on. He was poisoned
by this garment, which produced violent pain, and stuck
to his flesh when he tried to pull it off.
He was about
to seek relief by voluntary death on Mount Gita, when
he was conveyed by a cloud to Olympus- and rewarded
with immortality. He was afterwards worshipped as a
divinity by all the Greeks.
In the character of Hercu-

He

it is difficult or impossible to distinguish the purely
mythical or allegorical from what may be considered as
mere exaggerations built upon a historic basis.

les

ii.

See Guigniaut, “Religions de l’Antiquite,” Paris, 1825-29,
book iv. chaps, v. and vi.

vol.

one of the most remarkable and gifted writers that Germany has produced, was born at Mohrungen, in East

He commenced

the study of surgery

* Several of the most remarkable exploits of Hercules are vividly
described by Darwin

“ So mighty Hercules o’er many a dime

Waved

his vast mace in Virtue’s cause sublime
Unmeasured strength, with early art combined.
Awed, served, protected, and amazed mankind.

;

First, two dread snakes, at Juno’s vengeful nod,
Climbed round the cradle of the sleeping god
Waked by the shrilling hiss, and rustling sound,
;

shrieks of fair attendants trembling round,
Their gasping throats with clenching hands he holds,
And Death untwists their convoluted folds.
Next in red torrents from her sevenfold heads
Fell Hydra’s blood on Lema’s lake he sheds
;

resistless force.

drives the Lion to his dusky cave.
Seized by the throat, the growling fiend disarms,
tears his gaping jaws with sinewy arms
Lifts proud Antaeus from his mother-plains.
And with strong grasp the struggling giant strains
Back falls his fainting head, and clammy hair.
;

preacher, a zealous friend of education, and an encourager of rising talent, he won the esteem and love of both
prince and people.
The remainder of his life was spent
in Weimar.
In 1793 he was made vice-president, and
in 1801 president, of the Upper Consistory. Died in 1803.
Among his multifarious writings there is, perhaps, not
one complete work : yet he is admitted to have exercised
a most important influence upon German literature,
criticism, and philosophy. His greatest work (unfinished)
is entitled “ Ideas on the Philosophy of the History of
Mankind,” (“Ideen zur Philosophic der Geschichte der
Menschheit.”) Among his other publications we may
name his “Spirit of Hebrew Poetry,” (“ Geist der Hebraischen Poesie,”) and his “ Volkslieder,” a collection
of the popular songs of different nations.
Alluding to
the difficulty of understanding or describing Herder’s
many-sided intellect, Richter observes, “ The starry
heaven no star-map paints, although painting may represent a landscape.” In another place he says, “ It was

Herder’s fault that he was not a star of the first magnitude or any other magnitude, but a clump of stars
out of which each one spells a constellation to please
himself.”
complete edition of Herder’s works was
issued at Stuttgart, in 45 vols., (1806-20,) and a pocket
edition afterwards appeared, in 60 vols.
See Karl L. Ring, “ Herder’s Leben,” 1822 H. Doring, “Herder’s Leben,” 1824; Emil G. von Herder, “J. G. von Herder’s
Lebensbild,” etc., 3 vols., 1S47 Heinsius, “ Herder nach seinem
Leben und Wirken,” 1847; L. G. Kopp, “Etudes sur Herder,” etc.,
1852; F. H. Hedge, “ Prose Writers of Germany;” E. P. Whipple, “Characteristics of Men of Genius,” vol. i.
“Foreign Quarterly Review” for July, 1846.
Herder, von, (Sigmund August Wolfgang,) a mineralogist, born in 1766, was a son of the great Herder.
Died in 1838. His brother, Wilhelm Gottfried,
born in 1774, was a physician. Died in 1806.
See Ersch find Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”
Hereau, hW ro', (Edme Joachim,) a French litterateur born in Paris in 1791.
He killed himself in 1836.
Heredia, i-ri-dee'i, (Jos£ Maria,) a popular poet,

A

;

;

He was

appointed

;

at Valladolid
physician to Philip IV.
Died in 1659.
Heresbach., (Conrad,) a German wiiter, born at
Htresbach, in Cleves, about 1502.
He wrote an
esteemed work on agriculture, “ Rei Rusticae Libri
quatuor,” (1570.) D.ed in 1576.
Her'e-ward, an English captain, distinguished in
the war of the Norman conquest.
Died in 1072.
Hergearother, (Josef,) Cardinal, a Geiman ecclesiastic, was born at Wurzburg in 1822.
He has written
several able controversial treatises in support of the
Papacy, and opposed Dr. Dollinger. He was created a
cardinal in 1879, and is Prelect of the Apostulic
Archives.

in 1590,

his weak limbs, and flits his life in air
steps reverted, o’er the blood-dropp’d fen
tracks huge Cacus to his murderous den,
Where, breathing flames through brazen lips, he fled.
And shakes the rock-roofed cavern o’er his head.
Last, with wide arms the solid earth he tears,
Piles rock on rock, on mountain mountain rears
Heaves up huge Abyla on Afric’s sand,
Cjrowns with high Calpe Europe’s salient strand,
Crests with opposing towers the splendid scene.
And pours from urns immense the sea between.
Loud o’er her whirling floods Charybdis roars,
Affrighted Scylla bellows round his shores,
Vesuvio groans through all his echoing caves,
And Etna thunders o’er the insurgent waves.”
;

He

Botanic Garden, Canto

As an eloquent

whither he removed in October, 1776.

Heredia, de, (Pedro Miguel,) born

By

s;

and afterwards preacher, at the cathedral school
Riga.
While here, he awakened in his pupils an
enthusiastic attachment and devotion.
In 1770 he was
invited to Biickeburg, where he became court preacher,
and soon acquired great distinction as a divine, in consequence of which he received a call to the professorship
of theology at Gottingen.
While he was still hesitating
whether or not to accept the invitation, he was offered
the position of court preacher, general superintendent,
and counsellor of the Upper Consistory at Weimar,
teacher,

in

at Toluca in 1839.
“Nouvelle
See Longfellow, “Poets and Poetry of Europe
Biographie Generate ” Fornaris y Leon, “ Cuba poetica.”

He

e as k; 5 as
VOL. I.

in

ministro de la azidieucia by the President of Mexico in
1826.
Among his most admired poems are “The Teocallis of Choluca,” “ Ode to the Ocean,” “ To the Greeks
in 1821,” (“A los Griegos en 1821,”) and verses on Niagara, (“Al Niagara.”)
The most complete edition of
his poems is that published recently in New York. Died

drags the roaring river to his course
Binds, with loud bellowing and with hideous yell.
The monster Bull, and threefold Dog of hell.
Then, where Nemea’s howling forests wave,

Writhe

While

born at Santiago de Cuba in 1803.

And

And

embraced an immense variety of subjects.
Konigsberg, he became acquainted with Kant,
who permitted him to attend his lectures without any
charge. Towards the close of 1764 he was appointed
his acquisitions

,

And

Grasps Achelous with

Konigsberg, (1762;) but, having fainted at the first
operation which he witnessed, he turned his attention to
theology.
His thirst for knowledge was boundless, and
in

;

Herder, von, fon h§R'der, (Johann Gottfried,)

Prussia, in 1744.
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Heri. See Hari and ITery.
beginning, but in the fulness, of their power in battle
Hericart de Thury, /zi're'kiR' deh tli're', (Louis not always victorious, but unconquered in war.”
Etienne FRANgois,) Vicomte, a French engineer and
See Tacitus, “Annales;” Florus, “History;” Roth, “Heragriculturist, born in Paris in 1776. As engineer-in-chief, mann und Marbod," 1817; Von Ledebur, “Das Land und Volk
;

he directed the immense works of the catacombs of Paris
about twenty years, (1810-30.) He wrote a work on
“Artesian Wells,” (1823,) and many treatises on mines,

for

ores, etc.
Died in 1854.
See Qu^rard, “La France Litt^raire.”

is

“The

Ecclesiastical

Laws

of France, placed in

Natural Order,” (1719.) Tabaraud designates him
“the most celebrated French canonist.” Died in 1752.

their

Her'i-ot, (George,) a Scottish goldsmith, born about
1563, founded a hospital in Edinburgh, which bears his
name, and in which many boys are educated gratuitously.
Died in 1624.
It was finished in 1659.
See “Memoirs of George Heriot;” Chambers, “Biographical
Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen
Sir Walter Scott, “ Fortunes
of Nigel.”

Heriot, (John,) a Scottish writer, born at Haddington
in 1760. During the French Revolution he edited papers
in London, called “The World” and “The True Briton,”
in support of the English ministry.
Died in 1833.
Heriri. See Hareeree.
Herissant, Zii're'sSN', (FRANgois David,) a French
medical writer, born at Rouen in 1714 died in 1773.
Herissant, (Louis Antoine Prosper,) a French
writer and physician, born in Paris in 1745, wrote “Typography,” a poem, and articles on natural history for
the “Bibliotheque historique de France.” Died in 1769.
;

See Jean Goulin, “ filoge de L. A. P. Herissant,” 1769.

Herissant, (Louis Theodore,) a French litterateur
brother of the preceding, was born in Paris in 1743. He

,

published “My Little Portfolio,” (2 vols. l2mo, 1774,)
and various other works, and compiled the last volume
of the “ Bibliotheque de Societe,” (begun bv Chamfort,
4 vols., 1771.) Died in 1811.
Her'ki-mer, a general of the New York militia. In
1777 he marched to relieve the garrison of Fort Stanwix,
on the Mohawk, where he was mortally wounded.
artist,

was

bom

at

Waal,

in

Bavaria, in 1849. He was elected A.R.A. in 1879.
Among his paintings may be mentioned “The Last
Muster,” (1875,) “Der Bittgang,” (1877,) “Missing,”
(1881,) and “ Natural Enemies,” (1883.)
Herlicius, h§R-lit'se-us, (David,) a German astrologer, born at Zeitz in 1558 ; died in 1636.
Herloszsohn, hSR'los-son', (Georg Karl,) a German romancer, born at Prague in 1802, published “ The
Hungarian,” (“ Der Ungar,” 1832,) “The Venetian,”
(2d edition, 1837,) and “Forest Flowers,” (“Waldblu-

men,”

1847.)

Died

Her-mag'o-ras

in 1849.

['Ep/myopap]

of Temnos, a Greek

rhetorician, lived about 50 B.C.
Her'mann or Her'man, (or h§R'min,) [Lat.

Armin'-

ius ; Dutch, Armijn, aR-min'; Ger. Armin, aR-meen',]
a celebrated German hero, born 16 B.C., was the son of
lie is called Armenios
Sigimer, chief of the Cherusci.
by the Greek writers, and Arminius by the Romans.
Fie entered the Roman army at an early age, and obtained the privileges of knighthood and of citizenship at
Rome. Indignant at the oppression which his country
was suffering under Quintilius Varus, then governor,
he formed on his return a plan for its deliverance. By
false pretences he induced the Roman commander to advance with his army beyond the Rhine, where, entangled
in the forest and marshes near the Lippe, they suffered a
In 16 A.D., Germanicus, with a
signal defeat in 9 a.d.
large army, invaded Germany, and completely defeated
Hermann near Hameln, on the Weser. Nevertheless,
Hermann not long after overthrew Maroboduus, (Marbod,) chief of the Suevi ; but, being suspected of aiming
at supreme dominion, he was assassinated by his own
relatives, in the thirty-seventh year of his age. “ Unlike
other kings and commanders,” says Tacitus, “he had
the boldness to attack the Roman people, not in the
a, e,
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(Jakob,) a Swiss mathematician,
the favour of Leibnitz, he obtained the chair of mathematics in the University of
Padua. In 1724 he accepted an invitation from Peter
the Great to teach the grand duke.
His principal work
is a Latin “Treatise on the Forces and Movements of
Solid and Fluid Bodies,” (1715.)
Died in 1733.
See Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”
at

Bale

in 1678.

By

Hermann, /5 §R'm 6 N', (Jean,) an able French natuborn at Barr, near Strasburg, in 1738. He obtained at Strasburg the chair of philosophy in 1778, and
that of pathology in 1782. In 1784 he became professor
of botany and chemistry. He wrote many short treatises
on natural history, furnished materials for the large work
of Buffon, and published a treatise on the affinities of
animals, entitled “Tabula Affinitatum Animalium,”
ralist,

See Mor£ri, “ Dictionnaire Historique.”

Herkomer, (Hubert,)

Hermann, hSR'min,

born

Hericourt, de, deh hk! re'kooR', (Louis,) a learned
French lawyer and canonist, born at Soissons in 1687.
From 1714 to 1736 he contributed to the “Journal des
Savants,” the earliest of modern reviews. His principal

work

der Bructerer,” 1827; Massmann, “Arminius Cheruscormn Dux et
Decus,” 1839; Konig, “Armin der Cherusker; zum Denkmal im
Teutoburger Wald,” 1S40.
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Died in 1800.
His son, Jean Fr£d6ric, (1768-93,) wrote a thesis
on Osteology, and a “ Memoir on Wingless Insects,”
which Cuvier says “ were excellent for the time.”
(1783.)

See T. Lauth, “Vie de Jean
graphie Generale. ”

Hermann,” 1801; “Nouvelle Bio-

Hermann, (Johann Gottfried
German

philologist

and

critic,

Jakob,) an eminent
born at Leipsic on the

28th of November, 1772.
He became in 1809 professor
of eloquence and poetry at Leipsic, where his lectures
on archaeology and the Greek classics attracted great
numbers of students. Among his principal works are
“ Elements of Metrical Doctrine,” (“Elementa Doctrinae
Metricae,” 1816,) “On the Metres of Pindar,” (“ De MePindari,” 1817,) and “ Opuscula,” (7 vols., 1827-30,)
consisting of essays and odes written in elegant Latin.
He also prepared editions of several Greek writers, of
which those of Bion and Moschus were published in
Died in December, 1848.
1849.
See Jahn, “J. G. Hermann; eine Gedachtnissrede,” Leipsic,
1849; Carl F. Amets, “G. Hermann’s padagogischer Einfluss,”
1850; Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie,” under
“Philologie;” “Nouvelle Biographie Generale.”
tris

Hermann, (Karl

Friedrich,) a German antiquary,

Frankfort-on-the-Main in 1804, became in 1842
professor of eloquence at Gottingen.
He published a
“ Manual of Greek Antiquities,” (1841,) and other works.

born

at

Died

in 1855.

Hermann, (Karl Heinrich,)

a German historical
painter, born at Dresden in 1802, was a pupil of Cornelius at Dusseldorf.
Among his master-pieces are the
frescos in the Koaigsbau and the Arcade of the Hof-

garten at Munich.

He

died in 1880.

Hermann, (Martial Joseph Armand,)

a French
revolutionist and lawyer, born at Saint-Pol in 1750.
In
as
a
partisan
of
Robespierre,
he
became
president
1793,
of the Revolutionary Tribunal. He was executed in 1795.
See Thiers, “History of the French Revolution.”

Hermann,

(Paul,) an eminent

German

botanist,

born

at Plalle in 1646.
lie practised medicine about eight
years in the East Indies, and became professor of botany
at Leyden in 1679.
Among his works, which are illustrated with fine engravings, are a “Catalogue of the
Botanic Garden of Leyden,” (1687,) and “Batavian
Garden,” (“ Paradisus Batavus,” 1698.) Died in 1695.
See Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie;” “Biographie Medicale.”

Hermann, (Philipp,) an excellent painter on glass,
adorned the cathedral of Metz, where he died in 1392.
Her'mann Con-trac'tus, one of the early German
historians, born in 1013, was a monk in the cloister
of Reichenau.
He wrote a “ Chronicon,” which comes
down to 1054 and bears some resemblance to that of
the Venerable Bede.
Died in 1054.
See Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”
Hermant, A§R'm6N', (Godf.froi,) a French biographer and Jansenist theologian, born at Beauvais in
1617, wrote, besides other works, a “Life of Saint John
short;
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Chrysostom,”

(1664,) a

1

“Life of Athanasius,” (1671,)

and a “Life of Saint Ambrose,”

(1678.)

Died

in 1690.

See A. Baili.et, “Vie de M. G. Hermant,” 1717; Moreri.
“ Dictionnaire Historique.”

Hermant,
1650

died

;

(Jean,) a French priest, bom at Caen in
He wrote a history of heresies.

in 1725.

HERMOCRATES

7?

“The Journey

of Sophia from

Died

vols., 1770-78.)

Memel

to

Saxony,”

(6

in 1821.

See Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”

Hermes, (Karl Heinrich,)

a

German

historical

born at Ivalisz, in Poland, in 1800, published a
“History of the Last Twenty-Five Years,” (1842; 6th

writer,

Hermaphrodite. See Hermafhroditus.
edition, 3 vols., 1853.)
Her-maph-ro-dl'tus, [Gr. 'KpimcjipudiTor Fr. HerHer'mes Tris-me-gis'tus, [Gr. 'Ep/xrji TpiapeyioTog ;
maphrodite, ^R'lntYRo'd^t',] in classic mythology, the Fr. Hermes TrismEgiste, Sr'idIs' tR£s / ma'zh£st',]
offspring of Mercury (Hermes) and Venus, (Aphrodite,) called by Milton the “ thrice great Hermes,” the reputed
was said to combine both sexes.
author of many Greek works which were probably written
See Ovid, “Metamorphoses.”
in Egypt in the first three centuries of the Christian era.
H^r-mar'-ehus, ['Ep/j.apxog,] a Greek philosopher, Some of them are still extant. According to one opinion,
born in Mitylene, was a disciple of Epicurus, who be- Hermes was an Egyptian priest. The principal work
queathed to him his garden. He succeeded Epicurus which has come down to us under his name is “ Poeas the head of the school about 270 b.c.
His works are mander,” which treats of “ the nature of all things and
lost.

Her'mas,

a Christian writer of the first century, is
supposed by some to be the person mentioned by Saint
Paul in the Epistle to the Romans, chapter xvi. He
lived in Italy, and wrote, in Greek, a book entitled “The
Pastor, or Shepherd,” composed of visions, precepts, and
similitudes.
It was frequently quoted and highly esteemed by the ancient Fathers of the Church. Origen,
Irenseus, and Clement of Alexandria regarded it as
divinely inspired.
It is prized as a relic of the primitive Church, and as a medium of interesting traditions.
The original is nearly all lost; but a Latin version is
extant.
See Neander, “ History of the Church
Cave, “ Historia Lite-

of the creation of the world.”
See J. H. Ursinus, “Exercitatio de Mercurio Trismegisto,”
Fabricius, “Bibliotheca Graeca;” Baumgarten-Crusius,
Hermeticorum Origine et Indole,” 1827.

1661;

“De Librorum

Her-ml'as, (or her-rm'as,) [Gr. 'Epudap or 'Eppiac,] a
and patron of Aristotle, was a slave in his youth.
tyrant or ruler of Assos and Atarneus, in
Mysia, and entertained Aristotle with honour at his
court about three years, 348-345 b.c.
Hermias was put
to death by the King of Persia about 345 B.c. Aristotle
friend

He became

afterwards married Pythias, the adopted daughter of
Hermias, and celebrated his memory in a beautiful poem
entitled a “ Hymn to Virtue,” which is extant.
See Diogenes Laertius; Diodorus.

raria;” Fabricius, “ Bibliotheca Graeca.”

Hermias, a Christian philosopher, who lived in the
Hermbstadt, h§Rmp'st§t, (Sigismund Friedrich,) second century A.D. Lie ridiculed the pagan philosophy
a German chemist, born at Erfurt in 1760; died in 1833. in a small Greek book entitled Aiaovpfibp tuv efo 0iAoHermelin, hgr'me-leen', (Samuel Gustavus,) a auipuv, a work of merit, which is still extant.
learned Swedish baron and mineralogist, born at StockHermida, gR-mee'Di, (Benito y Porras-Berholm in 1744.
He was a member of the council of mudez-Maldonado e por'ris b&R-moo'D§th
mil-domines, and spent many years in travel in order to ex- ni'Do,) a Spanish minister of state, born at Santiago in

—

plore and develop the mineral resources of Sweden. In
1782 he visited the United States, with credentials as an
agent of the king, to obtain information on mineralogy
and metallurgy. On these subjects he published several
useful works, also on statistics and geography.
new
and correct atlas of Sweden was the result of his labours.

A

Died

in 1820.

See C. P. Haellstroem, “ Biographi ofver Bergs-Radet S. G.
Hermelin,” 1821; “ Biographiskt-Lexicon ofver namnkunnige Svenska

Man.”

Hermengarde. See Ermengarde.
Hermenric. See Ermeric.
Her'mes, [Gr. 'Eppyf; Fr. Hermes,

SR'mSs',] the
the Greeks gave to the herald of the gods,
corresponding nearly with the Mercurius of the Roman
mythology.
(See Mercury.)
Hermes was identified
with the Egyptian Thoth or Thot, the inventor of arts

name which

and sciences.

Hermes, hgR'mes, (Georg,)

a celebrated Catholic

theologian, born in Westphalia, in Germany, in 1775,
was the founder of a philosophical school of Christian
doctrine.
In 1807, when appointed professor of theology in Munster, he distinguished himself by his opposition to the system of Kant and Fichte.
He became in
1820 professor at the University of Bonn, where he was
highly esteemed for his abilities as a lecturer and his
amiable character.
He had published in 1819 his
“Introduction to Christian Catholic Theology,” which,
though not assailing any dogmas of the Church, was
made the occasion of a charge of heresy. In 1835 a
brief was issued by the pope, condemning the work, and
a warm controversy was long carried on between the
papal and the Hermesian party. Died in 1831.
See W. Esser, “Denkschrift auf G. Hermes,” 1832; Elvenich,
“Der Hermesianismus und Johannes Perrone,” 1844.

Hermes, (Johann August,)

German
Magdeburg in
a

Protestant

writer on theology, born at
His
1736.
“ Manual of Religion” was translated into French, Swedish, and Dutch.
Died in 1822.
See J. H. Fritsch, “ J. A. Hermes,” 1827 Ersch und Gruber,
;

“ Allgemeine Encyklopaedie. ”

Hermes, (Johann Timotheus,)

a German novelist,
born in Pomerania in 1738, was the originator of the

romances called psychological.
€ as k; 9-as
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His principal work

is

He took a prominent part at the siege of Sara1736.
gossa and in resistance to the French invasion. He was
chosen by the central junta minister of grace and justice
in 1808.
He translated “Paradise Lost” into Spanish
verse, (1814.)
Died in 1814.
See “Nouvelle Biographie Generale.”

Hermilly,

d’, d§R'me'ye', (N. Vaquette,) a French
born in Paris about 1710. He translated from
the Spanish Ferreras’s “History of Spain,” (1742,) and
Camoens’s “Lusiad,” (1776.) Died in 1778.
Her-min'1-us, a Roman warrior, was one of the three
who defended the Sublician bridge against Porsena.
Her-ml'o-ne, ['Eppiow?,] in classic mythology, was
She was promised
a daughter of Menelaus and Helen.
to Orestes, her cousin, but was married to Pyrrhus, according to some authors. After the death of Pyrrhus

litterateur ,

she became the wife of Orestes.
Her-mip'pus, ["Ep//«7nrof,] an Athenian poet of the
old comedy, was a brother of the poet Myrtilus, and
lived about 450 B.C.
He inserted satires against Pericles
Plutarch says he prosecuted Aspasia for
in his plays.
impiety.

Hermippus of Smyrna, an eminent Greek philosowhom little is known, was surnamed the Cal-

pher, of

Hence

it is inferred that he was a disand flourished about 250 or 225 b.c.
Pythagoras and other philosophers,
and was often quoted by ancient writers. None of his
works have come down to us.

limacheian.

ciple of Callimachus,
He wrote the lives of

See Vossius,

“De

Historicis Graecis.”

Hermite.
Hermite,
tician,

See Ermite.
Sn'mit', (Charles,) a French mathemaborn at Dieuze (Meurthe) in 1822, was admitted

into the Institute in 1856.

Hermocrate.

See Hermocrates.

Her-moc'ra-tes,

[Gr. 'EppoKparr/p

Fr.

Hermocrate,

§R'mo'kRtt',] an eminent Syracusan general and statesman. He was one of the three generals to whom the
people confided the defence of Syracuse against the
Athenians in 414 B.c. Having been defeated in the first
actions of the war, he and his colleagues were deprived
He held a high command at the naval
of command.
battle of Cynossema, and was banished in 409 B.C.
In
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an attempt to reinstate himself, or make himself master
of Syracuse, he was killed there about 406 b.c.
He left
a high character for patriotism, energy, and incorruptibility, though his later acts in inaugurating a civil war
cannot be justified.
See Grote, “ History of Greece,”

Her'mod

or

Hermodr,

vol. x. chap, lxxxi.

written

also

Hermode,

;

Hermodore.

ii.

Fable

XXIX.

See Hermodorus.

Her-mo-do'rus

[Gr. 'E pfiodopog; Fr. Hermodore,
SR'mo'doR.'] of Ephesus, a Greek philosopher, who
lived about 450 B.c. According to Pomponius, he aided
the Roman decemviri in compiling the Twelve Tables.
See Gratama, “De Hermodoro Epliesio vero XII. Tabularum
Auctore,” 1818.

Hermodorus of
about 150

b.c.,

Salamis, a Greek architect, lived
built a temple of Mars in Rome.
See Hermogenes.

and

Hermogene.

Her-mog'e-nes,

[Gr. 'E ppoyevj/c

;

Fr.

Hermogene,

^R'mo'zhftn',] an Athenian philosopher, a son of HipHe is an interlocutor in
ponicus, lived about 450 B.C.
the “ Cratylus” of Plato.

Hermogenes surnamed Xyster,

[Svarr/p,]

a cele-

brated Greek rhetorician, born at Tarsus, in Cilicia,
lived in the reign of Marcus Aurelius, (161-180 A.D.)
He was a remarkable instance of precocious genius. At
the age of fifteen he was a professor of rhetoric at Rome,
and had acquired fame by his eloquent discourses. About
two years later he wrote a work on Rhetoric, (Tex v V
fir/Topucr/,) which was for a long time used as a text-book
He was author of other works on
in the schools.
rhetoric.
At the age of twenty-five he lost his memory
and all capacity for usefulness, which he never recovered,
though he survived many years. His works are extant.
See Philostratus, “ Vitae Sophistarum ;” Fabricius, “Biblio-

Hermogenes,

a Greek architect, was a native of
Alabanda, in Caria. It is not known when he lived.
Vitruvius mentions him among the most eminent architects of antiquity, and as having contributed to the progress of the art by his improvements and discoveries.
He invented the pseudo-dipterus, and built a temple to
Diana in the city of Magnesia.
Hermogenes, a painter, lived about 170-200 a.d.,
and was accused of heresy by Tertullian, who wrote
“Adversus Hermogenem.” He
a book against him,
was originally a pagan.

—

or Her-mog'e-nes, a Roman
in the fourth century.
[Gr. 'Eppdhao;,] a page of Alexander
formed a conspiracy against his sovereign,

Her-mo-ge-ni-a'nus

under Honorius,

Her-mo-la/us,

the Great, who
and was put to death about 327 B.c.

Hermolaus Barbarus. See Barbaro.
Hermotime. See Hermotimus.
Her-mo-ti'mus [Gr. 'Epponpop Fr. Hermotime,
SR'mo't&m'] OF Clazomente, a Greek philosopher, lived
about 500 B.c. According to Aristotle, he first advanced
the doctrine that the voiic; (mind, or spirit) is the cause
of all things.
See Aristotle, “Metaphysics;” Diogenes I.aertius; Denzinger, “De Hermotimo Clazomen. Commentatio,” 1825.
Hernancl.es, £R-nfin'deth, (Francisco,) a Spanish
physician and naturalist, who was born at Toledo, and
received from Philip II. a commission to visit North
America and to describe the plants, animals, and minThe result of his labours was a
erals found therein.
valuable work (in Spanish) entitled a “ Natural History
of Trees, Plants, and Animals of New Spain,” etc.,
He was the first European naturalist who ex(1615.)
plored this region for the benefit of science, and appears
to have performed the task with creditable fidelity.
See N. Antonio, “Bibliotheca Hispana Nova;” “Biographie

M tidicale.”

Hernandez-Velasco, ?R-nin'd 2 th vi-Hs'ko, (Gregorio,) a Spanish priest and poet, born at Toledo about
1550, translated the “zEneid” of Virgil into Spanish verse,
a, e,
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Hernando de Soto.

See

De

Soto.

Hern'don, (William Lewis,) an American naval
and

born in Fredericksburg, Virginia, in
He entered the navy in 1828, and served in the
1813.
war with Mexico. In 1851 he commenced, under the
direction of the United States government, his explorations of the Amazon River.
Ascending the Andes from
Lima, he struck the head-waters of the Huallaga, a tributary of the Amazon, and, after nearly seven hundred
miles of canoe-navigation, he entered the main channel
of the great river.
Forty thousand copies of his “ Exploration of the Valley of the Amazon,” with maps and
plates, were published by Congress in 1853.
In 1857,
Lieutenant Herndon sailed from Havana for New York,
in command of the steamer Central America, with 475
passengers and about $ 2,000,000 in gold. While off the
coast of Georgia, the steamer, in a violent gale, sprung
a leak, and he was drowned, along with the greater numwriter,

ber of the passengers.

Herne, hern, (Thomas,) a native of Suffolk, England,
a Fellow of Merton College, Oxford. He wrote several
controversial works on theology.
Died young in 1722.
Hernquist, hSRn'kwist, (Peilr,) a Swedish naturalist,
born in the parish of Skara in 1726, studied under Linnaeus at Upsal.
He founded a veterinary school at
Skara, and wrote “Anatomia Hippiatrica,” and other
works. Died in 1808.
See J. Wallin, “ Minne af P. Hernquist,” 181S L. Tidi£n, “ Are;

minne ofver

P. Hernquist,” 1818.

Hero.

See Heron.

He' ro,

'Hpti),] a priestess of Venus at Sestos in
Thrace, was loved by Leander, a youth of Abydos, who,
it is said, swam across the Hellespont every night to
visit her.
He was at length drowned in a storm, and
Hero, in despair, threw herself into the sea. This story
has formed the subject of poems by Musasus, Schiller,

[Gr.

and others.

theca Graeca.”

jurist, lived

Though the style is rather inflated, the version
(1585.)
correct, and presents some elegant passages.
See N. Antonio, “ Bibliotheca Hispana Nova.”

is

officer

[etymology uncertain,] the son and messenger of Odin,
corresponding in several respects to the Hermes or
Mercury of classic mythology.
See Thorpe, “ Northern Mythology,” vol. i. Mallet, “ Northern Antiquities,” vol.
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Heroard,

French physician, born
graduated in 1575. He was patronized
by Charles IX., and was afterwards first physician to
Louis XIII. Died in 1627.
//Vro'iR', (Jean,) a

at Montpellier,

Her'od, [Gr. 'HpMi/p ; Lat. Hero'des Fr. I If: rod
It.
Erode, i-ro'dA,] surnamed the Great,
King of Judea, born at Ascalon in 72 B.C., was the son
of Antipater the Idumrean, who made him Governor of
it,

;

Yrod'

;

Galilee about the year 47.
After the death of Julius
Caesar, he at first sided with Brutus and Cassius,
but on their defeat made peace with Antony, by whose
influence he was appointed King of Judea, 40 B.c.
He
married Mariamne, a granddaughter of the high-priest
Hyrcanus. In the civil war between Octavius and Antony, Herod joined the latter, and fought for him against
the Arabians, but was pardoned by the victorious Octavius.
Among other acts of cruelty by which his reign
was disgraced, was the execution of Hyrcanus and the
brother of Mariamne, who herself at length became the
victim of his jealousy.
It is said he suffered great remorse for this act but it did not restrain him from taking
the life of her two sons, on which occasion Augustus remarked that he would rather be Herod’s swine than his
son.
He erected several grand edifices in his capital,
and rebuilt the Jewish temple on a magnificent scale.
The birth of the Messiah, which occurred in his reign,
became the signal for the indiscriminate massacre of infants recorded in Matthew, chap. ii. Herod died within
a year after that event, and left the throne to his son
Archelaus. His name has become proverbial for murderous violence and remorseless cruelty.
See Josephus, “History of the Jews;” Dion Cassius, “History;” Schlipal, “ Dissertatio de Herode Magno,” 1711 Schlosser,
“Geschichte der Fainilie des Herodes,” 1818; Milman, “History
;

;

of the Jews.”

Her'od A-grip'pa [Gr. 'Hp«i% ’Aypinna^] I., born
about 1 A.D., was the son of Aristobu'lus by Berenice,
the daughter of Herod the Great, and received a part of
his education at Rome.
At the accession of Caligula,
in 37 A.D. he was released from prison, in which he had
been confined by Tiberius, and was made ruler of several
,
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tetrarchies, viz., Abilene, Auranitis, and Trachonitis, to
in 39 Galilee was added.
Under the emperor
Claudius his power was increased, and he became King
of Judea and Samaria. To promote his popularity with
the Jews, he persecuted the Christians, as is related in
the twelfth chapter of the Acts.
He died suddenly in
44 A.D., when, in the language of Scripture, “he was
smitten by an angel, because he gave not God the glory.”

which

at Alexandria.

He became

a resident of

Rome, and

enjoyed the favour of Marcus Aurelius. He wrote many
works on grammar, which are not extant. Fragments
of some of them have been preserved.
His work on
prosody (MeyaAr/ Tlpoauhia) was highly prized.
See Fabricius, “ Bibliotheca Grasca
August Wettin, “Commentatio de Herodiano Grammatico,” 1842; Smith, “Dictionary
of Greek and Roman Biography.”

He-rod'i-cus, ['Hpock/cof,] a Greek physician, born
II., a son of the preceding, was
Selymbria, in Thrace, lived in the fifth century B.C.,
Judea having been reduced to a Ro- at
man province, the emperor Claudius gave him in 48 the and was one of the masters of Hippocrates.
Herodien. See Herodian.
kingdom of Chalcis, which was afterwards exchanged
Herodot or Herodote. See Herodotus.
for Gaulonitis, Trachonitis, Batanaea, and other districts.
He-rod'o-tus, [Gr. 'Hpodoroc; Fr. 1 1 ERODOTE, i'ro'His dominions were subsequently extended by Nero.
The subject of this article is the Agrippa of Scripture, dot' Ger. Herodot, hi'ro-dot It. Erodoto, i-rod'o-to,] a celebrated Greek historian, born at Halicarbefore whom the Apostle Paul, in the year 60, made that
sublime and noble argument which almost persuaded nassus, a Dorian colony in Cari.a, about 484 B.c. He
a king to be a Christian. (Acts xxvi.) When the Jews was the son of Lyxus and Dryo, and the nephew of the

Herod Agrippa

born about 27 A.n.

;

;

revolted against Vespasian, Herod Agrippa adhered to
the Romans; and after the capture of Jerusalem he
retired to Rome, where he died about 100 a.d.
See Josephus, “ History of the Jews.”

Her'od An-ti'pas, [Gr. 'HpwcSyf ’Avrinap,] son of
Herod the Great and Malthace, after his father’s death
obtained the office of Tetrarch of Galilee, with the consent of the emperor Augustus.
Having married the
daughter of an Arabian prince, (Aretas,) he divorced her
in 33 a.d., and took in her place Herodias, the wife of
his brother Philip, who was then living.
For this sinful
act John the Baptist reproved him, and was put to death.
(Mark vi. 17-28.) His interview with the Saviour, who
was sent to him by Pilate and treated with indignity, is
related in the twenty-third chapter of Luke. Herod was
banished in 39 a.d. by Caligula, and died in obscurity.
Herode, the French for Herod, which see.
Herodes, the Latin for Herod, which see.
He-ro'des, (Tiberius Claudius Atticus,) [Fr. H£RODE Atticus, i'rod' i'te'kiis',] an Athenian orator and
statesman, born at Marathon about no a.d., was the son
of Julius Atticus, from whom he inherited a large fortune.
Having gained distinction as a rhetorician, he gave public lectures on eloquence at Athens, which were attended
and admired by the elite of that city, and was employed
by the emperor Antoninus Pius as tutor of his adopted
sons, M. Aurelius and Lucius Verus.
He became a
Roman consul in 143, married a Roman lady named Annia
Regilla, and a few years after returned to Greece.
He
built a theatre or Odeon at Athens, and other costly edifices in different places of Greece and Asia.
He is said
to have been the greatest orator of his time. His speeches
and writings are all lost, except one harangue printed in
Gruter’s collection in 1609.
He died about 185 a.d.
See Philostratus, “ Vita: Sophistarum
Burigny, “ Sur la Vie
d’Herode Atticus,” in the “ Memoires de 1’Academie des Inscriptions.”

He-ro'des Phil-ip'pus, a son

of

Herod

the Great

and Mariamne, was the first husband of Herodias, the
persecutor of John the Baptist. He is called simply
Philip by the Evangelists. (See Matthew xiv. 3, Mark
vi. 17, and Luke iii. 19.)
He-ro'di-an, [Gr. 'HpuSiaeog ; Lat. PIf.rodia'nus
;

Fr. Herodien, aro'de'iN',] a historian of the third
century, is thought to have lived at Rome, and to have
performed a respectable part in political affairs ; but the
time and place of his birth are not known. He wrote, in
Greek, a history of the Roman emperors whose reigns he
had witnessed, comprising the period from 180 a.d. to 238,
in which no less than seventeen emperors assumed the
purple.
His work, which is extant, is commended for
veracity, moderation, and elegance of diction, and is the
more prized as it is almost the only contemporary account of that eventful period.
See Vossius, “De Historicis Gr.x'cls
Wolf, “ Narratio de
Herodiano,” prefixed to his edition of Herodian’s “History,” Halle,
1792; Leisner, “ Prolusio de Herodiano Historico,” 1761.

Herodian,

(the

Grammarian.)

See Herodianus

.zEr.ius.

poet Panyasis.

See Herodian.

He-ro-dl-a'nus

is

the earliest of the

Greek

histo-

entire,

be collected from his writings. Before he attained the
age of thirty he took a prominent part in the expulsion
of Lygdamus, the tyrant of Halicarnassus.
But, having
failed to gain the popular favour, he soon left his native
country, spent a few years in Athens, and settled in the
Athenian colony of Thurium, in Italy, in 443, where he
is said to have died.
Before he wrote his great national
work (one of the most precious memorials of antiquity)
he prepared himself by travelling over the principal
countries of the civilized world, viz., Egypt, Tyre, Babylon, Asia Minor, Greece, and Italy, and by studying
their manners, customs, and institutions.
Throughout
his narrative, however, he maintains a modest reserve
respecting the extent of his travels ; and it is a doubtful
question in what period of his life they were performed.

The

principal subject of his history is the war between
the Greeks and Persians, comprised in a period of sixtyeight years, from the time of Cyrus the Great to the triumph of the Greeks in 478 B.C. By way of episode, he
inserts sketches of the different nations which he had
visited in person.
His account of Egypt is the most
abundant and reliable source from which we derive our
knowledge of the ancient history of that country. He
is more highly appreciated by the moderns than he was
by his contemporaries. Some of his marvellous stories
which once excited ridicule and incredulity have been
confirmed by modern discoveries. His work is pervaded
by a deep religious sentiment, and by a liberal spirit
towards foreigners. He unites in a high degree accuracy of observation, rectitude of intention, and the faculty
of graphic description.
His style is easy, natural, and
sometimes poetical. Plutarch and Eusebius state that
Herodotus recited hisxhistory at a public festival of the
Athenians, who rewarded him with a present of ten talents.
“ Of the romantic historians,” says Macaulay, “ Herodotus is the earliest and the best. His animation,
his simple-hearted tenderness, his wonderful talent for
description and dialogue, and the pure, sweet flow of
his language, place him at the head of narrators.
He
reminds us of a delightful child. . .
But he has not
written a good history.
The faults of Herodotus
are the faults of a simple and imaginative mind.
He wrote as it was natural that he should write. He
wrote for a nation susceptible, curious, lively, insatiably
desirous of novelty and excitement; for a nation in
which the fine arts had attained their highest excellence,
but in which philosophy was still in its infancy.” (See
“Essay on History,” in the “Edinburgh Review,” 1828.)
See Creuzer, “Herodot und Thucydides,” 1798; Dahlmann,
“ Herodot aus seinem Buclie sein Leben,” 1823: Heyse, “De Herodoti Vita et Itineribus,” 1826; Blum, “Herodot und Ktesias die
friihesten Geschichtsforsclier des Orients,” 1836
Smith, “Dictionary of Greek and Roman Biography;” Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie
De Quincey, “Historical and Critical
.
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.

.

.
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.

;

Essays,”

Herodianus.

He

whose works have been preserved

and is
frequently styled “the Father of History.” Cicero men“
tions him as
the first who adorned this species of composition.”
Little is known of his life, except what may
rians

vol.

i.

Herodotus, a Greek physician, who practised at Rome

Herodia'nos) iE'H-us, (ee'le- probably about 100 A.D., left works which are often cited
Herodien, i'ro'de'&N',] a by Galen.
celebrated grammarian of the second century after
Heroet, hV ro'i', (Antoine,) a French poet, born in
Christ, was a son of Apollonius Dyscolus, and was born Paris, became Bishop of Digne in 1552.
Died in 1568.
(or

us,) [Gr. At/aoc'Hpadiavoc; Fr.
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s;
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Herold, ha'rolt, (Johann Basil,) a German writer rera was a poet,” says Bouterwek, “of powerful talent.
and Protestant minister, born at Hochstadt, on the But amid traits of real beauty his poetry everywhere
Danube, in 1511, edited a good edition of the Latin presents marks of affectation.” According to Hallam,
works of Petrarch, (1581,) and several original treatises. “his odes appear to possess a lyric elevation and richness of phrase derived in some measure from the study
Died about 1570.
of Pindar. Those on the battle of Lepanto are the most
See Bayle, “ Historical and Critical Dictionary.”
Herold, /H'rold', (Louis Joseph Ferdinand,) an emi- celebrated they pour forth a torrent of resounding song
nent French composer, born in Paris in 1791. He pro- in those rich tones which the Castilian language so abunduced, in 1826, “ Marie,” an opera, which was completely dantly supplies.” (“Introduction to the Literature of
successful.
His capital works are “Zampa,” (1831,) and Europe.”) His poems were published collectively in
“Le Pre aux Clercs,” (1832.) He is called one of the 1582. He died about 1595, or, as others say, in 1589.
See Longfellow, “Poets and Poetry of Europe;” Ticknor,
Died in 1833.
first among modern French composers.
;

“History of Spanish Literature;” N. Antonio, “Bibliotheca Hispana Nova.”

See F£tis, “Biographie Universelle des Musiciens.”

He'ron

or

He'ro,

[Gr. "H puv,] an eminent mathemati-

He
cian and writer, lived in Alexandria about 100 B.C.
obtained a high reputation by his skill in geometry, mechanics, pneumatics, etc., on which he wrote several
One of these mentions a machine of which
treatises.
steam is the motive power. His name is rendered familiar by connection with the experiment in pneumatics
Another philosopher of this
called “Hero’s fountain.”
name, who is supposed to have lived in the seventh cenwriter
tury, was noted as a
on warlike machines, on
geometry, and on military tactics.
See Fabricius, “ Bibliotheca Graeca;” R. C. Wagner, “ Dissertatio de Heronis Alexandrini Vita, Scriptis et Inventis,” 1714; Montucla, “ Histoire des Math^matiques.”

Her'on, (Robert,)

a Scottish writer, born at

New

in 1764, wrote a “History of Scotland,” a
“ Universal Geography,” etc. He also translated several
works, and contributed to periodicals. Died in 1807.
See Chambers, “ Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen.”

Galloway

Heron de

Villefosse, /r&'riN' deh v£lYoss', (Anengineer, born in Paris in 1774,
of mines in 1807, and published
a useful work, entitled “ On Mineral Riches,” (“ De la
Richesse minerale,” 3 vols., 1810-19.) Died in 1852.
Herophile. See Herophilus.
He-roph'i-lus, [Gr. 'Hp6<pi'Anc Fr. IHrophii.e, Yro'ftF,] a celebrated physician of Chalcedon, in Bithynia,
was born about 344 B.C., and lived in Alexandria in the
He was contemporary with
reign of Ptolemy Lagus.
Plrasistratus, and is accounted the greatest anatomist of

toine Marie,) a French
became inspector-general

who dissected human subenriched the science with many discoveries
in the nervous system, the arterial pulsations, the lacteal
antiquity, as well as the first

He

jects.

and the structure of the eye. The term retina
His writings are all lost, except
originated with him.
extracts made from them by Galen and Ccelius Aurelianus.
Sprengel, “ Geschichte
See Haller, “ Bibliotheca Anatomica
Karl F. H. Marx, “Commentatiode Herophili Vita,
tier Median
vessels,

Herrera, de, (Francisco,) surnamed el Viejo,
(“the Elder,”) a skilful Spanish painter, born at Seville
in 1576.
He studied under Luis Fernandez, and restyle of the Seville school.
He excelled in
design, colouring, and rapidity of execution. He founded
a new school, in which the famous Diego Velasquez was
his pupil. Among his works is the “ Last Judgment,” in
the church of San Bernardo, Seville. Died in 1656.
See Cean Bermudez, “Diccionario historico;” Quilliet, “Dic-

formed the

tionnaire des Peintres Espagnols.”

Herrera, de, (Francisco,) surnamed el Mozo,
(“the Younger,”) a son of the preceding, born at Seville
in 1622, was a painter and architect.
After studying at
Rome, he worked at Seville, where he painted for the
churches.
In 1660 he was chosen vice-president of the
Academy, of which Murillo was president. Impatient of
the presence of a superior, he removed to Madrid, where
he gained a high reputation in oil-painting and fresco.
He was appointed principal painter to Philip IV. “The
Ascension of the Virgin,” a fresco at Madrid, is one of
his most admired works.
Died in 1685.
See Raphael Mengs, “Las Obras;” Quilliet, “Dictionnaire
des Peintres Espagnols,” 1826.

Herrera, de, d&

Sr-ra'r5, (Jos£ Joaquin,) a Mexican,
eighteenth century, became President of
Mexico about the end of 1844, was deposed in December,
Died in 1851.
1845, and re-elected in June, 1848.
Herrera, de, (Juan,) an eminent Spanish architect,
who was employed on the Escurial after 1567. He
According
built the royal pleasure-house at Aranjuez.
to Prescott, he was the pupil of Toledo, and completed
the Escurial, begun by that architect.
Died in 1597.
See Prescott, “History of Philip II.,” vol. iii.

born

in the

Herrera-Barnuevo, Sr-ra'rS baR-nwa'vo, (SebasTIANO,) a Spanish painter and sculptor, born at Madrid
in 1619, worked for the king in the Escurial.
He exDied in 1671.
celled in design and colour.

Herrera y Tordesillas, Sr-ra'rS. e toR-di-s^l'ySs,
AntonicjZ an eminent Spanish historian, born at Cuellar
in 1549, wail the son of a man named Tordesillas Herrera
Herostrate. See Herostratus.
He-ros'tra-tus or E-ros'tra-tus, [Gr. 'HpboTparog; was the name of his mother. Philip II. gave him the title
He
first historiographer of the Indies and of Castile.
Fr. Herostrate, Yros'tRit',] an incendiary, who, to of
his “General History of the Acts of
immortalize his name, set fire to the temple of Diana at published in 1601
the
Ephesus, in 356 B.c. The authorities of Ephesus vainly the Castilians on the Islands and Terra Firma of
praised
attempted to frustrate his design by ordering that his Ocean from 1492 to 1554,” (4 vols.) Plis work is
by Dr. Robertson for its accuracy and candour, and has
name should never be mentioned.
Herpin, /igR/ pS.N / (Jean Charles,) a French writer served as the guide of later historians who have treated
of that period. He wrote several other historical works.
on rural economy, born at Metz in 1798.
Herregouts, hSR'goo', (Henri,) a Flemish historical Died in 1625.
Scriptis,” etc., 1840.

(

;

,

in 1666, worked mostly at
his design, colour, and the
expression of his figures. Among his works are “ The
had a
Last Judgment,” and a penitent Magdalene.

born at Malines
Antwerp. Lacaze praises

painter,

See Prescott, “Conquest of Mexico,” vol. ii. book iii., and
“ History of Ferdinand and Isabella,” vol. ii. part ii.
Ticknor,
“History of Spanish Literature;” N. Antonio, “Bibliotheca His;

pana Nova.”

He

son, called Herregouts
who was a skilful painter.

le Jeune, (“the Younger,”)

Herrenscliwand,

h§r'ren-sh<v£nt

/
,

etc.

cessful

(Jean

Fr^:d£-

at Morat, in Switzerland, in 1715, became
Died in 1796.
physician to Stanislas, King of Poland.
Herrera, Jr-ra'ri, (Ai.onzo,) a Spanish painter of rein
born
Segovia
subjects,
at
ligious
1 5 59.

born

‘Herrera, de, di. gr-ra'r?., (Fernando,) an eminent
Spanish poet, surnamed the Divine, born at Seville
He
about 1534. Very little is known of his history.
was one of the most popular lyric poets of his time,
which is accounted the golden age of Spanish poetry.
“ Her1 le made bold innovations in poetical language.
a, e, T, o, u, y,

long;

h, b, 6,

Logrono, about 1798. He produced in 1824 a succomedy, “A la Vejez Viruelas,” and in 1834 was
chosen keeper of the National Library in Madrid. He
composed and translated many dramas, remarkable for
grace and energy of diction, for comic power, and for
He also wrote successful
true portraiture of character.
satires, among which is “The Carnival,” (1833.)
See James Kennedy, “ Modern Poets and Poetry of Spain,”
in

See Descamps, “Vies des Peintres Flamands,”
ric,)

Herreros, 2r-ra'r6s, (Manuel Breton de los
di 16s,) a popular Spanish poet, born at Quel,

bRS.-tin'

same, less prolonged;

a, e,

1,

1852.

Herrgott, h§R'got, (Marquard,) a monk and antiHe acquary, born at Friburg, in Brisgau, in 1694.
quired a great reputation by his writings, among which
(“
Hapsburg,
Genealogia
history
of
the
House
of
are a

6, u, y, short; a, e,

j,

o,

obscure; Hr,
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diplomatica Gentis Habsburgicae,” 2 vols., 1738,) and
“Monuments of the Imperial House of Austria,” (3
vols., 1750-60,) with plates.
Died in 1762.
See Ersch mid Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”

Herrich Schaffer or Schaeffer, hgr'riit shSf'fer,
(Gottlieb August,) a German entomologist, born at
in 1799, has published, among other works, a
continuation of Panzer’s “ Fauna Insectorum Germanise,”
and “ Nomenclator Entomologicus,” (unfinished.)

Ratisbon

Her'rick, (Robert,) an English poet and clergyman,
born in London in 1591. For about twenty years he was
vicar of Dean Prior, in Devonshire, from which he was
ejected by Cromwell.
In 1648 he published a volume
of poems, entitled “ Hesperides or, Poems Human and
;

the “human” excel the divine in
tenor of them is amorous, and in
“ Herrick has,” says Hallam,
some parts licentious.
“ as much variety as the poetry of kisses can well have.
Fie has much of the lively grace that distinguishes
Anacreon and Catullus.” (“Introduction to the Literature of Europe.”)
He was restored to his living in
1660.
Died about 1674.
See Drake, “ Literary Hours,” and the “ Retrospective Review,”
vol. v., 1822; Campbell, “Specimens of the British Poets.”
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of Natural Philosophy,” which acquired a great popu“This discourse,” says
larity and is a standard work.
the “London Monthly Review,” “as a collection of important facts interesting to every human being, is without
a rival.”
In 1834 he established, at his own expense, an observatory at Cape Town, Africa, where he passed four years
in the survey of the heavens with a reflecting telescope
of twenty feet focus and eighteen and one-quarter inches
The Royal Society awarded him a gold
clear aperture.
medal in 1836. He published in 1847 “Results of Astronomical Observations made during 1834-38 at the
Cape of Good Plope, being the Completion of a Telescopic Survey of the Whole Surface of the Visible
Heavens,” one of the most important astronomical
works of the nineteenth century. His “ Outlines of
Astronomy” (1849) was received with favour, and has
passed through five or more editions. He edited an
important collection of treatises, entitled “ Manual of
Scientific Inquiry,” (1849,) published by the government. Sir John was appointed master of the mint in
Among his later
1850, but resigned his office in 1855.
works were “ Essays from the Edinburgh and Quarteily
Reviews,” the articles “Meteorology” and “ Physical
Geography” in the “Encyclopaedia Britannica,” and
‘‘Familiar Lectures on Scientific Subjects.” He died
in 1871, leaving a vacancy in almost all the principal
scientific societies of the world.
“Sir John Herschel,” says the “London Journal of

Herries, h§r'r£z, (John Charles,) a British financier,
born about 1780. He became secretary of the treasury
in 1823, and in 1827 chancellor of the exchequer in the
ministry of Goderich, which was dissolved in 1828.
He
was secretary of war in a Tory cabinet for a few months
in 1834 and 1835, and was afterwards a prominent mem- Science” for April, 1868, “combines in his own person
ber of the protectionist party.
In 1852 he was appointed the assiduous astronomical observer, the acute mathematician, the deep-thinking philosopher, and the graceful
president of the India Board. Died in 1855.
Her'ring, (John Frederick,) an English painter of poet. It is not to many men that intellectual powers of
it is not in many men
animals, was born in Surrey in 1795.
Fie was a coach- so high order have been given
driver in his youth.
He excelled in the representation that we find such perfect balancing of those varied
of horses, hounds, and other animals.
For many years powers ; it is in few men that we discover such profound
he painted the winners at the Doncaster races. Among humility and such a deep sense of reverence for the
“
“
his works are
The Country Bait,” The Roadside,” Creator of those works the study of which has been a
Sir John Herschel has ever
“The Members of the Temperance Society, ”^iid “The life-labour of love.
maintained the serene dignity of a true philosopher, and
Baron’s Charger.” Died in 1865.
Herring, (Thomas,) an English prelate, born in Nor- his utterances of truths which have inspired him with
folk in 1691.
He became Bishop of Bangor in 1737, their divinity have ever been received with delight by
Bishop of York in 1743, and Archbishop of Canterbury those who have listened to his subdued but impressive
in 1747. His sermons and letters were published, 1763- eloquence.”
Died in 1757.
77.
See “Edinburgh Review” for July, 1833; “London Quarterly
Herrliberger, hSiFle-bfiRc/er, (David,) an able Swiss Review” for July, 1849; “Foreign Quarterly Review” for April,
“North British Review” for February, 1848.
1831
“
engraver, born at Zurich in 1697. He published a New
Topographical Description of Switzerland,” with plates.
Herschel, (Sir William,) one of the greatest astronoDied in 1777.
mers that any age or nation has produced, was born at
Her'ron, (Francis J.,) an American general. He Hanover on the 15th of November, 1738. His father
served at the battle of Pea Ridge, March, 1862, and was was Jacob Herschel, a skilful musician, who, having
appointed a brigadier-general in the same year. He six sons, was not able to give them a very complete
commanded at the battle of Prairie Grove, Arkansas, in education. They all, however, became excellent musical
December, 1862.
performers, and William adopted the profession of muHersan, /iSr'sSn', (Marc Antoine,) a French pro- sician. Before he left the paternal roof he took lessons
fessor and Latin poet, born at Compiegne in 1652.
In
Flis in French and cultivated a taste for metaphysics.
Latin verses were published under the title of “ Selecta 1759, in company with his brother Jacob, he went to
Carmina.” Died in 1724.
England in search of employment but for two or three
Herschel, her'shel, (Caroline Lucretia,) born in years he received no encouragement, and suffered great
Hanover in 1750, was sister of Sir William Herschel, privation. About 1761 he was employed to instruct a
whom she assisted in his astronomical observations and military band at Durham, or in that vicinity, and in 1765
computations. She lived with him near Windsor, Eng- obtained the situation of organist at Halifax. Here, by
land, from 1772 until his death, sharing his daily labours intense study, he learned Latin and Italian and acquired
and nightly vigils, and inscribed her name with indelible a thorough knowledge of mathematics. The last science
and luminous characters in the records of astronomy. he studied as preliminary to the theory of music. In
She has the credit of discovering five new comets be- 1766 he became organist of the Octagon Chapel, Bath,
tween 1786 and 1797. In 1798 she published a valu- where his skill was in great request at oratorios, public
able “ Catalogue of Five Hundred and Sixty-One Stars concerts, and reunions of fashion.
It appears that he
observed by Flamsteed.” In 1828 the Astronomical was about thirty years of age before he directed his
Society awarded her a gold medal for her Catalogue of attention to astronomy and optics, in which his talents
Nebulae and Clusters of Stars. Died in 1848.
found their most congenial arena and the basis of his
Herschel, (Sir John Frederick William,) an emi- permanent renown. A casual view of the starry heavens
nent astronomer and philosopher, the only son of Sir through a small telescope sufficed to rouse his enthuWilliam Herschel, was born at Slough, near Windsor, siasm and to kindle the latent ardour of genius. He
in 1790.
He was educated in Saint John’s College, must be an astronomer he must have a telescope of
Cambridge, where he displayed superior talents for greater power ; and, as the price demanded by opticians
mathematics. Between 1825 and 1833 he spent eight exceeded his resources, he resolved to construct one with
years in reviewing the nebulae discovered by his father, his own hands. After a multitude of trials and several
of which he published a “Catalogue arranged in the years of persistent application, he completed in 1774 a reOrder of Right Ascension,” (1833.) He produced in flecting telescope of five feet focal length, and, stimulated
1830 an excellent “Preliminary Discourse on the Study by this success, did not relax his efforts until he obtained
;
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one of dimensions four times greater, with which in 1779
he began a systematic survey of the sidereal universe.
His arduous vigils and well-directed labours were
rewarded in March, 1781, by the discovery of a new primary planet, which was named by him Georgium Sidus,
in honour of King George, and is since called Uranus.
Besides the eclat thrown around his name by this signal
success, he received from George III. a pension of £\oo,
with the title of private astronomer to the king. He was
elected a Fellow of the Royal Society, who awarded to
him their annual gold medal. Herschel now fixed his
residence at a village near Windsor, named Slough,
“ a name,” says Arago, “ which the sciences will transmit to the remotest posterity; for there exists no spot on
the earth which has been rendered memorable by more
numerous and surprising discoveries.” Continuing his
observations with unremitting assiduity, he discovered
two new satellites of Saturn and six satellites of Uranus.
He measured the rotation of Saturn, and observed the
volcanic structure of the lunar mountains and the surprising phenomena of Saturn’s ring. After he had made
several telescopes of twenty feet focal length, he completed, in 1789, with pecuniary aid from the king, his
gigantic instrument of forty feet in length, which was
far superior to any that had previously been made.
He was now enabled to penetrate farther into space
than his predecessors, and by his sublime speculations
on the constitution of the nebulae he made some approach
to a conception of the illimitable extent and variety of
the celestial phenomena.
In 1803 he ascertained the
motion of the double stars around each other, the grandest fact in sidereal astronomy,
attesting the universal
influence of that attractive force which binds the members of the solar system.
He soon after announced that
the whole solar system is progressing in the direction of
the constellation Hercules.
Between 1780 and 1820 he

—

—

contributed seventy-one memoirs to the “ Philosophical
Transactions.” His discoveries were so far in advance
of his time, they had so little relation or resemblance to
those of his predecessors, that he may be said to have
initiated a new era in astronomy, and almost to have
founded a new science, by revealing the immensity of
the scale on which the universe is constructed.
He was
married in 1788, and left one son, Sir John, who inherits
his father’s talents

and

virtues.

Died

in

August, 182a.

Herschell, (Farrer,)Lord, an English lawyer. He
was born in 1837 and called to the bar in i860. He was
solki' or- general 1880-1885, ar| d enteied the House of
Lords as lord chancellor in 1886.
Hersent, /2§r's6n', (Charles,) a French priest and
pulpit orator, born in Paris about 1595, was made chancellor of the church of Metz in 1625.
He published in
1640, as a warning against Cardinal Richelieu’s alleged
design to make a schism in the church, a book called
“ Optatus Gallus,” which was burned by order of Parliament.

He

Died

wrote other theological treatises.
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synonymous with Frigga.

She may be considered as
the personification of fertility.
Plerthus, or Nerthus,
was a male deity, with the same or similar attributes.
See Grimm, “Deutsche Mythologie
Rabus, “Dissertatio do
Dea Hertha,” Augsburg, 1842.
Hertz. See Herz.

Hertz, h§Rts, (Heiman Adolph,) a Danish poet, son
of Johan Michael, noticed below, was born in 1796. He
wrote a historical poem called “Gustavus Vasa,” (1856.)

Hertz, (Hendrik,) an eminent Danish poet and dramborn at Copenhagen in 1798. He produced many
comedies, among which are “The Moving- Day,” (“ Flyt-

atist,

tedagen,” 1828,) “Cvpid’s Master-Strokes,” (“Amors
Geniestreger,” 1830,) and “The Plumage of the Swan,”
(“

“

Svanehammen,” 1841.)
King Rene’s Daughter,”

He

ter-piece.
is

A

lyrical drama, entitled
(1845,) is considered his mas-

much ability. He
poem “On Nature and Art,”

traces characters with

author of a didactic

(1832,) a poem called “Tyrfing,” (1840,) and a fiction
of great merit, entitled “ Svend Dyring’s House,” (1837.)
See P. L. Moller, “ Notice of Hertz” in the “ Dansk Pantheon,”
“ Nouvelle Bio1844; Erslew, “Almindeligt Forfatter- Lexicon
graphie G^nerale.”

Hertz, (Johan Michael,)

a

Danish

poet,

and Bishop

of Ribe, born near Vordingborg in 1766.
His principal
work is “The Deliverance of Israel,” (“Det befriedc
Israel,” 1804,) a poem.
Died in 1825.

Hertzberg.

Hertzen

See Herzberg.
Herzen, hSRt'sen, (Alexander,)

a Russian socialist, and an able republican writer, born in
Moscow in 1812. He published “Dilettantism in Science,” (1842,) “Letters on the Study of Nature,” (1845,)
and a romance called “ Whose Fault is it ?” (“ Kto Vinovat,” 1847.)
In 1847 he quitted Russia, to the government of which he vowed implacable hostility. He afterwards resided in England, where he founded a “ Russian
or

Free Press” and issued several works in Russian.
Among his publications are “ Letters from France and
Italy,” (1850,) and memoirs of his life, entitled “My
Exile,” (2 vols., 1855.) Died in Paris in 1870.
See “ Nouvelle Biographie Gendrale.”

Hervas,

§R'vis, (Josfi Martinez,) Marquis of Almanara, a Spanish diplomatist, born at Uxyar in 1760.
In
1806 he was sent as minister to Constantinople. Returning to Spain in 1809, he became minister of the interior
under Joseph Bonaparte. Died in 1830.
Hervas y Panduro, ?r'v!s e pin-doo'ro, (Lorenzo,)
a Spanish Jesuit and philologist, born at Horcajo in 1735.
He made extensive researches into the origin and affinity
of languages, and published a “ Catalogue of the Known
Languages, with Remarks on their Affinity and Diver-

“Polyglot Vocabulary of more than One
Plundred and Fifty Tongues, with Introductory Observations,” and a “Collection of the Versions of the Lord’s
Prayer in more than Three Hundred Tongues,” (1787.)

sity,” (1784,)

Died

in 1809.
See Adelung, “ Mithridates

after 1660.

“ Nouvelle Biographie Generalti. ”

Herve, Sr'vV, born in Champagne, became ArchHersent, (Louis,) an eminent French painter of hisbishop of Rheims in 900 a.d., and grand chancellor of
tory, born in Paris in 1777, was admitted into the InstiFrance in 91 1. Died in 922.
tute in 1822. His design is correct and elegant. Among
Herve-Fierabras,
fe'eh-rl'bRi', a French
his works is “Daphnis and Chloe.”

SrW

Her-sil'I-a, a Sabine woman, the wife of Romulus.
One account makes her the wife of Hostus and mother
of Hostus Hostilius.

Hersleb,

h§Rs'l§b, (Peter,) a Norwegian divine and
writer, born at Stod in 1689, became Bishop of Copenhagen in 1737. Died in 1757.
Hert, hint, or Hertius, hlRt'se-us, (Johann Nikolaus,) a German jurist, born near Giessen, in HesseDarmstadt, in 1651, became professor of public law in
Giessen about 1690. He wrote, in Latin, several valuable works, among which is “Elementa Prudentiae civilis,” (1689.)
Died in 1710.
See Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”

Her'tha, Her'thus,

or

Ner'thus,

physician, born at Rouen, lived about 1 550.
lished an able treatise on Surgery, (1550.)

He

pub-

Hervet, (Gentian,) a French theologian, born near
Orleans in 1499, distinguished himself at the Council of
Trent (1545,) and wrote against Calvinism. He transDied in 1584.
lated the Greek Fathers into Latin.
Hervey, (Lord Arthur Charles,) Bishop of Ba h
and Wells, son of the Marquis of Bristol, was born in
He was Archdeacon of Sudbury from 1862 till
1808.
his

appointment as Bishop of Bath and Wells

in 1869.

Her'vey, (Augustus John,)

third Earl of Bristol,
son of Lord John, noticed below, was born in 1724.
became a post-captain in 1747, and displayed courage in
battles in the Mediterranean and in the West
[allied etymologi- several
In 1771 he was appointed one of the loros of
Indies.

He

English Earth, Anglo-Saxon Eor^e, German Erde, Scandinavian Jord, Alemannic Ertha, the admiralty, and in 1775, by the death of an elder
Moeso-Gothic Airtha.] Hertha was the goddess Earth brother, became Earl of Bristol. He died in 1 7 79
Hervey, (Eleonora Louisa,) an authoress, whose
among the ancient Germans, regarded by some as the
wife of Thor, by others as the wife of Odin, and hence maiden name was Montague, born at Liverpool in 1811.
cally to the

-
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She began to write graceful verses for the periodicals at
an early age, and published in 1839 “The Landgrave,”
In 1843 she was married to Thomas
a dramatic poem.
K. Hervey, noticed below. Among her works are tales
“Margaret Russell,”
Pathway of the Fawn,” (1851.)

in prose, entitled

(1849,)

and “The

Hervey, (Frederick,)

fourth Earl of Bristol, born in
1730, was a brother of Augustus John, noticed above.
He became Bishop of Derry in 1768, and succeeded to
He
the earldom on the death of his brother, in 1779.
was eccentric in habits, and was a liberal patron of the

Died

Albano, Italy, in 1803.
Hervey, (James,) an English divine and author, born
at Hardingstone, near Northampton, in 1714, was educated at Oxford University, and was a good classical
scholar.
Having taken orders, he became curate of
Dummer in 1736, and of Bideford in 1738. From 1743
until 1750 he was curate of Weston Favell, of which his
father was rector, and at the death of the latter, in 1752,
the son obtained that living. He was noted for piety and
benevolence. His “Meditations and Contemplations,”
published in 1746, were extensively popular, notwithstanding his faulty style, which is too flowery and sublimated to please the most correct taste. These very
faults probably rendered him a greater favourite with
the common people, as Southey represents the book as
equally “ laudable in purport and vicious in style, and
therefore one of the most popular that ever was written.”
It is or was generally found on the shelves of English
cottages by the side of the Bible and “Pilgrim’s Progress.” Hervey also wrote “Theron and Aspasia, a
Series of Dialogues and Letters,” and a few minor works.
fine arts.

at

J.

Hervey,”

;

Graphic and Literary Sketches of
John Brown, “Life and Character of
or,

1822.

Hervey, (Lord John,) an English

writer, born in
1696, was the eldest son of the first Earl of Bristol.
obtained a seat in Parliament soon after the accession
of George I., and in 1730 became a privy councillor. In
1
733 he was raised to the peerage, as Baron Hervey of

He

Ickworth, and in 1740 was appointed lord privy seal in
the cabinet of Walpole.
He wrote able political pamphlets, verses, and an “Epistle from a Nobleman to a
Doctor of Divinity,” the last of which was an answer to
Pope, who satirized him, in the character of Sporus, as
“ the mere white curd of asses’ milk.”
He also wrote
interesting “Memoirs of the Court of George II.” Died
in 1743.
See Horace Walpole, “Royal and Noble Authors;” “Edinburgh Review” for October, 1848.

Hervey, (Thomas Kibble,) an English poet and
born in Manchester in 1804. He studied at Cam-

editor,

bridge and Oxford.
In 1824 he published “Australia,
and other Poems,” which was received with favour. His
“Poetical Sketch-Book” appeared in 1829. He afterwards produced “ Illustrations of Modern Sculpture,”
(1832,) a
(1836.)

work of

merit, and “The Book of Christmas,”
to 1854 he was chief editor of the

From 1846

“Athenaeum.”

Died

Herwarth von
f£lt',

in February, 1859.
Bittenfeld, h£R / <vaRt fon bit'ten-

a Prussian general,

commanded

a corps of the army

which entered Bohemia under the crown-prince and
contributed to the victory of Sadowa, July 3, 1866.

Herwart von Hohenburg, hgR'tvaRt fon ho'enbooRo', (Johann Georg,) a German scholar, born at
Augsburg in 1554 ; died in 1622.
See Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”
Herwegh, IiSr'wSg, (Georg,) a popular German lyric
poet, born at Stuttgart in 1817. He published at Zurich,
in 1841, a volume of republican or liberal poems, entitled “ Gedichte eines Lebendigen,” (“ Poems of a Living
Man,”) which had great success. He became a citizen
of Bale, and about 1845 joined the radicals of Paris. In
the spring of 1848 he raised a legion and invaded Baden
with a design to revolutionize it ; but he failed, and took
refuge in Switzerland.
See Longfellow, “ Poets and Poetry of Europe
F. Lipp, “ G.
Herwegh’s viertagige Irr- und Wanderfahrt mit der Pariser Deutschdemokratischen Legion,” etc., 1850; “ Foreign Quarterly Review”
for April, 1843.
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H6ry, de, deh /zi're', (Thierry,) a skilful French
Having practised
surgeon, born in Paris about 1505.
with success in Paris, he was employed by Francis I. in
the army of Italy, and acquired a great reputation by
the cure of syphilis, on which he wrote an original and
the first ever written in French on that
able treatise,

—

subject.
Died in 1599.
See Eloi, “ Dictionnaire de

g hard; g as j;

la

Medecine.”

h§Rts, (Heinrich,) a celebrated pianist and
composer, born at Vienna in 1806. He met with bril-

Herz,

success in London, Edinburgh, and Paris, and
As a
afterwards resided several years in America.
performer he is scarcely surpassed, and his pieces for
the piano are general favourites.
Herz, (Henrietta,) a German lady, distinguished
She
for her wit and beauty, born in Berlin in 1764.
married M. Herz about 1 780. Her house in Berlin was
frequented by many eminent men. Died in 1847.
Herz, (Marcus,) a German physician, born at Berlin
in 1747
died in 1803.
Herzberg or Hertzberg, von, fon h§Rts'beRG,
(Ewald Friedrich,) a celebrated Prussian statesman,
born near Neustettin in 1725. He filled several important posts under Frederick the Great, and, after negotiating a treaty of peace with Russia and Sweden in 1762,
was appointed second minister of state. He was made
a count by Frederick’s successor, and also curator of the
Academy at Berlin. Died in 1795. He was a zealous
patron of learning, particularly of German literature.
liant

;

See Posselt, “Ewald Friedrich Graf von Hertzberg,” 1798
Weddigen, “ Fragmente aus dem Leben des Grafen von Hertzberg,”
1796; “Nouvelle Biographie Gtlnerale.”

See Hazlerig.

Heselrige.

Died

in 1758.
See Cole, “ Herveiana
Janies Hervey,” 1822-26;

8

Heshflm, (Hesch^m,) hesh-tm', or Hishfim, hishlm', (or, more fully, Heshdm-Ibn-Abd-el-Malek,
hgsh-im' lb’n Sbd-el mtl'ek, i.e. “ Hesham the son of
Abd-el-Malek,”) the tenth caliph of the house of Omeyyah, succeeded his cousin, Omar II., in 724 A.D. During
the reign of Hesham, Abd-er-Rahman, one of his generals, invaded France, where he was defeated and slain
by Charles Martel, October 25, 732. Hesham died in
743, leaving the reputation of an eminently just and
virtuous sovereign.
See Weil, “Geschichte der Chalifen,”

vol.

i.

chap. xiv.

Hish&in) I., (or, more fully, HeshfimAbool (-Aboul or -Abul) -Waleed, (-Walid,)
i'bool wS-leed',) second Emir or King of Cordova of the
Omeyyah dynasty, succeeded his father, Abd-er-Rahman,
Pie waged a successful war against the
in 788 A.D.

Heshctm

(or

Christians of Galicia, Astorga, etc., founded schools,
and promoted the arts. Died in 796.
Heshdm (or Hishfim) II., (El- (or A1-, £ 1 ) MuyyedBillah, el moo'e-yed bil'lah,) sometimes corrupted into
Issam or Issem by the Spanish historians, was born in
965, and succeeded his father, Hakem II., on the throne
In his minority the kingdom
of Cordova, in 976 A.D.
enjoyed prosperity under the ministry of the famous AlMansoor, who gained victories over the Kings of Leon
and Navarre. After the death of Al-Mansoor the reign
was disturbed by rebellions and anarchy, and the feeble
king became a prisoner of Soleiman, and died, or was
killed,

about 1012.

See Al-Makkari, “ History of the
Spain.”

Heshftm

(or

Mohammedan

Dynasties in

Hishfim) HX, (El-Mo'tad-Bil'lah,

or Al-Mutadd- (SI moo'tfid) Billah,) became King
of Cordova in 1026, and was the last of the Omeyyah
Several nobles having refused allegiance to
dynasty.
him, he attempted, without success, to subdue them by
In
arms.
1031 a sedition in the capital forced him to
Died in 1036.
abdicate.
Heshusius, h£s-hoo'ze-us, (Tillemannus,) a German Lutheran divine, born at Wesel in 1526, was an
opponent of Calvinism. Died in 1588.
Hesiod, hee'she-od, [Gr. 'Uaiodog ; Lat. He'siodus;
Fr. HtsiODE, £'ze'od'; Ger. Hesiod, ha'ze-ot ; It. Esiodo, i-see'o-do,] an eminent Greek poet, born at Ascra,
in Boeotia, at the foot of Mount Helicon, lived probably
about 800 B.C. According to most modern critics, his
period was posterior to that of Homer, with whom some
writers have conjectured that he was contemporary.

G, H, K, guttural; n, nasal; r, trilled; s as 2;

th as in

this.

(2

^= See Explanations,

p. 23.)

HESIONE
From

own

1

derived that he was a
Chalcis on the occasion of the funeral of Amphidamas, and that he gained
the prize.
It appears that he was employed in pastoral
and rural pursuits, his knowledge of which is evinced
V
by his most famous poem, entitled E pya teal 'Hfiepac,
(“ Works and Days.”)
This work contains reflections
and precepts on farming and rural economy, interspersed
with maxims of morality and mythical fables. Aristotle,
Plato, and Cicero eulogize this poem, and Virgil derived
from it the idea of his “ Georgies,” in which he has
surpassed his model. According to Pausanias, the Boeotians regarded this as the only genuine work of Hesiod.
The other poems commonly ascribed to the Ascrasan
bard are entitled “Theogony” and “The Shield of
Hercules.” The former purports to be an account of
the origin of the world and the birth of the gods, and is
the most ancient composition we have on the subject of
Greek mythology. It is characterized by a rude simhis

writings the fact

competitor in a poetical contest

is

at

which sometimes rises into sublimity, and by that
speculative tendency which was afterwards so largely
developed in the Hellenic philosophy. “ The Shield
of Hercules” is a fragment or collection of fragments,
supposed to be written by different authors. Quintilian
says, apparently in reference to the “ Works and Days,”
“ He is distinguished by useful sentences of morality and
a sweetness of expression, and he deserves the palm in
the middle style of writing.” According to Plutarch,
Hesiod was murdered at Locris, in revenge for a crime
of which he was erroneously suspected.
plicity

See Pausanias,

and

ix.

x.

;

Lucian, “Dialogue on Hesiod;”

Creuzer und Hermann, “Briefe liber Homer und Hesiod,” 1817
Heyne, “ De Theogonia ab Hesiodo Condita,” 1779; Hermann,
“De Hesiodi Theogonize Forma antiquissima,” 1844; Ersch und
Giqvanni Lami, “ Saggio
Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie
;

rietie delizie del dotti e

degli eruditi, risguardante le Vite e gli Scritti

due primi grandi Uomini dell’ Antichiti, Esiodo ed Omero,”
“ Quarterly Review” for March, 1832.
1775

dei

‘

He -sFo-ne,

[Gr. 'llmovr/,] a daughter of Laomedon,
The poets feigned that Hercules delivof Troy.
ered her from a sea-monster after her father had promised
to give him the horses he had received from Jupiter

King

but Laomedon failed to keep his word. She became
the wife of Telamon and mother of Teucer.
Hesnault or Henault, // 1'no', (Jean,) a French poet,
born in Paris, was educated by Gassendi. He appears
In 1670 he
to have been an Epicurean or materialist.
published a volume of sonnets, letters, etc. He translated a large part of Lucretius. Died in 1682.
See Bayle, “ Historical and

Hesperiden.
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Critical Dictionary.”

See Hesperides.

Hess, (Karl Adolf Heinrich,) a German artist,
at Dresden in 1769, acquired a high reputation
as a painter of horses.
Among his master-pieces we
may cite “ The March of the Cossacks through Bohemia
in 1799.”
Died in 1849.
Hess, (Karl Ernst Christoph,) a German engraver, born at Darmstadt in 1755.
He was appointed

born

Academy

of Arts at Dusseldorf,
to engrave the pictures of the gallery.
Among his best works are “ The
Ascension of Mary,” after Guido, and a “ Holy Family,”
in

1782 professor in the

where he was afterwards employed

Raphael. About 1806 he settled at Munich, where
he died in 1828.

after

See Fuessli, “Scliweizer Kiinstler.”

Hess, (Ludwig,) an

excellent Swiss landscape-painter,
born at Zurich in 1760. He painted many pictures of
Alpine scenery. “ His works,” says the “ Biographie
Universelle,” “surpass all that we know in their kind
for correctness of design, for the taste displayed in the
composition, for truth of colouring, and for the trans-

parency of the water.”
designs.

Died

He

engraved some of

his

own

in 1800.

Hess, (Peter,) a brother of the painter Pleinrich von
Hess, noticed below, was born at Dusseldorf in 1792.
In 1839 he was invited to Russia, where he painted eight
He is
large pictures representing the battles of 1812.
regarded as one of the first .battle-painters of recent
times.
See Nagler, “Neues Allgemeines Kiinstler-Lexikon.”

Hess, von, fon h 2 ss, (Heinrich,) Baron, an Austrian
general, born in Viertna in 1788. He fought at Wagram,
In 1842 he was
(1809,) and became colonel in 1829.
As quartermastermade a lieutenant field-marshal.
general, he rendered important services in Italy in 1848.
The chief merit of this campaign is ascribed to him. He
was appointed chief of the staff of the Austrian army,
{Chef des Generalstabs,) and master of the ordnance,
He succeeded Gyulai soon
(Feldzeugmeister,) in 1849.
after the battle of Magenta, formed the plan of the battle
of Solferino, July, 1859, and, after the emperor left the
army, was the commander-in-chief.
Hess, von, (Heinrich,) a distinguished historical
painter, a son of the engraver Karl Ernst Hess, noticed
above, was born at Dusseldorf in 1798. He became proThe frescos
fessor in the Academy of Munich in 1826.
in the Basilica of Saint Boniface and in the church of
All Saints in Munich are among his master-pieces.
Hesse, /z 2 ss, (Jean Baptiste Alexandre,) a French
painter, a nephew of the following, was born in Paris in
1806. Among his best works is “ The Funeral Honours

7
Hes-per'i-des, [Gr. 'Eonepideg ; Fr. Hesperides, 2s - rendered to Titian,” (1833.)
pl 7 r 2 d'; Ger. Hesperiden, h 2 s-pl-ree'den,] the “ chilHesse, (Nicolas Auguste,) a French painter of hisdren of Hesperus,” (or “of the evening,”) the name of tory, born in Paris in 1795, won a medal of the first

three or four celebrated nymphs of classic mythology,
who guarded the golden apples growing in an enchanted
garden in the western part of the world. According to
some authors, they were the daughters of Atlas, and

hence were called Atlan'tides. A large dragon assisted them to guard the golden apples which were the
subject of one of the twelve labours of Hercules.
Hes-pe'ri-us, a Roman civil officer, was a son of the
poet Ausonius. He was proconsul of Africa about 376
A.D., and afterwards praetorian prefect of Rome.

Hes'pe-rus, [Gr. 'EdOTpof; Fr. Hesper, 2s 7paiR', or
Hesp£ros, 2 s / paros / ,] a personage of classic mythology,
According to one
said to be a son or brother of Atlas.
tradition,

he ascended Mount Atlas to observe the stars,
He received divine honours, and was

and disappeared.

identified with the evening star. One account says he came
to Italy, which received from him the name of Hesperia.

Hess, (Johann Jakob,) one of the most eminent of
the Swiss Protestant theologians, was born in Zurich in
1741. He wrote, in German, “The Three Last Years of
the Life of Jesus,” (6 vols., 1768-73 ; 8th edition, 1828,)
“On the Kingdom of God,” (1774,) a “History of the
Israelites before Jesus,” (12 vols., 1776-88,) and other
works. He became first minister of Zurich in 1795.
Died

in 1828.
See Georg Gessner, “J. J. Hess, voorgesteld in eenege Omtrekken van zijn Leven en Werkzamheid,” 1830; Ersch und Gruber,
“Allgemeine Encyklopaedie;” H. Escher, “J. J. Hess, Skizze
seines Lebens,” etc., 1837.
a, e,
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class in 1838.

Hesse, h 2 s'seh, (Philipp,) Landgrave of, surnamed
the Magnanimous, was born in 1504. He avowed
himself a convert to the Reformed religion in 1526,
signed the creed called the Confession of Augsburg in
1530, and entered into a league with the Protestant
He disprinces by the treaty of Schmalkalden in 1531tinguished himself in the war which the German Protestants waged against Charles V. in 1546, but was taken
He died in 1567.
captive and imprisoned four years.
See Hartmann, “Historia Hessiaca,” 1741 Turkheim, “His;

toire

de

la

Maison souveraine de Hesse,” 2

vols., 1819-20.

Hesse, (Wilhelm IV.,) Landgrave of, a son of the
preceding, surnamed the Wise, was born at Cassel
about 1545. He reigned in peace, and was distinguished
as a patron of sciences, especially astronomy, which he
cultivated himself with diligence. He founded an observatory at Cassel in 1561, and made observations for many
The results of these labours were published by
years.

W.

Died in 1597.
Snellius, (1628.)
Hesse-Philippstlial, von, fon h 2 s'seh fee'lips-til',
(Ludwig,) a German general, born in 1766, was a son
Died in 1816.
of the Landgrave of Hesse.
Hesselbach, h2s'sel-b2K', (Franz Kaspar,) a German anatomist, born near Fulda in 1759 died n 1816.
Hesselink, h 2 s'seh-link, sometimes written Hesseling, (Gerard,) a Dutch writer and Anabaptist preacher,
born at Groningen in 1755. He published a “ Herme»
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Testament,” and several

other works.
Diedini8n.
See Koopmans, “ Hulde aan G. Hesselink,” 1812.
Hes-se'li-us, [Sw. pron. hgs-sH'le-us,] (Anders,) a
poet of Swedish extraction, born in North America,
became a teacher of English at Upsal. He wrote
“Eric IX.,” (1739,) “The Twelve Charleses,” (of SweHe
den,) (“De Tolf Caroler,” 1748,) and other works.

was living in 1755.
Hesselius, hls-sa'le-us, (Frans,) a Dutch philologist,
born at Rotterdam in 1680 died in 1746.
Hesselius, (Johan,) a Swedish savant, born at Fah;

lun in 1687; died in 1752.
Hessels, hgs'sels, or Hesselius, (Jean,) born at
Louvain in 1522, was noted as a theologian. He was a
member of the Council of Trent, and author of many
theological works, among which are a “Catechism,” and
“Commentaries on Scripture.” Died in 1566.

Hessus.

See Eoban.

He' sus,

a deity of the ancient Gauls, corresponding
to the Mars of the Romans.
See Mars.
He-sy-eh'i-us, [Gr. Tlcnqyof,] the author of a valuable
Greek Lexicon, (first printed by Aldus in 1514,) which
explains technical terms, unusual words found in the
works of poets, orators, and physicians, terms used in
sacrifices, divinations, and such as depart from ordinary
usage. It is supposed that the existing text is an abridgment or imperfect copy of the original. The time in
which Hesychius lived is not known ; but it was probably since the Christian era, as numerous scriptural
glosses or phrases are found in his work.
See Pearson, “Adversaria Hesychiana,” 2 vols., 1844; Ersch
und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”

Hesychius of Miletus, [Lat. Hesych'ius Mile'surnamed the Illustrious, lived in the sixth

sius,]

He wrote (in Greek) a universal history from
llelus to his own times, (about 520 a.d.,) of which some
fragments only are now extant. He left also an abridgment of the “ Lives of the Philosophers,” derived chiefly
from Diogenes Laertius. This was published by J. C.
century.

Orelli, Leipsic, 1820.

See Thorschmid, “De Hesychio Milesio
Commentatio,” in Orelli’s edition just mentioned.

illustri

Christiano

Heth, (Henry,) born in Virginia, became a brigadiergeneral in the Confederate service in 1862.
Hetherington, heth'e-ring-ton, (William M.,) a
Scottish theologian and historian of the present century,
wrote a “History of the Church of Scotland,” (1841,)
and other works.
Hetsch, hStsh, (Gustav Friedrich,) a German
architect, born at Stuttgart in 1788, lived in Copenhagen.
Hetsch, von, fon hgtsh, (Philipp Friedrich,) a
painter, father of the preceding, was born at Stuttgart
in 1758.
Among his works are “Paris and Helen,” and
“Marius among the Ruins of Carthage.” Died in 1838.
Hettner, het'ner, (Hermann Julius Theodor,) a

German

“The

archaeologist, born in Silesia in 1821, wrote
Plastic Arts among the Ancients,” (1848.)

Hetzel or Hezel, hSt'sel, (Johann Wilhelm,) a
German Orientalist, born at Konigsberg, in Franconia,
published grammars of the Hebrew, Arabic, and
Syriac languages, and “The Old and New Testament,
with Notes,” (10 vols., 1780-91.) Died in 1829.
See Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”
Hetzel, //St'sG', (Pierre Jules,) a French litterateur,
who-e pseudonym was P. J. Stahl, born at Chartres in
in 1754,

1814.

He

publi

hed “Scenes from Animal Life,” “The
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an “Exposition of the
Died in 1764.

New

Testament,” (1750-63.)

See Heyne, “ Memoria Heuntanni,” 1764; Cassius, “Lebensbeschreibung Heumanns,” 1768 Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine
Encyklopaedie.”
;

Heumann von Teutschenbrunn, hoi'm&n fon
toitsh'en-bRoon', (Johann,) a German jurist and writer,
born in Bavaria

Heun,
novelist,

hoin,

born

in

in 1711

;

died in 1760.

(Karl Gottlob Samuel,) a German
Pie wrote under the

Lusatia in 1771.

pseudonym of H. Clauren. Died in 1854.
Heures. See Hor.e.
Heurn.van. See Heurnius.
Heurnius, hUR'ne-us, [in Dutch, Van Heurn, vfn
huRn,] (Jan,) an eminent physician, born at Utrecht in
1543, was appointed in 15S1 professor of medicine at
Leyden, and physician to Maurice of Nassau. He wrote
a good commentary on Hippocrates, (1609,) and other
medical works. Died in 1601.
See Ersch und Gruber, “Ailgemeine Encyklopaedie.”
Heurteloup, z&URt'loo', (Charles Louis,) a French
surgeon, born in Paris in 1793, made improvements
in lithotrity, which were generally adopted, and wrote
several treatises on that subject.
Heurteloup, (Nicolas,) an eminent French surgeon,
About
father of the preceding, born at Tours in 1750.
1800 he was appointed first surgeon of the French armies,
and received the title of baron. Died in 1812.
Heus, hus or hos, or Heusch, van, vtn hush, (Willem,) a Dutch landscape-painter, born at Utrecht about
1630, was a pupil of John Both. His pictures of scenery
on the Rhine are commended. Died at Utrecht about
His nephew and pupil, Jacob, born at Utrecht
1700.
“ His landin 1657, was a good landscape-painter.
scapes,” says the “Nouvelle Biographie Generale,” “are
full of nature, his touch easy, and his colour true.” Died
in 1701.

See Descamps, “Viesdes Peintres Flamands, Hollandais,”

Heusch, van, vfn

husic or hosK,

painter of plants, insects, etc., was born at Utrecht in
1650 ; died in 1712.
Heuschling, husii'ling or hush'lfN', (Etienne,) a
Belgian philologist, born at Luxemburg in 1762, was
Died in 1847.
professor of Hebrew at Louvain.
Heuschling, (Philippe FRANgois Xavier,) a Belgian economist, a nephew of the preceding, born at
Luxemburg in 1802, published an “Essay on Universal
Ethnographic Statistics,” (1847-49.)

Heusde,

hus'deh,

Heus'dius,]

[Lat.

(Philippus

Willem,) an eminent Dutch writer, born at Rotterdam
in 1778, became professor of eloquence and history at

He
Utrecht, where he lectured with great success.
published several works on philosophy, history, and
education, among which is “ The Socratic School,” (“ De
Socratische School,” 4 vols., 1834-39.) Died in 1839.
See Kist, “Memoria Heusdii,” 1839; Stockfeld, “Andenken
an den grossen Professor P. W. van Heusde,” 1840 Rovers, “ Me;

moria Heusdii,” 1841; Roulez, "Notice biographique sur P. G.
van Heusde,” 1841.

Heusdius. See Heusde.
Heusinger, hoi'zing'er, (Jakob Friedrich,)

a Gerphilologist and scholar, born at Useborn in 1719,
was rector of the College of Wolfenbxittel. His edition
of Cicero’s “De Officiis” (1783) is called a master-piece
Died in 1778.
in respect to criticism.
Heusinger, (Johann Michael,) an uncle of the preceding, was born near Gotha in 1690, and was an able
philologist.
He taught at Gotha and Eisenach, and
published editions of Julian’s “Emperors” and Aisop’s

man

Devil in Paris,” “History of a Man with a Cold,” “Beasts
ai d People,” and other attractive works.
George Sand
“Fables,” (1741.) Died in 1751.
has compared him to Sterne. He died in 1886.
See Ersch und Gruber, “ Allgemeine Encyklopaedie
Heugh, hu, (Hugh,) a Scottish divine, born in 1782.
“Vita J. M. Heusingeri,” 1751.
Toepfer,
He published, besides other works, “ The State of Religion in

Geneva and Belgium,”

(1844.)

Died

in 1846.

See his “Life and Select Works,” by H. MacGill, 1850; Chambers, “Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen;” “North
British

Review”

for

November,

1850.

Heumann,

hoi'mdn, (Christoph August,) a German writer on various subjects, born in Saxe-Weimar in
He became professor of theology at Gottingen
1681.

Among

works are “Acts of the Philosophers,” (“Acta Philosophorum,” 3 vols., 1715-27,) and

in 1734.
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(Abraham,) a Dutch

Heusinger, (Karl Friedrich,)

a

F. A.

physician, born

near Eisenach in 1792, published, besides other works,
“ Outlines of an Encyclopaedia and Methodology of Natural and Medical Sciences,” (3 vols., 1844-53.)
Heuzet, huh'zh', (Jean,) a French classical scholar,
born at Saint-Quentin about 1660 ; died in 1728.

Hevel.

See Hevelius.
He-ve'li-us, [Ger. pron.

John Hevel— ha'vel,

R, trilled; s

as z; th as in this.

hi-va'le-ils,]

written
==

(J[^

also

(Joannes

or

Hovel and He-

See Explanations,
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The

some of his works are
Amsterdam in 1712-

welcke,) an eminent astronomer, born at Dantzic in
His parents were noble
1611, was a pupil of Kruger.
and wealthy. After studying at Leyden and making the

exquisite finish.

tour of Europe, he devoted his uninterrupted attention
In 1641 he built an
to astronomy for nearly fifty years.
observatory at his own residence, which he furnished with
telescopes and other instruments made by his own hands.
In 1647 he published “ Selenographia,” a description of
the moon, with plates, followed by letters on the “ LibraHis treatise
tion of the Moon,” and on Eclipses, (1654.)
on the phases of Saturn appeared in 1656, and his “ Ob-

Descamps, “Vies des Peintres Flamands, Hollandais,” etc.
Heyden, von, fon hl'den, Count, born in 1772, entered the Russian service, and became a rear-admiral in
1817. He commanded the Russian fleet at the battle of

servations on the Transit of Mercury” in 1661. He wrote,
also, “Cometographia,” a general description of comets,
Hevelius was chosen a Fellow of the Royal
(1668.)
Society of London in 1664.
He was repeatedly elected
consul and judge by his fellow-citizens, by whom he was
highly esteemed. In 1673 he published the first part
of his-“Machina Coelestis,” a description of his observatory, instruments, and modus operaudi, the second
In the latter year a
part of which appeared in 1679.
fire consumed his observatory, library, and nearly all
After his death his
the copies of the book just named.
widow published “ Harbinger of Astronomy,” (“ Prodromus Astronomiae,”) and “ Firmamentum Sobieskanum,” dedicated to John Sobieski, King of Poland.
In skill, accuracy, and diligence in observation, he was
an astronomer of a very high, if not of the first, order.

Died

See

/zI'vIn', (Pierre,) a
died in 1692.
;

French

jurist,

born

Weyerman, “De

Died

Schilderkonst der Nederlanders ;”

in 1850.

fon hl'den, (Friedrich August,) a
German poet, born near Heilsberg, in East Prussia, in
He
was
one
of the governors of the prince-royal
1789.
of Prussia, and in 1826 became royal councillor at Breslau.
Among his chief works are “ Conradin,” and other successful dramas; “Reginald,” a poem, (1831,) which is
admired ; and “ The Shepherd of Ispahan,” (“ Der
Schafer von Ispahan,” 1850,) an excellent romantic

Died

poem.
See T.

in 1851.

Mundt, “Das Leben Heydens,”

Heydenreich,

hl'den-rlK',

1852.

(Karl Heinrich,) an

in-

genious philosophic writer, born at Stolpen, in Saxony,
He became professor
in 1764, was a disciple of Kant.
He wrote verses on
of philosophy at Leipsic in 1789.
“ Solitude,” and other short poems, of some merit, which
were published in 2 vols., 1792. Among his prose works
are “Letters on Atheism,” (1796,) “Psychological De-

velopment of Superstition,” (1797,) and “Philosophy
considered with Respect to the Sufferings of Humanity,”
Died in 1801.
(2 vols., 1798.)

;

Hevin,

C.

Heyden, von,

in 1687.

Rennes

J.

Navarino, in 1827.

See H. Westphal, “Leben, Studien und Schriften des J. Heve1820 Hutton, “ Mathematical and Philosophical Dictionary,”
article “Hevelius;” Montucla, “ Histoire des Mathematiques ;”
Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”
lius, ”

figures in

painted by A. van der Velde. Died at

at

in 1621

Hevin, (Prudent,) a French surgeon, born in Paris
in 1715. Having distinguished himself as royal professor
of therapeutics, he was employed by Louis XV. to attend
Some years later he became first surthe dauphiness.
geon to the dauphin. In 1780 he published a “Course
of Pathology and Therapeutics.” Died in 1789.
Hewelcke. See Hevelius.
Hewes, huz, (Joseph,) an American patriot, born in
New Jersey in 1730, settled at Edenton, North Carolina,
about 1760. In 1774 he represented a district of North
Carolina in Congress, and signed the Declaration of
Independence in 1776. Having been re-elected to Congress, he died at his post, in Philadelphia, in 1779.
See Goodrich, “ Lives of the Signers to the Declaration of Independence.”

See Schelle, “ Characteristik C. H. Heydenreicli’s,” 1802;
letzten Lebensjahre C. H. Heidenreich’s,” 1802;
Eichhorn, “ Geschichte der Literatur,” vol. iv.
Heydt, von der, fon dSR hit, (August,) a Prussian
statesman, born in Elberfeld in 1801. He was appointed
minister of commerce, industry, and public works in

Wohlfahrt, “Die

December, 1848.

Heyking,von, fon hI'king,(HEiNRiCHKARL,) Baron,
born

in

Koorland (Courland)

in

1751,

was appointed

of Russia. Died in 1809.
Heylin, ha'lln, ? (Peter,) an English writer, born at
Burford in 1600. In 1621 he wrote his “Microcosmos.”
In 1629 he became chaplain to Charles I., and obtained
several benefices, from which in the civil war he was
ejected as a partisan of Laud and the High Church.
He wrote a “ Life of Bishop Laud,” a “ Defence of the
Church of England,” (1658,) and other theological works.
a senator by Paul

I.

Died

in 1662.
See George Vernon, “Life of P. Heylin,” 1681; Dr. Barnard,
“ Life of P. Heylin,” 1682.

Heym. See Heim.
Hew'itt, (Mary Elizabeth,) originally Miss Moore,
Heyn, (Pieter.) See Hein.
an American poetess, born in Malden, Massachusetts.
Heyne, hl'neh, [Lat. Hey'nius,] (Christian Gottprincipal
works
In 1829 she removed to New York. Her
lob,) an illustrious German scholar and critic, was born
Poems,”
and
other
and
Owing to the poverty
Our
Land,
are “Songs of
at Chemnitz, in Saxony, in 1729.
(1845,)
the “Heroines of History,” (in prose, 1856.)
of his family, he enjoyed few advantages of education
but, having by nature an irrepressible desire for knowSee Griswold, “Female Poets of America.”
Hew'son, (William,) an English surgeon, born at ledge, he improved to the utmost the opportunities which
;

Hexham

In 1759 he attended the lectures of
in London, with whom he was
afterwards associated as a lecturer on anatomy. In 1771
he was chosen a Fellow of the Royal Society, which
awarded him the Copley medal for his researches in the
lymphatic system of birds and fishes. In 1772 he published “ Experimental Inquiries into the Properties of
He was an eminent anatomist, and made
the Blood.”
valuable discoveries in the nature of blood. Died in 1774.
in 1739.

John and William Hunter

Hexham, (Richard of.)

See Richard of

Hexham.

Hey, ha, (John,) a learned divine of the Anglican
Church, born in England in 1734. From 1780 to 1795
he was first Norrisian professor of divinity at Cambridge.
He wrote an “ Essay on Redemption,” (a prize poem,)
“ Lectures on Divinity,” and other esteemed works.
Died

in 1815.

Hey, (William,) F.R.S.,an

English surgeon of Leeds,
1736; died in 1819.
See his Life, by John Pearson.
Heyden, van der, vin der hl'den, or Heyde, hl'deh,
an eminent Dutch painter, born at Gorcum about 1637.
He exercised his talents with great success on architecHe excelled in chiarotural subjects and landscapes.
scuro. His pictures of cities, temples, palaces, and ruins
are admired for their general effect, mellow tints, and

born

in
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long;

1, b, 6,

same, less prolonged;

a, e, T, o, u, y,

he possessed, so that in 1763 he succeeded Gesner as
He was soon
professor of eloquence at Gottingen.
after made chief librarian of the university. His lectures,
illustrating the history and mythology of the ancients in
the most attractive manner, gained him a high reputation, which was increased by his numerous and excellent

writings. Among the most important of these are editions
of Tibullus, (1755,) Virgil, Epictetus, (1756,) Pindar, etc.,

with commentaries, and “Opuscula Academica,” (6 vols.,
1785-1812.) Died at Gottingen in July, 1812.
“ Nothing,” says Sir William Hamilton, “ has contributed so decisively to maintain and promote the study
of classical literature, as the combination which Heyne
has effected of philosophy with erudition, both in his
commentaries on the ancient authors and in those works
in which he has illustrated various points of antiquity.”
(“Encyclopaedia Britannica.”)
See Heeren, “C. G. Heyne, biographisch dargestellt,” 1812;
Dacier, “Eloge de Heyne;” Van Assen, “ Hulde aan C. G.
Memonam
Heyne,” Amsterdam, 1816; Becher, “ Programma ad ;”
“EdinC. G. Heynii,” 1812; “ Nouvelle Biographie Gen^rale
burgh Review” for July, 1803.

Heyne, (Christian Lebrecht,)
teur,

a

German

littera-

whose pseudonym was Anton Wall, was born

near Meissen in 1751

Heynius.
short; a,

e,

i,

9,

;

died in 1821.

See Heyne, (Christian Gottlob.)
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HETRICK
Heyrick,

ha'rik, (Elizabeth,) an English philanborn about 1770, was originally named Colt-

thropist,
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New

England, became pastor of an Indian church at
Martha’s Vineyard in 1670. Died about 1690.

Hiaerne. See Hjarne.
man. She became a member of the Society of Friends,
and was eminent for her active benevolence.
She
Hib'bard, (Freeborn Garretson,) an American
published in 1824 a treatise entitled “Immediate, not divine of the Methodist Episcopal Church, born at New
Rochelle,
Gradual, Emancipation,” which principle she was the
New York, in 1811. He published several
first to advocate.
works on theology.
Died in 1831.
Heyse, hl'zeh, (Johann Christian August,) a GerHiq'e-tas [Gr. 'I/cf-nf or 'I kett^] of Syracuse, an
man grammarian and writer, born at Nordhausen in ancient Pythagorean philosopher, is noticed by Diogenes
Laertius and Cicero. The latter informs us that he taught
1764 died in 1829.
Heyse, (Kari. Wilhelm Ludwig,) an able German that the earth revolves on its axis, and that the heavenly
philologist, born at Oldenburg in 1797, was a son of the bodies were stationary.
preceding.
Hickes, hiks, (George,) D.D., an eminent English
He was chosen professor at Berlin in 1829.
He published, besides other works, an excellent “Dic- divine and philologist, born at Newsham in 1642. He
tionary of the German Language,” (3 vols., 1833-49.) took orders in 1666, and became Dean of Worcester in
Died in 1855.
For refusing to take the oath to William III. he
1683.
Heyward, ha'ward, (Thomas,) born at Saint Luke’s, was deprived of his deanery in 1689, and in 1694 was
South Carolina, in 1746, studied in London, returned consecrated Bishop of Thetford by the nonjuring Sanhome and became a lawyer. In 1775 he was elected croft. He was a profound scholar, and author of many
a member of Congress, and next year signed the Declara- polemical and other works, among which the following
tion of Independence. In 1778 he was appointed a judge. are now most prized, viz., “Treasure of Ancient NorthHe was taken prisoner at Charleston by the British in ern Languages,” and “ Institutes of Anglo-Saxon and
“Of all the English1780. He retired from the bench in 1798. Died in 1809. Moeso-Gothic Grammar,” (1689.)
See Goodrich, “Lives of the Signers to the Declaration of Inde- men of his time,” says Macaulay, “ he was the most
;

pendence.”

Heywood,

ha'wood, (Eliza,) an English novelist,
born in London about 1695. Her maiden name was
Fowler. She resorted to authorship to gain a subsistence for herself and her children, and wrote several
novels, which procured her a place in Pope’s “ Dun-

She offended

ciad.”

quent works,

and Wife,”

viz.,

“

in her

Spectator,” “

The Female

Died

etc.

decorum

less against

subse-

Husband

(Jasper,) an English poet and Jesuit,
born in London in 1535, wrote “The Paradise of Dainty
Devices,” (1573.) Died in 1598.
Heywood, (John,) one of the earliest English dramatists, lived in the reign of Henry VIII., at whose court
he was received with favour as a jester. He was intimate

Thomas More.

He

wrote numerous epigrams

and

indifferent plays or interludes.
Died about 1565.
See Campbell, “ Specimens of the British Poets.”

Heywood,

(Oliver,) an English nonconformist

di-

vine, born in Lancashire in 1629. His works, in 5 vols.,
were published in 1827. Died in 1702.
See his Life, by Fawcett, 1798, and by Joseph Hunter, 1842.

Heywood,

(Thomas,) an English actor and dramatic

who lived in the reigns of Elizabeth, James I.,
and Charles I. He produced numerous dramas, inverse
and prose, which were once popular and are still ad“ Heywood,” says Charles Lamb, “ is a sort of
mired.
prose Shakspeare. His scenes are to the full as natural
and affecting.” Among his best dramas are “The English Traveller,” “A Woman Killed with Kindness,” and
“ A Challenge for Beauty.” The second of these is commended by Hallam. He also wrote a “General History
of Women,” etc. The dates of his birth and death are
not known.
author,

See his

Life,

by

J. P.

Collier, 1850

;

“Retrospective Review,”

vol. xi., 1825.

Hez-e-ki'ah, [Heb. llTpin or ITptn ; Fr. Ez£chias,
King of Judah, a son of Ahaz, was born about
750 B.C., and began to reign in 726. He took prompt
measures to restore the true religion, which had been
forsaken by his father. He broke the images or statues,
and the brazen serpent of Moses, to which the people
had burnt incense. He rebelled against the King of
Assyria, to whom his father had paid tribute.
In the
fourteenth year of his reign, Sennacherib, King of Assyria, invaded Judah and besieged the capital.
In this
crisis the divine favour was invoked by the king and

i'zi'ke'is',]

Isaiah, the latter of

whom

prophesied the safety of Zion

and the defeat of her proud invader. (Isaiah, chap,
xxxvii.) The angel of the Lord smote the Assyrians, so
that 185,000 died in one night.
Hezekiah died after a
reign of twenty-nine years.
See

II.

Kings, chaps,

xviii., xix., xx.

Hezel. See Hetzel.
Hi- a-coo'mes, an American Indian, who
have been the
•e

as k; 5 as s;

first

is

said to

Indian convert to Christianity

g hard; gas j;

G, H,

See, also, “ Biographia Britannica.”

Hick'ey, (Rev. William,) an
rural economist,

born

in the

Irish clergyman and
county of Cork in 1790. He

published, under the assumed name of Martin Doyle,
a valuable work called “ Hints to Small Farmers,” and
other works on farming.

Hick'man, (Henry,) an English nonconformist

in 1756.

Heywood,

with Sir

versed in the old Teutonic languages.” (“History of
England,” vol. iii. chap, xiv.) Died in 1715.

yl,

guttural N, nasal

in

di-

Worcestershire died at Leyden in 1692.
Hick'ok, (Laurens Perseus,) D.D., an American
divine and metaphysician, born in Danbury, Connecticut,
in 1798.
He graduated in 1820 at Union College, in
which he accepted (1852) the professorship of mental
and moral science. His principal works are “ Rational
Psychology,” (1848,) “Empirical Psychology,” (1854,)
and “Rational Cosmology,” (1858.)
Hicks, (Elias,) a noted preacher of the Society of
Friends, or Quakers, was born in Hempstead, Queen’s
county, Long Island, in 1748.
He began to speak in
vine,

born

in

;

public as a minister of the gospel in 1775.
early convinced of the iniquity of slavery, and

He was
felt it

to

be his duty to abstain, as far as practicable, from all participation in the products of slave labour, a duty which he
appears to have scrupulously observed throughout the
remainder of his life. For many years he was a zealous
and approved minister in the Society of which he was a
member ; but early in the present century he began to
promulgate religious views widely different from those
held by a large majority of the Quakers.
He advocated

—

the most radical Unitarian doctrines, and asserted that
Christ came as a Saviour to the Israelites only, his special mission being limited to that nation.
He even went
so far as to express the opinion that the Scriptures had
been “the cause of fourfold more harm than good to
Christendom since the apostles’ days.” In consequence
of the expression of these and similar views, he was severely censured and denounced by many of those who
were anxious to maintain unchanged the doctrines of the
early Quakers.
The result was a schism in the Society.
The elders of the Philadelphia Yearly Meeting had taken
a leading part in the opposition to Elias Hicks ; and it
was in that Yearly Meeting (in April, 1827) that the first
separation took place, which was followed, in 1828, by
divisions in the Yearly Meetings ofNew York, Baltimore,
Ohio, and Indiana. The two parties were respectively
known as the “Orthodox” and the “ Hicksites.” In the
Philadelphia and Ohio Yearly Meetings the two sections
were nearly equal ; but those called “ Hicksites” were
greatly in the majority in the Yearly Meetings of New
York and Baltimore, while in Indiana the “Orthodox”
were numerically much superior to the other party.
It is proper to observe that among those who most
admired the bold and stirring eloquence of Hicks there
were probably but few, comparatively speaking, who
fully endorsed his extreme views ; yet, regarding him as
the representative of liberal and progressive ideas, they
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his cause.
On the other hand, many Book for Travellers,”! 2 vv£x<5??//of,) which contains descripstrongly disapproved and under other circum- tions of the towns and provinces of the Eastern empire.
stances would perhaps have severely condemned his
There was also a Stoic philosopher named Hierocles,
innovating doctrines, yet believing that he had been un- of whom we have little information. He is supposed to
fairly and harshly dealt with by the “ Orthodox” elders, have lived in the second century.
Another Hierocles
made common cause with what they considered the compiled or wrote a collection of anecdotes and ridicupersecuted party, and contributed greatly to swell the lous sayings of pedants, students, etc., with the Latin
number of his adherents. It may be proper to add that title of “Facetiae Hieroclis.”
Hierocles of Alabanda, a Greek rhetorician, lived
the anti-orthodox division of the Society do not acknowledge the name of “ Hicksites,” alleging, not without about 100 B.C. He composed orations in the style which
reason, that as a large majority of their members had Cicero calls the “ Asiatic.”
Hierocles of Bithynia was the principal author of
espoused the cause of Hicks in the interest of religious
liberty, and not because they approved of his peculiar the persecution of the Christians in the reign of Diocleviews, it is unjust to apply to them as a religious society tian, (about 300 a.D.)
He wrote two books against
a name which would naturally give the impression that Christianity, entitled “ Sincere Discourses to the Christhey were, strictly speaking, his followers, and that they tians,” (A oyoi tydahr/deu;,) in which he maintains that
accepted, if not all, at least the greater part, of his re- the Scripture is full of contradictions.
He was prefect
They claim, on the contrary, to be of Bithynia and of Alexandria.
ligious teachings.
Hi'e-ron or HFe-ro [Gr. 'I spur] I., King of Syrathe followers of no man ; and although they accept the
doctrine of the inward light, and many other of the cuse, succeeded his brother Gelon in 478 B.C. The first
views of the early Friends, it is not because of the part of his reign was tyrannical. He expelled the citiauthority of Fox, Penn, or Barclay, but simply because zens of Naxos and Catana, and colonized those towns
those views commend themselves to that divinely given with his own subjects.
He is applauded for his paor intuitive perception of right which, as they maintain, tronage of literature and his appreciation of genius. His
has been bestowed in a measure upon every human court was the resort of the most eminent poets and sages
being.
Elias Hicks died on the 27th of February, 1830, of his time, among whom were Pindar, Aischylus, Sihaving maintained through life a blameless and exem- monides, and Epicharmus. Pindar wrote several odes
plary moral character.
on the occasion of Hieron’s victories at the Olympic
See “Elias Hicks’s Journal of his Life and Labours,” Philadel- games, and Simonides enjoyed his friendship and bounty.
phia, 182S; Janney, “History of the Society of Friends,” vol. iv.
Died in 467 B.C.
chap, v., also the second part of the same volume, entitled “The
See Xenophon, "Hieron.”

warmly espoused

—

who

—

Separation;” “Life of Stephen Grellet.”

a Greek scholar, born in WorcesEngland, in 1566. He produced a translation
of Lucian, (1634.) Died in 1630.
Hicks, (Thomas,) an American painter, born at
Newtown, Bucks county, Pennsylvania, in 1823. He
went to Europe in 1845, and passed, several years at
Rome, where he copied the works of old masters, and
painted portraits. He has resided for many years in the
city of New York.
See Tuckerman, “Book of the Artists,” p. 465.

Hicks, (Francis,)

tershire,

Hicks

or

Hickes, (William,) was an English

cap-

tain in the time of Charles I., and author of the first
Jest-Book in the English language, published at Oxford,
(1669.)

See Garzia.

Costilla, e-Dll'go e kos-t£Fyl, (Don
Miguel,) a Spanish priest, who was curate of Dolores,
acquired great influence among the
He
Mexico.
in
natives, of whom he became the leader in the revolution
of 1810. After losing several battles, he was taken by
the Spaniards and executed in 1811.
Hi-emp'sal, a Numidian prince, a son of Micipsa,
was murdered by Jugurtha, according to Sallust.
Hien-Fung, he-Cn' fung, Emperor of China, born
about 1830, was a younger son of Taoo-Kooang. He
ascended the throne in 1850, and appointed ministers
who wished to maintain an exclusive policy towards
foreigners. In the same year began a great insurrection,
raised and directed by Tien-Te or Tai-Ping-Wang. The
insurgents were generally victorious, and captured Nankin in 1853. (See Tai-Ping-Wang.) A war broke out
between the Chinese and the British, who entered Pekin

Hidalgo y

triumph in i860. Died
Hiero. See Hieron.

in 1861.

an eminent Platonic phithe head of a flourishing school in
Alexandria in the fifth century. He is the author of
a “Commentary on the Golden Verses of Pythagoras,”
which has been preserved entire, and of a “Treatise on
Providence (or Foreknowledge) and Fate,” of which
some fragments remain. The former is written in Greek,
and is admired for the beauty of the thoughts and of
Hi-er'o-cles, [Gr.

losopher,

;

;

Hidalgo, (Jos£ Garcia.)

in

Hieron (or Hiero) II., King of Syracuse, was the son
Having served in the
of Hierocles, a private citizen.
army of Pyrrhus, who left Sicily in a state of anarchy,
Hieron was chosen general by the soldiers in 275 B.C.,
and recognised as king about 270. At the beginning of
the first Punic war he took side with the Carthaginians,
and was defeated by the Romans about 264 B.C. He then
made peace with the victors by the payment of tribute,
and was ever after a faithful ally of Rome. Under his
wise rule the kingdom for many years enjoyed peace
and prosperity. Died in 216 B.C. Archimedes lived in
Syracuse in this reign, and exercised his mechanical
genius in constructing machines and ships of great size.
Diodorus
See Livy, “ History of Rome,” books xxi.-xxiv.
Siculus, books xxii.-xxvi. Droysen, “ Hellenismus,” vol. ii.

'Iepo/cAj/f,]

who was

Hi'e -ron, (Samuel,) an English Puritan, born at
Epping in 1572, was rector of Modbury, and published
sermons and other works on theology. Died in 1617.
Hieronyme. See Hieronymus.
Hi-e -ron'y-mus, [Gr. 'Icpovv/ioc; Fr. Hieronyme,
/ /
e i ro'n£m',] King of Syracuse, was the grandson of
Hieron II., whom he succeeded in 216 B.C., at the age
of fifteen. He broke the alliance with the Romans, who
had recently been defeated at Cannae, and formed a
league with the Carthaginians. He was on the point of
taking an active part in the war, when he was killed by
subjects about a year after his accession.
He
and the Syracusans thenceforth dispensed
;

his

own

left

no issue

with royalty.

Hieronymus was

the Latin

name

of Saint Jerome,

one of the Fathers of the Church.

Hieronymus of Cardia,

[Fr.

Hieronyme,

e'iYo'-

n£m', (or Jerome, zh&'rom',) de Cardie, deh kSR/de',]
He
a Greek historian, who flourished about 300 B.C.
entered the service of Eumenes, who employed him on
He
afterwards
Antipater
in
was
an
to
320.
a mission
adherent of Demetrius, who appointed him Governor of
He wrote historical memoirs of the
Boeotia in 292 B.C.
a work which is often
successors of Alexander the Great,
cited by the ancients, but has not come down to us.

—

la

SeeVossius, “De Historicis Gratis;” Sevin, “Recherches sur
Vie et les Ouvrages de Jdrome de Cardie.”

Hieronymus of Rhodes,

a Greek philosopher, and

See Andr£ Dacier, “Vie de Hidroclis,” 1706.
Hierocles, the author of a work on veterinary medi-

disciple of Aristotle, lived about 300 b.c.
Hif'fer-nan, (Paul,) born in the county of Dublin,
Ireland, in 1719, lived many years in London as a lite-

addressed to Cassianus Bassus, lived in the third
or fourth century of our era.
Hierocles, a grammarian, who is supposed to have
lived in the sixth century, wrote, in Greek, a “Hand-

rary hack, and wrote several mediocre dramas, etc. His
Died in 1777.
habits were eccentric.
Hig'den, (Ranulph or Ralph,) an English monk,
connected with a Benedictine monastery at Chester,
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wrote “ Polychronicon,” a Latin chronicle. He died, at in Gaul, of which place he became bishop about 350 a.d.
a great age, about 1370.
He took a prominent part in defence of Athanasius
Hig' gins, (Godfrey,) an English antiquary, born in against the Arians, for which he was banished to Phrygia
“
Yorkshire in 1771, wrote The Celtic Druids,” and other in 356. In 359, at the Council of Seleucia, he defended
works. Died in 1833.
the doctrine of the Trinity, and afterwards published a
Higgins or Higins, (John,) an English writer, born violent invective against the Arian emperor Constantius,
about 1544, was a clergyman and school-teacher.
He whom he denounced as Antichrist. Having returned
published the “ Flosculi” of Terence, a popular school- to Italy and Gaul, he laboured zealously to purge the
book, and contributed to the “ Mirror for Magistrates,” churches of heresy. He wrote a “Treatise on Synods,”
of which he published a new edition.
a “ Commentary on Saint Matthew,” and a few other
Higgins, (Matthew James,) an English journalist, works. Died in 367 a.d.
born about 1815, wrote under the assumed name of
See Cave, “ Scriptores Ecclesiastici
Tillemont, “ Memoires.”
Jacob Omnium. He contributed many articles to the
Hilary or Hilarius, Saint, was born about 400
London “ Times,” the “ Pall Mall Gazette,” and other A.D., probably in Gaul or Belgium. He became Bishop
journals.
Llis writings were mostly devoted to the ex- of Arles in
429, and was highly esteemed for piety and
posure of abuses in the social and military systems of learning. His contest with Leo, Bishop of Rome, forms
England. Died in 1868.
an important epoch in the history of the Gallic Church.
Hig' gin-son, (Francis,) a distinguished divine, born Celidonius, a bishop, having been deposed by a council
in England in 1588.
Pie was educated at Cambridge at which Hilarius presided, appealed to Leo, who reinUniversity, and appointed rector of a church in Leices- stated him, and, supported by an edict of the emperor
ter, in which position he laboured with great zeal and
Valentinian III., deprived Hilarius of his bishopric
success until removed for nonconformity.
He came to because the latter refused to own the supremacy of
Massachusetts in 1629, and the next month was ordained Rome. This was one of the first efforts made to build
with Mr. Sketon, the first minister of Salem. Died in up the papal power. Died in 449. His “Eulogy on
He was the author of “New England’s Planta- Honoratus” is much admired.
1630.
tion,” (1630.)

Higginson, (John,) born in England in 1616, accompanied his father Francis to Massachusetts in 1629.
He was minister of the church at Salem from 1660 until
his death in 1708, and published sermons and other
theological works.
He was regarded as the most able
and eloquent American author of his time. Among
his works is his “ Attestation to Cotton Mather’s Magnalia.”

Hig'gons,

(Sir

England, in 1624.

Thomas,) was born

in

Shropshire,

He

married the notorious Countess
of Essex, (see Carr, Robert,) at whose funeral in 1656
he pronounced an oration, which was printed. He was

sent as ambassador to Vienna in 1673.
Died in 1691.
His son, Bevil, born in 1670, wrote, besides several
poems, a “Short View of English History,” (1723.) He
was a zealous Jacobite, and went into exile with James

Died in France in 1735.
Hlgli'more, (Joseph,) an English portrait-painter,
born in London in 1692, was a pupil of Kneller. He
executed portraits of the Knights of the Bath, and was
employed by George I. to paint some members of the
II.

See Bellarmin, “ De Scriptoribus Ecclesiasticis
Tillemont,
“Memoires;” “Gallia Christiana.”
HU'da, Saint, a grand-niece of Edwin, King of Northumbria, was converted to Christianity in her childhood,
became abbess of the convent of Pleorthen (afterwards
Whitby) about 660, and died in 680 a.d.
Hll'de-b&ld, [Lat. Hildebal'dus,] King of the
Ostrogoths in Lombardy.
After Belisarius had conquered the Ostrogoths, they proclaimed Hildebald their
king at Pavia in 540 A.D. The next year he gained a
victory over the Romans, soon after which he was assassinated by one of his guards.
See Jornandes, “De Regnorum Successione ;” Gibbon, “History of the Decline

and

Fall of the

Roman Empire.”

Hil'de-bert, [Lat. Hildeber'tus,] a French prelate
and poet, born at Lavardin in 1057, became Archbishop
of Tours in 1125.
He was eminent for his piety and
learning, and was one of the best writers of his time.
His works are written in Latin, and consist of epistles,
sermons, and poems. Died in 1134.
See “ Gallia Christiana
“Vita Hildeberti,” prefixed to his Works,
published by Beaugendre in 1708.

royal family.
In 1742 he painted the portraits of the
Prince and Princess of Wales. He wrote a treatise on
Perspective.
Died in 1780.

Hildebertus.

See Hildebert.
Hildebrand. See Gregory VII.
Hildebrandt, hfl'deh-bRfintJ (Ferdinand TheoHighmore, (Nathaniel,) an eminent English phy- dor,) a German historical painter, and one of the most

sician,

born

at

Fordingbridge in 1613, practised with
He wrote able treatises on anat-

success at Sherborne.

omy.

Died

in 1684.

Hilaire. See Geoffroy-Saint-Hilaire.
Hilaire. See Hilary.
Hi-la'rl-on, Saint, a noted ascetic or hermit of Palestine, and pioneer of monastic life, was born at Tabatha,
near Gaza, about 292 a.d. At an early age he went to
Alexandria as a student, and was converted to Christianity.
Returning to Palestine, he retired from the
world, passed many years in the desert, and gained a
wide reputation by his austerities. Many monasteries
were founded by him or by the influence of his example.
Died about 372.
See Saint Jerome, “Vita Hilarioni;” Baillet, “Vies des
Saints.”

See Hilary.
Hi-la'ri-us, surnamed Diac'onus, a native of Sardinia, lived about 350 A.D., and became a deacon of the
church in Rome. He was an adversary of Arianism.
Hil'a-ry, [Lat. Hila'rius; Fr. Hilaire, e'lSR',] a
native of Sardinia, was chosen Bishop or Pope of Rome in
461 A.D., as successor to Leo I. In 449 he had officiated
as legate at the Council of Ephesus, where he zealously
opposed the Eutychians. The events of his pontificate
were unimportant. It appears that he claimed the preeminence of the see of Rome.
He died in 467, and was
succeeded by Simplicius.
Hilary or Hilarius, [Fr. Hilaire, e'15R',j Saint,
an orthodox theologian, was born at Poitiers, (Pictavi,)
Hilarius.
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eminent masters of the Dusseldorf school, was born at
Stettin in 1804. He studied under W. Schadow at Berlin, and settled at Dusseldorf.
Among his works are
“King Lear and Cordelia,” (1826,) “Tancred and Clorinda,” (1828,) and “Othello relating his Adventures
to

Desdemona,”

(1848.)

Hildebrandt, (Georg Friedrich,) a German physician and naturalist, born at Hanover in 1764, wrote,
besides other works, a “Manual of Human Anatomy,”
(4vols., 1789-92.)

Died

in 1816.

Hil'de-gard' or Hildegarde, Saint, a German nun,
born in 1098, became abbess of Saint Rupert’s Mount,
near Bingen, on the Rhine. Died in 1180.
See J. C. Dahl, “Die heilige Hildegardis; historische Abhandlung,” 1832.

Hildenbrand, von, fon hll'den-bRtint', (Valentin
Johann,) a German medical writer, born in Vienna in
1763

;

died in 1818.

Hll'ders-ham, (Arthur,) an English Puritan divine,
born in Cambridgeshire in 1563. He held the living of
Ashby-de-la-Zouch from 1593 until his death. He was
a grand-nephew of Cardinal Pole, and was related to
the royal family.
He wrote various theological works,
and was esteemed a shining light among the Puritans.
Died

in 1631.

Hil'des-ley, (Mark,) an English theologian, born in
Kent in 1698. He became Bishop of Sodor and Man
in 1755, and caused the Bible to be translated into the

Manx
See

language. Died in 1772.
Butler, “ Memoirs of M. Hildesley,”
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HILDRETH

Hfl/dreth, (Richard,) an American journalist and
was born in Deerfield, Massachusetts, June
28, 1807. He graduated at Harvard in 1826, and, while
historian,

studying law, contributed numerous articles to magazines.
Admitted to the bar in Boston in 1830, he abandoned
the legal profession at the expiration of two years, to
accept the position of associate editor of the “ Boston
Atlas,” which soon became one of the ablest Whig journals in New England. His health having failed, he spent
the year 1835 in Florida, and while there wrote “ Archy
Moore,” an anti-slavery novel. It was republished and
favourably reviewed in England, and an enlarged edition,
under the title of “*rhe White Slave,” was issued in the
United States in 1852.
In 1837 he furnished to the
columns of the “Atlas” a series of articles which contributed powerfully towards defeating schemes then on
foot for the annexation of Texas. He took a conspicuous
part in the Presidential canvass which resulted in the
nomination and election of General Harrison. He also
gave to the public during this period his “Despotism
in America,” an able review of the social, political, and
economical aspects of slavery in the United States, to
which he added in 1854 a chapter on the “Legal Basis of
Slavery.” His health having again failed, he embarked
in 1840 for British Guiana, and, during a residence of
three years at Georgetown, the capital, wrote his “Theory
of Morals,” published in 1844, and “Theory of Politics,
or an Inquiry into the Foundation of Governments and
the Causes and Progress of Political Revolutions,” issued
in 1853.
Mr. Hildreth is best known, however, by his
“History of the United States of America,” from the
discovery of the continent to the close of the Sixteenth
Congress in 1820, (6 vols. 8vo, 1849-52.) It was projected while the author was a student at Harvard. The
work has been variously criticised ; but all agree in
classing it among the standard histories of our country.

Died at Florence in July, 1865.
See Duyckinck, “Cyclopaedia of American Literature,”
Cleveland, “Compendium of American Literature.”

vol.

ii.

Hildreth, (Samuel Prescott,) M.D., an American

He settled
physician, born in Massachusetts in 1783.
Ohio in 1806. His principal works are a “ Pioneer
History of the Ohio Valley,” (1848,) and “Biographical
and Historical Memoirs of the Early Settlers of Ohio,”
Died at Marietta, Ohio, in 1863.
(1852.)
Hill, (Aaron,) an English writer, born in London in
About the age of sixteen he went to Constanti1685.
nople, and by the aid of his kinsman, Lord Paget, visited
In 1709 he published a
several countries of the East.
“ History of the Ottoman Empire.” Soon after he became
manager of Drury Lane Theatre, and wrote “Elfrida,”
a tragedy, which was followed by several other dramas.
The most successful of these are “Alzira” and “Zara,”
adapted from Voltaire. He wrote a satire on Pope, who
had noticed him in the “ Dunciad” in terms which some
in

A

West Point in 1847. He fought against the Union at
Bull Run, July, 1861, and became a major-general about
June, 1862. He commanded a division at the battles of
Mechanicsville and Gaines’s Mill in June, and at the
second battle of Bull Run, August 29, 1862. In the

and Naval History of the Rebellion.”
Hill, (Daniel H.,) an American general, born in South
Carolina about 1824, graduated at West Point in 1842.
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Died

in 1819.
See George Cook, “Life of George Hill.”

Hill, (George,) an American contemporary poet,
born at Guilford, near New Haven. Among his principal poems are “The Ruins of Athens,” and “Titania.”
See Griswold's “ Poets and Poetry of America.”

Hill, (Isaac,) a journalist, born in Ashburnham, Massachusetts, in 1788.
He was for many years editor of
the “New Hampshire Patriot,” a Democratic journal,
was elected a United States Senator for New Hampshire
in 1830, and Governor of that State in 1836. Died in 1851.
Hill, (Sir John,) an English writer and literary quack,
born at Spalding in 1716. He obtained skill as a botanist,
made and sold quack medicines, and edited “ The Inspector,” a journal which owed its success to the scandal
it contained.
He was refused admission to the Royal
Society on account of his doubtful character, and sought
revenge by writing a review of their works. His “ Vegetable System,” in 26 vols., with splendid plates, sold
at one hundred and sixty guineas per copy.
He was
knighted by the King of Sweden, to whom he had presented a copy of the last-named work. Died in 1775.
Garrick has defined his merits in the following epigram:
“ For physic and farces, his rival there scarce is;
His farces are physic, his physic a farce is.”.

Miswell in 1699, was a tailor by trade. He was master
of several ancient languages, and wrote “ Criticisms on
Job,” and a few other works. Died in 1777.
See “Pursuit of Knowledge under Difficulties,” vol. i., 1839.
Hill, (Rev. Rowland,) a popular preacher and disciple of Whitefield, was born at Hawkstone, England,
in 1744.
He was the son of Sir Rowland Hill, and uncle
After leaving college he was
of General Lord Hill.
ordained a deacon of the Anglican Church, but soon
became a zealous and eloquent preacher among the Calvinistic Methodists. Addressing the people in the streets,
the open air, or wherever he could gain audience, he
made many converts in various parts of the kingdom.
In 1783 he built Surrey Chapel, London, in which he
preached about fifty winters. He was the author of “ Vil-

next month he served at Harper’s Ferry and Antietam.
He commanded a division at the battle of Fredericksburg, December, 1862, and at Chancellorsville, May,
For his services in the latter action he was pro1863.
moted to the rank of lieutenant-general. He directed a
corps at the battle of Gettysburg, July 1-3, 1863, and in
the several battles fought by Generals Grant and Lee
in 1864, at the Wilderness, Spottsylvania Court-House,
He was killed in a battle near
Cold Harbour, etc.
Petersburg on the 2d of April, 1865.
See “Southern Generals,” New York, 1865; Tenney, “Military
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a division at the battles of Mechanicsand Malvern Hill, July 1, 1862, and South MounSeptember, 1862. He attempted to take Newbern,
North Carolina, in March, 1863, but failed, and served
under General Bragg at Chickamauga the same year.
He commanded at Augusta, Georgia, in February, 1865.
Hill, (David Octavius,) a Scottish landscape-painter,
born at Perth in 1802. He has been for many years
secretary to the Royal Scottish Academy. His subjects
are chiefly Scottish scenes.
He produced an illustrated
work entitled “The Land of Burns.”
Hill, (Frederick,) a brother of Sir Rowland Hill,
noted for his efforts to reform prison-discipline and to
prevent crime, was appointed about 1835 inspector of
prisons in Scotland. He published an able work, entitled
“ National Education its Present State and Prospects,”
and “ Crime its Amount, Causes, and Remedies,” (1853.)
Hill, (George,) D.D., a Scottish divine, born at Saint
Andrew’s in 1750. He was principal of Saint Mary’s
College, in his native town, and succeeded Dr. Robertson as leader of the General Assembly. He published,
besides other works, “Lectures on Divinity,” which are
commended by Dr. Chalmers, who said, “ I am not sure if
I can recommend a more complete manual of divinity.”
tain,

See Disraeli, “ Quarrels of Authors.”

Died in 1750.
See “ Biographia Britannica.”
gentleman and scholar,
(Abraham,)
an
English
Hill,
born in 1632. He was a Fellow of the Royal Society.
volume of his “Letters” was published in 1767. Died
in 1721.
Hill, (Ambrose Powell,) an American general, born
in Culpepper county, Virginia, about 1825, graduated at

I,

He commanded

ville

Hill, (Joseph,) an English scholar, born near Leeds
in 1625, became minister of an English church at MidHe published an improved edition
delburg, Holland.
of Schrevelius’s “Greek Lexicon,” (1676.) Died in 1707.
Hill, (Matthew Davenport,) a brother of Frederick,
noticed above, born in Birmingham about 1792, became
He was one of the active members of the
a barrister.
Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge, and
laboured with zeal and success to procure amendments
He was one of the chief promoters of
of the laws.
“juvenile reformatories.”
Hill, (Sir Richard,) born in 1733, a brother of Rowland, was member of Parliament for Salop, and sometimes preached in the Calvinistic Methodist chapels. He
wrote a few religious works. Died in 1808.
Hill, (Robert,) a self-taught English linguist, born at
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Southey, in referlage Dialogues,” and other works.
ence to a particular occasion, says, “His manner was
animated and striking, sometimes dignified and impressive.
The purport of his sermon was good, nothing
Died in 1833.
fanatical, nothing enthusiastic.”
See J. Sherman, “ Memorial of the late Rev. R. Hill, chiefly

—

E. Sidney, ” Life of
consisting of Anecdotes,” etc., London, 1851
the Rev. Rowland Hill,” 1834; William Jones, “Memoirs of the
Life of Rev. Rowland Hill.”
;

of happy expressions and striking images.” Among
other literary labours, Mr. Hillard has edited the
Poetical Works of Spenser, (in 5 vols. 8vo.)
He was
for some time associate editor of the “Jurist,” and was
for several years one of the principal editors of the
“Boston Courier.” He contributed several important
articles to the “New American Cyclopedia,” including
those on Alexander and Edward Everett and Rufus
Choate.
Hillebrand, hil'leh-bRint', (Joseph,) a German philosophical writer, born near Ilildesheim in 1788.
He
published, among other works, “The Philosophy of the
full

(Rowland,) Viscount, an English general, born
was the second son of Sir
Rev. Rowland Hill. He
ensign
in
entered the army as
1790, and obtained the
Spirit,” (2 vols., 1835,) and “The German National
rank of colonel in 1800. In 1806 he was made a majorLiterature since the Beginning of the Eighteenth CenIn 1808 he served
general and appointed on the staff.
tury,” (2 vols., 1845.)
in Portugal, under Sir Arthur Wellesley and Sir John
Hil'lel, a famous Jewish rabbi, born at Babylon about
Moore, until the battle of Corunna. Promoted to the
no B.C., was descended from King David. He went
rank of lieutenant-general in 1809, he was employed
Hill,

at Prees, Shropshire, in 1772,
John Hill, and nephew of the

several years in the Peninsular war, and gained a high
In 1814 he was raised to
reputation in his profession.
He
the peerage, as Baron of Almarez and Hawkstone.
took part in the battle of Waterloo in 1815, and afterwards was second in command of the army of occupation
in France.
Lord Hill was commander-in-chief of the
army from 1828 until 1842, when he resigned and was
created a viscount. He died in 1842.

Hill, (Sir Rowland,) an Englishman, known as the
author of the cheap postage system, was born at Kidderminster in 1795.
In 1837 he wrote a pamphlet on
“Post-Office Reform, its Importance and Practicability.’’
Through his persistent efforts, a bill was passed in the
session of 1839-40 to reduce the rate of postage and
render it uniform. The people expressed their gratitude
for this benefit by a present of ^'13,000 raised by subscription.
He was appointed secretary to the postinaster-general in 1846, and sole secretary to the postoffice in 1854.
From that position, with the help of
successive postmasters-general, he carried out numerous
important reforms in the postal service. He retired when
Lord Stanley of Alderley became postmaster, because he
was unable to enlist the sympathies of his then chief in
his system of promotion by merit.
sum of ^20,000
was granted to him by Parliament. Died in 1879.

A

Hill, (S. W.,) a recent American painter, of the PreRaphaelite school, has particularly distinguished himself
by his landscapes and fruit-pieces.
Hill, (Thomas,) a mathematician and Unitarian minister, born
at New Brunswick, New Jersey, in 1818,
giaduated at Harvard in 1843. He published, besides
other works, “ Geometry and Faith,” and contributed

many

articles to the

published “Ancient Erse Poems.” Died in 1795.
Hill, (William,) D.D., an American divine, born in
Cumberland county, Virginia, in 1769. He graduated
From 1800 to
at Hampden-Sidney College in 1788.
1834 he was pastor of the Presbyterian church in Winchester, where he died in 1852.
ogist,

Hil'lard, (George Stillman,) an eminent American
writer, lawyer, and orator, born in Machias, Maine, in
While pursuing his collegiate course at Harvard,
1808.
(where he graduated in 1828,) he is said to have been
especially distinguished in declamation and English
composition. He was afterwards for some time associated with George Bancroft in his Round Hill Seminary
at Northampton, Massachusetts, and in 1833 was admitted to the bar in Boston.
Besides attending to
an extensive professional business, he has since twice
visited Europe, and has been a member of both branches
of the Massachusetts legislature. He is author of a great
number of orations, lectures before the Lowell Institute,

and contributions to the “ Christian Examiner,” “North
American Review,” etc. In 1852 he was selected by the
authorities of Boston to deliver the eulogy on the character of Daniel Webster.
The next year appeared his
“Six Months in Italy,” (in 2 vols. l2mo,) which had
reached the fifth edition in 1855. “Mr. Hillard’s work,”
says the “London Quarterly Review” for April, 1858,
“is that of a scholar and a gentleman, a man of sense
His style is pointed and
as well as of taste and feeling.
s;

teen years.
Hiller, hil'ler, (Ferdinand,) a celebrated German
composer, born of Jewish parents at Frankfort, October
His oratorio of the “Destruction of Jerusa24, 1811.
lem” (1840) was received with great applause. In 1851
he was made director oi the Italian Opera at Paris. He

died in 1885.

Hiller, (MatthXus,) a German Orientalist, born at
was professor of Oriental languages
and theology at Tubingen. He wrote a “ Latin-Hebrew
Lexicon,” (1685.) Died in 1725.
Hiller, von, fon hil'ler, (Johann,) Baron, an Austrian general, born at Neustadt, near Vienna, in 1754.
In 1809 he obtained command of the sixth corps of the
army of the archduke Charles. Although he was defeated by Napoleon at Landshut in April, he contributed
greatly to the success of the Austrians at Aspern in the
next month. Died in 1819.
See Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”
Stuttgart in 1646,

Hillerup, hil'leh-rtip', (Frederik Christian,) a
Danish poet, born at Vedelsborg in 1793, published a
work called “ Italica,” (1829,) and “ New Poems,” (“ Nye
Digte,”) in 1854.
Hill'house, (James,) an American lawyer, born in
in 1754.
He was a Senator of the United
States from 1794 to 1810.
Died in 1832.
Hillhouse, (James A.,) an American poet, son of the
preceding, born at New Haven in 1789.
He removed

“North American Review” and Connecticut

the “ Atlantic Monthly.”
Hill, (Thomas Ford,) an English antiquary and philol-

€ as k: 9 as
YOL. I.

to Jerusalem at the age of forty, acquired a thorough
knowledge of the law, and was chosen president of the
Sanhedrim about 30 B.c. The origin of the Talmud or
Mishna is ascribed to Hillel, who was the leader of a
numerous school or party. He died at the age of one
hundred and twenty years.
Hillel, a noted rabbi, supposed to have lived about
300 A.D., was a descendant of the preceding. He reformed the Jewish calendar by means of a cycle of nine-

g hard; g asj;

New York

and married Cornelia Lawrence in
poem, “ The Judgment, a Vision,” appeared in 1812. He also wrote the following admired
dramas “ Percy’s Masque,” “ Hadad,” and “ Demetria.”
Died in 1841.
to

His

1824.

City,

first

:

See Griswold, “Poets and Poetry of America;” Duyckinck,
“ Cyclopaedia of American Literature,” vol. ii. Cleveland, “Compendium of American Literature;” “ North American Review” for
;

January, 1840.

Hilliard, hil'yard, (Henry W.,) a lawyer and poliborn in Cumberland county, North Carolina, in
1808.
He was a Whig, and represented a district of
Alabama in Congress from 1845 to 1851. In 1857 he

tician,

joined the Democratic party.

Hilliard, hil'yard, (Nicholas,) an English painter,
born at Exeter in 1547, learned the trade of a jeweller,
and afterwards became eminent as a miniature-painter.
He executed an admired portrait of Mary Queen of Scots,
and was patronized by Queen Elizabeth and James I.

Died

in 1619.

Hil'ton, (John,) an English composer and musician,
was admitted to the degree of bachelor of music at
Cambridge in 1626.
He composed anthems, songs,
catches, etc.
Died about 1656.
Hilton, (Walter,) an English monk of the fifteenth
century, lived at Sheen, and wrote “ The Ladder of Perfection.”
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HILTON

1

Hilton, (William,) a successful English historical
painter, born at Lincoln in 1786. About 1800 he became
a student in the Royal Academy, and in 1804 exhibited
his “ Hector reinspired by Apollo.”
In 1819 or 1820
he was elected a member of the Academy, and in 1825
succeeded Fuseli as keeper of that institution. He attained a high rank among the English artists of his time.
Among his best works are “Nature blowing Bubbles,”
and “ The Graces teaching Cupid to play on the Lyre.”

Died

in 1839.
See Pilkington’s “Dictionary of Painters.”

Hi-me'ri-us, ['I/zrpiof,] an eminent Greek sophist of
Prusa, Bithynia. He became master of a celebrated school
in Athens, and afterwards secretary of the emperor Julian
at

Antioch about 362 A.D.

He composed many orations,

of which about twenty are extant.
Plis style is rather
bombastic. Among his pupils were Gregory Nazianzen
and Saint Basil. He was always a pagan, but moderate
or friendly to the Christians.
Hi-mil'co or Hi-miFcon, a Carthaginian navigator,
the date of whose adventures is unknown.
Pliny states
that he sailed northward from Gades on a voyage of discovery about the time that Hanno explored the western
coast of Africa.
R. Festus Avienus quotes him as his
authority for an account of the islands of the Hiberni
and Albioni.
Himilco or Himilcon, an able Carthaginian general,
who was joined with Hannibal in the command of a large
army in the war against Dionysius, tyrant of Syracuse.
He took Agrigentum after a long siege, during which
the death of Hannibal left him sole commander, (406
B.C.) He defeated Dionysius about 405, soon after which
peace was concluded. The war having been renewed in
397 B.C., Himilco raised an army of 100,000 men, with
which he marched victoriously to the gates of Syracuse.
While he was besieging this city, his army was
wasted by pestilence and defeated by the Syracusans.

He

escaped to Carthage and killed himself.

See Diodorus Siculus, books

Himilco

xiii.,

xiv.,

and

xx.

was confined

in a dungeon for his heretical opinions on
the question of predestination.
Died in 882 a.d.

See “Gallia Christiana;”

dem Leben und den

graphie Generate. ”

Himly,

W.

F. Gess, “ Merkwtirdigkeiten aus

Schriften Hincmar’s,” 1806; “ Nouvelle Bio-

Hincks, (Rev. Edward,) distinguished for his knowledge of Assyrian and Egyptian inscriptions, was born in
Cork, Ireland, about 1791. Died about 1866.
Hind, (John Russell,) an eminent English astronomer, born at Nottingham in 1823. He obtained in
1840 a situation in the Royal Observatory at Greenwich.
In 1843 he removed to another observatory in Regent’s
Park, .London, where he has had remarkable success as
an observer. He discovered, besides several comets, ten
telescopic planets, namely, Iris, (1847,) Flora, (1847,)
Victoria, (1850,) Irene, (1851,) Melpomene, Fortuna,
Calliope, and Thalia, (all in 1852,) Euterpe, (1853,) and
Urania, (1854.)
He wrote several works, among which
is “The Solar System: a Descriptive Treatise on the
Sun, Moon, and Planets,” (1852.)

Hinojosa y Carbajal, (Alvaro de,) a Spanish
who lived about 1620.
Hinrichs, (Hermann Friedrich Wilhelm,) a

poet,

German

philosopher, born in Oldenburg in 1794, pubGenesis ot Science,” (“Genesis des VVissens,” 1835,) an d other works.
Hinton, (James,) an eminent thinker and aural surgeon, born in 1821. Tne earlier years ofhis professional
caieer were spent abroad, chiefly in the new world.
In
1862 he became professor of aural surgery at Guy’s
hospiial.
But he is chiefly famous for 1 is wOiks, “ Man
and his Dwelling-place,” “ The Art of Thinking,”
“ The Mystery of Pain,” and others. He died in
1875.
lished

“The

Hin'ton, (John Howard,) an English writer on hisand theology, was bom probably about 1800. Fie
became minister of a Baptist congregation in Devonshire Square, London.
He published, besides other
wotks, “ The History and Topography of the United
States of North America,” (2 vois., 1832.)
Died in
tory

[

Himilcon was commander

of the fleet
of Carthage, on the coast of Sicily, in 214 B.C., while
Marcellus commanded the Romans in that island. He
landed an army in 213, gained some advantages, and,
having failed in an attempt to relieve Syracuse, died of
pestilence in 212 B.C.
or
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Hiooen- or Hiouen-Thsang or Youen-Thsang
yoo'en-tsang, a celebrated Chinese traveller and priest
of Booddha, was born about 602 a.d.
He travelled
in Hindostan and other countries, of which he wrote descriptions. He translated into the Chinese many Hindoo
works on the religion of Booddha. Died in 664 a.d.
See “Nouvelle Biographie Genevale.

him'lee, (Karl Gustav,) a German physician,
Brunswick in 1772, was professor of medicine at
Hip-par'-ehus, [ Gr. "Innapxog
Fr.
Hipparque,
Gottingen. He was distinguished for his skilful treatment of diseases of the eyes, on which he published a e'plRk',] son of Pisistratus, an Athenian, who, in partnership with his brother Hippias, obtained the chief
valuable work. Died in 1837.
Himmel, him'mel, (Friedrich Heinrich,) a Ger- power in the state in 527 B.C. He was assassinated by
man composer, born in the duchy of Brandenburg in ITarmodius and Aristogiton in 514. Hippias survived;
but, having rendered himself unpopular by cruelty and
1765, was appointed chapel-master at Berlin about 1796.
it is said he was previously
Among his best works are the operas of “ Fanchon” and suspicious habits, (althoughexpelled
from Athens in 51 1.
mild and affable,) he was
“The Sylphs.” Died in 1814.

born

at

He

See F etis, “Biographie Universelle des Musiciens.”

HinclFcliffe, (John,) an English divine and orator,
born at Westminster in 1731. He became head-master
of Westminster School in 1764, and Bishop of Peterborough in 1769. Died in 1794.
Hinckeldey, hink'kel-dl, (Karl Ludwig Friedrich,) a Prussian administrator, born near Meiningen

He became minister or prefect of police in
He was killed in a duel in 1856.
Hinckelmann, hink'kel-miiT, (Abraham,) a German Orientalist, born at Dobeln in 1652, published an
in 1803.
Berlin in 1848.

edition of the Koran, (1694,) said to be the first ever
printed in Arabic.
Died in 1695.

Hinck'ley, (John,) an English clergyman, born
was rector of Drayton. Died in 1695.

in

1617,

Hincmar, hink'mir, a learned French prelate, born
806 A.D., entered the Abbey of Saint-Denis in childhood. He acquired much influence, and became a favourite at the court of Charles the Bald.
In 845 he w'as
elected Archbishop of Rheims.
He distinguished himself by his firmness in defending the Church against the
encroachments of the papal and royal power. He wrote,
besides other works, two treatises on Predestination, in
one of which he attempts to refute the famous Erigena.
He is censured for his severity to Godeschalcus, who
in
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afterwards passed many
Persian king Darius, served
army which invaded Greece,
Marathon, where, according
killed,

490

years at the court of the
as guide to the Persian
and was at the battle of
to

some

writers, he

was

b.c.

See Herodotus, books

ii.,

v., vi.,

and

vii.

;

Thirlwall, “His-

tory of Greece.”

Hipparchus,

[Gr. "Inn apxog;

Fr.

Hipparque;

It.

Ipparco, fep-paR'ko,] the founder of the science of astronomy, and the greatest astronomer of antiquity, was a

He was of Greek extracnative of Nicaea, in Bithynia.
Many of his obsertion, and flourished about 150 B.C.
vations were made at Rhodes. His writings are all lost,
except a “Commentary on Aratus,” which is the least
important ; but the knowledge ofhis discoveries has been
preserved by Ptolemy in his “ Syntaxis.” The first who
made systematic observations, he was also the first who
discovered that fundamental fact in astronomy, the
discovery so important
precession of the equinoxes.
would have sufficed to immortalize him ; but he also
greatly enriched the science of mathematics, and was
the first who understood trigonometry, both plane and
spherical.
He invented the planisphere and the stereographic projection, and gave rules for the calculation of
eclipses, by means of which he determined the longitude.
According to Pliny, who calls him the confidant and
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HIPPARCHUS

interpreter of nature, Hipparchus, having perceived a
new star that suddenly appeared in his time, was stimulated by it to form his Catalogue of one thousand and
eighty stars, which is preserved in the “Almagest” of
Ptolemy. In this operation he used the astrolabe, which
was probably invented by him. He originated a more
complete system of geography, and the mode of determining the position of towns by circles drawn on
the earth corresponding to those of the celestial sphere.
Among his lost works were “On the Magnitudes and
Distances of the Sun and Moon,” “The Movement of
the Moon in Latitude,” and “ On the Retrogradation of
the Equinoctial and Solstitial Points.”
See Pliny, “Natural History;” Montucla, “ Histoire des
Mathematiques;” Delambre, “ Histoire de l’Astronomie ancienne;”
Dr. Hoefer’s article in the “ Nouvelle Biographie Generale
J.
A. Schmidt, “Dissertatio de Hipparcho,” etc., 1689.

Hipparchus, an Athenian comic

poet,

who

lived

probably about 300 b.c.
Hipparque. See Hipparchus.
Hip'pa-sus, [Gr. ’Imraaoc,] a Pythagorean philosopher, born at Metapontum, held, it is said, the doctrine

was the

origin of all things.
e'pd', (Celestin,) a French litterateur,
at Niort in 1803, published, besides other works, a

that fire

Hippeau,
born

“History of Ancient and Modern Philosophy,” (1833.)
Hippel, von, fon hip'pel, (Theodor Goitlieb,) a
thinker, born at Gerdauen,
in Prussia, in 1741. He studied law, and became in 1780
burgomaster of Konigsberg. He claimed for women
admission to civil offices and a greater social equality.
Among his works are a “ Treatise on Marriage,” (“ Ueber
die Ehe,” 1774,) “Designs after Nature,” (1790,) an Autobiography, (1800,) and “The Education of Women,”
His character was eccentric. Died in 1796.
(1801.)

German humorist and original

See Gervinus, “ Geschichte der Deutschen Dichtung,” fourth edition, vol. v.; W, G. Keber, “Nachrichten und Bemerkungen den
geheimen Kriegsrath von Hippel betreffend,” 1802 “ Biographie T.
G. von Hippel’s zum Theil von ihm selbst verfasst,” 1800.
;

See Hipparchus and Harmodius.
['Iirmaf,] a Greek sophist, born at Elis,
was a contemporary of Socrates. His character is exhibited by Plato in his dialogue called “ Hippias Major.”
Hip'pls-ley or Hippesley, (Sir John Coxe,) an
Englishman, born in Somersetshire in 1765, was returned
He wrote a “Treatise on
to Parliament about 1790.
Died in 1825.
Prison Discipline,” (1823.)

Hippias.

Hip' pi-as,

Hip'po or Hip'pon,
who is supposed to have

["lnnuv,] a

Greek philosopher,

lived in the fifth century B.C.,

to have been a native of Samos, or of Rhegium. He
held that moisture, or water, is the principle of all things,
and derived much of his system from Thales.
See Brucker, “ History of Philosophy.”

and

Hippocrate.

HIP PONAX

1191

See Hippocrates.

Hip -poc'ra-tes, [Gr. 'ImroKparrig ; Fr. Hippocrate,
e'po'kRtt' ; It. Ippocrate, ^p-pok'Ri-ti,] the most eminent physician of antiquity, justly styled the “ Father of
Medicine,” was born in the island of Cos in 460 B.c.,
and was contemporary with Socrates and Plato. He was
the son of Heraclides, a descendant of Esculapius, from
whom he derived his first lessons in medicine. His
family, the Asclepiadae, for many generations had practised the same art.
The materials for writing his perHe is said to have studied
sonal history are deficient.
medicine at Athens under Herodicus, and to have learned
philosophy of Gorgias of Leontini, after which he practised and taught in Cos, also in Thessaly, and at the court
Soranus relates
of Perdiccas, King of Macedonia, etc.
that he acquired fame by checking the ravages of the
plague in Athens, and was rewarded with the freedom
of that city, and with other honours. The story that
he refused the invitation and magnificent offers of Artaxerxes, is by some discredited.
His superior talents, his rare sagacity, his signal success, and his devoted humanity, inspired universal conHe had a great number of pupils,
fidence and respect.
from whom he exacted an oath that they would never
abuse their trust by criminal practice, nor divulge proPie held that the body is composed
fessional secrets.
of four primary elements, fire, air, earth, and water,
which produce the four cardinal humours, blood, phlegm,
bile, and black bile.
He knew but little of anatomy.

He

begun by his ancestors,
experiment and observation for speculative theories.
He paid more attention than his predecessors to diet and changes of weather.
Among the
most remarkable of his discoveries is that of critical days
in fevers.
Of the numerous (Greek) works ascribed to
him, it is probable that some were composed by other
writers, as there were several noted physicians of the
same name. He died at Larissa, at an age which is
variously stated between eighty-five and one hundred
and nine years. As an inventor he is unrivalled by
any physician of ancient or modern times. Among his
chief works are “Prognostics,” “Epidemics,” “Aphorisms,” and “On Air, Water, and Locality.”
carried forward the reform

in substituting

See Soranus, “Vita Hippocratis,” in Fabricius, “Bibliotheca
Graeca;” Boerhaave, “ De Studio Hippocratis,” 1721 A. de Haller, “Bibliotheca Medico-practica,” 1776; G. Cramer, “Dissertation sur Hippocrate,” 1748; Houcluros, “ Essai historique et
critique sur la Vie et les Merits d’Hippocrate,” 1840; G. Spkengei.,
“ Apologie des Hippocrates und seiner Grundsatze,” 2 vols., 17S992; C. P. Gesner, “ De Divino Hippocrate,” 1739; Karl F. Marcus, “ Dissertatio de Vita Hippocratis,” 1838
A. Oettinger,
“Hippocratis Vita,” 1836.
;

;

Hippocrates, a Syracusan, shared with his brother
Epicydes the command of the army which defended
Syracuse against Marcellus, 213 B.C. Died in 212 B.c.
Hippocrates of Chios, a noted Greek geometer,
who lived in the fifth century before Christ. He studied
at Athens, where he opened a celebrated school.
He
first discovered the quadrature of the lune.

Hip-po-da-mi'a [Gr. 'lmrodafieia] or Hip-pod'a-me,
CEnomaus, which see.
Hip-pod'a-mus ['Wnofiapoc] of Miletus, an eminent Greek architect, lived about 440 B.c. He built
a daughter of

the Piraeus of Athens, under the order of Pericles, and
planned the city of Rhodes, about 408 B.c.

Hippolyte.

See Hippolytus.
Hip-pol'y-te, ['I ttr-oAut??,] the Queen of the Amazons,
was called a daughter of Mars. The poets feigned that
she had a girdle coveted by Eurystheus, who ordered
Hercules to bring it to him. She was killed by Hercules.
Hip-pol'y-tus, [Fr. Hippolyte, e'po'Rt'; It. Ippolito, &p-pol'e-to, ] Saint, a Christian martyr and
ecclesiastical

writer,

who has

recently attracted great

on the part of scholars and theologians. He
was Bishop of Portus Romanus, the harbour of Rome,
and the author of numerous learned works, highly extolled by Eusebius, Jerome, and other Christian Fathers.
attention

After occupying the see of Portus Romanus eighteen
years or more, he suffered martyrdom about 238 A.D.
In 1842 M. Minas found at Mount Athos a Greek
manuscript on “ Heresies,” which, at first ascribed to

Origen, was proved by Bunsen to be the lost work of
Hippolytus, entitled a “Refutation of all the Heresies.”
This is a work of great interest and importance as a
monument of the social state, intellectual improvement,
and doctrinal belief of the Christians of the third century.
Bunsen published in 1852, in English, “Hippolytus and his Age ; or, The Doctrine and Practice of the
Church of Rome under Commodus and A. Severus, and

Ancient and Modern Christianity Compared,”

(in 4 vols.)
See Eusebius, “ Historia Ecclesiastica
Saint Jerome, “De
Viribusillustribus;” Baronius, “Annales;” Cave, “Historia Literaria;” C. Wordsworth, “Saint Hippolytus and the Church of
Rome,” etc., 1853; Dollinger, “Hippolytus und Kallistus,” 1853;
“Edinburgh Review” for January, 1853.

Hippolytus,

a son of Theseus and Ilippoets relate that his step-

I'Itttto'Avto;,]

Antiope.

polyte, or

The

mother Phaedra made to him amorous overtures which
he rejected, that she then by calumny induced Theseus
to curse him, and that, at the request of Theseus, Neptune caused the horses of Hippolytus to become unruly,
and to drag him until he was dead.
Hip -pom'e-don, ['InTro/zeiSwv,] a Spartan warrior,
was a son of Agesilaus, and a cousin of King Agis IV.
He supported Agis in his efforts to reform the Spartan
institutions.
He was living in 220 B.C.
Hip-po'na, the name of a goddess who presided over
horses.
Her statues were placed in stables.

Hip' po-nax,

[Trrcnavaf,] a Greek poet, who lived
was a native of Ephesus. Having been
expelled from that city by its tyrants, he removed to

about 540

B.C.,

Clazomene.

He

wrote
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1

He was the first who employed the
merits now remain.
modification of the Iambic metre termed Choliambic.
Hi' ram, King of Tyre, began to reign about 1025 B.c.
He was contemporary with David and Solomon, with

He

refused to desert Darius at the instigation of Mil-

tiades but he afterwards revolted, and was put to death
by the Persians about 494 B.c.
Histiee. See Histi/eus.
Hita, de, di ee'fi, (Gines Perez,) a Spanish chroniwhom he formed an alliance and always maintained
He was a wise and successful ruler. cler, born in Murcia, lived between 1550 and 1600. He
friendly relations.
;

wrote an interesting work, entitled “The Civil Wars of
See 1 Kings v., and I. Chronicles xiv.
Granada.”
Hiranyakasipu. See Narasingha.
See Ticknor, “History of Spanish Literature.”
Hire, de la. See La Hire.
Hitck'cock, (Edward,) an eminent American geolHirnheim, heeRn'hlm, or Hernhaym, h^Rn'him,
(Hieronymus,) a German monk and writer, born at ogist, born at Deerfield, Massachusetts, May 24, 1793.
He became pastor of the Congregational church in ConTroppau in 1635 died in 1679.
Hirsch, heeRsh, (Johann Christoph,) a German way, Massachusetts, in 1821, and professor of chemistry
.

;

economist and numismatist, born in 1698; died in 1780.
Hirscher, hdSRsh'er, (Johann Baptist,) a Swiss
Catholic theologian, born near Altorf in 1788. His principal work is “Christian Morality,” (“ Christliche Moral,” 3 vols., 5th edition, 1851.)

Hirsching, hSSRsh'ing, (Friedrich Karl Gottlob,)
a German antiquary, born at Uffenheim in 1762, became
He pubprofessor of philosophy at Erlangen in 1792.
lished several useful works, among which are a “ DeLibraries
of
Germany,”
the
Best
scription of
(4 vols.,
1790,) and a “Historical and Literary Manual of Eminent Persons who died in the Eighteenth Century,”
(“ Historisch-literarisches Handbuch beriihmter FersoThe last 12 volumes of
nen,” etc., 1794-1815, 17 vols.)
Died in 1800.
this were edited by J. H. M. Ernesti.
See Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”

Hirschvogel, heeRsh'fo'gel, (Augustin,) a German
painter and engraver, born at Nuremberg in 1506 ; died
in 1560.

and natural history

in Amherst College in 1825. In 1840
he published his “Elementary Geology,” a valuable
work, which passed through twenty-five or more editions.
From 1845 t0 1854 he was president of Amherst
College, the prosperity of which increased greatly under
his direction.
He became about 1845 professor of natural theology and geology in that institution.
Having
been appointed State geologist for Massachusetts, he
made a geological survey of that State, and wrote
“ Reports on the Geology of Massachusetts,” (1833—41.)
Among his numerous works are “The Geology of the
Connecticut Valley,” (1823,) “The Religion of Geology
and its Connected Sciences,” (1851,) and “Illustrations
of Surface-Geology,” (1857.)
By his exposition of the
fossil footprints of the Connecticut valley he originated
a new branch of science, called Ichnology. He published
in 1848 “Fossil Footprints in the United States.”
He
was the chief founder and first president of the American
Geological Association.
Died in 1864.
See “ Silliman’s Journal,” vol. xli. “ North British Review” for

Hirst, (Henry B.,) an American poet, born in PhilaFebruary, i860.
He studied law, and was admitted to
delphia in 1813.
Hitchcock, (Ethan Allen,) an American writer and
the bar in 1843. His first poems appeared in “ Graham’s
He after- military officer, a grandson of Ethan Allen, was born in
Magazine,” and were favourably received.
Vergennes, Vermont, in 1798. He graduated at West
wards published “The Coming of the Mammoth, the
Point in 1817, and served in the Seminole war in Florida.
Funeral of Time, and other Poems” and “Endymion, a
In the war with Mexico he was attached to the staff of
Tale oi Greece, in four canios.” Died in 1874.
General
Scott, and in 1847 promoted to the rank of
Hirt, heeRt, (Aloys,) a German antiquary and critic,
He published “Architecture brigadier-general. He was subsequently sent to Caliborn in Baden in 1759.
fornia, as commandant of the Pacific division, but he
according to the Principles of the Ancients,” (1809,) and
returned in 1854, and the next year resigned his comDied in 1836.
other works.
“ Swedenborg a Hermetic PhiloHirt orHirth, (Johann Friedrich,) a German Orien- mission. He wrote
sopher,” (1858.) Died in 1870.
talist and writer, born at Apolda in 1719, was professor
Hitchcock, (Peter,) an American jurist, born in
of theology at Jena. Died in 1784.
Cheshire, Connecticut, in 1780, graduated at Yale in
Hirtius, hir'she-us, (Aulus,) a Roman consul and genHe represented a district of Ohio in Congress
Cicero, who was his inti- 1801.
eral, was a patrician by birth.
from 1817 to 1819, and was subsequently judge of the
mate friend, speaks highly of his talents. He served
supreme
court of the State for twenty-eight years, for
under Caesar in the Gallic war, and supported his party
six years of which period he was chief justice.
Died
After the death of Caesar, Hirtius
in the civil war.
;

joined Brutus against Antony, and was elected consul
with C. Vibius Pansa. In 43 B.c. these consuls gained
a victory over Antony at Mutina, (Modena;) but Hirtius
He is supposed to be the
was killed in the action.
author of the continuation of “ Caesar’s Commentaries”
which forms the eighth book of the “Gallic War,” and
also of two other treatises on the campaigns of Caesar,
viz., the Alexandrian and the African.
Dion Cassius, books xliv., xlv., xlvi.
See Cicero, “ Philippics
Niebuhr, “Lectures on Roman
Vossius, “De Historicis Latinis
History.”

Hirzel, h&gRt'sel, (Bernhard,) a Swiss Orientalist,
born at Zurich in 1807, translated the “Sakuntala” of
Kalidasa from the Sanscrit into German. Died in 1847.
Hirzel, (Hans Caspar,) a Swiss physician and senator, born at Zurich in 1725, wrote a “Treatise on Rural
Economy,” and “ The Rustic Socrates,” (1761-74.) Died
in 1803.

Hisely, hiz'le', (Jean Joseph,) a Swiss historian,
born in 1800, wrote, in French, “ Researches on William
Tell,” (1843,) and other works on Swiss history.

Hisham.

See Hesham.
Hisinger, hee'sing-er, or Hising, hee'sing, (Wilhelm,) a Swedish mineralogist, born in 1766, published,
besides other works, “ Lethea Suecica, seu petrificata
Died in 1852.
Sueciae,” (1837-40.)
Histigeus, his-te-ee'us, [Gr. 'I analog; Fr. HistiiJe,
an able and crafty ruler of Miletus, to whom
Darius intrusted the duty of guarding a bridge over the
Danube during his invasion of Scythia, about 512 B.C.
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Hittorf, hit'toRf or /re'toRf', (Jacques Ignace,) an eminent architect and antiquary, born at Cologne in 1793,
was a pupil of Belanger. He was appointed architect to
the King of France in 1818, after which he visited Italy.
He commenced about 1834 the church of Saint Vincent
de Paul, (in the Italian style,) and designed the remarkable works of the Place de Concorde. Among his capital

works are the Grand Circus, (1840,) the Panorama, the
roof of which is supported by twelve iron cables, and
the Cirque-Napoleon, (1851.)
M. Hittorf acquired a
European reputation by these structures, and by his
writings on classical art, namely, “ Polychromic Architecture of the Greeks,” (1830,) “Modern Architecture
of Sicily,” (1837,) and “Ancient Architecture of Sicily.”
He was a member of the Institute. Died in 1867.
See “ Nouvelle Biographie Generale. ”

Hitzig, hit'siG, (Ferdinand,) a German biblical critic,
born in Baden in 1807. He became professor of theology
at Zurich in 1833.
His principal works are a “Translation and Exposition of Isaiah,” (1833,) and commentaries
on the other greater prophets, (1841-50.) Died 1875.
Hjaerne or Hiaerne, he-SR'neh, (Urban,) a Swedish
physician and naturalist, born in 1641, became first physician to the king Carl XI., and vice-president of the
Council of Mines.
He wrote, besides other works,
“Acta et Tentamina chimica,” (“Chemical Experiments,”
Died in
1712,) and “ Oryctographia Suecana,” (1716.)
1724See “ Biographiskt- Lexicon ofver namnkunnige Svenska
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HJELM
Hjelm,

(Peter Jacob,) a Swedish mineraloin 1746, was president of the Academy of Sciences. Died in 1813.
Hjort, he-oRt' or hyoRt, (Peder,) a Danish grammarian, born near Copenhagen in 1793. After an extensive tour in France and Italy, he became professor
of German at Soroe. He wrote several successful works
on grammar, among which are “Tydsk Grammatik for
gist,

born

he-§lm',

at

Wexio

Dansktalende,” (“German Grammar for the Use of
Danes,” 5th edition, 1851,) “Tydsk Lasebog for Dansktalende,” (“German Reader for the Use of Danes,” 3d
edition, 1843,) and “Den Danske Borneven,” (“The
Danish Child’s Friend,” 6th edition, 1852.)
Hlin, hleen, Hlina, hlee'na, or Lyna, lee'na, [supposed to be derived from hlyna, to “ warm” or “ become
warm,”] in the Northern mythology, a goddess, whose
office it is to watch over those whom Frigga wishes to
guard from peril. As Frigga represents the earth’s
fertility, so Hlin typifies the mild warmth which protects
the tender plants from the breath of the Frost-giants.

Hlodyn, hlo'din, [in all probability the same as PIluDana, the Latin name of a deity of the ancient Germans,]
in the Norse mythology, the mother of Thor, and probably another name for Fiorgyn or Fiorgvin, (also called
the mother of Thor,) the goddess of the earth.
Thorpe
derives it from hlalSa, (allied to the English “ lade” and
“ load,”) to “ heap up,” to “ load.” Fiorgynn (as a masculine noun) was said to be the father of P'rigga.
See Thorpe’s “ Northern Mythology,” vol. i. pp. 21 and 170.
Hlubek, hloo'bSk, (Franz Xaver Wilhf.i.m,) a German writer on rural economy, born in Silesia in 1802. His
principal works are “ The Nutrition of Plants and Statics
of Agriculture,” (1841,) and a “Complete Treatise on

Rural Economy,”
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(2 vols., 1846.)

Hoad'ley or Hoadly, (Benjamin,)

an English divine,
born at Westerham in 1676, took orders about 1700.
His zeal for religious liberty and opposition to the PlighChurch principles caused his promotion in 1715 to the see
of Bangor. In 1717 he preached a sermon before the king,
from which arose the great Bangorian controversy. This
was maintained by Snape, Law, and other partisans of
the High Church on one hand, and Hoadley on the other.
He was made Bishop of Hereford in 1721, and of Winchester in 1734.
He wrote a “Life of Dr. Samuel
Clarke,” and a few other works. Died in 1761.
See “ Biographia Britannica.”

Hoadley, (Benjamin,) M.D., eldest son of the preceding, was born in London in 1705, and graduated in
In 1742 he was appointed physician to the king’s
1729.
household, and in 1746 to that of the Prince of Wales.
He wrote “ The Suspicious Husband,” a comedy, which
was successful, and assisted Hogarth in the “Analysis
of Beauty.” Died in 1757.
Hoadley, (Rev. John,) LL.D., brother of the preHe took orders in 1735,
ceding, was born in 1711.
and obtained the livings of Wrington, Alresford, etc.
He wrote several short poems and dramas. Died in
1776.

Hoar, (Ebenezer Rockwood,) an able lawyer, the
son of Samuel Hoar, noticed below, was born at Concord, Massachusetts, in 1816. His mother was a daughHe graduated at
ter of the celebrated Roger Sherman.
Harvard in 1835, studied law, was admitted to the bar
about 1840, and practised in Boston. In 1859 he was
appointed a justice of the supreme court of Massachusetts, and attorney-general of the United States in
March, 1869.
Hoar, (Samuel,) a lawyer, born at Lincoln, Massa-

Hoare, (Sir Richard Colt,)

a noted English anti-

He wrote the “Ancient
1758.
History of Wiltshire.” Died in 1838.

quiry, born in

Modern

Hoare, (William,) R.A., an

and

English historical and

He

was one
portrait painter, born at Bath about 1706.
of the original members of the Royal Academy. After
studying many years at Rome, he returned to Bath, and

worked with great success

Died

at portraits.

in 1792.

Hobart, (Augustus Charles,) an

English naval
commander, son of the Earl of Buckinghamshire, was
born in 1822. After serving with distinction in the
British navy he commanded a blockade lunner during
He took service
the American civil war (1861-65.)
with the Turkish government in 1867, being made a
pasha. His thus entering a foreign service caused his
dismissal from the British navy, but he was afterwards
In the late
readmitted to a place on the retired list.
Russo-Turkish war he commanded the Turkish fleet in
In 1881 he was made a mushir by the
the Black Sea.
Sultan.

Ho

court of
bart’s

He

died in 1886.

bart, (Sir Henry,) was lord chief justice of the

common

pleas in the reign of

James

I.

“

Ho-

Reports ” (1641) have been often reprinted.
or Hobbima, (Minderhout ; Ger.
Fr. Minard,) an excellent Flemish land-

Hobbema
Meindert;

scape-painter, was born probably at Coevorden about
His
Little is known of bis personal history.
1610.
favourite subjects were simple rural and sylvan scenes
diversified by a winding stream, a ruintd tower, or a disHe excelled in perspective and colouring.
tant village.
His works are rare, and command very high prices.

Hobbes, h6bz, (Thomas,) a famous English philosopher, born at Malmesbury in 1588.
As tutor in the
family of the Earl of Devonshire, he travelled several
times on the continent with his pupils, and became acquainted with Gassendi, Descartes, etc. In 1628 he published a Latin translation of Thucydides, and in 1642
a treatise on government,
“Elementa Philosophica de
Cive.” He was a royalist in the civil war, and an advocate of unconditional obedience to the king. In 1647
he was mathematical tutor to the Prince of Wales,
(Charles II.,) then in Paris.
His treatise on “Human
Nature” (1650) was followed by the “ Leviathan,” (a
complete system of his philosophy, including his political, moral, and theological views,) which made a great

—

—

though
sensation, and gave offence to theologians, and
it was hostile to liberal principles
even to the royalists.
In 1666 this work and his “De Cive” were censured by
Parliament. Soon afte~ the restoration, he received a
His paradoxical opinpension of one hundred pounds.
ions were warmly controverted by Cudworth, Clarendon,
and others. In 1675 he published a translation in verse
of the “Iliad” and the “Odyssey,” which drew from
Pope the assertion that “his poetry is too mean for
criticism.”
In his old age, which was passed at the
seat of his patron, the Earl of Devonshire, he published
a “History of the Civil War from 1640 to 1660,” and
other works.
permanent foundation of his fame,”

—

“A

says Mackintosh, “consists in his admirable style, which
seems to be the very perfection of didactic language.
Short, clear, precise, pithy, his language never has more
than one meaning, which never requires a second

thought to

find.

.

.

.

His

little

tract

on ‘Human Na-

an ambiguous or a needless word.
Perhaps no writer of any age or nation, on subjects so
abstruse, has manifested an equal power of engraving
His style so
his thoughts on the mind of his readers.
He stimulates attention that it never tires, and, to those who
chusetts, in 1778, was the father of the preceding.
was sent by the Governor of Massachusetts to South are acquainted with the subject, appears to have as much
Carolina in 1844, to protect the rights of certain free spirit as can be safely blended with reason.” In another
place he says, “ Hobbes having thus struck affections out
negro sailors who had been imprisoned in Charleston
but he was driven from that city by a mob before he of his map of human nature, and having totally misundercould perform his mission. Died in 1856.
stood (as will appear in a succeeding part of this dissertaHoare, (Prince,) an English artist and dramatist, tion) the nature even of the appetites, it is no wonder that
born at Bath in 1754, was the son of William Hoare, we should find in it not a trace of the moral sentiments.”
noticed below.
He studied painting at Rome, and in “ Hobbes,” says Macaulay, “had, in language more pre1799 was chosen foreign secretary of the Royal Acad- cise and luminous than has ever been employed by any
emy. He is chiefly known as the author of dramas, as other metaphysical writer, maintained that the will of
“No Song, No Supper,” “Lock and Key,” etc. Died the prince was the standard of right and wrong.
in 1834.
Thousands eagerly welcomed a theory which, while it
ture’ has scarcely

.
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office, relaxed the obligations of moFrance in 1651, and commanded the royal army which
and degraded religion into a mere affair of state.” was defeated by the Prince of Conde in 1652. He de(“ History of England,” vol. i. chap, ii.)
serted to the Spaniards, and was killed at Dunkirk in 1658.
“ Hobbes’s politics,” says Hume, in his “ History of
Ho'der, Ho'dur, (HoSr,) or Hod, written also
“
England,”
are fitted only to promote tyranny, and his Hoder, the blind god in the Norse mythology. Through
ethics to encourage licentiousness.
Though an enemy the cunning malice of Loki, he became the slayer of his
to religion, he partakes nothing of the spirit of skepticism, brother Balder, whose death Vali avenged by killing
but is as positive and dogmatical as if human reason Hoder. (See Balder, and Vali.)
could attain a thorough conviction in these subjects.”
Hodge, (Charles,) D.D., an eminent American
He lived, however, in formal communion with the An- theologian, born in Philadelphia in 1797. He graduated
glican Church.
Died in 1679.
at Princeton in 1815, and studied divinity at the Princeton
See “Vita Thomae Hobbes,” in Latin verse, by himself, 1679; Theological Seminary, in which he became professor of
“ Life of Hobbes,” by Richard Blackburne, 1681 “ Biographia Oriental
and Biblical literature in 1822. I11 1840 he sucBritannica;” Life prefixed to Wood’s" Annals;” Brucker, “ Hisceeded to the chair of didactic and exegetical theology,
tory of Philosophy;” Mackintosh, “View of the Progress of Ethiand in 1852 added to it the professorship of polemic
cal Philosophy;” Allibone, “ Dictionary of Authors.”

exalted the kingly
rality,

;

theology.
In 1825 Dr. Hodge established, and, with but
one brief interruption, has since edited, the “ Biblical
Repertory and Princeton Review.” It is now the oldest
theological quarterly in America. It was the chief organ
of the Old-School division of the Presbyterian Church.
Two volumes of his contributions to this “ Review,” entitled “ Princeton Theological Essays,” were published
in 1846-47, and a third volume, “ Reviews and Essays,”

Hob'house,

(Sir Benjamin,) M.P., an English statesin 1757, was a prominent member of the House
of Commons from 1797 to 1818, held several civil offices,

man, born

and was attached to the party of Fox. He wrote a
“Treatise on Heresy,” and “Remarks on France and
Italy.”
Died in 1831.
Hobhouse, (John Cam,) Lord Broughton, an English statesman and writer, born in 1786, was a son of the
preceding.
He became intimate at college with Lord

in 1857.

Hodges,

h6j'ez, (Nathaniel,) an English physician,
practised in London, and gained distinction by his
during the great plague of 1665, when the
most of the doctors fled from the danger. He wrote, in
Latin, an account of this calamity, (1672.)
He died in
prison for debt in 1684.
Hodges, (William,) R.A., an English painter, born
in London about 1744.
He painted landscapes with
moderate success, and was employed as draughtsman
in Captain Cook’s second voyage, (1772.)
He afterwards visited India and painted some Indian views. He
published “Select Views in India,” (2 vols., 1788,) and
“Travels in India in 1780-83,” ( 793 -) Died in 1797.
Hodg'kin-son, (Eaton,) born at Anderton, Cheshire,
in 1789, is distinguished for his researches respecting the
strength of iron pillars, rails, etc.
He discovered that
will supan iron rail in the form of an inverted letter
From numerous
port a greater pressure than any other.
experiments he derived formulae for solid and hollow
He coiron pillars, which are generally adopted.
operated with Mr. Stephenson in the construction of the
He wrote several
tubular Britannia bridge about 1845.
valuable treatises on the strength of iron and other materials used in building.
Died in 1861.

company with whom he visited Spain, Greece,
who
and Turkey in 1809. He published in 1812 “ A Journey
Byron,

in

faithful services

through Albania, and other Provinces of Turkey, with
Lord Byron,” which is the best account of that country,
and, in 1816, “ Letters on the Hundred Days, or Last
Reign of Napoleon,” (in 2 vols.) He was elected to Parliament by the Radicals or Liberals of Westminster in
In 1831
1819, and obtained some success as a speaker.
he became secretary of war in the Whig ministry. He
was appointed secretary of state for Ireland in 1833, and
was president of the board of control from 1846 to 1851.
Died in June, 1869.
See “ London Quarterly Review” for October, 1813.

Hoc'cleve

Oc'cleve, (Thomas,) an early English
is supposed to have been born about
He wrote “The Story of Jonathan,” and other
1370.
“
poems.
His poetry,” says Hallam, “ abounds with
pedantry, and is destitute of all grace and spirit.”
Hoche, /*6sh or /zosh, (Lazare,) a French general, who
rose from a very humble rank in society, was born at
Montreuil, near Paris, in 1768, and entered the French
guards at the age of sixteen. He favoured the RevoluHavtion of 1789, and was made a lieutenant in 1792.
ing studied tactics, and served with credit at Thionville,
Dunkirk, etc., he became in a short time successively
general of brigade and general of division, and at the
age of twenty-four commanded the army of the Moselle.
In 1793 he defeated Wurmser and drove him out of Alsace, soon after which he was arrested by the Jacobin
leader Saint-Just and imprisoned at Paris. The fall of
Robespierre in 1794 restored him to liberty and command. Employed to subdue the royalists of La Vendee,
he effected much by his address and moderation, and in
In 1797 com1795 defeated the enemy at Quiberon.
manding the army of the Sambre and Meuse, he opened
the campaign against the Austrians by a daring passage
of the Rhine in their presence, and defeated them in
In the contest between the Directory
several actions.
and the Legislative Councils, Hoche favoured the former,
who invoked the aid of his army, but soon issued counterPie died,
orders and employed another in the service.
He was one of
of poison, (as was suspected,) in 1797.
the noblest spirits and ablest generals that the Revolution produced, and, if he had lived, might have been a
or

poet and lawyer,

T

Hodg'son, (Francis,) an English poet, born in 1781,
was a friend of Lord Byron, and provost of Eton College.
He produced a version of Juvenal, (1808,) “Sacred
Died in 1852.
Lyrics,” (1842,) and other poems.

Hodgson,

(Rev. John,) an English antiquary, pub“History of Northumberland,” (vol. i., 1827;
Died in 1845.
1841.)
Hodgson, (Robert,) an English divine, was a nephew
of Bishop Porteus. He became Dean of Carlisle in 1820.
He published, besides numerous sermons, a “ Life of
Bishop Porteus,” (181 1 ,) and edited the works of Porteus,
Died in 1844.
(6 vols., 1816.)
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and other works.

Died

He was chosen professor of Greek at Oxford
and Archdeacon of Oxford in 1704. He published an excellent work “On the Original Texts of the
Bible, and the Greek and Latin Versions,” (“De BibliTillotson.

orum Textis Originalibus,” etc., 1705,) also, “On the
Illustrious Greek Restorers of the Greek Language,”

died

o,

born at

priest,

in 1698,

(1742,) which is commended
See Dr. Jebb, “Notitia de Vita

Hocquincourt, d’, do'kiN'kooR', (Charles de
Monchy,) born in Picardy in 1599, became marshal of
I,

i-de-§R'ni, (Gi-

Hodius. See Hody.
Ho'dy, [Lat. Ho'bius,] (Humthry,) D.D., an English divine and eminent scholar, born at Oldcombe in
About 1694 he became chaplain to Archbishop
1659.

in 1717.

a, e,

we

eclipses of Jupiter’s satellites.”
the System of Saturn, (1657,)
in 1660.

a Ger;

Adierna,

astronomer and

says Lalande, “in which

.

Protestant divine, born at Tubingen in 1688

man

Sicilian

Ragusa in 1597, verified the positions of the fixed stars,
and discovered the motions of Jupiter’s satellites. His
“Medicaeorum Ephemerides” (1656) is the first book,

1840; Dourille, “ Histoire de Lazare Hoche,” 1844; J. J. Abel,
“ Geschichte der Krankheit und des Todes des Obergenerals L.

Hochstetter,

o-de-Sk'ni, or

ambattista,) a

formidable rival of Bonaparte.
SeeDAUNOU, “ Itioge du G^nAal Hoche,” 1798; Privat, “Notes
historiques sur la Vie du G^n^ral Hoche,” 1798; Rousselin, “Vie
de Lazare Hoche,” 1798; “Vie et Pensdes du General Hoche,”
Berne; Champrobert, “Notice historique sur Lazare Hoche,”
Hoche,” 1798
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Hoe, (Richard March,) born

in

New York

City in

1812, is known as the inventor of Hoe’s type-revolving
printing-press, which makes the impression on both sides
of the sheet at the same time.
It is capable of striking
off, it is said, fifteen thousand copies per hour, and is
especially useful in large newspaper establishments.
Hoe, or
von Hoenegg, ho'eh fon ho r eh-n£k',
(Matthias,) a German theologian and controversialist,

Hoe

born

in 1580; died in 1645.
See Taubner, “Memoria M.

Hoe ab Hoenegg,” Dresden, 1792.
See 4Epinus and Hoek.
Hoefer, hd'fer, [Fr. pron. ho'fair',] (Johann Christian Ferdinand, a German writer, distinguished for
his learning and versatility, was born at Doeschnitz, in
Thuringia, in 1811. He became in 1834 secretary to
Victor Cousin, whom he assisted in the translation of
the works of Plato. He left Cousin in 1836, after which
he studied medicine, and practised several years in Paris.
In 1843 he was sent to Germany by M. Cousin to
examine the German methods of medical instruction
and practice. He published, besides other works, a
“ History of Chemistry from the Earliest Times to the
Present,” (2 vols., 1842.)
In 1851 he was selected by
MM. Didot to direct their great biographical dictionary,
“Nouvelle Biographie Generate,” for which he wrote
able articles on Aristotle, Caesar, Columbus, Descartes,
Erasmus, and others.
Hoefken. See Hofken.
Hoefnaeghel, hooFnVgel or hoof'ni'nel, (George,)
a Flemish painter, born at Antwerp in 1545, was painter

Hoeck.

HOFFMANN

195

Hofacker,

hfiffak'er, (Carl Christoph,) a German
born in Wurtemberg in 1749 died in 1793.
See Hoefer.
ho'fer, (Andreas,) a celebrated Tyrolese patriot, born in the valley of the Passeyr in 1767.
On
the breaking out of the insurrection against the French
and the Bavarian government, to which the Tyrol had
been lately transferred, he entered into secret negotiations
with the archduke John for the deliverance of the country.
In April, 1809, with the assistance of an Austrian
army, Hoefer, at the head of the Tyrolese peasantry,
defeated the French and Bavarian troops at the Sterjurist,

;

Hofer.
Hofer,

zinger Moose.

In the

May

following, the Austrians,

under General Chasteler, suffered a defeat from the
superior numbers of the enemy near Worgl. Soon after
this the Tyrolese were again victorious in an engagement
near Mount Isel but, the Austrian army being withdrawn after the battle of Wagrarn, the country was once
more invaded by Marshal Lefebvre. On the 13th of
August, 1809, Hofer, with his army of Tyrolese peasants,
signally defeated the French commander near Mount
Isel, after a long and obstinate conflict
but, overpowered
at last by the reinforcements sent from France, he took
refuge in the mountains.
Being soon after betrayed by
a former friend, he was tried at Mantua, and was shot
in February, 1810.
;

;

See “Andreas Hofer und die Tyroler Insurrection,” Munich,
Hormayr, “ Geschichte Andreas Hofer’s Sandwirths,” etc.,
1
Becker, “Andreas Hofer und der Freiheitskampf in Tyrol,”
vols.,
1842; “Memoirs of Andrew Hofer,” translated from the
3
German by C. H. Hall “ London Quarterly Review” for July, 1817.
1

S

1

:

1809;

;

to the Elector of Bavaria. He excelled in water-colour
painting.
Died at Vienna in 1600.
or Hoeck, van, vin hook, also written Houk,
a
Flemish
painter of history, born at Antwerp
(Jan,)

Hoff, von, fon hoff, (Karl Ernst Adolf,) a German
geologist, born at Gotha in 1771, wrote a “History of
the Natural Changes of the Surface of the Globe,” (5

about 1600, was one of the most skilful pupils of Rubens.
He worked for a long time in Germany, and was patronized by the emperor Ferdinand II.
He passed his latter
years in Antwerp.
His design and colouring are highly
praised.
He was very successful in portraits. Among
his master-pieces are “ Samson and Delilah,” and “ Christ
on the Cross,” (at Bruges.) Died in 1650.
See J. C. Weyerman, “De Schilderkonst der Nederlanders.”
Hoek, (Robert,) a brother of the preceding, born
in 1609, was a skilful painter.
Pie painted miniatures
which were admired for extreme fineness of touch and
beauty of colour. His principal works are “The Twelve
Apostles,” an army, and a camp. Died in 1668.

Almanac

Hoek

See Descamps, “Vies des Peintres Flamands, Hollandais,”

etc.

Hoelderlin. See Holderlin.
Hoelty. See Holty.
Hoeltzlinus. See Holtzlinus.
Hoenir or Honir, ho'nir, [etymology unknown,] in
the Norse mythology, a god who, with Lodur, assisted
Odin in creating mankind. He is supposed to have contributed as his portion sense or perception, while Odin
gave breath and vitality, and Lodur animal warmth and
the flowing (or circulating) blood.

Hoepfner.

See
See
See
See

Hoepken.

(See Odin.)

Hopfner.
Hopken.
Horberg.

Hoerberg.
Hoeschel.
Hoschel.
Hoest. See PIost.
Hoet, hoot, (Gerard,) an eminent Dutch
painter, born at

Bommel

in 1648.

Utrecht and the Hague.
the “

Rape

“The

He worked

historical

mostly

at

Among

his chief works are
the “ Sacrifice of Dido.”

of the Sabines,” and
of Hoet,” says Descamps,

talent

“is

known

He composed with much genius,
works display vast erudition.” Died in 1733.

throughout Europe.

and

his

See Descamps, “Vies des Peintres Flamands, Hollandais,”

Hoeven, van
Dutch

naturalist,

etc.

der, vin der hoo'ven, (Jan,) an able

born

at

Rotterdam

in 1801,

became

professor of zoology at Leyden in 1835.
His principal
work is an excellent “Manual of Zoology,” (“ Handboek der Dierkunde,” 2 vols., 1827-33,) which has been
translated into English, (London, 1854.)
Died in 1868.
His brother Abraham (1798-1855) was professor of
theology at Amsterdam and Utrecht, and was considered
one of the most eloquent orators of Holland.

Hoeyer.
€ as k; fas

s;

See Hover.
g hard; g as j;

1822-41,) and edited, from 1801 to 1816, “The
of Gotha,” a statistical publication of very
high character. Died in 1837.
Hoffbauer, hof'bow'er, (Johann Christoph,) a German w'riter, born at Bielefeld in 1766, published, besides
other works, “ Researches into the Diseases of the Soul,”
Died in 1827.
(3 vols., 1802-07.)

vols.,

Hoff'man, (Charles Fenno,) a popular American
in New York in 1806, graduated
at Columbia College. He studied law, and was admitted
poet and novelist, born

about 1828. In 1835 he produced a successful
descriptive work entitled “ Winter in the West.”
He
edited successively “ The American Monthly Magazine”
and “The New York Mirror.” Among his works are
“The Vigil of Faith, and other Poems,” and a number
of songs.
American,” says R. W. Griswold, “is
comparable to him as a song-writer.” He published in
1840 “Greyslaer,” a novel. Since about 1850 he has
to the bar

“No

been

afflicted

with a mental derangement.

See Griswold, “Poets and Poetry of America,” and “Prose
Writers of America;” Duyckinck, “Cyclopaedia of American Literature,” vol.

ii.

Hoffman, (David,) an eminent American

lawyer,

Baltimore in 1784, was professor of law in the
University of Maryland from 1817 to 1836. He afterwards resided in Philadelphia. He published a “Course
of Legal Study,” which has been highly commended.
According to Judge Story, “it contains by far the most
perfect system for the study of the law that has ever
been offered to the public.” He also wrote or compiled
“Chronicles selected from the Originals of Cartaphilus
the Wandering Jew,” (2 vols., 1855.)
Died in 1854.

born

in

See “ North American Review”

for

January, 1830.

Hoffman, hof'mdN', (Franqois Beno!t,) an able
French critic and dramatic poet, born at Nancy in 1760.
He produced many successful operas and dramas, among
which are “ Phaedra,” (1786,) “Adrien,” (1792,) and
“ Stratonice,” a comedy, (1792.)
He wrote literary critiques for the “Journal de l’Empire” and the “Journal
“
des Debats” for many years.
He had,” says SainteBeuve, “ many qualities of a true critic, conscience and
independence.
He was learned with variety and
without pedantry.” Died in 1828.

—

.

.

.

See Sainte-Beuve, “ Causeries du Lundi”
“ Nouvelle Biographie GAdrale.”

Hoffmann,

for

February

25,

1850;

(Andreas Gottlieb,)

a German
theologian, born in the county of Mansfeld in 1796, be-

hof'min,

g, h, k, guttural; n, nasal; r, trilled; s as z; th as in this.

(Jd^See

Explanations,
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1

came professor of theology at Jena in 1822. He published a “Treatise on Hebrew Antiquities,” (1832,) and
wrote many articles for the “ Encyclopaedia” of Ersch
and Gruber.

Hoffmann, (August Heinrich,) an eminent

lyric

poet and philologist, called also Hoffmann von Fallersleben, (fll'lers-ll'ben,) was born at Fallersleben, in
Hanover, in 1798. He studied at Gottingen and Bonn,
and became in 1835 professor of the German language
and literature at Breslau. He published “ German Social
Songs of the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries,”
and “Mines for the History of the German Language
and Literature
also ballads, songs for children, war
lyrics, and other poems, which are greatly admired for
their simplicity, fervour, and pathos.
See Longfellow, “ Poets and Poetry of Europe
schets van A. H. Hoffmann von Fallersleben.”

Hoffmann, (Caspar,)

German

a

Levens-

physician, born at

Gotha in 1572, published numerous works on medicine
Hied at Altdorf in 1648.
See Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”

Hoffmann,

hof'mln,

(Charles

Alexander,)

a

Polish writer, born in Masoviain 1798, produced in 1827
a Polish translation of the works of Dr. Franklin.
Having been identified with the insurrection of 1830, he
was driven into exile in 1832. He was the husband of
Clementina Hoffmanowa, noticed below.
Hoffmann, (Christian Gottfried,) a German jurisconsult, born at Lauban, in Lusatia, in 1692, became
professor of law at Leipsic in 1718, and afterwards at
Frankfort-on-the-Oder.
He acquired a high reputation
by his writings, (in Latin,) among which are a “ History
of the Roman Law of Justinian,” (1720-24,) and “Library of German Public Law,” (“Bibliotheca Juris pub-

Germanici,” etc., 1734.) Died in 1735.
See Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie;” Hirsching, “ Historisch-literarisches Handbuch.”
lici

Hoffmann, (Christoph Ludwig,) an eminent medical

writer,

born

Rheda,

at

Westphalia, in 1721, was

in

physician to the Electors of Cologne and Mentz. Among
his principal works are treatises “On the Small-Pox,”
(2 vols., 1778,) and “On the Sensibility and Irritability
Died in 1807.
of the Diseased Parts,” (1779.)
Hoffmann or Hoffmanowa, hof-ntl-no'vl, (Clewhose maiden
Polish
authoress,
mentina,) a popular
at Warsaw in 1798, and
She produced about 1820, in Polish,
her “Memorial of a Good Mother,” which had a great
popularity.
She was married to Charles A. Hoffmann,
Among
with whom she removed to Paris about 1832.
her works, which W'ere published collectively in 1833, (in
10 vols.,) are letters, historical tales, essays, and biogDied in 1845.
raphies of eminent Poles.

name was Tanska, was born
liberally educated.

Hoffmann, (Daniel,)

a

German Lutheran

divine,

born at Halle about 1538, was professor of theology at
Helmstedt. He was censured for teaching that the
truths of philosophy conflict with the truths of religion.

Died

in 161

1.

Hoffmann, (Ernst Theodor Wolfgang; afterwards called Ernst Theodor Amadeus,) one of the
most remarkable and original of German story-tellers,
( Erzahler,) was born at Konigsbergin 1776. He studied
law, and subsequently received several minor appoint-

HOFLAND
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and

his descriptions paint alternately these tormenting
objects, and the torments which they prepare for a beau-

with inimitable vividness and truth.” Again,
he says, “ Hoffmann’s innermost being was music ; and
the prayer of Saint Anthony is never wanting to his
hellish caricatures, nor the Christmas bell to the witches’
sabbath.” Among his principal works are “ Phantasiestiicke in Callot’s Manier,” (4 vols., 1814,) and “Serapions Briider,” (4 vols., 1819-21.) His various other
tales, etc. would fill several volumes.
See Funck, “Aus dem Leben zweier Dichter E. T. W. Hoffmann und F. G. Wetzel,” 1836; J. E. Hitzig, “Aus E. T. W.
tiful soul,

Hoffmanns Leben,” etc., 2 vols., 1823; Gervinus, “Geschichte der
Deutschen Dichtung,” 1853; Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine
Encyklopaedie
“ Nouvelle Biographie Generate
“Foreign Quar-

Review”

terly

for July, 1827.

Hoffmann, [Lat. Hoffman'nus,] (Friedrich,) an
illustrious German physician, was born at Halle in 1660.

He

studied at Jena, and, after travelling in England and

Holland, settled as a physician at Halberstadt in 1688.
On the establishment of the university at Halle he was
appointed in 1693 its first professor of medicine by
On the
the Elector Frederick III. of Brandenburg.
invitation of Frederick I. of Prussia, he removed in
1708 to Berlin, where he was made royal physician, but
still retained his professorship.
He returned in 1712
to Halle, where he died in 1742.
Hoffmann rendered
most important services to practical medicine by his experiments with various remedies: his “Elixirium Viscerale” and “ Liquor Anodynus Mineralis,” commonly
called “Hoffmann’s Anodyne,” are still popular, and he
was one of the first to bring mineral waters into more
general use.
He wrote, in Latin and German, numerous
medical works, among which is “ Medicina Rationalis
systematica,” (9 vols., 1718-40.)
His complete works
were published in 6 vols. quarto, (1740.)
See Schulze, “VitaF. Hoffmanni,” prefixed tohisWorks, 1730;
Baldinger, “Programmade F. Hoffmanni et H. Boerhavii Mentis
Medicinam practicam,” 1772; Loven, “Dissertatio de F. Hoffmanno ejusque Medicina Rationali systematica,” 1846; “Nouvelle
in

Biographie Gdnerale.”

Hoffmann, (Johann Gottfried,)

a German writer
He beat Breslau in 1765.
Berlin
in
came councillor of state in
1808, and attended
Among his works is
the Congress of Vienna in 1814.
“The Science of Money,” (“Die Lehre vom Gelde,”

on

economy, born

political

1838.)

Died

in 1847.

Hoffmann, (Johann Jakob,)

a Swiss scholar, born
Bale in 1635, obtained in 1667 the chair of Greek in
His principal work is a “Universal
his native city.
Lexicon, Historical, Geographical, Political,” etc., (in
at

Died in 1706.
Latin, 1667.)
See Ersch und Gruber, “ Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”
a German physician and botaborn at Fiirstenwalde in 1622, became professor of
surgery at Altdorf, and published several medical and
Died in 1698.
botanical works.
His son, Johann Moritz, born at Altdorf in 1653,
was a physician and botanist. He practised at Anspach
with success, and wrote on anatomy, etc. Died in 1727.

Hoffmann, (Moritz,)

nist,

See Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”

Hoffmann, hoffmln, (Tycho,)

a Danish writer,

was

keeper of the seals of Denmark. He wrote “ Historical
Died in 1754.
Portraits of Eminent Danes.”

Hoffmannsegg, von, fon hof'm!n-s£g', (Johann
ments under the government. In 1816 he became counDied Centurius,) Count, a German botanist, born at Dressellor of the royal court of judicature at Berlin.
Having explored the botanical riches of
in 1822, his health having been previously undermined den in 1766.
by dissipation. His gifted and versatile mind led him Portugal for several years, he returned to Germany in
But he “is 1804, and published with M. Link his magnificent “ Porto the cultivation of music, poetry, and art.
celebrated chiefly,” says Dr. Hedge, “ for his successful tuguese Flora,” (in French, 22 parts, 1809-33.) Died in
He 1849.
use of the magic and demoniac element in fiction.
Hoffmannus. See Hoffmann.
does not seek to make the flesh creep and the hair brisbut aims rather at the diaphragm. He views all
these infernalia on the humorous side ; and if any one
trait is particularly prominent in his writings, it is irony.”
Menzel, after alluding to the strange combination which
his mind exhibited of manliness, humour, poetry, and
morbid sensibility, remarks, “From the devil down to a
wry-faced child’s doll, from the dissonance of life which
rends the soul down to a dissonance in music which only
rends the ear, the immeasurable kingdom of the ugly,
the repulsive, the annoying, was gathered around him,

tle,

a, e, 1 , 6, u, y,

long; 4

,

h, 6,

same,

less

prolonged;

a, e,

T,

Hofken or Hoefken, hof'ken, (Gustav,) a German
writer on national economy, born at Hattingen, in PrusHe published, besides other works, “The
sia, in 1811.
Condition, Policy, and Development of the Power of
England,”

(2 vols., 1846.)

Hof'land, (Barbara,) a popular English writer, born
at Sheffield in 1770, was the daughter of Robert Wreaks.
She became the wife of Thomas Hofland, the painter, in
1808. She wrote numerous novels and moral tales, which
had a wide circulation. The “Son of a Genius” (1813)

6. u, y, short; a, e,
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probably her most successful work.

ized by

Queen Charlotte.

HOHENSTAUFEN

1197
She was patron-

The name of her first husband

was Hoole. It is said that three hundred thousand
copies of her books were sold in Great Britain. Among
the titles of them are “Decision,” “Fortitude,” “Beatrice,” and “Self-Denial.”
Died in 1844.
See T. Ramsay, “Life of Barbara Hofland,” 1849.

minister of foreign affairs, and vice-president of the
council, until he resigned in 1816. He wrote “ Considerations on the Political Economy of the Low Countries,”
Died in 1834.
(10 vols., 1818-23.)
See Vreede, “Jets bij de Dood van G. K. van Hogendorp,” 1834.

Hogg, (James, )“ the

Ettrick Shepherd,” born in Ettrick

Forest, in Scotland, in 1772, was the son of a shepherd,
Hofland, (Thomas Christopher,) an eminent Eng- and followed his father’s employment until he was thirty
lish landscape-painter, born at Worksop, in Nottingham- years of age. In 1803 a collection of his poems was pubshire, in 1777.
He married Mrs. Hoole, who, under the lished, under the title of “The Mountain Bard,” the
name of Hofland, became well known as a novelist, and proceeds of which (about ^300) enabled him to take a

resided mostly in or near London.
His subjects were
chosen from the river and lake scenery of the British
Islands. He published a richly illustrated volume called
“The British Angler’s Manual,” (1839.) Died in 1843.
Hofmann, hof'min, (August Wilhelm,) a German
chemist, born at Giessen in April, 1818.
He has made
discoveries in organic chemistry, on which he has contributed several memoirs to the “ Philosophical Transactions,” and has attained eminence as a lecturer on
chemistry at the Royal Institution.
In 1855 he was
appointed chemist to the mint. He edited Fownes’s

“Chemistry,” (1858.)

Hofmann, (Johann Christian Konrad,)

a Prot-

farm. He failed, however, in this enterprise. After many
struggles with adversity, he went to Edinburgh, to try
his fortune in authorship, about 1810.
Having issued a
literary periodical called “The Spy,” without success, he
was encouraged by his friends to devote himself to poetry,
and in 1813 gave to the public the “Queen’s Wake,”
which procured him a high reputation as a poet. It is
generally considered as his best work. His success stimulated him to the rapid production of many other poems,
among which are “The Pilgrims of the Sun,” (1815,)

“Poetic Mirror,” “Sacred Melodies,” and “The Border
Garland,” (1819.) He wrote, in prose, “The Brownie
of Bodsbeck, and other Tales,” (1818,) “Winter Even-

Nuremberg in 1810. ing Tales,” (1820,) “The Three Perils of Man,” etc.,
“Prophecy and Fulfil- and contributed to “Blackwood’s Magazine.” In 1820
ment,” (2 vols., 1841-44.)
he married Margaret Phillips, and resided afterwards
Hofmannswaldau, von, fon hof'mins-fifihdow, on a farm at Altrive. Hogg is one of the principal
sometimes written Hofmandswaldau, (Christian actors and interlocutors in Christopher North’s famous
Hofmann,) a German poet, born at Breslau in 1618. “ Noctes Ambrosianae.” Died in 1835. “The Queen’s
He published in 1673 a collection of poems, entitled Wake,” says Professor Wilson, “is a garland of fair
“ Sinnreiche Heldenbriefe.” Died in 1679.
forest-flowers, bound with a band of rushes from the
estant

German

Among

theologian, born at

his principal

works

is

See Gervinus, “Geschichte derDeutschen Nationalliteratur.”

moor. Some of the ballads are very beautiful one or
‘Kilmeny’ alone places our (ay,
two even splendid.
our) shepherd among the undying ones.”
;

Ho'gan, (John,) an

Irish sculptor, born at Tallow,
Waterford county, in 1800.
studied in Rome, 1823
Among his chief works is
-29, and settled in Dublin.

He

“The Drunken Faun,” for which
at the Exposition of Paris in 1851.

he received a medal
Died about 1858.
Ho'garth, (George,) a Scottish writer on music, born
about 1796, is the father-in-law of Charles Dickens, the
novelist.
He published “ Musical History, Biography,
and Criticism,” (2 vols., 1836,) which is highly commended, and “Memoirs of the Musical Drama,” (2 vols.,
He became musical and dramatic critic for the
1838.)
London “Daily News” in 1846. Died in 1870.
Ho'garth, (William,) a celebrated satirical painter,
born in London in 1697, was apprenticed to a silversmith,
whom he left in 1718. He then earned a subsistence
for some time by engraving, and studied drawing in the
academy of Sir James Thornhill, whose daughter he
married in 1730. He acquired skill in portraits, but
soon exchanged that branch of art for one more suited
to his original genius,
the dramatic or satirical species,
in which he is unrivalled.
In 1733 he published a
series of engravings called the “ Harlot’s Progress,”
which had a large sale, and was followed by the “ Rake’s
Progress,” “ Marriage a la Mode,” “ Industry and Idleness,” “ Beer Lane,” and “ The Enraged Musician.” His
pictures abound in comic humour, and display great skill
in caricature, as well as great originality and fertility of
invention.
His works have also the merit of conveying
useful lessons of morality.
In 1753 he published his
“ Analysis of Beauty,” in which he maintains that a
waving line or curve is the essential element of beauty.
In 1757 he became painter to the king. Died in 1764.
See Charles Lamb, “ On the Genius of Hogarth ;” “Anecdotes

—

of Hogarth, by himself, with an Essay on his Life” by Nichols,
1833; “Encyclopaedia Britannica
John Ireland, “Hogarth
Illustrated,” 3 vols., 1791-98; “Historical Sketches of the Reign
of George II.,” in “Blackwood’s Magazine” for August, 1869;
“Foreign Quarterly Review” for January, 1836.

Hogendorp,van,vtn

ho'gen-doRp', (Dyrk,)

f as k; 9 as

s;

Hogg

1

,

He

he succeeded to his father’s baronetcy.
Hoh.enh.au.sen, von, (Elizabeth Philippine
Amalie,) Barcness, a German poetess, born near
Cassel in 1789, wrote lyric poems entitled “Spring
Flowers,” (1817,) and translated Byron’s “ Corsair,” and
some of the works of S r Walter Scott.
later

Hohenlohe-Ingelfingen, (Friedrich Ludwig,)
Prince, a Prussian general, born in 1746. He distinguished himself in the campaigns of 1792 and 1 793> an^
obtained command of an army in 1795- He commanded
the Prussi .n forces wh ch were defeated by Napoleon at
On the 16th the
Jena on the 14th of October, 1806.
king gave him command of all the troops that had
He was compelled
escaped from Jena and Auerstadt.
to abandon Berlin to the enemy, and soon after was
taken prisoner, with about 15,000 men, at Prentzlow.
He retired to private life, and died in 1817 or 1818.
Hohenlohe, Schillingsfurst, (Clodwig Carl
Victor,) Prince of, a Geiman statesman, born at
Rothenburg in 1819, He became Bavarian minister in
1867 and was instrumental in procuring tne aid of
Bavaria for Prussia in the late war with France. In 1874
he was sen as German ambassador to Paris.
1

Hohenlohe

-

Waldenburg

-

Schillingsfiirst,

(Alexander Leopold Franz Emmerich,) Prince
of, a Hungarian prelate, born at Kupferzelle in 1794.
Died in 1849.
disease by prayer.

He pietended to cure
Hohenstaufen,
Count,

a Dutch general, born at Rotterdam in 1761, was minister
of war under King Louis in 1806.
In 1811 he became
general of division and aide-de-camp to Napoleon, whom
he followed in the Russian campaign. After the battle
of Waterloo he went to Brazil, where he died in 1830.
Hogendorp.van, (Gijsbert Karel,) Count, a Dutch
statesman, brother of the preceding, born at Rotterdam
in 1762.
He united with several others to form a provisional government in 1813, and was president of the

commission which framed a new constitution.

(Sir James McGarel,) was bom at Calcutta
served in the ,irmy from 1843 to 1859 ind
in 1823.
He has leprerose to the rank of lieutenant colonel.
sented Bath and Truro in Parliament, and has been
president of the Metropolitan Board of Works since
In 1874 he was made a K.C.B., and two years
1870.

He

was

g hard g as j; G, H, k, guttural; N, nasal;

a celebrated family of German
The first of
who reigned from 1138 to 1254
His son, Friedthe line was Friedrich von Buren.
rich VON Staufen, was rewarded by the emperor
princes,

for his services by the duchy of Suabia and
the hand of his daughter Agnes. F'riediich died in 1 105,
leaving two sons, Friedrich and Conrad, the latter of
whom w. s crowned King of Geimany. His nephew,
Friedrich Barbarossa, the most celebrated of the
The Hohenstaufen
line, was chosen emperor in 1 152.
line ended wi.h Conradin in 1208.

Henry IV.
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Hohenzoliern, ho'en-tsol'lSiui, the name of an anGerman family, from which the Kings of
Prussia are descended. The name is derived from the

cient princely

castle of Zollern, in Suabia, which is said to have been
built by Tassillon or Thasilio about 800 A.D.
Hoijer, ho'e-yer, (Benjamin Carl Henrik,) an eminent Swedish philosopher, born in Dalecarlia in 1767.
His promotion was hindered by the liberal political
principles of his youth.
He produced a treatise “ On

Holbein, (Sigismund,)

a German painter and ensupposed to have been an uncle of the preDied after 1540.
Holberg, yon, fon hol'bgRG, (Ludwig,) Baron, an
eminent Danish author and comic poet, born of poor
parents, at Bergen, Norway, in 1684.
In youth he was
employed as a private tutor, and learned French, Italian,
and English. He studied philosophy at Oxford, England,
for about two years.
Impelled by a love of travelling,
he visited many countries of Europe, and was afterwards
professor of eloquence at Copenhagen.
About 1720 he
published his heroic-comic poem “ Peder Paars,” which
was immensely popular. His celebrity was increased
by numerous comedies which appeared between 1723
and 1 746. One of his best comedies is “ The Busy Idler
or, The Man who never has Time.”
His fertile mind
enriched nearly every department of literature, and raised
him to affluence. His talent for satire is displayed in
“Niels Klim’s Subterranean Journey,” in Latin, (1741,)
the plan of which resembles “Gulliver’s Travels.”
He
also wrote a “ Flistory of Denmark,” (1735,) and a
“ Universal History.” Frederick V. created him a baron
in 1747.
He is the "founder of the Danish theatre, and
the first Danish author who excelled in humorous and
satirical composition.
Died in 1754.
graver,
ceding.

is

the Progress of Critical Philosophy,” an “ Outline of
the History of the Fine Arts,” and other works. In 1808
he became professor of philosophy at Upsal, where he
gained a high reputation as a lecturer. Died in 1812.
Ho'kan-son, (Olof,) a Swedish orator, originally a
peasant, born in the province of Bleking in 1695, was
elected in 1726 to the Diet, in which he acquired great
influence by his prudence and eloquence. Died in 1769.
Holanda, de, di o-lin'di, (Francisco,) a Portuguese
painter, born in 1518, studied in Rome, and appears to
have returned to Portugal. He painted portraits for
Charles V. of Germany, and was skilful in miniature.
Under the patronage of John III. he painted oil pictures
Died in 1584.
for the palaces and churches of Lisbon.
Holbach, d’, dol'biK or dol'bik', (Paul Thierry or
Thyry, also given as Paul Heinrich Dietrich and
Paul Friedrich,) Baron, a skeptical philosopher,
See his Autobiography, in Latin, 1727-44, (English translation,
born at Heidelsheim (Palatinate) in 1723. He inherited London, 1827;) and his Life, in German, by Robert Prutz, 1S57
som Lystspildigter,” etc., 2 vols.,
a fortune, and passed all his life, except childhood, in K. L. Rahbek, “Om L. Holberg
1815-16; P. T. Wandal, “ Levensbeschrijving van L. Holberg,”
Paris, where he was the patron and associate of the
1765 Werlauff,” Historiske Antegnelser til L. Holbergs Lystspil,”
Encyclopaedists. Diderot, Helvetius, Grimm, Rousseau, 1838; Howitt, “Literature and Romance of Northern Europe,”
and other authors often met at his table. He translated chap. xxi. “Nouvelle Biographie Generate ;” C. L. Brightwei.l,
from the German several works on chemistry and mine- “Annals of Industry and Genius,” London, 1863; “North British
Review” for July, 1869.
His atheistic opinions were developed in his
ralogy.
Hol'bourne, (Sir Robert,) M.D., an eminent Eng“ System of Nature,” (“ Le Systeme de la Nature,” 1770,)
under the pseudonym of Mirabaud, the morality of lish lawyer, was a member of Charles I.’s privy council
which book Voltaire stigmatized as execrable. It was during the civil war. He published several legal treatHolbach was the ises. Died in 1647.
also refuted by Frederick the Great.
HSl'brook, (John Edwards,) M.D., a distinguished
reputed author of other works, among which were “ The
Social System,” (1773,) and “La Morale universelle,” American naturalist, born in Beaufort, South Carolina,
in 1795.
He graduated at Brown University in 1815;
Died in 1789.
(1776.)
See Diderot, “
6 moires,” passim ; Rousseau, “Confessions;” and, having taken his medical diploma at Philadelphia,
Damiron, “ M^moire sur Thierry d’Holbach,” 1851.
he prosecuted his professional studies for four years in
Holbein, hol'bln, (Franz,) a popular German drama- Europe. He returned to the United States in 1822, and
in 1824 succeeded to the chair of anatomy in the Medical
tist and actor, born near Vienna in 1779.
Holbein, (Hans,) the Elder, a German painter of College of South Carolina. In 1842 appeared his “AmerAugsburg, born about 1450. Among his master-pieces ican Herpetology, or a Description of the Reptiles inare the scenes from the life of Saint Paul in the church of habiting the United States,” (5 vols. 4to,) which is said
Saint Paul at Augsburg. He died in 1526, leaving three to have laid the foundation of that branch ol science in
Died in 1871.
sons, Ambrose, Bruno, and Hans, who were artists ; America.
croft, (Thomas,) an English dramatist and transthe last-named rose to great eminence.
Holbein, (Hans,) the Younger, one of the most lator, born in London in 1744. He was successively a
celebrated German painters, born at Griinstadt in 1497. groom, shoemaker, school-master, and actor. Fie wrote
At an early age he removed to Bale, where, after prac- numerous dramas and several novels. His comedies
tising his art for a time, he was recommended by Erasmus “Duplicity,” (1781,) and “The Road to Ruin,” (1792,)
After were very successful.
He made good translations of
to the English chancellor, Sir Thomas More.
residing in his family about three years, Holbein was numerous French and German works, among which are
introduced to King Henry VIII., who gave him abundant Lavater’s “Essays on Physiognomy,” “The Posthumous
employment and bestowed upon him a large pension. Works of Frederick the Great,” (1789,) and “Tales of
He devoted himself, while in England, chiefly to portrait- the Castle.” He was indicted for treason with Hardy
painting; and his numerous productions in this depart- and Horne Tooke in 1794, but was discharged without a
ment are esteemed master-pieces. His drawings, upwards trial. Died in 1809.
of eighty hi number, representing the principal personSee “Memoirs of his Life,” by himself, 3 vols., 1815; “Edinages of Henry’s court, are characterized by Walpole as burgh Review” for April, 1804, and October, 1806.
“ exceedingly fine, and possessing a strength and vivacity
Holda, hbl'di or hol'di, written also Holle, [probably
equal to the most perfect portraits.” Holbein died in from the German hold, “kind,” “propitious,” “lovely,”]
London, of the plague, in 1554, or, according to R. N. an ancient German goddess, corresponding in some reWornnm and others, in 1543. Among his greatest his- spects to the Frigga of the Northmen. She presides over
torical pictures are the celebrated “ Dance of Death,” aerial phenomena, and imparts fertility to the earth.
the “Adoration of the Shepherds and Kings,” and a
See Thorpe’s “Northern Mythology,” vol. i. p. 277.
“ Last Supper.” His portraits of Sir Thomas More and
Hol'den, (George,) an eminent English Hebraist,
of Erasmus also deserve especial mention. “ His works,”
born near Lancaster in 1793, became perpetual curate
observes Cunningham, “have sometimes an air of stiffAmong his principal works
of Mayhull, at Liverpool.
ness, but they have always the look of truth and life.
are “An Attempt towards an Improved Translation of
He painted with great rapidity and ease, wrought with the Proverbs of Solomon,” (1819,) and “The Scripture
his left hand, and dashed off a portrait at a few sittings.”
Testimonies to the Divinity of our Lord,” (1820.)
Holbein was also a skilful architect and wood-engraver.
See A li. bone’s “ Dictionary of Authors.”
See Hegner, “Leben Hans Holbein’s,” Berlin, 1827; DesHolden, (Henry,) a learned Roman Catholic priest,
camps, “ Viesdes Peintres Flamands, Allemands,” etc. R. N. Wornum, “Life of Holbein;” Nagler, “Allgemeines Kiinstler-Lexi- born in Lancashire, England, in 1596, lived for many
kon;” Cunningham, “Lives of Painters, Sculptors,” etc.; Karl years in Paris.
He wrote, in Latin, an “Analysis of
Friedrich von Rumohr, “H. Holbein der Jiingere in seinem Ver
Faith,” (1652,) which was commended by Dupin,
hriltniss zum Deutschen Formschnittwesen,” 1830;
“Edinburgh Divine
and other works on theology. Died in 1662.
Review” for April, 1867.
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writer, born
Nottinghamshire in 1614, published, besides other
works, “Elements of Speech,” (1669,) and “Treatise on
the Natural Grounds and Principles of Harmony,” (1694,)
which, says M. Fetis, “is one of the best works on that
subject.” It is said that he taught a deaf-mute to speak.

Hol'der, (William,) F.R.S., an English

in

Died

in 1697.
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capital work is the Rathhaus, or Town Hall, of Augsburg, (1618,) one of the finest structures for that purpose
in Germany.
He built also the arsenal, the church
called “ Mariahilf,” and other public edifices of Augsburg.
Died in 1636.
Holl, (Franz Xaver,) a German Jesuit, born in the
Upper Palatinate in 1720 died in 1784.
;

Holderlin or Hoelderlin, hol'der-leen', (Johann
Christian Friedrich,) a German poet, born at Lauffen
about 1770. lie wrote “ Hyperion, or the Hermit
Greece,” (2 vols., 1799,) a romance, which has some
beautiful passages, and “Lyric Poems,” (1826,) which
are admired for fervour of fancy and depth of thought.
in or
in

Died

in 1843.
A. Jung, “ F. HoelSee Waiblinger, “ Notice sur Holderlin
derlin und seine Werke,” 1848; F. Hallenslebkn, “ Beitrage zur
Characteristik Hoelderlin’s,” 1849.

HoEdich,

Holl, (Francis,) an English engraver and portraitborn in 1815.
He was elected A.R.A. in
January, 1883. Died in January, 1884.
Holl, (Frank,) son of the. preceding, was born in
Kentish Town in 1845. He has exhibited at the Royal
Academy since 1864, and in 1883 he became a Royal
Academician. Among his works are “ I am the Resurrection and the Life,” “Ordered to the Front,” “Home
Again,” and several portraits of men of the day.
Holland, (Henry,) an eminent English architect,
painter,

(Joseph,) a Methodist minister and writer,
He designed the Pavilion at Brigh1800, emigrated to the United born about 1746.
States in his youth.
He became secretary to the ton and Carlton House for the Prince of Wales. He
was architect of the old Drury Lane Theatre, begun
American Bible Society about 1850.
Holds'worth, (Edward,) an English scholar, born in about 1790, and afterwards burned. Died in 1806.
Pie wrote a Latin poem,
1688, was educated at Oxford.
Holland, (Sir Henry,) M.D., F.R.S., an eminent
called “Muscipula,” (“Mouse-trap.”)
Died in 1747.
English physician, bom at Knmsford, in Cheshire, in
Holdsworth, written also Holsworth, Oldsworth, October, 1788. Having graduated at Edinburgh in 181 1,
and Oldisworth, (Richard,) an English divine, born he made the tour of Europe, and published, on his reat Newcastle-on-Tyne in 1590.
He became professor turn, “Travels in the Ionian Isles, Albania, and Greece,”
of divinity at Gresham College in 1629, and master of He settled in London, and rose to great distinction in
Emanuel College in 1637. He left, besides other works, his profession. He became physician-in-ordinary to
“Valley of Vision,” in twenty-one sermons, (1651.) Queen Victoiia in 1852. In 1853 he was created a baronet.
Died in 1649.
His principal woik is “ Medical Notes and Reflections.”
Hole, (Matthew,) an English religious writer, born He mamed in 1834, as his second wife, Saba, eldest
about 1640, was vicar of Stoke Courcy, in Somersetshire. daughter of the Rev. Sydney Smith, who wrote a “MeHe wrote “ Discourses on the Liturgy of the Church of moir of the Rev. Svdney Smith.” He died in 1873.
England,” (6 vols., 1714-16,) and other works. Died
Holland) (Henry Richard Vassall Fox,) Lord,

born

in

England about

about 1730.
Hole, (Richard,) an English poet, born at Exeter.
He produced a poetical version of Homer’s “ Hymn to
Ceres,” (1781,) “Arthur,” a poetical romance, (1789,)
and a few other works. He became rector of Farring-

don in 1792. Died in 1803.
Hole, (William,) an English engraver of little merit,
flourished about 1613.
Hol'ins-hed or Hol'ings-hed, (Raphael,) an English annalist, the date and place of whose birth are
unknown. He published valuable chronicles of England,
Scotland, and Ireland, (1577.)
Modern historians have
borrowed largely from him. Died about 1580.

Hol'kar, (Jeswunt Rao, jis'wunt

ri'o,)

a son of

Tuckagee, noticed below, was an able warrior, and a
of the British.
He defeated Scindia
in 1802, and raised a large army.
In the spring of 1804
war broke out between him and the British. Holkar
defeated Colonel Monson’s division of 12,000 men in
July, near the Chumbul and Bannas Rivers. In November of 1804 he was surprised and routed by Lord Lake
at Furruckabad.
He made a treaty of peace in January,
1806.
Died in 1 81 1.
Grant Duff, “History
See Mill, “ History of British India

formidable

ot‘

enemy

the Mahrattas,” 3 vols., 1826.

Holkar, (.MuFhar Ra'o
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July, 1852,

or

Row,)

a

Mahratta

chief,

at Hoi, in the Deccan, in 1693. Having distinguished
himself in war, he became ruler of a large part of Malwa.
He died in 1766.
A daughter-in-law of the preceding, named Ahalya
Baee, (i-ha'le-i bfi'ee,) or Alya Bhye, (then a widow,)
succeeded to the government on the death of Mulhar
Rao Holkar, and during an administration of more than
thirty years displayed extraordinary virtues both as a
woman and a ruler. She was equally distinguished for
her wisdom, her humanity and benevolence, and her
moderation and sense of justice.
Fora very interesting account of her character and administration,
see Sir John Malcolm’s “History of Central India.”
Holkar, (Tuckagee,) supposed to be a nephew of
Mulhar Rao Holkar, obtained possession of his dominions in 1767. He was the ally of Scindia against
Died in 1797.
the Rajpoots.
See Grant Duff, “History of the Mahrattas,” 3 vols, 1826.
Holl, hol, (Elias,) an eminent German architect, born
His
at Augsburg in 1573, studied his art in Venice.

born

an English peer, born in Wiltshire in 1773, was the only
son of Stephen Fox, second Lord Holland, and Mary
Fitzpatrick.
By the death of his father he succeeded to
the peerage in 1774, at the age of one year.
He inherited a large share of the talents and noble dispositions
the
family
of
Fox.
of
He was educated at Oxford, and
married Lady Webster in 1797. In the House of Lords
he spoke frequently against the administration, and supported the measures of his uncle, the famous orator
Charles James Fox. His powers as a speaker were of
a very high order. In 1802 he visited Paris, in company
with his uncle and Lady Holland. He held the office
of privy seal a few months in 1806. Throughout his
career he was constant to the Whig party and when
they came into power in 1830 he was appointed chancellor of the duchy of Lancaster.
He published an
excellent “Life of Lope de Vega,” (1817,) and “Three
Comedies from the Spanish,” which are rendered with
great poetical felicity.
His “ Foreign Reminiscences”
appeared after his death, which occurred in 1840. In
his time Holland House was the favourite resort, as
Macaulay says, “of wits and beauties, of painters and
poets, of scholars, philosophers, and statesmen.”
See Macaulay, “Essays;” “London Quarterly Review” for
and April, 1854; “Edinburgh Review”

for

January, 185:

;

“ Fraser’s Magazine” for February, 1851.

Holland, (Josiah Gilbert,) M.D.,

a popular

Amer-

ican author, born at Belchertown, Massachusetts, in 1819,
wrote under the assumed name of Timothy Titcomb.
Among his works are “Letters to the Young,” (1858,)
“ Bitter Sweet,” a poem, (1858,) an t a “ Life of Abra.
ham Lincoln,” (1865.) He also published a “Histoiy
of Western Massachusetts,” (2 vols., 1855.) From 1870
to his death in 1881 he successfully conducted “ Scnoner’s

Magazine.”

Holland, (Philemon,)

a physician and teacher, born
at Chelmsford, England, in 1551, lendered valuable
services to his country by translating Livy, Pliny, Plutarch’s “ Morals,” Xenophon, etc., and received the
title

of translator-general.

Died

in 1636.

Hollanda. See Holanda.
Hollar, (Wenzel or Wenceslaus,) a celebrated
Bohemiam engraver and designer, born at Prague in
Having met with the Earl of Arundel in Co1607.
logne, he accompanied him on his return to London,
and was employed to engiave some of thepiotures of his
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In 1639 he brought out his “ Ornatus MulieAnglicanus,” an admirable work, illustrating the
dress of Englishwomen of all classes at that time.
Owing to the troubled state of the country, he was, notwithstanding his genius and industry, soon reduced to

Hol'man, (James,) an Englishman, distinguished as
“ the Blind Traveller,” was born about 1788. He served
for some years in the royal navy, until he became blind,
(about 1812.) He performed a journey through several
countries of Europe, (1819-21,) of which he published
a narrative in 1822. After that date he visited the other
continents, and published “Travels through Russia,
Siberia,” etc., (1825,) and a “ Voyage round the World,”
He was arrested as a spy by the Rus(4 vols., 1840.)

gallery.

bris

great poverty.
in

London

Many

of his works are etchings.

Died

in 1677.

Hol'ley, (Horace,)

D

D., born at Salisbury, Con1781, graduated at Yale College in 1803
He became minister of the Hollis Street Unitarian
Church, Boston, in 1809, the president of Transylvania
University, Kentucky, in 1818.
Died in 1827.

necticut, in

an actor and dramatist,
born in London. After performing in London and Dublin, he emigrated to the United States in 1800, and was
manager of the Charleston Theatre. He wrote a few
comic operas. Died in 1817.
Holmes, homz, (Abiel,) D. D., an American divine,
born at Woodstock, Connecticut, in 1763, graduated at
Yale in 1783. He was pastor of the First Congregational Church, Cambridge, Massachusetts, from 1792 to
In 1805 he published “American Annals,” the
1832.
“ We consider
result of great industry and research.
it,” says Professor Sparks, “among the most valuable
productions of the American press.” He was the father
of Dr. O. W. Holmes, noticed below.
Died in 1837.
See “Quarterly Review”

in

in 1774.

See Hollis’s “Memoirs,” compiled by Rev. Francis Blackburn, privately printed in 1780, 2 vols., with many fine portraits.

Hollis, (Thomas Brand,) an English gentleman, was
a friend and the heir of Thomas Hollis, noticed above,
He contributed to Harvard College. Died
(1720-74.)
in 1804.

See

J.

Disney, “Memoirs of Thomas B. Hollis,”

Duke

(Thomas

Pelham.)

See

1808.

Newcastle,

of.

Hollmann, hol'min, (Samuel Christian,) a German philosopher, born at Stettin about 1696, was professor of philosophy at Gottingen for about fifty years.
He wrote, in Latin, several works on philosophy, metaphysics, and logic.
Died in 1787.
Hol'lo-way, (Thomas,) a skilful English engraver,
born in London in 1748. He engraved the plates for
Lavater’s “ Physiognomy,” and the Cartoons of Raphael
at Windsor. He spent several years on the latter, and had
the title of engraver of history to the king. Died in 1827.
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an English antiquary, born
1662, was clerk to the keepers of the

Holmes, (Nathaniel.) See Homes.
Holmes, (Oliver Wendell,) M.D., a

distinguished

American author, wit, and poet, was born in Cambridge,
Massachusetts, August 29, 1809. He graduated at Harvard in 1829, and commenced the study of law, but soon
abandoned it for medicine. Early in 1833 he visited
Europe, where for nearly three years he pursued his
medical studies, attending the hospitals of Paris and
other large

cities.

He

returned to his native country

and took the degree of doctor of medicine at
Harvard in 1836. In 1838 he was elected professor of
anatomy and physiology in Dartmouth College. About
two years afterwards he resigned this position, and in
1847 was chosen to fill the same chair at Harvard University, as successor to Dr. Warren.
Holmes had disin

1835,

tinguished himself as a poet even before he left college.
In 1836 he read before the Phi Beta Kappa Society, at
“ Poetry, a Metrical Essay,” which was soon
after published in a small volume, with a number of his
other poems. In 1857-8 he contributed to the “Atlantic
Monthly” a series of papers entitled “The Autocrat of
the Breakfast-Table,” which were followed in 1859 by
another series, called “The Professor at the BreakfastTable,” and in 1872 by “ The Poet at the BreakfastTable.” These contributions abound in humour and wit,
and exhibit at the same time a shrewd insight into human
character.
Dr. Holmes has more recently given to the
world two prose works of fiction, which have proved
“Elsie Venner,” (1861,) and “The
a decided success,
B ith of these works were
Guardian Angel,” (1868.)
tirst pu. disced in the columns of the “Atlantic Monthly.”
Among his other works we may mention “Songs of
Many seasons,” (1874,) “John L. Motley, a Memoir,”
(1878,) and “ The Iron Gate and other Poems,” ( 1880.)
He has also written ably on various subjects connected
with the medical profession.
As a poet, Dr. Holmes is especially distinguished for
wit and humour joined with a remarkable felicity of expression.
As a song-writer he has few, il any, superiors
111
America; but he more particularly excels in the
Among his effusions of this class we
plajful vein.
could not, perhaps, select an example which better exnibits his playful tancy or his wondeiful facility and fertility of resources as a versifier, than his lines addressed
10 Agassiz when setting out on his scientific tour in

money amounted Cambridge,

probably equal to more than five times
to about ^5000,
as much as these figures would represent at the present
time.
Hollis, (Thomas,) F.R.S., an English gentleman and
republican, born in London in 1720, was an ardent friend
of civil and religious liberty, and noted for his public
spirit.
He possessed a large fortune, which he used
liberally for charitable purposes and in the publication
of books. He published good editions of Toland’s “ Life
of Milton,” (1761,) and Algernon Sidney’s Works. Died

Hollis,

November,

records in the Tower. Died in 1749.
Holmes, (Isaac Edward,) a political leader in South
Carolina, born in Charleston in 1796, rose to eminence
at the bar of Charleston, took a conspicuous part in the
nullification movement of South Carolina in 1832-33, and
from 1839 to 1858 was in Congress. Died in 1867.

England;” “ Biographia Britannica;” Guizot, “Monk's Contem-

—

for

Holmes, homz, (George,)

poraries,” London, 1865.

paratus, his bequests to the college in

in 1857.

Holman, (Joseph George,)

,

Hollis, (Thomas,) a munificent benefactor of Harvard College, born in England in 1659. He was for
many years a successful merchant in London, where he
died in 1731. He founded two professorships in Harvard,
the Hollis divinity professorship and the professorship
Besides books and philosophical apof mathematics.

Died

sians.

Holling'sh.ead, (John,) an English dramatic critic
and journalist, was born in London in 1827.
Ha has
contributed to “Household Words,’’ the “ Cotnhill,”
“Good Words,” and the “Daily News,” and has published papers and stories relating to London. Since 1868
he has been lessee and manager of the Gaiety Theatre.
Hol'lins, (George N..) an American naval officer,
born in Baltimore about 1800. He became a commander
in 1841, and bombarded Greytown, in Nicaragua, in 1852.
He took arms against the Union in 1 86 1 and commanded
the naval forces which were defeated by Captain Farragut
below New Orleans in April, 1862.
Hol'Iins, (John,) an English painter of genre and
portraits, born at Birmingham in 1798; died in 1855.
Hol'lis or Hol'les, (Denzil,) Lord, an English politician, second son of the Earl of Clare, and brother-inlaw of the Earl of Strafford, was born at Haughton in
In the reign of Charles I. he was one of the
1597.
leaders of the opposition in Parliament, and in 1629 was
condemned to imprisonment during the king’s pleasure.
He was one of the five members whom the king rashly
attempted to arrest in the House of Commons on a
charge of treason, (1642.) After the division between
the Presbyterians and Independents occurred, Hollis
was the leader of the former. He was expelled from Parliament at the time of Pride’s Purge, and tied to France.
He favoured the restoration, was created a peer by
Charles II. in 1660, and was sent as ambassador to
France in 1663. Died in 1680.
See “Memoirs of Denzil Holies,” 1699; Hume, “History of
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Holmes, (Robert,) D.D., an English divine, born in
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of poetry at Oxford, and in 1804 Dean of Winchester.
He wrote odes, tracts, and sermons, and commenced an
edition of the Septuagint, which was finished by Parsons.

“Characters of the Kings and Queens of England,”

(3

Died in 1801.
1786-88.)
Holt, (Joseph,) an American minister of state, born
Died in 1805.
in Breckinridge county, Kentucky, about 1807.
He
Holmes, (Theophilus H.,) an American general, practised law at Louisville. In March, 1859, he was
born in North Carolina, graduated at West Point in appointed postmaster-general. He succeeded John B.
He became a general in the Confederate army Floyd as secretary of war in December, i860, and by his
1829.
in 1861, and commanded in Arkansas in 1862-63. Died energy and zeal for the Union rendered important
services in the critical times which ensued.
About Sepin August, 1863.
Holmskiold, holm'ske-old', (Theodor,) a Danish tember, 1862, he became iudee-advocate-general of the
in
November,
retired
physician and naturalist, born in 1732.
He published a army, but
1875.
Holte, holt, (John,) an English school-master, born
fine work on the Fungi in 1790.
Died in 1793.
Holmstrom or Holmstroem, holm'stRom, (Israel,) in Sussex about 1470, wrote the first Latin grammar
a popular Swedish poet, born at Stockholm, followed ever printed in England, which was dated about 1497.
Charles XII. in his campaigns, with the title of councillor
Holtei, von, fon hol'tl', (Karl,) a German poet and
of war.
Died in 1708.
dramatist, born at Breslau in 1797.
He produced many
Hol-o-fer'nes, an Assyrian general, who lived at an comedies and dramas, among which are “ The Old
“
uncertain epoch, and was killed by Judith, a patriotic General,” and Glory and Poverty,” a volume of poems,
(“Gedichte,” 1826,) “German Songs,” (1834,) and meJewess.
vols.,_

moirs of his

See the Apocryphal Book of Judith.

life,

entitled “ Forty Years, ”(8 vols., 1843-50.)

Holty or Hoelty, hol'tee, Ludwig Heinrich
Hol'royd, (John Baker,) Earl of Sheffield, an English
political writer and military officer, born in Yorkshire in Christoph,) an excellent German lyric poet, born at
He edited some posthumous works of Gibbon. Mariensee, near Hanover, in 1748. He studied at Got1741.
tingen, where he formed friendships with Voss, Stoll
Died in 1821.
Holst, hoist, (Hans Peter,) a Danish poet, born at berg, and others. He supported himself for a time by
Copenhagen in 1811. He published “National Ro- translating from the English, and giving lessons, until his
mances,” (1832,) “ Poems,” (“ Digte,” 1840,) and other health failed. His elegies, idyls, and odes are admired
He
works, written in an elegant style. His poem called for tenderness of feeling, artless grace, and naivete.
“ Adieu”
“ Farvel,” 1840) has been translated into died prematurely in 1776. The first edition of his poems
(

-

(

appeared in 1783.
See J. M. Miller, “Etwas

many

languages.
See P. L. Moller,

notice in the “ Dar.sk Pantheon.”

iiber Holty’s
etc.;

terwek, “Geschichte der Poesie,”

Character,” 1776; Bou-

Longfellow. “Poets

Holste. See Holstenius.
and Poetry of Europe
notice of Holty in an edition of his works
Holstein, hol'stln, (Johan Ludwig,) a worthy Dan- published by Voss in 1804.
ish statesman, born at Liibtz in 1694, became prime
Holtzlinus, hblts-lee'mls, (Jeremias, ) a German
minister in 1735, and president of the Royal Academy
philologist, born at Nuremberg; died at Leyden in 1641.
of Sciences in 1742.
Died in 1763.
Holtzmann, holts'min, (Adolf,) a German philoloSee Kofod Ancher, “ Cursus Vitae Holsteinians.”
gist, born at Carlsruhe in 1810, wrote among other
Hol-ste'nI-us, [Ger. pron. hoi-sta/ne-us,] (Lucas,)
the Latin form of the name of Lucas Holste, (hol'steh,)

works, “ Indian Legends,” (“ Indische Sagen,” 3 vols.,

an eminent German scholar, born at Hamburg in 1596.
He studied at Leyden, and went to Paris, where he joined
the Roman Catholic Church in 1626.
His friend Peiresc
recommended him to Cardinal Barberini, whom he ac-

HoFwell, (John Zephaniah,) born in Dublin in 171 1.
Having studied surgery, he went to India in 1732, and
became a member of the council at Calcutta about 1755.
He was one of those who survived the confinement in

companied

to

Rome

He became

in 1627.

librarian to

Barberini in 1636, and librarian of the Vatican in the
pontificate of Innocent X.
He projected great literary
works, some of which he left unfinished. In 1630 he
published a Greek and Latin edition of Porphyry’s “Life
of Pythagoras,” to which he added an excellent notice
of Porphyry.
Among his other published works is
“ Demophili, Democratis et Secundi Sententiae Morales
Graece et Latine,” (“The Moral Maxims of Demophilus,
Democrates, and Secundus, in Greek and Latin,” with
notes, 1638.)
Died in 1661.
See Wilkens, “ Leben des gelehrten Lucas Holstenii,” 1723;
“
Niceron, Memoires,” vol. xxxi. Moller, “Cimbria Literata
;

“Nouvelle Biographie Gen^rale.”

Holt, (Francis Ludlow,) an English barrister, was
queen’s counsel and vice-chancellor of Lancashire from
1826 to 1844. For many years he was editor of Bell’s

“Weekly Messenger.”
Holt,

Died

in 1844.

1845-47.)

the “ Black Hole,” of which he published a narrative,
He succeeded Colonel Clive as Governor of
(1757.)
Bengal in 1759. Hoi well also published “Interesting
Historical Events relative to Bengal and Hindostan, with
the Mythology of the Gentoos,” (3 vols., 1764-71.) Died
in 1798.

Hol'y-day, (Barten,) D.D., an English divine, born
Oxford in 1593, was chaplain to Charles I. He wrote
“Survey of the World,” a poem, and translated Juve-

at

nal

and Persius.

Died

in 1661.

Holyoak, hol'yok, (Francis,) an English clergyman,
born in Warwickshire about 1567, published a “Dictionary of Latin Words,” (1606).
Died in 1653.
Holyoake, (George Jacob,) an English essayist
and politician, born at Birmingham in 1817. He is the
lounder of secularism, and has on many occasions incun ed
obloquy by refusing to take an oath. Among his works
is “ Tne History ot Co-operation in Rochdale.” In 1882
he visited America in the interests of emigration.

John,) an eminent English judge, born at
Thame in December, 1642, was entered at Gray’s Inn in
Holyoke, (Edward Augustus,) M.D., an AmerHaving become
1658, and called to the bar in 1663.
ican physican, was born in Marblehead, Massachusetts,
eminent in his profession, he was chosen recorder of
London but for his firm opposition to the despotic in 1728. He gradu ited at Harvard in 1746, and for
measures of James II. he was removed. He distin- seventy-nine years followed his profession with eminent
guished himself in the Convention Parliament of 1688, success in Salem, where he died, March 31, 1829.
Hol'jf-wood, Hal'i-fax, or Sac'ro Bos'co, (John,)
and at the accession of William III. was appointed lord
thirteenth century, was
chief justice of the king’s bench in 1689.
In 1700 he a noted mathematician of the
declined the office of lord chancellor.
He performed professor of mathematics in the University of Paris.
unknown. He wrote
and
of
his
birth
are
The
time
place
the duties of chief justice with wisdom, honour, and
“ De Sphaera Mundi.”
courage, until the end of his life. “ His name,” says a work entitled
Holzbauer, holts'bow'er, (Ignaz,) a German comMackintosh, “ never can be pronounced without veneration as long as wisdom and integrity are revered among poser, born in Vienna in 1711, produced operas, symphonies, etc. “ He has a good style,” says Mozart, “ and
men.” Died in 1709.
(Sir

;

See Lord
of Sir John

Campbell, “Lives of

the Chief Justices

Holt,” (anonymous,) 1764;

Foss,

“Life

“The Judges

of

England.”

Holt, (John,) an English writer and teacher, born in
Cheshire in 1742. He wrote, besides a few other works,
< as k; 9 as s;

g hard; g asj; G, H,

V.,

guttural n, nasal;

composes very fine fugues.” Died in 1783.
Holzer, holt'ser, (Johann,) an eminent German
fresco-painter and engraver, was born near Marienburg,
in the Tyrol, in 1709.
He painted numerous frescos in
Augsburg of religious subjects, among which is “The

R, trilled; § as z;

th as

in this.
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HOLZHAUSER

I

Martyrdom of Saint Sebastian.” He produced spirited
etchings of “ The Adoration of the Magi,” after Bergmiiller, of the “Ecce Homo,” after his own design, and
of other paintings.
Died in 1740.
See Zapf, “ Holzers Leben,” 1781, in Meusel’s “ Miscellanien
Artistischen Inhalts.”

Holzhauser,

holts'how'zer, (Bartholomaus,) a Gerdevotee, born at Langenau in 1613, founded a community called “ Bartholomaer.” Died in 1658.

man

Homann, hc/min, (Johann Baptist,) a German
geographer and engraver of maps, born at Kamlach, in
Suabia, in 1664. He settled in Nuremberg, and published
many maps, which were more than ordinarily accurate.
He formed a large collection of the same, under the title
of “Atlas,” (1716.) His establishment, called “Officina
Homanniana,” was well known throughout Europe.
Died

in 1724.

Homberg, hom'b§RG, (Wilhelm,)

M.D., an excellent chemist, born of German parents at Batavia, in Java,
in 1652, came to Europe at an early age.
He studied
chemistry and other natural sciences with Otto Guericke

and Boyle, and

visited the principal capitals of Europe
knowledge. About 1685 he practised medicine at Rome with success, and in 1691 removed to
Paris, where he was chosen a member of the Academy
of Sciences, to which he contributed many memoirs.
He was patronized by the Duke of Orleans, who chose
him as his first physician. He discovered boracic acid
and Homberg’s pyrophorus. Died in Paris in 1715.
See Fontenelle, “ filoge de Homberg:;” Nic£ron, “ M£“Noumoires
F. Hoefer, “ Histoire de la Chimie,” tome ii.
in pursuit of

;

velle Biographie Gendrale.”

Home,
H5me,

(David.) See Hume.
(David,) a Scottish Protestant minister, who
lived in France during the reign of James I. of England.
He wrote “Apologia Basilica,” (1626.)
Home, (Sir Everard,) an eminent Scottish surgeon,
born in the county of Berwick in 1756, studied medicine
with his brother-in-law, the celebrated John Hunter.
He practised in London with distinction, and was president of the Royal College of Surgeons. He published
“Lectures on Comparative Anatomy,” and other proDied in 1832.
fessional works.
Home, (Henry,) Lord Karnes, a Scottish judge, born
at Karnes in 1696, was called to the Edinburgh bar in
After publishing several legal treatises, which
1724.
were well received, he was appointed in 1752 a judge of
the court of sessions, and took the title of Lord Karnes.
In 1758 he wrote a valuable work, entitled “ Historical
Law Tracts.” His greatest work, “Elements of Criticism,” (1762,) was regarded by some as an admirable performance, and is highly commended by Dugald Stewart.
Dr. Johnson said, “The Scotchman has taken the right

He was
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Ho'mer,

[Gr. 'O/rypof

;

Lat.

Home'rus

;

Fr.

Homeric,

o'maiR'; Ger. Homer, ho-maR';* It. Omero, o-ma'ro,]
the reputed author of the two great epics the “ Iliad” and
the “ Odyssey,” and the most celebrated poet that ever
lived, is generally supposed to have been born at Smyrna,
or Chios,! (Scio,) and to have flourished about one thousand years before the Christian era; but both the place
and the century of his birth are involved in the greatest
uncertainty.
The best ancient authorities, including
Aristotle and Aristarchus, represent him as contemporary
with the Ionian migration which occurred about one
hundred and forty years after the Trojan war. Of the
two great poems above named, the “ Iliad” has been
aptly called “the beginning of all literature.”
In the
opinion, indeed, of the greatest critics of antiquity, it was
not only the beginning, but the end ; it was not merely
the first attempt at the production of a great poem, but
the faultless model which excited alike the admiration and
despair of all succeeding poets.
In the words of Aristotle, ‘O futpoQ
teal diavola navroQ vnepftepkijKe.l
“ Hicomnes sine dubio,” says Quintilian, “in omni genere
eloquentiae procul a se reliquit.”§ Some other ancient
writers speak in even stronger terms of praise.
Among the ancients, none appears ever to have doubted
that Homer was a real personage, and that he was the
author of the most wonderful poem of antiquity, (the
“ Iliad.”) But before or about the time of the Christian
era there was a class of critics who denied that the
“ Iliad” and “ Odyssey” were the productions of the same
“ Separators.”
author. They were called
f, or
It cannot be denied that there is a remarkable difference
between those works, not in one or two points only, but
in several important respects. Perhaps the most striking
difference is that which exists in respect to the character
of the gods in the two poems. The gods of the “ Iliad”
are completely human in their character,
unless it be
that they have more than human foibles or vices.
They
are capricious and selfish, and seldom, if ever, show
much regard for justice. The deities of the “Odyssey”
appear as the rewarders of merit and the avengers of
sin or crime.
There is, moreover, a marked difference
in the spirit or tone of the two poems.
To explain this
difference, Longinus tells us that the “ Iliad” was composed by Homer when he was in the vigour of life, while
the “ Odyssey” was the production of his old age.
Modern critics had seemed disposed to leave the question of Homer’s age and the authorship of the Homeric
poems very much where they had been left by the writers
of antiquity, until a little before the close of the last century, when F. A. Wolf startled the world by announcing
a new theory respecting the Homeric poems, (1795.) He
maintained that, as writing was not in use among the
Greeks until long after the time in which those poems
.

.

.

—

must have been composed, it would have been wholly
impossible for any poet, however great his genius, to
compose and retain in memory even one such work as
the “Iliad” or “Odyssey.” For this and other reasons,
he concludes that the two great epics which go under the
Scotsmen.”
name of Homer were really produced by a number of
Home or Hume, (John,) a popular Scottish drama- different authors, and that these separate productions
He was licensed to preach were, after the introduction of the art of writing, thrown
tist, born at Ancrum in 1724.
In 1756 he
in 1747, and settled at Athelstaneford.
* See principles of German pronunciation, in the Introduction.
became at once distinguished by the publication of his
t If the weight of authorities is in favour of Smyrna, the greater
“ Tragedy of Douglas,” which was performed first at Edinnumber would seem to be on the side of Chios. (See Smith’s “ Clasburgh with unbounded applause, and is still very popular sical Dictionary.”) Byron appears to give the preference to the laton the stage. “ I think nobody can bestow too much praise ter for he calls Homer
on Douglas,” says Professor Wilson. “ There has been
“The blind old man of Scio’s rocky isle.”
Bride of A bydos canto
no English tragedy worthy of the name since it ap-

method

in his

‘Elements of Criticism.’”

ap-

pointed one of the lords of justiciary in 1763. Died in 1782.
See Lord Woodhouseleje, “Memoirs of the Life of Henry
Home,” 1807-10, 2 vols, William Smellie, “Life of Lord
Karnes,” 1800; Chambers, “Biographical Dictionary of Eminent
;

;

,

peared.” It rendered the author so obnoxious to the
elders of the Kirk that he retired from the ministry.
He was patronized bv the Earl of Bute, who procured
him a pension of £300. Home wrote several other
dramas, much inferior to “ Douglas,” and a “ History of
the Rebellion in 1745.” Mrs. Siddons once said “she
never found any study [which, in the technical language
of the stage, means the getting verses by heart] so easy
as that of Douglas.” Died in 1808.
See Sir

Walter

Scott’s

critique

on the “ Life and Writings of

John Home,” in the “ Quarterly Review” for June, 1827; Henry
Mackenzie, “Life of John Home,” prefixed to a collection of his
works, 3 vols 8vo, 1822; “Noctes Ambrosianas” for April, 1822;
Chambers, “Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen.”
a, e, T, 5, u, y,

long
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6,

same, less prolonged;
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It has been suggested (and it seems highly probable) that Homer,
though born at Smyrna, may have afterwards removed to Chios,
where his family, or a branch of it, (the Homeridse,) are said to have
Seven different cities are said to have
lived for several generations.
disputed for the honour of having given birth to Homer, as expressed
in the following couplet by Antipater of Sidon

'E7rra 7roAeis fx6.pva.VT0 <ro<J>riv Sia pi£av 'Ofxijpov,
2 p.vpva, Xto?, Ko\o(f)(ov, lOaKrj IIvAos, ’Apyos, 'AOr/vai.
,

cities (or states) contended for the wise race of
the race or origin of the wise Homer,] Smyrna, Chios,
Colophon, Ithaca, Pylos, Argos, and Athens.” Some writers substitute Salamis for Ithaca.
t “ Homer has surpassed all Tother writers] in diction (or expres-

Literally,

Homer,

“Seven

[i.e.

and in thought.”
“ In every kind of eloquence he undoubtedly has
behind him.”

sion)

§
far

short;

a, e,

i,

o.

obscure; fir,

fill, fit;

left all [others]

m£t; ndt; good; moon;

HOMER

together as they happened to fit, so as to form a continuous whole. The inconclusiveness, not to say absurdity,
of such a train of reasoning must, we think, be obvious
We meet, even now, with
to every unbiassed mind.
persons who by two or three perusals can commit to
memory the whole of such a poem as the “ Lady of the
“ Who can determine,” says Muller, “ how
Lake.”
many thousand verses one thoroughly filled with his submight produce in a year and confide to the
ject
faithful memory of disciples devoted to their master and
his art?”
When we take into consideration the fact
that the mental activity of the ancients, instead of being
divided and diluted among an endless variety of studies
or pursuits, was concentrated and constantly exercised
on a comparatively few, the retaining of even two such
.

.

.

works as the “ Iliad” and “ Odyssey” will not, perhaps,
seem more incredible than many feats of memory which
are known to have been performed in modern times.
Nor must it be forgotten that the poetry of Homer, unlike

many

of our great modern poets, is, generally
speaking, remarkable for the simplicity and directness of
its language ; and these qualities, added to the marvellous
facility and animation of the narrative, render the verse
extremely easy to be learned and retained in memory.
The consummate art with which the various parts of
the “ Iliad” (though sometimes seemingly disconnected)
are arranged and adapted so as to delay the denouement
and yet to heighten the interest till near the very end,
proves the poem to have been, beyond all reasonable
But this masterdoubt, the work of one master-mind.
mind may very probably have used materials prepared
for him by preceding poets, just as the consummate
architect, when erecting an edifice designed to be the
admiration of all coming time, may avail himself of the
materials, and, for subordinate parts of the building, even
of the designs, furnished by inferior workmen. There
seem, indeed, to be strong reasons for believing that
before the time of Homer there existed many poems
treating of the events of the Trojan war, and that he, in
selecting and combining the facts necessary to the plot
of his great work, occasionally adopted some of the finest
lines of his predecessors, at the same time changing or
adapting others to suit his purpose, so as to give the
whole poem the impress of his matchless skill and transcendent genius.
This supposition will perhaps best
explain the introduction into the poem of such a great
variety of words or phrases differing in different parts of
the work, as well as the marked diversity of dialects.
It
is well known that Shakspeare used freely, in some of
his historic dramas, not only the ideas, but, in repeated
instances, the very lines, of some of the poets that had
gone before him. At other times he appears to have
adopted some of the leading ideas, and perhaps many
of the expressions, of previous dramatists, and yet to
have so cast them into the mould of his own mind, and so
coloured them with the hues of his wonderful imagination, that he may be said to have surpassed the fabled
achievements of the alchemists, and transmuted his crude
materials into something far more precious than gold.
But, while we claim it as a point established, that the
“ Iliad” is virtually and essentially the production of a
single poet, we must admit that the question is still undecided whether the same Homer was also the author
of the “Odyssey.” “If,” says the learned and accomplished critic already quoted, “the completion of the
‘
Iliad’ and
Odyssey’ seems too vast a work for one
man, we may perhaps have recourse to the supposition
that Homer, after having sung the Iliad’ in the vigour of
his youthful years, in his old age communicated to some
devoted disciple the plan of the Odyssey,’ which had long
that of

‘

‘

‘

been working

in his

mind, and

left it to

him

for

comple-

(K. O. Muller’s “ History of Greek Literature.”)
prevailing belief that Homer was blind appears to
have taken its origin from one of the so-called Homeric
hymns addressed to the Delian Apollo, the author of
which calls himself the blind poet who lived in rocky
Chios. The hymn in question was considered by some
of the most judicious of the ancient writers to be the
production of Homer himself ; but this view is not accepted by the best modern critics. The wonderful accuracy of many of the descriptions in the “Iliad” utterly

tion.”

The
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precludes the idea of their having been written by a
poet who had not himself been an eye-witness of the
scenes which he paints so admirably. But he might, perhaps, have described in his blind old age scenes which

had been indelibly stamped upon his memory in youth
manhood. (See, on the various questions connected with the Homeric poems, Colonel W. Mure’s
“Critical History of the Literature, etc. of Ancient
Greece,” (1850,) and the able article on “ Homerus,” in
Smith’s “Dictionary of Greek and Roman Biography.”)
See, in addition to the works referred to in the article, Olof

or early

Celsius, “Dissertatio de Homeri Vita et Scriptis,” 1714 Ludolpk
Kuester, “ Historia critica Homeri,” 1696; Thomas Blackwell,
“Enquiry into the Life and Writings of Homer,” 1735; Koppen,
“ Ueber Homer’s Leben und Gesange,” 1788 Carl Ernst Schubarth, “ Ideen iiber Homer und sein Zeitalter,” 1821 ; Matthias
Asp, “ Disputationes de Homero,” 1714; J. E. Turr, “Homerus
en zijn Schriften,” t8io; Alphonse de Lamartine, “Hom&re,”
1852; Fortia d'Urban, “ Hom&re et ses ficrits,” 1832; Bernard
Thiersch, “ Das Zeitalter des Homer,” 1824 J. Paschius, “Dissertatio de Poetarum Principe Homero,” 1687; Edouard Juste,
“ Dissertation sur l’Origine des Poernes attribues a Homere,” 1849
“ Homer and his Successors in Epic Poetry,” in the “ London Quarterly Review” for January, 1857; Matthew Arnold’s admirable
observations “On Translating Homer,” in his “Essays,” 1865.
;

;

;

;

Ho'mer,
Birdingbury

(Rev. Henry,) an English scholar, born at
in 1752,

was educated

at

Cambridge.

He

edited several Latin authors, and, in partnership with
Dr. Combe, published a complete edition of Horace.

Died in 1791.
Homfere. See Homer.

Homeridae, ho-mir'e-dee, (singular, Ho-mer'I-des,)
or Ho'mer-ids, the name applied to the family of the
poet Homer. (See Homer, note t.)

Homerus.

See Homer.

Homes

or Holmes, homz, (Nathaniel,) D.D., an
English theologian, ejected for nonconformity in 1662, was
He wrote the “ Resura believer in the fifth monarchy.
Died in 1678.
rection Revealed,” and other works.
Ho-mil'i-us, [Ger. pron. ho-mee'le-us,] (Gottfried
August,) an eminent German organist and composer of
church music, born at Rosenthal, in Bohemia, in 1714.
Among his best works are a cantata for Christmas, and
a number of motets. He was organist and director of

music

at

Dresden.

Died

in 1785.

Hommaire de

Hell, /zo'mSR' deh kl], (Ignace
Xavier Morand,) a French geologist, born at Altkirch
in 1812, explored the regions which border on the Black
and Caspian Seas, and left an account of his travels, in
Died at Ispahan in 1848.
3 vols.
Hommel, hom'mel, [Lat. Homme'lius,] (Karl Ferdinand,) a learned jurist and ingenious writer, born at
Leipsic in 1722.
He became professor of feudal law at
Leipsic in 1752, and of civil institutes in 1756. Among
his works are “ Literatura Juris,” (1761,) a very piquant
treatise on legal literature, “ Rhapsodia Quaestionum in
Foro quotidie obvenientum,” (“ Questions occurring daily
in the Forum,” 5 vols., 1765-79; 4th edition, 7 vols.,
1787,) and “Sceleton Juris civilis,” (“Skeleton of Civil
Law,” 4th edition, 1767.) Died in 1781.
See Ernesti, “ Hommelii Memoria,” 1783, and Rossig, “Vita
Hommelii,” 1782, both of which may be found in the 7th vol. of
Hommel’s “Rhapsodia,” 1787; “Nouvelle Biographie Generale.

Hommelius. See Hommel.
Hompesch, von, fon hom'pesh, (Ferdinand,)

the

grand master of the Knights of Malta, was born
Dusseldorf in 1744; died in 1803.
last

at

Honain, (or Honein,) ho-nln', (Aboo-Yezeed or
Abu- (Abou-) Yezid, J'boo yeh-zeed',) otherwise
called Honain-Ben-IshSk, (b§n is'hik',) an Arabian
physician, born at Heerah, (Hirah,) in Mesopotamia, lived
mostly at Bagdad. Died about 875 A.D. He translated
into Arabic the works of Hippocrates, Galen, Euclid, etc.
See Ibn-Khallikan, “ Biographical Dictionary
“ Lexicon Bibliographicum,”

Haji-Khalfa,

Hondekoeter,

hon'deh-koo'ter, (Giles,) a noted
Dutch landscape-painter, born at Utrecht in. 1583, was
He often added
the son of the Marquis of Westerloo.
to his landscapes highly-finished figures of birds.
Hondekoeter, (Gysbrecht,) a son of the preceding,
and a painter of poultry, was born in 1613 died in 1653.
Hondekoeter, (Melchior,) an excellent painter, a
He
son of the preceding, was born at Utrecht in 1636.
studied with his father and his uncle, John B. Weenix.
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He

painted poultry, pea-fowls, and other birds, with a
has never been surpassed. The backgrounds
of his pictures are adorned with beautiful landscapes.
Among his works is “The Entrance of the Animals into
the Ark.” Died in 1695.
See Jakob Campo Weyerman, “De Schilderkonst der Nederskill that

landers.”

Hondius,

hon'de-us, or

Hondt,

Dutch painter and engraver, born

at

(Abraham,) a
Rotterdam in 1638.

h6nt,

He

painted hunting-scenes, animals, and landscapes
with success. “ He often equals the best masters,” says
Descamps. Among his works are “The Burning of
Troy,” and “ The Animals entering the Ark.” He worked
some years in England, where he died about 1692.
Hondius, (Hendrik,) an engraver of maps and por-

born at Ghent in 1573. His principal work is a
series of portraits of one hundred and forty-four artists,
traits,

mostly Flemings. He also engraved some pictures by
Albert Diirer and Holbein. Died at the Hague in 1610.
See Basan, “ Dictionnaire des Graveurs

Strutt, “ Dictionary

of Engravers.”

Hondius or De Hondt, deh hint, (Henry,) called
the Younger, born in London in 1580, was accounted

HOOD
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to a crusade against the Albigenses.

He

died in 1227,

and was succeeded by Gregory IX.
Honorius IV., Pope, (Cardinal Giacomo Savelli,)
a native of Rome, was elected in 1285 as successor to
Martin IV. Died in 1287.
Ho-no'ri-us, (Flavius,) a Roman emperor, the second son of Theodosius the Great, was born at Constantinople in 384 a.d.
At the death of his father, in 395, he
inherited the Western Empire, (his elder brother Arcadius having obtained the Eastern,) under the guardianship of Stilicho, a famous general, whose daughter he
married.
His court was held at Milan, and afterwards
at Ravenna.
About 402 Alaric the Goth invaded Italy,
and was defeated by Stilicho at Pollentia. In 408 Stilicho was put to death by order of Honorius, who was a
man of weak and vicious character. From this event
may be dated the fall of the Roman power. Rome
was taken and pillaged by Alaric in 410, and the empire
went rapidly to ruin. He died, without issue, in 423,
and was succeeded by Valentinian III.
See Gibbon, “ History of the Decline and Fall of the Roman
Empire
Sozomen, “Historia Ecclesiastica;” Jornandes,
Rebus Geticis ;” Tillemont, “Histoire des Empereurs.”

“De

the best engraver of the family. He engraved portraits,
landscapes, and history after several Flemish painters.
Among his works are portraits of Queen Elizabeth and

Honorius de Sancta Maria. See HonorE de
Sainte-Marie.
Hontheim, von, fon hont'hlm, (Johann Nikolaus,)
James I. Died at Amsterdam about 1650.
a German jurist and Catholic priest, born at Treves in
See Basan, “Dictionnaire des Graveurs.”
He became Bishop (in partibus) of Myriophis in
1701.
Hondius orDe Hondt, (JossEor Jodo'cus,) askilful 1748, and suffragan of the see of Treves. He published
Flemish engraver and geographer, born at Wacken about under the pseudonym of Justinius Febronius a famous
He had a high book against the usurpations of the popes, entitled “ De
1550, was the father of the preceding.
reputation as an engraver on copper.
He worked in Statu Ecclesiae et legitima Potestate Romani Pontificis,”
London, and afterwards settled in Amsterdam, where he (5 vols., 1763,) which was often reprinted. Died in 1790.
Honthorst, hint'horst, or Hundhorst, hunt'hoRst,
engraved maps of superior quality, and published new
editions of the “ Grand Atlas” of Mercator. Died in 161 1. (Gerard,) a Flemish painter, called also by the Italians
Hondt, hint, (Willem,) a Flemish engraver, a bro- Gerardo della Notte, (“Gerard of the Night,”) bether of Henry the Younger, born at the Hague in 1601. cause he excelled in nocturnal scenes.
He was born at
Hone, ho'neh, (Georg Paul,) a German lawyer, born Utrecht in 1592, and was a pupil of A. Bloemaert. He
at Nuremberg in 1662, wrote “ Iter Juridicum,” and other worked in Rome and in England, where he painted
portraits of the royal family and gained a high repuworks. Died in 1747.
Hone, (Nathaniel,) a portrait-painter, born in Dub- tation. Among his works is “The Prodigal Son.” He
was a good colorist, and excelled in design. Died at
lin about 1730; died in 1784.
Hone, (William,) an English writer, born at Bath in the Hague in 1660. His brother Willem was a sueDied at Berlin in 1683.
1779, resided in London, and failed several times as a cessful portrait-painter.
bookseller.
He wrote “The Political House that Jack
Hood, (Alexander,) Viscount Bridport, an English
Built,” a satire, which was illustrated by Cruikshank naval officer, was a younger brother of Lord Samuel
and ran through fifty editions. He was prosecuted for Hood, noticed below. Alter having gained distinction
his Parody on the Liturgy in 1818, and, having ably in subordinate stations, he was made rear-admiral in 780.
1
defended himself, was acquitted. In 1826 he began to In 1784 he was second in command under Lord Howe,
issue in weekly numbers his “ Every-Day Book,” which in the Channel fleet.
The next year he took three French
had a large sale, and was commended by Professor ships, and in 1796 succeeded Lord Howe as commander
Wilson, Scott, Lamb, and Southey. It was followed by of the fleet. In 1801 he was raised to the peerage as
the “Table-Book” and the “Year-Book,” which were Viscount Bridport.
Died in 1814.
well received, but did not save the author from insol(Edwin
Paxton,) an English dissenting minHood,
vency.
He was in prison for debt about three years.
ister, born at Weston about 1820. He was for many years
Died in 1842.
editor of the “Eclectic Review,” and of the “Preacher's
See “The Early Life and Conversion of William Hone,” written
Lantern,”
and has written numerous works, among which
by himself.
aie “ Self-Formation,” “ William Wordsworth,” a bioHonestis, (Petrus de.) See Damiani.
Honeywood, hun'ne-wood, (Saint John,) an Amer- graphy. “A Lite of Swedenborg,” “Literature of
“ Scottish Characteristics.” Died in 1885.
ican poet, born in Massachusetts in 1765 died in 1798. Labour,” and
See Griswold, “ Poets and Poetry of America.”
Hood, hood, (John B.,) an American general, born
Hoxiore de Sainte-Marie, o'no'rl' deh slNt'mt're', in Bath county, Kentucky, in 1831, graduated at West
He commanded a division of Lee’s army
[Lat. Honorius de Sancta Maria,] called, after he Point in 1853.
entered the cloister, Blaise Vauxelle, (vo-s§K,) a at Antietam, September, 1862, and at Gettysburg, July
learned monk, born at Limoges in 1651 died in 1729.
He lost a leg at the battle of Chickamauga,
1-3, 1863.
Ho -no'ri-us I., a native of Campania, was elected September 20, 1863, soon after which he was promoted
Pope or Bishop of Rome in 626 A.D. He is charged to be a lieutenant-general. In the spring of 1864 he
with assenting to the heresy of Monothelism. The Council commanded a corps of the army opposed to General
He succeeded General
of Constantinople, held in 680, condemned his doctrine Sherman in Northern Georgia.
on this point. Died in 638.
Johnston in July as commander-in-chief of that army,
Honorius II., Pope, previously known as Cardinal which was then near Atlanta. General Johnston was
Lamberto and Bishop of Ostia, succeeded Calixtus II. removed because he had adhered to a cautious and dein 1124.
Tebaldus was chosen pope at the same time fensive policy. Hood assumed the offensive, and attacked
by a number of bishops, but forbore to contest his General Sherman on the 22d of July, and again on the
claim.
He was comHonorius died in 1130.
28th, but was repulsed with heavy loss.
Honorius III., elected Pope in 1216, was a Roman pelled to abandon Atlanta on the 1st of September, 1864.
by birth. His proper name was Cencio Savelli. He (See Sherman, W. T.) After he had damaged the railcrowned Frederick II. Emperor of Germany in 1220, in road by which Sherman’s army was supplied, General
the hope that he would lead a crusade against the Turks. Hood invaded Middle Tennessee, attacked General
He was more successful in instigating the King of France Schofield at Franklin, November 30, and besieged Nash;
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He was defeated on the 16th of December, 1864,
by General Thomas, at the decisive battle of Nashville,
where he lost fifty pieces of cannon, and was relieved of

of grace, purity, and vigour, both in thought and style.
He has the honour of rendering his vernacular language
more polished and classical than it was before his time.
He was a friend of Grotius. “ Though deeply religious,”
says the “ Biographie Universelle,” “he never ranged
himself under the banner of any outward communion.”

ville.

command

the

in January, 1865.

See “Southern Generals,”

New

York, 1865.

Hood,

(Robin,) a famous English outlaw, who is supposed to have lived in the reign of Richard I. Sherwood
Forest was his head-quarters. His exploits are the subject of many popular ballads, which applaud his gallantry to the ladies and his generosity in sharing among
the poor the spoils of the rich.
He was the chief of a
numerous band, who seem to have lived chiefly on the
products of the chase.
See W. W. Campbell, “Historical Sketch of Robin Hood and
Captain Kidd,” New York, 1853; “Edinburgh Review” for July,
1847

;

“ North American Review”

for

January, 1857.

Hood, (Samuel,) Viscount,

an English

admiral,

at Butley in 1724, entered the navy in 1740, and
became captain in 1754. In 1780 he was made a rearadmiral, and was second in command in the West Indies.

born

in command of the
with which he fought De Grasse near the mouth of
the Chesapeake, but failed to relieve the British army at
Yorktown. He took part in the victory over De Grasse
in April, 1782, and was rewarded with the title of Baron
Hood of Catherington. In 1784, after a close contest
with Fox, he was elected to Parliament, and in 1788 appointed a lord of the admiralty. In 1793 he commanded
against the French in the Mediterranean and at the siege
of Toulon.
He was made, in 1796, Viscount Hood of
Whitley, and afterwards an admiral. Died in 1816.
See Campbell, “ Lives of British Admirals.”

The next year he succeeded Rodney
fleet,

and, in the latter years of his

“New

Monthly Magazine.”

life,

Died

in 1647.

See Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie ;” and Van
Kampen’s article on “ Hollandische Sprache und Literatur,” in the
same work ;also,“ Nouvelle Biographie Generate ;” Jan van Kruyff,

“Lofreden of P. C. Hooft,” 1810; Jacob Koning, “ Geschiedenis
van het Slot te Muiden, en Hoofts Leven op het zelve,” 1827; Van
Heusde, “ Commentatio literaria de Hooftio cum Tacito comparato,”
1S38; Longfellow, “Poets and Poetry of Europe;” “Fraser’s

Magazine”

March, 1854.
de, deh hb'Geh or ho'Heh, written alsoHoogh,
(Pieter,) a Dutch painter of genre, born about 1644.
Little is known of his history.
His colour is good, his
design correct, and his manner natural. He represents
the effects of light with great skill.
Among his works
(which command high prices) are a “Supper,” an “ Interior,” and a “Guard-Room.”
Died in 1708.
See Descamps, “ Vies des Peintres Flamands, Hollandais,” etc.
Hooge or Hooghe, de, (Romeyn,) an eminent Dutch
designer and engraver, was born at the Hague about 1640,
or, as others say, about 1650. He worked for a long time
He
in Paris, and passed his latter years at the Hague.
had a rich imagination and great facility, but was deficient
“
in correctness. Among his works are
The Entrance of
Louis XIV. into Dunkirk,” and “ The Assassination of
for

Hooge,

De

Witt.”

See

J.

C.

Died in 1725.
Weyerman, “De

Schilderkonst der Nederlanders.”

Hoogeveen, ho'geh-vaiT or ho'neh-van', sometimes
written Hoogeven, (Hendrik,) a Dutch Hellenist, born

Hood, (Sir Samuel,) cousin of the preceding, was a
vice-admiral in the British navy, and a brave and skilful
officer.
He took part in the victory of Rodney over De
Grasse in 1782, and in the battle of the Nile, (1798.) In
1806 he was returned to Parliament for Westminster,
and captured three French ships near Rochefort. He
was afterwards appointed to command in the East Indies,
where he died in 1814.
Hood, (Thomas,) a famous English humourist and
popular author, born in London in 1798, was the son of
a bookseller. He served an apprenticeship to an engraver, but soon exchanged that employment for literary
pursuits.
In 1821 he became sub-editor of the “London
Magazine,” by which he gained access to the society of
many authors who have since risen to eminence. His
“Whims and Oddities” (1826) displayed an abundant
vein of inimitable wit and comic power.
He issued the
“ Comic Annual” from 1830 to 1842, which was followed
“
“
by his Comic Album,” Whimsicalities,” and “ Hood’s
Own.” His tales and novels were less successful than
his humorous works.
Among his most popular poems
are the “ Song of the Shirt,” (which first appeared in
“ Punch,”) the “ Bridge of Sighs,” and the “ Dream of
Eugene Aram.” He was editor of “ The Gem” for one
year,
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at

Leyden

in 1712,

was successively rector of the gym-

nasiums of Breda, Dort, and Delft, and was an excellent
grammarian. He is the author of a valuable treatise
on “ Greek Particles,” (“ Doctrina Particularum Linguae
Graecae,” 2 vols., 1769,) and “ Dictionarium Analogicum
Linguae Graecae,” (Cambridge, 1800.) Died in 1791.
See Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie;” Harless,
“Vitae Philologorum.

Hoogstaad, van, vin

(Gerart,) a Flemish

hoG'stlt',

painter of history and portraits, born at Brussels,
living in 1661.

was

Hoogstraaten, van, vfn hoG'stRS.'ten, (David,) a
Dutch scholar, a nephew of the following, was born at
Rotterdam in 1658, and became a classical professor at
Amsterdam. He compiled a Latin-Dutch Dictionary,
“ Poe(1704,) and wrote several elegant Latin poems,
rnata,” (1710.)
Died in 1724.
Hoogstraaten, van, (Samuel,) a Dutch painter,
born at Dort in 1627, was a pupil of Rembrandt, and
the master of Houbraken.
He painted portraits, landscapes, etc. with success, and wrote a good work on the
theory of painting. Died in 1678.
His father, Dirck, born at Antwerp in 1596, was also
a skilful landscape-painter.
Died in 1640.

editor of the

See Pilkington’s “ Dictionary of Painters.”

Like poor Yorick, he was

Hoogvliet, hoG'vleetor hoH'vleet, (Arnold,) a popu“a fellow of infinite jest, of most excellent fancy.” As lar Dutch poet, born at Vlaardingen in 1687, was edua punster he is unrivalled. Some of his serious poems cated for a merchant, and held the position of cashier in
are exquisitely tender and pathetic. In 1844 he began to his native place.
His reputation is founded on an epic
issue “ Hood’s Magazine,” for which he wrote until his poem, called “Abraham the Patriarch,” (1727,) which
last illness.
A pension of £100 which had been granted was received with extraordinary and durable favour.
to him was transferred to his widow.
Died in 1845.
“No book in Dutch literature,” says Marron, “has
See “Life of Hood,” by his children, i860; E. P. Whipple, been honoured with a more decided national adoption.”
“Essays and Reviews;” R. H. Horne, “New Spirit of the Age,”
1844; “Edinburgh Review” for April, 1846; “Quarterly Review”
for October, 1863; “Blackwood’s Magazine” for January, 1827;
“London Magazine” for December, 1826; “British Quarterly Review”

for October, 1867.

Hooft, h 5ft, (Niklaas,) a Dutch
born

(“ Biographie Universelle.”) He afterwards published a
collection of poems on various subjects, which are not
unworthy of his name. Died in 1 763.

historical

See Jan van Kruyff, “Leven van A. Hoogvliet,” 1782; Willem Terpstra, “Oratio de A. Hoogvlietio Poeta,” 1816.
Hoogzaat, hdG'zat, (Jan,) an able Dutch painter,
born at Amsterdam in 1664. He decorated the chateau
Died in 1712.
of Loo for William III. of England.
Hook, hook, (James,) an English composer and mu-

painter,

Hague in 1664; died in 1748.
or Hoofft, (Pieter Cornelis,) an excellent

at the

Hooft

Dutch poet and

historian,

born

in

Amsterdam

in

March,

After leaving college he travelled in France and
Italy, and filled several civil offices. He published about
1602 “ Granida,” a tragi-comedy, which is a master-piece.
He wrote other dramas, and erotic poems of great
merit, and translated Tacitus into Dutch.
His chief
prose works are a “ Life of Henry IV. of France,” (1626,)
“
and a History of the Netherlands, ”(“ De Nederlandsche
Historien,” 2 vols., 1642-54,) which is esteemed a model
1581.
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sician,

born

at

Norwich

He was employed

and composed numerous popular
certos, etc.
Died in 1827.

Hook,
1

many

as
years,

ballads, songs, con-

(James,) LL.D., an English writer, brother of

Theodore E. Hook, was born in London about 1771. He
was educated for the church, and in 1825 was appointed
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Dean

of Worcester.
His principal works are two
novels, called “ Pen Owen” and “ Percy Mallory.” Died
in 1828.
Hook, (James Clarke,) an English historical painter,
born about 1820. In the early part of his career he
painted subjects from Italian history, among which are
“ Bianca Capello,” and a “ Dream of Venice.” He after-

wards produced “The Defeat of Shylock,” (1851,) and
other scenes from Shakspeare.
He became a Royal
Academician in 1859. Among his later works are “ The
Samphire Gatherer,” (1875,) “The Nearest Way to
School,’’ (1881,) and “Love lightens Toil,’’ (1883.)

Hook, (Theodore Edward,)

born in London

in

was

the son of James, the musical composer, noticed
was an excellent vocalist, an expert mimic,
above.
and a prodigy of colloquial power. In 1805 he wrote
“ The Soldier’s Return,” an operatic farce which was
very successful.
He was addicted to punning, to extravaPIis
gant dissipation, and to audacious practical jokes.
biilliant wit and marvellous faculty of improvisation
rendered him an idol of the gay world, and commended
him to the favour of the prmce-iegent, who procured his
appointment in 1812 as treasurer to the colony of MauriIn 1818, a large detius, with a salary of about ^2000.
ficit being found in his treasure-chest, he was sent home
charged with peculation. The legal inquiry, however,
proved nothing against him except a culpable negligence
In 18-O he became editor of the
of his official duties.
“ John Bull ” newspaper, which was very successful in a
pecuniary respect and obtained gi'eat notoriety.
his most popular works are “ Sayings and Doings,” (of
which he issued three serieq) “ Maxwell,” a novel, and
“ Gilbert Gurney,” a novel, which contains an autobiogiaphy of himself. In 1836 he was editor of the “
Monthly Magazine. ’ Died in 1841.
See R. H. Barham, “ Life and Writings of Theodore Hook,”
1848 “ Lite ot T. Hook,” from the “ Quarterly Review,” London,
R. H. Horne, “ New Spirit of the Age,” 1844.
1852

1788,
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He

Among

Morals and Religion,” and
Died in 1857.

“

Uses of Adversity,”

(1846.)

See Griswold, “Prose Writers of America.”

Hook’er, (hook’er,) otherwise called Vow’ell,
(John,) M.P., an English historian, born at Exeter
about 1524, was uncle of Richard Hooker, noticed
below.
He represented Exeter in Parliament in 1571.
He compiled a large part of Holinshed’s “ Chronicles,”
(1586,) and wrote a treatise on the order and usage of
Parliaments, and a few other works.
Died in 1601.
Hook’er, (Joseph,) an American general, born in
Hadley, Massachusetts, in 1819, graduated at West
Point in 1837.
He served as captain in the Mexican
war, (1846-47,) and gained the brevet of lieutenantcolonel at Chapultepec.
Having resigned his commission about 1853, he lived several years in California. He
was appointed a brigadier-general of volunteers about
May, 1861, served at the battle of Williamsburg, and in
the “seven days’ battles” near Richmond, June 26-July
He became a major-general in July, and com1, 1862.
manded a corps at the battle of Antietam, September
few days after which he was promoted to
a
1862,
17,
the rank of brigadier-general in the regular army.
He
commanded a grand division under General Burnside
Fredericksburg in December, 1862, and succeeded
Burnside as commander of the army of the Potomac in
Januiry, 1863. During the battle of Chancellorsville he
was stunned by a canmn-ball. He was relieved of the
command on tlie 28ih of June, 1863, and was sent to
Tennessee with two corps in September of that year.
He had comm nd of the N01 them department from Sept.,
at

1864, to July, 1865.

Died

in 1879.

Hooker, (Josfph Dalton,) F.R.S.,

New

an eminent

botanist and traveller, a son of Sir William Jackson
Hooker, was born in 1817. He studied medicine, and
in 1839 sailed as surgeon with the expedition of Sir
James Ross to the Antarctic Ocean. O11 liis return he
published “Flora Antarctica,” (2 vols., 1 84 4—4
the
)
Hook, (WALTERFARQUHAR,)an English theologian, descriptions and illustiations of which are highly7 coma nephew of the preceding, was born in London in mended.
Between 1848 and 1852 he explot ed the boHe became vicar of Leeds in 1837, and Dean tanical reductions of the Himalayas. The results of
1798.
“
his works are
Hear this arduous enterprise appeared in a very interesting
of Chichester in 1859.
the Church,” (28th edition, 1838,) “Ecclesiastical Bio- woik called “ Himalayan Journals,” (2 vols., 1
85 j ,) and
“
Church
Dictionary,”
graphy,” (8 vols., 1845-52.)
(7th in his “Flora Indica.”
In 1865 he became director of
“
AichoLbops
ves
of
the
and
L
of
edition, 1854,)
Can- Kew Gardens. In 1871 he visited Morocco. In 1877
teibury,” (ot which the first volume was published in he made an impoitant botanical tour in the Uniled States
i860, the seventh appeared in 1868, and nine others and in the same year he was created a K.C.S.I.
From
appeared before his death in 1875. He was noted for 1873 to 1878 he was pres dent of the Ro\al Society.
his zeal and success in the cause 01 chu ch extension.
Among his other works are “ The Rhododendrons of
Sikkim Himalaya,” (1851,) a “Flora of New Zealand,”
See “ London Quarterly Review” for July, 1862.
“On the Vegetation ol the Carboniferous
Hooke, hook, (Nathaniel,) a Roman Catholic his- (1852-54,)
Period,” and “Journal of a Tour in Morocco and the
torian, born about 1690, was an intimate friend of Pope the
Great Atlas,” (1878.)
poet.
His principal work is “The Roman History from
”
Hooker, (Richard,) an eminent English divine and
the Building of Rome to the End of the Commonwealth
After
(4 vols. 4to, 1733-71,) which was often reprinted, and is author, born at Heavytree, near Exeter, in 1553.
faithful
compilation.
He
was
employed
a
graduating
at Oxford, he took orders in 1581, and in an
commended as
by Sarah, Duchess of Marlborough, as editor of her unguarded hour married a scolding wife. By the favour
Memoirs, (1742.) Died in 1764.
of Sandys, Bishop of London, he became Master of the
Hooke, (Robert,) M.D., an English philosopher, Temple in 1585. Here he was involved in a controversy
born at Freshwater, in the Isle of Wight, in 1635, and with Mr. Travers, a Calvinist, who was also a lecturer
noted for his inventive faculty, mechanical genius, and in the Temple. One of the consequences of this dispute
In 1662 he was chosen curator was the production of his great argument for the constiscientific acquirements.
of experiments to the Royal Society, of which he was tution and discipline of the Anglican Church, entitled
a Fellow, and afterwards secretary. About 1666 he “The Laws of Ecclesiastical Polity.” After he began
became professor of geometry in Gresham College, and this work, desiring a more retired station than the
Among his multifarious Temple, he obtained in 1591 the rectory of Boscombe,
city surveyor of London.
accomplishments was skill in architecture, which he to which the prebend of Salisbury was added. From
exercised in drawing the plan of Bedlam and other 1595 until his death he was rector of Bishopsbourne.
He wrote many memoirs His work above-named was published from 1594 to
public buildings in London.
He had a 1597. It is regarded as a great bulwark of the Church,
on various branches of natural science.
dispute with llevelius on the subject of the telescope, a monument of sound learning, and a noble model of
and attacked Newton’s theory of light and colours. literary excellence. According to Hallam, “the finest
He claimed the invention of the barometer, quadrant, as well as the most philosophical writer of the Elizabethan period is Hooker. The first book of his ‘Ecclebalance-spring for watches, etc. Died in 1702.
Waller, “Life of R. Hooke;” siastical Polity’ is at this day one of the master-pieces
See “ Hiographia Britannica
Wood, “Gresham Professors.”
of English eloquence. ... So stately and graceful is the
Hook’er, (Herman,) an American Episcopalian di- march of his periods, so various the fall of his musical
He cadences upon the ear, so rich in images, so condensed
vine, born at Poultney, Rutland county, Vermont.
published, among other works, “The Portion of the in sentences, so grave and noble his diction, that I
Soul,” etc., (1835,) “The Philosophy of Unbelief in know not whether any later writer has more admirably
-
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displayed the capacities of our language, or produced
passages more worthy of comparison with the splendid
monuments of antiquity.” (“ Introduction to the Literature of Europe.”)
Died in 1600.
See Izaak Walton, “Life of Richard Hooker,” 1666; “Biographia Britannica
“ Life of Hooker,” in Gauden’s edition of his
works, 1662, and in Keble’s edition, Oxford, 4 vols., 1836; “North
British Review” for February, 1857.

Hoomfiyooii or Hum&yun, hooTna'yoon', Emperor
of Hindostan, of the dynasty of the Great Moguls, was
the eldest son of Baber. He was born at Cabool in 15081
and ascended the throne in 1530. Agra was his capital.
He was defeated by the Afghans in 1540. His brothers
having rebelled against him, he was driven out of his
kingdom, and took refuge at the court of Persia. In
1545 he returned with an army and recovered his throne.
He gained decisive victories over the Afghans, under
Sekunder Shah, on the Sutlej, in 1554, and at Sirhind in
He died in 1556, and was succeeded by his son,
1555.

(Rev. Thomas,) one of the founders of ConAfter
at Marfield, England, in 1586.
preaching in Holland, he emigrated in 1633 to Boston,
Massachusetts, and was the first pastor of Cambridge.
In 1636, in company with Samuel Stone, he founded the
city of Hartford, where he was minister until his death.
He was a very influential man in the churches, and wrote
many treatises, among which is the “Application of

the celebrated Akbar.
wrote several poems.

Redemption.” Died in 1647.
See E. W. Hooker, “Life of Thomas Hooker,”

1854;

Hooker,

necticut,

was born

Hooker, (William Jackson,)

F.R.S., a distinguished

English botanist, born at Norwich in 1785. He published in 1811 “A Journal of a Tour in Iceland in 1809,”
and described, with Dr. Taylor, British mosses in
“Muscologia Britannica,” (1818.) His “Flora Scotica”
appeared in 1821. He produced an excellent “Flora
Exotica,” (3 vols., 1823-27.) For many years he was professor of botany in the University of Glasgow. Among
his greatest works are “leones Filicum,” or “Figures
and Descriptions of Ferns,” (with Dr. Greville, 2 vols.,
1829-31,) “ Flora Boreali-Americana,” (2 vols., 1829-40,)
and a “British Flora,” (1830; 6th edition, 1850,) which
gives a complete description of British plants, arranged
after the natural method. He was appointed about 1840
director of the royal gardens at Kew, which have been
greatly improved under his superintendence, and are
said to surpass all other gardens in the world in the
number and variety of the plants. He was the father
of Dr. J. D. Hooker, noticed above. Died in 1865.
Hooiakoo, Houlakou, Hulaku, hoo'la-koo', or
Hoolagoo, hoo^tt-goo', sometimes very improperly
written Hulakoo, a grandson of Jengis Khan, born in
1217, was the first of the Eel-Khans, (Ukhans or Ilchans,)
or Mongol kings of Persia.
He was commanded by
his elder brother Mangoo (the father of Kooblai Khan)
to complete the conquest of Persia, which he accomplished about the year 1255.
He exterminated the Ismaeelians, or Assassins, and afterwards directed his forces
against Bagdad, which he took in February, 1258, and
delivered up to pillage and massacre. If we may believe
the statements of the Moslem historians, nearly 800,000
persons, including Motassem (the last of the Abbasside
caliphs) and his eldest son, perished on that occasion.
As a warrior, Ploolakoo was distinguished for his sanguinary cruelty he was nevertheless a patron of science,
and the celebrated Eel-Khanee (or -Khannee) astronomical tables were prepared under his auspices, and
derive their name from his title of Eel-Khan, signifying
the prince or chief of the tribe.
He died in 1265, and
was succeeded by his son, Abaka Khan.
Von
See Malcolm, “History of Persia,” vol. i. chap. x.
Hammer, “Geschichte der Ilchane;” D’Ohsson, “Histoire des
Mongols.”
:

;

Hoole, hool, (Rev. Charles,) born at Wakefield,
England, in 1610, taught school with credit in London,
He wrote a
etc., and was afterwards rector of Stock.
“ Latin Grammar,” and other school-books. Died in 1666.
Hoole, (Elijah,) an English Orientalist and Wesleyan
He served as
minister, born at Manchester about 1798.
a missionary in India, and published “Madras, Mysore,
and the South of India.”
Hoole, (John,) an English dramatist and translator,
born in London in 1727, was educated in Grub Street.
He was a friend of Dr. Johnson, and was a clerk in the
East India House about forty years. He wrote several
tragedies, and translated into bad or insipid verse the
great poems of Tasso and Ariosto.
In reference to his
version of Tasso, (published in 1763,) Sir Walter Scott
called Hoole a “noble transmuter of gold into lead.”
His “Orlando Furioso” appeared in 5 vols., 1773-83.
Died in 1803.

Hoole, Mrs. See Hofland, (Barbara.)
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See “ Private Memoirs of Houmaioon,” translated from the Per-

Ferishta, “ History of the Rise of
sian by Major C. Stewart
the Mahomedan Power in India,” translated by General Bkic.gs;
“
under Baber and Humayun,” 2 vols.,
of
India
Erskine,
History
W.
;

Abool-Fadhl, “ Akbar-Nameh.”

born
and was
an
1677 he
was almoner to Mary, Princess of Orange, and in 1691
became chaplain to William and Mary, and Dean of Can-

Hoop'er, (George,) D.D., an English

1849.

See “ Biographia Dramatica.”

He was versed

prelate,

in 1640,. was educated at Oxford,
In
excellent classical and Oriental scholar.

Grimley

at

terbury.

He

obtained the bishopric of Saint Asaph in

from which he was afterwards transferred to that
He published numerous religious
of Bath and Wells.
works. Died in 1727.
1703,

See Todd, “Lives of the Deans of Canterbury.”

Hooper

or Hoper, (John,) an English reformer and
martyr, born in Somersetshire about 1495. While a student at Oxford, he was converted to the Protestant faith.
In 1539, to escape the Bloody Statutes of Henry VIII., he
retired from England and passed several years at Zurich.
At the death of Henry he settled in London, where he
became an eminent and eloquent preacher. In 1 5 50 he
was made Bishop of Gloucester, and in 1552 received
Soon after
the bishopric of Worcester in coimnendam.
the accession of Mary he was condemned as a heretic,
and, refusing to recant, was burned at the stake in 1553.
He wrote numerous theological works.
Burnet, “ History of the ReformaSee Fox, “ Book of Martyrs
tion.”

Hoop'er, (Lucy,) an American writer, born at Newburyport, Massachusetts, in 1816, wrote sketches entitled
“Scenes from Real Life,” (1840,) “The Poetry of Flowers,” and other works. She died in 1841, and her “ Literary
Remains” were published in 1842, with a Memoir.
See Griswold, “Female Poets of America;” “ Democratic Review”

for July, 1842.

Hooper, (Robert,)

a British medical writer, born in
Among his works are a “ Medical Dictionary,” (1798; 8th edition, by Dr. Grant, in
1839,) and “Surgeon’s Vade-Mecum,” (3d edition, enlarged by Dr. Dunglison, 1824.)
the eighteenth century.

Hooper, (William,) an American

patriot, was born
Boston in 1742. He graduated at Harvard in 1760,
studied law with James Otis, and rose to eminence in
In 1774
his profession in Wilmington, North Carolina.
he was chosen one of the delegates to the first Contiin

Soon

after signing the Declaration of
he resigned his seat. Died in 1790.
Hoorn van Vlooswyck, hoRn vin vlos'wik, (P ieter
Niklaas,) Baron, a Dutch nobleman, born at Amsterdam in 1742, possessed an immense fortune. Having a
taste for art, he formed a splendid collection of gems,
cameos, mosaics, etc. Died in 1809.
Hoornbeek or Hoornbeck, hoRn'bak, (Jan,) a
Dutch writer on theology, born at Haarlem about 1616,

nental Congress.

Independence,

was professor

in 1776,

Died

at Utrecht.

in 1666.

Hoorne, Count. See Horn.
Hoorne, van, vin hoR'neh, or Horne, (Jan,) a Dutch
anatomist, was born at Amsterdam in 1621. He became
professor of surgery at Leyden about 1650, and gained a
high reputation. He published, besides other works on
anatomy, a “ Brief Introduction to the History of the

Human Body,” (“Brevis Manuductio ad Historiam
Corporis humani,” 1660,) a work of much merit. Died
in 1670.

See Ersch und Gruber, “ Allgemeine Encyklopaedie
Drelincourt, “Oratio de J. van Horne,” 1670.

;”
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Hope, (Alexander James Beresford,) M.P., an
author and connoisseur, son of Thomas Hope, noticed
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Among his works
below, was born in London in 1820.
are an essay on “ Newspapers and their Writers,” (1858,)
“The English Cathedral of the Nineteenth Cenluiy,”
firm supporter of the Church, and has represented the
University of Cambridge in Parliament since 1868.
Hope, (Sir Henry,) a British admiral, born in 1787;

Hope, the botanist, noticed above. He became professor
of chemistry at Glasgow in 1787, and discovered a new
earth, which he named “ Strontites,” about 1792.
In
1798 he succeeded Dr. Black in the chair of chemistry
in Edinburgh, where he lectured until 1843.
He was
reputed the most popular teacher of chemistry in Great
Britain.
He wrote several short treatises, one of which
is “On the Point of Greatest Density of Water,” (1805.)

Diedin 1863.

Died

“Worship
“

in the Church of England,” and some novel-,
Strictly tied up,” and “ The Brandreths.”
is a

He

Hope,

(James,) a British physician of the present century, was physician to Saint George’s Hospital, London,
and published “ Principles and Illustrations of Morbid

in 1844.
(Sir

Hope,

William Johnstone,) M.P., a British
naval officer, born at Finchley in 1766.
As post-captain,
he served with distinction under Lord Howe against the
French in 1794. In 1819 he was raised to the rank of
vice-admiral, and the next year became a lord of the admiralty.
He was knighted in 1825. He was a member of
the House of Commons for thirty years.
Died in 1831.
Hoper. See Hooper, (John.)
Hopfner or Hoepfner, hopPner, (Johann Georg
Christian,) a German archaeologist, born at Leipsic in
He published, besides other works, a “ Manual
1765.

Anatomy,” (1834,) and a “Treatise on Diseases of the
Heart and Great Vessels,” (1839.) Died about 1840.
Hope, (John,) M.D., F.R.S., a Scottish botanist, born
in 1725, was educated at Edinburgh and Paris, and
practised in the former city.
In 1761 he was appointed
king’s botanist in Scotland, and superintendent of the
royal garden, and in 1786 regius professor of botany in
the University of Edinburgh.
He commenced a work
on botany, which he did not live to finish. Died in 1786. of Greek Mythology,” (1795.) Died in 1827.
See Andrew Duncan, “Life of John Hope,” 1786.
Hopital. See L’Hopital.
Hopken or Hoepken, hdp'ken, (Anders Johan,)
Hope, (John,) Earl of Hopetoun, a British general,
born near Linlithgow in 1766, was a younger son of the a Swedish statesman and writer of great merit, born
second Earl of Hopetoun. After passing through the in 1712, became a member of the senate in 1746. He
inferior grades, he was made a colonel in 1796, and re- was one of the first who formed the Swedish language
turned to Parliament. In 1800 he served as adjutant- on the models of Greece and Rome. His Eulogies on
general under General Abercrombie in Egypt, and in Count Tessin and Ekeblad are greatly admired. Died
1802 obtained the rank of major-general. Having been in 1789.

made

lieutenant-general in 1808, he took part in the
Corunna, in 1809, and at the death of Sir John
Moore succeeded him in the command. He was comIn 1814 he was
mander-in-chief in Ireland about 1812.
raised to the peerage, as Baron of Niddry, and at the
death of his elder brother, in 1816, inherited his title.

battle of

Died

in 1823.
See Chambers, “Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen.”

Hope,
burgh.

Thomas,) a Scottish lawyer, born in Edinwas knighted and appointed king’s advocate

(Sir

Pie

He

wrote
in 1627, after gaining distinction at the bar.
valuable legal treatises. His father, Henry Hope, was
related to the wealthy family of Hope in Amsterdam.

See E. M.

Fant,“ Aminnelse-Tal ofverA.

Gyldenstolpe, “Aminnelse-Tal ofverA.

Hop'kins, (Charles,) born

at

J.

von Hopken,” 17S9;
von Hopken,” 1789.

J.

Exeter

the son of Bishop Ezekiel Hopkins.

in 1664,

He was

was

intimate

with Dryden and Congreve, wrote several tragedies,
and translated Ovid’s “Art of Love.” Died in 1699.
His brother JOHN, born in 1675, was the author of a
collection of poems entitled “Amasia,” (3 vols., 1700,)
and other poems, among which is “The Triumphs of
Peace, or the Glories of Nassau,” (1698.) Died after
1700.
in

Hop'kins, (Edward,) Governor of Connecticut, born
London in 1600, emigrated to Boston, Massachu-

He was chosen Governor of Connecticut
and was re-elected every other year until 1654.
Hope, (Thomas,) an English novelist and miscellane- Soon after this he returned to England, where he was
of the fleet and commissioner of the
ous writer of rare merit, born about 1770, was a member appointed warden
elected to Parliament. Died in 1657.
After admiralty, and was
of the wealthy family of Hope of Amsterdam.
Hopkins, (Esek,) an American naval officer, born
traversing Europe, Asia, and Africa, to gratify his pasRhode Island, in 1718. He was appointed
sion for architecture, and retiring from business with an in Scituate,
captured
immense fortune, he settled in London, and distinguished commander-in-chief of the navy in 1775. He
Providence, and several vessels of
himself as a patron of the fine arts. He formed galleries a British fort at New
Died in 1802.
in 1775 or 1776.
of paintings and statues, and magnificent collections of war,
Died

in 1646.
See Chambers, “ Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen.”

setts, in 1637.
in 1640,

Hopkins, (Ezekiel,) an English Calvinistic divine,
works of art. In 1807 he published a work on
popular
“Household Furniture,” which produced quite a revolu- born at Sandford, Devonshire, in 1633, was a
preacher, and one of the standard theologians of Engtion in upholstery and an improvement in the public
Bishop
in
and
of
Raphoe
Bishop
1671,
taste.
Soon after appeared “The Costume of the An- land. He became
He was driven from this place
of Londonderry in 1681.
cients,” and “Modern Costumes,” which evince great
rare

antiquarian lore.
“ Anastasius ; or,

In 1819 he published, anonymously,

by the Catholic insurgents

in 1688.

Among

his

works

Memoirs of a Modern Greek,” which (which are admired even by many who are not Calvinists)
the World,” (1663.)
was attributed to Byron, and made a vivid sensation are a “Treatise on the Vanity of“
“ Sermons,” (4 vols., 1691-96,) the Doctrine of the Two
by its surprising combination of Oriental romance and
“ Exposition on the Lord’s Prayer,”
“Mr. Hope will excuse us,” says Syd- Covenants,” and
classic learning.
for sententious brevity.
ney Smith, “but we could not help exclaiming, in read- (1692.) His style is remarkable
ing it, Is this Mr. Thomas Hope ? is this the man of Died in 1690.

—

‘

—

chairs and tables ? the QEdipus of coal-boxes
meditated on muffineers and planned pokers

— he who

?
?

Where

has he hidden all this eloquence and poetry up to this
hour ?’ The work before us places him in the highest
Byron
list of eloquent writers and of superior men.”
said he would have given his two most approved poems
“
author
of
Anastasius.”
Hope
also
to have been the
wrote an “ Essay on the Origin and Prospects of Man,”
and a “ Historical Essay on Architecture,” (1835,) which
was received with favour. He married in 1807 Louisa
Beresford, a daughter of W. Beresford, Archbishop of

(John,) an English teacher, who graduated
noted for his share in the
poetical version of David’s Psalms by Sternhold and
Hopkins. He is supposed to have been a clergyman.
Hopkins, (John Henry,) an Episcopal theologian,
born in Dublin, Ireland, in 1792, came to the United

Hopkins,

at

Oxford

in 1544, is chiefly

He became rector of a church at Pittsand was chosen Bishop of Vermont in
Among his numerous works are “The Primitive
1832.
Creed Examined and Explained,” (1834,) a “Scriptural,
Ecclesiastical, and Historical View of Slavery,” (1864,) in
which work he advocates the Southern view of slavery,
Tuam. Died in 1831.
“The Law of Ritualism,” (1866.) Died in 1868.
See Sydney Smith’s article in the “Edinburgh Review” for and
Hopkins, (Lemuel,) M.D., born at Waterbury, ConMarch, 1821, (vol. xxxv.,) also for July, 1807; “Quarterly Review,”

vol. xxiv.

Hope, (Thomas Charles,)
chemistry, born in Edinburgh in
a, e, T, o, u, y,

long;

1, b, 6,

an eminent teacher of
1766, was a son of John

same, less prolonged;

a, e, T, 6, u, y,

States in 1800.
in 1824,

burg

necticut, in 1750.
from 1776 to 1784,

He

practised medicine at Litchfield

and at Hartford until 1801.
“The Hypocrite’s Hope,” and other poems.
short
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associated with Barlow and Trumbull in writing “The
Anarchiad,” a poem. Died in 1801.
See Duyckinck, “Cyclopaedia of American Literature,” vol. i.
Hopkins, (Mark,) a Presbyterian minister and
writer, born in Stockbridge, Massachusetts, in 1802,
He became
graduated at Williams College in 1824.
professor of moral philosophy in that college in 1830,

and president of the same
sides other works,
courses,” (1847.)

in 1836.

“ Miscellaneous

He

published, beEssays and Dis-

Hopkins, (Samuel,) an American divine, born at
Waterbury, Connecticut, in 1721, is called the founder
of the Hopkinsian school.
He studied theology under
Jonathan Edwards, was ordained a minister in 1743, and
began in that year to preach at Housatonnoc, now
Great Barrington. In 1769 he removed from that place
to Newport, Rhode Island. “Dr. Hopkins,” says Allen,
“ was a very humble, pious, and benevolent man.
His
.
life was spent chiefly in meditation ; his preaching had
“
but little effect.” He published a System of Doctrines
contained in Divine Revelation Explained and Defended,”
He also wrote a “Dialogue against
(2 vols., 1793.)
Slavery,” (1776,) and other works.
He forms a prominent character in Mrs. Stowe’s “Minister’s Wooing.”
.

.

Died

in 1803.
See a “ Life of Dr. Hopkins,” prefixed

to his

Works,

3 vols., 1853.

Hopkins, (Stephen,) an American statesman, born
at Scituate, Rhode Island, in 1707, was a farmer in his

He was chief justice
youth, and afterwards a merchant.
of the superior court from 1751 to 1754, and subsequently
Governor of Rhode Island. In 1774 he was elected to
Congress, and signed the Declaration of Independence
The unsteadiness of his hand indicated by his
in 1776.
signature was occasioned not by fear, but by a nervous
affection.

He

continued in Congress until 1779.

Died

in 1785.

See Goodrich, “ Lives of the Signers to the Declaration of Independence.”

Hopkins,

(Rev. William,) a learned antiquary, born
Evesham, England, in 1647, was made prebendary of
Worcester in 1675, and vicar of Lindridge in 1686. Died

at

in 1700.
See Dr. Hicks, “Life of

W. Hopkins.”

Hopkins, (William,) an English Arian writer, born
at Monmouth in 1706, became vicar of Bolney in 1731.

He

wrote a treatise in favour of Arianism, and translated
book of Exodus, (1784.) Died in 1786.
Hop'kin-son, (Francis,) an eminent author, wit, and
patriot, born in Philadelphia in 1737.
He graduated at
the college of his native city, and chose the profession
Having visited England in 1765, and passed
of the law.
two years there, he returned home, settled at Bordentown, and married Miss Ann Borden. From 1774 to
1 777 he published “The Pretty Story,” “ The Prophecy,”
and the “ Political Catechism,” three humorous and
popular essays, which contributed to foment the spirit
of freedom and to prepare the people for national independence. He represented New Jersey in the Continental Congress of 1776, and signed the Declaration of
Independence. He was appointed judge of the admiralty of Pennsylvania in 1779, and in 1790 judge of the
district court of the United States.
Besides the above
essays, he wrote the “ Battle of the Kegs,” a ballad, and
other works, in prose and verse. Died in 1791.
the

See Sanderson, “Biography of the Signers to the Declaration
“National Portrait - Gallery of Distinguished

of Independence;”

Americans,”

vol.

iii.

Hopkinson,

(Joseph,) LL.D., an American jurist,
author of “ Hail Columbia,” and son of the preceding,
was born in Philadelphia in 1770. He was educated at
the University of Pennsylvania, studied law, and rose to

He

eminence
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In 1828 he was appointed by Presijudge of the United States court for the
eastern district of Pennsylvania, which position he held
the Seminole war.

dent

Adams

his death, in 1842.
See “Lives of Eminent Philadelphians,” 1859.

till

Hop'per, (Isaac Tatem,) a distinguished philanthroa member of the Society of Friends, born near WoodHe resided many years in
bury, New Jersey, in 1771.
Philadelphia, but passed the latter part of his life in New
York. He was a man of great energy, courage, and intellectual acuteness, and distinguished for his life-long efforts
especially
to promote benevolent and humane objects,
negro emancipation. In the controversy which resulted
in the separation of the Society of Friends in 1827, he
was one of the most zealous adherents of the antipist,

—

orthodox party. Died in 1852.
See Lydia M. Child, “Life of I. T. Hopper,”
Eminent Philadelphians,”

Hop'per, (Thomas,) an English

Hop'pin, (Augustus,) an American

Church, New York.
See Tuckerman, “ Book

ii,

k, guttural; n, nasal

artist,

born

in

of the Artists.”

is natural and powerful, and his tones are
mellow and deep. His works have a charming air of
Died in 1810.
facility and negligence.

colouring

See Cunningham, “Lives of Painters,”

etc.

a learned English mathematician, born in Somersetshire in 1588, was intimate with
Selden. He wrote “ Speculum Topographicum,” (1611,)

Hop'ton, (Arthur,)

and a few other works. Died in 1614.
Hopton, (Sir Ralph,) an English royalist

officer,

who

fought for Charles I. in the civil war. Pie obtained some
In 1646 he commanded
success in Cornwall in 1643.
about 8000 men at the battle of Torrington, where he
was defeated by Fairfax. Died about 1652.
Hopton, (Susanna,) an English authoress, born in
1627, wrote “Hexameron, or Meditations on the Six
Days of Creation.” Died in 1709.

Horace,

Fr. Horace,
[Lat. Hora'tius
Horaz, ho-rlts'; It. Orazio, o-rit'se-o >] °r,
more fully, Quin'tus Hora'tius Flac'cus, an excellent
and popular Latin poet, born at Venusia, (now Venosa,)
in Italy, in December, 65 B.C.
His father was a freed-

h6r'ass,

;

man, who gained a competence as a

g,

at

Hopp'ner, (John,) R.A., an excellent English portrait-painter, born in London in 1759.
He studied in
the Royal Academy, and was patronized by the Prince
For many years he was the most fashionable
of Wales.
portrait-painter of London, except Sir Thomas Lawrence.
Hoppner was very successful in portraits of women. His

before Judge Chase in 1800, and in the impeachment of
the latter for alleged misdemeanour in office during these
trials, before the United States Senate, in 1805.
From
1815 to 1819 he was a representative in Congress, in
which he distinguished himself as a speaker, particularly in opposition to the United States Bank, and on

g hard; g as j;

born

Providence, Rhode Island, in 1828. He pursued a collegiate course at Brown University, and entered upon
the profession of law, but subsequently devoted himself
to drawing on wood. He has illustrated “ The Autocrat
of the Breakfast-Table,” the poem of “ Nothing to Wear,”
and numerous other subjects.
Hoppin, (Thomas F.,) an American painter and designer, brother of the preceding, was born in Providence,
Rhode Island, in 1816. Among the most important of
his designs are the figures on the great window of Trinity

o'riss'; Ger.

s;

architect,

Rochester about 1775. After being employed by the
prince-regent on Carleton House, he erected many castles
and mansions for the nobility, among which Penrhyn
He possessed
Castle is regarded as one of the best.
superior conversational powers, and associated freely
with people of distinction.
Died in 1856.
Hoppers, hop'pers, or Hopper, hop'per, (Joachim,)
[Lat. Hoppe'rus,] a Dutch jurist, born in Friesland in
In 1566 he became privy councillor at Madrid,
1523.
and chancellor for the affairs of the Netherlands. He
was more moderate than the other ministers of Philip
Among his works is one “ On the Legal Art,” (“ De
II.
Died in 1576.
Juris Arte Libri tres,” 1553.)
See Motley, “Rise of the Dutch Republic,” part ii. chap, v.,
and part iv. chap. iv.

in his profession in his native city.
was
the leading counsel for Dr. Rush in his famous libel
suit against William Cobbett in 1799, and was also employed in the trials under the alien and sedition laws

c as k; 9 as

1833; “Lives of

1859.

coactor, (collector of
indirect taxes or of the proceeds of auctions,) and purchased a farm near Venusia, on the bank of the Aufidus,
(Ofanto.)
At an early age he was sent to Rome, and
became a pupil of the noted teacher Orbilius Pupillus,
with whom he learned grammar and the Greek language.
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About his eighteenth year, he went to prosecute his
studies in the groves of the Academy at Athens,
then
the principal seat of learning and philosophy, where he
remained until the death of Julius Caesar (in 44 b.c.)
involved the empire in a civil war.
As Brutus passed
through Athens, Horace, with patriotic ardour, joined
his army, was made a military tribune, took command
of a legion, and witnessed the fatal defeat of the cause at
Philippi, where he threw away his shield.
(Carmina, ii.
His estate having been confiscated, he went to Rome,
7.)
where he supported himself a short time by acting as clerk
in the treasury.
His early poems having excited the
interest of Virgil and Varius, they recommended him to
Maecenas, in whom he found a liberal patron and intimate

—

—

life was eminently prosperous,
congenial studies and patrician
society. Preferring independence to the tempting prizes
of ambition, he refused the office of private secretary
to Augustus, who treated him with particular favour.
He had a true relish for rural pleasures and the charms
of nature, which he often enjoyed at his Sabine farm or
his villa in Tibur.
Died in November, 8 B.C. Pie was
never married. He was of short stature, and had dark
eyes and hair. His character, as deduced from his writings,
is well balanced, and unites in a high degree good sense,
good nature, urbanity, and elegant taste. His poems,
consisting of odes, satires, and epistles, may all be contained in one small volume.
His chief merits are a calm
philosophy, a graceful diction, an admirable sense of

friend.

Thenceforth his

and serenely passed

in

propriety, and a keen insight into human nature, which
have attracted an admiration growing from age to age,
and have rendered him, next to Virgil, the most illustrious poet of ancient Rome. “ It is mainly,” says “ Blackwood’s Magazine” for April, 1868, “to this large and
many-sided nature of the man himself that Horace owes
his unrivalled popularity,
a popularity which has indeed

—

both widened and deepened in

degree in proportion
to the increase of modern civilization.” His “Epistles”
are among the few poems which represent the most perThere is no very
fect and original form of Latin verse.
good English translation of Horace’s entire works that
of Francis (4 vols., 1747) is perhaps the best. Lord Lytton’s- translation of the Odes (1869) is highly praised.
See Suetonius, “ Vita Horatii
Masson, “ Vita Horatii,” 170S
Henry H. Milman, “Life of Q. Hnratins Flaccus,” 1854; Van
Ommern, “ Horaz als Mensch und Burger von Rom,” 1802; C.
Francke, “ Fasti Horatiani,” 1839 Walckenaer, “ Histoire de la
Vie et des Poesies d’Horace,” 2 vols., 1S40; J. Murray, “Oriits

:

;

;

Views of the Passages in the Life and Writings of Horace,”
“ Horaz und seine Freunde,” 1852
Ersch
1851
J. (or F.) Jacob,
und Gruber, “ Ailgemeine Encyklopaedie ;” see, also, the excellent
article on Horatius in Smith's “Dictionary of Greek and Roman
Biography,” by the late Dean H. H. Milman, (author of the “ Life
of Q. Horatius Flaccus;”) “Horace and his Translators,” in the
“London Quarterly Review” for October, 185S: “Horace and
Tasso,” in the “ Edinburgh Review” for October, 1850.
ginal

;

:

'Slpac; Fr. Heures, ur, or IIores,
or Seasons, which the ancients imagined to
have charge of the gates of heaven or doors of Olympus.
They appear to have been originally personifications
They were
of the order of nature and of the seasons.
also regarded as goddesses of justice, peace, and order.
Milton associates them with the Graces
“while universal Pan,
Knit with the Graces and the Hours in dance,

Horse, ho'ree, [Gr.

OR, J the

Hours

Led on

the eternal Spring.”

Paradise Lost book
,

iv.

Ho-ra-pol'lo or Ho'rus A-pol'lo, [Gr. 'Slpam/Jcuv ;
Fr. Horapollon, o'rS'po'ldN',] the celebrated author
of a Greek treatise on the Egyptian hieroglyphics. His
name and the epoch in which he lived have been the
Recent critics favour the
subject of much discussion.
opinion that he livedat Alexandria about the fifth century.
See Smith, “Dictionary of Greek and Roman Biography;” A. S.
Corey, “The Hieroglyphics of Horapollo,” 1840; Goulaniof,
*•

HORN
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Essai sur les Hi^roglyphes d’Horapollon,” 1827.

Horatius Codes. See Cocles.
or Hoerberg, hoR'b§RG, (Pehr,) an emi-

Horberg

nent Swedish painter, born in Smaland in 1746. Fie
practised his art with success at Olstorp, chiefly on religious subjects, and received the title of historical painter

Died

to the king.

in 1816.

See his “Autobiography,” (in Swedish,) published in 1817, and
translated into German by Schii.dener, 1819 C. Molbech, “ Leben
und Kunst des Malers P. Hoerberg,” 1819; “ Biographiskt-Lexicon
ofver namnkunnige Svenska Man.”
;

Hor'be-ry, (Matthew,) D.D., an English divine,
born in Lincolnshire in 1707, was educated at Oxford.
He became canon of Lichfield, vicar of Hanbury, and
rector of Standlake.
His sermons were published in
several volumes, (1745-74,) and were pronounced excellent by Dr. Johnson.
Died in 1773.
Horebout, ho'reh-bowt', (Gerard or GuIsrard,) a
Flemish painter of high reputation, was born at Ghent.
He removed to England, and became first painter to
Henry VIII.
Hores. See Hor/e.
Horfelin, de, di oR-fi-leen', (Antonio,) a Spanish
painter of history and portraits, born at Saragossa in
1597 died in 1660.
Horleman or Harleman, hoR'leh-man', (Garl,)
Baron, a Swedish architect, born at Stockholm in 1700,
designed the cathedral of Calmar, and completed the
royal palace at Stockholm.
He was ranked among the
;

greatest architects of Sweden.
Died in 1753.
Hor'man, (William,) of Eton College, an English
botanist, born at Salisbury.
He published “ Herbarum

Synonyma.”

Died

in 1535.

Hormayr, von,

fon hoR'mlR, (Joseph,) a German
historian, born at Innspruck in 1781.
He fomented a
revolt in the Tyrol against the French in 1809, and was

appointed historiographer of Austria in 1815. He became councillor for the foreign department of Bavaria
in 1828, and minister from Bavaria to Hanover in 1832.
Among his works are a “ History of Tyrol,” (1808,) “The
Austrian Plutarch, or Lives of all the Austrian Princes,”
(20 vols., 1807-20,) “General History of Modern Times,
178710 1815,” (1817-19, 3 vols.,) and “Vienna, its History

and Curiosities,”

Died in 1848.
(9 vols., 1823-25.)
“ Foreign Quarterly
See Brockhaus, “ Conversations-Lexikon
Review” for January, 1845.

Hor-mis'das

[Persian,

Hormooz]

I.,

King of

Persia,

son of Shahpoor (or Sapor) I., began to reign in 271
a.d.
After an uneventful reign of fourteen months, he
died in 272, and was succeeded by his son, Bahrain I.
See Firdousee, “Shah Namah;” Mirkhond, “Histoire des
Sassanides.”

Hormisdas IX., King of Persia, of the Sassanide
dynasty, was the son of Narses, whom he succeeded
in 303 a.d.
He died in 311, leaving the throne to his
Shahpoor

infant son,

Hormisdas

II.

a son of Yezdejerd III., became
King of Persia in 457 A.D. He was defeated and deposed
by his brother Fyrooz about 460.
Hormisdas IV., King of Persia, a son of Chosroes
(Khosroo) I., began to reign in 579 a.d.
He waged war
III.,

Emperor

of the East, by whose

army
Provoked by his
subjects revolted against him, and he was

against Tiberius,

he was defeated in several
tyranny, his

battles.

deposed and put to death

in 591 a.d.
See Abooi.faraj, “Historia Dynastiarum ;” Mirkhond, “Hisdes Sassanides,” 1793 Gibbon, “ Decline and Fall of the Roman

toire

;

Empire.”

Hor-mis'das, a

native of Frusino, Italy, was elected
pope in 514 a.d. as successor to Symmachus. He used
his influence against the Eutychians and against Acacius,
Patriarch of Constantinople.
He died in 523.
,

Hormuzd.

See Ormuzd.
Horn, hoRn, (Arvid Bernard,) Count,

a Swedish
statesman, born in 1664.
His influence secured the
the
throne in
elevation of Frederick of Hesse-Cassel to
He became the head of the party of “Bonnets,”
1720.

Horapollon. See Horapollo.
Horatius. See Horace.
which was in power until 1738. Died in 1742.
Horatius, ho-ra'she-us, (in the plural, Horatii, hoSee Gustav Horn, “A. B. Horn,” 1852; Thomaeus, “Svensk
ra'she-T,) a hero of the early Roman legends, who with
his two brothers fought against the three Curiatii for

His brothers fell in
the supremacy of Rome over Alba.
the first onset.
By a feigned flight he separated his
antagonists, and slew them one after the other.
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Horn

Horne, (Charles Edward,) born

in Lonwas noted as a composer of music. He was
the author of “The Deep, Deep Sea,” and other popular

don

or

in 1786,

songs.

He

6, u, v, short; a, e,

i,

died in Boston, Massachusetts, in 1850.
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shilling, and finally to five shillings.
Among his other
works are “ The New Spirit of the Age,” (2 vols., 1844,)
and “ Ballads and Romances,” (1846.)
In 1852 he
Died in 1884.
(4 vols., 1822-29,) and “The Dramatic Works of Shak- removed to Australia.
Horne, (Thomas Hartwell,) D.D., an eminent
speare,” (“ Shakespeare’s Schauspiele,” 5 vols., 1823English author, born in 1780, was educated in London.
Died in 1837.
31.)

Horn, hoRn, (Franz Christoph,)
Brunswick

a

German

critic,

He

published several novels,
a “ Critical History of German Poetry and Eloquence,”

born

at

See “Franz Horn

:

in 1781.

He

biographisches Denkmal,” Leipsic, 1839.

Horn, hoRn, (Fredrick,) Count

of Aminne, a Swedish

passed eight years in the labour of a barrister’s
and acquired some knowledge of law, while his
was diligently improved in literary studies. In
1818 he published his principal work, the “Introduction

clerk,

general in the French service, born at Husby in 1725.
As aide-de-camp of Marshal D’Estrees, he had an imHe
portant part in the victory of Hastenbeck, (1757.)
obtained the rank of lieutenant-general in the Swedish

leisure

army

is

in 1778.

Died

in 1796.

Count Horn, was

His son,

an accomplice in the as-

sassination of Gustavus III. in 1792, for which he was
banished for life. Died in 1823.
Horn, [Lat. Hor'nius,] (Georg,) a German historian,
born at Greussen in 1620. He became professor of history at Leyden about 1648, and wrote, in Latin, works
on history and geography, among which are an “ Eccle-

and Political History,” (1665,) and “Noah’s
Ark, or a History of the World,” (1666.) Died in 1670.
See Johann Adam F lessa, “ Dissertatio de Vita G. Hornii,”

siastical
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Horn, (Gustaf,) Count

of, an able Swedish general,
born in Upland in 1592. Having served with credit in
Poland and Livonia, he was appointed a senator about
At the battle of Leipsic, in 1631, he commanded
1624.

After
left wing, and contributed to the victory.
Gustavus Adolphus was killed at Liitzen, Horn gained
taken
prisoner
some advantages over the enemy, but was
at Nordlingen in 1634.
Restored to liberty in 1642, he
was made commander-in-chief of the Swedish army in
the war against Denmark, in which he was successful.
The queen rewarded him (about 1652) with the office of
Constable of Sweden and the title of count. Died in 1657.
the

See Emporagius, “Likpredikan ofver G. C. Horn,” 1660; Florander, “Encomium Militia Homianse,” 164S; J. F. af Lund“ Biographiskt- Lexicon ofver namn13 lad, “ Svensk Plutarch, ”1823
kunnige Svenska Mair.”
;

Horn, (Uffo Daniel,)
Tratenau,

in

Bohemia,

a

German

litterateur,

born

at

Low

Countries, president of the council of state,
etc.
Arrested by the Duke of
Alva, with Count Egmont, on a charge of treason, he
was unjustly condemned and executed in 1568.
See Motley, “Rise of the Dutch Republic;” Prescott, “ His-

governor of Gueldres,

tory of Philip II.,” vol.

Horne Tooke.

See Tooke.
See Hoorne.
hoR'nik, (Anthony,) D.D., was born

Horne, van,

Horneck,

(Jan.)

at

Bacharach, in Germany, in 1641, removed to England
about 1660, and became prebendary of Exeter, Westminster, and Wells.
He wrote many devout religious
works, among which are “The Great Law of Consideration,” (1677; nth edition, 1729,) and “The Happy
Ascetic,” (1681.)
His writings were commended by
Doddridge as “exceedingly pathetic and elegant.” Died
in 1696.

See his

Life,

by Bishop Kidder.

Horneck, von, fon hoR'n§k, (Ottokar,) called also
Ottokar von Steiermark, (stl'er-maRk',) one of the
earliest who wrote in the German language, was the
author of a “ History of the Great Empires of the World
Death of Frederick II.,” (1280,) and a chronicle
It has been published in Petz’s “ Austrian
in rhyme.
Historians,” and is valued for its interesting account of
the

manners and customs of

that age.

See T. Jacobi, “ Dissertatio de Ottocari Chronico Austriaco,”
1839.

Horneman,
ish botanist,

hoR'neh-miuT, (Jens Wilken,) a Danborn at Marstal in 1770, became professor

of botany at Copenhagen in 1808.
He continued the
“ Flora Danica,” a magnificent work, which other naturalists
folio,

commenced, and which appeared in 14 vols.
Lie wrote “Economical Botany for
Died in 1841.
(1798,) and other works.

(1806-40.)

Denmark,”

See his Autobiography

;

Erslew, “

Forfatter- Lexicon.”

ii.

Horn'blow-er, (Joseph

C.,)

an American

jurist,

New

He was chief
Jersey, in 1777.
court of New Jersey from 1832
He
in 1856 that Congress had no
the rendition of fugitive slaves.
Died at Newark in June, 1864.
Horne, horn, (George,) D.D., an English bishop and
author, born at Otham, in Kent, in 1730, was a good Hebrew scholar. He was chosen vice-chancellor of Oxford
in 1776, Dean of Canterbury in 1781, and Bishop of
Norwich in 1790. Pie wrote against the philosophy of
Newton, and published treatises in favour of John Hutchinson, and other works on theology. Plis “ Commentary

born

considered the most complete and valuable work on
that subject, and was soon adopted as a class-book in all
the universities and colleges of England and in some of
those in the United States.
Having no sectarian tendency, it is appreciated by Christians generally, and has
conduced greatly to the diffusion of sound biblical literature.
In 1819 Horne was ordained by the Bishop of
London, and obtained a prebend in Saint Paul’s Cathedral, besides other livings.
Among his other numerous
publications are “ Deism Refuted,” (1819,) and a “Manual
of Biblical Bibliography,” (1839.) Died in January, 1862.
See “Reminiscences of Thomas H. Horne,” London, 1862.

to the

in 1817.

Horn or Hoorn, de, deh hoRn, also written Hoorne
and Hornes, (Philippe de Montmorency-Nivelle,)
Count, a Flemish noble, born in 1322, was the son of
Joseph de Nivelle and Anne of Egmont. After the death
of his father, his mother married Count de Horn, whose
name and vast fortune he inherited. He distinguished
himself at the battles of Saint-Quentin and Gravelines,
and served Philip II. of Spain many years as admiral
of the

to the Critical Study and Knowledge of the Holy Scriptures,” (3 vols., 1818 ; 10th edition, enlarged, 1856,) which

at Belleville,
justice of the supreme
to 1846.
decided
right to pass a law for

Hornemann,

hoR'neh-mdn', (Friedrich Conrad,)
a German traveller, born at Hildesheim in 1772, attempted in 1797 to explore Northern and Central Africa.
He left Moorzook with a caravan bound for Bornoo in
April, 1800, after which date he was never heard from.
Hor'ner, (Francis,) an eminent British statesman
and lawyer, born in Edinburgh in 1778, was educated in
the university of that city, and studied law with his friend

Henry Brougham.

Having removed

to

London

in 1803,

on the Book of Psalms” (2 vols., 1771) is esteemed an
excellent performance, and has often been reprinted.
He was a friend of Dr. Samuel Johnson. Died in 1792.

he was welcomed by the leading Whigs, such as Fox,
Mackintosh, and Romilly, who hastened to enlist his
eminent abilities in the public service. In 1806 he was
returned to Parliament for Saint Ives. The death of
Fox having produced a change of ministry and a dissolution of the House, Horner was returned for Wendover
in 1807.
He acquired great influence in Parliament by

See William Jones, “Memoirs of the Life and Writings of the
Rev. G. Home,” 1795.

cal

Horne, (Richard

Hf.ngist,) an English poet and

dramatist, born in London about 1802.
He produced,
besides other dramas, a tragedy entitled “ Gregory the
Seventh,” (1840.) His reputation is founded on “Orion,
an Epic Poem,” (1843,) which was announced at the
price of one farthing, as a sarcasm upon the low estimation into which epic poetry had fallen. After three
editions had been sold, the price was raised to one
•e

wisdom, liberality, and knowledge of politieconomy. In 1810 he was a member of the Bullion
committee and author of a part of the “ Bullion Report,”
and made an able speech on that question. In 1813-14
he was recognized as one of the leaders of his party, and
in 1816 he made a speech on Catholic claims, which was
his last speech in the House.
Compelled by ill health
to retire from business, he set out on a journey to the
south of Europe, and died, greatly lamented, at Pisa, in
He was one of the originators of the “ Edinburgh
1817.
his integrity,
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HORNER
Review,”

for

which he wrote numerous

H0RST1US

12 12
articles.

“

He

died at the age of thirty-eight,” says Lord Cockburn,
“possessed of greater public influence than any other
private man.”
“No eminent speaker of Parliament,”
says Sir J. Mackintosh, “ owed so much of his success
to his moral character.
His high place was therefore
honourable to his audience and to his country.”
See “Memoirs and Correspondence of F. Horner,” published by
his brother, Leonard Horner, in 1843; Chambers, “Biographical
“ Edinburgh Review” for Octo^
Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen
her, 1843; “ London Quarterly Review” for May, 1843.

Sailing to

Died

and from the East Indies, China,”

etc., (1809.)

in 1836.

See Chambers, “ Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen,
(Supplement;) “Nouvelle Biographie G^nerale.”

Horse'field, (Rev. Thomas W.,) an English antiquary, published the “History and Antiquities of Sussex.” Died in 1837.

Hors'field or Horsefteld, (Thomas,) M.D., F.R.S.,
an eminent naturalist and traveller, born in Pennsylvania
in 1773He explored the natural history of Java for
many years, and returned to England about 1820. He
Horner, (Leonard,) F.R.S., a British geologist, and published “Zoological Researches in
Java,” etc., (1821younger brother of the preceding, took a prominent part 24.) The plants which he
collected were described in
in the organization of the London University, of which an excellent work
entitled “Plantae Javanicae Rariores,”
he was appointed warden in 1827. About 1833 he be- (1838-52, with fifty coloured
engravings,) in which he
came inspector of factories, in which capacity he con- was aided by Robert Brown and
He also
J. J. Bennett.
tributed largely to the moral and physical improvement wrote several smaller works.
Died in London in 1859.
of the operatives.
He wrote articles on the “ Mineral
Hors'ley, (Charles,) an English composer, born at
Kingdom” for the “ Penny Magazine,” “ On the Employ- Kensington in 1821. He composed oratorios entitled
ment of Children in Factories,” (1840,) and other short “David” and “Joseph,” (1852.)
works. Died in 1864.
Horsley, (John,) F.R.S., an eminent British antiHor' ner, (William E.,) an American anatomist, quary, born in Mid-Lothian in 1685, became pastor of
a
born in Virginia about 1790, became in 1816 demon- dissenting church at Morpeth. He wrote
an excellent

anatomy to Dr. Wistar, of the University of work entitled “The Roman Antiquities of Britain,”
Pennsylvania, and in 1831 succeeded Dr. Physick as (“ Britannia Romana,”
Died in 1731.
1732.)
professor of anatomy in that institution.
Died in 1853.
Horsley, (John Callcott,) an English historical
(See Wistap, Caspar.)
painter, born in London in 1817.
His cartoon of “ Saint
See Gross, “American Medical Biography,” 1861; Carson, Augustine Pleaching”
(1843) received one of the prizes
“ History of the Medical Department of the University of Pennsylof ^200 from the Commission of Fine Arts. He was
vania,” 1869.
one of the artists commissioned to adorn the House
Hornius. See Horn, (Georg.)
of Lords, in which he painted a fresco of the “ Spirit of
Horrebow or Horreboe, hoR'reh-bo, (Christof- Religicsn,”
(1845.) Among his master-pieces are “L’AJlefer,) a Danish astronomer, born at Copenhagen in 1718.
He succeeded his father as professor of astronomy gro and II Penseroso,” (1851,) “ Lady Jane Grey and
Roger
Ascham,” (1853,) a “Scene from Don Quixote,”
about 1750, and published, besides other works, a Latin
“Attack and Defence,” “The Healing Mercies
treatise “ On the Annual Parallax of the Fixed Stars,” (1855,)
of
Christ,” (lor St. Thomas’s Hospital,) and “
Merry
Died in 1776.
(1747.)
Chase in Haddon Hall,” (1882.) In 1882 he was elected
See Kraft og Nyerup, “ Litteraturlexicon.”
Treasurer of the Royal Academy.
Horrebow, (Nikolaus,) a Danish author, born at
Horsley, (Sam uel,) LL.D., an eminent English bishop
Copenhagen in 1712, became a judge of the supreme and writer, born in
London in 1733, was educated at Camcourt.
In 1750 he was sent by government to explore
bridge.
In 1759 he obtained the rectory of Newington
Iceland, of which he wrote a description, said to be very
Butts, and, atter receiving other preferments, became
correct.
Died in 1750.
Bishop of Saint David’s in 1788, of Rochester in 1793,
See Kraft og Nyerup, “ Litteraturlexicon.”
and of Saint Asaph in 1802. To superior talents he
Horrebow or Horreboe, (Peder,) an eminent Dan- joined profound learning, both classical and scientific.
ish astronomer, the father of Christoffer, noticed above, He was elected a Fellow of the Royal Society in
1767,
was born in Jutland in 1679. He became professor and secretary of the same in 1773. In 1783 he gained
of astronomy at Copenhagen in 1710.
He determined distinction by a controversy with Dr. Priestley on Unitathe parallax of the sun more exactly in his “Clavis As- rianism, in which it is usually conceded that Horsley
tronomies,” a treatise on physical astronomy, in which had the advantage.
He published in 1796 an excellent
he favours the theory of Descartes.
He wrote other treatise “ On the Prosodies of the Greek and Latin Lanworks, among which is “Copernicus Triumphans, sive guages,” and “ Critical Disquisitions on the Eighteenth
de Parallaxi Orbis Annui,” (1727.) Died in 1764.
Chapter of Isaiah.” Among his numeious publication
See Kraft og Nyerup, “Litteraturlexicon;” Nyerup, “Uni- are sermons, treatises on mathematics, and sevtral adversitaets Annalen.”
mired performances in biblical criticism. Died in 1806.
Horrebow, (Peder,) a son of the preceding, born in
Hors’man, (Edward,) an English lawyer and poli1728, observed the transit of Venus in 1761, and wrote tician, born in I807.
He represented Stroud in Parliaan account of it. Died in 1812.
ment from 1853 to i8f)8. He was one of those who were
Hor'rocks or Hor'rox, (Jeremiah,) a distinguished called “ Adullamites,” who voted against the Reforn
English astronomer, born at Toxteth, near Liverpool, in Bill in
At the time
1866, although elected as Liberals.
1619, was educated at Cambridge, took orders, and be- of his death in 1876 he was member for Liskeard.
came curate of Hoole. He was the author of the true
Horst, hoRst, [Lat. Hor'stius,] (Gregor,) a German
theory of lunar motion, and was the first who observed physician, was born at Torgau, in Saxony, in 1578. He
the transit of Venus, (in 1639,) which he had successfully became professor at Ulna in 1622, and was surnamed
foretold, and of which he wrote an account, entitled the German ALsculapius.
Among his chief works
“Venus sub Sole visa.” His other works on astronomy are “ On Diseases and their Causes,” (“ De Morbis
were published by Dr. Wallis in 1672. “His investiga- eorumque Causis,” 1612,) and “Anatomy of the Human
tions,” says the “Edinburgh Review” for October, 1843, Body,”
Died in 1636.
(1617.)
“ are all stamped with the clear indications of a genius
See Bayle, “Historical and Critical Dictionary
Ersch und
of the first order ; and he doubtless would have achieved Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie
Freher, “Theatrum Eruditorum.”
and
sucfar greater discoveries had not his privations
Horst, van der, vtn der hoRst, (Nikolaas,) a Flemcesses, his toils and triumphs, been together cut short by
ish painter of history and portraits, born at Antwerp,
his premature death, in 1641.”
His works are highly prized.
See A. B. Whatton, “Memoir of the Life and Labours of J. was a pupil of Rubens.
strator of

A

Horrox,”

1859.

hors'bur-eh, or Horsbury, hors'ber-e,
(James,) F.R.S., a Scottish hydrographer, born at Elie
in 1762, was for some years captain of a merchant-ship
navigating the East Indian seas. In 1809 he was appointed hydrographer of the East India Company. He
was author of a valuable work entitled “ Directions for

Horsburgh,
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Died in 1646.
Horstius. See Horst.
Horstius, hoR'ste-hs, (Jacobus,) a Dutch
writer, originally named Merler, was born

religious
at

Horst

He

wrote, in elegant Latin, “Paradise of
the Christian Soul,” (“ Paradisus Animae Christianae,”

about 1597.
1630.)

Died
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Horstius, hoR'ste-us, (Jakob,) a German physician,
born at Torgau in 1537 died in 1600.
Hort or Horte, (Josiah,) an English theologian,
educated at a dissenting academy with Dr. Watts, who
expressed a high opinion of him. He became Bishop
of Kilmore and Ardagh in 1727, and Archbishop of
Tuam in 1742. A collection of his sermons was published.
He died at an advanced age in 1751.
Hortemels, /zoR'teh-mels' or /zoRt'mSI', (Fr£d£ric,)
a French engraver, born at Paris about 1688.
Hortemels, (Marie Madeleine,) an able engraver,
born in Paris about 1688, was the wife of the celebrated
engraver Nicolas Cochin. Died in 1777.
;

Hortense Eugenie de Beauharnais,

oR'tSNss'

uh'zhfi'ne' deh bo'tR'nfi', Queen of Holland, and mother
of the emperor Napoleon III., was born in Paris in
She was the daughter of Alexandre, Vicomte de
1783.

Beauharnais, and Josephine Tascher, afterwards Empress
of France. Her personal charms and amiable character
rendered her a favourite with Napoleon and the ornament
of his court. Against her own inclination, and through
the influence of her mother, she became in 1802 the wife
of Louis Bonaparte, with whom she did not live happily.
It is said that she wept abundantly at the performance
of the ceremony.
In 1806 her consort Louis was made
King of Holland. On this occasion Hortense said she
would have preferred the throne of Naples. “ I would

have rekindled,” said she, “ the flame of the fine arts
in Italy.”
She disliked the Dutch fogs, and deemed
sunshine and Parisian society indispensable blessings.
Hortense was the mother of three sons, whom by the
edicts of 1804 and 1805 the emperor had preferred as
successors to his crown 1. Napoleon Louis Charles,
who died in 1807; 2. Napoleon Louis, who died at
Pesaro in 1831; 3. Charles Louis Napoleon, the
present Emperor of France. In 1810 Louis abdicated
his throne, and was separated from his wife, who, with
her sons, returned to Paris. At the restoration of 1814
she was created Duchess of Saint-Leu, through the favour
of some of the allied powers.
Louis XVIII., after an
interview with her, declared he had never seen a woman
who united so much grace and dignity. After sharing the
brief and brilliant triumphs of the Hundred Days, she
was compelled to fly from France. The authorities of
Geneva refused her an asylum but she received a
hospitable offer from the canton of Thurgau, where she
purchased the castle of Arenenberg in 1817. For many
years she passed the summer at this place and the winter
at Rome.
When Louis Napoleon was exiled to the
United States, in 1836, she wished to go with him, but
had not sufficient strength to bear the voyage ; and she
died in 1837, in the arms of her son, who, learning her
illness, had returned home.
We should not omit to
mention that she excelled in music, and composed the
“
popular air of
Partant pour la Syrie,” one of the
favourite national songs of France.
See Lascelles Wraxall, “ Memoirs of Queen Hortense
:

;

Comte de Lagarde,
tense,” 1853

;

“ Esquisse biographique sur

“Foreign Quarterly Review”

la

Reine Hor-

for July, 1838.

Hortensius.

See Desjardins.
Hor-ten'si-us, (Lambert,) a Dutch philologist, born
He wrote “ On the German
at Montfort about 1500.
War,” (“De Bello Germanico,” 1560,) and annotations
on Virgil’s “zFneid,” (1567.) Died about 1575.
Hortensius, hor-ten'she-us, (Quintus,) an eminent
Roman orator, born of an equestrian family in 114 B.C.
At an early age he acquired celebrity in the Forum,
where, a few years afterwards, he maintained a spirited
and generous rivalry with Cicero, who applauds his eloquence and calls him his friend. After serving in the
army of Sulla in Asia, he became successively quaestor,
In the previous
aedile, praetor, and, in 69 B.C., consul.
year he was counsel for Verres, when Cicero made his
memorable speech for the prosecution. His orations
and other works are all lost. His eloquence is said to
have been ornate, flowery, Oriental in exuberance, and
enlivened with sententious and brilliant passages. Pie
had a retentive memory, a sonorous voice, and a graceful gesture.

Died

in

50 B.c.

Pliny, “Natural History,”
See Onomasticon Tullianum
books ix., x., xxxiv. Quintilian, books iv., x., xi., xii. Linsen,
“ Dissertatio de Hortensio Oratore,” Abo, 1822.
:

;

ti
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1213

;

Horto, ab, fib on'to, or de la Huerta, dfi Ifi weR'tfi,
(Garcia,) called also G-arcia da Orta, a Portuguese
went to India as physician to the viceroy, and
wrote “On the Plants and Drugs of India,” (1563.)
See Barbosa Machado, “Bibliotheca Lusitana.”
Hor'ton, (Thomas,) D.D., born in London about

botanist,

1600,

was professor of

divinity in

Gresham

College, and

published a number of sermons. Died in 1673.
Ho'rus, [Gr. ’ 12 pof, probably related etymologically
to the Sanscrit Sflrya Lat. Sol, and Sp. Sur,\ the Egyptian god of the Sun, was regarded as the son of Isis and
,

(See Osiris and Harpocrates.)
For the etymology of Horus, see SOrya.
Horus Apollo. See HoRAroLLO.
Horush. See Barbarossa.
Horvath, hoR'vSt, (Michael,) a Hungarian historian, born at Szentes in 1809.
He became Bishop of
Csanad in 1848, and minister of public instruction in
After the defeat of the patriotic cause he went
1849.

Osiris.

into exile in 1849.
He wrote a valuable “ History of
the Magyars,” (4 vols., 1842-46.)

Hos'ack, (David,) LL.D., F.R.S., an eminent American physician, born in New York City in 1769. After
graduating in Philadelphia in 1791, and prosecuting his
studies in Edinburgh and London, he returned to New
York, and became professor of botany and materia
medica in Columbia College in 1795. He taught clinical
medicine and obstetrics in the College of Physicians and
Surgeons nearly twenty years, between 1807 and 1826.
For many years he was one of the most successful practitioners and most influential citizens of New York.
From 1820 to 1828 he was president of the New York
Historical Society.
His first wife was the sister of
Thomas Eddy, and his second the widow of Henry A.
Costar.
He wrote a treatise on Vision, published by the
Royal Society of London, (1794,) “Memoirs of De Witt
Clinton,” (1829,) a “System of Practical Nosology,”
(1829,) “ Lectures on the Theory and Practice of Physic,”
(1838,) several volumes of medical essays, and other

works.

Died

in 1835.

See J. W. Francis, “Memoir of Dr. Hosack;” Gross, “American Medical Biography,” 1861 “ National Portrait-Gallery of Dis;

tinguished Americans,” vol.

Hoschel

ii.

ho'shel, [Lat. Hoesche'lius,] (David,) a distinguished German Hellenist, born
at Augsburg in 1556.
He was professor of Greek and
keeper of the public library at Augsburg. He edited
numerous Greek woiks, among which are the Homilies
of Saint Basil and Saint Chrysostom, and the book of

or

Hoeschel,

“Origen against Celsus,” (1605.) His “Catalogue of
the Greek Manuscripts in the Augsburg Library” (1595)
is highly esteemed.
Died in 1617.
See Brucker, “De Mentis in Rem literariam D. Hoeschelii,”
1738; Bayle, “Historical and Critical Dictionary;” Nic^ron,
“Memoires;” J. A. Fabricius, “Bibliotheca Grseca.”

Ho-se'a or O-se'a, [Heb. yt^in Fr. Os£e, o'zi',] one
of the twelve minor Hebrew prophets, of whom little is
known, except that he lived in the “days of Uzziah,
Jotham, Ahaz, and Plezekiah, Kings of Judah.” It is
inferred that his prophetic career extended from about
His language is remarkably obscure.
785 to 725 B.c.
“He is the most difficult and perplexed of all the proHe is quoted in Matthew ii. 15,
phets,” says Lowth.
ix. 13, Romans ix. 25, (where his name is written Osee,)
and Revelation vi. 16.
Ho-she'a or Ho-se'a, [Heb. J'tJHn,] the last King
of Israel, began to reign about 730 B.c., after he had
Kings xv. 30 and
assassinated King Pekah.
(See 1
After a reign of nine years, his capital,
xvii. 1 to 7.)
Samaria, was taken by Shalmaneser, King of Assyria,
who carried Hoshea with his subj'ects as captives to
Halah, Habor, and the cities of the Medes. Since
this event the fate of the ten tribes has been involved
in mystery.
Ho' si-us, (Stanislas,) an eminent cardinal, born at
Cracow, in Poland, in 1504. After holding responsible
civil offices, he entered the Church, and was made sucHe was a
cessively Bishop of Culm and of Warmia.
In 1561
violent opponent of heretics and Protestants.
he received a cardinal’s hat from Pius IV., who sent him
as legate to the Council of Trent. He wrote the “Con-

as k; 5 as s; g hard; g as j; G, H, K, guttural; N, nasal; R, trilled; s as z; th as in this.

;

.

(KjT^See Explanations,

p. 23.)

HOSKING

fession of the Catholic Faith,” (1551,) and other works.
Died in 1579.
See Rescius, “Vita Hosii,” Rome, 1587; Bayle, “Historical
and Critical Dictionary
Eksch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”

Hos'king, (William,) an

English architect and
on architecture, born in Devonshire in 1800. He
became a resident of London in his youth, and acquired
distinction by a “ Treatise on Architecture and Building,”
republished from the “ Encyclopaedia Britannica,” (1839.)
About 1840 he was chosen professor of civil engineering
and architecture at King’s College, London. He wrote
“ Guide to the Regulation of Buildings as a Means of
Securing the Health of Towns,” (1848.)
writer

Hos'kins

or Hos'kyns, (John,) Sr., an English
writer and lawyer, born in Herefordshire in 1566.
He
was noted for skill in Latin and English poetry, and
wrote epigrams, law treatises, etc. According to Wood,
it was Hoskins who “ polished Ben Jonson the poet,” and
revised Sir Walter Raleigh’s History before it went to

Died

press.

in 1638.

Hoskins, (John,) an English
ized by Charles

Died

I.

portrait-painter, patron-

in 1664.

Hos'mer, (Harriet,) an American sculptor, born in
Watertown, Massachusetts, in 1831, studied in Rome,
where she fixed her residence. Among her works are
“Medusa,” “Beatrice Cenci,” and an admired statue of
“Zenobiain Chains,” (“Zenobia Captiva.”)
See Tuckerman, “Book of the Artists.”
Hosmer, (William,) an American divine of the
Methodist Episcopal Church, born in Brimfield, Massachusetts, in 1810.
He was editor of the “ Northern
Christian Advocate,” published at Auburn, New York,
and of the “ Northern Independent,” a religious antislavery journal. He wrote, besides other works, “ Christian Beneficence,” etc., (1853.)

Hosmer, (William Henry Cuyler,)

an American
New York,
in 1814, studied in Geneva College, and practised law
time
among the
He spent much
in his native town.
Indians. In 1854 he took up his residence in New York.
He wrote, besides other works, “Indian Traditions and
A complete
Legends of the Senecas,” etc., (1850.)
edition of his Poetical Works, in 2 vols., was pubpoet,

born

at

Avon,

in the

Genesee

valley,

lished in 1854.
See Griswold, “ Poets and Poetry of America.”

Hos-pin'i-an, [Ger. pron. hos-pe-ne-dn'; Fr. Hospinien, hos'pe'n'e-lN'; Lat. Hospinia'nus,] (Rudolf,) an
eminent Swiss Protestant theologian, born at Altorf in
He became the minister of a church near Zurich,
1547.
and wrote a number of learned works, in Latin, among
which are “ On the Origin and Progress of Ceremonies,
Rites, and Holydays (Festis) among Christians,” (1585,)
“History of Sacraments,” (“ Historia Sacramentaria,”
“ History of the Jesuits,” (1619.) Died in 1626.
1 598,) and a
See John H. Heidegger, “Historia Vita Rodolplii Hospiniani,”
Bayle, “ Historical and Critical Dictionary.”

1681
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Hoste, /idt, (Jean,) a French geometer, born at
Nancy, became professor of mathematics at Pont-aMousson. He published several treatises on geometry.
Died in 1631.
Hoste, L’, lot, (Paul,) a French Jesuit, born at Pontde-Vesle in 1652, was professor of mathematics in Toulon.
He wrote a treatise on the “ Construction of Ships
and Naval Tactics,” (1697.) Died in 1700.
Hos-tiFI-an, [Fr. Hostilien, osTe'le-iN',1 or, more
fully, Cai/us Va'lens Mes'sius Quin'tius Hostilia 7 nus, second son of the Roman emperor Decius. At the
death of his father, 251 a.d., he was acknowledged by
some as a partner in the empire with Gallus ; "but he
died a few months

after, in 252.

Hostilien. See Hostilian.
Hos-tiFl-us, (Tullus,) the third King of Rome, and
the successor of Nurna, reigned about 650 B.c. Among
the principal events of his reign, which is semi-fabulous,

was the war against Alba, terminated

in

favour of

Rome

by the victory of Horatius over the Curiatii.
Hostrup, hos'tRup, (Christoffeii,) a Danish dramatist, born in 1819, produced many successful comedies,
among which are “ The Neighbours,” (“ Gjenboerne,”)

and “The Intrigues.”
Hostus, hos'tus, (Matthaus,) a German antiquary,
born in 1509 died in 1587.
Ho'tham, (Henry,) an English vice-admiral, born in
In 1815 he commanded the Channel fleet, was
1776.
charged after the battle of Waterloo to blockade the
west coast of France, and received Napoleon as a prisoner on board his flag-ship, the Bellerophon. He was
appointed one of the commissioners of the admiralty m
1818.
Died in 1833.
Hotho, ho'to, (Heinrich Gustav,) a German writer
on art, born in Berlin in 1802. He became professor of
philosophy at the University of Berlin in 1829, and wa3
considered one of the chief representatives of the school
;

of Hegel. He wrote a “ History of Painting in Germany
and the Low Countries,” (2 vols., 1840-43.) Died 1873.

Hotman,

hot'mhw',

(Antoine,) a French jurist,
was born about

a brother of Franjois, noticed below,
1325 ; died in 1596.
or Hottomann, [ Lat.

Hotman

Hotoman'nus

and Hottoman'nus,] (Franqois,) an eminent French
jurist and Protestant, born in Paris in 1524, was a friend
of Calvin.
He was deeply versed in jurisprudence,
literature, and antiquities.
He became professor of law
at Strasburg about 1550, and at Valence in 1561.
By
concealment he escaped the Massacre of Saint Bartholomew, (1572,) after which he retired to Geneva and
Bale.
He was appointed councillor of state by Henry
IV. about 1580.
He performed an important part in the
scientific revolution which was produced in jurisprudence
in the sixteenth century.
His famous work on public
French law, entitled “Treatise on the Government of
the Kings of Gaul,” (“ Franco-Gallia, sive Tractatus de
Regimine Regum Galliae,” 1573,) had an immense influ-

Hospinianus. See Hospinian.
Hospinien. See ITospinien.

ence.

Hospital.

(“

He

wrote, in elegant Latin, many other works,
are a “Commentary on Legal Words,”

among which

See L’Hopital.

Hossch. See Hosschius.
Hosschius, hos'ke-us, or Hossch, hosK, (Sidontus,)
a Flemish Jesuit, born at Merckhem in 1596, published
in 1635 a collection of Latin elegies, which were much

Commentarius de Verbis

Juris,” 1558,)

and “Cele-

brated Questions,” (“ Qusestiones illustres,” 1573.) Died
at Bale in 1590. His son Jean (1552-1636) was a diplomatist and writer.
See Bayle, “Historical and Critical Dictionary;” Haag, “La
France protestante
Nevelet, “Vita Hottomanni,” prefixed to
Hotman’s Works, about 1600; Dareste, “EssaisurF. Hotman,”

Died in 1653.
Hoest, host, (Georg,) a Danish traveller, 1850; “Nouvelle Biographie Gendrale.”
Hotmann or Hottomann. See Hotman.
born in Jutland in 1734, became secretary for foreign
Hotmannus or Hottomannus. See Hotman.
affairs, etc.
He wrote an “ Account of the Kingdoms
Hottinger, hot'ting-er, (Johann Heinrich,) an
of Morocco and Fez,” (1779.)
Host or Hoest, (Jens Kragh,) a Danish historian, eminent Swiss Orientalist and Protestant divine, born at
Zurich
in 1620.
After studying in his native city, at Geson of the preceding, was born at Saint Thomas, in the
Antilles, in 1772.
He was the author of “Politics and neva, and Leyden, and becoming one of the best Oriental
History,” (5 vols., 1816,) “Johann Friedrich Struensee scholars of his time, he tvas chosen in 1648 professor of
and his Ministry,” (3 vols., 1824,) and other works. theology and Oriental languages at Zurich. In 1655 he
accepted the chair of Oriental languages at Heidelberg,
Died near Copenhagen in 1844.
Erslew, “Almindeligt For- where he remained until 1661, when he was elected rector
See J. K. Hoest, “ Erindringer
fatter-Lexikon.”
The University of Leyden
of the University of Zurich.
Host, host, (Nikolaus Thomas,) an Austrian, born persuaded him to accept their chair of theology but bephysician
the
Emperor
of
fore
he
arrived
at
that
scene
of
labour he was accidentally
in 1763, was first
to
Austria,
and published “ Flora Austriaca,” (2 vols., 1827.) Died drowned, in 1667. Among the numerous monuments of
admired.

Host

or

;

his vast erudition, the following are, perhaps, the prin-

in 1834.
a, e,

i,

6, u, y,

long;

1, 6, 6,

same, less prolonged;

a, e,

T,

6, u, y, short; a, e,

i,

o,

obscure;

fir, fill, fit;

mSt; n5t; good;

moon
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cipal “ Oriental History,” (“ Historia Orientalis,” 1651,)
“ Ecclesiastical History of the
Testament,” (9 vols.,
1651-67,) and “ Etymologicum Orientate,” a lexicon of
:

New

seven languages, (1661.)
See J. H. Heidegger, “Historia

Houdetot, the sister-in-law of Madame fipinay, and a
favourite of Rousseau, to whose passion and indiscretion
she chiefly owes the publicity of her name.
Her liaison
with M. Saint-Lambert was well known. Died in 1813.

Houdon, oo'ddN',* (Jean Antoine,) an eminent
French sculptor, born at Versailles in 1741. About 1760
he won the grand prize for sculpture at the Academy,
and went to Rome with a pension. After remaining
there ten years, during which he executed an admired
statue of Saint Bruno, he returned to Paris, and was
admitted into the Royal Academy in 1775. About 1785
he received from Dr. Franklin a commission to execute
the marble statue of Washington which adorns the StateHouse at Richmond, Virginia. He came to Philadelphia
to obtain the model of this work.
His reputation was
philologist, born at Zurich in 1750.
He taught Greek increased
by his statues of Voltaire and Cicero, and his
and Latin in his native city, and published several
busts of Rousseau, Buffon, Franklin, D’Alembert, Napogood editions and translations of classic authors. Died
leon, Ney, etc.
Flis heads of young girls are highly
in 1819.
successful in the expression of modesty and innocence.
Hottinger, (Johann Jakob,) a Swiss writer, born
Ploudon was a member of the Institute. His personal
in 1783 at Zurich, where he became professor of hischaracter was amiable and estimable.
Died in 1828.
tory, and published, besides other works, a “ History of
See “Nouvelle Biographie Generale.”
the Schism in the Swiss Church,” in German, (2 vols.,
Houdry, oo'dite',* (Vincent,) a French Jesuit, born
1827.) Died in 1859.
Hotze, von, fon hot'seh, (David,) an Austrian gene- at Tours in 1631, was employed as preacher in the chief
ral, born near Zurich about
He commanded the cities of France. He published sermons, and a compilaVitae J. H. Hottingeri,” 1667;
Bayle, “Historical and Critical Dictionary;’ G. H. Hahn, “Untersuchung ob des gelehrten Hottinger’s wirkliche Lebensgefahr,’’
etc., 1742; Niceron, “Memoires.”
Hottinger, (Johann Jakob,) a Swiss theologian, a
son of the preceding, was born at Zurich in 1652. From
1698 until his death he was professor of theology in his
native city.
He wrote, besides other works, an “ Ecclesiastical History of Switzerland,” in German, (4 vols.,
Died in 1735.
1708-29.)
Hottinger, (Johann Jakob,) a Swiss professor and

1740.

army which was opposed to Massena in Switzerland in
He was killed in a battle near Zurich, in Sep1799.

tion entitled “ Bibliotheque des Predicateurs,” (23 vols.,
1712 et seq.) Died in 1729.

Houel, koo'bV* (Jean Pierre Louis Laurent,) a
French landscape-painter and engraver, born at Rouen
In a journey through Italy, Sicily, etc., he colin 1735.
“
Houbigant, Aoo / be'g6N , * (Chari.es Francois,) a lected materials for an interesting work, entitled A
French priest, born in Paris in 1686, was a member of Picturesque Tour through Sicily, Malta, and the Lipari
Died
the Oratory, and an excellent biblical scholar.. After Islands,” (4 vols., 1782-87, with 264 engravings.)
tember, 1799.
Houard, oo'Sr',* (David,) a French jurist, born at
Dieppe in 1725 ; died in 1802.
I

teaching rhetoric at Marseilles and philosophy at Soissons, he became deaf about 1722, and thenceforth devoted himself to study and writing. He gave especial
attention to Hebrew, with a view to correct the text
of the Bible.
The principal fruit of his labours is an
edition of the Hebrew Bible, with Critical Notes and
a Latin Version, (4 vols., 1753,) which is highly commendfed.
Died in Paris in 1783.
See J. F. Adry, “Notice sur la Vie de C. F. Houbigant,” 1S06;
“Nouvelle Biographie Generale.”

Houbraken, how'bRi'ken, (Arnold,) a Dutch
painter, engraver, and critic, born at Dort in 1660.
He
painted history and portraits with success at Amsterdam,
and wrote (in Dutch) “ The Lives of Dutch and Flemish
Painters,” with portraits, (3 vols., 1718,) a
merit.
Died in 1719.
See Jakob

Campo Weyerman,

“

De

work of much

Houbraken,

(Jacob,) son of the preceding, was born
at Dort in 1698. He worked many years at Amsterdam,
was almost unrivalled as an engraver, and executed
several hundred portraits, among which are a collection
of “ Illustrious Persons of Great Britain,” (London,
He also engraved the “Sacrifice of Manoah,”
1748.)
after Rembrandt, and the portraits in his father’s “ Lives
of the Dutch and Flemish Painters.” Died in 1780.
See Basan, “ Dictionnaire des Graveurs.”

Houchard. oo'shiR',* (Jean Nicolas,) a French
general, born at Forbach in 1740.
Fie served in the
army before the Revolution, in which he espoused the
popular party. In 1792 he succeeded Custine in the
command of the armies of the Moselle and of the North.
In August, 1793, he gained a victory at Hondschoote,
and forced the British to raise the siege of Dunkirk;
but he was arrested by the dominant faction, and executed, in 1793, on the charge that he had permitted the
enemy to escape after the battle just mentioned.
See Thiers, “ History of the French Revolution.”
Houdard.

See Motte, La.
la Motte. See Motte, La.
Houdetot, oo'deh-to',* (Elisabeth Franqoisf.

Houdart de

Sophie de la Live de Bellegarde,) Countess, a
French lady, born about 1730, was the wife of General
* There is perhaps no question in French pronunciation attended
with more difficulty than that respecting the aspiration of the letter h.
The best French authorities differ in regard to the initial h of many
names. Some respectable authorities assert that the h should never
k; 5 as s;

g hard; g as j; C, H, K guttural; N, nasal;
,

Hough,

(John,) D.D., an English scholar, born
was elected president of Magdalene College, Oxford, in 1687, in opposition to the illegal
dictation of James II.
The king then sent a mandate
In this
to the Fellows to elect Parker, a Catholic.
contest Hough firmly maintained his rights and those of
the college, and the king’s agents broke open the door
in order to place Parker in the president’s chair.
In
1688 Hough was reinstated, and in 1690 was made
Oxford.
of
Lichfield
Bishop of
Translated to the see
and Coventry in 1699, he refused the Archbishopric of
in

htif,

Middlesex

Canterbury
in 1717.

in 1651,

in

1715, and

He was

eminent

became Bishop of Worcester
Died
for piety and learning.

in 1743.

See John Wilnot, “Life of Rev. John Hough,” 1S12;

aulay, “ History of England,”

Schilderkonst der Neder-

landers.”

c as

in 1813.

Houghton,

vol.

ii.

chap.

Mac-

viii.

ho'ton, (Douglas,) M.D., a naturalist,

He was apat Troy, in New York, about 1810.
pointed State geologist for Michigan in 1837, and was
drowned in Eagle River in 1845.
born

Houghton, Lord.

See Milnes, (Richard

Monk-

ton.)

Houghton, ho'ton, Major, an English traveller, who
was sent by the African Company to explore the source
of the Niger.

many hundred
It is

supposed

He started in 1790, ascended the Gambia
miles, and afterwards proceeded by land.
that he died near Jarra, in 1791 ; but his

papers were never recovered.

Houlakou

or

Houlagou.

See HoolAkoo.

Houlieres, des. See DeshouliIdres.
Houllier, Aool'e-a', [Lat. Holle'rius,] (Jacques,)
an eminent French physician, born at Etampes, obtained
a large practice in Paris, and was chosen Dean of the
Faculty in 1546. He wrote able commentaries on Hippocrates, (1579,) and other works.
Died in 1562.

Houmayoun or Houmaioon. See HoomAyoon.
Houseman, (C.) See Huysman.
Houssaye. See Amelot de la Houssaye.
Houssaye, Aoo'sY, (Arsine,) a successful French

and poet, born near Laon in 1815. He produced “La Couronne des Bluets,” (1836,) and many
other novels.
His “History of Flemish and Dutch
Painting” (1846) was received with favour. In 1844 he

litterateur

be sounded in any case others maintain that in certain words and
names it should be slightly sounded, while in others it is entirely mute.
Respecting this subject, see the remarks on French pronunciation in
;

the Introduction.

r, trilled; s as z;

th as in

this.

==

(Jf^

See Exjfianations,

p. 23.)
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published a “ Gallery of Portraits of the Eighteenth
Century,” (1st series, 2 vols.,) which was completed in
From 1849 to 1856 he was director
5 vols. about 1850.
of the Theatre Eranjais. He also wrote able critiques
on art, and published a volume of poems, “ Poesies
completes,” (1849,) and “ Le Roi Voltaire,” (1858.) He
was chosen inspector-general of the works of art and

Musees

Hoveden, huv'den or hov'den, de, (Roger,) an
English historian, born at York, lived about 1170-1200.
He was professor of theology at Oxford, and filled responsible offices at the court of Henry II. He wrote, in
Latin, a “History of England from 731 to 1202,” which
is commended by Leland, Selden, and others for its
fidelity.

in 1856.

See Vossius,

See Bourquelot, “La Litterature Fran^aise contemporaine
Charles Robin, “ Biographie d’ A. Houssaye,” 1848 Clement
Alfred ue Musset, “A. HousdeRis, “ Portraits k la Plume
“Blackwood’s
saye,” etc., 1853; “Nouvelle Biographie Generate
for

Democratic

hu'ston,

?

politician,

(George Smith,) an American

born

in

Tennessee

in 1811.

Historicis Latinis.”

See Hevelius.
Hovey, huv'e, (Alvah,) an American divine and
author, born in Chenango county, New York, about 1820.
He graduated at Dartmouth in 1843, and about 1850 became a professor in the Baptist Theological Seminary at
Newton. His principal work is the “ Life and Times of
Backus,” (1857.)
Hovey, (Alvan P.,) an American officer, who entered the service as major of an Indiana regiment in
1861, and became a brigadier-general about April, 1S62.

June, 1851.

Houston,

“De

Hovel.

;

Magazine”

HOWARD

zi6

He

studied law, which he practised at Huntsville, Alabama,
and was elected a member of Congress in 1841. He
was chairman of the committee of ways and means in
the House of Representatives during two terms, 1851-55.
Houston, hu'ston, (Sam,*) an American general,
born near Lexington, Virginia, in 1793, was taken to
Tennessee in his childhood. Pie studied law, which he
practised at Nashville, was elected a member of Congress
In 1829
in 1823, and Governor of Tennessee in 1827.
he resigned his office, and, renouncing civilized society,
passed several years with the Cherokee Indians, who
About the end of 1832 he
lived west of Arkansas.
emigrated to Texas, where he took an active part in the
ensuing revolt against the Mexican government. Having
been chosen commander-in-chief of the Texan army, he
defeated and captured Santa Anna at San Jacinto, April
He was elected President of Texas in July,
21, 1836.
1836, and re-elected for a term of three years in 1841.
After the annexation of Texas to the Union, (1845,) he
was chosen a United States Senator, and at the end of
He
his term in 1853 was elected for a second term.
made an able speech against the Kansas-Nebraska bill
in March, 1854, about which time he joined the American (Know-Nothing) party. He was chosen Governor
On the breaking out of the civil war
of Texas in 1859.
he favoured the Union, but was overborne by a large
Died in 1862.
majority of the people.
See “Sam Houston and his Republic,” by Charles E. Lester,

He commanded
at

Champion’s

a division and contributed to the victory
May 16, 1863.

Hill,

Hovey, (Charles Edward,) an American officer,
born at Hartford, Vermont, in 1827, removed to Illinois,
and was made a brigadier-general of volunteers in 1862.
How, (William,) M.D., born in London in 1619,
became a captain

in the royal army in the civil war, and
afterwards practised medicine in his native city.
He
is said to have been the author of the first English Flora,
(“Phytologia Britannica,” 1650,) which contains twelve

hundred and twenty

plants.

Died

in 1656.

How, (William Walshaw,)

Bishop of Bedford,
appointed Suffragan Bishop
of Bedford in 1879, and is the author of sermons and

was born

in 1823.

Hewas

books of devotion.
Howard, (Anne,) daughter of Charles, Earl of Carlisle, was married to Richard, Viscount Irwin. She wrote
a “Poetical Essay on Pope’s Characters of Women,”
and other poems. Died in 1760.
Howard, (Charles,) Lord Effingham, or Lord
Howard of Effingham, an English admiral, born in 1536,
was the son of William, Lord Effingham, and grandson
After
of Thomas Howard, second Duke of Norfolk.
important civil and military services, he was appointed
in 1585 lord high admiral by Queen Elizabeth, and sucIn
cessfully opposed the Invincible Armada in 1588.
1596 he was associated with the Earl of Essex in the
victorious expedition against Cadiz, and was rewarded
with the title of Earl of Nottingham. About three years
later, when another Spanish invasion was expected, the
sole command of the army and navy for a short time was
committed to him, with the title of lieutenant-general of
England. He retained his honours and offices under
James I. Died in 1624.

1855.

Hous'ton, (William,) F.R.S., an English surgeon
and naturalist, born about 1695, studied under Boerhaave,
at Leyden, in 1728-29, and made there, with Van Swieten,
experiments respecting the respiration of animals. About
1732 he made a voyage for scientific purposes to the
West Indies, where he died in 1733, after collecting and
describing many rare plants. The results of his botanical
labours were published by Sir Joseph Banks.
See “Biographie Medicale.”

or Houtteville, hooi'vkV, (Claude
Franqois,) a French priest of the Oratory, born in Paris
in 1686.
He published, in 1722, “The Truth of the
Christian Religion proved by Facts,” which attracted
much attention and hostile criticism. In 1723 he was
He was
chosen a member of the French Academy.
elected perpetual secretary of the Academy in 1742, and

“ MeSee Campbell, “ Lives of British Admirals
J. Barrow,
moirs of the Naval Worthies of Queen Elizabeth’s Reign,” 1843.

died in the same year.
See Moreri, “ Dictionnaire Historique.”
Houtman, howt'mdn, (Cornelis,) a Dutch navigator,
born at Gouda, was the pioneer or founder of the commerce between Holland and the East Indies. As agent
of a company, he made the first voyage in 1595, and returned home in 1597. In 1598 he renewed the enterprise
with two ships, and landed at Acheen, in Sumatra, where
he was arrested with some of his men, and kept a prisoner
Died about 1605.
several years, until his death.
See Raynal, “Histoire philosophique des deux Indes;” “Nou-

viously

Houteville

velle Biographie Gendrale.

Howard,

(Charles,) Earl of Carlisle, born about

was employed in the reign of Charles II. in diplomatic missions to Muscovy, Sweden, and Denmark, of
which an account was published in 1669. Died in 1686.
1630,

Howard,

(Charles,) tenth Duke of Norfolk, (pre-

Hon. Charles Howard, of Greystock

Castle,

Cumberland,) succeeded to the dukedom in 1777. Pie
published “Thoughts, Essays, and Maxims, chiefly Religious and Political,” (1768,) and “ Historical Anecdotes
of some of the Howard Family.” Died in 1786.
Howard, (Charles,) eleventh Duke of Norfolk, an
English nobleman, born in 1746, was the son of the tenth
Duke. In 1780, being then styled the Earl of Surrey,
he exchanged the Catholic faith for that of the Anglican
Church. Representing Carlisle in Parliament, he acted
with the opposition during the ministries of Lord North
and Lord Shelburne. At the death of his father, in 1786,
he became Duke of Norfolk. As a member of the
House of Lords, he opposed the measures of Pitt. Died

”

Houtman, (Frederik,) a navigator, born about 1570,
was a brother of the preceding, whom he accompanied
He was after- in 1815.
in his voyage to the East Indies in 1598.
Howard, (Hon. Edward,) an English writer, a son
wards Governor of Amboyna, and published a “ Malay
He
of Thomas, Earl of Berkshire, lived about 1650.
Dictionary,” (1603.) Died about 1613.
wrote several unsuccessful dramas, and “The British
Houtteville. See Houteville.
Hove, van, vin ho'veh, ( Antoon,) a Dutch historian Princes a Heroic Poem,” in which occur these lines,
often quoted in ridicule
and Latin poet, born about 1505; died in 1568.
;

:

-

*
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HOWARD
Pope, in the “Dunciad,” alludes to him in these terms

:

“And

high-born Howard, more majestic sire,
With fool of quality completes the choir.”

Howard, (Edward,) a popular English novelist, was
a lieutenant in the royal navy. He published “ The
Old Commodore,” (1837,) “Ratlin the Reefer,” (1838,)
“ Outward-Bound,” etc. Died in 1842.
Howard, (Frank,)

an able English designer and

Henry Howard the painter. He
Spirit of the Plays of Shakspeare, ex-

writer on art, a son of

published

“The
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hibited in Outline Plates,” (5 vols., 1827-33,) and the
“Science of Drawing,” (1840.) Died in 1866.
Howard, (Frederick,) fifth Earl of Carlisle, an
English poet and statesman, born in 1748, was the son
of Henry, and grandson of the third Earl, noticed above.
He succeeded to the family title in 1758. In 1778 he
was one of the commissioners sent to persuade the
people of the United States to submit to the British
rule.
He acted with the Whig party until the French
Revolution, after which he supported the ministry. He
published a volume of Poems, and several tragedies,
one of which, called “The Father’s Revenge,” was commended by Dr. Johnson. His mother, Isabella Byron,
daughter to the fifth Lord Byron, was first-cousin to the
father of the poet Byron.
Died in 1825.
Howard, (George Edmund,) a British poet and
architect, was educated at Trinity College, Dublin.
He
published in 1782 several volumes of miscellaneous
works, the most important of which treat on the exchequer, revenue, and trade of Ireland.
Died in 1786.
Howard, (George William Frederick,) Earl of
Carlisle and Viscount Morpeth, a statesman and author,
born in 1802, was a grandson of Frederick, fifth Earl
of Carlisle.
He was styled Lord Morpeth before the
death of his father, which occurred about 1848. Under
the Whig ministry which was dissolved in 1841 he was
secretary for Ireland.
He visited the United States
between 1842 and 1846, and, after his return, imparted
to the public some observations on that country in a

In 1854 he published a “Diary in Turkish and
is a work of merit.
He was lordlieutenant of Ireland about three years, (1855-58,) and
was reappointed to that office by Palmerston in June,
1859. He had the reputation of a liberal statesman and
benevolent man. Died in 1864.
Howard, (Henry,) Earl of Surrey, a celebrated
English poet, born about 1516, was the son of Thomas,
third Duke of Norfolk, and of Elizabeth Stafford.
He
excelled in the accomplishments of a scholar, courtier,
and soldier, and cultivated as well as patronized the
fine arts.
About 1535 he married Lady Frances Vere.
In 1544 he accompanied Henry VIII. in his invasion of
France, was made a field-marshal, and was appointed
governor of Boulogne after it was captured by the
English. Soon after this he became the object of the
king’s suspicion.
He was recalled in 1546, arrested
with his father, condemned, and executed in 1547. He
left two sons and three daughters.
(With respect to
Surrey’s guilt or innocence, see Froude’s “ History of
England,” vol. iv. chap, xxiii.)
Surrey is the first who used blank verse in our language, and is considered the first English classical
poet. He did much to improve the style of versification.
One of his principal productions is a translation into
blank verse of the second book of the “HLneid,” which
lecture.

Greek Waters,” which

is admired for its fidelity and poetic diction.
He also
wrote numerous sonnets and songs. There is some
doubt of the reality of his romantic passion for Geraldine, who is the subject of his most admired effusions.

complicity in the murder of Sir Thomas Overbury, and
the disgraceful conduct of his relative, the Countess
of Essex.
Died in 1614.
See Gardiner’s “ History of England from 1603 to 1616,” vol.
in

i.

chap.

ii.

pp. 63

and 64

;

also, chaps, x.

and

xii.

Howard, (Henry,)

born in 1757, was the son of
Philip Howard of Corby Castle, England, and a descendant of the noble Earl of Surrey. He published
“ Indication of Memorials, etc. of the Howard Family,”
Died in 1842.
(1834,) and other works.
Howard, (Henry,) an English painter, born in 1769,
entered the Royal Academy as a student in 1788.
In
1790 he won two of the highest premiums, a gold
medal for the best historical painting, and a silver medal
for the best drawing from life.
After a visit to Rome,
he was chosen a member of the Royal Academy in 1808,

—

and secretary of that body in 1811. His favourite subjects are classical and poetical, and are treated with
elegant taste.
Among his best works are “ The Birth
of Venus,” “The Solar System,” “ The Circling Hours,”
and “The Story of Pandora.” Died in 1847.
Howard, (Sir John,) was a son of Sir Robert Howard
and Margaret, a daughter of Thomas Mowbray, Duke
of Norfolk.
He was a partisan of the house of York
during the wars of the Roses. He was created Duke
of Norfolk in 1483, and was killed with Richard III. at
Bosworth in 1485.

Howard,

(John,) F.R.S., a celebrated English philan-

born at Hackney, near London, in 1726. He
was the son of a London tradesman, who died in his
minority and left him an independent fortune. Plaving
made a tour on the continent, he returned home and
took lodgings with a widow named Loidore, by whom he
was kindly nursed when his health required such attention, and whom he married out of mere gratitude in 1752,
although she was more than twenty years his senior.
After their marriage she lived only three or four years.
In 1756 he embarked for Lisbon, in the desire to relieve
the miseries caused by the great earthquake of 1755, but
during the passage was taken by a French privateer, and
detained in prison long enough to excite his lasting sympathy with prisoners and to impress him with the necessity of a reform in their treatment.
After he was released he returned home, and married in 1758 Henrietta
Leeds, with whom he lived happily at Cardington until
her death in 1765. He had by this marriage one son,
whose vicious habits produced first disease and then
incurable insanity.
Having been appointed sheriff of
the county' of Bedford in 1773, he witnessed with pain
the abuses and cruelties to which prisoners were usually
subjected. After visiting most of the county jails of England, and collecting much information respecting them,
he induced the House of Commons in 1774 to begin a
reform in prison discipline, to which his life thenceforth
was constantly, heroically, and successfully devoted. In
1777 he published a valuable volume on “The State of
the Prisons in England,” etc. From 1778 until his death
he was almost continually employed in traversing all
parts of Europe, visiting prisons and hospitals, relieving
the sick, and, as Burke expresses it, “taking the gauge
and dimensions of misery, depression, and contempt.”
He died of fever in 1790, at Cherson, on the Black Sea.
His habits were simple, temperate, and self-denying.
Having been educated among Protestant dissenters, he
continued in their fellowship through life.
See “ Life of Howard,” by W. Hepworth Dixon, 1849 another
Life, by John Field, 1850; Aikin, “ Life of John Howard,” 1792:
thropist,

;

“ Memoirs of the Life of John Howard,” 1818 “ EnJ. B. Brown,
cyclopaedia Britannica;” “ Blackwood’s Magazine” for January, 1850.
;

How'ard, (John Eager,) an officer, born in Baltimore county, Maryland, in 1752. He commanded a regiment which distinguished itself by its brilliant bayonetcharge at Cowpens, January, 1781, and its gallantry at
See Hallam, “Introduction to the Literature of Europe;”
Warton, “ History of English Poetry Johnson and Chai.mers, Guilford Court-House, March, 1781, and Eutaw Springs,
“Lives of the English Poets;” “ Edinburgh Review,” vol. xlii.
in September of that year.
He was chosen Governor of
Howard, (Henry,) Earl of Northampton, second Maryland in 1788, and was a United States Senator from
to
Died
in
1803.
1827.
1796
son of the preceding, was born at Norfolk about 1539.
See “National Portrait-Gallery of Distinguished Americans.”
He was a person of much learning, but of bad principles.
He became a privy councillor at the accession of James
Howard, (Luke,) an English meteorologist, born
I., who made him Earl of Northampton.
In 1608 he about 1770, published an “Essay on Clouds,” (1802,) and
was appointed lord privy seal. He was suspected of other works on meteorology. Died in 1864.

She was a child of thirteen, named Lady Elizabeth Fitzgerald, who afterwards became the wife of the Earl of
Lincoln.
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Howard, (Oliver

Otis,) an American general, born
Leeds, Kennebec county, Maine, in November, 1830.
He was educated at Bowdoin College and at the Military
Academy of West Point, where he graduated in 1854. He

at

became

first lieutenant of ordnance in 1857, and colonel
Third Maine Volunteers in May, 1861. He commanded a brigade at Bull Run, July 21, and obtained the
rank of brigadier-general in September, 1861. At the
battle of Fair Oaks, May 31, 1862, he lost his right arm.

of the

He commanded
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a division at the battle of Antietam,

Howard, (Thomas,) fourth Duke of Norfolk, was a
grandson of the preceding. He was the only peer who
at that time possessed the highest title of nobility ; and,
as there were no princes of the blood, his rank, together
with his great wealth and abilities, rendered him the first
subject in England.
He is represented as generous,
prudent, and moderate, and sincerely attached to the

Protestant religion.
In 1559 Elizabeth appointed him
her lieutenant in the northern counties.
By aspiring to
become the husband of Mary Queen of Scots, he gave
offence to Elizabeth, and was committed to the Tower
in 1569.
Having been released, he renewed his suit,
received a promise of marriage from the captive queen,
and joined a conspiracy for her liberation. For this he

September 17, and at Fredericksburg, December, 1862.
In November, 1862, he was appointed a major-general
of volunteers, and in April, 1863, obtained command of
the eleventh army corps, which he led at Chancellorsville, and at Gettysburg, July 2 and 3, 1863.
He served was condemned and executed in 1572.
with distinction at the battle of Missionary Ridge and
See Hume, “ History of England
Froude,
Chattanooga, November 25, 1863. In his report of this
campaign General Sherman commends him as “exhibiting the highest and most chivalrous traits of the soldier.”
General Howard commanded the fourth corps of the
army which, under General Sherman, fought its way
from Chattanooga to Atlanta, May-September, 1864.
He was appointed, July 27, commander of the army of
the Tennessee in place of McPherson, who was killed
near Atlanta. In the memorable march of Sherman’s
army from Atlanta to the sea, Howard led the right
wing, and was the second or third in command.
(See
Sherman, William T.) In May, 1865, he was appointed chief of the Freedmen’s Bureau.
He has the
reputation of being a model Christian soldier.
He is
a brigadier-general of the regular army by a commission

dated December, 1864.

Howard, (Philip,) of Corby Castle, England, was a
descendant of the eminent poet the Earl of Surrey, and
father of Henry, noticed above, (1757-1842.) He wrote
the “ Scriptural History of the Earth and of Mankind,”
(1797.)

Died

Howard,

land,” vols.

ix.

Robert,) M.P., an English poet, born
in 1626, was a brother of the Hon. Edward Howard,
noticed above.
He was a royalist in the civil war, and,
after the restoration, was appointed auditor of the exchequer. His most successful dramas were “The Committee” and “The Indian Queen.” He was the original
hero of “The Rehearsal,” in which he is called Bilboa.
“The poetry of the Berkshire Howards,” says Macaulay,

“ History of Eng-

x.

Howard, (Thomas,) Earl of Arundel, a branch of
the ancient and noble family of Howard, was employed
in foreign embassies by Charles I.
In 1639 he was
appointed commander of an army raised to subdue
the Scotch
but peace was made before any important
action occurred.
He formed an extensive collection of
Grecian antiquities and productions of ancient artists,
parts of which were presented by one of his heirs to the
University of Oxford, under the name of the Arundelian
marbles.
His grandson Henry became sixth Duke of
Norfolk. The earl wrote several relations of his embassies and voyages.
Died in 1646.
;

How'den, (John Francis Caradoc,) Baron, a
British general, born in 1762, was the son of John Cradock, Archbishop of Dublin.
He entered the army in
In 1801 he was one of Abercrombie’s staff, and
1777.
was engaged in several battles in Egypt. He afterwards
commanded the British army in India, and in Portugal
in 1808.
In 1831 he was raised to the peerage, as Baron
Died

Ilowden.

in 1810.

(Sir

and

in 1839.

Howden, (John Hobart Caradoc,) Baron, an Engson of the preceding, was born in 1799.
served in the army, and gained the rank of major-

lish diplomatist, a

He

He was sent as ambassador to Madrid
Howe, (Albion P.,) an American general,

general.

in 1850.

born

in

Maine about 1818, graduated at West Point in 1841.
He became a brigadier-general in April, 1862, served at
Antietam, September 17, and commanded a division at
“was the jest of three generations of satirists.” The the battles of Fredericksburg, December 13, 1862, and
Gettysburg, July 2 and 3, 1863.
poet Dryden married Howard’s sister. Died in 1698.
See Macaui.ay, “ History of England,” vol.
ber, “ Lives of the Poets.”

Howard,
who

iii.

chap. xiv.

;

Cib-

Howe,

(Charles,) born

in Gloucestershire,

England,

was employed as a diplomatist by James II.
He wrote “ Devout Meditations,” of which the poet
Young says, “A greater demonstration of a sound head

in 1661,

(Samuel,) an English musical composer,

flourished about 1750, produced several popular

and a sincere heart I never saw.” Died in 1745.
Died in 1783.
Howe, (Elias,) an eminent American inventor, born
Howard, (Thomas,) second Duke of Norfolk, and
While employed
Earl of Surrey, was a son of John, first Duke. He fought at Spencer, Massachusetts, about 1819.
as a machinist he made many experiments for the invenfor Richard III. at Bosworth, where his father was killed,
tion of a sewing-machine, and about 1844 entered into a
in 1485. He commanded the English army which gained
partnership with Mr. George Fisher, of Cambridge, who
a great victory over the Scotch at Flodden in 1513, and
give him pecuniary assistance on condition of
received the title of Duke of Norfolk for this service, agreed to
before which he was styled Earl of Surrey.
He died in becoming proprietor of half the patent. In April, 1845,
he finished a machine, which in essential points is es1524, aged about seventy, and was succeeded by his son
teemed by competent judges equal to any that have sucThomas.
Howard, (Thomas,) third Duke of Norfolk, a son of ceeded it. He obtained a patent in 1846. His invention
meeting in the United States with the success which
the preceding, and an eminent English statesman and gen- not
had anticipated, he resolved to visit England. He
eral, was born about 1473.
In 1513 he was chosen high he
London in great destitution, and
admiral of England, and, in co-operation with his father, resided several years in
in making
For this returned in 1S49, without having succeeded
defeated the Scotch at the battle of Flodden.
known the merits of his invention. Meanwhile the sewservice he was made Earl of Surrey, while his father
notice and
was made Duke of Norfolk. In 1523 he became lord ing-machine had been brought into general
having been added by Mr.
high treasurer, and in 1524, at the death of his father, favour, various improvements
an infringer of his patent, Mr.
inherited his title. His devotion to the Church of Rome Singer, with whom, as
made him hostile to Anne Boleyn, though she was his Howe had a law-suit, which was decided in his favour
after the breaking out of the rebellion in
in 1854.
Soon
own niece. After Henry VIII. had married Catherine
own expense
Howard, the duke, who was her uncle, had much influ- 1861, Mr. Howe raised and equipped at his
served as a private until ill health
ence in the royal councils, and used it for the persecu- a regiment, in which he
to resign. He died in 1867.
tion of the Protestants.
In
he was arrested on a obliged him
ballads.

1547
charge of treason, and ordered for execution but before
the fatal day came the king died. Norfolk was released
His son,
front prison in 1553, and died the next year.
the Earl of Surrey, was executed in 1547.
See Froude, “History of tile Reign of Henry VIII.,” particuHume’s and Lingard’s Histories of England.
larly vols iii. and iv.
;
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Howe,

(John,) an eminent English dissenting minand author, born at Loughborough, May 17, 1630,
was educated at Cambridge. Soon after he was ordained
he was appointed domestic chaplain to Cromwell, then
ister
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whose death he was retained in the same
by Richard Cromwell. After the latter was deposed, Howe preached at Great Torrington, until he
was ejected for nonconformity, in 1662. In 1675 he became minister of a Puritan congregation in London,
where he continued to labour (except during a few
years of absence) until his death.
He was eminent for
piety, for wisdom, for profound learning, and for classical
scholarship.
As an author he is highly applauded for
his originality, sublimity, and evangelical spirit. Among
his principal works are “The Living Temple,” (16741702,) “The Blessedness of the Righteous,” “The Redeemer’s Tears,” (1684,) and “ The Vanity of this Mortal
Life.”
Robert Hall said, “I have learned more from
John Howe than from any other author I ever read.”
“Nothing in the language,” says William Jay, “can
equal, as a whole, Howe’s ‘Living Temple.’”
lie is
accounted the most philosophical thinker among the
Puritan divines. Died in 1705.
His complete works
were published in 8 vols., 1810-22.
Protector, at

office

On his return to his native
1831, he entered with ardour into a plan for
establishing in that city a school for the blind; and he
visited Europe, to procure information, teachers, etc.
The next year (1832) he opened the institution, (Perkins
Institution for the Blind,) of which he became the principal.
His success in the case of Laura Bridgeman, a
deaf blind mute, whom he taught to read from raised
letters and instructed in religion, morality, etc., attracted
great attention. (See Bridgeman, Laura.) Dr. Howe
has also devoted much attention to the education of
idiots, for whom a school has been established in South
Boston. Besides his other labours, he distinguished himself by the active part he took in the anti-slavery cause.
He is the author of a “ Historical Sketch of the Greek
Revolution,” (1828,) a “Reader for the Blind,” and of
various essays and reports on the education of the
blind and the idiotic, and other subjects. Died in 1876.
Howe, (Sir William,) an English general, was a
among
city,

the Greek patriots.

in

younger brother of Admiral Richard Howe, noticed
above.
In 1774 he was returned to Parliament for Nottingham, professing to disapprove the policy of the ministers in relation to the Americans.
In 1775 he was
appointed commander-in-chief of the army sent to subdue the colonies, though deficient in nearly all the qualiHowe, (John,) M.P., a noted English politician and ties which constitute a great general. His constituents
His first
versifier, was returned to the Convention Parliament for censured him for accepting the command.
Cirencester in 1689, and was several times re-elected. exploit after this promotion was the battle of Bunker
He was conspicuous in the House for his volubility, Hill, (1775,) in which he lost one-third of his men
asperity, and audacity of speech.
Having turned Tory, present in the action. In August. 1776, he gained the
he became in the reign of Anne a member of the privy battle of Long Island and took New York City. He
council, and paymaster of the army. He wrote a “ Pane- obtained an advantage over the Americans at Brandygyric on William III.,” and several short poems.
Died wine in September, 1777, in consequence of which
Philadelphia was occupied by his army.
At his own
in 1721.
See Macaulay, “ History of England,” vol. iii. chaps, xi. and xiv. request, he was recalled in 1778, and was succeeded
Howe, (Josiah,) an English poet and clergyman, by Sir Henry Clinton. Died in 1814.
See Bancroft, “ History of the United States,” vol. ix. chaps,
became a Fellow of Trinity College, Oxford, in 1637,
xxiii., xxv.
and preached before Charles I. at Oxford in 1644. He v., vi., x., xiv.,
How'el the Good, or Hy'wel Dda, a Cambrian
wrote some epigrammatic verses prefixed to the works
prince of the tenth century, noted as a legislator, sucof Beaumont and Fletcher. Died in 1701.
Howe, (Julia Ward,) an American poetess, daughter ceeded his father Cadell as King of Wales. After visiting
Rome about 926, he framed a code of laws, which
of Samuel Ward, a banker in New York, was born in
She was educated with great care, and in 1843 continued in force a long time.
1819.
How'el or How'ell, (Laurence,) a learned English
was married to Dr. Samuel G. Howe, of Boston, with
whom she has twice visited Europe, making on each occa- nonjuring divine, graduated at Cambridge in 1688. He
sion an extensive tour.
Some of her poems possess wrote a “ Synopsis of the Canons of the Latin Church,”
merit of a very high order.
Among the principal are and other works on theology. For his pamphlet on the
“Passion-Flowers,” published in 1854, and “Words for “ Schism in the Church of England” he was convicted
the Hour.” She is the author of the deservedly popular of sedition in 1716, and confined in Newgate until his
death, in 1720.
song entitled “ Battle Hymn of the Republic.”
How'ell, (James,) a British author, born in CarmarSee Griswold, “Female Poets of America.”
Howe, (Richard,) Earl, a distinguished English thenshire about 1595. Soon after leaving college he went
admiral, born in 1725, was the second son of Lord to London, and, as agent of a glass-manufactory, made a
Emanuel Scrope Howe. Pie entered the navy about the tour on the continent, where he learned several languages.
age of fourteen, and obtained the rank of captain about He was returned to Parliament in 1627, and exercised
See Edmund Calamy, “Life of John Howe,” 1724; H. Rogers,
“Life of John Howe,” 1836; Thomas Taylor, “Memoir of John
Howe,” 1835; Samuel Dunn, “Life of John Howe,” 1S36: “ Biogrnphia Britannica;” Macaulay, “History of England,” vol. ii.
chaps, vii. and viii.
R. Southey, article on Howe, in “Quarterly
Review” for October, 1S13, (vol. x. ;) “Encyclopaedia Britannica.”
;

his versatile talents in several civil offices until 1643, when
1747. He distinguished himself in the Seven Years’ war
against the French.
At the death of his elder brother, he was imprisoned, for reasons not positively known.
in 1758, he inherited the title of viscount.
In 1763 and He was released about 1649, and at the restoration behistoriographer-royal, being the first who had that
1764 he occupied a seat at the board of admiralty, and came
He wrote “ Dodona’s Grove, or the Vocal
in 1770 he became a rear-admiral of the blue, and com- honour.
Forest,”
a poem, (1640,) and various prose works.
His
manded the Mediterranean fleet. From 1776 to 1778 he
commanded on the coast of the United States, where he “Familiar Letters” (1645) are very entertaining, and
maintained his credit by skilful operations against the passed through ten editions before 1750. Died in 1666.
French fleet under D’Estaing. He was promoted to the
Howell, (William), an English writer. He wrote a
rank of admiral of the blue in 1782, and in the next “ History of the Woild from ti.e Earlie-t Times to the
year acted as first lord of the admiralty. In 1788 he was Ruin of the Roman Empire.” Died in 1683.
created Earl Plowe.
On June 1, 1794, he gained a deHow'ells, (William,) a j opular English preacher,
cisive victory over the French fleet, of which he captured bom in 1778.
Died in 1832.
seven ships of the line. Died in 1799. He was regarded
Howells, (William Dean,) an American writer
as the first sea-officer of his time.
and noveli-t, born in Ohio in 1837. He was at fust a
See Campbell, “Lives of British Admirals;” George Mason,
From 1S61 to 1865 he was
printer and a journalist.
“Life of Richard, Earl Howe;” John Barrow, “Life of Lord
American consul at Venice. Between 1871 an 1881,
Richard Howe,” 1838.
Howe, (Dr. Samuel Gridley,) an eminent American he edited the “ At“antic Monthly.” Among his works aie
philanthropist, born in Boston in 1801.
He graduated “ Venetian Life,” “Their Wedding Jour ey,” “CounteiChoice Biogiaphy,” 6cc.
at Brown University in 1821, and entered upon the feit Presentment,”
Howitt, (Anna Mary,) an artist and writer, a
s f udy of medicine in his native city.
In 1824 he went to
Greece, and fought valiantly in the war of independence. daughter of William and Mary PJuwitt, was born about
When famine threatened that country in 1827, he came 1830. She has pioduced a work of merit called “Tne
1

to the United States and procured large contributions
of provisions, clothing, and money, which he distributed
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Art-Student in Munich,” (2 vols., 1853,) and “The
School ot Life,” (Boston, 1855,) which is highly coni-
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HOWITT
mended.

She was recently married

to a

son of the poet

Alaric Watts.

Howitt, (Mary,)
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“Cavalry Discipline,” (1797 ,) and “Antiquarian Researches,” (1824.)
He was a major-general of militia.

a popular English authoress and

Died in 1850.
Her maiden
Hoyt, (Ralph,) an American Episcopal clergyman
She was educated as a member and poet, born in' New York in 1810. He published
of the Society of Friends, and was married to William “The Chaunt of Life, and other Poems,” (1844.)
Howitt in 1823. They published' jointly “The Forest
Hoz, de la, dl 14 6th, (Juan,) a Spanish dramatic
Minstrel, and other Poems,” (1823,) “The Desolation of poet, born at Madrid about 1620, wrote an admired
Fyarn, and other Poems,” (1827,) “The Book of the comedy, “El Castigo de la Miseria.” Died after 1689.
Seasons,” (1831,) and “The Literature and Romance of
Hozier, d’. See D’Hozier.
Northern Europe,” (1852,) the most complete work on
Hrimfaxi. See Norvi.
Mary Howitt is sole author
that subject in English.
Hrotsvitha, hRots'vee'tl, also written Hrosuitha,
of numerous instructive books, among which are “ Hope Hroswitha, and Roswitha, a celebrated German
on, Hope ever,” (3d edition, 1844,) “ Hymns and Fire- poetess of the tenth century, born in Lower Saxony, was
side Verses,” (1839,) “Sowing and Reaping,” (1840,) educated in the convent of Gandersheim. She wrote Latin
and “Sketches of Natural History,” (8th edition, 1853.) poems, which are valuable monuments of the literature
She has translated many works of Frederika Bremer, of that time, and six dramas, (in Latin,) that rank among
and several stories of Hans Christian Andersen. “Her the best productions of the kind in the middle ages.
language,” says Professor Wilson, “is chaste and sim- Among her poems was one in hexameters, containing
ple, her feelings tender and pure, and her observation the history of Otto I., only half of which is extant.
of nature accurate and intense.” (“ Blackwood’s MagaSee Gustav Freytag, “ Dissertatio de Hrosuitha,” 1839: Daumoralist, born at Uttoxeter about 1804.

name was Botham.

zine,” vol. xxiv.)

Howitt, (Richard,)

a poet and physician, a brother

of William Howitt. He published in 1830 “Antediluvian
Sketches, and other Poems,” which was noticed favourably by the reviewers. “ Richard too,” says Professor
Wilson, “ has a true poetical feeling and no small poeti-

power.” He settled in Melbourne, Australia, and
wrote “ Impressions of Australia Felix,” (1845.)
Howitt, (William,) an eminent English author, born
at Heanor, in Derbyshire, in 1795, was educated as a
member of the Society of Friends. His first published
work was “The Forest Minstrel, and other Poems,”
Their other joint
(1823,) partly written by his wife.
productions have been noticed in the article on Mary
Howitt. He wrote a “History of Priestcraft,” (1834,)
which was very successful, and often reprinted, “ Rural
Fife of England,” (1837,) and “Colonization and ChrisIn 1840 William and Mary Howitt
tianity,” (1839.)
removed to Heidelberg, where they passed several years.
cal

ber, “Die
Gdnerale.”

Nonne von Gandersheim,”

1858; “Nouvelle Biographie

Hrungnir,

hrung'nir, in the Norse mythology, a giant,
his horse Gullfaxi, (“ Goldmane,”) visited Asgard, and, having become intoxicated, defied the gods,
and threatened to carry Valhalla to Jotunheim, (the
“ habitation of the giants.”)
He was slain by Thor, who
gave Gullfaxi to his own son Jarnsaxa. Some explain
the foregoing myth by supposing Hrungnir (whose name
they derive from hmga, to “heap up”) to be a lofty
mountain piled up to the sky, thus appearing to menace
heaven itself. Its summit being smitten and rent by the
lightning, is compared by the Norse poets to the head
of a giant whose skull Thor (“thunder”) broke with his

who, on

terrible hammer.
See Thorpe’s “Northern Mythology,” vol.

i.

pp. 69-71, 174.

hreem, sometimes written Rymer, in the
Northern mythology, the leader of the Frost-giants (Hrimthursar) in the great battle against the gods at Ragna“ frost,”
rock. The name is clearly another form of Hrim
His “Rural and Domestic Fife in Germany” (1842)
and cognate with the Latin rivia (“ hoarfrost”) and the
was received with favour both by the English and GerSanscrit hima, (Gr. T«,ua,) “frost,” or “winter.”
mans. He published “ Homes and Haunts of the Most
Hua, /lii't', (Eustache Antoine,) a French lawyer,
Eminent British Poets Illustrated,” (2 vols., 1847). He
born at Mantes in 1759, was a moderate member of the
described his adventures and labours in Australia (where
Legislative Assembly in 1791. He became in 1818 attorhe passed about two years) in his “ Fand, Fabour, and
ney-general in the court of cassation. Died in 1836.
Gold,” (2 vols., 1855.) Among his important works are
Huabalde. See Hubald.
“Visits to Remarkabe Places, Old Halls, Battle-Fields,”
Huarte, oo-aR'tl, (Juan de Dios,) a Spanish phyetc.,
1839-41,) and a “History of England,” (1861.) sician and philosopher, born in Navarre about
1535.
The last few years of his life were much occupied with He published about 1580 a remarkable book, entitled
investigating the questions of spiritualism.
He died in “ Examen de Ingenios para las Scienzias,” which was
1879.
The English version
often reprinted and translated.
See Professor Wilson, “Noctes Ambrosianas,” in “Black- was called “ Trial of Wits.” It contains some new truths,
wood s Magazine for April, 1831.
with many bold paradoxes. Died about 1600.
How'ley, (William,) an Enghsli prelate, born at
See Bayle, “Historical and Critical Dictionary;” Ticknor,
Ropley, in Hampshire, in 1765. He became Bishop of “ History of Spanish Literature.”
London in 1813, and Archbishop of Canterbury in 1828.
Huascar, hw 4s'kar, an Inca of Peru, a son of Huayna
He published several sermons. Died in 1848.
Capac, whom he succeeded in 1525, was defeated in battle
How'son, (John,) an English theologian, bom in and dethroned by his brother Atahualpa in 1 532. (See
London in 1556. After having occupied the see of Ox- Atahualpa.)
ford, he became Bishop of Durham in 1628.
He wrote
Huayna Capac, hwl'nl ki-plk', Inca of Peru, asand preached numerous discourses against the Roman cended the throne in 1493. He extended his dominions
Catholics, which were printed.
Died in 1631.
by conquest, and enriched them by the arts of peace.
Howson, (John Saul,) an English divine, born Died in 1525.
He published, with W. J. Conybeare,
about 1815.
Hu'b&ld, written also Huabalde, Hucbald, and
“ The Life and Epistles of Saint Paul,” (2 vols., 1850-52. Hugbald, [Lat. Hubal'dus,] a Flemish monk of Saintand is the author of numerous other works. In 1867 he Amand, born about 840 A.D., wrote a treatise on music,
was appointed to the deanery of Chester. Died in 1885. and Latin verses in praise of baldness, in which every
HByer, ho'yer, (Andreas,) a Danish historian and word begins with C for example,
jurist, born at Karlum, published a “Life of Frederick
“Carmina Clarisonte Calvis Cantate Camoenae.”
Died in 930.
IV.,” (1732,) and other works. Died in 1739.
Hub'bard, (William,) a historian, born in England
Hoyer, ho'yer, (Johann Gottfried,) a German
military officer and writer, born at Dresden in 1767, in 1621, was ordained minister at Ipswich, Massachusetts,
published a “Dictionary of Artillery.” Died in 1848.
about 1656. He died in 1704, leaving in manuscript a
Hoy'er, [Fr. pron. hwl'yi',] (Michel,) a Flemish “ History of New England,” which was published by the
died in 1650.
Massachusetts Historical Society in 1815.
priest and Latin poet, born in 1593
Hoyle, hoil, (Edmund,) an Englishman, born in 1672,
Hube, hoo'blh, (R.,) a Polish jurist, born at Warsaw
wrote popular treatises on Whist and other games. in 1803, published “Principles of Penal Law,” (1830,)
and other works. He was appointed councillor of state
Died in 1769.
Hoyt, (Epaphras,) a historical and military writer, at Saint Petersburg in 1843, after which he was employed
born in Deerfield, Massachusetts, in 1765. He published in the compilation of a new penal and civil code.
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Huber, hoo'ber, (Francis,) a Swiss naturalist, bom at by his “History of the Cid” (1829) and his “Sketches
Geneva in 1750. The taste for nature and the habit of of Spain,” (4 vols., 1828-35.) For many years he was
observation which he derived from his father were con- professor of languages and history at Marburg and Berlin.
Huber, hii'ber, [Lat. Hube'rus,] (Ulrich,) a Dutch
firmed by the lectures of Saussure. At the age of fifteen
jurist, born at Dokkum in 1636. In 1665 he was chosen
his sight began to fail, and was before long quite lost.
Soon after the occurrence of this privation he married professor of law at Franeker. He published many able
Mdlle. Lullin, and was blessed with domestic happiness. treatises on civil law, among which are “De Jure CiviPursuing his researches into the economy and habits of tatis,” (1672,) and “ Praelectiones ad Pandectas,” (1686.)
bees, by the aid of his servant, he made many interesting From the former Rousseau derived many of the ideas
discoveries, and in 1792 published “ New Observations on or principles of his “Contrat Social.”
Died in 1694.
Bees,” which excited a great sensation. He was chosen
See Vitringa, “Oratioin Excessum U. Huberi,” 1694; “Noua member of the Academy of Sciences at Paris, and of velle Biographie Generale ;” Jocher, “Allgemeines Gelelirtenother similar institutions. He also wrote a “ Memoir on Lexikon.”
Hubert, /hi'baiit', (Francois,) a French engraver,
the Origin of Wax,” and a few other treatises.
Died in
born at Abbeville in 1744; died in 1809.
1830 or 1831.
“
Hubert, (Mathieu,) an eloquent French preacher,
Notice sur la Vie et les
See Augustin Pyrame Decandolle,
fieri ts de F. Huber,” 1832; “Monthly Review,” in the Appendix
born near Mayenne in 1640. He taught belles-lettres in
of vol. lxxxii., 1817.
various colleges, preached in Paris and the provinces,
Huber, (Johann,) an artist, born in Geneva in 1722, and died in 1717. His Sermons were published in
5
was intimate with Voltaire, of whose domestic life he vols.,
(1725.)
drew several pictures. He was noted for skill in cutting
Huberus. See Huber, (Ulrich.)
profiles in paper or parchment, and wrote “ Observations
Hiibner or Huebner, hup'ner, (Johann,) a German
on the Flight of Birds of Prey,” (1784.) Died in 1790.
geographer and teacher, bom at or near Zittau in 1668.
Huber, (Johann Jakob,) an eminent Swiss anato- His “Questions on Ancient and Modem Geography”
mist, bom at Bale in 1707, was a pupil of Plaller, whom
Died in 1731.
(1693) was often reprinted.
he assisted in his “ Swiss Flora.” He was chosen proHiibner or Huebner, (Rudolf Julius Benno,) a
fessor of anatomy at Gottingen about 1737, and became
skilful German historical painter, bom at Oels, in Silesia,
professor and court physician at Cassel in 1742.
He in 1806, was a pupil of Schadow. He settled at Dresden
was a Fellow of the Royal Society of London, and a in
1839, and became a professor in the Academy of Arts
member of the Academy of Sciences at Berlin. His in that
city in 1841.
His works are admired for grace
principal work is a “ Treatise on the Spinal Marrow,”
of expression and beauty of colour. Among his masterDied in 1778.
(1739.)
See ERSCHund Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie.”

Huber, (Johann Rudolf,) an eminent Swiss

pieces are
gelists,”

the Evan“Felicity and Sleep.”

“Boaz and Ruth,” “Christ and

“The Golden Age,” and

painter,

Hiibner, von, fon hup'ner, (Joseph Alexander,)
at Bale in 1668, studied several years in Italy. He an Austrian
diplomatist, born in Vienna in 1811, was
worked mostly in his native place. He painted portraits ambassador to the French court, and signed the treaty
and history with rapidity and success. On account of peace at the Congress of Paris in 1856.
of his brilliant colouring, he was surnamed the Swiss
Hiibsch orHuebsch, hupsh, (Heinrich,) a German
Tintoret. Died in 1748.
architect, born at Weinheim, Baden, in 1795.
See Nagler, “ Allgemeines Kiinstler-Lexikon.”
Hue, ^iik, (Abbe Evariste R£gis,) a French CathoHuber, /zii'bai r' or hoo'ber, (Louis Ferdinand,) a lic missionary and traveller, born at Toulouse in 1813.
distinguished litterateur, son of Michael, noticed below, He went to China in
1839, learned the Chinese lanwas born in Paris in 1764. In 1794 he married Theresa, guage, and laboured as a missionary. About the end
the widow of John George Forster and daughter of the of
1845 he visited Lassa, the capital of Thibet, where he
eminent philologist Heyne. He became in 1798 editor was permitted to remain only a few weeks.
Having
of the “Allgemeine Zeitung” at Stuttgart.
He wrote returned to France in 1852, he published his very curious
several dramas, and a collection of popular tales. Died and amusing “Travels in Tartary, Thibet, and China,”
in 1804.
(“ Souvenirs d’un Voyage dans laTartarie,” etc., 2 vols.,
Huber, (Marie,) a Swiss authoress and Protestant 1852,) which obtained a wide popularity, and was transtheologian, remarkable for her peculiar religious views, lated into English by W. Hazlitt,
He afterwards
Jr.
which appear to have been a mixture of rationalism and published “The Chinese Empire,” (2 vols., 1854,) and
mysticism, was bom at Geneva in 1695.
She wrote, be- “ Christianity in China, Tartary, and Thibet,” (3 vols.,
sides other religious and moral works, “ Letters on the
Died in i860.
1857.)
Religion essential to Man, as distinguished from that
See “Nouvelle Biographie Generale;” “London Quarterly Reborn

which

is Conventional,”
( accessoire,) (1738,) in which she
uses a very subtle dialectic, and “ The Insane (or Foolish)
World preferred to the Wise,” (“Le Monde fol prefere au Monde sage,” 2 vols., 1731-44.)
Died at Lyons

in 1753.
See “ Nouvelle Biographie GenAale.”

Huber, (Michael,) a German translator, .born at
Frontenhausen, in Bavaria, in 1727. He lived many
years in Paris, and became professor of French at Leip-

view”

for July, 1S57

;

“Fraser’s Magazine” for April, 1855.

Hucbald. See Hubald.
Huch. See zEpinus.
Huchtenburgh, van, vfn huK'ten-buRG', written
also Hugtenburg, (Jakob,) a skilful Dutch landscapepainter,

hem.

born at Haarlem in 1639, was a pupil of Bergwent in his youth to Rome, where he worked

He

with success until his death, in 1669.

Huchtenburgh, Hugtenburg,

He made good

or

Huchtenburg,

French translations of many van,
(Jan,) an excellent Dutch painter, brother of the
German works, among which were Gessner’s poems preceding,
was born at Haarlem in 1646. He studied in
and Winckelmann’s “History of Ancient Art,” (3 vols.,
Italy and Paris with Van der Meulen, acquired a high
Died in 1804.
1781.)
reputation for battle-pieces, and was employed by Prince
See Querard, “La France Littdraire.”
Eugene to paint those actions in which he and Marl-

sic in 1766.

Huber, (Peter, or Pierre,) son of Francis, noticed
above, published a “ History of the Habits of Indigenous
Ants,” “ Observations on Drones,” and other zoological
Died in 1841.
See “Edinburgh Review” for July, 1812, and October, 1813.

Hud'dart, (Joseph,)

Huber, (Therese,) a German novelist, bom at Gottingen in 1764, was a daughter of C. G. Heyne, the
She was married to John George Forster,
an eminent author, in 1784, and to Ludwig F. Huber
(noticed above) in 1794.
Died at Augsburg in 1829.
Huber, (Victor Aim£,) a historian and critic, son of
Louis Ferdinand, noticed above, was born at Stuttgart
in 1800. He popularized Spanish literature in Germany
€ as h; 9 as s > g hard; g asj;
vol. 1.

also a skilful engraver.

See Descamps, “Vie des Peintres Flamands, Hollandais,”

treatises.

philologist.

He was

borough commanded.
Died in 1 733.

and hydrographer, born

etc.

F.R.S., an English navigator

at

Allonby

in 1741,

was

for

many

years a captain in the service of the East India Company. He was a skilful nautical surveyor, and published
some valuable charts. Died in 1816.
Hudde, hud'deh, (Jan,) born at Amsterdam about
1636, was councillor, treasurer, and burgomaster of his
native city.
He was well versed in mathematics, on
which he wrote some able treatises. Died in 1704.
See Montucla, “Histoire des Math^matiques.”
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Huet, (Pierre Daniel,) an eminent French critic and
humorous English poet,
wrote several burlesque scholar, born at Caen in February, 1630, was educated
poems, “Topsy-Turvy,” (1790,) “ Salmagundi,” (1793,) at Paris. In 1652, in company with Bochart, he visited
the court of Christina of Sweden, which then offered
and “Imperial Mushrooms,” (1805.)
Huddesfordor Hud'ders-ford, (William,) D.D., rare attractions to the learned but he soon returned to
an English antiquary, was principal of Trinity College, Caen, and passed many years in various studies. He was
Oxford, and wrote the lives of Leland, Hearne, and appointed in 1670 sub-preceptor of the dauphin, and was
the principal editor of the well-known series of the Latin
Anthony Wood. Died in 1772.
Huddleston, (Sir John Walter,) an English classics “ad usum Delphini,” (“for the use of the daulawyer, born in Dublin in 1817.
He was called to the phin.”) In 1674 he became a member of the French
bar in 1839, took silk in 1857, and was promoted to the Academy, and in 1685 Bishop of Avranches. He wrote
bench in 1875. In 1872 he married Lady Diana Beau- numerous able critical and religious works, (in Latin and
French,) among which the best-known is his “ Demonclerk, daughter of the Duke of St. Albans.
stratio Evangelica,” (1679.)
This was for a long time a
Huddleston, (Robert,) a Scottish antiquary, born standard work on the Evidences of Christianity. Died
in 1776, published a new edition of Toland’s “ History
in 1721.
of the Drnids,” (1814.) Died in 1826.
See D’Alembert, “ Eloge de Huet;” Saint-Maurice, “Eloge
Hud'son, (Henry or Hendrik,) an eminent English de D. Huet,” 1850; Huet’s Autobiographic Memoirs, entitled
“
Commentarius de Rebus ad eum pertinentibus,” 1718, (translated
In 1607
navigator, of whose early life nothing is known.
English by John Aikin, 2 vols., 1810;) “ Huetiana,” Paris,
he commanded a vessel sent by some London merchants into
Abb£ F i.ottes, “ Etude
1722 Bruckek, “ History of Philosophy
to discover a direct route to India by way of the North stir Daniel Huet,” 1857 “ Nouvelle Biographie Generate
“London
Having advanced beyond 8o° Quarterly Review” for August, 1810.
pole or Northern Ocean.
making
north latitude, he was prevented by the ice from
Huet de Froberville, /iti'd' deh fRo'bSR'vil',

Hud'des-ford, (George,)

wh

>

lived about

1800.

a

He

;

;

;

and returned. He made several other
unsuccessful attempts in that direction.
In the service of
the Dutch East India Company, he discovered in 1609
He rethe river of New York which bears his name.
newed the enterprise in April, 1610, and discovered and
explored Hudson Bay, in which he passed the winter
and suffered much for want of provisions. As he was
returning in 1611, his crew mutinied, and, forcing the
captain with eight men into a small boat, abandoned
them to their fate. They were never heard of after waids.
farther progress,

(Claude Jean Baptiste,) a French

rian of the Bodleian Library.
He published excellent
editions of Thucydides, Longinus, Josephus, “rEsop’s

senschaft,

writer, born at
Romorantin in 1752; died in 1838.
Huette, M'St', (Louis,) a French optician, born at
Rennes in 1756; died in 1805.
Hufeland, hoo'feh-ldnt', (Christoph Wilhelm,) an
excellent German physician and medical writer, was
born at Langensalza (Prussian Saxony) in 1762.
He
became professor at Jena in 1793, and afterwards physician to the King of Prussia.
In 1809 he obtained the
chair of special pathology and therapeutics at Berlin.
Hiid'spn, (Henry Norman,) an Episcopal clergy- He produced in 1796 a celebrated work on the “Art
man, born in Cornwall, Vermont, in 1814, published of Prolonging Life,” (“ Makrobiotik, oder die Kunst
“ Lectures on Shakspeare,” (2 vols., 1848,) and edited das menschliche Leben zu verlangern,”) often reprinted
and translated. Among his other works are a “System
the Works of Shakspeare, (11 vols., 1850-57.)
Hudson, (John,) D.D., a learned English critic, born of Practical Medicine,” (2 vols., 1800-05,) and “Enchiridion Medicum,” (1836; 9th edition, 1851.) Died in 1836.
many
years
a
tutor
in
in Cumberland in 1662, was for
Oxford University, and from 1701 until his death libraSee F. L. Augustin, “ Hufelands Leben und Wirken fur Wis-

Died in 1719.
Hudson, (Thomas,) an English portrait-painter, born
in Devonshire in 1701.
He was a pupil of Richardson,
after whose death he was the most fashionable or successful artist in that line in London until he was surpassed by his own pupil, Joshua Reynolds, about 1754.
Among his works is a portrait of Handel. Died in 1779.
Hudson, (William,) F.R.S., an eminent English botanist, born in Westmoreland in 1730, resided in London
as an apothecary.
He was one of the first in England
that adopted the Linnsean system, and in 1762 published
an “English Flora,” (“ Flora Anglica,”) which procured
him admission into the Royal Society. Died in 1793.
Fables,”

Hue,

etc.

(Franqois,) born at Fontainebleau, France,
In the reign of
in 1757, became a valet to the dauphin.
terror he served the royal family at the risk of his life,
and was imprisoned. He wrote “ The Last Years of the
Reign and Life of Louis XVI.,” (1806.) Died in 1819.
/iff,

Huebner.
Huebsch.

Staat

und Menschheit,” 1837; Stourdja, “Hufeland,

Esquisse de sa Vie

et

de sa Mort,” 1837.

Hufeland, (Gottlieb,)
zic in 1760,
in 1817.

a

German jurist, born

was professor of law

at Halle,

at Dantwhere he died

He wrote a “Manual of the Law of Nature.”
Hiifnagel. See PIofnaegel.
Hug, hooG, (Johann Leonhard,) a German Catholic
His “Introtheologian, born at Constance in 1763.
duction to the Books of the New Testament” is highly
esteemed, and has been translated into French and Eng-

lish.

Died

in 1846.

Hugbald. See Hubald.
Hugel or Huegel, von, fon hii'gel, (Karl Alexander Anselm,) Baron, a German traveller and natuRatisbon in 1796. He performed a
Greece, Egypt, India, and other
parts of Asia, about 1831-36, and brought home large
ralist,

was born

at

scientific exploration of

He
collections of objects of natural history, coins, etc.
published “Cashmere and the Dominion of the Sikhs,”
Cabool,”
(“Das
Becken
Basin
“The
of
vols.,
1842,)
(4
von Kabul,” 2 vols., 1852,) and other works. Died, 1870.

See Hubner.
See Hubsch.
Hugenius. See Huygens.
Huegel. See Hugel.
Huger, u'jee', (Benjamin,) an American general, born
Huel, kii'kV, (Joseph N icolas,) a French philosopher, at Charleston, South Carolina, about 1806, graduated at
born at Mattaincourt in 1690 died in 1769.
West Point in 1825. He led a division of the army that
Huellmann. See Hullmann.
fought against the Union at Fair Oaks, May 31, and at
Huerta. See Horto.
Malvern Hill, July 1, 1862.
Huerta, de la, di li wdR'td, (Vincente Garcia,) a
Huger, (Francis Kinlock,) an officer, born in South
popular Spanish poet, born at Zafra in 1 729, was the leader Carolina in 1764. He joined Dr. Eric Bollman in an
of the national school of poetry, in opposition to the par- attempt to release La Fayette from the dungeon of
tisans of the French models.
He produced in 1778 the Olrnutz but they failed, and were imprisoned. He served
tragedy of “ Rachel,” (“ Raquel,”) which was performed as a colonel in the war of 1812. Died in 1855.
He wrote
with great applause in Madrid and in Italy.
Huger, (Isaac,) an uncle of the preceding, was born
other poems, (“ Obras poeticas,” 2 vols., 1778,) and was about 1725. He served as a brigadier-general in the
“
(“
Espanol,”)
Teatro
the editor of the Spanish Theatre,”
Revolution, and rendered distinguished service at the
a selection from the best Spanish dramatists, with notes, sieges of Savannah and Charleston. In the battle of
Died in 1797.
Guilford Court-House he commanded the right wing of
(17 vols., 1788.)
Died in 1782.
See Bouterwek, “ Histoire de la Litterature Espagnole.”
the American army.
Ignazio, ) an artist, born of English
Hug'ford,
Huet./iu'dt', (Paul,) a French landscape-painter, born
in Paris in 1804, gained medals of the first class in 1848 parents at Florence in 1703, was a noted connoisseur
and a skilful painter. Died in 1778.
and 1855.
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Hughes, (John,) an English poet and essayist, born
Hug'gins, (William,) F.R.S., an English astronomer
of the present age, especially distinguished for his obser- at Marlborough in 1677, was educated in London, where
He filled, besides other civil posts,
vations and discoveries made with the spectroscope on he mostly resided.
the sun and stars. He was secretary and afterwards that of secretary to the commissioners of the peace.
president of the Royal Astronomical Society.
His character and talents secured him the friendship of
Hugh., [Fr. Hugues,] a Fiench prelate, eminent for Addison, Pope, and Congreve. He contributed numetalents and piety, was chosen Archbishop of Besamjon in rous well-written essays to the “ Spectator,” “ Tatler,”
and “ Guardian,” and once had a fair reputation as a
1031. Died in 1066.
(Hugues) I., Duke of Burgundy, was the son poet. His best poem is “The Siege of Damascus,” a
of Henry, and grandson of Duke Robert, whom he suc- tragedy, which was first performed on the last night
ceeded in 1075. In 1078 he retired into a convent, resign- of the author’s life, and was very successful. He made
good translations from Fontenelle and Vertot. Swift
ing his dukedom to his brother Eudes.
Died in 1093.
(Hugues) II., Duke of Burgundy, nephew of having classed him in the ranks of mediocrity, Pope
the preceding, succeeded in 1 102 his father Eudes, who answered, “What he wanted in genius he made up as
an honest man.” Addison had so good an opinion of
went on a pilgrimage to the Holy Land. Died in 1142.
(Hugues) III., Duke of Burgundy, succeeded his ability that he requested him to write the fifth act of
his father, Eudes II., in 1162.
About 1190 he followed “ Cato,” which, however, he declined. Died in 1720.
Philip Augustus of France in a crusade, and when that
See Johnson, “Lives of the English Poets;” “ Biographia Briking turned back, Hugues took command of the French. tannica.”
He died at Tyre in 1192, and left his dukedom to his son,
Hughes, huz, (John,) an eminent Roman Catholic
Eudes III.
prelate, born in Ireland in 1798.
He came to America
(Hugues) IV., son of Eudes III., born in 1212, in 1817, and preached several years in Philadelphia. He
inherited the dukedom in 1218: He died in 1272, and became Bishop of New York about 1840, and was raised
was succeeded by his son Robert.
to the rank of archbishop in 1850.
He published seve(Hugues) V., Duke of Burgundy, son of Robert ral sermons and lectures. He was a man of great
II., inherited the title in 1308, and died prematurely in
ability, and was particularly distinguished for his skill
in dialectics.
Died in 1864.
1315, leaving the dukedom to his brother, Eudes IV.
Hugh (Hugues) de Cluny, (deh klii'ne',) a French
See John R. G. Hassard, “Life of John Hughes,” 1866.
monk, born at Semur about 1024, became Abbot of Cluny
Hughes, (John,) an English writer and artist, was
in 1048.
He was consulted on important questions by the father of Thomas Hughes, M.P. He published in
several kings and popes.
Died in 1109.
1822 an “ Itinerary of Provence and the Rhone,” (with

Hugh

Hugh

Hugh

Hugh
Hugh

Hugh (Hugues)

d’Amiens, (dS'in^N',) a French good etchings by himself,) which was praised by Sir
Walter Scott. He also wrote some poetical pieces.
Hughes, (Thomas,) an English author, social economist, and barrister, born in Berkshire in October, 1823.
His father was John Hughes, noticed above, whom
Hugh (Hugues) de Flavigny, (deh flt'vin'ye',) a Christopher North calls “ Bullar of Brazennose.” He
French monk, born in 1065, was chosen Abbot of Fla- acquired celebrity by a work of fiction entitled “Tom
vigny in 1097. He wrote the “Chronicle of Verdun,” Brown’s School-Days,” (1857,) which quickly passed
which contains valuable historical data.
through several editions. This story is continued in
prelate and writer, reputed one of the most learned
theologians of his time, was chosen Archbishop of Rouen
in 1130.
Died in 1164.
See “ Gallia Christiana,” tome ii.

Hugh (Hugues) de Fleury (deh flulVre') or de his “Tom Brown at Oxford.” He is a warm friend of
Sainte-Marie, (deh s&Nt'mi're',) a French monk, who the working-classes, and represented Lambeth in Parwas eminent for his knowledge. He asserted the divine liament, to which he was elected in 1865 by the Liberals.
right of kings in an able treatise “On Royal Power and He also represented Frame 1868-74.
He became a
Sacerdotal Dignity,” and wrote a general History. Died queen’s counsel in 1869, and a county court judge in
about 1125.

1882. Among his later works are “ Memoir of a Brother,”
of Provence, King of Italy, was a son of and “ A Memoir of Daniel Macmillan,” (1882).
Theobald, (or Thibault,) Count of Provence. Favoured
Hughes, (Thomas Smart,) an English historian,
by the pope, John X., and by many Lombard chiefs,
graduated at Cambridge as M.A. in 1811. He became
he obtained the crown of Italy in 926 A.D., but was
prebendary of Peterborough in 1827, and rector of Hardexpelled by Berenger in 947, and died the same year.
wick in 1832. He wrote, besides other works, a “HisSee Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeiae Encyklopaedie.”
tory of England from the Accession of George III. to
Hugh (Hugues) de Saint-Cher, (deh s&N'shaiR',) the Accession of Victoria, 1760-1837,” (7 vols., 1836,) a
a learned French monk and cardinal, was born near continuation of Hume and Smollett. Died in
1847
Vienne. His most important work was a concordance

Hugh

Hugi, (Franz Joseph,) a Swiss naturalist, born in
of the Bible, said to be the first ever compiled. He
Among his works is a “ Treatise on Glacieis.”
1795.
used the Latin in this work. Died in 1263.
Hugh (Hugues) de Saint- Victor, (deh siN'vfek'- Hugo, (Charles Louis,) a French monk, born at
He
toR',) a monk, born near Ypres, entered the monastery Saint-Mihiel in 1667, became Abbe of Estizal.
of Saint-Victor, in Paris, in 1118. He wrote theological wrote, besides other works, a “Life of Saint Norbert,”
“
History of Moses,” (1709). Died in 1739.
works which had a high reputation. Died in 1140.
(1707,) and a
Hugo, (Francois Victor,) a son of Victor Marie,
Hugh Capet. See Capet.
Hugh the Great, [Fr. Hugues le Grand, hiig leh noticed below, was born in Paris in 1828. He produced
gR6N,] Duke of France and Count of Paris, a powerful a version of Shakspeare’s Sonnets, (1857.)
noble, was the son of Robert, Count of Paris, and the
Hugo, hoo'go, (Gustav,) a German jurist, distinHe married a sister of Otho, guished for his profound knowledge of Roman law, was
father of Hugh Capet.
King of Germany, and waged war against Louis d’Outre- born at Lorrach, in Baden, in 1764. He studied at
Gottingen, and became professor of law in that city in
Mer. Died in 956.
Hugh the Great, Count of Vermandois, third son 1792. His principal work, a “Manual of a Course of
of Henry I., King of France, born in 1057, was noted for Civil Law,” consisting of seven volumes, with different
chivalrous courage.
He departed in 1096 on a crusade, titles, ranks among the standard productions of modern
and distinguished himself at the siege of Antioch. He jurisprudence. Died at Gottingen in 1844.
was killed in battle in 1102.
See H. Eyssenhardt, “Zur Erinnerung an G. Hugo,” 1845.
See Michaud, “History of the Crusades.”
Hu'go, (Herman,) a learned Jesuit, born at Brussels
Hughes, huz, (Rev. Griffith,) an English minister in 1588, became chaplain to General Spinola. He was
of Saint Lacy’s parish, Barbadoes, published in 1750 a the author of a treatise on the invention of letters, “ De
“Natural History of Barbadoes.”
prima Scribendi Origine,” (1617,) and a few otherworks.
Hughes, (Jabez,) an English writer, born in 1685, Died in 1629.
was a brother of John Hughes, the poet, noticed below.
Hugo, (J. Abel,) a French litterateur, brother of
He published translations from Claudian, Lucan, Sueto- Victor Hugo, was born about 1798. Among his works
Died in 1731.
nius, and Cervantes.
are “ Picturesque France,” (3 vols., 1833,) and “ Military
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command at Paris when the conspirator Malet made his
daring attempt in 1812, and was shot in the face by
Sigisbert,) a French gen- Malet.
He was banished in 1815. Died in 1841.
eral and count, born at Nancy in 1774.
After serving
Hull, (EDWARD,) an English geologist, born about
Joseph Bonaparte as marshal of the palace at Naples, 1810. In 1867 he was appointed director of the geologihe fought for him in Spain as general of brigade from cal survey of Ireland. He Ids published numerous 'im1809 to 1813, gained several victories, and was raised to portant works on geological subjects.
the rank of general of division.
In 1823 he published
Hull, (Isaac,) an American commodore, born in
“Memoirs of General Hugo.” Died in 1828.
Derby, Connecticut, in 1775. He distinguLhed himself
See Jui.es Nollet-Fabert, “Le General J. L. S. Hugo,” 8vo, in the war with Tripoli, and at the commencement of the
1853 “ Nouvelle Biographie Gene rale.”
war of 1812 was in command of the frigate Constitution.
Hugo, hii'go', (Victor Marie,) Vicomte, a celebrated In July of the same year, while cruising off New York,
French lyric poet and novelist, a son of the preceding, he fell in with a British squadron, which pursued him in
was born at Besan5on in 1802.
His mother, Sophie hot chase for three days and nights, but which, by his
Trebuchet, was a Vendean royalist, with whose polit- skill in seamanship, he managed to escape. On August
ical sentiments he sympathized in his youth.
His first 19 following, he captured, after a dose action of thirty
poem, “On the Advantages of Study,” (1817,) obtained minutes, the British frigate Guerriere, Captain Dacres,
an honourable mention from the Academie Fran5aise. with the loss of only fourteen in killed and wounded,
He received prizes for several royalist odes in 1818, and while that of the Guerriere was seventy-nine. This was
married Mdlle. Foucher in 1822. In the same year he the first naval action after the declaration of war; and
published the first volume of his “Odes and Ballads,” in acknowledgment of Captain Hull’s distinguished serwhich quickly raised him to the first rank among the vices Congress presented him with a gold medal. He
French poets of his time. He produced “ Cromwell,” subsequently commanded the United States squadron
a drama, (1827,) and a volume of odes, entitled “ Les in the Pacific and in the Mediterranean.
Died in PhilaOrientales,” (1828,) remarkable for richness of imagina- delphia in 1843.
tion.
The literati of France having ranged themselves
Hull, (Thomas,) an English actor and poet, born in
in two hostile schools, styled the Classic and the Ro- London in 1728, composed and altered numerous plays.
recognized
chief
the
mantic, Victor Hugo became the
of
His most popular poem is “ Richard Plantagenet,” a
latter, formed mostly of young men.
Of his dramas, legendary tale, (1774.) Died in 1808.
“Hernani” (first acted in 1830) and “Marion Delorme”
Hull, (William,) an officer in the American RevoluAmong his most suc- tion, bom in Derby, Connecticut, in 1753. He joined
(1831) proved brilliant successes.
cessful and popular works are “Notre Dame de Paris,” the Revolutionary army at Cambridge at the head of a
a romance, (1831,) “Le Roi s’amuse,” a drama, (1832,) company of volunteers in 1775. He took part in many
“ Les Miserables,” a novel, (1862,) “The Toilers of the of the battles of the war, and for his gallant services in
Sea,” (1865,) and poems entitled “The Leaves of Au- conducting the expedition against Morrisiana he was
tumn,” (“ Les Feuilles d’Automne,”) which, says a honoured with a vote of thanks by Congress. After the
French critic in the “Nouvelle Biographie Generate,” war he became a major-general in the Massachusetts
“ contain beauties of the first order.”
He was admitted militia, and in 1805 was appointed by Jefferson Governor
into the French Academy in 1841, and raised to the rank of the Territory of Michigan.
On the breaking out of
He gave his cordial adhesion to the the second war with Great Britain, in 1812, he was apof a peer in 1845.
republic of 1848, and was elected to the Constituent As- pointed to the command of the Northwestern army; and
sembly by the voters of Paris. He opposed Cavaignac, in August of the same year be surrendered with 2000
and in 1849 joined the party of advanced democrats, of troops to the British under General Brock, at Detroit.
whom he became a leader and distinguished orator. For For this act he was tried by court-martial, in 1814, and
his opposition to the coup d'etat of December 2, 1851, he sentenced to be shot.
President Madison remitted the
was banished. He retired to the island of Guernsey, sentence in consideration of General Hull’s age and serwhere he resided for many years. Returning to France vices. He published a defence of himself before the courton the all of the Empire, he was elected to the National martial, (1814.) Died in 1825.
Assembly at Bordeaux, but resigned eaily in 1871 and
Hul'lah, (John Pyke,) an English composer and
He was soon afterwards expelled popular teacher of music, was born in 1812. He comretiied to Brussels.
from Belgium, and returned to France. During his posed the music of Dickens’s comic opera “The Vilexile he published several works, including a historical lage Coquettes,” (1836.)
About 1840 he introduced a
woik entitled “Napoleon le Petit,” (“Napoleon the new system of instruction in vocal music, which was
“
Contemplations,” which very successful. He became professor of vocal music in
Little,” 1832,) and poetical
“ L’Homme
are much admired. Of his later publications,
King’s College, London, in 1844, and held that office
qui rit ” is perhaps the most important. He died in until 1874. In 1872 he was appointed musical inspector
Paris in May, 1885.
In 1882 he was granted a
for the United Kingdom.
Sainte-Beuve, “ Portraits contemporains,” 1846 Charles
pension of ^150 a year. Died in February, 1884.
Robin, “ Biographie de V. Hugo,” 1848 Longfellow, “Poets civil list
and Poetry of Europe; ” “ Quarterly Review” tor March, 1843,
HullTnan'del, (Charles Joseph,) an excellent lithand October, 1862.
Hu-go-li'nus, (or hoo-go-le'nus,) an Italian jurist and ographer, born "in London in 1789. He made several
improvements in the art of lithography, and invented
died about 1233.
legal writer, born at Bologna
He published, in 1824, “The
the process of lithotint.
Hugtenburg. See Huchtenburg.
Art of Drawing on Stone.” Died in 1850.
Hugues Capet. See Capet.
Hiillmann or Huellmann, hul'mJn, (Karl DieHuijgens. See Huygens.
France,” a history of the French armies from 1792 to
1833, (S vols., 1834.)

Died

in 1855.
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Al- trich,) a German historian and antiquary, born at Erdeborn in 1765, became a professor at Bonn. He published,
besides other works, a “ History of the Origin of Ranks
or Orders (Stdnde) in Germany,” (3 vols., 1808,) and a
“History of the Commerce of the Greeks,” (1839.)
Died in 1846.
Hul'lock, (Sir John,) an English lawyer, bom in the

phonse,) a French antiquary, born in Paris in 1817,
published, with M. E. Ruelle, a “ History of the Middle
Ages,” (2 vols., 1843.)
Hulaku or Hulakoo. See LIoolakoo.
Huldericus. See Huldrich.
Huldrick, hoolt'riK, [Lat. Hulderi'cus,] (Johann
Jacob,) a Swiss divine, born at Zurich in 1683, was a
He
professor of law in the university of that town.
published a few religious works, and “Miscellanea TiguDied in 1731.
rina,” (3 vols., 1722.)
See Zimmermann, “Vita Hulderici,” 1732.
Hulin or Hullin, /iu'Hn', (Pierre Augustin,) a
French general, born in Paris in 1758. He became
general of brigade in 1804, commandant at Vienna in
He had the chief
1805, and in 1807 general of division.
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about 1764, practised in London with

and was made one of the barons in the exchequer court in 1823. Died in 1829.
Hulls, (Jonathan,) an English mechanician and inventor, obtained in 1736 a patent for a “machine foi
carrying ships out of, or into, any harbour against wind
and tide.” This machine was to be moved by steam-

success,

power, but failed because he did not use the propet
means to transfer the motion from the piston to the axle.
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Hulot, /m'lo', (Henri,) a French lawyer, born in
Faris in 1732, translated into French fifty books of JusDied in 1775.
tinian’s Pandects, (7 vols., 1803.)
Hulse, htilss, (Rev. John,) born at Middlewich, England, in 1708, founded the Hulsean Lecture of the UniDied
versity of Cambridge, in which he had graduated.
in 1790.

GerEssen in 1602, was professor
Died in 1661.
of divinity at Leipsic.
Hulsius, hul'se-us, (Antoon,) a Protestant scholar
and theologian, born in 1615, became professorof divinity
and Oriental languages at Leyden. Died in 1685.
Hulsius, (Hendrik,) a theological writer, son of the
preceding, was born at Breda in 1654; died in 1723.
Hulst, van der, vSn der hulst, (Pieter,) a Dutch
painter, born at Dort in 1652, was successful in painting

Hulsemann, hool'seh-m&n', (Johann,) a learned

man Lutheran divine, born

He

flowers, fruits, etc.
Died in 1708.

at

studied or worked in

Rome.

Hulthem, van, vfn hul'tem, (Charles Joseph
Emanuel,) a Belgian bibliomaniac, born at Ghent in
1764. He made a vast collection of books, manuscripts,
etc., which were purchased by the Belgian government
catalogue of his
Died in 1832.
for 279,400 francs.
library was published in 6 vols., 1836.
Hultz, hoolts, (Johann,) a German architect, of whom
The completion of the great tower of
little is known.
It was
the cathedral of Cologne is ascribed to him.
finished in the first half of the fifteenth century.
Humann, /lii'min', (Jean Georges,) a French financier, born at Strasburg in 1780, became minister of
finance in 1832; died in 1842.

A

a French Dominican monk and writer,
Romans about 1200; died in 1277
Hum’bert, Cardinal, an eminent French Benedic-

Humbert,

born
tine

at

-

monk, born

Humbert,

in

Burgundy

;

died about 1063.

(Jean,) a Swiss Orientalist, born

at

Geneva

in 1792, published an “Arabian Anthology,” with French
Died in 1851.
versions, (1819.)
(Joseph Amable,) a French general, born

Humbert,

of humble parents at Rouvray, in Lorraine, about 1760.
Fie served under Hoche against the Vendean royalists.
In 1798, as general of division, he commanded the army
of about 1500 men which invaded Ireland, where, after
gaining a victory over General Lake, he was forced to
By aspiring to the hand
surrender to Lord Cornwallis.
of Pauline, widow of Leclerc and sister of Bonaparte,
he offended the First Consul. He consulted his safety
by emigrating to the United States, where he lived in
Died at New Orleans in 1823.
obscurity.
Humbert IV., King of Italy, eldest son of the late
king Victor Emmanuel, was born in 1844. He was sent
as envoy extraordinary to Paris in 1866, and held a command in the war of that year against Austria, displaying
He
remarkable bravery at the battle of Custozza.
married in 1868 the Princess Marguerite of Savoy. He
succeeded to the throne in January 1878. Towards the
end of 1878 an unsuccessful attempt was made by a man
named Passanante to assassinate him.

Humboldt.-von, (Friedrich Heinrich Alexillustrious German savant and travelbora in Berlin in Sept. 1769. He was a son of Major
von Humboldt, who served as adjutant or aide-de-camp
to the Duke of Brunswick in the Seven Years’ war.
In

ander,) Baron, an
ler,

1786 he entered the University of Frankfort-on-the-Oder,

where he studied natural science and political economy.
He became a pupil of Heyne, Blumenbach, and Eichhorn, at Gottingen, in 1788.
In 1790 he travelled in
France, Holland, and England, and published a treatise
“ On the Basalts of the Rhine.”
He studied mineralogy

under Werner at Freiberg in 1791, and was appointed
director-general of the mines of Anspach and Baireuth
in 1792.
He published in 1792 a work on subterranean
plants, “ Specimen Floras subterraneae Fribergensis.” At
an early age he cherished a passion to visit far-distant and
unexplored regions of the globe. With this view he resigned his office about 1796, and passed some time at Jena,
where he formed friendships with Goethe and Schiller.
His reputation was extended by a treatise “ On the Irritability of Muscles and Nervous Fibres,” (1797.) Several
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of his projects for undertaking a voyage of discovery
were frustrated by the wars that followed the French
At length, in June, 1799, he joined Aime
Revolution.
Bonpland in a voyage to South America. They spent
about four years in the exploration of the northern
part of South America, especially those portions which
They
are drained by the Oronoco and the Rio Negro.
ascended the Magdalena as far as they could by water,
Quito.
In
and penetrated by land to
June, 1802, they
ascended Chimborazo to a point nineteen thousand feet
or more above the level of the sea, the highest point of
They passed nearly a
the Andes ever reached by man.
year in the exploration of Mexico, visited the United
States, and returned to Europe in July, 1804, with rich
Humboldt
collections of plants, animals, and minerals.
became a resident of Paris, where he remained about
twenty years, the greater part of which he spent in digestIn
ing and publishing the results of his observations.
this task he was assisted by Bonpland, Cuvier, Oltmanns,
Arago, Kunth, and others. Between 1807 and 1817 they
published, in French, a “Journey to the Equinoctial
Regions of the New Continent,” (3 vols.,) “Astronomical
Observations and Measurements by the Barometer,” (2
vols., 1808-10,) a “View of the Cordilleras, and Monuments of the Indigenous Peoples of America,” (1810,) a
“ Collection of Observations on Zoology and Comparative Anatomy,” (2 vols.,) a “ Political Essay on the
Kingdom of New Spain,” (2 vols., 1811,) and “General

He made

Physics and Geology.”

an important con-

tribution to botanical geography by his Latin work “ On
the Geographical Distribution of Plants according to
Llis botanical
the Temperature and Altitude,” (1817.)
collections were classed and described by S. Kunth in a
work entitled “Nova Genera et Species Plantarum quas

ad Plagam aequinoctialem Orbis novi
collegerunt A. Bonpland et A. de Humboldt,” (7 vols.,
translation of his “ Personal NarAn
English
1815-25.)
rative of Travels” was made by Helen Maria Williams,
In 1810 he was chosen a member of
(5 vols., 1814-21.)
the French Institute in place of Cavendish. He removed
to Berlin in 1826, and received, with the title of counAt the request of
cillor, many marks of royal favour.
Nicholas, Emperor of Russia, and at his expense, Humboldt, Ehrenberg, and Rose made in 1829 a scientific
exploration of Asiatic Russia. Among the results of this
extensive expedition was an excellent work by Humboldt, entitled “ Central Asia Researches on the Chains
of Mountains and the Comparative Climatology,” (3
He was sent to Paris on several political
vols., 1843.)
missions by the King of Prussia between 1830 and 1848.
He published a “ Critical Examination of the Geography
When he
of the New Continent,” (5 vols., 1835-38.)
was more than seventy-four years old, he composed his
“
einer
entitled
Kosmos
Entwurf
phycelebrated work
;
sischen Weltbeschreibung,” (“ Cosmos ; Essay of a Physical Description of the Universe,”) the first volume of
which appeared in 1845, and the fourth in 1858. “The
first volume,” says the author, “contains a general view
of nature, from the remotest nebulae and revolving
double stars to the terrestrial phenomena of the geographical distribution of plants, of animals, and of races
of men, preceded by some preliminary considerations
on the different degrees of enjoyment offered by the
study of nature and the knowledge of her laws, and on
the limits and method of a scientific exposition of the
“The author of
physical description of the universe.”
the remarkable book before us,” says the “Edinburgh
Review” for January, 1848, “is assuredly the person in
all Europe best fitted to undertake and accomplish such
Science has produced no man of more rich and
a work.
varied attainments, more versatile in genius, more indefatigable in application to all kinds of learning, more
energetic in action, or more ardent in inquiry, and, we
may add, more entirely devoted to her cause in every
period of a long life. At every epoch of that life, from
a comparatively early age, he has been constantly before
the public, realizing the ideal conception of a perfect
traveller
a character which calls for almost as great a
variety of excellences as those which go to realize Cicero’s
idea of a perfect orator.
Above all things is necessary a genial and kindly temperament, which excites no
in Peregrinatione
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enmities, but,

on the contrary,

finds or

i

makes

friends

everywhere. No man in the ranks of science is more
distinguished for this last characteristic than Baron von
Humboldt.
believe that he has not an enemy.”
The “Kosmos” has been translated into French by H.
Faye and Ch. Galusky, (1848-57,) and into English by
Mrs. Sabine. He received from the French government
the title of grand officer of the legion of honour, and
was a member of all the principal Academies of the
world. Among his other works is “Aspects of Nature,”
(“Ansichten der Natur,” 1808; 3d edition, 2 vols., 1849.)
He died in Berlin, May 6, 1859, in his ninetieth year.

We

See Juliette Bauer, “Lives of the Brothers Humboldt,” London, 1852; H. Klencke or Kletke, “A. von Humboldt; ein biographisches Denkmal,” 1852; Review of the “ Kosmos” in the “ London Quarterly Review,” vol. Ixxvii. R. H. Stoddard, “ Life of
Alexander von Humboldt,” New York, 1859; Agassiz, “ Eulogy on
Humboldt” in the “Living Age” for October 2, 1869; Pruys van
der Hoeven, “A. von Humboldt, Interpres Naturae,” 1845 “London Quarter'y Review” for January and July, 1816, October, 1817,
April, 1819, July, 1821, December, 1845, and Januarj', 1854 “ Edinburgh Review” for June, 1815; “Fraser’s Magazine” for February,
;

;

;

1848.

Humboldt, von, (Karl Wilhelm,) Baron,

a celebrated German philologist and statesman, born at Potsthe
22d
of
dam on
June, 1767, was a brother of the
preceding. His early education was directed by Joachim
Campe, a distinguished philanthropist. About 1788 he
entered the University of Gottingen, where he studied
philology under G. Heyne. Among the intimate friends
of his youth was George Forster, the traveller. In July,
1789, he visited Paris, and hailed with enthusiasm the
advent of the new regime. He afterwards studied at
Jena, and there formed an intimate and lasting friendship
with the poet Schiller, who encouraged and directed him
in his literary pursuits. Humboldt became also the friend
and literary counsellor of Goethe. About 1791 he married Caroline von Dachenroden. Among his early works
was an excellent “ Essay on the Greeks,” (1792.) In 1799
he produced an admirable critical essay on Goethe’s
“ Hermann and Dorothea,” which established his reputation as a critic.
He was appointed minister to Rome
by the King of Prussia about 1802, and soon after that
date produced a poem entitled “ Rome,” (“ Rom.”) He
returned to Prussia in 1808, and was appointed minister
of public instruction about the end of that year. He
took a prominent part in the foundation of the University
of Berlin. About 1810 he resigned his office, and was sent
While thus employed in the
as ambassador to Vienna.
public service, he devoted his leisure time to the study of
languages, in many of which he was profoundly versed.
He acquired distinction as a diplomatist, and induced
Austria to join the coalition against Napoleon in August,
He represented Prussia at the Conference of
1813.
TalleyChatillon and the Congress of Vienna, 1814.
rand’s opinion of him is said to have been expressed in
these words “ Europe does not possess three statesmen
of such power,” (“ L’Europe n’a pas trois hommes d’etat
de cette force.”) He was sent as ambassador to London
about 1816, and was appointed minister and privy councillor at Berlin in 1819. He advocated a liberal constitution, and, when he found that the king was determined to
adopt a reactionary policy, he resigned his office about
the end of 1819, after which he took no part in political
affairs.
He composed numerous poems, the most of
which remained in manuscript until his death, and many
Among his printreatises on language, philology, etc.
cipal works are an “Essay on the New French Constitution,” (1792,) a metrical translation of the “Agamemnon” of AJschylus, (1816,) which is highly commended,
“ Researches on the Aborigines of Spain by Means of
the Basque Language,” (1821,) and a “ Memoir on Comparative Linguistic.” He was one of the greatest philosophers and critics of his time, and has been called the
creator of comparative philology. The interesting correspondence between Schiller and Wilhelm von Humboldt
was published in 1830. In the latter part of his life he
devoted his attention to the study of the languages of
barbarous tribes of America and Asia. He died at
Tegel, near Berlin, April 8, 1835, leaving unfinished an
extensive and excellent work, entitled “ On the Kawi
Language in the Island of Java,” (“Ueber die Kawi
Sprache auf der Insel Java,”) which was published in
:
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His works were collected and edited by his
title of “ Wilhelm von

1836.

brother Alexander, under the

Humboldts Gesammelte Werke,”

(4 vols., 1841-52.)
See Gustav Schlesier, “Wilhelm von Humboldts Leben
Klencke, “W. von Humboldts Leben,” (translated into English

by Juliette

Bauer

in 1852.)

Hume, (Rev. Abraham,) an English antiquary, born
about 1815. He became inc umbent of a paiish in Liverpool about 1846, and distinguished him-eltas a promoter
of education. He has written “ The Learned Societies
and Printing- Clubs of the United Kingdom,” (1847,)
some pamphlets bearing on the ecclesiastical history of
Liverpool, and several archaeological works. In 1867 he
went on a missionary tour in South America. He was
appointed an honorary c;:non of Chester in 1874.
Hume, (Alexander,) a Scottish poet and minister,
born about 1560, preached at Logie. He published a
volume of “ Hymns or Sacred Songs,” which were admired, especially the “ Day Estival.” Died in 1609.
See Chambers, “ Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen.”
or Home, (David,) of Godscroft, a Scottish
minister and writer, supposed to have been born about
1560.
He preached some years in France. He wrote
some Latin poems, “ Apologia Basilica,” (“ Apology or
Defence of the King,” 1626,) and “ The History of the
House and Race of Douglas and Angus,” (1644.)
See Chambers, “ Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen.”
Hume, (David,) an eminent English historian and
philosopher, born in Edinburgh on the 26th of April,
171 1. He was a younger son of Joseph Hume or Home,
who, though related to the Earl of Home, was not
wealthy.
In his Autobiography he says, “My studious
disposition, my sobriety, and my industry gave my family
a notion that the law was a proper profession for me
;
but I found an insurmountable aversion to everything
but the pursuits of philosophy and general learning;
and, while they fancied I was poring upon Voet and
Vinnius, Cicero and Virgil were the authors which I
was secretly devouring.” For the sake of economy, he
went to France in 1734 or 1735, and spent about two years
at Rheims and La Fleche, where he wrote his “Treatise
on Human Nature.” This was published in London in
1738, but was treated with discouraging neglect.
He
says himself, “ It fell from the press without reaching
such distinction as even to excite a murmur among the
zealots.” Mackintosh calls this work “the first systematic
attack on all the principles of knowledge and belief, and
the most formidable, if universal skepticism could ever
be more than a mere exercise of ingenuity.” He passed
several ensuing years in Scotland in his favourite studies,
and issued in 1742 the first part of his “Essays, Moral,
Political, and Literary,” which was moderately successful.
These contain new, ingenious, and suggestive ideas on
commerce, political economy, and other subjects.
In 1746 he was appointed secretary to General Saint
Clair, with whom he passed two years on the continent.
Returning to his brother’s residence in Scotland, he
composed an “ Enquiry concerning the Principles of
Morals,” and the second part of his Essays, which appeared in 1752, with the title of “Political Discourses.”
The latter of these was received with favour abroad and
at home, while the other was 'scarcely noticed.
About
this time he commenced his most celebrated work, the
“ History of England,” the first volume of which (comprising the reigns of James I. and Charles I.) was published in 1754.
He describes its reception in these
terms “ I was assailed by one cry of reproach, disapprobation, and even detestation
English, Scotch, and
Irish, Whig and Tory, churchman and sectary, freethinker and religionist, patriot and courtier, united their
rage against the man who had presumed to shed a generous tear for the fate of Charles I. and the Earl of Strafford ; and after the first ebullitions of their fury were
over, what was still more mortifying, the book seemed
to sink into oblivion.
Mr. Millar told me that in a
twelvemonth he sold only forty-five copies of it.” The
subsequent volumes, however, were better appreciated,
and the whole work became very popular and raised
the author to affluence. The last volume was published
in 1761.
His style is generally admired, as graceful,
natural, and perspicuous.
But the value of his history
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materially lessened by his partiality and inaccuracy.
was, as a skeptic, prejudiced against religion, and
in civil government was inclined to favour prerogative.
He is not profoundly versed in the philosophy of history,
or in the progressive development of the British constitution.
“He was far too indolent,” says Alison, “to
acquire the vast stores of facts indispensable for correct
generalization on the varied theatre of human affairs.”
Macaulay compares him to “an accomplished advocate,
whose insidious candour only increases the effect of his
vast mass of sophistry.”
Respecting his merits as a political economist, Lord
Brougham says, “ Of the Political Discourses’ it would
be difficult to speak in terms of too great commendation.
They combine almost every excellence which can belong
to such a performance.
The great merit, however, of
these discourses is their originality.” In 1763 Hume
accepted the office of secretary to the Earl of Hertford,
is

He

‘

Having studied surgery, he entered as surgeon the service of the East India Company in 1797.
He learned
the native languages of India, and, by combining the
functions of interpreter and paymaster with those of
army-surgeon, he acquired a handsome competence, and
returned home in 1808. By a careful study of the national resources and the condition of the people, he prepared himself for the task of a legislator and reformer,
and entered Parliament in 1812. From 1818 to 1830 he
represented Montrose in Parliament, where he gained
great distinction by his industry aud independence and
by his important services to the working-classes. He
was for many years pre-eminent in the House as a financial reformer and a sturdy opponent of monopolies and
high taxes. He declined political preferment on several
occasions, and continued to serve in the House of Commons until his death, in 1855.
See Harriet Martineau, “ History of Thirty Years’ Peace;”
“Biographical Sketches,” by the same, London, 1869.

ambassador to Paris, and having returned in 1766, much
delighted by the caresses of the Parisians, he was emHume, (Sir Patrick,) Earl of Marchmont, a Scottish
ployed two years as under-secretary of state. In 1769 he patriot, was born in 1641. He was persecuted in the
retired from office, and, with an income of ^toooa year, reign of Charles II., and escaped to Holland in 1684.
took up his residence in Edinburgh, where he died in Au- Having returned in 1688, he was made lord chancellor
gust, 1776. Besides the works above named, he wrote the in 1696, and Earl of Marchmont.
Died in 1724.
“Natural History of Religion,” (1755,) and “Dialogues
See Macaulay, “ History of England ;” Chambers, “ Biographiconcerning Natural Religion,” (1783.) He was never cal Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen. ”
married.
His personal character appears to have been
Hume, (Patrick,) a Scottish critic, who taught school
amiable and respectable on the score of morality. “ The in London. He published in 1695 “Annotations on MilLife of Mr. Hume,” says Mackintosh, “ written by himself, ton’s Paradise Lost,” which was the first attempt to
is remarkable above most, if not all, writings of that sort
illustrate that author, and was commended by Bishop
for hitting the degree of interest between coldness and Newton.
His critical labours have been appropriated
egotism which becomes a modest man in speaking of by later commentators. According to “Blackwood’s
his private history.
Few writers, whose opinions were Magazine,” Hume is “the father of that style of comso obnoxious, have more perfectly escaped every per- parative criticism which has been so much employed
sonal imputation.”
during these later days in illustrating the works of our
See Hume’s “Autobiography,” 1777; David Dalrymple, “Life great poet.”
of I). Hume,” 1787; John Hill Burton, “Life and CorrespondSee Chambers, “ Biographical Dictionary
Eminent

ence of D. Hume,” 2 vols., 1846; T. E. Ritchie, “Account of the
Life and Writings of D. Hume,” 1807; Mackintosh, “Progress of
Ethical Philosophy,” 1 vol. 8vo ; Brenner, “Das Genie des Herrn
Hume,” etc., 1774; Brougham, “Lives of Men of Letters of the
Time of George III.;” R. Pratt, “Apology for the Life of D.
Hume,” 1777; Macaulay, “History of England,” vol. iv. chap,
xix.
“Edinburgh Review” for January, 1847; “Quarterly Review”
for March, 1844, and June, 1846; “Historical Sketches of the Times
of George II.,” in “ Blackwood’s Magazine” for June, 1869 “Westminster Review” for September, 1846 also, an elaborate article on
Hume in Allibone’s “ Dictionary of Authors;” Chambers, “ Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen.”
;

of

Humieres,

Scotsmen.”

(Louis de Crevant
deh kReh-v6N ,) Due, a French general and courtier of
Louis XIV., was created marshal in 1668, and commanded the right wing at the victory of Cassel, in 1677.
He commanded the army in Flanders which was defeated by Waldeck in 1689.
Died in 1694.
d’,
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;

See Voltaire, “Si&cle de Louis

XIV;”

Sismondi, “Histoire

des Frangais.”

Hummel,

hoom'mel, (Johann Erdmann,) a German
Hume, (David,) an able Scottish lawyer, born in painter, born at Cassel about 1770. Pie worked in Ber1756, was a nephew of the preceding. He was professor lin, and became in 1809 professor of perspective, etc. in
of Scottish law in the University of Edinburgh, and a the Royal Academy of that city. Died in 1827.
baron of the court of exchequer. He wrote a valuable
Hummel, hoom'mel, (Johann Nepomuk,) an excellegal text-book, entitled “ Commentaries on the Law of lent composer and pianist, born at Presburg, Hungary,
Scotland respecting the Description and Punishment of in 1778. About the age of eight he became a pupil of
Crimes,” (1797.) Died in 1838.
Mozart in Vienna, and at the age of sixteen he was acHume, (Grizel,) a Scottish heroine, born in 1665, counted one of the most skilful performers in Germany.
was a daughter of Sir Patrick, noticed below.
She He entered the service of Prince Esterhazy in 1803, and
endured much hardship in efforts to conceal her father became chapel-master to the King of Wiirtemberg in
from his pursuers, and attended him in exile. In 1690 1816. He was chapel-master to the Duke of Weimar
she was married to Mr. Baillie. She wrote poetry which from 1818 until his death, during which period he
Died in 1746.
is admired.
performed with applause in London, Paris, and Saint
See a Memoir of her life, by her daughter. Lady Murray.
Petersburg.
Among his best works are concertos and
Hume, (Hugh Campbell,) third Earl of Marchmont, sonatas for the piano. Died in 1837.
born in 1708, was a grandson of Patrick, the first Earl.
“
See F6tis, Biographie Universelle des Musiciens;” “Nouvelle
He acted a prominent part in Parliament as an opponent Biographie Gdndrale.”
of Walpole, and was keeper of the great seal of ScotHummelius, hoom-ma/le-us, or Hummel, (Johann,)
land from 1764 to 1794. Died in 1794, without male
a German mathematician, born at Memmingen in 1518,
issue.
was
professor at Leipsic. Died in 1562.
See Chambers, “Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen.”
Humphrey, hum'fre,* (Heman,) D.D., an American
Hume, (James Deacon,) an English financier, born
divine, born in Simsbury, Connecticut, in 1779.
He
at Newington in 1774, obtained in 1790 a clerkship in the
graduated at Yale in 1805. He was six years minister
London custom-house. Having given proof
of ability

in Pittsfield, Massachusetts.
He became president of
he was employed
Amherst College in 1823, and was succeeded in that
in 1823 in the arduous task of simplifying and reducing
office by Dr. Edward Hitchcock in 1845, when he reto order the multitude of discordant statutes by which
moved to Pittsfield. He wrote several valuable works,
the transactions of the custom-house were complicated
among
which are a “Tour in France, Great Britain, and
and perplexed. For this important service he received
Belgium,” (2 vols., 1838,) “ Domestic Education,” (1840,)
from government a present of five thousand pounds, and
and “ Letters to a Son in the Ministry,” (1845.) Died
in 1829 he was appointed assistant secretary of the board
in 1859.
of trade.
He resigned in 1840, and died in 1842.
See Badham, “Life of J. D. Hume.”
* This name is pronounced differently in different parts of the
Hume, (Joseph,) M.P., a British statesman of the United
States: some families writing their names Humphrey or
Radical party, was born at Montrose, Scotland, in 1777. Humphreys always omit the initial h in pronunciation.
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HUMPHREY
Humphrey,

i

hum'fre, (Lawrence,) an English Cal-

divine, born at Newport- Pagnel about 1527.
In 1555 he retired to Zurich to escape persecution, and
returned after the death of Queen Mary. He became
professor of divinity in Oxford in 1560, and Dean of
Winchester in 1580. He published several able theological works.
Died about 1590.
vinistic

Humphrey

or Humphry, (Ozias,) R.A., an English
portrait-painter, born at Honiton in 1743, settled in London in 1763. He painted a miniature for the queen, was
received into the Royal Academy, and rose to eminence
in his branch of art.
Died in 1810.

Humphreys,

hum'fr£z,*

(Andrew

A.,) an

American

general, born in Pennsylvania about 1812.
He became
a brigadier-general about April, 1862, and commanded
a division at Gettysburg, July 1-3, 1863. He commanded
a corps in the battles near Petersburg, February-April,
1865.
Humphreys, (David,) an American poet, born in
Derby, Connecticut, in 1753. He entered the army
about 1776, and became in 1780 a colonel and aide-de-

camp

Gondamond, a nephew of Huneric, was proclaimed his
successor.
See Gibbon, “Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire.”
Hu-m'a-des or Hun'ya-des, [Hun. Hunyady
hoon'yody ; Fr. Huniade, hu'ne-Sd',] (Joan'nes Corvi'nus,) a brave Plungarian general, who about 1444
was chosen Vaivode of Transylvania. Soon after Ladislaus, King of Poland, was killed at the battle of Varna
by the Turks, (1444,) Huniades was made captain-general of his army and Governor of Hungary.
His chief
exploit was the successful defence of Belgrade against
Mahomet II., in 1456. He died of wounds received in
this action.
His son, Matthias Corvinus, was elected
King of Hungary.
See MajlAth, “History of the Magyars;” Pray, “Annales
Regum Hungarian;” G. Bessenyei, “ Huuyadi J4nos,” etc., 178S:
G. Fejer, “Genus, Incunabula et VirtusJ. Corvini de Hunyad,”
etc.,

In 1784 he went to
Europe with Jefferson, as secretary of legation. He
aided Barlow and other poets in “ The Anarchiad,” and
wrote other works, among which are a “ Poem on the
Happiness of America,” and an “ Address to the Armies
of the United States,” (1772.)
He was sent as minister
to Portugal in 1790, and to Spain in 1797. Died in 1818.
See Griswold, “Poets and Poetry of America;” Duvckincic,
“ Cyclopedia of American Literature,” vol. i.
Gallery of Distinguished Americans,” vol. ii.

;

“National Portrait-

Buda, 1S44.

Hun'nis, (William,) chapel-master to Queen Elizabeth, wrote several volumes of psalms and hymns, (published from 1550 to 1588.)

Hunnius,

General Washington.

to
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hoon'ne-us, (3Egidius,) a Lutheran theo-

logian, noted for intolerance, was born at Winnenden.in
Wiirtemberg, in 1550.
was professor at Wittenberg,

He

and wrote, besides other works, “ Calvinus Judaizans,”
Died in 1603.
(1593.)
See Hutter, “ Threnologia de Vita Hunnii,” 1603; Johann
Georg Neumann, “ Programma de Vita Hunnii,” 1704 S. Gesner,
;

“ Lexhenpredigt auf A. Hunnius nebst dessen Lebenslauf,”
1603.

Hunnius, (Nikolaus,) an

able Lutheran theologian,
son of the preceding, was born at Marburg in 1585. He
was superintendent of all the churches of Lubeck from
1623 to 1643. He wrote against Popery, Calvinism, and

Humphreys, hum'fr£z, (Henry Noel,) a British
antiquary and numismatist, born at Birmingham in 1810. Socinianism.
Died in 1643.
He published “The Coins of England,” (1847,) “Ten
See L. Heller, “ N. Hunnius, sein Leben und Wirken,” 1843.
Centuries of Art,” (1851,) and other works. Died 1879.
Hunold, hoo'nolt, (Christian Friedrich,) a GerHumphreys, (James,) an English lawyer, born in man
litieratetir, who wrote under the pseudonym of
Montgomeryshire, published a valuable work on “EngMenantes, born near Arnstadt in 1680. His works
lish Laws of Real Property,” (1820.)
Died in 1830.
Humphreys or Humphrey, (Pelham,) an English include romances, tales, and poems. Died in 1721.
Hunt, (Alfred William,) an English artist, born
composer and musician, born in 1647. He composed
Liverpool in 1830.
Among his works are “ Llyn
anthems and songs. Died in 1674.
Idwal,” “ Summer Days for me,” and “The Rainbow.’’
Humphry, Old. See Mogridge.
Hunt, (Frederick Knight,) an English editor, born
Hunal'dus,] Duke of Aquitaine,
Eudes in 735 A.D., and defended in Buckinghamshire in 1814. After writing for the “ Ilhis domain against Charles Martel and his sons.
He lustrated London News,” etc., he was chief editor of the
was defeated by Charlemagne about 769, and was killed London “ Daily News” from 1851 until his death. He
in 774, at the siege of Pavia, being the last prince of the wrote “ The Book of Art,” and “ The Fourth Estate or,
Contributions to the History of Newspapers,” etc., (1850.)
Merovingian race.
Hunauld, M'no', (Franqois Joseph,) a learned Died in 1854.
Hunt, (Freeman,) an editor, born in Quincy, MassaFrench physician, born at Chateaubriant in 1701, resided
He became in 1839 the editor and
in Paris. He was a member of the Academy of Sciences, chusetts, in 1804.
and a Fellow of the Royal Society of London. In 1730 owner of the “ Merchants’ Magazine,” issued monthly in
he became professor of anatomy in the Jardin des Plantes. New York. He published, besides other works, “Lives
He wrote dissertations on osteology, etc. Died in 1742. of American Merchants,” (2 vols., 1856.) Died in 1858.
Hunt, (George Ward,) an English politician, born
See Querard, “La France Litt^raire.”
1825.
He was elected a member of Parliament for
Hund, hoont, (WiGUL/EUS,) a German genealogist, in
the county of Northampton in 1857, as a Conservative.
born in 1514, became aulic councillor at Munich in 1540.
He
was re-elected, and gained distinction by a bill to
Died in 1588.
counteract the cattle-plague of 1866. He became chanSee J. T. Kohler, “Leben und Schriften Hunds,” 1750.
cellor of the exchequer about March 1, 1868, and reHundeshagen, hoon'des-hS.'gen, (Johann Chris- signed in December of that year. On the accession to
tian,) a German writer on forests, was born at Hanau power of Lord Beaconsfield’s government in
1874 he was
in 1783.
Among his works is an “Encyclopaedia of the appointed first lord of the admiralty. Died in 1877.
Forests,”
vols.,
Died
in
Science of
(2
1821.)
1834.
Hunt, (Henry,) M.P., an English Radical, born in
Hundeshagen, (Karl Bernhard,) a theologian, son
Hu'nald,

succeeded

[Lat.

his father

;

of the preceding, was born in Hesse-Cassel in 1810. He
became professor at Heidelberg in 1847, and published
“German Protestantism: its Past and Present,” (1846.)

Hundhorst. See Honthorst.
Hundt, hoont, (Magnus,) a German

naturalist

whom

He

He

three sons, of

whom

In 1820 he was arrested at Manchester, while addressing
political meeting, and punished with a fine and several
years’ imprisonment.
He was returned to Parliament
for Preston in 1831, defeating the Earl of Derby, his opponent, and witnessed the triumph of the Reform bill,
for which he had toiled and suffered. Died in 1835.
Hunt, (Isaac,) a native of the West Indies, was eduHe took the royalist side in the
cated in Philadelphia.
Revolution, removed to England, and became a preacher
He published “The Rights
at Paddington about 1780.
of Englishmen.” He was the father of Leigh Hunt.
Hunt, (James Henry Leigh,) a popular English
poet and litterateur born at Southgate, near London, in
1784, was the son of Isaac Hunt, noticed above, and

and a

writer, born at Magdeburg in 1449.
He taught physics
Died in 1519.
in the University of Leipsic.
Hun'e-ric or Hun'ne-ric, [Gr. 'Ovvpigoc,] second
King of the Vandals of Africa, was the eldest son of
he succeeded in 447 a.d. ; but he did
Genseric,
not inherit his father’s abilities.
married the daughHis reign was
ter of the emperor Valentinian III.
extremely cruel and tyrannical. As an Arian, he persedied in 484, and
cuted the Catholics in particular.
’eft

Wiltshire in 1773, acquired popularity with his party by
his intrepid audacity and by his inflammatory harangues.
He often presided at the meetings against the corn-laws.

Hilderic was the eldest; but

,
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i

of Philadelphia. He left school at the age University.
He wrote “Observations on the Book of
and acted as clerk in the War Office until 1808, Proverbs.” Died in 1774.
when he formed a partnership with his brother John
Hunt, (Thomas Sterry,) a distinguished American
to issue “ The Examiner,” a journal of liberal politics, chemist and geologist, born in Norwich, Connecticut, in
which attained under his editorship a high reputation for 1826. He studied medicine for some time in his native
literary merit.
In 1812 the brothers were condemned towm, and afterwards became assistant chemist to Proto pay each a fine of five hundred pounds, and to be fessor Silliman at Yale College. About 1847 he became
imprisoned two years, for a satirical article in which the connected with the geological survey of Canada, and
prince-regent was styled an “ Adonis of fifty.”
While professor of chemistry at Quebec. Besides his contribuin prison, he wrote “ Rimini,” (1816,) one of his most tions to the London “Philosophical Magazine” and the
“
admired poems, The Descent of Liberty,” and “ The Transactions of the Royal Society, French Academy of
Feast of the Poets.” At this period he was intimate with Sciences, etc., he has published above seventy papers
Byron, Moore, Shelley, and Keats. From 1818 to 1822 he in the “American Journal of Science.” While acting as

Mary She well,

of

fifteen,

edited “

The

Indicator,” a series of periodical essays, ad-

a juror to the International Exhibition at Paris in 1855,

and brilliant fancy. Mr. Hunt had conferred on him the cross of the legion
In 1822 he was associated with Byron and Shelley as an of honour by Napoleon III. and in 1859 he was elected
editor of “The Liberal,” a political and literary journal
an honorary member of the Royal Society of London.
and for this object he resided with Byron in Pisa and
Hunt, (Thornton,) an English journalist, the eldest
Genoa. But Shelley was drowned, Byron and Hunt son of Leigh Hunt, was born in 1810. He wrote, besides
became estranged, and after the issue of four numbers other works, “The Foster-Brother,” a romance, (1845.)
“ The Liberal” was discontinued.
Hunt returned to
Hunt, (William Henry,) an English painterin waterEngland about 1824, and published “Recollections of colours, born in London in 1790. His subjects are simple
Byron,” (1828,) which gave great offence to Byron’s and homely, such as a “Peasant Boy” in various moods
friends.
Pie was editor of “The Companion” and the and phases, a “Farm-House Beauty,” flowers, fruits,
“London Journal,” and wrote for several periodicals. and other objects of still life. His works are admirable
Among the multifarious productions of his versatile for colouring and perfection of finish. “ I have seen,”
genius are a popular poem entitled “Captain Sword says Ruskin, “frequent instances of very grand ideality
and Captain Pen,” (1835,) “Stories from the Italian in treatment of the most commonplace still life by our
Poets,” “Men, Women, and Books,” (1847,) “Imagina- own Hunt.” (“Modern Painters.”) Died in 1864.
tion and Fancy,” and his “Autobiography,” (3 vols.,
See “ Fraser’s Magazine” for October, 1865.
A pension of two hundred pounds was granted
1850.)
Hunt, (William Holman,) an eminent historical
him in 1847. Died August 28, 1859. Professor Wilson, painter, one of the chief founders of the pre-Raphaelite
of Edinburgh, speaks of Hunt as “ the most vivid of poets school of England, was born in London about 1827. He
and most cordial of critics.” (“ Recreations of Christo- began to exhibit at the Royal Academy in 1846. About
pher North.”)
1850 he and several other artists assumed the name of
mired

for genial

humour, easy

style,

;

;

See his “Autobiography,” 1850; Hazlitt, “Spirit of the Age,”
and his “Table-Talk;” Lord Jeffrey, critique in the “Edinburgh
Review” for June, 1816, (vol. xxvi. ;) E. P. Whipple, “Essays and
Reviews;” W. Gifford, critique in the “Quarterly Review” for
January, 1816, (vol. xiv. ;) “ Brief Biographies,” by Samuel Smiles.
For a full account of the writings of Leigh Hunt, see a “List of
the Writings of William Hazlitt and Leigh Hunt,” by Alexander
Ireland, London, 1868; “ North British Review” for November,
1850, and November, i860; “London Quarterly Review” for Janu-

“ Pre-Raphaelite Brethren,” proposing to restore the art
of painting from the degenerate style of Raphael and his
coevals.
His works are very minutely finished, and are
Among his master-pieces are
close imitations of nature.
“Our English Coasts,” (1853,) “The Awakening Conscience,” (1834,) and “The Light of the World,” (1854,) a
symbolic figuie of the Saviour and “The Shadow of
ary, 1816.
Death,” this last the result of four years’ residence and
Hunt, (Jeremiah,) an English dissenting minister, work in Palestine. “Hunt’s ‘Light of the World,’
born in London in 1678, preached for many years at says Ruskin, “ is, I believe, the most perfect instance of
expressional purpose with technical power which the
Pinners’ Hall.
Died in 1744.
Hunt, (Leigh.) See Hunt, (James Henry Leigh.) world has yet pioduced.” (“ Modern Painters.”)
Hunt, (Richard Morris,) a distinguished American
Hunt, (William Morris,) an American artist, born
His woiks
architect, born in Brattleborough, Vermont, October 31, at Brattleborough, Veimont, about 1825.
1829. He was several years in the Boston High School. are chiefly portraits and genre pictures.
In 1842 he went to Europe, and studied architecture
Hunt'er, (Alexander,) F.R.S., a Scottish physician,
in Paris and Geneva.
He subsequently visited various born in Edinburgh in 1729, practised at Beverley and
parts of Europe, and also Asia Minor and Egypt, for the York. He was the principal founder of a lunatic-asylum
purpose of becoming better acquainted with the archi- at York.
He wrote, besides professional treatises,
tecture of different countries.
After his return to Paris, “Georgical Essays,” (a work on rural economy,) and
he was appointed inspector at the Louvre; in 1867 he edited Evelyn’s “Sylva.” Died in 1809.
was a member of the jury on architecture at the ExpoHunter, (Anne,) wife of the great surgeon John
sition Universelle.
He has since resided in New York. Hunter, and sister of Sir Everard Home, was born in
Hunt, (Robert,) an English author and philosopher, Scotland in 1742. She wrote “My Mother bids me
born at Devonport in 1807. His youth was passed in braid my Hair,” and other songs, set to music by Haydn.
poverty, from which he was relieved by William Allen, Her poems, published in 1802, were praised by “Blackthe chemist, who procured him a situation in London. wood’s Magazine.” Died in 1821.
In 1832 he opened a druggist’s shop in Penzance, having
Hunter, (Christopher,) an English physician and
previously been a diligent student of chemistry and other antiquary, born in Durham in 1675 ; died in 1757.
sciences.
Hunt'er, (David,) an American general, born in
He published his discoveries of the chemical
action of the solar rays in an interesting work entitled Washington, District of Columbia, in 1802, graduated at
“Researches on Light,” (1844,) and in 1849 he gave to West Point in 1822. He became a colonel in May, 1861,
the world “The Poetry of Science.” His “Panthea; or, served in the battle of Bull Run, July 21, was appointed
The Spirit of Nature,” (1849,) is designated by a writer a major-general of volunteers about August, and took
in the “North British Review” as “a work of a very command of the army and department of Missouri in
About the 1st of April, 1862, he was
peculiar character, in which philosophy and poetry are November, 1861.
finely blended, and where great truths and noble senti- appointed commander of the army at Port Royal, or
ments are expressed in language full of beauty and elo- Hilton Head. In May ensuing he issued an order that
quence.” Among his other productions are “ Elementary the “persons heretofore held as slaves in South Carolina,
Physics,” (1851,) and “Memoirs of the Geological Sur- Georgia, and Florida are declared forever free.” This
vey ol Great Britain,” (1835.) He has a high reputation order was annulled by the President as premature. He
as a lecturer on science, and has edited three editions defeated General W. E. Jones at Piedmont, Virginia,
of “Uie’s Dictionary of Arts, Manufacturers, and June 5, 1864, after which he attacked Lynchburg (June
He retreated westward by way
Mines.”
18) without success.
Hunt, (Thomas,) D.D., an English scholar, born in of the Kanawha River, and was superseded by General
1696, became in 1747 professor of Hebrew in Oxford Sheridan in August, 1864.
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HUNTER
Hunter, (Henry,) D.D.,

and author,

of

at Culross in 1741, was a man of superior talents.
1771 until his death he was pastor of a Scottish
church in London.
was the author of a popular work

to

a Scottish divine
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James K. Polk, and supported his policy with regard
Texas and the tariff. The warehousing system, which
was first incorporated in the tariff bill, was originated
He
and drawn up by Mr. Hunter. He was elected in 1847
styled “Sacred Biography,” (1783-1802,) and translated to the United States Senate, in which he served through
Lavater’s “ Essays on Physiognomy,” Saint-Pierre’s two full terms, and was elected for a third term ending
“ Studies of Nature,” and other French works.
His in 1865. He supported the Douglas Kansas-Nebraska
translation of Lavater, finely illustrated, sold for forty bill in 1854, and the admission of Kansas under the
guineas a copy. Died in 1802.
Lecompton Constitution in 1858. He was secretary of
See Chambers, “ Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen.” state of the Southern Confederacy from July, 1861, to
Hunter, (Humphrey,) a patriot of the American February, 1862, and was one of the two Senators who
Revolution, born in Ireland in 1755.
About 1760 his represented Virginia in the Senate at Richmond from
widowed mother emigrated with her family to Mecklen- February, 1862, to 1865.
He entered the Revolutionary
Hunter, (William,) a distinguished anatomist and
burg, North Carolina.
army in 1776, and rendered distinguished service at physician, born at Long Calderwood, near Glasgow, in
He was ordained in 1789, 1718, was a brother of John Hunter, noticed above. He
the battle of Eutaw Springs.
and from 1805 till his death, in 1827, was pastor of the received a liberal education in the University of Glasgow,
and formed a professional connection with Dr. Cullen,
Presbyterian church at Steele Creek, North Carolina.
Hunter, (John,) an eminent British anatomist and who afterwards became so eminent as a medical writer.
surgeon, born at Long Calderwood, near Glasgow, in In 1741 he removed to London, where he acquired a
After receiving high reputation as a lecturer on anatomy and a medical
1728, was the youngest of ten children.
He formed a partnership with his brother
a very defective education, he worked a few years with a practitioner.
cabinet-maker in Glasgow. In 1748 he went to London, John in 1748. Having obtained a large and lucrative
where he was employed by his brother William as an practice, he was appointed in 1764 physician-extraordiHaving pursued the nary to the queen. In 1767 he was chosen a Fellow of
assistant in the dissection-room.
study of anatomy with ardour and remarkable success, the Royal Society, to whose “Transactions” he contribhe was received in 1754 as a partner in his brother’s uted. About 1770 he founded in London an anatomical
In museum, to which were attached a classical library, and
school, and lectured regularly for about five years.
The
1760, for the sake of his health, he exchanged this em- a cabinet of rare medals, which cost £20,000.
ployment for that of army-surgeon, and at the peace most important of his publications is the “Anatomy of
London.
In
he
was
elected
a
returned
to
the
Gravid
Uterus,”
He
died
in
of 1763
1783.
1767
(1774.)
Fellow of the Royal Society, and soon after surgeon of
See S. F. Simmons, “ Life and Writings of William Hunter,’
“Lives of British Physicians,” London, 1857; Chambers,
He was eminent for surgical 1783;
Saint George’s Hospital.
“ Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen.”
skill, and acquired greater celebrity by his researches
Hunter, (William,) a British surgeon, born at Montin comparative anatomy, physiology, and natural history,
on which he wrote several treatises. His museum is said rose, was employed in the service of the East India
Died in 1793. He is admitted Company in Bengal. Fie published an “ Account of
to have cost £70,000.
“ Caverns near Bombay,” a “ Hindostanee
to be the greatest British anatomist of the eighteenth Pegu,” (1785,)
He was
century, and was noted for originality, independence, Dictionary,” and several medical treatises.
and estimable moral qualities. Among his best works eminent as an Orientalist, and from 1794 to 1808 was
Died in 1815.
are a “Treatise on the Blood, Inflammation, and Gun- secretary of the Asiatic Society.
Hunt'ing-don, (Selina,) Countess ok, an English
Shot Wounds,” and another on “Certain Parts of the
lady, eminent for her piety and munificence, was the
Animal Economy.”
Pier maiden name was
See Everard Home, “Life of John Hunter;” Jesse Foote, daughter of the Earl of Ferrers.
“Life of J. Hunter,” 1794; Joseph Adams, “ Memoirs of the Life Shirley. She was born in 1707, and in 1728 was married
and Doctrines of J. Hunter,” 1816; Chambers, “Biographical to Theophilus Hastings, Earl of Huntingdon. After her
“Nouvelle Biographie G£nd-

born

From

Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen;”

rale.”

Hunter, (John,)

a British naval officer, born at Leith
in 1738, obtained the rank of vice-admiral. Died in 1821.
Hunter, (John,) a Scottish critic, born at Closeburn
in 1747, was for many years professor of humanity in
Saint Andrew’s, and published good editions of Horace,
(1797,) Virgil, (1800,) and Juvenal, (1806.) Died in 1837.
Hunter, (Rev. Joseph,) an English antiquary, born
Pie was for many years minister
at Sheffield in 1783.
He published
of a congregation of dissenters at Bath.
several valuable works, among which are a “ History

husband’s death, about 1746, she lived in fellowship
with the Calvinistic Methodists, chose Whitefield for her
chaplain, and was noted for her zeal and devotion.
She founded at Trevecca a seminary for preachers, built
chapels, and spent large sums for religious purposes.
Her sect was known as the “Countess of Huntingdon’s
Connection.” Died in 1791.
See “Life and Times of Selina, Countess of Huntingdon,” 1839;
of Methodism,” by Abel Stevens.

“The Women

Hunt'ing-ford, (George Isaac,) D.D., an English
He was made
theologian, born at Winchester in 1748.
Bishop of Gloucester in 1802, and of Flereford in 1815.
He published several Greek and Latin school-books,
“ Thoughts on the Trinity,” and sermons. Died in 1832.
Hunt'ing-ton, (Daniel,) a distinguished American
He became about
painter, born in New York in 1816.
1835 a pupil of Professor Morse at New York, and in

and Topography of the Deanery of Doncaster,” (2 vols.,
1828,) and “Illustrations of the Life and Studies of
Shakspeare,” (2 vols., 1845.) He was assistant keeper
of the public records. Died in x 86 1
Hunter, (Robert,) an English officer and writer, was
appointed Governor of New York in 1710, and acted as
and Rome, where he painted his
Governor of Jamaica from 1728 until his death. He “1839 visited Florence
Sibyl” and “ Shepherd Boy of the Campagna.” Having
wrote a “ Letter on Enthusiasm,” ascribed to Swift and
returned to New York, he painted numerous portraits
Shaftesbury.
Died in 1734.
Hunter, (Robert Mercer Taliaferro,) an Ameri- and historical subjects. He was elected president of the
Design in 1862. Among his works
can statesman, born in Essex county, Virginia, April 21, National Academy of
He graduated at the University of Virginia, are “Lady Jane Grey and Feckenham in the Tower,”
1809.
and “Henry VIII. and Catherine Parr.”
studied law, and commenced its practice in his native
See Tuckerman, “ Book of the Artists.”
town in 1830. He voted for Jackson in 1832, and was
He was
Huntington, (Frederick D.,) D.D., an American
elected to the legislature of Virginia in 1833.
chosen a representative to Congress in 1837. His first divine and author, born in Hadley, Massachusetts, in
speech in this body was in favour of the independent 1819. He graduated at Amherst in 1839, studied divinity
He also took at Cambridge, and from 1842 to 1855 was minister of the
treasury and against a national bank.
He became
strong grounds in opposition to the protective policy of South Congregational Church in Boston.
Mr. Clay, and in all his subsequent career was an able preacher and professor of Christian morals in Harvard
advocate of free trade. In 1839 he was chosen Speaker of University. Although formerly a Unitarian, he has rethe House, and for his dignified and impartial discharge cently embraced the faith of the Episcopal Church. He
of its duties received, at the close of the term, in 1841, became Bishop of Central New York in April, 1869. He
a unanimous vote of thanks. He favoured the election published “ Sermons for the People,” (6th edition, i860.}
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Huntington, (Jedediah Vincent,) an author, a
brother of Daniel, noticed above, was born in New York
He became an Episcopalian priest about 1840,
in 1815.
and afterwards joined the Roman Catholic Church. He
wrote, besides other works, a volume of Poems, (1843,)
and “Lady Alice, or the New Una,” a novel, (1849.)
Huntington, (Robert,) D.D., an English Orientalist,
born at Deerhurst in 1636. From 1670 to 1680 he was
chaplain to a factory at Aleppo, and collected many valuable manuscripts in the Levant. He was chosen Bishop
of Raphoe in 1701, and died in the same year. He wrote
a “ Letter on the Porphyry Pillars in Egypt,” (published
in the “ Philosophical Transactions,” No. 161.)
Huntington, (Samuel,) president of the American
Congress, was born in Windham, Connecticut, in 1732.
He distinguished himself in the Colonial Council of
1 775 by his opposition to the aggressive policy of Great
Britain, and in 1776 took his seat in Congress and signed
the Declaration of Independence. In 1779 he succeeded
John Jay as president of the Congress of the Confederation, and was again chosen to the same office in 17S0.
He again served in Congress in 1783, and was shortly
In 1786 he
after appointed chief justice of Connecticut.
was elected Governor of the State, as the successor of
re-elected
to
the same
Roger Griswold, and was annually
till his death, in 1796.
See Goodrich, “ Lives of the Signers
pendence.”

office

to the Declaration of Inde-

Huntington, (William,) an English Methodist
preacher, born in Kent in 1744, was originally a poor
labourer.
He became a popular preacher among the
Calvinistic Methodists in London, and published many
tracts and controversial works.
Died in 1813.
See notice in the “Quarterly Review” for January, 1821, (by
Southey.)
Hun'tpn, (Philip,) an English nonconformist divine,
born in Hampshire, was appointed provost of Durham
College in 1657. He wrote a “Treatise on Monarchy,”
(1644,) which gave great offence to the High-Church
party.

Died about 1682.

Hunts'man, (Benjamin,)

an English artisan, born in
Lincolnshire in 1704, is said to have been the inventor
of cast steel.
He lived in Sheffield. Died in 1776.
See Smiles, “Industrial Biography.”

Hunyades. See Huniades.
Hunyady. See Huniades.
Huot,

hiiV,
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(Jean Jacques Nicolas,) a French

feel very deeply, was somewhat of a coxcomb,
and assumes a dogmatic arrogance which offends the

he did not
reader.”

Died

(“Introduction to the Literature of Europe.”)

in 1808.

See Francis Kilvert, “Memoirs of Bishop Hurd,” i860; “Life
Hurd,” by himself, in an edition of his Works, 8 vols., 1811

of R.

;

“North

British

Review”

for

May,

1861.

Hur'dis, (Rev. James,) an English poet, born in
Sussex in 1763, was a friend of the poet Cowper. In
1784 he became tutor to the Earl of Chichester’s son,
and in 1793 professor of poetry at Oxford. He wrote
“The Village Curate,” (1788,) “Sir Thomas More,” a
tragedy, and other poems.
Died in 1801.
See “ Retrospective Review,”

vol.

i.,

1820.

Hure, /niW, (Charles,)

a French Jansenist writer,
born at Champigny-sur-Yonne in 1639, was for many
years an eminent professor of languages in the University of Paris.
He published an approved “ Dictionary
of the Bible.”
at

Huret,
Lyons

Died

hii'rk',

in 1717.

(Gr£goire,) a French engraver, born
His work is easy and mellow, and

in 1610.

heads expressive. Died in 1670.
Hurl'but, (Stephen A.,) an American general, born
at Charleston, South Carolina, about 1815, commanded
a division of General Grant’s army at Shiloh, April 6-7,

his

1862.
With the rank of major-general, he directed a
corps of General Sherman’s army in the raid to Meridian
in February, 1864.
Hurl'stoneJ Frederick Yeates,) an English painter
of history and portraits, was born in London in 1801.
Soon after 1830 he joined the Society of British Artists,
of which he became president. Among his works are
“The Spanish Beauty” and “The Last Sigh of the Moor.”
His portraits are much admired. Died in 1869.

Hurtado de Mendoza.

See Mendoza.

Hurtault, /luR'to', (Maximilien Joseph,) a French
architect, born at Huningue in 1765. He was appointed
architect of the Fontainebleau Palace, in which he restored the gallery of Diana.
Died in 1824.
Hurter, hooR'ter, (Friedrich Emanuel,) a German
born at Schaffhausen in 1786, published a
“History of Pope Innocent III.,” (4 vols., 1834-42,)
and a “ History of the Emperor Ferdinand II. and his
Family,” ( Eltern ,) (9 vols., 1850-57.) Died in 1865.
historian,

Hus'bands, (Herman,) a native of Pennsylvania,
became a leader of the “ Regulators” in North Carolina
in 1768, and fought against Governor Tryon in 1771.
Died about 1794.

born in Paris in 1790, published a “Complete
Manual of Mineralogy,” (2 vols., 1841,) and revised and
Huschke, hoosh'keh, (Emanuel Gottlieb,) a Gercontinued the “System of Universal Geography,” which man philologist, born in
1761, published a good edition
Malte-Brun left unfinished. The last two volumes of of Tibullus,
(1819,) and other works. Died in 1828.
this were written by M. Huot.
Died in 1845.
Huschke, (Georg Philipp Eduard,) a German

naturalist,

See “Vie de J. J. N. Huot,” by his son, Paul Huot, 1846.
jurist, born at Miinden in 1801, published “ Studies on
Hupfeld, hoop'felt, (Hermann,) a German theolo- Roman Law,” (1830,) and other works.
Hus'kls-son, (William,) an English statesman and
gian and Orientalist, born at Marburg in 1796, became

He published,
professor of theology at Halle in 1843.
besides other works, “De Vera Festorum apud Hebraeos
Ratione,” (2 vols., 1852,) and a version of the Psalms,
He was an excellent Hebrew scholar. Died at
(1855.)
Halle in April, 1866.

Huppazoli, oop-p&d-zo'lee, (Francesco,) an Italian,
noted for longevity, born at Casal in 1587, was at one
time a merchant, and in 1669 was appointed Venetian
Pie was abstemious in his habits,
consul at Smyrna.
and retained the use of his faculties to the last. Died
in 1702.

Hurault.

See Chivf.rny.
Hurd, (Richard,) D.D., an eminent English writer
and critic, born at Congreve in 1720, was educated at
Cambridge, and became a friend of Warburton. He was
appointed Bishop of Lichfield and Coventry in 1775, and
The archtranslated to the see of Worcester in 1781.
bishopric of Canterbury was offered to him, but was
declined.
Among his works, which are very numerous
and able, are “Dialogues, Moral and Political,” “ Letters
on Chivalry,” (1762,) “Commentary on Horace’s Ars
Poetica,” “ Lectures on the Prophecies,” and a “ Life of
Warburton,” (1794.) “Hurd has perhaps,” says Hallam, “the merit of being the first who, in this country,
aimed at philosophical criticism he had great ingenuity,
a good deal of reading, and a facility in applying it but
:

;
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financier, born in Worcestershire in 1770, went to Paris
in 1 783, where he lived with one of his uncles and learned

the French language. Sympathizing with the Revolution,
he was present at the storming of the Bastille, and he
became a prominent member of the “ Societe de 1789.”
In 1790 he was employed as secretary to Lord Gower,

then ambassador at
to

England

in 1792.

Paris,

with

Having

whom

he returned

attracted the favourable

notice of Pitt, he was appointed in 1795 under-secretary in the department of war and the colonies, and the

next year was returned to Parliament for Morpeth. He
was secretary of the treasury from 1804 until the death
of Pitt, and again from 1807 until 1809, when, as a
friend of Canning, he resigned with him. In Parliament
he represented successively Harwich, Chichester, (1812Pie gained distinction
23,) and Liverpool, (1823-30.)
by his knowledge of finance and commerce, and by his
methodical and luminous reports. In 1823, under the
auspices of Canning, he became president of the board
of trade, treasurer of the navy, and a member of the
cabinet.
From the death of Canning (1827) to 1829 he
acted as colonial secretary. In the latter part of his life
he inclined to the policy of the Liberal party in respect
to electoral reform, the corn-laws, and other restrictions
on commerce. He resigned in May, 1829, because he
differed from the Tory ministry.
At the opening of the
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Liverpool and Manchester Railway he was killed by an
engine, September 15, 1830.
See “ Speeches and Biography,” by Wright, 3 vols., 1831 Wm.
Jerdan, “Men I have known,” London, 1866; “Nouvelle Bio;

graphie G^nerale.”

Hutchesonus.

See Hutcheson.

Hutch'ins, (Rev. John,) born at Bradford-Peverel, in
England, in 1698, wrote the “History and Antiquities
of the County of Dorset.” Died in 1773.
Hutch/ins, (Thomas,) an American geographer, born
in Monmouth county, New Jersey, about 1735.
He was

Huss, (John*) [Ger. Johann Huss, yo'hinhooss; Lat.
Johan'nes Hass,] a celebrated reformer of the Church, appointed geographer to the United States by Congress,
was born at Husinec, (or Hussinetz,) in Southern Bohe- and published, besides other works, a “Topographical

Being appointed in 1402 preacher at the Description of Virginia, Pennsylvania, Maryland,
and
Bethlehem Chapel in Prague, he became a zealous advo- North Carolina,”
Died in 1789.
(1778.)
cate of the doctrines of Wickliffe, whereby he incurred
Hutch'in-son, (Ann,) a religious enthusiast, born in
the censure of the Catholic clergy. As rector of the Uni- Lincolnshire,
England, about 1600. She was the wife of
versity of Prague, he had the works of Wickliffe transWilliam Hutchinson, whom she accompanied to Boston
lated into Bohemian but they were soon after burned by in
She taught many doctrines which were con1636.
order of Archbishop Sbinko. In 1412 he denounced the demned as heretical by the
Synod of 1637. Mrs. Hutchinpapal bull issued by John XXIII. against Ladislaus, son herself was banished, and
in 1642 removed to what
King of Naples, and with his coadjutor, Jerome of Prague, is now Westchester county, New York. The next year
condemned the sale of indulgences. He was excommu- her house was set on fire by the Indians, and she and all
nicated the next year, upon which he wrote his work “ On her family, consisting
of sixteen persons, (except a child
the Church,” exposing the abuses of popery.
Cited taken captive,) either perished in the flames
or were
before the Council of Constance in 1414, and provided killed
by the savages.
with a pass by the emperor Sigismund, he was arrested
“
Life of Anne Hutchinson,” by George E. Ellis, in
See
on his arrival, and, as he adhered firmly to his opinions, Sparks’s “ American Biography,” vol. vi., 2d series; Hildreth’s
“ History of the United States,” vol.
he was burned by order of the treacherous emperor.
chap. ix.
See Emile de Bonnechose, “Les Reformateurs avant la ReHutchinson, (John,) Colonel, an English Puritan
forme,” 2 vols., 1847; “ J. Huss et Hieronymi Pragensis Historia et
Monumenta,” Nuremberg, 1558; J. Cochlee, “Historia Hussi- and regicide, born at Nottingham in 1616. In 1638 he
tarum,” 1549; Hodgson, “ Reformers and Martyrs,” Philadelphia, married Lucy Apsley. (See Hutchinson, Lucy.) In 1642
mia, in 1373.

;

i.

August Neander, “Ziige ausdem Leben des unvergesslichen
Huss,” Berlin, 1819 Wh. Gilpin, “ Lives of John Wickliffe and
Most Eminent of his Disciples, Lord Cobham, J. Huss,” etc.,
Georg Lommel, “J. Huss,” 1847; Helfert, “Huss und
Hieronymus von Prag,” 1853 “ North American Review” for October, 1847, (by H. W. Torrey.)

he obtained the rank of lieutenant-colonel in the army
of Parliament, and next year was appointed governor
of the town and castle of Nottingham, which he bravely
defended in along siege against the royalists. He was one
of the judges who condemned Charles I., and afterwards

Hussein Paslia, hoos'sln' pi'shi', a famous Turkish
admiral, born about 1750, was a favourite of Selim III.,
who in 1789 appointed him capudan-pasha. He possessed superior talents, and served his master with fidelity in reforming the discipline and management of
the navy.
He commanded the fleet which in 1801 cooperated with the English against the French on the
Died in 1803.
coast of Egypt.
Hussein Pasha, (or Pacha,) last Dey of Algiers,
born at Smyrna about 1773. At the death of Ali Pasha,
To avenge
in 1818, he was proclaimed his successor.
an insult received by the French consul, the French
government sent in June, 1830, an army which, after
several days’ fighting, forced Hussein to capitulate. He
was deposed, and died in 1838.
See A. Nettement, “ Histoire de la Conquete d’Alger,” 1857.

was a member of the council of state. Pie was hostile
to the government of Cromwell. After the restoration
he was included in the act of amnesty, but, on a groundless suspicion of a treasonable conspiracy, was confined
in the Tower and Sandown Castle from 1662 to his death
in 1664.
His character was excellent, and free from the
austere errors to which the Puritans were most inclined.

1867;

J.

:

of the
1763;

;

HQs'sey, (Giles,) an English painter, born in 1710,
He
studied in Italy, and settled in London in 1742.
excelled in portraits, and attempted to apply to his art
Died in 1788.
the hypothesis of harmonic proportions.
Husson, /m's6N', (Jean HonorE Aristide,) a skilHe gained
ful French sculptor, born in Paris in 1803.

Among his works
the grand prize of Rome in 1830.
are “ Dante and Virgil,” a bas-relief, (1836,) a statue of
Voltaire, (1839,) and a marble statue of “ Haidee,” (1850.)

See “ Memoirs of Colonel Hutchinson,” by his

Hutchinson, (John,) an English

wife, 1806.

writer,

born

at

Spennithorne in 1674, was the founder of the Hutchinsonian or mystical school of biblical interpretation.
He
was employed as steward by the Duke of Somerset, and
afterwards as his riding-purveyor. His first work, called
“ Moses’ Principia,” was designed to refute the arguments of Newton’s “Principia.” He published, also, a
“Treatise on Power, Essential and Mechanical,” “Glory
or Gravity, Essential and Mechanical,” “ The Hebrew
Writings Complete,” “ Moses sine Principio,” and other
works. His leading idea is that the Hebrew Scriptures
contain the elements of natural philosophy as well as
His views excited much controversy, and
of religion.
were adopted by Bishop Horne, Parkhurst, and other

Died in 1737.
See Julius Bates, “Defence of John Hutchinson’s Tenets,”
1751 Floyd, “Bibliotheca Biographies.”

eminent divines.
;

Died in 1864.
Hutchinson, (John Hely,) an Irish statesman and
Hu'ston, (Lorenzo Dow,) a Methodist minister, born lawyer, born in 1715, resided in Dublin, and became
in Cincinnati, Ohio, in 1820, preached in Kentucky, and secretary of state.
Died in 1794.
edited several papers.
Hutchinson, (John PIely,) a British general, born
Hutch/e-spn, [Lat. Hutcheso'nus,] (Francis,) a in 1757, was the second son of the preceding. He
metaphysician, born in the north of Ireland in 1694, was entered the army in 1774.
Having gained distinction in
educated at Glasgow, and was ordained as a Presbyterian the Irish rebellion, he was made major-general in 1796.
minister.
While employed as principal of an academy In 1800 he went to Egypt as second in command under
in Dublin, he published about 1725 an excellent work, Sir Ralph Abercrombie. When the latter was killed, in
entitled an “ Inquiry into the Original of our Ideas of March, 1801, Hutchinson succeeded to the command,
Beauty and Virtue,” which was followed by an “ Essay and obliged the French army under Menou to capitulate
on the Passions and Affections,” (1728.) In 1729 he was at Alexandria in the same year. He was rewarded for
appointed professor of moral philosophy in the Uni- these services by the title of Baron Hutchinson. In
versity of Glasgow. Died in 1747. His greatest work, “ A 1825, on the death of his brother, he inherited the title
System of Moral Philosophy,” was published in 1755. of Earl of Donoughmore. Died in 1832.
Sir J. Mackintosh thinks Hutcheson “was the father
Hutchinson, (Lucy,) an English authoress of great
He merit, was the daughter of Sir Allan Apsley, lieutenant
of the modern school of philosophy in Scotland.”
adopted the opinions of Lord Shaftesbury in moral philos- of the Tower of London, in which Tower she was born
ophy, and maintained that disinterested affections and a in 1620. She was married in 1638 to Colonel John
distinct moral faculty are essential parts of human nature.
See William Leechman, “ Life of F. Hutcheson,” prefixed to
his “ System of Moral Philosophy,” 1755; “ Biographia Britannica,”
(Supplement;) Sir J. Mackintosh, “Preliminary Dissertation” in
the “Encyclopaedia Britannica;” Jacob Baart de la Faille,
“ Dissertatio de Vita et Scriptis F. Hutchesoni,” 1812.
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Hutchinson, noticed above, after having received a liberal
She shared the counsels and dangers of her
husband in the civil war, attended him in prison, and
wrote Memoirs of his life, (1806,) which are greatly
admired. “ We have not often met with anything,” says
education.
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HUTCHINSON
“more

interesting and curious than this
challenges our attention as containing an
accurate and luminous account of military and political
affairs from the hand of a woman, and as exhibiting the
most liberal and enlightened sentiments in the person
of a Puritan. The views which it opens into the character of the writer and the manners of the age will be to
many a still more powerful attraction.”
See “Memoirs of Eminent Englishwomen,” by Louisa S. Costello, London, 1844; “Edinburgh Review” for October, 1808,
(vol. xiii. ;) “Monk’s Contemporaries,” by Guizot, London, 1865.
Hutchinson, (Richard Hely,) Earl of Donoughrnore, born in Dublin in 1756, was the eldest son of John
H. Hutchinson, noticed above. He served in the army
during the Irish rebellion of 1798, and in 1800 was raised
to the peerage, as Earl of Donoughmore.
In 1805 he
obtained the rank of major-general. In Parliament he
advocated with zeal and constancy the claims of the
Catholics.
He was created a peer of the United King-

Lord

Jeffrey,

volume. ...

dom

It

Died

in 1821.

in 1825.

Hutchinson, (Roger,) an

early English Reformer,

became Fellow of Saint John’s College, Cambridge,

He

1543.
in 1842.

left

Died

in

theological works, which were published
in 1555.

Hutchinson, (Thomas,)

a royal governor of MassaHe became a
Boston in 1711.
judge of probate in 1752, and chief justice of Massachusetts in 1760.
His course in relation to the Stamp Act
rendered him very unpopular. He succeeded Bernard
as governor in 1769, and pursued a policy which tended
to provoke a revolt in the colonies.
When the tea was
brought to Boston in 1773, the inhabitants, in townmeeting, resolved that it should not be landed, but be
returned to its owners. Hutchinson, however, refused to
grant the ships a pass. The result was the destruction
of the tea by citizens in the disguise of Indians. In 1772,
Dr. Franklin, colonial agent in London, had sent over
to Massachusetts confidential letters written by Hutchinson to England, which showed that his whole policy
had been characterized by duplicity and evasion, that,
professing to be the friend of the colony, he had secretly
advised the sending of troops to Boston, and other
obnoxious measures.
He retired to England in 1774.
Died near London in 1780. His principal works are a
“ History of the Province of Massachusetts Bay from
1628 to 1749,” (2 vols. 8vo, issued in 1764-67,) and a
“ Collection of Original Papers relative to the History
of Massachusetts Bay,” (1769.) The “North American
Review” calls his work “ a mine of wealth to all future
“ It is written,” says Banhistorians and antiquaries.”
croft, “with lively inquisitiveness and lawyer-like criticism, though without a glimpse of the great truths which
were the mighty causes of the revolution he describes.”
chusetts,

was born

in

—

See Ai.len’s “American Biographical Dictionary.”

Huth,
ralist,

(Georg Leonhard,) a German
Nuremberg in 1705 died in 1761.

hoot,

born

at

natu-

;

Hutin, ^U'tiN', (Charles,) a French painter and
sculptor, born in Paris in 1715, worked mostly at Dresden, where he died in 1776.

Hutten, von,
German

fon hoot'ten, [Lat. Hutte'nus,] (Ulpoet, and one of the earliest Protestant
Reformers, born near Fulda in 1488.
He studied at
Frankfort-on-the-Oder, and afterwards at Pavia, in Italy.
About 1520 he repaired to Mentz, where he published a
succession of severe attacks on the Roman clergy, and
soon after became acquainted with Luther, whose cause
he openly espoused. Owing to the persecution he now
encountered, he was obliged to take refuge in Switzerland,
where he died in 1523. He possessed rare talents, but
lacked discretion. Among his works are “ Epistolae Obscurorum Virorum,” satires on certain pedants, (1516.)
See Schubart, “ Leben Ulrich von Hutten’s,” 1791; Burckhard,
“ Commentarius de Fatis et Meritis Ulrici Hutteni,” 1717-23;
Strauss, “ Ulrich von Hutten,” 1858 Bayle, “ Historical and Critical Dictionary;” Wagenseil, “ U. von Hutten nach seinem Leben,”
etc, 1823; Zeller, “ U. de Hutten, sa Vie, ses CEuvres, son Temps,”
Paris, 1849; Gervinus, “ Geschichte der Deutschen National-Literatur;” “Nottvelle Biographie Generate ;” “Fraser’s Magazine”
rich,) a

;

for August, 1849.

Huttenus.
Hutter,

Ulm

See Hutten.

hoot'ter, (Elias,) a

about 1555.

He

German

linguist,

born

at

published an edition of the Bible
in Hebrew, and a Polyglot Bible.
Died aLout 1602.
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Hutter, [Lat. PIutte'rus,] (Leonhard,) a German
theologian, a brother of the preceding, was born at Ulm
in 1563. He was noted for his rigour and excessive zeal
for Lutheranism. He was professor of theology at Wittenberg from 1596 until 1616. Among his numerous works
is a “ Compendium of Theological Subjects,” (“ Compendium Locorum theologicorum,” 1610.) Died in 1616.
See Bayle, “Historical and Critical Dictionary
J. G. Neumann, “ Programma de Vita L. Hutteri,”

1706.

Hutterus. See Hutter.
Hut'ton, (Charles,) LL.D., an eminent English
mathematician, born at Newcastle-upon-Tyne in 1737,
was employed for some years as a teacher in his native
place.
Here he published treatises on arithmetic and
mensuration.
From 1773 t0 1806 he was professor of
mathematics in the Military Academy at Woolwich. In
1774 he was chosen a Fellow of the Royal Society, which
he also served as foreign secretary and enriched with
able scientific memoirs.
Pie acquired celebrity by numerous works, among which are “ Mathematical Tables,”
“
Elements
of
Conic
Sections,” a “Mathematical
(1785,)
and Philosophical Dictionary,” (1795,) a “Course of
Mathematics,” (1798,) etc. P’rom 1804 to 1809 he assisted
Shaw and Pearson in abridging the “ Philosophical Transactions.”
He was eminent for benevolence, modesty,
and simplicity of character. In 1807 his services were
rewarded by a pension of ,£500. Died in 1823.
“GenSee Ersch mid Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyklopaedie
tleman’s Magazine” for 1S23.

Hut'tpn, (James,) M.D., a philosopher and geologist,
distinguished as the author of the Plutonian theory oi
He gradugeology, was born in Edinburgh in 1726.
ated as M.D. at Leyden in 1749. About 1768 he became
again a resident of Edinburgh, where he published, besides other works, a “ Dissertation on the Philosophy
of Light, Heat, and Fire,” (1794,) and “ Theory of the
Earth,” (1795.) His geological theory excited much
discussion and opposition, being attacked by Kirwan and
defended by Professor Playfair, who wrote “ Illustrations of the Huttonian Theory of the Earth,” (1802.)
Died

in 1797.
See Chambers, “ Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen ;”

“Edinburgh Review,”

vol.

ii.

Hutton, (Matthew,) an English prelate, born in
1529, was made Bishop of Durham in 1589, and Archbishop of York in 1594. He wrote a work on PredesDied

tination.

in 1605.

Hutton, (Matthew,) became Archbishop
in 1747,

and was translated

to

Canterbury

York

of

in 1757.

He

published several sermons. Died in 1758.
Hutton, (William,) an English antiquary and author,
born of poor parents at Derby in 1723. He received a
defective education. At the age of fifty-six he commenced
his career as an author. His chief works are a “ History
of Birmingham,” (1781,) a “History of Derby,” (1790,)
“Edgar and Elfrida,” a poem, “The Roman Wall,”
(1801,) and an instructive volume of “Autobiography,”
His daughter Catherine wrote “The Miser
(1816.)
Married,” a novel. He died in 1815.
See his “Autobiography;” “Pursuit of Knowledge under Difficulties,” vol.

Huve,

i.

/m'vi',

(Jean Jacques

Marie,) a French

He succeeded
architect, born at Versailles in 1783.
Vignon as architect of the grand church La Madeleine,
which he finished.
was admitted into the Institute

He

in 1838.

Died

in 1852.

See Charles Lenormand, “ Notice sur

J. J. M. Huvd,” 1853.
(John,) an English physician, born at
Halberton in 1694, studied under Boerhaave at Leyden,
and practised with success at Plymouth. He wrote
several popular books on medicine, one of which is an
“Essay on Fevers,” (1750.) Died in 1768.
Hux'ley, (Thomas Henry,) F.R.S., an eminent
English physiologist and naturalist, born at Ealing,
Middlesex, in 1825. He was in his youth a surgeon
in the royal navy.
About 1848 he produced a treatise
“On the Anatomy and Affinities of the Family of the
Medusae.” He succeeded E. Forbes as professor of
palaeontology in the School of Mines about 1854, and
became professor of physiology at the Royal Institution.
Among his principal works is a “ History of the Oceanic

Hux'ham,
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HUTDECOPER

Hydrozoa,” (1857,) “Man’s Place in Nature,” (1863,)
on the Elements of Comparative Anatomy,”
(1864,) and an essay entitled “Protoplasm; or, The
Physical Basis of Life,” (1869.)
In 1869 he was chosen

Leibnitz and Newton, the latter of
“ Summus Hugenius.”

“ Lectures

hoi'deh-ko'per, (Balthasar,) a

Dutch

See

;

a planetarium, and telescopes of enormous dimensions,
one of which had a focal length of two hundred and ten
In 1690 appeared (in French) his “Treatise on the
Cause of Gravity,” and a “ Treatise on Light,” which is
esteemed one of his greatest works. It contains arguments in favour of the undulatory theory, which was first
proposed by him and is now generally adopted. Died
in 1695. He left a work styled “ Cosmotheoros,” (printed
in 1698,) in which he advances bold speculations or conjectures on the constitution of the planets, which he
believed to be inhabited.
Huygens was never married.
1 le loved retirement, and maintained a good character
as a man.
He kept up a friendly correspondence with
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Autobiography,

in verse, entitled

“

De

Vila propria Ser-

Huyghens, Hoi'Hens, (Gomarus,) a Dutch Roman
Catholic theologian, born in Brabant in 1631; died in 1702.
Huyot, /Sii'yo', (Jean Nicolas,) a French architect,
born in Paris in 1780. He passed several years in the
Levant, exploring the ruins of Ephesus, Thebes, Athens,
and other cities. Died in 1840.
Huysman, hois'min, sometimes written Houseman,
(Cornelis,) an eminent Flemish landscape-painter, born
at Antwerp in 1648.
He worked mostly at Malines,
(Mechlin.)
His colouring is praised by Descamps, who
also observes that he had a great talent for painting
mountains. Among his works is “ The Disciples Going

Leyden, 1830.

feet.

him

Bayle, “ Historical and Critical Dictionary,” (in Z ;) Longfellow, “ Poets and Poetry of Europe;” Schinkel, “ Bijdrage tot
de Kennis van het Karakter van C. Huijgens,” 1842; “Fraser’s
Magazine” for May, 1854.

mones

See Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine Encyldopaedie
Van
Effen, “ Hollandische Spectator,” vol. iv. Schotel, “ Commentatio de B. Huydecoperi in Linguam Literasque Belgicas Meritis,”

entitled “Horologium Oscillatorium,” (1673,) dedicated
to Louis XIV.
Besides the theory of the pendulum,
this work contains several very important mechanical
discoveries, among which are the fact that the cycloid
is the curve all the arcs of which, measured from the
lowest point, are synchronous, and the theory (without
demonstration) of the centrifugal force in circular motion, by which he made a near approach to those laws
of gravitation afterwards proved by Newton. He has
the credit of inventing the spiral spring which is used
to regulate the balance of watches, which invention was
also claimed by Hautefeuille. In 1681 Huygens returned
to Holland, where he spent some years in constructing

called

Huygens or Huijgens, (Constantijn,) Seigneur of
Zuylichem, (or Zulichem,) born at the Hague in 1596, was
the father of the preceding.
He acted with credit as
secretary to three successive princes of Orange, the last
of whom was William III. of England.
He wrote Latin
epigrams, and other poetical performances, which were
received with favour. Died in 1687.

poet and excellent critic, born at Amsterdam in 1695.
lie produced “ Arsaces,” (1722,) and three other tragedies, a good metrical version of the Satires, Epistles, and
“Ars Poetica” of Horace, (1737,) and other poems.
His “Essays, Philological and Poetical, or Observations
on Vondel’s Dutch Version of Ovid’s Metamorphoses,”
“All that he has done
(1730,) are highly commended.
in this department,” says the “ Biographie Universelle,”
“is classical.” Died in 1778.

Huygens or Huyghens, hl'gens, [Dutch pron. almost
hoi'Hens; Lat. Huge'nius,] (Christian,) a celebrated
Dutch astronomer and geometer, born at the Hague,
April 14, 1629.
He inherited the title of Lord of Zuylichem.
About the age of sixteen he went to Leyden,
where he studied law and mathematics under Vinnius
and Schooten. Soon after leaving the university, he
began to distinguish himself by his admirable scientific
discoveries and mechanical inventions. In 1651 he published his “Theorems on the Quadrature of the Hyperbola,” etc., and in 1656 discovered a satellite of Saturn
with a telescope of his own construction. In 1657 he
rendered important service to science and society by
improving the clock, being the first to apply the pendulum to the measurement of time. Two years later he
published, in his “ System of Saturn,” a description of
Saturn’s ring, which he had discovered with a telescope
of twenty-two feet focal length.
These and other
successes had rendered him pre-eminent among the
contemporary savants and philosophers of all nations.
Newton was then a young student preparing to rival
or surpass him. The years 1660 and 1661 were passed
by Huygens in France and England. In 1663 he was
chosen a Fellow of the Royal Society of London. From
1665 to 1681 he resided in Paris, whither Colbert had
invited him in order to add tclat to the newly-founded
Academy of Sciences. In this period he demonstrated
the law of the impact of bodies, (1669,) wrote an elegant
treatise on Dioptrics, and published his great work

whom

See “Vita Hugenii,” prefixed to his “Opera Varia,” 1724; Condorcet, “Eloge de Huygens;” Ersch und Gruber, “Allgemeine
Encyklopaedie
Montucla, “ Histoire des Mathematiques
Delambre, 7 Histoire de l’Astronomie nioderne;” P. H. Peerlkamp,
“Annotatio in Vitam C. Hugenii,” 1821; M. Lemans, “ Lebensbeschrijving van C. Huijgens;” Dr, F. Hoefer, article in the
“Nouvelle Biographie Generate. ”

president of the British Association for 1870.
He contributed numerous memoirs to the Transactions of the
Royal Geological and Zoological Societies. He is a very
popular lecturer on natural science, and stands in the foremost rank among British physiologists and naturalists.
In natural science he favours the Darwinian theory.
See “Edinburgh Review” for April, 1863; “London Quarterly
Review” for October, 1869.

Huydecoper,
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to

Emmaus.”
See

J. C.

Died in 1727.
Weyerman, “De Schilderkonst

der Nederlanders.”

Huysman or Houseman, (Jacob,) a Flemish painter
of history and portraits, born at
in

London

Antwerp

in 1656; died

in 1696.

Huysum,

van, vfn hoi'sum, (Jacob,) brother of Jan,
noticed below, was born at Amsterdam about 1680.
He
excelled in flower-painting, and copied several of his
brother’s works with accuracy. Died in London in 1740.
Another brother, Justus, born in 1684, excelled in
battle-pieces, but died prematurely in 1706.
van, (Jan,) a celebrated Dutch painter,
in Amsterdam in 1682, was a pupil of his father,
His favourite subjects were flowers and fruits,
Justus.
in which he is thought to be unrivalled. His works unite
tasteful composition, richness and harmony of colour,

Huysum,

born

freedom of touch, and exquisite finish. His pictures
were often adorned with insects, dew-drops, birds nests,
etc.
He had a peculiar art of preparing his colours,
which he always kept secret. Died in 1749.
’

See Pilkington, “Dictionary of Painters.”

Huysum, van, (Justus,) thf. Old, a Dutch landscape-painter, born at Amsterdam in 1659, was the father
of the preceding.
Died in 1716.
Huzard, /zu'zIr', (Jean Baptiste,) a noted French
veterinary physician, born in Paris in 1755, was afhember
of the Institute.
He wrote numerous able and popular
works on the veterinary art and rural economy, and he
had collected a library of forty thousand volumes pertaining to his speciality. Died in 1839.
See Pariset, “ Lloge de Huzard;” Baron Silvestre, “Notice
sur Huzard.”
Hvergelmir.

See Nidhogg.
Hvitfeld, hvit'fSld, (Arild,) a Danish historian,
born in 1549. In 1586 he attained the dignity of senator,
and afterwards was chancellor of the kingdom. He wrote
a “Chronicle of the Kingdom of Denmark,” which is
considered authentic. Died in 1609.
See Kraft og Nyerup, “ Litteraturlexicon for Danemark.”
Hwiid, hweed, (Andreas Christian,) a Danish critic,
born at Copenhagen in 1749, was educated for the church,
and was skilled in Oriental languages. He published a
“ Life of Cyrus the Great and the Younger,” and several

commentaries on Scripture. Died in 1788.
Hyacinthe. See Hyacinthus.
Hyacinthe, e'i'siNt', (Charles Loyson,) P£rf, an
eminent French pulpit orator, born at Orleans about
1828. He became a Carmelite monk, preached for some
time in Lyons, and removed about 1865 to Paris, where
his conferences in the church of Notre-Dame attracted
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much attention. In September, 1869, he published, in
a letter to the general of his order, a protest against the
ultramontane doctrines and practices of the Roman
Church, called forth by the Encyclical letter by which
the pope had convened a general council. This protest
caused a great commotion in the religious world. “ Since
Luther,” says Mr. Bigelow, “ there has been no such

US

Hyde de Neuville, hid deh nuh'v£F, (Jean Guillaume,) a French politician, born in the department of
Nievre in 1776. He was an active royalist during the
republic and the empire.
After the restoration he acted
with the ultra royalists as a deputy in 1815, and was
minister to the United States of North America from 1816
to 1821.
He was minister of the marine in the Mar-

tignac cabinet for a short time in 1828.
Died in 1857.
Hyder, the German of Hydra, which see.
Hyder-Alee or Hyder- Ali, hl'der Flee, [sometimes
the “Old Catholic” congress at Munich in 1871, was written, in French, Haider-Ali,] a celebrated Hindoo
cure of Geneva up to 1874, and afterwards visited prince, born about 1718, entered the army of the Rajah
England to lecture.
of Mysore.
His military talents procured his promotion
Hy-a -cin'thus, [Gr. 'Yancvdog ; Fr. Hyacinthe, e't - to the command of an army, with which he captured Bans&Nt',] a beautiful Spartan youth, beloved by Apollo, by galore and fought against the Mahrattas. About 1759, by
whom he was accidentally killed in a game of discus. a bold and successful coup d'etat he obtained the chief
The poets feigned that Apollo changed him into the power in Mysore, leaving his former master the title of
flower called Hyacinth.
rajah and a pension.
The English, alarmed by his enHy'a -des, [Gr. "Tadec,] Anglicised as Hy'ads, nymphs croachments, formed a league with the Mahrattas against
of classic mythology, and daughters of Atlas. According him, (1766.) In the war that ensued, Hyder gained such
to the poetic legend, they were changed into stars, and advantages that the English sued for peace and entered
now form part of the constellation of Taurus. When into alliance with him, (1769.) In 1771 he was defeated
they rose and set with the sun, it was regarded as a sign by the piratical Mahrattas, the English having failed
to aid him according to the treaty.
of rainy weather.
Having made an
7
att, (John,) a Calvinistic Methodist preacher, alliance with the French and the Mahrattas against the
born in 1767, officiated in the Tabernacle, London. He English, he suddenly invaded the Carnatic in 1780, took
published several volumes of sermons. Died in 1826.
several fortresses, defeated some detachments, and ravHyb' re-as, ['Ylfpeaf,] an eminent Greek orator, a aged the country almost to the walls of Madras. In
native of Caria, flourished about 40 B.c.
1782 he was defeated by Sir Eyre Coote at Porto Novo,
Hyde, (Anne,) a daughter of Lord Clarendon, was and died in the same year, leaving his throne to his son,
born in 1637. She was married about 1660 to the Duke Tippoo Sahib. Hyder was a Mussulman. He is reputed
of York, afterwards James II.
She was the mother of the most able enemy the British have had to contend
signal revolt against the authority of the Romish hierarchy.” In 1870 he was relieved by the Pope of his
monastic vows and became a secular priest. He attended

,

Hy

Queen Mary and Queen Anne.

Died in 1671.
See “ Memoirs of Eminent Englishwomen,” by Louisa

Stuart

Costello.

Hyde, (Edward.) See Clarendon, Earl of.
Hyde, (Henry.) See Clarendon, Earl of.
Hyde, (Lawrence,) M.P.,son of Sir Nicholas Hyde,
distinguished himself by his successful efforts in promoting the escape of Charles II. after the battle of Worcester.
The king passed one night in the house of

with in India.
See Meer Hussein Ali

Kirmain, “ History of Hyder Ali,”
(translated into English by Colonel W. Miles, 1842;) F. Robson,
“Life of Hyder- Ali,” 1786; M. Carpani, “Memorie sopra la Vita

Khan

d’Hyder Ali,” 1784; Joseph Michaud, “Histoire du Progres
Chute de l’Empirede Mysore,” etc., 2 vols., 1801.

et

de

la

Hy'dra,

[Gr. "T 6pa; Fr.

Hydre,

idrt

;

Ger.

Hyder,

Idra, ee'dR&,] a monster which infested the
Lernean marsh and was destroyed by Hercules. It was
have
had nine heads. (See Hercules.)
said to
Lawrence Hyde’s tenant, and thence was conducted by
Hydre. See Hydra.

Hyde to the sea-shore. Died in 1682.
Hyde, (Lawrence,) first Earl of Rochester, was

the

second son of Edward, Earl of Clarendon. He was
an ultra Tory, and was the leader of the High-Church
party in the reign of Charles II.
He became first commissioner of the treasury in 1679. At the accession
of James II., in 1685, he was appointed lord treasurer,
(prime minister.) Though extremely subservient to the
policy of the king, he was removed from office in December, 1686, because he would not turn Roman Catholic.
After the flight of James II., Hyde gave his adhesion to

William III. Died in 1711.
See Macaulay, “History of England,”
vol.

ii.
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Nicholas,) an English judge, born in
Lawrence Hyde, and uncle of the
first Earl of Clarendon.
He was appointed chief justice
of the king’s bench in 1626, and presided when Sir John
Eliot was unjustly condemned to prison.
Died in 1631.
Hyde, (Thomas,) D.D., a learned English divine, born
in Shropshire in 1636, became Archdeacon of Gloucester
in 1678, professor of Arabic at Oxford in 1691, and regius
1572,

(Sir

was the

father of

professor of Hebrew in 1697.
He excelled in Oriental
languages, and was interpreter of the same to Charles
II., James II., and William III.
From 1665 to 1701 he
was principal librarian of the Bodleian Library. He published a treatise on Chinese weights and measures, (1688,)
and one on “Oriental Games,” (1694.) His principal
work, a “ History of the Religion of the Ancient Persians and Magi,” in Latin, (1700,) displays a vast erudi“ The
tion, and for a long time had a great reputation.
variety and novelty of its contents,” says Hallam, “gave
this book a credit which in some degree it preserves
but Hyde was ignorant of the ancient language of Persia,
and is said to have been often misled by Mohammedan
authorities.” (“ Introduction to the Literature of Europe.”)
He wrote other works, and compiled dictionaries of the Persian and Turkish languages. Died in 1703.
See “Biographia Britannica;” Wood, “ Athens Oxonienses.”
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Hy-ge'ia or Hy-gi-eFa, [Gr.
Hyg£e, e'zhk',] written also

e'zhe', or

Fr.

Hygie,

Hygea or Hygia,

the goddess of health, in Greek mythology, said to be the
daughter of Asclepias. She was represented as holding
a cup in one hand, and in the other a serpent, drinking
from the cup.
Hygie or Hygee. See Hygf.ia.
Hy-gFnus [Fr. Hygin, e'zhiN'] became Bishop of
Rome in 138 a.d., and died in 142. He is supposed to
have been a Greek.
Hy-gFnus or Higinus, (Caius Julius,) a Roman
grammarian, born in Spain or Alexandria. Originally
a slave, he was set free by Augustus Caesar, who gave
him charge of the Palatine Library. He wrote a “ Commentary on Virgil,” and other esteemed works, which
Other works bearing his name are extant, viz.,
are lost.
“Mythological Fables,” and “Poeticon Astronomicon,”
but are supposed to have been written by a Hyginus

who

lived at a later date.
See Bunte, “ Dissertatio de C.

Hyksos.

See

J.

Hygini Vita

et Scriptis,” 1846.

Shepherd Kings.

Hylander,

hu-liiFder, (Anders,) a Swedish Orienin 1750
died in 1830.
(Maurice,) a French monk and
preacher, born at Angouleme in 1539, was a partisan of
Died in 1591.
the League.
Hy'las, [Gr. "YAaf,] a favourite of Hercules, whom he
accompanied in the Argonautic expedition. The Naiads,
enamoured with his beauty, drew him into the water, so
that he was lost to Hercules forever.
Hyll, hil, (?) (Alban,) an English physician, who pracHe wrote a
tised in London with a high reputation.
talist,

born

at

Hylaret,

Tunhem

;

he'l&'rk',

“Commentary on Galen.”

Died in 1559.
Hyl'lus, [Gr. "Y/Uof,] a son of Hercules andDejanira,
was persecuted by Eurystheus, and after the death of
Aided by
his father was the leader of the Heracli'dae.
the Athenians, he invaded Peloponnesus, and defeated
Eurystheus,
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he killed with his
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own

hand.
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Hy'
or Hymenasus, him-e-nee'us, [Gr. Tfii/v or
Fr. Hymen, e'mcn', or Hym£n£e, e'mi'nl',]
the god of marriage of the Greeks and Romans, was
represented as a handsome youth, crowned with flowers,
and holding a nuptial torch in his hand. According to
one .tradition, he was a son of Apolio and one of the
Muses. Another account makes him the son of Bac'

orators of Athens, he was chosen to conduct the prosecution against Demosthenes for his share in that trans-

'Ypevaiog

action.
Hyperides was put to death by Antipater in
322. Cicero ranks him next to Demosthenes and other
ancient critics agree that his eloquence was of the highest
order. He is the only one of the Ten Orators of Athens
whose orations have all been lost.
See Plutarch, “ Vitas Decern Oratorum ;” Grote, “ History of
Greece
Cicero, “ Brutus,” “De Oratore,” and “Orator;” Kiess;

chus and Venus.

Hymir, hl'mir, written also Eyrner, [supposed to be
derived from humr, the “sea,”] the name of a great giant
mentioned in the Norse mythology as the owner of a
huge kettle, a mile deep, which Thor carried off, having
first placed it over his head, so that he was entirely
hidden by it. It was the same giant with whom Thor
went a fishing and caught the World-serpent.
See Thorpe, “Northern Mythology,” vol. i. Mallet, “North

ling, “

De Hyperide

Oratore Attico,” 1737

;

Quintilian, book

xii.

Thirlwall, “History of Greece.”

Hy-per-Fon,

(or

hl-pee're-on,)

[Gr.

*Y irepZuv,]

ir,

Greek mythology, the name of a Titan, a son of Uranus
and Ge, (or Terra,) and the father of Aurora and Helios.
In Homer, Hyperion is a name of the sun.
-pe'ri-us, [Dutch pron. he-pa're-us,] (Andr£ Gerard,) an eminent Protestant theologian, born at Ypres
era Antiquities,” vol.
Fable XXVII.
Hym'ni-a, [Gr. 'Ypv'ta Fr. Hymnie, tnTne',] a sur- in 15 1 1. He was professor of theology at Marburg from
name of Diana, under which she was worshipped in 1542 to 1564. Among his works are “ De Formandis
Concionibus sacris,” (“ On the Composition of SerArcadia.
mons,” 1555,) and “De Theologo seu de Ratione Studii
Hymnie. See Hymnia.
Hynd'ford, (John Carmichael,) Earl of, a Scot- theologici,” (“On the Theologian, or on the Method of
Theological
Study,” 1556.) Died in 1564.
tish diplomatist, born in 1701. In 1741 he was employed
See Wilhelm Wille, “Programma de A. Hyperio Hassorum
with credit as ambassador to the Prussian court, and Theologo,”
1788; Bayle, “Historical and Critical Dictionary.”
in 1744 was sent in the same capacity to Russia.
After
Hy-perm-nes'tra, [Gr. 'Ymppvijorpa; Fr. Hypermsuccessful efforts to terminate the war of the Austrian
nestre, e'p£Rm'n§stV,] one of the Danaides, which
succession by a treaty of peace, he acted as envoy to
see.
Vienna in 1752. In 1764 he was appointed lord viceHyp'si-cles, [’Yi/wcA^f,] a Greek mathematician of
admiral of Scotland. He died in 1767.
an uncertain epoch, is supposed to have lived at AlexHypatia, hl-pa'she-a, [Gr. 'Y naria; Fr. PIypatie, andria
in the second century.
Pie wrote a treatise
e'pi'te',] a celebrated female philosopher and mathema- “
On the Right Ascension of the Constellations of the
tician, born at Alexandria in the latter part of the fourth
Zodiac,” which is extant.
He is regarded by some as
century. She was the daughter of Theon, and displayed
the author of the fourteenth and fifteenth books of the
even greater talents than this famous mathematician in “
Elements” of Euclid. According to Delambre, he
the study of philosophy and the sciences.
She pursued lived about 146 b.c.
her studies with great assiduity, often studying late in the
Hyp-sip'y-le, [Gr. ’YiptnvAj),] a queen of Lemnos,
night.
After having improved herself by travelling and
who, according to tradition, saved the life of her father
attending lectures at Athens of the most distinguished
when the other women of the island killed their husbands
teachers of philosophy, she returned to Alexandria,
and male relations. She was afterwards sold into slavery
where she was invited by the magistrates of the city by the Lemnian women.
to teach philosophy.
She favoured the Neo-Platonic
See Lempriere’s “Classical Dictionary.
philosophy.
She had many celebrated disciples, some
Hyrcan. See Hyrcanus.
of whom embraced Christianity and cherished through

Hy

;

ii.

Hyr-ca'nus [Gr. 'Ypaavog Fr. Hyrcan, £rT;5n'] I.,
(John,) high-priest of the Jews, was the son of Simon
Maccabeus, whom he succeeded in 135 B.C. After the
death of Antiochus Sidetes, 130 B.C., he conquered the
Idumeans and destroyed the city of Samaria. Though
educated as a Pharisee, in the latter part of his life he
favoured their rivals the Sadducees. He died in the
year 103, leaving his office to his son Aristobi/lus.
See Josephus, “History of the Jews;” Apocryphal Book of

feelings of friendship for her, although she continued to worship the heathen deities of Greece.
She
was noted for her virtue, her beauty, her simplicity of
dress, her accomplishments, and her strength of mind.
Orestes, the prefect of Alexandria, admired her wisdom,
and often availed himself of her counsels. Cyril, the
Christian patriarch, and his fanatical monks, appear to
have regarded Hypatia as the principal supporter of the
old religion and at last their frenzy reached such a point
that they tore her from her chariot as she was going to
her school, and murdered her. This occurred in March,
415 a.d. The works of Hypatia were destroyed when
the Mohammedans burned the library of Alexandria.
Among these were a “Commentary on Diophantus,”
an “Astronomical Canon,” and a “Commentary on the
Conics of Apollonius of Perga.” The titles of all her
other works are lost.
See Tillemont, “ Memoires
Wernsdorf, “ Quatre Dissertations sur Hvpatie
Charles Kingsley’s historical romance entitled
life

Maccabees.

;

Hyrcanus

II., high-priest of the Jews, succeeded his
Alexander Jannseus, in 76 B.c. His brother Aristobu'lus having usurped the regal power, Hyrcanus,- who
was a weak prince, appealed to the Roman Pompey,
who restored him to the throne and priesthood. Antigonus, son of Aristobulus, with the aid of the Parthians,
deposed Hyrcanus about 38 B.C., and was soon after
supplanted by Herod, who married Mariamne, the granddaughter of Hyrcanus, and put the latter to death, 3c B.C.

father,

“ Hypatia.”

See Josephus, “ History of the Jews.”

Hypatie. See Hypatia.
Hy-per'bo-lus, ['Ynsp6o7u>c,]

Hyrtl,

hSSR't’l, (Joseph,)

an able anatomist, born at

dema- Eisenstadt, Hungary, in 1 81 1. He became professor of
gogue, born about 450 B.c., was a leader of the demo- anatomy in Vienna in 1845. He published, besides other
cratic party after the death of Cleon. He was ostracised works, a “Text-Book of Human Anatomy,” (“ Lehrbuch
by a coalition of Nicias and Alcibiades in 415. Died der Anatomie des Menschen,” 2 vols., 1847,) which has
about 410 b.c.
been adopted by the German universities as a standard.
Hyperide. See Hypertdes.
Hystaspe. See Hystaspes.
Hy -per-I'des, [Gr. 'Ynepetbrji or 'Y mpidr/c Fr. Hyp£- Hys-tas'pes, [Gr.Tcraaayf ; Fr. Hystaspe, is'tisp';
ride, e'pl'rfed',] a famous Athenian orator, was the Persian, GushtAsp,] a satrap of Persia, and the father
son of Glaucippus, and a pupil of Plato. He was iden- of Darius I., lived about 550 B.c. He is said to have
tified with the party that opposed Philip of Macedon.
been the first who introduced into Persia the learning
After the battle of Choerone'a, (338 B.C.,) he proposed of the Indian Brahmans. According to one account, he
to recall the exiles, to liberate the slaves, and to take was the chief of the Magians, which accords with the
other vigorous measures, which were adopted, and pro- Persian tradition that Gushtasp patronized the religion
cured peace on favourable terms. Having refused to of Zoroaster. (See Gushtasp.)
Hywell. See Howell the Good.
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